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Locks; Printing.
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and Wood Distillation; Char-
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Purification
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XXXIV Railways; R ail wa y-
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graving; Mea.'^unng Instru-
ments, Wind-Wheels.

XXII. A!r-Ouns. CaUpults. and
Targets; Ammunition and

I Explosive Deviora; Boats and
Buoys. Firearms; Marine Pro-

I pulsion; Ordnance; Railway-

Rails and Joints; RaUway-Ties
and Fasteners; Ships.

IV Bridges; Conveyers; Cranes

and Derricks; Excavating;
Hoisting; Hydraulic Engineer-

ing; Iron Structures; Loading

and Unloading; Towers.
XXXI n Cutlery; Domestic
Cooking Vessels; Eleetrlc Signal-

ing; Elect ncity. Medical and
Surgical: Fireproof Buildings;
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Coating with Metal, Electro-
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XV. Brend, Pastry, and Confec-

tion Making: Coating; Fuel.

Glass; Hydraulic Lime and
Cement; Laminated Sheets and
Fabrics; Paper-Making. Paving:

I

Photography; Plastic Block and
;

Earthenware .Apparatus; Plas-

tic Compositions; Plastics.

XXVII Brushing and Scrubbing;

Grinding and Pollahlng; Laun-
drj- Washing Apparatus.
XXX Fluid-Pressure Regulators.

Lamps and Gas-Fittings, Liq-

uid aiMl Gaseous Fuel Burners:

Type-Writing Machines.

XX V 1 1 1 . Intemal-Com b u s 1 1 o n
Engines; Miscellaneous Heating
Plants.

II. Bef Culture; Dairy; Label-

I
Affixers; Paper Files and Bind-

I er»; Pneumatics; Presses; Store-
' Service; Tobacco
XIX. Furnaces; Heating and
Cooking Stoves, Liquid and CJas-

eous Fuel; Stov»^8 and Fur-

naces
XIII. Arms. Projectiles, and Ex-
plosive Charges. Making; Metal-

Working, etc.

XIV. Compound Tool.s; Cutting

and Punching Sheets and Bars:

Farrieo'; MeUl- Bending: Metal-

Ornamenting; Sheet -Metal
Ware. Making; Tools; Wir»-

Working.
XXXVII. EUxnric Lighting; Elec-

tricity, Conductors: Electricity.

General Applications.

XVI. Telegranby; Telephony . .

XXXIX. Baths and Closets;
Water Distribution.

XXV. Butcliertng; MllU; Thresh-

ing: Vt«etable Cutters and
Crushers.

XLI Railwav Draft Appliances;

Resilient Tires and Wheels.

XXI Brake.s and 01ns; Carding;

Cloth- FliUshlng; Cordage; Felt
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Silk; Spinnii*; Weaving
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PATENTS
GRANTED MAY 3, 1908

8«e,:W«. OVKRKLOW ALARM ANDERS W Andeusex.

and Harry W Hansen. Chicago, 111 Filed Nov. 20.

1007. Serial No. 403.040.

peat Into said second line circuit the signals of said first

line circuit.

The combination of a float operated alarm mechanism

with a support therefor, comprising an upright having an

Integral hook at its upper end and having an Integral

base pad at Its lower end, the weight of said support be-

ing concentrated at Its lower part to afford a table sup-

port for said mechanism both when suspended by said

hook from the rim of a vessel and when resting upon a

floor.

886.3.^7 BAIT HOLDER Lrnwio R Bai.ken, Alpena, i

Mich FMled July I'O. 1907. Serial No HS4,694.

A bait holder comprising a body having a foramlnated

wall dividing the body Into a central compartment open

at Its top and a Jacket surrounding the compartment and

also having a filling aperture in communication with the

jacket and removable means for closing said aperture, aX>

eorbent material arranged in the Jacket and surroundins

the said foramlnated wall, a cover carried by the body and

arranged In on^' position to rest over and close the said

compartment and having ventilating apertures, and a

sheave attached at Us ends to the under side of the cover

and having a portion disposed a slight distance below^the

paid ventilating aperture to permit the passage of air

therethrough and protect the contents of the compart

ment against the snn.

886,338. PRINTING TELEGRAPH. John C. Barclay.

New York, N Y.. assignor to Western Union Telegraph

Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Aug. 15, 1906. Serial No. 2"4,251.

1. A printing telegraph aystem comprtelng in comblna

tlon a line circuit, one or more multi-circuit printers com-

prlBlng printing and shift mechaniama each having In-

dependent controlling means, printing and ahlft clrcnlts

for said printers, a tranamltter for said printer* comprie

Ing means for producing a pulsating current in such line

circuit and for prolonging the pulaea therein at will, and

comprising also means for producing another class of

signals In said line circuit, and a translating apparatus

separate and distant from said transmitter and printers,

but connected with said transmitter through said line cir-

cuit, and comprising means operated by said pulsatory

current and the prolongation of pulses therein, controlling

the printing circuit of said printers and comprising also

means operated by the other class of signals In said line

circuit for controlling the shift circuit of said printers, a

second line circuit and repeating transmitting means oper-

ated by said translating apparatus and arranged to re-

(> o

'SS'

f^ir T7*~~f^
Si

2. In a printing telegraph system, the combination of

a transmitter, translating apparatus and a connecting

line circuit, said translating apparatus comprising means

operated by one class of signals In said line circuit for

operating printing mechanism in a printer, and further

comprising means controlled by another class of signals

in the line circuit for operating shift mechanism of a

printer, and further comprising means operated by a

third class of signals In said line circuit for causing repe-

tition of the character last printed, a second line circuit

and repeating transmitting means operated by said trans-

lating apparatus and arranged to repeat into said second

line circuit the signals of said first line circuit.

3. In a printing telegraph system, the combination of

a transmitter, translating apparatus, a connecting line

circuit, and printing and shift circuits for a printer con-

trolled by said printing apparatus, said translating ap-

paratus comprising means operated by one class of signals

In said line circuit for producing an alternating current

in such printing circuit and for prolonging one pulse of

such current at will, said translating apparatus further

comprising means controlled by anotbei- class of signals

In the line circuit for controlling said shift circuit, and

further comprising means controlled by a third class

of signals In the line circuit for transmitting through

such printing circuit an additional pulse of the same

direction as the preceding pulse, a second line circuit and

repeating transmitting means operated by said translat-

ing apparatus and arranged to repeat into said second

line circuit the signals of said first line circuit.

4 In a printing telegraph system, the combination with

a line circuit, and a transmitter comprising means for

transmitting an alternating current and for prolonging —
one of the current pnlses at will, and further comprising

means for reducing at will the strength of the line cur-

rent, of translating apparatus comprising a line polar re-

lay In such line circuit arranged to repeat the alterna-

tions In such circuit into a local printer circuit, and a

line neutral shift relay, in the same line circuit, operated

by Increase and decrease of line current strength, and

controlling a local printer shift circuit, a second line

circuit and repeating transmitting means operated by

said translating apparatus and arranged to repeat Into

said second line circuit the signals of said first line cir-

cuit.

5. In a printing telegraph system, the combination with

a line circuit, and a transmitter comprising means for

transmitting an alternating current and for prolonging .

one of the current pulses at will, and further comprising

two independent means for reducing the strength of the
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line current, one to a greater extent thaa the other, of

tranaiatlQg apparataa comprising a line polar relay In

8uch line circuit arranged to repeat the Mteniatlons In

Buch circuit Into a lo<-al printer circuit, and comprising
further line neutral shift and repeat relays, the repeat re-

lay operated by a relatively great decrease In strength of

the line current and arranged by Its operation to transmit

through the local printer circuit controlled by said line

p<jlar relay an additional prolonged current pulse of the

same polarity as the preceding pulse, the slllft-reiay oper-

ated by a relatively smaller decrease In strength of the

line currpnt and cuntrolling a local printer shift circuit,

a second line circuit and repeating transtnittlng means
operat>'d by said translating apparatus and arran»'ed to

repeat into said second line circuit the signals of said

first line circuit.

[Clalma 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiftte.

]

886,339. AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER.
John C. Bakclat. New York, N. Y. Filed July 22, 1907.

,Serial No. 384. 99«.
,

*ij^^3 /f

1. An automatic telegraph transmitter comprising in

combination message feeding mechanism, automatic trans
mitting contact mechanism and means for operating the
"tame, an indep»>ndent transmitter arranged to be sepa-

rately controlled, a switch for connecting either the auto-
matic transmitting mechanism or the separaite transmitter
to line at will, and automatic stopping and starting
means for said feeding mechanism controllied both as to

stopping and as to starting by said switch.
_'. An automatic teif^'raph transmitter comprising in

combination mf^s.-^aue feeding mechanism, automatic trans-
mitting contact mechanism and means for operating the
same, an lndept>ndent transmitter arranged to be sepa-
rately controlled, a switch for connecting either the auto-
matic trnnsmittInK mechanism or the separate trans-
mitter to line at will, and automatic stopping and start-

ing means for said feeding mechanism, mecbanlcally con
nected with said switch, whereby said aqtomatic stop-
ping means Is operated thereby both for stdpping and for

starting.

.'.. A telegraph transmitter comprising It combination
automatic transmitting mechanism, message feeding mech
anism comprising an idlf^r arranged to be nsoved Into and
out of operative position, an independent transmitter, a
switch for throwing either said independent transmitter
or sa^ automatic transmitting mechanism into the line

circuit at will, and means mechanically connecting said
switch mechanism and idler arranged to move said Idler

out of operative position when said switch Is operated to

throw the automatic transmitting mechanUm out of the
iine.

4. A telegraph transmitter comprising it combination
a message table, means for feeding a message strip there
over, adjustable pressure means for holding such atrip in

engagement with said feeding means. aut»matic trans-
mitting mechanism arranged to be controlled by such
message strip, an independent transmitter, a switch for
throwing either said Independent transmitter or said
automatic transmitting ipechanlam Into the line circuit at

will, and means mechanically connecting Bai4 switch mech-
anism and pressure means arranged to free said pressure i

means from the strip when said switch is operated to

disconnect the automatic transmitting devices from the

line.

5. A telegraph transmitter comprising in combination
a message table, feeding means for feeding a message
strip thereover, an Idler roller arranged to hold such
strip In engagement with said feeding means, an in-

dependent transmitter, a switch shaft, a switch operated
thereby arranged to connect either the automatic tnins-

mittlng mechanism or the separate transmitter to line at

will, a rock shaft on which said Idler is mounted and
lever arms on said switch shaft and lock shaft, and a linlc

connecting the same, whereby said idler and switch are
operated together.

8S6,340. INSECTICIDE. Millie Bean, Cortland, N. Y.,

assignor to Justice J. Qlllette. Cortland. N. Y. Filed

Feb, 10. 1908. Serial No. 415.086.

The Improved Insecticide compound consisting of pul-

verized naphthalene, pulverized borax, heavy petroleum
oil, raw Unseed oil, crude cartwllc acid, and gasolene sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

886.341. T'PRIGMT I'lANO ACTION. Mereii.L Bk<-k-

wiTH. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Thomas Sherwood
Boyd, New York, N. Y. Filed July 23. 1907 Serial No.

3M-..194.

1. An upright piano action provided with a Jack, a

hook and spring, means for securing the hook and spring

to the Jack, a hammer butt engaged by the hook, aud a

bumper engaged by the spring, substantially as specified.

2. An upright piano action provided with a Jack, a

slotted hook, a spring adapted to play In the hook slot

means for secui-tng the hook and spring to the Jack a

hammer-butt engaged by the hook, and a bumper engaged
by the spring, substantially as specified.

3. An upright piano action provided with a Jack, a pin

secured thereto, a sleeve adjustably mounted upon the

pin. and a hook and spring secured to the sleeve, substan-
tially as specified.

4. An upright piano action provided with a Jack, a hook
and spring, means for securing the hook and spring to the

Jack, a notched hammer butt engaged by the hook, a
'mmper. and a regulating button on the bumper engaged
by the spring, substantially as specified.

886,342. JARCLOSURE. Frbdirick W. Bkdfokd, Oak
Park, III. Filed Apr. 1, 1907. Serial No. 365.711.

1. The combination with a Jar and Its pivotal spring
ball, of a cover having trunnion bearings and a way or

recess, a gasket, and n clamp lever mounted on the bail

and having trunnions adapted to said bearings, said lever

having a forwardly projecting nose or projection which
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takes into said way and exerts a light pressure on the

cover, when the handle of the lever is brought to a sub

Btantiullv perv>endiculnr position, and the handle of the

lever hnving a part adapted to take Into said wny and

exert a heavy pressure when the handle assumes a sub

stiintiallv horizontal position, substantially as specified.

2. The combination with a Jar, of a cover having trunnion

t^arlnps. a gasket, a spring ball pivoted to the jar, and

a clamp lever swung on the ball and having trunnions

adapted to said bearings, said lever having arms whereof

one Is adapted to exert a light pressure when the handle is

In a substantially perpendicular position, and whereof the

other exerts a heavy pressure when the handle is in a

substantially horizontal position, and whereof in either

application the hall Is held past its dead center, substan-

tially as 8pecifie<l

3. The combination with a Jar, and Its pivotal spring

ball, of a lid or cover having trunnion bearings, a ciamp

lever mounted on the bail and having trunnions adapted

to said l)earinps, the forward part of said lever having

an arm or projection which when the handle of the lever

is brought to a substantially perpendicular position bears

with a light pressure against the cover, and the handle

of the lever having a part adapted to exert a heavy pres-

sure when in Rubstantlally a horizontal position, substan-

tially as specified. i

4

886.343. DEBIM5K. Edwin J. Bevan, High Bridge, N. J

Filed FWb. 24. 1908. Serial No. 417,576.

3. The combination with a chain of dredge buckeU, each

of said buckets having at one end a lug provided with a

l.earing and at Its opposite end a pair of lugs provided

with pin seats registering with the tearing upon the lug

of an adjacent bucket, and one of said pair of lugs being

provided with a pair of flattened faces parallel with the

line of the chain, and a pin seated In each of said pair

of lugs and the bearing of the adjacent lug and provided

with flat faces for engaging the faces upon said lug.

886,344. LOADING APPARATUS. Pktke Bissen. Stacv-

ville, Iowa. Filed Feb. 23, 1907. Serial No. 358,887.

1. A dredge bucket having at one end a pair of spaced

apart lugs provided with a cylindrical pin seat, one of

said lugs carrying adjacent to the outer end of Its pin

seat flattened faces, and a pin mounted In said seat and

having flattened faces coSperative with said flattened

faces upon the lug for preventing rotation of the pin rela

tlve to Its seat.

2. A dredge bucket having at one end a lug provided

with a transverse cylindrical bearing and at its other end

a pair of lugs spaced apart for receiving a lug similar to

said former lug upon another bucket and provided with

cylindrical pin seats for registering with the bearing in

said received lug. one of said lugs being provided with

members projecting Into the outer end of the pin seat and

having flattened faces, and a pin In said seats and bearing

and having flattened faces at itjs end for engaging the flat-

t«ned faces on said members.

1. In a loading apparatus, a box having fixed end and

side walls, eyes at the corners and at the middle of the sides

of the box, and a hoisting tackle over each end of the box.

each being connected to the eyes at the corners of the re-

spective ends and to the eyes at the middle.

2. In a loading apparatus, a box. a pair of doors at the

bottom thereof, a rod slldably mounted on one of the doors

and having hooks at Its ends, keepers on the other door

engageable by said hooks to hold the doors closed, and

meaps for actuating the rod to withdraw the hooks from

the keepers.

886,345. CASH BOX. R.ibebt R. Bi rns,

Filed May 11, 1907. Serial No. 373,096.

Aurora, 111

^ A cash box. comprising a body portion, said body pre-

senting upon one side a series of transverse semicircular

channels and upon the opposite side forming a compart-

ment, a semi-circular channel extending longitudinally

upon one side of said compartment and raised above the

floor of the compartment, a closure having raised sides and

ends and hinged to said body portion to form a cover for

one side, and a closure for the opposite side of the body

and hinged thereto, said closure presenting a series of

semi-circular channels adapted to register with the said

transverse semi-circular channels formed In the body.
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886 346 PENHOLDER. William A. CaW)wkll. Manila.

Philippine lilands. Filed Mar 25. 1907. Serial No.

364,511.
I

88«.34«^. PLAYING ATTACHMENT FOR MUSICAL KEY
INSTRUMENTS. Arthur T. CHiaTBR. Pelham Manor.

N. Y.. aaalgnor to Aeolian Company, New York. N. Y..

a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Nov. 5. 190T. Se-

rial No. 400.796.

1 The combination of a pen holder having a guide way

formed therein, and a guard member coHprlalng a web
,

movable both laterally and longitudinally *lthln the guide
|

way to admit of the guard member being moved Into an

operative or Inoperative position.

^ The combination of a pen holder having a guide way

formed therein, and a guard member comprising a web

provided with a rib. the said web being movable within the

guide way to admit of the guard member Uelng moved Into

or out of operative position and the rlh bfing designed to

fit against the exterior of the pen holder.

3 The combination of a pen holder having a guide way

formed therein, and a gaard member comprising a web

provided with a rib. the said web being Movable laterally

and longitudinally within the guide way to admit of the

guard member being moved Into and out otf operative posi

tlon and the rib being designed to fit against the exterior

of the pen holder.

4 The combination of a pen holder hating a guide way

formed therein, a pin extending across th« guide way. and

a tfuard member provided with a slot receiving the pin.

the -movement of the pin within the slot permitting the

guard member to be moved Into or out oif operative oosi

tlon.

5 The combination of a pen holder hating a guide way

formed therein, a pin extending across the guide way, and

a guard member provided with a slot receiving the pin and

a notch communicating with the slot, the movement of the

pin within the slot and notch permitting the guard mem-

ber to be moved Into and out of operative position.

[(Malm « not printed In the Oaxette.] 1

886 347. GOVERNING MECHANISM FOR PNEUMATIC

PIANO OR ORGAN PLAYERS. .losEifi H. Chasi. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to Chase and Baker Company. Buffalo,

N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan 1^. 1905

Serial No. 241.544.

1 The combination witli a motor pneumatic and an ab-

stract, of an adjustable piece on the motor pneumatic,

motion transmitting means extending from said adjust-

able piece to the abstract and a rod mounted on the pneu-

matic to turn axlally, one end of said rod being threaded

and means at the opposite end of said rod for turning It

and a threaded piece secured on the pneumatic, through

which threaded piece the threaded part of the rod is

screwed, said rod serving to adjust the adjustable piece on

the pneumatic, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination with a motor pneumatic and an ab-

stract, of a pivoted adjustable member on the motor pneu-

matic, at the swinging end of the movable board, a mo-

tion transmitting member extending from said pivoted

member to the abstract and means on the motor pneu

matlc for adjusting the pivoted member, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination with a motor pneumatic and an ab-

stract, of a pivoted adjustable member on the motor pneu

matlc. at the swlnsing end of the movable board, a motion

transmitting memlier extending from said pivoted memt-er

to the at)8troct. a screw on the motor pneumatic for ad-

justing the pivoted member which screw extends beyond

the hinged end of the movable board of the pneumatic, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a motor pneurantlr and an ab-

stract, of a meml)er hinged to the movable board of the

motor pneumatic at the swinging end of the same and a

motion trnnamlttlnK member extending from the pivoted

member to the abstract, and a screw mounte<l on the mov-

able board of the pneumatic and bearing with one end on

the pivoted member, subetantlally as set forth.

5 The rombinatlon with a motor pnetimntlc, of a metnl

plate having jaws at one end. and secured to the movable

board of th- motor pneumatic nt the swindling end thereof,

a piece pivoted In the Jaws, a screw rod screwed through

a hole in the metal plate, the plvoteil meml^r resting

against the end of said screw, and n motion transmitting

member eitendins from the pivoted piece to the nbstrnct.

substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not [>rlnte<l In the Oasette. ]

In a device of the cUm speclfled. the combination of a

governor bellows, a removable block of wood within said

bellows, an outlet pa«»«re leading through said block, an

extended flat surface surrounding said passage on the face

of the block, a padded cover carried by the moTable wall

of the bellows adapted to directly seat ^n said flat surface

to close said passage, and an Inlet paMU«e for aald bellowi.

886 340 MANIFACTURE OF RAILWAY RAILS. WiL

LtAM H. CONSKLL. Plttsburg. Pa. Filed July 18, l^O.-S.

Serial No. 270,294.

1 The manufacture of rails which consists In applying

pulverized nickel tO the surface of the hot metal that Is

to enter Into the head of the rail and mechanically work-

ing aald nickel Into the metal.

2. The manufacture of railway rallt which consists In

rolling hot metal and simultaneously applying a harden

ing material comprising a metal element to a aurface of

said metal and working It Into said metal by the rolling

operation.

I
3 The manafacture of rails which conalsts In subjecting

hot metal to rolling operations, and applying a solid

i and a gaseous form of hardening and toughening material
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or materials to a portion only of the hot metal during the

operation of rolling, substantially ns specified

automatic means for releasing said arms from said vessel,

I and means for returning said arms autumatlcally to their

I engaging poaUlon.

c

4 The manufacture of rails which consists In producing

a metal IkkIv with a scored surface, avplying a hardening

and toughening a^ent or agents to said scored surface, and

directly rolling said agent or agents Into said l«Kly by roll-

ing said 8C()re<l surface, substantially as speclfled.

5 The manufacture of rails which consists In applying

a non carbonaceous material to a surface of hot metnl and

rolling said material Into the portion of the metal entering

into the head of the rail so as to produce a stratum of

metal providing greater resistance to wear than the metal

of the body.

J«8«350 ENVKLOP NUhth.v A ConMss. Arltnnsas

city. Kans. Filed Mar. 14. lt»07 Serial No. 362.393.

\n envelop comprising a liody adapted to be folded upon

Itself to provide a pair of pcKkets and having a single

Beam one pocket terminatipg short of the other pocket

and having adhesive substance upon Its back throughout

its entire area whereby the backs of the pair of pockets

mav be secured together to provide a stiff wall between

them a sealing tongue for the longer pocket having taper

ing edges and formed to tit In the shorter pocket and also

having adhesive Biil)8tance along Its edges whereby it may

l»e iwjrmanentiv secured to said stiff wall within the shorter

pocket over said seam, and i sealing tongue for the smaller

pocket formed to fit over the first mentioned tongue and

living adhesive substance whereby it may be secured to

the outer face of said first mentioned tongiie and also to

said stiff wall to completely seal the envelop and conceal

the latter tongue from view. ^

3. A snap for glassware finishing comprising a tubular

member, a stem mounted slldably therein and adapted to

supp«rt a glass veawl upon Its outer end. arms pivoted

upon said stem for engaging said glass vessel, means car-

ried by said tubular member for maintaining said arms In

engagement with said glass vessel, means for sliding said

stem outwardly whereupon said arms by gravity are re-

leased from said glass vessel, said stem being adapted by

gravity to slide Inwardly In said tubular member, where-

upon said arms are returned to their engaging position.

4. A snap for glassware finishing comprising a tubular

meml:>er. standards thereon, a stem slldably mounted in

said tubular member and adapted to support a glass ves-

sel thereon, reversely curved arms pivoted upon said stem

and constructed at their outer ends to engage a glass ves-

sel from beneath the bowl thereof to support the same, said

arms being held In engagement with said glass vessel by

means of said standards, a spindle engaging said stem

adjacent Its Inner end. and means for glvlncr said spindle

an outward movement, whereupon said stem Is moved

outwardly and said arms through gravity are released

from engagement with said glass vessel.

5. A device for glassware finishing r<unprisinc a plat-

form rotatably mounted, a tubular member mounted there-

on, a stem carried by said member, arms pivoted adjacent

the outer end of said stem and held in closed position by

engagement with snld tubular member, a spindle adapted

to support said stem upon Its upper end. means for sup-

porting such spindle adjacent Its lower end. means for

Imparting a rotary motion to said platform, and station-

ary cam means adapted to give said spindle an upward

movement, whereupon said arms through gravity swing

upon their pivots outwardly nwsy from each other.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.361. AUTOMATIC SNAP FOR GLASSWARE FIN-

ISHING. JuHN E. CRAWruRO. Columbus, Ohio. P'lled

Mar. 7, 1907. Serial No. 361,135.

1 A snap for glassware finishing comprising a tubular

member, standards adjacent Its outer end. a reciprocating

stem adapted to l)e received into said tubular member.

arms carried pIvoUlly upon said stem adjacent its outer

end and adapted to be supported from beneath by said

standards, said stem being adapted to receive a glass ves-

sel thereon, the latter l>elng engaged by said M\\\%. and

automatic means for elevating said stem whereupon said

arms are released from engagement with the glass vessel

2. A snap for glassware finishing comprising a stem

mounted for vertical reciprocation and adapted to receive

a glass vewel upon Its upper end, arms plvotally mounted

upon said stem and adapted to engage said glaaa vessel

to maintain the latter In position, said arms being free

to swing apart through gravity, means for supporting said

arms from beneath In engagement with said glass vessel,

886.352. CIGAR -ASH THIMBLE AND PKOTECTOK.

Hk.nky S. Cunninotox, New York. N. Y.. aseu-'nor of

one half to John B. Tripp. Philadelphia. Pa. FiUni .Tan.

13, 1908. Serial No, 410,551:.

B

1 A cigar ash thimble and protector comprising a

metal thimble having a plurality of perforations at Its

closed end, a plurality of splits at its open end forming

spring arms, and a supporting ring surrounding said

thimble intermediate of the perforations and splits.

2. A cigar ash thimble and protector c<imprlBlng a

thimble having perforated closed end and a plurality of

spring arms.

3 A Cigar ash thimble and protector comprising a

thimble having a perforated closed end. and provided with

a plurality of Integral spring arms at Its open end and «

supporting ring arranged around the •olid portion of said

thimble at Its open end. said arms extending outwardly

and a ring surroundlhg said thimble formed of non-con-

ducting material.

4. A cigar ash thimble and protector comprising a



thimble haring a perforated closed end, the walla of aald
thimble being proTlded with spaced allta at Its open end.
the Intermediate portions being bent outwardly to form a
plorallty of spring arms, and a supporter arrangt»d on
said thimble comprising a ring formed of non-conducting
material provided with a plurality of concaved sldea.

5. A ci^r ash thimble and protectqr comprising a
metal thimble havini; a perforated closed and adjacent
waJl. the walls of said thimble at Its open end lielng split

and t)ent outwardly to form spring arms, and a ring ar-
ranged on said thimble midway between the perforations
and splits for supporting said thimble.

a not and a beveled washer upon the end of the statlon-
nr.v spindlf. said wash.T taken Into the chamfered end of

»

886.353. AIR-PUMP Oaaia J. DAaLi.vo, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Apr. 8, 1907. Serial No. 367.133.

1. la an air pump, a cylinder open at Its low.»r end and
provided with means to fit over an opening, a double act-
ing pl.ston. a hollow rod to said piston, a check valve In

said rod, and means on the rod controllinf the Introduc-
tion of air thereinto, substantially as shown and described.

2. In an air pump, a cylinder provided with a cap hav-
ing a vent, a double acting piston arranged to reciprocate
in said cylinder, a hollow piston rod provided with a
valve near the end attached to the piston, and means on

,the rod controlling the Introduction of air thereinto, sub-
stantially as shown and described.

•> In an air pump, a cylinder, a double acting piston
arranged to reciprocate In said cylinder, a hollow piston
rod provided with a valve near the end attached to the
piston, and a cap on the opposite end thereof provided
with a packing ring and having an openltg therein be-
low said ring whereby the Inlet to said piston rod may
be opened or closed, substantially as shown and described.

88«,3.'S4 LEVELING - STAFF. William F. Darling.
Hobart, Tasmania, .\ustralia. assignor of one-third to
Sidney Thomas Chancellor, Hobart. Tasmania, Aus-
tralia. Filed Sept. 11. 1906. Serial No. 334.116.
1. A leveling staff or rod comprising two hollow tele-

•coplcally-connected sections open In front, a compart-
ment on one of said sections and reels housed In said com-
partment, in combination with rolls fitted at the outer
ends of each of the sections, and a gnidu«ted tape pro-
vided with a common sequence of figures, connected at
its respective ends with said reela and pawing over the
rolls aforesaid, the whole arranged to permit desired ma-
nipulation of the tape irrespective of the length of the
staff.

2. In a leveling staff, a compartment on tjie staff, reels
in nld compartment, a graduated tape attached at Its
respective ends to said reels, a stationary spindle support-
ing each reel which Is rotatable thereon, a sleeve on the
reel co-ailally arranged therewith and projecting through
the aide of the compartment, a handle upon tke sleeve, and

t
m

the sleeve on the reel wh.-n thf nut l.s screwed up. as and
for the purposes set forth.

886..S55, INVISIBLE ELECTRIC BURGLAR AND FIRE
ALARM .IA.ME.S W. Dawson. Kansas City, Mo Filed
Sept. 12. 1907 Serial No. 392.497

T^'
1. A signal system, comprising a battery, an alarm

mechanism, a pair <ft spring contacts, a second pair of
spring contacts one of each being electrically connected
together and to the positive pole of the battery, conductors
connecting the other pair of contacts with the alarm
mechanism and the negative pole of the battery, a thread
suitably guided and having an Insulating plate between a
pair of said spring contacts to hold them apart and pro-
vided at Its opposite end with a depending circuit-maker
held above and out of contact with the other pair of
spring contacts and adapted In the event of the breaking
of the thread or of the withdrawal of the Insulating plate
from the path of the flrst-named contacts to drop between
and electrically connect said separated spring contacts.

2. In an alarm mechanism, a battery, an electro magnet.
an alarm mechanism, a contact connected to the magnet
and in uninterrupted circuit with the signal mechanism
and one pole of the battery, an armature or drop con
nected to the opposite side of the battery and adapted
when the magnet Is energised to engage said contact and
establish a local circuit through the alarm mechanism,
contacts electrically connected respectively to the flrst-

named contact and the pole of the battery to which the
armature Is connected, and a thread-supported means for
effecting the completion of the circuit between said spring
contacta.

886.356. GRADUALLY-VARIABLE SPEED-GEAR FOR
CYCLES AND THE LIKE. Frederick H. db Vellle.
Handsworth, Birmingham, England, assignor to E. M.
Bowden's Patents Syndicate. Limited. London. England.
a Corporation of England. Filed Mar. ?., 1907. Serial
No. 360.197.

1. A gearing In which the speed ratio of the drivin? and
driven elements Is gradually variable In combination with
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a cycle hub driven thereby and arranged to inclose the

working parts of the said gearing.

^^^ '^Jr^.

\

2. In a gradually variable g.'aring the combination with

a cycle hub of a driven planet pinion carrier, planet pin

Ions supported on said carrltT. a sun pinion attaihed to

said hub and gearing with said planet pinions and means

for advanclnif the planet pinions, said hub Inclosing all

the afiiresaiti working parts

8. In a gradually variable gearing the combination with

a cycle hub of a driven planet pinion carrier, overrunning

clutches on said carrier, planet pinions mounted on said

clutches, a sun pinion attaihetj to said hub and gearing

with said planet pinions and means for advancing the

planet pinions relatively to the sun pinion, said hub inclos-

ing all the aforesaid working parts.

4. In a grndually variable cearlng the combination with

a cycle hut) of a driven planet pinion carrier, overruuniu;:

clutches on said carrier, planet pinions mounted, on said

clutches, a sun pinion attached to said hub and gearing

with said planet pinions, a guide, members connected to

the planet wheels through said overrunnlnc clutches and

adapted to engage with the guide, and means for adjusting

the position of the guide, said hul) Inclosing all the afore-

said working parts

r>. In a gradually variable gearing the combination with

a cycle hub of a driven planet pinion carrier, overrunning

clutches on said carrier, planet pinions mounted on said

clutches, a sun pini<:n attached to said hub and gearing

with said planet piniens, a guide, members connected to

the planet wheels through said overrunning clutches and

adapted to engage with the guide, and a double eccentric

supporting said guide, said hub inclosing all the aforesaid

working parts.

[Claims 8 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.357. PUPPET VALVE. .Ioseph H. Dickinson, Cran-

ford. N. J., assignor to Aeolian Company, New York,

N. y., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Oct. 10,

1907. Serial No. 396,796.

means for operating the valve, of a cup having Internal re-

cesses, a cross piece sprung Into the recesses and having a

central portion and a washer secured in said central por

tlon. substantially as set forth.

3. The combination with a puppet valve and stem, and

means f^r operating the valve, of a cup having Internal re-

cesses, a cross piece sprung into said recess and having a

dished central portion and prongs. ,a washer placed In said

dished portion, the prongs being bent over the washer to

hold the same in place, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a puppet valve and stem and

means for moving the puppet valve, of a cup forming the

seat for the top of the valve, a cross piece on said cup

which cross piece Is provided with prongs, a washer on said

cross piece, the prongs being bent over the washer to hold

the same in place, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination with a puppet valve and stem, means

for operating the valve, of a screw cup forming a seat for

the top of the valve, which cup has notches in its upper

edge for applying an Implement for turning the cup, a

cross piece held on said cup and provided with prongs, and

a washer held on the cross piece by said prongs and form-

ing a guide for the valve stem, substantially as set forth.

1. The combination with a puppet valve and stem, and

means for operating the valve, of a cup having internal re-

cesses, a cross piece sprung Into said recesses, and forming

a guide for the upper end of the valve stem, substantially

as set forth.

2. The combination with a puppet valve, a stem, and

886,358. CLOTHES WASHER AND DRIER Feank A.

niNSMOHK, Fredonla, N. Y. Filed Aug. 15, 1907. Serial

No. 388.690.

1 In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a suitable receptacle, of a clothes receiving cylin-

der revolubly mounted therein, a shaft removably fitted

axlally In the cylinder and having a series of transversely

extending apertures spaced longitudinally thereof, a fol-

lower adjustable longitudinally of the said shaft, and a

pin adapted to fit the apertures in the shaft and to co-

operate with the follower and retain the latter in adjusted

position.

2. In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a suitable receptacle havin? a cover, of a clothes

receiving receptacle revolubly mounted within the recep-

tacle and Its cover embodying a pair of suitably spaced

heads having a perforated covering connecting them, on»

of the heads having an axlally arranged recess therein, a

removable shaft having a reduced end adapted to cooper-

ate with the recess, and a follower adjustable longitudi-

nally of said shaft and adapted to confine the clothes be-

tween it and one of the relatively fixed heads of the cyl-

inder.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a suitable receptacle adapted to contain a wash-

ing solution and to receive liquid expelled during the

wringing operatJttn, of a clothes receiving cylinder revo-

lubly mounted within the receptacle, a shaft removably

fitted axlally of the cylinder, a follower slldably mounted

on said shaft, means for securing the follower at different

positions of adjustment on the shaft, means for rotating
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th<» cylinder daring the washing op«ratlo» and means for

revolving th« cylinder at a relatively hlfh velocity Inde-

pendently of the operating means employed during the

washing operatl()n.

way and a combined stem bearing and packing receptacle

r'Tuovably mounted on the shell, such stem bearing and

pnclcinu reopptacl*' depending below the roof of such pas-

sage way, such packing receptacle located above the bear-

ing, and an adjustable cap removably mounted on the pack-

ing receptacle ; Hubatantlally as described.

886.30d. SHAFT BENDING MACHINE. Paschal P.

Dtkk. Sidney, Ohio. Filed July iTT, 1907. Serial No.
|

385.909.

1. In a .shaft bending machine having 4 former thereon

for the body of the shaft, a tip former and a tip clamp, a

clamp member pivntally mounted adjaceat the Inner end

of said shaft and adapted to be swung on its pivot to en

gaije ^aid .shaft practically throughout th« length thereof,

and also to engag»» said tip clamp, a swinging arm fur

forcing said clamp member inwardly on Itj pivot to engage

said tip-clamp and !*aid shaft, whereby satd shaft is given

its lateral curvature at one operatii;n.

J. In a shaft binding machine having a former for the

body of said shaft, a tip-former and a tio-clHmp. a clamp

member pivotally mounted adjaceat the Inner end of said

shaft and extending to a point adjacent the outer end of

said shaft, and means for applyin.; pr>'s|iUie to the free

end of said clamp member to force the -jfime into engage-

ment with said tip-clamp and said shaft body practically

throughout the length of the latter. whcr»by said shaft is

given its lateral curvature at one operation, and adjustatile

means for positioning said shaft upon Its pivot.

X In a shaft bending machine having a former for tHn

body of said -ihaft, a tip-former and a tlo-clamp, a clamp

member pivotally mounted adjacent the Iftner end of said

shaft and extending to a point adjacent the outer end of

said shaft, and means for applying preajure to the free

end of said clamp member to force the s^me into engage

mcnt with said tip clamp and said shaft body practically

throughout the length of the latter, whereby said shaft is

given Its lateral curvature at one operation, and eccentric

means mounted upon said pivot for positioning said clamp

member with respect to said shaft.

4. In a shaft bending machine havins; appropriate bfnly

and tip-formers, a clamp member pivotany mounted adja-

cent <»ae end thereof for forcing said shaft into engage-

ment with said formers and extending practically through-

out the length of said shaft, projection! on said clamp

member for en;;aging siid shaft, eccentriq means for posi-

tioning said clamp member upon its pivot relative to said

shaft, and means adapted to be applied to said clamp mem-
b^ adjacent its free end for forcing said member into en-

gagement with sjiid shaft at points distributed practically

throughout its U-riiith, whereby said ihaftj is given its lat

eral curvature at one operation.

."». In a shaft binding machine having appropriate body

and tip formers, a clamp member pivotally mounted adja-

cent one end thereof for forcing said sJjaft Into engage-

ment with said formers and extending prf»ctically through-

out the length of said shaft, projection! on said clamp
member for engaging said shaft, and meaos adapted to be

applied to said clamp member adjacent Its free end for

forcing said member into engagement with said shaft at

points distributed practically throughout Its length, where-

by said shaft Is given Its lateral curvature at one operation.

886.360. WATER-COCK. Lewis W. E<»oLi:sTo?f, Apple-

ton. Wis. Filed Mar 22, 1907. Serial No. 363,843.

1. The combination of a shell provided with a passage

way therethrough, a longitudinally movable plag in the

passage way, a stem provided with a craak to engage with

the plug, a bearing to the stem on the floor of the passage

2. The combination of a shell provided with a passage

way therethrough, a longitudinally movable plug In the

passage way. a st^m provided with a crank to engage with

the plug, and provld<'d with a recess at the lower end of

such crank, a bearing to the stem on the floor of the pas-

sage way, such bearing consisting of a non rotatable pin

fitting in the recess In the crank and around which pin

such crank turns, and a bearing to the stem depending

bflow the roof of such passage way ; substantially a.s de-

scrll>ed.

:• In a water cock, the combination of a shell pro-

vided with a passage way therethrough and with a scnw
threaded aperture at right angles to such pa.ssage way. a

longitudinally movable plug in the shell, a stem rotalably

mounted in the shell and provided with a crank to engage

with the longitudinally movable plug, a combined stem

bt-arlng and packing receptacle provided at its ends with

external screw threads, the threads at nne end arranged

to fit the threads In the aperture In the shell and such

combined stem liearing and packing receptacle arranged

relative to the shell to extend in the passage way through

the shell to upar the crank of the stem, and a bearing to

The lower end of the stem located in the passage way,

substantially as descrlbi'd.

4. In a water cook, the combination of a shell provided

with a passage way therethrough and with a screw thread-

ed aperture at right angles to such passage way. a lon-

gitudinally movable plug In the shell, a stem rotatably

mounted in the shell and provided with a crank to en-

gage with the longitudinally movable plug, a cap on the

stem, and a combined stem bearing and packing recepta-

cle provided at one end with external screw threads ar-

ranged to at the threads in the aperture In the shell, at the

other end provided with external screw threads arranged to

tit corresponding threads In the cap, and with an inter-

mediate portion provided with straight sides, such com-

lilned stem bearing and packing receptai-le arrange<l rela-

tive to the shell to extend in the passage way thmugh the

shell to near the crank of the stem; substantially as de-

scribed.

88 6,36 1. IRONIN*; BOARD Frederick R. Fiebke.

Nelllsvllle. Wis Filed Apr. L'O, ll»<»7 Serial No.

369,309.

1. An ironing board and table, said table having a

partition under the table top, a supporting t)nr provided

with a spring hinge for normally holding said bar In a

vertical p<isition, said partition provided with an aperture

to permit said bar to be swung down flush with the up-

per surface thereof, and an ironing board member pivoted

to a pin under the table top, said Ironing board being sup

ported by the bar In operative position, and adapted to

swing under the table top on said pin

2. Xa ironing board and table comprising a table having
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a partition under the top, said partition being provided

with an aperture, a bar connected to said partition by a

spring hinge and said bar adapted to swing into the aper

ture a pin connected to the table top and partition, an

Ironing board member pivoted upon the pin and adapted to

slide thereon, an outer ironing board member hinged to

the pivoted member, and adapted to fold thereon.

3. An ironing board comprising two hinged members,

supporting legs hinged to one of said members in line with

the joint of said two members, links pivotally connected

to said legs, braces pivotally connected to said links, stop

pins for said braces, a table provided with a recess under-

neath the top thereof, said Ironing board being pivotally

connected to said table, a supporting bar for one end

of said board, and a pin for holding said board In oper-

ative position, substantially as described.

3. In an obstetrical Instrument, a series of wires bent

and twisted to form a handle and its stiank, the respective

ends of the wires being colled to form springs and pro-

jecting upward from said springs, the free ends of the

wires being provided with loops, and a cord passing

through said loops, substantially as specified.

4. In an obstetrical Instrument, a series of wires bent

and twisted to form a handle and its shank, the respec-

tive ends of the wires being coiled to form springs and

projecting upward from said springs, the free ends of

the wires being provided with loops, one of the wires be-

ing bent so as to form a lip. two loops adjacent to the lip,

a cord being passed through the loops with its respective

ends passed downward parallel to the arm supporling

I

the lip, said cord being secured by its respective ends to

a handle, substantially as specified.

8 8 6.362. FLUE SCRAPER. Edw.^rd F. Fletchkh,

Worcester, Mass. Filed Nov. 23, VMo. Serial No.

288,686.

10 IS

1 AS an article of manufacture, a flue scraper having

a central flexible section, means for varying the diameter

of said central section, an annular spring Inclosed In said

central section, with one end of said spring bent at an

angle to allow free movement of the opposite end of the

spring when the diameter of said central section is varied

" As an article of manufacture, a flue scraper having

a central flexible scraping section of intermeshed wire.

an annular spring Inclosed In said central section pro-

vided with outwardly projecting spurs to engage the

meshes of the wire, whereby said spring is made to con

form with the change in form of said central section.

886,.3fi3. YETERINARY OBSTETRICAL INSTRUMENT.

Chakles Gahel. Ilawkeye, Iowa. Filed .Ian ::. 1908.

Serial No. 409,222

886 364 PLUG DRIVER. Charles E tli.iDr.ES. Slsson.

Cal. Filed Aug. 17, 1905. Serial No. 274.014. Renewed

Oct. 24, 1907. Serial No. 398.940.

1. In an obstetrical Instrument, a series of wires

twisted to form a handle, each wire being wound to form

a spiral spring and te'-minating In a diverging end and

means for contracting the ends, substantially as specified.

2. In an obsterical instrument, a series of wires bent

and twisted to form a looped handle and a shank, the re

spective ends of the wires being colled to form spiral

prlngs, said ends projecting from said springs, and means

for contracting said ends, substantially as specified.

1. In a plug driver, a bracket substantially U shaped in

vertical cross section, the forward end of which is pro-

vided with a vertical way, a lever pivotally mounted in the

bracket, the rear end of which projects beyond the base

of the [^racket and the forward end extends into said way

and is provided with a rounding head, a plunger In said

wav, the Intermediate portion of which is recessed for said

head, a plate on the end of the bracket over said way. a

counterbalance on the rear end of the lever, and a treadle

connected with the rear end of the lever for operating it

2. In a plug driver, a longitudinally slotted bracket, one

end of which is provided with an expanded base and the

other with a head having a vertical way formed therein

and the sides of the main portion are perforated and pro-

vided with a boss upon each side around said perforation,

ft lever In the bracket, the rear end of which projects

through the base and Is provided with a plurality of open-

ings and the forward end projects Into said way and Is

provided with a curved head and the Intermediate portion

is perforated and provided with a boss upon each side at

said perforation, a pivot pin through the perforations in

the Bides of the bracket and the perforation in the Inter-

mediate portion of the lever, a recessed plunger in said

way and in engagement with the bead of the lever, a plate

for" holding said plunger in the way. a counter-balance on

the rear end of the lever beyond the plurality of openings

ftt its rear end. and a link pivotally connected with the

perforated end respectively of the treadle and the lever.

:', In a plug driver, a longitudinally slotted bracket, the

forward end of which is provided with a vertical recess, a

lever pivotally mounted in the bracket with its forward

end within said recess and provided with a cylindrical

head a plunger In said recess with its Intermediate portion

recessed for the reception of the head of the lever and its

lower end recessed longitudinally, a hammer, with its

stem In said longitudinal recess, a set-screw for engaging

with said stem, a plate on the forward end of the bracket,

the lower end of which is recessed to prevent engagement

with the aet-screw, and a treadle for actuating said lever.
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8 9 6,365 GARMENT - HOOK AND HAT HOLDER.
Mathiw S Gobman, New London, Wlf. Filed Feb. 2T,

1908. Serial No. 418,019.

'^^, M

l^IO

1 A folding: garment hook and hat holder formed of a

ilntfle piece of Bpring wire adapted to be attached to a seat

back wUh two staplea driven Into said b«ck, and compris-

ing a straight stem by which it Is to be ptrotally attached,

an arm extending outward from the stem adapted for sup-

porting a garment, a brace extending from near the outer

end of said arm toward the lower end of said stem, colls

formed of two nearly complete circles af wlr»> upon the

lower end of said brace, each circle of the colls being ar-

ranged to lie when unconfined, upon on« of the opposite

Bides of said stem with the stem crossing said colls near

their center and extending a short distance below said

colls.
I

2 A folding garment hook and hat bolder formed of a

single piece of spring wire adapted to be nlvotally attached

to a seat back with two staples driven Into said back, and

comprising a straight stem, by which It Is to be attached,

a loop at the upper end of said stem, an arm extending

outward at a nearly right angle from the lower end of said

loop, an eye at the outer end of said arm flormed by a three

quarter circle of the wire, the wire of which crosses said

arm at a right angle and extends below tjie same, a brace

extending backward toward and beyoBd the stem at

a nearly right angle with the vertical Wire of said eye

from a point below and at a distance from said arm
nearly equal to the outside diameter of said eye, colls

formed of two nearly complete circles of wire upon the

lower end of said brace, each circle of the coll being ar-

rtinged to He, when unconfined, upon on< of the opposite

sides of said stem with the stem crossing said colls near
their center and extending a short distance below said

colls.

3 The combination with a seat back, of a folding gar-

ment hook and hat holder, comprising a bracket formed of

a single piece of spring wire, a straight stem to said

bracket, two staples driven Into said seat l>ack. one near
the upper and the other near the lower end of the stem
and extending outward from the back for plvotally mount-
ing the stem loosely within the staples, «n arm extending
outward from near the upper end of the stem adapted to

support a garment, a brace extending from near the outer
end of said arm to a point above the lowet end of the stem,

colls composed of two nearly complete circles of wire upon
the outer end of said brace, each circle of the colls being
arranged to Impinge against the seat back upon one of the

opposite sides of the stem, and when the arm of the

bracket Is thrown around against the saat back, the coll

upon that side of the stem toward which the arm Is swung,
will Impinge against both, the stem and leat back, and by
reason of the resiliency of the wire of the bracket, the arm
of the bracket will return to Its normal position at right

angles with said seat back, said colls being adapted also,

to be pulled away from the seat back suffldently for allow-

ing an article of wearing apparel to In* Inserted between

It and said seat back and to be retained therein by reason

of the resiliency of said brace, arm and adjoining parts.

886.366 EXTENSION-STOVEPIPE. Hibkk K. Hansbn,
Logan, Utah, assignor of one half to Luclan C. Farr,

Logan. Utah. Filed Aug. 5, 1907. Serial No. 887,004.

1. An extensible stove pipe comprising two telescoping

pipe sections, a longitudinal ratchet member located with-

in and secured to one of the sections, and an Interiorly

arranged combined guide and catch fixed to the other sec-

tion and receiving the ratchet bar and arranged to be en-

gaged with the teeth thereof by rotating one of the sec-

tions.

2. An extensible stove pipe comprising two telescoping

pipe sections, a longitudinal ratchet bar secured at one end

within one of the pipe sections and provided at the other

end with a stop, and a combined guide and cafrh receiving

the ratchet bar and arranged to be engaged with the teeth

thereof by rotating one of the sections, said guide and

catch being also adapted to be engaged by the said stop.

3. An extensible stove pipe comprising two telescoping

pipe sections, a longitudinal ratchet bar secured at one

end within one of the pipe sections and provldfd at the

other with an Inwardly extending hook forming a stop,

and a combined guide and catch receiving the ratchet bar

and arranged to be engaged with the teeth thereof by ro-

tating one of the sections, said guide and catch t>elng also

adapted to be engaged by the said stop.

4. An extensible stove pipe comprising two teloscoplng

sections, a ratchet bar secured to one of the sections, and
a combined guide and catch secured to the other section

and consisting of attaching arms and an intermediate

connecting portion, one of the arms being arranged to be

engaged with the teeth of the ratchet bar by rotating one

of the sections.

5. An extensible stove pipe comprising two telescoping

sections, a ratchet bar secured to one of the section.^, and

a combined guide and catch consisting of a curved' Inter-

m<^diate portion spaced from the other section, and termi-

nal arms connecting the curved portion with the latter

section, one of the arms being provided with an Inclined

portion arranged to be engaged by the teeth of the ratchet

bar.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.l

886,367. PRINTING - PRESS Charles G Harri.s and

Waltbr H Smith. NIIps, Ohio, assignors to The Harris

.Automatic Press Company, Nlles, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Jan. 4, 1907 Serial No 3.^0,R0r)

1. In a printing press, the combination of two Ink

drums, tnk-dlstrlbutlng rolls engaging said drums, form

rolls, two transfer rolls engaging said form rolls and to

which Ink Is supplied from said drums, and a single mem-
ber common to both drums and both transfer rolls for

effecting a uniform longitudinal reciprocation of said

drums and transfer rolls.
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2. In a printing press, the combination of two Ink

drums, ink-distributing rolls engaging said drums, form

rolls, transfer rolls engaging said form rolls and to which

Ink Is transferred from said drums, rotating means com-

mon to said drums and transfer rolls, and means also com-

mon to said drums and transfer rolls for shifting said

drums and rolls longitudinally.

3. In a printing press, the combination of two Ink

drums, ink-distributing rolls engaging said drums, form

rolls, transft-r rolls engaging said form rolls and to which

ink Is supplied from said drums, rotating means common
to said drums and transfer rolls, and means also common
to said drums and transfer rolls for shifting said drums

and rolls longitudinally, both such means being located at

one side of the press.

4. In a printing press, the combination of two Ink

drums. Ink distributing rolls engaging said drums, form

rolls, transfer rolls engaging said form rolls and to which

ink is transferred from said drums, gear-wheels carried

by said drumH and transfer rolls at one side of the press,

a driven gear wheel with which all of said gear wheels

engage, and means common to said drums and transfer-

rolls for shifting said drums and rolls longitudinally.

5. In a printing press, the combination of two ink

drums, ink distributing rolls engaging said drums, form

rolls, transfer rolls engaging said form rolls and to which

ink is transferred from said durms, gear-wheels carried by

said drums and transfer rolls at one side of the press, a

driven gear wht-el with which all of said gear-wheels en-

gage, and means, at the same side of the press as said

driven gear wheel, common to said drums and transfer-

rolls for shifting said drums and rolls longitudinally

[Claims 6 to 1« not printed In the Gazette.]

condenser, said reservoir being provided with oil pipes and

passages communicating therewith, and the condenser

with equalizing tubes contained within Its wall and com-

municating with said passages, and means connected with

said condenser for controlling boiler pressure admitted to

the condenser and to the eqnnlleing tubes, substantially as

set forth.

8 8 6,368. Ll'BRICATOR. Clarkncb B. Hodoks and

P^KKDBHicK W. HotxjKS, I>etroit, Mich. Filed Sept. 12,

1903. Serial No. 172,9.33.

1. In a lubricator, a reservoir and a condenser, said

parts being Integral, the condenser having laterally ported

equalizing tubes formed within or as parts of the wall of

the condenser whereby only a portion of the surface of

each tul)e, or a segment of the tube. Is exposed to the

water of condensation in the lubricator, combined with

means for controlling the admission of boiler pressure to

the condenser and equalizing tuljes, sul)stantlally as set

forth.

2. In a lubricator, a reservoir and a condenser, said

parts being Integral, said reservoir being provided with in

tegral oil pipes and passages communicating therewith

and the condenser with laterally ported equalizing tubes

formed within or as parts of the wall of the condenser

whereby only a,, portion of the surface of each tube, or a

segment of the tube, Is exposed to the water of condensa-

tion In the lubricator, said tubes being connected with

said passages, combined with means for controlling the

admission of boiler pressure to the condenser and equal-

izing tut)e8, substantially as set forth.

3. In a lubricator, the combination of a reservoir and a

4 In a lubricator, the combination of a reservoir and a

condenser, said reservoir being provided with oil pipes and

passages communicating therewith and the condenser with

equalizing tubes contained within its wall, said equalizing

tultes also communicating with said passages, being open

at their tops, and provided near the upper part of the con-

denser with lateral Inlets, means for closing the open ends

of said equalizing tul^s, and means connected with the

condenser for controlling steam under boiler pressure ad-

mitted to the condenser and to the equalizing tubes, sub-

stantially as set forth.

,"). The combination in a lubricator, of a reservoir, a

condenser, equalizing tubes, and valvular means whereby

steam under boiler pressure is commonly admitted to the

condenser and to the equalizing tubes, substantially as

set forth.

886,369. FENCE - STRETCHER. Isaac K. Hollinrer,

Greenville, Ohio. Filed Jan. 9. 1908. Serial No. 410.026.

JtfyjJ^'«M,^j^-''^c,^_X!

1 A wire stretcher including a supporting frame,

spared shafts journaled in the frame and provided with

terminal winding heads, a driving gear n>ounted for rota-

tion in one of the shafts and provided with a pinion, a

master gear mounted for rotation on the other shaft and

engaging the teeth on the pinion, a second pinion mounted

for rotation Independently of the master gear and mesh-

ing with the teeth on the driving gear, and a connection

t>etween the master gear and a suitable support.

2. A stretcher including a supporting frame adapted to

engage the wire to be stretched, spaced shafts Journaled

in said supporting frame and provided with terminal

winding heads, a driving gear secured to and mounted for

rotation with one of the shafts, a pitman secured to the

driving gear a master gear loosely mounted on the other

shaft and meshing with the teeth on the pinion, a drum

secured to the master gear, a pinion Interpoced between

the drum and adjacent wall of the supporting frame and

meshing with the teeth on the driving gear, said pinion be

Ing mounted for rotation Independentl.v^ of the master

gear, and a flexible medium connecting the drum with a

suitable support.

3. A wire stretcher Including a supporting frame having
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means for engaKcment wltb one end of tbe wlr« to be

stretched, spaced shafts joamaled In th« frame and pro-

vided with terminal winding heads, a driving gear secured

to and mounted for rotation with one of tibe shafts, a pin-

ton moanted for rotation with the drivini: gear, a master

(fear ioosely moanted for rotation on the other shaft and

meshing with the teeth on the pinion, a drum secared to

the master g;ear and provided with an inttrmediate groove

defining circumferential shouldera having teeth formed

thereon, a pinion mounted for rotation Independently of

the master i?ear and meshing with the teeCh on the driving

gear, and a chain having one end thereof Secured to a'sup

port and Its opposite end engaging the te«th on the drum.

4 A wire stretcher including a supporting frame com
prising spaced longitudinal bars connectad by transverse

bolts, spaced shafts mounted for rotation In the longitudl

nal bars of the frame and each provided with an angular

winding head, a master gear mounted for rotation with

one of the shafts and prorlded with a pinion extending

the entire width of the frame, a master ge^r loosely mount-

ed for rotation on the other shaft and nieshlng with the

teeth on the pinion, a drum secured to the master gear, a

pinion interposed between the drum aqd the adjacent

longitudinal bar of the frame, said pinloQ being mounted
for rotation independently of the master gear and mesh
ing with the teeth on the drlrlng gear, a flexible medium
forming a connection between the drum and a suitable sup-

port, and a h.indle having a squared socltet adapted to

engage the winding heads of the shafts for rotating the

same.

886,370 FfRNACE WALL. Kinnit C. Hoxib, Duluth,

Minn. Filed Jan. 10. 1908. SeHal Na 410,145.

1. A furnai't^ wall comprising vertically extending struc-

tural elemt'nt.'*, and briclt or masonary woric having bricics

or individual tx>nding members ioclied to said structural

elementa.

2. A furnace wall comprising yertically extending

flanged structural elements, and masonrf or bricli work
haTlng briclu or individual bonding memb«r« engaging the

flanges of said structural elements.

3. A furnace w«il comprising rertleally extending

flanged structural elements, and brick ot maaonry work
laid In courses and prorlded with indltldual bricks or

bonding members barlnx T-ebaped heads engaging said

flanges of the structural elements.

4. A pier for a furnace wall, comprisinr buck-stays com-
posed of flanged structural elements, and Drlck or masonry
work laid in courses, alternate courses being proTtded

with IndivMual bricks or bonding members engaging the

flanges of said structural elements.

&. A pier for a furnace wall, comprising buck-stays com-
posed of Canged structural elements, and l}rlck or masonry
work Isld In courses, alternate courses beltg prorlded 'rltta

T-shaped bricks or bonding members iiaring their T-

shaped heads In engagement with the flanges of said

structural elements.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

88«,.371. SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.
.ALBEBT 8. Hubbard, Belleville, N. J., assignor to Oould
Storage Battery Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed Aug. 10, 1905 Serial No. 273,522.

1. The combination of a plurality of compound-wound
generators in parallel, a circuit in parallel therewith con-

taining a batt»'ry and a booster armature In series with
each other, and a plurality of regulating colls for said

booster each connected In shunt to the aeries windings of

one of said generators.

2. The combination with a compound-wound main
generator, a battery In parallel therewith, and a booster

in series wltb the battery, of a field-winding for said

l)008ter, a dynamo in series with said fleld-wlndlng, an
exciter for said dynamo, and a regulating coll for said

exciter connected across the series field coil of the main
generator.

3. A compound wound generator, a circuit In parallel

therewith containing a battery and a booster armature in'

series therewith, a dynamo connected to the booster field,

a field coil for said dynamo, an exciter for said field coil,

means for opposing the action of said dynamo, and a regu-

lating coil for the exciter connected across the series field-

coll of the main generator.

4. A compound wound generator, a circuit in parallel

therewith containing a battery and a booster armature In

series therewith, a dynamo connected to the booster field,

a field coil for said dynamo, an exciter for said field coil, a

regulating coll for the exciter connected across the series

field-coll of the main generator, and means for opposing

the regulating effect of said regulating coil upon the

l>ooster field.

5. \ main generator, a circuit In parallel therewith con-

taining a battery and a booster armature in series there-

with, a dynamo connected to the booster field, a fieid coll

for said dynamo, an exciter for said field coll, means for

automatically regulating said exciter, a, motor mechan-
ically connected to the Iwoster and to the dynamo connect-

ed to the booster field, and a separate motor mechanically

connected to the exciter.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

886,372. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION.
ALBBBT 8. HOBBiao, Greenwich, Conn., assignor to

Gonid Storage Battery Company, a Coriwration of New
York. Filed Apr. 15, 1906. Serial Na 256,728.

1. The combination with a working drcult of a main
generator and compensatory circuit In parallel to each
other with relation to the working circuit, a regulating

coil for such compensatory circuit located In the generator

circuit, and a second compensatory circuit connected to

the generator circuit between the regulation coll and the

generator.

2. The combination wltb a working circuit of a main
generator and compensatory circuit in parallel to each
other with relation to the working circuit, a regulating

coll for such compensatory circuit locnted in the generator

circuit, a second compensatory circuit at one side of said

coil, a circuit at the other side of said coll, and means for

transferring energy from one of said last two circuits to

the other.

3. The combination with a working circuit of a main

\\
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generator and compensatory circuit in parallel to each

other with relation to the working circuit, a regulating

coil for such compensatory circuit located in the generator

circuit, and a second compensatory circuit for said gener

ator controlled by said regulating coil to offset changes of

current in the regulating coll

i

<>

devices carried by one of the end walls for exerting a

lateral prewsnre on the Individual layers of stock, and

means for detachably securing the side and end walls in

position on the base.

5. .\ form for malting («'Ctional blocks including a base,

end walls mounted on the base and forming an intermedi

ate chRmi)er for the reception of tbo stock, a rod connect-

ing the upper ends of the end walls, a side wall connecting

the end walls, fastening devices carried by the base and

engaging the end walls for detachably secTJring the end

walls in position on the base, and longitudinally adjusi-

able clamping devices carried by one of the end walls and

adapted to bear against the individual layers of stock for

exerting a lateral pressure on said stool?

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in tbf (iazette.]

4. The combination with a working circuit of a main

generator and compensatory circuit in parallel to each

other with relation to the working circuit, a regulating

coil for such compensatory circuit located in the generator

circuit, a second compensatory circuit for said generator

controlled by said regulating coil, a circuit at the other

side of said coll. and means for transferring energy from,

either of said last two circuits to the other to offset

changes of current in the regulating coil.

5. The combination with a working circuit of a main

generator and compensatory circuit in parallel to each

other with relation to the working circuit, a regulating

coil for such compensatory circuit located In the generator

circuit, and means for offsetting the effects upon the gen-

erator of changes of current in the regulating coll.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oaaette.]

886,374. HK
LIAM Kaisi.

Chicago, 111

886 373 FOUM FOR SETTING UP AND HOLDING SEC

TIONAL BLOCKS. William T Ruenikg, Chicago. 111.

Filed Oct 5. 1907. Serial No. 396.080.

1. A form for making sectional blocks Including a babo,

end walls mounted on the base and forming a chamber for

the reception of the stock, and means carried by one of

the end walls for exerting a lateral pressure on the in

dividual layers of stock.

2 A form for making sectional blocks including a base,

end walls carried by the base and forming a chamber for

the reception of the stock, and clamping derlces carried by

one of the end walls and adapted to bear against the in

dividual layers of stock

3 A form for making sectional blocks Including a base,

end walls detachably secured to the base and forming an

Intermediate chamber for the reception of the stock, a side

wall c<^nnectlng the end walls and forming an abutment,

and means carried by one of the end walls for exerting a

lateral pressure on the Individual layers of stock.

4. A form for making sectlonl blocks Including a base,

end walls mounted on the base and forming an intermedi-

ate chamber for the reception of the stock, a side wall con

nectlng the end walls, a plurality of superposed clamping

\T-COIL AND PROTECTOR
ING, Chicago, III., assignor to F

Filed May 29, 1905. S«^rlal

TNIT Wit,-

rank H Cook,

No -je^.'n.

1. in a protector unit, a mounting base, conductor

springs insulatlngly held upon said mounting hasp, a heat

coll held by said springs, carbon blociis and separators

held by said springs, the whole forming beat coil and car

bon arrester protection for one telephone lim .
and means

in connection with said mounting base for mounting the

proteci<ir unit upon a supporting member independently

of similar i-rotector units, suhstantiallv as* described.

2. In a protector unit, a mounting base having a bifur

cated end adapted to be clamped by a bolt or screw, and

protective devices mounted upon said mounting base

adapted to furnish complete equipment of heat coil and

carb<in arrester protection for one telephone line independ-

ently of other similar units, substantially as described.

3 In a protector unit, a pair of fixed conductor ele-

ments, a pair of movable conductor elements normally in

contact with said fixed elements and forming with said

fixed elements parts of the continuous limbs of a telephone

line; a heat-coll element ; a grounding spring: and means

controlling said grounding spring when said heat-coll ele-

ment operates and causing said grounding spring to en-

gage and ground said movable conductor elements and to

lift said movable conductor elements from said fixed con-

ductor elements, substantially as described.

4. In a protector unit, a fixed line-conductor element :

a morable line conductor element normally In contact

with said fixed line-conductor element ; a heat-coll ele-

ment ; a grounding spring: and means controlling said

grounding spring when said best -coll element operates,

and causing said grounding spring first to engage said

movable line-conductor element and then to break the con-

tact normally existing between said line-conductor ele-

ments, substantially as described.

!
6 In a protector unit, a heat coll having two windings :

clamping conductor sprines sustaining and holding said

heat coll In position and making electrical contact with

the terminals of the windings of the heat coil ; circuits by

which said two windings are Included separately in the

, two limbs of the line respectlrely, and means by which
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undue beating of either of said wtndinp< will cause the
actuation of said heat coil and the consequent grounding
of both of said limba of the line and the consequent inter-

ruption of both of said limbs of the line, lubstantially as
described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gaxette.]

8 8 6.375 NEEDLE-THREADER.
Sheridan, Ark Filed July 29. 1907.

AnDrbw p. Koon,
Sertal No. 386.039.

1. .\ needle threader comprising a thread guide having a
thread releasing slot, the walls of which are inturned to

provide thread guards, and a needle eye finder and needle
guides disposed at one end of the guide.

2. A needle threader comprising a thread guide, having
a thread-releasing slot, the walls of which are inturned to
provide thread guards and rounded to torox a throat, and
a needle eye flndpr and needle guides disposed at one end
of the guide.

88«..176. FENPR MAKING DEVICE. VinV)H I.andholm.
SVestpoint, Nebr. Filed Apr. 1. 1907. Serial No. 365.817.

1 In a device of the class described, the oomblnatlon of

a frame designed for detachable connection with a traction

engine, an arm supported by said frame, guifles carried by
said arm and capable of swinging movement relative there
to. a weight slldingly supported by the said guides and
means to be operated by the traction englte for raising
said weight.

2. In a device of the class described, the cnmblnatlon of

a frame designed to be detachably connected with a trac-

tion engine, an arm carried by said frame and extended
upwardly and laterally to a point substantially In line

with one of the traction wheels of the trtctlon engine,
guides plvotally supported by said arm and capable of
swinging movement with relation thereto, t weight slld-

ingly mounted in said guides and a winding device operated
by the traction engine for raising said weight.

3. In a device of the class described, the nombination of

a frame to be attached to a traction engine, an arm project-

ing upwardly from said frame, a bracket carried by said

arm. a weight guide mounted in said bracket and capable
of universal movement with relation thersto. a weight
between said guides mounted In the guide aad means for

elevating the weight.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a frame to be attached to a traction engine. <an arm sup-
ported by the said frame and extended upwardly, a pulley

carried by said arm, a cup shaped bracket fix*d to the arm,
two connected guide bars spaced apart and aach having a

'

hemispherical block thereon within the cup-slaped bracket
i

to support the guide bars and permit their universal move-
|

DMOt relative to the bracket, a weight slldlsgly mounted i

between the guide burs and a rope fixed to the weight
passed upwardly through the cup shaped bracket and over
said pulley and means for winding up said rope.

5.' In a device of the class described, the combination of
a traction engine having a fly wheel thereon, a post driving
weight, a rope for elevating It, a friction rim upon the fly-

wheel, a winding drum carrying a friction rim and mount-
ed adjacent to the fly-wheel, means for moving said friction
rims into or out of engagement with each other, a flange
carried by the winding drum, a band brake passed around
said flange, tald drum having the weight elevating rope
wound upon It and a lever for controlling the movement
of the drum toward the fly wheel and a lever for control-
ling the band brake.

[Claims 6 to 9 not prlnteil In the Gazette.]

886,377. PEDAL .MECHANISM FOR MUSICAL INSTKU-
ME.NT8. AXKL F. Larson. Chicago. III., assignor to
Marquette I'lano Company. Crystal Falls. .Mich , a Cor-
poration of Michigan. Filed June 23, 1906. Serial No.
.{23.034.

//

/J

1. In pedal mechanism for operating the motl\^ devices
of musical Instruments, the combination of the Instrument
case with a U shaped frame plvote^l within said case, of
a plate which may be adjusted Into different positions, and
to which said frame is pivoted, there being an opening In
said case, said frame being disposed proilmate to and
adapted to be swung outwardly through said opening, a
sliding panel normally disposed before said opening, motive
devices disposed within said case, a bell crank lever piv
oted within said case, pedals hinged to the front part of
said frame, and a connecting rod pivoted to each pedal
and also to one arm of said bell crank lever, the other
arm thereof being associated with said motive devices, said
[>edal8 being in their operative position, whereby said mo-
tive devices may be operated when said frame Is In Its

outside position.

2. In pedal mechanism for operating the motive devices
of musical Instruments, the combination of the Instrument
case with a frame pivoted within said case, of a plate
which may be adjusted Into different positions, and to
which said frame Is pivoted, thf re being an opening In said
case, said frame being disposed proximate to and adapted
to be swung outwardly through said opening, a sliding
panel normally disposed l)efore said opening, motive de
vices disposed within said case, a bell crank lever pivoted
within said case, pedals hinged to the front part of said
frame, and a connecting rod pivoted to each pedal and also

to one arm of said bell crank lever, the other arm thereof
being associated with said motive devices, said pedals h«>

Ing In their operative position, whereby said motive devices
may be operated when said frame Is In Its outside position.

886,378. PATTERN. Georoi 1. Latb, New York. N V..

assignor of one-half to George H. Bladworth, New York,
N. Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1907. Serial No. 359,168.

1. A sheet having demarkud thereon the outliaes of a

pattern, each edge of the pattern being provided with a

plurality of tabs projecting outwardly from the body of

the pattern, and having Indicated thereupon a uniform
scale.

2. A pattern having a plurality of tabs projecting from
each edge thereof, each tab t>elog provided with a uniform
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scale extending o»itwardly from the l)ody of the pattern,

said tabs lieing flexible and adapted to be bent back upon

the pattern, the etlae of the pattern and the base of the

tabs when bent back forming a basting line.

886,379. AUTOMATIC HYDRAULIC PUMP. Ladbits

A. Lairsen. Cornell. Wis. Filed Oct. 21, 1907. Serial

No. 398.397.

1. In an automatic pump, the combination of the work-

ing cylinder 5 and Its piston 11. the discharge cylinder 3

and its piston 4, a valve casing having a waste port 2:?.

the waste pipe 26 connected with the working cylinder T.

and having the outlet 27 l)elow said waste port and l>eing

spaced therefrom, the supply pipe 25 connecting the casing

and cylinder 5, the valve 22. movable In the valve casing

to connect pipes 25 and 20 on the upstroke of piston 11 so

that the pressure medium will l)e forced from one side of

said piston to the other side, and also movable Into a posi-

tion closing the port 23 and r>ermlttlng the pressure me-

dium to pass from the vahe casing into the pipe 25 and

cylinder 5. means for supplying the pressure medium to

the valve casing and dlscb.irge cylinder, and means for

automatically operating tht valve 22.

2. In an automatic pump, the combination of the work-

ing cylinder 5 and Its piston 11. the discharge cylinder

3 and Its piston 4. a valv. casing having a slide valve

therein and arrange*! at a right angle to the cylinders

aforesaid, waste and supply pipet for coutrolllng the sup-

ply of water passing to and from the working cylinder and

in cooperation with the slide valve, a valve rod leading

from the slide valve through a side of the cylinder 5. a

lever pivoted between Its ends within the cylinder 5 and

having one end operahly connected with the valve rod, a

134 0. G—

2

piston lod extending from the piston 11. spaced

members carried by the said piston rod and adapted to en-

>;age the other end of the above mentioned lever at inter-

vals in the movement of piston 11. a weighted arm project-

Inj; from the lever aforesaid to carry it past the dead cen-

ter when tilted by engagement of the members carried by

the rod of piston 11. and means for suppl.vinj; water under

pressure to the valve casing and discharge cylinder.

3. In an automatic hydraulic pump, the combination of

a working cylinder and a working: piston therein, a dis-

charge cylinder and a discharge piston therein of smaller

diameter than the woriiing piston, and connected there

with, a waste pipe leading from the working cylinder,

means for supplying a pressure medium to the workinj;

cylinder at one side of the piston, means for supplying said

pressure medium to the discharge cylinder at the opposite

side of the discharge piston, means for cutting off the sup-

ply of the pressure nnHllum at prt>determine<l intervals to

cause reverse movement of the i)isiuns. an auxiliary work

ing cylinder, and an auxiliary working pi.«tun therein con

nected with the discharge piston, and means for supply

ing the pressure medium to the auxiliary working cylinder

controlled by the same means that controls the siipply

of pressure ^edium to the first mentioned working cylin-

der.

4. In an automatic hydraulic pump, the combination of

a main working cylinder and a workin;: piston therein, a

discharge cylinder and a discharge piston therein of

smaller diameter than the working piston and connected

therewith, an auxiliary working cylinder having an auxil-

iary working piston therein for actuating the discharge

piston and connected with the latter, a waste outlet for

the main working cylinder, means for siijiplylng a pressure

me<lium to the auxiliary working cylinder and the dis-

cbarge cylinder at the same sides of the pistons operating

therein, means for supplying a pressure medium to the

working cylinder at the opposite side of the piston operat

lug therein, and valve mechanism operable automatically

In the movement of the working pistons to alternately cut

off the supply of the pressure medium from the main and

auxiliary working cylinders for reversing the stroke of the

pistons operating in the various cylinders.

5. In an automatic pump, the combination of a dls

charge cylinder and Its piston, a working cylinder having

its piston connected with the discharge piston, main sup-

ply and discharge pipes, mechanism including an auxiliary

working piston connected with the discharge piston and

connected with pressure supply means, and automatic

valved controlling mechanism for causing the pressure

medium to act alternately upon one working piston In one

direction and upon the other working piston and the dis-

charge piston In the other direction.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette,]

8 8 6.3 80. CAR - DOOR - OPER.\TING MECHANISM.
Chables A. LindstbOm, Allegheny, I'a. Filed June 13.

1907. Serial No. 378,795.

1. In car door operating mechanism, an actuating mem

ber therefor, a shaf" for operating the actuating member,

and a lost-motion device for permitting the actuating

member to make at least one complete free revolution with

respect to the actuating shaft ; substantially as described.

2. 4n car door operating mechanism, an actuating mem-

ber, a shaft for actuating said member, and a clutch con-
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n<»ctlon tH'tw.'rn 'ho shaft and mpmb^r arfangpd to i»»Ttnlt

an independent movement of the parts to an extent tH^nal

to or greater than a slnjjle revolution Of the acfuatinj:

member : substantially as described.

3 Car door operatln;; mechanism, having; a look, an

actuating member for releasing .said lock and for operating;

the mechanism to close the doors, an oper!»flng member for

the actuating member, and a lost motion connection be-

tween the (>f)eratlng member and the acjtuatlng member

arranged to p.-rmlt the actuating memb^T to make more

than one complete fre.. revniurliin , substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In car door operating mechanl.xm. an actuating mem
ber. an operating memt)er for the actuating member, and

.1 clutch connection between said menit»'r'< arranged to

permit free rotation of one independently of the other to

aa extent K^t'^f^r than oie revolution ; substantially as

described.

T> C&T door operating mechanism, a « hiiin wheel ami a

chain for actuating said mechanism, a sLuft on which the

chain wheel is loos-ly mounted, and a chitch connection

between the shaft and chain wheel arranged to permit the

latter to make more than one complete Imjependent revolu-

tion : substantially as described

(Clalma 6 to !_' nut printed in the (iaiiette.

)

886.381.

N. J.

.VMM.VL TK.VP. ALONZO W. Little. Coleavllle,

Filed Jan. 2H. 1908. Serial No. 4i:i,127.
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tlon, said delivery tube being movably mouDted, an open-

ing In said housing opposite the valve aeat provided with

a bonnet, a rt^movablf guide plate tkereunder, and a

pre88er adjustably mounted in the bonnet and having a

bearing In said plate, said presstr to betr on the delivery

tut>e to hold the valve p<jrtion thereof ai;ain8t the valve

seat and mf>ans to move the delivery tube to open and

close the valve port

-. The combination in a draft tub.\ of a housing, a

aire seat In said housing, an opening ID said housing be-

low the valve seat and a delivery tube movably mounted
in and removable through said opening in the housing, a

valve portion on said d»'livery tut>e to hear on said valve

seat, another opening in the housing opposite said valve

seat, a removable Iwnnet for said opeping, and an ad-

justable presser mounted In said bonntt to bear against

the delivery tube to hold Its valve poftion against the

valve seat, valve ports and passages in tire delivery tube

and externally operated means to move tie delivery tube to

open or close its valve ports.

3. The combination In a draft tube, of a housing, a de-

livery tut)e having a valve [wrtion and a valve seat in the

housing to coclp.Tate with the valve jx)rtlon of the de-

livery tube, operating means for the delivery tube In-

cluding trunnions and eccentric pins conjected with an ex-

ternal operating handle, said pins entering grooves in the

dHlV'Ty tub*" to reciprocate the latter by movement of

the said handle.

4. In a draft tube, the combination of b housing, a valve

seat therein, an opening in the housing, a delivery tube

movable in and removable through said opening, a valve

on said delivery tube cooperating with said valve seat.

means to move said delivery tube to operate Its valve por-

tion, said means having a pin and groove connection with

the delivery tube, normally to support the tube, and a

presser. bearing on the delivery tube to hold its valve

portion ::eated.

'>. In a draft tube, a housing, a valve seat In the hous-

ing, a delivery tube, a valve portion tHereon. transverse

grooves In said delivery tube, trunnions In the housing and

eccentric pins thereon to enter said grooves, and external

ojxratlng means for the trunnions, to Bove the delivery

tube in relation to the valve seat.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,387. W.\TCH-H.\RRF:L. Waltkr H. Mkht.. Waltham,
Mass , assignor to E. Howard Watch Company. River-

side, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. PMled Sept.

27. 1906. Serial No. 336,386.

^t i*

'I
1 i'MVBi^ £

v/ ^ff u

1. In mechanism of the character described, the com-

bination with a barrel bridge and dial plate, of a spring

barrel located between said bridge and plate, a main

wheel gurroondlng said barrel and bavii^g a recess formed

therein, a ratchet wheel provided with ab Integral hub ex-

tending downwardly through said bridge, means for se-

curing said ratchet wheel to said sprlqg barrel, a cylin-

drical arbor, the ends of which are mounted in bearings

provided in said ratchet wheel and ditl plate, and pro-

vided near its lower end with a projection fitting in the

recess in said main wheel, and a nut threaded on said

art>or for locking the latter to said ma|n wheel, aubstan-

tially as described.

2. In mechanism of the character described, the com-

bination with p barrel bridge and dial plate, of a jpring

barrel located between said bridge aad plate, a main

wheel surrounding said barrel having a recess formed

therein, a ratchet wheel provided withi* integral bub ex-

tending downwardly through said bridge, means for se-

curing said ratchet wheel to said spring barrel, an arbor,

the ends of which are mounted In bearings provided In

said ratchet wheel and dial plate, said arbor being pro-

vided near Its lower end with a flange having a projection

formed thereon fitting In the recess In said main wheel,

and a nut threaded on said arbor for locking the latter to

said main wheel, substantially as described.

3. In mechanism of the character descrit>ed. the com-

bination with a barrel bridge and dial plate, of a spring

barrel provided with a hook and located betwtH,'n said

bridge and plate, and having an elongated opening formed

in the same, a main wheel surrounding said barrel and

formed with a recess therein, a ratchet wheel provided

with an Integral bub extending down through said bridge

and provided on Its lower end with an elongated projec-

tion adapted to fit In said opening in said spring barrel,

screws passing through said hub and threaded into said

spring barrel for holding the latter and ratchet wheel

in proper position, an arbor, the ends of which are mount-

ed In bearings provided In said ratchet wheel and dial

piate and provided with a projection fitting in the recess

in said main wheel, and a nut provided with a hook and

threaded on said art)or and bearing on the hub of said

main wheel for lockisg said arbor thereto, substantially

as descril>ed.

4. In mechanism of the character described, the com-

bination with an arbor, of a ratchet wheel mounted there-

on and means, part of which are secured to said arbor and

part to the upper visible side of said ratchet wheel for

locking said wheel and arbor against movement at pre-

determined points, substantially as described.

5. In mechanism of the character described the com-

t)lnation with a ratchet wheel, of an arbor the end of

which extends through said ratchet wheel, a fingered

disk secured to the upper end of said arbor and station-

ary with relation thereto, a star wheel mounted on the

upper visible side of said ratchet wheel and revolving

-round and rotated by said stationary fingered disk when

Slid ratchet wheel Is rotated In the act of winding and

whereby, in the act of unwinding, the star wheel on the

stationary ratchet wheel Is rotated by the rotating fingered

disk, substantially as described.

886,388 SHIPPING .\ND DISPL.W BOX. Furbish G.

Merritt, Brockport, .N. Y. Filed June 15, 1907. Serial

No 379.199.

/?
//

//
I I

11

^--;/

1. .K shipping and display box having a series of tills,

some movable and the remainder fixed, means pivotally

connected with all of the tills, means cooperating with

sa'.d pivotal means for Blmultaneonsly lifting the movable

tills to positions of different elevations and m?ans engag-

able with the bottom of the box to assist In lifting the

tills to their elevated positions and there supporting

them.

2. A shipping and display box having a series of tills

adapted to rest upon the bottom of the box, one of the
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tills being fixed within the box and the others movable,

and means pivotally connected with all of the series of

tills for simultaneously lifting the movable tills at differ-

ent degrees of rapidity r.nd means co5perating with said

means to assist In lifting the tills and for holding them

in their elevated positions,

3 A shipping and display Ikix having a series of similar

and equal Independent tills adapted to rest side by side

within the box one fixed and the others vertically mot-

able, the rear walls of the tills being higher than the front

walls, and means pivotally connected with all of the se-

ries of tills for raising the movable tills to positions In

which the up^ier edge of the front wall of each till Is even

with the upper edge of the rear wall of the till In front

and means bodily movable with said means for raising the

tills and supiiortlng tl.em In their raised position.

4 A shipping and display box having a fixed front till

and rear movable tills, the front walls of the tills being

lower than the rear walls, and means pivotally connected

with all of the series of tills for simultaneously raising

the rear tills to positions in which their front walls re-

spectively shall be even with the rear walls of the tills

Immediately In front, and means bodily movable with said

means for raising the tills and supporting tiicm In their

raised position the front side of the box being horlton-

tally divided with the upper part movable to partially

expose the front till.

5. A shipping and display l>ox having a series of tills

within some fixed and others movable, a hinged cover for

the box and means pivotally connected with all of the

series of tills and connected with the cover for lifting the

movable tills as the cover Is raised to open the box and

means t)odlly movable with said means for raising the

tills and supporting them In their raised position.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

886 890 SirnoNIC DRKIMlE. Witxi.^M J. Monmno-

n'oFT. Philadelphia. Pa Filed Aug. G. 1907. Serial No.

387,276.

886.389. FISH TAIL PROPELLER. Frank S. Merkow,

Mexico, Mexico. Filed Feb. 27. 1907. Serial No.

359,582,

1 \ slphonic dredge comprising an elevated body

member having inlet and outlet openings, universal tubu-

lar Joints connected therewith, telescopic tubes attached

to said universal Joints, and f-rming suction and dis-

charge means, a priming chamber connected with the

bodv member and having suitable controlling valves com-

bined therewith, and valves at the extremities of snld

telescopic tubes, all substantially as shown and described.

"> \ slphonic dredge comprising an elevated, horlzon-

taUy disposed body member, an air chamber connected

therewith, valves above and below said air chamber, a

filling means above and connected to said air chamber,

universal tubular joints at each end of said body m-mber,

a telescopic inlet tube, having a foot valve and screened

Intake, attached to one of the universal joints, and n

telescopic outlet tube, of greater length than the said inlet

tube, provided with a foot valve and discharge orince.

attached to the other of said universal Joints, all sub-

stantially as shown and described.

3 A slphonic dredge comprising a head having an inlet

opening, an outlet opening and n priming opening, a

ehamber connected with the priming opening and a valve

upon each side of said chamber, a universally movable and

extensible Inlet tube connected with the Inlet opening, a

unlversallv movable and extensible outlet tube leading

from the outlet opening, and valves at the extremities of

both of said tubes, all substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

8 8 6,391. nE.A.TING AND VENTILATING SYSTEM

JA.MES E. M'>oKK. Fayette. Iowa, Filed Apr, 9, 1906.

Serial No. 310.6i:i.

1 A fish tail propeller, comprising longitudinally dis-

posed rigid blades having their rear ends longitudinally

offset in opposite directions, mild blades being trans-

versely curved, and means for oscillating the propeller on

Its longitudinal axis

•> A fish tail propeller, comprising^ blades located on op-

posite sides of its longitudinal axis, each of said blades

tapering toward Its rear end and being transversely

curved said blades furthermore whfn in upright relation

having said tapered rear ends offset in opposite directions

and on opposite sides of the vertical plane in which the

longitudinal axis of the propeller Is located

3 \ fish tall propeller, comprising longitudinal blades

located on opposite sides of Its longitudinal axis, each of

said blades tapering toward Its rear end, said blades hav-

ing their rear ends offset In opposite directions, said

blades furthermore each having a longitudinally disposed

transversely concave channel in one side.

4 \ fish tall propeller, comprising longitudinal blades

located on opposite sides of Its longitudinal axis, said

blades each tapering toward Its rear end, said blades hav-

ing their rear ends offset In opposite directions, said

blades furthermore each having a longitudinally dl8pos.-d

transverselv concave cbann. 1 in one side, a boss carried

by the front ettd of the propeller and having a shaft re-

ceiving socket, and securing bolts passing through the

boss into the socket.

«*njs' ==^^

\ ventilator for rooms including a cyllndricnl drum

adapted to y irround the draft pipe of a stove Immediately

at,uve the hitter and having Its opposite ends closed and

it>; side walls provided with oppositely disposed elbows

communiratiii: with the interior of the drum, there b^-ing

alined oi>enlnLS forme<l in the closed ends of the drums for
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the reception of the draft pipe, an air coniuctlni; pipe se-

cured to and extendinnf downwardly from o»e of the elbows

and havlnij Its luw^-r fnd spao»'d from the floor uf the room

and proyidt>d with dfpfQiilntf brackets for attachmf'nt to

said floor, a dlsrhart;*' pipe vxtendint? upwardly from the

opposite elbow fur discbarKinK the foul air to the atmos-

phere, and a damper disposed within the air conducting

pipe betwe'-n the brackets and ailjacnt fltxiw for rcifulat-

Ing the quantity of air adnilft.d to the interior of the

drum.

88 6.392. TYPE-WRITING MA<"fIINH. Charles A.

MoBBY, Mohawk, N. Y , assignor to The Monarch Type

writer Company. Syra U'^e. N. Y.. a CorjKiration of New

York. Filed May 6. lit<-»4. Serial No. 20f5 fl.-^l.

1. In a typewritinif machine, the combination of an up-

wardly and reiirwnrdly striking type bar. an upright sub-

lever that vibrates fore and aft of the maahlne on a fixed

pivot and which !.< directly connected with the type bar

by a pin and slot connection, a key lever, and a pin and

slot connection t)etween the key lever &at sub lever, the

point on the sub-lever where connection Is made with the

type bar. the fixed pivot, and the point of connection

between the key lever and sub-lever being in substantial

allnement.
:.'. In a typewritink{ machin-. the comljiaatlon of an up-

wardly and rearwardly striking type bar. an upright ssib

lever that vibrates fore and aft of the machine on a fixed

fulcrum and which is directly connected with the type bar

by a pin and slot connection, a key lever, a pin and slot

connection between the key lever and sutvlever, said pin

and slot connection bejpg situated lnterme«liate the ends of

the sub lever, the fulcrum of the sub-lever, the upper en<l

of said sulvlever and the point of connection between th*-

key lever and sub-lever being substantially In allnement

with one another.

?<. In a typewriting machine, the comblaatlon of an up

wardly and rearwardly swinging type bar. an upright sub-

lever directly connected thereto and mounted to vibrate

fore and aft of the machine on a fixed [lirot. a key-b-ver.

and a pin and siot connection between saiil key lever and

sub-lever, the slot formed In one of ^ald members extend-

ing through one side edge thereof to provide an open-tuouth

slot for readily disconnecting the parts, the point • n the

-^ub-lever wherf counectlon is m:ide t>> the t\ne bur. the

fixed pivot and the point of connection t}«'tweea the key

lever and sub-lever being In substantial allnement.

4. In ft typewriting machine, the comblQation of an up-

wardly and rearwardly swin.{ing type bar, .in upright sub-

lever operatlvely connected thereto t>y a pin and slot con-

nection which affords a disconnection between the type bar

and sub-lever, a fixed pivot on which said spb-lever vibrates

fore and aft of the machine, a key lever, atiil a pin and slot

connection between said sut>-lever and ke| lover, the slot

being inclined to the length of the part in vhlch It is

formed and open ended to aflfoitl a discon lec' ion between

the key lever and sub-lever, and the pin tn< slot connec-

tion between the sub-lever and type bar, t ;
• fixed pivot.

and the pin and slot connection between tfce key lever and
sub-lever being in substantial allnement. |

5. In a typewriting machine, the comblti.tion of an up-

wardly and rearwardly gwinglng type bar. an upright sub-

lever with an upwardly extended open ended slot in the

upper end thereof which Is of substantially the same diam-

eter throughout its length, a pivot pin that la seated la

said slot and forms a connection l)etween the type bar and
sub-lever, a fixed pivot on which .said sub lever vibrates

fore and aft of the machine, a key lever, a pin and slot

connection between said sub lever and key" lever, the slot

in one of said members being uprii:ht and the pin on the

other member working in said slot, the slot in the upper

end of the sub lever, the fixed pivot, and the pin and slot

connection t>etween the key lever and the sub-lever being

in substantial allnement.

[Claims ti to 1^5 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.303. LINER FOR CENTRIITGAL CREAM - 8EPA-
R.\TORS. Thi)m.\s W. MoKdA.N. WaterlfK), Iowa, as-

signor to Wilbur W. Marsh. Waterloo, Iowa. Filed L)ec,

14, lOOd, Serial No. .",47.788.

\ liner for a centrifacal cream s«»parator. consisting in

combination, of an axial Inlet tube having dLscharge open-

ings at Its lower end. a removable cylinder seated concen-

trically about said inlet tube above the letter's discharge

openings and ;ir'ivided with vertical radial vanes, a verti-

cal series of hollow fru.-if.-t, spaced apart, seated about said

removable cy'lnder detachably and spaced apart therefrom

with the exception of the lowermost frustum which has Its

inner edae fixedly attached io the lower ends of ^aid radial

vanes, all of the frusta having inner marginal radial slots

adapted to receive said radial vanes to provide vertical

channels for the full milk in the neutral zone of the bowl.

888.394. BEADI.V; IMPLEMENT. GEoar.K E. Moubls,

Reglna. Saskatchewan. Canada. Filed .\ug. 26, 1907.

Serial No. 390.114,

1. A beading implement comprising the combination of

a ba«e, a head, means for rotatably supporting the head

on the base, a reclprocable tool carried by the head, means

^ MaV 5, 1 90S.
U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 23

for guiding the tool *t an angle to the axis of the head, and

means for delivering an Impact against the tool.

•> \ beading Implement comprising the comblaatlon of

a ba^c a head, means for rotatably supporting the head on

the base a reclprocable tool carried by the head, means for

normally maintaining the tool elevated, and means for de-

livering an impact against the tool.

; \ beading implement comprising the combination of

a base provided with a slot, a supporting member slidably

disposed in the slot, a head support on the base, a head ro-

tatably disposed on the head support, a tool carried by the

bead, and means for delivering an impact against the tool

and for rotating the head.

4 A beading Implement compn-ing the combination of

a base provided with a slot having Inwardly Inclined walls,

a two-part supporting member provided with flanges ar-

ranged to bear against said walls, a taper bolt disposed

between the parts of the supporting member, locking mean.s

on the upper end of the bolt, a rotatable head, means for

rotatably maintaining the head adjacent the base, a tool

carried by the hea<l, and means for delivering an impact

against the tool. .

5 A beading implement comprising the combination or

a base a supporting member, means for adjustably locking

the supporting member on the base, a rotatable head oper-

atlvely connected with the base, a tool carried by the ro-

tatable head, means for rotating the head, and means for

delivering an impact against the tool.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

4 A system of electrical reguUUoi., comprislni; a work

circuit a generator having a shunt field, a cdmpen.saiing

storage batterv In parallel across the line, a regulator for

varying the said field, having a magnet coll in the main

generator circuit and an opposing coil in the work circuit.

and means for breaking the work circuit so connected as

to deSnergUe one of said colls and short-circuit the other.

886 396. GRAVE - VAULT LOCK. John E. Mters and

Biiat I TCTTLB. Sprlngfleld. Ohio, assignors to The

Champion Chemical Company, Springfield. Ohio, a Cor-

poration of Ohio. Filed May 18, 1906. Serial No.

317,573.

8 S e , 8 9 5 . SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL REGL'I^TION.
|

M^BIH MosKowiTZ. New York. N. Y.. assignor to The

United States Light & lleflting c.-mpany. a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed June 28, liMiT. Serial No. 381,213.

<)<>6 6 6<>'<^<)'t'

-JW

-so

1 \ system of electrical regulation, comprising a work

circuit, a generator having a shunt field, a compensating

s orag^ battery in parallel across the line and a regulator

Jor varv.ng the said field, having a magnet coil in the main

generat'or circuit, means for producing a mechanical force

opposing said magnet coil, and a coll in the -"'' <-™'

assisting «aid mechanical force and means for breaking the

«,,rk circuit so connect.-d as to deenergi/.e one of said coils

and short circuit ihe oth.-r.

2 A system of electrical regulation, comprising a gen-

erator having a .shunt field, through which
>^ ;^^^'^^'' J^^^

-iven current carrying capacity Is established by means of

"resistance independent of the field, and variable means

connected to shunt away a part of the current In said

tield circuit, said means being controlled l>y the main gen^

erator current and the current in the work circuit and

means for breaking the work. circuit so connected as to de-

energlze one of said coils and short circuit the other.

3 \ system of electrical regulation, comprising a gen-

erator havin.' a ^hunt field, through which a circuit of a

,iven current carrying capacity is established by means of

resistance ludepeud.nt of the field, and a regulator con-

nected to shunt away a part of the current In said field

circuit, said regulator being provided with opposing con-

trolling coils, one in the main generator circuit and one in

the work circuit and means for breaking the work circuit

.0 connected as to deenergize one of said colls and ahort-

clrcult the other.

1 A structure of the character described, comprising a

body and a closure, one of said parts having a lug to be

engaged, the other of said parts having an engaging mem-

ber acting normally to move into engaging position with

respect to said lug, and a detent acting normally to pre^

vent such normal movement of the engaging member, said

detent being arranged in the path of a part moving In um^

son with the lug, whereby the bringing together of the

body and closure into closing position will dlseiigage the

detent and free the engaging member, substantially as de-

o v' structure of the character described, comprising a

body and a closure, one of said parts having an engaging

lug the other of said parts having a spring actuated en-

ntAne bolt acting normally to move Into engaging posl-

tl^ with respect to said lug. and a detent normally en-

«urlng said bolt to prevent such movement and adapt.d

t7he engaged by said lug to release said engaging bolt,

substantially as described.

3 In a structure of the character described, comprising

a body and a closure, one of s.iid parts hr.vlng a !ug to be

engaged the other of said parts having a spring actuated

sliding bolt acting normally to move into engaging posi-

tion, and a pivoted and spring actuated detent bver nor^

mallv engaging said bolt to prevent its movement, said

det.nt lever having a part lying in the path of the lu^.

substantially as descriixd.

4 \ structure of the character described, comprising a

'

lK,dv and a closure, one of said parts having a lug to be

.-ngaged tlie oth. r of said parts having a housing pro-

Nided with a guideway. a bolt mounted to slide in said

I guideway. a detent lever pivoted to said housing at one

I end, engaging the bolt at its other .nd. and having a part

iving in the path of the lug Immediately In front of the

U.lt and a spring interposed between said bolt and de-

tent lever acting to move the t>olt into engagement w. h

the lug and to hold the detent lever In engagement with

the bolt to prevent such action, substantially as descrilM>d.

.-i A structure of the character described, comprising

a body and a closure, one of said parts having a liig to

b.> engaged, the other of said parts comprising a sliding

eneaging lK.lt. a pivoted detent lever having a detent pro-

lection in front of the bolt and an abutment projection

in th.. rear of the lK>lt. and a spring interposed between

«aid bolt and abutment projection, the detent lever havng

a ,.urt hing In the path of the lug, whereby, when the

free .ndof said detent lever is depressed to disengage if

from the bolt, the spring is compressed to exercise a

greater actuating force up..n the bolt, substantially as

descrilH'd.

I
[Claims 6 to ft not printed in the Gazette.]
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8 8 6.397. DETACHABLE CLOSURE FOR RECEP-
TACLES. Hit;h P McMillan. Baltlnjor*, Md. Filed

Jan. 29. 1907. S<*rlal No. 354.632.

transTersely to the slidlnir moTement of the latter, of a

common base for the guides of the tool carriajfes, a seat

In the frame of the machine to rccflvc this base, an ad-

Justing device for giving an annular displacement to said

base so as to cause the elevation of thf tool carriage guides

at once or together In the same plane, and a locking device
allowing of fixing the said ba.'je in any position to which It

may be adjnsffd, substantially as hereinbefore described.

, 'H-

1. .V rect'ptaclo pr'>vliied with a rim and adjacent said

rim having an exterior circumftTentlal be4d rounded In a

vertical direction, in combination with a flexible disk

resting on said rim, and an endless wire annulus formed

Into two continuous series of curving loops, the loops of

the upper series being In a vertical plane between two

adjacent loops of the lower series and the loops of the

lower series being inclined downwardly with their round-

ed ends lying In a vertical position outsld* of the ends of

the upper loops whert»by the central circular oj>enlng l)e-

tween the ends of the lower loops will be of a greater

diameter than the central opening between the ends of

the upper loops, and said wire annulus being yielding In a

circumferential direction to permit Its repeated engage-

ment with and removal from the rounded bead on the

receptacle.

2. .\ receptacif' provided with a rim and an exterior

circumferential b«'ad rounded In a vertical direction and
adjacent the rim, in combination with a perforated disk

resting upon said rim. and an endless wire annulus having
two series of loops merging by curving Intn f^ach other,—
one series of said curved loops engaging the perforated

disk and the other series Inclining downwardly and yield-

ingly engaging the rounded bead wherebj to permit its

repeated engagement with and removal from said curved
bead.

3. The combination with a receptacle provided with a

rim and an exterior circumferential rounded bead adja-

cent the rim. of a flexible disk seated on said rim, and a
clamping ring comprising an annulus of pt»-manent spring
loops normally of a smaller diameter than the bead on the

receptacle and Independently yielding in a lateral and
circumferential direction when forced over said bead.

886,398. MACHINE FOR CUTTINO TOOTHED GEAR-
ING. Gkoroes N.ardin, Paris. France, assignor of one-

half to The Firm of .Vtelifrs de t'onstructlona M<Van-
Iques CI r>^vant I^ncommun, MfHhau<<eij. .\lsace, Ger-

many. Filed Mar 28. 1907. Serial No. 864,984.
1. In a machine for cutting toothed wljeels. especially

bevel whepis, on thp rolling principle, t|ie combination
with two shapinir tools together forming a tooth space
with straight flanks, movable carriages flnr these tools,

guides for these tool carriaees. a whe«»l hearing puppet
snd a device for producing a relative rolling movement
between this whe*-! b*'arlng puppet and the shaping tools

transversely to tho sliding movement of the latter, of a
common bfi"»o for the guides of the tool carriages, a seat

In the frame of the machine to receive this basp and an
adjusting device for giving an angular displar-ement to

said ba»e so as to cause the elevation of tlie tool-carriage

guides at once or together In the same plane, with the

object of allowing an exact and simultaneous elevation of

both tools, substantially as hereinbefore described.

2. In a machine for cutting toothed wljeels, especially

bevel wheels, on the rolling principle, the combination
with two shaping tools together formlne a tooth space
with straight flanks, movable carriages flor these *ools,

guides for these tool carriages, a wheel-bearing puppet
and a device for producing a relative rolling movement
between this wheel bearing puppet and thf shaping tools

3. In a machine for cutting toothed wheels, especially

bevel wheels, on the rolling principle, the combination

with two shaping tools together forming a tooth space

with straight flanks, movable carriages for these tools,

guides for these tool carriages, a wheel-bearing puppet and
a device for producing a relative rolling movement be-

tween this wheel bearing puppet and the shaping tools

transversely to the sliding movement of the latter, of a

common base for the guides of the tool carriages, a seat

in the frame of the machine to receive this base, an adjust-

ing device for giving an angular displacement to said base

so as to cause the elevation of the tool carriage guides at

once or together In the same plane, and two locking shafts

having eccentric ends engaging the said base and adapted

to allow of fixing the latter in any position to which it

may be adjusted, substantially as hereinbefore described

4. In a machine for cutting toothed wheels, especially

bevel wheels, on the rolling principle, the combination

with two shaping tools together forming a tooth space

with straight flanks, movable carriages for these tools,

guides for these tool carriages, a wheel bearing puppet

and a device for producing a relative rolling movement
between this wheel-bearing puppet and the shaping tools

transversely to the sliding movement of the latter, of a

common base for the guides of the tool carriages, having
the form of a cradle, a curved recess In the frame of the

machine to receive this base and an adjusting device for

giving an anoilar displacement to said ba.se so as to

cause the elevation of the tool-carriage guides at once or

together In the same plane, with the object of allowing an
exact and simultaneotis elevation of both tools, substan-

tially as hereinbefore described.

.1 In a machine for cutting toothed wheels, especially

bevel wheels, on the n)lllng principle, the combination of

two shapine tools, movable cnrriaires for these tools,

guides for these tool carriages, a wheelhearlng puppet, a

controlling gear for this wheel-bearinc puppet arranged so

as to cause it to move transversely to the sliding move-
ment of the shaping tools, an auxiliary driving mechanism
adapted to produce the antf>matic and rapid return of the

said wheel bearing puppet and a cotipling device Inter-

powd between this auxiliary driving mechanism and the
puppet controlling gear and arran'_''vl so «« to be capable
of dlsengaglntr this gear and of engaging the said atixll-

lary driving mechanism with the object of allowing the
automatic and rapid return of the wheel bearing puppet,
substantially as hereinbefore described

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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886.399 SUPPORT FOR NECKTIES
New York. N Y. Filed Oct. 23,

398,702.

Nils I>. Nelson,

1907 Serial No.

under the flanged portion of one of said caps and the other

Iwlng engHL'ed by said retalning-fl.inges.

1 \ neck tie support comprising a horizontally elon-

gated frame having end portions which are externally re-

cessed and at their upper and lower edges extend out-

wardly to close the upper and lower ends of the recesses

a transverse member connecting said end portions, and

means to engage a collar butt^.u. said transverse member

at Its upper edge having means to engage the inner sur

face of a rearwardly lapp.d over portion of the upper edge

of the band of the tie while the main body of said band

extends along the outer surface of said transverse mem-

ber; substantially as set forth

•> \ neck tie support comprising a horizontally elon-

gated frame having a transverse nv mt-r wbl.h Is sub-

stantlallv horizontal, end members uU.h stand at sub-

stantially right angles to said transverse member and are

externally recessed, and means to engage a collar button,

said end members at their upper and lower ends being ex-

tended outwardly to close the upp. r and lower ends of the

external recesses; substantially as set forth.

,T \ necktie support comprising a horizontally elon-

gated frame having a transverse member whb'h Is sub-.

Btantlally horizontal, end memb^-rs which stand at sub-

stantially right angles to said transverse member and are

externally recess.'d. and a central member extending

downwardly from said transverse member and containing
j

an opening below the same adapted to engage a collar-

button; substantially as set forth.

4 \ neck tie support comprising a horizontally elon-

gated' frame having externally recessed ends to receive the

band portion of the tie. a transverse member connecting

said ends and a central member depending from said trans-

verse member and containing an opening to engage a col-

lar button, and a groove lending downwardly from said

opening to facilitate the entrance of a button thereto;

substantially as set forth.

."j. A neck tie support comprising a horizontally elon-

gated frame having a transverse member which is sub-

stantially horizontal, end members which stand at sub-

stantially right angles to said transverse member and are

externally reeessed. and a central member extending down-

wardly from snid transverse member and containing an

opening below t!.. siime adapted to engage a collar button,

said transverse lunnber at Its upper edge having means 10

engage the inner surface of a rearwardly lapped-over por-

tio'n of the upper edge of the band of the tie while the

main lK>dy of said band extends along the outer surface

of said transverse member: substantlnlly as set forth.

[Claims c, to V not printed in the Gazette.

J

2. A shade-roller, provided with a grooved -recess ex-

tending throughout its length, flanged end-caps mounted

thereon one of said caps having Its rim or flanged por-

tion provided with a recess opening and retalnlng-flanges

overhanging said grooved recess, and a U-shaped spring-

bar mounted in said grooved recess Hud having one of its

ends normally engaged by said retalnlng-flanges.

3. A shade-roller, comprising a roller provided with a

grooved-recess, flanged end caps mounted thereon on.' of

which is provided with a recess-opening registering \vlth

said grooved recess and terminating in a smaller r.-cess-

opening in the rim portion of the cap. said rim portion

being also piovided with oppositely disposed overhanglng-

flanges above the end of said grooved recess, and a channel

spring-bar mounted In said grooved-recess and having one

of Its ends secured under the flange or rim portion of one

of said end caps and the oth<'r secured under said retaln-

lng-flanges of the rim portion of the other or opposite

end-cap.

886,401. CRUSHING-TONGS. M.'VTGnMi.RY B. PirKETT,

Maywood, 111., assignor of one-half to Robert F. Palmer.

Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 7. 1007. Serial No. 387.448.

886,400 SH.VDE ROLLER. Edw.\rp E. Palmer. Wooster,

Ohio. Filed .luly 16, 1907. Serial No, 3S4,107.

1. .\ shade roller, comprising a roller provided with a

longitudinally-extending grooved recess, flanged end caps

mounted thereon one of said caps being provided with a

recess opening registering with said gi-ooved- recess and

overhanging retaining-flangea on Its rim or flanged por-

tion, and an approximately U - shaped shade - attachlng-

springbar mounted in said grooved recess one end taking

1. In combination in a crushing device, a pair of con-

tact-surfaces, one of which surfaces is concave and the

other plane, a Jaw provided with two contact-surfaces

arranged on opposite sides thereof, one surface being

concave and adapted to oppose in operation the concave

contact-surface, and the other being plane and adapted to

oppose in operation with the plane contact-surface, a

pivoted lever having said Jaw adjustably mounted there-

on, all substantially as described,

2 A crushing tongs of the character described, com-

prl'sing a pair of members plvotally linked together at

one of their ends, and having adjustably mounted thereon

opposing jaws, each provided with one concave and one

plane contact surface adapted to oppose each other sub-

stantially as described.

3 \ can crushing device, comprising operating levers,

and two sets of opposing jaws therefor, the jaws of one

set being concave for partially flattening the cans and

the Jaws of the other set being plane for completing the

crushing operation.

4 \ crushing device of the character described, com-

prising two pairs of contact surfaces, the one concave and

adapted to oppose each other in operation, the other plane

and adapted to oppose each other In operation, the con-

tact-surfiices being provided with flanges, substantially as

described.

5 A crushing tongs, comprising a pair of opposing jaws

each having a concave contact surface adapted to oppose

each other when the Jaws are in one position and having

a plane contact surface adapted to oppose each other when

the Jaws are In a reverse position, the Jaws being ad.iust-

nbly mounted upon members plvotally linked together for

operation, all substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]
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t
886,402. CUSHIONING DEVICE FOR PISTONS. OTTO

S. Pike, Maiden. Mass., assignor to American Paeu-

matic SerTlce Company, Dover, Del., a Corporation of

Delaware. Filed Sept. 16, 1904. Serial .No JJ4.643.

f

1. In an apparatus of tho chararrer described, a cylin-

der, a piston in .said cylinder, a valve controlling th^ ad-

mission and exhaust of the motive iluld to and from said

cylinder, a valve for cushioning the pistot at the end of

its stroke, and means for adjusting said falve

2. In an apparatus of the character de»crifK>d, a cylin-

der, a piston in said cylinder, a valve controlling the ad-

mission and exhaust of the motive fluid t» and from said

cylinder, a valve at each end of the cylinder for cushion-

ing the piston at the end of Its strokes, and means for

adju.sting said valves.

886,403. CARBIKPrrER Thmm.vsK Pt ddingtos,

Hampden. Me. Filed Mar. 7, 1907. Serial No. 301,086.

having Its lower edge lmnaer««d therein, and a freely

yiehlat)le shi-'ld support arranged to permit movement of

sal.l -hi. Id in all directions.

i Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.404. M.M HINE FOR FORMING BUILDING-BLOCKS.
William Ram-.. Wat.TliM). Iowa, assignor to Thomas

Cascaden, .Ir , Waterloo). Iowa. Filed .\ug. 22, 1903.

Serial No. i;'>,4-_'0 ^

1 In X cirSiurer.'r. a -ontaining la.sinf for the hydro-

carbon, means for di.scharging air t)eiow the level of the

hydrocarbon, an absorbent member, a carrier therefor,

said carrier being arranged in the path of the flow of the

fluid to be carbureted, and being agitatml t)y such fluid.

and yieldable wupporting means on whick said carrier is

free to move in all directions.

2. In a carbureter, a containing casing for the hydro-

carbon, tncans f.>r discharging air below the level of the

hydrocarbon, and a yieidably suspended absorbent raetn-

t)er fret" to i:)ov»» in all directions and arranged to l>e agi-

tated by the passage of the fluid to t)e carbiiretid.

o. In a carbureter, a hydrocarbon containing casing,

means for (l:-cli.irt:ing air b.Mow th»' level of the hydro-

carbon, an ar>sort»nt member, and a Spring supported

carrier from wtiich said memlv^r is yieidably suspended,

the carrier being disposed in the path <if the current of

fluid to be cart>ureie<l.

4. In a carbureter, a hydro-carbon containing casing,

means for discharging air below the le«el of the hydro-

carbon, a yieldingly suspended carrier arranged therein

and arranged to l>e subjected to the action of the flow of

fluid to be carbureted, and an absorbent tiit-mber supported

by the carrier.

5. In a carbureter, a hydro-carbon containing casing, an

air pipe leading th"reln and arranged to discharge air at

a point below the level of the hydro-c«rbon. an absorb-

ent shield suspended over the body of bydro carbon and

1. .\ 11'. 1. bin.' fur f..rinin« h..lb.\v biiib! 11 .; b!'jcl-s com-

prising a mold box having outwardly expansible side walls

and a bottom plate movable to and from the top of said

side walls, springs for automatically expanding said side

walls, means for holding said side walls In closed posi-

tion a;:ainst the tension of said springs, a core pro.l'ctlng

through an opening in the mold b<TX bottom and ni'-ans for

releasing said spring actuated side walls and for shifting

said movable bottom above the top of said core to effect

the removal of the molded block therefrom.

•_'. A ma-iiin.' f'lr forming hallow building I'lo.-ks rom-

prisini: a mold box having outwardly expansllib- side walls

and a bottom platf movahi*- Independently of said side

walls and to and from the top th-'reof, spring's fur auto-

matically expanding said side walls, means for holdlne

thi' latter in closed position against th-' tension of said

springs, a flxod core projecting thronch an op<'nlng in the

mold l)ox twttom plate when In lowermost i.osition and

common ni. ans for relrasini: said spHni; actuated side wall

and for efTectlng the shift of said bottom plat.- above the

top of said core to effect the removal of the molded block.

:V .V machine fur forming hollow bulidini: blool<s com

prising a mold Iwx having outwardly expansl!)le si<le walls

and a ixittom plate movable independently of said side

wails and to and from the top thereof, sprlnsis for auto-

matically expanding said side walls, means for holding

the latter in closed [Position against the t.nsion of said

springs, a core projecting through an opening in the mold-

box bottom plate when In lowermost position, mechanism

arrangeil to successively relea.'»e said spring actuated side

walls and .-Ifnai'' said Ixittom plate atvove the top of said

core.

! 4. A machine for forming hollow buiidinir blociis c<.m-

prising a nonrevoluble, rectangular mold box having aide

walls and a bottom plate, a cor- e.\tendlng v.-rticaiiy

tlirough an op.'nint' in said t)ottom plate, said bottom

plate being vertically moval)le to the tops of said core

and of said aide wails, springs for automatically expand-

ing said side walls, abutments for liolding said side walls

in closed position against the tension of said springs and

uie<-hanism f jr .-IT.'Cting a r.-iative shift t)etw.'en said side

walls and said abutments, and for elevating said bottom

plate to the tops of said core and side walls.

5. \ machine r..r forming hollow t)uilding blocks coin

1 prising an open top nidd box having outwardly expansible.
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plvoted Bide walls and a bottom plate movable Independ-

ently of said Sid.- walls to and fn.m the top thereof, a

core extending v.rtlcaliy through an opening in said mold

box bottom plate when In lowermost position, springs for

automaticailv expanding said side walls, shlftable abut-

ments for holding said side walls in closed position against

the tension of said spring and mechanism for shifting

said abutments to x.lcase said side walls and for raising

said bottom plate to the tops of said core and side wall.

[Claims to 42 not printed In the Gasette.]

886 405 SEWEft-TRAP. Frank A. BADCLirn, Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed Dec. 4. 1903. Serial No. 183,692. Renewed

Nov. 7, 1907. Serial No. 401,162.

ralltv of teeth each having a portion b.-nt at an angle to

and in the aame plane as the balance of the tooth, a hoid^

mg block secured to said bead, a plurality of pajrs of

flanges carried by said block forming cnannels to receive

the teeth adjacent the bent portions thereof, and means

for detachably retaining the t^eth within said channels.

- <^

1 In a s*'wer tra|i. tb.- . .nibination of a trap base

having an outlet opening, a -b. v, cmnected to said open-

ing an outlet duct fitted in said sleeve and forming a

cbann.l between the two, such channel having a discharge

opening exterior to the trap, substantially as set forth.

2 In a sower trap, the combination of a trap base

having an outlet opening, a sleev connected to said open-

ing an outlet duct fitted In said slw've and forming a

channel lM.tw.-.-n the two. su.h chann.-l having no com-

munication with said outl-t duct and havin;: a discharge

opening exterior to the trap, substantially as set forth.

3 In a sewer trap, the combination of a trap tmse

having an outlet ovH-uiug. a sleeve connected to said open-

ing an outer duct fltti-d in said sle.'ve and forming a

channel between the two. such cliann.l having no com-

munbation with said outlet duct and having a discharge

opening .^xterior to the trap and adjacent to the outer

aide of said outlet duct. sui)stantially as set forth.

4 In a sewer trap, the conil>inati.>n of a trap base

hevlng an outlet opening, a sleeve connected to said open-

iig an outb-t duct fitted in said sleeve and forming a

channel betw.-n tlie two, such channel having no com

mun.-ation with said outlet duct and having a discharge

opening exterior to the trap and adjacent to the outer

side of said outlet duct below the trap, an inlet duct com-

municating with the trap to one side of said sleeve, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5 In a sewer trap, the cmblnation ..f a trap base

having an outlet opening, a sleeve connected to said open-

ing an outb't duct fitted longitudinally in said sb^eve and

forming a cliannei l>etween the two, such channel having

a discharge opening .xlerior to the tra|.. a dome cuverlng

said outlet duct and sleeve and connected to said trap

base, substantially as set f.)rth.

[Claims « to s not printed In the Gazette.]

3 In a rake, the combination with a bead, of a plu-

rality of teeth each having a portion bent at an angle to

and m the same plane as the balance of the tooth a hold^

ing block secured to said bead having channels therein to

receive the teeth adjacent the bent portions thereof, and

means for detachably retaining the teeth within said chan-

°'

4 In a rake, the combination with a head, of a plu-

rality of teeth each having an angular bent portion at Its

upper end. a plurality of pairs uf flanges secured to said

head forming chann..is to receive the bent portions of the

teeth a continuous plate resting against the edges of said

(langes to retain the tcth within sai.l channels, and means

for detachably securing said plate tu said head.

5 In a rake, the combination with a head, of a plu-

ralitv of le.-th ea.h having an angular bent portion at

Its upper end. « pluraliiy of pairs of
^^^^;\l'''\'^

'"^

said bead forming chann.ls .0 n-ceive the teeth adjacent

their bent upper ends, said pairs of flanges being spaced

different distances apart whereby different nnmb.-rs of

teeth spac-d e .ual distances apart may be secured to sa d

h7ad and m.-ans for detachably r.>taining the teeth within

said channels.

[Claims G to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

886 407 HYDROCARBON ROCK DRILL. Joun V KlCT^

j'r Bordentown. N. .1.. assignor of ofl. -eighth to AlU-rt

Edward Tuwer. Poughk.-epsle. N. Y.. and seven-eighths

to Fred K. Tasker. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 24. 1904.

Serial No. 199,699. Renew.-d .lune 4. iyi>7. Serial No.

377,i;64.

886.406. RAKE. Wei-pkn C. Rarig. Ogden, I tab. Hied

Dec. 11. 1905. Serial No. 291,208.

1 In a rake the combination with a head, of a plu-

rality of teeth each having a p..riion l»nt an an angle to

and "in the same plan- as the balance of the tooth, a phi

rality of pairs of flauL'es permanently s.vured to said

head forming channels to receive the portions of the

te,'th adja.-ent the bends tber.'in. aid means for detach

ably retaining the teeth within said channels

2. In a rake, the combination with a head, of a plu

1 In a rock drill, th.- cuinbinati-^n with an explosion

chamb.-r, of a piston, a drill currying r.«l having a re-

duced portion, m.ans for rotating said drill-carrying ro.L

"and resilient means .onn-.tini: the r-duced portion of

the drill-carrying rod and th.. piston, said means compris

ing rings, and balls held between said rings and said re-

, duced p.>rtion of the drill rod.

o in a rock drill, tlie combination with an explosion

I chamber, of a piston, a drill carrying rwl ha. ing a r-

' duced portion, means for rotating said drill-carrying rod^

and resilient means for connecting the drill carrying rod

1 and the piston, said means consisting of rings having

L
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ailjacent b.'v.»l^ fa<'os, a sprint? prfssfUK against said

rtn>rs. ami halls h^'ld t>*»twe»»n the bevp|«>d faces of said

rtnirs and said ^^>dur^Ml portion of the drill rod.

.'. In a ro< k drill, the combination with an explosion

chamb«^r. of a piston, a drill-oarryinK rod havlnj? a re-

duced portion, means for rotating said jrlll carrying rod,

and re8lll»*nt ui-^ans connecting the drill- carrying rod and

the piston, said means consisting of ring* having adjacent

beveled faces, a yielding device pressing against said rings,

and rolling devices held between said rings and bearing

upon said reduced portion of the drill carrying rod.

4. In a ro<-k drill the combination With an explosion

cylinder, of a i-a.sln;; connected thereto, a hollow piston

within the cylinder and casing, a drill carrier, resiliently

connected with the pl.ston, connecting ro<l and arms within

the piston, a i-rank shaft and flv wheels.

5. In a rork drill, the combination vfith an explosion

cylinder, of a casing connected thereto, a hollow piston

within the cylinder and casing, a drill carrier resiliently

and rotatlDgl.v cunnectfd with the forward end of the

piston. conn^'Ctins; rod and arms within the piston, a

crank shaft having bearings in the casiag. fly wheels and

means for affording the movfmont of thp piston past the

crank shaft.
|

[Claims »> to 1) not r rinted In the r.azttte.]

»

886,408. FEED FOR .\rT(tMATIC MACHINES. Francis

H. RICHARL.S. Hartford, Conn. Filed S«pt. 29. 1902. Se-

rial No. 125.1^57.

1 In an iiutomatically fed machine, the combination of

a stationary support, a stock guide mounted upon said

support and a driving shaft mounted la said support, of

Instrumentalities operatlvely connected with said driving

shaft to intermittf'ntly operate in proiitiity to said stock

guide, a carrier mounted on said support to move forward

and backward in the general direction o| said stock guide.

a roll rotatably mounted upon said carrier with Its periph-

ery in proximity to said stock guide, a yielding driving con-

nection bftwpt'n said driving shaft and s«ld roll, and means

Independent of said yielding driving connection operatlvely

connecting said carrier with said driving shaft all organ-

ized to effect a backward movement of sfid carrier concur-

rently with the proximity of said Instrutientalltles to said

stock guide during which backward movement of said car-

rier velocitlf-s are developed at the point of contact of said

roll with its tangential path equivalent to the concurrent

peripheral velocities of said roll.

2. In an automatically fed machine, the combination

with a stationary support and the driving shaft mounted

in said support, of a crank mounted far rotation In said

support and driven from said driving shaft, a carrier

mounted for a forward and backward tnovement on said

support, a roll rotatably mounted on atd carried by said

cacrier. a second crank mounted for rotation on uald car-

rier. A link connecting said first and second cranks, change

gears forming a driving connection between said second

crank and said roll, and change means operatlvely connect-

ing said driving shaft and said carrier to effect a forward

and backward movement of said carrier.

3. In an automatically fed machine, the combination

with a stationary support and the driving shaft mounted

In said support, of a crank mounted for rotation in saitl

support and driven from said driving shaft, a carrier

mounted for a forward and backward movement on said

support, a roll rotatably mounted on and carried by said

carrier, a second crank mounted for rotation on said car-

rier, a link connecting said first and second cranks, change

gears forming a driving connection between said second

crank and said roll, and a change cam operatlvely connect-

ing said driving shaft and said i-.irrier to effect a forward

and backward movt-ment of said carrier.

4. In an automatically fed machine, the combination

with a stationary support and the driving shaft mounted

in said support, of a crank mounted for rotation in said

support and driven from said driving shaft with its axis of

rotation transverse of that of said driving shaft, a carrier

mounted on said support for a forward and backward

movement substantially parnllelly of said driving shaft, a

roll rotatably mounted on and carried by said carrier with

Its plane of rotation parallel to the path of movement of

said carrier, a second crank mountt>d for rotation on said

carrier with its axis of rotation parallel to that of said

roll, a link connecting said first and second cranks, change

gears forming a driving connection l^etween said second

crank and said roll, and change means operatlvely connect-

ing said driving shaft and said carrier to effect a forward

and backward movement of said carrier

5. In an automatically fed machine, the combination

with a stationary support and the driving shaft mounted

In said supp<jrt, of a crnnk mounted for rotation In said

support and driven from said driving shaft, a carrier

mounted for a forward and backward movement on said

support, a roll rotatabl'y mounted on and carried by said

carrier, a second crank mounted for rotation on said car-

rier, a link connecting said first and sf-cond cranks, change

gears forming a driving connection between said secon<l

crank and said roll, and change means operatlvely connect-

ing said driving shaft and said carrier to effect a forward

and backward movement of said carrier sufficiently limited

to permit at ail times the complete rotation of said second

crank by said first crank.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the dazette.]

886,409 QUICK -ACTION TRIPLE VALVE FOR AIR-

BRAKES. William T. Riciiabps, Colorado City. Colo.,

assignor of one-fourth to Carl S. Chamberlain, one eighth

to Charles D. Taylor, and one-eighth to John McCoach,

Colorado City. Colo. Filed July lt>. 1J>0T. Serial No.

384.603.

In a quick action triple valve, the combination with a

triple valve casing, of a triple piston having Its stem en-

larged adjacent to Its head, the enlarged portion fitting

against the casing at one aide and separated from the cas-

ing at the opposite side to provide an intervening space,

said piston being provided with a longitudinal passage ex-

tending through the piston from the train pipe or pressure

side and provided at the auxiliary or reservoir side In the

enlarged portion of the stem with a radially arranged

branch, the latter being enlarged to form a valve chamber

and tapered at the Inner end to provide a valve seat, and a

check valve operating In the valve chamber and provided

with a tapered Inner end to engage the valve seat and hav-

ing a plurality of longitudinal grooves extending outward

from the tapered end to the outer end of the check valve
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to form-alr passages, said check valve being ocated who y

within the valve chamber with Its outer end sul,8tantiHll.>

flu.t> with the ..xterior face of the enlarged portion of he

piston when the pres.sure at the train pipe or pressure side

of the piston is equal to or less than that at the auxiliary

reservoir side, and the outward movement of the valve

being limited by the triple valve casing when the pressure

at the train pipe or pressure side is in excess of that at

the auxiliary reservoir side.

the same when lowered, and jiieans actuated by the pull

on the slackened chain to lift the front end of the frame

and draw the plow from the ground.

888.410. SHIRT. Geoboe G. Rockwood, New York, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 23. 1907. Serial No. 398,705.

1 A shirt provided with n bosom, the body portion of

the shirt being provided with an opening which corresponds

In form to the form of the bosom and the dimensions of

which are slightlv less than the dimensions of the bosom

and the bosom being connect^Ml with the body portion of

the shirt by a bellows fold of textile mafrinl m hich ex-

tends entirelv around the said opening except nt the neck

portion of the shirt, whereby the bosom of the shirt is sup-

ported in tho front of the body portion therer.f and Is free

to move independently of said body portion.

2 A shirt provided with a bosom, the body portion of

the shirt being provided with an opening which corresponds

m form to the form of the bosom and the dimensions of

which are slightly less than the dimensions of the bosom

and the bosom being connected with the body portion of

the shirt by a bellows fold of textile material which ex-

tends entirelv around the said opening except at the neck

portion of the shirt, whereby the bosom of the shirt is sup-

ported In the front of the body portion thereof and Is free

to move Independently of said body portion, said bellows

fold being provided with ventilating perforations.

2 The combination with a plow frain.- having land and

furrow wheels, of a rock shaft provid-d with an operating

lever and extending across the frame near the rear there-

of said shaft having a chain wheel ther.-un and also having

an operative connection to the land wheel to raise or lower
_

the same, a draft chain connected to said chain wheel

and extending forvva.dly under the frame, the connec^^^n

being such that the chain is slackened when the shaft Is

turned to lower the land wheel and tightened when

turned to raise the siime, and means actuated bj pulling

on the draft chain, when so slackened, to lift the frame

and draw the plow from the ground.
. . , ^

3 In H wheeled plow, the combination with draft de-

vice's connected to the plow, of means to slacken the

same when desired, and means actuated by pull on said

devices when so slackened to draw the plow from the

ground. , , , ,

.4 In a wheeled plow having a frame and furrow wheel.

the combination of lifting devices operatlvely connected to

the furrow wheel to raise or lower the frame supported

1
thereon a draft device connected to the plow and also to

i
said lifting devices, and means to tighten or slacken said

! draft connection to the plow, the connection to the lift-

ing devices being operative when said shaft connection is

slackened. „,„„
5 The combination of a wheeled frame having a plow

at the rear and a furrow wheel at the front lifting devices

I

between the front of the frame and the furrow wheel In-

cluding a rock shaft having a depending hanger arm. a

I draft device connected to the plow and intermediately to

the hanger, and means to slacken said connection to the

plow wherebv the pull will swing the hanger and turn

the shaft, to lift the plow from the ground.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

,SS6 411 rREI'AKATION OF HIDES FOB THE MANU-

FACTURE OF LEATHER. Orro ROHM. Essiingen. Ger-

many. Filed Oct. 12. 1907. Serial No. :197.14V).

1 The process for bating hides, which consists in treat-

ing the hides with an aqueous extract of the pancreas of

animals, substantially as described.

2 The process for bating hides, which consists In treat-

ing the hides with an aqueous pancreatic extract contain-

ing an ammonia-salt, substantially as described.

3 The process for bating hides, which consists in treat-

ing the hides with an aqueous pancreatic extract contain-

ing a mixture of salts of alkali and ammonia, substantially

as described.

886.413. KITCHEN - RACK. OTi..MAR R"\"^7,*J^»'
New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 20. 19n8. Serial No. 416.824.

886 412. PLOW. Lacra A. Ross. Cleveland. Ohio, ad-

ministratrix of George Ross, deceased. Filed Aug. 12,

1907. Serial No. 388.247.

1 The combmatlon with a wheeled plow frame, of a

rock shaft provided with an operating lever and extend-

ing across the frame and having an operative connection

with the lan.i wheel to raise or lower the frame, a draft

chain having a connection to the shaft constructed to

slacken the chain when the frame is raised ana to tighten

A kitchen rack composed of a stem, and a series of

wire clasps projecting from said stem, each of said clasps

being composed of a pair of diverging front arms, and a

curved rear arm intcrlooped with the front arms, sub-

stantially as specified.
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886 4 14 ANIMAL-FORCEPS Frank M R-'Wk and

THK.JDORE W REiMKB. Rookfonl. HI. Filed Oct. 11.

1907. Serial No. 307.007.

—W*!*

1 An animal forci^s comprising a support, a head

havln? a fixed contn-ction with the support, a head having

a slidablp enKufi<-.«ent with the support, fltigers hav.ng a

niv„tal connection with the .lidable head and a movable

engaK-ment with th- tix.>d h-ad, and mean- for moving

one of *aid head* t. ..;un iind close the fingers.

•- Vn anima! f.^rc-ps comprising a *4PPort. a head

having a flxed cniHi..ction with the support, a head having

a MidabTe engai;ement with the support, flpgers having a

pivotal connection with the slldable head and passing

through openings in the fixed head, a htnd-hold and a

connection between the slidable head and ftand hold.

3 vn animal forceps comprising a support, a head hav-

ing a fixed connection with the support, a head having

a slidable and non rotataWe engagement with the sup-

port fingers having a pivotal connection v«lth the slidable

head and a movable eng-igement with the fixed head, a

crossbar flxedlv connected with the support, rods con-

nect«>d with the slidable head and passing through holes In

the crossbar, and a hand hold connected with the rods.

of three cemented lenses with a colle<-tlve cMBcnted surfnre

near to and convex towards the diaphragm and a dispers-

ive cemented siTfiue distant from and concave towards

the diaphragm, in each .-omponent the difference l>etween

\r,r,rjr.

SS6.4ir). PLANTF-R. Charles B. Roziar. Empire, Ga.

Filed Aii«. 5, 1907. Serial No. 387,121.

the refriictive indices at the collective cemented surface

amounting to at least doable the difference at the dispers-

ive cementeil surface.

886,417. H<'<;iIOlST. <;i8T.\v SniMiDT .\n<l .losKPit

F, PjT.t M. Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The Cincinnati

Butchers Supply Comi.,Hny. Ciu. innatl, Ohio, a Corpo-

ration of Ohio. Flle.1 .Inly -:i. V.«>i\. Serial No. 327,209.

\ planter comprHlng a frame, a wheel supporting the

same a gear wheel arranged to rotate with said supporting

wheel, a hopper mounted upon the frame, a rotating seed

separator located within the hopper, a sprocket wheel at-

tH. hed to the shaft of the seed separator, an arm attached

tothe hopper, a lever fulcrumed upon said ftrm.a shaft jour-

naled In said lever, a gear wheel fixed to said shaft and

adapted to eni:a*:e und dlaengage the first said gear wheel,

a sprocket whe.l attached to the last said shaft, a sprocket

chain passing around said sprocket wheel, a rod plvotally

attached to said lever and having notches, handles at-

tached to the frame and a cross piece mounted upon the

handles and adapted to be engaged by the notches of

said rod.

U86 41« I'HDTOCR.KPHIC OB.TE(^TIVE. PxtL Rf-

cx^ipii Jena. Orraany. asalgnor to The Firm of Carl

Zeiss. Jena, <;ermany. Filed July 12. 1907. Serial No.

383.41 J.
, ^.

1 In a pb..t..i{raf.hic objective the combination of three

cemented lenses having a collective cemented surface near

to and convex towards the diaphragm and a dispersive ce-

mented s.irf.ic*. distant from and concava towards the dia-

phragm, the difference between the reffactlve Indices at

the collective cemented surface amonnrtlng to at least

double the difference at the dispersive cemented surface.

2. Double objective, each component Of which ronslrts

1. In a hog hoisting ap|)aratu8. the combination of an

aprlght frame, two spr.^cket wheels supported thereon, an

endie«« hoisting chain carried on the wheels, mechanism

to rotate one of them to move the chain, means to detach-

ablv conne.t hogs to this chain and a sticking rail which

receives these hogs after l-eing elevited by the hoisting

chain the end of this rail being attached to the frame be

tween the ascending and descending branches of the chain

and arranged so as to project from the point of Its attach

ment at an angle to the plane In which the chain travels.

2 In a hog hoisting apparatus, the comliinatlon of an

upright frame, two sprocket wheels supported thereon, an

endless hoisting chain carrle<l on these wheels, mechanism

to rotate one of them to move the chain, llfter-chalns car

rled by this hoisting chain and depending therefrom,

shackle chains, a coupling consisting of two comple-

mentary members whereby the shackle chains are detach

ably connlted to the free ends of the lifter chains, and a

sticking rail 8upporte<l at an angle to the plane In which

the holatlng chain travela and located so as to extend

across the path of the ahackling chalna and the coupling

n^ember thereon to which It U also arranged at an angle

so as to cause this member when traveling with the hoist

ing chain to strike sidewlse agalnat the sticking-rall.

whereby it Is positively prevented from traveling further

with the lifter chain, and disengaged therefrom after

which It drops onto the sticking rail which It engages with

Its hook. w. », # „

3 In a hog hoisting apparatus, the combination of a

• sticking rail, a holstlnc ehaln, llfter-chalns carried thereby,

shackling chains carried thereby, shackllng-chalns and a

' coupUnfc consisting of two complementary membera, one o^

one end of each of the chains and each provided wlm a

hook, the members on the shackling chains having also a

horltontally extending perforation adapted to be occupied

bv the hook of the members on the llfter-chalns when the

two coupllng-membera are engaged, the hoof of the mem-
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b«s on the shnckllng-chBlns being adapted to engage the

.ttektiigrail and l)Oth members containing complen.entary

p^ with a <lat surface, the horl.untally direct.xl perfo-

ration mentioned bein^ <-..ntained In one of these parts

while the hook adapted to occupy said perforations project

laterally from the flat part of the other member so that,

when Ix.th members of the coupling are engaged, these

flat surfaces are in contact and prevent the said members

from twisting on each other.

ion fixed to said shaft nn.l n.eshlng with said rack; a

ratchet wheel also fixed to said shaft: and a hand actu-

ated pawl adapted to co5perate with said ratchet wheel

for line spacing the platen. *.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazetf?.]

886 41*^ WKITINC, MACillNF. Wii.HELM A. SCHMIDT,

lilon N Y asslK-nor to Wyckoff. Seamans & Benedict.

Illon', N. Y.. a Corporation of New V..rk. Filed May 20,

1905. Serial No. 201,3n.">.

886.419. FAN. Ottu Sici.g, New York

18, 1907. Serial No. 400,993.

/</*

S \. Filed Dec.

7
,̂

— -i^J^'^T^
':

A fan provided with a deflector composed of a aeries

of radial blades having an Inner transverse twlat and an

outer reversed transverse twist, to form an inner straight

section, a central oblique se<tion and an outer rearwardly

curved sectlnn, the central sections of adjoining blades

being set In opposite directions, substantially as specified.

1 In a writing machine, the combination ot a fixed

type bar support . a series of key actuated type bars ar-

ranged thereon ; a flat platen : and a platen carriage In

which said platen Is mounted, said platen carriage com-

prising a truck and a platen carrier, the latter hav.ng an

outer frame and an Inner frame removably secured to said

outer frame, said platen carrier being plvotally connected

with said truck.
, « ^ »^^

" In a writing macbiue. the combination of a fixed type

bar" support : a series nf key actuated type bars mounted

there-.T. ; a platen cnrriaL- comprising.' a truck and a platen

carrier plvotnllv connected thereto, said platen carrier ,

having an outer frame and an inner frame ;
grooved guide

ways fixed to the inner frame of the platen carrier ;
a flat

platen having oppositely grooved guide ways: and antl-
|

friction rollers connecting the guide ways in the platen

with the guide ways in the platen carrier

^ In a writing machine, the combination "f n fixed type

bar' support, a set of key actuated type bars mounted

thereon • a platen carriage comprising a truck and a hinged

platen carrier: means for n-.ovinu' the platen rnrrier step

bv step in one direction : a flat platen ; a roller benrmg con

nectinK said platen with said platen carrier: a rack and

pinion a hand actuated means for operating said rack and

pinion to move said platen in said platen carrier, the direc-

tion of movement of said platen being at right angles to

the direction of mo^eTnent of the platen carriage.

4 In a writing machine, the combination of a fixed type

bar support : a *^erles of key actuated type bars mounted

there.n- a platen carriage: means for movini: said platen

carriage step bv step In one direction for letter spacing :

a flat platen ; a roller bearing connecting said platen with

said platen carriage : a rack on said platen : a rotary shaft

pivoted In said platen carriage: a pinion secured to said

shaft and meshing with said rack; and a finger whe,>l

on said shaft adapted to turn It to move the platen In the

platen carriage in a direction at right angles to the step

by step letter spacing movement of the latter.

5 In a writing machine, the combination of n fixed

type bar support ; a series of key actuated type bars

mounted thereon : a platen carriage :
means for moving

said platen carriage step by step In one direction for letter

spacing : a flat platen : a roller bearing connecting said

platen with said platen carriage; a rack connected with

said platen; a rotary shaft on the platen carriage; a pin

t

8M,4S0. LINING FOR FILTER Kl.EMFNTS Car^l Pel-

MXSCHBiPT. lii-rlin. Germany. Filed Oct. 8, 1907. Se-

rial No. 3t»fi.3fi0,

c

a.

A lilter fiement comprising a metalllr fram*> memb. r. a

stiffening lining Inclosing the same, f.-rmed of more or

less hard rubber or vulcanite, combined with portions of

soft rublH-r at the parts intended for forming joints with

other elements

886,421 GUIDE CARD OR PARTITION FOR VERTICAL

FILES. LiBOBits Senge. Crescent Springs. Ky.. as-

signor to Globe-Wernicke Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

a lorporatlon of Ohio Filed June 22, 1907. Serial

No. 380.32.3.

T.".".--'-" [^̂

i
K guide card provided on its upper edge with a retaln-

i

ing runwav for an Index holder, a slidable Index holder

interlocked with said retaining runway In such manner

that said index holder may be moved along the edge of

said guide card and be retained thereon b\ said runway,

V substantially as described.
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886.422. CI'I.TIV.VTOR. Ch.iri.ks S Sm mu- Anhiirn,

N. Y., assignor to International Harve«tii t Ompany. a

Corporation of New Jersoy. Filed Aug. 2f. 1907. Burial

No. 390,580.

with the bolt to prevent rotation of said member, the

locking nu-niber al.so having integral arms projecting from

Its outer portion and bent at substantially a right angle

thereto so as to be received between adjacent lugs of the

nut projection, said arms being provided with T-shaped

heads engaging the inner aides of the lugs above men-

tioned to prevent displacement of the loclilng member.

886,425. AUTOMATIC SHEET-MUSIC TURNER AND
HOLDER. Henkt F. Shu'LET. Hampden, N. D. Filed

Apr. 2". 1907. Serial No 370.692.

1. A cultivator having In combination, h draft frame,

said draft frame having front and rear rigid members

arranged at right angles with the line of draft, draft

members having their forward ends plvofally fonne<-lod

with the outer ends of said front membar, brackets se-

cured to the rear ends of said pivoted draft members and

adjustable longitudinally along said r>'ar m.inii.T, said

brackets having other brackets secured against their rear

faces, disk gang frames having vertically arrangf'd stems,

said stems being joumaled in said second named brackets

and lever mechanism adapted to adjust said gang frames

at varying angb^s relative to their line of ilraft. said \>-vfr

mechanism being mounted upon said pivoted draft mem-

bers and connected with said disk gang fratn.-s

2. A cultivator liaving in combination, a draft frame,

said draft frame having front and rear rijjid members ar-

rancf^d at right angles with the line of drtf^ draft mem-

bers haviniT their forward ends pivotally connected with

the outer ends ot .said front member, brackets secun'd to

the rear ends of .said pivoted draft membfr«» and adjust a hi.-

longitudinally along said rear member, said rear member

having the front portions engaging with said brackets

formed concentric with the axes of said pivoted draft mem
Lers, said brackets having other brackets Secured against

their rear faces, disk gang frames having vertically arranged

stems, said .«tems b»'lng joumaled In said second named
brackets, and lever mechanism adapted to adjust said

gang frames at varying angles relative to their line of

draft, said lever mechanism being mouat>'d upon said

pivoted draft members and connected with said disk gang

frames.

886.423. PACKINr, rOMPOSITION FOR SEAMS OF
C.\NS. Lr.r <' Sh.\rp, I'lattsmouth, N*r . a.ssignor to

American Can Company, New York, N. Y , a t'orpora

tion of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 16, lS>f>6. Serial No
34.i,722.

The packing composition for solderless seams of cans,

consisting of rubber, one part, line oxii one part and

henzin ten parts, substantially as specified.

886.424. NT'T-I.orK. .John W. Shawve«, Portland, Ind.,

assignor of one-third to .lerlmiah P. Fox and one-third

to Mary A. Wright, Portland, Ind. Fil«d Nov. 6. 1907.

Serial No. 40 1.004

The combination with a bolt, of a nut screwed there-

upon and provided at itf outer portion with . reduced pro-

jection of circular conformation, said projection being

provided at its peripheral portion with extending lugs ar-

ranged In spiced relation, and a circular locking member of

substantially the same diameter as the projection of the

nut and h.^ving an Inwardly extending tongue to Interlock

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a body comprising a pair of folding covers, flanges

carried by the covers and cooperating with each other to

form a case when the covers are closed, and a leaf turning

mechanism nmunted upon the body and housed within the

case when the covers are folded.

2. In a device of the character descrll)ed, the combina

tion of a tody comprising a r>alr of folding covers hinged

to a back, standards projecting from the back, swinging

frames mounted between the standards, springs normally

tending to swing the frames against one of the covers,

catches carried by the opposite cover for engaging the

frames, and a flange carried by each ot the covers, the

said flanges cooperating with each other when the covers

are closed to form a housing for the swinging frames.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a body comprising a pair of folding covers hinged

to a back, standards projecting from the ba.k, a rod con-

necting the standards, a swinging frame mounted upon

the rod, a spring normally tending to swing the frame

against one of the covers, a catch carried by the opposite

cover for engaging the frame, and a flange carried by eacl

of the covers, the said flanges cooperating with each other

when the covers are closed to form a housing for the

swinging frame.

S86,426. FOLDING UMBRELLA. GEoaoK C. Shivkrs,

Savannah, Ga. Filed Mar. 7, 1908. Serial No. 420,074.

1. In a collapaible umbrella, the combination of a stick,

a notch on the upper end the stick and provided with a

tubular extension projecting upwardly therefrom, said

tubular extension being formed at its upper portion with

an annular flange, ribs connected with the notch, stretch-
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ers connected with the ribs, a runner mounted on the

stick and connected with the stretchers, a detachable

cover provided with a reinforced central opening resting

on the notch, means detachably connecting the cover and

ribs and a cap receiving the upper portion of the stick

and'provided with a spring socket at Its upper end adapted

to engage the flange of the notch extension whereby the

cap is held in engagement with the central portion of the

cover.

inder. and means for tilting said cylinder to discharge the

contents thereof.

2. In a coffee roaster or the like, the combination with

a casing, of a roasting cylinder within said casing, rolls

revolubly supporting one end of said cylinder, said rolls

serving as a fulcrum upon which said cylinder may be

tilted to discharge the contents thereof, and a heating

device in said casing below said cylinder.

3 In a coffee roaster or the like, the combination with a

roasting cvllnder. of a casing for said cylinder, rolls revo-

lubly supporting one end of said cylinder, and a sUdlngly

mounted cap for said end. said rolls forming a fulcrum

upon which said cylinder may be tilted to discharge the

contents thereof.

4 In a coffee roaster or the like, the combination with

a roasting cylinder, of a casing f..r said cylinder, means

for revoluhlv and pivotally mounting one end of said cyl-

inder gearing carried by said casing adjacent to the other

end of said cylinder, and a wheel carried by said cylinder

and engaging with said gearing.

6 In a coffee roaster or the like, the combination with

a roasting cvllnder. of a casing for said cylinder, a flange

adjacent to one end of said cylinder, rolls revolubly sup-

porting said flange, guide rods slidingly mounted In said

flange, and a cap on said rods.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

2. The combination with an umbrella comprising ribs

consisting of sections, of means for holding the sections

of the ribs in extended positions when the umbrella Is

open, a cover, and means detachably connecting the cover

with' the ribs and coi.perating to hold the rib sections in

extended positions.

3. In a collapsible umbrella, the combination of a

stick folding ribs connected therewith, means carried by

said ribs to positively hold the same in extended positions,

a detachable cover, and connecting means between the

cover and the ribs also cooperating to hold the latter in

extended position.

4 m a collapsible umbrella, the combination with a

stick sectional ribs connected with the stick and adapted

to fold together, catches carried by certain sections of the

rib to engage with and hold the other sections In extended

positions relative thereto, a cover, and clasps detachably

connecting the cover with the ribs and engaging both sec-

tions of the latter to assist In holding the ribs In extended

positions.

S86 427. COFFEE ROASTER. Evkrett T SH..BTT, St.

Louis. Mo. Filed May 28, 1907. Serial No. 376.098.

886.428. DUPLEX AIR PUMP
burg. Pa, Filed Jan. 9, 1907.

JdHN SHOtREK. Pitts-

Serial No. o51.490.

1 In a coffee roaster or the like, the combination with

a revoluhlv tnounted roasting cylinder, oi a casing for

said cylinder, a slidingly mounted end cap for said cyl-

134 O. G.—

3

1. In a duplex air pump, the combination with a casing.

of a crank shaft therein, means for revolving said shaft,

verticallv disposed cylinders supported on said casing,

pistons within the cylinders, piston rods connected to said

pistons, cross-heads connected to said piston-rods, and

lubricating devices for said cylinders each comprising a

lubricant chamber having an oil passage leading to the

cylinder a threaded sleeve formed with an oil chamber and

oil discharge ports, a hollow plug within said sleeve formed

with a valve seat, and a ball valve within said oil chamber

and adapted to fit said seat

2 In a duplex air pump, the combination with a casing,

of ""a crank shaft mounted therein, a plurality of cranks on

said shaft, vertically disposed cylinders above the casing,

pistons m said cvllnders, piston rods connected at their

upper ends to said cylinders, cross heads connected to

the lower ends of the piston rods and each provided with

an opening, wrist pins connected to the crank shaft sleeves

carried bv the wrist pins and engaging in the openings

of the cross heads for recU.rocating them, means suspended

within the casing for guiding the cross heads, means for

automatically lubricating said crank shafts and pistons.

and means for adjusting the packing of the piston rods.

;{ In a duplex air pump, the combination with a casing.

Of a crank shaft mounted therein, a plurality of cranks

on said shaft, vertically disposed cylinders above the cas-

ing pistons in said cylinders, piston rods connected at

their upper ends to said cylinders, cross heads connected
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to fhe lowr Tila "f thf piston r<><ls and faoh provided

Willi an :'•!: II.- A .-!<! pins o nn. ct.-d t.. th" crank shaft.

leeTi'B carrl^'d ;\\ rhf wrist plnn and »'nca;{tn:: in thf opt-n

Ini^ of the rross lu-HrU f<T reriprn.-atinc Th*>m. mHan« xik

peoded within th»- ..-aslun tor ;.'iitdin»f tlie cross h-ad-*

ptfana for automatically liibricatinc caid crank shafts nnd

piston-*, and means for adjustinkc th^' pacHinir of tli" ]>\-'

t )n r'd-t and mi-ans for adjiwriiii: the cross h.-ad ijiiid.-s

4 An air pump. oomprisinK a (vlinder, a piston oper-

ating: ih-^r'in a piston rod connt^ct.'d to the piston, a

i-rank shaft, a rfciprocatory crosa head connected to fh>.'

pist.'ii r Is adapted to impart mov^m'-nC thep-of wh.'n

thti cross head Is operated, suspended kruiilen for said cross

head, means for adjusting and limiting tlie mov.ment of

the ifuldea in one direction, and means carried by the

crank siiaft and enitaelnir In the cross hea<l for reciprooat-

-Ing It.

5 An air pump comprisiuif a cylinder, means carried

t)y the cylinder for automatically suppiylBR a lubricant

thereto, a piston operating in said cylinder, a piston nxl

connected thereto, a n^clprocatory cross head cni:a(?lni{ the

piston rod for operatlntf it. a pair of plvuted .\oke arms.

one arranged at each side of the cross head, rollers carried

by Bald arms and engajjin^' the cmss head, for guiding it.

a crank shaft, means carried hy the eranli shaft and en

gl^ng In the cross head for reciprocating it.

fClalms 6 to 9 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

tenia] teeth of the gearwheel, endless conveyers pro-

vided with brushes located in front of fhe axle and oper-

ated by the Internal te. th of the eearwheel, a trough lo-

cated heneath the conve\.Ms to rec.dve the sweepings from

886^429. \r:iirrLE SPRINT,. P'KEPERii K H. Skidmort.

Milwaukee, Wis Filed Feb. lU, UMtf,. Serial No

300.415.

the rotary sweeper to be conveyed Into the body of a

wagon by the endless conveyer and arms for attaching the

device to fhe rear end of a wagon, substantially as

specified.

886,431. SHIFTING DEVRK. Edwi.n C. Smith, Faw-

tucket. R. 1. Filed Dec 23, 1905. Serial No. 293.138.

II

I

C^

1. A vehicle spring comprlsinL' bell cninks in pivotal

connection with the vehicle, an axle carried by one pair

of the bell-crank arms, and a pair of alt controlled P*8

tons In Indejiendent opposition to each of the other pair

of hell crank arms in optK>site directions

_'. .V vehicle-spring comprising bell crajiks in pivotal

connection with the vehicle, an axle in yielding connection

with one pair of the bell crank arms, and lnde[>endent op

posltely disposed air controlled [>istons |n the path of

the other arms of said tiell cranks

3. A vehicle spriii;; c.,inprlsln;{ an axle, pivoted hangers

for the axle, a pnlr of re(fptacUs havinj pistons In in

dependent opposition to movement of the Ijangers in either

direction, and an air containing reservoir in unobstructed

direct communication with the air receptacles, the reser-

voir being of k'reater area than the comhdned receptacles

and provided with air umler a predeieemlned constant

pressure.

886,4.'?0 STIIF.FT SWKFI'ER Cihri.eS O. S.MITH. St.

Louis, Mo F11.H1 Sept 4. 1»«>0 Serial No. XUjar,.

\ device 01 th.' class described comprising a frame

carried by an a.xle mounted on two wh>iels. an internal

aD<l external tixith trearwheel slldably arnanged upon said

axle, a clutch me< hanlsm for engatrlng >nd disengaging

with one of the wheels on the axle, a rotary sweeper

located to the rear of said axle and operated by the ex-

1. The comldnaii'Ui «Uli a shiftaldc member, of a

slide having a tixed extent of iiiov.uieni. a crank carrier

mounted on said slide, means eut'i.-i 11.: said bhiftable mem-

ber with said cranio carrier, and nn ans to rotate the crank

carrier to Impart to said shiftaliie member an extent of

movement different from that of ilie slide

2. The combination with a slide, a pawl to engak'e the

slide, a crank gear mounted on the slide, a second slide

engaged by the crank of said gear and other means also

engaging the crank gear causing it to rotate and Impart

to the second slide an extent of movement different from

that of the first

.'!. The combination with a slide haviuu pockets, of a

second slide, two pawls thereon adapted, alternately, to

engage the first slide by one of said pockets, and a spring

to return said second slide after It has been moved to

engage one of Its pawls with the first slide.

4, The combination with a slide having pockets, of a

second slide two pawls thereon adapted, alternately, to

engage the first slide by one of said pockets, and means

to return said se<'ond slide after It has U-en moved to

engage one of its [lawls with the first slide

5. The combination with a slide, of hinged pocket pie., s

on said slide, a second slide, two pawls thereon adapted to

alternatelv engage the first slide by one or the other of

the aforesaid pocket pieces to shift said slide, and means

to return the second slide after It has be.>n moved to en

gage one of Its pawls with the first slide.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed In the Gazette.]
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886.4 3 2.

CHINES.
Australia.

LINE-SPACER FOR TYPE WRITING .MA-

J'lH.N S. SorTHiCHDE.v, Brisbane. Queensland,

Filed Feb. 20, 1906. Serial No. 302,093.

1. In improvements in line 8{)acer8 for type-writing ma-
chines, the combination of a platen, a disk revolving upon
the platen spindle, a boss havinu: a tapered recess, said boss

rotating in the recr-sst d tiaiigi'd end of the platen, .-i ball or

roller traveling in the tapered recess, a tjtop on the frame,

a release member adapted to enuage with the ball on con-

tact with the stop for automatically releasini: the ball from
the grip and means for limiting the travel of the releasing

member.
'2. In Improvements in line spacers for type writing ma-

Chines, the combination of a platen, a collar thereon and
the spacing lever, of a graduated dial provided with a stop,

mounted upon the spacing lever, a lork nut having a han-

dle adapted to lock said dial airainsi the frame of the ma-
chine, a pointer fixed to the spacing lexer the travel of

aid pointer being limited by the stop on the dial, a spiral

spring fastened to the frame of the machine and spacing

lever, a disk fitting Into the collar on the platen, a skew
beveled setment keyed on said spacing lever and a skew
bevel wheel secured to the disk and tuigaglnc with the said

•egment.

8 8 fi . 4 .S .'K

CHINKS,
Australia.

LINE SP.\CER FOR TYPK-WRITING MA-
•loiiv S Sill THKRiiivN, Brisbane, Queensland,

Filed Feb. i;u, liH)Q. Serial No. 302,094.

1 In Improvements in line spacers for type writing ma-

chines the combination of a platen, a disk having a central

boss, a friction clutch member, a collar securing the said

member to the boss, a lever ha\lng an eccentric end. a tall

piece on the clutch member, a spring fitted to said tall

piece and engaging with the eccentric end of said lever and
keeping said eccentric in grip.

2. In improvements in line spacers for type writing ua-

chlnes, the combination of a platen, a disk screwed to the

end thereof, a friction clutch member connected to said

disk, a stop on the frame work of the machine, said mem-

ber having a tail piece, i^hlch engages with said stop an

eccentric ended lever, a spacing lever, and an arm pivot-

all7 connecting the eccentric ended lever to said spacing

lever.

886,434. CONCRETE-MIXER. John H. Stewart, Water-

loo. Iowa. Filed Jan. 25. 1907. Serial No. 353.940.

1. A concrete mixer, comprising a standard, a rotatable

ig <llrum provided with inlet and outlet ports, a bear-

ing ring on the outside Qf said drum, an equatorial bearing

member surrounding said ring and comprising a pair of

connected anuuli mounteil in parallel and having a pivotal

relation to said standard, se^'mental spacing plates secured

l>etween said rings, anti-friction rollers mounted between,

the ends of adjacent spacing plates xvith which said first

named ring is adapted to contact, and means for rotating

said drum.

2. A concrete mixer comprisinu two liemisphericul drum
portions provided with joining flanges, one of said flanges

being extended to form a peripheral bearing, a tillable

grooved supporting ring surrounding said bearing, and
means for rotating said drum.

S86.435. BINOCULAR TELESCOPE. RiP.a.K Stbalbll,

Jena, Germany, assignor to The Firm of Carl Zeiss, Jena,

Germany. Filed May S, 190R. Serial No. Slo.SOl.

1. In a collapsible binocular telescope the combination,

with two component telescopes hivintr their main tubes ex-

tending in a plane perpendicular to the direction of vision,

of a hinge system enabling the component telescopes to be

rotated lu the said plane relatively to each other, such sys-

tem being so located relatively to the component telescopes

that a <iistance of fi.'i nmi between the ocular axes occurs

only, when the plane determined hy the entrance axis and
the ocular axis of one component forms an angle of from
70" to 120° with the corresponding plane of the other com-
ponent, for the purpose set forth in the specification.

2. The combination with two telescopes the main tubes

of which extend In a plane perpendicular to the direction

of vision, of a hinge having its axis parallel to the direc-

tion of vision and connecting the telescopes so that, when
the distance between the axes of the oculars is 65 mm.,
firstly, there is an angle of from 70° to 120° between the

plane, determined by the entrance axis and the ocular axis

of one component, and the corresponding plane of the other

component, and. secondly, the hinge axis lies at the same
side of the plane containing the ocular axes as the entrance

axes.
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8S6.436. DOUBLE TELESCO{'E. Ki DtLF Straubkl

and Jacob Heck el, Jena. Germany, aajignora to The

Finn of Carl Z^l.ta, Jena, Germany. Flletl Jan. 25, 1907.

Serial No. 353,980.

the remainder of the exhaust around the accumulator and

to the turbine engine.

1. The coml Inatioii. wiih a hinged dmible telescope

adapted to be used on a supporting appliance, of a device

which connects. Independently of the said appliance and

in addition to the hinge, both Individual telescopes and

.*«»curP8 them automatically in their relative position as

adjusted to any Interpupllary distance.

2. The combination, with a hinge*! double telescope

adaptf^l to *e used on a supporting appliance, of a device

for adjusting, Independently of the said appliance .md

with the aid of the hinge, both Individual telescopes to

any inter pupilary distance, this device securing the Indi-

vidual telescopes automatically In the position as adjusted.

:! The combination, with a double telescope adapted to

be used on a supporting appliance, of a hinge b<ilt connect-

ing both Individual telescopes and a devlca for adjusting

them to any Inter pupilary distance mounted on the hinge-

bolt and securing the Individual telescopes automatically

in the position as adjusted.

4. The combination, with a hinged double telescope

adapted to be used on a supporting appliance, of a device

which connects. Independently of this appliance and In ad-

dition to the hinge. Mth individual telescopes and a spring

adapted to act on this device so as to secure, together

with the friction of the hinge, the Individual telescopes

automatically In the position as adjusted to any Inter

pupilary dlst.'nce.

^. The combination, with a hinged double telescope

adapted to be used on a supporting appllaat'^, of a spring

which connects. Independently of the said appliance and

in addition to the hinge, both Individual telescopes so as

to secure them, with the aid of the hinge friction, in the

position as adjusted to any interpupllary distance.

886.4.37. WRENc'H. HiRAM A. Stibges. Omaha, Nebr.

Filed Jan, 23, 1908. Serial No. 412.256.

* i» ' ^" • '^ "
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886,442. WATER-MOTOR. B«nB«N D.

field. Ohio. Filed July 5, 1906. Serial

TfTTLl. Spr

1 yo. 324.82

Sprlng-

3.

jr-

! In a wnter motor, the combinatlun, with a rylinder

having InlvT anrl outlet chamhtT?! PXt'^ridiiiK parallt^l there-

to and substantially the full length thereof, guide lugs

rigidly s^M,u^f>ll within said chambprs, and % pl.ston work-

ing within ia!d cylinder, of rods mounted t» slide in said

guide lugs (ind .'xt-ndlng substantially tho full length of

said chamber, vm1\- mfmhtr^ st»cure<i n.^ar thf ends of

said rods, and means located at both ends of said cham-

bers and controlled by the movem»>nt of said piston for

positively and slmultanpously o[>erafing saifl rfKls to open

and close said valves, substantially as d»^siT!ib«'d

_' In a wat<^r motor, the combination, with a cyliud.T

having inbt and outlet chambers extpndlnf substantially

,the full l.-ngfh th.-r.-of. and a piston workitii in said cyl-

inder, of rods slidably mount«'d in said chambers, valves

near the opposite ends of said rods, a Ipver pivoted near

thp pnd of said cylindt-r and having one end adapted to be

engaged by said piston, and means at the apposite end of

said lever for ''ngagiag the adjacent ends 9f -iald rcxls to

open and close saiil v;ilv»'s. substantially a» described.

3. In a wafer motor, the combination, ^*ith a cylinder

and a piston working therein, of Inlet and outlet chambers,

on opposite -id-'s of said cylinder and extending substan-

tially the full length tb.Teof. rods slidably mounted in

said chamt>ers. valves near the f)pposite ends of said rods,

a lever pivoted at the end of said cylinder tnd having one

end adapted to t)e fngaged by said pHton and a cross bar

at the opposltt end for op. rating said rods to ojieu and

close said valvs. substantially as described.

4. In a welter motor, the combination, with a fyllnder

and a piston working therein, of inlet and outlet chambers,

valves near the t)ppositi' ends of said chanjbers. rods con-

_

nected to said valves and adapted to operate flu- same, a leve

lever pivoted at the end of said cylinder, a forwardly project-

ing part on the uiiper i-nd i>f said levi-r adilpted to engage

said piston, a cross bar at th^ lower enci of said lever

adapted to engage said rods to op.n and ilcise said valves,

substantially as described.

5. In a water motor, the combination, with a casing, a

cyllnd-r in said casing, and a piston working in said cyl-

inder, of inlet and outlet chambers >n\ opposite sides of

said cylinder and extending substantially the full length

thereof, caps adapte<l to be secured to the ends of said

casing, rods slidably mounted In said chambers and luiv

ing both ends extending into said caps, vjilves carried by

.said rods near the ends thereof, a lever pivoted within

said cap, one end of said lever being adapted to be engaged

l>y said piston, and a cross bar near ih^ opi>08lte end of

said lever adapted to •in;ag>- said rods aijd operate said

valves, subatantl" as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 fi , 4 4 3 . VIBRATOR. Egmont M TCRMin. Newton,

.Mass, assignor to Holtzer-Cabot Electflc Company, a

Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed .Ian 23. 1908.

Serial No. 412,300.

1 In .T vlbrat<ir. the combination with a fecondary trans

fonner winding; of a [jrimary transformer winding di-

vided into two coils, an electro-magnet the winding of

which Is In series with said colls and located between the

same, and a vibrating circuit-controlling member in the

field of said electro magnet.

2. A source of current : a divided primary coll, the

windings of which are connected respectively with the posi-

tive and negative terminals of said source ; an electro-

magnet the winding of which Is in series with said primary

coil and located between the divisions thereof; an arma-

ture in the field of said electro-magnet adapted when at-

tracted to short circuit said winding . and a condenser in

multiple with said winding

3. The combination with a primary transformer wind

ing; of an electro-magnetic winding in series therewith,

the circuit through said windings being permanently

closed ; and a condenser In multiple with said circuit

886,444. LAWN SW1.\«J. Willi.vm S. Tothili-. Chicago,

111 Filed Nov. 21, 1907. Serial No. 403,201.

1. In a swing, ihe combination with a pair of supporting

Ieg» at one end of the swing, said legs being movable an

trularly relatively to each other, of spacing-blocks inter-

posed between said legs near their upper ends and a bolt

passing through both sai<l legs and adapt.nl to hold them

against said spacing-blo.ks .

2 In a swing, the combination with the pair of sup

porting legs at one end of the swing, of a cross strip to

which said legs are pivotally connecte<l. a spacing-block

b.Mween said legs. an<l a bolt passing through both of

sabl legs and adapted to hold the same against said

siiacing-blork

.!. In a swing, the combination with the pair of sup

porting legs at one end of the swing, of a cross strip to

which said legs are pivotally connected, a spacing block

lo<ated between said legs and carried by said cross strip,

and a bolt passing through both of said legs and adapte«l

to hold the same against said spacing blo<k

4. In a Bwlng, the combination with the pair of suppoit-
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lug legs at one end of the swing, of a cross strip to which

said legs are (>ivotally conne<'ted. a apacing-block b«tween

said legs ..pposite their pivot points, a second Slicing-

block adapt. tl to lit between said legs when the same are

swung at an angle to each other, and a l>olt passing

through both of said legs between said spacing-blocks and
' adapted to hold the b'gs in contact therewith.

5. In a swing, the combination wlih iwo pairs Of sup-

porting legs one at each end of the swing, of two cross

strips to each of which one i)alr of legs are pivotally con-

nected, a spacing block Intween each pair of legs, a cross-

bar extending from the \ipprr end of each leg to the oppo-

site leg at the other end of the swing, and two U)lt8 each

of which passes through orx' end of each crossbar and

through both of one pair of legs and is adapted to hold

the same against the spaclng-bkx-k.

886.445. CAR-LIGHTING SYSTEM. William A. Tlr

BATNE, Lancaster, N. Y.. assignor to Gould Coupler Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed June 20, 1906.

Serial No. 322,516.

I ' '- > ^ ^ -^ 1^ Y 't Y

nected in series with the crush.t field winding in a branch

across tb<* system.

4. In a car lighting system the combination of a variable

speed dynamo generator, a main or lighting circuit and

lamps connected therewith, a battery connected to the

dynamo generator, a dynamo crusher in the main circuit

between the lamps and the junction of the battery and

dynamo generator, a motor connected across the circuit

on the generator side of the crusher and arranged to be

variable In speed in accordance with the voltage varia-

tions of the dynemo generator, a field regulating dynamo

for the crusher having Its armature connected In series

with the crusher field winding In a branch across the

system, and mechanical connections between the crusher,

the motor and the field regulating dynamo.

5. In a car lighting system the combination of a variable

speed dynamo generator, a main or lighting circuit and

lamps connected therewith, a battery connected to the

dynamo generator, a dynamo crusher in the main circuit

between the lamps and the junction of the battery and

dynamo generator, a motor connected across the circuit on

the generator side of the crusher and arranged to be vari-

able In speed In accordance with the voltage variations

of the dynamo generator, and having a substantially con-

stant field strength, and a field regulating dynamo me-

chanicnlly connected to said motor and in series with

the field winding of the cmsher in a branch across the

system, and having a low density field magnet.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

,886,446. FUSHING -T.VNK. Edward J. Wackbhlb,

Jacksonville. 111. Filed Ang. 6, 1906. Serial No. 329,503.

1. In a car lighting system the combination of a variable

speed dynamo generator, a main or lighting circuit and

lamps connected therewith, a battery connected to the

dynamo generator, a dynamo crusher In the main circuit

between the lamps and the junction of the battery and

dynamo gemraior, a motor connected across the circuit

on the g. rieiiiioi side of the crusher and arranged to be

variable in s|i.ed in accordance with the voltage varia-

tions of th.' dynamo generator, and means for varying

the voltage of the crusher In accordance with the varying

speed of said motor

2. in a car lighting sjstem the combination of a variable

sp..'d dynamo generator, a main or lighting circuit and

lamps conU'Cted th.-rewilh, a battery connected to the

dynamo generator, n dynamo crusher In the main circuit

bet wet n tli<> lamps and the.. Junction of the battery and

dynamo i;eneiatoi. a motor connected across the circuit

on the generator side of the crusluT and arranged to be

variable In speed In accordance with the voltage varia-

tions of the dynamo generator and a field regulating dy-

namo for th.' crusher niechanically connected to the said

motor.

3. In a car lighting system the combinati<m of a variable

speed dynamo generator, a main or lighting circuit and

lamps connected therewith, a batt.'ry connected to the

('ynamo generator, a d> uamo crusher In the main circuit

between the lamps and the junction of the battery and

dynamo generator, a motor <-onnected across the circuit on

thi' generator side of the crush.-r ai-d arranged to be vari-

able in speed in ac-ordani'.- with the voltage variations

of the dynamo generator, and a held regulating dynamo

for the crush.-r m.H-hanically conn.M-ted to the said motor,

the armature .jf said Held regulating dynamo being con-

In combination, a reservoir, said reservoir being approxi-

mately cylindrical in shape and being closed at one end.

Its opposite end being reduced, an outlet pipe communi-

cating with the reduced end of the reservoir, a pressure

supply pipe for the cylinder entering the same adjacent

the reduced end. a valve for controlling the discharge

pipe, a lever for operating the valve secured thereto inter-

mediate Its length, a cylinder secured to the reservoir above

the lever, a piston within th.^ cylinder, a rod for the piston

pivoted to the lever Intermediate one end of its connection

with the valve, a weight adjustably held by the opposite

portion of the lever, a controlling valve carried by the cyl-

inder to control the movement of the piston therein and

an operative <-onnection secured to that end of the lever

adjacent the connection with the piston rod.

886,447. KEY-ACTION. John *'. W.\nL. Chicago. 111.

Filed Aug. 1. 1907. Serial No. :i.srt.504.

1. In .1 machine of the class described, the combination

of keys, type bars, spring iii.-chanism connectiug i-ach

type bar with one of the keys, and mechanism for prev. ut-

ing operation of the type bars by the spring m-chanism

upon actuation of a key until said key has been actuated

a predetermined distanc.
_' In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a k.*y. a type bar, and elastic connection between the

lyiH- bar and the key. and means for preventing operation

of the type bar by the elastic connection until the key has

been actuated a predetermined distanc.

3. In R machine of the cUss described, the combination

1
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of a key. a typ« bar. elaatle connecting mechanism between

the key and tfap type bar. inf'ans for storing enf>rcy In the

elastic connP'Ctlnsf mechanism upon actuation of the key.

and means for allowing actuation of thp type bar by the

srorf-d up ^n^TKy and th^- elastic connt'cTlug m»>chanl8m

when the key haa been actuated a predetertolned distance.

4 In a machin<» of the class described, the combination

of a k^y. a typ'^ bar. i^nersrj' storing mt-ans connected with

the type bar. means for storing energy in the energy-stor-

ing means upon actuation of the key, and means for al-

lowing the stored enprgy to operate the type bar after an

interval of actuation of the key.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a key, a type bar. and elastic mechanism connected with

the key and with the type bar for determining the opera-

tion of the type bar Independently of the toey action.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette]

886,448. WRENCH John E. WakefUld. Worcester,

Mass, Filed .\pr 0. 190."?. Serial No. 151,704.

L

1. In a wrench, the combination with a handle bar. of

a sJidable removahle jaw frlctlonally held on said handle

bar, a slotted pin held in a recess in said jnw, a screw held

In said jaw and passing through the slot In said pin and

a spring held in said recess and pressing i^gainst said pin.

2. In a wr*'nch. the combination with a handle bar pro-

vided with teeth and a fixed head, of a sliding Jaw. a spin-

dle carried by said jaw having its inner end loosely Insert

ed In t shallow re<-ess in said Jaw, and lt» outer end free

to move In an angular movement of the tpindie, a worm
rotating on said spindle in engagement with said teeth, a

removable pin through the outer end of s^ld spindle, and

a spring surrounding said pin and acting iigalnst the free

end of the spindle.

3. In a wrench, the combination with a handle bar pro-

vided with te^th, a fixed head, a sliding Jaw, a spindle car-

ried by said Jaw having one end toward the fixed head

l(X>«ely held in a shallow recess In said Jaw, said recess

fitting the end of the spindle and forming a pivotal con-

nection iwtween the spindle and jaw. with the opposite

end of the spindle free to move in an angular movement of

the spindle, a worm rotating on said spindle in engage-

ment with said teeth, a spiral spring acting against the

free end of said spindle, an openlnit in the free end of

the spindle and a pin held in the sliding jaw and passing

through said opening.

4. The combination of a handle bar having teeth, 'if a

sliding Jaw. a spindle held in said Jaw and capable of an-

gular movement, and having a hole In one end, a pin hav-

ing an enlarged screw threaded head held in said jaw and

a spring between said spindle and the screw threaded head

of said pin. substantially as described.

886,449. RETT;RN ENVELOP. Timothy V West. Rich-

mond. Va. riled Mar. -'1, 1907. Serial No, 303,749.

A return envelop composed of a middle body portion hav-

ing side wings, an end body portion of th" same dimen

sions as the middle portion having u sealing flap and fold

ed over upon the middle body portion and 8eciire<l to the

folded In side wings, and a third portion of the same dl

menalons as the middle l)ody portion adapted to receive

the original address having a line of perforations between

It and the middle t>ody portion being unsecured to other

parts of the envelop at Its opposite ends above the side

wings, and provided with a portion along Its longitudinal

edge t)Ounded by perforations and containing an adhesive

adapting it to be secured to the opposite end ixxly p<3rtion

and provided also with a tongue at one corner to one side

of the adhealve-contalnlng portion whereby the i>p«>nlng

of the envelop can be commence<l and thereafter the en-

velop can be readily torn along the lines of perforations

provided In said second mentioned pnd body portion

886,450. SAW GA'iE AND JOINTER. JoH.v H Wheel-
OCK and Wiley B. Pence. Hamilton, Wash Kikd

June 6. 1906. Serial No. 320.47li.

!i

1. An Implement of the class described comprising a

frame having spaced guide members and provided with

laterally extending rest arms, a clamping screw connecting

the guide members, and a tooth-engaging member remov

ably fitted between the guide members and having a slot

fornned therein for the reception of the clamping screw.

2. An Implement of the class d«*»crlbed comprising a

frame provided with a pair of spaced guide members, rest
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arms extending laterally from the opposite sides of the

frame for engagement with a saw blade, a fasteiiini; device

connecting the guide ineinlitrs. and a tooth-engaulni: mem
ber removably recelvofi t>etween the guide memt)ers and

having a slot forme<l therein for the reception of the fas

tening device

8 8 6,451. COTTON I'irKERS SLED. THAODEfS A.

Windsor. Blgln, Okla. Filed Aug. 2, 1906. Serial No.

328,951.

1. \ cotton picker's sled, comprising a sled frame to

drag upon the ground, and gathering frames flanking the

said sled frame and each comprising Inner and outer arms
connected at their rear ends and having their front ends

resting upon the ground and formed to ride over ordinary

irregularities in the surface thereof.

2. A cotton picker's sled, comprising a sle<l frame to

drag upon the ground, and gathering frames flanking the

said »le<l frame, and each comprising inner and outer arms
connected at their rear ends and having their front ends

resting upon the ground and formed to ride over ordinary

irregularities in the surface thereof: said arms l*ing

pitched downwardly and forwardly.

3. A cotton picker's sled, comprising a sled to drag upon
the ground, and gathering frames flanking the said sled

frame, and each comprising inner and outer arms con

nected at their rear ends and having their front ends rest-

ing upon the ground and formed to ride over ordinary Ir

regularities in the surface thereof: said arms lieing

pitched downwardly and forwardly, and a seat supported

above the sled frame and rearward of the gathering arms.

4. A cotton picker's sled comprising a sle<l frame having

a platform cut away at Its rear end, a seat supported above

the sled frame opposite said cut away portlim of the plat-

form, and gathering frames flanking said sled frame and

each comprising inner and outer arms connected at their

rear ends and having their front ends resting uopn the

ground an<l formed to ride over ordinary irregularities In

the surface thereof.

5. A cotton picker's sled comprising a sled frame hav-

ing a platform cut away at its rear end. a sent supported

above the sl<»d frame rearward of said cut away portion

of the pltaform. and downwardly and forwardly sloping

gathering frames, each comprising forwardly diverging

arms \inlted at their rear ends by an arch and terminating

at their front ends In points adapted to ride over ordinary

Irregularities In the surface of the ground, the Inner arms
of said frames being secured rigidly to the sled frame.

[Claims G to 9 not printed in the GaEette.l

Ing depending sid>' rails provided with limited longitudi-

nally-extending grooves in their inner sides, of a drawer

havlD): a sliding; engag-nn-nt with the table rails, and

provided with side rails extending rearwardly beyond

886.452. DESK T.ABLE Stephen M. WtRTS. Detroit.

Mich., assignor to Cadillac Cabinet Company, Detroit,

Mich . a Corporation of Michigan Filed Feb. 25, 1907.

S»'rlal No. 3.'')9,12x,

1. .\n article of manufacture, comprising a table pro-

vided with a grooved side rail, a drawer having a sliding

engagement with said rail, a vertically projecting mem
ber secured to the drawer, and a stop meml>er upon said

flrstmenUoned member engaging the groove in the table

rail.

2. An article of manufacture, comprising a table, having
a depending side rail provided with a rib on its inner side,

and a longitudinally-extending groove above the rib, of

a drawer having -a recessed side rail to receive the rib,

a vertically-projecting supporting member carried by the

drawer, and a stop pin upon said latter member engaging
the groove above the rib,

3. An article of manufacture, comprising a table, hav

the drawer back, upwardly projecting supporting sections

upon said rail extensions, and stop pins upon said sec-

tions extending through the latter and info engagement
with tfie grooves in the table rails.

886,453. GR.VTE. John W. Wolcott, Griffin, Ga Filed

Aug. 24, lOOa. Serial No. 331,909.

J6
-Vs an article of manufacture, a grate attachment for

open fireplaces comprising hollow back and side walls,

said attachment being open at the top. front, and bottom to

permit the direct passage of products of combustion Into the

flue of a fireplace, means upon the side walls for support-

ing a grate, said hollow back wall having a portion over-

hanging the grate, protecting strips opon said overhanging
portion and upon the side walls, said strips tw-ing detach-

able, the side and hollow back walls of the attachment con-

stituting communicating air-conducting means, the side

walls being sub-dlvlded into non-communicating compart-
ments communicating with the hollow back wall, one com-
partment of each side wall having an inlet and the other

compartment having an outlet, and means for regulating

the passage of air through the outlets

886.454. PAPER-FEED MECIL\NISM. Feeperick L.

W(X)D, Worcester, Mass., assignor to Aeolian Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed

I>ec. 12. 1907. Serial No. 406,148.

1. In a paper feed mechanism, a feed roller composed
of end sprocket wheels, an endless chain completely en-

circling each end sprocket wheel and mounted securely on
its end sprocket wheel and bars* attached to the two chains

and forming the periphery of the roller, substantially as

set forth.

2. A feed roller having a sprocket wheel at each end, an
endless sprocket chain completely surrounding each wheel
and remaiuiug (.Mrmanenily on said wheel, bars having
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thplr ends s*><-iiro<l to the wpnckft oiiHins of th«> tw.> dinks

and forminj: tho pt-rlpherj <rf the roller, jyibatantially an

set forth.

' ^^ ^"^ ':^

^. In a pa Jit r f-ed mechaaisn roller, tie comblBation

with two sprocket wheels mounted en a si aft, a sprocket

chain completely aurroandlnjf each sprociet wheel anil

reraaininj; p'-rmanpnf ly on the same. I>ara attached to

the sprocket chains t.n the two wlicfis »«<! forming the

periphery of the roller, the cnd^ of ^aitl bars (.;:!_ < irtd

to the sides of the sprcrket chains. su.';.s!,antiall.\ a.s set

forth.
I

4 In a pH;»r fied raechanism roller, tlie combination

with two sprocket wheels mounted en a aQaft. a sprocket

chain siirroundinK tach sprocket wheel npi\ held perma

nently n the ."^aiiie. lars mounted betwt'onthe chains and

forminir the [wrlpht ry of th*- roller, the enids of said bars

restlU); asialnst the inner side.s of fh-' sprocket chains and

secured to said Inner sides, substantially as set forth.

5. In a pa?fr feed mechanism roller, tpe combination

with two >»proc'<et wheels, secured on a saaft. a sprocket

chain surrounding each sproc* rt wheel and held per

manently on the same, bars mounted between the chains

to form the fflphery of the roller, the etids of said bars

r.>8tinB a:,'ainst the inner sides of the sprocket chains and

the plTots of the sprocket chains passing through the

links of the spro<'ket chains into the ends 'of the bars, in

which they are sectinMi. substantially as si-r forth.

[Claim « not printed in th" <;a7.ette.J

« Si f'>
, 4 .'1 .-. .MAiIIINF. FOR .M.\KI.\«; l'KKF< tR.VTKlt

•MI SIi' - SIIKLTS rRKi)t:ui' K I. \\'«><>u, Worcester,

Mass., assi>;n'T to .\colian Cotupany. Nci|- York, X. Y., a

I'orporatinn of i\.nnecticut. Filed bee. l|:^, 14)07. Serial

No. 4«»,14{».

pio movable toward and from the master sheet, a spring

acttns on the pin to move the same toward the master

sheet, a punch controlllnj: slide controlled by the selector

pin and means for dlsengagiuj; ttie punch controlling

slid'- from the selector pin or Its accessories, substantially

as set forth.

2. In a machine for perforatiiii: paper sheets, controlled

by a master sheet, the combination with a punch head, a

punch adapted to be depressed by the head, a punch con-

trollin>r slide in the head, a selector pin movable toward

the master sheet, a sprlnc for so inovini; the selector pin,

a locking means for the punch runtrolliun slide, which

locking means Is connected with the selector pin, means
for liberafiuii the seleetor pins to permit movement toward

the raast.r sheet an>i means for disenK'ai.'ln« the punch

controlling slide and its locking means just iM-fore the

selector pins are lilx-ratetl. substantially as set forth.

;•>. In a machin-' for i>erforatln;; pap.r sh. .ts. controlled

by a master sheet, the combinatbui with a punch head,

punches in the same, a punch coiitrolliii;; slide in the head

for each punch, a selector pin, means for holding the se-

lector pins In inop.-rattve position, a locking means for

each punch controlling slide, which b.ckinj: nn-aiis is con-

nected with the .selei tor pin. ami meims for disentraL'liig

the punch controlling slide and its locking lueans just

before the selector pin Is relensiHl, substantially as set

forth

4. In a machine for perforafinc paper sheets, controlled

by a master sheet, the combination with a punch head,

pnnches therein and a punch controlllnc slide for each

punch in the punch head, of a selector pin for each slide

In the punch head, a locking device for the punch <• n

trolling slide, connected with the sele«-tor pin. means for

holding the selector pins in Inoperative position, means for

positively disencairing the punch s«^lector slide from the

looking means direetly before the selector pin Is released

from its inoperative position, substani ially as set forth

.' In n machine for perforating paper sheets, controlled

by .1 ni.is'er sheet, the combination with a punch head and

P'Miches. . r H punch controlllne slide In said head for each

ptinch, a •i'<f,,r pin, a spring for uiovint it toward the

master she.f, an angle lever connected with the s»>lector

pin, one end of the unj;!'' lever abutting azalnst the end

of the punch <ontrolling slide, me;ins for holding the

sfle-f(ir pin in inoperative position an<l means for moving

the punch controlling slide away from the adjacent end of

the angle lever directly before the selector pin is released

from Its inopc-rative i>o«ilflon. substantially as set forth.

[Claims r, end 7 not printed In the (lazette.]

1. In a nachine lor perforatlnk: paper slleets, controlled

by a master sheet, the comblnatiim with 4 punch selector

886,45t;. WoltK.MANS TIMK RKCORPKU Wiiiiam A.

W(X)D, Miintreal, Quebec. Canada Filed Feb. :{, 19u3.

Serial No. 141,7tKi.

1. In a time recorder the combliKitiou with time record-

ing means, and a support for a reord reviving sheet, of

means for automatically Intermittently changing the rel.i-

tive position of said recording means and said support to

divide each day into intervals, s-nh I;ist mentioned means

being adapted to, at predetermined times, skip a day.

2. In a time recorder the combination with time record-

ing means, and a support for a record receiving' sheet, of

means for automatically intermittently changing the p<isl-

tion of said recording means and sild support with vary-

ing and adjustable periods of intermission.

'5. In a time recorder the combination with a I'lock move-

ment, a carrier, time printing wheels carried by said car-

rier, a »upp<»rt beneath said printing wheels for a time

sheet, means fur causing said time wheels and support to

bear upon one another with the time sheet bctwi-en them.

means for automatically Intermittently shifting said car-

rier across said sheet with varying and adjustable periods

of intermi.ssion, for the purpose set forth.

4. In a workman's time recorder the combination with a

clock work, of a support for a record receiving strip, means

for feeding such strips across the surface of the said sup-

port, means for recording npon the device the dally incom-

ings and outgoings of a workman and rotary means oper-

atively connecting the clock work to the recording mtan.s.
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and means whereby predetermined days are automatically

skipped during the continuous operation of the machine.

5. In a time recorder the combination with a clock move-

ment, a carrier, time printing devices carried by said car-

rier, a support for a time sheet, and means for yieldingly

drawing said carrier across said support for the time sheet,

of a shaft rotated by said clock movement, a series of de-

tent <lisks mounted upon and rotatable with said shaft, a

(\,.ii upon said carrier hearing upon said detent disks, said

detent di>ks having their peripheries interrupted at dlffer-

eni angular p..siiions respectively to allow tlie passage of

the dog and carrier, substantially as described.

[Claims r, to :i-2 not printed in the Gazette.]

886 4." COI'Y HOLDER FOB TYPE-WKITERS AND
llll-: Mlvi:. Wii-i.iAM L. W»>OD, Springfield, Ohio. Filed

Mar 2'2. 1!H>7. Serial No 363,808.

4. In a copy holder of the character described the com

bination. with a base, and lugs secured thereto, of a copy

supporting frame, arms pivotally connected to said frame.

and means for detachably connecting said arms to sjiid

lugs.

5. In a copy holder of the character described, the com-

bination, with a base, and lugs secured thereto and having

notches in the upper ends thereof, of a coj.y support in-

frame, arms pivotally connected to said frame and havinL-

notches in the lower ends thereof adapted to cooperate

with the notches in said Iul's and permit the adjacent ends

of said arms and said lugs to be interlocked.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,458. HOLI»ER FUR HROOMS. Charles .1. Wukn.

Toronto, Ontario. Canada, assignor of one-half to John

F. H. Wyse. Toronto, Canada. Filed Apr. 23, 19(»6. Se-

rial No. 313,287.

1. A copy holder for a typewriter comprising a base

adapted to extend beneath the machine, and a copy sup-

porting frame provided with arms adapted to detachably

secure the same to Raid base and to fold upon said frame.

2. A copy holder for a typewriter comprising a base

adapted to extend beneath the machine, brackets detach-

ably mounted . n the opposite sides of said base, and a copy

supporting fran;e pivotally conni-cted to the upper ends of

said brackets.

3. In a copy holder of the character described, the com

bination, with a base, of a copy supporting frame, arms

pivotally connected to said frame and adapted to fold upon

the same, and means for detachably connecting said arms

to said base.

1. A broom holder comprising a wire bent to form two

vertical torsion springs connected by a bend, and arms ex-

tending out therefrom, the arms being adapted to engage

and hold a broom handle, iu^combiuatloa with a wire looped

round the aforesaid bend, twisted together and having its

ends spread and separately connected each with one of the

vertical lorsbm springs, substatitially as described.

2. A broom holder comiTisit'ig a wire bent to form two

vertical torsion springs cunectcd by a bend, and arms ex-

tending out therefrom, the arms being adapted to engage

and hold a broom handle and l>eing provided with up-

wardly extending Journals at their ends and with rollers

journaled thereon, in combinati. n «jth a wire looped

round the aforesaid bend, twisted t. :-eiber and having its

ends spread and separately connected each with one of the

vertical torsion springs, substantially as described.

3. A broom holder comprising a wire bent to form two

vertical torsion springs connected by a bend
;
arms ex-

tending out therefrom, tie arms !>elng adapted to engage

and hold a broom handle ; and a thin metal cross bar con-

necting the vertical spriuiis near their lower ends and

through which the sprin,'s are passed, and. the said broom

holder being provided with means whereby the same may

be secured to a wall sul)slantially as described.

4, A broom holder comprising a wire bent to form two

vertical torsion springs c<mne«ted by a bend
:
arms ex-

tending out therefrom and provided with upwardly extend-

ing Journals at their ends and with rollers journaled there-

on ; and a thin metal cross bar connecting the vertical

springs near their lower ends and through which the

springs are passed and, the said broom holder being pro-

vided with n;eans whereby the same may be secured to a

wall, the parts being adapted to nip a broom handle be-

I

tween the rollers and the cros^ bar substantially as de-

scrU)€d.

.'-.. A broom-holder comj. rising a frame-member formed

of a sinzle piece of wire bent niidlength to form a bight

and to provide downwardly directed side arms, thence for-

: ward and finally upward: a tie-memlMT bent between its

j

ends around the bight of .said frame-member and twisted

I

and directed downward between the side arms of the Lit-

ter, thence bent laterally in opposite directions and bavin?

I

its extremities secured to the side arms of said frame-mem-
' ber. and clamping rollers on the upwardly bent extremities

of the wire forming the frame-member.

I H'lalm 6 not printed In the Gazette.]
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886.459. BOBBIN SPINDLE. Horack Wyma.v. Worces-
ter. Ma.ss.. assi>;nor to (rompton i, Knowles Loom Works,
a Corporation of Massachusetts. Fll^ Mar. 1. 1'j06.

Serial No. SO.-J.eeS.

1. A bobbin ipindle, comprising a h^ad provided with

two or more annular projections, and having a central Ion

gltudlnal opeuint' therethrough, and a flat or leaf spring

contained within said opening, attached at one end. and
with its other end adapted to extend witljin a recess In a

support for the l>obbln. and said support, adapted at one

end to extend loosely Into the central opening in said head
and to be retained therein by said sprlntr, and having an
enlarged end or head at Its other end to piptaln the bobbin

thereon.

2. In a bobbin spindle, the combination with the head
having a central opening therethrough, und a spring ex-

tending entirely within said opening and attached at one
end in said h>'ad. and adapted at its othar end to »'ngag«>

one enil of the bobbin support, of said bobbin support.

adapted to extend loosely Into said head at one end, and be

held therein bv said spring, and having its other end en-

larged or provided with a head to retain tiie bobbin on said

suppijrt.

S. In a bobbin spindU'. the combinatiot with the head
having a central opening therethrough, and a spring ex-

tending entirely within said opening, and attached at one

end in said head, and adapted at its otheu- end to engage
one end of the bobbin support, of said bobbin support,

adapted to extend at one end loosely within said head, and
to be retained ther<^in by said spring, and having an annu-
lar shoulder to engage the end of said head, and an en-

larged end or head on its other end adapDed to retain the

bobbin on said support.

886,460. AUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTtM. Burt Aik-
MAX, Chicago, 111 . assignor to Natloinal Brake and
Electric Company. Milwaukee. Wis. a Corporation of

Wisconsin. Filed Oct. lr>. 1906. Serial No. 338,930.

1, In an automatic braking system, the combination of

a main reservoir, of a train pipe normally connected with
atmosphere and adapted for connection with the reserTolr,

valve mechanism, a brake cylinder normally connected
through the valve mechanism with the train pipe, an aux-
iliary i-eservoir connected with the valve mechanism,
means for normally maintaining balance of pi-?88ure In

the valve mechanism, a normally closed exhaust outlet

from the valve mechanism adapted when opened to cause
unbalancin;; of the pre.ssure and operation of the valve
mechanism to disconnect the brake cylinder from the train

pipe and to connect said brake cylinder with the auxiliary
reservoir, movement of said valve mci-hanism also causing
an additional exhaust outlet therefrom through the train

pipe whereby more rapid unbalancing Is accomplished and
therefore quicker action of the valve me<-hanl8m to connect
the brake cylinder with the auxiliary reservoir.

-. In an automatic braking system, the combination
with a main reservoir supplied with compressed air. of

valve m«chanlsm connected with the main reservoir, an
auxiliary reservoir connected with tlie valve inecli;ini>tii,

a brake cylinder conni'Cted with the valve mechanism, a
train pit>e adapted for connection with the main reservoir

and normally conneited with the brake cylinder through
the valve mechanism, a normally closed outlet from said
valve, and means operable on opening of the normally
closed outlet to cause oiM->ratlon of the valve mechanism
to connect the brake cylinder with the auxiliary reser

voir, operation of the valve mechanism providing an addi-

tional outlet therefrom through thi- train pipe

.l In a braking system of the class described, the com
blnatlon of a main reservoir supplied with <-ompr<'ss«'d air.

a train pipe, an engineer's valve normally connecting the
train pipe with atmosphere and for connecting said pipe

with the reservoir, valve mechanism, a brakf cylinder

normally connected with the train pli)e through the valve

mechanism to be directly actuated upon connection of the

train pipe with the main reservoir and to exhaust upon
connection of the train pipe with atmosphere, a connec-

tion between the valve mechanism and the main reser-

voir for normally maintaining balance of the valve mech-
anism, an auxiliary reservoir connected with the valve

mechanism normally connected with the main reservoir to

be charged thereby, normally closed means for directly

connecting the valve mechanism with atmosphere to cause
unbalancing thereof, .said valve mechanism upon said un-

balancing being actuated to disconnect the brake cylinder

from the train pl[>e and to connect said brake cylinder with
the auxiliary reservoir, movement of said valve al.so caus-

ing connection of said train pipe therewith to offer an addi-

tional exhau>t outlet from the valve mechanism whereby
Its unbalancing Is more rapid and conseijnently the connec-

tion of the brake cylinder with the auxiliary reservoir more
rapidly accomplished.

4, In an automatic braking system, the combination of

a main reservoir, a train pipe, automatic valve mechan
ism, a brake cylinder normally connected with the train

pipe through said valve mechanism, an engineer's valve

for connecting said train pipe with atmosphere or with

the main reservoir whereby actuation of the brake cylinder

may be directly caused, an auxiliary reservoir connected

with the valve mechanism, a piston controlling the valve

mechanism, said main reservoir being normally connected

directly with both sides of the piston and with the auxiliary

reservoir to maintain balance of the valve and to charge

the auxiliary reservoir, a manually controlled nornnlly

closed exhaust outlet from one side of the piston, opening

of said exhaust outlet causing unbalancing of the pressure

and movement of the piston to cause the valve mechanism
to disconnect the brake cylinder from the train pipe and
to connect said cylinder with the auxiliary reservoir,

movement of said valve mechanism causing said train

pipe to offer an additional exhaust path from salil side of

the piston whereby more rapid operation of the valve mech-

anism Is assured.

5. In an automatic braking system, the combination of

the main reservoir, a train pipe normally connected with

atmosphere and adapted for connection with the main res-

ervoir, automatic valve mechanism, an auxiliary reservoir

connected with said valve mechanism, a brake cylinder

normally connected with the train plp<' through said valve

mechanism, means independent of the movement of the

valve mechanism for causing unbalancing of the valve

mechanism and con9e<iuent movement thereof, said valve

mechanism upon movement causing connection of said

train pipe to assist In the unbalancing to thereby cause

more rapid movement of the valve mechanism, movement

>
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of -said valve mechanism causing also the brake cylinder

to be disconnected from the train pipe and connected with

the auxiliary reservoir.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,461. VALVE-OILIN<; DEVICE. Bkbt Aikman. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to National Brake and Electric Com-

pany, Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Oct. 15. 1906. Serial No. 338,931.

upper portion project through and swing In said opening

in the grille, said upper portion of the plate being curved

outwardly and serving as a hand piece, vertically dis-

posed ratchet teeth arranged centrally upon the rear face

of the plate adjacent to its top, a pair of suspending links

having eyes at their upper end to plvotally engage the

cross bars of the grille and hooks at their lower ends to

1 loosely engage the lower portion of the plate and a pivoted

' pawl having a reduced neck portion to engage the seat In

1 the body, the upper end of the pawl being upon the exterior

of the body to provide a finger piece and the lower end

of the pawl projecting inwardly and bent to engage the

ratchet teeth.

ea

1. In an oiling device to be associated with an engi-

neer's valve, the combination with a valve seat, a valve

adapted to slide thereon, said valve having upwardly ex-

tending walls forming a pocket for receiving oil. there be-

ing ports leading from said pocket to the engaging sur-

faces of the valve and valve seat to Introduce oil between

said surfaces, there being an opening leading vertically

through the stem of the valve and adapted to Introduce

oil into the pocket.

2 In an engineer's valve, the combination with a slide

valve adapted to reciprocate over a valve seat within a

valve chamber, a slide block adapted to reciprocate on

said valve, an oil well carried by said valve, there being

passageways for distributing oil from said well to the

various bearing surfaces.

886,462. REINFORCED CORNER FOR BOXES. CRATES,

ftc. Haeby M. Amos. Lorain, Ohio. Filed Sept. 12,

1906. Serial No. 334,334.

uJ^ ^

A reinforcing device for the corners of boxes, crates,

etc . comprising, in combination with a box, a triangular

face cap having an apertured ai)ex through which a corner

of the l)ox is adapted to pass In order to form a cushion

means therefor, said cap having Interlocking flanges along

one of the corners of the box to which the device is se-

cured, as set forth.

886,463. WALL-REGISTER. Chables J. Andrak, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed Mar. '20, 1907. Serial No. 363.499.

1. A wall register or the like comprising an open rec-

tangular body having a seat at Its top. a grille arranged

over the opening In said body and having a transverse

opening at Its top. a valve plate arranged In the opening

In the body in rear of the grille and adapted to have Its

•J. \ wall register or the like, comprising a body, a valve

plate adapted to have its upper end projecting out of said

body, a link for plvotally suspending said plate, said link

having its upper end connected to a stationary pivot and

its lower end to the lower portion of said plate whereby,

when the upper end of the latter is pulled out of the body,

the lower end of the plate will swing inwardly to an angu-

lar position, a vertically extending series of ratchet teeth

upon the inner face of said plate adjacent to its top. and a

pawl loosely pivoted intermediate its ends to the top of

said body and having an outwardly projecting finger piece

and a hook shaped inner end to engage said ratchet teeth,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. A wall register or the like, comprising an open body

having a seat at its top. a valve plate arranged in said

bodv for sliding and swinging movement, the upper por-

tion of said plate being adapted to be moved into and out

of said body, ratchet teeth arranged upon the Inner face

of said plate, and a pivoted pawl having a reduced neck

portion to engage said seat in the body, the upper end of

said pawl being upon the exterior of the body to provide

a finger piece and the lower end of said pawl projecting

inwardly and shaped to engage said ratchet teeth. sut>-

stantlallv as described.

886,464. FILTER PLATE. Holix)n M. Ashbt. Chicago,

111. Filed I>ec. 24, 1906. Serial No. 349,258.

1. in a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a rigid inflexible metallic frame, of a non-

metallic filter plate proper firmly secured to said frame so

as to be maintained in a state of tension.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a rigid inflexible metallic frame, of a filter plate

proper consisting of an tntegral sUeet of fibrous material

firmly secured to said frame whereby the fibers thereof

are maintained in a state of tension.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a rigid Inflexible frame, of a filter plate proper

consisting of an Integral sheet firmly secured about its.

entire periphery to said frame so as to be maintained in a

state of tension.

/^
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4 In a ilevicv of the character describtd. the combina-

tion with a I ijcid inflexible metallic fram**, of a wooden
sheet constltutiuif tho flitfr plate proper, paid sheet being

flrtniy ae^ured at its ed>fPH to said frat»e. whereby the

flb»>rs of the shept art- maintained under f-insion.

f). In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a filter plate proper consisting of an intejfral

Bheet of flbrons material, of two rigid inflexible frames,

the edifea of Bald sheet beinit firmly clftrnped between
said frames about said sheet's entire p>'r|phery, whereby
the rtber3 thereof are maintained under tiqsion.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazett^.

]

>^'^«.4<^.- CONDENSING APPARATrS iJ-ns Astbom,
Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Sept. I'T. HMJ^I. Serial No.

1. The combination with a condenslai; chamber for

Bteani, of a combined double acting dry air and overflow
water pump consisting of a cylinder, aiifl an elongate<l

solid piston havln:; sliding fit and reciprocation In the

cylinder, which cylinder has communication at one end
with the upper air containing portion of the condensing
chamber from which air therein is e.xhau»ted t)y suction
on the part of the piston moving In one direction, the op-

posite end of the aforesaid cylinder ha^ng piston-con
trolled communication with the lower water containing
portion of said chamber and open thereto fbr a time when
aid piston is on stroke in the direction opposite that
aforesaid, whereby said air and water arq separately re-

moved from the aforesaid chamb<>r by the same pump
without commingling therein.

2. The combination with a condensiftg-chamber for

steam, of a combined double-acting dry air pump and an
overflow-pump consisting of a cylinder, and a solid piston
baring sliding fit and reciprocation In the cylinder which
cylinder has valve controlled suction connection at one

end with the upper part of the condensing chamber con-

taining the accumulated air. the opposite end of said cyl-

inder l)eiin; ill cumtnunii-nilon with the lower part of said

I chamber controlled by aaid piston acting intermittently as

a cut-off on stroke to displace accumulated water, tiio

two outlets of the aforesaid chamber being at all times

separated by the afnresaid piston.

o. The comblnailou with a condensing chamber for

team, of a, combined double acting dry air pump and over-

flow water pump consisting of a cylinder, and a solid pis-

ton baring sliding tit ami reciprocatiun In tlie cylinder

whereby said cylinder Is divided Into two compartments
one of which has communication with the upper air con-

taining portion of the condensing <hamlH'r to permit suc-

tion of air therefrom by a movement of the piston in one
direction, the other compartment having piston controlled

communication with the lower watpr-cf)nfalnlng portion

of said chamber from which accumulated water is ex-

tracted when said piston is on stroke in the direction op-

posite that aforesaid, said air and water being always
separated In the pump.

4. The combination with a condenslng-chamber for

steam, of a combined double acting dry air and overflow

water pump consisting of a cylinder in ccnnmunlcatlon
with opposite ends of said chamber, and a piston reclpro-

callve In the cylinder to separately remove accumulated
air and water from the aforesaid chamber without com
mlnKling of said air and water in said pump, the water
Inlet to said cylinder from the chamber t>eini,' piston-con-

trolled

5. The comtiinafion of a condensing chamber, a pump
having communication with the chamber controlled by

the pump-piston acting as a cutoff to intermittently

prevent flow of water from the lower fx^rflon of said

chamtjer to the pump cylinder, a partitioned head on the

pump having one compartment thereof in pipe connection

with the upi>er portion of the aforesaid chamber, the

other compartment of the pump head being provided with
an air outlet : and vnlves controlling openings by which
communication Is established b«nween said pump cylinder

and head
[I'laims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

880,46rt. SYSTKM OF RKfJILATION FOR OILKIRN-
ING PLANTS Jamk.s H AT'jiisov and ("I.arknc k R.

WKY-vinirtt. San Francisco, Cal Filed Nov. 1. 1905.

Serial No •JS5,f>04.

iM»JLM-f ^"^

1. In a system of regulation for liquid fuel burning
plants, a liquid fuel burner adapted to receive a continu-

ous flow of ll<)uid fuel and a continuous flow of an atomiz-

ing agent, means for varying the supply pressure of said

liipiid fuel and thus the rate of flow of said fuel through
the burner, and means controlled by the variation of said

liijuid fuel pressure for automatically governing the sup-

ply pressure of said atomizing agent and thus the rate of

flow of said atomizing agent through the burner and pro-

ducing a continuous flow of said atomising agent, the said

governing t>elng independent of a commingling action of

said fuel and said atomizing agent.

2. In a system of regulation for liquid-fuel burning
plants, steam-controlled means for feeding fuel thereto
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under a varlHlili- pressure, a damp^'r, a rod for operating
the same, and means controlle<l by the fuel pressure for

vuryiiiK the amount of opeiiin;,' of the damper and includ-
ing a spring opposing the fuel pressure; said spring limit-

ing the movement of the dam[>errod so that such move^
ment shall be proportional to said fuel pressure and to the
deflection of said spring

3. In a system of regulation for liquid fuel burning
plants, means for feeding fuel thereto under a variable
pressure, means for supplying an atomizing ae.nt under
variable pressure, and means controlled by the fuel pres-
sure for automatically and synchronously varying the
pressure of the atomizing^ agent and the quantity of air
for combustion to corresjwnd with the amount of fuel be-

ing consumed.
4. In a system of regulation for oil-burning plants,

means for feeding oil thereto under variable pressure.
means for supplying an atoniizin^: at'ent to the burner
ander variable pressure, and external means controlled by
the oil pressure for holding the pressures of the atomiz-
ing atrent and of the oil in e<|uilibrium at a certain rela-
tion.

5. In a SYf-tiiii < f regulation for oil burning plants,
means for feedini: oil thereto under a variable pressure.
means for supplying an atomizing agent to the burner
under a variable pressure, and means for establishing an
equilibrium at a certain ratio between the pressure of the
oil and that of the atomizing agent ; whereby when said
equilibrium Is affected by variation In the oil pressure It

is restored by automatic variation in the pressure of the
atomizing agent.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the tJazette.]

separated by a space adapted to receive between them the
cars to be unloaded, and unloading and transferring mech-
anism mounted upon said truck, comprising a trnnsferrlng
car equlpiKKl with a lateral conveyer, and means for trans
ferrlng material from a transportation car to said lateral
convej-er.

„?^

886,407. SPRING PRIDGi:. (Jlst.w a IUder, Rochester,
N. Y.. assignor to E. Klrstein Sons Company, Rochester,
N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 26, 1907
Serial No. 408.076.

1. The combination with a pair of lenses, of a spring
bridge connecting them, having a bridging portion and a
pair of forwardly opening loops, at each end of the
bridging portion in vertical planes beyond the bridging
I>ortlon.

-. The combination with a pair of lenses, of a spring
l.rnUe connecting them having a bridging portion and a
pair of forwanilv op.nlng loops arranged at each end of
the bridging portion, one over the other, in vertical planes
beyond said bridging portion.

S. A spring bridge having a bridging portion and a
pair of forwardly opening horizontal loops at each end,
arranned in veriicnl planes beyond the bridging portion.

4. A spring bridge having a bridging portion and a
pair of forwardly opening horizontal loops at each end one
arranged abov.- the otlpcr. in v.rti.-al planes beyond the
bridging portion

5. The combination with a pair of lens attaching de
vices, of a si>rlng bridge connecting them having hori
Eontal loops arranged over and beneath the lens attach-
ing devices.

[Claims to 1:j not printed in the (iazette.]

2. In apparatus of the character set forth, the comblna
tlon of independent elevate 1 supports separiite<l by a space
adapted to receive a transj.ortation car. an unloading and
transferring mechanism mounted on said elevated supiKJrts
comprising a trnnsferrlng car efiulpp*'d with a lateral con
veyer, cable anchoring me:ins locaiei ,nt a distance from
the transferring car, a shovel stippoiUng cable cnnne<ted
with said cable anchoring ireans and with the transferring
car, and a draw-cable connected with the shovel and with
the transferring car. whereby the shovel may be lowered
between said independent supports Into the transpfirtnt ion

car, filled and then withdrawn from the transportation car
to deliver the material upon said lateral conveyer.

3. In apparatus of the character set forth, the coml)lnn-
tlon of a pair of independently suiiported elevated track

•rails, a cable-anchoring car mounted upon said rails, a

transferrlng-car mounted on said rails and equipped with
a lateral conveyer, a shovelsupi>orting cable connected
with the cable-anchoring-car and with the transferring car.

a shovel suspended from said cable, and a draw-cable con
necfed with the shovel ami the transferring-car, fvr the
purpose set forth.

4. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of indei)endently supported track rails, an interme-
diate track on a lower plane adapted to receive transpor-
tation cars thereon, and unloading and tr.'insferring mech
anism mounted on said rtiils. comprising calile anchoring
means, a transferring car equippe<l with a lateral con
veyer. a shovel-supporting cable connected with the cable-

anchoring means and with the transferring car. a shovel
suspended from said cable, a draw-cable connected with
said shovel and with the transferring cir. and means for

actuating said cables.

5. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of an elevated track comprising independently sup-
ported track rails, an intern;txliate track locjited .it a

lower plane, and unloading and transferring mtichauism
mounted on said first-named track comprising a cable an-
choring cnr and means for fixedly securing said car at a
desired point on the elevated track, a transferrlng-car
means for securing said cnr at a desired point on the
elevated track, a lateral conveyer carried by the transfer-
ring car, a shovel si'pfMirfing cable, a shovpl suspended
therefrom, and a draw cable, for the purpose set forth.

[Claims <1 to 11' not printed in the tiazette. 1

8Sfi.40.M UNLOADING AND TRANSFERRING APPA-
RATT'S Georcf m Bkv.;ett. Kenosha, Wis. Filed
Jan 14. 1907. Serial No. .S52.1f»4.

1. In nppnrntiiB of the character set forth, the comblna
tion of nn elevatpl track comprising Independent supports l

S8fi.469. GASGENERATING APPARATIS. ALI.IE L.

Bi..\ESv. Ri-ook. Ind. Filed .\pr 4. IO07. Serial No.
366.447.

1. A gas generator apparatus of the character described,
comprising a gas supply pipe, an e!l»ow secured in one end
of said pipe, an air inlet tube attached to the eliMiw. the
elbow being provided with a laterally projecting collar, a

valve case mounted in said collar, a set screw secnring the
valve cnse in the collar, nn oil supply tube eonnected to

said valve case, a packing tube also connected to the rnlve
case at one end. a generating coll connected to the other
end of the packing tube, a nozzle connecting the other
end of the generating coil with the eltK)w. and a mixing

\
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tube secured ia said g»» supply pipe, «|ltb ita lower end
extending Into the elbow In juxtaposition to the said

noule.

2. A gas generator apparatus of the character described,

comprising a gas supply pipe, an elbow secured in one

end of said pipe, an air Inlet tube attached to the elbow,

the elbow being provided with a laterally projecting collar,

a valTe case mounted In said collar, a set screw securing

the valre case In the collar, an oil supply tube connected

to said valTe case, a generating coil connected to the other

end of the packing tube, a noszle connecting the other end

of the generating coil with the elbow, a njixing tube within

said gas supply pipe with Its lower end oxtending into the

elbow in Juxtaposition to the said nozsle, and a bushing

within the said gas supply tube, said bashing supporting

the mixing tube.

886.470. FLUSHING-TANK AND CLOBET. Joseph O.

Bbki, Port Chester, N. Y. Filed Aug. 6, 1907. Serial

No. 387,294.

1. In combination, a tank, a flash-pipe projecting there-

from, a goose-neck mounted on said pipe and within the

tank and having a bell shaped portion of larger area than
the flush-pipe, a clapper valve within said larger portion,

a bell mouth sealing tube connected to t%e valve, a guide-

tube connected to the upper part of the goose-neck and
projecting within the bell mouth tube, a valve-rod connect-

ed to the valve, a weighted fulcrumed leter plvotally con-

nected to the upper end of said rod, and a packing at the
apper end of the gooae-neck against whi^h the bell mouth
tube is brought during the siphoning of the tank, for the

pnrpoae set forth.

^

2. The comblnacion with an open-ende^ goose-neck, of a

flashing tank and a clapper-valve, alve-t'od and its oper-

ating lever, of an open ended bell moutH sealing tube se-

cured to the valve, a galde-tube secured to the goose-neck

•nd projecting within the seallng-tabe, a packing against

I which the sealing tube Is brought when the valve is at Its

I
highest point, both of said tubes embracing the valve rod,

for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination with a flush tank and a closet bowl,

of a weighted lever fulcrumed to the tank, a gooseneck
having a clapper valve with Its rod plvotally connected to

said lever, means carried by the valve for sealing the upper
end of the gooee-neck against the entrance of air thereto

and the escape of water therefrom, hinge-plates having
a case or barrel portion Integral therewith adapted to be

inserted in the closet-bowl, a seat having hinge-plates piv-

oted to the hinge-plates of the bowl, a spring actuated

plunger within said barrels, means for adjusting snld

springs, one end of said plung^ engaging with the seat,

a pivoted flush chain lever adapted to be engaged by one
of said plungers, a bracket secured to one of the said

barrels to serve as a pivotal point for the flush chain lever

and as a guide for the same, for the purpose set forth.

886,471. BASS ItRlM. C.KORiiE W. Bbitton, Camden,
N. J. Flle<l May 21, 1907. Serial No. 374,862.

/y"
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of Mid block, one thereof always arranged In contact with

the plate 11, said plate 11 baring a slot 18' therein pro-

vided with inralatlons 28 and 29 and said block 6 baying

an opening 18 therethrough, a lever 16 pivoted to occupy

said slot and opening and to normally hang vertical there-

in, the extension 24 of the part 7, the iprlngs 13 and 15

arranged to contact with the plate It and the springs 22

and 23 arranged to contact with the head 17 of the lever 16.

3. The combination with trolley-wire lections, of a cut-

oat block made of substantially noncoaductlng material,

conductors on the ends of said block, a slldably mounted

contact-platp always elpctrlcally conneetpd with one of

said conductors, a pivoted lever for moving said plate Into

and out of connection with the other conductor, said lever

arranged to normally occupy a vertical position, and means

for forcing said lever back to lt.s normal, or vertical, posi-

tion after each of Its enga*,'ementa with a trolley-wheel.

4. The combination with the trolley wire sections, of a

cutout block having electrical conductars at its ends, a

slotted contact plate always in electrical connection with

one of said conduct(jrs. a pivoted lever nrranced to move
said plate Into .ind out of engaRpment with the other con-

ductor, said lever normally hanging in a vertical position

and frpe to swing in either direction, aqd springs on said

contact plate which engage parts of said lever to force it

back Into its normal, or vertical, position after it has been

engaged by a trolley wheel traveling alonf said trolley-wire

sections.

8«6.476. SOCKET R.\TCHET - WRENCH. Wrr.i.tAM A.

Bi-B.V'ip. D^erfleld. N. Y . assignor to Spitzll Manufac-

turing Tompany. Utica. N Y. Filed Apr. 22, 19<)7. Se-

rial No. 369,442.

c

886.477. GRAIN-COVER. Albbkt 8. Bdtneb. Highland.

Kans. Filed May 9, 1907. Serial No, 372,723.

1 In a grain shelter, the combination of an upright

standard, a ring slldable upon the stan^rd, longitudinal

1. The comhinatian of a lever handle body, a rotatable

ratchet wheel mounted In the body, a pawl for engaging

with and rotating the ratchet wheel, a locket adapted to

be received in the ratchet wheel and a retainer therefor,

consisting of a spring ring Inserted la a recess in the

ratchet wheel, substantially as set forth.

2. In a ratchet wrench, the combination of a body hav-

ing an eye or opening, a ratchet wheel liaving an angular

central opening and an internal encircling recess around

said opening, a holder or retainer consisting of a spring

ring arranged in said recess and spannHig the corners of

the opt>nlng in the wheel, substantially as set forth.

tending through the bars and connecting the clips to the

ring, arms radiating outwardly from the standard and

having their Inner ends r»'ce4ved by the clips, braces be-

tween the arms and the bars, a covering supported by the

arms, and means for adjusting the ring upon the standard.

2. In a grain shelter, the combination of a standard, a

pair of spaced rings slldably mounted upon the standard,

longitudinal bars connecting the spaced rings, fastening

members applied to the upper and lower portion of each of

the longitudinal bars, pins extending through the longi-

tudinal bars and connecting the said fastening members
to the upper and lower rings respectively, arms radiating

from the standard and having their inner ends engaged by

the upper fastening members, braces for the arras, the

said braces being engaged by the lower fastening members,

a covering supported by the arms, and means for adjust-

ing the rings upon the standard.

3. In a grain shelter, the combination of a standard, a

pair of spaced rings slldably mounted upon the standard,

longitudinal bars connecting the spaced rings, a U shaped

clip applied to the upper end of each of the bars, pins

passing through the bars and connecting the U-shaped

clips to the upper ring, a stirrup applied to the lower por-

tion of each of the bars, a second .set of pins passing

through tbe bars and connecting the stirrups to the lower

ring, arms havinic the ends thereof received by the clips,

braces for the arms, the said braces being engaged by the

stirrups, and a cover «upp<irted by the arms.

886.478. SAFETY CAP FOR (JAS KEYS. ErFiK J. CiiEB-

Bi.vorc.N. Calllpolls. Ohio Filed Mar 14. 1007. Serial

No. 362.357.

The combination with the stem of a gas Valve for an
open grate and its key projecting up through the floor,

near the grate, of a flat base adapted to be secured to the

floor and extend around the stem and key, said base plate

being formed with an upwardly pressed central portion ex-

tending only slightly above the rim portion of the plate,

the outer edge of said central portion producing an an-

nular shoulder and the ba.se plate being formed in said

shoulder with a keeper, and an Imperforate cup-shaped

cover 5 hinged to said base plate at one side of said

shoulder and adapted when closed to fit closely around
said shoulder, said cover being formed with a latch 7

adapted to engage the keeper formed In the shoulder.

886,479. LOADBINDER FOR HAYRACKS. Charlks
H. Clise, Huntington. Ind. Filed June 21, 1907. Se-

rial No. 380,182.

1. A load binder comprising a shaft, U shape brackets

for the shaft, the arms of the U shape brackets being

formed with registering openings serving as bearings for

bars applied to the ring, clips applied to the bars, pins ex- , the shaft, and means for operating the shaft.
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2. A load binder comprising a shaft, bearings for the

shaft, a ratchet wheel applied to the shaft, the hub of the

ratchet wheel and the shaft being formed with correspond-

ing openings, and a handle designed to be inserted through

the corresponding openings of the hub and shaft whereby
the two members are rigidly locked together

3. A load binder comprising a shaft, U shape brackets

for the shaft, the arms of the U shape brackets being

formed with registering openings serving as bearings for

the shaft, a ratchet wheel applied to the shaft, and a ban
die for operating the shaft.

4. .\ load binder for hay racks comprising a shaft. U
shape brackets the arms of which are secured to the sills

of the hay rack and formed with registering openings
forming bearings for the shaft, a ratchet wheel applied

to the shaft, a handle for operating the shaft, a plate se-

cured to one of the sills of the rack, and a pawl carried

by the plate and engaging the teeth upon the ratchet

wheel.

5. A load binder for hay racks comprising a shaft. U
shape brackets for the shaft, the arms of the brackets

being secured to the sills of the hay rack and provided

with registering openings serving as a bearing for the

shaft, a ratchet wheel applied to the shaft, the hub of the

ratchet wheel and the shaft being formed with correspond-

ing openings, a crank handle extending through the open-

ings and locking the ratchet wheel rigidly together, a plate

designed to be attached to one of the sills of the hay rack,

and a pawl carried by the plate and engaging the teeth of

the ratchet wheel.

886,480. DISPLAY • STAND. Wilfukd Chowtheb, St.

Paul, Minn. Filed Feb. 3. 1908. Serial No. 414,077.

^f*,.

1. A display stand of the character specified embracing

a standard, a support slldably mounted thereon, one or

more pair of garment supporting bars, carried by the sup-

port, one of the bars of each pair comprising two hinged

sections, and locking means for detachably connecting the

free ends of the hinged sections with the adjacent ends of

the rigid garment supporting bars.

2. A device of the character specified embracing a

standard, transversely extending supporting arms slld-

ably mounted on the standard, a pair of parallel support

Ing bars arranged at the outer end of each of the support

Ing arms, each pair of bars comprising a lower rigid bar

and an upper bar formed by two hinged sections, and lock-

ing means for detachably connecting the ends of the

hinged sections with the ends of the rigid supporting bars.

3. A display stand of the character specified embracing
a standard, oppositely extending transversely disposed

supporting arms mounted to slide thereon, a pair of sup-

porting bars sustained at the outer ends of each of the

supporting arms, each pair of supporting bars compris-

ing a lower rigid bar and an upper bar formed by hinged

sections, connecting links rigidly connected with the free

ends of the hinged sections, and locking means arranged

in the ends of the rigid bars for detachably connecting

said connecting links therewith.

4. A display stand of the character de8crit>ed embracing

a standard, a transversely extending support mounted to

slide thereon, a pair of parallel supporting bars arranged

at each end of the support, each pair of bars comprising

a lower rigid bar formed at each end with an aperture

and an upper bar formed by two hinged sections, and lock-

ing means for detachably connecting the free ends of the

hinged sections with ,the ends of the rigid bars, said lock-

ing means comprising connecting links attached to the

free ends of the hinged sections In position to have their

outer ends extend into the apertures of the rigid bars,

locking pins extending within the ends of the rigid bars

in position to engage the outer ends of the connecting

links and resilient means for normally maintaining saif*

pins In engaged relation with the connecting links.

886.481. CEMENT WATER TANK. .Iohn J. Danibi..

Cambria, Wis, Filed Jan. 14, 1907. Serial No. 352,141.

1. A cement water tank, having Its walls reinforced

with circumferential wires molded therein, upright wires

Interwoven with the circumferential wires, other wires

molded in the tank-bottom, crons-rlbs depending from the

bottom, and wires molded in the ribs.

2. A cement water-tank, having Its walls reinforced

with horizontal circumferential wires and alternate

straight wire-sections having overlapped ends, vertical

wires interwoven with the circumferential and straight

wire-sections, other wires molded in the tank-bottom,

cross-ribs depending from the bottom, and wires molded

in the ribs.

886,482. SUBSTANCE PRODUCED FROM THE GUMS
OF CERTAIN SAPOTACE^. Moeland M. Dessai,

Merton. England. Filed June 11, 1906. Serial No.

321,270.

1. Process of treating the gums of the Sapotacea con

sitting in washing the gum In water, treating the gum in

a solution of a metallic nitrate, then subsequently in a

solution of a metallic silicate after which the product is

washed, cleansed and kneaded.

2 A process for treating the gums of the Sapotacea, con-

sisting In washing the gum in water, treating the cleansed

gum in a hot solution of metallic nitrate then subsequently

In a hot solution of a metallic silicate after which the gum
Is washed, cleansed and kneaded.

.H. A process of treating the gums of the Sapotacea, con-

sisting In washing the gum In water, treating the cleansed

gum In a solution of a metallic nitrate, then subsequently

In a solution of a metallic silicate after which the mate-

rial Is washed in a calcium hydrate bath and then cleansed

and kneaded.

4. The process for treating the gums of the Sapotacea.

consisting In washing the gum In water, treating the

cleansed gum In a solution of metallic nitrate, then subse-

quently In a solution of a metallic silicate after which the

material Is washed in a calcium hydrate bath, rolled into

sheets, treated with an acid, then cleansed and mechan-
ically treated as required.

5. Process for treating the gums of the Sapotacea, con-

sisting In washing the gum In water, treating the cleansed

gum In a hot solution of a metallic nitrate, then subse-

quently in a hot solution of a metallic silicate after which
the material is washed in a calcium hydrate bath and then

cleansed and kneaded.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]
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886.483. FENCE. Washington M. Diulon, Sterling. lU.

Filed July 1, 1907 Serial No. 381.6.'.i»

»

A wovpn wire {cnc comprisini? 8tran<l and stay wires
croBsinx each oth»'r at substantially right anj^les, said

wires being b»'nt at each side of each point of intersection

with the portions between said bends arranged at an an-

gle relatively to each other and the staj wires also bent
In two directions at a point adjacent to each of said first

mentioned bends, whereby the portions of the stay wires
between the strand wires stand In allnement and substan
tlally In the same plane with the strand wires, and a tie

BurroandlDg the wires at each point of Intersection, said
tie being formed from a plurality of colls of wire, each
being of elliptical form, the major ails of the elliptical

coll at one end of the tie being at an aagle to the major
axis at the other end.

886.484. P'EEDING MECHANISM FOR GA-S PRODUC-
ERS. Victor E. Edwards, Worcester, Mass., assignor
to Morgan Construction Company, Worcester, Mass., a

Corporation of Ma-ssachnsetts. Filed Sept. 30. 1904.
Serial No. 226.606.

1. In a gaa prodtn-'r. the combination with a gas pro-

ducing chamber provided with an opening In its top for

the admission of coal, and a coal reservoir above said

"penlng. of a water tight shell supported beneath said
opening and within the gas producing chamber, hollow '

siipport.1 for said shell, said shell having a coal support-
ing surface for receiving coal fed through said opening,
and mean^^ for supplying a current of water to .said shell

through said hollow supports.

2. In a ga.f producer, the combination with a gas pro-
ducing chamber, and a cover for said chamber provided
with an opening for the admission of coal to the chamber,
of flanges on the upper side of said corer inclosing an
annular water space around ^Id opening, a coal reservoir

;

having Its lower end water sealed In said annular water
{

space, a water tight shell supported bene»th said opening ^

and within said gas producing chamber, and having a coal
supporting surface, hollow supports for said shell, means
for admitting water through one of said hollow supports
to one side of said shell, and an outlet through another of
said hollow supports emptying into said annular water
space.

'i. In a gas producer, the combination with a heating
chamber, a cover for said chamber provided with an open-
ing for the admission of coal to said chamber, of a hollow
shell beneath said opening having a coal supporting sur-
face, hollow supports for said shell, means for Imparting
a vertical reciprocating movement to said supports, and
means for supplying a current of water to said shell

through said support.

4. In a gas producer, the combination with a gas pro
duclng chamber having an opening In Its top for the ad-
mission of coal, of a coal supporting shell placed beneath
said opening, radial ears on the edge of said coal support-
ing shell, suspension pipes connected with said ears and
commonlcatlng with aald ahell, and means for maintaining
a water current through said pipes and said shell.

5. In a gas producer, the combination with a gas pro-
ducing chamber having an opening In its top for the ad-
mission of coal, of a shell supported beneath said opening,
said shell having a concave under side and a plane upper
surface for the reception of coal, a refractory lining for
said concave under side, and means for supplying water
to the interior of said shell.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette]

886.485. PIG-FEEDER Fka.ncbb B. Espy. Cestos. Okla.
Filed Dec. :.'0. 190T. Serial No. 407.331.

1. A feeder comprising a receptacle having a feed cham
ber formed In Its wall with apertures, nipples arranged in

•aid apertures, statlonsry tubes arranged upon the bottom
of said chamber and having their opposite ends open, coup-
lings Inserted In the Inner ends of the nipples, rings sur-

rounding the nipples to retain the couplings therein, and
tubes having their ends engaged with the Inner ends of
the couplings and the upper ends of said stationary tuhes.

2. A feeder comprising a receptacle having a vertii-al

partition dividing it Into a feed chamber and a heating
chamber, the feed chamber having apertures formed In its

wall, nipples arranged in said apertures, stationary tuiie<

arranged upon the bottom of the feed chamber and having
their opposite ends open, couplings Inserted In the lnri.>r

ends of the nipples, rings surrounding the nippies to r-

tain the couplings therein, tnbes having their upper ends
engaged ^th the Inner ends of the couplings and the upp»'r
onds of said stationary tubes, and a heater arranged in

the heating chamber.
3. A feeder comprising a receptacle of substantially rec

tangular form having one of Its longitudinal sides curved
outwardly, said curved side being formed with apertures,
a base projecting outwardly from the bottom of the re-

ceptacle and formed with apertures to receive fastenings,
a longitudinally curved vertical partition extending from
end to end of the receptacle and dividing it Into a feed
chamber and a heating chamber, nipples arranged in the
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apertures In the curved front side of the receptacle, sta-

tionary tube.< upon the bottom of the feed chamber, said

tul'es being open nt their opposite ends, connecting tubes

I>etween the inner ends of the nipples and the upper ends

of the stationary tubes, an upright guard wall arranged

centrally upon the bottom of the heating chamber, a heater

within said guard wall, a removable cover upon thi' top

of the receptacle adapted to close both of the chambers,

fastening devices for said cover, a chimney projecting from
the top of the cover and arranged above the guard wall In

the heating chamber, a cap upon the chimney, and an air

inlet pipe extending through the cover and having its

lower end terminating close to the bottom of the heating

chamber, substantially as described.

886,4K6 lULL-KILE. BroENB D. Falks, St. Paul, Minn.,

assignor to Brown 4 Bigelow. St. Paul, Minn., a Corpo-

ration Filed Jan 10. 1907. Serial No. 351.682.

1. A lull iiic comprising a card and a hook supported

thereon, the hook being rotatable as a whole in a plane

parallel with the card and also rotatable upon the axis of

its shank In a plane transverse to the card.

2. A bill file comprising a card, a hook supported there

on so as to be rotatable in a plane parallel with the card

and also in a plane transverse thereto, means holding the

hook from being turned transversely to the card when In

depending position, and means allowing the hook to be

turned transversely when the same Is rotated parallel with

the card to a certain position.

3. A device of the class described comprising a card, a

plate supported upon the face thereof, a second plate ro-

tatably supported within said first plate, a hook having

swinging support in said rotatable plate, a flattened por-

tion carried by said hook and engaging with said plate

when said hook is In depending position to prevent swing-

ing of the same, said plate being formed with an opening

to receive said flattened portion and allow said book to be

turned against said card when the hook is rotated to a

certain position.

4. A bill file comprising a card, a plate supported there-

on so as to be rotatable in a plane parallel with the card,

and a bill hook hinged upon the plate so as to swing In a

plane transverse to the card.

5. A bill file comprising a card, a plate supported upon
the face thereof, and a hook supported upon the plate so

as to be rotatable In a plane parallel with the card and
also In a plane transverse thereto, the shank of the hook

having a flattened portion to engage the plate and prevent

the hook from being turned when In depending position,

and the plate being formed with an opening to receive the

flattened portion and permit the hook to be turned trans

versely when rotated upon the card so as to bring the flat

tened portion Into allnement with the recess.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,4S7. METAL RAILWAY ROAD CROSSING. Robert
Fahies. Jamesburg. N. J. Filed July 24, 1907. Serial

No. 385.399.

1. In a track crossing, the combination of Inner and
outer convex metal members fastened against each rail of

the track, each of said members having a horizontal flange

through which are pa.ssed wood screws securing the mem-
tit^rs to the railway ties, each of said members having also

a depending flange meeting against the rail, the depending

flange of the outer member meeting against the head, web
and base of the rail, the depending flange of the inner

menitier meeting against the web and basi- on the opposite

side of the rail, substantially as specified and described.

n a,Tn/n nm.n n.n.

'2. In a track crossing, the combination of inner and

outer convex metal members fastened against each rail of

the track, each of said members having a horizontal flange

/ through which are passed wood screws securing the mem-
bers to the railway ties, each of said members having also

a depending flange meeting against the rail, the depending

flange of the outer member meeting against the head, wt-b

and base of the rail, the depending flange of the Inner

member meeting against the web and base on the opposite

side of the rail, and convex metal end pieces fastened to

the ends of the said Inner member with bolts, the said end

pieces having sloping sides, substantially as specified and

described.

3. In a track crossing, the combination of inner and

outer convex metal members fastened against each rail of

the track, each of said members having a horizontal flange

through which are passed wood screws securing the m<m-
bers to the railway ties, each of said members having also

a depending flange meeting against the rail, the depending

flange of the outer member meeting against the head, web
and liase of the rail, the depending flange of the Inner

member meeting against the web and base on the opposite

side of the rail, and the depending flange of said Inner

members having at intervals along the length of said

flanges a vertical lug meeting against the under side of

head of the rail, substantially as specified and described.

8 8 6,488. MECHANISM FOR FORMING BEEHIVES.
Pktkr J, Fink. Oakfleld. Wis Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Se-

rial No .391,420.

WfJW^
1. In a device for making bee hives, the combination

with a base piece upon which the lengths of material to

form the hive are compacted, of a plurality of arms ex-

tending upwardly from opposite side edges of the base

piece, every two arms of a set being spaced a distance

laterally from the next adjacent two amrs. to form a se-

ries of spaces Into which a tool or implement may be in-

serted for packing down the lengths of material.

2. In a device for making bee hives, the combination

with a base piece upon which the lengths of materia! to

form the hive are compacted, of a plurality of elastic

arms extending upwardly from opposite side edges of the

base piece, every two arms of a set being spaced a distance

i laterally from the next adjacent two arms, to form a
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series of spaces into wlilch a tool or Implement majr be in-

serted for packing down the lengths of material.

3. In devices for making bee hires, the combination of

a base piece, arms extending upwardly from opposite

edges of said base piece, and spaced a flesired distance

apart laterally, each arm of the series which extends up-

wardly from one edge of the base piect being provided

with a vertical line of apertures, and a rod adapted to be

Inserted through any one of said apertures.

4. In devices for making bee hives, the combination

with a base piece, of arms extending upwardly from oppo-

site edges of said base piece, and spaced a dealred dis-

tance laterally apart, the arms extending upwardly from

one edge being provided with perforations, the perfora-

tions of each of said arms being in vertical alinement. and

the arms extending upwardly from the opposite edge of

the base piece provided with laterally projecting teeth,

and a rod adapted to be inserted through any of the aper-

tures and to t>e engaged under one of the teeth of the oppo-

site arm.

5 In devices for making bee hives, the combination

with a base piece, of a series of U-shaped devices, having

the bends thereof extending beneath the base piece, and

the two arms thereof extending upwanBy from opposite

edges of the base piece, and spaced a distance apart later-

ally.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gasertte.]

886.489. AUTOMATIC SHUT - OFF FOB PNEUMATIC
TUBES. Edgar Flint, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed

Apr. 23, 1907 Serial No. 369,834.

1. In a pneumatic despatch tube sysOem, the combina-

tion with a despatch tube having a carrier entrance and a

closure therefor, of a branch tube arranged to deliver air

to the despatch tube to provide for th* transmission of

the carrier, a closure for such branch tube, a threaded

rod supporting such closure and movable longitudinally of

the branch tube but held from rotation relatively thereto,

and means in said branch tube actuated by the flow of air

therethrouKh to engage and move the rod to apply the

closure to the branch tube.

2. In a pneumatic despatch tut>e system, the combina-

tion with the despatch tube having a carrier entrance

and a closure therefor, of a branch tulie extending from

the despatch tube and arranged to deliver air to the same

to provide for the transmission of the carrier, a disk de-

signed to close the end of the tul>e. « collar having a

spider located at the lower end of the eertlcally (disposed

portion of the tube, a bar passing through a central open-

ing in the spider and disk, a stop on the bar, a screw spin-

dle connected to the upper end of the bar, a collar secured

In the tabe and provided with a spider having a central

hub provided with an opening, a sleeve Secured within the

opening In the hub and provided with a central opening

through which the screw freely extends and a tapered

rotatable collar supported on the sleeve and provided with

convolute wings forming a fan, arms pivoted on the sleeve

and provided with thread sections at the upper end, and

tails extending over the taper of the collar at the lower

end as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the tubular elbow having the vertically disposed por-

tion and the disk adapted in its raised position to close

the lower end of the vertical portion, a collar having a

spider located at the lower end of the vertically disposed

portion, a bar passing through a central opening In the

spider and disk, a stop on the bar below the disk on which

said disk is adapted to rest when In Inoperative position,

means for gradually raising the bar and the disk when
resting on the stop, and holes in the bar for adjusting the

stop as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the tubular ell>ow having the vertically disposed por-

tion formed telescopcially, of a disk for closing the lower

portion and means extending through the disk and oper-

ated from the Interior of the vertically disposed portion

for raising the disk as and for the purpose specified.

886,490 GARMENT-FORM. IUrrt Frankbl, New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 13, 1907. Serial No. 406,286.

1. In a dress form, a body portion, a support therefor, a

shield conforming to the outline of the lower part of the

body portion and adjustable on said support, said body

portion and shield cooperating to frictionally hold the

edge of a garment mounted upon said body portion for fit-

ting or display.

2. In a dress form, a support, a bod? portion adjustable

thereon, a second portion conformed to the lower part of

the body portion and adjustable on said support and co-

operating with the first portion to frictionally hold a gar-

ment mounted upon said txody portions.

886,491. GAS-PRODUCER Jibome R. Gbobob, Worces-

ter, Mass.. assignor to Morgan Construction Company,

Worcester, Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed

Sept. 30, 1904. Serial No. 226,605.

1. In a gas producer, the combination with a heating

chamber having an opening in its top for the admission of

coal, of a coal supporting surface below said opening, and

means for imparting a movement to said coal supporting

surface arranged to pass each point on said surface simul-

taneously through a horlsontal circular orbit of an equal

radius, whereby coal is distributed through said chamber

over the edge of said surface.

I 2. In a gas producer, the combination with a heating
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chamber and a coal reservoir above said chamber, of a coal

supporting surface below said coal reservoir, and means

for Imparting a movement to said coal supporting surface

arranged to pass each point on said surface simultane-

ously through a horliontal circular orbit of an equal radi-

us, whereby coal is distributed through said chamber over

the edge of said surface.

3. Ill a Kas priKlucer, the combination with a heating

chamber having an opening In Its top for the admission of

coal, of a coal supporting surface below said opening, a

vertical shaft provided with a crank in engagement with

said surface, means for rotatInK said crank whereby each

point on said surface passes through an orbit of a radius

equal to the radius of the crank, and coal Is thereby dis-

tributed to said chamt)er over the edge of said surface.

4. In a gas producer, the combination with a heating

chamber having a top plate or cover provided with an

opening for the admission of coal, of a coal supporting

surface t>elow said opening, means for imparting a move-

ment to said surface arranged to pass each point on said

surface simultaneously through a horliontal circular

orbit of an equal radius, and supports for said surface

capable of movement in a similar orbit In said top plate.

5. In a gas producer, the combination with a heating

chamber having an opening in its top for the admission of

coal, of a shell provided with a fuel supporting surface

held below said opening and In said chamber, means for

Imparting an orbital movement to said shell, and means

for conducting a current of water through said shell.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (lazette.]

8 8 6.492. METAL-HEATING FURNACE. Jkbomb B
George. Worcester, Mass., assignor to Morgan Con

struction Company. Worcester, Mass.. a Corporation of

Massachusetts. Filed Mar. 0. 1905. Serial No. 248.607.

1. The combination with a water cooled pipe forming

the track of a metal heating furnace and having a de-

pressed section, of a detachable shoe supported by the top

of said depressed section and having Its upper surface at

one end In the plane of said track and at Its opposite end

higher than the depressed section of the track, whereby

a metal bar supported on said shoe Is removed from con-

tact with the water cooled pipe.

2. The combination with the water cooled pipe forming

the track of a metal heating furnace, of a detachable shoe

loosely held on said pipe, whereby a metal bar supported

on said shoe is removed from contact with said pipe, and

means for holding said shoe from longitudinal movement
on said pipe.

3. The combination with a water cooled pipe forming

the track of a metal heating furnace, and having a de-

pressed section provided with a collar, of a shoe applied

to said depressed section and having a recess fitting said

collar whereby said shoe is held from longitudinal move-

ment.

4. The combination with a water cooled pipe forming

the track of a metal heating furnace, and having a de-

pressed section produced by a bend In the pipe, of a shoe

mounted upon said depressed section and having flanges

inclosing the bend in the pipe, whereby said shoe Is held

from rocking on the pipe.

5. The combination with a water cooled pipe forming

the track of a metal heating furnace, and having a de-

pressed section, of a detachable shoe mounted upon said

depressed section of the pipe, and having its upper surface

reduced in thickness and having downward depending
flanges inclosing the sides of the pipe, with the upper
surface of said shoe lying In the normal plane of said

track, and means for holding said shoe from longitudinal

movement.
I Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gaeette ]

886,493. LOG-TRUCK. Jambs W Germany, Coopervllle.

Miss. Filed Aug. 26, 1907. Serial No. 390.218.

1. A log truck comprising an axle and carrying wheels,

forwardly extending parallel hounds, a pole pivoted be-

tween said hounds near their forward ends, a grab chain

and hooks attached to the rear of said pole, and a finger

for holding said bounds and pole at an angle to each other,

2. A log truck comprising an axle and supporting

wheels, forwardly extending parallel hounds, a supporting

timber above said hounds and parallel to said axle, the

whole being securely connected together, a pole pivoted

near the forward ends of said hounds and between them,

a grab chain and hooks extending rearwardly from said

pole, and means for holding said pole In line with, or at

an angle to, the hounds.

3. A log truck provided with parallel forwardly extend-

ing hounds, a pole or tongue pivoted between said hounds,

a plate bolted to the under edges thereof, and a band ex-

tending over the front ends of said hounds, both plate

and band serving as stops to limit the movement of the

pole, and a grab chain and hooks attached to the rear end

of the pole.

4 .\ log truck provided with parallel forwardly extend-

ing hounds, a pole or tongue pivoted between the hounds

near their front ends and means adapted to be placed be-

tween said tongue and hounds to hold them at an angle

to each other.

886.494. METALLIC FENDER AND MUD-GUARD. Wil-

liam C. Grokhn. Detroit, Mich., assignor to Briscoe

Manufacturing Company, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation

of Michigan. Filed May 24. 1907. Serial No. 376,636.

1. A combined fender and mud guard consi.sting of a

metallic fender proper having an edge wrapped around a

) wire and a metallic mud guard member meeting said
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fender at an an^le thereto and at a subflUntlal diat&nce

from ita wire bound edge, the material of a&ld gnard ex-

tending in engagement with the fender thence oatward

toward the edge of the fender and around the wire which

forma Ita margin for the purposes set forth.

2. A metaiiic fender and mud guard maije in two pieces

the adjacent edgps of both members t)«lng wrapped around

a common wire, the one of said members meeting the other

at an angle thereto and at a distance from said wire.

886,495. COMBINATION-HOLDER. FraWK Haase, Chl-

I'RiTO. 111. Filf'd Sopt. 14. 1907. Serial No. 392.876.

<o»

1. In a device of the class described, a receptacle having

a closMl front and horliontal cross bars florming Ita bot-

tom, a plurality of hooks extending downwardly from the

front 8ld« of the receptacle and means for engaging the

receptacle to a support.

2. In a device of the class described ^t combination

with upper and lower frame members, of means connecting

the same together, a plurality of downwardly directed

books on the front of one of said membert. cross bars on

the lower frame member, a solid front wall between said

frame members, and means for attaching the derlee to Ita

rapport.

3. In a device of the class described the combination

with upper and lower frame members, of links connecting

said members together at the rear, a solid front wall con-

necting said members at the front, a plurality of hooks on

the lower frame member, cross bars on the lower frame

member affording supports, an upwardly directed stand-

ard at the back of the upper member, a nlnrallty of later-

ally yielding resilient fingers thereon and a stand at the

top of said standard.

4. In a device of the class described the combination

with a lower frame member 1, of an upper frame member
2. a plurality of vertical bars 3 engaging said members to-

gether at the back, a plate 4 engaging said members to-

gether at the front, horizontal bars 5 on tho lower mem-
ber, hooka 6 extending downwardly from the lower mem-
ber, ears 12 at the end of the upper member, a standard

7 extending upwardly from the bark of the upper mem-
ber, a plurality of forwardly directed, resilient fingers 8

on said standard ami a ''up Rtand 10 af tho top of said

standard.

886,496 PNEUMATIC-TUBE CASH-CARRIER. Danibl,

8. Hagkr. Toledo. Ohio Filed .Tune 1. 1907. Serial No.

376,762.

1. loe combination with a carrier cylinder and felt plug

thereon of a bolt, bolt nut. and washer securing the plug

to the cylinder and means secured to the cylinder head by

the bolt and extended throuKh the plug and washer adapt-

ed to anchor the plug and bolt nut and washer from rota-

tion on the head and on each other

2. The combination with a carrier cylinder and felt

plug thereon of a bolt, bolt nut, and washer securing rhe

plug to the cylinder and means secured to the cylinder

head by the bolt and extended through the plug and
washer adapted to anchor the plug and bolt nut and
washer from rotation on the head and on each other, said

securing and anchoring means being shielded by the felt

plug.

3. The combination with a carrier cylinder and a felt

plug thereon, of a bolt, bolt nut, and washer securing the

plug to the cylinder head, and an anchor plate consisting

of a sheet metal disk between the bolt-head and cylinder,

provided with arms passing through the head, plug and

bolt washer, and engaging the sides of the bolt nut.

4. The combination with a carrier cylinder and a felt

plug thereon, of a bolt centrally securing the plug to the

cylinder head by a washer and nut countersunk in the

felt plug, and an anchor plate consisting of a sheet metal

disk clamped between the cylinder head and bolt head,

arms Integral with the disk passing through apertures In

the cylinder head, felt plug and washer, bent against the

outer side of the washer and the facets of the nut.

5. The combination with a carrier cylinder and a felt

plug thereon, secured together by a central bolt, and bolt

nut and washer of an anchor plate having an apertured

body disk of sheet metal between the bolt head and cylin-

der head, and parallel strips of sheet metal integral with

the disk passing through apertures In the cylinder head,

plug and bolt washer, adapted to be bent flat against the

outer Bide of the washer and the facets of the bolt nut,

the bolt nut, washer and projecting portions of the anchor

arms being countersunk deeply into the face of the plug.

886,497. SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR TELEPHONE
LOCAL TOLL OR PAY STATIONS. Jambs Haibison.

St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 10, 1906. Sertal No. 259,792.

1. In a coin collecting or pay station for telephone sys-

tems, the combination with a supporting member in the

line of movement of the coins for receiving the impact of

the coins and to suspend the first coin in position to eCTect

the deposit of succeeding coins Into a suitable depository,

and means associated with the supporting member for

holding the coin thereon and which when mov*d permits

the suspended coin to pass from the supporting member

and be refunded.

2. In a coin collecting or pay station for telephone sys-

tems, the combination with a fixed supporting member in

the line of movement of the coins for receiving the Impact

of the coins and to suspend the first coin In position to

effect the deposit of succeeding coins Into a suitable de-
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posltory, a stop for holding said susppndod coin on the

supporting member, and means for moving the stop to

permit the coin to pass from the supporting member and
be refunded.

3. In a coin collecting or pay station for telephone sys-

tems, the combination with a coin chute leading to a suit-

able depository and having a lateral refunding chute, a

fixed Supporting memb<»r for receiving the impact of the

coins and adapted to support the first coin in such posi-

tion that succeeding coins will l.v deflected thereby Into

the depository, tht- said supporting member being inclined

so that the coin supported thereon tends to move by

gravity into the refunding chute, a stop in the path of the

supported coin to obstruct the passage of the same
through the refunding chute, and means for moving the

stop to permit the coin to move into the refunding chute.

4. In a coin collecting or pay station for telephone sys-

tems, the combination with a main chute having a refund-

ing chute, a supporting member adjacent the entrance of

the refunding chute for suspending a coin In position to

deflect succeeding coins Into a suitable depository, a stop

normally In position to hold the coin on the supporting

member and obstruct Its passage through the refunding

chute, and electromagnetic means for withdrawing the

stop to permit the coin to pass into the refunding chute.

6 In a coin collecting or pay station device, for tele-

phone exchanges, the combination with a coin race for the

passage of the coins through the device, said race termi-

nating at its lower end in a refunding chute and a deposit

chute, of a relatively stationary supporting member at the

mouth of the refunding chute upon which the coins tend

to fall In passing through the coin race, a movable stop

to hold a coin In suspension upon said stationary support-

ing member, said suspended coin when held In suspension

being In such position that the succeeding coins falling

through the race strike the same and are thereby directed

beyond the stationary supporting member and into the

depositing channel, whereby they are deposited in the till

or cash box. and electromagnetic means under the con-

trol of the central office for withdrawing said movable
stop to permit the suspended coin to move from the sup-

porting member and be returned to the calling party.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oazette.]

8 8 6.498. SYSTEM FOR MEASURED TELEPHONE
SERVICE .Tames Harrison. St r>oul8. Mo Filed

May in. 1905 Serla: No 259,793

1 The combination with a calling and a called tele-

phone line, of a cord circuit to loop the lines together for

conversation, a manually operated key or switch to send
current out over the calling line, an electromagnetic de-

vice upon the calling line operated by the current so sent

thereover, a pair of relays, a signal and a circuit therefor.

normally open contacts of one of said relays and normally
clost-d contacts of the other of said relays in the circuit of

said signal, the first of said relays being operated when
the called subscriber responds to thereby operate the said

signal and the other relay being operated when the said

key or switch is depressed to thereby retire the said signal,

and a loclclng circuit for the latter relay to suitably main-
tain said signal inert, said locking circuit including con-

tacts of the first named relay whereby when the latter is

again degnerglzed the second relay is also deenergized.

._;k

I I

2. In a telephone system, the combination with a calling

and called telephone line, of a cord circuit to connect the

lines together for conversation, n manually operated key

or switcli In the answering end of the cord circuit to send
out current over the calling line, an electromagnetic de-

vice upon the calling line adapted to be operated by the

current so sent thereover, a relay associated with the cord

circuit actuated when the called subscriber responds, a

signal initially operated by said relay to indicate the re-

sponse of the called subscriber, a second relay associated

with the cord circuit to retire said signal when actuated,

the circuit of which relay includes the normally open
contacts of the first named relay and normally open
contacts of said key or switch, whereby when the first re-

lay is energized and the key operated the second relay is

also operated.

3. In a telephone system, the combination with a calling

and a called telephone line, of a cord circuit to connect the

lines together for conversation, a manually operated key or

switch in the answering end of the cord circuit to send out

current over the calling line, an electromagnetic device

upon the calling line adapted to be operated by the current

so sent thereover, a relay associated with the cord circuit

actuated when the called subscriber responds, a signal

initially operated by said relay to Indicate the response of

the called subscriber, a second relay associated with the

cord circuit to retire said signal when actuated, the cir-

cuit of which relay Includes the normally open contacts of

the first named relay and normally open contacts of said

key or switch, whereby when the first relay Is energized

and the key operated, the second relay Is also operated,

and a locking circuit for said second relay to maintain the

same energized as long as the first named relay is actu-

ated.

4. In a telephone system, the combination with calling

and called telephone lines, of a cord circuit to connect

the lines together for conversation, a manually operated

key or switch In the answering end of the cord circuit

to send out current over the calling line, an electromag-

netic device upon the calling line operated by current so

sent thereover, a relay associated with the cord circuit and

actuated when the called subscriber responds, a signal

Initially operated by said relay to Indicate the response of

the called subscriber, a source of currert for said signal, a

second relay initially operated from the same source as

said signal by the operation of said manual key or switch,

said latter relay serving when operated to retire said sig-

nal, and means for maintaining said signal in retirement

during the remainder of the connection

5. In a common battery telephone system, the combina-
tion with calline and called telephone lines, of a cord clr-
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cult to connect the lines together for donrerRation, a com-
mon source of current at the central office to provide the
•ubacrlber's lines with current for conversational parposea
and for the operation of various telephonic apparatus at
the central office, a manually operated ley or switch In the
answering »'nd of the cord circuit to send out current over
the calilnj? line, an electromajfnetlc d»vlce upon the call-

Int; line operated by the current so sent thereover, a relay
operated by current from said common source over the
called line, a sl^'nal controlled by said relay and
actuated by ourr>'nt from said source to indicate the
response of the called subscriber, a second relay also
Initially energized from said source and operated when
current Is s^nt out ovpr the calling iliie to operate said
electromagnetic d^vlcf". the latter relay serving to retire
said signal, and a locking circuit for aald latter relay to
maintain said si^rnal In retlr»>ment durlag the connection.

[Claims 6 to ]i) not printed in the (Jaiette.]

886,499 TELEPHONE TOLL - BOX. Jambs Habbison,
St. Louis, Mo Filed Jan 12, 1906 Berlal No. 295.793.

J4

1. In a coin collecting or pay station device for tele-

phone exchanges, the combination with means for suspend-
ing the first coin In position to be refunded when desired,
and means moved into position by said first coin for depos-
iting the succeeding coins while the flrat coin remains in
suspension.

2. In a coin eolUcting or pay station device for tele-

phone exchanges, the combination with means for suspend-
ing the first coin In position to be ref«nded and means
moved Into operative position by said coin for automatic-
ally depositing the succeeding coins, wftlle the first coin
remains in suspension.

3. In a coin collecting or pay statlo* device for tele-
phone exchanges, the combination with means for suspend-
ing the first coin in position to be refunded, and means in-
dependent of the operator and automatically moved into
operative position by said coin for depositing the succeed-
ing coins, while the first coin remains in suspension.

4. In a coin collecting or pay station device for tele-
phone exchanges, the combination with a coin race for the
passage of coins through the device, of means for suspend-
ing the first coin in position to be refunded, and means
automatically moved by said first coin In position to de-
posit the succeeding coins, while the Irst coin is sus-
pended,

5 In a coin collecting or pay station device for tele-
phone exchanires, the combination with a coin race, for
the passage of coins through the device, of a suspending
device in which 'he first coin tends to ftll in Its passage
through said race, and means automatlaally moved to a
position by said coin for depositing the socceeding coips.

fOIaims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]
i

886.800. EXPLOSIVE - ENGINE. William R. Harris,
Columbus, Ohio, assignor to Patrick J. Shouvlin, Spring
field, Ohio. Filed Aug. 31, 1907. Serial No. 390,854.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion, with the Inlet and exhaust valves, of a lever plvot-

I

ally supported from a fixed part of the engine and adapted

to operate one of said valves, a second lever plvotally sup-

ported from the first-mentioned lever and adapted to oper-

ate the other valve, and independent means for actuating

each of said levers.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion, with inlet and exhaust valves, of a lever plvotally

supported from a fixed part of the engine and adapted to

operate one of said valves, means for operating said lever,

a second lever plvotally mounted on the first-mentioned

lever at a point between Its pivotal support and said actu-

ating means and adapted to operate the other valve, and
means for actuating the last-mentioned lever.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion, with the inlet and exhaust valves, of a lever having
a bearing formed therein, a shaft carried by a fixed part

of the engine and engaging said bearing, one end of said

lever being adapted to operate one of said valves, means
adapted to engage the opposite end of said lever to

actuate the same, a second lever mounted on the first-

mentioned lever and having Its fulcrum interposed be-

tween said bearing and said actuating means, one end of

said second lever being adapted to operate the other valve,

and means adapted to engage the opposite end of said

lever to actuate the same.

4. In an explosive engine, the combination, with a cyl-

inder. Inlet and exhaust valves therefor, stems for said

valves, and a governor, of a lever plvotally supported from
a fixed part of said engine and having one end adapted
to engage the stem of said exhaust valve, means actuated
by said engine for engaging the opposite end of said

lever to move the same about its pivotal center, a second
lever plvotally mounted on said first-mentioned lever at

a point Intermediate Its pivotal support and said actuat-

ing means, said second lever having one end adapted to en-

gage the stem of said Inlet valve, and meaqs actuated by
said engine for engaging the opposite end of said second
lever and moving the same about its pivotal support, and
means controlled by said governor for locking said first-

mentioned lever in such a position as to retain said ex-

haust valve In its open position.

5 In an explosive engine, the combination, with a cyl-

inder. Inlet and exhaust valves therefor, and stems for

said valves, of a lever plvotally supported from a fixed

part of said engine, a second lever plvotally supported
from said first-mentioned lever, the forward ends of said

levers being adapted to engage the stems of said exhaust
and inlet valves, respectively, and to operate the same,
cams rotatably mounted on said engine and adapted to en-

gage the rear ends of said levers to move the same about
their pivotal centers, a pivoted lever adapted to engage
said first -mentioned lever to bold the rear end thereof In

its lowermost position, and a governor adapted to operate
said pivoted lever to move the same into and out of en-

gagement with said first-mentioned lever

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oajiette.]
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886,501. SHOCK-ABSORBER. Gbobob L. Habvit. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to Harvey Friction Spring Company,
Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Dec. 2,

1905 Serial No 289,993.

(

.^'
-'"/

:#

1. A shock absorber comprising a spring loop having

its ends respectively In operative relation to the relatively

movable members, and a non-rotative cooperating member
embraced by said loop and in frlctional contact therewith.

2. A shock absorber comprising a spring loop having its

opposite ends In the path of the relatively movable mem-
bers, and a non-rotative cooperating member embraced

by said loop of a different form.

3. A shock absorber comprising a contractible loop and

a non rotative cooperating resistance member embraced
thereby of dlflferent contour, the contraction of said loop

causing a relative springing and sliding of the contacting

surfaces of said members, whereby frlctional resistance to

the contraction Is developed.

4 A shock absorber comprising a contractible loop and

a grooved member embraced by and frlctlonally engaging

said loop, l>elng of a different contour, whereby a relative

springing and sliding of the contacting surfaces Is caused

by the contraction of the loop

5. A shock absorber comprising a resilient member and

a non-rotative non-reslllent member having Inter engaging

frlctional surfaces which are non parallel, substantially as

described.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,502. MILLSTONE - DRESSING MACHINE. Robbbt
C. Helms, Dothan, Ala., assignor of one-half to Henry
A. Pearce. Dothan, Ala. Filed Feb. 6, 1908. Serial No.

414,636.

1. A mill stone dressing machine comprising a hollow

post or pedestal, means for securing the same In the axis

of a mill stone, a frame wholly supported by and rota-

tably mounted on said post and adjustable both longitudi-

nally and laterally with relation to said post, and operat-

ing means for a mill stone pick or dressing tool capable

of longitudinal movement in said frame.

2. A mill-stone dressing machine comprising a hollow

pedestal, a support rotatably mounted thereon and com-
posed of two spaced parallel arms, two spaced beams con-

nected to the parallel arms for longitudinal and trans-

verse adjustment thereon, a sliding carriage mounted on
said beams, a tool holder and actuating means therefor

mounted on the carriage, adjustable brace rods connected
to the beams, and a rotatable collar having oppositely-dis-

posed arms, said collar surrounding the post or pedestal

and the brace rods being adjustably connected to the oppo-
sitely-disposed arms.

3. A mlll-stone dressing machine comprising a suitable

post or pedestal, a frame mounted for rotation thereon,

spaced parallel beams longitudinally and transversely ad-

justable on the frame, a sliding carriage mounted for lon-

gitudinal movement in said l>eam8, a dressing tool, and
actuating means therefor mounted on the carriage, wind-

ing means mounted on the carriage, a friction member
connected to the actuating mechanism for the dressing

tool, other friction members mounted on the winding
means, means for bringing the friction members on the

winding means into individual active relation to the fric-

tion member on the tool-actuating means, and connections

from each winding means 10 the corresponding end of the

carriage.

4. A mlll-stone dressing machine comprising a post or

pedestal, means for fixing tlie same axially with relation

to the mill stone, a ^otafabie frame carried by the pedes-

tal, beams in fixed ref^ion one to the other and provided

with longitudinal grooves on their facing edges and with

longitudinal slots for the outer portion of their lengths,

means for adjusting the beams longitudinally, means for

adjusting the beams laterally with relation to the axis of

the post or pedestal, a sliding carriage mounted in the

grooves In the beams, a tool carrier and actuating means

therefor mounted on the carriage, separate winding means

mounted on the carriage and adapted to move the latter

in opposite directions, a friction coupling In operative rela-

tion to the winding means, means for rendering the

friction coupling active to either winding means, and con-

nections from each winding means to the carriage.

5. In a mlll-stone dressing machine, a carriage for the

dressing tool, means for propelling the carriage across the

mlll-stone comprising a friction element carried by the

actuating means for the dressing tool, other friction ele-

ments, means for bringing the last-named friction ele-

ments Individually into active relation to the first-named

friction elements, and connections between said friction

elements and the carriage carrying the dressing tool.

886.503 COMBINED DOOR HOLDER AND BUMPER.
Joseph B. Hightoweb, Aiken, S. C. Filed Jan. 2. 1908.

Serial No. 409,097,

t
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886,504 HARNESS William B. Hiiton. Atlanta, Ga
Filed Aug 2«. liH)?. Serial No. :im,2-20.

^^4
i)

1. In a harri'-ss. thf- combination with a saddle, of a
strap attached to each sidt^ therpof extending forwardly
and adapted to be connected to the neck yoke, a second
strap attached to each sld*- of said saddle and extending
rearwardly, a short back strap attached to the crupper, the
said rearwardly extending strap being attached to this

back strap, cross straps attached to tha back strap near
the crupper and adapted to eitf-nd around the horse on
opposite sides, and a longitudinal strap ndapted to lie be-

neath the animal and to be connected at its forward end
to the neck yok>» and at its rear to the ends of the cross
straps.

2. In a harness, the combination with a saddle, of a
strap attached to each side thereof extending forwardly
and adapted to be connected to the np<ik yoke, a second
strap attached to each side of said saddle and extending
rearwardly. a short back strap attached to the crupper,
th»- said rearwardly extending strap belnf attached to this
back strap, and a third strap attached ta each side of the
saddle and adapted to extend rearwardly and be connected
to the trace chain.

3 In a harness, the combination with a saddle, of a
strap attached to each side thereof exttnding forwardly
and adapted to b*" connect.'d to the neck yoke, and an addi-
tional strap attached to each side of the gaddle. extending
rearwardly and adapted to he connected to the trace chain. I

886.505 TOY William Hizbr. Detroit Mich, assignor
of one-half to H. Jay Hayes. Detroit, Mich Filed Dec.
.30. 1907 Slerlal No 408.644.

H86.506 AUTOMOHir^E He-nry K, Holsman, Chicago.
111. Filed Feb. 8, 1907, Serial No. 356.39,3.

1 In an automoblh'. the combination with the running
gears, of the steering wheel having its axle piroted there-
on, the body, and the steering wheel fender partly support-
ed by the steering wheel and partly by the body so as to
swing with the wheel

2. In an automobile, the combination with the running
gears, of the steering wheel having its axle pivoted there-
on, the body, and the steering wheel fender pivoted from
the body so as to swing with the wheel.

3. In an automobile, ttif combination with the running
gears, of the steering wheel having Its axles pivoted there-
on, the body, and the steering wheel fender supported at
its upper end by a pivotal connection with the body and
at its lower end by a non pivotal conner-tlon with the
axle of the steering wheel.

4 In an automobile, the combination with the running
gears, of the steering wheel having its axles pivoted there-
on, the body, the steering-wheel fender, the rod projecting
from the hody, pivotal connections between said rod and
the upper part of the fender, and a bar rigidly secured to
the steerlng-wheer axle projecting to the bottom of the
fender and secured thereto

5. In an automobile, the combination with the running
gears, of the steering wheels, the steering-wheel, axle-bar,
the steering-wheel axles pivoted thereto, and fenders piv-
oted at their upper ends to the body above the steering-
wheel axle pivot.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.507. MECHANICAL-IX)LL C.UtRlAGE Charles H.
Hood, Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Hood Manufactur-
ing Company, Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Filed Aug. 7. 1907. Serial No, 387.492.

In a device of the character specified. • parachute hav-
|

Ing a central reinforced portion, an arrow having a shoul-
der to detachably engage the reinforced portion of the
parachute, an image having a longitudinally extending !

opening to receive the arrow, a ring arranijed at the upper
\

end of the Image, a series of flexible eon»ectlng elements
arranged between the outer edge of the p«rachute and the

]

ring and a second series of connecting eUments arranged
jbetween the central portion of the paracft«te and the ring. 1

1. In a toy of the class described, the combination of a
truck, mounted on wheels, and having a crank axle, a body
mounted for rocking movement on the truck, a member
connecting the crank of the crank axle with the l>ody
whereby the latter Is actuated when the truck Is moved,
a figure arranged on the body of the truck and comprising
movable arms, a pitman member connecting the arms
with the crank aforesaid whereby said arms are moved
simultaneously with the body, and a flexible member con-
nected with the front portion of the body and attached to
the arms of the figure for the purpose specified.

2. In a toy of the class described, the combination of a
truck, a crank axle mounted thereon, a handle for moving
the truck, wheels supporting the track. ^ body mounted for
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rocking movement on the truck, a member connecting the

body with the crank of the axle whereby the latter Is

moved when the truck is moved, the body consisting of a

back, a seat, and sides, the t)aCk and seat being spaced apart,

a pitman member connected at its lower end with the crunk

aforesaid and passing through the space between the seat

and back of the body, a figure mounted on the body and

having movable arms connected with the uppir portion of

the pitman member, and a flexible meml)er connected with

the front portion of the sides of the body and attached to

the upper end of the pitman member for movement in the

manner described.

3 In a figure toy. the combination of a truck, a body

mounted thereon for rocking movement, axles at the front

and rear ends of the truck, the rear axle having a crank, a

member connecting the body with the crank whereby the

body Is actuated on movement of the truck, the body afore-

said including a spaced seat and back, a pitman meml)€r

connected at one end to the crank and passing between the

seat and back, and a flexible member attached to the front

portion of the body and connected with the upper end of

the pitman member.

8 8 6.608, STEERING DEVICE FOR AUTOMOBILES
Joseph Horat. La Fayette. Ind Filed Oct. 22, 1907.

Serial No. 30H.H21'.

A Steering device for automobiles and like vehicles com-

prising an operating-shaft provided at one end with exte

riorly located threads, a sleeve surrounding the threaded

portion of said operating-shaft and adapted to be actuated

thereby, racks secured to both sides of said sleeve, toothed-

segments adapted to engage the racks, means for adjust

ing the racks towards and from the segments, means for

securing said racks, a rock-shaft actuated by the segments,

and a housing to envelop said steering device

886.509. SHEET - METAL SIFTER TOP CAN OR BOX.
John M. Hothkbsall, Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to

.American Can Company. New Y'ork. N \ . a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 24, 1906. Serial No. 331.893.

-i

1. in a sifter top can or box. having a bottom head ir-

removably seamed or secured to the head or body thereof,

the combination with a top plate irremovably seamed or

secured to the body of the can or box and provided with a

depressed center havint; integral pivot tongues, and a

raised annular portion having holes or perforations there-

in arranged in two circular rows of six holes In each row,

with the holes in one row staggered in respect to those in

the other, of a rotary closing plate provided with a de-

pressed center furnished with a central pivot slot or open-

ing having stop edges or margins engaging the pivot

Tongues on the top plate to limit the rotary movement of

ttie closing plate, said closing i)late being provided with

an annular raised portion having a series of holes or per-

forations therein arranged in two circular rows of six

holes in each row, the holes in the inner row staggered

in respect to those in the outer row, said closing plate

being provided with Integral marginal lips upwardly coiled

Into cylindrical rows to form finger pieces for turning the

rotary closing plate, substantially as specified

2. In a sifter top can or box. the combination with the

sheet metal body, of a perforated top plate irremovably

seamed to said body and provided with a depressed center

having Integral pivot lips, and a raised annular portion

furnished with holes or perforations, and a rotary closing

plate provided with a depressed center having a central

four sided pivot slot, and furnished with a raised center

having discharge holes or perforations therein, the edges

of the pivot slot engaging said pivot tongues and serving

as stops to limit the turning movement of the rotary clos

ing plate and register It with the top plate in Its open

and closed positions, substantially as specified.

3. In a sifter »top can or box, the combination with a

sheet metal body, of a perforated top plate irremovably

seamed to said body, and provided with a depressed center

having integral pivot lips, and a raised annular portion

furnished with holes or perforations, and a rotary closing

plate provided with a depressed center having a central

four sided pivot slot, and furnished with a raised center

having discharge holes or perforations therein, the edges

of the pivot slot engaging said pivot tongues and serving

as stops to limit the turning movement of the rotary

closing plate and register it with the top plate in its open

and closed positions, said rotary closing plate having

integral marginal colled lips forming finger pieces, sub

stantlally as specified.

4 In a sifter top can, the combination with a top plate

having a series of discharge holes therein, and integral

pivot tongues arranged In respect to said discharge holes,

and a rotary closing plate having a non circular pivot slot

through which said pivot tongues are inserted, said pivot

hole having stop edges engaging said pivot tongues to

limit the turning of the closing plate and said closing

plate having a series of discharge holes coSperatlvely ar-

ranged in respect to the stop edges of said pivot slot in

said closing plate, substantially as specified.

886.510 HOLDER FOR CORN AND THE LIKE George

P, Hkukt. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Filed July 11.

1907. Serial No 383.358.

1. A holder for corn and the like, comprising a sword

shaped lance portion and a reduced portion extending

therefrom, a guard abutting the shoulder formed at the

inner end of said lance portion and a hilt Inserted over

said reduced end, and a separable handle having a socket

engaging said hilt. subBtantlally as described.

2. A holder for corn and the like, comprising a sword

shaped lance portion and a reduced portion extending

from the Inner end of said lance portion, a tapered hilt

Inserted over said reduced portion and a separable handle

having a tapered socket corresponding to and fitting over

said hilt, substantially as described.
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8 8 8,511 SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOB H0R8K-
BLANKETS. LAP ROBES. Ac John E. Hdstbe, Lex-

ington. Ky. Filed Apr 15, 1905. Serial No. 256,775.

'^w"»«."|^^/

'i:.
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Comblnt-d wirti a horse blankft. a c^mtrally disposed

loDKitiidlnal chain pxtf-ndlng from end to end of the
blanket, a ci-ntrally dispos-^d transverse chain extending
from side to sld>' of the blanket, a short chain at one end
of said blanket oonnected mid way to one end of Bald
longitudinal chain, a sheath for each chain made of flexi-

ble material wholly surrounding said chain, the edges of
the sheathlnkT material being Joined together and to said
blanket by stitcliini;. additional metallic fastenings pass-

ing at intervals through the blanket, chain links and
sheath, and an interengaglng locking device on each end
of said short chain.

886,512. RETINOSCOPE, OPHTHAL.VCOSCOPE. AND
TFIE LIKE Charlbs C. I.vskekp, Otttmwa. Iowa, and
Egbert (Jowi.la.sd and Chakle.s S. GtiwLLA.vD, Croy-
don, England Filed July 17. 1906. Serial No. 328,639.

-•

1. la a retlnoscnpe. ophthalmoscope or the like, the
combination of a mirror, a source of ligljt, a stationary
condanslng lens, and an adjustable condenjing lens.

2. In a retlnoscope, ophthalmoscope or the like, the
combination with an angularly arranged mirror having an
elliptical reflecting surface, of a casing, aad a condensing
lens and a source of light In said casing, said lens and
source of light being adjustable relatively t» each other.

3. In a retlnoscope. ophthalmoscdpe of the like, the
combination of a mirror with a dla^/hragu having an el

liptlcal aperture.

4. In a retlnoscope. ophthalmoscope oj the like, the
combination of a mirror, a diaphragm having an elliptical

aperture mounted upon .=!ald mirror, a source of light, a

stationary condensing lens, and an adjustable condensing
lens.

5. In a retlnoscope, ophthalmoscope or the like, the
combination of a mirror, a diaphragm having an elliptical

aperture mounted upon said mirror, a source of light, and
an adjustable condensing lens.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the (iazette.

)

886,513. FUEL SPRAYER FOR INTERNAL-COMBUS-
TION MOTORS. Howard A. Johnston, Toronto, Onta-
rio. Canada. Filed Apr. 22, 1007. Serial No, 369.522.

•>

^ •A '*Ji

1 In an internal (ombustion ui.itur u spraying ilevice

for fuel, comprising a casing having an air chamber
formed therein, a plurality of passages for air, leading
from said chamber; an oil chamber; and a plurality of
passages for fuel, leading from said oil chamber and each
opening into one of the air passages at an angle thereto,
substantially as described.

2. In an Internal combustion motor a spraying device
for fuel, comprising a casing having an air chamber
formed therein, a plurality of passages for air, leading
from said chamber ; an oil chamber ; and a plurality of
passages for fuel, leading from said oil chamber and each
opening into one of the air passages at an angle thereto.
and a common outlet for all the passages, substantially as
descrlijed.

3. In an internal combustion motor a spraying device
for fuel, comprising a casing having a plurality of pas-
sages formed therein for air, and a plurality of passages
for fuel, each opening into one of the air passages at an
angle thereto ; a common outlet for all the passages ; and
a common Inlet for all the air passages and a common in-

let for all the fuel passages, substantially as described.

4. In an internal combustion motor a spraying device
for fuel, comprising a casing having a plurality of longi-

tudinal pa8.sages formed therein for air, a plurality of

passages for fuel, each opening across one of the air pas
sages ; a chamber receiving the atomized fuel : a second
set of longitudinal air passages ; and a plurality of pas-

sages each connecting one of these latter air passages with
the said chamber, substantially as described.

5. In an Internal combustion motor a spraying device

for fuel, comprising a casing having a plurality of longi-

tudinal passages formed therein for air, a plurality of pas-

sages for fuel, each opening across one of the rflr passages ;

a chamber receiving the atomized fuel ; a second set of

longitudinal air pa.ssages ; a plurality of passages each
connecting one of these latter air passages with the said

chamber ; and a common Inlet for all the air passages and
a common Inlet for all the fuel passages, substantially as

described.
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886,514. I^DOER.
Filed Dec. 9. 1907

Rki'BE.n R. Jones, Sprague. Wash.

Serial No. 405,807.

1. A ladder con^rWhls longitudinal strips, rounds Inier-

mediate said strips, clamptas plates designed to engage

mid strips and hold the flUW frictionally against said

rounds, t\\^• end-* of the rounds extending beyond the outer

faces of said strips, tru«-: plei es fastened to the project-

ing ends of said nunds. tln' out' r f ,i( e of one of said strips

being grtoved. a nd im unied in said groove, raps fitted

to the ends of the strips and to said truss pieces and

through which caps the rod p.is-es, .ind nut.s mounted upon

the threaded ends of snid rods, as set forth.

2. A ladder c( mprlsin : Imzitudinal strips, rounds In-

termediate snld strips, clanoilrii; [ilatis deslL-ned to engage

said strips and hold the siiiue frictionally against said

rounds, the ends of the rounds extending beyond the outer

faces of said strips, truss pieces fastened to the project-

ing ends of said rounds, the outer face of one of said strips

being jtrooved, a rod mcunted In said groove, caps fitted to

the ends of the strips and to said truss pieces and through

which caps the rod passes, nuts mounted upon the thread-

ed ends of s.nid rods, and a bar flxe.i to said rounds Inside

said strips, as set forth.

8 8 6 . .n 1 TURBINE. .\LK\AM>ER J(!DE, Birmingham.

England, assignor to Belllss & Morcom Limited. Bir-

mingham, England. Filed Oct. 3. 1906. Serial No.

337,253.

/

1. Means for securing turbine blades formed from a

strip of uniform section to their carrying elements, com-

prising an undercut ring groove in the carrying element,

and a bifurcated shank formed Intecrally with the blade,

and means for directing the bifurcations into the undercut

portions of the groove which means consists of a longitu

dlnal rod.

2. Means for securing turbine blades formed from a

strip of uniform section, to their carrying elements, com

prising an undercut ring groove in the carrying element,

and a bifurcated shank formed integrally with the blade

and means for directing the bifurcations into the undercut

portion of the groove which means consists of a notched

longitudinal rod.

3. Mians for securing turbine blades formed from a

strip of uniform section to their carrying elements, com-

prising an undercut ring groove in the carrying element,

and a duplicated bifurcated shank formed Integrally with

the blade, and means for directing the bifurcations into

the undercut portions of the groove.

4. Means for spacing turbine blades, formed from a

strip of uniform section, comprising an undercut ring

groove in their carrying elements, and a filling piece hav-

ing a fang which on being forced into the ring groove will

be distorted to occupy the recess beneath the overhanging

wall of the groove.

5. Means for spacing turbine blades formed from a strip

of uniform section, comprising an undercut ring groove in

their carrying elements, a bifurcated filling piece, and

means for directing the bifurcations into the undercut

portions of the groove.

I Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.516 FEET* WATER lli:.\TFR FOR BOILERS. RiCH-

ARP Kabi.itz, Riga. Russia Filed Mar. 6, 1907. Serial

No. 360,866.

?n^iTTfr*fff
1. A feed water heater comprising in combination, a

lK>dy structure provided with a plurality of cleaning open-

ings and a plurality of pipe connecting channels, by-passes

connecting said channels, and a plurality of ribbed pipes

or tubes connected with each other and secured to said

body structure in communication with said channels, the

disposition of said pipes t)elng such that a plurality there-

of are closely grouped about each opening.

2. A feed water heater comprising in combination, a

supporting structure provided with a plurality of cleaning

openings and a plurality of pipe connecting channels, by-

passes connecting said channels, a plurality of rlbl)ed pipes

or tul>e8 depending from said structure and connected

with each other and in communication with said channels,

a plurality of said pipes being grouped about each opening

in close proximity thereto, and a cleaning device adapted

to be inserted through any one of said openings to clean

the exterior portions of the plurality grouped about the

used opening.

3. .\ feed water heater comprising in combination, a

body structure provided with a plurality of pipe connect-

ing channels serially arranged to provide a serial course

for the feed water from a point of Ingress to a point of

egress, by-p&sses connecting said channels to provide a

short circuit egress for the confined gases therein, and a

plurality of ribbed pipes or tubes communicating with said

channels and connected with each other to form with said

channels a complete serial course for the water from tl e

point of Ingress to the point of egress, said structure be-
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ing proTlded wttb a plurality of cleanln|; op«DlDg8 and a

plurality of said pipes being grouped about each opening
In close proxlmiry thereto In a manner to be accessible to a

oi'-anlng device Inserted through any one of said openings.

i.517

Ohio.

Ohio

TROLLEY - HARP HcoH W. Kimks,
assikjnor of two-thirds tn J l\ V'alle,

Filed Jan. 13, 1908. Serial No H0.6t}4.

Dayton.

Dayton,

L In a trolley harp and axle, a split oullar, means for
clamping the sections on the axie, and means for locking
the clamp in set position, snbstantlaily as described.

2. In a trolley-harp and axle, a split collar, means for
clamping the sections on the axle, and mtans for pinning
the axle in the collar and alao locking the clamp in Its set
position, sobstantlally as described.

^ In a trolley-harp and axle, a split collar, independent
sleeves connecting the split ends of the collar with the
outer rim of the harp limb, and two single ended bolts,
clamping means secured within said sleeve*, and means for
looking said clamping means In set position, substantially
as described.

i In a trolley-harp and axle, one of th« limbs having a
collar split adjacent to an exteriorly cut oat portion of the
limb.s. sleeves connecting the split ends of the collar with
th^ rim of the limb, means for clamping the collar on the
axl^'. and a pin passed through the collar, axle, and clamp-
ing means, holding the latter In set position, substantially
as described.

Michael KlembNTIS
1907.

and
8e-

88H.51S. GRAIN HEATER
Jrm.v Sebastian, Chicago, 111. Failed Sept. tJ

rial No. 391.599.
[

1. In a device of thp class described the combination
with an Innpr and an outer cyllndt>r. art having a plu-
rality of projoctlons f-xtendlng towards th« other of means
for rotating one of the same, means for lieatlng said cyl-
inders and tho Intervening space, ra»'ans for distributing
material evenly into the Intervening space between said
cyltnd»>rs. a r^-movable discharge hopp<>r. a valvp controlled
outlet therefor and a removable bottom plat, for the inner
cylinder.

2. In a dpvlce of the class described the combination
with a hopper, of concentrically arranged cylinders be-
neath the same each having projections extending towards
the other, moans for rotating one of said cylinders, a de-
flector In the hopper adapted to direct material between
tb» cylinders, a h*-ating coil fo.- each cylinder, and a valve
controlled discharge hopper beneath the cylinders.

'^. In a devlrv of the class described tjie combination
with a hopper of a pair of cylinders beneath the same, one
within the oth^r, means for distributing frraln evenly to
the space between said cylinders, means for throwing the

grain alternately against said cylinders a.s it passes there-
f>etween, and means for heating said cylinders and the In-

tervening space

4 In a device of the class described the combination
with a frame of a hopper thereon, an inner and an outer
cylinder supported beneath said hopper, a plurality of
projections on each cylinder directed towards the other
cylinder, a heating coil for each cylinder, a conical de-
flector in said hopper adapted to direct material between
said cylinders, means for rotating the inner cylinder and
a valve controlled discharge hopper beneath said cylinders.

5. In a device of the class described the combination
with a frame of a hopper thereon, a shaft journaled in
said frame beneath the hopper, a cylinder rigidly engaged
thereon, means for rotating said cylinder, steam coils for
said cylinders, a deflector covering the Inner cylinder aAd
adapted to direct material into the space between said
cylinders, a plate adapted to close the bottom of the inner
cylinder, a discharge hopper, a restricted outlet thereon
and a vertically movable ball valve In said outlet.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaxette.

]

886,519 INTERNAL (OMHISTION ENGINE. Jame.s
R K.viCKERBoc KER. I ndlanapolls. Ind . assignor of on<'

half to Thomas A Conlee. Indianapolis. Ind Filed May
.•?!. 1905 Serial No l'«.1.056

?

1. In an Intf'rnal combustion engine, the combination
with a cylinder and piston, of an inlet valve It^adlni: Into
the cylinder, a jacket surrounding the cylinder, and a
communicating passage between said jacket and the Inlet

valve, said jacket being provided with a plurality of inlet

openings through which the air supply for the engine will
be sucked, the area of the inlet valve being greater than
the total area of the openings leading into the air jacket.

2. In an internal coiubustion engine, the combination of
a cylinder, an air jacket surrounding the cylinder and hav-
ing Its end arranged adjacent the end of the cylinder and
provided with a plurality of perforations leading toward
the cylinder head, a piston In said cylinder, an Inlet valve
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leading into the cylinder, a communicating passage be-

tween the air jacket and the inlet valve, and a check valve

in said passage, the said Inlet valve h»vlng a greater area

than the total area of the perforations leading into the

air jacket.

:i In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a cylinder, an air jacket surrounding the cylinder and hav-

ing Its end provided with a plurality of perforations lead-

ing toward the cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, an Inlet

valve leading into the cylinder, said Inlet valve being of

greater area than the total area of the perforations lead-

ing Into the air Jacket, a communicating passage between

the air Jacket and the inlet valve, and a plurality of

radiating members across the air jacket and engaging the

cylinder walls.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a cylinder, an air jacket surrounding the cylinder and

having its end adjacent the cylinder walls and provided

with a plurality of perforations leading toward the cyl-

inder head, a piston In said cylinder, an inlet valve leading

Into the cylinder, said inlet valve being of greater area

than the total area of the perforations leading Into the

air jacket, a communicating passage between the air

jacket and the Inlet valve, and a plurality of tubular mem-

bers extending across the air jacket and engaging the cyl-

inder walls at their Inner ends the outer ends of said

tubular members being left open.

888,620 AUTOMOBILE. Emil Koeb, Leipsic, Ohio.

Filed Apr. 24, 1907. Serial No. 369,919.

_-«x:,i.

1. In an automobile, the combination, with the main

frame, an axle plvotally connected thereto, and ground

wheels carried by said axle, of an auxiliary frame secured

to said axle and having one end adapted to move in a verti-

cal plane, driving mechanism carried by said auxiliary

frame, and means for operatively connecting said driving

mechanism to said ground wheels.

2. In an automobile, the combination, with a main

frame, an axle plvotally connected thereto and adapted

to move about a vertical and a horizontal axis, and ground

wheels carried by said axle, of an auxiliary frame secured

at one end to said axle and connected at the other end to

said main frame, driving mechanism carried by said

auxiliary frame, and means for operatively connecting

said driving mechanism to said ground wheels

3. In an automobile, the combination, with a main

frame, an axle plvotally connected thereto and adapted

to move about both a vertical and a longitudinal hori-

lontal axis, and ground wheels carried by said axle, of an

auxiliary frame secured to said axle, driving mechanism

carried by said auxiliary frame, and means for operatively

connecting said driving mechanism to said ground wheels.

4. In an automobile, the combination, with a main

frame, an axle plvotally connected thereto and adapted

to move about a vertical axis and both transverse and

longitudinal horizontal axes, and ground wheels carried

by said axle, of driving mechanism supported from said

axle, and means for operatively connecting said driving

mechanism to said ground wheels.

B. In an automobile, the combination, with a main

frame, an axle plvotally connected thereto, and ground

134 0. G.—
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wheels mounted on said axle, of an auxiliary frame se-

cured at one end to said axle, resilient means for con-

necting the opposite end of said auxiliary frame to said

main frame, driving mechanism carried by said auxiliary

frame, and means for operatively connecting said driving

mechanism to said ground wheels.

(Claims 6 to 33 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,521. SAMPLE-HOLDER. IsitKjRK J. Kor.mk, Mem-
phis, Tenn. Hied June 28, 1907 Serial No. 381,326.

J

zr

+• r

1. A foldable sample holder consisting of two thick-

nesses of paper secured together, a tape between said

thicknesses and secured therein and having its ends pro-

jecting beyond the ends thereof and one of said ends

extending through a slit In the folding line at the lower

end of said holder whereby to aflford means for the re-

moval of said holder from Ita position within a bolt of

cloth.

2. A sample-holder comprising two sheets of paper

glued together and confining between them tape, of a

length greater than said sheeU, flaps foldable on the sides

and lower end of said sheets, and a slit through the fold-

ing line of said lower end flap and through which one end

of said tape extends, whereby the two ends of the tape

are caused to project from the sample-holder when the

same is inserted In a bolt of cloth and to afford grasping

means to withdraw it therefrom.

886,522. MOUTH-SPECULUM. Nicholas W, Ktl», Col-

fax. 111. Piled June 11, 1906. Serial No. 321.136.

-^^-^

1. A veterinary mouth speculum comprising two pairs

of members adapted to be located at either side of the

horse's mouth and slotted at their forward ends to re-

ceive mouth-plates ; each pair of members being hinged

together near their rear ends and one of said meml>ers

formed at Its rear end with a bore or slot while the rear

end of the other member Is bifurcated to form ears pierced

to receive a plvot-pln ; a bolt having a flat head or plate

which latter Is pivoted between said ears and slotted be-

yond the pivot to receive a cheek-strap, the threaded por-

tion of the bolt extending loosely through the bore or

Blot In the other member ; a winged nut threaded on the

extended end of the bolt, and a cheek-strap connected

to the flat-head of the bolt ; together with the mouth plates

extending hetween the pair of members and attached there-

to, substantially as herein shown and described.

2. In a veterinary mouth speculum of the character

described, the combination with the pivoted members and

mouth plates attached thereto, the pivoted members be-
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ing pitended at their rpar ends beyond the plTot ; of an
adjusting-bolt having a fiat head or plate at one end and
threaded at Its other end, the flat head or plate of aald
bolt t)eing pivoted to th*> rear end of one of the pivoted
members and slotted In the rear of the pivot to receive a
strap while the threaded portion of tfce bolt loosely en-

gages the rear end of the other pivoted member, and a
wingpd nut threaded on the bult. as herein shown and
described. .

88ti.52:?. SPARK I'LIG FOR EXPLOSION - ENGINES.
Ellsworth a La Hah, Forestvllle, Conn., assignor to

.John B Smith. New Britain. Conn. Plied Aug. 30. 1907.
Sorlal No. ;{1>0.84 4.

1 .V spark plug oomprlsinkc a holdiOg socket, having
an Internal seat, a tuhiilnr oap for said socket, an insulator
complete In itself and a mlddlo sleeve permanently con
npoted with rh.> snid i-ompl-r,. insulatf.r. thp said sIppvp
being fitted within fhf said sock^-t and to the said seat
therein for holdinc tfi" insulator In tl»e socket through
the said sleeve

2. A spark plug comprLsing a holding socket having an
infera;il s.ar of a finical form, a tubular cap for said
socket, an insulator complete in ifsflf. aUd a middle sleeve
within which the said insulator i.s momnted. the lower
f>nd of the said slepve being und^r cut 0) rtt the conoldal
seat of th*> said socket.

:: .V spark plug cimiprisiiii; an insulatur consisting of an
Insulating body formed of difTeront pieces, a middle me-
tliat of the said body portion, which l>ody portion pro-
jects from faoh end of thp said sleovf>. ajid a (•••ntral tube
by mpans of which th» said slp"Vf and insulating body
are held togptht>r as <ini> ciunpl-fp and detachable Insu-
lator

4 A spark plug comprising an insulat.ir consisting of an
insulating t«>dy form, d of different ple«es, a middle me-
tallic sifevc surrounding the middle portion of the said
Insulating body, and a central body tube connecting as
one part thp several parts of the complete insulator

5. \ spark plug comprising an insulator consisting of an
insulating body portion composed of mica and porcelain,
a middle mftallic sl.'evp surrounding the middle portion
of the said Insulating body, a central l>ody tube having
a threaded ^nd and a nut for binding th« several parts as
one on thf said body tubp.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

SS6,524 BUST FORM OR DISPLAY RACK FOR SHIRT-
WAISTS AND SIMILAR GARMENTS. Max Litt,

i

Trenton. N. J. Filed June 5. 1907. Serial No. 377.470.
|

1. A display form made In one piece from a shingle sheet '

cut to shape and adapted to be folded to form a host and I

provided with separable means for coanectlng adjacent >

edges, and a detachable belt having oppositely extending
tabs for engagement with said fastening means.

1. .\ display form made in t)ne piece from a single sheet
of flexible material and comprising a back and two fronts
formed in one piece with slits extending longitudinally of
the fronts to form darts, the meeting edges of the seams
being provided with coacting separable fastening means.

;i .V display form made from a single sheet of flexible

material cut to form a bast when folded with the meeting
edges of the seams provided respectively with registering
slots and tongues md a detachable collar provided with
depending tongues along Its lower edge for engagement
with slots at the upper edge of the form.

886,52R. BELT FOR POWER TRANSMISSION. GiULiO
Magaldi. Bucclno. near Salerno. Italy Filed July 2,

1006. Serial No. 324.40.';

1 .V belt of the class described comprising a plurality
of longitudinal strips placed on edge and arrauKed adja-
cent to each other said strips being arranged in groups
and some of said groups bent In an undulate form, said un-
dulate groups being so i>laced relatively to each other as
to form openings l)et\veen them, fastening means connect-
ing the adjacent parts of said groups and rigid pieces ar-
ranged in said oi>enings and being of a thickness to force
the strips Into a pronounced undulate form capable of in-

creasing the elasticity of the belt

2. .\ belt of the class described comprising a plurality of
longitudinal strips placid on edge and arranged adjacent
to each other, said strips being arranged in groups and
some of said groups b«'nt in an undulate form, salii undu-
late groups being so placed one with respect to the other
as to form openings between them, rigid pieces in said
openings of a thickness to force the strips Into a pro-
nounced undulate form capable of incr'asing the elasticity

of the belt, and fastening means connecting adjacent parts
of said groups one with another and also connecting said
rigid pieces to said groups, said fastening means fastening
transversely through said strips and said rigid pieces

3 .V belt of the class described comprising a plurality of

longitudinal strips of suitable material placed on edge and
arranged adjacent to each other, some of said strips being
bent laterallv In reverse directions to form separate open-
ings between them, metallic pieces In said openings.
.said bent strips being arranged In groups separated by
groups of straight strips, both such groups t>elng connected
one to another by means of metallic pieces, penetrating
Into the Interior of both groups.

4. .\ belt of the class described comprising a plurality

of longitudinal strips of suitable material placed on edge
and arranged adjacent to each other, some of said strips

being bent laterally In reverse directions to form separate

\
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openings between them, metallic pieces In said openings,

said bent strips l)elng arranged In groups separated by

groups of straight strips, both groups being connected one

to another by means of metallic pieces arranged between

said groups, said metallic pieces penetrating into the in-

terior of both groups and fixed thereto.

.'. A belt of the class described comprising a plurality

of groups of longitudinal strips of suitable material placed

on edge, some of said strips being bent laterally In reverse

directions to form openings between certain of the strips,

rigid pieces in said openings between certain of the strips,

said groups being spaced apart, fastening devices securing

the strips of the respective groups together, and fastening

devices also securing the strips together and spanning the

space between the groups, iKJth fastening devices passed

transversely through .said strips and rigid pieces

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaiette ]

886,526. CARBrRETER. Walter L. Mark. .Tackson, Mich,

Filed Apr. 9, litOfi. Serial No, 310,685.

1 In a carbureter, the combination with a float cham-

ber, a float in said chamber, and mean.s operated by the

float for admitting liquid to said chamber, of an air

chamber extending downward within the float chamber and

closed at its lower end and open for the admission of air

at its upper end, a nozzle member extending upward with-

in the axis of the air chamber, a tubular member extend-

ing laterally from the air chamber and forming a passage

adapted to lead to the engine cylinder, a member within

the air chamber extending across the same and forming a

continuation of said pass.ige, a tubular mixing chamber

formed Integral with said last named member and extend-

ing downward within the air chamber, and means for

regulating the admission of air to the air chamber.

2. In a carbureter, the combination with a float cham-

ber, a float In said chamber, and means operated by the

float for admitting liquid to the float chamber, of an air

chamber, a member forming a transverse passage through

said air chamber, a mixing chamber opening from said

passage downward into the air chamber, a nozzle mem
ber communicating with the float chamber and extending

into the lower open end of the mixing chamber, laterally

extending members having passages forming a continua-

tion of the said transverse passage, and a valve adapted to

be opened by suction for admitting air to one end of said

transverse passage.

3, In a carbureter, the combination with a float cham-

ber, a float In said chamber, and means operated by said

float for admitting gasolene to the float chaml>er, of a cy

llndrlcal body forming an air chamber extending down-

ward In the axis of the float chamber and closed at it«

lower end, means for controlling the admission of sir to

its upper end. tubular members formed integral with said

body and extending laterally in opposite directions there-

from, a cylindrical member fitting within the body to ex-

tend across the same and connect the tubular memben
to form a continuous passage through the body, a

valve to close one end of said passage, a mixing chamber

opening into said passage and extending downward within

the air chamber, and a nozzle member communicating with

the float chamber and extending upward In the axis of the

air and mixing chambers

4. In a carbureter, the combination with a float cham-

ber, a float in said chamber, and means operated by said

float for admitting gasolene to the float chamber, of a cy-

lindrical body formed with an air chamber extending

downwardly in the axis of the float chamber, a cap for the

upper end of said body provided with openings for the ad-

ml.ssion of air thereto, a tubular member fitting within

the body and extending across the same to form a trans-

verse air passage therethrough, a tubular portion formed

Integral with said member and extending downward with-

in the air chamber to form a mixing chamber, a nozzle

member extending upward In the lower open end of the

mixing chamber, a mutilated disk seated upon the upper

side of the said tubular member within the body and

forming a valve to regulate the admission of air. and

means for turning said disk.

5. In a carbureter, the combination witli a float cham

ber. a float In said chamber, and means operated by said

float for admitting fluid to the chaml>er, of a cylindrical

body forming an air chamber the lower end of which ex-

tends downward into the float chamber and formed with

laterally extending tubular portions, a tubular member

fitting within the body to connect the laterally extending

tubular portions and form a continuous passage through

the body, a valve to close one end of said passage adapted

to be opened by suction, a mixing chamber formed integral

with said tubular member and extending downward in the

air chamber and open at Its upper end into the said pas-

sage, a nozzle member extending upward from the bottom

of the air chamber into the open lower end of the mixing

chamber, a valve controlling the admis-sion of air to the

upper end of the body, and a huitertiy valve in the said

passage.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazette.]

886,527. CARBURETER. Wai-tkr L. Mark. .lackson, Mich.

Filed Apr. 20. 1006. Serial No. 312,768.

1. In a carbureter, the combination with a float cham-

ber, and a float in said chamber, of a gasolene chamber,

a restricted passage connecting said float and gasolene

chambers, a mixing chamber within the axis of the gaso-

lene chamber, and a nozzle in the axis of the mixing cham-

ber In free communication with the gasolene chamber.

2. In a carbureter, the combination with a float chamber

and a float In said chamber, of a gasolene chamber formed

Integral with the float chamber with a restricted passage

connecting said chambers, a mixing chamber In the axis of

the gasolene chamber opening through the top thereof and

formed with an air Intake passage extending outward

through the side of said chamber, a nozzle extending up

» ard In the axis of the mixing chamlier and through the

bottom thereof in free communication with the gasolene

chamber, and a needle valve extending through the hot-
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torn of the gaaolene chamber and upward within the

|

3 In a float feed carbureter, a gaaolene chamber com-

munlcaang through a restricted paaaage with the float \

chamber, a mixing chamber In the axis «' «>« «"°'*°«
,

chamber opening through It. top and formed with an air 1

inlet opening through the side of said gasolene <:h»°>»>"-

a cylinder on the top of the ga«)lene chamber extending

laterally therefrom and formed with an air oP«°l°8 ^
Its side, said mixing chamber opening Into «>d

'^""f"
near one end thereof, a pipe forming part of the Intake

passage of the engine opening Into ^^e cylinder opportte

th. open end of the mixing chamber, and a tubular ralve

member movable longitudinally In said chamber to re-

strlrt the op*>Din*j Into the Intake pansagp *nd provided

with an opening to coincide with the opening In the cyl-

*°?'^
V carbureter comprising a float chamOer, an Inlet

valv. for said chamb^-r, a float to operate said valve,

a gasolene chamber communicating with tha float cham-

ber through a restricted passage, a mixing chamber in the

axl. of the gasolene chamber and having an air intake

passage opening through the side of the *ld gasolene

chamber, a hollow nozzle open at Its lower end and engag-

ing an opening in the bottom of the mixing chamber and

extending upward therein, a needle valte extending

through the bottom of the gaaolene chamber and upward

within the noBzle, a laterally extending cylinder on the

top of the gasolene chamber Into which cylinder the mixing

chamber opens and provided with an air opening In It.

side a pipe forming part of the intake passige of an en-

gine opening Into the cylinder opposite the mixing cham-

ber a valve movable longitudinally In said cylinder and

consisting of a tube having a V-shaped opening In It.

upper side, a notch in one end and cut awa, at Its lower

,lde at said end and a head to close the oppoalte end of

said tube, and a valve stem secured to the head and ex-

tending through the end of the cylinder.

arms, springs Interposed betwe«-n the heads on the bolts

and the upper sides of the arms, and means for rotatlvely

BBPportlng the rear end of the bed.

B The combination with the frame of a motor vehicle,

of a bed a motor secured to said bed with Its crank-shaft

extending longitudinally of the bed. a varlable-speed-trans-

mlMlon mechanism on the bed having a shaft extending

through a bearing In the end of the bed. arms extending

laterally from the bed at the forward end thereof to form

two point, of support for said end. one upon each side of

the frame, a cross bar on the frame, a bearing on the cross^

bar to rotatlvely support the rear end of the bed and

through which the transmission shaft extends, laterally

extending arms on the rear end of said bed. and yielding

means Interposed betww^n said arras and the cross bar.

[Claim. 8 to B not printed In the daiette.]

8S6 529 GRAIN-DOOR FOR R.\ILW.\Y CARS JOHM C
MAaxxs and John H Woodward. Avoca. Iowa. Mle<3

June S. 1907. S^'rlftl No :?TT.97T

8M6.'528 MOTOR-VEHICLE. Waltkh L. Marr. Jackson,

vilch Filed July 9. 1906. Serial No. 325,220.

1. The combination with the frame of a motor-vehicle,

of a motor supporting bed supported at one end upon the

side, of said frame, means for plvotally supporting the

opposite end of said bed to turn upon a horizontal axt.

extending longitudinally of the bed and yielding means

at pach side of said bed to resist Its turning.

^ The combination with the frame of a motor-vehicle.
;

of a motor supporting bed supported at on« end upon the

side, of said frame, a power transmlwlon Bhaft mounted
|

In bearings on said bed. a bearing on the frame for said
j

shaft and mfans .supported by the fram« to yieldingly
|

support the opposite end of the bed and take the weight

thereof from the shaft.

3 The combination with the frame of a motor-vehicle,

of a supporting bed consisting of a crank-<jaslng extended

longitudinally In one direction to form t casing for a

clutch and for a varlable-«peed-transml..loe mechanl.m, a

power transmission shaft of the varlableHspeed-transmla-

ilon extending through the rear end of the bed. a bearing on

the frame for the projecting end of Mid Aaft to support

the re«r end of the bed, arms extending laterally from the

forward end of said bed. and seats on^.the frame for Mid

arm.. . . ,

4 The combination with a frame of t motor-vehicle.

of a motor wipportlng bed. arm. extending laterally from

the forward end of said bed. brackets on the side, of the

frame, cup-shaped washers on the bracket, to receive

washer, having rounded lower surfaces to engage the

cup. bolt, extending through the brackets, washers and

1 \ car having a side op^'nlng, side posts bordering said

opening, rabbeted guide strtp. on the Inner faces of said

posts, a vertically movable door having Its edges seated

in the rabbet. In Mid guide strip., bolt, having heads

countenrank In .aid guide .trip, and extending through

the guide strip, and through the Bide pets of the door

opening to the exterior thereof, and means for tensioning

Mid bolt4 to cause the guide strip, to engage those por

tlon. of the door seated In the rabbet, and to clamp them

against the side posts of the door opening.

'> A car having a side opening, side posts bordering said

opening, rabbeted guide strip, on the inner faces of the

side po.t^ a vertically movable door having It. edges

seated In th» rabbets In said guide strips, bolts having

head, engaging Mid guide .trip, and extending there-

through and through the .ide poet, of the door opening

to the exterior thereof, cam levers attached to Mid bolts

exterior to the car. and pocket, for Mid cam levers

countersunk Into the side post, and also constituting

wearing plates for the cam lever, to house the latter when

In position to strain the bolts.

3 A grain door for railway car. comprising a vertically

movable door, guide strips for the aide, thereof, bolts sup

porting said guide strips and extending through the posts

,
bordering the opening In the car. Mid bolts being formed

of two part, with an adjustable .crew connection be-

tween them housed In the side posts of the door opening.

! and cam lever, carried by the outer ends of Mid bolts

; for tensioning the bolt..
.,„.,,„

4 A grain door for railway cars, comprl.lng a vertically

' movable door, guide strips for the side, thereof bolts sup

porting said guide strips and extending through the posts

bordering the opening In the car. said bolt, being formed of

two part, with a .crew connection between them, cam

lerer. engaging the outer end. of Mid bolt., and pockets

m said posts and housing Mid levers.
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8 8 6.530 COLLAPSIBLE BOX. William F Mkstb
MArHBR. Hawk Point, Mo. Filed June 4. 1907. Serial

No. ;!77.227.

JW

1. A box comprlHlng aides one of which Is provided with

a slot having the lower corners thereof In communication

with notches, ends having a detachable and Interlocking

connfctlon with the sides, a bottom supported by the sides

and ends, and a cover provided with a returned tongue

dptachably recelv»'d within the before mentioned slot In

ont' of the sides, the said returned tongue being formed

with latt-ral extensions corresponding to the notches at the

lower corners of the said slot.

2 .\ box comprising sides one of which Is provided with

a slot having the lower corners thereof In communication

with notrh»»s. ends having a detachable and interlocking

connection with the sides, the said ends and sides l)elng

provided with bottom flanges, a bottom resting upon

the said flangps. and a cover provided with a returnpfl

tongue detachably received within the before mentioned

slot In one of the sides, the said returned tongue being

formed with lateral extensions corresponding to the

notches at the lower corners of the said slot.

3. K box comprising sides provided at their extremi-

ties with Inwardly extending flanges having longitudinal

Klot. formed therein, ends provided at their extremities

with Inwardly extending hook member, adapted to be

received within the said slots and to have an Interlock-

ing connection therewith, the hook memt)ers being disen-

gaged or engaged with the slots by a vertical movement

of the ends, a removable bottom supported by the sides

and fnds. and a cover detachably applied to one of the

stdfs of the box and serving to lock the ends against ver-

tical movement relative to the sides.

4 .\ box comprising sides provided with inwardly ex-

tended end flanges having slots therein, ends carrying In-

wardly extending hook members adapted to have an inter-

locking connection with the slots, the said hook members

being adapted to be disengaged from or engaged with the

shits by a vertical movement of the ends and the said ends

and sides being provided with Iwttom flanges, a detachable

bottom supported by the bottom flanges, and a cover de-

inchably applied to the box and serving to lock the ends

against vertical movement.
.'.. A box comprising sides formed with end flanges hav

Ing slots therein, one of said sides being provided with

a slot having the lower corners thereof in Communication

with notches, ends provided with hook members detachably

engaging the before mentioned slots in the end flange, of

the sides, a bottom supported by the ends and sides, and

a cover provided with a returned tongue detachably re-

ceived within the before mentioned slot In one of the

sides, the said returned tongue being formed with lateral

extensions corresponding to the notches at the lower cor-

ners of the said slot.

886.531. SLIDING - DOOR FIXTURE. Carl Metter

HACSEN, Chicago, HI. Filed Oct. 24, 1907 Serial No

.398.876.

1. In a sliding door mechanism. In combination, a

bracket adapted for attachment to a door ; a roller carried

hy said bracket: a track for said roller; a rack bar; a

yoke fixed to said rack bar and bestriding a part car-

ried by Mid bracket. Mid yoke permitting vertical move-

ment of Mid bracket with relation to said yoke ; and

guiding means for said rack bar.

2. In a sliding door mechanism. In combination, a

bracket adapted for attachment to a door, a .haft carried

by said bracket ; a roller on said shaft ; a track for M.id

roller ; a rack bar ; a yoke flxed to said rack bar and be-

striding Mid shaft, said yoke permitting vertical move-

ment of said bracket with relation to said yoke ; and guid-

ing means for said rack bar.

3. In a sliding door mechanism. In combination, a

bracket adapted for attachment to a door : a shaft carried

by said bracket : two rollers mounted on said .haft : a

track for said rollers : washers on said shaft between said

rollers ; a rack bar ; a yoke flxed to said rack bar and
bestriding one of said washers ; and guiding means for

said rack bars

4 In a sliding door mechanism, in combination, a

bracket adapted for attachment to a door ; a shaft carried

by said bracket ; two rollers mounted on said shaft ; a

track for said rollers ; three washers on said shaft l>etween

said rollerH ; a rack bar ; and a yoke attached to said

rack bar and bestriding the middle washer, said middle

washer being smaller than the other washers.

f). In a sliding door mechanism. In combination, a

bracket adapted for attachment to a door : a shaft carried

by said bracket : two rollers mounted on said shaft ; a

track for said rollers; three washers on said shaft be-

tween said rollers ; the middle washer having two parallel

sides ; a rack bar : and a yoke attached to Mid rack bar

and bestriding said middle washer.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette ]

886,532. BROWN STLFIR DYE AND PROCESS OF
MAKIN(i SAME MiLES R. Moffatt and Harrt S.

Spira. Providence. R. I. Filed June 6. 1907. Serial No.

377,671. (Specimens I

1. The process of making a sulfur dye by first treating

wood tar with alkaline solutions until the phenol and
kresols have been removed, and then fusing the residual

tar with sulfur Hnd alkaline sulflds substantially as de-

scribed.

2. As an article of manufacture, the brown dye, derived

from wood tar, partly soluble in water and easily soluble

in sfxlluin sulfld from which solution It may be precipi-

tated by acids, and capable uf dyeing unmordanted cotton

a brown color, fast to light, scouring and cross dyeing.

886.533. GATE. Willia.m B. Morgan, Frankston, Tex.

Filed Feb 6, 1908. Serial No. 414.602.

1 A sliding jump gate, comprising an angled track.

supports therefor, a gate, a roller mounted upon said

track, means connected with said gate for supporting the

roller, tilting levers, beams hinged at their lower ends and

having pivotal connection with the rear bar of the gate,

strips plvotally connecting said levers with said beams In-

termediate the pivotal ends of the latter, as set forth.

2. A sliding jump gate, comprising an angled track,

supports therefor, a base upon which said support, are

mounted, a gate, a yoke flxed to the front gate bar, a roller

mounted In said yoke and resting upon said track, pivoted

operating levers mounted upon said support, beams pivoted
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at their lower ends to the base of the stpport and haying
pivotal connection with the rear bar of the gate, and atrlpa

pivotally connecting said beams with said levers, as set
forth.

886.534. COMBINED TOWEL RACK AND HOLDER.
OaA E. MVKRS. Bo^^eraan. Mont. Fil«d Sept. 6, 1907.
Serial No. 391.714.

•#w*

1. As a now article, the combination of a towel hanging
and holding appliance, which comprises a basket like body
whose upper portion Is formed of a spring wire rod. one
part of which U bent horizontally outward to form a se-

ries of spring clamping members for penclently supporting
the towels between them.

2. As a new article of manufacture, the combination of
a towel hanger and holder, which comprises a basket like
frame having au upper rim formed of a single strand of
spring wire, the front portion of said upper wire strand
being bent outward In the horizontal plane of the basket
top to form a '<orl»'s of spring clamped members, ends each
formed of a single wire strand bent to U shape, whose
ends Interlock with the upper frame, wire braces for hold-
ing the lower portions of the ends separated, and lace wire
closures that extend around the sides, tke ends and the
bottom of the main frame wires, as set forth.

888.535. 'MACHINE FOR CATCHING BOLL-WEEVIL.
William M McCt bdy and Robert J. McCirdt. Cou-
shatta. La Filed Oct. 28, 1907 Serial No. .399.537.

1 In a boll weevil catching machine, the comblnatloD,
with suction apparatus, of a pair of drunis each having a
drum-head through which the weevil are driven from the
drums for removal, and means for operating the apparatus
from the axle nf the machine.

2. In a boll weevil catching machine, the combination,
with suction apparatus, of a pair of drums each having a
drum-head through which the weevil are driven from the
drums, a shaft extending through the drtims. a wheel 00
each end of the shaft for directing the weevil from the
drum beads, means for operating the apparatus from the
machine axle and means for operating tha shaft from the
axle of the machine.

3. In a boll weevil catching machine, the combination,
with drums, and drum-heads having an opening covered
by gauze, of a wheel revolved In each of said heads,
brushes on the wheels to engage the g>iuze, brushes on the
face of the drums to engage the wheels, and means for
operating the wheels.

4. lo a boll weevil catching machine, the combination,
with drums, and drum-heads having an opening coTered

by gauze, of a wheel having gauze on one side thereof and
brushes on the other side for (l.-anlng the drum-heads,
brushes in the said heads for cleanlnK the wheel gauze,
and means for revolving the wheel.

Q:

5. In a bollwefvil catching machine the comblnatipn.
With a pair of fan casings, a pair of drums each having
an open end and th.- other .^nd connected to one of the
casings, a fan for each casing, and Insect Induction pipes
to the casing, of a pair of wheels one in each drum-head,
a shaft common to both drums, means for operating the
fans, and means for operating the drum shaft simulta-
neously with the fan.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,536. AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER FOR WAGON-
DUMPS. Loris J McMiLLiM. Indianapolis, Ind. Filed
Apr. 25, 1907. Serial No. 370,301.

An automatic controller for wagon dumps comprising a
stationary platform, a pivotally mounted platform ar-

ranged within said stationary platform, a guard secured
to that end of the pivotally mounted platform which is

susceptible of being elevated, a cylinder pivotally mounted
beneath the movable platform, a piston rod pivotally en-

gaging the movable platform and extending within the
cylinder, a piston-head secured to the piston rod and work-
ing within the cylinder, a valve within the piston-bead
adapted to Impede the flow of liquid, and a needle-valve

adapted to regulate the flow of liquid through the ante-
cedently mentioned valve.

886,537. PORTABLE TRAY OR TRUCK. Alkxa.ndeb C.

McNiviN, Langdon. N. D. Filed June 29. 1907. Serial

No. 381,474.

1. A portable truck including a frame formed of hollow
tubing, tubular supporting legs secured to the rear of the
frame and having their lower ends bifurcated, a tubular
leg depending from the front end of the frame, a fork hav-
ing a reduced extension Journaled in the front leg, wheels
mounted for rotation in the fork and the bifurcated ends
of the rear legs, and a tray having a laterally extending
flange for engagement with the supporting frame.

2. A portable truck including a frame having a tubular
aide and end members connected by comer couplings, col-
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lurs dependlnK from the corner couplings at the rear of

the frame and having their interior walls threaded, tubu-

lar supporting legs en>:aKing the threads on the collar and

having their lower ends bifurcated, a tubular front leg

carried bj the frame, a fork having a reduced extension

journaled in the front leg, wheels jnurnaled in the fork

and bifurcated ends of the rear lens, respectively, and a

tray carried b.v the frame and provided with a laterally

extending flange for engajrement with said frame.

3. A portable truck including a substantially rectangu-

lar frame Including tubular side and .nd bars connected

by corner couplings, collars depending; from the corner

couplings at the rear of the frame, rear supporting legs

tlireaded In the couplings and having their lower ends

liifurcated. a coupling carried by the front bar of the

frame, a front leg engagiuK tlie coupling, a fork having a

reduced extension extending throujrh the front leg and

intermediate coupling and havins its terminal portion

threaded, wheels journaled in the fork and the bifurcated

ends of tlie rear legs, respectively, a cap engaging the

threaded end of the extension, and a tray provided with

a laterally extending flange for engagement with the sup-

portlnK fram^.

8 8 6,538. SELF-CLOSIN(; LOCK. Akthlb Natha.n.

Charlottenburg. Germany Filed Mar 10. 1905. Serial

No. 240,4I)(;

1. In a self-closing lock and latch, the combination of a

bell-crank latch member, a bell-crank bolt member, a

spring connecting the arms of said members, the arm of the

bolt member to which the spring Is connected being longer

than that of the latch to provide for a heavier pull on the

boll than on the latch and cause it to close first, and

means for operating said members.

ij. In a self-closing lock and latch, the combination of a

belltrank latch member, a bell crank bolt member, a

spring connecting the arms of said members, the arm of

the bolt member to which the spring is connected belDo'

longer than that of the latch to provide for a heavier pull

on the bolt than on the latch and cause it to close first,

and a lever fulcrumed in position to consecutively en-

gage the latch and bolt members to simultaneously with-

draw the bolt and latch.

3. lu a self-closing lock and latch, the combination of a

bell-crunk latch member, a bell-crank bolt member, said

members normally engaging eacii other, a spring connect-

ing the arms of said members, a double-armed lever ful

crumed adjacent to said members, one of said arms being

bent to engage the latch member and move it out of en-

gagement with the bolt member, and the other arm adapt-

ed to engage said bolt member on its release from the latch

to Blinultaneously withdraw said members.

4. in a self closing lock and latch, the combination of a

bell-crank latch member having a laterally-projecting pin,

a bell-crank bolt member having a lug thereon, said mem-
bers being normally engaged, a spring connecting the arms

of said members, and a double-armed lever fulcrumed ad

Jacent said members, one of said arms being arranged to

engage a pin on the latch member to move It out of en-

gagement with the twit meml>er. and the outer arm adapt-

ed to engage the lug on the bolt member on its release

from the latch member to withdraw said members simul-

taneously.

5. In a self-closing lock and latch, the combination of a

bell crank latch member having a lug and pin thereon, a

bell-crank twit member having a lug and a pin disposed

thereon, a spring connecting the arms of said members, a

double armed lever fulcrumed adjacent said members, one

of said arms being arranged to engage the pin on the

latch member and move said latch out of engagement with

the lK>lt member and the other arm adapted to engage the

lug on said bolt member to cause the pin on said bolt mem-

ber to engage the lug on the latch member, whereby said

bolt and latch members are simultaneously withdrawn.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.539. EXPLOSION-MOTOR. Armand Pkugbot. Tony

Hlbkb, and Hknbi db Lostalot, Blllancourt, France.

Filed May 6, 1907. Serial No. 372,259.

\n explosion motor of two-stroke cycle comprising in

combination a cylinder C, a widened portion formed at

the lower end of said cylinder, an opening formed in the

widened portion of the cylinder, an admission opening k

formed In the middle-part of the cylinder, a conduit con-

necting the said opening, a third opening / formed in the

cylinder for the escape of the gases, a sliding cover t f

closing the cylinder immediately above the point where the
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piston stops, a hollow piston A. an extension A' formed on

the piston adapted to be surrounded and consequently

eooled by the admission gases, and an admission ralre ar-

ranged Just opposite the opening formed in the widened

portion of the cylinder, substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth. I

!

886.540 PUZZLE-PCH8E Thomas P B«id. San Fran-

cisco. Cal. Filed Feb. 28, 1907. Serial No. 359,861.

1. \ purst- comprising a central sheet ©r partition and

two outer sheets of matprial connected so as to form a

pair of pockets, the outer sheets of said pockets baring

extensions, said extensions having a plurality of longitudi-

nal strips, and loops of material connected to the central

sheet and encompassing said strips of material in such

manner as to permit movement of the strips, and flaps of

material also secured to the central sheet so as to cover

said extensions when said pockets are closed.

2. .\ purse comprising two outer sheets of material con-

nected together so aa to form a container, and a central

sheet secured between said outer sheets, said two outer

sheets having extensions, and said extensions having a

plurality of longitudinal strips, and lo«p8 of material

connected to the central sheet and encompassing said

strips of material In such manner as to permit movement
of the strips, and flaps also secured to said central sheet

so as to cover said extension when said container Is closed.

3 .\ purse comprising a central divtdng sheet, two
outer sheets of flexible material connected with the divid-

ing sheet so as to form a pair of pockets, the said outer

sheets having extensions each provided With a plurality

of longitudinal strips, loops of material (jonnected to the

dividing sheet and encompassing said strips In such man-

ner as to permit mnvement of the strips within the loops,

flaps also secured to said dividing sheet so as to cover said

extension when the pwkets are closed, and a tab secured

to one of said outer sheets.

4 .\. pursf comprising two outer flexible sheets, a cen-

tral dividing she«>t secured to the outer sheets to form a

•pair of pockets, pxtenslon.s secur«^d to said outer sheets

provided with longitudinally-extending srtrips. loops se-

cured to the c^-ntral dividing sheet and encompassing said

strips in such manner" as to permit mov<anent of the ex

ten.sionj!. flap-i i»f-curf<l to the central dividing sheet and
covering the extensions when the pockets are closed, and
a tab carried tij" ^ach outer sheet.

886.541. RAIL. Elbbbt R. Robinson, Chicago. 111. Filed

Juiv 24. 1906 Serial No. 327.478.

1 A railroad crossing having Its Intersecting rails cast

Integral, the treads or faces of the raUs being chilled

while in the mold and the balance of the rails soft, sub-

stantially as described.

2 \ railroad crossing having two interjecting rails cast

integral, the treads or faces of the rails being chilled in

the mold, substantially as described.

3. .V rail cast in the form and shape In which it la to

be used and having Its face or tread chilled while In tbe

mold, substantially as described.

888,542. ATTTOMATIC WEFT - REPLENISHING APPA-
RATUS FOR LOOMS. Jambs Rostron. Bradford, and
Thomas Wobma.n. Manchester, England Filed May 20,

1905. Serial No 261.382.

1. In automatic w fft r>'pienishing devices for looms,

a fixed upright on the lcK)m frame, a plunger stem slldatily

carried by the upright, a cross shaft extending across the

loom, a lever fast on one end thereof, a hook-like lever

plvotally supported by the lever and having a depending

extension, a spring blade secured to the said fixed upright

and lying between the said plunger stem and the said

lever extension both of which lie against It, a further lever

looftt-ly mounted on the said cross shaft with sloping,

curved and lateral extension, a weft fork hammer lever.

and means for connecting such last named levers to each

other, a further lever fast on the opposite end of the said

cross-shaft, a fixed object for such lever to normally rest

upon, a cross-bar (arrled by said lever, a cranked ex-

tension at one end and a beveled block at the other

end of the cross bar. a further shuttle tK)x, a loose

back part therefor, and a vertical axis for such part.

a loose front part for such shuttle box. a rotary and

cranked axis and a fixed bearing for such axis, a long lever

fast upon said axis, carrying the said front, and formed

with a slot, a latch plvotally mounted t)elow the shuttle

box and designed to normally engage the long lever, and

said latch formed with a depending and laterally cranked

extension, a spring for exerting a pull on the lower end of

the long lever, an open ended casing for holding a series of

shuttles one above another and means fur supporting the

casing, a set of spring and cranked blades «»>cured to the

casing, and designed normally to project below and sup-

port the contents of the casing, a set of rods fixed horizon-

tally below the casing and said last named shuttle box

having holes for such rods to enter, a lever with cranked

extremity mounted on the vertical axis of the said iixise

back part of the shuttle box and below the shuttle box. a

spring for holding the said lever and loose back part

normally In line with the fixed parts of the shuttle hox,

and said lever designed to engage the cranked extension

on the said cross bar carried by the said cross shaft lever

when the latter Is raised, and the laterally cranked exten-

sion of the said long lever latch designed to engage the

said beveled block of the cross bar when such block Is

raised, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2 In automatic weft replenishing devices for looms,

a shuttle t>ox, a loose back part therefor and a vertical

axis for such part, a loose front part for such shuttle t)ox.

a rotary and cranked axis and fixed bearing for such axis,

a long lever fast upon said axis, carrying the said front,

and formed with a slot, a latch plvotally mounted below

the shut^^le box and designed to normally engage the long

lever, and said latch formed with a depending and later-

ally cranked extension, a spring for exerting a poll on the

lower end of the long lever, an open-ended casing for hold-

ing a series of shuttles one above another, and means for
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supporting the casing, a set of spring and cranked blades

secured to the casing, and designed normally to project

below and support the contents of the casing, a set of rods

fixed horizontally tn-low the casing, and said last named
shuttle box having holes for such rods to enter, a lever

with cranked extremity mounted on the vertical axis of

the said loose back part of the shuttle box and below the

shuttle box. a spring for holding the said lever and loose

back part normally in line with the fixed parts of the

shuttle t>ox. substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

3. In automatic weft replenishing devices for looms, a

fixed upright on the loom frame, a plunger stem slidably

carried by the upright a cross-shaft extending across the

loom, a lever fast on one end thereof, a hook-like lever

plvotally supported by the lever and having a depending

extension, a spring blade secured to the said fixed up-

right and lying between the said plunger stem and the

said lever extension both of which lie against it. a further

lever loosely mounted on the said cross shaft with sloping,

curved and lateral extension, a weft fork hammer lever,

and means for connecting such last named levers to each

other, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

888,543. ADDING • MACHINE Geobo Roth. Zurich.

Switzerland, assignor to .\ktlen Gesellschaft fflr Tech-

nische Industrie. Zurich. Switzerland, a Corporation.

Filed .Tune 8. 1906. Serial No. 320.764.

^ In an adding machine, the cumblnation. with a sta

tlonary frame, of a series of finger key levers pivoted In

the said frame and provided witli projections which limit

their downward movement In n prearranged proportion,

a lever al.^o pivoted in the said frame and provided with

a toothed segment and having a bar with which the said

finger key levers engage, a toothed transferring wheel

Journaled in the said frame In gear with the said segment,

and a locking-device for engaging the said wheel, said

locking device being pivoted in the said frame and pro-

vided with a transverse stop arranged under the snid

projections and operating to lock the said wheel and to

limit the downward movement of the said levers simul-

taneously.

2 In an adding machine, the combination, with a series

of pivoted finger key-levers provided with stops which
limit their downward movement in a prearranged propor-

tion, of a single lever pivoted at one end and provided at

its other end with a toothed segment and having a bar at

its middle part which extends crosswise under the said

key-levers, a toothed wheel engaging with the said seg-

ment, a pivoted angle-lever operated by the said lever

when moved downward, nald angle-levrr being provided

with a stop which prevents all the keys which have not

been depressed with the said lever from being depressed

srrldentally, and registering mechanism operated by the

said wheel.

3. In an adding machine, the combination, with a series

of pivoted finger key-levers provided with stops which

limit their downward movement in a prearranged propor-

tion, of a single lever pivoted at one end and provided at

Its other end with a toothed segment and having a bar at

its middle part which extends crosswise under the said

key-levers, a toothed wheel engaging with the said seg-

ment, a locking-device operated by each of the said key-

levers and engaging with the said wheel, a pivoted angle-

lever operated by the said lever when moved downward
purposely by any one key lever, said angle-lever being pro-

vided with a stop which then prevents the accidental

downward movement of the remaining key-levers, catch

mechanism connected with the said locking-device and
with tbe said angle-lever and preventing the said key-

lever which was moved purposely from being raised un-

less It has been depressed suflBclently to actuate the said

iocking-devlce, and registering mechanism operated by the

said wheel.

4. In an adding machine, the combination, with a shaft

16, and toothed wheels 15 and 77 secured together in

couples, each said couple being journaled on the said shaft

16 ; of driving mechanism for revolving one of the said

wheels 15 step by step, a shaft 58. toothed wheels 67

mounted on tbe shaft 58 and engaging with the said

toothed wheels 77, number disks secured to the said

wheels 67. disks 68 each having a single tooth, said disks

being also secured to the said wheels 67 and operating
the wheels 15 of the next adjacent couples once during
each revolution of the said wheels 67 to which they are

secured, and means for locking and releasing the said

toothed wheels.

5. In an adding machine, the combination, with a shaft

16, and toothed wheels 15 and 77 secured together In

couples, each said couple being journaled on the said shaft

16 ; of driving mechanism for revolving one of the said

wheels l.'i step by step, a shaft 58, a casing supporting
the said shaft 58 independent of the said shaft 16 and Its

said wheels, a revoluble propeller for moving the said

casing step by step longitudinally df the said shaft 16,

toothed wheels 67 mounted on the shaft 58 and engaging
with the said toothed wheels 77, number disks secured to

the said wheels 67, disks 68 each having a single tooth,

said disks being also secured to the said wheels 67 and op-

erating the wheels 15 of the next adjacent couples once
during each revolution of the said wheels 67 to which they
are secured, and means for locking and releasing the said

toothed wheels.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,644, FENCE-POST. Wai-ter H. Sawyer. Americus,
Ga. Filed July 1. 1907. Serial No. 381.748.

a ^ S

I

--2

A fence post having line wire receiving openings, line

wires extending through the openings, a tie rod Inserted

between the post and the line wires and distorting the

same within the openings whereby the tie rod Is bound be-
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tweeD the line wires and the post aod held against longi-

tudinal moTement. said tie rod having at Lta upper end an
enlargement located at the end of the post, a tie wire pass-

ing transver!*ely atross the back of the po$t and the sides

thereof and lying directly upon the upperriost line wire, a

rail resting upon the side portions of said tie wire, the end
portions of the tie wire passing along the face of the rail

and converging toward each other and bfing twisted to-

gether at the upper face of the rail then beibg looped under
the enlarged head of the tie rod and having their extremi-

ties twisted together and bent down alonf the inner side

of the post whereby the said rail Is held iu position at the

top of the pimt anil above the top line wirq.

886.545. CARBIRETER. Geurue M. Sobebler, Indian-

apolis. Ind Filed May 27, 1901. Serial No. .'?T5,964.

1. In a carbureter, the combination, with the casing,

having an air passage, a fuel nozzle in comatunicatioD with
said passage, and a fuel valve cooperating with said noz-

zle, of an automatic spring-controlled air Tfclve, a movable
member coactlng with the said fuel valve for moving the
same. Intermediate connections between sal4 movable mem-
ber and the air valve, and means cooperating with said In-

termediate connections, whereby the effect of the said mov-
able member upon the fuel valve is varied at varloua points
in the stroke of said movable member.

2 In a carbureter, the combination, w|th the casing,
having a mixture passage, a primary air patsage communi-
cating with the mixture passage, a fuel nozzle commanl-
cating with the primary air passage, a fual valve cooper-

ating with said nozzle, and a secondary air passage com-
municating with the mixture passage, of a pair of valves,

one mounted In the secondary air passage knd adapted to

substantially close the same, and the other mounted In the
primary air passage and adapted to only partially close

the same, aod means for simultaneously actuating the two
valves.

.'?. In a carbureter, the combination, with the casing,

having a mixtui»' passage, a primary air passage communi-
cating with the mixture passage, a fuel nozzle communi-
cating with the primary air passage, a fual valve cooper-
ating with said nozzle, and a secondary air passage com-
municating with the mixture passage, of a pair of valves,

one mounted in the secondary air passage |.nd adapted to

substantially close the same, and the other mounted In the
primary air pa-ssage and adapted to only partially close

the same, and means for simultaneously actuating the two
valves, a second valve mounted In the secondary air pas-

sage and yieldingly held in closing positioa, and Interme-

diate connections between said last mentioned valve and
the fuel valve, for the purpose set forth.

4. In a carbureter, the combination, with the c&slng.

having a mixture passage, a primary air patsage communl-
c;ting with the mixture passage, a fuel nozzle communi-

cating with the primary air p*«ng«, a fuel valve cooper-'

ating with said nozzle, and a secondary air passage com-
municating with the mixture passavre. of a pair of valves,

one mounted in the secondary air passa.:e and iidupti-d to

substantially close the same, and the other mounted in the

primary air passage and adapted to only partially close the

same, and mf'ans for simultane(^<usly actuating the two
valves, a setond valve mounted in the secondary air pas-

sage and yieldingly held In closing position, intermediate
connectl(/ns between said last mentioned valve and the fuel

valve, for the purpose set forth, and means cooperating
with such intermediate connections whereby the effect on
the fuel valve Is viiri»'d at various points In the stroke of

the fuel valve.

5. In a carbureter, the combination, with the feeding
nozzle and valve thereof, of a fleillile trai k member, mean.s

for adjusting said track member transversely at various

points in its length, means f((r t>odlly adjusting said track

member and intermediate connections between said track

member and fuel valve for varying the position of the fuel

valve relative to Its nozzle.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 8,546. AIR FKI-:i)IN(; GRATE FOR tT'RNACES.
Johannes O. Schmidt, Mftnchsmalde. near Bautzen,

Germanv Filed Dec. 22, 1905. Serial No. 293.044.

^^^^^^y^y^^^^y^y

1. In a furnace comprising an ash pit. a fire box. an in-

terposed grate, and a transverse chamber at the front of

the grate, air-feeding grate bars having longitudinal pas-

sages opening near their rear ends into the ash-pit and
near their front ends into the transverse chamber which
also communicates with the ash-pit, each giatebar also

having a vertical opening near its front end affording com-

manication between the transverse chamber and the flre-

box, substantially as described.

2. In a furnace comprising an ash pit a flre-box, an in-

terposed grate, a transverse chamber at the front end of

the grate, air-feeding grate bars having longitudinal pas-

sages opening near their rear ends into the ash-pit, and
near their front ends info the transverse chamber which

also communicates with the ash pit, each grate bar also

having a vertical opening near Its front end affording

communication between the transverse chamber and the

fire-box, in combination with a single valve for closing all

of the rear openings, and an automatically closing valve

for closing the bottom of the transverse chamber. 8ul)8tan-

tially as described

3. In a furnace grate, grate bars each of which com
prises a rear portion of full width whereby when they are

placed side by side in the grate there Is no space between

these portions, a middle portion extending from the rear

portion nearly to the front of the bar, such middle por-

tion being of reduced width so that the usual spaces are

left between the bars, and a forward portion of full width

but of less depth than the rear or middle portion thus

forming a transverse chamber below them and in front of

the middle portions, the middle portions having longitu-

dinal passages through them communicating at the rear

with the ash pit and at the front with the chamber tielow

ihe front portions, and said front portions having vertical

openings communicating between said chamber and the

fire-box. the cbaml)er lieing suitably Inclosed and provided

with a valved bottom opening, substantially as described.
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886,547. ROLLERBEARING Willi.^m S Shabpxbck.

Chicago, III., assignor to S. D. Haskell. Chicago. 111.

Filed Jan. 26, 190« Serial No. 297,966.

Tf' -*,

#ij

1. In a roller bearing, a cage comprising pins, disks free

to rotate on said pins, and rollers supported by said disks

and free to rotate thereon, substantially as described.

2. In a roller t)earing, supporting pins, raw hide disks

free to rotate Independently on said pins, and rollers free

to rotate on said disks, substantially as described.

.?. In a roller bearins. supporting pins, rollers having an

Internal bore greater than the diameter of the [tins, raw

hide disks between said pins and rollers to sustain said

rollers so that they are always out of contact with said

pins but rotatahle with resi>ect to said disks and pins, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a roller bearing, a supporting pin, a roller having

cavities at each end thereof and a smaller connecting bore,

all being of greater diameter than the pin, disks within the

cavities and rotatable with respe<t to the roller, and meanis

for retaining the same in position, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In a roller bearing, end rings, supporting pins con-

necting the same, rollers supported from said pins and hav-

ing cavities, a plurality of disks rotatable on said pins and

filling said cavities, said disks being of less external diam-

eter than the internal diameter of the cavities to permit

the rollers to rotate with resp>ect to the disks.

886,548. POWER MOTOR Wh.ham Snee. West Eliza-

beth, I'a , assignor to John .\ Snee, West Elizabeth,

I'a. Filed June 7, 1907. Serial No. .S77.742.

1." A power motor, comprising an Inner rotatable wheel

having a series of radially-disposed propeller-blades, a

series of intermediate deflect ing-blades projecting be-

tween the radially disposed propeller blades and arranged

to direct the motive power toward the same, in combina-

tion with a series of stationary deflecting blades arranged

tangent to an inscribed circle.

2. .\ power motor, comprising an inner rotatable wheel

having a 8«^rie8 of radially disposed propeller-blades, a

series of intermediate deflecting blades projecting between

/ind l)eyond the outer periphery of the radially-disposed

propeller-blades and arranged to direct the motive power

toward the same, in combination \» ith a series of sta-

tionary deflecting blades arranged tangent to an inscribed

circle.

886,549. HAY RACK STANDARD Beecher C. Speer.

North Adams, Mich. Filed May 24. 1907. Serial No.

375.627.

A wagon rack standard comprising members pivoted

together, a brace pivoted to one member, a rotatable crank

pin mounted upon the brace, the other member having a

slot provided with notches In its side for the reception of

the crank portion of said [lin.

S86,550 RADIATOR.
Piled Apr m. 1906.

John T. Stokes. Putney. England.

Serial No 314.511.

1. The combination with n radiator for heating pur-

poses, of a perforated cap arranged to contain a water-

holding receptacle, said cap having inwardly projecting

supporting brackets adapted to rest upon the upper part

of the said radiator, and the water receptacle adapted to

l)e held by said cap, substantially as specified.

2. The combination with a radiator for heating pur-

poses, of a perforated <.r\) arran>.'ed to contain a water
receptacle, said cap having Inwardly-projecting supporting

brackets adapted to rest on the upper part of the radiator,

the water receptacle, radiator members having openings

therein, and movable projections arranged to project in-

wardly from said cap and to engage in the said openings

in the radiator members, substantially as specified

."•. The combination with a radiator for heating pur-

poses, of a perforated cap arranged to contain a water

receptacle, said cap having inwardly-projecting supporting

brackets adaptinl to rest upon the upper part of said

radiator, the water receptacle, rigid inward projections

on said cap, and pivoted balanced catches on the said

radiator, with which said fixed projections are arranged

to engage, substantially as specified.

886.551. TOOL -OPERATIN(; MACHINE. George P.

Thomas, Pittsburg. Pa Filed Apr. 18. 19o7 Serial

No. 307,945.

1. In a tool-operating machine, the combination, with

a carriage engaging the work and movable upon a table to

bring the work to position beneath the tool, of means for

moving said carriage upon the table, and a yieldingly ap-

plied brake for stopping the moving carriage, substan-

tially as described.

2 In a tool operating machlue. the combination, with a

table and a carriage engaging the work and movable upon
said table to bring the work to position beneath the tool,

of a driving mechanism for said carriage, a brake for said
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driving mechanism, and mf^ans automatically operative on
the movement of said carrlaicp upon said table for apply-

ing «ald brake, substantially as described.

0. In a tooloperatinK machine, the combination, with

a table and a carriage enKat^ini; the work and movable
upon said table to bring the work to position beneath the

tool, of a driving mechanism for said carriage, a motor,

separable power-lraparting connection between said motor
and said driving mechanism, a brake for said driving mech-
anism, a lock for holding said brake In inoperative posi-

tion, and m^ans automatically operative on the movement
of said carriage upon said table for separating said sepa
rable power Imparting connection and releasing said lock

for said brake, substantially as described.

4 In a tool -operating aachlne, the combination, with
a carriage engaging the work and movable upon a table

to bring the work to position beneath the tool, of a shaft

rotatably mounted In said carriage, meaQs for rotating

said shaft, means for applying the rotation of the shaft

to movt? said carriage upon the table, a brake device for

said shaft, and means put simultaneously Into operation
for disconnecting said shaft from said shaft-rotating

means and applying said brake device, substantially as

described.
' In a tool-operating machine, the combination with

a carriage engaging the work and movable upon a table

to bring the work to position beneath the tool, of means
for moving said carriage upon the table, such carriage
moving means including a power-transmitting rotating

shaft, a brake drum borne by said shaft, a brake shoe mov-
able to and from engagement with said bralle drum, means
for causing said brake shoe to engage said drum with yield-

ing force, and means operative on movement of the car-

riage for Interrupting said carriage moving means and
for applying said brake shoe to said brake drum, substan
tially as describt-d

[Claims 6 to IG not printed in the Gaaette. ]

886,552. GAS PRESSURE GAGE. Waltsr Thomas.
Vancouver, British Columbia. t,'anada. Filed Apr. 11,

1907 Serial No. 367,561.

through the top of each ve«s*l and terminating adjacent
to the bottom thereof, means for admitting gas Into the
vessels, means for Indicating on a common scale the in

dependent rise and fall in the vertical tubes of a liquid

within each vessel, and supplemental means for indicating
the difference of pressure In the vessels.

2. In a gas pressure gage, a pair of vesaels, floats held
therein, means cooperating with each float for Indicating
the rise and fall of the float, a common dial cooperating
with said means to Indicate the independent rise and fall

of the floats, and a second dial cooperating with said In-

dicating Beans to Indicate the difference between the rise

and fall of the floats.

3. In a gas pressure gage of the class described, adja-
cent closed vessels, vertical tubes opened to the atmos-
phere projecting downward through the top of each ves-
sel, said tubes terminating a short distance above the
bottom, means for admitting gas to within the vessels, a
float in each vertical tube, pointers coaxlally supported
and Independently movable, means for connecting the
floats to said pointers, a graduated dial plate and a dial
ring secured to one of said pointers, said dial ring having
graduations to correspond with the dial plate, substan-
tially as shown and described.

*<86.553. BRAKE SHOE SHELL. William H. Thrash.
Columbus, Ohio, assignor of one-half to William B.

Goodwin. Columbus. Ohio. Filed May IR. 1907. Serial
No. 374,502.

1. .\ brake shoe shell comprising a sheet metal body
bent into back, side and end walls, the side walls being cut,

overlapped and riveted.

2. A brake shoe shell comprising a sheet metal body
pressed Into a back wall, round corrugated end walls, and
side walla, the latter being cut, overlapped, and secured to-

gether.

3. A brake shoe shell comprising a sheet metal body bent
into back, side and end walls, an attaching lug Integral

with the back wall and bent therefrom, and a spring mem-
ber mounted in said attaching lug and having Its ends In

contact with the t>ack of said shell.

4. A brake shoe shell comprising a aheet metal body bent
Into back, side and end walls, an attaching lug Integral

with the back wall, and bent therefrom, and a spring mem-
ber Inserted through said attaching lug and having side

projections for engaging the latter, and having its ends
arranged to engage the outer face of the back wall of said

shell.

886.554

Mansfield, Ohio,

Company. Denver
Filed Jan. 23. 1907

H. ToMLINSdN,CAR- COTI'LING. Charles
assignor to The Tomlinson Coupler
Colo . a Corporation of South Dakota.

Serial No. 353,730.

1 In a gas pressure gage of the class daacrlbed, a paii

of adjacent closed vessels, op«n ended tubes projecting

1. In a car coupler, the combination of two hollow draw-
heads plvotally connected with their respective cars, coup-
ling devices plvotally mounted In the respective draw-
heads and norirally spring held In the coupled position, the
said coupling devices protruding from the draw-heads In

front and adapted to Interlock for coupling puriKMies, said

I
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coupling devices also having arrow pointed heads with

flattened horizonUl portions protruding from the draw-

heads and adapted to enter and fit the chamber of the op

posed draw-head to prevent independent vertical move-

ment, the forward extremities of the draw heads being pro-

vided with counterpart notched extremities located in the

rear of the forward extremities of the coupling devices to

prevent independent lateral movement of the draw heads

when tlie cars are coupled.

2. In a car coupler, comprising two hollow draw heads

plvotally connected with their respective cars, coupling de-

vices plvotally mounted in the respective draw heads and

normally spring held in the coupled position, a double

faced ram interposed itetween the shank of one coupling

device and the inclined head of the opposed coupling de

vice liuving an operating arm made Integral therewith, a

vertical post secured to the upper and lower wall of the'

draw heads and adapted to guard and protect the operating

mechanism and coupling devices.

'A. The combination of two draw heads and the coupling

devices plvotally mounted therein, the said coupling de

vices having the heads thereof provided with horizontal

tlattenwl portion and adapted to aline fit and enter the

ihamber of the opposed draw - head to prevent vertical

movement when coupled.

4. In a car coupler, the combination of a hollow draw

head plvotally connected to a car, a spring actuated de-

vice plvotally connected with a draw head and having an

arrow-pointed coupling extremity with a horizontal flat-

tened portion made contiguous projecting beyond the for

ward extremity of the draw head with the face of the jaw

inclined toward the shank, means connected with the

draw head and arranged to act on the coupling device to

throw it to unlocked position, the forward extremity of

each draw head notched to interlock with the correspond-

ing extremity of the opposed draw-head.

5 In a car coupler, the combination of a draw head, of

a spring actuated coupling device pivoted In the draw

head, said coupling device having Its head flattened and

adapted to enter the chamber of an opposed draw head to

prevent vertical movement, an unlocking double faced

cam having an arm made Integral therewith extending out

side the draw head whereby the cam is operated to unlock

tlie coupling

[Claims n to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.555. FRllT AND FLttWER PICKER Jonathan

B. TCTTLB, Claremont. Cal. Filed Sept H«». 1907. Se-

rial No .•?9.'>.2ft8.

with marginal reinforcing flanges inclined In the direction

of the slot and forming a portion of the walls of the latter,

one of the walls of said slot adjacent the flange being

formed with a cutting edge, and a movable member plvot-

ally mounted on the stationary member and provided with

a terminal hook or blade having a concaved cutting

edge CO acting with the cutting edge of the slot, the piv

oted end of the movable member being housed by the mar-

ginal flanges.

3. A fruit clipper including plvotally united memt)ers

one of which Is provided with an elongated slot having

one wall thereof formed with a cutting edge, the mating

member t>eing provided with a terminal blade co-acting

with said cutting edge and flanges on the marginal edge of

the slotted member and extending inwardly at said slot to

form a portion of the walls thereof.

4. A fruit clipper Including plvotally united members

one of which is provided with an elongated slot having

one wall thereof formed with a cutting edge, the mating

member being provided with a terminal blade having a

concaved cutting edge co-acting with the cutting edge of

ttie slot, and flanges extending laterally from the marginal

edge of the slotted member and projecting Inwardly at said

slot to form a portion of the walls thereof.

5. A fruit clipper Including plvotally united members

one of which Is provided with a flat bearing surface having

an elongated slot formed therein one wall of which is pro-

vided with a cutting edge, the mating member being pro-

vided with a terminal blade mounted for pivotal move-

ment on the flat bearing surface and co-acting with the

cutting edge, and flanges extending laterally from the mar
ginal edge of the slotted member and extending inwardly

at and conforming to the walls of the slot.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A fruit clipper including a relatively stationary mem
ber having a substantially semi-circular recess formed

therein and opening through one end of the member to

form a contracted slot, the walls of the recess and slot

being provided with cutting edges, and a movable member

plvotally mounted on the sUtlonary member and provided

with a terminal hook having a concaved cutting edge co
.

acting with the cutting edge of the slot.

2. A fruit clipper Including a relatively stationary mem
l>er having an elongated slot formed therein and provided

886.556 BALL STOP FOR BOWLING-ALLEYS Wil-

li a.m W. Vearino. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed May 31,

1907. Serial No. 376,472.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a track over which balls travel, a lever plvotally

mounted in the path of said balls, said lever adapted to

freely swing to allow said balls to travel in one direction

and means controlled by said lever to check said balls

when they travel In the opposite direction.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a track over which balls travel, a lever plvotally

mounted in the path of said balls, and a stop-lever plvot-

ally mounted and adapted to be brought Into the path of

said balls by the action of said first mentioned lever.

o In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a track over which balls travel, a lever plvotally

mounted in the path of said balls, a stop-lever, a rod con-

nected with said stop-lever, and means for engaging said

rod to lift said stop-lever into the path of said l)all8 by

the action of said first mentioned lever.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a track over which balls travel, a lever plvotally

mounted In the path of said balls, said lever adapted to

swing free in one direction, a pivoted link adapted to t>e

engaged by said lever when moved in the opposite di-

rection, a stop-lever, and a rod connecting said link with

said stop-lever to raise said stop lever into the path of

the ball.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a track over which balls travel, a lever plvotally

mounted in the path of said balls, said lever adapted to

swing free In one direction, a cam formed on the lower

end of said lever, a link engaged by said cam. a stop-lever,

and a rod connecting said link with said stop-lever.

[Claims 6 to not printed in the Gazette.]
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S8«,557 TYPE WRITINO MACHINE Jean VOlkbr,

Neu Isenbursr, Germany, asslRHor to The Firm of Peter

Well k Co. RSdelhplm. near Prankfort ot the-Maln, Ger-

many Filfd ppb 15. 1906. Serial No. 301.192.

1 In a ty[it'\vrlf inu marhinp th'^ lomhilititlon with thf>

ratrht't wh< *>! of iht- carrlaKP mothn i-<mtr(illin(? dpvtce. the

oscillating frame siirronndinK said wheel find the ordinary

escapcmtnf of thi> lattiT. of an au.xiliar,\ psrapement al-

lowing of the ratrhot wheel advancing two teeth and
raean« for shifting' <nid i^cillatinu frame for throwing the

ordinary and ;itjxiliary escapement alternately in or out

of Rear, suhsfantially a.s and for the purpose descritw^d.

'2 In a typewritint: machine the rombltatlon with the

ratchet wheel of th>' earriaire controlling device, the ogcil-

latinn frame and th<- ordinary escapement of the latter,

of an auxiliary •scap-'n^nt arrantied inversely on the

oscillating frame, op!)<;site the ordinary fscapement and
adapted to allow of the ratchet wheel advancing two
Tf.'tli at a time, and means for shifting said oscillating

frame for throwln_' the ordinary and auxiliary escape-

ments altt'rnatfly in or out of gear, substantially as and
for the purpose described. '

?> In a typewriting machine the combltation with the

ratchet whe*>l nf the carrljige controlling device, the os-

clllarlng fram*- and the ordinary escapHmept of the latter,

of an auxiliary escapement arranged Inversely on the oscil-

lating frame, opposite the ordinary escapement and adapt-

ed to allow of the ratchf>f wheel advancing two teeth at a

time, and means of shifting the osclllatiqg frame of the

controlling device bodily in a horizontal plane to disen-

gage the teeth of one of the escapements from the ratchet

wheel and engage the teeth of the other escapement Into

the latter, and means for locking the oscillating frame in

its operntive position, substantially as and for the purpose

described.

4 In a typewriting machine the combination with the

ratchet wheel of th>' carriage controlling ijevice, the oscil-

lating frame and the ordinary escapement r>f the latter, of

an auxiliary escapement arranged Inversely on the oscil-

lating frame, opposite the ordinary excapejient and adapt-

ed to allow of the ratchet wheel advancinij two teeth at a

time, of arms supporting at one end the oscillating pins of

the frame and oscillating on the other ends of the frame
of the typewriting machine, of a strap rifldly connecting
the t^o osciliating arms, of a downwardly projecting pin

on the middl'' portion of the said strap and engaging an
inclined slot of an operating bar slldahly mounted on the

framework of the typewriter, substantially as and for the
purpose describt-d

."i In a typewriting ma-hine the combination with
means for effecting step motion of the carriage, of an
auxiliary spacing escapement, of oscillating arms carry-

ing the escapement frame, a strap rigidly connected with
the said oscillating arms, a pivot downwardly projecting

fi-om the said strap and engaging the slot of the slldable

operating bar, this slot being oblique In Its middle part

and at Its eud part parallel to the direction of motlOD of

the operating bar. substantially as and for the purpose
set forth

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (iaz*tte.]

886.558. VENTILATOR FOR RAILWAY-CARS, Ac. John
E. Wabd. New York, N Y., assignor to Ward Equipment
Company. New York. N. Y . a Corporation of New York.

Filed Oct. -Ji'. 1907. Serial No. 398,562.

^ .

The combination wiili a railway car liavlng a roof with

a raised portion and a vertical well t>etween the main roof

and the raised roof, of a ventilator, an elbow pipe having

its horizontal member projecting externally from the verti-

cal wall of the car roof and having Its vertical member
extended below the hort».>ntal member and close to the

main roof, the ventilator being secured upon the upper

end of the vertical member and the flanged lower end of

said vertical member having inwardly projecting ears, and
a readily removable closing plate having cam lugs to en-

gage said ears

886.559 I'.Rl 811 HOLDER. William L. Waters. Mil-

waukee, Wis, assignor to National Brake A Electric

Company, Milwaukee, Wis , a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed June ,i, I905. Serial No. 26.'',,515.

ft 'a

1 In a hrnah boMsr, tlM combination with a stationary

arm secured to a MlpportlllS stud, of a movable brush sup-

porting frame pivoted thereto, a bifurcated extension from

the stationary fraim', a roller of Insulating mateinil

mounted between thr ends of the bifurcated extension, a

fork shaped member ••xttnding from the brush supporting

frame, a helical spring secured to said insulating rolU r

and having adjustable .ngagement with said fork-sha".d

member whereby the brush may be securely and flexibly

held against the comniutator. a lug 28 on said moviil>le

brush frame and a stop "JO on said stationary arm forming

means for limiting thf motion of said movable frame to-

ward the commutator
2. In combination, n supporting stud, an arm secunly

clamped to said stud, a movable brush supporting yoke

pivoted to said arm, a bifurcated extension from said arm,

a roller of insulating material mounted between the ends

of Bald bifurcated extension, a fork-shaped member 18

extending from said movable yoke, a helical spring secured

to said Insulating roller, said fork-shaped member being

adapted to engage any of the turns of said spring, a lug

28 on said movable yoke and a stop 29 on said arm for

limiting the motion of said yoke toward the commutator,

and a flexible conductor connecting said brush supporting

yoke and said arm, the brush being secured to said yoke

by means of a bolt passing through a central opening in

' said brush, whereby said brush may t>e reversed to present

I another wearing surface to the commutator.
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886,560 CENTRIFUGAL WATER - GOVERNOR WiL
MAM L Waters, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to National

Brake & Electric Company. Milwaukee, Wis., a Corpora-

tion of Wisconsin. Filed ?>b 12, lO'w; Serial No
aOO.So.r,.

1. In a governing devtM for governing the circulation

of cooling water to the water Jacket of a compressor, the

combination with valve mechanism for Inclusion in the

circulating system, a detent frame normally engaging

with the valve mechanism, centrifugal means normally

holding said detent mechanism to actuate the valve mech-

anism to prevent circulation, said centrifugal mechanism

being adapte.l for connection with the driving means for

the compressor, operation of the driving means and of the

centrifugal means csiusing movement of the detent frame

whereby the vnlve mechanism will move to allow circula-

tion.

2. In a governing device for controlling the circulation

of water to the water Jacket of a compressor or other en-

gine, the combination with a valve for inclusion In the

circulating system, of a valve arm for said valve, spring

means frnding to hold said valve arm to open passage-

way through the valve to allow circulation, centrifugal

mechanism adapted for connection with a moving member

of the compressor or other engine, said centrifugal means

when the compressor or engine Is at rest t>eing associated

with the valve arm to prevent opening of the valve, and

means upon movement of the centrifugal means by the

compressor or other engim for causing the valve arm to be

released to nllnw opening of sal<l valve and consequent

circulation

8. In a governing devlw for controlling the circulation

of cooling water through the water Jacket of an engine,

the combination with valve mechanism for connection with

the clrctilatlng system, a d>'tent frame, governor tmll mech-

anism connected with said detent frame and normally

causing said frame to engage the valve mechanism to close

passagiwiiy therethrough, means tending to move the

\Hlve mectaiiism to open ['""sageway therethrough, said

governor hall meclanism being adapted to be driven upon

movement of the driving means for the engine, said de-

tent frame upon movement of the governor ball mechan-

ism being moved to release the valve to allow snld means
to actuate the valve to allow passageway therethrough.

4. In a device for controlling the circulation of water

to the water Jacket of an engine, the combination with

valve mechanism for connection with the circulating sys-

tem, a shaft or spindle adapted to be driven upon move-

ment of the driving means of the engine, ball governor

mechanism mounted to travel with said shaft, a detent

frame connected with said ball governor mechanism, and
means tending to hold said valve mechanism In an open

condition, said detent means t>elng normally held In posi-

tion by the ball governor mechanism to prevent opening of

the valve, said governor mechanism upon movement of

the driving means being operated to withdraw the detent

means from the valve mechanism to allow said valve mech-

anism to be restored to its open condition

5. In a governing device for controlling the circulation

of cooling water to the water Jacket of an engine, the com-

bination with valve mechanism for connection with the

circulating system, of means tending to hold said valve

mechanism in an open condition to allow circulation

therethrough, a shaft adapted for driving relation with the

driving means for the engine, to be driven upon move-

ment of said driving means, governor balls pivoted to

travel upon rotation of said shaft, and framework con-

nected with said balls adapted to reciprocate along said

shaft upon rotation thereof, said framework being nor

mally held In position to hold the valve nn'chanism In a

closed condition tri prevent circulation, said framework
up<in rotation of the shaft and operation of the governor

balls being moved to release the valve mechanism where-

by said valve mechanism may l>e returned to its open con-

dition to allow circulation

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.561. COIL-SUPPORT Wii.lia.m L Watek.s, Milwau-
kee, Wis., assignor to National Brake & Electric Com-
pany, MllwauktH'. Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Sept. 4. 190r,. Serial No. 333.210.

1. In a dynamo electric machine a coil support consist

Ing of a body portion extending axially and inwardl.\

from a face [)late adapted to l>e secured to the machine

frame, said body portion Laving at Its lower end an eti

larged member having an opening therethrougii, said en-

larged member having n lower flat engaging surface to

which the coils may be secured by means of a rope or

string passing about said coils and through said opening

2. In a dynamo electric machine a coil support consist

ing of a body member and face plate at one end thereof

and nn enlarged member at the other end of said body
portion, said enlarged meniber having a lower flat engag-

ing surface and an opening therethrough, whereby the

colls may be secured to said engaging surface by means of

a rope or string passing about said colls and through said

opening.

886,662. DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINE. Wii.t.iam I

Waters. Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to National Brake &

Electric Company, Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of

Wisconsin. Filed Dec. 13. 1906 Serial No .'i4 7 fii2.

In a dynamo electric machine, the combination of an

armature and commutator mounted on a shaft, a bearing

frame supporting the commutator '>od of the shaft and

disposed adjacent to the commutator, a brush yoke mount-

ed on said l)earlng frame adjacent to the commutator,

said brush yoke being provided with slots, brush frames
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supported In »*ld slots In said brush yoke, brushes In said I

brush frames engaging the commutator, and a shield of

Insulating material having slots registering with the slots

In the bruah yoke, clamping studs securing the brush

frames to the brush yoke and causing sAld shield to be

simultaneously clamped thereto, said shield of insulating

material being interposed between the brush frames and

brush yokes to electrically separate the section of the

commutator engaged by the brushes from the brush yoke

and bearing frame, thus preventing sparking between the

commutator and brush yoke and bearing fjame.

886,563. DETACFIABLE SLEIGH - RlSNER Burden

WaiTB, Cond^\ S. D Filed Dec. 12, 1607. Serial No

406.187

886,564. MECHANICAL TIME - FUSE. Kabl Wii3»b.

Essen-Rflttenscheld, Germany, assignor to Fried. Krupp

Aktlengesellschaft. Essen-on-the-Ruhr. Germany. Filed

Apr. 9, 1906. Serial No. 310,802.

mined movement of th^- timing mechanism : said timing

mechanism being movable to a dead point from which it

can not move to release the iRnltlng means.

5. In a time fuse, the combination of the Igniting means,

the timing means moving to a given point to release the

igniting means and adjustable to different time points to

vary the distance through which it moves to reach the re-

leasing point, and also movable to a dead point beyond the

time points, and a detent adapted to engage the timing

m.'ans when the latter is set to the dead point

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gaaette]

1. .^ detachabl'^ slpijfh mnnpr having a kuf^e provld^'d

with a spindle bearing, a sleeve having spaced parallel

arms extending from one end thereof, and means for con-

necting said arms with said spindle bearing.

2. .\ detachable sleigh runner having a knee provided

with a spindle bearing, a sleeve having parallel spaced

slotted arms extending from one end thereof and means

for connecting said arms with said spindly bearing

1 In a time fu.se, a timing means adjustable to deter-

mine the lapse of time prior to the action of the fuse on

the bursting charge and having in addition to Its timing

adjustment, a dead point adjustment at which the action

of the time fuse is prevented.

2. A time fuse having means for tlmlag the fuse by a

predetermined movement : said timing means being mov-

able to a point from which It can not move to release the

firing means.

3. A time fuse having a timing means movable to deter-

mine the time that will elapse before a charge Is Ignited,

and a detent adapted to engage said timing means when

the timing means Is moved to a dead point, to prevent

movement of the timing means In the direction to caus«

l^ltlon of the charge.

4. In a time fuse, tbe combination of the charge to be

ignited, the means for Igniting the charge, the timing

mechanism releasing said Igniting means by a predeter-

ssH..";65. METAL WHEEL. William E. Williams nnd

.I'JHN GaA.NT. Chicago. Ill,, assignors to Auto Machine

Works Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Oct 1. 1907. Serial No. ,"^95,4.30.

1. In a metal wiieel. the combination with a rim, of a

cylindrical hub tube notched at each end to receive the

spokes, spokes secured to the rim and having their Inner

end portions lying In the notches, respectively, and bent

sharply Into contact with the Inner surface of said tube,

annular caps having peripheral flanges fitting over the

ends of the tube and pressing the spokes against the bot-

toms of their notches, and a cylindrical tube closely fit-

ting the space within the Inwardly turned ends of the

spokes, extending out through the two annular caps and

flanged down upon the latter, binding the parts together

rigidly.

2. A discontinuous metal rim having Its ends abutting

and Interlocked combined with a clip extending across

the Joint, having Its middle bent Inward to form a spoke

!
receiving eye, and having Its ends locked Into apertures

in the rim ends.

3. In a metal wheel, tho combination with a straight

outer hub tube with spoke receiving notches In Its ends, of

a smaller concentric Inner tube projecting beyond the ends

of the outer tubes, spokes lying In said notches and bent

I sharply Into the annular spacp between the tubes, clos.lv

1 fitting therein and forming the only obstructions In the

annular space, and heavy annular caps slipped upon th.-

projecting ends of the Inner tube and provided with

flanges fitting over the notched end portions of the oui-r

tube : said projecting ends being spun or swaged down

upon the caps, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a hub tube having spoke re-

ceiving passages In each end, of a wheel rim having in-

wardly projecting medial eyes, of spokes having their mid

die portions In said eyes, respectively, and their end por

I tlons passing through said passages and bent sharply to

engage the Interior of said tube, annular capa fitting ov»r

the ends of the tube, and a smaller axial tube rigidly hold

lug said caps and at tbe same time preventing Inward

I movement of the spokes.
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8 8 6.666. ELECTRIC CABLE. CHAaLBS E. Wilson,
Philadelphia. I'a Fil.'d July 1,3, 1905. Serial No.

269,443.

T-

1. In an Itctrkal cablf, a plurality of wires each com-

posed of successive lengths of electrically conductive mute-

rials differing In their magnetic permeability, with alter-

nation of said materials in oppoh«'d portions of associated

wires, said wires being twisted together

2. In an eh-ctrlcal cabU', an eifctricai conductor com-

posed of alternatioK lengths of electrically conductive

materials differing lu tli.'ir majfneiic permeability, said

alternations having relation to the approximate wave

lengths of the currents to be tranmitted.

.1 In an electrical cable, a pair of line wires forming a

complete electrical circuit, of which one wire Is composed

of materials differing In their mannetic permeability from

the other wire, with reversal of said materials at recur-

ring Intervals along the length of the cable, said pair of

wires being twisted together

4. In an electrical cable, a pair of line wires forming a

complete electrical circuit, of which one wire is composed

of materials differing in their magnetic permeability from

the other wire with reversal of said materials at intervals

recurring along the length of the cable In definite relation

to the approximate wave lengths of the currents to be

transmitted, said pair of wires being twisted together.

,') In an electrical cable, a pair of line wires energized

by current opposite In direction and composed one wire of

copper and one wire of iron, with reversal of the material

at intervals having relation to the wave lengths of the

currents to be transmitted, said pair of wires being

twisted together.

886,567. RINDING ATTACHMENT FOR SEWING MA
CHINES. William Wilson, Boston, Mass, assignor to

Campbell Bosworth Machinery Company. Portland. Me.,

a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 17. 1906 Serial

No. 306.546.

A binding attachment for sewing machines having, in

combination, a guide for doubling the binding strip about

the edge of the work, a vertically adjustable carrier for

the guide, a support, and pivotal connections between the

carrier and the said support, substantially ns described.

134 0. G.—
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886,568. ANGLE SEWING ATTACHMENT FOR SEW-
ING-M.\('in.NES William Wilson, Boston. Mass, as-

signor to *.ampl>ell Bosworth Machinery Company, Port-

land, Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 17, 1906.

Serial No. 306.548.

1. An angle sewing attachment for sewing machines

having. In combination, a work table or throat-plate, an

arm on which It Is mounted, a support for the arm, and

connections between the arm and the support permitting

l>oth longitudinal and angular adjustment of the arm, sub-

stantially as described.

2. .\n angle-sewing attachment for sewing machines

having. In combination, a work table or throat-plate, an

arm on which it is mounted, a vertically adjustable sup-

port for the arm. and connections between the support and

the arm permitting both longitudinal and angular adjust-

ment so that the Inclination of the work table or throat-

plate may be changed without lateral displacement of the

work table or throat-plate, substantially as described.

3. \n angle-sewing attachment for sewing machines

having, in combination, a support, and a loop - holder

mounted thereon at an angle with the needle of the sewing

machine so that the needle will engage one margin only of

the loop, substantially as described.

4. .\n angle-sewing attachment for sewing machines

having. In combination, a body portion for distending and
substantially filling the loop, and an edge gage, the body

portion being mounted afan angle with the needle of the

sewing machine so that one margin only of the loop Is en-

gaged by the needle, substantially as described.

Tt .\n angle sewing attachment for sewing machines
having, in combination, a work table or throat-plate and
a presser foot angularly and Independently adjustable

with respect to the sewing instrumentalities to the work
at different angles thereto, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,569. EXPRESSION DEVICE. Frkdlrich W. Wood.

Kansas City, Mo., assignor to The Berry-Wood Piano

Player Co., Kansas City, Mo , a Corporation of Missouri.

FiU'd Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No. .S90,052.

1. An expression device, having an exhaust-chamber, a

pair of valve chambers connected to the exhaust-chamber

and the atmosphere, valves in the valve-chambers nor-

mally closing communication between the same and the

exhaust-chamber, passages having vent-hole connections

with the exhaust-chambe^ and diaphragms to operate said

valves, a passage connected to one of the valve-chambers,

a diaphragm normally closing the end of said passage

opposite to the connected valve-chamber and also normally

closing one end of one of the passages having vent-hole

communication with the exhaust-chamber, and a passage
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connected to the other valre-chamber and In commanlca-

tlon with the side of the last-named diaphragm opposite'

to the paasaifps normally closed at one and thereby

2. An expression device, having an exhaust-chamber, a

pair of valve cliambers connected to the exhaust-chamber

aud the atiEospli-T''. valves in the valve-chambers nor-

mally closini; communication between the same and the

exhaust-i-liamb*>r, passages having vent-hole connections

with tlie exhaust-cliamber and dlaphrajcms to operate said

valves, a passaiTf cinnected to one of tlje valve chambers,

a diaphragm normally closing the end of said passage

opposite to the connected valve cham&er and also nor-

mally closini; onf» end of one of the passages having vpnt-

hole communicarlon with the eibaustciiaintHT. and a pas-

sage connected to the other valve-chaml>er and in commu-

nication with the side of the Ia9t-name4 diapliragm oppo-

site to the passages normally closed at one t»nd thereby, in

combination with a traolier bar having a pair of openings

connected to the passages having ve»t hole connection

with the exhau8t-chamlM>r.

.3, An expression devic- having an exhaust-chamber, a

pair of valv^ chambers, connected to the exhaust-chamber

and the atmosphere, valves In the valve-thamb<*ra normally

closing communication between the same and the exhatist-

chamber. pa.s.sa^es having vent-hole communications with

the exhaust-chamber and diaphragms to operate said

valves, a passage connected to one of tfce valve-chambem,

a diaphragm normally closing the end of said passage

opp<i8ite to the connected va!ve-chaml»er and also nor-

mally closing one end of one of the pastages having v^nt-

hole communication with the exbanrt-chamber. and a pas-

sage connected to the other TalTe-chaml>er and in commu-
nication with the Bide of the last-named diaphragm oppo-

site to the passages normally closed at one end thereby,

in combination with a tracker-biar hav1»g a pair of open-

ings connected to the paaaages having vent-hole connec-

tions with the exhaust-chamber, and a note-sheet provided

with perforation.s to aucceseirely open eommunlcatlon be-

tween thp atmosphere and the trackep-bar opening con-

nected to the passage having vent hole communication

with the exhaust-chamber and closed at one end by the

diaphragm and the tracker-bar opening connected to the

ofh-'r passage having vent-hole communication with the

exhaust

4 An expression device having an exhaust-chamber, a

pair of valve-chambers connected to the exhaust-chamber

and the atmosphere, valves in the valvp-chambers nor-

mally closing communication between the same and the

exhaust-chamber, passages having vent-hole connection*

with the exhaust-chamber and diaphragms to operate

said valvps, a passage connected to one of the valvp-cham-

b^TS. a passage connected to the other valve-chamber, a

chamber communicating with the last-named passage, a

flexible diaphragm in said chamber and bridging and nor-

mally closing on*" end of the flrst-namei passage connect-

f-d to a vatw chamber and also bridging and normally

closing one end of the passage haviag the diaphragm
to operate the valvf of the valve-chambflr connected to the

chamber equlpp<^d with the said flexible diaphragm, and a

tube comraunicatlng with the chamber equipped with the

said flexible diaphragm. ,

5 An expression device, having an eahaust-chamber. a

t1»'xible diaphragm at the bottom thereof and a valve-

chamber vertically above the dtaphrafm and connected
tn the exhaust chamber and the atmospHere. a valve In the

valve-chamber normally closing commncication l)etween

said chamber and the exhan8t-cham|>er and carrying
rigidly a !»tem to be forced upward by the diaphragm at

times, a chamber underlying the diapbrafm, a pasaagc

communicating with said chamber and having a vent-hole

connection with the exhaust-chamber, a tube to conduct

air at times to said passage, a passage connected at one

end to the valve-chamber, a chamber communicating with

said passage, and a flexible diaphragm closing one side of

said chamber and normally closing one end of the passage

having a vent-hole connection with the exhaust-chamber

M6,5"0 TYPE \VR1TIN<; MACHINK Fkank A YofNO,
Syracuse, N Y , assignor to The Monarch Typewriter
Company, Syracuse, N. Y., a t.orporatlon of New York.

Filed Nov 7. 19(>4. Serial No. '.'.! 1.749

1 In a typewriting machine, thf combination of a series

of type bars, a curved pliant elastic metal member form

Ing a rest therefor and provided with a facing of tough

pliant matfTlal, and a fixed member forming a backing for

said elastic member, said elastic member surrounding or

Inclosing said fixed meml)er

2 In a typewriting machine, the combination with the

ends of type bars that carry the printing characters, of a

rigid support, and a rest surrounding or Inclosing said

rigid support, said rest comprising thin flexible metal In

Its construction

.^. A typewriter rest comprising In Its construction thin

flexible resilient metal with a rigid support cooperating

therewith, the flexible metal snrroundlng or inclosing the

rigid support.

4. A type rest comprising a rigid support, and a reslH

ent helix mounted thereon.

5. A typt» rest comprising a rigid support, and a rcslli-

•>nf helix surrounding said support.

[Claims 6 to .3« not printed in the Gazette ]

8 8 6 ,
."> 7 1 . PIPE NIPPLE-nOLDER .Tohn Tdlb, New-

York, N. Y. Filed June 7, 1906. Serial No. 320,563.

1. In a tool of the character described, a pipe nipplf

holder comprising a shank, a »<iuared portion on the shank

concentric therewith and of a larger diameter than the

shank, a longitudinally extending coaxial larger portion

integral with said squared portion, and a shoulder between

the squared portion and the larger portion, said squared

portion carrying a chuck, said chuck being provided with

a squared aperture to fit said squared portion, the said

chuck having a threaded recess of larger diameter than

the squared perforation and adjacent thereto, a set screw

radially extending through the wall of the chuck and
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emerging at the said threaded recess and a contracting

clamp for the chuck.

2. In a tool of the character de8crit>ed, comprising a

longitudinal shank, having an integrally formed squared

portion of smaller diameter than the shank and an inte-

grally formed cylindrical portion of smaller diameter than

<he said squared portion, the whole being coaxial and a

screw thread at the free terminal of the smallt^r and cy-

lindrical portion, the combination with the squared por-

tion of a chuck provided with a squared perforation to

fit the squared portion, and a cylindrical coaxial threaded

portion, the chuck being provided with a set screw passing

radially through the wall thereof and emerging at the

threaded recess and a clamp for the chuck and of a clamp-

ing sleeve adapted to t>e carried by the smaller portion,

and a clamping nut screw threaded to the thread of the

smaller portion, adapted to Impinge against one terminal

of the said sleeve.

8Sfl,."i72 METAL - WORKING MACHINE. Stanislas

ZiETARSKi. Newark, N. J. Filed Mar. 21, 1906, Serial

No. .'{07,208.

1. A pair of rolls with cooperating rolling surfaces, a

frame having a main member and a movable member,

means constructed and arranged to move the movable

member In relation to the main member, said rolls being

mounted upon the members, means for driving at least

one of the rolls, the main member having a projection

thereon extending toward the other member, the said pro

Jectlon serving as a support for the roll which Is mounted

upon the main member.

2. A pair of rolls with cooperating rolling surfaces, a

shaft for each of said rolls, a frame having a main mem-
ber and a movable member, means constructed and ar-

ranged to move the movable member In relation to the

main member, said rolls being mounted upon the members
means for driving the shafts, said main member having a

projection thereon extending toward the movable member,
the said projection serving as a support for the roll which

is mounted on the main member, and gears connecting the

roll which Is supported by the projection on the main
member to Its shaft.

3. A pair of rolls with cooperating rolling surfaces, each

of said rolls having a short lateral dimension, a driving

haft for each of said rolls, a frame constructed to have
an open portion, said frame having a fixed main member
and a movable member, means constructed and arranged
to move the movable member in relation to the fixed main
member, said rolls being mounted upon the members near

the open portion of the frame, means for driving the

hafts, the main member having a projection thereon ex-

tending toward the movable member, the said projection

serving as a support for the roll which is mounted on the

main member, gears connecting the roll which is sup-

ported by the projection on the main meml)er to its shaft,

and means for forcing the rolls toward each other under

pressure

4. A pair of rolls with cooperating rolling surfaces, a

frame having a main member and a movable member,
means constructed and arranged to move the movable

memt>er in relation to the main member, said rolls being

mounted upon the members, means for driving at least

one of the rolls, the main member having a projection

thereon extending toward the other member, said projec-

tion serving for a support on the roll which Is mounted
upon the main member, and means for guiding material

between the rolls.

5. A pair of rolls with cooperating rolling surfaces, a

stationary frame having a main member and a movable
member, a screw In the stationary part of the frame co-

operating with the movable member for adjusting the rela-

tive position of the rolls, said rolls being mounted upon
the members, means for driving at least one of the rolls,

the main member having a projection thereon extending
toward the movable member, the said projection serving

as a support for the roll which Is mounted upon the main
memtHT, and means associated with the stationary por-

tion of the frame and with the movable member by forc-

ing the rolls toward each other under pressure.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printet! in the Gazette.]

886.573. WEATHER-STRIP. Albams S Aiman. Phila-

delphia. Pa. Filed May 4. 1907. Serial No. 371.792.

1. In a weather strip, the combination of a window
frame, a sash, a strip having a tongue formed thereon, a

triangular strip, said triangular strip having a channel
formed therein to receive said tongue and means for se-

curing said parts to the said window frame and to the said

sash 80 that said tongue w'ill move in the said channel
formed in said triangular strip as the said sash is raised

or lowered.

'J In a weather strip, the combination of a window
frame, a sash, a strip having a tongue formed thereon, a

beveled surface upon the edge of said sash to which said

tongue is secured, a triangular strip secured in said frame
and said triangular strip having a channel formed there-

in to receive said tongue.

.3 In a weather strip, the combination of a window-
frame, a sash, a atrip having a tongue formed thereon, a

l>eveled surface upon the edge of said sash to which said

tongue is secured, a triangular strip secured In said frame,

said triangular strip having a channel formed therein and
a relief strip forming part of said triangular strip.

886.574 SEWING-MACHINE TAKE- FP William M.
Ammer.man. New Haven. Conn . assignor to The Edwin
J Toof Company. New Haven. Conn . a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Mar. 3, 1906. Serial No. .303.949.

1. .\ sewing machine take up mechanism comprising a

rotary actuating crank, a guide, a block freely slidable on
said guide, and a take-up lever plvotally connected at one
end with said crank and at a point intermediate its ends
with the said block.
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2. A sewing macbtne take-np mechanism comprising a

rotary actuatlm; crank, a guide, a block freely slldable on

laid ifulde, and a bell crank take-up le'^r plvotally con-

nected at on<^ pud with said crank and at Its angular por

tloQ with the said block.

Qsii

3. In a sewing machine, the combinatl«D, with a rotary

actuating crank, a reciprocating needle bur, and a pitman
connecting said crank and needle-bar, of a block sUdably

supported on said needle-bar, and a lever plvotally con-

nected at one end with the said crank and at a point In-

termediate Its ends with the said block.

886.575 BILLET LOOP Gborgi! !» Baily, Richmond,
Ind. Filed May 8, 190T Serial No .!r2.4S5.

1. A billet loop comprising compU-mentail members, each

consisting of a plate and a side extensidn, the plates being

plvotally connected at one end and the side extensions be-

ing arranged at opposite sides of the plates to engage
with opposite edge portions of a strap and billet when the

platt>s are muvfd to an overlapped position, and one of

said plates having a confining portion fC) close the space
formed betwe«'n the aforesaid side extensdons and adapted
to cont^ne the billet.

2. A billet loop, comprising complemental members plv-

otally connected to swing in parallel planes, and confining
extensions at opposite edges of the said members to close

the sides of the space through which the billet passes.

3. In combination a strap having an end portion folded,

a billet loop comprising complemental members having
loop portions at one end. and a pivot fastening connecting
said memb^-rs to each other and to the strep and the folded
portion thereof.

4. In combination a strap having a folded portion, a
plate having a tongue near one end parsed through the
strap and having a side extension, a seoo»d plate having a
liook which is adapted to be closed at Its open side by the
side extension of the first mentioned plate, and a pivot
fastening connecting said plates to each other and to the
strap and the folded end portion thereof,

886,576. OUN. Jdlids Bscnm, Essen on
many, assignor to Frl'-d Krupp Aktlenge
sen on the-Ruhr. Cermany Filed Apr. ,'{0

No. 371.143.

thf-Ruhr, Ger-

sellschaft, Es-

1907 Serial

A ^^^J^^^^

1. The combination with a swinging barrel carrier and
the barrel carried thereby, of a sight carrier movably ar-

ran;;fd im a part partaking of the swinging movement of

the barrel carrier, a sighting device carried by the sight

carrier, and moans causing the sight line of the sighting
device to t)»> maintained parallel to its original position

for any position that the barrel carrier can assume In any
one vertical plane.

2. The combination with the barrel and the mount, of a
parallel link system comprising a swinging barrel carrier,

a sight carrier movably mounted on a part partaking of

the swinging movement of the barrel carrier, a part of the
mount not partaking of the swinging movement of the
barrel carrier and a link connected to this part and to the

sight carrier

.'i. The combination with the mount, a swinging barrel

carrier; and the barrel carried thereby ; of a sight carrier

movably arranged on a part partaking of the swinging
movement of the barrel carrier and comprising a double
armed lever, an arcuate track carried by one arm, and an
elevation segment adjustable on the track ; a sighting de

vice carried by the segment : an indicator fixed on the part

carrying the sight carrier, and a link connecting the sight

carrier and the mount.

8 8 6.577 METHOD OF GENERATING POWER GAS.
IlE.NRY G Boyd and William R McKay. Ix^ndon. Eng-
land FiK'd .\pr 23, 1006. Serial No. 313,317.

1. A method of obtaining power gas which consists In

subjecting a mixture of metallic particles, marine shells

and whiting to the action of an acid admitted to a closed

chamber containing the said mixture, agitating the con-

tents of said chamber and supplying the gas thus gener-

ated to perform useful work substantially as described.

2. A method of obtaining power gas which consists In

subjecting a mixture of metallic particles, marine shells

and whiting to the action of an acid admitted to a closed

chamber containing the said mixture, agitating the con-

tents of said chamber, supplying the gas thus generated to

perform ust^ful work and h»atlng the gas In Its way to per-

form such work, substantially as de8crlt>ed

3. A method of obtaining power gas which consists in

subjecting a mixture of metallic particles, marine shells

and whiting to the action of an acid admitted in regu-

lated qaantltiea to a closed chamber containing the said
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mixture, agitating the contents of said chamber and sup-

plying the gas thus generated to a storage chamber, after

removing the moisture from said gas, so that it will t>e in

a condition suitable to perform useful work substantially

as de8crlt>ed.

886,578. THILL-COUPLING Christcj'her C Bhadlbt,

Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Nov Ut. U>07. Serial No. 402,827.

1. In a thin coupling, a coupling pin having a spherical

portion In combination with a spherical packing divided

circumferentially midway between its ends forming oppo-

site semi s[>h.'rl<al sections, each section being split longi-

tudinally through one side.

2. In a thill coupling, a coupling pin having n spherical

portion lu combination with a spherical pack4ng divided

cirrumftrpntially midway between its ends forming oppo-

site semi splicrical sections, each section being split longi-

tudinally through one side, one of said s.-ctions being

adjusted clrcumfon-ntlally to bring its longitudinal «lit

out of alin^mf-rit witti that of the other section.

3. In a thill coupling, a coupling pin having a spherical

bearing. In combination with a spherical packlriL' having

open truncated ends and divided at substantially right

angles to Its ails between Its ends, and means for tying

the edges together at one point leaving the nmainlng por-

tions of said meeting edges free to spring apart

4. In a thill coupling, a coupling pin having a spherical

bearing, in combination with a spherical packing linvlng

open truncated ends and divided at substantially right

angles to Its axis between its ends, means for tying the

edges together at one point leaving the remaining portions

of said m.-etlng edges free to spring apart, each packing

section t)elng split longitudinally through ono sldf

5 In a thill coupling, n coupling pin having a spherical

bearing. In combination with a spherical packlnir having

open truncatf'd ends and divided at substantially right

angles to its axis t>etwoen Its ends, means for tying the

edges together at one point leaving the remaining portions

of said meeting edges free to s[)ring apart, each packing

section being split longitudinally through one side, said

packing sections being adjusted relatively to each other to

bring their longitudinal slits out of allnement.

[Claims 6 to H not printed in the Gazette.]

886.579. CEMENTING MATERIAL AND PROCESS OF
M.\KING SAME Thomas W. Cappon, New York, N. Y.

Filed Apr 11, 1904 Serial No. 202. 046.

1. The process of carbonating mortar and cement from

within, which consists In carbonating calcium chlorld by

the combined action of powdered magnesium carbonate

and magnesium hydrate in the presence of water, whereby

the carbonatlon of the lime Is produced throughout the

mass Independently of the carbonic acid of the air, sub-

stantially as described

2. The process of making a mortar or cement, which con-

sists In mixing calcium chlorld with magnesium carbonate

and magnesium hydrate, substantially as described

3. The process of making a mortar or cement, which con

sists In mixing calcium chlorld with magnesium carbonate,

magnesium hydrate and calcium hydrate in substantially

the proportions hereinbefore specified, substantially as de

scribed.

4. A dry cement powder consisting of a mixture of cal-

cium chlorld. raagnf.<Ium carbonate r.nd magnesium hy-

drate, substantially as descrioed

5. A dry cement powder consisting of a mixture of cal-

cium chlorld. powdered magnesium carbonate and pow-

dered magnesium and calrium hydrates, substantially as

de8crll)ed.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,680. POULTRY FEEDER AND EXERCISER. WIL-

LIAM M. Conner, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 29, 1907.

Serial No. 365,345.

1. A feeder and exerciser for poultry comprising a feed

hopper, a feed disk, and a rod for rotating the disk, having

means whereby the rod may be rotated hy the poultry

thereon and said rod being vertically adjustable in the

disk.

2. A feeder and exerciser for poultry comprising a feed

hopper, a feeding means, a feed box located below the hop-

per, a rod for operating the feeding means and having its

lower end projecting Into the feed box. radial arms

extending from the lower end of the rod within the feed

box.

3. A feeder and exerciser for poultry comprising a feed

hopper, a feed disk In the hopper, n rod to which the feed

disk Is secured, projecting above and below the disk, means

carried by the rod, below the feed disk whereby the rod

fiiay be rotated by the poultry, and means above the disk

in which the rod Is journaled

4. A feeder and exerciser for poultry comprising a feed

hopper, a feeding means, a feed box located below the hop

per, a rod for operating the feeding means and having Its

lower end proje<tlng Into the feed box. radial arms

extending from the rod at its extreme lower end and

located within the feed box. and means whereby the rod

may be adjusted to vary the height of said arms.

5. A feeder and exerciser for poultry comprising a feed

hopper, a feed disk In the hopper, an operating rod ad-

justably secured to the disk and extending above the same,

means whereby the rod may be rotated by the poultry, and

means in which the rod Is journaled. located above the

feed disk.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,5R1 SECTION PRESS AND FOUNDATION SETTING
MECHANISM. Charles E. Cox. Merrill, Oreg Filed

Sept. 17, 1907. Serial No, 393,264.

1 In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a support, of a section holding frame outstand-

ing from the support and having an open end. a swinging
' pressing device plvotally mounted on the end of the frame

at one side of the open end. and means copniected to the

I device for swinging the same.

2 In a machine of the character described, the comblna-

' tlon with a section holding frame comprising angularly

dispo>ed walls, of a foundation (rage located within the

frame, a swinging pressing device comprising a 'lever piv-

oted between its ends upon one of the walls, the inner end
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ot Wild lever bavlnu a aectlon engraglng plate, and means

connected to the outer end for swinging the lever.

o In a aiacliine nf th>' character described, the comblna

flon with a foundation gage, of a heatlDK nlpoifnt havlnj; a

reciprocatory moveniont at one side of the t:agp, a lever

engaged with the eloment and having its path of move-

ment lomfitudlnally of the path of movfinent of said ele-

ment, and m^ans for operating the lever to swing it to-

ward and from the foundation gage.

4 In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a support, of a foundation gage mounted on the

support, a heating plate having a reciprocatory movement
beneath the gage, a lever fulcrumed l>etween its ends on

the support an»i having a swinging moyement longltudi-

nally of the path of movement of said element and toward

and from the gage, one end of the lever being connected

to the plate, and operating means engaging the other end
of the lever

5. In a machine of the character described, the combina-
tion with a support, of a foundation gagf mounted on the

support, a reciprocatory heating plate operating beneath
the gage, a t)«>l! crank lever comprising angularly disposed

arms fulerumwl on the support and having a path of

movement longitudinally of the path of movement of the

heating plate, one arm of said bell cra»k being engaged
with the plate, and operating means Including a lever

having a path of movement that Intersects the other arm
of the N'll crank

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oazette.

]

S8«.5Si2 ME.\NS FOR .VTTACHING FLEXIBLE MATE-
RIAL TO ROLLS OR DRUMS. Thomas H. Daviks.
Rutherford. N J Filed Sept. 13, 1907. Serial No,

392.679.

spring for holding said grlpper against the roll and away
from the roll.

3. The combination of a roll provided with a groove,

and plates at the ends of said roll having slots, with a

shaft passing through said slots and provided with a grlp-

per, means for movably supporting said shaft and a spring

to hold said grlpper in the groove and out of the groove.

4. The combination of a roll provided with a groove

and plates at the ends of said roll having slots, with a

shaft passing through said slots and provided with a grlp-

per. arms supporting said abaft and pivotal ly connected

with the roll, and a spring acting on said arras for holding

said shaft against the roll.

5 The i^omblnatlon of a roll having a jrroove, with a

grlpper having teeth to enter the groove and an eiten.sion

to lie over the roll, arms movably supporting the grlpper,

and a spring for holding the grlpper In the groove and out
of the groove

(Claims t\ and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. The combination of a roll provldeil with a groove,

Witt a gripper movably connected with the roll and adapt-

ed to enter said groove, and a spring acting on the grlpper

for holding said gripper In the groove and for holding said

gripper out of the groove.

2. The combination of a roll, with a grlpper provided

886,5 8 3.

CASTING
Germany.

SPACER FOR TYPE-SETTING AND LINK-
MACHINES. Heinbkh Dwjknbb, Berlin,

Filed Nov 11, 1907. Serial No. 401,701.

1. A spacer for Justifying lines of type in linotype ma-
chines and the lUe having In combination a one sided

slotted wedge, an expanding part comprising a aide part

provided with a wedge surface, a flat side part, a cross

band spring. Joining said side parts and working in the slot

of the one sided wedge.

2. .V spacer for justifying lines of type in linotype ma-
chines and the like having In combination a one sided

wedge having a through slot over the greater part of its

length and a groove at one end, an expanding part com-
prising a side part provided with a wedge surface, a flat

side part, a cross band spring joining said side parts and
working in the slot of the one sided wedge.

3. A spacer for justifying lines of type In linotype ma-
chines and the like having in combination a wedge formed
of two side parts, and joining distances pieces at each end,

an expanding part, comprising a side part provided with

a wedge surface, a flat side part, a cross band spring Join-

ing said side parts and working in the slot of the one sided

wedge.

4. A sparer for justifying lines of type In linotype ma-

chines and the like having a slotted wedge, an expanding
part, comprised of a side piece with a wedge surface, a

projecting guiding portion on said wedge surface and fit

ting in the slot on said wedge, a further side part and a
spring joining said side parts and passing through the

slot of the wedge.

5. A spacer for justifying lines of type In linotype ma-
chines and the like having a slotted wedge, an expanding

part formed of a wedge part and a plain part, a tongue

spring formed Integral with said plain part and fixed to

the wedge part.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaaette.]

886,684. LINOTYPB-MACHINE. Albxa.vdbr Dow. New
York. N Y.. assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed June 28, 1907.

Serial No. 381.275.

1. In a composing mechanism, expansible spacers con-

with teeth, arms movably supporting said gripper, and a ' slating each of two unconnected wedges, in combination

May 5. 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. «y

with means for directing one wedge to the line, and means 8S6.586. LINOTYPE-MACHINE. Albxandsr Lx.w. New

controlled by said wedge to effect the delivery of its com- York. N. Y.. assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Lom-

panion to the line.
*

,

pany. a Corporation of New York Filed June 29. 190..

Serial No. 381,425.

2. In a comiK)RlnR mechanism, the combination of matri-

ces, means for delivering them to the line, a series of

short wedges and means for delivering them to the line.

a series of long wedges and mechanism for delivering the

long wedges to the line, said mechanism dependent for its

action on the pasRspe of the short wedges toward the line ;

whereby the delivery of one wedge is caused to insure the

delivery of Its companion.

3. In a composing mechanism, means for delivering

members to the composed line, said means arranged to be

actuated by other members In their passage to the line.

4. In a composing mechanism, the combination of the

long wedges, their magazine, and means for delivering

them singly from the magazine, said means adapted to be

actuated by the passage of shorter wedges, substantially

as descr1t)ed

Ti In a composing mechanism, a spacer magazine pro-

vided with means for releasing the spacer wedges there-

from one at a time. In combination with a power-driven

roller movable bodily, and connections from said roller:

whereby the passage of one spacing wedge is adapted to

effect the release of the complementarj- wedge

[Claims G to 10 not printed In the Gatette.]

886.585. LINOTYPE-MACHINE. Alexander Dow, New

York, N Y . assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Com-

pany, a Orporatlon of New York. Filed June 28, 1907.

Serial No. .381.276.

l'"'V:*!}«r-*i'0"

1. A distributer iiaving longitudinal teeth arranged in

opposing dissimilar t^mbinations.

_'. .V distributer bar having opposed unlike combinations

of teeth.

3. A distributer-bar having two dissimilar series of lon-

gitudinal teeth, in combination with matrices each having

dissimilar arrangements of teeth.

4. .\ distributer bar provided on opposite sides witl) un-

like combinations of teeth and with a longitudinal rib be-

low all the teeth, In combination with matrices having

their upper ends notched to embrace said rib. and pri>-

vlded with unlike combinations of teeth, substantially as

described.

5 A distributer bar provided on opposite sides with dis-

similar combinations of teeth, and also provided with

means to prevent the matrices from swaying transversely

of the bar.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

ealfc d

1. Id a typographic machine, a main-frame and mechan-

ism therein for actuating escapemeuts. in combination

with two parallel connected magazines provided with es-

capements mounted in tie frame and removable Jointly

therefrom at will.

2. In a typographic machine, two parallel magazines

permanently connected, and a sustaining frame in which

said magazines are mounted and from which they are

Jointly removable at will.

:>>. In a typographic machine, the combination of a main-

frame, two parallel magazines rigidly united and sustained

In the frame by horizontal supports adapted to permit the

magazines to be removed Jointly in an edgewise direction

at win.

4. In a typographic machine, a main-frame, escapement-

actuating devices mounted therein, in combination with a

magazine mounted in the frame and provided with escape-

ment devices, said magazine movable at one end only be-

yond the path of the actuating devices: whereby the

delivery of matrices may be prevented without disturbing

the receiving end of the magazine.

6. In a typographic machine, a pendent swinging maga

sine provided with escapements, in combination with

transversely moving means for actuating the escapements ;

whereby the delivery of matrices may be prevented with-

out changing the movement of the actuating devices.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.587. LINOTYPE-MACHINE. Alexandsb Dow. New

York, N. Y.. assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York Filed June 29. 1907.

Serial No. 381,426.

1. In a mechanism for assorting matrices, a guide or

channel through which all the matrices are successively
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delivered, a transversely moTable device f»r arresting each

matrix sooner or later according to Its totm, and adjacent

mfana also movable transversely of the guide for posi

tlveiy deliverlnjf th»'refrom those matrlcei only which are

arrested In the later position.

_' In a mechanism for assorting matrices, a guide or

channel, means for delivering all the matrices endwise In

succession through said guide, a periodically reciprocated

stop acting to arrest each matrix sooner or later accord-

ing to Its form, and a periodically actuated ejector for

delivering the matrices arrested In the later position.

3. In a mechanism for assorting matrices, a guide or

channel adapted to permit the passage of natrlces endwl8«>

therethrough by gravity, means for delivering the matrices

successively thereto, stops of varlent f^rms located at

different points In the length of the channel and each

adapt.'d tn arr«»st each of the passing matrices sooner or

later af'-ordins to its form, and ejectors acting to deliver

the matrices arrested In one of said positions only

4 In a mechanism for assorting matrloes, the comblna

tlon of a g^iide or ehannel, means for delivering the mat-

rices successively to Said channel, recipeocating ejectors

located at different points in the channel to deliver the

matrices positively therefrom, and reciprocating stops of

different forms located adjacent to the ejectors ; whereby

the action of each ejector is limited to matrices of one

form only

5. In a mechanism for assorting matrices, means for

guiding the matrices successively in a common path, re-

tractable stops located at different points in the length

of said path and differing In form to arrest each matrix in

one position or another according to its farm, and ejectors

located adjacent to the stops, substantially as described

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gaaette]

5. In a calculator of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a casing having opposite open ends, of a

slide movably mounted Into the casing and having its end

portions respectively movable outwardly through the open

end of the casing, tables of calculations located on said

slide and exposed on its outward movement in opposite

directions, and means for limiting the outward movement
of the slide In either direction.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 6 , 5 S 8 CALCILATOR. Jamcs E. DrvrAN, Siloam
Springs, Ark. Filed May 26. 1906. Sefial No. 318,970.

1. In a calculator of the character set forth, the com-
bination with a casing having an open eml, of a plurality

of slides movably mounted In the casing and movable out-

wardly through the open end thereof, said slides being pro-

vided with tables of calculations, and a common stop de-

vice carried by the casing and engaging all the slides for

limiting their said outward movement.
2. In a calculator of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a casing having an open portion, of a plural-

ity of slides movably mounted In the casing and movable
outwardly through the open portion thereof, said slides

being provided with tables of calculations and having slot.s.

and a removable device engaging in the slots for limiting

the said outward movement of the slides, iaid device when
removed permitting the detachment of the slides.

3. In a calculator of the character set forth, the com
blnation with a casing having an open portion, of a plural-

ity of slides movably mounted in the casing and movable
outwardly through the open portion thereof, said slides

being provided with tables of calculations and having slots,

and a pin passing through the slots of the various slides

to limit the outward movement of said slides.

4. In a calculator of the character set forth, the com
bination with a casing having opposite open ends, of a

slide movably mounted In the casing an4 having Its end

portions respectively moved outwardly through the open

ends of the casing, and tables of calculations located on

said slide and exposed in Its outward movement In oppo-

site directions.

886,589 ENGINE. Fra.vk L. Eaoeb. Waterbupy. Conn.

Filed .Ian. 16, 1905 Serial No. 241.231.

aM,

-'^-—-^ -^;'
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1 In combination with a cylinder and Its piston and

piston rod. supply and exhaust ports communicating with

the chamber in the cylinder, a main steam actuated valve

for controlling the supply and exhaust ports to the cylin-

der, and to a pilot valve, supply and exhaust ports for a

pilot valve, and the pilot valve for controlling the move-

ment.^ of the main valve and having supply and exhaust

reeesses extending completely therearound.

2. In combination with a cylinder and its piston and

piston rod, supply and exhaust ports communicating with

the chamber in the cylinder, a main valve for controlling

the supply and e.xhaust to the cylinder and to a pilot valve,

said main valve having supply and exhaust recesses ex-

tending completely therearound. supply and exhaust ports

to the pilot valve, and the pilot valve for controlling the

movements of the main valve and having supply and ex-

haust receases extending completely therf-ar-iund

3. In combination with a cylinder and Its piston and

piston rod. supply and exhaust ports communlcatinkj with

the chamber in the cylinder, a main ste.im actuated valve

for controlling the supply and exhaust ports to the cylin

der and to a pilot valve and having recesses arranged on

opposite sides of its center whereby the valve may be re-

versed end for end, supply and exhaust f>ort8 to the pilot

valve, and the pilot valve for controlilnu th'' movements

of the main valve.

4. In combination with a cylinder and its piston and

piston rod. supply and exhaust ports communicating with

the chamber in the cylinder, a main valve for controlling

the supply and exhaust ports to the cylinder and to a pilot

valve, supply and exhaust ports to said pilot valve, and

the pilot valve for controlline the movements of the main

valve and having supply and exhaust recesses located on

opposite sides of Its lengthwise cfnter whereby said valve

may be reversed end for end.

5. In combination with a eyllnder and its piston and

piston rod, supply and exhaust ports communicating with

the chamber In the cylinder, a steam actuated main valve

for controlling the supply and exhaust ports to the cylin-

der and to a pilot valve and having supply and exhaust re-

cesses on opposite sides of Its lengthwise center whereby It

may be reversed end for end.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,590. BLAST OR EXHAUST APPARATU.S. GrsTAV

Elbel, Erfurt, Germany. Filed Oct. 23. 1007 Serial

No. 398.766.

In apparatus of the type described, the combination of

a smoice-box having Are tubes opening into the box and

having an exhau8t--team pipe extending into the box, a

pair of nozzles attached concentrically to the end of said

pipe, the outer of aald nozzles being of such dimensions

that an annular passage is formed between said nozzle and

May 5, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 89

the base of the smoke-stack, and a pair of suction-pipes

communicating with the outer nozzle and having mouths

directed inwardly and opening Into the smoke box, the en

tire openings of said suction pipes being situated lower

than the uppermost series of the fire tubes openinc i»to

the smoke box, for the purpose specified.

868^1. FINGER - SrREADING Ari'ARATT'S RrpOLF

PiwoER, Prague, Austria-Hungriry. Filed June 6, 1907.

Serial No. 377,538.

1 In a finger stretcher, the combination with a plate

for supporting the hand with Its fingers extending upon it,

said plate being provided with a semi-circular groove, of

substantially wedge shaped keys, each provided with a

downwardly extending projection movably and adjustably

arranged in said groove, each key being adapted to fit be-

tween tw.) adjacent tlnsrers. and means for securing said

keys in any position in which they are adjusted, substan

tlally as described.

2. In a finger stretcher, the combination with a plate

for supporting the hand with Its fingers extended upon it,

said plnte being provided with a semi-circular groove.

dove-Ulled In cross section, of substantially wedge-shaped

keys, each having a dove tailed downwardly extending pro-

jection movably arranged In the semicircular groove, and

a screw for securing said keys in their adjusted position.

substantially as described.

thereof looped while the opposite end is returned to form

a hook arranged in a plane at right angles to that of the

loop, and a transverse strip secured to the hooked end of

the shank and having one end thereof returned to form a

second hook member arranged at right angles to the first

mentioned hook member.

8 8 6,593. BURIAL APPARATUS Fritz Garpheidk.

SoUngen. and Wilhklm Westbrheide, Rath, near Dus-

seldorf. Germany. Filed May 16, 1907. Serial No.

374,095.

,--VW

1. In a burial apparatus, a rotary shaft, means opera-

tively connected thereto for supporting both ends of a

casket, a first friction disk secured to the shaft, a second

friction disk slidable on the shaft, and a hand lever for

bringing said second disk into operative engagement with

the first disk, substantially as specified.

2. In a burial apparatus, a rotary shaft, a pair of

pulleys mounted thereon, ropes engaging the pulleys, and

chains connected to the ropes, combined with a slotted

link secured to one of said chains and having a beveled

rear edge and a pair of downwardly extending shanks

adjoining said edge, and with a hook secured to the other

chain and adapted to enter the recess formed between

the link hhnnks and to engage the beveled edge of the link,

substantially as specified.

•S. In a burial apparatus, a pair of casings, a shaft jour-

naled therein, pulleys mounted on the shaft, ropes engag-

ing the pulleys, rods secured to the casings, braces adapt-

ed to be clamped to the rods, sleeves rotatable and slidable

on the rods and engaging the braces, and rollers supported

by the sleeves and engaged by the ropes, substantially as

specified.

4. In a burial apparatus, a crossbeam, a first casing

secured thereto, a bar connected 10 said casing, a second

casing slidable on the crossbeam, means for clamping

the second casing to the bar. a shaft Journaled In the

casings, and means operatively connected thereto for sup-

porting a casket, substantially as specified.

886,594 HYDRAULIC VALVE (AS.siis E Gilleitb.

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 22. 1907. Serial No.

8S6,592. P.\CK.\GE-TIE. Wim.iam F:. FRirKE. Sumpter,

Oreg. Filed Nov. 9, 1907. Serial No. 401,602.

The herein-described package tie comprising a shank

formed of a single strip of material and having one end

389,633.

At^r: '^'v-

1. A water flow controlling structure, having a dlB-

charge passage, and having two oppositely disposed ports

of substantially equal area opening into said discharge

passage, each port being surrounded at its discharge pas-

sage end by a valve seat, in combination with a valve mov-

able transversely of and controlling said ports, aaid valve

comprising a pair of valve faces, one for each port, each

valve face being rigidly connected to the other and be-

ing slightly Inclined from top to bottom toward a verti-

cal plane between the two faces, and the valve seats be-

ing similarly inclined, whereby the valve Is seated with a
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wedglB* action, and when seated the prewure on the Inlet

.Ide. of the raWe face. a«.Ut. In opening the yalre.

-' A water flow controlling itructure. hiving a di^

chilrge passage, and having two oppositely dUpoaed port.

^jThs'antla^y equal area opening Into said discharge

pa.^aK.. each port being surrounded at its discharge pas-

9a« end by a yielding valve seat, In comblnntlon with a

valve movable transversely of and controlling said porta^

gald valve comprising a pair of valve faces, (tne for each

port each valve face being rigidly connected to the other

and being slightly Inclined from top to bottom toward a

rertlcal plane betv^^en the two faces, and the valve seats

belQK similarly inclined, whereby the valve 1* seated with

a wedKing action, and when seated the pr«8ure on the

inlet sides of the valve faces assists In openling the valve.

r? \n underground water flow controllllig structure,

having a discharge passage, and having t^o oppositely

disposed ports of substantially equal area opening into

said discharKe passage, each port being surrounded at its

dlscharcp passage end by a valve seat. In combination
|

with a vertically movable valve controlling aald ports,
j

said valve comprising a pair of valre faces, one for each
,

port, each valve face being rtgldly connectea to the other

and being slightly inclined from top to bottom toward a

v.>rtical plane between the two faces, and t|e valve seats

being similarly Inclined, whereby the valve seats with a

wedging action, and when seated the pressuf* on the Inlet

Bides of the valve faces assists In opening tbe valve, said

discharge passage being an extension leadt»g to the snr-

face through which the valve may be removed.

4 \a underground water flow controlling stnictnre,

having a discharge passage, and having two oppositely dis-

posed ports of substantially equal area opening Into said

discharge passage, each port being snrrounled at Its dis-

charge passage end by a valve seat. In combination with

a vertioally movable valve controlling said ports, said

valve comprising a pair of valve faces, one for each port,

each valve face being rigidly connected to the other and

being slightly Inclined from top to bottom tioward a vertl-

•al plane b.Mwefn the two faces, and the talve seats be-

ing stBillarly Inclined, whereby the valve seats with a

wedging action, and when seated the pressure on the inlet

Bides of the valve faces assists In opening the valve, said

discharge passage having an extension well leading to the

surface through which the valve may be removed, a stand

located above the surface and laterally Movable toward

and away from said passage extension, and operating con-

nections between said stand and valve f<ir opening and

closing the latter and for moving the valve above the

surface when desirable

886 596. DISPENSING LlQUID-HOLDKB. Hobacb P.

GOBMAS. Ilazleton, I'a. Filed May 15. 1J>07. Serial No.

373.758.

<^86.5t5 TOP HOLDER M.4BI0V Gr^ASsrocK. Webb City,

Mo Filed Sept. 27. 1907. Serial No. .S94,9.'i8.

1 V liquid dispensing apparatus comprising a suitable

r.^ovptacle for the liquid, a fixed supplemental oontaln.'r

for the liquid within th.- n-ceptacW'. means fur permitting

access from the receptacle to the supplemental container

a movable piston within the supplemental container and

arranged to close the latter to the main receptacle and to

establish an air pressure within the suplemental con-

tainer and positively operated means Independent of the

air pressure for opening the container to permit the dis-

charge of liquid therefrom after the air pressure has been

established therein.

o \ liquid dispensing apparatus comprtsinc a suitable

receptacle for the liquid, a fixed cylinder therein cl-sed at

both end.s and having a port near one end open to the

main receptacle, a piston movable in said cylinder nor-

mally unclosing the port but arranged to close the port

when moved In the proper direction in said cylinder, a

hollow piston rod for the piston, and a plug or closure nor-

mally housed in said piston rod and arranged to be moved

out of the same after the piston has completed a prede-

termined range of movement.

3 V liquid dispensing apparatus comprising a suitable

receptacle for the liquid, a closed cylinder in said recep-

tacle provided with a port near .>ne end. a piston within

the cylinder normally unclosing said p«^rt. a hollow pis

ton rod connected to said piston, a slotted guiding s eeye

for said hollow piston rod. a fixed plug normally within

the hollow piston-rod and past which the rod is movable,

and a hand rest fast on said piston rod In tbe axial line

of tbe same.
,

4 \ liquid dispensing apparatus comprising a suitable

receptacle, a cylinder therein closed at both ends and

having a port near one end. a piston movable In said cyl

inder and provided with a hollow piston rod. a plug for

said hollow piston-rod normally contained there n. and

a threaded rod carrying said plug and extending through

a nut formed In one end of the cylinder

5 A liquid dispensing apparatus consisting of a sult^

able "receptacle, means therein for putting the qu d

to be dispensed under pressure, an outlet for the liquid

under pressure, a closure foF said outlet, positively oper^

ated means timed to open the outlet after a predetermined

pressure has been established, and means for ad ustlng

the closure operating means to vary the time relation of

discharge

, [Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette 1

A holder for tops comprising a U shaped structure hav-

ing the opposed faces of the terminals Of its arms pro-

vided with seats to receive the spindle pivots of a top,

and a brace having Its ends secured to the arms and op-

erating to cause the terminals of the latter to spread

when pressure is applied between the br»ce and the bend

of the holder.

S86 597 VLUMINT-M ALLOY Walthbk Gosm.vnn. Es-

sen-onthe-nuhr. Germany, assignor to Fried. Krupp

\ktlenge8ellschaft, Ess-n onthe Ruhr, fiermany Filed

Aug. 2, 1907. Serial No. 386,842. ^ , ^c*
I An alloy comprUing about 877c of aluminum, about 8%

\ of copper and about 5% of tin.

Mav 5, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.

886 698 GUN WITH SCREW ELEVATING MECHAN-
[
within said channel and opening through the top and

ISM AND ADJUST.VBLE SIGHT DEVICE. OsKAB . bottom thereof. subsUntially as speoifled.

Gbauhering, Essen on-the-Ruhr. Germany, assignor to

Fried. Krupp Aktlengesellschaft, Essen-on-the Ruhr,

Germany. Filed Mar. 26. 1906. Serial No. 308.151.

2. A truss pad provided with a channel that opens at

the lower side of the pad, and with a pair of telescoping

tubes movable within said channel, substantially as speci-

fied.

88C,t)00, CLUTCH. Hkrma.vn Hakberlin. Akron. Ohio,

assignor to The Akron Clutch Company. Akron. Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio Filed Oct. 29. 1906, Serial No.

341.102. Renewed Sept. 24, 1907. Serial No. 394,413.

1. The coml«iuatlon with the gun. n slglit device, an

elevating mechanism for the gun, connected to the sight

device to adjust the latter relatively to the gun during

the adjustment of the gun to maintain the sight at a sub-

stantially fixed angle to the horizon, and means for adjust-

ing the angle of the sight device Independently of the

elevating mechanism, of additional means for adjusting

the sight device.

3. The combination with the gun. a sight device, an

elevating mechanism for tbe gun. connected to the sight

device to adjust the latter relatively to the pun during

the adjustment of the gun to maintain the sight at a sub-

stantially fixed anele. and means for adjusting the angle

of the sight device independently of the elevating mech-

anism, of means for disengaging the sight device from the

last mentioned adjusting means to permit the rough

adjustment of the sight device independently of its adjust-

ing means
3. The combination with the gun. a sight device, an

elevating mechanism for the gun ; a flexible connection

between the sight device and the elevating mechanism for

adjusting the former relatively to the gun during the

adjustment of the gun to maintain the Bight at a sub-

stantially fixed angle, and means for adjusting the angle

of the sight device Independently of the elevating mech

anism. of means permitting said sight adjastment means

to be coupled to and uncoupled from the sight device to

permit rough adjustment.

4 The combination with the gun. a sight device, an

elevating mechanism for the gun. connected to tie sight

device to adjust the latter relatively to the gun during the

adjustment of the gun to maintain the sight at a substan-

stantlally fixed angle, and means for adjusting the angle

the sight device Independently of the elevating mechanism,

of means permitting a part only of said adjusting means

to he employed to produce an adjustment of the sight

5 The combination with the gun, a sight device, and

an elevating mechanism for the gun. connected to the

sight device to adjust the latter relatively to the gun dur-

ing the adjustment of the gun to maintain the sight at a

substantially fixed angle, of means for adjusting the angle

of the sight device Independently of the elevating mech-

anlBm. said means having the portion that engageb the

sight device adapted to be uncoupled from the rest of the

adjusting means.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaxette.]

886,599. TRUSS. Johannes Habk.mcht, Hanover, Ger-

many. Filed Aug. 31. 1906. Serial No. 332,764.

1. A truss pad provided with a channel which is open at

the top and bottom of the pad. and with a tube movable >

1 In a clutch, the combination with fixed and loose

members, of friction plates carried by one of said mem-

bers and cooperating with the other member, a carrier dis-

posed between said plates, rotatable engaging means

n ounted In said carrier and disposed to have rolling en-

gagement with the friction plates when the carrier is os-

eiilated and means for oscillating said carrier.

2. In a clutch, the combination with fixed and loose

members, of friction plates carried by one of said members,

and cooperating with the other member, a carrier dis-

posed between said plates, a series of roiling bodies

mounted In said carrier between the friction plates

and cooperating with the latter, and means for oscillating

the carrier.

3. In a clutch, the combination with fixed and loose

members, of friction plates carried by the fixed member

and inclosed by and cooperating with the loose member, a

carrier disposed between said plates, a series of conUct-

Ing rolling bodies mounted in said carrier and coSperatlng

with the friction plates when the carrier is oscillated, and

means for osclllaUng the carrier.

4. In a clutch, the combination with fixed and loose

members of friction plates carried by one of said members

and cooperating with the other member, an oscillatory

carrier disposed between said friction plates, a series of

balls mounted in said carrier, the end balls of the series

disposed to have rolling relation to the friction plates,

and the intermediate ball of the series having rolling rela-

tion to the end balls, and means for oscillating the carrier.

5. In a clutch, the combination with fixed and movable

members, and friction plates carried by one of said mem-

bers and cooperating with the other member, of a carrier

disposed between said friction plates, rotaUble engaging

means mounted In said carrier and cooperating with the fric-

tion plates, an arm or lever rigid with said carrier and

having a curved shoulder at one end. a bearing on which

said curved shoulder rocks, and means for oscillating said

arm or lever and the carrier.

! Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]
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886.601. FRICTION-SPHOCKET.
Weehawken. N J. Filed Aug.

332,435.

BMIL r. HXFELrtNGES,

29. 1906. Serial No.

1 A sprocket having a web provided wtth a conical pe-

riphery, a toothed rim having a conical inner wall, and

urrounding said web, friction material between the con

leal faces of said parts, and means for constantly clamping

both parts and the friction member In engagement.

2. A sprocket having a web and a toothed rlm separate

therefrom, friction material between sal<l hub and said

rlm and slidably engaging with one of said parts, and

means for pulling said two parts In opposite directions

and for pushing the friction material bet^reen said parts.

888,602. KNIFE CLEANING AND POLISHING MA-
CHINE. Hii.vaiCH F. Hambruch, Hamburg, Germany.

Filed Mar. 22, 1906. Serial No. 307,413

combination with a pair of oppositely rotatable rigid

disks mounted In flxed bearings, flexible bands surrounding

the disks forming an annular space between the disks and
bands, a portion of the outer faces of the bands contactlnK

and moving parallel to each other ; of a plurality of rigid

connecting members rigidly connected to the bands enjcaK

Ing projecting faces on the disks, whereby the flexible

bands are maintained parallel to the axis of rotation of

the disks.

5. In a machine for cleaning and polishing knives, the

combination of a pair of oppositely rotatable rigid disks

having peripheral flanges and mounted In flxed bearings,

flexible bands surrounding the disks forming an annular

space betw^j-n the disks and bands, a portion of the outer

faces of the bands contacting and moving parallel to each

other, a plurality of angle-pieces rigidly connected to the

inner faces of the bands near each edge and extending

under the flanges on the disks, and extensions on the anglt'-

pieces projecting below the flanges to engage the sides of

the disks.

1. In a machine for cleaning and (xilisblng knives, the

combination with a pair of oppositely rotatable rigid disks

mounted in flxed bearings, flexible bands surrounding the

disks forming an annular space betweeit the disks and
bands, a portion of the outer faces of said bands contact-

ing and moving parallel to each other, of a plurality of

connecting members carried by the bands engaging pro-

jecting surfaces on the disks at points other than the

point of contact of the bands.

2. In a machine for cleaning and policing knives, the

combination with a pair of oppositely rotatable rigid

disks mounted In flxed bearings, flexible bands surround-

ing the disks forming an annular space between the disks

and bands, a portion of the outer faces o( said bands con-

tacting and moving parallel to each other, of a plurality

of connecting members carried by the bands engaging pro-

jecting surfaces on the disks at points other than the

points of contact of the bands, and pawls flxed on the

inner facea of the bands engaging the ptripherles of the

disks to prevent relative movement of the bands and disks.

3. In a machine for cleaning and poliahlng knives, the

combination with a pair of oppositely rot4tabIe rigid disks

Donnted In flxed bearings, flexible bands surrounding the

disks forming an annular space t>etweet the disks and
bands, a portion of the outer faces of the bands contacting

and moving parallel to each other ; of aeans connecting

the disks and bands adapted to maintain said outer faces

parallel to the axis of rotation of the disks.

4. In a machine for cleaning and polishing knives, the

886.603 ADJrST.lBLK BRAKE-HEAD Philip T.

HAVDifiES. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Damascus

Brake Beam Co., Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Feb. 20, 1908. Serial No. 416,946.

1. A brake comprising a brake applying member, and a

brake head having a bearing, through which It Is mounted

upon said brake applying member with freedom of angular

adjustment : one of .said parts having means for changing

its transverse dimensions relatively to the other to cause

the parts to bind In their assembled relation.

2. An adjustable brake comprising a brake applying

member and having a cylindrical end, and a brak*' head

constructed with a cylindrical bearing adapted to fit upon

said cylindrical end with freedom of angular adjustment

relatively thereto ; and mean.s changing the transverse

dimension of one of said parts whereby the bearing Is

caused to bind on the cylindrical end and maintain the

angular position to which the head Is adjusted.

3. In an adjustable brake, the combination of the brake

applying member or beam having an end with cylindrical

surface, and a brake head constructed with a bearing

flttlng said end of the brake beam ; said bearing being in

the form of an open ring and having means for contracting

It upon the end of the brake beam after the angle of the

brake head is determined.

4. In an adjustable brake, the combination of the brake

applying member, the Aead having a bearing fitted to the

brake applying member with relative angular movement

thereon, means for interlocking said members against rela-

tive axial movement while permitting relative rotation be-

tween them, and Independent means for varying the trans-

verse dimension of one of the members relatively to the

other and thereby causing them to bind and prevent rela-

tive rotation.

5. In an adjustable brake, the combination of the brake

applying member or beam having a cylindrical end con-

I structed with a clrcamferentlally extending groove, a
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brake head having a bearing fitting said cylindrical end

and constructtd with a pocket, a key fitted within the

l>ocket of the brake head and extending into the groove of

th*- cylindrical end. and preventing relative axial move-

ment Letwoen the parts with which It engages, and Inde-

pendent means for .securing the brake head In the angular

position to which it is adjusted.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

when collapsed, transversely thereof, as a window rest or

jfuard.

H86 604 SHOE FINISHING MACHINE. John S. Han

8FV Brockton. Mass . assignor to O. A. Miller Treeing

Machine Company, Portland, Me., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Mar. 21, 1908. Serial No. 422.501.

1
•

In a shoe finishing machine, means constructed and

arranged to smooth the rear part of a shoe, mechanlstn

for imparting to said means a predetermined number of

work smoothing redprocatory movements in the direction

of the height of the shoe, and means forholdlng the shoe

against rotation during the operation of said smoothing

means. ,
•> In a machine of the class described, a plurality of

tools relatively arranged for smoothing the back stay or

similarly located portion of a shoe, means for reciprocat-

ing the tools a predetermined number of times In the dlrec

tlon of the length of the Uck stay to smooth the back

stav, and means for supporting the shoe to present the

same ixirtlon of the shoe for consecutive operations of said

tools.

.3. In a machine of the class described, means for sup

Iiortlng a shoe In stationary position, and back stay

smoothing means comprising a tool adapted to engage

yieldingly the middle portion of the stay, tools arranged

to engage at either side of the middle, and means for actu

ating the tools lengthwise of the stay.

4. In a machine of the class described, means for sup-

porting a shoe In stationary position, and back stay

smoothing means comprising tools arranged to engage the

shoe at either side of the middle of the back, and means

for actuating said to<il8 lengthwise of the back stay, said

means being constructed and arranged to Impart to said

tools a predetermined number of reciprocations.

5. In a machine of the class described, means for sup-

porting a shoe, and back stay smoothing means compris

ing tools arranged to engage the shoe at either side of the

middle of the back stay, means for yieldingly holding said

tools toward each other, and means for actuating them

lengthwise of the stay, for a predetermined number of

operations.

[Claims 6 to 2.'> not printed In the Gazette.]

2. The combination with a building of a collapsible lad-

der approximately the length of the height of a story.

stiles composed of sections, each section consisting of a

plurality of telescopic tul.es. certain tubes of each section

of one stile being connected to corresponding tubes of the

other stile by rungs, the stiles having at each end blocks

adapted to engage the window frame and hold the ladder

when collapsed, transversely thereof, as a window rest or

guard.

SK6.606. MULTIPLE PICTURE AND METHOD OF PRO-

IH'CING THE SAME. Gl'STaf Holmstkn. NorrkSplng.

Sweden. Filed Oct. 30, 1906. Serial No. 341,269.

The method of producing multiple pictures which con-

sists in dividing a plurality of pictures into a number of

strips, then mounting the strips on a plane base with the

strips of one picture alternating with the^ strips of an-

other picture, then reproducing the multiple picture thus

formed, and finally bending the reproduction on the dlrl

slon lines between adjacent strips to cause the strips be-

longing to one picture to extend at an angle to the strips

forming another picture.

8s«,60r) COMBINED WINDOW REST AND ESCAPE-

LADDER. JoHANN J. HEBSi HE. Appeniell, Switzer-

land. Filed Sept. 16, 1907. Serial No. 393.086.

1. The combination with the buf.dlng of a ladder ap-

proximately the length of the height of a story, the stiles

of which are made In telescopic sections, sections of one

stile being connected to corresponding sections of the

other stile by rungs, the stiles having at each end blocks

adapted to engage the window frame and secure the ladder

S 8 8, 60 7. PROCESS OF MAKING BARIUM OXID.

Charlbs B. Jacobs, Port Chester. N. Y., assignor of

one half to Heber R. Bishop, New York. N. Y. Filed

I>ec. 1. 1905. Serial No. 289,850. (Specimens. 1

1. The process of reducing barium carbonate to barium

nxid, which consists in suspending the carlwnate in a

finely divided condition in and throughout a uniformly

porous reducing agent, and subjecting the same to heat

to liberate the carbon dloxld whereby the carbon dloxid

Is reduced to carbon monoild and ready exit provided for

the escape of the gas.

2. The process of converting barium carbonate Into ba

rlum oxld, which consists In suspending the carbonate In

the form of fine particles throughout a uniformly porous

mass of carbon, subjecting said mass to heat to decompose

the barium carl)onate.

3. The process of converting barium carbonate Into

barium oxld. which consists in mixing the carbonate with

coking coal, coking the mixture and then heating the mass

to a temper ture sufBcient to decompose the carbonate.

4. The process of converting barium carbonate into

l«rlum oxld, which consists In intimately mixing 40 parts

I

by weight of said carbonate with 16 parts by weight of

coking coal then heating the mixture to decompose the

carbonate.

!

5. The process of converting barium carbonate into

barium oxld. which consists in mechanically suspending

i the carbonate in the form of particles throughout a mass
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of porous carbon whereby the.carbon forcis a mechanical
carrier for the cartwnate, the carlxjn being In excess of

the amount theoretically required to reduce the carlwn
dlosid raising the maas tu a temperature sufficient to de-

compose the carbonate whereby the partl<jle« of carbonate
are converted Into barium oxid and each particle la sur
rounded by h protective envelop of Incandescent carbon.

I

886.808. DISPLAY-HOLDER FOR JEWFILRY AND THE
LIKE. M.ix .Jkhsbmann, New York. N, Y. Filed Feb.

7. 19<38. Serial No. 414.771.

1 A display stand for Jewelry and the like comprising
a base, a spring In said base having a top j^ortlon provided

with a depression forming an angular part 14, a depending
portion 9 and an intermediate angular portion 15, a longi

tudlnal portion lo and Intt-rmediate angular portion 16,

and an upwardly pxtpndlng portion and having an end ex

terior of «ald base and adapted to secure articles against

the same.

2. \ display stand for Jewelry and the like comprising
a ba.se having a coneavp top plate provide^ with an aper-

ture, a spring In .'*ald base having an upper end 7 dispos»'d

against the Inner side of the top plate, a depressed portion
forming angular shoulders 14 and 15. a |ortlon running
substantially parallel with the top plate at the base and
having a fre>^ pud projecting through th« said aperture
.ind running paraU"! with the base of the Concave portion
of said top plate, said free end, overlapping the other end
Tf said spring.

•^'^e.fiOO RIBBON ATTACHMENT FOR TtPE-WRITERS.
Cahl a. Joebisskv. Washington, D. C, iisalgnor to Un-
derwood Typewriter Company, New YorH, N. Y., a Cor-

poration of New .Jprspy. Filed .\pr. 14,

No. 255,634.

inos Serial

1. The combination with a rlbbon-vlbratlng lever bar-
ing upon Its opposite sides studs at unetjual dlstanc«>s from
the fulcrum of the lever, of an actuator mounted on a
pivot aad having slots to engage said stnds. and shlftable
upon said pivot to bring either stud Into us» at will.

2. In combination with a ribbon guide, a suitably ful-

erumed lever having connection with said ribbon guide, an
arm engaging said lever to oscillate It, and a reciprocating
part of the machine carrying said arm : sa|d lever having
pins at different distances from Its fulcrum and nld arm
being movable transversely to the plane of the lever's

movement and having slots through which It Is engaged
with the respective pins at will.

3. In a sight-writing typewriter having a platen shift-

ing to bring it Into printing relation with upper case char-
acters and baring a ribbon Interposing means which shifts

with the platen to maintain Its relation and normal oper-

ation during upper case printing, means actuating the rib-

bon interposing means, and means changing the throw Im
parted by such actuating means Independently of other
functions of the machine and without changing the normal
position to which the ribbon is returned and maintaining
the same control of said actuating means over the ribbon

Interposing means for both positions of the platen.

4. In a sight-writing typewriter having a shifting platen
and a ribbon Interposing means shifting with the platen,

and actuating means having a plurality of engagem«nta
with the interposing means adapted to be brought Into

effect at will and each permitting movement of the Inter-

posing means relatively to the actuating means during the

platen shift.

5. In a sight-writing typewriter, the combination of a

platen shifting from its normal position to receive chnr
acters on a different portion of the type, a ribbon Inter

posing means movable to and from the printing point and
shifting with the platen In order to maintain its normal
relation thereto and comprising a suitably fulcruraed lever,

and an actuating arm movable Into engagement with the

lever at different distances from Its fulcrum whereby It

changes the throw imparted to the lever, but periuittlnK

independent movement of the lerer during the platen shift.

I Claims ti to 14 not printed in the (iasette. 1

886,610 VENTILATOR. GBOBf;B KABfRErK. Jersey City.

N. J. Filed July 5, 1907. Serial No. .-{82,154.

1 A ventilating device, comprising a window frame,
provided with the usual weight pockets, each of which Is

provided with Inner and outer openings, means for de-

flecting air adjacent to said outer openings and a per
forated partition plate loosely swung In each of said weight
pockets.

2. A ventilating derlce comprising a window frame pro-

vided with the usual weight pockets, each of which Is pro-

vided with inner and outer openings, plates adjacent said
last named openings and arranged at an angle to the di-

rection of the air therethrough, and a partition plate sus-

pended In each of said weight pockets and capable of move
ment In all directions.

88«,611. RECOILGUN WITH RECUPERATOR SPRING
Hei!T«ich KAWONBXBBao, BSssen on-the-Ruhr, Germany,
assignor to Fried. Krupp Aktiengesellschaft, Essen on
the-Ruhr, Germany. Filed Aug. 2, 1907. Serial No.

386.844.

1. In a recoil gun, a recuperator spring, a fixed and n

movable abutment for the spring, a part adapted to be con-

nected with the movable abutment, and a rope winding de-

rice provided with a rope adapted to engage said part to

draw the movable abutment towards the fixed abutment to

impart initial compression to the spring.

2. In a recoil gun having a recuperator spring, a track

carrier serving as a hpuslng for the recuperator spring,

and prorlded with means adapted to recelre tbe winding
drum of a rope winding derlce for imparting Initial ten-

sion to the spring ; said carrier being provided with a hook
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adapted to receive the free end of the rope of the winding

device.

3. In a recoil gun with recuperator spring, n track car-

rier forming a housing for the recuperator spring, means

provided on the bottom of the track carrier and adapted to

receive the winding drum of a rope winding device, and a

hook provided on the top of the track carrier and adapted

to receive the free end of the rope of the winding devh e.

4. In a recoil gun. a track carrier provided with an abut-

ment, a hook and claws, a recuperator spring, a movable

abutment for said spring, a part connected with the mov-

able abutment and carrying a pulley, and a rope winding

device s«A"ured by the claws and provided with a rope pass-

ing over the pulley and secured to the hook.

5 In a recoil gun, a track carrier, provided with an

abutment, a recuperator spring, a recoil brake having a

piston rod. a pulley carrier formed to fit the piston rod.

and a rope winding device mounted on the track carrier

and having its winding rope passing over the pulley.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

880,612. PIN. Frank J. Kkistofek, Coshocton, Ohio.

Filed Sept. 4. iy«6 Serial No S33.208.

tlon with a guide-bar, a standard at one end thereof, and

a [liece slidingly mounted on the standard, of a presser-

arm adapted to press the workplece down on the guide bar

and being pivoted to the said sliding piece on the standard,

a presser head adjustably mounted on the presser arm, a

presser-foot slidingly mounted on the guide bar. n sta

1. A pin formed of a piece of straight wire pointed at
,

each end. one of said ends being bent into a substantially

circular eye lenvinc the point thereof adjacent to but out

of contact with the sbank of the pin. the shank, eye and

eye point being in the same plane.

2. .\ pin formed of a piece of straight wire pointed at

each end, one end of said wire being bent to form an eye

with the point extending in a direction opposite the other

[)olnt and adjacent the shank of the pin and so disposed

in relation thereto as to form a tapering throat between

said shank, the eye and its point, the parts lyinc in the

same plane
,'?. .\ pin (Nimprlsing a straight shank pointed at each

1

end and having a substantially circular eye at one end

formed by bending the end of the shank of said pin thereby

leaving a narrow space between said shank and the pointed

end of the eye to form an cjpen tapering entrance throat

to the eye, all of said parts lying In the sam-' plane

gie,«l.'i MF.VNS FOR CLAMPING JOINERY WORK
Christiav Krooh. atavanger, Norway. Filed Feb. 21,

1907 Serial No. 358,604

1. In an Implement for clamping Joinery work the

combination with a guide bar. and a stationary and a mov
able presser-foot on the same, of a presser-arm adapted

to press the workplece down on to the guide bar, an adjust

able presser head on the presser bar, and a link connected

with the presser-head and adapted to be pushed against

the movable presser foot by a swinging movement of the

presser-arm, so as to press the workplece In a direction

parallel to the guide-bar.

2. In a device of the character described, the comblna

tionary presser-foot on the latter, and means Intermediate

the presser-head and the said sliding presser-foot adapted

to move the latter along the guide-bar and clamp the work-

piece between said sliding presser-foot and the stationary

presser-foot.

8 8 6,614. AMUSEMENT APPAR.VTIS. Charles C.

Lanosdobf, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 29, 1907. Se-

rial No 390.676.

1. .An amusement apparatus comprising a light trans-

mitting material provided with pictures, a figure, means

for moving said figure back and forth on one side of said

material, means for showing on the material the movement
of the figure in one direction, and means for concealing the

movement of the figure in the opposite direction.

H. An amusement apparatus comprising a light trans-

mitting material, means for alternately illuminating the

two sides of said material, a figure, and means for moving

said figure across said material in synchronism with the

changt>s of Illumination of said material.

3. An amusement apparatus comprising a light trans-

mitting material provided with pictures, means foe alter-

nately illumlnntlng the two sides of said material to repre-

sent day and night scenes, a figure, and means fi r moving

said figure with the changes of illumination

4. An amusement apparatus comprising a light trans-

mitting material provided with pictures, means for illu-

minating either side of said material to represent day and
night scenes, a figure, and means for moving said figure

across said material

886,615. PNEUMATIC RECUPERATOR FOR RECOIL-
GUNS. Otti> Lalbkr and Nobbeht Koch. Es.sen on-the

Ruhr, Gcrmaoj', assignors to Fried. Krupp Aktiengesell-

schaft, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany. Filed Apr, 3u,

1906. Serial No. 314,670.

i^V>^

1 In a recoil gun, a pneumatic recuperator comprising

a receptacle for compressed air and a dlsplacer arranged

with said receptacle and communicating therewith, and
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a 5rrtke cyIlDd»>r arrant{»»d within the compressed air re-

ceptacle.

2. In a r«*coil icun. the cotnblnatloD with the cradle,

of a pneumatic rwuperator arranged within the cradle

and comprisjnc a rfci'ptaci'* for compr*»9«ed air and a

dlaplacer arranj^ed within said receptacle and communi-

cating therewith, and a brake cylinder arranged within

the compresstHJ air ri'ceptacle.

886,616. METHOD OF MAKING BRACELETS Philip

H Lo.vG, Newark, N. J. Filed Jan. 20, 1>08 Serial No.

411.607. .

1. The herein described method of bending tubin*? for

bracelets and similar articles, consisting ic wrapping the

tubing exteriorly with wire or the like, inserting a filling

in the tubing, and then bending the tubing thus wrapped

and rtUed on a mimdrel.

2 The herein described method of bending tubing for

bracelets and aimilar articles, consisting lb wrapping the

tubing exteriorly with wire or the like, filling the tubing

thus wrapped with a granular material and securing it

against escape at the ends of the tube, and then bending

the tubing thus wrapped and filled on a matdrel

3. The herein describ*>d method of producing curved or

colled tubing, consisting in wrapping exteriorly with wire

or the like a straight piece of tubing hayfcig a longitudi-

nal open seam, filling said wrapped tube with sand or the

like and closing Its ends, and bending the tubing thus

wrapped and filled on a mandrel.

4 The herein described method of making tubular

bracelet coils, consisting in bringing the edges of a strip

of sheet-metal together and forming a tube with o;>en

seam, wrapping said tul)e exteriorly with wire or the

like, inserting a filling in the tubing thus wrapped, wind

ing the wrapped and filled tubing on a mandrel, removing

said filling and wrapping, and soldering the said seam.

5 The herein described method of making tabular

bracelet colls, consisting in bringing the edges of a strip

of sheet-metal together and forming a tube with open

aeam. wrapping said tube exteriorly wICh wire or the

like, filling the tubing thus wrapped with Jand or the like

and closing its ends. t)endlng the wrapped and filled tub-

ing on a mandrel with the longitudinal s»Mm toward the

same, removing the filling and wrapping, and soldering

the said seam.

886,617 VEHICLE SHOCK ABSORBING APPARATUS.
Ralph M Lovejoy. Meredith. N H, Filed Mar. 28,

1907. Serial No S65,149.

1 Vehicle shock absorbing apparatus comprising a

liquid chamber, an imperforate partition therein movable

relatively thereto, means for connecting one of the said

parts to the vehicle running gear and tile other to the

vehicle body, a buffer chamber, a liquid (passageway con

nectlng the liquid and buffer chamt)er8, t valve In said

passageway, and means for controlling the closing move-

ment of said valve by the relative movement of the liquid

chamber and partition.

2. Vehicle shock absorbing apparatus comprising a

liquid chamber, an Imperforate partition therein movable

relatively thereto, means for connecting 9ne of the said

parts to the vehicle running gear and tl)e other to the

vehicle body, a buffer chamb<'r. a liquid passageway con

nectlng the liquid and buffer chambers, a valve In said

passageway, and means for controlling the opening and
closing movements of said valve by the relative move-

ments of the liquid chamber and partition.

3. Vehicle shock absorbing apparatus comprising a

liquid chamber, a partition therein movable relatively

thereto, means for connecting one of the said parts to the

vehicle running gear and the other to the vehicle body, a

buffer chamber, a liquid passageway connecting the liquid

and buffer chambers, and an auxiliary buffer chamber
opening Into the liquid chamber.

4. Vehicle shock absorbing apparatus comprlslni; a

liquid chamt>er. a partition therein movable relatlvfly

thereto, means for connecting one of the said parts to the

vehicle running gear and the other to the vehicle body, a
buffer chamt>er, a llijuld passageway connecting the Ihjuid

and buffer chambers, a valve in said passageway. m<'ans

for controlling the closing movement of said valve by the

relative movement of the liquid chamlwr and partition,

and an auxiliary buffer chamber opening Into the liquid

chamt)er.

5. Vehicle shock absorbing apparatus comprising a

liquid chamb«'r. a partition therein moval)le relatively

thereto, means for connecting one of the said parts to the

vehicle running gear and the other to the velilcle b<><ly. a

buffer chamtx'r, a liquid passageway connecting the liquid

and buffer chambers, a valve in said passaccway, means
fnr contriilllng the opening and closing movements of

tald valvt> by the relative movements of the liquid cham-

ber and partition, and an auxiliary buffer chamt)er opening

Into the liquid chamb»T
[Claims 6 to 36 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.618. APPAKATt.S FOR KR.VWING HOLLOW
GLASS ARTICLES. .ImHV 11 Libbkrs. Allegheny. Pa.,

assignor to Window (^Jlass Machine Company, Pittsiiurg.

I'a , a Corporation of New .I«>rsey Filed May 21, 1003,

Serial No. i:,.s.(if,'J Renewed Apr 25, 1906. Serial No.

313,68L

^S^r

1. .\pparatu8 for drawing hollow glass articles, compris-

ing a hollow drawing tool arranged to draw the glass up-

wardly from a bath, connections arranged to supply air to

the interior of the article during drawing, and a normally

freely open hand controlled air outlet arranged to allow a

small amount of air to pass out during the drawing of

the article ; substantially as described.

2. In a glass drawing apparatus, a hollow drawing tool,

and a depending air supply pipe over which the tool is

drawn during the drawing operation; substantially as

described,

3. In a drawing apparatus for glass, a hollow drawing
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tool, an air supply tube over which the tool Is drawn, and
means for withdrawing the supply tube from the hollow

article after the drawing opcrutlon Is completed ; sub-

stantially as di'ScritH'd

4 In glass drawing apiinratus. a hollow drawing tool,

an air supply connection leading thereto and provided

with an automatic graduatlnv' valv. and a hand controlled

oiitl.'t tii'twccu the graduaitiiK valvr and the article l)elng

drawn : substantially as dcscrilx'd

5. in glass drawing apparatus, a drawing tool, an

air supply oyllnd»'r. . and a ili'pfndtng air supply pipe hav-

ing telescopic connection with the air supply cylinder;

sulMtantlally as descrllx-d

(Claims 6 to 25 not print. <i In the Gaaette.]

886,61'' UMiTI.K <»R .TAR CLOSURE. Cakl J. Ll'ND-

yrisr \. w Hmnswick. N. J., assignor of one-half to

Alfonx Llnderblad. New Brunswick. N. J. Filed Mar.

11, 1907. S.rlal No .'.61.798.

1. A closure of the character .hscritwd, comprising a

doMire member having a di-pendlng flange provided with

a Jaw and a slot located at one side of the jaw, and a

claniping di-vlce rotafably mounted on the closure meml)er

and having an inset rib that Is movable between pt)8itlon8

in the sl<.t and against th.' jaw.

2. A closure of the character described, comprising a

closure niemlMT having a depending flange provided with

spaci'd slits and a longitudinal slot at one side of and in

communication with one of the slits, said silts defining a

yielding jaw between th-m. and a clamping ring roiata

bly mounted on the flange and having an inset rib that Is

movable betwe«'n positions in thf slot and against the jaw

3. A closur.' of the charaitcr described, comprising a

closure meml)er having a depending flange. Including ring

I'Dgaging .jaws and having slots between said jaws, a con-

flmioiis rini: coiupl.tely covering and rotatable upon the

flange said ring having inset ribs movable bet w. -en posi-

tions in the slots and against the jaws.

4. A closure of the character de8crit>ed, comprising a

closure niemlMT having spaced jaws, said jaws being pro

vided with Inwnrrtl'y stamped ribs at their lower ends,

and a .laniplna ring rotatably surrounding the jaws and

having inwardly stamped ribs that operate i>etween posi-

tions in tiie s|ia<'es li.twi-en the jaws and against the outer

sides of said Jaws
"). A closure of the character described, comprising a

closure member that consists of a cap having a depending
flange, said flange l>elng slitted to define a plurality of

spring neck .ngaging jaws, said cap liaving slots dis-

posed at one side of the Jaws, and a clamping ring rota-

tably mounted on the flange and having Inset cam elements

normally located In the slots of the flange and movable
against the jaws to urge the same Inwardly.

[Claim 6 not printed in the G.s/flte 1

8M.620 ELECTRIC SIGNALING Ari'ARATlS FOR
HAII.UO.VDS. I'ai I. ,1 Matter. Coswlg, Germany.
File<l l»ec. 10. 1007. Serial No 407.130.

1. An automatic railway signaling apparatus, compris-

ing a track, a sejuence of conductor sections, instihited

from each other, and locattnl beside the track. iMith ends

of each section being connected with It, a lamp connected

In circuit at each end of each section, the lamp at the end
of one se<-tlon being |.>cated adjacent to the lamp at the

commencement of the neighboring section, and a tr.-iveltng

source of electricity always In circuit with the track and
with one of the sections, sut stantlnlly as described.

134 0. G.- 7

2. An automatic railway signaling apparatus, compris-

ing a track, a plurality of signal stations each comprising

two distinctive groups of signals, and 8e<"tional conduc-

tors all insulated from eacli other, and each of which has

its ends connected with the track, and each of which con-

nects four lamps in series, namelj* a lamp of a like signal

group at each of two adjacent stations with a lamp of

the other signal group at each of the two following sta-

tions, that portion of the conductor which lies betwe.'n

the two lutermeJiate stations constituting a traveling con-

tact wire, all the said sectional conductors being so lo-

cated relatively to each other th.-it the contact portion of

each lying between the two inteiaie<liate stations of each

four conse<'utlve ones together constltnte a substantially

continnous path for a traveling contact, a traveling c(m-

tact. and a traveling source of electricity connecte<l In

circuit with the track and with said traveling contact,

substantiallv as describefl.

3. An automatic railway signaling apparatus, compris

Ing a track, a sequence of londtictor sections. Insulated

from each other, and located beside the track. Iwth ends

of each section leing connected with It. a lamp connecte<l

in circuit at each end of each section, the lamp at the

end of one section being located adjacent to the lamp at

the commencement of the neighboring section, and a travel

Ing source of e'ectrlcity and a swltcii always connecte<l

In circuit with the track and with a conductor section,

substantially as described.

4. In <'ombinatioh. a rotary axis, a disk mounted fast

thereon and having a radial arm and a spring actuated

contact block sliding thereon, two concentric contact rings

against the inner of which the said block normally lies,

while on rotation of the disk at a certain speed the Mock
files out and contacts with the outer ring, a battery co?i

nected with the inner ring and n dynamo connected with

the outer one. and a contact sliding on the disk and con

nected In circuit with the battery and also with the dy-

namo, sill stsntlally as described.

5. An Mufomatic railway signaling apparatus, compris-

ing a track, a se'|uence of conductor-sections. lnsulate<l

from each other, and located beside the track. Ixith ends

of each section being connected with it. a lamp connected

In circuit at each end of each section, the lamp at the

end of one section being located adjacent to the lamj) at

the commencement of the neighboring section, a traveling

source of electricity always In circuit with the track

and with one of the sections, an electromagnet slninted In

one section at ench lamp station, and a pivotal armature.

and a contact maker operated thereliy and a siren both

8hunte<l in oi>en circuit In the other section at the same
station, whereby when the electromagnet Is excited It at

tracts the armature and causes the contact maker to close

the shunt, substantially as described.

886,621 rRAN8Pf)RT VESSEL. Otto Mehktkns. Kiel,

Germany, assignor to Fried. Krupp Aktlengesellschaft

fJerni.'iniawerft. Klel-tJaarden. Germany. Fi'»Hl Apr. 9

1!»00 Serial No. 310..H01.

1. .\ iinnsiort vessel having n dofble hull extending

throughout the lK>ttom and up to the harbo;' deck, and a

sea privof sujierstructure surmounting the harbor deck and

1 having side walls extending directly from the Inner wall

1 of the hull and Inclined to the horizontal at an angle
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approxfmatplv rorrwponrtlnsr to thf rnYfi or slope of the 88«,623. RKMOVABLK TABLE TOP. Nathan C. Me«-

curgo. «1LL, Vancotiver, British ("olmnMa. Canadii KIIpiI Sf>pt.

18, H»07 !>»erliil No. 3W3.51T.

J .\ transviort venael havloR a doubit hull extending

throughout tho bottom nnd up to the harbor deck, and a

••-proof suiHTStrurture extending thronfhout the length

of thf vessel, surmoxintlng the harbor de(k. and conutruot

ed with aide walU lucUnad to the borlzuatal. at au angle

approximately rorrespundlng to the rake or slope of the

cargo the side walls of the super structtire extending di-

rectly from the inner wall uf the hull.

886,tt;;2 FOLDINl BED. NathaW C. Mkkbill. Van
couver. Brtflah <olumbla. «'an«da FIW Oct. 3, IftOfi

Serial No. ;i;!T.197.

/

i

k

i
1. .V Uedstead frame plvotally supported on brackets

nutwardly projecting from a revoluble pqnel or wall sec

tlon i>f a room, legs plvotally connecte<l to the outer end

of said bedatead frame, a head frame hibged to the end
of the bedstead frame toward the panel to which It Is

connected, a slide block plvotally mounttil on the upper

rail of the head frame, a guide In which the block Is ver

tlcally slldable. a spring actuated latch designed to secure

the slide at the upward limit of Its movement, means for

securing said latch In Its release position, and means
whereby such ^'rurlng means Is automatically released tiy

the downward movement of the slide In Its guide.

2. In a rixjm of an apartment house or the like, the

reviihiMe panel 12 plvotally mounted on a vertical axis,

brackets I'i projecting from one face of the panel, the

f>ed.sfead frame 10 having swinging legs 14 and a cross

shaft 12 which shaft is designed to rest in bearings In

the brackets l.'i. the head frame 1.' hlng«d to the end of

the t^edstead lo and having plvotally mounted on Its upper
rail the slide Mock 17, the guide IH In which said slide

lilork is vertically slldable. the latch 20 mrninted on the

pin '! and having a spring 24 tending to hold the latch

in engagement with the undt r side of the slide block 17

when such slide tilook is at the upward Htnlt of It.s move-
ment, said latch 2<» having a tall end 2?*cqrved toward the

guide path l**. the spring retaining latch 23 on the oppo-

site side of the slide blo<k guide l** deslfned to hold the

tall end 22 of the latch 20, springs 27 connected by cords
2."> over pulleys 2« raounte<l on the brarkfts 13 Tertlcally

l-eneath the shaft 12 to the head end of the bedstead

frame, and an nrflf^e of parlor furniture V secured to the

opposite face of the pane! j to the bedstefld.

1. The combination with a table having a lop and a

sujiplemental top removably hinged thereto, of a support.

upwardly direi'ted supporting liiwks securtHl to said* sup

port at a position ttelow the table, a downwardly di^e<•ted

book secured to said support in a position above the table,

socket meml)ers serured to the top of said table. hiKiks se

cured to said supplemental table top. all b«>lng arrange<l

sutiatantlally as shown and desrrllied whereby when the

supplemental top U supported In said supixirt hooks and
the table tilted up. the table top books may lie brought

Into engagement with the tat)le top sockets to cause the

table to act as a lever In removing the supplemental top

from the support hooks

2. Tbe comliinatlon with a table having a fixed top and

a supplemental removable top. of a vertical support, sup

porting hooks secured to said vertical support in a position

adjacent the floor and below the plane of the top of the

table, another supporting hook sfv'iired to the support

above the first mentioned supporting hooks and In a poal

tlon above the top of the table, said 8upi>ortlng books

adapted to sup[>ort the removable table top In a vertb-al

position, said removable table top having table engaulng

hooks arranged In a position b»"low the top of the table.

said table having sockets to coftperafe with said last named
hooks, all being arranged so that as the table Is tllte<l

with Its top at an angle to the horlcontal, the table en-

gaging hooks may be entered Into the table sockets and

the supplemental table fop pried up and out of the sup

porting hooks and swung down parallel with the top of

the table substantlallv as shown and descrlt)ed.

S S »1 . H 2 4 AIluMATIf Kl KK .U..\!{M Wii.i.iam T
MrNRo. p:asf Blatrllnn. ('umbcrnauld, Scotland. Filed

.Ian 28, 1!M>7 S.-rlal No 3.M.R20.

1, .\n apparatus of the character described comprising a

pair of bulbs containing gas, the pressure of the gas In one

bulb being greater than that In the other bulb, a bent tube

connecting the two bulbs and containing a liquid adapt, d

to be dl'.iplaced by the pressure of tbe gas In the high pres-

sure bulb upon a change In temperattire. and means ar-

ranged In the part of the tnl>e adjacent to the low pres-

sure bulb adapted to be actuated by the moving liquid to

sound an alarm.
^ 2. .\n apparatus of th» charari.T descrll)ed comprising a
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pair of bulbs containing gnu. the pressure of the gas In one

bulb l)cing greater than that in the ottier bulli. a bent tul>e

connecting the two bulbs antl contalniug a li(iuid adapted

to be displaced by the pressure of the gas In the high pres-

sur.- bulb upon a change In temi>erature, and means .ir-

rangiHl In the part of the tube adjacent to the low pres-

sure bulb adapted to be actuated by the moving Ibpiid to

sound an alarm, the wall of the high pressure bulb being

thinner than the wall of the low pressure bulb.

IPBANS FOR LIBRICATIN*; 81.KEVK BKAR-
IXnS. Wtli.iam II Mr(;Ai I.ET. Paterson. N .1 Filed

Sept. It;, Ht07. Serial No. 39:J,150.

The combination, with a rail and an upright sleeve-bear-

ing arranged therein, of a rotary part arranged in the

sleeve-bearing, a rotary cup located below said bearing, a

valve casing secured dctachably to the front face of the

tail, a tulM* detachably secured to the valve casing and dis-

charging Into an elevated part of the sb^'ve lx»aring,

another tube detachably secured to the valve casing and
projecting downwardly Into said casing, and a valve ar-

ranged in said valve casing, substantially as described

886,62fi. CHFRN. Dasibl \r. McNeel. Charleston. III.

Filed Sept, 16. 1907. Serial No. 393,091.

1 In a churn, the combination witn a cylinder having

ducts leading therefrom at the top and bottom, flanges sur

rounding the cylinder at the top and bottom, and extend-

ing to a point below said ducts, and a dash suitably

mounted In aald cylinder.

2. In a churn, the combination with a receptacle, of a

'•ylinder positiont'd therein and provided with ducts lead-

ing froiu the interior of the cylinder at the lop and tnit-

tom thereof, flanges ext.-nding over said ducts, but spaced
from the side of the wall, and a dash mounted in -^aid

cylinder.

.'{. In a churn, the combination with a receptacle, of «
cylinder positioned therein and provided with ducts in its

wail at the lower end thereof, an annular tlange surround-

ing said cylinder, but spaced therefrom and extending he-

low said ducts, a cover for said cylinder having radial

ducts, a depending flange secured to said cover and extend-

ing below said ducts.

4. In a churn, the combination with a receptacle, of a

cylinder positioned therein and provided with ducts in Its

wall at the lower end theri-of. an annular tlange surround-

ing said cylinder, bat spaced therefrom and extending be-

low said ducts, a cover for said cylinder having radial

ducts, a depending flange secured to said cover and extend-

ing below said ducts, a reclpro<-ating dash mounted in said

cylinder and extending al>ove the cover, and a supple-

mental dash mounted upon the first-named dash outside of

the cylinder above the cover thereof.

5. In a churn, the combination of a receptacle, of a

cylinder removably secured therein and provided with ra-

diating ducts through its wall at the bottom, an annular
flange surrounding the lower end of the cylinder but spaced
therefrom and depending below the said ducts, a cap for

said cylinder having radiating ducts, an annular tlange

depending from said cap to a iK)lnt below the said ducts

In the cap, a dash reciprocally mounted in said cylinder, a

stem secured to said dash and extending through the cap.

a supplemental dash secured to said stem above said cap.

standards extending from said cap, a crank shaft Journaled

ix'tween said standards, a pitman connecting said crank
haft and the stem of tlie dash, and a crank arm secured to

said crank shaft.

886.627.

York,

AMISEMENT DKVICE. Hkmiy O. Neebe, New
N, Y. Filed Mar. 27. 1907. Serial No. 364,013.

1, In an amusement device, the combination of a series

of tracks, a series of devices mounted to travel on the re

apectlve tracks, means for driving the devices at a uniform
speed, retarding devices located In groups at intervals in

the length of the tracks and of like resisting qualities.

and means for operating the groups of retarding devices

^to brine them into play at different Intervals to modify the

8p*ed of the said uniformly driven devices,

2. In an amusement device, the combination of a series

of continuously driven devices propelled in the same direc

tlon at a like rate of speed and in parallel paths, groups

of retarding devices arranged at intervals in the paths of

the traveling devices, and means for successively bringing

into pla.v the retarding devices of each group.

.">. In an amusement device, the combination of a con-

tinuous or endless series of tracks comprising reverse loops,

wh'-reby each is of like length, a series of devices mounted
upon the respective tracks, means for driving the devices

at a uniform speed, groups of retarding devices or' like re-

sisting qualities located at Intervals In the length of the

tracks, and actuating means for said retarding devuvs to

bring those of each group into play at different intervals In

rapid succession.

4. In combination with a device mounted to travel upon
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a track. Hprlng presiwfl hum forniinR a r*>tardinK mt^ana for

said dpvlce, one tiar 1mm ng moiinied iipoti the device and

anofh.T loratfd in fhf length of the trH<k, each of the hars

having itsi t-nds t>evelfd, and means for projecting the track

bar into the path of the l>ar carried by the said device.

:.. In conililnrttlon, a seri*-* of tracks, a series of devices

mounted to travel upon said tracks and adapted to be

driven at a uniform speed, groups of l>ar« arranged at in-

tervals In the length of the tracks, and means for succes-

sively throwing the t.ars of a group into operative posi-

tion, said m.-ans runsistlng »{ a shaft pr<^vld^•d with eccen-

trics bavin,' diffcrrut angulir posltlo»s.

I

1.628. SKiHTINC.-TELESCOI'K. M4bi.> va SiLVKrnA

Nktt '. I'Hns. France, assignor to Krhst. Krupp Atklen-

geselischaft, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, tiernaaDy. Filed Jan. '*,

1907. Serial No. 351.333.

1 The combination with a sighting telescop4> having a

glass plate carrying a sighting mark, of a light arranged

to illuminate the sighting mark, and a colored transparent

material arranged between the light and the gla.ss plate.

•^. The combinatbin of a sighting talescope having a

glass plate carrying a sighting mark consisting of a num-

ber of dots, and means for Illuminating ^he sighting mark.

3. The combination of a sighting te|e8a)pe, having a

glass plate carrying a sighting mark, tfce telescope being

formed with an aperture closed at Its Inner end by the

edge of the glass plate, a reflecting material on those edges

of the plate un^-xposed to the aperture, a casing Inclosing

the outer end of the aperture a light arranged within the

casing, and a colored transparent material arranged be-

rw.'.-n thf- light and the glass plate.

ling valve, the hinged outlet valve and the valved offtake

connected with the casing between the Inlet and outlet

valves, said casl.T,' having air Inlets ; of means for posi-

tively holding the Inlet valve to Its closed position, means

controlled by the valves for closing the air Inlets at pre-

determined times, and trip devices controlled by the clo-

sure of the outlet valve for releasing the means that holds

the inlet valve to its cloK»*d position when the outlet vnlve

automatically rises, as s<'t forth.

2. \ valve mechanism for tlu' purposes described, com-

prising a casing, bavin? a p%lr of v.ilved offtakes interme-

diate Its Inlet and outlet ends, a valve for controlling the

outlet end. normally close<l by fluid pressure above it. a

normally ( losed valve in the casing between the ln!>'t and

outb't valves that tuts out < ne of the valved offtakes ; and

means fi,r holding the Inlet valve closed, said means bein;

held to the valve closing position by the closure i)ressure

of the outlet valve f»Tid adapted to automattcrilly release

aald Inlet valve when the outlet valve o|K'ns, as set forth.

3. In a water distributing means of the character de-

scribed, the combination with the distributing pU«- sec-

tions; of a valve casing ciinnected thereto, consisting of

three sections, a valve detachably mounted in the Inlet

casing section, a valve detachably mounted In the outlet

section, an automatically clowd valve detachably mounted

In the Intermediate section, the outlet valve being normally

closed by fluid pressure against it, means for holding the

Inlet valve normally to Its closed position controlled by

the closure action of the outlet valve, and a pair of valved

offtakes Joined with the Intermediate casing sections, one

of which is normally hebi closed from the water sujiply tiv

the valve in the intermediate chamber, all being arranged

•nhstantlally as shown and described

4 In a valve mechanism of the character described, the

combination with the casing, a clie< k valve in the Inlet

end having a stem projected through the casing, a hinged

valve In the outlet end. a plunger that projects outside the

casing and is encaged by the hlnced valve when closed, the

latter being normally closed by air pressure against it. a

pivoted i>usher arm that engages the stem of the inlet

valve, a latch for holding .said arm to Its pushing position,

said latch being held to Its operative pnisltlon by the plun-

ger engaged by the hinge<l valve and a counterpoise that

engages the outer end of the latch, all being arranged sub-

stantially In the manner shown and for the purposes de

scribed.

886.629. COMBINED WET .\Nr> IJR\' I'H'E VALVE.
Alkxandkr S. NiC'I.. .\berdeen. Wa^. Filed Aug. 9.

1U06. Serial .No. .iL'y.HHS.

8S6.6."iO. S<'HOOL-ROOM CHAUT Ai.ukkv E Osboene.

New York, N. V. assignor to Inderwood 4 rn<lerwood,

Arlington. N. J., a Corporation of .New .Jersey. Filed

Sept. 12, 1907. Serial No .•!it2.447.
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1. The combination in a valve mechunism of the char

acter described, with the casing, the sizable inlet control-

1. An educational chart for use in teaching by means of

stereographs, said chart having thereon Indicia correspond-

ing to the scholars In a class and disclosing the original

distribution of the stereographs and the mode of exchang-

ing them.

2. -Vn educational chart for use In teaching by means of

books and stereographs, said chart having thereon sym

bols representing the scholars in a class and each provided

with symbols disclosing the original distribution of the

stereograiihs and the mofle of exchanging them.

3. An educational chart for use in teaching by means of

bo<iks and stereographs, said chart having thereon indicia

representing the scholars In the .iasa divided Into a i<lu

rallty of groups of pupils and disclosing the original dis-

tribution of the stereographs among the members of the
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groups and the mode of exchanging the stereographs be-

tween said members.

4. An educational chart for use In teaching by means of

books and stereographs, said chart having ther»>on sym-

bols representing scholars in the class, each symbol hav-

ing Indicia related to the particular stereograph which Is

to be originally distributed to the scholar which it repre

sents, said chart having Indicia by which the dividing of

the scholars In groups and the mode of exchanging stereo-

graphs among the members of the several giouiis Is dis-

cloaed.

5. An educational chart for use in teaching by means of

booka and stereographs, said chart having thereon a sec

tkm having a series of symbols representing the scholars

In a class, said symbols grouped according to the number

of stereographs in the lesson and provided with indicia

appropriate to the several stereographs so as to graphic-

ally dls(lose the original distribution of the stereographs.

said chart having means disclosing the groui)ings and the

mode of exchanging stereograjihs between the members

thereof.

(Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed in the Gaiette.]

886.631. JINCTION-BOX FOR STEAM-GENERATORS.
John C. Fahkkb. rhiladelphiii, la Filed Dec. 16. 1004.

Serial No. 237,083.

886,633. V.\LVE Wii.helm I'latz. Weinheim. (iermany.

Filed .\pr 1!». lUnT. Serial No. 3«9.04it.

1. \ Junction box having a circular tube hole, a circular

hand hole of diameter smaller than that of the exterior of

the tube to t>e engaged in said tube hole, and a circular

cover of diameter larger than that of said hand hole and

smaller than that of the exterior of the tube to be engaged

in said tube hole.

2. A junction box having a plurality of circular tube

holes, a plurality of circular hand holes of diameter smaller

than that of the exterior of the tubes to be received by

said tube holes, and a plurality of circular covers of diam-

eter smaller than that of the exteriors of said tubes, said

covers having line l)earings with said hand holes.

3. A Junction l>ox having cylindrical ends, octagonal

flanges thereon, and a contracted body connecting said

ends.

886,632. rOWDEU no.X TOP. Waltkh II. rERKlNS,

Waterbury, ("onn , assignor to The VVaterbury Mfg. Co.,

Waterbury. Conn . a (."orporation Filed Mar. 4, 1907.

Serial No. SCO..').'!

The combination with a box bavins' a top. with an In

tegral neck and top plate, said neck formed with iin out

wardly projecting annular rib. and the to]) |ilaie formed

with perforations !»nd a slot, a caj) having milled sides

net over said neck and hav'ng its lower ed;.'e turned into

engagement wiih said rib. said cai) formed with i>erfora

tlons to register with the perforations in the top plate, and

an inwardly extending stud to enter said slot, and a disk

l-xi'.ted in said cai> and having perforations corresponding

to the perforations in the caii. and a hole for enga_'emenf

with said stud, substantially as described.

1 In a valve gear of the character described, the com-

bination with two single piece double valves of a valve-

rod having collars fixed <in lK>th sides of each of the valves.

and adapted to open ami close the same, the valves being

loose upon the rod and fitted to slide thereon between the

pairs of collars.

2. Id a valve gear of the character described, the com-

bination with two single piece double-valves of a valve rod

having collars fixed on both sides of each of the valves.

the valves laing loose upon the rods and adapted to slide

thereon between the pairs of collars, and springs inter

posed between one side of the valves and the collar for

closing such valves.

:\ In a valve gear of the character described, a valve-

rod having a collar fixed in the middle and a collar fixed at

• it her end. two single-piece double valves loosely raounti'd

upon the valve rod. and fitted to slide one on each side

of the midd'e collar, the middle collar being adapted to

open the two valves, and s|)rlngs lnterpos»>d between the

outer collars and the valves adapted to (iose such valves.

4. In an engine, a cylinder fluid pressure chamlxT and

exhaust chamber extending from end to end thereof, each

having an auxiliary chamber in communication therewith

at either end. separated i)artly from the main chamber by

a partition having a fluid im.ssage extending across such

chambers in communication with the cylinder at the end,

and on one side by a main chamber port with the main

fluid chamber an<l on the other with tli-' auxiliary tUiid

chambers by an auxiliary chamber port, single-piece

double valves located in each pair of adjacent main and

auxiliary fluid chamber i)orts opening into the auxiliary

fluid chambers, a valve rod passing through each of the

main chamlM-rs through its valves in such manner, that

the valves will reciprocate thereon, means carried on the

cintral portlim of the valve rods for forcing the valves

Into tile auxiliary cliambers so ns to open the same when

the rods are reciprocated In the proper direction, a collar

secured on each valve rod within each auxiliary fluid

chamber for closing the valvis, and a spring interpos. d

tetween eich of such collars and the valve.

886,634. CAHI lMlAN<;r.U IIkmiy W ri.EisTra. Ne-.v

ark. N. J., assignor to Henry B. Newhall. I'lalntield.

N .1. Filed .Ian. 24, I'.toT Serial No. 3r..'?,785.

1. The resilient wire cable hanger comprising a head

having a constricted throat to engage a support and reiiiiii

a hanger thereon, an arm provided with a loop In sub

stantially the same plaiic as the adjacent portion of said

• irm and an eye proJe<-,ing froi.i the ]ilane of paid loop

and provided with a grii)iting end proJe<-ting angularly

from the plane of said Um»p to exert a gripping action

In connection with the adjacent iwrtlons of said loop and

arm.

2. The resilient cable hanger formed with a head and
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arm« formintc a oonnitrlctwl throat adjarfnt said hftui to

ftain saiil hanK'T In iK)«itton wh.-n applied tit a support

rtnil rfsili.-nt fastonintcs <'n saitl arms. < nv iif satd fantt-n

Inirs compri^irus a Inop In siihsrantlally th.- plant- nf thf

arm. and an evf projprflnK away from saW plan*- antl < on

n.-ftt'd with a ifripping t-nd anirularly pritjt'ftlnu' ttiroiiirh

<rtld loop ft" cMHwriitP with Its side and exert a Krlppint:

actlttn on a suspi-ndfr in conncftion therewith

:?. The rt-slllenf wire c&hW han>{tr ha^lntf an ami pro-

vided with a ItMtp and a nrlppin>{ end angularly projecting

fnim said loop to exert a i;rippln« actioo <>n a siisiK'ndcr

In i-onneotion with the sides of the loop*.

4 The reHllient cable hanger ctiniprHlntj a h.ad and

ctinnectfKl arras provided with fasteninits. one of said

fastenings --omprislnn a loop on said arm and in suhstan-

tlaily the same plane as the adjacent fxirtion thereof, an

eye projecting from the plane of said hiop and a irrlppinK

end projectins: throutfh said loop on th'- side opposite to

said eye anil a suspender to be se«Mired to said eye and

also be jripped between said end and rSie adjacent ihi-

tlons of said liwp or arm.

5 The resilient cable hanger comprising an arm nn<l

connected loop and a grippinK fnd adjacent said arm and

lo<tp. said Io«>p and arm forming anioilnrly dlspoHe<l resili

ent ifrlpptnir meml)ers to hold a flexibly ausiMjnder with

gripping action

(Claims > to i:{ not printed in the fUsette ]

8Rfi.»i:i5 IK)(»|{ [..VTCH MRrn.VMSM .Kt sTi.v It I'.m.i..

Nemaha county, and Wilbkkt Et.r.ioTT, Jackson county.

Kans Filed Feb i'4. 1!»0« S.^rlal N* :?02.79t>.

>c: V

8 8 6.637. MKTHOr* uF M.\KINO SILICON lUOXIK
He\rt N Fmtteb. New Ko<helle, N. Y., aaaiunor t.)

<;eo. WestinKhouae. I'ittsburK. I*a. Flle<l June i;{. I'.toti

Serial No. ;{21.r>l.'l.

The method of producinij comminuted silicon dloxid

which consists tif blowlnu a dust of «lllc<in monoxld

rhrttuKh a heate<l (liamlier in which it is oxidized tiv renc

lion with au oxidizint: k'as

.SMH.li^JS. TIIKK.M' 'JliliK MKCH.VNISM Jons K

I*KcaT, Melrose. Mass Filed Sept 17. \W^*^ Serial

No .1.14,«<.^4

1 In apparatus of the class descrtbetl. a roller

lavin;: a pivoted latch, a thread intard hlnnetl to uld
piller lieam, a series of ftn^er Utanls pivotally mountetl on

s:ii(l thread Iniard. and a thread ttoanl liftiiiu device cftn-

necfe<l rliiidly with salil 'bread Itoard and having a

notijied arm extende<l throuuh and beyond the rear side

of the roller tieain. the outer end of said lifting device

! elnjt atiapte«l to l>e enjrafced by the hand of the operator

when the thread t-oard and fln^er Iniards are to tte lifted,

the notch in said device, when the thread Isjards and tin

L'er board are elevated lelng engat'ed by said latch.

:; In a macliine of the class descrlbe«1. a roller l>eam hav-

ing u pivoted latch, a thread Itoiird hlUKe<l to the roller

l.eam, a series of flnger ls>«rds hinged to said thread Itttard,

and a device connectetl rii;idly with said threat! iMtard

and extended across the roller learn, one end of *altl d.--

vice UeinK adapte<l to 1* enKaite«l to lift the thread iRiard

and tinner lioartls. the op[>osite e:i<l of said device beUiK

en;HiKed by said latch to retain the thread Utard and Hn

»{er liourds in their elevate*! position.

886,639. BKVKL Sgr.XUK. .VI.vnfrep Kk>ner. rhlcato.

III. Filed Sept. 1'6, 1»07. Serial No. .'UM.flll.

r f 1

In a lock the cotnblnatlon of a latch, a sejrmental gear

pivotally connected thereto, and a slIdaMe. non rotatable

knob stem provided with teeth to enxaf^e said gear and

therebv retract the latch

886.636 MPTTHOD OF MAKINO SIL<rON MONOXID
Hr?fBT N. PoTTEK. New Rochelle. N. Y„ asslfpior to Geo.

WestlnKhouse. Pittsburg. I'm. Filed Jtine 10. 1905. Se

rial No. :.'fi4.5r)4.

1. The method of producing sllicoa monoxld. which con

slats in mlxloK comminuted mainieslum with comminuted

silica and heating the mixture until IfnilCion occurs.

1. The method of producing silicon mdnoxid, which con

sists In mtxlnK silicon dloxid and a light metal and heat

tng the mixture in an Inert environment,

3. The method of producing silicon monoxld. which

codslats in mIxInK sillron dloxid and u light metai and

heatlajf the mixture to about a red heat

4. The process of producing silicon munoxld. which c<in

slats in reacting upon silica with a tnetallic re<]uclnf;

agent, whereby the silica is partially reduced and the

metal Is oxidized, and subsequently npmovlng the oxy

compound of said metai.

1. A bevel square comprislnR a stock, two Independently

movable blades pivotally mounte<l thereon, two sets or

series of graduations and corresponding Index marks pro-

vldei on the pivotal ends of said blades, one series for

measuring external iing'es and one for measuring interior

angles, the said graduations enabling the blades to l)e set

at any angle with respect to each other, me ins for fixing

the blades relative to each other, and Independent means

t

for fixing the blades to the stock, substantially as and

for the purpose described.

2. A bevel S4juare comprising a stock provided on Its

upper face with rafter pitch graduations with which the

blades may be made to register and thereby indicate the

required angle In rafter work, one margin of saiil face

I
being provided with pitch graduations for c<immon rafters,

and the other margin thereof with pitch graduations for

hip rafters, two Independently movable blades pivotally

mounted thereon, said blades having on their pivotal ends

two series of graduations enabling them to be set at any

desired angle with respect to each other, a thnmb screw

i a sleeve and bolt for fixing the blades relative to each
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other, and means for fixing the blades to said stock, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

;i A Level square comprising a two ple<e hollow stock.

a bolt extending through one end of the 8to<-k. two Inde-

pendently movable liiades mounted on one end of said Itolt,

a thumb screw provided with an Inwardly projecting boss

.ugatiiik' ttie ..ther end of said bolt, a sleeve surrounding

.said l.oii an.! mieriKised between the end of the Inwardly

projecting boss and the said blades, the length of the U..ks

and sleeve Itelng slightly greater than the thickness of tlie

htock. therebv periuittlng the blades to be fixed to each

other without l-eing lite<l to the stock, graduations formed

in the pivotal ends of said 1 lades to enable them to be set

at any desired angle with respect to each other, and means

for fixing ih' M.i.ies to the stock, sultstantlally as and for

the pUli><'-<- .-i'f. '.lied.

886 640. GRINDSTONE FOR GRINDING OR SMOOTH
ING LITHOGRAPHK' STONES. Oscak Rei chlI!*.

Stuttgart. Germany Filed June «, 1907. Serial No.

377,479.
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88«,843. SHOOK WKAKEMN'fi DEVHK FOR VEHI-
ri.F'S EIiPP ii-YTE Sans. Molfnbo^'k. n^ar Brusst'ls, Hel-

tiCium. Filed Jun.- ::.;. I'MH. Serial No. .5123.105.

1 Th»> comlilnatlon with a vehicle spring, of mean.'* for

retardlnjj thf eomppes.«it<)n ani expansioa of the spring ;

said mean'^ comprising a pair of arms swlagingly connected

to t-ach othfr at one i-nd ; one of said arms Ix'ing provided

with a drum and the other arm termiqatlng in a split

ring surrounding said drum, and yielding tneans tending to

force the ends of the ring together and balding the ring in

friction'il engagement with the drum.

•J. The combination with the vehicle Ijody. the vehicle

spring and the support for the spring, of neans for retard-

ing the compression and expansion of the spring: said

means comprising a pair of arms swliwiqgly connected to

each other at one end and yielding means holding the arms

in frictlonal engagement with each other : said arms hav-

ing their other t-nds connected reapectlv^iy to the spring

support and vehicle body to permit oscillation of the armis

In a plane transverse to their swinging plane.

said side extensions having a whf'el tread engaging sur-

face and a wheel flan;v en;fagln'i surface, the wheel tread

engaging surface extender; In advance of the wheel tlangi'

engaging surface. In the form of a narrow wedc thin

enough to be slipived under the tread of the wheel as ihi-

latter rests on the tle«.

5. A car replacer having an Inclined extension on either

side of the rail f'r plckin'4 up the wheel, a portion aboTe

the rail fur guidln-; the wheel down onto the rail, one of

said aide extensions havln'i a wheel tread engaginc sur-

face and a wheel flau'ie en'^a.gln'j surface, the wheel tread

en'zaging surface extending outward from the rail in ad-

vance of the wheel flange envfaiing surface, in the form of

a narrow wedge thin enou';h to be slipped under the tread

of the wheel as the latter rests on the ties, whereby the

wheel is first pickt'd np oti its tread only, a sloping throw-

off nose or surface Indlnitl laterally to said portion of the

replacer al>ove the rail and c (iperatlng with said flange

engaging surface to receive the wheel therefrom at an ele

vatlon such that the whe«'l tread is higher than said por-

tion al)ove the rail and coiiperating with said portion above

the rail to slide the wheel down onto the same.

irialms t! to IS not printed in the Gazette.]

886.644. CAR-REF'LACER. Gkorce H. Sab(5E.st. Flush-

ing. N. Y FlU-d July 15. 1907. Serial , No. 38.3.852.

1. A car replacer having an Inclined exten.slon on either

side of the rail for i)lcljln: up the wheel, a portion above

the rail for guiding the wheel down onto the rail after the

wheel has been properly positioned thereover, the replacer

extension inside the rail having a surface sloping down
and toward the rail for sliding the wheel to a seat on its

tread on said porti<in above the rail.

2. \ car repJMi tT having an inclined extension on either

aide of the rail for picking up the wheel, a portion above

the rail for guiding the wheel down onto the rail, a sloping

surface co.)p«>rating with the inside extension to receive

the wheel therefrom with Its tread at an elevation higher

than said portion above the rail, and so inclined as togiiide

the wheel down onto the p<jrtion above tine rail

3. A car replacer having an Inclined extension on either

Jde of the rail for picking up the wheel, a portion above

the rail for guiding the wheel down onto the rail after the

whe^'l has be»>n piroperly positioned thereover, the replacer

extension inside of the rail having a flmje supporting sur-

face sloping down and toward the rail for sliding the wheel

to a seat on Its tread on said poitlon abnve the rail.

4. \ car replacer having an inclined extension on either

side of the rail for. picking up the wheel, a portion above

the rail for jfuldlng the wheel down onto the rail, one cf

H«H,»)45. TRCJLLEY <;r.\HIi .Ik.vn E. .Sai < ikr, Montreal.

Quebec, Canada. Filed June .{it, lOotJ. Herlal No. 3U4.131.

1. A trolo'v k'uide and finder i-omprisln-j. in coinbina

tlon. a trolley pole, a yek.' plvitaliy mounted on the upper

end «.f s;iid pole, said yoke coinprNln ; two divergent arms.

a portion dispose<l at an angle to said arms and adapted

to lie beneath the aforesaid trolley pole, a spring sealed in

said portion and adapted to bear against the under face

of said pole to maintain the opposite end of aald yoke ele-

vated, and a contact and guide roller mounted In sild op-

posite .eod.

2 A trolley guide and tinder ( < niprisiu','. In combina-

tion, a trolley pole, a yoke plvotally mounted on the upper

end of said pole, said yoke comprising two dlvergfiit aruis.

a portion dlspose<l at an angle to said arms and adapte<l to

lie beneath the aforesaid trolley pole, a spring s<Mti'd in

said portion and adapted to bear against the uniler face

of said pole to maintain the afor>-said end 1 f said yi ke ele-

vated, a contact and guide rolbr nionnt'd In said opposite

end. and a bar connecting the aforesaid divergent arn^ at

a point between the end of the trolley pob' and said guide

and contact roller, to which the usual operating rope may
be attached

Mst').646. LINOTYPE-MACHINE. Wim.iam H. ScttARK.

Montreal. Quebec. Canada, assignor to Toronto Type

Foundry Company. Limited, Toronto. Canada, a Corpo

ration of Canada. Filed Mar. 'J'J. lS)«tr). Serial No.

307,358.

1. In a linotype machine, the combination with a space

band elevator having two supporting arms pivoted thereto

for transferring the elevator from one [msltlon to another,

I

of a connection to fasten the two arms In a imrtlcular re-

' latlon to each other, and means to unfasten snid arms.

J. In a linotype machine, the combination with a space

band elevator having two supporting arms pivoted thereto

' and to the machine for transferring the elevator from one

I

position to another, of a connection to fasten the two arms
I in a particular relation to each other with the pivots
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nearly In line, and means to move the arms oflT center when

the arms have been unfastened

a_a.

3. hi a linotype machine, the combination witha space

bund elevator having two sui)porting arms pivoted thereto

for transferring the (4<nator fri ni one iiosition to another,

of a pin to hold the two arms in a particular relation to

each other, a stud and catch to unfasten said arms, and a

spring to move said arms when they have been unfastened.

4. In a llnotyi)e machln.-. the combination with a space

band elevator, a rack for imparting rotary motion to the

same, a galley, a slug lever operating as a stacker for the

slugs in the galley, and means whereby said lever Is op-

erated intermittently fiom the ra< k.

5. In a linotype machine, the combination with a turn-

ing assembler having a slide acting against <!ne end of the

as.senil.led line and for discharging the same, of means to

retract said slide after the discharge of the line.

[Claims to 21 not printed in the Gazette.)

3. In a sighting tele8Coi>e, the combinatitm with a tele-

scope housing, an ocular and an objective l)oth mi^unted In

said housing, of a rotatable bushing arranged in the rear

focal plane of the objective and having its periphery lo-

cated partly outside of the housing to be engaged by the

hand of the operator, and means for holding the bushing

in frictlonal en,'ai:ement with said housin.' ; said bu^hin-,'

carrying a plurality of sighting marks arranged in a circle

and adapted to be successively brou.ght Into the sighting

field of the telescope.

4. In a sighting telescope, the combination with the

ocular, the objective, and the housing formed with a cbam

ber adjacent to the ocular, of a bush rotatably arranged in

one wall of said chamber, and means for holding the bush

In frictlonal engagement with the opposite wall of the

chamber; said bush being provided with a plurality of

sighting marks adapted to be brought successively into

the sighting rl<ld of the telescope, and the bush having a

milled outer surface partly exposed to be engaged by the

hand of the operator.

5. In a sighting telescope, the combination with the

housing having open sides, of a flanged disk securid to oiv

wall of the housing, an annular grooved bush fitted on

the flange of the disk and provided with a plurality of

sighting marks, and a milled wall projecting through the

open sides of the housing, and a spring Interiwsed between

the disk and the bush.

886.t!4.S AITARATTS FOR ADJCSTINCJ ELEVATION
OP GITNS. GrsTAV A. S<H(>Ef.i.ER. Mtilheim-on-the-

Uuhr. Germany, assignor to Fried Krupp Aktiengesell

schaft, Fssen - on - the Ruhr. Germany. Fib d Jan. 7.

1907. S.rlal No. 351.236.

886.647. SIGHTIN(}-TELESCOr'E. FKiKDnfCii ScHLSTH,

Es.sen on the Ruhr, Germany, assignor to Fried. Krgpp

Aktlengesells( haft. Essen tmthe-Ruhr. Germany. Filed

.lune 18. 1906. Serial No. .S22.344.

z=sr
1. In a siibtin.g telescope, the combination with a tele

scope housing, an ocular and an r bjectlve both mounted in

said housing, of a rotatable bushing arranged in the rear

focal plane of the objective and having its periphery lo-

cated partly outside of the housing to be engaged by the

hand of the operator: said bushing carrying a plurality

<;f sighting marks arranged In a circle and adapted to be

successively brought Into the sighting field of the telescoiK'.

2. In a sighting telescope, the combination with a tele-

scoi>e housing, an ccular and an objective both mounted in

said housing, of rotatable means arranged in the rear fo.cal

plane of the objective and having Its periphery located

partly outside of the housing for direct rotary adjustment :

said means carrying a plurality of sighting marks arranged

In a circle and adapted to be successively brought into the

sighting field of the telescope.

1. The combination with a sighting device and an Index

hand mounted lndei)endently of the gun barrel and con-

nectcMl to the sighting device, of a track moving with the

gun barrel, and a second index hand mounted Independ-

ently of the gun barrel and moving on the track.

2. The combination of a pair of n'gl!»tcring index hands

mounted independently of the gun barn-l upou the same

axis and a track moving with the gun barrel and on

which one of said hands travels.

3. The combination of a pair of registninu: index hands

mounted ind.'pendently of tho gun l)arnl upon the same

axis, a track moving with \\u- gun barrel and on which

one of said hands travels, and means holding the said

hand in force closure engagement to the traL-'i.

4. The combination of a pair of registering index hands

mounted independently of the gun. means for adjusting

one of said hands independently of the other, a track

moving with the gun barrel, and means holding the other

hand to said track

5. The combination with a sitrhting device and an index

hand mounted Independently of the gun barrel and con-

nected to the sighting device, of a track moving with the

gun barrel and having a curved guld<> surface, a second

index hand mounted Independently of the gun barrel.

means for adjusting said f rst named Index hand independ-

ently of the other index hand, and means holding said

other hand on the guide surfac of said track to cause

movement to be transmitted from the gun-barrel to the

hand.
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886.649. BATTERY COVER AND EI

Chablks B S. HdKNMBHL, Waterbur

29. VJ>)'> ^•Tial No. 262,95-J.

.KMKNT SIPPOKT.
I

2

y. Conn. Fll.-d May prls

A compreflMd oxl<) of c<9per battery element com-

'sing an agglomerated maw. h*TrinK its surface coated

rh finely divided particles of metallic copper.

1 \ l,art..rv hri*!:.'.'. hikI a *.i[n...rtltic member, said

bridge having a depemllnir .-.mieal .ui.i...rnn>f member pro-

tectlni: I'U' .•xfn.linif bvlow the solution flirface.

• \ ban 'rv brid^-e or cover havinir aO Inteirral depend-

ing extension" having an annular lower surface to '-over

the end of a battery element, and havlnu a |>alr of holea

Through said ..xt-nsion and .ov. r. and h lug on the top

Side of the rov.T intermediate of sal.l hoU-s of the cover.

3 \ battery r,,ver having an Int. --nil n.ni.-al insulating

projection on' the under«lde ext. nd.-d t*low the solution

line and having an extended lower 8urf»ee to engage the

top of a battery element, and having ..ne or more holes

through both said extension and cover to receive the ele-

ment supporting rods

4 V batterv bridge or cover havum an integral ex-

tension to cover the supporting r-.l an-l end of a battery

element, and a shouldered pocket m said extension m hold

the element and rod from turnin_'

3 An agglomerated maxs of l>lHck oxld of copper having

Its surface metalllBed and oxidized, and said sur'are

C(,Hted Witt, tin.ly divide.l particl.s of metallic copiKT.

886 650 HATTKRY COVF.R .VNr> KI.KMKNT STPP..RT.

Charles B. .'^i hoenmehu \Vaterbury.,runn. Hied -May

2«, 1905. Serial No •262.9.'>;!

886652 Fl KCTKIt B.VTT^:U^ tH.MiLKS B. 8cH«>EN-

MBHL. Waterbury. » -nn Fibd -Mar .".'. I!»06. Serial

No. SON.TliC.

The combination with an electrode, of an electrode

supiH.rting <levice, cmiprislng a depeiwling longitudlnall)

extended protecting sU>,-ve having a sh-mldend and thread

.Kl upper portion, a member having a threaded r —ss ex

tending partially therethrough, and a prforation con

tinuing therefrom and adapted to r-giHter with th- open

Ing through Haid sleeve

««6tKM NFilATIVE ELEMENT F< .It I'RIMVRY BAT-

TERIE.«« l'H.\RLE3 B SfHOENMF.m., Waterbury. Conn

Filed June 2. 1905. Serial No. 2t5;{,:{70

1 \ compressed metal oxld batt.«ry element having

Its surface coated with finely divided particles of the same

metal as contained In the oxld.

1 A egHtiv element f.>r battrlcN ...mprislng a thin

pre^ <'ylinder of metal oxld. n:id a p.rforatd and

pocketed sheet of metal extending ih.r.in and loiMUg

Its edges turned owr to engage tt y Under and to .sup-

port the same
•> \ negative ,|..ment for batt.ii.s .oniprlsing a thin

pressed cvllmler of metal oxld. a p-rforat.d sheet of metal

upon the outer side of the cylinder, and a N.lt supported

perforated twanged sheet of metal upon the under side of

said cylinder

3 K negative element for batteries, comprising a thin

pressed cylinder of metal oxld. a perforated sheet of metal

upon one" si.le thereof, upper and lowr detachable raps

mounted respectively upon the top and bottom thereof, and

n supporting bolt connecting said caps, said lower cap t)e-

in^: eeutrally depressed, thereby forming an annular outer

portion to support the cylinder and an inner recea-sed

portion for the head of said bolt

4 \ ne>;atlve .lenient for batterl.-s. comprising a thin

pressed cvdnder of metal oxid. upper and lower detach-

able caps" mounted respectively upon the top and bottom

thereof and a supporting bolt connecting said caps, .said

lower cap tK-Ing centrally depressed. theret>y forming an

annular outer portion to supjx.rt the cylinder and an In

ner recessed i.ortlon for the head of said bolt.
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KKfi.65:i. S.VSll WKKJirr Fkri>in.\m) C. Schwbdtman,

St. 1 ouIh Mo Filed net :.'(•,. I'.toT Serial No. .t99,.150.

.O:

i£::2i:M:iiii

^

1. A sash weiglii coini">sed ..f a core, end caps, and a

shell or casing bent over said end caps and having por-

tbms of Its end contacting with lach other and connected

logeilier. said caps preventing the shell from bending in

wardly . sul>stant ially as described.

.' .\ sMsh weight compoH.d of a core, lapere.l end caps,

and an imlosing shell or rasing bent over said end caps

and into intimate engagement with same and having Its

end portions loiineried together: subhtant laliy as de-

scrilH'<l

.( A sash weight composed of a rectangular core, pyraml

da I slia[Hd end caps arranged at the opinwUe ends of

*MU\ lore and an angular tube or casing b^-nt over said

end cHjts and having its end portions connected together,

said caps acting as stiffeners for the shell subtitaut lally

as (U'scritK'd

4 .V sjish weight o>mpos.sl of a (ore consisting of units,

end caps S4. concirui ted as t.i add reijuislte weight to the

structure, and an inclosing shell beut over said end caps

to Incase same and having its end portions connetted to

gether levond said end caps, said caps acting to stiffen the

shell and prevent It from liendlng : sulistant Ially us de

scrllKvl.

,' A sash Wight i-omposed of a core, an inclosing casing

ctin-iwting of a sh.ei metal shell having oppositely dis-

posed iMirtions of its ends l)ent and folded in upon each

other to efTeet a complete ilosure. and a c .rd s<-curing

means extending over the folded end iH>rtions of haid shell

aiul secured thereto for holding theiu together, subtitan

tiall> as des«'rlb'-d

[riHiiiis i; to lo not i>rlnied in the i;azette.]

8Sfl.»?.^4 MAflllNE FOR M.VKlNt; AN1> DISPLAYING
I'lt'TlKES. Wii.biA.M N Ski.h;, I'hicago, 111 Filed

Mar 2, 1907. S<'rlal No. rirto.l'Ts

1 In a picture making and displaying machine, the com-

bination of tlxed guide plates one lor each side of the ma-

chine, a verticaliy movable plate located between the side

guide plates and carrying all of the operating me< hanisms

for the machine, an eccentric engaging the lower end of

the v.rtically movable plate, a shaft having the eccentric

ttxe<l thereon, and means for turning the shaft and eccen-

tric and raising and lowering the plate into ad.iusted jio

sltlon for rejflstcring the pictures, substantially as de

scrllH'd.

L' In a i)icture making and displaying machine, the

combination of fixed guide plates on<' for each side of the

machine, a veitlcally movable plate located between the

Bide guide jdates and carrying all of the operating mech

anUms for the machine, an i-<'c»'ntric engaging the lower

end of the vertically movable plate, a shaft having the

eccentric tlxed thereon, a wheel fixed on the shaft and a

handle for the wheel for turning the shaft and ecc. utrlc

and raising and lowering the plate Into adjusted iK.sltkui

for registering the pictures, substantially as deNcril>ed.

3. In a picture making and displaying machine, the

combination of fixed guide plates, one for each side of the

machine, a vertically movable plate located between the

side guide plates and carrying all of the operating mech

anlsms of the machine, transverse guides on the vertically

movable plate at its lower end, an eccentric locat.d be-

tween and in engagement with the guides, and means for

turning the eccentric and raising and lowering the plate

into adjusted position for registering the pictures, suh

stantially as desrrilted

4 In a picture making and displaying machine, the

combination of fixed guide plates, one for each side of

the machine, a vertically movalile plate located between

the side guide plates and <-arrying all of the operating

ine<'hanisni8 of the machine, transver»;e guides on the

vertically movable plate at Its lower end. an eccentric

located t)efween and in engagement with the g^tiides. a

shaft having the eccentric fixed ihen'oii and means for

turning the shaft and causing the e<-ceniric to op<'rate and

ralm- and lower the plate info adjiiste<i position for regis

lertng the pictnres. subslantiall.\ as described

.' In a i>lctHre making and displaying machine, the com-

bination of a revoluble roller ive.- which the picture film

or ribtsm c.mtlniially travels, a vertically adjustable plate

having a longitudinal guideway through which the [«ictiire

film or rlblKin pasws. ;'.nd an intermittent feed mechanism

for the picture film or ribbon, said mechanism consisting

of n claw having a two part member with a straight line

in and out throw and a on - part member with a straight

line up and down throw, and connecti'd with one part of

the two part member, and revolving cams, one cRni for

each member, for actuating both members and engaging

and disengaging the claw with and from the pi.ture film

or ribbon, substantially as descrit>ed

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the <;azette.]

886.655. rOKKH MEt'H.\MSM FOR GAS l*R(»l»r(KRS.

Samiel n SnKi.[M).\. Huffalo, N. Y. Filed Aug. 15,

1907 Serial No. 3Hs.,-.74,

1 .\ poker actuating mechanism for gas producers com-

prising a rotative top plate, a jioker carrie<l by said

lop plate, and poker-actuarlng m.<hanism mounted .-n

and turning with said top plate, acting to give rising

and falling movement to said poker, to give swinging

j
movement to the poker wlien the same is In its ele-

j
vated position only and to maintain said poker substan-

' tlally without swinging movement during its advance

I >r downward movement, when In its lowermost i>ositi<in

and during Its subsetiuent return or upward movement.

2. In a poker actuating mechanism for gas producers.

i the combination of a rotative t<p plate, a poker provided
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»lrh .1 shaft which extends through the said top plate, an

osH-lllatlnK' Kulrtp friimo mounted t.n the top plate and in

which said poker shaft has endwi*.- inovtBent. and poker

actuating means mounted upon and turnln*.' with said top

plate for iflvlntf oscillatory movement to s»id >;iiide frame

and endwise movement to the poker shaft, a-tln^c to give

swlnKlng movement to the yrnlde frame When the poker

18 In Its elevated position only and t.. maian.in said k-uide

frame substantially without movement during' the advance

or downward movement, during the time the poker is in

Its lowermost position, and di.rinir the s..».s..,,uent return

or upward movement of naid pok.r

attachlnu portions disposed agiilnKt tlie underside of the

ral.le at the rear edge thpre<if. Ix>lts en!;atfe<l throigh the

liundles and through the tat)le. nuts enKa>fetl ui)on the

lioits and l>eariu>c aualnst the upper side of the table, and

a head rest ..nr,. rising' a tK>ard secured upon the table and

provldeil \Mil, ^-.- to re, eive said nuts and conceal the

same, and a padde<l sheet of material covering the said

Ixjard.

886.65-. DIRT UKUKKK. OrTi>uM Soktkbebg. Rosalia.

Wash. Filed Dec. 4, 1900. Serial No. 346,200.

T lu a s.Mk.r a.ruatin« mechanism f<«- Kas producers,

the comt)inati.,n of a n.tatlve top plate, a poker provided

with a shaft, an uscillarinu' ifuide frame mounted on the

top plate and wirh whi.h the poker sliaft ha.s endwise

slldlnK connection, an<l m. ans for mivintr endwise mov.-

m-nt to the poker shaft, emhraclns; a rack bar on the

p<,k.r shaft and an osciUatlntr tfear sei;m«nt mounted con-

centrically with the said oscillatlntJ guidrt frame.

4. In a poker actuating mechanism for cas producers,

the combination of a rotative top plate. » poker shaft, an

oscillatink' tfulde frame mounted on the top plate and

with which said poker shaft has endwise sliding engatje

ment. a rock shaft mounted concentrically with the said

OHclllatinu' ifuide frame, operative conti^rtions lietween

said rock shaft and th- poker shaft, adapted for krivinn

endwi.se muv^'ment to the poker shaft and mechanism giv-

inu oscillatory movement to the guide frame and rocking

movement to the said rock shaft

5. In a poker actuating mechanism for gas pr<)ducers,

the combination -.f a rotativ- top plate, a poker shaft, an

oscillating guide frame in which the poUer shaft has end

wise movement, a rock shaft mountfHl coni-entrically with

111.' oscillating guiii.' frame, a rack bur oc the poker shaft,

a g.'ar •..gtnent affixed lo the rock shaft and intermesh-

ing with said ra k bar. and actuating ni.M-hanism giving

os< illatory movement to the guide frame und rocking move

ni' nt to the rwk shaft.

[Claims f, to Jl not printed In the Calette]

8«6.6.->«. VKTKUINAKY ( )l'ERATIN(r.T.Vin.F. I u a L.

SMITH, ("arthage. VIo. Filed Mar 4. 1907. Serial No.

:;»i«t,4:u

.V device of tlie .lass descrlt.ed comprising a support, a

table tlltably mounted upon the support, handles Including

1. In a derrick for loading dirt Into «mM«»gon8. dump

cars or dump carts the wmblnntlon <rf k tfdck bearing n

derrick frame compose<l of two parallel sides In sections.

rei.liing fru;u the groun 1 at the rear of the truck and

extending forward and upward on an anile to a point ap-

proximately over or a little l«-yond the forward wheels of

the said truck, the said parallel sides being Jolne^l together

at the tops thereof by a shaft U'nring at its center por-

tion a double block for , arrylng a cable, an lnverte<I trough

secured to the said parallel sides, subj^'cnt thereto and

longitudlnallv therewith and midway lK»tween them, an

upright se.-ured to the frame l)eIow and braced to a posl

tlon at right angles to the Inxly of the truck with a cable

passing over Its upiK-r end and over a pulley there pro-

vide<l and extending to and l^-lng secured at one end to

the upper end of the said parallel sides and at the other

end extending downward and backward and secun-d to a

shaft rotate<l bv a lever, the whole of said parallel sides

arrangement, upright, brace, trough, lever and other at

tachments lelng secure<l to a frame and the said frame

secured to a truck by a hollow pivot, the whole thereof

being borne bv a truck, substantially as set f-.rth

•> In a derrick for loading dirt Into cars, wagon-^. dump

cars and dump carts, the combination of two parallel side

boards in sections reaching fiom the ground at the rear

of a truck forward and upward to a p-dnt approximately

over or a little l)evond the forward wheels of such truck,

a cable passing over a double block at the front end of

such side boards, -me end of such cable extending down

ward and b.-ckward over a system of pulleys and through

a hollow pivot In the platform of the truck then.-e t.o k

wards ard to the rear of such truck, the other end of s,-ch

cable passing 1 ackward and downward over u double block

secured to the bail of a scra|>er pall, thence forward and

tied to a cross ro.l extending from side to si.le of the

said parallel side iH.ards. the said cross rod resting In

hooks secured to such side b.)ards. substantially as set

forth.
, . ,. ,

•? In a dirt derrick for the purpose of elevating -Urt

from a plane or cut to a car. wagon, dump car or dump

cart the combination of two parallel side hoards arran-'e<l

to form an Inclined plane, reaching from the ground In

the rear of a truck, forwanl and onto the truck and se

cured thereon bv a hollow pivot, thence extending forward

and upward to a F>olnt nenr the front wheels of such truck,

said side tvoards having a top surface suitable for carrying

a pair of wheels, a scraper pall with a wheel on either

side thereof, arranged to engsge the top surface of the

said side boards, substantially as set forth.

4 In a dirt derrick of the character mentioned, a frame

arranged on an In.llne. l)orne by a truck, such frame ar

ranged for carrying a pall with wheels engaging such
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frame and drawn by a cable operating over pulleys, a

lever and a friction brake arranged at one side of such

frame and engaging such cable as It passes over a pulley

m the descent of the pall, substantially as set forth.

«86.6r>S. SHITTEROlHUAloH Rohkkt C

Jr., River Forest,

371,032.

111. Filed Apr. 30, 1907

. Spkncbb.

Serial No.

with said hinged member, an operating lever slldnble In ft

suitable bearing In said head consisting of a groove

formed In the outer surface of said head, a cap on said

stud for securing said head und operating lever In posi-

tion, said operating lever l)elng provided with a slot having

closed ends through which the pivot stud passes, a circu-

lar flange on the base of the device whhh is concentric

with the pivot stud and which Is provided with notches

In Its edge, and a locking stud on said operating lever

adapted for engagement with and di»«'ng.igement from the

notcbM In said flange by endwise movement of said operat-

ing lever.

886.659. VEHIPLE CANOPY TOP.

Norwalk. Ohio. Filed June 28.

381.363.

James
1907.

H. SPRAor*.
Serial No.

1. The combination with a hinged meml^r, of means

for operating the same and for locking the same In ad-

justed positions, said meaus comprising a rtx''<1 •"'»«.

a head rotntahly mounteil on said base, an arm

on said head slidably connected to said hinged mem-

l>er. an operating lever slldable In a suitable U'aring pro-

vided In sal.l head, a fixe<l plate provide<l with notches

and a locking stud on said o|>eratlng lever adapted to I*

engaged with and disengaged from the notches In said
|

plate by endwise movement of said ojierating lever In op-
'

poslte directions

2. The comtination with a hinged member, of means

for ojH'ratlng the same and for locking the same in adjust

•Hi i>osltions, said means comprising a flxe<l base, a head

rotatably mounted on said base, an arm on said head, a ,

slide member on said hlnge«l memN'r whhh engages said

arm, comprising antifriction wheels which embrace said

arm, an oi>erntlng lever slldable In a suitable bearing pro-

vldeil lu said head, a fixed plate provided with notches

and a bxklng stud on said operating lever adapted to be

e11gag.1l with and disengaged from the notches in said

plate by endwise movement of said oi>eratlB« lever in op-

posite directions.

3. The combination with a hinged member, of means

for operating the same and for locking the same In ad

Justed positions, said means comprising a base, a pivot

stud thereon, a head plvote.l on said stud, an arm on said

head slldablv c.Minected to said hinged meml)er. an oper-

ating lever slldable In a suitable l)earlng In said head,

said operating lever tK»lng provided with a slot through

which the pivot stud passes, a fixed plate provided with

notches and a locking stud on said oi)eratlnK lever adapt

(Ml for engaeement with and disengagement from the

notches In said plate by endwise movement of said oper-

ating lever.

4. The combination with a hinged memt>er. of means

for operating the same and for locking the same In ad-

justed posit bms. said means comprising a base, n pivot

stud thereon, a head pivoted on said stud, an arm on snld

bead slidably connected to said hinged member, an operat-

ing lever slldable In a suitable l>earlng In said head con-

sisting of a croove formed In the outer surface of said

head, a cap on said stud for securing said head and ojw^rat-

Ing lever In position, said operating lever l>elng pro

vided with a slot having closed ends through which the

pivot passes, a fixed plate provided with notches and a

locking stud on said operating lever aflapte<l for engage-

ment with and disengagement from the notches in said

plate by endwise movement of snld operating lever.

.-.. The combination with a window frame and a mem-

ber hinged thereto, of means for operaving the hinged mem

»er and for locking the same In Its adjusted positions,

snld means comprising a base mounted on the stool of the

window frame, a pivot stud thereon, a head pivoted on

said stud, an arm on said head having slidln- connection

1 In a structure of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a tubular support, of a crown element, and

a runner element, one of said elements being detachnbly

fitted upon and surrounding the tubular support, the other

being detachablv fitted within the tubular support, ribs

connected to the crown element, and stretchers for said

rilts connected lo the runner clement.

2, In a structure of the character set forth, the combl

nation with a supjHjrt having an upstanding terminal

stem, of an upper crown element and a lower runner ele

ment both detacbably mounted on the upstanding stem,

the crown element cimstitutlng means that secures the

runner element on the upstanding stem, and means de-

tachably securing the crown element on the upstanding

stem ln<lei)endenlly of the runner element.

X In a structure of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a tubular support, of a crown element, and a

runner element, one of said elements being detacbably

fitted upon and surrounding the tubular support, the other

iK'lng detachablv fitted within the tubular support, one of

suld elements engaging the other to retain it on the sup-

port, and means engaging the retaining element and sup

port to detachablv hold It to the support,

4. In a structure of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a tubular 8upt)Ortlng stem, of a runner

sleeve detachablv mounted thereon and surrounding the

same, a crown element detachal)ly fittetl In the stem and

extending over the sleeve to retain the same In place, and

a latch for detacbably securing the crown element to the

stem. ^ .
,

.->. In a structure of the character set forth, the combi-

nation with an upstanding tubular supporting stem, of

a runner element Including a sleeve detacbably mounted on

the stem and surrounding the same, and a crown element

fitted Into the upper end of the supporting stem and ex-

tending over the sle<>ve and holding the same In place.

and a latch locatetl In the stem and securing the crown

element upon said stem.

fPlaims 6 to 11 not printed In the tiazette.]

SS6.660. TYPE WRITING MACHINE. Bibnha.m C.

Stkknky. Elixabeth, N. J., assignor to Union Type-

writer Companv, Jersey City. N. J . a Corporation of

' New Jersey. Filed Aug. 10. 1903. Serial No 168.9r.o

1 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

': platen, a series of type bars, and an anvil with which each

type bar of the seri.s contacts in Its printing movement,

I the contact of any type bar of the series with the an^il
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pr.-r.ntlnK a further movement In the prtotlnsr dlnHtton

of that iwrtlon of the typV bar which strllQM* the anvil, of

menns f. r .-fT-Ntlne an<1 maintaining a re|atlv»' ftxe<l ad

ji,«tm.nt l>^Tw.pn h«M (.l«t.-n and anvil in the dlre<ri..n

of rh>' fvp" fwir moveni«-nf

(lentHT. a conduit which extends from an exf.Ttor point

fhrouiih the rhamher and conveys coollni; water under

pressure to the auction chamber of the puiui>. ««<! » P"«

sajje around the conduit which conveys the air and r.-

iiiaininji steaui from the receiving chamber into the ci...!-

injt water

. In a tvoe>.r:tin»: machln<«, the pomftinatlon with a
j

pla'ten. a ^.^^rlet. of type bars, ind an aavll with which

eaC, tvpe bar of the merles contmrta In Its printing niove-

menr the contact of a type bar with the »nvll preventing

a further movement In the prUtlng direction of that por

tlon of each tvpe bar of the aerW* which strikes the an-

Tll of means for effecting and maintaining a fixed adjust-

ment of said anvil «« as to n-jtulate th<« forw of the blows

of the types,

3 In a typewriting machine, the romblnatlon with a

platen, of a" series of type bara, a sejnne»t whereon Mid

type bars are mounted, an anvil fixed up«n said segnaent

in position to contact with the type bars at the printing

mument. and m-ans for effecting adjustnjent of said seg-

ment with the anvil thereon so as to vary the foree of the

type blows.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen, of a series of type bar*, a segment whereon said

type bars are monnted. an anvil fixed upon the segment for

preventing the type bars from striking the platen with

undue f'^rce. and means for shifting ont of said platen

and anvil elements to enable different types to prtnt

;

said shifting means Including a member which Is adjust-

able so aa to enable such a relative movement between

the platen and the anvil as to enable the strength of the

type impressions to be regulated.

n In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen, of a series of type bars, a segment whereon said

type bars are mounted, an anvil upon *ald segment for

pr.ventlng the type bars from striking the platen with

undne force, and means for shifting said segment to en-

able different types to print ; said shlftltg means Includ-

ing a part which Is adjustable 90 as to enable fine ad-

justments of the seirments In a dlrectl(»n transverse to

its shifting movement
f Claims « to 27 not printed In the Otzette.]

88»5.661. SUKFACE- CONDENSER SYPTEM. .Tohann

STiMi-r. Charli>ttenburg, Germany. Filed Feb. 10, 19<>H.

SerUl No. 415.037.

1, In combination, a surface condenwr, a centrifugal

pump having a suction chamber, an ImpeUer for the pump,

a conduit which op«^ns into the vapor «<)ace of the con

denser and conveys the liquid of conden»atlon. vapor and

air to the suction chamber of the p\imp. a means for sup-

plying li.iuld to the suction chamber of the pump under

pressure wherein the pressure is converted into velocity

and the fluid permitted to mix with the liquid of conden-

sation, vapor and air prior to being discharged by the Im

peller. and a conduit receiving the mixture discharged

from the pump and conveying it to the oondenser for con

denslng the vapor therein

2 In combination, a surface conden!|er. a centrifugal

pump having a suction chamber, a rec«4ving chamber In

the pump communicating with the Interior of the con-

.3. In comblaation. a surface condenaer, a cooling lower,

and a single pump which removes liquid of condenaation,

air, and remaining vapor from the condenser chamtM-r,

mixes them with cooled water from the tower, and di»

charges the mixture through the condenser to the tower.

M86.662. INTERNAL COMBISTIOX ENGINE. Jakob

RcLZEn, Wlnterthar. gwltserland. assignor to Oebrttder

Sulier. wmterthur, Switserland. a Firm. Filed July 1'7.

1905 Serial No. 271.544.

In an internal combustion engine, the combination with

the working cylinder and its piston compressing air fhcr-

In, of a supplemental cylinder directly communicating

with the working cylinder through a restricted passage,

means constructed to first suddenly compress an Igniting

medium In the supplemental cylinder and then force It

gradually Into the working cylinder, and separate means

for feeding fuel to the Igniting medium as it enters the

working cylinder.

8«6.6«3. VALVE-ACTUATING MECHANISM Wiii.i.ot

I) SwEETMAN, Chicago, III , assignor to John William-

son. Chicago. Ill Flleil Nov 11, 1907 Serial No.

401.f>«0

1 In a valve actuating mechanism, the combination of

two co.iperatlng valve casings, each of the valve casings

being provided with two valve-controlled passages, a valve

member for each of the valve casings, adapted to be swung
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to different positions to close either one of fie passages,

H Shu ft for each of the valve members, a .Tan's nu-mber

on one .if tie shafts, an arm on the other shaft. ,1 ro<l plv

oted to the .rank memb.r. a slldable c»>imectl..n Iniween

the rod and the arm. and springs on opposite sld. s of such

slldable .-onnectlon. the movement of the rod In either

direction t»'ing sufficient to subject the arm 1- sprin;: ten-

8l«in. substantially as described.

carried by the draft n.emher and adapted to engage the

s<>curlng means and automatically tighten the same when

the cart Is returned from its tilted |
o-^itlon

•• In a valve actuating mechanism, the comhinattOB of

two .-ooperatlng valve casings, each of the valve caslngB

l„.lng provided with two valve-controlled passages, a valve

arm for ea.h of the valve casings, and carrying thereon

u double faced valve member adapted t.. c.ntrol eit.M-r

one of the passap's, a shaft for each of the valve ariu.s. a

crank member on one of the shafts, an arm on the other

shaft a rod pivoted to the crank tnember. a siidable en

nectlon b.-tween the rod and the arm. and springs on oppo

site sides of such Slldable connection, the movement of

the rod in either direction being rofflclent to subject the

arm to spring tension, substantially aa described

•! in a valve actuating mechanism, the combination of

two co,"M>..rnting valve casings, each of the valve ca.sings

b.lng provided with two valve-controlled passages, a valve

arm for each of the valve casings, and carrying thereon a

double faced valve member adapted to control either one

of the passages, a shaft for each of the valve arms, a gear

wheel on one of the shafts, a pinion meshing with said

gear wheel, a hand wheel for actuating said pinion, an

iirm on the other shaft, a rod pivoted to the crank member,

a slldable connection between the rod and the arm. and

springs on opposite aides of such slldable connection, the

movement of the rod In either direction being sufficient

to subject the arm to spring tension, substantially as de-

scribed.

4 in a valve actuating mechanism, the combination of

two cooperating valves, a revoluble shaft adapted to actu-

ate one of the valves, a swinging arm adapted to actu-

ate the other valve, a crank member on the shaft, u rod

pivoted to said crank member, a slldable connection be-

lw.H-n the arm and the rod. and springs encircling the rod

on opposite sides of the slldable connection, the extreme

movement of the rod being greater than the extreme move-

ment of the arm. sulmtantlally as described

.". In a valve actuating mechanism, the combination of

two cooperating valves, 11 revoloble shaft adapted to actu

ate one of the valves, a movable member adapted to actu

ate the other valve, a crank member on the shaft, a rod

pivoted to said crank member, a slldable connection be-

tween the movable member and the rod. and springs en

circling the rod on opposite sides of the slidaMe connec-

tion, the extreme movement of the rod being greater

than the extreme movement of the movable valve actuat-

ing member, substantially as described

(( lalm ft not printed In the Gaxette 1

8M.6H4 I-X)I>I>ER 'WRT. Thomas F. Tai.bott. Harris-

town, 111. Filed Aug 2. 1907. Serial No ,3Se,S4«.

1 The combination of the tilting cart body, the draft

nieinlMT swinglngly connected thereto, means for s»-curlng

n load on the cnrt body while In tilted position, and means

2. A cart having a tilting body open at the front and

rear and provlde<l with side frames with curved rear »>dges

3. A can having a tilting body open at the front and

rear and provided with aide frames with curved rear edges

extending from the extreme rear end of the lK>dy and

wheels extending approximately to the extreme rear end

of the body.

4. A cart having a tilting ixnly open at the front and

rear and provided with side frames with curved rear edges

extending from the extreme rear end of the body and

wlieeis extending approximately to the extreme rear end

of the body, the radius of the curvature of said edsc-

being greater than the radius of the wheels.

5. A cart having a tilting body, a draft member swing

iQgly connected to said body in front of the axis about

which the body tilts, and au anchor bar connected to the

rear of the body and adapted to enter the ground to r.iis.-

the rear part of the body when a pull is exerted on said

draft member

ss.i.«65. COVERINt} ATTACHMENT FOR SEED PLAN
TERS. Edwi.n Tayi.ue. Edwards>'llle. Kana. Filed Jan.

31. 1908. Serial No 41.1.70.1.

1 The combination with the hollow shank of a seed

planter, of a plurality of clips engaging the front edge and

sides of the shank, a plate fitting against the rear edge of

the shank and projecting laterally beyond the same, clamp

ing devices connecting the clips and said plate and clamp

ing said parts rigidly on the shank, a pair of coverers ar

ranged at opposite sides of and projecting rearwardly with

respect to the shank, and provided with upwardly pro

jectlng stems fitting against said plate, and means for

(lamping said stems rigidly to said plate

2. The combination with the 1 ollow shank of a seed

I)lanter. of a plurality of clips engaging the front edge and

sides of the shank, a plate fitting against the rear edge of

the shank and projecting laterally beyond the same, clamp-

ing devices connecting the clips and said plate and clamp-

ing said parts rigidly on the shank, a pair of coverers ar

ranged at opposite sides of and projecting rearwardly ^'th

respect to the shank, and provided with upwardly project-

1 Ing stems flttlnfr ngilnst said plate. U-bolts engaging said

stems and extending througlh said plate at opposite sides

' of the shank and clamping nuts engaging the U-bolts at
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the opposite alle of tho plate from said fctPtns nnrl clamv>-

ia>{ the latter rUidly In position.

:i. The comMnatioD with the hollow shank of a se.-d

planter, of a plurality of clips enfraginK tlie front edge and

sides of the Hhank. a plate flttlnfj aKain-<t the r<«ir edge of

the shank and projecting laterally lieyoad the sair.e. and '

provided with slots extending transverstly of the shank,

clamping devices connecting the clips and said plate and

clamping said parts rigidly on the .shank, h pair of eoverers
:

arranged at opposite sides of and projecting rearwardly
|

with respect to the shank, and pr0vid.1l with upwardly

projecting stems fitting against said plate. U bolts engag-
^

inn said stems and extending through the slots of said

plate at opposite sides of the shink. aid clamping nuts

engaging the U holts at the opposite side of the plate
;

from said stems and clamping the latter rigidly In position.

4. The combination with the hollow shank of a seed

planter, of a plurality of clips engaging the front edge and

sides of the shank, a plate fitting against the rear edge of

the shank and projecting laterally beyonj the same, clamp-

ing devices connecting the clips and said plate and clamp

Ing said parts rigidly on the shank, a pair of eoverers ar-

ran^i'd at oiiposite sides of and projectlnf rearwardly with

respect to the shank, and provided with upwardly pro-

jecting cylindrical stems fitting against -wid plate, U-bolt«

engaging .said stems and extending through said plate at

opfHtsite siiles of the shank and clamplog nuts engaging

the U liolts at the opposite side of the pUte from said

stems and clamping the latter rigidly In position.

8 8 6.666. AUTOMATIC ADJUSTABLE ARCH CON-

STRUCTION William M. Thomas, Santa Cruz. Cal.

Filed July :>, lUOT. Serial No. .'?S2.1.*'iO.

1 In a structure of the character d»scribed. the com-

bination of a pair of skewbacks having segmental s<3ckets

and an automatically adju8ta!)le arch »upported thereby

comprising segmental st-ctlona having s<>giuental ends fit-

ting in the segmental sockets and flaaged meshing seg-

mental gears. sut>stantlaliy as set forth.

•J. In a structure of the character described, the com-

bination with a pair of skewba<-ks having segmental

sockets therein, anti friction rollers in said 3«>gmental

sockets, and an arch com()rising segmental sections hav-

ing segmental ends supported by said a»ti-trictlon rollers,

and meshing s.'gmental gears, whereby said arch Is per-

mitted to rise and fall under abnorm^il conditions, sub-

stantially as set forth.

:\. In a 8tru<'ture of the cbaraeter dfscrlbed, the com-

bination with a pair of skewbacks havlag sockets therein,

antl frictlonal devices arranged in sali| .sockets, an arch

comprising s»'gmental sections supported by said anti

.'rlctional devices and flanged meshing segmental racks

carried b^ said s»^?mental arch s«>ctlons and meshing witli

each other, whereby the arch Is fw^rmitted to fret-ly rise

and fall under abnormal conditions, st|hstantlally as set

forth.

4. In a structure of the character described, a segmental

arch section of composition material, a metallic partly cy-

lindrical body arranged at one end of the section and a

metallic member provided with gear teeth arranged at

the other end thereof, substantially as set forth.

5. In a structure of the character described, a seg-

mental arch section of composition material, brace rods

HrranK»'<I longitudinally thereof, a metallic partly cylin-

drical body arranged at one end of the section and gear

teeth aranged at the other end thereof, substantially as

set forth.

[Claims G to 1 1 not printed in the Oaiette.]

886.667. <'LUTCH .Vlhekt W. \Vigglesw(ibth. Chicago.

III. Original ai>plication filed May ;U. I'.tOT. Serial No.

376.«5.S(J. Divided and this application filed Oct. 9. 1907.

Serial No. 396, .•.H4.

1. In a clutch, the combination with a clutch member,

fingers pivoted to said clutch member and fulcrumed one

on the other near their pivoted ends, and fulcrum adjust-

ing means between the pivoted ends of the fingers and mov-

able endwise of and relatively to the fingers.

'2. In a clutch, the combination with a clutch member,

ringers pivoted to said clutch memU-r and fulcrumed one

on the other near their pivoted ends, and fulcrum adjust-

ing means carried by one of the fingers and movaltle end-

wise of and relatively to the fingers

;{. In a clutch, the combination with a clutch memlwr.

fingers pivoted to said clutch memU-r. an adjustable ful-

crum piece between said fingers movable endwise thereof

and means situated a distance from the fulcrum point,

longitudinally of the fingers, for actuating said fulcrum

piece.

4. In a clutch, the combination with a clutch member.

Angers pivoted to said clutch member and an Inwardly

tapered, adjustable fulcrum bIo<'k between saiil fingers at

the pivoted ends thereof.

5. In a clutch, the combination with a clutch member,

fingers pivoted to said clutch member and an Inwardly

tapered. a<ljustable fulcnim block between said fingers at

the pivoted ends thereof, and means located between said

block and the spreading ends of said fingers for actuating

said block, for the purpose set forth.

[Claims t> to in not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 6.66H PROCESS OF TRP:ATING IRON I'tAH' t

WiLKs. Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada. F'lled July

16. 1906. Serial No. 326,449

1. The herein described prmess of purifying or decar-

burizlng Iron, which consists in subjecting a pile of sheet,

or scrap. Iron to a welding heat in contact with slaked lime

for causing -i combination of the surface Impurities of the

Iron with such lime, maintaining the Iron at a welding

heat In contact with slaked lime for a sufficient |)erlo<l to

cause a progressive diffusion of the Impurities from the In-

terior of the Iron to the previously purified surface thereof

and a subsequent combination of the impurities with the

lime in contact with the surface of the Iron, and working

the purified pile at a welding temperature to expel the lime

nnd the imourltles combined therewith.

2. The herein described piocess of purifying or decar-

burlzlng Iron, which consists In subjecting a pile of sheet,

or scrap. Iron to a temperature of substantially 2tMX)° F.

in contact with slaked lime, maintaining the Iron and lime
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at such temperature for a sufficient period to cause diffu-

sion of the Impurities to the surface of the iron and their

gub8e<4uent absorption by the lime, and working such heat-

ed pile to expel the lime together with the impurities com-

bined therewith.

886,669 TARGKT TRAP. Hknuy E. Winans, Upper Al-

ton. III. Filed .May 25, 1907. Serial No. 375,676.

1 In a target trap, the combination of a throw arm,

rotatable means to which said throw arm is pivoted trans-

versely of the axis of said means and by which means said

arm is rotated In a circular path, and a retarding member

located In the path of travel of said throw arm and adapt-

ed to divert It from Its Initial course during movement

thereof, substantially as set forth.

2. In a target trap, the combination of a throw arm,

rotatable means to which said throw arm Is pivoted trans-

versely of the axis of said means and by which means said

throw arm Is rotated In a circular path, and a retarding

member by which said throw arm is elevated out of Us

Initial course during Its movement, substantially as set

forth.

3. In a target trap, the combination of a throw arm.

rotatable means to which said throw arm Is pivoted trans

Tersely of the axis of said means and by which means said

throw arm is rotated In a circular path, and an upwardly

curved retarding member arranged In the path of travel

of said throw arm and by which the arm Is diverted from

Its Initial course of movement, substantially as set forth.

4 In a target trap, the combination of a throw arm,

rotatable means to which said throw arm Is pivoted trans-

versely of the axis of said means and by which means said

throw arm Is rotated, and a retarding member of seml-

hellcal shape arranged In the path of travel of suld throw

arm and by which said throw arm is diverted from its

Initial course of movement, substantially as set forth.

6. In a target trap, the combination of a throw arm,

rotatable means to which said throw arm Is pivoted trans-

versely of the axis of said means and by which said throw-

arm la rotated, a retarding member exteudliiK upwardly

relative to the path of travel of said throw arm, and means

for stopping the rotation of said throw arm after It is sep-

arated from said retarding member, substantially as set

forth.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 0.670. SADDLE. John Wittner, Hoboken, N. J.

Filed lone 7, 1'.mi7 Serial No. 377.735.

1. A saddle Including a tree having a center provided

with means for removable attachment of a check-rein hook

and a back-strap loop, side pieces for the tree hinged at

134 O. G.—

8

opposite edges of the center piece, said side pieces Includ-

ing side bars with an opening between them, one of said

bars bearing openings for terrets. a back band passing

freely through the opening between the 8ide bars, and a

covering for said saddletree.

2. A saddle including a saddletree having a center with

openings therein, a seat having eyes pa.ssing through said

openings, means for attachment of a harness part passing

through an eye underneath the center piece, said pieces

of the saddletree hinged at ojvposlte edges of the center

piece, and a covering for said saddletree.

3. A saddle Including a center formed of two pieces with

an opening In each, a seat having eyes fitting said open-

ings thus rigidly uniting the two pieces, means for attach-

ment of harness parts passing underneath the center pieces

and through said eyes and secured in position, side pieces

for the saddletree hinged at opposite edges of the center

pieces, and a covering for said saddletree.

4. A saddle including a saddletree having a center piece

and side pieces hinged at opposite edges to the center

piece, said side pieces including side bars with an opening

therebetween, a covering for said saddletree and inchid-

Ing a skirt having an opening appurtenant to the opening

between the side bars, and a back band passing through

the opening In the skirt and freely through the openings

between the side bars of the saddletree.

.") A saddle Including a saddletree composed of a center

and side pieces hinged thereto, a hinge having an open

knuckle to receive a loop from a side part, a pin to close

the opening In the knuckle, and a covering for the saddle-

tree.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette 1

886.671. CT"FF. David H. A.ndebson. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed June 4, 1907. Serial No. 377.213.

ml ..

s * a 9

iff
' 1 ImP,. .itv

A cuff comprising a body portion having the upper edge

thereof inclined from one end thereof to the opposite end

and one end of the cuff being thereby reduced in width, a

tab extending upwardly from the 'reduced end of the cuff,

and a tongue extending longitudinally from the opposite

end of the cuff adjacent the upper edge thereof, the said

tongue being formed with an incision arranged in allne-

ment with the upper edge of the reduced end of the cuff

and designed to receive the before mentioned upwardly

extending tab.

886.672. FUEL FEEDING MECHANISM FOR GAS PRO-

DUCERS. David Baker. Philadelphia. Pa Filed Nov.

20, 1907. Serial No. 403.0.'i3.

1. In combination with a gas producer provided with the

usual combustion chamber, means for feeding the fuel to

said chamber in a path progressing around a vertical axis,

and means at the outlet of said feeding means for spread-

ing the fuel in a series of rings from said path as the feed-

ing action progresses.

2. In combination with a gas producer, provided with

the usual combustion chamber, means for feeding the fuel

into said combustion chamber in a circular path, and

means for distributing the fuel radially from a center ad-

vancing coincldently with said path.

3. In combination with a gas producer and Its combus-

tion chamber, a fuel reservoir, a rotary spout conducting

the fuel from the reservoir to the combustion chamber, and

a rotary deflector plate Iti said spout, rotatable around a

vertical axis ; whereby the plate will serve to Jistiibute

the fuel radially from a center coincident with the path of

movement of the rotary spout.
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4 In combination with a gas producer and Its combus-

tion chamber, a fuel reaerrolr. a rotary spout communicat-

ing with said reservoir and having Its fllscharge end ar-

ranged to deliver Into said combustion chamber, and an

inclined deflector plate in the discharge end of the spout

I'otatable around a vertical axis.

objective : means for moving said lens to compensate for

the movement of the film; and means for maintaining the

ails of curvature of the lens at right angles to the line of

movpir.ent of the film.

=^^^^^

5 In romhination with a gas producer having a com-

bustion chamber, a fuel reservoir, a spout having Its upper

end m position to receive the fuel from the reservoir, and

Its low^r end discharging Into the prodtcer to one side of

Its center, means for rotating the spout around a vertical

ails, and an Inclined deflector plate rotttable In the lower

end of the spout around a vertical ails.

[Claims to 10 not printed In the <}»zette.]

88 6.67 3. PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM FOR DAYLKJHT

LOADING .Joseph Bianchi. Toronto. Ontario. Can

ada a'islgnor of one-half to Samuel Ca.sey Wood. To-

ronto, fanada. Filed July 5. 1907. Serial No. 382.357.

_Q^

2. In life-motion pictur.' aiipi-.nitu.s tlie combination of a

stationary objective . ni.-ans for rontinuoiisly moving a

film: a movable lens between the tiliii and th<' objective;

means for moving said lens to compensate for the move-

ment of th.- film; and a stationary correcting Ions In the

optical axi^

:] in life-motion picture apparatus the combination of a

itati.mary ohjectlv-' ; means for continuously moving ii

fllm; a movable cylindrical lens between the film and the

objective . means for moving said lens to compensate for

the movement of the flim ; and a stationary cylindrical cor

reeling lens In the optical axis.

4. In life motion picture apparatus the combination of a

stationary objective: means for continuously moving a

film, a movable cylindrical lens b.-tween the film and the

objective; means for moving said lens to compensate for

the niowment of the fllra : means for maintaining the axis

of curvature of the lens at right angles to the line of

movement of the film ; and a stationary cylindrical cor-

r"Ctlng lens in the optical ails.

5. In life-motion picture apparatus the combination of a

stationary objective : means for continuously moving a

film : a carrier rotating In a plane parallel to the film
;
a

cylindrical lens revolubly mounted in said rotating car-

rier ; and means for holding the lens with the axis of its

curvature at right angles to the line of movement of

the film.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaiette.]

886 67 5. CLOTHES POl'NDKR. JamesH.Bowli.no.

Russellvllle. Ky Filed Apr. 22. 10(»7. Serial No. 3f59.586.

1. A photographic film having Its adges provided with

a marginal stripe of a non-actlnlc color.

2. A photographic film havinj; Its tdges provided with

a marginal strips of an opaque color.

3. A photographic film having Its edges tinted with a

non-actlnlc color.

4. A photographic film having Its adges tinted with an

opaque color.

5. A photographic film having Its edges tinted with a

non-actlnlc opaque color.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Qaiette.]

886.674. LIFE-MOTION-PICTURE APPARATUS Joseph

BiAXtHi. Toronto, Ontario. Canada, assignor of one-half

to Samuel Casey Wood. Toronto. Canada Filed Sept. 7.

1907. Serial No. ,391. "(92.

1. In life-motion picture apparat\u the combination of

a stationary objective ; means for continuously moving a

fllm ; a movable cylindrical lens between the film and the

1 A clothes pounder embodying inner and outer con-

centric casings of different diameters and forming an an-

nular space between them, vents being formed in the walls

of the outer casing and communicating with the annular

space, a hood secured to the upper portion of the outer

casing and having flared portions arranged opposite to and

extending below the vents, a cylinder mounted within the

inner casing and having its lower end opening Into the

inner casing, and a plunger mounted to reciprocate In the

. cylinder and serving to Induce a flow of fluid through the
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annular space between the casings and through the vents,

the hood serving to deflect the fluid discharging from the

vents

2. A clothes pounder embodying Inner and outer conical

casings arranged concentrically and having pitches of dif-

ferent angleH. the inner casing joining the upper portion

of the outer casing and having Its lower end opening at a

level above that of the outer casing, the latter being pro-

vided with vents below the level of the upper end of the

Inner casing, a hood embodying an annular attaching por-

tion secured to the outer casing above the vents and hav-

ing a flared portion spaced from the upper surface of the

casing opposite the vents and opening at the lower sides

thereof, and a cylinder mounted in the casing having its

lower vent discharging therein, a plunger operating in the

cylinder, and a spring for effecting the return strokes of

the plunger

3. A clothes poundf'r embodying a conical outf-r casing

having vents formed in its upper portion, a conical inner

casing linvinK a smaller pitch angle than that of the outer

casing and mounted concentrically thereon, thf upper end
of the inner casing being joined to the outer casing at a
point above the vents, and the lower end of the inner cas-

ing opening at a li"v«'l above the lower end of th*- outer

casing, a cylinder mounted within the casing and having

its lower end discharging therein, a plungfr mounted to

operate in the cylinder, a spring for effecting the return

strokes of the plunger, and a head having an annular at-

taching portion secured to the outer casing above the vents

therein and provided with an annular flared portion ei-

tfndinp downwardly over the vents.

886.676. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC SIGNAL SYSTEM
FOR RAILWAYS. John P. BrcHANAN. Cleveland.

Ohio, assignor of one-half to Frederick B Wlegand,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Aug. 3, 11K»6. Serial No 329,001,

1. In app.iratus of the class descitlied. the combination
with an actuating circuit, of means responsive to an es-

tablished current adapted to control said actuating circuit,

and other means not responsive to such established cur-

rent but to a current part of whose circuit or path Is the

ground likewise adapted to control said circuit.

2. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with an actuating circuit, of a control circuit including
means not responsive to the established current In said

circuit but to a current part of whose circuit or path
Is the ground and adapted Independently to control said

actuating circuit.

3. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with an actuating circuit, of n control circuit therefor,

said control circuit Including a relay not responsive to the
established current in said circuit but to a current part
of whose circuit or path Is the grDund and adapted to

control said actuating circuit Independently of said con-
trol circuit.

4. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with an actuating circuit, of a control circuit therefor,

responsive to an established current, and Independent
means for controlling said actuating circuit, the operation
of said means depending upon the relative potential rela

tlon of the leads of said control circuit to the ground.
5. In apparattis of the cIrss described, the combination

with an actuating circuit, of a control circuit therefor, re-

siKinslve to an established current, and Independent means
for controlling said actuating circuit, said means compris-
ing a relay operatively dependent upon the relative poten-

tial relation of the leads of said control circuit to the
ground.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed In the Gazette.]
*

88 6,67 7. CONTROLLING MECHANISM FOR GAS-
BURNERS. Frank Cais. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Jan.

31, 1S>06. Serial No. 298,735.

1. The combination of a gas-supply pipe provided with
a discharge nozzle, a valve controlling said pipe, a support,

a burner removably pivoted In said support and adapted
to loosely engage said discharge nozzle, a set-screw In said

support adapted to adjustably limit the movement of said

burner, means operatively connecting said burner with
said valve, and a spring connected with said burner and
adapted to normally retain the same against said set-screw.

i
2. In a gas stove, the combination with the frame, such

' frame being provided with recessed ears, a burner formed
with hi)j8 adapted to pivotally rest In said ears, a set-

screw in said frame adapted to adjustably limit the move-
ment of said burner, a spring normally retaining said

burner against said set-screw, a gas-supply pipe fixed rela-

tively to said frame and provided with a discharge noa-

zle, the rear end of said burner being adapted loosely to

receive said discharge nozzle, a valve In said gas-supply

pipe, and means operatively connecting said burner with
said valve.

3. In a gas stove, the combination with the frame, such

frame being provided with recessed ears, a burner formed
with lugs adapted to pivotally rest In said ears, a set-screw

in said frame adapted to adjustably limit the movement of

said burner, a spring normally retaining said burner
against said set screw, a gas-supply pipe fixed relatively

to said frame and provided with a discharge nozzle, the
rear end of said burner being adapted loosely to receive

said discharge nozzle, an oscillatory valve in said gas-

supply pipe, an arm mounted upon the end of said valve,

and a lug on the rear end of said burner adapted detach-

ably to engage said arm.

886.678 ELECTRIC DRIVEN TOOL. Allkn F. Cabvbb.
New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 5. 1907. Serial No. 355,888.

to S 11 '

1. In an electric tool driver, the combination with a

plunger, of colls adapted to Impart a dlferiut polarity

to the plunger when Ic has about completed Its stroke, and
means connected with the tool for reducing the current
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in one coil while a greater current flows through the other

''°'
la an el«ctrlc tool driver, the .-otiblnatlon with a

plunder of two n.ils adapted to change the polarity of

the plunger at the end of Its stroke, an.1 mean. conneote<l

with the tool for alternating the magnatio strength from

one coll to thf> other for every stroke of said plunger.

i In an ele.-tric tool driver, the ooCihination with a

plunger of colU of opposite magnetic ixilarlty, and means

for changing the relative strengths of the magnetic polar-

ities for pvprv stroke of said plunger.

4 In an t>l*^ctric tool driver, means under the control

"of the operator for electrically varying the relative period

of energization and deenergization of the colls

5 In an electric tool driver, the combination with a

plunger of a t^«5l operated hy the plungar. coils enveloping

ihe plunger and actuating same, electric circuits including

the colls, means for alternating the current strength

through the circuits, and means for varying the period of

passage of thp current through the circuits

[riaims tj to 14 not printed in the Gtxette.]

I of the cables wound on said drum, sprocket wheels loosely

journaling on said non rotating shaft and adapted to ro-

'

tate the mixing chambpr, and sprocket chains transmitting

motion from said drum shaft to said mixing chamb-T

886 679 PVNTS .\NL> DR.VWERS SlfPPORTER Wil-

liam F. Crai.*, Philadelphia. Pa FUed .\pr. 30, 1907.

Serial No. ;n 1,090.

1 \ garment ,-upporter comprising » web, and buckles

applied to the end portions of the web, each of the buckles

carrying a hook for engaging the suspending tape of a

nether garment and being provided with means for attach-

ment to the garment. I

,, ^ .

2 Garment supporting means adapted to be applied to

the waist-band of pants, the same coHprlslng an elastic

web and buckles fitted to end portions of said elastic web.

.•ach buckle having a hook at its lower fdge to engage with

the suspending tape or cord of the nether garment, and a

catch pin for attaching the device to the waist band of the

pants.

3 The herein described supporter camprlslng an elastic

weh and similar buckles fitted to end portions of said web.

each buckle comprising a frame having parallel slots, a

hook, a catch and a confining edge portion, said slots re-

ceiving the web which Is passed backward and forward

therethrough from opposite sides of the buckle frame, and

a catch pin secured to the buckle fratne by the said con

fining portion which Is bent over a member of the catch

pin.

4 .V garment supporter comprising a web. and buckles

applied to the end portions of the web, each of the buckles

comprising a frame provided with a catch and having a

confining ed^'e portion, and a catch pin secured to the

frame hy the said confining portion aad being designed to

engage the catch.

886 6H0 CONCRETEMIXER .lAMt.s F Crowb, Burn-

side, Ky Filed Mar. T*. 1907. Serial No 3fl2,R10

1 In a mechanism of the character indicated, a derrick

mast and h.iom. a yoke frame suspended by a cable pass-

ing over a pulley at the free end of said boom, whereby

the yoke frame la adapted to be elei^ated and lowered, a

drum carried by and Jouraaled to said yoke, separate

cables passing over pulleys at the free end of said boom

and wound in opposite directions on said drum, a mixing

chamber Journaling upon a non-rotating shaft carried hy

said yoke, sprocket wheels at opposite ends of said drum

shaft adapted to be driven by the wltdlng and unwinding

*> In a mechanism of the character indicated, in combi-

nation with a derrick mast and boom, a yoke frame com-

prising a suspended main or middle section and two

hinged downwardly projecting end sectl-.ns. a drum

Journaled to said middle section and provided with actuat

ing cables oppositely wound thereon, a non rotating shaft

detachably locked to said hinged yoke sections a mixing

chamber journaled upon said non rotating shaft, sprocket

wheels loosely journaled upon said non-rotating shaft, and

clutched to said mixing chamber, sprocket wheels carried

by said drum shaft and adapted to be driven by the wind-

ing and unwinding of said cables upon said drum, and

sprocket chains transmitting motion from said drum shaft

to said mixing chami>er
^ , w

3 In a mechanism of the character Indicated, a derrick

mast and boom, pulleys carried by said boom, a yoke frame

suspended from said b..om by a cable passing over one of

Mid pullevs carried by said boom to raise and lower said

yoke frame, a drum journaled to said yoke frame and

adapted to be rotated In opposite directions by means of

separate cables oppositely wound on said drum and pass-

ing over pullevs carried by said boom, a non rotating shaft

locked to said yoke frame, a mixing chamber journaled on

on said non rotating shaft, and mechanism transmitting

motion from said drum to said mixing chamber to rotate

the same
, , ,

4 In a mechanism of the character Indicated, a derrick

mast and boom, pulleys carried by said boom, a yoke

frame suspended from the end of said boom by a cable

passing over one of said pulleys at the end of said boom

to raise and lower said yoke frame, a drum journaled to

said voke frame an.l adapted to be rotated in opposite

directions by means of separate cables oppositely wound

on said drum and passlnc over pulleys at the end of said

boom a non rotating shaft armed with mixer blades

locked to said voke frame, a mixing chamber journaled on

said non rotating shaft, and mechanism transmitting mo-

tion from said drum to said mixing chamber to rotate the

same.
.', In a mechanism of the character indicated, power

driven 'inspending and transporting mechanism, a yoke

frame suspended thereby, one of the arms of said yoke

frame beinkr plvotally connected to the back thereof an

axle carried rigidly hv the extended ends of said yoke

I

frame a mlxini: chamber journaled upon said axle, a

I clutch memlH'r carried by said chamber, a motor, and a

clutch member actuated by said motor and adapted to

enirat'e the clutch member on said chamber to rotate said

chamber.

S86 6SI SIDE DELIVERY ROT.VRY R.\KE .TnsEPH

Da IV Otfumwa. lov--a Filed June "j:^. 1002. Serial No

112.812 Renewed Nov 2.^. 1904 Serial No 2.34.007

1 A rake, comprising a wheel frame, a rake frame se

cured thereto at one end and extending rearwardly there-

from, raking means carried by said rake frame, means ac

tuated bv the forward movement of the rake for operating
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•aid raking means, and means yieldingly supporting the

rear end p<irtlon of said rake-frame.

2. The combination with a wheel frame provided with

two carrying wheels, of a rake frame secured at one end

to said wheel-frame and extending diagonally rearward

therefrom, and a caster wheel yieldingly and adjustably

carried upon the rear end of said rake frame, substantially

as described.

3. The combination with a wheel-frame, of a rake-frame

sectired at one end thereto and extending diagonally rear-

ward therefrom, a sleeve secured to the rear end of said

rake-frame, a brace-beam secured at Its front end to said

wheel frame, near Its middle portion to said rake frame,

and at its rear end to said sleeve, and a caster wheel

yieldingly and adjustably mounted In said sleeve, substan-

tially as described.

4. The combination with a wheel frame, of a rake-frame

•ecured at <ine end thereto and extending diagonally

rearward therefrom, a sleeve secured to the rear end of

said rake frami-. a brace beam secured at Its front end to

said wheel frame, near Its middle portion to said rake-

frame, and at Its rear end to said sleeve, a post Jour-

naled In said sleeve and provided with a fork at Its lower

end. a casterwheel journaled in said fork, and a spring

carried In said sleeve and bearing upon the top of said

post, sul)stantlally as described.

.°> In a hay rake, the combination with a wheel frame,

an axle journaled therein, wheels journaled on said axle,

and a beveled gear secured to said axle, of a rake frame

carried by said wheel-frame, a slide-box carried by said

rake-frame, a shaft journaled at one end In said rake-

frame and at the other end in said slide-box, a beveled

gear secured to the end of said shaft and adapted to mesh
with said first-named gear, a rotary-rake carried hy said

shaft, and means for moving said slide-box on said rake

frame to throw said beveled gears Into and out of engage-

ment with each other, substantially as described
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.682 ELECTRIC HE.VTER AND RHEOSTAT. Jamks
11 Dei.any, Perwyn, III , assignor to The Electric Con-

troller h Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corpora

tlon of Ohio. Filed Aug. 23. 1906. Serial No. 331,707.

1. .\ heater and rheostat consisting of the combination

of a spirally formed laterally flattened electrical conductor,

the cross section of the coils of which Is reduced In thick-

ness from the central part of the spiral to its outer bound
ary, and a core or support of insulating material having

a screw thread formed on its periphery adapted to hold the

spiral by the inner edge of its coils.

2. In a heater and rheostat the combination with a

cylindrical core of insulating material provided with a

spiral gr<s)ve in its periphery, of a flattened laterally

tapered electrical conductor spirally formed with its nar-

row edge exteriorly arranged and having its wider inner

edge shaped to fit or seat in the screw thread of the cy-

lindrical core.

886.683. PROiESS F^OR THE BALLING TOGETHER
OF PULVERULENT OR DlSTV ORES Hluo Dickk,

Frankforton the Main. (Jermany. assignor to .lacob Ed-

ward tioidschmid, Frankfort on - the Main, Ormany.
Filed June 29, 1905. Serial No. 267,525.

The method of balling together or nodullzing of dusty

or pulverulent ores or or»s f)f small size of grain, with,

if desired, simultaneous oxidation or reduction In the rotary

furnace, which consists In subjecting the ores to a heat

of at least 1000 degrees, by a jtointed flame whose shape

may be adjusted and having an oxidizing capacity in the

zone of the furnace which is limited by said flame.

886,684 PHOTOGRAPHIC RAY - FILTER. Peter J.

DcKKi <'w, Buffalo, N Y , assignor to Spencer Lens Com-

pany, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20, 1908. Serial No.

411,670.

1 In a photographic ray filter, the combination of front

and rear transparent plates, a spacing ring between said

plates forming therewith a container for the filtering fluid

and having a filling opening therethrough which extends

from side to side of said ring, and a stopper for closing

said o|)ening, substantially as set forth.

2. In a photographic ray filter, the combination of front

and rear trnnsjtarent plates, a spacing ring between said

plates forming therewith a container for the filtering fluid

and having a filling opening therethrough which extends

from side to side of said ring and has concaved walls, and

a stopper having a cylindrical outer surface adapted to

fit said concaved end walls and close said opening, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. In a photographic ray filter, the combination of front

and rear 'transparent plates, a spacing ring between said

plates forming therewith a container for the filtering fluid,

a filling opening in said ring, and a stopper for closing

said opening provided on its inner side with a cavity form-

ing an air pocket extending outwardly beyond the inner

circumference of said ring, substantially as set forth.

4. In a photographic ray filter, the combination of front

and rear transparent plates, a spacing ring between said

plates forming therewith a container for the filtering fluid,

a filling opening In said ring, and a stopper for closing

i said opening provided with a concaved Inner face flush
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with the inner periphery of said ring and harlng a carlty 1 separate accelerating cam. a bell crank lever pUoted at a

. ..-^ * 11 ^~*«.w4i« iv>. nnint abovp th«« cams and havlnK one of its arms In line
therein forming an air pocket extending ootwardly be-

yond said Inner periphery, substantially «s set forth.

886,685.

Wash,
LAUNDRY CRATE. John Eastman. Seattle,

Filed Sept. 23. 1907 Serial No. 394,248.

A laundry crate comprising an approximately rectangu-

lar frame composed ot end and side ralU. legs secured to

said frame, a concaved rigid foramlnoui support having

ita edge portion engaged over the end and side rails of

said frame, and split rings securing said support to said

frame.

886,686. ORE-STAMP. William B Eastox. Chicago,

111 Filed May :^1. IMT Serial No. 376,483.

1. In a stamp mill of the typ-^ set forth, the combination

of a stamp rod having a single tappet thereon, a driven

haft Journaled below said tappet and carrying a lifting

cam and an accelerating cam. the operative length of said

accelerating cam being shorter than ttjat of the raising

cai9. a bell-crank lever pivoted at a polct above the cams

and having one arm depending ibto tbe path of the ac-

celeratini: .•am and Its other arm into the path of move-

ment of the tappet, for the purpose set forth.

2. In a stamp mill of the type set forth, the combination

of a stamp rod having a single tappet or collar, a driven

shaft journal^'d b»-low said tapp^^t ajid carrying a lifting

cam and an accejt-ratini!; cam. a bell-craok lever pivoted at

a point abov' the cams and having ot»e arm depending

into allnement with the accelerating cam and its other arm

extending over upon th»» upper end of the tappet, and a

pivotal connection between this latter arm and the tappet,

for the purpose set forth.

3. In a stamp mill of the type described, the combina-

tion with a stamp rod and means Intermittently raising

and releasing said rod, of a driven Shaft carrying an

accelerating cam, and a bell crank l^vet cooperating with

Bald cam and a rigid portion of the Bt»mp rod, the arm*

of said bell-crank lever being formed ot separate sections

one of which sections is rotatable ffeely on it* plYOt

when disconnected from the other section, and shearing

pins connecting the two sections of said bell-crank lever.

4. A stamp mill comprising a stamp rod provided with

a tappet, a driven shaft carrying a raising cam and a

point above the cams and having one of Its arms In line

with the accelerating cam and its other arm extending

over upon the upper side of the tappet, a link plvotally

connecting thla latter arm with the tappet, the Impinging

face of the arm being curved concentrically with the

pivotal connection to the link, for the purpose set forth

886,687. COIN RECEPTACLE. Bb.nno vom EiQl.v. New
ark, N. J., assignor to Aug Croertz * Co , a Corporation

Of New Jersey Filed May 3, U>07 Serial No. 371,762.

5-^

1. .\ coin repository cwmprUiiig a pair of side se.-tions

and a connecting part between said side sections, s.,) a.s to

provide a casing formed with an open edge portion and

oppositely located open end portions, means arranged be-

tween said sections for closing the op»>n edge portion

and one of said op«'n end-portions, a coin receiving ele-

ment removably arranged In the other open end-portion,

a holding means at one end of said coin receiving element,

adapted to be brought in detachable holding engagement

with the closing means of the "pen .xlge portion of said

sections, and holding or engaging lugs at the other end of

said coin receiving element, a retaining spring between

said sections, means for securing said spring to the closing

part of said sections, and retaining lugs on said spring

with which the engaging lugs of said coin receiving ele-

ment are adapted to bf brought in separable holdlnif en-

gagement for bringing ttie coin receiving element in nurmal

Initial locked «nga>cement. combined with a releaslni: de-

vice or element adapted to be inserted and arranited In

the coin receiving slot of said coin-receiving element for

the disengagement of the engaging lugs of said coin-re-

ceiving element from their holding' engagement with said

spring for unlockini; said el.-ment and removing It from its

closed position within the open end portion of the coin-

repository

2. .\. coin repository comprising a pair of side sect iona

and a connecting part between said side sections, so as

to provide a casing formed with an open edge portion and

oppositely locat»'d open end-portions, means arran^'ed

between said sections for closing the open edge portion

• and one of said open »'nd-portlons. a coin receiving elem<-nt

removably arranged In the other open end portion, a hold-

ing means at one end of said coin-receiving element, adapt-

ed to be brought in detachable holding engagement with

, the closing means of the open edge portion of said sec-

tlon.s, and holding or engaging lugs at the other end of

said coin-receiving element, a retaining spring between

said sections, means for securing said spring to the clos-

i

Ing part of said sections, and retaining lugs on said spring

I with which the engaging lugs of said coin receiving ele-

ment are adapted to be brought in separable holding en-

gagement for bringing the coin receiving element in nor-

I

mal initial locked engagement, combined with a releasing

. device or element consisting of a main body, a finger piece
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on said body, a shoe adapted to be inserted and arranged

in the coin-receiving slot of said coin-receiving element,

and a horn extending from said body and adapted to be

brought in engagement with said spring for the disengage-

ment of the engaging lugs of said coin-receiving element

from their holding engagement with said spring for unlock-

ing said element and removing it from its closed position

within the open end-portion of the coin-repository

3. .\ coin-repository comprising a pair of side sections

and a connecting part between said side sections, so as to

provide a casing formed with an open edge-portion and op-

positely located open end portions, means arranged be-

tween said sections for closing the open ed^e portion and

one of said open end-portions, a coin receiving element re

moval)ly arranged In the other open end-portion, a holding

means at on*- end of said coin receiving element, adapted

to b.' brought In detachable holding engagement with the

closing means of the open edge portion of said sections.

and holding or engaging lugs at the other end of said coin-

receiving element, a retaining spring between said sections,

said spring being provided with an opening, a holding

member s^'cured upon the inner surface of the closing part

of said sections, said holding member being provided with

a recessed portion in which the lower end portion of said

spring is arranK'ed, a nosing on said holding member ex-

tending Into the opening of said spring, said nosing being

in holding engagement with a portion of said spring, and

retaining lujra at the opposite end portion of the spring

with which the engaging lugs of said coin receiving ele-

ment are adapted to be brought in separable holding en-

gagement for bringing the coin-receiving element in nor-

mal initial locked engagement

4 .\ foin r> pository comprising a pair of side-sections

and a connecting part between said side sections, so as to

provide a casing formed with an open edge-portion and op-

positely located open end portions, means arranged be-

tween said sections for cloHlng the open edge portion and

one of saifl open end-portions, a coin-receiving element re-

movably arrange<l In the other open end-portion, a holding

means at one end of said coin receiving element, adapted

to be brought in detachable holding engagement with the

closing tneans of the open edge-portion of said sections,

and holding or engaging lugs at the other end of said coin-

receiving element, a retaining spring between said sections,

said spring being provided with an opening, a holding

member secured upon the inner surface of the closing part

of said sections, said holding member being provided with

a recessed portion in which the lower end-portion of said

spring is arranged, a nosing on said holding member ex-

tending Into the opening of said spring, said nosing being

in holding engagement with a portion of said spring, and

retaining lugs at the opposite end-portion of the spring

with which the engaging lugs of said coin receiving ele-

ment are adapted to be t)rought in separable holding en-

gagement for bringing the coin receiving element in nor

mal initial locked engagement, combined with a releasing

device or element adapted to be inserted and arranged In

the coin receiving slot of said coin receiving element for

the disengagement of the engaging lugs of said coin re-

ceiving element from their holding engagement with said

spring for unlocking said element and removing it from

its closed position within the open end-portion of the coin-

repository

5. .\ coin repository comprising a pair of side-sections

and a connecting part between said side-sect Ions, so as to

provide a rasing formed with an open edge-portion and

oppositely located open end portions, means arranged be-

tween said sections for closing the op<'n edge-portion and

one of said open end-portions, a coin-receiving element re-

movably arranged in the other open end portion, a holding

means at one «nd of said coln-recelving element, adapted

to be brought in detachable holding engagement with the

closing means of the open edge-portion of said sections,

and holding or engaging lugs at the other end of said coln-

recelving element, a retaining spring between said sec-

tions, said spring b«»Ing provided with an opening, a hold-

ing member secured upon the Inner surface of the closing

part of said sections, said holding memt)er t>elng provided

with a recessed portion in which the lower end-portion of

said spring is arranged, a nosing on said holding member

extending Into the opening of said spring, said nosing

being In holding engagement with a portion of said spring,

and retaining lugs at the opposite end-portion of the

spring with which the engaging lugs of said coin-receiving

element are adapted to be brought in separable holding

engagement for bringing the coln-recelving element In nor-

mal Initial locked engagement, combined with a releasing

device or element consisting of a main body, a flnger-plece

on said body, a shoe adapted to be Inserted and arranged

in the coin-receiving slot of said coin-receiving element,

and a horn extending from said body and adapted to

be brought In engagement with said spring for the disen-

gagement of the engaging lugs of said coin receiving ele-

ment form their holding engagement with said spring for

unlocking said element and removing It from Its closed

position within the open end-portion of the coin-repository.

[Claims 6 to 34 not printed In the Viasette.]

8 8 6,688. MATCH-BOX AND OTHER RECEPTACLE.
BCNN'O VOM EiGKN. Newark. N. J., assignor to Aug.

Goerti & Co.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug,

24, 1907. Serial No. .^90,002.

2 22^^ ^ ^

1. A match-box or other receptacle comprising a main

shell provided with open ends, a closing device movably

arranged within the one open end-portion of said main

shell, a container slldably arranged within said shell, said

container normally resting directly upon said closing de-

vice, and a second closing device movably arranged In the

other open end of said shell and connected with said

container, bar-like guiding elements secured upon the In-

ner surfaces of the end-edges of said main shell, guide-lugs

upon each element, upwardly extending arms connected

with said flrst-mentloned closing device, said arms being

retained in their sliding relations to said bar-like elements

by means of said guide lugs, and means connected with

said arms for limiting the movements of said closing de-

vice, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. -A match box or other receptacle comprising a main

shell provided with open ends, a closing device movably

arranged within the one open end-portion of said main

shell, a container slldably arranged within said shell, said

container normally resting directly upon said closing de-

vice, and a second closing device movably arranged In the

other open end of said shell and connected with said con-

tainer, bar like guiding-elements secured upon the Inner

surfaces of the end-edges of said main shell, gulde-lugs

upon each element, upwardly extending arms connected

with said flrst-mentloned closing device, said arms being

retained In their sliding relations to said bar-like elements

by means of said gulde-lugs. and means connected with

said arms for limiting the movements of said closing

device, and means within said shell for limiting the mov?-

ments of sifld container, substantially as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

3. A match-box or other receptacle comprising a main

I

shell provided with open ends, a closing device movably

arranged within the one open end portion of said main

shell, a container slldably arranged within said shell, said

container normally resting directly npon said closing de-

1 vice, and a second closing device movably arranged In the
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other open end of said shell and i-onneote<J with said con-

tain-T. bar like iruidinu di^mfnts 8*-fured upon the Inner

surfaces of the »'nd edges of said main thell, guldeluijs

upon each element, upwardly extending arms connected

wltti said first men tif>ned closing device, laid arms beinK

retained in their alidinir relations to said hnr like elements

by means of said ^uide-lugs, and means connected with

said arms for limiting the movements of said closing de-

vice, and inwardly project ing protuberance* upon the Hlde-

fai-es of said shell for limiting the movements of said clos-

ing device, and inwardly projecting protuberances upon
the side-faces of said shell for limiting the movements of

said container, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

4. A matcli box or other receptacle comprising a main
shell provided with open ends, a closing device movably
arranged within the one open end-portiot of said main
sheLl. a container slidably arrangt-d within said shell, said

container normally resting directly upon »ald closing de-

vice, and a second closing device normally arranged In the

other open end of said shell and connecte<1 with said con-

tainer, bar-like guldlng-eifm^^nts secured upon the Inner

surfaces of the end-edges of said main atiell. gulde-lugs

upon each eiement, upwardly extending »rms connected
with said first mentioned closing device, aald arms being
retained in rheir sliding relations to said b»r like elements

by m>'ana <>t said iruide lugs, and a hook-shaped end-portion

upon the free end of each arm adapted to be brought in

limiting retalnlni: engngement with the guide-lugs of each
element, sufisranrially as and for the purp<i«es st-t forth.

5. .\ matfh box or other receptacle comprisinu a main
shell provided with open ends, a closing device movably
arranged within the one open end-portloo of said main
shell, a container slidably arranged within said shell, said

container nornially resting directly upon said closing de-

Tlce. and a second closing device movably trranged In the

other open pud of said shell and connected with said con-

tainer, bar like guiding-elements secured upon the inner

surfaces of the end edges of said main shell, guide-lugs

upon each element, upwardly extending arms connected
with said first mentioned closing device, said arms being
retaint'd in their sliding relations to said btr-IIke elements
by means of said guide luzs, and a hook-shaped end-portion
upon the free end of each arm adapted ta be brought in

limiting retaining engagement with the guide-lugs of each
•'lement. and means within said shell for limiting the
movements nf said (Container, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

[Claims 6 to l?. not printed In the Gazette.]

88B.BS9 RAKF Peniamin H Ellis, Detroit. Mich., as-

signor of one half to William J. Merdlan, Detroit. Mich.

Filed Feb IS. 1907 Serial No. .•^f>S,04S,

1 In a hand rake, the combination wltll an upwardly-

extending rearwardly inclined body section, of supporting

wheels for said t>ody at the lower forward end thereof, a

supporting frame for and depending from the l)ody, and a

transverse roller journaled In said frame, rake teeth car-

ried by the body, ami a handle section at the rear of said

body
2 In a rake, the combination with an upwardly-extend-

ing rearwardly-lncllned body section, of sui^portlng wheels
therefor, a Jierles of rake tepth carried by the body at Its

lower forward end and adjustable longltadlnally of the

body, and a handle section for and extending rearwardly
from the body

3 In a rake, the combination with an upwardly-extend-
ing rearwardl v-incljned body section, of supporting wheels
therefor, a series of longitudinally adjustable teeth at the

lower end ot the body extending forwardly therefrom In

substantially the plane of said body, meanp for adjusting
the teeth, and ii handle section for and extending rear-

wardly of the body

4. In a rake, the combination with an upwardly-extend-
ing rearwardly inclined body section, and 8 series of rake
teeth along the lower f^dge of the body extending forwardly
therefrom in substantially the plane of Bald body, the 1

teeth ends being return bent extending rearwardly at an
acute angle to the body in a position to slide upon the

ground.

5. In a rake, the combination with a body, of a tooth-

carrying bar having a sliding engagement therewith, a

handle section for the body, a longitudinally-adjustable

member upon the handle section, and an operative connec-

tion between the former and the tooth-supporting bar,

[Claims fi to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

88«,690. REEL FOR DRYING FISHING-LINES. Chaeles
L. FowLE, Dowaglac, Mich. Filed May 23, 1904. Serial

No. 209,287.

4-

4

h

A

1 The combination of a supporting base; shaft sup-

porting brackets mounted thereon ; a reel shaft having a

screw-threaded portion at one end ; a pivoted locking dog
for said reel shaft ; a reel consisting of disk like heads
and suitable connecting rods or pillars, carried by the said

shaft : a line-engaging spring secured at one end on the

Inside of one of said reel heads ; a line guide ; a threaded

driving shaft therefor, arranged parallel with said reel

shaft ; a driving cord adapted to be wound upon the

threaded portion of said reel shaft, wrapped about said

line guide shaft, whereby said shafts are driven ; and a

suitable weight for said driving cord, for the purpose
specified.

2. The combination of a supporting base ; shaft sup-

porting brackets mounted thereon ; a reel shaft having a

screw-threaded portion at one end ; a pivoted locking dog
for said reel shaft : a reel consisting of disk-like heads and
suitable connecting rods or pillars, carried by said shaft

;
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n line guide : a threaded driving shaft therefor, arranged

pHrullei with said red shaft . a driving cord adapted to be

wound upon the threaded portion of said reel sliaft, where-

by said shafts are driven ; and a suitable weight for said

driving cord, for the purpose specltii-d

3. The combination of a supporting base; shafts sup-

porting brackets mounted thereon ; a reel shaft having a

screw -threaded portion at one end; a reel consisting of

disk like heads and suitable connecting rods or pillars,

carried by said shaft ; a line-engaging spring secured at

one end on the Inside of one of said reel beads; a line

guide ; a threaded driving shaft therefor, arranged parallel

with said reel shaft ; a driving cord adapted to be wound
upon the threa<lf<l portion of said reel shaft, whereby said

shafts are driven ; and a suitable weight for said driving

cord, for the purpose specified.

4 The combination of a supi>ortlng base ; shafts sup-

porting brackets mounted thereon ; a reel shaft having a

screw-threaded portion at one end ; a reel consisting of

disk-like heads and suitable connecting rods or pillars,

carried by said shaft ; a line guide : a threaded driving

shaft therefor, arranged parallel with said reel shaft ; a

driving cord adapteii to be wound upon the threaded por-

tion of said reel shaft, whereby said shafts are driven;

and a sultablf" weight for said driving cord, for the pur-

pose specified

f). The combination of a supporting frame; a reel shaft ;

a pivoted locking dog for said reel shaft ; a reel carried

by the said shaft ; a line guide ; a threaded driving shaft

therefor, and a driving cord, adapted to l>e wound upon

said reel sliaft. engaging said line guide shaft, whereby
said shafts are driven, for the purpose specified.

[('laim fi not printerl in the Ga/ette.]

886,691. APPARATIS P'OK TESTING WIIEEL-FLANGB
PRESSrUES (JKoRriK L Fowler, New York, N. Y.

Filed .Tuly •J4. 1907 Serial No. 385,339.

1. The combination with a railroad track comprising

the usual pair of fixed rails, of a movable rail section lo-

cated In line with one of said rails and not connected to

the other rail, a supporting bearing for said movable rail

section which permits it to move only in a horizontal

plane, and lateral pressure registering apparatus con-

nected to said movable rail section.

2. The combination with a pair of fixed rails and sup-

ports therefor, of a floating rail section, and means for

indicating the lateral pressures applied to said floating

rail section, said means comprising a hydraulic pres.sure

registering apparatus connected to said floating rail sec-

tion.

3. The combination of the base plate, a floating rail

section and movable plate, and bottom rollers between

said movable plate and bed plate, the axes of said rollers

being parallel to the rail section

4 The combination of the base plate, a floating rail

section and movable plate, and bottom rollers between

said movable plate and l)ed plate, the axes of said rollers

being parallel to the rail section, together with top rollers

above said plate, and adjustable roller guides atKJve said

top rollers.

5, The conblnatlon of the base plate, a floating rail

section and movable plate, and tKittom rollers between
said movable plate and bed plate, the axes of said rollers

being parallel to the rail section, together with n pres-

I sure indicating device and n system of levers interposed

between one .-(Ige of the niovabh' platf and the indiCtitlBLC

device.

[Claims t! to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 86,69 2. PRICE-MARKER AND LID HOLDER FOR
CIGAR BOXES. Winfrkij I. Galk and Freeman Davis,

Monlton, Iowa Filed Dec. 7, 1906. Serial No. 346,793.

A box lid holder and price marker comprising a clamp

made by folding one portion of a previously cut blank

upon Itself to form parallel spaced gripping plates for at-

tachment to one end of a box. the straight rear edge of the

inner plate being in contact with the inner face of the

back of the box, and the outer plate extending beyond the

Inner plate and turned inwardly at a right angle to form

a flange to He closely against the outer face of said back

of the box at such a distance from the rear edge of the

Inner plate as to prevent said clamp from sliding on said

box end or tilting thereon, a rearwardly Inclined marker

plate forming an upward continuation of said rear flange,

and a finger on said marker plate extending behind the

same to clasp between them the open lid of a box and pre-

vent it from further opening or closing until removed.

886,693. TIME INDICATING DKVK E Conrad E. Gktz,

Montreal, Queb'c. Canada Filed Nov. 20, 1902 Serial

No. 132.162

1 In a time indicating device, the combination with a

dial, an Indicating hand, and clock work for rotating said

hand, of a gear rotated by said clock work, a frame, a

second gear upon an arbor mounted In said frame said

second gear being adapted to intermesh with said first men-

tioned gear and connected to said hand to rotate same, a

pinion connected to and rotating with said second gear, a

segmental gear pivoted In said frame and Intermeshlng

with said pinion, and manually actuated means independ-

ent of said pinion whereby said segmental gear Is ro-

tated back to Its normal position, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth

2. In a time Indicating device for use in connection with

long-distance telephone service, the combination with a

dial, an Indicating hand, and clock work for rotating said

hand, of a gear rotated by said clock wcrk, a frame, a sec-

ond gear upon an arbor mounted in said frame said second

gear being adapted to intermesh with «aid first mentioned
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gear and harlag a rotatlye connection with aald hand, a

pinion connected to and rotating with said 8«cond gear, a

aegmental g^-ar pivoted In said frame and Intermeahlng

with said pinion, and a second pinion mounted In said

frame and Intermeahlng with said sefmental gear, a

ratchet wheel connected to and rotatable with said last

mentioned pinion, a spring pawl pivoted to said frame

and engaging the teeth of said ratchet wbeel. a signal de-

vice, and means actuated by said pawl aod operating said

si>aial device, i^ubstanrlally as described and for the pur-

pose aot forth

.i. In a time Indicating device for u»e in connection

with long distance telephone service, the combination with

a dial, an in.licatlnk: hand, and clock work for rotating

said hand, of a irear r.itafed by said clocfc-work, a pivoted

frame, a second sear upon an arbor mounted in said frame

said second gear being adapted to intermesh with said

first mentioned gear and having a rotatlv* connection with

said hand, a pinion connected to and rotating with said

second Rear, a set'mental uear. pivoted U said frame and

Intermeshing with said pinion, and a second pinion mount-

ed in said frame and intermeshing with said segmental

gear, a ratchet wheel connected to and rotatable with

said last mentioned pinion, a sprlne pawl pivoted to said

frame and en^raVing the teeth of said ratchet wheel, a

signal device, means actuated by said pawl and operating

said signal devi.e. and means for adjusting said frame to

and from said first mentioned gear, suhstantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

4 In a time indicating device, the combination with a

dial, an indicating hand, and clock work for rotating said

hand, of a tjear rotated by said clock worli a pivoted frame,

a second gear upon an arl>or mounted la said frame said

second gear being adapted to intermesti with said first

mentioned gear and having a rotative connection with said

hand, a pinion connected to and rotating with said second

gear, a segmental sear pivoted in said frame and Inter-

meshlne with said pinion, a ratchet wfceel connected to

and rotatable with said last mentioned pinion, a spring

paw! pivoted to said frame and engaging the teeth of said

ratchet wheel, a hammer mounted upon said pawl, and a

bell In position ro be struck by said hammer, substantially

aa described and for the purpose set forl±.

5 In a time indicating device for ose in connection

with lone distance telephone service, the combination with

a dial, an Indicating hand and clock work for rotating

said hand, "f a gear rotated by said clock work, a pivoted

frame, a «ec"nd iiear upon an arbor mouftted in said frame

said second gear being adapted to intermpsh with said first

mentioned gear and having a rotatlvf* connection with

said hand, a pinion connected to and pntatlng with said

second irear. a segmental gear pivoted In said frame and

intermeshinir with said pinion, and a slide bar for succes-

sIvpIv movlnii said frame and rotating said seemental

gear, a ratchet wheel connected to and notatahle with said

last mentioned pinion, a sprint? pawl pivoted to said frame

and engaeinir the teeth of said ratchet wheel, a hammer
mounted upon ^ald pawl, a bell In position to be struck

by said hammer, and a bell-crank lever actuated by said

slide bar for retainlntr said hammer away from said bell,

substantlall.v as described and for the p|irp<^>se set forth

the lower end. and with wheel brake surfaces each side of

said open sided sand passage, substantially as hereinbefore

set forth.

4. A wheel brake shoe having in its rear face a recess

terminating at the upper extremity In a downwardly and

reann-ardly inclined slioulder, and the lower terminus horl

zontal. in combination with a thrust-block having Its ex-

tremities conforming with the extremities of the recess In

the brake-shoe and adapted to enter said recess, and means

for detachahly connecting the brake-shoe and the thrust-

block, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. A wheel brake-shoe having In Its rear face parallel

recesses terminating at the upper end In downwardly and

rearwardly Inclined shoulders, and at the lower end in

horizontal surfaces, and with a rib between the parallel

recesses, in combination with a thrust-block having its

ends corresponding with the terminals of the recesses In

the brake shoe and with a central rib and parallel ribs

corresponding respectively with the recesses and ribs In

the brake shoe and means for detachahly connecting the

brake shoe and thrust block, substantially as set forth.

8S»i.694 HR.VKK SHOE. Isaac A <;ipBs. Roanoke, Va ,

assignor of one half to .lohn Rose, Roanoke, Va. Filed

Sept. 17. UtoT Serial No :?0.'?.:2T:?.

1. A rallwa.v brake shoe, comprising In its construction

an open sand -onduit In Its face adapted for connection

with a sand supply at the upper end aOd to deliver sand

to the track immediately adjacent to tjie wheel, substan-

tially as hereinbefore .set forth

2. A wheel brake shoe having an open sided passage ex-

tending through the face of the shoe from the upper to

the lower end thereof for conveying saud to the track and

means for directing sand Into said padsage. substantially

as lierelnbefore set forth.

3. A wheel brake shoe having an op*n sided sand pas-

sage in the face of the same extending from the upper to

88«,6V>.''. F'ROTRACTOR. JOSEPH A. ORESiEa. Beaver

Falls. Vh Filed Feb 15, 1907. Serial No .'?57,r)4J. Re-

newed Apr I. 190M Serial No. 424.539

A protractor composed of a graduated bottom sheet, a

transparent top sheet gra.luated correspondingly to said

bottom sheet and containing a vernier scale, a pivot sup-

port fastened to the center of the said ijottom sheet, and

a pivot made to turn In the said support and fastened to

the center of the said top sheet, all substantially as and

for the purpose des< rltw>d.

886.fi9fi AITARATl S FOR TRKATINO WASTE OILS.

Hen-ry E Hallkr, I'lttsburg. Pa., nsslttnor to Pittsburgh

(lasre k Svpplv Tompany. Pittsburg. Pa., a Torporatlon

of Pennsylvania Filed Apr. 11. 1907 Serial No.

.167. 4H2.

1. An apparatus for treating waste oil comprising a re-

ceptacle adapte<l to 1M» partially filled with water, an auto-

May 5, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. "3

matlc overflow within the receptacle, and a detachable

cover for the receptacle provided with means for heating

the waste oil preparatory to Its Introduction to the recep

tacla.

886,698. TWISTING MACHINE. Pitteh Hasduan, Wil-

llmantlc, Conn., assignor to American Thread Company,
Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Oct. 9, 1905. Serial No. 2?sl,90t(.

..^y'-j

/*
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within the tank, a carbid chamber carried by the dome

and provi(I«»d with a charKlnjr opening, means for feeding

carhiil from rhp chamber to the tank. R closure dis;>o«ed

within the charging opening and provided with teeth, a

pivoted meml)er arranged to t^ngagf th9 teeth of the clo-

sure, a nxl adapted to contact with the pivoted member, a

float secured to the rcxi. a tubular member carrle<l by the

carbid chamtwr in which the rod la dlipo8e<l. and means

for limiting tht> ilownward movement of, the rod.

4'. A generator comprising a t;ini4, n gas dome flxed

within the tank, a carbid chamher carriefi by the dome and

provided with a charging opening, meurjs for fee<ling car

bid from the chamt.er to the tank, a clnsure disposed within

the charging opening and provided with teeth, a pivoted

member arrange<l to engage the teeth of the closure, a rod

adapted to contact with the ptvofed memlier. a float se

cured to the rotl. a tubular member carried by the carbid

chamber In which the rod is disp^ised, and a washer on the

ro<l arrafige<l to contact with the upper end of the tubular

member.
5. A generator comprising a tank, a gas dome fixed

within the tank, a carbid chamber connected to the dome
and provide<l with a charging opening, at Interiorly screw-

threade<l sleeve fixed within the opening and provided with

a slot, an exteriorly screw threaded closure disposed In

the sleeve. plvote<l means adapted to lock the closure in the

sieove. which means is dispose*! in Ami Is adapted to be

guided by the wall of said slot, and means for feeding car-

bid from the chami>er Into the tank.

[Claims fl to 11 not printed In the iazette.

]

means. Including a rock-shaft, to effect the operation of the

transferrer, and means to effect intermittent advance move-
ment of the fet-dcr. controlled directly l)y or through said

rock-shaft, and Independently of the transft-rrer.

2. A movable feeder to hold a series of filling carriers, a

transferrer to engage and remove the latter one by one.

nieHn<. including a rock shaft, to fffect the operation of the

transferrer, means, including a ratchet and a cf»operating

feed pawl, to effect advance movement of the feeder to pre-

sent a filling-carrier to transferring position, and a con-

DectlOD independent of the transferrer and between the

feed-pawl and the rock shaft, to directly control the oper-

ation of the former by movement of the latter when a

transfer of filling Is called for.

3. A movable feeder to hold a series of fllllng-carrlers, a

transferrer to engage and remove the latter one liy one.

means, Including a rock-shaft, to effect the operation of the

transferrer, means. Including a gravity actuated feed pawl
to effect advance of the feeder, and a controlling connec-

tion t)etween said pawl and the rock shaft, to set the pawl

by rotative movement of said rock shaft when a transfer

of filling Is called for and to permit the operation of the

pawl only when the rock-shaft returns to normal position.

4. A movable feeder to hold a series of fllllng-carrlers.

means, including a controlling member, to transfer the

fllllng-carrlers one by one from the feeder, mechanism to

effect advance of the feeder, and a connection between said

mechanism and the controlling niemt>er. to set the mechan-
ism when said member is moved to abnormal position and

to permit said mechanism to operate only when the con-

trolling member returns to normal position.

."i. A rotatable feeder to hold a series of fllllng-carrlers

a ratchet rotatable therewith, a cooperating feed pawl, a

pawl-carrier having a weighted actuator, to effect the feed

stroke of the pawl and cause advance of the feeder, a

transferrer, means to operate It. Includin r a rock shaft,

and a connection between the latter and tlie pawl carrier,

to set the same when the rock shaft is abnormally posi-

tioned and to permit tbe weighted actuator to operate when
said rock shaft returns to normal position.

i [Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

886,701. CHANTJE - SFP:EI» (lEAR. Peter Hksselils,

Chicago. III. Kiled Mar 5. llKtT Serial No. ^dO.QTtl.

«'

/>• .M^ l>' /)' D'

8 8 6,700. AUTOMATIC FILLING - REPLENISHING
LOOM. iBALD Hebert, Manchester, N. H., assignor to

Draper Company, Hop<»dale. Mass. a Corporation of

Maine. Filed July 24. 1907 Serial Mo. ,385.316

1. In a variable speed power t rinstnit tlti'.; devbe. the

combination with a driving shaft, and a driven shaft, of

means for Imparting rotation from said driving shaft to

said driven shaft, said means comprising a plurality of

gear wheels mounted for separate rotation on one of said

shafts anil means for non relatively securing said gear

wheels to their shaft, said latter means comprising a radial

notch In the bore of each gear wheel, radially movable keys

mounted in the shaft, and a longitudinally movable bar

mounted In the shaft and provided with a slot adapted to

receive said keys.

2. In a variable speed power transmitting device, the

combination with a driving shaft and a driven shaft, of

means for Imparting rotation from said driving shaft to

said driven shaft, said m.^ans comprising a plurality of

gear wheels mounted for separate rotation on one of said

1. A movable feeder to hold a series of fllllng-carrlers, a shafts, and means for non rotatlvely sectirlng said gear

transferrer to engage and remove the latter one by one, ' wheels to their shaft, said latter means comprising a ra-
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dial notch In the bore of each gear wheel, radially movable
keys mounted on the shaft, springs yieldingly pressing said

keys outward, and a longitudinally movable bar mounted
on said shaft and provided with a slot adapted to receive

said keys.

.'5. In a variable speed power transmitting device, the

combination with a driving shaft and a driven shaft, of

means for imparting rotation from said driving shaft to

said driven shaft, said means comprising a plurality of

gear wheels mounted for separate rotation on one of said

shafts, and means for non rotatlvely securing said gear

wheels to said shaft embracing a plurality of radially mov-
able spring actuated keys, one for each gear wheel, a longi-

tudinally arranged tuovable bar mounted to slide endwise

on said shaft and provided with a slot adapted to be

brought op[)osite either of said keys by the endwise move-
ment of said bar.

4 In a variable speed power transmitting device, the

combination with a driving shaft and a driven shaft, of a

plurality of means for imparting rotation frrim said driv-

ing shaft to said driven shaft, said means comi)rising gear

wheels mounted for separate rotation on one of said shafts,

and tneans for non rotatlvely securing the said gear wheels

to tlie shaft embracing radially movalile keys mounted on

the shaft, springs applieil to press said keys outwardly,

and a longitudinally sliding bar mounted on the shaft and
provided with a slot adapted for the passage of said keys,

the ends of the slot and the end faces of the keys being pro-

vided with beveled contact surfaces

5. In a variable speed power transmitting device, the

combination w-lth a shaft provided with a longitudinal

groove, and a plurality of gear wheels having radial

notches in the bores of their hubs, of spring actuated keys

movable radially In the shaft, and a longitudinally movable
bar located In the said longitudinal groove of the shaft

•end provided with a slot for the passage of the said keys.

(Claims 6 to S not printed In the Gazette ]

8S«1.702. SIFTER TOP POWr»ER CAN OR BOX John
M. HOTHBBSAi.i.. New York. N V.. assignor to American
Can Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
Jersey Filed Oct. f>. 1907. Serial No. 396,015.

1. In a sifter top powder box or can. the combination
with a sheet metal body having an inner perforated top

head permanently seamed thereto and provided with a plu-

rality of short segmental externally projecting shoulders
near Its upper end. of a rotary perforated outer cover hav-

ing an external deep flange or rim surrounding and em-
bracing the upper end of the body and furnished with an
Internal annular groove or channel embracing the said

short segmental shoulders on the body of the vessel, said

inner top head having a central flat disk portion and said

rotary cover having a raised or dome shaped center to

limit the contacting surfaces of said head and cover disks

to the perforated zones thereof, substantially as specified.

2. In a sifter top powder box or can. the combination
with a sheet metal body having an Inner perforated top

head permanently seamed thereto and provided with a plu
rality of short segmental externally projecting shoulders
near Its upper end, of a rotary perforated outei cover hav-
ing an external deep flange or rim surrounding and em-
bracing the upper end of the body and furnished with an

Internal annular groove or channel embracing the said

short segmental shoulders on the body of the vessel, said

Inner top head having an annular cylindrical flange and
said outer rotary cover having an annular flange or shoul-

der surrounding said cylindrical flange on said top head,

substantially as specified.

3, In a sifter top powder box or can. the combination
with a sheet metal body having an inner perforated top
head permanently seamed thereto and provided with a plu-

rality of short segmental externally projecting shoulders
near its upper end. of a rotary perforated outer cover hav-

ing an external deep flange ur rim surrounding and em-
bracing the upper end of the body and furnished with an
internal annular groove or channel embracing the said

short segmental shoulders un the body of the vessel said

inner top head having an annular cylindrical flange and
said outer rotary cover having an annular flange or shoul

der surrounding said cylindrical flange on said top head,
said top head being united to said body by a folded seam
lying within the circumference of the body, substantially

as specified.

886,703. HARVESTER. George W. I.vgersoll, Stockton,

Gal. Filed Jan. 22, 1904. Serial No. 190,215.

1. In a harvesting machine, the combination with a main
frame, of a crank axle loosely mounted upon the frame, a

supporting wheel loose upon the crank axle, means for ad
justably rotating the axle, a spindle hK)sely carried by the

frame and loosely piercing one arm of the crank axle, the

Inner end of the spindle having an eccentric [lortlon. means
to adjustably fix the spindle in the arm of the crank axle.

a drive gear upon the supporting wheel, a pinion loose

upon the eccentric portion of the spindle and in mesh with
the drive gear, and a transmission gear fixed to the pinion

and being connected through said spindle to the crank.

2. In a harvester and thresher, a double crank upon
which the main frame is mounted, one arm of which is

perforated transversely, an eccentric spindle adjustably

secured in the perforation of said arm. one end of which
spindle forms a Journal and the other end of which is pro-

vided with a pinion, a driving wheel journaled on the

double bent portion of the crank, and a gear on the periph-

ery of said wheel in engagement with said pinion.

."1. In a harvester and thresher, a double crank upon
which the main frame is mounted, one arm of which Is

perforated transversely and provided with a set screw, a

spindle adjustaldy secured in the perforation of said arm,
the spindle comprising a plurality of connected offset mem-
bers one of the members of the spindle being provided with
a pinion and the other member constituting a support for

the crank, a driving wheel journaled on the double bent
portion of the crank, and a peripheral gear on said wheel
engaging said pinion.

4. In a harvester, two driving-wheels, crank-axles there

for and mechanism for simultaneously moving them verti

cally In opposite directions, one member of said mechan-
ism comprising a shaft and two sprocket-wheels loosely

mounted thereon, each sprocket-wheel being provided with
a clutch member, a non-rotatable double clutch siid:ibly

mounted on said shaft t>etween the sprocket-wheels, a sec-

ond shaft mounted adjacent to the sprocket-wheels and
also provided with two sprocket-wheels rigidly secured

thereon and in the same plane with the first nanieil

sprocket wheels respectively, a sprocket chain from the

threshing mechanism passing over two of said sprocket-
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wheels to rotate them in opposite directions, and a sprocket

chain over the other two sprocket-wheels to drive them In

the same direction.

5. In a harvester, an adjustable thresher, a header flexi-

bly connected therewith, the header provided with a cutter

bar, and means for automatically adjusting the Inner end

of the cutter-bar vertically Independently of the onter end.

[Clalma 8 to 15 not printed in the Gaiett*.

]

886.704. WELL I>HILL Hakvby B. KtXO. Hartford,

Conn , asslgmor to Frank J. Knox, Hartford. Conn. Filed

Oct. 13, 1000. Serial No. 338,747.

886,705. LOADING APPARATUS FOR WAGONS AND
THE LIKE. Lk <^;rand Ksirmv. Chicago, III. Filed

Nov. 14, 1907. Serial No. 402,054.

^3* i^

\. .\ well drilling' tool, having a drill holder, a centrally
,

advanced drill removably fixed to the holder and a plu-

rality of following drills, each of which Is provided with

oppositely disposed cutting edges, means (or removably
:

securing said following drills to the holder, said following

drills being so disposed relative to the advanced drill, as to

cut back of and beyond the area of the hola made by said

advanced drill.

2. A well drilling tool having a drill holder, a centrally

advanced drill removably fixed to the holder, a pair of fol-

lowing drills arranged on opposite sldea of tke drill holder,

each of which la provided with oppositely disposed cutting

edges, and means for removably securing said following

drills to the holder, said following drills being so disposed

relative to the advanced drill, as to cut btck of and be-
j

yond the area of the hole made by said advanced drill.

3. K well drilling tool having a drill holder, a central

advance drill removably fixed to the holder and a pair of
\

plates removably fixed to the sides of the holder above the
;

advance drill, each plate having two cuttlrig edges on its

lower side that extend outwardly and are arranged to cut

back of and beyond the area of the opening formed by the

advance drill, substantially as specified.

4. A well drilling tool having a drill holder, a central

advance drill removably fixed to the holder and a plural-

ity of following drills removably fixed to tfce sides of the

holder, each of said following drills being provided with

oppositely disposed cutting edges that cut beyond the area

of the hole made by the advance drill, th« advance drill
;

having its cutting edge extending In a plane transversely 1

to the planes of the cutting edges of following drills, sub

stantlally as specified.

5. A well drilling tool having a drill h(^der, a central

advance drill, removably fixed to the holder, a plurality

of following drills removably fixed to th» sides of the

bolder, each of said following drills being provided with

oppositely disposed cutting edges that cut beyond the area

of the hole made by the advance drill, a steti. and a sleeve

loosely surrounding the stem and holding it true and cen-

tral In the hole formed by the drills, substantially ns specl- '

fled. I

1. The co;i:t>lnatl<'n with an mrllned chute having an

openlni; In its upper portion l)etween its sides, of an up-

right having at Its wpper portion means to engage the

upper portion of the chute and on its lower part a rack

bar, a hollow piece or casting on the lower portion of the

upright, legs supporting said hollow piece, a crank-shaft

Journnled on the hollow piece, and a pinion on the crank

shaft and In mesh with the rack bar on the upright.

2. The combination with a wheeled and Inclinable chute

having an opening In its upper portion between its sides,

of an upright connected at Its upper portion to the upper

part of the chute and having two downwardly divergent

supporting legs or prongs, a pulley Journaled on the upper

portion of the chute, another pulley Journaled on the lower

portion of the upright, and connections uniting the lower

portions of the legs or prongs of the upright to the wheels

of the chute.

3. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed

in an inclined position, of a carrier adapted to travel on

the chute, said carrier comprising a material supporting

body portion and a ball plvotally connected at its rear ends

to the sides of the body of the carrier, means on the ball

of the carrier, and coCperatlng means therewith on the

chute to prevent further forward movement of the carrier

whereby it will be caused by gravity to tilt at the upper

end of the floor of the chute and discharge Its load.

4. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed

in an inclined position, of a carrier adapted to travel on

the chute, said carrier comprising a material supporting

body portion and a ball connected at Its rear ends to the

sides of the body of the carrier, means on the ball of the

carrier and cooperating means therewith on the chute

to first retard the upward progress of the carrier near

the upper end of the chute then prevent further forward

movement of the carrier whereby It will be caused to

tilt at the upper end of the floor of the chute and dis-

charge its load.

5. The combination with a chute adapted to be placed in

an Inclined position, of a carrier adapted to travel on the

chute, said carrier comprising a material supporting body

portion and a ball plvotally connected at its rear ends to

the sides of the body of the carrier, means on the outer

side of each of the arms of the ball and automatically co-

acting means therewith on the chute to prevent further

forward movement of the carrier whereby It will be caused

to tut at the upper end of the floor of the chute and dis-

charge Its load.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gaaette.]

886,706 VAPOR ELECTRIC LAMP. Richard KCch,

Hanau, Jermany, assignor to The Firm of W. C. Heraeus,

Hanau, Germany. Filed Sept. 6, 1905. Serial No. 277.266.

1. .\ gas or vapor electric lamp having the electrode

material formed of a mixture of metals vaporlzable at dif-

ferent temperatures, the metal constituting the greater

part of said mixture being vaporlzable at a higher tem-

perature than the remainder of the mixture.
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2. A gas or vapor electric lamp having the electrode

ma'terlal formed of a mixture of metals vaporlzable at dlf

ferent temperatures, and a metal which will not vaporize

at the vaporizing temperature of the other metals In the

mixture, the metal constituting the greater part of the

vaporlzable portion of the mixture l)eing vaporlzable at a

higher temperature than the remainder of said vaporlz-

able portion of the niixtiirt'

I

886.707. THRESHING MACHINE. Frank F. Landis,

Waynesboro, I'a Filed May 3. lOO.-i. Serial No, 258,685.

rator, the tailings thresher, the conveyer for conveying the

tailings from said thresher back to the separator and de-

liver them to the grain bottom, said grain bottom formed

with a compartment to receive said tailings separated

from the main portion, and separating devices arranged to

receive the tailings from said grain bottom and deliver

the grain to the njain grain cleaning devices and conduct

the tailings to beyond the rear of said cleaning devices,

substantially as set forth

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,708. BAG -FRAME LOCK OR FASTENER. Frkd-

RICK .T. L.M and At .;i st MEr.ZKR, Newark. N. J., said

Lau assignor to The R. Nt-umanii Hardware Co.. a Cor-

poration of New Jersey. Filed Feb. 3. 1906. S.rial No.

299,305. Renewed Feb. 1,'. 1908. Serial No. 416,108.

1. A threshing machine comprising a tailings rethresher.

a conveyer extending from said rethresher to the separator

casing and adapted to ('i.scharjie into said casing into one
j

side of the main grain bottom, said main grain bottom pro-

vid«Hl with a longitudinal partition in its side receiving
;

said tailings to kwp said tailings separate from the main
|

botly of the grain passing over said grain bottom, and a

separate tn.ugh or shoe arranced to receive said tailings
;

from said grain lottom. the forward end of which is

formed as a riddle and the rear end of which Is iinperfo

rate and ext.-nds rearwardly to discharge l>eyond the sepa

rating' tne<h!inisiii. substMiit iaily as set forth.

2. In a threshing ninchine the <-oml)in:Uion of n sepa-

rating and cleaning meehanisni. a tailings thresher ar-

raiiire<l to receive tlie tailings from the tailings delivery

hottniii a conveyer extending from the tailings thresher,

the sepMrator, the grain cleaner formed with a section

separated or isolated from the main portion comprising a

.leaning riddle arranged to receive the tailings and extend-

ing to a iM)lnt that will deliver the tailings passing over

its rear end to lieyond the rear end of the main tailings

riddle, substantially as set forth.

3. In a threshing machine the combination of the sepa

rating and cleaning mechanism, the main grain l>ottom

formed with a trough at one side, a tailings thresher, a

conveyer pliK- extending from the casing of said thresher

to an air chamber on the side of the machine, said air

chamber communicating with the separator casing by

means of openings one at the top to permit the escape of

the air and dust and another at the bottom to deliver the

grain and tailings into the trough of the main grain hot

tom, a separate riddle mounted to reciprocate and arranged

beneath the rear end of said trough on the grain bottom

to receive the tailings, the front end of said separate rid

die being formed as a grain riddle and its rear end as a

corrugated bottom, said rear end extending to a point

which will deliver the tailings to beyond the grain cleaning

devices, substantially as set forth.

4. In a threshing machine, the combination, of the

cleaning and separating mechanism, a tailings thresher

arranged to receive the tailings from said cleaning mech-

anism, a conveyer for conveying the tailings from said

casing to a receiving chamber, said chamber having open-

ings communicating with the separator al)ove the side of

the grain iKittom, said grain bottom formed with a trough

at this side, a separate trough mounted beneath th^ rear

end of said grain bottom adapted to receive the tailings

therefrom and extending to deliver beyond the rear end

of the cleaning devices, the bottom of said second trough

being formed as a grain riddle at its front end and with

a corrugated l»ottom at its rear end, and means for impart-

ing a reciprocating motion to said trough, substantially as

set forth.

0. In a threshing machine, the combination, of the sepa

1. .\ lock comprising a casing. Jinil piilde-posts therein,

a reciprocatory lock-plate movahly arranged upon said

posts, hasp lug retaining posts upon said .plate, a finger-

piece, a bolt-controlling plate also movahly arranged upon

said posts, a bolt controlled by said controlling plate, and

a spring between said lock-plate and said controlling-plate,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. .\ lock comprising a casing and guide-posts therein, a

reciprocatory lock-plate movably arranged upon said posts,

hasp lug retaining posts upon said plate, a flnger-piece, a

bolt-controlling plate also movably arranged upon said

posts, a bolt controlled by said controlling plate, and a

colled spring encircling each post between said lock-plate

and said controllingpiatf-. substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

3. A lock comprising a casing, and guide posts therein,

a reciprocatory lock-plate movably arranged upon said

posts, hasp lug retaining posts upon said plate, a flnger-

piece, a bolt controlling plate also movahly arranged upon

said posts, a V-shaped projection on said bolt-controlling

plate, a holt controlled by said controlling plate, said bolt

being provided with V-shaped receiving depressions with

which said V shaped projection can be brought In holding

engagement, and a spring between said lock plate and said

controlllng-plate. substantially as and for the purposes

set forth.

4. A lock comprising a casing, and guide-posts therein,

a reciprocatory lock-plate movably arranged upon said

posts, hasp-lug retalnlng-posts upon said plate, a flnger-

piece, a bolt-controlling plate also movably arranged upon

said posts, a V-shaped projection on said plate, a bolt

cmtrolled by said controlling plate, said bolt being pro-

vided with V shaped receiving depressions with which said

V-shaped projection can be brought In holding engage-

ment, and a colled spring encircling each post between said

lock plate and said controlling plate, substantially as and

for the purposes set forth. ^

.o. In a lock, the combination, with a locking mechan-

ism, of a key actuated bolt, comprising a sliding plate hav-

ing V-shaped receiving depressions, a bolt-controlling plate

movably arranged upon said posts, and a V-shaped projec

tion extending from said controlling plate and adapted to

engage with the said V-shaped receiving depressions of

said sliding plate for retaining said bolt in its various po-

sitions against movement, substantially as and for the

imrposes set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,709. GARMENT CLASP. Joskph Lkmat. New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 19. 1907 Serial No. 407.187.

1. K garment clasp comprising a button element and a

loop element large enough at the upper portion to admit
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th<» button, the lower end of the loop elemant b«lng con-

tracted and open and having the mouth o| the opening

illvtTKlng.

2 A garment clasp comprising a webblnj, a loop and

button carrying tape flexibly secured to said webbing, said

loop being enlarged at its upper portion to admit the but-

ton and contracted and open at the lower etd. while said

tape is of such length that the button caenot be with

drawn from the open end of the loop.

886.710. PAI-ER BDARD CONTAINER Ji'HN W. Low,

Jollet. 111., assignor to Carrier I>ow Cotepany. Joliet,

III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed IVc 7, 1906. Se-

rial No. 346,754.

1. In a paper-board box or container, two walls meeting

at an angle, one of which is provided with t pair of slits,

a triangular flap Integral with said walls folded flat

against the outer face of the silt bearing wall and co-

extensive at one side with the height of saifl walla, and a

tongue on the oblique margin of said flap, said tongue be-

ing folded backwardly relatively to the said flap and laced

through said slits.

2. In a paper board box or container, two walls meet

ing at an angle, one of which is provided with a pair of

silt.'*, a section joined to said meeting wfclls by score

lines and folded along an oblique score- llbe to form a

double thickness, triangular flap which fits against the

outer face of the other wall, a tongue integral with one

of the folded parts of the corner section and cut from the

other folded part of said section, said tongue being folded

backwardly relatively to the flap and lace<| through said

silts.

.•?. In a paper board box or container, two walls meeting

at an angle, one of which Is provided with a pair of silts,

a section Joined to said meeting walls by tcore-llnes and

folded along an oblifiu*' score-line to form t double thick

nes.s. triangular rlap which fits against the outer face of

the other wall, a tongue integral with one of the folded

parts of the corner section and cut from tile other folded

part of said s.'ct:on, said tongue being foltled backwardly

rt>laflvely to the tJap and laced through said silts, the free

end of the tongue lying flat against the outer face of the

slit bearing wall and occupying the opening in the Inter-

mediate fold of said section from which lie tongue has

been cut.

». A pajjer-board box or container made of a single

sheet comprising a flat bottom and marginal sections

which, when folded upwardly, constitute vertical walls,

corner sections Integral with ends of th»» wall sections

and each divided by oblique score-line Into two parts and

folded one upon the other and against the outer face of

one of the vertical walls to constitute a flap, one of said

parts being cut away to provide a tongue which Is integral

with the other part, said tongues being laced through slits

in th«^ walls against which the corner flaps lie and folded

backwardly relatively to »*ld corner tlap.s.

5. A blank for a box or container comprising a main

body p<irtlon and marginal sections separated from the

main body portion by score lln»'s. corner sections at th*-

comers of the blank occupying the outer angles between

said marginal sections and separated from said marginal

sectums by score-lines, said corner sections being ilivided

by an oblique score-line, and a fonguf Integral with one

of the parts of each corner section and cut from the com-

panion part of said section, the marginal sections being

provided at the ends thereof with silts arranged In pairs.

I Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,711. RAKE-CLEANER. Jamk.s K. LncAS, Broadland.

111., assignor of one half to Harley Beaman. Sldell

111. Filed Feb. 26. lOOH. S»'rlal No. 417.!>71.

1. .\ rake having a head, said head having inward pro-

jections, a rock shaft plvotally mounted in said projec-

tions, said rock shaft being provided with rake cleaners, a

rod connected with said rock shaft foV actuating the same,

a handle connected with said head, a groove formed in said

handle a spring mounted In said groove and connected with

said rod for holding the same in a forward position.

2. A rake cleaner, comprising a rake bead, having In

ward projections, a rock shaft plvotally mount.-d in said

projections said rock shaft being provided with rake

cleaners, and a rod for actuating said rake clean.T

3. A rakH bead, having a rake cleaner, a handle con

nected with .said head, a gro<jve formed in said handle and

having a spring mounted therein, an oscillating rod con-

nected with said cleaner and said spring, said rod having

a projection for operating the same.

^86,712. GAS LIGHT FIXTTTRE Joseph .Maa.s. Kala

mazoo. Mich. Filed Jan. 29. 1»0« Serial No 41S.10H.

1. In a gas light fixture, the combination of the central

gas supply pipe, bracket hanger arms depending th.-refroin.

a casing rigidly attached to said bracket arms, and a

foramlnous plate and a reinforcing frame surrounding the

gas supply pipe and fitting within the upper end of said

caalBg.

2. In a gas light fixture, the combination of the central

gas supply pipe, bracket hanger arms depending therefrom.

a caaing rigidly attached to said bracket arms, and a wire

mesh plate and a reinforcing frame surrounding the gas

supply pip*" and fitting within the upper end of said

caslBg.
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3. In a gas light fixture, the combination of the central

gas supply pipe, bracket hanger arms depending therefrom.

a series of Inverted burners connected with said supply

by one of said bracket arms, a central flue or chimney at-

tached to said bracket arms, a globe Inclbslng said burners,

a casing comprising an upper portion rigidly attached to

said bracket arms and a lower portion removably secnred

to said upQi'r portion.

4 In a gas light fixture, the combination of the central

gas supply pipe, bracket hanger arms depending there-

from, a aeries of Inverted burners connected with said sup-

ply by one of said bracket arms, a central flue or chimney

attached to said bracket arms, a globe Inclosing said

burners, a casing comprising an upper portion rigidly

attached to aald bracket arms and a lower portion formed

of separate sections removably secured to said upper

portion.

5 In a gas light fixture, the combination of the central

gas supply pipe, bracket hanger arms depending therefrom,

a series of Inverted burners connected with said supply by

one of said bracket arms, a central flue or chimney at-

tached to said bracket arms, a globe inclosing said burners,

a casing comprising an upper portion rigidly attached to

said bracket arms and a lower portion formed of separate

hinged sections removably secured to said upper portion.

(Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,713. COVER FOR FIRE EXTINGUISHING RECEP-
T.VCLE8. Jambs F. MacWiixiam. Hubbardston, Mass.

Filed Apr. 13. 1907. Serial No. 368.107.

1. In a receptacle cover, the combination of a ring hav

Ing an Inwardly extending flange and an opening at the

center, a sealing plate having Its edges projecting under

said flange, said cover having a circular groove between

said plate and flange, bearing balls located in said groove,

aald plate having projections extending upwardly there-

from and engaging with the inner edge of aald flange for

guiding the aame, and headed screws nnounted In said

projections and their heads projecting over the top of

aald ring, whereby aald ring and plate are held together,

bat are rotatably connected.

2. A receptacle cover comprialng a ring having an In-

wardly extending flange and an opening at the center

thereof, a sealing plate having its edges projecting under

134 O. G.—
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said flange and provided with projections extending up-

wardly Inside aald flange and engaging the inner edge of

the flange to guide the same, and fastening devices mount-

ed on said projections having heads projecting over the

top of said ring, whereby the ring and plate may be held

together and rotatably connected,

'A. In a cover for a fire extinguishing receptacle, the

combination of a ring having an Inwardly extending

flange and a vertical flange, a sealing plate located under

the Inwardly extending flange, bearing balls located on

said plate and engaging the under surface of said flange,

and headed screws mounted In the plate having their

heads above said Inwardly extending flange and project-

ing over It, whereby the plate and ring may be connected

together.

4. A receptacle cover comprising a ring having a verti-

cal flange by which It is adapted to be secured to a recep-

tacle and an Inwardly extending flange, a sealing plate

having Its edges projecting under said inwardly extending

Hange. and headed screws mounted in said sealing plate

having their heads above said Inwardly extending flange

and projecting over It for connecting the plate and ring

together.

5. A cover for fire extinguishing receptacles, comprising

a ring having a vertical flange by which It is adapted to

be secured to the receptacle, and an inwardly extending

flange near the top thereof, a sealing plate having Us

edges projecting under said inwardly extending flange,

and means extending up from said sealing plate and over

the top of said flange at a plurality of sides of the seal-

ing plate for connecting the plate and ring together,

whereby the lifting of the ring will also lift the plate but

the ring may be rotated Independently of the plate.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.714 WINDOW-VENTILATOR. James L. Mallort.

Bvanston, 111 Filed Jan. 13, 1906. Serial No. 295.941.

1. .\ ventilator to gov<Tn the passage of air through an

opt-nlng, comprising a deflector and a scrwn. the deflector

and 8creen so arranged relative to the opening that the

air from said opening passes twice through the screen.

2. A ventilator to govern the passage of air through an

opening, comprising a deflector which forms a pocket, and

a screen extending across the pocket, said pocket arranged

oposlte to said opening, so that the air therefrom passes

in and out of the pocket through the screen in reverse

directions.

3. A ventilator to govern the passage of air through an

opening, comprising a deflector consisting of an upright

part and an overhanging part constituting together a

pocket, and a screen across said pocket, said ventilator

adapted to be arranged with the pocket opposite said

opening
4 The combination with a window frame and sash, of

a ventilator adapted to be placed opposite the opening

made by raising the sash, said ventilator consisting of a

deflector which forms a pocket, and a screen across said

pocket, whereby incoming air passes twice through said

screen.

5 The combination with a window frame and sash, of

a ventilator adapted to be placed opposite the opening

made by raising said sash, aald ventilator consisting of a

deflector having an overhang approaching close to the

sash and constituting a pocket in front of said opening,

and a screen across said pocket

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]
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886,715. SPOKE SOCKET. Nathanibl W. Mat, Uttle

Springs. MU« , assignor of one-half t^ John M. Miy.

Brookhmven. Miss. Filed July 31. U07. Serial No.

3»6.430.

1 X spoke socket or holder comprlsinf a plate of sub-

stantially diamond shape having Its broad angular side

corners adapted to be bent up to form attaching lips to en-

gage the sides of the felly and its small comers or ends

bent up fo provide spurs adapted to be driven Into the

fellv, said plate being also formed with fastening receiv-

ing aperture's adjacent to its ends, and a sleeve projecting

from the outer side of the plate and adapted to form a

socket for the spoke, substantially as de«<Jribed.

J. .^ spoke socket or holder comprising a Substantially

diamond shaped plate adapted to have Its angular sides

bent up to form attaching Ups to engage the sides of the

felly and its angular ends bent up at right angles and

having beveled edges whereby they may be readily driven

Into the felly and a sleeve depending from the plate and

adapted to form a sc^k.t to receive the spoke, substan-

tially as described.

886,716. SHOE. Percy G Mayhew, Grand Rapids. Mich.

Filed .Tunt" 25. 1907. Serial No. .'^80.704.

4. In a shoe, the combination of a lower vamp having

an upwardly extanded middle portion and rearwardly ex-

tended side portlona, an upper vamp attached to the middle

portion of the lower vamp and extending oppositely there-

from, a segment Inserted In the upper vamp and extending

beneath the lower vamp, a quarter piece attached at its

sides to the upper vamp and forming therewith flies, and

also attached at the bottom to the counter, and a counter

having its ends attached to the lower vamp.

5. In a shoe, the combination of a lower vamp having

an upwardly extended middle portion and rearwardly ex-

tended side portions, a counter attached at its ends to the

side portions of the lower vamp, an upper vamp attached

to the middle portion of the lower vamp and oppositely

extended therefrom, a quarter piece attached at Its side

margins to the margins of the upper vamp and forming

therewith Inwardly folding flies and also attached to the

counter at the bottom, quarter stays, margin extensions on

the quarter and folded over th*- edge of th*" quarter stays,

spurs on the upper vamp and extending beneath the lower

vamp and stay pieces attached to the flies and also extend-

ing beneath the lower vamp.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Garette.]

1. A shoe comprising a low»'r vamp hnvinn an upwardly

extended middle portion, an upper vamp extending beneath

said middle portion and vertically divided, a segment piece

Inserted in the division of the upper vamp and with its

apex beneath the middle portion of the lower vamp.

2. A shoe comprising a lower vamp having an upwardly

extended middle portion and rearwardly extended side por-

tions, a counter having its ends overlapped by the side por-

tion of the lower vamp and secured thenito, an upper vamp

secured to the middle portion of the lower vamp and ex-

tending oppositely therefrom, a quarter ijiece secured at Its

sides to the upper vamp and forming therewith Inwardly

folding flies, and stay pieces attached to the flies and ex-

tending beneath the lower vamp and also having spars

extending opposite the lower edges of tl»e flies.

3. A shoe comprising a lower vamp, «n upper vamp at-

tached thereto and having oppositely extended side por-

tions, a quarter piece having Its side edfes attached to the

apper vamp and forming therewith Inwardly folding fllea,

qaarter stays between the upper vamp and quarter piece,

extensions on the qaarter piece and folded over the quarter

stays, and spurs on the upper vamp extending opposite the

edge of the flies and beneath the lower ramp.

886,717. MKTALDRAWING APPARATIS. .Jamks T.

MoLraii-. Stephen Mdltbi i>, and William Moltrup,

Beaver Falls. Pa., assignors to Standard Gauge Steel

Company, Beaver Falls, Pa., n Corp<iratlon of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed June 28. 1902, Serial No. 113.604. Re-

newed Sept. 20. 1»07. Serial No. 393,803.

1. A metal drawing apparatus having a die which Is

fixed when active, means for shifting the die to place the

same upon the work with the latter projecting there-

through, menus for holding the work when the die Is being

shifted, and means for drawing the work throuRh the die

when the latter is fixed, substantially as described.

2. In metal drawing apparatus, a clamp arranged to

hold the b.Hr. a movable die. mechanism for pushing the die

rearwardly over the end portion of the bar. mechanism for

automatically stopping; said movement of the die and al-

lowing it to return to its normal position, and mechanism

for gripping the projecting end portion of the bar and

drawing It through the die : substantially as described.

3. In metal drawing apparatus, a clamp arranged to

hold the bar. a movable hollow die, a carriage carrying

gripping jaws, connections between the carriage and the

die arranged to push the die over the end portion of the

bar, and means for stopping said movement of the die

automatically, and returning It to its normal position ;

substantially as described.

4. In metal drawing apparatus, a clamp for the bur, a

movable head having a hollow drawing die, a carrlajte car

rylng gripping Jaws, mechanism for moving the carriage,

and connections between the carriage and the die head

arranged to push the die rearwardly over the bar :
sub

stantiaily as described.

5. In metal drawing apparatus, a relatively stationary

head having grlppers arranged to clamp the bar. a mov-

able head carrying a hollow shaping die, a carriage carry-

ing gripping jaws, connections between the carriage and

the die arrrnged to force the die rearwardly over the end

of the bar and then allow the die to return to its normal

position, and mechanism for moving the carriage, the grlp-

pers thereon being actuated while the machine is in mo

tion ; substantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gasette.]

886,718. APPARATUS FOB TRKATINO WASTE OIL.

Philip E. Mt>ocK, Sheridan, Pa., assignor to Pittsburgh

Gage & Supply Company, Pittsburg, Pa., a Corporation

of Pennsylvania. Filed Apr. 7, 1906. Serial No. 310.429.

1 An apparatus for treating waste-oil comprisuiK' a com-

partment partially filled with water through which the

waste oil is passed, means for spreading the partially

treated oil into a film, and means for heating the oil after

its pa.s«age through the water comprising a heating mem-

ber upon which the oil is caused to fall.

2 An apparatus for treating waste-oil comprising a com-

partment partially filled with water through which the

waste oil Is passed, means for heating the water, means

for spreading the oil Into a film or sheet and means for

heating the oil after Its passage through the water com-

prising a heating memlK>r upon which the film or sheet of

oil falls.

.•?. An apparatus for treating waste oil comprising a re-

ceiving compartment partially filled with water through

which the waste-oil is passed, a storage compartment.

means connecting the compartments, means for spreading

the oil into a film or sheet, and means in the storage com-

partment for heating the film or sheet of oil after its pas-

sage through the water of the receiving compartment.

4. An apparatus for treating waste oil comprising a com-

partment partially filled with a body of water through

which the waste-oil is passed, means for spreading the oil

into a sheet or film after its passage through the water,

and means for he.iting the sheet or film of oil comprising

a heating member located below the spreading means onto

which the sheet or film of oil flows.

5. An apparatus for treating waste oil comprising mean*

for spreading the oil to be treated into a sheet or film, and

means for heating the sheet or film of oil comprising a

heating-member located below the means for spreading the

oil and onto which the sheet or film of oil flows.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

ret, a series of cams over which said catch Is adapted to

ride in revolving said turret In the forward direction and

by which said catch and turret are held In revolving In the

reverse direction, and means whereby said catch can be

withdrawn and said turret revolved In the reverse direc-

tion.

2. In a lathe, a slide, a turret revoluble thereon, an auto-

matically operating mechanism adapted for alternately

holding and releasing said turret, a spring pressed catch

adapted to reciprocate in said turret, n revoluble hub hav-

ing cams disposed so as to engage said catch to hold said

turret against movement In one direction and permit it to

move in the other direction, and a member engaged to said

catch whereby it can be lifted and held against the action

of said spring out of engagement with said cams.

H. In a lathe, a slide, a turret revoluble thereon, a spring

pressed bolt for engaging said turret to said slide, a lever

for withdrawing said bolt and disengaging said turret, a

detent for holding said lever, a spring pressed latch which

is constructed and arranged to engage said detent and

withdraw It from said lever in revolving said turret in the

forward direction and to ride over said detent in revolving

said turret in the reverse direction, a cam. a spring pressed

catch carried by said turret, said catch being constructed

and arranged to ride over said cam In revolving said turret

in the forward direction and positively engage said cam in

revolving said turret in the reverse direction, and a head

for said catch above said turret whereby said catch can be

elevated and held out of engagement with said cam.

4. in a lathe, a slide, a turret revoluble on said slide, a

hub having cams thereon with Inclined and substantially

vertical surfaces connected in revoluble relation to said

turret, mechanism for revolving and holding said hub. a

spring pressed catch adapted to reciprocate in said turret

into and out of position for engaging said cams, a rod con-

nected with said catch and reciprocating In a bearing car-

ried by said turret, and a head fixed to said rod for lifting

it and withdrawing said catch from position for engaging

said cams.

8 8 6.7 10. LATHE. Pktkr MirR-at. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Apr. 24. 1907. Serial No. 369.913.

I»» M

1. In a lathe, a slide, a turret revoluble thereon, a device

for en«a«lnK said turret to said slide, means for automatic-

ally withdrawing said device and dlsengaclng said turret,

a catch carried by and adapted to reciprocate in said tur-

886,720 SYRUP-DISPENSING APPARATUS. John Mc-

c'loskey and Herrkk J Gr.*t, St. Louis. Mo. Filed

Oct. 8. 1906 Serial No 337.939.

1. A syrup dispensing apparatus comprising a cup pro-

viding a plunger chamber, a pump supporting plate having

an upwardly extending flange provided with a bayonet

slot, a cap provided with an inwardly projecting stud en-

gaging the bayonet slot, a pump head having a noa«le and

a depending barrel and supported on the cap. a push stem

operating In the barrel, a plunger rod connected with the

paih stem, and provided with a plunger adapted to operate

in the cup, and a discharge tube leading from the cup to

the noxsle.

2. A syrup dispensing apparatus comprising a cup pro-
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Tiding a plunger-chamber, a pomp supporting plate having

an upwardly extending flange, a cap flttiog on the pump
tipportlng plate, a pump bead haying a Doixle and a de-

pending barrel and supported on the cap, upper and lower

nuta secured to the upper and lower ends of the barrel,

respectively, a push stem having a collar and operating in

the barrel, a lift spring surroandlng the puah stem be-

tween the lower nut and the collar, a plunger rod con-

nected with the push stem, and provided with a plunger

adapted to operate In the cup. and a dls<;harge tube lead-

ing from the cup to the nozzle.

.3. A syrup dispensing apparatus comptlalng a cup pro-

viding a plunger chamber, a pump supporting plate having

an upwardly extending flange, a cap fltticg on the pump
supporting plate, a pump head having a Dozzle and a de-

pending barrel and supported on the cap. upper and lower

nuts secured to the upper and lower ends of the barrel,

respectively, a push stem having a collar and operating in

the barrel, a combined adjustment and Jam-nat on the

upper end of the push stem, an adjustable push knob se-

cured to the extremity of the push stem above the com-

bined adjustment and Jam-nut, a lift spfflng surrounding

the push stem between the lower nut and the collar, a

plunger rod connected with the push stem, and provided

with a plunger adapted to operate in the cup, and a dis-

charge tube leading from the cup to the nozzle.

886,721. MACHINE FOB MAKING CHA IK SEATS. Levi

G McKvir.HT. Ganln.r, Vfass Kfl.-.l Sept. ;iO, 1905.

gU>rial No 2«0.7.'»<;

it ^r--ju.

1 In a wood-workinK machine, the a>mblnation of a

work table, means for reciprocating the table, a reversing

clutch, a sliding rod for operating the rererslng clutch, a

block adjustably secured on said rod, a cttcb rod adapted

to move Into position to engage said block so as to prevent

the motion of said sliding rod for reversing the clutch.

said catcb rod being reclprocable at an atgle to the dlrec

tion of motion of said rod. a link pivoted Co said catch rod.

a sliding rod with which said link is al$o plvotally con

nected, and a cam on the table for engaging said link to

move the catch rod at a certain position on the table,

whereby the first mentioned sliding rod may be left free

to move.
'_' In a wood working machine, the combination of a

moving table, a reveraing clutch therefor, means for oper-

ating said reversing clutch, a catch rod llldably mounted
and adapted to move Into position to prevent the revers-

ing of the clutch, a link pivoted to said catch rod, a shaft,

a sliding rod connected with said shaft to be operated

thereby, said rod having a slot, said link being pivotally

connected with said rod through said slot, a handle on

said shaft for operating it, and a cam ofe the work table

for engaging said link and moving the tatch rod out of

operative position.

.3. In a wood working machine, the combination of a

frame, a set of vertically movable snpporfs thereon, boxes

pi 'otally mounted In said supports, cutter shafts jour-

naled in said boxes, a work table, a cam for vertically

moving said supports, a shaft on which said cam is lo-

cated, a rod connected with said supports, a guide for said

rod supported by said shaft, and a sprint; located between

said guide and the end of nld rod for drawing the sup-

port onto the cam.

4. In a wood working machine, the combination of a

frame, a set of movable supports thereon, a cutter shaft

aupported by said supports, a work table movable under

said cutter shaft, a cam shaft, a cam thereon, a guide on

the cam shaft, a rod passing through said guide and con-

nected with said supports, and a spring on said rod for

forcing the supports toward the cam.

5. In a wood-working machine, the combination of a
bodily movable cutter, a work table movable thereunder,

means for raising the cutter, a pin moving with said

means, a rod adapted to support the cutter when the cut-

ter is not supported by said means for raising It and lo-

cated in a position to be eni:aged by said pin. and menus
adapted to be operated by said rod for stopping the ma-
chine.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,722 TELESCOPE. Edmund NEtMAYKR. Friedenau,

near Berlin. Germany, assignor to The Firm of Optlsche

.\natalt »'. P. Goerz Aktlengesellschaft. Friedenau. near

Berlin. Germany Filed Vch. 12. 1007 Serial No,

356.953.

1. In combination with a telescope two slidubly mount-
ed parts, each provided with a mark, a rotatable actuating

member for said two slldable parts and a spiral channel

and pin connection between each of said two slldable parts

and said rotatable actuating member
2. In combination with a telescope two slidably mount-

ed parts each provided with a mark, a rotatable cam plate

provided with two spiral channels and a pin on each of

said mark carrying members entering one of said channels

of said cam plate.

886.723. MAP IIOLDEK Albert J Ntstrom. Wheaton.
Ill Filed July 5. 1907. Serial No. 382.164.

Mgji-H^s^
•2.

rsas
1. In combination with a map holder having a casing

I

map carrying frames, luga on each end of the map carry

Ing frames, a revoluble cylinder Journaled In said casing

;
and comprising a shaft, a disk at one end of the shaft pro

i vlded with apertures to receive the lugs of one end of

' said frames, a disk at the other end of the shaft provided

with radial slots and levers corresponding to each of said

slots pivoted to said disk so that their ends project there-

beyood, and having notches through which the frame lugs

on the opposite end of said frames are passed to be en-

gaged by said levers, and lugs carried by the first men-
tioned disk to engage said frames at opposite sides thereof.

2. A map holder provided with map supporting frames,

and projecting lugs carried by the ends of said frames, a

disk having radial slots to receive the lugs on one end of

the frames, and levers projecting beyond the disk pivoted

thereto so as to swing over the slots and provided with

notches whereby said levers are adapted to engage the

frame lugs on one end of the frames when the levers are

swung over said slots, a second disk having apertures to
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receive the lugs on the opposite end of said frames, and
lugs struck out from the face of said second disk to en-

gage with said frames.

3. In a map holder, a map supporting disk having a

radial slot, a stop on one edge formed by turning up the

material of said disk on one edge of the slot, a retaining

arm pivoted to the disk, and means for normally holding

said lever in engagement with said slot.

4. In a map holder, the combination of a map cylinder

therefor provided with an end disk having equidistant in-

wardly facing lugs integrally formed thereon, of map
frames and means for mutual engagement between the

frames and the disk, each of said frames t>elng adapted
to be engaged by the lugs on each side thereof.

5. In a map holder, the combination of a map cylinder

thereof having a central shaft and an end disk on said

shaft having equidistant Inwardly facing lugs integrally

formed thereon, of map frames, and means for mutual en-

gagement between the frames and the disk, each of said

frames being adapted to be engaged by the lugs on each
side thereof, and to rest on said central shaft.

886,724. BILL-FILE. Oct C Odor, Lima, Ohio. Filed

May IB, 1907. Serial No. 37.%8l8.

- y

1. The fombinatlon with a base, of a plnte secured to

the back thereof, and having a flat rals»'d central portion

at its upper end, and terminating In a reduced round
raised portion extending to the lower end, and a hook
having its shank between the plate and has.- within the

raised portion, and said shank having at Its upper end a

iTiiuped portion, the crimps of which enter at right angles
to the hook and adapted to enter the flat raised portion

of the plate

2. The combination with a base, of a plate secured to

the back side thereof, and having a flat raised central

portion at its uppiT end. and terminating in a reduced

round raised portion extending to the lower end nf the

plate, and a hook extending around the lower edge of the

base and having its shank between the base and within
the raised portlon.x. and said shank having at its upper
'nd a crimped iiortion, the crimps of which extend at

right angles to the hook portion, and adapted to enter the

flat raised portion of the plate when the hook Is extended
nf right angles to the base, and around the contracted
raised portion limiting the downward movement of the

-hank whereby the shank i.x locked against oscillating

movement.

8. The combination with a base, of an inner plate se-

cured to the back thereof, an outer plate securtni to the
• lUier face of said plate and having a flat raised central

portion at Its upper end and terminating in a reduced
round raised portion extending to the lower end. and a

hook having Its shank between the inner and outer plates

within the raised portion, and said shank having at its

upper end a f rimped portion, the crimps of which are at

right angles to the hook and adapted to enter the flat

raised portion of the plate.

880.725 HAY GATHERER ANI> STACKER Edward
M. Obton, Minneapolis. Minn Filed Feb 12, 1»0«,

Serial No. .3<M'»,7.'iT

1 The coml'Inatlon. with a frame having carrying
wheels, of standards navlng forked lower ends to straddle
Kald wheels whereby the load will be centertnl thereon,

and a gathering fork carried by said standards.

2. The combination with a frame having carrying

wheels, of upright standards having forked lower ends to

straddle said wheels and plvotally supported on said

frame, a gathering fork supported between said wheels and
standards, said fork being vertically movable on said

standards, and means for tilting said standards and oper-

ating siiiil fork, substantially as described.

rc^r

3. The combination, with a frame having carrying
wheels, of upright standards pivoted on said frame, the

lower ends of said standards being adjustable forwardly
or rearwardly with respect to said carrying wheels and
a vertically movable gathering fork carried by said stand
ards:

4. The combination, with a frame having carrying

wheels, of upright standards supported thereon, and a

plvotally supported gathering fork, a rock shaft mounted
on said fork and having forward extensions, links having
a sliding connection with said standards at one end and
attached to said extensions at the other end and adapted
to be alined with said extensions to depress the forward
end of said fork or swung out of allnement with said ex-

tensions to tilt said fork and means for oscillating said

rock shaft.

5. The combination with a frame having carrying
wheels, of upright standards supported thereon, traveler

plates having antifriction bearing wheels on said stand-

ards, a gathering fork pivotally supported by said traveler

plates between said standards, a rock shaft mounted on
said fork and having forwardly turned ends, links adjust
ably connecting said forwardly turned ends with said

traveler plates and adapted to be alined with said ends to

depress the rearward end of said fork or swung out of

allnement with said ends to tilt said fork, and means for

oscillating said shaft.

[Claims t) to Iti not printed In the Gazette.]

886,726. BOOKBINDING. William H. Radkmaekbbs
Newark. N. J. Filed Sept. 26, 1907. Serial No. 394,642

1. In the art of binding books, a number of >*e<-tions or

signatures, a series of stitches sewed vertically through
each section, said stitches extending upon the backs of

said sections, the stitches of the one section being inter-

laced and angularly arranged with relation to tiie stitches

of another section, substantially as set forth.

2. In the art of binding books, a numN^'r of sections
or signatures, a series of stitches sewed vertically through
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each section, Mid atitcbes extending npo« the backg of

said sectiona, the stitches of the one section being Inter-

laced and antrularly arranged with relation to the stitches

of another section, and the Interlocked stitches being

tightened apon the backs of said section! substantially

\ as set forth

:i In thn art of binding books, a nanil)er of sections

or siifnaturfx. a series of stitches sewed vertically through

each section, said stitches extending upo» the backs of

said sections, the stitches of the one section being inter-

lao<>d and angularly arranged with relation to the stitches

of another section, and the stitches near tke ends of each

section being formed Into lock or tie-stitches, subatan-

tially a.s set forth.

4 In th*- art of binding books, a numbef of sections or

signatures, a .sfTies of stitches spwed vertically through

each section, said stitches extending upon tke backs of said

sections, the stitches of the one s(»ctlon tieing interlaced

and angularly arranged with relation to the stitches of

another section, and the interlocked stitcljes being tight-

ened upon th-^ backs of said sections, and tbe stitches near

the »»nd8 of each section being formed lato lock or tie-

stltches, substantially as set forth.

5 In thf art of binding book*, a pair of sections or

signatures, a series of stitcht^s sewed through said sec-

tions and extending upon the backs of said sections, and

another sectiun or signature arranged upon one of said

pair of sections, stitches .-xtendlng throug^i said last-two

mentioned sections or signatures, and the stitches of the

sections being angularly interlaced upon the backs of the

sections, substantially as set forth.

[Claims tJ to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.727 MOV.IlBLE GRATE. Axdkbs B Eeck, Hellernp.

E>enmark Filed Oct. 2:i, 1906. Serial No. S40,158.

J—

886,728, MINING-DREIK5B. Thomas P. Rochford. Val-

de«. Alaska. Filed June 29, 1907. Serial No. 381.448.

1 \ grate comprising oppositely disposed inclined parts

diverging upwardly and separated by a oarrow space at

their lower edges, means for supporting s4ld parts to per-

mit horiiontal reciprocating movement thereof, means

for moving said parts In directions opposite to each other

and across the space between them to alternately increase

and decrease the said space, substantially as described.

2. A grate comprising oppositely disposed inclined parts

diverging upwardly and separated by a aarrow space at

their lower edges, means for supporting said parts to per-

mit horiiontal reciprocating movement thtreof. means for

moving said parts in directions opposite to each other and

across the space between them to altemattly increase and

decrease the said space, said inclined pafts having teeth

at their lower edges, substantially as described.

3. A grate comprising oppositely disposed inclined parts

diverging upwardly and separated by a tarrow space at

their lower edges, means for supporting s«ld parts to per-

mit horlsontal reciprocating movement thereof, means for

moving said parts in directions opposite t» each other and

across the space between them to alternately increase and

decrease the said space, and means for varying the limits

of the movement of the said parts.

4. A grate consisting of paiallel inclined parts provided

with teeth, at their lower edges, a handle tor reciprocating

said parts borisontally, a movable slide on said handle

and a fixed stop engaging with the slide «) as to vary the

limits of movement of the movable parts

1. In a mining dredge, the combination of an Inclined

sluice box provided with an open top, gold collecting

rlflfles upon the bottom of the box, a digging shovel at the

front end of the box, means for supporting the box with

Its front end submerged In a body of water, means for

oscillating the box longitudinally to cause Its shovel to

loosen the gravel and an endless rotary elevator arranged

in the top of the box for elevating the gravel loosened by

the shovel.

2. In a mining dredge, the combination of an inclined

sluice box provided with an open top, gold collecting riffles

upon the bottom of the box, a digging shovel at the front end

of the box. means for adjustably supporting the box with

Its front end submerged In a body of water, means for

oscillating the box longitudinally to cause its shovel to

: loosen the gravel, an endless rotary elevator arranged In

the upper portion of the box and having its lower stretch

I

traveling upwardly through the same, and means for

yieldingly mounting said elevator to permit it to rise and

fall with respect to said box.

3. In a mining dredge, the combination of an inclined

sluice box provided with an open top, gold collecting riffles

upon the bottom of the box. a digging ahovel at the front

end of the box. means for adjostably supporting the box

with its front end submerged in a body of water, means

I

for oscillating the box longitudinally to cause Its shovel to

loosen the gravel, a counterbalanced frame arranged above

i the box and pivotally mounted for swinging movement and
' an endless rotary elevator mounted upon said frame and

having its lower stretch traveling upwardly through the

box to elevate the gravel.

4. In a mining dredge, the combination of an inclined

sluice box provided with an open top,, gold collecting riffles

upon the bottom of the box, a digging shovel at the front

end of the box. a support from which the rear end of the box

is pivotally hung, means for adjusting the front end of

the box vertically, means for oscillating the box longi-

tudinally to cause its shovel to loosen tbe gravel, a frame

arranged above the box and pivoted at its rear end, means

for counterbalancing the front end of said franoe snd an

endless rotary elevator mounted on said frame and con-

sisting of a chain of buckets or scoops, the lower stretch

of the elevator chain being adapted to travel upwardly

through the box to elevate the gravel therein.

5. In a mining dredge, the conxbinatlon of an Inclined

sluice box provided with an open top, gold collecting riffles

upon the bottom of the box. a digging shovel at the front

end of the Iwx, a support from which the rear end of the

box is hung for swinging movement, means for adjusting

the front end of the box vertically, a frame pivoted at Its

rear for vertical swinging movement, an endless rotary

elevator upon said frame and having Its lower stretch

adapted to travel upwardly through the box. a pivot upon

said frame, and an operating lever pivotally and slidably

engaged with said pivot and having its lower end con-

nected to the front portion of said box.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaxette.]

886.729. EXCAVATOR. Thomas P. Rochfokd, Seattle,

Wash. Filed Oct. 8, 1907. Serial No. 896,712.

1. In an apparatus of the character described, an ele-

vator trough having a digging shovel and means for oscil-

lating said trousfa.
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2. In an apparatus of the character described, an ele-

vator trough having a digging shovel and levers for sus-

pending and operating said trough.

I

3. In an apparatus of the cliaraitpr desrril)f<i. an ele-

vator trough having a digjjlnn shovel, nu-.ins foi sus-

IMiidlng said trough for swinging movement ami means

for swlnpintJ or oscillating said trough.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, an ele-

vator trough having a digging shovel, means for suspend-

ing said trough for swinging movement, levers for actuating

said trough, and means for operating said levers.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, an ele-

vator trough having a .llgglng shovel, levers for suspend

Ing and osclilatlng said trough and cables attached to said

levers for oscillating the same.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

886.730. BELT SHItTING MECHANISM Isaac A.

RoMMKR. Newark. N. J., assignor of one half to Victor

Mellberg, Newark. N. J. Filed May 29, lt>07. Serial

No. 376.248.

a finger adapted to be engaged by said bifurcated portion,

a stem extending from one of said hubs, and an arm pro-

jecting from the other hub. and means on said stem and

said arm for simultaneously engaging a belt at different

points, all arranged to bring .the belt in allnement with

and shift it upon a moving pulley.

4. \ belt-shifting mechanism comprising a fixed belt-sup-

porting means, and a shifting means comprising a pair of

osciUatorlly arranged hubs, a rod for oscillating one of

said huhs. said hub having a bifurcated portion extending

therefrom, and the other hub being provided with a finger

adapted to be engaged by said bifurcated portion, and

means connected with said hubs for simultaneously en-

gaging a belt, comprising a stem extending from one of

said h\ibs. a yoke on said stem, said yoke being in engage-

ment with the belt at one point, and an arm projecting

from the other hub. having a flange thereon in engagement

with another point of said belt, all arranged to bring the

belt in allnement with and shift it upon a moving pulley.

7i. A belt-shifting mechanism comprising a fixed hanger,

and a belt-supporting fixture secured to said hanger, said

fixture comprising a segmental portion and a reduced sur-

face portion upon which the belt rests so as to hang slack,

combined with a shifting means comprising a pair of os-

ciUatorlly arranged hubs, a rod for oscillating one of said

hubs, said hub having a bifurcated portion extending there-

from, and the other hub being provided with a finger

adapted to be engaged by said bifurcated portion, and

means connected with said hubs for simultaneously en-

gaging the belt at different points, all arranged to bring

the belt In allnement with and shift it upon a moving

pulley.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 6,73 1. BUTTON - FASTENER. MiCHAKL B. Ryan.

Bridgeport. Conn. Filed June 17, 1905. Serial No.

265,744.

1. A belt-shifting mechanism comprising a fixed belt-

supporting means, and a shifting means comprising a pair

of osclllatorily arranged hubs, a rod for oscillating one of

said hubs, said hub having a bifurcated portion extending

therefrom, and the other hub being provided with a finger

adapted to be engaged by said bifurcated portion, and

means connected with said hubs for simultaneously en-

gaging a belt at different poipts, all arranged to bring tbe

belt in allnement with and shift it upon a moving pulley.

2. A belt-shifting mechanism comprising a fixed belt-

supporting means, and a shifting means comprising a pair

of osclllatorily arranged hubs, a rod for oscillating one

of said hubs, said hub having a bifurcated portion extend-

ing therefrom, and the other hub being provided with a

finger adapted to be engaged by said bifurcated portion,

and means connected with said hubs for slmulUneousIy

engaging a belt at two different points, one at a point In

front of the moving pulley and the other at a point back

of the entrance of the belt upon the pulley, all arranged

to bring the belt in allnement with and shift It upon tbe

moving pulley.

3. A belt-shifting mechanism comprising a fixed belt-

supporting means, and f shifting means comprising a

pair of osclllatorily arransed hubs, a red for ordllatlng
,

one of said hubs, said hob barlnf a bifurcated portion ex-

tending therefrom, and the other hub being provided with 1

Vf

1. The button provided with the fastener herein de-

scribed, consisting of a single piece of spring wire form-

ing the shank of the button, then offset at 13 and bent

around to form the central curve 14, which curve prac-

tically surrounds the shank, the outer curve 15 connected

to said inner curve by the straight arm 17. elbow 18

formed at the Junction of said arm 17 to serve as locking

means for the free end of said outer curve, for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. The button provided with the fastener herein de-

scribed, consisting of a single piece of spring wire forming

the shank having an open curved spring head for attach-

ing it to the button, an offset or arm at the base of the

shank, a curve projecting from said offset to form the

central portion of the foot and practically surrounding

the shank, an outer curve or circular construction of the

foot having a free end adapted to enter a garment, said

Inner and outer curves joined by the straight arm 17, a

projection at the junction of said arm 17 and said outer

curve to form locking ipeans for said free end, for the pur-

pose set forth.

886,732. GARMENT-SUPPORTER ATTACHMENT. Al-

BKRT 11 Sawtill, Mcdford. Mass. Filed June 10, 1907,

Serial No. 878,108.

7

1 A devloe of the character described, comprising In Its

construction s length of wire bent to form two substan-

tially straight end portions located side by side with their
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free ends pointlBg In the Bame direction, otie of said por-

tlona being adapted to occnpj the bight of a strap, while

the other is adapted to bear on one side of the exterior of

the bight.

2. A garment supporting member composed of a length

of wire bent to form two substantially stealght end por-

tions located side by side with their free etds pointing In

the same direction, one of said portions bedng adapted to

occupy the bight of a strap, while the otfcer is adapted

to bear on one side of the exterior of the bight, a looped

trap-recelvlDg portion, and arms connecting the said

looped portion with the end portions, on« of said arms

being arranged to bear on the opposite side of the exterior

of the said bight.

886,733 CONTROLLER. Georob B. Schlky. Norwood.

Ohio, assignor to Allis Chalmers Company, a Corporation

of New Jersey, and The Bnllock Electric Manufacturing

Company, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 31. 1906.

Serial No. 35<t.l.1o

1 A controller unbiased while Its operating handle Is

properly grasped by the operator, but biased toward " off
"

position when Its operating handle is released by the oper-

ator when the controller Is in a " starting " position.

2. A controller for electric motors, comprising fixed

and movable contacts, and an operating handle, said mov-

able contact being unbiased except when its operating han-

dle Is released with said contact In a predetermined posi-

tion, when it Is biased toward " off " position.

3. In a controller, contact fingers, a rotatable drum co-

acting therewith, said drum having "off", "starting"

and ' funning ' positions, an operating handle for said

drum, and a spring which tends to move said drum to

off ' position when the handle Is released when the drum
is In starting " position but exerts no Influence on said

drum when the latter Is In other operative positions.

4 In a controller, contact fingers, a rotatable drum co-

operating therewith, said drum having "off", "starting"

and runnih>; positions, an operating handle for said

drum, and a spring which tends to move said drum to

" off " position only when the handle Is released when the

drum Is not in " off " or " running " posltlen.

5 In a controller, contact fingers, a rotatable drum co-

operating therewith, an operating handle for said drum,

and a spring which tends to move said drui» to " off" posi-

tion only when the handle Is released when the drum Is in

predetermlne<l positions

[Claims 6 to 1!) not printed In the Gazette.]

and means for centering or guiding the body Into position

both laterally and longitudinally when lowered again onto

the frame.

2. The combination of the wheeled frame of a wagon
with a removable body adapted to be hoisted off the frame,*

and ball and socket connections betwen the hoisting ropes

and the opposite ends of the body.

3. The combination of a wheeled frame having a

dropped rear axle and upwardly Inclined parts forward

with a wagon body removable from the frame and adapted

to be guided to position by said Inclined parts when the

body is lowered onto the frame, and means for retaining

the body In place longitudinally of the frame.

4. The combination of a wheeled frame having a

dropped rear axle and upwardly Inclined parts forward

with, a wagon body removable from the frame, and a con-

ical pin and recess connection on the frame and body to

guide and return the latter In position.

8S6.734. WAGON OR TRUCK. AtarsTPS Smith, New
York, N. Y . a.sslgnor to Bergen Point Iron Works. New
York. N Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr.

24. 1907. Serial No. 369,993.

1. The combination of the wheeled frame of a wagon
with a removable body adapted to be hoisted off the frame

S86,73.5 CHILD'S <^}ARMENT. Fkkdkrick H Spraoch,

Orange. Mass. Filed Oct. 14. HKI7. Serial No. .397,240.

1. A child's outer garmfnt coinprlMlng i\ connected waist

portion and tronser portion, said waist portion being pro-

vided with a waist band and being open from the neck to

the waist band, and the tronser portion also being open

at the front from the waist band to a point below the lat-

ter, said waist portion having a lining which is secured

thereto at the neck and at the waist band but Is free there-

from at other points, and said trouser portion having a

rear flap adapted to button onto the rear of th*' wnlst

portion.

2. A garment comprising a connected waist portion and

trouser portion, and an extensible lining for the waist

portion which Is sewed thereto at the neck and at the

waist band, and which is shorter than the waist, whereby

a blouse effect of the latter is produced.

3. A child's outer garment comprising a connected

waist portion and trouser portion, said waist portion

having a waist band, and a lining for the waist portion

which is sewed thereto at the neck and at the waist band,

said waist and lining being open at the front from the

neck to the waist band, and th^-trouser portion being open

at the front from the waist band to a point below the lat-

ter, said lining having a tuck extending from one edge of

the opening therein around to the other edge thereof and

being shorter than the waist whereby a blouse effect of the

latter Is produced.

886,736. SAD - IRON. Nelson R. Stbbbt«b, Syracuse,

N. T. Filed Dec. 18, 1906. Serial No. 348,436.

1. A sad Iron comprising a body portion provided with

handle-iecelvlng openings, of a handle having at one end

a foot with a notched portion to engage the rear end wall

of one of said openings, and at the opposite end a foot en-

gaging the top surface of the body portion and also a lock-
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Ing lever adapted when In locking position to force the

notched portion Into locking engagement, and to engage

the Iron when moved In its unlocking position, to draw the

handle endwise for the purpos*' described.

2. A sad iron comprislug a body portion provided with
handle-receiving openings, of n detachable handle having

at one end a notched foot portion to engage the rear end
wall of one of said openings, and at the other end a foot

engaging the top surface of the body portion and a pivoted

lo<-klng lever having Its lower end adapted to extend Into

the other opening and engage one wall thereof for locking

the handle and adapted to engage the other wall of the

opening when moved Into an unlocking position thereby

moving the handle endwise for the purpose described.

3 A sad Iron comprising a main body portion having Its

top surface provided with an asbe.stos covering, a detach-

able cap therefor provided with handle receiving openings

In the ends thereof, protecting plates separate from the

cap and placed over the covering below said openings, for

the purpose described, and the cap having lugF at its ends

which engage the outer ends of the plates and clamp them
down agaln.st the top of the covering at the ends of the

main body portion, the parts combined substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

886,737. EXTENSION
LOE, Charleston, 8. C,

321,158.

STEP LADDER. AlKEN C. Tat-
Flied June 11. 1006. Serial No.

1. The combination, In a step-ladder, of the front step

and the rear prop-sections, the former being provided with
holes along its side-pieces, and folding braces pivoted to

the rear prop-section and provided at their front ends and
at their Joints with inwardly diaposed studa adapted to en-

gage said holes.

2. The combination, in a step-ladder, of the front step

and rear hinged prop-section, the former having holes

along its side-pieces, and the bracea consisting of the sec-

tions 20 and 21, the Ir.tter having the studs 23 adapted to

engage said holes, and the pivoting studs 22 also adapted
to engage said holes when the two sections are brought
together.

88 6.7 3 8. TRANSMISSION-GEAR CASING. Anoelo
Tedeschi. Milan, Italy. Filed July 10. 1907. Serial No.

No. 383,085.

.^^i=/\

1. In a gear casing for draft gears, a continuous frame

adapted to encircle the gears, and a light sheet metal

cover inclosed and supported by the frame.

2. In a gear casing for draft gears, a continuous inte-

gral frame adapted to encircle the gears on their common
center line, and a light sheet metal cover Inclosed and sup

ported by the frame.

3. In a gear casing for draft gears, a continuous inte-

gral frame of comparatively heavy material adapted to en-

circle the gears, and a light sheet metal cover inclosed and
supported by the frame

4. In a gear casing for draft gears, a continuous inte-

gral frame of comparatively heavy material adapted to en-

circle the gears on a line of their common diameters, and
a light sheet metal cover inclosed and supported by the

frame.

Ti. In a gear casing for draft pears, two continuous In-

tegral frames of comparatively heavy material adapted to

encircle the gears on a line of their horizontal diameters.

and a light sheet metal cove: inclosed bj each and sup-

ported by the frame.

Ma.739. DEVICE FOR FOCUSING PHOTOGRAPHIC
CAMERAS. Waltheb Thobner, Berlin, Germany. Filled

Oct 9, litOC. Serial No. 3:{,S.120.

1. In n device for focusing the lens of a photographic

camera, image producing optical elements located at the

ends of a base-line and Image displacing optical elements

cooperating with said Image producing elements, said Image
producing and image displacing optical elements adjust-

able towards each other In rectilinear direction parallel to

the axis of the camera lens and adapted to produce coin

cldent Images of each distant object on proper adjusting

of their distance and means for adjusting the objective of

the photographic camera with relation to the image plane

of same In accordance with the adjustment of the image
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prodactlng and Image displacing elements ct the focualng

deTlce.
'

2. In a device for focusing the lens of 4 photograpMc

camera. Image producing optical elements located at the

ends of a base-line connected to the photogfaphlc camera.

Image displacing optical elements coftperating with said

image producing elements and connected to. a part of the

camera adjustable with relation to that part which Is In

connection with said image producing element*, said image

producing elements and said Image dlsplacjng optical ele-

ments movable towards each other In rectilinear direction

and adapted to produce coincident Images of any object

the Image of which is In focus in the camera.

3. In a device for focusing the lens of % photographic

camera, reflectors with substantially spherical reflecting

surfaces at the ends of a base-line, said reflectors connect-

ed to the photographic camera, image displacing optical

elements coiJperatlng with said reflectors aad connected to

a part of the camera adjustable with relation to that part

which is in connection with the said reflectors, said re-

flectors being located at the ends of the baae-llne and said

Image displacing optical elements movable towards each

other m rectilinear direction and adapted to produce coin-

cident Images of any object the Image of wklch is In focus

In the camera.

4. In a device for focusing the lens of a photographic

camera, reflectors with substantially spherical reflecting

surfaces at the ends of a baae-Une. the reflecting surfaces

of said reflectors forming part of one single spherical sur-

face the reflectors connected to the photographic camera,

image displacing optical elementa coOperatltg with nld re-

flectors and connected to a part of the camera adjustable

with relation to that part which Is in connection with the

said reflectors, said reflectors at the ends of the baae-line

and said Image displacing optical elements moTable to-

wards each other in rectilinear direction and adapted to

produce coincident images of any object the Image of which

l8 In focus In the camera.

5. In a device for focusing the lens of a photographic

camera, reflectors with rabstantlally sphtrlcal reflecting

surfaces at the ends of a baae-Une. said reflectors connected

to the sensitive layer carrying frame of tke photographic

camera, image displacing optical elements aoOperatlng with

said reflectors and connected with the obJe<rtlve of the cam-

era, said reflectors and said Image displacing elements

movable towards each other in rectllineair direction and

adapted to produce coincident Images of any object the

Image of which Is In focus In the camera.

[Claims 6 anl 7 not printed In the Gaiette.J

per, and a movable conUct actuating member In operative

relation to said windings, said windings having means In

circuit therewith whereby the action of the current In

one or the other windings will predominate according to

the frequency of the current ; substantially as described.

2. An alternating current relay having a movable con-

tact operating member and two windings, and means

whereby each of said windings eiert a split-phase action

upon the movable member, said windings having means

in their circuits whereby one or the other predominates In

its action upon the movable member according to the fre-

quency of the current which traverses them ;
substan-

tially as described.

3. An alternating current relay having a movable mem-

ber and two windings and means whereby one of said

windings will transmit a preponderance of high frequency

current, means whereby the other winding will transmit

a preponderance of low frequency current, the tw6 wind-

ings acting to actuate the movable member in opposite di-

rections, and means whereby each winding exerts a two-

phase action upon the movable member ;
substantially as

described.

4. An alternating current relay, having a movable con-

Uct actuating member and two windings tending to actu-

ate said member In opposite directions, when energised,

means whereby one of said windings will transmit a pre-

ponderance of current of one frequency, and means where-

by the other winding will transmit a preponderance of

current of another frequency, said member being sup-

ported to cause its gravity to assist the action of one of

said windings ; substantially as described.

886,740. RELAY FOB SIGNALING APPARATUS. LotJis

H. THCLLEM. Edgewood Park, Pa., «Mlgnor to The

Union Switch & Signal Company, S^iaarale, Pa., a

Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 26, 1907. Se-

rial No. 364,432.

Fm

8 8 6, 7 4 1 . AUTOMATIC TRAIN-CONTROLLEB. Gb Y

Ton. Camden. N. J., assignor of three-fourths to

Thomas Marrln. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 2. 1907.

Serial No. 350,480.

1. An alternating current relay, harlitg two wlndinfa,

laminated corea for said windings, the pole pieces of the

cores having oppoalte portions thereof alieathed with eop-

1. In a device of the character described, a throttle

lever, a conUct In the path thereof, a second conUct for

dosing a circalt when a danger condition exisU. means

for maintaining said circuit closed and means actuated by

the current in the circuit for setting the air brakes.

2. In a device of the character described, a throttle

lever, a contact normally engaged by said lever in running

position, a second contact for closing a drcnlt when a dan-

ger condition exists, means for malnUlning said drcnlt

closed and means actuated by the current In the drcult for

setting the air brakes.

3. In a device of the character described, a contact

piece adapted to be in contact with the air brake con-

troller lever or the throttle lever, means for dosing the

circuit when the signal U set at danger, and means actu-

ated by the current in the drcnlt for setting the air

brakea.

4. In a derles of the character described, a throttle

lever, a controller lever, a ccnUct located in the path of

said levers, means for dosing a drcnlt when a danger con-

dition exists, and means actuated by a current in the dr-

cnlt for settlnf the air brakes.

6. In a deTlce of the character described, a throttle

I lever, a controller lever, a conUct located in the path of
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said levers, a magnet, means for dosing a drcult Includ-

ing said magnet, and means actuated by said magnet for

controlling the air brakes.

[Claims 6 to IS not printed in the Gazette.]

886,742. DOOR- BOLT. Fredehick A. Tomkins. Brook-

lyn. N. Y. Filed Feb. 25. 1907. Serial No. 359,227.

1. As a door fastener, the combination of a supporting

plate having a guide for a bolt on one end thereof, a slot

and a bearing box near the other end thereof, of a sliding

bolt having an extended lug and a latch hinged to flanges

on said plate In a position transverse to said bolt and
swinging at right angles thereto, and engaging said lug.

substantially as shown and described.

2. As a door fastener, the combination of a supportinf;

plate having a guide for a bolt on one end thereof, a slot

and a bearing-box near the other end thereof, and a sliding

bolt having a cross rib and lug, and a latch hinged to

flanges integral with said plate in a position transverse to

said bolt, swinging at right angles thereto, and engaging

said lug, substantially as shown and described.

8. As a door fastener, the combination of a supporting

plate having a bolt guide at one end thereof, a bearing

box, a transverse slot, a groove and a recess near the other

end thereof, and a spring within said box engaging a l>oit.

of a sliding bolt engaged by said spring having an ex

tended lug, and a latch hinged to parallel flanges on said

plate in a position transverse to said bolt swinging at

right angles thereto snd engaging said log, substantially

as shown and described.

8 8 6,743. TICKET ISSUING AND BECORDING MA
CHINE. HiSAM Ttlkr, AUanta, Ga. Filed Apr 28.

1907. Serial No. 869,872.

/<**

tudinally after being moved to such position, and means
for printing tickets from opposite sides of said type bar,

said tickets containing duplicate impressions of the points

of destination and the fare.

2. In a ticket-printing and Issuing machine, a dial npon
which various stations are Indicated, a pointer adapted to

indicate the stations on said dial, a series of type bars
having printing characters on opposite sides, said type bars

being rotatable In a body simultaneously with the move-
ment of the indicator pointer to bring a selected type bar
into a position from which It is moved to a printing posi-

tion, means for so moving said type bar. and means for

printing tickets from said type bar after being moved to a

printing position, said tlcketi* containing duplicate Im-

pressions of the points of destination and the fares.

3. In a ticket-printing and Issuing machine, a dial upon
which various stations are Indicated, a series of type bars

mounted upon a rotatable head and each of which has
printing characters on opposite sides thereof, means for si-

multaneously rotating the head to bring a selected type bar
Into a position for further movement, and Indicating the

ticket to be issued on said dial, means for Imparting
further movement to the selected type bar to bring It to

a position to print tickets containing duplicate impressions

of the points of destination and the amount of the fare,

and means for printing such tickets.

4. In a ticket-printing and Issuing machine, a dial upon
which various stations are indicated, a series of type bars

mounted upon a rotatable head and each of which con-

tains printing characters on opposite sides correspond-

ing with the indications on the dial, means for simulta-

neously Indicating a selected station on the dial and mov-
ing a selected type bar to a position to receive further

tiiovement, means for moving said selected type bar to a

position to print tickets showing In duplicate the points of

<lp8tination and the amount of the fare, and printing de-

vices for printing said tickets from the type bar after the

latter has been moved to its second position.

5 In a ticket-printing and Issuing machine, a dial upon
which various stations are indicated, a rotatable head, a
series of type bars mounted upon said head and each of

which has printing characters on opposite sides for print-

ing duplicate tickets, a pointer to indicate a selected sta-

tion on the dial and to simultaneously rotate the head to

bring the type bar for said ticket In a position for further

movement, means comprising a longitudinally-movable

member adapted to move the selected type bar to a posi-

tion to print tickets containing duplicate impressions of

the points of destination and the amount of the fare, and
means for engaging the type on the opposite sides of said

type bar to print such tickets.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.744. CAR-VESTIBULE. Lorknzo Ullo, New York,

N. Y. Filed Jan. 23. 1908. Serial No. 412,323.

1. In a ticket-printing and Issuing machine, a station

dial, and pointer, a series of type bars rotatable In a body

to bring a selected type bar into a position for further 1. The combination with the body of a railway car. or

movement, means for moving said selected type bar longl- i the like, of a movable partition, two doors, each adapted
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to closp op*>nln« in th^ car body and Qonnectlona be-

tween the partlrlon and the doors whereby the movement

of the partition will automatically actuate the doors

2. The combination with the body of a railway car, or

the like, of a transverse movable partition, two doors

adapted to cloHe openings in the body of the car. and a con-

nection between the partitlnn and eaoh do^r whereby the

movement of the partition will automatically simulta

neously open and rlose both doors.

.".. The combination with the body of a railway car, or

the like, of a partition normally placed so that it will not

obstruct the center of the car, means for moving the par-

tition, two do<jrs adapte<l to close openings tin the car body,

and connections between the partition and both doors

whereby when the partition is moved from its normal

position both doors are opened inwardly

4. The combination with the body of a railway car. or the

like, of a partition normally placed away from the center

of the car, means for moving the partition, two doors

adapted to close openings In the car body, a connection be-

tween the partition and each door whereby when the par-

tition Is movfd to the center of the car both doors are

opened Inwardly to afford openings in the c»r on each side

of th.> partition

5. A car vestibule provided with a transversely placed

movable partition, two folding doors adapted to open in-

wardly, mechanism connecting the partition to each door

whereby when the partition is moved toward the center

of the car the doors are opened, and when it la moved In

the opposite direction they are closed.

(Claims (3 to 'J not printed in the Gazette.]

886,745. WASHING M.vrUI.NE.

Chicago. Ill filed Jan •.5, \9i)><

CHKI9TIAN VlBMA.N,

Serial No. 412.620.

1. .V washing machine comprising an oilter casing and

a pair of elliptical holders th>r"in havint; sides formed

of spaced wlats. these holders being fastened together

with their longer axes at an angle to e^ch other, and

mounted to rotate within the casing.
|

2. -V washing machin»- comprising an outer easing, and

a plurality of holders therein elliptical iq cross section,

th>' holders being mounted to rotate in the casing and fas-

t<-nt^ together with their longer axes at a right angle to

each other and each projecting at its eqds beyond the

sides of the adjacent holder.

88«.746. MIRROK ATTACHMENT FOR TABLE IMPLE-
MENTS. Elmkr Wai.tkk. Harrisburg, I'a. Filed Oct,

18, 1907. Serial No. 398,115.

m

handle, the said ring being spaced from the edge of the

rei'ess to provide an intervening web of handle material

between th'- periphery of the mirror and the inner face

of the ring

2. The combination with the handle of an article of

tableware, of a mirror se<niring ring secure<l to the handle,

said ring having its upper p^irtion formed to engage the

edges of the mirror, the lower portion of the ring being

spaced from the mirror, a web of the handle material

being interposed between the mirror and ring below the

contact plane of the mirror and ring to form an inter-

posed support for the mirror, whereby an extended con-

tact of the ring and the edges of the mirror In a direction

at right angles to the plane of the mirror will be pre-

vented
.{. The combination with the handle of an article of

tableware, said handle having a mirror receiving recess,

of a mirror sei-uring ring secured in said handle, said ring

having its upper portion formed t(} engage the edges of

the mirror, the lower portion of the ring being located

without the mirror receiving recess, whereby a suptwrting

web of the handle material will be interposed i)etween the

mirror and ring below the contact plane of the mirror

and ring

^ The .-ombination with the handle of an article of

tableware, said handle having a mirror receiving recess,

of a mirror securing ring secured in said handle, said

ring having its upp«'r portion formed to engage the edgt-s

of the mirror, the lower portion of the ring being located

without the [nirror receiving recess, whereby a supporting

web of the handle material will be Interposed between the

mirror and ring below the i-ontact plane of the mirror and

ring, said ring being of a size to project below the bottom

plane of the mirror.

1 The combination with the handle of an article of

table ware having a mirror receiving recess of a contour

corresponding with the contour of the mirror to be re-

ceived therein, of a mirror securing ring secured to the

886,747. RinitON CONTROLLING MECFLXNISM FOfc
ADDING MACHINES. Chabi.es V NVktmoee and
Frederick A. Nibmasn, Chicago. 111. a.ssignors to

Comptograph Company, Chicago. Ill . a t'orporation of

Illinois Filed May 4. 19H7 Serial No. ,'iTl.HjT

1. The conil>inafion with the spools and their actuatlnif

devices, of spring arms (tearing on the ribbon, and a rock-

ing stop piece or frame connected to said actuating de-

vices, and means whereby said spring arms may cause the

momentary arrest of said stop piece and cause it to throw

the actuating deviees of one spool out of action and those

of the-other Into action

2. The combination with the spools and their actuating

devices, of spring arms tn^aring on the ribbon, a rocking

stop piece or frame receiving motion from the source

of power of the machine, means whereby said arms may
momentarily arrest said ro<-king stop piece, and connec-

tions from said piece to the spool actuating devices adapt-

ed when the piece is arrested to throw the devices of one

spool into action and those of the other out of action

3. The combination with the spools and their actuating

devices, of spring arms l>earlng on the ribbon, a rocking

stop ple<e or frame receiving mo'ion from the source of

power of the machine, means whereby said arms may
momentarily arrest said rocking stop piece, and tripping

devices Is'tween said stop piece and said sp<X)l actuating

devices adapted to throw the actuating devices of one^
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spool Into action and those of the other spool out of

action whenever the stop piece la arrested.

4. The combination with the ribtwin spools having their

hubs recessed, and spring pressed arms riding on the rlb-

hon upon the spools, of a rocking shaft actuated at each

printing operation and serving to actuate the spools, a
stop piece mount iHl on said shaft and normally rocking

with said shaft, levers for arresting the rocking of the

stop pie<e whenever either of said arms enters the re-

cessed hub of the spool on which it bears, and mechanism
controlled by said stop piece and serving to carry power
from said shaft to the spoids.

6. The combination with the ribbon spools having re-

cessed hubs, and spring pressed arms riding on the ribbon,

of a rock shaft actuated at each printing operation, a

stop piece mounted on said shaft and normally rock-

ing therewith, means for arresting said stop piece when-
ever either arm i-nters the recess of its corresponding

hub, and mechanism whereby the spools are actuated from

the rock shaft, said mechanism being controlled by said

stop piece.

886,748. DISPLAY HA< K .Tame.s H WHITAKaB, Aa-

gosta. Ga. Filed Oct. 25, 1907. Serial No. 899,198.

1. In a display rack, the combination with an upright

post, of a plurality of out standing horizontal arms
rigidly secured thereto, an extension hinged to each arm
and adapted to form a prolongation thereof, means to

secure each extension in line with the top of its respective

arm. and a plurality of display hangers mounted to travel

over both parts of said arms.

2. In a display rack, an upright post, a two piece fold-

able track rigidly and horizontally secured at one end

to said post, uieans adapted to support the free end of

the track in a horizontal position, and a plurality of dis-

play stretchers extending on each side of said track and
8ecure<l to hangers mounted to travel upon both parts of

said track

3. In a display rack comprising an upright post anil a

series of horizontal arms extending therefrom and rigidly

8e<'ure<l thereto, each arm having an extension hinged

thereto and a i)lurallty of display bangers mounted to

travel over both parts of said arms, said extension adapted

to fold back u[>on the fixed arm when in Inoperative po

Sltlon

4. In a display rack comprising an upright post and a

plurality of horizontal arms secured rigidly thereto, each

arm having an extension hinged thereto and a plurality of

hangers embracing each arm. said hangers provided with

a roller adaptwl to engage the top of said arm and travel

on lK)th parts of said arm. and a display stretcher secured

to the under side of the hanger at right angles to the said

arm.

8 S 6. 749. LAMP. Edward P. White, .\rlington, and
Chakles L. Stover, Lowell, Mass., assignors to The
Glow Light Company, Boston. Mass., a Corporation of

Connecticut. Filed Sept. 25, 1906. Serial No. 336.092.

In a lamp, the combination of a font ; a burner suppcrt

St the mouth of the 'ont ; a burner made up of a tube hav-

ing a globular enlargement at Its upper end and carried by

the burner support ; a cap surrounding the burner support

and extending over the globular enlargement of the burner

and a wick controller made tip of a t>ent wire, one meml)er

of which enters the lower end of the burner tube within

the font and the other end of which passes through the

mouth of the font, to form an operating member.

886.750. TOOL FOR CUTTING HINGE SEATS. Georgb
M. White, Portland, Oreg. Filed Sept. 30. 1907. Serial

No. 395,225.

1. A hInge-seat cutter comprising a stock having a han-

dle plate and a transverse slot, a carrier having a cleat

slldable in the slot, and a chisel adjustable In the carrier

perpendicular to the cleat.

2. In a- hinge-seat cutting tcx)l. the combination, with the

tool stock having a handle plate extension, and a thrust-

block carried by the plate, of a chisel carrier having a cleat

slldable transversely In the stock for lateral adjustment

of the chisel, and means for adjusting the chisel length-

wise.

.''.. In a tool for cutting hinge-seats, the combination,

with the tool stock having a transverse l)ore connected

with the face of the stock by a slot of less width than the

diameter of the l)ore, an adjustable guide at each side of

the stock, and a handle plate projecting from the stock, of

a bit or chisel, a chisel carrier, a cleat on the carrier and
slldable In said l)ore and slot to give the chisel transverse

adjustment, and suitable means for adjusting the chisel

lengthwise.

H8fi,7.'il. PACKAGE TIE Perky L. Wilkerson. Cuba,

Ala., assignor of one half to Leander Poole. Jr , Cuba.

Ala. Filed Mar. 27, 1907. Serial No. 364,934,

1. A package tie comprising a base, a strip secured there-

on, a loop loosely mounted between the base and strip, a

flexible element extending through the iMse and strip and

constituting a retainer for the loop, and means upon the

strip for engaging and retaining said element.

2. A package tie comprising a strip formed in a single

piece and having Integral yleldable Jaws expending there-

from, a stud upon the strip and between the jaws, a prong

extending from the stud, and a flexible element secured

at one end to the strip and Insertlble l)etween the Jaws and
onto the prong, said stud constituting a stop for the fleil-
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ble element and said Jaws conatltutlng maana for binding

said element upon the prong and against tke stod.

3, A pafkau"^ ti*- comprising a flexible base, a strip se-

cure<l therfon. lDtes:riil oppositely dlHposed yleidable jaws

outstandin;,' from the strip, a prong interposed between

the jaws, a loop loosely mounted between the base and

strip, and a flexible element extendinj? through the base

nnd strip and constituting a retainer for tbe loop, said ele-

ment bein^' Insertlble between the jaws an<J onto the prong.

886.752. GUN SIGHT. John Y BASSBtL and Frkd C.

Br.ENKViiB. Columbus. Ohio. Filed Mar. 12, 1906. Se-

rial No. .'.05.4 S5.

1 The combination wltti a irnn barrtl and the fixed

block of the front sight thereof, of a soHd base formed

with a recess open at one end adapted to receive the

block and provided with a longitudinal concave depres-

sion, and a hood flxedly secured on the base and forming

with said depression a sight opening substantially circular

In cross section

2, The combination with a gun barrel and the fixed

block of the front sight thereof, of a s^lld base formed

with a recess open at one end adapted to receive the

block and provided with a longitudinal concave depression.

a hood fixedly secured on the base and farming with said

depression a sight opening substantially circular In cross

sectloti. and means for fastening the base to the block to

hold the same against displacement.

3. The combination with a gnn barrel and the fixed

block of the front sight thereof, of a has* formed with an

open ended recess adapted to receive thfl block longitudi-

nally, a hood formed Integral with the Dase and forming

therewith a sight opening substantially circular In cross

section, and means for fastening the bas«s on the block.

nal bar* and transverse Indicator or guide leaye* tUdlnff

on the bars, forming pockets between the bars and leaTea

886.753. CARD RECORD Ira 8. Ba»8«tt. Pittsburg,

Pa., assignor of forty-nine one-hundradths to Paul W.

Fair. Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Mar. 25. 1907. Sertal No.

364,307.

1. In a card record, a system of records consisting in

the formation of groups of record cards, the groops being

placed progressively from left to right, forming succes-

sive rows of a fixed number of groups, the groups being

divided from each other transversely and longitudinally

;

substantially as specified.

2. In a card record, a cabinet or case having longltudl-

for the reception of groups of record cards ; substantially

as specified.

886,754. CUTLERY GRINDING MACHINE. William

.1 Kastian and Frank Gbanitz, Chicago. III., assignors

to American Cutlery Company, a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed July 22. 1007 Serial No. 384,866.

1. In a grlading-machine. the combination of a frame, a

grinding wheel Journaled thereon, a work-holder, means

for reciprocating the work holder, a guide on the frame.

and mean.s carried by said work-holder, slldable toward

and away from said work-holder and transversely of the

path of movement thereof, and bearing against said guide,

for moving the work-holder into and out of grinding posi-

tion.

2. In a grlndlngmachlne, the combination of a frame, a

grinding wheel journaled thereon, a work-holder, means

for reciprocating the work-holder, a guide on the frame,

roller mechanism constructed and arranged to bear against

the guide and to travel with the work-holder In its recipro-

cating movements and to be Independently movable to-

ward and away from said work-holder, and means for mov-

ing the work-holder relative to the roller-mechanism, for

the purpose set forth.

•S. In a grlndlngmachlne, the combination of a frame, a

grlndlng-wheel journaled thereon, a swinging bed on the

frame, a work-holder reclprocably mounted on the t>ed,

means for reciprocating the work-holder, a guide on the

frame, an arm connected with the work-hoUJer and com-

posed of relatively movable telescoping sections, constrtfct-

ed and arranged to bear at one of its sections against the

guide, and means for moving the sections relative to each

other, for the purpose set forth.

4. In a grlndlngmachlne, the combination of a frame, a

grlndlng-wheel Journaled thereon, a work-bolder, means

for reciprocating the work-holder, a guide on the frame,

and means slldably connected with the work-holder, mov-

able against said guide and constructed and arranged to

be moved toward and away from said work-holder against

the guide 111 the travel of said flrct-named means for mov-

ing the work-holder into and out of grinding position.

5. In a grlnding-machlne, tbe combination of a frame, a

grlndlng-wheel Journaled thereon, a work-holder, means
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for reciprocating the work-holder, a guide on the frame,

and roller-equipped means slldably connected with the

work-holder, movable against said guide and constructed

and arranged to be moved toward and away from said

work-holder against the guide, in the travel of said first-

named means, t6r moving the work-holder Into and out of

grinding position.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

pressed, thereby enabling the shoe to be firmly held, and

guides for a polishing cloth projecting forwardly thereof,

said guides having their rear portions secured to said

stand at opposite sides thereof, as specified.

886,755. TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENT. Benjamin F.

Bellows and Ambrosb Bbhnbe, Cleveland, Ohio; said

Behner assignor to said Bellows. Filed Sept. 27, 1904.

Serial No. 226.145.

1 In a telegraph instrument, the combination of a vi-

brator comprising a long flat spring pivoted near one end

and carrying one terminal of an electric circuit and vibrat-

ing comparatively slowly, a coSperatlng terminal, a finger

piece, and lever mechanism operated thereby for holding

the two terminals out of contact with the sprinj; under

constraint or releasing the same.

2. In a telegraph Instrument, the combination of a

spring secured at one end and adapted to vibrate at the

other, a .shorter spring doubled on Itself carried by the

main spring near its free end and forming on? terminal of

an electric circuit, and a cooperating terminal with which

said double spring may contact.

3. In a telegraph Instrument, the combination of a

spring, secured at one end and adapted to vibrate at the

other, a doubled shorter spring carried by the main spring

near its free end and forming one terminal of an electric

circuit, and a co<5peratlng terminal with which the

doubled spring may contact, means for adjusting the posi-

tion of said cooperating terminal, and means for normally

holding said doubled spring out of contact therewith.

4. In a telegraph Instrument, the combination of a

spring a contact, said spring and contact forming termi-

nals of an electric circuit, a suitably guided member slld-

able parallel with said spring, a yoke carried by said mem-

ber and engaging said spring and defining Its center of

oscillation, a knob, an arm movable thereby and a link

connecting the arm and yoke, whereby the turning of the

knob shifts the yoke.

5. In a telegraph Instrument, the combination of a con-

tact, a controller adapted to vibrate and make and break

a circuit with said contact, additional contacts Independ-

ent of said controller, and a finger key having a neutral

position and capable of movement In either direction there-

from, means whereby movement In one direction causes

the controller to vibrate, and means whereby movement in

the other direction closes said additional contacts without

moving said controller.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gasette.l

2. In a device of the type set forth, a stand having a

hollow upper portion formed on its interior below its up-

per edge with a shoulder, a shoe rest removably arranged

in said stand on the said shoulder thereof, and guides for

a polishing cloth secured to the opposite sides of said

stand and projecting forwardly thereof.

3. In a device of the type set forth, a stand, the uiM.er

portion of said stand being hollow, brackets havinK lugs

projecting through the wall of the upper portion of said

stand, keepers engaged with the Inner end portions of the

lugs of said brackets, and spaced guides for a polishing

cloth secured In said brackets and projectine forwardly of

said stand.

4. A device of the type set forth comprising a stand,

brackets removably secured to the sides of said stand be-

low the top thereof, arms mounted in said brackets, and

rollers mounted for rotation on said arms.

5. A device of the type set forth comprising « stand,

brackets secured to said stand, arms adjustably mounted

in said brackets, and rollers on said arms.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette ]

886. 7,•S7. ART OF REDUCING ALUMINIUM AND
OTHER METALS. Henry S. Black mork. Mount Ver-

non, N. Y. Original application filed Aug. 22. 1904. Se-

rial No. 221,748. Divided and this application filed Nov.

14. 1905. Serial No. 287, .115.

886,756. BOOT AND SHOE CLEANING STAND. Albert

F. BiaroBD. Dunlap. Wash. Filed Nov. 9, 1906. Serial

No. 342.741.

1. In a device of the type set forth, a stand provided at

its upper portion with a shoe rest having spaced portions

between which the sole of a shoe to be polished can be

1. The process of reducing metal from substances con-

taining the same, which consists in fusing the metal-con-

talnlng substance by passing a non metal-yielding current

through the fused material between contacts, and liberat-

ing the metal from its compound by the action of a metal-,

yielding current passed therethrough In a path disposed

parallel to or with the path of the heating or non-metal-

yleldlng current.

2. The process of reducing aluminium from substances

containing the same, which consists In fusing the alumini-

um-containing substances by passing a non-meUl yielding

current through the fused material between contacts, and

liberating the aluminium from its compound by the action

of a metal-yleldlng current passed therethrough in a path

disposed parallel to or with the path of the heating or

non-metal-yielding current.

3. The process of reducing metal from substances con-

taining the same, which consists In liberating the metal
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by the action of a metal-yleldlng current wMle traveralng

the fused metal containing substancea between contacts

with an alternating current parallel to tie path of the

metal-yielding current.
'

4 The process of reducing metal from •ubatancea con-

taining the same, which consists in liberating the metal

by the action of a metal yielding current while traversing

the fused metal-contalnlng substances between contacts

with a non-metal yielding current disposed parallel to or

with the path of the metal-yleldlng current,

5 The process of reducing metal from tubstancea con-

taining the same, which consists In liberating the metal

by the combined action of metal-yleldlng and non-metal-

yleldlng electric currents, disposed through the metal-con

taining substances in a parallel path

[tlalma 6 to 1.'5 not printed in the Gazette]

886.758 MECHANICAL MOVEMENT IUnbt BaAMMBB.

at Louis, Mo. Filed June 27, 1907 Serial No. 381,094

1. The combination with a continuously revolTlng drive-

shaft, of a rotary reciprocal mangie-wherl engaged there-

by journaled in stationary bearings, and a rotary recipro-

cal shaft arranged perpendicular to th« axla of said

mangle wheel and actuated thereby.

2. The combination with a vibratory floating continu-

ously revolving drive shaft, of a rotary reciprocal mangle-

wheel engaged thereby journaled In stationary bearings,

and a rotary reciprocal shaft arranged perpendicular to

the ails of s&ld mangle wheel and actuate* thereby.

3. The combination with a continuously rerolvlng drive-

shaft consisting of a portion journaled In Itatlonary bear-

ings and a vibratory floating portion connected to said

first mentioned portion by a universal joljit. of a rotary

reciprocal mangle wheel engaged thereby journaled In sta-

tionary bearings, and a rotary reciprocal abaft arranged

perpendicular to the axis of said mangle-wheel and actu-

ated thereby

4 The combination with a continuously revolving shaft,

of a rotary rpciprocal mangl<*-wheel whos* shaft is jour-

naled In stationary bearings, and one side of which is en-

gaged by said 4rlve shaft and the opposite side provided

with an Integrt/l gear, and a rotary reciprocal shaft ar-

ranged perpendicular to the ails of the mtngle-wheel and

a pinion on Its adjacent end engaged by said gear.

n The combination with a vibratory floating continu-

ously revolving shaft, of a rotary reclproc»l mangle wheel

whose shaft la journaled In stationary beftrtnga, and one

side of which Is engaged by said drive-shatt and the oppo-

site side provided with an Integral gear, and a rotary re-

ciprocal shaft arranged perpendicular to the axis of the

manglp-wheel and a pinion on its adjacent end engaged by

said gear

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.

1

886.759 TYPE - WRITING MACHINE. AL«x.iND«B T.

BaowN, Syracuse, N. Y Filed Nov. 10. 1908. Serial No.

286.708. Renewed Dec. 14. 1907. 8erl»l No. 406.486.

1. In a typ4>writlng machine and In rlfafcon mecbanlam,

the combination of two ribbon apools ; twa paralle* shafts,

one for each of said spools ; means for drlrlng said shafts,

each of said shafts being always turned In, the same direc-

tion ; and meaixa for connecting either of said spools to

turn with its shaft and for dlscoonectlng (be other of said

spools.

2. In a typewriting machine and In a rlDbon mechanism,

the r-omblnatlon of a pair of ribbon spools, shafts on which

said ribbon spools are mounted, a spring drum surround-

ing one of said shafts and having a driving connection

with both of said shafts, a carriage driven by said spring

drum, and means for coupling either of said spools to turn

with Its shaft and uncoupling the other spool.

o. In a typewriting macliine and in a ribbon mi'hanism.

the combination of a pair of ribbon spools, a shaft for

each of said spools, a spring drum surrounding one of said

shafts and having pawl and ratchet connection therewith,

a drlvlnj? connection from said shaft to the other of said

shafts, and means for coupling either of said spools to Its

shaft and uncoupling thp other spool.

4 In a typewriting machine and In a ribbon mechanism,

the combination of two shafts, means for turning said

shafts In unison, a ribbon spool mounted on each of said

shafts, a clutch memt)er slldably mounted on each of said

shafts, a clutch member on each of said ribbon spools, and

means for sliding one of said slldable clutch members into

engagement with Its mate, and the other of said slldable

clutch members out of engagement with Its mate to re-

verse the direction of feed of the rlbtwn.

5. In a typewriting machine and In a ribbon mechanism,

the combination of a pair of rotary shafts, a ribbon spool

mounted on each of said shafts, each of aald ribbon spools

being provided with a clutch member, a worm mounted on

each of said shafta and provided with a clutch member, and

ribbon controlled trip devices for engaging said worms to

effect a reverse In the direction of feed of the ribbon.

[Claims 6 to 33 not printed in the Gazette ]

886,760. CARBURETING MECHANISM FOR INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENGINES.
Mich. Filed Feb. 3, 1906.

ALAN80N P. BB08H, LH'trolt.

Serial No. 299,281.

1. In a fuel feeding device for internal combustion en-

gines provided with a mixing chamber or air passage, a

fuel reservoir discharging Into the mixing chamber, a

alve for controlling the discharge of the fuel Into the

mixing chamber, a balanced air valve for controlling the

admission of air Into the mixing chamber for atomlalng

the fuel, and means to adjust said air valTe to vary the

' quality of the mixture at low speeds without materially

I
varying the quality of the mixture at high speeds.
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2. A carbureting mechanism for Internal combustion

engines comprising a fuel reservoir provided with an inlet

and with an overflow passage, a mixing chamber with

which said reservoir communicates provided with an air

Inlet opening leading thereinto, and with a discharge pas-

sage to carry the fuel mixture from the mixing chambir

to the engine, a valve to control the communication of the

reservoir with the mixing chamber, an adjustable valve

rod, and a balanced valve loosely mounted upon said rod

to control the air Inlet opening before atomizing the fueL

3. A carbureting mechanism for Internal combustion

engini'S comprising a fuel reservoir provided with an inlet

and with an overflow pa-ssage, a mixing chamber provided

with an air Inlet opening leading thereinto and with a dis-

charge passage to carry the fuel mixture from the mixing

chamber to the engine, a channel whereby the reservoir

communicates with the mixing cliamber, a fuel controlling

valve to govern said channel, an adjustable rod, a balanced

suction actuated valve loosely mounted upon said'rod to

govern the air supplied Into the mixing chamber to atomize

the fuel, and springs upon the rod upon opposite sides of

the valve to balance the valve.

886,761. CAR CONSTRUCTION. James R Cabdwull,

CWcago, III. Filed July 5, 1906. Serial No. 324,827.

1. The combination with a car body, of side bearings In

the form of rockers depending therefrom and carried there-

by, said rockers having shafts and bearings for the shafts

carried by the car body, said bearings belns[ provided with

horizontally elongated openings Into which said shafts

project, the portions of the rockers upon which the car

body Is adapted to rest having curvature of larger radius

than the distance between the axes of rotation of the rock-

ers and the lower horizontal margins of the said openings.

2. The combination with a car body, of side bearings In

the form of rockers depending therefrom and carried

thereby, said rockers having shafts and bearings for the

shafts carried by the car body, said bearings being pro-

vided with openings into which said shafts project, the

portions of the rockers upon which the car body Is adapt-

ed to rest having curvature of larger radius than the dls

tance between the axes of rotation of the rockers and the

lower margins ot the said openings.

3. The combination with a car body, of side bearings In

the form of rockers depending therefrom and carried

thereby, said rockers having shafts and bearings for the

shafts carried by the car body, aald bearings being pro-

vided with horizontally elongated openings into which

aald shafts project, the upper portions of said shafts be-

ing adapted to have riding engagement with the upper

horizontal margins of said openings, the portions of the

shafts that engage said upper horizontal margins of said

openings being further removed from the axes of rotation

of the shafts than the lower portions of the shafts, where-

by the shafts may have a greater range of riding engage-

ment for a given vertical dimension of said opening.

4. The combination with a car body, of side bearings in

the form of rockers depending therefrom and carried there-

by, said rockers having shafts and bearings for the shafts

carried by the car body, said bearings being provided with

opening Into which said shafts project, the upper por-

tions of said shafts b«ing adipted to have riding engage-

ment with the upper margins of said openings, the por-

tions of the shafts that engage said upper margins of said

openings being further remored from the axes of rotation

of the shafts than the lower portions of the shafts, where-

134 O. O.—10

by the shafts may have a greater range of riding engage-

ment for a given vertical dimension of said opening.

5. The combination with a car body, of side bearings in

the form of rockers depending therefrom and carried

thereby, each rocker being provided with a cam formation

uf)on its end, and an element coSperating with said cam

formation for returning the rocker to Its normal position

when free of riding engagement.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,762. AMUSEMENT APPARATUS.
SON, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6,

419,447.

Chablis a. Cabl-

1908. Serial No.

1. .\n amusement apparatus comprising an endless

track, a car arranged to travel thereon, a wall surrounding

the track, and a moving picture device located within the

track comprising a picture record which travels In a direc-

tion opposite to the direction of travel of the car upon the

track, and means for projecting the pictures upon the said

wall.

2. An amusement apparatus comprising an endless cir-

cular track, a concentric circular wall sourrounding the

same, an endless train of cars upon the track, and a mov-

ing picture device located centrally within the said track,

such moving picture device comprising a film or record

strip arranged to travel circularly In a direction opposite

to the direction of movement of the train of cars upon the

track, and means for projecting the said pictures upon

the said surrounding wall.

3. An amusement apparatus comprising an endless

track, a car arranged to travel thereon, a wall surrounding

the same, a central column, a moving picture device

located within the said column, the said moving picture

device comprising a picture record strip arranged to

travel circularly In a direction opposite to the direction

of movement of the car upon the track, and means for pro-

jecting the pictures of the said strip upon the said wall.

4. An amusement apparatus comprising an endless

track, a car arranged to travel thereon, a wall surround-

ing the said track, and a moving picture device located

within the said track, said moving picture device compris-

ing an annular record strip, means for rotating the said

record strip In a direction opposite to the direction of

movement of the car upon the track, and means for pro-

jecting the record of said strip upon the said surround-

ing wall.

886,763 ELEVATED CARRIER. William J. Chance.

Dawson, Yukon Territory, Canada. Filed July 15. 1907.

Serial No. 383.788.

\. A carrier comprising a frame, an upstanding trip

lever pivoted therein having a depending hook portion to

provide a support, a looped latch lever pivoted In the

frame, a sheave frame having an upwardly extending hook

to pass through the looped latch lever and engage the sup-

porting hook of the depending supporting trip lever, and

means for releasing the trip lever from engagement with

the sheave frame.

2 The combination with a carrier frame, of an apstand-

ing trip lever pivoted therein having a depending support-

ing hook portion, a looped latch lever pivoted in the frame,

a sheave frame having an upwardly extending hook to

pass through the looped latch lever and engage tbe sup-
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porting hook on tbe trip lever, an abutment baring a hook

to be engaged by the latch lever, a support rialng from the

abutment and adapted to overhang the caHrler, and a trip

member pivoted In thf overhanging support to contact the

trip lev«»r

3. A U Bhap»^ carrier frame and cross bars extendins

across the (•fx'n •mis of the fram«\ an apstandlDK trip

lever pivoted betw>H»n said cross bars, a spring tending to

normally hold the trip lever In upright position, an abut-

ment, a looped latch |pvf>r pivoted In the frame adapted

to engage thf ahutm*'nt. a sheave frame adapted to Intpr-

lock with the lowpr portion of the trip Ifver, a support

rising from tht> ahutm<»nt, and a trip meaber carried by

said support to engage the trip lever.

4. A carrier •oniprising looped side members secured to-

gether In spaced relation, cross bars acrosi the open cads

of the side members, a supporting trip le<ver pivoted be-

tween the cross bars, a spring to hold the trip lever nor-

mally upright, a latch pivoted between th« side members,
and a sheave frame adapted to be supported by the trip

lever and to engage the latch.

5 A carrltr comprising looped side members secured
togfther in .^pa<ed relation, crosa bars across the op«'n

»»nds of the side memb**rs, a supporting tr|p lever pivoted

between the cross bars and a spring to normally hold the

trip lever upright, a latch pivoted between the side mem-
bers, a sheavt" fram>' adapted to be supported by the trip

U^ver. supporting wheels Journaled In the frame, a pulley

joumaled In the frame, and a fall rope passed ov^r said

pulley and supporting the sheave frame.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,764. ELEVATED CARRIER. William J. Chancx,
Dawson. Yukon T-^rritory, Canada. Flle4 July 15, 1907.

Serial No. 383,7«;9

1. Tbe combination with a carrier frara*. of a support-

ing tumWer pivoted in said frame, an abtttm«>nt, a latch

pivoted In the framp adapted to Interlock with the abut-

ment, and a link pivoted to thp latch, said link serving as

a dog to engage the tumbler and hold tbe same locked

until the latch engages thp abutment, whereby the dog is

actuated to release the tumbler.

2. The combination with a carrier framt. of a support-

ing tumbler pivoted therein, an abutment a sheave frame
supported by the tumbler, the upward lift of the sheave
frame serving to set the tumbler in supporting position,

a latch pivoted in the frame adapted to Interlock with tbe
abutment, and a link pivoted, to the latch, the link serving
as a dog to engage and hold the tumbler IcKked.

3. The combination with a trackway, of t carrier frame,
comprising side members, a supporting ttimbler pivoted
between the side members, a projection on the rear face of

the tumbler, a sheave frame supported by the tumbler, a
latch pivoted In the frame, and a link pivoted to the end of

the latch, said link serving as a dog to engage the projec-

tion on the tumbler and lock the same.

4 The cf>mbinati<m with a trackwu* ami an abutiufuf,

of a carrier frame comprising side niembers. a supporting

tumbler pivoted between said side members, a projection

on the rear face of the tumbler, a sheave frame supported

by the tumbler, a latch to engage the abutment, guides

depending from the frame to guide the upward movement
of the sheave frame, and a link pivoted to the end of the

latch and serving as a dog to engage the projection on the

rear face of the tumbler and lock the same.

886,765. ROTARY ENOJNK. VViij.i.ot .1. Chamck, l>aw-

son. Yukon Territory, Canada Filed July \'k 1907.

Serial No 3S3.790.

1. A rotary engine comprising a hollow Intake shaft,

stationary pistons mounted thereon, separate inlet and ex-

haust ports in each piston, the exhaust ports of one pis-

ton being connected to the Inlet ports of the next con-

secutive piston, and a revoluble cylinder having abutment

faces adapted to be acted upon by the fluid Issuing from

the inlet ports of the pistons, and to automatically dis-

charge the exhaust fluid to the exhaust ports of the pis-

tons.

2. A rotary engine comprising a hollow stationary in-

take shaft, stationary plstonn mounted thereon, oppositely

extending radial intake ports being formed In the forward

ends of each piston, and similarly arranged exhaust ports

arranged In the rearward portion of each piston, a revo-

luble cylinder surrounding the pistons, and abutment
pockets formed in the Interior walls of the cylinder adapt-

ed to allow passage of the Impelling fluid from the ex-

haust to the Inlet porta of the respective pistons.

3. A rotary engine comprising a hollow Intake shaft

made In sections, stationary pistons mounted on each sec-

tion, oppositely extending radial Intake ports being formed

In the forward ends of each piston, radial exhaust ports

located In rear of the Inlet ports and arranged at right

angles thereto, a revoluble cylinder surrounding the pis-

tons, and abutment pockets being formed In the interior

mm
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walla of tbe cylinder to establish commnnlcatlon betweeo
succeeding ports in order.

4. A rotary engine comprising a hollow Intake shaft made
In sections connected by screw threaded joints, stationary
pistons on each section, a revoluble cylinder surrounding
the pistons and having Inwardly extending partition walls
separating the pistons on the shaft, there being oppositely

extending radial Intake ports In the forward portions of

each piston and radial exhaust ports In the rear of each
piston disposed at right angles to the Intake ports, the
cylinder having abutment pockets formed on Its interior

walls establishing communication between the ports of

the pistons In succession.

5 In a rotary engine, the combination with a stationary
and a rotary member, the rotary member having support-
ing hubs, and said hubs having longitudinally arranged
heat insulating openings therein.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in ttie 'laaette.l

in unison with the can moving mechanism whereby the

soldering Iron is dropped on to tbe can as it passes, sub-

stantially as set forth.

88fl,7«« LIFTING-JACK. Cole Collikr and Jamks C.

RiGo, Hooktown. Ky . assignors to Howe Manufacturing
Company, Hooktown, Ky. Filed July 31, 1907. Serial

No. 3X6.370.

886.767. CAN-VENT SOLDERING MACHINE. Charles
A. Crandall. Verona. N. Y. Filed May 2, 1906. Serial

No. 314.912.

1. In a soldering machine of the character descrlN'd.
the combination of means for continually moving the cans
through the machine In a definite position at regular In-

tervals, a soldering Iron and heating mechanism, a crank
from which the soldering iron and heating mechanism are
suspended, and means for continually rotating the crank

1 In combination in a lifting Jack, a base, a standard
'

comprising the main portion of wood, the supplemental
Iron portions or straps secured to the edges of said main
wooden portion and projecting above and below the same, 1

the lower projecting parts of tbe supplemental standard
members embracing and being secured to the base, and the

'

upwardly projecting parts forming a fork, a main lifting

lever journaled In the fork, formed by the projecting sup-
plemental standard members and means for locking tbe !

main lever In place, substantially as described.

2. In comhl«atlon In a Jack, a base, a standard, extend '

Ing up therefrom comprising a main portion, supplemental
standard portions secured to the edge of the main portion
and projecting above and below the same, the lower pro-

jecting ends of said supplemental standard portions em-
bracing and being secured to the base, a main lever, a

pivot Iron secured to the lower edge of said main lever

and lying between the fork formed by the upwardly
projecting supplemental standard portions, said pivot Iron

having an extension with ears depending therefrom and a
locking lever pivoted In said ears, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In combination In a lifting jack, a base, a main lever,

a standard to which said main lever Is pivoted a pivot
iron having ears depending therefrom, said Iron being on
the lower face of the main lever and locking lever pivoted
In said ears, a wear plate on the upper face of the main
lever and bolts passing through the wear plate, main lever

and pivot Iron for holding the said parts together, sul)-

stantlally as described.

2. The combination In a machine of the character de-

scribed of a continually moving can passing mechanism,
a continuous driven crank positioned transversely of and
above the path of the cans in the passing mechanism, the
soldering iron swinging from the crank and arranged to

descend upon and move along to a limited extent with th^
can in the passing mechanism, substantially as set forth. |.

3. The combination in a vent soldering machine of
the character described of a can guiding trough, a con-

tinually moving passing wheel, a crank positioned trans-

versely of the trough above the same, and means for con-

tinually drlviog the crank, a soldering Iron suspended and
swinging from the crank and arranged to descend upon
and move to a limited extent with each can as It Is passed
through the trough, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination in a soldering machine of the char-
acter described of mechanism for continually passing the
cans along in a definite line, a continually rotating crank
positioned transversely of and above the path of the cans,

and a soldering Iron swinging from said crank, and a
solder feeding means arranged to direct wire solder into

engagement with the soldering iron In Its lower position,

substantially as set forth.

5. The combination In a soldering machine of the char-

acter described, of a gtildeway through which the cans are
adapted to be passed, the can passing wheel, a crank ar-

ranged transversely of and above the guldeway. a solder-

ing Iron and heating means swinging from the crank, and
means for driving the can passing wheel and the crank
supporting the soldering iron continuously In the same dl-

lectlon. substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette. 1

886.768. CONCRETE-MIXER. PbOGOBE P. De BOGORI,
Larkln, Fla., assignor of one-hall to William C. Offer,

Miami. Fla. Filed Mar. 21. 19(>7. Serial No. 363,615.

The combination In a mixer, of a receptacle having
charging and discharging apertures located respectlTely
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at the opposite enda of the receptacle, a rotary shaft with-

in the receptacle, paddles on the shaft, a comb-like mem-

ber secured within the receptacle, the paddles passing be-

tween each two adjacent teeth of the member, a yacuum

pump, and an air compressor, separate pipes connecting

the pump and compressor with the upper end of the recep-

tacle, separate valves controlling communication between

the pump and compressor respectively and the receptacle,

a closure for the charging opening and m^ans controlling

the discharge opening.

886,7ti9 WARP STOP - MOTION FOB LOOMS. Jo8«ph

B DERiPiNAK. Mystic. Conn. Filed Sept, 16. 1907 Se-

rial No. 392.967.

1. In a warp stop-motion, In combination with a nor-

mally open electrical circuit, a heddle wire, a drop-wire

slldably supported at one end, a lever hinged to the other

end of said drop-wire ; said lever operating to close the

said circuit upon the dropping of the said (Jrop-wlre.

2. In a warp stop-motion, in combination, a normally

apen electrical circuit, a drop-wire slidably supported at

one end, a lever hinged to the other end of said drop-wire

and an Indicator connected to said lever ; the said lever

operating to close the circuit upon the dropiping of the said

drop-wire.

886.770. LENS SYSTEM FOR MEASURING THE RE-
FRACTION OF THE EYE. H«nrt L. D» Zbno, Phila-

delphia, Pa., assignor to The De ZenfrSUndard Com-
pany, a Corporation of New Jersey. Fil«d Dec. 31, 1906.

Serial No. 350.291.

1. The combination of a plurality of lenses possessing

the physical qualities of a cylinder, means for reversely

rotating said lenses with respect to eact other about a

common center, means for recording tHe various focal

equivalents produced by the rotation of s^ld lenses, means

for locating the cylindrical axis of the Kaid lens combi-

nation, and a spaced body having an outwardly extending

portion to hold the same in a trial frame or other suitable

holder. .

2. The combination of a plurality of lenses possessing

the physical qualltltes of a cylinder, means for reversely

rotating said lenses with respect to each other about a

common center, means for recording tie various focal

equivalents produced by the rotation of S41d lenses, means
for locating the cylindrical axis resultant from said lens

combination, and a spaced body having an outwardly ex-

tending circular portion to hold the same in a trial frame

or other suitable holder and permits th^ rotation of the

device Intact about a geometrical center.

886,772. APPARATUS FOB TESTING EYES. Raymond
DODOK. Mlddietown, Conn. Filed .Ian. 9, 1907. Serial

No. 351,450.

X -R-
i-r

^K^~
rzr

7^ -y^
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1 .An apparatus for determining the amount and axis

of visual astlirmatism, consisting of an opaque screen hav-

ing two or more apertures in line, provisions for Illumi-

nating the apertures from the rear, whereby the apertures

may be viewed /rom a distance as distorted images by the

astigmatic eye, the spacing of the apertures servlnK as a

measure of the amount of astigmatism, and provisions for

rotating the screen to change the angle of the line of

apertures, whereby to measure the axis of astigmatism.

2. An apparatus for determining the amount and axis of

visual astigmatism, consisting of an opaque screen having

two or more apertures In line, provisions for lUumlnatlnR

the apertures from the rear, whereby the apertures may

be viewed from a distance as distorted images by the

astigmatic eye, the spacing of the apertures serving as a

measure of the amount of astigmatism, provisions for ro-

tating the screen to change the angle of the line of aper-

tures, and a scale indicating the amount of rotation of the

screen, whereby to measure the axis of astigmatism.

3. .\n apparatus for determining the amount and axis of

visual astigmatism, consisting of an opaque screen having

a plurality of groups of apertures, each group consisting

of two or more apertures arranged In a straight line, and

those of different groups having varying spadnK ; and pro-

visions for Independently illuminating separate groups

and excluding light from the other apertures, and the

screen t>elng movable angularly to change the direction

of the line of apertures.

4. An apparatus for determining the amount and axis of

visual astigmatism, consisting of an opaque screen having

a plurality of groups of apertures, each group consisting

of two or more apertures arranged In a straight line, and

those of different groups having varying spacing ; pro-

visions for independently lUumlnatinK selected groups and

excluding light from other apertures, and the screen be-

ing movable angularly to change the direction of the line

of apertures, and means for measuring the amount of

angular displacement thereof.

5. An apparatus for the detection and measurement pf

visual faults, comprising an opaque screen with light-

transmitting apertures, such apertures being arranged in

straight-line groups with varyiuK spacing ; an opaque

holder for the screen having an opening of a size sufB-

cient to uncover any complete (rronp of apertures, with re-

spect to which the screen is movable so as to place any

group of apertures before the opening ; and a translucent

screen covering the opening between the screen and the

source of light, whereby the light is diffused and an equal

illumination given to all the apertures In any group.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

886,771. HECTOGRAPH COMPOSITIO!!. Winand Doc-

TOa. 2^bem, Germany. Filed Mar. 31, J906. Serial No.

300,229.

A hectograph composition comprising china clay, bole

stand oil and glycerin, sabstantially as described.

886,773. BLACKSMITH'S FORGE. Hbnky P. Dorhhbi-

MBR, York, Pa. Filed Aug. 8, 1907. Serial No. 387,649.

1. In a forge, the combination with the hearth and the

main blast twyer, of a supplemental tv/yer arranged to di-

rect a blast toward said main twyer.

2. In a forge, the combination with the hearth and the

main blast twyer, of a supplemental twyer arranged to di-

rect a plurality of blasts converging toward the main blast

twyer.

3. In a forge, the combination with the hearth and the
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main blast twyer, of a supplemental twyer arranged to di-

rect a blast horizontally over the face of said hearth.

4. In a forge, tlip combination with the hearth and the

main blast twyer. of a suppUmental twyer arranged to dl-

T^fX a plurality of blasts converging horizontally over said

hearth toward the said main blast twyer.

."> In a forge, the combination with the hearth and the

main blast twyer, of a supplemental twyer coaslstlng of a

perforated pipe arranged concentrically to said main blast

twyer and adapted to direct a blast toward said main

blast twyer.

[Claims e tc 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

88fl.774. WIRE -TIE. Harrt A. Drew, New York, N. T.

Filed Apr. 18, 1907. Serial No. 368,914.

side of said frame ( a knob 13, secured to the lower end of

said strip ; an electric light bulb 18, secured to the face of

said frame and to the right of said strip ; a ratchet shaft

4. adapted to move up and down In said frame ; a projec-

tion 14, rising from said ratchet shaft to the left of said

strip : a wire 8, bent around said screw 9, one end 10, ex-

tendlnj; downwardly and having secured on Its lower end

a pendulum ball 11, the other end 15, of said wire passing

to the right, resting on the projection 14, and poised a lit-

tle above the knob 13, a wire 16. passing upwardly from

wire 8, and a wire 17, passing from knob 13, to electric

light bulb 18. and then upwardly, said last mentioned

wires connected with an electric power,' the electric cur-

rent adapted to be contacted and broken by the movement

of the platform of the scales, thereby producing a light

Inside of the computing roller 2. substantially as shown

and described and for the purposes set forth.

1 A fastener for securing a line wire to an insulator

comprising a tie wire having a loop adjacent one end to

partially encircle the Insulator, the ends of said wire pro-

viding hooked arms to engage the line wire, one of said

arms being longer- than the other to exert a leverage

action, whereby the short arm Is adapted to form a kink

in the line wire to hold the same firmly against the In-

sulator.

2. A fastener for securing a line wire to an insulator

comprising a tie wire provided with hooked terminals to

engage the line wire and having a loop closer to one

hooked terminal than the other.

3. A fastener for securing a line wire to an Insulator

comprising a tie wire bent Intermediate Its ends to form

a loop to partially encircle the insulator, the ends of said

tie wire being hooked to engage the line wire, one of said

ends being comparatively short to draw the line wire into

close contact with the Insulator and the other compara-

tively long to engage the line wire remote from the In-

sulator.

886,775. COMPUTING - SCALE. JOHN J. DciTis, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed Nov. 11, 1907. Serial No 401,714.

1. In combination with i.n automatic computing scale

the circular end frame 1, an Insulated screw 9, secured to

the Inner face of one side of the end frame ; a strip of in-

sulating material 12, secured to the inner face and other 1

2. In combination with an automatic computing scale

having a revolving roller, a slotted shell protecting said

roller; a slotted plate secured to said shell over Its slot,

with mechanism for operating said roller as shown ; an

electric light bulb situated at the end of said roller in posi-

tion to throw a light through t^ie slots of said shell and

plate ; a wire 17, connected with said electric bulb and

knob 13 ; a wire 16, connected to an electric power, wire 8

and screw 9, and a weight mechanism adapted to produce

contact between the wires 16 »nd 17, substantially as

shown and described and for the puri)OBe8 set forth.

886.776. ALARM DEVICE FOR REFRIGERATOR OVBB-
FLOW-TANK8. Hbnrt T. Ddmas. Ludlow, Mass. Filed

Mar, 25. 1907. Serial No. 364,474.

_Ji

1. The combination with a tank and a float therein, and

a motor train and an inclosing casing therefor, mounted

on the side of the tank, provided with an aperture and an

elongated slot in its top, and also comprising an alarm

device having a vibratory striker, and a striker restrain-

ing arm projected upwardly, through said aperture, above

the casing, of a flat metal, strip, provided with a hook-

shaped end having a fulcrum engagement in said slot of

the casing, normally having an Intermediate portion there-

of resting, gravitatlvely, upon the upper end of the said
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arm, and having Its extremity projected intio the tank at a
point suitably beiow the top thereof, and atapted on being
raised by the float to be lifted above, and free from, the
striker restraining arm.

2. The combination with a refrigerator orerflow tank
and a float therein, of a motor train barlag a aupportlng
casing mounted on the said tank and comprising an alarm
tiaving a vibratory striker, and a striker restraining arm
projected above the casing, of a thin metal flexible strip

fulerumed to the caaing having an inten&edlate portion
thereof in restraining engagement against the said arm
and having its extremity projecting into the tank below
the top thereof, and means for imparting vtried degrees of

deflection to the said strip for the purposes set forth.

886,777 RADIATOR ATTACHMENT. Jauks M. Ddn-
<jAS. Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Apr. 26. 1906. Serial No.
313,747. 1

The comblnatioa with a radiator having a plurality of

pipes, of a radiator attachment with horizoQtal slots there-

in, bolts for sejcuring said attachment to the radiator each
provided with a flattened, ^edge-shaped head rigidly se-

cured on its Inner end adapted when turned in one posi-

tion to be Ijuerted between the pipes of a radiator and
when turned Into another position to be vtedged between
two adjacent radiator pipes, and with a nat on the outer
end of the bolt

8 8 6.778. POWER - TRANSMITTING MECHANISM.
ROBEBT H. DrxLAP. U. S, Marine Corps. Piled Dec. 13,

1907. Serial Ne. 406.265. 1

1 -V driving element, a driven element, said elements
havlnjt respectively a pair of parallel plstoas and parallel

oppositely arranged cylinders engaged thereby the front

and rear ends of said cylinders being located at the corre-

sponding ends of the element in which th#y are located,
,

said cylinders having a connecting passage to form a con-
fining space for liquid, said driving element being adapted

I

to cause opposite reciprocation of the pistons In the cyl-

inders, and a valve in said passage.

2. A driving element Including an lncllne4 wheel having
an annular cam track, and a pair of parallel pistons hav-
ing heads engaging said track, a driven element having
cylinders engaged by said pistons, said cylladers having a
connecting passage to form a confining spi»ce for liquids,

and a valve In said passage.

3. A driving shaft having a wheel thereupon provided
with an annular track Inclined to the axis of said shaft,

and parallel pistons having heads engaging said track, a
driven shaft having a head provided with cylinders en-
gaged by said pistons, and a passageway cennectlng said
cylinders, and a valve la said passageway.

4. A driving .shaft having an Inclined \theel provided
'

with an annular inclosed track, and parallel pistons hav-
ing heads engaging said track, a driven skaft having a
head provided with cylinders engaged by said pistons, a
passageway connecting said cylinders, and an oil reservoir
having connection with said passageway, add a valve in
said passageway.

^ A driving element, a driven element, said elements
;

having respectively parallel pistons and parallel oppositely
arranged cylinders engaged thereby the front and rear
ends of said cylinders being located at the corresponding
ends of the element in which they are arranged, said cyl-

inders having a connecting passageway to form a confln
Ing space for liquid, said driving element being adapted to

cause opposite reciprocation of said pistons, and a valve
in said passageway.

886.779. SHOE - FASTENING. William A. DrnsTAS,
Susanvllle. Oreg Filed Feb. 16, 1907. Serial No.
357,706.

The combination with a shoe of the herein described
shoe fastener comprising a series of eyelets secured to the
lower portion of the ankle opening of the shoe and a se-

ries of lacing eyes secured alternately on opposite sides of
said opening above the eyelets, said lacing eyes each com-
prising a ring formed of a single length of wire, crossed
legs extending from said ring and the ends of said legs be-

ing bent downwardly and passed through the shoe upper
and clenched, said rings being disposed at right angles to

the legs, snbstantlally as described.

886,780. BELT. Raymond B. Dwtib, Chicago. 111. Filed
Oct. 18. 1907 Serial No. 397,963.

1 A belt comprising a ring, a flexible band adjustably
and detachably connected adjacent to Its ends to said ring,

and held in connection therewith by the frlctional contact
of the several layers of said band one upon the other at
the point of attachment with the ring.

2. A belt comprising a ring, and a flexible band having
each of its end-portions passed through said ring from the
outer side thereof, thence bent back and passed transversely
across the outer surface of the body of the band, thence
passed through said ring from the inner side thereof, and
finally passed beneath the loop formed by the transversely-
extending portion, for the purpose set forth.

886.781. DUMP-CAR. Heruan B. Earli.vo, Warre.v A.
Parker, and Robert Huohks. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed
Dec. 19, 1907. Serial No. 407,147.

1. The combination with a car having a body centrally
pivoted for lateral dumping movements in either direction,

of guard boards hinged to and depending from the outer
edges of the bottom of said body, and means carried by the
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truck arranged to limit the dumping movement of said car

body and the Inward swinging movement of said guard

board on the lowered side of said car body, whereby the

dumped load of dirt is prevented from running onto the

track, substantially as described.

able from said black surface by the pressure of an edged or

pointed instrument, applied to one of said white leaves,

when said leaf Is in contact with the said coated surface of

the next adjacent leaf of manifolding paper.

3. The improved book for manifold writing herein de-

scribed, consisting of the combination of a plurality of

leaves of thin, white paper, suitable to receive the mark of

a pencil and bound in contact with a plurality of mani-

folding leaves alternately in series, each of which mani-

folding leaves has a black page, coated with a white sub-

stance, which coating is transferable from said manifold-

lug leaf to the next adjacent thin, white leaf above the

same by means of the pressure of said pencil upon said ad-

jacent thin, white leaf.

2. The combination with a car having a body pivoted

for lateral dumping movements, of guard boards hinged to

and depending from the opposite side edges of the bottom

of said body, and deflecting guides secured to the side

frames of the truck of said car and arranged to swing out-

ward and hold the deflecting board on the low.rt-d side of

the box, whereby the dumped load of dirt is prevented from

running onto the track, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a car having a body pivoted

for lateral dumping movements, of guard boards S hinged

to the edges of the opposite sides of the bottom of said

body and provided with bearing lugs 9. of guides in the

form of metal straps 10 having laterally bent ends 11 bolt

ed to the side frames and Journal boxes of the truck of said

car, the guide strips 10 being located for engagement with

said bearing lugs 9 and being arranged to swing and hold

outward the guard board on the dumping side of the car.

substantially as described.

886.783. CORNET OR THE LIKE. Thomas C. Edwakd8,

London. England, assignor to Besson and Company. Lim-

ited, lyondon. England, a Corporation. Filed Apr. 29,

1904. Serial No. 205,454.

886.782. BOOK FOR MANIFOLD WRITING. Walter

E. EASTKKBaooKS, Warwick, R. I., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to himself, and Arnold A. Wilkinson and

Jesse W. Cordery. Providence, R. I. Filed Feb. 1. 190".

Serial No. 355,209.

1. The improved book for manifold writing herein de-

scribed, consisting of the combination of a plurality of

leaves of thin, white paper, bound in alternation with other

leaves of paper, each of which last named leaves is black

on one page and white on the other page, said black page

being coated with a composition detachable from said black

page under pressure and made of an oleaginous material

and a pulverulent substance mixed, spread and calendered

In a substantially uniform mass and thickness upon said

black page.

2. The Improved book for manifold writing herein de

scribed, consisting of the combination of a plurality of

leaves of thin, white paper, bound in alternation with a

plurality of other leaves of manifolding paper, each of

which manifolding leaves has one page thereof provided

with a permanent black surface, which is covered by a

coating of a comparatively soft, white substance, detach-

1. In a cornet or the like, the combination, with three

valve-casings, pistons therein having ports, and a mouth-

pipe and bell-pipe both connected directly with the casing

of the third piston, of tubes connecting said three casings,

ordinary loop tubes carried by the first and second casings

and communicating respectively with said connecting tubes

when the first or second piston is depressed, a return-loop

from the first to the third casing, other tubes connecting

said casings, loop tubes carried by the first and second

casings respectively alternative to the first-named loop

tubes and communicating with said last-named connecting

tubes when said first or second piston Is depressed, the di-

version of the air T^hrough either the first or last named

connecting tubes being determined by the position of the

third piston, and a loop tube leading from the first valve-

casing to the third and controlled by the third piston, and

normally communicating through the first piston with the

last-named connecting tubes.

2. In a comet or the like, the combination, with three

valve-casings, pistons therein having ports, and a mouth-

pipe and bell-pipe both communicating directly with the

casing of the third piston, of lower tubes y v' connecting

the valve-casings, lower loop tubes carried by-the first and

second casings and communicating respectively with said

lower tubes when the first or second of said pistons is de-

pressed, a return-loop e to lead the air from the first to the

third casing after passing through said tubes y y^ and sec-

ond piston in the opposite direction, upper tubes * x^ con-

necting the three wlve-caslngs, upper loop tubes carried

by the f rst and second casings, said upper loop tubes being

respectively alternative to the aforesaid lo-wer loop tubes

and communicating with said tubes * »* when said pistons

are depressed, the diversion of the air througli said upper

tubes X x^ being effected by the depression of the third pis-

ton, and a loop tube leading from the casing of the first

piston to that of the third piston and controlled by the

third piston, and normally in communication through the

first piston with the upper tubes x xK
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886.784. C0IN-REP08IT0EY. Binmo iou Eigkw. New-
ark, N. J,, assignor to Aug. Qoert« A C*.. a Corporation
of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 30, 1907. 8«jrlal No. 366,588.

1. A coin - repository comprising a chambered casing
formed with open ends, a coin- receiving eftd-shell forming
a closure to one of said open ends, an end-shell movably
arranged in the other open end of said <»islng, said end
shell being adapted to be withdrawn from said casing and
means for locking said end-shell In Its closed relation In
the end of the casing, sabstantlally as abd for the pur-
pose set forth.

2. A coin - repository comprising a chambered casing
formed with open-ends, a coin- receiving eQd-shell forming
a closure to one of said open-ends, an end-shell movably
arranged in the other open end of said casing, a connect-
ing device between the said two end-shelln, arranged for
securing the coln-recelving end-shell In a tUed position In
the one open end of the casing, and for permitting the
gliding movement of the other end-shell in the other open
end of said casing, substantially as and ftr the purposes
set forth.

3. A coin - repository comprising a chambered casing
formed with open-ends, a coln-recelving end-shell forming
a closure to one of said open-ends, an end-shell movably
arranged In the other open end of said caslsg,a connecting
device between the said two end-shells, arranged for secur-
ing the coln-recelving end-shell In a fixed position in the
one open end of the casing, and for permitting a sliding
movement of the other end-shell In the otller open end of
said casing, and means connected with said last-mentioned
end-shell for locking said end-shell In Ita closed relation In
said open end of the casing, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

4. A coin - repository comprising a chambered casing
formed with open ends, longitudinally extending aide-plates
within said casing, a coln-recelving end-sbell forming a
closure to one of said open ends, means connected with
said end-shell for permanently securing the shell In a
fixed relation to the one end-portion of «ach slde-plate,
and an end-shell movably arranged in the other open end
of the casing, substantially as and for tlie purposes set
forth.

5. A coin - repository comprising a chambered casing
formed with open ends, longitudinally extending side-
plates, within said casing, a coln-recelving end-shell form-
ing a closure to one of said open ends, means connected
with said end-shell for permanently securing the shell In
a fixed relation to the one end-portion of «ach slde-plate,
and an end-shell In the other open end of the casing, and
means extending from said end-shell and slldably con-
nected with each slde-plate for permitting a sliding move-
ment of said end-shell In the open end of t!be casing, sab-
stantlally as and for the purposes set fortk.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gasette.]

8 8 6.785. BUGGY-TOP SUPPORT. Joab Elms, Co-
manche, Tex. Filed June 6, 1906. Serial No. 320,490.

A buggy top support made of flat metal and consisting
of a substantially straight t)otly portion with the metal
arranged flatwise and having a front portion twisted at
right angles to the body portion and of a sufllclent length
only as to allow the same to form a pivotal connection
with the front bolt of the buggy top, the rear end of the
spring body portion being bent backwards upon itself
forming an S-shaped bend above the rear end of said body
portion, and the metal after forming the S-shaped bend
being bent at a point In advance of the turn of the bottom
loop of the S-shaped bend and directly above the center of
the connecting portion of the two loops so as to throw It

edgewise, and then inclined upwardly and rearwardly and
terminating at the inner side of the bow, and a collar
fastened to the said Inclined end of the support and ar-
ranged to embrace the bow and having overlapped ter-

minals connected together, said collar being arranged with
its front edge in substantially the same plane as the rear
face of the rearwardly extending loop of the S-shaped
b.'nd so as to locate the latter substantially beneath the
point where the buggy top support is subjected to the weight
of the buggy top.

886,786. CLEANING AND POLISHING COMPOSITION.
Sami EL R. Fke. New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 15, 1907.
Serial No. 397,508.

1. The herein described composition of matter consist-
ing of furnace coal ashes, white pipe clay, glycerin and
water.

2. The herein described composition of matter consist-
ing of furnace coal ashes one part, white pipe clay one-
fifth part, glycerin one-fourth part and water one part, sub-
stantially as described.

886.787. NUT-LOCK. Ralph H. Fishkr. Pittsburg. Pa.
Filed Dec. 11. 1906 Serial No .UT.'.'s.^

— /<"

The combination with a bolt having a screw threaded
portion of two different diameti 9, the threads upon that
portion of smaller diameter extending in an opposite di-

rection with respect to the threads of that portion of
larger diameter, of a main nut mounted upon that por-
tion of larger diameter and having Its outer face formed
with a radially extending notch, a follower nut mounted
upon that portion of smaller diameter and overlapping
the portion of larger diameter, said follower nut having its

Inner face formed with a pair of notches, and a split
washer having Its terminals provided with rectangular
lugs extending In an opposite direction with respect to
each other, one of said lugs adapted to engage In the
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notch of the main nut and the other of said lugs adapted

to engage in one of the notches of the follower nut. each

of the terminals of said washer being reduced whereby

the reduced portions of said washer will normally contact

with the faces of the nut.

886,788. COURSE AND LOG RECORDER. Throuore M.

F<X)TK, Allston, Mass. Filed Aug. 11, 1906. Serial No.

330,110.

ver having a central opening therethrough for the spindle

iKJister, and an opening for the knee brake lever post,

luul a downwardly extending engaging end, and a weighted

end. and a leather washer supported on the upper surface

of Buid knee brake lever and surrounding the bolster, and

adapted to engage the lower surface of said whirl, of a

knee brake lever post extending loosely through said open-

ing In said knee brake lever, a bub loosely mounted on said

post to rotate thereon, and having a friction finger thereon

adapted to extend over the upper surface of said whirl,

a screw or liolt holding said hub on said post, an expansion

spring extending within said hub and acting to hold said

hub and finger in a raised position.

1. The combination with a rotating indicator and a cir-

cuit making and breaking member carried thereby, of an-

other circuit making and breaking member mounted to ro-

tate concentrically with said indicator, and means for re-

ciprocating the last said member toward and away from

the member carried by the Indicator transverse of the

plane of rotation thereof.

2. Means for recording the Buccesslve positions of a

compass needle, including a circuit controller having a part

mounted to rotate with re8{)ect to said compass needle

and arranged to be moved toward and away from the

compass nee<lle in a direction transverse of the plane of

movement of the needle, and a part carried by the needle

with which said first named part Intermittently engages

when so moved.

3. The combination with a rotating indicator and a clr

cult making and breaking member carried thereby, of an-

other circuit making and breaking member mounted con

centrlcally with said indicator, and means rotatlvely

mounted with respect to the last said member for reclpro

eating the last said meml)er toward and away from the

first said member in a direction transverse of the plane of

rotation thereof.

4. Means for recording the successive positions of a

compass needle including a circuit controller having a part

mounted to rotate with respect to said compass needle and

arranged to be moved toward and away from the compass

needle In a direction transverse of the plane of movement

of the needle, a part carried by the needle with which

aald first named part Intermittently engages when so

moved, and a recording device under the control of the

said circuit controller.

5. Means for recording the successive positions of a

needle or pointer Including a circuit controller comprising

a part having movements of nutation with respect thereto,

transverse of the plane of movement of said needle or

pointer.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,789. SPINDLE. Charles S. Foster. Pawtucket.

R. I., assignor to Fales & Jenks Machine Company, Paw-

tucket, R. I., a Corporation. Filed Mar. 1, 1906. Serial

No. 303,623.

1. The combination with a spindle supporting case or

bolster, a spindle having a whirl thereon, a knee brake le-

2. The combination with a spindle supporting case or

bolster, a spindle having a whirl thereon, a knee brake le-

ver having a central opening therethrough for the spindle

bolster, and an opening for the knee brake lever post, and

a downwardly ex-tendIng engaging end. and a weighted

end, and a leather washer supported on the upper surface

of said knee brake lever and surrounding the bolster, and

adapted to engage the lower surface of said whirl, of a

knee brake lever post extending loosely through said open-

ing in said knee brake lever, a hub loosely mounted on said

post to rotate thereon, and having a friction finger thereon

adapted to extend over the upper surface of said whirl, a

screw or bolt holding said hub on said post, an expansion

spring extending within said hub and acting to hold said

hub and finger In a raised position, and said hub having

its upper end recessed to receive the head of said screw

or iKjlt. and provided with an engaging surface to engage

an engaging surface on said screw or bolt, to hold said

hub and finger, and prevent rotary movement thereof.

3. The combination with a spindle supporting case or

bolster, of a knee brake lever, having a central opening

therethrough for the bolster, and an elongated opening

therethrough for the passage of the friction finger, and

said friction finger, having a hub loosely mounted on a sta-

tionary support, and adapted to have a rotary movement,

and l>e moved over the upper surface of said whirl, and

out of the path of said whirl, and a screw or bolt for hold

Ing the hub of said finger, an expansion spring encircling

said screw or bolt within said hub, and the head of said

screw or t>olt engaging the upper surface of said hub. to

hold the finger In an operative or inoperative position.

4. The combination with a spindle 8.jpporting case, nnd

a spindle haying a whirl thereon, of a finger adapted to

extend over said whirl and having a hub. a post on which

said hub Is loosely mounted, a screw for holding the hub

and having a head with a flat surface to engage the

upper end of the hub. a spring acting to raise the hub

and cause It to engage said screw head, to lock said finger

in operative position.
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886.790 EAR - STOPPLE.
Ohio. Filed July 3. 1907

Gborgb B. Pbank.
Serial No. 382.097.

Toledo.

1 As an article of manufacture, an ear stopple 'om-
prlslntj a hollow central portion open at Che outer end and
having a thin diaphragm over its Inner tnd.

2. As tin article of manufacture, an ear stopple com-
prising a hollow central portion open at the outer end, and
enlarged and closed at the Inner end by means of a thin,

oscillating dlapbriigm.

3. As an article of manufacture, an ear stopple havln?
a hollow compressible central portion open at the outer

end and provided with a thin, flexible rim at the outer end.

and having a thin, flexible diaphragm o»er ita inner end
4. .\s an article of manufacture, an ear stopple having

a hoHow compressible central portion open at the outer
end and provided with a thin, flexible rim at the outer end,

and having a thin, flexible diaphragm over its Inner end,
said rim and diaphragm disposed at an angle to each other.

886.791 .soAI' ANCHOR, Geobgb W. Gaines, Omaha.
Nebr Filed Apr. 6, 1907. Serial No. B66.S1'5

/'

1. A soap anthor comprising a series of colls, an at-

taching loop at one end thereof, and a central longitudinal

bar forming the terminal ends of the wlr« strand of which
the anchor Is composed.

2. A soap anchor made from a single strand of wire and
comprising an attaching loop, a series of colls, and n cen-

tral longitudinal bar extending Inside the colls, .said bar
being composed of the two terminal e«ds of the wire
strand.

3. A suap anchor comprising an attaching loop, said loop
being brought together and one of the strands forming the
same being wrapped around a straight bar member and
from thence colled around said member tt some dl.stance

therefrom, and the opposite end of the wife being extended
from the opposite end of the anchor Inward and 8ecure<l to

the first mentioned bar intermediate the colls, substan-
tially as described.

4. A soap anchor made from a singla strand of wire
and comprising an attaching loop, a serUs of colls and a

central longitudinal bar extending Insldt the colls, said

bar comprising the terminal ends of the wire strands, and
said two ends being secured together for the purpose de-

scribed.

886,792. SHOE LACE FASTENEH. RosBLL Gatton,
Denver, Ind. Filed June 25, 1907. Serial No. 380,770.
A shoe-lace fastener comprising a slnfle piece of wire

|

having its middle portion colled into a helical tonlonal '

spring and Its extremities bent into rectangular flat jaws,
'

each Jaw consisting of parallel portions disposed at right
i

angles to the coiled portion and extending from the ends i

thereof, and a connecting portion between the parallel por-

tions and disposed parallel with the spring, the extremities

of the w^lre being formed into eyes disposed at opposite ends

of the coll ; and a straight bar passing through and of

greater length than the coll and having its ends forine<l

Into eyes engaged In the eyes of the said wire, in combina-

tion with a piece of fabric covering both jaws and spring

and secured only to the Jaws.

886.793 TICKET SEPARATING AND COUNTING MA-
CHINE. W.^LTKR .V GiBBs. Newark. Ohio Filed Jan.

14, 1907. Serial No. 3r.2.271.

1. A machine for separating tickets, etc . having In

combination a ticket holder, means for engaging and re-

moving tickets from the holder, means for engaging and
transferring the tickets from the removing means and
means for preventing the transfer.

2. A machine for separating tickets, etc , having in

combination a ticket holder, means for engaging and re

moving tickets from the holder, mechanism for engaging

and transferring tickets of one class or kind from the

engaging and removing means, and separate mechanism
for removing tickets of another class or kind from the re-

moving means.

3. A machine for separating tickets, etc., having in

combination a ticket holder, means for removing tickets

from the holder, a plurality of sets of ticket gripping Jaws
and means for simultaneously shifting both sets of Jaws
but in opposite direction.

4 A machine for separating tickets, etc. baring in

combination a ticket holder, means for removing tickets

from the holder, a plurality of ticket transferring mech
anlsms, means for simultaneously shifting said mechan
isms but In opposite directions and counting mechanisms
operated by the transfer mechanisms.

5. In a machine for separating tickets, etc.. the com
binatlon of a ticket holder, a nozzle having a number of

inlet openings arranged so as to be out of alinement with

the holes In the ticket and an exhaast apparatus con-

nected to said nozzle and means for reciprocating the

noszle.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed In the Gazette.J
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886,794. FISH-HOOK. Edward L. Gilmorb, Youngs-
town, Ohio, assignor of one-half to David F. .Anderson.

Youngstown, Ohio. Filed Jan. 4. 1908. Serial No
409,296.

1. .\ fishing device comprising. In combination, a plu-

rality of spring actuated hooks disposed for operation In

a certain plane, the shanks of the hooks being normally

straight and terminating In bends to form the hooka

proper and having their points directed outwardly from

each othfr, and a pointed trigger disposed in a plane at

an angle to the aforesaid plane, the point of the trigger

being adapted to enter the aforesaid bends of the hooka

to hold the hooks in set position against the tension of

their springs

2. A fishing device comprising, in combination, a plu-

rality of cooperating hooks having flexible elastic stems

forming in one position substantially an ellipse, the backs

of the hooks being adjacent to each other at one end of

the ellipse when in said position, and a trigger baving

a locking point to engage the hooks to hold them In set

position, said point being disengaged from the hooks upon
elongation of the ellipse to permit them to spring out-

wardly.

3. The herelndescrlbed fishing device comprising the

combination of an artificial minnow having a tall piece,

a plurality of hooks, and a trigger having a point to hold

the said hooks in locked position, said tail piece prevent

Ing lateral movement of the hooks and thereby cooperating

with the trigger to facilitate release of the hooks when the

device is engaged by a flsh.

4. In combination, a fish hook having a flexible spring

stem, a guard secured to said stem intermediate of its

ends, and means to hold the hook In such position rela-

tively to the guard that the latter will normally protect

the point of the hook from outside interference

5. In combination, a flsh hook and a guard member
therefor, said hook and member being capable of occupy-

ing different relative positions, said guard member serving

in one position as a weed guard and in another [>o8ition

as a barb.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,795. HOLDER FOR LAINDRIED SHIRTS. Nathan
J. <;ooDMAN, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Simplex Self

Holding Carton Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation

of Missouri. Filed July 11. 1907. Serial No. 383,337.

1. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a pair of card-

board strips plvotally connected at points Intermediate

their ends, and ductile clips carried by the ends of said

strips.

2. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a pair of mem-
bers plvotally connected to one another at a point inter-

mediate their ends, and shirt engaging clips arranged on

the ends of said members
3. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a pair of mem-

bers plvotally connected to one another in such a manner
as that the ends of said members move uniformly to and
from on<' another when the holder is adjusted for use. and
means carried by the ends of the members for engaging

the shirt when the holder is in use.

886,796. LAUNDRIED - SHIRT HOLDER. Nathan J

Goodman, St. Louis. Mo . assignor to Simplex Self Hold-

ing Carton Company. St. Ixjuis. Mo,, a Corporation of

Missouri. Filed Dec. 13. 1907. Serial No. 40C.283.

1. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a back section,

a flexible front section of greater length and having its

ends attached to said back section, and a ductile strip

transversely disposed upon the flexible section.

2. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a back section,

a flexible front section of greater length and" having Its

ends attached to said back section, a ductile strip trans-

versely disposed upon the flexible section, and there being

an opening in one end of the flexible section.

3. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a back section,

a flexible front section of greater length and having its

ends secured to the ends of said back section, means se-

cured to the flexible section for taking up the excess

length of said flexible section, and the ends of which

means are adapted to be clamped beneath the base section.

4. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a base, a pair

of flexible sections having their outer ends secured to the

ends of the base, and a ductile strip uniting the inner ends

of the flexible sections.

5. A laundrled shirt holder, comprising a base, a pair

of flexible sections having their outer ends secured to the

ends of the base, a ductile strip uniting the inner ends of

the flexible sections, and there being an opening formed

in one end of the flexible sections.

886.797. PISH - SCREEN. Elsie H. Grant, Amethyst.

Colo., administratrix of John R. Grant, deceased.

Filed Mar. 26. 1907. Serial No. 364.564.

1. A rotary fish screen having a screen body whose
lateral edges are free, and a screen pit flanked by arc-

shaped guides which receive the free lateral edges of the

screen body.

2. A rotary flsh screen having a screen body, pivoted

paddles within the screen body and having their inner

ends free, and a ratcheted abutment located within the
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screen whose teeth the free enda of the padflles are adapt-

ed to engage.

3 A rotary flsh screen having a screen body and pivoted

swinging paddles located Inside of said screen body.

4. A rotary flsh screen having a screen body, pivoted

paddles within the screen Iwdy and havlsg their Inner

ends free, and an abutment for the free ends of the pad-

dles to bear against.

5. A rotary rtah srn'pn composed of a rotatory support,

and a relatively lar«*> number of rods secured to said rota-

tory support and disposed transversely thereof In close

association with each other.

[Claim <? not printed in (he Gazette.!

88e,T98. FIRE HOSE BRIDGE. ROBiRt C. GaoH. 8t.

Paul, Minn . as.siirnor of one-third to Frank Selfert and

one third to Sidney H. Beeves, St. Paul, Minn. Filed

Nov 11. 1907. Serial No. 401,603. .

1. In a hose bridge of the class descrlbe^l the combina-

tion with a pair of bridge rails each constating of a plu-

rality of hin;;td memb»"r9, anchoring means for said bridge

rails, tie rods, and means detachably conneetlng said rods

and bridge rail.s upon opposite sides of the connecting

hinges of said members.

2. \ hose bridge of the class described comprising a

pair of bridge rails, each rail consisting of a plurality of

hinged members, anchoring means for said rails, tie rods

formed with branching ends, and sockets ujon said bridge

members ilpon opposite sides of their hl»ge connection

for receiving the ends of said tie rods.

3. A hose bridge of the class described comprising a

pair of bridge rails each consisting of hinged members,

downwardly extending anchoring fingers upon the inner

faces of said rails, tie rods having branching hooked

ends and sockets upon the inner faces of Che members of

said bridge rails for receiving the ends of said tie rods,

for the purpose set forth.

886,799 SWING. William T. Grmn, Norlolk, Va. Filed

Sept. 27. 1905 Serial No. 280.292.

1. In a swing, in combination, a swing platform, swing-

ing supports therefor, said platform detacbably resting on

said supports, a pair of chairs mounted o» the platform,

bottom longitudinal rockers fixed to said platform and

adapted to support the same when removed from said sup-

ports, said platform and rockers being transversely di-

vided Into two approximately similar sections, each pro-

vided with a chair and rockers, and me'lffs normally se-

curing said sections rigidly together, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a lawn swing, in combination, a frame swinging

supports, a horiiontally disposed swing platform extend-

ing between and carried by said supports and at Its end

portions removably resting thereon, wherehiy said platform

can be removed from said supports and from said frame,

said platform formed In two transverse sections meeting

and detachably secured together between said supports,

chairs secured on said platform at the end portions there-

of, respectively, and normally Inoperative supporting de-

vices for said platform sections adapted to separately up-

hold the same when removed from said swinging supports,

substantially as described.

3. In combination, in a swing, a supporting frame, a

pair of depending (J-sbaped swinging bails carried thereby,

a swing platform removably resting on and extending be-

tween said bails and comprising a rectangular frame hav-

ing a depressed floor and vertically disposed side and end

boards projecting vertically above said floor, said frame in

length being less than the dlstanpe between the bails and

In width being less than the length of the horizontal bot-

tom cross bar of each ball, said platform being provided

with end longitudinally projecting bars extending through

said balls and cross bars carried by and projecting later-

ally beyond said bars to form stops to engage the vertical

legs of the bails and having open bearing blocks resting

on the bottom cross bars of the bails, chairs arranged at

the ends of the floor inclosed by said vertically disposed

boards and secured thereto, longitudinally arranged folding

rockers arranged at the under side of said platform, said

platform and rockers being transversely divided to form

two separable sections each having a chair and rockers,

and means detachably locking said sections together to

form one swing and "rocker platform.

4. In a lawn swing, in combination, a supporting frame,

swinging balls carried thereby, a rectangular swing plat-

form comprising longitudinal bars, said platform having

comer extensions carried by said bars and removably

resting on said bails, whereby the platform is normally

supported in a horizontal position by said bails and where-

by the platform can be lifted from said balls and removed

from said frame, chairs mounted on said platforpi. and
longitudinal rockers located at the under side of said plat-

form and along their upper longitudinal edges hinged to

said longitudinal bars between said corner extensions and

normally arranged In inoperative position with respect

to the platform, whereby when the platform is removed

from the balls it can rest on said rockers.

5. A swing platform provided with chairs and with a

pair of fixed longitudinal bars, and a pair of longitudinally

arranged Inwardly folding rockers, along their upper edges

hinged to said bars to rest longitudinally against the

same, and means for holding the same in operative and In

folded or Inoperative position beneath the platform and

between said bars, substantially as described.

[Claims 8 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.800. ATTACHMENT FOR DIRT PUSH CARS. JOHN
W Gribbs, Shenandoah. Va. Filed Oct. 4, 1907. Se-

rial No. S9.'5,S76.

Aa. II ^ I
j-«,——»^

1. The combination with the car having end projec-

tions, and a tilting hopper mounted thereon, of a frame

supported on the projections at each end of the car, said

frames each comprising upper and lower parallel horizon-

tal bars connected together by bolts and spaced apart by

vertical bars, said vertical bars being notched to receive

the projections of the car, said horizontal bars having

their ends beveled In the same direction, inclined bars

provided near their ends with longitudinal slots, bolt*

traversing the slots and the ends of the horizontal bars

! 'Ill
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for adjustably securing said bars together, said Inclined

bars being provided with catches at their lower ends, and

a deflecting board adapted to rest on the inclined bars on

the side toward which the hopper is adapted to tilt.

2. The combination with the car having end projec-

tions, and the tilting hopper mounted thereon, of a frame

supported on the projections at each end of the car, said

frames each comprising parallel horizontal bars, bars in-

clining outwardly and downwardly connected with the

ends of the horizontal bars, said inclined Bars being pro-

vided on their lower ends with catches, and a deflecting

board adapted to rest on the Inclined bars on the side of

the car toward which the hopper tilts.

3. The combination with the car and the tilting hopper

mounted thereon, of a frame supported at each end of the

car, the sides of said frames inclining downwardly and
outwardly from the car, and a deflecting board adapted

to rest on said inclined sides on the side of the car toward
which the hopper tilts.

4. The combination with the car having the tilting hop

per mounted tliereon, of a deflecting l>oard, and m^ans in

connection with the car for supporting said deflecting

board In an Inclined position at the side of the car toward
which the hopper tilts.

5. The combination with the car having a tilting hopper

supported thereon, of a deflecting board comprising super-

Imposed .s«'ctions. one of said sections being provided with

transverse slots at its ends, bolts traversing the slots

and the other section for adjustably securing said sections

together, and means detachably connected with the ends
of the car for supporting said deflecting board in an in-

clined position on either side of the car.

[(.'laim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

886,801. CUSHION SHOE SOLE. Eva E. Harmon, Den-

ver, Colo. Filed July 18, 19^6. Serial No 328,740.

<5 ^^ ^ ^ ^
As an Improved article of manufacture, a shoe having

an Insert comprising a body portion of elastic material

with irregularly disposed cells, a heel portion of greater

thickness ftian the body portion with a slanting portion

at the junction of the heel and body portions, said slant-

ing portion being In opposite directions and extended to-

ward the toe of the Insert, the longer side of the slanting

portion being toward the front of the shoe with the apex
to the rear of the center of the shoe, and an outer cover-

ing secured to the under side of said insert and having op-

positely slanted portion conforming to the slanted portion

of the body and heel portion.

rollers at the opposite end of said frame ; of rearwardly ex-

tending t>eamB secured to said cross head, means to con-

trol the swinging movement of said beams, auxiliary

frames plvotally secured to said beams and disks carried

by said auxiliary beams adapted to loosen the soli and
move the same laterally.

2. In a grader of the class described, the combination

with a frame and a cross bead at one end of said frame,

of beams pivotally secured to said cross head, auxiliary

frames pivotally secured to one end of said beams, means
to adjust the angle of said auxiliary framess, a supporting

bar for said auxiliary frames and means candied by the

auxiliary frames to engage the soli and move the same
laterally.

3. in a grader of the class described, the combination

with a frame having a cross head at one end thereof : of

a pair of beams pivoted at one end to the ends of the

cross head, auxiliary frames pivotally secured to the op-

posite ends of the beams, means to adjust the angle of the

auxiliary frames, a supporting bar. means to movably at-

tach the auxiliary frames to the bar and disks carried by

said auxiliary frames.

4. in a grader of the class described, the combination

with a frame having a cross head at one end thereof ; of a

pair of beams pivotally secured at one end to the cross

head, auxiliary frames pivotally secured to the opposite

ends of the beams, disks on said auxiliary frames, means

to adju.st the angle of the auxiliary frames, a bar above

said auxiliary frames, means to movably secure the

frames to said bar, cables attached to said beams and
means to wind said cables, whereby the cables will

be lengthened and the beams swung away from the frame

or the cables shortened and the beams moved toward the

frame.

fi In a grader of the class described, the combination

with a frame : of a beam at each side of the frame, means
to pivotally secure the beam to the frame, auxiliary

frames carried by the opposite ends of the beams, means
to adjust the angle of the auxiliary frames, disks carried

by said auxiliary frames at varying heights, and means
to rai!«e and lower said disks.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,802. ROAD-GRADER. Jambs T. Hatnbs and Hjcr-

BEET B. Wkbb, Keenes, 111. tiled Jan. 4, 1908. Serial

No. 409,308.

1. In a grader of the class described, the combination
with a frame, a cross head at one end of said frame and

886.803. NON-REFILLABLE BOTTLE. John F. Hedge,
Leicester. Mass. Filed Oct. 15, 1907. Serial No. 397.524.

1. A guard device for a receptacle comprising a guard
member adapted to be secured in the neck of the recepta-

cle and provided with two walls in its upper part spaced
apart, said walls having perforations therethrough out
of registration with each other.

2. A guard device for a receptacle comprising a guard
member adapted to be secured in the neck of the receptacle

and having In Its upper part two walls spaced apart, and
having staggered perforations therethrough, the outer wall

being convex at the top and substantially filling the neck
of the receptacle.

3. A guard member for a receptacle comprising a solid

glass ring and two walls spaced apart Integral with said

ring and extending upwardly therefrom, said walls bav-
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Ing staggered perforations therethrough, atid the outer of

said walls -lurroundlng the Inner and being of subetan-

tlally the sara*- mailmum diameter as the diameter of the

ring.

4 The combination with a rpceptacle having a neck and

a ledgp adjacent ro said neck having a penrforatlon there-

through provided with a valve seat, of a ^Ive adapted to

tit said seat, and a guard ai.>mher secured in the neck of

said receptacle above said valve and having two walls

spaced apart and substantially filling thie neck of said

receptacle. ^nUi walls being perforated.

5. The combiuatlon with a receptacle having an In-

wardly extendintj ledge adjacent to the neck thereof and

provided with a valve seat, of a valve Sttlng said seat

and having a straight sgring with one end embedded

therein and the other extending therefron, and a guard

member adapted to be fixed in the neck of the receptacle

so as to rest on the end of the spring and secure It In po-

sition, said iruarrl member having two walls In its upper

part spaced aparr, said wall.s having perforations there-

through out of registration with each otber and the bot-

tom of said guard member being solid wfcere It rests on

Mid iprlng.

[Claims 6 and T nor printed in the Gazette.]

ondarj levers, other leverB located In advance of the me-

ondary levera. in rear of the front evener beam, and on op-

posite sides of the split cable, whlffletrees connected to tha

8 8 6 . S 4 M.^RKING IiEVirE. RAYMpyp L. Hbbmak,

New York. N. Y., assignor to Hall-Borchert Press Form

Co., New York, N. T., a Corporation of New .Jersey

Filed Apr 20. IfMiT Serial No. r?89.2r..1.

1 A marking device comprising a handle, a rotary marker

journaled therein to turn about a transverse ails, a socket

secured to said handle, the axis of said socket Intersect-

ing the rotary marker but passing at a distance from

the marker's center, a marking substance In said socket

adapted to engage the periphery of the said rotary marker,

and a cap for chasing the outer end of said socket.

2. \ marking device comprising a handle, a rotary marker

journaled therein, a soclret secured to said handle, the

axis of said socket Intersecting the rotary marker but

passing at a distance from the marker's center, and a

marking substance in said socket adapted to engage the

periphery of the rotary marker

r?. A marking device comprising a handle, a rotary marker

journaled therein, an elastic socket secured to said han-

dle, the axis of said socket Intersecting the rotary marker

but passing at a distance from the marker's center, and a

marking substance held In said socket.

886.805 DRAFT-EQl'ALIZER. Alfred Hi.vEa, Wasco.

Oreg. Filed r>ec. 31. 1907. Serial No. 408,720.

In a draft equalizer, the combination with a front evener

b^am and a rear evener beam, of a plurality of levers ful-

crumed between their ends to the ends of the front evener

beam and the ends of the rear evener beatn, a plurality of

sets of whlfBetrees connected to the Inner and outer ends

of the levers of the front evener beam, n split cable con-

nected to the front evener beam and to the inner ends of

the levers of the rear evener beam, secondary evener beams

pivoted to the outer ends of the levers of the rear eveuer

beam on opposite sides of the split cable, secondary leveis

fulcrumed between their ends to the ends of the secondary

evener beams and respectively having ^rms of different

lengths, whlffletrees connected to the outer ends of the sec-
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curing the conductors to the reapectlte aections, said
means serrlng to secure the sections togother and support
the strip of Insulation therebetween.

fr

3. A plug for extension circuits comilrlsing duplicate
sections of 8«?mlcylindrlcal form in section, means for se-

curing the sections together, a strip of insulation disposed
lengthwise between the sections, an exten»lon provided on
each section, a right angle groove formefl in the section

to receive the appropriately formed terminal of the con-

ductor, and means for securing said conductors within
the grooves.

4. .\ plug for extension circuits comprising duplicate
sections of semlcylindrlcal form In section, means for se-

curing the sections together, a strip of Insulation disposed
lengthwise between the sections, an extEnslon provided
on each section, a right angle groove formed In the sec-

tion to receive the appropriately formed terminal of the
conductor, and a sleeve designed to removably engage the
extension and bind the conductors in the respective
grooves.

5. A plug for extension circuits comprising duplicate
sections of semlcylindrlcal form in sectioo. means for se-

curing the sections together, a strip of insulation disposed
lengthwise between the sections, an extension provided on
each section, a right angle groove formed In the section
to receive the appropriately formed terminal of the con-
ductor, and a sleeve designed to removably engage the ex-

tension and bind the conductors In the respective grooves,
said sleeve being of greater length than fSbe extension to

provide an insulated housing for a portion of the conduc-
tors beyond the extension.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.812. L.A.THE-CHrCK. John M. Jippbbson. Dallaa,
Tex., assignor of one-sixth to Charles P. Dawson, one-
sixth to Gilbert H. Irish, and one-slxtlj to William H.
Jones, Dallas, Tex. filed Aug. 2, 1907. Serial No.
386,808.

1. The combination with a head chuck formed with an
annular projection, of a tall chuck, and a member sup-
ported by the tall chuck and adapted to rotate th«reon,
said member being formed with a work-r«celTlng projec-
tion adapted to enter the annular projection of the head
chuck.

2. The combination of the head and tail chucks respec-
tively adapted to be applied to rotating a«d non-rotatlag
uembera of a lathe and constnicted to claitp a work piece
between them ; the Ull chack l>jing constructed with a
cylindrical projection extending beyond it« face and pro-
vided with a rotating work sapportlng part rotatably
mounted on said projection and bearing against the face
of the tall chuck, and constructed with a psojectlon adapt-

ed to extend through the work piece and support the same
and with a clamping face adapted to bear against the
face of the work piece and clamp It against the head
chuck.

.3. The combination of a driving spindle carrying a
head chuck formed with an annular projection, a holding
spindle carrying a tail chuck constructed with a cylin-
drical projection, a rotary member mounted upon the pro-
jection of the tall chuck through the medium of anti-
friction bearings and constructed with a cylindrical work
receiving seat adapted to pass within the annular pro-
jection on the head chuck and also with a face cofiperating
with said annular projection to clamp the work, and a
holding ring upon the end of the tall chuck projection
holding the rotary member thereon.

4. The combination of a driving spindle having one end
screw threaded, a head chuck having an internally screw
threaded socket fitted to the screw threaded end of the
driving spindle and formed with an annular projection, a
tall chuck spindle having one end screw threaded, a tall
chuck having an Internally screw threaded socket fitted
on the screw threaded end of the latter spindle and also
having a cylindrical projection, a ring member turning
freely upon the cylindrical projection and formed with
an annular work receiving seat upon which the work may
be clamped by the annular projection on the head chuck,
and a holding ring surrounding the cylindrical projection
on the tall chuck and holding the ring member on said
cylindrical projection.

886,813. PLASTERING MATERIAL. David R. Jonbs.
Atchison. Kans. Filed May 9. 1906. Serial No. 315.956.

An article of manufacture comprising blocks formed
of alternate layers of plastic material and reinforcing
strips of fabric, said fabric being molded between layers
of plastic material while said material is In a green state,
said blocks being stepped at opposite edges and having
one of said strips of fabric so disposed between said
layers of plastic material that it will cover the inner
faces of said stepped portions.

888.814. TAPE-MEASURE. Sheppard D Jobdan. Dil-

lon, 8. C. Flle<] Feb. 26. 1907. Serial No. 359,382.

1. A tape measure to be included In a roll of fabric
and bearing on its face a series of yard Indicating

numerals, said measure also bearing on Its face a special

price list between each two of the yard numerals, with
prices calculated for the particular yard numeral which
the special price list follows.

2. A tape measure to be included In a roll of fabric and
bearing on its face a serlea of yard Indicating numerals,
said measure also bearing on its face a special price list

between each two of the yard numerals, with prices cal-

culated for the particular yard numeral which the special

price list follows, said special list indicating the cost of
the particular number of yards at varying amounts per
yard and fractions of said amounts, said measure bearing
on its rear face a general price list of a series of pro-

gressive numbers of yards of material at progressive
amounts per yard.
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886,816. GHEEN DYE AND PROCESS OF MAKING
SAME. Pacl Jdlids, Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhine, Ger-

many, assignor to Badlsche Anilin & Soda Fabrlk, Lnd-
wlgahafen-on-the-Rhine, Germany, a Corporation of

Germany. Filed Feb. 21, 1907. SerUl No. 368,637.

1. The process of producing coloring matter of the trl-

phenylmetbane series by condensing a hereinbefore de-

fined dlnltro-dlphenylamln-dlsulfonic acid compound with

an alkylated diamldobenzhydrol and oxidlElng the result-

ing leuco compound.

2. The process of producing coloring matter of the trl-

phenylmethane series by condensing 2.6-dlnltrodlphenyl-

amln-4.3'-dlsulfonlc acid with tetramethyldlamldldobeni-

hydrol and oxidiiing the resulting leuco compound.

3. As new articles of manufacture trlphenylmethane

coloring matters containing nitro groups, which dye wool

from an add bath full green shades and whose aqueous

solutions are green and turn violet-blue upon the addition

of caustic alkali in the cold.

4. As a new article of manufacture the trlphenylmeth-

ane coloring matter which dyes wool from an acid bath full

green shades and whose aqueous solution is green and

turns violet blue upon the addition of caustic alkali in the

cold and which in the form of its sodium salt possesses

a composition corresponding to the formula

C»n«0,oNBS,Na.

888.816. RAILROAD -GATE. William H. Kahn, Mllo.

Ohio. Filed July 11, 1907. Serial No. 383,206.

The combination with track rails, a gate post, a gate

pivoted thereto and a counterbalance weight carried by

said gate, of a rock-shaft mounted adjacent one of said

rails, a fast vertical arm carried thereby and projecting in

the path of the car wheels, a slldable rod, operative con-

nection between said shaft and said rod for moving the lat-

ter from the former, operative connections between said

rod and said gate, a pivoted dog formed to engage said rod

at the termination of Its operative movement, means for

engaging said dog with said rod, an arm pivoted adjacent

said rail at a distance from said gate and normally-dis-

posed in the path of the car wheels and a connection be-

tween said arm and said dog.

886.817. MICROMETER - GAGE. CHA.aLKS A. Kklley,

Spring Lake, Mich. Filed June 20, 1907. Serial No.

379,906.

1. The Improved micrometer caliper comprising a U
frame, an internally threaded sleeve fixed in one end of

said frame, a micrometer screw adapted for adjustment in

said sleeve, a thimble rigidly counected with the screw and
adjustable rotatably on the sleeve, the sleeve having grad-

oatlons in 64ths of an inch extended along the base line,

and a thimble having axial lines dividing it into regular

dreumferentlal spaces, and a series of corresponding rows
of namerals for all the said lines saving the base or sero

line, sach nnmerals indicating fractional parts of an Inch

In d4ths so that when the thimble is rotated and the screw

134 O. G.—11

adjusted for certain measurements, an accurate indication

thereof may be instantly read on the thimble on the axial

line thereof, which then coincides with the base line <^ of

the sleeve, as shown and described.

2. The improved micrometer caliper, comprising a U
frame, a sleeve graduated in 64ths of an inch and fixed in

one end of aaid frame, a micrometer screw adjustable In

said sleeve, and a thimble Integral with the screw and
adapted to receive the sleeve, the thimble being provided
with longitudinal lines and rows of numerals extending
along said lines, the numerals of each row advancing pro-

gressively from left to right and indicating fractional por-

tions of the scale on the sleeve, as described.

8 8 6.818. BOTTLE-PACKING. Benjamin Kochb, St
Louis. Mo. Filed Apr. 29. 1907. Serial No. 371,013.

1. A bottle packing comprising a pair of sections of

sheet material, each section having right angle side wall

members provided with a bottom member extending to the

right angle side wall members of the other section ; the

side edges of the angle wall members abutting against each
other and the bottom members overlapping so as to pro-

vide a double bottom.

2. A bottle packing comprising a pair of sections of

sheet material each section having right angle side wall

members provided with a bottom member extending to the

right angle side wall members of the other section and cir-

cular convexo-concave beads in the 'right angle side wall

members and in the bottom members, the convexities of the

beads of the inner bottom member fitting in the concavities

of the beads of the outer bottom member.

886.819. FILTERING -FAUCET. Jacob Koehlkr. New
York, N. Y. Filed July 16, 1907. Serial No. 384,067.

I

A fliterlng-faucet comprising a barrel having a discharge-

spout leading downwardly therefrom near one end, a body
of filtering material contained in said barrel, a cap thread-

ed Into the discbarge-end of said barrel, a plurality of posts

extending inwardly from said cap near Its rim, asd a
strainer mounted on said posts and holding the filtering

material in place, the space between said cap and said

strainer being unobstructed except for said posts and in

direct commonicatlon with said discharge-spout.

8 8 6,820. THRBAD-LAyiNG DEVICE FOR BOOK-
STITCHINO MACHINES. Fbisd&ich Kdolss, Prauen-
feld, Switzerland,' aasignw to The Firm of Aetlengesell-

schaft vormals F. Martini ft Co., Frauenfeld, Switser-

land. Filed Get. 6, 1903. Serial No. 176,942.

1. In a book stitching machine, the combination with

the needles, of thread-laying means embodying a thread
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support and loop-engaKtnK hook movabie longitudinally

and laterally, the oontlnulty of surface between the hook

and support being Interrupted to provide «n Intermediate

.' !n a book stitching machine, the combination with

eyed nnd hooked needles, of thread laying means embody
Ing a longitudinally and laterally movable support and

loop engaging hook provided with a groovf to receive the

hooked needle.

3. In a book stitching machine, the cotnblnation with

eyed and hooked nee lies, of thread laying means embody
Ing a longitudinally and laterally movable support and
loop engaging hook provided with a groovt to receive the

hooked needle and with a beveled hooked needle deflecting

surface.

4. In a book stitching machine, the combination with

eyed and hooked needles, of thread laying means embodying
a support and a loop engaging hook provided with a

eroove to receive the hooked needle and a longitudinally

and laterally movable bar to which the thread laying

means Is secured.

o. In a book stitching machine, the coqibinatlon, with

eyed and hooked needles, of a thread laying device embody-
ing a combined support and loop-engaging hook, and means
for oscillating the thread laying device to engage the

needle with one limb of a thread loop opposite a point

midway between the hook and support.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Qazotte.]

886,821. ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT LAMP. Hans
KczKL, Baden, near Vienna, AustriaUtmgary. Filed

July 16, 1907. Serial No. 383,955.

1. In an electric incandescent lamp, tbe combination

of a horseshoe shaped metal filament havlqg the free ends
of its legs fastened to leading In wires, ant a plurality of

holding devices within the bulb of the lamp adapted to

loosely guide each of said legs longitudinally at a pla-

rallty of points, the lines connecting suocessive holding

devices of each filament leg being Inclined to planes

passing through the longitadin&l axis of the lamp and
the centers of such holding devices sabst^ntially as and
for the purpose described.

2. In an electric Incandescent lamp, tbe combination

of a horseahoe shaped metal filament having the free ends

of its legs fastened to leading In wires sn4 a plurality of

holding devices within the balb of tht l«mp adaptsd to

loosely guide each of said legs longitudinally at a plural-

ity of points, the line connecting the centetv of snccesslTe

holding devices of e«ch leg being a bellea] line, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

3. In an electric Incandescent lamp, the combination
of a horseshoe shaped metal filament having the free ends

of its legs fastened to leadlng-in wires, a central support

within the balb of the lamp and a plurality of holding

devices attached to such central support and adapted to

loosely guide each of said legs longitudinally at a plurality

of points, the lines connecting successive holding devices

of each filament leg being inclined to the planes passing

through the longitudinal axis of the lamp and the centers

of such holding devices, sulMtantlally as and for the pur-

pose described.

4. In an electric Incandescent lamp, the combination

of a horseshoe shaped metal filament having the free ends
of Its legs fastened to leadlng-ln wires, a central support
within the bulb of the lamp and a plurality of holding de
vices attached to such central support and adapted to

loosely guide each of said legs longitudinally at a plural-

ity of points, the line connecting the centers of successive

holding devices of each leg ))elng a helical line, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

««6,822. DUSTGrARD Hakry C Lakkekty. New Cas
tie, Pb. Filed .Tune 11, lft07. Serial No. .'{7S..'{91.

.V du.st gunrd comprising two pairs of st^ctiorih, the sec-

tions of each pair opposing each other, each of said sec-

tions having !\ aegment shaped Inner edge, means for con

nectlng the sections together, said means permitting of an

Independent movement of each of the sections, the sections

of one pair having their outer edges grooved and subetan

tlally straight, and each section of the other pair having
the outer edge thereof for a portion of its length straight

and each end rounded, extensible and contractlble springs

mounted In the grooves at the rounded ends of said sec-

tions and means mounted In the grooves of the sections

for connecting the springs together.

886,823. DISPENSIN(; CABINET. Lot is Lammkk. New
York, N. Y Filed .July 2.^, 1907. Serial No. 3H.'.,r>»«.

1. The herein described dispensing cabinet, comprising

a casing having an opening in the upper edge thereof, a

hopper immediately below said opening, the walls of which

are tspered inwardly and one of said walls being curved,

a drum rotatably mounted below said hopper and having

a recess therein, adapted to register with the space be-

tween the lower edges of the walls of the hopper, a dis-

charge tnbe below said drum of less length than the drum
and having one of its ends extended through the wall of

the casing, 1 lever fixed to one end of said drum, means
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to depress snid lever to rotate the drum, a link carried by

said lever, h spring arm secured to one side of said hopper.

a mallet fixed to the lower end of said spring arm and

adapted to register with one end of the discharge tube, a

crank pivotaliy secured to one end of the hopper, said

crank having arms, one of which Is secured to said mallet

and the other to said link, whereby when the lever is de

pressed to rotate the drum, the mallet will be moved away

from the end of the discharge tube to allow the object

to descend into snid tul)e and will deliver a blow to the

end of the object when the downward pressure is released

from the lever.

2. In a dispensing cabinet of the class described, the

combination with a casing, having a hopper therein, the

walls of said hop[>er being tapered Inwardly and one of

said walls Iwlng curved ; of a drum below the lower edge

of said hopper, said drum having a recess In the face

thereof, adapted to register with the space between the

lower tnlges of said walls, a discharge tube l>elow snid

drum of less length than the drum, a lever fixed to one

end of said drum, means to depress said lever, a spring

arm fixed at one end to said hopper and at the opposite end

to said lever, whereby the lever will be returned to its Ini-

tial position, means to limit the movement of said drum
in one direction, a link secured to said lever, a crank plv-

iite<l to the hopper and havInK one of its ends secured to

said link and means connected to the opposite end of said

crank adapted to ex|)el an object from the tube by force.

3. In a dl8f)enslng cabinet of the class described, the

combination with a hopper, having an opening in its

lower edge, a drum below said hopper and a discharge tube

t*low said drum ; of a lever, means to depress snid lever

and rotate the drum, a spring arm carried by said hopper,

a mallet on said spring arm adapted to extend in the path

of said discharge tul)e. a link carried by said lever and

means disposed lietween said link and mallet, whereby

when the lever is depressed, the mallet will be moved
awu.v from said discharge tut»e when the drum is rotated.

886,'«_'4 CHOKE COIL. Lot is O. La.ngwuhth v. Brad-

ford, Pa Filed Oct- 4. 1SK)7. Serial No. 395,917.

1. .V choke coll comprising two cures with colls wound
thereai>out, and means for holding the same in a prede-

termined relation and adjusting one core and coil to the

other core and coll to produce a variable air gap
'2. \ choke coil comprising two cores each having an L-

shupe extension arranged at opposite ends to each other,

two colls embracing said cores, and means for clamping

the colls and cores in variable relation to each other to

produce a variable air gap.

3. A choke coll comprising two laminated cores each

having an L shaped extension arranged at opposite ends

to each other, two «4J8 embracing said laminated cores,

and means for clamplng^tbf colls and laminated cores in

variable relation to each other-<e produce a variable air

gap.
"'

,

4. \ choke coll comprising two laminated cores each

having an L-shaped extension arranged at opposite ends

to each other, two colls embracing said laminated cores,

two clamps for each end of the cores with clamping bolts

for securing them together, the said ends of the cores be-

ing extended beyond the colls and retained in adjustable

position between the clamps with a variable air gap be-

tween them.

5. A choke coil comprising two cores, two colls embrac-

ing said cores, two clamps for each end of the cores with

clamping bolts for securing them together, the said ends

oNthe cores being extended beyond the colls and retained

in adjustable position between the clamps with a variable

air gap between them.

886,825. SWITCH FOR PLAITING AND BRAIDING MA-
CHINES. Ber.nhard LEi»PEBHf>FF. Barmen. Germany,
assignor to Sutro Bros. Braid Company. New York,

N. Y., a Cori>oration of New York. Filed Feb. 6, 1906.

Serial No. 25»9,7rO.

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with plates suitably spaced to form a raceway therebe-

tween, of a frog piece applied between the plates, slides

seated against the sides of and having their top faces

flu.'ih with the top of the frog piece, and levers for moving
the slides rectllinearly back and forth between the plates.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with plates suitably spaced to form a raceway therebe-

tween, of a frog piece fixed between the plates, slides hav-

ing pin and slot connections with the frog piece to be rectl-

linearly guided thereon to form switches, and levers for

actuating the slides.

886,826. BUTTON - SEWING MACHINE. Bernakd T.

Letbqde, Boston. Mass.. assignor to The Reece Button

Hole Machine Company. Boston, Mass.. a Corporation

of Maine. Filed Dec, 14. 1907. Serial No. 406,422,

1, In a button-sewing machine, mechanism to form in-

terlocking primary and i^condary loops and draw the

former through the button-eye, independent means to po-

,
sitlon the work for the formation of the secondary loop,

and a device to spread the secondary loop and place it

I over the button.
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2. In a battoD-Mwlng macblDC. mechanlom, lodtiding •
hooked needle and a co^Speratlng looper, to form Inter-

locked primary and secondary loops and d4aw the former

through the botton-eye, a device to spread' the secondary

loop and place It over the batton, and metns to position

the work for the formation of the secondary loop while the

needle la at rest.

3. In a batton-sewing machine, a vertlciilly-reciprocat-

Ing needle and a codperatlng looper. to form Interlocked

prl;nary and secondary loopa, the formed being drawn
through the button-eye, a device to spread the secondary

loop and place It over the bntton, and meaiis independent

of the needle to advance the work slightly after the pri-

mary loop has been drawn through the button-eye and to

feed the work after the secondary loop hfis been placed

over the button.

4. In a button sewing machine, mechanlsKn, Incladlng a

needle moving In a alngle path, to form interlocked pri-

mary and secondary loops, the former through the but-

ton-eye. a device to cast off the secondary loop from the

needle and place it over the button, and meiuis to position

the work for the formation of the secondary loop.

5. In a button sewing machine, mechanism, including

a reciprocating needle movable in a single path, to form
interlocked primary and secondary loops, means to ad-

vance the work for the secondary loop after the primary
loop is drawn through the button-eye. and to feed the

work after the secondary loop Is cast off, and a positively

acting device to cast off the secondary loop and place It

over the button.

[Claims 8 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

I

I

886.827. ELECTRIC DOOR OPENER. Josiph Loch,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr 16. 1907. Serial No. 368.466.

1. An electric door opener comprising a magnet, a

hinged armature arranged at one end thereof, a vertically-

extending spring-controlled pintle, a bolt carried by the

pintle and provided with a protuberance, and a keeper

mounted at one end upon a vertically-extending pivot hav-

ing Its free end provided with a lug adapted to engage one
side of the armature when the magnet Is 4e^nergiied and
further provided with a recess in close proximity to its

pivot adapted to receive said lug to arrest the movement
of the bolt, said spring-controlled pintle adapted to shift the

bolt when the magnet is energised, causlag thereby the

shifting of the keeper and the freeing of the protuberance

from said recess.

2. An electric door opener comprising a magnet, an
armature arranged at one end thereof, a spring-controlled

pintle, a bolt carried by the pintle and provided with
a protuberance, and a keeper mounted upon a verti-

cally - extending pivot, provided with a lug adapted to

engage one side of the armature when the magnet is dein-

erglzed, and further provided with a recess adapted to

receive said protuberance to arrest the movenoent of the

bolt when the magnet is de^nergized, said sftrlng-controlled

pintle adapted to shift the bolt when the magnet Is ener-

gized, causing thereby the shifting of the >keeper and the

freeing of the lug from said recess.

886,828. VEHICLE-BRAKE. David T. U>B!tm. Omaha,
Nebr. Piled July 29, 1907. Serial No. 886,942.

1. The combination with the front a4le, the slotted

hounds and the slldable tongue between the slotted bound*,

of a vertically disposed rock lever upon said hounds and
having its upper end pivotally mounted upon said slld-

able tongue ; a suitably supported braking-link disposed

rearward of and substantially parallel with said axle and
bent to form end-cranks and to form a central crank-

lever ; tnmke-ahoes, each having sides formed as oppositely-

disposed concaved contact-surfaces extended divergent

from its head toward its base, and provided with a length-

wise-extending slot formed intermediate its divergent

sides ; a shoe support angularly formed on each of said

end-cranks and seated within the slot of one of said brake-

shoes ; and a link extended t>etween and having pivotal

mountings upon the lower end of said rock-lever and the

central crank-lever of said braking-link.

2. The combination with the front axle, the slotted

hounds and the slldable tongue between the slotted

hounds, of a vertically-disposed rock lever upon said

hounds and having Its upper end pivotally mounted upon

said slldable tongue ; a suitably supported braklng-Unk dis-

posed rearward of and substantially parallel with said

axle and bent to form end-cranks and to form a central

crank-lever ; brake shoes, each of said brake shoes hav-

ing sides formed as oppositely-disposed concaved contact-

surfaces extended divergent from its head toward Its

base and provided with a lengthwise - extending slot

formed Intermediate Its divergent sides ; a shoe support

angularly formed on each of said end cranks and seated

within the slot of one of said brake-shoes : a lengthwise-

movable link extended between and having pivotal mount-

ings upon the lower end of said rock-lever and the central

crank-lever of said braking-link, said lengthwise-movable

link being longitudinally adjustable.

3. The combination with the axle, tho rear hounds, the

slotted hounds and the slldable tongue between the slotted

hounds, of a vertically disposed rock lever upon said

hounds and having Its upper end pivotally mounted upon

said slldable tongue ; a brake-beam mounted upon said

rear hounds and adapted to have a horizontal swinging

movement ; a liraklngiink pivotally mounted upon said

brake-beam and bent to form end cranks and to form a

central crank-lever ; brake shoes, each having sides formed

as oppositely disposed con tact -surfaces extended divergent

from Its head toward Its base and provided with a length-

wise-extending slot formed Intermediate Its divergent

sides ; a shoe support angularly formed on vach of said

end-cranks and seated within the slot of one of said brake-

shoes : and a link extended between and having pivotal

mountings upon the lower end of said rock lever and the

central crank-lever of said braking-link.

4. The combination with the axle, the rear hounds, the

slotted hounds and the slldable tongue between the slotted

houuds. of a vertically-disposed rock lever upon said

hounds and having Its upper end pivotally mounted upon

said slldable tongue : a brake-beam mounted upon said

rear honnda and adapted to have a horizontal swinging

movement ; a braking-link pivotally mounted upon said

brake-beam and bent to form end-cranks and to form a

central crank-lever ; brake-shoes, each having sides formed

as oppositely-disposed contact-surfaces extended divergent

from its head toward its base and provided with a length-

wise-extending slot formed intermediate Its divergent

sides ; a shoe-support angularly formed on each of said

end-cranks and seated within the slot of one of said brake-
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shoes : a lengthwise-movable link extended between and

having pivotal mountings upon the lower end of said rock-

lever and the central crank-lever of said braking link, said

lengthwise-movable link being longitudinally adjustable.

5. A brake for vehicle wheels, comprising a braking-

link carried by the vehicle, said braking link having termi-

nal shoe-supports disposed adjacent and rearward of said

vehicle wheels ; brake-shoes, each having an outer and in-

ner contact surface extended divergent from Its head

toward Its base, and provided with a lengthwise-extending

Blot formed Intermediate Its divergent sides ; said terminal

shoe-supporU seated In the lengthwise-extending slots

of the brake-shoes ; means to cause a contact of the outer

contact -surfaces of said brake-shoes with the vehicle

wheels while said wheels are moving foi-wardly, and means

to cause a contact of the inner contact-surfaces of said

brake-shoes while said wheels are moving rearwardly.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

degree, and clamping means for engaging both said adjust-

ing device and the cutters, whereby all said parts may

be simultaneously fixed in place relatively to one another.

886.R29 WASHBOARD. Gbobok B. LrroMSKi. Pitts-

burg. Pa. Filed Nov. 27, ll>07. Serial No. 404,1.^9.

1. A wash-board cumpriBlnv: a supporting frame, ver-

tically disposed rods supported thereby, a transversely-

corrugated sheet metal plate, and rubbing surfaces con-

sisting of a wire colled around said plate and rods.

2. A wash-board comprising a supporting frame, ver-

tically disposed rods supported thereby, a transversely-

corrugated shoet metal plate, and rubbing surfaces con-

sisting of a wire coiled around said plate and rods, the

convolutions of said wire coll being inclined with relation

to the corrugations of said filatf.

3. A wash board comprislnK a supporting framf. ver

tlcally disposed rods supporttnl thereby, a transversely

corrugated shf-et m.tal plate, and rubbing surfaces con

slstlng of a wire coiled around said plate and rods, the con-

volutions of said wire coll being oppositely inclined on

opposite sides of said plate, and b«Mng supported In notches

or indentations formed in the corrugations of the plate

4. A wash board comprising grooved side bars, cross

bars connecting said side bars, vertical rods within the

grooves of said side bars and formed with notches, a

transversely corrugated sheet metal plate supported bo

twecn said side bars, and a wire wound around said

plate and rods to provide rubbing surfaces on opposite

sides of the board.

886,830. REAMER. Chablks L. Martin, Chattanooga.

Tenn . assignor of one-half to M. G Weldner, Chatta-

nooga. Tenn. Filed Sept. 14, 1907. Serial No. 392,857.

1. In a reamer, the combination with a radially slotted

head, of cutters fitted to the slots of said head, a screw

stud fitted axlally In said head, an adjusting device

mounted on said stnd and movable longitudinally thereof

and bearing against the inner ends of the cutters and

adapted to change their radial extension in any desired

2. In a reamer, the combination with a radially slotted

head, of cutters fitted to the slots of said head, a screw

stud fixed axlally in said head, an adjusting cone for

the cutters provided with a stem and longitudinally mov-

able on said stud, a collar about said cone and resting

upon the cutters, and a set-nut on the stem of the cone for

fixing both the collar and the cone in place.

886,831. PULLEY. William Mayeb, Chicago. 111. Filed

Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No 389.975.

A pulley of the character described, consisting of two

suitably connected together sections, formed within them-

selves with hub-sections, said hub-sections having opposed

cavities forming a lubricating chamber at the center of

the pulley, said hub-sections also having oppositely-in-

clined longitudinal bores leading from said lubricating

chamber, also a groove and a channel arranged therein,

near their outer ends, the latter inclining Inwardly to-

ward the center of the pulley, said channel and groove

connnunicating with said bores, and a collar fixed In po-

sitron, intermediate of said pulley-sections, and having

curved tangential wings arranged within said lubricating

chamber, said collar also having ports or ducts there-

through.
I

—
I

8 8 6,832. MAIL-BAG CATCHER AND DELIVERER.
Gbobqe J. Mbibb, Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Feb. 26, 1908.

Serial No. 417,933.

1. A mall delivery apparatus, comprising a pair of bag-

supporting arms movable toward and from each other, and

an adjusting screw engaging said arms, substantially as

set forth.

2. A mall delivery apparatus, comprising a pair of bag-

supporting arms, a right and left hand adjusting screw for

said arms, and means for rotating the screw, substantially

as set forth.

3. A mall delivery apparatus comprising a guide, a pair

of bag-supporting arms slldable on said guide, and a right

and left hand adjusting screw engaging said arms, substan-

tially as set forth.

i 4. A mail delivery apparatus comprising brackets, a
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gnlde rod carrted by the same, a pair of Uac apportlng

anna alldablj moanted on said rod. and a fight and left-

band adjaatlng screw Joamaled In said bnacketa <mi the

front side of said gnlde rod and engaging fl*ld snpportlng

armfi. substantially as set forth.

ling the circuit, said switch comprising a contact-carrying

frame adjustable bodily back and forth on the base plate,

contacts on the frame, and a contact on the flexible element

to directly engage the flrst-mentloned contacts.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a base plate harlng an aperture, a head prorlded

with a flange engaging one side of the base plate and pro-

vided with a tubular portion extending through the open-

ing of the latter, a pipe communicating with the head and

connected with tl»e said portion for holding the head In

fixed position on the plate, a binding post connected with

the head, a flexible element communicating with tl>e bead

and sensitlTe to pressure Tariatlon, a contact carried by the

element, said element forming part of a circuit, a station-

ary contact arranged In co6peratlye relation with the con-

tact on the element, and a binding post for connecting the

conductor with the stationary contact.

."5. A mall delivery apparatus comprising « support fold-

able brackets pivoted to said support, a gujde rod carried

by said brackets, bag-supporting arms slldaftle on said rod.

and a right and left hand adjusting screw engaging the

bag-supporting arms, substantially as set forth.

[Claims « and 7 not printed in the Gaaette.]

8 8 6,833. COMBINED GAGE AND SlONAL DEVICE.

Mark G. MsLTiJf. Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-half to

Edward A. Jones, Scranton. Pa. Filed Mar. 16. 1907.

Serial No. 362.683.

886.834. PRESSURE-CONTROLLER. ANoafi Michelin.

Paris. France. Filed Nov. 4. 1807 Serial No. 400,467.

1. In an apparatus of the class describad, the combina-

tion of an Indicator or gage Including a flexible element

sensitive to pressure variations, with an alarm containing

circuit, and a switch actuated by the said element for con-

trolling the circuit, said switch comprising a conUct car-

ried by and mounted directly on the n*)vable element,

means for connecting one side of the circuit thereto, and a

pair of adjustable contacts disposed on opposite sides of

the flrst-mentloned contact and connected with the oppo-

site side of the circuit.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of an Indicator Including a flexible element sensitive

to pressure variation, with a signal-contilning circuit, a

binding post connected with the element, and a switch for

controlling the circuit at either extreme limit of movement

of the element, said switch comprising a eooUct fixed on

the element, a frame connected with the circuit, adjustable

contact screws on the frame disposed at pposite sides of

the first-mentioned contact, and a blndHig post on the

frame.

3. In sn aoparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of an Indicator comprising a base-plate, a dial mount-

ed thereon, a flexible element sensitive to pressure varia-

tions, a needle movable over the dial, an4 means between

the flexible element and needle for actnitlng the latter,

with an alarm Including circuit, and a switch for control-

1. The combination of a receptacle suitable for contain-

ing a compressed fluid ; a part closing the exit opening of

said receptacle ; a chamber In said part ; a channel placing

this chamber In communication with the Interior of the re-

ceptacle ; a second channel placing the same chamber in

communication with the exterior ; a valve by means of

which this second channel may be closed at will, and an

elastic plate bent to an angular form. Inserted In said

chamber and the convex part of which Is directed towards

the side of the receptacle, in such a manner that the plate

spreads out In proportion to Increase of pressure.

2. The combination of a receptacle sulUble for contain-

ing a compressed fluid ; a part closing the exit orlflce of

said receptacle ; a chamber In said part ; a conduit placing

this chamber In communication with the Interior of the re-

cepUcle; a second channel placing the same chamber In

communication with the exterior; a valve by means of

which this second channel may be closed at will, an elasUc

plate bent to an angular form. Inserted In the said cham-

ber and the convex part of which is directed towards the

side of the recepUcle, In such a manner that the plate

spreads out In proportion to Increase of pressure ; and ra-

dial grooves sunk in that wall of the said chamber which Is

opposite the convex face of the said angular elastic plate.

8 8 6,836. MEANS FOR ATTACHING PNEUMATIC
TIRES. Amos C. Millbr, Chicago, III. Filed Ansj. 23,

1906. Serial No. 275.423.

1. The herein described means for securing a pneumatic

Ure to a vehicle wheel, comprising a metallic wheel rim

having a drcumferentlally depressed tire seat centrally

Jocated, and marginal Inclined or beveled seats in comblna-
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tlon with a pneumatic tire having a base portion adapted

to said central seat and lateral flanges adapted fo said In-

clined seats, and contractlble reUlnlng bands seated upon

said flanges and adapted to clamp the base and flanges to

their respective seats, substantially as described.

2. The herein described means for securing a pneumatic

tire to a vehicle wheel, comprising a metallic wheel rim

having a centrally located depressed tire seat In its outer

surface, and radially Inclined seats extending from the tire

seat toward the margins of the rim In combination with a

tire having a relatively thick base portion adapted to the

central heat, and lateral integral flanges adapted to said

inclined seats, the outer surfaces of said flanges being pro-

vided also with seats and contractlble retaining bands ap-

plied thereto, substantially as described.

3. The herein described means for securing a pneumatic

tire to a vehicle wheel, comprising a metallic rim having a

clrcumferentialiy depressed tire seat provided with an up-

standing (-t>ad. In combination with a tire having a rela-

tively thick base adapted to said seat and provided with a

groove to receive said bead and with transversely tapered

lateral flanges on either side of said base, said flanges being

thiclte.^t at their outer margins, and contractlble reUlnlng

bands seated upon said flanges and adapted to clamp the

tire to Its seat, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a furnace having a bridge wall,

of an opening In the side wall of said furnace In front of

the bridge wall, and a closure for said opening.

3. The combination with a furnace having a bridge wall

and slldable grate bars, of an opening in the side wall of

the furnace In front of said bridge wall, and a closure for

said opening.

886,8."U'. CHURN. J»NNiB MoiR, Bristol, 8. D. Filed

si-pt. 10. 1907. Serial No. 392.230.

.\ churn comprising a body having spaced inner and

outer annular walls forming an inner milk chamber and an

outer water chamber, a disk plate secured to the lower ex-

tremities of the walls to form an end closure for the cham-

bers, said Inner wall having threads on Its Inner and

outer faces at the opposite open end of the Inner chamber,

a removable cap having exterior threads engaging the

threads In the Inner face of said Inner wall, and a remov-

able annular ring member forming a cap of Inverted U-

shape In cross section, and in threaded engagement with

the threads on the outer face of the Inner wall and over-

hanging the upper edge of the outer wall to close the wa-

ter chamber, said ring member adapted to surround the

flrst mentioned cap whereby the latter can be removed

without disturbing the ring member.

886.837 LIMEKILN. Ralkigh H. Moleb, Washington,

D. C. Filed Mar. 4, 1908. Serial No. 419.214.

886,838. [WITHDRAWN.]

886.839. CHECK REGISTER. David W. Morse, Streator,

111 Filed May 6, 1907, Serial No. 372,060.

'""jS

1. The combination with a furnace, with an opening In

the side wall thereof above the grate bars and a closure

for said opening.

16.
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1. In a check register, the combination of a swinging

piece pivoted at Its upper edge and having a slot there-

through to receive the check, and means to operate said

piece, a ledge under the slot to normally sustain the

check, which Is released by the operation of said piece, a

depending arm on said piece, and a registering device con-

nected to the arm and operated thereby.

2. In a check register, the combination of a casing, a

swinging piece In the top thereof having a normally

closed check passage opened by swinging said piece, a

check receptacle Into which the check falls from the pas-

sage, a horliontal partition extending across the casing,

and a rotary counting disk pivoted on said partition and

operatlvely connected to the swinging piece, to register

the operations thereof.

3. In a check register, the combination of a swinging

piece pivoted at the upper edge and having a slot there-

through, a ledge projecting under said piece and adapted

to support a check In said slot, the piece being adapted

to swing and carry the check beyond the ledge and allow

the check to drop from the slot, a push button bearing

against the swinging piece, to operate the same, and a

register having an operative connection to the said piece.

HH6.S40. FRAME. Jacob Mdelleb, Chicago. 111., as-

signor to Mueller Brothers Art and Manufacturing Com-

panv. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Mar. 11. 1907. Serial No. 361,826.

A frame comprising a plurality of thin elastic wood

strips, superimposed upon and aronn* each other, bent

into annular form, with their ends abutting against each

other, and glued together.
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8 8 6.841 METALLIC TIB AND HAIL-FASTENER.
Lawis McFahland, PltUburg, Pa. Fll^ June 11, 1907.
SerUI No. 378.381.

1 In a tie and rail fastener, the comltination with an
oblong structure having longitudinally dlapoMd grooves
formed In Its sideband transTerse grooT«s In ita top, of
rails having depending tongnes adapted td engage In said
transverse groove*, brackets carried by t|ie aides of aaid
tie. splice bar« aecnred to said brackets and embracing the
sides of said rails, and means to secure said splice bars to
the top of said tie, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a metallic tie having transverse
grooves formed therein, of rails having lobgltudlnally dla-
poeed tongues adapted to fit In said grooves, brackets en-
gaging the sides of said tie, splice bars .secured to said
brackets and embracing the sides of said fails, and means
to secure aaid splice bars to said tie.

886.842. ELECTRIC RAILWAY-GATE. Richmokd M.
McGai, Dallas. Tex., assignor to McQee Bwltch & Signal
Company, Dallas, Tex., a Corporation <|f Texas. Piled
Aug. 8, 1907. Serial No. 387,673.

1 In a railway crossing gate, the combination of the
pivoted ijate arm. an electric motor for raiding and lower-
ing said arm. gearing connecting said arm Ivlth the motor.
switch mechanism for changing the poles of the motor cir-

cuit operated at approximately the limit 0f movement of
the gate In either direction, and etectro-Qtagnetlc means
for Independently actuating the switch mechanism.

2 In a railway crossing gate, the combination of the
pivoted gate arm. an electric motor for raiding and lower-
ing said arm. gearing connecting said arm Irlth the motor,
switch mechanism for changing the pole# of the motor
circuit operated by the motor at approxln)ately the limit
of movement of the ijate In either direction, electro-mag-
nets for Independently operating the switch mechanism
and circuit controlling means for operating said electro-
magnets.
• 3. In a railway crossing gate, the com|lnatlon of the
pivoted gate arm. an electric motor for raiting and lower-
ing said arm. gearing connecting said arm |rlth the motor,
a pole changing switch In the motor clrcT|lt operated by
the motor at approximately the limit of movement of the
gate In either direction, oppositely disposed electro-mag-
nets for actuating the pole changing swltcH Independently
of the motor, a manual switch, and circuits connecting the
same with the electro-magnets for &per(tlng the pole
changing switch to arrest the movement of tne gate In
either direction. •

4. In a railway crossing gate, the combination of the
pivoted gate arm. an electric motor for raiting and lower-

ing said arm. gearing connecting aald arm with the motor,
a pole cAanging switch in the motor circuit operated by
tbe motor at approximately the limit of movement of the
gate in either direction, oppositely dispoeed electro-mag-
nets for actuating the pole changing switch Independently
of tbe motor, a manual switch, circuits connecting the
same with the electro-magnets for operating the pole
changing switch to arrest the movement of the gate In
either direction, and additional circulta between said
manual switch and the motor adapted to be closed by the
aid manual switch to reverse the operation of said motor.

5. In a railway crossing gate, the combination of the
pivoted gate arm, an electric motor for raising and lower-
ing said arm. a pole changing switch in the motor circuit
operated by the motor at approximately the limit of
movement of the gate In either direction, and means car-
ried by the gate adapted to be actuated upon striking an
object during the descent of the gate to arrest the move-
ment of the motor.

I Claims 8 to 8 not printed in the Gaiette.]

886.843. MAILING DEVICE. JoaaPH B. McLellaw.
Wichita, Kans. FMled Mar. 28. 1907. Serial No
365,013.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base piece provided with an outstanding flange,

a receptacle carried by the base piece, a plate cloelng the
receptacle and fitting against the base piece, one end of
the plate having an interlocking connection with the out-

standing flange, and a flexible tongue carried by {he base
piece and engaging the opposite end of the plate.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base piece provided at one end with an outstand-
ing flange, a flexible tongue carried by the opposite end of
the base piece, a receptacle carried by the base piece, a

plate closing the recepUcle and fitting against the base
piece, one end of the plate having an Interlocking connec-
tion with the before mentioned outstanding flange while
the opposite end is perforated to receive the flexible

tongue, and a seal for the flexible tongue.
3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a base piece, a receptacle carried by the base piece',

a plate closing the receptacle and fitting against the base
piece, opposite edges of the plate being provided with
guide ways, a slip engaged by the guide ways, and means
for securing an Interlocking connection between the plate
and the base piece.

4. In a device of the character de8crlt)ed, the combina-
tion of a base piece, a receptacle carried by the base
piece, a plate closing the receptacle and provided with op-
positely disposed guide ways, one end of the plate having
an Interlocking connection with the base piece, a flexible

tongue carried by the base piece and engaging the oppo-
site end of the plate and a slip held In position by the
guide ways upon the plate.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base piece provided upon Its edges with outstand-
ing flanges, a receptacle carried by the base piece, a plate
closing the receptacle and fitting against the base piece,

the said plate being received within the before men-
tioned flanges and t>elng provided at one end with an ex-
tension and at the opposite end with an opening, oppo-
sitely disposed guide ways belag formed upon the plate, a
slip engaged by the guide ways, and a flexible tongue car-
ried by the base piece and designed to engage the per-
foration in the plate, the extension upon the plate being
designed to have an Interlocking connection with the out-
standing flanges of the base piece.
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8 8 6.844. COLLAR. Geokgk F. McMands, New York.

N. Y. Filed Nov. 19, 1907. Beerial No, 402,940.

1. A collar comprising a band ply and a fold ply, the fold

ply having In each of Its ends a longitudinal silt Interme-

diate the upper and lower edge thereof, and in allnement

with each other when the ends of the band ply are con-

nected, such silts being adapted to receive the edges of the

vertical fold of the tie. whereby to permit said fold to ex-

tend Its full width to prevent, rumpling of said fold and to

support the tie In horizontal position.

2. A fold collar provided In each end of tbe fold ply

with a longitudinal silt Intermediate the upper and lower

edge, and In position to receive the edges of the vertical

fold of a tie whereby to support the said tie In horizontal

position.

886,846. EXPLOSIVE-ENGINE. Konrad Nicoll, Me-
nomonle. Wis. Filed May 31. 1906. Serial No. 319,415,

886.845. WASHING-MACHINE. Albeht T. Newman,
Greeley, Kans. Filed Mar. 22. 1907. Serial No. 363,922.

1. In a washing machine, the combination with a piv-

oted arm carrying a plunger, of a spring arm secured to

one side of aald arm provided with a hooked epd, a pin

extending out from the other side of said pivoted arm. a

slotted pitman rod arranged over the pivoted arm and
spring arm, one wall of the slot being provided with spaced
openings adapted to receive said pin and means for oper-

ating said pitman rod.

2. In a washing machine, the combination with a swing-

ing arm carrying a plunger, of a slotted pitman rod

mounted on said arm provided with a series of openings
In one of the walls, a pin secured in said arm and adapted
to fit In one of said openings and a spring arm secured to

one side of said arm for holding said pin In said opening,

said spring arm being provided with a booked end carrying
a pin working in the slot formed In one of the wall* of

the slotted portion of the pitman-rod.
3. In a washing machine, the combination with a hinged

cover, of a bracket secured on said cover, ar arm mounted
In said bracket., a plunger carried by said arm, a pin se-

cured in said arm. a slotted pitman prodded with a series

of openings In Its walls, adapted to fit over said pin, and
a spring arm secured to said arm and provided with a pin

adapted to work in a slot formed in one of the walls of the
pitman rod. for the purpose described.

1. In an explosion engine, the combination of a piston

cylinder, and a piston open at one end and having a lat-

erally projecting shoulder portion forming with the cyl-

inder an explosion chamber Intermediate such shoulder

and the open end of tbe piston, said piston being hollow
end open from its open end inward to a point beyond the

end of said explosion chamber.

2. In an explosion engine, the combination of a piston

cylinder, a piston open at one end and having a projecting

peripheral shoulder portion forming with the cylinder an
explosion chamber Intermediate such shoulder and the

open end of tbe piston, said piston being hollow and open
from Its open end Inward to a point past the end of said

explosion chamber, and a pitman connected with the piston

and extending out through the open end thereof.

3. In an explosion engine, tbe combination of a casing

provided with a piston cylinder portion, a crank-shaft
mounted in the casing, a piston mounted In the cylinder

and provided with a hollow open end portion In the direc-

tion of the shaft and forming with the casing a compres-
sion chamber into which the shaft extends, a peripheral
projecting shoulder portion or enlargement upon and in-

termediate tbe ends of tbe piston forming an explosion
chamber between such shoulder and the open end of the
piston and encircling a portion of the peripheral surface
of the piston, and a pitman extending into a portion of the
piston which Is encircled by said explosion chamber and
Into the compression chamber portion of the casing and
connected with the shaft and piston.

4. In an explosion engine, the combination of a piston
cylinder, and a piston having an open end and a laterally

projecting shoulder portion forming with the cylinder an
explosion chamber which encircles a portion of the piston,

the piston being hollow throughout that portion which Is

encircled by said explosion chamber and having an end
wall which with the cylinder forms an explosion chamber
at the opposite end of tbe piston, all of said elements be-
ing so constmcted and arranged as to enable the piston
to be actuated In opposite directions by the expansion of
fluid In said explosion chambers alternately, and a pitman
plvotally connected with the piston and having a laterally
reciprocating portion extending through the open end
thereof.

5. In an explosion engine, the combination of a casing
forming a compression chamber and piston cylinder, a
hollow piston moonted in the cylinder and having an
open end and a closed end, the closed end forming with
the cylinder an explosion chamber adapted to enable the
plstoL to be actuated in one direction. salJ piston having
a laterally projecting enlarged or shoulder portion forming
with the cylinder an explosion chamber which, encircles a
portion of tbe piston between said shoulder and the open
end of the piston, a shaft extending into the compression
chamber formed by the casing and the open hollow portion
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of the piston, and a pitman mounted In the compreMion
cluunber and extending Into the hollow portion of tbe pis-

ton and connected with the piston and shaft respectlrely.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In tbe Gasette.]

886.847. AUTOMATIC RAILWAY - SIGNAL. JAUSS P.

NoEwooD, Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 5, 1906. Serial No.

337.514.

1. Tbe ber>;ln described combination of a railway track,

one of tbe rails of which forms a part of an electric cir-

cuit, a third rail electrically broken in sections, a travel-

ing motor adapted to run upon tbe tracl^, a shoe carried

by said motor adapted to run upon tbe third rail, an elec-

tric generator carried by tbe motor, sei^aphores located

at suitable points along tbe railway, meqbanlsm connect-

ing each semaphore and Included in the circuit with tbe

generator, said mechanism being adapted to operate tbe

semaphore from electric currents from the generator, and
recording mechanisms also Included In tbe circuit in which
the generator is included, said recording mechanism adapt-
ed to register the location and time at which a train

reaches or passes a glren location, as spedifled.

2. In a block signal system, the combination with two
railway tracks crossing each other, one r^ll of each track
forming a part of an electric circuit, a third rail electric-

ally broken in sections arranged beside each track, bridge
wires connecting tbe broken sections of tie third rails at

the crossing, a semaphore located on each tide of the cross-

ing on each track, wires connecting the third rail of each
track with three of tbe semaphores, a shoe carried by the

traveling motor, said shoe adapted to travel upon the
third rail, and a generator carried by the traveling motor
for transmitting current to the line to opeeate the mechan-
isms of tbe semaphores, as specified.

3. In combination with a system of the character de-

scribed, a semaphore, means for normally holding the

swinging arm of the semaphore in a lowered position, a
motor, wires for Including said motor in the circuit of a
traveling generator, an air compressor conmeeted with the
motor, a tank for receiving compressed sir. a whistle

connected with the tank, means connected with the motor
for opening and closing the whistle, and means also con-

nected with the motor for elevating the Mwtnglng arm of

the semaphore, as specified.

4. In combination with a system of tbe character de-

scribed, a semaphore, means for normally holding the
swinging arm of the semaphore in a lowered position, a
motor, wires for including said motor in the circuit of a
traveling generator, an air compressor conbected with the
motor, a tank for receiving compressed air, a whistle

,

connected with the tank, means connected with the motor
for opening and closing the whistle, mean* also connected

;

with the motor for elevating the swinging arm of the
semaphore, revolving arms, lights carried tipon said arms, i

and means connected with the motor for revolving these 1

lights across the railway, as specified. ;

6. la combiaation with a system of tb0 character de-
scribed, a semaphore, means for normally holding the

i

swinging arm of the semaphore in a lowered position, a
motor, wires for including said motor In the drcoit of a
traveling generator, an air compressor connected with the
motor, a tank for receiving compressed air, a whistle con-
nected with the tank, means connected with the motor
for opening and closing the whistle, means also connected
with the motor for elevsting the swinging arm of tbe
semaphore, revolving arms, lights carried upon said arms,
means connected with the motor for revolving these lights
across the railway, and a contact block carried by tbe rail-

way switch for opening the circuit, electrically connecting
the motor with the traveling generator, as specified.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

886,848. BLACKING-BRUSH. R.*lph T. Ovibton. Bay-
port, N. y. Filed Feb. 5, 190S. Serial No. 414,418.

1. A fountain blacking brush comprising a handle, a
back connected to the handle, a reservoir mounted on tbe
back, bristles projecting from the back, and capillary feed-
ers extending through the back to the reservoir and having
their projecting portions arranged between the bristles.

2. A fountain blacking brush comprising a back, bristles
projecting therefrom, a handle connected with tbe back, a
reservoir supported by tbe back, capillary feeders extend-
ing through openings in the back leading to the reservoir
and having projecting portions which lie between the
bristles, the reservoir being provided with an air port and
a valve controlling said port.

3. A fountain blacking bmsh comprising a back, bristles
projecting therefrom, a reservoir connected with the back,
capillary feeders extending through apertures In the back
leading to the reservoir and having projecting portions
which lie between the bristles, the reservoir embodying an
offset provided with an air port, and a valve controlling
said port.

4. A fountain blacking brush comprising a back, bristles
projecting therefrom, a reservoir connected with the back
and embodying a distributing chamber, means for con-
ducting the liquid blacking from the distributing chamber
to the bristles, mesns providing for the filling of the reser-
voir, the reservoir being provided with an air port, and a
valve controlling said air port, substantially as described.

886.849. INJECTOR. William R. Pari. Taunton. Mass.,
assignor to United Injector Company. New York. N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York. Filed June 11, 1907 Se-
rial No. 378.402.

1. The combination In an Injector, of steam and combin-
ing tubes, suction chamber and overflow outlet, of a vent
communicating with the water supply passage, and a
cheek valve controlling the vent, said valve provided with
a piston portion sliding In a valve casing, the casing, hav-
ing a drain sperture, said drain sperture controlled by
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the piston portion of the vent valve, to close the drain

opening as the check valve opens.

2. The combination in an injector of steam and combin-

ing tubes, suction cbsmber and overflow outlet, a check

valve controlling tbe suction, a blow-back aperture, a vent

tube communicating with tbe water 8uppl.v passage be-

tween the suction check valve and the Injector tube, and

a check valve loaded to resist normal pressures to control

the vent.

886.850 PROPULSION OF VESSELS. Giovanni Piktot.

Milan. Italy. Filed Jan. 27. 1906. Serial No. 298.245.

1. .\ navigable vessel having a screw propeller located

in a recess at a distance from the bow equal to about one-

third the vessel's length and mounted on the rear end of

a driving shaft which is inclined to the horizontal in a

vertical plane in the direction of the vessel's longitudinal

axis, the location of the propeller with respect to the re-

cess allowing tbe propeller blades to act mainly on the

fluid outside of the recess, substantially as described.

2. A navigable vessel having recesses In the bottom

thereof in separate recesses on opposite sides of the keel

at a distance from the bow equal to about one-third the

vessel's length, and propellers mounted on the rear ends

of driving shafts which are Inclined to the horizontal in

vertical planes parallel with tbe longitudinal axis of the

vessel, the propellers turning in part within said recesses

but acting mainly on the outside fluid, substantially as

described.

1. The combination of a supporting structure with a

structure or series of structures to be moved, of two
substantially parallel members extending adjacent to sAld

structures, means for connecting each of the members to

each of said structures to be moved, the same including a

lever fulcrumed to the supporting structure and pivoted

to each memt>er, with a link extending between tbe lever

and the movable structure, and means for moving said

members in opposite directions, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a supporting structure of a

plurality of structures to be operated, a pair of operating
members lying substantially parallel to each other and ex-

tending adjacent to said sturcture to be moved, movable
supports for said members for permitting them to move
parallel to themselves, means for connecting said members
to the structure to be moved, the same including levers

fulcrumed to the supporting structure and pivoted to the

members, with links movably connected between tbe levers

and said movable structures, and means for longitudinally
moving the operating members, substantially as described.

886.851. WINDOW-OPERATING MECHANISM. Clarkk
P. Pond. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed May 9. 1907. Serial

No. 372,733.

3. Tbe combination with a supporting framework of a

series of windows to be operated, two memtters for mov-

ing said windows, two links connected to each window,
two levers fulcrumed to the supporting framework and re-

spectively connected to the links and to tbe two members,
with mechanism for simultaneously moving said membert
longitudinally in opposite directions and also parallel to

themselves in order to open or close the windows, substan-

tially as described.

4. The combination with a supporting framework of a

series of windows to be operated, levers fulcrumed on the

framework adjacent to the windows, links connecting the

levers with the windows, and two operating members con-

nected to the levers, with means for simultaneously mov-
ing said operating members in opposite directions and
parallel to themselves, substantially as described.

5 The combination of a framework having a window, a
pair of substantially parallel operating memt>er8 therefor,

two levers fulcrumed to tbe framework and respectively

connected to said members, and a link connecting each
lever with the window, with means for moving the operat-

ing members in opposite directions, said members being
free to move parallel to themselves when moved longitudi-

nally, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.852. SOLUBLE SALTS OF THE ANHYDRO OXY-
METHYLEN-DIPHOSPHORIC ACID AND PROCESS
f»F MAKING SAME. Swigel Postkbnak. Paris.

France, assignor to The Firm of Society of Chemical
Industry In Basle. Basel, Switzerland. Filed Jan. 17.

1905 Serial No. 241.522. (Specimens.)
1. The improved process for the production of a unitary

soluble salt of the anhydro-oxymethylen-dlphosphoric acid
contained In vegetable food stuffs, which consists In dis-

solving a corresponding salt, which is insoluble in water,

in more than that quantity of an acid which Is necessary
for transforming the said salt into a blbasic salt, precipi-

tating tbe soluble blbasic salt of tbe anhydro-oxymethylen-
diphosphorlc acid from the solution thus obtained by
the addition of alcohol thereto, isolating the precipitate by
filtration, rinsing the same with alcohol, and finally drying
the product.

2. As a new product, a unitary add salt of the anhydro-
oxymethylen - diphosphorlc acid contained In vegetable
food stuffs, corresponding substantially to the formula
v",H«P»0»X (in which X stands for a metal) which consti-

tutes, in dry state, a white powder, soluble in water and
containing more than 20 per cent, of its own weight of

phosphorus.

886,853. WINDOW -LOCK William E. Podlson. Chi-
cago. III. Filed May 31. 1905 Serial No. 263.078.

1. .\ window lock comprising a plain pin having an an-

nular recess, locking means for entering said recess to en-

gage and bold the pin, and means for disengaging said

locking means from the pin.

2. A window lock comprising a plain pin having an an-
nular recess, locking means for entering said recess to en-

gage the pin, and a finger piece for disengaging the lock-

ing means from the pin.

3. A window lock comprising a plain pin having an an-
nular recess, a casing having suitable apertures for the
pin, locking means within the casing for entering the
recess of the pin to engage the same, and a finger piece
extending ontside of the casing and connected for dis-

engaging tbe locking means from the pin.

4. A window lock comprising a pin provided with an
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a lag adapted to

for rcleasliiig th«

uiaalar groorc, a spring loeUng dcrloa

aprliig baring its free end proTldod with

enter the grooTe of said pin, and meana
locking deVice from the pin.

j

5. A window lock comprising a easing baring tiro sets

of apertares, a locking pin adapted to b) passed throoi^

either one of said sets of apertures, and 11 leehanisB within

the casing for engaging tlie locking pin ^hen the same is

Inserted through either set of apertures. \

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in tb« Oa^tte.]

886.8M. CORE -OVEN. Bbbmhabd H.jPaACK. Crafton,

Pa. Piled May 2, 1906. Serial No. SjiSll.

1. \ drying apparatus for cores, coniprtslng an oren

having a floor, a longltudinally-extendi|ig flue disposed

beneath said floor communicating at one! end of the oren

with a furnace and at the other en^ oommunicatlng

through an opening in the floor with the oren chamber, a

vertically - disposed exhaust - flue at the iend of the oren

abore the furnace with Its opening adjac^t the oren floor

whereby the products of combustion are caused to trarel

from the furnace through the longitudinal flue beneath the

floor and Into the oren at one end and! be carried back

through the oven chamber before entering the exhaost-

floe, an exbaast-conduit, a branch pipe Establishing cora-

muntcatlon between said exhaust-conduit land the ezliaust-

flue and In communication with the <|ren chamber, a

damper-shutter controlling the communication between

the exhaust-flue and the exhanst-condui^, and a damper

controlling communication between the' exhaust-conduit

and oven chamber.

2. In a drying oven, an oren chamber, a flue extending

longitudinally underneath the floor of sa^d chamber from

end to end thereof and communicating at tone end with the

oven chamber through an opening in 1t>e floor of said

chamber, a furnace at the opposite end of) said oren cham-

ber with which the other end of said fl^e communicates,

an exhaust-flue at the end of the oren cliamber abore the

furnace baring Its opening adjacent (|he floor of the

furnace whereby the products of combiistion from the

furnace are caused to travel through th^ flue underneath

the oven floor Into the oven chamber at 4q« end uid back

through the oven chamtwr before entering the exhaust-

flue, an exhaurt-conduit for said oren dumber, a branch

pipe establishing communication between 'the exhaust con-

duit and the exhaust-flue and also establishing communi-
cation between the exhanst-c<»idult and t|ie oren chamber,

and means for closing communication between the ex-

haust-conduit and the oren chamber.

3. In a core drying oren, a plurality of oren chambers,

a furnace for each oren chamber, a fln^ underneath the

floor of each oren chamber eommunicatlni at one end with

the furnace of tlie oren chamber and at i|s other end with

the oren chamber, an exhaust-flue for eabh oren chamiwr
located at the end of the chamber oprosiie to the inlet of

tile floes underneath tlie chamber, anj exbaust-«ondult

common to each of said exhaust-flues, br inch-pipes estab-

lishing communication between the exl|aust-flue, and a

damper in each branch pipe for controlling the communi-
cation between the exhaust-floes and the exhaust-conduit

4. The combination with a core oren, of a plurality of

horlsontally disposed tracks, a series of trays prorlded

with rollers adapted to said tracks, and means for elerat-

ing the outer ends of said trays and withdrawing them
from the oren.

5. The combination with a core oren, of a plurality of

horlsontally disposed tracks, a series of trays prorlded

with rollers adapted to said tracks, and means for derat-
ing the outer ends of said trays and withdrawing them
from the oren, comprising an elevated trackway, a traveler

depending therefrom, a vertically movable bar supported
on said traveler and adapted to be connected to the front

ends of the trays, and a lerer for morlng said bar.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

886,8M. BAG OR PURSE FASTENER. LODIB B. PHHAB,
New York, N. Y. Filed Sept 7. 1908. Serial No. 277,327.

1. A bag or purae fastener, comprising a casing adapt-

ed to be secured upon the upper face of a bag or purse

frame, a latch of approximately the shape of the casing

and extending orer the top and sides thereof, said latch

being mounted to rock on the casing and prorlded with a
finger piece and an inwardly projecting member extending

from Its rear side into the casing, and a spring in the cas-

ing and engaging the inwardly projecting member of the

latch.

2. A bag or purse fastener comprising a casing adapted
to be secured upon a member of a bag or purse frame, a

latch baring an approximately U-shaped body prorlded

with a finger piece and at its rear side with an inwardly
projecting member extending into the casing, said latch

extending orer the top and sides of the casing and mount-
ed to rock theceon, and a spring In the casing and engag-

ing the Inwardly projecting member of the latch.

3. A bag or purse fastener, comprising a casing adapted
to be secured upon a member of the bag or purse frame, a
latch baring an approximately U-shaped tK>dy prorlded

with a finger piece upwardly and outwardly from its front

edge and with a tongue extending from its rear edge into

the easing, the latch extending over the top and sides of

the casing and the rear edge of the casing being recessed

to receive the tongue of the latch, and a spring in the

casing and engaging the tongue of the latch.

4. A bag or purse fastener, comprising a box casing bar-

ing a depression in its top and sides Intermediate of its

ends, a leaf spring In the casing, and a latch baring an
approximately U-shaped body mounted in the depression

of the casing to rock thereon, said body baring a finger

piece projecting from its front side and s tongue project-

ing from Its rear side and extending into the casing.

6. The combination with a frame for a bag or the like

baring a kmper on one of Its members, of a casing secured

to the other member of the frame to project beyond the

inner face thereof, a latch having an approximately U-

shaped body provided with a finger piece and at its rear

edge with a tongue projecting Into the casing, said latch

being mounted to rock on the casing and to receive within

It the said keeper, and a spring In the casing and engaging

the tongue of the latch.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.l

886,866. ELECTRIC FURNACE. Bdoab P. PaiCB. Niagara

Palls, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Central.

Trust Company of New York, trustee, a Corporation of

New York. Piled Nor. 14, 1905. Serial No. 287,345.

1. Ip electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamber
Iiariag a discharge opsning, and a receptacle baring in-

closing sides, said receptacle arranged to recelre the

molten furnace-product and act as a bottom for the for-
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nace, and being movable transversely across said dis-

charge opening.

2 An electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamber

having a discharge opening, and a plurality of separate

Inclosed receptacles movable transversely across said

opening and arranged to retain a molten body within said

chamber.
3. \a electric fumaoe. comprising a smelting chamber

having a discharge opening, and a plurality of separate

Inclosed abutting receptacles movable transversely across

said opening and arranged to retain a molten body within

said chamber.

4. .\n electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamber
having an open twttom, and a receptacle having Inclosing

sides, said receptacle arranged to receive the molten-fur-

nace product and act as a bottom for the furnace, and be-

ing movable transversely across said discharge opening.

5. .\n electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamber
having an open bottom, and a plurality of separate in-

closed receptacles movable transversely beneath and across

said bottom and arranged to retain a molten body within

said chamber.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

886,857. ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS OF PRODUCING
MET.\L8. Edoab F. Price and William S. Hobby, Ni-

agara Falls, N. Y., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Central Trust Company of New York, trustee, a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed Dec. 29, 1906. Serial No.

350,081.

1. The process of producing alkali or alkallne-earth

metals, which consists in electrolysing a molten salt of

the desired metal with an anode essentially comprising a

carbld of that metal.

2. The process of producing calcium, which consists in

electrolysing a molten compound of calcium with an anode

essentially comprising calcium carbld.

3. The process of producing calcium, which consists In

electrolyrlng a molten haloid salt of calcium with an

anode essentially comprising calcium carbld.

4. The process of producing alkali or alkaline-earth

metals, which consists in electrolysing a molten bath with

an anode consisting essentially of a metallic carbld, said

bath comprising a salt and an oxid of the desired metal.

5. The process of producing calcium, which consists In

electrolysing a molten bath comprising a salt and oxld of

calcium with an anode consisting essentially of calcium

carbld.

8 8 6,858. PROCESS OF PRODUCING LOW-CARBON
FERRO ALLOYS. Edgab F. Pbick, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

assignor to Electro Metallurgical Company, Chicago, 111.,

a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Sept. 24, 1907.

Serial No. 394,254.

1. The process of producing low-carbon ferro-alloys,

which consists In first producing a ferro-alloy high In car-

bon, heating the product to a temperature such that the

affinity of oxygen for tbe contained cari>on Is greater than

Its affinity for the alloyed metal, by constituting a body

of the molten alloy the secondary of a transformer and

supplying electric current to the primary of said trans-

former, and subjecting the heated alloy to the action of an

oxidising gas.

2. The process of producing low-carbon ferro-alloys,

which consists in electrically smelting a compound of the

alloying metal, an excess of carbon and a source of Iron,

beating the product to a temperature such tliat the afllnity

of oxygen for the contained carlwn is greater than its

affinity for the alloyed metal, by constituting a body of the

molten alloy the secondary of a transformer and supplying

electric current to tbe primary of said transformer, and
subjecting tbe heated alloy to the action of an oxidizing

gas.

.S. Tbe process of producing low-cart)on ferrochromlum,

which consists In first producing ferrochromlum high in

carbon, heating the product to a temperature such that

the affinity of oxygen for the contained carbon Is greater

than Its affinity for chromium, by constituting a l)ody of

the molten alloy the secondary of a transformer and sup-

plying electric current to the primary of said transformer,

and subjecting tbe heated alloy to the action of an oxidiz-

ing gas.

4. The process of producing low-carbon ferrochromlum.

which consists In electrically smelting a compound of

chromium, an excess of carbon and a source of Iron, heat-

ing the product to a temperature such that the affinity of

oxygen for the contained carbon Is greater than its affin-

ity for chromium, by constituting a body of the molten

alloy the secondary of a transformer and supplying elec-

tric current to the primary of said transformer, and sub-

jecting tbe heated alloy to tbe action of an oxidizing gas.

886,859. INK - WELL. Joseph C. PrKRS, Carnegie. Pa.

Filed Jan. 18, 1907, Serial No. 352,902. Renewed Oct
30, 1907. Serial No. 399.788.

In an Ink well, a spherical hollow body having an open-

ing In the top, and a suitable support for said body, a par-

tition In said body located above the central line thereof

and having a central opening, a dip funnel threaded into

the opening of said spherical body, and extending through
the central opening of said partition, having Its upper end
partially closed, and provided with an Integral central

depending tube.

886.860. SHOE. Joh.n M. Qcin, Utlca. N. Y., assignor

to Daniel Green Felt Shoe Company. DolgevlUe. N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed July 1, 1907. Serial

No. 381,716.

1. A blank for a shoe baring integral side portions and
an integral tongue, said tongue having extensions adapted

to overlap the sides of the shoe, substantially as described.
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annalar groove, a spring locking dcTice- consiating of a

spring baring Its free end provided with a lag adapted to

enter the groove of said pin, and means for releasing the

locking device from the pin.

5. A window lock comprising a casing having two seta

of apertures, a locking pin adapted to b* passed through

either one of said sets of apertures, and i$echanism within

the casing for engaging the locking pin when the same is

inserted through either set of apertures.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gastte.]

888,854. CORE - OVEN. Bbbmhasd H. Prack, Grafton.

Pa. Filed May 2. 1906. Serial No. 3X4.811.

1 A drying apparatus for cores, coi^prlslng an oven

having a floor, a longltudlnally-extendtag flue disposed

beneath said floor communicating at one end of the oven

with a furnace and at the other en4 commonlcating

through an opening In the floor with the oven chamber, a

vertically - disposed exhaust - flue at the end of the oven

above the furnace with Its opening adjactnt the oven floor

whereby the products of combustion are caused to travel

from the furnace through the longitudinal flue beneath the

floor and into the oven at one end and be carried l>ack

through the oven chamber before enteiSng the exhaost-

flue, an exhaust conduit, a branch pipe establUhing com-

munication between said exhaust-conduit and the exhaust-

flue and In communication with the ven chamber, a

damper-shutter controlling the communication between

the exhaust-flue and the exhaust-conduit, and a damper

controlling communication l)etween the exhaust-conduit

and oven chamber.

2. In a drying oven, an oven chamber, a flue extending

longitudinally underneath the floor of 84ld chamber from

end to end thereof and communicating at one end with the

oven chamber through an opening in the floor of said

chamber, a furnace at the opposite end of said oven cham-

ber with which the other end of said fltie communicates,

an exhaust-flue at the end of the oven ckamtwr above the

furnace bavlng Us opening adjacent the floor of the

furnace whereby the products of comUustion from the

furnace are caused to travel through tht flue underneath

the oven floor Into the oven chamber at one end and back

through the oven chamber before entefling the exhaust-

flue, an exhaust conduit for said oven clamber, a branch

pipe establishing communication betweeri the exhauat con-

duit and the exhaust-flue and also estaUHshing communi-

cation between the exhaust-conduit and fhe oven chamber,

and means for closing communication between the ex-

haust-condnit and the oven chamber.

3. In a core drying oven, a plurality Of oven chamben,

a furnace for each oven chamber, a flu^ underneath the

floor of each oven chamber communicating at one end with

the furnace of the oven chamber and at (ts oiher end with

the oven chamber, an exhaust-flue for eAch oven chamber

located at the end of the chamber opposite to the inlet of

the flues underneath the chamber, ai^ exhaust-conduit

common to each of said exhaust-flues, bfanch-plpea estab-

lishing ^communication between the ex|iaast-flne. and a

damper in each branch pipe for controlling the communi-

cation between the exhaust-flues and the exhaust-conduit

4. The combination with a core oven, of a plurality of

horizontally disposed tracks, a series of trays provided

with rollers adapted to said tracks, and means for elevat-

ing the outer ends of said trays and withdrawing them

from the oven.

5. The combination with a core oven, of a plurality of

horisontally disposed tracks, a series of trays provided

with rollers adapted to said tracks, and means for elevat-

ing the outer ends of said trays and withdrawing them
from the oven, comprising an elevated trackway, a traveler

depending therefrom, a vertically movable bar supported

on said traveler and adapted to be connected to the front

ends of the trays, and a lever for moving said bar.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

886.858. BAG OR PURSE FASTENER. Locis B. PRAHAa.

New York, N. Y. Filed Sept 7. 1905. Serial No. 277,327.

1. A baK or purse fastener, comprising a casing adapt-

ed to be secured upon the upper face of a bag or purse

frame, a latch of approximately the shape of the casing

and extending over the top and sides thereof, said latch

being mounted to rock on the casing and provided with a

finger piece and an Inwardly projecting member extending

from its rear side Into the casing, and a spring in the cas-

ing and engaging the inwardly projecting member of the

latch.

2. A bag or purse fastener comprising a casing adapted

to be secured upon a member of a bag or purse frame, a

latch having an approximately U-shaped body provided

with a finger piece and at Its rear side with an Inwardly

projecting member extending Into the casing, said latch

extending over the top and sides of the casing and mount-

ed to rock thereon, and a spring in the casing and engag-

ing the Inwardly projecting member of the latch.

3. A bag or purse fastener, comprising a casing adapted

to be secured upon a member of the bag or purse frame, a

latch having an approximately U-shaped body provided

with a finger piece upwardly and outwardly from Its front

edge and with a tongue extending from its rear edge Into

the casing, the latch extending over the top and sides of

the casing and the rear edge of the casing being recessed

to receive the tongue of the latch, and a spring In the

casing and engaging the tongue of the latcb.

4. A bag or purse fastener, comprising a box casing hav-

ing a depression In its top and sides Intermediate of its

ends, a leaf spring In the casing, and a latch having an

approximately U shaped body mounted in the depression

of the casing to rock thereon, said body having a finger

piece projecting from Its front side and a tongue project-

ing from Its rear side and extending Into the casing.

5. The combination with a frame for a bag or the like

having a keeper on one of its mpmbers. of a casing secured

to the other member of the frame to project beyond the

Inner face thereof, a latch having an approximately U-

shaped body provided with a finger piece and at Its rear

edge with a tongue projecting into the casing, said latch

being mounted to rock on the casing and to receive within

It the said keeper, and a spring in the casing and engaging

the tongue of the latch.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.l

886.866. ELECTRIC FURNACE. Edgar F. Pbicb. Niagara

Falls. N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Central

Trust Company of New York, trustee, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Nov. 14, 1905. Serial No. 287,345.

1. Ap electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamber

having a discharge opening, and a receptacle having in-

closing sides, said receptacle arranged to receive the

molten furnace-product and act as a bottom for the fur-
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nace, and bt^lni; movable transversely across said dis-

charge opening.

I -^

2. .An el»»ctrlc furnace. comprlsinK a smelting chamber
having a dlscharice opening, and a plurality of separate

Inclosed rcoeptHclcs movable transversely across said

opening and arranged to retain a molten body within said

chamber
r! .\n elfctrlr fvirnafe. comprising a smelting ohamtx-r

having a discharge opening, and a plurality of separate
Inclosed al>ufting receptacles movable transversely across
said opening and arranged to retain a molten body within
said chamber

4 An electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamlier
having an open bottom, and a receptacle having inclosing
sides, said receptacle arranged to receive the molten fur-

nace product and act as a bottom for the furnace, and be-

ing movable transversely across said discharge opening
5. An electric furnace, comprising a smelting chamber

having an open bottom, and a plurality of separate in-

closed receptacles movable transversely beneath and across
said bottom and arranged to retain a molten body within
said chamber.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaaette ]

57 EI.ECTKOLYTU' PROCESS OF PRODrCING
VETALS. Edoab F. Pbke and William S. Hobbt. Ni-

agara Falls. N. Y., assignors, by mesne assignments, to

Central Trust Company of New York, trustee, a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed Dec. 29. 19W. Serial No.

350.081.

1. The process of producing alkali or alkaline-earth

metals, which consists In electrolyzing a molten salt of

the desired metal with an anode essentially comprising a

carbld of that metal.

2. The process of producing calcium, which consists In

electrolysing a molten compound of calcium with an anode
essentially comprising calcium carbld.

3. The process of producing calcium, which consists In

electrolyzing a molten haloid salt of calcium with an
anode essf-ntlally comprising calcium carbid.

4. The process of producing alkali or alkaline earth

metals, which consists in electrolyzing a molten bath with
an anode consisting essentially of a metallic carbid. said

bath comprising a salt and an oxid of the desired metal.

5. The process of producing calcium, which consists in

electrolyzing a molten bath comprising a salt and oxid of

calcium with an anode consisting essentially of calcium
carbid.

which consists in electrically smelting a compound of the

alloying metal, an excess of carbon and a source of iron,

heating the product to a temperature such that the affinity

of oxygen for the contained carbon is greater than its

afllnity for the alloyed metal, by constituting a body of the
molten alloy the secondary of a transformer and supplying
electric current to the primary of said transformer, and
subjecting the heated alloy to the action of an oxidizing
gas.

:i. The process of producing low-carbon ferrochromlum,
which consists in first producing ferrochromlum high in

carbon, heating the product to a temperature such that
the afRulty of oxygen for the contained carbon is greater
tiian Its affinity for chromium, by constituting a body of
the molten alloy the secondary of a transformer and sup-
plying electric current to the primary of said transformer,
and subjecting the heated alloy to the action of an oxidiz-

ing gas

4 The process of producing low-carbon ferrochromlum.
which consists in electrically •smelting a compound of
chromium, an excess of carbon and a source of Iron, heat-
ing the product to a temperature such that the afllnlty of
oxygen for the contained carbon is greater than its affin-

ity for chromium, by constituting a body of the molten
alloy the secondary of a transformer and supplying elec-

tric current to the primary of said transformer, and sub-
jecting the heated alloy to the action of an oxidizing gas.

886,859. INK - WELL. Joseph r Pyebs, Carnegie, Pa
Filed Jan. 18. 1907. Serial No. 35:;. 902. Renewed Oct.

30, 1907. Serial No. 399.788.

In an ink well, a spherical hollow body having an open-
ing in the top, and a suitable support for said body, a par-
tition in said body located above the central line thereof
and having a central opening, a dip runnel threaded into
the opening of said spherical body, and extending through
the central opening of said partition, having its upper end
partially closed, and provided with an integral central
depending tube.

886.860. SHOE. John M. Qui.n, Utlca. N. Y, assignor
to Daniel (Jreen Felt Shoe Company, Dolgevllle. N. Y , a
Corporation of New York. Filed July 1. 1907. Serial

No. 381,716.

8 8 6.858. PROCESS OF PRODUCING LOW-CARBON
FERRO ALLOYS. Edgab F. Pbice. Niagara Falls. N. Y.,

assignor to Electro Metallurgical Company. Chicago, III..

a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Sept. 24, 1907.

Serial No. 394.254.

1. The process of producing low-carbon ferro-alloys,

which consists in first producing a ferro-alloy high in car-

bon, heating the product to a temperature such that the

afllnlty of oxygen for the contained carbon Is greater than
its affinity for the alloyed metal, by corstltutlng a body
of the molten alloy the secondary of a transformer and
supplying electric current to the primary of said trans-

former, and subjecting the heated alloy to fhe action of an 1. A blank for a shoe having integral side portions and
oxidising gas. an Integral tongue, said tongue having extensions adapted

2. The process of producing low-carbon ferro-alloys, 1 to overlap the sides of the shoe, substantially as described.
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2. A blank for a shoe baring Integral aide portlona and

an integral tongue, said side portions and said tongue

being of one piece of material, and sa^d tongue baTing

widened portions forming extensions adapted to orerlap

tbe sides of the shoe, sabstantially as depcribed.

3. In a shoe, an apper baring side an4 tongue portions,

and said tongue harlng integral extensioas overlapping tbe

sides of tbe apper. said apper, its side4 and tongue por-

tions and extensions being of one piece of material, sub-

snbstanttally as described.

4. In a shoe, an apper having side an| tongue portions,

said tongue baTing integral extension* overlapping tbe

sides of tbe upper, and said upper bavin|; flliing pieces se-

cured tbereto at points covered by said extensions, and a

facing covering said pieces, substantially as described.

5. In a sboe. an upper bavlng side anA tongue portions,

said tongue having widened portions farming extensions,

and a slltted facing covering the upper ^art of the tongue

and upper, substantially aa described.

[Claims 8 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

^

8 8 6,861. GAME APPARATUS. Thomas A. Randall,
Plalnfleld. N J. Filed May 20, 1907. ferial No. 374,626.

^ssn :3z^

u
r

and furnished with a longitudinal slot, an aperture posi-

tioned at one end of said slot and adapted to position tbe

drill, one or more resilient annular rings Interposed be-

tween said handle and said casing, and a spring bearing

disposed in said casing adapted to bear upon the rear end

of tbe angular portion of said handle.

2. A drilling apparatus suitable for the use of dentists

comprising a handle bavlng a portion Inclined at an angle

thereto, drill operating means Joumaled in said handle

and provided at one end with a drill bolder, a drill mount-

ed in said drill holder, a casing surrounding said handle

and provided with a Ic^gitudinal slot terminating in an-

gularly-disposed tongues provided with coincident semi-

circular recesses to form a bearing for said drill, a re-

taining clip encirrllng said casing adjacent to said slot,

resilient means interposed between said handle and caning,

and a spring bearing provided in said casing at the rear

end of the angular portion of the handle, and said spring

bearing t>elng movable longitudinally of the handle.

886,863. PUMP Henbt G. Riibbnack, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Sept. 14. 1907. Serial No. 392,866.

1. In a game apparatus, the combinAtion of a rectan-

gular frame, comprising separable sid4 and end pieces, i

each of the end pieces having a central recess in its lower i

edge and an Inwardly inclined or slaniting wall, a wire '

netting cover arranged over the frame, a0d a ball arranged
in tbe frame under tbe cover and adapted to be passed

through either of the recesses ot^he end pieces.
i

2. In a game apparatus, the comblnttlon of a rectan-
{

gular frame, comprising separable side and end pieces, tbe
|

end pieces having recesses in their lower edges, constitut-

ing goals and Inner Inwardly Inclined or slanting walls, a
wire netting cover arranged over the fr«me and a ball ar-

ranged In the frame adapted to pass through either of said

recesses

3. In a game apparatus, the combination of a rectan-

gular frame comprising side and end pieces, the end pieces
having recesses in their lower edges, a Wire netting cover
arranged over the frame and a ball arrsmged in the frame
adapted to pass through either of said recesses.

S86.862. DRILLING APPARATUS. P40L RlPSOLD, Riga,
Russia. Filed July 25, 1906. Serial No. 327.746.

1. A d.-iUlng apparatus comprising I handle baring a

main portion and a portion dlapowd at an angle to lald

BuUa portion, rotatable shafts mounted within both of

aid portlona and operatlrely eonsectetf, a drill moonted
in aald angnlar portion, a cnalng snrro^ndlng said handle

1. In a pump of the character described, a piston rhani-

ber, a flexible piston for said chamber, means for Actuat-

ing said piston, an offset in a wall of said chamber, a plu-

rality of valve seats occupying said wall close to each

other, and suction and exhaust valves fitted to said seats.

2. In a pump of the character stated, a piston chamber,

a flexible piston for said chamber, means for actuating

said piston, an offset in a wall of said chamt>er. a plurality '

of valve seats occupying said wall close to each other,

suction and exhaust valves fitted to said seats, a pipe lead-

ing from the seat of the exhaust valve, and a tank Into

which said pipe dips.

3. In a device of the character described, a frame plate

depressed to form codperating piston chambers, valve

chaml)er8 therefor depressed from the bottom of said

chambers, vertically movable suction and exhaust valves

in said valve chambers, flexible pistons for said piston

cbaml>er8. and means for moving said flexible pistons into

and out of said chambers.

4. In a device of the character described, a frame plate

depressed to form a piston chamber, a valve chamber

therefor depressed from the bottom of said chambers, ver-

tically movable suction and exhaust valres in said valve

chambers, a flexible piston baring its annular edges se-

cured to said frame, a piston head upon tbe opposite side

of said piston from said piston chamber, a piston bead

upon the same side of said piston as the piston chamber

and adapted to pass within said valve chamber, and meana
for actuating said piston bead.

6. In a device of the character described, a frame plate

depressed to form a piston chamber and further depressed

to form a ralre chamber centrally placed with respect to

aid piston chamber, a flexible piston secured to said frame

about its depreeaion. a piston head of leaa diameter than

that of the piston chaml>er and of tbe diameter of the ralre

chamber, a piston head upon the opposite vide of the pis-

ton from the first named head, a water tank, a pipe ez-
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tending downward thereinto, a vertically movable ex-

haust valve In said valve chamber and opening into said

pipe and means for actuating said piston head.

(Clnlms 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaaette. 1

886.R64 r.\R-roUPLlNG. Gilbert P Rittkb, Chicago,

III Fllwl .Tune :U>. 1904. Serial No 214.783.

1. In a i-ar rouplcr, the combination with a coupler

head and its knuckle, of a lock for said knuckle, a lock-

actuating member, and a lock set member flexibly con-

nected to said lockactuatlnp member and adapted to re-

tain said lock In unlocked position by engagement with

said knuckle, gubstantlall.v as and for the purposes speci-

fied

2 In a car coupler, tlm combination with a coupler

head and Us knuckle, of 11 lock for said knuckle, a lock-

actuating member, and a lock set member flexibly connect-

ed to said lock actuating member, said lock-actuating mem-
ber and said lock set member being adapted to move both

with and also independently of said lock, substantially as

and for tbe purposes specified.

3. In a car coupler, the combination with a coupler

head and Its knuckle, of a lock for said knuckle, a lock-

set member engaging said lock, and a lock-actuating mem-
ber flexibly connected to said lock-set member and adapted

to actuate said lock through such lock-set member, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

4. In a car coupler, tbe combination with a coupler

head and its knuckle, of a vertically sliding lock, a lock-set

member engaging said lock, and a lock-actuating member
flexibly connected to said lock-set member and engaging

said last named member adjacent to its point of engage-

ment with said lock, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

r>. In a car coupler, the combination with a coupler

head and Its knuckle, of a vertically sliding lock, a

knuckle opener member engaging said lock, and a lock-

actiiating member flexibly connected to said knuckle-opener

member and engaging said last named member adjacent

to its point of engagement with said lock, substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.]

88«,8«6 INKSTAND Rknjamin O. Roberts. Little Rock,

Iowa. Filed Nov. 23. 1907. Serial No. 403.473,

.^-MIllLihilliil.l, .la.. '

/f // -?

1. An inkstand comprising two sections, a cover for one

of said sections, transversely disposed plates in tbe other

section, a stem passing through tbe plates, cover operating

means actuated by the movement of tbe steiu and meana
connected with tbe tern for automatically operating tbe

ame in one direction.

2. An inkstand comprising two sections, a cover for one

ection, transrersely disposed plates baring square aper-

tures inclosed in the other section, a movable stem passing

through the apertures In said plates means operated by

tbe stem to move tbe cover, said stem conforming in sec-

tional contour to the apertures through which it passes

to prevent Independent rotary movement of the stem.

3. An inkstand comprising two sections, a cover for one

section, transversely disposed plates having square aper-

tures inclosed in the other section, a movable stem passing

through tbe apirtures in said plates, means operated by

tbe stem to move tbe cover, said stem conforming in sec-

tional contour to the apertures through which it passes

to prevent independent rotary movement of the stem, and
means interposed between said plates for automatically

operating the stem In one direction.

4. .\n inkstand provided with an ink reservoir, a cover

for said reservoir mounted to swing in a horizontal plane,

said cover comprising two parts, one of said parts being

offset from and disposed parallel With and in a lower plane

than the other parts, a member Integrally connecting tbe

two parts together, and a mechanism comprising a de-

pressible element for actuating the cover.

6. An inkstand comprising an ink reservoir, a cover

therefor, said cover comprising two parts, one of said parts

being offset from and disposed parallel with and in a

lower plane than the other part, an actuator, and cams
carried by tbe offset part and arranged to be engaged by

the actuator for opening tbe cover.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette]

886,866. PROCESS FOR EXTRACTING METALS. Den-
nis K RoBKRTfio.v. LH-nver, Colo. Filed Sept. 22. 1906.

Serial No. 335.844.

1. The herein described process of extracting gold, or

gold and copper from ores containing the same, which con-

sists in adding to the partially pulverized crude ore aqua
regia. agitating and appl.ving steam to the mass until It is

tirougbt to the boiling point, and adding twenty per cent,

of cold water, filtering, and adding Iron to tbe filtrate,

while retaining the mixture at approximately 70°.

2. The herein described process of extracting gold, or

gold and copper from ores containing the same, which con-

sists in adding to the partly pulverized crude ore aqua

regia, boiling the mass, adding cold water, filtering, add-

ing iron to the filtrate, and finally separating the metals

from the iron.

886,867. GATE. JoH.v W. Robinson, Morrillton, .\rk.

Filed July 17. 1907. Serial No. 384.164.

1. Tbe combination, with a pair of spaced standards,

and a cros8-t)eam connecting tbe upper ends of tbe same,

of a swinging gate provided with a central pivot-bar hav-

ing its upper end fitted In an opening in said cross-beam

;

a spring-latch carried by one of said standards and adapt-

ed for engagement with tbe gate, when tbe latter is

clo'jed ; a pair of rocking devices arranged upon each side

of tbe gate ; a cab>e connection between one member of

each pal/ of rocking devices and said latch, for releasing

tbe latter from engagement with the gate; a separate

cable wound aronnd the pirot-bar and secured at one end

thereto ; a coll-sprlng secured at opposite ends to the other

end of the last-mentioned cable and to tbe other stand-
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anl, for c*a»lng the gate to open aatoauttHeally, when the

latch 1> released from engagement therewith ; and a cable

connection between each of the other roektuc deTlcea and

aald pirot-bar, for returning the gate to elowd position

against the action of said spring.

2. The. combination, with a pair of spaced standards,

and a eroas-beam connecting the apper ents of the aame,

of a swinging gate provided with a central plTOt-bar bar-

ing Its upper end fitted In an opening In B«ld crosa-beam

;

a beveled cross-beam secured to one of said standards ; a

perforated spring-latch carried by said beveled cross-

beam : a pin carried by one of the end b$x* of the gate

and adapted for engagement In the perforation in said

latch, when the gate Is In closed position;, a pair of rock-

ing devices disposed upon each side of the gate ; a cable

connection between one member of each pair of rocking

devices and said latch for releasing the latter from en-

gagement with aald pin ; a seperate cabia wound around

the pivot-bar and secured at one end thereto : a coll- spring

secured at opposite ends to the other eqds of the last-

mentioned cabl.> and to the other standard for causing

the gate to open automatically, when said latch Is released

from engagement with said pin : and a cable connection

between each of the other rocking devices and said pivot-

bar', for returning the gate to closed posUlon against the

action of said spring.

8 8 6.868. VALVE-LIFTER. DOMINICK BOHSN and

DwiGHT E FORTON, Evart, Mich. Piled Jan. 19, 1907.

Serial No. 353.078.

1. In combination with a valve cage having a tubular

extension centrally depending therefrom, a collar of the

same external diameter as said cage threaded on said tubu-

lar extension adjacent to said cage, sprltig arms formed

as an Integral part at each side of the collar and extended

below the end of said extension, and hoofs carried at the

extremities of said arms. I

2. In combination with a valve cage paving a tubular

extension centrally depending therefrom, a collar of the

same external diameter as said cage secured adjacent

thereto on said extension, spring arms fbrmed as an In-

tegral part of said collar and depending tl|erefrom at oppo-

site sides of said extension, and hooks baring opposed, in-

ner, curved faces at the extremities of ^Id arms below

said extension.

3. The combination of a valve cage tiavlng a tubular

extension centrally depending therefrom, a valve within

the cage seated over the extension, and $. valve lifter In-

closing and threaded on said extension adjacent to said

cage.

closed magnetic circuit at one end, and being disconnected

with respect to each other at all other points.

2. An electro magnet, having a core composed of lalmlna-

tlons assembled together in parallel relation, said lamina-

tions being united in a solid mass at one end of the core,

and disconnected from each other at all other points.

3. An alternating current solenoid, having a plunger

composed of laminations united solidly together at one

end. and disconnected at all other p<Mnts.

4. An electro magnet, for use with alternating currents,

said magnet having a core consisting of sections of soft

Iron wire asaembled together, and united Into an Integral

mass at one end of the core, and disconnected at all other

points.

6. An electro magnet, for use with alternating currents,

said magnet having a laminated core, the laminations of

such core being formed into a solid mass to form a closed

magnetic circuit with respect to each other at one end,

said laminations being In open magnetic circuit at all

other points.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,870. KLECTBOMAGNET. Harold RowNxaaa, Chi-

cago, III., assignor to Burdett-Rowntree Manufacturing

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 6, 1907. Serial No 366.650

88«,8«9. KLECTROM.40NKT. Harold Rowimn, Chi-

cago, III., assignor to Bnrdett-Bowatrep Manufacturing

Company, Chicago, IH., a Corporation <tt Illinois. Filed

June 23, 1906. Serial No. 266,S42.

1. In an electro magnet, for use with alternating cur-

rents, said magnet having a core formed of laminations,

said laminations being nnited into a solid mass to form a

1. In an alternating current solenoid, the combination

with a laminated core or plunger having the laminations

thereof united into a solid mass at one end and separated

at all other points, of a coil or winding therefor, said coll

Increasing from end to end In the number of turns thereof

which surround the core.

2. In an alternating current solenoid a laminated core

or plunger, the laminations being united into a solid mass

at one end and In open magnetic circuit at all other points,

and a tapering coU for said core or plnnger.

3. In an alternating current solenoid, a laminated core

or plunger, having the laminations thereof nnited Into a

solid mass at one end and In open magnetic circuit with

respect to each other at all other points, a tapering coll

for said core or plnnger, and means arrang'Hl at the larger

end of said coil for concentrating the pull on said core or

plunger.

4. In an alternating current solenoid, a laminated eor«

or plnnger, said laminations being united together at one

end into a solid mass to form a closed magnetic circuit

with respect to each other, and disconnected from each
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other at all other points to form an open magnetic cir-

cuit with respect to each other, and a coil or winding, said

coll or winding increasing in the numl)er of turns thereof

from end to end. and means arranged at the end contain-

ing the larger number of coils for Increasing the Induced

effect thereof.

5. In an alternating current solenoid, a laminated core

or plunger, having the laminations united together into a

solid mass at one end and disconnected at all other points,

and a coil, said coil increasing in external diameter to-

wards the end to which the core or plunger is drawn the

bore of said coil being of uniform transverse area.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaiette.]

886.871. REVEB8ING MECHANISM FOR THE TAKE-
UP MECHANISM OF LOOMS. Epp.\ H. Ryon, Worces
ter, Mass., assignor to Crompton A KnowU's Loom
Works, a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Mar. 28,

.1906. Serial No 30«.402

1 In a loom take up reversing mechanism, the combina-

tion with the upright driving shaft of the head motion.

and clutch mechanism on said shaft and the bevel driving

gears of said shaft, of a sleeve movable on and rotatable

with said upright shaft, and having thereon or attached

thereto, one member of the clutch mechanism for clutching

said upright shaft to said driving bevel gears, and also

having thereon or attached thereto, two bevel gears to

mesh with and drive a bevel gear connected with the take-

up mechanism shaft, and said bevel gear and shaft, and
means for moving said sleeve, to clutch or unclutcb said

upright driving shaft.

2. In a loom take up reversing mechanism, the combina-

tion with the upright driving shaft of the head motion.

and clutch mechanism on said shaft and the bevel driving

gears of said shaft, of a sleeve movable on and rotatable

with aatd upright shaft, and having thereon or attached

thereto one member of the clutch mechanism for clutch-

ing said upright shaft to said driving bevel gears, and
also having thereon or attached thereto two bevel gears

to mesh with and drive a gear Intermediate said two
bevel gears and the gear on the take-up mechanism shaft,

and said Intermediate gear, and said shaft and gear, and
manually operated means for moving said sleeve, to

clutch or nnclutch said upright driving shaft.

3. In a loom take-up reversing mechanism, the combina-
tion with the upright driving shaft of the head motion,

and clutch mechanism on said shaft and the bevel driving

gears of said shaft, of a sleeve movable on and rotatable

with said upright shaft, and having thereon one member
of the clutch mechanism for clutching said upright abaft

to said driving bevel gears, and also having thereon two
bevel gears to mesh with and drive a bevel gear connected
with the take-up mechanism shaft, and said bevel gear
and shaft, and means for moving said sleeve, to clutch or

nnclutch said upright driving shaft, and locking mechan-
ism for said means.
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4. In a loom take-up reversing mechanism, the combina-
tion with the upright driving shaft of the head motion,
and clutch mechanism on said shaft and the bevel driving

gears of said shaft, of a sleeve movable on and rotatable

with said upright shaft, and having thereon one member
of the clutch mechanism for clutching said upright shaft

to said driving bevel gears, and also having thereon two
bevel gears, to mesh with and drive a bevel gear connected
with the take-up mechanism shaft, and said t>evel gear and
shaft, and means for moving said sleeve to two extreme
positions, to clutch or nnclutch said upright driving shaft,

and also to a position Intermediate its two extreme posi-

tions, and locking mechanism for said means.

886,872. THRESHING-MACHINE. Johk Sandbrs, Dun-
dee, Tex. Filed May 29, 1906. Serial No. 319,316.

1. In a threshing machine, the combination with a sep-

arator body having separating mechanism therein, of

threshing mechanism mounted on one end of the body and
delivering to the separating mechanism, a fan casing lo-

cated at said end of the separator body and having a spout
delivering to the threshing mechanism, means located at

said end of the body for delivering material to the casing,

and a feed fan rotatably mounted in the casing for moving
the material therethrough.

2. In a threshing machine, the combination with a sep-

arator body having separating mechanism therein, of

threshing mechanism mounted on the body and Including
a caging having an inlet and an outlet delivering to the

separating mechanism, a concave located In the casing, and
a rotary member mounted in the casing and coactlng with
the concave, and means for feeding material to the thresh-

ing mechanism, said means comprising a casing having an
inlet and an outlet, the latter communicating with the in-

let of the threshing mechanism caalng, means located at

one end of the body for delivering material to the inlet,

and a feeding fan operating in the feed casing.

3. In a threshing machine, the combination with a sep-

arator body having separating mechanism therein, of

threshing mechanism delivering to the separting mechan-
ism, a fan casing having an inlet and an outlet delivering

to the threshing mechanism, a fan operating in the casing,

and means located at one end of the separator body for

delivering grain to be threshed to the inlet of the casing.

4. In a threahing machine, the combination with a sep-

arator l>ody having separating mechanism therein, of

threshing mechanism mounted on one end of the body,

means for feeding grain thereto, said means comprising a

fan casing located on said end of the body and having an
inlet, an outlet conduit delivering from the casing to the

threshing mechanism, a fan operating In the casing, and a
grain conveying chute communicating with the inlet of the

casing and located at said end of the body.

5. In a threshing machine, the combination with a sep-

arator body and separating mechanism therein, of thresh-

ing mechanism located at one end of the body and Includ-

ing a casing having an inlet and an outlet, the latter de-

livering to the separating mechanism, a fan operating in

the casing, and pneumatic grain feeding means located at

said end of the body and delivering to the casing.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]
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886.873. TRACTION-WHBBL FOB MOfTOB-VEHICLBS.
Ca»l H. Schmidt. Untert0rkh«lai-8tnttg*rt, Germany.

aMlgnor to Eduard Bcharrer, CannsUtt^ Germany. Filed

June 4. 1907 Serial No. 377.129.

1. In a traction wheel of the class dtscribed. the com-

bination of the circular rlnga, a pluralltf of angular teeth

connecting said rings, a spoke-llke itrflcture of angular

cross section within said rings and carrying the hub, and

a plurality of radial strengthening ribs at the sides of the

spoke like structure.

2. In a traction wheel of the dasa dtscribed, the com-

bination of a pair of circular rings formed concavely at

their outer edges, a spoke-llke structure of angular croas-

sectlon within said rings and carrying tie hub, and a plu-

rality of angular teeth connecting, the rings, said teeth

being separated from each other and adapted to penetrate

Into the ground to create a strong foothold for the wheel.

3. In a traction wheel of the class described, the com-

bination of a pair of circular rings formed concavely at

their outer •dti^'s. an Inner structure of angular cross-sec-

tion Intermediate between the rings and carrying the hnb,

a series of angular cross-members connecting said circular

rings and connected to the said Inner sttnctnre, said teeth

being separated from each other and adtpted to penetrate

Into the ground, and being rhombic In fofm.

4. In a traction wheel of the class described, the com-

X blnatfon of the circular rings, means connecting them and

proTldlng openings which receive the ground between them,

an Inner spoke-llke structure carrying the hub and con-

nected to the rings, and a series of steengthenlng radial

ribs on each side of said Inner structure.

5. In a traction wheel of the class *scribed, the com-

bination of a pair of circular rings, meatis connecting them

and proTldlng teeth to engage the surface oTer which the

wheel trarels. an Inner spoke-llke str«cture of angular

cros»-8ectlon carrying the central hub afld connected to

the circular rings, and radial ribs at each side of said In-

ner structure.

1

886.874. APPARATUS FOB PRODCCING HLBCTRIC
DISCHAROKS THROUGH GASES. ADQUBT Schmkll«b.

Qinneken. near Breda. Netherlands, assignor to Percy

Thompson. East Orange. N. J. Filed Apr. 25, 1904. Se-

rial No. 204.808.

trlcal discharges, comprising discharge terminals, and an

electrically reslsUnt fluid dielectric flowing intermittently

between such terminals, for the purpose set forth.

5. An apparatus for subjecting gases to Inrlslble elec-

trical discharges, comprising discharge terminals, and an

electrically resistant fluid dielectric between one terminal

and a solid dielectric, for the purpose set forth.

[ClalmM *\ to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,875. RAZOR. Max SchCttb, Berlin. Germany Filed

Jan. 3. 1308. Serial No. 409,122.

1. An apparatus for subjecting gase$ to Invisible elec-

tric discharges, comprising discharge tetmlnals and means

for circulating therebetween a flowing n^edium for the pur-

pose of cooling said terminals.

2. An apparatus for subjecting gases to invisible elec-

tric discharges, comprising discharge terminals and means

for circulating therebetween a flowing dielectric medium

for the purpose of ceolLng said terminals.

3. An apparatus for sabjectlag gase« to invisible elec-

trical discharges, comprising discharge terminals, and^ a

fluid dielectric flowing cootlaaoualy between such termi-

nals, for the purpose set forth.

4. An apparatus for subjectlag gase* to Invisible elec

4pf}l^
1. A razor shaving blade having guard teeth Integral

with said blade and projecting beyond the shaving edge of

the latter.

2. A rasor comprising three parts, a blade, a guard there-

for and a support for the raior. all composed of the same

piece of metal.

3. A razor comprising a blade having a front shaving

edge and a rear edge, guard teeth Integral with said rear

edge, bent underneath and close to said blade, and extend-

lan forwardly beyond said shavInK edge, and a support also

Integral with said blade.

4. A razor shaving blade having a front shaving edi^e

and a rear edge and with guard teeth Integral with said

rear edge, bent upon and close to said blade, and extending

forwardly t>eyond said shaving edge.

SH6.876. PUNCHING - MACHINE. Willabd T. Sbar.s.

Harrlsburg, I'a Filed May 9. 1905. Serial No. 259.578.

1. A punching machine tnchidlnjf a reclprocable punch.

an anvil therefor, and a stripper for the punch provlcled

with an antifriction roller supported adjacent to and

Immediately to the rear of said punch, substantially ns

described.

2. A machine for punching angles or the like Including

two punches operative in lines at an angle to each other,

an anvil extending in a line transverse to the plane or

planes of the punches, and two strippers each having an

antifriction roller mounted Immediately to the rear of the

respective punches In such positions that their axes are

at ao, angle to each other, substantially as described.

3. A machine for punching angles or the like including

two punches operative In lines at an angle to each other,

an anvil having two faces at un angle to each other and

respectlv<»ly «t right angles to tb« lines of action of the

punches, with a stripper for each punch, each including

an antifriction roller supported adjacent to and Imme

diateiy to the rear of each punch and adjacent to the

anvil therefor, substantially as described.
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886.877. CEMENT
Edwardsvllle, III.

389,229.

CHAIR MOLD.
Filed Aug. 19.

Mathiah Srbribr.

190T. Serial No.

1. A mold for making artificial stone chairs Including

back, seat and side sections assembled to form a molding

compartment, said side sections being provided with arm
portions for supporting the seat sections and having fill-

ing orifices formed therein and communicating with the

molding compartment, there being a similar filling orifice

formed In the seat section and also communicating with

the molding compartment, a base section depending from

the seat section and provided with a molding compartment

communicating with the first mentioned compartment, and

wings extending laterally from the base section In spaced

relation to the seat section and forming a support for the

side sections.

J A mold for making artificial stone chairs Including

back, seat and side sections spaced apart to form an In-

termediate molding compartment, arm portions formed

on the seat section and bearing agalnit and supported by

the side sections, flanges formed on the Inner walls of the

side sections, a sectional base provided with an Interme-

diate molding compartment communicating with the first

mentioned molding compartment, and wings extending lat-

erally from the base and ()earlng against the flanges of the

aide sections for supporting the latter.

3. A mold for making artificial stone chairs including

hack, seat and side sections spaced apart to form an in-

termediate molding compartment, side sections engaging

the back and seat sections and having their Interior walls

provided with Inwardly extending flangee, arm portions

formed Integral with the seat sections and bearing against

and supported by the side sections, a base section disposed

beneath the seat section and provided with a molding

compartment communicating with the first mentioned

molding compartment, there being filling orifices formed

in the arm portions and seat section and communicating

with both molding compartments, and wings extending

laterally from the base section and adapted to engage the

flanges for supporting the side seotlona

886.878. WIND STRIP. JOHW S. Sbwell, T" 8. Army
Filed May 31. 1907. Serial No. 376.552.

2. The combination of a door or window frame, a ma-
sonry wall having an opening for the said frame, and

the wind strip extending across the Joint between the

frame and the wall and tightly fitting into the frame and
embedded In the wall, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a door or window frame, a ma-

sonry wall having an opening for the said frame, and

the wind strip extending across the Joint between the

frame and the wall and tightly fitting Into the frame and
embedded In the plastic material of the wall, substanrlally

as set forth.

1. A door or window frame, having a wind strip com-

prising a flange embedded In the frame, a part which Is

parallel with a portion of the frame and an outstanding

flange or extension, the wind strip being permanently se-

cured to the frame. In combination with a wall having an

opening for the said frame and a recess In the boundary

surface of the opening into which recess the said flange

or extension projects and closely fits, substantially as set

forth.

886.879. SIGNALIN'i SYSTEM. John Shephehd. Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Sept. 17. 1906. Serial No 334.987.

1. The combination with a metallic circuit Including a

source of current supply, and signal receiving means re-

sponsive to a break In or ground on the circuit, of a trans-

mitter including a line breaking mechanism, a ground
connection for said line breaking mechanism, and means
operable in predetermined relation to the line breaking

mechanism for testing the Integrity of the ground connec-

tion by transmitting thereover a signal, without breaking

the line.

2. The combination with a metallic circuit, a grounded
source of current supply therefor, a signal receiving means
responsive to a break In or ground on said circuit, of a
transmitter comprising a line braaklng switch, a break
wheel structure normally non-contacting therewith, a nor-

mally closed ground connection for said wheel, and means
for Indicating the Integrity of said ground connection com-
prising a signaling instrumentality arranged to connect

the ground connection with the line circuit without break-

ing the line.

3. The combination with a metallic circuit, a grounded

sonrce of current supply therefor, and signal receiving

means for said circuit responsive to a break In or ground

on the circuit, of a transmitter comprising a line break-

ing switch, and a switch operating structure normally

non-contacting therewith, and a normally closed ground

connection tor said structure, said structure comprising

circuit breaking parts, and parts for contacting with the

switch without breaking the circuit

4. The combination with a metallic circuit, including a

grounded source of current supply, a signal receiving means
responsive to a break in. or ground on, the circuit, of a

transmitter comprising a line breaking switch, a signal

wheel structure, means for shifting said signal wheel

structure to position dlfTerent parts thereof for coaction

with the brea^ device, one part of said signal wheel struc-

ture comprllftng means for connecting the break device

[ with the ground wire without breaking the circuit, and

j

the other part comprising means for breaking the line

! circuit.

5. The combination with a metallic circuit Including

1 a grounded current generator, and signal recalTlog means
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reflponsive to a br«ak In or ground 00 Cbc circuit ; of a

transmitter comprising a motor, a circuit breaking struc-

ture, a signal wheel structure, and oMians for laterally

shifting one of said structures relatliie to the other

;

said wheel structure comprising a pUrallty of tooth-

erles out of lateral alinement for reapectlTe coac-

tlon with the circuit breaking structure when the circuit

breaking and wheel structures arc shiftetl to different posi-

tions, one of aaJd tooth-series being of a height to contact

with the circuit breaker without breaking the circuit, and

being grounded, and another tooth series being of a

height to break the circuit through th« circuit breakint;

itructure.

(Claims fl to 9 not printed in the Oasftfe. 1

886.«S0 TROLLEY. John Shbphbrd. t!hlcago, 111. Filed

Dec. 20, 1907 Serial No. 407.380.

1 The combination with a trolley wUeel and a trolley

pole, of means for connecting the trollwjy wheel with the

pole, comprising a self InbrlcatlnK atle, whereon the

wheel Is mounted, a harp carrying cald axle, provided

at Its lower end with a stem, a head member mounted

upon the trolley pole and provided with a socket into

which the stem extends, a pivot pin extfnding from front

to back through the head and stem, the *tem being mount-

ed In Its pivot pin and In Us socket to permit of twisting

and fore-and-aft movement of the harp with respect to the

socket to a relatively small dejrree. and transverse pivotal

movement of the harp upon the pivot to a greater degree.

2. The combination with a trolley wUeel and a trolley

pole, of means for connecting the wheel and pole compris-

ing a self lubricating axle whereon the rheel Is mounted,

a harp carrying said axle, a stem and socket connection

between the harp and pole, arranged Ho leave the harp

free for very limited fore and aft and tlrlsflng movement

and greater lattral pivotal movement, and spring con-

ductors between the wheel and pole coQuprlsing two sep-

arable members, one carried by the pole and the other by

the harp.

."i. The combination with a trolley wheel and trolley

pole, of means for connecting the wheel and pole compris-

ing a head member mounted on the pole bavlng a laterally

flaring socket therein, a harp having A depending stem

projecting into said socket, a pivot pin extending through

the socket and stem, the stem being arranged upon said

pin and within the socket for slight twisting and fore-and-

aft movement, and for lateral pivotal movement to a

greater extent.
J

4. The combination with a trolley wleel and a trolley

pole, of means for connecting the wheel and pole compris-

ing a harp carrying the wheel, a stem-»nd-8ocket connec-

4100 between the harp and pole arranged to leave the harp

free for slight fort-aad aft and twisting movements and

greater lateral pivotal movement, and spring conductor*

between the wheel and pole, comprlsltiR two separable

members one carried by the pole and the other by the

harp, said two spring members being arranged for sliding

contact with each other to maintain effective contact

throughout the changes in relative poaltlon of the pole

and harp.

5. The combination with a trolley wheel and a trolley

pole of means for connecting the wheel and pole compris-

ing a head mounted on the trolley pole and having a

socket therein, a trolley harp having a stem extending

Into said socket, a pin extending through the socket and

stem whereon the harp is plvotally mounted, an axle

whereon the trolley wheel Is mounted, carried by the harp,

on-rotatable contact washers on opposite sides of the

trolley wheel, depending contact springs bearing against

said washers and extending down through suitably pro-

vided apertures In the lower part of the harp, and coactlng

contact springs secured In the socket and extending up

through rhf" said aperture In the harp to constantly make

sliding contact with the first said contact springs.

886.881 SODA FOUNTAIN. HAMPTOf* K. Smith. Inlon.

8. C. Filed May «, 1907. Serial No. 372,503.

1. The combination substantially as herein described,

of a front plate having an upper opening for an end tube,

and a lower opening for dispensing devices, and provided

between such upper and lower openings with a vertically

elongated slot, a Jar provided at Its front with a forwardly

projecting vertically elongated sight wing, protruding

through the slot In the front plate, and having at its upper

end a forwardly and upwardly Inclined filling tube pro-

jecting through the upper opening In the front plate, re-

taining means on the outer end of the filling tube and en-

gaging with the front plate, the said Jar being provided

at Its lower end with an opening and with a forwardly

projecting tube surrounding the same, and alined with the

lower opening In the front plate, a pump having Its t>ar-

rel projecting through said tube Into the Jar, and devices

connecting the said pump with the lower tube of the Jar

and with the front plate, substantially as set forth.

2. A syrup Jar having at Its front side a narrow verti-

cally elongated sight wing, and a front plate applied to

said Jar and having a slot In which said sight wing pro-

jects, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of a front plate, having a verti-

cally elongated slot, a syrup Jar having at its 'front side

a narrow vertically elongated sight wing in said slot,

means securing the front plate to the Jar above the sight

wing, and means securing the Jar to the front plate below

the sight wing, subsUntially as set forth.

4. The combination with the front plate having a ver-

tically elongated slot, and a syrup Jar having at its front

side a narrow vertically elongated sight wing projecting

in said slot, and means securing the front plate to the Jar.

6. The comblnatl<Hi with the front plate having an (own-

ing, and a Jar having a pump opening in alinement with

the opening in the front pUte, a pump having a barrel

projecting through the opening In the Jar Into the same.
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means securing the pump to the Jar, and devices for se-

curing such means in connection with the front plate, sub-

stantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gasette.]

886,882. SODA FOUNTAIN. Hampton K. Smith, Union,

8. C. Filed Sept. 19. 1907. Serial No. 393,595.

1. The combination with a syrup Jar and a front plate

having alined openings, of a cylinder within the opening

of the Jar and having Inlet and outlet openings, a CHSlni;

having a face plate held within the opening of the front

plate, said casing being provided at Its outer end with a

removable cap. a tube extending outwardly through the

cylinder within the casing and having a discharge noxzle

at Its outer end, a partition within the cyllnd»T. r piston

having blades operating on opposite sides of the partition

and provided with valved openings, a tube connecting

with the piston and extending outwardly and encircling

the cylinder tube and provided at its outer end with studs

for engagement by a hand operated slide, a spring operat-

ing upon said tube whereby to readjust the piston, a rack

on the piston tube, connections between the discharge

openings of the cylinder and the cylinder tube, and elec-

trically operated devices Including a bar meshing with a

toothed segment of the piston tut>e, substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination of a syrup Jar, a front plate, a cas

Ing secured to the front plate and encircling the syrup dis-

charging devices, a cylinder In the Jar and having a lon-

gitudinal partition and provided with a discharge tube

extending outwardly through the casing, a piston operat

Ing In the cylinder and having blades on opposite sides

of the partition and provided with an outwardly project-

ing tube encircling the discharge tube of the cylinder, and

means operating upon said piston tube for actuating the

piston, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination with the syrup Jar. of the cylinder

therein and having Inlets and outlets, branch pipes E*

leading from the discharge openings of the cylinder, a

valve chamber to which said branch pipes discharge, a

discharge tube connected with said valve chaml>er, an os-

cillating piston In the cylinder, and a tube connected with

such oscillating piston and encircling the discharge tube

of the cylinder, and means operating said piston tube, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a syrup Jar and a piston con-

structed to oscillate therein, of a discharge tube In con-

nection with the cylinder, a tube connected with the piston

and encircling the cylinder discbarge tube, and electrically

operated means engaging with aald piston tube for actuat-

ing the piston, substantially as set forth.

6. The combination with a syrup Jar and a piston con

structed to oscillate therein, of a discharge tube In con-

nection with the cylinder, a piston tube connected with the

piston and encircling the cylinder discharge tube, elec-

trically operated means engaging with said piston tut>e

for actuating the piston in one direction, and a spring

for readjusting the piston, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Oasette.] i

8 8 6,883. MANUFACTURE OF FILMS FOR PHOTO-
GRAPHIC AND OTHER PURPOSES. John H. Smith,
Zurich. Switserland. Filled May 15, 1906. Serial No.

260,436.

1 A process for manufacturing a gelatin film for photo-

graphic and other purposes coated on both sides with the

residue of a nltro-cellulose solution consisting In squee-

geeing together Into Intimate contact two layers of gelatin

which have been previously coated with a protecting layer

of collodion.

2. The herein descrlt>ed process for the manufacture of

a gelatin film for photographic and other purposes, coated

on both sides with the residue of a nit ro-cellu lose solu

tlon consisting In the preparation of two component films

by coating and drying upon a prepared temporary sup

port In succession a gelatin and a nitrocellulose solution,

stripping these component films from their support,

slightly moistening the exposed gelatin surfaces and bring

Ing them Into Intimate contact by squeegeeing together.

8 8 6 , S 8 4 MANUFACTURE OF PAPER CONES FOR
YARN WINDING MACHINES. Walter" F. Smith,

Ilartsvtlle, S, C, assignor of one-half to Southern Nov-

elty Company, HartsviUe, S. C, a Corporation of South

Carolina Filed Dec. 19, 1907. Serial No. 407,106.

A blank for the manufacture of cones for yam, consist-

ing of a sector-shaped paper sheet having its two straight

edges b, c, at a slight angle to each other, and a tongue d

upon the edge c, substantially as and for the purposes

hereinbefore set forth.

886,885. FOLDING UMBRELLA. Nick Spanick, Ix)yal-

hanna. Pa Filed Dec. 21, 1906, Serial No. 348,929. Re-

newed Mar. 11, 1908. Serial No. 420,452.

In a folding ambrella, a tubular handle rod formed of

an upper and a lower section the upper section having a

vertical slot In one end and a transverse pin' spaced from

the slot and at right angles thereto and the lower section
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haTlo* a reduced portion adapted to enter the "PP*' «^
tion and with oppositely dl.po.ed longltndljal -'ot. InlU

r^u<»d end haTlng oppo-ltely extending lateral uralnal.

iSl with .paced .lot. in allnement with tl,e ^ougituAinjL^

"'.
of «lS reduced portion, one "^--^

"J'f»^;';^; ^
tending for a dlatance into ttld reduced tnd. and a U

IhaD^ re«lllent member fitting In -dd lower .ectlon and

b^ar^g alaln^t It. .Idea and with .pac«l projection, on

Tne i? Itst^- extending through «ld .p.<^ .lot., where^

br when the .ectlno. are united the tran.«r« pin of the

uDi^r action will enter the longitudinal ilota of the re-

ZT^ ^nZ of the lower i^ctlon and be tecelred In the

fateralCmlnal. thereof and the upper p«>Jectlon of the

rUment member will be received In the longitudinal .lot

of ihe up^r section and In the adjacent .pfced .lot of the

lower Mctlon.
j

886 886 KNIT FABRIC AND METHOD OF MAKING

sItlE RICHARD J STKivca, Bridgeport. Conn., a.-

.ignor to The 8«lfi Textile Manufactrjrlng CompanT.

BfTdgeport. conn , a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed >

Oct. 22. 1906. Serial No. S.'iS.QTl.

the introduction of .ulfur dioxld fume, and at it. top an

opening for their withdrawal, a plurality of .ub.Untially

horlionUl BheUe. .ecured one aboTe the other alteroatclj

1 \ knitted fabric con.l.tlng of a back, and an artl-

flclally curled face yarn knitted thereto «|d face yarn be

fai curled to the condition it a«ume. in tjie fabric previ-

on. to the knitting operation.

o A knitted fabric conriating of ba<* and tying In

yarns, and an artlfi.-lally curled face yam harlng a succea-

Btoa of .ubatantlally regular and closely dl.po^ ring..

curl, or loop, formed therein previou. to the knitting op-

eration. Mid face yarn being bound to the back by the

*^'°*The^ method of making a knit fabrtc. wld method

consisting in no curling the face yam P^^^^^.^^o the knit-

ting operation that It will asaume. whea knitted into a

fabric. de.lred form, of ring, or curl., atralghtenlng the

curled yam while the wme 1. being placed upon the

nt-edle.. and permitting the wid yarn to np.ume it. curled

condition after being bo placed.

4 The method of making a knit fabric comprlalng face

and back yam.. Mid method consLtlng m » curling one

of .aid yam. prcTloua to the knitting operation that the

Mm^ asaume., when knitted Into a fabric deaired form, of

rlnk's or curls, straightening the curled yam while the

«am.' Is being placed Upon the needle., and permitting

said yarn to resume It. curled conditio* after being .0

placed.
^ ,

5 The method of making a knit fthrlc coraprl.lng

face and back yarns, said method consisting In to curling

th<» face yam that It will assume In the fabric when

knitted dfslred rlnirs or curl., straightening .aid curled

yarn before the same reaches the backing wheel, and per-

mitting It to assume Its curled condition »fter leaving Mid

wheel.

[Claim ft not printed In the Gaaette.]

to opposite sides of the casing and free at their outer end.

whereby a «lg *ag paawge about the .helve. 1. «>cured.

and means for introducing water at the top of the casing.

886 888. BATH TUB SUPPLY - PIPE CONNECTION.

William G. Stbwabt. Cleveland. Ohio. Piled Feb. 11,

1907 Serial No 356.733.

88rt887 \PPAR.\TUS FOR TREATING GRAIN ilaUDB ,

D, STiPHBNS. Chicago. 111. Filed -Vpr 29. 1907. Serial
,

No. 370.946.

1 In an apparatus of the character described, a furnace,

a mixer connected thereto, means for supplying moisture

to the mixer, a treatment bin, means for conducting the

fume, from the mixer to the bin. and means for conduct-

ing the fumes from the bin back to the ftrnace.

- In an apparatus of the character described, a sulfur

furnace, a mixer connected thereto, means for supplying

moisture to the mixer, a treatment bin. an agitator there-

for means for conducting the fume, from the mixer to

the bin, and means for conducting the f»me. from the bin

back to the furnace.

3. In an apparatus of the character tercrlbed, a mixer

comprising a casing having an opening at It. bottom for

1 The comblnaUon. with a bath tub having an aper-

ture In an end wall thereof, of a supply plpe having a

threaded end projecting through Mid aperture and within

the tub. said supply pipe having no deUchable Joint ad-

jacent to .^aid aperture, a sleeve having one end threaded

onto the end of Mid aupply plpe and having lU other end

provided with a flange, a bath tub faucet having a con-

nection provided with a threaded end. a gland nut Mcuring

said connection to the flanged end of the sleeve, and mean,

adjuatably mounted on Mid pipe for clamping the same to

the waU of the tub, .uhatantlally as specified.

2 The combination, with a bath tub having an aper-

ture in the wall thereof, of a supply pipe having a thread-

ed end projecting through Mid aperture. Mid supply pipe

having no deUchable Joint adjacent to Mid aperture, a

sleeve threaded onto the end of »ld supply pipe, a bath

tub faucet, mean, for connecting Mid faucet to Mid aleeve.

and a pair of nuts on Mid pipe, one being on the outalde

of the tub and the other being on the inside thereof. Mid

nuts being adapted to engage oppoalte surfaces of the tub

to retain the supply pipe connections and faucet In fixed

relation thereto, subsUntlally as specified.

3 The combination, with a bath tub having an aperture

m the wall thereof, of a .upply pipe having a threaded

end proJecUng through Mid aperture, a .leave connwrted

to the end of Mid .upply pipe, a bath tub faucet, mean.

for connecting Mid faucet to Mid .leeve, and a pair of

nuts on said pipe, one being on the outalde of the tnb and
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88t,880 HANDLEGRIP FOR CYCLE HANDLE BARS
Martin C. Stokes. Hartford. Conn., assignor to The

Hartford Rubber Works Company, a Corporation of

Connecticut. Filed May 28, 1907. Serial No. 376,099.

having hand operating means and the other being on the

inside thereof and having a tapered rear face, Mid nuts

being adapted to engage opposite surfaces of the tub to

retain the supply pljw connections and faucet In fixed re-

lation thereto.

4. The combination, with a bath tub having iin aperture

In an end wall thereof, of a supply pipe having a threaded

end projecting throuKh said aperture, a sleeve having a

squared end provided with an Internal thread adapted to

engage the threaded end of the supply pipe, a faucet,

means for connecting said faucet to the other end of said

sleeve, a nut threaded on Mid pipe outside of the wall of

the hath tub. and a nut threaded on said pipe on the

Inner side of said wall and Interposed between the same

and the sleeve, said nut having a central tlange projecting

longitudinally therefrom and a recess within said flange

adapted to receive the squared end of said sleeve, substan-

tially as specified.

.^ The combination, with a bath tub having an aper-

ture In the end wall thereof, of a supply pipe having a

threaded end projecting through said aperture, a sleeve

having a squared end provided with an Internal thread

adapted to engage the threaded end of the supply pipe, a

faucet, means for connecting said faucet to the other end

of said sleeve, a nut threaded on Mid pipe outside of the

wall of the bath tub, and a nut threaded on said pipe on

the Inner side of said wall and Interposed between the

same and the sleeve. Mid nut having a central flange pro-

jecting longitudinally therefrom and a receas within said

flange adapted to receive the squared end of said sleeve and

said nut also having a tapered central flange projecting

longitudinally therefrom In a direction the reverw of the

last mentioned flange, substantially as specified.

[Clalma 6 to 12 not printed In the Gasette.]

and B stretcher pivoted to the runner and to the Inner rib

section and provided with a lip at Its outer end for engag-

A handle grip for the handle bar. of cycle, formed of

re.lllent material and comprising a thin-walled portion

having a large bore adapted to receive the end of the

handle bar. a thlck-walled extension having a reduced

bore, and a tubular fabric portion forming a lining for

the handle-recelring portion and provided with an axial

extension embedded In the thick-walled extension.

8 8 6,890. UMBRELLA. Thomas A. STOUBAtOH. St.

Marys, Ohio. Filed May 10. 1907. Serial No 372.9.33.

1. In an umbrella, a .tick, a runner thereon, a rib

formed of telescoping sections and pivoted to the stick,

the section being provided with openings adapted to reg

later, when the KCtlons are extended, a spring catth piv-

oted to the Inner Mctlon and adapted to enter the open-

ings of the sections of the ribs to hold them extended, and

a stretcher pivoted to the runner and to Inner rib section

and adapted to engage the spring catch to release It when

the ribs and stretcher are folded toward the stick.

2. In an umbrella, a stick, a runner thereon, a rib

formed of telescoping sections and pivoted to the stick,

the Mctions being provided with openings adapted to reg-

ister when the Mctions are extended, a spring catch piv-

oted to the Inner section and provided with a pin adapted

to enter the opening, in the .aid sections and with a toe.

Ing the toe of the catch when the parts are folded to-

ward the stick.

886.891 CONVEYER. Robert C. Straioht. Dearborn,

Mkh. Filed Apr 13, 1907. Serial No. 367.954.

1. The herein described conveyer comprising a track-

way, a carriage on said trackway, a clevis swlvelly con-

nected to M*d carriage, a bar carried by Mid clevis, .traps

on said bar. a receptacle plvotally mounted between the

lower ends of Mid straps, a link plvotally secured at one

end to one of M.ld straps, a socket at the opposite end of

said link a locking pin carried In said socket adapted to

enter a bore in the receptacle to hold said receptacle In a

horizontal position and means to normally hold said pin

In engagement with said bore.

2. The herein described conveyer comprising a track-

way, means to support Mid trackway, a carriage on said

trackway, said carriage having a sheave adapted to en-

jjage and travel upon the trackway, a clevis swlvelly con-

nected to the lower end of M.ld carriage, a bar secured at

its central portion to said clevis, downwardly extending

straps at each end of Mid bar, a receptacle plTotally

mounted between the lower ends of said straps, uUd re-

ceptacle having a bore in one face and to one side of the

center thereof, a link plvotally secured at one end to one

of said straps, a socket at the opposite end of said link, a

locking pin seated in Mid socket, a collar on Mid pin. a

spring dispowd around the pin and between the collar and

the end wall of the Mcket adapted to exert Inward pr«mrc
upon the pin at all times whereby said pin will engage the

bore In the receptacle and hold Mid receptacle In a horl-

contal position and a knob on the pin whereby Mid pin

may be readily removed from the bore.

3. The herein described conveyer comprising a carriage,

a trackway for said carricge, means to support <>ald track-

way, a clevis swlvelly connected to said carriage, a bar

plvotally mounted In Mid clevis, straps on Mid bar. a

receptacle plvotally mounted between the lower ends of

said .traps, said receptacle having a bore near one comer

thereof, a link plvotally secured at Its upper end to one ©f
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Mid Straps, means at the lower end of sold link adapted
to engage said receptacle and bold the saipt against casual

rotation comprising a sQcket, a pin seated tn said socket,

a collar on said pin, a spring disposed aro«nd the pin and
between the collar and the end wall of the socket adapted

to exert inward pressure upon the pin at All times where-

by said pin will engage the bore In the receptacle and
bold said receptacle against casual rotatioq and additional

means whereby the pin may be readily reiaoved from the

bore.

886.S02. MEANS FOR TREATING CttUSHED ORE
PREVIOrS TO CYANIDING OR THE LIKE. Hb.vby

L. TtMPLCR. Cleveland. Transraal. File* Jan. 12, 190T.

Serial .Vo. .15-'.014

In an Invention of the character described, the combina
tlon of a wet ore reducer, a mechanical cltaslfler adapted
to separate the reducer product into concentrates, sands
and slimes, means for carrying the wet ore reducer product

by gravity to the classifier, means assoclnted with shid

classifier for carrying off the slimes, means associated with

the classifier for receiving the sands and separating water
therefrom, extraction apparatus, a conveyer for carrying

the dried sands from the classifier to the extraction ap-

paratus, regrindlng apparatus disposed above the level of

the classifier, means associated with the classifier to re-

ceive the concentrates therefrom and convey them to the

regrinder, means to receive the regrlod^r effluent and
separate the slimes therefrom, means associated with said

separating means for conveying the sllrtes by gravity

from said regrinder product to the said classifier and
means associated with said last named separating means
to return the balance of the regrinder product to the re-

grinder, substantially as described.

8 8 6.893 WEATHERSTRIP. Ahthok R. Thomas.
Grand Rapids. Mich. Filed Apr. 2, 1906. Serial No.
309.271.

1. The combination with a window frama having a part-

ing stop and sashes slidable upon opposite sides of said

stop and provided with longitudinally extending oblique

channels in the comers thereof nearest t» said parting

stop, and weather strips comprising platen with one por-

tion of each bearing against opposite sides of the portion

of said parting stop which projects into the frame and
the remaining portions extending obliquely from the frame
and stop and fitting the oblique channels of the sashes.

2. The combination with a window framef baving a part-

ing stop and sashes slidable upon opposite sides of said

stop and provided with longitudinally extending oblique

channels in the comers thereof nearest to said parting

stop, and weather strips com;prlBlng plates with one por-

tion of each bearing against opposite sides of the portion

of said parting stop and terminating In oltsets extending
into the rear of the parting stop and with: the remaining
portions extending obliquely from the frame and stop and
fitting the oblique channels of the sashes.

888,894. GARMENT ATTACHMENT. Hans Thompson
and Hkrbkkt I. Fowuca. Spring Valley, Minn. Filed

Nov 7. 1W)7. Serial No. 401.14.H

Trousers having a flap opposite the p<icket -opening, a

waist band of suitable material, connecting said trousers

and flap together at the top edges and adapted to be fold

ed upon Itself with the adjustment of the flap, a platt

having oblong openings therein, fastened to said trousers

at tbe waist and a button member adapted to engage any
one of said openings and assume a locking action there

with as tbe flap is adjusted or manipulated In inserting

said button in said opening

88B.895 ATTACHMENT FOR SILKIES AND GANG-
PLOWS. John T. Toland. Atwater, Minn. Filed Nov.
16, 1907 Serial No. 402.485.

A plow of the type set forth, comprising in combination
with a frame, plows supported therefrom, a hand lever

for raising and lowering said frame and plows and means
for holding said hand lever at selected positions, a chain

connected to said frame and adjustably to said hand lever

at one side thereof for limiting the upward movement
thereof, a tongue supporting element, a spring connected

to said element and a chain connected to said spring and
adjustably to said hand lever at tbe other side thereof to

hold the latter to cause the plows to dig Into the ground.

888,886. ATTACHING MEANS FOR STAKES. John A.

TOOMEY. Chicago, III. Filed July 22, 1907. Serial No.

385.022

1. A stake holder comprising a sill plate and a clamping
plate pivoted thereto between which the stake Is engaged
said clamping plate adapted for adjustment to lie against

tbe sill plate.

2. A stake pocket embracing parts adapted to automat-
ically adjust the slie of the pocket and means for locking

the parts from movement when tbe pocket Is empty.
3. A device of tbe class described embracing coactlng

parts, one of which is adjustable from the other to form a

pocket and also adapted to fold thereagalnst when not In

use.

4. A stake pocket comprising rigid and movable parts.
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said movable parts vertically adjustable to vary the else of

the pocket.

S A stake holder comprising a sill plate, a clamping

plate pivoted thereto and between which the stake is en-

Kaged, and means locking the clamping plate from move-

ment when not In operative position.

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed in the Oasette.]

886,897 RAILROAD- FRO<}. GiiOBtJB H, Tkisch. Lloyd-

ell, I'a. Filed Sept. 17, 1907. Serial No. 393,312.

1. A railway frog comprising a base plate and segmental

concentrically disposed supporting bars thereon, one of

said supporting bars having a flange on Its inner side, a

frog latch pivotally mounted on said base plate having re-

cesses on Its under side to clear the said supporting bars

and provided at its outer end and its under side with a

tongue l)earlng against the under side of the flange of the

flanged snpiwrtlng bar and stops to limit the angular

movement <if said frog latch.

2. A railway frog comprising a base plate, a frog latch

pivotally mounted thereon, and supporting bars for such

frog latch on such base plate and having stop blocks to

limit the angular movement of such frog latch.

8 86.898. ENGRAVING MACHINE. Robert TrBNBR,

New Canaan. Conn., and Bbnjamin R. Coblky. New
York, N. Y Filed June 19, 1907. Serial No. 379,758.

1 An engraving machine, comprising a die carrier pro-

vided with a plurality of sockets, each provided with a

split shank, dies In the sockets, a ring encircling each of

the sockets for clamping the split portion on the die, means

whereby the carrier may be shifted to bring any one of

the dies Into operative position, and means for forcing

the die In operative position at the time into engagement

with the plate to be engraved.

2. An engraving machine comprising a die carrier pro-

vided with a plurality of sockets, each of said sockets hav-

ing a split shank, a die in each of the sockets, a ring en-

circling tbe split shank for clamping said shank on the

die, g\ildlng means for receiving and guiding one of the

diea during the engraving operation, and means 'or forcing

the die held In the guiding means at the time Into engage-

ment with the plate to be engraved.

3. An engraving machine comprising a die carrier com-

posed of an endless flexible band, a plurality of sockets in

connection with the band, dies in tbe sockets, means

whereby tbe band may be shifted to bring any of tbe dies

Into operative position, a guide for receiving the die In

operative position, and a plunger for engaging the die in

the guide to force the same into contact with the plate to

be engraved.

4. In an engraving machine, a die carrier comprising

an endless flexible band arranged In a circle, a plurality of

sockets in connection with the band, and a die mounted in

each of the sockets.

5 An engraving machine provided with a die carrier

comprising a flexible belt, and die holders atuched to the

said belt and spaced apart, each die holder being adapted

to receive and hold a die, each die holder having locking

means for locking the die rigidly in place In the holder.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

Serial No.

8H6.899. MIXING -MACHINE. Chaklbb W. Upbiqht.

I^wlstown, III., assignor of one-half to Ernest H.

Rucker, Lewlstown, 111. Filed Oct. 30, 1907.

399,848.

1^—

"le

Uco

A machine of the class described comprising a support-

ing frame, a l>ody supported by the frame, a shaft jour-

naled longitudinally in the body, said shaft being formed

with openings, arms provided with reduced threaded ends

engaged in tbe openings in the shaft, thumb nuts engaged

upon the said ends of the arms, the other ends of the arms

being bifurcated, and spiral blades fixed In said bifurca-

tions.

886,900. SLIMES THKATMENT. Chablbs E. D. Ushbb,

Johannesburg. Transvaal. Filed May 26. 1907. Serial

No. 375.758.

1. The herelndescrlbed process of treating metalliferous

slimes which consists In maintaining said slimes In a state

of suspension by the upward passage therethrough of a

solvent or wash liquid, at such a rate as not to materially

disturb the homogeneity of the slimes and collecting tbe

clear liquid above tbe slimes.

2. The herelndescrlbed process of treating metalliferous

slimes which consists in maintaining said slimes in a stats
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of sunpenBlon by the upward pastWKe therethrough of a

•olrent or waah liquid, at such a rate aa noit to materimlly

disturb the homoKendty of the allmea and returning the

same for farther ptrcolatlon through the oiaas.

an orifice arranged on the opposite side of the suction

Qozsle with respect to said guard and adjacent to tha

edges of the sheets composing the pile.

5. Feeding mechanism of the class described comprising

an operating shaft, a suction noxale operatlvely cbnnected

thereto and movable toward and from a stack of paper, a

positioning guard mounted in fixed relation to and at

one side of the nozzle and adapted to press upon the stack

of paper when the said nozzle is in its lowermost position,

a blowing nozzle also carried by and mounted In fixed rela-

tion to the auction nossle at the opposite side of the latter

with reapect to said guard and having an orifice for dis-

charging air against the edges of the sheets of the stack,

and a supplemental blowing nozzle fltationary with respect

to the stack and having an orifice for directing air down-
wardly upon the tops of the sheets In a path transverse to

the path of the air from the blowing nozzle first men-
tioned.

88«,»0l. FEEDING MECHANISM OF PRINTING, RUL-
ING, AND LIKE MACHINES. FrediriGK W Vickbrt,

Bushey. England Filed Feb. 16, 190f7. Serial No.

357.743.

886,902. FASTENING DEVICE. William 8. VoLLiina,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 25. 1907. Serial No.

394.403.

ei-r

ti j::q^ 1 t

1 Feeding meohanlsm of the class described comprising

a rotary axle, a suction nozzle mounted in pivotal relation

thereto, lugs on said axle for advancing and retracting

the nozzle relatively to a pile of paper, an air exhausting

tut>e communicating with the nozsl«^, and positioning

guards movable with the suction nozzle lor determining

the distance between the latter and the plU of paper when

the nozzle is at its lowermoct position.

2 Feeding mechanism of the class described comprising

an operatini? shaft, a suction nozzle operatlvely connected

thereto and movable toward and from a stack of paper, a

positioning ifuard mounted in fixed relation to and at a

fixed distance to one side of said noszle and movable there-

with, the guard being arranged to press upon a pile of

paper when the nozzle Is in Its lowermost position, a blow-

ing nozzle arranged at the opposite side, of the suction

nozzle with respect to said guard and meats for adjusting

the guard relatively to the nozzle In a plane parallel to

the plane of movement of the latter to vairy the distance

between the nozzle and the stack of paper.

3. Feeding mechanism of the class described comprising

a rock stiaft, a nozzle pivotally mounted thereon and pro-

vided with an air exhausting tube, a guard movable with

the noszle and arranged to cooperate with the top of a

stack of paper to position the nozzle a proper distance

therefrom, and a pair of oppositely arranged operating

lugs mounted on said shaft and arranged t(j cooperate with

the nozzle to elevate and depress the latter, one of the lugs

being provided with an adjostlfig screw wbereby the posi-

tion of the nozale relatively to the top of the stack may be

adjusted.

4. Feeding mechanism of the class described comprising

a rock shaft, a suction nozzle operatlvely connected to

said shaft and movable toward and from a stack of

paper, a positioning guard mounted in fltzed relation to

the nossle and arranged to press upon tie stack at one

side of the nozzle when the nossle is In its lowermost posl-
j

tlon. and a blowing nossle carried by and inoanted la fixed !

relation to the suction nossle. the blowtnf nossit havlBi 1

1. The combination in a fastening device, of two parts,

one part having a pin adapted to project Into the plane of

the other part, a Up and a tongue on each pan, the lip of

one part engaging the tongue of the other part when the

fastener is assembled.

2. The combination In a two part fastening device made
of sheet metal. In which the two parts are similar, each
having a tongue and a Up, one part having a projecting

pin and the other having a cavity for the reception of a

pin, the tongue on one part passing under the Up on the

other part, substantially as described.

3. The combination in a fastening device, of two parts,

one part having a cavity and the other part having a pin

adapted to the cavity, a tongue on each part, and a lip on
each part under which the tongue of the other member
passes when the two parts are coupled together, substan-.

tlally as described.

4. The combination In a fastening device, of two sheet

metal plates, one plate having a cavity punched up therein

and having a tongue at the outer end and a Up struck up
from the plate back of the opening, the other plate having
a pin pressed up from the body of the metal, having a

tongue at the outer end and- a lip pressed up from the

metal back of the pin, the Up on one part being on the

opposite side to the Up on the other part, so that when
the two parts are attached the pin will enter the cavity

and the two tongues will pass under the two lips, substan-

tially as described.

5. The combination in a fastening device, of two parts,

one part having a pin adapted to project into the plane of

the other part, a Up and a tongue on each part, the Up of

one part engaging the tongue of the other part when the

fastener is assembled, with means by which the tongues
are engaged so as to prevent the accidental disengage-

ment of the fastening, substantially as described.

886,903. CPFF-PROTECTOR. MiCHiL P Vucassovich,
Boston. Mass. Filed Dec. 24. 1907 Serial No. 407.931.

1. A cuff protector comprising connected outer and inner

flaps formed to bcstrlils tbe outer end of a cuff, the end
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portions of tbe Inner flsp having means for engaging the

link or bar of a double cuff button.

2. A cuff protector comprising connected outer and in-

ner fiaps, formed to l>estrlde the outer end of a cuff, the

Inner flap having notches in its end portions formed to

engage the link or bar of a double cuff button.

3. A cuff protector comprising connected outer and In-

ner flaps formed to bestride the outer end of a cuff, and

having button link-engaging means at the ends of the inner

flap, said flap having a central notch in Its lower portion.

4. A cuff protector comprising connected outer and In-

ner flaps, formed to bestride the outer end of a cuff, the

Inner flap having notches In its end portions formed to

engage the link or bar of a double cuff button, the ends of

the neck portion of the protector overhanging the said

notches.

8Rfl,ft04 CHAIN. John F. Waoner, Tamanua, Pa.

Filed Jan. 18, 1908. Serial No. 411.492.

Ing in site toward the outer end thereof, the said flanges

also decreasing In thickness toward tbe outer edges there-

of to form V shaped grooves which have a wedge action

upon the cord when wrapped within the same

1. A separable chain comprising links having openings,

and connecting pins provided at opposite ends with heads

or flanges and each pl/» formed of longitudinal parts or

sections which are adapted to be passed endwise through

the openings of the links and assembled therein and pre-

vented from displacement by the heads thereof and In

turn preventing longitudinal play of the links one upon

the other.

2. A separable chain composed of links, said links hav-

ing longitudinal slots which are enlarged at their outer

ends, and connecting pins for coupling tbe links In series,

each connecting pin having a head at opposite ends and

composed of longitudinal sections or parts, which are

adapted to be slipped endwise through the slots of the

links and assembled therein to flU the outer enlarged ends

of said slots.

S A separable chain composed of links, said links hav

Ing longitudinal slots which are enlarged at their outer

ends, connecting pins for coupling the links In series, each

connecting pin having a head at opposite ends and com

posed of longitudinal sections or parts, which are adapted

to be slipped endwise through the slots of the links and

assembled therein to flll the outer enlarged ends of said

slots, and means for positively connecting the sections or

parts of the connecting pins to prevent accidental separa

tlon thereof.

4. In a separable chain, the combination of links pro

Tided with slots having enlarged portions, connecting pins

having heads at their ends and composed of longitudinal

sections or parts, and having terminal projections, said

sections or parts of the connecting pins being adapted to

be passed through slots of the links and assembled in the

enlarged portions of said slots, and means fitted to the

terminal projections of the pins to hold the sections there-

of against actual displacement.

5. In a separable chain, the combination of links pro

vided with slots having enlarged portions, connecting pins

having heads at their ends and composed of longitudinal

sections or parts, and having terminal projections, said

sections or parts of the connecting pins being adapted to

be passed through slots of the links and assembled in the

enlarged portions of said slots, and washers slipped upon

the said terminal projections of the pins to prevent actual

separation thereof.

1 Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

886.906. CHEBRY-PITTER. Albert G W«i.n'hardt.

Benton Harbor. Mich., assignor of two thirds to Katie

Putnam Emery and Julius Charles llalllday, Benton

Harbor, Mich. Filed May 20. 1907. Serial No. 374.633.

886,906. BUNDLE OH PACKAGE TIE. Hbnhy B, Waki>.

Cuba, Ala. Filed Apr. 20. 1907. Serial No. 369,360.

In a package tie, the combination of a disk having an

opening therein, a cord engaging the opening, a standard

projecting from the disk, and a plurality of annular

flanges carried by the standard and gradually diminish-

Y
3~^

1 A cherry pitter comprising a tilting perforated plate

for holding the cherries to be pitted, a pin member having

as many pins as there are perforations in the plate and

movable to and from the latter, a lever In the path of the

piu member, and connections between said lever and the

tilting plate for causing the latter to tilt when the pin

member la receding from the plate.

2. A cherry pitter comprising a tilting perforated plate

pivoted to normally maintain an approximately horizontal

position, a pin member having as many pins as there are

perforations In the plate and movable to and from the

latter, and a lever connected to the plate and In the path

of the pin member and engaged and released by the latter

on lU movement away from the plate, whereby the said

plate is first tilted on its pivots and then permitted to

fall by gravity to Its normal horlsontal position.

3. A cherry pitter comprising a perforated plate pivoted

near one end for tilting, a pin member having as many

pins as there are perforations In the plate and movable to

and from the latter, and connections between the pin

member and the tilting plate for causing the latter to

move on Its pivots when the pin member Is receding from

tbe plate.

4. In a cherry pitter, a tilting plate for the cherries, a

pin member movable to and from said tilting plate, con-

nections betwesn the pin member and the tilting plate for

actuating the latter, a hopper adjacent to the tilting

plate, and an apron formed on the tilting plate and acting

to close the delivery end of tbe hopper when the plate la

tilted.

5. A cherry pitter comprising a perforated plate for the

cherries, a pin member movable to and from the perforated

plate, and springs of different strength put pro^rssslTSly

under tension as the pin member Is moved toward the per-

forated plate.

(Claim 6 not printed In tbe Gazette.]
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88«.907. COMBINED CARRIAGE RO0C CUSHION,
AND ATTACHMENT FOR HOLDIN<| TOILET ES-
SENTIALS. Kat« a. Wbblb, Naurlth, Pa. Fll«d
Aug. 20, 1907. Serial No. 3S9,3(K).

1. In combination, a cushion, a main potket at one end
of the cushion, auxiliary pockets on the ufper side of the
main pocket, and a robe or the like secur^ on the main
pocket and covering the auxiliary pockets thereon.

2. In combination, a cruhlon, a main |>ocket extended
at one end of said cushion and open at sai4 end, auxiliary
pockets on two sides of the main pocket, and a flap for

holdinj; pins, on one side of the main pockrt.
3. In combination, a cushion, a main pocket extended

from one end of the cushion, a corer fbljable thereoyer.
auxiliary pockets on opposite sides of the main pocket, a
flap thereon, and a robe spread oTer and soured upon the
pocket and cover.

886.908. AUTOPNEUMATIC MUSIC-PLAYINO PIANO.
Fea.vk C. Whit«. Merlden. Conn., assisaor to The Wil-
cox k White Company, Merlden, Conn., a Corporation
of Connecticut. Filed Dec. 14, 190T. Serial No
406,538.

1. In an auto-pneumatic music playing instrument, a
harp, strings carried thereby, a case inclo«ing said harp,
pneumatic playing derlce including feeder and equaliser
bellows, a motor and regulator, said parts being arranged
at or near each edge of the harp, and a trunk connection
between the lower ends of said parts, all of said parts
being spaced away from said harp and affoHlng an Inter-
mediate clearance opening above the said trtink to glre ac-
cess thereta

2. In an auto-pneumatic music playing Instrument, a
harp, strings carried thereby, a case, a feeder bellows at
or near one edge of said harp and within said case, a wind
trunk extending across the space In front of said harp and
tearing a space above and to the rear of said trunk to af-
ford access to said harp.

S, In an anto-pnenmatlc music playing Inatrument, a
harp, strings carried thereby, a ease. exh«ost bellows, a
oector and regulating mechanism, said parts being arranged
at the ends of said case, said harp being aeetaaibia betweaa
aald parti, and a trunk connection partially occupying th«
space between the lower ends of aaJd parts, the space above
said trunk being open, subatantlaily as and for the par-
poee described.

886,900. PASTT-LINS mLaPHONB SELECTOR AND
LOCK-OUT. HaanraT D. Williams. Vermilion, Kans.
Filed June 19, 1906. Serial No. 822,467.

1. In a telephone system, the combination with a cen-
tral office and a plurality of subscribers' stations compris-
ing local signal and talking circuits, a switch for control-
ling each talking circuit, means for locking said switch in

inoperative position, means for impressing currents of dif-

ferent intensities upon the line, means responsive to cur-

rent of certain intensity for releasing the locking means,
and means controlling said responsive means and the signal
circuit.

2. In a telephone system, the combination with a cen-
tral office and a plurality of subscribers' stations compris-
ing local alarm and talking circuits with a local source of
current, means at each subscriber's station for controlling
the local talking circuit, means for controlling the alarm
circuit, and means for Impressing current upon the line of
certain Intensity whereby the aforesaid means are operated
to complete the alarm circuit and the circuit of the talking
circuit controlling means.

3. In a telephone system, the combination with a cen-

tral station and a plarallty of subscribers' stations com-
prising local alarm and talking drcuits with s local source
of current for both, meana for controlling the talking cir-

cuit at each subscriber's station, means for holding said
controlling means Inoperative, means responding to cur-

rent of a predetermined Intenaity for releasing said hold-
ing means, means for controlling the alarm circuit, said
means controlling the circuit of the talking circuit control-

ling means, and means for Impreaalng current of diiferent

Intenaltles upon the line aOj/ectlng the substations.

4. In a telephone system, the combination with a cen-
tral station, and a plurality of subscribers' stations con-
nected thereto, of means at the subscribers' stations for
controlling the local Ulklng circuit thereat, means for
holding said cpntrolllng means In Inoperative position,

means at the central office for Impressing currents of dif-

ferent Intensltlea upon the line, means at the sobscrit>ers'

stations responding to currents of any intensity, means at
each subscriber's station responding only to currents of a
certain intenaity and controlled by said last named means,
said means releasing said holding means.

5. In a telephone system, the combination with a cen-
tral station and a plurality of subscribers' stations, of
means at the central station for Impreiislng currents of

different Intensities upon the line, means at the sub-
scribers' stations controlling the local talking circuit

thereat, means for holding said controlling means in inop-

erative position, means for releasing said holding means
which la responsive only to current of a certain Intensity,

and meana controlled by said last named means and acting
upon an excess of current to render said releasing means
inoperative.

[Claima 6 to 8 not printed In the Qasette. ]

886,010. AUTOMATIC SANDER. H».hbt M. Williams
and BLBAzn Isaacs, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Jan. 11, 1908.
Sertal No. 410,376.

1. In an automatic sanding device, the combination with
a ioeoraotlve, the sand dome and axles thereof, and a dls-

ebarge pipe leading from said sand dome, of a plate car-
ried by said locomotive, a shaft revolubly supported by
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said plate, a toothed member mounted upon said shaft, and

adapted to be driven by one of said axlea, a toothed mem-

ber adjustably mounted upon said shaft and adapted to be

driven by the other of said axles, lugs carried by the con-

fronting faces of said members and adapted to Interlock,

a fulcrumed lever actuated by said adjustable member, a

tilting head arranged upon said plate and actuated by vir-

tue of said lever, a valve casing located beneath said plate,

a normally closed valve mounted In said casing and adapt-

ed to be opened by said Ultlng head, a pipe communicating

with said casing and with said sand dome, means mounted

upon said plate for retarding the movement of said lever,

and means for normally holding said adjustable member In

engagement with the other member.

fixed upon said shaft and adapted to be driven by one of

said axles, a member adjustably mounted upon said shaft

and adapted to be driven by the other of said axles, and

adapted to Interlock with said fixed member, a lever actu-

ated by said adjustable member, a valve casing In commu-

nication with said sand dome, a valve located In aald cas-

ing for controlling the admission of air to said sand dome,

means actuated by said lever to open said valve, and means

for preventing a spasmodic movement of the first men-

tioned meana.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Garettc.]

2. In a sanding device, the combination with a locomo-

tive, the sand dome and axles thereof, and an air supply

pipe communicating with said dome, of a plate carried by

said locomotive, a shaft revolubly supported by said plate,

a toothed member fixed upon said shaft and adapted to be

driven by one of said axles, a toothed member adJusUbly

mounted upon said shaft and adapted to be driven by the

other of said axlea. lugs carried by the confronting faces

of said toothed members and adapted to Interlock, a lever

actuated by said adjustable member, a tilting head actu-

ated by said lever, a valve casing arranged beneath said

plate and connecting with said supply of air. a valve ar-

ranged within said valve casing, and actuated by said tilt-

ing head, a pipe connecting said valve casing with said sand

dome, and means to retard the movement of said lever.

a The combination with a locomotive, the axles thereof,

a aand dome having a suitable discharge pipe, and an air

supply pipe communicating with said dome, of an auto-

matic sanding device carried by said locomotive, said de-

vice comprising a plate, a shaft revolubly supported by

said plate, a toothed meml)er fixed upon said shaft and

adapted to be revolved by one of said axles, a toothed mem-

ber adjustably mounted upon said shaft and adapted to be

revolved by the other of aald axlea, lugs carried by the con-

fronting faces of said members and adapted to Interlock,

a lever actuated by said adjustable member, a tilting head

actuated by said lever, a valve casing In communication

with said supply of air, a pipe connecting aald valve casing

with said sand dome, a valve located In said valve casing

and actuated by said tilting head for controlling the admis-

sion of air into said sand dome, means located upon said

plate for retarding the movement of said lever, and means

arranged upon said shaft for normally holding said ad-

justable member In engagement with said fixed member.

4. The combination with a locomotive, the axles thereof,

a sand dome having a suitable discharge pipe, and an air

supply pipe communicating with said dome, of an auto-

matic sanding device carried by said locomotive, said de-

vice comprising a plate, a shaft revolubly supported by

said plate, a toothed member fixed upon said shaft and

adapted to b« revolved by one of said axles, a toothed mem-

ber adjustably mounted upon said shaft and adapted to be

revolved by the other of said axles, lugs carried by the con-

fronting faces of said members and adapted to Interlock,

a lever actuated by said adjustable member, a tilting head

actuated by said lever, a valve casing In communication

with said supply of air, a pipe connecting said valve casing

'with aald sand dome, a valve located In said valve casing

and actuated by aald tilting head for controlling the admis-

sion of air Into said aand dome.

6. The combination with a locomotive, the axles thereof,

a land dome having a suitable discharge pipe, and a pipe

communicating with said dome for supplying air under

prennre thereto, of a sanding device carried by said loco-

motive, said device comprising a revoluble shaft, a member

886.911. VARIABLE-SPEED GEAR. William Woltkr,

Burress, Nebr. Filed Oct 4, 1907. Serial No. 395,901.

1. In a friction transmission gear, a driven shaft, and

plurality of driving shafts arranged around the aame, a

cone upon the driven shaft, oppositely disposed cones upon

the driving shafts, interposed disks t>etween said cones,

and means for shifting said disks longitudinally of the

cones, substantially as described.

2. In a friction transmission gear, a driven shaft, and

plurality of driving shafts arranged around the same, a

cone upon the driven shaft, oppositely disposed cones upon

the driving shafts, shafts arranged between said driven

and driving abafts, rotary disks arranged for sliding move-

ment on the last mentioned shafts, a slidable sleeve upon

the driven shaft and connections between said sleeve and

said disks, substantially as described.

3. In a friction transmission gear, a supporting frame,

a centrally arranged driven shaft therein, a plurality of

driving shafts arranged In said frame around the driven

shaft, a cone upon the driven shaft, oppositely disposed

cones upon the driving shafta. Intermediate shafts between

the driving and driven shafta, rotary disks slldably ar-

ranged upon said intermediate shafts, means for shifting

said disks longitudinally of said cones, driving connections

between said driving shafts, and means for rotating one of

said driving shafts in either direction, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a friction transmission gear, a supporting frame,

a centrally arranged driven shaft therein, a plarallty of

driving shafts arranged In said frame around the driven

shaft, a cone upon the driven shaft, oppositely disposed

cones upon the driving shafts. Intermediate shafts between

the driving and driven shafts, rotary diaks slldably ar-

ranged upon said Intermediate shafts, a eliding sleeve upon

the driven shaft, operating rods between said sleeve and

said disks, a lever operating said sleeve, sprocket chain

gearing connecting the said driving shsfts, and means for

rotating one of said driving shafts In either direction, sub-

stantially as described.

5. In a friction transmission gear, a driven shaft hav-

ing two sectlona, a differential gear uniting said sections,

a driven cone carried by said differential gear, drive shafta,

drive conea arranged upon said shafts and around the

driven cone, sprockets upon said drive shafts, a chain sur-

rounding aald sprockets, a sleeve sliding on the driven

shaft, intermediate shafts between the drive and driven

cones, disks engaged with said cones and alldable upon
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•aid Intermediate thafts. roda coaaeettna aald dlaka and f 886,914. AUTOMATIC OA8 LIGHTER. Edpabd Zick-
ild sleeve, a lever for operating aald alecTe, means for

operating said lever, a reveralble drlra ftar connected to

one of tbe drive shafts and meana for eo4trolIln( said ra-

TerslhJe drive i;f>ar. sabHtantlally aa deacslbed.

(Claim 8 not printed In the Qaaatta.]

886,912. COMl-OaiTloN SHINGLE FOR ROOFS AND
GABLE ENDS OF HOUSES. < HasIks W, Voumo.
Omaha, and Joseph »; Bihrls.s. Llnojln, Nebr Filed

Maj li. 11K)T. Serial No. 373,684.

886.913. CAN-OPENER. John ZA.VDBa, Chicago, III . aa
slimor to T'nion <'arbld«» Company, ("hlcago. III., a Cor
poratlon of Virginia

41.5.019

Filed Jan. 28, 1908. Serial No.

1. A cao-opt^aer, conslfltlng of a bar hgring a lateral

end fulcrumed aud an Intermediate cover-detaching blade,

said fulcrum and blade situate In different pianea.

2. A caa-opener. eonslating of a bar h|vlng a lateral
end fulcrum, a cover-detaching blade adjac*nt to said ful-

crum, and a lu;; r«'mote from said fulcrum, aald blade and
lug b^lng oppo.slt.ly disposed.

1. A composition shlnjjl»» cumposed of «.lternate layer*
of ^traw pap»r and a compomltlon of stucco and hair fiber

in the proportion of four hundred pounds ff stucco to one
pound of hair flb*r, the whole covered with a flexible dry-
ing, waterproofing coating.

2 \ composition shingle composed of two and three
fourths layers of strong straw paper and one third layer
of loosely woven cloth alternating with layers of a com-
position of stucco and hair fiber, proportioned four hun-
dred pounds of stucco to one pound of hair fiber, the whole
covered with a flexible drying waterproofln(g coating.

3. A composition shingle composed of two and three
fourths layers of strong straw paper and one third layer
of loosely woven cloth, on the thin end, alternating with
layers of a composition consisting of stucco and hair fiber

In the proportion of four hundred pountja of stucco to

one pound of hair tiber. made In the shape of an ordinary
shingle the whole shingle then being coated with a flexible

drying, waterproofing compound, composed approximately
of, six parts Trinidad asphaltum, two parts Japan drier,

one part pine tar and one part roain.

4. A composition shingle composed of alternating layers
of strong straw paper and in the thin end of one third
layer of loosely wovon cloth and layers ol a composition
of stucco and hair tl^f-r, proportioned four hundred pounds
of stucco to one pound of hair fiber the outside coating
with a flexible drying waterproofing compound.

WOLFF. Siegen. Germany.
No, 381,279,

Piled Aug 20. 1906 Serial

1 In an automatic gaa lighter, a gasometer bell, a
casing, a lever with unequal arms, with the ahorter arm
branched pivotally mounted beneath the bell, a ball valve
the spindle of which reats In the two branches of the short
arm of aald lever and the long arm of aald lever being con
nected to the rod of aald bell, and a double lever mounted
above aald bell and meana for maintaining said double
lever in its raised position.

2 In an automatic gaa lighter, a gasometer bell, a ca«
Ing, a lever with unequal arma the ahorter of which Is

branched, pivotally mounted beneath the bell, a ball valve
the spindle of which rests in the two branches of the
ahorter arm of said lever and the long arm of said lever
being connected to the rod of the said bell, a ring mounted
on the top of s&ld casing, and a stopping and releasluK de-
vice carrying a tappet engaging the rod of said holder

3. In an automatic gaa lighter, a gasometer bell, a caa-
Ing, a lever with unequal arms, the ahorter of which is

branched, pivotally mounted beneath the bell, a ball valve,
the spindle of which rests in the two branches of the
shorter arm of said lever and the long arm of said lever
being connected to the rod of the said bell, and a stopping
and releasing device supported from said ring and a tappet
engaging the rod of the holder and a regulaUng screw-

on each arm of said double lever.

4. In an automatic gaa lighter, a gasometer bell, a cas
Ing, a lever with unequal arma the ahorter of which is

branched, pivotally mounted beneath the bell, a ball valve
the aplndle of which rests in the two branches of the
shorter arm of aald lever and the long arm of said lever

being connected to the rod of the aald bell, a ring sup
ported on aald casing and a stopping and releaaing device
supported from said ring and embodying a double lever

and a tappet engaging the rod of aald holder, a regulating
screw on each arm of aald double lever, and a regulating
device on said tappet.

5. In an automatic gaa lighter, a gasometer bell, a cas
ing, a lever with unequal arms the ahorter of which la

branched, pivotally mounted beneath the bell, a ball valve
the aplndle of which rests In the two branchea of the
shorter arm of said lever and the long arm of aald lever

being connected to the rod of the aald bell, a ring
supported on said casing and a stopping and releasing de
vice supported from said ring and embodying a double
lever and a tappet engaging the rod of aald holder, a
regulating screw on each arm of said double lever, a regu-
lating device on said tappet, and a cranked stopping lever.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

886,915. TWINE OR CORD HANGER. HnnaT Allehs.
Chicago, III. Filed May 20, 1907. Serial No. 374.696.
1. In a device of the class described a wire adapted for

' engagement with a ceiling, a twine support adjusta.ble ion

,
gltadlnally thereof adapted at Ita lower end to lock on
the lower end of the wire and removable meana for sup-
porting a t>all or cone of twine thereon.

2. In fa device of the class described a support adapted
i
to be engaged at one end of meana for sapporting twine

i adjustably secured thereto and adapted to lock thereto in
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oporaiive position, outwardly directed parallel brackets

secured to the twine support and oppositely extending

arms Journaled In the brackeU adapted to elevate the end

of the twine

3. In ft d.'vicf of thf> class described the combination

with a suspended support, of a twlno support adjustable

relative fhfrrof. Interlocking parts on the lower ends of

the supports and means secured to the twlrie suppiTt for

elevating the end of the twine after usage.

4 In a device of the class described the combination

with a rod provided with a loop or eye at each end, of a

wire shaped at on.' end to lock In one of said eyes In nor-

mal position, and shaped to engage said rod lnterra"diate

Its end, a twine holder supported by said wire, outwardly

directed brackets Integral with the wire and mei.ns jour-

iiali'd in said brackets to support the end of the twin*- and

to elevate the same the desired distance after usajre

5 In a device of the class described the combination

with a wire having an eye at one end of a wire shaped at

one end to form a catch to engage therein and provided

with a downward bend adjacent thereto, said wire formed

to provide brackets, stops and guides which enjjage the

first named wire and a lever Journaled on the brackets

having oppositely directed arms one of which Is adapted

to normally elevate the other by gravity and said arm

extending betw-en said stops

[Claims '5 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

S86,ftl6 ri'MI* James W. Andehsom, Crocker. Mo.

Filed Sept. 24, 1907. Serial No. 394,407.

'»0 X7 , /«

An apparatus of the type set forth comprlsinc a support-

ing frame, a main shaft Journaled therein, an elevator

shaft, gearing between said main shaft and said elevator

shaft, a sprocket wheel carried by said elevator shaft, a

suspended chain trained over said sprocket wheel, buckets

carried by said chain, a tank arranged to receive the water

discharging from said buckets, a basin supported adjacent

said frame, a valved pipe l)etween said tank and said

basin, a drainage cock carried by said basin and n rota-

table governor driven from said main shaft ond Including

radially projecting wings designed to have movement

through the water in said basin.

886.917. CLOTHES-HANGER. Thbodorf M.

San Francisco. Cal. Filed Sept. I'J. 1907.

393,722.

ANDKK80N,
Serial No.

1. In a clothes hanger, the combination with a standard,

having ft supporting plate .nt Its \ipper end. a bracket and

arms supported ly the bracket, of a foot bracket havinp n

threaded socket, a screw engaging with the threaded

socket for raising the standard and securing the aald plate

against the celling.

2. in a clothes hanger, the combination with a standard,

having a supporting plate in Ita upper end. a bracket and

arms supported by the bracket, of a foot bracket having a

threaded socket, a hollow screw for engaging with the

threaded socket for raising the standard and securing the

said plate against the celling, and means extending

through the hollow aeiew connecting the screw and stand-

ard together.

3. In a clothes hanger, the combination of a standard,

having a socket in Its lower end, a plute mounted on Its

upper end the upper surface of which is arranged to en-

gage with the celling, a foot bracket having a threaded

socket, a screw engaging with the said threaded socket, the

upper end of the screw having a tapering end arranged

to fit Into the socket in the lower end of the standard, and

means for connecting the standard and screw together..

4. In a clothes banger, the combination of a standard,

having a socket In its lower end, of means for securing

its upper end to the celling, a foot bracket having a thread-

ed socket, a screw engaging with the said socket, the up-

per end of the aald screw having a tapering end arranged

to fit into the socket In the lower end of the standard, of

means for connecting the standard and the screw together,

and an annular plate surrounding the socket in the lower

end of the standard arranged to be Engaged by the taper-

ing end of the screw.

886,918. LOG - TURNER Stephen D. Abthcb. Ethela-

vlUe, Ala. Filed Jan. 2:,. 1907. Serial No. 354,164.

As an Improved article of manufacture, a log turner

comprising a vertically disposed bar having at its lower

end an integral lateral extension and at Its upper end an

upwardly and laterally extending arm of leas length than

the lower extension and in the same vertical plane, the

vertical portion of said log turner being provided with a
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plurality of tockets, and a plurality of Indlspendently mor-

able eurred flncera lDdepend«ntly pWoted 4n Mid aoeketa.

^<L'

said sockets beiofc provided at their lower ends with

houlders to limit the downward movement of said fingers.

ijSa.QlQ. ROTAKV ENGINE. Thomas Ashley, Louth.

England. Fllwl Mar 22, 1906. Serial Ho. 307,397.

1. A cover plate for the cylinder of a rotary motor com-

prising In combination a fixed recessed main plate, an

auxiliary plate adapted to be moved to and from such

main plate, pins projecting from the back of tb« auxiliary

plate and through the fixed plate, a screv threaded boas

projecting from the back of the main plato. and a ring ro-

tatable upon said boss engaging projecting beads upon the

pins of the auxiliary plate.

2. A rotaly motor of the annular chamber type com-

prising In combination an annular chamber or cylinder,

a piston adapted to rotate therein, a pitrality of abut-

ments on said piston to fit the cylinder steam tight, a plu-

rality of steam tight sliding abutments mounted in re-

cesses In the cylinder wall, a fixed cover plate for the cyl-

inder, an auxiliary plate adapted to be moted to and from

such plate, pins projecting from the back of the auxiliary

plate and through the fixed plate, a scre^ threaded boss

projecting from the back of the main plat«, and a ring ro-

tatabla upon said boss engaging projecting heads upon the

pins of the auxiliary plate.

3. A rotary motor of the annular cbatnber type com-

prising In combination an annular chambdr or cylinder, a

piston adapted to rotate therein, a plurality of abntmeats

on said piston to fit the cylinder steamtlght, a plurality of

abatmeats In the cyllnd'^r wall, packing stflps at the back

of said abutments, springs for laterally expanding sach

packing atrlpa, means for causing the alutments to re-

ciprocate relatively to the cylinder wall, a txed cover plate

for the cylinder, an auxiliary plate adapted to be moved to

and from such plate, pins projecting from the back of the

auxiliary plate and through the fixed plate, a screw

threaded boas projecting from the back of the main plate,

and a ring rotatabie upon said boas engaging projecting

heads upon the pins of the auxiliary plate.

4. A rotary motor of the annular chamber type com-

prising In combination an annular chamber or cylinder, a

piston adapted to rotate therein, a plurality of abutments

on said piston to fit the cylinder steamtlght, a plurality of

abutments In the cylinder wall, springs at the back of said

abutment holes, extending transversely therethrough, pack-

ing strips In the ends of snch holes, springs for laterally

expanding such strips, means for reciprocating the abut-

ments in the cylinder walls, a fixed cover plate for the cyl-

inder, an auxiliary plate adapted to be moved to and from
such plate, pins projecting from the back of the auxiliary

plate and through the fixed plate, a screw threaded boss

projecting from the back of the main plate and a ring

rotatabie upon said boss engaging projecting h^ads upon
the pins of the auxiliary plate.

886.920. WIRE STRETCHER. Chbistophkr C. Atkin-
soH, HawklnsvlUe, Ga. Filed July 10. 1907 Serial No.

383,072.

1. A wire stretcher comprising a toothed bar, an upper

and a lower Intermittently shiftable slide mounted thereon

and each provided with an extension of less height than Its

respective slide, a wire clamping device carried by one of

the slides, a lever arm pivoted to one of the slides, a link

connection between the lever arm and the other of the

slides, a dog pivoted In each of said extensions and ar-

ranged at an inclination with respect thereto, each of said

dogs having Its free end formed with teeth adapted to en-

gage the teeth of the bar for retaining Its respective slide

from movement In one direction during the actuation of

the lever, and a shiftable releasing member projecting

through each of said extensions and having a cut away

portion adapted to allow of the engagement of the dog

with the bar when the said cut away portion Is positioned

directly over the dog.

2. A wire stretcher comprising a toothed bar. an upper

and a lower Intermittently shiftable slide mounted thereon

and each provided with an extension of lees height than Its

respective slide, a wire clamping device carried by one of

the slides, a lever arm pivoted to one of the slides, a link

connection between the lever arm and the other of the

slides, a dog pivoted in each of said extensions and ar-

ranged at an Inclination with respect thereto, each of said

dogs having Its free end formed with teeth adapted to en-

gage the teeth of the bar for retaining Its respective slide

from movement In one direction during the actuation of

the lever, a shiftable releasing member projecting through

each of said extensions and having a cat away portion

adapted to allow of the engagement of the dog with the

bar when the said cut away portion Is positioned directly

over the dog, and a spring connected to the lower end of

each of said extensions and adapted to engage the lower

edge of the dog near Its free end and maintain the dog In

eagagement with the teeth of the bar when the cut away
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portion of the releasing member Is arranged directly over

the dog.

3. A wire stretcher comprising a toothed bar, an upper

and a lower intermittently shiftable slide mounted thereon

and each provided with an extension of less height than Us

respective slide, a wire clamping device carried by one of

the slides, a lever arm pivoted to one of the slides, a link

connection between the lever arm and the other of the

slides, a dog pivoted In each of said extensions and ar-

ranged at an Inclination with respect thereto, each of said

dogs having Its free end formed with teeth adapted to en-

gage the teeth of the bar for retaining Its respective slide

from movement In one direction during the actuation of

the lever, and a shiftable releasing member projecting

through each of said extensions and having a cut away

portion adapted to allow of the engagement of the dog

with the bar when the said cut away portion Is positioned

directly over the dog. each of said extensions having Its

Inner face formed with an Inclined bearing surface to

limit the upward movement of the dog.

4. A wire stretcher comprising a toothed bar, an upper

and a lower Intermittently shiftable slide mounted thereon

and each provided with an extension of less height than Its

respective slide, a wire clamping device carried by one of

the slides, a lever arm pivoted to one of the slides, a link

connection between the lever arm and the other of the

slides, a dog pivoted In each of said extensions and ar-

ranged at an Inclination with respect thereto, each of

said dogs having Its free end formed with teeth adapted to

engage the teeth of the bar for retaining its respective

slide from movement In one direction during the actuation

of the lever, a shiftable releasing member projecting

through each of said extensions and having a cut away

portion adapted to allow of the engagement of the dog

with the bar when the oald cut away portion Is positioned

directly over the dog, and a spring connected to the lower

end of each of said exienslons and adapted to engage the

lower edge of the dog near Its free end and maintain the

dog In engagement with the teeth of the bar when the cut

away portion of the releasing member la arranged directly

over the dog, each of said extensions having Its Inner face

formed with an Inclined bearing surface to limit the up-

ward movement of the dog.

8 8 R . 9 2 1 . CREAM-SEPARATOR. Edoeklt R. BaiuT,

Clarlndfl, Iowa. Filed Jan. 17. 1907. Serial No. 352,779.

tf-

B

1. In a separator, a bowl, two sets of Interspaced blades

therein, the upper ends of each set being secured at their

Inner edges to a band, and means for rigidly securing the

lower ends of the two sets at a distance apart.

2. In a separator, a bowl, two set* of Interspaced blades

therein, the upper ends of the blades of each set being se-

cured at their Inner edges to a band, the band of one set

encircling the band of the other set, and means for rigidly-

securing the lower ends of said blades at a distance apart.

134 0. 3.—13

3. In a separator, a bowl, two sets of Interspaced ra-

dially-arranged blades therein, the lower ends of the blades

of one set being permanently secured to a perforated disk,

a band secured to the outer edges of the other set at the

bottom and adapted to engage with the outer edges of

the first-mentioned set. and means for securing the upper

ends of said sets In position.

4. In a cream separator, a bowl, two sets of interspaced

blades therein, the lower ends of the blades of one set

being permanently secured to a perforated conical disk,

a recessed band secured at the lower ends of the outer

edges of the blades of the other set with said recesses

adapted to be engaged by the outer edges of the first-men-

tioned set. and means for rigidly securing the upper ends

of said blades In position.

.5. In a cream separator, a bowl, the bottom of which Is

provided with a projection, a perforated' conical disk, the

I)eriphery of which is notched for engaging with said pro-

jection, blades rigidly-secured to said disk, a band secured

to the inner edges of the upper ends of said blades, a set

of blades adapted to be alternately-arranged between the

blades of the first-mentioned set, a recessed band secured

to the lower end of the outer edges of said second-men-

tioned lilades, a band secured at the Inner edges of the

upper ends of said second-mentioned blades adapted to sur-

round the other band, and a feed tube arranged axlally of

said sets of blades having Its upper end provided with a

bead for engaging with said bands and its lower end

adaptetl to communicate with the Interior of the bowl be-

low said disk.

(Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

886.922. rERAMBI'LATOR Victor Bale. Welngarten,

Germany. Filed Aug. 12, 1907. Serial No. 388.275.

1. The combination with a perambulator frame and body

of two pairs of substantially vertical parallel bars con-

nected to each other at their upper ends by a pin about

which one of said bars Is rotatabie, means for connecting

said rotatabie bars to the perambulator body, and means
for guiding the other bars upon the perambulator frame,

said bars being adapted to be lifted Into an elevated posi-

tion 80 as to remove the perambulator body clear of the

under-frame of the perambulator.

2. The combination with a perambulator frame and body

of two pairs of substantially vertical parallel bars con-

nected to each other at their upper ends by a pin about

which one of said bars Is rotatabie. means for connecting

said rotatabie bars to the perambulator body, and means

for guiding the other bars upon the perambulator frame,

said bars being adapted to be lifted Into an elevated posi-

tion so as to remove the perambulator body clear of the

under-frame of the perambulator, and means for support-

ing the bars In their elevated position comprising springs

engaging notches in the sides of said bars.

3. The combination with a perambulator frame and body

of two pairs of subetantlally vertical parallel bars con-

nected to each other at their upper ends by a pin about

which one of said bars Is rotatabie. means for connecting

said rotatabie bars to the perambulator body, and means

for guiding the other bars upon the perambulator frame,

said bars being adapted to be lifted into an elevated posi-

tion so as to remove the perambulator body clear of the
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under-frame of the perambalator. and me$n« for rapport-

tng the bara In their elevated poattlon coi^iprlalng «prtn«s

engaging notches In the sldea of said hara. and a rotatable

knob having on Its shank a croaa-head adapted to thrust

said springs apart for rpleaslng the bars.

8»6.923. MArillNE FOK WRAPPING CRAFTS. Wil-

liam Ei. Bell. Huntsvllle. Ala. Filed Fleb. 5. 1908. Se-

rial No. 414.:iod.

H

tr^ from the pli»'s and disengaged by the battonhole

Htltchlng and extending beyond the body portion of the

tapp a suitable distanw for stitching to permit attach-

ment of the tape after being spaced or pushed from the

garment In sewing.

.2_

JC
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facta one at a time, and to move aald bl^ck ; a hammer

carried by aald block ; and having a lu« 0, and a bolt for

said hammer having a lug n, aakJ luga adtpted to engage

and cock aald hammer when aald lever I4 operated, aub-

Btantlally aa deecrlbed.

2. In a gun provided with a barrel havl&g grooTee. and

two allde facea. the combination of a breech cloalng deTlce

comprising an adjustable breech block hating projections

engaging aald grooves ; a lever adapted to engage said

facea one at a time, and to move said block ; a hammer

provided with a lug o. carried by aald block ;
and a bolt

provided with a lug n, on which said hatomer la looaely

mounted ; said lever pivoted on said bolt and adapted to

cock said hammer, after being disengaged from said facea,

sutMtantlally as described.

3. In a gun provided with a barrel having grooves and

slide facea, the combination of a breech cloBlng casing con-

stituting a breech block and having lug< engaging said

grooves ; a pivoted lever adapted to engagt said faces one

at a time, and to operate said block ; a hammer plvotally

mounted In said casing ; a bolt having a projection on

whioh said hammer Is mounted ; a sear ; a spring coactlng

with said hammer, said casing completely Inclosing at all

times said hammer, sear and hammer spring, and connec-

tions whereby when the lever Is operated the hammer Is

ready for firing, substantially as described

4. In a gun provided with a barrel having grooves and

slide faces, the combination of a breech cl«lng casing con-

stituting a breech block and having lug» engaging aald

grooves ; a pivoted lever adapted to engage said facea one

at a time, and to operate aald block ; a hammer plvoUlly

mounted In said casing: a bolt having ti projection on

which said hammer Is mounted, aa well M wild lever ;
a

sear ; a notch In said casing with which said sear engages

;

a spring coactlng with said hammer, s»ld casing com-

pletely Incloalng at all times aald hammer, sear and ham-

mer spring, and connections whereby wHen the lever Is

operated the hammer Is ready for firing, jSubetantially aa

described. I

5. In a gun provided with a barrel hatling grooves and

slide faces, the combination of a breech closing cas-

ing constituting a breech block and Having lugs en-

gaging said grooves ; a pivoted lever adapted to engage

said facea one at a time, and to operate said block ; a

hammer plvotally mounted In said caslnl; a bolt having

a projection on which said hammer Is mo«nted ; a sear ; a

notch in said casing with which said sear engages ; a alld

Ing rod for tripping said sear ; a spring coactlng with said

hammer, said casing completely Inclosing at all tlmea aald

hammfr, sear and hammer spring ; and cornectlons where-

by when the lever Is operated the hammer Is ready for

firing, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaaette.]

886,930. rf>VKR FASTENING FOR FKTJIT JARS. Wil-

liam .v. B08TWICK. Rochester, N. Y. Filed Oct. 16,

1907. Serial No. 397,810.

and to yield under preaan re exerted thereon In screwing

down such clamping bolt.

2. A cover fastening for a fruit Jar having yoke holding

means thereon, comprising a yoke having a substantially

horlaontal portion provided with a clamping bolt thread-

ed therethrough and with downwardly extending portions

provided at their lower «Dds with members adapted to en-

gage such yoke holdlnf means, the horlaontal portion of

such yoke adapted to yield under the strain exerted there-

on In screwing down such clamping bolt and a spring seat

adapted to receive the lower eoA of such clamping bolt

and to extend acrosa the top of the cover of the Jar and

having slots or openings near iU ends to receive the down-

wardly extending portions of such yoke and Insertible

thereover when In substantially extreme oblique poeltlon

relative to such yoke.

3. A cover faatenlng for a fruit Jar having yoke holding

meana thereon, comprising a yoke having a subetantlally

horlsontal portion provided with a clamping bolt threaded

therethrough and with downwardly extending portlona

provided at their lower enda with membera adapted to en-

gage such yoke holding means, the horiaonUl portion of

such yoke adapted to yield under the strain exerted there-

on in screwing down such clamping bolt and a spring seat

adapted to receive the lower end of such screw, to nor-

mally contact with the cover at the outer edges thereof

and to yield ao as to contact with the cover near the cen-

ter thereof under a pressure exerted thereon sufficient to

prevent the Ingress of air to the Jar.

4. A cover fastening for a fruit Jar having yoke holding

meana thereon, comprising a yoke having a subatantlally

horlsontal portion provided with a clamping bolt threaded

therethrough and with downwardly extending portions

provided at their lower enda with members adapted to en-

gage such yoke holding means, the horUontal portion of

such yoke adapted to yield under the strain exerted there-

on In screwing down such damping bolt and a spring seat

adapted to receive tlie lower end of such clamping bolt,

and to extend across the top of the cover of the Jar and

having slots or openings near iU ends to receive the

downwardly extending portions of sncb yoke and Insertible

thereover when In substantially extreme oblique poeltlon

relative to such yoke, the downwardly extending portions

of such yoke alldable through and guided by the slots In

such spring seat.

5. A cover fastening for a fruit Jar having yoke holding

means thereon, comprising a yoke having a substantially

horlsontal portion provided with a clamping bolt threaded

therethrough and with downwardly extending portions

provided at their lower enda with members adapted to en-

gage such yoke holding meana, the horlsontal portion of

such yoke adapted to yield under the strain exerted there-

on In screwing down such clamping bolt and a spring seat

adapted to receive the lower end of such clamping bolt and

to extend acroea the top of the cover of the Jar and hav-

ing slots or openings near Its ends to receive the down-

wardly extending portions of such yoke and insertible

thereover.

1 A cover fastening for a fruit Jar having a yoke hold

Ing meanr thereon, comprising a yoke hiavlng a substan-

tially horizontal portion provided with a clamping bolt

threaded therethrough and with down«rardly extending

portlona provided at their lower ends wltb members adapt-

ed to engage such yoke holding meana ; t|e horlsontal por-

tion of such yoke adapted to yield under the strain exert-

ed thereon In screwing down such claniping bolt and a

spring seat adapted to receive the lower fnd of such screw

8 8 6,931. WAVE POWER PUMPING APPARATUS.
Fra.vcis K. B08WOBTH. San Franclaco, Cal. Filed Mar.

11. 1907. Serial No. 361,722.

1, A wave power pumping apparatus comprising an

•longated cylinder, a piston operating therein, a piston

rod connected to the piston and projecting from the upper

end of the cylinder, a float surrounding the cylinder, coup-

ling rods secured at their lower enda to the float and at

their upper ends to the piston rod, an inlet valve for the

cylinder, a discharge pipe connected to the top of the cyl-

inder, an elongated suction pipe connected to the bottom

of the cylinder, a caj. secured with th' cylinder and

adapted to engage over a support for reUlnlng the lower

portion of the cylinder in position, and brace members

each secured at one end to the cylinder and having their

other enda anchored.

2. A wave power pumping apparatus comprising an

elongated pump, a float adapted to be sustained by the

pump and connected to the piston thereof for operating It
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when the motion nf the waves Is Imparted to the float, a ' 5. An Instrument for applying liquid comprising, a tubu-

beli shapetl sustaining device for anchoring the lower end lar body, a gland having a passai;- and a valve seat at

of said pump and a looped collar at the top of the pump
I

Its upper end, a valve coftppratins with said seat, a valve

and adapted to l)e secured to a suitable support. stem extending through said passatrt', an adjustable

.S, .\ wave power pumping apparatus couiprlslnR an

elongated cylinder, a valved piston operating therein and

having the valve thereof cloeeil when the piston moves up

wardly. a piston rod connected with the piston and pro-

jecting from the upper end of tbe cylinder, said piston

rod of a diameter equal to one-half the fluid capacity of

tbe cylinder, whereby when the piston rod descends In the

cylinder It Is adapted to exclude one-half of Its contents

and as the piston rod ascends and carries the closed piston

valve the remaining half of the contents of the cylinder

Is excluded, a float surrounding the cylinder, means for

coupling the float to the piston rod, a discharge pipe con

nected to the top of the cylinder, means for retaining the

lower portion of the cylinder In an upright posiiion. and

means connected with the upper end of the cylinder for

bracing It.

4 A wave power pumping apparatus comprlslnu a cyl

Inder, a valved piston operating therein, a piston rod con

necled to the piston and projecting from the upper end

of the cylinder, o float surrounding the cylinder, means

for connecting the float to the piston rod, a dlscharce jilpe

communicating with the cylinder, a suction pipe romnitini

eating with the cylinder, means for anchoring the lower

end of the cylinder, and means for bracing the \ipper end

of the cylinder.

member co<%peratlng with said stem, a removable outlet

member and a projecting tip member adapted to cofiperate

with said valve stem.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette,]

886,93.1. RACK. JoH.v Boylb, New York. N. Y., assignor

of one-half to Daniel T. Wilson, New York, N. Y. Filed

May 7, 1907. Serial No. 372.379.

8 86,9 32. INSTRUMENT FOR APPLYING LIQUID.

John A. Bovajkan and Edward S. Cradd'u k. New
York, N, Y. ; said Craddock assignor to said Boyajean.

Filed Mar. 18, 1907. Serial No. 362,85.3.

1. An Instrument for applying liquid, compri«ln>: a tubu-

lar body, a valve therein having a valve stem, an adjust

able nut for limiting the opening movement of said valv.

and a separately movable tip member for cooperating with

said valve ptem.

2. An Instrument for applying Hquld. comprising a bodv

having a passage, a valve therein, an outlet member, a

flat tip member longitudinally movable ther.-on and a

longitudinally grooved block secured to said tip member.

3. An instrument for applying liquid comprising a tubu

lar body, a gland removably secured thereto, and having'

an annular valve seat, a valve having a stem extending

through said gland, a removable outlet member and a tip

member removable with said outlet member.

4. An instrument for applying liquids cimprlslng a tubu

lar portion having a liquid passage and having an Inlet at

one end and an outlet at the other, a spring pressed valve

In said passage means for adjusting the movement of

said valve and a separately movable tip member In said

passage adapted to coJiperate with said valve.

1. A rack, comprising two stationary bearings In aline

ment with each other, a rack bar having trunnions rigid

therewith and in allnement with each other, said trun

nions being rotatably and longitudinally movable within

said bearings, one of said bearings being provided with a

slot having two longitudinally-extending portions and the

corresponding trunnion having a radially-extending pro

jectlon adapted to enter either of said two longitudinally-

extending portions to hold the rack in either of two po-

sitions, and a spring in engagement with one of said bear-

ings and the corresponding trunnion for holding the pro-

jection within one of the longitudinally-extending por-

tions of the slot.

2. A rack, comprising two stationary bearings In allne-

ment with each other, a rack bar having trunnions in

alinement with each other and sul)8tantlally parallel to

said rack bar but out of allnement therewith, said trun-

nions lieing rotatably and longitudinally movable within

said bearings, and said coactlng trunnions and bearings

having bayonet Joint connections for holding the rack

in either one of two positions, and a coll spring within

one of said bearings and In engagement with the end of

the corresponding trunnion for holding the bayonet con-

nections in the desired relationship.

3. A rack, cemprislng two stationary bearings In aline-

ment with each other, a rack bar having trunnions rigid

therewith and in allnement with each other, said trunnions

being rotatably and longitudinally movable within said

bearings, said l)earlng8 hav'ng double bayonet slots, rnd

stid trunnions having radially extendin..' pins in engage-

ment with aald slots to hold the rack In either one of

two positions, and a coll spring within one of said bear-

ings and In engagement with the end of the corresponding

trunnion for holding the pin in either extremity of the

bayonet slot.
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886.934. VBBMIN EXTERMINATING FEKP-BOX. Datid

A. Bkadfokd. ChattAnooga, Tenn. FlJedUulj 16. 1907.

Serial Na 383,795.

4

1 In a flcTlce of the cha«rter described, the combina-

tion of a box having an opening therein, and a V-.haped

trough located within th« box and sub-WTlded Into a

plurality of coinpartment«. the back of the trough being

extended upwardly and secured to the Interior of the

o' In a device of the character describe*, the combina-

tion of a box having an opening therein, a feed trough

located within the box and having the b»ck thereof ex-

tended upwardly and secured to the Interior of the box.

and an inclined plane leading up to the fe«d trough.

3 In a device of the character deacrlbed. the combina-

tion of a box having an opening therein, a feed trough

within the box and having one side thereof Inclined for-

wardly while the opposite side is extended upwardly

and securM to the Interior of the box. and transverse par-

titions subdividing the trough into a plurality of com-

partments and extending upwardly above the before men

tloned Inclined front

4 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a box having an opening therein, a feed trough

located within the box and hartng one •Ide thereof In^

rllned forwardly while the opposite side Is extended

upwardly, transverse partitions subdividing the trough

into a plurality of compartments and extending upwardly

beyond the Inclined side thereof, and an Inclined plane

leading up to the Inclined side of the trough.

886 '>35 rrrTURE - SUPPORTER. Elbkrt F. BraDT.

Schenectady. N. Y. Filed Apr. 17. 1907. Serial No.

36«.783.

3. A picture sopportcr, comprising side pieces having

hooks on their upper termlaala, a ero« bar. binders adapt-

ed to aecore the enm b*r at different elevations on the

side bafa, a head place, a pin paaaing throajh the head

piece on which the hooks may catch, means to secure a

picture to the picture mipportcr, and means to hold the

picture supporter in place.

4 A picture supporter, comprtalng extension side pieces

which are angularlj dlapowl with reference to each other,

the aide pieces betaig adapted to be fastened together at

one set of terminals, a cnm bar which Is adapted to be

secured to the side pieces at a plurality of predetermined

positions, means to seeore a picture to the picture sup-

porter and means to hold the picture supporter in place.

5 A picture supporter. eomprMnc side pieces which

are adapted to be dlspowKl at different anglea to each other,

a head piece, the said side pieces being detachably se-

cured to the head, a croas bar which Is adapted to be se-

cured to the aide pieces at different distances from the

head piece, means to secure a picture to the picture sup-

porter, and means to hold the picture supporter In place.

[Claims « to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

SS6 9.16 TWO COLOR PRINTING MACHINE. Thomas

BK.H-K. Jttchen. (;ermany. Filed Apr. 19, 1907. Serial

No. 369,1 4M.

1. A picture supporter, comprising extension side pieces

having hooks on their upper terminals, a croas bar se-

cured to the side pieces, a bead piece, a pl4 passing through

the head piece on which the hooks may catch, means to

secure a picture to the picture supporter, and means to

bold the picture supporter in place.

2. A picture supporter, comprlsinc sWe pieces baring

Look! on their upper terminals, a cros* bar adapted to

be secured at predetermined elevations tD the side placea.

a head piece, a pin passing throng* tke head piece on

which the hooka may catch, means to secure a picture

to the picture supporter, and means to hold the picture

supporter In place.

1 m a derlce of the character described, fixed type, a

morable back ground surrounding the type, means for

moTing said back ground away from the Inking roller, and

a form for printing the border portion proj«rtlng above

Mild stationary type.
. ^ ^ . ._ .

2 In a device of the character described, fixed type, a

nwvable back ground surrounding the type. mean*. f"r

moTlng said back ground away from the inking roller, a

form for printing the border portion projecting above said

stationary type, and means for rigidly connecting the

border and back ground printing forms.

3 In a derlce of the character described, fixed type, a

moraW. back ground surrounding the type, means for

Bwrtnc said bach ground away from the Inking roller, a

form for printing the border portion projecting above said

stationary type, and means for rigidly connecting the

border and back ground printing forms, and a catch lever

arranged In the path of means on the border printing

form.
4 In a derlce of the character described, fixed type, a

movable back ground surrounding the type, means for

moving said back ground away from the Inking roller, a

form for printing the border portion projecting shore said

stationary type, and nseans for rigidly connecting the

border and back ground printing forms, a catch lever ar-

ranged in the path of means on the border printing form,

and means for resisting the motion of the back ground

printing form.

H86 937 RAILWAY CATTLB-GUABD. Jobbph Bbowv,

Llrermore, and Wuxiam H. 8hbubod»k», Rnssellvllle.

Ky. Filed Jan. 27. 1»08. Serial No. 412.926.

1. A cattle guard for railway tracks including a sup^

port, a rertlcailj swinging gate baring supporting side

liars hlngwl to said support and having uptun»«l end por

tlons. a Uble having plrotal connection at Its rear edge

wttb said upturned and portioos. and a spring device for

supporting said table In horlsontal position, said up-

tnmed end portions of the side bars being arranged to

have contact with said support before the gate arrives at
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position through gravity.

2. A cattle guard for railway tracks. IncludlnK a gup-

port, a vertically swinging gate having bupportloK side

bars hlnjred to said support, and having upturned end

portions, a table having pivotal connection at U« rear

edge with said upturned end portions, a spring devire for

supporting suld table In ht>rl»ont«l position, lateral

guards at each side of said gate and operatlnj; therewith,

said upturned end portions of the side bars being arrangetl

to have conUct with said support before the Kate arrives

at vertical position, whereby It will fall to uormal posi

tlon through gravity.

886,938. STEERING GEAR. Alanson IV Bhi sh. l>e

trolt, Mich. Filed Jan. 3u, 1907. Serial No. 354,813.

gear carried by the driven shaft, an external gear actu

ated by the driving shaft, an eccentric mounted upon the

driving shaft to actuate the external gear to cause the

relative velocities of the driving and driven shafts to

vary, and an oil case located about said gears and eccen

trie.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,939. H0BSB8H0E. Johm G. Bibss, Buffalo, N. Y.

Filed June 20, 1907. Serial No. 379,h66.

The combination with the shoe proper and the separate

toe and heel-calks, of a frame consisting of a toe-plate

having a tapering socket for the toe-calk, an Integral

curved arm and a pivoted curved arm, such arms being

adjustable to and from each other and adapted to He

hKainst the Inner side walls,of the shoe proper, heel plates

at the outer ends of the arms provided with tapering

•ockets for the heel calks, the toe and heel-plates being in

removable engagement with the shoe proper, the turned

over lips on the toe-plate and the flat elongated lugs at

the outer ends of the arms adjacent to and Inside of the

heel plates, all combined and operating as «nd for the pur

l»>se stated.

886,940 INCANDESCENT GAS - BURNER. Raymond
BisQi KT and Mabics Ramassot, Lyon, France. Filed

Feb. 26, 1906. Serial No. 303.095.

1 A steering meohanlam comprising a steering shaft, a

driven shaft In line with the steering shaft, an Internal

gear carried by the driven shaft, an external gear In mesh

with the Internal gear, an eccentric mounted upon the

steering shaft to actuate the external gear, and means to

hold the external gear from turning on its axis to cause

the relaUve velocities of the steering and driven shafts to

vary.

2. A steering mechanism comprising a driving shaft, h

driven shaft In line with the driving shaft, and an ecceo

trie upon the driving shaft to cause the relative velocities

of the driving and driven shafts to vary.

3. A steering mechanism comprUlng a driving and a

driven shaft, an eccentric upon the driving shaft, an In

ternal gear carried by the driven shaft, an external gear

upon said eccentric meshing with the internal gear, and

means to bold the external gear from rotation.

4. A steering mechanism comprising a driving and a

driven shaft, an eccentric upon the driving shaft, an In

ternal gear carried by the driven shaft, an external gear

upon said eccentric meshing with the Internal gear, and
i

means to hold the external gear from roUtion, the in

ternal diameter of the internal gear being greater than
,

the external diameter of the external gear.

6. A steering mechanism comprising a driving shaft, a
1

1 In a gas burner, the combination, with a burner

tubp. of an injector discharging Into the lower portion

thereof, said Injector comprising a gas Inlet noszle, an air

Inlet about said nossle having Inwardly converging walls

about a subctantially horlsontal ails, and a combining

tube arranged above said nossle. means for varying the

distance between the nozzle and combining tube, and air

Inlets to the Interior of the burner tube above the Injector.

i. In a gas burner, the combination, with a burner tube,

of an injector discharging Into the lower portion thereof,

said Injector comprising a gas Inlet nozzle, an annular air

Inlet with walls inwardly converging towards the point of

the nozzle and about a substantially horizontal axis, and

a combining tube arranged above said nozile, and means

for varying the distance between the nozzle and combin-

ing tube.

3. In a gas burner, the combination, with a burner tube,

of an Injector discharging Into the lower portion thereof.
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Bald lujector comprl«lng a gu Inlet no«|e with a fnitto-

conlcal upper face, a combining tube wUh a downwardly

converging frusto conical lower face arranged above said

noBile. and an annular air Inlet with wats formed by the

opposing end faces of the noiile and combining tube, and

means for varying the distance betweea the nozsle and

combining tube.

4. In a gaa burner, the combination. w8th a burner tube,

of an Injector discharging into the loweB portion thereof,

said injector comprising a gas inlet nozaie with a frusto-

contcal upper face, a combining tube with a downwardly

converging frusto-conlcal lower face arranged above said

noazle, and an annular air inlet with walls formed by the

opposing end faces of the noMle and combining tube,

means for varying the distance between the nonle and

combining tul)e. and air Inleta to the Interior of the burner

tub*i around the combining tube.

5 In a gas burner, the combination, with a burner tube,

of an lnJ»>ctor discharging Into the lowef portion thereof,

said Injector comprising a gas inlet no8*e with a frusto-

cunloal uppf-r face, and an annular cra|er about its dis-

charge orlflce, a combining tube with a downwardly con

verging fruato conical lower face arranged above said

noizle. an annular air Inlet about said »osale with walls

formed by opposing end faces of the no«le and tube and

Inwardly converging towards the point Df the nossle. air

inlets to the Interior of the burner tube atxive the Injector,

and an adjustable connection between o»e of the Injector

members and the burner tube whereby to regnlate the dis-

tance between the nossle and combining tube. .

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

lower clamping members having grooved arcuate line en-

gaging faces, the upper member having a central aperture

and the lower mem»>er having an exteriorly and interiorly

threaded shank engaging the aperture and provided with

wire receiving slots; a connecting nut exteriorly engaging

the shank and a screw Interiorly engaging said shank.

8.«i6,941 .VTTOM.VTlC R.\ILW.\Y SWITTH. Tea A Call.

Bancroft, Idaho Filed May 25. 1&07. Serial No.

3T5,6T8.

1 In an automatic switch, the comblnetion of the main

line and siding rails, and the switch stub rails therebe-

tween, of a plate having reduced ends and shoulders, the

main line rails abutting against said shoulders, and the

switch stub rails upon said plate betweet the ends of said

rail-s, of bell cranks connected to the switch stub rails, a

spaced side rail beside the main line raile on the approlch

side of the switch, side rails close beside the siding rails

and the main rails on the trailing slda of the switch, a

connection between the spaced side mils and the bell

cranks, whereby pressure upon said side rails will operate

to close the switch, and connections between the other side

rail and the bell cranks, whereby pressure upon the side

rails will retain the switch stub rails In closed position.

2 In an automatic switch, the comblftation of the main

line and siding rails, and the switch «tub rails therebe-

tween, of a plate having reduced ends »nd shoulders, the

main line rails abutting against said Shoulders, and the

switch stub rails upon said plate between the ends of said

rails, of b^n cranks connected to the Bwltch stub rails,

side rails beside the main line rails on the approach side

of the switch, and on the trailing side •f the switch, side

rails beside the siding rails, and connections between each

of said side rails and the bell cranks, whereby deprewlon

of said side rails will close the switch

8S6,942. TROLI.EY-LINK CL.VMP. .XtorsTi! Cabon. In-

dian Orchard. Mass. Filed July 25. 1906. Serial No.

327.699.

1 .V trollpy line clamp comprising twin separable clamp-

ing members having grooved arcuate line engaging faces.

one of said mombers being provided with a central aper-

ture and the other member being provided with a threaded

shank engaging said aperture and having wire receiving

slots ; and a connecting nut upon the skank.

2. A trolley line clamp comprising separable upper and

3. \ trolley line clamp comprising separable upper and

lower clamping members having arcuate line engaging

faces, the upper member having a central aperture and

the lower member being provided with an exteriorly and

interiorly thr«aded tubular shank engaging said aperture

and provided with wire receiving slots ; a hanger having

terminal openings and a central eye engaging the shank ;

a connecting nut exteriorly engaging the threaded shank

and a screw Interiorly engaging the latter.

886,943. TRAP FOR BATH-Tt'BvS Thomas S Chew.

Atlantic City, N. J. Filed Aug. 26. 1907. Serial No.

390.206.

1. A trap for a waste-plpe comprising a narrow hollow

body having vertically disposed sides and ends, ono end

baring Its lower portion curved toward and merging Into

a curved bottom, a partition extending downwardly part

way through said body from the upper part of one end

toward the lower part of the other end. and having a

curved surface confronting the curvature of said curved

end bottom, and thus providing an oval-shaped water space

with contracted Inlet and outlet at opposite ends of the

oval figure, and an approximately triangular water space

at the opposite side of the partition having an opening at

each point of Intersection of the sides of the triangle, one

of the latter openings being the Inlet to said oval-shaped

water-space and the other two openings being provided

with means for attachment to the overflow and waste

pipes.

2. A trap for wsste-plpes comprising a hollow body

adapted for attachment at Its top to an over flow pipe

and at one end to a waste-pipe, and having at its opposite

end an outlet pipe-section integral therewith, a partition

extending part-way across the Interior of the hollow body

o as to form two compartments, one of approximately

triangular form and the other oval-shaped, the latter hav-

ing an Inlet passage at one end and an outlet opening at

the other end of the oval figure, and the other compart-

ment having an opening at each point of Intersection of

the sides of the triangle, one of the latter openings being

the Inlet to said oval shaped water-space and the other

two openings being sdapted for connection with the over-

flow and waste-plpes.

3. A trap for waste pipes consisting of a narrow hollow

body having front and rear compartments therein with a

passage at the bottom, a pipe-connect Ion at one end of
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said body, a discharge pipe at the other end thereof and

another pipe-connection on Its top. said pipe connections

leading Into said front compartment, and said discharge

pipe leading from said rear compartment, the latter com-

partment being oval-shaped and upwardly Inclined from

said passage to said discharge pipe.

4. A trap for waste-pipes comprising a hollow Imdy or

casting having an Inlet opening at its top and a second

Inlet opening at one end and an outlet opening at the

other end. together with slip joint couplings for connecting

aid inlet openings with an over-flow and waste pipe, said

body having a downwardly Inclined partition therein

forming front and rear compartments or chambers with a

passage at the bottom, the latter compartment extending

upwardly from said passage to said outlet *n>enlng and

diminishing in size from an Intermediate point toward

both said passage and outlet and Its capacity being con-

siderably greater than that of the front compartment be-

low the line of said outlet.

5. A trap consisting of a narrow hollow body having an

Inlet pipe connection at one end and an outlet or dls

charge pipe at the other end. and an intermediate pipe-

connection on Its top, said body having a curved partition

therein which extends downwardly from its top to a point

near its bottom, thus forming front and rear compart-

ments with a passage at the bottom, said bottom and one

end of said body being constructed on a curve which is op-

posi'd to the curvature of said partition, producing a rear

compartment which Is approximately oval-shaped and

leads upwardly from said passage to said discharge pipe.

I Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

2. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a cas-

ing, an escape valve arranged therein, a valve-opening

thermostat supported by the casing, and an operating con-

nection between the thermostat and valve, said connection

comprising plvotally mounted levers.

886,944. BR.\KE Simons E. CHir>i8TKE. Ramah. Colo.,

a.sslgnor of one-third to B H. Glvans. Tackwood. Iowa

Filed Feb 4, 1907. Serial No. .355,702.

In a device of the character described, the combination

with traction wheels and coupling pole, of a brake-bar

slldably mounted below said coupling pole, a cross piece

positioned above said coupling pole, V-shaped brackets

positioned between said cross-piece and brake-bar, each

bracket having its ends extending vertically through said

brake-bar. means attaching only the center of each bracket

to only the lower face of said cross-piece, diverging rods

positioned contiguous to said brake bar, means securing

the inner ends of said rods to said brake bar upon opposite

sides of the coupling pole, a spring, means detachably se-

curing the Inner end of said spring to the ends of said di-

verging rods, means securing the outer end of said spring

to said coupling pole, and means for manually drawing

the brake bar towards said wheels.

886.945. SAFETY-VALVE FOR STE.^M-BOILERS. Ed-

ward J. Clarke. Scranton, Pa. Filed June 13, 1906.

Serial No. 321.485.

1. A safety valve for steam hollers, comprising a cas-

ing, an escape valve arranged therein, and a valve-opening

thermostat supported by the casing, said thermostat being

adjustable with relation to the valve.

3. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a cas-

ing, an escape valve arranged therein, a thermostat sup-

ported upon the bottom of the casing independent of the

valve, and an operative connection between the thermo-

stat and valve, whereby the expansive action of the ther-

mostat will open the valve.

4. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a cas-

ing, levers plvotally mounted therein, a head plvotally

connected with the levers, a valve arranged In the casing

and 'adapted to be operated by the head, and a thermo-

stat supported by the casing and operatively connected

with the levers.

5. A safety valve for steam boilers comprising a cas-

ing, a thermostat supported thereby, a valve - operating

device controlled by the thermostat, and an escape valve

In the casing adapted to be opened by said device, said

valve being adjustable with relation to the thermostat.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed In the Gazette.]

886 946. VETERINARY REMEDY. Chakles A. COE, Jr..

Oshkosh, Wis. Filed Apr. 12, 1906. Serial No. 311,382.

1. The process of packing lard, vinegar and gunpowder, in

separate layers, within an imperforate container, consist-

ing In introducing a mixture of vinegar and molten lard

into said container, allowing the mixture to stand and

cool until the lard forms a congealed layer upon the

vinegar and then placing the gunpowder upon the con-

gealed lard.

2. \ package comprising lard, vinegar and gunpowder

arranged In separate layers within an imperforate con-

tainer, said vinegar and said gunpowder being separated

liv said lard.

S86 047. RAILWAY BLOCK-SIGNAL. David H. Cokes,

Piedmont, and Whitfield A. Scarbbolgh, Chocco-

locco, Ala. Filed Apr. 3. 1907. Serial No. 366,151.

JSif

1. in a block signaling system, the combination of a

semaphore fulcrumed for swinging movement electro

magnets disposed under the semaphore and arranged at

opposite sides of the fulcrum of the semaphore, armatures

carried by the semaphore and disposed above the electro

magnets, said electro magnets forming stops for limiting

the movement of the semaphore In either direction, and

a movable body carried by the semaphore and movable to

one side or the other of the fulcrum point for holding the

semaphore Into either signaling or non-signaling position.
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2. Id a block signaliBg system, tbc jcombinatJoa of a

track, antomatlcally closed switclies dli«>oMd at aultable

points along tbe track, separate normally open circuits

controlled by the switches, a source of e^rrwit proTtded In

each circuit a manually controllsd swlttb in each circuit

adjacent the automatic switch thereof. 4 semaphore adja-

cent each automatic switch, a weight supported on the

semaphore for free moTcmeat to one 8l4e or the other of

the fulcrum of the semaphore, and means carried by the

semaphore and movable therewith for holding the weight

in place electro magnets diapoeed on opposite sides of the

fulcrum points of the semapborea and having their arma-

tures mounted directly oa the tatter, and means for con-

necting the corresponding electro aaagnets In the separate

circuits to simultaneously throw the semaphores Into

signaling position when one circuit Is closed and Into non-

slgnallng position when the other circuit Is closed.

3. In a bl«jck signAllng system, the combination of a

semaphore fulcrumed for a swinging movement, alter-

nately actuated electro magnets diapoeed on opposite sides

of the fulcrum point to swing the semaphore In opposite

directions, separately controlled circuit* connected with

the electro magnets, a weight movable t»n the semaphore

from one side of Its fulcrum to the other, and means for

holding the weight on the semaphore.

4. In a block signaling system, the combination of a

semaphore fulcrumed for a swinging movement, separate

means for tilting the semaphore In opposite directions, and

a device carried entirely by and movable with the sema-

phore to assist the said means.

5. In a block signaling system, the combination of a

semaphore fulcrumed for a swinging tiovement. electro

magnets having armatures disposed on opposite sides of

the fulcrum point, a casing fixed on the Semaphore extend-

ing to opposite aides of the fulcnim polnjts, and a movable

body in the casing for assisting in the tljtlng of the sema-

phore.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.948. STLFTR BURNER. JoHW F. CoN«JJ>. Dorrance

ton. Pa. FIlfMl .Iiine 6, 1907 Serial So. 377.629.

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a container

for sulfur, means for producing the volatlllaatlon of sulfur

within said container, means for regulating volatlllxatlon

of sulfur within the container, and a handle for carrying

the container, the walls of the container being formed with

a plurality of relatively small apertures,

2. In an apparatus of the class descrit>ed, a container, a

partition arranged therein dividing the container Into up-

per and lower compartments, a heat^g apparatus ar-

ranged in the lower compartment, the qpper compartment

being adapted to contain sulfur, and this walls of the up-

per compartmeat being formed with relttlvely small aper-

tnres, and ladepeadent and adjusMbi^i means for regu-

lating the voiatUiaatlOB of suiinr in t^ upper compart

ment and the supply of air to the heatl^ig apparataa.

886.949. BALL-BEARING. RoasBT O. Cobnfokth, Sey-

mour, Conn. Filed May 6, 1907. Serial No. 371,949.

/#/>*'

A ball bearing comprising a ring-shaped member having

an Inwardly- turned flange with a lip on Ita Inner edge, fur

the purpose set forth, a second ring-shaped member lying

within aald flange and having an outwardly-turned flange

lying within the edge of the other member whereby a ball

race Is formed, a set of balls in said race and a ring en-

gaging said second member closely, leaving the other mem-

ber free to rotate Independently thereof, and having an

outwardly-extending flange which overlaps the Joint be-

tween the members and retains the parts in place.

886,950. BALL-BEABING. Roaaax O. CoasroKTH, Sey-

mour. Conn. FUed May 6. 1907. SerUl No. 371.9&0.

A ball bearing comprising an outer ring-shaped sheet

metal member having an Inwardly turned flange with a lip

on Its inner edge, for the purpose set forth, an Inner rlng-

.shaped sheet metal member lying within said flange, said

inner memt>er having an outwardly - turned flange lying

within the edge of tl»e outer member whereby a ball race

is formed between said members and a circular space or

chamber la formed outside the flange of the Inner member,

a set of balls In said race and a ring Inclosed in said space

and engaging the outer memlieT dosely, leaving the inner

member free to rotate Independently thereof.

886.961. MOLDING -MACH INK Josu'R V. C(.8TI0a.n

and John F. J Costioaic, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct.

15. 1907. Serial No. 397,564.

^5: ^fc
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1. In a molding machine, the combination of walls mov-

able relatively to each other for molding and disengaging a

maas of material of substantially cylindrical form, a man

drel mooated centrally Intermediate mIA walls and con-

centric thereto, means for turning said mandrel, dividing

blades arranged In pairs and disposed Intermediate said

walls for the purpose of dividing the article molded, and

means for lifting said diTldlBg blades endwise so as to re-

move them.

2. In a molding machlae, the combination of walla, one
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movable reUtlvely to the other and forming a n>oid a

mandrel normally mounted within said mold, a revoluble

stud extending into said mold and normally supporting

said mandrel, and means for lifting said mandrel away

from said stud so as to disengage said mandrel from the

article molded.
,

3 The combination of walls adapted to move toward

and from each other, said walls constituting a mold, a

stud of angnlsr conformity projecting Into said mold, gear

Ingfor turning said stud, a mandrel disposed Intenaedlate

said wails aad pwrrWsd with a soetet for receiviag » d

stud, and mesne controllable at wlU for dtaeawtng said

mandral from saW stad and Ufttaf said mandrel out of

said mold. ,

,

4 The combination of walla, one of which Is movable

toward and from another, a mandrel mounted intermedl

ate said walls and provided with as opening, a revoluble

memlM-r extending intermediate said walls and provided

with a portion for projecting into said opening in order to

turn said mandrel, and means for turning said revoluble

member.
,

5 The combination of a bottom provided with slots,

walls mounted upon aald bottom and adapted to swing to^

ward and from each other, said walls being provided with

means for shaping th«f external surface of an object to be

molded, dividing blades disposed normally Intermediate

WLid walla, said dividing blades fitting Into aald aloU, »

mandrel dlaiK>aed Intermediate said dividing blades, a rev-

oluble member extending through said bottom and en

iiaalng aald mandrel for the purpose of turning the latter.

means for raising said dividing blades so as to dl«.ng«g.

tl« same from said sloU, and to lift said dividing blades

above aald wails, and means for locking said walla temiw

rarlly In predetermined position.

I Claim 6 not printed In the Oarette.)

engage aald arm and said sUap near the end of said arm.

and means foe yieldingly holding aald arm and returning

it to Its normal position, and a stop to limit the Inward

movement of said arm.

8 8 6 9 5 .3 . WINTX)W-SHADE FIXTURE.

CaiM, Seattle, Wash- Filed Oct 80. 1907

399,867.

Absalom L.

, Serial No.

886 952 PICKER -CHECK FOB LOOMS. ARTHt K
8^

CoWAV Worcester. Mass.. assignor to Crompton 4

Knowles Loom Works, a Corporation of Massa^usetts.

Filed Aug. 15, 1906. Serial No. 330,625.

1 The comblnaUoB with brackets having oppositely ex-

tending ears outstanding therefrom : of an extensible bar

iDsertlble beneath the upper ears of the brackets and hav^

ing notches to receive the lower ears of the bracketa, said

notches being shlftable away from the lower ears to place

•^ald ears In engagement with the bar.

> The combination with brackets, each having oppo-

sitely disposed ears outstanding therefrom, of a bar In-

sert ible beneath the upper ears of the brackets and notched

to receive the lower ears, said bar being extensible to with-

draw the notches from beneath the lower ears and to place

said ears In engagement with the bar.

3 The combination with brackets each having oppo-

sitely disposed outstanding ears ; of a bar comprising lap-

ping sections, means carried by each section for sUdably

engaging the other section, and a head upon each section,

each of said sections being Insertlble back of the upper ears

and having notches to receive the lower ears, said sections

being shlftable between the ears.

4 The combination with supporting brackets ;
of a bar

comprising lapping sections, ears Integral with each sec^

Uon and slldably engaging the other section, and a head

extending from each section, each section having a notch

disposed to register and permit the withdrawal of an ear

of the other section from engagement therewith.

5 The combination with supporting brackets ; of a bar

comprising lapping sections, ears Integral with each 8<c

tiori and slldably engaging the other section, and a head ex

tending from each section, each section having a notch

disposed to register and permit the withdrawal of an ear

of the other section from engagement therewith, each

head having a plurality of openings for the reception of

the ends of shade rollers, one of said openings in one of

the heads being recUngular and disposed with Its greatest

diameter In a horlrontal direction.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiettcl

1 A picker check, comprialng a movable arm, and a

leather or flexible strap attached to said arm and forming

a yielding surface for the picker, said arm and strap being

so placed relative to the picker, that the picker will engage

said strap near the end of said arm, and means for yield

ingly holding said arm and returning it to Its normal po-

sition. ,

2. A picker check, comprising a movable tension arm,

and a leather or flexible strap forming a facing or engaging

surface for said arm, said arm being so placed relatively

to the picker, that the picker will engage said arm and the

strap thereon at its lower end, and means for yieldingly

holding said arm, and returning It to Its normal poslUon.

and a atop to limit the ootward movement of said arm,

and a stop to limit the Inward movement of aald arm.

8. A picker check, oomprlslng a movable arm, and a

leather or flexible strap atUched to aald arm and forming

a facing or engaging aarface for the picker, and said arm

being so placed relative to the picker, that the picker will

886,954. EGG-HOLDER. John Csiscsak. Chicago. 111.

Filed Oct. 10. 1907. Serial No. 396.772.

An egg holder comprising a vertical standard, arms se-

cured to and radUUy projecting from the standard, said

arms forming the base of the bolder, egg receiving mem-
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b«r> Mcured to the oater ends of the aitni and consisting

of U-ahap«d spring clamps, a handle sectored to the stand-

ard and formed to proTlde a loop, brackets secured to the

side bar of the loop, a frame plTotally tnonnted upon the

brackets, and a time-glass carried by the frame.

[

886,9&C. MAIL BAG CATCHING AKD DKLIVBBING
APPARATUS. John C. Daiton, Flsker, W. Va. Filed

Feb. 26. imH. Serial No. 417,917.

1. A crane arm provided Intermediate Ita ends with a

downwardly extending bag-receiving sent, and a trans-

versely-disposed member located at the outer end of said

arm and comprising a bag-removing portion and a bag-de-

livering portion.

2. A crane arm provided intermediate Its ends with a

bag-receiving seat, and a member locate* at the outer end

of said arm and having its opposite end* pointed, one end

of said member forming a bag-removing »rm, and the other

end thereof a bag delivering arm.

3. A crane-arm bent upon Itself Intentiedlate its ends to

form a downwardly-extending bag receiving seat, and pro-

vided at its outer end with a transversely-disposed mem-

ber comprising a bag removing portion afd a bag-delivering

portion.

4. The combination, with a pair of supporting brackets

arranged for attachment to the opposite Bide wails of a car

window, of a rotatable bar having Its nds engaged with

said brackets ; a crane-arm secured at lt» Inner end to said

bar and provided at its outer end with a transversely-dis-

posed member comprising a bag-removing portion and a

bag-delivering portion ; means for swinifing said arm Into

and out of operative position ; and a sliding catch carried

by one of said brackets and adapted fo» engagement with

the adjacent end of said bar, for retaining said arm in

either position,

5. The combination, with a pair of supporting brackets

arranged for attachment to the opposite side walls of a

car window, of a rotatable bar having its ends engaged

with said brackets ; a crane-arm secured at its inner end

to said bar and provided at Its outer end with a trans-

versely-disposed member comprising a bag-removing por-

tion and a bag-delivering portion, said arm having a down-

wardly-extending bag-receiving seat formed therein inter-

mediate its ends : means for swinging tald arm into and

out of operative position ; and a sliding catch carried by

one of said brackets and adapted for engagement with the

adjacent end of said bar, for retaining aaid arm in either

position.

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed In the Gaaette.]

886,956. TRENCH BRACE. McbjieIl R. !> Fsance
and Albert E. Read, Beilevue. Pa. I»lled Feb. 14. 1908.

Serial No. 415,841,

1. In a trench brace, the combination of a shoe recessed

on Its inner face, a brace arm bearing In the recess, a

plate-like securing device entered and secured wholly

within the shoe recess, said plate-ilke device having a pas-

sage for the brace-arm. and a shoulder on the arm within

the shoe recess and l>ack of the plate-like device and pre-

venting outward movement of the arm.

2. In a trench brace, the combination of a shoe, a brace

arm bearing at Its end ngalnst the shoe, a portion of the

arm near Its end being non-circular In crosa-sectlon with a

shoulder between said pross-sectlonal portion and the bear

Ing end. and an arm-holding plate embracing the non cir

cular portion of the arm and secured to the shoe, the arm

passage through the plate being larger than the non-clr-

eular arm section and of such shape as to prevent com-

plete rotation of the arm without Interfering with the an

gular movement of the latter

3. In a trench brace, the combination of a shoe, a brace

arm bearing at Its end against the shoe, a portion of the

arm near Its end having a cross sectional shape of greater

length than width with a shoulder on the arm between said

portion and Its bearing end. a plate embracing said cross

sectional portion of the arm and secured to the shoe, the

arm passage through the plate being of oval shape and of

a slie to afford the arm angular movement but holding It

against complete rotation, the arm shoulder preventing

movement of the bearing end of the arm outwardly

through the plate passage,

4. {||yi trench brace, the combination of a shoe re<esned

on lt«Tnner face and within said recess formed with a

bearing socket, a brace arm having a rounded extremity

adapted to bear In said socket, the arm having a shoulder

adjacent Ita rounded end, the arm Inwardly from the

shoulder being of substantially oval section, and n plate

secured wholly within the shoe recess and having an oval

passage through which the arm extends, said passage being

larger than the oval-like section of the arm and embracing

the arm in the plane of said section, the width of the oval

passage being less than the longer diameter of the oval-

like section of the arm to prevent complete rotation of the

latter,

5. In a trench brace, the combination of a shoe rpo»»sRed

on Its inner face, the central portion of the recess being

deeper than Its ends, a brace arm bearing In the central

part of the recess, a plate entered wholly within the re<e»s

and secured to the inner faces of the shallow end portions

thereof, the plate having a passage through which the

brace arm extends, and a shoulder on the arm within the

recess and back of the plate for engaging the latter and

preventing outward movement of the arm.

88 6.957. NAILLE8S HORSESHOE, Wit.t.iAM DtTT

tikVV. Judson, N. D. Filed Apr. 24, 1907. Serial No.

369.959.

1. A horseshoe comprising a pair of hinged sections

each formed at its outer edge with a continuous Integral

flange, the sections and the flanges being divided at their

rear ends, the said ends of the flanges being bent to extend

r«arwardly and the corresponding ends of the sections

being bent downwardly, and an adjusting element engaged

through the rearwardly extended ends of the flanges.

2. A horseshoe comprising a pair of hinged sections

each formed at ita outer edge with a continuous integral

flange, the sections and the flanges being divided at their

rear ends In a line with their line of Junction with each

other, the said ends of the flanges being bent to extend
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rearwardly and the corresponding ends of the sections

being bent downwardly at right angles to their body por-

I

means for traveling said carrier back and forth, means

for automatically stopping the carrier at the respective

limits of its to-andfro travel, means for automatically

dumping the carrier when in dumping position, and means

for automatically restoring the carrier to normal position

after dumping.

tlons. and an adjusting element engaged through the rear-

wardly extended ends of the flanges.

886,958. AMT'SEMENT RAILWAY
New York. N. Y. FUed Jan. 22,

412,102,

James H Dkwky,
1908. Serial No.

1 A railway having an undulating supporting track,

and an equilibrating track having undulating rails, both

of the tracks extending over the same length of the rail-

way and the undulations of the rails of the equilibrating

track lK.lnK In Inconformlty with each other and with the

undulations of the supporting track.

2 The combination of a car adapted to travel over a

predetermined course, means for causing the car In Its

entirety to fall and rise In Its travel, and means for rock-

ing the body of the car from side to side.

3 The combination of a car. a track, and means for

causing the body of the car to rise and fall, rock from side

to side and revolve, as It travels over the track.

4 The combination of a supporting-track, a truck

mounted on said track, a car-body, a universal Joint con-

necting the car body with the truck, means for causing

said body to swing on said Joint as the truck travels over

the track, and means for revolving the car.

5 The combination of a car having a circular body pro-

vided with a mast at Its center, and means for causing

said body and mast to swing from side to side and revolve

during the travel of the car.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Qaaette ]

4 In an automatic carrier, the combination with a car-

rier adapted for to and-fro travel, of a cable for traveling

said carrier back and forth, and means for automatically

stopping the carrier at a predetermined point of its travel

without interfering with the movement of the cable.

.-> In an automatic carrier, the combination with a car-

rier adapted for to-andfro travel, of a cable for traveling

said carrier back and forth, and means for automatically

stopping the carrier at the respective limits of its travel

without interfering with the movement of the cable.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

886 960 MACHINE FOR MAKING ROOFING - NAILS.

JOHN E D0B8ON. Ypsllanti. and Wilmam E. Wilit and

WiiLiAM H Haet, Battle Creek. Mich,, assignors to

Howard B, Sherman. Battle Creek. Mich, Filed Feb,

1, 1906. Serial No, 29H.951.

8 86 95 9. AUTOMATIC CARRIER AND DUMPER.

Hamlt O. DirmNBAtOH, Goldfleld, Nev, Filed July

31, 1907. Serial No. .186.483.

1 In an automatic carrier, the combination with a car-

rier adapted for to-andfro travel, of means for traveling

said carrier back and forth, and means for automatically

stopping said carrier at the respective limits of Its to and-

fro travel without Interfering with the operation of said

means for traveling the carrier.

2 In an automatic carrier and damper, the combination

with a dumping carrier adapted for to-andfro travel, of

means for traveling said carrier back and forth, means

for automatically stopping aald carrier when It has

reached dumping position, means for automatically dump-

ing the carrier when In dumping position, and means for

automatically restoring the carrier to normal position

after dumping.
3 In an automatic carrier and dumper, the combination

with a dumping carrier adapted for to-andfro travel, of

1 The combination with dies adapted to hold a wire

with Its end projecting, of an opposed die and a spring

presser ring attached to said die adapted to cause the

wire end to penetrate the head before the dies come to-

gether, and a header rod located within the die and presser

2 The combination In a nail making jaachlne of means

for feeding a metal strap, means for feeding a wire, meant

for causing the wire end to penetrate the strap, means for

swaging the end of the wire to the strap, meant for tever-

mg a nail shank from the wire, means for pointing the

shank, and means for subsequently severing the rad of
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th«> strap to which the wire shank Is attuched from the

body of the strap.

3 In a nail machine the combination of mj'ans for feed-

ing a metal strap, means for feeding a wire, means for

caaslns: the end of the wire to penetratp «he strap, mech-

anUm for -iwajflD^' the wire to the strap. i»i.>an8 for sever-

ing the Wirt-, m.'ans for barbing the wlr%' aud means for

ub8equeD<ly severing the end of tte Btr^p to whloli the

wire is secured from the body thereof, j

4 In a nail machine, the eombinatloi of means for

feeding a sheet metal strap, means for feeding a wire,

means for causing the end of the wire tp penetrate the

strap, and mechanism for swaging the wire to the strap,

and means for severing the wire, means for concavo-con-

vexing the part of the strap transflied t^ the wire, and

means for subsequently severtng the end of the strap to

which the severed piece of wire la aecure* from the body

thereof.

5 The combination In a roofing nail iMJilng machine,

of means for feetllng a metal rtrap, m.»ns for feeding

a wire, means for forcing the ttrap agalqat the wire and

caiMlng the latter to perforate the atrap. Jneana for serer

ing a B&il length from the wire and pointing the aerered

end. and means for swaging the severed portion of the

wire to the strap . with means for subsequently cutting

the part of the strap to which the cut Irlre la atUched

from the body of the strap, thereby forcing a complete

nail.

[Claims 4 to l** not printed In the Garttte.)

means for supporting the atock to be operated upon in

such poeltlon that said stock lies within reach of aald

roller when said bar Is reciprocated, and means for pre-

venting the retrogresalon of aald head and roller along

said bar

5. The combination of a table for supporting flat

stock, a pair of rollers disposed one In advance of the other

for traveling upon said stock, one of aald roUera being

smooth, the other having an Interrupted surface, and

means for moving aald rollers relatively to aald atock.

886.961 BOOKBINDERS STRIP APPLtINO MACHINE.
Chbistophir J DroGAS, Chicago. Ill Filed June 27.

1906. Serial No. .323.626.

886.962 COIN-DKTECTOR Fra.nk ErKEBT. Chicago,

111., assignor to Charles H Joy, Chicago. 111. Filed

Nov. 17, 19<»6. Serial No. 34.i.804.

1. The combination of a movable bar, supports there-

for, means for reciprocating said bar, a slide-way mounted

upon said bar. a sliding head disposed in •aid slide-way dis-

posed to travel In a direction crowing the general length

of said bar. a roller mounted upon aald sliding head and

movable bodily therewith, and means for preventing retro-

gression of said sliding head relatlrely t© said slide-way.

2. The combination of a movable bar. tollers and guides

for supporting the same, means for reciprocating said

bar, a sliding head mounted ai>on said b»r and adapted to

travel In a direction crossing the general length of said

bar, ratchet mechanism for gnatalning aald sliding head

when moved step by step in said direction, and a board

for supporting the stock to be operated' upon, said b«)ard

being disposed adjacent to the path of said sliding head.

3. The combination of a movable bar. means for reclp-

rocattng said bar, a head mounted ujlon said bar and

atepted to travel In a direction crosslag the general di-

rection of the length thereof, a roller iftonnted upon aald

head, a table dlaposed parallel to the path of travel of

said movable bar and adapted to sustain the work to be

preaaed, and means for preventing retrogression of said

head and roller along said bar.

4. The combination of a bar, meant for causing the

same to reciprocate, a head connected With said bar and

adapted to move bodily In a direction crossing the gen-

eral length of said bar. a roller connected with said head.

1 In a coin detector, the combination of a movable

gravity op«'rated coin support, and means thereon for re-

taining and discharging a genuine coin or token at sub-

stantially the limit of movement of said coin-support, and

for discharging a spurious token at a point Intermediate

the limit of movement of aald coin support.

1;. In a coin-detector, the combination of a gravity-

operated coin support, means for causing said support to

be tilted when )a token falls thereon, and means for cans-

Ing said support to hold a truly formed coin or token with

a circumferential bead to discharge Ii In one direction, and

to permit the premature discharge of a token without

a bead In another direction.

3. In a coin-detector, the combination of a movable

gravity operated coin support, means for causing said sup-

port to be shifted by the weight of a token, and means for

holding a truly formed coin or token so that it will oper-

ate the support to retain and discharge the token In one

direction and over which a differently formed token will

pass and be discharged In another direction.

4. In a coin-detsctor, the combination of a gravity-

operated movable coin-support which Is sustained so that

It can be shifted by the weight of a token, and an abut-

i ment for holding a truly formed coin or token so that

( It will shift the support and discharge the token In one

direction and over which a differently formed token will

pasa to be discharged In another direction.

5. In a coin-detector, the comblnaUon of a gravity-

operated pivotal coin-support, means for causing said sup-

port to be shifted by the weight of a token, and meana for

holding a truly formed coin or token so that It will tilt

the support to discharge the token In one direction and

over which a differently formed tokeii will pass to be

prematurely discharged in another direction

[Claim* 6 to 29 not printed In the Gazette. 1

88«.»«3. [WITHDRAWN.]

8 8 6.984 SAF-ETY ATTACHMENT FOR POCKETS

Hjalmob EaiCKSON, Cambridge. Maas. Filed Oct. 12.

1907 Serial No. 39T.191.

1 The combination with a wall of a pocket, of a socket

part Including a connected base member and socket mem-

ber the said wall being clamped therebetween, a ball part

Including a base and a protuberance for engagement with

the said socket member, the sa'd base having a centrally

threaded recess extending from ItB outer face and a fasten-

ing part In the form of a hook and Including an elongated

threaded shank designed to be engaged In said recess and

a bill.
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o In combination, a socket part formed for attnrhment

to "the wall of a pocket, a ball part formed for detachable

engagement with said socket part and Including a base

having a threaded recess and with a fastening part having

laterallv movable on said gnldeways and also having a

portion forming n seat for the barrel, and a grate sup

ported l.v the stationary section and the removable section

of said base and disposed adjacent the lower end of said

barrel.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the (iazette.J

886 966. ROTARY SCUKKN Daniel P. Kindley, Min-

eral City. Ohio. Filed May 14, 1907. Serial No.

373,597.

a threade<l shank for engagement in *ald reoes*.. and a

hook shaj>ed bill designed to He In contact with the outer

face of said base.

886 96.1 STOVE AND FIRNACE Wiu.lAM R. FEN-

«KTT. Louisville, Ky Flle,l Aug. 9. 19n7 Serial No.

387,791.

1 In a store or furnace, a Are barrel, and a base for

supporting the same, said base comprising a stationary

aectlon having a portion forming a seat for said barrel

and a portion forming guldeways. and a removable section

laterally movable on said guldeways and also having a

portion forming a seat for the barrel.

2 In a stove or furnace, a fire barrel, and a base for

supporting the same, said base comprising a stationary

section having a semi circular portion forming a seat

for the rear side of said barrel and having portions form

Ing guldeways. and a removable sections laterally movable

on said guldeways and having a semicircular portion

forming a seat for the front side of the barrel.

3 In a stove or furnace, a Are barrel, and a base for

supporting the same, said base comprising a stationary

section having a portion forming a seat for said barrel

and a portion forming Inclined guldeways, and a remov-

able section laterally movable on said guldeways and also

having a portion forming a seat for the barrel

4 In a stove or furnace, a tire barrel, and a base for

supporting the same, said base comprising a stationary

ectlon having a portion forming a seat for said barrel

and a portion forming guldeways. and a removable section

laterally movable on said guldeways and also having a

portion forming a seat for the barrel, and vertically mov-

able pins adjacent said guldeways and in engagement

with said removable section for preventing the accidental

displacement thereof.

5 In a stove or furnace, a Are barrel, nqd a base for

supporting the sntre. said base comprising a stationary

section having a portion forming a seat for said barrel

and a portion forming guldeways, and a removable section

1 \ tliachine of the character described, comprising a

snpporting framework, a casing mounted in said frame

work a vertlcailv extending shaft mounted to rotate in

said casing, a spider carried hy said shaft, an open bottom

drum secured to the ends of the spider arms, the casing

being provided with a bed In the lower end of the drum,

the u^ being formed with a discharge opening and the

casing exterior of the bed being formed with a discharge

opening, one discharge opening being distinct from the

other a sifting head comprising a screen and a frame to

which the screen Is attached, the frame fitting within and

supported removably on the upper end of the drum,

brushes supported In the framework and adapted to en-

gage with the screen of said sifting head, and Mades car-

ried hv said drum, aa and for the purpose set forth.

" \ machine of the character described, comprising a

supporting frame -work, a vertically extending shaft

mounted therein, means for rotating said shaft, a spider

secured to said shaft and provided with radial arms, a

drum secured to the ends of the said arms, the casing

being provided with a bed at the lower end of the drum,

a screen carried In the upper end of the drum, blades se-

cured to and depending from the drum and projecting into

the space between the bed and the casing, and other

blades having a vertically adjustable connection with the

spider arms within the drum.

886.967.
Elmo, III.

VEHICLE SPRIN; Alj'kku Fodtnek, St.

Filed Apr. 3. l'.X>7. Serial No. 366.153.

1 An elliptic spring having Its opposite meml«>rs each

bent backward to He substantially parallel with the other

at their ends with one meml^^r embracing a portion of the

other, and means connecting said ends to permit inde^

pendent movement of the embrarlng portions toward and

from each other.
-> \n elliptic spring having Its opposite members at

each end disposed substantially parallel and bent back-

ward toward the body and thence outward to form a

troose neck shape said members l>eing spaced from each
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other, and meana connecting the free ends of aald membera

to permit Independent movement of the parallel p*)rtlon8

thereof toward and from each other.

3. An elliptic aprlng comprlalng a lower aectlon bent at

Ita enda Into a compound curve, an Independently movable

upper section apaced from the lower aectlon and bent to

embrace the curved end portlona thereof, and meana con-

necting the ends of said sections to permit Independent

movement of the curved portions towanj and from each

other.

•4. An elliptic spring comprlalng a lower aectlon bent

at Its end Into a compound curve, an Independently mov-

able upper section spaced from the lower section and bent

at Its end Into a compound curve, to embrtce the lower sec-

tion and a headed bolt extending throagt and embracing

the sidea of the enda of said spring.

5. An elliptic spring composed of a plurality of leaves

and having the end of the lower sectlcm disposed In a

compound curve of successively decreaak>g diameter, an

Independently movable upper section dls0O9«d within and

surrounding the end of the lower sectlot and formed In

a compound curve of succeaalvely decteaslng diameter

spaced from the cnrve of the lower secstlon, and means

for connecting the enda of said sections.

8S6,968 FIRECURTAIN. Alvakado H Ftllkh, U. S.

Army. Filed July 21. 1906. Serial No. 327,171.

1 In an automatic Are protector, a casing havln;.' an

opening in the rear portion of Its bottom, an easily fusible

closing meana for said opening, a roller mounted to turn

in said casing, a curtain wound on aald roller and having

a weight at Its end for unrolling the curtain, the aald

weight being beveled at Its lower edge and normally rest-

ing on the said fusible closing means, and means for

checking the motiou of the curtain and securing the same

In position when unrolled, the said metns comprlalng a

spring device secured in proximity to the base of the

curtain when unrolled, the aald device having a portion

normally In engagement with the suppottlng surface and

between which and the said supporting surface the bev-

eled weight at the end of the curtain Is adapted to force

Itself.

2. In an automatic fire protector, a taalng having an

opening In ita bottom, a curtain In said taaing and adapt

ed to pass through said opening, an eaaDy fualble closing

means for said opening, a weight on the lower end of the

curtain for unrolling the same, the wielgbt having Its

lower edge beveled, and pinch clips secnrsd to a support

and located In proximity to the base of the cnrtaln when
rbe latter la unrolled, the said clips laving a portion

normally in contact with aald support and between which

portion and the support the beveled weight at the lower

end of the curtain la adapted to paaa.

3. The combination with a wall having an opening

therein, of a curtain for aald opening having a weight at

its lower end, the weight being beveled tt Its lower edge.

and a clip located at the baae of said opening, the said

clip being secured at Ita lower end to a support and hav-

ing its upper end bent out of contact with said support, a

portion of the clip between Ita enda being normally In

contact with the support, the said weight, when the cur-

tain unrolls, being adapted to engage the clip and force

Itself between the said intermediate portion of the clip

and the support, whereby aald curtain la secured in the

unrolled position over said opening.

4. In a window, a window casing, a curtain secured at

one end thereof, the said curtain having strips at its

lower end forming a weight for unrolling the curtain, the

said weight being beveled at Ita lower edge, and a pair of

pinch clips secured at the opposite end of the window
casing, said cllpa being respectively secured at one end to

the casing, the free end being bent out of contact with

the casing, the portions of each clip between ita ends being

bent in such a manner as to be held In contact with the

casing at at least one point, the said weight when the

curtain is unrolled being adapted to pass between the out-

ward bent ends of the clips and the caaluK and force it-

self between the said intermediate portions of the cllpa

and the casing, whereby the fall of said curtain Is checked

and the curtain is secured in position over said window.

5. In a fire protector, a curtain clamped at each end be-

tween two metallic strips, the strips at the lower end of

the curtain being beveled at their lower edge, and forming

a weight for unrolling the curtain, and spring clips se-

cured at their lower ends to a support and located in

proximity to the base of the curtain when the latter is

unrolled, each clip having a portion between Its ends

normally held In contact with the support and between
which and the support the weight is adapted to force it-

self, the upper or free ends of said clips being curved out-

wardly to guide the said weight.

886,969 AUT OF HEATIN<;. EoBiRT H. Gold, Chicago,

III. Filed Apr 25. 1904. Serial No. 204.672.

iftm>fMU/m'* m /,/1/ni.. r/itm./ii/mtftt'm/iiimm'im'Mtm

Vr

1. The improvement in the art of heating which con-

sists In providing a train of cars with a body of compara-

tively high pressure steam extending lengthwise of the

train, providing each car from said high pressure steam

with a body of steam at low presaure. said body of steam

at low pressure discharging Into a sone of the same or

lower pressure, and retarding and controlling the flow of

steam from the high pressure body to each low pressure

body, respectively, solely by the thermostatic condition of

the said bodies of steam at low pressure, adjacent to their

respective points of dlschsrge.

2. The improvement in the art of heating which con-

sists In providing a train of cars with a body of com-

paratively high pressure steam extending lengthwise of

the train, providing each car with a body of steam at low

pressure taken from said high pressure body, said bodies

of low pressure ateam having discharges to the atmos-

phere, and regulating the pressure of steam In each of

aald low pressure bodies by abuttlag off or retarding the

flow of ateam from the high pressure body thereto solely

by means of the thermostatic action of steam made to

discharge from said low pressure bodies, respectively, be-

cause of excess pressure therein.
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886,970. WEEDKR AND m/nVATOR ORMisTf'N J.

Gonzalez, I'alms. fal Filwl Nov. 8. 1907. Serial No.

401,201.

1 In a weeder and cultivator, a drag frame, transverse

beams projecting from the rear edge of the frame and ar-

ranged In sets, one set at each side of the center of the

frame, cutting blades attached to the side faces of the

beams, which blades have a transverse Inclination in

direction of their cutting edges, and shanks integral with

the blades but at an obtuse angle thereto, both the blades

and their shanks tjelng rectangular in cross section, the

blades of one set of l>eam8 being at an angle to the blades

of the other set of beams, and a fender secured to each

end beam, each fender consisting of a l)lade extending

nrroas the cutting blade and a sliank at au acute anple to

the blade.

2. In a weeder and cultivator, the combination with the

drag frame, lieams extending rearward from tbe frame.

clamps secured to the side faces of the I)eam8. which

clauips have inclined recesses therein, and means for

tightening and loosening said clampa. of blades having a

transverse Inclination In direction of their cutting edges,

and shanks Integral with the blades, but bent at an ot>-

tuse angle thereto, both the blades and their shanks l)einK

rectangular In cross section, the shanks of the blades be

Ing entered into and held in the recesses of said clamps,

and a fender at each end of the frame and extending:

across the blade adjacent thereto.

3. In a weedei" anel cuUlvfttor, tbe combination with a

drag iKxly, cross beams attached to the body and extend

ing learwardly therefrom, and a clamp locate<l on a aide

face of the projecting portion of each cross I'oam. each

clamp being substantially diamond shaped In front eleva-

tion. Its ends inclining from the top downward and out

ward in parallelism, each clamp l>elng provided with a re-

cess upon its inner face, the end walla thereof having a cor-

responding inclination to tbe end portions of the clamp,

and means for tiglitoning and loosening the clamps upon
their carrying beams, of a blade for each clamp, each
blade having a transverse inclination from Its back In

direction of Its cutting edge, the cutting edges of the said

blades being at an obtuse angle to the ground, and a

Rhank for eHch blade, which siianks are at an acute angle

to the blades, Iwtb shanks and t>lade8 having the same
cross sectional 8haj>e, the shanks being passed upward
III rough tbe recesses in the said clamps, wnu a fender at

each end of the t)ody, which fenders consist each of scrap
ing blade adapted to extend outward and rearward across

the end cutting blade, and a shank for each scraping
blade, said shanks being at an acute angle to the blades
and integral therewith, the shanks of the fenders being
secured to the end cross beams of the implement.

tions having flaps extending along the opposite ends there-

of and coated with adhesive material, a sealing flap also

coated with adhesive material, ajid a relatively long letter

sheet having flaps extending along the opposite sides

thereof, the fold lines of the letter sheet flaps being inset

8He,971. COMBINED ENVELOP AND LETTER SHEET.
Israel L. (jReenblat, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Nov.

1, 1907. Serial No. 400,190.

As an article of manufacture, a one piece combined en

velop and letter sheet blank having a general rectangular

shape with the exception of one end which Is cut on an
arc to form the final sealing flap, said blank being In-

dented to form fold lines for tbe envelop, letter sheet and
flaps thereof, and comprising front and rear envelop por-

134 0. G.— 14

within the planes of the fold lines of the side flaps of the

pnvelop portions, the last-named fold lines meeting the

fold line of the sealing flap colncldently with the arcuate

edge of the sealing flap.

886,972. RAIL-JOINT. John C. Haffokp. Lincoln. Ark.,

assignor of one third to David William Harrison and

one third to Vlrge Albert HafTord, Lincoln, Ark. Filed

Oct. 24, 1907. Serial No .398.987.

In combination with rails having heads which abut di-

rectly one against the other bo that tbe tread surfaces of

the rails are continuous and uninterrupted by Intervening

parts, said rails having In their bases concavities and In

their webs recesses which are located at tlie ends and near

I he ends of the rails and which project into the under

sides of the rail heads, a locking key having a base por-

tion which flts within the concavities in tbe rail bases, and

studs mounted upon the key which lie within the recesses

In the raH webs and heads nnd which fit snugly agaioft tbe

under sides of tbe rail heads.

8«fl.07.3. LANTERN. William S. Hamm, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to The Adams and Weetlake Company of Illl-

n. la. Filed Nov. 2. 1904. Serial No. 231,10.3.

1. In a lantern, the combination of a body hoop, a globe

and an oil pot removably fitted to the hoop, the hoop be-

ing provided with a lower row of perforations for the Ini-

tial admission of air and with an Internal flat ledge ex-

tending substaDtlally to the body of the oil pot, said ledge

l>eing adapted to receive the lower edge and eide portions

of the globe, and provided at its Inner margin with means
for admitting air past the ledge from between the oil pot

and the hoop to the combustion chamber of the lantern,

substantially as set forth.

2. In a lantern, the combination of a body hoop, a globe

and an oil pot removably fitted to the hoop, the hoop be-
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Ing proTkl«d with a lower row of perforation* for the Ini-

tial admlaslon of air and with an outwitfdly walled In-

ternal flat led»e extendlng;,aubetAntlally t<» the body of the

oil pot. aald ledife being adapted to recelre the lower edge

aad iMe portions of the g;lobe. and proTlded at Its loner

BartlB with means for admitting air paat the ledxe from

between the oil p«jt and the hoop to the aombustlon cham

ber of the lantern, substantially as set forth.

886,974. SWING. Marioh HiTHAW.4t. Muncle, Ind.

Filed Not. 25, 1907. SerUl No. 403.744.
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and havlin? at the opposite sides of Its lower end Inverted

V-ahaped op^'nings which are In allnement -with the outlet

of the bellows.

2. A powder distributer comprising a bellows, a tube at-

tached to the bellows and being located ©ver the outlet

thereof, said tuN' having at one side an Inclined section

which operates as a deflector for directing the blast from

the bellows to the opposite side of the tulK, a receptacle

mounted upon the bellows, a funnel attached to the recep-

Ucle and entering the tube and having Ita e»d resting upon

that side of the tube to which the blast 1« deflected, said

tube having at the opposite sides of Its lower end openings

which are In allnement with the outlet of the bellows.

886,980. NAIL. William Hobnbb, Re»d City. Mich.

Filed Mar :w. lf»«)7. Serial No. 3rt5.472,

1 .V nail havinjj a cuttlnx ed(?e substantially equal In

length to the diameter of the nail, and having a ^paidlng

wing or feather diametrically disposed at right angles to

said cutting edge and extending beyond the same.

2. A nail, comprising a body portion having a cutting

edge, a feather diametrically disposed at right angle* to

said cutting edge, and a head having a groove parallel to

said feather

.^ A nail adapted for use In connection with matched

boards having coactlng tongues and grooves, said nail

comprising a body portion terminating In a single cutting

edge formed by two converging surfaces, and meana

adapted to engage In the line of Intersection of a tongue

of a board and the body of said board ant In advance of

the cutting edge nf the nail to guide said nail and bring

said cutting edge at right angles to said line of Interaec-

tkm.

88«,981. METAL HEAD FOR BARRELS, CASKS. AND
THE LIKE Abraham A. HtRST. Mtqnoketa, Iowa.

Filed Apr. 29. 1907. Serial No. 370,940,

said revoluble board, mechanism connected with said first-

mentioned board and engaging said second-mentioned

l)oard for preventing retrogression of the latter, means for

indicating the degree of movement made by the second-

mentioned board, and a cutting member for cutting an

iirtlcle resting upon said second mentioned board.

2. In a cutter, the combination of a base, a revoluble

member mounted thereupon and adapted to rock within

|)iedetermlned limits, a board mounted up<}n said rev(jluble

;nember and adapted to turn In one direction, means for

preventing retrogression of said board, mechanism for In-

illcatlng the degree of movement of said board, and a cut-

ting meml)er for severing an article resting upon said

board.

A closure formed from a metal sheet of substantially

S4iuare outline having pressed therein a circular echelon

portion and thereby forming a chine or groove adapted to

receive the ends or edges of a receptacle to which said

closure may be applied and to also define the head, said

metal sheet having Its corners extending u|p along the side

of the receptacle In engagement therewith and provided

with apertures to receive fastening devices and the head

provided with a series of radially extendl|ng bracing ribs.

886,982. COMlH^riNG CHEESE CLT PER. John W.

IstMM, Goldsboro. N. C. Filed Aug. 2©, 1907. Serial

No. 390,569

1. The combination of a revoluble board, means for turn-

ing the same back and forth, a second board mounted upon

.^. In a cutter, the combination of a base, a lever pivoted

thereupon and movable In relation thereto, a lever board

disposed adjacent to said lever, a connection from said

lever to said lever board to enable said lever l)oard to rork

by movements of said lever, a cheese board journaled upon

said base, pawls mounted upon said lever board and en-

gaging said cheese board for the purpose of turning the

latter, means for preventing retrogression of said chee«e

board, means controllable at will for adjusting the degree

of play allowed said lever, and a cutting member disposed

adjacent to said cheese board for the pilrpose of severing

a cheese thereupon.

4. The combination of a base, a board mounted there-

upon and revoluble step by step, a revoluble cheese board,

connections from said flrst-menttoned revoluble board to

said cheese board for turning the latter, means for Indicat-

ing the degree of travel of said cheese board, and a cutting

member disposed adjacent to said cheese board and so

positioned as to cut always In the same plane.

5. In a cheese cutter, the combination of a revoluble

cheese board, a knife movable In relation thereto in a plane

crossing the general direction of travel of said cheese

board, means provided with a lever for actuating said

cheese board step by step, a pawl movably mounted upon

said lever, a gage of arcuate form disposed adjacent to

said lever and to said pawl, a bracket mounted upon said

gage and provided with a portion to be engaged by said

pawl so as to form a limiting stop therefor, and means for

shifting the position of said bracket relatively to said gage.

s s 8 . 9 8 3 . COHERER AND DECOHERER. Jcskph L.

JoN«8, Klzer, Tenn. Filed Dec. 26. 1906. Serial No.

349.475.

1. A decoherer electromagnet, an armature arranged

within the field of force of the magnet and having a ho<jked

end, a make and break device, and a coherer supported by

the hook.

2. In combination, a base, a standard carried thereby,

an armature, a spring connecting the armature to the

standard, the lower portion of said armature being turned

i

to form a hook, an electro-magnet supported by the stand-

' ard, a coherer tube, binding posts arranged on the base,

I loose wires connecting the binding posts to the ends of
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the coherer, an Insulating tulte surrounding the coherer

tube and provided with a notch, and a securing screw ex-

tending through the notch and across the hooked portion

of the armature.

886,984. MASSAGING DEVICE. Klebek C. Jopliwo,

Memphis, Tenn Filed Nov. 1, 1907. Serial No. 400,157.

1 In a massaging device, a container, an Inlet and an

outlet valve at separated points of said container, one of

said valves being closed when the other of said valves la

open, and means adjacent to snld outlet valve for applying

a toilet preparation.

2. In a massaging device, a compressible container, an

Inlet and an outlet valve at separated points of said con

talner. one of said valves being closed when the other of

said valves Is oi)en, means for limiting the movement of

said valves, and further me:ins for locking snld outlet

valve In a closed position.

3. In a massaging device, a hollow elastic receptacle, a

head and base mounted at opposite ends of said receptacle,

means at said head for permitting the contents to escape

from said receptacle when the latter Is compressed, and

further means on said base permitting air to enter the

receptacle.

4. In a device of the class described, a compressible

container having an outlet head, porous material carried

by said head and adapted for applying a toilet preparation,

and an outlet valve permitting the escape of the prepara-

tion from the container to said porous material.

5. In a device of the class described, a compressible con-

tainer having an outlet head, poroub material carried by

said head and adapted for applying toilet preparations,

an outlet valve mounted in said head, and an inlet valve

to permit of the filling of the receptacle with air.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

886.985. KKl) TItlSAZ(J DYE AND PROCESS OF MAK-
ING SAME. <iEOB(i Kalischeu. Frankfort on the -

.Main. (Jermany. assignor to Cassella Color Company,

New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 21. 1905. Serial No.

275.170. (Specimens.)

1. The herein deticrilied process of pnxlucing red trisaxo

dyes, which consists In combining one molecule of a dtazo

compound with one molecule of 5 oxynaphthodiamldo-

benzaldebydln.7.8ulfo add. then tetrazotlzing this body

and then combining said body with two molecules of a

naphthol sulfoacld

2. The herein described pro<ess of producing red trlsazo

dyes, which conslfts In combining in an alkaline solution.

one molecule of a dlazotizc^l aromatic amin with one mole

cule of the ,'>-oxyna[(hthodlamidobenznldehydln 7 sulfoacld.

then tetrazotlzlng the body thus otitained. and then com-

bining It In an alkaline solution, with two molecules of a

naphthol sulfoacld.

3. The herein descrlled process of producing red trlsazo

dye<. which consist* In first diazotlzing anllln. then In-

troducing the san^e In a ccK)1 Rolvitlon of 5 oxynaphthodl-

amldobenzaldehydin 7 sulfoncid. containing an excess of

soda, then acidulating snld solution with hydrochloric

add, then tetrazotlzlng with sodium nitrate, then mixing

with a co<)i solution of 2 naphthol-6 sodium sulfonate in

the presence of an excess of sodium carbonate and finally

precipitating with common salt.

4. The coloring matters < l)talned ns herelnt»efore de

scribed having the following characteristics ; the said

trlsazo coloring matters represent in the dry state pow-

ders of a reddish brown shade, soluble In water with a

red color, dissolve in concentrated suifurlcacid with a

bluish red color which changes into a more yellowish

shade when water is added, and which dye unmordanted

cotton red shades substantially as described.

886,986. HAY PRESS. Eigene NV. Kelsey, ColllervUle.

Tenn. Filed May 7, 1906. Serial No. 315.559.

1, In a hay press, a baling chamber, a plunger for the

same, a shaft secured to said plunger, a roller at the end

of the shaft, fixed parallel and substantially elliptical

guide rails, a cross head, at the roller end of the shaft

having a cylindrical central portion adapted to operate

between said elliptical guide rails, an operating lever ful

cnine 1 at Its center adjacent the said guide rails, the

said rails being eccentric to the pivot of said lever, which

lever Is provided with oppositely facing semi elliptical

end cam surfaces that alternately engage with the shaft

roller, and auxiliary cam extensions from the under face

of tlie operjiting lever adjacent its end cam surfaces, a

return lever fulcrumed adjacent an Inner end of said

guide rails, a link connection between the return lever

and said shaft, and a roller at the pivoted end of the re

turn lever for engagement with the said auxiliary cams

of the operating lever, the snld operating lever in Its rota

tlon acting first upon the plunger shaft to force the plun-

ger Inward in the baling chamber, and next upon the re

tvrn lever to return the plunger to the mouth of the said

baling chaml>er.

2. In a hay press, the combination with the upr)er rear

wall of the baling chamber and a leaf fixed to said wall

at the mouth of the said chamber, which le"f has a down-

ward and rearward inclination extending at its lower end

within snld chamber, of a shaft pivoted In front of the

fixed leaf, a second leaf secured to said shaft, which leaf

extends within the path of the plunger of the press, a

crank arm located at an end of the shaft outside of the

f::
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ballnx chamber, and a weight adjtwtably mounted apon

said ahaft
3. In combination with the bodj, ita Halinf chamber,

and a pioneer held to illde In the baling chamber, of L-

haped arms, pivoted at the Janetloa of tl^tlr member* at

the Bides of the baling chamber adjacent Ita forward end,

each arm comprising a short member extenfllng downward

within said chamber, and a longer member extending over

the chamber, the longer member of the ar^ia haring their

rear ends enlarged to extend abore and b»low the npper

and lower edges of the main portions of said members, the

said enlargements being given a downward laid forward In-

clination at their rear edges, rods fixed one above the other

tn the enlargementa of the arms and pins extending from

the plnngcr into slots produced in the shorter members

of said arms.

886,987. COMBINATION
Coadersport. Pa. Filed

403,297.

TOOL. Jam«8
Nov. 22, 1907.

M. KlEHLB,
Serial No.

A tool comprising a shank having at on« «id a laterally

projecting poll, and provided on the side o( the poll facing

toward the butt of the shank with a pl« approximatelj

parallel with the shank, and a claw ext««ded beyond the

back of the poll and curved outwardly >nd away from

said poll, the curved part of the claw forming a fulcrum

In pulling the staples and stretching wir« in cofiperatlon

with the poll and pin, and the poll forming a fulcrum in

cooperation with the claw in the operati«in of the latter,

subfltantially as set forth.

water and connected with boiler pressure, to exert pres-

sure OB the water In the said casing, a cylinder within the

said casing and in communication at Its lower end with

the said easing, a piston movable In the said cylinder In

one direction, cushioning means on the lower part of the

piston rod within the casing, a connection between the

piston rod and the damper to actuate the latter, and a

weight on the piston rod of the said piston for returning

the latter on a decrease of the pressure on the piston by

the water.

3. A damper regulator, comprising a casing containing

water, a pressure valve connected with the upper end of

the said casing and connected with boiler pressure to exert

pressure on the water in the said casing, a cylinder within

the casing and having its lower end located adjacent to

the lower end of the casing and provided at said end with

an opening communicating with the casing, a valve in the

lower end of the casing for controlling said opening in the

cylinder, a piston movable in the said cylinder In one di-

rection by the pressure of the water, and a connection

between the piston and the damper to actuate the latter.

4. A damper regulator, comprising a casing filled with

water, a valved connection between the said casing and

the steam compartment of the boiler, a cylinder within the

said casing and having its lower end provided with a

valve seat opening into the casing, a needle valve screwing

in the lower head of the casing for controlling the said

valve seat, a piston movable In the cylinder, a weight

held on the piston rod of the said piston, a connection be-

tween the piston rpd and the damper to be regulated, and

a connection between the said weight and the valve In

the said valved connection.

5. A damper regulator, comprising a casing, a cylinder

In the casing, a piston movabU tn the said cylinder and
connected with the damper to b« regulated, and a control-

ling valve having a valve and a valve body connected with

the said casing and with the steam compartment of the

boiler, the said valve having a rednced lower portion pro-

vided with annular grooves.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Qasette.]

886.988. DAMPER REGULATOR. CHA«La8 C. Kosrsa,

New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 24. 1907. Serial No. 394,265.

886,989. WELI^rPULLINQ MACHINE. Or.ivxR D. KaArx
and LoiMS W. Fetzxr, Flndlay, Ohio. Filed Aug. 4,

1906. Serial No. 329,179.

1. A damper regulator, comprising a c^tslng containing

water and connected with boiler pressur*. to exert pres-

sure OB the water In the said casing, a cylinder within the

said casing and having an opening at It* lower end eom-

muAleatlng with the said casing, a valve lit the lower end

of Cte easing and extending Inta the samiB for contitriUng

said opening, a piston movable In the sal4 cylinder In tme

dltoctlom by the pressure of the water, 4nd a connection

betwwB the piston snd the dampei'' to a^toate the lattar.

2. A daaaper regulator, comprlalng a <Mteg containing

1. In a machine of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with an engine and a drum, of a drive wheel, connec-

tion between the drive wheel and drum, a pair of gears

driven by the engine in the same direction at dUfcrent

speeds, means by which one or the other of said gears

may be brought into engagement with the drive wheel to

rotate the drum in winding direction at different speeds,

and another gear adapted to be brought into engagement

with one of said first named gears and the drive wheel to

rotate the drum in unwinding direction.

2. In a machine of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with an engine and a drum, of a drive wheel, conneo*

tlon between the drive wheel and dmm. a pair of gears

driven by the engine tn the same direction at different

speeds, means by which one or the other of said gears may
be broogbt Into en^ngemeBt with the drive wheel to ro-

ta'-.e the drum In winding direction at varying speeds,

and another -gear adapted to be brought Into engagement

with one of said gears and the drtve wheel to rotate the

drum in unwinding direction at an Inerenaed speed.

3. In a machine of the character set forth, the comblna-
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tlon with an ««nglne and a drum, of a drive whpel, connec-

tion between the drive wheel and drum, a gear casing,

gears e&rrled by said casing and adapted to t»e rotated by

the engine in the same direction at different speeds, means

by which said casing may be operated to bring one or the

other of said gears Into engagement with the drive wheel,

another gear adapted to be moved Into engagement with

said first named gears and drive wheel, means by which

said gear may be operated, and means for normally re-

taining the gear out of engagement with said first named

gear and the drive wheel.

4. In a machine of the character set forth, a wheeled

frame, a drum, a drive wheel oiwratlvely connected with

the drum and with the propelling wheels of the frame,

means by which either the drum or propelling wheels may

be connected with or disconnected from the drive whi-el,

an engine, a pair of gears driven by the engine in the

same direction at different speeds, means by which one or

the other of said gears may be brought into .ngagempnt

with the drive wheel, and another gear adapted to be

brought into engagement with one of said tirst named

gears and with the drive wheel.

5. In a machine of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a frame, a drum journaled thereon and an engine

supported thereby, of a drive wheel, connection between

the drive wheel and the drum, a casing movabiy mounted

upon the frame, gears journaled in said casing and driven

by the engine, means by which the casing can be moved

to bring one or the other of said gears In engagem<"nt with

the drive wheel, a bracket movabiy mounted upon the

frame, a gear journaled in the bracket, and means by

which the bracket can be moved to bring the gear carried

thereby In engagement with one of said first named gears

and the drive wheel.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

hub intermediate the hub-bearings, a pivot pin In the

pivot socket and engaging the axle sleeve, the axis of said

pivot pin being in a vertical line through the theoretical

point of contact of the wheel with the ground, a motor

carried by the wheel socket and gearing intermediate the

whetl and motor whereby the wheel is driven.

886,990. MOTOR DRIVEN AND STEERED FORE CAR-

RIAGE FOR AUTOMOBILES. Utvis Kkieheb. Paris,

France. Filed Jan. 10. 1906. Serial No. 295.502.

886,991. CURTAIN- POLE. John Khodkb. New York,

N. Y. Filed July 26, 1907. Serial No. 385,603.

1. In a vehicle, the combination, with an axle, and an

axle sleeve pivoted to the axle and provided with hub-

bearings at each side of the pivotal point, of a wheel hav-

ing a hub journaled upon the said hub-bearings, a motor

carried by the axle sleeve, and gearing Intermediate the

wheel and motor whereby the wheel is driven.

2. In a vehicle, the combination, with an axle, and an

axle sleeve arranged to inclose the end of the said axle, of

a wheel mounted upon the axle sleeve, bearings Interme-

diate the wheel hub and axle sleeve at eacb side of the

wheel, a pivot pin connecting the axle and axle sleeve and

having its axis in a vertical line through the theoretical

point of contact of the wheel with the ground, a motor

supported by the axle sleeve, and gearing between the

motor and wheel whereby the wheel Is driven.

3. In A vehicle, the combination, with an axle havin^; a

vertical pivot socket in its end. of an axle-sleeve Incloflng

the end of the axle and provided with hub-bearings at each

side of said pivot-socket, a hub attached to the wheel and

mounted on said hub-bearings, a wheel connected to the

1. A curtain pole comprising a plurality of split tubes,

telescoping with each other, and knobs having openings for

receiving the free ends of the tubes, the Inner ends of the

inner section and the outer ends of both sections being

beveled, the bevel commencing at the split.

2. A curtain pole comprising a tube, and a knob for the

end thereof, the knob having a hub for the reception of

the end of the tube, the latter being made in telescoping

sections, and each section being split in the direction of Its

length, the split widening at each end of a section.

886.902. STENCILING-MACHINE. Edward F. Kis.^th.

Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Underwood Typewriter

Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Jan. 10, 1906. Serial No. 295,448.

1. In a stenciling machine, the combination with a

stencil cylinder, of a handle connected thereto, a detent

for holding the cylinder In position to receive a sheet to

be stenciled, a roller to press said sheet against the cylin-

der, a crank or eccentric connected to the cylinder, a bel-

lows or blower connected to said crank or eccentric so as

to be caused to expel a blast of air during the early por-

tion of the revolution of said cylinder, and means for di-

recting such blast between the cylinder and the leading

edge of the sheet at a point near said pressure roller.

2. In a stenciling machine, the combination with a

stencil cylinder having a shaft, of a crank or eccentric

upon said shaft, a pitman connected to said crank or ec-

centric, a bellows connected to said pitman, so as to be

caused to eject a blast of air during the early portion of

the rotation of said cylinder from normal position, a tul>e

connected to said bellows and extending along said cylin-

der and having a series of jets to direct the blast of air to

the cylinder and the leading edge of the stenciled sheet,

and a roller to press the sheets against the cylinder

3. In a stenciling machine, the combination with a

stencil cylinder having a horizontal shaft, of a pressure

roller bearing up against the bottom of the cylinder, a de-

tent or a stop for determining the normal position of the

cylinder, a bellows or blower connected to said shaft so as

to be caused to expel a blast of air during the early por-

tion of the rotation of said cylinder from normal posi-

tion, and a tubt connected to said bellows and extending

along the under side of said cylinder near said roller and

having jets to direct the ^Ir blast between the cylinder

and the leading edge of the stenciled sheet.
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4. In « steoclUng machine, the comDinatlon with a

tencU cylinder, and a preaanre roll, of a bellows oper-

atlvely connected thereto, and a tabe extending along the

cylinder and having jet« directed towartji the game, for

directing the blast from the bellowa between the cylinder

and the leading edge of the stenciled she«t. so as to strip

the latter from the cylinder ; said bellotts being so con-

nected to the cyllndor that the blast Is ftroduced once in

each revolution as the stenciled sheet efierg^s from the

bite of the cylinder and roll. 1

, along a track for vertical swinging movement and adapt-

I

ed to project Into the path of said member when elevated,

!
means connecting said levers for simultaneous operation,

! throw levers arranged upon the track for operating said

• trip lever, a trip lever pivoted at Its upper end upon the

' locomotive and having Its depending free end arranged

to engage and operate said throw levers, and coll springs

fixed at their outer ends to the locomotive and having their

Inner ends connected to opposite sides of the last men-

tioned trip lever, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

886.903. ELECTRIC SIGNAL FOR BAItWATS. Anton
KvzMU, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Dec. 30, 1907. Serial

No. 408,612.

1 In a safety electric signal for railways, the combina-

tion of a trip device upon a track, a signal circuit upon a

locomotive, a circuit closer In said circtilt and having a

horlBontally disposed stationary memt)er provided with a

forked portion, and a vertically disposed swinging con-

tact member pivotally suspended from its upper end to

hang In advance of and out of contact with the forked por-

tion of the stationary member, the lower free end of said

swinging member being adapted to be tngaged and ac-

tuated by the trip device, substantially as set forth.

1*. In a safety electric signal for railwajya. the combina-

tion of a trip device upon a track, a slgbal circuit upon

a locomotive, a circuit closer in said clrcalt and having a

horizontally disposed stationary member provided with

a forked portion, a vertically disposed swinging contact

member pivotally suspended from its upper end to hang

in advance of and out of contact with tUe forked portion

of the stationary member, and means within reach of the

engineer for retracting the swinging contact member, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. In a safety electric signal for railways, the combina-

tion of a trip device upon a track, a siijnal circuit upon

a locomotive, a circuit closer in said clJcult and having

a horizontally disposed stationary member provided with

a forked portion, a vertically disposed twinging contact

member pivotally suspended from Its up|>er end to hang
in advance of and out of contact with tfte forked portion

of the stationary member, a double crank shaft having

one crank arm arranged to engage the twinging contact

meaber and release It from oDg^gement frith the station-

ary contact member, an operating device In the cab of the

locomotive, and operative connections between said operat-

ing device and the other crank arm of the double crank

shaft, substantially as set forth.

4. In a safety electric signal for rallwgys, the combina-

tion of a trip device upon the track, a Cross t>eam upon
the locomotive, stationary contact plates upon the ends of

the t>eam and having forwardly proJectln|g horlsontal por-

tions formed with notches, forwardly projecting brackets

upon the ends of the beam, swinging tontact members
pivoted at their upper ends to said brackets and adapted to

hang In advance of the notched portions Df the stationary

contact plates, the lower ends of the swinging members
being adapted to be engaged and actuajted by said trip

device, a transverse shaft upon the locomttlve, crank arms
upon said shaft adapted to engage and operate said swing-

ing members, another crank arm upon s4ld shaft, a hand
lever in the locomotive cab, operative connections be-

tween the hand lever and the last menttoned crank arm,

an electric generator, an electric signal tnd an open elec-

tric circuit Including said generator ant] said signal and

having one branch connected to the twc», stationary con-

tact plates and Its other branch connected to the two

brackets, substantially as set forth.

5. In a railway safety signal, the eoQiblnation with a

signal apparatus carried by a^ locomotive and Inclnding a

swinging member, of a plorallty of tr|p lerers pivoted

886,994. CLOSURE FOR RECEPTACLES Fkrnand La-

Liv, Paris. France, assignor to Compagnle des Bou-

chages HermMlques Simplex. Paris. France, a Corpora-

tion of France Filed Apr 15. 1905. Serial No. 255.8l'9.

1. The combination with a receptacle, of a capsule ar-

ranged to close the mouth thereof and having downwardly
extending walls with portions projecting Inwardly Into

closer proximity to the sides of the receptacle than the

general surface of the capsule, and a band surrounding the

capsule and compressing the Inwardly projecting portions

against the sides of the receptacle

2. The combination, with a receptacle, of a capsiiN'

arranged to close the mouth thereof and having slltted

downwardly extending walls with portions projecting In-

wardly Into closer proximity to the sides of the receptacle

than the general surface of the capsule, and a band sur-

rounding the capsule and Inclosing the Inwardly project-

ing portions

i

3. The combination, with a receptacle, of a capsule

arranged to clo8»> th^ mouth then^of and having slltted

downwardly extending walls with edges inwardly rolU-d

I

into closer proximity to the sides of the receptacle than

I the general surface of the capsule, and a band surround

Ing the capsule and compressing the Inwardly rolW'd

edges against the sides of the receptacle.

4. The Improved closure for receptacles comprising a

capsule arranged to Inclose the mouth of a receptacle, an

annular band surrounding the capsule, and means for lock-

ing the capsule and band against relative slldable move-

. ment.

5. The Improved closure for receptacles comprlslni; a

capsule arranged to Inclose the mouth of a receptacle, a

sealing member between the capsule and the edge of the

receptacle mouth, an annular band surrounding the cap

I

sule. and means for locking the capsule and band against

relative slldable movement

,

[Claims ti to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,995 MAIL-DELIVERY APP.\RATl'S Albert K.

Landis. Schwenkville, Pa Filed Mar 16. 1908. Serial

No. 42I.2S9.

1. A mall delivery apparatus comprising. In combina-

tion with a movable car, a pivotal arm mounted thereon,

a hook swiveled upon said arm and having a handle por-

tion projecting above Its pivot, stationary means for

tilting said hook to release the bag, stationary posts,

spring-pressed pins carried thereby, and a netting con

nected to said pins, as set forth.

2. A mall delivery apparatus comprising. In combination

with a movable car. a pivotal arm mounted thereon, a

hook swiveled upon said arm and Laving a handle portion

projecting above Its pivot, a stationary crane having a

downwardly curved hook projecting from the end thereof

and positioned In the path of the handle of said hook upon

the car and designed to tilt the book as the latter passes
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by the crane, and a yielding netting mounted underneath

said hook upon the crane, as set forth.

brake shoes, inclined guldeways for the same arranged on

the moving body, means for normally maintaining disen-

gagement between the shoes and the stationary body, and

means fur releasing the shoes and establishing engagement

between said shoes and body.

rf ^ i^'e' V ,-'

3 K mall delivery apparatus comprisinjt a car. (in arm

pivotally mounted ujwn the side thereof, a sprini: fa.xtent'd

at one end to the car and Its other end to said arm. a

swiveled hook mounted upon the arm, a wire s.rur.'rt to

said arm and adapted to pass within the car. a stationary

crane, a projection upon the end thereof posit lon.-d In the

path of the handle end of said hook and dosU'ned to tilt

the latter to release therefrom a mall t>ag, and means for

receiving the mall bag as It is released from said hook, as

set forth.

886.996 FOUNTAIN BRrsn HrNRY L I^ring. Chi-

cago. HI. Filed Mar. 11, 1907. Serial Nu 3«1,754.

1. In a fountain brush, a tube constituting a handle for

the brush and adapted to contain liquid, said tube having

an Inturned flange on one of its ends, a plunger working

In said tube, a spring adapted to move said plunger toward

the end of the tube and normally to hold the same In con

tact with said flange, means for manually moving said

plunger forward In said tube, and a spring closed valve at

the opposite end of the tube adapted to be opened upon

forward movement of the plunger, and a cap covering said

spring and provided with an opening affording access to

the plunger.

2. In a fountain brush, a reservoir-handle, a brush car-

ried thereby having a neck and tufts of bristles arranged

non-parallel with the ails of said neck, said reservoir-

handle having a duct leading to said bristles without pass-

ing through the neck and open at Its end only, a valve in

said duct, means for manually opening said valve and a

piston operating In said reservoir-handle for increasing the

pressure therein simultaneously with the opening of said

valve.

3. In a fountain brush, the combination with a tubular

handle constituting a reservoir and carrying at one of Its

ends the brush proper, of a duct leading from said reser

voir to said brush proper, said handle having upon Its op-

posite end an inturned flange, a plunger within said tubu-

lar handle, a spring normally holding said plunger In con-

tact with said flange, a button for manually moving said

plunger forward, and a cap adapted to be telescoped onto

the end of the tubular handle and having an opening pro-

Tiding access to said button

886,997. FRICTIONAL BRAKE. William Ix>ve, London,

England. Filed July 8, 1907. Serial No. 382,748

1. Frlctlonal brakes for producing a retarding effect be-

tween bodiea one of which Is subject to a motion of trans-

lation with respect to the other, comprising wedge shaped

2. Frlctlonal brake apparatus for producing a retarding

effect between bodies one of which is subject to a motion

of translation with respect to the other, comprising wedge

shaped brake shoes, inclined guldeways for the same ar

ranged on the moving body, means for normally maintain-

ing disengagement between the shoes and the stationary

body, and means operable from various points for per-

mitting engagement to be established at will between said

shoes and ho6.y.

3. Frlctlonal lirake apparatus for producing a retarding

effect between bodies one of which is subject to a motion

of translation with respect to the other, comprising wedge

shaped brake shoes. Inclined guldeways for the same ar-

ranged on the moving body, means for normally maintain-

ing disengagement between the shoes and the stationary

body, and means for permitting engagement to be estab-

lished therebetween automatically on rupture of the dis-

engagement maintaining means
4. Frlctlonal brake apparatus for producing a retarding

effect between bodies one of which is subject to a motion

of translation with respect to the other, comprising wedge-

shaped brake shoes, inclined guldeways for the same ar-

ranged on the moving body, means for normally maintain-

ing dlseniragement between the shoes and the stationary

body, and means for liberating the shoes to enable them

to automatically engage the stationary body with a frlc-

tlonal force variable with the momentum of the moving

body.

5. Frlctlonal brake apparatus for producing a retarding

effect between bodies one of which Is subject to a motion

of translation with respect to the other, comprising wedge

sliaped brake shoes carried by the moving body, means for

normally holding said shoes out of contact with the sta-

tionary body, and means for releasinc and means for

causing the shoes to engage the stationary body with a

force variable with the momentum of the moving body.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed In the Gazette.]

886,998. CYLINDER FOR PRINTING AND OTHER PUB-
POSES. Wii.i.iAM LovK. London. England Filed July

22, 1907. Serial No. 385.021.

i a »

1 A cylinder suitable for printing or other purposes re-

quiring equally distributed rolling pressure, comprising a

central bt>am or axle adapted to be supported at both ends,

a plurality of outer beams arranged around the said cen-

tral beam, the outermost beam having a cylindrical sur-,

face, and a plurality of bearings arranged between said

beams and between the respective ends thereof so as to

form fulcra for each enveloping beam and leave the latter

free to deflect on each side of said bearings

2. A cylinder suitable for printing: or other purposes re-

quiring rolling pressure, comprising a central beam, a plu-

rality of tubular beams arranged concentrically to each

other and to the caatral beam, and groups of bearings be-

tween the several beams, the bearings in each group being

arranged at those parts of their respective carrying beams

which, by reason of the relative position of Its bearing*.
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are free to deflect under the action of » load tranemltted

from the working surface of tbe cylind^rr.

3. A cylinder suitable for printing or other puri>ofM>8 re-

quiring rolling pressure, comprising a ctntnU beam adapt-

ed to be supported at t>oth ends, a second beam surronnd-

int; said central beam and supported thereby at points ar-

ran>;ed betwei'O Its ends and pquldlstatit from its center

but not at Its center, and a tubular bea<i surrounding said

second b>>am and supported thereon at a plurality of

points of Ita length that are arranged out of line with
thosf points at which the aecond beam Is supported and
so as to leave the ends of said tubular beam unsupported.

4 A cylinder suitable for printing or other purposes re-

quiring rolling pr«»s9ure, comprising a central beam adapt-
ed to t)e aupportpd at both ends, a second beam Borround-
Ing said central beam and supported thereby at two points
only arrangf'd equidistant from Its end« and a third beam
surrounding the second beam and sup|>orted thereon at

points Intermediate and outside of th< supports for the
second beam.

|

5 A cylinder suitable for printing or other purposes re-

quiring rolling prpsBure, comprising a cfntral beam adapt-
*Ki to be supported at both ends, a plurfUty of beams sur-
rounding said central beam and carried thereby and the
outer of which Is of cylindrical shape, and bearings be-
tween said- beams, the bearings between the outermost
and next inner beam being arranged at those parts of the
latter which are not directly supported by bearings.

[Claims 8 to 22 not printed In the G*sette.)

886,999 PUZZLE. Danibl D. Lowray, Harrlsburg. Pa.
Filed Dec. 5, 1907. Serial Na 406,219.

JV

In a puzzle, a box. a plurality of raised ribs equaling In
width the depth of the box and formlqg tortuous or ser-
pentine communicating passage-ways or channels, cham-
bers or compartments baring entrance ways communicat-
ing with said passages or channels, a plurality of balls
adapted to be moved within said passage-ways, and a re-
movable opaque cover for the box hairing unobstructed
apertures registering with tbe compartments.

887.000 LOADING APPARATUS. N'SLS Mads-x, near
Belfleld. N. D. Filed Sept. 13, 1907. Serial No. 392.754.

m „^ii:tte>^^- -^^^^^

1. In a device of tbe class described. 4 supporting frame
IncladiBg a plurality of pairs of uprigbtS) cap pieces, socket

members connected hlngedly with the ends of tbe cap
pieces, and a track rail supported upon said cap pieces In-

termediate the ends of the latter.

2. In a device of the class described, a supporting frame
Including an elevated track rail having a slot near Its rear

end, a latch member pivoted In the slot and baring a de-

pending trip arm provided with a terminal Impact disk, a

car traveling upon tbe track rail, and having a beveled

catch engaging the latch member, a supporting pulley con-

nected with tbe car, a flexible draft element guided over

»aid pulley aad a tUtable carrier including a scraper con-

nected with tbe flexible draft element and having a pro-

jecting finger adapted to engage tbe trip arm of the latch.

3. In a device of tbe class described, an elevated track

rail, a car traveling apon said rail and baring a supporting
pulley, and latch means for securing tbe car stationary Id

loading position, a flexible draft element guided over tbe

pulley upon the car, and a scraper baring a plroted sup-

porting yoke, a stationary nprlght. a supporting bracket
connected plrotally with the stationary upright, and
means for maintaining said supporting bracket in extended
position upon tbe upright.

4. In a device of tbe class described, an elevated track

rail, a car traveling upon said rail and having a supporting
pulley, and latch means for securing the car stationary in

loading position : a flexible draft element guided over tbe

pulley upon tbe car ; a scraper having a pivoted support-

ing yoke, a stationary upright and a collapsible supporting
bracket connected plvotally with the stationary upright
and adapted to engage the pivoted supporting yoke ; a

trip member adapted to secure the supporting bracket In

extended position upon the stationary upright ; a trip rope

connected with the trip member ; and a finger extending
from tbe pivoted supporting yoke and adapted to trip the

latch whereby tbe car Is secured In loading position.

8 8 7,001. TBAN8MI88ION MECHANISM. Ix>i;is B.

MAHOirr, Paris. Prance. Filed Jan. 22, 1906. Serial No.

297,193.

1. An apparatus for tbe transmission of motion appli-

cable to automobiles, characterised by tbe combination of

two cones, arranged In front of one another, a shaft apon
which tbe driven cone Is slldably mounted a belt connect-

ing tbe two cones, two pinions of different diameters mov-

able along the shaft of the driven cone, a driven shaft, and
two toothed wheels carried by tbe driven shaft and with

which tbe two pinions can be thrown Into mesh, substan-

tially as described.

2. An apparatus for the transmission of motion appli-

cable to automobiles, characterised by tbe combination of

two opposed cones, a shaft upon which the drlren cone is

slldably mounted a belt connecting these two cones, two
pinions of different diameters movable along the shaft of

the driven cone, and differential geara with which tbe said

pinions can respectively be thrown Into mesh, substan-

tially as described.

3. An apparatus for tbe transmission of motion appli-

cable to automobiles, characterised by the combination of

two cones arranged opposite one another, a shaft upon
which the drlren cone is mounted, a belt of trapezoidal

section whose inner face Is presented at an angle to tbe

cones to compensate for tbe inclination of tbe latter and
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connecting these two cones, two pinions of different dlame

ters morable along the shaft of the driven cone, a driven

shaft and two toothed wheels carried by the shaft to be

drlren and with which the said pinions can be thrown Into

mesh, substantially as described.

4. An apparatus for the transmission of motion appH

cable to automobiles, characterized by the combination of

two cones arranged opposite one another, a belt of trape

soldal section composed of straps arranged edgewise and

connecting these two cones, a shaft upon which the driven

cone is mounted two pinions of different diameters mov

able along the shaft of the driven cone, a driven shaft,

and two toothed wheels carried by the driven shaft and

with which the said pinions can be thrown into mesh, sub-

stantially aa described.

5. An apparatus for the transmission of motion appli-

cable to automobiles, characterized by the combination of

a pair of con^s .wt out of line towards their extremities of

greatest diameter, a belt connecting these two cone.s, a

shaft upon which the driven cone Is mounted two pinions

of different diameters, movable along the shaft of the

driven cone, a drive shaft and two toothed wheels carried

by the driven shaft and with which the said pinions can

be thrown Into mesh, substantially as described.

i

Claims f) and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

said blocks working adjacent and cooperating with the

roller to crush materials between the same, means for ad-

justing the positions of said jaw-blocks longitudinally of

the rocking-lerer, a cam, cam-levers actuaUble thereby,

said cam-lerera engaging the rocking lever to actuate tbe

same, and means for simultaneously actuating the cam and

the roller.

8 8 7.002. CrSHION ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMO-

BILES. Jame.s E Mahkiner. Newton, Mass. Filed

Jan. 7. 1907. Serial No. 351,130.

2 In an ore crusher, a frame, a roller joumaled therein,

• rocking lever fulcrumed adjacent said roller, jaw-blocks

carried by said rocklng-lever at each side of the fulcrum

thereof and adjacent the roller, a cam having driving

means connecting the same with said roller, cam-levers

each having a roller at one end engaging said cam and a

roller at the opposite end engaging said rocklng-lerer near

tbe end thereof, the cam being formed to alternately actu-

ate the cam -levers and thereby move the rocklng-lever to

cause alternate oscillating motions of the jaw-blocks toward

and away from the roller.

A in an ore crusher, a roller, a rocklng-lever fulcrumed

adjacent said roller, driving means for actuating said

roller and rocklng-lerer. a jaw block secured to said rock-

ing lever adjacent one end thereof and adapted to co-

operate with the roller to crush materials between the

same, a second jaw block secured to the rocking lever ad-

jacent the other end but extending past the fulcrum there-

of, wherebv a portion of said block constantly maintains

a 'substantially fixed distance from the surface of the

roller, and adjustable means for receiving the thrust of

tbe jaw-blocks longitudinally of the rocklng-lever.

1 The combination with a longitudinal supporting bar

of a vehicle body, tbe axle, and a spring secured at Its
|

center to the upper face of tbe axle and baring Its ends

secured to said bar. of a socket block secured upon the up-

per face of the spring directly above the axle by the means

securing the spring to said axle and having a hollow pis-

ton projecting upward therefrom, a second socket block

secured to the lower face of tbe supporting bar and having

a cylinder projecting downwardly therefrom freely receiv-

ing the piston, a cushion ring between the socket blocks

and surrounding the piston and cylinder of the socket

blocks, and toggles connecting tbe socket blocks at dia-

metrically opposite sides, between tbe supporting bar and

spring.

2. In a cushion support for vehicles, oppositely arranged

blocks, each having oppositely arranged ears, one block

being provided on lU inner face with a cylinder open at lt«

Inner end and the other with a piston, the piston fitting

snugly in the cylinder and disconnected therefrom, a cush-

ion ring between the blocks and surrounding the cylinder

and piston, and toggles connecting the blocks at opposite

sides, each toggle consisting of links pivoted together and

to the ears of said blocks.

887 004 SMOKE AND SOOT AU HESTER FOR STACKS.

Joseph F. Mn,ES. Paris, Tex. Filed June 13, 1907. Se-

rial No. 37N.77H.

887 003 ORB-CaUSHBR. Chakles O. Michaklskw,

Omaha. Nebr. Filed Aug. 19. 1907. Serial No. 389.301.

1. In an ore crusher, a roller hsrlng a plurality of lon-

gitudinally extending bara of hard material set in the pe

rlpberal surface thereof, a rocklng-lerer plroted adjacent

said roller. Jaw-blocks of hard material secured to said

rocking-lever adjacent opposite ends thereof, tbe faces of

1 A smoke and soot arrester, comprising a series of

baflle plates arranged In a lig-iag manner through the ar-

rester a rerolnbly mounted cleaning mechanism equipped

with a like arrangement of plates with their upper and
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lower edges adapted to remoTe the eoot «nd products of

combaatlon from said plates, and means wherein water Is

discharged onto the baffle plates, sabstantlatly as described.

2. A smoke and soot arrester for stacks fomprtstnc a se-

ries of baffle plates arranged In a slg-sa< toanner throoffh

the arrester, a shaft revolubly moanted lb said stack, a

series of cleaning blades secured to said •haft, and also

arranged In a like manner, with their at>per and lower

edges haying a scraping action upon said Viffl« plates and

means to force the soot and other solid matter through

the arrester, subetantlallj as described.

3. A smoke and soot arrester for sUcloi. comprising a

series of baffle plates arranged in a slg-sag Inanner through

the arrester, a smoke conducting pipe connected to the

lower end of the arrester, a draft fan rerol^bly mounted in

said pipe, a shaft revolubly mounted In said arrester, and

a series of cleaning blades moaoted on s4id shaft to en-

gage said baffle plates and the inner sides of the arrestw,

substantially as described.

4. A smoke and soot arrester haying Arranged at its

lower end clean-out doors, a series of se»l-clrcnlar baffle

plates arranged first on one side and then on the other In

an alternate manner through the arrester, a cleaning shaft

revolubly mounted In the arrester, a series of radially pro-

jecting cleaning blades secured to said sh^ft and adapted

to engage said baffle plate and the Inner pidea of the ar-

rester, a crank handle connected to said shaft, a water

distributing trough arranged in the uppet end of the ar-

rester, said trough having formed in one side a series of

discharge notches, a receiving trough at tjie lower end of

the arrester, a discharge tube connected With said trough,

and a water supply pipe arranged on the arrester and

adapted to discharge water Into the troofh at Um upper

end thereof, suhetantially as described.

4. In a stirrup, a stirrup frame haTlng a device ar-

ranged crosswise thereof, and an auilllary frame pivot

ally mounted within the upper portion of the stirrup

frame, baring a hook normally engaging under said device,

detachably connecting the two frames together.

5. The combination of a stlrrup-frame baring the upper

portion thereof open, a derlce connecting the sides of the

frame together, and an auxUlary frame arranged In the

open upper portion of the stlrrup-frame having means for

engaging under said derlce and detachably connecting the

frames together.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

887,1)05 STIRRUP.
Filed Oct. 28, 1907.

William D. Millvs,

Serial No. 399,560.

Saco, Mont.

1 In a stirrup, a stlrrup-frame having the upper free

ends thereof provided with slots, a device connecting the

free ends of aald frame together, an auxiliary frame hav-

ing means adapted to be seated In said shots and provided

with a hook, and means operating to ketp said hook en-

gaged with said device.

2. In a stirrup, a stlrrup-frame having the upper free

end thereof provided with slots, a bolt cotnectlng the free

ends of the stlrrup-frame together, an auxiliary frame

comprising a base having a hook and a shoulder, respec-

tively St the front and rear sides thereof, and provided

with flanges at Its opposite ends, a bolt passing through

said flanges, extended therebeyond at opposite sides for

seating the auxiliary frame within the sloiU of the stlrrup-

frame, and a spring secured to the shoulder of the auxiliary

frame, operating to force the hook Into engagement with

the said bolt.

3. In a stirrup, a stirrup frame having a derlce ar-

ranged crosswise thereof In Its upper portion, an auxiliary

frame seated on the stirrup frame baring a hook rigid

thereTtth, an abotment rigid with the avxlllary frame in

opposed position to the hook, and a spring carried by the

abutment normally operating to force s^ld hook into en-

gagement with said derlce.

887,006. WRENCH.
Filed Sept. 3, 1907.

Hbnbt C. Mooaa, New York, N.

Serial No. .391,058.

Y.

A wrench, comprising a handle having a longitudinal

opening therethrough, a main Jaw provided with a shank

extending Into the opening, means for moving the shank,

said handle having a caae, an auxiliary Jaw provided with

a shank extending Into the case, said shank being pro-

rlded with rack teeth, a lever pivoted In the case and hav-

ing a toothed segment meshing with the rack, and a spring

latch on the free end of the lever, said handle being pro-

rlded with a catch for engagement by the latch whereby

to lock the lever against the handle.

88 7.007. MACHINE FOR MAKING COMBINATION
PAPER-BOARD. Obvillb H. Moobb. Fort Edward, N. Y.

Filed Sept. 19, 1907. Serial No. 393,684.

1. In a machine for making paper-board, the combina-

tion with a plurality of supply rolls of paper from which

the respective sheets can be unrolled and drawn out in

allnement, of a plurality of corrugating mechanisms each

arranged to receive and operate upon one of said sheets

as It Is drawn through the machine, a series of paste-

applying rolls or devices orer which the said sheets are

respectlrely passed after operation by said corrugating

mechanisms, press-rolls arranged to press the sereral

sheeU together after application of the paste thereto, and

a drier comprising co-acting endless drying-belts arranged

to recelre the composite material dellrered from said press-

rolls and to dry the same In transit

2. The combluatlon of a plurality of corrugating mech-

anisms, means for running sheets of paper therethrough

for corrugating the same, means for running a smooth

shset In allnement with and at one side of the corrugated
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sheets, a series of paste-rolls arranged for applying paste

to corresponding sides of the several sheets, the arrange-

ment being such that said smooth sheet receives its appli-

cation of paste on Its side confronting the corrugated

sheets, press-rolls behind said paste-rolls between which

the several sheets are drawn, and means for running an-

other smooth sheet through said press-rolls with the other

shtM-ts and at the opposite side from the flrst-mentioned

smooth sheet.

3. The combination with a plurality of suitably-mounted

supply-rolls of paper from wlilch the respective sheets are

drawn out n^arward In allnement, the top sheet t>elng run

as a smooth sheet, corrugating mechanisms arranged for

operating on the other sheets, a series of paste-rolls over

which the smooth sheet and corrugated sheets are respec-

tively drawn, press rolls behind said paste-rolls through

which all the sheets are carried, and another smooth sheet

arranged for running through said presa-rolls with and

under the other sheets.

4. In a machine for making paper board, a drier com-

prising co-acting endless belts or aprons adapted for dry-

ing material In transit and while holding the same flat,

each belt or apron composed of an endless series of suit-

ably-connected hollow pans or boxes, and means for sup

plying and exhausting steam or hot fluid to and from said

pans or boxes.

5. In a machine for making paper l>oard, a drier com

prising CO acting endless drying belts or aprons each com-

posed of a series of flexibly connected hollow pans or

boxes, flexible hose-sections connecting said hollow pans

or boxes one with another, supply and exhaust pipes for

steam or heating medium each having a flexible pipe-con-

nection with one hollow pan or box. said flexible pipe-con-

nections being of sufficient length to follow the pans or

boxes to which they are attached throughout their cur-

rents.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,009. SOD CUTTING AND REMOVING DEVICES.

James A. Musqbovb, Jr.. Norton, Va.. assignor of one-

half to Camm. H. Patteson. Norton, Va. PMled Mar.

10. 1908. Serial No. 420,265.

1. In a device of the class described comprising a main

blade, an auxiliary blade, a handle attached to the middle

of the main blade, and a foot rest formed partly on each

blade.

2. A device of the class described comprising a main

blade, a forwardly - extending auxiliary blade Integrally

connected with the main blade and extending at right an-

gles thereto, a handle-receiving socket formed at the upper

central part of the main blade, a handle In the socket, and

horizontally-extending flanges at the top edges of the

blades to constitute a foot rest.

3. A device of the class described comprising a single

piece of metal bent Into main and auxiliary blades disposed

at an angle to each other, one blade having a portion

formed Into a handle-receiving socket and provided with a

flange extending from the socket to one edge, and the

other blade having a flange arranged In the same plane

with the other flange to cooperate therewith for forming

a foot rest, and a handle secured in the said socket.

887,008. Bl'lLDINO STRI'CTURE. MiLO A. Morton.

Brownwood, Tex., assignor of one-half to J. W. What-

ley, Brown county, Tex. Filed Aug 9. 1907 Serial

No. 387,875.

^«tt fl^

887,010. SPEED-CHANGE GEARING. Edward J. Mc-

Clbi.lan, New York, N. Y'., assignor to The Garvin Ma-

chine Compsny. a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept

7, 1907. Serial No. 391.765.

1 In a Htructure of the class described, the combina-

tion of stringers, a reinforce stringer, and a reinforce

bracket having openings for the reception of such stringers

and reinforce stringer.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of stringers, a member connecting them together, a re-

inforce stringer, and a reinforce bracket, the latter bar-

ing openings for the reception of such stringers and rein-

force stringer, and devices to engage such connecting mem-

ber.

3. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of a supporting column and a reinforcing column, a

cap on the supporting column, and having a brace arm on

the relnforclhg column, said cap and brace arm having

recesses In their upper sides, a stringer having a head

ga.ned In the recess of the cap. and a reinforce stringer

having a head gained in the recess of the brace arm.

4. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of a supporting column and a reinforcing column,

with a cap on the supporting column and having a brace

arm, the latter on the reinforcing column, a stringer joint-

ed to the cap, and a reinforcing stringer Jointed to the

brace arm.

' 1. In a change speed mechanism. « differential pear

train having a driven member and two rotating devices in-

dividually and Independently communicating motion there-

to, and two separate Independent means each including cone

jrears and a pinion longitudinally movable with respect

thereto to selectively mesh therewith, said means acting

on said respective derlces, for changing the speed of e'*her

I

Independently of the other.

2. In a change speed mechanism, a differential gear

j
train baring a driven member and two rotating derlces

I individually and independently communicating motion
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thereto and two .eparate Indep-nd^t m^ana ««»> »°-

S. <in. .ear. and a pin.on
'-^'^-^V^irL d

with rMioect thereto to selecttrely meah t»erewitn. aam

.pe<Kl and direction of rotation of one Independently of the

"Tin a chanu. .peed mechanlam. a d"««°^««' ^!"
train having a driven member and two rotating de^ce.

nd ivldual
y' and Independently communltatlng motion

herlto and two separate Independent meana each In^

duding ine gear« and a pinion longitudinally moyab •

wUh rea^t thereto to ^.ectlvely meah tberewlth. «tid

^lan/Xng on .aid -P-^%r':::^ 'e" h" t her
against movement and changing the ''^^'1^^^°^^"^,

4 In a chanee «peed mechanlam. a dlff""tlal gear

train having a driven member and two r<»tatlng device.

dlvldu:./ and independently
^"--'"^J"*J.^"";.

thereto and two separate Independent nieana each in

dudtng con*. ,.ar« and a pinion longitudinally movab e

v^Uh respect thereto to selectively meah therewith, .aid

TeanaTtTng on .aid respective device, fbr .oc.^ng o.

against movement and changing the speed and direction of

rotation of the other.
j,,„„„ mpmhjir a

5 In a change speed mechanlam. a driven member a

,ear carrie<l th.rvby and two device. Including gear, meah-

in^ wu"^ d gear and adapted to Independently communl-

ate m^'
i"

thereto, and means each lnclu4lng co°e gear,

and a p nion longitudinally movable with respect thereto

Jo selectlv.ly mesh therewith, said
--"/«^,75J^°:;'*'

relative speeds and direction of rotation of Mid device..

[Claim 6 not printed In tl>o Gaa^Uo. 1

between and aultably twlated together ;
.prlng *™" P«>-

rlded with the coll. * and j;. and aultably twlated to-

gether ; apwadlng limb. ; leg. extending from «ld limb. :

baaea extandlng from mW legs : and aplke. extending from

Mid baaea between aaid front and back portion., .ubatan-

tlally aa deacrlbed.

5. A file for papera compriaing a clamp having a front

portion a and a back portion b provided with a bend
;
a

tongue composed of two part, having an openlns c. there-

between and aultably twlirted together ;
spring arm. pro-

vided with the colla h and g, and iraltably twt.ted to-

gether: apreadlng Hmbe ; lega aultably curved extending

from aald llmba ; ba.e. extending from Mid leg.: and

q>lkea extending from Mid baaea between Mid front and

back portlona. .ubatantlally a. described.

887 012 8AP-COLLKCTOB. John F. O'CoNNoa. Chi-

cago. III.. aMlgnor to William H. Miner. Chicago. III.

Piled Feb. 18. 1908. Serial No. 41B.652.

887 Oil DOCUMENT FILE AND ASSEMBLING MEANS.

S.ai V MCHOL8OM. snake Valley. Victoria, Auatra-

fla^dministratri.. of Joseph Joahua Nicbo«>n. de-

ceased, assignor to Hubert Alfred fdjuaa ^in .,„,.

tralia. FlU-d Nov 30. 1907. Serial No. 404,588.

1 i flle for paper, compri.lng a clam^ h»^in« "^

J^^^^
portion a. and a back portion h ; a tongue composed of two

S^rts having an opening c, therebetween and sulUbly

fied together; spring arms provided .vlth the coU.J.

and g and suitably twisted together; ipreadlng llmba
j

Te^ extending from «ld limb. ; b««* extending from M d

leS and splkea extending from «ld bajea between said •

front and back portlona. .ubatantiaUy aa lescrlbed.

2 A flle for paper. comprt.lng a clamp having a front
j

portion a, and a back portion h ; a tongue «»mpoaed of two
|

«^rts having an opening c. therebetween and .ul ably
j

t^ed together; .prlng arm. provided -'*»>;,»^; -»» "

and g and suitably twlated togtrther ; spreading limbs,
i

leg. suitably curved extending from Mid llmba :
baaea ex^

tending from said leg.; and n»ll^e. "^•^'^^^ '^"^^"
J

base, between said front and back portion.. .ubatantUlly

as deacrlbed. «_»„»
3 A flle for paper, compriaing a clamp having a front

portion a, and a back portion ft provide* ""l^^*
»;«°J;

»

S^e ««poaed of two part. mUtably ^^^^ '^^'''
.ortag arm. provided with the colla * a«d 0, and miltably

twlated together: apreading Umha
: •«f/^"'^ f!^

Mid llmba: baaea extending from Mid legi; »»<» ^"P***

extending from said baaea between aal« front and back

portions, .ubatantlally aa deacrlbed.

4 A flle for paper, comprising a clat»p having a front

DortioB o. and a back portion b providad with » «>«« •
*

tongue compoaed of two part, having aa opening c. there-

1 In a «ap collector, the combination with a collect uk

Teisela cover therefor, a spout having a "P Projecting

rnrthe ve«el and a pivot for engagement with a cove

clamping and ve.«;l aupportlng clamp hook. "^» ~J"
damping and vessel .opportlng clamp ^'>-^^'^^H^'f'
roThe cover and having at It. hook end two hooks, one

for engagement with the spout and the other for enga.-e^

Lent wlfh the vessel, whereby the we|.ht of t^e --
.erves to clamp the cover on the veMel. substantially a^

""^'"itl^a MP collector, the combination with a collecting

yeiel a cover therefor, a apout having a lip projecting

r^tTlhe VMse. and a pivot for engagement with a cov r

clamping and vesael .uppoftlng clamp hook and a cover

c amp nj and vesMl supporting clamp ^^ook Mcured rig

Wly to the cover and having at Its hook end two hooks,

one for engagement with the spout and 7^«*^;'
J^

-
gagement with the veasel, whereby the weight «' ^he ves

!el servea to clamp the cover on the veaael. said clamp

TcLk hl^^n^a bent'shank «> that the -Pr'n^
^Vne^TIhe

will hold the vewel in secure engagement with one of he

Tooks of the clamp hook and permit dlaengagement of the

;^1 from the cover when desired, .ubatantlally ««

"T"lf a MP collector, the combination with a collectln.

reMel a cover therefor, a .pout having a lip projecting

[^be ve««l and a pivot for engagement with a cover

clamping and ve.«l .upportlng clamp hook "^^ ^7;
clamping and veaael aupportlng clamp »»<x'k^'*f"'^«J ^X to the cover and having at It.

»«>f«' "^^^V^^J'-
one for engagement with the apont and *»»« <;t^"

J^/;^
gagement with the v-el. whareby the weight «[

the ve.^

S^rvea to clamp the cover on the veMel. •*'<» VM^I

Tavlnran op«iIng at one tfde near It. top to receive the

^u? aiS a^ng^ member to engage one of the hook, of

the clamp book, mibaUntlally aa .p«;lfled.

4 iTJm^ enactor, the combination with a collecttog

veaMl a cover therefor, a .pout and a clamp hook aacured

irSe «ver. and having one hook engaging the .pout and

looker hook engaging the v—1. aubatantlally aa apecl-

,
fled.
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S In a MP collector, the combination with a collecting

veasel a cover therefor, a .pout and a clamp hook secured

to the cover, and having one hook engaging the spout and

another hook engaging the vessel, said cover having an

upwardly bent portion at Its front edge to enable the sap

to be poured from the vessel without removing the cover,

substantially as specified.

[CI ilms 6 to 17 not printed In the Gaxette.l

887 013 HYDROCARBON-ENGINE. Jameb W. Pack-

ard and William A. Hatcher. Warren. Ohio, assignors,

by mesne assignments, to Packard Motor Car Company

Filed Fel>. 12, 190-'. Serial No. 93.755.

1 In an explosive engine, the combination with the

cMlnder of a water jacket surrounding the '-y Under and

securely connected at Its ends to the ends of the cylinder.

Bald water Jacket having a series of transverse or annular

corrugations, whereby opening of the Joints between the

Jacket and the cylinder due to relative expansion and

contraction is prevented.

2. m an explosive engine, the combination wlili the

cylinder having an annular flange at one end Provided

with an annular recess and having a ring provided with

an annular recess securely connected to its other end. of

a water Jacket surrounding the cylinder and having its

end.s sexurelv fastened In said recesses, said water ja< k.-t

laving a series of transverse or annular corrugations,

whereby opening of the joints between the jacket and the

cylinder due to relative expanaton and contraction la pre

vented.

887 014 GAME APPARTU8. Geoboe S. Parker. Sa-

lem Mass . assignor to Parker Brothers. Incorporated.

Salem. Mass. a Corporation of Maine. Filed June 13,

1907. Serial No. 378.747.

readily overturnable pina combined with a aplnnlng top

having a detachable aprlng actuating head to permit the

top when spinning at high speed to be dropped vertically

upon said game board, either upon or among aald pins, at

any desired point, the top being circular in croM aection

to Insure uniformity of bound and rebound, the fixed pins

being spaced from each other and from the bounding wall,

about the board, to permit the paaMge of the top between

Mid fixed pins into contact with and to rebound from the

bounding wall, the variable travel of the top on the board

and the number of pins thst It will overturn being deter-

mined by the landing position of the top, the vertical con-

tact thereof with a pin or pins. Its speed of rotation and

its angular rebound from the bounding wall and the fixed

pina.

887.015. PEANIT-GLEANEU. Henky L Pippen, Whit

a'kera, N C. Filed May 11. 1907 Serial No. 373,118.

1 A game apparatus to Involve the element of skill as

well as that of mechanical action comprising an open, un

broken surfaced game board having a bounding wall only

and with the Inclosed area studded with fixed and with

readily overturnable pins, combined with a spinning top

liavlng a deUchable aprlng actuated head to permit the

top when spinning at high apeed to be dropped vertically

upon said game board, either upon or among aald pins, at

any desired point, whereby Its subsequent variable travel

on the board and the number of pins that it will overturn

1. determined by the landing poeltlon of the top and

vertical conUct thereof with a pin or pins, as well aa by

the apeed of roUtlon and lateral contact with aald pins.

2. A game apparatus to involve the element of aklll as

well a. that of mechanical action comprising an open, un-

broken .urface game board having a bounding wall only

and with the Incloaed area studded with fixed and with

1 \ peanut gleaner cumprislng a wh^-el-supported re-

ceptacle, an inclined grate extending forwardly and down-

wardly from said receptacle, said grate composed of a

uluralUv of grate bars whose lower forward ends are

adapted to contact directly with the ground and rake up

loose peanuts, an endless carrier under the grate whose

upper run travels rearwardly and whose lower run travels

forwardlv. Mid carrier having a plurality of spaced trans-

verse pick-up rakes with outwardly extending teeth which

pass between the grate-bars at the upper run and turns of

the carrier, the front portions of said grate-bars beyond

the front end of the carrier being bent downwardly and

then forwardly. thereby providing a scoop-like rake for

gathering peanuta and lodging them rearwardly against

the downwardly-bent portions of Mid grate-bars, and the

carrier b.lng so arranged that the plck-np rakes when

making' their forward turn pass up under and between the

downwardlvbent portions of the grate bars and pick up

the peanuts lodged thereagalnst and carry them rear-,

wardiv over the grate to said receptacle.

•• .\ peanut-gleaner comprising a wheel-supported re-

ceptacle, an Inclined grate extending forwardly and down-

wardlv from Mid receptacle, said grate composed of a plu-

ralityof grate-bars whose lower forward ends are adapted

i

to contact directly with the ground and rake up loose pea-

nuts, an endlcM carrier under the grate whose upper run
'

travels rearwardly and whose lower run travels forwardly.

said carrier having a plurality of spaced transverae pick-

'

up rakes with outwardly-extending elongated teeth which

pass between the grate-bars at the upper run and turns of

the carrier, the extremities of which teeth are bent for-

wardly in the direction of motion of the carrier, the front

portions of Mid grate-bars beyond the front end of the

carrier being bent downwardly and then forwardly, there-

by providing a scoop-like rake for gathering peanuts and

lodging them rearwardly against the downwardly-bent por-

tions of said grate-bars, the carrier being so arranged that

! the pick-up rakea when making their forward turn pass up

under and between the said downwardly-bent portions of

\
the grate-bars, with the bent extremities of the rake-teeth

paMlng Juat beyond Mid downwardly-bent portlona. and

the arrangement being such that the extremltltes of the

rake-teeth when in their lowest position are at a substan-

tial height above the ground.

1 3 A peanut-gleaner comprising a wheel-supported re-

1 ceptacle. a downwardly and forwardly Inclined grate ex-

P
i

%

1

\
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tending therefrom, said grate compowd of a plurality of

grate im whoae lower forward end. are afranged to con-

tact directly with the ground and rake up loow ?«""*»;

the rear ends of aaid grate-bara extending downward and

constituting a grate-Uke front for said receptacle, and aja

endlea. carrier under .aid grate who« upjer nin travel,

rearwardly and whose lower run travels lorwardly. saw

carrier having a plurality of spaced transverse pick-up

rakes with elongated outwardly-projecting teeth which

pass between said grate-bars at the npp«n run ai>d turns

of the carrier, whereby said rake teeth piss up between

the grate barn from beneath the lower portion of the

grate and pick up the peanuts gatherel opon the grate

and carry them rearwardly over the grata and Into said

receptacle, the said rake-teeth when making their rear turn

passint; between the rear downward extt-nslons of the

grate-bars constituting the front of said recseptacle.

4 \ peanut gleaner comprising a whe«l supported re-

ceptacle, a downwardly and forwardly Inclined frame ex-

tending therefrom comprising sidebars and connections

between them, an endless carrier supported by said frame

and whose upper run moves rearwardly. a driving-shaft

for one end of «ald carrier arranged transversely In the

upper front of said receptacle and on whl<sh said frame Is

plvotally mounted, said carrier provided with transverse

rakes, a cross rod arranged In the lower fj-ont of »ld re-

ceptacle, and rods attached thereto extending upwardly

to provide a grate-like front for said receptacle and thence

extending downwardly and forwardly ove» the upper run

of said carrier, the teeth of which rakes p^ss between said

rods which constitute a grate for scooping peanuts from

the soil to be caught by said rakes, the aftangement being

such that said frame together with the carrier and grate

lying thereon can be rocked on said shaft for elevating the

front lower end of the grate.

upon which the bell is guided as It rises and falls, means

for leading air from the air chamber Into the t*ll through

887 016 CONSTRT'CTION OF DRUMS. Chbistian Po-

land. Erfnrt. lermany. Filed Sept. m. 1907. Serial

No. 3$K"i.l9B.

tbe hydrocarbon liquid and means for conducting the

ga.» from the bell.

887,018. WALL-TIE. JcLiis Schibka, Pittsburg, and

Pkank Wkbbb, Allegheny, Pa., assignors to Braun Mtin

ufacturlng Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Oct. 29. 1904. Serial No. 230.492.

J\AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.

A wall-tie consisting of a sheet metal strip having a

series of twisted teeth extending laterally therefrom, a

portion of each twisted tooth lying above and a portion

below the general plane of the body of the .trip.

887,019. BTRIAL-CA8KET Alfred S. S.idel, Reading,

Pa., assignor to The Sanitary Burial Casket Company.

Reading. I'a.. a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Nov. 20, 1907. Serial No. 402.992.

1 The combination of a drum bodj. heads having

flange., stretching hoops having edge, engaging the flange,

of the heads, the edges of the stretching hoops and the

flange, of the heads being Interlocked by rolling them to-

gether, and stretching mean, engaging th* hoops.

2. The combination with a drum body, of heads having

flanges, stretching hoops having Inner portions engaging

the flange, of the heada. the flange, of th* heads and Inner

portion, of the hoop, being rolled to lorm Interlocking

meana with relation to each other, and ttretchlng devices

engaging the outer portions of the hoops,

3. The combination with a drum body, of heads applied

to the body, stretching hoops having Inner extremities

locked to tbe heads by rolling the engaging portions of the

hoops and heads, and stretching means engaging the outer

portions of the hoops and adjustable to regulate the ten-

sion of the heads. I

887 017 CVRBCRETEB. Thomas E. Puddimotoh.

Hampden Corner. Me. Filed Aug. 30. 1906. Serial No.

332.705.
, ^

In a carburete*. the combination of a receptacle cham

her conuming the hydro-carbon liquid, an air chamber

below the same, an annular bell wlthrtn the receptacle

chamber and having Its lower edge, sealed In said liquid,

an air pipe leading down through the to» of the receptacle

chamber and down through the center of said bell and I

1. A burial casket comprising a metallic skeleton frarre

of rectangular form and a glaw lining made up of a plu-

rality of plate..

2. A burial casket comprl.Ing a metallic skeleton frame

comprising upper and lower longitudinal members, up-

rights or supports having their opposite end. connected

respectively to said upper and lower meiabers. transverse

crowarms connecting :he opposite longitudinal lower

frame members, and a glass lining for fcsid frame compris-

ing a plurality of glass plates suitably Joined together and

to the said frame, and a cover comprising In Its construe

tton n metallic glass-lined frame.
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gST 020 LOCKING DEVICE FOE ADJUSTABLE HEELS.

CHAU... 8 SHOT., Boston. Masa Filed Feb. 17, 1908.

Serial No. 416.237.

1 The improved locking device for adjustable heels.

comprising the heel base with downwardly projecting eyes

afllxed thereto, the heel proper formed with a shallow,

plate holding recess In Us upper face under-cut margin^

ally to form a flange-seat. In combination with a meta He

or like plate located In such recess, slotted or perforated

to receive said eyes and flanged marginally to engage said

seat and with horl«)ntal key bars engaging such eyes be-

neath the plate, substantially as set forth.

2 In adjustable heels, a locking device comprising a

two-part horlsonUl perforated plate located in a shallow

rece« In the upper face of the heel, one °>7'>*' "^"'^

plate having a lateral and rearward curvature and de

pressed marginal flange and the other member flanged rear-

wardly at Its back edge and downwardly at Its front where

perforated. In combination with eye. or suples fixed to the

heel base, their looped portions extending downwardly

through the horlsontal plate and with horizontal key bar.

through such loops and each formed with a catch engaging

the edge of a perforation, substantially as set forth.

887 021 PLANING - MACHINE. John R. Thomas. ( In-

cinnatl. Ohio, assignor to J. A. Fay & Egan ^'on^pany^

Cincinnati. Ohio, a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed

Sept. 6, 1905. Serial No. 277.060.

thereunder comprising a chopper-frame, rotarj chopper-

heads Journaled therein, stationary chopper blade, at the

sides of the latter, a shaft for a rotary chopper-head, driv-

ing means between said rotary chopper-head, for rotating

said chopper-bead, with their upper ^arts rotating away

from each other toward said stationary chopper-kAlve.

whereby the shavings coming from said flxed-knlfe cutting

device are separated prior to being chopped, a main frame,

a bearing thereon, a .leeve Journaled in said bearing n

longitudinal plane with Wild shaft, a driving device on said

sleeve, and a clutch between said shaft and sleeve for per-

mitting removal of said chopper frame without removal

of said driving device, substantially as described.

4 In a flxed-knlfe pianing-machlne, the combination

with the main frame and fixed-knife cutter-box and spider,

rods between said spider and the main frame at each cor-

ner of said spider for rigidly securing said spider to said

main frame, a pressure-roll frame, a bearing at each cor-

ner thereof taking about said respective rods, pressure-

rolls in said frame above the fixed knives of said flxed-

knlfe cutter-box, a shaft for each, a bearing at each end of

each of said shafta. an Independent spring for each of »id

bearings, pressing said respective rolls downwardly in-

dependently at each end of each of said rolls, and adjust-

ing screws between said spider and pressure-roll frame

Journaled against endwise movement to one of said parts

and having threaded connection with the other of said

parts for adjusting and rigidly positioning Mid pre»sure-

;
roll frame, substantially a. described.

I
6. In a flxed-knlfe planing machine, the combination

with a fixed-knife planing device, of a shavings-chopper

therefor comprising stationary chopper-blade, and rotary

chopper-head. whoM cutting-edges rotate away from each

other at the upper parts of said heads toward aald sta-

tionary chopper-blades, whereby the stream of shaving.

18 separated prior to being chopped.

[Claim 6 not printed in ^he Oaaette ]

887,022. GEARING FOR WASHING-MACHINES Alkx

ANDBR F. Victor, Blmlra, N. Y., assignor to White Lily

Washer Company. Davenport, Iowa, a Corporation of

Iowa. Filed Mar. 6. 1907. Serial No. 360,897.

1 In a flxed-knlfe planing machine, the combination

wi h a fixed-knife planing device, of a c«lng tbereund ,

Tnd a shavings-chopper at the lower end of said cas ng.

"id 'hlvfngs-^hopper comprising a slldable ^"-e. sta lon-

«v choppeV^knlves thereon, rotary chopper-heads Jour-

naled on said frame between «ld stationary chopper-

Jnive. mean, for rotating said chopper-heads with their

upplr P^rts rotating away from each other toward sa d

luonary chopper-knlve. whereby the -^»
J-f^'"^^^-^ J

ca.lng are separated prior to being chopped, he rotary

««• of .aid chopper-heads being In substantially bori-

to^al plime. anJ said stationary chopper-knlve. be ng

Sned^^th relation to the latter, the «ild casing having

.me wall, and side-wall wctlon. «^cu^ed to and movable

wUh said alldable frame and normally registering with

Mid Side walls, substantially as described.
...,,„„

2 In a flxed-knlfe planing machine, the combination

with the flxed-knlfe planing device, of a casing thereun-

der and a .havings-chopper at the lower end of said cas-

fng «ld shaving-Chopper comprl.Ing a -»'»'^»''"* '3'
,U lonary chopper-knlres thereon, and rotary chopper-

i^ano^naleS in «id casing between «id .tationary

cbopper-knlve.. and mean, for rotating said chopper-head,

with their upper part, rotating away from each other

Toward ~ld .Utlo^r, chopper-knlve. whereby the shav-

n^^ «.d ca.lng are «parated prior to t-'ng chopped^

thfrotary axe. of .aid chopper-bead, and «id stationary

ciop^r talTe. being relatively inclined, ^ibatantiall. a.

"^T^I^a flxed-knlfe planing machine, the combination

with a flxed-knlfe cutting device, of a .havings-chopper

134 O. 0.-16

1 In mechanism for driving a washing machine the

combination with a vertically disposed rotary reciprocal

shaft, a transver« rotary reciprocal shaft operatlvely

connected thereto, and a gear on the outer extended end of

said transverse .haft, of an operating Je"'"^»^7^°« '

pivoted end extended beyond its bearings. * ^orixontal y

Sisposed wgmental rack carried thereby and ad^p ed to

en^ge the under segment of said gear, a horlsontally dis-

posed fly-wheel, and means operatlvely connecting the ex-

tended end of said lever and fly-wheel.

2 In mechanism for driving a washing machine the

combination with a vertically disposed rotary reciprocal

shaft, a transvenK rotary reciprocal shaft operatlvely con-

nected thereto, and a gear on the outer extended end of

Mid transveme .haft, of an operating lerer. a hori-

zontally dl.po«.d Pigmental rack ^t-rried thereby and

adapted to engage the under segment of said gear, ajiorl-

zontally dl.pow'd fly-wheel, suitable bearings therefor the
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axis of which lUne with the aili of •aW ir«rtU«l ihaft,
j

and mean* operatlrely conn«ctlii« said teTen and fly-wbMl.
i

3 In mechantom for driving a waahlngi machlna, tlia
\

comblnatloB with a Tertlcally dl«po«d rotary rwlprocal

•haft, a trans^rse rotary rwrtprocal shaft o|>eratlTsly con-

aectsd thereto, and a gear on the enter extended and of

said tranaferae shaft, of an operating lever, a horisontally

disposed segmental rack carried thereby slid adapted to

engage the under segment of said gear, a h^rUontally dls-

poaed fly-wheel below said vertical shaft, a h»rlio«Ul shaft

for actuating said fly-wheel, devices operatltely connecting

said fly-wheel and hortiontal shaft, and m crank on the

outer end of said last mentioned shaft tHe wrlst-pln of

which engages a slot In the lower end of sftld lever.

4. In mechanism for drtvlng a washing machine, the

combination with a vertically dlapoaed rotary reciprocal

shaft, a transverse rotary reciprocal shaft, and a gear on

the outer extended end of said tranaversp shaft of an

operating lever, a horlsontally disposed tegmental rack

carried thereby and adapted to engage the under segment

of said gear, a hortsontally disposed fly-w*eel below said

vertical shaft, a king-bolt la the upper en« of which the

spindle of said fly-wheel is Joumaled. a pinion Integral

with said fly-wheel, a hortsontal shaft cme tnd of which is

Joumaled In said king-post, a gear secure* to said hori-

fonUl shaft engaging said pinion, and m crank on the

outer end of said last mentioned shaft tHe wrtet pin of

which engages a slot In the lower end of si|ld lever.

5 In mechanism for drtvlng a washing machine the

combination with a vertically disposed rotary reciprocal

shaft, a pinion on said vertical shaft alwva its bearings, a

drive-shaft, a gear thereon engaging said pinion, a easing

for said gear and pinion, and a gear on th« *^ 0' *1<1

drive-shaft opposite said vertical shaft << an operating

lever having Its pivoted end extended beyond Its bearings,

a horizontally disposed segmental rack Hrried thereby

and adapted to engage the under segment of said gear, a

horlsontally disposed fly-wheel, and means operatlvely

connecting the extended end of said lever and fly wheel.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Qasette.]

In elevation Independently of the sight, and means oper-

ated by the elevation of the gun Independent of the sight

and arranged to shift the foresight laterally.

4. The combination, with a gun, of a sight means for

moving the sight In elevation, means for moving the gun

In elevation Independently of the elevation of the sight,

and a cam device fixed relative to the gun and arranged to

shift the sight laterally when the goa is elevated Inde-

pendently of the sight.

5. The combination, with a gun and a sight, of a curved

guide bracket movable with the gun and having an oper-

ative face Inclined to the vertical, a member carrying the

foresight and engaging with the operative face of the

carved guide, means for holding said member against

movement in a vertical plane, and means for elevatluK the

gun and curved guide bracket whereby the sight Is ad-

Justed laterally to compensate for drift.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaxette.

]

887,024. THRE8HINO-MACHINB. AlTOBBW M. And«b-

BON and CoanLiDS QcrssNau., Moscow, Idaho, assign-

ors, by direct and mesne assignments, to Idaho National

Harvester Company, Limited. Ifoseow, Idaho, a Corpo-

ration. Filed Sept 25, 1906. Serial No 336.091.

8 8 7.023. SIGHTING APPARATUS FOB ORDNANCE.
Kail VOllkk. Dusaeldorf. Germany, as^gnor to Rbeln-

Ische Metal Iwaren-uAd MaschlnenfabHk. Duaseldorf-

Derendorf. Germany. Filed Jan. 30. 1905. Serial No.

243,381.

1. The combination, with a gun, a sight and means for

adjusting the sight in elevation, of means for elevating the

gun Independently of the elevation of the light, and means

actuated by the elevation of the gun Independent of the

sight and arranged to adjust the sight In aslmuth to com-

pensate for drift

2. The combination, with a gun. a slgHt, means for ad-

Justing and fixing the sight In elevation, and means for

adjusting the gun in elevation while the elevation of the

sight la fixed, of means actuated by the tiovement of the

gun In elevation Independent of the slgkt and amnged
to adjQst the sight In aximnth to compeQsafe for drift.

3. The combination, with a gun. and g sighting device

comprtslBf a foresight, of means for fixkig said sighting

device at any desired elevation, means fot moving the gun

1. In a threshing machine the combination with a

threshing cylinder and concave, and means for directing

material on to the concave : of a trough directly below and

disposed to receive material directed by gravity from the

concave, a series of vlbrstory fingers disposed between the

trough and concave, means disposed between the trough

and fingers for directing Jets of air along diverging lines

between the trough and concave and past the fingers, and

an air forcing device for directing air into said means.

2. In a threshing machine the combination with a con-

cave and a trough ; of a fan. and a flue for receiving air

under pressure therefrom, said flue having apertures

therein extending along diverging lines and disposed to

direct Jets of air along diverging lines between the con-

cave and the trough.

3. In a threshing machine the combination with a con-

cave and a trough ; of a flue Interposed t>etwe€n the con-

cave and trough and having a flat Inclined face formed

with a plurality of openings extending along diverging

lines, and means for directing air under pressure Into the

flue to force it through the openings In Jets snd along di-

verging lines.

887.025. GARMENT SUPPORTER. Daribl Backldmd.

Bemldjl. Minn., assignor of one-half to P. J. Russell, Be-

mldjl. Minn. Piled Sept. 18, 1907. Serial No. 392.786.

1. A garment supporter, comprising the combination

with a body having a tongue at one end thereof and a

flang« at the opposite end thereof, a portion of said tongue

being bent to form a ledge ; of a clnmplng plate adapted to

cooperate with said body, a flange at the lower end of said

clamping plate, said clamping plate having a slot sdja-

cent its upper end, a shoulder at the lower edge of said

slot adapted to rest below said ledge, snd means to clamp
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the plate In engagement with the body snd secure a gar-

ment therebetween.

.. ^

/s

/o

3,
2. In a garment supporter, the epmblnatlon with a body

having a tongue at Ita upper end, a portion af said tongue

forming a ledge and a flange at the lower end of said body ;

cave and a trongh ; of a fan, and a flue having apertures

of a clamping plate having a slot adjacent Its upper end .

adapted to receive said tongue, a shoulder at the lower

edge of said slot adapted to coOperate with the ledge on

the body, a flange at the lower end of said clamping plate

and In a plane above the flange on the body, a locking bar

plvoUlly secured to said tongue, a cam on said locking

bar adapted to force the clamping plate into engagement

with the garment Interposed between the clamping plate

and body, and meana at the upper end of the locking bar

to secure the same to an outer garment

S. In a garment sapporter, the combination with a body

having a tongue at its upper end, and a ledge between

the tongue and body ; of a damping plate having a slot

adjacent its upper end, a shoulder on said clamping plate

adapted to cooperate with said ledge, a locking bar pivot

ally secured to the upper end of said body adapted to

force the clamping plate Into engagement with the body,

and a clip at the opposite end of said bar.

8 8 7,026. PORTABLE HITCHING BLOCK. Joh>B
BABNrrr, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor of one-third to

Leonidss M. Barkley and one-third to John W. Davis,

Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Aug. 27, 1907. Serial No.

390,858.

a shaft Joumaled la aaid bearings, guards on said hood:

preventing the displacement of said spool, a rein attached

to said spool and projecting out of said hood, a spring for

automatically winding said rein on said spool attadted to-

said shaft at one end and attached to said base at the-

other end, and a spring damp mounted on said rein and

adapted to hold a predetermined portion of said rain out-

side of said hood but detachable from and movable on

said rein no that the rain may be wound on said spool by

said spring.

4. A portable hitchtag block comprising a baae havlBg

upwardly projecting bearings, a hood attached to said

base and provided with bearing guards cooperating with

said bearings, a spool having a shaft Joumaled in said

bearings, a rein attached to said spool, a spring attached

to said base and to said shaft and adapted to tarn aaid

shaft automatically, a guard rigid with said baae for pre-

venting dlsplscement of said spring, and a spring clamp

mounted on and movable on said rein adapted to en-

gage said rein automatically at any adjustment and to

bold a predetermined portion of said rein without said

hood and said spring holding the remaining portion of

said rein yieldingly within said hood.

1 \ portable hitching block comprising a base having

an annular guard flange, a hood resting on said base out-

side of said flange, bearings formed Integral with said

base a spool provided with a shaft joumaled In said

bearings, bearing guards formed Integral with said hood

and projecting and cooperating with said bearings to pre

vent displacement of said spool, said hood having en-

larged portions adjacent to said base, screws binding said

base to said hood, a hitching rein attached to said spool,

and a spring for automatically winding said rein on said

spool.

2. A portable hitching block comprising a base having

an annular guard flange, a hood resting on said base out

side of said flange and having enlarged portions adjacent

to said baae, screws attaching said baae to said hood.

bearings formed Integral with said baae, a spool provided

with a shaft Joumaled In said bearings, a rein attached

to said spool, gusrds formed Integral with said hood and

holding said shaft In said bearings, a spring for automat-

ically winding said rein on said spool, said spring being

attached to said shaft and attached to said baae. and a

gnard mounted In said base and preventing displacement

of said spring.

8. A portable bttching block comprising a base having

an aaualar guard flange, a hood resting oa said base out-

fride of said flange, screws attaching said base to said

hood, bearings formed on said base, a spool provided with

887,027. EXPLOSIVE. Chbistiak K. Bichbl, Hamburg.

Germany. Original application filed July 6, 1908, Se-

rial • No. 164.463. Divided and this application filed

May 24. 1905. Serial No. 262.089.

1. A short flame detonating exploalve containing a salt

of an alkaline metal and a suitable chlorld Intimately

mixed, which by double deeompoaltlon, on eiploaion will

produce vapor of an alkaline meUl chlorid suflldent to

damp the flame and thereby prevent Ignition and explo-

sion of flre-damp, substantially as described.

2. A short flame, detonating explosive containing sub-

stantially combining weights of chlorid of ammonium and

a nitrate of an alkaline metal Intimately mixed to pro-

duce an Inert product of combustion sufllclent to damp

the flame and enhance the safety of the explosive against

flre-damp explosions, subsUntlally as described.

8. A short flame detonating explosive containing

chlorld of ammonium and a nitrate of an alkaline metal

intimately mixed and which by double decomposition pro-

duces a vapor of alkaline metal chlorld sufllclent to damp

the flame to prevent Ignition and explosion of coal dust

laden atmosphere and of fire damp.

4. A detonating explosive containing a mixture of a

chlorid, and a nitrate of a metal of the alkalies Intimately

mixed which on explosion will produce a vapor of a chlo-

rid of the metal of the alkalies sufficient to damp the

flame, and prevent the Ignition of coal-dust laden atmos-

phere and fire damp.

5 A short flame detonating explosive containing sub-

stantially combining weights of ammonium chlorid and a

nitrate of a meUl of the alkalies Intimately mixed In pro-

portions sufficient to dampen the flame and prevent the

ignition of coal dust laden atmosphere and flre-damp.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gatette.]

887,028. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING BIFOCAL

LENSES. John L. Borsch, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Kryptok Company, a

Corporation of New York. Original application filed

Jan. 23, 1904. Serial No. 190.267. Divided and this

application filed Apr 29, 1904. Serial No. 206,489.

1. The process of manufacturing apectacle and eyeglass

;
lenses which consists In placing two pieces of glass of

different Indices of refraction In contact with each other,

i then subjecting the same to heat to occasion the eoalea-
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eence or welding together o£ th« »time utti fln*lly grind-

ing, shaping and finishing tb« combined v^^cf Into s lens

harlng two focal points one of which Includes both kinds

of glass and the other a single kind of gla^s.

2. The process of manufacturing spectacle and eyeglass

lenses which consists In placing two pieres of glas« of

different Indices of refraction In contact ith each other,

then sabjectlng the same to heat to occasion the coales-

cence or welding together of the same, aqd finally grind-

lag, shaping and finishing the combined pieces Into a leos

baring even surfaces and two focal polnlls one of which

Includes both kinds of glass snd the other u. single kind of

glass.

3. The process of maDufacturing specta«l»* and eyeglaas

lenses which consists In forming a cavity In a piece Of

glass of a certain Index of refraction, placing another

piece of glass of a different index of refraction in said

cavity, then subjecting the assembled pieces to heat until

they are welded or fused Into a single homogeneous block

or blank, and finally grinding, shaping a»d finishing the

block or blank Into a lens having two foc»J points one of

which Includes glass of both indices of refraction and the

other glass of a single index of refraction*

4. The proof's.'* of manufacturing blfoc«l spectacle and

eyeglass lensos which consists In fusing together two

bodlf'S of glass of different Indices of refraction to form

an Integral body, then grinding, shaping and finishing

said integral body Into a lens having two local points, one

of which includes glass of both indices of refraction and

the other glass of a single index of refraction.

5. The process of manufacturing spectacle, eye glass, or

other optical lenses, consisting In grinding or otherwise

forming a depression In the surface of on* piece of glass,

placing in said depression a piece of glasi, the said piece

of glass b^jlng of a form to fit snagly the said depression,

subjecting the whole to heat to occasion the coalescence

or welding together of the plurality of pieces of glass,

and afterwards grinding the same to tie cnrrature or

other form desired.

[Claims 8 to 11 not printed In the Gasefte.)

Is designed to form the ridge of a tent, a pair of triangu-

lar members having an apex located at one of the extremi-

ties of said transverse central portlou. a floor or wall

forming part carried at each end of the body part, a simi-

lar floor or wall fermtsg part at the outer end of each tri-

angular part, said floor or wall forming parts at the outer

ends of the triangular parts being each provided with a

triangular extension designed to overlap the adjoining

edge of the corresponding part of the body when the de-

vice is used as a wall tent.

4. A device of the class described comprising a rectan-

gular body part of flexible material composed of two de-

tachably connected members, triangular members located

on opposite sides of the body part with their apices st the

end of the line of connection of the members thereof, and

a floor forming part carrleu at an end of the body part.

887,029. TENT. Frbdkbick W BcbcH. Pueblo, Colo.

Filed June 1, 1907. Serial No. 376.884,

/
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887.088. SIGHT FEED LUBRICATOR. I FaAJia W. Ed^

WAaoa, Loganaport, Ind.. aaalgnor to Tl»e Chicago Lnbrl-

cator Ccnnpany, Chicago. 111., a Corpot^tloa of Illlnola.

Filed Feb. 6, 1906. Serial No. 244,469i

1 A Bight fe«l labrtcator. having a I horlaontally ar-

ranged oU bowl provided wtth a feed-chamber at ea«fa

of Ita eada. and a feed-chamber at Ita bottom, there being

aa ladapaadant oU-aapply chaaari leadlat to each of aaid

feed-chambera and made Integral with tHe oU bowl, there

^t«y aa ladependeat ataam-aopply ehaattel for each faed-

2. In a ilght-feed lubricator, an oil-bowl having a bot-

tom feed-chamber projecting downwardly therefrom, an

adjacent nipple projecting a laaa distance from said bot-

tom, there being an oU-doet leading from the oil-bowl

throagh said nipple Into aaid feed-chamber, a valve-aeat-

plug In said nipple, a closing plug for said nipple, and a

valve for the feed chamber, aaid closing plug and valve

being interchangeable.

3. In a sight feed Inbrtcator, a horiiontally arranged

oU-bowl having a condeaaer-recalvlng nipple at its top

substantially midway of tta length, and three nipples at

its bottom, one of which eoatalns a feed chamber with

which another of the nlpplsa la connected so that the feed

control may be interchangeably applied to either of these

two nlpplea In accordance with the available apace on the

machhie to which the lubricator is applied, the nipples at

tap and bottom being symmetrtcaUy arranged substan-

tially aa and for the porpoae apecllled.

4. In a sight-feed lubricator, a hortsontally arranged

oU-bowl having the upper portion of Its aldea receaaed at

oppoalta polata ao aa to bring aaid aldea Into relaUvely

cloae parallel proximity, and obaervatlon glaaaea sup-

ported In said receaaea oppoalte each other, and In the

hortar or tranaverae axia of the bowl, so as to give a

direct raltoctlon aad thereby afford the operator a good

and clear view of the material In the bowl.

5. In a sight-feed lubricator, a horlaontally arranged

oU-bowl. an oU delivery connection near Its top, a feed-

chamber located at the bottom of tha bowl, a delivery

tube extending upwardly from said faad^hambar ooUlda

of said oil bowU a transversely arranged tube paaalng from

said external tub* croaawlae of the oil-bowl and opening

Into said oll-dellvery connection, an Indepoident cut-off

valve for controlling communlcaUon between the trana-

veraely arranged tube and the external tube without tak-

ing off the steam from the lubricator, and an oil-supply

duct connecting the bowl and feed-chamber.

[Clalma 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.l

887 03T. COIN-EBP081TORT. B»nko vom Bio»n. New

ark, N J , aaalgnor to August Ooerts k Co., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Original application filed Mar. 30.

1907. Serial No. 888.588. Divided and thla application

fllod Nov. 0. 1907. Serial No. 401.487.

1. In a coln-rapoaltory. a coin-receiving m«nber com-

priaiBg a chambered ahell or oaalng provided with a slot,

a plat* m said ahell or easing alao provided with a slot,

meana cwuiected with said plate for aecurtng it In frlc-

tloaal holding ogagemant within aaid ahell or casing,

and meaaa oa aaid plate which permits of the insertion

of a coin, bat prevents Ita removal, snbatantlally aa and

for the pnriKiaea aet forth.

2 In a coin-repository, a coln-reeelvlng member com-

prising, a chambered shell or casing provided with a slot.
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a plate in aaid shell or casing also provided with a slot,

outwardly extending spring-tongues upon the opposite

sides of said plate for securing said plate In frlctlonal

holding engagement within said shell or casing, and means

on aaid plate which permits of the insertion of a coin, but

prevents its n-moval, Bubstantlally as and for the pur-

poses set forth.

^45

said line resistance, and a double contact tranamitter con-

trolling said shunt circuits, whereby the operation of the

transmitter Increaaea or decreases the resistance in the

line to operate a distant relay without affecting the relay

at the transmitting station.

:? In a coin repository, a coin receiving member com

prising a chambered shell or casing provided with a slot,

a plate In said shell or casing also provided with a slot,

outwardly extending spring-tongues upon the opposite

sides of said plate for securing said plate in frictional

holding engagement within said shell or casing, and In

wardly projecting spring-tongues extending from the op-

posite sides of said plate, the lower end-portions of said

inwardly projecting spring tongues extending past each

other, all arranged to permit of the Insertion of a coin,

but preventing Its removal, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

4. In a coin repository, a coin receiving member com-

prising a chambered shell or casing provided with a slot,

a plate In said shell or casing, also provided with a slot,

a pair of connected guard-plates, said guards being made

with openings, and Inwardly projecting spring tongues

extending from the opposite sides of said plate, each

spring tongue extending through an opening in the guard-

plates, and the lower end portions of said Inwardly pro-

jecting spring-tongues extending past each other, all ar

ranged to permit the Insertion of a coin, but preventing

its removal, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

5. In a coin-repository, a coin-receiving member com-

prising a chambered shell or casing provided with a slot.

a plate In said shell or casing, also provided with a slot,

a pair of connected guard-platea, said guards being made

with openings, and inwardly projecting spring tongues

extending from the opposite sides of said plate, each

spring-tongue extending through an opening in the guard-

plates, and the lower end-portions of said Inwardly pro-

jecting spring-tongues extending past each other, all ar-

ranged to permit the insertion of a coin, but preventing

its removal, and means connected with said slotted plate

for securing it in frictional holding engagement within

said chambered shell or casing, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

3. A duplex telegraph system, having a relay In circuit

with a resistance, a shunt circuit througa the rel-vy but

around said resUtance, and another shunt circuit around

the relay and containing a resistance In combination with

a transmitter to open and close said two shunt circuits.

4. A duplex telegraph system, having a relay In circuit

with a resistance, a shunt circuit around aaid realstance,

a second shunt circuit around said relay and containing

a resistance In combination with a tr.insmltter having

electromagnets and two armature* with front stops con-

nected In said two shunt circuits to open and close these

shunt olrcults.

887,039. SEWING-MACHINE SHUTTLE. Chaw*8 F.

GoroBTH and Mabshall T. Oo»osth, Wichita, Kans.

Original application lUed Nov. 20. 1906, Serial No.

344,296. Divided and this application filed June 24,

1907. Serial No. 380.523.

-^V^

A sewing machine shuttle comprising s body portion

having a curved front face and a convexed rear face, the

shuttle tapering towards points at both ends, a circular

recess arranged In the front face to receive the reel, a pin

arranged within the recess and on which the reel may be

mounted, there being a slot extending from the recess

through the wall of the shutUe and leading from said front

face inward, the slot being disposed about mid-way of the

ends of the shuttle, a leaf spring mounted In the slot and

tending to force the shutUe thread against one wall thereof,

said spring tending to exert equal retarding force on the

thread during movement of the thread In both directions,

and means for adjusting said spring.

887.038. DUPLEX TELEGRAPH. John J. Ghboan,

Newark, N. J. Filed May 20, 1907. Serial No. 374,606.

1. A duplex telegraph system, having a relay and

adjustable resistance In the line in combination with two

shunt circuits, one around the relay and the other around

said line resistance, and a transmitter controlling said

shunt drculta, whereby the operation of the transmitter

Increases or decreases the resistance In the line to operate

a distant relay without affecting the relay at the trans-

mitting station.

2. A duplex telegraph system, having a .
relay and

adjustable realatance In the line In combination with two

shunt circuits, one around the relay and the other around

887,040. STREET-SWEEPER. ELMia E. Hali^ Pitts-

burg Pa., assignor of one-third to George M. Huber.

Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Sept, 20, 1907. Serial Na 893,773.

1. In a sweeper, the combination with supporting wheels,

of a frame comprising side bars and an Intermediate cross

bar, hangers carried by said side bars and cross bar. rotary

brushes Jonmaled In said hangers, said brushes being

obliquely-disposed with reference to the line of travel,

shafts journaled in bearings carried by said side bars, a
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rotary collector carried by one of said •«haf1» and comprla-

Ing a cylindrical shell haTln* a partition llormed therein,

aid partition having openings formed therein, radlally-

dlapoaed blades arranged In said shell, a ctonTeyer ca«ln«

extending Into one of said openings, and aeans actuated

by ttie moTcment of the sweeper for routing said brushes.

2. In a sweeper, the combination of supporting wheels,

a frame comprising aide bars, hangers carried by said

frame, rotary brushes Joumaled in said hangers, and dis-

posed at oblique angles to the path of trav«l, a roUry col-

lector arranged between said rails and comprising a shell,

a partition arranged In said shell and h»vlng openings

therein, radially disposed blades In said shell, a conveyer

casing carried by said frame, and protroding Into one of

the openings In said partition, and mean* actuated by the

movement of said collector to operate said brushes.

3. In a sweeper, the combination of sup|>ortlng wheels,

a frame comprising side bars, hangers carried by said

frame, a pair of rotary brushes Joumaled IB said hangers,

and disposed at oblique angles to the path of travel, a ro-

tary bru»h 37 suspended from the frame and disposed par-

allel w\th one of the brushes of said pair of brushes, a ro-

tary collector arranged between said side bars for receiving

the sweepings of said brushes, a conveyer casing protrud-

ing In^o said collector, means actuated by tke movement of

said Collector for operating the flrst-named brushes, and

means actuated by the forward movement of the sweeper

for jlctuatlng the last-named brush.

4. In a sweeper, the combination of supporting wheels,

a frame comprising side bars, hangers aarrled by said

frame, roUry brushes Journaled In said hangers, a rotary

collector arranged between said bars, an4 comprising a

shell, a partition arranged In said shell and having open-

ings formed therein, radially disposed blales within said

shell, a conveyer casing carried by said frame, and pro-

truding into one of the openings in said partition, and

means actuated by the movement of said collector and

operating said brushes. ,

887,041. MANUFACTURE OF 1NTERMEDI.\TE WALLS.

Hans Hanse.v. Bremen, Germany. Filed Sept 27, 1907.

Serial No. 3'^i.^2i.

887,042. PIGMENT. JoaiPH C Hbckman, Avalon, Pa.,

aaalgnor of one-half to William J. Gllmore, Pittsburg,

Pa. Filed June 12, 1907. Serial No. 378,658.

1. As a new product of manofacture, a pigment formed

from furnace flue dust by treating same with a mineral

acid and calcining the same.

2. As a new product of manufacture, a pigment formed

frem furnace flue dust by treating same with sulfuric acid

and calcining same.

887,043. PI3MENT. JoacPH C. Hbckman, Avalon. Pa.,

assignor of one half to William J. Gllmore, Pittsburg,

Pa. Filed Sept. 26, 1907. Serial No. 3W,«49
1. As a new product of manufacture, a pigment obtained

by treating coal mine sulfur witb a mineral acid and then

calcining the same.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a pigment obtained

by treating coal mine sulfur with sulfuric acid and then

calcining the same.

3. .\8 a new article of manufacture, a pigment obtained

by calcining coal mine sulfur in Its original state.

887,044. BAG FASTENER. Christian Hibhino and Ai>-

BEHT FuLLBR. Newark. N. J., assignors to The J. E.

Mergott Company, Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Original application filed Oct. 20, 190«. Serial

No. 339,747 Divided and this application filed Feb. 25,

1907. Serial No. 359.203.

1. In an apparatus tor the manufacturing of Interme-

diate walls the combination of several vertical posts placed

at'the ends of the wall to be built, long pifctes located at a

distance apart corresponding to the thickness of the wall

to be built and connecting said posts, levers (0) plvotally

mounted on said posts, bolts Id) supporting »ald levers In

their horizontal position, means to lift the plates on all sides

step by step, means to turn said levers upward, and means

to turn said levers downward after the pllites have passed

the same, substantially as described and for the purpose

set forth.

2. In an apparatus for the manufacturing of interme-

diate walls the combination of seTeral venlcal posts, long

places, levers (c), a guide, means to gui|e said levers In

said guide, projections provided on said levers adapted to

let the plate rest against the same, pl*oUlly mounted

levers (g), handles provided on said levets. projections of

said levers (g) corresponding to the peojections of the

levers (r). substantially as described and for the parpoM

set fortll.

1. In a bag fastener, the combination of a chambered

base having a portion of Its front and top wnlls cut away,

a top piece resting upon the top of said base, said top piece

having a portion of Its front wall extending downwardly

Into said cut away portion of the base, a flange at the lower

end of said extended portion, said flange extending into

said chambered base and a spring lying between and bear-

ing upon Mid flange and the top wall of said base.

2. In a fastener for bag frames, the combination of a

bag frame member, a chambered base secured to said frame

member, a combined top piece and catch member compris

ing a top piece resting upon said base and an L shaped

catch member Integral with and extending downwardly

from the front wall of said top piece and into said cham

Iwred base, and a spring lying between and bearing upon

the Inwardly extending limb of said catch member and the

top wall of said base.

3. In a bag fastener, the combination of a chambered

base having a portion of Its front wall cut out. a cham

bered top piece having a portion of Its front wall extending

downwardly Into the cut out portion of said base, a flange

at the lower end of said downwardly extending portion,

said flange extending into said chambered base, a spring

bearing upon said flange and stops upon said chambered

top piece to limit Its tilting movement against the tension

of said spring.

4. In a fastener for bag frames, the combination of a

chambered base having a portion of Its front wall cut away

with a catch member comprising a top piece resting upon

the top of said base and having a portion of \tt front side

extended downwardly Into said cut away portion of the

base and lying flush with the front wall thereof, an in-

wardly extending flange at the lower edge of said down

wardly extending portion, a spring within the base bear-

ing upon said flange, and stops upon the ends of said catch

member and projecting through apertures in the top of said

base to limit Its movement against the pressure of said

spring.
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887,046. FLUID -BRAKE FOB RECOIL -GUNS. Orro

Laibbb and Norbbrt Koch. Essen on the Ruhr. Ger

many, assignors to Fried. Krupp .\ktienge8ell8chaft. Ee

sen on the Ruhr, Germany. Original application filed

Jan. 3, 1»0«, Serial No. 294.413. IMvlded and this appli

. cation filed Apr. 30, 1907. Serial No. 371,078.

1. A fluid recoil brake comprising a cylinder carrying

a spiral groove and a piston controlling the flow through

said groove ; said parts being capable of relative rotary

adjustment to vary the length of the recoil.

2 A fluid recoil brake comprising a cylinder carrying

a spiral groove, and a piston having an aperture forming

with said groove a passage for the flow of fluid from one

side of the plsttn to the other : the cylinder and the piston

being capable of relative rotary adjustment to vary the

flow through said passage.

.3. A fluid recoil brake comprising a cylinder carrying

a longitudinal Inclined groove, a piston having an aperture

forming with said groove a passage for the flow of fluid

from one side of tlu> piston to the other, and means carried

by the piston for confining the flow to said passage ; the

cylinder and the piston t)elng capable of relative rotary

adjustment to vary the flow through said pa«age.

4 A fluid recoil brake comprising a cylinder carrying

a longitudinal inclined groove, a piston having an aperture

forming with said groove n pnasnge for the flow of fluid

from one side of the piston to the other, and a rotatable

part carried by the piston and having a lug snugly flttlng

the groove In the cylinder to confine the fiow to said pas

sage ; the piston and the cylinder being capable of relative

rotary adjustment to vary the flow through said passage

887,046. WINDOW Mobi.s Lkvin, New York. N Y.,

assignor of one half to Louis Drosln. New York, N. Y.

Filed June 22. 1907. Serial No. 380,215.

drive said disks, and a water discharger consisting of a

hollow flat casing having a narrow longitudinal opening

in its lower portion located near each end of the housing

and arranged to discharge water in a sheet against the

beveled faces of the disks.

J«

2. In a grinding or crdshlng mill, the combination with

a supporting frsme. of a shaft slldably mounted near one

of Its ends, a Journal box for said slldable shaft mounted

thereon, and on the supporting frame and having at its

outer end an upward fxtenslon spaced from said box to

form a recess Into which the end of said shaft projects, a

plug or piece rigidly supported on the extension and hav-

ing Its Inner surface concave to Impinge against and re-

ceive the convex end of the shaft, and means to move the

Journal box.

887,048. COIN-ACTUATED MECHANISM. Waltbr M.

Reason, Pontlac, Mich. Original application filed Jan.

4. 1907, Serial No. 350,723. Divided and this applica-

tion filed Mar. 23. 1907. Serial No. 364.168.

In a window, the combination with the window rase,

of a saHh, ont' side bar of which Is composed of two vertical

sections, a thresded pin slldably borne in one of said sec-

tions and a nut secured in the other section to engage the

threaded pin, a rack shaped locking bar slldably borne In the

outer section and adapted to engage with one end n groove

In the window case, a pin slldably borne in the Inner section,

n pinion curried by said pin adapted to engaKP "ith the

teeth of the locking bar to operate the latter, and means at

the opposite side bar of the sash to form temporary hinges

for the latter, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

887,047. PULVERIZER. James N. Lewis. Ann .\rbor.

Mich., and Charles Stbcher. Chicago, 111., assignors to

The Automatic Pulveriser Company. Chicago. 111., a

Corporation of Oklahoma. Filed Apr. 29, 1907. Serial

No. 370,890

1. In a grinding or crushing mill, the combination with

a frame, of parallel shafts thereon having co-acting

beveled-faced grinding disks thereon, means to shift a

shaft to vary the relation of the disks comprising a Jour

nal box slldably mounted on the frame and in which the

shaft has bearing, sail box having k recess In Its under

side, an eccertrlc pivoted on the frame and located In

said recess, and means to turn the eccentric, a booaing

inclofllng the disks and mounted on the frame and having

means for the intake and outlet of material, means to

1. The combination with an electric motor, of an

energizing electri:' circuit therethrough, a switch ar-

ranged to break said electric circuit, a part actuated by

the electric motor adapted to engage said switch to

break said circuit at a predetermined period, means

whereby a coin traversing said machine shall disengage

said switch from said part, meaas whereby said coin

after actuating said disengaging means shall complete the

energising electric circuit.

2. The combination of a coin chute provided with sides

of electric conducting material Insulated and forming
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electric terminals, one of which Is reilUtnt. said tenni-

BAia being adapted to hold an electrle^ly connecting

coin between them, a motor driven medianlBm, a itop

adapted to engage a member of the motor driven mecfa-

anlam and to thereby bend one of Mild t«rmlnala to dla-

eagage the eleotrtcally connecting coin fr»m between the

game, and means whereby on the insertion of a second

coin, the stop is disengaged from the motur driven mem-

ber so as to permit the terminal to return to its former

position.

5 In a mechanism of the kind described, the combina-

tion of a coin, a chute, a spring adapted to contract the

passAjje through said chute and to form a part of an

electric circuit, a conductor adapted to form a part of

said circuit, said conductor and spring being so located

as to be electrically connected by a coin la said chute and

to normally prevent the passage of said ooln, a motor In

said electrical circuit, and a part actuate* by said mofor

adapted to bend said spring to releaae the coin, and means

whereby said spring Is permitted to retuSn to Its former

position.

4 The combination of a chute, t sprint ^ adapted to

contract the passage through said chute toward Its free

end, a lever pivoted to the spring 33. an alectrtc motor, a

wire connecting with said motor and sail spring, a con-

ductor ''>'). a wire i:'onnectlng with said conductor and

xald motor, said conductor and spring being so located that

they shall retain a coin in the chute an4 be electrically

Joined thereby In the normal position of said spring, a

part adapted to be actuated by said motor, said lever be-

ing adapted to be Interposed In the path ol said part so as

to be engaged to cause the bending of said spring by the

motion of said part to release said coin and break said

circuit, and means operated by the paasltg of a coin for

actuating said lerer to disengage It from said part.

adjacent to the path of the coin entering said opening, a

guide opposite tlie ends of the magnet and adapted to

guide a coin eloae to the enda of the magnet, a magnet

dearlnff device, and means carried by the magnet clear-

ing device for moving the guide out of its normal posi-

tion before the magnet clsarlng device passes the ends of

the magnet.
4. In a coin testing machine the combination with a

magnet, of a movable gukls located adjacent to the mag-

net and adapted to guide a coin between it and the mag-

net, a magnet clearing device adapted to pass over the

magnet and means carried by the magnet clearing de-

vice for moving the guide out of Its normal position be-

fore the clearing device has passed over the magnet,

whereby any slog held by the magnet may be removed

therefrom.

88 7,04 9 L'OIN TESTING MACHINB. Mo«GA!» D
Sadtlkr, Haltimorf. Md . assignor of ooe-half to Jesse

B Forrester, Baltimore, Md. Original application filed

June 22, 1906, Serial No. 322,904. Divided and thl.s

application filed Mar 27. 1907. Serial No. 364.774.

1. In a coin testing machine the combination with a

plate provided with an opening through which a coin may

be Inserted, a second plate hinged beneath said first men-

tioned plate and adapted to form a meant for guiding the

coin dropped through the coin slot, a magnet located ad-

jacent to the hinged plate, said magnet being so located

that a coin will pass between It and th« hinged plate, a

rotatable shaft and means carried by the feliaft for moving

said hinged plate from In front of the magnet, and means

adapted to clear the magnet of any sluj which may be

attracted thereby.

2 In a coin testing machine the combination with the

magnet, of movable means for guiding a coin adjacent to

the ends of the magnet, whereby a slug will be caught by

the magnet, a shaft a bail carried by the shaft and adapt-

ed to be moved past the ends of the magnet by the opera-

tion of the shaft, whereby any slug hel( by the magnet

wUl be removed therefrom and means carried by th« ball

for moving the guiding means out of its normal position

before the ball passes the ends of the ma|^aet.

3. In a coin testing machine the combination with a

plate, provided with an opening througt) which the coin

may be passed, a magnet below said opening with its ends

887.060. SODIUM FORMALDEHTDB SULF^XYLATB.
BauNO R. SBimaT and Otto W Mbvbs. Radebeul. near

Dresden, Germany, assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Heyden Chemical Works, New York. N. Y. Piled

Nov. 21, 1908. Serial No. 288,370. (Specimens.)

A formaldyde sulfoxylate sodium salt

OH-CH,-OSONA

free of crystal water, melting at a temperature of about

135* to 140° centigrade, easily soluble In water and re-

ducing from 1.9 fold to the 2.2 fold of Its weight of indigo,

substantially as described.

887,051. FLDID-FKED SIDE INLET DRILIv-BIT, John
H. WiiST, Boulder, Colo., assignor of one-fourth to

Charles A. Wolcott and one-fourth to T. 8. Waltemeyer,

Boulder, Colo. Filed June 24, 1907. Serial No. 380,613.

1. The combination with a hollow drill bit, having an

annularly enlarged portion, provided at opposite sides

with flat seats, and having a side feed located In the an-

nular portion with its entrant end in one of the flat sides

of the drill ; of a feed pipe, a yoke frame that carries

said pipe, and means for clamping the yoke frame on the

opposing flat sides of the drOl and for holding the d's-

cbarge of the feed pipe against the inlet end of the drill

bit, as set forth.

2. The combination with the hollow side feed inlet

drill bit said bit having an enlarged or reinforced portion

at the inlet formed with opposing flat seats and shoulders

at the ends of the seats ; of a feed pipe, a yoke frame that

supports the discharge end of said pipe, said yoke frame

including opposing members adapted to engage the flat

sides of the drill and seat between the shoulders thereof,

and means cooperating with the yoke for clamping said

yoke in the drill as set forth.

3. A hollow drill having a side feed inlet, said drill hav-

ing the inlet portion annularly enlarged, and formed with

opposing flat faces, and shoulders st the ends of the flat

faces, the inlet opening In one of the flat faces for the

purposes speeliled.

4. The combination with a hollow drill bit having a

side feed inlet and reinforced portions at the side feed In-

let port thereof ; of a feed pipe, a clamping means that

coCperates with the feed pipe for engaging the reinforced

part of the drill bit aud holding the feed pipe closely over

the side feed Inlet and In contact with the drill stock, aald

clamping means having a groove and a gasket held in said

groove around the said feed pipe for engaging the drill

stock, substantially as shown and described.
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887 062 BLBCTRICAL STSTBli OF DISTRIBUTION.

WALTia B. WiHBHiP. New York, N. Y., assignor to

Gould Storage Battery Compwoy. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Sept. 25, 1906. Serial No. 386,134.

~r^ 4i j ^WW^w^—»—
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and a carrier movable relative to said support and pro-

vided with projecting means arranged to strike the said

glass an angular glancing blow at a point adjacent Its

edge and in a direction away from the edge, substantially

as described.

12 790 MACHINE FOR GRINDING TORIC LENSES.

CHARLB8 F. Wall and Chablbs Bail*. Philadelphia.

Pa : said Salle assignor to said Wall. Filed Mar, 27,

1908 Serial No. 423,791. Original application filed

Mar. 1, 1906, Serial No. 303,723. Renewed June 19.

1907, Serial No. 379,796. Original No. 881,168. dated

Mar. 10, 190S

1. in an electrical system of distribution, two sources

of electric supply, a motor generator connecting the same,

and means for oppositely regulating the electro-motive

forces generated by the two ends of the motor generator

responslvely to fluctuations of load of one of said sources.

2. In an electrical system of distribution, two sources

of "electric supply, a motor generator connecting the

same and means for oppositely regulating the field

strengths of the two ends of the motor generator re-

sponslvely to fluctuations of load of one of said sources.

3 In an olectrlcal system of distribution, a motor gen-

erator, means for transferring energy In either direction

therethrough, and means for oppositely regulating the

electro-motive forces generated by the two ends of the

motor generator responslvely to the same variations of

electric condition of the system.

4 in an electrical system of distribution, a motor gen-

erator, means for transferring energy In either direction

therethrough, and means for oppositely regulating the

field strengths of the two ends of the motor generator

responslvely to the same variations of electric condition

of the system.

6 In an electrical system of distribution, an alternating

current generator supply circuit, an alternating current

work circuit, a direct current circuit a motor generator

connecting the alternating current and direct current sides

of the system, means for supplying electric energy to the

direct current end of the motor generator, and means for

oppositely regulating the electro-motive forces generated

by the two ends of the motor generator responslvely to

the same variations of alternating current generator load.

[Claims 6 to 34 not printed In the Oaiette.]

REISSUES.

12 789 ORNAMENTING QLAfW. John M. Conbot,

• Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Feb. 17, 1908. Serial No 416.436.

Original No. 723,139, dated Mar. 17, 1903. Serial No.

128,222.

A maehliM for clipping the edges of glass articles, com

prising In combination a rest or support for said article

1 In a machine for grinding lenses, a grinding tool,

a lens carrier, the axis of rotation of one of said elements

being fixed, and the axis of the other movable In relation

thereto to permit one of said elements moving across the

face of the other, and means for operating the grinding

tool and the lens carrier without disturbing the parallel

relation of corresponding diametrical axes of the tool

and carrier.

2 In a machine for grinding lenses, a grinding tool

having a fixed axis of rotation, a lens carrier the ails of

rotation of which Is movable relatively to the axis of rota-

tion of the grinding tool, means for operating the grinding

tool and the lens carrier without disturbing the parallel

relation of corresponding diametrical axes of the tool

and carrier, and means for shifting the position of the

lens carrier upon the grinding tool.

3. In a machine for grinding lenses, a grinding tool hav-

ing a fixed axis of rotation, a lens carrier the axis of

rotation of which is movable relatively to the axis of ro-

tation of the grinding tool, and means for rotating the

grinding tool and the lens carrier without disturbing the

parallel relation of corresponding diametrical axes of the

tool and carrier.

4 In a machine for grinding lenses, a grinding tool hav-

ing a fixed axis of rotation, a lens carrier the axis of ro-

tation of whioh is movable relatively to the axis of rota-

tion of the grinding tool, means for rotating the grind-

ing tool and the lens carrier without disturbing the par-

allel relation of corresponding diametrical axes of the tool

and carrier, and means for shifting the position of the

lens carrier upon the grinding tool.

5 In a machine for grinding lenses, a grinding tool,

a lens carrier, means for rotating the grinding tool and

the lens carrier without disturbing the parallel relation

of corresponding diametrical axes of the tool and carrier.

and means for varying the position of the lens carrier

relative to the grinding tool for changing the relative

positions of the axes of rotation of the carrier and tool.

[Claims 6 to 86 not printed in the Gaaette.1
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DESIGNS.

3l»,291 JAR. Dayid B. Bbowm, Philadelphia, Pa., a»-

Ignor to Rob«rt M. Green. Frank D. ©reen, Robert M.

Green, Jr., Louis G. Green, and E^dgar L. Green, Phila-

delphia, Pa., a Firm. Filed Dec 2, |907. Serial No.

404. S59 Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a jar, as ab#wn.

39,293. SHADE OR GLOBS FOR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS.
GaoBOii F. Wbhs, Rocheiter, Pa. Filed Feb. 15, 1908.

Serial No. 4ie,146- Term of patent 14 year*.

The ornamental design for a shade or globe for artificial

lights, as shown. -

39,294. SUADK OR GLOBE FOR ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS
1 Gkorob F. Wehr. Rocheatpr. Pa. Filed Feb. l.'i. 1908.

39,292. BOTTLE Fkedebick C. Bowers, San Francisco,
1 Serial No. 416,146. Term of patent 14 yeara.

Cal. Filed May 24. 1905. Serial No. 362,091. Term of

patent 7 years.

Tb« ornamental dealgn for 1 bottte a< ^owb.
The omjunental design for a shade or globe for artlfleUl

IlChta, as shown.
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39.295. DECORATIVE PAPER. Claea L. M^d. Rah- 39.297. OII.CLOTH. Alvin Hunb,C«b, Weehawken.

way. N. J., assignor to Dennlson Manufacturing Co.. N. J.. a«Hgnor to Standard Oil Cloth Co N^w York^

Boston. Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed N. Y. Filed Mar. 3. 1908. Serial No. 419.062. Term

Mar. 14. 1908. Serhil No. 421.270. Term of patent 7 of patent 7 years.

r<»«r<«

The ornamental design for decorative paper, as shown.

89,296. OIL-CLOTH. Ai.vin Hi-nsickek, Weehawken,

a. J., assignor to Standard OH Cloth Co., New York,
|

N. Y. Filed Mar. 3, 1908, Serial No. 419,061 Term

of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for oilcloth, as shown.

39.298. SHIRT COLLAR. David R. GKirriTH. Philadel-

phia, I'a.. assignor of one-half to Jacob E. Blaetz, Phila-

delphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 26, 1907. Serial No. 364,740.

Term of patent 7 years.

The ornampntal design for oilcloth, as shown. The ornamental design for a shirt collar, as shown.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED MAY 5, 1908.

The following trade-maxks have been adjudged entitled to registration under the

act^f Februlry 20. 1905. and are published in compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Anv person who beUeves he would be damaged by the ^^^1^^^^^°^
°^^,^,°i^^^

registered, which said notice of opposition shall l>e /erljled by the ^rson nnng t:

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been "Used t^n years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 5 of said act. which is as follows

:

"And provided further. That nothing herein shaU prevent the
^^^f^^^-^^^,^ °/^*,^^

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten dollars"

8«T No 9,;i()4 (CLASS 39 CLOTHING. JilusKaV

8KR & C.,.. New York. N. V Filed Jun^^ 2H, 190" I sed

t.-n vearg.

Ser Nu 17.504. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDt-

KNTS OF FLOODS.) Thk Northwksteen Consolidated

MiLUNQ CoMPANT, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Sept. 13,

1&06.

ITALIAN
Partintlar eletrHption of good* —Ka[t SIlW Vnd^r^-o^r.

Ser No 14.6.'?L (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MArHIN?:RY,

AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF i Nobvell

Shai'LEIoh Hardwark Company, St LouL*. Mo Filed

Nov 14, lS>0,"i.

fjjamti

Particular de$cription of good*.—Hoes. Particular de$cription of j^oodt — Wbeat-Flour.
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8er. No. 21,817. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GBKASES NOT Ser. No. 27,867. (CLASS 38. PUBLICATIONS.) Thb
INTENDED FOR FOOD.) Adolph 8oM>€K», Cambridge.

[

Reillt k Bbitton Company, Chicago. 111. Piled June
Mass. Filed Aug. 30. 1906. 3. 1907.

VISCOL
Particular detcription of ffooda.—Oils dnd GreaaeB for

Waterproofing. Making Flexible, Stufflng, Flniabing. and

Improving the Texture of Leather and Fibrous Gooda.

Ser. No. 24.561. (rL.\SSL'3. CUTLERY, MACHINEBT,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Charlbs Zol-

LUK Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 10. 1907.

Particular detoription of good*.—Kraua^n .\pparatus.

8«r. Na 20,306. (CLASS 23. CUTLEBT, liACHINEBT.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS TH£REOS^) THa Camp-
BKii. Pbintimo Puss k HANurAcrcEiNq Compaitt, New
York. N. T. Filed Mar. 28, 1907.

AUTOSHAVER

ParUeulmr dtteHptUm 0/ gooda.—Umehl^trj for Flnlab-

ln« StcT«ot7Ps PrtBtlBf-Plate*.

8cr. No. 2t.888. (CLASS 19. VBHICLKS^ NOT INCLUD-
TSQ KNGDiSS.) ViiraiifT Bbnviz. Cui»co. IlL Fllsd

Apr. 1, 1907. .

DUPLEX
Pmrtiemtmr ^moH^Mo* 0/ 0»«ff.—AatoB ulrUe*.

BSyXKAQn,Ser. Na 26,097. (CLASS 4ft.

HOLIC) Bbab Lithu Bpsihos Co.,

Filed Apr. 13. 1907.

j4rM7

PTUtmlmr Unriptimm •/ 0o«4».—BottM MtecaM WMwr.

NON-ALCO-
at7, N. J.

P9rtic%lar detcription of good$.—K Series of Toy Books.

Ser. No. 28,696. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINTERS*
MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POL-
ISHES.) ATLAS PEBSBRTATn-V COMPANT, LlUITED,

London, England. Filed Jaly 10. 1007.

Particular description of 0ood«.— Preserrative and .\ntl-

Corroslre Paints for the Protection of Metallic Surfaces.

Ser. No. 29,316. (CLASS 0. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Thb
Davis Chemical Compant, Denver, Colo. Filed Aug. 9,

1907.

Bmrmoiw
Particular detcription of goodt.—A Soluble Bath-Powder

to b« Put Into the Bath.

8«r. No. 29,495. (CLASS 2. RECEPTACLES.) Gboeob
Peankb, Baltimore, Md. Filed Aug. 21, 1907.

FLUFFY RUFFLES

Particular deicription of goodt.—Cartons and Boxes.

Ser. No. 80.010. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb Home k Colonial Stores.

LiMiraD, LoodOD, Bofflsnd. Filed Sept. 16, 1907.

^
JHvMMtar dsfoH^MoB of goodt.—Tea, Coffee, Cocoa,

ABCkoTtos, Arrowroot, Banaaa - Fmlt Foods,

Powden. Batter, Candled Peel, Capers, Chll-

tlM. Ckoeclata, Chntaey, dowma, Coeoannt, Cod-Roes, Cream
for PMdr CiTBtalUaed Fralts, Currants, Curried Prepara-

Cvry-Fovder, Costard-Powder, Damson Cheese,

(-Powder, Fish, Presenred or Otherwise,

or Otharwias. Oane, Oelatln, Oiacer,
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Grav7-Powder, Haricot Beana, Hominy, Honey, Jam, Jelly,

Lentils, Lobster, Marmalade, Meat, Preserved or Otherwise.

Minced Collops, Mulllgatawny-Paste, Muahroom-Powder,
Mustard, Salad-Oll, Olives, OxUllg, Oysters, Cheese, P&t«8,

Pepper, Pickles, Pistachio-Kernels, Plums, Prawns, Raisins,

Rennet, Rice, Salad-Cream, Sauces, Sherbet, Shrimps, Soup,

Spices, Snet, Sugar. Sultanas, Syrup, Tamarinds, Tapioca,

Treacle, Truffles, Turkish Delight, Vanllla-Pods, Vegeta-

bles, Preserved or Otherwise, Vinegar.

Ser. No. 30,344. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) GCM
Lax MANurACTCRiNO Compant, Newark, N. J. Filed

Oct. 2, 1907.

Particular deacription of goodt —K Laxative.

Ser. No. 30.426 (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS.
EQUIPMENTS, AND PROJECTILES.) Edward H
Wagner, New York. N. Y, Filed Oct. 6, 1907

TEROPIA
Particular detrriptioti of j70od«—Hand-Fireworks

Ser. No. .m462 (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) Ub.nry Fleckenstkin, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Oct. 7. 190"

^OO*^ "^^^L^y

Particular detcription of good* —Whisky.

Ser. No. 30,803. (CLASS 49 DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) Henrt Flbckenstein, Portland, Oreg.

Filed Oct. 26, 1907.

Particular description of goods.—Whisky.

Ser. No. 31,300. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED, AND
TEXTILE FABRICS.) Wm. Sarasin & Co.. Basel,

SwItserland. Filed Nov. 22, 1907. Used ten years.

P??I336

9 METERS
WARRANTED

Particular description of goods.—Ribbons.

Ser. No. 31.361. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Eva M.

Shipman, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Nov. 25, 1907.

Partioular detcripHon of pood*. —Medicinal Preparations

for Use in Female Complaints.

134 0. 3.— IC

Ser, No. 31.946. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGBBDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Gbtz Bros, k Co., San Francisco.

Cal. Filed Dec. 27, 1907.

Particular description of goods — Canned Fish.

Ser. No. 32,070. (CLASS 39 CLOTHING.) Hatnbs
HxxsoN Shoe Com pant, Knoxville, Tenn. Filed Jan.

4, 1908.

^^^"^
Particular detoription of goods.—Leather Boots and

Shoes.

Ser. No. 32,071. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Hatnbs
Henson Shoe Compa.ny, Knoxville, Tenn. Filed Jan.

4, 1908.

ETERNAL
Particular description of goods.—Leather Boots and

Shoes.

Ser. No. 32.186. (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES. FIREARMS,
EQUIPMENTS, AND PROJECTILES.) The Bdcketb
Match Compant, North Baltimore, Ohio. Filed Jan.

13. 1908.

Particular detoription of goods.—Matches.

Ser. No. 32,311. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-ALCO-
HOLIC.) Deutsche 81 -Sr Wbrke mit bbschrInktbe

HA,rTDNa, Hamburg, Germany. Filed Jan. 18, 1908.

sr-sr
Particular description of goods.—Lemonade. Seltrer

Water, and Fruit-Juices.

Ser. No. 32,308. (CLASS 47. WINES, EXCEPT MEDI-
CATED.) P. Dbmpbbx k Co., Boston, Mass. Filed Jan.

22, 1908.

^F '«*.'

Particular deecription of goods —Sherry-Wine. Oporto

Wine, Marsala Wine. Madeira, and other Wines of Uke
Natnre.
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8«r No 82,885 (CLASS 28. CUTLtBT. MACHINERY. I 8«r. No. 82,818. (CLASS 48. FOODS AND INOBBDl-

AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THBRBJOF.) LooiBA W««T- BNTS OF FOODS.) ILUWOIB SMXrwo CovrAinr, Hoopw*

p»AL and Frtomick WisTprAL. NIew York. N. Y.. ex- ton, 111. FU«d Feb. 17, 1908.

ecutort of the estate of Frederick WeBtpfal, deceawd.

Filed Feb. 5, 1908.

ACME
Particular lieacription of goodn.— Inlves, Raiora. Scl«-

aors. Shears, and Nail Fll»>>«.

8«r. No. 32.596. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Annie

C. DiRA.NT, Portland. Me. Filed Ftb. 5, 1908.

Particular detcription 0/ firood* —Hay Ferer and Aathma

Remedy.
j

Ser. No. 32.658. (CLASS 23. CUTIIERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Dbthoit Ld-

BBiCATOR Co., Detroit. Mich. Filed Feb 8. 1908.

Particular deMcription of yood*— Canned Vpgetables.

Ser. No. .'i2.814. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Illinois Sklli.vq Company, Hoopea-

ton. 111. Filed Feb. 17, 1908.

j^ETHE^^

Particular detcription of good* —Canned Vegetables.

Ser. No. 32.875. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Bar-

clay A BARCLAr. New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 19, 1908.

Particular deacription of goods-—Medicinal Syrup, Me-

, ._ . X fiirinul PIII11 Liniment, a Medicinal Preparation for the

Lotion, and Perfumery.

Ser. No. 32.812. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
,

^^ ^^^ ^B. LOCKS AND SAFES.)
ENTS OF FOODS.) Illinois S.lunq Compant. Hooper _ •

TerrvTllle. Conn. Filed Feb 24, 1908.
ton. 111. FUed Feb. 17. 1908.

Particular description of good*.—Padlocks.

Ser. No. 33.018. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) AMERiCAif

Steam Pump Company, BatUe Creek, Mich. Filed Feb.

26. 1908. Used ten years.

tfwwHpWM Of 0oo4«.—Cumad •tttablMk

i*\ARSH
Pariioular dMcripUo* of good:—Pampi and Pumping

MacMnerr.
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Bar. No. 88.087. (CLASS 89. CLOTHINO.) Job B.

Maixt. New York. N. Y. FU«d Feb. 27. 1908.

"oCa ici^eode ^ttm.

Particular detcription 0/ good* —Dresa-Sklrtm.

Ser. No. 33,067. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Th«
Joseph 8. D» Lobtb MAMOFAcrnaiNO Chemical Co.,

Madison, Ind. Filed Feb. 28. 1908.

Particular detoription of goods.—Headache-Powders and

LlTer-PllU

Ser. No. 33.095. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Babl *
Wilson, Troy, N. Y. Filed Feb. 29. 1908.

RED-MAN BRAND

Particular desoription of goods.—Negllgfe Shirts, Dresa-

Shirts, Collars, and Cuffs Made of Textile Material.

Ser. No. 33.110. (CLASS 34. HEATING. LIGHTING.
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS, NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) THi Pressed Radiator

Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Mar. 2, 1908.

PorMewlor dueripUon of good*.—Radiators Made Wbolly

or In Part of Sbeet MeUl.

Ser. No. 88,118. (CLASS 47. WINB8, BZCBPT MBDI-
CATKD.) Th« PukiTT Vallbt Wikb Co., New OrlMUi^

La. Filed Mar. 2, 1908.

# «Tr ^^

ParUoular deacription of goods.—Wines.

Ser. No. 83,114. (CLASS 37. PAPER .AND STATION-
ERY.) Watab Pdlp a.nd Papkb Compahy, Sartell,

Minn. Filed Mar. 2, 1908.

Particular detoription of good*.—Newa Print-Paper.

Ser. No. 33,187. (CLASS 48. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Jo8«PH Campbell Company, Cam-
den. N. J. FUed Mar. 3. 1908.

The upper part of the panel being red.

Particular description oj good*.—Pork and Beans.

Ser. No. 33,141. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Th« Cbowm Company, Naah-

llle, Tenn. FII«d Mar. 8, 1908.

CROWN
Partioular dMcHpUon of goods.—Embroidery-Hoops.
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8er. No. 88.148. (CLASS 46. FOODS aJ^D INGBBDI-

HNTS OF FOODS.) DoniPHiJ* ft Co.. ft. Joi»ph. Mo.

PUed Mar. 3, 1908.

8er. No. 33.214. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) JbakM

MA*aAiif»-LACBOix, P»rl«, France. Filed Mar. «. 1908.

TICKLE-ME"
Particular deacription of goods—Chvwiit-Qnm.

Ser No 33.1M. (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVUS, FIREARMS.

EQUIPMaWTS. AND PROJECTILES. )
8t»ohi«t»b ft

AaF« CoiCPiJCT. New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 4, 1908.

" myrtle:
' ML.

Pari*

Particular detcription of goods —Contta.

ParUeular description of goods—Mitctt*.

Ser No 33,20tf. (CLASS 2. BECEPtACLBS.) Na-

tional IMDIA RUBBM Co., BrlBtol. R. I. FUed Mar. 6,

1908. Used ten years.

Ser No 33.215. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHABMACBimCAL PREPARATIONS. I J. L^

ft D. 8. RiKBB. IifCoapOBATBD, New York. N. Y. FUea

Mar 6. 1908. Used ten years.

Particular description of aoo<U.—Babfter Bncketa.

ser. No. 33,209. (CLA88 12. MABONKY MATBBIALSJ

THB McCLiirrocK ft I»Tii™ CO.. Plt1»borg. Pa. Filed

Mar. 0. 1008.

J.M 8. SONS.

Particular description of ^*x"** -»^»
„t"Llt c!i.

Soda. Bleachlng-Powder. Sulfate of Soda or Salt Caka,

CW^rate of PoUah. Brimstone. Soda-Cry.tal., and Bicar-

bonate of Soda and Chlorate of Soda.

Ser. NO. 33.236. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERMENT.

AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Samubl Bbcbbb.

Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 7. 1908.

pprikmlar Oeeerlpiion of ^w4a.—Bu«(llBrP*P«

8er No 83,210. (CLASS 16. PAINT« AND PAINTERS'

MATERIALS. NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POI^

I8HE8.) Thx McCliwtock ft Ibvinb Co.. Pittsburg.

Pa. Filed Mar. 6, 1908. Uted ten years.

Home

Particular description of j^oda -Drtwimt a«Mto«

PorMowtar «M0r«yNM vf
i Material.

^:^.j: ^-g- B>A:a. .-cj;
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Ser. No. 33.269. (CLASS G. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES, I
Ser. No. 33.307. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) War ENTS OF FOODS.) 8 8. Pibeck Co., Boaton. Maaa.

NBR Drig Co., Nashville, Tenn. Filed Mar 9, 1908. Filed Mar 11. 1908.

Particular description of goods.—A Remedy for Rheu-

matism and Gout

Particular description of goods.—Su^ar-Tableta.

Ser No 33,308. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRBDI-
Ser. No. 33.266. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI- ENTS OF FOODS.) 8. 8. Pibbck Co. Boston, Maaa.
ENTS OF FOODS.) C. L. Cotton I^ritlmk & Extract Filed Mar. 11. 1908.

Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 9, 1908.

iP%§

Demi-TakSse

Particular destTiption of good« —Sugar-Tablets.

Ser. No S3..^22 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
Partieular description of (70od».— Flavoring Extracts. ENTS OF FOODS) Griffith-Ddenbt Company, San

Vanilla Flavoring Compounds, and Lemon Flavoring Com Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 12, 1908.
pounds

Ser No. 33.268. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS 1 Chbs-
TBB F. cutlbr, Deep River, Iowa. Filed Mar. 9, 1908.

Particular description of £?ood*.—Veterinary Worm-Pow-

ders.

Particular description of goods.—Canned FroltB.

» „^^x.« .^TT^ T«^,B«T^T Ser. ? .. 33.334. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGBBDI-
Ser. No. 33.278. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOBBDI- ^,. 3 ^^ ,^^g ^^^^^^ j ScHorrBN, St. Jx,lll..

ENTS OF FOODS.) Cob.n Prodccts MANnFACTCaiuo
,

„ „

Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 10, 1908.
-"^ '^"* **'^- ^^•

Particular description of goods.—Qlncoae.

Ser. No. 33,296. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MBDICINES,
AND PHABMACBUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Gband-

ma's Tba Mro. Co., Ne
1908. Used ten years.

Particular description of goods.—Splcea.

(JflBlll't

Particular description of goods —Remedy for Diseases

of the Blood.

Ser. No. 33.337. (CLASS 20. LINOLEUM AND OILBD
CLOTH.) Habv»t V. Bbowm, Buffalo, N. T. Fllad

Mar. 12. 1908.

FBROLEUM.
Partieular description of goods.—Llnoleom.
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8«. NO. M.353. (CLASS 44. ^NTAL, UBDICAU^
SURGICAL APPLIANCB8.) Chablm t BaiiJT. Bo^

ton. M««. Filed M»r. 13, 1908.

Good
Samaritan

PortUmlar dmcri^Hon of l^KHU.-Water«ottle. Made of

Babber.

Ser No 33.360. (CLASS 28. CUTLKBT, MACHINKRY

AND lS)L8. AND PARTS THBBBOF.) A««Cai«-I^

^™i« BiCQiK- CO.. Blmlr.. N. Y.^ PUed ll*r. 18.

1908.

Ser. NO. 88,40«. (CLASS 46. FOODS^ ^N^OBM)!-

KNTS OF FOODS.) T. H. Chambm* ft Co.. FederaU-

burj. Md. Filed Mar. 16. 1908.

RED BIRD

ARCTIC

The bird being red.

Particular detoripUon of gooda.—Cmnn^A Tomatoee.

Partkmlor de,criptUm of t,oo4*.-Chei»lcal Flre-Bxtin-

gnlahlnf Apparatus.

r No 88 862. (CLASS 21. BLBCTBICAL APPARA-

TUS MACHINBS. AND SUPPLIES.) RCTHAMWftCC.

Stuttgart. Germany. Filed Mar. 18. 1008.

Ser. No. 38.416. (CLASS 8. 8MOKBRS' ABTICLB8. NOT

INCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS.) SaMUIL M.

FBANS. New York. N. Y. FUed Mar. 16. 1908.

Particular dMoription of ffoo4» Tobaceo-Plpea. Cigar-

Holdera. and Clgarette-Holderfc

Particular dccrifM^ •I fO«4t.-rJiid-Ma«i»eta. Mag-

aL, Magaeto-Blectrlc If«tUf» ft»r «iplo»on-Bnginea.

8« No. 33.378. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING^) F^« C

""ciaw^,-. Reading, ^-^TSSTS^ 'iV^*^*
tewia B. Clawaon, decesMd. FUed M*r. 14, 1908.

Ber. NO. 88.488. (CLASS 28. C^TLMY. IJACHINBRY.

AND TOOLS. AND FABT8 TmU»^) Kj^f?"^,
u,ACTiT«n»Q CowAjrr. New York. N. T. FM*1 Mar. 17,

1908.

SIMPLEX

Pa^icular d^cr^ti^ of „«.4..-8team-Boller Injectors

and Boiler-Feeder*.

Particular dtwriptitm of (rood*.—Negligee Shirts.

Her No 33 888. (CLASS 84. HBA^INO, LIGHTING.

^N?) VlWTlLwNO APPARATUS. ,NOrr INCLUDING

BLBCTBICAL APPARATUS.) wWi«Q Stamping

Co., Wheeling. W. Va. Filed Mmx. If,
1908.

ser. NO. 88.468. (CLASS 46. ^^^ ^'^^^^l'
ENTS OF FOODS.) Th» Pfaitmahh Boo Noodli Co..

CleTeland. Ohio. Filed Mar. 18. 1908.

SEA SHELL

ParUcular description of ^ood*.—Macaroni.

8« No 38 465. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DBTEROENT.

""and i^£ishino matbbiai^) ^ou, --«"^<^^-

iNS COMPAHT. Ontario. Oreg. FUed Mar. 18, 1908.

Pmrtioular detcrlptton of pood*.—LaBp-Bumer*.

». No. 88.406. (CLASS 27. HOBOtX)GICAL IN8TRU-

MBNTS.) Thb Wmtmh Clock MJ^o. Co.. La Salle, III.

FUed Mar. 16, 1908.

BOYPRdOF
Partumuw iescrlptie* of pood«.—Witches and Clocks Particular de*criptio» of ^ooda.-Glas. and Metal Pollrti.
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Sisr No 33 462 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN3BEDI Ser. No. 33.617. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MBDICINBS,

KNTS OF FOODS.) Robsbt B. Wildman, Leesburg. Va. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) I«™-

Flled Mar. 19. 1908. statb RmcoT Co.. Detroit. Mich. Filed Mar. 21, 1908.

Particular de»cription of goodt —nams.

i
Particular deacription of good*.—Kemedles for Nerrous

Keblllty.

Ser. No. 33,464. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI

E.VTS OF FOODS.) MosiLST k Motlkt Milling Co..

Rocheeter, N. Y. Filed Mar. 19, 1908.

SENIOR
Particular Aetcription of good*.—Wheat-Flour.

Ser No. 33.528. (CLASS 37 PAPER AND STATION-

ERY 1 Walteb E. Pahker, Detroit, Mich. Filed Mar.

21, 1908.

MIDGET
Particular deacription of goodt.—Fountain Pens and

Fountain rencUs.

Ser. No. .•?3.465. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) MoBSLST ft Motley Milling Co.,

Rochester. N. Y. FUed Mar. 19, 1908.

Particular deacription of goods.—Wheat-Flour

Ser. No. 33.566. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND I'HARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Chahlbs

A. Heft, MlnneapolU, Minn. Filed Mar. 28, 1908.

Skidd00
Particular deacription of goods.—Rheumatlsm-Llnlment.

Ser. No. 33.466. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPFLIBS) Fsedbick Miteb

ft Co.. New York, N. Y. FUed Mar. 19, 1908.

MAGNOSTAT
Particular description of goods —Reactance-Colls.

Ser. No. 33,469. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) COEW PaODDCTS Refikinq Com-

PANT, Jersey City, N. J., and New York. N. Y. Filed

Mar. 19, 1908.

V
Ur;o

Particular deacription of (/ood*.—Corn-Syrup, Glucose,

Stock Food, and Grape-Bugar.

Ser. No. 33.486. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Gboroe

F. Smith. Woodsboro, Md. Filed Mar. 20. 1908.

ROSEBUD
Particular deacription of goods.—Cologne, Perfume-Pow-

der, Tooth-Powder. a Dandruff Remedy, and a Preparation

for Promoting the Growth of Hair.

Ser. No. 33,668. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) H. REISIIIQEB,

New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 23, 1908,

Particular deacription of goods.—Electrlc-Llght Carbons.

Ser. No. 33,677. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Hah-

EAHAN Phaemacal Co. Inc, Portsmouth, Va. FUed

Mar. 24, 1908. Used ten years.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Compound PurgatlTe

Elixir.

Ser. No. 83,600. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) COBH Peoddcts Mawdfactdbiko

CoMPAKT, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 26, 1908.

/\
-,—' ^

—

7 >

Particular deacription of goods.—Grape-Sugar and Cora-

Sugar.
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Ser. No. 88.801. (CLASS 48. FOODS AWD INGRBDI-

BMT8 OP FOODS.) Gbo. N. HimasL^i' Co., Pboenlx.

Aril. FUed Mar. 25. 1908.

«i

HASSAYAMPA'

Pmrt4ouUu- detcripUon of good:—Chee«e«

8«i. No. 83,602. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INORBDI-

BNTS OF FOODS.) 0«o. W. LowDBN, SaTannali, 0«.

Filed Mar. 25, 1908.

<^Eflb

Particular deterlption of gooda.—Canned Ojitera and

Canned Fruits and Vegetables.

8«r. No. 33,618. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MUDICINBS,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Fat-

KBAU ft CoLLCTTE, Marlboro, Mass. Filed Mar. 28, 1908.

Used ten jears.

Ser. No. 33,803. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INORBDI Particular deaorlption of goodM.—A Remedy for Coughs,

ENTS OF FOODS.) G«iF»rrH-Do«N.t CoHFAirr. San |

C^'^^. Bronchitis. Catarrh. Whooping Cough. Croup, and

Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 25, 1908. Used ten years.
Asthma.

ORCHARD BRAND

Particular deaariptioit of good*.—Canned Fmlta and Veg-

etables.

Ser. No. 33.811. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Thomas P. •Tatlob, Bridge-

port. Conn. Filed Mar. 25, 1908.

MILITAIIY i

Particular detcription of goodt.—Hoee-$apporters.

Ser. No. 33,629. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INQREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) NoBTH Pacific Tkaoimq ft Pack-
tNQ Co., San Francisco, CaL Filed Mar. S5, 1908.

t

Particular ietoriptiom of good*.—Canned Salmon.

Ser. No. 33.814. (CLASS 6. CHEMICAI4I
AND FHARMACBUTICAL PRBPAR
Scorr ROBiKSON, Memphis, Tenn. Filed

Used ten years.

STQRirS

*rtw«^^ Ser. No 33,630. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRBDI-

iT^ 9IC 1 oS? ENTS OF FOODS.) North Pacific Tbaoiito ft Pack-
Mar. 25, 1908.

^^^ ^^ ^^ Francisco, Csl. Filed Mar. 28, 1908.

lira

PartieuUtr doooHptUm of good*.—A Reiftedy for Chronic

Constipation, BUlousneaa. Sick and Nervo^ Headache, In-

digestion, and Disorders of the Llrer.

Particular deocription of good*.—Canned Salmon.

Ser. No. 33,615. (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
JUKD PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) D«AJ»

Maoicimi Coupaitt, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Mar. 26,

1908. Used tWJ years.

?artieul»r detcription of »oo<f«.--Coufb-Drop8.

Ser. Na 88,831. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGEBDI-
BNTS OF FOODS.) Nobth Pacific TaADiNo ft Pack-

ing Co., San Frandseo, Cal. Filed Mar. 25, 1908. Used

ten years.

Particular dtacription of good*.—Canned Salmon.
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Ser. No. 33.640. (CLASSIC. FERTILIZERS.) Vibqimia-

Carolina Chemical Company, Jersey City. N. J. ;
Rich-

mond and Norfolk, Va. ; Charleston, S, C. ;
Savannah

and .\tlanta. Ga. ; Montgomery, Ala. ; Durham, N. C,

and Memphis, Tenn. Filed Mar. 26, 1908. Used ten

years.

FBOUnC COTTOK

GROWER
Particular detcription of jroodt.— Fertilisers.

Ser. No. 33,786. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) " Albbbt Cocspbibb. New Or-

leans, La. Filed Apr. 1, 1908.

Ser. No. 33,674. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) The iJfTBB-

NATIONAL MiLTioHAPH COMPANY. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed

Mar. 26, 1908.

Particular detcription of goud-n -Prlntlng-Machlnps and

Parts Thereof

A*C
Particular description of good*.—humher, Logs, Timber,

and Staves.

Ser. No. 33.787. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRB-
I'ARED MATERIALS.) Albbbt Cocspkibb, New Or-

leans, La. Filed Apr. 1, 1908.

Particular detcription of yoocU.—Lumber, Logs, Timber,

and Staves.

Ser. No. 33,788. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) Albbbt C0C8PBIBB, New Or-

leans, La. Filed Apr. 1, 1908.

8er. No. 33,719. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Walter M. Lownbt Company,

Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 28, 1908.

Particular deicription of good*.—Candy.

Particular detcription of goods.-- Lumber, Logs, Timber,

and Staves.

Ser. No. 33,848. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON ALCO-
HOLIC. ) Rbd Rock Spbino Watbb Co., Spring Valley,

N. J. Filed Apr. 3, 1908.

NiPKR
Particular de*cription of goods.—Ginger-Ale.
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TRADE-MARKS
REGISTERED MAY 8, 1908.

88,864. CERTAIN HAT-TRIMMINQ8. AnxiN, Son A Co.,

New York, N.Y.
Filed January 2, 1908. 8«rUl No. 32,026. PUBLISHED

MARCH a. 1008.

618,8 66. SPOOL- COTTON, SEWING-COTTON. AND
THREAD. Th« Ai«««ican Thixad Compaut, Jvney City,

N.J.

Fltod Auiruat 20, 1907. 8erl»l No. 29,«6. PUBLISHED

MARCH S, 1906.

68.868. CERTAIN JEWELRY AND ;PRECI0US-METAL

WARE. AJtTHTTm L. Bailhachb, lUclne, WU.

Ffl«l J»na*ry 10, 1908. SerUl No. 82,lfla PUBLISHED

MARCH S. 1908.

68.867. CERTAIN HARDWARE. Cotmt Manvtactttmno

CaMTAirr. Watwrbet, N. Y.

EOed January 6, HOB. Swlal No. »,0r6. PUBLISHED

MARCH S, 1908.

68.868. CERTAIN HARDWARE. Cot«it MANVJAcrrmNO

COKTAirr, Watarrltet, N. Y.

TOed January 6, 1908. Serial No. »,079. PUBLISHED

MARCH 8, 1908.

68.869. LUBRICATINO-OIL, Oalwa-Biokal On. Com-

TAirr, FranUln, Pa.

Filed July 14. 1906. Serial No. 10,812. PUBLISHED SEP-

TEMBER 10, 1907.

68 8 8 0. LUBRICATINO-OIL8. Qaleka-Siomai Oil COM-

PAHT, Franklin, Pa.

Filed July U, 1906. Serial No. 10,315. PUBLISHED SEP-

TEMBER 10, 1907

88.881. HAMMOCKS. Thi I. E. Pauob Co., Mlddletown,

Conn.

Filed December 16, 1907. Serial No. 31.736. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.862. HAMMOCKS. Thi I. E. Palmm Co., Mlddletown,

Conn.

Filed .January 14, 1908. Serial No. 32,222. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.863. TOPS. MiLTOW Bbadlit Co., Springfield, Maas.

FUed December 18, 1907. Serial No. 31,838. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.864. SCREW-MACHINES AND SLOTTINO-MACHINES.

Thi NATioNAL-Acmt Uwo. Co., Clereland, OWo.

Filed January 2, 1908. Serial No. 32,019. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68,866. CIGARS. RODEIOUM T Hwc, Habana, Cuba.

FQed NoTwnber 26, 1907. 8«1al No. 31,367. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.866. CIGARS. 8. 8. Pi«mc« Co., Boeton. Maaa.

Fllwl January 28, 1908. Serial No. 82,433. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.867. CERTAIN EDGE-TOOLS. Th« Sta«l«t Rthj &

LiTXL Com*AWT, New Britain, Conn.

FUed January 11. 1908. Serial No. 32,179. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3. 1908.

68.868. CERTAINCUTLERY AND TOOLS. WhitonHard-

AU 00., 8«ittle, Waah.

rikd Deeamber 18, 1907. Serial No. 81.696. PUBLISHED
MARCH 8, 1908

68.869. BEER. Bwktilli Briwist, Mobile, Ala,

Filed January 14. 1908. Serial No. 32,221. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.870. CRAPE-PAPER. Dinnison MAKCTAcrumwo Coif-

PANT, Boeton, Maaa.

Filed December 11, 1907. Serial No. 31,667. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.871. CANNED SALMON. ORLrrrrH-DtTRNiT Cokpant.

San Frandaoo, Cal.

FUed December 17, 1907. Serial No. 31,7W. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.872. CANNED SALMON. OupnTH-DURNiT CoMPAirr,

San Frandaoo, Cal.

FUed December 17, 1907. Serial No. 31,791 PUBLISHED
MARCH 8, 1908.

68.873. SILK PIECE GOODS. J. Kmdil Sons & Co., New

York, N. Y.

FUed December 4, 1907. Serial No. 31,539. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.874. EXTRACT OF TOMATOKS ANt» BEEF. Albmt

H. LAKDfBsaoxx, Ban Franoiaoo, Cal.

FUed December 36, 1907. Serial No. 31,934. PUBLISHED
MARCH 8. 1908.

68,876. MILK. MA«aHALL Miuc CoKDiwroiQ CoMPAjrr, Mai^

•hall. 111.

Filed January 18, 1908. Serial No. 82,297. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.876. COFFEE AND TEA. Rn)«KOt7B-BAKl» GaocKBT

Co., Kanaaaaty, Mo.

FOed December 18, 1907. Serial No. 31,806. PUBLISHED'

MARCH 3, 1908.

68.877. CIGARS. J. W. Robkbtb & Son, Tampa, Fla.

FUed December 36, 1907. Serial No. 31,913. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

88.878. CANDIES. Thi Stmw & Saalbieo Co., New York,

N. Y.

Filed January 4, 1908. Serial No. 32,074. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.879. LEATHER GLOVES. Strawbkidok & Clothiii,

Philadelphia, Pa.

FUed December 5, 1907. Serial No. 31,690. PUBLISHED
MARCH 8, 1908.

68.880. ALE, BEER, HALF-AND-HALF, PORTER, MALT
EXTRACT, AND BROWN STOUT. THI Wmt Ekd

Bkkwino Co., Utica, N. Y.

FUed December 27,1907. Serial No. 81,943. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.881. [WITHDRAWN.]

68.882. ICE-CREAM CONES AND POPCORN. FmiDE. Mc-

Coy, DenTer, Colo.

FUed July 2, 1907. Serial No. 28,67a PUBLISHED MARCH
3 1908.

68.883. CANNED FISH AND OYSTERS. J. OPHNHEMim
& Co., San Antonio, Tex.

Filed December 17, 1907. Serial No. 31,772. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

88.884. CHOCOLATE. SucHAXD SoatT* Ahohtiii, Neo-

chatel, Swltierland.

FOed January 8, 1907. Serial No. 34,406. PUBLISHED
MARCHS 1908.
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68.885. CHOCOLATE. Svchmmd Socitrt AKOimfx, Neu-

chatel, SwItxarlAnd.

FI}0d Juiuuj 3, 1907. 8«rUl No. U,¥4. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3. ISOR.

68.886. CHOCOLATE. 8ccha«i> Socittt Anoirrui, Neu-

ehatal, Swltxarl&nd.

FUed J%nauj 3, 1907. SerUl No. 34,40?. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.887. TEA. Tax Tanob Lashlkt Co., Ctettoland, OhJo.

FUed September 10, 1906. SarUl No. 23,011. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.888. TROUSERS. Thz Wa«h»oton Woolxn Milu
Fr«dertek«burg, Va.

Filed September 12, 1907. Serl&l No. 39,80S. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.889. MUSLIN UNDERWEAR AND CORSETS. Yoxtkmb
Bkos. Ixc, Dee Moioee, Iowa.

FOed April 18, 1907. Serial No. 36,782. PUBUISHED MARCH
3, 1908. 1

88.890. FELT ROOFINO. Buck RoonN^ CoMFAirf. St.

Louis, Mo.
Filed January 8, 1906. Serial No. 32,13a P>UBLISHED

MARCH 3, 1908.

68.891. P.A.INT-B RUSHES. C. W. Snow 4 Compakt, Syra-
cuee, N. Y.

Filed December 2, 1907. Serial No. 31,50*. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.892. FUSES AND BLASTING-CAPS. l,AnjM A Ramd
PowDiB Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed Au^ujt 9, 1906. Serial No. 21,401 PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.893. TWINES. Th« Ot»»man & Bcmuxmn Cokdaq* Co.,

ClDcinnati, Ohio.

FUed April 26, 1906. Serial No. 3,141. PUBLISHED JANU-
ARY 22, 1907.

68.894. CLOCKS. Skth Thomas CLOct CoiOant, New York,
N Y

FUed December 19, 1907. Serial No. 31341 PUBLISHED
MARCH 3. 1906.

68,896. BAREGES. Euoknv L. Waldo, Mbw Rochelle and
New York, N. Y.

FUed September 36. 1907. Serial No. 30,230. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

j

68.896. REMEDY FOR DISEASES OF TH^ SCALP. Jamts
W. Blacx, Clinton, Iowa.

Filed Dwember 34, 1907. 3«rlal No. 31,901 PUBLISHED
MARCH S. 1901

68.897. DENATURED ALCOHOL. Oio. t. Masiom Mrs.
Co., New York, N. Y.

Fitod NoTBmber 25, 1907. Serial No. 31,361. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.898. CERTAIN CHEMICALS. Niw You QtnxiKB A
Chxmical Wowu Limird, New York, N. f.

FUed Aocuet 11, 1906. Serial No. 21,419. PUBLISHED
MARCH a, 1906.

68.899. CERTAIN REMEDIES. HxmtT W. ONm., New
York, N. Y.

FUed January 15, 1901 Serial No. 33,237. PUBUSHED
MARCH 3, 1901

1,68,900. HAIR-TONIC. Fusmcs J. Pxxpxk. Salt Lake City,

Utab.

FUed August 12, 1907. Serial No. 3»,»7. PUBLISHED SEP-
TKMBEB 17, 1M7.

9B,901. DYES. RaikbowDt* Co., New York, N. Y.

ritod Saptamber 18, 1907. Serial No. 2»,96i PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1901

eS.tOS. CERTAIN REMEDY. Lxwu 8. SOEsn, Philadel-

pWmPa.
Fltod January 15, 1901 Serial No. 33,231 PUBUSHED

MARCH 3, 1901

68.908. SOAP. Josmn Bxxchxls, Canton, qhlo.

Fted DwMnber 18, 1907. Serial No. 31,831. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.904. MEDICATED SOAP. JosxPH BtxCHXLZ, Canton,

Ohio.

FUed December 18, 1907. Serial No. 31^34. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3. 1906.

68.905. REMEDIES FOR THE RELIEF OF KIDNEY.
BLADDER, AND LIVER TROUBLES. E. C. D« Wrrr
A Company , Chicago, lU.

FUed January 2, 1901 Serial No. 33,036. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3. 1908.

68.906. CERTAIN MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS. Wil-

UAM H. Oali, Hamburg, N. Y.

FUed November 22, 1907. Serial No. 31,311. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3. 1906.

68.907. REMEDIES FOR SEASICKNESS. Max Hbim, Ber-

lin. Germany.
FUed July 12, 1907. Serial No. 28,758. PUBLISHED MARCH

3. 1906.

68.908. BAKING-POWDER. J. C. Qbant CHXMiCAt Com-

pany, East St. Louis, 111.

FUed January 15, 1906. Serial No. 32,336. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

88.909. BICARBONATE OF SODA. J. C. Oxant Chimicai,

Company, East St. Louis, lU.

FUed January 15, 1906. Serial No. 32,336. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

8 8.910, MEDICINAL ROOTS, BARKS, HERBS, GUMS
LEAVES, AND SEEDS. J. L. HOPKIMI A COMPANY, New
York, N. Y.

Filed December 12. 1907. Serial No. 31,678. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.911. HAIR-TOKIC, TOILET WATER, AND TOILET
CREAM. Thx Oio Company, Tlfttn, Ohio.

FUed January 25, 1906. Serial No. 33,430. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1901

68.912. PERFUMES AND PERFUMED TOILET POW-
DERS. Eddy Palmix, New York, N. Y., assignor to Solon

Palmer, a Corporation of New York.

FUed April 6, 1906. Serial No. 18,566. PUBLISHED MARCH
8.1908.

68.913. PERFUMES AND PERFUMED TOILET POW-
DERS. Eddy Palmxk, New York, N. Y., assignor to Solon

Palmer, a Corporation of New York.

FUed April 6, 1906. Serial No. 18,566. PUBLISHED MARCH
3,1901

68.914. FURNITURE-POLISH. Standakd Futwrrvxx Com
pant, Seattle, Wash.

FUed December 31, 1907. Serial No. 31^77. PUBLISHED
MAKCH 8, 1901

68.915. WHEAT-FLOUR. DtTLDTH-STTPXXiox MiuiKO Oo.

Dnhrtli, Minn.

FUed December 23, 1906. Serial No. 34,223. PUBLISHED
MAKCH 8, ItOB.

68.916. WHEAT-FLOUR. Thx HiooDfSYUXx Miluno Co.,

HiggmsTiUe, Mo.

rU«d DeoembOT 6, 1907. Serial No. 31,000. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68,817, WHEAT-FLOUR. J. OuiKY Noxus, Baltimore, Md.

FUed January 23, 1908. Serial No. 33,360. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.918. MILK-FLOUR AND DESICCATED MILE. aTANi>-

AXD Mjlx Floux Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed Deovnbw 34, 1907. Serial No. 31,901 PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.919. WHEAT-FLOUR. W. H. Stoxxs Miudio Co., Wa-
tartown, S. D.

FUed December 4, 1907. Serial No. 31,563. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.820. TARTS. I«n>ox Wxitman, New York, N. Y.

rU«lMareh31,1907. Serial No. 36,138. PUBLISHED APRIL
28,1907.

68.821. CANNED VEGETABLES. W. W. BOYXX A Co., Bal-

timore, Md.
FUed February 8, 1907. Serial No. 35,300. PUBLISHED

MARCH 19, 1907.
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68,922. CERTAINHARNE8S. Cotxxt Manttpactuxinq Com-
pany, Watervllet, N. Y.

FUed January 6, 1906. Serial No. 32,076. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68 923. CERTAINHARNESS Covket Manufactukino Com-
pany, Watervllet, N. Y.

FUed January 6, 1906. Serial No. 32,078. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68,934. CERTAINHARNESS. Covert Manupactckino Com-
pany, Watervllet, N. Y.

Filed January 6, 1901 Serial No. 32,080. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68,926. CERTAIN ROAD-VEHICLES AND BOATS. Daim- MARCH 3, 1908.

LXX-MoTOXXN-OKaxiXSCHAiT, UntertUrkhetm, near Stutt-

gart, Germany.
FUed August 24, 1906. Serial No. 21,736. PUBLISHED SEP-

TEMBER 3, 1907.

68.926. ALTERNATING-CURRENT TRANSFORMERS.
Gknxbal Elbctbic Company, Schenectady. N. Y

Filed December 36, 1907. Serial No. 31,914. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.927. HARNESS, SADDLES, HORSE-COLLARS, WHIPS,
AND LAP-ROBES. Thx Harxis Saddlxxy Company,
Cairo, 111.

FUed January 2, 1901 Serial No. 31,9W. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.928. CERTAIN FOODS. Holbxooxs Limitxd, Birming-

ham, England.

FUed October 18, 1907. Serial No. 30,661 PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68.929. MAGAZINE OR PERIODICAL. Samtxl J. Hop-
pxb, DaUas, Tex.

FOed September 4, 1906. Serial No. 21,908. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1901

68,931. POTATO-PLANTERS, ATTACHMENTS THERE-
FOR, AND CORN-PLANTERS. Potato Implxkxnt Co.,

Traverse City, Mich.

FUed October 18, 1907. Serial No. 30,652. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

6 8.932, CERTAIN HEATING APPARATUS. Rxuancx
HeAtkr 4 Supply Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed January 22, 1908. Serial No. 32,369. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

68,933, CERTAIN LABORATORY APPARATUS. JosxPH
Pkecy Remington, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed December 14, 1906. Serial No. 15,399. PUBLISHED

68,934. CERTAIN MEDICINES. Frixdeich Adolp Rich-
tee. Rudolfitadt, Germany, and New York, N. Y.

Filed April 16, 1906. Serial No. I,«a4. PUBLISHED JULY 28,

1907

68,936. CERTAIN MEDICINES. FxrxDxicH Adolp Rich-
tbr, Rudolstadt, Germany, and New York, N. Y.

FUed May 15, 1907. Serial No. 27,396. PUBLISHED AUGUST
6, 1907.

68.93 6. ARMORED CONDUCTORS. Spraodx Elictxic
Company, New York, N. Y.

FUed December 36, 1907. Serial No. 31.960. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1908.

6 8,937. ALCOHOLr-BURNERS. Thob. W. Hotjchdc Co.,

New York, N. Y.

FUed January 30, 1901 Sorlal No. 32,336. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

6 8,938. STOVES, RANGES, FURNACES, AND RADI-
ATORS. Thx Union Stovx Woxxs, New York, N. Y.

FUed November 26, 1907. Serial No. 31,384. PUBLISHED
MARCH 3, 1906.

68.930. HEAT AND COLD INSULATED BOTTLES. John 68,939. COMPOSITION FOR INSULATING MATERIAL.
O. Lyman. White Plains, N. Y. Gxobqi Vincxnt Fxyx, Lexington, Ohio.

FUed Deeonber 36. 1907. Serial No. 31,916. PUBLISHED FUed December 31, 1907. Serial No. 31,989. PUBLISHED
MARCH 8, 1901 MARCH 8, 1981
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY S, 1908.

H,IU -Title: -'CANADIAN PROCESS WHISKEY." (For

Wlitaky.) Ou KzMTVCM.r Wmaay CourAarr, Lt'd- ,
Detroit,

Mleh. Fitod FebruAir », 1006.

H.nb — TtlU: "RED ROCK." (For Aentfed W»t«-.) Rm>
Root Snna Watmi Co.,8prtn«V»Uey,N.J. FUad April 1,

1908.

H,ni—TUU: "STAFOVLIFB." (For Qnoooksd WliSR

Brtftd.) JuuAK P. Thomas, N«ir Ywk, H. Y. Fttod April

3, 1908.

14.177 — rWfcr "4 QUEENS BRAND OF EVAPORATED
PRODUCT OF APPLES." (For ui Erapontsd Product of

Applos.) J. W. TiASDALX A Co.. Eftat St. LouJa, 111. Filed

MATch 12. 1908.

H,n6 — T4tU: "FAIRSKIN." (For Ctmuim Md Lotions.)

Uamxm JjOWB. New York, N. Y. Filed Febra*ry 18, 1908.

14,179.— TUU: "QUEEN ALEXANDRIA8 OF JUDEA
8W.npMMMMMA''A(f«nPrt^Powder.) Juamo

L. D#KJAUlJBiSl^lW ned AprU 1, 1906.

UaSO.— W««.- "KAISER'S CORN ROOT." (For s Medksal

Preparation (or tbe RemoTtng of Coma from Human Feet.)

FftAKK Kaiub. Cbloaco, m. Fited Marefa 18, 1908.

14.181.- r««.- "POLLY'S IMPORTED FURNITURE
CREAM." (ForaI>i«winsforFuniltar»,LMtber,orM«tata.)

Okoeoz B . WmoMa, Naahua, N. H. FU«1 Fsbroary 11, 1908.

1L1S2-TUU: 'A. BARBIER'S GUARANTEE." (For Car-

peta.) A. Bakkxr, St. Louie, Mo. FUed March SB, 1908.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 8, 1908.

3.370. -rw«. ••M.Ile APPAREL." (For Male AppareJ.) 3.871.- r««.- "RIVETS, WASHERS, EYELETS AND
Biocxa, Matu a Co., Chicago, lU. Filed April 4, 1908. SHEET METAL SPECIALTIES." (For Rlvete, Waahert,

Eyelflto, and Metal Specialtlea.) Eoinif B. SruirtOM Com-

fAKT, New York, N. Y. FBed April a, 1908.

255

DECISIONS
OF THE

C}Oi^i^T.ssxc)i<r:E}:R <d:b' i^j^teistts
AKD OF

UNITED STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

OOMMISSIONEE'S DECISION B.

GuBNiyFKT, BeNOIT, AND NiCAULT V. WiCTORSOHN.

PATBNT INTKRTEKKNCK.

Deetd*dAi>ni7,l908.

1. AFPKAL AHD ER«0«—JUKWDICTION OF COMMIUIONKB AFTKB

DiciaioH BT CotJ»T or Aspkals.

A decision by tbe Court of Appeala of the District of Colombia

In an tntarterenoe proceeding which leavea no queatlon open for

further oonaideration relating to priority of InTentlon teiml-

natee tbe Intartemnee proceeding, and the ConUnlssionfer of Pat-

enta ii without juriadiotion thereafter to entertain a motion by

tbe loalng party to diaed^ the Interferenoe on tbe ground that

the court held that tbe oppoetng party waa not entitled to a

patent by raaaon of hia having aecuied a foreign patent for the

aame invvntion on an application fUad more than the statutory

period prior to the filing of the application in thia country.
_

2, Iirr«»r«t«ifc»—Stattjtokt Bak to Oki Pa«tt an Ex pabtx

Qmwnoir.
The question whether one of the parties to an Interference pro-

ceeding la debarred from receiving a patent by reason of his hav-

ing aecnred a foreign patent for the aame invention is a ques-

tion for ex parte consideration after the termination of the Inter-

ference.

On motion.
HACHxm roB maeixo MotrrHnxcBs.

FroitT 6c TJtxna for Gueniffet, Benoit. and

Pkilipp, Sawyer, Riu <fe Kennedy for Wic-

Meun.
Nicault.

Meurs.

torsohn.

Moors, Commutiontr:

Thifl is a motion by Gueniffet et al.Ui diasolve the

interference on the ground that Wictoraohn is not

entitled to a patent. Thia interference waa decided in

favor of Wictoreohn by the varioua Patent Office tri-

bunals, and the decision of the Conuniaaioner waa

afl&rmed on appeal. The court of appeals in ita deci-

sion, rendered March 9, 1908, awarding priority of inven-

tion in favor of Wictorsohn. said:

It is contended by ooonael for appellants that, since appellee

filed his appUeatkm In this country more than seven months after

the flUng of his aitpUoatlon in Austria, tbe Austrian appUeation,

wtakdi rhtened Into a patent, erected a bar ualnat the lesuanoe of

any patoit to appellee In tola country. TbLt contention ia an-

Bwend by ooanaal for appeUee by ooncedlng^that, though appel-

lee'a apwoation waa fUed aeven montha and four days after he
<»^ hu appUcatioa In Austria, and waa tharalorB barred from
maturing uto a patent under the law as It then exiated; that,

under the act of Congnea of Mardi S, 190S, the limitation within

wtatah an apoUoation must be filed here after tbe filing of a foreign

appUoatioo for tbe aame Invention waa extended from aeven

montha to twelve montha; and that by operation of law hia appli-

cation waa revived: ard be la entitled to proceed to patent under
the praeeot law. To eo Interpret tbe act of March S, 1903, would
be to make It uipty to tppUoationa pending At the date of ita paa-

•age. Thia ooort oaa deeded in the preemt term that tbe act of

March 8, 1908, eaonot be eonstmed to operate retroactively, and,

tbeiefora, doea not ai^rty to appUoationa pending at the date of Ita

(De FtmmU t. XftsSmart, No. 439.)

Vol. 134.

The only quei^ion, however, involved in this tntertereDce pro-
ceeding b^ng one of priority of invention, it is unneceesaij to
determine what rt^t either of the parties ultimately may have
to a patent under their pending applications. Tbe daolai<m of

the Commlasioner of Patenta, so tar aa thia proceeding is coo-
cemad, must be affirmed.

In view of the above statement of the court of

appeals, Gueniffet, etal., contend that the interference

should never have been declared, and that it should

now be dissolved and the ptatent issued to them. In

support of their contention they cite the case of Fowler

V. Dodge (C. D., 1898, 28) and claim that similar pro-

cedure should govern the present case. In the case

cited the Commiaaioner held in his decision on priority

that while it waa doubtful whether Dodge's application

disclosed an operative device it was unnecesaary to

decide that question, since the evidence in any event

showed Fowler to be the prior inventor. On appeal,

however, the court held that according to the evidence

Dodge waa entitled to the award of priority, aasuming

that his application showed an operative device. The

court of appeals refused to paas upon the latter ques-

tion and expressly left it open for further consideration

by the Patent Office, stating

—

We are not to be understood by this decision as precluding such
action by tbe Office.

Upon the return of the case to this Office the Commia-

aioner held that in view of the above statement of the

court the queation of the operativeness of Dodge's de-

vice waa still open and might properly be raised by a

motion to dissolve, and he reopened the interference for

the consideration of such a motion. In hia decision

he aaid:

It is true, as contended by Dodge, that after decision on priority

tbe question aa to the right of the successful party to a patent is

ordinarily an ex paru question; but this is for the rsaaon that

in most oases the defeated party has no right to a patent in any
case whether his opponent Is or is not entitled to a patent, and
therefore has no more intereat in the qQestl<»i aa to whether a
patent shall be granted to him than would any third party. Tbe
rule doea not apply in a caae like thr prearat, where a deotaion ia

ueceasary to finally settle tbe very qoastlon raised by tbe inter

vartet proceedings.
It Is well settled that a prior inoiwrative machine cannot defeat

a subsequent applicant for a patent.

In other words, the question was ancillary to that of

priority of invention. In the caae of PodUsak v. Mc-

Innemey (120 O. G., 2127) the Court of Appeals of the

District of Columbia held that such questions would be

considered aa involved in that of priority of invention,

since priority ahould not be awarded against a party if

his adversary never made the invention of the issue.

In the case mentioned the court remanded the inter-

ference to the Patent Office for further consideration

and reserved ita decision on priority.

Fa 10
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In the preeent caae the circumatancee ate very diffw-

ent. There ia no question but that Wictonohn's appli-

cation diacloeefl an operative device. The court held

without any reservation that he wa« the $iBt and origi-

nal inventor. The fact that it suggested the possible

existence of a statutory bar to his receivitg a patent in

no wise affects the award of priority in his favor. Be-

cause Wictorsohn may be debarred from receiving a

patent on account of his Austrian patent it does not

follow that Oueniffet et al. mxe entitled to the patent.

Concerning a «"mila.r question, the Court of Appe^Js of

the District of Columbia, in the case of Bill v. Hodffe,

(S3 0. G., 1211,) stated;

Tb« Commisaloner w%b rl^t in ntOBtag to antstftaln ths Imob of

T»t«nt»bilitT. ThAt tfafl qiMctlon of pAtentabillty of tba elatm In

btaitenaos it not tnvolTed tlMraln tuu twin tiiat utd •satn d*-

«, 71: D^^ • McRobtrU, C. D., 1»7, 418; 79 O. «; 1(00; 10 App.

D C 4tf , 487, aad IT mi cit«d ttaanin.)

After Vb\% ooBtroTenT aball ha^ bwn dstafsnl^wl tbs flnsstlon
Off pataotabBttT may bo ralad tn tbs Patent OfflosiscalasttlMnio-

eaM2alp«rtT. Aa » matter of faet ths GommlaiiSosr, thoqgbm-
fuaing lotan oognicanoe of tbs Imo* of p«taot4>IUtT. ngardad
the evldsnoa of prior Invvntlon aiKl pobUe qm b} Laus aa aaS-
oientlT Important to raqalra blm in rmdariogbla aadrton to dinot
tbs Primarr Kxamlnrr to inquire Into and oooaMw tbs qcMstlon of

Datsntabflnv vbsn the matter afaall scaln eaa» befon btm.

Wben tbat qneatlon afaaU be calasd. Hill win bave Ao otber biteraet

in Ita dedaion than M one of tba ganazal pablio wbpae Intenstaan
onder tba protection of tbe Commiaaiaoer of Pa«nta.

In the present interference the court did not leave

open for further consideration any question relating to

priority of invention. Its decision affirming the hold-

ing of the Commissioner that Wictorsohn 10 the prior in-

ventor clearly terminated the interferemce and must

"govern the future proceedings in the case." (Sec.

4914, R. S.) It follows that the Commiisioner has no

authority to reopen the int«rference aad is without

jurisdiction to entertain the motion of GKieniffet et al.

(In re Pottt, 166 U. S., 263; 78 O. G., 204».)

Having reached this conclusion, it is unnecessary to

discuss further the merits of the motion. Whether

Wictorsohn is entitled to a patent is a matter for ftirther

ex parte consideration. In the case of Sohfy v. HoUeiaw

(126 0. G., 3041) the Court of 'Appeals of the District of

Columbia said

:

I

In IntfrlBienoea we do not determine whetber e^tber party aball

raoatTe a patent. Tbe qoeation preaented to aa 1^ conceding tbat
tbera la a patentable Invention, vhicb party was the ona flrat to

wbm an Inter*

Hutchinson, Pibrc« A Co. t. Lobwt.

CANCBLATION PROCBBDINO.

DedtUd Marek t, 1908.

1. TaAD»-MA«X»—CiJ*C«LATIOM—MaKTB NOT ItKNTICAL.

The registration of a trade-merk oonaisting of a comet harlng

the repneaotatlon of a atar at ita bead Inatead of tbe uaual

neboloua maae and aaaodated therewith tbe worda "The
Comet" wiU not be canoeled upon the appilcatii>n of the owner

of tbe rtflstered mark "Star" for the same claaa of goods, aa

there is 00 mxh near raaemblaaoe between tbe marka as to

ceoae ooofQaion In trade,

a. Bams—Sans—RiovT to Pbbtsiit Usb or ILuix st Axotbzb
IM COMBIXATION WTTB OTHXa FXATUaSS.

The owner o< a f«^*intfiaJ trade^nark oonstattog of tbe r^re-

saotatlan ot a atar and the word "Star" has no ancfa (Igbt

tbaratn aa wookl warrant tiw eanesiatlon by tka Patant OlBee
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InTBOt or dlaooTer tbe same. When an Interlerenee la letomed to

tbe Patant OfBoe after we have daelded tbe goastlon of prtorttr It

ta within tlM power of tbe Commiaaioner of Patenjta to withhold a
patent from tLe aijoeeaefal Interterant. In aaohoaae by an orderly
ayatam of araaala provided by tbe atatote tbe aeikm of tbe Com-
miaaioner of Patenta may be reviewed on an ex InrU appeal.

For the reasons stated the motion for dissolution of

the interierence is dismissed.

of a ragiatered mark for tbe aeme cUaa of goods adopted at a

later date oonalating of a atar and other featurae forming a part

thereof whloh dearly dlatlngulahea aa a whole from tbe prior

mark.

Aptsal from Examiner of Interferences.

IKADB-MASK rOB SHIBTS.

Me$$r$. Phelpt, Evim & East and Mr. William, G. Hen-

derton for Hutchinson, Pierce 4 Co. {Mr. Archibald

Coxed counsel.)

Mmn. M(Uon, Fgnvick A Lourrtnoe and Ur. L. L.

MorrHl for Loewy.

BiLLiNOs, Auittant Commiationer:

This is an appeal by Hutchinson, Pierce A Co. from

a decision of the Blxaminer d Interferences dismissing

its application for the cancelation of the registered

mark of Joseph Loewy, No. 56,102, August 21. 1906,

for dresB-flhirts.

Appellant's mark was registered April 3, 1906, No.

51,146. It consists of the representation of a star and

the word "Star" and is applied to shirts, shirt-waists,

and blouses. Appellee's mark is described as consist-

ing 6t a rei»eBentation of a comet and the words "The
Comet." This representation as it appears in the

drawing fonnlug part of the registration is not of the

usual cbazacter. A comet is ordinarily representee! as

having a nebulous head, whereas in appellee's drawing

the head of the comet consists of a star which is given

great prominence with respect to the other featur(« of

the mark.

Appellant seeks the cancelation of appellee's mark,

alleging that the representation of a star and the word

"Star" are the exclusive property of appellant; that

appellee's use of the representation of a star is an un-

warranted invasion of appellant's property rights

therein, and that appellee has no ri^t to use this

symbol either alone or in combination with other de-

vices.

It appears from the record that appellant was the first

to adopt and use its mark, and if it is found that the

marks of appellant and appellee are identical it would

follow that appellee had no right to use his mark at the

time the application for registration was filed.

I agree with the conclusion of the Examiner of Inter-

ferences that the marks are not identical and that

there is fio such near resemblance between them as to

be likely to cause confusion in trade. Appellant's

mark consiBts, as above stated, of the representation of

a star and the word "Star," while appellee's mark

has in addition to the representation of a star a streamer

representing, it is said, the tail of a comet and the

words "The Comet" printed in large type. These

marks give an entirely different impression to the eye,

and there seems to be no likelihood that appellee's

goods would be referred to as "Star goods" instead of

"Comet goods." There seems to be no likelihood of

confusion either in the appearance of the marks or in

the sound of the words by which the goods of the re

spective parties woold probably be referred to.

Appellant makes the contention, however, that as

it hiks the exclusive right to the use of the mark con-

sisting oi the representation of a star and the word

"Star" no other penon, firm, or corporation has the

rigbt to use the representation of a star alone or with

accessories, no matter what the character of such

lal.]
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accessories may be. A number of authorities are cited

in support of this contention. These authorities have

been examined in connection with appellant's argu-

ment, but it is believed that they do not sustain this

contention. As I understand the decisions on this

subject they go no further than to hold that an in-

fringement of a technical mark cannot be avoided by
the use of accessories which do not form part of the

mark and which do not in fact change the Bubstautial

identity of the mark. One of the principal deciaione

relied upon by appellant is the case of Bass dc Com-

pany V. Fngenspan, (96 Fed. Rep., 206. 212,) from

which appellant gives copious extracts. In this de-

cision the court said:

No one who baa counterfeited a legitimAte trade-iruirk and ap-
plied the gpurious symbol In competition with the genuine ran
avoid the cnerge of Infringement by showing that the falae mark
has In practice been so accompanied on labels, capsules, or other
acceaaorlea. not forming part of it, aa to render ft unlikely that
the public baa been deceived.

uires that the spurious trade-mark be suppressed, wliether
* * A sound public policy

requires that the spurious trade-mark be suppressed, whethei
it is or is not for the time being accompanied by ouch aooesfiories

not constituting part of It, as to avoid deception or render it

unlikely.

The court carefully points out in thi.s decision that

the accessories used by the infringer did not constitute

a part of the mark. In the preeent case the features of

app>ellee'8 mark referred to by the appellant as acces-

sories form an actual part of the trade-mark, and in

ray opinion are m combined with the representation

of the star which forms the head of the roinet in ap-

pellee's mark as to be clearly distinguishable in ap-

pearance from that of the appellant. Furthermore,

there would seem to be no phonetic confusion between

the trade-marks when the words defining the same

are spoken, for the app>ellee'8 goods would probably be

known as "The Comet" goods, and the appellant's

goods would be known by no other name than the

"Star."

The decision of the Examiner of Interferences is

affirmed.

Johnson v. Brandau.

opposition.

Decided AprttH, 1908.

1. TiuDE-MAjiKS

—

Opposition—Usi or Accxssoriks bt Aw-
OTBKR.

Seeiion 5 of the Trade-Mark* Act permits the registration of

a mark tbe controlling and diatinguiahing feature of which ia

an arbitrary symbol, althouc^ such symbol is accompanied by
accessories which in themselves are not registrable, and the use

by tbe opposer of such non-regiatrable aooeaaoriea prior to ap-

plicant's use of his mark doea not defeat the letter's right of

nigl St ration.

3. Same—"A«BMT08"—DMcaiPTrvE.
The word "Asbestos" as applied to shoes made ot leather

and asbestos ia clearly descriptive.

Appeal from Examiner of Interferences.

TKADE-MAKK rOE 8BOE8 HANUrACTTTmED OF LEATBEK AND AS-
BESTOS.

Mr. Henry C. Mulligan and Mestrs. Robertson <t

Johnson for Johnson.

Mr. Samuel E. Thomas and Mr. George C. Shoemaker

for Brandau.

Billings , Assistant Commissioner:

This is an appeal from a decision of the Examiner

of Interferences sustaining a demurrer of the applicant,

Adam Brandau, to a notice of opposition filed by

134 0. O.—17 [V0LI34.

Charles W. Johnson dismissing the notice of opjxisi-

tion and holding that the former is entitled to register

his mark.

The mark of the applicant consists of the picture of

a mule having the words "Asbestos" and "Fireproof"

printed thereacroas and the words "A. Brandau's"

printed above and the words "Molder's Shoes" below

the same.

Thf grounds of opposition are stated as follows:

I have used the word "Asbestos " as applied to boots and sboea
manufactured of leather of beat-resifttinig and fireproof qualities
continuously since earlv in 1903 as a trade-name, and have had
the name "Asbestos Shoe" registered under the laws of many
of the States. My shoe has been known from the first, aa the "As-
bestos Shoe."
The shoes manufactured by me have been designed especially

for the molder's trade and are well known to the trade as " "iTie

Mulders' Original Asbestos Shoe." 1 am informed and believe
that tbe said Adam Brandau well knew of my sole and exclusive
use (if the word '

' Asbestos " as a trade-name applied to boots and
shoes: that he used this word or a word or cnaracter of similar
appearance as a part of tbe trade-mark for which he has made
application for registration for tbe purpose of securing trade ^
already establlsbeia by me among molders for my "asbestos
shoe."

The applicant demurred to the notice of opposition

on the grounds that the words "Asbestos" and "Asbes-

tos Shoe" taken alone are either descriptive or de-

ceptive, and therefore cannot be segregated for trade-

mark purposes and that the word "Asbestos" cannot be

regarded as the essential part of applicant's mark.

The Examiner of Interferences sustained the de-

murrer, holding that the word Asbestos " was clearly

descriptive as used V)y the applicant, that as used by
the opposer it was either descriptive or deceptive, and

that—
• • * as the only matter in common use by the parties can-

not be exclusivelv appropriated by either, but is a word which
every one is entitled to use, it is not seen that the opposer can be
damaged by the registration of tbe applicant's mark which con-
tains this word as an element.

The applicant states in his application for registration

that he uses his mark on shoes manufactured of leather

and asbestos. The word "Asbestos " as applied to such

shoes is therefore clearly descriptive. The opposer

does not state the material employed by him except

by saying that his goods are made of leather of heat-re-

sisting and fireproof qualities. His use of the word is,

however, descriptive, whether he emploj-s asbestos in

making the shoes or renders his leather heat resisting in

some other way. In the first case the word would de-

scribe one of the constituents and in the second, from

the well-known qualities of asbestos, would indicate

that the shoe was made of a heat-resisting material.

Section 5 of the Trade-Mark Act of Februarj' 20, 1905,

provides that no mark by which the goods of the owner

of the mark may be distinguished from other goods of

the same class shall be refused registration as a trade-

mark on account of the nature of the mark unless such

mark comprises certain stated prohibited features, and

provides further that no mark which consists

—

* * * merely in words or devkea which are daecriptive of the
goods with which they are used or of the character or quality of

such goods * • • shall be registered under the terms of this act.

By virtue of this provision of the statute registration of

a trade-mark is permitted where the controlling and

distinguishing feature of the mark is an arbitrary sym-

bol, although ouch symbol may be accompanied by
accessories which in themselves are not registrable.

This being the case, it follows that although the opposer

may show that he has used the word "Asbestos" innc«

1903, which is prior to the alleged date of adoption ot

Ha 1.1
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the applicant! mark, in connection witH goodt of the

nm« <ie«:riptive properties as tho«e sold by the appli-

cant such use would not prevent the regiatration by

the latt«r of a mark which included the word " Aabes-

toa" merely as a descriptive and subordlinate feature,

since any manufacturer of wbeetoa gooda hae the right

to describe his j?ood8 by that term, and tlie incliMion of

this word by the applicant in hia trade-mBjk would not

cause legal damage to the oppoeer.

The decimon in Kutroff v. Ca»»eUa Oolor Co., (129

0. G., 3159. cited by the opposer, ia D*t in point, as

the marks there mvolved were de8cripti\T and registra-

tion was sought under the 'ten-year " prcA-iso of section

5 of the Trade-Mark Act. while in the present ca»e the

mark claimed by the appUcant ifl preselited for regis-

tration as a technics^ trade-mark.
I , .

The second ground of the notice of opposition raiaes

a question of unfair competition, which i^ is well settled

will not be considered in an opposition proceeding.

It is aJso urged by the oppoeer that the applicant

having admitted by his demurrer that the word " Asbes-

tos" is descriptive registration of the mark should be

refused. This i« not one of the groundaof opposition,

and the quertion is not, therefore, before me; but it may

be noted that applicant is not seeking to register the

word " Asbestos " alone. Upon the contrary, the word

"Asbestos" as disclosed in the appliqant's mark is

merely an accessory and not the controlling feature of

the mark. |

The decision of the Examiner of Ihterferences is

affirmed.

DECISIONS or THE U. B. OOrtlBTS,

Oooit of Appeals of the District of Oolumbia.

In rb Warrxn.

Decided Febmary 4, tSM.

PATBWTABnjTT—UmDrnow—Box-Ln««. J
A fM™ tot ft rwnovftbto box-Ui»r oonaistlofljof • !>••* 0*pap«

cot in tlM abape of a croM, cnasad at tba juQctlon of tba arm«,

md harlnf lacawork omiunsntatJon attaciiad to tbe amu it

laflUnc In patsnt&bte noT«lty In t1«w oI thepMr art, wbidi <M»-

ekMM tha UM of ona-ptoea ramoTabIa Unan aM tha naa of noo-

MmoTaUa Uaen borderad with laoawork.

Mr. W. A. MacUod, Mr. Henry Calver, Mr. W. A. Cope-

land, and Mr. Qeargt P. Dike for the ap|)ellant.

Mt.W.S. Ruckman for the Commia8ii>ner of Patents.

RoBB, /.:

This is an appeal from the refusal M the Commis-

gioner of Patents to issue Letters Patent to Peter R.

Warrm upon an alleged paper "liner" for boxes as

described in the following counts:

A foldlM, mmorabla box-Uner, of thin P«P«t. and eompHatag a

bottompextlon. tba ootUaaa of whiohan dalEtMli bycnaaan so that

mid boOoB portion oonXorau in abapa and tkift to Um bottom at

tiM bos to ba linod, SAd akla and and flaoa c^naacted «i1^ aaiUl

bottom portion at tba llnea defined by aald crBSaaa, and which side

aad sad teosf ot anttabia abapa and ate t* Una tba aidaa and

nda of tSaboz and to fold down at their en|s or tc^a over the

tosotttoeoDtKitaofthebozwbaathelatteriiaflllad.
A ftrMt^. nmovabia box4iner, of thin pape^^and oompriamg a

bottom portion, the ootUnea of which are defined by craaae* so

t>Mt aaM bottom portion ooutorma In abapa an4 aiaa to tba aottom

of tba box to be Itoad, and aida aiid end Hapa qonnectad wlthaald

haStom eotttona at tba Qnaa daOoad by aaid eraaaea. and which

iSdaattl wd napa am et anttabia ahape and aim to Una tbs lidea

and anda of the box and to fold down at the! r enda or topa over

tte top of tba eoatenta of tbe box wtaKi tba lat er la AIM, tba fold-

InC-down enda or topa of the Mid aide flaps 001 laisttnc of lacework

matariaL
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A folding. removabJe box-liner, of thin paper, and oomprWng a

bottom Mrtlon, the outlines of which are defined by^crewes w
that .ahfbottoii portion oonfonna In abaoe and Hiato tha bottom

ofthebox to be ifned. and side and end flap, connected w^th wld

^^^L portion at the lines detoed by «Wj^**f •

*?i''j''2 ?^5
and end^pa are of auitabJa abapa and aim to Una tba •'*»,»^«

Snd8 of the*box and to fold down ^t their ends ortop. over the

too of the 6ont«iU of the box whan tba latter la filled, the foldlng-

d^ ends or tops of the said side and end flaps conaistlng of lace-

work material.

Count 1 was abandoned in the argument at bar. The

application was rejected because in the opinions of the

tribunals of the Patent Office the liner does not involve

patentable novelty in view of the prior art as disclosed

by the following referenres: Backas. May 29, 1877,

No. 191,276: White, May 29, 1S88, No. 383,fiO(), Stout,

Feb ?>, lftR9, No 397,446; Dumae, Jan. 28. 1892, No.

467. H58: White. Autj. 7, 1894, No. 524,231: Beers,

Jan. 29, 1901, No. 667,112; British Patent No. 21.166,

of 1897, Wileon.

The alleged invention, as may be gathered from an

exAmination of the above counts, consists of a sheet of

paper cut in the ahape of a cross and creased at the

junction of the arms, aaid arms having attached thereto

i lacework ornamentation. This liner is folded and

ready for use, and may be placed in the bottom ol a

folding box when the box is in a flat or knocked-down

condition. The folds corresponding to the sides of the

box, it is only ncceasarv- to open the liner when it is

desired to use it.

Counsel for appellant, in his brief, contends that—

Warren'i invention is to be found in his idea of attaching the

lacework omameoUtlon to the Itner. Instead of to the box, and

folding the parts so that the lacework is protected.

The patent to White of August 7, 18d4, No. 524,231,

discloses a liner for boxes. This liner is also made of

a single piece of paper, but is made for a box which

Upera inwardly from top to bottom, or, in other words,

which flares at the top. Owing to this fact, the liner

has to be cut more in the shape of a Maltese than a

Greek cross. In his specilicatione White says:

It consists Inprovldlng a packing-box with a "°'?«ooaal*tlM of

a sliude piece of parehment-paper which Is of such configuration

that It will provide a complete envelop or integument for the arti-

cte placed In the box. a double thlckne«i of paper being Pro^'^ed

-vLlBTthi™ if* iolnU. • • In uae the lining is placed In the

S?" tha™ ?S ^lU^portlon. o^ thTends and^des*^of the same

will overUp the joints thua providing at the comers of the box a

J^uble thickneee of the linli, the butter niay be then plac^ In

the box and the upper part of tba aama oowred by tto extensions

of the end and slcfa portions of the linin«. The overlapping por-

tions of tba Unlng thoroiwhly prevwit the bnttar oomfng in oon-

tact with the wood at the oomert of the box.

Aside from the lacework ornamentation, there is no

difference between White's liner and appellant's, ex-

cept that Wliite has provided overlapping joints. In

a butter-box these were necessary, while in a candy-

box they would not be. To be sure, it does not appear

that White's liner is creased, but it does appear that it

is marked by dotted linee so that, when the liner is

placed in the box, the folds or bends in the paper come

on the dotted lines.

There is nothing new in the idea of providing lace-

work ornamentation as that idea is fully disclosed in

the ^Tiite patent of May 29, 1888. No. 383,606, and in

the patent to Stout a year Uter. Count 3 in Stout's

application is for

—

a liner for boxes in one piece, having a central opening bordered

with lacework, siibstantlal'y as dexrit^d.

In this patent, however, the lacework is attached

to the sides of the box, the Uner not being a removable

one.

By consulting the specifications and drawings in the

I0.I.]
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cited references,' and having in mind the use to which
the new liner was to be put. any one possessing any
skill would have no difficulty in producing the liner

for which a patent is claimed. The White patent of

1894 fully discloses the idea of a one-piece liner, while
the White patent of 1888 and the Stout patent of the

following year fully disclose the idea of lacework onia-

mentation. We see no merit in the contention of ap-

pellant that his liner i.« so folded as to protect the oma-
iiieiitation. C»bviously suvh protection cannot result

when the ornamentation is attached to more than two
sides of the liner, since protection is secured by resort-

ing to the obvious expedient of first folding the sides

containing the larework and folding thereon the other

two sides.

The decision of the Commissioner was right, and is,

therefore, athrmed. The clerk of the court will cer-

tify this opinion and the proceedings in this court to

the Commiasioner of Patents according to law.

HUNGAEIAN TBADB-MAEK RULES.

Royal Hungarian Patent Office.

To THE United States Patent OFncE,

}]'hj<hvwlon, D. C.

I have the honor to transmit a communication on
the present rules relating to trade-marks in Hungary,
with the request tliat you bring the matter to the atten-

tion of interested parties, in any convenient way,
informing them that the Royal Hungarian Patent

Office will gladly furnish them by letter, with any
instructions they may desire.

• » • «

(Signed)

Budapest, January f7, 1908.

BALLAI.

CIRCULAR NO. 860—1908.

HUNGARIAN TRADE-MARK RULES, WITH REFERENCE TO

rORBIONKRa
Trade-mark matters in Hungary are under the direc-

tion of the Minister of Commerce, who h&s placed them
in charge of the Patent Office, so that not (nily patents

for inventions, industrial models and designs, and
industrial and literary pmperty, but also trade-marks,

come within the sphere of that office. It is imp<.rt4Uit

to instruct foreigners who are interested in the subject

in the present Hungarian trade-mark regulations, in

view of the Treaty of Commerce concluded between
Hungary and Austria, dated October 9, 1907, a treaty

which defines clearly the independence of the two
States in economic matters and emphasizes in regard

to Hungarian trade-marks certain new principles, re-

lating to foreigners.

The following is the substance of these new prin-

ciples:

Foreign subjects may have their trade-marks regis-

tered as they choose either in Hungary or in Austria,

or in both countries. The filing, for Ilungkrj', is

effected in the Chamber of Commerce and Industry,

at Budapest, if this right is granted by international

convention. But foreigners are obliged to designate

at the time of filing the application a representative
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duly interested and domiciled in Hungarv', or else the

registration of tbe mark will be refused.

In case of litigation, the Hungarian authorities only
have jurisdiction. If a foreign subject who has filed

hie trade-mark in Hungary- believes his rights to be
infringed by an Austrian trade-mark, he may bring

action before the Hungarian authorities and does not

need to apply to the Austrian authorities, provided
his interests are limited to Hungarian territory.

j

The protection of foreign trade-marks filed in Hun-
gary is also valid in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Royal Hungarian Patent OrncE.
To THE United States Patent Office,

Wanhington, D. C.

The economic treaty entered into by Hungarj- and
Austria contains several innovations relating to trade-

marks, which I have already had the honor to bring to

your notice by Circular 860—1908.

I wish to inform you, in addition, of a temporary
arrangement of special interest to foreigners.

This arrangement provides that any foreign indus-
trial eetablishinent, which has had its trade-mark reg-

istered in one of the two contracting States before Janu-
ary 1, 1908, acquires the same priority in the other, if

the mark is filed in that State within three months from
the date of the first registration. If. for instance, a
trade-mark of a foreign industrial estalilishment had
been regi,stered, at the latest, on December 31, 1907, at

the Cliamber of Commerce in Budapest, this priority,

which Would be limited to Hungary, would be counted
in .\uetria from the day of registration at Budapest, in

case the registration should be effected at Vienna on
March 31, 1908. This arrangement is reciprocal.

From January 1, 1908,-the two States will administer
trade-mark matters separately and independently.

I have the honor to ask you to niake this arrangement
public among those interested, using any suitable

means at your disposal. Please add that the Royal
Hungarian Patent Office will gladly furnish any desired

information bv mail.

(Signed)

Budapest, February 10, 1908.

BALLAI.

Ohanges in Glaasification.

(Ordek No. 1,762.)

DEPARTMEm' or THE IirrxKiox,

United States Patent Office,
Watkington, D. C, April t8, 1006.

The following changes in the classiflcatlon of patents are hereby
directed, to take effect this day:

In Order No. 1,676, August 17, 190ft, relatLog to the formation
of class 110, Furnaces, the followtog data waa omitted:
In Division XIX, class 126, Stores and Furnaces, abolish sub-

classes—

Furnaces—
106. Bagasse,
70. Cremation.

The patents formerly In these subclasses having been cla«»Ufied

in claas 110, Furnaces, sabolaeaef 3, Famaoe structara, oreznation,

and 7, Furnace structure, wet fuel, and tLe aabelasaes theretinder.

In Division XIX. class 236, Damper*, Automatic abolish sub-
class

—

Draft-regulatore—
3. Steam-injected.

The pat«nts having been transferred to class 110, Furnaces, sub-
class 58, Furnace structure, feeding air and steam, heaters, meet-
ing fumaoe-gases.

No. 1.]
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In Division XXXVI, class 156, Curtains, ^lades, and Screens,

establish subcl&ss-

Curtaln—
46. Theater.

This subclass is composed of patents taken from class 46, Games

and Toys, subclass 70, Theater appliances, and class 183, Fireproof

Buildings, subclass S, Fire-shields.

In Division XXXII, class 220, MetaUic Snipping and Storing

Vessels, abolish subclas8e»—
{

Cans— Cans-
go. Milk- Milk-

100. Bottoms, Closures—
101. Breasts, Locking-
102. Closures— lOS. Rotary
103. Locking— 107 Jadketed.

104. Key,

The patents forming these subclasses have l«en transferred to

the new subclasses hereinafter established.

In same Division, same class, establish subclasses—

Cans-
is?. Bottoms,
138. Jacketed.

In Division II, class 31, Dairy, abolish sutKiUsses—
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APPLI0ATI0I8 UHDEREXAMIHATIOK.

Condiiioa at Clote of Bmtii^eu Man i, 19M.

6
z

Divisions and subjects ol Inveo-

tlon.

Oldfcat new appli-

cation and old-

est action bv ap-
plicant awaiting
once action.

Lm^ded

344

ITS

303

m

XXXV. Buckles. Buttons, and
CUapa; C*rd, Picture, and Sign
Exhibiting; Oarment-Support-
era; Signals; Toilet.

XX. Artificial Limba; Buildera'

Hardware; Dentistry; Locks and
Latcbea; Sale*; UndertaklDC

XVII. Clutchea; Linotyping; Ma-
tflx- Making; Nut and Bolt
Locks; Printing.

XXXI. Alcohol; Ammonia,Water,
i

and Wood Diatillation, Caiar-
'

coal and Coke; Gas. Heating
and Illuminating; Hides. Skins,

and Leather; Liquid Coating
Compositions; Mineral Oils;
Oila. Fats, and Olue; Water
Purification.

304 XXXIV. Railways; Rallway-
j

Brakes; Railway Rolling-Stock.

167 ' V. Bookbinding; Harvertert; Jew-
elry; Music

378 XXXVIII. ArteaianandOUWella;
I Bottles and Jars; Care ol Liv«

I
Stock; Educational Appllancea;

' Fishing and Trapping; Station-

ery; Stone-Working.
U5 Vni. B«ds; Chairs; Furniture,

KiUdien and Table Articles;

Store Furniture.
\0 XXIX. Coopering; Fir»-Escapea;

Ladders; Boofa; Wheelwright-
Machines. Wooden Baildings;
Wood-Sawing; Wood-Turning;
Woodworking; Woodworking-
Tools.

313 I. Fences; Harrows and Diggers;

Plows; Seeders and Planters,

Treea, Plants, and Flowers.

322 XII. Elevators; Journal - Boxes;
Lubrication; Machine Elements;
Pulleys and Shafting.

379 XXIII Acoustics; Col n-Han-
1 diing; Horology; Reoordere;

I
Registers; Time-Controlling
Mechanism.

144 XXIV. Apparel; Apparek Appara-
tus; Sewing-Machines, Surgery.

175 III- Annealing and Tesnpering,

I

Coating with Metal; Bectro-
cham istry ; Metal-F o u n d i n g ;

' Metallurgy; Shaping Fluid
Metal.

232 ,
rv. Bridges; Conveyers; Cranee
and Derricks; Excavating;
Hoisting; Hydraulic Engineer-
ing; Iron Structures; Loading
and Unloading; Towers.

327 XVIII. Injectora and Etectore;

Steam and Vaeuum Pumps;

I

Steam-BoOera; Steam-EnginiiM;
gteam-Englne Valves.

264 ' XXXVI. Curtains, Shades, and
Screens; Dratting; Driers; En-
graving; Measuring I n s t r u -

ments, Wlnd-X^Tieels.

278 XXXII. Carbonating Beverages;
i

Dispensing Beversjms; Dispens-
ing-Cans; Metallic Shipping and
Storing Vessels; Packaging Llq-

I aids; Befrigenitton.
164 XXXIII. Cutlery; Domestic

Cooking Vessels: Eleetrto Signal-

I

Ing; Electricity, Medical and
Surgical; Piraproof Buiklta|:*;

MaMnry; Tents, Canopiea, Um-
I

breOas. and Canes.

M7 I XXII. Air-Guns. Catapults, and
Targets; Ammanltion and

I
Exi^oaive Devloss; BoaU and

I Eaoys; Firearms; Marine Pro-
puWfflu; Ordnance; Railway

-

Rails and JotnU; Railway-Ties
and Fasteners; Ships.

SIS VI. BlMMhlng and Dyeing; Cbem-
leali; Kxploaives; FertlUsers;

I
Medicines; Preservtng; Sugar
and Salt.

New.

.\pt 20 Feb. ao 7»

I I

Apt. 17 ,
Mar. 16 273

Apr. \h Apr. 6 181

Apr- 13 Mar 13 216

Apr 10
I
Feb. 4

Apr. 7 Feb. 5

Apr. 4 Mar. 20

APT- 4 Jan. 20

Apr. 4 Jan. 16

I I

Apr. 2 Mar. 18

Apr. 1 Mar 14

Apr. 1 Mar. 9

M»r. 26
I
Mar. 28

M»r. 26
I

Feb. 3

Mar. 26 1 Mar. 30 367

530

377

319

434

ao6

280

520

228

3«

418

T
Mur. 25 Feb. 20

i

M»r. 23
I
Mar. 17

Mar. 23

284

538

Mlar. 21

Not. 26 ;
602

Applications Under Examination—Cootinued.

t Oldest new apoU- 3 c
cation and old- ^§
est action byap- *

^
plicant awaiting -^ ^
office BCtion. H s

- *Amended New.

106

143

332
312

306

280

IM

382

128

152

375

321

329

238

107

315

307

352

100
112

Mar. 5 ' 984

iCar. 30
;
Feb. 14 sn

Har. 17 Mar. 12 334

XXVI. Electric Heatinz and
Rheostats; Electric RaUways;
Electricity, Generation; Motive
Power.

IX. Air and Gas Pumps; Flre-

Extinfuiahera; Hydraulic Mo-
tors; Pumps; Sewerage.

X. Carriages and Wagons
VII. GamesandTqvs; Mechanical
Motors; Optics; Paper Manufac-
tures; Velocipedes.

XV. Bread, Pastry, and Confee- '

tion Making; Coating; Fuel;

Glass; Hydraulic Lime and
Cement: Laminated Sheets and
Fabrics; Papei^Making; Paving;
Photography; Plastic Block and
Earthenware Apparatus; Plas-

tic Compositions; Plastics.

XL. Baggage; Check Controlled
Apparatus; Cloth, Leather, and
Rubber Receptacles; Deposit
and Collection Receptacles; Floe
Arts; Ltghting-Fixtures; Pack-
age and Article Carriers; Paper
Receptacles; Special Receptacles
and Packages; Wooden Recep-
tacles.

XI. Boot and Shoe Making; Boots.

Shoes, anil Lepglngs; Button.
Eyelet, and Rivet Setting;

Harness; Leather Manufacturen;
Nailing and Stapling; Whips and
Whip Apparatus.

XXVni. Internal-Combustion
Engines; Miscellaneous Heating
Plants.

II. Bee Culture; Dairy; LaVx-i-

Affixers; Paper Files and Bind-
ers; Pneumatics; Presses, Store-

Service, Tobacco.
XXX. Fluid-Pressure Regulators;
Lamps and Gaa-Flttlngs; Liq-

uid and Gaseous Fuel Burners.
Type-Writing Machines

XXVlI. Brushing and Scrubbing:
Grinding and Polishing: Laun-
dry; Washing .Apparatus.

XXXIX. Baths and Closets
Water Distribution

XIII. Arms, Projectiles, and Ex-
plosive Charges. Making; Metal-

Working, etc.

XIX. Furnaces; Heating and
Cooking Stoves, Liquid and Oas-

' sous Fuel; Stoves and Fur-
naces. ^,

XXXVII. Elpctrlc Lighting; Eteo-

trlcity, Condnctors: Electricity.

Q«ieral .\pplicationa.

XXV. Butch.>nng, Mills; Thresh-

ing; Vegetable Cutters and
Crushers.

XIV. Compound Tools; Cutting

and Punening Sheets and Bars;

Farriery; M^a-Bendln«, Metal-

Omamentlng; Sheet -Metal
Ware, MaWng; Tools; Wire-
Working.

XLI. Raflway Draft Appliances;

Resilient Tires and Wheels.

XVI. Tetegraphy; Telephony .. ,

XXI. Brakes and Gins; Cardina;
aoth-Finishing; Cordaae; Felt

and Fur: Knitting and Netting;

Silk; Spinning; Weaving.

Mar. 14 Feb. 24 378

Mar. 13 Mar. 14 233

Mar. 13 Feb. 3fi 587

Mar. 13 Feb. 24 368

Mar. 10 Feb. 28 770

Mar. Feb. 3 703

Mar. Feb. 7 41T

Mar. 6 Jan. 17 615

i I

Mar. 3 Jan 28 4M

Mar 2 Feb. 1 342

Feb. 25 Mar 2 446

Feb n Dec. 12 833

Feb 8 Feb. 1 ok.

Feb. 7 Feb 4 508

I

I

Feb. 7 ' Nov 19 717

Feb. 6 Feb. 19 430

Feb. 5 Jan. 6 125

Feb. 3 1 Oct. 2 813

Jan. 31 Nov. 30 582
Jan. 28 I Nov. 20 608

Total number of appUcatlooa awaiting actioo 19,018

161 TBJIDE-MaIIKS, DMI0N8, LABELS,
AHD PRIICTS.

Trade-Marks "ay
Designs Apr.

I
Labds and Prints ,

Mar.
Mar.

27
19

S06
113

Money by Mail

Money s«nt by maU to th» Patent Offlce wiU be at the rtok o(

Uw sender. Letters ooatalning money should be registered.
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887,058. LOCK AND LATCH. Frank 8. Alia.no, New
York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 31. 1906. SerUl No. 332,783.

1. An automatic combined lock and latch comprlsiuK a

casing, a spring preaaed bolt therein, one or more shoui

ders or abutments on said bolt whereby It may be drawn
a-lthln said casing, key or knob actuating means for said

bolt, a detent adapted when said lock is latched to engage
said bolt and prevent movement thereof, means interposed

between said shoulders and said first mentioned means.
and adapted to release said detent, a reciprocating member
adapted to be projected from said casing with the bolt

when said bolt Is disengaged from the socket, and to en-

gage the edge of the socket and be forced within said cas

Ing when the said bolt enters said socket means actuated
by said memtier whereby when said member is projected,

said detent will be rendered inoperative, and when it en-

gages said socket said detent will be set, and a bolt socket.

2. An automatic combined lock and latch comprising a

casing, a spring pressed bolt therein, one or more shoul-

ders or abutments on said bolt whereby it may be drawn
within said casing, key or knob actuating means for said

bolt, a detent adapted when the lock is latched to engage
said bolt and prevent movement thereof a slldable plate

having studs thereon each comprising a surface engaging
one of said shoulders or abutments and a bevel adapted to

enga^ and raise said detent, a reciprocating member
adapted to be projected from said casing with the bolt

when aaid bolt is disengaged from the socket, and tn en-

gage the edge of said socket and be forced within said cas-

ing when the bolt enters said socket, means actuated by
said member whereby when said member Is projected said

detent will be rendered Inoperative, and when it engages
aid socket, aald detent will be set, and a bolt socket.

3. An automatic combined lock and latch comprising a
casing, a spring pressed bolt therein, one or more shoul-

ders or abutments on said bolt whereby It may be drawn
within said casing, key or knob actuating means for said
bolt, a detent adapted when the lock is latched to engage
said bolt and prevent movement thereof a slldable plate
mounted on the bottom of said casing and moving through
a slot therein, having studs thereon each comprising a sur-

face engaging one of said shoulders or abutments and a
bevel adapted to engage and raise said detent, a recipro-

cating member adapted to be projected from said casing
with tbe bolt when aald bolt is disengaged from the socket,

and to engage the edge of said socket and be forced within
aid casing when the bolt enters said socket, means actu-

ated by said member whereby when said member is pro-

jected, said detent will be rendered Inoperative and when
it engages said socket, v^id detent will be set, and a bolt
oeket.

4. An automatic combined lock and latch comprising a

easing, a spring pressed bolt therein, one or more shonl-
ders or abutments on said bolt whereby ]t may be drawn

within said casing, key or knob actuating means for aald
bolt, a detent adapted when said bolt Is latched to engage
said shoulders or abutments and prevent movement of said
bolt, means interposed between said shoulders or abut-
ments and said first mentioned means, and adapted to re-

lease said detent, a slldable cam plate, a spring pressed
tongue projected beyond said casing and movable synchro-
nously with and Independently of said bolt, connections
between said tongue and said cam plate whereby said de-

tent is rendered Inoperative when said tongue is projected
from said casing, and a bolt socket.

,). An automatic combined lock and latch comprising a
caslnje. a spring pressed bolt therein, one or more shoul-
ders or abutments on said bolt whereby It may be drawn
within said casing, key or knob actuating means for said
bolt, a detent having a clearance space therein und an
abutment forwardly thereof adapted when said bolt is

latched to engage said shoulders or abutments and prevent
movement of said bolt, means Interposed between said
shoulders or abutments and said first mentioned means,
and adapted to release said detent, a slldable cam plate,
the Inclined portion of which Is adapted to engage the
abutment on and pass to the clearance space In said de-
tent, a spring pressed tongue projected beyond said casing
and movable synchronously with and Independently of
said bolt, connections between said tongue and said cam
plate whereby said detent Is rendered Inoperative when
said tongue Is projected from said casing, and a bolt socket

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.)

887,054. RAKE Clarence I. J. Barker, David City,
Nebr. Filed Feb. 18, 1907. Serial No. 358,042.

1. In a rake, the combination with relatively movable
frames, of a movable rake mounted on both frames, aDd a
flexible cover extending over the rake and connected to

both frames for limiting the relative movement thereof.

2. In a rake, the combination with an axle having a
driving wheel, of angularly disposed plvotally connected
frames supported from the axle, one of said frames ex-

tending above the axle, the other projecting In front of tbe
same, rollers loamafed on both frames, an endless rake
passing aboat the rollers, a flexible cover connecting tbe
frames and limiting the downward movement of the for-

wardly projecting frame, handles connected to tbe up-
wardly extending frame, and gear connectons between th*
driving wheels and one of the rollers.
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'3. In a rake, the combination with angularly disposed

frames, of a wheeled support therefor, an endless rake

mounted on the frames, and a cover fof the rake consti-

tuting a connection between the frames.

4. In a rake, the combination with tn axle, of angu-

larly disposed frames, one of which Is pltoted on the axle,

the other being pivoted to said frame, a roller joumaled on

each frame, an endless rake passing 4boat the rollers,

and a flexible cover connecting the frtmes and consti-

tuting means for limiting their relative movement away

from each other.

5. In a rake, the combination with angularly disposed

plvotally connected frames, of a wheeled support therefor,

rollers Joumaled on the frames, an endless rake passing

about the rollers, and a cover connecting the outer ends

of the frames and extending over the rake, said cover con-

stituting means for limiting the relative movement of the

frames.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Ga»tte.]

887,055. PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPIKG APPARATUS.
Fbedkrick W. Barnks and Milton B. ruNSKTT, Roches-

ter, N. Y . assignors to Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

ester, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 5,

1907. Serial No. 395,991.

.£»

sj:

with a receptacle open at one end and adapted to contain

a removable plate rack, of a removable cover for said re-

ceptacle having a continuous flange thereon arranged to

telescoplcally engage the rim of the receptacle adjacent

the opening and provided with an expanded portion at the

base of the flange forming a continuous recess extending

laterally of the engaging face thereof, a gasket composed

of a yielding material arranged In the recess between the

cover and rim and means for clamping the cover to the rim.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combina-

tion with a receptacle having a fluid tight cover, of a re

movable plate rack contained within tfce receptacle and

conforming substantially In width and thickness to the

interior configuration of the latter, th« interior of said

rack being accessible for the insertion ot plates only from

a face adjacent a side wall of the receptacle.

2. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combina-

tion with a receptacle having a fluid tlgbt cover, of a re-

movable plate rack slldable within the rtceptacle and con-

forming substantially In width and thickness to the in-

terior eonflguratlon of the latter, the interior of said rack

being accessible for the insertion of plate* only from a face

adjacent a side wall of the receptacle.

.3. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combina-

tion with a receptacle having a fluid ti^ht cover, of a re-

movable plate rack slldable within the receptacle and con-

forming substantially in width and thickness to the in-

terior configuration of the latter, said rack being provided

with openings on its top and bottom fac4s and the interior

thereof t>elng accessible for the insertion of plates only

from a face adjacent a side wall of the receptacle.

4. In a photographic developing tank, the combination

with a receptacle open at one end and adapted to contain

a removable plate rack, of a cover for s^id receptacle hav-

ing a flange arranged to telescoplcally Engage the rim of

the latter adjacent the opening and pro*vided with an ex-

panded portion at the base of the flaingQ forming a recess

extending laterally of the engaging face thereof, a gasket

composed of yielding material arranged In the recess and

between the cover and rlm and means for clamping the

cover to the rlm.

5. In a photographic developing tank, the eombinatioa

8 8 7.056. MACHINE FOR MAKING TABS. Pacl P.

Babthol, St Paul. Minn., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The American Turning * Sewing Machine

Company, a Corporation of Minnesota. Filed Jan. 30,

1903. Serial No. 141,210.

1. A machine of the class described, comprising in com-

bination, means for holding Independent plies of material

In parallel position, means for drawing the same through

the machine, a turner working between aald holding means

for tnturnlng the edges of said material, sewing mechan-

1am for Joining said material through said in turned edges,

a pivot-pin, means actuated from the sewing mechanism

for raising and lowering said pin, and means for turning

Mid material upon said pin when the same is In lowered

position.

2. A machine of the class described, comprising In com-

bination, means for holding two or more plies of material

In parallel position, means for drawing the same through

the machine, means for Inturnlng the edges of said piles,

a suitably actuated needle for Joining said piles through

said Intumed edges, a plvot-pln arranged parallel with

said needle, a needle bar, means actuated from the needle

bar for raising and lowering said pin, and means for turn-

ing said material upon said pin when the same is In low-

ered position.

3. A machine of the class described, comprising In com-

bination, means for holding two or more piles of material

In parallel position, means for Inturnlng the edges of said

piles, a suitably actuated needle for stitching said plies

through said Inturaed edges, a pair of feeders for carrying

said material through said machine, a pivot pin, and means

for carrying said plvot-pln into lowered position and simul-

taneously carrying one of said feeders into raised position

to permit the other feeder to turn said material upon said

pin.

4. A machine of the class described, comprising In com-

bination, means for holding two or more plies of material

In parallel position, means for inturnlng the edges of said

plies, means for stitching said piles through said inturned

edges, a plvot-pln, means for raising and lowering said

plvot-pln, feeding mechanism for carrying said material

throagh the machine in a straight line when said plvot-pln

Is In raised position, and moans for holding a portion of

said feeding mechanism out of engagement with said mate-

rial when the pin is lowered to permit the remainder of

the feeding mechanism to turn said material upon said pin.

5. A machine of the class described, comprising in com-

bination, means for holding two or more piles of material

In parallel position, means for intuming the edges of said

material, a needle arranged in position to stitch through

said Intumed edge^, a needle-bar, a pivot pin, a supporting

bar therefor, cooperating lugs carried by said bars for

May 12, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 265

raising and lowering aald pivot-bar. and mechanism for

carrying the material through the machine In a straight
line when said plvot-pln is In raised position, and for turn-

ing said material upon said pin when the samp Is in low
ered position.

[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

887,057 ASSAY-FIRNACE. Lafayette Baidbnoisth,
Denver, Colo. Filed July 23, 1907. Serial No. 385,113.

1. In an assay furnact?. the combination with means
for supporting the ends of a mufBe, of a pipe constitut-

ing a support for the muffle between the ends thereof, i
\

supply pipe for a cooling medium communicating with the 1

supporting pipe, a controlling valve in the supply pipe,

and a check valve In the supply pipe between the control-

ling valve and the supporting pipe

2. In an assay furnace, the combination with means for
1

supporting the ends of a muffle, of a pipe constituting a ;

support for the muffle intermediate of the ends thereof, a

supply pipe for a cooling medium smaller in diameter than
the supporting pipe and communicating therewith, a con
trolling valve in said supply pipe, and an exhaust pipe

smaller In diameter than the supporting pipe and com-
municating with the latter.

3. In an assay furnace, the combination with means for

supporting the ends of the muffle, of a pipe constituting a

support for the muffle between the ends thereof, said pipe

mounted in the walls of the furnace and provided at its

respective ends with upturned portions, a valved supply
j

pipe for a cooling medium communicating with one of said
I

upturned portions of the supporting pipe, and an exhaust
pipe communicating with the other upturned portion of

the supporting pipe.

887,058. METHOD OF PRODCCING GAS. Feitz Batke,
Berlin, Germany. Filed May 2. 1906. Serial No 314,860

spreading it Into a shallow burning layer of such dimen-
sions that of It.self It would produce a gas too rich In

carbonic acid to be available for power or heating pur-

poses, withdrawing gas from one of the broad surfaces of

.said shallow burning layer, and projecting against the

other broad surface of said layer and at an angle to said

surface, an intimate mixture of air and carbonaceous
material.

2. The process of producing gas for power and heating
purposes, which consists in spreading the fuel Into a shal-

low burning layer having two exposed surfaces of rela-

tively large dimensions at a relatively small distance from
each other, withdrawing gas from one of the broad ex-

posed surfaces of said shallow burning layer, and project-

ing against the other broad exposed surface of said layer

and at an angle to said surface, an intimate mixture of

air, steam, and carbonaceous material.

3. The process of producing pas for power and heating
purpo.ses, which consists in distilling the fuel at a rela-

tively low temperature and removing the tar-vapors, then
spreading the distilled fuel, substantially free from Ur
vapors. Into a shallow burning layer having two exposed
wirface.s of relatively large dimensions at a relatively

small distance from each other, said layer being of Kuch
dimensions that of Itself it would produce a gas too rich

In carbonic acid to be available for power or heating pur-
poses, withdrawing gas from one of the broad exposed
surfaces of said burning layer, and projecting against the

other broad exposed surface of said layer and at an angle
to said surface, an Intimate mixture of air with the tar-

vapors relieved at the first stage of the process.

4. The process of producing gas for power and heating
purposes, which consists in preheating the fuel, then
spreading it Into a shallow burning layer of such dimen-
sions that of itself it would produce a gas too rich in

carbonic acid to be available for power or heating pur-

poses, withdrawing gas from one of the broad surfaces of

said shallow burning layer, and projecting against the

other broad surface of said layer and at an angle to said

surface, an Intimate mixture of air, steam, and carbona-
ceous material.

5. The process of producing gas for power and heating
purposes, which consists In spreading the fuel into a shal-

low burning layer having two exposed surfaces of rela-

tively large dimensions at a relatively small distance from
lach other, withdrawing gas from one of the broad ex-

posed surfaces of said shallow burning layer, and pro-

jecting against the other broad exposed surface of said

layer and at an angle to said surface, an intimate mixture
of air and carbonaceous material.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

887,059. CARBORUNDUM-DISKTRUING DEVICE Rot
E. Beldkn, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed July 29, 1907. Se-

rial No. 385.979.

izzsn

1. The process of producing gas for power and beating
purposes, which consists In preheating the fuel, then

1. In a device for truing carborundum disks, a plat-

form, a bed plate mounted thereon, removable legs for

the bed plate, a longitudinally movable carriage on the
bed plate, a transversely placed screw therein, a diamond
point in said screw, an enlarged cylindrical head for said

screw adjacent to said diamond and a t>earlng for the cy-

lindrical head In said carriage, longitudinal bearing on
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Mldb«d plate, and mandrel therein aod detachable meanafor

aecuring aald disk upon the aald mandrel and centering it

thereon, sabstantlally aa described.

2. In a derlce for trains carborundum disks, a platform,

a bed plate thereon, provided with longitudinal guidea, a

carriage mounted in said guides, a transv*sely placed feed

screw in said carriage, a diamond point therein, a cylin-

drical bearing therefor, on said carriage ind a cylindrical

portion of said screw therein, an oTerhatging bearing on

said bed plate, a mandrel therein, means tor attaching the

disk thereto and centering the same s»d a motor and

motor shaft, said shaft being attached to said mandrel,

the center lines of said shaft and screw being on a common

plane, substantially as described.

3. In a derlce for truing carborandum disks. In combina-

tion, a bed plate, a carriage longitudinally movable there-

in, a transversely movable screw la said carriage, a dia-

mond point in the inner end of said strew, a rotatable

mandrel mounted in said bed plate beyond the Inner edge

of said carriage, a cartwnindum disk detachably mounted

in said mandrel, a safety device on the screw, adapted to

prevent the Introduction of carborundum powder thereto,

means for rotating the mandrel, and means for moving

the carriage longitudinally on said bed pitte.

887.060. CRATE. Joseph L. BoisvBst. Kankakee. III.

Filed Apr. S. 1»07. Serial No. 366,832.

1. In a crate, a batte comprising folding sections, and
folding walla carried by the base, one pair of said walls

comprising folding sections the pivot of which is In line

with the pivot of the base sections when said sectional

walls are folded.

2. In a crate, a base comprising folding sections, and
folding walls carried by the base and toldable Inwardly

thereon, one pair of said walls comprising folding sections

the pivot of which is in line with the pivot of the base

sections when said sectional walls are fajded.

3. In a crate, a base comprlsiDg folding sections, and
folding end and side walla carried by the base, said side

walls comprising folding sections the pltot of which is in

line with the pivot of the ba.se sections when said sectional

walls are folded.

4. In a crate, a Iiase comprising folding sections, fold-

ing end walls carried by the base sections and foldable

inwardly thereon, and side walls carried by the base and
foldable inwardly on the folded end walls, said side walls

comprising folding sections the pivot ot which is in line

with the pivot of the base sections wljen said sectional

walls are folded.

5. In a crate, a base comprising folding sections having

longitudinal and transverse ledges at ita edges, end walls

hinged to the transverse ledges to fold inwardly, and sec-

tional side walls hinged to the longitudinal ledges to fold

inwardly on the folded end walls, said side walls and
longitudinal ledges being foldable with the base.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

687,061. CLOSKD-CIBCUIT THBBM08TAT.
Bowc.v, Boston. Maaa. PUad June 20. 1(M)7.

379.895.

Qmomau H.

Sarial No.

ioS^S^^^^ a

p-ir^ -H

The combination with a thermostatic circuit controller

comprising fixed terminals abetantially In line with but

separated from each other, and a movable member of fusible

material Intermediate of aald fixed tarmlnals and connected

with the same, of a transparent tub* having a contracted

portion forming chaBben into which the fixed terminals

extend and through which contracted portion the fusible

member Is extended in contact therewith to support the

fusible member, substantially as described.

S87,062. METHOD OF REMOVIN3 INCBUSTATIONS.
Fhederic n. Camou. New Orleans, La. Filed Feb. 13,

1908. Serial No. 415.770.

1. The method of removing Incrustations from a water

container consisting in introducing into the container in a

suitable vehicle hydrochloric acid and sodium blsulfate in

quantities sufficient to accomplish the purpose desired.

J. The method of removing incrustations from a water

container consisting In lutructuclng Into It a solution of

hydrochloric «cld and a solution of sodium blsulfate la

quantities sufficient to accomplish the purpose desired.

887,063. ROTARY DUPLICATOR. McION J. D. Ca»t»«,
' Ixjndon. England. Filed Dec. 28, 1907. 8«rlal No.

407.84!>.

1. In a rotary duplicator the combination of a rotatable

cylinder, a removable permeable stencil-carrying segment

thereon, an inking pad on the cylinder. Inking means in

cooperative relation with the pad on the cylinder, means

for detaching the segment from the cylinder to expose the

Inking pad thereon, and means for rotating the cylinder

Independently of the segment for inking purposes.

2. In a rotary duplicator the combination of a rotatable

cylinder, a removable permeable stencil carrying segment

thereon, corresponding positioning devices on the segment

and cylinder, an Inking pad on the cylinder. Inking means

in cooperative relation with the pad on the cylinder, means

for detaching the sagment from the cylinder to expose the

pad. and means for rotating the cylinder Independently of

the segment for Inking purposes.

3. In a rotary duplicator the combination of a rotatable

cylinder, a removable permeable stencil carrying segment

thereon, corresponding positioning devices on the segment

and cylinder, an inking pad on the cylinder, means for

detaching the segment from the cylinder and supporting it

out of engagement with the cylinder, an Inking roller

hanging near the cylinder, means for bringing the roller

into engagement with the pad, and means for rotating the

cylinder independently of the segment for Inking purpoi
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4 In a rotary duplicator the combination of a rotatable

cylinder, a removable permeable stencil carrying segment

thereon, corresponding positioning devices on the segment

and cylinder, an inking pad on the cylinder, means for

detaching the segment from the cylinder and supporting It

out of engagement with the cylinder, an Inking ro er

hanging near the cylinder, means for bringing the roller

into engagement with the pad. means for rotating the cyl-

inder independently of the segment for Inking purposes,

snd means for arresting the cylinder In operative position

in relation to said detaching means.

5 In a rotary duplicator the combination of a rotatable

cylinder, a removable permeable stencll-carrying segment

thereon, corresponding positioning devices on the segment

and cylinder, an inking pad on the cylinder, means for de-

Uchlng the segment from the cylinder and supporting It

out of engagement with the cylinder, an inking roller

hanging near the cylinder, means for bringing the roller

into engagement with the pad, means for routing the cyl-

inder independently of the segment for inking purposes,

means for arresting the cylinder In operative position In

relation to said detaching means, and means for forcing

the segment outwards from the inking pad.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Garette.]

having resilient arms for engaging and holding said head

and also having openings In said arms and rollers carried

i by the arms and extending through said openings to pre-

sent rolling surfaces to the head.

887 065 CARBIER. Clahk Chasb. Fall River. Mass,

Filed Bept. 24. 1906. Serial No. 335.874. Renewed Mar.

24, 1908. Serial No. 422.965.

887 064 SWITCH. Carl 8. Chambbbun and Daniel

HAaaiNOWN, Colorado Springs. Colo., assignors of one-

third to James C. Connor. Colorado Springs. Colo. Filed

Sept. 19, 1907. Serial No. 393,647.

j
<

, C U-«

a r

1 The combination In a railway, of a movable switch
j

tongue a plunger connected with and extending laterally

from the tongue and terminating In an arrow or square

head and a keeper having resilient arms provided with

lips of right angle form opposed to the head of the plunger

and normally resting adjacent to and at opposite sides of

the said head and also having openings in the forward por

tlons of said lips and rollers carried by said portions and

extending through said openings.

2 The combination In a railway, of a movable switch

tongue a plunger connected with and extending laterally

from the tongxie. an arrow or square head on snid plunger

having recesses In its side corners and rollers mounted In

said recesses and extending beyond said corners, a keeper

having resilient arms provided with lips of right angle

form opposed to the plunger head and normally resting

ndjncent to and at opposite sides of the said head and also

having openings in the forward portions of the lips and

other openings In the apices of the lips, rollers carried

by the forward portions of the lips and extending through

the openings therein, and other rollers carried by the lips

at the apices thereof and extending through the openings

in the apices.

3 The combination In a railway, of a movable switch

tongue, a plunger connected with and extending laterally

from the tongue and terminating In a head, and a keeper

1 A supporting member; a carriage adapted to be

moved along said supporting member ;
two ropes whereby

said carriage mav be moved upon said member :
gripping

mechanism mounted upon the carriage; a load tearing

meiDl.er operatively connected to the gripping mechan sm

l,T means of said two ropes ; and means whereby the load

bearing member, may be connected to and then discon-

nected from said carriage: all designed to permit the load

bearing member, while acting upon the gripping mechan-

ism and locking the carriage to Its support, to be moved

into and out of dumping position by the use of said two

rt'P^- V — _
2 in combination with a load bearing memt.er ;

a car-

riage : a support therefor ; and gripping mechanism for se-

curing said carriage to Its support whenever and wherever

desired two ropes operatively connected with the gripping •

mechanism and the load bearing member-, one of said ropes

sustaining the load bearing member and causing the grip-

ping members to lock the carriage to the support, while

the other rope may be employed In moving the load bear-

ing member Into or out of dumping position.

3 In a carriage designed to be moved along a support,

and locked thereto whenever and wherever desired, by

suitable gripping mechanism operated by the weight of a

load bearing member; and provided with means whereby

the load-bearing member may be locked to the carriage;

two ropes : each of which may sustain a load bearing mem-

ber and operate the gripping mechanism, and one of which

Is provided with means for operating means for unlocking

the load bearing member from the carriage :
and both of

which may be employed In moving the load bearing mem-

ber into and o<it of dumping position.

4 m combination with a load bearing meml.er ;
a car-

riage a support therefor : gripping mechanism for secur-

ing said carriage to Its support whenever and wherever

i desired : two ropes operatively connected with the f?rlPPi°«

'

mechanism, and the load bearing member :
means whereby

1 the load-bearing member may be locked to the carriage
;
un-

locking mechanism whereby the load bearing member may

be unlocked from the carriage, means whereby one of said

ropes may be uoved Into aiid out of operative engagement

with said unlocking mechanism to permit the load bearing

member to become detached from or connected to the car-

riage ; and thereby cause the gripping mechanism to lock

or to unlock the carriage and lu support.
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5. In a carriage designed to be moved along a support,

and locked thereto whenever and wlnerever desired by

suitable gripplni; mt'chanlsm operated tiy the weight of a

load bearirij; in-'uilxL't- and provided with means for looking

th*' l.ind b«»arliu m^^mber to the carriage; a rope adapted to

sustain the load L>ear:ng member : mechanism for unlock-

ing said load bearing member from the carriage; and

means on said r^pp to <>ngage said mechtniam and cause it

to operate

[Claims 6 to 10 n 't printed in the Ctaeette.]

887,066. CHECK CONTROI.I.Kn AFI'.XRATTS FhaHK
Chryslbr. Albany, N. V Filed Oct A, 1907. 8«rlAl

No. 395,716.

1. In a check controlled apparatus.- the combination

with a vertically nrrangetl plunger and eOectlng mechanism
comprising in part a horizontal coin-holder provided with

an opening adapte<l to leceive a coin or the like, and in the

absence of a coin to permit the free paisage therethrough

of said plunder ; of a removable coin-support subjacent to

said opening at one side of the path uf the plunger; a

coln-suppoit subjacent to said openluj on the opposite

side of the path of the plunger ; and machanlam positively

actuated by the movement of said coin-holder for with-

drawing said removable coin-support.

2. In a check-controlled apparatus, the combination
with a vertically arranged plunger and ejecting mechanism
comprising In part a horizontal coin-holder provided with
an opening adapted to receive a coin or the like, and in the

absence of a coin to permit the free patsage therethrough

of said plunger, and provided with a slot communicating
with said opening ; of a removable cola-support subjacent

to said opening on one side of the path of the plunger ; a

coin support subjacent to said opening on the opposite

side of the path of the plunger ; mechtnism actuated by

the movement of said coin-holder for withdrawing said

removable coin support ; and a vertically arranged lever

mounted upon a stationary support and movable in said

slot, said lever having on its Inner e«lge undercut teeth

adapted to engage the e<lge of a coin supported In said

opening.

:^. In a check-controlled apparatus, the combination
with a plunger and ejecting mechanism comprising in part
a horizontal coin-holder provided with ain opening adapted
to receive a coin or the like, and In tba absence of a coin
to permit the free passage therethrough of said plong«r,

and provided with a slot communicatlqg with said open-
ing ; of a removable coin-support ubjac4nt to said opening
on one side of the pa^b of the plunger ; t coln-anpport lab-

Jacent to said opening on the opposite |lde of the path of

the plunger; mpchaalsm actuated by the morement of

aald cotn-^older for withdrawing tald removable coln-anp-

port ; and a vertically arranged lever mounted upon a
stationary support and movable in said slot, Mid lever

having on ita innt^r edge undercut teeth adapted to en-

gage th<» edge of a coin supported in said opening, and on

its outpr pdgp near its lower end a cam-surface adapted

to engage and withdraw said removable coin-support.

4. In a check controlled apparatus, the combination

with a plunger and ejecting me<hanlsm comprising in part

a movable coin-holder provided with an opening adapted

to permit the free passage of said plunger therethrough,

said opening t>elng adapted to recclv.< a coin or the like ;

a slide mounted on the ouf side of said coin-holder with Its

inner end opposite said opening at one side of the path

of the plunger in opposition to the thrust thereof ; a coin-

support opposite said opening on the opposltf side of the

path of the pl\inger in opposition to the thrust thereof;

and slide withdrawing me'hatil.«<ni whereby the slide Is

adapt€Kl to t)e actuate<l by the pliinic^T - Induced movement
of the coin-holdfr.

5. In a check contr"lle<l apparatus, the con\bination

with a plunger and eje'-fln^; mp<liani»m comprising in part

a movable coin-holder provided with an opening adapte<l

to permit the free passage of said plunger therethrough.

and adapte«i to rfH'plvc a coin or the iike. and with a slot

communicating with said opfujni; . of a slide mounted
upon the underside uf said plate and provide*! with a

bifurcation opposite said slot, and having its ends sub

Jacent to said opening at one side of the path <if the

plunger; a coin-support sulijarent to said opening at the

opposite side of the path of the plunger ; a lever movable
In said slot and bifurcation, and having on Its inner pdc*^

undercut teeth adapted t(» pugaiif a coin supported In

aald holder, and slide withdrawing n)>'chani.sm wher<-by

the slide is adapted to be actuated by the plunger Induced

movement of the coin-bolder.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,067. BNGINF STARTER Cvrom J. Couemav. Rock-

•way, N. J., assignor to Conrad Hubert, New York, N. Y.

riled Aug. 19. 10<).-> Serial No. 274,819.

1. An engine-starter comprising a power-storlug device,

a ratchet member connected thereto, and a rotary pawl

carrier connected with the engine, the ratchet member hav-

ing two oppositely facing rajtchet teeth and the pawl

carrier having a centrifugal starting pawl coSperatlve

with one ratchet-tooth and movable by centrifugal force

out of engagement therewith and a centrifugal power-stor-

ing pawl cooperative with the oppositely facing ratchet-

tooth and movable by centrifugal force into engagement
therewith.

2. An engine-starter comprising a power storing device,

t a ratchet member connected thereto and a rotary pawl
carrier connected with the engine, the ratchet meml>er hav-

ing two oppositely-facing ratchet-teeth and the pawl
carrier having a centrifugal starting pawl cooperative

with one ratchet-tooth and movable by centrifugal force

, out of engagement therewith and a centrifugal power-stor-

ing pawl cooperative with the oppositely-facing ratchet-

i tooth and movable by centrifugal force into engagement
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tll«rewlth, and a detent for restraining the engaging move-
nant of the power storing pawl until the development of
a predetermined centrifugal force.

.'5. An engine-starter comprising a power storing device,
a ratchet member connected thereto, and a rotary pawl
carrier connected with the engine, the ratchet member hav-
ing two oppositely facing ratchet-teeth and the pawl
carrier having a centrifugal starting pawl cooperative
with one ratchet tooth and movable by centrifugal force
out of engagement therewith and a centrifugal power-stor-
ing pawl cooperative with the oppositely facing ratchet-
tooth and movable by centrifugal force Into engagement
therewith, and releasing means for the power storing pawl
controlle<l by the power storing device

4. An engine-starter comprising a power storing device,
a ratchet memt>er connected thereto and a rotary pawl
carrier connected with the engine, the ratchet member hav-
ing two oppoHitely-facinn ratchet teeth and the engine-
connecte<l part having a centrifugal starting pawl co-
operative with one ratchet-tooth and movable by cen-
trifugal force out of engagement therewith and a cen-
trifugal power storing pawl cooperative with the oppo-
sitely facing ratchet tooth and movable by centrifugal
force Into enguKement therewith, yielding means for mov-
ing the starting pawl Into engagement, a detent for re-

straining the engaging movement of the storing pawl until
the development of a pre<letermined centrifugal force, and
releasing means for the storing pawl controlled by the
power storing device.

5. An engine starter comprising a power-storing device,
a power transmitting member connected thereto, a part
rotatively connected with the engine, a centrifugal en-
gaging device carrieti by the engine connected part and
movable by centrifugal force Into engagement with th«
power transmitting memt)er. a wedge part having an In-
clined engagement with the power-transmitting member,
means controlled by the power storing device for partly
rotating the wedge part relatively to the power trans-
mitting member, and releasing means for the centrifugal
engaging device operateil by the resultant lateral move-
ment of the wedge-part.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

tiT.068. CALIPERS. John J. Coli-inet and Hb.vbt T.
OOI.LI.VKT, Chicago. 111. nied Jolv 19. 1907 Serial No
384,623.

1. The combination in a caliper comprising a long leg

provided with an engaging point at its outer end, of a
short leg pivoted to said long leg, a supplemental memljer
pivotally connected with one end adjacent the outer end
of said short member and forming a continuation of and
completing said short leg, said supplemental member being
formed at Its rear end to provide an indicator and having
a transverse slot therein, said short leg being transversely
graduated adjacent said Indicator and having a threaded
rigid stud projecting upwardly therefrom within said

transverse slot, spring means for forcing the outer engag-
ing end of said supplemental member against the face of
the object to be gaged, and an adjusting screw adapted for
engagement upon said threaded stud to lock said supple-
mental member when In the desired degree of adjustment,
substantially as described.

2 The combination in a caliper comprising a long leg
having an engaging point at its end, and a short leg
pivoted to said long leg, of a supplemental member pivot-
ally mounted with one end adjacent the end of said short
leg and forming a continuation thereof and completing the
same, said supplemental member being formed at its rear
end to provide an Indicator, and having a transverse slot
therein and a narrow longitudinal slot extending from said
transverse slot, said short leg being transversely graduated
adjacent said Indicator and t)eing provided with a threaded
rigid stud extending upwardly therefrom within said
transverse slot, and having a flat spring secured within
said stud and extending therefrom within said longitudinal
slot to said supplemental meml^er to normally force the
outer engaging end thereof against the face of the object
to be gaged, and an adjusting screw adapted for engage-
ment upon said rigid stud to securely lock said supple-
mental member when in the desired degree of adjustment,
Bul)stantlally as described.

887,069. FILTER. Joh.n A. Cotter, New Orleans,
Filed Jan. 80, 1908. Serial No. 413,474.

La

The combination, in a filter of the class described, of a
filter case, a body of Altering media located therein, a hol-
low conical separator or precipitator located below said
filtering media, and a supply-pipe entering the filter-case
and provided with a flared nozzle extending into and under
the crown of said separator or precipitator.

887,070. MOLD FOR CASTING METAL PIPES. Edgab
A. Cr-STER, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed July 26, 1907. Se-
rial No. 385,612.

1. A mold for casting a metal pipe, conalatlnf of cope
and drag provided with an internal depression and a
groove, abutting faces of cope and dra^ being arranged
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at an angle to the horlsontal. In combination with a core
adapted to be seated In the depreaalon of tafal mold to per-

mit of pooring metal directly against tine core in an ob-

llqoe direction thereto and freeing of igaaee Into aaid

groore.

2. A mold for casting a metal pipe, e^naiating of cope
and drag baring an Internal depreaaion, tbuttlng facea of
the cope and dra^i; being arranged at an angle to tbe bori-

zontal and poar-bolea and gatea in aaid i4old, in combina-
tion with a perforated core adapted to be mounted in said

depreaalon to permit of pouring meUl directly against said
core in an obliqae direction thereto.

3. A mold for caating a metal pipe, conalstlng of cope
and drag parting at an angle to the hortaontal and with
I>our-bolee and gates baring bowl shaped mouths, the pour-
holes and gatee being arranged in abuttiog faces of said
moid, in combination with a perforated core adapted to be
mounted In the mold so as to permit of pouring metal
directly against tbe core with tbe gase« freed into the
Interior of said core.

4. A mold for casting a metal pipe, cctiaisting of cope
and drag. In operatire position, parting diagonally to a
horizontal plane thereof and baring ponr-boies and
gatea In an abutting face and meana for holding the
cope In operative position in contact with the drag, in

combination with a perforated ewe arranged so as to per-

mit of pouring metal directly against the core In an ob-
lique direction thereto and freeing the gaaea Into the inte-
rior of the core and moid away from the surface of the
formed pipe.

5. A mold for caating a metal pipe, cocslstlns: of cope
and drag having an internal depression and groove, said
cope and drag In operatire position parting at an angle
to the horizontal and baring pour-boles and gates In an
abutting face of the mold, in combination with a core
adapts to be removably mounted in said flepresslon so as
to permit of pouring metal directly agaibst the core In
an oblique direction thereto.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.l

887.071. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Wilham W. Dean,
Chicago. 111., assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and Sup-
ply Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois.
Filed Nor. 11. 190.3. Serial No. 180.683.

:^^

1. In a telephone system, the combination with a plu-
rality of telephone lines, of a pair of sources of current at
the central ofBce to furnish current orer said lines for con-
versation, a cut o«r relay for each line, one of said sources
of current being normally connected with IShe lines to fur-
nish current thereorer while the eubecrlhers are calling
the central olBce, an operator's cord circuit means for ac-
tuating said cut off relays In one manner when the cord
circuit is connected with the calling subscriber's line to
render the line slgnala of aaid lines inoperatlre and to
leave tbe connection of aaid sonree with said lines undis-
turbed, means for operating the cut-off relays in a different
manner when the cord eircnit is connected with the called
lines to not only render the slgnala of said lines Inoperatire
daring connsctions but to also disconnect the aaid scarce

I

from the said linss and means to at the aame time connect

;

the other of aaid sonreea to the latter llnea to famish
' current thereorer for conrsrsatlon, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In a telephone system, the combination with a pin-
i raiity of telephone llnea, of a pair of sources of cnrrent at
,
the central office, one of which is normally connected with
said lines to famish current thereorer when the subscriber

i is calling the central offlce, an operator's connectire circuit
for establisbing connectiona between the llnea for conrer-
sation, a cut-off relay for each line adapted when only
partially operated to render the line signal Inoperatlre

I

and when wholly operated to render said signal inopera-

j

tlve and at the same time serer the normal connection of

I
said source, and means whereby when the said cord circuit

i

is connected with the calling llnea said cut off relays are

!

only partially operated and when the said circuit is con-
' nected with the called lines the cut-off relays of tbe lines

are completely operated, said second source of cnrrent be-

I

Ing at the same time connected with the said called lines,

subetantially as described.

3. In a telephone system, the combination with a pln-
' rallty of telephone line* each harlng a line signal, of a
cut-off relay for each line, a pair of sources of electricity

' one of which is normally connected with the llnea to en-
in the circuit so established by one end of the cord drcnlt

i

to connect the lines together for conversation, a circuit es-

tablished through the said cut off relays by the cord circuit
when connected with the lines, a high resistance included

I

in the circuit so established by one end of tbe cord circuit

;

and a low resistance included In the circuit establiahed by
the other end of the said cord circuit whereby In each com-
plete connection the normally connected source remaina

' connected with one line and Is cut off from the other, and
means for connecting the second source to the latter line,

substantially as described.

4. In a telephone system, the combination with a plu-

rality of telephone lines each having a line signal, of a cnt-
off relay for each line, a pair of sources of electricity one
of which is normally connected with the line to enable
the subscriber to call the central office, n cord circuit

to connect the lines together for conversation, a drcnlt es-

tablished through the said cut-off relays by the cord cir-

cuit when connected with the lines, a high resistance con-

nected with the answering end of the cord drcnlt and a low
resistance with the calling end, and means whereby when
the cord circuit establishes connection between two lines

the high resistance device is included In circuit with the
cut-off relay of the calling line to permit said normally con-

nected source to remain in connection therewith and said
low resistance device is connected In circuit with the cut-

off relay of the called-for line to permit said relay to be
oper^ed and thereby to disconnect said source, the second
source of said pair being at the same time placed In con-

nection with tbe latter line, substantially as described.

^. In a telephone system, the combination with n pin

rallty of telephone lines each harlng a line signal and a

cut-off relay, of a pair of sources of electricity with one
of which said lines are normally connected through con-

tacts of the cut-off relays, a cord circuit to establish con-

nections Ijetween the lines for conversation, a high resist-

ance device connected with the answering end of the cord
circuit and adapted to be included in a local circuit with
the cut-off relay when connection is established with a

calling line and a low resistance device connected with tbe
calling end of the cord circuit and adapted to be similarly

connected In a local circuit with the cut-off relay of the
called line when the calling cord is connected therewith,
said resistances being so proportioned relatively to the
ent-off relays and other parts Included in the local circuits

that the cut-off relay of the calling line Is actuated only
sofflciently to render the line signal inoperatlre, the nor-
mally connected aoarce remaining in connection with said
line, and the cot off relay of the called line to be completely
operated to render the line signal inoperatlre and to serer
the connection of the normally connected source therewith
and meana for at tbe aame time connecting the second
•onroe with the latter line, substantially as described.

[Clsims 6 to 11 not printed in tbe Oasetts.]
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887 072 LEADING DBVICB. MxKT A. Dsi^NiT, New rods extending from the first mentioned collar to the

York. N Y Filed Jan. 12, 1907. Serial No. 861,938. lower casing member.
xon, n. 1. riif«.i>ii *,

I Claims 6 to 9 not printed m the Gaaette.]

The combination with n collar, a leading device compris-

ing a rasing, a spring actuated drum, a leash adapted to

be wound upon said drum, means within said casing for

automatically winding up tbe leash and permitting the

leash to unwind and means for detachably securing the

casing directly to said collar.

S87 073. DRAFT APPARATUS FOR ROUNDHOUSES
AND SIMILAR STRUCTURES. Thomas W. Dema-

RKST, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed Aug. 21, 1907. Serial

No. 38».4:i6.

1. In combination in a smoke jack, an upper support-

ing casing harlng a curred Joint surface, a second lower

tubular member harlng a curred Joint surface adapted to

cooperate with the other Joint surface, pirot means at

the center of currature of the Joint surfaces, and a pair

of connecting rods mounted on opposite sides of the casing

on such pivot means, and carrying at their lower ends the

said tubular section.

2. In combination in a smoke Jack, an upper casing

member, a lower cooperating casing member pivotal ly

connected to the upper casing member, curved surfaces at

the end of one of the said members baring the pirotal

connection as their center of curvature, and packing

menns on the end of the other member for cooperating

with the said curred surfaces and comprising sheets of

asbestos harlng their edges bent to press reslllefltly

against said curred surfaces.

3. In combination in a smoke Jack, an upper casing

member, a lower caalng member telescoping inside the

flrat member, a collar slldably mounted on the outalde of

the upper caalng member, and meana for connecting aaid

collar to the lower caalng member.

4. In combination In a smoke Jack, an upper caalng

member, a lower casing member telescoping Inside the

first member, a collar slldably mounted on the outside of

the upper casing member, a second collar secured to the

lower caalng member and a plnrallty of rods connecting

the said collara.

&. In ooBoblnatlop in a smoke Jack, an upper casing

member, a lower casing member telescoping Inside tbe

first member, a collar slldably mounted on the outside of

the upper easing member, s stop collar secured to the

lower end of the upper casing member, and anpportlng

887,074. SURGICAL SCREW-BOLT. Antoins Dbpagb,

Brussels, Belgium. Filed May 11, 1007. Serial No.

37.3,153.

/

1 .\ screw for surgical purposes comprising a slender

elongated and threaded shank having a head and a ta-

pered f>nd. said end terminating in a pliable wire of less

diameter than the screw and by means of which the

screw may be readily drawn into a constricted opening,

and a clamping nut on said threaded shank.

2. A screw for surgical purposes comprising a slender

elongated and threaded shank harlng a head prorided with

a pin and a tapered end, said end terminating In a pliable

wire Integral therewith and of less diameter than the

screw and by means of which the screw may be readily

drawn into a constricted opening, and a clamping nut on

said threaded shank.

887.075. LIFTING-SKID FOR SAWMILL FBED MECH-
ANISM. HXRMANN G. DiTTBiNNER. Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed Aug. 22, 1907. Serial No. 389,678.

I 1. In a mechanism of the lilnd described, the comblna-

' tion with feed rollers adapted to feed a log or cant end-

'

wise, of a drlTing shaft extending transrersely of said

feed rollers and geared to the shafts thereof, of a lifting

akld comprising skid bara extending transrersely of aaid

drirlng shaft and plroUlly supported at one end by bear-

ings that are located eccentric to and are Independent of

said drirlng abaft and lU Journals, drirlng sprockets

carried by said driving shaft and alined with the pivoted

enda of said skid bars, idle sprockets at the free ends of

said skid bars, sprocket chains running orer said skid

1 bars and the alined sprockets, and meana for raising and
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1

lowering the frpe ends of uld skid bars; substantially

as described.

2. In a mechanism of the kind describee!, the combina-

tion with feed rollers adapted to feed a log or cant end-

wise, of a dr.flng shaft extending transversely of said

rollers and geared to the shafts thereof, driving sprockets

on said driving shaft, fixed bafurcated bearing brackets

having prongs embracing the outer portions of said

sprockets, skid bars having bifurcated ends embracing the

said sprockets and plvotally attached to the prongs of

said bearing bracket at points eccentric to and outward

of said driving shaft, idle sprockets Journaled In the free

ends of said skid bars, chains runnlni; over said skid bars

and over the alined sprockets, and m^ans fl)r raising and

lowering the fr^f ends of said skid bars, to render the

chains thereof operative, substantially as described.

887,076. TURRET OR SIMILAR VESSEL. Charlm D.

rx>xroaD, Sunderland. England. Filed Nov 6, 1906.

Serial No. 34::,235.

material, means for secnrlng together the hinged mem-
bers of the harp, a cutter and «craper frame plvotally

supported on said harp and equipped with a cutter and a

scraper; and means for fixing said scraper and cutter

frame on said harp.

887,077. SLEET rT'TTER AND SCRAPFIR. Frank L.

Dtb, Springfield. Ill FMled Jan. 28, 1908. Serial No.

413.111.

1. The combination of a trolley poie. t swivel block

detachably connected with said trolley 9o\e. a swivel

frame mounted on said swivel block, a socket block pivot-

ally connected with the said swivel block, t pole of Insu-

lating material supported on said socket block, a harp
detachably connected with said insulating pole, a cutter

and scraper frame mounted on said harp and a cutter de- I

vice and a scraper device mounted on sqid cutter and
]

scraper frame.
!

2. A pole of Insulating material, cutter and scraper I

derlcec mounted on said pole, a trolley pole of conducting
|

material and means for connecting said pole of inaulating I

material with said trolley pole.

3. A pole of insulating material, a trolKy pole, means
for plvotally connecting said Insulating pole with said

trolley pole, a harp having semi-tubular oiembers hinged
together and adapted to Inclose said pole> of insulating

4. The comhination of a trolley pole, an insulating pole

having a swivel and pivot connection with the trolley

pole and cutter and scraper devices connected with said

Insulating pole

5. The comhination of a trolley pole, a swivel block se-

cured on said trolley pule, a swivfl frame mounted on

said swivel block, an arm plvotally connected with the

swivel frame, cutter and semper devlcf« connected with

said arm, a spring supported on the swivel frame and act-

ing to raise said arm ; and means for adjusting the ten-

sion of said spring

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the <Jaiette ]

887,078. CULTIVATOR ATTACHMENT Wilmam M.

EsTEs. John F. Estbs, and Jbrsb H. Smith, Cullman,

Ala. Filed Jan. 10, 1908. Serial No. 410,174.

In a turret vessel the combination of a 'hull B. a tur-

ret A forming thf upper part of the vessel and merging i

into the hull, dfckbeams E extending acrost the turret, a
[

double bottom F at the t>ottom of the hull, narrow In- <

ternal frames C extending from the deck beams E to the
i

double bottom F, leavtnj; an unobstructed space from side I

to side between thp frames c. large gusset plates D ex- !

tending from the frameH (' to the deck E St Intervals In I

those portions of the ves3«ii where the turret .\ merges
into the hull 15 and small knee plates G S4curing the In-

ternal frames C to the double bottom F.

A fender comprising a yoke having ogee side portions

connected together at Intermediate points try a cross bolt

which lies In a plane elevated with relation to the planes

occupied by the end portions of the yoke, arras plvotally

attached to the rear ends of the ogee portions of the yoke

and fender members attached to said arm.s.

887.079. MILLING-CUTTER. Thomas Etnon, Chicago,

111. Filed July 20, 1905 Serial No. 270,554.

1. The combination with a milling head formed with a

series of apertures, of a retaining member within each of

said apertures, a portion of each retaining member pro-

jecting beyond the milling head and being slotted, and

cutting teeth fitting within the notched portions of the

retainers.

2. The combination with a milling head, formed with

pairs of apertures extending partially through said head,

of a notched or slotted retainer in each of said apertures

resting on the bottom thereof, and a tooth connecting said

retainers of each pair and filling the notches or slots

therein.

3. The combination with a milling head formed with a
cylindrical opening extending partially through said bead.
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of a cylindrical retainer positioned within said opening
and resting on the bottom thereof and a tooth engaged

by said retainer and extending over the end of said milling

head.

887.080. FOLDING POULTRY-COOP. Benjamin F
FERorsoN, Tishomingo, Okla. Filed Apr. 1. 1907. Se
rial No. 365.832.

L"'\ ^/\ ^f -
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mr.OSS. TTPB-WRITING UACHINS.
Doav and Jacob Gbothb, New York,

36, 1907. SerUl No. 8e4,6M.

AOpLPH WVMLmH'
lilod Mar.

1. In a typewriting machine of the charanrter described,

the combination with type levers, of a universal bar op-

erable thereby, a carriage prorlded with %n escapement

rack, an escapement pinion In mesh with the rack, an

escapement dog normally designed to pertnlt a feeding

movement of the carriage upon operation of the aniveraal

bar, and means to prevent a feeding movement of the car-

riage upon the operation of certain type levers, said means

comprising a bell crank lever having an eztepialoo designed

to be projected into the path of the dog akid permit but

partial actuation thereof when a predeterm^ed type lever

la operated.

2. In a typewriting machine of the cbanicter descrU>ed,

the combination with type levers, of a universal bar op-

erable thereby, a carriage provided with (n escapement

rack, an escapement pinion in mesh with t)ie rack, a sec-

ond escapement pinion normally In engagement with an

escapement dog which is designed when disengaged from

the pinion to permit a feeding movement oC the carriage,

and means operable upon depression of predftermlned type

levers to prevent complete disengagement of the escape-

ment dog from Its pinion, said means coi4prlalng a bell

crank lever pivoted over the escapement dog, and having an

extension which Is adapted to be depressed Into conUct

with the dog upon operation of predetermlmed type levers.

3. In a typewriting machine of the character described,

the combination with type levers, of a universal bar oper-

able thereby, a carriage provided with an escapement rack,

escapement mechanism co<5peratlng with s^ld escapement

rack, an escapement dog normally engagltg the escape-

ment mechanism and operable by the onlTersal bar to re-

lesse the same from the escapement mechaalsm and permit

a feeding movement of the carriage, and m^jis to pnsvent

a feeding movement of the carriage opo4 operation of

the universal bar by predetermined type levfrs. said means

comprising a bell crank lever having an extension pro-

jecting over the escapement dog. and a link extending

from the bell crank lever to a type lever, whereby when

the latter Is depressed to operate the universal bar the

bell crank lever la rocked and caused to prfject Its exten-

sion over the escapement dog and prevent disengagemeDt

of the latter from the escapement mechanism.

4. In a typewriting machine of the character described,

the combination with type levers, of a anlviersaJ bar oper-

able thereby, a carriage, escapement meclaalsm, an es-

capement dog normally In engagement wifch the escape-

ment mechanism and operable by the nnlvfraal bar to be

released from the escapement mechanism to permit a feed-

lag movement of the carriage, and means operable npon

tbe depression of predeteriftlned type leverk to prevent a

feeding movement of the carriage when th* anlTersal bar

Is operated by the said type levers and Its^f operates the

escapement dog. said means comprising |i pivoted be!l

craak lever having an extension lying over the escapement

dog. a spring for norirally hold'ng the letter ont of eon-

tact with the dog. and a link connection tztendlng from

the bell wank lever to a predetermined type lerer by

means of which the bell crank lever, upott depresskm of

the type lever, may be rocked Into conU4t with the es-

capement dog.

ft. In a typewriting auefalBe of the character described,

the combtnatlen with type levers, of a universal bar oper-

able thereby, a carriage, escapement mechanism, an es-

capement dog normally in ensacemeat with the escape-

ment mechanism and operable by the aniveraal bar to be

released from the escapement mechanism to permit a feeding

movement of the carriage, and means opo'able upon de-

pression of predetermined type levers to prevent a feed-

ing movement of the carriage when the universal bar is

operated by the said type levers and itself operates the

escapement dog, said means comprising a pivoted bell

crank lever having an extttslon lying over the escapement

dog, a spring for nomwlljr boidlnf tbe lever out of contact

with the dog, a link connected to said bell crank lever,

and a stirrup connected to said link and to one of said

type levers, whereby upon depreasion of the latter the

bell crank lever may be rocked Into contact with the es-

capement dog.

887,084. FLEXIBLE CORRUGATED WALL. Westo!*
M. Fulton, KnoxviUe, Tenn.. assignor to The Pulton

Company. Knoxvllle, Tenn., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed May 29. 1907. Serial No. 376,440.

1. A flexible corrugated tabular metal wall having lat-

eral portions connecting the bends, each of said portions

containing a flat portion merging Into the bend and lying

In a plane substantially normal to the axis of the said

wall, and a portion making an obtuse angle with said flat

portion and capable of bending through a greater angle

than said flat portion when the wall Is collapsed and ex-

panded to relieve the strains at the curved portions of

the corrugationa

2. A flexible corrugated tubular metal wall having lat-

eral portions connecting the bends, each of said portions

consisting of flat portions merging Into alternate bends

and lying in planes substantially normal to tbe axis of

the said wall, and a portion connecting said flat portions

making angles with the latter and capable of bending

through a greater angle than said flat portions when the

wall is expanded and collapsed to relieve the strains at

the curved portions of the corrugations.

3. A flexible corrugated cylindrical metal wall having

lateral portions connecting the bends, each of said por-

tions containing a flat portion merging Into the bend and

lying In a plane substantially normal to the axis of the

said wall, and a cone portion capable of bending through

a greater angle than said flat portion when the wall Is

collapsed and expanded to relieve the strains at the curved

portions of the cormgatlona

4. A flexible corrugated cylindrical meUl wall having

lateral portions connecting the bends, each of said por-

tions consisting of flat portions merging into alternate

bends and lying in planes substantially normal to the

axis of the said wall, and a cone portion connecting said

flat portions capable of bending through a greater angle

than said flat portions when the wall Is expanded and col-

lapsed to relieve the strains at the curved portions of tbe

cormgatlona.

5. A flexible corrugated tubular meUl wall having alter-

nate concave and convex portions connected to short lat-

eral portions, said lateral portions being united by por-

tions lying St an angle thereto.

887.08C. FURNACE FUEL-FEEDER. Onoaon W. Gasd-
' ifxk. Ban Francisco. Cal. Filed Mar. 22. 1906. Serial

No. 307.476.

1. In a fnmace fad feeder, a charge chamber, a gate

therefor, a movable member between the gate and the bot-

tom of the chamber, and sprtnga for engaging with said

member and holding It in Its lowest position.

2. In a fnmaes fnd feeder, a two-part charge chamber,
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of which parts projects below the other at all times i 887,087. ELBCTRIC THERMOSTAT. Hakbt G. Qaiss-
and forms a movable extension thereof, springs for en-
gaging with said part and holding it downward, and
a gate for engaging with aaid part and closing the cham-
ber.

iNQBa. New York, N. Y. Filed May 29, 1907. Serial No.
376,847.

rmm J ,J
•T In a furnace feeder, a two-part charge chamber, one

of which parts telescopes upon the lower end of the other
and projects below the same at all times, sprlnifB at the
ends of the upper part for engaglni; with the lower part
and forcing It downward, rods for the springs, and a gate
for engaging with the lower part and dosing the chamber.

4. In a furnace feeder, a two-part charge chamber, the
upper part being provided with a housing and the lower
part having Its upper edge within the housing and pro-

jecting below the lower part, springs in the housing and
engaging with the lower part, and a gate for engaging with
the lower part and closing the chamber.

5. In a furnace feeder, a plurality of chutes, a separate
charge chamber above each chute and in communication
with It. a movable closure for each charge-chamber where-
by it Is adapted to retain and to discharge charges of fuel,

a fuel supply passage and a swinging gate in said passage
atwve the charge chaml)er8.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette]

1. In a thermostat, a thermal couple consisting of ele-

ments having different rates of thermic expansion and
contraction, the element having the higher rate being rijfld

and the other being flexible and normally straight.
2. In a thermostat, a thermal couple consisting of ele-

ments having different rates of thermic expansion and con-
traction, the element having the lower rate being nor-
mally straiirbt and arranged to arch between the ends of
the other element.

3. In a thermostat, a thermal couple consisting of ele-

ments having different rates of thermic expansion and con-
traction, the element having the lower rate being flat and
the other being substantially channel shaped In cross-sec-
tion and substantially Inclosing tbe flat element.

4. In a thermostat, a thermal couple consisting of ele-

ments having different rates of thermic expansion and con-
traction, the element having the lower rate being flat and
normally straight and entirely within tbe other element.

5. In a thermostat, a thermal couple comprising a rigid,

channel-shaped element having closed ends, and a flexi-

ble element having its extremities abutting against said
closed ends and supported in the rigid element by such
contact.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7.086. UEGri^\TOR FOR BOILER - FEEDERS. 8 8 7 . 8 8 . SYSTEM OF TEMPERATURE CONTROL.
GKoauK W. Gasdnsk. San Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar.

,

Hasbt G. Gbissinqkr. New York, N Y Filed July 3
22. 1906. 8*>rial No. .307,477. 1907. Serial No. 382.100.

<' (^u

H-

h-^1^
-ft- ti

ti

'r^^ r-

-V ••
1

In a regulator for boiler feeders, a charge chamber,
water controlled means for emptying the same, a damper
for the farnace, and means for simultaneously controlling

said means and the damper by the steam pressure.

1. In a temperature control system, the combination
with a heater, of an electric regulator having differential
windings, one winding being included in a normally closed
circuit, and the other being included in a normally open
shunt, said shunt baring automatic means for closing
the same, to energise both windings and connect said
heater with a source of heat

2. In a teuipentnre control system, in combinatioc, a

I

heater, a source of heat supply therefor, an electric regn-

I

lator having opposed windings, one of said windings, when
I energized, operating to cut off the source of heat supply.

i and thermostatic means in the circuit of the other winding
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for aatonuiticmllr cloaing the wme to energise both wlod-

Ingi and connect the aupply to the heater. ,

3. In a temperature control aystem. In combination, a

heater, a regulating circuit, an electric regulator harlng

one aet of wlndinga in said circuit and another aet of

windings in a shunt circuit controllable fii>m a central

point, a temperature controlling deriee in sai^ahont circuit

adapted to open or close the same, whereby 4*ld regulator

la operated to supply heat to aaid heater when lald shunt

circuit is closed.

4. In a temperature control system, in combination, a

heater, a source of beat supply therefor, a regulating

circuit, an electric regulator harlng one set of windings

in said circuit and another set of windings in a dlrldad

shunt circuit, a thermostat in each branch df said shunt,

said thermostats being adjusted to close thOir respective

branches at different temperatures and mean| to place the

shunt under the control of any desired therniostat, where-

by said regulator is operated to supply heat to said heater

when the controlling thermostat closes said Ihunt
5. A system of temperature control comprising a se-

ries of regulators electrically operated by ti|e same regu-

lating current, the latter being obtained directly from the

usual mains, and beaters supplied separately from an in-

dependent source of heat but controlled by ttie said regu-

lators.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gasett^.]

887,089. OABMSNT-BUCKLB. MABSBLi.LL M. Obaham,
Butte, Mont. Filed Hay 23. 1907. Serial No. 87S,336.

t.„.

1. A buckle comprising a body portion, a«d a member
adapted to be detacbably connected tttereto^ one of the

parts baring a headed projection thereon, apd the other

part having a slot provided with an enlarged portion to

receive the bead ,of the projection, and a re4uced portion

to receive a narrower portion of the proJectioi|, and a revo-

luble locking plate having its periphery arflanged to co-

operate with the said projection to confine it within the said

slot and provided with a slot corresponding to and adapted

to register with that first mentioned.

2. A buckle comprising a body portion h4ving diamet-

rically opposed pairs of slots formed therein 4ach of which
is enlarged toward one end and reduced toward the oppo-

site end, an attaching member having a beadfcd projection

thereon adapted to coiiperate with each slot, and a circular

locking plate centrally pivoted on said body* portion and
arranged to cooperate with the said projection to lock it

In the reduced portion of either slot

3. A buckle comprising a body portion having a pair of

keyhole slots therein, attaching portions having headed
projections thereon adapted to cooperate with the respec-

tive slots of the body portion, and a circular locking plate

pivoted ojn the body portion and having a ' keyhole slot

therein arranged to register with either of tht slots of the

body portion.

4. A buckle comprising a body portion havikig a circular

recess formed in one side thereof and provide^ with a slot

extending toward the periphery thereof and liavlng an en-

larged portion at its Inner end, on attaching member pro-

vided with a headed projection adapted to cqSperate with

said slot, and a locking plate revolubly fitted into the cir-

cular recess of the l>ody portion and having $ slot therein

corresponding to and adapted to register wit|i the slot In

the body portion.

5. A buckle comprising a body portion p|-ovld«d with

pairs of diametrically opposed slots enlarged at their inner

enda, and attaching members having pairs of headed pro-

jections adapted to eoSperate with the respective pairs of

slots, and a locking plate revolubly mounted on the body
portion and having a pair of slots corresponding to snd
adapted to register with either pair of slots in the body
portion.

887,090. LUBRICATINQ DEVICE. CH^aua J. Qustaf-
ON, Beading, Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Heading Standard Company, a Corporation of Pcnnsyl-

vanU. Filed Oct 16, 1900. Serial No. 339,035.

1. A lubricating device comprising a feed-cup having an

outlet and a rotary valve controlling the same, a super-

posed reservoir having a cup-extension tube passing there-

through, said tube having an opening through its wall

communicating with the reservoir, and a rotary valve con-

trolling said opening and having a bandied upper-stem,

and a hollow lower-stem communicating with said cup and
operatively engaging said first mentioned vslve, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. A lubricating device comprising a feed-cup having an
outlet and a rotary valve controlling the same, a super-

posed reservoir having a cup-extension tube pasing there-

through, said tube having an opening through Its wall

communicating with the reservoir, there being a free air-

conduit connecting said cup and tube, and a rotary valve

controlling said opening and having a bandied upper-stem,

and a hollow lower-stem communicating with said cup and
operatively engaging said first mentioned valve, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. A lubricating device comprising a feed-cup having an
outlet and a rotary hollow-plug valve controlling the same,

a superposed reservoir having a cup-extenalon tube pass-

ing therethrough, said tube having an opening through Its

wall communicating with the reservoir, snd a rotary hol-

low-plug valve controlling said opening and having a han-

dled upper-stem, and a hollow lower-stem communicating
with said cup and oi>eratlvely engaging said first men-
tioned valve, said cup outlet and tube opening being on
opposite sides of the valve-stem axis and the communi-
cating openings in the cooperating hollow-plug valves

being on the same side of said axis substantially as set

"forth.

4. A lubricating device comprising a feed cup having an
outlet and a rotary hollow-plug valve controlling the same,

a superpoaed reservoir having a cup-extension tube pass-

ing therethrough, said tube having an opening through its

wall communicating with the reservoir, n rotary hollow-

plng valve controlling said opening and having a handled
upper-stem and a hollow lower-stem communicating with
said cup and operatively engaging said first mentioned
valve, and separate valve seating springs for the re«p«ctlv«

valves sobstantlally as set forth.
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887,091. WOODBN LAMP-STAND. Joseph W; Halit,
Brlanger, Ky., assignor of one-half to James L. Adams,

Covington. Ky. Filed July 18, 1907. Serial No. 384,404.

887,092. CENTERING AND GAGING INSTRUMENT
FOR BARS. Thomas A. Hkarson, London, England.

Filed June 7. 1907. Serial No. 377,771.

1. In an instrument for centering bars, a hollow carrier,

two sets of iris plates pivoted In the carrier, a pair of an-

gularly dlsplaceable rings mounted in the carrier apd

adapted each to displace one of the sets of iris plates,

means common to both rings adapted to displace them

differentially, and a center punch axially mounted in said

carrier.

2. In an Instrument for gaging bars, a hollow carrier,

two sets of Iris plates pivoted In the carrier, a pair of an-

gularly dlsplaceable rings mounted in the carrier and

adapted each to displace one of the sets of iris plates,

means common to both rings sdapted to displace them dif-

ferentially, means carried by the carrier and adapted to

Indicate the mean diameter of the inserted bar, and means

carried by the carrier and adapted to Indicate the degree

of taper of said bar.

3. In an Instrument for centering bars, a hollow cylin-

drical carrier formed with a circumferential slotway. a

pair of fixed rings secured in said carrier, two sets of iris

plates, each Bet pivoted on one of said fixed rings respec-

tively, a pair of angularly dlsplaceable rings mounted in

aald carrier, slotways formed in said dlsplaceable rings,

pins on said Iris plates engaging In said slotways, racks

formed on the adjacent edges of said dlsplaceable rings, a

pinion in gear with both of said racks, a finger piece on

which aaid pinion is mounted adapted to be displaced

along said circumferential slotway formed in said carrier,

a fixed finger piece secured to said carrier and a center

punch axially mounted in said carrier.

4. In an instrument for gaging bars, a hollow cylin-

drical carrier formed with a circumferential slotway, a

134 O. Q.—19

A lamp stand made wholly of wood comprising a base, a

support, and a lamp holder on the upper end ot said sup-

port hollowed out to form a rt'ceptacle for the oil font of

an ordinary lamp and provided with a threaded flange, and

a hollow wooden closure for said receptacle adapted to

cover said oil font having an opening in its top for the

lamp burner to extend through and provided with a co-

operating threaded fiange on Its lower edge for removably

connecting said closure to the holder.

pair of fixed rings aecnred in said carrier, two sats of irla

plates, each set pivoted on one of said fixed ring* respec-

tively, a pair of angularly dlsplaceable rings mounted la

said carrier, slotways formed in said dlsplaceable ring*,

pins on said Iris plates engaging in said slotways, racks

formed on the adjacent edges of said dlsplaceable rings, a

pinion in gear with both of said racks, a finger piece on
which said pinion is mounted adapted to t>e displaced

along said circumferential slotway formed in said carrier,

a fixed finger piece secured to said carrier, a scale pro-

vided on said carrier along which said movable finger piece

Is adapted to t>e displaced, a dial provided on said movable
finger piece, a pointer adapted to be moved over said dial,

and a second pinion connected with said pointer and gear-

ing with the first pinion.

5. In an instrument for gaging and centering bars, a

hollow cylindrical carrier formed with a circumferential

slotway, a pair of fixed rings secured In said carrier, two
sets of iris plates, each set pivoted on one of said fixed

rings respectively, a pair of angularly dlsplaceable rings

mounted in said carrier, slotways formed In said dlsplace-

able rings, pins on said iris plates engaging in said slot-

ways, racks formed on the adjacent edges of said displace

able rings, a pinion in gear with both of said racks, a
finger piece on which said pinion is mounted adapted to be

displaced along said circumferential slotway formed In

said carrier, a fixed finger piece secured to said carrier, a
scale provided on said carrier along which said movable
finger piece is adapted to be displaced, a dial provided on
said movable finger piece, a pointer adapted to be moved
over said dial, a second pinion connected with said pointer

and gearing with the first pinion, and a center punch axi-

ally mounted in said carrier.

887,093. TRANSMISSION - GEARING FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. Ehkrt G. Hoffmann, New Rochelle, N. T.

Filed Dec. 9, 1907. Serial No. 405.686.

. y
1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a spring sup-

ported body, an axle, a road wheel Joumaled upon the axle,

driving mechanism supported by the body and comprising

a driving wheel mounted upon a substantially longitudinal

axis and a driven wheel mounted upon a transverse axil

with freedom for oscillation about said longitudinal axis,

and operating connections between said driven wheel and

the corresponding road wheel.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a spring sup-

ported body, an axle, a road wheel Journaled upon the axle,

driving mechanism supported by the body and comprising

a driving wheel mounted upon a substantially longitudinal

axis and a driven wheel mounted upon a transverse axis

with freedom for oscillation about said longitudinal axis,

and an Intermediate transverse shaft operatively connected

with said driven wheel at one end and with the corre-

sponding road wheel at the other end.

3. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a spring sup-

ported body, an axle, a road wheel Joumaled upon the axle,

driving mechanism supported by the lx>dy and comprising

0. driving wheel mounted upon a substantially longitudinal

axis and a driven wheel mounted upon a transverse axis

with freedom for oeclllation about said longitudinal axis,

and an intermediate transverse shaft operatively connected

with said driven wheel at one end and, through a universal

Joint, with the corresponding road wheel at the other end.
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4. In • motor Tchicle, tb« combination o( a spring aup-

ported body, an axle, a wheel jouraaled upon a sobat&n-

tlally longltadinal axta and a beral gear n|oanted apon a

tranareree azia with freedom (or oscillation abont aald

longitudinal azia, and an Intermediate trenarerae abaft

operatlTely connected with the iaat named fear at one end

and, throogb a universal joint, with the correeponding

wheel at the other end.

5. In a motor Tehicle, the combination of a spring sap-

ported body, an axle, a road wheel Joarnaled upon the axle,

driving mechanism supported by the body $nd compriaing

a driving wheel mounted upon a substantially longitudinal

axis and a driven wheel mounted upon a trsnaverse azia,

a yoke mounted to oscillate about said lotgitudinal axis

and supporting said driven wheel, and a|i intermediate

transverse shaft operatively connected with the driven

wheel at one end and, through a universal ;}olnt, with the

corresponding road wheel at the other end.

[Claims 3 to S not printed In the Gazette,]

I'
HOI887,094. MOTOR - VEHICLE. BcsflBLL Rorr, Detroit,

Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Coi|ipany, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Aug. 21,

1907. Serial No. 389.561.

of the frame In front of the tank, and having Its other end
detachably connected to the rear end of one of said sad-

dlee.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1. The combination with a motor vehicle frame, of a

fuel tank arranged transversely on the reltr end portion

thereof, and one or more metal straps fo< securlnsj said

tank, each strap comprising two parts, hinged together,

one of said parts extending over the tank afd downwardly
on one side thereof, and the other part extending down-
wardly on the opposite side of the tank. t|ie ends of the

strap being suitably connected to the frame,

2. The combination with a motor vehltje frame, of a

fuel tank arranged transversely on the refcr end portion

thereof, and one or more metal straps fot securing said

tank, each strap comprising two parts, blng^ together, one

of said parts extending over the tank aqd downwardly
on one side thereof, and the other part extending down-
wardly on the opposite side of the tank, one end of the

strap being permanently connected to the frame and the

other end being detachably connected thereto.

3. The combination with a motor vehicle frame, of a

fuel taink arranged transversely on the reur end portion

thereof, and one or more metal straps for securing said

tank, each strap comprising two parts, hinged together,

one of said parts extending over the tank a&d downwardly
on the rear side thereof, and having its end detachably

connected to the frame, and the other part extending down-
wardly on the front side of the tank and having its end
connected to the frame.

4. The combination with a motor vehicle frame, of a

fuel tank supported thereon at the rear of the vehicle

body and extending crosswise of the frame and metal

traps for securing said tank, each strap cotiprlslng a part

secured to a side bar of the frame and extending upwardly
at the front side of a tank, and a part ext#nding over the

tank and downwardly on the rear side thereof, said latter

part having a bolt at its end for connection to the frame,

the parts of said strap being connected b| a hinge Joint

located at tli« top of the front side of the t)uik.

5. In a motor vehicle, a pair of saddles or supports ar-

ranged opon the side bars of the frame lit the rear of

the vehicle body, a tank having its end ilortions rsstlag

upon said saddles, and a pair of metal strs|>s for securioc

aid tank, saeb strap having one end secured to s sld« bar

8 8 7.095. FLUID - PRSSSUBE - OPERATED TOOL.
CH.4aLB.s H. Johnson. Chicago Heights. 111., assignor,

by mesne assignments, to The Pittsburg I^eumatlc
Company, Canton, Ohio, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Nov. 19, 1902, Serial No. 131.948. Renewed
Sept 6, 1906. Serial No. 333,442.

1. In a fluid pressure operated tool, the combination

with i cylinder, of a piston reciprocated therein, a valve

casing having a series of ports of graduated sizes com-

municating with one end of the cylinder and a port com-
municating with the opposite end of the cylinder, a dif-

ferential piston valve in said casing controlling the supply

and exhaust of pressure through said ports to the oppo-

site ends of the cylinder.

2. In a fluid pressure operated tool, the combination

with a cylinder, of a piston adapted to reciprocate therein,

a valve casing having ports communicating with said

cylinder, a differential piston valve within said casing

controlling the supply and exhaust of fluid pressure to and
from the cylinder, a radial surface on said valvo constantly

exposed to fluid pressure tending to move the valve to one
position, a second radial surface larger than the first on

.said valve adapted to be alternately exposed to fluid pres-

sure in the valve casing and to the atmosphere through

the cylinder, said valve casing having passages leading

therefrom to the interior of the cylinder controlled by the

piston to admit fluid pressure to the valve casing to move
the valve Into said position, and to expose said second ra-

dial surface of the valve to atmospheric pressure to effect

the retention of the valve In said position, the movement
of the valve to and Its retention in Its other position t)eing

effected by an accumulation of fluid pres.sure ext>rtp<l upon
said second radial surface when the atmospheric com-

munication from the valve casing through the cylinder la

cut off by the piston.

3. In a fluid pressure operated tool, the combination

with a cylinder, of a piston adapted to reciprocate therein,

a valve casing having ports communicating with said

cylinder, a differential piston valve within said casing

controlling the supply and exhaust of fluid pressure to

and from the cylinder, said cylinder and valve casing hav-

ing communicating passages through one of which fluid

pressure is admitted to the casing from the cylinder and
through the other of which fluid pressure is exhausted

through the cylinder from the casing thereby effecting the

movement of the valve.

4. In a fluid pressure operated tool, the combination

with a cylinder, of a piston adapted to reciprocate therein,

a valve casing having ports communicating with said cyl-

inder, a differential piston valve within said casing con-

trolling the supply and exhaust of fluid pressure to and
from the cylinder, a aurface on aald valve constantly ex-

posed to fluid pressure, and two other surfaces on said

valve one of which is alternately exposed to fluid pressure

from the cylinder and to the atuKMphere through the valve

caaing while the other ia alternately exposed to the at-

mosphere through the cylinder and to fluid pressure In the

valve casing.

5. In a fluid pressure opersted tool, the combination

with a cylinder, of a reciprocating piston therein, a die

removably fitted in the end of said cylinder and yieldingly

retained therein, a button interposed between ssid piston

and die for transmitting the impsct of the piston to the
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die, and means for automatically preventing the Impact

of the piston from being communicated by the button to

the die.

[Claims 6 to l.'j not printed In the Oaiette.]

887,096. ELECTRIC INTERRUI'TER AND INTERMIT-
TER. John R. Kellet. Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Aug.

8, 1907. Serial No. 387,707.

A*

1. In an electric interrupter and intermltter. an anode

consisting of a tube or hollow cylinder, of a refractory

metal or alloy, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

2. In an electric interrupter and intermltter, an anode

consisting of a tube or hollow cylinder made of a very

refractory metal or alloy, and a core within this tube or

hollow cylinder, this core made of a less refractory metal,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

3. In an electric Interrupter and Intermltter, an anode

consisting of a tube or hollow cylinder made of platlno-

irldium, sut)stantlally as and for the purposes specified.

4. In an electric intorrupfpr and lntf>rmittpr, an anode,

consisting of a tube or hollow cylinder, made of platlno-

Irldium, and a core within said tube or hollow cylinder

consisting of gold, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

.5. In an electric Interrupter and intermltter, an anode

consisting of a tube or hollow cylinder made of a quite

refractory metal, and a core within this tube or hollow cyl-

inder made of gold, substantially as and for the purposes

specified.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.097. DISPLAY - TRATE. George W. Kimber, La
Crosse. Wis. Filed July 24. 1906. Serial No. 327,570.

The herein described display crate comprising a wooden
bottom, aides of wire mesh, upper, lower and Interme-

diate frames applied to the sides, a top of wire mesh con-

nected to the upper frame, a transverse partition of wire

mesh connected to the Intermediate frame, the lower

frame receiving the edges of the bottom and being secured

thereto, one of the sides of the crate having openings

formed therein immediately below the upper and Inter-

mediate frames respectively, and upwardly swinging doors

for the said openings, the said doors being hinged re-

spectively to the said upper and intermediate frames.

8 8 7,098. COMBINATION COVER AND STRAINER.
Geuboe Klein and Henrt D. Klein, Butternut, Wis.

Filed Apr. 24, 1907. Serial No. 370,079.

1, In a device of the kind described, the combination
with a cover provided with a plurality of perforationa,

of spaced staples secured In said cover and projecting up
above said cover, a seml-clrcoiar lid provided with spaced
tongues on Its straight edge bent around said staples and
a tongue extending upwardly and outwardly and centrally

from the straight edge of the lid, said tongue having Its

odge.s bent back upon themselves and provided with a

handle.

2. In a cover and strainer, for culinary vessels, a cover

provided with a series of perforations, of spaced staples

secured In said cover, a semi-circular lid arranged on said

cover, having spaced tongues projecting outwardly from
Itsj straight edge bent back upon themselves to form eyes

which are pivotally mounted In the staples secured In the

cover, and a tongue extending upwardly and outwardly
centrally from the straight edge of the lid having Its

f'dges bent back upon themselves and provided with a
handle whereby when pressed downwardly, the Ud will

be raised.

887,099. CANDLE-HOLDER. Gistav K.nittel, Chicago,

111. Filed Sept. 3, 1907. Serial No. 391,134.

1. In a candle support of the character described, the

combination of a split clamping ring, a socket being carried

by the clamping ring upon each side of the split, and a

candle supporting bracket embodying means for cooperat-

ing with the two sockets to draw the ends of the split

ring toward each other.

2. In a candle support of the character described, tb«
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combination of a split clamping ring farmed of a pla-

rallty of atrtpa harlng their end portion^ connected, the

extremitiea of the atrlpe projecting bejoid the tald con-

nected portions of the enda and carrying »ocketa arranged

In palra, one of the sockets being located i^n each aide of

the split and candle supporting bracket^ each of which

Is proTlded with a pair of fingers for engaging the before

mentioned sockets.

3. In a candle support of the character described, the

combination of a split clamping ring fonx>ed of a plarallty

of strips having their end portions connected, the ex-

tremities of the strips projecting beyoqd the said con-

nected portions of the ends and being Betnrned to form

sockets arranged in pairs, one of the sockjets being located

upon each side of the split, and candle safporting brackets

each of which Is formed with a pair of lingers for engag-

ing the before mentioned sockets.

4. In a candle support of the character described, the

combination of a split damping ring, a »ocket being car-

ried by the said clamping ring upon each side of the split,

and a candle supporting bracket formed of two strips of

material having Intermediate portions thiereof twisted to-

gether, the Inner ends thereof being profided with down-

wardly extending fingers adapted to cooperate with the

before mentioned sockets to draw the ends of the split

ring together, while the outer ends constitute arms for

supporting the candle.

gethcr to as to conatitute a wire-like element In anch

body adapted to be torn therefrom, such body being

thereby ripped down on both tides of tald aeam.

887.100. JOINTED WHEEL-TREAD. I»ci8 T. Kxowlks,

Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Nov. 29. 1907. Serial No.

404.883.

1. The combination with a wheel having a divided or

split rigid rim. of a pair of Jointed sectional treads work-

ing on said wheel rim with slack or play, and means

holding said treads with their Joints clrcumferentlally

offset or lapped, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a wheel having laterally

spaced concentric rigid rims, of a pair of Jointed sectional

treads working on said rims and having retaining flanges

working between said rims, and at least one link yieldingly

connecting said two treads and holdl*g the same with

their Joints clrcumferentlally offset oB lapped, tubstan-

tially aa described.

3. In a can, the combination with a substantially cy-

lindrical body portion comprising a plurality of spaced

longitudinal seams, of means near the ends of said

respective seams adapted to roll surh seam over upon

Itself and thereby tear the same bodily from said body

portion, the latter being ripped down on both sides of

said fold or seam.

4. \ container for a substance of the character de-

scribed, comprising a sealed metallic can body provided

with a plurality of spaced longitudinal seams, and means

adapted to rip said folds or seams respectively bodily

from said can body, whereupon the severed portions of

the latter may be bent away from the contents.

5. .\ container for a substance of the character de-

scribed, comprising a sealed substantially cylindrical

metallic can body provided with a plurality of spaced

longitudinal seams, and means near the upper ends of

said respective seams adapted to roll such seam over

upon itself and thereby tear the same bodily from said

body, the latter being ripped down on both sides of said

fold or seam.

[Claim 6 not printed in ihe Gaaette. 1

887 102 HEDDLE. William 8. Lackbt, Haddonfleld,

N. J Filed Feb. 2. 1906. Serial No. 299.194. Re-

newed Sept. 24. 1907. Serial No. 394.411.

8 8 7,101. CAN FOB POLISHING COMPOSmONS. .

L0CI8 M. KaaoBLius. Cleveland. Ohjo. PUed Jan. 24,

1907. Serial No. 353.780.

1. In a new article of manufacture, q metallic can com-

priaing a can body formed with a plurality of spaced
|

longitudinal teams, each made up of overlapping thick-
j

neasea of meUl preaaed together so M *» constitute a

wire-like element in tnch body adapted to be torn there- i

from, tuch body being thereby ripped <lown on both aides

of Mdd Mam. i

2. Ai a new article of manufactn^, a metallic can

eompriting a can body formed with a rtgnlar longitndlBal
|

••am and with a almnlated team sobatentially dlaiMtrle-
{

ally opposite aald regular aeam, each ajT tald leama belag 1

made up of overlapping thickneaaea of metal preawd to- '

fl-

1. A heddle having a warp eye provided with a bead or

rib formed from the metal of the heddle and extending

about the aald warp eye, tnbaUntlally at deacrlbed.

2 A heddle conalatlni,' of flat metal having an eye pro-

vided with a bead or rib formed from the metal of the

heddle and extending along the edge of the metal, in-

tegral therewith and of tubatantially the tame diameter

as the thickness of the metal of the heddle, substantUlly

aa described.
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887,103. WOODWORKING - CLAMP. John H. Lan«,

Jackaon, Mich. Filed Aug. 17. 1906, Serial No. 331,087.

Renewed Sept. 28, 1907. Serial No. 395.036.

1. A clamp of the class described, comprising a ful-

crum bar. lever arms fulcrumed to said bar, eccentric

gripping dogs mounted oh one end of the lever arms, a

cross head operatlvely connected to one end portion of

the lever arms, and a centrally arranged rod extending

through the cross head and fulcrum bar and carrying a

clamp foot, said dogs and clamp foot being arranged to

exert a direct pressure upon the rail from three points to

a center.

2. A clamp of the class described comprising lever arms
having rack teeth at one end, eccentric rocking gripping

dogs pivotally mounted on the opposite ends of the lever

arms, a cross-head, rocking scroll gears pivoted to said

head and engaging the teeth of the lever arms, and a cen-

tral rod carrying a clamping foot and arranged to shift

or move the cross-head.

3. .\ clamp of the class described comprising a ful-

crum bar having a central guide opening, lever arms ful-

crumed to the ends of aaid bar, eccentric or scroll grip-

ping dogs pivotally and detachably mounted on one end of

the lever arms, a sblftable cross-head having a central
nut and operatlvely connected with one end portion of
the lever arms, and a screw rod extending through the
cross-head and fulcrum bar and carrying a clamp foot.

887,104. ADVERTISING DEVICE. Edgar H. Lawton,
Brighton. England. Filed Apr. 18, 1907. Serial No.
368.992.

1
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tlon : of mechanism for rotatlns Mid holders, ab«taii-

tlally as described.

tj\i of a leaf held between coTcrs, said leaf bartng a bereled

notch In one margin, and adjoctable means for clamping

•aid boards.

2. In an armature winding machine, the combination

with a series of armature holders having ;a common axis

of rotation, and adapted to grip a plura]lt|r of armatures :

of mechanism for routing said holders ; and means for

simultaneously releasing the armatures gripped by said

holders, substantially as described.

3. In an armature winding machine, the combination

with a series of pairs of armature holdert haring a com-

mon axis of rotation, each pair of holder* being adapted

to grip an armature between them ; of meehaniam for

rotating one or more of said holders ; atd a connection

between adjacent holders of different pairs for transmit-

ting the rotary movement of one pair to the other, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In an armature winding machine, the combination

with non-rotary bracket*; of rotary rings within said

brackets ; armature holder* having bearings in said rings

and adapted to grip an armature to rotata therewith ; and

mechanism for rotating one of said holders, substantially

as described.

6. In an armature winding machine, the combination

with a series of non rotary brackets ; of armature holders

arranged In pairs, each pair being adapted to grip an

armature t>etween them to rotate therewith, said holders

having bearings In said brackets ; and mechanism for

rotating said holder*, substantially as des<jrlbed.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gawtte.]

887.107. WIRE-FASTENER FOR INSULATORS. FaiD

M. LOCKB. Victor. N. Y. Filed Nov. 34, 1906. Serial

No. 288,976,

1. In combination with an electric conductor and ita

supporting Insulator, a wire holding element on the In-

sulator and provided with an under cxtt groove havlnc

tapering open ends and opposite retainfers graaplng tha

conductor and inserted in the open en^a of the groove

and means to hold the retainers in opeUatlve poaition In

said grooves.

2. In combination with an electric c<»ndnctor and Its

supporting Insulator, a meUl cap fitted Upon the head of

the Insulator and provided with a transverse groove In its

top face, said groove being open at it* upper side, and

tapering split bushings grasping the Wire and movable

lengthwise thereof and having their stiaH ends driven

into the opposite ends of said groove, ^hereby the bush

Ings are compressed upon the wire.

887.108. NECKTIE-HOLDEE. CHAaLM I. Mat805, Chi-

cago, 111 Filed Dec. 10, 190«. Serial No. 847,197.

1. A device for holding and stretchtog neck tlea, in-

cluding a pair of clamping boards flexibly held In appo-

sition and provided with marginal flngfr notches, a plu-

rality of superposed removable booka, ea^h book eonststlng

2. A device for holding and stretching neck ties, li»-

cluding a pair of clamping boards flexibly held In appo-

sition and provided with marginal finger notches, a plu-

rality of superposed removable books, each book consist-

ing of a leaf held between apertured covers, means for

securing said leaf and covers together, and adJusUble

straps for clamping said boards.

3. A device for holding and stretching neck ties. In-

cluding a pair of clamping boards flexibly held In appo-

sition and provided with marginal finger notches, a plu-

rality of superposed removable booka, each book consist-

ing of a leaf held between apertured covers, said leaf hav-

ing one comer chamfered and provided with an adjacent

beveled notch, means for securing the leaf and covers to-

gether, and adjustable straps for clamping said boards.

4. A device for holding and stretching neck ties In-

cluding a pair of clamping boards flexibly held in appo-

sition and provided with marginal flnger notchea, a plu-

rality of superposed removable books, each book conaistlng

of a leaf held between apertured covers having marginal

flnger notches, said leaf having one cover chamfered and

provided with a beveled notch adjacent thereto, means for

securing the leaf and covers together, distinguishing color

spaces impressed upon said booka and adjustable straps for

clamping said boards.

887,109. PRESS. Hbnbt T. Mkykx and OnoaaB F. C.

LAMxa, Newark, N. J., assignors to The Dnranold Mfg.
Co., Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Fllsd

Apr. 22. 1907. Serial No. 369,559.

1. A press comprising a knuckle Joint, means for alter-

nately making and breaking the knuckle-joint, a fluid pres-

sure press to force the knuckle-joint longitudinally, and

means for automatically admitting fluid under pressure

to the press when the knuckle joint is alined, and for re-

lieving the pressure before the knuckle-joint Is broken.

2. A press comprising a knuckle-joint, a fluid pressure

press attached to one end of the knuckle-joint, means for

making and breaking the knuckle-joint, valves lor admit-

ting and exhausting fluid to the press, means for opening

the inlet valve when the knuckle joint is alined, and means

for opening the outlet ralve when the knuckle-joint is

about to be broken.

8. A press comprising a support, a head thereon, a fluid

pressure press in the head, a mechanical pressing device of

limited movement suspended from the head, and meant

for automatically forcing the pressing device when it has

gone to its limit of movement, and relieving the forcing

before the pressing device is relaxed.

4. A press comprising a support, a head thereon, a fluid

pressure press In the head, a knuckle-joint suspended from

the head, a pipe system to convey fluid to and from the

press, a pair of cams for forcing the knuckle-joint Into and
out of allnement, an arm connecting the cams and the

knuckle-joint, and valves in the pipe system, the knuckle-

joint operating cams having cam surfaces for actuating the

valves to force the knuckle-joint longitudinally by means
of the press, when the knuckle-joint is alined, and for re-

lieving the forcing before the knuckle-joint is broken.

6. A press comprising a support, a head thereon, a fluid

pressure press In the head, a plunger in the press, a

knuckle joint suspended from the plunger, a pair of cams
with grooves In their opposed faces, a roller In the grooves,

an arm carrying the rollers and pivoted to the knuckle-

joint to make and break it, pipes for conveying fluid to and
from the press, valves In the pipes, a cam for operating

the Inlet valve of the press when the knuckle joint Is

alined, and a cam for operating the exhaust valve when
the knuckle joint is about to be broken.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Qasette.]

887.110 IIAME FASTENER. Geohqb A. Millbh. Louis

vllle. Ky. Filed Sept. 10. 1906. Serial No. 334,000.

^ J/^^l

A hame fastener comprising members having hooks en-

gaging the hames. one of said members having In Its edge

a series of recesses, a lever fulcrumed to the other mem-
ber and lying between the members, a headed stud located

upon the lever at a point intermediate of the ends thereof,

said lever having at its edge and at a point opposite the

stud a lug adapted to receive and clasp the edge of the

member to which the lever Is fulcrumed. the shank of said

stud being adapted to enter one of the recesses of the

member unattached to the lever.

887,111. BED SPRING. Jambs McPhbkson, Carthage,

Mo . assignor of one-fourth to William A. Williams and

one-fourth to Samuel O. Morrow, Carthage, Mo. Filed

Jiine 19. 1907. Serial No. 379,761.

tremity located at the comer formed by the interaectlOB

of the wires, said extremity having contact with both

wires.

A spring comprising intersecting wires of different gage.

the wire of heavier gage being bowed and the wire of

lighter gage being straight and lying under and within

the bowed portion of the heavier wire, a helical spring

member arranged upon said wires at the Intersection there-

of, the initial loop of the spring passing ander the lighter

wire and over the heavier wire, said spring having a

straight end portion which is diametrically disposed with

relation to the initial loop of the spring, said portion occu-

pying a plane parallel to that occupied by tUe heavier wire

and having contact with the heavier wire at the opposite

sides of the lighter wire and having an upstanding ex-

887.112. SPRING. Mobbs H. Nabbb, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to Naber Spring Company, Chicago, 111., a Cor-

poration of Illinois. Filed Mar. 28, 1903. Serial No.

149,947.

1. A spring composed of a single Btrand of wire having

an attaching wing at each end. horizontally projecting

arms developed into vertical colls, and a connecting por-

tion comprising a pair of legs In the same horizontal

plane.

2. A spring composed of a single strand of wire having

an attaching wing at each end, horizontally extending

parallel arms, vertical coils at the ends of the arms In

different planes, and an Integral pair of legs projecting

from the adjacent portions of the coils and united in a
horizontally disposed bend.

3. A spring composed of a suitable length of wire, an
attaching wing at each end, an arm horizontally extend-

ing from each wing, the arms being In different vertical

planes and developed into coils at their other ends, and a
U-shaped portion horlsontaliy disposed intermediate the

arms and In extension of the coils.

4. A spring composed of a single strand of wire and
comprising the upper and lower attaching arms developed

into vertical eoila, and a U-shaped portion disposed In-

termediate the arms and in extension of the coils.

887,113. TUBE-HEAD. Franb F. Nickbl, Bast Orange,

N. J., assignor to Henry R. Worthlngton, a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed June 11, 1907. Serial No. 878,861.

1. A tube head formed in two parts through which the

tubes pass and In each of which parts the tubes are

packed, the space between said parts being open to the

tubes for receiving leakage between the tubes and packing.

2. The combination with a chamber, of a tube passing

through the chamber, and a head closing the chamber in

which the tube is packed, said head consisting of two

parts in each of which the tube is packed with a space

between them open to the tube for receiving leakage be-

tween the tube and the packing.

3. The combination with two chambers, of tubes passing

through one chamber and opening to the other chamber,

and a tube head In which the tubes are packed, said tube

head being formed of two plates with space between them

open to the tubes for receiving leakage between tlie pack-

ing and tubes.

4. The combination with tube C, of tube head D formed

of two plates 10, 11, with space between them, and pack-

ing for the tube in said heads with openings 8 through the

packing sleeve connecting with the space between th*

plates.
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8 8 7.114. GBIP-CLUTCH MECHANlBM. MiLM W.

O'BkiSN^ Ottawa, 111., anlsnor to American Hardwar*

Kanafactaiing Company, Ottawa, 111., a Corporation.

Filed Apr. 14. 1904. Serial No. 203.0fl».

1. In grip clutch mechanism, the combination with a

drive ghaft, of a wheel loosely mounted o^ said ahaft and

proTlded on one side with a projecting, «nnalar flange, a

hub fixed to said shaft and a pair of anna haTlng alotted

gripping Jaws at their outer ends for engaging said flange,

said arms having straight Inner ends arranged between

said hub and said flange and extending radially from said

hub to points adjacent said flange, saldi hub being pro-

vided with oppositely arranged extenalo^s baring radial

and tangential shoulders for engaging th« ends and sides

of said arms respectively, said arms btiag loosely set be-

tween said shoulders and free to move to a limited extent

between the same, the radial shoulders o< said extensions

being arranged to engage the ends of said arms at points

adjacent said annular flange and to exert H pressure there-

on substantially in line with tlie slots of the Jaws and the

tangential shoulders of said hub being arfanged to engage

the ^Ides of said arms at points adjacent the axis or rero-

lution, substantially as described.

2. In grip clutch mechanism the combination with a

drive shaft, of a wheel loosely mounted ob said shaft and

provided on one side with a projecting, «nnular flange, a

hub flxed to said shaft, and a pair of arnis having Blotted

gripping Jaws at their outer ends for engaging said flange,

said arms having straight inner ends atranged between

said hub and said flange and extending radially from said

hub to points adjacent said flange, said, hub being pro-

vided with oppositely arranged extenslo»s baring radial

and tangential shoulders for engaging tli^ ends and sidee

of said arms respectively, said arms beis|g looaely set be-

tween said shoulders and free to move to a limited ex-

tent between the same, the radial sboulffler* of said ex-

tensions belnn arranged to engage the e^d* ot said arms

at points adjacont said annular flange and to exert a

pressure thereon sabstantlally In line i*lth the slots of

the Jaws and the tangential shoulder* of said hub being

arranged to engage the sides of said arm$ at polnta adja-

cent the axis of revolution, the eitenslpns of said hub

having projections overlapping said arms to hold the lat-

ter In place, substantially aa described.

3. \ grip clutch one member whereof e^mpriaee a wheel

provided upon one side with an annnlaf flange and the

other member whereof comprises a grip nn haring Jaws

engaglnK the inner and outer faces of s^d flange, a hob
havlatr a radial shoulder to engage the lend of the grip

arm and a^ shoulder extending at an antfe to aaUl radial

shoulder to engage the side of the grip afn, and a retain-

ing derice serving to retain the grip arm In position when
shifted.

887.11B. LIFB-PRKSEBYER. Lauqhlih J. O'Shacoh-
waaaT, Halifax, Nora Scotia, Canada. Filed Aug. 16,

1006. Serial No. 830,793.

7>

In a life preserver, two floats of substantially the same
shape aa the human lung and adapted to be positioned

directly over the lungs of the wearer, a third float adapt-

ed to be positioned across the shoulders and the back of

the neck of the wearer, and means for holding said floats

in position, said means comprising an elastic body band

to allow free breathing of the wearer, a non-elastic neck

band, and a non-elastic band connecting said body and
neck bands.

887,116. DRILL. FasDBatCK C. Palmss, Springfield,

Maari. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial No. 384,645.

A* t-M

jr7

1. In combination, a hollow body, a drill having a

shank to fit said body and prorided with a transverse

notch in one side and a circular bole in the opposite side

in the same annular sone, and a normally Inwardly

spring-pressed retaining pin seated In a transverse hole

In the body in annular register with the notch and hole

of the shank when the latter Is Inserted In the body.

2. In combination, a hollow t>ody, a drill shank fitted

therein, a pin having an annular grooved head and seated

in a transverse hole in the body and adapted to engage

the shank, a spring baring a forked end to engage the

annular groove of the bead and a longitudinal slot near

Its opposite end, and a screw passing through said slot

Into the body.

887,117. SnOCK ABSORBER. William PARrHST. New
York. N. Y. Filed Deo. 28, 1906. Serial No. 349,781.

>-*

1. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a toggle Joint

connected therewith, and springs on said shaft adapted to

limit the movement of said Joint in either direction ver-

tically.

2. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a toggle Joint

connected therewith, and two springs on said shaft, one of

said springs being within the Joint, and the other spring

being oatslde the Joint, aa and for the purpose set forth.

8. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a stationary

member connected therewith, a movable member thereon,

said members being pirotally connected with the body of

the T^lcle and with the axle, a spring on said shaft on
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each side of said movafile member, and means to regulate
j

the tension of said springs.
|

4. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a stationary
{

member secured to one end thereof, a sliding sleeve mount-

ed thereon Intermediate of the ends, a spring between said

stationary member, and said movable member, a nut on

the end of said shaft, and a spring between said nut and ^

said movable member, and means to plvotally connect
j

said members with the body of a vehicle and with the
j

axle thereof.

5. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a head on one

end thereof, a sleeve Intermediate of the ends, a nut on the

end opposite aald head, a spring mounted between said

head and said sleeve, and a second spring mounted be-

tween said sleeve and said nut, hubs on said bead, sleeve,

and nut to center said springs, means to bold said nut

in a fixed position, said head and sleeve being plvotally

connected with the body of the vehicle, and with the axle

thereof, for the purpose set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Qasette.]

extends down under the grooves and beads at the oppo-

site two edges of the bara, thereby mechanically tying

the cement of the construction to the grooved bars against

upward displacement.

3. The combination of bars arranged edgewise and hav-

ing upon their opposite sides near their top edges grooves

and having at intervals rectangular openings, bars of

generally rectangular section arranged flatwise through

said openings, tiles having two of their end walls ar-

ranged on the last mentioned bars and baring their two
depending side walls of less length than the end walls to

constitute abutments which engage the edges of the last

mentioned bars, beads on all sides of said tiles, and

cement arranged between the tiles flush with their top

surfaces and above the bars and which extends down
under the grooves and beads at the other two edges ^of

the tiles, thereby mechanically tying the cement against

upward displacement.

887.118. BELLOWS. Edwakd Paro. Chicago, 111 Filed

Jan. 20, 1908. Serial No. 411,726.

A bellows provided with a hole In one of the plates

thereof, and a nossle comprising a base mounted on the

plate and fastened thereto around said hole, a nipple pro-

jecting Inwardly from the base into said hole, a pipe pro-

jecting outwardly from the base, and an outlet valve in

the nossle. between the nipple and the pipe.

887,119. VAULT-LIGHT. Chabl«8 H. Paschall, Phila-

delphia. Pa., assignor to American 3-Way Prism Com-

pany, Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Feb. 21. 1905. Serial No. 246.726.

1. The combination of bars of which some are arranged

edgewise and are grooved on their opposite sides and near

their top edges and of which the others are flat and ar-

ranged flatwise through the first mentioned bars and said

two sets of bars constituting a grille or framework, glass

tiles arranged in the spaces of the grille and resting at two

edges on the flat bars and clear at the other two edges of

the grooved bars and having beads on their edges and
having embedded in them wire mesh which projects later-

ally, and cement In which the projecting portions of the

mesh is embedded and which is arranged between the tiles

flush with their top surfaces and above the bars and

which extends down under the grooves and the beads at

the other two edges, thereby mechanically tying the ce-

ment at the last mentioned edges to the grooved bars

against upward displacement.

2. The combination of bars of which some are arranged

edgewise and are grooved on their opposite sides and near

their top edges and of which the others are flat and are ar

ranged flatwise through the first mentioned bars and said

two sets of bars constituting a grille or framework, tiles

arranged in the spaces of the grille or frame and resting at

two of th^lr edges on the flat barj and clear of the

grooved bars at the other two edges and having t>eads on
their edges, and cement arranged between the tiles flush

with their top surfaces and above all the bars and which

887,120. CORNET. Albebt O. Paclson. Sharon, N. D.

Filed May 9, 1906. Serial No. 315,994.

1. In a wind instrument, a cylinder, a piston arranged

therein, and a finger-actuated stem separate from and

contacting with the piston and serving as an operating

means therefor.

2. In a wind instrument, a cylinder, having a pivoted

1 end member, a plunger arranged within the cylinder, a
' plunger elevating spring and a finger actuated stem sep-

arate from and contacting with said plunger.

3. In a wind instrument, a mouth tube comprising a

tuning slide, a threaded rod connected thereto, an ad-

justing nut, and a bracket carried by the mouth tube and

supporting the nut
4. A cornet having three valve cylinders located suc-

cessively along the main tube ; a piston In each cylinder

;

each piston having a U-shaped passage and two substan-

tially straight passages; a mouth tube leading directly

into the middle cylinder, comprising a tuning slide ; a

threaded rod connected thereto ; an adjusting nut ; a

bracket carried by the mouth tube and supporting the

nut; a direct connecting pipe by which the valve in the

middle cylinder with Its U-shaped passage directs the

wind current back toward the month tube, to one of the

outside cylinders ; a direct connecting pipe by which the

valve in the outside cylinder nearest the mouth tube, with

its U -shaped passage directs the wind current forward

and Into the other outside cylinder ; a bell pipe leading

from the last named outside cylinder and communicating

with the U-shaped passage of the valve therein ; each
' cylinder having a U-shaped wind pipe connected thereto.

i

with which the substantially straight passage may regls-

! ter.

5. A cornet having three valve cylinders, located suc-

cessively along the main tube and prorided with pivoted

end members : a piston and a piston elevating spring ar-

ranged within each cylinder ; finger actuated steins

I

guided by said end members and separate from and con-

; tacting with said pistons; each piston having a U-shaped
i passage and two sabstantlally straight passages : a mouth

I

tube having a tuning slide leading directly into the middle

1
cylinder ; a direct connecting pipe by which the valve in

I.TJ J W .^-tt'g
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8 8 7,114. GBIP-CLUTCH MECHANIJBM. Milks W.

O'Bribn, Ottawa, 111., aaalgnor to Am4rican Hardware

Manufacturing Company, Ottawa, HI, a Corporation.

Filed Apr. 14, 1904. Serial No. 20.3.0flJ9.

1. In grip clutch mechanism, the combination with a

drive shaft of a wheel loosely mounted on said shaft and

provided on one side with a projecting, unnular "aru^- a

hub fixed to said shaft, and a pair of arnto havln,; s. otted

gripping Jaws at their outer ends for eng|fln«sai 1 flam;-.

said arms having straight inner ends arranged .'.v. .a

said hub and said flange and extending radially fr .::i •^aid

hub to points adjacent said flange, said hub being pro-

vided with oppositely arranged extensMs having radial

and tangential shoulders for engaging tht ends and sides

of said arms respectively, said arms beiUig loosely set be-

tween said shoulders and free to move to a limited extent

between -the same, the radial shoulders o| said extensions

being arranged to engage the ends of sali arms at points

adjacent said annular flange and to exert V prewure there-

on substantially In line with the slots of ^le jaws and the

tangential shoulders of said hub being arranged to engage

the sides of said arms at points adjacent the axis or revo-

lution, substantially as described.

2. In grip clutch mechanism the combination with a

drive shaft, of a wheel loosely mounted on said Bhaft and

provided on one side with a projecting, Annular flange, a

hub fixed to said shaft, and a pair of arn>8 having Blotted

gripping JawB at their outer ends for engaging said flange,

said arms having straight Inner ends afranged between

8ald.hub and said flange and extending rtdlally from said

hub to points adjacent said flange, said hub being pro-

vided with oppositely arranged extensloi|s having radial

and tangential shoulders for engaging thfc ends and sldea

of said arms respectively, said arms being loo8«»iy set be-

tween said shoulders and free to move to a limltpd ex-

tent between the same, the radial shoulders of said ex-

tensions being arranged to engage the etds of said arms

at points adjacent said annular flange and to exert a

preBsnre thereon substantially In line with the slots of

the Jaws and the tangential shoulders of said hub being

arranged to engage the sides of said arms at points adja-

cent the axis of revolution, the extensions of said hub

baring projections overlapping said arms to hold the lat

ter In place, substantially as described.

.1. .\ grip clutch one member whereof rem prises a wheel

provided upon one side with &u annular flanije and the

ottMT flMmber whereof r^omprises a grip arm having Jaws

engaging the Inner and outer faces of said flange, a hub

baring a radial shoulder to engage the end of the grip

arm and a ^honidT extending at an anjjle to said radial

bonlder r.i -iiijair.' the side of the grip arm, and a retain-

ing device serving to r-'tain the grip arm !n position when
shifted.

887,115. LIFE-PRESERVER. Lauohlin J. O'Shadqh-
NBSST, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. Filed Aug. Id,

1906. Serial No. 330,793.

In a life preserver, two floats of substantially the same
shape as the human lung and adapted to be positioned

directly over the lungs of the wearer, a third float adapt-

ed to be positioned across the shoulders and the back of

the neck of the wearer, and means for holding said floats

In position, said means comprising an elastic body band

to allow free breathing of the wearer, a non-elastic neck

band, and a non-elastic band connecting said body and
neck bands.

i

887.116. DRILL. FmaoaaiCK C PaLnaB, Springfield,

Piled Jaly 10, 1907. Serial No. 384,640.

X0

1. In combination, a hollow body, a drill having a

shank to fit said body and provided with a transverse

notch In one side and a circular hole in the opposite side

in tbe same annular sone, and a normally inwardly

spriag-pressed retaining pin seated In a transverse hole

In the body in annular register with the notch and bole

of the shank when the latter is Inseried in the body.

2. In combination, a hollow body, a drill shank fltted

therein, a pin having an annular grooved head and seated

in a transverse hole in the t>ody and adapted to engage

the shank, a spring having a forked end to engage the

annular groove of the head and a longitudinal slot near

Its opposite end, and a screw passing throngh said slot

into the body.

887,117. SHOCK - ABSORBER. William PABrKBT. New
York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 28, 1906. Serial No. 349,781.

1. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a toggle joint

connected therewith, and springs on said shaft adapted to

limit the movement of said joint In either direction ver-

tically.

2. A sho.k absorber comprising a shaft, a toggle joint

'onnected therewith, and two springs on said shaft, one of

said sprlnifs being within the Joint, and the other spring

I
being outside the joint, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. A shock absorber romprlslng a shaft, a stationary

member connected therewltii. a movable member thereon,

said members t)elni{ plvotally connectfd with the txidy of

i the vehicle and with the axle, a spring on said shaft on
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eacb side of said movaSle member, and means to regulate

the tension of said springs.

4. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a stationary

member secured to one end thereof, a sliding sleeve mount-

ed thereon intermediate of the ends, a spring between said

stationary member, and said movable member, a nut on

the end of said shaft, and a spring between said nut and

said movable memt>er, and means to plvotally connect

said members with the l)ody of a vehicle and with the

axle thereof.

5. A shock absorber comprising a shaft, a head on one

end thereof, a sleeve Intermediate of the ends, a nut on the

end opposite said bead, a spring mounted between said

head and said sleeve, and a second spring mounted be-

tween said sleeve and said nut, hubs on said head, sleeve,

and nut to center said springs, means to hold said nut

in a fixed position, said head and sleeve being plvotally

connected with the body of the vehicle, and with the axle

thereof, for the purpose set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.

]

887,118. BELLOWS. Edward Pabo, Chicago, 111. Filed

Jan. 20, 1908. Serial No. 411,726.

extends down under the grooves and beads at the oppo-

site two edges of the bars, thereby mechanically tying

the cement of the construction to the grooved bars against

npward displacement.

3. The combination of bars arranged edgewise and hav-

ing upon their opposite sides near their top edges grooves

and having at intervals rectangular openings, bars of

generally rectangular section arranged flatwise through

said openings, tiles having two of their end walls ar-

ranged on the last mentioned bars and having their two

depending side walls of less length than the end walls to

constitute abutments which engage the edges of the last

mentioned bars, beads on all sides of said tiles, and

cement arranged between the tiles flush with their top

surfaces and above the bars and which extends down
under the grooves and beads at the other two edges ^of

the tiles, thereby mechanically tying the cement against

upward displacement.

887,120. CORNET. Albert O. Paulson, Sharon, N. D.

Filed May 9, 1906. Serial No. 315,994.

A bellows provided with a hole in one of the plates

thereof, and a nozzle comprising a base mounted on the

plate and fastened thereto around said hole, a nipple pro-

jecting Inwardly from the Iwwe Into said hole, a pipe pro-

jecting outwardly from the base, and an outlet valve In

the nozzle, between the nipple and the pipe.

887,119. VAULT-LIGHT. Chablis H. Paschall, Phila-

delphia, Pa., assignor to American 3-Way Prism Com-

pany, Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Feb. 21, 1905. Serial No. 246,726.

1. The combination of bars of which some are arranged

edgewise and are grooved on their opposite sides and near

their top edges and of which the others are flat and ar-

ranged flatwise through the first mentioned bars and said

two sets of bars constituting a grille or framework, glass

tiles arranged in the spaces of the grille and resting at two

edges on the fiat bars and clear at the other two edges of

the grooved bars and having beads on their edges and
having embedded in them wire mesh which projects later-

ally, and cement in which the projecting portions of the

mesh Is embedded and which is arranged between the tiles

flush with their top surfaces and above the bars and

which extends down under the grooves and the beads at

the other two edges, thereby mechanically tying the ce-

ment at the last mentioned edges to the grooved bars

against upward displacement.

2. The combination of bars of which some are arranged

edgewise and are grooved on their opposite sides and near

their top edges and of which the others are flat and are ar-

ranged flatwise through the firpt mentioned bars and said

two sets of bars constituting a grille or framework, tiles

arranged in the spaces of the grille or frame and resting at

two of their edges on the flat bars and clear of the

grooved bars at the other two edges and having beads on
their edges, and cement arranged between the tiles flush

with their top surfaces and above all the bars and which

1. In a wind Instrument, a cylinder, a piston arranged

therein, and a finger-actuated stem separate from and

contacting with the piston and serving as an operating

means therefor.

2. In a wind instrument, a cylinder, having a pivoted

end member, a plunger arranged within the cylinder, a

plunger elevating spring and a finger actuated stem sep-

arate from and contacting with said plunger.

3. In a wind instrument, a mouth tube comprising a

tuning slide, a threaded rod connected thereto, an ad-

justing nut, and a bracket carried by the mouth tube and

supporting the nut.

4. A cornet having three valve cylinders located suc-

cessively along the main tube ; a piston In each cylinder

;

each piston having a U-shaped passage and two substan-

tially straight passages ; a mouth tube leading directly

into the middle cylinder, comprising a tuning slide ; a

threaded rod connected thereto : an adjusting nut ; a

bracket carried by the mouth tube and supporting the

nut; a direct connecting pipe by which the valve In the

middle cylinder with Its U-shaped passage directs the

wind current back toward the mouth tube, to one of the

outside cylinders; a direct connecting pipe by which the

valve in the outside cylinder nearest the mouth tube, with

its U-shaped passage directs the wind current forward

and into the other outside cylinder ; a bell pipe leading

from the last named outside cylinder and communicating

with the U-shaped passage of the valve therein ; each

cylinder having a U-shaped wind pipe connected thereto,

with which the substantially straight passage may regis-

ter.

6. A comet having three valve cylinders, located suc-

cessively along the main tube and provided with pivoted

end members ; a piston and a piston elevating spring ar-

ranged within each cylinder ; finger actuated stems

guided by said end members and separate from and con-

tacting with said pistons; each piston having a U-shaped

passage and two substantially straight passages; a mouth
tube having a tuninj: slide leading directly Into the middle

cylinder ; a direct connecting pipe by which the valve in

iTiiti iiMT iiirtfi- iiri'^'w;, taumamitmmiM niiliiaiaTHHifflif,t.iiiiMii n HI
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the middle cylinder, with its U-shaped pastage, directs the

wind current back toward the mouth tub«, to one of the

outside cylinders ; a direct connecting? pipe by which the

ralve in the outside cylinder neart-st tie mouth tube,

with Its U-shaped passage directs the wind current for-

ward and into the other outside cylinder ; a bell pipe lead-

ing from the last-named outside cylinder and communicat-

ing with the U-shaped passage of the valve therein ; each

cylinder having a U-shaped wind pipe coanected thereto,

with which the substantially straight pas8(ages may regis-

ter.

887,121. MACHINE FOR TREATING iJiDES, SKINS.
AND LEATHER. Franklin J. Pkbkinb and John W.

- Smith. Wobum. Mass. Filed Aug. IT^ 1907. Serial

•No. 388,941.

ing shaft, mechanism connecting said carrier with said

main or driving shaft to rotate said carrier, mechanism
connecting said cylinder or roll with said driving shaft to

effect rotation of said roll at a greater speed than said

carrier, and a bed for the work cooperating with said cyl-

inder or roll, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,122. CLASSIFICATION AND MARKER RAILWAY-
LAMP. Hiram L. Pipua, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Filed Mar. 19, 1906. Serial No. 306,887.

1. In a maotiine of the class described. In combination,

a rotatable shaft, means to rotate it. a sleeve loosely

mounted on said shaft, a rotatable rarrier fast on said

sleeve, a plurality of cylinders or rolls Having helically

arranged working edges, pinions on said cylinders or

rolls, a ^^'ar fa.i't on *al<1 shaft and meshing with said pin-

ions, a rotatable feed roll, a flexible endlesa bed to support

the work, rolls over which said endless bed is passed,

levers to support the upper of said rolls, a crank shaft to

which said levers are connected, a driving shaft for said

crank shaft, means to (^ouple the said crank shaft with

said driving shaft, means to automatically uncouple said

crank shaft from said driving shaft, and gearing to con-

nect said fped roll with the upper of said bed supporting

rolls, substantlaliv as described.

2. In a machine of this class described. In combination,

a rotatable shaft, means to rotate It, a sleeve loosely

mounted on said shaft, a rotatable carrier fast on said

sleev, a pl'iralitv of cylinders or rolls having helically

arranged working edges, pinions on said cylinders or

rolls, a gear fast on said shaft and meshing with said pin-

ions, and a b'^d for the work movable toward and from

the path of movement of said cylinders. Substantially as

described.

,^. In a machine of the 'Mass descrlh^^d, in combination,

a rotatable shaft, a sleeve Inoselv mountofl on said shaft,

disks or wheels fast on said slet^ve and provided with

journal Nixes on their peripheries, rotatable cylinders or

rolls Joumaled in said boxes and provided with pinions, a

gear fast on said shaft and meshinu with said pinions,

and a bed for the work cor,perating witi said cylinders

or rolls, substantially as described

4. In a machine of the class described, in combination,

a rotatable shaft, a slo(:>ve loosely monntefl on said shaft,

a carrier fast on said sleeve, a rotatablo tool carried by

said carrier and provided with a pinion, a gear fast on

sai*^ shaft and meshing with said pinion, tneans to rotate

said shaft, and a hed for the work movable toward and
from the path of movement of said tool, substantially as

described.

f> In a machine of the class described. In combination,

a rotiitlng cylinder or roll provided with working edges, a

rotating carrier for said cylinder or roll, a main or driv-

p

1. .\ combined classlflcatlon and markrr railway lamp

comprising a base, a bracket horlrontally rotatably sup-

porting sui'h base, means detachably retaining the base In

different angular positions relatively to the bracket, a

member, carried by the base, colored glasses carried by

such member, a shell encircling such member and mount-

ed rotatably upon the base, means detachably retaining

the shell in different antrnlar positions relatively to the

base, a plurality of U-nses carried by the shell, a bracket

projecting from the shell. Illuminating means carried by

such bracket and a spindle for operating the Illuminating

device projecting through the shell.

2. A combined classification and marker railway lamp

comprising a has*", a bracket horizontally rotatably sup-

porting such base, nieans detachably retaining the base in

different aneular positions relatively to the bracket, a

member carried by the base, colored glasses carried by

such member, a shell encircling such member and mount-

ed rotatably upon the base, means detachably retaining

the shell In different antfular positions relatively to the

base, a plurality of It-nses <-arrled by the shell, and Illumi-

nating means within the shell.

3. \ combined classification and marker railway lamp

comprising a base, a bracket horlsontally rotatably sup-

portlnu such base, means detachably retaining the base

In different angular positions relatively to the bracket, a

curved member secured rigidly upon the base concentric-

ally thereto and near Its periphery, a pair of colored glasses

carried by such member, a shell enclrclinK such member

concentrically and mounted rotatably upon the base,

means detachably retaining the shell in different angular

positions relatively to the base, a pair of colorless lenses

and a permanently colored lens, all of such lenses being

carried by the shell, and Illuminating means within the

shell.

4. In a combined classification and marker railway

lamp, the combination of a base consisting of two mem-

bers secured together and presenting a horizontal annular

recess, a shell, a horizontal annular Interiorly projecting

flanee at the lower end of siich shell and contained revo-

lubly In the said recess, a plurality of colorless lenses

mounted in the perimeter of such shell, illuminating

means within the shell, a device mounted rigidly upon the
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base between the shell and Illuminating means and hav-

ing colored glasses mounted therein, means locking the

shell In different positions to which It may be revolved

relatively to the base.

887 123 ELECTRODE FOR ELECTRIC FURNACES AND
PROCESS OF MAKING THE SAME. Edgab F. PbiCB

and Frank J, Ton«, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Filed Jan. 8,

1906, Serial No. 295,003. Renewed Dec. 26, 1907. Se-

rial No. 408,160.

1. An electrode for electric furnaces, comprising a

mixture of electrically-produced graphite and a binder,

as set forth.

2. An electrode for electric furnaces, consisting of a

mlrtare of electrically-produced ^aphite, amorphorous

carbon and a binder, as set forth.

3. An electrode for electric furnaces, consisting of a

coked mixture of electrically-produced graphite, amor-

phoas carbon and a hydrocarbon binder, as set forth.

4. The process of making electrodes, which consists in

shaping a mixture of electrically-produced graphite and a

hydrocarbon binder into on electrode, and heating It to

a temperature suflBclent to coke the binder, as set forth.

B. The process of making electrodes, which consists

in shaping a mixture of electrically-produced graphite

and a hydrocarbon binder Into an electrode, and heating

It in a nonoxldlzlng atmosphere to a temperature safllclent

to coke the binder, as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

fragile vessel containing an acid which when liberated

will attack the carbonate and generate a poisonous gas,

and a gas escape tube open at both ends and sealed Into

' '- -*<' •
j-*y^-.- ~i---..wf .-.,^- lA

the bottom of the casing, one end being located near the

upper Interior end of the casing and the other end pro-

truding through the bottom, substantially as described.

887.126. TABLET-HOLDER. Wilson E. Rhodbs, Corry,

Pa. FUed May 27, 1907. Serial No. 375,827.

887.124. VOICE-SCREEN FOR TRANSMITTER-MOUTH- '

PIECES. RoBiBT H. Ralston, Denver, Colo. Filed

Sept. 1, 1906. Serial No. 333.014.

1. A device of the class named comprising a funnel

adapted at one of its extremities to Inclose the human

mouth and having at Its opposite, contracted portion an

enlarged, externally threaded cylindrical extension form-

ink' at its juncture with the funnel an Internal shoulder

adapted to t)e placed in opposition to the outer edge of a

telt'phone transmitter surrounded by the said extension,

and an annulus screwed upon the said extension and hav-

ing an Infurned flange surrounding the outer surface of

the said transmitter.

2. A device of the class named comprising a funnel

adapted at one of its extremities to Inclose the human
mouth and havinc at its opposite, contracted portion an

enlarged, externally threaded cyliCdrlcal extension form-

ing at its Juncture with the funnel an Interna! shoulder

adapted to engage the outer edge of a telephone trans-

mitter mouthpiece surrounded by the said extension, an

elastic washer upon the said shoulder, an annulus screwed

upon the said extension and having an Inturned flange

and an elastic washer upon the said flange arranged to

frictlonally engage the outer surface of the said trans-

mitter mouthpiece

1. In a tablet holder the combination of a platform on

which the tablet may be placed ; the upright 5 extending

from the end of the platform having a projection 6 :
guide

pins 7 extending from the platform to the projection, said

pins being riveted to the platform and to the projection

;

a clamp plate 8 slidlngly mounted on the guide pins
;
and

the spring 9 on each guide pin between the plate 8 and

projection 6.

2. In a tablet holder the combination of a platform ;
an

upright extending from the end of the platform ; a clamp

supported by the upright and arranged to engage a tablet

on the platform, said platform and upright being provided

with the slot 10 at the Juncture of the platform and up-

right for the purpo"*" described.

3. In a tablet holder the combination of a platform on

which the tablet may be placed : the upright 5 extending

from the end of the platform having a projection 6 : guide

pins 7 extending from the platform to the projection ; a

clamp plate fi slidlngly mounted on the guide pins: the

spring 9 on the guide pins between the plate R and pro-

jection 6 ; and a memorandum bracket supported by the

projection 6. said brackets being secured to the projection

by the riveting of the guide pins,

4. In a tablet holder the combination of a platform on

which the tablet may be placed : the upright .1 extending

from the end of the platform having a projection « : guide

pins 7 extending from the platform to the projection : a

clamp plate 8 slidinply mounted on the guide pins; the

spring 9 on the guide pins between the plate 8 and pro-

jection 6 : a memorandum bracket supported by the pro-

jection 6 comprising the rearward extension 12 secured

to the projection 6; the downwardly extending part 1.^:

the bottom 14. front 15; and the pin 16 extending from

the upright 5 through the downward part 13 and secured

to the front 15.

5. In a tablet holder the combination of the plaform ;

the upright 5 extending thereon : a clamp for securing

the tablet on the platform ; the bracket supported by the

;
upright r. and comprising the downwardly extending part

13, bottom 14, front 1.1 and the pin 16 extending from the

I upright through the downward part 13 and secured to the

front 15.

887.125 DEVICE FOR KILLING RATS Hknht Reisk.

Baltimore. Md. P'lled Aug. 5, 1907. Serial No. 387,136.

In a device for killing rats, the combination of a casing

containing a finely divided carbonate In a dry state, a

887,127 ELErTRir-\Rr L.\MP. Victor W. Rilet and

TTerbert W. Row I no, lyondon, England. Filed Mar. 10.

1906. Serial No. .305.322.

1, In an electric arc lamp the combination of a non-

magnetic metal tube or cylinder through which the upper

waigRnyuw^^ffaii
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carbon passt-s, said tube or cylinder having current collect-

lag flanges at each end thereof, with a gripping device

pivoted to the lower flange thereof, an armature sliding

on the outside 'if said tub»> or cylinder and link work con-

necting said armature to the grlpper as specified.

2. In an electric arc lamp the combination of a non-

magnetic metal tube or cylinder through which the upper

carbon pussy's, said tube or cylinder haviag current col-

lectlni; flanges at each end thereof, with a gripping device

pivoted to the lower flange thereof, an aramature sliding

on the outside of said tube or cylinder, Unkwork connecting

•«aid armature t.) the gripper and a soft Iron core secured

to the upper flange of said tube or cylinder as specified

for the purpose stated.

3. In an electric arc lamp, the combination of a metal

tube formim; a portion of the main structure of the lamp,

an ia!<u'ating plug in the bottom of the said tube, a non-

magnetic metal tubt> or cylinder having cuerent collecting

flanges at each end thereof and a magnetically operated

gripping device for the upper carbon, a.s Jhown, secured

to the said tube or cylinder, the said tube <jr cylinder and

gripping device sliding in the said lamp tBbe, and a peg

secur-d In and prnjecting Ih'Iow the lowep flange of the

said tube or cylinder, the said peg resting on said Insulat-

ing I'lug when the upper carbon Is burned out as speci-

fied for the puipose stated.

887,1118. i.LAND F< »K UOHS .\NI) PLINUERS. George

H. RoBixsoN, Sunderland, England, assizor to .\splan

Beldam. George William lUldam. and Cyril .\splan Bel-

dam, trading as The iV'ldam Paeklng 4 Rubber Com-

pany. London. England. Filed Oct. 20. 1905. Serial

No. 283.701.

1. .\n engine or machine parkin,.: comprising a spiral

packing part which acts on the surfaiv .if the ro<l or other

part with which a fluid-tight joint is to be maintained,

spirally arranged around the said rod or other part to be

packed ; a spiral flexible binder In connection with

said other packing part, for holdini: and pressing It to

the rod or other part to be packed ; a rtne at one end

of said spiral packing, to which one end of said binder la

connected, having teeth upon It : a casing in which said

packing Is disposed ; a worm wheel supported by and

within the said casing, and meshing with the teeth of

said ring; and an actuating shaft on said worm wheel

extending through the casing; substantially as set forth.

2. \Q engine or machine packing comprising a spiral

packing part which acts on the surface of the rod or other

part to be packed ; a spiral metal flexible binder on the

outside of said packing part, for holding and pressing It

to the rod or other part to be packed : a ri«g ic, rf) at the

ends of the packing to which each end of said binder Is

attached; an outer casing to the packing; rotative actu-

ating means connected with one of said rings and adapt-

ed to be operated from outside the said packing casing:

and springs (*) In connection with one of the end rings

fi>r admitting longitudinal extension of the packing when

spirally wound on the rod or other part ; substantially

as set forth.

:?. An engine or machine packing comprising a spiral

packing part which acts on the surface of the rod or

other part with which a fluid-tight Joint is to be main-

tained, spirally arranged around the said rod or other

part to be packed : a spiral flexible binder on the outside

of said packing part, for holding and pressing It on to

tht- rod or oth.r part to be packed ; a ring at each end of

said spiral packing, to which said binder is attached ; a

casing In which said parts are contained ; a hush (I)

in connection with the said outer ring, and extending

through and making Joint with the end of the casing, and

with the outer face of the said ring; and springs (k> be-

tw<-en the Inside of the end of the casing and the bush,

and pressing the said bush onto the said outer ring; sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In an englUf or machine packing, the combination of

a rod o ,• the packing *i wrapped spirally around the said

rod ; a ring c at and connected with the Inner end of said

packing ; a ring d at and connected with the outer end of

said packing; a casing <; containing said i)acking ; a bush

I making Joint at its inner end with the ring d, and pass-

ing through said casing and making Joint therewith ; a

packing m between the said bush I and the end of the cas-

ing 7, springs k disposed between the inner end of the

case q and the inner part of the bush / , teeth / on one of

said rings u-, </ ) . a worm wheel 7 meshing with the

te.>rh /, and supported by and within the casing q: an

actuating shaft h connected with the worm a, and extend-

ing to the outside of the casing; and n packing / for mak-

ing a fluid tight Joint between the casing and the shaft h

;

as set forth.

«<«7.12fl niTCHINGMACHINE Benjamin M Rolph,

Dixon. III. Filed July 19, 190t3. Serial No. 326,8.'}8.

1. In a tiling machine, a rotatable ditching wheel, sup-

ported centrally thereof; a plurality of scoops on the pe-

riphery of said wheel, each formed of parallel, spaced-

, apart bars, and each provided at Its forward end with a
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cutter-blade and at Its rear end with a spring-controlled,

outwardly opening door ; and a stationary cleaner, adapt-

ed to engage the inner faces of said scoops, in succession,

at a desired point In the rotation of said wheel, substan-

tially as shown and described.

J In a tiling machine, a rotatable dltchlng-wheel, sup-

ported centrally thereof; a plurality of scoops on the pe-

riphery of said wheel, each formed of parallel, spaced

apart bars; a stationary cleaner, adapted to engage the

Inner faces of said scoops. In succession, at a point where

such scoops are uppermost In their rotation ; an Inclined

flange adapted to receive the earth from said scoops and

convey the same toward one side of the wheel, substan-

tially as shown and set forth.

3 In a filing machine, a rotatable ditching-wheel, sup-

ported centrally thereof ; a plurality of scoops on the pe-

riphery of said wheel, each formed of parallel, spaced

apart bars ; a stationary cleaner adapted to engage the

inner faces of said scoops, in succession, at a point where
such scoops are uppermost in their rotation ; an Inclined

flange, adapted to receive the earth from said scoops and
convey the same toward one side of the wheel ; and an

Inclined shield, adjacent to said flange, and adapted to re-

ceive til'- earth therefrom, and convey It farther away
from said wheel, substantially as described.

4. In a tiling machine of the class named, a scoop

therefor, comprising a plurality of parallel, epaced-apart

bars, supported In semi cylindrical form ; a seml-clrcular

cutter-blade at the forward end of such scoop; and a
prlng-controlled outwardly opening door at the rear end

of such scoop, and spaced apart from said bars to permit

the passage of a cleaner along the Inner faces thereof;

substantially as shown and descril)ed.

5. The combination, with the frame and carrying

wheels thereof, of the arch 28, swingingly mounted in the

machine, sn a.s to be vertically movable therein ; the wheel

31, rotafably mounted In the arch 28. and provided with
the flange 42 ; a plurality of scoops 44 on the periphery

of the wheel .Tl. each formed of longitudinal, spaced apart

bars ; the cleaner 50: flexibly supported from the arch 28 ;

means for rotating the wheel .31 ; means for raising or

lowering the arch 28, as desired ; and means for moving
the machine forward simultaneously with the operation

of the wheel 31, substantially as and for the purpose
named.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette]

887,181. COUNTERBALANCE FOR LI F'T BRIDGES.
LOTII8 H. SHOaifAKEK, Sewlckley, Fa. Filed Feb. 25,

1908. Serial No. 417,768.

span and provided with a sheave, an elevated sheave, a

counterweight, and a line extending from the lifting span

to the sheave on the pivoted arm, thence to the elevated

sheave and connected with the counterweight; substan-

tially as specified.

2. In a lifting bridge, the combination of a lifting span.

a pivoted radial arm of less length than the length of the

lifting span and provided with a sheave, an elevated

sheave, a counterweight, and a line extending from the

lifting span to the sheave on the pivoted arm, thence to

the elevated sheave and connected with the counter-

weight ; substantially as specified.

88 7,130. STERILIZED CATGFT THREAD. Hroo
Schmidt, Baden, Germany. Filed Apr. 2, 1906. Serial

No. 309,.'>60.

A Sterilized catgut thread impregnated with an anti-

septic compound consisting of an aqueous solution of

lodln In lodld of potassium containing formaldehyde and
adapted to remain permanently pliable and tough and to

retain its form.

887,132. MEANS FOR OFERATIN<i REVERSE-LEVERS
OF ENGINES. Covert R. Smith, Freeport, Ohio.

Filed May 31. 1907. Serial No. 376,518.

"VT'

1. In a lifting bridge, the combination of a lifting span,

a pivoted arm of less length than the length of the lifting

1. Means for actuating tlie reversing mechanism fdr

engines comprising a cylinder, a piston mounted In said

cylinder, the cylinder lM>lng provided In Its ends with in-

let and exhaust ports. Inlet and exhaust cocks secured in

said Inlet and exhaust ports and provided with plugs or

valves, a connection between the plugs of the inlet cocks,

the said plugs being connected with their ports at right

angles to each other, a similar connection and arrange-

ment between the valves or plugs of the exhaust cocks,

means for simultaneously actuating the Inlet cocks and

the exhaust cocks, and a connection between said piston

and a portion of the reversing mechanism of an engine

2. The combina,tlon with the reverse lever of an en-

gine, of a cylinder, a piston mounted In said cylinder, an

operative connection between said lever and said piston,

the cylinder being provided in its ends with inlet and ex-

haust ports. Inlet and exhaust cocks secured in said Inlet

and exhaust ports and provided with plugs or valves, a

connection between the plugs of the inlet cocks, the said

plugs being connected with their ports at right angles to

each other, a similar connection and arrangement between

the valves or plugs of the exhaust cocks, and means for

simultaneously actuating the Inlet cocks and the exhaust

cocks

3. The combination with the reverse lever of an en-

gine, of a cylinder, a piston mounted In said cylinder and

provided at its ends with inlet ports and exhaust ports, a

piston mounted to travel in said cylinder, an operative

connection between said piston and the reverse lever, in-

let cocks secured in the Inlet ports and provided with

plugs, arranged with their ports at right angles to each

Other, exhaust cocks secured In the exhaust ports of the

cylinder, and provided with plugs or valves that are ar-

ranged with their ports at right angles to eacii other, a

connection between the plugs of the Inlet cocks, a con-

nection between the plugs of the exhaust cocks, cranks

extending from the ping of one inlet cock to the plug of

one exhaust cock, an actuating rod connected to both of

said cocks, and means for moving said rod
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4. The combination with the reverse Uver of an en-

gine, of a cyllndpr, a piston mounted in said cylinder and
provided at Its ends with Inlet ports and exhaust ports, a

piston mounted to travel In said cylinder, an operative

connection hetwp«'n said piston and the reverse levpr, In-

let cocks secured In the Inlet ports and provided with

plugs, arranged with their ports at right angles to each

other, exhaust cocks secured In the exhaust ports of the

cylinder, and provided with plugs or valvts that arc ar-

ranged with thfir ports at right angles to each other, a

connection t>"twf»en the plugs of the Inlet <»cks. a connec-

tion between the plugs of the exhaust cotks, cranks ex-

tending from the plug of one Inlet cock to the plug of one
exhaust cock, an ai'tuatlng rod connected t" both of said

cranks a foot treaillt^ connected to said actuating rod, and a

support upon which said foot treadle Is plvotally moun{pd.
5. The coml)lnatlon with the reverse l«vpr of an pn-

glne, of a cylindpr provldpd with inlpt ports and pxhaust
ports, pistons mounted to travpl In said cylindpr. an oppr-

atlve connpction between said piston and the reverse

lever. Inlet cocks secured in the Inlet porti and provided
with plugs arranged with their rpspectlve ports at right
angles to each otiu-r. exhaust cooks spcun-d in the exhaust
ports of the cylinder and provldpd with plugs that are
also arranged with their ports at right angl.^s to each
other, thp plug of one inJpt cock Ving provided
with a snokft and the plug of onp pxhaust rook being pro-
vided with a socket, rods mounted at ocp pnd of the
respective sockets and connected at their opposite ends,
respeotively, to thp plugs of the opposite cocks, and
a connpction betwppn said two last nampd plugs, said con-

nections consisting of an actuating rod, tnd means for
moving said rod.

!

887.1,'^,3. SPEEDING -CART Mertov E. Smith. Bron-
son, Mich. Filed Aug. 31, 1 907. Serial No. 390,978.

a

1. .\. sulky including spaced wheel forks, thills secured

to the forks, wheels journaled in said forks, substan-

tially horizontal forks connected with the forks, a brace

extending transversely of the frame and operatively con-

nected with the thills, said brace being provided with a

longitudinal seating groove, and a rod leated In said

groove and connpctpd with the horizontal forks.

2. A sulky comprising a frame including spaced wheel
forks, thills securpd to the forks, wheels journaled in said

forks, substantially horizontal forks connected with the

wheel forks, a brace extpnding transversely of the frame
and operatively connectpd with the thills, and a rod con-

necting the horizontal forks and bearing against the

brace, said rod being Independent of the frame.

3. A sulky including spaced wheel forks, thills secured
to the forks and connected by a transverse bar, rear-

wardly and downwardly curved bars spruntl to the trans-

verse bar and fastened to the adjacent en* of the thills,

wheels Journaled In said forks, substantially horizontal

forks secured to the wheel forks, and a rod connecting
the horizontal forks.

4. .\ sulky Including spaced wheel forks, thills secured i

to the forks and connected by a transverse bar, rear-

wardiy and downwardly curved bars secured to the trans-

verse bar and fastened to the adjacent ends of the thills,

a transverse brace connecting the adjacent curved bars, a
seat supported by the brace, wheels Journaled In said

forks, substantially horizontal forks connected with the

wheel forks, and a rod connecting the closed ends of the

horizontal forks.

5. A sulky Including spaced wheel forks, thills secured
to the upper ends of the forks and having their rear ends
curved downwardly, a transverse bar connecting the

thills, spaced downwardly and rearwardly curved bars
disposed on opposite sides of the vertical forks and having
their upper ends spacpd apart and 8«'oured to the thill

connpotlng bar. and their lower ends united to the de-

flected ends of the thllis, a transverse brace connecting the

adjacent curved bars, wheels Journaled In said forks, sub-
stantially horizontal forks secured to the wh»H-i forks, and
a rod connecting the horizontal forks.

I Claims tJ to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7,134. CLOTHES HOLDEK. Shkpherd S. Smith,
New York. N. Y. Eiled June 24. 1907. Serial No.

380,504.

A clothes holder, comprising a siuglp integral piece of

wire provided with a sharpened end for entering ttip soil,

and further provided with portions bent circularly around
so as to form two rings parallel with eacli other, each
ring having a lip slightly inclined, said rings being held

together at one point in their circumferenoe and adapted
to be sprung apart in order to facilitate the Insertion

therebetween of a cloth member, the general direction of

said sharpened end extending substantially at a right

angle from the planes occupied by said rings.

887,135. SASH LOCK FOR WINDOWS. John B. 8nt-
PER, ('olumbus, Ohio. Filed Feb. 17. 1908. Serial No.

416,323.

1. In a sash look, the combination with a rotatably

mounted threaded rod supported from a lower window
sash, a spring pressed sliding block on said rod and a

nut slldably mounted in a recess of said block, of a

standard having an outturned head, said standard affixed

to the outer sash frame of a window and a catch yoke
having a pivotal connection with said sliding block.

2. In n sash lock, the combination with a casing se-

cured upon an Inner sash frame, a threaded rod rotata-

bly mounted In said casing, a sliding block loosely mount-

ed on said rod, a spring interposed between the ends of

the casing and one end of said block, a nut slidahly sup-

ported in a recess in said block and engaging the threads

of said rod, a member slldably mounted on said casing

and having a shank portion engaging said sliding block,

and a yoke catch piece having its arms pivotally con-

nected with said sliding member, of a standard secured

upon an outer sash frame and having an outturned up-

per end, said yoke catch piece being adapted to engage

said standard.

887,136. BHIPPING-CASE. Locis Sochurkk. Milwau-

kee, Wis. Filed Mar, 25, 1907. Serial No. 364,287.

-r

1. S. sheet metal shipping case having a horizontal par-

tition therein [irovided witli apertures througii which to

extend bottles, and spring-cells Intermediate of the par-

tition and case-bottom, each cell consisting of a spring-

wire colled to have the upper portion of the coil of sub-

stantially the same diameter as that of the partition-

aperture with which it registers and the lower portion of

much less diameter and in the shape of an inverted

conical helix forming a cushion support under the upper

part.

2. .V sheet-metal siilpping case having a horizontal par-

tition therein pnivided wltli apertures through which to

extend bottles, posts arranged to support the partition,

and spring cells intermediate of the partition and case-

bottom, encli cell consisting of a spring-wire coiled to

have the upper ixirtion of the coil of substantially the

same diameter as that of a partition aperture with which

. it registers and the lower portion of much less diameter

and in the shape of nn inverted conical helix forming

a cusliion support under the upper part.

8 8 7,137. MACHINE FOR MARKING ROUND SUE-
FACES. Clarence W. Spickr. I'lainfleld. N. J. Filed

Nov. 28. 1906. Serial No. 34.'),r)69.

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with disk holding means comprising two rotary members,

of a rotary marking die. and driving means therefor, the

axis of rotation of one of said rotary members being nearly

in line with a line connecting the axis of said die and the

center of a disk held between said die and rotary members,

but being on the opposite side of such line with respect to

the other of said rotary members.
2. In a machine of the class described, the combination

pf a frame open on one side, an adjustable support mount-

ed thereon, a marking die rotatably mounted In said sup-

port, means for rotating the same, and two rotary disk-

holding members rotatably mounted on said frame and one

mounted approximately beneath said die and the other

mounted in rear of a line connecting such first disk-holding

member and die, one of said disk-holding members adjust-

able with respect to the other.

88T4Sai TDBDLAH AND DRIVE WELL ATTACHMENT.
Osoaos W. Stancliff. Houston, Tex. Filed Jan. 25,

1908. Serial No. 412,681.

A well attachment comprising a cylindrical tube pro-

vided with Inlet orifices, the exterior of the tube having a

helical V-shaped groove, said groove being Intersected by

the orifices, and a metallic woolding triangular In cross

section and having one of its edges seated in the groove,

said woolding projecting beyond the outer surface of the

tube and having a tlat face outermost, the edges of said

face being spaced apart to form a helical inlet slit of uni-

form width, there being a helical channel formed between

the whirls of the woolding and opening into the orifices,

said channel being gradually reduced in transverse area

toward the inlet slit.

887,139. PACKING -BOX FOR PLUNGERS. Geoboe T.

Staplkh. r>edham, Mass. Filed Nov. 18, 1907. Serial

No. 402.591.

1. A packing box for plungers, and the like, consisting

of a case, quadrangular in section, composed of upper and

lower members, whereof the inner longitudinal edges meet

in the same substantially horizontal plane.

2. A packing box for plungers, and the like, consisting

of a case, quadrangular In section, composed of upper and

lower members, whereof the inner longitudinal edges meet

In the same substantially horizontal plane and means for

mutually adjusting the said members.
3. A packing box for plungers, and the like, consisting-

of a case, quadrangular in cross section, composed of upper

and lower members whereof the Inner longitudinal edges

meet in the same substantially horizontal plane, said mem-
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bera provided each with an end flange adapted to secure-

ment with a cylinder head, and means Inaluded In the end

flange thereof, for vertically adjusting the lower member.

4. A packing box for plungers, and the like, consisting

of a case, quadrangular In cross section, composed of two

members, whereof the Inner longitudinal tdges meet In the

same plane, the said members provided with parallel side

flanges, the side flanges of one sUdable within the side

flanges of the other, the meeting planes of said side flanges

intersecting the meeting plane of the l»ner lonKltudlnal

edges at the lines of Juncture of said Innar edges on either

side and means for mutually adjusting said members.

5. The combination of a plunger, quadrangular In cross

section, a packing box wherein the plunger slides, consist-

ing of a case, also ijuadrangular in section, composed of

upper and lower members the inner longitudinal edges of

the said members meeting at opposite lonfltudlnal edges of

the plunger in the same substantially horizontal plane, and

means for mutually adjusting the said members against the

plunger.

wtth slots fixed to the drawers, the hooks adapted to catch

In the slots, bearings flied to the rods, abutting pieces

plvotally mounted In the bearings, a sliding piece fixed to

the desk, a back wall provided with an opening, at the

back of thp table, an arm fixed to the table, a rod guided

In the arm and back wall, spring mounted on the back

wall, said spring adapted to raise the rod, a should^T pro-

8 8 7,140. DIPPING-NEEDLE. Pascal H. Stedm-^v.

Newport, R. I Filed Aug. 30. 1901. Serial No 7.3,837.

1. In a dipping' needle, the combination, with the pivoted

needle, of a pair of clamping springs adapted to engage the

needle, a rotatable shaft provided with a cam for operating

said springs and with means for rotating said shaft.

2. In a dipping needle, the comblnatinn with the casing

provided with oppositely arranged studs or projections by

means of which the Instrument may be beld or suspended,

the pivoted needle, a clamping spring, and means for oper-

ating said spring to clamp or release the needle, said spring

operating means having a part located it proximity to the

oppositely arranged studs or projection*, whereby the in-

strument may be held and the clamping »prlng operated by

one band.

887.141. SECURING DEVICE FOR WRITING-TABLES.
Charles Steineb. St. Ludwig. Gfrman.v Filed Dec. 13,

1907.' Serial No. 406.347.

.\ securing device for locking tabb>s. comprising in com-

bination, a table, a desk provld«»d in th« table, drawers in

the table under the desk, drawers at both sides of the

desk, a drawer which la locked by a key above the desk,

gnldes fixed to the table, rods connected by rods guided

in the guides, hooks fixed to the rods angle Irons provided

vided at the upper end of the rod. an angU- iron provided

with an aperture fixed to the desk, said angle iron pro-

jecting Into the opening in the back wall, a movable bolt

mounted above the drawer locked by a key, said bolt

adapted to slide on the shoulder on the rod guided In the

back wall, an abutting pif-v Inside th.' said draw.r. said

abutting r-lece adapted to push back the movable lM)lt, a

wall closing the back of the table, substantially as de-

scribed and shown and for the purpose set forth.

887,142. W.\TER WHEEL. Geokge S. Stevenson. Dune-

din. New Z.^aland Filed Sept. 7, 1907. Serial No.

391.818.

1. In combination with a [.ower motor wheel and its

shaft, a smali.-r adjusting waterwhe«-l mounted on the

main shaft b«'sldf the [wwer water wheel, and mechanism

whereby when fh«' water revolves the adjusting water

wheel the shaft with Its attachments rises until the adjust

ing water whc'l is clear of the water, substantially a«

and for the purposes sft forth.

•2. Improvements in water whe»'ls comprising vertical

supporting pillars, a main horizontal shaft sliding on said

pillars, a power water whoel running lix>»e on said main

shaft, a smaller water wheel keyed on said main shaft, an

I upper horizontal shaft journaled In brackets sliding on

' said pillars, rods connecting said upper and main shafts,

racks on the upper ends of said pillars, pinions on said

upper shaft engaging the racks on one side of the pillars

and other pinions which are mounted In said brackets and

which engage the racks on the other side of the pillars,

and means for f ransmlttind motion from said main shaft

to said upper shaft substantially as described.

3, ImprovemfDls in water wheels comprising vertical

.supporting pillars, a main horizontal shaft sliding on said

i plllara, a power water wheel running loose on said main
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shaft, a smaller water-wheel keyed on said main shaft, an

upper horizontal shaft journaled in brackets sliding on said

pillars, rods connecting said upper and main shafts, racks

on the upper ends of said pillars, pinions on said upper

shaft engaging the racks on one side of the pillars and

other pinions which are mounted In said brackets and
which engage the racks on the other side of the pillars,

means for transmitting motion from said main shaft to

said upper shaft, and a clutch for fixing said power water-

wheel on said main shaft when desired, substantially as

described.

4. Improvements in water-wheels comprising two ver-

tical supporting pillars, brackets sliding on said pillars, a

main shaft journaled In bearings attached to said brackets,

a power water-wheel running loose on said main shaft, a

smaller water wheel keyed on said main shaft, upper

brackets sliding on said pillars, a horizontal shaft jour-

naled in said upper bracket pinions on the ends of said

upper horizontal shaft, pinions mounted on said upper

brackets engaging the pinions on said horizontal shaft,

racks on the upper ends of said pillars engaging said pin-

ions on said upper brackets and horizontal shaft respec-

tively, rods connecting the brackets, of the two shafts,

sprocket wheels on the two shafts and a chain connecting

said sprocket wheels substantially as described.

6. Improvements In water-wheels comprising two ver-

tical supporting pillars, brackets sliding on said pillars, a

main shaft journaled in bearings attached to said brackets,

a power water wheel running loose on said main shaft, a

smaller water wheel keyed on .said main shaft, upper

brackets sliding on said pillars, a horizontal shaft Jour-

naled In said upper brackets, pinions on the ends of said

upper horizontal shaft, pinions mounted on said upper

brackets engaging the pinions on said horizontal shaft,

racks on the upper ends of said pillars engaging said pin-

ions on said up[>er brackets and horizontal shaft respec-

tively, rods connecting the brackets of the two shafts,

sprocket wheels on the two shafts a chain connecting said

sprocket wheels and a clutch for fixing said power water-

wheel on said main shaft when desired substantially as

d^crlbed.

887,143. TYPE WRITER ATT.VCHMENT. James O.

Stevenson, Oklahoma. Okla. Filed July 9. 1907. Se-

rial No. 382.840.

longltudlnally-slldable bars or supports mounted one in

each standard and each having journal bearings for paper-

web reels, one of said bars or supports having its ends

hinged to the main body thereof and provided with lugs for

holding said ends rigid with the bars.

4. A typewriter attachment comprising end standards

adapted to be attached to a typewriter carriage at the ends

of the platen, a rotatable rod connecting the free ends of

said standards and adapted to support an endless web of im-

pression material also passing around the platen, tele-

scoping spring-actuated laterally-movable bars carried by

said standards and adapted to receive the supporting

reels of a paper web Interior to the web of impression ma-

terial, and other bars carried by the standards and adapt-

ed to receive and support the reels of a paper web ex-

terior to the web of Impression material.

5. .\ typewriter attachment comprising end standards

arranged to be secured to a typewriter carriage at the

ends of the platen, a rotatable bar connecting the free ends

of the standards and carrying flange collars, said bar and
platen being adapted to receive an endless web of impres-

sion transfer material, telescoping spring-actuated longl-

tudlnally-slidable bars mounted in each standard, one of

said bars having hinged ends and lock members therefor,

the said bars cooperating to support paper-web reels with-

in the Impression web, and other longitudinally-sliding

bars mounted in the standards and coactlng to support

[laper-web reels exterior to the impression web.

1. A typewriter attachment comprising suitable stand-

ards attachable to a typewriter carriage at each end of

the platen thereof, a rotatable support Journaled In the

free ends of the standards and adapted to receive an end-

less transfer band also embracing said platen, and tele-

ficopin;: spring-actuated supports mounted In the stand-

ards and adapted to receive pajierweb supporting and
windlni; reels on the two ends of the supports.

2. A typewriter attachment comprising end standards

adapted to be secured to a typewriter carriage at the two

ends of the platen, a rotatable bar Joining the upper ends

of the standards, and a pair of telescoping spring-actuated

longltudlnally-slldable bars or supports mounted one In

each standard and each having journal bearings for paper-

web reels.

3. .\ typewriter attachment comprising end standards

adapted to be secured to a typewriter carriage at the two
ends of the platen, a rotatable bar joining the upper ends

of the standards, and a pair of telescoping spring-actuated

134 O. G.—20

887.144. SECTIONAL WHEEL FOR POWER TRANS-
MISSION. Simon Stokfel, West McHenry, III. Filed

Aug. 9, 1907. Serial No. 387,788.

1. In a device of the class described, a wheel body. In

combination with a rim detachably secured thereto, said

rim being formed of a plurality of sections each compris-

ing a body portion having a suitable gear face, means for

attaching said sections to the periphery of said wheel twdy

and bolts passing diagonally through the adjacent abut-

ting ends of said sections, substantially as described.

2. In a device of the class described, a wheel body, hav-

ing a flat periphery and an annular flange extending from
the center of said periphery. In combination with a rim
detachably secured thereto, said rim being formed of a

plurality of sections each comprising a body portion hav-

ing a suitable gear face, a groove to receive said annular
flange, and flanges extending laterally from said body por-

tion and resting against said flat periphery upon each side

of said annular flange, and bolts passing through said

body portion and said annular flange, substantially as

described.

3. \ detachable wheel rim comprising a plurality of

similar segmental sections adapted to be secured to the

periphery of a wheel body, each said section comprising a

body portion having a suitable gear face, and a longitudi-

nal groove, and flanges extending laterally from said bo<^
portion, said body and said flanges each being provided

with a plurality of bolt holes, substantially a** described.

4. A detachable wheel rim comprising a plurality of

similar segmental sections adapted to be secured to the

pe'lphery of a wheel body, each said section comprising a

body portion baring a suitable gear face, and a longitudi-

nal groove, and flanges extending laterally from said body

portion, said l>ody portion having a plurality of trans-
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erae bolt boles intermediate of Ita ends and dlagonaJ bolt

holes In said ends, and said flanges baving a plurality of

radial bolt boles, substantially as and for tbe purpose de-

scribed.

887.145. PROCESS OF DESULFURIZINO COKE. Eras-
Tcs L. Sto.veb. Scottdale, Pa. Filed Nov. 9, 1907. Se-

rial No. 401,407.

1. The process of treating coke made from coal contain-

ing Bulflds, which consists In subjecting tht coke to the ac-

tion of a chlorinating gas at the close of the coking process

and then watering out the fire and thereby washing out the

remaining soluble .<ialta.

2. The process of treating coke made from coal contain-

ing sulflds, whii'h consists in subjecting the coke at the

close of the burning process to highly heated chlorinating

gases and then watering out the fire and thereby washing
out the remaining soluble salts.

887.149. An.irSTAia.E HAME.
La Crosse, Kans. Filed Feb.

356.984.

Be.vjami.v

12. 1907.

H. Stotbb,

Serial No.

As an Improved article of manufacture, the adjustable

hame herein described consisting of the kame proper, a

metal facing plate, upon one face of the hame, a metallic

plate set Into a recess In the opposite face of the hame with
Its outer face Inclined with reference to the first mentioned
plate, said plates and hame being provided with a plural-

ity of openings, those In one of said plates being threaded,

means passed through the inclined plate upon opposite

sides of said openings and Into the hame, threaded bolts

removably engaged In said openings for rertlcal adjust-

ment, said bolts being provided with enlargements to en-

gage the facing plate and the threaded ends t>eing tapered
to conform to the Incline of the outer face of the other
plate, said bolts having eyes, and a vertical bolt passed
through said eyes and serving to prevent unscrewing of the
eye bolts, all substantially as shown and datcribed.

887,147. PLOW. Jorobn H. STLVBSTiHaiN, Dundee, III.

Filed Feb. 17. 1906. Serial No. 301,669.
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1. A plow having a landslde, and a cntti»g member sup-
ported in rear of and spaced from the laadside with Its

cutting edge below the lower edg« of the landslde.

2. In a plow, a landslde having a terminal rear arch.

and a cutting member connected plvotally with the rear
leg of said arch.

3. A plow having a landslde. an arch located at the rear
terminal of said landslde, a cutting member connected to

the rear leg of said arch and having Its forward end lo-

cated In advance of the rear leg and In the rear of the front
leg of the arch.

4. A plow having a landslde, an arch located at the rear
terminal of said landslde, a cutting mt>m!)«'r connected to

the rear leg of said arch and having Its forward end located
in advancf' of the rear If-g and In the rear of the front leg

of the arch and Its lower edge located below the lower edge
of the landslde.

8«(7.148. TUBNI NO- LATHE. Edw.\ri) T.4\-newitz. Orand
RapldH, Mich. Filed May 14, 1906. .Serial No. 316.770.

1. The combination of a revoluMy mounted cutter head
having a conical chamber or month at its Inner end extend-
ed or continued Into a cylindrical work Kuide. said iMitter

head having dust (li.scharse oppnings thfrt'throiigh opening
into said mouth ; a stock or work Kulde sleeve having a
conical end with annular grooves therein arranged In the
conical mouth of said cutter head for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of a revolubly mounted cutter head
having a conical chamber or mouth at Its Inner end extend-
ed or continued into a cylindrical work guide, said cutter
head having dust discharge openings therethrotigh opening
Into said mouth ; a stock or work guide sl»»eve having a
conical end arranged In the conical mouth of said cutter
head, for the purpose specified.

3. The combination of a revolubly mounted cutter head
having a conical mouth, said cutter head having dust dis-

charge openings therethrough opening Into said mouth
;

and a stock or work guide having a conical end arranged
In the conical mouth of said cutter head, for the purpose
specified.

887.149. HOLDER AND FA8TENI.VO DEVICE FOR RIB-
BON BOWS AND THE LIKE. Gkobok E. Tabnow, Chi-
cago, III. Filed Nov. 4, 1907. Serial No. 400,658.

1. A device of the character described comprising a thin
narrow body member, a pin connected at one end to the
body member, and a hook on the body member for engag-
ing the free end of the pin to hold the pin fixed with respect
to the body member, the arrangement being such that
when the free end of the pin Is engaged by the hook the
pin Is held parallel with the body methber, said body mem-
ber having formed thereon an open Jaw arranged beyond
the area cr)vered by said pin, the Jaw being adapted to

hold in fixed position a ribbon or the like knotted about It.

2. A device of the character described comprising a thin
flat body member, a pin connected at one end to the body
member, and a hook on the body member for engaging the
free end of the pin to hold the pin in fixed relation to the
body member, said body member having a portion thereof
formed into an open jaw arranged wholly beyond the area
covered by the pin, said Jaw being adapted to hold in fixed

position a ribbon or the like knotted about It.

3. A device of the character described comprising a fhin
flat body member, a pin connected at one end to the l)0(ly

inemt>t>r, and a book on said body member for engaging the
free end of the pin to hold the pin in flxed relation to the
body member, said body member having formed thereon an
open jaw arranged bf-yond the area covered by said pin,

the portion of the l)o<ly member constituting the jaw bay-
ing an Irregular cross-section, whereby a ribbon or the like

may be knotted about and securely held by the jaw with-
out Interfering with the pin.

4. .\ device of the character described comprising a U-
shaped member having a pair of thin narrow shank mem-
bers projecting from the ends of the arms thereof, said

shank members being In allnement with each other and
lying In the plane of the U-shaped member, a pin con-

nected to the outer end of one of the shank members so as
to have capacity for being swung In a plane at right
angles to the aforesaid plane, and a guard on the other
shank member for engaging with the free end of the pin.

.'>. .\ device of the character described comprising a U-
shaped member having a pair of thin narrow shank mem-
bers projecting from the ends of the arms thereof, said

shank members beiug in allnement with each other and
lying In the plane of said U shaped member, a pin lying

directly above said shank members and connected at one
end to one of the shank members, and a guard on the
other shank member for engaging with the free end of the

pin to hold the pin parallel with and close to the shank
members.

[Claims r. and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

right-angle, a clamp comprising two castings having coSp-
orating grooves In which the inner ends of said brace-arms
are clamped and coinciding bolt-holes, one of said members
having apertures at the inner ends of Its grooves through
which the bent ends of said brace-arms are passed, a bolt

[•a.ssing through said coinciding twit-holes, and a nut ap-

plied to the threaded end of said bolt.

8 8 7,151. SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN THE PRO-
NUNCIATION OF FOREIGN WORDS IN VOCAL MU-
SIC. Camille THtHWANGKR. Bostou, Mass. Filed June
12, 1903. Serial No. 101.245.

Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Aug. 15. 1907. Serial No. 388,705.

<9 «w-

In a system of instruction In the pronunciation of for-

eign words In vocal music, the musical score and the asso-
ciated words in a foreign language of a vocal production
printed or written with the words divided into syllables ac-
cording to the foreign language, and associated with the
musical notes according to the pronunciation of the words
or syllables relative thereto, various signs and symbols
respectively dividing the several words and syllables ac-

cording to their phonetic division In relation to each other,
to adjoining words or syllables, and to the musical notes,

and Indicating mute and articulated letters or groups of
letters, and model vowels or other characters placed ad-
jacent to vowels or combinations of letters Indicating their

pronunciation with relation to their association with ad-
joining words or syllables and to the tones Indicated by
the musical notes, and an accompanying key explaining
said signs and symbols and said model vowels or other
characters.

887,150. WIRE FI'RNITT-RE WILLIAM H. Thomson, 887,152. AD.TUSTABLE EASEL. John B. Timbkblakb,
Jackson. Mich., assignor to J. B. Tlmberlake & Sons, a
Corporation of Michigan. Filed June 7, 1907. Serial

No. 377,815.

1. In an article of furniture having supporting legs, the
combination of a plurality of legs, brace-arms directed In-

wardly from said legs to a central point and having their
inner ends bent at a right-angle, and a clamp comprising
two members having coflperatlng grooves which receive the
brace-arms and one of said members having apertures at
the Inner ends of Its grooves through which the bent ends
of said brace-arms are passed, and a bolt clamping said
members together.

2. In an article of furniture having supporting-legs, the
combination of a plurality of legs, each formed of wire
and having Inwardly directed brace-arms leading to a cen-
tral point, the Inner ends of said arms being bent at a 1

1. -An easel frame formed of wire bent to form a rack,
a pair of legs and upright side bars, the side bars being
bent Inward and downward and the free ends thereof be-
ing bent outward In opposite directions to form horlxontal
bars, constituting a central support between the said aide
bars, and a standard hinged to said horizontal bars adapt-
ed to support the frame at different angles.

2. An easel frame formed of wire bent to form a rack,
a pair of legs and upright side bars, the side bars being
bent Inward at their top portions to form a central sup-
port, a standard hinged to said support and capable of
supporting the easel frame at different angles, the hlnge-
formlng sections being constructed and adapted to limit

the outward movement of the standard.
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8. An easel frame fonned of wire contlstlng of two ele-

ments, viz., a frame adapted to support a card, a pamphlet

or folder and a standard hinged thereto and capable of

supporting the easel frame at different angles, the hlnge-

formlng sectlona of the wlrp of the sajd elements being

bent to proTlde a stop to limit outward or backward move-

ment of the said standard.

4. An easel formed of wire consisting of two elements,

viz.. a frame adapted to support a card, pamphlet or

folder and a standard hinged thereto and capable of sup-

porting the easel frame at different angles, said standard

having two diverging uprights 11, and balng provided with

mi'ans for adjusting the distance betwef^a thp upper hinge-

forming ends thereof.

o. An easel formed of wire consisrinjf of two elements,

viz., a frame adapted to support a cand, a pamphlet or

folder, and a standard hinged thereto and capable of sup-

porting the ea.'^el frame at dlflferent angies. said standard

having two diverging uprights 11. 11. and the cross bar

l."?. the ends of which slidably engage sfiid uprights, sub-

stantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7,153. BOX - COVER HOLDER. George W. Vaw
Dkes.sev. Lowviile. N. Y.. as.signor to .Tulian N. Lanpher,

Lowvllle. N. Y. Filed June 14. 1907. Serial No. 379,060.

- 1. A device for holding covers of boifs at different In-

clinations comprising a sheet of metal which has a plural-

ity of slots adapted to fit over the top of the rear wall of

the box, a downwardly bent flange at the top of the plata

for engagement over the end of the bot, one end of the

plate bent at an angle and cooperating with the laterally

bent wings of the plate to engage and hold a cover, aa set

forth.

2. A device for holding covers of boxes at different in-

clinations comprising a sheet of metal which has a plural-

ity of slots adapted to flt over the top at the rear wall of

the box. a downwardly bent flange at the top of the plate

for engagement over the end of the box, one end of the

plate bent at an angle and cooperating with the laterally

bent wings of the plate to engage and bold a cover, said

laterally bent wing having a portion of Itself bent to form
a card holder, as set forth.

3. A device for holding covers of boxes at different in-

clinations comprising a sheet of metal which has a plural-

ity of slots adapted to flt over the top of the rear wall of

the box. a downwardly bent flange at the top of the plate

for engagement over the end of the boj, one end of the

plate being bent at an angle and adapted to engage a cover

and hold the upper surface thereof agalntt the rear wall of

the box, as set forth.

raising and lowering said car, two liquid containing reasels,

means In each of said vessels and connected to said car for

displacing liquid from one vessel while the car is moving
in one direction, and from the other vessel when the car is

moving in the opposite direction, and means for regulating

the amount of liquid so displaced.

887,154. ELEVATOR. John Va.v Vlbck, New York, N. Y.

Filed June 29, 1907. Serial No. 381.301.

1. In an elevator mechanism, a car, a traction device for

raising and lowering said car, two liquid containing vessels

and means In each of said vessels and ''oanected to said car

for displacing liquid from one vessel while the car Is mov-
ing in one direction and from the other vessel when the car

Is moving in the opposite direction.

2. In an elevator mechanism, a car, a traction device for

3. In an elevator mechanism, a car, a traction device for

raising and lowering said car, two liquid containing vessels,

and means In each of said ve.ssels and connected to said car

for displacing a body of liquid from one vessel to the other

while said car is moving In each direction.

4. In an elevator mechanism, a car, a traction device for

raising and lowering said car, two liquid containing vessels,

means in each of said vessels and connected to said car for

displacing a body of liquid from one vessel to the other

while said car is moving in each direction, and means for

regulating the amount of liquid so displaced.

5. In an elevator mechanism, two liquid containing cyl-

inders, a plunger In each cylinder, a car carried by one of

said plungers, and a traction device connected to said car

and to the other plunger for simultaneously raising said

car and lowering said last named plunger.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,155 BLACKING-BRUSH.
Mattapolsett, Mass. Filed Oct.

395,478.

Arthle S. VAcanAM,
2, 1907. Serial No.

1. A blacking brash comprising a back with an upwardly

inclined forward extension, a polisher mounted on the

lower face of said back, a dauber mounted on the lower

face of said extension, a box cover rigidly connected to the

upper face of said forward extension, and a box bottom

adapted to hold blacking and removably fitting said cover.

2. A blacking brush comprising a back with an upwardly
inclined forward extension, a pol'sher mounted on the

lower face of said back, a dauber mounted on the lower

face ( f said extension, a box cover on the upper face of said

extension, means passing through said cover, extension and
dauber for securing said three parts firmly together, a box

bottom adapted to hold blacking removably fitting said

cover.
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8 8 7,156. I'ROPELLER-WHEEL. Locis J. H. V08S, 2. In combination with a belt made up of strands a

Menasha, Wis. Filed Oct. 7, 1907. Serial No. 396,196. cross stay having cloven ends the extremities of which

A propeller wheel comprising two blades mounted upon
opposite sides of a hub with their shanks merged into the

same, the blades commencing at the circumference of the

forward end of the hub with substantially no width and
widening outward with a gradual and uniform increase to a
point on the edge of each blade just In front of the points

thereon of their widest spread, which points of their widest

spread are in the rear of a transverse plane across the rear

end of the hub, and between said points in front of said

plane and the points in the transverse plane of their widest

spread said Increase Is diminished, and from said points in

the plane of their widest spread the edijes are curved in-

wardly around the rear ends of the blades and then in a

forward direction with a slightly inward curve to points

on the rear end of the hub, clrcumferentlally, nearly oppo-

site their starting points, the blades being rigid and each
side of the blades which act upfin the water in going for-

ward, being con'-aved transversely of the blades, substan-

tially as described.

887,157. ELECTRIC -ALARM THERMOMETER WlL-
HEI.M W.ti.THER, Ilomtinrt'. <;ermany Filed Mar. 12»

1007. Serial No. 361,991.

.\n electric alarm thermometer consisting In combina-

tion of a mercury tube, two or more platinum contacts

soldered Into said tube which serve to complete one or

more electric circuits in each of which an electric alarm

device is provided, and a wire gauze shield which sur-

rounds the mercury tube.

887,158. CROSS -STAY FOR BELTS. John A. Wangs-
NESS, Lead, S. D., assignor of one-half to Magnus L.

Magnusson, Lead, S. D. Filed Oct. 2, 1907. Serial No.

395,605.

1. In combination with the belt made up of strands a

cross stay consisting of a strip inserted between the

strands of the belt said strip being thickest at its middle

and tapering toward its edges.

are clenched about the edge strands of the belt said strip

being thickest at its middle and tapering toward its edges.

887,159, PROCESS OF MAKIN(; FLEXIBLE WIRE
SHAFTS. Hartwei.l W. Webb, Newark, N. J.. as-

signor to Webb Manufacturing Company. Newark, N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 26, 1907. Se-

rial No. 364,735.

:zzjm,

a

1. The process of making a flexible shaft out of one or

more strands of wire, which comprises the following

steps: first, winding one or more strands of wire upon a

mandrel ; second, removing the mandrel ; third, winding

one or more strands of wire upon the first helix as a

mandrel in a direction opposite to that In which the wire

forming said first helix was wound; fourth, stretchlng.the

shaft so formed lengthwise to an extent slightly beyond

the elastic limit of the structure as a whole.

2. The process of making a flexible shaft out of wire

which comprises the following steps: first, winding one

or more strands of wire to form a helix upon a mandrel

so that adjacent coils of said wire are in contact ; second,

removing the mandrel ; third, winding one or more

strands of wire upon the first helix as a mandrel in a

direction opposite to that in which the wire forming said

first helix was wound ; fourth, confining the free ends of

Bald strands of wire in suitable caps ; fifth, stretching

lengthwise the shaft so formed and slightly separating

the adjacent, superjacent and subjacent coils of the sev-

eral helices.

3. The process of making a flexible shaft out of one or

more strands of wire, which comprises the following

steps : first, winding one or more strands of wire into a

helix ; second, winding one or more strands of wire upon

the first helix in a direction opposite to that In which the

wire forming said flrst helix was wound; third, stretching

lent'thwlse the shaft so formed to an extent slightly be-

yond the elastic limit of the structure as a whole.

4. The process of making a flexible shaft out of one or

more strands of wire which comprises the following

steps: flrst. winding one or more strands of wire into a

close helix so that adjacent colls of said helix are in con-

tact : second, winding one or more strands of wire upon

the flrst helix in a direction opposite to that in which the

wire forming said first helix was wound, the adjacent

coils of said second helix also being in contact ; third,

atretching lengthwise the shaft so formed to slightly

separate the adjacent and subjacent coils of the several

helices.

5. The process of making a flexible shaft out of one or

more strands of wire which comprises the following

r i ' /jlii/^'^^afiM V9-im
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fltep* : l!r«t, winding one or more atran* of wire Into a

close helix «o that adjacent coils of wild helix are In con-

tact ; second, winding one or more straads of wire upon

the first helix In a direction opposite to that In which the

wire forming said first helix was wound, the adjacent

colls of said second helix also being la contact ; third,

confining the free ends of the wire strands by fastening a

metal cap thereon ; fourth, stretching lenfthwlae the shaft

so formed to slightly separate the adjacvpt and subjacent

coUa of the several helices.

ept

887,160. FLEXIBLE WIRE SHAFT. Haktwill W.

Wkbb. Newark. N. .1 , assignor to WelA Manufacturing

Company, Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Feb. 8, 1907. Serial No. 356,449'.

1. A flexible ahaft comprising in combdnatlon two heli-

cal colls of wire wound one upon the other, each coll of

each helix being separated by a slight distance from the

adjacent colls of the same diameter and Crom the adjacent

colls of the next Inner or outer helix.

2. A flexible hollow shaft composed of a plurality of

helical colls of wire wound one upon another, each coll

of each helix being separated by a slight distance from

the adjacent colls of the same diameter and from the ad-

jacent coils of the next inner and outer helices.

3. \ flexible shaft comprising in combination a plu-

rality of helical colls of wire wound one upon another,

each coll of each helix being separated by a slight dis-

tance from the adjacent colls of the same diameter and
from the adjacent colls of the next Inner and outer heli-

ces, the adjacent helices t>elng wound In opposite direc-

tions.

4. A flexible hollow shaft composed of a plurality of

helical colls of wire wound one upon another, each coll

of each helix being separated by a slight distance from
the adjacent colls of the same diameter and from the ad-

jacent colls of the next inner and outer Helices, each helix

being wound In a direction opposite to that In which the

next inner and outer helices are wound.
5. \ flexible hollow shaft comprising in combination a

plurality of strands of wire wound In tbe same direction

In helical colls of uniform diameter, aad a plurality of

strands of wire wound In the opposite direction In helical

coils of uniform but lesser diameter located within the
first mentioned helices, each coll of eacli helix being sep-
arated by a slight distance from the adjacent coils of
both the same and different diameters.

887.161. TRACK-LAYING MACHINE. ChahlesO.
Wescott, Puyallup, Wash. Filed Seot. 23, 1907. Se-

rial No 394,146. 1

xx±
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the connected ends of said levers and m^ans secured to

the sill engaging said pins to support tha sill therefrom
and permitting a mo7>'ment of said pins lonii^tudinaHy of

the sill, adapted to yieldingly transmit lateral movement
of the sill parallel to the spring in either direction to the

said pins.

5. The combination with a sill and an elliptical spring,

of toggle lev>»rs .-onnfoting the members of said spring,

trunnions secur»>d to and «>xtendlng laterally outward from
the sill, m«»mb*T8 having sleeves to receive and turn upon
said trunnions, and pivot pins forming the pivots connect-
ing the conn'>rtt»(l ''nils of saM levers carritHl by said mem-
bers and extending laterally therefrom out of axial allne-

ment with the said trunnions.

[Claim fj not printed In the Gazette.]

887,166. ELECTRIC PUSH BITTO.V.
New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 1.

386.552.

s 9

HaVRY WlI.HELM.
1907. Serial No.

1. .\ push button comprising a cap or shell having an
annular rim provided with openings for thp passage of

fasftnin^ devices, and a on<» pi^-ce back made up of disks
of different diameters, each disk having an unthreaded,
smooth edgf. the ba.se disk of a size to fit either th»^ bell

portion of a larg" sized cap or the rim portion of a small-
sfzed rap and having recpsses therethrough opening at Its

edge for the passage of fastening devices and adapted to

register with the openings in thp rim of the cap when ap-

plied to a small-slzt»d cap.

2. An insulating back for push buttons, comprising a
one-pifoe member made up of disks of different diameters,
each disk having an unthrpaded. smooth eflge. the larger
disk ©f a size to fit plther the bell portion of a large-sized
cap or the rim portion of a small sized c»p and having
recesses therethrough opening at its edge.

3. An Insulating back for push buttons, comprising a
disk having a smooth, unthreaded edge and of a size to

lit either the bell p^irtion of a large sized eap or the rim
portion of a small-sized cap and having recesses there-
through opening at the edge thereof for the passage of
fastening devices.

887,167. Car-door. John W. Wilke.s. Bessemer, Ala.
Pllpd Oct. 21, U>07 Serial No .S98.441.

1 The combination with a car provided with a doorway,
of a lower supporting rail secured to the cur and extend-
ing along the doorway, a door mounted at Us lower end
to turn and slide on said rail, an upper supporting rail

secured to the car and extending over the doorway, spools
mounted to turn and slide upon the said upper rail, ropes
secured to .said door and adapted to raise thie same on the

lower supporting rail, said ropes extending over the spools,
and the door being provided with cleats for the attach-
mt'nt of the ropes thereto.

_'. The combination with a car provided with a doorway,
of a lower supporting rail secured to the car and extend-
ing along the door way. a door mounted at Its lower end
to turn and slldf on said rail, an upper supporting rail

secured to the car and extending over the doorway, spools
mounted to turn and slide upon the said upper rail, ropes
secured to said door and extending over the spools and
adapted to raise the door on the lower supporting rail,

and latches secured to the door and adapted to engage
with the upper rail to hold the door In a vertical position,

said latches being arranged for engagement with the
spools, whereby to carry the spools along the upper rail

when the door is slid in a vertical position

3. The combination with a car provided with a doorway,
of a door hinged at Its outer end to swing downwardly and
outwardly upon the doorway, a lower supporting rail se-

cured t.) the car and extending along the doorway, the
door being mounted to turn and slide on said rail,

an upper supporting rail secured to the car and extend-
ing over the doorway, spools mounted to turn and slide

upon said upper rail, ropes secured to said door and adapt-
ed to raise the same on said supporting rail, said ropes
extending over the spools, and forked latches secured to

the door and adapt>'d to engage the upper rail and embrace
the spools, as and for the purpose set forth

4 The combination with a rar provided with a doorway,
of a door hinged at Its lower end to swing outwardly and
downwardly from the doorway, means for supporting the
dCKir for such movement, the door being provided with a
hinged extension adapted to fold downwardly on the outer
side of the main portion of the door, an upper supporting
rail extending over the doorway, and ropes secured at one
end to the outer end of the door I'xtenslon and extending
over the said supporting rail, the other end of the ropes
being secured to the main portion of the door and the door
being provided with cleats for the attachment of the ropes
thereto, whereby to hold the door in raised position.

887,168.

N. Y.

KITCHEN-CABINET. LoDis Will. Syracuse,
Filed Apr. 12. 1907. Serial No. 367,743.

.V kitchen cabinet comprising a rigid metal skeleton
frame having upright comer legs of angle Iron, an upper
frame member and a lower frame member fitted between
the legs and detachably-secured thereto, the upper frame
member having front and rear bars of angle-Iron and hav-
ing side bars of T-lron, all of the bars of the lower frame
being formed of angle-Iron, a front partition bar of T-lron
arranged between the upper and lower frame members sub-
stantially mid-way between the front corner legs, a top
carried by the upper frame member, a back fitted between
the upper and lower frame member? and secured to the
rear comer legs, a bottom supported by the lower frame
member, supporting frame bars secured to said comer
legs and having struck out portions forming supporting
lugs, screen sides carried by said supporting frame bars.
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shelves supported on said supporting lugs, and a screened

front hinged to the front corner legs and having means

for connecting the same with snid front partition t)ar, sub-

stantially as described.

887,169. SIGNAL OR SWITCH APPARATUS AND SIG-

NALING SYSTEM. Adomk.wi .1. Wilson, Westfleld,

N. J., assignor to The Hall Signal Company, a Corpora-

tion of Maine. Filed Oct. 15, 1902, Serial No. 127,337.

1. In a signal or switch apparatus, the combination of a

signal or switch : two Independently operable motors : re

talnlng means for positively holding the signal or switch

in two of Its positions, an actuating rod adapted to be con-

nected with a signal or switch ; and a cross lever connect-

ed at a point between Its ends with said actuating rod and

connected at its ends with the respective motors.

2. In a signal or switch apparatus, the combination of a

signal or switch ; two Independently operable fluid motors ;

train controlled retaining means for positively holding the

signal or switch in two of Its positions, an actuating rod

adapted to be connected with a signal or switch ; and a

cross lever connected at a point between its ends with said

actuating rod and connected at Its ends with the respective

motors.

W. In a signal or switch apparatus, the combination of a

signal or switch adapted to occupy at least three positions ;

two independently operable motors : actuating means con-

nected with said signal or switch for shifting the same ;

operating means connecting both of said motors with said

actuating means, whereby said signal or switch may be

moved from a first to a second position by one motor and

from the second to a third position by the other motor ;

retaining means for positively holding the signal or switch

in the second and third position ; and means controlling

the operation of one motor and controlled by the operation

of the other motor.

4. In a signal apparatus, the combination of a signal;

two Independently operable motors : actuating means con-

nected with said signal for shifting the same to a plural-

ity of positions ; operating means connecting both of said

motors with said actuating means, whereby said signal

may be moved from a first to a second position by one

motor and to another position by the other motor; a re-

taining device associated with each motor ; a circuit con-

trolling the operation of one motor and controlled by a

train for a given distance In advance of the signal : and

another circuit controlling the operation of the other motor

and controlled by a train for a given distance still farther

In advance of the signal.

5. In a signal apparatus, t^e combination of a signal :

two independently operable motors ; an actuating rod

adapted to be connected with a signal ; a cross lever con-

nected at a point between Its ends with said actuating rod

and connected at Its ends with the respective motors : a

retaining device associated with each motor; a circuit

controlling the operation of one motor and controlled by

a train for a given distance in advance of the signal ; and

another circuit controlling the operation of the other motor

and controlled by a train for a given distance still farther

in advance of the signal.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.170 MEANS PT)R HOLDING PANELS OR PLATES
OF MATERIAL TO FRAMES. Francis A. Winslow,
Chicago. 111., assignor to Winslow Bros. Company. Chi-

cago. 111., a Corporation. Filed Jan. 2. 1907. Serial No.

350,323.

//

1. In a structure of the class described, the combination

with a frame, of a plate adapted to fit therein, and a strip

of bendable inelastic material, one edge of which is secured

to said frame adjacent to the edge of said plate, said strip

being ndajited to be bent after the plate is in place so that

the portion of the strip not attached to the frame will He

at an angle to the plane of said plate and so that the edge

will rest against said plate and hold it In position.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combination

with a frame, of a plate adapted to fit therein, and a strip

of soft metal, one edge of which Is .secured to said frame

adjacent to the edge of said plate, said strip being adapted

to be bent after the plate is In place so that the portion of

the strip not attached to the frame will lie at an angle to

the plane of said plate and so that the edge will rest against

said plate and hold it in position.

.3. In a structure of the class described, the combination

with a frame, of a plate adapted to fit therein, and strips of

soft metal having edges attached to said frame and adapt-

ed to be bent after the plate Is In place so that the portion

of the strips not attached to the frame will be at an angle

to the plane of said plate, the edges of said strips being

adapted to rest upon said plate and hold It In position.

4. In a structure of the class described, the combination

with a frame, of a plate adapted to fit therein, a strip of

metal, one edge of which Is adapted to be fastened to said

frame, a metal plate secured against and at one side of

said strip of metal, the other edge being adapted to hold

said plate In position.

.'">. In a structure of the class described, the combination

with a frame, of a plate adapted to fit therein, and strips

of soft metal, the Inner edges of which are adapted to be

secured to said frame, the outer edges being adapted to be

bent over the ends of bars and Into engagement with said

plate of glass to hold said plate in position upon said

frame.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,171. DISPENSING APPARATUS. Henry A. Wi.se,

Cleveland, and Gkoege W. Wi.se. Wooster. Ohio, Filed

Oct. 23. 1907. Serial No. 308,687.

1. A dispensing-apparatus, comprising a stationary tubu-

lar stem portion carrying a stem head and a communicat-

ing measuring-chamber, and a spring-resisted movable

plunger stem carrying a plunger-head having an opening

closed by said stem-head when said plunger head Is de-

pressed.

2. In a dispensing apparatus, the combination with a

tubular stem portion provided with a stem head having

inlet ports and carrying a cup-body provided with Inlet-

opcnlngs; of a plunger-stem outside of said tubular stem

[lortlon and carrying a plunger-head having a central open-

ing adapted to receive and be closed by said stem head

when said plunger-head Is depressed.

3. In a dispensing apparatus, the combination with a

stationary stem portion provided with a stem-head having

Tijp*'iga'^ L 'JL..' I ff ,
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Inlet-porta and a cup-bottom carrying a cqp-body provided

with Inlet-openinga above said inlet-openings ; of a plun-

ger-stem outside of said tubular stem portion and carrying

a plunger-head having an opening closed by said stem-head

when said plunger-head Is depressed.

s a

4. In a dispensing apparatus, the combination with a

tubular stem portion provided with a stem-head having

inlet-ports and a cup bottom carrying a cap-body provided

with inlet slot-openings above said stem-ljead ; of a plun-

ger-stem carrying a plunger-head having an opening closed

by said stem-head when depressed, said plunger-head nor-

mally resting above the lower edge of sail inlet slot-open-

ings,
j

5. A dispensing apparatus, comprising a stationary tubu-

lar stem portion carrying a dlscharge-spout and a meas-

uring-chamber communicating with said Btem portion by

means of a stem-bead provided with radially-extending in-

let-ports, and a spring-resisted movable pJunger-stem out-

side of and In axial line with said tubular item portion and
carrying a plunger-head movable in said measuring-cham-

ber, said plunger-head being provided wltli a central open-

ing taking over said stem-bead.

[Claiaaa 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,172. FRAUD PREVENTIVE DEVICE FOR VEND-
ING - MACHI.NES. Uenrt J. Wissivo, Jeffersonvllle.

Ind., assignor to .\merlcan Vending Machine Co., Jeffer-

sonvllle, Ind. Filed Jan. 17, 1906. Serial No. 296,535.

1. A coin-way for 'PBdlng machines, comprising » fixed

wall inclined both longitudinally and transversely and hav-

ing its receiving portion extended upwardly and provided

with a hood closed at top, rear and side, and open at its

front and bottom, a movable wall arraftged beneath the

said hood, and hinged at its upper edge to the fixed wall

and adapted to swing outwardly from under the said hood,

the fixed wall having a supporting ledge at its lower edge

with an Intermediate portion spaced from the movable wall

to provide an escape for articles of less thickness than the

proper coin, said fixed wall being provided between said

ledge and the entrance end of the hood with a bottom cut

away portion underneath the hood, whereby pointed dum-

mies or those of less diameter than the required coin will

be caught by thft ledge bordering upon said cut away por-

tion and retained In said cut away portion and t)e prevent-

ed from rolling along the le<lge.

2. In combination, a coin way for vending machines, the

same comprising fixed and movable walls, the fixed wall

having a hood at Its upper end and a supporting ledge and

spacing lugs at its lower end, the movable wall being ar-

ranged beneath the hood of the fixed wail and adapted to

swing outward from under the said hood, and having an

opening in Its side for the escape of articles of less diame-

ter than the prescribed operating coin, and the end of the

movable wail bordering upon said opening being bent later-

ally or offset to form a bar and normally occupying a posi-

tion to one side of the coin way opposite to the movable

wall to swing across the coin way upon actuation of the

said movable wall, an extensi(jn projected from the said

movable wall and an operating arm designed to engage said

extension when actuating the vending mechanism.

8 8 7,173. COMPOSITION OF M.\TTER. Henry W.
WOBTCHK, Baltimore, Md. Filed Jan. 3, 1008. Serial

No. 409.2.-?6.

1. .\ valvt> scat composed of an alloy containing lead

and antimony, substantially as df-scribed.

2. \ valve seat composed of an alloy containing ninety

per cent, lead and ton per cent, antimony, substantially

as described.

887,174. C.VTCH - PR.VCKET FOR SHUTTER - FAS-
TENERS. Harbt Zimmkkma.v. Fremont, Ohio. Filed

Aug. 17, 1907. Serial No. 389.060.

A bracket for shutter fasteners consisting of one piece

of sheet metal having a perforated back piece with annu-

lar ribs around the pt'rforations, a forwardly projecting

bent horn transversely curved, and a forwardly projecting

slotted shelf stiffened by a flange, as set forth.

8 8 7,175. METHOD OF P'ORMING FOrNI).\TI0NS.
Huxley Abbott, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 25, 1007.

Serial No. 403.815.

*7"
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charge through the picker duct and exp^UbiK It through

the discharge ducf.

sash and being of greater width than the thlcknesa of

said sash, a channel member hinged upon the said channel,

an upwardly eitendlnn flange formed along the upper edge

of said sash, a second sash adapted to be positioned upon

said tlrst sash and having Its lower side In engagement

,
with said flange and Its ends positioned In said hinged

I
channel, a set screw mounted in said hlnge<l channel mem-

ber and adapted to force said second sash Into secure en-

gagement with a wall of said hinged channel member, said

second sash being adapted to be moved laterally In said

channel and lowered in said channel to the side of the

first sash, said hinged channel member being adapted there-

upon to be folded laterally to embrace the upper edges of

said sashes, said set screw l>elng adapted to be Inserted at

the same point of said hinged channel member to force

said sashes Into secure engagement.

2. Id a cotton harvesting machine, a aeparator com-

pnrtmenr. a picker duct leading thereto, a discharge duct

leading therefrom, a vactium reservoir and n fluid pressure

reservoir operatively connected with said compartment,

and means for alternately establishing comtnunlcatlon be-

tween said compartment and reservoirs tor drawing a

charge throuirh the picker duct and expelling it through

the discharge duct.

3. In a cotton harvesting machine, a separator com-

partment, a picker duct leading thereto, a discharge duct

leading therefrom, a vacuum device, a fluid pressure de-

vice, means for alternately establishing communication be-

tween said compartment and devices for drawing a charge

through the picker duct and expelling It through the dis-

charge duct, and a controlling member carried adjacent

the receiving end of the picker duct for operating said

means.

i. In a cotton harvesting machine, a jeparator com-

partment having an Inlet and a discharge port, a pair of

tanks or reservoirs operatlvely connected frith said com-

partment, means for exhausting fluid from one of said

tanks and compressing It In the other, and means for al-

ternately establishing communication between said tanks

and the compartment.
5. In a cotton harvesting machine, a separator com-

partment having valve controlled Inlet and discharge porta.

ducts leading respectively to and from said ports, a vacu-

um device, a fluid pressure device, and means for alter-

nately establishing communication betwee* the compart-

ment and said devices for drawing a charge through the

inlet duct and expelling It through the dlsckarge duct.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Qaseitte.}

887,179. WINDSHIELD. Charles F. Babndt and Wal-
TIR R. Johnston. Columbus, Ohio. Filed Apr. 26, 1907.

Serial No. 370.510.

A wind shield comprising a lower sash, bracing means

supporting the same, a channel secured at each side of aaid

887,180. CONTROLLKR. Chakles O. Barnes. Oswego,

N. Y., aasliuor to Barnes dear Company, Oswego, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 23, 11)07. Serial No. 364,178.

1 The combination with a tubular support, controller

rods mounted therein and a head secured to said support,

of operating levers secured to the respective controller

rods, and friction devices located between said levers and

the bead.

2. The combination with a tubular support, controller

rods mounted therein and a head secured to said support,

of operating levers secured to the respective controller

rods within the head, and friction devices within said head

and co6peratlng with the operating levers.

3. The combination with a tubular support, a head se-

cured thereto and controller rods mounted In said tubular

support and entering the head, of an operating lever se-

cured to each controller rod within the head, and friction

springs located within the head and connected with the re-

spective operating levers.

4. The combination with a support, of a head compris-

ing two flanged members, controller rods entering said

head, levers secured to the respective controller rods, fric-

tion springs disposed within the respective members of

the head and bearing against the flanges thereof and oper-

ating levers secured to the respective controller rods and

connected respectively with the friction springs.

5. The combination with a support and a head secured

thereto, said head comprising two flauged members, of a

friction spring located within each member of the head

and bearing against the flange thereof, controller rods en-

tering the head, operating levers secured to the respective

controller rods, and connected respectively with the fric-

tion springs, and arms on said levers having their free

ends disposed between the two friction springs.

887,181. TOOTH BRUSH
N. C. Filed .Tuly 22, 1907

Elias D. Barnes, Tarboro,

Serial No. 384.984.

A brush of the character described comprising a sub-

stantially U shaped back of a size sufficient to encompass

the teeth, said U shaped back being provided on the inner

surface thereof with suitable bristles or brush material,

the bristles under the upper portion of the back diminish-

ing In length from the outer to the Inner edge of the back

and the bristles on the lower portions of the back Increas-

ing In length toward the lower ends of the back, substan-

tially as described. .

887.182. FOBOINO AND RIVETINC FT'RNACE. WiL-

I.IAlf N. B»ST. New York. N. Y., assignor to John H.

Best and Ezra Best, Qulncy. 111. Filed Sept 29, 1904.

Serial No. 220.524.

A furnace comprising an elongated heating chamber, a

horizontally-flaring tunnel opening into said heating cham-

ber, doors provided at the end of said chamber and a

vertical cross-wall at the end of the tunnel, said heating

chamber being provided with a deflecting arch opposite

the mouth of the tunnel, and the wall of the heating cham-

ber on the opposite side from said arch being closed except

at said tunnel, and a burner to discharge Into the outer end

of the tunnel.

887,183. RAILWAY-SWITCH. Adolpu Bilek, Chicago,

111. Filed Mar. 29. 1907. Serial No. .365.235. Renewed

Mar. 30, 1908. Serial No. 424,115.

ends to cause them to move In unison and having later-

ally projecting extensions, an operating lever horizontally

fulcrumed under one of the main track rails and carry-

ing on Its Inner portion an upwardly extending projec-

tion, a grooved pulley journaled at one side of the main

track near the said transverse bar. an operating lever

horizontally fulcrumed under one of the side track rals

and having on Its Inner portion an upwardly extending

projection, a grooved pulley journaled near one side of

the side track, and connections passing around said pul-

leys and uniting the outer ends of said operating lever

to the lateral extensions on the transverse bar.

2. In a railway switch, the combination with the paral-

leled main track rails and the paralleled side track rails.

ui a switching rail plvotally secured near the end of one

of the side track rails and another switching rail pivot-

ally secured near the end of one of the main track rails.

a bar transversely uniting the switching rails near their

free ends so as to cause them to nxove In unison and having

lateral extensions, an operating lever horizontally ful-

crumed under each of the main track rails and each of

said levers carrying on its Inner portion an upwardly ex-

tending projection, an operating lever horizontally ful-

crumed under each of the side track rails and having on

its inner portion an upwardly extending projection, a

series of grooved pulleys journaled on each side of the

track rails, and flexible connections extended around

Bald pulleys and uniting the outer ends of the operating

levers to the extensions on the transverse bar.

3. In a railway switch, the combination with the paral-

leled main track rails and the paralleled side track rails,

of a switching rail plvotally secured near the end of one

of the side track rails and another switching rail plvot-

ally secured near the end of one of the main track rails,

a bar transversely and movably uniting the switching rails

near their free ends, a plate located beneath one of the

main track rails and having on Its upper surface a race,

antifriction balls located In said race, an operating lever

horizontally fulcrumed on said plate and carrying on its

inner portion an upwardly extending projection, and a con-

nection uniting the outer portion of the operating lever to

the said transverse bar for operating the latter.

887,184. UNIVERSAL JOINT. Charles A. Beewkb,

Noroton Heights. Conn. Filed Aug 23. 1907 Serial

No. 389,811.

2 J »j
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ported In said openiDgs. removable bushings being mounted

In said openings and providing bearing for the trunnions,

packing b<>lng Interposed between the Inner ends of the

buahlng and the opposing faces of the heads and surround-

ing the trunnions

3. A device of th." character described, comprising two

trunnloned h^ads, a coupling therefor consisting of an

inner member having bearings for the trunnions of the

heads and an outer member Inclosing the inter member, an

annular lubricant chamber being formed between said

members, the outer member having an opening, a plug for

fjnsink; the said opening, said plug exteading Into the

lubricant chamber, the outer member having an external

groove^ and a spring lying In said groove and bearing at

one end on said plug to retain It in position.

4. A universal joint or shaft coupling, Comprlsln ' two

forked head.s having trunnions, a couplln| therefor con-

sisting of an inner member formed in two Salves and hav-

ing bushed openini;^ to receive said trunnlous and formed

with ;in annular eiternal recess, an outer ring member
havln;: an annular recess and an opening and an external

gronv.-. a plug to close said opening, and a spring lying

In the external groove of the outer member and bearing

at one end on the plug, the inner end of the plug extending

Into the recess of the inner member.

5. A universal joint or shaft coupling. Comprising two

forked heads having trunnions, a coupling therefor con-

sisting of an Inner member formed in two lialves and hav-

ing bushed opening's to receive said trunnlnns and formed

with an annular external recess, an outer ring member
having an annular recess and an opening and an external

groove, a plug to close said opening, and a spring lying

in the external groove of the outer member and bearing at

one end on the plug, the inner end of the plug extending

Into the recess of the Inner member, small annular grooves

being formed In the meeting surfaces of the Inner and
outer members, and packing surrounding tile trunnions at

the Inner ends of the bushings.

887,185. COOPERAGE-HOOr. Leu A. BHQel, Jr., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Filed May -'1, 1906. Serial No. 317.860.

1. A hoop for the above purpose having A series of slits

cut lengthwise of the hoop, tongues projecting inward

fiom one side of said slits to engage the staves to lock the

hoops In place, and a series of raised rlbj parallel with

nhe silts formed In the metal of the hoop $.t the opposite

side of said slits.

2. A hoop for the above purpose having Inwardly pro-

jecting lips formed integral with the hoop by slitting said

hoop and bending the metal at one side of said silts, and

reinforcing ribs opposite said silts on the side from which

the hoop Is to be driven.

3. In a device of the character indicated, a hoop pro-

vided with a locking device formed by slitting the hoop

anc^ forcing the meta^ at one side of said silt, after the

hoop nas been driven to place. Into an Inwardly projecting

lip and embedding said lip In the face of the staves and a

series of raised ribs parallel with and oppoatte said slits.

887,186.

Mass.

CIGAR-nor.DER. De Witt Bruce, Plttsfleld,

Filed Oct. 1. 1907. Serial No. 395,338.

.\ collapsible pocket cigar holder comprising relatively

short sheet metal plates provided with open-ended chan-

nels to receive the mid-length of cigars and outwardly-

turned lips, and elastic bands inclosing the plates and re-

tained by the lips, whereby one or more cigars may be

carried without danger of breakage.

887,187. CAR-HEAL. CtEOEGE Brtar, St. John, New
Brunswick, Canada, assignor of two-thirds to John
White and one tlilrd to Waiter Thomas White, St. John,

New Brunswick. Canada. Filed Oct. 27, 1904. Serial

No. 230,199.

X_

In a device for sealing I'ars. a base plate adapted to be

secured to the side of a car, a slotted wall projecting from

said base plate to provide an open ended pocket, sealing

material within said pocket, a perforated lug extending

from said t)ase plate and wall exterior to said p<icket, and
a length of double wire looped through said perforated lug,

and having its free ends extending through the slots In

said wall and securely embedded In said sealing material

to provide a closed length of double wire for engaging a

locking device, sabstantially as described.

8 8 7 , 1 8 Si
. PROCESS OF PRODTTINO ROAD METAL.

JoH.v F. Bras. Detroit, Mich. Filed June 25, 1906. Se-

rial No. 323,191.

1. The process of producing a non-friable road metal

which consists In slowly cooling masses of initially molten

furnace slag to thoroughly anneal the solidified slag, and

utilizing the residuary heat In said masses to produce

chunks of tenacious material through the action of water

Implngflng thereon.

2. The process of producing a non-friable road metal

-vhlch consists In slowly cooling masses of initially molten

furnace slag In a heavy, closed receptacle, to thoroughly

anneal the solidified slag, and utilizing the residuary heat

In said masses to produce chunks of tenacious material

through the action of water Impinging tbereoa
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3 The proc«'S8 of producing a nonfrlable road metal

which consists In slowly cooling masses of Initially molten

furnace slag to thoroughly anneal the solidified slag, and

utilizing the residuary heat In said masses to produce

chunks of tenacious material through the action of water

impinging thereon and subsequently crushing said chunks

to road metal size.

887,189. CONCRETE BRIDGE. MiLO 0. Blevett, Des

Moines, Iowa. Filed Dec. 14, 1906. Serial No, 347,898.

Renewed Mar. 21, 1908. Serial .No. 422,538.

1. In a concrete bridge and the like, a skeleton metal

frame comprising a plurality of rows of straight bars hav-

ing their ends bent at right angles to produce elbows and

cross bars clamped fast between said elbows without any

extraneous fastening device.

2. In a concrete bridge and the like, a plurality of metal

bars elhow-shaped at their ends and placed in parallel rows

and a plurality of metal cross bars placed between the said

elbows and all the bars supported upon a concrete arch, as

set forth.

3. In an arch for a bridge and the like, straight metal

bars bent at richt angles at their ends and placed In par-

allel lines and the sabl pnrnllel lines of bars connected by

placing straight cross bars between contiguous elbows of

the bars In parallel lines and the skeleton metal frame thus

constructed supported upon a concrete arch as set forth.

4. A complete arch In a concrete bridge comprising a

concrete arch, a skeleton metal frame and reinforcement

consisting of a plurality of metal bars elbow-shaped at

their ends and a plurality of cross bars fastened between

the elbows at the ends of said bars and embedded In the

concrete placed on top of the skeleton metal frame and

concrete arch, as set forth.

6. A concrete bridge comprising abutments, a concrete

arch, a plurality of metal bars bent at right angles at their

ends, a plurality of straight metal cross bars in direct con-

tact with said bent ends and concrete on top of the nnetal

bars, as set forth.

887,190. LIFTI.NG-JACK. David D, Cookb, Milwaukee,

Wis. Filed Nov. 18. 1907. Serial No. 402,682.

through an Intermediate lever by which the power applied

to the first named lever is compounded and multiplied.

2. In a lifting Jack, the combination of a stationary

frame, a vertically movable lifting standard centrally sup-

ported from said frame, a gripping collar slldably support-

ed from said standard, a system of compound levers pivot-

ally connected with said gripping collar and standard sup-

porting frame adapted to raise said standard as the system

of levers Is operated, a gripping lever plvotally connected

at one end to said frame and centrally connected with said

lifting standard, a foot lever plvotally supported from the

base of said frame and a link communicating from the short

arm of said foot lever to the long arm of said gripping

lever, the movement applied to said manually operated

lever being adapted to be communicated to said gripping

collar through an Intermediate lever by which the power

applied to the first named lever is compounded and maltl-

piled, all substantially as and for the purposes specified.

887,191. RAIL-JOINT FOR TOY RAILWAY SYSTEMS.
WiLMAM R. Habkklin. Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to

The .\merican Miniature Railway Company, Bridgeport,

Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 1, 1907.

Serial No. 376,766.

1. In a lifting Jack, the combination of a vertically mov-

able lifting standard, a stationary standard supporting

frame, a gripping collar slldably supported on said stand-

ard and adapted when raised to grip snd raise the same, a

compound system of levers plvotally connected with said

frame and gripping cellar, and means for locking and sup-

porting said lifting standLrd at Intervals as It is raised,

the movement applied to said manually operated lever

being adapted to be communicated to said gripping collar

1. A joint for toy railway systems consisting of sheet

metal rails provided with hollow treads, a connecting rod

adapted to be inserted into the ends of said hollow treads,

and a plurality of projections punched from opposite sides

of the hollow treads and indented Into the said connecting

rod.

2. A joint for toy railway systems consisting of sheet

metal rails provided with hollow treads, a wire connection

adapted to be Inserted Into the ends of said hollow treads,

and a plurality of Inwardly projecting portions punched

from each side of the under-surfaces of the hollow treads

and Indented Into said connecting wire.

887,192. TYPE - WRITER. Mab.shman W. Hazen, New
York, N. Y., and Richard W. Uhlig. Rutherford, N. J.;

said Uhlig assignor to said Ilazen. Filed Jan. 28, 1905.

Serial No. 243,028.

1. The combination of an angnlarly shiftable type car-

rier, a supporting arm extending therefrom, a guide pro-

vided with a guide slot for the supporting arm and having

guide walls on opposite sides of the arm Immediately con-

tiguous to the type carrier, and an anvil Independent of

said guide and located between It and the type carrier.

2. The combination of an angularly shiftable type car-

rier, a supporting arm extending ^herefrom, a guide shift-

able to bring a selected row of types into line with the

printing point, aald guide being provided with a guide slot

for the supporting arm having guide walls on opposite

-«'^r'—-*"-!-
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Bides of the arm Immediately contiguous «o the type car-

rier, and a non-shlttable anvil.

3. The combination of an angularly shlftable type car-

rier, a supporting arm extending therefrotn. a guide pro-

vided with a guide slot along which said arm may travel

and which U shlftable to bring a selected r«.w of types Into

line with the printing point, guide pins «etcrmlnlng the

shifting movement of the guide, and a no«-shlftable anvil

Interposed between said type carrier and sUd guide.

4 The combination of an angularly shlftable type car-

rier a supporting arm integral therewith. * guide provided

with a guide slot along which said arm may travel and

which is shlftable to bring a selected row oT types Into line

with the printing point, a shift rod to which the guide is

secured, means for adjusting the position of the guide on

the shift rod and stop pins selectively sfclftable Into an

operative position between the ails of the type carrier

movement and the type carrier and Immadiately contigu-

ous to the type carrier.

5. The combination of a shlftable type carrier, a pivoted

supporting arm extending therefrom, a gulfle provided with

a guide slot along which said arm may travel, an anvil In-

dependent of said guide, a series of stop pins shlftable Into

an operative position Immediately contiguous to the type

carrier, and selective mechanism for seUctlvely shifting

the type carrier, and selectively operating the stop pins.

[Claims Cy and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,193. MINP:R'S CA(iF:

near DQlm^-n. (;-rmany

No. 3s5;UM.

Heinrich lltiLisG. Daldrup.

Filed July I'S, 1907. Serial

A safety device for miners cages and lifts, comprising In

combination with the shaft, the holstlnf-rupe, the draw-

ing rod and the cage; a separate top for said cage, strong

springs arranged to suspend said caga from said top,

spring influenced bars connected to said rod and movably

arranged on said top and adapted to be pressed outwards

within the reach of the transverse beams of said shaft

upon the breaking of said holstlng-rope apd having such a

shape as to stand oblique to said tranrverse beams and

provided on the oblique sides with roOghened surfaces,

means to fix said top firmly to said cage when raising dead

load, and means to prevent said bars entirely from moving

when raising dead load, all for the purpose set forth.

the top of the regenerators, and valved exit fluM com-

municating with the gas flues at the bottom of the re-

generators.

887.194. REGENERATIVE KIRNACS. Nicholas L.

Heinz. La Salle, 111. Filed Feb. 11, 1907. Serial No.

356,693.

1. In a furnace of the class mentioned, a combustion

chamber having a gas fl\)e and an air flue extended horl-

Eontally therein and provided with potts emptying Into

the chamber near the bottom. In combination with the re-

generators beneath the chamber and provided with air

flues and gas fluea alternating back and forth therein and

communicating respectively with the gas and air flues of

the chamber, a valved flue communicating with the cham-

ber space at the top and with the regen»rator gas flues at

2. In a furnace of tlie class mentioned, a retort cham-

ber provided with a central division wall having a gas flue

and an air flue extended horizontally therein near the bot-

tom and provided with ports commiinlcatlng with the

chamber at opposite sides of said wall. In combination with

regenerators having cas tlues and air flues, respectively,

communicating with the gas flue and the air flue of the

chamber, a branched valved flue communicating with the

chamber at the top and with the regenerator gas flues at

the top of the regenerators and a branched, valved exit

flue communicating with the gas flues at the bottom of the

regenerators.

3. In a furnace of the class mentioned, the combustion

chamber in combination with a set of flues provided with

ports communicating with one part of the chamber space,

a set of regenerators in conjunction with the chamber, sets

of flues In the regenerators communicating with the sets

of horlEontal flues of the chamber, a branched, valved flue

connecting the opposite part of the chamber with one end

of the sets of the flues of the regenerators, and a branched,

valved exit flue connected with the other end of the sets

of flues of the regenerators.

4. In a furnace of the class mentioned, the combustion

chamber provided with horizontal flues near Its bottom,

having ports at Intervals in combination with a regenera-

tor placed t)eneath the combustion chamber and provided

with alternating ln<llvidual flues communicating respec-

tively with the horizontal flues of the combustion chamber,

and a flue connecting the top of the combustion chamber

space with upper part of one of the alternating flues of

the regenerator.

5. In a furnace of the class mentioned, the combustion

chamber provided with horizontal flues near the bottom

and having ports at Intervals, In combination with a re-

generator placed beneath the combustion chamber and

having alternating Individual flues communicating with

the horizontal fluos of thp combustion chamber and pro-

vided with Induction flues respectively entering the re-

}

generator flues at opposite points, and a flue connecting

' the top of the combustion chamber with the upper part of

one of the alternating flues of the regenerator.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,195. TRT'CK. Osc.iR C. Hopkins. Mount Sterling,

N. C. Filed Nov. 23, 1907. Serial No. 403,484.

1. In a truck of the character described, a central lon-

gitudinal driving shaft, a gear thereot., a front cross brace

having a bearing for said shaft, a driving axle, and a gear

thereon meshing with the gear on the longitudinal shaft.

2. In a truck of the character described, side frames

having Inwardly extending projections, and a plate se-
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cured to said projections to keep the side truck frames

parallel with each other and cut away at Its forward edge

to receive the main gear wheel.

—^'

3 In n truck of the character described, side truck

frames having inwardly extf-n-llng portions at their lower

sides, a steel plate secured to said projections and Jiavlng

an opening for the gear on the front drivlnp axle, com-

bined with the front driving axle and the gear thereon.

4. In a truck of the character described, side truck

frames having inwardly projecting portions at their lower

sides, a metal plate secured to and resting on said projec-

tions and bavinc an opening for the gear on the front

driving axle, combined with the front driving axle, a gear

thereon, a longitudinal shaft and a gear thereon meshing

with said gear.

.1. In a truck of the character described, side frames

having Inwardly projecting portions, a plate resting on

and secured to the same, a front brace connecting the

fonn-ard portions of said side frames, a central longitudinal

driving shaft having a bearing In said cross brace, the

forward driving axle, means for driving said axle from

said shaft, and means for driving the rear axle therefrom.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.196. GRAIN CLEANING APrARATUS. Millakd F.

Jaxnky, Wheatland, and .liLiis (Jraham, Lincoln. Va.

Filed Aug. 17. 1907. Serial No. 389,023.

1. In a grain cleaner the combination with a chute com

prising superposed sections and a closure for each section ;

of a spirally arranged series of baffle devices within the

chute, means for directing grain into the upper end of the

chute, an Inclined screen for directing grain from the bot-

134 O. 0.-21

tom of the chute, and means for withdrawing material

lighter than grain from under the screen.

2. In a grain cleaner the combination with a vertical

chute, screening mechanism disposed within the Inlet or

upper end of the chute, and an inclined screen constituting

the bottom of the chute; of a spirally arranged series of

teeth within the chute and constituting baffles, said teeth

surrounding a continuous reduced clear space extending

throughout the length of the chute.

3. In a grain cleaner a chute consisting of a plurality of

uperposed sections, means for holding the sections against

displacement, a spiral series of teeth within each section

and constituting baflles. a screened Inlet at the upper end

of the chute, a screen constituting the bottom of the chute,

and a suction device for withdrawing material through

said bottom.

887.197. SAW-SET. John E. Johnston and James M.

Ckahan, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Oct. 15, 1906. Se-

rial No. 339.078.

1. In a saw set, the combination, with an anvil head

having a gage surface and an adjacent anvil surface, of a

gage linger arranged substantially parallel with the gage

surface of the anvil head and movable toward and from

said gage surface, means for positively holding said gage

linger at different distance.s from the gage surface of the

anvil head independent of saw thickness, and a hammer
carried by the gage flnger and movable therein to cooper-

ate with the anvil-surface.

2. In a saw set, the combination, with an anvil head

having a gage surface and an adjacent anvil surface on

its end, of an L-shaped member the shank of which engages

the anvil head, means for clamping said shank upon. the

anvil head in different positions of longitudinal adjust-

ment, a gage surface formed on the inner side of the foot

of the L-shaped member substantially parallel with the

gage surface of the anvil head, and a hammer reclpro-

cably mounted In the foot of the L in position to coSperate

with the anvil surface of the anvil head, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

887.198. COLLAPSIBLE COUCH-BED. John Kiewicz,

Hyde Park. Mass. Filed Nov. 1, 1907. Serial No. 400.273.

1. In a folding bedstead, two sets of levers constituting

two lazy tongs connected to form a collapsible frame, a

sheet of flexible material connected to said frame and

lying In a horizontal position, and a body support located

beneath said sheet of material and supported on said

frame.

2. in a folding bedstead, two sets of levers constituting

two lazy tongs connected to form a collapsible frame, a

sheet of flexible material connected to said frame, and

lying In a horizontal position, and a collapsible body sup-

port located beneath said sheet of material and supported

I on said frame.
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% In a folding bedstead, two sets of leyer^ constituting

two az> tongs 'connected to form a conap8ll>.e frame a

ir^t of nexible material connected to said fra»>e and lying

o a horuontal p«.it>«n. a hody support 'ocated beneath

liid 8heet of material, and a spring on whiah said body

-r:. ^;:^:X^^r... ... ^ts or -r^ constituting

two la7v tongs connected to form a collapsible frame, a

H . ; iexfble materia! connected to said frame and

:>Tng ,n a o u;ntal position, a plurality of rods conne t-

Jm !azv tongs and extending transvereely thereof

:Z rlys^Pp" -coated beneath said shee. of material

^1 '^Z'^m^^'^-o sets of ieversconstltutlng

~=i;=r:.=^t'^;r;^^^^^

Ind "t. V supP-t formed In three parts pivotally con-

"cti : ether'an.i .upported on said rods respectively,

[claims 6 to 10 n..t printed in the Gazette^l

.distance connected with said valve and tending to close

the same, means for Individually straining said springs,

and means for regulating the tension of the springs, sub-

stantially as set forth

(Claims rt to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

^S7 20 0. .^BDOMlN.\L SUPrORTEK AND TUU88.

BENJAMIN F La.t, Pekln. III. Filed Sept. 5. 1906. Se-

rial No. 333.370.

A supporter and truss comprising a spring wire 8up-

..vn«^««TON DEVICE FOR I'NErMATIC porter frame having a front pad carrying section and Uody

8 8 7.199. EXPRESS
2i:.^\','J,,, ^^^^^ ^circling bands provided at their rear ends with down-

To';^wa'nda. n"' KlU^ Jun: 11 ma serial No ..,.a,v projecting shouldered lever arms fo_rm^^d wlt^h^ver

321.165.
tlcally dispose.1 engaging hooks, plate elements pivotally

mounted on said hooks and turning on a vertical axis, poste-

rior pads mounted on said pivotal plate elements, and a

pair of pressure belts arranged in crossing relation at he

back and each of the same being independently connected

to one of the posterior pads.

887.201. SPRINKLER HEAD,
l'''';^;''^^ ^;',^^^'

'^''''

cage. lU. Filed May it, liH>4 Serial No. 207.032.

1 The combination of a wind chest, a eegulating valve

controlling the lngre« of the outer atmosphere Into the

wind chest, a plurality of re.sistance devices of different

tensions operating- to close said valve against the atmos-

pheric pressur... an.l means for bringing said resistance

devices into action, substantially as set fo»th.

o The combination of a wind chest, a regulating valve

controlling the Ingress of the outer atmosphere into the

wind chest, a plurality of springs of difflerent grades of

resistance operating to close said valve, and means for

individually tensioning said springs, substantially as set

'"""^^^The combination of a wind chest, a regulating valve

controlling the Ingr-ss of the outer atmosphere Into the

wind chest, a plurality of springs of different grades of

resistance operating to close said valve, and pneumatics

connected with said springs for tenslonjnjg the same, sub-

stantially as set forth. ,1
4 The combination of a wind chest, a regulating valve

controlling the ingress of the outer atmosphere Into the

wind chest, a plurality of springs of different grades of re-

Tl tance connected with said valve and tending to close

the same, and means for individuall, straining said

springs, substantially as set forth.

'. The combination of a wind chest, a regulating valve

controlling the Ingress of the outer atmosphere Into the

wind chest, a plurality of springs of different grades of re-

1 K sprlniclor h. ad strut device comprUlng t^o P»»te«

having side openings which register when the plates are

'nisse,^.Med position, and a cylindrical roller arranged

ra^s -ersely o the plates and within the openings thereof.

2 A sprfnkler h-at strut device comprising t-o p ates

having registering side openings and pockets formed

hJreat and a roller arranged within the openings, said

Itk^s .>e,ng arranged to contain the fusible solder which

%''T?pr:nk;:rhead strut devic tnprislng two plates'

having tongues pressed out therefrom ,0 form pockets, and

A roller arranged within such pockets

4 A sprlnkW head strut device arrang.-.l in condona-

tion with the valve and set screw of a sprinkler head and

.t^pTising strut arms bearing upon each -»'-
-J^ '-;!;,^^

.,uter ends curved in opposite directions, one "f/«'l '"•">«

having parallel plates 7'- with a heel portion T- between

them and the other of said arms having an extension 8

'aHng upon said heel portion, and a ollapsible link

arranged between said outer ends of the strut arms
'

V sprinkler head strut device arranged In combina-

tion with the valv.. and s-t screw of a sprinkler head and

omprlslng strut arms bearing against the valve and screw

resTc ively and having a roller bearing between hem.

and a collapsible link consisting of two plates having a

roller bearing l>etween them Intermediate their length and

a ranged between the ends of .said arms, said plates hav-

rnT^rangverse openings registering with the pockets and

receiving said roller.

,
[Claims to 12 not printed In the Gazette,]
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887.202. HOP-JACK. Gborob E. Laubenueimkb, Chicago.

111. Filed Dec. 9, 1907. Serial No. 405,063.

^ ? 4 "5- f
13

1. In a device of the class described the combination

with a receptacle of a frame therein, a perforated bottom

supported on said frame, and tndep.ndently removable,

perforated side and end walls on said frame.

2. In a device of the class described the combination

with a receptacle of a frame therein, a perforated bottom

sui.port.-d on said frame, sectional, perforated side walls

removably engaged to said frame, and removable, per-

forated end walls on said bottom and side walls.

3. In a device of the class described the combination

with a receptarlf of a plurality of slotted posts therein, a

perforated Ixittoui plate supported on said posts, a plu-

rality of perforated side wall sections, hooks thereon adapt-

ed to engage In the slots in said posts, interlocking means

on the bottoms of said sections and said bottom plate, and

perforated end walls removably engaged between the side

walls,

4. In a device of the class described the combination

with the receptacle of a frame therein, a perforated bot-

tom supported in said frame, perforated sectional side

walls, means adapted to removably engage said walls to

the frame and bottom, a sprinkler aliove said covers on

the receptacle opening from the center and sides thereof.

.'). In a hop jack the combination with a receptacle of

a filter therein comprising a frame, a perforated bottom

and walls, means Interlocking said walls with the bottom

and frame, a sprinkler In said filter adapted to wash

down the walls and covers on the top of the receptacle

adapted to close the same and the filter.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the (iazette.]

887.203. COIN - CONTROLLED VENDING - MACHINE.
William H Lkavbr and Charles H. Smith, Chicago,

111. Filed Mar. 2, 1907. Serial No. .360,l.S;i.

1. The combination of an article holder, of an ejector

working across the holder to deliver the articles, coin-

controlled means to operate the ejector, and a latch con-

nected to the said means and resting on the articles in

disengagement and arrang.-d to engage a fixed part of

the structure and hold said means against operation when

the holder is empty.

2. The combination of a casing having a coin slot, an

article holder in the casing, coin-controlled means to eject

an article therefrom. Including a turning disk having a

coin passage registering with the slot, and a latch con-

nected to the disk and normally resting in disfngagement

t-n the articles and arranged to engage a fixed part of the

structure and hold the disk with the coin passage out of

register with the slot when the holder is empty.

3 The combination of a casing having a coin slot, an

article holder in the casing having a wall with au opening

therein and a lip at the edge of the opening, coin -con trolled

means to eject an article from the holder. Including a turn-

ing disk having a coin pas.sage which normally registers

with the slot, and a latch having a pivotal connection with

the disk and extending through the opening and resting,

in disengagement with the lip. on the articles in the holder,

and adapted to engage with the lip when the last article is

delivered and hold the disk against movement, with the

coin passage out of register with the slot.

4. The combination with a casing having a coin slot.

and article delivery devices in the casing, of a coin-con-

trolled operating mechanism for the delivery devices, com-

prising a turning disk provided with means to turn the

same, and having a coin passage therethrough, and a rock

shaft havin.z a projectinu arm located under said passage

and acting to hold a coin th.Tein until the disk is turned.

5. The combination with a casing having a coin slot.

and article delivery devices in the casing, of a coin-con-

trolled operating mechanism for the delivery devices, com-

prising a rock shaft having a projecting arm grooved on

the fop, and a turning disk over the arm. and having a

coin-passage therethrough between the arm and the slot.

and a peripheral projection at one edge of the turning disk.

movable over the arm and arranged to force a coin In the

passage against the arm, to swing the same and rock the

shaft.

887,204. WATERING DEVICE. Abthur G. Lbonard,

Chicago, 111. Filed July 16. 1906. Serial No. 326,444,

49 ./7

1. A watering apparatus, comprising a plurality of

troughs, a supply pipe adapted to discharge into said

troughs, a controlling valve, means for opening said valve,

and means cooperating with each of the troughs for auto-

matically closing said valve when any trough has been

filled.

2. .V watering apparatus, comprising a plurality of

troughs, a supply pipe adapted to discharge into said

troughs, a controlling valve, means for opening said valve,

and means coiiperating with each of the troughs operated

by the overflow of the difT.rent troughs for closing said

valve whan any trough has been filled.

3. A watering apparatus, comprising a plurality of

troughs, a hydrant, a spout connected therewith and

adapted to discharge into said troughs, a controlling valve,

means for opening said valve, and means cooperating

with each of the troughs for automatically closing said

valve when any of said troughs has been filled.

4. A watering apparatus, comprising a pipe, a trough

arranged to receive water from said pipe, a rocking arm,

a bucket carried by said arm. said trough being arranged

to overflow into said bucktt, a valve for said pipe, and a

vertically-movable operating rod therefor, said valve being

opened by raising said rod and closed by lowering the

same said arms having means actini: to engage and lock

said rod in its raised position when said rod is raised and

the bucket Is in its uppermost position said means being

automatically disengaged to permit the rod to drop when

the bucket descends.

5. A watering apparatus, comprising a pipe, a trough

arranged to receive water from said pipe, a rocking arm.

a bucket carried by said arm, said trough being arranged

to overflow into said bucket, a valve for said pipe, a ver-

tically-movable operating rod therefor, said valve being

opened by raising said rod and closed by lowering the

same, said arm having means acting to engage and lock
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said rod In Us raised position when said rod Is raised and

the backet is In Its uppermost position, saSd means being

automatically disengaged to permit the ro« to drop when

the bucket descends, and independent means for rocking

said arms to release said rod.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

887 "05 VEGET.\BLE - CUTTER. MilTon S. L0CK»,

Syracuse, Ind. Filed Apr. 17. 1907. Sertal No. 368.747.

end. a second section adapted to fit against the first

mentioned one, oppositely disposed lugs at the open end

of the mold, an end plate adapted to fit upon the open

end of the mold, and lugs on said end-plate a number of

which are adapted to fit between the lugs on the mold

while the remainder engage the meeting edges of the two

sections, substantially as described.

^i'

1 In a device of the character describtd. the combina-

tion' of a supporting band formed with a flange ;
a casing

dPtachably secured to said supporting band and formed

with an inwardly projecting flange: a cutter disk mounted

b^tw.>en said flanges : knives mounted in taid cutter-disk ;

and means for rotating said cutter-disk.

2 In a device- of the character described, the combina-

tion of a casinK' formed with L-shaped slots ; a supporting

band formed with studs adapted to engage in said slots

and with an inwardly-projecting flange: a ring mounted

in said casing above said flange: and a cutter-disk the

edge of which Is mounted free to rotate between said

flange and ring

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a band formed with an annular Inwardly-pro-

jecting flange and an outwardly-projectlttg flange ; a cas-

ing formed with an annular flange an« detachably se-

cured to said band : and a cutter-disk the edge of which

is free to rotate between said annular flanges.

4. In a device of the character descrlhed, the combina-

tion of a casing : a V-shaped shaft-support secured thereto,

one arm of said support having Its Inner end forked and

the other arm having pivoted thereto a locklngarm the

Inner end of which is hook-shaped ; a 8h»ft which Is held

in said forked end by the hook-shaped end of said locking

arm : and a cutter-disk secured to said sHaft.

887.2<W MOLL) FOK FORMING ARTIFICIAL - STONE
POSTS. JoH.v E. Lo«;an, Kansas City, Mo. Filed July

12. 1907 Serial No. 383..36H.

1. A post mold consisting of a sectloa having a closed

end, lugs 11 on said section, a second section adapted to

at against the flrst-mentloned one, and hooks 10 on the

second,sect ion adapted to engage lugs 11.

2. A post mold consisting of a section having a closed

end. lugs 11 on said section, lugs ^s an said section, a

second section adapted to fit against the first-mentioned

otte, and hooks on the second section adapted to engage

lugs 11 and provided with Inclined surfaces upon which

lags 38 are adapted to slide.

3. A post mold consisting of a section having a closed

end, lugs 11 on said section, lugs 3S en said section, a

second section adapted to fit against tfce first mentioned

one, and provided with a series of openings to receive

fastening devices, hooks on the second Ifctlon adapted to

engage lugs 11 and provided with Inclined surfaces upon

wlUch lugs ."^8 arf adapted to slide, and handles on said

sections.

4. A post mold consisting of a sectlom having a closed

5 \ post mold consisting of 11 w.-ction having a closed

end upon which it rests while being filled with plastic

material, a second section adapted to fit against the flrst-

mentloned one provided with a series of holes, an end-

plate adapted to fit upon th.- open end of the mold, having

a large opening through which the plastic material Is

poured and a plurality of small openings through which

reinforcing wires extend Into the mold, shoulders on the

end-plate, clamps on the end-plate for binding th.' .nds

of the wires against the shoulders, and a plurality of

fastening devices extending through the holes in the

second section and engaging the reinforcing wires.

SS7.207. COTTON CLEANING AND FEEDING

MECHANISM. Robbrt B. Ldmpkin. Dallas. Tex
,
as-

signor to Air Blast r.jn Company. Dallas, Tex., a Cor-

poration of Texas Filed Mar. 11, 1907. S*-rlal No.

361.675.

1. A cotton cleaning and feeding mechanism comprls

Ing a casing provided with an inlet and an outlet at the

top and bottom thereof respectively and provided with
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lateral extensions on each side thereof, a supporting valve

movable between the Inlet and outlet, a screen chamber

within said casing above said valve, a suction flue In

each lateral extension, means for forming passages

between the walls of said chamber and the walls of said

casing above said lateral extension, said passages com-

municating with said flues on each side of said chamber

for the escape of dust and dirt, and means for creating

suction through said chamber and passages and flues.

2. A cotton cleaning and feeding mechanism having

a casing, a screen chamt)er within the casing, a feeding

valve below said chamber, apertured spacing bars be-

tween said chamber and the walls of said casing, suction

flues, said spacing bars forming passages for the escape of

dust and dirt Into said flues one on each side of the lower

part of said chamber, and means for establishing suction

through said chamber and spacing bars and flues.

3. A cotton cleaning and feeding mechanism having

an open top casing, a flue coextensive with said casing

and provided with a bottom having an opening Into said

casing narrow at the receiving end and gradually in-

creasing to the opposite end. a valve forming a bottom

to said casing, a screen chamber within said casing and

spaced from the walls thereof, a suction flue on each side

of the lower part of said chamber and In communication

with said chamber throughout the length thereof and in

communication with the spaces between said chamber and

the walls of said casing, and means for establishing suc-

tion through said flues and chamber and casing

4. The combination with a casing having screens

therein, a valve movably mounted within the casing, of

an inlet flue upon and opening throughout the length

of the caslnK. means interposed between the flue and the

casing for forming a passage into the casing gradually

Increasing from the receiving end and Insuring the even

distribution of material from the flue and into the casing.

and means for establishing suction through said material

and the screens.

5 The combination with a casing having screens

therein, a valve movably mounted within the casing, of

a flue CO extensive with and opening Into the casing

throughout the length of said casing, means for forming

a passage Into the casing narrow at the receiving end and
increasing In width to the opposite end and Insuring even

distribution of material from the flue within the casing

and upon the valve, and means for establishing a suction

through said material and the screens.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

the exit of the paper from the case, and pins projecting

from the plate to perforate the paper.

3. in an autographic register the combination of a case

containing paper and having an exit for the paper, a plate

Journaled at the exit of the paper, a sUmp carried by

the face of the plate which contacts with the paper, rib-

bon rolls mounted upon the case and a ribbon mounted

upon the rolls and passing over the paper In the path of

the stamp.

887,208. AT'TOGRAPIIIC REGISTER William Maass.

Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to American .\utographlc

Register Co . Cincinnati, Ohio, a Copartnership. Filed

Apr. 4. 1007. Serial No. ;i66,340.

1. In an autographic register the combination of a case

containing paper and having an exit for the paper, a plate

having a cutting edge for severing the paper and jour-

naled at the exit, of the paper from the case, a stamp car-

ried by the face of the plate which contacts with the

paper and a ribbon passing over the paper beneath the

stamp.

2. In an autographic register the combination of a case

containing paper and having an exit for the paper, a plate

having an edge for severing the paper and journaled at

8 8 7,209. FASTENER. Alfred M. Mattson, Boston,

Mass., assignor to United States Fastener Company. Bos-

ton. Mass.. a Corporation of Maine. Continuation of ap-

plication Serial No. 379,864, filed June 20. 1907. This

application filed Oct. 28, 1907. Serial No. 399.542.

1. In a snap fastening buckle, the combination of a base

plate laterally slotted to receive a strap, a sliding plate,

one of said plates perforated, a standard on the other plate

loosely playing In the perforation, said standard compris-

ing a member of a snap fastening pair, said sliding plate

cooperating with the edge of a slot In the base plate to

secure a strap.

2. In a snap fastening buckle, the combination of a base

plate centrally perforated and laterally slotted, a centrally

perforated sliding plate and a stud receiving eyelet pass-

ing through the perforations In the base plate and sliding

plate secured firmly to one plate and loosely securing the

other plate thereto.

3. In a snap fastening buckle, the combination of a slot-

ted base plate, a rectangular sliding plate, whereof one axis

is longer than the other, and having a cruciform central

aperture, a standard centrally mounted on the base plate,

passing through said cruciform perforation and loosely

securing the sliding plate thereby.

4. In a snap fastening buckle, the combination of a slot-

ted base plate, a rectangular sliding plate, whereof one axis

Is longer than the other and having a cruciform central

aperture, a stud receiving eyelet, centrally mounted on the

base plate, passing through said cruciform perforation and
loosely securing the sliding plate thereby.

887,210. CAR-BOLSTER. Cahl METTEBHAr.SEN. Chicago,

111. Filed Nov. 22, 1907. Serial No. 403.256.

1. A car bolster having an opening therethrough and a

convex surface at each end of said opening ; a draw-bar

extending through said opening : members on said draw-

bar In sliding contact with said convex surfaces ; and

springs bearing against said members and relatively fixed

points In said draw-bar.

2. A car bolster having an opening therethrough for the

reception of a draw-bar : a convex bearing surface at each

end of said opening ; and a pivot stud upon the lower side

of said bolster.

I

3. A car bolster comprising a casing having a longitu-

; dlnal opening therethrough and convex surfaces at each

end of said opening.

4. An Integral car bolster having an opening there-

,
through for the reception of a diaw-bar and a convex bear-

i Ing surface at each end of said opening.
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887.211.

, Nebr.

CEMENT BLOCK.
Filed Sept. .'^. 190T.

JOHX S. MiNTO.v, Kearney.

Serial No. 391.172.

\ building block .-omprlslng a body portion Tiaving Us in-

ner face provided with a longitudinally disposed hook, th-

walls of which converge on like angles towards the bill

thereof, the inner face of the block being thickened towards

the hook and one end thereof and provided with an inclined

face intersecting the converging outer face ot the hook.

881

town
12 COW-MILKER. Otto A. Molde^^Sav eb, Water-
"

Wis. Filed Jan. 28, 1907. Serial No. 354.425.

4. In a milking machine, the combination of a suction

cup. a milk receiver, a main connecting the suction cup

with the receiver, valve mechanism adapted to place the

main alternately In communication with the receiver and

with the open air, together with a closed air chamber en

circling the upper portion of the cup and provided with a

flexible Inner wall.

n. In a milking machine, the combination of a suction

cup provided with an annular air chamber at Its upper end

containing a body of confined air and having an elastic

Inner wall secured under tension to the other walls of the

chamber, a main leading from the lower portion of the cup.

a milk receiver connected with the main, and means for

placing the teat receiving portion of the cup alternately In

communication with the receiver and with the op<>n air.

tClainis « to 1.1 not printed in the *;aj!ette.l

887.213. CUSPIDOR CARRIKR \SD DIMPER. COR-

NEt>*i -s Mni.iTOR. South Milwaukee. Wis F!lt»d .\ug 9.

1907. Serial No. 3S7,h02.

1. In a milking machine, a suction cup comprising an

Inflexible cylinder and a flexible lining of lass diameter at

the upper end of the cylinder, having its e«d portions ex-

panded and secured to the cylinder walls anfl forming with

such walls a closed air space between the c*ntral portions

of the lining and the walls.

2. In a milking machine, a suction cup comprising an

Inflexible cylinder and a flexible lining of Uss diameter at

the upper end of the cylinder, having its etd portions ex-

panded and secured to the cylinder walls and forming with

such walls a closed air space between the central portions

of the lining and the walls, together with aeans for alter-

nately withdrawing and admitting air to the teat receiving

portion of the cup.

3. In a milking machine, a suction cup comprising a cyl-

inder formed In telescoping sections, a flexible lining hav-.

Ing Its end portions expanded and folded over the ends of

the upper section, both said lining and the wall of the sec-

tion being Imperforate and arranged to Inclose a body of

confined air between them.

1. A support adapted to rest upon the rim of a recep-

tacle such as a bucket, a tilt yoke Journaled In connection

with the support to swing within the confines of same, and

stops with which the yoke is provided In opposition to the

under portion of said support, said yoke being engageable

with the neck of a cuspidor.

2. A support adapted to rest upon the rim of a recep-

tacle such fLS a bucket, a ball In connection with the sup-

port, a tilt-yoke journaled In connection with said support

to swing within the confines of same, and stops with which

the yoke Is provided In opposition to the under portion of

rhe aforesaid support, said yoke being engageable with the

neck of a cuspidor.

3. A combined cuspidor carrier and dumper comprising

a bail, a plurality of horizontal yokes and an Intermediate

bow in conjunction with the ball, and a normally horizon-

tal tilt-yoke within the confines of said bow. nil of said

vokes being for engagement with the necks of cuspidors.

S 8 7. 2 1 -I ADJrSTABLE BrTTON FOR BOOT AND
SHOE LASTS. Jame.s B Monroe. Denver. Colo. Filed

Sept. 25. lf>07. Serial No. 394. .50O.

1. A last provided with a groove, a projecting button

having a part adapted to contact with the wall of sad

groove, and means for forcing said part against said wall

and thui? securing the Imtton In position.

2. A last provided with a groove, a lip projecting over

said groove, a button, a shank on said button, and fixed

and movable projections on said shank, said projections

engaging opposite faces of snld lip.

3. A last provided with a groove, a lip projecting over

said groove, a button, a shank on said button, a fixed pro

jectlon, and a spring pressed projection on said shank

adapted to engage opposite faces of said lip.

4. A last provided with a groove, lips projecting fnm
I the sides of said groove, an oval button, a shank on said
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button, said shank being oblong in cross section, a head on

the end of said shank, a washer mounted on said shank,

and a spring tending to force said washer toward said

bead.

5. A last pvoVtded with a groove, lips projecting from

the sides of mM groove, an oval button having a headed

shank, and a spring pressed washer upon said shank, the

hpad of the shank and the washer engaging opposite sides

of said lips, and the shank being oblong in cross section,

whereby It Is prevented from rotating.

«87,215. DEVICE FOR FILLING SELF-FEEDING INK-

WELLS. John McClo.skey. Boston. Mass. Filed Not.

8, 1906. Serial No 342,492.

1. In a device of the character described, lu combina-

tion, a valve fitting having a fluid Inlet and a fluid outlet.

a valve controlling communication between said Inlet and

outlet, a stopper afli^xed to the valve fitting, and an air

tube carried by said stopper and movable longitudinally

thereof, said air tube having an upwardly extended por

tion or leg at Its lower end capable of being mnved up-

ward above the lower end of the stopper, substantially as

described.

2. In a device of the character described, in combina

tlon, a valve fitting having a fluid Inlet and a fluid outlet,

a valve controlling communication between said inlet and

outlet, a stopper cooperating with said fluid outlet, and

an air outlet tube carried by said stopper and movable

longitudinally thereof and having an upwardly extended

portion or leg at its lower end capable of being moved up-

ward above the lower end of the stopper, for the purpose

specified.

3. In a device of the character descril^ed. In combina-

tion, a valve fitting having a fiuid Inlet and a fluid outlet.

a valve controlling communication between said inlet and

outlet, a stopper affixed to the valve fitting, and an air

tube carried by said stopper and movable longitudinally

thereof, said air tube having an upwardly extpnded por-

tion or leg at its lower end and provided at Its upp«>r end

with a funnel, substantially as described.

4. In a device of the character described, in combina-

tion, a valve fitting having a fluid Inlet and a fluid outlet,

a valve controlling communication between said Inlet and

outlet, a stopper affixed to the valve fitting, and an air

tube carried by said stopper and movable longitudinally

thereof, said air tube having an upwardly extended por-

tion or leg at Its lower end. and provided at its upper end

with a funnel having a projection, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In a device of the character described, in combina-

tion, a valve fitting having a fluid Inlet and a fluid out-

let, a valve controlling communication between said Inlet

and outlet, a stopper afllxed to the valve fitting, an air

tube carried by said stopper and movable longitudinally

thereof, said air tube having an upwardly extended por-

tion or leg at its lower end and provided at Its upper end

with a funnel, and a valve In said tube to close the mouth

of said funnel, substantially as descril>ed.

887,216. TYPE AND MEANS FOR SECURING THE
SAME. John McNavghton. London. Ontario, Canada.

Original application filed Feb. 26. 1!»07, Serial No.

359,369. Divided and this application filed June 28,

1907. Serial No. 381,366.

7^24 J y

1. In a printing press, a type-carrying member having

a series of longitudinal grooves In Its type-carrying face,

type having bases adapted to the face portion of the type-

carrying member between two grooves thereof, and clips

for holding the types to the type-carrying member each

clip being composed of a single piece with a body portion

adapted to be inserted in and removed from a groove In a

direction perpendicular to the face of the type-carrying

member, said clip being so shaped that when turned on its

longitudinal axis it will cramp in the groove and be there-

by held against displacement therein.

2. In a printing press, a type-carrying member having a

flat face with a series of longitudinal grooves therein,

type having flat bases with extended ledges adapted to the

face portion of the type-carrying member between two

grooves, and clips each formed of a single piece with a Up

arranged to engage over the ledges on the type, and a

body portion shaped to enter the groove in a direction

perpendicular to the base of the type-carrying member and

to cramp In said groove against accidental displacement

when the body portion is turned on Its longitudinal axis.

3. In a printing press, a type-carrying member having a

flat face with longitudinal grooves therein, type having

flat bases, and clips each formed of a single piece with a

lip to engage the type body, and a body portion having

une diameter such that said body portion may be Inserted

in a groove in a direction perpendicular to the face of the

1 type-carrying meml>er. and another diameter such that

when the body portion Is moved on a longitudinal axis It

will cramp In the groove against displacement therein.

4 In a printing press, a type-carrying member having

longitudinal grooves In one face, of substantially rectangu-

lar cross section, type adapted to said face between the

LTcoves. and clips each formed of a single piece with body

i

portions conforming to the cross sectional shape of the

i grooves and provided with An extension for engaging the

type, the body portion being shaped to cramp In the

crooves when turned on its longitudinal axis.

5. In a printing press, a type-carrying member having

longitudinal grooves in one face of substantially rectangu-

I

lar cross section, type adapted to said face between the

L-rooves and provided with extended ledges, and clips each

formed of a single piece having a body portion conforming

in shape to the cross sectional shape of the groove and

adapted to be inserted in or withdrawn from « groove In a

direction perpendicular to the face of the type-carrying

member, said clip also having a lip exterior to the groove

I and shaped to engage over a ledge on the type.
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887.217. POST. William A. Olipha.nt. Petersburg, Ind.

Filed Jan. 3, 1908. Serial No 409.185.

'O

u

handle, for operating the said reciprocating bar. links

connecting the handle bar and reciprocating bar. and

tampers seciired to the latter bar and movable therewith,

substantially as set forth.

1. A fence post comprising a post proper, and a base to

which the post is secured, the base comprlsJing plates em-

bracing the post and formed with Inwardly turned upper

extremities embedded In the post, and reinforcing mem-

bers secured to and extending downwardly from said

plates.

2. A post of the character described, comprising a post

proper and a base therefor, the base comprising plates

embracing and secured to the lower end of tke post proper

and extending below the same, and reinfowing members

connected at one end to one plate and at another end to

the other plate and arranged to extend downwardly be-

low the plates.

:\ A post of the character described, comprising a post

proper and a base therefor, the base comprising plates

fmbracing and secured to the post proper and extending

below the iiame. and reinforcing members connected to

both of said plates below the lower end of the post and

adapted. In set up condition to extend dowtwardly below

the lower edge of the plates and adapted td fold into en-

gagement with the face thereof.

4. \ fence post bast>, comprlsng plates designed to em-

brace the lower end of the fence post and extend below

the same, and reinforcing members connected to both of

said plates and adapted to fold around the side edges

thereof.

5. A fence post base, comprising plates adapted to be

secured to the fence post, and reinforcing members plvot-

ally connected at their ends to both plates at one end of

the same and adapted to be swung laterally over the op-

posite ends of the plates.
|

887.218. TAMPINGTOOL. Ga.sto.v Oliv«b, Lynchburg,

Va. Filed Mar. 2. I'JUS. Serial No. 418,810.

1. In a tamping tool, the combination of a shoveling de-

vice, a reciprocating frame mounted thereon, and a tamper

secured to the said reciprocating frame, substantially as

set forth.

2. In a tamping tool, the combination of a shoveling de-

vice, a bar carried thereby, a tamper carried by the said

bar, and means for reciprocating the bar to operate the

tamper, substantially as set forth.

3. In a tamping tool, the combination of a shoveling de-

vice and a handle secured thereto, a reciprocating bar

guided by the shoveling device, a handle bar, links con-

necting the said handle bar and reciprocating bar. and a

series of tampers secured to the said reciprocating bar.

substantially as set forth.

4. In a tamping tool, the combination of a shoveling de-

vice, a handle, provided with an elongated slot, secured to

the shoveling device, a reciprocating bar guided by the said

shoveling device, a handle bar movable in the slot of the

5. In a tamping tool, the combination of a shoveling de-

Tice provided with a handle, a reciprocating frame guided

by the said shoveling device and handle, tampers carried

by the said frame adapted to tamp material, and means for

detaching the reciprocating frame and tampers from the

shoveling device, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.219. GARBAGE-DESTRUCTOR. Gbohqe W. PaRKKR.

New York N Y. Filed Dec. 31, 190« Serial No, 350,214.

1 The combination of a Are pit In which the dried gar-

bage is burned ; a secondary drying hearth arranged abov»'

and at one side of said Are pit ; a receiving tank for the

dry garbage mounted above said secondary drying hearth ;

a secondary combustion chamber into which flow the com

hustlble gases formed In said flre-plt ; air pa.ssages which

lead the air from outside to said secondary combustion

chamber, the air mixing with and supporting the combus-

tion of said gases in said secondary combustion chamber ;

a primary drying hearth for the wet garbage arranged

above said secondary combustion chamber ; said primary

drying hearth being located to one side of and above said

secondary drying hearth, whereby the material dried on said

primary drying hearth may be fed down upon said sec-

ondary drying hearth ; a receiving tank for the wet garbage

mounted above said primary drying hearth ; and flues lead-

ing from said secondary combustion chamber above and

below said air-passages for preheating the air which enters

said combustion chamber.

2. The combination of a flre-plt In which the dried

garbage Is burned : ft secondary drying hearth arranged

alwve and at one side of said flre-plt. the material upon

, said drying hearth being exposed to the heat from said
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fire pit ; a secondary combustion chamber into which flow

the combustible gases formed In said flre-plt ; a primary

drying hearth arranged above said secondary combustion

chamber ; air passages which lead the air from outside to

said »»'Ot)ndary combustion chamber, the air mixing with

and supporting the combustion of said gases In said second

ary combustion chamber, whereby the material Is dried

on said primary drying hearth, the latter being arranged

above said secondary drying hearth to permit the garbage

to be fed readily thereto from said primary drying hearth ;

and flues leading from said secondary combustion chamber

above and below said air passages for preheating the air

which enters said combustion chamber.

1

8 8 7,220. APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING VOLTAIC
HIGH CURRENT ARCS. Harry Pacli.ng, Gelsen-

klrchen. Germany, assignor to The Firm of Salpeter-

siiure - Industrie Gesellschaft. G. M. H. H., Gelsen

klrchen. (iermany. Filed Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No.

395.314.

1. lu ail apimratus for producing voltaic high current

arcs, the combination of a pair of diverging electrodes

with means for blowing a current of gas through the space

of greatest proximity of the electrodes and In the direction

of divergence thereof, the said space being large enough

not to disturb a free passage of the said gas current, and

with means for starting the discharges, substantially aa

set forth.

2. In an apparatus for producing voltaic high current

arcs, the combination of a pair of diverging electrodes with

means for blowing a current of gas through the space of

greatest proximity of the electrodes and In the direction

of divergence thereof, the said space being large enough

not to disturb a free passage of the said gas current, and

a pair of auxiliary electrodes electrically connected to the

former electrodes and extending Into the space between the

latter, substantially as specified.

3. In an Kiiparatus for iiroducing voltaic high current

arcs, the combination of a pair of diverging electrodes with

means for blowing a current of gas through the space of

greatest proximity of the electrodes and in the direction

of divergence thereof, the said space being large enough

not to disturb the free passage of the said gas current,

and a pair of adjustablf> auxiliary electrodes electrically

connected to the former electrodes and extending into the

space between the latter, substantially as described.

8 8 7.221. LIGHTNING ARRESTER. .Tohn Pear.sos,

Somerset. Wis., assignor of one third to .lames F Wll-

liam.son and one sixth to Frank D. Merchant. Minneapo-

lis. Minn. Filed Nov. 24. 190r.. Serial No. 288,829.

2. In a lightning arrester having diverging horns of con-

ducting material, a non-fusible barrier Interposed in the

air gap between said horns, substantially as described.

3. In a lightning arrester having upwardly diverging

horns of conducting material, a barrier Interposed between

the horns thereof with Its lower edge approximately In

horizontal line with the most nearly approaching portions

of said horns, substantially as described.

4. In a lightning arrester having upwardly diverging

horns of conducting material, a barrier constructed of non-

fusible material Interposed between said horns with its

lowermost edge approximately In horizontal line with the

most nearly approaching portions of said horns, substan-

tlallv as described.

887,222. MEANS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROL-
LING VOLTAGE AND POWER FACTOR OF GENER-
ATORS OPERATING IN MULTIPLE. JoHX PEARSON,

Somerset, Wis., assignor of one-third to James F. Wil-

liamson and one-sixth to Frank I». Merchant, Minneapo-

lis. Minn. Filed Mar. 1, 1906. Serial No. 303,639.

1. In a lightning arrester having diverging horns of con-

ducting material, a barrier Interposed between said horns,

substantlallv as described

irCrmr Sfltm Hnrriof .'-''

%

^

1. The combination with several alternating electric

power stations connected In parallel with the transmission

line, each station Including a voltage regulator, said vol-

tage regulator at one station serving to determine the vol-

tage on the main transmission line, and means for subject-

iUK the voltage regulator at each other station or stations

to the influence of the voltage of the transmission line at

the point of Junction of the line from the corresponding

station with the transmission line.

2. The combination with main and supplemental alter-

nating current generating stations, operating in synchron-

ism and connected In parallel to a common transmission

line, with the main station regulated to determine the vol-

tage at the distributing end of the line, of a device respon-

sive to voltage variations at the junction of the lines from

the main and supplemental stations, and operating to con-

trol the siippleniontnl station to secure delivery therefrom

to the raalu line at the same voltage as from the main sta-

tion, substantially as described.

3. The combination with main and supplemental alter-

nating current generating stations, operating In synchron-

ism and connected in parallel to a common transmission

line, with the main station regulated to determine the vol-

tage at the distributing end of the line, of electrical means

disposed between the junction of the lines from the main

and supplemental stations and said supplemental station

responsive to voltage variations at said junction and oper-

ating to control the supplemental station, and secure de-

livery therefrom to the main line at the same voltage as

from the main station.

4. The comblnatioij with several electrical generating

plants, each having a voltage regulator and having gener-

ators arranged to deliver their energy to the same trans-

mission line, one of said plants serving to determine the

voltage on the transmission line, of Inductive means for

controlling the voltage regulators at the other plants In

accordance with the voltage on the transmission line at
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the points of junction of the lines from the corresponding

stations with the transmission line.

5. The combination with seyeral alternating current

power stations connected In parallel with ft transmission

line, each station including a voltage regulator and one

station serrlng to determine the voltage on the transmls-

iilon line, of an Induction circuit connected between the

voltage regulator at each of the other stations and the

Junction of the corresponding station line with the trans-

mission line to control the several voltage regulators In

accordance with the voltage of the tran!«mls»lon line at the

points of Junction.

[Claims f> to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,223 WATER WHEEL GOVERNOR. ioHS PlARSov,

Somerset. Wis., a.'jslgnor of one-third to James F. Wil-

liamson and one-sixth to Frank D. Merchant, Minneapo-

lis. Minn. Filed Dec. 21. 1906. Serial No. 348.875.

1. The combination with a motor, an electrical relay and

connections for adjusting the speed controlling element of

said motor, a relay actuator subject to changes in speed of

said motor, and an antl-raclng device comprising an exten-

sible connection between certain of the s»id contacts of

said relay and a part connected for movement with the

speed controlling element of said motor, mbstantially as

described.

2. The combination with a motor, of an electrical relay

comprising primary and secondary contacts, primary and

secondary magnets, and connections for adjusting the

speed controlling element of said motor, a relay actuator

subject to changes in speed of said motor and comprising

a circuit controlling conUct coSperating with said primary

contacts, and an an tl- racing device compri$ing an extensi-

ble connection between said primary contacts and a part

connected for movement with the speed controlling element

of said motor, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a motor, an electrical relay

and connections for adjusting the speed controlling element

of said motor, a relay actuator subject to changes in speed

of said motor, and an antl-raclng device cociprislng a daab

pot and piston constituting an extensible connection be-

tween certain of the contacts of said relay and a part con-

nected for movement with the speed controlling element of

said motor, substantially as described.

t. The combination with a motor, an electrical relay

and connections for adjusting the speed controlling element

of said motor, a relay actuator subject to cihanges In speed

of said motor, and an antl-raclng device comprising a dash

pot and piston constituting an extensible connection be-

tween certain of the contacts of said relay and a part con-

nected for mo^ment with the speed controlling element of

said motor, and yi»»lding means tending to restore said pis-

ton to normal position irrespective of the position of said

dash pot.

5. The combination with a motor, of in electrical relay

comprising primary and secondary contacts, primary and

secondary magnets and connections for adjusting the

speed controlling element of the motor, a relay aetnator

subject to changes In speed of said motor and having a

circuit controlling contact coflperatlng with said primary

contacts, an antl-raclng device comprising a dash pot and

piston constituting an extensible connection between said

primary contacts and a part connected for movement with

the speed controlling element of said motor, and yielding

means tending to restore said piston and primary con-

tacts to normal positions Irrespective of the poaltion of

said dash pot.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7.224 MACHINE FOB COILING AND WEAVING
WIRP:. Wilber .1. Pink. Oshkosh. Wis. a-sslKnor to

Plne-Ihrlg Machine Company, Oshkosh. Wis., n Corpo-

ration of Wisconsin. Filed Sept. 21, 1905. Serial No.

279,4.'^8.

•% M ns .. flTf

•nU'
1. In a coiled wire fabric machine, the combination,

with the coiling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding

the wire thereto, one of said rolls comprising a shaft and

a removable collar or ring mounted thereon and positively

rotated by Its shaft, and the other of said rolls comprising

a shaft and a ring surrounding Its shaft and having a

flexible driving connection therewith.

2. In a colled wire fabric machine, the combination,

with the colling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding

the wire thereto, one of said rolls comprising a shaft and

a plurality of collars or rings mounted thereon parallel to

each other and positively rotated thereby, and the other

of said rolls comprising a shaft and a plurality of rings

with flexible driving connections with their shaft.

3. In a colled wire fabric machine, the combination,

with the coiling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding

the wire thereto, one of said rolls comprising a shaft, a

plurality of removable collars or rings mounted thereon,

and distance pieces between the collars.

4. In a colled wire fabric machine, the combination,

with the colling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding

the wire thereto, one of said rolls comprising a shaft, a

plurality of pairs of collars or rings mounted thereon,

distance disks on the shaft between the members of the

pairs of collars, and sleeves on the shaft between the

pairs of collars.

5. In a colled wtr^ fabric machinp. the combination,

with the colling devices, of a pair of feed rolls for feeding

the wire thereto, one of said rolls comprising a shaft, a

disk mounted on and driven by the shaft, and a collar

surrounding the illsk and constituting the wire feedlnc

surface of its roll, and the other roll comprising a shaft

and a ring constituting the wire feeding surface of such

roll, said ring having a flexible driving connection with

the shaft

[Claims G to 177 not printed In thp Gazt-tte 1

8.H7,22r) DU.MP W.VGON Gbobge A. Post. Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 19. 1907. Serial No. 402,784.

1. In a dump wagon, in combination, a t>ody having

sides and a sectional bottom comprising a pair of up-

wardly-Inclined center plates osclllatable substantially on

the plane of the median line of the body, and outer plates

slldable under and supporting the center plates.

2. In a dump wagon. In combination, a body having
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sides and a sectional bottom comprising a pair of up-

wardlv Inclined center plates pivotally united on the plane

of the median line of the body, and outer plates slldable

under and supporting the center plates.

It

\ ,- Js-

3. In n dump wa>:on. in combination, a body having

Rides and a s.'Ctinnal bottom comprising a pair of up-

wardly-inclined center plates osclllatable substantially on

the plane of the median line of the body, outer plates

slldable under and supporting the center plates, and means

for sliding the outer plates laterally.

4. In a dump wacon. in combination, a body having

sides and a sectional bottom compriBing a pair of up-

wardly Inclined center plates osclllatable substantially on

the plane of the median line of the body, outer plates

slldable under and supporting the center plates, a rota-

table shaft on the median line of the body, and cables at-

tached to the outer plates and operatively connected with

the sbaft.

5. In a dump wagon, in combination, a body having

sides and a sectional bottom comprising a pair of up-

wardly-Inclined center plates osclllatable substantially on

the plane of the median line of the body, outer plates

slldable under and supporting the center plates, a rotatable

shaft on the median line of the body, sheaves mounted

adjacent the sides of the body, and cables attached to the

uuter plates and running on the sheaves and being oper-

atively connected with the shaft.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

matlcally. and means for releasing said tension at a dis-

tant point, substantially as described.

W in a railway switch throwing device, a casing, means

movably mounted within said casing for manually throw-

ing the switch rails of a railway, means carried by said

movable means maintained under tension irrespective of

a movement of the manual switch control, the release of

the tension moving the switch rails In one direction auto-

matically, and means for releasing said tension when the

said movable member occupies a position opposite from its

extreme movement in one direction, subBtaDtially as de-

scribed.

4 m a railway switch throwing device, movable switch

rails, a manual" switch rail throwing device, a casing

placed Intermediate of said switch rails and manual

throwing device, a sliding memt)er in connection with said

manual switch throwing device at one end, means carried

by said sliding member maintained under tension In one

direction and connected to said switch rails for manually

shifting said switch rails through the manual switch

throwing device, tripping means for engaging said tension

means to effect a release with the sliding member in one

position of its movement, substantially as described.

T). In a railway switch throwing device, means for auto-

matically throwing the switch rails in one direction, com-

prising a sliding frame, means movably mounted upon said

sliding frame and maintained in one position under ten-

sion, and in connection with the switch rails, means for

releasing said tension controlled means for moving the

same Independent of said sliding frame, substantially as

described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.226. RAILWAY SWITCH-THROWING MECHANISM.

John N. Qcixn. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Aug. 12, 1907.

Serial No. 388.186.

-=5^ .till"

Tut

887.227. DUST - REMOVING AND EXHAUST DEVICE

FOR AUTOMOBILES. Pktzb N. Ramsey, New York.

N. Y. Filed Mar. 14, 1902. Serial No. 98.145.

1 In a railway switch throwing device, movable switch

rails, and manual switch rail throwing device In combina

tion with means placed intermediate of said switch rails

and manual throwing device maintained under tension

irrespective of a movement of the manual switch control

wherebv when the tension is released It will automatically

move the switch rail to one position, and means for re-

leasing the tension of said Intermediate switch throwing

means, substantially as described.

2. In a railway swltca throwing device, a casing, means

movably mounted within said casing for manually throw-

ing the switch rails of a railway, means carried by said

movable means maintain3d under tension Irrespective of a

movement of the manual switch control, the release of the

tension moving the switch rails In one direction auto-

1 A motor vehicle having a tube extending longitudi-

nally of and below the vehicle body and open at its front

and' rear ends and having its discharge of substantially

the width of the vehicle body and positioned to blow away

the dust and dirt rising behind the vehicle.

2 A motor vehicle having a flat tube of substantially

the width of the vehicle body extending longitudinally of

the vehicle and open at Its front and rear ends and hav-

ing Its discharge contracted vertically and positioned to

blow awav the dust and dirt rising behind the vehicle.

3 A motor vehicle having driving mechanism central

of the vehicle and tubes extending longitudinally of the

vehicle on opposite sides of the motor mechanism and

open at their front and rear ends, the discharge of said

tubes being of substantially the width of the vehicle body

and positioned to blow away the dust and dirt rising be-

hind the vehicle.

4. A motor vehicle having a flat tube of substantially

the width of the vehicle body extending longitudinally of

the vehicle and open at Its front and rear ends and

having Its discharge contracted vertically and positioned

to blow away the dust and dirt rising behind the vehicle,

said tube being formed In two parts for a portion of Its

length Intermediate of the ends, and motor mechanism

mounted between the two parts of the tube.

5 A motor vehicle having a tube extending longitudi-

nally of the vehicle and open at its front and rear ends

and having Its discbarge positioned to blov away the

dust end dirt rising behind the vehicle, in combination

i

with a motor engine for the vehicle, and connections for

conducting the exhaust from the engine to the tube.

1
[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]
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887,228 HOISTING DEVICE. WILLIAM H Rbdd»n and

John P Redpkn, Norwich. N. Y. Filed Feb. 26. 1908.

Serial No. 41T.H96.

1 The combination of a pair of shafts In line with each

other ; a pair of drums, one on each of said shafts ; hoist-

ing devices connected with said drums ; a pair of fast

puU^'js. one on each of said shafts at the opposed inner

ends thereof; a loose pulley mounted between said fast

pulleys, a driving belt; and a belt-8hlft«r for shifting

said t)elt from on-^ of said pulleys to anotheir thereof.

2. The combination of a pair of shafts In line with each

othfr ; a pair of drums, one on each of said shafts ; hoist-

ins devices connected with said durms ; a pair of fast

pulleys, one on 'ach of said shafts at the opposed Inner

ends thereof ; a loose pulley mounted between said fast

pulleys; a driving belt; a belt-shifter fo» shifting said

belt from one of said pulleys to another thereof and a

brake for holding one of said fast pulleys \»hllp the belt Is

drivini? the loose pulley.

887.229. BOTTLE STOPPER. WilliaM B Reilly,

Ixwmis. Wash Filed .July S, 1907. Sertal No. .S82.729.

887.2:}0 t ARBTRETER .\r.hie H RitE. Dallas City.

Ill Filed June 30. 1!>0.'> S.-rlal No 267,771.

end of said air pipe at the top of said tank, a pipe leading

from said T coupling downwardly through the bottom

of said tank thence dividing, and a branch reentering

through the bottom of each tank and extending Into the

I axial tube of the float contained therein, a drain tube or

I trap leading from said T coupling to the twttom of the

tank, an outlet pipe leading from each tank and Joined

by a connecting pipe, a stop c(X'k on each pipe, a de-

livery plp«' leading from one of said outlet pipes before

reaching the valve therein, and a second delivery pipe

leading from the pip.- connecting the two outlet pipes

A stoppering d-'vic for bottles, embracing a flexible

binding member, and a bottle neck having flormed laterally

thereon an outstanding lug and lateral opposite notches

in Its upper edge, said binding membet being passed

around said bottle neck and thence through said notches

and applied to said lateral lug, and a seal securing the

otherwise free ends of said member in position upon said

lateral lug.

In a carbureting apparatus, the combination of a pair

of carbureting tanks for producing gas of different

nualltles, a float In each tank having a tertuous paasage

on Its under surface with an exit opening at the periphery

of the float, an upright axial tube cloaed at Its upper end

and opening at Its lower end into the 'artuous pasaage,

a tubular casing closed at its upper end rising from each

carbureting tank and serving as a guidt for the axial

tube on the float in said tanks, an air pump, an air pipe

leading therefrom to the carbureting tank* and extending

into one of said tanks from the top. a T coupling on the

887,231. TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER Ei.mkr R
COKWiv, Clyde. 111., assignor to Corwln Telephone

Manufacturing Co., Chicago, III . a (^'orporatlon of Illi-

nois Filed I>ec 27. 190rt .Serial No. 349.653.

A telephone transtnltter of the character described

comprising a front plate earrying a mouth piece, a speak-

ing diaphragm, a bridge extending across the back of the

front plate and diaphragm, a slot in each end of the

bridge, a screw at each end of the bridge extending

through the said slots Into the front plate whereby the

bridge may be removd by removing but one of the screws,

a metallic hub on the outer side of the bridge, having a

threaded portion extending through the bridge and suit

ably Insulated therefrom, a nut screwed on the said

threaded portion on the inner side of the bridge, a button

carried by the bridge, said button having a bark elec-

trode extending through the said hub, a set screw carried

by the said hub to lock the back electrode thereto In any

suitable position, a flexible secondary metallic diaphragm

suitably b*''il to the front sld.- of the button, a front elec-

trode carrU'd by the said secondary diaphragm, comprising

a metallic disk faced with polished carbon and having a

stem extending through the speaking diaphragm, and

nit>ans for securing the said stem to the speaking dia-

phragm.

887,232. FISH TR.XP Jonas H. Crowsov. Atlanta,

Tex. Filed July G, 1907. Serial No. 382,506.

\ flsh trap comprising a body made of netting bent Into

cylindrical form, the edges of said netting on the sides of

the body being separated, a stiff ring at each end of said

body to which the netting is secured, two spaced rods

extending from one ring to the other at the side of the

body to which said edges of the netting are attached, a

door hinged to one of said rods and provided with fas-

tening means to engage the other rod, a tapering neck

irremovably fastened to each ring and extending out-

wardly, a ring secured to the outer end of each neck.

a frusto-conlcal guide flxed to each of the last named

rings projecting info the neck, and a bait holder extend-

ing diametrically across the center of the trap.
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8 87 23 3 CALL-REGISTER FOB TELEPHONE SYS

TEMS. William W. Dean, Elyrla. Ohio, assignor to

The Dean Electric Company, Elyrla. Ohio, a Corpora-

tion of Ohio. Filed Oct. 18, 1906. Serial No. 339,475.

springs being arranged In a plane at right angles to the

plane of said engaging means.

1 The combinatWm with a transmitter, of signaling

and regNterln:-' devices, and means for supporting said

Bignaling and registering d.> vices from the front plate of

Buch transmitter Inside of the chamber formed by the

back of such transmitter.
•> The combination with a transmitter, of signaling

and registering devices, means for operating them simul-

taneouslv and means for supporting them rigidly from

the front plate of such transmitter and within the space

inclosed by the shell of such transmitter.

3 The combination with a transmitter, of signaling

and registering devices located within the transmitter

casing, and a mounting plate therefor which is secured to

and behind the front plate of the transmitter.

4 The combination with a transmitter having a front

plate of a mounting plate secured thereto, registering and

Ignallng devices secured to said mounting plate, a com-

mon casing for the transmitter and for said registering

and signaling devices, and operating means for said regis-

tering and signaling devices which projects from the cas-

5 The combination with a transmitter having a front

plate, of a supporting plate secured thereto, a registering

device having Its numbers visible through an opening in

the supporting plate, a signaling device carried by the

supporting plate, means for op.ratlng the signaling device

and the registering device simultaneously, and a casing

for the tranmsitter which covers said registering and

signaling devices.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

3 In a gravity hose coupling, in combination, a coupler

bodv and a spring controlled member provided with com-

plem..ntarv engaging devices adapted to slide thereon, the

springs thereof being arranged in a single diametrical

plane and In the plane of the hang of said coupling.

4. In a hose coupling. In combination, a coupler body, a

movable connecting member thereon having a plurality

of springs arranged In one diametrical plane, and comple-

mentary engaging means arranged In a plane at right-

angles thereto.

.1 In a device of the class described, in combination, a

coupler bodv. a connecting member provided with comple-

mentary engaging means arranged in a horizontal plane

and a plurality of resilient means operating upon said

connecting member, said resilient means being arranged

Id a vertical plane.

[Claim 6 not printed in the r.azette.]

887,236. HAND STRAP
N. Y. Filed Sept. 7, 1901

Jamks S. Doyle, New York,

Serial No. 391,775.

887 ••S4 HOSE-COT-PLING. Robert M. Dixon, East

Orange. N. J., assignor to The Safety Car Heating &

Lighting Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

\ug 4. 1904 Serial No. 219,496

1 In a coupling, the combination of a body, a suitable

gasket combined therewith, and a spring controlled slid-

ing connecting device having complemental engaging

means for engaging another coupling, the said spring con-

trolled sliding connecting device being comprised in part

bv Independent springs arranged upon diametrically oppo-

site sides of the coupling body and lying in a plane at

right angles to the plane In which He the complemental

engaging means.

2. In a hose coupling. In combination, a coupler body, a

member thereon provided with complementary engaging

means, and springs combined with said member, said

1 A hand strap comprising a tubular hand grip of

yoke shape and a flexible cord member adapted to pass

over the pole of the car and means for connecting the free

. nds of the yoke shaped hand grip to the free ends of the

^""2
A hand strap comprising a tubular hand grip of

metal of voke shape and a suspending member consisting

of a cord pa.sslng over the pole and Intertwined to pro-

duce a hitch around the pole, and means for securing the

free ends of the tubular hand grip member to the fr<e

ends of the cord member.

A A hand strap comprising a tubular hand grip of

metal of y-ke shape and a suspending member consisting

of a cord passing over the pole and Intertwined to pro-

duce a hitch around the pole, screw threaded sleeves In

the free ends of the hand grip member and screw sockets

adapted to engage the same and apertured to receive the

free ends of the flexible cord member and means for pre-
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Tenting the cord nu'mber at Ita ends pulling through the

sockets.

4. A hand i?rip comprising a yoke shaped tubular metal

member having a surface of hard enamel, a flexible sus-

pending member adapted to pass over the pole of the car,

and means for connecting the free ends of the flexible

member with the free ends of the tubular metal band grip.

5 A hand grip comprising a .voke shaped tubular metal

member having a surface of hard enamel, screw threaded

sleeves fitting the open free ends thereof »nd screw sock-

>f8 adapted to engage said sleeves and apertured and a

tleiible member adapted to pass ov^r th^^ pole and inter-

twine to produce a hitch around the pol» with the free

ends of the flexible member passed throagh the sockets

and means for preventing the froe ends of said flexible

memtH^r from pulling through the sockets.

[I'lalms 6 to 11 not printed in the (Jaretfe ]

887,236. KNIFF: FOR TOPPING TREES .\ND SHRUBS.

Chaeles Dcnbar, Wellington. Kans. Filed June 11,

190T. Serial N'o. 378,395.

A topping knife comprising a flx^d harizontal cutting

blade b<:>lted to a transportable block, anfl upright hinge-

plates spaced from said blade and bolted thereto and to

said block, a movable cutting blade pivoted at one end

between the hlnge-platp and the fixed blade and adapted

to coact with said fixed blade, a vertical guide plate bolted

to the other end of th.' fixed blade and to the block and

extending upwardly to form a stop, and a handle fastened

to said movable blade and projecting on one side thereof

to strike said stop on the downward movement of the

blade and limit Its descent

88 7.237. GAS ENGINE. Harris T.

N. Y. Filed Mar. 26, 1907. Serial No
DCNBAB, Buffalo,

364,622.

1. A gas engine comprising a cylinder having a fuel

port and an exhaust port, and a piston arranged In the

cylinder and having a spiral guide-way whereby the fuel

Is caused to whirl In said cylinder, substantially as set

forth.

2. \ gas engine comprising a cylinder having a fuel

port In its side and a piston arranged In the cylinder and

having a fuel guid.' way which extends spirally around

the periphery of the piston and is adapted to stand with

its lower front end opposite said fuel port when the pis-

ton is In ita foremost position while its upper rear end

terminates on th^' inner side of the piston, substantially

as set forth

."?. .\ gas engine comprising a cylinder having a fud

port In its side, and a piston arranged in said cylinder

and having a spiral fuel giilde way the Inclined bottom of

which is arranged along the periphery of the piston and

the side walls of which are formed one on the piston and

the other by the bore of the cylinder, and the lower end

of said guide-way being adapted to register with the fuel

port, substantially as Sft forth.

4. A gas engine (.omprising a cylinder having fuf>l and

exhaust ports in its sid*-. and a piston arranged In said

cylinder and having an t-xhaust conduit which opens cen-

trally Into the cylinder and adapted to communicate

laterally with said exhaust port and which Is also pro-

vided with a spiral fuel guide-way around said exhaust

r-ondult which is adaptp<l to register at its lower end with'

^ald fuel port while Us upper end directs the fuel into the

cylinder, substantially as set forth.

6. \ gas engine comprising a cylinder having fuel and

exhaust ports in Its side and clrcumferfntially adjacent

to each oth^r. a piston having an exhaust conduit whl<-h

to provided with an upper central opening on its inner

end whereby the same communicates with the central part

of the space in the cylinder and which has a lower lateral

opening adapted to register with said exhaust port, and

said piston being also provided with a spiral fuel guide-

way between the periphery of the piston and said exhaust

conduit which Is so constructed that the lower front end

of said guide way registers with said fuel port In the

foremost position of the piston while the upper or rear

end of said guide way Is elevated above the front end

thereof, and a bridge fornilnii the top of the lateral open-

ing of said exha\ist cnduir nml extending from the rear

end of the guide way to a point alw<ve the front end there-

of, substantjallv as set forth

887.238. CHE* K VALVE. Anton Eisknrbich, Hailey,

Nebr Filed Sept. 10, 190«. Serial No. 333.971.

1. In a pump, a wat.r chamber having a lower conical

portion, a valve in the bottom of said chamber, a closable

man-hole In the side of said chamber, a bar resting across

said conical portion to limit the upper movement of said
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valve and screws passing through the sides of said cone
Into the ends of said bar.

2. In a pump, a lower conical portion, a bar resting
«cross said lower conical portion, the diameter of said
conical portion above said bar being greater than the
length of said bar whereby said bar may be freely moved
upwardly and whereby space is provided for the removal
thereof, the diameter of said conical portion below said
bar being less than the length of said bar whereby said
bar Is held against downward displacement and a firm
seat Is provided therefor, screws passing through the
Bides of said chamber into the ends of said bar to re-
movably hold the same in place, a valve in the bottom of
said chamber, the upward movement of said valve l>elng

limited by said bar, a man hole in the side of said cham-
ber and a removable closure for said man-hole.

3. In a pump, a lower conical portion, a bar resting
across said lower conical portion, the diameter of said
conical portion al)ove said bar being greater than the
hngth of said bar whereby said bar may be freely moved
upwardly and whereby space Is provided for the removal
thereof, the diameter of said conical portion below said
bar being less than the length of said bar whereby said
bar is held against downward displacement and a firm
seat is provided therefor, screws passing through the
sides of said chami)er into the ends of said bar to remov-
ably hold the same in place, a valve In the bottom of said
chamber, the upward movement of said valve being
limited by said bar. a man hole In the side of said cham-
ber and a removable closure for said man-hole, said clo-
sure being separated from said bar whereby said closure
may be manipulated without disturbing said bar.

887.239.

Navy.
TRAVELING-B.AG. Mark St. Claib Ellis, U. 8.
Filed Apr. 12. 1907. Serial No. 367.801.

A traveling bag of the character stated, consisting of
two integral parts, top and bottom, said top telescoping
the bottom and provided with a slot on the side thereof
and means for retaining the closure thereof, said bottom
and top each provided with suitable members for securing
them together; substantially as shown and described.

887,240. METAI, WINI»OWSASH. Ernest Flaqo. New
York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 20, 11)06. Serial No. 339.783.

' said jamb members being each provided with a single In-
tegral parting ridge of substantial width; two sash, the
stiles of which are each formed with an outwardly pro-
jecting vertical flange ; and means removably securable to
said jamb members for cooperating with the side faces of
said parting ridges and slidably engaging said sash flanges
to retain the sash.

2. In a metallic window, the combination of a bent
metal frame comprising sill, jamb and head members;
said jamb members being each provided with a single In-
tegral parting ridge of substantial width; two sash, the
Stiles of which are each formed with an outwardly project-
ing vertical flange; and angle strips removably securable
to said jamb members for cooperating with the side faces
of said parting ridges and slidably engaging said sa.^h
flanges to retain the sash.

3. In a metallic window, the combination of a bent
metal frame comprising sill, jamb and head members;
said jamb members being eacli provided with a single In-
tegral parting ridge of substantial width ; two sash, the
stiles of which are each formed with an outwardly pro-
jecting vertical flange; and means removably securable
to said jamb members f(ir coftperating with the side faces,
of said parting ridges and slidably engaging said sash
flanges to retain the sash ; and clamping means within
said parting ridge to engage said sash tlanges and lock
the sash.

4. In metallic window construction, a sill comprising a
bent metal shell open at the bottom and filled with con-
crete; inclosed jambs formed each of a single strip of
bent metal and providing interior sash weight runways;
and an inclosed head formed of a single strip of bent
metal ; said sill, jambs and head being secured one to
another to form a window frame.

."5. In metallic window construction, in combination, a
sill comprising a bent metal shell formed with an Inclined
upper face and a sutistantlally horizontal ledge ad.iacent

to and raised above said inclined face ; a lower sash rail

provided with a depending flange adapted to abut against
said ledge and provided with a weather strip to project
below the outer edge of said ledge; and a metallic angle
strip secured to said ledge and adapted to mesh with the
inner face of said depending flange to complete a weather
closure.

[Claims 6 to s not printed in the Gazette.]

887.241. PIT CAR WHEEL. William C. Fow.nks. Jr..

and Ri'BKRT J. Gardner, Pittsburg, Pa,, assignors to S.

Jarvis .Vdains Company. Pittsburg. I'a.. a Corporation
of Peunsylvania. Filed July 12, 1906. Serial No.
325.764.

1, In a metallic window, the combination of a bent
metal frame comprising sill. Jamb and head members;

1. The combination of a bearing, a sleeve concentric
therewith, a wheel concentric with and rotatable on the
sleeve, and a pair of cooperating lateral thrust-bearing
members, one carried by the sleeve and the other by the
wheel, the thrust bearing member on said sleeve being
compo.sed of a fold of the wall thereof.

2. The combination of a bearing, a wheel concentric
therewith and rotatable thereon, flanged race rings In the
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wheel-hub, antifriction rollers In a selected number of

said race-rings, a lateral thrust-bearing member secured

to one of the race-rings, and a second lateral thrust-bear-

ing member In engagement with the flr»t thmst-bearing

member. <

887.242. MACHINE FOR LIFTING SKINS OB HIDES
FROM LIMK-PIT8 OB TAN-PITS. Wilhblm J. Fra.vk,

Worms. Germany Filed July 3. 1905. Serial No.

268.237.

In machines for lifting hides or skins from pits an end-

les.s chain band mean.s thereon for engafing the skins or

hides, chain wheels upon which said endless chain band
is mounted, bearings within which said chain wheels are

mounted, screwed spindles upon which 9ald bearings are

ni'iuuied for simultaneously giving to ench of said chain
wheels movement in transverse directions, and means for

moving the chain band substantially as described.

887.243. BR.^^KK SHOE. Joseph D. Gallagher. Glen-

ridge, N J , a.ssignor to Edward H. Fallows, trustee.

New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 19, 1607. Serial No.

398,148.

1. .\ brake shoe consisting of a sectional body, and a

back made o( a single piece of metal and removably se-

cured thereto, substantially as described.

2. A brake shoe comprising a cast iton body divided

transversely at the center, and a onepieoe back removably

secured thereto, substantially as described.

3. .\ brake sh(x^ comprising a body and a back remov-

ably secured thereto, said back being provided with a key-

lug of comparatively thin metal, substantially as de-

scribed.

4 .V brake shoe comprising a body divided transversely

at the center, and a one-piece back ramovably secured
thereto and provided with a key-lug of comparatively
thin metal, substantially as described.

5, A brake shoe comprising a sectional body, each sec-

tion being provided with locking means, and a one-piece

back engaging said locking means, suhntantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims <! to \T> not printed in the Gazette.]

887.244. BRAKE - SHOE. Joseph D. G-^llaohhr, Glen-

ridge. N J . asslrnor to Edward H. Fallows, trustee,

New York. N Y. Filed Oct. 22. 1907. Serial No.

398,666.

1. .\ brake shoe comprising a sectional body and a one

piece back permanently secured thereto, substantially as

described.

2. A brake shoe comprising a body divided transversely

into two sections, and «\ one piece back permanently se-

cured thereto, substantially as described.

3. A brake shoe comprising a sectional body and a one

piece back secured thereto, said back being provided with

a lag of comparatively thin metal, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. .\ brake shoe comprising a s»'Ctlonal body, said sec-

tions having abutting ends, a back permanently secured

to said sections, and recesses formed In the abutting ends,

substantially as deacritK'd.

0. .V brake shoe comprising a Ixidy composed of sections

abutting at their ends, a back permanently secured to

said sections, a recess formed In said abutting ends and
lugs extending into said recess, stibstantlally as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In tbf Gazette
]

887,24.'5. RKVER8ING-VALVE FuR STEAM-ENGINES
John Gardiner. Portland. Oreg. Filed Mar 4, 1907.

Serial No. 360.578.

i.Tl

1 In a steam engine, the combination with a valve

chamber formed with Inlet and outlet ports, a slide valve

in said chamber, a reversing valve chamt)er having ports

communicating with the ports of the other mentioned

valve chaml)er, said reversing valve chamber having two

exhaust ports, a hollow reversing valve In the reversing

valve chamber between the two exhaust ports, said valve

being open at both ends and communicating with its

chamber, the wall of the reversing chamber having a pas-

sage to connect the two exhaust ports, said passage hav-

ing an opening for the final exhaust of the steam at a

point in alinement with the hollow reversing valve.

2. In a steam engine, the combination with a pair of

valve chambers formed with Inlet and outlet ports, slide

valves in said chambers, a reversing valve chamber hav-

ing porta communicating with the ports of the other men-

tioned valve chambers, said reversing valve chamber

having two exhaust ports, a hollow reversing valve in the

reversing valve chamber between the two exhaust ports,

said valve being open at both ends and communicating

with Its chamber, the wall of the reversing valve cham

b*>r having a passage to connect the two exhaust ports,

said passage having an opening for the final exhaust of

the steam at a point In alinement with the hollow revers-

ing valve.

3. In a steam engine, the combination with a valve

chamber formed with Inlet and outlet ports, a slide valve

In said chamber, a reversing valve chamber having ports

communicating with the ports of the other mentioned

valve chamber, said reverslnf valve chamber having two

exhaust ports, a hollow reversing valve in the reversing

valve chamber between the two exhaust ports, said valve

being open at both ends and communicating with Its

chamber, the wall of the reversing valve chaml)€r having

a passage to connect the two exhaust ports, said passage
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having an opening located at a point a greater distance
from one of the exhaust ports of the reversing valve cham-
ber than from the other of said ports for the final exhaust
of the steam.

887.246.

Ohio.

HOH.SKSMOK ( WI.K
Filed .\ug. 27, 11»07.

Fkwk B. Gardner, Lima,
Serial No. .390,385.

1. The combination of a horse-shoe liaving sockets In
the heel iK)rtli)n thereof, a calk plate detachably secured
at its front end to each heel portion, an off-set at its rear
end therefrom, a cushion between the shfM- and off-set por-
tion of the plate, a stud on each plate, for extending
through the cushion, the said studs having head portions
for extending into and detachably Interlocking with the
sockets In the sIhh' heel portions, as M<'t forth.

2. The i-oniblniition with the heel portion of a horse-
8ho<'. -^Mid portion having an ebmgated 8o<'ket extending
lengthwi.s, tliereof and having a portion of its entrant
end contracted whereby to form opposing locking flanges
and liMving an aperture in advanr. of the contracted por-
tion of liif socket

; of a cHik liavIng a forwardly projected
fongu.' member ami a headed stud adapted to slip into
the socket In the li.el portion and to be moved into an
Interlocked engagement wltti the lixking edges thereof, a
yielding

( uslilon inemlM-r. apertured to slip over the said
headed stud, and means for connecting the front end of
the calk to the shoe heel |)orflon. all b«'ing arranged sub-
stantially MS shown hihI dfscrlbed.

8 8 7.247. l'I,.\.\TKI{ \.\I) FKUTFI.IZER DROPPER
Henkv H. «;e|(;kr. Griffin. i,a Filed Aug. HI, 11M»7
Serial No. 388,885.

1- Ii' "11 iiiiiibimiit as described a liopiMi- pivotally sup-
ported, oppositely dlspos»>d ledges located Within the hop-
fHT and formini.' baffle plates, said hopper having an open-
ing Ih'Iow th« l..il!!i [.latis and m-^ans for swinging the
hoppir

-' ''I »" mi|il.Tnent as d.s. nhcd. a hopper pivotally
supported and being In tb. f,,rm of a sector In side eleva-
tion, oppositely disposed ledircs locatr.l within the hopper
and forming battle plates, said hopper having an opening
in its side at the lower end of its mrved side and means
for swinuinu' the hopi>er

linseed oil and one-eighth pound of red lead mixed with a
pailful containing, say 10 quarts of sand, marble dust,
crushed glass and litharge in the following proportions:
sand, one barrel i r. L'4it pounds; marble dust, one peck;
crushed glass, om pound and litharge six pounds.

887,249. WEATHER STRIP. Irving L. Hall. Montreal.
Quebec. Canada, assignor of one half to David D. Mun
roe, Montreal. Canada. Filed July 10, 1906. Serial No
326,307.

1. A weather strip comprising a tilled tube, an Integral
flap projecting therefn)ni. and a secondary flap of thinner

2. .\ weather strip comprising a filled tube having an
Integral flap projecting iljerefrom, and a secondary thin-
ner flap stitched to said tul>e.

3. A device of the class describt-d comprising a felt flap
formed at one side into a tul>e. an elastic tilling for said
tube, and a separate thinner flap secured to said tube.

4. In a device of the class descriU-d. a felt strip formed
Into a tube at one side thereof, a filling for said lube, and
a 8«'condary thinn.-r flap of closely woven texture secured
to said tube

5. A weather strip of the class described, formed by
turning over one edge of a .strip of fabric Into a tube,
filling said tube with .-lastic material, and attaching a
secondary flap of thin closely woven material thereto.

, ICIaims tJ to 8 not printe«| in the Gazette.]

887,250. APl'AH.XTIS F(iU TIIK .MAMFACTIRF OF
PACKING-PA I >.•>; IlKUM.vv llAvssEN, Sheboygan. Wis.,
assignor to Excelsior Wrapper Company. Slubov^an.
Wis. Filed Jan. 11. I'.tu.-, Serial No. 240,593.

• •:.<'

1.

887,248. rOAli.Nt. C« ».M P( >SIT1(JN. \Vi i.i.i.v.M U.
GOLDBR. Detroit. Midi Filed .l,ine 3. 1907. Serial No
376.931.

1. A coating comiioimd cimprisin;: sand, marlde dust.
crushed glass, litharge, raw Unseed oil and red lead.

2. A coating comj)ound comprisiuk' one qunrt of raw
134 O. O.-—22

In a pad fiirinin^' machine, a rotatatil.' picl<er cylin-

der, an endli'ss tootlied conveyer operating in conjunction
with said picker cylinder, means for conveying the picked
material onto a moving paper strip, a glue distributing
roller contacting with said paper strip, and means for
cutting olT tile finished pads

2. In a pad forming macliine. picker mechanism means
for continuously moving a strip of paper throngli the
machine, a conveyer for tlie filling material from the
picker mechanism to tlie paper stHi). a miafable j:hi.. dis-
tributer, a vertically tnovalde knife for severing tlie fin-

ished pad from said movim.' strip and means for moving
said knife In the dire<'tiun of tia\el ,.f said sirip during
the cutting o|>eration.

3. In a pad forming machine, picker mechanism means
for continuously moving a strip of paper through the
machine, a conveyer for the filling material from the
picker mechanism to tlie iiaj.er strip, a rotatahle t'lu«> dis-
tributer, a vertically movable knife for severini: the fin-

ished pad from said moving strip, means for causing said
knife duriiig the cutting operation t<i travel with said
strip, and agents whereby between tlie cutting operations
said knife is reiraf'ted

4. In a pad forming machine, an endless fibrous mate-
rial conveyer provided witli fingers adapded to protrude
Into the mass of material, a regulating niemtier above said
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conveyer and adjacent to the discharge point thereof, a

picker cylinder adjacent to said member, an endless con-

veyer or apron for picked material, and mechanism for

forming a case arijund the picked maferl*!.

5 In a pad forming machine, a picker cylinder, an end-

less flbrous material f^nl apron provided with projecting

Angers and a disked regulating member Intermeshing with

said fingers.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed in the Gaeette.]

8fi7.251. STOVE. WiLLi.\M H. Hefxer, Richmond, Va.

Filed Feb. 1, 1905. Serial No. 24.!.7-':{.

1. A stove comprising a body oblong In cross section

with rounded ends and divided by verticul partitions ex-

tending from side to aide of the stove and curvt-d In cross-

section around a vertical axis with thair convex sides

adjacent to each other, the front partition extending from

the bottom of the stove nearly to its top and the rear par-

tition extending from the top of the stove nearly to Its

bottom with the space between said partitions, a Are box

separate from said partitions arranged between the front

partition and the front of the stove with the grate thereof

above the bottom of said stove, the top of SBid stove formed

with an op»>nlng i-ommunlcatlnc with said tire box and pro-

vided with a cover, and a door in the front of said stove

beneath the ;:rate of said fire box, said top of the stove

being also provided with an aperture behind the rear par-

tition for the esi'ap*' of the products of combustion, all

substantlaJly as set forth.

2. A stove comprising a suitable body having an aper-

ture at the fr>int .if It.s tup for the introduction of the fuel,

ri <"over therefor, said stove also having an outlet for the

products of combustion at Its rear, a curved partition ex-

fending from the bottom of the stove nearly to its top.

another curved partition extending from the top of the

stove nearly to its bottom, said partitions being each

curved around a vertical axis a'nd arranged with their

convex sides adjacent and both divldlne »ald stove trans-

versely, a fire-box in front of said first partition, a grate at

the bottom of said flr^ box and a short distance above the

bottom of the stove, and n door leading iato the space be-

neath said grate provided with a damper, substantially as

set forth.

88T.2.'i2. rONTROLLINO SYSTEM. W|i.i.i.\.m B. Jack-
so.v. Madison. Wis., assignor to himself and Dugald C.

Jackson. Madison, Wis., a Copartnersljlp. Filed Sept.

16, 1905. ^^e^ial No. 278,707.

1. In a fluid pressure system, the combination with a

compressor, of a driving engine, a magnetic clutch device

intervening t>etween the said compressor and driving en-

gine, rheostat m»>chanism associated wltb the energizing

circuit of the clutch device, means contr'illed by the fluid

pressure to quickly actuate the rheostat mechanism and
open the circuit when the maximum Uuid pressure is

reached, means for gradually actuating tlie rh"ostat mech-
anism when the fluid pressure falls substantially below
the maxi num. and means for quickly actuating the rheo-

stat mechanism when the fluid pressur** reaches a deter-

mined minimum
2. In a fluid pressur.' system, the cotabinatlon with a

compressor of a driving engine, a magnetic clutch device

intervenin;: betwefu said compressor and driving engine,

rheostat mechanism associated with the energizing circuit

of the clutch device, means controlled by the fluid pressure

to quickly actuate the rht^ostat mechanism and open the

circuit when the maximum fluid pressure is reached, and
means for gradually actuating the rheostat mechanism
when the fluid pressure fails substantially b>'low th>^ maxi-

mum.

.'1 In rombinaf ion, a fluid compressor, a motor, a mag-

netic clutch for connecting the motor with the compressor,

a pressure system supplied by the compressor, valve mech
anism controlled by the pressure In the system, a cylinder

whose connection with the pressure system is controlled

by said valve, a piston within said cylinder, and rheostat

mechanism operated upon movements of thi' piston to con-

trol the circuit for the magnetic dutch.

4. In combination, a fluid compr'-ssor. a pr>'ssure sys-

tem supplied by the compressor, a ruotor. a magnetic clutch

for connecting the motor with the compressor, a cylinder,

a piston in the cylinder, rht'ostat mt-chanlsm controlled

by the movements of the piston, a circuit for the magnetic

clutch controlled by said rlieostnt. means for causing said

cylinder to be suddenly connected with the pressure sys-

tem when minimum pressure In the system Is reached, and
means for suddenly disi-onnecting said cylinder from the

pressure system when the maximum pressure is reached.

5. In combination, a fluid compressor, a pressure sys-

tem supplied by the compressor, a motor, a magnetic clutch

for connecting the motor with the compressor, a cylinder, a

piston In the cylinder, rheostat mechanism controlled by

the movements of the piston, a circuit for the magnetic

clutch controlled by said rheostat, means for causing said

cylinder to be suddenly connecttnl with the pressure sys-

tem when minimum pressure in the system Is reai-hed.

means for suddenly disconnecting said cylinder from the

pressure system when the maximum pressure is reached,

and means for causing slow and gradual actuation of the

rheostat mechanism after the cylinder is connected with

the pressure system whereby current Is slowly 8upp4ied

to the magnetic clutch.

[Claims rt to 8 not printed in the Oazette.]

8«7,25;5. VALVE OPER.\TI NO MECHANISM. William
B. Jackson, Madison, Wis., assignor to himself and
Dugald C. Jackson. Madison, Wis., a Copartnership.

Filed Oct. 6. 1905. Serial No. 281.615.

1. In valve operating mechanism, the combination with

a valve to be controlled, of driving mechanism associated

with the valve, automatic controlling mechanism for said

driving mechanism, means upon initial starting of said

d Iving mechanism for causing the valve to be started

slowly and with great force per unit of force applied to the

mechanism, and means up'in actuation of said valve for

contn)lling said automatic mechanism to cause the driving

mechanism to move the valve faster.

2. In valve operating mechanism, the combination with

a valve to be controlled, of driving mechanism connected
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with the valve stem and adapted upon actuation to cause
opening or closure of the valve, automatic controlling
met haniam having connection with the valve stem and dis-

posed upon initial starting of the driving mechanism to

cause the driving mechanism and the valve to start slowly
and powerfully, and means upon movement of said valve
and valve stem for causing actuation of the controlling
mechanism to cause acceleration of the driving mechanism
and the valve.

when the valve reaches the end of its stroke for causing
actuation of said switching mechanism to change the motor
circuit conditions whereby the motor Is stopped.

[Claims 6 to 35 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

887,254, MIXING -MACHINE. Valexti.v Kammeber,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 3. 1907. Serial No. 386,921.

?>. In valve oiierating mechanism, the combination with

a valve to be controlled, of driving mechanism connected

with the valve stem and adapted upon actuation to cause

opening or closure of the valve, automatic controlling

mechanism having connection with the valve stem and dis-

posed upon Initial starting of the driving mechanism to

cause the driving mechanism and the valve to start slowly

and powerfully, means upon movement of said valve and
valve stem for causing actuation of the controlling mech-

anism to cause acceleration of the driving me<'lianism and
the valve, and means for automatically stopping the driv-

ing mechanism after the valve has been sufficiently actu-

ated.

4. In n valve controlling system, the combination with

the valve to be controlled, of an electric motor connected
with the valve gate, a supply circuit for the motor, rheostat

mechanism for the motor having mechanical connection

with said valve gate, said rheostat mechanism upon Initial

connection of the motor with the supply circuit being dis-

posed to allow current flow to cause the motor and the

Talve gate to start slowly and powerfully and with greatest

torque per ampere, means upon starting of the valve gate

for causing actuation of the rheostat mechanism to change
the circuit conditions to cause acceleration of the motor
and valve gate, means after a predetermined distance of

travel of the gate for causing the rheostat to be actuated
to again cause the motor to run slowly and powerfully,

and with greatest torque per ampere and switch mechan-
ism also having mechanical connection with the valve gate
and adapted at the end of the valve gate travel to change
the circuit conditions to stop the motor.

5. In a valve controlling system, the combination with
the valve to be controlled, of an electric motor connected
with the valve gate, a supply circuit for the motor, rheostat

mechanism connected with the motor and having mechan-
ical connection with the valve gate, switch mechanism also

connected with the motor and having mechanical connec-

tion with the valve gate, said rheostat mechanism upon
Initial connection of the motor with the supply circuit

being dls^KJsed to allow current flow to cause the motoi
and the valve gate to start slowly and powerfully, means
after starting of the valve gate for moving the rheostat
mechanism to change the circuit conditions whereby the
motor speed is accelerated, means after a predetermined
distance of travel of the valve gate for causing the rheostat
mechnnlsm to be returned to Its normal position to cause
the motor to again run slowly and powerfully, and means

1. In a mixing machine, the combination with a horl-

contally disposed casing having a .semi cylindrical body, a
cover and means of support therefor, of a hollow shaft,

open at one end and revolubly mounted therein, driving
means for said shaft, a helical member disposed within the
shaft, a closure for the shaft, a plurality of hollow beating
and collecting arms adjustably secured helically about the
shaft, having a plurality of perforations in the sides there-

of and communications with the interior of said hollow
shaft, all as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a mixing machine, the combination with a hori-

zontally disposed casing having a semi-cylindrical body, a
cover and suitable means of support, of a hollow shaft,

rigidly closed at one end and open at the other, revolubly
mcHinted in water tight bearings attached at each side of

said casing, a removaljle closure for the open end of said
shaft, a plurality of flattened hollow beating and collect-

ing arms, curved and having an adjustable attaching means
to said shaft, perforations In said beating and collecting

arms, said perforations communicating with the recess in

the hollow shaft, and said arms arranged helically upon
said shaft, all as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a mixing machine, the combination with a casing
of a revoluble hollow shaft extending through said casing,
provided with openings and hollow beaters and collectors

adjustably mounted on said shaft registered with said
openings.

4. In a mixing machine, the combination with a casing
of a revoluble hollow shaft, extending through said casing,
provided with openings and a closed end. curved hollow
beating and collecting arms adjustably mounted on said
shaft registering with said openings, said arms being pro-
vided with perforations, whereby the substance within the
casing will be colkected and conveyed out through said
beaters and shaft, for the purpose described.

.^ In a mixing machine, the combination with a casing
provided with a cover, of a revoluble hollow shaft mounted
In said casing provided with elongated openings and a
closed end. a colled plate arranged in said shaft, a plug
for closing the open end of said shaft, hollow beating and
collecting arms, curved longitudinal of their length, adjust-
ably mounted on said shaft registering with said openings,
whereby snid arms can be arranged on said shaft In a spiral
manner.

887.255. MAXrFACTURE OF <ONCRETE AND LIKE
PIPES. Olof K-iELLHTRi'M, Stockholm, Sweden. Filed
June 19. 1906. Serial No. 322,414.

1. .\pparatus for producing reinforced pipes of concrete
or like material, comprising a revoluble core and an outer
shell which supports the pipe until completed, one of said
parts being movable lengthwise of the other, a helical guid-
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ln« plate Beoured upon and rpvoluMp Ttfth thf mrc. for

screwlDK said cor«« thnMinh th»> matfriHl fe.lil I'v tli.' shell

and cuiii).r---itit,' ir mikI m.-ans f.-r (..ntirui..usly -urpl.sin-

wlrr- ••.ii.l-TTs.'.itti tlf u'Uidink: I'latf us tlw latter i- r-voiv.!

in (; [jcr-'. 'w.'.'ii rh-" slirll ami th.- i-ore.

88 7.25 6. SCALE AND LKVHI. Il.VM > TKI.KSroPP:.

VIBKKT KftMG. .Tf-na. r,frmany. assieni.r to Iti.' Kirin ..f

Carl /^198. Jena. ...Toiany. Fil^-d Oct- +. 1'"'- ^••>'«1

No. 395.910.

to hf f(.. u>.il hy Mcrt-wlnjc. a tubular spirit lerel fixed to

thf- tiink'<' i"'lf. H traiis|iai-.fu iiiiimI" r in one of the Indl-

viiliial t.l.'s, MiM's. with a i-lam' surface in the field of the

i.ular ami a s.aln iif ant'lis on this surface, and a magni-

fier In tho eye-cup of the Hamt" <K-ular. the said eye-cup

being mtataMe about the axis of the ocular.

887.2.')7. CLOCK uK olHKK iM>K"ATOR. Fernando

DE Li5;ax y Taviha. Madrid. Spain. Filed Oct. 5. 1905.

Serial No. l»81.564.

2 Appaumtns f^r produolne reinfon-e<l pipes <.f concretP

or 'the !!ke material, .-oniprislnt.' a revolphle core and an

ovter shell which sni.p-.rts the pipe until .-..mpleted. one of 1

Maid parts being movahle hnkithwise ,.f rlje other, a helical I

guiding plate secured up..n the exterior of the core and

revoluble therewith, for screwing said |..re through the

materia! h-Id V.v the shell and comprest^ing it. and said

plate haviUL' . I
as^nu'c provided with at exit oi«.ning at

the under si,|.- of the plate. In coniMnatLin with means f.-r

continnouslv supplying wire through saJd passage as the

core and plar.' arc revolved. I

:! Vpparatu- :
•;• producing reinforced' pipes of concrete

,

or like material -..uprising an outer sh-U which supports
|

the pipe until coni[ilet.d. and a revohiMc cor.- therein hav

ing a tap.rin- nd a helical guiding device upon the ex-

terior J- -aid lap.riug .-nd. and nicans for ,-ont inuousl y

gupplylng wire underneath the gui.ling dfvi.e ms the latter

Is revolved.

oculars ea -h tilted

1 In a double telescop. haviu^ two oculars each fitted

with an eye-cup. an external tubular spirit level, a trans-

parent member In one of the Indivitlua

plane surface In the rtehl of the o, uiar and a s<-ale of an

gles on this surface, atid a magniiier in the eye-cup of th

game ocular.

2. In a double telescope having two

with an rve-cup and adapted to he fo,-u»ed by .screwing, an

external tubular spirit level, a transparent member in one

of the Individual telescopes, with a pliine -urfic.. in the

field of the ocular and a scale of angU's on this .surface.

^nd a magnifier In the eye-cup <>f the s,»ni uiar. the said

eye-cup I'cing rotatable about the axis ..f the ocular

3. In a hinged double tp|escui>e comprising a hinge bolt

and two oculars each fitted with an ej-e.up and adapted

1. In coMfctlw tlon. a s.cti.uial dial, one section of

which Is !i\ed and graduated to indicate the frsctlons

of a day and lU.' oiher se.tlon of which is rotatable and

graduate.1 to indicate the fra.ilons of „n hour, a pointer

co6peratlng with the in. valde dial .section to indi.-ate

the fraction ..f an hour and a s.conil pointer movable

with the rotatable se.tion and .o.,],. rat ing with the flx»^

section thereof to Indicate the fra.tiou of a day.

J. In cond.lnation. a sectional dial one section of

which is fixed and graduated to indicate fractions of a

day and the other se.tion of which is movable and gradu

ated to indicate fra.tjons of an le.nr. a pointer cooperat-

ing with the movable- dial se<-tlon. a second p.dnter car-

ried by th.' movabl.' s.'ctlon ami .-oop.'raiing with the

fixed sect!. in tlier.'..f. and th.- movabh' s.'.tion and the

first-nam.-.l pointer t-.-ing movabl.- in th. same direction

at smh r.-laiiv.- speeds that th.- [.ointer- will c.un.i.l.-

on the hour, whereby the angular r.-latl.ui of tl..- p..lnier>

will indicate the fractions of th.- hour.

:'. An indicat.ir comprising a fractional dial tie- m.-in-

Imts ..f whi.-h .-a.-h c.uitain e<|ul spa.-.-d markings r.pre-

sentlng h.uirs and fra.-tions of an hour respe.-tiv.-ly.

Ci.nsecutiv.-ly nunit.er.-.l ..n.- -.f said m.-mbers being fixed

and the other rotatal.ly mount. mI, a i..'int.r movable

with the r.)tatabl.- m.-inber an.l coi.p. rai inu «iih the

markings up.-n ih-' tix.-.l m.nib.-r a s.-,-ond v...ini.-r mov-

able relatlveiN t.. th.- markings up.m the r.>tatabl.' mem-

b«T and th.- r-.tatabl.- m.-mb.-r an.l the second jxilnter

b^ing m..vahle in th.- same direetio,, at such relative

spfHHls that the p.dnt.-rs will coinei.le .ui the hour and be

oppoHlt.' on the half Imur

4 \n ln<licat..r .-.uni. rising a sectional dial, the mem

tv-rs of whi.h .ach .--.ntain e.,ui spaced markings represent-

i,,,- h..urs an.l fracti..ns ..f an h..ur. on.- member being fixed

and having th.- markings th.-r-on consecutively num-

b«>re<l t.. r.-pre- nt the h.iurs ..f a .lay. the other member

bolng rotatablv mountd nn.l having the markings there-

on from ..n.- 'o slxt\ a p.unt.-r movable with the rotata-

ble memlK>r an.l coperatin:: with the markings upon the

fixed member to give h-ur in.li.-ations, a second pointer

m..vabl.- r.-latlvelv to th.- rotatabh- ni.-n,her ami ...operat-

ing with the markings fher.-.n t.. giv. minute m.licatlons.

and the rotatabh- member an.l th.- s.-.-ond pointer l>.-lng

movable at su.h dlfTer-ni r.-latlv.- sp.-eds that the pointers

will .-..in.i.te on tl-.- h..ur

SX7-W Kivrt KK Koi: WA^iON UA.KS AND ROXFS.

\v"i....o( I...1I.KS. rairti.1.1, I..wa. Flh'd Apr. 17. 1905.

S.-rial N.' -.'..".. i'o'^

'1 Th.- c,,ml.inati..n with a longitudinal main timber

and a l..w.-r .-n.ss timi.er, ..f « bold.-r a.lapted to r.-celve

and h..ld an upright stake sahl holder Inking secured to

the ..uier si.l.- .,f sahl mam timber bv bolts pas-inc horl-
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zontally therethrough, and having a space between Its
[

supplying devices, whereby a thread may b«> Introduced

lower end and th.- lower tlml)er. and a vertically dls-
i

to the braiding point between the paths traversed by the

posed bolt conne.-ting said lower end and lower timber threads delivered by the two sets of thread supplying

together.

2. The combination with a longitudinal main timber

and a lower cross tlmb. r. .f a h..ld.-r adapted to receive

and hold an upright stak.- sai.l h.l.l.-r having a flange to

catch over the upp<'r and i>uter edge of said main timber

and t»eing secun-d th. t-.-t.. by bolts passing horizontally

therethrough ami havint' a space t)etween Its lower end

and .the lower timb.-r. ami a vertii-ally disposed bolt con-

ni^ctlng said lower end ami |o\\.-r timb.-r i..g.-ih<'r.

.3. The combination with a l..ngitu.1inal main timber

and a lower cross timh.r of a h..ld.-r adapt. -d to r.>celve

and hold an uiiright si.-ik.-. snhl h..l.h-r b.-ing s.-.-ured to

the out.-r sid.- of s,iid main tlmb. r by b.dts passing horl-

Eontally th.'r.-thr<.iigh. ami having a space t)etween Its

lower end an.l rh. hwer timber, and a vertically disposed

bolt .-onn.-cting sai.l lower end and lower timber together,

a plat.- having a lug affixed to the inner side of the main

tlmb<>r by the txilts securing the holder thereto and a

vertically disposed bolt passing through the lug and hold-

ing the plat.' an<l th.- Inner portion of the lower tlmb«>r

together

4. The combination with a l.>ngii udinal main timber

and a lower cross timber, of a holder a.lapted to receive

and hold an upright stake, said holder having lugs fitting

the outer face ..f th.- main timb<-r. bori/.ontallx dispostvl

bolts passed tlnough sai.l lugs an.l throtigh the timber,

the lower end .if ih.' li..l<I. r having a space l>etween If

and th.- low.-r tlmh.-i ami a v.riicall,\ dispost'd l>olt con-

ne<-tlng said low. r .-ml ami the low.-r tindx-r tog.-ther.

" Th.- ...mhinatlon with a longltmlinal main tlml)er

,111. 1 a l.iwr cr..ss limb.r. .'f a h.ild.r adapU'd to receive

and hold an upright siak. ami having ii|.war<1ly extended

lugs to r.-.-.-iv.- ami supp.'rt an upp.r ,i..ss timl>er, said

holder being s. . ured to the outer side of said main timber

b\ I... Its passing horizontally then-through, and having

a -pMc. Imiw.-.i! its low.-r .-ml and th.- low.-r limber, and

a vertii-allv disii.is.-d bolt .-.inn.', ting said low.-r .-nd and

the lower tinilH-r together

[Claims fl to 9 not print. -d in th<- <;az.-tte.]

devices.

887.-'.'.' liKAl |il\<; M A<I11NK .IaCCIB LrNDOEKN,

Philad.lphia. I'a .
assi;;nor 1.. ll.-nr.\ .\I Marley. Clouces-

ter City. N .1 Fll.-d May 11. l'.»<t'?. S.-rial No. 15fl..'>'J9.

Uenewed Sept _'.">. I'.toT S.-rial No .Jm.-'T?

1. In a braiding machine, th.- combination with two

seta of thread supplying di-vl<-<-s. means for supporting

said d.-vi.-.-s and rotating tin- same in annular ))aths and

in oppositi- dir.'.-tions t.. .-a.-b ..tb.-r. ami m.-ans for direct-

ing the threads d.-llv.-r.-.l frtiUi om- s.t ..f devices over and

under the other set of d.-vlc.'s. .if m.-ans for supporting

and directing a thr.-ad to the braiding [...int and between

the path travi-rs.-il t.\ ..11.- s.-t .>f thread supplying devices

and th.> path tiav.-rs.-d by tin- thr.-ads delivered from the

oth. r -t of thr.-ad supplying devices.

2. In a lualdlng machine, tin- .-..mhinatlon with two

sets of thr.-a.l -upi'lMtig .levh-.'s. m.-ans for supi)<>rting

Mid devices ami L.tatini: th.- >am.- in annular paths and

in ..piKisit.- dir.(-tlons t.i .-acti oih.-r. and means for direct-

ing th.- threads d.-liv.r.-d from on.- s.-f of devices over and

under the other set of devices, of a tix.il thiea.l gtilde

located ix'tween the path traversed by ihe last named

means and the path traverH.-.l h\ .-n.- of the sets of thread-

3. In a braiding ma.hine, the combination with two

sets of thread-stipiilyiug devices, means for supporting

said devices an.l loiating the same In annular paths and

in opposite dir.clioiis to each other, and means for direct-

ing the threads d.-liv.'red from one set of devices over

and under the oth.r s.t of devices, of a fixed ihr.a.l guid.-

located outside of the path traversed by ..n.- set of

thread-supplying devices and within tiie limit of the up

and down m..\-.-ments of th.- thr.-ads d. -liver. -d fr.un th.-

other set of 1 hr.-ad-supplylng d.-vhi-s. wher.-by a thread

may be d.li\-. r.-d to th.- braiding point betw.-.n th.- jiaihs

traversed by th.- threads d.'liv.red by the iw.i s. ts of

thread-supplying d.-vic.-s

4. In a braiding ma. bin.-, th.- combination with two

st>ts of thr.-ad supplying d.-vices, means for supp.irting

said devh.s and rotating the same in annular i)athti and

In opposite directions to each oth.-r. and means for dir.-ct-

Ing the threads deli\ered from one set of devices ov.-r and

under the other s.t ..f d.-vices. of a fixed thread gui.i.-

located to dir.-ct a thread to the braiding point above

the path traversed by om- set of thr.-ad sujiplying d.-vi.-es

and below the path trav.rs.'d by the threads deliver.d

from the other set of thr.-ad supplying d.'vl<;ps. and means

for supplying thread to said fixed guid.-

5. In a braiding machine, the combination with two

aeta of thread supplying d.-vb-es. means for supporting

aald devices and rotating th.- sam.- In annular paths and

In oppositi- dir.-(-tii.ns to .-ach otht-r. and means for direct-

ing th.- thr.-ads d.-livefed from on.- set of devices over

and undi-r th.- ..th.-r set of devl.-.-s. of a fixed thread guide

located to direct a thread t.. th.- braiding point b.-low the

path trav(;rs.>d by on.- s.-t of thread supplying .1. vic.-s

and al>ov.- th.- path traversed liy the thr.-ads d. -11 v. r.-d

from the other set of thread supplying devices, and means

for supplying thread to said fixed guide.

[Claim I", m.t print. -il in th.^ tiazette.]

887. '_*•;() (»im:u.\t<»ks sKi.Ktrni: kin<;in(; key
F<d; 1 KLKI'IIONK SYSTEMS U \\ H Manson,

Elyria. Ohi.>. assign.t to The l».-an Kl.'ctric Company,

Elyrla. Obi... a t'oriioration of Ohio. Filed Nov. !.>.

1904. S.-rial No L':'.'_'.s.">7.

1. In an op.-rat.ir's k.-y. the coml)ination with a suit-

able framework having a top plat.-, of a plurality 0/

plung. rs a.lapted to reclpro<ate thr.uigh said top plate.

each plnng.-r having an enlarg.-m.-nt b.-nenth the top

plate provld.-d with a suitably slot, ;i friction roller in

said slot, a conta. i spring adapt. .1 to .ngagt- said roller.

and a plat.- s.-.-nr.-d to the low.-r fa.-.- of said lop plate

with a b.id> i>ortion .-xtendlng parallel to the plungers,
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slots cut In said plate parallel with the axes of the

plungers, and projections on the pluntfern so set wlfh re-

spect to the aioH o( the friction roller* &!* to maintain

the latter in prup»'r relation with their sprinifs during

the reciproratint; niovement of th>' plungers, substantially

as described.

2. In nn operators k.-y the comblnatjon with a suit-

able framework, of a plurality of plunders mounted to

reciprocate therein, switch springs mounted beside the

plungers, insulating rollers carried by the plungers In

slots therein to operate said springs, said rollers secured

In the slots by means of suitable screws passing through

the rollers and the plungers, the ends ot said screws ei-

tendlne beyond the plungers on one side, means to en-

gage the projecting ends of the screws to retain the

plungers out of normal position when they have been op-

erated and pressure is removed therefrotn, together with

additional projecting pins attached to the plungers at

points above said screws and adapted to release the re-

taining means In further movement of the plungers, §ub-

Btantlally as described.

3. In an operator's key, the combination with a suit-

able framework, of a plurality of key plungers mounted

to reciprocate therein, a set of switch contacts actuated

by each plunger, and a pivoted latch i^late adapted to

retain th*> last one of said plungers to be operated, out of

Its normal position, after Its switch cootacts have been

'operated and to permit any other retained plunger to re-

turn to normal, together with means carried by each

plunger and apart from the latch mechanism, to release

said latch plate from all the plungers, including the one

actuated, substantially as described.

4. In an operator's key, the combination with a frame,

of a plurality of selective plungers therein. Independent

of any circuit connections, a latch plate therefor adapted

to lock the actuating plunger In an Intermediate position,

a controlling key common to all the pluag'-rs, and means
carried by the latch plate for actuating said controlling

key and to release all plungers previously depressed, said

latch plate controlled by any one of said plungers, sub-

stantial !y as described.

,'> In an operator's selective key, a frame, a plurality

of plungprs mounted th<>rf>ln. generatmr contacts con-

trolled th»'r>'hy. a set of contacts contrnlling the con-

tinuity of one or both of the main conductors to which
the key 1:4 connected, a plvott>d plate extending Into prox-

imity to all the plungers and havlnz a portion adapted
to engage and actuate the said set of rcmtlnuity springs,

together with means carried by each plu|i>r(>r In Its move-
ment to raovt> said platp and to actuate the continuity

springs said means co-operating with said plate to lock

the plungers, substantially as described

fTlalms f> to !) not printed In the Gazette.]

887,261 ELECTRICAL SIGNALING AND SWITCHING
APPARATIS IUy H. Manson, Elyrla, Ohio, assignor

to The Dean Electric Company. p:iyria, Ohio, a Cor-

poration of Ohio. Filed .June 14, 1P05 Serial No.

265.242.

1. A combined annunciator and spring jack comprising

a front plate supporting the annunciator magnet and sig-

nal device together with the Jack structure, an opening

in said plate, between the jack and the signal device, a

\x)\ or housing covering said opening on the front of the

plate and slotted In the side toward the signal device,

together with a restoring meml>er lying at one end In such

relation to the Jack springs as to be moved by one of them,

and having Its other end extending through the opening

in the front plate Into the box or housing In position to

be forced through the slot to restore the signal device when
the jack springs are moved by the Insertion of a plug.

2. A combined annunciator and spring jack comprlalng

a front plate, a drop shutter pivoted thereon, an electro-

magnet controlling the same, a Jack frame secured below

the drop shutter, an opening in the front plate between

the shutter and the Jack, a box or housing covering said

opening and secured on the front of the plate, t-ald housing

being slotted In its upper face beneath the drop shutter.

together with a resilient member secured In the Jat k frame
and having one end extending In position to be forced

through said slot In the box or casing, and a Jack spring

Insulated from but adapted to operate said member to re-

store the drop shutter when a plug Is Inserted.

3. An annunciator comprising a face plate and a drop

shutter pivoted thereon, an opening In sajd plate below

the, shutter, a fixed contact housed In said opening, a twx

or casing secured to the front plate covering the opening
and slotted In Its upper face, a movable spring extending

Into the bo« and having a part lying within the slot there-

of. together with a projection on the drop shutter adapted

to engage said spring and close It upon the fixed contact

when the drop Is down.

4. A combined annunciator and spring jack coiaprlalng

a front plate, a drop shutter pivoted thereon, an electro-

magnet controlling the same, a spring jack associated

therewith, a t)ox or housing extending along one side of

the drop shutter and provided with slots on that side, a

fixed night alarm contact carried by the front plate be-

hind said box or housing, and a pair of springs extending

through the front plate and through said slots into posi-

tion to engage and be engaged by the drop shutter, one

of said springa being forced through Its slot when a plug

Is Inserted In the spring Jack, so as to restore the drop
shutter to Its normal position and the other spring lying

In proximity tv, the fixed night alarm contact and adapted

to be forced into contact therewith when the drop shutter

falls.

88 7,262 ANTIP'RICTION CENTER BEARING FOR
RAILWAY-CARS. William H. Mi.nkb, Chicago. Ill , as-

signor to W. H. Miner Company, Chicago, 111 , a Cor-

poration of Illinois. Filed Aug. .^. 1906. Serial No.

328.988.

1. In an antifriction center bearing for railway cars,

the combination with a tKxly bolster, of an upper center

plate secured thereto, provided with an annular cone faced

socket to receive a removable annular tread, a truck bol-

ster, a lower center plate secured thereto, having a cone
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faced socket to receive a separate piece remorable annular

tread, upper and lower separate piece doable cone faced

reversible annular treads fitting In the sockets of the up-

per and lower center plates, antifriction conical rollers

Interposed between the center plates and their separate

piece annular trends, an<1 a roller spacing spider, sub-

stantially as specified.

2. In an antl friction center bearing for cars, the com-
bination with upper and lower center plates furnished

with annular conical sockets to receive removable annular

conical treads," of upper and lower separate piece double

cone faced reversible annular treads fitting In the sockets

of the upper and lower center plati-s, and antifriction

conical rollers Interposed between said treads, substan-

tially as specified.

3. In an antifriction center bearing for cars, the com-

bination with upper and lower center plates furnished with

annular conical sockets to receive removable annular

conical treads, of upper and lower separate piece double

cone faced reversible annular treads fitting In the sockets

of the upper and lower center plates and antl friction

conical rollers lnteri>osed between said treads, and a roller

spacing spider, sutistantlally as specified.

4. In an antl friction center bearing for railway cars

the combination with body and truck bolsters, of upper and
lower center plates, secured thereto and furnished each

with an annular cone faced socket, removable and rever-

sible double cone faced treads fitting In said sockets, con-

ical rollers between said plates and a radial arm spider

having a bvih fitting a hub on one of said center plates,

substantially as specitled.

5. In an antl friction center bearing for railway cars,

the combination with body and truck bolsters, of upper
and lower center plates secured thereto and furnished

each with an annular cone faced socket, removable and
reversible double cone faced treads fitting in said sockets.

antl friction conical rollers between said treads, and a

roller spacing spider having a hub fitting a hub on one of

said Center plates and provided with radial arms extend-

ing between adjacent rollers, substantially as specified.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.263. CONNECTION -SWITCH. Gkokge K Thomp-
son, Newton Highlands. Mass.. and Frank R. McBebtt,
Evanston. 111., assignors to Western Electric Company,
Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Dec. 7,

1904. Serial No. 235,859.

1. In a springjack connector, the combination with a

frame, of contact springs carried thereby, protective de-

vices supported by said frame and Included in the circuits

leading to said contact spriu;:s, and a cover for said con

nector adapted to serve as 11 handle therefor.

2. In a springjack connector, the combination with a

frame, of contact springs carried thereby, the free ends

of said springs lying behind an opening in one end of

the frame, protective devices carried by the frame and In-

cluded In the circuits leading to said contact springs, and
a cover Inclosing said frame and protective devices.

3. In a springjack connector, the combination with a

metallic frame, of a tut)ular contact piece or thimble

formed by one end of the frame, contact springs mounted
upon but Insulated from said frame, with their free ends

lying behind the said tubular contact piece, and fuses car-

ried by said frame, one of said fuses being Included in the

circuit of each of said contact springs.

4. In a springjack connector, the combination with a

metallic frame, of a tubular contact piece formed by the

front end of said frame, contact sprlnirs mounted upon
but Insulated from said frame, said springs lying on
opposite sides of the axis of the frame and parallel there-

with, the free ends of said springs lying behind said tu-

bular contact piece, connection terminals carried at the

rear end of the frame and electrically connected with said

contact parts, fuses mounted within the frame betwei^n

said contact springs and said connection terminals, and
a cover of Insulating material for said frame adapted to

serve as a handle for the switch.

6. In a springjack connector, the combination with a

metallic frame, of a tubular contact piece formed by the

front end of said frami'. contact springs mounted upon
but Insulated from said frame, said springs lying on oppo-

site sides of the axis of the frame, and parallel there-

with, the free ends thereof projecting Into the axial plane

of the frame and lying behind said tubular contact piece,

binding screws carried at the rear of the frame and elec-

trically connected with said contact parts, insulating

blocks mounted within said frame, fuses secured thereto,

one of said fuses being included in the circuit of each
of said contact springs, said frame having an opening
In the rear thereof permitting the entry of conducting
wires, and a tubular cover of Insulating material for said

frame adapted to serve as a handle for the connector.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,264. SAFETY BRAKE MECII.^NISM FOR MINE
CAGES, SKIPS, AND LIFTS. Alfked M. Newman,
Johannesburg, Transvaal, assignor of one-half to Louis
Allen Levey, Maraisburg, Transvaal. Filed Apr. 10,

1907. Serial No. 368,580.

1. In ai>paratus of the nature specified, the combination

with the vehicle of two pairs of levers pivoted at the

center and located at opposite sides of the vehicle, shafts

carried by and between the extremities of said two pairs

of levers, wheels mounted on said shafts, timbers with

which the wheels are adapted to contact to arrest the

movement of the vehicle on the breakage of the suspen-

sion gear, means for expanding said levers to cause the

wheels to engage the timbers, and means operated by the

wheels to further expand the levers to bring the vehicle

to rest.

2. In apparatus of the nature specified, the combination
with the vehicle of two pairs of levers located at oppo-

site sides of the vehicle, a rod or shaft between the two
pairs of levers forming the pivot therefor, upper shafts

carried by and between the upper extremities of the two
pairs of levers, timbers, toothed wheels on the upper
shafts adapted to contact with the timbers on the break-

age of the suspension gear, lower shafts carried by and
between the other extremltit's of the levers, toothed

wheels fixed on said latter shafts and adapted to contact

with the timbers aforesaid, sprinc media connecting the

upper shafts with the lower shafts for expanding the

levers to cause the toothed wheels to engage the timbers
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on th^ breakage of the susp. ri-^i.in ^'av. ntiil mlmis oper

ated by the lower shafts ami wh.fU t.i further .xpiimi

the levtTs

3. Id Jipijarntii- iif th.- riMfur.' -iiM^cili.-d. tli*- rivmliinrt t i'ln

with thf veliicl.' ..f tw |);iirs .if pivotMl l.'Vt-rs lix-Hlfd

at opposite si(li-i !' th.' v.hi.l.-. ciinniM-tiiia?* Ix'twt-.'ii said

levers and the windini: r.^M' winch .iptral.' t.. .lrn\v ih.-

levers tojjether whfU th.. w.dirlit of th-' v.flii.U' i- '>u th>-

windiniB roi>e, shafts carri.-d by and b-Tw.-vii tli.' .-xtr.-tni

ties of the two pairs of Uvrs. whi'«.|s tiii>iint.'d oii >aid

shafts, timljers with whicti said wiicfls »!••• adapt. -.1 t..

contact when the tension in th.- wlndini: rop.- is r»laxfd.

springs connectinu th»> sliafts in pairs whi.^h springs op.r

ate to expand tlu- levt-r- ..n ili.- iir-akM^'' "f 'li" sw^p'ii

slon jcear to cause the wheels to .-..tita. 1 w|tli tli.' •niit..t<

and flexible connections botw."".n th.- ^iiaft* win. Ii ..pfrat.

to further expand the lev»T-« t.i arr.'st th.- iii.>v. lu.iit of

the falli(jK vehicle, as set forth

4. In apparatus of the natur.' spcciiifd th.' it.iiii.inat loii

with the vehicle of two pairs of j.ivot.d l-vi-rs iocMt-d

at opposite sides of the vehicle. . (.1111.it ions twtw.-cn

said levers and the wlndin*; ropo. npp. 1 md low. r shafts

carried by and ht'twcn th.> extr.-miti.s ,if ih.' two pairs

of levers, toothed whe»'ls mounii'd .m s.iid shafts. fiint»'rs

With which said wheels are adapt. -.1 t.. . oriiM( t w h.-n th.

tension in the winding mp.- is r.'lax.d. sprliu's .•..nii.-.t ini.'

the shafts in pairs whi. h spring's ..p.rat.- t.. .-xpand th.'

it-vers on the bn-aka;.'.- .-f th.' sns|>..iisi,,ii ::.jar t.. cans.- the

wheels to contact with th.. tinih.rs. and lI.'XiM.' onnec-

tlons loosely connected with th.' \ipp. r sfiafts atul fixed

to the lower shafts to further (>xpand th.. l.-v.rs 1.. a: r.st

the movement of the vehlclf. as st-t forth

5. In apparatus of the nature sp.'.iri.d. Ih.- conihinati.ni

with the vehicle of the four Ifvers arrain.'.<i in pairs at

opposite sides of the vehicle, a centrally disposed r^.l

positioned between the levers and forniint' ih. piv.,t th-re

for, a pair of upjK-r shafts carn.'d i.v mid ;..tw..'ii the

upper extremities of said levers, tooth..! \Th.'. is r.volubly

mounted on said shafts, tlmh.rs. whi.h said w h.'.'ls aro

adapted to enga^, a pair .f shaft> . luri.-.l h\ ami t..'

tween the other extremitl.'s ..f tli.< l.'v.rs r....rh.'d wh.-els

fixed thereto adapti'd to contact witli th.j timbvrs afore-

said. Kuide plates revolubly jKwltloned oi the outer ex-

tremities of the upper shafts, flexiblf j>onnectlons be-

tween said piatetr and the hoisting rop«». a| rod pivoted to

each guide plate, a second rod pivoted to .'acti of said rods,

springs op»^rating in conjunction with sai<l s,.<'ond rods to

prevent the transmission of shocks i.. tti upants of

the veh;. ind sprin;:s ...nn-TtlnK th'' hliafts in pairs

which op. ra'. to .'Xpand th.' I.'v.ts on the hr^'akacf of

the suspension gear to cans.- th.' w li.-.ls to contact with

the titnt'.r^ is s.'t forth.

(I'laiiiis r, ,tnd 7 not print. -.1 in the 1 litzd te. J

said races t)etween said riiiKs. a -oft in.tal hmid having a

diameter largpr than the .xtcrior iliani.i.r of said ring

of sni.ill.r diameters and tian>;.'S whi.h .'nuaK'- the con-

v.-x siirfacis .if the rcsiH'Ctlve rings, a hen rim; for suj)-

(M.rtinK said rint; of larger dlami'KTK, and a shaft having

a hearing r.'-ting upon the convex surface of said ring of

-iiuill.'r diani. t.rs without making contact with the flange

.ngaging said ring, said shaft having a reduced part upon

which said ring .f smaller dlamci.-rs is flxed.

887,26:). H.VI.I. HH VKI-M; Wiiii.wi NivE. Jr.. Ogontx,

Pa., assign.r !• Pr-ssed Steel .Manufacturing Company.

Atco. N. .1 . .1 < rp.. ration. Filed May Vtl. l'.)(H>. Serial

No. 317.129.

.\ ball bearing comprising'

rings having races therein. ..ne

pair of

)f said rlnjis having greater

interior and exterior diameters than the

concavo-convex

other, balls in

8 8 7 . 2 6 fi . I'l;< m KSS l- 1 >i: CONCK.NTRATlNt: NITRIC
.\riT). IIarbv r.\i i.iM. Celsenklrchen, (Jermany, as-

signor to The Firm of Salpetersiiure Industrie-iJesell-

schaft Vt. M. It. H.. (Jeisenkirchen, <;erniany. Filed Aug.

1:1, 1906. Serial No. 330.387.

V /

1. The herein descrilx-d process, consisting in electro-

l\/,liii; a.pieous nitric acid and passing thi' nitric oxids,

i..i;n.d at the cathode. Into th-' inul surrounding the

anode, suli.stantially as and for the purinis.- spe<itled.

2. The herein descrilx'd procvss, cousl.siing in electro-

lyzlng aipieou-s nitric acid, lltiuefylng the nitric oxids

originated at the cathode, and in passing such liquefied

gases into the acid surrounding tin- anode, substantially

as and. for the purjHtse .set firth

887.267 RFCI.INIM; <n AIR .NKuni.^s PrTRT. 8t
Joseph, Mo. Filed June 14-. 1!M)7. Serial No. 379.048.

In a reclining chair, the comhinatlon with the arm-rest

of said chair, provided with a mortise in th. under side

thereof, of a ratcheted l>ar, s«>cured in said mortise ; a

pawl for engaging the rat<diets of said ratcheted har ; a

t)Ody for said cliair . an arm rest standard, having its

lower end se. ured lo said Ixxly nn.l its upper .'iid adapted

to enter sMi.l mortise in sanl arm r.-si. f.ir supporting

and guiding the front end of said arm rest, and provided

with a mortise in tlie upper end tiiere<.)f : a paw 1 .as.', se

cured In said mortis*' In said standard . a leg for sai.l

pawl, having Its lower end secured In said case ; a iiorl-

tontal proj''<'tl.in, on the upper .nd of said pawl leg,

adapted to hold said ratchet har from being raised; a

spring for actuating said pawl l.-g. nnd a push tiutton,

for manually operating said l.g. toKetlier with a back for

said ctiair. having Its low.r end pivotally secured to said

body, and th.' i.'iiv •ml of said arm rest, secur.-d to said

back.

887. 26S. KXTR.\< riN<i .\ I'l'A R.V'II S. .Tamks E. P<>r-

TKk. Syracuse, and /kmh k I. ('i..vkk. New York. N. Y.,

a-sit'iiors to The Just .Mining and Kxtractlon Company,

a Coriioration of New York lil.d Feb. _'7. 19u7. Se-

rial No :',."ii.t!.'..H

1. The ...nibiua I I..I1 .it .1 tank Iriving a porous bottom.

means for fon ing air through said bottom, porous cyl-

inders adapt. -d to be raised and lower. -d out of and Into

said tank, means for raising ami low.ring said cylinders.

and tneans for forcing air ttirougU said <yliuders.
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2. The combination of a tank having a porous bottom,
comprising a mineral septum, means for applying air pre««
sure and suction to said porous septum, porous cylinders
of mineral material adapted to be raised and lowered out
of and into said tauli. means for raising and lowering said
cylinders, and means for applying air pressure and suction
to said cylinders.

3. The combination of a tank having a porous bottom,
means for forcing air tin. .1 Kb s.nd bottom, porous cylin-
ders adapted to be raised and low. r. .1 ..ut of and into said
tank, means for raising and low. ring said cylinders, means
for forcing air through said (yiiiuiers, and means for ap-
plying heat to said tank.

4. The combination of a tank having a porous bottom,
comprising a mineral septum, means for applying air pres-

sure and sucti<jn to said jiorous si-ptum. porous cylinders
of miniral material adapted to l)e raised and lowered out of
and Into sal<l lank means for raising and lowering said cyl-

inders, means for applying air pressure and suction to .said

rylinders. and means for applyliiK heat to said tank.
5. The comldnation of a tank having a porous bottom,

means for forcing air thnmgh .said l>ottom. porous cylin-

ders adapted to be ral»«'d and lowered out of and into said
tank, means for raising and lowering said cylinders, means
for forcing air tlirough said cylinders, heating colls for
said tank aini means for raising and lowering said colls

Into said tatik.

(Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

MT,fW. CAN-FORMING .MAtlilNK Fun. I li.t.MSBT,

i'.iilTalo. .\. Y. Filed .luly 28, I'mi.", Serial No. 271.633.

atlng mechanisms to each <>f w hich the blank is carried by
one step of the feeding me( hanism. a plurality of maga-
xlnes for blanks iuid .iiit.imatlc means for disengaging
the feeding mechanism from an exhatisted magazine and
operatively engaging ihe feeding meclianism witli a loaded
magazine.

3. In a niacliine of ttn' class described, a plurality of

magazines for blanks, .(ij.-.- forming mechanism, cylinder

forming mechanism, sold, ring mechanism, automatic fe<'d-

lug meclianism for carryiiij; a blank step by st(>p in jiroper

order from one of said me( lianisms to another, and auto-

matic means for disengaging the feeding; meclianism from
an exhausted magazine and operativi'l\ .ngaging the feed-

ing mechanism with a loaded magazine.

4. In a machine of Itie <'liiss described, the combination
with blank feeding m.chaiiiviii. of a plurality of o|>erating

mechanisms to eadi of wliich the Idank is fed ii ii.per
order from the initiatory operation to tlie tinal ...mp!. tion

of the article, a plurality of magazines for blanks and
means for disengaging the feeding mechanism from an ex-

hausted magazine and operatively t-ngaging tlie feeding
mechanism with a loaded magazine.

5. In a machine of tiie class descrilied, a series of auto-

matic operating mechanisms for turning the edges of a
blank, for forming the blank into cylindrical shape, for

interlocking the turned edges, for clenching the Interlocked

turned edges and for soldering the seam, a plurality of
magazines arranged to hold blanks, automatic mechanism
for feeding the blank from a magazine and step by step to

each of the series of automatic o|>eratlng mechanisms, and
automatic means for disengaging the feedinj.' mechanism
from an exhausted tua^razine and engaeiny the feeding
mechanism with a loaded magazine.

IClalms 6 to 4." not jirint-d in the Gazette.]

1. In a ina. hill.' of th. class de-.cribed. the combination
with aiitotnatlc f iiiig-m.'ilia iiisin ,.f ,. plurality of auto-
matli' ..p.-latiiii; ni.'iliaiii -III- lo each >>i whi.li the blank Is

fed in i.rop. r ..rd. r fr..ni the initiatory operation to the
final coiiipl.tion of the article, a plurality of magazines for
blanks aini auioina-H ni--ans for diseujjagiug the feeding
mechanism from an exhausted magazine and operatively
engaging th<> feeding meclianism with a l.ia.I.-.I luai^a/ine

:;. in a machine of iln' class des.iii., d. a i,i,.ii,jii i, siep

by step fei'diiii; meclianism. ,\ plurality of automatic oper-

887.270. COri'I.INt; .Mii.i..MiP F. Richardso.v. Kala-
mazoo. Mich. Filed Dec. 16. ]!>o7. Serial No. 406,721.

1. In a structure of tlie class described, the combination
of a main couiiling member adapted to be arranged tlirough

the bottom of a tank, said coupling member being provided
with an annular flange adapted to engage the inside of the

tank bottom and wiiti pairs of oiijxisitely disiiosed lugs ar-

ranged in a spaced relation, said coupling member tiaving

a goose neck or siphon and a vjilve seat formed iiitegraliy

therewitti : a clamping member adapted to he sleeved upon
said mam loiipling member to engage the under sitle of the

tank bottom havint' a |>air of si.iral surfaces on its lower
edge adapted to engage ttie iipi)er pair <if said lugs, said

clamping member having oppositely arranged internal

notches adapted to receive said lugs to permit its being
placed upon or removed from said coupling member ; a pipe

having an (uiiwardly-pro.iecting flange at Its upper end ;

all. I a [lipe coupling member adapte<i to embrate the lower
end of said main coupling member having an inwardly-
projecting tiange at its lower end adapted to engage the
said ttaiii:e of said pipe and a |>air of <iitposite|y-arranged
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Internal lug «»ng3gln(f spirals, of opposite pitch to the

spirals of the coupling, adapted to engage the lower pair

of said \UK^. said pipe coupling member htvlng oppositely-

arranged intt^rnal notches adapted to receive the lower pair

of lugs to permit Its being placed upon or removed from

said coupling member.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combination

of a main coupling member adapted to be arranged through

the bottom of a tank, said coupling member being provided

with an annular flange adapted to engage the Inside of the

tank bottom and with pairs of opposltely-^Jlsposed lugs ar-

ranged In a spaced relation : a clamping member adapted

to be sleeved upon said main coupling member to engage

the under side of the tanlc bottom having a pair of spiral

surfaces on its lower eils;p adapted to engage the upper pair

<if said lugs, said clamping member havHsj oppositely-ar-

ranged internal notches adapted to receive said lugs to per-

mit Its being placed upon or removed from said coupling

member ; a pipe having an outwardly-projectlns; flange at

Its upper end : and a pipe coupling member adapted to em-

brace the biwer end of said main coupling member having

an Inwardly-projecting flange at its lower end adapted to

engage the said flange of said pipe and a pair of oppositely-

arranged Internal lug-engaging spirals, at opposite pitch

to the spirals of the coupling, adapted to tngage the lower

pair of said lugs, said pipe coupling member having oppo-

sitely-arranged Internal notches adapted to receive the

lower pair of lugs to permit Its being pitced upon or re-

moved from said coupling member.

,3. In a stracture of the class described, the combination

of a main coupling member adapted to be arranged through

the bottom of a tank, said coupling member being provided

with an annular flange adapted to engage the Inside of the

tank bottom and with pairs of opposltely-fllsposed lugs ar-

ranged In a spaced relation, said coupling member having

a valve seat formed Integrally therewith ; a clamping mem-
ber adapted to be sleeved upon said main eouplfng member
to engage the under side of the tank bottom having a pair

of spirals adapted to engage the upper pair of said lugs,

said clamping member having oppositely arranged internal

notches adapted to receive said lugs to permit Its being

placed upon or removed from said coapling member ; and a

pipe coupling adapted to embrace the lower end of said

main coupling member having a pair of opjosltely-arranged

Internal lug-engaging spirals, of opposite pitch to the

spirals of the coupling, adapted to engage the lower pair of

said lugs, said pipe coupling member having oppositely-

arranged internal notches to receive the lower pairs of

lugs to permit Its being placed upon or removed from said

coupling member.

4. In a structure of the class described, the combination

of a main coupling member adapted to be arranged through

the bottom of a tank, said coupling member being provided

with an annular rlange adapted to engage the inside of the

tank bottom and with pairs of oppositely disposed lugs ar-

ranged in a spaced relation ; a clamping member adapted

to be sleeved upon said main coupling mrmber to engage

the under side of the tank bottom having a pair of spirals

adapted to engage the upper pair of said lugs, said clamp-

ing member having oppositely-arranged Internal notches

adapted to receive said lugs to permit Its being placed upon
or removed from said coupling member said notches form-

ing a space between said coupling and clamping member
for the passage of moisture if the joint la defective ; and
a pipe ciiupllng member adapted to embrace the lower end
of said main coupling member having a pair of oppositely-

arranged internal lug engaging spirals adapted to engage

the lower pair of said lugs, said pipe coupling member hav-

ing oppositely-arranged internal notches adapted to receive

the lower pair of lugs to permit its beinj placed upon or

removed from said coupling member.

5. In a structure of the class described, the combination
of a main coupling member adapted to be arranged through
the bottom of a tank, said coupling memb«r being provided

with an annular dange adapted to engage the Inside of the

tank bottom ; pairs of oppositely disposed lugs arranged in

a spaced relation ; a clamping member adapted to be

sleeved upon said main coupling member to engage the un-

der side of the tank bottom, having a pair of spirals adapt-

ed to engage the upp^r pair of lugs, said clamping member
having oppositely-arranged Internal notches adapted to re-

ceive the lugs to permit Its being placed upon or removed

from said coupling member ; and a pipe coupling member
adapted to embrace the lower end of said main coupling

member having a pair of opjwsltply arranged Internal lug-

engaging spirals adapted to engiige the lower pair of said

lugs, said spirals l)eing oppositely pitched to the spirals of

said clamping member, whi-reby they are turned In oppo-

site directions in tightening.

(Claim 6 not [irinted In the <;azette.l

887,271. BINDER ATT.VCHMKNT. John E Robb. Hal-

lowell. Kans. Filed Sept. 11, lt»07. Serial No. 31)2,379.

1. In a binder, the combination with an inclined grain

table, of a rake bar or packer staff arranged longitudinally

above the table, a longitudinal series of spurs carried by

said bar or staff and projecting from the bottom of the lat-

ter, said spurs being Inclined downwardly and stubbleward

and adapted to engage the grain upon said table and feed

it positively down the same, and means for reciprocating

said bar or packer staff longitudinally.

2. In a binder, the combination with an Inclined grain

table, of a rake bar or packer staff arranged longitudinally

above the table, a longitudinal series of spurs carried by

said bar or staff and projecting from the bottom of the lat

ter, said spurs being inclined downwardly and stubbleward

and adapted to engage the grain upon said table and feed

It positively down the same, and a lever connected to the

upper end of said bar or staff for reciprocating It longitu-

dinally above the table.

3. In a binder, the combination with an Inclined grain

table, of a rake or packer siaff arranged longitudinally

above the same, a series of spurs depending from said staff

and Inclined downwardly, a lever fulcrumed Intermediate

its ends and pivotally connected to the upper end of said

staff, a link arranged parallel with the lever and pivotally

connected to the staff and an operating means connected to

the other end of the lever for oscillating the same.

4. In a binder, the combination with a downwardly in

cllned grain table, and a shaft, of a rake member arranged

above the table for feeding grain down the same, a lever

for reciprocating said member, a crank upon said shaft

and a pitman connecting said crank and said lever, sub

stantlally as set forth.

5. In a binder, the combination with a grain table and a

crank shaft, of a rake member arranged above the table for

reciprocation, a lever for operating said member, a link

arranged parallel to the lever and connected to said m.fii

ber and a pitman connecting the lever and said crank

shaft, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,272. WALL-SUPPORT FOR PIPES. He.vrt J. RoB-

iNSO.y, Cleveland Ohio Filed Apr. 9. 1907 Serial No.

367,206.

1. In a device of tlie character described, the combina-

tion with a supporting plate having an embossed portion

and an aperture contiguous thereto, of a pipe retaining clip
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having Its foot inserted through such aperture, the recess

formed behind such embossed portion being substantially

equal In depth to the thickness of such foot whereby the

latter lies flush with the rcnr surface of the plate and, by
engaging the edge of such aperture, locks said clip against

displacement.

side, a latch pivoted below the swinging side having a

portion engaging the edge of the side, and means turning

the latch to release the swinging side.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a supporting plate having an embossed portion

and an aperture contiguous thereto, of a pipe retaining

clip having Its foot recurved and Inserted through such

aperture and its base pressed flat against the face of such

embossed portion, the recess formed behind such embossed

portion being substantially equal in depth to the thickness

of such foot, whereby the latter lies flush with the rear sur

face of the plate and, by engaging the upper edge of such

aperture, locks said clip against displacement.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a supporting plate having an embossed portion,

of a pipe retaining member secured to the face of said

plate, said member having its foot inserted behind such

embossed portion, and being Itself bent so as to contact

with the face of said plate below such portion.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a supporting plate having an embossed portion.

of a pipe retaining member secured to the face of said

plate, said member having its foot inserted behind such
embossed portion, and being Itself pressed flat against the

face of the same and bent inwardly therebelow so as to

contact with the face of said plate.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a supporting plate having an embossed portion,

of a pipe-retaining member secured to the face of said

plate by having its foot inserted behind such emt)ossed por-

tion, and lying substantially flush with the rear surface of

the plate, the face of said clip being pressed flat against
the front of such embossed portion and bent inwardly
therebelow so as to contact with the face of said plate.

(Claims G and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,27.1 FLTE RATTLER. William H. V. Rosing, 8t
Ix)uls. Mo. Filed Mar. 12. 1906. Serial No. 305.60r>.

1. In a flue rattler, a rotatable barrel, operating means
therefor, a Quf storage chamber, means for retaining flues

In said storage chamber or for delivering them therefrom
to the barrt'l. and means for conveying the flues from the

barrel after treatment therein.

2. In a flue rattler, a flue rattling means, a storage and
delivering chamber above the rattling means, comprising

an inclined bottom and outwardly swinging side means
for holding the swinging side In closed position and for re-

leasing It to permit the delivery of flues to the rattling

device.

3. In a flue rattler, a rotatable barrel having a lon-

gitudinal opening an inclined track above the barrel,

means for retaining flues on the 'rack and releasing

them therefrom, and a second Inclined track below the

barrel.

4. In a flue rattler, a rotatable barrel provided with a

longitudinal opening, a storage chamber above the barrel

having an Inclined bottom and an outwardly swinging •

5. In a flue rattler, a cun\>\ver udapted to raise the

flues to an elevated receptacle, a rotatable cylinder pro-

vided with a longitudinal aperture, means for retaining

flues in the said receptacle or for delivering them to the

cylinder, and means for rotating the cylinder.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,274, BRAKE -SHOE, William H. V. Rosing, St.

Louis. Mo., and Frank L. Gordon, Chicago, 111. Filed

May 3. 1907. Serial No. 371,657.

1 .\ brake shoe comprising a tread bearing part, and
insets of a different material In said tread-bearing part,

said Insets being of greater width than the remainder of

said tread bearing part.

2. A brake shoe comprising a tread-beaiing part, and
Insets of a less abrasive material in said tread-l)earlng

part, said insets being of greater width than the re-

mainder of said tread-bearing part.

.S. A brake shoe comprising a cast steel tread-bearing

part, and cast iron Insets in said tread-bearing part, said

Insets being of greater width than the remainder of said

tread bearing part.

4. A brake shoe comprising a flange-bearing part and a

tread-bearing part separated by a space opposite the rail

wearing part of the wheel. Insets in said tread-bearing
part of greater width than the remainder of said tread-
bearing part, and bridges uniting said flange-bearing and
tread-bearing parts.

5. A cast steel brake shoe body comprising a flange-
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bearins part and tread N-arlnu pnrf >i<'p;iirati-(l l>y a space
opposlt.' tht' rail wt-arinn parr of tli.' wlj.-cl. bridges c^n-

n»'ftlnff !»aid tread bearing' aixl tIanKf lH-|«rlnK parts, and
cast Iron insf-ts In said ir-arl h.ariiiK a|iii tlanlr^ Ix'arinK

parts, the Jns«'ts in tht> tread l«'a ring pari

width than the remainder thereof.

(I'laim 6 not prlntfd in tli»> tlazette.]

UinK •'( greater

887.1'7r>, \VKi:i> t ITTIM; .\.NI> U<M)
DEVITE. Jl Lies Kt MI'KI.. Weston. Mc
lfM)7. Serial No. 399.589.

l>i:STKOYING
I'ii.'d Oct. L'8.

-sy

crank of the abaft. ^iii<i. 1. ai- ;,aMii;; L'tnoves arraoKed
one within the other, .said ^n-'v. > 1.. |ii>: adapted to re-

ceive the ends of the crank pin. .ind switcli t<iiii:ueK |»lv-

oted to the guide plate and < imsiriKted to uuide the
cranlc pin with reference to the several Krooves.

1 In a device of the character described, a blade hav-
ing a sliarpened front end and an openhiir rearward of
Hiich end. a casting rigWI with the blade and proJectlnR
upwardly therefrom and provided with a passage com
municating with said opening, a cup for Ithe casting pro
vided with a valve opening and an ap rliired bar below
the same, a valve in said opening pruvUi-d with a stem
extending slldingl.v through the aperture^ bar. a spring
bearing against said valve to hold it seaited in the said
valve opening, a IiiIh" s«-cured in the castiiit; above the cup
and a piston arranged to t>«- r.c i|ir>. nt. .1 jn the tube and
cup for the purpose set forth

|

2. A device of the character dtsi ritx'd. jconsisting of a

cutting blade having a shjfpened fr^nt .>n<l. an opening
and a depending shoulder rearwarii of tniil op.ning, a

casting rigid with the blade and [iroj.iting upwardly
and rearwardly therefrom and provldi>d with a passage
communicating with said opening, a i-np in the i-nsfing

provided with a valv.' op.ning anii an aiii.Ttiired bar be

low the same, a valve In said o|i..nini.' provided witli a
stem extending thn.vigli the apertui'd uav and Into the
said passn^'e. a -ipring surroun<ling the ralve ^t.-m and
l»earing again-^t -i.iid Imr and valve to liuld tlie latter
seated, a riiiH^ s.-. 'ir,,,] jf, ,1,,. casting aUive the cup. and a
piston arranged to 1»' re<-ipro<'ated in the tui,.. and .Mip for

the purjiose set forth

.'». .V transinissliin gear, emnprlsing a crank shaft with
cranks thereon, a crank pin radially movable in the crank
of the shaft, a guide \iinu- luiving grooves one within the
other to receive the .rank pin. swltcli tongues to din-ct
the pin from on«' gnxive to another, and a lever mechan-
ism to control the movement of the switch tongues.

H'laitn c, n..t print. -.1 in ttie (;azette.l

hN7.J7 7. .M.Vt'HINK FttU M.VKI.M; t.VIM.K l.UiMT-
XIN<;-R<)I».s. w i(.i.i.\M r. Shinx. Lincoln. Nebr. Filed
Feb. .'Js. l!»i)T Serial No .{.^H.H.Irt.

8X7.276. THAN SMI SSIO.N - GEAR. p:iiv»is .1 Ski.i.kv.

-New York. N Y . assignor to National i'atent Com-
pany. .New York. N. Y . a Corporation of New York
Filed May 24. 1!»()7 S.'rial .No ;i7r..441,

1. .Vn apparatus of th.- kind descril)ed, comprising a

crank shaft with cranks thereon, guide plates near the
shaft, said plates having guide gnM)veK arranged one with
In the other, a driving connection for rije crank sliaft.

and means for directing the driving connection Into any
of the aforesaid guide gr(K>ve8.

2. .\ transmission gear, comprising a crjink shaft with
cranks thereon, guide plates near the sliaft. said plates
having guide i:rooves therein, a crank plo radially slid

able in the crank* of the shaft, and means for directing
the crank pin int . tti.> desired ^niide groore

3. .V transmission gear, eonuirisinir a er»nk stiaft with
cranks thereon, a crank pin radially slldablf in rlie cranks
of the shaft, guide plates having grouve^ arranged one
within the other, said t'rooves t>eing adapted to receive
the ends of the crank pin. and switching lii^vlces to guide
the crank pin from one groove to tlie otiier.

4. .\ transmission gear, comprising a crank shaft with
cranks thereon, a crank pin slidahle in a«<i out on the

1. In a machine of the i-lass described, n frame, mech-
anism thereon for forming a ralile llglitning rod having a
core of a single wire an(i two layer* of twisted wires
wound upon the core, winding me<hanism. disks rotatahly
mounted on the frame, and provided with rigidly connected
handles, a screw shaft eccentrically mounted in said illsks

and provided with a gear pinion at one end. a traveling
guide on said shaft, and two Intermeshing tear wheels in

IHJsition for tieing engaged by said pinion win 11 the dNks
are rotated liy said handles

-. In a inarhine of the class descritied. a frame, cable
forming and winding mechanism thereon, spaced disks ro-

tatahly mounted on said frame and each carrying a bearing
eccentric thereof. « s<rew shaft having Its ends rotatalily

mounted in said bearings, and a gear i)inlon at one end of
said shaft, intermeshing gear \vh<»«ds. variable sp<'ed mech-
anism eonnected with one of said wheels, means for mov-
ing said disks in unison, wliereby sai<i pinion may mesh
with either of said gear wheels, and a guide reil|,rocally

mounted on said shaft.

3. In a machine of the class described, a frame, cable
forming and winding nii-chanisni thereon, a driving -haft
on tile frame provided witli sprocket wheels, four shafts
mounted on the frame adjacent to the wiading mechan-
ism, one of which is scre-,v threaded and eccentrically

mounted at both ends and provided with a pinion at one
end. and two of the others being provided witli variable

sp4'ed mechanism and with a spro< k'f wheel at otii- md. a
sprocket wheel at each end and on the Intemiediate por-

tion of the fourth shaft. Interinestilnii; v'^ar wl Is on the
frame in |>o!iition for being engaged t.\ tlie pinion on the

S^SSBESS
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screw threaded shaft, one of which intermeshing wheels
la connected with a sprocket wheel, sprocket chains from
the three wheels on said fourth shaft to the last men-
tioned sprocket wheel, the winding mechanism and the

sprocket wheel on one of said two shafts, respectively, a

sprocket chain from the sprocket wheel on the other of

said two shafts to the drive shaft, sprocket chains from
the drive shaft to. the forming mechanism, a reclprocatory

guide block on the screw shaft, and unitary means for mov-
ing both ends of said screw shaft to cause its pinion to

engage either of said intermeshing gear wheels.

4. In a machine of the class descrilied. a frame cable

forming and winding mecltanlsm there<m. intermeshing

gear wheels, drive mechanism connected to one of said

gear wheels, a screw shaft liavlng a pinion adapted to

Intermesh with either of said gear wheels, spaced rotata-

ble disks having bearings eccentri<' there«»f adapted to ro-

tatahly support said screwshafi. Iiaiidl"'- to rotate said

disks, a rod rigidly connecting tin ends of said handles

whereby said disks may niov in unison and cause said

pinions to engage eitiier of said intemiesbing gears, a guide

reciprocally mounted on said screw sliaft.

5. In a machine of the class described, a frame, a drive

shaft, a cable forming and a cable winding mechanism
thereon, said cable forming luechanisms being driven by

chain and sprocket connections directly from said drive

shaft, a sleeve bearing shaft having chain and sprocket

connection with said drive shaft, a sleeve longitudinally

alldable on said sleeve t>earing shaft liut rotatably fixed

against rotation therewith, means to slide said sleeve,

gear wheels on said sleeve, a gear bearing shaft having

gears thereon adapted to engage the gears of said sleeve, a

countershaft sprocket and chain connection betwe«>n said

gear bearing shaft and said eouiitersliaft. sprocket and
chain connection iMtwcen said cuunterstiaft and the drum
of said winding mecbHiilsm. a screw shaft having a guide

pulley mounted thereon to be moved back and forth there-

by, eccentric disks in which both ends of said screw are

mounted, rigidly connected handles forming unitary means
by which said disks are rotated, a pinion on the end of

said screwed shaft, intermeshing gears adapted either to

be engaged by said pinion and a sprocket and chain con-

nection between one of said intermeshing gears and said

countershaft.

887,278. I-Or<>Muri\ i; HU.VFT l{KGrL.\TOR. Wai>-

TEB .\. Skinnku. MotH'rIy. and Tiiom.vs F. Caix, Mont-
gomery City, Mo. Filed .\ug LM. 19<»7. Serial No.

o!X»,060.

1. In a locomotive boiler furnace, the combination with
the sniok' lio\. ixbaust nozzle, smoke stack, and draft pipe

extending (lo« 11 wa rilly from tlie smoke stack into the

smoke-box. of a funtiil supported within the smoke-box
with its open end formiost. the upper end of the exhaust
nozzle and tlie lower end of the draft |)lpe projecting into

said funnel.

2. The combination in a loc(nnotlve boiler furnace, and
with the smoke-box. smoke stack, and exhaust nozzle there-

of, of a funnel held in a horizontal i>osltion within the

smoke-box with its larger opi'ii end foremost, said funnel

tieiiiK spaced on all sides from the walls of the smoke-box.
the exhaust nozzle and draft pipe projecting Into the
funni'l.

3. In a locomotive boiler furnace, the combination with

the smoke-box, stack, and exhaust nozzle, of a funnel sup-

ported in the smoke-box with its oi>en end foremost, the

exhaust nozzle jirojecting into the funnel, and a draft pipe

extending downwardly fr<jm the stack into the funnel and
above tin- tip of the exhaust nozzle, said draft pipe being

provided with an extensible lower end.

4. In a locomotive boiler furnace, the comliination with

the smoke-box. stack, and exhaust nozzle, of a funnt i sup-

ported in till' smoke-box with Its open end foremost, the

exhaust nozzle projecting into the funnel, a draft pipe ex-

tending downwar<lly from the stack and into the funnel

above the tip of the exhaust nozzle, and a flared thimble

connected to the lower end of said draft pipe.

5. In a locomotive boiler furnace, the combination with

the smoke-box. stack, and exhaust nozzle, of a funnel sup-

ported In the smoke box with its open end foremost, the

exhaust nozzle projecting into the funnel, a draft pii>e ex-

tending downwarrlly from the stack Into the funnel, and a

damper in .said draft pipe outside of said funnel.

[Claims I) and 7 tiot iiriiifed in the Gazette.]

887,279. od<»mi:ti:u M<irNriN(; anh lock for vf-
HICLES. .\M«Ki:\V .1. S.Mllll. Los Angeles, Cal. Filed

June 10. ll»07. Serial No. 378,111.

^_jf^o
A

H
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resting or bearing oa said silver and adapted to be moved

thereby when the sliver varies from a normal weight,

mechanism to vary the rate of feed of the sliver compris-

ing ratch»»t3 and pawls therefor, means for continuously

actuating said pawl.-t. a lever adapted to be iBoved by said

detector, a rod having a frictlonal engag^'tnent with said

lever, stop-s to limit the extent of movement of said rod

whereby the lever may continue its movf'iuant Independ-

ently of said rod. and means connected t" paid rod and

adapted by its movements to hold the pawls .iut of -'ngage-

ment with the respective ratchets or to permit one or the

other of them to engage Its ratchet to effect the desired

variation In the rate of feed of the sliver,

3. In a sliver evening device the combination of a lever

adapted to be moved by the silver when It varies from a

normal weight, said lever having a transversely placed

longitudinally bored head, a rod passing through and

frictlonally engaging said head, mechanism to vary the

rate of feed of the silver comprising ratchets and pawls

therefor, means for continuously actuating said pawls.

and a shield for holding said pawls out of engagement

with their rpspectlv.> ratchets under normal comlitiona.

said shield being connected to said rod. whereby said shield

may be moved to permit one or the other of »ald pawls to

engage its ratchet to thereby effect the desired variation

in the rate of feed of the silver.

887.281. SLIVER EVENING MECHANISM FOR 1>R.\W-

ING-FRAMES Edwin C. Smith. Se.^konk, Mass. Filed

.Jan. ". I0i»7 Serial No. 350.976.

1. In a silver evening device the combination of mech-

anism rv vary the rate of feed of the sliver, controlling

clrcuit.s for setting said mechanism in opt-ratjon. a switch

lnclud*>d in said circuits, and means actuated upon the

variation of the sliver from a normal weight to effect the

op^^nlni: and closing of said switch.

2. In a slivi^r cvt-ninir d>>vice th<^ combination of a de-

tector resting or b^^aring on the sliver and fidaptpd to be

moved by the sliver when It varies from a normal weight.

mechanism to vary the rate of ft'^^d of the sUv.'r. control-

ling circuits for setting said mechanism In operation, a

switch Included In said circuits, and means actuated by

thf detector to effect the opening and clufilng of said

switch.

3. In a sliv>>r evening dfvl -e the combination of means

for confining a sliver on all sides comprising a detector

bearing upon and adapted to be moved by the sliver

when it varies from a normal weleht. mechanism to vary

the rate of feed of the sliver, controlling cinculfs for set-

ting said mechanism in operation, a switctj included in

said circuits, and means artuated by the detector to effect

the opening and cl'islng of said switch.

4. In a sliver evening device the combination of a roll

having a groove therein, a detector consisting of a rota-

table disk seated within said groove and mounted so as

to yield upon a variation of the sliver from a normal

weight, mechanism t>> vary the rate of feed of the sliver,

controlling circuits for settlne mechanism la operation, a

switch included In said circuits, and means actuated by

the detector to eCfect the openlnK and flouinz of said

switch.

5. In a silver evening device the combination of a de-

tector resting or bearing on said silver and adapted to be

moved thereby when the silver varies from a normal

weight, mechanism to vary tlie rate of feed of the sliver,

controlling circuits for setting said mechanism In opera-

tion, a switch Included in said circuits, a lever with which

the switch-arm is In frictlonal engagement, and means
actuated by the detector to effect the movement of said

lever for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.282. FILE OB CABINET Harry C. Smith. Pitts-

burg, I'a.. assignor of one-half t.> Frederick Mack. Fitta-

burg. I'a. ; Mary E. Smith administratrix of said Harry

C. Smith, deceased. Filed Apr. 18. 19f»6 Serial No.

312.367.

A filing cabinet comprising two pairs of uprights, each

pair of uprights connected together at the top, each of

the uprights of each pair being angular in cross section,

upper. Intermediate and lower plates fixed l)etween the

outwardly and bearing njrainst the Inwardly extending

portions of the uprights of each pair, a sliding: plate ar-

ranged between the outwardly extending and bearing

aeainst the inwardly extending portions of the uprights

of each pair at a point above said upper fixed plate, a

shaft journaled In said sliding plates, a shaft Journaled

in the lower fixed plates, flanged wheels carried by each

of said shafts, a compartment carrier traveling over said

wheels and consisting of a plurality of casings eaeh pro-

vided with an Integral lateral extension at each end. each

of said extensions projecting al>ove and depending below

its respective casing, the upper portion of each of said ex-

tensions constituting a hook and the lower portion an

eye. the hooks of one casing adapted to Interlock with

the eyes of an adjacent casing at a point between the

pair of casings thereby forming the carrier and hinging

the casings together, means connected to the sliding

plates and extending through the upper fixed plates for

adjusting the shaft carried by the sliding plates thereby

applying tension to the carrier, a stub shaft projecting

from said Intermediate plate and carrying a pulley and

crank handle, a pulley mounted upon said shaft and a

belt connection between the pulleys

«.87.2*i.'^ AT'TOMATir VEHICLE BRAKE. .Tambs Stb-

vKN.s. Washington. D r Filed Nov. 19. 1007. Serial

No. 402. S29.

1, In an automatic vehicle brake, a slldable tongue, a

sUdable mechanism automatically actuated thereby to

apply the brakes, a sprlnsc constructed to be put under

compression by such slldable mechanism to automatically

release the brakes and force the tongue forward, a locking

1 member engageable over the tongue to serve the double

waww
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function of locking the tongue In Its rearward position

and also to limit rearward movement of said tongue and

lateral means on the tongue upon either side of which

said locking member Is engageable.

terminal sections, and nuts carried by the tmss rods for

assembling the sections.

2. In an automatic vehicle brake, a slldable tongue, a

slldable mechanism automatically actuated the^e^y to ap-

ply the brakes, a spring constructed to be put under com-

pression by such slldable mechanism to automatically

release the brakes and force the tongue forward, a locking

member engageable over the tongue to serve the double

function of locking the tongue In its rearward position

and also to limit rearward movement of said tongue, lat-

eral means on the tongue engageable upon either side of

said locking member and a yielding support for said lock-

ing member.

3. In an automatic vehicle brake, a slldable tongue, a

slldable mechanism automatically actuated thereby to

apply the brakes, a spring constructed to be put under

compression by such slldable mechanism to automatically

release the brakes and force the tongue forward, a lock-

ing member engageable over the tongue to serve the

double function of locking the tongue In lis rearward

position and also to limit rearward movement of said

tongue, a iiuinlier with a cam surface disposed over

said locking member and means on the tongue engageable

upon either side of said locking member.

4. In an automatic vehicle brake, a slldable tongue, a

slldable mechanism automatically actuated thereby to

apply the brakes, a spring constructed to be put under
compression by such slldable mechanism to automatically

release the brakes and force the tongue forward, a lock-

ing member engageable over the tongue to serve the double

function of locking the tongue In its rearward position

and also to limit rearward movement of said tongue, a

yielding support for said locking member, and lateral

means on the tongue engageable upon either side of said

locking member.
5. In an automatic vehicle brake, a slidable tongue, a

slldable mechanism automatically actuated thereby to

apply the brakes, a sprinir constructed to be put under
compression by such slldable mechanism to automatically
release the brakes and force the tongue forward, a lock-

ing memtier engageable over the tongue to serve the
double function of locking the tongue in its rearward
position and also to limit rearward movement of said
tongue, means on the tongue engaireable upon either side
of said locking member, and a depressible yielding mem-
ber for contact with said support.

[Claims r, to ir, not printed In the Gazette 1

887,284. CT'LVERT Makti.n .1. Stoffer. Capac. Mich.
Piled .Sept. 16. 1907. Serial No. r{93,2in.

1 .\ culvert comprising a plurality of sections each
havlnn a longitudinally reinforced strengthening rib.

truss rods passing tliroui.'h certain of the ribs and bear-

ing against e. rtain of the others, and means engaging the
truss rods for clamping the culvert sections together.

2. A culvert comprising a plurality of sections each
having a longitudinally reinforced strengthening rib.

truss rods bearing against the intermediate ribs and ex-

tending through the other rihs and projecting t>eyond the

3. A culvert comprLsing a plurality of sections extend-

ing transversely thereof, each having a longitudinally

reinforced strengthening rib, truss rods engaging the

ribs, and means engaging the truss rods for clamping the

sections together.

4. A culvert comprising a plurality of sections extend-

ing transversely thereof, each having a longitudinally

reinforced strengthening rib, means engaging the ribs for

holding the sections assembled, and hutments with which
the sections are interlocked.

6. A culvert comprising a plurality of sections each
provided at Us terminals with grooves, and hutments hav-
ing reinforced tongues to engage the grooves.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,285. FILTER. Er.vest .T. Swketi.and. Goldfield,

Nev. Filed July 22. 1907. Serial No. .SS5,04.8.

2J 1 n nanii

1. In a filter, a series of circular frames each having a

hollow ear at the bottom, means for holding the frames
closely together thereby collectively forming a continu-

ous chamber with a conduit along the bottom, each ear
having a port extending to the chamber, and filtering

means Inside the chamber.
2. In a filter, a series of frames each having a hollow

ear at the bottom, means for holding the frames closely

together thereby forming a chamber with a conduit along
the bottom, each ear having a port extending to the
chamber, the frames also having hollow ears on either
side of the bottom ears forming side conduits, filtering

means in the chamber, and nozzles connected with said

side conduits for discharging into the chamber at a point
l)eIow the filtering means.

3. In a filter, a series of circular frames, each having
a hollow ear on the bottom, two hollow ears on each side

and a hollow ear at the top. means for holding the frames
closely together thereby forming a chamber with a lK>t-

tom conduit, a top conduit, and two conduits on each side,

a curved perforated pipe in the upper part of each frame
coiinectt-d with the fop conduit, a filter device hung from
each frame, said filter devices having communication with
side conduits, and nozzles connected with the other side
conduits for discharging into the chnniher below the
filter devices, the bottom ears havinu ports extending
to the chamber.

4. In a filter, a series of circular frames, each having
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a hollow .-ar on thf lK)ttom. two hollow >'»ri on .-ach sldt-

and a hollow out at the top. means for holdi^K the frames

clowly toKether thereby forming' a chamlH-r ilth a Ixjttom

wndult, a top conduit, and two conduitH o^ each side, a

curved iHTforated pipe In the upper part
.Jf

each frame

connected with the top conduit, a rtlter devjce hun>t from

each frame, wild Alter devices haviuK commiinicatlon with

Hide conduits, nozzles connected with the other side con-

duits for dischnrjfinjj Into the chamlH-r Mow the filter

devices, the Ix.ttom ears having ports extindlnj: to the

chamber, a pipe connected with the top coidult. a valve

In wild pipe, a branch pipe coDne<-ted to ti»e latter pipe

between the valve and conduit, and a valve In the branch

pipe.
I

5. In a filter, a s«'rles of circular framett

a hollow ear on the bottom, two hollow ear*

and a hollow ear at the top. means for holdtt

closely together thereby forming; a chamlH!|

torn conduit, a top conduit, and two conduits

a curved perforated pipe in the upper part l

connected with the top conduit, a filter device hung fmm

each frame, said filter devices having communication with

side conduits, nozzles connected with the »t\wr side con-

duit* for discharging into the chamber b.-flow the filter

devices, the bottom ears having porta exti-nding to the

chamlH-r. a pipe connected with the top cobdult. a valve

In sai<l pipe, a branch pipe connected to the latter pli>e

iK-tween the valve and conduit, a valve in tl^e branch pip*-,

a pipe connected with the bottom conduit and a valve In

the pipe, a branch pllM> connected to the fatter pipe be-

tween the valve and ls>ttom conduit, and ni valve In said

latter branch conduit.

[riaims « to 14 not printed in the (iaze

each having

on each side

Bg the frames

with a bot-

on each side.

^f each frame

middle point of the field coll or series of colls, suitable

mechanism actuate<l by the said motor for moving and

locking the rail switch, a conductor connecting the other

terminal of the said armature with one pole of the source

of energy, two other conductors, a manual two position

circuit controller for connecting either of said two other

conductors with the other pole of the said source of

energy, an automatic circuit controller actuated by said

mechanism for connecting the non-chargetl one of said

two other conductors to a terminal of said field i-oll or

series of colls at the beginning of the movement of said

mechanism and for disconnecting the charged one of

said two other conductors from the other terminal of

the said field coll or series of colls at the end of the move-

ment of said mechanism, substantially as apd for the

purpose specified.

to.l
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S87.2sr,. TRorKs.s Ml-- lui-Aii.M. sii:i:i- in<;ots

ANI> THK I. IKK. Rkn.iamix Tai.b«it. Nliddleslmrough.

KnL'lund. Flle<l .lune I."., 1".M>T. Serial f'.o :57".».l.-0.

1. The process of treating ste.-l. for Ijhe production

of an article having an exterior portion or jjortions harder

than the Ixxly of the metal, which consistsjin casting the

molten metal, then placing a surface or )iirfaces of the

ma.HS aird a hardening material in .•ontacfl while the In-

terior of the metal is still heat»>d to or above plasticity.

and utilizing the latent heat for effectlns the exterior

condition reiiuisitM for the absorption -f the desired

amount of said hardening material.

2. The pnx-ess of treating stwi. for the production of

an article having a surface harder than t >e lM)dy of the

metal, which consists In casting a metal ar d then placing

the surfac»> to I..- hardened and a hardening material in

contact while the Interior temperature of said metal is

sufflctent to produce a seml-lkjuld condition In the Inte-

rior metal. I

, :{. The process of treating steel, for th4 production of

a shai)e having a part harder than the reiiainder. which

consists In casting the metal, then brinrfng together a

hardening agent and the part of the metal U be hardened,

utilizing the latent heat of the metal in effecting the de

sired absorption of said hardening agent, pnd then shap-

ing said metal.
\

4. The pr<Kess of treating steel, to eff*"t surface car-

burizatlon of an<l reduce segregation of I carbon In the

body, which consists In Inclosing the casj metal In con-

'tact with carbon while only the interior <>f the mass is

fluid, baffling the escape of the heat to effict slow cooling

of the Interior and utilizing the Interior h|at for .securing

the surface heat necessary for ••ffecting absorption of

carbon by the surface of the body.

887.i'87. i:\n\vAV swrrniiNc .\I'Pa|{atis

I). Tavi."K. l'i:i»iburg, I'a.. assignor to Tlie

Switch and Signal t'ompany. Swissva'.e.

tlon of l'.nns\ Ivnnia Filled .Ian 11. '

1SX.424 K'newed Mar ."». r.«»T Seria

1, In railway switching apparatus, trie combination

of • source of electric energy, a switch operatln.: m<>tor

iuiTtnt; one terminal of its armature c( nnecteti

.T011N

Inlon

ra.. a Corpora-

(MM. Serial No.

No :{«0,7H1.

the

2. In railway switching apparatus, the combination

of a source of electric energy, a switch oi>eratlnK motor

comprising two field coll.s. suitable mechanism actuated

by the .said motor for moving and locking th<> rail switch.

a manual controller, an automatic controller actuated by

said mechanism, a switch operating circuit Including one

field coll of the said motor anil the said source of energy,

an indlcatbui magnet, and an Indication circuit Includ

Ing a field coll of said motor and the coll of said indication

magnet In which current Is caused to circulate by the

inilu<-tive action of the field magnet of the said motor

produced by the coll In the op«-ratlng circuit on the said

field coll In the Indication circuit, substantially as and

for the purpose 8peclfl«»d.

?>. In railway switching apparatus, the combination

of a source of electric energy, a switch operating m()tor

having one terminal of Us armature joined to the middle

point of the field winding and the other terminal »H.n-

ne.ted to a i»<>le of the source of energy, suitable mech-

anism actuated by said motor for moving and locking the

rail switch, a manual two position circuit controller for

connecting either terminal of said field winding with

the other [M.le of the said source of energy, an Indication

magnet, and an automatic controller actuated by said

mechanism for connecting said indication magnet to and

disconnecting said source of energy from said Held wind-

ing, substantlnlly as and for the puriM>s«' specified

4. In railway switching apparatus, the combination with

interlocking. mechanism of a switch operating motor com-

prising two field colls, mechanism actuated by said motor

for moving and locking the rail switch, a source of electric

energy, two operating circuits each of which Includes a

field coll of the motor, a two position circuit controller, a

lever susceptible of an Initial movement, a medial move

menf. and a final movement, a latch for holding said lever

against final mov.'ment. an arm for causing said latch to

lock said lever, an indication magnet for disengaging said

latch and releasing said lever, an indication clrc\ilt in-

cluding the coll of said magnet and a field coll of said

switch operating motor wherein current to energlz*- said

magnet Is generated l)y the inductive action of the field

magnet of said motor on said field coll. substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

.'». In railway switching apparatus the combination

with interlocking in.'<hanlsm of a switch operating motor,

mechanism actuated by sai<l motor for moving and li>cklng

the rail switch, a source of electric energy, an operating
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circuit Including said motor and said source of energy, an
Indication circuit In which current is caused to flow by'the
Inductive action of the field magnet on the field coll of
said motor, an automatic circuit controller actuated by
said switch (ii-.Tating iii.<lianism. a lever having initial,
medial, and final inov.ni.nis, a circuit controller actuated
by the medial nioveni. 11 1 of said lever, latches for locking
said lever agaln.st final movement, an arm for causing said
latches to lock .said lever, electro magnets for causing the
dis. ngagement of said latches, the said magnets having
Int.rlocked anuaturea and being alternately one In the
said operating circuit and the other in said Indication, cir-
cuit, substantially as an.i for the purpose specified.

I Claims to 1'-' not printed in the CJazette.]

operated by the motor for causing the current from the
source of supply to flow alternately in opposite directions
through the magnet.

{Claims 6 to 1'3 not printed in the (;nzette.]

887,289. APPARATUS FOR CONTROLLING THE PAS-
SAGE OF TRAINS. John D. Tatloh. Wilklnsburg. Pa.,
assignor to The Union Switch and Signal Company!
Swlssvale, Pa., a Corporation of Pcnn.-^vlvania. Filed
Oct. 2«. ]rt04. Serial No. 2.'«t.039.

887.288. APP.VRATIS (;(»\KRNIN(; THK PASSAGE
OF CARS OK VKllI. I.K.^ AI.oNt; a RAILWAY AND
THE CONTROL THERKOK .I,,hn I>. TATLoa. Edge-
wood Park, Pa. assignor to The Union Switch and
Signal Compuny. tSwissvale, pa.. a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Filed S<pf 14. IDCM. Serial No. 224,421.

1 In combination with an apparatus for moving a
part or appliance controlling the passage of cars or ve-
hicles along a railway, a .source of ,urr.-nt supplv, a lever
for controlling the operation of said apparatus, an indica-
tion mechanism for the lever which comprises an alter
nating current magnet, circuits Including a source of
current supply and the magnet, and means for rapidly re-
versing the current from the source of supplv tr, energize
the magn.'t to have it operate the indication mechanism

2. In combination with an apparatus comprising an
electric motor for moving a part or appliance controlling
the passage of cars or vehicles along a railway, a sT,urce
Of current supply, a circuit controller for controlling the
snpply of current to the motor, an indicating mechanism
comprising a magnet which Is not responsive to the cur
rent from the source of supply, and m.ans operated by
the apparatus for modifying the current from the source
of supply to which modification the magnet will respond,

3. In combination with an apparatus comprising an
electric motor for moving a j-art or applianc' controlling
the passage of cars or vehicles along a railwav. a source
of current su|iply, a circuit controller for controlling the
supply of current to the motor, an indicating mechanism
comprising a magnet which is not respon.slve to the cur
rent from the source of supply, and means operated by
the motor f..r modifying the current from the source of
supply to which modification the magnet will respond

4. In combination with an apparatus comprising an
electric motor for moving a part or appliance controlling
the passage of ,ars <.r vehicles along a railwav. a .source
of current supply, a circuit controller for controlling the
supply of current to the mot..r. Indication m.-chanism
which comprises an alternating current magnet, circuits
including the source of supply and the magnet, and means
for rapidly reve.-slng the current throu!;h said magnet,

5. In combination with an apparatus comprising an
electric motor for moving a part or appliance controlling
the passage of cars or vehicles along a railwav. a source
of current supply, a lever for controlling the supply of
current to the motor. Indication mechanism for the lever
which comprises an alternating current magnet, circuits
including the source of supply and the magnet, an.l means

K!4 O. G.—23

1. In an Indication mechanism for a controlling lever of
an Int.Tlocking machine, the combination of a mechanical
lock, a pair of magnets having movable cores for oj.erating
the lock, one of said magnets being adapted to arrange the
lock ready to be released and the other of said magnets
being adapted to releas<' the lock.

2, In an indication mechanism for a controlling lever of
an interlocking machine, the combination of a mechanical
lock for the lever, electro-magnetic mean.s for arranging
the lock ready to be released, and electro magnetic means
for releasing the lock,

o, .\n indication mechanism for a c(.ntrolllng lever of
an Interlocking machine, compri.slng a mechanical lock for
the lever, electro magnetic means for r. basing the lock,
and circuits in which the electro-magnetic means are in-
cluded

;
said electro-magnetic means h.ing energized by

current in two of said circuits for arranging the look ready
to be released, and being energized by current In one of
said two circuits and in a third circuit for releasing the
lock,

4. In an indication mechanism fcr a controlling lever of
an interlocking machine, comprising a meclianical lock for
the lever, electro magnetic means for releasing the lock, a
source of electric current, a switch operating motor having
two armature windings, and two electric circuit.s ; said
electromagnetic means being energized through two of
said circuits by current from said .source for arranging the
lock ready to be released, and being energized from said
source through one of said two circuits and from one of
said armature windings thr. ugh a third circuit for releas-
ing the lock,

5, In an indication mechanism for a controlling lerer of
an interlocking machine, the combination of a ra'-< hanical
lock which comiirises an armature and electromagnetic
means for raising and lowering the armature and two
electro-magnets each having a movable core and a connec-
tion between the two cores,

(Claims 6 to 28 not printed in the (Jazette.]

887,290. CONTROL OF APPARATUS GOVERNING THE
PASSAGE OF CARS OR VEHICLES ALoNG A RAIL-
V.'AY, .John D. Taylor, Pittsburg. Pa., as.slgnor to The
Union Switch and Signal (\)mpany. Swlssvale, Pa., a
Corporation of Penn.sylvanla, Filed Aug. 23, 1906 Se-
rial No. .H.'^1.712,

1, The combination with an apparatus for moving a rail-
way part or appliance comprising a moti r, a sotirce of air-
rent, and an operating wire and an indication wire, of an
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electro-iiiaciMtlc dcTtce for coDtrollinr tb^ eorrent to the

motor, a drcait comprliinc the nld operatlnc and lodica-

tion wires and the coita of aald electro-m^fnetle derloe, a

lever, and a circuit controller actuated Hr the lerer for

controlling the current In said drcult.

2. The combloatlon with an apparatus for moTing a rail-

way part or appliance comprising a motor, a source of cur-
rent, and an operating wire and an indication wire, of a
polarized electro-magnetic device for controlling the cur
rent to the motor, a circuit comprising tha said operating
and indication wires and the colls of th« said polarized
electjo-ma^netic device, a lever, and a pole changer actu-
ated by the lever for reversing the current tb said circuit.

3. The combination with an apparatus for moving a rail-

way part or appliance, comprising a motor, a source of cur-
rent, an operating wire, an indication wire, and a common
wire, of an electro magnetic device for controlling the cur-
rent to the motor, a circuit comprising tha said operating
and Indication wires and the coils of the said electro-mag-
netic device, a circuit comprising the said operating wire,
the common wire, and the motor, a lever, and a circuit
controller actuated by the lever for controlling the current
In said circuits.

4. The combination with an apparatus for moving a rail-

way part or appliance comprising a motor, t source of cur-
rent, an operating wire, an Indication wire, and a common
wire, of a polarized electro-magnetic device for controlling
th^ current to the motor, a circuit comprising the operating
wire, the Indication wire, and the colls ol! said polarized
device, a circuit comprising one of said operating wires,
the common wire and the motor, a lever, and a pole
chantfer actuated hy the lever for controlling the current
In said circuits. 1

'>. In combination with an apparatus comprising an elec-

tric motor for moving a railway part or appliance, a source
of current supply, a circuit controller and Operating lever,

circuits extending between said source, circuit controller

and motor, an electro-magnetic device comprising a polar-

ized armature Included in said circuits and said polarized

armature controlling branch circuits Inclujing the motor,
an electro-magnet having two windings also included in

said circuits and operating a circuit controller controlling

indication circuits

[Claims *) and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 7.291. S-\FF:TY CONTROLLER FOR ELECTRIC
SWITCH-OPERATING APPARATUS. JOHN D. Tatlob,
Pittsburg. Pa . assignor to The Union Switch and Signal
Company, Swlssvale, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylva-
nia. Filed Dec. 8. 1906. Serial No. 846,853.

1. In railway switch operating mechanism comprising a
motor, operating circuit."*, and a source of current, a safety
-device comprising two solenoids, means actuated by one of

said solenoids for closing a circuit of the other solenoid,

and means actuated by said other solenoid for holding the

operating circuits of the motor open.

2. In railway switch operating mecbanl«tD comprising a

motor, operating circuits, and a source of current, a

safety device comprising two solenoids, a circuit con-

troller closed by the action of one solenoid when not pre-

vented by the action of tb« other solenoid, for controlling

an operating circuit of ttie motor, and a circuit closer

actuated by the said one solenoid for closing the circuit to

the said other solenoid to prevent the closing of said oper-

ating circuit.

3. In railway switch operating mechanism comprising
a motor, operating circuits, and a sonrce of current, a

safety device comprising two solenoids with movable
cores, a circuit controller in an operating circuit of the
motor, a yielding connection l>etween the circuit con-
troller and one of said cores through which the movement
of said core tends to close said operating circuit, a rigid

connection l)etween said circuit controller and the other
of said cores through which the attraction of said other
core by Its solenoid, holds said operating circuit open,
and a circuit controller actuated by said core with the
yielding connection, for closing a circuit through the
other solenoid.

4. In railway switch operating mechanism comprising a
motor, operating circuits, and a Bource of current, a
safety device comprising a circuit controller In an operat-
ing circuit, a solenoid for acting on said circuit controller
to hold said operating circuit op»n, against the tension
of a spring tending to close It, a second solenoid and cir-

cuit controller actuated thereby for ^losing a circuit of
the first solenoid, and a lever and circuit controller actu-
ated thereby for opening the circuit of said first solenoid
to permit the closing of said operating circuit.

5. \ safety device for a railway switch operating mech-
anism comprising a motor, operating circuits, a lever and
a source of current ; the said safety device comprising two
solenoids, circuit controllers actuated thereby for con-
trolling the operating circuits to the motor, and means
actuated by the solenoids for holding the operating cir-

cuits of the motor op»'n when the lever Is In either ex-
treme position

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gasette.

)

887.202 AUTOM.\TrC MAIL - DELI VERY FOR RAIL-
WAY-CARS, Chabi.es E Te.veb, Des Moines, Iowa.
Filed Sept. 24, 1907 Serial No. 394,740.

1. In an apparatus for delivering mall bags to and
from a car, a door hinged in a doorway in the side of a

car and provided with an outward projection at one end.
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fixed uprights having arches at their tops, a flat board
fixed to the arches, a door hinged to the side of said fixed
board and pointed at one end, to operate as set forth.

2. In an apparatus for delivering mall bags to and from
a car. a do<.r hinged In a doorway In the side of a car and
provided with an outward projection at one end and
curved inward at Its top edge, and a car Laving a recess
at the top of the doorway to admit the inturned top edne
portion of the door, as set forth.

3. In an apparatus for delivering mail baps to and from
a car, a door hinged in a doorway In the side of a car and
provided with an outward projection at one end and
curved inward at its top and a lever fixed to the low. r
portion of the dw.r to project Into the car, as set forth.

4 In an apparatus for delivering mall bags to and from
a car, a door hinged in a doorway In the side of a ear and
provided with an outward projection at viw end and
curv.d inward at its top and a lever fixed to the lower
portion oT the door to project Into the car and means out-
side of the door to engage the outward projection on the
end of the door for opening the door, as set forth

8. In an apparatus for delivering mail bags to and from
a car, a door in the lower portion of the side of a car
hinged at Its lop and a hopper having an inclined bottom
Inside of the car for retaining a mall bag when the door
is closed mean.« for automatically opening the door when
the car passes a railway station to allow the mail Ime to
slide out of the hopper, as set forth.

[Claims t5 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.)

887,293 WIRE LEVFR - LOCK FOR BO'ITLKS .VND
GLASSES. Ri iKH.F VKr..K, Algenrodt. Germany Filed
L>ec. 17, 190<l. Serial No .?4H,ir»3.

1. In a wire lever lock for bottles and glasses the ctimbl-
natlon of a collar (t), inwardly Inclined loops (d) formed
by said collar, a head holder (a), loops (r) forme,! by
said head holder located outride the loops formed hv said
collar, and a pin passed through said loops (r. d < sub-
stantially as de.scrll>ed and for the purpose set forth

2. In a wire lever lock for bottles and glasses the combi-
nation of a collar (c. Inwardly lnclin.>d loops td* formed
by said collar, a head holder (a., loops <c) formed by
said head holder located ont«ide the loops formed bv
said collar, a pin (^ passed through said loops, a projec-
tion on said pin adapted to engage the loops of the head
holder, a second projection (fc) of said pin locat-d In a
right angle at the other end of said pin, substantlallv a«
described and fur the purpose set forth.

887,294 ME.\NS FOR DRYING GREEN BRKKS Av-
DRKW .1. Warnkr, West Durham, N. C. Filed Aug 15
1907. Serial No. 388,708.

perforated conduits insertlble Into the fire chsmbers of
the kiln and a blower interposed between the source of heat
and the perforated conduits for directing a heated fluid
Into the kiln and against the green bricks therein.

2. A means for drying green bricks In a kiln prepara-
tory to burning the same, comprising means for collecting

I

hot gases from a kiln where the process of burning is

progressing, perforated conduits insertlble into the kiln
containing the green bricks, and a blower for directing the
heated gases from the fired kiln through the conduits Into
the kiln containing the green bricks.

3. A means for drying green bricks In a kiln, prepara-
tory to burning the same, comprising a hood adapted to be
I)laced over a kiln where the firing of bricks is in progress
for collecting the heat generated therein, a truck, a blower
mounted thereon, connections l>etween the blower and the
hood, a power unit for driving the blower mounted upon
said truck, a conduit leading from the blower, and other,
perforated conduits Insertlble into the Are chamliers of
another kiln and leading from the delivery end of the
Liiower.

4. A means for drying green bricks In a kiln, prepara-
tory to burning the same, cr>mprlsing a means for collect-
ing the heat generated in a kiln where the proces.s of burn-
ing is progressing, a truck, a blower mounted thereon, a
knock down connection between the blower and the means
for collecting the heat from the fired kiln, means on the
truck for propelling the blower, a conduit leadng from
the blower, and other, perforated conduits insertlble Into
the fire chambers of another kiln where the green bricks
are stacked preparatory to burning.

5. A means for drying green bricks in a kiln prepare
tory to burning the same, comprising a source of heat,
means Insertlble Into and removable from the kiln to direct
fluid heated by said source to the interior of the klin. and
means for causing the flow of heated fluid from the source
of heat and Into the kiln and against the green ll^ick^
therein.

8 8 7,295. AUTOMOBILE TIRE Wilhet.m Weidling,
Magdeburg, Germany. Filed Apr. 29. IfxiT Serial No
370,862.

.\n automobile tire having a cover of leather, a strip of
leather around the outer circumference thereof, ciij) uke
holders on the same at regular intervals, metal blocks in
said holders other metal blocks laid between the hold.-rs
both kinds of metal blocks provided with grooves forming
together continuous grooves running around the circum-
ference, flexible endless bands in said grooves all as de-
scribed and for the purpose set forth.

1. A means for drying green bricks in a kiln, prepara-
tory to burning the same, comprising a source of heat

887.296 AUTOMATIC CAR-COUPLING. George West-
INGHOCKE. Pittsburg. I'ft. Filed Sept 10. 19(i,') Serial
No. 278.826

1. An automatic car coupling comprising a casting
adapted to be connected to the draw bar for transmitting
stresses thereto and having a laterally projectlne booked
portion adapted to engage a similar hooked portion of a
counterpart coupling, and a fluid pressure locking device
for holding said coupling members pressed together later-
ailv.
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2 An antomatlc car coupling comprising a casting hav-

ing a laterally project Int? tiooked portion adapted to en-

»{ai?e a similar hix>kfd portion uf a counterpart couplini?.

a spring actuated lockiutr l^ver for clamping said couplinji:

members togpther laterally, and means operated by fluid

pressure for holding said l>>v.r In locking position.

3. An automatic car coupling comprisln*: a casting hav-

InC a rigid lat.Tally projecting hooked portion adapted to

engage a similar hooked portion of a counterpart coupling,

and an opening for coupling a tluid pressure conduit, and

a locking device operated by fluid pressure from said con

dult for holding said coupling members pressed together.

4. An automatic car coupling comprising a casting hav-

ing a laterally projecting hooked portion adapted to en-

gage a similar hooked portion of a counterpart coupling.

a locking lever for laterally clamping said coupling mem-

bers together, and a piston and stem operated by fluid

pr»*88ure for holding said lever in locklnj? position.

5. An automatic car coupling comprlslag a casting hav-

ing a rigid laterally projecting hooked portion adapted to

engage a similar hooked portion of a counterpart coup-

ling, and an opening for coupling a fluid pressure con

dult, a cock for controlling communlcataon through the

conduit, and a locking device operated Dy fluid pressure

from the conduit jvhen the cock Is open for holding said

coupling memb*»rs together.

[Claims 6 to 1> not printed In the Gazette.]

887.297. GAS-IU'RNER. Thom.\s L. Willsos, Ottawa,

Ontario, Canada. Filed May 9, 1907. Serial No.

372,751.

o *

1. The combination with a plurality of burners adapt-

ed to produce flat flames, arranged adjactnt to each other

and at such an angle that the same corraspondlng edge of

the flame of each burner, extends close to the flat side of

the next adjacent burner at some distance from the rear

edge thereof, whereby the flames successively overlap, as

and for the purpose specified.

2. An acetylene gas burner comprlslni a base member,

a plurality of burner tips supported thereon and consti-

tuting the apices of an equilateral polyflon, sides of said

polygon being shorter than the width of the flames pro-

duced by the burner tips, the base memb*r being provided

with acore lines thereon for positioning the burner tlpa

whereby the flames produced will successively overlap

each other and prevent th.- app'-arance of dark lines be-

tween.

887,298. MBAM8 POU TriiMM; AND .^jaR.A.NQINO

CAN-CAf'S AND OTllEK CI.U8I UK8. John T. WlL-

UOBB, r>enTer, Colo. Filed Sept. 22. 19W Serial No.

336,691.

^

1. Moans fur turning and arranging clusurfS, compris-

ing a cylindrical receptacle having a bottom rigid there-

with and mounted to rotate on an axis inclined to the

horizontal whereby the closures within the receptacle are

made to seek the closed fud or head thereof, the said

head being provided with currying strips or rabbles, ar-

ranged around the outer zone of the head and iidapted to

carry closures upwardly when occupying a certain posi-

tion.

2. Means for arranging can caps and similar articles,

comprising a receptacle having an Integral bottom and

mounted to rotate on an axis inclined to the horizontal

whereby the caps placed therein are caused to seek the

closed end thereof, the said end or head being provided

with carrying strips adapted to carry upwardly the can

caps when occupying an Inverted position, and a chute

projecting Into said receptacle and arranged to receive

the caps from the carrying strips at a predetermined

point, the said chute being downwardly Inclined and con-

structed to cause the caps to move downwardly therein

In the same position as when received from the receptacle.

?>. Means for turning and arranging can caps or similar

articles, comprising a cylindrical receptacle having a bot-

tom rigid therewith and mounte<l to rotate on an ails

inclined to the horizontal, the said receptacle having one

end closed whereby it Is adapted to hold a quantity of

the caps during rotation, the dosed end of the receptacle

being constructed to carry can caps upwardly on the up-

wardly moving side of the receptacle, when the caps are

in a predetermined position, a chute projecting Into the

receptacle and Inclined downwardly for the removal of

the caps, the said chute having a curved guard projecting

downwardly from Its upper extremity and occupying a

position adjacent the zone of the carrying strips, to pre-

vent the caps from leaving said strips until they reach

the upper extremity of the chute which Is open to receive

them, and the said chute iM'Ing further provided with a

centrally located guide ralsf^d above the twttom of the

chute suflficlently to allow the caps to pass b<>low the

guide.

4. Means for arranging can caps comprising a rotary

hopper provided with a bottom rigid therewith, the said

hopper b^'ing mounted to rotate on an axis Inclined to the

horizontal whereby the receptacle Is adapted to hold a

quantity of caps placed 'herein, the head of the receptacle

t)elng constructed to carry the caps upwardly when In a

predetermined position, and a chute projecting Into the

upp^'r open portions of the hopper and having Its upper

extremity located to receive the ('."^n caps after they have

I t>een carried upwardly to a predetermined position, the

' said chute being downwardly Inclined to allow the caps to
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slide along its bottom, the chute being further provided
with a centnilly located guide raised above the bottom of
the chute sufficiently 10 allow the caps to pass below the
guide.

887.299. DKRAILEB. Edwin H. Allfbeb and William
H. Engla.nd, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 28, 1907. Serial
No. 390.602,

1. A derailing device comprising a supporting bracket,

means for securing the same to a rail, a derailing piece

carried by said bracket and means for swinging and tum-
bling said derailing piece to o|)erative or Inoperative posi-

tion at option.

2. A derailing device comprising a supporting bracket,

a clamp for securing the same to a rail, said clamp hav-
ing an inclined guiding and protecting portion extending
substantially from the vertical plane of the outer side of

the rail head, a derailing piece movably mounted on said
bracket and means for throwing the same to operative or
Inoperative position.

;5. \ derailing device comprising a supporting bracket
having lateral arms and an Intermediate web, a clamp for
securing said bracket^ to a rail said clamp having an outer
inclined guiding an<i protecting portion extending sub-
stantially from the vertical plane of the outer side of the
rail head, a derailing piece movably mounted on said
bracket and means for operating the same.

4. K derailing device comprising a supporting member,
a derailing piece and a connection therebetween, and
means constructed and arranged with said connection to
give a swinging and tumbling movement to the derailing
piece.

5, \ derailing device comprising a supporting member
and a derailing piece supported for swinging and sliding
movement thereon at two transverse points, and means
for giving a tumbling motion to said derailing piece.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,300. GAS rROnn ER. <'TRiT.,T ATKINSON, Milwau-
kee, Wis. Filed Oct. 17. 10O7. Serial .\o. 397,822.

1. In a gas producer. In combination, a combustion
chaml>er, a bosh located at the lower end thereof and pre
senting on its under side an Inverted, conical shaped sur
face, a vertically movable fuel supporting table compris-
ing a central, conical portion and a surrounding flat por

tlon which underlies the said bosh, the said conical sur-
face of the bosh and the table co<>perating to force the
ashes from the latter when It is raised, and means for

imparting vertical movement to said table, substantially

as and for the purpose described.

2. In a gas producer. In combination, a combustion
chamber, a tapering iwsh located at the lower end thereof
for supporting the outer portion of the fuel column, the
said bosh presenting on its under side an Inverted, conical
shaped surface, a vertically movable fuel supporting table
directly underlying the conical surface of said bosh, the
said conical surface of the bosh and the table coftperating
to force the ashes from the latter when raised, and means
for imparting vertical movement to said table, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

3. In a gas producer, in combination, a combustion
chamber provided with a bosh having a central opening
therethrough, said bosh presenting on Its lower surface
adjacent said bosh opening a general outwardly and up-
wardly tapering surface, a vertically movable table ar-
ranged l)eneath said oiH>ning and spaced a slight distance
therebelow whereby a lateral discharge opening is formed
between the lower margin of the bosh and the upper sur-
face of the table, and means for varying the distance of
said table from said bosh for effecting the discharge of the
solid materials through said discharge opening, substan-
tially as and for the purpose described.

4. In a gas producer, in combination, a combustion
chamber provided with a bosh having a central opening
therethrough, said bosh presenting on Its lower surface
adjacent said lK>sh opening a general outwardly and up-
wardly tapering surface, a vertically movable Imperforate
table arranged beneath said opening and spaced a slight
distance therebelow whereby a lateral discharge opening
Is formed between the lower margin of the bosh and the
upper surface of the table, said table being provided on
Its upper surface and centrally thereof, with an upwardly
and Inwardly Inclined surface directly beneath said bosh
opening, and means for varying the distance of said table
from said bosh for effecting the discharge of the solid
material through the lateral discharge opening, substan-
tially as and for the purpose de.scribed.

Ti. In a gas producer, in combination, a combustion
chamber provided with a bosh having a central opening
therethrough, a vertically movable table arranged beneath
said opening and spaced a slight distance therefrom
whereby a lateral discharge opening is formed between
the lower margin of the bosh and the upper surface of the
table, the said table being provided on its upper face with
an upwardly and inwardly inclined surface located di-
rectly beneath the bosh opening, and means for Imparting
vertical movement to said table, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

[Claim G not printed In the Gazette ]

88T.30I. DRILL- SriTORT. Albert Ball, Claremont.
N. H., assignor to Sullivan Machinery Company. Clare-
mont. N. 11., a Corporation of Maine. Filed .July 28
1904. Serial No. 218.4S0.

1. The combination of supporting legs and means to
connect them at their upper ends, a drilling machine sup-
ported on Said legs, a bracket projecting from the drilling
mactUne and terminating in a spherical lip. a stay-rod
having a cup-shaped end applied to said spherical tip and
adjustably connected therewith, and a clamping device
applied to one of the legs and performing the double func-
tion of fixing the adjustment of the stay rod within the
clamp and fixing itself in an adjusted position on the leg.

2. The combination of supporting legs, a saddle to con-
nect their upper ends, a drilling machine Including a shell
secured to said saddle, a bracket projecting from said
shell and having a rounded tip. a stay-rod adjustably
fitted to said rounded tip and extending toward one of the
legs, and a clamping device adjustably applied to said leg
and engaging the said stay-rod, and means for conjointly
fixing the adjustment of the clamp upon the leg and the
adjustment of the stay rod In the clamp.
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'6. Tbe combination of sopportlng \fgs. k saddle to con

nect tbelr upper ends, a drlllluK machine InchulinK a sbt-il

secured to said aaddl*>. a bracket projertlng from aaiil

shell and having a rounded tip, a stay-rod having a cup-

shaped pnd. a b<jlr for adjuatably connecting the bracket

and cup-sbapt'd end of tb«» stay rod, and a clampini? d'-

ice adjustably appll»Hi to a leg and engaging tbe said

stay rod, and meann for conjointly fixing tbe adjustment
of tbe clamp up<in itic It-;* and the adjusfttent of tbe stay-

rod in tbe clamp

4 In a d-'virp of the character describe*!, the combina-

tion with a plnrsillty of supporting legs, of a saddle con-

necting their upper ends, each leg being pivotally securf-d

to the saddle for outward swinging adjustment relatively

thereto, a drillint: machine Including a drill shell, the

latter adjustably secured to said saddle and presenting

a downwardly directed tool between the several supporting

legs, a stay rod secured to the drilling i*achine and ad-

justably applied to one of the legs to maintain the drill-

irii: mafhlne in firm alinement between the drill tool and
the said saddle, while permitting the r.-ady adjustment

of the drilling machine and the s«'veral supporting l"gs

relatively to the saddle. I

887..'U)2. SI'RAYIN^; NO/.ZI.F. MiLvis A Harnes. El-

mlra. N. Y. FiU«d May ». 1!»07 Serial No 371, SS5.

1 A -"prayink' nozzle comprising a barrel having a re-

ilui-ed .'p.nlni; at oiip end and a -ap at tin* other end pro-

vided with a discharge orifice, a spindle movable longitu-

(linaUy within tt'e liarrei and spaced from the Inner walls

tticrpt.f. said spiuille passing out through said opening

and having an enlargement within tbe barrel to limit the

i>utward mutlun, a spiral spring positioned between tbe

cap iind said enl«rg»rnent in the space »urroundtiig the

ipindle tbe coils of said spring t>elng of tbe same annu-

lar width as tbe space and forming a compressible spiral

passageway therethrough, and a supply duct leading into

i>«id space.

2 \ spraying nozslc comprising a barrel baring a cap at

one I'nd provided with a discharge orifice, s spindle mov-

able longitudinally within the barrel and spaced from the

inner walls tliereof, said spindle having an enlargement

on Ita periphery within tbe barrel, a spiral spring having

flattened coils surrounding th>' spindle In ttie space be-

tween the cap and said enlargement, said coils being uf

thf same annular widtli as the space, a supply duct

leading to said space, and means for actuating the spin-

dle to compress the spring whereby solid particles lodging

In said space will be disintegrated sufficiently to pass

through the discliarge orifice

3. A spraying nozzle comprising a barrel having a cap

at one en<l provided with a discliarge orifice, a spindle

movable hmgitudinally within the barrel and spaced from
the Inner walls thereof, said spindle being provided with

a pin at one end adapted to pass through the discharge
orifice and having an enlargement on its p»"riphery within
the barrel, a spiral spring surrounding the spindle in the

space between the cap and said enlargement, the colls of

said spring being of the same annular width as the space,

a supply duct leading to said space, and means for actu-

ating the spindle to compress the spring and project the

end of the spindle against tlie cap with the pin projecting

through the discharge orifice, whereby solid particles lodg

ing in the space around and over the spindle will l>e dis-

integrated sufficiently to pass thrnugh the discharge ori-

fice.

887,303. TRACTION ENGINi: Juhk I! IUbtholomf.w,
Peoria, 111 , assignor to .\very Manufacturing Company,
a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 1-1, 1907. Serial

No. 388,505.

1. In a traction engine having the relatively elevated

boiler and the relatively low main frame whereon are

mounted independently of the l)oller. the engines, the

crank shaft and the shafting and gearing Intermediate

of the crank shaft and the ground wheels, tbe combina

tion of the front ground wheels arranged outside of the

vertical planes of the shies of the boiler, the crank shaft.

the fly-wheel or band wheel on the crank shaft having its

lower parts In horizontal planes below the horizontal

plane of tbe tops of the ground wheels and In vertical Imi

gitudlnai planes of one of the ground wheels, and the h<lt

support and guide above the horizontal plane of the top of

the ground wheels and supported on the main frame of

the engine and adapted to sustain the alack side or strand

of the belt passing to and from the band wheel, substan

tlally as set forth.

2. In an iindermounted engine of the class described.

the comblniifion with the main frame and the l)rackets

for sustaining a boiler in elevated position, of a trans-

verse crank shaft on the main frame, the fly-wheel or belt-

wheel on the crank shaft, the front ground wheels ar-

ranged to have their tops above the horizontal plane of

the bottom of the belt-wheel, one of said ground wheels

being In the longitudinal vertical planes of the belt wheel,

the belt guide In transverse planes between the front

ground *heelH and the f«»lt wheo] and supported on one

of the salr* engine, brackets at points above the horizontal

plane of the top of the ground wheels, and arranged to

hold the slack part of the belt against the periphery of

the belt wheel and to carry the t)elt at a relatively sharp

angle upward therefrom and guide It over the top of tbe

last said ground wheel, substantially as set forth.
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887,304. INCANKKSCKNT VAl'OUIUKNEK Akthur
Blanchari), llornsey, and Harry Woud, Highbury, Eng-
land. Filed June 10, 1905. Serial No. JtU.Tiy.

In un oil biirutr. the combination, with an upright mix-

ing lube, of a burner carried at the lower end of said tube,

air supply tubes hading laterally to said mixing tube at

the upper end thereof, an upright vaporizing tube located

alongside said mixing tube and closed at its lower end.

said vaporizing tube and said mixing tube communicating
with each other at their upt)er ends, means to control the

[lassage of vapor from said vaporizing tube to said mixing

tube, and a horizontal vaporizing tube through wliicli tbe

vapor Is supplied connected to said upright vaporizing

tulH- iiiterniediafely cif the length (^f the latter.

887,30,- UII>IN(; ATTACH.MENT FOlt AORICII.TUUAL
l.MI'LK.MKNTS. Nkki.as H. Bi,->c>m, Nashua, Iowa.

Filed Sept 1,-). u»OB, Serial No. ,*{34,759. Renewed Oct.

I'. 1!»(»7. Serial No ,"!t.'>,.M'L'

1. In a riding attachment of the class des( rltted. the

comltlnatlon with a reach, of a wheeled frame including

an axle and an arch bar placed thereon, a pivT connect-

ing the frame and reach, a seat, and a seat support Includ-

ing a bar directly connecttMl to th<' pivot and the arch bar.

2. In a riding attachment of the class de8crll>ed, the
combination with a wheeled frame comprising nn axle, an
arch bar located over the axle, braces arranged beneath
the axle, common fasteners for securing the braces and
arch bar to the axle, of means for connecting the frame to

an agricultural Implement r.nd a seat mounted f)n the
frame.

3. In a riding attachment of the class described, tbe
combination with a frame comprising an nxle. an arch
bar located over the axle. l»earlng blocks interposed be-

tween the ends of the arch bar and the axle, braces ar-

ranged t)eneath the axle. Iwilts engaging the ends of tbe
arch bar and braces and embracing the bearing blocks, of
means for connecting the frame to an agricultural imple-
ment an.i n set.t mounted on the frame.

4 In a riding attachment of the class described, the
combination with a reach, of an axle, an arch bar mount-
ed on the axle, braces having their rear ends connected
to the axle, other braces having their front ends con-

nected to the reach, a seat, a seat support engaged with
the arch bar, and a pivot connecting the reach, tbe seat
support and the braces.

5. In a riding attachment of the class described, the

combination with convergent ly disposed reach bars, of an
axle, an arch bar mounted on the axle, a pivot bolt de-

pending from the rear convergent ends of the reach bara.

a tongue connected to the pivot bolt and to the arch bai,

a seat support on the tongue, braces connected at their

rear ends to the axle and at their front ends to the lower
end of the pivot bolt, and other braces connected at their
front ends to the reach bars and at their rear ends to the
pivot bolt.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,300. SIGN.A.L- BLADE CLASP.
SBBT and Lbon W. Bosskrt, L'tlca,

W. F. Bossert Mfg. Co., Utica, N.
190S. Serial No. 410.098.

William F. Bos-
N. y.. assignors to

Y. Filed Jan. 15,

1. .\ signal blade clasp provided with bolt openings and
having radial arms, as set forth.

2. A signal blade clasp with bolt openings, and having
radial arms with ribs thereon, as set forth.

3. A signal blade clasp provided with l)olt openings and
having t)osses projecting from one face thereof, and de-
signed to hold the clasps spaced apart from a signal blade,
as set forth.

4. .\ signal blade clasji having bolt receiving apertur. s

and provided with arms, each having a rib thereon, bosses
projecting on the opposite sides of the clasps, and adapted
to hold the clasps spaced apart from a signal blade, as set

forth.

887.307 DOOR OR (JATE OPENING AND CLOSING
DEVICE. Richard B. Browne, .New York, N. Y. Filed
June 2. 1904 Serial No. 210,911.

1. The combination of a series of horizontally slidable

doors, a lever pivoted to the outer door, a compensatory
link pivoted to a stationary point and to the free end of

the lever, and a second link pivoted to an intermediate
point of the lever and to the Inner door.

2. The con^blnation of a series of horizontally slidable

doors, a compensatory link pivoted to a stationary point
on the door sill, a lever pivoted to the outer door and to

the free end of said compensatory link so as to normally
lie obliquely across the inner door, and a second link hav-
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ln<? a length efjual to half thp width of th« fnnpr door and
pivoted at ont' -^nd to th*' mlddlp point of said I.-v.t and
at the other end to the inner door.

;?. The combination of a series of horisontaily slldable

doors, a lever pivoted to the outer door having a curved
upper portion, a comp'-nsatory link pivotpd to a station-

ary point and to the free end of the levar, and a second
link pivoted to an Intermediate point of the lever and to

the inner door

4 The conitilnation of a series of doors, ways for slid-

ing the same, a link pivoted to a stationary point, a lever

pivoted to the link, another link pivoted tt an intermedl
ate point of the lever at one end and to One of the doors
at the other end and a pivotal connection between the

leTer and a s^'coml door

W7.308. PIPE TAPPIN*; DEVICE. JniiN H P Brtan.
BufTalo, N. y., asslKDor, by direct an<J mesn- as.slKn-

ments, of one third to Nicholas J Kellj- and one third

to Nora Kelly, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6. 1906. Se

rial No. 304,532.

1. A tapping' liivlce for connecting a mtin pipe with a
branch pipf. '•"!iijirlsin<: a cylindrical carri'T of smaller
dlamt'ter than tti.- t.ore of said brancli pipe and adapted
to h*^ rotated and also moved axialiy therein, cutters ar-

raniit'd at the front end of said carrier and projectinj?

laterally t)eyond the periphery of the carrier and adapted
to produce an op«>nlnK in said main pip*- of a diamft'T ap-

proximately th.' sam»" a.s th.> i>ore of the branch pipe, a
Kuide sleeve ftttln^ with its bore around the periphery
of the carrier whilf its periphery is arranged beyond said
cutters and is adapted to bear auainst th.' i>ore of the
brnnch pip«'. ami ni.ans for movini; said carrier and sleeve

aiially tOK'''ther or one in<lependent of the other, substan
tially as set forth.

J. .\ tappini; device for connectlnc a mtin pipe with a

branch pipe compristni,' a rotatable cutter carrier adapted
to be placed in said branch pipe, a shaft connected with
said carrier, a gear wheel spllned to said ^haft. a longitu-

dinally movable carriakre on which said gear wheel is Jour

naled, a driving mechanism operatively connected with
Bald Rear whe.'l, and means for connecting and dis-

connecting said carriage and shaft so a> to permit of

moving the same lengthwise together or permit the car-

riage to move independently of the shaft, Substantially as
aet forth.

|

3. A tapping d*'vice for connecting a mtin pipe with a
branch pipe comprising a rotatable cutter carrier adapted
to be placed in said branch pipe, a shaft connected with
said carrier, a gear wheel spllned to said sbaft, a longitu-

dinally movable carriage on which said gear wheel Is joar-

naled and which is composed of two sections plvotally

supporting said gear wht>el at opposite ends of its hub. a
driving mechanism operatively connected with said gear
wheel, and means for connecting and disconnecting said
carriage and shaft so as to permit of moving the same
lengthwise together or permit the carriage to move in-

dependently of the shaft, substantially as set forth.

4. A tapping device for connecting a main pipe with a
branch plp<' comprising a rotary cutter carrier adapted
to be placed in said branch pipe, a shaft connected with
said cutter carrier, a driving mechanism for said shaft
comprising a gear wheel spllned on said shaft, a longi-
tudinally m<)vahli> carriage on which said gear whe.-l is

journaled. a driving pinion mounted on the carriage and
meshing with the g.ar wheel, guide bars in which said
carriage Is -siidably supported, and means for connecting
and disconnecting said carriagp and shaft and causing
the same to move axialiy together or permitting one to
move axialiy independently of the other, substantially aa
set forth.

5. .\ tapping device for connecting a main pipe with a
branch pipe comprising a rotary cutter carrier adapted to
be placed in said branch pipe, a shaft connected with said
cutter carrier, a driving mechanism for said shaft com-
prising a gear wh^el spllned on said shaft, a longitudi-
nally movable carriage on wlijeh .said gear wheel Is Jour-
naled. a driving pinion mounted on the carriage and
meshing with the gear wheel, guide bars on which said
cnrriago is siidably supported, means for moving said
carriage lengthwise of said bars comprising gear racks ar-
ranged on said bars, and pinions mounted on said carlage
and meshing with said gear racks, and means for con-
necting and disconnecting said carriage and shaft and
<-auslng the same to move axialiy together or permitting
one to mov.> axialiy Independently of the other substan-
tially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to Itl not printed in the Gazette.]

887..309. AITOMATIC HEADWAY-RECOKDEU. CTRf.s
P Blthavan and Charles C. .Tohnson, Klchmond, Va.
Filed Sept S, 100« Serial No. ."^.^S.SSO.

1. In a railway signaling system, a recording mechan
ism comprising a sleeve shaft, a drum fixedly secured
upon the shaft for rotation therewith, said shaft t)eing

supported for longitudinal movement, a threaded en-

largement upon the shaft, a bracket having a portion en-

gaged in the threaded enlargement to feed the shaft longi

tudlnally when rotated, perforators adapted to make im-

pressions upon the drum, a driven shaft received within
the sleeve shaft and having means for connecting the

sleeve shaft with It for rotation, said means designed for

disengagement from the sleeve shaft when the shaft has
reached one limit of Its longitudinal movement.

2. In a railway signaling system, a recording median
Ism comprising a sleeve shaft, a drum fixedly secured
upon the shaft for rotation therewith, said shaft being
supported for longitudinal movement, a threaded enlarge
ment upon the shaft, a bracket having a portion engaged
in the threaded enlargement to feed the shaft longltudl

nally when rotated, perlorators adapted to make Impres-
sions upon the drum, a driven shaft received within the
sleeve shaft, said sleeve shaft t)elng slotted, and a pin

carried by the driven shaft and working in the slot of the

sleeve shaft to rotate the same simultaneously with the
driven shaft, sa'd pin tx^lng so located as to disengage
from the slot when the sleeve shaft has reached one limit

of its longitudinal movement.
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3. In a railway signaling system a recording mechan-
iam comprL-iing a sleeve shaft, a drum fixedly mounted
upon the shaft, said sliaft being mounted for rotary and
also for longitudinal movement, a threaded sleeve fixedly

held uiM>n the sleeve sliaft at one end thereof and iH-ariiig

at its inner end against one of the bearings l<ir the sleeve

shaft, a bracket, an angularly disposed plate adjustably
supported by the bracket and having its upper end re

cessed for the reception of the threaded sleeve, the pur
pose of tlie plate being to feed the sleeve when the same
is rotated together with the sleeve shaft, a motor, a shaft
driven by the motor and extending into the sleeve shaft,

said sleeve shaft being provided with longitudinally ex-

tending grooves, a pin engaged through the motor shaft
and adapted to project at Us ends normally In the grooves
In the lK)re of the sleeve shaft, the pin being so located
that when the drum has reached tlie limit of Its move-
ment away from tlie motor, the pin will disengage from
the grooves in the sleeve shaft to prevent actuation of

the latter by the motor shaft and to consequently prevent
rotation of the drum, and perforators adapted to make
Impressions upon the drum.

4. In a railway signaling system, a recording mechan-
ism comprising a sleeve shaft, a drum fixedly mounted
upon the sleeve shaft, a threaded sleeve fixedly held upon
the sleeve shaft at one end thereof and hearing at its in-

ner end against one of the bearings for the sleeve shaft,

an angularly disposed bracket, an angularly disposed
plate vertieally slidable in the bracket, a set screw for
holding the plate in raised position, the said plate having
its upper end formed with a semi circular notch for the
reception of the threaded sleeve whereby when the slecrc
is rotated, the drum will l>e also rotated and fed in a dl-

re( tion nwny from the tiracket. a motor, a shaft driven by
the motor and extending into the sleev<' shaft, said sleeve
shaft l)eing provided with longitudinally extending
grooves, a pin engaged through the motor shaft and adapt-
ed to project at its ends normally in the grooves in the
Ixaring of the sleeve shaft, the pin being so located that
when the drum has reached the limit of Its movement
away from the bracket, the pin will disengage from the
grooves In the sleeve shaft to prevent actuation of the
latter by the motor shaft and consequently prevent rota-
tion of the drum, and perforators adapted to make Im-
Iiresslons tiiion the drum.

88r,;no cpTTiNt; off tool .wd hoi.her. chari-es
E. Chambkri.iv. Bethlehem. Pa . assignor of one-sixth
to Emil A Oathmann. Bethlehem. Pa. Filed Dec. 18,

1905. Serial No. 292.282.

for a cutter at the end of said stock in combination with
a cutter extending across and adapted to be moved over

the axial recess of said stock.

2. A cutting tool of the character described provided
with a cutter blade of approximately segmental shape,

said blade having a rack on its minor face and an approii-
mately semicircular rectss on Its opposite face, the cut
ting edge of blade being formed by the junction of afore
said recess witli the latter face substanti.nlly as shown
and described.

3. In a cutting tool a stock provided with an axial re-

cess, a cutter adapted to be moved across said recess, s.nd

means for guiding said cutter in its movement, said means
consisting of a recessed guide plate removably attached
to the recessed end face of the hollow stock.

4. In a cutting tool a stock provided with an axial re-

cess, a cutter ada[ited to be moved across said recess, and
means for guiding said cutter in its movement, said means
consisting of a guide plate removably attached to the re-

cessed end face of the hollow stock.

5. In a cutting tool a stock or holder provided with a
shank at one end and an axial recess at the other end. and
a cutter movable transversely of the recess located at or
near this latter end. said cutter having a rack and means
for moving said cutter, comprising a pinion engaging the
rack of the cutter, a transversely movable rack engaging
the pinion and a cam sleeve arranged to engage one end
of said rack,

[Claim () not printed in the Gazette.]

887,311. HEADER HAKVESTKH Matthew W. Charl-
ton. Newport, Victoria, .\usfralia, assignor to Massey
Harris Company Limited. Toronto, Canada. Fihd
June 17, 1907. Serial No, 379.431.

^: X r.

mM-

1. A cuffing tool consisting of a stock provided with an
axial recess and a detachable plate having a guide way ;

1, In header harvesters the comldnatlon of a comb hav-

ing its teeth bent downwardly and rearwardly to form
breasts infermediate their ends; a reciprocating knife at

the rearward end of the comb: and breasting means for

bending forwarti the grain to i)resent it to the knife In

an inclined position and while still in contact with the
breasting means.

2. In header harvesters the combination of a merlian
Ically operated knife ; a comb having its teeth bent down-
wardly and rearwardly to form breasts intermediate their

ends, and spr.ci'<l sufllciently close to prevent the heads of

grain passing therelhrough
; and means above and Itehnv

said comb for pushing forward the straw of tt;e crop, all

for the purposes specified.

3, In header harvesters the combination of a mechan
leally operated knife; a comb having Jts teeth bent down
wardly and rearwardly to form breasts intermediate their

ends, and spaced sufflclently close to prevent the heads of

grain passing therethrough ; means alKive and below said
comb for pushing forward the straw of the crop; means
for sweeping the harvested grain from said comb: and a

transverse conveyer behind the latter, all for the pur-
poses specified,

4. In header harvesters the combination of a mecVnn-
Ically operated knife ; a comb having its teeth bent down-
wardly and rearwardly to form '.reasts Intermediate their
ends, and spaced sufllciently close to prevent the heads
of grain passing therethrough ; means above said comb
for pushing forward the straw of the crop ; means for
sweeping the harvested grain from said comb : a plate
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behind said comb ; and a transverse confeyer behind said

plate, all for the purposed specltled.

5. In Leader harvHsters the comblnatioD of a comb hav-

ing Its teeth bent downwardly and rearwardly to form
breasts Intermediate their ends; a reciptx>cating knife at

the rearward end of the comb ; breastlnc means for bend-
ing forward the grain to present It to the knife In an in

cllned position uml while still in conUct with the breast-

ing means ; and means for sweeping the harvested t^raln

from the comb.
[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette )

887.312. LIQriI)-r>ISPEN8IM; APPARATUS. Habht
S. CoRMSH, New York. N. V. Filed M»y 2li, lyOtl. Se-

rial No. 319.044.

1. A liquid dispensing apparatus loaiiirisiD;,' uii 'luf.r

casing, aa Inner casing supported on tha bottimi of tli>^

outer casing and separated from the bodj portiun of the

outer ca.sinK by a riofied air space surroundln*; said Inner

easing, a still liquid r>'8ervolr supported ia the upper por-

tion of the Inner ra.tlni? and separated from the sides of

th»' iniuT casini,' !.y a apan^ for the storage of Ice and from
the l>ottom of said Inner casing by a sptce providing a

chamber communicating with the ice sQace. a conduit
leading from a charged liquid supply and entering said

chamber, the said conduit being elongated and colled

within said chamber and having branctiea within said

chamber, one branch entering the still liquid reservoir

and the other extending aa a charge<J liquid outlet

through the walls of the Inner and outer casings, means
for controlling the branch entering the reservoir, a still

liquid outlet extending from the reservalr through the
walls of the casings and acrotw the space between them
and means outside the casing for controlling said liquid

outlets.

2. .V liquid dlspensinc apparatus comprising an onter
casing, an Inner casing supported on th*" twttom of the

outer casing and separated from the body portion of the
outer caalng by a closed air space surroui^dlng said Inner
casing, a still liquid reservoir supported Iq the upper por-

tion of the Inner casing and separated from the sides of

the Inner casing by a space for the storage of ice and from
the bottom of said lnn*-r casing by a sp^ce providing a

chamber communicating with n^ Ice space, a conduit
leading from a charged liquid supply and entering said

chamber, ttie said conduit being elongated and colled

within said chamber and having branch{>s within said

chamber, one branch entering the still liquid reservoir

and the other extending as a charged liquid outlet

through the walls of the inner and outer casings, a float

valve within said reservoir controlling th« outlet of the

branch Into the rtst-rvolr, a still liquid outlet extending

from the reservoir through the walls of the casings and
across the space t>etween them and means outside the

casing for controlling said liquid outlets.

3. A liquid dispensing apparatus comprising an outer
casing, an Inner casing supported on the iKittom of the
outer casing and separated from the body portion if the

outer casing by a closed air space surrounding said inner
casing, a still liquid reservoir supported in the upp»T pt r

tlon of the inner rasing and separated from the sides of

the inner casing by a space for the storage of Ice and
from the l)ottom of said Inner casing by a space providing
a chaml>er communicating with the Ice 8pac»», a conduit
leading from a charged liquid supply and entering said

chamber, the said conduit t)eing elongated and coiled with-
in said chaml>er and having branches within said chamber,
one branch entering the still liquid resj^rvoir and the
Other extfnding as a charged liquid outlet through the
walls of the Inner and outer casings, means for controlling
the branch entering the reservoir, a still liquid outlet

extending from the reservoir through the walls of the cas-

ings and across the space between them and a double
draft faucet out.slde said '•harat>ers for controlling both of
said outlets.

4. A liquid dispensing apparatus comprising an outer
casing, an inner casing provided with a supplementary
bottom elevated from the bottom of said outer casing and
forming a cold storage chamber, a settling tank containing
liquid in a still or settled condition within said cold stor
age chamber, a coil resting upon the supplementary bot-

tom of said chamber, pipes connecting said coll to

charged liquid supply and to said settling tank, a pressure
regulating valve In the pipe connecting the refrigerating
coll and the charged-liquid supply, a float valve locatf-d

Within the settling tank governing the flow of liquid

from the source of supply to the settling tank, an overflow
pipe for th>' iced water extending through the outer casing
and having Its entrance port located near the upper level

of the liquid In the settlln,- tank, a double draft dlspens
Ing faucet s»'cured to the outer and Inner casings, a plp«>

connecting said faucet to the bottom of said settling tank
through which the liquid Is drawn off by gravity in a still

condition, and a smaller pipe connecting said faucet to
the pipe leading from the source of charged liquid supply
through which liquid under pressure Is drawn from aald
charged Ihjuid supply.

887..313. TELKGRAPHIC APPARATUS. Frkdeeick O.
Creed, Glasgow. .Scotland, assignor to himself, Wllltani
Arthur Coulson. Nlcol Paton Brown, and Hugh Taylor
Brown. Olasgow. Scotland. Filed Mar. 2, lW*^ Serial
No. .;o;5..s.:7.

1 In telegraphic receiving apparatus, tape feeding mech-
anism, tape punching mechanism, means for actuating said
punching mechanism, and means for controlling said actu-
ating means In accordance with the electrical Impulses re-

ceived, said controlling means comprising an electric gen-
erator, an electro-magnetic device having a movable mem-
ber adapted to cause movement of said actuating means, a
relay Independent of said actuating means and adapted to
be operated In opposite directions by electric Impulses In

opposite directions and to close the circuit of said electro-
magnetic device In one or other direction through said

generator, and a circuit making and breaking device oper-

ated from a movable part of said apparatus and adapted
to break the circuit of said electro magnetic device after It

ha." been closed by said relay.

2. In telegraphic receiving apparatus, tape feeding mech-
anism, tape punching mechanism, means for actuating said

punching mechanism, and means for controlling said actu-

ating means In accordance with the electrical Impulses re-

ceived, said controlling means comprising an electric gen-

erator having two circuits, a double acting electro mag-
netic device having a movable member adapted to cause

movement of said actuating means, a relay Independent of

said actuating means and subject to the electrical Impulse.s

received and adapted to close one or other of said circuits

through said electromagnetic device, and a double acting

circuit making and breaking device operated from a mov-
able part of said apparatus and adapted to break the cir-

cuit that has been closed by the movement of said relay

in one direction and to close the other circuit at one p(»lnt

therein.

.^. In telegraphic receiving apparatus, tape feeding mech-
anism, tape punching mechanism, means for actuating said

punching mechanism in accordance with the electrical im-

pulses received, said controlling means comprising a double

acting electro-magnetic device having a movable member
adapted to cause movement of said actuating means, ,1

lo<'al circuit, a relay adapted to respond to the electrical

Impulses received thereby and to complete said local cir

cult and send current alternately In opposite directions

through said electro-magnetic device, and a double acting

circuit making and breaking device operated from a mov-
able p.irt of said electro-magnetic device and adapted to

open each circuit In which the electro-magnetic device has
been Inserted by sjild relay and t" close the other circuit

at one point therein.

4. In telegraphic receiving apparatus, tape fe^^llng mech-
anism, tape punching mechanism, and means for control-

ling said punching mechanism in accordance with the elec-

trical Impulses rect'lved, said controlling means compris-

ing a double acting electro-magnetic device, a local circuit,

a relay adapted to respond to the electrical Impulses re-

ceived thereby and to complete said local circuit and send
current alternately In opposite directions through said

electro-magnetic device, and a double acting circuit mak-
ing and breaking device operated from said electro-mag-

netic device and adapted to open each circuit in which the

electro magiietic device has been inserted by said relay at

a predetermined interval after the closing of said circuit,

and to close the other circuit at one point therein.

.'">. In telegraphic receiving apparatus, tape feeding mech-

anism, tape punching mechanism, a motor for operating
said punching mechanism, and means for automatically

controlling said motor In accordance with the electrical

Impulses received, said controlling means comprising a

double acting electro-magnetic device, a two-way local cir-

cuit Including an electric generator, a relay stibject to said

electrical impulses and adapted to close one or other of

two circuits through said electro-magnetic device and elec-

tric generator and cause said device to move alternately In

opposite directions, and a circuit making and breaking de-

vice operated from said electro-magnetic device adapted to

open the circuit of said electro-magnetic device each time
It is closed by said relay.

ICiaims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7 , .1 1 4 . SHEET - FEEDING MACHINE. Fka.nk L.

Cross, Mystic. Conn., assignor to Cross Paper Feeder
Company, Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed

Apr. 3, 1905. Serial No. 253,649.

1. A sheet conveying mechanism having In combination
high speed sheet conveying surfaces for advancing the

sheet, slow-down conveying surfaces, and mechanism oper-

atlvely connected to give the slow-down surfaces substan
tlally the same speed as the high speed surfaces aa they
come Into action and a retarded speed after the sheet has
passed from control of the high speed surfaces.

2. A sheet conveying mechanism having In combination
high speed sheet conveying surfaces for advancing the

I

sheet, slow-down conveying surfaces, mechanism opera-

tlvely connected to give the slow-down surfaces substan-

tially the same speed as the high speed surfaces and then

' retard said speed, and means for transferring the sheet

from the control of the high speed surfaces to the control

of the slow-down surfaces when both have substantially

the same speed.

3. A sheet conveying mechanism having In combination

high speed sheet conveying surfaces for advancing the

sheet, slow-down conveying surfaces and mechanism opera-

tlvely connected to give the slow-down surfaces substan-

tially the same speed as the high speed surfaces and then

retard the speed, and mechanism connected to o[)erate the

slow-down surfaces to transfer the sheet from the control

of the high speed surfaces to the control of the slow-down
surface when both have substantially the same speed.

4. A sheet conveying mechanism having in combination
high speed sheet conveying surfaces, slow-down conveying
surfaces, cooperating rollers for holding the sheet against

said surfaces, and mechanism for operating the slow-down
surfaces to press the sheet against the cooperating rollers

and release the hold of the rollers cooperating with the

high speed surfaces.

5. A sheet conveying mechanism having In combination
high speed sheet conveying surfaces, slow-down conveying
surfaces, cooperating rollers for holding the sheet against

said surfaces, mechanism for giving the slow-down sur-

faces substantially the same speed as the high speed sur-

faces and then retarding the speed, and mechanism for

operating the slow-down surfaces to press the sheet against

the cooijeratlng rollers and release the hold of the rollers

cooperating with the high speed surfaces when both con-

veying surfaces are moving at substantially the same
speed.

ICiaims 6 to 22 not printed in the Tiazette.]

I 887,315. DIAPHRAGM FOR PRINTING AND DECO-
;

RATING IRREGULAR SURFACES. Harby \V. Dti-

: PRICK, East Liverpool, Ohio. Filed June 25, 1907. Se-

rial No. 380,805.

1 ,«..^. V.^.^,^

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with an air supply pipe, of a disk having peripheral flanges,

said disk having a central opening formed therein, an In-

teriorly threaded sleeve mounted in said opening and adapt-

ed to engage the end of said pipe, a resilient diaphragm
mounted upon said disk and carrying the design to be

printed, a metallic band for holding the edge of said dia-

phragm, and means for securing the ends of said band to-

gether, substantially as described.

2. In a diaphragm head, the combinatlcn with an air

supply piipe, of a disk, a sleeve mounted centrally of said

disk and adapted to receive the end of said air supply pipe,

a spider partition formed In the end of said sleeve, a dia-

phragm detachably mounted upon said disk and having
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type, and a band for holding said diaphragm upon said

disk.

3. In a dprlcp of the cla§8 described, the combination

with an air sut)ply pipe, of a disk having a central open-

ing therethrouKh, an Interiorly threaded sleeve mounted
In said opening and adapted to engage the and of said pipe,

a rpsllient diaphrugm mounted upon said disk and carry-

ing the design to bp printpd, and means for securing the

diaphragm to the edges of the disk.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
with an air supply pipe, of a disk, a sleeve mounted cen-

trally of said disk and adapted to receive the end of said

air supply pipe, a spldpr partition formed In the end of

said sleeve, a diaphragm detachabiy mounted upon said

disk and having type, and means for holding said dia-

phragm upon said disk.

887, .310. PROCE.^S OP" HEATING CEMBN'T KILNS BY
PRODUCER GA.S AND APPARATrS THEREFOR.
Hknry L. DniiF.BTY, Madl.son, Wis., a.sslgnor to Com-
bustlnn Itilitios Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed Dec. 6, 1D05. Seeial No. 290,537.

1. The process of heating rotary cement Uilns which con-

sists In generating producer gas. passing the hot g.'is di-

rectly from the producer through a passagie having walls

of heat conducting material, heating said walls by com-
bustion th'Ti'around to an extent sufflcipnt Co cause the gaa

pa.s.sing through said pas.sage to burn with a flame having

a temperature In excess of 2600' Fahrenheit, and burning
the soheatpd gas in a rotary cement kiln In proximity to

cement matpri;il iidvancing therothrough.
^ 2. The process of heating cement kilns which consist.s

in generating producer gas, heating a portion of said gas

by burning the residue around the conduit through which
said portion travpls. removing the product<i of combustion
of said residue and finally burning the heated portion in a

cement kiln.

,*?. The process of heating rotary cement Icilns which con-

sists in generating prf>ducer gaa substantially free of hy-

drogen, pa.s.sing the hot gas directly from tile gas producer

through a passage having walls of heat conductiu'.; ma-
terial, flre-heatlng said walls to an exteqt sufficient to

cause the gas passing thorepast to burn with a flamo hav-

ing a temperaturp in pxcess of 2rtOO' Fahrenheit, and
burning the soheatpd sas in a rotary cpmeat kiln in prox-

imity to cempnt material passing therethroogh.

4. The pro<-ess of hpating cement kilns which consists

in generating dry producer gas. heating a portion of said

gas by burninit thp residue around the conduit through
which said portion travels, removing the products of com-
bustion of said rt-sidup and Anally burning tbp bpatpd por-

tion In a cement kiln.

5. The process of heating rotary cement Wins which con-

sists in generating producer gas. superheating the same
by direct combustion around a heat-condlictlve conduit

containing the same, said superheating being sufficiently

Intense to enable It to burn with a flame temperature in

excess of 26<X)' Fahrenheit, pa.ssing the superheated gas
into a rotary cement kiln In the form of a jet and there

burning It In proximity to cement mateHal advancing
therethrough by means of a Jet of relatively colder air

introduced above and partly enveloping said Jet of super-

heated gas.

fClaims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

S87.317. DRYING APPARATUS. Chkstir B. DfRTKA.
Cardinal, Ontario. Canada. Filed Aug. 2, MWT. Se-

rial No. 38fl,7;i3.

1. In connection with a drying kiln, ducts for conduct-

ing a drying medium to and from the kiln and automatic
means for reversing the direction of flow of the drying
fluid in and out of the kiln at predetermined Intervals.

2. In connection with a drying kiln, mains through
which the drying medium is conducted to and away from
the kiln, branch ducts leading from the mains to diffprent

parts of the kiln and automatic mpans in conupction with

the branch ducts for systematically reversing the flow of

the drying medium through the kiln wlttiout disturbing

the flow of the drying medium along the mains.

3. In connection with a drying kiln provided with oppn
ings in its bottom and side walls and mains for conducting
a drying medium to and from the kiln, of branch ducts
leading from the main to the openings in the bottom and
sides of the kiln, valves located in the ducts and means
for operating the valves to simultaneously shut off the

flow of current through the openings In the bottom of thp

kiln and start a flow through the openings in the side of

the kiln and vice versa.

4. .\ drying kiln provided with openings in its bottom
and sidps, mpans for varying the size of the op*'nings.

mains for conducting a drying medium to and from the

kiln, ducts connecting thp mains with the said o[>enings

in the bottom and sides of the kiln and means for rp-

versing the flow of drying medium through the ducts and
hence through the kiln.

5. A kiln provided with openings In its bottom and side

wails, means for varying the size and shapp of the open-

ings, mains for conducting the drying medium to and
from the kiln, ducts connpcting the mains with ttip ojipn

ings In the bottom and sides, and means for reversing the

flow of drying medium.
[Claims tJ and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,318. ROTARY KILN. Cari.eton Ellis. White Plains,

N. Y. Filed Oct .Tl, l!»<»ri. Serial No. 285,265

1. The combination with a horizontal Inclined kiln, of a

sourcp of heating gas and a gas burner therefor compris

ing a gaa port arranged to direct gas Into said kiln and
having within It low i)rpssurp and high prpssurp air pas

.sagps arrangpd one within the other.

2. The combination with a horizontal Inclined kiln, of a

source of heating gas and a gas burner therefor compris-

ing a gas port arranged to direct gas into said kiln and
having within it low pressure and high pressure air pas

sagps arrangpd one within the other, and means for heat-

ing the low pressure air.

3. The combination with a horizontal Inc'ined kiln, of

a source of heating gas and a gas burner therefor compris-

ing a gas port arranged to direct gas into said kiln and
having within it low pressure and high pressure air pas-

sages arranged one within the other, and means for heat-

ing both the low pressure and the high pressure air.
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4. The combination with a horizontal inclined kiln, of a

source of heating gas and a gas burner therefor cotuprlsing

a gas port arranged to direct gas into said kiln and liaving

within it low pressure and high pressure air passages ar

ranged one within the other, said burner comprising means

for directing the flame at will.

5. The combination with a horizontal inclined kiln, of

a source of heating gas and a gas burner therefor comiins

Ing a gas port arranged to direct gas into said kiln and

having within It low pressure and high pressure air pas-

sages arranged one within the other, and comprising di-

rigible end sections.

(Claims tt to S not printed in the Gazette.]

T

8 8 7,31 fl. AMALGA.MATING APPARATUS. Fred D
Fknn. Boise. Idaho. Filed Apr. li), 1906. Serial No.

312.044.

1. .\n amalgamating apparatus including a mercury tank,

a chute having Its lower end located therein, an endless

conveyer located wholly within the tank and passed

through the lower end of the chute, and a feed spout

passed transversely through the chute and inclosing one

run only of the conveyer, said spout opening into the

chute and being extended to the bottom of the body of

mercury contained In the tank.

2. .\n amalgamating apparatus Including a mercury tank

having an lnclin<>d bottom wall, upper and lower pulleys

mounted op said wall, a chute extended Into the tank ad-

jacent to the upper pulley, an endless conveyer passed

around the pulleys and through the lower end of the chute,

and a feed spout extending along the Inclined bottom wall

of the tank from the chute to a point below the lower pul-

ley and opening in said chute.

3. An amalgamating apparatus including an Inclined

mercury tank, an endless conveyer located wholly therein

and extended above and below the level of the mercury, a

chute comprising a hopper extended into the tank and a

8U[>erpo8ed hood, a feed spout disposed substantially at

right angles to the chute and having Its upper end passed

transversely through the hopper end of said chute, said spout

Inclosing one run only of the endless conveyer within the

tank and be4ng extended to the bottom of the body of

mercury, and an elevator supported at its upper end within

the hood and arranged to deposit the value bearing sand

In the hopper thereof.

4. An amalgamating apparatus Including a mercury tank,

means for feeding the value bearing material thereto, an

endless draper provided with scoops, and means for guid-

ing the draper to product a horizontal run located within

and t>elow the upper edge of the tank to permit the scoop-

ing of the gangue from the surface of the mercuty, an

ascending run rising over the edge of the tank from the

horizontal run. and a descending run extending down-

wardlv outside of the tank from the rising run of the

draper to cause the dumping of the draper scoops after

the latter have cleared the edge of the tank,

5. An amalgamating apparatus Including a mercury tank,

a horizontal draper frame located over and extended be-

yond the tank, an endless draper mounted on the draper

frame and Including endless carriers and transverse buck-

ets or scoops, a comparatively small pulley around which

the draper is led at the inner end of the frame, a compara-

tively large pulley around which the draper is led at the

outer end of the frame, a small guide pulley for the lower

run of the draper, said pulley being located over the mer-

cury tank and having its axis located In the horizontal

plane in which the axis of the two first named pulleys

are located, and a second guide pulley located over the

edge of the tank and under the lower run of the draper,

said last named pulley having its axis located in a higher

plane than the plane in which the axis of the .several

other pulleys is located.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the (iazette]

887,320. BOTTLE. Fiseperick .N. Fishkr, Columbus,

Kans. Filed May 6. 1007. Sefial No. 371.0t>5.

1 In a iKJttle of the class descrlbf d, the combination of

a neck composed of breakalily connected sections, a stop-

per composed of an inner meml>er of compressible mate-

rial disposed wholly within the lower section of the neck

and an Incompressible member In the upper section ex-

tending beyond the point of connection between the sec-

tions and partially Into the lower section, and an anchor-

ing means for holding the latter member in the breakable

section of the neck and in such a position as to hold the

inner member under compression,

2 in a bottle of the class described, the combination of

a neck composed of two sections breakably connected the

top section having an Internal annular groove, a stopper

member fitting In both sections and having an annular

grt>ove. an expansion spring engaging in the grooves of

the said member and neck for locking the member in po-

sition, and an inner stopper member of compressible ma-

terial held under compression in the bottom neck section

by the first-mentioned stopper member.

3. In a bottle of the class described, the combination of

a neck composed of two sections spaced apart and In-

tegrally connected by breakable portions, the upper sec

tion having an annular groove and the lower section pro-

vided with an inwardly tapering wall, a cylindrical stop-

per member fitting tightly In both sections and having an

annular groove and of such length as to extend partly

into the tK)ttom neck section, an expansion ring engaging

in the groove of the said member and neck for locking the

parts in position, and a conical gasket or inner member

held in the bottom section of the neck by the first men-

tioned member.
4. In a bottle of the class described, the combination of

a neck having a cylindrical upper portion and a conical

lower portion, said portions being integrally connected at

diametrically opposite points and breakable at .-uch

points, a stopper composed of an incompressible part

which snugly fits the upper section of the neck and

is of greater length than the latter to extend into the upper

portion of the lower section, a compressible part shaped to

fit the lower section, and means for anchoring the cylin-

drical part to the stopper in the bottle neck.

5. In a bottle of the class described, the combination of

a neck composed of breakably connected sections, a stop-

per composed of an outer meml>er of incompressible inate-

rial and an inner member of compressible material, means

for connecting the members together, and an anchoring
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d«Tlee for holdlnir the stopper la th« n«ck. the onter mem-
ber b<»lng of sach length as to extend Inwardly past the

point of breakage of the sections and engaging In the lower

section of the neck. 1

887.321. 8ASH LOCK. Flomax I. FiscHEt. New York.

N. Y. Filed Apr 10. 1907. Serial No. 367.430.

1. A lock comprl.slnif a casing, a locking bolt having a

•prlBg shank normally holding the bolt In Its locking posi-

tion and a slldtns; block Interposed between the casinit and
the spring shank arrani:ed to withdraw the bolt when the

block is moved toward the free end of the bolt and to per-

mit the t)olt to rt^turn to Its locking position when the

block 18 movfd away from the free end of the bolt.

2. A lock romprisini; a casing, a locktnf bolt having a

spring shank normally holding the bolt In its locking poel-

tk>D, and a slldini; block engaging the thank for con-

trolling the movements of the bolt, said block baring rear-

wardly and forwardly extended shanks slicing In the rear

and front walls of the casing.

8 87,3 22. FRESH-AIR INLET Johw L. Fbdin and
-JoRBPH J raoTTY, New York, N. Y. File* May 29. 1906.

Serial No. 319,266.

An elbow shaped plumbers' fitting havlni! a vertical por-

tion and a horizontal portion, a pivotal ralve and a seat

therefor within the horizontal portion, said valve opening
interiorly aw«y from the mouth of said fitting and closing

toward the same, the arch of the elbow-fitting harinx an
observation opening provided therein, entirely in re» r of

said valve, and an inclined, glass-carrying frame removably
cloelng said opening

,

commnnicatlng therewith, a plug movable in said tubular

part, and a perforated support operatively connected to

said plug and spaced therefrom

887.323. TOBACCO-PIPE. ItTBasoN D. GATCS, Oak I'ark,

111. Filed Nov. 12. 1906. Serial No. 341.129.

1. A pipe comprising a tubular portion o|}en at Its ends,

a metallic lining within snid tubular portion also open at
its ends, an adjustable platform mounted in the tabniar
portion, said platform comprising upper and lower plates,

and an interposed body of relatively soft material (ric-

tionally engaging the walls of the tubular (tortion.

2. A pipe comprising a tubular portion open at ita

ends, a tubular lining within said tubulax i>ortion, said
lining also open at its ends, and an adjustable platform
mounted in the tnbnlar portion, said platform comprising
a rigid central part and a flexible perlphersi part adapted
to frlctlonally engage said lining.

3. A pipe comprising a tnbnlar part, a perforated stem

4. A pipe comprising a tubular l^ody portion opt-n at

both ends, a stem communicating with said body portion

intermediate its ends, an op.Ti .'mled tubular lining within

the lower part of the l>ody portion, and an aitjustable plat-

form frlctlonally engagiuK naid linln*:

5. A pipe comprising an open ended tubular ImiwI and a

stem, the bowl extending substantially tHjual distances

above and below the stem, an open t-nded mffallic lining

extending from the lower part of the bowl to a point just

above the stem, said lining b*'ing provldfd with a pfrfora-

tlon registering with the t)ore of the stem, ami an adjust-

able plug engaging the Interior of said linlns;

[Claim 6 not prlntwl In the Gazett.- ]

S ^ 7 . 3 2 4 SWITCH .MKCll.VNlSM. Cn.\RLES F. Oat,
Spokane. Wash. Filed July 24. 1907. Serial No.
385,242.

n n.

1. In a railway, a switch tongue arranged adjacent to

a main line rail, arms mounted on opposite sides of said

rail to swing in a horisontai plane toward and away from
the main rail, a connection between said arms and the

switch tongue whereby the movement of the arms will

move the tongue, and means carried by a car and movable
t>etween the rail and one of said arms, for operating said

arm to move the switch tongue in the desired direction.

2. In a railway, a switch tongne arranged adjacent to

a main rail, shaft arms pivoted at opposite sides of the

main rail at a point distant from the tongue, operative

connections between the said tongue and anns, a shaft, a

car with which the shaft has swinging connection, flngt'rs

extended from the shaft In opposite directions, one of said

fingers being adapted for engagement with the outer one of

said arms and the other finger being adapted for engage-

ment with the inner one of said arms, a rod extended up-

ward, a gear connection between said rod and shaft, a

spring for moving said rod upward, and means for rotat-

ing the rod to impart rotary movement to the shaft.

3. In a railway, a main rail, a switch tongue arranged

adjacent thereto, longitudinally curved actuating arms
mounted to swing at opposite sides of the main rail at a

point distant from the switch tongue, a flexible connection

between said arms and the switch tongue, a shaft having

vertical swinging connection with the car, a pair of fingers

extended in opposite directions from one end of said rod,

a pair of fingers extended in opposite direction from the

other end of said rod. the first named fingers being at right

angles to the last named finger*, a yoke, a rod extended

upward from said yoke and having rotary connection with

the yoke, a bevel gear connection between said rod and the

shaft, a car having a platform through which the rod

passes, a casing surrounding the rod a portion above the

platform, a sleeve movable in the upper end of said casing
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In rotary and vertical directions, a spring arranged be-

tween said sleeve and the car platform, a plate having

oppositely disposed pairs of notches, and a crank lever on

the upper end of the rod for engaging any one of said

notches.

887,325. SECTIONAL BIT OR CUTTER. Ciukles r

Hansen, E:aston, Pa., assignor to Ingersoll Uand fom

pany. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of N.-w .Krst-y.

Filed June 18, 1906. Serial No. 322,183

1. .V bit for use in coal minin;: comprising a plurality

of sections terminating at one end in shanks and at the

opposite end in cutting edges, the end portions of said

stianlvs b«lnK arranjred to form when in assembled adjust-

ment a frustum of a cone and a tapered hold* r adapted

to closely embrace the assembled shanks when tbty form

the frustum of a cone and press the said shanks Into

closely assembled adjustment under working impact.

2. .\ bit for use In coal mining eomprisiuK a plurality

of prong sections, the shanks of the prongs being ar-

ranged to laterally interlock the one with another and a

holder for holding the prongs in assembled adjustment

3. A bit for use in coal mininj: eom[)risinc a plurality

of prong sections, each section being provided on on<' side

with a projection and on the other side with a recess and

means for holding the several prongs In closely as-

sembled adjustment

I separate part secured to said member to form a second

downwardly projecting lug. a sheet metal device secured

to the underneath side of said attaching member and p;o-

' vided with Integral wings that are arranged between the

lugs thereon, a pin passing through openings in said

wings and having its ends covered by the lugs on the at-

taching member, and a roller mounted on said pin; sub-

stantially as described.

887,326. OXIDATION OF NITROGEN BY MEANS OF
ELECTRICITY. I»ftMKTRio Helbio, Rome, Italy. Filed

Jan 23. 1905. Serial No. 242,442.

1 The art of oxidizing atmospheric nitrogen which

consists In (lassing the gas to be treated throuKb a cham-
ber having surfaces of its walls of ionizing material,

striking an electric arc within the chamber and ionizing

the gas therein, and increasing the length of the arc

until the flame passing across the arc fills the chamber
and Intercepts the stream of gas passing through the

same.
2. The art of oxidizing atmospheric nitrogen which

consists in passing the gas to be treated through a cham
l)er. the surface walls of which are of magnesium oxid.

striking an electric arc within said chamber and ionizing

the gas therein and increasing the length of the arc until

the arc flame passes across and completely Alls the cross

section of the chamber.

887.327 TRUNK - CASTEB. Frederick Herkert, Jr.

St. Louis, Mo. Filed Oct. 5, 1907. Serial No. 398,031.

1. A caster comprising a member having ears that are

provided with openings, a pin Joumaled in said openings

and having a roller mounted thereon, and means separate

and distinct from the member first referred to and em-

bracing same to cover th° ends of said pin to retain it In

position ; substantially as described.

2. .K caster comprising a sheet metal attaching meml)er

provided with an integral downwardly projecting lug. a

3. X caster comprising a sheet metal member which

rests against the bottom of a trunk or similar object and

having an upwardly proJ.'Ctinp portion that is secured to

one side of the trunk, downwardly projecting lugs on said

member, a part which contacts with the underneath side

of said memljer, fastening devices passing through said

part and member to secure them to the bottom of the

trunk, ears on said part which are embraced by the lugs

on said member, a pin of uniform cross section passing

through openings in said ears and butting against the in-

side faces of the lugs on said member, and a wheel or

roller mounted on said pin ; substantially as described.

887.3 28. ELECTRIC VIBRATING MASSAGE MA
CHINE. ALFRED T. Hoe VET. New York, N. Y. Filed

Aug. 11, 1906. Serial No. 330,122.

-ytC
jy

3Z

1. .\ massage machine comprising a casing composed

of two symmetrical halves, a motor within said casing,

a vibrator, means for driving the latter from said motor,

the said means comprising a pivoted lever, an adjustable

extension on said lever, having sockets at right angles

for the fastening of said vibrator, one of said sockets be-

ing drilled at right angles to the axis of the armature

shaft of said motor, a plurality of bosses on said casing

at right angles to one another, a single handle adapted

to be fastened to either of said bosses and a switch, the

handle of which prolects through the said casing I1 such

a position that the switch may be operated by the hand

holding the machine.

2. A massage machine comprising a vibrator, a motor

for driving the same, the two part casing inrloslng said
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vlbratur. whi.h latter is adapted to b«? ailjusti'd into two

difftTt'at posii!.)n-i. ui>aun fur adjustlni: the distance be-

tween said vibrator and said motor, a handle, means for

chanKintj the position of said handle, a nwitrh for start

\nii and stoppim; naitl motor, the iiandle ..f said switch

projecting threu^h !»aid casing; in smh • position, tiiat

the switch may t>e operated by the hand lioldinK t!ie ma-

chine independently of the posh ion of the lirst men

tloned handle
]

3. A massaice machine coraprl.«>lne a vlfcrator, a motor,

a caslnt? for said motor, a tiandle. m>a»8 for changing

the position of said handle and said vibrator, a switch for

startinK and stuppinjj said motor, und mtans for operat-

ing said switch by the hand holding thje machine Irre-

spective of the position of the said handM.

I

g87.329. CRAl'KKU AND CAKP: ['.< tX RACK. Charlbs

F. IGELMANN, I ndlanapoUs, Ind File« Nov. 9, 1904.

Serial No. 231,993.

1. In a rack for the purposes spoi-lfled. stationary

shelves, frames supported by said shelve* liaving adjust-

ment transversely of the shelf, said frames having side

bars and pnd bars intekrral with th.' side bars and loops

passing over said side bars and attache«l to one of the

shelves, said loops forming stops for th«» end liars to ar-

rest and hold the frame and its box.

2. In a rack for the purposes 8pe<:lfled, stationary

shelves, frames located thereon, said frames having side

members which contact with those of eacll adjacent frame,

and loops inclosing each pair of side bar?, said loops hav-

ing their end fastened to one of said stationary shelves.

.3, In a rack for the purposes speciflcd. stationary

shelves, frames located npon said sheltes. each having

side bars and end bars integral with tlie side bars, and
holders secured to said stationary shelves having metal

straps formed into loops to embrace said side bars to

permit loagltndinal but not lateral movement of the bars,

said loops contacting with the end bar» to prevent the

complete removal of said frame
4. In a rack for the purposes specified, stationary

shelves, frames located thereon, said frames comprising

a body of strap Iron turned edge up and h<'nt In rectan-

gular shape to surround a cake box. bars extending lon-

gitudinally Inside of said frame and secured to said body,

and Ikars fastened to said stationary shelves having por-

tions bent Into hooks or loops to embrace the side por-

tions of said frame
5. In a rack for the purposes specitled, stationary

shelves, frames located upon said shelves, said frames
comprising side and end membt^rs forming a continuous
rectangular body. Intermediate supporting t>ars carried
by said body, and loops embracing the t<>p and both sides

of the side members of said lK>dles. said loops being se-

cured to said shelves

[rialm not printed in fi^e Gazette.]

rigidly together, means to connect tb« barrel container

to a car structure, and means to engage a draw l)ar.

887,3 30 DR.VKT RIGOINf} FR.*Nt-is Jkrdone. .Ir

.

Orange. Va Filed Feb. 23. 1<X»7 Serial No 3.^S.872.

1. In a draft rigging, a barrel contalier stamped from
sheet metal, and embodying radially <fitendlng flanges.

means to c<>nne<'t the flanges of the several segments

2. In a draft rlgj^rlng, a liarrel container, and ribs with-

in the container comprising material pressed inwardly

from the <iutside

3. In a draft ri^'ging, a coiitninin;: structure, a itieiiU'er

rigidly s«'cured within the contHiriini; -structure, and ribs

formf'd upon and Inwardly projectlnu from the Inner

memb«'r

4. In a draft rigging, a containing structure, a memN^r

riirldly secured to the Interior of the containing structure,

and c(jmprislng sheet material stamped to produce In-

wardly extending ribs

5. In a draft rigging, a containing structure, a mcmlter

rigidly secured to the Interior of the containing structure

and embodying circumferential ribs Inwardly projecting.

[Claims 6 to 71 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.331. ELECTRIt WaTKR HEATER. Osr.^R John-

son. Seattle, Wash Kil-d inc. 29, 1905. Serial No.

293.771.

1. .\n electrical llmild heater luivlm; a series of nested

tubes grouped in i>alrs. means cnnne(iink,' the annular

spaces between the tulvs of the pairs to constitute a

liquid conducting passage, and means for forming oppo-

site electrical connections with the respective tulies of

the pairs

2. .\n electrical liquid heater having a series of nested

tul)e8 grouped in pairs of successive tut»es. the spaces t)e-

tween the tul>es of the pairs constituting liquid conduct-

ing passages, and the spaces between the pairs constitut-

ing insulation

3. An electrical Ibjuld heater having a series of nested

tubes grouped in pa'rs. tneans for supplying liquid to

the annular space t>etween the tul>e8 of the pair at one end

of the series, means for conducting liquid from the an

nular spaces between the ttibes of the pair at the other

end of the series, means for connecting the spaces be

tween the tut>es of the different pairs to form a con

tinuous water condtictlng pass.ije. and means for connect-

ing the tul)es of the pairs respectively to opposite sides

of an electrical circuit.

4. An electrical liquid heater having a plurality of

pairs of tubes nested within each other to form annular

spaces between successive tul)es. each tube being Insulated
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from its adjoining tubes, means for connecting the spaces

between the tul)eB of the different pairs In series, water
supply and discharge connections with said spaces at op-

posite ends of the series, and means for connecting oppo-

site phases of an electrical current with the respective

tubes of the pairs.

5. An electrical liquid heater having a plurality of

pairs of tubes nested within each other to form annular
spaces. Insulating heads for said tubes provided with
ll<iuld conducting passages adapted to connect the spaces

between the tubes of the different pairs, and means for

connecting the corres[)ondlng tubes of each pair with its

respective side of an open circuit.

[Claims G to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,332. KNIFE-HANDLE. Charlbs E. Kennedy, HoI-
brook, Mass.. assignor to John F. l^nnelly, Brockton,
Mass. Filed Mar. 13, 1907. Serial No. 362,108.

1. The combination with a handle having an Interior

bore, of an op«'n-ended tubular im inl)er fitted within said

bore and projecting at one end beyond the bore, said pro-

jecting portion having a cam groove, a pair of clamping
Jaws extending into the mbtilar member, each Jaw having
an Inclined surface at Its projecting end, and a clamping
ferrule having a cylindrical portion 11 to fit over the pro-

jecting end of the tubular portion and a projecting por-

tion 12 which is oblong in i-ross sectional shape and
which fits the projecting en<l of the Jaws, said cylin-

drical portion of the fernib' hH\ing a iirojection to en-
gage the cam groove of the tubular member.

2. The combination with a knife iiandle having an
interior bore, of an open ended tubular member fitted

within said bore and provided witli a cam groove exterior
to the handle, a pair of libub clainiiing jaws extending
into the tubular memlM'r. lie o|ip< sne faces 8 of said
jaws Inclining toward each other at the end thereof, and a
clamping ferrule provided with a cylindrical portion 11
and a projecting portion 12. said cylindrical portion fit-

ting over the end of the tuliular member and provided
with a lug i.". to be received in said groove, and said pro-
jecting portion 12 having an oblong cross sectional shape
to tit the projecting ends of tin' jaws and also lieing pro-
vided with ineiined surfaci .s to engage the inclined sur-
faces S of file jaws.

887.33.3. KI.ECTRKAl. HEATING ELEMENT. Fra.vk
Ki HN, I>eiroit, .Mich , assignor to .Vmerlcan Electrical
Heater Company. Hetroit. Mi<h. a Corporation of Michi-
gan. Filed Oct 1.-, Iixt; Serial No. 397,531.

1. In an electrical heater, the combination with the
body to be he;ite<l. of a heating element detachable there-
frotn and comprising a series of parallelly arranged re-

sistance elements and intermediate insulated heat con-

ducting bars, said resistanc' element and bars being
clamped In h. at conducting contact and the edges of said
bars being held in heat c<mduciing couiaif with said body.

2. In an electrical heater, a h<atlug ebrnent « ..niprislng

a series of i>arallelly arranged resistance el'iuerits, alter-

nate Insulated heat comucting bars, and naked liridge

strips electrically connecting the terminals of tlir adja-
cent reslsiance elements, tieing spaced from contact with
said Intermediate liars.

134 O. G.—24

3. In an electrical heater, a heating element comprising

a series of parallelly arranged laminated resistance ele-

ments. Intermediate insulatiKl heat conducting bars and
U-shaped bridges electrically connecting said resistance

elements at the ends of said Intermediate bars and spaced

from contact with the latter.

4. In an electrical heater, the combination with a re-

cessed body, of a heating element detachably engaging said

body and comprising a series of parallelly arranged resist-

ance elenwnts, intermediate lns\ilnted heat distributing

bars, and naked bridge connections l)etween the resistajjce

elements spaced from said bars, terminals for the oppo-

site ends of the series of resistances arranged at the top of

the heating element and resilient terminals connected to

said body bearing against the terminals of said element

and pressing said intermediate heat distributing bars into

heat conducting contact with the bottom of said recessed

body.

887,334. MUSIC LP:AF TURNER. AL H. I..\Mn, Elbon,

Pa. Filed June 28. 1907. Serial No. 381,344.

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a back or body provided with a spindle, of a plurality

of leaf turning arms provided with heads arranged on the
said spindle, a plurality of pinions also mounted on the
said spindle and connected with the said heads, a separate
spindle fir shaft mounted on the back or body, and toothed

segments mounted on the last mentioned shaft or spindle

and meshing with the pinions, each segment being pro-

vided with a i>alr of operating arms rigid with and extend-

ing In opposite directions from the segment and arranged
so that when one arm of the segment is moved rearwardly
the other arm of the same will Im' moved forwardly,

2. In a device of the class describtnl, the comliination

with a back or body provided with a spindle, of a fihi

rality of leaf turning arms having their lower ends bent

forwardly and provided with In ads arranged on the said

spindle, a plurality of pinions also mounted on the said

spindle, a series of nested tulmlar shafts arranged on the

spindle and connecting the heads and the pinions, a second
spindle or shaft mounted on the said l)ack or bod.\-. and
toothed segments mounted on the last mentiontnl shaft
or spindle and meshing with the said pinions, each seg-

ment being provided with a pair of operating arms rigid

with and extending in opposite directions from the seg-

ment and arranged so that when one arm of the segment
is moved rearwardly the other arm of th<' same will be

moved forwardly

3. Id a device of the class described, the combinaiiun
of r plurality of leaf turning arms, a series of nested
shafts carrying the arms and consisting of an inner siip-

p<irting spindle and a iilurality of sleeves of ilifT'ient

lengths and diameters, pinions mounted on the spindle and
the sleeves, a i)ivot located in advance cif the iijnions.
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toothed geftments meshing with the plnloba and having

sie,?v.>8 mounted on th* said pivot, and opposite operatinj;

arms extendinu from the segments and movable back-

wardly and torwardly in reverse directions, so that one

of the operating arms of each segment will always be in

position for operation.

4 In a device ot the claws described, the combination

with a back or body, of a bracitet mounted on the back or

body and provid.nl with front and rear spindles, a series

of nested tubular shafts mounted on the rear one of said

spindles, a plurality of leaf turning arms provided with

heads secured to the upper ends of the n.>«ted shafts and

arranged above the bracket, pinions arninped within the

bracket and mounted on the nested shaftH. toothed seg-

ments mounted on the front spindie and mtshing with the

pinions and each provided with a pair of operating arms

rigid with and extending from opposite sides of the seg-

ment, so that when one arm of the segment is moved rear-

wardly the other arm of the same will be mcved forwardly,

and sleeves also mounted on the front spinflle and spacing

rh>' segments.
|

end of said coil, a steam pipe connected to the outer casing

at two distint t points, a valve arranged in said steam pipe,

and a pipe connecting said discharire pipe to the steam

pipe, wliereby steam ran be forced through said coil

6. A pasteurizing apparatus comprising a casing hav-

ing an inner cylindt-r arranged therein surrounded by a

coil of pipe, an inlet pipe connected to one end of said coil

provided with a tee. a discharge pipe eonnecte<i to the

other end of said coil a drain pipe connected to said tee pro-

vided with a valve, means for forcing milk through said

coils, a steam pipe connected to the outer cylinder at two

distinct points, a valve arranged In said steam pipe, a pipe

onnecting the discliargi- to th.- steam i)ipe, provided with

a valve, whereby milk or steam can be forced through said

coils.

887,835. CONTIMorS IVVSTEIRIZINO .\P1'.\R.\TU8.

James F. ME.ii>E. I'hlladeliihia. I'a., a-^pitrnor to John

A. Gernhardt. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed .KUi: 1. lOOT. Se-

rial No. i'.*^'"..')! t.

1. A milk pasteuriser comprising a casing having steam

pipes conn.-cted thereto at two distinct points, a casing

of a smaller diameter arranged in said caslug. milk heating

coils arranged around the Inner casing and spaced there-

from, a milk supplying pipe connected to one end of said

,oil. and a discharge pipe connected to tbe other end of

sjiid coil, a pipe conn.•tin;,' said steam pipe to said dis-

charge pipe, wber^'by steam may be foT'^ed through said

2. A pasteurizing apparatus comprising a casing having

an Inn.T cylinder arranged therein, surrounded by colls

of pipes, means for forcing milk through said colls, steam

plpfs connected to the cylinder at two distinct points, dis-

charge pipe connected to said coil, a pipe connecting said

discharge pipe to the steam pipe and valves arranged in

said pipes, whereby steam can be forcetl through said

colls

3. A milk past.nriz.r comprising a casing having a cas

Ing of a smaller diamet.r arranged therein, coils of pipe

arranged around said inn*T casing and spaced therefrom, a

milk supplying pip*^ c<inn"cfed to the lower end of said

roll. .1 discharge pipe connected to the upper entt of said

coll. a steam supplying pipe connected to the outer casing,

and a pipe •oiin«(fing the di.scharg.- pipe to the steam

pipe

4 .\ pasteurizing appa-atus comprising a casing hav-

ing a casing of a smaller diameter arrangipd therein, colls

of pipe arranged around the Inner casing and spaced there-

from, an inl't pipe connected to one end of said coil, pro-

vided with a valve, a discharge pipe conn-^ct.-d to the other

s«T.3:?fi ELECTRIC INSILATOR Herman Mi f:th,

Vallejo. Cal, Filed May l".t, 1^00. Serial No. 319,23t}.

1. In an Insulator. up[>er and l.wer holding rods, in-

sulation interposfd between and connecting said rods and

provided with a petticoat extending over the lower rod, a

disk nf Insulating material on the upper holding rod, a

main cyliml.T casing s.'cured to said disk surrounding said

rods and the interposeil Insulation, a second disi« of insu-

lating material on the lower holding md. and an auxiliary

cylindrical casing secured to said second disk extending up-

wardly Into saiil main casing over said rods and the Inter-

pose<l Insulation

2. In an in.sulator. upper and low^r holding ro<ls hav-

ing flanges at their Inner ends and shoulders on the outer

.•nds, insulation irit.Tpos.-<i and surrounding the flanged

inner ends of said nxls to connect the sam--. an insulatini;

I)etticoa't on said Insulation extending over fhf lower hold

Ing rod, a disk of Insulating material clamped against thf

shoulder on the outer "Ud of the upper holding rod, a main

cylindrical casing having an Inwardly flared low.-r edg.- se-

cured to said disk surrounding said rods and the inter-

posed Insulation, a second disk of Insulating material

clamped against the shoulder on the outer end of the lower

holding ro<l. and an auxiliary tylindrlcal casing having an

Inwardly tlarrd uiip«'r edge s.MMired on said second disk ex

tending upwardly into said main casing over said rods and

the Interposf'd insulation

.'.. In an insul.itor, iipi-T and Iow.t holding rods having

rtang<>s at their lnn>r "-nds and shoulders on their outer

ends, insulation having' annular grooves In its outer snr

face lnterpos»>d h<-tween and surrounding the flanged In

ner ends of «aid rods to conufct the same, an Insulating

petticoat on s«ld insulation extending ov.t the low.-r hold

ing rod. a disk of insulating material clamped against thi-

shoulder on the outer end of the upper holding rod. a

main cylindrical casing having an Inwardly flared lower

edge provided with ontl.-ts adjacent to said flared edg''

secured to said disk surrounding said rods and the Inter

posed Insulation, a gutter on the lower edge of said casing

leading to the side of the same, a second disk of Insulating

material clamped ag:iiii-t the Bhould<r on the outer end
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of the lower holding rod, and an auxiliary cylindrical

casing having outlets at Its lower end provided with an

Inwardly llared ujiper edge secured on said second disk

extending upwardly into said main casing over said rods

and the interpo.sed insulation.

4. In an insulator, upper and lower holding rods, insu-

lation Interposed between and connecting said rods, a main
cylindrical casing rmuinted on and insulated from said

upper rod surrounding the Inner ends of the rod« and the

Interposed Insulation, a gutter on the lower edge of said

casing leading to the side of the same, and an auxiliary

cylindrical casing nuiunted on and Insulated from said

lower holding rod projecting upwardly into said main cas-

ing over the inner ends of said rods and the interposed in-

sulation.

5. In an Insulator, upper and lower holding rods, insu-

lation Interposed between said rods and connecting the

same, a casing surrounding the Inner ends of said rods

and the Interposed Insulation, and a gutter In the lower

edge of said casing leading to one side of the same

SRT.^.'IT WIREI?(»rNI) ROX ,Tti.n s .1. Mili.er, St.

,Toseph. Mich., assignor to William P. Healy, Chicago,

III. Filed Apr ,10. 1<!06. Serial No. 314,373.

1 As a new article of manufacture, a combined twister

and guard for the adjoining ends of a binding wire consist-

ing of an approximately triangular plate having two of its

oilH.^M Ik'es each curled to form a tubular socket, said

so. kei> lieing ojien at their inner ends and closed at their

convergent or outer ends, for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination of a box hound with a wire the ad-

joining free ends of which are twisted together, as and for

the purpose set forth, and a twister and guard consisting

of a metal plate having tubular sockets open at their inner

ends and closed at their outer ends, these sockets receiving

and Inclosinc the sharp ends of the wire beyond the twist

anil lying at an angle to each other.

3. A box bound with a wire the adjoining free ends of

which are twisted together, provided with a twister and
guard consisting of a metal plate having tubular sockets

open at their inner ends and closed at their outer ends,

these sockets receiving and Inclosing the sharp ends of the

wire beyond the twist and converging toward their outer

ends, substantially as disclosed

4. A box bound with a wire the free end portions of

which are twisted together, provided with a combined
guard and twister consisting of an approximately tri-

angular piece of sheet metal having each of two of its edges

curled Into a tube open at Its Inner end. these tubes con-

verging toward their outer ends and inclosing tlie entire

outer end portions of the wire beyond the twist, as set

forth.

crossed at its front and looped at its rear beneath the

throat of the animal, a similar str.ap connected to the

lower outer ends of said blinds and similarly crossed and

looped and a rein connected to said loops for retracting

said straps and folding said blinds.

887.338. imiDLE-nLiND. Fbedkrkk T. Moorb. Geyser-

Ville. Cal. Filed July 2.''>, IftOT Serial No .18,', 402.

1. A blind for bridles, emiwdying a flexible body portion

formed of a plurality of layers of material, and one or

more springs having oppositely extended arms lying be-

tween said layers, and a central oiled jvirtion projecting

through an ai>erture In the Inner layer of said body por-

tion, said spring or springs adapted to normally maintain

said blind In a flat position hut adapted to yield under a

pull to permit said blind to fold on a line with said coiled

portion.

2. The combination with a bridle, a pair of blinds at-

tached thereto at their inner ends and adapted to fold ver-

tically intermediate their length, and means for normally

maintaining said blinds in their open or flat position, a

strap connected to the outer upi>er ends of said blinds and

3. The combination with a bridle, a pair of blinds at-

tached thereto at their inner ends and adapted to fold ver-

tically intermediate their length, and means for normally

maintaining said blinds In their open or flat position, of a

strap connected to the outer upper ends of said blinds and

crossed at its front and looped at its rear beneath the

throat of the animal, a similar strap connected to the lower

outer ends of said blinds and similarly crossed and looped,

a loop on said bridle beneath the throat of the animal

through which the looped ends of said straps are passed,

a ring larger than said loop with whic^i said loops are en-

gaged and a rein connected to said ring for retracting said

straps and folding said blinds.

S87.339. CUTTING AND DELlNKUINC MLCH.VNISM.
Thomas W. M^uiutLU Bloomfield, N. ,1. Filed Nov. 0,

1007. Serial No. 401. ."507.

1. In combination, means for supporting and feeding a

strip, a double-edged cutter movable to and fro across

the path of said strip, a cutter support and means for de-

livering hammer blows upon said support for operating

said cutter alternately In opposite directions to perform a

cutting operation.

2. In combination, means for supporting and feeding a

strip, a double-edged cutter movable to and fro across the

path of said strip, a cutter support and means for delivering

hammer blows upon said support for operating said cutter

alternately in opposite dirtH-tions to perform a cutting op-

eration : said cutting means acting in timed relation to the

feeding means whereby cames of uniform length will be

produced.

3. In combination, means for supporting and feeding a

strip, a cutter movable across the path of said strip, a

cutter support and means for delivering a hammer blow

upon said cutter support to cau-e the cutter to move
across and entirely out of the path of .said strip, while the

strip Is being fed forward, whereby the cutter will sever

the strip without Interfering with Its forward motion.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of means for supporting and continuously feed-
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Ing a Mrip, a ciitttT movablf across the path thereof for

severing the saiiif, n spring for operating said cutter ami

means for alternat.'ly placing said spring under elastic

stress and releasing thn same, whereby the cutter delivers

a quick powerful tilow and severs the strip while it Is

being fed forward
5. In an apparatus of the character deacfibed. the com

blnatlon of a cutter and cutter sup[>ort. arms pivoted to

said support and riK-ans for dt'iiv.'rlng a (low upon said

arms In alternation.

[riaims >i to JO not printed In the Gazette 1

t87 . 3 4 I'KA.N( T I>Ii;<;KK.

Booker, Va. Filed Mar. 7, 1907.

Rn HEUir.i F Moss,

Serial >o. 361,047.

887. -Ul I)KT.\<II,Mtr.K TIRK. I'mr.r, M.-I>ermwit. r>er-

mott, .\rk 1 1I..I Mar ',1. r."i7 S.-rial No ;;«1,551.

tires adjacent to the edges provided with notches, slotted

lugs secured to said sidi-s and wedges adapt i-d to pass

through th.> slots in said lugs and mn-upf said sides

together.

1 In combination with the main convty»r of a peanut

digger, adjustable roller supports for the lot^er run of the

conveyer, a transvt'rse shaft journaled bentath the upper

run of the conveyer, and cams on said shaft having smooth

cam bearing surfaces to engage and support the upper run

of the convi'y^'r.

^. The i)eanut digger herein shown and described con-

sisting of the body portion and sides of the machine, the

axle and wheels supporting the body portion, a main con-

Teyer mounted in the y«><\\ portion of tlv> ma<hine be-

tween the sides, gears slidably mounted on the axle to

make clutch engagement with the wheels, ote of the gears

making operativ.- connection for operating the conveyer.

slack adjusting rollers adjustably dependent from the

sides to support the lower run of the main copveyer. a

cam shaft journaled between the sides hjivlng operative

engagement with the other gear, cams on the said shaft

engaging and supporting the upper run of the conveyer

said cams having smooth cam bearing stirfajes.

1 A detachable tire comprising a pair of -"emi eircular

tires, the ends of one tire being notched to r>cciv>' the

tongues forme<l on the ends of the otti<r tire and sides

carried by the tire provided with means f(ir s-'curing said

sides together.

2. .X. detachable tire comprising sections, with interli>ck-

Ing ends provided with sides, slotted lugs formed on said

sides, and wedjjes adapted to tit in said lugs nnd secure

the sections together

A. A detachable tire comprising a pair t>f semi circular

tires adapted to In? interlocked together, ppnced pins se-

cured in said tires, semi cir<-ular plates »ecured in said

sH-:.:U'2. OAME APPAKATIS .Vi.kxavder MrLANE,
r.ansford, I'a Filed Jan. LT.. H>07 Serial No. 35J,997.

^-f- ^-.^

1 V gaiU'- ajiparatus comprising a plurality of blocks,

a frame, a she.'t having holes therein for receiving the

t>lo<ks and a pattern card located b'-iitath said sheet.

2. A ganif apparatus comprising a plurality of blocks,

a frame, a she.-t having holes therein for receiving the

blocks and a pattern card spaced from said sheet.

:>. .V game apparatus coniprlslng a plurality of blocks,

a frame, a she»>t having boles therein for n-ceivlng the

lilo<''. s. a r-'niovable pattern card lorati-d beneath said

sheet and means for locking the pattern card In position.

4. A game apparatus comprising a plurality of blocks,

a frame, a shot having holes then-ln for re<-.'lvlng the

blocks, a removable pattern card space<l from said sheet

and means for locking the pattern <ard in position

.'>. A game apparatus comprising a plurality of hiocks,

a frame, a sheet having hoit-s therein for re<-civing the

blocks, a backboard forming a support for the Mix-ks and

a pattern <ard interpos^Ml Ix'tWH-n the backb<iard and sheet.

[C'lalma to ^ not printed In the tiaiette )

8R7.r543. DUMPING MKi II AMSM FOK H AK\ FSTING-
MA<'inNP:S .John .V. .MiNku. 1 hurutius.i,, Ind Filed

ilay n;, 1907. S<'rlal No '.7 ;.^'^^.

1. In Combination with a harvesting apparatus, a coun-

ter balanced tilting platform, a chute leading therefrom,

a delivery rack at the end of the chute, and means for

tilting said delivery rack, as set forth.

2. In combination with a harvesting apparatus, a coun-

ter balanctxl tilting platform, a chute leading therefrom, a

delivery rack normally held In a horizontal position be

low the lower end of the chute, and means for releasing

said rack to allow It to tilt as a receptacle is d.>livir><i

thereon, as set forth.

3. In combination with a harvesting apparatus, a coun-

ter balanced tilting platform, a chute leading therefrom, a

delivery rack normally held in a horizontal position U.low

the lower end of the chute, means for releasing said rack

to allow It to tilt as a receptacle is delivered thereon, and

means for returning the rac'k to a horizontal position, as

set forth.
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4 In combination with a harvesting apparatus, a coun-

ter-balanced tilting platform, a chute leading therefrom, a

delivery rack at the lower end of the chute upon which a

receptacle Is adapted to be delivered, and a spring-pressed

latch for normally holding the delivery rack in a horizontal

position, as set forth

6. In combination with a harvesting apparatus, a coun

ter-balanced tilting platform, a chute leading therefrom, a

delivery rack at the lower end of the chute upon which a

receptacle l8 adapted to be delivered, a spring pressed

latch for normally holding the delivery rack in a hori-

zontal position, and a buffer mounted upon the delivery

rack, as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.)

887,344. LOCKING-I'l'LLEY. Peter A Nelson. Wyanet,
111. Filed Oct. 11, 19<t7 Serial No. 396,962.

1. A locking pulley comprising a casing having a lock-

ing wall with an aperture opposite thereto, a sheave pivot-

ed within said casing, a locking blovk pivotally mounted
opposite said wall, an operating arm extended laterally

through said aperture for a distance from the block pivot

and provided at Its free end with a guiding eye beyond

said casing, and a curved b-ver face upon said arm inter-

mediate the block pivot and eye.

2. A locking pulley comprising a casing having a pas-

sage extending therethrough, a sheave pivoted therein, a

contracted tut)ular lower end to said casing having a lock-

log wall, a locking block opposite said wall, an operating

arm from said block having a curved face in contact with

which a rope is adajited to travel and a guiding eye at the

outer en<l of said face, and a gripping socket disposed

laterally at one side of said eye and in cotnmunicatlon

therewith

3. A locking casing comprising a casing having a pas-

sage therein, a locking block pivotally mounted in said

casing, an operating arm extended fr<^m said block beyond

said casing and provided with a guiding eye at its free

end, and a laterally disposed gripping socket communi-
cating with said eye.

887,.34r). INTP:KNAI. (OMIUSTION ENGINE. He.nht

A. rHKSC<»'rT and .Iamks C l'RKsr(rrT, Germantown, Pa.,

assignors of one tenth to Ramsden Smirthwaite. German-
town, Pa. Filed Apr. 29, 1907. Serial No. 870,844,

1, In ap[)aratus of the class described, an Internal com-
bustion engine Including a frame, a crank shaft journaled

therein, cylinders supported by the frame and having ex-

haust ports, pistons arranged In said cylinders and con-

nected to the crank shaft, brackets extending from the cyl-

inders, a shaft mounted In bearings on said brackets, a

rotary Impact motor on the shaft, a pinion on the motor

shaft, a gear carried by the crank shaft and intermeshing

with the pinion, an equalizing chamber supported by the

cylinders and to which the exhaust ports of said cylinders

are connected, check valves arranged In the exhaust pipes

for preventing the back flow of the products of combus-

tion, and a discharge pipe leading from the equalizing

chamber to the Impact motor, the equalizing chamber

serving to receive the intermittent discharge or exhaust

from the cylinder and to supply a constant stream of fluid

under practically uniform pressure to the Impact motor.

2. In apparatus of the class described, an Internal com-

bustion engine including a crank shaft, a high speed rotary

Impact engine, gearing connections between the shafts of

the two engines, 'the gearing being proportioned to allow

the rotary engine to revolve at much greater speed than

the crank shaft, an equalizing chamber connected to the

inlet port of the rotary impact motor and arranged to sup-

ply thereto a constant stream of operating fluid under

practically uniform pressure, and means for connecting

the exhaust of the internal combustion engine to said

chamber, the latter receiving the exhaust products of com-

bustion intermittently.

8 8 7,346. UNION SUIT, James E. Rh hards. Dayton,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 21, 1907. Serial No. 403.116.

As a new article of manufacture, a union suK' made of

woven fabric and comprising united pants and body por-

tions, and two crotch flap portions, the lower ends of which

are extended In curves out of the planes of their longitu-

dinal edges, the said flap portions lieing united to the body

and pants portions of the garment at the upper and Inner
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e6get of Mid fl«p portions, and the lower ends of said rlap

portions being ov^Tlapped and carried forward in the front

of tht' garment and united to the front of the pants por-

tions to form a closed p<i< ket in the crotch ()f the garra--nt.

sabatantlally a- streriftetl. 1

88T,347. HYI»ROrARBON KNGINE. A

STUN. Baynnne. N. J. Filed Apr 24

313,381.

VtON SCHIKFER-

1906. Serial No. ,

1 In a hydro-carbon engine the comlilnatlon of s oom

pressing cylinder, a power cylinder adja«ent thereto, a

valve cage connecting the cylinders, an Inlat valvp for the

compressing cyllmler, an Inlet valvp for the ;>owt»r cylinder

lociited In the said cage, means to explnda the charg.> in

the [K-)wer cylinder, pistons in the power <yllnilt'r. transfer

valves in the pistons of th»' p«>wfr cylinder, and inlet valves

for air in the power cylinder

L'. In a hydru-carhon engine the combinati'in of a lom

prossins; cylinder, a power cylinder adjacent thereto, a

vaiv-' ac^^ .-unn-'-tlng the cylinders, an Inltt valve for the

coriiiT.->s:ng .-yiiudcr, a valv.- for the pow^r cyli^d^'r ar-

ranged to seat on a seat in the said valve cage, a -spindle

of said valve extending Into the corapr«ssiQg cylinder,

sleeves on said spindles with th.-ir adjat^-nt end edges

bearing against each other, and formed so that on^ p<lge

can ride on the other to decrease the distance i.ftwe.-n the

cater and distant edges of the sleeves and th' -iald spindle

secured to one of the sleeves.

.1. In a hydro carbon engine the comblnption of a com-

pressing cylinder, a p<jwer cylinder adjacent thereto, an

Inlet valve for the compressing cylinder, a valve cage cqn-

npctlng the two cylinders, an inlet valve for the power

cylinder located In the valve rage, means to a<-tuate the

latter valve by the pistons In the compt-^sing cylinder

and charge the power cylinder with a con»[iressed charge,

pistons In the power cylinder, tmnsfer valves In the pis-

tons of the power cyllniler, air Inlet valvts in the power

cylinder to charge the latter cylinder therewith after each

explosion.

4. In a hydro-carbon engine the combfnation of a pair

of compressing cylinders, and a pair of power i\vllnders,

the compressing cylin<lers axially In line, and the power

cylinders axially In line, one piston rod joining the piston

in one cylinder with its adjacent piston In the other cyl-

inder axially in line therewith, the other two pistons of

each pair of cylinders axially In line juinfd by a how, an

Inlet valve for each conipre«sini; cylinder, an inlet valve

for each power cylinder, means connected with the latter

valves to be actuated by the movements aJ the pistons In

the comp retain g cylinders.

5. In a hydro-carbon engine the combination of a (om-

preaslng cylinder, a pair of pistons therein, a power cyl-

inder adjacent to the (orapressing cylinder, a pair of pis-

tons in the latter cylinder, a valve cage connecting the cyl-

inder-, nn Inlet valve for the exploding charge connected

to the compressing <yllnder, an Inlet valve for the power

cylinder in the said valve eage, a valve spindle of the lat-

ter valve extending Into the compressing cylinder, sleeves

on the said valve spindle, one of said sleeves fastened to

the valve sfdndle, and one of the sleeves arranged to move

relatively to said spindle, the adjacent edges of the sleeves

formed so that one can ride on the other, a spring connect-

ing the sleeves and tending to spread thera apart, pins ex-

tending from the sieeveH. a tripper extending from each

piston in t;ie compr»»sslng cylinder in the path of the said

pins, an exhaust valve for the power cylinder, and means

to explode a charge In said power cylinder.

[Claims to 9 not printed In the Oa«ette.]

g87.348. MORDANT AZO DYE AND I'ROCESS OF MAK-
ING SAME. Kabi. Schni rz.spAHN, Offenbach on the-

Main, Germany. a-<signor to (orixiration of Cherulsche

Fahrlk Grieshelm Elelctron. Frankfort on theMain. Ger-

many. Filed Jan. 7, 1908. Serial No. 4U'.).«o7.

1. The process of manufacturing new mordant monoazo

dyeatuflfs, which consists in combining the diazo compounds

of orthoa-amino-phenol bodies of the general formula :

C4I»X.Y.O,n.N,H,

wherein X and Y rneann

n.CH,.Cl.NO^COOH.aO,H.Nn.CO.CH.

with heteronuclear aryl-alpha-naphthylamin-beta-Bulfonlc

acida.

2. As a new article of manufacture the mordant mono-

azo dyeatulTs obtained by combining the dlazo ( ompounds of

ortho-amlno-phenol bodies of the general formula ;

C,H»X.Y.OiH N,H3

wherein X and Y may be

II CII,C1.NO,.COOH.SO,H NHCOCH,

with heteronuclear aryl alpha-naphthylamln-beta sulfonic

acids, the sodium salts thereof forming brown black pow-

ders, dissolving In concentrated sulfonic acid with n violet

to blue, and In water with a brownish red to violet color,

in which solution a violet to blue precipitate is obtained

t)y the addition of hydri>chlorlc acid and a brown violet

one by the addition of caustic soda lye, dyeing wool from

an acid bath red to violet tlnta. which by Bub3e<iuent treat-

ment with chromates are changed Into violet to black ones.

887,349. FILTER ELEMENT. Carl Skli.bn.scheiot. Ber-

lin, (Jermany. Filed .lune 2"J, 1907. Serial No. 380.195.

1 \ filter element comprising a frame and a grid there-

for adapted to withstand the lateral pressure of the filter-

ing material and formed of a rectilinear lattice or net-

work of metallic wires under longitudinal tension.

5. A filter element comprising a main frnme, and a grid

therefor consisting of an auxiliary frame and a network

of stretched wlre^ thereon.

3. A filter element comprising a main frame and a grid

therefor consisting of an auxiliary frame having a wire
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network thereacross and means for binding said auxiliary

frame to the main frame.

4. In a filter element, n main frame and a filter grid

therefor, in combination with a coating of elastic mate-

rial like rubber, encompassing said frame and the mar-

ginal portion of said tlltcr grid so as to support the latter

In said main frame.

5. In a filter element, a main frame and filter grids

therefor consisting of two auxiliary frames having wire

network across them and a coating or casing of material

like rubber completely encompassing said main and aux-

iliary frames.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7.350. BEVELING-MACHINE. Edward H. Slick,

South Bend. Ind. Filed Sept. •J4. 1906. Serial No. 335.916.

1. In a device of the class described, a supporting frame

having spaced guide tracks, a table movable upon said

tracks, an arm carried by said frame, a head member swing-

ing upon said arm and provided with a clamping rib,

means for adjusting said bead member relative to said

arm, a holding element having a longitudinal channel in

one face and bearing with Its channeled face against said

rib. a tool adjustably disposed in said channel and bearing

against said rib. means carried by said table for support

ing a card, means for adjustably clamping said tool In

said holder, means for adjusting said holder in engage

ment with said rib, and means for adjusting said holder

and the tool carried thereby longitudinally of the rib to

dispose the cutting edge of the tool In the path of said

card.

J In a device of the class described, an arm. a movable

table, card supporting means carried by said table, a head

member swinging from said arm and provided with a

clamping rib. means for adjusting said head meml*r reia

tlve to said arm. a holding element having a longitudinal

channel in one face and bearing with its channeled face

against said rib, a tool adjustable in said channel and

bearing against said rib, means for adjustably clamping

said tool in said holder, means for adjusting said holder

In engagement with said rib, and means for adjusting said

holder and the tool carried thereby longitudinally of the

rib to dispose the cutting edge of the tool In the path of

said card.

3. in a device of the class described, an arm. a movable

table, card suitporting means (.arried by said table, a heail

member swinging from said arm and provided with a

clamping rib. means for adjusting said head member rela-

tive to said arm. a holding element having a longitudinal

channel in one face and bearing with Its channeled face

against said rib. and provided with a projecting arm hav-

ing a threaded transvers.^ aperture, an adjusting screw

engaging the threaded ai)erture of said bolder arm and

bearing against said swinging head member, a to<d movable

in the channel of said bolder and bearing against said

clamping rib, means for adjustably clamping said tool and

said holder, and means for adjusting said holder in en

gagement with the said rib.

4. A card beveling machine comprising a table, a car-

riage slldably mounted upon the table, an arm fixed upon

the table, a tool carrying member plvotally mounted upon

the arm provided with spaced clamping elements, a tool

holder mounted between said spaced elements, means co-

operating with tl>e spaced elements to hold the tool holder

member against movement, the tool holding member hav-

ing a curved lug. means piercing the free end of the lug

for engagement with the upper face of one portion of said

arm to adjust the tool holding member toward and away

from the carriage, a beveling tool carried by said holder,

and means for clamping the tool to the holder.

887.351. MAILING-CARD. Hiram E. Smith. St. Louis,

Mo. Filed July 1, 1907. Serial No. 381,772.

1. In combination with n card, a wrapper Into which the

same is insertible. said wrapper having an open end and

an opposite closed end, and having a section of one wall

removed, said removed section extending from the closed

end to STiitable distances from the sides and open end of

the wrapper the opposite wall of the wrapper serving as

the address side of the device, substantially as set forth.

J A mailing card comprising In combination a wrapper

open at one end. and closed at the sides and opposite end.

and having a portion excised from one wall thereof said

excised portion extending from the closed end to within

a suitable distance of the sides and open end of the wrap-

per, a card Inserted into the wrapper and having a section

of its outer face exposed through said excised portion of

the wrapper wall, the unremoved portions of the mutilated

wall serving as a border for the card, and the face of the

opposite wall of the wrapper serving as the address side

of the device, substantially as set forth.

3. A mailing card comprising in combination a wrapper

open at one end. and closed at the sides and opposite end.

one wall thereof having a portion excised therefrom from

the edge of the closed end to points removed to suitable

distances from the closed sides, and open end, one or more

leaflets secured to the inner face of the opposite wall of

the wrapper, the outer face of said opposite wall serving

as the address side of the device, and a card inserted into

the wrapper and passed over or in front of the leaflets,

the face of the card left exposed through the excised por-

tion of the wrapper wall being serviceable for pictorial or

souvenir illustrations substantially as set forth,

4. A mailing card comprising in combination a wrapper

open at one end and closed at the sld*^ and opposite end,

one wall thereof having a portion excised therefrom from

the edge of the closed end to points removed to suitable

distances from the closed sides and open end. a flap hinged

along the edge of the closed end formed by the excision re-

ferred to. a series of leaflets secured between the flap and

the opposite wall of the wrapper, and a card Inserted into

the wrapper and passed in front of the flap an.1 leaflets.

and between the flap and the unremoved portions of the

mutilated wall, the face of the card left exr>osed through

the excised portion of the wrapper being serviceable for

pictorial or souvenir illustrations, and the face of the op-

posite wall of the wrapper serving as the addrrss side of

the device, substantially as set forth.

r.. In a malllnj. card, a wrapper open at one end and

closed at the sides and at the opposite end. and having a

flap excised from one wall there<jf said flap being hinged

' along the edge of the closed end, substantially as set forth.
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.\»r>B<)Ar<r> box or carton.887. 35J CARnBoARD BOX OR < Ai{iu.>. Adolph

80MMEK. Cambridge. Mass. Filed Aug. IT, 1»07. Serial

No. 38S,l>s.'.

I

& :

1. As an i!Ui>rov.-d artioL' of manufacnirf, a cardboard

box formed of a single inr.>gral blank havine thf front,

bottom, baok. top and tiu-k flap unlt.-d on folding lines

along their longitudinal edges, extensions at the ends of

the bottom to form exterior f-nd walls, and .-ed Haps form-

ing extensions of the -nds of the front and rtpr walls, each

of said rtaps filling a [.ortion only of the end opening, said

flaps adapted to lie in X\\>- s-une plane and having Irregular

abutting edges, one of sai.l tlaps extending from the rear

to the front of the box at the top.

1. As an improved article of manufacture, a card board

box formt-d of a single integral blank having the front.

bottom, back, top and tuck flap united on folding lines

along their longitudinal edg'-s. extensions at the ends of

the tK)ttom to form exterior end walls, and eud flaps form-

ing extensions of the ends of the front and rear walls

each of said flaps ailing a portion only of th« end opening.

said end flaps being adapted to lie in the same plane and

having their mepting e<lges abutted, one of said flaps ex

tending from x\\'- r.'ar to th.' front of the I»oi at the top

and a folding flai. formed integral with its upper edge to

underlie the top of th- bot ;
sutistantially a.s. described.

887,35.3. WIRK J^TAV. J"P£y A Sr.ti-i.Bs, Newburgh.

N. Y . assignor to Staples A Hanford Companv. N.>w

burgh. N. Y , a Corporation of New Jersej Filed June

3, 1907. Serial No. 3T7.11rt.

U-'

ij-i.

1, A wire stay having a pair of arms lying in rho same

p]«Be and an intermediate bridge formed by dougie reverse

t)end8 and laterally deflecteil Intermediate the bends, the

distance between the rear face of the bridg« and the front

faces of the arms being bss than the diameter of a wire

A-ith which it is adapt.-d to br associated

1' A wire stay <'>imprisiiiu a p.iir of hookf'd arms lying

In the same plane and an intermediate ang^ilar and laf.T-

ally deflected bridge, t^e distance between t:he rear fa<e of

the bridge and the -front faces of the arms being less than

thf' di.iin.'t.'r of the wire with whirh It H adapted to be

assoi lal'-'l

3. A stay comprising a i>air "f rrsili.Tit arms lying in

the same plane, and an angular bridge conn.'<ting the

arms and curved out of the plane thereof, the arms b.-ing

adapted to be slightly sprung In ass.rublink: the stay on

an associated wire and lying on tin sani.- sid.- tht-r.of

4 .\ stay comprising a i»air of reHllient arms lying in

the same plane and a bridge forming a Z shaped conn-c-

tlon, the stfm of the connection being laterally defle<-te<l to

form a seat, and the arms being miaiitiMi to tH> slightly

sprung in th^' same din-ction in ass.iiibling the stay on

an associated wire to frictionally se, ur.' tlir latUT in the

seat.

5. A wire stay comprlsiii;; a pair of iirnis lying in the

same plane and having oppositely bent hooks at Its <'nd*^

and an Intermediate curved angular liridge. th<' bridge and

hooked ends being adapttnl to (.. respectively sprung upon

asso<iut^'(l wir>-~

tClaim> »; to lu II. ,t prini.<l in tli.- daiettc.]

887,354, SASH FASTENFR Svuui E. STEBBrrr. Pater-

son. N. J. Filed Jan. 15. llMiT S.rial No. 362,355.

1 .\ «^ash fastener comprising n spring ni-tuat.d UM
within one sash, a depression in tli.' t.ip of said tM)lf, a

vertically sliding gravlty-operai-d dog fitted to .-ngiig.-

said depr.'ssion for holding the N.lt In Its withdrawn

position wh.n th.' window is open, and a device arranged

to be carried by the oth.-r sash in position to lift the dog

out of its .•ngag<>ment with the dt-pn-ssion for automat-

ically rt'b'asing the bolt as the wlnd<iw Is ciostnl to permit

the l)olt to mov.' Into locking engagement with said last

named sash

•_'. A .sasli faxt.'n-T ( (.niprisini: a Im,Ii. a plurality of

springs for actuating It, said bolt b.^ing situatf«l wittiin

on.' sash, a bolt handle protruding horizontally from the

Inner face of said sash, a di-presslon in the top of the bolt,

a vertically sliding gravity operated dog fittnl to <-iii:age

the depression for holding th.- bolt in its withdrawn posi-

tion when the window is open, and a devii-.- arraiii.'t<l to be

carried by the other sash In position to lift tlo- dog out

of its engagement with the depression for aufomatirally

releasing the bolt as the window Is closed to permit the

bolt to move Into locking .-ngag'-ni'-nt with said last

named sash.

SST.SSS. MAIL BAG CATCllKR ANODKLIVERER. Reth

B. SToyEU, San LMego, Cal., assignor of .ui.- half to Albert

W. McPherson, San Diego, Cal. Flle<l .Vug. 9, 1907.

S.rial No. 387,874.

1 In a niallbag catcher an. I deliverer for .ars th.- cm
blnalion with a frame provided with an iiHi.-r sibling
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fram.' adapted to move forward and backward, of an an

nular shaped frame adapted to rotate In said sliding frame,

of a vertical plate mounted on said annular shaped frame

adapted to hold a spring shaft and arms, means for at-

taching said shaft to said plate and m.>ans carried by the

train for releasing said spring shaft, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a mail bag catcher and deliverer for cars, the com-

bination with a frame provided with an Inner sliding

frame adapted thereto, springs connecting said fraiue. an

annular shaped frame adapted to rotate in said sliding

frame, a v.rticai plate mounted on said annular shaped

frame, means for bracing said plate, means for rotating

said plate, spring shaft arms connected to said plate,

spring means for causing said arms to close Inward,

when released, said arms to be set In the path of the mall

bag. close to the railway track, means for releasing said

mall bag. and means carri.-d by th.- train for releasing

said spring arms, substantially as set forth.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

binatb.n of a cat. h.-r with a vertical shaft, adjacent to

back of car d.x-r .ip.-nlng. nutans for fast.nini: to said car,

arms mounted on sjiid shaft at right angles to said shaft.

said arms adjustabb- along said shaft, a torsional spring

mounted on said shaft tt-nding to actuate said arm for-

ward, means for l.u-king said arms forward, and b.-nds In

said arms at their out.-r ends, substantially as s.t f..rtli.

4 In a mailbag catcher and deliverer for cars, the com-

bination with a fram.-, i
r..vid.-d with an Inner sliding frame

ada|.t.d th.r.to, springs conn. -.ting sabl frames, an annu-

lar shaped fram.- ada[)ti(l t.) p. tat.- in said sliding frame, a

vertical plat.- mount.-d on said annular shapi-d fram.-, means

for bracing said plate, means for rotating said plate, spring

shaft and arms connected to said plate, means for causing

said arms to close inward, means for holding said arms

outward ready for the mailbag. a vertical shaft adjacent to

back of car door opening, ni.-ans for fastening said shaft

to car, artns mounted on said shaft at right angles to said

shaft, said arms ailjustabb- along said shaft, said arms

adapted to hobi a iiialliiac in iiositii>n t.i conn.-ct with a

trip on said cat. lor arm. ne ans for r.-leasing said catcher

arms, and means on the catcher for r.b asing mailbag. all

substantially &» s*'^ forth.

ber of balls, the latt.r b.-ing s.'ated in the pockets affordea

by the crimps of said s<-parator.

4. A ball bearing comi)rising (-.mc-nt ri<' b.-aring rings

having confronting grooves or ball rac.s, int.-rposed bails.

said rings having in their confronting surfac-s a lateral

passage for introducing the balls, and a ball-separator ar-

ranged In the interstice between th.- b.-aring rings com-

prising a crimptHi or undulating annular strip of tlat metal

loosely Inclosing opposite sides of adjacent balls, the sum-

mits of the crimps or undulations of said annular strip

b.-ing provided with punch holes for forcing out the balls.

substantially as described.

5. A ball-separator for annular ball b.-arings compris-

ing a ring or annulus in tli.- form of an undulated strip

of flat material, pn.viding p.- kets in its opposite fac.-s In

alternation to receive and loos.iv . online the adjacent balls

of an annular series of balls of less diameter than the

depths of such pockets and disposed in the sam.- plane.

887,357. WIRELESS TELEPHONK Nathan B. Sti B

BLEFiELi>. Murray, Ky.. assignor .f tw.lvf and one half

one-hundredths to Conn Linn, five one hundredths to R.

Downs, five one-hundredths to B. F. Schroad.-r, five one-

hundredths to Oorge (-. Mcl.arin, five one hundredths

to John V. McElruth, two and on<- half one-hundredtlis

to Jeff I>. Roulett, and one twentieth to Samuel E.

Bynum, Murray, Ky. Filed Apr. 5. 1907. Serial No.

366,544.

887,366. BALL-Bi:.\UlN<;. Jacksos L. Stbaub, Lan-

caster, Pa . assignor ..f on.- half to Ernst Sachs, Schweln-

furt-on-the -Main, (iermauy. Filed Nov. 14, 1906. Se-

rial No. 34.3,414.

1 In n ballbearing, concentric bearing members hav-

ing ctjnfronting gr.x.ves or ball races, an annular series of

balls running ther.in. and a ball-spacer or separator con-

sisting of an undulated ring of sheet metal passing In and

out b«'tween adjacent balls throughout the s.-ri.-s iind hav-

ing the balls seated alternately in the pockets of the two

sides of the ring formed by thf con.'aviti.'s of the nndula

tions themselves.

2. A ball-spacer i-onsisting of an undulated she»>t metal

ring adapted to pass between and receive In the pockets

of its two sid.-s successive balls of a series.

::. In a ball t>earing, concentric bi-aring-membi-rs having

confrontini: groov.-s, an annular row of balls running'

therein, all In th.- same |)lane. and a ball separator con-

sisting of H riiit: or annular strip of flat m'-tal of crimped

or sinuous form arrani:.-d in th.' space or interstice be-

tween the bearing menib.-rs and passing alternately In-

ward and outward bt-twoen adjacent tmlls and loosely

aroun.l the same at opposite sides of the bearing, expos-

ing at each Sid.- of the bearing one-half of the whole num

i ^n^-i

1. In a system of the character described, the combina-

tion with a vehicle, of a comparativ.ly small coll of con-

ducting material mounted thereon, electrical transmitting

and r.'celving mechanism including a source of electrical

energy cnnected to th.- small coll and carried by the

vehicle, a stationary aerial coil of much greater magni-

tude than the small coil having Its opposite stretcTies or

sides extending along the opposite sides of the path of

travel of the vehicle and elevat.-d abov.- the same and

above the vehicle coil, and electrical transmitting and re-

ceiving mechanism connected to the great.-r coil and in

eluding a source of heavy electrical current.

2. In a system of the character described, the combina-

tion with a vehicle, of a coll of onducting materia!

mounted thereon, electrical transmitting mectianism. a

source of electrical energy c.mn.-cted thereto, receiving

mechnnism. means for connecting either the transmitting

mechanism and source of electrical energy or the receiv

ing mechanism to the coil, a stationary coll of gr.-at. r

magniiudt- surrounding the path of travel of the vehicle

and comprising a iilurality of convolutions . f conduct-

ing material, the dlfl'erent c.involuti.ms bring insulated

one from the other, means for supporting tlie coil in an

el. vase,! position, electrical transmit t inir mechanism, a

source of great electrical energy connect. -d to said trans

mlttlng mechanism, electrical rec.-iving meclianism. and

means for electrically connecting either the transmitting

mechanism and source of electrical energy or the receiv-

ing mechanism to said coil of greater magnitud.-.

3. M.ans for communicating between a plurality of

statb.ns which consists of nn aerial electrical coll of

gr.-at mairnitude. means f.ir supporting the sai.l coil a

station electrically connect.-d to the great coil aiul com

prising transmitting and receiving mechanism tliat In-

i eludes a source of heavy electrical energy, and a plu-

rality of o'her separate stations slroultnneously In co-

acting relation with the a. rial coll. each of said latter

'• stations comprising a coll of conducting material spaced

i from but In coactlng relation with said creat coil and be-
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low the lame, and transmitting and receiving meclianlsm

connected to said other coil and includinf a source of

electrical eaerijy.

4 Means for communicating U'tween a plurality of

stations which consists of an aerial coll of conductlne

tuarerlal of great majrnitude, transmitting and receiving

mechanism ct>nnected to said aerial coll and including a

source of heavy electrical energy, a plurality of vehicles

movaljle between the opp<jslte sides or 8tr«>tches of the

great coJl, colls carried by said vehicles and disposed with-

in the field of action of the aerial coll, and transmitting

and rt-ceiving me'lianism mounted on >i\c\\ vehicle and

including' a sonri^e nf electrical energy.

887,358. WALL - RKACKET Geofk.e F. SwoRTFlOWt,

Newark, N. J. Filed May 1. 1905. Serial No. 258,404.

-.k44^x-

An Insulator bracket comprising a verticH base for at-

tachment to the sid.' nf a wall, an arm projecting from

said base and at right angles ther-'to, th^ arm divided

Into thre« branches for insulators, the branches rising

vertically in front of the base, the middle branch stand-

ing farther from the base than the side arme.

887.359. MANURE-SPRIIADEK. Henry Sync k. Maria

Stein. Ohio. Filed Jan 15, 1908. Serial No. 411.012.

;^

1 In a machine for distributing compost or other mate-

rm!, the combination with the feeding Or discharging

lu.chanism, of a pulverizer and spreader mounted for ro-

tation and comprising lingers or paddles tor pulveriring

and distributing the material fed to It, and which ro-

tating lingers or paddles are adapted to have vibratory

movement Imparted thereto for throwing material later-

ally l)eyond the machine.

.'. In a machine for distributing compost i>r other mate-

rial, the combination with the feeding or discharging

mechanism of a pulverizer and spreader mounted for ro-

tation and comprising fingers or paddlea, and means for

vibrating said fingers or paddlea while rotating, for the

purpose .set forth

.? In a machine for distributing compost or the like

fertilizer, the combination with the feedltg or discharg-

ing mechanism of a combined pulveriser and spreader ar-

ranged to recelv-^ the material from the feeding or dl«-

cban:ing mechanism, and mounted to rotate and compris-

ing sets of paddles or fingers at opposite ends, and means

for imparting vibratory movement to said flngersi or

paddles whereby the sets ol fingers at opposite ends

move simultaneously In opposite directions.

4. In a machine for distributing compost or other mate-

rial, the combination with the feeding or discharging

mechanism 'f a combined pulvi-rlzer and spreader mount-

ed to rotate and comprising oppositely disposed sets of

fingers or paddles and means for Imparting vibratory

movement to the seta of fingers or paddles In opposite

directions whereby the sets of fingers or paddles upon the

one side move In opposite directions synchronously with

the sets of fingers upon the opposite side.

8 8 7,360 ATT.vrilMKNT TO THK TAPS OF WIND-
STACKERS OF THRESI1IN(; MACHINES IlF.VKT P.

VoTH and Edwarp SiEBk.\ssE. Featherstone township,

Goodhue county, Minn. Piled Feb. '.'0. lOOf. Serial

No. 4IT.',m:'.

In .x>mbination *Uh the eap, of a stacker tube, the

inner band /, with fold or crimp <i : the outer band y.

pn>vided with the flutlngs d, with wires e. fitted Into said

flutings (/. said bands / and g riveted together, as de-

scribed, and attached to the lower part of the cap of the

stacker tube substantially as described

887, .^61. ELASTir-KI.rir> TIRBINE Env-'T F Wac-

XER. Charlottenburg. (iermany. assignor to (Jenerai Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb.

11, 1907. Serial No. 356,705.

1 A turbine comprising a plurality of stages, one of

which is Inactive for certain load conditions, and means

for rutting one or more stages out of operation and for

cutting said Inactive stage Into service for other load con-

ditions.

2. A tnrl)lne comprising a plurality of stages arranged

to handle certain predetermined loads, an amillary stage

which is Inactive for said brnds. and means for cutting one

or more of the first mentioned stages out of and the auxil-

iary stage into service for other loads.

3. A turbine comprising a |iluriillty of stages Including

aan Initial and an overload stage, fluid discharging devices

for the stages, those of the initial and overload stages hav

Ing a greater ratio of expansion than tho.se of the remain

ing stages, and means for controlling the admission of

fluid to the Initial and overload stages. «

4. A turbine comprising a plurality of stages. Including

•an initial and one which Is opt-rative only under heavy

load condlMons, tluld discharging devices for the stages,

those of the Initial and heavy load uages having a greater

ratio of expansion than those of the other stages to pre-

vent excessive casing strains, and means for cutting one

or more stages out of ojieratlon and the heavy load stage

Into opemtlon.
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5. A turbine comprising a planlItT of "tagea, one of the

Intermediate of which is operative only under conditions

of overload, fluld-dlscharging devices for the several stages,

those of the Initial and overload stages having a greater

ratio of expansion than those of the other stages, and

means for cutting the Initial stage and overload stages

Into and out of communication with a source of supply.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

!

887,362. RAILWAY TRUCK. AARON Wabfield. Toronto,

Ontario, Canada. Filed May 19, 1906. Serial No.

317,827.

d"^«^T f

1 In a railway truck, ca-t metal side frames, journal

box sections formed in said frames, sprini: rxfnslons

formed Integral with said frames, reces.ses formed in said

extensions, journal springs arranged in said recesses,

clevises plvotally connecting the ends of said springs with

lugs formed on said side frames, substantially as specified.

2. In a railway truck, cast metal side frames, journal

box sections formed in said frames, spring extensions

formed integral with said frames, recesses formed in said

extensions, journal springs arranged In said extensions,

clevises plvotally connecting the ends of said springs with

lugs formed on said side frames, fianges formed on the

ends of said side frames, bolsters fastened to the said

flanges, said bolsters adapted to act as supporting braces

across the ends of said truck, substantially as specified.

3. In a railway truck, cast metal side frames, lugs

formed on the Inside faces of said side frames, brace bars

fastened to said lugs and extending across said truck,

laterally extending lugs formed on the upper edges of the

ends of said side frames, a bolster fastened to said lugs at

each end of said truck, said bolster consisting of an Inner

and outer case, cushion springs arranged between said in-

ner and outer cases, fastening bolts adapted to retain said

outer case In compressible combination with said lower

case, substantially as specified

4. In a railway truck, cast metal side frames, laterally

extending lugs formed on the upper ends of said side

fiames, bolsters extending across said truck, said bolsters

fastened to said lugs, said bolsters consisting of an Inner

and outer case, cushion springs between said inner and

outer cases, fastening bolts pa.ssing through said Inner and

outer cases, said bolts adapted to retain said outer case In

compressible combination with said lower case, substan-

tially as specified.

by the reduced portion of the piston for exerting pressure

on the piston on its forward stroke.

2. A rock drill ( omprlslng a cylinder having an enlarged

central opening, a drill operating piston within said cyl-

inder and having a reduced central portion, two rings

loosely mounted upon said reduced portion of the piston,

and means for admitting steam between said rings, whereby

one bears against the piston and the opposite one against

the cylinder, substantially as described.

3. A rock drill comprising a c*-llnder having an enlarged

central opening, a dclH operating piston within said cyl-

inder and having a reduc.-d central portion, two rings

looselv mounted in said reduced portion of the piston, a

spring normally forcing the rings apart, and means for

admitting steam between said rings, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm

extending within said cylinder, a drill operating piston

within the cylinder and having a reduced central portion

and a ring carried by said reduced portion of the piston

on each side of the valve arm, substantially as described.

5. A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

central opening, a valve above said opening, a valve arm

extending within the cylinder, a drill operating piston

within the cylinder and having a reduced central portion,

a ring carried by the reduced portion of the piston on each

side of the valve arm and coll spring between said rings,

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,363. ROCK-DRILL. Oovernob D. Wakrev, Cripple

Creek, Colo. Filed July 1«, 1902, Serial No. 115,829.

Renewed Oct. 9, 1907. Serial No. 396,6.'>7.

1 A rock drill comprising a cylinder having an enlarged

central opening, a drill operating piston within the cylin-

der and having a reduced central portlo-j. means fcr ad

mitting pressure at each end of the piston and within the

reduced central portion of the piston, and means carried

887.364. EYEGLASSES. William H. Weasle, Pittsfleld.

Mass.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Daniel Woolf

and Michael Woolf. New York. N. Y. Filed .Tan. 12,

1905, Serial No.' 240,781. Renewed Nov. 29, 1907. Se-

rial No. 404,378.

^;

^jaC '
^

1. Eye glasses having clamps provided with means for

supporting lenses, a stiff or rigid bridge plvotally connect-

ed to the clamps, nose guards, and provision on the clamps

permitting the attachment and detachment of said nose

guards without interfering with the connections of the

lenses and pivotal connections of the stiff bridge to the

clamps.

2. Eye glasses having clamps provided with means for

supporting lenses, a stiff or rigid bridge plvotally connect-

ed to the clamps, nose guards, and provision on the clamps

permitting the attachment and detachment of said nose

guards without disconnecting or loosening the pivotal con-

nections of the stiff bridge or Interfering with the connec-

tions of the lenses to the clamps.

3. A lens clamp for eye glasses provided with means for

supporting the lens, means for pivoting a bridge therein,

and means for detachably connecting a guard thereto, in-

dependently of the provision for supporting the lens.

4. A lens clamp for eye glasses provided with means for

supporting the lens, means for pivoting a bridge thereon,

and separate means for detachably connecting a guard

thereto Independently of the provision for holding the lens

and the pivotal bridge connections.

5. A lens clamp for eyeglasses provided with lens sup-

porting means, means for plvotally receiving a bridge end,

and means Independent of said lens supporting and bridge

receiving means for detachably receiving a nose guard.

[Claims 6 to 32 not printed in the Gazette]

8 8 7.3/^5. HAIR-PIN. i^haklks B. Whbkleb, Oconto.

Wis.', assignor of one- half to Helen S. I^'may. Oconto,

Wis Filed Apr. 24, 1907. Serial No. 369 9.-.4.

K hair pin of the type set forth, comprising an integral

section of wire bent to form leg.s. which at their upper ends
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1

are bent npon thpmsplvps Into contacting rpjatlon. the por

tlons bf.vond said first named b«>nt portions l)eln({ hont

away from on*" another and divt>rK>»ntly Into contactin>j re-

lation with said legs, and coactlng with said legs and with

said first namt'd !i>'nt portions to afford closed loops to ro

ct»ive the strands of hair In bunches, the portions beyond

said divergent portions being bent convprgently and then

extended to afford a deflecting central axial point.

8 8 7,366. HoRSP: COLLAR FASTENER. Chaklk.s A.

Whipple and Ueobge W. Fi.noh, VAk River. Minn. Filed

June 27, Uxtt; Serial No. 323,670.

1. A horse collar fast.'ning roniprising a pair of members
havlnit upturned meetlni; rtang's, a clamp pivotally sup-

ported on one rtange. and b«'inK bent at Its laner end to re-

ceive both said flan^fs. a tingt-r portion 10 carried by the
outer end of .said clamp, a lug ;• extending at right angles
from the inner side of said clamii adjacent to its flange re-

ceiving portion, thf lower side of said lug being inclined

upwardly toward Its outer end to engage fvlth and ride

across the upper edge of th*' adjacent flange when said
flanges are brought together, th.-reby lifting the bent upper
end of said clamp abovp said flangfs.

J In combination with the ends of a horse collar, a
fastening device consisting of a pair of menibere secured
to said horse collar ends and provided with upwardly
turned meeting flanges, a clamp pivotally supported upon
one tiange and being constructed to re.-e|ve both said

tianges. a lifting lug carried by the Inner side of said

clamp and extending at right angles therewith, the lower
side of said lug extending upwardly toward the outer end
then-of. and upwardly beveled guides carried by one flange

in position to extend through openings in the opposite

flange.

8 8 7.367. STAPLE. Peamklix R. White. Waterbury,
Conn. Filed July 3, 1907. Serial No. 382.010.

il'.

A staple, comprialiif a head, and prongs eztendlBf at

an ani;!'' thfrefrom. portions of the metal forming said

head bi'ing bent back of the bases of said prongs, thereby

Imparting to said head a rounded or circular shape, sub

stantlally as described.

887,368.

N. Y.

SI'RING-INSOI.K.
Fll.Mi .hine l<^ i!»()-

Warbe.n Willet, Buffalo,

Serial No. 266,032.

A spring Insole comprising tipper and lower spring

leaves which are connpct<'d at tb>lr front ends, and a

pliable covering arranged over the upper leaf and having a

forwardly opening pocket on the underside of Its n-ar end

which receives the rear end of the ujiper leaf, substantially

as set forth.

8S7,36!t KNncKlMiWN i ASK .Inis F Wif.MOT. De-

troit, Mich. Filed .Mar. 1.'., 1!»0S Serial No. 420.800.

/\/

1. In a knockdown sectional case, superposed ends to

the sections. gro<ives In the adjaci'nt .-nds of the sections, a

coupling plate Inserted In safd trroovi'S, a shflf. a plate

secured to the end of the shelf and means for detachably

securing said plate to the coupling plate.

2. In a knockdown sectional ca.se, superposed ends to

the 8e<'tion8, grooves In the adjacent ends of the sections,

a coupling plate Inserted in said grooves and provided with

openings, a shelf, a plate secured at the end of the shelf

and hooks on the plate adapted to t>e Inst^rted In the open

ings In the coupling plate

3. In a knockdown sectional case. se<t|oris havln;: ends

provided with grooves In their upper and lower edufs, the

upper groove beiok: wider than the lower groove, a coupling

plate secured In the lower groove and projecting downwanl
therefrom to enter the upper groove of the adjacent sec

tlon below, a shelf, a plate secured to the end of the shelf,

outward and downwardly projecting hooks on the plate In

serted In the slots of the coupling plate and extending

downward within the upper groove of the end section

4. In a knockdown sectional case, superposed ends hav-

ing grooves in their adjacert edges, the groove In the up-

per edge being wider than the groove In the lower edge

and a lateral recess communicai Ing with said gr(K)ve,

a vertically disposed plate secured in one groove and
extending Into the other groove, a shelf having a groove
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in Its end. a horizontally disposed plate secured In said

groove, outwardly and laterally extended hooks on said

plate and extending through openings In the vertical plate

and within the other groove, and a Ing on the vertical

plate engaging the lateral recesses.

5. In Combination with the ends, a shelf of a sectional

case, a vertically disposed plate having slots therein and
a laterally projecting lug at one end, and a horizontally

disposed plate having outwardly and downwardly pro-

jecting books to engage the slots, and a recess to receive

the lug.

[Claims n to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,370. CARBLRETKR. .vi.exander \Vi\ton and Har-
old B. Anderson. Cleveland. Ohio, assignors to The
WInton Motor Carriage Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

June 23, 1906. Serial No. 323.117.

1. A carliufefcr. coruprlsinu means for maintaining a

tlnld level, an air passage having Its lower wall project-

ing into said level to form a fluid holder, said wall pro-

vided with a fluid orifice In a plane below said fluid level,

the orifice so restricted as to re(]uire spray action from

said orifice w itbin the air passage for increasing fluid sup-

ply to the Increased vohnne of atr passing therethrough.

2. .V carbureter for explosive engines, comprising an
iilr passage having a fluid holder-shaped bottom with a

restricted orifice through the bottom of the holder shaj)ed

portion, means adapted to maintain an air exposed body
of fluid wlfbiii the holder shaped portion by gravity-feed

fhroui;li said orifice, the oriflce being so restricted as to

reiiulre sucllon-fe<'d of the fluid therethrough and there-

fore spray action when relatively large consumption of

fluid o<'curs.

3. A carbureter for explosive engines, comprising an air

passage having a fluid holder shai>ed bottom with an Inlet

oriflce in Its bottom so restricted as to permit gravity feed

for small fuel consumption only, and means adapted to

maintain a fluid level within the holder-shaped portion

by gravity feed for small fuel consumption only.

4. \ carliureter. having a fluid chamber, a fluid supply
therefor, means for maintaining a fluid level in the cham-
t)er. and a U-shaped air passage extending across the top
of the chamber with the lower wall of the U extending into

the chamber below the fluhl level, said lower wail having
a fluid Inlet oriflce below said fluid level and in comraunl-
cation with said chamber

5. A carbureter, having a fluid chamber, a tlunl supply
for the chamber, means for maintaining a fluid level in

said chamber, a U shaped air passage extending across the
top of the chamber with its lower wall in a plane below
the fluid level, thi- lower wall having a fluid inlet oriflce in

communication with the chamber
[Claims t; to 10 not printed in the <;azette ]

887.371. DEVICE FOR I.OAIUNC. AND TNLOADINtJ
RACKS FROM RINNING GEARS OF WA(;ONS. John
H. Aura MS, Llvlnt'ston. Mont. Filed S<'pt. 26, 1907.
Serial No. :{1M..%4»V

1. In a device of the character described, an upright
having a guide at its upper end, a block located at tlie

lower portion of the upright anrl havini: a crotch, a beam
located In said guide, synclinal supports attached at their

upper ends to said Ix-ani and resting at their lower ends
In said crotch, braces attached at their upper ends to said

upright and being provided with ratchets and pawls at-

tached to said beam and adapted to engage said ratchets.

2. In a device of the character described, an upright
having a guide at Its upper end, a block located at the

lower portion of said upright and having a crotch, syn
cllnal supports attached at their upper ends to said beam
and having their lower ends located in said crotch, anchor
posts located at opposite sides of the upright, braces at-

tached at their upper ends to said upright and at their

lower ends to the anchor posts and being provided with
ratchets, pawls attached to the beam and adapted to en-

gage the ratchets and supports for the beam pivotally

attached to the ends thereof.

887.372. Ari'.KRATUS FOR CASTING CURVED STE-
REOTYPE ri..\TES. RoiiERT C. .Vnn.^no. South Shields.

England. Filed Jan. 17, 1907. Serial No. 3.")2.t5tt5.

1. In a machine for casting curved stereoi\pe plates,

a curved mold and a core adapted to be moved into and out

of same, means for fixing a matrix in the mold means for

bending the cast plate inwards on the core and means for

moving the core with the plate thereon out of the mold to

strip the plate from the fixed matrix.

2. In a machine for casting curved stereotype plates,

a curved mold and a core adapted to be rolled into and out

of the mold, means for fixing a matrix in the mold, means
for bending the jilate Inwards (m the core and means for

rolling the core with the plate thereon out of the mold
to strip the plate from the fixed matrix.

3. In a machine for casting curved stereotype plates,

a curved mold and a collapsible core coactlng therewith,

means for fixing a matrix in the mold, means for collapsing

the core and tx'nding the plate Inwards thereon and means
for moving the co!laj)sed core with the plate thereon out

of the mold to striji the plate from the fixed matrix

4. In a machine for casting curved stereotype plates, a

curved mold and a collapsible core coactlng therewith,

means for fixing a matrix in the mold, means for collapsing

the core and bendinc the plate inwards thereon and means
foi rolling the collaps<>d core with the plate thereon out

of the mold to strip the plate from the fixed matrix.

6. In a machine for casting curved stereotype plates,

a curvi'd mold and a core coactlng therewith and composed
of collapsing segments, means for fixing a matrix in the
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mold, means for collapslnu the corp. meaot for provldlnff

conjD>>ctlon b'^tween said core and tht' cast platp. whereby
when the cor*' 'ol lapses th>> plate Is t>ent lowarda thereon

and means for rolllnK th-- collapsfd core and plate out of

the mold to strip th<' plar.>s from th>> flxod oiatrlx.

[Claims 6 to :>.; not printed in the tiazt-tte J

887,373. STEREOTYPINOMACHINE. Bobert C. Am-
)»AND. South Shields. England. Filed feb. 21, 1907.

Serial No. 358,590.

1. In apparatus for producing curved stereotyp<» plates

a casting shell and a boring shell In cotahination with

a core said shell^^ bping adapted to be movi>d alter-

nately Into a cooperative position relatively to the core

and said core b*nng adapted to coact with the shells alter-

nately In said position, to cast a plate in conjunction with

the casting shnll and to extract the iilat>> therefrom and
deliver It into the bcring shell.

2. In apparatus for producing curved stereotype plates

a casting shell and a boring sh>'!l in combination with a

core and mean-! for fixing a matrix In the casting shell,

said shells being adapted to be moved alternttely Into a co-

operative position relatively to the core, and said core

being adapted to coact with shells alternately In said po

sition to cast a plat.^ in conjunction with th*> casting shell

and to extract the plate therefrom and deliver It into the

boring shell, and means for collapsing th*» core and causing

the cast plate to bend Inwards therf»on to fiermlt the core

to strip the plate from the fixed matrix.

3. In apparatus for producing oirvf-d sterfot7P'' plates a

casting shell and a boring shell In combination with a core

said shell being adapted to be moved to and fro to bring them
aiternatf-ly Into a cooppratlve position relatively to the

core, and said corp l>p|ng adapted to coact with the shells

alternately In said iif)sition to cast a plate In conjunction

with the casting shell and to extract the plate therefrom

and deliver it into the boring shell.

4. In apparatus for producing curved stareotype plates

a casting shell and a boring shell in combination with a

core, a slide whereon said shells can i)e moved to and fro

to bring them alternately Into a cooperative position rela-

tively to the i.-ore, and means for causing said core to co-

act with the shells alternately In said position to cast a

plate In conjtinctlon with the casting shell and to extract

the plate therefrom and deliver It Into the boring shell.

5. In apparatus for producing curved stereotype plates

a casiing shell and a Iwiring shell. In combination with a

core and means for fixing a matrix in said <»sting shell, a

slide whereon said shells can be moved to and fro to bring

them alternately into a cooperative position Relatively to

the core, means for causing said core to coact with said

shells alternately In said position to cast a plate In con-

Junction with the casting shell and to extfact the plate

therefrom and deliver it into the boring shell, means for

collapsing the core and causing the cast plate to bend In-

wards thereon to permit the core to strip the plate from

the flxed matrix.

[Claims 6 to 4.' not printed in the Gazette ]

887,.174. COMBINED 8PIKB-EXTRACTOB AND BAIL-
LIFTER. Danikl C. Armsteo.m; ami Willum P. FiTz-
GKRALD. Princess Anne, Md. Filed Jan. 22. 1908. Se-

rial No. 412,2115.

1. .\n implement of the class descrit>ed comprising a

base, a lever supported thereby. 11 pair of arms plvotally

connected with the lever and provided with Inwardly pro-

jecting pins, a plate supported In an Inclined position by
the base an<l with which the pins are adapted to engage,
and means for locking the arms to the plate.

2. An implement of the class described comprising a

base, standards carried thereby, a lever plvotally con-

nected with the standards, a pair of arms plvotally con-

nected with the lever and provided with Inwardly project-

ing pins, and a plate supported In an Inclined position on
the ba.se and provided with a notch to engage with the

pins to lock the lever against downward movement at Its

operative end. and with a beveled surface to deflect the

pins from the under to the upper side of the plate.

3. An Implement of the class de»<.Tibed comprising a

base, standards carrle<l thereby, a lever plvotally sup
ported by the stanilards and provid<Ml with n claw, a pair

of arms pivoted to the lever and provided with Inwardly
projecting pins, and a plate supported In an Inclined po-

sition by the base and [irovided at one end with a notch

to be engaged by the pins and at its other end with a

t)eveled portion to deflect the pins from the under sid'i of

the plate to the upper side thereof.

8 8 7..'?" 5. PROCESS OF PUEl'.VKINc; (HARKED
WHISKY BARRELS. FOR REUSE. Edson Rradlbt.
Washington, It. C. Filed Sept. HI. 1007. Serial No.

.•!:).M4«.

1 .\ proi-ess for iiQ'parIng charred whisky l)arrels for

re u.se consisting of the removal of the heads from the

shell of the barrel, kiln drying the shell and re-charrlng

the Inner surface of the shell, substantially as described.

2. A process for preparing charred whisky barrels for

re-use consisting of the removal of the heads from the

shell of the barrel, kiln drying the shell for a period of

thirty six hours, and re charring the Inner surface of the

shell, substantlallv as des. rit)ed.

sS7.r?7fl MEANS FOR rONTROl.M NT, THE EXPRES-
SION OF Al'TO.MATIC MISIC PL.VYERS C.Eonnr. P.

Brand. New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 24. 1903. Serial No.

182,449. Renewed May 2. 19or,. Serial No 314.s»59

1. In automatic music players, the combination of a

normal tension reservoir In communication with the ex

haust mechanism and with the action chest which controls

the key pneumatics, said action chest, an auxiliary ten-

sion reservoir independently and directly connected with

the said exhaust mechanism and Indirectly with the said

action chest, means for opening and closing communication

between the normal tension reservoir and the exhaust

mechanism, means for opening and closing communication

between said normal tension reservoir and said action

chest, and means for opening and closing communication

between said auxiliary reservoir and the action chest,

whereby the latter may be used as a high tension reser-

voir for the purpose of accentuation,

2. In automatic music players, the combination of a

normal tension reservoir in communication with the exhaust
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mechanism and with the action chest which controls the

key pneumatics, said action chest, an auxiliary tension

reaervoir directly and Independently connected with the

said exhaust mechanism and directly with the said action

chest, means fur op^-ning and closing communication be-

tween the normal tension re.servolr and the exhaust mech-
anism, and means for simultaneously closing communica-
tion between the normal tension reservoir and the action

chest and op<'nlng communication between the latter and
the said auxiliary reservoir, and vice versa, for the pur
poses of accentuation. •

r? In automatic music i)layers. thi> combination of a

normal tension reservoir In communication with the ex-

haust mechanism and with the action chest which controls

the key pneumatics, said attlon chest, an aiixillary ten-

sion rc'servolr directly and Independently connected with

the said exhaust mechanism and Indirectly with the said

action chest, an Intermediate variable tension chest Inter-

posed In the conduits between the said tension reservoirs

and the said action chest. valvi>s In said variable tension

chest arranged to simultaneously close communication be

tween one of the said tension reservoirs and the action

chest and open communication l)etwecn the latter and the

other tension rewrvolr. and vice versa, and means for op

erating said valves for the purpose set forth

4. In automatic music players, the combination with the

action chest, of two tension reservoirs connected therewith,

and with exhaust mechanism common to both, said ex-

hausters, means for opening and closing communication

t)etween said exhaust mechanism and one of the said ten-

sion reservoirs, and means for alternntely opening and

closing communliation between said action chest and each

of said reservoirs, for the purpose set forth

5. In automatic music players, the combination of an

action chest, key pneumatics, a normal tension reservoir,

an auxiliary tensUm reservoir, a variable tension chest

formed with a plurality of chambers, one of which is con-

nected with said action chest and others connected re-

spectively with said normal tension reservoir and auxiliary

tension reservoir, valves In said first named chamber ar-

ranged to alternately open and close communication be-

tween It and the other chambers and means for actuating

said valves.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,377. TIE PLATE DRIVER Edwin H. Bill, Chi-

cago, ill. Filed Feb H, 190S Serial No. 414,878.

1. A driver for driving or setting railway tie plates

comprising a horizontal follower plate and a striking head

member rising from one margin of the follower plate and
formed at Its upper end to provide a striking head

2. A driver for driving or setting railway tie-plates

comprising a horizontal follower plate shaped on Its bot-

tom surface to conform to the upper surface of the tie-

plate, and a striking head member rising from one mar-

gin of the follower and formed at its upper end to pro-

vide a striking head.

887,378. PLATFORM REAPER AND BINDER. Mat-
thew W. CH.tRi.TON, Spottlswoode, Victoria, Australia.

Filed Sept. 13, 1902. Serial No. 123,309.

1. in a platform reaper and binder, a vertical needle, a

casing !• thereon, spindles I* and I» within the needle and
one within the other, a bill hook i and tongue assembled
on the lower ends of said spindles and a spindle I- sur-

rounding the aforesaid spindle carrying a cup I' at Its

lower end. and said cup having a roughened exterior sur-

face, substantially as described.

2. In a platform reaper and binder, knotter devices

consisting of a bill hook i, a tongue i^ pivoted thereto, a

spindle I* carrying said bill hook, a reciprocating rod I»

passing through the spindle I* and being connected to

the tongtie i\ a tubular spindle 1- surrounding the spindle

I*, a casing I' surrounding the lower end of the spindle 1°.

a needle H carried by said casing, means for yieldingly

holding the spindle P against one side of the casing I", a

knife 1' connected to the bill hook, a pinion r on the upper
end of the spindle I*, a disk wheel P having teeth 1*

which engage with the pinion P. a rock cross head (' se-

cured to the upper end of the bar I', said disk wheel P
having a cam f" thereon engaging with the said rock cross

head and lever .7* having a cam t" also engaging with the

rock cross head.

3. In a platform reaper and binder the binding mechan-
ism consisting <>f the combination of the sleeve bracket

K—K", crank levers .T. J', and J=. lever L*. cam L', trip

lever L*, spring L». pivoted arm L bundle divider L» car-

ried thereby. In combination with the needle H bracket FP
and the pivoted compressor arm M cam M' and the dl.»ik

and gear wheel P carried by the bracket IP all substan-

tially as described and shown

887,379. METHOD OF PREPARING ORES FOR USE
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF STEEL. Eugene B.

Clark, Chicago, HI., assignor to .\mrrlcan Sintering

Company, Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illlnoie Filed

Nov. 11. 1907. Serial No. 401,713

1. The method of treating fine ores for the purpose de-

scribed, which consists in first agglomerating the ore
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into small substantially homogenpous lumps and then

compressing the aKglomerated ore Into l»r>;er lumps or

blocks.

2. The method of treating fine ores for Ihe purpose de-

scribed, which consists in passing the ore through a sub-

stantially horizontal cylindrical kiln whrreln It Is re-

duced to a semlplastlc condition by heat, the kiln being

meanwhile rotated to agglomt'rat'' the ftre Into small

iiomogeneium himps. and then (umpressioc such lumps

Into larger lumps or blocks.

3. The product composed of a number c<f Tiiall homo-

geneous lumps of agglomerated ore compressed together

while in a semi plastic condition.

887,380. ELASTir FLLIO TrKIUNP:. Ciiaki.esW.
Dakb, Grand Rapids, Mich . assignor to The I»ake-

'.\meriean Sti^am Turhin*' Tompany. Crand Rapids,

Mich . a I'orporation of Michigan. I-'ilefl Oct. 1, 1906.

Serial .No. S.'Se.SSS.
j

1. In an elastic fluid turbin--, the comldnation of the 1

casing 1, proTlded with the annular supplj chamber 1.3;

a suitable cover plate 1; th'fi'for; a nozzle and pa.ssage

section made up of the block 3 having the passages 14

—

15 connecting therethrough from the supply chamber 13,

a main block 4. and a cntrally arrange<l block 4'. and a

nozzle 1»5, rectangular in cross section, ivith one side

elongated, provided with a detachable pyramidal core 16'

arranged between said blocks :! and 4 ; guide passages 20

and 1'^ molded In sheet metal bodies clampfd between the

said blocks, the receiving sides of which extend beyond
the core block 4 and the discharge ends of which are even
with the core-block, and exit passages 21 for each nozzle

and passage section between the blocks .T and 4 ; a tur-

bine disk 5 with a dovetail-shaped periphery S provided

with shoulders 9-0: bucket segments »> a»d 7 separated

from each other ')y a yielding elastic matierial and vro

vided with flanges conformed to the said dovetail, with

bolts therethrough and having buckets of tfce recurved U
sha[)ed type with stepped walls cut away nt the point <if

discharge so that they will discharge from their ends j

Into the sides of the recurved passages and ixti-iKli-d si>

that they will receive at their sides from thf t-nds of the

recurved passages, the s«>paratlng webs tK'twe<-n the
buckets being notched so that the elongated side of the
nozzle enters the buckets to dellv.'r a Jet evenly on the
curved wall ; and an exhaust chnmtH»r 23 In the bticket

easing, embracing, by Its mouth :.'2, the outlet passages 21

from the nozzle and passage section, all co acting sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose specified.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of the
casing 1, provided witli the annular supply chamber 13;
a suitable cover-plate 2 therefor; a nozzle and passage
section made up of the block 3 having the passages 14—
15 connecting therethrough from the supply chamber 13,

a main block 4, and a centrally arranged block 4', and a

nozzle 1») arranged between said blocks 15 and 4 ; guid--

passages 20 and 18, the receiving sides of which extend
beyond the core block 4 and the discharge ends of wiiieh

are even with the core blo<'k. an<l exit passages 21 for

each nozzle and pa.s.sage section between the t)locks :! and
4 ; a turbine disk 5 with bucket segments and 7 having
buckets of the recurved U shaped type with stepped walls
cut away at the point of discharge so that they will dis-

charge from their ends into the sides of the recurved
pas.sagt s and extended so that they will receive at their
sides from the ends of the recurved i>assages : and nn ex-

haust chamber 2.'{ in the burket casing ea)it)ra(lng. by Its

mouth 22. the outlet passages Jl from the nozjle and pijs

sage section, all coactlng substantially as described and
for the purpose specified.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine, the nnmbination of

buckets of u shaped re.'urved type and fluid reversing
guide passages of similar form arranged to deliver an
elastic fluid at their ends and receive the same at their

sides, whereby the flubl enters the row of buckets at its

side and discbarges at Its end Into the side of the revers

ing pas.sage. thence from the end of the reversing pas.sage

Into the side of the opposite row of buckets, thence from
the end of the opposite row of buckets into the sides of the
reversing passages, thence from the ends of said revt-rs

Ing passages Into the sides of the first named row of
buckets, through the circuit a predetermined number of

times, dischariring from the said buckets at any predeter
mineil point as specified

4. In an elastic fluid turbine, buckets of U shaped re

curved typ«>, receiving fluid at their sides and illscharkring

from their eniis. and passages that receive fluid at their

sides and dis.targe at th'lr en<is to convey the fluid

from one. row of buckets to another row of buckets.
5. In an elastic fluid turbine, buckets of U shaped re-

curved type formed open at the side at the receiving end,
the receiving end being the lonirer

[Claims 6 to Ifi not printed in the (Jazette.]

887, .381. .SAFETY V.\I.VK. S.kmvf.l Pensmoke and
Edward H. Corey. BoBton, Mass. Filed June 22, 1007.

Serial No .3'<0.l*rm.

JX

The herein de8ciil>eil safety valve comprising a casing

having longitudinal nnd transverse intersecting txires. the

transverse one l.eing tapere«l, a rotary plug valve arrange<i

in the transverse t)ore nnd formed at one end with a

polygonal head to receive a wrench an<l at Its other end

with Interior and exterior screw threaded portions, the
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body of said valve b<Mng hollow from one end to a point

adjacent to Its other end and having a transverse pas-

sage to aline with the longitudinal bore in the casing,

locking nuts engaged with the exterior threaded portion

of the valve, a washer interpo8e<l between the ca.siiig and
the InnerinoBt nut. a sliding plug valve arranged in the
hollow or Itore of the rotary valve and formed with a
recess and a threade<l socket at the bottom of said recess, a
stem arranged in the recess and screwed into the so<-ket

In said sliding valve, a recessed plug engaged with the
Interior threaded portion of the rotary valve and having In

Its outer end an aperture to receive the stem and a flaring

cavity surroiiiulirig said aperture, a fusible solder in said

cavltj for retaining the stem in the n[)erture In said plug,

and a coll spring surrounding this stem and havfng Its

ends seated In said recesses In the sliding valve and the
plug, sulwtantlally as described.

mounted, ball retarding shelves or stops within said

board, a metal rod for releasing the ball, and a sound
producing device on the cannon.

887,382. MEA.NS FuH l.oCKI.Ni NUTS AND BOLTS.
Br.\iia.m J. I'liLc. K. Westminster. London, England.
Filed Dec. 3, 1906. Serial No. 346.143.

1. The combination with a threaded bolt, of a nut
screwed thereon and having an Integral reduced Inner

end, and a plate fixetl by means other than the said l)olt

and nut of a thickness less than the reduced portion of

the nut and normally engaging and holding the nut from
turning, ami adapted to l>e forct^l lnwnr<ily in a line with
the reduced portion to allow the nut to be turned.

2. The combination with a threaded bolt, of a nut
screwed thereon and having an integral reduced Inner end.

and a plate secure<l at one end by means other than the

said bolt and nut .'ind having Its opposite end normally
engaging the nut preventing it from turning, and said

plate being of a thickness less than the reduced portion

of the nut. whereby the plate may be forced inwardly in

a line with the re<luc«><l portion of the nut and allow the
nut to be turne<i

3. The cornltln.ition with a threaded l)oIt, of a nut
screwed theremi and having an Integral reduced Inner

end, and a plate rigidly secured at one end by means
other than the said tK)lt and nut and the other end bent
upwardly for normally engaging the nut and holding the

same against rotation, and said plate being of a thick-

ness less than the rwiuccfl |)ortion of the nut, whereby
the plate may t>e forced Inwardly In a line with the re-

duced portion of the nut and allow the nut to be turned.

4. A clamping memtier having an angular portion by
wbicli It may be turned, and having an Integral reduced
Inner end and a plate fixed by means other than said

clamping member, said plate normally engaging the angu-
lar portion and holding the meml^r against rotation, and
adapted to be forced inwardly in a line with the reduced
portion to allow the nieint)er to l>o turned.

5. .\ screw threaded member having an angular portion

by which It may be turne<l. and having an Integral re-

duced Inner end, and a plate flxeil by means other than
said memtier. said plate normally engaging the angular
portion and holding the memt>er against rotation and
adapted to l>e forctxl Inwardly in a line with the reduced
portion to allow the member to be turned.

[Claim > Hot i)rinte<l In the (iazette]

887,383. VIROMETER ('h.\rles L. Dobrick, New York,

N. v., assignor of one half to Edmund Mugen. New
York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 4. 1907. Serial No. 405,042.

1. In nn apparatus for testing the strength of a per-

son, a ballistic device comprising a wire track ascending
vertically, a spring actuated cannon with ball adapted to

shoot the ball Into the wire track, an indicator on the
j

cannon, a graduated board on which the wire track is ^

134 O. G.—25

2. In an apparatus for testing the strength of a per-

son, a ballistic device comprising a wire track ascending
vertically, a spring actuateil cannon with ball adapte<l to

shoot the ball into the wire track, a rod within the spring
having a toothed portion and a piston at Its Inner end
to Inclose the spring, a vertical stop mounted in the rear

portion of the cannon, a lever with handle hinged thereto

acting as a trigger, an Indicator on the top portion of

the cannon, a graduated board on which the wire track

is mounted, ball retarding shelves or stops within said

board, a metal rod for releasing the ball, and a sound
producing device on the cannon.

3. In an apparatus for testing the strength of a per-

son, a ballistic device comprising a wire track ascending
vertically, a spring actuated cannon with ball adapted
to shoot the ball into the wire track, a trigger device

In the lower rear portion of said cannon, an indicator on
Its top portion, a graduated board on which the wire
track Is mounted, ball retarding shelves or stops "within

said board consisting of a tail pin. a shelf portion loosely

hinged thereto, a metal rtxl with stops one for each
shelf adapted to release the hall, and a sound producing
device on the cannon.

4. In an apparatus for testing the strength of a per-

son, a cannon mounted on a carriage, a rod within same
having a toothed portion and a piston loosely fitting the

cannon at its inner end, an open cylindrical spring sur-

rounding said rod. a vertical stop in the lower rear por-

tion of the cannon, a lever with handle hinged thereto

acting as a trigger, an indicator on the top portion of the
cannon In connection with the piston, a handle on the In-

ner rod outside of the cannon and a sounding device be-

tween said handle and the rear end of the cannon.

5. In an apparatus for testing the strength of per-

sons a wire track consisting of three wires a.scendlng

vertically and having l>elow a flared tube shaped end
portion, a graduattnl board on which said wire track is

mounted, ball retarding shelves or stops within said board
consisting of a tail pin and a .shelf ptirtion loosely hinged
thereto, and a wire rod on said board having stops one
for each ball retarding device adapted to release the ball.

887,884. BTOCKIMM'lioi Ki TOR. Lot ie DrcEV, New
York. N. T. Filed Mar. 2V», 1;»U7. Serial No. 365.260.

#-
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887.385. TOT WAGON. Hisby L. Ferris. Harvard. 111..

assignor to Helm. Hunt. Ferris & Co.. Harvard, 111., a

Corporation nf IlUnuis. Filed Oct. 17. |907. Serial No.

397.910.

1. The combination with a wagon-bed and a pair of os-

cillating front steerinff-wheeis, of a devloe plvotally sup-

ported to 3win« laterally and having operative connection

with the wheeLs for osclllatiDg them, a steering-handle

secured to said device and adapted to swing forward and
rearward for drawing and steering the w*gon, and means
osclilatable In an arc nf a circle about the pivot of said de-

vice and adapted to support the handle when turned rear-

ward for steering.

2. The combination with a wagon-bed. of a pair of os-

cillating front stt^ering wheels, a device ptvotally support-

ed to swing laterally and having operative connection with
the wheels for oscillating them, a handle plvotally secured

to said device ami adapted to be swung forward and rear-

ward for drawinu and steering the wagon, and means hav-

ing a connection rigid against lateral movement with said

device and osclilatable therewith in an arc of a circle about
the pivot thereof and adapted to support the handle when
turned backwards for steering.

3. The combination with a wagon-bed, of a swlveling

front axle supporting a pair of steering-wheels, a handle-
supporting devicf" extending forward from the axle, a han-

dle plvotally connected to said handle-supporting device

and .adapted to be swung forward and rearward for draw-
ing and steering the wagon, and means having rigid con-

nection with the axle and osclilatable thefewlth In an arc
of a circle about its center of oscillation, adapted to re-

ceive and support the handle when turnefl backwards for

steering

4. The combination with a wagon-bed. of a swlveling
front axle supporcint; steering-wheels, a h»ndle-supportlng
devlcp extendint; f^trward from the axle, a handle plvotally

connected to said handle supporting device and adapted to

be swung forward and rearward for drawing the wagon
and steering It. and a forwardly-extending fork having
rigid connection with th*» axle and adapted to receive and
support the handle when turned back, »ald fork being
mounted to oscillate rigidly with the axle.

5. The combination with a wagon-b»>d. a fifth wheel and
an axle, and steering wht>els having sup[>tirf through the
flfth wheel, of a handle supporting dovlc? extending for-

ward from the axle, a handle having plfotal connection
with said handle-supporting device and adapted to be ex-

tended forward and rearward for drawHg and steering
the wagon, and a fork pxt^nding forward from the mov-
able fifth-wheel member and adapted to l^c^'lv^' and sup-

port the handle when turned backwards. >

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

887.386. FABRIC HOLDEB. Alonson Gallowav and
Emma B. Sweet, Milwaukee, Wis. File 3 Sept. .^, 1907.
Serial No. 391,410.

3ti.
-fr-

3 » Hj^ 4 ,,f

1, In a device of the described class, the combination
of a fabric supporting frame, two series o| radial lags re-

spectively formed integrally with and extending outwardly
from the upper and lower edges of said frame, the lugs of

the resf>ectlve .series being formed in sets of two each, lo-

cated one above the other in the same vf'rtical plane and
provided with apertures for the reception of the vertical

members of the fabric retaining arms, an annular series

of fabric retaining arms each comprising a horizontal and
a vertical member, the vertical member of one of said arms
being supported in each set of radial lugs and means for

yieldingly holding said fabric retaining arms In tb»-lr ex-

tended positions.

2. In a device of the described clas.>(, the combination
of a fabric supporting frame, two series of radial lugs, re-

spectively formed Integrally with and extending outwardly
from tte upper and lower edges of said frame, the lugs of

the respective series being formed in sets of two each, lo-

cated one above the other in the same vertical plane and
provided with apertures for the reception of the vertical

members of the fabric retaining arms, an annular series of

fabric retaining arms each comprising a horizontal and a

vertical member, the vertical member of one of the said

arms being flattened upon one side, and supported in each
set of radial lugs and a resilient bearing tongue formed
integrally with said frame, adapted to bear against the

flattened surface of snld vertical member and r'-tain the

horizontal member in its extended position.

.'?. In a device of the described clas.s. the combination
of a fabric supporting frame, two series of radial lugs, re-

spectively formed integrally and flush with the upper and
lower edges of said frame, the lugs of the respective series

being formed In sets of two each, located in the same ver-

tical plane and provided with apertures for the reception

of the vertical member of the fabric retaining arms, the

lugs of the lower series being bent upwardly at their outer
ends and provided with a series of fabric retaining teeth,

an annular series of fabric retaining arms supported in

said lugs, each of said arms comprising a horizfjntai and
vertical meml)er and means for yieldingly retaining the

horizontal members of said arms in their extended posi-

tions.

4. In a device of the described class, the combination
of a fal)ric su[>porting frame, two series of radial lugs, re-

spectively formed integrally and flush with the upper and
lower edges > f said frame, the lugs of the respective series

being formed in sets of two each, located in the same ver-

tical plane ami provided with apertures for the reception

of the vertical member of the fabric retaining arms, the
aperture of the lower series of lugs being countersunk for

the upset ends of the fabric retaining arms, an annular
series of fabric retaining arms each comprising a horizon-

tal and vertical member, the lower end of the vertical

members being provided with annular shoulders adapted to

rest upon the upper surface of the lower series of radial

lugs, while the lower end of said vertical members are up-

set within said counter sunk lugs so as to prevent the
same from movinir vertically and means for yieldingly

holding said retaining arms at the desired point of adjust-

ment.

5. In a device of the described class, the combination
of a fabric supporting frame having a vertical recess upon
one side thereof, a plurality of resilient timgues formed
integrally with, and centrally located between the upper
and lower edges of said frame, two series of radial lugs

respectively formed Integrally with and extending radially

from the upper and lower edges of said frame, the lugs in

the respective series lieing 'ormed in sets of two each,

located in the same vertical plane and provided with aper-

tures for the reception of the vertical members of the

fabric retaining arras, the lugs of the lower series being

respectively provided with a series of fabric retaining

teeth, a plurality of fabric retaining arms each comprising

a vertical and horizontal member, the vertical member
being flattened upon one side, said resilient tongue being
adapted to bear yieldingly agalijst the flattened surface

of thi vertical members of said fabric retaining arms and
thereby retain the horizontal members of said arms In

their extended positions all substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

887.387. WHEELBARROW. Bi rton S. Giek and Holly
M. Verplan'ck, Lansing. Mich., assignors to Lansing
Wheelbarrow Company. Lansing, Mich. Filed Jan. 24,
1907. Serial No. 353,930.

1. In a wheelbarrow, the combination of side bars or
rails ; the legs 3 ; the braces 5 therefor ; and the body
posts 7, said legs, braces and body posts being formed
integral of pieces of angle iron, arranged with the legs

thereof projecting upwardly and Inwardly, the upper ends
of the leg portion 3 being bent rearwardly into arm 4 to

receive the side bars, said brace iiortions 5 being curved
from said leg portions to the side rails and forming feet

for the suhstautinlly vertical legs; side boards: an end
board arranged between said body posts resting against
the inner legs thereof with Its ends abutting against the
outer legs thereof; cleats for said end board secured by
bolts arranged therethrough and through said end board
and the inner legs of said body posts, said cleats being
spaced from the outer legs of said posts so that the ends
of the side boards may be Inserted between the same, all

coacting for the purpose s[>ecitied.

2. In a wheelbarrow, the combination of said bars or
rails ; the legs 3 ; the braces 5 therefor ; and the body
posts 7, said legs, braces and body posts being formed
Integral of pieces of angle Iron, arranged with the legs

thereof projecting upwardly and Inwardly, the upper ends
of the leg portl(jns 3 being bent rearwardly Into arms 4 to

receive the said side bars, said brace portions forming feet

for the substantially vertical legs ; side boards ; an end
board arranged between said body posts resting against
the Inner legs thereof with its ends abutting against the
outer legs thereof; cleats for said end board .secured by
bolts arranged therethrough and through said end board
and the Inner legs of said body posts, said cleats being
paced from the outer legs of said posts so that the ends
of the side boards may be inserted between the same, all

co-acting for the purp^ise specified.

887,388. VACULTI POWER-IIAMMER. Loi'is GOLLT,
East Orange. N. J. Filed Apr. 16, 1907. Serial No.
368.548.

^?(* j"? S7 ^ '' '^

Si^
52,S8'*4 47 5^40 7 ^^ ^ M ^"^

1. In an Implement of the character set forth, the com-
bination, with a cylinder, of a tool-holder connected with
one end of said cylinder, a reciprocatory plunger In said
cylinder, means for actuating said plunger, and a recipro-

catory hammer movabiy arranged within said cylinder be-

tween the one end of said tool-holder and the end of said
plunger, said cylinder being provided with means for pro-
ducing a vacuum. between the end of the hammer and the
end of the plunger, when said plunger is moving In one
direction and forcing said hammer against the end of the
tool-holder when the plunger moves in the opposite direc-

tion, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In an Implement of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a cylinder, of a tool-holder connected with
one end of said cylinder, a rotary shaft within said cylin-

der and a reciprocatory plunger in said cylinder, adapted
to be actuated from said shaft, said plunger being provided
with a striking-end or anvil upon one end. and said tool-

holder being provided with a striking end or anvil, a recip-

rocatory hammer movabiy arranged within said cylinder

between the one end of said tool-holder and the end of said

plunger, said hammer being formed with a striking-end or
anvil upon each end of said hammer, and said cylinder
being provided with means for producing a vacuum be-

tween the end of the hammer and the end of the plunger,
when said plunger is moving In one direction and forcing
said hammer against the end of the tool-holder when the
plunger moves in the opposite direction, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

3. In an Implement of the character set forth, the com-
bination, with a cylinder, of a tool-holder connected with
one end of said cylinder, a reciprocatory plunger In said
cylinder, means for actuating said plunger, and a recipro-
catory hammer movabiy arranged within said cylinder be-

tween the one end of said tool-holder and the end of said
plunger, said cylinder being provided with an opening or

hole, a second or outer cylinder slidably mounted upon
said first-mentioned cylinder, said outer cylinder being
provided with an opening or hole normally corresponding
to and registering with the hole in said flrst-mentioned
cylinder, whereby a vacuum in the rear of the hammer is

avoided and the hammer brought to rest, substantially as
and for the purposes set forth.

4. In an Implement of the character set forth. tl)e com-
bination, with a cylinder, said cylinder being provided with
a longitudinally extending oi>ening. of a tool-holder con-
nected with one end of said cylinder, a chambered recip-

rocatory plunger In said cylinder, a block slidably arranged
In said longitudinally extending opening of said cylinder,
means for .securing said block to said plunger, means for

producing a reciprocatory movement of said plunger, and
a reciprocatory hammer movnbly arranged within said cyl-

inder between the one end of said tool-holder and the end
of said plunger, said cylinder being provided with means
for producing a vacuum between the end of the hammer
and the end of the plunger, when said plunger is moving
In one direction and forcing said hammer against the end
of the tool-holder when the plunger moves in the opposite
direction, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. In an implement of the character set forth, the com-
bination, with a cylinder, said cylinder being provided
with a longitudinally extending opening, of a tool-holder
connected with one end of said cylinder, a rotary shaft
within said cylinder provided with a helically arranged
groove, a chambered reciprocatory jihingcr in said cyl-

inder, a block slidably arranged in said longitudinally
extending opening of said cylinder, means for securing
said block to said plunger, and a projection on said
block extending into the helical groove of said shii^t.

whereby the rotary movement of said shaft will produce a
non-rotative reciprocatory movement of said plunger,
said plunger t>eing provided with a etriklng-end or anvil
upon one end, and said tool-holder being provided with a
striking end or anvil, a reciprocatory hammer movabiy
arranged within said cylinder between the one end of said
tool-holder and the end of said plunger, said hammer
being formed with a striking-end or anvil upon each end
thereof, and said cylinder being provided with means for
producing a vacuum between the end of the hammer and
the end of the plunger, when said plunger is moving in
one direction and forcing said hammer against the end of
the tool-holder when the plunger moves in the opposite
direction, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

8 8 7,3S9. FLEXIBLE ('OURECTIVE BRACE AMD
BRACE FRAME, Gl.st.we W IL'kAS. Los Anfeles, Cal.,

assignor of one-half to Margaret B. Fowler. Pasadena,
Cal. Filed Dec. 27, 1907. Serial No. 40S.:r,]

1. A corrective brace for the body comprising a pair of

side frames, each bent up from resilient wire with front
and rear circular loops to form body clamps and with
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BtanMallv as (l.'xrrlh*'<1
rial No. 317,159.

2. A corrective brace f>>r th- »>...!> ii>rui>risinir a pair

of side frames, each bent up from r.'sili.-nt » ir>' with front

and rear circular loops forming body . laiaps adapt.-d to

embrace the shoulder blades and mammary ^-lands. a con-

necting p..rtion •..'w—n said clamiis, lO.>ps extending

dowawar'lly :r.in -li.l .lamps and i-uniU'cting portion.

and a body girdle m whi.-h tIih L.w.r .-ikIs of thr loops

are Incorporated.

.3. .V frame for corrective body braces fomi.-d of r.sili.nr

wire with front and roar circular body buni in.; portions

connect.'d at one side, a plurality of .1. p^nilini.' loops at

the Sid.' ami back of the fram." ami m.^aa-- .•.^nnwtfd to

the depending loops for supporting- fh.> bra.'*- from the

body; subatantlally as desrribfd

887,.390. STKIt Tl UAL SLll'K IM l.f: .Inns 1-. Hall.

New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. IJ. r.»OT S-rial No. 397.093.

H V t«

1. In a gas ranges a ba^T W^ tomtd 6J!« *«> »»<«"

sldo and hn'-k plntes, tb« Mid oat«r platM belBg paneled to

provi.].' iM -.[.a .s or cushions between the said Inner and

out..-r platt.s. an ov.n bottom dividing the said body part

Into ov.'n and bmiirr s.. lions. an air space formed by the

top and bott..m fa-s of the salil ovon bottom, a hinged

dcK)r for th.- saul oven section, and a broiler pan adapted

to slide In and our of the said broiler section, substantially

as descrilxMl

2. In a gas range, a bf>dy pan formed by inn.r anil ..utor

side and back plates, the Rai<i out. r plat.- l-ini: iiati-l.Ml to

provide air siim-."; ' 1

oUt'T plal.-s, an "\ '-n

oven and broiler s. m

top face and a V shap

passages between th

n*h

,1 li

U(|.'

iIlS t»'t\S .-t'li 1 I

• 111 illvidink' 'h

an air ^p,i •

•;aiil inn.r and
r...d\ part into

nil. .1 !iv a flat

*1. A triangular ruh- having scales upon its .lifferent

faces, slides adapted to cooperate with the re.spectiv.- faces,

and keys for the solution of difTer.-nt probl.'tns adapted to

be solved by the scales, said keys being tiormally lo.at.d

beneath th.- slides and visih!- when the ^ides are drawn

out I

•_'. A triangular <\\'\'- r\i\<- in<Miidtng cf>*>peratlng scales

and form-'d of a cor.' ..r ho.iy portion and tlan^rfS or .'dges

independently detachable from the core or body portion.

3. .V triangular rtile formed of a core or body portion,

tlangHS .ir *'dg.-s indfp.nd.'utly detachable from the core

or body porti..n, and m-ans to yi-ldingl? hold the edges

or flanges to th.> body portion.

4 A rul^- I'onsisting .>f a core or body portion, a soat

formed on th.- body p.^rtion. an edge or flange having a

portion to .o.;p..rate with th.- seat and tm-ans for yl"ld-

Ingly holding the flange to the seat said ui.-aus permitting

lateral movement of the edge In additloq to the yielding

movi-ment.

5. .\ rule consisting of a core or body p.^rtlon. a seat

formed on the body portion, an edge or flange having a

portion to co<iperate with the seat and m.-ans for yield-

inglv and adjustably holding the flange to the s.-at

[riaims 1; to 25 not printed In the Gazette ]

.tf.im fa' f 'ni.! ..^.'ii !'oi tom.

.'(It;, s of the said oven (wttom.

and the side walls of th.- !.o(l> part a hinged door for said

oven section, a broll.T pan adapt. -.1 t.. slid.. In and out of

said broiler section, substantially a-* d.s.rih.^d.

3. In a gas range, n t.orlv part formed by Inner and outer

side and back plates, th. -ai.l outer plates being paneled to

provid.- air spaces or cushions between the said inner and

outer plates, an oven bottom dividing said body part into

oven and broiler sections, said oven bottom comprising a

nat top and a V-shaped bottom, an air spac form.'d by

said flat top and V-shaped bottom, passages between the

Ide edges of the oven bottom and side wails of body part,

current directing plates fastened to the said side walls of

the body part, passages formed between the said current

directing plates and the said side walls, a draft plate fas-

tened to the inner face of the back of the body part, a pas-

sag.- formed between the said draft plate and the back wall.

said pa^sngn adapted to communicate with a flue, said

tin. f. rin I ihroiiL'h the back of said body part, substan-

tially as d.s. rih.d

4 In a gas rang.-, a body part mmprisini; inn.-r an.

I

outer side and back plates, the outer phtt. s being pan.-led

to provide air spaces or cushions betw.-.-n the said Inner

and outer plat.-s. an oven bottom dividing th.- body part

Into oven and broiler sections, said ov.-n b-.tinm consist-

ing of a flat top and a V shap.-d bottom an air space

formed between the said flat top and V-shap.-.l bottom, pas-

sages b«-tw.-en th.- si<le -dge^ of ov.-n bottom and side walls

of body part, current dir.-<-ting plates fast.-n.-d to th- In-

ner side walls of the body part, passag.-s formed by the

said .-urr.-nt directing plates and the Inner side walls of

the said b<Mly part, a draft plate fastened to the inner face

I of th.- said back plate, a passatr.- formed by said draft

plate and the inner back plate, said passaut mmunlcating

with the flue, said flue formed through the back plates of

' body part, a hinged door for the said ovon s.-ct!on. and

' a slldint;' pan for the said broiler section, substantially

' as described
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887.392. riRE- EXTINGIISHER. Lbwis A. Haeker,

Cincinnati, Ohio; Sarah M llarker executrix of said

Lewis A. Marker, deceased. Filed Apr. 7, 1906, Serial

No. 310,491. Renewed Apr. 2, 1908. Serial No. 424,771.

I

1. .K bottle cage, comprising a swing made In n single

piece hnving vertical mtmbcrs to be disposed alongside

the bottb , a bottom member to be disposed under the bot-

tle and a 'np !n. ml., r t" .xtt-nd ov.-r the top of the bottle, a

lug proj. .tiiii: npwardly from the top member of the cage

for atta.hm.nt to the cover of an extinguisher tank and a

removaM.' ring to encircle the bottle and rngag.- the ver-

tical m.rnii.rv ,.f the swing.

2. Tb- .i.inhinatlon with a cag.- for a fin- .-xiingulsher,

of a cro.>.- pin in the upper portion of the cag.- and a stop-

per mounted In said cage and hung on said cross pin, said

•topper having a vertical .longatcd slot throtigh which

tald pin passi-s

3. The coiiiliinai I'.n \vith a tin- .-xt inguishcr tank, and

a cap or cuvir th. rdur, of a swing having a threaded lug

screwed Into said cap or cover, said swing constructed

to form shoulders to limit upward movem.-nt of the bottle

and baring recesses in its side bars, a ring placed around

the Iwttle and located in said recesses, a stopper for the

bottle, and a cross pin In the swing passing through in

elongated slot In the stopper.

8 87,39 3. IlVI'l{()<"ARBON-ENGINE. Friedbich A.

IIaski.wsm.m: i; i~!ati. Germany. Filed Aug. 29, 1905.

Serial N.. -T'>,i..;4

1. In a hydrocarbon (-ngiiie. the combinutlon. with the

combustion-chamber and the fuel receiving chamber com-

municmlnL' th.-rewltli. of a piston, means for supplying

fuel to sanl fii-l reci-iving chamb.-r, and cooperating

means on said piston and the cover of the cylinder

whereby the compress.-d air is divided and part of the

same utilized to bbiw in the fuel charge from the fuel-

receiving chamber.

2. In a hydrocarlKjn engine, the ( ombinatlon. with the

combustion chamber, the fuel receiving chamber, and the

piston, of cooperating means on the piston and the cover

of the cylinder, embcxlying a step formed on one of said

parts, wliereby the compressed air is divided and a part

so divided is use<l to blow In the charge from the fuel-

receiving charal>er.

3. In a hydrocarbon engine, the combination, with the

combusti<m-chamber, fuel-receiving chamt>er and piston,

of means to divide the air compressed by the piston into

parts, subjecting the parts to diffen-nt pressure, and utiliz-

ing the part at the greatest pressure to inject the fuel

from the fuel-re<'eiving chamber into the combustion-

chamber.
4. In a hydrocarbon engine, the combination, with the

Combuatlon-chaml>er, of a fuel receiving chamber directly

communicating therewith, a piston in said combustion-

chamber which compres.ses air in the fuel receiving cham-

ber, and means whereby a part of the air compressed by

the piston Is projected thrfiugh the fuel-receiving cham-

ber to blow the fuel into the cylinder.

5. In a hydrocarbon engine, the combination of a com-

bu8tlon-chaml)er. a fuel-receiving chaml)er communicating

therewith, a piston in said combustion chaml^r. and

means whereby the air compressed by said piston is di-

Tided into two parts of unequal pressure, the part at low

pressure being compressed in the fuel-receiving chamber,

and means whereby the part at high pressure is projected

through the fuel-receiving chamber, while such other part

is compressed therein, to inject the fuel intt. the combus-

tion-chamber.

[Claims 6 to n not printed In the Gazette.]

887,394. MAIL-BAG CATCHER. John P. Hendkix,

Glencoe, Ky. Filed Feb. 21. 190S. Serial No. 417,031.

1. In a mail bag catcher, the combination of a catch-

ing device or arm having a vertical pivot whereby it is

moanted for horizontal swinging movement into and out

of a car. a spring for actuating said arm inwardly, a pro-

jection upon the pivot of said arm, a pivoted latch lever

having a shouldered end to engage said projection and a

spring for actuating said latch lever.

2. A mall bag catcher comprising a support, bearings

thereon, a mail bag catching arm having a vertical pivot

arranged in said bearings, a radial arm projecting from

said pivot, a coil spring having one end llxed and its

other end connected to said radial arm. a lug upon said

pivot, a pivoted latch lever having a shouldere<l end to

engage said lug. and a spring for actuating said latch

lever.

887.395. KAILROAD-TIE. Alford Holton. Mlllerton,

I'a. Filed .Kug 7. 1907. Serin! No, 387,524.

1. A railroad cross tie comprising a metal structure

having near each end a metal box with au open side and

an open top. a block of slightly yielding material in eat h

of said boxes on which the rails rest and to which they

are spiked, a removable closure for the open side of each
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of said boxes to secure said blocks In pitce, and nfeans
on said blocks for keeping their aides out of contact with
the sides and bottoms of said boxes.

2 A railroad cross tie comprising an integrally formed
base plate, central flange and a box near each end of

aid tie. a wooden block closely fitting at Its ends each
of said boxes on which blocks the rails re« and to which
they are .'(piked, each of said boxes having vertical walls
and open on its top and on one side and provided with
flanges at the top of Its end walls to overhang the ends
of said bi<jck.s. and a tie band covering tlie side opening
of each Ijox t>olfe<i to said central flange

3. A railroad tie comprising a flat pl.tte. a rib rising

centrally thereof, a box near each end of *iid plate, open
at the top and one side, a wooden block bavlng a metal
band on *»ar(i end projecting tvevond the faces of the
block, said banded block fitting snusly vrithln the box
and forming a space l>etween said block aed the sides of
the box. and a removable tx)x side having angular ends to

bear on the central flange and mean.s f^r fasffrilng .said

parts In place.

4. .V railroad tie comprising a ba.fe phua, a central up-
standing flange extending from end to end of said base
plate but Interrupted near each end by a box, the whole
being integral, each of said hoies having a' fixed side and
two ends, a flantre overhanging each end. ribs extending
across the bottom of the box. and a wnoien hlnrk with
a metal band on each end fitting said fiox snii.:iv. ;inil a

removable side rtttirii: .josHiy .igainst said block and fas-

tened to said upstrtii'liiu' ;l;in£r>>, said bi'jqks adapted to

support the rails and te spiiiwl thereto.

!

shaft In adjusted position, and a power-transmission de-

vice fitted on the angular portion of the aforesaid sleeve

•>xposed beyond said cap.

887.396. SHOE FOR MOTION THANS.MISSION
CHAINS. R.WD.^LL D. Hint. Lap<jrt«. Ind. Filed
July 29. 1907. Serial No. 385.966.

1 In romtination with a link chain, detachable wear-

inn sh'H^s. ''ai-h providing a trf^ad for coverlBg the wearing
surface of the link, and projections from said tread, ar-

raniied and adapted to l)e bent over the opposite edge of

the link to retain the tread in place

2. In combination with a link chain, detachable shoes,

each providing a tri^ad and fingers projecting from said

tread, arranged to be up.set to embrace pajts of the link

and secure the tread to the link.
|

3. In combination with a chain. deta<iiab!e wearing
shoes therefor, each providing a tread for covering the

wearing surface of the link, and two integral fingers pro-

jecting from said tread. arrange<l each in parallelism to

a side surface of the link to be bent down over the edge
of the link opposite the wearing surface ttiereof.

4. As an article of manufacturp. a lltk chain shoe

comprising a tread and Angers projecting from said tread

at right angles thereto of sufficient length to t)e bent

down to embrace a link member of a chain.

887,397. BEARING Mathias John, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Oct. 3. 1906 Serial No. 337,180.

1. The combination of a boss having an attaching base,

a partly angular but otherwise cylindrical rotary sleeve

engaging the boss and provided with an outer annular
flange in ground-Joint engagement with tht- adjacent end of

said boss, a cap encircling the sleeve over the flange of

same and screw-threaded on the aforesaid boss, a shaft

vertically adjustable in said sleeve longltadlnally of the

same with which It has rotation, means for holding the

2. The combination of a boss having an attacbins baae,

a partly angular but otherwise cylindrical rotary sleere
engaging the boss and provided with an outer annular
flange in giound joint engagement with the adjacent edge
of said bos«. a cap encircling the sleeve over thp flange of

same and screw-threaded on the aforesaiil l)oss. a set-screw

in connection with the cap to provldf for fastening the

same In place, a shaft adjustable in said sleeve longitudi-

nally of the same with which It has rotation, means for

holding the shaft In adjusted position, and a power trans-

mission device fitted on the angular portion of the afore-

said sleeve exposed beyond said cap.

88 7.39 8. BRICK AND iU.OCK MOI.D Chari.es W.
Jo.N'ES, Charlotte, N. C. assignor to American Roofing
Tile Co., Charlotte, N. C. Filed July 30. 1907 Serial

No. 386.236.

1. A mold Including spaced side walls, a core member
Interposed between the side walls and provided with spaced
slots, and division plates seated in said slots and engaging
the side walls, said plates forming a plurality independ-

ent molding compartments surrounding the sides and fop

of the core

2. .\ mold including spaced side walls, a core member
interposed between the side walls and provided with spaced
transverse slots, division plates seated In said slots and
bearing against the side walls, and sectional plates car-

ried by the side walls and Interposed between the adjacent
transverse plates.

3 A mold including longitudinally disposed sills, side

walls supported by the sills, a core member Interposed be-

tween the side walls and removat>le from the bottom of

the mold, said core member being provided with spaced
transverse slots.^divlslon plates seated In said slots and
bearing against Sle side walls, and means for locking the

core member In operative position.

4. .A mold Including spaced side walls, a core member
Interposed between the side walls and provided with spaced
transverse slots, and division plates seated in said slots
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and engaging the Interior and exterior walls of the core

member.
5. A mold including spaced side walls, a core member

interpo.sed between the side walls, a plurality of sets of

spaced division plates extending transversely of the core

member and forming Independent molding compartments,

and sectional division plates carried by the side walls and

Interposed between the transverse plates.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

rear of the pivot and provided with an adjustable bear-

ing at Its rear end upon the Inner face of the other blade.

8 8 7.399. PlN-SrOTTlNG DEVICE FOR BOWLING-
ALLEYS. WtLLiA.M JitsEPHY, Columbus. Ohlo, assignor

of one half to Thomas K. Wlsslnger. Columbus, Ohio.

Filed June 6, 1907. Serial No. 377,541.

1. In a device c.f the character described, the combina-

tion with a vertically movable frame having a series of

pockets formed therein adapted to register with the spots

of the bowling alley, of carrying pockets formed In said

frame and adapted to carry pins, said carrying pockets

being independent of and in addition to the pockets that

register with the spots of the alley, substantially triangu-

lar corner blocks arranged within the pockets that register

with the spots of the alley, and means for adjusting said

blocks toward and from the center of the [>ockets.

2. In a device of the character described, the comblna

tlon with a bowling alley, of standards arranged at the

rear end of the alley, a vertically movable frame mounted

In said standards, counterbalancing weights for said frame,

pockets formed in said frame and adapted to register with

the spots of a bowling alley and carrying pockets also

formed In said frame which are Independent of and In ad-

dition to the pockets that register with the spots of the

alley, substantially triangular corner blocks arranged

within the pockets that register with the spots of the alley,

and means for adjusting said blocks toward and from the

center of the pockets.

3. In a pin spotting device, the combination with a

vertically movable frame having pockets formed therein

which register with the spots of the bowling alley, of

slotted members movably mounted within said pockets.

and means for binding said slotted members In their ad-

Justed position.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a vertically movable frame having a series of

pockets formed therein adapted to register with the spots

of the bowling alley, of carrying pockets formed In said

frame adaiited to carry pins, said carrying pockets being

independent of and in addition to the pockets that register

with the spots of the alley, and movably mounted mem-

bers located within the pockets that register with the

spots of the alley, and means for binding said members in

their adjusted positions.

887.400. SCISSORS OR SHEARS. Frank C. Kiskr and

Jonv P Hasi.ingkr. Fremont. Ohio. Filed May 24,

1906. Serial No. 31R,53.^

1. The combination with the blades of a scissors, of a

connecting pivot having a head out of contact with the

face of the adjacent blade, and a spring bearing on the

inside of said head as a fulcrum and extending forward of

the pivot and bearing at its end only, beyond said pivot, on

the outer face of the adjacent blade, and extending to the

2. The combination with the blades and connecting pivot

of a scissors, of a spring plate bearing at the Inside of the

head of tlie pivot, extending forward of the pivot, and a

series of antl friction rolls arranged between the adjacent

faces of the blade and the plate at the forward end of the

latter, the other end of the plate extending to the rear and

bearing upon the other blade.

887.401. DISPLAY-STAND. Emil W. Klotz, Toronto,

Ontario. Canada. Filed May 21, 1907. Serial Ncf.

374,892.

1. A display stand comprising a base formed by a

central tubular sleeve and radial arms forming feet for

the base, a central standard having collars secured there-

to, arms extending from the collars, rods connecting the

ends of the arms, a series of clamping sleeves secured on

the standard and a series of brackets provided with legs

designed to be clamped to the standard by the clamping

sleeves, as and for the purpose specified.

2. A display stand comprising a base portion having a

central socket a central standard supported In the socket,

brackets adjustably secured thereon, an upper and lower

series of radial arms extending from the standard and

rods connecting the upper and lower arms, as and for the

purpose specified.

887.402. MOUTH -HARMONICA. Ernst Koch. Jersey

City Heights, N. J. Filed Jan. 21. 1908. Serial No.

411.927.

^''^P^.'

1. A mouth harmonica comprising a casing having

bores therein, groups of bells mounted on said casing and

arranged in pairs disposed longitudinally of the l>ores.

and a device operating in each bore and between the cor-

responding pair of bells by which both of the latter are

struck.

2. In a mouth harmonica, the combination of a casing

having a bore therein, a pair of bells mounted on said

casing above said bore, a piston In said bore, and a
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clapper on said piston which at each end (if Its movement
atrikfs oni^ ')f sai<l bells.

3. A mouth harmonica consisting of a casing having

bores or passaiffH. pistons in said bort-s. .'iBpncrs attached

to the pistons and jfulded in slots of said bores, and bells

mounted on the casinj?

4. A mouth harmonica consisting of a casin^c having

bores therein, pistons in said bores, cusMonlng springs

Interposed between the pistons and the ends of the Nires,

clappers supported on the pistons, and devicfs which are

struck by the clapi^ers.

5. A mouth harmonica comprising a cBsing having a

plurality of bores, rows of b*'lls mounted on said casing

at th*^ front and rear of said bores and arrangpd in stag-

gered r^Matlon. said bells being also arrangfd in pairs dis-

posed longitudinally of the bores, and d^ivices operating

In said bort>8 by which both bells of each pair arf struck.

[Claim 6 not printed Id the (Jazettp 1

887,403. EMBROIKEKY-HOOP Kukieki k K Kohleb,
Canton, Ohio F!l.<d .Ian 2T. 190S. Serial No. 412.774.

An embroidery hoop comprising two rings ou»- adapted
to telescope within the other, the holding face of one ring

ha\Mng a Hat middle portion presented to thp opposing
face of the othor ring and Md>' portions divfrging there-

from and extending from said flat mi<ldlp portion to the
side edges of the one ring, and a rt'sill.nt frlctlonal hand
attached on the holding face of the on.' ring and extend-
ing upon thp diverging side portions thereof.

887.404. r>rMI' - \V.V(;r).\. Hknky F LANGREtiER. Chl-

CMgO, 111. Filed .Nov \^. I'JOT. Serial .So. 40J,'')70

1 The .dniblnation with the sides and ends of a wagon
body of two stationary bottom plates sloping laterally

downward from a centrally disposed longitudinally ex-

tending line, two movable bottom-portions at the sides of

the stationary portions and extending tljerefrom to the

sides of the wagon body, and means for sliding said mov
able bottom portions laterally inward beneath said sta-

tionary bottom portions.

2. The combination wl'n the sides and ends of a wagon-
body of two longitudinally pxtendlng stationary portions
slanting laterally from a longitudinally extending cen
trally disposed line within the wagon body, tracks run
Ding beneath said stationary portions and extending t(

the sides of the wagon-body, two movahlp bottom por
tions running upon said tracks extending; from the sfa

tlonary bottom portion to the sides of the wagon-body anc:

means for drawing said movable bottom portions beneath
the stationary portions to dump the .jontents of the
wagon.

3. The combination with a series of transvprselv ex-

tending bolsters of side and end portions of a wagon twx,

tracks resting upon said bolsters, longitudinally extend-

ing stationary bottom portions sloping laterally down-
ward from the line centrally disposed with respect to the

sides of the wagon and terminating inside the sides oC
the wagon to h ave spaces between their outer edges and

sides of the wagon, laterally movable t>ottom portions

underneath said stationary bottom-portions and extend-

ing therefrom to the aides of the wagon body and resting

upon said tracks and means for moving said movable
bottom-portions laterally beneath the stationary por-

tions to dump the wagon.
4. The combination with transverse bolsters of the sides

and ends of a wagon, castings mounted u[)on said bolsters

and each comprising track portions and diagonally dis-

posed portions overhanging the track-portions and slop-

ing downward laterally from centrally disposed points on
said bolsters, stationary bottom-portions seoured to the

angularly disposed portions of said castings wliereby they

are given a lateral slope downwards in two directions

from a central line of the wagon-body, movable bottom-
portions resting upon the track-portions of 8ai<i castings

and means for drawing said movable bottom-portions be-

neath the stationary bottom-portions to dump the wagon.
5. The combination with the sides and ends of a

wagon of two stationary bottom portions sloping down-
wards laterally in opposite directions from a centrally

disposed line running longitudinally of the wagon-body,
two longitudinally extending and laterally movable bot-

tom-portions extending outwards from the outer edges of

said stationary bottom portions to the sides of the

wagon, a rock shaft extending centrally of the wagon,
and means of connection between said rock shaft and
said laterally movable tM)ttom portions whereby the rock-

ing of the shaft will draw said portions together be-

neath the 8tatlonar\ memtiers of the bottom to discharge
the load.

[Claims *) and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,405. VAI.VE I'Ai KINt; FuKi.KiinK LoWMOl, Chi-
cago, 111. File«l Feb. 1T>, 190S Serial No. 417.686.

1 In combination with a valve-Stem, a springleas pack-

ing therefor comprising a stuffing-box through which tb«

stem passes, containing a metal bushing having an In-

wardly tap»'ring pscking seat In its outer end, and an
annular nu-tal ta[f rin_' i>acklng-head confined about the

stem to bear at its niirrower Inner end against said sent

and toward its outer end against the moutli of the stufl-

iug box.

J. In combination with a valve-stem, a sfufTlng-box

through which the stem passes, containing a metal bash-

ing having an Inwardly tapering packing seat in its outer

end, and an annular tapering packing head of metal rela-

tively softer than that of said bushing, confined about the

stem to bear at its naf-rowi r inner end against said seat

and toward its outer end against the mouth of the stuff-

ing box.

'^- In combination with a valve stem, a stuffing-box

through which the stem passes, containing a metal bush-
ing having an inwardly tapering packing-seat In its outer
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end, and an annular tapering chambered packlng-h^ad of

metal relatively softer than that of said bushing con-

fined about the stem to bear at its narrower inner end
against said seat and toward its outer end against the

mouth of the stuflSng-box.

4. In combination with the rear head of a boiler, a

throttle-valve stem working through the said head and a

stuffing-box extending through said head and through

which said stem passes, a metal bushing in the stuffing-

box having an inwardly tapering packing-seat in Its outer

end, an annular chambered tapering packing-head of

metal relatively softer than that of said bushing, bearing

at its narrow-er Inner end against said seat and toward
its outer end against the mouth of the stutflng-box, a
washer on the outer end of said packing-head, and a gland

secured on said head to bear against the washer.

887.406, AUTOMATIC HOII.KK FKKI»ER. AbthuE F.

LovxBiNO, Framlngham. Mnss Filed Dec. 22, 1006.

Serial Xo. 34 9, It; 7.

In an automatic boiler feeder, the combination with a
twiler, of a water supply pipe, a valve arranged therein, a
valve stem, a lever connected to the stem, a weight ar-

ranged at one end of the lever and tending to hold the

valve in open position, a hollow weight located above the
opposite end of the h'ver, a steam pipe, and a water pipe

leading from the boiler to said hollow weight, the steam
pipe being connected approximately at the water line, and
the water pipe below the water line of said boiler, said
pipes lK>lng extended upward and thence bent and extend-
ing In parallel relation and approximately in a horizontal
plane to said hollow weight, the water pipe being connect-
ed to the bottom of the weight and the steam pipe to the
top thereof, a link connecting the hollow weight to the
valve actuating lever, whereby the pipes and lever form a
supporting means to permit vertical movement of the
weight, the steam and water pipes being of sufl5clent

length to freely flex adjacent the points at which they are
bent to thereby permit rise nnd fall of the weight substan-
tially as described.

to form double tubes each of which are rectangular in

cross section, the longitudinal edges of the plate forming

middle partitions or flanges.

4. A sheet-metal window-frame having its head, sill,

and sides formed out of metal plates bent longitudinally

to form double tubes each of which are rectangular in

cross section, said frames being additionally bent to form
longitudinal Inside channels.

887,407. WINKOW FU.XME. Oscar F. Mann, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Filed Aug. 0,*1907. Serial No. 387,804.

1. The combination of a window frame having longitu-

dinal Inside channels In the head and sides of the frame,
a plurality of window sash having longitudinally grooved
rails, an<l sasti runs located In tlie channels of the frame,
said runs having as many longitudinal flanges as there are
grooved sash, each of said flanges entering a groove of a
corresponding one of said sashes.

2. A sheet metal window frame having its head. sill.

and sides formed out of metal plates bent longitudinally
to form double tubes each of which are rectangular In

cross section.

3. A sheet-metal window frame having Its head. sill.

and sides formed out of metal plates bent longitudinally
1

tt n
f ii^

24 2& e*

6. A tlMCt^Betal window-frame having its head, sill,

and sides formed out of metal plates bent longitudinally

to form double tul)es each of which are rectangular in

cross section, the longitudinal edges of the plate forming
middle partitions or flanges, said frame being addition-

ally bent to form longitudinal inside channels,

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,408. SIGN. Geokce L. Maso.n, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to George L. Mason Company, New York, N. Y..

a Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 28, 1905. Serial

No. 257,894 Renewed Aug. 29. 1907. Serial No.

390,644.

yff

1. In a sign, the combination with an undivided liox

composed of a series of separate units united together,

illuminating means within the units and a sign supported

on the front of the box and adapted to be illuminated by

the illuminating means.
2. In a sign, the combination with an op( n ended box.

and means separate from tlie box and adapted to close the

ends of the box, Illuminating means within the box and a

sign supported on the front of the box and adapted to be

illuminated by the Illuminating means.

3. In a sign, the combination with a series of units

means for connecting the units together to form a single

undivided box. Illuminating means witiiln the box. and a

sign supported on the box and adaptid to be illuminated

by the Illuminating means
4. In a sign, the combination witli a series of open

ended boxes, means for connecting the series of boxes to-

gether to form a continuous box. means to close the ends
of the continuous box. illuminating means within the con-

tinuous box. and a sign supported on the front of the con-

tinuous box and adapted to l>e illuminated by the illumi-

nating means.

5. In a sign, the combination with a box triangular in

cross-section, of a sign supported on the base of the tri
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angl*> and adapted to be Illuminated from behind, the

sides of the triangle being adapted to form reflectors, and
Illuminating means located in one of th9 angles between
the base and the sides.

[Claims 6 tu I'J not printed in the Gazette.]

t

8 8 7.409. BIRNING OIL FOR GENHRATING UEAI.
Thomas C. Mason, Los Angeles, i'al assignor, by di-

rect and mesne assignments, to Mason Smokeless (om
bustion Company. Incorporated. Kil«(l .July 5. 1907.

Serial No. 3S2,367.

The apparatus for burning oil for j,'fnerating heat, con-

sisting of a combustion chamber, an arcli therein, an ex-

ternally flred steam boiler, a burner wl>ert*lnto oil and
Steam are led in regulated quantity, situatt-d within and
near the inner end of said combustion (•liBriib«'r. flues one

at each side of the apparatus, openings for admitting

air into said flues, doors on said openings for regulating

the quantity of air admitted, an arch abov the arch of

the combustion chamber. Inclosing spaceg forming parts

of the flues, these flues leading Into a tracsverse flue, and
a discharge flue, from which the heated air is discharged
both beneath and above the burner, an upwardly Inclined

arch at the rear part of the apparatu.s and at a higher

level than the combustion chamber, for directing the heat

and products of combustion up among the upper ends of

the inclined tutie.; ,,f i^,.. e^f,.rna!ly tired steam boiler, sub-

stantially as set forth.

8 M 7 , 4 1 DRIVING MECHANISM FOR TRACTION-
ENGINES William P. Mathbws, Kernersville, N. C.

Filed May 22, 1907. Serial No. 374,99^.

f))(i^y'i«m!:«fiimm(iKxi«ifn(»i^^$'

1 In a traction engine, a driving shaft, a sleeve revolu-

bly supported on said shaft, gears of diffarent size revolu-

bly supported on said sleeve, eacti gear having a keyseat.

means for clutching said sleeve to .said shaft, and a key

mounted to slide in said sleeve and engag* either gear.

;, In a traction engine, a driving shaft, a sleeve revolu-

bly supported on said shaft, gears of different tiize revolu

biy supported on said sleeve, said gears having keyseats

and opposed annular recesses, and a key mounted to slide

in said sleeve and engage either gear or disengage both

gears.

J. In a traction engine, a driving shaft, a sleeve revolu-

bly supported on said shaft, gears of different slae revolu-

bly supported <in said sleeve, each gear having a keyseat,

means (<<r clutching said sleeve to said shaft, a key mount-

ed to slide in said sleeve and engage either gear, and a

key-shifting rod extending through a longitudinal upening

in said sleeve.

4. In a traction engine, u driving shaft, a sie«'ve revolu-

bly supported on said shaft, gears of dirTereia size revulu

bly supported on said sleeve, each gear having a keyseat,

means for clutching said sleeve to said shaft, a key

mounted to slide In said sleeve and engage either gear, a

key shifting rod extending through a longitudinal opening

in said sleeve, said rod having a jointed outer end, and
means for holding said Jointed end in straight or angular
position.

887,411 BASKET. COLONBL E. Millek. Edgertun. Ohio,

assignor of one-half to Frederick Hillebrand. Perrys-

tiiirt. Ohio. Filed May 14. lOOfi Serial No. 316.664.

-^ *-\
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batton-loopa In position to pngacp with thp said suspen- I unohstnicted stream Into a flask and m^ans for squftzlnif

sion-loop to limit the *?ndwise movement of the cord In the flask after the sand has entered it.

one direction or the other inriiui:h the same, the said

cord be:n.' MiiifiTiii in dianiet.T rhrnnirhciit its lenirth.

887.415 METFTOIiOF M.VKIN<; S.VNH MOl.nS rH.\BLM
M<>RG.\.v. Fre»'[><>rt. Ill , as.sl^nor to .Vrcade Nianufac-

turinkT <'i>mpany, Freeporr, 111, a I'nrft'irHtitin of Illi-

nois Filed .Inly 17. Utn.-, Serin! No L'H'.t. ',••>!».

1. The heroin descritx-d •tlMd •< forming: molil.s which
consists In dropping the sand In an even, fr-'e, unobstruct-

ed stream into the flasic in a substantially vertical direc-

tion from a heiirht sufficient to pmb«'d It «»lldly about the

pattern and nubsei^uently sijueezing the mtild.

2. The herein described method of formbij? molds which
consist."! in dropplni; the sand In a divided condition and
In an even. fr^e. unohstrticted stream intr the flask in a

substantially vertical direction and from a height suffi-

cient to emb«'ti it solidly at>out the patrfni. and subse-

quentlj squeezing the mold

88741t^ Al'iWii.VTIS FOR MAKING SANI> MOLDS.
ffHRi.ES MuRr.AX, Freeport, III, assignor to .\rcade

Manufacturing Company, Freeport. Ill , a Corporation

of Illinois Filed July 17, 1905. Serial No. 269.910.

1 The combination with mechanism for dropping the

sand in a finely divided condition and In an even, free and

2. The comtniiat loll with inenns for ili.schartfint; sand

in a finely divided condition and In an even, free and un

obstructed stream into a flask at a suflSclent speed to

cause Its compacting by the force of Its Impact, of means
for siiueezing the compacted body after It Is In place In

the flask.

3. The comtiinatlon with a molding machine adapted

to squeeze a flask, of a sand receptacle directly above the

same, mechanism for dis<harKing the sand therefrom In

an even, free and unobstructed stream and in a fln<lv

divided condition Into a flask upon the molding mnchine

887.417. DAMl'FK HKtilL-VTnU \><,<:ii.n F. Morgan.
Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 17. I'.tiw; Serial No. 348,285.

1. In a heating system provided with a generator, a

supply pipe, railiators and a return pipe, the com-

bination of a dam[>er regulator. comprLsIng a metal

cylinder adapted to contain an expansible fluid, a mov-

able wall to the cylinder, a lever associated with the mov-
able wall to move c.irrespondingly with the mrtvement of

the movable wall, a iiietMllie caslni: provided with a cham-
ber, such casing surrounding the cylinder and removably
mounted thereon and comprising concentric cylindrical

walls and end wails, the smallf»r one of the cylindrical

walls rttting over the metal cylinder, such casing being

provided with an inlet and with an outlet to the chamber,

and connections between the inlet and the outlet, resjvec-

ttvelv. and the return pipe, such eonneetirms being ar

ranged to obtain a variation of the temperature In the
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chamber to correspond with the variation in temperature

of the contents of the return pipe; substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The combiuatlon of a metal cylinder adapted to con-

tain an expansible fluid, a movable wall to the cylinder, a

lever associated with the movable wall to be actuated

thereby, a metal casing provided with a chamber, con-

structed independently of the cylinder and adjustably

mounted theriK)n. such casing comprising a cylindrical

wall concentric with and fitting over the metal cylinder

and such casing being provided with an Inl-t and with

an outlet to the chamber, connections between the inlet

and outlet, respectively, and the return pipe of a radiator

system, and a partition in the chamber to conduct heat-

ing fluid passing from the inlet to the outlet the length

of the chamber: substantially as described.

3. The combination of a metal cylinder provided with a

movable wall, such cylinder being adapted to contain an

expansible fluid, a lever associated with the movable wall

to be actuated thereby, a pipe extending from near the

movable wall to and through the opposite wall of the cyl-

inder to supply fluid to such cylinder, a valve seat and

valve coactlng therewith at the upper end of the pipe, and

a metallic casing provided with a chamber and with an

Inlet and outlet to the chamber, such casing being made

with an Inner cylindrical wall fitting over and removably

mounted on the cylinder, the pipe and valve being ar-

ranged to permit the passage of fluid into the cylinder

and connections between the inlet and outlet, respectively.

and the return pipe of a radiator system; substantially

as described.

tablp rapport for the driving spindles, and requisite gear-

ing for Imparting motion to the spindles.

6. A blocking attachment comprising a plurality of

driving spindles for blocks, sectional guides for dlrecttng

metal to one of the blocks, means for holding the guides

in proximity to the periphery of a block until the metal

has been engaged by the block, means for retracting the

forward sections of the guides from the blocks, rotatable

supporting means for the driving spindles, and reijulsite

gearing for imparting motion to the spindles.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaiette.]

887,419. TYPE WUITIN(i MAfHINE. Harry 8. MC-

COBMACK. New York. N. Y., assignor to Underwood

Typewriter Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed May 2, 1907. Serial No. 371,377.

887,418. DOUBLK HLOtKKK .Muhlb J. MOUB, Tor-

rlngton. Conn., assignor to Cue Brass Manofacturiog

Company, a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 20,

1906. Serial No. 322,025.

- .rj^ ^ ' i 1 t1

1. A blocking atta(hiiient comprising a plurality of

driving spiijdles for blocks, rotatable supporting means for

one end of each of said spindles, a movable support adapt-

ed to engage the other end of said spindles In succession,

and requisite gearing for Imparting motion to said sup-

port and to said spindles.

2. A blocking attachment comprising a plurality of ro-

tatable driving spindles for blocks, a support common to

the several spindles and provided with bearings for the

contiguous ends of the spindles, a movable support adapt-

ed to engage the other ends of the spindles in succession.

and requisite gearing for Imparting motion to the spin-

dles.

3. A blocking .ittaehnient comprising a plurality of

driving spindles for blocks, said spindles l>elng movable

collectively about a comnmn axis and separately rota-

table about their respective axes, a support common to

the aeveral driving spindles provided with sockets to hold

the spindles in parallel relation, a movable socket to re-

ceive the opposite ends of the spindles as they are suc-

cesslv.lv rotated Into operative position, and requisite

gearing for imparting motion to the spindles

4. A blocking attachment comprising a [ilnrallty of

driving spindles for blocks, separable guides for directing

metal to and around one of the tOocks and for causing It

to wind uiion the blocks, said guides being arranged to en-

Circle the blocks and to be disengaged ther.from, a rota-

1. In a typewriting machine having a revoluble platen,

the combination with a toothed wheel connected to the

platen to revolve therewith, of a platen-oscillator, a

tooth normally disengaged from said toothed - wheel.

means to enable a single movement of said platen-oscil-

lator first to effect engagement between said tooth and

said toothed wheel, and then to revolve the wheel and

platen, and means to maintain the engagement of the

tooth and the wheel during both the forward and hack-

ward strokes of the oscillator.

2. In a typewriting machine having a revoluble platen.

the combination with a toothed wheel connected to the

platen to revolve therewith, of a platen-oscillator, a tooth

normally disengaged from said toothed wheel, means to

enable a single movement of said platen oscillator first to

effect engagement between said tooth and said toothed-

wheel, and then to revolve the wheel and platen, means

to maintain mechanically the engagement of the tooth

and the wheel during both the forward and backward

strokes of the oscillator, and means to effect disengage-

ment of the tooth from the wheel upon return of said

oscillator to normal position.

3. In a typewriting machine liaving a revoluble platen,

the combination with a toothed-wheel connected to the

platen to revolve therewith, of a pawl having a tooth, a

spring normally holding said pawl out of engage-.

ment with said toothed wheel, a rotatable platen-oscil-

lator, means for enabling the Initial portion of the rota-

tion of said oscillator to move said pawl tooth Into en-

gagement with said wheel, and for enabling the continued

rotation of said oscillator to act through said pawl to re-

volve said platen, a stop for arresting the movement of

the platen and oscillator, and means to maintain the en-

gagement of the pawl with the wheel during both the

forward and backward strokes of the oscillator

4. In a typewriting machine having a revoluble platen.

the combination with a toothed-wheel connected to the

platen to revolve therewith, of a crank mounted for revo-

lution with said toothed-wheel, a pawl upon said crank

and normallv out of engagement with said toothed wheel.

means for enabling the crank by a swinging movement

thereof to force said pawl into ..ngagement with said

I

toothed wheel, and means for maintaining mechanically

I the engagement of the pawl and wheel, during the excur-

sion of said crank away from and hack to normal position.

j

5. In a typewriting machine having a revoluble platen.

I the combination with a toothed wb. 'el connected to the

i
platen to revolve therewith, of a - rank mounted for revo-

lution with said toothed-wheel, a pawl pivoted to said

.rank and normally out of engagement with said toothed-

wheel, a spring for holding said crank stationary, and

said pawl disengaged from said toothed wheel during the

. usual line spacing movements of the platen, means for
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enabling a turnioK movement of the craak. to force said

pawl Into enna;;'^ment with aald wheel, means for mechan-

ically maintalnlnij the engagement of the pawl and wheel

during the excuniion of said crank away from and hack

to normal position, and a stop for limiting the initial

stroke of the crank.

[Claims 6 to not printed In the Gazette.]

887,420. SASH LOCK Hkrma.v Nelmann, New York.

X. Y. Filed Mar. 7, 190S. Serial No. 4|9,6«9.

1. A sash-Iock comprising: a ha.se plate adapted to be

secured to a lower sa-sh, a pair of movable platfs provided

with Jaws, pivoted to said base plate, ami a screw pivot-

ally engai^ring tlie Jaw plates, substantially as shown and
described.

2. A sash lock comprising a base plata adapted to be

secured to the top rail of a lower sash, a pair of movable
plates pivoted on said base-plate, the fr»e ends of said

plates terminating In jaws having serrated ediies. p^rfo-

rated ears pivoted to the Jaw plates, and a screw engaging
said ears and arranged to operate substantially as shown
and described.

887,431. GBAVITYCONVEYKR. John t. H. Pacl, Chi-

cago, 111., as.'ilgnor to E. (ioldman A Co., Inc., Chicago,

111., a Cor; • ri' n of Illinuis Filed Jaji. 2, 1908. Se-

rial No. 4UU,0t>y.

1. A gravity-conveyer comprising, in combination, a

roller-track formed In sections, and stands on which said

sections are supported at intervals, each utand consisting
of a pair of braced upright tubular sections rising from
an expanded base and a pair of braced upper tubular sec-

tions telescoping .<aid tirstnamed sections, with m.'ans for

securing the upper sections in adjusted position.

2. A gravity-conveyer comprisinc. in comblnafioD. a
plurality of telescopic stands each liavinj: its sid.' mem
bers connected by upper tie-bars, bars pivof>'d to said tie-

bars and stops for preventing undue turning of said piv-

otal bars, track-seats on the ends of the p(votal bars, and
a roller-trark consisting of sections supported on said
seats.

3. The roller-track of a gravlty-conveye^, consisting of

connected sections composed of rails connected at Inter-

vals by tie-bars, and rollers formed of cj-ijndrlcal tubes
havirn: so! id ball "ips pn-ssed into and thereby rigidly

fastened in their opposite ends, a rod eitanding centrally
through the ball cups In each roller with cones screwed
upon the ends of tht* rod to form the ball-races, and bolts

passlne throuicb a rail of each track-section into the cones
adjacent to such rail for secnrln.',- tht> cott's in adjusted
po'iition on the rod

4 .V cravlty conveyer comprising. In combination, a
plurality of telescopic stands carrying pivotal rail-seats

on their upper ends, a roller track formed In sections sup-

ported on said st-ats, branch-sections In said track, a

switch-section pivotally connected at one end with the

main track, and a slide plate on which the opposite mov-
able end of the switch-section Is supported to meet the

adjacent ends of the branches.

887,422. MIXING -VALVE FOR INTERNAL - COMBCS-
TION ENGINES. Jeffrey J. Power, Madison. Wis.

Filed .Ian 0. 190.'; Serial No 240. IR,-?

1. .\ mixing valve for internal combustion engines com-

prising the combination with the Inclosing walls of an air

inlet passage, of a duct for fluid hydro carbon connected

therewith : a valve controlling the flow of fluid through

said aperture : and a float connected with said valve ; said

float being located on said passage and arranged with an
Inward pitch In the direction of air movement and of the

side of the passage occupied by the valvf. and being held

from rotating by the walls of the passage.

2. .\ mixing valve for Internal combustion engines com-
prising the combination with the inclosing walls of an air

inlet passage provided with a duct for fluid hydro-carbon ;

a valve controlling the flow of fluid through said duct ; a
float connected to operate said valve ; and a guide for the

valve: said float being obliquely Inclined in the direction

of the air currents In said passage, and arranged to con-

centrate such currents upon the fluid hydro carbon enter-

ing through said duct.

3 .\ mi.xine valvt> for Internal combustion engines com-
prising the combination with the Inclosing walls of an air

suction passage provided with a duct for fluid hydro-car-

bon ; a valve controlling the flow of fluid through said

duct; and a float connected with the valve and arranged
obliquely across the path of the air currents in said pas-

sage, said float being reduced In area adjacent to the

valve and symmetrically balanced with reference to the

air pressure, whereby the float may be lifted by the air

current wltliout rotation.

4. A mixing valve for Internal combustion engines com-
prising the combination with the inclosini: walls of an air

suction passaee provided with a duct for fluid hydro car-

bon : a valve controlling the flow of fluid through said

duct : and a float connected with the valve.—said float

having an end portion obliquely disposed In the path of

the air currents In said passa^re and a central portion

partially cut away adjacent to the valve ; said float being

symmetrically balanced in reference to the air currents
In a position to lift wlthotit rotation

."i. A mixing valve for Internal combustion engines com-
prising the combination with the Inclosinc walls of an air

passage provided with an inlet aperture at one side there-

of for fluid hydro carbon : a valve controlling the flow of

fluid through such aperture and provided with a stem ex-

tending transversely of snld passage: a float mounted on
said valve stem and having an inward pitch In the direc-

tion of the side of the passage in which said valve Is

located : said float being arrantred to receive the a)r pres-

sure symmetrically, whereby the same mnv be lifted with-
out rotation or lateral pressure

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

M87,42.'? ATTOMATIC SCREW- DRIVER. Wii.t-IAMM.
Pratt. Greenfield. Mass Filed Nov. 7. 1006 Serial

No. .'?42.40S

1. In a tool of the character described and in combina-

tion a spindle having reversely extending spiral grooves, a
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pair of ratchet-wheels mounted thereon provided with

keys co-acting with the grooves, a barrel provided with

radial slots, pawls mounted In the slots and extending

lengthwise of the same, correspondin;: ends of the pawls

resting against corresponding ends of the slots, a spring

engaging the central parts of the pawls to normally force

the same Into engagement with the ratchets and means
engaging the o[iposite ends of the pawls to lift the same,

snbstantially as described.

ing said legs, a head mounted upon said cap to turn about

a vertical axis, actuating gearing mounted upon said head

and an adjustable shaft trjinsmitting motion from said ac-

tuating mechanism to the fan.

2. In a tool of the character described and in combina-

tion a spindle having reversely extending spiral grooves.

a pair of ratchet-wheels mounted thereon provided with

keys coacting with the grooves, a barrel provided with

radial slots, pawls mounted in the slots and extending

lengthwise of the same, corresponding ends of the pawls

resting against corresponding ends of the slots, a spring

engaging the central parts of the pawls to normally force

the same Info engagement with the ratchets and a cam

ring CO acting with the opposite ends of the pawls, sub-

stantially as described.

3. In a tool of the character described and In combina-

tion a spindle having reversely extending spiral grooves,

a bifurcated end threaded exteriorly and an enlargement

adjacent said end. a nut threaded on the end and forming

a tool chuck therewith, a supporting sleeve fitted to the

enlargement having an inwardly extending flanL'e retained

between the front end of the enlargement and said nut,

a tool handle mounted on the spindle and movable rela-

tively tliereto lent'thwise of the same and means Inter-

posed between the spindle and tool for locking the handle

to the spindle or for rotating the spindle independently

of the handle as the handle is moved lengthwise of the

spindle, substantially as described.

4. In a tool of the character described, the combina-

tion of a spindle having reversely extending spiral

grooves, a pair of ratchet wheels mounted thereon having

keys CO acting with the grooves, a handle, a barrel fixed

therein provided with radial slots having corresponding

ends beveled, pawls mounted in the slots and having cor-

responding ends bearlntr upon the said beveled ends, said

pawls being reversely arranged whereby the engaging face

of one pawl co acts with one ratchet wheel and the face

of the other pawl engages the other ratchet wheel, means

for normally pr. ssing the pawls into engagement with

their ratchet wheels and a cam rlns co-actini: with the

ends of the pawls rtmote from their beveled ends for

shifting the pawls, substantially as described.

5. In a tool of the character described including a pair

of reversely beveled ratchet wheels, of a barrel having

oppositely disposed lengthwise extending radial slots hav-

ing beveled Inner ends providing bearing surfaces, said

barrel having a channel at Its otiter end. a pawl associated

with each slot having an enirnsrinir face for a single

ratchet wheel, and a tall piece, said pawls being reversely

arranged whereby they engage different ratchet wheels,

the ends of one of the pawls contiiruous Its engaging face

resting upon one of said bearing surfaces, and the end of

the other pawl remote from its engaging face resting upon

the other of said bearine faces, the opposite ends of said

pawls projectinL' within said channel, a sprins: normally

forcing the jiawls Inwardly for Intereniraging their en-

gaging faces with the respective ratchet wheels, and a

cam ring located In the channel for shifting the pawls

against the tension of said sprinc

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,424. BLACKSMITH'S RLOWER Er>MER Reming-
ton, Lebanon. Kan' Filed Apr .30 1907. Serial No.

.371,088.

1, In a fan blower for smith's use, the combination of a

stand constituting legs, and a cap connecting the upper

ends of the legs, a fan casing adjustable on and connect-

2, The herein described fan blower comprising legs, a

cap connecting the legs at their upper ends, a fan casing

having adjustable connection with the legs at a point be-

tween their ends, a head having a pendent portion Jour-

naled In said cap. antl friction devices between the head

and cap, a casing mounted upon the head, actuating gear-

ing inclosed within said casing and comprising a gear

element having a tubular extension mounted in the pend-

ent portion of the head, and a shaft connecting the fan

with said gear element and composed of sections adapted

to have adjustable connection.

887.425. WARP STOP MOTION FOR LOOMS. Alonzo
E. RniiADES, Hopedale. Mass., assignor to Draper Com-

pany, Hopedale. Mass . a Corporation of Maine. Filed

.\ng. 24. 1907 Serial No. 389,927.

1. In a wail' stop-motion for looms, in combination,

a series of vertically movable detectors each suspended

from a single warp thread, and a swinging device to nor-

mally limit upward movement of the detectors, said de-

vice being fulcrumed below the warp and manually mov-

able into inoperative position upon the warp back of

and above the fulcrum, to permit ready access to the de-

tectors, the alternate tightening and slackening of the

warp serving to automatically swing said device past

dead center and forward to operative position when the

operation of the loom is resumed.

2. In a warp-stop-motion for looms. In combination, a

plurality of series of vertically-movable detectors each

suspended from a single warp thread, a swinging carrier

fulcrumed below the warp and provided with a stop mem-

ber for each series of detectors, and means to position

the carrier with the stop members above and to limit up-

ward novement of *he detectors. s»id carrier being manu-

ally movable into inoperative position to permit ready

access to the detectors, one of the stop members at such

time resting upon the warj' back of and above the fulcrum

of the carrier.
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t
3 In a wsrp stop-motion for looms. In combination, a

plurality of s.-rlt-s of vertically-movable detectors each

suspended frt.m a sini?!'' warp thread, a swinging carriiT

fulcrumed below the warp and provided with a stop mem-

ber for each series of detectors, and means to position the

carrier with the stop mfmbers at>ov^ and to limit upward

movement of the detectorH, said carrier bning manually

movable Into Inoperativ.- position with '>t>- of the stop

memt)er8 resting upt)n the warp back of and above tlie

carrier fulcrum, the altt-rnate tightenlnK end slackening

of the warp acting, and m^ans to autoniBtlcally r»'turn

the carrier to operative position when thf loom is in oper-

atioB.

4. In a warp-stop-BOtloa for looms, a plnrality of se-

ries of vertically momhi« detectors .ai h -nisp.n.lHd from

a single warp-thread, fixi^d supports on wliich thi- detec-

tors move, a pair of arms fulcrumed at opposite sides of

the loom behind the detectors and below thp warps, trans-

Terse stop-rods mounted on the freo ends of th.- arms, to

normally extend above the series of dtt.vvurs and limit

their upward movement, and rests to 'ii^iau'- and main-

tain the stop-rods In such position, said amis [>• iiii: swung
rearward manually to bring one of the stop nuls inin en

gagement with the warp and to rest ther>>On wh>^n access

Is to be had to the detectors, the movemffit of the warp
when the loom is in motion acting to autorDatically swing
forward the arms past dead center and position the stop-

rods with relation to the detectors.
j

5. In a warp-stop-motlon for looms, Ifk combination,

a series of vertically movable detectors 4ach suspended
from a single warp-thread, a swinging carri'-r plvotally

mounted behind the di-tectors and bflnw th»> warp and
movable rearwardly manually into inop>>pafivt^ position.

and means on the carrier to limit upward ninvfment of

the detectors wh^n said carrier is i)pf>ratlT»'ly [losltioned,

said means resting on th>' warp when thr rarrit-r is in

Its inoperative position, the action of thf- »iirp upon said

means serving to Insure automatic-ally th^ n^turn of the

carrier to operative position wh-n th^> op.ration of the

loom Is resumed

S87.426. SWITCH OPERATING DEVICE
Rich. San Diego, Cal. Filed July 9, 1

382,926.

&[)7

Tll.MA.S W.
Serial No.

A switch-operating device comprising aj casing having
guidf ribs and a groove extending parallel to said guide-
ribs for a portion of their length and hating Inclines at
Its ends, a block slidably mounted in thej casing on the
gnlde-ribs and extending above the strals;hi portion of the
grooves, a connection b^twt*en said block »iid tht> switch-
point, and a vertically movable push rod 'carried by the
car and slldable in the irr<ior.' h.hind fh«' Mock

887.427. COLLAR Th<).\i.\s .1 IIidgway

Filed June 10. 1907. Serial No. 378,21'

Carthage, Mo.

A collar having a ni'ikbHnd and an outet turnover fold,

a strip consisting of st^-tions .if diff'Tfnt thicknesses

sewed to th^ top of th>' ni"'khand »>ffw»'t>a said neckband

and the turnover fold.

887.428. SMOOTHING DEVICE FOB CLOTH BEAMS.
Ryan Rosbndalb, Paterson, N. J., assignor to Henbert

Silk Company. PattTSon. N. J., a Firm Filed S«'pt. 5.

1907. Serial No. 391,423.

1. The combination of the cloth-beam. m*»ans for guid-

ing the woven goods thereto, and a bar arranged in the

angle between the cloth and the beam and having the face

thereof adjacent the cloth convex, substantially as de-

scribed.

2 The combination of the cloth beam, means for guid-

ing the woven goods thert^to. and a bar arranged in the

angle between the cloth and the beam and having its top

portion formed to present a convexity to the cloth, sub-

stantially as ilfsnrih<>d

.3. The combination of the cloth beam, m^ans for guid-

ing the woven goods thereto, and a bar arranged In the

angle between the cloth and the cloth beam and formed

with a convex face presented toward thf cloth and abut

ments near Its ends adapted to be engaged by the edges of

the cloth, substantlallv as d-'S'-rtbod.

887.429. APPARATIS F< "It UK< < >KI)| Nr, AND HEPRO-
DDCING SOI'ND L<'i is Ucjse.n riiAi.. Frankfort on-

the-Maln. (I.rniany Kil-d Oct. 10. 1907. Serial No.

396,757.

^S"
1 .\n niniHratiis for itnordlng and reproducing sounds,

said apparatus comprising a rotatably mounted carrier-

disk for a record plate, a motor, a friction roller coacting

with a plane surface rotating with said disk, a sound-box.

mt>rtns controlltMl by tho soundbox for positively moving

said friction roller axiaily In a dlr«>ctlon substantially ra-

dial to said surface, and means for rotatably and movably

connecting said friction roller with said motor.

2. An apparatus for recording and reproducing sounds.

said apparatus comprising a rotatably mounted carrif>r-

I disk for a record plate, a friction disk fixed to and rotat-

' ing with said carrier disk, an antifriction roller for sup-
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porting said frlctlon-disk. a motor, a shaft driven by said

motor, a friction roller driven by said shaft and adjust-

ably connected thereto so as to be capable of moving in a

dirv-ctlon substantially radial to said frlctlon-disk. a sound

box. guides for said sound-box. gearing connecting said

carrier-disk and said sound-box and a positive connection

between said sound-box and said friction-roller.

.'{. In an apparatus for recording and reproducing

sounds, a motor-shaft, a frlctlon-roUer driven by said

shaft and adjustable along the same, guides extending

substantially parallel to said shaft, boxes or guide-sleeves

movable on said guides, a sound-box carried on said guide-

sleeves, a frame mounted on said guide-sleeves and bearing

said friction-roller, and means for moving said guide-

sleeves along said guides.

4. In an apparatus for recording and reproducing

sounds, a motor shaft, a friction roller driven by said

shaft and adjustable along the same, guides extending

substantially parallel to said shaft. Iwies or guide-sleeves

movable on said guides. & sound-box carried on said guide-

sleeves, a frame mounted on said guide-sleeves and bearing

said friction-roller, a rotatably mounted record carrier

disk driven by said frlctlon-roUer. a feed screw, gearing

connecting said carrier-disk and said feed-screw, and a

hammer mounted on said guide-sleeves and having female

screw-threads and detachably engaging said feed-screw.

5. In an apparatus for recording and reproducing

sounds, a motor-shaft, a friction-roller driven by said

shaft and adjustable along the same, guides extending sub-

stantially parallel to said shaft, boxes or guide-sleeves

movable on said guides, a sound-box carried on said guide-

sleeves, a frame mwunted on said guide-sleeves and bearing

said friction-roller, a rotatably mounted record-carrier

disk driven by said friction- roller, a feed-screw, gearing

connecting said carrier-disk and said feed-screw, a ham-

mer mounted on said guide-sleeves and having female

screw threads and detachably engaging said feed screw,

and gearing mounted In said frame and connecting said

friction roller and said motor-shaft.

[Claims and T not printed in the Gazette.]

887,4 30. TRUNK-LOCK. Carmi.ve J. Salvioui, New
York, N. Y., assignor to R. Neumann Hardware Co., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 2, 1908. Serial

No. 41S,653.

3. In a fastening device of the character specified, the

combination of a chambered lock-case formed with a re-

ceiving depression In its face, of a chambered box In said

depression, said box being provided with a retalnlng-post

receiving hole, a shell within the chamber of said lock-

case, said shell being provided with a bolt-operating mech-
anism, a sliding bolt extending from said shell into said

receiving depression and into said chambered box, and a

liasp provided with a chambered portion adapted to be

arranged in said receiving depression and over said box,

.so that the outer faces of the lock-case and hasp are sub-

stantially flush, said hasp being provided with a post

adapted to enter the hole in said box so as to engage with

said bolt.

4. in a fastening device of the character specified, a

lock-case comprising a main body, surrounded upon the

back with a marginal flange, forming a chamber upon the

l)ack of said body, said body being provided with a receiv-

ing depression also surrounded by a marginal flange, a web
extending across said receiving depression from the flange

which surrounds said depression, and a hasp provided with
a portion adapted to be arranged in said receiving depres-

sion, so that the outer faces of the lock-case and hasp are

substantially flush.

5. In a fastening device of the character specified, a

lock case comprising a main body, surrounded upon the

back with a marginal flange, forming a chamber upon the

tack of said body, said body being provided with a receiv-

ing depression also surrounded by a marginal flange, a

web extending across said receiving depression from the

tlange which surrounds said depression, and said flange

being formed with a bolt-receiving opening, a shell within

said chamber, said shell being provided with a bolt-op-

erating mechanism, a sliding bolt extending from said shell

through said opening in the flange which surrounds said re-

ceiving depression and having a portion slidably arranged

in said receiving depression and upon said web. a hasp
provided with a portion adapted to be arranged In said

receiving depression, so that the outer faces of the lock-

case and hasp are substantially flush, and a post on said

hasp adapted to be brought In holding engagement with a

portion of said bolt.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. In a fastening device of the character specified, the

combination of a lock-case formed with a receiving de-

pression in its face, of a shell within the chamber of said

lock case, said shell being provided with a bolt-operating

mechanism, a sliding bolt extending from said shell into

said receiving depression, a hasp provided with a portion

adapted to be arranged In said receiving depression, so

that the outer faces of the lock-case and hasp are sub-

stantially flush, and a post on said hasp adapted to be

brought In holding engagement with a portion of said bolt.

2. In a fastening device of the character specified, the

combination of a loc>^-case formed with a receiving de-

pression in its face, of a box in said depression, and a

hasp provided with a chambered portion adapted to be

arranged In said receiving depression and over said box. so

that the outer faces of the lock-case and hasp are substan-

tially flush.

134 O. G.- 26

887.431. FILM WINDER FOR MOVING PICTURE MA-
CHINES. HxNUT K. Sandkll, Chicago, 111., assignor

to H. S. Mills, Chicago, III. Filed Aug. 26, 1907. Se-

rial No. 390.097.

1. In a moving-picture machine, the combination of a

rotatory carrier adapted to support a coll of film in edge-

wise position thereon, and means whereby successive con-

volutions of said coll are unwound therefrom and re-

wound thereon as said coll is rotated by said carrier.

2. In a moving-picture machine, the combination of a

rotatory carrier adapted to support a coll of film In edge-

wise position thereon, and means whereby said film is con-

tinuously unwound from and wound on said coll as It is

rotated by said carrier.

3. In a moTlng-plcture machine, the combination of a
rotatory carrier adapted to support a coll of film In edge-
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wise position thereon, and means whereby said film is un-

wound from the Interior of said coll and rewound upon the

exterior thereof, as said coll Is rotated by said carrier.

4. In a moving-picture machine, the combination of a

rotatory carrier adapted to support a coll of film in edge-

wise position thereon, and means whereby taid film is con

tlnuously unwound from the Interior of sftld coll and re-

wound upon the exterior of said coll, as the coll is rotated

by the carrier.

5. In a movlng-plcture machine, the combination of a

rotatory carrier adapted to .support a coll of film In edge-

wise position thereon, with the ends of tht coll connected

and its Inner and outer convolutions eitenfled Into a loop,

and means for feeding the loop-portion of iiald film, where-

by successive convolutions of said coll are unwound there-

from and rewound thereon as said coll Is rotated by said

carri-T.

(Claims t5 to l"* not printed in the GaMfte.]

887.432 Mf)LD FOR BUILDING-BLOCKS. Fhask M
Sawter, Charlotte. X. C. Filed July 2f. 1907. Serial

No. 385,719.

887,433. NTT-LOCK. Richard E. ScHARt, Oakland, Cal.

Filed Dec. 26, 1907. Serial No. 408,026,

1. In a mold for building blociis, a core pjece. and a com-
mon means for supporting and positioning the same pro-

jected part way into the mold and for contracting the

same to withdraw it from the formed block.

2. In a mold for building blocks, a flexible core piece,

and a common means for supporting and njalntalnlng said

core piece In position In said mold and for contracting the

same to withdraw It from the formed block.

3. In a mold for building blocks, a core piece formed of

a single piece of resilient material, and a common means
for supporting and maintaining said core piece in position

In said mold and for contracting the same to withdraw it

from the formed block.

4. In a mold for building blocks, a pair of supporting
beams movable towards and from each othar In parallel re-

lation, and a series of core pieces each formed of a single

piece of resilient material connected at Its ends to said

beams and adapted to be contracted and expanded by the

movement of said beams towards and from each other.

5. In a mold for building blocks, a serlos of open sided

core pieces, means for removably supporting the same-
within the mold, and a series of spacing plates interme-

diate said core pieces and supported by the core piece sup-

porting means and removable therewith.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Qaz«tte.

]

1 A nut-look consisting of a bolt having a plurality of

longitudinal grooves, a nnt fitting the bolt, said nut being

provided with an under-cut groove in its outer end and
having a plurality of longitudinal grooves extending from

the flrst-named groove inwardly through the nut and inter-

secting the threads thereof, and a spring having an an-

nular portion sprung Into engagement with and housed

within the under-cut groove and having a straight portion

engaging matching grooves In the nut and bolt whereby

the nut Is prevented from turning relative to the bolt.

2. \ ni)t-lock consisting of a bolt having a plurality of

longitudinally extending grooves, a nut adapted to fit said

bolt said nut having an under cut groove In Its outer face

and havlnif a .series of parallel grooves leading from the

under-cut groove and Intersecting the threads of the nut,

and a member having an expansible ring-portion adapted

to be sprung Into engagement with the under-cut groove In

the nut and having a right angled portion to fit matching
portions of grooves In the nut and bolt.

S. A nut-lock consisting of a bolt having a plurality of

longitudinally extending grmjves, a nut adapted to fit said

bolt said nut having an undercut groove in Its outer face

and having a series of parallel grooves leading from the

under-cut groove and Intersecting thp threads of the nut,

and a member having an expansible ring portion adapted

to he sprung Into engagement with the under cut groove

In the nut and having a right angled portion to fit match-

ing portions of grooves In the nut and bolt, said ring por-

tion having a projection adapted to engage the bottom of

the under cut groove to press the ring portion snugly into

said groove.

887,434. STILT. Otto Schkrek, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Aug. 5. 1907. Serial No. 387,025.

1. In combination with a cylindrical stuff member, a

step member having a tubular portion adapted to slldably

engage about said staff member, there being a foot sup-

porting portion and rib and brace portions extending lat-

erally therefrom, and a pin adapted to engage through

said tubular portion and staff member transversely of the

expected line of strain thereon, whereby the step member

may be locked In position on said staff member, substan-

tially as described.

2, In combination with a staff member provided with

holes for regulating the position of a step member thereon,

a step member provided with a tubular part engaging

thereabout and with laterally projecting foot supporting

and brace portions Integral therewith, said tubular part

being pierced with holes adapted to register with any of

the holes in said staff member, and a pin adapted to be

inserted therethrough and through said staff member ac-

cordingly, whereby the entire step member may be locked

In position therealong, substantially as described.

887,4.35 STILT, Otto SrHEREB. Detroit, Mich. Filed

Aug. 5. 1907. Serial No. 387,026.

1. A stilt, having In combination, a standard provided

with a notched face, a step, a plurality of separate links

pivoted to the step and slldably connecting it to the stand-

ard and adapted to rest In the notches, the notches upon

the standard being spaced to produce opposite inclination

of the said links and thereby fix the same in operative po-

sition upon said standard, substantially as described.

2. A stilt, having In combination a staff member having

a notched face, a step member adapted to engage against
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the opposite side of the staff from the notched portion, and
a plurality of links pivoted to the step member and en-

gaging about said staff member, being adapted, when ex-

tending perpendicularly to the axis of the staff member, to

J-

1

permit said step member to slide therealong, and, by the
engagement of each In one of the notches at opposite In-

clinations to one another, to clamp the step member in

petition, substantially as described.

887,436. CLAY SCREEN.
Cal. Filed Feb. 2, 1907.

Herbert H. Smith, Elslnore,

Serial No. 355.418.

1. The combination of a screen, an elongated brush dis-

posed lengthwise of said screen, bars transversely disposed
above said screen, arms longitudinally movable along said
bars and oscillatory about the same, the ends of said arms
being connected with said brush, and means adapted to

oscillate said arms irrespective of their position longitudi-

nally of said bars.

2. The combination of an inclined screen, an elongated
brush disposed substantially parallel with the direction of

inclination of said screen and positioned to contact the
face thereof, said brush extending substantially the entire
length of said screen, bars transversely disposed with re-

spect to said screen, arms longitudinally movable along
said bars and oscillatory about the same, the ends of said
arms being connected with said brush, means adapted to
oscillate said arms and means adapted to move the same
back and forth along said bars.

3. The combination of a screen, an elongated brush dis-

posed lengthwise of said screen, bars transversely disposed
above said screen, arms longitudinally morable along said
bars and oscillatory about the same, the ends of said arms
being connected with said brush, means adapted to move
said arms back and forth along said bars, and means
adapted to oscillate said arms irrespective of their position
longitudinally of said bars.

4. The combination of a screen, an elongated brush dis-

posed lengthwise of said screen, bars transversely disposed
above said screen, arms slldable along said bars and oscil-

latory about the same, means adapted to slide said arms
along said bars, means adapted automatically to reverse
the direction of such movement at predetermined points

along said bars, and means adapted to oscillate said arms
irrespective of their position longitudinally of said bars.

5. The combination of a screen, an elongated brush dis-

posed lengthwise of said screen, bars transversely disposed
above said screen, arms slldable along said bars and oscil-

latory about the same, means adapted to slide said arms
along said bars, adjustable means adapted automatically
to reverse the direction of such movement at predeter-

mined points along said bars, and means adapted to oscil-

late said arms Irrespective of their position longitudinally

of said bars.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,437. REEL-CLAMP FOR FISHING-RODS. JOSEPH
L. Smith. Pawtuxet. R. I Filpd Feb. 24, 1908. Serial

No. 417,369.

1. A detachable reel clamp for fishing rods consisting of
a body member U -shape in cross section and having arms
adapted to straddle and grasp the base of a reel, and an
oppositely-disposed clamping screw adapted to engage with
the rod.

2. A detachable reel clamp c for fishing rods consisting
of a body member U-shape in cross section and having
the clamping arms 11 11 and the opposite side 13 In
which is a central screw-threaded hole 15, and a clamp-
ing screw 16 extending through the hole 15 and having the
swlveled disk 17 on its Inner end, as described

887.438. STENCILING-MACHINE, Stkphkn T. Smith.
Jr.. Stamford, Conn., assignor to Underwood Type-
writer Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Feb. 12, 1908. Serial No. 415,516.
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\n6*T and r]ofv thereto : pach of satd stnpplnjf flncprs be-

InK swlv^'led on its outer end to permit It to be swung

away from the stencil cylinder Independently of the other

stripping finger.

4. In a stencillnK machine, the combination with a

stencil cylinder and a roll to press tfce sheets ag&lnst

the cylinder, of a stripping tongue currtng under the cyl-

inder to engajje the side edge of a sheet of paper, and a

stripping finger mounted on the rear etd of said tongue

and extending along the stencil cylinder and close thereto.

5. In a stenciling machine, the coltbinatlon with a

stencil cylinder and a roll to press the Iheets against the

cylinder, tongues extending along the ends of said roll

close to said cylinder to keep the side adges of the paper

out of contact with the stencil, and stripping fingers

swlveled upon the rear ends of said tongues to extend

along the cylinder and close thereto avd to swing rear-

wardly away from the cylinder.

!

887,439 TROLLEY WHEEL FOR HLECTRIC C.\RS.

GiOBiiE r Str.\tt<>n, Camden, N. J., assignor to Ray-

mond L. Warren and Florence E. Craeier. Camden. N J.

Filed July 1>*. 1907. Serial No. .384. .'564.

1. .\ combined trolley wheel and pnitector. consisting

of a trolley wh^ei loosely mounted ot a shaft between

pairs of radial arms fixed to said shaft, and having curved

projecting ends extending beyond the periphery of the

wheel, and curved shoulders projecting over the periphery

of the wheel, as set forth.

2. \ combined trolley wheel and pflotector, consisting

of pairs of radial arms fixed on a sHaft. and a trolley

wheel loosely mounted on said shaft between the radial

arms, the latter having opposite curve<J shoulders extend-

ing inwardly over the periphery of the wheel, and oppo-

sitely curved end portions extending from the curved

shoulders, as set forth.

887,440 BOILER FUaN.\CE. Pktxr Swanqir. Canons-

burg, Pa. Filed July 10, 1906. Serial No. 325,492.

In a boiler furnace, the combination with a rear wall

provided with a fuel and an .ash pit opening, a grate aap-

ported adjacent to said opening, a hollow bridge wall In

front of said grat^ and projecting above the latter, said

bridge wall having the top thereof projecting downwardly

at an Inclination the inclination being In a direction ex

tending from the fire box. said bridge wall further having

at the Junction of the front thereof with the top a plu

rallty of upwardly extending Inclined discharge passages,

air pipes having their rear ends opening Into the space

within said bridge wall at the bottom thereof and their

other ends opening into the atmosphere through the front

wall, said pipes arranged in close proximity to the bottom

of the furnace, and an arch extending from the rear wall

over the grate and bridge wall and projecting past the

bridge wall, said arch Inclining downwardly from the rear

and towards the front wall of the furnace and extending

in the same plane throughout, and said bridge wall ar

ranged at a position approximately centrally of the length

of the arch.

887,441. WIRE - TWISTING MACHINE.
Anderson, Ind. Filed May 13, 19u7

,373,366.

Lafb Swa.vk,

Serial No.

1 In a wire twisting machine, the combination, with a

rotary frame and means carried thereby for supporting

two supplies of wire, of means for engaging said wires

and twisting the same upon each other, and means fitting

the twisted product for holding the same against rota

tion and continuously drawing the same from the twUt

Ing mechanism during the action thereof.

'2. In a wire twisting machine, the combination with a

rotary frame and means carried thereby for supporting

two supplies of wire, of means for engaging said wir»-8

and twisting the same upon each other, a pair of rotary

heads adapted to fit the twisted wires and resist the

twisting action of the twisting mechanism, means for

continuously rotating said heads durlnlc the twisting

action, and a cutter acting upon the twisted product and

operated by said heads.

3. In a wire twisting machine, the combination, with a

rotary frame and means carried thereby for supporting

two supplies of wire, of means for engaging said wires

and twisting the same upon each other, a pair of rotary

heads adapted to engage the twisted wires and resist the

twisting action of the twisting mechanism, and means for

continuously rotating said heads during the twisting

action.

4. In a wire twisting machine, the combination, with a

rotary frame and means carried thereby for supporting

two supplies of wire, of means for engaging said wires to

twist the same upon each other, means engaging the

twisted product for drawing the same from the twisting

mechanUm during the action thereof, cutting means

ada>ted to engage the product, and means for intermit-

tently actuating said cutting means.

5. In a wire twisting machine, the combination, with a

rotary frame and means carried thereby for supporting

two supplies of wire, of means for engaging said wires to

twist the aame upon each other, means engaging the

twisted product for drawing the same from the twisting

mechanism during the action thereof, cutting means

adapted tj engage the product driving means for said

cutting means, a clutch between the driving means and

cutter, an endless chain carrying means for shifting said

clutch, means for supporting said chain In shorter or

longer lengths, and means for driving said chain from

!
the drawing means.

i
[Clalma 6 to 12 not printed In the Oaiette.]
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887.4411. CONTROLLER, Lbwis L Tatum. Norwood,
0!ii". Mssi;.'nor to .\lll8 i'halmers torupany. a Corpora-

ii.'U ,1! .New Jersey, and The lUillock Kltctric Manu-
facturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed June

28. 1906. Serial No. 323.783.

1. A multiple-voltage controller, comprising a rotata-

ble drum for connecting the armature of a motor be-

tween different sets of mains, and a lever pivoted eccen-

trically of said drum and arranged to be moved upon ro-

tation of said drum for varying the field resistance of

said motor
2. .\ multiple-voltage controller, comprising a rotata-

ble drum arranged to connect the armature of a motor
between different sets of mains and to vary a resistance In

the armature circuit, and a lever pivoted eccentrically of

said drum and arranged to be moved upon rotation of

said drum to vary the resistance In the field circuit of the

motor.

3 In a multiple-voltage controller, a rotatable drum
arranged to connect a motor armature across different

sets of mains, and a lever pivoted eccentrically of said

drum and arran^'ed to be moved upon rotation of said

drum for varying the ampere turns of the motor field

magnet.

4 .\ multiple voltage controller, comprsing a rotatable

drum arranged to connect a motor armature across dif-

ferent sets of m.ilns, a star wheel on the shaft of said

drum, and a lever movable by said star wheel to vary
the resistance In the field circuit of the motor.

.") In combination, a rotatable drum arranged to vary

a resistance In one circuit, and a lever pivoted eccentric

ally of said drum and arranged as said drum is rotated

In one direction from off position to be reciprocated to

vary the resistance In another circuit

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette ]

8 8 7.443. DIRIGIKLE HALLOON.
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Dec. 26.

408.002.

RCa.SEI.L TH.\TER.

1907. Serial No.

1 In a balloon, the combination with levitating means;

of a rotary body having Its axis substantially horizontal ;

and means support .ng said axis, permitting free but

limited oscillatory movement thereof in a direction par

allel with said axis ; whereby wind pressure tending to

turn the balloon from a predetermined direction of trav-

erse, may be opposed by the gyroscopic effect of said

rotary body, so that such wind pressure may be utilized

to propel the balloon in directions oblique to the direc-

tion of the wind pressure.

2. In a balloon having its longitudinal axis substan-

tially horizontal, the combination with levitating means;
of a rotary body having Its axis substantially horizontal

and disposed transversely with respect to the longitudinal

axis of the balloon ; and means supporting the axis of

said body, permitting free but limited oscillatory move-

ment thereof In altitude ; whereby, wind pressure tend-

ing to turn the balloon from a predetermined direction

of traverse, may be opposed by the gyroscopic effect of

aid rotary body, so that such wind pressure may be

utilized to propel the balloon In directions oblique to the

direction of the wind pressure.

3. In a balloon having its longitudinal axis substan-

tially horizontal, the combination with levitating means

;

of a rotary body having Its axis substantially horizontal

;

means supporting said ails, normally preventing azlmu-
thal movement thereof while permitting free but limited

altltudlnal oscillatory movement thereof ; whereby, wind
pressure tending to turn the balloon from a predeter-

mined direction of traverse, may be opposed by the

gyroscopic effect of said rotary body, so that such wind
pressure may be utilized to propel the balloon In direc-

tions oblique to the direction of the wind pressure.

4. In a balloon, the combination with levitating means ;

of a rotary body having Its axis substantially horizontal ;

means supporting said ails, permitting free but limited

oscillatory movement thereof In a direction parallel with
said axis ; and, means adjustable with respect to said axis,

arranged to receive wind pressure In variable angular
relation, whereby wind pressure tending to turn the
balloon from a predetermined direction of traverse, may
be opposed by the gyroscopic effect of said rotary body, so

that such wind pressure may be utilized to propel the

balloon In directions oblique to the direction of the wind
pressure.

5. In a balloon, the combination with a rotary body :

of electrical means to rotate said body at such speed as
to produce a gyroscopic effect ; and. means supporting
said body, so that It has a freedom with respect to an
axis eccentric to the axis of rotation of said body, sub-
stantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed ih the Gazette.]

8 8 7.444. HARNESS SADDLE. George W. Trboo,
Princeton, Ind, Filed Oct. 28, 1907. Serial No.
399,536.

1. A harness saddle including a saddle tree, a post

formed integral therewith, a saddle bearing against the

tree and having an opening formed therein for the re-

ception of the post a cap provided with a lateral arm
constituting a check hook, a sleeve Interposed N.-tween

the cap and saddle, means carried by the sleeve and en-

gaging the cap for locking the latter against rotation,

and a fastening device piercing the cap and post, re-

1 spectively.
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2. A hamesfl saddle Incladlns a 8ad4le tree, a po«t ex-

tending upwardly from the tree and formed integral there-

with, a saddle bearing against the tree and provided with
an opening for the reception of the post, a cap prorided

with a laterally extending arm constituting a check hook,

a sleeve interposed between the cap Und saddle, and a
fastening device piercing the cap and engaging the post.

3. A harness saddle including a saddle tree having a

rearwardly extending hook and provided with an inclined

post, a saddle having an eye formed therein for the re-

ception of the hook and provided with an opening to ac-

commodate the post, a cap, a sleeve interposed twtween
the cap and the saddle, and a fastening device piercing

the cap and eai^aglng the post.

4. A harness saddle Including a saddle tree having a
rearwardly extending book, a post extending upwardly
from the tree in advance of the hook, a saddle having a
depending extension formed with an eyt for the reception

of the hook, there being an opening formed in the saddle
to recelvp the post, a cap. a sleeve mounted on the post
and Interposed between the cap and laddie, and a fas-

tening device piercing the cap and engaging the post.

5. A harness saddle including a saddle tree having a
rearwardly extending hook and an Inclined post, the walls
of the saddle tree between the post and hook being Im-
perforate, a saddle having an eye fornjed therein for the
reception of the hook and provided with an opening adapt-
ed to accommodate the post, a cap provided with a lateral

arm constituting a check hook, a sietve interposed be-

tween the cap and saddle tree, and means engaging the
cap and post for locking the saddle to position on the
tree.

[Claims 6 to H not printed in the Gazette.]

887.445 ONION CLEANER AND SORTER.
Wagnkb, Lodi. Ohio, Filed Dec. 2. 1907.

404,862.

Samitxl 8.

Serial No.

and a fan for delivering an air blast through said screens,

and gearing for actuating said screens and fan substan

tlally as set forth.

4. A vegetable cleaning machine, comprising in com-
bination a supporting frame, an inclined shaker screen

having one or more aprons suspended flatwise over and*

along the upper surface of the screen and parallel ther<>-

wlth, and means for agitating the screen and depending
from a stationary support above the moving screen, sub
stantially as set forth.

1 -Vn onion cleaning machine, comprising In combina-
tion a supporting frame, an inclined shaker screen having
one or more canvas aprons suspended over and along the
upper surface of the screen and depending from a sta-

tionary support above the moving scretn, and means for

receiving the smaller onions which fall through said
shaker screen, and gathering the sama together and de-
livering the samp Into a separate receptacle, substantially
as set forth

2 In a machine of the character described, the combina-
tion with a .supporting frame, an indited shaker screen,
adapted to be agitated horizontally underneath one or
more canva.s aprons depending from a stationary support
abovp the moving screen thereon and In close Juxta-posl-
tlon thereover, means for agitating said shaker screen, a
secondary screen located underneath said shaker screen,
constructed so as to slope longitudinally and laterally
towards the center of one aide of the muchlnp casing, and
a receptacle to receive the smaller onlens from said sec-

ondary screen, substantially as set forth.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combina-
tion with a supporting frame, an Inclined shaker screen
mounted on hangers and adapted to be agitated longitudi-
nally and vertically thereon, an apran or aprons sus-

pended above .said shaker screen and flepending flatwise
thereon from a stationary support over part or all of the
upper surface of said screen, means tor agitating said
shaker screen both longitudinally and vertically, an in-

ferior screen monnted in position to receive the smaller
;

onions from said shaker screen and adapted to be agitated, i

887.446. THIN-PLACE-DETECTING MECHANISM FOR
LOOMS. Charlks H. Wabrbn, Atlanta. Ga., assignor

to Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass., a Corporation of

Maine. Piled Sept. 7, 1907. Serial No 391.766.

*^, Jt 9 t'

1. In thin-place detecting mechanism for looms, in com-
bination, a detector to normally rest upon the cloth adja-

cent the fell, a lay. and means thereon Independent of the

cloth to lift the detector from the path of the lay when
the detector descends through the cloth into such path.

2. In thin-place detecting mechanism for looms, in com-

bination, a detector to normally rest upon the cloth adja-

cent the fell, a lay, and means on the front of the lay to

engage the tip of and lift the detector from the path of

the lay when the detector has detected a thin place in the

cloth.

3. In thln-pIace detecting mechanism for looms. In com
blnatlon. a deteetor to normally rest upon the cloth adja-

cent the fell, a lay, and a cam mounted thereon and In-

clined upward and rearwards and adapted to engage the
tip of the detector and lift the same to the raceway of

the lay on Its forward stroke when said detector has de-

tected a thin place in the cloth.

4. In thin-place detecting mechanism for looms, in com-
bination, a plvotally mounted, rearwardly extended de-

tector having a depending finger to rest normally upon the

cloth In front of the fell, a lay, and a metallic monsbtr se-

cured to the front thereof and provided with an upwardly
and rearwardly inclined cam portion opposite the detector
finger, to cooperate with the tip of the latter when passed
through the cloth and lift said finger out of the path of

the lay on Its forward stroke.

887,447. OVEN-THERMOMETER. Albert E. Whittier.
Bristol. Conn., assignor to The Connecticut Trust k.

Safe Deposit Company, Hartford, Conn., a Corporation
of Connecticut. Filed Jan. 22. 1908 Serial No.

412,041.

.\n oven thermometer having a frame, a case secured to

the frame, a thermostatic arm arranged within the case, a
toothed segment connected with the thermostatic arm.

a pinion meahlng with the toothed segment, a bridge sup-
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porting the arbors of the segment and pinion, feet extend-

ing rearwardly from the bridge, a cap protecting the

thermostatic arm, segment and pinion, said cap flttlnjj

the edge of the case and being supported from collapse

by the fpet projecflnc from the bridge, a dial, and an in-

dicating pointer on the pinion arbor In front of the dial,

substantially as specified.

887.448. SCR.\r-BOOK. 4c. Max Willingeb, New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 20, 1907. Serial No. 407, 4UT.

1. In a t)ook of the character designated, a series of

signatures each consisting of a folded sheet the central

portion of which is formed with two filler folds, one on

each side of the signature, the opposed surfaces of the

filler folds on adjoining signatures being ?lued or other-

wise made to adhere to each other, for the purpose de-

scribed.

2. In a book of the character designated, the combina-

tion with a book cover, of a series of intermediate signa-

tures each consisting of a folded sheet the central portion

of which Is formed with two filler folds, one on lach side

of the signature, the opposite surfaces of the filler folds of

adjoining signatures l)eing made to adhere together, and

end signatures consisting each of a folded sheet having a

single filler fold made to adhere to the opposed ttUer fold

of the adjacent intermediate signature, each of said sig-

natures being also attached by one leaf 10 '.ho adjoining

cover board, for the purpose de8crlbe<L

887,449. LACE MEASURING AND WINDING MACHINE.
Bhinton D. Wight, Toronto. Ontario. Canada Filed

Feb. 23. 1907. Serial No. 358,983.

the counter and a bracket extending outwardly therefrom

at the bottom, of a U- or loop-shaped rod having the end

secured In the bracket, a measuring roller Journaled on one

portion of the rod, a guiding roller Journaled on the other

portion parallel with the measuring roller, adjustable col-

lars on the guiding rollers, and a reel Journaled in the top

of the standard and designed to hold the lace board, and

means for turning the reel, such as a crank handle as and

for the purpose specified.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the measuring wheel and spindle thereof Journaled in

suitable bearings and provided with a worm, of a measur-

ing disk having two spring-shaped fingers, one located at

the top and the other at the bottom and being substan-

tially circular and reversely set as to the fastening of the

ends of the finger and the ultimate registering disk with

which one of the aforesaid fingers is designed to co-act as

and for the purpose specified.

4. The combination with the standard, of the reel spin-

dle having means for turning the same and provided with

a grooved bracket at one end. wire loop guides fitting in

the grooves of the bracket, a grooved plate and a clamping

screw for holding it in position to hold the ends of the loop

guides, and bars adjustable on the loop guides as and for

the purpose specified.

5. The combination with the standard, of the reel spin-

dle having means for turning the same and provided with

a grooved bracket at one end, wire loop guides fitting in

the grooves of the bracket, a grooved plate, and a clamp-

ing screw for holding It in position to hold the ends of the

loop guides, and grooved plates having loop bars extending

laterally therefrom, and a clamping screw for adjustably

holding the plates on the loop guides as and for the pur-

pose specified.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.450. SHIRT-SUSPENSORY. William 8. Wootton,

Roanoke. Va. Filed July 22. 1907. Serial No. 384,907.

,y t.v

1. In a lace measuring and winding machine, the com-

bination with a standard having means for securing It to

the counter and a bracket extending outwardly therefrom

at the bottom, of a U- or loop-shaped rod having the end

secured In the bracket, a measuring roller Journaled on one

portion of the rod, and a guiding roller Journaled on the

other portion parallel with the measuring roller, and suit-

able adjustable collars on the guiding roller as and for the

purpose specified.

2. In a lace measuring and winding machine, the com-

bination with a standard having means for securing it to

1. .\ shirt-suspensory, comprising a shirt provided with

a slot-opening and a cord secured at Intervals along the

edge of the shirt beneath said slot-opening forming a sus-

pensory bag intermediate said edge and slot opening.

2. X shirt-suspensory, comprising a shirt-body having

Its lower front portion provided with a slot-opening and a

gathering-strap or cord secured along the lower edge of

said front portion forming a suspensory-bag or pouch be-

neath said slot-opening from the material of said front

portion intermediate said lower edge and said slot-opening.

3. .\ shirt-suspensory, comprising a shirt provided at

its lower front portion with a slot-opening, a cord secured

at gathering intervals along the edge of the shirt forming

a pouch from the material beneath said slot-opening, and

cord supporting hip-straps at the sides of said shirt.

4. A shirt-suspensory, comprising a shirt provided at

its front with a slot-opening, a cord secured at Its inter-

mediate portion In gathering Intervals beneath said slot-

opening forming a suspensory-bag from the material be-

tween said intermediate portion of the cord and said slot-

opening, and cord receiving loops formed by hip-straps at

the side of said shirt.

5. A shirt-suspensory, comprising a shirt provided at

its front with a vertical slot-opening, cord-supporting hip-

straps secured to the sides of said shirt above the horizon-
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Ul plane of said slot-opening, and a cord secured at Ita

Intermediate portion In gatherlnit Interval! to said shirt

forming a suspensory-bag or pouch from th# gathered por-

tion of said shirt below said slot-opening and extending

rearwardly between the legs of the wearer and upwardly

and forwardly over the thighs and through taid hip-straps,

[rialms 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazettie. ]

887,451. OVERFLOW-GATE. Hiram W. Blaisdkll, Los

.Angeles, Cal PMled Dec. 6, 1906. Serial No. 348,568.

887.453. BELT-BUCKLE. Rcbt .A Barnes,

and Charle.s H White. Sparrows I'olnt.

.\pr. 12, 1907. Serial No. 367,824.

Baltimore,

Md Filed

1. An overflow gate comprising a chamber formed on

the outer side of the wall of a vat. openings from said vat

to said chamber, a grid dividing said chamber and means

to close the openings In said grid.

2. An overflow gate comprising a chamber formed on

the outer side of the wall of a vat, openings from said vat

Into said chamber, devices In the sides of sajd chamber for
;

removably holding a grid, a grid held therein, a curtain to
i

close the openings in said grid and means to operate said '

curtain.

3. An overflow eate comprising a chamber formed on :

the outer side of the wall of a vat, openings from said vat I

to said chamber, a grid dividing =aid chamher and a cur-

tain to close the apertures In said grid.

4 .\a overflow gate comprising a chamber formed on

the outer side of the wall of a vat, openings from said vat

to said chambtT. a grid dividing .said chamber, means to

close the openings in said grid, and an opentag In the lower

part of said chamber on the side of the grid remote from

the tank.

5. An overflow j.'ite comprising a chamber formed on

the outer side of the wall of a vat, openings from said vat

Into said chamber, a grid dividing said chamber, a curtain

against said grid and attached at the bottom to the floor

of said chamber, a roller attached to the top of the curtain

and ropes to lift said roller.

Tn a belt buckle, the rear plate thereof having at each

lateral edge a hinged leaf provided with a toothed flange

which is at an acute angle with respect to the said leaf,

the said hinged leaves being adapted to close upon the rear

plate and bring the teeth of the toothed flanges tightly

against the same, combined with a spring-held front plate

adapted to close upon and lock the folded leaves, lubstan-

tially as speclfled.

887,454. DRESSSHIELl' Kavid Basch, New York,

N. Y. Filed Oct. 3, HHH. Serial No. 395.679.

.^ dress shield comprising substantially crescent shaped

arm and body flaps, united along their concave edges, ex-

tension pieces secured to the edges of the arm flaps at

the front and rear thereof. In proximity to the point of

juncture between the arm and body flaps, each of the said

extension pieces being so secured by two parallel lines of

stitching, whereby a pocket Is formed between the exten-

sion piece and the arm flap for the reception of a stiffen-

ing piece, a stiffening plec« in each of the two pockets so

formed, other stiffening pieces, arranged across the ex-

tension pieces, and a shoulder strap connecting the free

ends of the extension pieces together, the said extension

pieces composed of material impervious to moisture.

887.452. WATER COLOR FOR CEILINGS AND THE
LIKE. Axel C .Xndersdn, Copenhagen, Denmark. Filed

Nov. 27, 1907 >ierial No. 404.09".

1. A water color comprising a pigment, an extract of
j

carrageen, a suitable antiseptic and a saccharine substance.

2. A water color consisting of the following substances j

In approximately the proportions by weight Indicated

;

chalk 40 parts, 23 parts of carrageen Jelly, containing one

part of carrageen and 22 parts water, i part of boraclc ;

acid and h part of molasses.

3. A water color consisting of the following subatancea

in approximately the proportion by weight Indicated ; i

chalk 40 parts, 23 parts of carrageen Jelly, containing one

part of carrageen and 22 parts water, i part of boraclc

acid, i part of molasses and a certain proportion of clay. '

8 8 7.455. ELECTRIC-LIGHT FIXTURE Harrt A.

Baler. Lansdowne, Pa. Filed Oct. 11. 1904 Serial

No. 228.064.

1. In an electric light fixture, a plate adapted to be

suitably supported, a conductor leading therefrom, a

stationary arm extending upwardly and outwardly from

said plate, a cross bar carried by said arm, lugs on said

arm and cross bar and a light holder connected with said

conductor and consisting of a base fitting between said

lugs and having an upwardly exte-idlng flange engaged by

said lugs.

2. In an electric light fixture, a plate adapted to be

suitably supported, a conductor leading therefrom, a

stationary arm extending upwardly and outwardly from

said plate, a cross bar connected therewith, lugs on said

arm and cross bar and a light holder connected with said
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conductor and consisting of n base adapted to rest on

said bar ami said arm. a flange extending upwardly there-

from . ngagiug said lugs and a bead on said flange resting

on said lugs.

887,45»V SHOE. Frank A. Beal. Haverhill. .Mass
,

as-

signor to Beal A: Hanscom. Haverhill. Mass.. a Copart-

nership. Filed Dec 16. 1907 Serial No. 406.633.

1. .\ turned shoe comprising n sol(< having a welt sewed

thereto by stitches which incline downwardly and out-

wardly from near the Inner edge of the top of the welt

to near the outer edge of the sole at the bottom, and an

upper stitched to the welt.

2. A turned shoe comprising a sole having a welt sewed

thereto by stitches which Incline downwardly and out-

wardly from near the inner edge of the top of the welt

to near the outer edge of the sole at the bottom, the inner

edge of said welt being skived, and an upper stitched to

the skived edge of the welt.

and having flanges extending over the edges and Interme-

diate the drum and sides and ends, legs having angular

faces provided with seats to receive the ends of the mold-

ings, fastenings securing the legs to the body.

887 458. ADJUSTABLE GUIDE-PLATE FOR PATTERN-

PLATES, VIBRATOR FRAMES. GATED PATTERNS,

AND COPE-FLASKS, tn ari.es H. Blat and Geokoe

W. Kellt, Columbus. (Ja. Filed Apr 23, 1906. Serial

No. 313.169.

887.4BT. WASHING-MACHINE. William F. Blake,

Harrey, 111., assignor to Paragon Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111.,

a Corporation of IllinoLs. Filed Oct. 27, 1906. Serial

No. 340.820.

1. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a mold comprising a drag portion and a cope por-

tion of a pattern plate adapted to be located between said

portions, a member carried by said pattern plate and pro-

jecting beyond the end of the mold, a fixed guide member

carried bv one of the mold sections, a guide member car-

ried bv the projecting member of the pattern plate and

adapted to engage said first named guide member, a guide

member carried by the other portion of the mold and also

adapted to engage the first named guide member and

means for adjusting both the guide member of the pattern

plate and the last named guide member toward and from

the first named guide member.

2. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a mold comprising a drag portion and a cope

portion of a pattern plate adapted to be located between

said portions, a fixed angular faced guide member carried

by one of the portions of the mold, a second angular faced

guide member carried by the pattern plate and adapted to

engage the first named guide member, means for adjusting

the second guide member toward and from the first named

guide member, and a third angular faced guide member

carried by the other section of the mold and adapted to

engage the first named guide member and means for ad-

Justing the third guide member toward and from the first

named guide member.

3. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a mold comprising a drag portion and a cope por-

tion, of an angular faced guide member fixed to the drag

portion of the mold, a pattern plate adapted to lie between

the cop<' and drag portion.^ of the mold, an angular faced

guide member mounted upon the pattern plate and adapted

to engage the fixed guide member of the drag portion of

the mold, means for adjusting the guide member of the

pattern plate toward and from said fixed guide member, an

angular faced guide member carried hy the cope portion

of the mold and means for adjusting the last named guide

member toward and from the fixed guide member of the

drag portion of the mold.

Tn a device of the class described, a body comprising

sides, ends and a drum, the edges of the drum overlapping

the sides and ends, moldings at the edges of the drum ' and described.

8 8 7,459. GRADING AND EXCAVATING MACHINE.

Stephkn H. Blwmer. Seattle. Wash. Filed June 11,

1907. Serial No. 378.448.

1. An apparatus of the character described comprising

in combination with an endless cable, a drive mechanism

therefor, corner supports Including sheaves around which

said cable passes, scrapers joined with said cable and

movable the.ewlth and adapted to be carr'ea around said

drive mechanism and corner supporting sheaves, and trans-

verse endless supporting mechanism for supporting the

cable between the corner supports, substantially as shown
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2. An apparatus of the character described comprising

ia combination with an endless cable, a drive mechanism
therefor, comer supports including sheaves around which

said cable passes, scrapers joined with said cable and mov-

able therewith and adapted to be carried tround said drive

mechani.sm and said corner supporting sheaves, transverse

pndless supporting m>'chanism for supporting the cable

between the corner supports, and means i-o5peratlng with

said transversf' cabit> supporting mechanism for shifting

the first endless cable laterally, substaqtialiy as shown
and described.

3. An apparatus of the character described comprlalng

In combination with an endless cable, a drive mechanism
therefor, said drive mechanism Including rotatable sheaves

around which the cable takes, scrapers Joined with said

cable and movable therewith and adapted to be carried

around said drive mechanism sheaves, and guides co-

operating with said drive mechanism sheaves, substan-

tially as shown and described.

4. An apparatus of the character stated comprising an
endless cable, a drive mechanism therefor, said drive

mechanism including rotatable sheaves around which the

endless cable takes, scrapers, supplemental cables join-

ing the scrapers with the endless cable, and means co-

operating with the sheaves of the driv« mechanism for

guiding the supplemental cables and the sheaves as they

pass therearound. substantially as shown and described.

5. An apparatus of the character stated, comprising an
endless cable, a drive mechanism therefor, said drive mech-
anism including rotatable sheaves aroun4 which the end-

less cable takes, scrapers, supplemental cables joining the

scrapers with the endless cable, means cooperating with
the sh»^avf>s of the drive mechanism for guiding the sup-

plemental cables and the sheaves as they pass there-

around. and means forming a part of th« sheaves for en-

gaging the supplemental cables at times, substantially as

shown and described.

[Claims *i to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.460. ANIMAI^CATCHER. SiNGLEto.v A. Bcxtox.
Montezuma. Ohio. Filed Feb. 16, 1907 Serial No.
3."i7,726.

An animal catcher comprising a handle formed of a pipe

section and having an outwardly and laterally extending

staple at one end. a cap engaged with thf opposite end of

said section and having an opening thfTein. the opening
being arranged In the center of the cap. a wire connected

at one end with the staple and turned to form an animal
engaging loop, the free end of the wirt being extended
through the pipe and through the opening in the cap, said

wire being twisted at its end outwardly of the cap to form

an eye, a chain secured to the eye and a hook carried by

the outer end of the chain and arranged for engagement at

times with the links of the chain.

887,461. TOPPER ATTACHMENT FOR LAWN-MOW-
ERS. JoH.N W Cahv. Dryden, N. Y. Filed Feb. 14,

1908. Serial No. 415,823.

1. .\n attachment for lawn mowers, comprising a frame

embodying end standards and a cutter bar provided with

knife sections, a reciprocatory cutter knife on said cutter

bar. a shaft Journaled in said end standards and provided

on the ends with friction wheels to engage drive wheels of

a lawn mower, means mounted on said shaft to Impart

reciprocatory movement to said cutter knife, reach rods

connected to said standards, means for connecting said

reach rods to a lawn mower frame, and means for detach-

ably connecting the reach rods to the lawn mower handle

2. In combination with a lawn mower, a grass topping

attachment comprising a frame embodying a cutter bar

and end standards, a cutter knife mounted for recipro-

cation on the cutter bar, a drive shaft journaled In the

end standards, friction wheels on the ends of said drive

shaft engaging the drive wheels of said lawn mower, a

pin carried by the cutter knife, a wheel on said drive shaft

having a cam groove to receive said pin, reach rods con

nected to said end standards, and means for detachably

connecting said reach rods to the lawn mower handle.

3. In combination with a lawn mower, a grass topping

attachment detachably-secured to the lawn mower and

embodying a reciprocatory cutter knife, and means for

frlctlonal engagement with the drive wheels for impart-

ing reciprocatory movement to the cutter knife.

4. In combination with a lawn mower, a topping attach-

ment detachably-connected to the lawn mower and em-

bodying a reciprocatory cutter knife, an operating means

for said cutter knife actuated by frlctlonal engagement

with the drive wheels of the lawn mower.

887,462. LOOSE-LEAF BINDER
su.v. Toronto. Ontario. Canada

Serial No. 386,387.

ALBERT E. CHATTES
Filed July 31, If»07.

1. The combination with the bottom plate and posts,

of a locking device comprising two plates U shape In cross

section and fitting one over the other, end plates held thert*

In, the lowermost projecting Inwardly beyond the others,

locking plates having holes through which the posts freely

extend, springs held above the end plates and adapted to

press on to the top of the locking plates and means for

raising the locking plates to the horizontal position, so as

to allow of the posts to pass freely therethrough as and

for the purpose specified.

2. The combination with the bottom plate and posts,

of a locking device comprising two plates U shape in cross
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section and fitting one over the other, end plates held
therein, the lowermost projecting inwardly beyond the
others, locking plates having holes through which the
posts extend and beveled inner edges, springs held above
the end plates and adapted to press on to the top of the

locking plates, plates having reversely formed beveled ends
to the locking plates and adapted to abut the beveled edges

of the locking plates and means for throwing the plates

outwardly simultaneously as and for the purpose specified.

3. The combination with the bottom plate and posts,

of a locking device comprising two plates U-shape in cross

section and fitting one over the other, end plates held

therein, the lowermost projecting inwardly beyond the
others, locking plates having holes through which the
po8t.s t'ltend and beveled Inner edges, springs held above
the end plates and adapted to press on to the top of the
locking plates, plates having reversely formed beveled

ends to those on the locking plates and adapted to abut
the beveled edges of the locking plates, and a key with a
double ward extending through the slot in the top of the
locking device as and for the purpose specified.

887,463. ROTARY ENGINE. John W. Coc-her. Boston,
Mass. Filed Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No. 389.988.

1. In a turbine engine, the combination of a casing
provided at one side with a chest to receive the motive
medium, and having ports formed in the inner wall of

said chest, an engine shaft, and a motor wheel, the latter

comprising two members, one of which Is movable and
provided upon the side adjacent to the chest with buckets
and adapted to be normally pressed against the wall of

said chest to maintain a tight joint.

2 In a turbine engine, the combination of a casing
having a chest upon a side and having ports formed in

the inner wall of said chest, an engine shaft, and a motor
or turbine wheel mounted upon said shaft and consisting
of two meml>er8 relatively movable and adapted to be
pressed apart and against the Inner sides of the casing,

the member adjacent to the wall of the chest provided
with ports having buckets upon the side adjacent to said
chest.

3. In a turbine engine, the combination of a casing
having a chest upon one side and having a series of

ports and passages formed in the Inner wall of said
chest, an engine shaft, and a turbine wheel mounted
upon said engine shaft and having concentric series

of buckets in the face adjacent to the Inner wall of
the aforesaid chest and having concentric tongues and
grooves of approximately wedge form between the mating
faces of the turbine wheel and the wall of the chest hav-

ing the ports formed therein.

4. In a turbine engine, the combination of a casing
formed upon a side with a chest to receive the motive
medium and having a series of ports and passages formed
In the Inner wall of the chest, a motor wheel having a
concentric series of buckets upon the side adjacent to the
wall of the chest having the ports and passages formed
therein, the outermost buckets faring in an opposite di-

rection to the other buckets to admit of reversing the

engine, a cut off valve arranged in the chest for control-

ling the inlet ports to the bucket of the first and last of

the series.

5. In a turbine engine, the combination of a casing

provided with a chest having a concentric series of ports

and passages formed in its Inner wall, and having the

outermost passage leading through the edge of the wall

and in communication with an exhaust and having two
sets of ports in communication with said passages, and
a motor wheel having a concentric series of buckets in

the side adjacent to the face of the inner wall of the
chest having the ports and passages formed therein, the

outermost set of buckets facing in an opposite direction

to the other buckets for reversing the engine and adapted
to register alternately with the outermost inlet and ex-

haust ports, and the first set of buckets adapted to register

alternately with the inlet exhaust ports, the said ports

and passages being arranged substantially as disclosed to

admit of the successive use of the steam or motive me-
dium from the first to the last set of buckets but one In

the operation of the engine.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,464. GAME APPARATUS. Samcel E. Creaset,
Sanford, Me. Filed Apr. 10. 1907. Serial No. 367,459.
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way from which the moving object must be moved to enter

thM ijoa!, and a revolubl^ portion at the center of the board

provided with a srarp whereby said revoluble portion when
turned may plao*" the ^ate In position to uncover any goal

4. A gamp apparatus comprising a board presenting

starting points differln? In color, a sertee of concentric

paths or roadway divided In sections, each section pre-

senting a plurality of spaces, a series of ceotral goals, one

for each starting point, a crossway leading from each

starting point through and crossing all said paths or

roadways, each crossway having spots of the color corre-

sponding with the color of the starting point, and a

series of movable objects each provided with means for

indicating ownership of said movable object.

5. .\ gamf' apparatus comprising a board presenting

starting points dlflferlng In color, a seriee of concentric

paths or roadways divided in sections, each section pre-

senting a plurality of spaces, a series of central goals, one

for each starting point, a crossway leading from each

starting point through and crossing all said paths or

roadways. »>ach crossway having spots of the color corre-

sponding with the color of the starting point, a series of

movable objects and a flgnre with a hoodoo, said movable

objt^cts and hoodoo each provided with means for Indi-

cating ownership thereof.

8 !< T . 4 6 5 . FALLING -CHANGING LOOM. Ra.vd<.I-PH

Crompton. Worcester. Mass.. assignor to ('rompton A
Knowles Loom Works, a Torporation of Massachusetts.

Filed May 27. 1907. Serial No. .•?7.">>."t.

1. Ill a filling changing loom, a magazine for sustain-

ing a series of fillinij-i-arrifrs, magazine-actuating means,

means for placing .said actuating means tn its abnormal
position, an actuator and means to engage and move said

actuating means that the latter may turn said magazine
always In the same direction from Its normal position.

-. In a filling rhanging loom, a magazluf for sustain-

ing a series of fllling-carriers. a flillng-trfcnsferrlng arm.

and means for moving the same to dischatir*' a flUlng-car-

rlpr from said magazine, combined with reagazine-actuat-

Ing means, means to pia^e said actuating means In its ab-

normal position, and Independent actuating means to

thereafter engage said actuating means and effect the

movement automatically of saJd magazint from Its nor-

mal position.

3. In a filling changing loom, shuttle box actuating

means, a stop the position of which may be changed
simultaneously with change of position ©f said shuttle-

boi-actuatlng means, a magazine for sustaining a series

of fllling-carriers, a series of indicators held In their

operative positions by said filling carrier* wht^n present

Ln the magazine, magazine-actuating means, means for

placing said actuating means in Its abnormal position,

and devices to engage and move said actuating means that

the latter may turn said magazine from \tn normal posi-

tion forwardly until an Indicator '^arrled thereby meets

said stop.

4. In a filling rhanging loom, shuttl.' box aciijating

mpans. a stop the position of which may be changed
simultaneously with change of position of said shuttle-

box actuating means, a magazine for sustaining a series

of ailinit carriers, a series of indicators htid in th<'lr

"perativp positions by said filling carriers when present

In the magazine, magazine-actuating means, means for

placing said actuating means in its abnormal position,

and an actuator to fugage and move said actuating mi'ans

that the latter may turn said magazine until an indicator

carried therpby meets said stop, a filling transferring

arm, and means to move said arm to ejeft from said

magazine a filling carrier.

a. In a filling changing loom, the combination with a

magazine for sustaining a series of fllling-carriers. a se-

ries of Indicators, ahuttle-box-movins means, maeazlne-

actuatlng means, an actuator for moving said actuating

means, and a stop movable Into one or another position

by change of position of the shuttle boxes, of a trans-

ferrer and filling controlling means
[Claims 6 to 44 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.466. ASI'ARAGUS- CUTTER Chari-ES F. Davis,

Downers Grove, 111. Filed June iM. 1907 Serial No.

380,.-26.

1. .V device of the kind descril>ed. comprising a holder

consisting of a hollow cylindrical b<Kly having an open-

ing thereinto which extends from end to end, a han<lle

to which said holder Is secured, a stationary cutter blade

located in the passage to or across said opening, and

means for bringing an object to be severed In contact

with said cutter.

I
2. A device of the kind descrlbeil. comiirlsing a handle,

I

a holder or receptacle mounted on one end thereof and

I having an opening In the front side, a cutting blade, and

means for forcing the object to be cut against said cut-

ter and moving the samf into said holder.

.'}. A device of the kind described, a handle, a holder

rigidly secured to one end thereof and having a longi-

tudinal opening therein, guides extending outward on

either side of said opening, a stationary cutter positioned

to sever an ubj»'ct entering between said guides, and

means for bringing an object in contact with said cutter

and dt'positing the same in said holder.

4 In a devici- of the kind d<'Scribed, a handle, a cylin-

drical holder having an opening In one side thereof and

mounted on the lower end of said handle, a stationary

cutting blade located In the passage to said opening, an

arm free at one end and having a swinging movem^'nt

across said passage in forcing the stalks against said cut-

ting blade and carrying them into said holder when they

are severed, means for manually Imparting an op.Tatlve

movement to said arm. and means for automatically re-

turning the same to Its no-mal position.

5. In a device of the kind described, a handle, a holder

having an opening at one side, a cutter-blade located In

the passage to said opening, an arm combining a cradle

feature therewith and adapted to be moved across said

passage, a manipulating trigger and tne operative connec-

tion between said arm and trigger.

I [Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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887,467. METAL-CUTTING BLOWPIPE. Cybillb D»L-

CAMPE, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Oct. 9, 1907. Serial

No. 396,668.

1. In a hlow-pl[>e for (Uttinc metal, a supply pipe for

a combustible gas lermiuating iri a head containing a mix-

ing chamber, a detachable main nozzle In said head form-

log an outlet from the mixing chamber, a sujiply pipe for

a gaaeous sui)purter of combustion extending into said

head and terminating in a nozzle support, a detachable

Injector nozzle in said support and discharging Into the

mixing chamber, a tube centrally supported In the injector

nozzle and extending to the mouth of the main nozzle for

leading an Independent jet of the gaseous supporter of

combustion to the center of the main nozzle, a chimney

surrounding said Injector nozzle, and forming a partition

l)etween the gas chaml)er and the mixing chamber, and

gas ports In said chimney, substantially as descritied.

2. A lutting attachment for blow-pipes adapted to mix

and burn a combustible gas and a gaseous supporter of

combustion, comprising a nozzle attached to the supply

pipe for the gaseous supporter of combustion, and a tube

centrally supported in said nozzle and extending to the

mouth of the main nozzle, for supplying an Independent

cutting Jet of the gaseous supporter of combustion under
pressure to the center of the blow-pipe flame, substantially

as described.

'.i. In a blow-pipe for cutting metal, a mixing cliamt>er,

a main exit nozzle for said chamber, a supply pipe for

a combustible gas and a supply pipe for a gaseous sup-

porter of combustion discharging into the mixing chamt)er,

and a small tube supported In the discharge orifice of the

supply pipe for the gaseous supporter of the combustion

and extending to the mouth of the main exit nozzle, for

conducting an independent jet of the gaseous supporter

of combustion under pressure directly to the exit mouth
of the main nozzle within the blow-pipe fiame ; substan

tlally as described.

887.468. LAMP. Kubkrt M. Dixon. East Orange, N. J.,

assignor to Safety Car Heating k Lighting Company,
a Corporation of New Jersey, Filed Mar. 7, 1907. Se-

rial No. 361,064.

1, An illuminating apparatus for a car having a roof,

comprising in combination, a lamp having a burner de-

pending from said roof, a chimney for receiving products

of combustion and diacharging the same exterior of aald

car, a conduit for supplying said burner with a comboatl-

ble gas leading downwardly within said chimney from
without said car whereby aald conduit may be maintained
in a heated condition, and an Intake adapted to supply

said burner with air from without said car.

2. An illuminating apparatus for a car, comprising in

combination, a lamp barlag a burner, a globe, means for

taking air from outside said car and passing It between

the burner and globe whereby the radiation of heat may
be diminished, a chimney for receiving and discharging

outside said car the products of combustion, and a con-

duit for supplying said burner with a combustible gas

leading downwardly within said chimney from without

said car whereby said conduit may be maintained In a

heated condition.

3. An illuminating apparatus for a car having a roof.

comprising in combination, a lamp depending from said

roof and having a burner, a chimney overlying said burner

and adapted to receive and discharge therefrom the prod-

ucts of combustion, said chimney inlerfitting at its lower

end with the body of said burner and extending contin-

uously upward to its point of discharge, and means for

causing a current of air to flow t)efween the lamp body

and the car Into said chimney, whenby the woodwork of

the car will be insulated from the heat of the lamp.

4. An Illuminating apparatus for a car, comprising in

combination, a lamp mounted in close proximity to an

inner part of said car, means ffir supplying said lamp

with combustible gas, a chimney for receiving products of

combustion and discharging the same exterior of said car,

an intake adapted to supply said lamp with air from

without said car, said chimney interfltting at Its lower

end with the body of said burner and extending continu-

ously upward to Its point of discharge, and passageways

leading from between the lamp and car to said chimney,

whereby air may flow and prevent undue heating of the

portions of the car adjacent said lamp.

5. .\n Illuminating apparatus for a car having a roof,

comprising in combination, a lamp having a burner, a

globe, an Intake for delivering air from outside said car

and passing in between the burner and globe whereby

heat radiated may be diminished, and a chimney for re-

ceiving and discharging the products of combustion out-

side said car. said chimney having between its upper and

lower ends one or more channels in communication with

the interior of the car.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,469. SIGN-BOARD. Jacob Fishkb, Huntington, Ind.

Filed May 24, 1907. Serial No. 375,493.

1. In an advertising device, the combination of a stand-

ard, a sign board plvotally mounted upon the standard, a

frame at one end of the sign board, a crank shaft jour-

naled In the frame, a wind wheel for operating the crank

shaft, a reclpro'.atlng bar mounted upon the frame and

receiving motion from the crank shaft, and 1 figure ar-

ranged within the frame and secured to the aald recipro-

cating bar.

2. In an advertising device, the combination of a stand-

ard , a sign board plvotally mounted upon the standard, a

frame at one end of the sign board, a horizontally disposed
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crank shaft Journaled in the frame, a wind wheel for
operating the crank shaft, a vertically retlprocatlng bar
mounted on the frame and receiving motion from the
crnnk shaft, a fl^iire arranijed within the frame and ap-

JOHN DDE

piled to the said reciprooatlng bar. a projection upon the
sign board, and a rocking flsfure plvotally mounted upon
the said projection and engaging the abovemtntloned recip-
rocating bar.

887.470. METAL WINDOW-SASH. Ernest Flaoq, New
York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 6, 1907. Serial No. 355,974.
Renewed Apr. lo, 190.S. Serial No. 426,3X5.

IKM

2i

1. In window construction, a sash comprising metal
pane seating rails, each having an Inner marginal flange,
and means for detachably securing said flanges together.

2. In window construction, a sash comprising metal
pane seating rails, each having an Inner marginal flange
and reinforcing means for the corners of the sash detach-
ably secured to the abuttln« ends of the flaqges.

3. In window construction, a sash comprising metal
pane seating rails, each having an inner marginal flange
and reinforcing ans;le irons for the corners of the saah
secured to the marginal flanges.

4. In window construction, a sash comprising top, bot-
tom and aide pane seating rails, and exterior reinforce-
ments for each corner detachably secured to the abutting
ends of the rails.

5. In window construction, a sash comprl.<rtng top, bot-
tom and side pane seating rails each haUcg an inner
marginal Qange, and one or more intermediate muntlns,
and means for detachably sectjrlng said mudtlns to the
flanges of the top and bottom rails.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gazette.)

887,471. PEDALLY OPERATED VISE. Habby E. Fcl-
LER, Wlnterset, Iowa. Filed Feb. 8, 1907. Serial Na
35rt.yi;s

1 A vise, comprising Jaws, a yoke embracing said jaws,
a wpdgp mounted for reciprocation between one end of
said yoke and one nf the Jaws, and a latch acting between
the opposite end of said yoke and the other Jaw.

2. A vise, comprising Jaws, a yoke embracing said jaws,
a wedge mounted for reciprocation between one end of said
yoke and one of the Jaws, and an eccentric latch acting
between the opposite end of said yoke and the other Jaw.

3. A vise, comprising Jaws, a yoke embracing said Jaws,
a wedge slidingly mounted between one end of said yoke
and one of the Jaws, a latch mounted between the oppo
site end of the yoke and the other Jaw. levers mounted
for oscillation, and connections between said levers and
the wedge and latch respectively.

4. A vise, comprising jaws, a yoke embracing said Jaws,
a wedge slidingly mounted within the yoke and against
one of the Jaws, a tube hinged to said wedge, a piston ar-
ranged for travel In said tube, a rod on said piston, a
lever connected to said rod. and means for latching said
yoke to the other Jaw.

5. In a vise, a flxed Jaw, a movable Jaw, a yoke pmbrac-
ing said jaws, means for moving said yoke and movable
Jaw relative to the other Jaw. an eccentric latch between
said yoke and movable jaw, a lever and connections be-
tween said lever and moving means and connections be-
tween said lever and eccentric latch.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Oaa«tt«.]

8 8 7.472. RIBBON ATTACHMENT. Habht C. Gam-
meter. Coll in wood. Ohio, assignor to The American
Multlgraph Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation
of Ohio. Filed Oct. 22, 1907. Serial No. 398,540.

1. The combination of a spool having an opening and a

fabric adapted to pass through such opening and behind
an overhanging portion of the spool ; and provided with
means for holding the end of the fabric within the spool
against the Inner face of such porilon.

2. The combination of a spool having a longitudinal
slot and a recess within the spool wider than the slot;

and a fabric adapted to pass through such slot and pro-

vided at Its end with means occupying the recess for hold-

ing the end of the fabric within the spool.
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3. The combination of a spot)! having an opening In Us

barrel and a rlblwn provided with means adapted to be

passed edgewise through the opening and after such pas

Mlge turning to bridge the opening.

4. The combination of a spool having a longitudinal

..I>^ning in Its barrel and a ribbon provided at Its end with

a longitudinal head adapted to be passed edgewise through

the slot and nfter such passage turning to bridge the slot.

5. The romt>lnation of a spool having a longitudinal

slot and a rlt.lwn having a head extending crosswise on its

end, said head l>eing formed to pass through such slot and

thproafter hrtilge the slot on Its inner side.

[Claims 6 to IS not printed in the Gazette.]

887.473. TELEPHONE RECEIVER William Gibson,

I>!inbury. Conn . assignor to The Gibson Mfg. Co., Dan-

liury, Conn , a I'orporation. Filed Aug. 23, 1907. Se-

rial No. 389.864.

1, A tel^bone receiver formed In two parts from

Tltreoo* material, combined with a screw thr.'aded metal

ring on on»' part, and a screw threaded metal collar inter-

locked with the other part.

2. The herein described telephone reaeiver. comprising

a shell formed from vitreous material, an externally ar-

ranged collar at one end thereof, a cap also formed of

vitreous material and furnished with a metal collar

adapted to engage with the metal collar on the shell, sub-

stantially as described.

887,474. MARKER FOR CORN PLANTERS.
Gut KER, IVorla. Ill Filed June 3, 1907.

George J.

Serial No.

In a marking device for com planters, the combination

with the planter frame, of a hollow shaft Journaled there-

on parallel to the line of advance, manually operated

means for rocking the same, a member secured to said

shaft to rock In a vertical plane and In a plane at right

angles to the line of said advance, a stop secured In said

member, a second stop also secured therein and separated

from the first a distance of substantially 90°, a rod mem-
ber having a right angled extension extending through the

first described member and lying within the hollow shaft

and adapted to rock within and relative to said member
and said shaft In the same plane with the said member
and limited In its rocking movement by the stops, a

marker carrying rod longitudinally adjustable upon the

said rod meml>er. means for adjustably securing it upon

the latter, a bail loosely mounted upon the said marker-

carrying member to rock thereon, means on the latter for

limiting the movement of the said bail, and a book at each

side of the planter frame for engaging the bail, all being

arranged 8ub.stantlally as shown and described.

887,475. WARP-THREAD DETECTING DEVICE. WiL-

HELM Gross. Fall River. Maas., assignor to Draper Com-
pany, Uopedale. Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed

Aug Ifl, 1907. Serial No. 388,811.

1. In a warp thread detecting device, means for auto-

matically drawing the adjacent warp threads to one side

when one or more of said threads break whereby the posi-

tion of the broken end may be clearly indicated.

2. In a warp thread detecting device, means for engag-

ing and automatically separating tie warp threads later-

ally when one of said threads break whereby the position

of the broken end may be readily located.

3. In a warp thread detecting device, a reciprocating

bar. and means operated by said bar to draw said threads

apart laterally when one of said threads breaks, whereby

the position of the broken end m^y be readily ascertained.

4. In a warp thread detecting device, a detecting wire

supported on each thread, and automatically actuated

means for engaging said wires to draw said threads apart

longitudinally when one of said threads breaks, whereby the

position of the broken thread may be readily determined.

5. In a device of the character described, a reciprocating

bar, detector bars supported by each thread, and means for

automatically actuating said bar to engage said detector

bars to draw said threads apart laterally when one of said

threads breaks whereby the position of the broken end

may be readily ascertained.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,476. APPARATUS FOR ELECTRIC OXIDIZING OF
ATMOSPHERIC NITROGEN. Demetrio Helbig, Rome,

Italv Filed Jan f^. 1906. Serial No. 294.678.

^?p^^^^^^^^
^W////W//77777r , .

1. The combination with a chamber having a wall sur-

face of ioniilng material and a gas entrance and a gas ex-

haust, of electrodes at opposite sides of said chamber and

located adjacent to the walls thereof for producing an

electric arc across the same.

2. The combination with a chamber having a lining

comprised of magnesium oxid, and having a gas entrance

and a gas exhaust, of electrodes of magnesium oxid dis-

posed upon opposite sides of the chamber.

3. The combination with a chamber having a lining com-

prised of magnesium oxid and a gas entrance and a gas

exhaust, of electrode.', of magnesium oxid upon opposite

sides of the chamber, and bodies of magnesium oxid sit-

uated between the plane of the electrodes and the exhaust.

4. The combination with a body of magnesium oxid

having a gas passage, of mean? for producing an electric

arc through said passage.
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5. Tbe combination with a body of njagnesium oild

having a gas passage, of means for producing an electric

arc through said passage, and a block of magnesium oxld

adjacent to said arc producing means and In position to

receive the arc flame when this Is deflected by th»> uas cur-

rent in Its flow through said passage.

[Claims 8 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7.478. ANTERIOR MATRIX - CLAMP. JaMM W

887. 4TT SEWING MACHINE FOR OVEI

ING. Karl Heli-Viuqt. Trier. Germany,

1907.- Serial No. 377. 1S7.

)GE-STITCH-
FUed June 4.

1 IQ a sewing machine for overedglng. overseaming and

the like having an arcuate needle adapted to revolve about

its geometrical center, clamping rollers arranged In the

path of the needle so that the needle can pass between

them and draw the thread between them and means for

rotating said rollers, for the purpose of imparting the

necessary pull to tbe thread to tighten the same after each

stitch, and means for arresting the needle during said op-

eration. .U Jl u
2. In a sewing machine of the character described hav-

ing means for driving the needle, and means for periodic-

ally di-sengaKlne said driving means, for enabling the

needle Itself to effect its arrest after the completion of

each circulation comprising a tappet on the needle and

a member adapted to engage therewith said member

being operatlvely connected with the aforesaid disengaging

means.
3. In a sewing machine of the character described com-

prising an arcuate needle, means for revolving the needle

about its geometrical center, means f«r arresting the

needle after each stitch and means fot tightening the

thread after each stitch, means for driving the needle com-

prising an endless belt having one side In frlctlonal con-

tact with the back of the needle, and means for driving

said belt.

4. In a sewing machine of the character described com-

prising an arcuate needle adapted to revolve about its

geometrical center, means for arresting the needle after

each stitch and means for tightening the thread after each

stitch, means for driving the needle and brake for arrest-

ing said driving means, and means for releasing said brake

after the needle driving means have stopped, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In a sewing machine of the character described and

comprising an arcuate needle, means for revolving the

needle aboat Its geometrical center, means for arresting

the needle after each stitch, and means for tightening the

thread after each stitch comprising clamping rollers ar-

ranged In the needle path, means for supporting said roll-

ers and means for moving one of said tollers away from

the other, for the purpow; of allowing tihe needle to pass

between them, and means for moving the said roller to-

wards the other to clamp the thread when the needle is

arrested.

rcialms 6 to 19 not printed in the (iajette.]

IvoBT. Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 386,355.

Fllpd July 31, 1907. Serial

1. In a device of the character described, a band a frame,

a pivoted Jaw adapted to engage with the band on one

side of a tooth and Jaws ckrrled by said frame and adapted

to engage with the band on the front side of the teeth ad

jacent said tooth

2. In a device of the character described, a band a frame,

a spring actuated jaw carried thereby adapted to engage

with the band on one side of a tooth, jaws carried on said

frame and adapted to engage th<' liand on the front side

of the teeth adjacent said tooth and means for laterally

adjusting said latter mentioned Jaws.

3. In a device of the character described, a band a frame,

a spring actuated Jaw carried thereby, adapted to engage

with the band on one side of a tooth, Jaws carried on said

frame and adapted to engage the band on the front side

of the teeth adjacent said tooth, means for laterally ad-

Justing said latter mentioned Jaws and a set screw passing

through said first mentioned Jaw.

4. In a device of the character described, a band a frame,

a pivoted Jaw carried thereby and adapted to engage with

the band on one side of a tooth, adjustable Jaws carried by

said frame and adapted to engage with the band on the

front side of teeth adjacent said tooth, a spring bearing

on said first mentioned Jaw and a set screw carried by

said frame and adapted to actuate said first mentioned

Jaw for clamping the device in position.

5. In a device of the character described, a band a frame,

a pivoted Jaw carried thereby adapted to engage with the

band on one side of a tooth, set screws carried by said

frame. Jaws engaged by said set screws and adapted to be

operated thereby and means on said frame for actuating

said pivoted Jaw.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7,479. DETACllARLE POCKET. Davis L. Jo.vks.

Mayton. Miss. Filed Dec. 20, 1907. Serial No 407.324

1 A detachable pocket for trousers comprising a piece

of material having one end portion folded upon Itself, the

edges of the folded back portion overlapping the edges of

the main portion of the cloth and secured thereto by rows

of stitching to form a pocket, the main portion of the ma-

terial being provided with spaced parallel silts forming

straps adapted to be arranged on a belt for supporting said

pocket within the pocket of an ordinary pair of trousera

2. As a new article of manufacture, a detachable pocket

for" trousers comprising a single piece of material, folded

back upon Itaelf, to one side of Its longitudinal center,

forming an upwardly extending portion, the edges of the
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folded back portion, overlapping the edges of the main

portion, and stitched thereto, to form a pocket, said up-

wardly projecting portion being provided with a pair of

spaced parallel slits forming straps adapted to receive a

belt for supporting said pocket within the pocket of the

trousers.

887.480. SIEVE ADJUSTER. Jesse G. Keith. Spokane, 1

Wash., assignor of one-half to American Securities Com-

pany, a Corporation of Washington. Filed May 17, 1907.

Serial No. 374. 16K.

1 In combination with sieve shoes, racks for holding

the front and rear ends of the sieves, the racks at one end

of the sieves being slidably mounted on the shoes, the racks

at the other end of the sieves being plvotally secured to the

shoes, and operative connections between the sUdable racks

and the pivoted racks to secure simultaneous adjustment

of the racks, substantially as shown and described.

2. In combination with sieve shoes, slotted plates se-

cured to the front end thereof, sieve racks plvotally secured

to said shoes adjacent to the rear or delivery end thereof,

other racks slidably mounted In the slots In said plates,

and rods connecting said racks to secure simultaneous ad

Justment thereof, substantially as shown and described.

.3. In combination with sieve shoes, plates secured to the

front end thereof and having curved slots therein, sieve

racks plvotally secured to said shoes adjacent to the rear

or delivery end thereof, other racks slidably mounted In

said curved slots, and rods connecting said racks to secure

the simultaneous adjustment thereof, substantially as

shown and described.

4. In combination with sieve shoes, slotted plates se-

cured to the front end thereof, sieve racks slidably mount-

ed thereon, a rock shaft Journaled In said plates, crank

arras secured to said shaft, links connecting said arms and

the racks, means to rock said shaft, other racks pivotally

secured to the shoes adjacent to the rear end thereof, and

rods connecting the slldable racks and the plvotally mount

ed racks In pairs, substantially as shown and described.

5. In combination with sieve shoes, plates secured to the

front end thereof and having curved slots therein, sieve

racks plvotally secured to said shoes adjacent to the rear

end thereof, a cross rod connecting said pivoted racks,

other sieve racks, cross rods connecting said racks, rollers

on the ends of said rods and mounted in the curved slot

in the plates, rods connecting each one of the slldable

racks with one of the pivoted racks, a rock shaft Journaled

In said plates, crank arms secured to said shaft, links con-

necting the crank arms and the plates, an operating arm
secured to said shaft, and an operating rod secured to said

operating arm. substantially as shown and described.

887.481 WASHING MACHINE Frederick W Kranz.

Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Nov. 25. 1907. Serial No.

403.60,3.

1. In a' washing machine, the combination with a tub

having an approximately cylindrical bottom, of a pair of

134 O, O.—27

arms mounted to oscillate within said tub and connected

for simultaneously movements in the same direction, one

of said arms being longer than the other, rubbing boards

or heads applied to the cuds of said arms, the rubblnj;

head on the shorter arm being corrugated on Its lower

surface, and the rubbing head on the longer arm being

corrugated on its upper surface, and means for os.-illatlng

the said arms, all of the said rubbing boards Uing ar

ranged to work with clearance over the bottom of the

tub substantially as described.

2. In a washing machine, the combination with a tub

having an approximately semi-cyllndrlcal bottom and a

dlsplaceable cover, of a bearing depending from said cover,

an arm and a bell crank pivoted to said depending t)ear-

ing at points one above the other, a link connecting said

arm to one end of said bell crank lever and arranged to

Impart accelerated movement to the latter, rubbing boards

or heads applied to the free end of said arm and to the de-

pending end of said bell crank lever, and a crank con-

nection to said arm. substantially as described.

3 In a washing machine, the combination with a tub

having an approximately seml-cyllndrlcal corrugated bot-

tom and a dlsplaceable cover, of a bearing bracket 13 de-

pending from the central portion of said cover, an arm
14 and a bell crank lever 18 plvotally connected to said

bracket 13, a link connecting said arm 14 to one end of

said l>ell crank, a rubbing board 15 applied to the free

end of said arm 14, rubbing boards 20 and 21 set at an

angle and one ahead of the other, and both secured to

the depending end of said bell crank, a crank shaft mount

ed on top of said tub cover, and a pitman connecting the

crank of said shaft to said arm 14, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a washing machine, the combination with a tub

having an approximately seml-cyllndrlcal corrugated bot-

tom and a dlsplaceable cover, of a bearing bracket 13 de-

pending from the central portion of said cover, a lever 14

and bell crank 18 plvotally connected to said bracket 13,

a link 19 longer than the distance between the pivotal

supports of said levers 14 and 18. connecting said levers.

a corrugated rubbing board 15 applied to the free end of

said lever 14. corrugated rubbing boards 20 and 21 set at

an angle one ahead of the other and secured to the de-

pending end of said bell crank, a reticulate strip 23 be-

tween said boards 21 and 22. and a crank connection to

said lever 14 for oscillating the same, substantially as de-

scribed.

5, In a washing machine, the combination with a tub

having a hinged cover, of a crank shaft mounted on top

of said cover, oscillatory devices operative on the clothes

contained within the tub having connections by means of

which they are driven from said crank shaft, a stop

bar plvotally supported at its lower end from the tub

structure, and a link connecting the other end of said

stop bar to said cover and arranged to project the upper

end thereof Into position for engnEement with said crank

shaft when said cover la turned Into an open position,

substantially as described.
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887.482. ELECTHOCOSMETIC FACE-MASK. OCSTavb

C Laumbbs. Oakland, and SAWToao B«M»rrT, Alameda,

Cal. Piled Aug. 26, 1907. Serial No. 390,153.

1. A device for the treatment of the fa(}e and diseases

of the skin thereof, said device consisting Of a rigid mask

molded and fitting the Individual face and formed of a

material capable of conducting an electrical current to

the surface with which the mask contacts.

2. -^ device for the treatment of the face and diseases

of the skin thereof, said device conalsttog of a rigid

metallic mask molded and fitting the face and serving as

a conductor of an electrical current to the surface with

which the mask contacts.

3. \ device for the treatment of the faee and diseases

of the skin thereof, said device consisting of a rigid

metal mask molded upon and accurately fitting the facial

surface, an dmeans to apply an electrical current through

•aid contacting surfaces.

4. A face-mask fashioned as a 8ubflta»tial facsimile

of the face to which It is to be fitted, 8»ld mask being

formed of metal and having a metallic plating, and wires

connected to the mask through which an electrical cur-

rent may be passed.

8 87,4 8 3. ELECTRICALLY-PROPELI-ED VEHICLE.
Joseph Ledwink.a. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed .Vug. 3,

1907. Serial No. 386,860.

1. The combination with a motor field frtime having

nonrotatable trunnions at its respectively opposite ends ;

of wheels fitted to rotate on said trunnions ; independent

shafts respectively connected in rigid rel»tion with said

wheels, and mounted to rotate in said frame in aiial

allnement, in concentric relation with «aid trunnions;

armatures respectively carried by said ihafts ; distinct

and independently controllable magnetic fields for the

respective armatures, comprising main polar projections

In said frame respectively local to said armatures, auxil

l*ry polar prejectlons In said frame re8p«ctlvely local to

said armatures and interposed between iiald main polar

projections, colls respectively arranged to energlxe said

main polar projections and auxiliary palar projections,

means connecting said main field colls iq shunt relation

to the armature windings, means connecting said auxil-

iary field coils in series relation to the armature wind-

ings, and, means arranged to adjustably v«ry the strength

of the current In said main field Independently of said

auxiliary field, substantially as set forth

2. The combination with a motor fi>'l<l fram*^ having

nonrotatable trunnions at its respectively opposite ends;

of means detachably connecting said trunnions in rigid

relation with said frame ; wheels fitted to rotate on said

trunnions ; independent shafts respectively connected In

operative relation with said wheels, and mounted to ro-

tate in said frame in axial allnement, in concentric rela-

tion with said trunnions ; armatures respectively carried

by said shafts ; distinct and Independently controllable

magnetic fields for the respective armatures, comprising

main polar projections in said frame respectively local to

said armatures, auxiliary polar projections in said frame

respectively local to said armatures and Interposed be-

tween said main polar projections, colls respectively ar-

ranged to energise said main polar projections and aux-

iliary polar projections, means connecting said main

field colls In shunt relation to the armature windings,

means connecting said auxiliary field coils in series re-

lation to the armature windings, and. means arranged to

adjustably vary the strength of the current In said main

field Independently of said auxiliary field, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination with a motor field frame provided

with two distinct and Independently controllable fields

comprising polar projectlun.s ; of nonrotatable trunnions

at the respectively opposite ends of said frame ; means,

independent of said polar projections, detachably connect-

ing said trunnions with said frame ; wheels fitted to ro-

tate on said trunnions ; Independent shafts respectively

connected in operative relation with said wheels and
mounted to rotate in said frame, in axial allnement. In

concentric relation with said trunnions ; and. armatures
respectively carried by said shafts in operative relation

with said polar projections, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a motor field frame, of non-

rotatable trunnions at the respectively opposite ends of

said frame : means detachably connecting said trunnions

with said frame; wheels fitted to rotate on said trun-

nions ; Independent shafts respectively mounted to ro-

tate In said frame, in axial allnement. In concentric rela-

tion with said trunnions ; means detachably connecting

said wheels with said shafts ; and, armatures respec-

tively carried by said shafts In operative relation with
polar projections within said frame, substantially as set

forth.

887.484. LOOM. GKOgfiK U. Lkitner, Augusta. Ga , as-

signor to Draper Company, Mopedaie. Mass.. a I'orpora-

tlon of Maine. Filed Mar 11. 1!>07 Serial No.

.361.6.S0.

1. In a loom, mechanism to replenish automatically the

filling In the running shuttle, means to control the time

of operation of said mechanism, an actuator to at times

cooperate with and effect the operation of said means.

and a thin place detector to effect coiiperation between

said means and the actuator when filling absence In the

cloth Is detected by the said detector.

2. In a loom, mechanism to replenish automatically the

filling in the running shuttle, means to control the time

of operation of said mechanism, said means including a

rock-shaft and a latch operatlvely connected therewith,

an actuator, a thin place detector normally resting on the
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cloth adjacent the fell, and a detent governed by the de-

tector and normally preventing cooperation of the latch

and the actuator, detection of a thin place In the cloth

by the detector acting through the detent to permit the

actuator to cooperate with the latch and turn the rock-

shaft.

3 In a loom provided with automatic fllling-replenlsh-

ing mechanism in combination, a thin-place detector,

take-up mechanism, connections between said mechanisms

and the detector, to effect filling replenishment and vary

the control of the take-up mechanism upon the cloth when
said detector defects a thin place in the cloth, and means
to disengage automatically the detector from the cloth

after detecting action

4. In a loom provided with automatic filling-replen-

ishing mechanism. In combination, a thin place detector,

take-up mechanism, connections between said mechan-
isms and the detector, to effect filling replenishment and
vary the control of the take-up mechanism upon the cloth

and permit let back when the detector detects a thin

place in the cloth, and means to remove the detector from

engagement with the cloth after detecting action and
maintain It out of engajrement until the take-up mechan
Ism has resumed control of the cloth.

5. In a loom. In combination, automatic filling replen-

ishing mechanism, means to detect absence of filling ad

Jarent the fell of the cloth and between the edges thereof.

and devices governed by said means and operative upon
detecting action thereof to effect the a<^tuation of the re-

plenishing mechanism
[Claims fl to 22 not printed In the Gazette ]

887.48.5. TAKE T'P MECHANISM FOR LOOMS. Ge..k(;k

H. I^iTNBR. Augusta. Ga.. assignor to Draper Company.
Hopedale, Mass.. a Corporation of Maine Original ap
plication filed .Mar 11. Ht07 , Serial No. .'^61.680 Di

vlded and this application filed Aug. K), IWT Serial

No. 388,848.

! by or tbroagta the occurrence of a thin place within the

woven cloth to arrest take-up and effect let-back of the

cloth.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1. In a loom. In combination, means to de! -ct within

the cloth ab!«ence of filling, and means to automatically let

back the cloth by or through the operation of said detect-

ing means.
2. In a loom. In combination, means. Including a de-

tector normally resting on the cloth adjacent the fell, to

detect filling absence in the cloth, an instrumentality to let

hack the cloth by or through detecting action of said de-

tector, and means to disengage automatically said de-

tector from engagement with the cloth after detection of

fliilng at>flence therein.

8. In a loom, take-up mechanism, and means to stop the

operation thereof by or through detection within the cloth ,

of filling absence.

4 In a loom, take up mechanism, combined with means.

Including a detector normally resting on the cloth near

the fell, to stop the operation of said mechanism and let

back the cloth upon detection by said detector of a thin

place In the cloth, and mechanism to remove the detector

from the cloth after detecting action and retain it Inop-

erative until after the take-up mechanism has resumed con

trol of and taken up the cloth.

5. In a loom, take-up mechanism, and means operative 1

887,486. PROPELLING DEVICE FOR SHIPS Willi.im

Luvis, London. England Filed Nov 30. lfM:>7. Serial

No 404.524.

1. A propelling device for suips comprising a boss or

hub having blades each of which has a perforation, a ro-

tary hollow casing at the front of said propeller and the

chamber of which is divided into compartments, inlet pas-

sages connecting said perforations with said compartments,

and exhaust passages from said compartments to the rear

of said boss or hub.

2. A propelling device for ships comprising a boss or

hub having blades each of which has a perforation, a ro-

tary hollow casing at the front of said propeller and the

chamber of which is divided into compartments, inlet pas-

sages connecting said perforations with said compartments,

exhaust passages from said compartments to the rear of

said boss or hub, and triangular partitions in said com-

partment to assist the flow of water from said inlet pas-

sages to said exhaust passages.

3. A propelling device for ships comprising a boss or

hub having blades each of which has a perforation, a ro

tary hollow casing at the front of said propeller, inlet pas

sages connecting said perforations with the chamber of

said casing, and exhaust passages from said chamber to

the rear of said boss or bub.

887,487. COTTON-GIN. Robebt B. Lumpkin. Dallas.

Tex., assignor to .Mr Blast Gin Company. Dallas, Tex..

a Corporation of Texas. Filed June 17, 1!>(>7. Serial

No. 379,312.

1. A cotton pin having upright frames provided with

supporting legs and upper extensions, si.ie bsrs attached

to said frames, upper beams attached to said extensions,

an air lilast pipe carried by said frames between said up-

per extensions, gangs of gin saws Journaled on the sides of

said fraiiK'H opposite each other, pin breast.* hinged to said

bars and resting against said upper beams, levers provided

with link bars operatlvely connected to gin breasts on op-

posite sides of the gin stand, air-feeding chutes connected

with said air-blast pipe and directing blasts of air to the

gins on each side of said air-blast pipe, and a lint flue pro-

vided with chutes to receive cotton from the gins on each

side thereof.

2. A cotton gin plant for a plurality of gins having a
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erles of upright frames provided with upper extensions

on each side of each frame, a series of gangs of saws Jour

naled i)n opposite sidt's of said frames, one gang of saws

being opposite another gang of saws, an air blast pipe sup

ported on said frames between said extensions and between

the oppositely disposed gins and having lattral chutes for

directing air to the oppositely disposed saws, and a lint

flue suspended on said frames between the oppositely dls-

r>osed gins and provided with chutes for receiving cotton

from said gins.

3. A cotton gin plant for a plurality of gins having a

series of upright frame elements provided with upper ex-

tensions on each side of each frame elem.tit. a s.-rles of

gangs of saws iournaled on opposite sides of -^ald frame

elements, and an air-blast pipe supported on said frame

elements between said extensions and provided with !at

eral air feeding chutes for directing compressed air against

the oppositely disposed saws.

4. A cotton gin plant for a plurality of gins having a

series of upright frame elements coostltatlng a single

frame and each element being provided with upper exten-

sions on each side thereof anil perforated l»gs, a series of

oppositely disposed gangs of saws Journalefl on each side

of said frame, a common air-blast pipe supported on said

frame elements between said extensions and provided with

oppositely extending lateral feeding chute« for directing

air under pressure to said saws, a lint flu« suspended on

said frame elements between said legs and provided with

chutes leading from the oppositely disponed saws, and

seed conveyers mounted In the perforations In said legs.

5. A cotton gin plant for a plurality of gins having a

series of upright frames, side beams and top beams con-

necting said frames, gangs of oppositely disposed saws

journaled on said frames, an air blast pipe mounted on

said frame, gin breasts for said gangs of laws hinged to

said side beams and resting against aald top beams, rods

provided with bearings mounted on said tof beams, breast

levers rigidly mounted on said rods, link bars plvotally

connected to said breast levers and to said breasts, hand

levers rigidly mounted on said rods, cam levers rigidly

mounted on said rods, and link bars plvotally connected

with said cam levers. I

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazettf.l

splice bars being such and said bars being so disposed

with respect to the base as to terminate at a point removed

from each end of the base whereby the portions of the base

provided with openings will project from the ends of the

splice bars, a central longitudinal flange depending from

the lower face of the base, an upper series of transversely

disposed reinforcing webs formed Integral with the outer

face of the splice bars, and a lower series of transversely

extending webs formed Integral with the lower face of the

base and with said flange, said upp.^r series of webs in

vertical allnement with respect to said lower series of

webs.

2. \ combined railway chair and rail fastener compris-

ing a flat base of a length for mounting upon a pair of

railway ties, said base having each end thereof provided

with openings through which is adapted to extend hold-

fast devices to »«'cure the ba.se in position, splice bars

formed Integral with the longitudinal marginal iwrtions

of the upper face of said ba.se and adapted to overlap the

ha.ses and webs of a pair of rail sections, the length of

said splice bars being such and said bars being so dlspos»>d

with respect to the base as to terminate at a point re-

moved from each end of the base whereby the t>ortlons of

the base provided with openings will project from the ends

of the splice bars, a central longitudinal flange depending

from the lower face of the base, an upper series of trans-

versely disposed reinforcing webs formed Integral with the

outer face of the splice bars, and a lower series of trans-

versely extending webs formed Integral with the lowvr

face of the ba.se and with said flange, said upper series of

webs in vertical allnement with respect to said lower se-

ries of webs, the Inner webs of each series being closer to

each other than to the outer webs of the scries.

8 8 7,488. COMBINED RAILWAY-CHAIR AND RAIL-

FASTENER. ViNCENZ Malik. North Braddock. and

EasKST W. C<M>K. Wllklnsburg, Pa. File* May IS. 1907.

Serial No. 374.380.

1 .V combined railway chair and rail ffc.stener compria-

ing a flat base of a length for mounting upon a pair of rail-

way ties, said base having each end thereof provided with

openings through which U adapted to extend holdfast de-

vices to 8ecur<^ the base In position. spUce bars formed

Integral with the longltodlaal marginal portions of the

upper face of said base and adapted to overlap the bases

and webs of a pair of rail sections, tht length of said

887.489. AUTOMATIC TRAIN I'lI'E COCI'LING. N.-r.

MA.v E. Marvin. Springfield, Mass. Filed Nov. 19. Il«i7.

Serial No. 402.812.

1. In an automatic train pipe coupling device, a valve

normally closing communication between the brake pipe

and the atmosphere, said valve having a chambered out

portion, a diaphragm, means for securing the diaphragm

, to the body portion of the valve, passage-ways In the body

portion of the valve and communicating with the cham

bered out portion of the valve, the valve also having an

additional communication with the chambered portion to

1 the atmosphere, whereby when the pressure within the

'

chambered-out portion equals that of the atmosphere, pas-

sage-ways win be closed and when the pressure Is greater

than the atmosphere the passage-ways will be opened.

2. In an automatic coupling device for train-pipes In

combination with the draw-bar, a bracket-arm carried by

said draw-bar, the bracket-arm being provided with con-

ical shaped oienlngs, pipes slidably engaging the openings,

a head-piece secured to the pipes, valves therein and hav-

ing a projecting stem portion, whereby when two coachea

are coupled together the stems will engage and the valves

be opened, and whereby said openings will permit the

head-piece to follow the movements of the draw-bar and

road-bed.

3. An automatic coupling device In combination, a draw-

bar, a bracket-arm adjustably connected thereto, a head-

piece, a face-plate secured to said piece, means for main-

taining the face-plate In the same horizontal plane, the

bracket-arm having conical openings therein, and connect

ing means between the bracket arm and the head piece and

engaging the conical openings, whereby the head piece

may move in unison with the draw bar and road bed.
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4 In a coupling device, head-pieces having channels

therein, a valve In each head piece and surrounded by the

channels, said valves normally closing the channels, means

forming a part of the valves and projecting beyond the

face of the head-pieces for operating oppositely disposed

valves, and simultaneously uncovering the channels.

."i. In n coupling device, an automatic reducing and re-

taining valve, the valve having a chambered portion and

having a stem located In said portion, a flexible member

for closing the chambered portion, the stem having an

opening therethrough, means for moving the flexible mem-

ber against the stem and closing the opening.

887,490. ORE WASHING MACHINE HiOO H. Mbykb,

Racine, Wis. Filed Feb. 25, 1907. Serial No. 359,229.

1 In an ore washing machine the combination of a rlfBe

box containing a series of reversely Inclined riffle plates

arranged one above another, a trough having a discharge

opening at the bottom over the upper riffle plate, n rotary

screen mounted In said trough, an elevator wheel having

a series of buckets around Its rim. a trough containing

the lower part of the elevator wheel, a conduit leading

from the lower part of the riffle box Into the lower part of

said wheel, a settling tank, a chute extending from the up

per interior part of said wheel to said tank, and a return

conduit lea<llng from the upper part of .said tank Into the

screen trough, substantially as described.

2. In an ore washing machine, a riffle conduit, a trough

having a discharge opening Into the upper part of said

conduit, an Inclined rotary screen mounted in said troush

and having a perforated extension of larger diameter at

Its lower end with Internal buckets or wings, a discharge

chute leading from the interior of said perforated exten

slon. an elevator wheel provided with buckets, a discharge

conduit leading' from the lower part of the riffle c< ndult

Into the lower part of said wheel above the buclti'ts on the

lower Bide thereof, a settling tank, a chute Icadini: from

the Interior of said wheel below the buckets on the upper

side thereof to said tank, and a return conduit leading

from the upper i>art of said tank back Into the screen

trough, substantially as described.

:^ In an ore washing machine, a riffle conduit, a trough

having a discharge opening Into the upper part of the riffle

conduit, an Inclined rotary screen mounted in said trough

and comprising coaxial members, the intermediate member

being of conlcil shape and open at its upper larger end,

and a perforated extension of larger diameter at the lower

end of the outer member, said trough being partially dl

Tided into two compartments by a partition between the

outer member of the screen and Us perforated extension.

an elevator wheel having a series of buckets around Its rim

Into which the riffle conduit discharges on the lower side

of the wheel, a settling tank Into which said buckets are

arranged to discharge on the upper side of said wheel, and

a return conduit leading from the upper part of said tank

back into the screen trough, substantially as described.

4. In an ore washing machine the combination of a riffle

conduit, a trough having a discharge opening into the up-

per part of said conduit, a screen mounted In said trough,

an elevator wheel provided around its rim with a series of

buckets and Inside of the buckets with a series of wings

or buckets separated by a screen from the outer backets, a

discharge spout or conduit leading from the lower part of

the ritHe conduit Into said wheel above the buckets on the

lower side thereof, a settling tank, a chute leading from

the interior of said wheel below the buckets on the upper

side thereof to said tank, and a return conduit leading

from the upper part of said tank back to the screen trough,

substantially as described.

5. In an ore washing machine the combination of a riffle

conduit, a trough having a discharge opening Into the up-

per part of said conduit, a screen mounted in said trough,

an elevator wheel having a series of buckets around Its rim

into which the riffle conduit discharges above the buckets

on the lower side of the wheel, two settling tanks, a chute

leading from the Interior of said wheel below the buckets

on the upper side thereof to said tanks, valves controlling

communication between said chute and tanks, and return

conduits leading from the upper part of said tank back to

the screen trough, substantially as described.

[Claims to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,491. ArETYLENECiAS GENERATOR. CHAtUB W.

Mbtcalf, San Diego, Cal. Filed Nov, 12, 1906. Serial

No. 343,137.

1. The combination, with a gasometer, of a generator

comprising a water tank, a cover for said tank from which

Is suspended a cylinder extending down below the water

line, and a carbld holder communicating with the Interior

of said cylinder, a valve adapted to regulate the feeding of

said carbld, a rod on which said valve Is mounted, two

levers separately pivoted on a hanger in said tank with

their adjacent ends havin.' direct sliding connection with

each other, the other end of one of said levers connected to

the rod carrying said valve, another rod extending up

through the cover and connected to the other end of the

second lever, and means connected to the rod extending

through the cover and with the gasometer bell for auto-

matically operating said valve.

2. The combination, with a gasometer, of a generator

comprising a water tank, a cover for said tank from which

is suspended a cylinder extending d(twn below the water

line, and a carbld holder communicating with the Interior

of said cylinder, a valve adapted to regulate the feeding of

said carbld. a rod on which said valve is mounted, two

levers separately pivoted on a hanzer In said tank with

their adjacent ends having direct sliding connection with

each other, the other end of one of said levers connected

to the rod carrying said valve, another rod extending up

through the cover and connected to the other end of the

second lever, a system of levers for controlling the carbld

feeding valve and plvotally mounted above said cover, one

of said levers connected to the pasometer bell and another

of said levers being weighted and connected to the rod ex-

tending through the cover.

3. The combination, with a gasometer, of a generator

comprising a water tank, a cover for said tank from which

Is suspended a cylinder extending down below the water
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line. and a carbld holdpr rommunicating with the Interior

ot said cylinder, a valve ndapted to reculate the feeding of

•aid carbld, a rod on which said valve i» mounted, two

levera aeparately pivoted 00 a hanger la 8>ld Unk with

tteelr adjacent ends having direct sliding connection with

each other, the other end of one of aaJd lefers connected

to the rod carrying said valve, another rod extending up

through the cover and connected to the otl»er end of the

aecoad lever, two levers separately pivoted to a bracket

extending above said cover and having dirett sliding con-

nection with each other, one of said last mentioned levers

t>eing connected at one end to the rod exteodinR through

the cover and carrying a weight on the «ther end. the

other of said levers being connected to the pasometer bell

whereby the carbld feeding valve is automatically operated.

I provided with an upwardly projecting rim arranged below

the upper portion of the sleeve to provide a cavity be-

tween the sleeve and rim. said rim having a series of sur-

roundlBg notches thereto which communicate with tha

cavity, ribs having their Inner ends inserted in the notches

and provided with balls therewith to operate within the

cavity, a retainer having a sleeve projecting upwardly

887.492. STIRRI r-ATT.\CHING DEVIC*. ADOLPHUS

Moi-ASH. Kennebec. S. I>. Filed Apr. 11. 19o7. Serial

No. 367.f)i;j.

1. Stirrup attaching devices comprising % plate for at

tachment to a stirrup and having a slot, and a runner

having an L shaped tongue at Its upper edg« to fit in said

slot and bear on the upper side of said plate, said runner

having means at a point out of vertical alinement with

said slot and tongue to enable a stlrmp strap to be at-

tached to such runner and caose the weight of such strap

and the stirrup to normally maintain the tongue of the

runner In engagement with the said plate.

2. Stirrup attaching devices comprising t plate for at

tachment to a stirrup and having a slot, and a runner

having an L-shaped tongue at Its upper edge to fit In said

slot and bear on the upper side of said plate, said runner

having means at a point out of vertical dlinement with

said slot and tongue to enable a stirrup strap to be at-

tached to such runner and cause the weight of such strap

and the stirrup to normally maintain the tongue of the

runner in engagement with the said plate, and means to

prevent casual detachment of such runner f»om such plate.

.1. \ device of the kind described comprising a longitudi-

nally slotted plate, a runner detachably mrrled by said

plate, said runner having a rearwardly-ejtendlng lower

end provided with a horliontal stlrrup-stmp slot, a rear-

wardly extending L-shaped tongue formed upon the upper
edge of said runner and fitted In said slot, and yielding

means for normally holding the under face of said tongue

against the upper face of said plate, to prevtnt said tongue

from being withdrawn from said slot.
|

4. A device of the kind descrlbeed comprlblng a longltu

dinally slotted plate, a runner detachably carried by said

[ilate, said runner having a rearwardly-ettendlng lower

end provided with a horizontal stlrrup-strap slot, a rear-

wardly extending L-shaped tongue formed tpon the upper
edge of said runner Intermediate the ends thereof and fit-

ted In said slot, and means carried by said plate In yielding

engagement with said runner, to normally swing the latter

forwardly, to hold the under face of said tongue and the

forward upper corner of said runner against opposite sides

of said plate, to prevent said tongue from b4lng withdrawn
from said slot.

887,493. UMBRELLA. Wilxiam A. MoOas. Chambers-

burg, Pa. Filed Mar. 27. 1906. Serial N». 308,321.

An umbrella comprising the stick, a top notch having

an upwardly projecting sleeve mounted on the stick and

therefrom which serves to be fitted over ibe sleeve of the

top notch, said retainer being provlQed with a depending

rim which contacts with the rim of the top notch and

having notches which register with me notches of the

top notch, and a single pin Inserted through the sleeves

of the top notch and retainer and also through aald stick,

substantially as specified.

887.494 I'RUNINti - SHEARS. Gbobqe N. Mclertz,
Norfolk. Nebr. Filed Aug. 22, 19<)7. Serial No. 389.690.

1. The combination, with a pair of pruning shears, one

of the shear jaws having a laterally-projecting extension

formed thereon, said extension having its free longitudinal

edge bent Inwardly, of a plate carried by the other shear

jaw, said plate being movable towards and from said ex-

tension.

2. The combination, with a pair of pruning shears, one

of the shear Jaws having a interaliy-projectlng extension

formed thereon, said extension having Its free longitudinal

edge bent Inwardly, of a plate carried by the other shear

jaw, and provided with a transversely-disposed slot

through which a bolt carried by the corresponding shear

jaw extends, said plate being movable towards and from

said extension.

3. The combination, with a pair of pruning shears, of a

transversely slotted plate carried by one of the shear Jaws

and provided with a serrated Inner edge, a bolt carried by

said shear jaw and extending through said slot, a laterally-

projecting extension formed upon the other shear jaw and

having its serrated inner edge bent Inwardly towards the

serrated edge of said plate, and means for normally forc-

ing said plate towards said extension.
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887.495. I'OUTABLE HOISTING DEVICE. George W,
.Mlrray. Sumter, S. C. and Charles V. Hichev. Wash-
ington, D. C. Filed Oct. 5, 1905. Serial No. 281,502.

Renewed 0< t. 21. liHt7. Serial No. 398,507.

Ci^-7
A portable hoisting device of the class described having

n T-bixly composed of a cross piece 6 and a bar 5, support-

ing wheels at the ends of the cross piece, a mast having an

opening through which one end of the bar 5 is extended,

said mast t>eing secured to said bar and extending below

the same to form a supporting leg, and a hoisting drum
and operating mechanism therefor mounted on tht- mast.

887.496. OUTLET BOX COVER. George B McBeam,
Chicago. III. Filed .Ian. 4, 1907. Serial No. 350,707.

^,^

1. The combination of an outlet box for electric con-

ductors, a combined cover and lamp socket, made of

frangible insulating material, the socket portion being

made integral with the cover portion and provided with

metallic terminals and being adapted to receive and hold

the lamp, and the cover portion Ix'lng provided with holes

near Its edges, metallic bushings In these holes, and fas-

tening screws passing through the bushings and engaplng

the body portion thereof, thus relieving the frangible

material of the strain of the fastening devices.

2. A cover for outlet boxes consisting of a plate of in-

sulating mat.Tlal adapted for attachment to the box and
having formed integral with it a lamp socket, this socket

extending centrally thmush the cover and having Its rear

end closed by an Integral insulating portion, a thnaded
metallic lining In the socket having a terminal extension

extending through the back w^all thereof, and another ter-

minal supported on the back wall and extending back

through the same.

3. A cover for outlet boxes adapte«1 for attachment to a

box and having an integral tubular socket extending

through It centrally and radial ribs connecting the rear-

wardly extending portion of the socket to the Inner face

of the cover, these ribs being Integral with the socket and
the cover, and suitable terminals carried by the socket at

Its inner end.

887,497. FEED-REGULATOR FOR COTTON-GINS. Lo-

IBNZO A. McCreaey, Rockwood, Tex. Filed June 25,

1907. Serial No. 380.688.

1. The combination with the hopper or feed chute

and the saws of a gin. of a deflector arranged within the

hopper and provided with inclined sides and a base ar-

ranged to form feed passages for the downflow of the

cotton through the hopper and the Inward passage of the

columns of cotton in contact with the upper edges of the

rotating saws.

2. The combination, in a cotton gin, of a hopper, saws
below the hopper, and a deflector in the hopper having In-

clined sides arranged In converging relation to the walls

of the hopper and a base extending over the crossing

planes of the saws.

3. In a cotton gin. the combinaticm of a hopper, saws
arranged below the hopper, and a triangular deflector

arranged within the hopper with its base disposed at the

bottom of the hopper above the saws.

4. In a cotton gin, the combination of a hopper, gin-

ning saws below the hopper, a triangular deflector ar-

ranged within the hopper, and means for regulating the

width of the deflector.

887,408. CONCRETE FENCE-POST. Hknby A.

HIN.NEY, Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 26, 1907.

No. 403,945.

McEl-
Serial

-.^y

A wire-fence post composed of concrete cement provided
on Its face with a series of notches to receive and hold the
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longitudinal wirfs, said notches being Inclined downward,
the lower <.n>' (u'lni? Inclined upward, wires In said

notches, and cem-'nt tilled In the notches On the wires to

hold them seated

887,499. LEVKK I'ROTP:rTOR Pktkr MfMii.i..iN.

Pierce City, Mo. Filed Oct 10, 1907. Serial No.
396.767.

1. A shield for application to a levee or tjank of a river,

consisting of secfluns bolted together, t-Acti of such sec-

tions, formed with flanges, having slots through which the

bolts pass, and forming a smooth and rigid front.

2. .\ shield formed of metallic sections, provided with
flang^•s having slots for adjusting them to ^a'-h other,

fur application to a levee or river bank, anj having braces
for securing th»'rn to the levee.

tnjSOQ. COTTON-PLANTER. Clikforc t. M( Mi rput.
Hartsfleld, Oa. Filed .Ian. 4, 1907. Serinl No. 350,828.

.\. seed planter comprising a hopper, beams secured to

opposite sides of the hopper and extending forwardly
therefrom, said b«'ams being brought together adjacent
their forward ond.s and extended in this rtdation, a bear-

ing formed l>etween the beams, a furrow opener having a

standard received in the bearing, rods provided at their

upper ends with apertured ears which arp rf^cj^ived be-

tween the beams, a bolt received betwet>n the beams for-

wardly of the bearing for the furrow opgner, bolts en-

gaged through the beams and the ears, and a leveling

t>lado to which the Idwer ends of the rods af'' secured, on**

adjacent each end and one at the middle, said leveling

blade being curved forwardly in the arc of » circle.

887.501. ELECTRICAL CUTOUT. i'HiLi? T MrN.^LLY,
Mandan, N. D. Filed June 28. 1907. Serial No.
381.260.

1. An electrical >-\it out comprising a njain switch, a
solenoid with plunger for operating the switch, a branch
circuit including the solenoid and having a branch switch,
mechanical devices connecting the branch switch with the

solenoid plunger, and a single controlling electromagnet
arranged In a wholly independent circuit and having an
armature provided with a clutch and locking devices act-

ing on the same mechanical devices whicb connect the

solenoid plunger and branch switch.

2. An electrical cut out, comprising an eiectro-mechan-

Ical device for turnlng-on and turnlng-otr an elect;'. ?al

twitch at a distance, a solenoid for same operated by a

branch line current, a single electro magnet for cuttlng-in
said solenoid to said branch line, an armature for the
electro magnet, a trigger with trip clutch adapted to be
engaged by the armature to lift the trigger, a drag switch
held by the trigger and controlling the circuit of the solen-

oid, the whole forming means for preventing said device
from making more than one turn on or turn off of said
electrical switch for one closure of control circuit, no
matter how long said control circuit may be kept closed.

3. An electrical cut out, comprising a main switcli, a
solenoid In a branch line, an elei'tro mechanical device
operated by the solenoid for turning on and turning off

the switch, means for cutting In current to the solenoid
and for cutting out current from said solenoid after Its

plunger has made a predetermined movement, a separate
control circuit, an electro magnet In said control circuit,

and an armature, trip and latch for releasing the meob-
anlam that cuts in the current from branch line into said
solenoid, and preventing the repeating of said electrical

cut-out, no matter how long tlie control circuit may be
kept clo9e<l.

4. An electrical cut out, comprising n main switi-h. a
solenoid in a branch circuit arranged to l>e thrown across
the circuit in which the switch to be operate<l Is located,

an electro mechanical device for throwing the switch, said
electro mechanical device t)eing arrange<l to l>e operated
by the plunger of the solenoid and having a branch switch
memt)er for cutting In the solenoid to the branch circuit,

and said branch switch member having a retarded drag
connection to leave It In its closei position during the

initial movement of the switch operating device and to

move with it to open at the last part of the stroke, a
trigger and trip mechanism for releasing said branch
switch, an electro magnet for the trigger and trip devices

and a separate control circuit for said electromagnet.
f>. An electrical cut-out, comprising a main switch, a

solenoid In a branch circuit arranged to be thrown across
the circuit In which the switch to t>e operated Is located,

means for connecting the sfilenold plunger with the switch
to be Ofterated. an elbow lever bavins one raeml)er acted
up^in by tl?e plunger rod of the solenoid to lift It, a

branch switch member having a drag connection with said

elbow lever, allowing Individual Initial movement of said
elbow lever and a movement together at the latter part of

the stroke, a contact terminal for the branch switch
member, a trigger and trip mechanism for the ellxiw lever,

an electro magnet controlling the same and a separate
control circuit for said electro magnet.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.502. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Walteu
J. McVicKKK, Alma, Mich., assignor to Alma Manu
facturlng Company. Alma. Mich., a Corporation of

Michigan. Filed Apr. 2, 1907. Serial No. 365,912.

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination,
with the engine cylinder and its exliaust valve and with
the shaft driven by the engine, of a valve operating rod

normally out of operative relationship with the exhaust
but responsive to the pressure in the engine cylinder and
adapted to be placed In operative relationship after Igni-

tion or explosion Ln such cylinder, a bell crank to which
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one end of the rod Is pivoted, a cam mounted on said

shaft and arranged to rock the bell crank, and means for

holding such bell crank towards the cam with a yielding

pressure.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination,

with the engine cylinder and Its exhaust valve and with

the shaft driven by the engine, of a valve operating rod

normally out of operative relationship with the exhaust

but respcjnsive to the pressure In the engine cylinder and

adapted to be placed In operative relationship after Igni

tlon or explosion in such cylinder, a bell-crank to which

one end of the rod Is pivoted, a cam roller on the bell-

crank, a cam mounted on the shaft and arranged to co-

operate with the cam roller and thereby rock the bell-

crank, and a spring for holding the cam roller against the

cam.
3. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination,

with the engine cylinder and its exhaust valve and with

the shaft driven by the engine, of a valve operating rod

normally out of operative relationship with the exhaust
but responsive to the pressure In the engine cylinder and
adapted to be placed In operative relationship after igni-

tion or explosion in such cylinder, a bell-crank to which
one end of the rod Is pivoted, a cam roller on the bell

crank, a cam mounted on the shaft and arranged to co-

operate with the cam roller and thereby rock the bell-

crank, and a fuel pump having a plunger operatlvely con-

nected with the bell crank.

887,503. BUTTONHOLE MACHINE. Georgk W Nel-
son, Minneapolis. Minn. Filed I>ec. 10, 1906. Serial

No. 347,035.

1. In a button hole machine, the combination, with
means for clamping the work, of a needle bar and needle.

a knife bar carrying a knife blade and arranged In the

path of said needle bar, a horizontally oscillating plate

whereon said knife bar Is mounted, a feed plate, and
means for operating the same to regulate the length of

the bight of the stitches, mechanism for regulating the

distance between the rows of stitches at the sides of the

button hole and means controlled by the movement of said

plate for rendering said knife bar and blade Inoperative

when the needle is forming one of the rows of stitches,

substantially aa described.

2. In a button hole machine, the combination, with
means for clamping the work, of a needle bar and needle.

a pivoted knife bar and knife carried thereby, an oscillat-

ing plate whereon said knife bar Is mounted, a feed plate,

a lever arranged to be actuated by said plate to oscillate

said knife bar and move it out of the path of said needle

bar, and means for temporarily locking said knife bar In

Its Inoperative position, substantially as described.

3. In a button hole machine, the combination, with a

knife bar arranged to oscillate In a vertical and a horl

zontal plane and having a knife blade, a feed plate, means
actuated by the movement of said plate for oscillating

said knife bar horizontally, a lever arranged to lock said

knife bar In its Inoperative position, means for locking

said lever against premature movement, and means for

tripping said lever and said locking means successively,

substantially as described.

4. In a button hole machine, the combination, with a

horizontally oscillating plate, of a pivoted knife bar

mounted thereon and having a knife blade, a lever 118
having notches to receive said oscillating plate, means
for swinging said plate and said knife bar to an Inopera-

tive position, a locking lever 128 arranged to prevent pre

mature movement of said lever 118. and means for trip

ping said locking lever, substantially as described.

5. In a button hole machine, the combination, with
means for clamping the work, of a needle bar having a

needle, a feed plate arranged to regulate the length of the

bight of the stitches, mechanism for regulating the dis

tance between the rows of stitches at the sides of the but

ton hole, a horizontally oscillating plate, a knife bar
pivoted thereon and having a knife blade, said knife bar
being normally in the path of the needle bar to be actu-

ated thereby and adapted to make a series of strokes to

cut the button hole, means for swinging said plate and
knife bar horizontally to an Inoperative position while the
needle Is stitching the outer row of stitches, and means
whereby said knife bar will be returned to its normal
operative position at any predetermined time while the
needle is forming the inner row of stitches, substantially

as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,504. AUTOMATIC SWITCH FOR TROLLEY LINES.
Jo.sEiwt Nelson. Cape May. N. J. Filed Aug. 30. 1907.

Serial No. 390.757.

n n n.n n
H*- 1.......± !.,.,__ A -A-f. - •" ^L.

1. An automatic switch mechanism consisting of a suit-

able casing, an operating rod attached to the switch point

and projecting Into said casing, two rolls carried by the
rod, a frame adapted to move at right angles to the rod,

two cams located upon said frame for actuating the rolls

to effect the movements of the rod, two armatures carried

by the frame, two magnets In the field of which said

armatures are located and means for energizing the mag-
nets, as specified.

2. The herein described combination of a switch point,

an operating rod attached thereto, a casing, a bushing
fitted In said casing through whicb the operating rod
passes, two rolls carried by the operating rod, a frame.
two cams carried by said frame for actuating the rolls,

two armatures secured to t"he frame, a magnet for each
armature, switch wires located parallel with the main
wire of the trolley and wires leading from the magnets to

said switch wires, as specified.
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3. The herein described combination of a switch point,

an operating rod attached thereto, a caslni?. a buahlnR

fitted In aald casing through which the operating rod

paaaes, two rolls carried by the operating rod. a frame,

two cams carried by said frame for actuating the rolls.

two armature* secured to the frame, a maifnet for each

armature, switch wires located parallel with the main

wire of the trolley, wires leading from the miignets to said

switch wires, and two secondary trolleys oarrled by the

main trolley pole for contacting with the switch wires, as

gpeclfled.

S87.50?5. AIR CrSHION AND AIR-COMPfcESSOR FOR
AUTOMOBILES AND OTHER VEHICI4ES. Wesley

H. Nelson and Lee W. Galloway. Norwood. Colo. Filed

May 27, 1907. Serial No. 375,950.

1. A vehicle having an air compressing apparatus com-

prising a plurality of double-acting air pumps mounted upon

the wheel axle and having the rods of their pistons con-

nected to the bottom of the vehicle, an air reservoir flxed

CO said vehicle-bottom, an arrangement of pipes having

communication with the clylnders of said pumps opening

at)0ve and below the pistons of said pumps, and means

delivering air pressure from said arrangement of pipes to

said air-reservoir

2. A vehicle having an air compressing apparatus com

prising a plurality of double-acting afr-pumps mounted

upon the wheel axle and having the rods af their pistons

connected to the bottom of the vehicle, an air-reservoir

flxed to said vehicle bottom, an arrangement of pipes

having communication with the cylinders of said pumps

opening above and below the pistons of said pumps, and

a pipe coil having connection with said air reservoir for

utilizing the air pressure thereof.

887,506. SUCTION DREDGE. Charles N.

West Palmb.-ach. Fla. Filed Oct. 19, 1907.

398,218.

with an opening thereto, and a rotary head revolving

around said pipe and embodying a Berles of spirally ar-

ranged Inlet openings adapted to be successively brought

into line with the opening in the suction pipe section.

3. A suction dredge embodying n suction pipe section

In communication with the suction pipe and provided with

an elongated opening wider at its outer end than at Its

inner end and a rotary head revolving aroiind said pipe

and comprising a series of Inlet openings adapted to suc-

cessively register with the opening in the suction pipe sec-

tion.

4. A suction dredge embodying a suction pU)e section,

in communication with the suction pipe and provided wltli

an elongated opening extending lengthwise thereof unil

gradually Increasing In width toward one end. and a ro-

tary head revolving around said pipe and comprising a

plurality of Inlet openings adapted to successively register

with the opening In the suction pipe section.

5. A suction dredge embodying a suction pipe section

tn communication with the suction pipe and provided with

an Inlet opening, a roUry head revolving around snid pipe

and comprising a plurality of Inlet openings adapted to

register with the inlet opening of the pipe, and sco^jps or

buckets arranged adjacent to said openings in the rotary

head, each of said scoops providing a scooping aperture

for the Inlet of the material dredged, and an independent

water Inlet orlflce. substantially as described

[Claims U to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 7,507 GLAZING GLASS OR STONE. Geobge B

NoaGRAVE, Peabody. Masa.. assignor to Peabody Leather

Machinery Company, Peabody, Mass., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Apr. 28, 1906. Serial No. 314,140.

As a new article of manufacture, a one piece glazing

glass or atone provided with projections or nubs integral

therewith and eitende<l from its opposite ends, and one

of which Is provided with a cut way portion at one of its

corners, substantially as described.

.S87.508. CARTRIDGE-PRIMING MAfHINE. Fha.vkli.n

W. OLIN. East .\lton. 111. Filed Feb 9. 1907. Serial

No. 356,570.

Newcomb.
Serial No.

1. A suction dredge comprising a suction pipe section

In commanlcation with the suction pipe and provided with

a single opening, and a rotary head revolving around said

pipe and concentric therewith and embodying a series of

inlet openings arranged to successively register with the

opening in the suction pipe section.

2. A suction dredge embodying a suction pipe section.

In communication with the suction pipe and provided

1. The combination of a rotatably mounted table, mean.s

for continuously rotating said table, guards and guides

arranged above said table to form a channel. Jaws extend

Ing across the channel for arresting and holding the shell

In the channel between the adlacent ends of the guard«

and guides and means for giving relritlve niov.-ment to the

Jaws.

2 The combination of a rotatably mount.-d table, m.-ann

for continuously rotating said table, guards and guides ar

ranged above said table to form a channel n fixed Jaw ex

tending Into the channel and a movable jaw extending

across the channel for arresting and holding the shell In

the channel between the adjacent ends of the guards and

guides.

3. In a cartridge shell priming machine, a revoluble
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table upon which the shells are carried, means for driving

said table, a stationary grlpper Jaw located upon said

table, a movable gripper jaw adapted for movement

towards said stationary Jaw to hold a shell temporarily

from movement with said table, and means for operating

said movable Jaw, substantially as set forth.

4. In a cartridge ahell priming machine, a revoluble

table upon which the shells are carried, means for driving

said table continuously, a stationary grlpr>er jaw located

above said Uble, a movable gripper Jaw adapted for move-

ment towards said stationary Jaw to hold a shell tem-

porarily from movement with said table, and means for

operating said movable Jaw, said movable Jaw being pro-

vided at Its shell engaging end with a finger for restrain-

ing the shell temporarily from movement, substantially as

set forth.

5. In a cartridge shell priming machine, a punch adapt-

ed to enter the shell, slldable means by which said punch

Is carried, and means for raising and lowering said punch

carrying means comprising a lever connected at one end

to the punch carrying means, an operating rod having

spring connections with the other end of .said lever, and

means for actuating said rod, substantially as set forth.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

being provided adjacent Its lower end with a longitudinal

slot, and a bowed strap disposed transversely of the loop

and provided with an upstanding finger carrying a pin

extending through said Blot, to permit of the adjustment

of said strap towards and from the base of the foot loop,

for the purpose specified.

887.509. SAFETY ENVELOP. William F. Oliver, Hart

ford. Conn. Filed Nov. 7. 1906. Serial No. 342.409.

w
1 A metallic seal for an envelop comprising a atnd

member and a socket member, the former having prongs

extending outward from a central portion, a stud on the

central portion having a head which Is provided In Its

under side with an annular recess, a socket member com-

prlBlng a concavo convex disk having a central aperture

for passage of said stud, the concavity of said disk pro-

viding sufficient space between the Inner wall thereof and

the envelop to accommodate the head of the stud for firmly

sealing the envelop and to prevent the head from marring

the contents of the envelop. Inwardly bent radial spring

lips formed adjacent said central aperture In said disk to

Interlock with the said annular recess In the under side

of the head, and prongs on the disk for securing the same

to the envelop.

2. A safety envelop comprising a body provided with a

sealing flap, a female fastening member upon the body

comprising a concavo-convex dlak baring Its convex side

outwardly directed and Its concavo aide facing the body

and forming an Intervening receiving space, said member

being provided with prongs securing it to the body and

having a central aperture and a series of spring fingers

radially arranged thereto and bent Inwardly into said re-

ceiving space, and a male member upon the sealing flap

provided with prongs securing it thereto and carrying

a stud to engage said female member on the body, said

stud having a head adapted to be passed through the open

ing In the female member against the resistance of said

spring fingers and formed In Its underside with a recess

adapted to receive the fingers, whereby an Interlocking

action between the two members Is secured, the head when

80 applied lying In the said receiving recess formed be-

tween the body of the envelop and the concave side of the

female member.

887,510 SAFETY-STIRRUP. William H. Parks. Port

land. N. D. Filed July 22, 1907. Serial No. 384,886.

1. The combination In a safety stirrup, of a foot loop

having an opening formed in each arm thereof at Its upper

end, a yoke having Its opposite ends plvotally engaged in

said openings and provided Intermediate Its ends with an

upstanding stirrup-leather attaching member and a de

pending stem formed on opposite sides thereof, the stem

2 The combination In a safety stirrup, of a foot loop

having a longitudinal seat formed In one edge of each of

its arms, each arm being provided adjacent Its upper

end with an opening, a yoke having its opposite ends pivot-

ally engaged In said openings and provided Intermediate

Its ends with an upstanding stirrup-leather member and

a depending stem formed on opposite sides thereof, said

stem being provided adjacent Its lower end with a lon-

gitudinal Blot, a transversely-disposed bowed strap pro-

vided at each end with a shoulder slidably engaged In the

corresponding seat ; and an upstanding finger formed upon

said strap in allnement with the stem of the yoke and

carrying a pin extending Into the slot therein, to permit

the adjustment of said strap towards and from the base

of the foot loop, for the purpose specified.

887.511. DYEING-MACHINE. Jesse M, Pay NB, Phcenix.

and GEoaoB G. Wallace, Glrard, Ala., assignors of one-

sixth to Edward W. Swift and one sixth to James P.

Kyle, Columbus, Ga. Filed July IS, 1907. Serial No.

384.425.

1. In a dyeing machine, the combination of an open vat,

a Jacket arranged within the vat, said Jacket comprising a

lower stationary section and a removable upper section, a

warper beam comprising a longitudinally disposed support-

ing rod. beam heads adapted to be arranged at the ends of

gald rod and a plurality of yarn holding members adapted

to be arranged between said heads arranged In said Jacket,

with means whereby a continuous circulation of dye

through the Jacket may be established,

2, In a dyeing machine, the combination of an open vat.

a lower stationary member having outwardly extending

side flanges and two Inwardly extending spaced flanges at

each end arranged therein, a warper beam comprising t>eam

heads adapted to be fitted between the Inwardly extending

flanges of said lower member and a circular series of
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earnspaced members arranged between the beiim heada. an

upper Jacket member adapted to be arranged over said

tatlonary member having aide flanges to corjespond there-

with and inwardly extending spaced flange« at each end

to correspond with and register with the inwardly extend-
!

Ing flanges of the lower member, means flor removably
,

securing said upper section member in position, and means
j

whereby a continuous circulation of dye through the

jacket may be established.
j

3 In a dyeing machine, the combination of an open vat. ,

a hollow jacket comprialng two separable sections arranged

therein a warper beam comprising beam heads and a

plurality of spaced yarn holding members arranged be-

tween the heads adapted to be arranged 16 said Jacket,

means communicating at two points with the Interior

of the Jacket whereby a continuous circulation of dye

through the Jacket may be established, means for revers-

ing the direction of flow of the dye. and valves and con^

uectiona being so arranged as to permit of « regulation of

the pressure from the dye liquor within said Jacket.

4 In a dyeing machine, the comblnatio» of a hollow

Jacket comprising two separable sections ea«h having out-

wardly extending side flanges and two Inwardly extending

spaced flanges on its inner face at each and, a warper

beam comprising a longitudinal supporting member, beam

heads arranged near the ends of said rod* and adapted

to be received between the inwardly extending flanges

of the Jacket sections, and a circular sefles of spaced

yarn holding members arranged between tlie beam heads,

with means whereby a continuous circulation of dye

through the Jacket may be established.

5 In a dyeing machine, the combination with an open

vat a hollow Jacket of circular form In cro«s section com-

prising upper and lower separable section* each having

outwardly extending side flanges and twa Inwardly ex-

tending spared flanges on Its Inner face at each end. the

inwardly extending flanges at either end of one section

being adapted to register with the flanges at the adjacent

end of the other section, a longitudinally disposed sup-

porting member, beam heads adapted to De received be-

tween the Inwardly extending flanges of said Jacket sec-

tions and having reduced portions on their inner faces,

each having a circular series of sockets or recesses In one

face and a plurality of yam supporting members arranged

between said beam heads and having their ends received

by the sockets or recesses in the reduced portions thereof

with means communicating with the Interiur of the Jacket

at two points for effecting a continuous circulation of the

dye through the Jaciiet.

[Claim '! not printed In the (Jazettc]

887.513. STEAM HEATlNt; SYSTEM. Wie.lum H.

PtAKCB. Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 7. 1901 Serial No.

196.887.

887.512. RAIL. George I»e.\bce. PUtsharg, Pn. Filed

July oO. 1907 S.Tial No. 386,207.

A railway rail embodylnji a base, a tread and a web

provided with a relatively small contracted portion with

both faces curved at its top and a relatively small con-

tracted portion with both faces curved at Its bottom

thereby providing an Intermediate portion of greater cross-

sectional area than the upper and lower portions of the

web said Intermediate portion in connection with the

tread and with the base forming the welj at Its top and

bottom and at each side with a longltudlnally-extendln/

groove with a curved wall.

1. In combination, a casing having an inlet and an out-

let, a main passage connecting and communicating with the

Inlet and outlet, a by-pass leading from a point in the mnln

passage to another point adjacent said nutlet, a valve plug

having a passage or port, arranged In said outlet, said port

thereof being adapted to simultaneously partially overlnp

both said main passage and by-pass for regulating the out

let, a va!ve for controlling said bypass, and means for

actuating i.he 'ast said valve, arranged out of operative

relation to the main passage and In operative relation to

said by pass.

2. In combination, a casing provided with two passages,

each of aald passages having an inlet and an outlet, said

outlets being located adjacent each other, a valve for

simultaneously controlling both of the outlets, and mean«

for automatically controlling the Inlet of one of the pas

sages.

3. In combination, n casing provided with two passages,

each of said passages having an inlet and an outlet, said

outlets being located adjacent each other, a valve for

simultaneously controlling both of the outlets, n valve for

controlling the Inlet of one of the pastiages, and means for

automatically operating the last said valve.

4. in combination, a casing provided with two passages,

each of said passages having an inlet and an outlet, said

outlets being located adjacent each other, a valve for

simultaneously controlling both of the outlets, a valve for

controlling the Inlet of one of the passages, and means

located in the said passage for aut(.maticaliy actuating the

last said valve.

5. In combination, a casing provided with an outlet and

having two passages provided with Inlets and discharge

outlets, said discharge outlets communicating with the

outlet of the casing, a valve plug arranged in the outlet of

the casing and provided with a passage or [wirt. said pas

sage or port lieing adapte<t to simultaneously partially

overlap the discharge outlets of l)oth of the passages for

controlling the passages, and means for actuating the

Talve plug.

887.514. Ol'ERATINd MErilANISM FOR RADIATOR-

VALVES. Ac. William H. Pkarce. Chicago, III. Filed

June 28, 1906. Serial No. 323.916.

1. A valve operating mechanism for radiators and the

like, comprising a valve, an armature, an operative con

nectlon between the valve and the armature, an electro-

responsive device for moving the armature, contact points,

means for completing the circuit to energize the device, a

contact member plvoUlly supported by the armature, and

means for moving said member about Its pivot and out of

engagement with one of the contact points for breaking

the circuit when the armature approximately reaches the

limit of Its movement.

2. A valve operating mechanism for radiators and the

like comprising a valve, an armature, an operative con-

nection between the valve and the armature', an electro

responsive device for moving the armature, contact points

a thermostat for completing the circuit to energize the de-

vice, a contact member plvoUlly supported by the arma-

ture, and means for moving said member about Its pivot

and out of engagement with one of the contact points for
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reaches the limit of Us movement.

•? \ valve operating mechanism comprising a valve, an
j

armature, an operative connection between the valve and ,

the armature, an electro-responsive device for moving the

armature, means for completing the circuit through the

said device for energizing the same, contact points, a con-

tact member engaging said points and supported by the

armature and movable Independently of the armature, and

means also supported by the armature for positively throw-

ing the member out of engagement with one of the con-

tact points when the armature approximately reaches the

limit of its movement to break the circuit.

4 A valve operating mechanism comprising an arma-

ture a valve, an operative connecUon between the valve

and armature, an electro responsive device for moving the

armature, a thermostat for completing the circuit through

the aald device for energising the same, contact points, a

contact member engaging said points and supported by the

armature and movable independently of the armature, and

means also supported by the armature for positively

throwing the memtier out of engagement with one of the

contact points when the armature approximately reaches

the limit of Us movement, to break the circuit.

5 A valve operating mechanism comprising an artua

ture a valve, an operative connection between the valve

and 'armature, an electro responsive device for moving the

armature, means for energizing said device to attract the

armature, contact points, a contact member engaging saul

points, and pivotally supported by and movabhs with thp

armature, and a fulcrum for the member to cause said

member to move al>out its pivot when the armature moves.

and to disengage one of the contacts to break the circuit

when the armature approximately reaches the limit of Its

movement.
(Claims to 8 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

point of meeting, and means for securing said base portion

to said guide portion.

88 7 5 16 HEAD -HOOP DIE. William H. Potter,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed May 5, 1906. Serial No. 315,347.

In combination with a hoop driving arm and the hoop

driving plate or die. of a shoe secured to said arm below

said die or plate and providing a further hoop driving

surface other than that of said die or plate by which a

head hoop may be driven into place.

887 515 STRAIGHT-EDGE. Albert J. Perks. Spring

field. Ohio, assignor to Webster and Perks Tool (^om

pany. Springfield. Ohio, a Copartnership. Filed July 17

1907. Serial No. 384.2.'i6.

1 in a straightedge of the character de8cril)ed, the

combination, with a base portion of non-ductile material,

of a channel-shaped guide portion of ductile material hav

ing a vertical raemlier and two horizontal members, the

outer surfaces of said horizontal members and said verti-

cal meml)er forming right angled corners at their points

of meeting, and means for securing said base portion to

Mid guide portion.
'> In a straight-edge of the character described, the

combination, with a base portion of sheet steel, of a chan-

nel-shaped guide portion of brass having a vertical mem-

ber and two horizontal members, the outer surfaces of said

horizontal members and said vertical member forming

right-angled corners at their points of meeting, and means

for securing said base portion to said guide portion.

3 In a straightedge of the character described, the

combination, with a base portion of non ductile material,

of a channel shaped guide portion of ductile material hav-

ing a vertical member and two horizontal members, the

R87 517 REVER8ING-GEAB. Joseph W. Ralb, Phila-

delphia. Pa. Filed Oct. 18, 1905. Serial No. 283.280.

1 The combination In a controlling mechanism for re-

versing gears, of a pressure cylinder and a controlling cyl-

inder pistons m each cylinder, means for connecting said

pistons to each other and to the gear to be operated, a

valve rod. two valves on said rod. one controlling the ad-

mission of fluid under pressure to the operating cylinder

and the other controlling the flow of fluid from one por-

tion of the controlling cylinder to the other, the Utter of

said valves being set to establish communication between

the ends of the controlling cylinder only after fluid under
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preMure bu been admitted to tht operatlnf cylinder, and

baring lt« seat formed In the aald controttlns cylinder,

with a itructure Independent of but harlng condalta con-

necting It to the operating cylinder and prtTlded with a

•eat for the valve governing the flow of fluid to tald cyl-

inder, 8ub«t»ntlally aa described.

2. The combination of an operating cylln<|€r and a con-

trollinf cylinder, a standard mounted on tbe controlling

cylinder, a valve rod extending through the standard, a

structure forming a valve cheat In commutilcatlon with

both enda of the controlling cylinder, a ralve In aald

cheat attached to the valve rod, a second valve cheat

mounted on the standard with Inlet and exh^uat paaaages,

conduits connecting said latter valve cheat to the operat-

ing cylinder, and an operating handle for the valve rod,

substantially aa deacribed.

3. The combination of a controlling cyll»der having a

by pass communicating with its ends and provided with

a valve chamber, a piston rod and a platob for the cyl-

inder, the valve chamber having a tapered seat, a ta-

pered valve In said seat, a spring under the valve, a rod

for the valve, and means for adjuatlng tha valve rod to

adjust the valve to Its seat, with an operatHag cylinder, a

piston therein connected to said piston rod, and a valve

also connected to said valve rod for controlling the flow

of fluid to said operating cylinder, substantially aa de-

scribed.

4. The combination of an operating cylinder and a con-

trolling cylinder, pistons respectively within said two cyl-

inders, means for connecting said pistons to a device to be

operated, said cylinders having a valve chamber, porta

leading from aald chamber to each end of the controlling

cylinder, and a Upered seat In said valve (hamber, a ta-

pered valve having lateral porta mounted In said chamber,

a spring under the valve, a valve rod for operating the

valve, and means for adjusting said rod t* pat more or

less pressure on the valve, substantially as described.

5. The combination of an operating cylinder and a con-

trolling cylinder, platons respectively operative within

said cylinders, there being a by-pass commtnlcatlng with

each end of the controlling cylinder, a valve In the by-

pass, a spring under the valve, a rod connected to the

valve, a valve cheat substantlally In line with the control-

ling valve chamber and having ports commtinlcatlng with

each end of the operating cylinder, a valvo In said latter

chest connected to said valve rod, nuts foo adjusting the

valve rod. and a valve rod handle, substantlally as de-

scribed.

[Claims 6 and T not printed In the Gaictte.)

me«ns for controlling the pasaage of liquid from one end

to the other of the aecond cylinder, with means for

positively locking said piston rods In any adjusted posi-

tion, substantlally aa described.

2. The combination of two cylinders, each having a

platon and a rod connected thereto, said rods beinj? con

nected together, means for controlling the admission of

fluid under pressure to one of the cylinders, means for

controlling the flow of liquid between the ends of the

other cylinder, and means for positively locking the pis-

ton rods In any adjusted position, said controlling and

locking means having a common operating member, sub-

stantially as described.

3. The combination of two cylinders, each havinK a

piston and a piston rod, means for connecting said rods

to each other and to mechanism to be operated, a valve

for controlling the admission of fluid under pressure- to

either end of one of the cylinders, with a aecond valve for

controlling the flow of liquid between the ends of the

other cylinder, means for controlling said valves, and a

locking device controlled by said valve controlling meana

for positively holding the piston rods In any adjusted

position, substantially as described.

4. The combination of two cylinders, a piston and a

piston rod for each cylinder, each rod extending through

both ends of Its cylinder, cross heads respectively uniting

the adjacent ends of the piston rods, a rack rod also ex-

tending between the cross heada, a valve for controlling

the snpply of fluid under pressure to one of the cylinders,

meana for controlling the flow of liquid between the ends

of the other cylinder, a controlling device for said valve.

a locking device governed by aald controlling means, and

a gearing connecting said locking device with the rack

rod, aubstantlally as described.

5. The combination of two cylinders each having a

piston and a piston rod, a rack rod, means for connect-

ing said rack rod with said piston rods, a clutch, meana

for connecting one of the clutch members with the rack

rod. valves for respectively governing the flow of liquid

between the ends of one of the cylinders and the flow of

fluid under pressure to the other cylinder, means for

operating the said valves, and a device operative! y con-

necting the second member of the clutch with said valve

operating means, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oasette 1

887,518. CONTROLLING MECHANISM tOR REVERS-
ING-GEARS. Joseph W. Racb, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Jane 22, 1907. Serial No. 380,24T.

1. The combination In controlling mechanism for re-

versing gear, of two cylinders mounted slile by side, each

provided with a piston, a rod for each piston extending

through both ends of its cylinder, cross betds respectively

uniting the adjacent ends of said two rods, means for

•applying flu'<l under pressure to one oC the cylinders.

887,519. MACHINE FOR STRIPPING LEAVES FROM
TREES. HoMBK L. R«id. I^ulsiana. Mo. Filed Jan. 8,

1907. Serial No. 350.680.

1. In a machine of the class described, a frame, a mem-

ber arranged for rotation therein, a pad located on the

surface of said member, a series of whips carried by the

member, and padded members fixed on the frame for sup-

porting a tree over the rotating member.

2. In a machine of the class described, a frame, a mem-

ber arranged for rotation therein, a pad located on the

surface of said member, a series of whips carried by the

member, padded members fixed on the frame for support-
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ing a tree over the rotating member, and a hood carried

by the frame over the rotating member.

3. The herein described machine for strlppinp leaves

from trees. coraprisinK a frame, a cylindrical member ar-

ranged for rotation in the frame, and which member Is

adapted to support a portion of the tree to be stripped, a

pad completely enveloping the periphery of said rotating

member, and a series of flexible non elastic Inshes car-

ried by the rotating member.

887,520. INSULATOR.
Pa. Fll.-d Sopt 0. 1J>0'

JoHX W. Rehlixg. Allegheny,

Serial No. 391,607.

V r

8 8 7,522. CLOTHES-LINE REEL.

Chauvln. Mich. Filed May 3. 1907.

Thomas Renacd,

Serial No. 371,750.

1. An Insulator, comprising a block of non-oiinducting

material, provided with oppositely disposed luRS to engage

a wire and having wrrated surfaces upon which the wlr^

rests.

2 An insulator comprising a block of non conducting

material formed with a central opening, and provided on

Its upper and lower sides with oppositely projecting lugS

having serrated .surfaces to grip conductor wires.

8 8 7.521, DYNAMO - ELECTRIC MACHINE Hk.nbi

G. Rbist, Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New Yorli Filed .Ian

24, 100.}. Serial No. 140, .3G».

A clothes line reel comprising a support with angular

brackets secured to the opposite ends thereof, said brack-

ets each having a single arm which extends longitudinally

outwardly from said support, a drum having heads on op-

posite ends rigidly secured to the brackets, bearings in the

heads of the drums, and bearings in the brackets register-

ing with those in the drums, a shaft within the drum hav-

ing trunnions on opposite ends rotatably mounted in the

bearings of the drums and brackets, a sliding door for the

drum, a ratchet wheel secured on one of the trunnions of

the shaft, a pawl on one of the brackets for engagement

with the ratchet wheel and a crank-arm secured on the

same trunnion as the ratchet wheel, substantially as

specified.

887..'2.^ FTUNACE-GR.VTE ROCKING AND LOCKING

DEVICE Fred W. Ridlon, Sprlngfiled. Mass.. assignor

to Perfection Grate Company. Springfield. Mass , a Cor-

poration of Massachusetts. Filed Feb. 13. 1907. Serial

No. 357.163.

1. The combination of a rigid core and a flexible pole

piece connected thereto by a plurality of dovetail Joints.

2. The combination of a rigid core and a pole piece

slotted transversely and connected thereto by a pair of

dovetail Joints, located one on each aide of the transverse

slot.

3. The combination of a laminated core, a laminated

pole piece connected thereto by an Interlocking joint, keys

to lock said joint, and means to prevent the laminae from

cutting said keys.

4. The combination of a recessed core, pole pieces pro-

vided with projections adapted to enter said recesses, and

steps [irovlded at the ends of said recesses to support said

pole pieces.

5. In combination, a rigid core member and a flexible

pole piece member, one of said members beii^g provided

with a pair of dovetail recesses, and the other of said

members being provided with a pair of corresponding dove-

tali projections.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1 In a rocking bar furnace grate operating mechan-

ism, the combination of a grate-connected member, a sta-

tionary fulcrum member, a lever-handle provided interme-

diate its ends with a longitudinal slot curved therethrough

adapted thereby to couple with said grate-connected mem-

ber and to fulcrum removably on said fulcrum member,

and means for locking said lever-handle against discon-

nection from said fulcrum member and grate-connected

member except when the latter is in normal position.

2. In a rocking bar furnace grate operating mechanism,

the combination of a grate-connecting member, a station-

ary fulcrum member, a lever provided intermediate its

ends with a longitudinal slot cut therethrough adapted

thereby to couple with said grate-connected member and

to fulcrum removably on said fulcrum member, and means

carried by said fulcrum member for locking said lever-

handle against disconnection from either of said members

except when the grate-connected member Is In normal po-

sition.

3. In rocking bar furnace grate operating mechanism,

the combination of a grate-connected member, an operat-

ing handle having trunnions, a stationary socket having

open bearings for the reception of said trunnions and an

arc shaped groove cut In the walls of one bearing, said
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operating handle being constructed for coupling with

said grate-connected member and to be incapable of un

coupling therefrom without being remoTed from said

socket, and a lug projecting from said handle and con

Btructed and arranged to stand l>etween t&e sides of said

bearing when the handle is in a certain position and to be

received within said arc-shaped groove wh^n the handle

is rocked from this position.

4. In rocking bar furnace grate operating mechanism,

the combination of a grate-connected member, an operating

handle having trunnions, a stationary socHet having open

bearings for the reception of said trunnions and an arc-

shaped groove cut in the walls of one bearing, said operat

ing handle being constructed for coupling with said grate-

connected member and to be Incapable of uncoupling there-

from without being removed from said socket, and an arc-

shaped lug projecting from said handle and constructed

and arranged to stand between the sides of said bearing

when the handle is in a certain position and to be received

within said arc shaped groove when the handle is rocked

trom this position.

."). In rocking bar furnace grate operating mechanism,

the combination of a grate-connected member, an operating

handle, and a stationary fulcrum member with which said

handle is removably connected, said handl« being provided

with a transverse chamber constructed tw permit Inter-

tions and removal of the end of said grate-connected mem-

ber and located from the pivotal region of said handle at

a distance less than the distance between the end of the

grate-connected member and said stationary pivot member,

and said handle being provided further with a longitudinal

chamber leading from said other chamber away from the

pivotal point of the handle and constructed to permit rela-

tive longitudinal movement of the grate-connected mem-

ber-end therein but to prevent lateral withdrawal thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,524 DRENCHING - BIT. Edgar Roberts. East St.

Louli. 111. KUed June 7. 1905. Serial No. 264,172.

8 8 7,525. LI0HTNIN0-AERE8TER. David B. Rdsh-

MuRK, Schenectady, N. Y.. Mslgnor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 5,

1907. Serial No. 35i>.ian.

1. The combination of a line conductor, a plurality of

spark gaps arranged In groups and connecting said con-

ductor to ground, and graduated resistances shunting some

of said groups.

2. The combination of a line conductor, a series of spark

gaps connected directly to ground and arranged in a plu-

rality of groups, and a series of resistances each In shunt

with one of said groups, the resistance nearest the line

conductor being smaller than those more distant.

3. A lightning arrester comprising a plurality of spark

gaps connected directly In series and forming a plurality

of groups, and a plurality of resistances arranged In se-

ries, each in parallel with one of said groups, said resist-

ances being arranged in the order of their magnitude.

4. The combination of a line conductor, a plurality of

park gaps connected therewith and arranged In groups,

graduated resistances In shunt with said groups, and a

single path to ground for said resistances, said path in-

cluding spark gaps.

5. The combination of a line conductor, a group of spark

gaps connected therewith, a relatively low resistance In

parallel with said spark gaps, a second group in series

with said first group and having a total sparking distance

somewhat larger than that of said first named resistances,

in shunt with said second group and having a magnitude

Bomewhat larger than that of said first named resistances,

and means for connecting said groups to ground through

spark gaps

[Claims and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

A drenching bit, comprising an Inyerttd U-shaped yoke

9, the Bwlrel ring 10 In the upper end thereof, the tube 1

carried by the lower ends of the yo»e, screw cap* 4

mounted on the outer ends of the tub«, there being an

aperture formed In the center of said tube, a container 11

fixed on one side of the yoke, a tube 14 leading downwardly

from said container into the end of the first mentioned

tubes, the valve 15 located In the seconi mentioned tube,

plates loosely mounted on the ends of tie first mentioned

tube outside the ends of the yoke, and there being open-

ings 6 formed in said plates to receive the cheek straps

of a halter; substantially as specified.

8 8 7,526. MEAT CUTTING MACHINE. Edward W.

Rc'sK. Callaway. Nebr. Filed Aug. 17. 1907. Serial No.

389 038.

1. A meat cutting machine comprising a swinging frame

hung from a pivotal support above and having an Inde-

pendently Ultlng lower portion, two rotary and parallel

shafts arranged on opposite sides of the tilting center of

the lower portion and bearing respectively a rotary knife

and a rotary saw arranged in the same plane with each

other and having an opposite movement about the tilting

center.

2. A meat cutting machine comprising a swinging frame

hung from a pivotal support above and having an Inde-

pendently tilting lower portion, two rotary and parallel

shafts arrupK^d 0° opposite sides of the tilting center of

the lower portion and bearing respectively a rotary knlf«

and a roUry saw arranged In the same plane with each

other and having an opposite movement about the tilting

center, and means mounted on the tilting frame for ad-
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justing the saw and cutter into perfect allnement of their

planes.

3. A meat cutting machine comprising a swinging frame

hung from a pivotal support above and having an inde-

pendently tilting lower portion, two rotary and parallel

shafts arranged on opposite sides of the tilting center of

the lower portion and bearing respectively a rotary knife

and a rotary saw arranged in the same plane with each

other and having an opposite movement about the tilting

center, two pulleys rigidly fixed to the two shafts In the

same plane, a belt tightener arranged between the pulleys

and In the plane of the same, an endless belt passing over

the belt tightener and under the shaft pulleys ajd a driv-

ing pulley above for the endless belt.

4. In a meat cutting machine, the combination with the

cutter blade ; of an endless traveling belt having parallel,

spaced slats arranged parallel to the cutter blade, and

meat holding prongs each having a clutch seat at the lower

end made narrower than the spaces between the slats and

having an unlimited frlctional adjustment longitudinally

along the spaces between the slats to any desired position

corresponding to the size and shape of the piece of meat

and arranged to maintain the clutch connection by the ex-

pansive action of the meat against the upper ends of the

prongs.

SERIES -MULTIPLE SWITCH. Howard R.

Sargk.nt. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to Genera! Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed May
22, 1906. Serial No. 261,514.

1. The combination with two translating devices, of n

switch having four stationary contact posts set In pairs at

unequal distances from the switch axis, one pair of contact

posts connected with the line terminals, one of these and

another with two translating devices, and one common to

both translating devices, and a movable switch member

carrying arms of unequal lengths to connect said posts, so

134 O. 3.-28

that both translating devices will be cut out. or both placed

In series, or one short-circuited, or both placed in parallel.

as said switch is actuated.

2. The combination with two translating devices, of a

switch having a central spindle and four stationary posts

provided with contact clips, two of them being radially

nearer to said spindle than the others, and an insulated

blade on said spindle having long and short arms cooper-

ating with said clips.

a. The combination with two translating devices, of a

switch having a central spindle and four stationary posts

provided with contact clips, one clip in each diametrical

pair being nearer the spindle than the other, and two Insu-

lated blades en said spindle cooperating with said clips.

4. The combination with two translating devices, of a

switch having a central spindle and four stationary posts

provided with contact clips located in different planes,

some being nearer the spindle than others, and two Insu-

lated blades on said splndU' located in the planes of said

clips and having long and short arms to cofiperate there-

with.

5. The combination with two translating devices, of a

switch having a central spindle and four stationary posts

provided with contact clips, three in one plane and two in

another, and two Insulated blades on said spindle located

respectively in said planes and coiiperatlng with said clips,

each blade having arms of different lengths.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,528. DENTAL API'LIANCE.
Washington. D. C. Filed Feb.

418,046.

Jesse B. Schafhirt.
27, 1908. Serial No.

1. In a dental appliance such as described, in combina-

tion with articulated members adapted to hold the tongue

in clamped position, and means for locking the articulated

members In such position, vlbrative. adjustable means for

holding the cheek In distended position, substantially as

hereinbefore set forth.

2. In a dental appliance such as described embodying

means for clamping the tongue in downward position, and

vlbrative adjustable means for distending the cheek later-

ally, adjustable means for contacting with the outer sur-

faces of the chin and holding the appliance against lateral

movement as hereinbefore set forth.

."?. In a dental appliance, the combination with the

hinged arms constituting a tongue clamp, and means for

operating and locking the same, an adjustable and remov-

able cheek distending finger vlbratlvely connected with the

lower arm whereby said finger is adapted for use upon

either side, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

4. In a dental appliance such as described In combina-

tion with articulated members constituting a tongue clamp

and a cheek distending finger pivoted to a supporting

shank provided with diametric spurs and adjustably and

removably connected with the articulated members, a lon-

gitudinally adjustable screw located within the cheek dis-

tending finger and adapted to contact with one or the other

of the spurs on the shank, substantially as set forth.

5. In a dental appliance such as described, in combina-

tion with articulated members constituting a tongue clamp,

an adjustable prop connected with the upper member, and

adapted to contact with the upper or lower teeth, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]
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S 8 7 5 2 9. CRIB ATTACHMENT FOB BEDSTEADS. 887.530. DOOH OPENEH AND CLOSER D. Fo. Scott

W.LLI.M G. 8CHNM. Kan«i. City. Mo. filed Aug. 30. and Ch.„.«s OBmckl. San Francisco. Tal. Filed

1907 Serial No. 390.S20. Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No. 39o,0.9.

1 A crib attachment for bedsteads, comprising stand-

ards arranged to be secured to the side rail of a bedstead
,

and to project upwardly therefrom, hanger arms plvotally

connected at one end to the upper ends of the standards

and arranged to swing downwardly and anderneath the

standards, links plvotally connected to the outer ends of

said hanger arms to move In the same plant as said arms.

a crib connected to and 8U8p«nded from said Units, and

meana for holding the hanger arms in extended and folded

positions relatively to the standards. !

2 A crib attachment for bedsteads, cottprlslng stand

ards arranged to be secured to the side rail of a bedstead

and to project upwardly therefrom, hanger arms plvotally
1

connected at one end to the respective standards and ar-

ranged to swins downwardly and underneath the same,

links plvotally connected to the outer ends of the hanger

arms and movable in the same plane as said arms, a crib

connected to and suspended from said llaka. giiide rods

connecting the crib to the standards, and means for hold-

ing the hanger arms In extended and folded positions with

respect to the standards.

3. A crib attachment for bedsteads, comprising clamps

adapted to be secured to the side rail or a ixdstead and em-

bodying standards adapted to project upwardly from the

rail and formed with heads having upper and lower

notches, angular hanger arms plvotally connected at one

end to the respectlre heads, latches connected to the re-

spective arms and designed to enter said upper and lower

notches to hold the hanger arm* In extended and folded

positions, links plvoUlly connected at one end to the ov>-

poalte ends of said hanger arms, and a crib attached to

aald links.

4. A crib attachment for bedsteada. comprising clamps

adapted to be secured to the rail of a bedsSead and having

upwardly extending posts provided with heada formed

with upper and lower notches, hanger arm* piTOtally con-

nected to said heads, latches carried by said arma and

adapted to engage In the upper or lower aets of notches,

links plvotally connected to the outer enda of aald arms,

a crib connected to said links, and guld« rods plvotally

connected at one end to the ends of the «rlb and having

longitudinally slotted opposite ends. th« clamps being

provided with studs received In the said •lotted ends.

5. A crib attachment for bedsteads, cooprulng clampa

deetgned to be secured to the rail of a bedstead and pro-

vided with heads formed with upper an<S lower notches,

hanger arms plvotally connected to said haads. a cross bar

connecting said arms together for aimultaaeoua movement,

spring pressed latchea adapted to enter the npper and

lower notches and plvoUlly mounted upoli the reapectlve

arms, a cord connected to both of said latjchea whereby to

simultaneously retract both of the latchea and a crib

plvotally suspended from the outer ends of said hanjer

.tinis-

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a door, having a latch, a cylinder, a piston

therein, an operative connection between aald piston and

door, whereby the movement of said piston opens or tloses

the door, means for admitting pressure fluid to either end

of said cylinder, a valve for controlling said means, and

means for operating said valve comprising a handle out-

side the casing of the door adjacent to its edge, said means

having a part arranged to engage the latch of the door to

cause It to clear the door casing when said means are

operated to open the door, substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a door having a latch, a cylinder, a piston

therein, an operative connection between said piston and

door whereby the movement of said piston opens or closes

the door, means for admitting pressure fluid to either end

of said cylinder, a valve for controlling said means, means

for operating said valve comprising a device arranged to

move vertically, and having a handle outside the casing

of the door adjacent to Its edge, said device having an In-

clined part arranged to engage the latch of the door to

cause It to clear the door casing, when said device Is

operated to open the door, substantially as described

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a door, a cylinder, a piston therein, an opera-

tive connection between said piston and door whereby the

door is opened or closed by the movement of the piston,

means for admitting pressure fluid to either end of the

cylinder, a valve for controlling said means, means for

operating said valve, a spring for returning said valve

when released from said means, a latch adapted to hold

said valve In the position into which It Is moved when the

door is opened, and means automatically actuated at a

predetermined point In the movement of the door to with-

draw said latch, substantially as described.

88 7.53 1. SAVINGS-BANK. Haxipls Sklli.n. Lulei,

Sweden Filed Apr. 15. 1007. Serial No. 368.346.

In a savings bank, the combination of a fixed mouth-

piece (3) forming a coln-pasaage. horlsontal shafts at the

inner end of the coin-passage, with flaps pivoted upon

said shafts and depending into the box, one ^f said flaps

embracing the other loosely at the edges, and a horizontally

disposed partition (7) In the box. beneath the aforesaid

flaps for the purpose set forth.
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887.532. NAILING STRir. IIowakd B. Shebmak. Battle

Creek. Mich. Filed Feb. 10. 1906. Serial No. 300.474.

Ju

6'h' "'
t!
6

1. The herein described nalllng-strap consisting of a

long metallic band and numerous barbed and beveled-

I>olnted wire nail shanks secured to the band at suitable

Intervals apart throughout its length by having their

heads swaged against the band above and l>elow the same

whereby the shanks are rigidly secured to the band.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a nailing strip com-

prising a metallic band or strap having concavo-convex

portions at Intervals, and a series of nails projecting from

the band and having their heads riveted to such concavo-

convex portions.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a nailing strip com
prising a metallic band or strap having concavo-convex por-

tions stamped therein at Intervals and a series of wire

nails projecting from the band and having their heads

riveted to such concavo convex portions and their points

beveled

887.533. APPARATUS FOR TELEPHONING Frkd

KRIK SiNDi.vGCHBisTKsrsB.N, New York. N. Y.. assignor

to William W. Locke, Jr.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Mai
17. 1901. Serial No. 60,6.'*7.

line-conductors, means connected to the remote end of the

other line conductor for rendering intelligible impulses In-

duced therein by the transmitting line conductor, and
means for electrically connecting said sending means with

said receiving means Independently of said line-conduc-

tors.

1 A telephonic apparatus comprising line-conductors,

condensers arranged at intervals therealong and Joined In

parallel thereby, a grounded Induction coll Joined to one

end of one of said line conductors, a transmitter circuit

for affecting said induction coll. and a grounded receiver

connected to the remote end of the other line-conductor

2 A telephonic apparatus comprising line conductors,

condensers arranged at Intervals therealong and joined

In parallel thereby, an Induction coll joined to one end of

one of said line conductors and forming part of a trans-

mitting appliance, a receiver joined to said coll. a like

induction coll and a receiver lx)th joined to the remote

end of the other line-conductor, and means for electrically

connecting said Induction colls and receivers Independently

of said line conductors.

3 A telephonic apparatus comprising line conductors

running closely side by side, each having one end free,

condensers arranged at Intervals therealong and Joined in

parallel thereby, grounded transmitting and receiving d''

vices connected to one end of one of said line conductors,

and grounded transmitting and receiving devices con-

nected to the remote end of the other of said line-con-

ductors.

4. A telephonic apparatus comprising a transmitter

circuit including a primary coll. a grounded Induction

coll joined to one end of a line-conductor, a grounded re-

ceiver also connected to said end of said line-conductor, a

second line-conductor, condensers arranged at intervals

along said line-conductors and joined In parallel thereby,

a grounded Induction t^oll joined to the remote end of

said second llne-condBctor. a transmitter circuit includ-

ing a primary coll for affecting the last mentioned Induc-

tion coll, and a grounded receiver also joined to said re-

mote end of said second line-conductor.

ri. An apparatus- for the transmission of intelligence,

comprising line-conductors, condensers arranged at Inter-

vals therealong and joined In parallel thereby, means

for sending varying Impulses Into one end of one of said

8 8 7.534. APPARATUS FOR ROLLING FLANGED
SHAPES. Edwin E. 8i-ick. Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Feb.

12. 1906. Serial No. 300.596.
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887.535. FURN.XCE-FEEDINO APPARATUS. HoaAC.
^'l'^''^'^^^'''l^J^%f^^^ Serial No. 370,723.

E SMTTHB. Oakmont, Pa., awlgnor to Tbe 8. B. Smythe oago. lu.
»•
ueo v

rompany. Pittsburg. Pa., a Corporation of Weat Vir-

ginia Filed I>ec. 30. 1907. Serial No. 408,488.

1 The combination of a feeding dnii» having pockets

therein, a hopp^-r above the drum to fee« material to the

pockets, laterally movable rollers between the hopp«r and

ihe drum, and means for rotating the rojleni and morlng

them laterally as the dmm roUtea.

^ The combination of a feeding dm* having pockets

th'rein a hopper above the drum to fee* material to the

Dockets and rollers between the hopper »nd the drum, the

rollers being arranged to be engaged an« agitated by the

drum. . ,

S The combination of a furnace, a casing having an

outlet leadinK Into said furnace, a rotat»ble feed-drum in

«ai.l casing, blades on said drum arranged to form a gas-

s^Hl with respvct to said outlet, and rollers engaged by

said blades for feeding material to said drum.

4 The combination of a furnace, a casing having an

outlet leading Into the furnace, a rotatable feed-drum in

the casing blades carried by said drum, rollers carried

by said blades between the casing and Che blades to form

a gas seal with respect to said outlet.

5 Tbe combination of a furnace, a easing for feeding

material Into the furnace, and a plurality of chutes in the

casing having dlfforent directions of inclination to sub-

divide the material and distribute the same In the

furnace.

I
("aims to r» not printed In the Oazftte.j

HHl 536 POKE-HOLE FOR GAS-PRODUCERS. HoaACil

E Smtthe. Oakmont. Pa., assignor tQ The S. R. Smythe

Company, Pittsburg, Pa., a Corporation of West Vir-

ginia. Filed Dec. 30. 1907. Serial So. 408.489.

1 In a friction clutch, the combination of « pair of

nws relatively movable toward and from each other, and

carrying friction surfaces, one of said Jaws having on Its

Inner side an annular shoulder, a loose ring adapte<l to

enKftge said shoulder, and means supported by the other

jaw and engaging said ring for moving It >nto and out of

engagement with said annular shoulder, whereby the jaws

are opened and closed.

" In a friction clutch, the combination of a pair of

jaws relatively movable toward and from each other, one

of said Jaws having a hub provided on its inner portion

with an annular shoulder, a loose ring adapted to engage

said shoulder, and means supported by the other Jaw and

engaging said ring for moving it Into and out of engage

ment with said annular shoulder, whereby the Jaws are

opened and closed.

3 In a friction clutch, the combination of a pair of

Jaws relatively movable toward and from each other and

carrying friction surfaces, one of said Jaws having on Its

Inner side an annular shoulder, said shoulder l)elng nd

justable relatively to the friction surface of ti>e Jaw

carrying It. a loose ring adapted to engage said shoulder

and means supported by the other Jaw and engaging said

ring for moving it Into and out of engagement with said

annular shoulder, whereby the Jaws are opened and closed^

4 In a friction clutch, the combination of a pair of

jaws relatively movable toward and from each other, and

carrying friction surfaces, one of said Jaws having a hub

i
provided with a removable bushing having on Its Inner

5 end an annular shouK^er means for holding said bushing

I
in place, a loose ring adapted to engage said shoulder, and

n-eans supported by the other Jaw and engaging said ring

for moving It Into and out of engagement with said

shoulder, whereby the Jaws are opened and closeil.

5 In a friction clutch, the combination of a pair of

Jaws relatively movable toward and from each other and

carrying friction surfaces, one of said jaws having a hub

comprising a flange and a bushing, the flange being longl-

tudlnnlly adjustable on the bushing and the bushing being

provide! at it« Inner end with an annular shoulder, a

loose ring adapted to engage said shoulder, and means

supported by the other Jaw and engaging said ring for

moving It Into and out of engagement with said shoulder,

whereby the jaws are opened and closed.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prlntetl In the Gazette.)

In a poke-hole, a casing having therein an opening for

a poker a valve for closing the openiag when unobstruct-

ed a slidable plate through which the poker extends, and

a seat for said plate, the said plate »nd seat forming a

iia.s seal.

887.538 PROCESS OF PREPARING PURE TIN COM-

POUNDS. Ei-MKB A. Spkkby. Brooklyn. N. \. Filed

\pr '27, 1907. Serial No. 370,«81.

1 The process of preparing pure tin compounds from

tin bearing material, which consists In treating the tin

bearing material with a halogen reagent, maintained be-

low the boiling point of anhydrous stannic chlorld, pro-

ducing thereby a liquid anhydrous tin compound, contain-

ing foreign substances, distilling the liquid so produced

and thus separating the anhydrous tin compound from

the foreign gases and solids and obtaining It practically

Dure while still In the anhydrous state.

•' The process of preparing pure tin compounds from

tin bearing material, which consists in treating the tin

bearing material with a halogen reaKent, producing there-

by a liquid anhydrous tin compound containing foreign

substance, distilling the liquid, thus separating the nn
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hydrous tin compound from the foreign substance and

obtaining It practically pure while still in the anhydrous

state and adding a diluent to the distillate.

3 The process of preparing pure tin compounds from

tin l)earlnK material which consists in treating the tin

l>earlng material with u halogen reagent, producing there

by a ll(|uld anhydrous tin compound containing foreign

substance. dlHtilllng the liquid and thus separating the

anhvdrmis tin compound from the foreign substance and

obtaining It practically pi;re while still In the anhydrous

state and nd ling water as a diluent to .the distillate.

887.539. MOVABLE PLATING APPARATUS. Gbobql

P. Stevens. Chicago. Ill Filed Aug. 27, 1907. Serial

No. 390.328.

'" 4A%

1. A plating apparatus cnrnprlslng a tank, a support

for the work elevated atiove the Intended level for the so-

lution In the tank, and means for moving the support In

opposite directions, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A plating apparatus comprising a tank, a support

for the work elevated »lK)ve the Intended level for the so

lution In the tank, and me;ins for reciprocating the sup-

IMirt, as and for the purpose set forth,

3. In a plating apparatus, the combination of a tank, .i

longitudinally extending supporting rcxl slidably mounte«l

with respect to the tank, and mechanism for reciprocating

the rod, sulwtantlally as described.

4. In a plating apparatus, the combination of a tank, a

longitudinally extending supporting rod slidably mounted

with resp«»ct to the tank, a driving arm of Insulating ma-

terial connected with the rod. and mechanism for actuat-

ing the driving arm. substantially as described.

.''. In a plating apparatus, the combination of a tank, a

longitudinally extending supporting rod slidably mounted

with resi>ect to the tank, a driving arm of Insulating ma-

terial connected with the rod, a shaft provided with a

crank nieml.er to which the driving arm is pivoted, and

means for constantly revolving the shaft, substantially as

de8crll)ed.

[Claim tj not printed in the Gazette.]

887.540. LATTEN (YELLOW BRASS. RiriURP Stri

BECK. (Jrunewald, near Berlin. CJermany. Filed Aug. 9,

1906. Serial No. 329,.«<60

Phosphorus latfen In which the phosphoru.s contained

In the finished metal amounts to from 0.03 to OlO'r, so

that the latten does not become brittle at temperatures of

between 300 and 500 degrees.

887.541 CHAIR FOR STREET RAILWAY AND LIKE
RAILS. William Stbo.vg. Johannesburg. Transvaal,

Filed Apr, 2, 1907. Serial No. 366,056.

1. A chair for street railway rails consisting of a body

having projections adapted to engage the flange of the

rail, a block of suitable material In the body beneath the

flange of the rail, and adjustable means for raising the

block to secure the flange of the rail between the block and

projections on the body.

2. An anchor chair for street railway rails consisting of

a body comprising a base portion provided with vertical

sides the latter having inwardly directed projections

adapted to engage the flange of the rail, a block of suitable

material located between the sides of the body and beneath

the flange of the rail, and adjustable means for raising

the block to secure the flange of the rail between the block

and projections on the body.

3. An anchor chair for street railway rails, consisting

of a body comprising a base portion provided with ver-

tical sides the latter having inwardly directed projections

adapted to engage the flange of the rail, a block of suitable

material located between the sides of the body and beneath

the flange of the rati, and adjustable means for raising

the block to secure the flange of the rail between the block

and projections on the body, said means comprising a

plate located in a transverse hole or slot in the body and

adapted to engage the underside of the block, and means

for raising the plate in said slot or hole.

4. An anchor chair for street railway rails, consisting

of a tK>dy comprising a base portion provided with vertical

sides the latter having inwardly directed projections

adapted to engage the flange of the rail, a block of suit-

able material located between the sides of the body and

beneath the flange of the rail, and adjustable means for

raising the block to secure the flange of the rail between

the block and projections on the body, the projections

having apertures through which suitable material may be

run to fill up the cpace formed beneath and around the

block and under and around the adjusting means.

5. An anchor chair for street railway rails, consisting

of a l>ody comprising a base portion provided with vertical

s\des the latter having Inwardly directed projections

adapted to engage the flange of the rail, a block of suitable

ii:iiterlal located between the sides of the body and be-

neath the flange of the rail, adjustable means for raising

the block to secure the flange of the rail between the

block and projections on the body, said means compris-

ing a plate located In a transverse hole In the body and

adapted to engage the underside of the block, and set-

screws engaging the body and having screw-threaded en-

gagement with the ends of the plate for raising the latter.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,542 CAR - UNDERFRAME. Victor M. Scmma, St.

Louis, Mo . assignor to American Car &. Foundry Com-

pany. St. I>oui». Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Jan. 18. 1908. Serial No. 411,449.

1. In a car underframe. plate girder side sills, center

sills, a continuous rolled member passing underneath the

center sills and connected to the side sills above their

lower edges, and a second continuous member passing over

the center sills and having its ends deflected downwardly

and secured to the side sills ; substantially as described.

2. A car underframe provided with deep plate girder

side sills and shallow center sills having iheir upper edges

arranged in a lower horizontal plane than the upper edges

of the side sills, a continuous flanged member passing

underneath the center sills and connected to the side sills

at>ove their lower edges, a second continuous flanged mem-

ber passing over the center sills and having its ends con-

nected to the side sills adjacent the points where the

member first referred to Is connected to the side sills, and

web plates connected to the vertical flanges of said con-

tinuous memt)er8 ; substantially as* described.

3. A car underframe. comprising side sills designed to

i cnrry the major portion of the load and provided with
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Inwardly projecting gutuet plates, compar»tlTely shallow

center sills, a straight continuous rolled member passlnjs

underneath the center sill and connected to said gusstt

plates abore the lower edges of the side sills, and a sec

end continnoas rolled member paaalng over the center sills

and harlng Its ends deflected downwardly and connected

to the side sills : sabstantlally as describe^.

4 A car underframe. comprising side sills, center sills

having their upper edges arranged In a l»wer horltontal

plane than the upper edges of the side sills. gus«et plates

projecting Inwardly from the side sills, a continuous mem

ber passing underneath the center sills aUd connected to

said guswt plates above the lower edges otf the side sills.

and a second continuous member passing over the center

sills and having Its ends deflected down^tardly and con-

nected to said gusset plates: substantially as described

•S \ car underframe. comprising deep Side sills. Ci-nter

Hills 'gnsset plates projecting Inwardly from the side allls.

a straight continuous flanged member passing underneath

the center sills and connected to said gnsMt plates, a

second continuous flanged member passing over the center

-.llls and having Its ends deflected and connected to said

^russet plates, web plates connected to the vertical legs of

said members between the center sills an« side sills, and

a diaphragm arranged between the center tills and secured

to the vertical legs of said members: subttantlally as de-

scribed.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

able at an angle to said tripper slide adapted to hold said

tripper slide out of engagement with said clutch, in-

strumentalities adapted to operate said holding slide to

release said tripper slide, whereby said tripper slide may

engage said clutch and unlock the same from said shaft

at the end of a predetermined number of rotations of said

shaft, and an adjustable stop to regulate the movement

of said holding slide relatively to said tripper slide,

whereby said predetermined number of rotations may be

varied.

887 543 REGISTER CLAMP. Hbsbkbt Stmonds. l-:ast

St. Louis. 111. Filed Mar. 12. 1907. Serial No. 362.066

A device of the class described, comprising In comblna

tion with a register casing provided with an opening and

a grille-section, a clamp-member having •ections 6, 7 and

8 a screw in.serted In the section 7. and hooks provided

on the clamp members to be Inserted through the opening

In the casing, said screw passing through the grille sec-

tion and together with said clamp-mem|>er retaining the

grllle-sectlon of the register in position, against the cas-

ing, substantially as specified.

887.544 CLUTCH MECH.^NISM FOR LACING HOOK
SETTING MACHINES. Stdkky E. Tiaft. South Fram

ingham. Ma.ss.. assignor to American Lacing Hook <"o ,

a Corporation of New Jersey Filed 4an. 8, 1908. Se

rtal No, 409.759

1. In a clutch mechanl.sm. a driving shaft, a meml)"r

fast to said driving shaft, ii m.-raber rotatable on said

driving shaft, and means to lock said members together :

in combination with a tripper slide adapted to engage

said locking means and disconnect sal4 clutch members

from each other, means to move snld tflpper slide out of

engagement with said locking means, a holding slide mov

able transversely of said tripper sllde^ adapted to hold

said tripper slide out of engagement With said locklne

means. Instrumentalities adapted to operate said holding

slide to release said tripper slide to eogage said locking

means and disconnect said clutch members at the end

of a predetermined number of rotations of said shaft, and

an adjustable stop to regulate the ejtent of movement

of said holding slide relatively to »id tripper slide,

whereby said predetermined number of rotations may be

varied.

2. In a clutch mechanism, a shaft. « clutch thereon, a

tripper slide adapted to engage said clutch and unlock the

same from said shaft, means to move said tripper slide

oat of engagement with said clutch, a holding slide mov

3 In a clutch mechanism, a driving shaft, a member

fast to said driving shaft, a member rotaUble on said

driving shaft, and means to lock said members together ;

in combination with a tripper slide adapted to engage

said locking means and disconnect a&ld clutch members

from each other, means to move said tripper slide out of

engagement with said locking means, a holding slide

movable across the path of said tripper slide In one di-

rection, adapted to hold said tripper slide out of engage-

ment with said locking means, an adjustable stop to regu

late the extent of movement of said holding slide rela-

tively to said tripper slide, and mechanism to Impart an

Intermittent movement to said holding slide In the oppo-

site direction to release said tripper slide for the purpose

specified.

4 In a clutch mechanism, a driving shaft, a member

fast to said driving shaft, a member rotatable on said

driving shaft, and means to lock said members together ;

m combination with a tripper slide adapted to engage

said locking means and disconnect said clutch members

from each other, means to move said tripper allde out of

engagement with said locking meana. a holding slide mov-

able transversely of said tripper slide adapted to hold

said tripper allde out of engagement with said locking

means teeth on said holding slide, and a pawl connected

to said shaft adapted to engage said teeth and Impart an

Intermittent movement to said holding slide to release

said tripper slide for the purpose specified.

5 In a clutch mechanism, a driving shaft, a member

I fast to said driving shaft, a member rotatable on said

driving shaft, and means to lock said members together ;

I in combination with a tripper slide adapted to engage

i
said locking means and disconnect said clutch members

from each other, means to move said tripper slide out of

i
engagement with said locking means, a holding slide mov-

, able transversely of said tripper slide adapted to hold

1 said tripper slide out of engagement with said locking

i

means, teeth on said holding slide, a pawl connected to

said shaft adapted to engage said teeth and Impart an In

i

termittent movement to snld holding slide to release

i said tripper slide for the purpose specified, teeth on said

holding slide adapted to be engaged by said tripper slide,

and a spring acting to hold said tripper slide In engage-

ment with said last named teeth

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Ofciette.1
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887,546. FLOUR BOLTER BRUSH. Edwabd E, Tinkkb,

Ktnt, Ohio. Filed Mar. 27. 1907. Serial No. 364.879,

The herein described brush for the purpose specified,

consisting of a circular body portion of rubber, bristles

mounted in the body portion and projecting from one

side thereof, n circular sheet meUl plate partially em-

bedded in and having Its outer surface flush with the op-

posite side of the body portion, and of a smaller diameter

than the same to leave an elastic edge portion around the

peripheral portion of the brush, the said sheet metal plate

being Imperforate throughout and having a plurality of

hollow rounded protul)erances. the plate being flat through

out Its exposed portion except for the said protuberances.

and t)elng formed at Its edge with a plurality of wedge-

shaped anchoring lugs extending oppositely to said pro-

tu^)erances and embedded In the brush body, the anchoring

lugs alternating with the protuberances, that Is, there

being a protuberance between every two anchoring lugs

near the rim of the plate, whereby to equally distribute the

Strain Imposed upon the plate by the Impact of any one

protuberance with the meshes of the bolt protector.

887.546. LANTERN. Abundio Tbevino. RIo Grande,

Tex. Filed Apr. 22. 1907. Serial No. 369,543.

L In a lantern, the combination with a font and burner,

of a ventilating tube comprising three tubular open-ended

sections, one of said sections comprising a horizontal arm

communicating with said burner and vertical arms pro-

vided at the ends of said horizontal arms, a second section

comprising an elongated horirontal arm formed with a

central opening, a vertical arm depending from the end of

said horlsontal arm, and a tube In registry with said open-

ing carrying a hood and depending from the t)ody portion

of said horizontal arm and the third one of said sections

comprising a relatively short length horizontal arm and a

verti'^al arm depending therefrom, nipples threaded upon

the arms of said third section and adapted to loosely sur-

round the ends of the arms adjacent thereto, and a nipple

threaded upon the depending vertical arm of said second

section and adapted to loosely surround the end of the

arm adjacent thereto.

2, In a lantern, the combination with a font and burner,

of a ventilating tube comprising three tubular open ended

sections and connections between the adjacent ends of said

sections, one of the sections being carried by the font and

being of U shape and Including upwardly extending arms

and a connecting cross part, said arms and said cross part

being disposed along straight axes, the said cross part

having an opening below the burner, the remaining two

sections being of substantial L-shape. and each compris-

ing upper horizontal detachably connected arms and arms

depending from said horizontal arms and detscbably con-

nected with the arms of said U-shaped section, one of said

horizontal arms being of greater length than the other

and having an opening in Its round surface adapted to

register with the upper end of the lamp chimney, the arms

of said L-shaped sections being disposed throughout their

length along straight axes.

887.547. TRAP. Chauncet B. Tkcmble. Syracuse, N. Y.,

assignor to Judson M. Cheney. Cazenovla. N. Y. Filed

May 9, 1907. Serial No. 372,753.

A spring Jaw trap comprising a lower Jaw having a

base portion extending backwardly therefrom, a pintle, an

upper Jaw pivotally connected to the lower Jaw by said

pintle, springs connected to said pintle and provided with

oppositely extending ends, lugs on the upper jaw the front

ends of said springs being connected to said lugs, a support

on the base portion, and the opposite ends being seated In

said support, whereby either of said springs may be dis-

connected for the purpose described.

8 8 7.54 8. HINGE. Chauncky B. TRfMBLK, Syracuse,

N. Y., assignor to Judson M. Cheney, Cazenovla, N. Y.

Filed May 16. 1907. Serial No. 373,938.

1. \ hinge comprising a detachable leaf and a fixed leaf,

a spring connection between the leaves, the leaf being

formed with key-hole openings arranged in longitudinal

allnement, the reduced portions of the openings projecting

in the same direction, and pins projecting from a fixture

and adapted to engage the reduced portion of the keyhole

openings and secure the hinge In applied position,

2. A hinge comprising a fixed leaf and a detachable leaf,

the detachable leaf being centrally offset, the fixed leaf

being approximately equal in length to the length of the

offset portion of the detachable leaf, a spring connection

between the leaves and serving to normally maintain the

fixed leaf in the plane of the offset portion of the detach-

able leaf, said detachable leaf being formed beyond the off-

set portion with keyhole openings to receive pins project-

ing from the structure,

3. A hinge comprising a fixed leaf and a detachable leaf.

the detachable leaf being centrally offset, the fixed leaf

being approximately equal In length to the length of the

offset portion of the detachable leaf, a spring connection

between the leaves and serving to normally maintain the

fixed leaf in the plane of the offset portion of the detach-

able leaf, said detachable leaf being formed beyond the off-

set portion with keyhole openings to receive pins project-
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ing from the structure, the enlarged portion of the keyhole

openings being fortned with a wall projectltg alwve the

plane of the contiguous portion of the leaf, said projec-

tion Inclining toward the reduced portion of the keyhole

opening I

8 8 7.549 ENGINE Martin Tschimpbh.e, Victoria.

Minn. Filed S«.>pt. 24, 1907. Serial No. 3$4,382.

Inder and operated by the shaft, and mt^ans movable with

the piaton and located b«>tw.'on the element and valve for

oscillating the latter by the element.

[Claims C, to 10 not printed In the Gazette.!

887.550. FIRE ESCAPE. Jacobls .1 v.^.v Bboekhoven,

Wychen, near Nymegen. Netherland.s Filed !>»-' 4.

1906. Serial No .'?4«.:?:'.0

1. In an »ngin.\ the combination of a main and auxil-

iary cylinder connected by a permanently open pa.'tsa^'.-.

pistons in the cyllnd'-rs. and an automatioally actuated

vaWe for permitting motive fluid to enter the auxiliary

cylinder through the said pa88agt» after the fluid has acted

on the piston in the main cylinder, with a iBHchanlsm for

actuating the valv-\ said mechanism comprising a rod

connected with the valve and mounted on the plstnn to

move back a>nd forth therewith, a cam actuated element, 1

•ad means slidahly connecting the element and rod for

opening the valve by the pl^'raent.

2. In an engln*-. the combination of a pair of cylinders

connected by a p^-rnianently open passage, pistons In the

cylinders, means fur admitting fluid to one of the cylin-

ders to act Immfdiately on the piston therein, and an

automatically actuated vaive on such piston for permit

ting the fluid to traverse the said pas.sage and act on the

other piston, with a mechanism for actuating the valve.

salt! mechanism ri>mprising a rod carried by the piston

and connected witii the valve, an element movable down-

wardly by its own weight, means for periodically raising

the element, and a ..nnectlon between tha rod and ele

ment for opening the valve when the latter la raised and

for closing the valve when the latter drops by Its own

weight.

3 In an -n-'itie. the combination of a main cylinder
;

having closed ends, a second cylinder closrd at one end

and having such end connected with the outer end of the

main cylinder by a passage, pistons in tlie cylinders, a

valve carried by the piston In the main cylinder for per

mltting motive fluid to pass to the opposite side of the

piston after the latter reaches the end of Its stroke

and to enter the second cylinder thnmgh the said

passage for acting on the second piston, a power driven

mechanism located outside the main cylinder and connect

ed with the valve for opening the latter, 8*ld mechanism

Including an element mounted to return to normal posl

tlon by gravity for closing the said valve and an exhaust

valve for the auxiliary cylinder.

4. In an engine, the combination of mala and auxiliary

cylinders, pistons therein, a valveless connection between

the cylinders, a port in the main piston for permitting

motive fluid to pass to the forward side of the latter at

the end of the forward stroke, an oscillatory valve mount-

ed on the piston for controlling the said port, a member

outside the cylinder and connected with tlje valve for os-

cillating the same, a cam rotating In timed relation

with the movement of the main piston, an element mount-

ed to be raised by the cam and to return to normal posi-

tion by gravity and supported on the cam. means between

the element and member for actuating the latter, and
' means for admitting motive fluid to the rear side of the

main piston.

5. in an engine, the combination of a piston, a port

therein, an oscillatory valve controlling tl»e port, a crank

shaft driven by the piston, an element exttrlor to the cyl-

if— -*

i II

1 In a rtre escape consisting of a number of folding

ladders arranged one above the other. In combination, a

.-aslng fixed on the wall of the house, supporting arms plv-

otally fastened at one end to the said casing, the folding

ladders plvotally fastened to the free ends of the said

supporting arms, an ear arranged on each of the said lad-

ders, and a corresponding number of ears fixed In the said

casing, one of the last said ears and the said ear on the

ladder lying above each other when the ladders are closed,

a spring governed locking bolt for each of the said lad-

ders arranged lo the said casing and adapted to engage

into the two said ears lying above each other and to keep

the corresponding ladders In the closed position, means

to withdraw the said locking bolt by hand from the corre

spending story, a means connecting the said locking bolt

with the next ladder beneath and adapted to withdraw the

said locking bolt, means on the next ladder above adapted

to move the said locking bolt out of engagement with the

said ears, and means to secure the said folding ladders In

the position for use, substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth.

_'. In a flre-escap«> consisting of a number of folding

ladders, arranged one above the other. In combination, a

casing fixed on the wall of the hou8<>. supporting arms

plvotally fastened at one end to the said casing, the fold

ing ladders plvotally fastened at one side to the free ends

of the said supporting arms, the two sides of the said

ladders connected together by pivoted rungs, an ear ar

ranged on the free side of each of the said ladders, and a

corresponding number of ears fixed In the said casing,

one of the last said ears and the said ear on the folding

ladder lying above each other when the ladders are cloaed.

a boxing fixed In the said casing, and a spring governed

locking bolt In the said boxing and adapted to engage Into

the two said ears lying above each other, and to keep

the corresponding ladder In the closed position, means to

withdraw the said locking-bolt by hand from the corre-

sponding story, a wire-rope fastened at one end to the

said locking bolt and at the other end to one of the said

supporting arms of the next ladder beneath, means on the

next ladder above adapted to move the said locking bolt

out of engagement with the said ears, and means to se-

cure the said folding ladders In the position for use, sub

stantlally as described and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a flre-eacape consisting of a number of folding

ladders arranged one above the other. In combination, a

. casing fixed on the wall of the house and having a U-
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shaped cross section, supporting arms plvotally fastened

at one end to the said casing, the folding ladders plvot-

ally fastened at < ne side to the free ends of the said

supporting arms, the two sides of the said ladders con

nected together by pivoted rungs, an ear arranged on the

free side of each of the said ladders, and a corresponding

number of ears fixed In the said casing, one of the last

said ears and the said ear on the folding ladder lying

above each other when the ladders are closed, a boxing

fixed in the said casing, and a spring governed locking-

bolt in the said boxing and adapted to engage Into the

two said ears lying above each other and to keep the cor

responding ladder in the closed position, means to with

draw the said locking bolt by hand from the correspond

Ing story, a wire-rope fastened at one end to the said lock-

ing bolt and at the other end to one of the said support-

ing arms of the next ladder beneath, a link plvotally con

nected at one end to one of the said supporting arms of

the next ladder above, a vertically guided pin fixed on the

other end of the said link, the said pin arranged to move

the said locking bolt out of engagement with the said

ears, and means to secure the said folding ladders In the

position for use. substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth

4. In a fire escape consisting of a number of folding

ladders arranged one above the other, in combination, a

casing fixed on the wall of the house and having a U-

ahaped cross section, supporting arms plvotally fastened

at one end to the said casing, the folding ladders plvotally

fastened at one side to the free ends of the said support-

ing arms, the two sides of the said ladders having a U-

Bhaped cross .section and connected together by pivoted

rungs, an ear arranged on the free side of each of the said

ladders, and a corresponding number of ears fixed In the

said casing, one of the last said ears and the said ear

on each folding ladder lying above each other when the

ladders are closed, a boxing fixed in the said casing, and a

spring governed locking bolt In the said boxing and

adapted to engage Into the two said ears lying above each

other and to keep Jhe corresponding ladder In the closed

position, a wire rope fastened at one end to the said lock

Ing bolt and at the other end to a slotted rail movably

connected to one of the said supporting arms of the next

ladder beneath, a disk fixed on the said locking bolt, a

slotted guide plate fixed In the said casing, a link pivot

ally connected at one end to one of the said supporting

arms of the next ladder above, and a pin fixed on the

other end of the said link and engaging the slot in the

said slotted guide plate, the said pin arranged to act

upon the said disk on the said locking bolt, a hand lever

arranged adjacent to each locking bolt In the wall of the

house and having Its one end projecting Into the room and

the other end resting upon the said disk on the corre-

sponding locking-bolt, ears on the top and bottom end

of the free side of each ladder, and hooks pivoted on the

wall of the house and adapted for connecting two adja-

cent ears of the last said ears when the ladders are In the

position for use, substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth.

signed to be drawn under the wheel when said clamping

means and wheel are engaged, means for automatically

returning said calmptng means and the means attached

thereto to an elevated position when the wheel Is backed

ofr of said last-named means, and means then operating to

automatically withdraw all of said means from the wheel.

2. In a vehicle brake, a drum, a flexible connection

wound thereabout, a shoe attached to said flexible connec

tlon adapted to clamp the wheel of the vehicle when

thrown In contact therewith acting to draw said flexible

connection under the wheel, means for automatically re-

winding the flexible connection on the drum and return-

ing the shoe when the wheel Is backed off and means for

automatically withdrawing the drum and parts carried

thereby from the wheel.

3. In a vehicle brake, a shaft, guiding means for said

shaft, a drum attached to each end of the shaft, a flexible

connection carried by each drum, a clamping shoe car-

ried by each flexible connection, and means for moving

said shaft to engage said shoe with the wheels of the

vehicle, acting to draw the flexible connections thereunder

as described

4. In a vehicle brake, clamping means for clamping the

wheel of the vehicle, means attached to said clamping

means adapted to be drawn under the wheel when said

clamping ni.ans and wheel arc engaged, means for auto-

matically returning said clamping means to Inoperative

position when disengaged, and means for reciprocating

said clamping means.

5 In a vehicle brake, a shaft, guiding means for said

shaft, a flexible connection adapted to be wound about

said shaft, a clamping shoe carried by the flexible con-

nection, a lever for moving the clamping shoe to engage

the wheel of the vehicle, acting to draw the flexible con-

nection thereunder, means for automatically winding up

I

the flexible connection and shoe when released from the

' wheel, and means for automatically returning the lever

and shoe to Initial position.

R87,551

SufTern

VEHllLE BRAKE
N. Y Filed Aug. 1

Herbert M. Vanderbilt,

1906. Serial No. 328,753.

8 8 7,652. TONGS. James Veso, Wlnnfpeg. Manitoba,

Canada Filed Sept. 10. 1907. Serial No. 392,189.

PJ.M •-'

1. In a

gage the

therewith

vehicle brake, clamping means adapted to en-

wheel of the vehicle when thrown In contact

means attached to said clamping means de-

1. In a tool of the character described, Jaws each com-

prising arms arranged at an angle to each other, and

means adapting the opposed arms of aald Jaws to revolve

and carry the other arms thereof. Into active position

when the tool Is applied to the work.

2. In a tool of the character described, pivoted handle

members each being extended to provide a bar having a

Blotted Inner face. Jaws pivoted within the slots of each

bar. said Jaw compdslng arms arranged at an angle to

each other, and meana adapting the opposed arms of said

Jaws to revolve within said slots and carry the other arms

thereof Into active position when the tool is applied to

the work.

3. In a tool of the character described, pivoted handle

members each carrying an angular Jaw plvotally and slid-

ably connected thereto and having the substantially horl-

Bontal arm of each Jaw normally projecting outwardly.

4. In a tool of the character described, pivoted handle

members each having a bar slotted on Its Inner face, an-
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sular Jaws pivoted wtthln the tlots of rtid bare, each

comprising arms, and banda alldable on atld bars, each

being adapted to be slid oyer an arm ot each Jaw when

the arma are contlned within the alota of »ald bars, and

lock Mid jawi to the bara.

5. In a tool of the character deacrlbed, plvotally con-

nected handle members each having a bar prorided with a

slot on Ita Innpr face formed with an an<lercut fnlarRe-

ment at one end. an angular jaw plrotally moanied with-

in the slot ot each bar. having a slot fonned therein ad-

jacent to Ita pivot, a Bpring-preaBed pin within the alot

of the jaw In contact with said pivot, and lugs formed

on said )aw« adapted to enter the undercut enlargements

in the slots of said bars.

[Claims 6 fo 8 not printed In the Gasotta.]

definite correlation to the movements of the articles sub-

stantially as described

887.553. ETCHING OR ENGRAVING M.\<:HINE. Fa.^NK

L. O. Wadswobth. Morgantown. W Va. Filed Nov :J4,

1905. Serial No. 288,979.

1. In an etching or engraving machine, the combination

with a rotary table or support, and driving gear thereon,

of a plurality of radial actuating shafts each of which has

a driving gear directly engaging and driven by the table-

driving gear, and a plurality of etching heads actuated

by said shafts ; substantially as deacrlbed.

2. In an etching or engraving machine, a centrally ar

ranzwl rotary table or support having drltlng gear there-

on, a plurality of etching heads, a plurality of actuating

shafts therefor, and gears on each shaft .'Ogaged with the

driving gear on the table for simultaneously actuating

the shafts from the central table: substantially as de-

scribed

3. In an etching or »»ngraving machine, the combination

with a centrally arranged table or support, a gear wheel

for rotating the same, and a plurality ot etcher actuat-

ing shafts directed towards the table or support and si-

multaneously driven by said gear wheel ;
substantially as

described.

4. An etching or engraving machine, having a plurality

of etcher-actuating shafts, arranged at an angle to each

other less than a right angle and an etching device

geared to each of said shafts ; substantially as described.

5. In an etching or engraving machine, an oscillating

etching head, a needle shaft joumaled therein, gearing

for rotating the said shaft, a moving rotary member car-

ried by the head at one side of Its eenttr of oscillation

and driven by said gearing, and a loosa connection be-

tween the said member and a relatively fixed portion of

the machine ; substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed In the Ga»ette.)

^ In an etching machine, a carrier for the artcles to

be 'etched, an etcher to which the articles are successively

brought by the said carrier, and means for locking the

carrier and etcher in relatively fixed relation to each

other while each article Is being etched; means for Im

parting movement to the articles on the carrier during

thp time of fixed relation, and means for imparting etch

ing movements to the etching tool in definite correlation

to the movements of the articles substantially as de

scribed.

3 In an etching machine, a moving carrier having

means for supporting a multiplicity of articles to be

etched, an etching frame and tool to which the articles

are successively brought by the carrier, and means for

maintaining the carrier and frame In fixed relation to

each other while each article Is being etched ;
means for

imparting movement to the articles on the carrier during

the time of fixed relation, and means for imparting etch-

ing movements to the etching tool in definite correlation

to the movements of the articles substantially as de

scribed.

4. In an etching machine, a carrier for the articlea to

be etched having a plurality of supports therefor, an

etching frame to which the supports are successively

brought, one or more etching tools on the frame, means

for Imparting etching movements to the tool or tools, and

means for holding the frame and carrier In fixed relation

to each other while each article Is being etched and for

imparting a movement to the articles which is definitely

correlated to the movements of the tool or tools ;
substan

t tally as described.

5 In an etching machine, a carrier having a plurality

of supports for articles to be etched, an etching frame to

which the articles are succesaively brought by the said

carrier and which is adjustable with respect of the car-

rier and means for maintaining the carrier and frame in

fixed relation to each other, while each article Is being

etched ; means for Imparting movement to the articles on

the carrier during the time of fixed relation, and means

for imparting etching movements to the etching tool in

definite correlation to the movements of the articles sub

stantlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.554. ETCHING OR ENGRAVING MACHINE. Frauk

L. O. Wadswosth. Morgantown. W. Va. Filed Dec. 13.

1905. Serial No 2« 1.503.

1. In an etching machine, a carrier for the articles to

be etched, an etcher to which the articles are successively

brought and means for maintaining a fixed relation be-

tween the carrier and etcher while each article Is being

etched ; means for Imparting movement t© the articles on

the carrier during the time of fixed relation, and means

for Imparting etching movements to the etching tool in

887.555. BUNDLE STRAIGHTEN KR FOR THRESHING-

MACHINES. Halbbbt C. Wallacs, McPherson. Kans

Filed Mar. 16, 1906. Serial No 306,481

The combination with threshing mechanism embodying

the threshing cylinder, and means for feeding the grain

to the cylinder, of a series of retarding fingers between

the feeding means and said cylinder, a shaft upon which

said retarding fingers are mounted, a transversely extend

Ing beam mounted between the feeding means and the cyl-

inder, a series of strippers secured to said beam and ex-

tending to the shaft and designed to prevent the said

shaft from being wrapped with the grain, and also de-

signed to prevent the grain from being dragged back In

the feeding means, and a stationary bundle straightening
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bar secured to said beam and extending therefrom across

the shaft In a higher plane than the said strlppors. said

bar b*lng located at an intermediate point in the series

of strippers.

887.556 GRAIN MT'LLING OR CLEANING MACHINE.

Utlkt Wkdoe. Ardmore. Pb. Filed Sept. 30, 1905. Se-

rial No 280.762.

gers therein, and a pair of resisting surfaces between

which and the ends of the plungers the grain is com-

pressed, both of said compressing agencies being inclined

In respect to the direction of movement of the plungers

to cause back and forth movement of the grains across

the hulling chamber and one of thf-m being provided with

an elastic backing whereby it can yield to the thrust

exerted upon it.

5. A grain hulling machine having a hulling chamber

casing, a pair of reversely reciprocating side-by side plun-

gers therein, and a pair of resisting surfaces between

which and the ends of the plungers the grain is com-

pressed, one of said compressing agencies being Inclined

in resppct to the direction of movement of the plungers

to cause back and forth movement of the grains across

the hulling chamber and being combined with means

whereliy the angle of such Inclination can be varied.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 A grain hulling machine having a hulling chamber

casing, a pair of reversely reciprocating slde-by-slde plun

gers therein, and non-rotating resisting surfaces between

which and the end of the plungers the grain Is compressed,

one of said compressing agencies being inclined in respect

to the direction of movement of the plungers to cause

back and forth movement of the grains across the hulling

chamber.
2. A grain hulling machine having a hulling chamber

casing, a pair of reversely reciprocating slde-by-slde plun-

gers therein, and non-rotating resisting surfaces between

which and the end of the plungers the grain is com

pressed, each of said compressing agencies being Inclined

In respect to the direction of movement of the plungers

to cause back and forth movement of the grains across

the hulling chamber.

3. A grain hulling machine having a hulling chamber

casing, a pair of reversely reciprocating slde-by side plun-

gers therein, and a pair of resisting surfaces between

which and the ends of the plungers the grain is com-

pressed, one of said compressing agencies being inclined

In respect to the direction of movement of the plungers

to cause back and forth movement of the grains across the

hulling chamber and the opposed compressing agency

having an elastic backing whereby it may yield to the

thrust eiterted upon it.

4 A grain hulling machine having a hulling chamber

casing, a pair of reversely reciprocating slde-by-slde plun-

887.557 CORN-GRADER. Wili-iam A. Wkhckls, Peoria,

111. Filed Mar 2, 1906 Serial No. 303.761.

A corn grader comprising a stationary frame, a mov-

able frame composed of a box-like structure formed with

closed ends and sides, an Inclined riddle and an Inclined

partition spaced apart and having one of its ends out-

turned and secured directly to the Inner face of one of the

said frame ends, said partition having upturned sides

which provide guide flanges throughout Us length, a

transverse gutter secured to the other frame end. the op-

posite end of said riddle seating on and supported by the

outer side of said gutter, said partition terminating at

points spaced from but in horlsontal allnment with the

bottom of said gutter, and being supported at its free

end by its said guide flanges, a second inclined riddle and

partition spaced apart having ontturned ends secured

directly to the inner face of the frame end carrying said

gutter, said second riddle being secured to the first named

frame end at points alining with the bottom of an outlet

opening provided In said first named frame end, said

second partition having upturned sides which provide

guide flanges throughout Its length, an outwardly project-

ing gutter secured to the outer face of said first named

frame end to aline with said outlet opening, a third in-

clined riddle secured to the lower end of the first named

frame end, said riddle having an outturned end secured

to the inner face of the other frame end at points alining

with the bottom of an outlet opening provided In said last

named frame end, and an outwardly projecting gutter

secured to the outer face of the last named frame end

In alinement with the bottom of said last named outlet

opening, the sides of said frame being formed with in-

clined elongated slots which aline with the space between

each riddle and partition and are of the same length

as said space and of a width to enable access to said

space.

887.558. HOLDER FOR TOWELS. NAPKINS. 4c. EMIL

Wbbnbb, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one half to

.Toseph Freeman, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 28. 1907.

Serial No. 359.898.

1. A holder of the character stated, consisting of a

plate having a throat at one end thereof and inturned
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jaws extending In tbe longitudinal direction of said plate

from the end of the latter opposite from an<l upward to

said throat, the space t)etween the Inner e<*ges of said

jaws converging from said end to said throat

4 A multiple fuse block comprlslnR a base plate pro

vided with spaced blocks, the Inner faces of said blocks

having annular recesses formed theroin, oppositely dls

posed pairs of transversely spaced contacts arranK<-d In

said annular recesses, the plates In one block being ar-

ranged opposite those In the other block and In longitudi-

nal allnemenf. and ft fuse-carrying element rotatnbly

mounted between said blocks.

5. A multiple fuse block comprising a l>as»> plate pro-

vided with spaced blocks, the Inner faces of each having

annular recfsses formed therein to provide annular

flangfs and central bosses on said faces, and a fuse carry-

ing member r.-volubly mounted between said bosses and

having longitudinally arranged fuse seats.

2. .\ holder of the character stated, conllstlng of a

pla'te having resilient jaws extended angtilarly there-

from and converging to a point at one end. and a throat

at the opposite end communicating with the t»pered space

between th.- jaws and having a recess In communication

with the throat

3. A holder of the character stated, conitisting of a

plate having a throat at one end thereof and Inturned

jaws extending in the longitudinal direction of said plate

from the end of the latter opposite from anfl upward to

said throat, the space between th Inner efiges of said

jaws converging from said end to said throat, there being

a recess at the upper end of the plate In copamunlcatlon

w;f!i iaid throat

8 8 7,5 59. REVOLVING
EvfX-H We9TErd.\hl. Thl

Mav 27. 1?07 Serla

MILTIPLEFIBE liLOCK.

f Klver Falls. Hinn Filed

88 7,6 60. TUESTLE Mani.iis White. Portsmouth,

Ohio. Filed I»ec 10, 1007. S«'rlal No. 405.863.

1 A multiple fuse block comprising a base plate pro-

vided with spaced blocks, the Inner faces af said blocks

having annular recesses formed therein and the end wall

of one of said recesses having a socket therein, and a

fuse-carrying member revolubly mounted between said

blocks and having longitudinal grooves theraln adapted to

register successively with said socket.

2. A multiple fuse block comprising a base plate pro

Tided with spaced blocks, the Inner faces *f said blocks

having annular recesses formed therein, transversely-

spaced spring contact plates projecting Into said annular

recesses, and a fuse carrying member rotatably mounted

between said blocks and having a plurality of fuse seats.

3. .\. multiple fuse block comprising a base plate pro-

vided with spaced blocks, the Inner faces of said blocks

having annular recesses formed therein, oppositely-dis-

posed pairs of transversely-spaced contact* arranged in

said annular recesses, and a fuse-carrying aember revolu-

bly mounted between said blocks and havln^j a plurality of

fuse seats.

1. The combination in a trestle mechanism of two

standards each standard cjnsistlng of a base and a head,

the head having a vertical pa.ssage therethrough, and a

horizontal passage for the reception ..f a pin. an elevat

Ing jack for each standard adapted to slide in the vertical

passage of the head and provided with adjusting holes

therein to receive a pin and lock the same In the head,

the upper end of each adjusting jack having a rectangular

recess or notch In Its upper edge a rectangular timber or

bar adapted to t>e seated in the rectangular recess or

notch In the upi>er edge of the adjusting jack, saddle

jacks adapted to straddle the timber, said saddle jacks,

consisting of legs to fit on each side of the timber, and a

top bar bridging the legs, and a platform adapted to rest

on said saddle jacks and timber

2. The combination In a trestle mechanism, of two or

more standards, each standard comprising a head and legs

to support the same, each head having a vertical passage

therethrough, an adjusting jack of shaft to fit In said pas-

sage and adapted to be vertically adjusted therein, said

adjusting jack having a retangular recess or notch In Its

upper edge, a rectangular tlmb«^r or bar adapted to rest In

the recess In said adjusting jacks, and a saddle jack,

adapted to straddle said rectangular timber or bar.

3. A tripod or standard for a trestle mechanism com-

prising a head member and three diverging legs for sup-

porting the same, two of said legs secured to the out-

side of one side wall of the head near Its outer edges, the

third leg secured to the outside of the opposite side wall

at its vertical center, each of said side walls having a

vertical rectangular recess in its upper edge at Us vertl

cal center, whereby a rectangular supporting timber may

be seated In said head.

887.561. SELF-LUBRICATING VEHICLE-AXLE. Be.v-

jAMii* F. WiLLETT. Woodward. Okla. Filed May 6.

1907. Serial No. 372,108.

The combination with an axle tree having an exteriorly

screw-threaded stem provided with an oil bore extending

therethrough, of a solid spindle having an oil chamber at

its Inner end. the Interior of which Is screw threaded for

a portion of Its length to engage the threads of said stem
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and the remaining portion of which Is smooth to offer an

unobstructed passage for the lubricant, said chamber hav-

ing an outlet duct at Its Outer end. said spindle having an

oll-convevlng groove on Its exterior extending he full

length thereof and communicating with the outlet duct

and forming a continuation of the oil chamber.

887 562 VEHICLE -WHEEL. Martix L. Williams,

^outh Bend..lnd. Filed Dec. 26, 1905. S«4al No. 293,291.

Ing a closed bulbous portion at one end adapted to engage

the walls of the tvmpanlc cavity and forming an enlarged

diaphragm of regular curvature having its convex side di-

rected Inwardly and adapted to cooperate with the natural

tympanum.
3 \n artificial ear drum composed of a hollow body re-

duced at an Intermediate point to form a bulbous portion

at Us inner end, and a flared mouth at its outer end. the

edges of the mouth end of the body being notched to form

relatlvelv vleldable lips, and tbe inner end of the bulbous

portion being closed by a relatively large rounded dia-

phragm having Its convex side adapted to cooperate wuh

the natural tvmpanum, and a cross-piece extending across

the open mouth of the body and connecting the reJatively

yleldable lips thereof.

4 A ear drum comprising a hollow body having a

mouth at one end provided with yleldable lips adapted to

accommodate themselves to the auditory canal of the ear

and having its opposite end closed to form a vibratory dia-

phragm , w •

5 \n ear drum comprising a hollow body having a

flared mouth at one end. the edges of the body adjacent

to the n outh being notched to form yleldable lips adapted

to accommodate themselves to the diameter of the auditory

canal and having its opposite end closed by a dlaphrngm

formed integrally therewith.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887 564 I'KESSIRE- REGULATING VALVE. Samuel

Ybabba, St. Louis. Mo. Filed .Tan 30, 1908. Serial No.

413.352.

1 Tb« combination with a vehicle axle and a terminal

yoke upon the latter, of a spindle member plvotally con-

nected with said yoke to oscillate upon an axis substan-

tially perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the axle, a

wheel journaled upon said spindle member and a guard

mounted to move with said spindle member during the

oscUlalory movement of the latter and overlapping the

contiguous portion of said yoke which supports the sp ndle

member the overlapping portion of said yoke guard be-

ing internallv spherical and the exterior of the over-

lapped portion of the yoke of corresponding shape.

- The combination with a vehicle axle and a terminal

yoke upon the latter, of a spindle member plvotally con-

nected with said yoke to oscillate upon an axis subslan-

tiallv perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the axle

a wheel journaled upon said spindle member, a guard

mounted upon the spindle member and having a parti-

spherical zone-shaped part which overlaps the contlgu

ous portion of the yoke, and a radially extending portion

which extends in proximity to and forms a running joint

with a part of the wheel mounted upon the spindle member

3 The combination with a vehicle axle anl a wheel-sup

porting n ember n:ounted thereon, and an exteriorly conical

roller race ring extending circumferentially around said

wheel supporting member and detachably united to the

latter a hub member surrounding said supporting mem

ber and provided interiorly with a detachable race ring,

said ring being conical as to its inner periphery and ar-

ranged concentric with said first ring, and a set of conical

rollers Interposed between said rings.

MTm XHTIFK lALEAK I>RUM. Ge<.ROE H. Wilson.

Louisville. Ky. Filed Sept. 14. 1007. Serial No. 392.910.

if

Jf ^ f
1 \n artiticial ear drum having a bulbous portion at Its

mner'end adapted to engage the walls of the tympanic cav

Itv of the ear tbe inner end of the bulbous portion being

rounded and forming a diaphragm of substantially the full

diameter of the bulbous portion.

2. An artificial ear drum embodying a hollow body hav-

1. A pressure regulating valve, comprising a casing bav

ing a longitudinal bore, and provided at approximately its

longitudinal center with inlet and outlet openings, a plun-

jcer movable in the bore and provided at approximately its

center with recesses adapted to register with the inlet and

the outlet openings when the plunger is in Its lowermost

position, the lower end of the plunger being recessed, and

said plunger being provided with passages leading from the

first named recesses to the bottom recess, one of said pas-

sages communicating with both recesses, a spring for

normally retaining the plunger in its lowermost position,

and means for regulating the tension of the spring.

2. A pressure regulating valve, comprising a casing hav-

ing a longitudinal bore, and an inlet and an outlet lead-

ing from approximately the longitudinal center of the bore,

a plunger movable In the bore, said plunger being provided

with a passage for placing the Inlet and the outlet in com-

munication when said plunger is at the lower end of the

casing, and with a passage leading from the Inlet to the

bottom of the plunger, a spring for normally retaining the

plunger In its lowermost position, and means for adjust-

ing the tension of the spring.

3. A pressure regulating valve comprisng a casing

provided with an inlet and an outlet, a plunger mov-

able m the casing, said plunger having a passage for

placing the inlet and the outlet in communication

I

when the plunger is In one position, and having a pas-

sage leading from the inlet to the end of the plunger.

I whereby to admU the motive fluid between the end of the

i plunger and the casing, to move said plunger to cut off the
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commanlcalion between the Inlet and tbe ooUet, a spring

acting to normally maintain the plunger In position to

place the Inlet and the outlet In communication, and means

for regulating the tension of the aprlng.

4 A pressure regulating ralye. comprising « caalng pro-

vided with an inlet and an ouUet, a plunger* moTable In

the casing and normally connettlng the Inlet and the out-

let, means In connection with the plunger anfl the caalng

for admitting the motive nuld to one end of tHe plunger to

more the same, whereby to cut off the comm«nlcatlon be-

tween the Inlet and the ouUet a spring acting normally to

prevent such movement of the plunger, and means for ad-

justing the tension of the spring.

887,566. WELL-BUCKET DUMP. Henry R.

Galnesboro, Tenn. Filed Sept. 21. 1907.

.393.947.

88 7 56 5 APPARATUS FOR MOLDING ARTICLES

FROM TEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL. AUXAKDM Zd-

BEBBiHLER, Toronto. Ontario. Canada. Fljed Nov. 24.

1906. Serial No. 344,852.

A.NDBESON,

Serial No.

1 In apparatus for molding articles from cementltlous

material, the combination of a vertically movable mold
;
a

stationary bottom ; a removable cover for the mold
;
means

for locking the cover on the mold ; and means for holding

the mold in its normal position and for permitting it to

drop down therefrom, substantially as described.

" In apparatus for molding articles from cementltlous

ma'terlal. the combination of a mold : a removable cover

hinged thereon: a mold bottom: means for locking the

cover on the mold ; means for effecting an upward move-

ment of the bottom relative to the cover to compreaa the

molded article from below ; and means fo» imparting a

vertical movement to the mold to free It from a molded

article. subsUntlally as described.

3 In apparatus for molding article* from cementltlous

material, the combination of stationary tertlcal guide

rods a frame movable on the guide rods : 4 mold carried

by said frame; and a removable mold bottom aupported

on the upper ends of the guide rods, subattntlally a« de-

scribed.

4 In apparatus for molding articles froi« cementltlous

material, the combination of stationary vertical guide

rods : a frame movable on the guide rods : » mold carried

by said frame: a removable mold bottom supported on

the upper ends of the guide rods : a removable cover for

the mold : and means for locking It In plact on the mold,

substantially as described.

5 In apparatus for molding articles fro* cementltlous

material, the combination of stationary vertical guide

rods ; a frame movable on the guide rods ; a mold carried

by aald frame : a removable mold bottom supported on

the upper ends of the guide rods ; a bent l«ver fulcmmed

on a stationary part : and a pin and slot connection be-

tween the lever and the frame, substantially as described.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1 The combination In a well bucket dump, of a hollow

stock having a discharge spout, a bucket adapted to be

raised and lowered through the stock, the bucket being

constructed with a projecting valve In Its bottom, a cut off

valve, and a foot lever, the cutoff valve being adapted

to be adjusted Inio the stock, cutting off passage there-

through, and the foot lever being arranged with pivotal

support on the stock, said support being located below the

spout, and constructed to allow the cut-off valve to be

adjusted thereby.

2. In combination, a hollow stock, a spout on the stock,

a bucket adapted to be raised and lowered In the stock,

means for discharging water from the bucket, a cut-off

valve having sliding adjustment Into the stock, the cut-off

valve being adapted to close the bucket passageway

through the stock, and a foot-lever having pivotal support

on the stock, said support being located below the spout,

the lever arranged with one end extending down near

the ground, and its other end connected with said cut-off

valve adapted for operating said valve, substantially as

described.

3. In combination, a hollow stock, a spout on the stock,

the spout being constructed with an open passageway

along its under side and with said passageway made lead-

ing into the Interior of the stock, a cut-off valve having

sliding adjustment Into the stock adapted to clone pas-

sageway therethrough, the cut off valve being constructed

forming a bottom closure for the spout passageway, a

foot-lever having pivotal support on the stock, said sup-

port being located below the spout, and the lever being

arranged with one end projecting downward toward the

ground, and with Its other end connected to said cutoff

valve, adapting the latter to be adjusted by foot-manlpula-

tlon. and a bucket with suspending means.

4. In combination, a hollow stock, a bucket and means

whereby to raise and lower It In the stock, a projecting

valve In the bottom of the bucket, a spout on the stock,

the spout being constructed with an open passage way

longitudinally along Its under side and made leading Into

the Interior of tbe stock, a cut-off valve adapted to be

adjusted Into the stock, closing passage-way therethrough,

the cut-off valve being constructed providing a bottom

closure for said passage-way on the spout, and a foot-

lever whereby to operate the cut off valve.

887.567. FLEXIBLE METALLIC VEHICLE - WHEEL.

dcBTAV ACMBLIN. U 8. Navy. Filed Apr. 4, 1907.

Serial No. 366.292.

1. A vehicle-wheel comprising a hub. yielding spokes,

and a rim compos.d of an Inner and outer series of

flexible cables and means for spacing them apart.
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2. \ vehlcle-whepl comprlslnir a hub. yielding spokes

and a rim. the latter composed of flexible cables, said

cabl.'s arranged In Inner and outer series with di.stance-

plc-cs b.iw<en the series and between the spokes, and

a nibb'i- tifi' section surrounding the outer set of cables

and interposed between the latter and the roadwa.v

when the latter Is inserted Into the slot in said forelron.

such sprlnc!' bearing at their ends against the foreiron and

at their Intermediate portion against the loop.

2. The oombination of a gun barrel, a fore-stock, a

loop depending from said barrel and having a groove In

each side, a forelron fastened to the said fore-stock, hav-

ing a longitudinally extending slot adapted to contain

said loop, and having a groove In each side, and bow

springs in the grooves In the sides of the slot adapted and

arranjred to engage with their middle portions the sides of

the grooves In the loop.

3, The combination of a gun barrel, .i fore-stock, a loop

depending from said barrel and having a groove In each

side, a forelron fastened to the said fore-stock havinj; a

longitudinally extending slot adapted to contain said loop

and having a groove in each side, bow springs In the

grooves in the sides of the slot adapted to engage with

their middle portions the grooves In the loop, and pins

adjacent to l>oth ends of such springs to hold said springs

In place.

887.569 AUTOMATIC SHELL - EJECTOR FOR FIRE-

AitMS. Albeht J. ACBBET. Merlden. Conn. Filed Jan.

14, 1907 Serial No. 352,147.

leu

3. A vehicle-wheel comprising a hub. yielding spokes

and a rim, the latter composed of flexible cables, said

cables arranged in Inner and outer series with distance-

pieces betwe<-n tbe series and between the spokes, clips

provld^-d with lugs surrounding the cables, and suitable

supports for the clips. I

4. In a vehicle-wheel, the combination with the hub
|

and rim. of a hollow rigid spoke section secured to the '

hub. a hollow section telescoping with said rigid section,

a bolt secured to the hub and extending up into the sec-
1

tlons, a stem secured to the outer end of the telescoping

section, elastic means interposed between the stem and
;

said bolt to push the telescoping section normally out

ward, and means to limit said outward movement.

5. In a vehicle wheel, the combination with the hub

and rim. of a hollow rigid spoke section secured to the

hub, a hollow section telescoping with said rigid section, a

bolt secured to the hub and extending up Info the sec-

tions, a stem secured to the outer end of the telescoping

Kiction, elastic means interposed between the stem and

said bolt to push the telescoping section normally out-

ward, said bolt having a head within the telescoping sec-

tion, ports connecting the spaces on the two sides of the

head of said bolt, and a liquid contained In the telescop-

ing section and flowable through said ports on the Inward

and outward movement of the telescoping section.

[claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette ]

887,568 FORE STOCK FASTENER FOR FIREARMS.
Albert J Aibrey, Merlden, Conn. Filed Jan 14. 1007.

Serial No. 3.'>2.14tJ.

1 The combination of a gun barrel provided with a

grooved loop, a fore-stock, a slotted foreiron attached to

aald fore-stock and adapted to receive said loop, and Ik>w

springs In said forelron to engage both sides of the loop

1. The combination, In a device of the class specified,

with a gun barrel and Its lug. of an ejector block sUd-

ingly mounted in said lug, a locking and releasing member

In pivotal connection with said block, a fixed member In

the path of said locking and releasing member, and re-

silient means adapted to retain the locking and releasing

m«'mber in engaging relation with said fixed member and

also to actuate the ejector block upon the releasing of the

same.

2. The combination, in a device of the class specified,

with a gun barrel and Its lug, of an ejector block slld-

Ingly mounted In said lug. a hook pivoted at one end to

said block, a fixed locking pin for said hook, and re-

silient means common to both the block and hook adapted

to normally force said hook Into engagement with said

pin and to actuate the block when released.

3. The combination. In a device of the class specified,

with a gun barrel and its lug, of an ejector block slid-

tngly mounted In said lug, a hook pivoted at one end to

said block and provided with a heel below the longitudinal

plane of said pivotal point, a fixed locking pin for said

hook, and a spring arranged to bear at one end against

said pin and at the other end against said heel of the

hook.

4. The combination. In a device of the class specified,

with a gun barrel and Its lug, of an ejector block slld-

Ingly mounted In said lug. a hook provided with a heel

pivoted at one end to said block, a fixed locking pin for

said hook, a spring arranged to bear at one end against

said pin and at the other end against said heel of the

hook, and means to limit the outward movement of the

ejector block.

5. The combination, In a device of the class specified,

with a gun stock and a frame having a hook at its for-

ward end, a gun barrel and Its lug. a pivot pin in said

frame for said lug and the breech block of a gun. of an

ejector block slldlngly mounted In said lug and adapted to

be forced Inward by said breech-block, a locking hook pro-

vided with a heel pivoted at one end to said block, a fixed

locking pin for said locking hook, a spring arranged to

bear at one end against said pin and at the other end
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»«iln«t said he€l of the locking hook, and means to limit
against saia net;

elector blo<Jk. the locking

L"k°X nTu;;^ on'lt: Plv:tta°n-t the re.lllency of

«7d .r^^g out of'engagement with It. pin >y said hook at

the forward end of the frame when the gun 1. broken.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.l

nected to the said block and provided with

seats or shoulders on its ends, and a Jack hav

longitudinal

Ing members

887,570. TRAP. Pacl Atrbs. Ocean Sldt, N. Y.

rH»c. ?>. 1907 Serial No. 404,945.

Filed

m a fitting for traps and the like, a piece
««
J^'^ P'P^^

ind a ferrule of a metal harder than lea<J and having a

Tanged ou7er end. the ferrule fitting upo. the lead pipe

and having the lead of said pipe spun upon Its inner

surface and over the flanged end to Its termination, the

ead spun over the flanged end terminating near said end,

having Its outer surface gradually approaching and merg

lag Into the outer surface of the ferrule.

resting on said shoulders against the ends of the saddle

and secured to the ends of the saddle.

887,571. AIR COMPRESSOR. ^"''"\'^« %^*"'- ^"

Jose, Cal. Filed Oct. 30. 1907. Serial Vo. 399.869.

887 573 FIN. Ashi.ey K. Bakkb, Augusta. Ark. Filed

July 22, 1907. Serial No. 384,922.

in an air compressor, a frame havlag vertical corner

posts, a vertically disposed cylindrical tank ^t the ower

end of the frame, a piston movable In the cylinder and

having a tubular stem or rod open »t each end and

provided at Its lower end with a check talve opening Into

the cylinder, a weighted platform supported upon he

piston rod. flange bars upon said platfarm P^^^'^^jf^
crossed terminal extensions constituting f^«'l*'«J°f

*K °«

the comer posts of the frame, and means connected with

the piston rod for elevating the piston.

1 A device of the character described, comprising a

body portion having a catch at one end and a pin member

to cooperate therewith, and an Integral hanger and brace

member pivoted for free rotation on the body portion and

provided at one end with a catch to receive said pin mem-

ber and at the other end with supporting means mean,

being provided to retain the pivoted member midway of

the body portion.
_ . ,

2 In a device of the character set forth, the comblna-

tlon of a rigid body portion having a plurality of depres-

sions constituting Journals and having an end catch and

pin member to be received by said catch, the point of the

catch projecting laterally from the plane of the body and

pin. and an Integral hanger and brace member looped

around said body portion and pivoted on said Journals, said

pivoted member comprising a supporting hook on one end

and a brace loop on the other, said brace loop having a

catch projecting In a direction opposite to that In which

the first mentioned catch projects.

887 572. PUMPING-JACK. Avert B. Bailey. Robinson,

111 Filed June 21, 1907. Serial No. 380,061.

1 The combination of a bearing block having oblique

recesses In its ends, inclined braces Having their upper

end. fitted in said recesses, other Incllfted braces secured

to the ends of the said bearing block »nd having lips at

their upper extremities, vertical braces engaging said

lips and an oscillatory jack hung on said bearing block

o The combination of a support, a btaring block on the

upper end thereof, a saddle resting on and plvotally con-

887,574. NUT-LOCK. James T. Barr. Apollo. Pa. Filed

Feb. 13, 1908. Serial No. 415,641.

au

In a nut lock, the combination with a grooved bolt, of a

t. one face of said nut having slots formed therein, a
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locking pin adapted to rest In one of said slots and engage

In till" tT..ov(' ..f said Itolt. a washer fitting upon said nut.

an Inwardly protruding tooth carried by said washer and

adapted to enjrnge in ihf groove of said bolt, an extending

lug carried by said washer for engaging the end of said

lorklnn pin. a nut scrt^wed upon said bolt for retaining

terlal to hold the stones permanently In place in the said

•engaging said nut and preventing a rotation thereof.

8 8 7. 575. HONEYCOMB LINING FOR TUBE MILLS
AND SIMILAR GRINDING AND CRUSHING MA-

CHINES. Hubert P Barky. Walhl. New Zealand. Filed

Apr. 24, 1906. Serial No. ;U3.&14.

887,576. RAILWAY-SIGNAL. SoFRONY Batas. Los An-

geles. Cal. Filed Apr. 15, 1907. Serial No. 368,444.

with, a trolley on each vehicle provided with a forked

harp, a trolley wheel insulatedly mounted In each fork

in engagement with one of said conductors, and a wire

electrically connected with each whet'l, one of which wires

is connected with the source of energy and the other one

is connected with the signal.

1. As an article of manufacture, a grinding mill seg-

ment having an opening, a plurality of crushed stones set

In said opening, and cement for permanently holding the

stones in the opening, the cxtfriors of the stones being left

In a rough condition and extending beyond the outer sur-

face of the segment to constitute a grinding area.

2. The combination of a plurality of grinding mill seg-

ments set side by side and having grooves in their sides,

keys fitted In the grof)ves to Interlock the segments to-

gether, the segments having openings, a plurality of stones

set In the respective openings, and cement material to hold

said stones permanently in place In the said openings, the

exteriors of the stones being roughened.

3. The combination of a plurality of grinding mill seg-

ments set side by side, means for uniting said segments to

present a shell, the segments having openings, a plurality

of stones set in the respective openings, and cement ma-

terial to hold the stones permanently In place In the said

openings, the exteriors of the stones being roughened.

1 In an electric railway signal, a track, two conductors

divided into Insulated sections, and an engine on the track

provided with a source of electrical energy, and a signal

electrically connected with said source and a trolley on

the engine provided with a forked harp, a shaft insu-

latedly mounted In each fork, one ot which is electrically

connected with said signal and the other one with the

source of energy, and a trolley wheel on each shaft and in

engagement with one of said conductors.

2. In an electrical railway signal, a track, two conduc-

tors thereover, each comprising Insulated sections, the

breaks of the two conductors alternating with each other,

two vehicles on the track, each provided with a source of

electrical energy, and a signal electrically connected there-

134 O. G.—29

887,577. ARTIFICIAL TOOTH. Loris R. Beknstein'

and Henry Bekxstein. New York. N Y. Filed Feb. 12,

1908. Serial No. 415,473.

1. An artificial tooth comprising a facing of porcelain

or the like, having affixed thereto the lower or basal part

of an upwardly extending post which lies slightly beyond

and parallel with the rear wall of the facing, or substan-

tially so. In combination with a metallic backing consist-

ing of a plate having Imposed thereon a longitudinally

flanged or channeled portion which constitutes a pocket

co-extensive with the post, the mouth of said pocket being

at its lower end, whereby the post may be inserted into

the pocket and confined therein throughout its length.

2. An artificial tooth comprising a facing of porcelain

or the like, having aflSxed thereto the lower or basal part

of an upwardly extending post which lies slightly beyond

and parallel with the rear wall of the facing, or substan-

tially so, in combination with a metallic backing consist-

ing of a plate having Imposed thereon a longitudinally

fi'anged or channeled portion which constitutes a pocket

coextensive with the post, said plate being provided at Its

lower edge with a notch or recess leading to the pocket,

whereby the post may be Inserted Into the pocket and con-

fined therein throughout Its length, and the lower or basal

end of the post be embraced by the notched portion of the

plate.

3. An artificial tooth comprising a facing, of porcelain

or the like, having on its rear wall a shoulder, and also

an upwardly extending post. In combination with a metal-

lic backing consisting of a plate having a flanged exten-

sion which is imposed upon the body of the plate to con-

stitute a pocket or casing to receive the post, and having

also a portion to engage the shoulder on the facing.

4. An artificial tooth comprising a facing, of porcelain

or the like, having on its rear wall a shoulder, and also

an upwardly extending post, in combination with a metal-

lic backing consisting of a plate having a flanged exten-

sion which is Imposed upon the body of the plate to consti-

tute a pocket or casing to receive the post, said plate hav-

ing a notched or recessed portion to embrace the base of

said post, and also a portion to engage the shoulder on the

facing.

5. An artificial tooth comprising a facing, of porcelain

or the like, having on its rear wall upper and lower shoul-

ders, and also an upwardly extending post, in combination

with a metallic bdcking consisting of a plate having a

flanged extension which is bent upon the body of the plate

to constitute a pocket or casing to receive said post, said

plate having side wings which rest upon the lower shoul-

der, and also a notched portion which embraces the base

of said post, and the said wings having lips which engage

the upper shoulder.

887,578. HANGER FOR ELECTRIC WIRES. David S.

Beyer. Edgewood Park. I'a. Filed Dec. 11. 1906. Serial

No. 347,284.

A hanger for suspension wires of incandescent lamps,

comprising a substantially U-shaped body formed from

I two hook-shaped members overlapped at their upper ends,
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'
~

« A »-«m .1 ^ In ail apDaratiis of the class descrihed. a pair of

and a «>curlnic and rPlnforclng in.ml,..r formed from a
^;^

.'^

^^ ^^^ f^„„,,., „ .^^l.s of parallel wir.s ar-

piece Of wire doubled and passed rhron^h the overlapped
;

rigldb
«-''^^^-'";^;j,. ^,j,,,^,„^ „,„., .,„ ,„,h frame

i

whor»-by tension Is maintained In both sets of wires, and

I the wires of th.' N.wer frame being closer together than

the wires of the upper frame, and a vibrator arranged for

operation at the upp»-r end of the upper frame and adapted

to ongagp th.- wires carried on said upper frame.

ends of the memU>rs with its ends t)ent up around the

taOOk-«Dds of the mem tiers.

887 579 STATION INIUCATOR. Th.^ri^s F Bil.MNQs.

z'lon City, III. Filed Oct. 24. 190«;. Spirlal No. 340.291.

1 In a station indicator, opposing rollefs. an apron hav

ing an -nd secured to each roller, a circular ratchet secured

to an end of each roller, a spring controlled lever ar?!

mounted to turn on a trunnion of each roller adjacent to

the ratchet a spring-controlled dog carried by each lever

arm pngaglng with the ratchets of said rollers, an Inde-

p«.ndent operating arm plvotally connected with each lever

arm each operating arm being provided with a slot at its

outer end. and a spring controlled shifting bar mounted

to slide in each operating arm. crossing the slots in the

outer ends of said arms.
•' In a station Indicator, opposing rolleirs, an apron hav-

ing an end secured to each roller, a clI^nllar ratchet se-

cured to an end of -ach roller, a spring controlled lever

arm mounted to turn on a trunnion of each roller adja-

cent to the ratchet, a spring controlled dog carried by

each lever arm, pngaglng with the ratchKs of said rollers,

an independent operating arm plvotallj connected with

each lever arm. each operating arm being provided with a

slot at Its outer end. a spring-controlled shifting bar

mounted to slide in pach operating arm. crossing the slots

in the outer ends of said arms, and opepatlvely connected

with a dog and a plvote<l sup[)ort for e>»ch operating arm

to hold said arms in parallelism when npt in operation.

g,H7 5,so GRAIN ^^EPARATOR. .lunN I.. Rr..\. k and I.EO

Kipping. St. Louis, Mo.; said Black assignor to said

Kipping.' Filed June 24. lOOT. Serial No. 3.SO,r,24.

1 In an apparatus of the class described, a pair of in-

dined frames, a series of parallel wires arranged on each

frame, adjusting means whereby tensloo is maintained in

!>oth sets of wires, means whereby one of the sets of wires

is vibrated, and means whereby a blast of air is dellvpred

between the wires on the lower frame at the lower end

thereof,
•^ In an api>aratu3 of the class describe<l. a pair of In-

clined frames, a series of parallel wires arranged on each

frame adjusting means arranged on each frame whereby

tension Is maintained In the wires. an« the wires of the

lower frame being closer together than the wires of the

upper frame, means whereby the wires ef the upper frame

are vibrated, and means whereby a blast of air is delivered

between the wires of the lower frame adjacent the lower

end thereof.

4. In an apparatus of the cla.ss described, a pair of

rigidly fixed Incline.l fram.-s, a series of parall.-l wires ar-

ranged on each frame, adjusting means on each frame

whereby tension Is maintained In both sets of wires, and

the wires of the lower frame being closer tog.-ther than

the wires of the upper frame, a transvors.-ly disposed sliaft

arranged for op<>ratlon adjacent one end of the upper

frame, and a flexible tab carried by th.- shaft and adapted

to strike the wires of th.- upiier frame during the rotation

i'i the shaft.

,-,. In an apparatu.s of the class d.'scrlbed. a pair of In-

• dinted frames, the lowr on.- of which is arranged at a

greater inclination than the upper frame, a series of [lar-

all.-l wires arrang.-d on .-ach frame, the wir.s of the lower

fram.- b.-Ing closer together than the wires of the upper

fram-, adjusting m-ans on .-ach fram.> wh.^reby tension Is

maintaln.d In the wires, and means whereby the wires of

the upper frame are vibrated.

887 581 HORSE-COLLAR SWEAT - PAD. Waldo E.

H'ii..PKORD. San Jose. Cal Fll.vl .Tune .1. 1907. Serial

No, 377.304,

1 The combination with a hors.> collar, having a cap,

of an adjustablp, detachable sweat pad having two sets of

attaching devices with the devices of one set adapted to

engage said cap and the devices of the other set adapted

to engage the rib at the front of the collar.

2 The combination with a horse collar having a cap,

of a sweat pad having an elastic clamp at each side of Its

i upi)er part, said clamps having a plurality of tongues
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certain of which pnss beneath the cap and the other pass

abov.' said cap.

3, The comblnati.m with a Imrse .ollar and the cap

thereof of a sw.-at pad having elastic clamiis adapted to

removably engage the cap. and spring hooks engaging the

rib at the front of tlie collar.

4. Th." combination with a h.>r8e collar and the cap

thereof of a sweat pad having the ends s.-parated at a

point on one sid.- below the ap.-x or top, elastic clamps

tlxed upon each side of the upper part of the pad, and

adapted to r.movably engagt- the cap of the collar, and

elastic members upon the sld.s of the pad removably

engaging the rib at the front of the collar.

887,582. ROLLING MILL FEED MECHANISM Charles

W. Brav and .T.\mes Pkat, Pittsburg, Pa .
a,sslgnor8 to

American Tin Plate Company, a Corporation of New
.Jersey, Filed May 22, 1903 Serial No. 158,220.

1. The combination with rolls, of a transfer device,

grippers arrang.-d to engag.- opposite side edges of the

metal, and ni.cbanism f-.r moving the grippers bodily

with tho metal to mov tti.- latter to the action of the

transfer device ;
sut)8taniiall.v as doscrlbed.

2. The combination with rolls, of a delivery table at

th* receiving side thereof, grippers arranged to engage

the side edges of th.- metal aft.-r it has left the rolls, means

for moving said gripp.-rs horizontally toward and from

each oth.r, and m.-aus for moving tin- grlpp.-rs forwardly

to carry tie- 111. tal and grippers bodily away from the

rolls towar.l tlie d.-liv.-ry table: substantially as described.

3. Tlie combinath.n with rolls, of pushers on the entry

Bide thereof, and posltivp n-ciprocating reciving m.chan-

Ism on the recolvlng aide thereof, said mechanisms being

connected to act in a certain time relation to each other;

substantially as describ.-d

4. The combination with a pair of r.>lls. of a positive

driven receiving table on Its exit side, and reciprocating

fe.-dinv: in.'.-bHnism betwe.-n the receiving table and the

rolls for carrying tli- metal from the rolls to the action

of the receiving table; subRtaniially as describ.-d.

5. The combinatlf.n with rolls, of a positively driven

feed table leading from their exit side, grippers arranged

to engage the metal .-m.-rging fr.im the rolls, and mechan-

ism arranged to n.-tuate the grippers ami move them with

the metal forwardly to the feed table :
substantially as

descrlt)ed.

[Claims 6 to 1.! not print. -d in the Gazette.]

air compressor in communication with the receptacle,

and means within tlie pressure tank for controlling the

flow of fluid from the reservoir therethrough, all for the

purpose set forth.

887,584, TYPE -WRITING M.VCHINE. Alexander T.

Brown. Syracuse. N, Y. Filed Apr. 24, 1906. Serial

No, 313.422.

887.583, APPAR.\TU8 F^OR TREATING TIMBER Rob

BBT E. Bright, Grenada. Miss. Filed Jan 20. 190S.

Serial No. 411.708.

An apparatus for treating timber with fluid comprising

a reservoir f.>r the fluid, a pressure tank in communica-

tion therewith, a receptacle to contain timber, means to

convey fluid from the pressure tank to the n-<-eptacle, a

pressure pump In communication with the receptacle, a

vacuum pump in communication with the receptacle, an I

1. In a typewriting machine, the comliination of a

platen, a line space wheel connected with said platen, a

pawl or dog movable back and forth to operate said line-

space wh»-el, and a stop for arresting said pawl on its op-

erating stroke, said stop being mounted to slide in the

general direction of the motion of said pawl, and means for

moving said sliding stop to and securing It in different

positions to vary the extent of feed imparted to said

platen by said pawl at each actuation thereof, whereby

the same contact face of said stop is adapted to arrest

the pawl at dlfl^erent distances from the normal position.

2. In a typewriting machine, the rombination of a

platen, a line-space wheel, a pawl movable to ami fro to

operate said line-space wheel, a stop for arresting said

pawl on its op<-ratlng stroke, said stop being movable

rectllinearly in the same general direction as said pawl

to different positions to regulate the extent of movement

imparted to said line space wheel by said pawl at each

actuation thereof, a hand lever for adjusting said stop.

and means for r.-talnlng said hand lever in diff.r.nt posi-

tions,

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a

platen, a line space wheel, n pawl for operating said line-

space wheel, and a stop for said pawl having an opening

through which said pawl passes, said stop b.-ing adjust-

able to vary the extent of feed imparted to said line space

wheel by said pawl at each operation then-of

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a

platen, a line-space wheel, a pawl for operating said line-

space wheel, a stop having an opening through which said

pawl passes, a hand operated lever for moving said stop

to different positions to vary the extent of feed imparted

to said line space wheel by said pawl at each operation

thereof, and means for retaining said lever In different

sot positions.

.''> In a typewriting machine, the combination of a car-

riag.- having an end piece, a platen mounted in said car-

riage, a line space wheel for said platen, a pawl for oper-

ating said line space wheel, a stop for said pawl slldably
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mounted on said end piece, a lever Mparate from but

connected with said sifdinK stop, and m«ns for retaining

said lever in different set positions.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette]

a detachable Inserted 'njfatferaent within the open Jaw-d

clamp.

887.585. WI.NDOW-CLEANER. Otto TaE-s ^a. N^-w York.

N. Y. Filed Mar _'!. 1907. Serial Xo. .•''.64.t}lO.

T. A window cl^'an.T comprising' a snUleway for attach-

ment to thp wlndi^w casing, a bearlnn alldably mounted

on the said ^rnideway. a U-shaped rock frame having its

middle portion fulcrumed on the said bearing, the side

arms of the frame straddling the window sash, awin;:

arms mounted to swing on the fre*» end* of the said .side

arms, and means connecting the said switg arms with each

other by way of the said frame

2. .\ window cleaner comprising a guideway for attach-

ment to the window casing, a bearing slldably mounted on

the said guideway. a U shaped rock fraite having its mid-

dle portion fulcrumed on the said bearing, the side arms

of the frame straddling the window tash, swing arms

mounted to swing on the free ends of tl»e said side arms,

means connecting the said swing arm-* with each other

by way of the said frame, and wipers an the ends of the

said swing arms.

3. A window cleaner comprising a guWewoy for attach-

ment to the window casing, a bearing slldably mounted

on the said guideway. a U-ahaped rock frame having Its

middle portion fulcrumed on the said beaflng, the side arms

of the frame striddllng the window sash.lwing arms mount-

ed to swing on the free ends of the said side arms, means

connecting the said swing arms with each other by way

of the said frame, wipers on the ends of the swing arms,

and means for holding one of the wlpens In Inactive posi-

tion.

4. A window cleaner comprising a guideway for attach-

ment to the window casing, a bearing slldably mounted

on the said guideway. a U-shaped roc» frame having Its

middle portion fulcrumed on the said bearing, the side

arms of the frame straddling the wl&dow sash, swing

arms mounted to swing on the free enis of the said side

arms, the outermost swing arm carrying a wiper, and the

Innermost swing arm and the Innennoat side arm being

provided with handles for manipulating the window

cleaner, and means connecting the said swing arms with

each other by way of the said frame.

5. A window cleaner comprising a guldeWay for attach

ment to the window casing, a bearing slldably mounted

on the said guideway. a U-shaped rock frame having Its

middle portion fulcrumed on the said bearing, the side

arms of the frame straddling the window sash, swing arms

mounted to swing on the free ends of the said side arms,

drums fixed on the fulcrum ends of the said swing arms,

guide pulleys on the middle portion of the said frame, and

a cable passing around the said drums and pulleys.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

.3. In a garment closer device of tli.' character described,

the two part closer slide, comprising two sections formed

of plate metal, one section having a laterally curved tu

bular sleeve slotted at one side, and an Integral open

jawed clamp extended from the convexed side of the

sleeve, the other section of the slide embodying an open

sleeve curved laterally and oppositely from the other

sleeve, a cylindrical rib spaced from the c.irved sleeve at

its concave side, said rib being adapted for slidable inser-

tion into the open Jawed clamp, a depending flange on the

section having the rib thereon, and a ring on the ilange

8 8 7,5 87 CI-SPIIK)R. DRAINAr.E-FiOWL. OR THE
LIKE. .Adolphk R i'ANDY. Urbana. Ill Filed Nov.

27, 1906 Serial No. 345.315.

^
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rate Mid knife when said axle Is rotated, and a brush car^

rled by »ald frame behind aald plate and a»ld knife and

controlled by said axle.

LClaims ti to 1.' not printed In the Gazette ]

nzainst said tlanK.-. and a pipe ^.-ctlon connected to said

frame and provided with an outwardly projecting part

or parts bearing against the outer face of the flange In

the casing.

T,5l>:i. IIKVA.. Mabtin- R. Cbos9MA_>-. feo

Kil.-.l Jan.- f). U»'>7. Serial No. 377,577

ston. Mass.

1 V heel having a friction plug embedded therein

walch plug ha. a wearing surface of aluminum and an at-

taching -ihank of r>ratis.

> K friction plug for a shoe presenting an aluminum

held provided with a wearing surface and a brass shank

extending from said head.
.

3 X friction plug for a shoe presenting an aluminum

head 3 and a hollow brass shank 4 extending therefrom,

the end of the shank opposite the head being enlarged.

4 A friction plug for a shoe presenting a wearing sur^

face of aluminum and having portions thereof formed of

a material to which rubber can be vulcanlsad.

5 K rubber heel having a friction plug embedded there-

in, said plug presenting an aluminum head and a brass

«hank. th. head having apertures 14 therel. "^^pted o be

filled with rubber and provided with an exposed frlctlonal

surface.

887 594. WORK BOX FOR SEWING-MACfilNE TABLES.

ANNIE H Davikl and Robert P. DanieI. San Antonio.

Tex Filed Jan. 14, 1908, Serial No 410,740,

V

o lu a rotary motor, a casing provided with an In-

wa'rdlv projecting Hange, a frame In said casing provided

with a ring abutting against the Inner face of said flange,

and a pipe section having a threaded connection with the

frame and provided with an outwardly projecting part or

parts hearing against the outer face of the casing flange.

3 m a n.tarv motor, a casing provided with an in

wardiv projecting flange, a spider in said casing provided

with « ring abutting against the annular face of said

flange a rotor mounted in said spider, and a pipe section

having a threaded connection with said ring and provd.-d

with outwardly projecting flanges or wings bearing against

the outer facf of said casing flangf.

4 In a r-.tary motor, an Inner frame, an outer cylln

drical shell flanged over a shoulder of said frame^ a hose

connecting member externally flanged over th*- ^"^ ofJ^^

shell and threaded axially to the frame In the ^ section of

rotation of the tool, whereby the working reaction of he

cleaner cru.ses the hose connecting member to clamp the

ficnge of said shell tightly to the end of said frame.

5 in a rotary motor, a casing, a frame therein pro-

vided with an axial opening, a roior shaft provided
^

ith

an integral collar or shoulder at each end. and a bushing

aumnd said shaft b-'tween said collars or shoulders and

fitted In th<> opening in the frame,

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.l

887,596 llOEINO-CULTIVATOR. •'•=««^^;
J'^^.'','JiJ•

dleton, T.nn. Filed June 20. 1907. Serial No. 381.488.

1 V work iM.x attachment for sewing machine cabinets

of the drop type, comprising a box having a hinged cover

and provided with clips for engaging the table top to hold

"on the said top between the end thereof and the drop

hVad the box having Its sides beveled to correspond with

the beveled edges of the head and top and being of a width

o extend from the head to the end of the tabl. and of .
|

thickness that when In position It will be flush with the

*-?
I'work box attachment for sewing machine cabinets

of "th; drop typ.. comprising a box body adapted to be se

on the table top and provided with clip, for engagement

^Mth the said top to hold the body in po»ltlon thereon be-

TwJ^n its end and the drop leaf and Its Joundatlon, and a

over hinged on the .aid box body for closing the «ame the

nne ends of the said box body and its cover conforming to

a^uUoinlng the adjacent ends of the dn,. head cover and

^'VTwork'ox attachment for sewing machine cabinets

of the drop type, comprising a box body provided at the

front and rear with spring clips for engjigement with the

able top and a .^ver recessed on the under-slde and

Linged to the outer end of the said box body, the ^ner

end of he box body and the free end Of the cover being

curved to snugly fit the adjacent ends of the drop head

cover and if foundation,
|

00- -
ft '. ROT VRY MOTOR. Phii-IP J Darlisqton,

Vlttiburg la original application filed Dec. 2. 1907^

Serlll No. 404.680. Divided and this application filed

Feb V\ 1908. Serial No. 415.119.

r In a rotary motor, a casing prorvlded with an In-

wardly projecting flange, a frame In said casing abutting

1 In .. u.Hchlne of the character described, the combina-

tion with the main frame, of a traction wheel mounted

hereon and carrying projecting pins, a '«"^"/'y
'"^"J"^

hoe mounted on a spring pres.sed lever provided with a

Trip and another spring pressed lever, one end of which

Txtends into the path of said pins and the other end of

which 1-, .idapt.d to engage said trip.

Ir^ a uJchlne nf th- character described, the combina-

tion with the main frame, of a traction wheel mounted

Lereon an^ --ying projecting pins, a '^t-ally mov-able

hoe mounted on a spring pressed lever P^^^^''^''^;^'*'^ *

1
trip another spring pressed lever, one end of which ex-

Inds into the path of said pins and the other end of

'

Ihlch is adapted to engage said trip, and means to drop

said Ifitter lever out of the path of said pins,

•; In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a laterally movable hoe mounted on a spring

Dressed lever provided with a trip at Its end having an In^

clTned face anS a horizontal face of another «Pr«nK Pressed

. ever having one end adapted to pass down said Inclined
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face of said trip and engage its horUonUl face to throw

said hoe, and means to operate said latter lever

4 In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with a laterally movable hoe mounted on a spring

pressed lever provided with a trip at its end having an

inclined face and a horizontal face, of another sprng

pressed lever having one end provided with a roller bearing

adapted to pass down said inclined face of said trip and

engage Us horizontal face to throw said hoe, and means to

operate said latter lever.

5 In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion with the main frame, of a traction wheel mounted

then...n and carrying projecting pins with roller hearings^

a laterallv movable hoe mounted on a spring pressed

lever provided with a trip, and another spring pressed

lever, one end of which extends Into the path of «aid plns

and the other end of which Is provided with a rolled bear-

Ing adnpte.l to engage said trip.

IClalm 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

compressing said blanks Into said sockets, andjneans

for causing said punches to successively puncture said

'''""*'ln a device of the class described, spaced guides

tneans for feeding a bar of spaced coupled blanks past

said guides, members mounted for rotation In advance of

said guides and provided with a plurality of spaced

sockets, means for continuously rotating said socket carrv-

ing members, plungers movable in said sockets and car-

ried bodily with said socket members, compressing devices

fixed means and connections between the fixed means atid

the plungers whereby said plungers are brought nto

operation bv the rotation of the socket-carrying members

to successively compress said blanks into said sockets,

t Claims (i to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.597. NUT MAKING MACUINPJ^
^^"-"f

« °„ii\"'''
Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Mar. 9, lOoO Serial No. 305.136.

887 'i98 ELECTRICAL CONDENSER SUIT.^BLE FOR

USE IN wIrELESS TELEGRAPHY AND OTHER

PURPOSES Lt ciKN- H. Delluye, Paris. France, as-

signor to 8ocl«4 Anonyme des Manufactures de Glaces

ot Prodults ChlmlQues de Saint Gobaln Chauny et Clrey,

raris France Filed Mar. -6, 190G. Serial No. 30b,143.

As n new article of manufacture, an electrical con-

denser suitable for use In wireless telegraphy a^l other

purposes, comprising two thin electrical conducting bodies^

completely Incorporated in a mass of glass, and each said

conducting body having a terminal lug extending beyond

aald glass, substantially as hereinbefore described.

1 in a device of the .-lass described, spaced guides

Kpaced members mounted for rotation In advance of sa d

guides and between which a bar of blanks Is adapted to

be directed by said guides, said spaced members provided

with transversely alined sockets, plungers movable in

said sockets and rotative with said spaced
^^^^'Jl^'^l

means for moving said plungers toward each other to

successively compress said blanks Into said sockets.

. Tn a" device of the class described, a supporting

frame, spaced guides carried by said frame, means for

feeding a bar which has t.>en formed into a P'"^'' >'> «'

coupled blanks between said guides, a member moun ed for

rotation in advance of said guides with Its ax.a line at

right angles to the path of said feeding mechanism and

provld.Ml with a plurality of spaced sockets, means for

continuously rotating said socket member, a plurality of

Plungers corresponding to said sockets, means for carrr

ing said plungers bodily with said socket member, and

means for successively actuating said plungers for suc-

cessively pressing said blanks Into said sockets.

.1 m" a device of the class described, spaced guides,

means for feeding a bar which has been formed Into

spaced coupled blanks past said guides, spaced members

mounted for rotation in advance of said guides with their

axial lines at right angles to the path of said feeding

means and provided respectively with spaced sockets^

plungers movable In said sockets and rotative with said

spaced members, means for successively moving the plun-

gers of one of said spaced members partly through Its

sockets and means for successively moving the plungers

of the other si.aced member entirely through Its sockets,

whereby the blanks which are i-assed b<..tween the guides

are compressed successively Into the sockets of one of said

members. .

4 In a device of the class described, spaced guides,

means for feeding a bar which has been formed into

coupled blanks past said guides, a member having a phr

rallty of spaced sockets and disposed In advance of said

guides means for continuously moving said socket carry-

ing members transversely of the path of said bar of blanks,

punches movable In said sockets, means for successively

887,599, RAILWAY-TRACK CLEANER, THEODOEK Dev-

kler, Lancaster, Pa, Filed S^t. 25, 190.. herlal No.

394,594.

1 In combination with a car and its tracks, brackets

depending from the car, levers pivoted Intermediate their

length within the brackets, plows carried by one end of

the levers, brushes on the levers adjacent the plows and

means engaging the opposite end of the levers
Joj

forcing

the brushes and plows In engagement with the tracK^

in combination with a car and Its tracks bracketa

depending from the car, levers pivoted Intermediate their

[ength within the brackets, plows carried by one erid of

he levers, brushes on the levers adjacent the plows^

means engaging the opposite end of the ';-"/«;
J««^^°^

the brushes and plows In engagement with the track and

means for holding the brushes and the plows normallj

"Tin'' combination with a car and Us tracks brackets

depending from the car, levers pivoted Intermediate their

Tength within the brackets, plows carried by one end of

he levers, brushes on the levers adjacent the plows means

engaging the opposite end of the levers for forcing the

brushes and plows In engagement with the track links

pKotallv secured to the opposite ends of the eve«^

second levers pivoted intermediate their length to the

platform of the car and extending transversely thereof

the links being pivoted to one end of said "^cond Severs a

, bufton the opposite ends of said second lever being pivot-
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e<l to the button and means for holding tUe said button

elevated

4. In combination with a car and its tracks, brackets

depending from the car, levers pivoted intetmndlate their

length within the brackets, plows carried by one end of

the levers, brushes on the levers adjacent th« plows, means

engaging the opposite end of the levers fcr forcing the

bnuhes and plows In engagement with ttje track, links

plvotally secured to the opposite ends of the levers, second

levers pivoted intermediate their length ta the platform

of the car and extending transversely thereof, the links

being pivoted <o one of said second levers, a button, the

opposite ends of said second lever being pivoted to the

button, a housing on the platform, a hollow shank on the

button extending within the housing, a spring within the

housing and hollow shank bearing agaln$t the button

in the ba-«e of the housing for holding the batton normally

elevated.

887,600. FLUSHING APPARATUS. Ed^-^hd E. Dick-

son, Mansfield. Ohio Filed Apr 22, 1907 Serial No.

369.596.

4 In apparatus of the character described, the combina-

tion, with a main pipe having a valve therein, of a cyl-

inder, a piston in said cylinder, inlet and outlet pipes to

said cylinder opening into said main pipe at opposite sides

of said valve, a separate valve In said inlet pipe, means

for operating the valve in said main pipe, means for

simultaneously opening said inlet valve to the cylinder

and said main valve, means of connection between said

piston and said main valve operating means whereby the

latter Is actuated to gradually close the main valve as

said piston Is operated, and means tn close the Inlet valve

to said cylinder after said main valve has been closed.

5. In apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination, with a main pipe having a valve therein, of a

cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, an inlet pipe to said

cylinder having a valve therein, a hand lever for operating

the valve In the main pipe, means for simultaneously

opening said inlet valve to the cylinder and said main

valVH. a segment on said hand lever, flexible connection

between said segment and the piston whereby said hand

lever is actuated to close the main valve as said [>lston

Is operated, and means tu close the inlet valve to said

cylinder after said main valve has been closed.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

MT.eOl. .\BrM>MINAL HOSE - SUPPORTER ATTACH-
MENT Fi»K CORSETS Ja.mes E. r>o<.i.i itle. Bridge-

port. Conn., assignor to Blrd.sey Somers Company.

Bridgeport. Conn., a Corporation of New York.

Nov. 21, 1907. Serial No 403.169.

Filed

1. In apparatus of the characUT described, the com-

bination, with a main [)ipe havini; a valve therein, of a

cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, an Inliet pipe to said

cylinder havinu » separate valve therein, means for oper-

ating the valve in said main pipe, meats for simulta-

neously opening .said inlet valve to the cylinder and said

main valv^, means <j( r,,!iuecti"n betwe.Ti paid piston ami

said main valve operating means whereliy the latter is

actuated to gradually close the main valv« as said piston

Is operated. an<l means to close the Inlet valve to said

cylinder after said main valve has been dosed.

2. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-

tion, with a main pipe having a valve ttjerein. of a cyl-

inder, a piston in said cylinder, an Inlet pipe to said cyl-

inder having a separate valve therein, means for operating

the valve in said main pipe, means for simultaneously

opening said Inlet valve to the cylinder and said main

valve, means of connection between said piston and said

main valve operating means whereby the latter Is actuated

to gradually close the main valve as saii piston is oper-

ated, means to close the Inlet valve to said cylinder after

said main valve has been closed, and an cutlet pipe from

said cylinder to permit the piston to lejurn to its nor-

mal position.

;;. In apparatus of the character descrll»pd, the combina-

tion, with a main pipe having a valve tberein. of a cyl-

inder, a piston In said cylinder, an inlet pipe to said cyl-

inder having a separate valve therein, a hand lever for

operating the valve in the main pipe, aeans for simul-

taneously opening said inlet valve to the cylinder and

said main valve, means of connection between said pis-

ton and said hand lever whereby the latter Is actuated

to gradually close the main valve as said piston Is oper-

ated, and means to close the inlet valve to said cylinder

after said main valve has been closed.

1 An abdominal hose supporter attachment for corsets,

comprising a pair of tabs adapted for attachment to the

opposite halves of a corset, said tabs crossing each other

and each being provided with means for attachment to a

stocking, one of said tabs being provided with a plurality

of eyelets ami the other with a swinging hook adapted to

engage either of said eyelets, whereby the attachment is

made adjustable to the wearer

2. An abdominal hose supiwrter attaehment for corsets,

comprising a pair of tabs adapted for attachment to the

opposite halves of a corset, said tabs crossing each other

and each being provided with means for attachment to a

stocking, one of said tabs being provided with a plurality

of eyelets and the other with a swinging hook adapti'd to

engage either of said eyelets, and supporting plates on the

tabs for the eyelets and the hook, whereby the tabs are

prevented from wrinkling.

887,602. PHONOGRAPH RECORD CABINET James

DoBKY, Seattle. Wash. Filed Sept. 4, 1907. Serial No.

391,311.

1. In a phonograph record cabinet, the combination with

a casing, and doors hinged to the casing, of frames detach-

ably connected to the doors, and a frame within the casing,

said frames being severally adapted to receive a plurality

of records.
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2. In a phonograph record cabinet, a frame comprised

of a front wall provided with a plurality of circular aper-

tures and compartments to the rear thereof which com-

municate with the respective apertures, and containers

for re<<.r.i> adapt, d t.> !.. inserted Into the respective aper-

tures, s.ud r,,iHaiii.i> having portions of their bottom en-

gaging with the rear of said frame and being thereby held

against outward niovi inent

3. In a phonograph record cabinet, the combination with

a casing having' a r.movaMe back wall and hinged doors

at the front, of frames dctachably connected to said doora,

a frame within the casing, said frames being severally pro-

vided with a front wall which Is perforated by a plurality

of circular ap'rtures and with a compartment to the rear

of each such aperture, means to move the last named frame

to the front of the casing when said doors are opened.

4. In a phonograph record cabinet, the combination with

a casing having a nmovable back wall and hinged doors

at the front, of frames detachably connected to said doors,

a frame within the casing, said frames being severally pro-

vided with a front wall which is perforated with a plu-

rality of circular apertures and with a compartment to

the rear of each such aperture, wheel* supi>ortlng the last

named frame, and springs arranged to move this frame

to the front of the casing when said doors are opened.

5. In combination with a casing, and a door hinged

thereto, a frame in said casing mounted on traction rollers.

means whereby when said door is opened said frame will

be moved outwardly, and means carri'ed by the door where-

by the frame will be moved rearwardly when the door is

closed.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

sage for the oil, a tubular filtering body surrounding said

discharge passage, and a coiled spring disposed on the in-

ner side of said tubular filtering body and in contact there-

with.

3. A lubricator having an oil reservoir, a discharge pas-

sage for the oil, a tubular filtering body surrounding said

discharge passage, and a colled spring disposed on the in-

ner side of the said tubular filtering body and exercising

a distending effect thereupon.

4. A lubricator having a casing comprising a top, a bot-

tom and an Interposed member inclosing an oil reservoir,

a discharge passage for the oil. a tubular filtering body

surrounding said passage and extending from top to bot-

tom of the casing and in contact with each, and a spiral

rib disposed on the inner side of said tubular filtering body.

5. A lubricator having a casing comjirising a top. a

bottom, and an interposed member inclosing an oil reser-

voir, a discharge passage, a tubular filtering body sur-

rounding said passage and extending from top to bottom

of the casing and in contact with each, and a coiled spring

disposed within said tulmiar filtering body and In contact

with the inner face of the same, said spring also extending

from top to bottom of the lubricator casing.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,604. GLASS-TUBE CUTTER. Christian Dorn. Phil-

adelphia. Pa. Filed Nov. 13, 1907. Serial No. 402.018.

887.603. l.THRICATOR. Ckkistian Dorn, Philadelphia,

Pa Filed Aug. 5. 1907. Serial No. 387,157.

1. A gUM tobe cotter consisting of a tube having, at

one side, a cotter-carrying lever, and, at the opposite side,

a projecting and non-cutting bearing for said glass tube.

which bearing is movable independently of the tube which

carries it, such movement being in the direction of the

axial line of said tube.

2. A glass tube cutter consisting of a tube having, at

one side, a cutter-carrying lever, and. at the opposite side,

a projecting and non-cutting bearing for said glass tube.

which bearing is susce'ptib.e of yielding In a direction

transverse to the axial line of the tube.

3. A glass tube cutter consisting of a tube having, at

one Bide, a cutter-carrying lever, and. at the opposite side,

a projecting and non cutting bearing for said glass tube,

which bearing is movable independently of the tube which

carries it, such movement being In the direction of the

axial line nf said tube and Is also susceptible of yielding

in a direction transverse to said axis.

4. A glass tube cutter consisting of a tulte having

mounted thereon a lever with one arm projecting Into the

interior of the tube and another arm provided with a cut-

1 \ lubricator having an oil reservoir, a discharge pas- ter. and a projector rod extending beyond said tube at

sage for the oil, a tubular filtering body surrounding said its rear end and acting at its forward end upon the In-

dlscharge pa.ssage, and a spiral directing rib disposed on wardly projecting arm of the cutter-carrying le^e^.

the Inner side of the said tubular filtering body 5. A glass tube cutter consisting of a tube having

•' \ lubricator having an oil reservoir, a discharge pas 1 mounted thereon a lever with one arm projecting into the
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Interior of the tube and another arm carrying a cutter,

and a projector rod acting on the Inner arm of said lever,

said rod having a reversely bent forward and.

[Claims tJ t(j not printed In the Gazette.]

887,605 T-OMBINKU WIND - G.VGE AND ELEV.VTOR.

William .1 C D'iw.ney, S-^uth I'»rtb, Western Aus-

tralia. Auy.tralla. Filed June 11. lV>0t5. Serial No.

3'J1.247.

1. An instrument of tli.' class described, including a

Udder, an off set cross bar having gr(X>ve8 for engagement

with the said ladder, said cross bar having shoulders pro-

vided with scales said cross bar further provided in Its

face with a dove tailed groove, a sight bar movable in

said dove taib'd groove and having a sight notch and also

Index lines to co<lp»^rate with the scales <m the shoulders,

a spindle movably mounted In the cross bar and having

means operative upon the sight bar to cause the latter to

traverse the cross bar in a transverse direction, a thread-

ed spindle having its b.^arings in the ladd«r at the top and

bottom thereof, a threaded contact piece associated with

the cross bar and for engagement with the threaded

spindle carried by the ladder, and a spring member co-

(>p.Tative witli the contact piect-.

•2. In an instrument of the class described, a frame

forming a ladder, a movable cross bar having an offset

and shoulders, said shoulders provided With grooves for

.•ngagement with the ladder, said offset portion of the

cross bar having a dove tailed groove, a sight bar trans-

versely movable In said groove, said offset portion fur-

ther provided with a threaded opening, a threaded spindle

mounted in said cross bar for engaj^ement with the

thr-ads of th*- opening and having means operative upon

the sight bar to cause transverse movement of the latter,

a rotatable screw threaded spindle carried by the frame

and passing through one of the 8houlder« of the cross bar

to move the latt^-r longitudinally of the fram»'. a threaded

contact piece associated with one of the shoulders for en

gagement with the screw threaded splnijle, and a spring

member for normally holding the contact piece In engage-

ment with said spindle, said contact piece being movable

out of engagement with said spindle to allow free move-

ment of the cross bar on the ladder lndp«pendently of said

spindle.

carried by said plate, hanger sections adjustably mounted

In said coupling and attached to the Iwdy, and means for

locking said sections in their adjusted position

2. The combination with a vehicle body and a spring,

of an attaching plate secured to said spring, a hollow

coupling formed integral with said plate, hanger sections

adjustably mount.-d In said coupling and attached to the

body, and means for locking said sections In their ad-

Justed position.

,•?. The combination with a vehlclf bod\ and a spring.

Of an attaching plate secured to said sprlnu. a coupling

carried by said plate, hanger sections adjustably mounted

In said coupling and attached to th*' body, and scn-w-

bolts for locking said sections in their adjusted position.

4 The combination with a vehicle body and a spring.

of an attaching plate secured to said sprint, a coupling

carried by said plate, hanger sections adjustably mounted

In said coupling, the interflttlng terminals of the sections

and the coupling being angular In cross section, and

means for locking said terminals In their adjusted posi-

tion.

6, The combination with a vehicle body and a spring,

of an attachlnkj plate secured to said spring, a coupling

carried by said plate, hanger sections each having one

terminal adjustat>ly mounted in said coupling and the

other terminal adjustably mounted on said body, and

means for lockiukr said sections in their adjusted position.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

887 600 BODY LOOP OR HANGER. Charles Dbock.

Shawano, Wis Filed May 4. 1907 Serial No. .",71.850

887.607. TRACK r-AYIN(i M.KCHINK Cn.tRLES E.

Drimmond, Twin Falls, Idaho Filed Oct. 26. 1907.

Serial No. ;',99,340.

1. The combination with a vehicle body and a spring,

of an attaching plate secured to said Ipring, a coupling ^

1. In a track laying apparatus, a series of cars, tie

carrying trucks arranged to r\in alon>t the cars, and an

automatic dumping device carried by the forward end of

the front car. the same Including an inclined plane, and

means for suddenly checking or stopping the trucks upon

said inclined plane.

2. In track laying apimratus, a series of cars, auxil-

iary rails mounted on the cars and forming a trackway.

tie carrying trucks arranged to travel on said trackway,

and an automatic dumping mechanism arranged at the

forward end of the front car, the same Including an In-

clined plane, and means for suddenly checking or stop

ping the trucks upon said Inclined plane.

3. In track laying apparatus, a series of cars, an aiixU

lary trackway arranged on the cars, trucks arranged to

travel on said trackway and a forwardly extending tram

forming a continuation of the trackway, there being an

automatic dumpini: apparatus at the .^nd of the tram, the

same includint: an Inclined plane, and means for suddenly

checking or stopping the trucks upon said Inclined plane

4. In track laying apparatus, a series of cars, tie carry

Ing trucks arrant'ed to run along the cars, a tram ei-

tendini; from the forward end of the frt)nt car. an auxil-

iary trackway extendlnt over the curs continued nut on

the tram and terminating in an Inclined plane, and means

for ensaulnkt and suddenly checking or stopping the trucks

and delivering their loads by the momentum of said

loads at the end of the tram

5. In track laying apparatus, a series of cars, a tram

extending forwardly from the front car. detachable truss

rods forming a supfMirt for the tram, an auxiliary track

way running over the cars and terminating In the tram
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at the forward end of the front car, the forward end of

the trackway being downwardly Inclined, tie carrying

trucks arranged to travel on the trackway, stops fo'

limiting the movement of the trucks, and delivery rollers,

on to which the ties pass from the trucks through ac-

quired momentum.
[Claims to 13 not printed In the Gazette.)

dults, a coupling to connect the elevator conduit and

loading cylinders, a controlling conduit and a valve in the

latter operated by the movement of the coupling.

[Claim not printed in the Gazette.]

88T608 APPARATUS FOR RAISINti AND LOWERING

LOADS. IX)MS E. A. DiFLON. St. Petersburg. Russia.

Filed Mar. 17, 1906. Serial No. 306.624.

jJ^^^L^

887.609. RED HALOGEN VAT DYE AND PROCESS OF

MAKING SAME Gauipnt Engi. Basel. Switzerland,

assignor to The Firm of Society of Chemical Industry

in Basle, Basel. Swltrerland. Filed Oct. 1, 1907. Se-

rial No. 395,424.

1. The process for the manufacture of halogenated red

vat-dyestuffs by condensing one molecule of 3-oxy-l-thio-

naphthene with one molecule of halogenated Isatin com-

pound, as described.

2. The process for the manufacture of halogenated red

vatdyestuffs bv boiling one molecule of sallcylthioacetlc

acid with one "molecule of halogenated isatin compound

In presence of a condensing agent capable of transforming

the sallcylthioacetlc acid intermediary Into 3-oxy 1-thlo-

naphthene. as described

3. As new products the halogenated red vat dyestuffs

which can be obtained by condensing one molecule of

3-oxy-l-thionaphthene with one molecule of halogen-

ated" Isatin compound, and which are Insoluble In cold

benzene and nitrobenzene, only sparingly soluble In hot

benzene with a dear rose coloration, rather easily soluble

In hot nitrobenzene with a deep red color, dissolve In con-

centrated sulfuric acid with a dirty brown coloration, and

yields on treatment with alkaline reducing agents bright

yellow vats, from which vats unmordanted cotton Is dyed

in red shades, fast to washing, light and chlorin.

88T.610 SKIRT. William Eistein and Samiel Ep-

8TBIN. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 10, 1908. Serial

1 In an apparatus for raising and lowering loads, the

combination with an elevator conduit and a compressed

air conduit, of a plurality of loading cylinders adapted

to successively register with the elevator conduit ea, h

provided with an air passage to connect the elevator arid

air conduit, means to vent the elevator conduit at a pre^

determined point to neutralize the pressure therein, and

means In the conduit to engage a load raised above the

venting means. ,

o In an apparatus for raising and lowering loads, the

combination with an elevator conduit and a compressed
|

air conduit, of a plurality of pivoted loading members

adapted to successively register with the elevator con-

duit and provided with air passages to connect the ele-

vator an.l air conduits, a piston in the registering load-

ing member of substantially the same diameter as the

elevator conduit, means at elevator stations in the ele-

vator conduit to automatically neutralize the pressure

therein, and means at said stations to automatically en-

gage a load raised thereto

3 m an apparatus for raising and lowering loads, the

combination with an elevator cmdult and a compressed

alr-condult, of a plurality of loading cylinders pivoted

below the eievator conduit and adapted to successively

register with the lower end of the latter, each cylinder

provided with a central air passage to connect the con-

duits, a door In the elevator conduit, means to vent the

tube below the door, and means on the door to support a

load carried thereto by the pressure In the conduit

4 In an apparatus for raising and lowering loads, the

combination with an elevator conduit and a compressed

air conduit, of a plurality of loading cylinders having

air passages adapted to connect the conduits, a door In

the elevator conduit, means to vent the latter below the

door, a controlling conduit and a valve in the latter

automatically operated by the door when ttie latter Is

opened.

5 In an apparatus for raising and lowering loads, the

combination with an .levator conduit and a compressed

air conduit, of a plurality of loading cylinders adapted

to successively register with the elevator conduit and

provided with a central air passage to connect the con-

1 \ skirt or petticoat, comprising a body, and a waist-

band, the front portion of the waistband being inelastic

and secured to the front portion of the said body, the en-

tire rear portion of the waistband being elastic and formed

of an elastic i>and. the entire rear upper portion of the

said bodv Inclosing the said elastic band and being secured

thereto throughout its length while the elastic band Is In a

stretched condition.

2. A skirt or petticoat, comprising a body, and a waist-

band, the front portion of the waistband being Inelastic

and secured to the front portion of the said body, the en-

tire rear portion of the waistband being elastic and formed

of an elastic band, the entire rear upper portion of the

said body inclosing the said elastic band, and longitudinal

rows of stitches securing the said hand-inclosing portion

to the said elastic band while the latter is in a stretched

condition.

3. A skirt or petticoat, comprising a l)ody. and a waist-

band, the front portion of the waistband being Inelastic

and secured to the front portion of the said body, the en-

tire rear portion of the waistband being elastic and formed

of an elastic band, the entire upper portion of the said

body Inclosing the said elastic band, and longitudinal rows

of stitches securing the said band-Inclosing portion to the

said elastic band while the latter is In a stretched condi-

tion, the said upper front portion of the said body being

plain or non-gathered, and the entire upper rear portion

! of the said body adjacent to the said elastic waistband

portion being gathered.

4 A skirt or petticoat, comprising a body having a

placket at one side thereof, and a waistband consisting of

a front and a rear portion, the front portion being Inelastic

and secured to the upper front portion of the said body, be-

. ginning at the placket and reaching to the opposite side of
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the body, the said rear portion of the waistband tM?ing

formed of an elastic band, and an integral extended por

tlon of the rear of the said body, the said extended body

portion inclosing the r*ald elastic band and being secured

thereto throughout the length of the ela»tlc band and

while the latter is in a stretched condition.

ply having different connections for starting and for run-

ning, a normally open switch Included In the starting con-

nections, a magnet winding In series with said motor, and

means controlled by said magnet winding for closing said

switch to establish >tiirtinc connections

887.611. MOLD-STRirPKR. Wilmam J. K\ass. Aspin-

wall. Pa. Filed <»«t. 10. 1!><>T Serial No. .'506.H10.

1. .\ stripping device for molds embodying a cross head,

pulleys carried thereby, a link, cables connecting with said

link and passing over said pulleys, hooks carried by the

ends of said cables for engaging said mold, connected

chains, one of said chains engaging said llok. the other of

said chains being adapted to engage the product within
.

s.Tid mold.
I

•_•. The combination with a two part mold, of a cross

head, a link, cables carried by said link and passing

through said cross head for connecting with the parts of

said mold, and connected chains carried by said link and

cross head for holding the product of said mold in suspen-

sion.

:t. A mold stripping device comprising a cross head.

pulleys journaled therein one near each end of the cross

head, a pair of sheaves mounted on the cross head, cables

passing over said sheaves and pulleys, a litk to which one

end of each cable is connected, hooks ;:artied by the free

.'nds of said cables, a chain suspended from the cross

h»>ad intermediate its ends and provided at the free end

with a hook, and a chain connected at one end to .said

cross head and at the other end to said link.

4 In a mold stripping device, the combination with a

cross head, of mold suspending cables extending through

the cross head, a link to which one end of each cable is

connected, mcuns carried by the cross haad intermediate

its end.s for suspending the product within the mold, and

means connected to the cross head and to said link for re-

iievinic the cross head of the weight of the suspended mold-

ed product after the mold is stripped from said product.

5. In a mold stripping device, the conibination witli a

cross head, of mold suspending cables exrtending through

the cross head .and provided on their fre« ends with mold

engaging means, a link to which the other end of each

cable is connected, a bolt mounted in tha cross head and

provided on each end with an eye, flexible suspension

means connected to the eye on the lower end of said bolt

for suspending the product within the mold, U rtexible

suspension means connected to the eye on the upper end of

said bolt and to said link and adapted to relieve the weight

of the molded product from the cross bea«i when the mold

suspending means is disengaged from the mold.

2. In combination with an alternating current motor,

starting devices therefor, a switch arranged normally to

cut said devices out of circuit, a magnet winding In series

with said motor, and means controlled by said magnet

winding for moving said switch to cut in said starting de-

vices when the current in said winding exceeds a prede-

termined amount.

3. In combination with a motor adapted to be operated

from a single-phase source of supply, phase- modifying

means for producing a current of displaced phase in a por

tlon of the windings of said motor, a switch arranged

normally to cut said phase-modifying means out of cir-

cuit, and a magnet winding in the motor-circuit for mov

ing said switch to cut in said phase-modifying means when

the current in said motor circuit exceeds a predetermined

amount.
4. In combination with an induction motor having a

three-phase primary winding, a connection from one

terminal of said winding to a source of single phase cur-

rent, two devices of different Impedance factors connected

in series with the other two terminals of said winding, a

switch normallv connecting a point between one of the

latter terminals and one of said devices to the .source and

arranged when moved to break said connection and to con-

nect the outer terminals of both of said devices to the

source, a magnet winding in series with said motor, and

means controlled by said magnet winding for moving said

switch,
.-, In combination with an alternating current motor

tiaving different .onnectlons for starting and running, a

,
switch arranged normally to establish running connections,

a relay magnet winding In series with said motor, a second

magnet win.iing controlled by said relay, and means oper-

;ired by said second magnet winding for moving said

switch to establish starting connections

[Claims 6 to *; not printed in the Gazette.]

887,612. CONTROLLING MEANS FOR ALTERNATING
CURRENT MOTORS. AfGCSTiNK R. Everest, Lynn,

Mass assignor to General Electric Company, a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed June 22, 1905. Serial No.

266.432,

1 In combination with an alternatltg current motor

adapted to be operated from a single-phase source of lup-

s,s7 613 SACK-HOIJ[)ER. Wilmam C. Faires. .lack.son-

ville, Ohio. Filed Sept. .'10. 1007, Serial No. 305.2:18.

1. A bag holding device comprising a plurality of hori-

zontal frames disposed one above another and having for-

wardlv extending offset portions increasing in number from

the top downwardly to form a plurality of compartments

j

of different depth and width, and uprights to which the

frames are secured In spaced relation.

I

•> \ bag holding device comprising an openwork wire

'

structure composed of a plurality of spaced horizontal

frames of single pieces of wire, the uppermost frame being

rectangular and the other frames having forwardly extend-

ing offset portions of increasing number and of decreasing

width from the uppermost downwardly, comer uprights

connected with the frames, cross pieces connecting the In-

1 ner corners of the offset portions together, and Interme-
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dlate upright, connected with the cross pieces certain of

the corner uprights having their lower ends formed into

>2»

*a

tor receiving fasteners to secure the device to a sup-

po*t.

887.614.

Mich.

CURTAIN POLE.
Filed .Tuly 19. VM>\

Hknby J. Farbt. Calamet,

Serial No. 384.551.

adapted to deliver to said receptacle, ^^'^ns for rotating

.aid turn table a time disk, means for advancing the same

with a step-by-step movement, and means for admitting

the material to said spout when said receptacle is disposed

tberebelow, actuated by said time disk, and a plurality of

movable actuating dogs carried by said disk

2 In mechanism of the class described, in combination

a turn table adapted to carry a receptacle, a supply spout

adapted to deliver to said receptacle, a gate therein, means

for rotating said turn table, a time disk, automatic means

for periodically advancing said time disk, n^^fh^nlsin for

opening said gate, and means carried by said time disk for

actuating said mechanism.

3 In mechanism of the class described, in combination,

a tnm table adapted to carry a receptacle, a sample spout

adapted to deliver to said receptacle, a shaft affording

means for advancing said turn table, a time disk, means

for advancing said time disk intermittently from said

shaft a gate controlling the flow of material through said

spout, and means for actuating said gate from said time

V In a machine of the class described, in combination,

a turn table, a shaft affording means for driving the same,

said turn table being a-lapted to carry a receptacle, a

sample spout adapted to deliver to said receptacle, a gate

controlling the flow through said spout, and mechanism

actuated from said shaft for opening said gate.

5 In a machine of the class described, in combination,

a turn table adapted to hold a receptacle, a spout adapted

to deliver to said receptacle, a shaft affording means for

rotating said turn table, a time disk, means for advancing

said time disk Intermittently from said shaft, a plurality

of dogs carried by said time disk and having an operative

and an inoperative position, a lever projecting into the

path of said dogs when In their operative position, a gate

controlling the flow through said spout, and mechanism

connecting said lever with said gate for opening the same.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oasette.]

The herein described tubular curtain supporting dev ce

formed of a sheet of suitable material and provided w th

a continuous opening formed by separating the mee ing

edges of the material forming the tubular body In combina

tlon with means upon each end of the curtain pole to pre^

vent casual spreading of the opening and a plurality of

curtain engaging members each member having the body

portion or shank provided at Its lower end with an angular

extension, a button on said extension and a dUk-llke mem-

ber upon the upper end of the shank.

887 616. SPEED-INDICATOR. John G. Field. Thomp-

son. Iowa. Filed Dec. 21. 1907. Serial No. 407.477.

.

..T ,—:

8 87 615 SAMPLE TAKING MACHINF:. Abhaham

FENHTEBMAKER, Colton. Cal. Filed Oct. 4, 1907. Serial

No. 395,875.

1 In mechanism of the class described, lu combination,

turn table adapted to carry a receptacle, a sample spout

1 In a speed Indicator, a motor, means adapted to be

driven by the device of which the speed Is to be determined

indicating means operatlvely connected with the motor

and with the first mentioned means, and means for stop-

ping the motor actuated by the indicating means.
•^

o' in a speed Indicator, two opposed revoluble members,

a third member in engagement with said members, frlc-

Hon wheels In contact with the outer faces of said opposed

members adapted to drive them in opposite direct on. and

means controlled by the third member for shifting the

wheels in reverse directions with respect to the centers of

said

^J'^^*^^^^^^ indicator, two opposed members adapted

to be driven In opposite directions, a third member located

between and in operative engagement with ^oth of aid

members, means operated by said third member for auto-

matlcallv maintaining the speeds of the first two members

rbstant'lally uniform, and an indicating device actuated

by the third member

4 In a speed Indicator, two opposed members, a third

member in operative engagement with said members, fric-

tion wheels in contact with the outer faces of said opposed

> members, and means actuated by the third member for
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shifting said frictton-wht»<^l« to maintain said memlwrs at

the same spefd.

5. In a speed indicator, two opposed meebers, a third

member in operative. engaRement with both of said mem-

bers, and means for malntalnlnR said opposed members

at the same spt't'd. automatically controlled by the third

member.
[Claims 6 to I." not printed in the fJazett*.]
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887,617. CAR-BR.VKP:. J\ "B Fine. r.^ulsvllle, Ky.

Filed Feb 21. 1908. S»r!al No 417.013.

1 In a i-ar i.rito' "f thf character described, the com-

bination of a wh'V'l hrakf' and means for movlnn the same

toward its wh.'.'l. >>( n ro.'king memh.'r loos»-ly pivotally

mounted at)out the wht^fl axle, and havitt: an arm to

which said wheel hrak>> Is slldably connected to move

toward its whwl. wher»-hy said member will be rocked by

the frictional •ontact bt-tween said wh»M'l shop and the

rotatintc wheel, a rail brake suitably mounted to Ik- moved

into engagement with the rail adjacent said wheel, and

connections betw.-n said rail hrakp anti said rocking

member for moving said rail brakt- into onpairt-ment with

the rail upon th.- nx-klng ther>^of. snbstfintially as de-

SiTllw<l

2 In a rar tirak'' <>( the character desctilwd. the com-

bliuition of a whe^l lirak<> and means for movint; the same

toward Its whfcl. ot a nx'klng member l(><>s»My pivotally

mounted about the wheel axle, and havijig an arm to

which .said wheel brake is slldably connectrd to move to-

ward the whe.l, whereby aald member will be ro<'ked

by the frictional rontact betwe«'n said whe<»i shoe and the

rotating wheel, a rail brake suitably mounted t<j be moved
Into engagement with the rail adjacent stid wheel, and
means for limiting the rocking mnveni-nt at said member,

substantially as des<-rih.'d

;{. In a car brake .if the ehnracter desefibed. the com-

bination of a wheel brake and means for moving the same
toward its wh'>el. of a rocking member l<«)sely pivotally

mounted about the wheel axle, and having an arm to

which said wheel brake is slldably connecrj'd to move to-

ward Us wheel, whereby said member will be rocked by

the frictional contact between said wheel shoe and the

rotating wheel, a rail brake suitably niountfd to be moved
into engagement with the rail adjacent said wheel, and

means for r«'turning said rocking arm to its normal posi-

tion upon the rel.a.se of said wheel tiraka, substantially

as described.

4. In a car brake of th.- character described, the com-

bination of a wheel shoe, and means for moving the same
Into engagement with the whe«>l, a rocking member to

which said shoe is connected to move toveard Its wheel,

and adapte<l to be ro<-ked by the frictional engagement of

said wheel brake with said wheel, a rail brake suitably

mounted adjacent said wheel, and means w^lthln said con-

nections to allow of the lateral swinging movement of

said roller, substantially as described.

5. In a car brake of the character described, the com-

bination of a wheel brake and means for moving the same

toward Its wheel, of a rocking member loosely pivotally

mounted aimtit the wheel axle, and having an arm to

which sal<l wheel t)rake is slldably connected to move

toward its whe«^l. whereby said member will be rocked

by the frictional contact between said wheel shoe and the

rotating wheel, a rail brake suitably mounted to be moved

Into engagement with the rail adjacent said wheel and

nieun-* within said ronnections to allow of the lateral

swinging movement of saiil roller, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims •_; and 7 not prlnte<i in the Gaiette,]

887,618. COMBINED BELT PIN AND CLASP. Kmma
C Fisher. New York. N. Y Filed Nov. 15, 1905. Se-

rial No. 287,496.

/'if

.\ device for the purpose descrilwil. .otuprising a bixly

having a fastener meml>er a bar hinged to the Ixxly and

equipped with a hook .irranged to receive a waist cord and

extending in a direction away from the body : said bar

also being equipped with a fastener member arranged to

cooperate with the fastener member of the body in dc-

tachahly holding the bar parallel to the botly, a pin. and

a ke«'per for th<> free portion of fb-' pin.

»<vTf,l'.) BOTTI.K ST<»I'I'F,R I>->tis S Fi..\TAr. St.

I oiiis. Mo . assignor of one-half to John P Gruet, .Ir ,

St I...uis, Mo Flle<l Nov. 5, 1906, Serial No. 342,09«.

Renewed Oct. 23, 1907 5l*Tial No. 398,802.

1 .V bottle-stopper of the character described, formed

of two adhering layers of material, the upper layer being

of metal and the Inner layer or lining being of a character

unobjectionable for contact with, and Impervious to the

bottle contents, laid layers of tnaterlal being conformed

to depend within- and lit the interior of the bottle neck and

to overlie Its top tMlge, the outer metal layer also being

crimped down upon the outside thereof.

2. .V bottle stopper of the character descrilied, formed

of two adhering layers of material, the upper layer being

of metal and the inner layer or lining being of pulp, and

the same being conformed to depend within and fit the

interior of the bottle neck, and to overlie its top edge, the

outer metal layer also being crimped down upon the out-

side theri'of as set forth.

'<HT,»r2<^> RKr>TKIPHKNYI..MP:THANE I>YE .VND PROC
P:SS of MAKING Fritz Fincke, Basel, Switzer-

land, assignor to The Firm of Society of Chemical In-

dustry in Basle. Basel, Switserland. Filed Oct. 24,

1!»<)7 Serial -No ,'^99.f).'{.s

1 The described process for the manufacture o^a red

triphenylmethane dyestuflT, by Orst condensing oner mole-

cule of orthochlorobenzaldehyde with two molecules of

orthocresotlnlc acid and then treating the resulting leuco-

compound with a suitable oxidizing agent.

I 2. The descrlb«>d process for the manufacture of a red
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triphenylmethane-dyestuff, by first condensing one mole-

cule of orthochlorobenzaldehyde with two molecules of

orthocresotlnlc acid in presence of sulfuric acid and oxi-

dizing the so obtained b-ncocompound by means of nitrous

acid, in presence of concentrated sulfuric acid as solvent.

3. .\s a new article of uianufaciure the hereindescribed

red triphenylmethane dyestuff. constituting a red powder,

soluble In pure water with yellowish red color, which on

addition of caustic s<Mla lye turns to blulsh-vlolet, soluble

In concentrated sulfuric add to a reddish orange colored

solution, from which on addition of Ice water the free

ilyestufT acid is precipitated In the form of red flo<-ks, sol-

uble In ether, alcohid and chloroform with re<ldlsh yel-

low to orange color and dying unnu«rdante<l wool in an

acid bath red shades which on treatment with chromium

compounds turn to a vivid greenish blue, fast to washing

and cblorin.

88T,621. BOBBIN. Bkn.i am i n fJ.^rsE. Washington, D. C.

uslgnor to Leonldas B. Dozlcr, Columbia, 8. C. Filed

Oct. 2, 1906. Serial No. 337.057.

3.,;
.--.'? 4

^̂

1. A lK>hbln biiving a l)<>dy consisting of a tul>e of paper

wound or wrapped upon itself, and having a collar also

consisting of a tube of pai>er in a dense or compreaaed

state, the c.intacting surfaces of body and collar being

pre8se<l together in intimate union, which union consti-

tutes the sole attaching means of inxly and collar.

2. A bobbin having a Isxiy consisting of a tube of paper

wound or wrapped upon Itself, and In a dense or compressed

state, and having a collar also consisting of a tube of pa

per wounil or wrapped upon Itself and in a dense or com-

pre8s»>d slate, the contacting surfaces of iwdy and collar

i)elng pressed together In intimate union, which union

constitutes the sole attaching means of l)ody and collar.

;> A iHibbIn made of paper, wrapi)ed or wound to form

a tube, and a stiffening memt)er wrapi>e<l b«>tween the

layers of paper.

4. A i>obbln made of paper having a notch for a driver,

the driver engaging surfaces of the notch being com-

l)acte<l or compressed, whereby the fiber of the paper la

preserved Intact

5. A bobbin having a InmIv consisting of a tul>e of paper,

and a collar at one end also consisting of a tul>e of paper

concentric with the l>ody. c(mtlguous [.ortions of the body

and collar being indented to form a driver engaging notch,

the Indented surfaces being lompressed or compacted.

887.622. MAClIINi: FUR SIRFACE FINISH ING PA-

PER. Chain. Kv W. Gat, West Sprlngtield. Mass.

Fil.Hl Aug. 5, 1!MI7 Serial No. 3^7.034.

1. In a machine for surface finishing paper, a set of

rolls having i>ortlon8 thereof reduced along longitudinal

lines provided with peripherally surface finishing cover-

ings, terminating within said reduc«Hl portions, and dls

poaed with their i>ertpheries In proximity, and means for

extending the course of travel of the paper to be operated

upon after Its passage between the first rolls of the set.

2. In a machine for surface finishing pai)er a set of at

least three rolls each peripherally covered with finishing

sheet material dis|KJ8e<l with their peripheries In prox-

imity, and each having a longitudinally extending depres

sion therein, and means for preventing the presentation

to the registering depressions of the second and third

rolls of the set of the portion of the paper that is passed

between the depressions of the first and second rolls of the

set.

3. In a machine for surface-finishing paper, a set of at

least three rolls having their peripheries in proximity, and

peripherally covered with a finishing sheet material, the

continuity of which is Interrupted on lines longitudinally

of the rolls, and a roll disposed in proximity to two of

said rolls and aro>ind which the material, operate<l upon

by the first two of the rolls, passes liefore entering to the

action of the second and third rolls of the set.

4. In a machine for surface finishing paper, a set of at

least three axlaily parallel roils, of uniform diameters

peripherally covered with a finishing sheet material, dis-

posed with their peripheries In proximity, each having a

reduced portion extending longitudinally of the roll, a

shaft for carrying a supply roli of paper to be operated

upon, tensioning means for said shaft, and a roller dis-

posed in proximity to two of the surface finishing rolls

and over which the material oi>erated upon by two of

the rolls passes with a detour course before moving Iw

tween succeeding rolls of the set.

6. In a machine for surface finishing paper, the combi-

nation with a machine frame having opposite vertically

slotted uprights, a set of at least three rolls peripherally

covered with a finishing sheet material, arranged axlaily

parallel one above another, having end journals, and hav-

ing re<luced portions extending along longitudinal lines

within which the said roll covers terminate, of separated

Journal blocks fitted in said vertical slots and in which

said end Journals are mounted, having their proximate

faces Inclined towards each other, wedge shaped blocks,

narrower than said slots and located therewithln, and

having iK^arings liy their beveled sides against the incllne.l

sides of the journal blocks, and means for transversely

moving said wedge shaped blocks.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,623. Ari'ARATlS FOR THE MANFFACTURE OF
PLATF' GL.VSS. E.mile Gokhk, Jumet. Belgium. Filed

June 5, li>n7. Serial No. 377.3(52.

1. In an apparatus for the continuous production of

plate glass, a continuous fusion and constant level tank,

a shallow reservoir directly coniniunlcatlng with the tank,

a casting table at the Inner terminal of the reservoir e!e

vated above the Iwttom of the latter and having means

for bringing if to such temiH-rature that the liquid glass

will (onstJinily flow thereover without adherence, the

glass being adapted to spread out over the table and rap-

Idly lose its fluidify to cause It to slide, and means for

heating the glass after It leaves the casting table.

2. In an apparatus for the continuous production of

plate glass, u continuous fusion and constant level tank,

a shallow reservoir directly communicating at one ex-

tremity with said tank, and a casting table at the inner

extremity of the reservoir, said table having Its upper

surface elevated above the bottom of the reservoir and

provided with cooling means to temp«ir glass flowing there-
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on and cause the glass to slide from the table in sheet

form.

3. In an apparatus for the continuous production of

plate sjlasa, a receptacle for the melted glass. .1 shallow

reservoir directly communicating at its outer extremity

with the receptacle, and a casting table at the inner ex

treniity 'if the reservoir and elevated ab«iv4 the bottom of

said reservoir, the i,'las8 tlowlng over th« casting table

in a state of malleability.

4. In an apparatus for the continuous production of

plate glass, a receptacle for the melted glass, a shallow

reservoir directly communicating with tlie r.vepTacle.

the depth of the glass in the shallow reservoir .lei..>nding

upon the height of the glass in the receptacle. ,1 castln;-

table at the inner extremity of the shalluvf reservoir pro-

vided with means for cooling the same and the glass mov-

ing thereover, the top of the table l^eing elevjite<l above

the bottom of the reservoir and means for drawing the

glass in continuous sheet form over tb.* table and out

wardly from the apparatus.

5. In an apparatus for the continuous production of

plate glass, a rec-eptacle for the molten jjlass. a shallow

reservoir communicating with the receptacle and having

the upper surface of the bottom thereof Im-Iow the upper

surface of the glass in the receptacle, and a casting table

at the inner terminal of the shallow resertolr over which

the glass flows and is formed Into a continuous sheet, the

upper surface of the table being above th« bottom of the

reservoir and the said table having means eofiperatlng

therewith for preventing the glass from sticking thereto,

[Claims 6 to 1'3 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7.624. STEERING MECHANISM ffOR AGRICIL-

TIRAL IMPLEMENTS. MooRE GoooffiLLow, Colum-

bus, Ohio, assignor of one half to Joseph O. Dye. Colum-

bus. Ohio. File.l Mar. !>. 1907. Serial So. 361,587.

frame, and a part carried theret»y and having a curved

slot extending transversely of said frame, of a truck hav-

ing an upwardly extending part engaging said slot, means

for connecting said truck and said frame, and means for

actuating said connecting means to move said frame trans-

versely of the line of travel of said truck.

4. In a steering mechanism, the combination, with the

frame and a part carried thereby and provided with a slot

extending transversely of said frame, of a truck having

a part extending through said slot, an arm pivotally

mounted on said truck an<l connected to said frame, and

means for moving said arm about its pivotal center to

move said frame transversely of the line of travel of said

truck.

,".. In a steering mechanism, the combination, with the

frame and a part carried thereby and provided with a slot

extending transversely of said frame, of a truck having an

upwardly extending part engaging said slot, an arm piv-

otally mounted on said upwardly extending part, a link

connecting t*ald arm to said frame, and a steering lever

adapted to engage said arm and actuate the same to move

said frame transversely of the line of travel of said truck.

[Claims G to 19 not printed in the (Jazctte.]

1 In a steering mechanism, the combination, with a

truck, and a frame having a part supported on said truck

and having a slot extending transversely of said frame, of

a part carried by said truck extending through said slot

and freely movable therein, a draft coupJlng loosely con-

necting said truck to said frame, and actoatlng means op-

erattvely connect»vl to said frame, whereby said frame

may be move<l transversely of said truck and when unre

strained will return to Its normal position.

2. In a steering mechanism, the combination, with the

frame and a part carried thereby and provided with a slot

extending transversely of said frame, of a truck, a king

bolt carried by said truck and extending through said slot,

and means connecting said truck and said frame and

adapted to move said frame transversely of the line of

travel of said truck.

3. In a steering mechanism, the combination, with a

887.625. FEED -ROLL FOR LEATHER - SKI VING MA-

CHINES, Ac. KEtBEN P. Grant. Boston. Mass .
as-

signor to Beckwifh Box Toe Company. Boston. Mass.. a

Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed .Iun>' 24. 1907

Serial No ,380.566.

1 \ fe*>d roll the facp of which is formed by the perlm

eters of alternating rigid and elastic sections the rigid

sections Iwlng serrated to engage the material being fed,

and the elastic sections adapted to be compressed by said

material.

2. A feed roll the face of which is formed by alternating

rigid and elastic sections, the rigid sections being serrated,

and the elastic sections normally substantially flush with

the points of the serrations.

3. A feed roll comprising a supporting body, a series of

spaced rigid serrated sections affixed to the body, and a se-

ries of elastic sections alternating with the rigid sections

4. In combination, a bed roll, and a feed roil opposed to

the bed roll and having a face formed by the perimeters of

alternating rigid and elastic sections, the rigid sections

being serrated, and the elastic sections normally substan-

tially flush with the points of the serrations.

5. In combination, a bed roll having a matrix In Its

periphery, a feed roll opposed to the bed roll and having a

face formed by the perimeters of alternating rigid and elas-

tic sections, the rigid sections being serrated, and the elas-

tic sections normally substantially flush with the points

of the serrations, and a splitting knife arranged to co-

operate with said rolls.

Frederick L Gcen-

18. 1907. Serial No.
887.626. CLOTHES POT'NDER.

THER. Athens. Ohio. Filed May
374,325.

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a hollow body, a diaghragm therein having apertures, a de-

flector on the bottom side of the diaphragm and surround-
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ing the apertures, an air conducting tube arranged in

the body and passing through the diaphragm and pro-

vided with op<-nlngs communicatiug with the space above

the diaphragm, .said tube having air inlet openings, and a

valve for controlling the passage of air through the tube,

said valve being arranged to control communication be-

tween the tube and hollow of the body above the dia-

phragm.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

an Inverted funnel shaped body, a diaphragm therein hav-

ing apertures, a deflector on the bottom side of the dia-

phragm, a hollow member extendlug into the body for re-

ceiving an operating handle and provided with air inlet

ports, an air duct arranged within the body, and a valve

bodily movable in the duct and held in position by the mem-

ber, said valve being arranged to control communication

between the tube and hollow of the body above the dia-

phragm.
3. In a device of the class described, the combination of

an inverted funnel shaped body, a diaphragm therein

bulged downwardly and provided with apertures, there

being a chamber above the diaphragm, an air conducting

tube secured at Its upper end on the body and on the dia-

phragm at its lower end and having openings communicat-

ing with the chamber above the diaphragm, a shoulder on

the tube, a hollow member extending into the tube and hav-

ing a ported oi>ening disposed adjacent the shoulder to

form a valve seat, a valve disposed between the seal and

shoulder, ports for admitting air to the said member, and

a deflector on the bottom side of the diaphragm for direct-

ing the air from the chamber above the latter in a down-

ward direction.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the comhloa-

tlon of an inverted conical body, a diaphragm mounted

therein, there being a chamber above the diaphragm, a

central vertical air conducting tube having a cylindrical

enlargement at its upper end and rigidly secured to the

body and a conical enlargement at its lower end fitted in

an opening In the diaphragm, there being openings in the

tube communicating with the chaml^er above the diaphragm

and also an annular shoulder at the lower end of the cy-

lindrical enlargement, a member fitted Into the cylin-

drical enlargement and provided with a ported bottom

forming a valve seat and having a socket for receiving an

operating handle, air inlet ports in the said member, a

bodily movable disk valve disposed between the shoulder

and said seat for controlling the passage of air through

the tube, and an annular deflector on the bottom side of

the diaphragm for directing the air downwardly from the

chamber above the diaphragm.

887,627. GAS - TURBINE, Lewis A. Haink.s, Mount

Vernon, Ohio, assignor of one-fourth to William T.

Agerter, one-fourth to Ira P. Carnes. and one-fourth to

Arthur L. White, Lima, Ohio. Filed Feb. 27, 1906. Se-

rial No. 303,237.

1. In a gas turbine, the combination of a plurality of

radially arranged pumps Including piston devices, a mixing

chamber common to said pumps and having communication

134 O. G. -30

therewith, ignition chambers also having communication

with the pumps, a feeding cbaml»er in communication with

the ignition chamt)er8, a turbine with which the feeding

chamber has communication, the feeding chamber being be-

tween the ignition chambers and the turbine, and auto-

matically operating valve means in the ignition chambers

having ports adapted to alternately coincide with the com-

municating means between the pumps and the ignition

chambers and the latter and feeding chamber.

-Sf m/^M
mli

->f H

2. A gas turbine having a plurality of radially arranged

pumps Including piston devices, a mixing chamber having

communication with the said pumps, ignition chambers

also in communication with the pumps, a feeding chamber

communicating with the Ignition chaml)ers. a turbine hav-

ing communication with the feeding chamber, automatically

operating valve means in the ignition chambers for ad-

mitting the charge of pas to the latter from the pumps,

shutting off communication with the pumps, and opening

communication between the ignition chambers and the

feeding chamber after explosion of the charge in said igni-

tion chambers, and a single shaft for the pumps, valve

means, and turbine.

3 A gas turbine having a plurality of radially arranged

pumps, means for supplying gas to said pump devices, a

feeding chamber, ignition chambers communicating with

the pumps and disposed between the feeding chamber and

the pumps, the ignition chambers also having communica-

tion with the feeding chamber, automatically operating

mechanism In the Ignition chambers for alternately open-

ing communication between the latter and the pump de-

vices and the feeding chamber, a turbine device arranged

adjacent to the feeding chamber and communicating with

the latter, and a shaft for the turbine having the pumps

and the automatically operating valve mechanism directly

actuated thereby.

4. In a gas turbine, the combination of a plurality of

radially arranged pumps having radially disposed piston

devices and also provided with means for supplying gas

thereto, a turbine shaft around which the pumps are dis-

posed, a feeding chamber, ignition chambers between the

feeding chamber and pumps and having communication

with both of the latter, automatically operating mechanism

directly actuated by the said shaft and disposed mainly

within the Ignition chambers and provided with means for

alternately setting up communication between the ignition

chambers and pumps and the feeding chamber, the gaa

I being admitted from the pumps Into the Ignition chambers

when the feeding chamber is shut off and communication

between the Ignition chambers and pumps being shut off

Just prior to the explosion and the feeding chamber open

to the Ignition chambers subsequent to such explosion,

and a turbine for operating said shaft and with which

1 the feeding chamber has communication.
' 5, In a gas turbine having a plurality of pumps with

radially arranged piston devices and provided with means

I for supplying gas thereto, a shaft around which the said
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pumps are dlapoMd and havlnjf the plst<in devices con-

npctpcf thereto, feeding chambers, a turbine arranged arlja

cent ro and havli.t; .ommunlratlon with th9 feeding cham-

ber-, and actuatinK the said shaft, and Isfnltlon chambers

lnterpo8e<l between the feeding chambers and the pumps

and havlnz cminunicati'-n with the latt«r, the Ignition

r-hambers beint' iimvided with aiitumatlcall.y operating

mechanism actuate<l by the said shaft for admitting the

gas thereto from the pumps and shutting off the pumps

prior to the explosJlon, communication between the Ignition

, ham — rs ind the f«>e<!ini; chaml^rs being opened subse-

queu: to lae explosion.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed In the Gaxette. ]

887,629. MUSIC-LEAF TURNER. Frank R Hahma.v,

Akron, Ohio. Filed Sept 4. 1907. Serial No 391, .304.

-#-1

887,628. STEAM IN'. ArrAUATI'S JoH?! Hall, Fresno,

c'al.. assignor to United States Consolidated See<le<l

RalslD Company, a Corporation of NeK York.

Mar. 21, 1907. Serial No. 3G:'.669.

Filed

1 In a devicf ..f the fiass described, a c»slng. means for

advancing the material within said casing, a steam pipe

within said casini; under said advancing means and

adapted to permit the escape of steam on the side of said

pipe remote from said advancing means, n collecting pan

adapted to receive the condensed steam from said steam

' pipe and located thereunder, and a heating coll under said

collecting pan.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a casing.

a conveyer belt witliin said casing, means for driving said

conveyer belt, a steam pipe within said ctslng adapted to

permit the escape of steam from the side of said pipe re-

mote from said conveyer belt, means for beating said cas-

ing interiorly, and a collecting pan adapted to receive the

condensed steam from said steam pipe, said collecting pan

having means for permitting the passage of heat there-

through, and means preventing the passage of liquid

therethrough In the opposite direction, said collecting pan

further having the bottom Inclined from the ends toward

the center.

3. A devlie of the class described, comprising a casing,

drums mounted within said casing, a convejyer belt mounted

upon said drutps. means for driving one of said drums, a

steam pipe in said casing and having aa opening on the

side remote from said belt to permit the escape of steam,

a collecting pan under said steam pipe, and a heating coll

on the side of said pan remote from said l>elt.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a casing,

drtims mounte<l within said casing, a conreyer belt monnt-

ed upon said drums, a roller to support aald belt, between

said drums, means for driving one of said drums, a steam

pipe under said belt and having an opening on the side re-

mote from said belt to permit the escape of said steam,

a collecting pan under said steam pipe, and a heating coll

under said pan. said pan having meaas for permitting

the passage of heat therethrough.

5. A device of the class described, comprising a casing,

drums monnte«l within said casing, a conveyer belt mount-

ed upon said drums, rollers to support said belt between

said drums, means for driving one of said drums, a steam

pipe under said belt and having an op«nlng on the side

remote from said belt to permit the esK-ape of steam, a

collecting pan under said steam pipe and a heating coll

under said pan. said pan having an opening In the bottom

thereof with an upwardly projecting tubular extension

having an offset cap above said eitenslDn and extending

therebeyond.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oajette.

]

1 In a leaf turniiii.' device, a slack of leaf turning

arms having toothed h.-ads, a stack of spring a.-tuuted

rack s»-gmeuts enk'aglnu th.- arras and having slots formed

therein, a movable rod extending through the slots In

the stack of segments, and means for moving said rod

step by step to rel-'ase th.> segments one by on.-

2. In a leaf turning device, a stack of \cp.( turning arms.

a stack of spring actuate<l seirments engaging and up.-rat-

ing said arms, said segments tteing provided with register-

ing slots, a rod extending through the slots of the seg-

ments to secun* the latter In position witii their actuating

.springs under tension, a ratchet bar connected with the

rod. and a reciprooatory slide havlncr a spring pawl en-

gaging the ratchet bar to move the latter step by step and

to release the segments one by one

•^. In .1 leaf turning device, a stack of leaf turning arms.

a stack of spring actuated segments onL'agiug and operat-

ing said arms, a vertically movable locking bar engaging

the segments to sp.-uro the latter with the actuating

springs under tension, a ratchet bar connected with the

locking bar. a reclprocatory spring actuated slide having

a spring pawl engaging the ratchet bar tu move the latter

step by step, a spring tending to restore th.' locking mem
ber having the ratchet bar to Initial position, a resilient

retaining pawl engaging the ratchet bar, and a rock

shaft supported for oscillation and having a :ug engag

Ing the retaining pawl to release the latter from engage-

ment with the ratchet i>ar.

4. In a leaf turning device, a stack of leaf turning

arms, a stack of spring actuated slotted segments engag-

ing and operating the arms, means for retaining the seg-

ments with the actuated springs under tension, said

means consisting of a step by step movable rod engaging

the slots in the segments, means for retaining the step

by step movable rod In adjusted position, means for re-

leasing the retaining means, and spring means for restor-

ing the rod when released from the retaining means to Ini-

tial position.

887.630. MACniNK FOR MAKIN(3 WASHERS. Hi bekt

C. Hart, Unlonvllle, Conn. Filed Nov. 29, 1905. Se-

rial No. 289.696.

X

1 In a washer forming machine, a mandrel, means for

forming a ring about the mandrel, an anvil formed with

n spiral face, said anvil being In line with the mandrel, a

plunger slldably mounted on the mandrel and ha\lng a

face cooperating with the anvil, means for moving the

plunger on the mandrel toward the anvil and means for

moving the mandrel when the iace of the plunger reaches
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8 8 7,631 DISK RECORD-FILING CABINET Ells-
wmhih A. Hawthobnk, Springfield, Mass., assignor to

Hawthorne and Sheble Manufacturing Company, Phila-

delphia. I'a . a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed May
22, I'M^r, Serial No. 318,185.

1 In a disk recqrd filing cabinet the combination of a

main unit with a plurality of sub-units fitted therein,

side by side, but independently removable therefrom and
each constructed for the reception of a plurality of records,

and having a main front and a false front In the rear

of the same, providing a finger space between them.

2. .\ sub-unit for a disk record filing cabinet, having a
main front and a false front In the rear of the same,

providing a finger space between them.
3. A sub unit for a disk record filing cabinet, said sub-

unit having a back member with vertical grooves or

notches therein, a front member of triangular cross sec-

tion, and correspondingly notched or grooved. incIlDod

partition strips having opposite ends adapted to said

notches, and a main front in front of said front member,
providing a fing»T space between the same.

the face of said mandrel, the plunger and mandrel moving
together to compress the ring against the anvil.

2. In a washer forming machine, a mandrel, means for

forming a ring about the mandrel, an anvil formed with

a spiral face In alint'iuent with the mandrel, a plunger

formed with a cooperating spiral face, said plunger

being in allnement with the anvil, means for moving the

plunger face toward the face of the mandrel, and means
for subsequently advancing said mandrel and plunger to-

gether toward the anvil to compress the ring thereagalnst.

3. In a washer forming machine, a mandrel, means for

forming a ring about the mandrel, an anvil formed with

a spiral face In allnement with the mandrel, a plunger

formed with a cooperating spiral face In allnement with

the face of the anvil, means for moving the plunger to-

ward the face of the mandrel, and means for subsequently

advancing .<4ald mandrel and plunger together toward the

anvil to compress the ring thireagainsi. the face of the

mandrel being beveled to form a rib on the completed

article.

4. In a washer-forming machine, a frame formed with

a depression, a hoasing removably seated in the depres-

sion, an anvil fitting an opening in the dejjression, a man-
drel in allnement with the anvil, means for forming a ring

about the mandrel, a plunger surrounding the mandrel,

and means to operate the plunger to force the ring from

the mandrel and into the opening in the housing and
against the anvil.

5. In a washer-forming machine, a frame formed with

a depression, a housing removably seated in the depres-

sion, an anvil fitting an opening in the depression, a man-
j

drel In allnement with the anvil, means adjacent the man-
drel for forming a ring about the mandrel, a plunger sur-

rounding the mandrel, and means to operate the plunger

to force the ring from the mandrel and into the opening

in the housing and against the anvil, the respective co-

operative face of the plunger and anvil being spirally

formed In relatively reverse directions, whereby to off-

set the ends of the ring.

[Claim not priiite<l in the Gazette.]

887.632. THRESHING-MACHINE. Thomas S Hatnbs.
Bay City, Tex. Filed Apr. 2.'). 1900, Serial No. 313,582.

1. In a threshing machine, a breast or concave, a
threshing cylinder revolubly mounted therein, a chute lead-

ing from the breast or concave, a hopper forming a por-

tion of the under side of the chute, a screen over the hop-

per, a second screen arranged at one side of the chute, an

elevator leading from the hopper to the second screen, and

means for reciprocating said screen.

2. In u threshing machine, a breast or concave, a

threshing cylinder revolubly mounted therein, a chute lead-

ing from the breast or concave, a hopper at the bottom of

the chute, a screen over the hopper, a second screen rev-

olubly supported and arranged at one side of the hopper,

an elevator leading from the hopper and discharging on

the second screen, means for reciprocating the first screen,

means for driving the elevator, and means for oscillating

the second screen directly from the elevator driving means.

3. In a threshing machine, a breast or concave, a cyl-

inder revolubly mounted therein, a downwardly-Inclined

screen leading from the breast or concave, a hopper under

the screen, a second screen arranged at one side of the

hopper, an elevator leading from the hopper and dis-

charging on said second screen, and means for oscillating

the screens.

4. In a threshing machine, a breast or concave, a hop-

per leading to the same, an adjustable elevator at one

side of the hopper, flexible side pieces and a bottom piece

connecting the hopper with the elevator, and means for

automatically adjusting said flexible pieces when the ele-

vator is raised or lowered.

5. In a threshing machine, a breast or concave, a hop-

per leading to the same, an adjustable elevator at one

side of the hopper, canvas side pieces and a canvas bot-

tom piece connecting the hopper with the elevator, and

Independent means for automatically adjusting said side

pieces and bottom piece when the elevator is raised or

lowered.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,633. INTERNALnCOMBUSTION ENGINE. Savilkl

H. HEOiNEOTTdM, Fba.nk H. Heginbottom, and Walter
G. HEGi.NBOTTdM, Saginaw, Mich. Filed ,I>ec. 2. 1907.

Serial No. 404,667.

1. The combination with a cylinder having an Inlet port

and a piston adapted to open and close said port, of means
for adjusting the cylinder and piston, one relative to the

other to vary the amount of charge admitted to the cylin-

der through the Inlet port.
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2. An Internal combustion engine comprlflng a cylinder

having an Inlet port, a piston adapted to cover and un-

cover the port, and means for adjusting the piston relative

to the Inlet port to vary the amount of cfcarge admitted

to the cylinder through the port.

3. An Internal combustion engine comprlUng a cylinder

having an Inlet port, a piston in the cylinder adapted to

close and open the port, a crank shaft, meens connecting

the piston and crank shaft, and means fot adjusting the

crank shaft and piston relative to the inlat port to vary

the amount of charge admitted to the cylinder

4. An internal combustion engine comprlelng a cylinder

having an Inlet port, a piston In the cylinder, adapted to

control the port, a crank shaft, means conaectlng the pis-

ton and crank shaft, rotatable members In Which the crank

shaft Is eccentrically joumaled, and means for rotating

the members through the arc of a circle to vary the rela-

tion of the piston and Inlet port.

5. An Internal combustion engine comprising a cylinder

having an Inlet port, a piston in the cylinder adapted to

control the port, a crank shaft, means con»ectlng the pis-

ton and crank shaft, journals through which the crank

shaft extends, rotatable members received In the Journals,

means for preventing endwise movement orf the rotatable

members, the crank shaft eccentrically jotirnaled In the

members, an means for rotating the members to vary the

relation of the piston and Inlet port.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

steam exhaust passage also leading from said chamber,

above the discharge pipe, and a float and connections op-

erated by changes of water level In the sink or receptacle

for actuating said valve ; substantially as described.

887.834. BAROMETRIC CONDENSER. AxKL H. Hklan-

DKR, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Mesta Machine Company,

Pittsburg, Pa., a Corporation of Penn^lvanla. Filed

.Jan. 31, 1908. J^erlal No. 413,56.3.

i^im

SK7,6.35. BALING- PRESS. David Hbndbeshot, Cumber-

land, Md P'Ued May 24. 1907. Serial No. 375.383.

1 In a barometric condenser, a tall pipe leading from

the condenser, a sink or recepUcle Into which said pipe

discharges at Its lower end. and a free steam exhaust pas-

sage communicating with said pipe below tie normal water

level of the water in the sink or receptacle ;
subsUntlally

as described.

2. In a barometric condenser, a tall pipe leading from

the condenser, a sink or receptacle with wklch the tall pipe

leads and discharges, a free steam exhaust passage com-

municating with the Ull pipe below the normal water level

In the sink or receptacle, and a valve for controlling the

discharge Bf the "tail pipe Into the sink or receptacle, and

means for opening and closing said valve by changes in

the water level in the sink or receptacle ; substantially as

described.

3. In a barometric condenser, a tall pipe leading from

the condenser, and having a chamber at tts lower portion,

a ported discharge pipe leading from said chamber, a free

1. In a baling-press, the combination with a rectangular

frame, provided with a baling chamber, of a stationary

platen at the forward end of said chamber, a plunger mov-

able within said chamber, and means for operating said

plunger couiprlslng a bar secured at one end to the plun-

ger, a link pivotnlly s»'cured at one end to the rear end of

said bar, and at Its opposite end to a coll spring, an In-

clined support to which said coll spring Is secured, a wind-

lass mounted on the frame, and a rope secured at one end

to the windlass, a double sheave at one side of said link

around which said rope passes, a second double sheave

fixed upon a stationary support and an eye-bolt to which

the opposite end of the rope Is attached.

2. In a baling press, a reclprocatory plunger, a bar con-

nected to the plunger and having a roller depending there-

from, means arranged bolow the bar and constituting a

guide for the roller, said roller supporting said bar during

the reciprocation of the plunger, an inclined link pivotally

connected at Its lower end to one end of said bar. means

engaging with the link for recplrocatlng the plunger, and

an expansible and contractlble spring having one end fixed

and Its other end attached to the free end of said link.

3. In a ballng-press, the combination with a rectangular

frame, provided with a baling chamber, a stationary platen

at the front of said chamber, a plunger within said cham-

ber, a longitudinal bar secured at one end to said plunger,

a bearing depending from said bar. a roller mounted on

•<ald bearing, a link pivotally secured to the rear end of

said bar, an Inclined support secured to the floor of the

press, a coll spring secured at one end to said support, and

at Its opposite end to said link, a windlass, and a rope and

sheaves for reciprocating said plunger.

4. In a baling press, a reclprocatory plunger, a bar con-

nected to the plunger and having a roller depending there-

from, means arranged below the bar and constituting a

gnlde for the roller, said roller supporting said bar during

the reciprocation of the plunger, an Inclined link pivotally

connected at Its lower end to one end of said bar. a wind

lass, a cable winding on and off the windlass and engaging

with the link for recplrocatlng the plunger when the wind-

lass Is operated, and an expansible and contractlble spring

having one end fixed and its other end attached to the free

end of the link.

887,838. PUZZLE. Ahdekw Henderson, Philadelphia,

Pa, Filed May 16, 1907. Serial No. 374,064.

1. In a device of the character described, a base, a series

of pins projecting upwardly therefrom, said pins being suc-

cessively graded In height throughout the series, a plural-

ity of rings adapted to be seated upon said base, a casing

inclosing said pins and rings, and a transparent top for

said casing.

2. In a device of the character described, a base, a series

of headed pins projecting upwardly therefrom, said pins
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belox Mccesslvely graded in height through the series, a

plurality of rings adapted to be spated upon said base, a

casing Inclosing said pins and rings, and a transparent top
for said casing

887,637. BRAKE SI^CK ADJUSTER Mai ht W. Hib-
BAED, Chicago. 111., assignor to Richard Fitzgerald, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed May 4, 189!». Serial No. 7ir,.567.

7

I

Ljt-.iS.Ti

1. A llack adju.strr (oinpri.«ing. in romliinatlon with a
brake cylinder and its piston and brake levt-rs. a connec-

tion between the levers and a spiral .spring around f-aid

connection, the spring being compressed when the piston

has traveled beyond a predetermined point and expand
Ing during brake release to automatically shorten said

connection.

2. A slack adjuster comprising, in combination with the

levers of a brake lever system oi)erated by a fluid pressure

brake, a connection between said levers and a spiral spring

surrounding said connection, the spring being compressed
upon an excess travel of the piston and expanding during
brake release to change the length of the conne<tlun be-

tween .>oild levers to an amount proportionate to the excess

travel of the piston.

3. A slack adjuster comprising. In combination with a
brake cylinder lever and a floating lever operated by a
piston rod of a brake cylinder, a connection between said

levers formed In two sections to constitute a single connec-
tion In the setting of the brakes and adapted to slide upon
each other to shorten such connection during the l)ruke re-

lease after the piston has traveled In excess of a prede-

termined distance and a spiral spring surrounding said

connection and compressed by an excess piston travel but
ei[>andlng to cause said shortening of the connection.

4. \ slack adjuster comprising a brake cylinder piston,

a cylinder lever, a floating lever, a single connection be-

tween said levers consisting of a pair of rods arranged In

Juxtaposition and having ratchet teeth on their adjacent
faces and means actuated by the excess travel of the pis-

tun for shortening said connection by a sliding of the rods

on each other and a new engagement of the ratchet teeth.

5. A slack adjuster comprising a brake cylinder piston.

a cylinder lever, a floating lever, a single connection be-

tween said levers consisting of a pair of rods slldable on
each other, means tor normally and yieldingly holding said

rods In engagement to form a rigid connection and a spiral

spring around said connection, said spring being com-
pressed by excess piston travel bat adapted, during brake
release and after such excess travel, to slide the rods upon
each other to shorten said connection.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed In the Gasette.]

887,638. STOP-VALVE. .Toseph Hopkixson and Rich-
ard KiLBTRN. Huddersfield, England, assignors to J.

llopklnson & Co., Ltd., Huddersfield. England, a Cor-

poration of Great Britain. Filed May 10, 1907. Serial

No. 372,913.

_^.?
^.-i

<i-M&
^r

:^^

1. In a parallel slide stop valve, the combination, with
a valve-casing and a valve-spindle actuating the slide-

valve, of a valve seat having thoroughfares communicating
respectively with the Interior of said valve casing at the
egress side of the slide valve and with the atmosphere,
and a disk which Is provided with a groove for coacting

with said thoroughfares and is arranged coaxially with
said valve-splndle, means for connecting said disk and said

alve-splndle so as to permit relative motion of said disk

and sjilndle In an axial direction but so that .said parts
shall turn together and a spring acting between said parts

to press said disk against said valve seat.

2. A parallel-slide stop valve comprising a valve-casing,

a slide valve consisting of valve-disks movable in said cas-

ing, a belt snrroundlng said valve-disks between the faces

on the opposite sides thereof, a valve spindle, an arm fast

on said valve spirdle and pivotally connected to said belt,

a valve seat having thoroughfares communicating respec-

tively with the interior of said valve-casing at the egress

side of the slide valve and with the atmosphere, and a
rotary valve adapted to be turned by said valve spindle

and adapted to put the egress side of the valve casing Into

communication with the atmosphere when the slide valve is

closed.

887,639. DYNAMO- ELECTRIC MACHINE. LoiiS R.

HoRNCNQ, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to The Bullock Elec-

tric Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Feb. 28, 1906. Serial No. 303.370.

1. In a dynamo electric machine, a plurality of brushes,

a number of brush-studs greater than two. and straight

Insulated links joining adjacent brush studs for the pur-

pose of bracing same to prevent vibration thereof.

2. In a dynamo-electric machine, a l>rush-yoke, brush-

forks supported thereby, brush-studs supported at the in-
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ner ends of said forks, and arranged In a circle abont the

shaft ails, and a plurality of links connecting the corre-

sponding ends of the brush-studs, said links being cliords

of said circle.

3. In a dynamo-electric machine, a plurality of brush-

studs, supports therefor, and straight Ineulated links or

bars connecting the outer ends of said studs.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine, a plurality of brush-

studs, and links or bars connecting th»» outer ends of adja-

cent studs, --ach link or bar consisting of a straight wooden

portion and a pair of metallic caps or h.^ads engaging the

ends thereof

5 In a dynamo-electric machine, a palp of brush studs,

and a link or bar joining said studs, said link consisting of

a straight insulating rod having metallic caps or end por-

tions engaging the studs.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.640 MACHINE FOR MAKING SAFETY PINS.

C.EoRGK L. H'lXiE, Florence. Ala., assignor to Glbford

Automatic Safety Pin Co.. Adrian, Mich,, a Corporation.

Filed July 29. 1905. Serial No. li71,8O0.

1. A machine for making safety pins, eomprlsing a ro-

tary head, a forming die in said bead on which the pin is

formed, means for feeding a strand to the forming die,

means for shaping .said strand upon salt) forming die to

produce the keeper and guard loop of tht pin, means for

shaping said strand to form the rear eye and for twist-

ing the strands between the eye and body of the pin, and
means for releasing the pin from the forising die and dis-

charging it therefrom.

2. In a machine for making safety pins, the combination
of a rotary head, a forming die in said head, means for

automaticilly feeding a wire strand to sajd die and shap-

ing it thereon to produce a keeper and guard at one end
and a twisted eye at the other end of salt pin, said shap-

ing m.-ans b'-lng actuated automatically during the rota-

tion of said head.

.3 A machine for making safety pins, comprising a ro-

tary head, a forming die in said head, means mounted la

said head for forming a wire strand sttp by step upon
said die to produce a completed pin having a keeper and
guard at one end and an eye at the opposite end. said

forming opf>ratlon occurring during the rotation of said

head.

4. A machine for making safety pins, comprising a ro-

tary head, having a forming die therein, means for auto-

mratlcally feeding a straight strand of wire to said die

during the rotation of said head, means carried by said

head for automatically shaping the straitd to said die to

form a completed pin having a guard at one end and an
eye at the other end. the forming of tie pin occurring

during the rotation of said head, and metns for discharg-

ing the pin from said die.

5. A machine for making safety pins, comprising a ro-

tary head, a forming die in said head, a movable forming

member In said die, means for feeding t strand to aald

forming die. means for shaping a portion of aald strand

upon said movable forming member and around said die

to produce a safety pin. means for actuating said movable

member of the die to release the formed pin. and means
for discharging the pin from the die. all of said operations

occurring during the continuous rotation of the bead.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the (Jazette. ]

887.641. STALK-CUTTING ATTACHMENT FOR VE-
HICLES. Robert B. Ht man. Chlckasha. Okla Filed

Jan. 21. 1908. Serial No. 411,901.

1. A stalk cutting attachment for vehicles, consisting

of t>earlng8, means for connecting the same to a vehicle,

a carrier for a cutter mounted In said bearings, a lever

connected with the carrier, a sliding rack for the lever,

and means for mounting said rack.

2. A stalk cutting attachment for vehicles, consisting

of bearings, means for connecting the same to a vehicle,

a carrier mounted to rock in said bearings, a cutter

adjustably mounted in the carrier, a lever connected with

the carrier, a sliding rack for the lever, and a mounting
for said rack.

3. A stalk cutting attachment for veiilcles. consisting

of bearings, means for connecting the same to a vehicle,

a yoke mounted in said bearings, a rotatable cutter,

means for adjustably securing said cutter to said yoke, a

lever controlling the movements of the yoke, a tension

controlled slldable rack for the lever, and a mounting for

the rack.

4. In vehicle attachments of the class described, a

cutter carrier mounted for swinging movement, an operat-

ing lever having an opening therein and secured to the

carrier, and a sliding, tension controlled rack for the

lever, said rack projecting through the opening of the

lever.

5. In vehicle attachments of the class described, the

combination with the vehicle, supports carried thereby,

and a removable carrying member mounted to rock upon

the supports, and extending down therefrom, of a lever

for operating the said carrier, and a tension controlled

rack for the lever, mounted to slide in said supports on

the vehicle, and removable therefrom.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,642. VAPOR ELECTRIC APPARATUS. Ai>exander

M. Jackson, Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Dec. 9, 1903. Serial No. 184.402. Renewed July 20.

1907. Serial No. 384.7«1

1. The combination of an exhausted envtlop, main

electrodes therefor, a fluid auxiliary electrode, and means

for Initially heating said electrodes

2. As a starting means for vapor electric apparatus,

electrodes In proximity to each other, and thermal means

for bringing said electrodes into contact

3. In a vapor electric apparatus, main electrodes, an

auxiliary electrode, and a current limiting resistance In

circuit with the auxiliary electrode and located In heat-

transferring relation to said auxiliary electrode.

4. The combination of an exhausted envelop or tube

provided with a bulb at one end. and an electrode mount-

ed In the mouth of the tube where It opens Into the bulb.
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6. The combination of fluid electrodes, one surround-

ing the other, insulating means separating said electrodes,

and automatic means for bringing the electrodes Into con-

tact.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.643. WRENCH John A. Jackson, Moweaqua, 111.

Filed Oct. 10. l '.»<•; Serial No 396.742.

. /

3

.\ wrench comprising a shank, a head integrally con-

nected with one end thereof and having a non circular

socket, one wall of the socket being provided with a

tapped opening, a clamping screw threaded in the open-

ing, and a bit secured In the head, said bit comprising a

body having a non-circular shank and provided with a

wall spaci'd from and disposed parallel with one side of

tlie shank for engaging the outer surface of said head

when the non circular shank is In the socket of the latter,

said wall coilperatlng with the non circular shank for

preventing the bit from turning on the said head, and a

pair of parallel jaws on the bit. one of the Jaws having a

stepped inner face.

8 8 7,644 TOOL FOR CONNECTING UP ELECTRIC
FUSES. Frank M. Jacobs. Waynesburg. Pa..- assignor

of one half to William (i Thi'urer, Washington. Pa.

Filed S.'iit 14. 1007 Serial No. 392.938.

f^O M g I ^ -f

ber, the body being secured within said casing with the

screw-driver end thereof projecting beyond the casing and

with a space between the casing and the reduced portion

of the body, a tubular member movable longitudinally on

the reduced portion of the body within said space, a

spring for holding the tubular member normally pro-

jected with its outer end extending beyond the screw-

driver blade, and a wrench socket carried by the outer end

of the tubular member.
2. A tool of the character described consisting of a

body member reduced in diameter for a portion of its

lengtli to form a shoulder, a tubular ca.sing having a bore

of uniform diameter from end to end and corresponding

to the diameter of the unreduced portion of the body, the

body being secured within the casing with its reduced

end projecting therefrom and with a space between the

reduced i>ortion of the body and the Inner face of the cas-

ing, a screw-driver blade projecting from the reduced end

of the body, a tubular member closely litting and slldable

within said space over the reduci-d portion of the body.

a coiled spring Interposed between the body shoulder and

the inner extremity of the tubular member, and a wrench
socket carried by the outer end of the tubular member.

887.645. ANTISEPTIC LINING OF TALKING AND
HEARING TUBES FOR TELEPHONES. Hermann
Jankelowitz. Gera. Germany. Filed May 25. 1907.

Serial No. 375.759.

Antiseptic lining for telephone transmitters and re-

ceivers consisting of a plurality of superposed sheets of

antiseptic paper rolled up from a 'long strip with lateral

projections registering with each other, substantially as

described.

887,646. TYPE WRITER ATTACHMENT. Geobge J.

Jeszmant. Plttston, Pa. Filed June 15. 1907. Serial

No. 379,252.

1. A tool of the character described consisting of a

body member of reduced diameter for a portion of its

length, a screw-driver blade projecting from such re-

duced end, a tubular outer casing having Its bore of the

same diameter as the unreduced portion of the body mem- i

1. The combination of a typewriter including a carriage,

with a forward feed and quick return driving mechanism.

said mechanism Including a crank arm. a link connecting

the crank arm with the carriage and of such length that

the crank is adjacent either dead center at the end of

each stroke of the carriage, and means for operating the

crank.

2. The combination of a typewriter Including a carriage,

with a mechanism for driving the carriage forwardly dur-

ing the writing operation and returning the carriage auto-

matlcallv when a line of writing Is completed, said mech-
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anlsm IncludloK a rotatable element, a cobnection between

the shaft and carriage for movlDg the latter backwardly

and forwardly during each rotation of the shaft, and a

motor connected with the shaft for driving the latter

In one direction only.

3. The combination of a typewriter Including a carriage,

with a mechanism for automatically retucning the carriage

at the end of each line, said mechanism tacludlng a shaft,

a crank on the shaft and arranged to make a complete

turn for the forward and backward moTtment of the car-

riage, a link between the crank and carriage, and means

acting on the shaft for quickly returning the carriage

when the latter has reached the end of 4 line.

4. The combination of a typewriter Including a car-

riage, with a shaft rotatable in one dlcectlon only, con-

necting means between the shaft and carriage for posi-

tively driving the latter In both directions by one revolu-

tion of the shaft, and an adjustable device Included In

said means for varying the length of movement of the

carriage.

5. The combination of a typewriter Including a carriage,

a rotatable shaft, a crank and pitman connection between

the shaft and carriage, means for varying the effective

length of the crank to change tbe rangt of movement of

the carriage, and a motor for rotating the shaft.

:
Claims 6 to l.j not printed In the Gaaette. ]

887.647. SHADE BRACKET AND CURTAIN POLE SUP-

PORTER. Jerry D. Johnston. Jooes. Mich Filed

L>ec. S. 1906. Serial No. 346.9<»7.

or steel, inclosing a rare metal In powdere<l form In a

fusible envelop. Introducing the same directly Into the

body of the bath while still contained In the furnace In

which It Is formed, and as soon as the rare metal has

melted casting the bath.

2. The process of alloying tungsten, molybdenum, va-

nadium, or similar metals with Iron or steel, consisting In

forming In a suitable furnace a molten bath of Iron or

steel, refining the same, Inclosing the rare metal In pow-

dered form In a fualbla envelop. Introducing the same di-

rectly Into the body of the refined bath while still con-

tained In thef urnace In which It Is formed, and as soon

as the rare metal has melted casting the bath

3. The process of alloying tungsten, molybdenum, va-

nadium, or similar metals with Iron or steel, consisting In

forming In a suitable furnace a molten bath of Iron or

steel, and raising the temperature thereof slightly above

that necessary for casting. Inclosing the rare metal in pow-

dered form In a fusible envelop. Introducing the same di-

rectly Into the body of the bath while stilt contained In

the furnace In which It Is formed, and casting the bath as

soon as the rare metal has melted.

88 7.64 9 WHEEL. Jrt.iAS Kk.nxeiiy. Plttshnrg. I'a.

Filed Nov. 30, 1906. Serial No. 345,585.

1 A d»'vi<'e of the character set forth, comprising an

attaching member provided with a shade roller support

In? arm. an arm adjustably secured to said attaching mem-

ber, said arm t«ing provided with a haad. a curtain rod

socket adjustably mounted upon said arm. and a curtain

pole supporting hook removably secured to said socket.

2. A device of the character set forth, comprising an

attaching member, an arm mounted upon the attaching

member for adjustment towards and from the same, a cur-

tain rod socket adjustably mounted upon the arm and a

curtain pole supporting member mounted upon the socket.

3. A device of the character set forth, comprising an

attaching member, an arm secured to tbe attaching mem-

ber and having one end formed to provide a head, and a

curtain rod socket adapted to receive said head.

887.648. PROCESS OF ALLOYING tUNGSTEN. MOL-
YBDENT'M. Ac. WITH IRON AND STEEL. PniLO

Kbmekv. Pittsburg. Pu. Filed Mar. 28, li:K)7. Serial

No. 364.970.

1. As a new article of manufacture, a wheel composed of

a center portion and a rim portion, the two portion-* being

separately and Independently formed and united by an

electrical weld extending between and throughout the di-

rectly contacting surfaces thereof; substantially as de-

scribed.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a railway wheel

composed of a continuous center portion, and a continuous

rim or tread portion, the two portions being separately and

Independently formed, and united by an electrical weld

between contacting surfaces: substantially as described.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a wheel having a

rim or tire portion with an Inwardly-projecting rib or

flange welded to the t)ody of the wheel ; substantially as

i described.

4. .\.s a new article of manufacture, a wheel having a

1 erlm or tire portion with an Inwardly projecting rib or

'. flange welded to the body of the wheel, the Joint being on

! an Incline or bevel relative to the general plane of the

wheel : substantially as described.

I
.'. As a new article of manufacture, a railway wheel

[
having a rolled flange and tread portion with an inwardly-

projecting rib. and a wheel htxly electrically welded to said

rib. the Joint extending on a bevel or incline ;
substantially

as described.

(('lalms 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. The process of alloying tungstea molybdenum, Ta-

nadlum. or similar metals with iron or steel, consisting In

forming In a suitable furnace a malten bath of Iron

887.6r)0. GLOBE-HOLDER Albert W Kerbeb. Sharon.

Pa. Filed Jan. .'.. lSKi7. Serial No. .S50.!t2,1.

1. The combination with a globe-supporting bracket car

ried by a supply-pipe, of a spring globe-clamping member,

and means loosely carried by said member for detachably

securing said member below said bracket and space there-

from.

2. The combination with a globe-supporting bracket car-

ried by a supply pipe, of a spring globe-clamping member,

and means loosely carried by said member for detachably

securing said member below said bracket and spaced there-

from, said means comprising a plurality of hook-members

carried by the globe-clamping member and having an open

hook at their free ends to permit engagement with the

bracket.

3. In combination, a globe-supporting bracket carried

by a supply pipe and having a plurality of apertures, a

globe baring an Inwardly-directed annular depression ad-
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jacent Its top. a resilient clamping-member moonted

within said depression, and a plurality of hooks loosely

carried by said member and having their free ends formed

for engagement with the apertures of the bracket, the

hooks being of a length to permit the clamping member to

lie in a plane parallel with and below the bracket.

mounted on said cross bead and formed with inclined

faces, and lateral supports for said latches, the latter

being arranged to lock said controlling lever in its neu-

tral position.

4. In elevator safety appliances of the character desig-

nated, the combination of an electric circuit including

one or more door-controlled switches, a car, a switch on

said car included In said electric circuit, motor controlling

mechanism, a controlling lever connected therewith, an

electro magnet in said circuit consisting of a solenoid

and plunger, twin latches mounted upon said plunger by

means which allow them to yield lengthwise under pres-

sure, said latches being arranged to lock said controlling

lever in its neutral position, and lateral supports for said

latches.

88T.651. SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS William

J* Kern. West Hoboken. N. J. Filed June 20. 1907.

Serial No. 379.820.

1. In < i.vator safety appliances of the character desig-

nated, the combination of an electric circuit Includlni,-

one or more door controlled switches, motor controlling

mechanism, a controlling lever connected therewith, an

electromagnet In said circuit consisting of a solenoid

and plunger, twin latches mounted upon said plunger by

means which allow them to yield lengthwise under pres-

sure, said latches being arranged to lock said controlling

^•ver in its neutral position, and lateral supports for said

latches.

2 in elevator safety appliances of the character desig-

nated, the combination of an electric circuit including

one or more door-controlled switches, motor-controlling

mechanism, a controlling lever connected therewith, an

electromagnet In said electric circuit consisting of a so-

lenoid and plunger, two yielding latches mounted upon

said plunger, said latches being formed with Inclined

faces and being arranged to lock said controlling lever In

Its neutral position, and lateral supports for said latches.

3. In elevator safety appliances of the character desig-

nated, the combination of an electric circuit Including one

or more door-controlled switches, motor-controlling mech-

anism, a controlling lever connected therewith, an elec

tromagnet In said electric circuit consisting of a solenoid

and plunger, a cross head on said plunger, spring latches

887.652. DEVICE FOR CONVEYING OR TRANSPORT-
ING AND AFFORDING AMUSEMENT. Imrk Kiealft,

South Kensington, London. England. Filed Nov. 18,

1907. Serial No. 402.715

4 The combination with a globe-supporting bracket car- 1

ried by a supply pipe and provided with a plurality of

apertures, of a globe securing clamp comprising a ring, a

coll spring arranged on said ring, said spring and ring

being clamped around the globe, and a plurality of hook-
!

members having eyes in one end receiving said ring and
,

hooks on their outer ends to engage in the apertures in

aid bracket.

5. The combination with a globe-supporting bracket car-

ried by a supply pipe, of a globe holder comprising a ring, i

a coil spring surrounding said ring, said spring and ring

forming a carrier for the globe, and a plurality of hook-

members loosely mounted on the ring and having their

outer ends formed with hooks for detachable engagement

with the bracket.

1 In an amusement device, a plurality of upstanding

structures, an endless carrier passing over said struc-

tures, an endless carrier passing over said structures, and .

traveling in a horizontal plane adjacent the bottom of

said structures, and In inclined plane above such hori-

zontal plane, and means to admit passengers to the cars

while traveling in a horizontal plane.

2 In an amusement device, a plurality of supporting

structures, an endless carrier passing over said struc-

tures, and adapted to travel in a horizontal plane b.

tween the bases of said structures, cars carried by said

endless carrier, and means connecting the cars with the

carrier whereby the carrier drops relative to the cars

while traveling in a horizontal plane.

,".. An amusement device comprising upright structures,

a traveling platform moving between the bases of said

structures, an endless carri.-r passing over the structures

and moving between the bases of said structures, adja-

cent the traveling platform, a plurality of cars carn.-d

by the endless carri.'r and positioned to ride upon tbe

traveling pljitform between the bases of said structures.

4 An amusement d.'vice comprising upright structures,

a traveling platform moving between the bases of said

structures, an endless carrier passing over the said struc-

tures and moving In a horizontal plane adjacent the said

platform between the bases of the said structures, a plu-

rality of cars carried by the carrier, and means connect-

ing the cars with the carrier whereby the carrier drops

relative to the cars while moving between the bases of the

structures and permits the cars to ride upon the traveling

platform.

5. .\n amusement device comprising a plurality of

spaced upright structures, carrying drums arranged adja-

cent the bases and tops of the said structures, an endless

carrier passing about said drums, and adapted to travel

in a horizontal plane between the bases of said structures,

and to travel in varying planes between the tops of said

structures.

I [Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]
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887,603. PLANT SUPPORT. Oiosoi L. Klink, Warren,

Pa. Filed Oct. 17, 1907. Serial No. 397,841.

continuous strip of aeries of alternating sections, one se-

ries of altfrnating sections b^-lnif fornipd of elastic webbing

woven under tension and of a It-n^th equal to the elastic

portions of two hose supporters and tapering from the

center toward the ends, and Intermediate sections from the

wider ends of said parts wwv.'n under normal conditions

without tension, each of the sections of the series being

adapted to be severed centrally to form the tapering hose

supporter fabric.

4. .\ length of elastic webbing adapted to be cut up into

hose supporters, comprising alternate Bectlons of prede-

termined length and tapering throughout their length In

opposite directions from a central point, which are loose

woven or with spaced weft threads adapted to yield

under tension, and alternate short sections tight woven

or with close weft threads so as to be comparatively non-

elastic, the said length of webbing to be severed at Inter-

mediate points In the respective sections to form hose sup-

porters of the desired length.

887.655. CLASP FOB GARMENT SLPPORTERS. SaM-

UKL K0P8. New York. N. Y. Filed Jnne 22. 1907. Se-

rial No. 380.206.

1. A plant support comprising a stake, » hoop provided

with a pair of arms, means extending through the arms

for plvotally and detachably connectlnK the hoop to the

stake, and a plate secun-d to the stake and provided with

a pair of lateral protuberances constituting a seat for the

arms whereby said loop is maintained at right angles with

respect to the stake,

2. A plant support comprising a stake, n hoop provldeil

with a pair of arms, one positioned at aach sule of the

Stake, each of said arms provided at one "ffld with an eye,

means extending through the stake and ejea for pivotally

connecting the arms to the stake, and a plate secured to

the front of the stake and provided with t pair of lateral

protuberances constituting seats for the arms whereby

said hoop Is maintained at right angles with respect to

the stake.

3. A plant support comprising a taperlag stake, a hoop

provided with a pair of arms, one posltioted at each side

of the stake, each of said arms provided at one end with

an eye. a heade<l bolt extending througli the stake and

eyes for pivotal iy connecting the arms to the stake, a nut

mounted upon one end of the bolt for contectlng it to the

stake, and a plate secured to the stake and provided at Its

top with a pair of lateral protuberances constituting

seats for the arms whereby the hoop is maintained at right

angles with respect to the stake.

887,654. ELA.STIC WEBBING. Samitel Kops, New
York, N Y Fil."(l May '2^. 10O7. Serial No. .^76.088.

1 .\n elastic webbing for hose supporters consisting

of a flat strip formed narrow at one end nnd wide at the

other, said strip tielng wov^n under ten»lon and a part

forming a continuation thereof from the wide end of the

webbing woven under normal conditions without tension,

the narrow end tielng adapfe<l for conniectlon with the

metal parts of a sup[Hirter and the wide end to be 8ewe<l

Into position for use.

2. \a elastic webbing for hose snpporfjers, fornie<l nar

row at one end and wide at the other end, said strip belne

woven under tension and a part forminf a continuation

thereof from the wide end of the webbing woven under

normal conditions without tension. Iq which elastic

strands of greater cross sectional area are held firmly in

[.oslrlon, the narrow end of the elastic fatric \>e'v>^ adapt-

*»d for connection to the metal parts of tlie hose supporter

and the wide non elastic end to be sew«>il to a ;rarmeat or

corset.

3. \n elastic webbing for hose suppoi-ters, formed of a

1. In a hose or garment supporter and In combina-

tion with a flat tapering plate metal tongue member, of a

slotted plat.^ having jaws receiving and engaging the

tongtip m»>mbt'r and at b-ast on>> raised portion of the

plate betwt'en tlif jaws providing an additional grip for

the fabric between the same and the under surface of the

tongue nifmb^T between the jaws

2 In a hiise or garm<'nt supporter, and in combinatbm

with a flat tapering plate m»'tal tongue member, of a

slotted plate having Jaws receiving and engaging the

tongue m>'ml»T and separate raised portions located be-

tween the jaws and adjacent thi-reto f(jr contact with the

under surface of the tongue member to produce a frlc-

tional grip.

;?. In a hose or garment supporter and In combination

with a taporlng tongue member, of a slotted plate having

jaws receiving nnd engaging the tongu>> m>'mb«'r. and

flanges upturned from tin' slotted platt> ttctween the jaws

whose pdges provide raised gripping surfaces between

which an<l the under side of the tongue member the fabric

of a hose or garnu-nt Is frlctionally held as well as be-

tween the Jaws and the tongue.

4. In a hose or garment supporter, the combination

with a main fabric portl.m. of a tap.rlnK tongue member

having a l<x)p or slotted portion at Its smaller end and a

broadened eitension at Its lart'er end. a slotted plate

having jaws adapted to be engaged by the tapering tongue

memb»T. and means im-afed between the Jaws and adja-

cent to the respective slots of the slotted plate for con-

tacting with the hose or fabric and pressing the same

against the under side of the tapering tongue meml>er

and Its extension for a frl^tional grip

5. In a hosf or kfarment supporter nnd In conibinatlon

with a slotted plate having engaging jaws, of a tapering

tongue menil>er provided with a series of holes near its

free end and In use coming betwcfii the Jaws, said holes

forming additional gripping points on the fabrb' or hose.

[Claims f> and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,656. .VPP.VREL * rmSKT I)amei. Knps. New York,

I
N. Y. Filed Jan. 22, 190H. Serial No. 412,10t].

1. .Vn apparel corset Including In its make-up, means
' for producing n tension around the natural waist, means
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for producing a tension around the waist from the back

to a point below the said line and means at the front of

the corset for pulling down upon the corset from the

waist line and over the other line of tension to produce a

flat front and longer waist effect for the corset.

band at the front of the corset, tension straps secured at

their upper ends by an inclined line of connection which

Intersects and is located at the place of connection of the

waist band to the fabric body and which tension straps

overlie the free ends of the aroundthe-waist tension

straps and pull from a higher point of the fabric body,

hose supporter straps connected respectively to the lower

edge of the fabric body of the corset and to the lower

end of said vertically disposed tension straps and at their

lower ends united and connected to a single hose sup-

porter strap.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,657. SOUND - BOX FOR TALKING - MACHINES.
TK0MA8 Kraemek. Philadelphia, I'a.. assignor to Haw-

thorne & Sheble Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia,

Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed .Tuly 15,

1907. Serial No. 383,720.

2. \u apparel corset Including in its make-up, a waist

tend placed to conform to the natural waist of the human

figure, around the waist tension straps and adjustable

fastening devices at their free ends connecting the same

to the steels of the corset placed at a point appreciably

below the waslt line, and tension straps vertically dis-

posed at the front of the corset connected to the fabric

body thereof at the waist band line and extending over

the around-the waist tension straps, with hose supporter

devices connected to the vertically disposed straps and

drawing down from the natural ^alst line while the

around the-walst tension straps draw in below the natural

waist line

3. An apparel corset comprising with the fabric body,

back laces, lacing eyelets and the front steels, a waist

band so placed as to conform closely to the natural waist

of the human figure, tension straps extending from the

back around over tiie hips, with eyelets In their forward

free ends, posts secured in the corset steels at places ap-

preciably below the place of connection with the waist

band at the front of the corset, tension straps secured at

their upper ends by an inclined line of connection which

Intersects and Is located at the place of connection of the

waist band to the fabric body and which tension straps

overlie the free ends of the around-the waist tension

straps and pull from a higher point of the fabric body,

and to tlie lower ends of which vertically disposed tension

straps hose supporters are connectetV

4. An apparel corset comprising with the fabric body,

back laces, lacing eyelets and the front steels, a waist

band so placed as to conform closely to the natural waist

of the human figure, tension straps connected on the un-

der side of the fabric body at the back along vertical

lines appreciably distant from the lacing eyelets and

crossing at the back at about the waist line, with the free

ends of said straps pa.ssing through the fabric body and

overlying the outer surface toward the front, with eye-

lets in their forward free ends, posts secured in the cor-

set steels at places appreciably l)elow the place of connec-

tion with the waist band at the front of the corset, ten-

sion straps secured at their upper ends by an inclined

line of connection which intersects and Is located at the

place of connection of the waist band to the fabric body

and which tension straps overlie the free ends of the

around the waist tension straps and pull from a higher

point of the fabric body, and to the lower ends of which

vertically disposed tension straps hose stipporters are

connected

6. An apparel corset comprising with the fabric body,

hack laces, lacing eyelets and the front steels, a waist

band so placed as to conform closely to the natural waist

of the human figure, tension straps extending from the

back around over the hips, with eyelets in their forward

free ends, posts secured In the corset steels at places ap-

preciably below the place of connection with tho waist

1 The combination of a sound box casing, a plate se-

cured thereto and having a slot therein, and a stylus lever

passing through said slot and fulcrumed directly upon one

of the walls of the same.

2. The combination of a sound box casing, a plate se-

cured thereto and having a slot therein, a stylus lever

passing through said slot and fulcrumed upon one of the

walls thereof, and a spring on the plate bearing upon but

being disconnected from the stylus lever and serving to

maintain said fulcrum bearing.

3. The combination of a sound box casing, a plate se-

cured thereto, and having a slot therein, a stylus lever

passing through said slot and fulcrumed upon one of the

walls of the same, and a spring constituting an Integral

part of said plate, said spring l^earing upon but being dis-

connected from the stylus lever and serving to maintain

the fulcrum bearing of the latter.

4. The combination of a sound box casing, a stylus lever

having notched trunnions, a plate slotted for the reception

of said trunnloned portion of the stylus lever and having

projecting fulcrum lugs for said trunnions, and a spring

constituting an Integral part of said plate, said spring

l)earing upon the stylus lever, and serving to maintain its

notched trunnions In contact with said fulcrum lugs.

5. The combination of the sound 1k)X casing. Its dia-

phragm and stylus lever, a plate secured to said casing and

presenting a fulcrum for said stylus lever, and a spring

bearing upon but l)elng disconnected from the back of the

stylus lever nnd serving to press the same towards the dia-

phragm and fulcrum.

tClalms to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,658. CONSTRUCTION OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.

Feedinanu W. Krogh. San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb.

3, 1906. Serial No. 299,251.

1. In a centrifugal pump, the combination of an Im-

peller having radiating water passages, a lining for the

said pasages. the lining being In part secured close against

the body of the impeller and In part separated therefrom,

and cushioning springs Interposed between the frame of

the Impeller and the parts of the lining that are set away

therefrom

2. In a centrifugal pump, the combination of an Im-

peller having radiating passages, and linings for the op-

posite faces of the said passages, the lining on the forward

side being set close against the face of the wall of the

passage and the lining on the opposite or rear side being

set away from the wall of the passage, and cushioning

springs set between the last said lining and the wall

which It protects, substantially as set forth.

3. In a centrifugal pump, the combination of an im-
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peller having a water Inlet at Its center and radiating

paS8a<:e8 extending outward therefrom, the tnner ends of

opposite passages uniting at the center of the Impeller, lln

Ings for the front and rear walls of the said passages, each

lining lying close against the front or forwaril wall of one

passage and set away from the back or following wall of

the opposite passage, and cushioning springs l>etween the

set-out portions of the lining and the rear or following

walls of the passages of the Impeller.

'

said electrodes serving as a cathode while the other elec-

trodes serve as starting an.xles, a starting circuit for sup-

plying current to the starting anodes, and an inductance

coll in circuit with the cathode and traver8e<l tx^th by

starting current and by the main current of the devi<'e.

2. The combination of a rectifier tube having mala

electrodes and starting electrodes, and Inductive means

for opposing the development of high fre<)uency or high

voltage effects between the exciting e!ectro<3es and one of,

the main electrodes.

3. The combination of a mercury arc rectifier having

main electrodes and starting electrodes, and Inductive

means for preventing the shifting of the cathode spot from

one of the main electrodes to one of the starting electrodes.

4 In a centrifugal pump, the combinatluti <'f a casing.

a rotary Impeller mounted therein and protlded with ra-

diating discharge passages, and communicating passages

from the back to the periphery of said impeller, and bal-

ancing valves for opening and closing said aommunicatlng

passages.

5. In a centrifugal pump, the combination of a casing,

a rotary impeller mounted therein and provided with ra-

diating discharge passages, and communicating passages

fr^m the back to the periphery of said Impeller, and auto-

matically operated balancing valves for opemlng and clos-

ing said communicating passages.

[Claims 6 tu 10 not printed In the Gaiett*.]
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887,660. STARTIN(J DEVICE FOR MERCURY VAPOR
APPARATIS OsiAS O KKtH, Schenectady. N. Y . as-

signor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 14. 1907 Serial No. .397.270.

887.659. RECTIFIER SYSTEM. • isi.\s O ' Kkt 11, Schen

eotady. N. Y. assignor to (;eneral Ele.irir I'Mrnpany.

a Corporation of New York. Filed S^pt. IT. 1907 Serial

No. 393.381.

1. The conibinntion <.f an .-vacuatod envelop or tube,

electrodes therein one at least of which Is of mercury, a

starting conductor iocat.'d In proximity to the mercury

electrode, and means for protecting the conductor fr-m

the washing or scouring action of mercury in said tut>e

2. The combination of an evacuated envelop or tube,

electrodes therein one at least of which is of mercury, a

conductor presenting a surface of oxid arranged In prox-

imity to the mercury electrrnle for producing an arc there-

from, and a protective screen or envelop for said conductor

formed of a material pervious to arc starting radiations

from said conductor.

3. The combination of an hermetically sealeil enveb.p

or tube, electrodes therein, a starting conductor having a

surface of oxid. and a protecting screen or shield for said

starting conductor

4. The combination of an hermetically sealed envelop

or tube, electrodes therein one at least of which Is of

yaporlzable material, a starting conductor In proximity to

the vaporizatile electrc-le and having a surface of oxid, and

a protecting screen or shield for said starting conductor.

1. The combination of an evacuated vessel provided with

electrodes arranged to rectify alternating current, one of

887,r,^;i. HANDVISE. Wilmam Kfss, Three Rivers,

Mass. Filed Dec. 10, 1007. a*-rlal No. 407.115.

In a hand vise, a handle member embodying an ex-

tended shank, a pair of extended lugs located one on each

Bide of shank at a slight distance below the outer

end of the latter, a pair of jaw members each having a

bifurcated lower end pivoted directly to said lugs so that

their Inner sides are located on said opposite sides of

the shank but spaced therefrom, one of said Jaws on Its

side face being formed with an Inwardly opening recess

forming a housing closed on all of its sides but one, the

other of said jaws being formed with an opening extending

through two of its sides, a rod having one end disposed
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in «tld houaing. a pivot stud for securing said rod in said .s7r..4 FRAME FOR SrPPORTiNG AND CONFINING

boosing, the opposite end of said rod being threaded and Cnil.KD SPRINf.S. Joseph I. Leg<.ett, arthage.
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Mo. Filed July 5, 1907. Serial No. .^M'.'.'Rl.

through said opening of the other Jaw. and a

thttmb nut on said threaded end of the rod.

8 8 7 , « t5 1; .
STEAK-SHREDDER Richard F. LawsON,

EtBngham. Ill Filed Apr. 16. 1907. Serial No. 368.515.

1. An implement of the class described comprising a

body portion formed of spaced convolutions provided with

oppositely disposed cutting (Hlges arranged in spiral form

to produce flat bearing surfaces, one cf tli.' convolutions

being extended laterally to form an operating handle.

2. An Implement of the class described formed of a

single piece of metal one end of which Is bent to form a

plurality of spaced convolutions having oppositely dis-

posed cutting edge arranged parallel with each other,

the opposite end of the metal being bent to form an oper-

ating handle.

3. An implement of the class described comprising a

body portion curved spirally and formed with opposite

parallel sharpened edges, one end of th.- body portion be-

ing extended as a handle.

8S7.663. CHAIR -LEG ATTACHMENT. Chaules Lee,

Butte. Mout Filed July 26, 1907. Serial No. 385,701.

1. In a coiled spring securing means, a spring support-

ing member and a spreadable spring engaging clip, com-

prising a pair of arms extending upwardly and outwardly

from said supporting member, substantially as set forth.

2. A colled spring supporting and securing means com-

prising a spring supporting bar and spreadable spring en-

gaging bars and spreadable spring engaging members fitted

to said bar and provided with lips, substantially as set

forth.

3. A colled spring supporting and securing means com-

prising a spring supporting bar, and spring engaging mem-

bers fitted to said bar and extending outwardly there-

from, said spring engaging members terminating in lips,

substantially as set forth.

4. A colled spring supporting and securing means com-

prising a series of spring supporting bars, and reaches

fitted to said bars, said reaches being provided with spring

engaging members extending outwardly and upwardly

from the sides of said bars, substantially as set forth.

5. A colled spring supporting and securing means com-

prising a series of spring supporting bars, and reaches

fitted to said bars, said reaches being provided with spring

engaging members extending outwardly from said bars

and terminating in lips, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 7,665. CHECK - PUNCHER. Glstaf L Leisner.

Stephen. Minn. Filed Jan 29, 1907. Serial No. :'>.^4,659.

A chair leg attachment comprising a socket memb.-r to

receive the lower end of a chair leg, a base member form

Ing a foot piece, one of said members being provided with

a pair of spaced lugs and other member a single lug

fitting between said spaced lugs, means for plvotally con-

necting the lugs, on the base member and socket member,

the pivotal connection being on a line In advance of the

center of the base member, cooperating shoulders on the

socket member and base member to limit the pivotal

movement thereof In one direction, and an elastic tread

upon the base member, substantially as specified.

1. A hand check punch comprising a fixed handle

provided with Integral cheek pieces, a movable handle

pivoted between the cheek pieces, a character wheel rota-

tably journaled between the cheek pieces, a check sup-

p<.)rtlng jaw pivoted between the cheek pieces and to

the movable handle whereby when the handle Is moved

in one direction the jaw will be rocked to bring the check

against the character wheel, and means operated by the

return of the pivoted handle to feed a check upon the jaw.

2. A hand check punch comprising a fixed handle pro-

vided with Integral cheek pieces, a movable handle piv

oted l)etween the said cheek pieces, a character wheel

journaled for rotation between the cheek pieces, a check

supporting Jaw pivoted between the cheek pieces for rock

Ing movement and having operative connection with the

movable handle whereby when the handle Is moved In one

direction the Jaw will be moved in the direction of the

character wheel, and a frlctlonal feed device adapted for

actuation by the pivoted handle upon the return of the

same to normal position.

3. A hand check punch comprising a fixed handle pro-

vided with integral cheek pieces, a movable handle piv-

oted between the cheek pieces, a character wheel rota-
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tably Journaled b«>tween the cheek pieces, a Jaw pivoted

for rooking movement between the cheek pieces, said Jaw

havlni; op»>ratlve connection with the pivoted handle

whereby movfment of th>' handlt' in one direction will

move the jaw In the direction of the character wheel, a

friction feed roller Journaled between thq cheek pieces.

connection between the said roller and thi- pivoted han-

dle whereby the roller will be rotatetl upon return of the

handle to its normal position, and a second roller jour-

naled beneath the first mention>d roller and movable

manually out of engagement therewith to permit of the

Insertion of a check therebetween and the frictlonal feed

roller

4. A hand cherk punch comprising a tixi-d handle pro-

vided with lnte;:ral cheek pieces, a movadle handle piv-

oted between the -"heek pieces, a charactfr wheel rota-

tably Journaled between the cheek pieces, a jaw pivoted

between the cheek pieces for rocking movepient. said jaw

having operative connection with the pivoted handle

whereby movement of the handle in one direction will re-

sult in a movement of the jaw in the direction of the

character wheel, a check feeding roller Journaled at a

point between the cheek pieces, teeth formed upon the

roller at one end thereof, and a rack member carried by

the pivoted handle and adapted to engage aald teeth

upon the return of the handle to normal position for

the purpose of rotating the roller

5. A hand check punch comprising a fixed handle pro-

rlded with integral cheek pieces, a movatile handle piv-

oted betwet-n the cheek pieces, a character whe.^I ri>ra

tably journaled between the cheek pieces, a lever arranged

for manual operation to impart a step by ptep movement
to the character wheel, means for returning the l.ver

to Its normal position after actuation, a jBw pivcited be-

tween the cheek pieces for rocking movement and having

operative connection with the pivoted handle whereby
movement of the handle in one direction irlll result In a

movement of the jaw In the direction of the character

wheel, and means for feeding a check between the jaw

and the character wheel.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette]

89f,MQ. ELE<'TKI>' WATER - PIRIFIEB .Iamks F.

Lbsrr, New York. N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to P:iectrolytic Filtering and Purifying Co., a

Corporation of New York Filed Nov. 'is, lOOrt. i^erlal

Xo 345,504. Renewed I>^c. 12. 1907. Serial No.

406.203.

water being; treated, and means for electrically connecting

the electrodes.

4. A water purifying apparatus having a series of

continuous nickel electrodes which are In direct contact

with the water being treated, and means for electrically

connecting the electrodes.

.'. .V water purifying apparatus comprising an electro-

lytic chamber having a series of nickel electrodes which

are In direct contact with the water being treated and

spaced from the top and bottom of said electrolytic cham-

ber to form chambers, a feed water pipe f.ir Introducing

water Into the lower chamber and below the nickel elec-

trodes, and an exit pipe communicating with the upper

chamber to carry off the wat-r having passed bi'tween the

electrodes.

1. A water purifying apparatus including an electro-

lytic chamber and a Altering chamber, s«ild electrolytic

chamber having a series of nickel electrodes connected

In multiple, each of said nickel electrodes being Id direct

contact with the water being treated.

2. A water purifying apparatus including an electro-

lytic chamber and a filtering chamber, ajid a series of

nickel electrodes arranged in the electrolytic chamber,

said electrodes being in direct contact with the water be-

ing treated and arranged in a nested sptced series and

electrleally (Connected.

3. A water purifying apparatus including an electro-

lytic chamber, said electrolytic chamber having a series of

nickel electrodes which are In direct contact with the

887,667. SIPHON - BOTTLE. Moris I.kvin. New York,

X. Y., assignor of one-half to Louis Drosln, New York,

N Y Filed Aug 19. 1907 Serial No. 389.121.

1 A siphon bottle having a discharge, comprising a

glass tube, a plug formed integrally with said tube, said

plug being hermetically and slldably fitted In the neck of

the bottle and having a pa.ssage communicating with said

tube and adapted, upon its depression, to register with

the discharge of the bottle, substantially as set forth

2. .\ siphon bottle having a discharge, comprising a

glass tube, a plug formed integrally with said tube, said

plug being hermetically and slldably fitted In the neck

of the bottle and having a passage communicating with

said tube, and adapted, upon its depression, to register

with the discharge of the bottle, and a spring to nor-

mally hold the said plug In raised position displacing

said passage relative to the discharge of the bottle, sub-

stantially as set forth.

887.668. CHURN CONSTRICTION. Chaki-es H. Li.v-

NEY. Eminence. Ky.

421,644.

Filed Mar 17, 1908. Serial No.

^^
1. \ churn attachment comprising the combination

with a standard, a platform for the standard and means
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to removably secure the standard to the platform ; of a

bracket having ears at the upper and lower ends and at

the center thereof, means to secure said end ears to said

standard, an arm having a head at one end thereof, the

me<etln;{ faces of sahl head and bracket having Interlocking

corrugtions thereon and in^'jins to adjustably secure the

head to the bracket

2. A churn attachment comprising the combination

with a platform, a standard on the platform and means
to removably secure the stamlanl to the platform ; of a
bracket secured to said staudard udjaciiit its upper end,

said bracket having a vertically extending slot terminat-

ing at Its upper end In an enlarged opening, a supporting

iirm havini: n hiiid at one end adapted to cooperate with

said brack' I t: . iii.itin_' f;i ^ ,if said head and bracket

having int' r ue^liiii;; < orrii;;ai ions thereon, a bolt adapted

to extend through said slot and head and bold the corru-

gations on the bead In engncenient with the corrugations

on the bracket, said bolt baviriL' a head at one end in siee

and contour to fit and pass tlirough the enlarged opening

at the upper end of the slot, whereby the arm may be re-

moved from the bracket without disengaging the bolt

from the head on the arm.

3. In a churn attachment, the combination with a

bracket, an arm aiijustably secured to said bracket and
the churning meebanism carried by the arm ; of a verti-

cally ili-i'os, ,1 siiindard adapted to receive and support

said brucket, said standard having a vertical opening

extendinc u[)wardly from its lower end and a cavity

extending' laterally through the standard and communi-
cating with the upper end of said opening, a platform

to support the standard, a bolt extended through the plat

form and through the opening in the post, a nut adapted
to enter said cavity and engage the upper end of the

bolt and a pin carried by the platform adapted to engage
and hold the standard against rotation on the bolt.

887.66&. LACE - FASTENER Swer Lob, Mlnneapolla,

Minn. Filed Feb. 11. 1907. Serial No. 356,726.

1. A lace fastener comprising a metallic body portion

having a laterally projecting clamping bar which Is at-

tached thereto at both ends and is formed with a bulged

portion adapted to peruilt the endwise movement of the

lace, the other portion of which clamping bar diverges

slightly from said body portion and Is arranged to co-

operate therewith to clamp and hold the lace, substan-

tially as described.

2, \ lace fastener comprising a thin metal body portion

^ having barbs 4 and having cut and pressed laterally

therefrom the clamping bar 5. which bar Is left attached
at said body portion at both ends and Is provided with a
bulged portion 5* that is curved or dished In cross section,

and the other portion of which clamping bar diverges
slightly from said body portion .{ and is arranged to co-

operate therewith to clamp and hold the lace, substan-
tially as described.

887.«70 DEVICE VOB. OPERATING WINDOW RLINDR.
Daniel F. Lonergan. Morrlstown. N. J. Filed Oct.

22. 1907. Serial No. 398.597.

1. In a device for operating window shutters, a crank
comprising crank-arms and a connecting crank pin, a fixed

bearing In which the crank-pin is Journaled. means for

connecting one of said arms to the shutter, and a push-
bar for operating the crank, connected to the opposite
arm.

2. In a device for operating window-shutters, a crank

comprising crank arms and a connecting crank-pin, a

fixed bearing in which the crank-pin is Journaled. a stop

provided on said bearing for limiting the movement of the

shutter, and means connected with the other crank-arm

for operating the crank.

3. The combination of a building having a hinged shut-

ter, a bearing secured to the outer wall of the building in

axial allnement with the hinges of the shutter, a crank
comprising crank-arms connected together by a crank pin

which is carried by said bearing, means connecting one
of said arms to the shutter, and means for operating the

crank, passing through an <ipening in the wall of the

building.

4. In a device for operating window-shutters, a crank
comprising crank arms and a crank-pin made In two sec-

tions adjustably connected together, a fixed b<earlng In

which said crank-pin Is Journaled. means for connecting

one of said arms to the shutter, means connected to the

other of said arms for operating the crank, and a stop

provided in connection with said bearing for limiting the

opening movement of the shutter.

5. In a device for operating window-shutters, a bear-

ing comprising a cup having a projection on the inside

thereof, and a disk revolubly mounted over said cup. hav-

ing a shoulder movable In the path of said projection,

a crank comprising crank arms and a connecting crank-

pin secured to said disk, means for connecting one of said

arms to the shutter, and means connected to the other

of said arms for operating the crank.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.671. WIRE STRETCHER. Petbe F. Loct. Seattle,

Wash . assignor of one half to Thomas Kleinogel. Seat-

tle. Wash. Filed Nov. 5. 1907. Serial No. 400.832.

1. An implement of the class described comprising a
bar provided at one ot its ends with a protruding tongue
having a groove on one side extending Into the bar. a

rack bar slldably connected with the aforesaid bar. a pin-

ion supported by the first named bar and in continuous
mesh with the rack bar. means for rotating said pinion,

and wire clamping means carried by the rack-bar the wire
being received In the groove in said tongue and bar.

2. An implement of the class described comprising a
bar provided at one of its ends with a protruding tongue
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gIOOT«d longlrudinally on one faoe, the grnbvo pitendlng

Into the bar. a ra.-k bar slidably connected with the afore-

said bar. a pinion supported by the first numfd bar and

In continuous mesh with the racli-bar, nieann for rotating

said pinion, wire clamping means carried by the rack-bar

and comprised of a fixed jaw and a do^; the said Rroove

In the ton^'ue and bar r<^<-eivlng said wire

3. An Implement of the class described comprising in

combination, a bar provided at one end with a tongue

and at the other end with a breast plate, Che tongue be-

ing grooved longitudinally on one face and the bar being

provided on the opposite face at the base of the tongue

with notches an attachment fixedly connected with the

bar intermediate the length of the latter, a rack-bar slid-

ably mounted up'iU the first named bar, a pinion, a rod

provided with a crank-handle and carryiag the pinion,

said rod beini: Journaled in said attachraect. a serrated

Jaw fliedly connected with said rack-bar, and a serrated

dog plvotally connected with said rack-bar

4. In an implement of the class described, the combina-

tion with a bar having a protruding tongqe at one end.

said bar being provided upon one of its faces with a

groove extending from the point of said tongue to some

distance therefrom upon the bar, and b«lng also pro-

vided upon the opposite face with two notches disposed

upon the opposite sides of the tongue, and apertured ears

extending from said bar ; of a crank-tod extending

through the apertures of said ears, a pinion fixedly mount-

ed upon the rod intermediate of the eaw, a rack-bar

slidably mounted upon the first named bar and having Its

teeth engaged by said pinion, a Jaw fixedly secured to the

rack-bar. and a dog plvotally connected with the rack-bar

and adapted to cooperate with said jaw.

.5 In an implement of the class describe^, the comblna

tlon with a bar having a curved breast plate at one end

and a protruding tongue at the other end. Bald bar being

provided upon one of Its faces with a groove extending

from the point of said tongue to some distance therefrom

upon the bar, and being also provided upon the opposite

face with two grooves disposed upon the opposite sides

of the tongue, and apertured ears extending from said

bar ; of a crank rod extending through the apertures of

said bars, a pinion fixedly mounted upon the rod inter-

mediate of the ears, a rack-bar slidably mounted upon

the first named bar and having Its teeth etgaged by said

pinion, a block inclosing the first named bar and integral

with the rack bar, a jaw fixedly secured t© the rack-bar.

and a dog plvotally connected with the rack bar and

adapted to cooperate with the said jaw.

887.672. TREADLE. Charles E L'ivett and M.taiov E.

Cue. Birmingham, Ala. Filed Sept. 24^ 1907 Serial

No. .394,421.

prising two rods connected respectively with the clasp

and with the toe guard and each having an eye encircling

the other, and one of said rods being provided with a plu-

rality of hook shaped offsets

J. In a device of the class described, a lever engaging

clasp consisting of a flat narrow strip doubled upon Itself

and having alining apertures, and a loop engaging the

contacting ends of the strip. In combination with a

treadle comprising a base and a foot piece plvotally sup-

ported thereon, means for limiting and regulating the

stroke of the foot piece, and a link or connecting member

comprising hooked rods connected respectively with the

foot piece and with the lever engaging clasp, and each

provided with a terminal eye embracing the other; one of

said rods being provided with a plurality of hook-shaped

offsets adapted for engagement with the terminal eye of

the other nid.

3. In a device of the class described, a treadle, a levr

engaging device, a longitudinally extensible connection !>»

tween the rreadl.- and the lever engaging device, and

means for adjusting the active throw of the treadle

4. In a device of tiie class described, a treadle, a lever

engaging d»-vire. a longitudinally extensible connection

between said device and the treadle comprising overlap

ping relatively adjustable sections one of which embodies

an eye and the other a series of shoulders for engagem>'nt

with said eye. and m>"ans for adjusting the active throw

of the treadle.

1 In a device of the class described, a tiase. a plvotally

supported foot piece having a toe guard, a lever engaging

clasp, and an extensible link or connecting member com-

s >< 7 , 6 7 3 . CASH REGISTER. Charlbs A. Ldmxjren.

I>ayton. Ohio, nssk'n>>r. hy niesn.' nsslgtiment.s. to The

National Cash R.'irlster I'ompanv nnvfori. Dlilo, a Cor

poratlon of Ohio. Mti. riiorate<l In 1906.) Filed Mar.

19. 190»', Serial No :ii)«;,uu.">.

!-4c^

1. In a cash register, the combination of accounting

devices of difTerent classes of transactions, a serl.s of

special elements for Indicating quantities, a manipulative

device for predetermining which accounting device shall

be operated, and means compelling an operation of the

manipulative device before a special element can be op.r

a ted.

2. In a cash register, the combination with a plurality

of counters of a series of normally operative value ele

ments for operating said counters, means for locking the

value elements, a series of special elements, means for

normally locking the same, and a manipulative counter

selecting device and mechanism controlled thereby for un-

locking the special elements and locking the value ele

ments.

3. In a cash register, the combination of a plurality of

accounting devices, a series of value elements for operat-

ing any one of said accounting devices, means for prede

termlnlng which accounting device shall be operated, a

series of special elements, means for normally locking

the same, and a locking device for said value elements

disabled by the operation of a special element

4. In a cash register, the combination of a series of

special keys having Initial and final movements, a member

common to all said keys, a manipulative device, means

operated thereby for locking the common member, and
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means operated by the special keys in their initial move-

ment for disabling the lock

5. In a cash register, the combination of a hand oper-

ated push key, a lever movable therewith and having a

laterally extending lug. a pivoted bar having n curved

edge and a notch for cooperation with said lug, a special

key. and a camming device co-operating with said bar and

normally holding said key from operation.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.674. SHEET-METAL LATHING. Thomas W. Mac-

intosh. Penshurst. near Sydney, New South Wales,

.\ustralla Filed Mar. 25, 1907. Serial No. 364,223.

1. As an article of manufacture, a corrugated metallic

piece of lath made of a single plate having through each

slope of corrugations a row of apertures, said apertures

being formed by cutting the metal plate and bending a

portion outwardly and backwardly towards the similar

bent portions of the nearest row of said apertures, the

side edges of the lath being provided with projections

which are similarly bent backwardly. and being thereby

adapted to Interlock with adjacent laths, substantially aa

descrllx^d

2. .\s an article of manufacture a sheet of metallic

laths comprising two or more single laths, constructed as

herein described and claimed, and Interlocking on their

edges, substantially as described.

a. In a sheet metal lathing plate, the combination of

two metallic laths each having longitudinal exterior and

Interior open ribs connected together by an integral web,

and Interlocking edges, substantially as described.

887,67.') ANIMAL TRAP. Hugh L. Mainla.nd, Burkes,

near Imnedln, New Zealand. Filed Sept. 7, 1907. Se

rial No. 391,790.

1. An animal trap comprising a pair of hinged jaws,

and a trap spring having colled different diameters there

by facilitating the compact compressing of the spring.

said spring adapted to act upon said jaws thereby moving

them together, the outer coll of said spring being sub-

stantially oval In contour and projecting laterally from

each side of the other colls, said spring further having

the outer side of the outer coll bent Inwardly towards the

jaws.

2. An animal trap comprising a trap spring formed of

colls of different diameters, thereby enabling the compact

compressing of the spring, said spring having the outer

coll thereof projecting laterally from each side of the

other colls and said outer coll having the outer side there-

of bent inwardly towards the trap.

134 0. G.—31

3. An animal trap comprising a pair of spring jaws,

and setting plates hinged to andsuspended from the lower

faces of the Intermediate or ujiper portions of said jaws,

one of said plates provided with an overhanging protuber

ance and the other of said plates with a knife edge, said

knife edge adapled to engage under said protuberance

thereby maintaining the trap in its s.-t position.

4. .\n animal trap comprising a pair of s[iring Jaws, set-

ting plates hinged to and suspended from the 'ower faces

of the Intermediate or upper portions of said jaws, one of

said plates provided with an overhanglnig protuberance

and the other of said plates with a knife edge, said knife

ed«e adapted to engage under said protuberance thereby

maintaining the trap In its set position, and a spring

connected to the jaws and held under a state of tension

when said plates engage with each other, said spring

adapted to move the jaws to closing position when the

plates are diseneaged.

5. An animal trap comprising a pair of sntin;: i)lates.

one of said plates provided with a protuberance, ttie other

of said plates formed with a knife edge, said knife edge

adapted to engage under said protuberance to maintain

the trap set. that plate which is provided with a protuber-

ance adapted to extend under the other plate, said ex-

tending portion cut away and formed in a curvilinear

manner.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,676. GATE. Edwaiu> V Malonb, Manchester. Iowa

Filed Aug. 24. 1907. Serial No. 389.956.

1. In a gate of the class described, the combination

with an anchoring post, and a latch post ;
of a pair of eye

bolts extending through said anchoring post, an upright

plvotally mounted in said eye bolts, a bar fixed to said

upright and extending at right angles therefrom, a finger

at the free end of said bar. an auxiliary upright, a bi-

furcated arm extending laterally from said upright, hav

Ing openings In Its extended end to receive said finger, a

spring surrounding said finger between the arm and end of

the bar, a plurality of strands carried by said uprights a

plate on the upper end of the latch post having elongated

slots, bolts extending through said slots and Into the post.

a lever plvotally mounted <m said plate and a clevis car-

ried by said lever adapted to en^ragn the auxiliary upright

and direct tension on said strands, and. at the same time,

lock the gate In its closed position,

2. In a gate of the class described, the combination

with an anchoring post and a latch post : of eye bolts ex-

tending through bores in said anchoring post, nuts adapt-

ed to secure said eye bolts to the post, a spring surround-

ing one end of the upper eye bolt and between the nut and

post, an upright plvotally mounted In said eye bolts, a

collar adapted to support the upright, a bar secured to

said upright and extending at right angles thereto, an

auxiliary upright, means to movably secure said auxiliary

upright to the bar, a pair of clevises, adapted to engage

said auxiliary upright and hold the gate lu its closed

position, a lever pivotally mounted on the upper end of

the latch post and adapted to engage the upper clevis

and secure or release the gate, ns the lever is moved to the

left or right.

887.677 CHIMNEY. Alfred Marcks. DoHbrfick. near

Cologne. Germany. Filed Feb. 16, 1905. Serial No.

24.5.9(17.

1. A device for protecting chimneys against the wind

I
and promoting, at the same time, the draft of the same.
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consUting of the clotied top of the chlmnay, two opposite

outlet-openinga A for the smoke below sat4 top, a flap d, d

conaistlng of two halTes d which form ata obttwe angle,

and tipping on a horizontal axis In the middle between

said openings A so as to close the same alternately, an

air Inlet-opening C below each opening A and a flap i

brought in eqallibrlum by a counter-weight, in the middle

between said openings C and tipping on a horixontal axis

90 as to close alternately the one or the other of said

openings C.

2. A devict» for protecting chimneys ajainst the wind

and promoting, at the same time, the drift of the same,

consisting of the closed top of the chimn«y, two opposite

outlet-openings A for the smoke below salfl top, a flap d, d

consisting of two halves J which form an obtuse angle,

and tipping on a horizontal axis In the middle between

said openings A -mj as to close the same alternately, an

air inletopenlns C below each opening A and a flap /

brought in etjuUibrlum by a counter weight. In the middle

between said openings C and tipping on a horizontal axis

so as to closf" alTfTnately the one or the otfcer of said open-

ings C each uf rlu> horizontal tipping axes of the flaps

d, d and I being formed between two Immovable bodies

Oxed at opposite walls of the chimney, each tapering

towards it? top and forming a positive edge, on the one

hand, and two corresponding movable bodies fixed to the

flaps, each forming' at its bottom side a negative edge and
resting with it upon the positive edge of the correspond

ing Immovable body, on the other hand.

887, 67H. WIDE SPACING ATTACHMRNT FOR LINO-
TYPE - MACHINES. GirsTAT E. Wallin, Kansaa City,

Mo., assignor to The Wall In Addressing Machine Manu-
facturing Company. Kansas City, Mo., t Corporation of

Arizona. Filed July 20, 1907. Serial No. 384,718.

1, An attaihmeut f')r iinutpye machines comprising an

adjustable mpm!>er attached to the space bar of the key-

board, and A device on the keyboard contnille*! by the mem-
ber f'T engaging one or more ijuad coatrolling keys to

operate the same simultaneously with theactuatlon of the

space bar.

2. An attachment for linotype machines carried entirely

by the space bar of the keyboard, said attachment compris-

ing a device adapted to be brought into co«5peratlve rela-

tion with one or more quad controlling keys, a member

mounted on the bar at one side of the keyboard for de-

pressing the bar, a connection between the member and de-

vice for setting the latter, and a locking means for hold-

ing the device In set position.

3. An attachment for linotype machines mounted on the

space bar thereof, said attachment comprising a swinging

arm pivote<l on the space bar and provided with notches,

a spring piesse<l pawl yieldingly engaging In the notches,

a device on the space bar adapted to be thrown into

lo.'.perative relariori with one or more of the quad con-

trolling keys, and a connecting rod twtween the member
and device.

4. In a linotype machine, the combination of a space

bar for the keyboard, an adjuatable member thereon for

depressing the space liar, and means carried by and mov-

able with the space bar and controlled by the member for

depressing a quad controlllns key simultaneously with the

pressing of the space bar.

.". The combination of a space bar of a linotype machine,

a swinging arm mounted thereon, a locking device for

jleldlngly holding the arm in different poaltlons. a swing-

ing T shaped meml)er carried by the space bar and ar

ranged to move into and out of engagement with one or

more of the quad controlling keys, and a connecting means
between the arm and memlier

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

8^7,679. CARTON John H. M.vrsh and Joseph J

Lanzit. Chicago, 111., assignors to Borden's Condensed

Milk Company. Thlcago, III., a Torporatlon of Illinois.

FMled Sept. 13, 1905. Serial No. 278.310

1. In a pasteboard box assembled without the use of

adhesive and held In position solely by the Interlocking of

Its parts, the combination with five side sections arranged

In a series, and a locking section at the end of the series

anil attached integrally to the extreme edge thereof, the

sections being bent to Inclose a space rectangular In cross-

section, the fifth section lying Inside the first section and

the locking section lying Inside the second section of the

series, of an end-flap at one end of on • side-section and

a corresponding end-flap at the opposite end of the oppo-

site side section, each of said end-flaps being provlde<1

with tongues extending therefrom, and an eml flap at

each end of two other side-sections, said last named end

flaps bf-lng approximately one-half the combined length

of the first namfd end flaps and tongues, for the purpose

set forth.

2. In a pasteboard box assembled without the use of

adhesive and held in position solely by the Interlocking of

Its parts, the combination with Ave side-sections arranged

In a series, and a locking section at the end of the series

and attached Integrally to the extreme edge thereof, the

sections being bent to Inclose a space rectangular in cross-

section, the fifth section lying inside the first section and

the locking-section lying Inside the second section of the

series, of an end-flap at one end of the second section and

a corresponding end flap at the opposite end of the fourth

.section, each of said end flaps being provided with a

tongue, and an end section at each end of l)oth the flrst

and third side-sections, each of the last named end flaps

being approximately one half the combined length of the

first-named flaps and tongues, each end-flap being integral

with a sid'^-sectlon and each tongue being Integral with

an end flaii. for the purpose set forth.
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S87.680. FLANGELUBRICATING DEVICE. JEsaii C.

Marti.n, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. l^i, 1907. Se-

rial No. .362,15a

1. In a flange lubricating deTlce a shoe supported

closely adjacent the face of a flange and having a cham-

ber for lubricant, said chamber having a delivery outlet

arranged adjacent the flange and of a sUe and shape cor

responding to a portion of the face of the flange.

2. In a flange lubricating device, a shoe supported

closely adjacent the face of a flange and having a cham-

ber for lubricant, said chamber having a delivery outlet

arranged adjacent the flange and of a size and shape cor

responding to a portion of the wearing face of thr flung'

3. In a flange lubricating device, the combination of a

shoe or receptacle for lubricant, means comprising a Y or

saddle shaped section for effecting the loose contact of

the lubricating shoe surface with the wearing surface of

the flange, resilient means for holding the device In work

Ing relationship to the flange and means to apply lubri-

cant to the flange, a receptacle or retainer for lubricant

communicating with the shoe and means for applying

pressure to the lubricant therein.

4. In a flange lubricating device, a shoe yleldably sup-

ported closely adjacent the face of a flange and having a

chamber for lubricant, said chamber having a delivery

outlet arranged adjacent the flange and of a size and

shape corresponding to a portion of the face of the flange.

5. In a flange lubricating device, a shoe supported

closely adjacent the face of a flange and having a cham-

ber for lubricant, said chamber having a delivery outlet

arranged adjacent the flan«?e and of a slee and shape cor-

responding to a portion of the face of the flange and h!>-

Borbent material In the chamber

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the tiazette.]

bracket, a spring plate secured to the bracket and carry-

ing an armature, a weight carried by the armature, an arm

held to the bracket and carrying a contact thereon, a con-

tact movable with the armature, electric connections for

the contacts and electro magnet, and a cylindrical trans-

parent sealing casing entirely Inclosing the parts of the

circuit breaker, and a screw-threaded cap fitting the cas-

ing and serving to hermetically seal the circuit-breaker

within the casing.

2. In electric signaling, a bell comprising a bracket

having an upright arm, an angularly disposed arm, electro

magnets carried by the bracket, a spring plate held at one

end to the upright part of the bracket, an armature com-

prising a plurality of plates carried by the spring plate.

an arm carrying a hammer held to the armature, and a

bell secured to the angularly disposed arm and having Its

body arranged In the path of the arm.

3. In electric signaling, the combination with a plu-

rality of bells each having an armature, a hammer and

magnets, of a circuit-breaker having an armature attuned

to work In unison with the armature of the electric

I

bells, a battery, an Independent push button for each bell.

and means whereby one of the bells will respond to the

armature of the circuit-breaker according to which push

button Is operated.

1 4. In electric signaling, the combination with a plu-

rality of alarms each having an armature and magnets, of

a circuit breaker attuned to work in unison with the arma-

ture of the alarms, a battery, an independent push but-

ton for each alarm, and means whereby one of the alarms

will respond to the armature of the circuit-breaker accord-

ing to which push button Is operated.

,5 In electric signaling, the combination with a plu-

rality of bells each having an armature, a hammer and

magnets without make-and-break contacts, of a circuit-

breaker having an armature and weighted and attuned

to work in unison with the armature of the electric bells.

a battery, an Independent push button, and means where-

by one of the bells will respond to the armature of the

circuit-breaker according to which push button is operated.

887,681 ELECTRIC SIGNALING. Feascis W. Max-

TADT and li-BANCis W. Maxbtadt, Jr.. New York,

N. Y. Filed May 10. 1907. Serial No. 872,886.

-^ i-B V

S87.682. DEVICE FOR STROPPING TUE BLADES OF
SAFETY-RAZORS. James F. Medbert, Washington,

D. C. Filed Feb. 12. 1907. Serial No. 356.954.

\ holder for holding safety-razor blades while sharpen-

ing the same, consisting of a pair of sheet metal plates

l.inged together at their outer ends, and having handle-

shaped Inner ends, one of said plates being provided with

openings and the other with registering projections where-

by a double edged cutting blade having openings there-

through will be clamped between said members by the

grasp of the hand on the handle portion of the plates, as

set forth.

1. In electric signaling, a circuit breaker comprising a

bracket and an electro magnet, a base supporting the

8t7,683. METHOD OF STARCHING FABRIC. Henry

C. MiLLiR, Waterford, N. Y. Filed Aug. 3. 1905. Se-

rial No. 272.603.

1. That Improvement in the art of starching fabric

which consists In Impregnating the fabric with uncooked

starch, then cooking the impregnated fabric In moisture In

n cooker, and then applying pressure to the fabric.

.' That Improvement in the art of starching fabric

which consists In impregnating the fabric with uncooked

starch, then cooking the Impregnated fabric in a covered

cooker, and then applying pressure to the fabric

?.. That Improvement in the art of starching fabric
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which consists in passing the fabric through a cold un-
cooked starch solution, and then cooking the Impregnated
fabric by applying h*>at thereto in a cotered receptacle,

and then applying pressure to the Impregnated fabric

aftt^r the starch has been cooked In It.

4. That Improvement in the art of itarching fabric
which consists In impregnating the fahria with uncooked
starch in ilijuld form, and then cooklni; the Impregnated
fabric in moisture in a cookt^r.

5. That Improvement In the art of starching fabric
which consists in immersing the fabric in a cold raw
starch bath, agitating the same, and then cooking the
starched fabric in an agitator.

; Claims 6 to Ui not printed In the Gazette.]

887,684. VEHICLE-WHEEL TIRE. HeNbi H MfKiRE,
Paris. France. Filed Sept. 22. 1906. Seflal No. 3.'J5.732.

1 .\n elastic tire fur vehicle wheels comprising, In
combination with a felly : metallic sectloos Inserted one
In the other all around the felly ; means for preventing the
sections from falling out of said felly an<l springs, each
working conjointly on two sections at a time and tending
to f»lastically force the sections outwardly to the periphery
of the felly, substantially as and for the purposes de-
8crib<'d.

li. In a spring wheel, a bolster for the purpose set forth
provided with a pair of upwardly-projecting lugs, a pair
of downwardly projecting wings, and a downwardly-pro-
jecting centering pin, substantially as de$cr1b€d.

3 In a wheel, the combination of a channeled felly, a
plurality of tread members contained therein and radially
dlsplaceable relatively thereof, means for preventing com-
plete displacement of said tread members, bolsters support-
ing the adjacent inner sides of said tre^d members, a
spring interposed between said bolsters and said felly, and
means for Inserting said tread members In said felly com-
prising a cut away portion formed in said Channeled felly,

an in.sert pieco for said cut-away portion, and means for
securing said insert piece In position, substantially as de-
scribed.

4 In an elastic tire, in combination : a felly provided with
a circumferential groove having on Its sides Intnmed flanges ;

seats spaced regularly at the bottom of said groove

;

spriugs of which one rests by Its Inner enf upon each of
said seats ; a bolster resting upon the outer end of each of
said springs : a point depending from below each bolster
and pnterlng the end of the corresponding spring ; wings
extending downwards upon each bolster to guide it and
give It stability laterally and metallic t|re sections or
elements resting upon the said bolsters tU around the
felly and each of which has on one of lt$ sides a tenon
or projection and, on the opposite side, an opening of
corresponding shape intended to receive thf tenon or pro-

jection of the adjacent element, substantially as and for

the purposes described.

5. In an elastic tire, In combination : a felly having a

circumferential groove ; seats at the bottom of said groove
;

springs made of spiral strips resting by their Inner ends
upon said seats ; twisters upon the outer ends of said

springs : metallic tire sections or elements independently
movable radially and resting upon said bolsters all around
the tire, each bolster being arranged astride under two
adjacent sections or elements : means upon these sections

or elements securing their Insertion In one another ; means
on the sides of the groove In the felly to prevent the said sec

tlons or elements from falling out of the said felly ; a cut

or incision at a point in the periphery of the felly to allow

the Introduction therein of the v.'irious sections or ele

mt'nts constituting the elastic tire : a tilling for closing the

said cut or Incision after the last element has been In-

serted and a key Inserted Into the said filling and into

the openings made fur the purpose at the ends of the said

i-ut or Incision to fasten the fllllng Into position, substan-

tially as a:i(i for the piirimses described

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette ]

887,685. TRACE SECIRING ME.VNS FOR SWINGLE-
TREES. Thomas Mor.um, Graham. N
18, 1907. Serial No .•?y7,957.

Filed Oct.

1. The combination with an end of a swln^;letree. of a

trace securing device, comprising a shank having a socket

on one end that is sperired on the end of the swingletree.

two spared jaws on the other end of said shank, a keeper

arm having a rectangular lower portion which is embraced
by the jaws, and Is slotted longitudinally, laterally and
downwardly, a pin In the Jaws that pas.s<'s loosely through
the slot, and a latch spring on the swingletree adapted fnr

engagement with the upper end of the keeper arm when
said arm Is rocked Into an upright position.

2. The combination with an end of a swingletree, of a

trace securing device, comprising a shank having a socket

on one end that Is secured on the end of the swingletree,

two spaced Jaws on the other end of the shank, a keeper

arm having a rectangular lower portion and a tapered up-

per portion, opposite shoulders being formed on said upper
portion producing a latch head thereon, the lower portion

of the keeper arm that Is embraced by the jaws having a

transverse slot therein that is disposed longitudinally,

laterally at the upper end, and downwardly, a pin in the

Jaws that passes loosely through the slot, and a latch

spring secured by one end upon the swinglatree, and ex-

tended toward the keeper arm. said spring having a slot

In Its end providing two fingers that are ijent downward
at their extremities and receive U>tween them the head
of the keeper arm, whereby the stress of said spring Is

adapted for holding the ke«'per arm upright by Its lifting

engagement with the shoulders thereon

887.686. W.\TER - CLOSET SEAT. Jambs Morriso.V,
Montreal. Quebec, Canada. Filed Oct. 3, 1906. Serial

No. 337.237.

1. The combination with a water closet seat, of a sup-
ply of paper in strip form divided Into semi-detached sec-

tions and each section having an opening therein adapted
to register with the opening In the seat the weakening
line semi-detaching the sections being off-set at Its ends
to present lugs at the free end of the strip of paper, and
means supporting the said supply at one side of the seat,

substantially as described and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination with a water closet seat b and the
frame c, of a roller e bearing a flexible material In strip

form divided Into semi detached sections and each section

being greater In width and length than the seat and hav
ing an opening therein adapted to register with the open-
ing In the seat and presenting lugs ij, and brackets / ro-

tatably supporting the said roller at the rear of the seat,

and a tension device carried by the frame r contiguous to

the roller and adapted to act upon the said strip, sub-

Btantlally as described and for the purpose set forth.

3, The combination with a water closet S4-at l and the

frame c, of a roller e bearing a flexible material In strip

form divided into semi detached sections and each section

being greater in width and length than the seat and hav-

ing an opening therein adapted to register with the open-

ing In the seat and presenting lugs y, and brackets / ro-

tatably supporting the said roller at the rear of the seat,

and a length m of wire supported l>y eyes n carried by the

frame c contiguous to the roller the wire being adapted to

act upon the said strip, substantially as described and
for the purpose set forth.

887,687. DRESS SHIELD (OVER Margaret L. Mc-
CoN.v, Arkansas City, Kans. Filed May lu, 1906. Se-

rial No. 316,2K^.

.\ dress shield composed of a cover made of a fabric

pervious to moisture and folded to form a [lalr of side

portions, the peripheral edges of the latter being doubled
Inwardly parallel to the Inner surfaces of the respiH-tive

side portions and forming a pair of marginal pockets

facing one another between the side portions, an Invisible

sheet of soft rubber covering the inner surface of the
cover and having Its peripheral edges cut to conform to

the 8hai)e of the side portions and fitting Into the mar
glnal pockets formed at the Inner sides thereof, and sets

of securing hooks attached to the marginal pockets at

the iiolnt where the cover is folded, and at the free edges
of the side portions for detachahly securing the shield to

a garment with the rubb<r sheet In engagement therewith.

gether, a reinforcing covering tape fitting over the inside

of the seam and secured thereto by said stitches, and
additional stitches securing the opposite edge of the tape

beyond the point where the stitches secure the edges of

the body porticn and rim.

887.688. HORSE COLLAR GEORor M McMim.ax. At-
lanta. Ga. Filed July 16. 1907 Serial No 384,043.
1 A horse collar comprising a body portion having Its

edges brought together, a rim having one edge turned over
on Itself on one side, the edges of the body portion being
overlapped by the edges of the rim. stitches securing the

edges of the rim and the edges of the body portion to 1

2. A fabric horse collar comprising a body portion com-
posed of two sections, each said section being formed of

two members of the same s^jape. a rim portion composed
of two sections, each said rim section being formed of

two members of the same shap^. stitches securing the rim
and body members together, and other stitches securing
one edge of the body and one edge of the rim memlxrs
together.

3. .\ horse collar comprising a body portion composed
of two sections, each of said sections being formed of two
members of the same shape, a rim, and stitches securing-

the rim and body portion together.

4 .\ fabric horse collar comprising a body portion com-
posed of two sections, each section having its edges
broilght together, a rim composed of two sections, said
rim sections having one edge abutting on one edge of the
body section and turned over on Itself, stitches securing the
said abutting ends of the rim and fTbdy members, the other
edge of the rim section abutting against the opposite edge
of the body section, stitches securing said abutting edg(>s.

a tape covering the S(am between the body and rim sec-

tions on the Inside of the collar, stitches securing the
tape and the rim and body sections, and other stitches se-

curing only the tape and the body sections.

887,689 REEL HOLDER. Stephen oi.op. Washington,
D. C, assignor of one-half to Gains M.
Washington, D. C. Filed Oct. 24. 1907
399.017.

Brumbaugh,
Serial No.

1 In combination with a spring-pressed reel with
ratchet teeth thereon, a casing for said reel, a post within
the casing and upon which the reel is Journaled, a spring
pawl fixed to the casing and having Its free end In the
|)ath of the ratchet teeth, a sliding bar having an elon-

gated slot therein to receive said post, the ends of the
slot limiting the longitudinal movement of said bar, one
end of the latter adapted to bear against the spring pawl
to throw the same out of the path of the ratchet teeth, as
set forth.

2 In combination with a spring-pressed reel with
ratchet teeth thereon, a casing for said reel, a post within
the casing and upon which the reel is Journaled, a spring
pawl fixed to the casing and having its free end in the
path of the ratchet teeth, a slldiag bar having an elon-

gated slot therein to receive said post, the ends of the
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slot limiting tbe longitudinal movement of tald bar, one

end of the latter adapted to bear againit t|ie spring pawl

to throw the same oat of the path of the ratchet teeth,

one of the flanges of the reel haring lugs ptojeetlng there-

from adapted to hold said bar from contaOt with the ad-

jacent face of the reel, as set forth.
,

means connected to the locking pawl and projecting

throogh the front wall of the casing whereby said lock-

ing pawl can be manipulated to lock and release said ar-

rester pawl.

<«87,690. 8ASHFASTENEB. LociS Pbabcb, Fremantle,

Western Aastralia, Anstralia, assignor to Daniel Mul
cahy, Fremantle, Western Australia, Australia. Filed

July 6, 1907. Serial No. 382,556.

1. In a sash fastener, the combination of a rack adapt-

ed to be mounted In a window frame and embodying a

plurality of pockets each haying the Inner wall inclined

upwardly and outwardly and terminating at Its bottom

In a curylllnear portion constituting an aOntment, a cas-

inj? secured to a sash frame, a pivoted pawl mounted

within the casing and adapted to engage In a pocket of

the rack, said pawl when said frame is Shifted adapted

to have its nose engaged by the inclined wall of the

pocket, thereby forcing the pawl within the casing, said

pawl provided with % nose, and a locking pawl pivoted

in said casing and adapted to be shifted to engage the

nose of the first mentioned pawl thereby lacking said lat-

ter pawl in engagement In one of said pockets.

2. In combination, a rack secured In a window frame

and formed with a plurality of pockets, a slotted casing

carried by a sash frame, a pivoted pawl Qiounted within

said casing and provided with a nose aqd a heel, said

nose adapted to engage In the pockets of the rack, and a

locking pawl pivoted In the casing and provided with a

nose adapted to engage the heel of the trst mentioned

pawl thereby locking said pawl from morelnent when the

nose of the last mentioned pawl is in engagement with

one of the pockets.

3. In combination, a rack adapted to he carried by a

window frame and formed with a plurality of pockets, a

casing adapted to be secured to a sash fraitte and provided

with a slot, an arrester pawl arranged within the casing

and having its upper end pivotally connected to a pin In

proximity to the upper end of said caslnf, said arrester

pawl provided with a nose and a heel an<l adapted to be

projected through said slot and have its nose engage In

one of said pockets, thereby arresting the sash frame

from movement, and a locking pawl arranged within said

casing near the lower end thereof and provided with a

nose adapted to engage the heel of the arrester pawl

thereby locking said pawl from movement when the nose

of the arrester pawl engages in one of said pockets.

4 In combination, a rack adapted to He carried by a

window frame and formed with a pluralllor of pockets, a

casing adapted to be secured to a sash frame and pro-

vided with a slot, an arrester pawl arraqged within the

casing and having its upper end pivotally connected to a

pin in proximity to the upper end of said casing, said ar-

rester pawl provided with a nose and a b^el and adapted

to be projected through said slot and have its nose engage

in one of said pockets thereby arresting the sash frame

from movement, a locking pawl arranged withTn said

casing near the lower end thereof and provided with a

nose adapted to engage the heel of the arrester pawl

thereby locking said pawl from movement when the nose

of the arrester pawl engages In one of said pockets, and

887.691. ELECTRICALLY - DRIVEN VEHICLE. Wil-

liam B. PoTTsa, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed June 25, 190.'}. Serial No. 163,088.

1. The combination with a trolley pole, of a universal-

Joint cross swlveled thereto, a contact shoe longitudi-

nally pivoted on said cross, and means for .yieldingly

holding said shoe at an oblique angle to said pole and in

a deflnite swlveled relation thereto

2. The combination with a trolley 'pole, of a universal-

Joint croRs swlveled to one end thereof, a contact shoe

longitudinally pivoted to said cross, and springs con-

nected to longitudinal ends of said croea and to opposite

sides of said pole.

3. The combination of a vehicle, an overhead conductor.

a pole secured at its lower end to said vehicle, a meml>er

swlveled to the upper end of said pole, a universal joint

cross transversely pivoted to said member, a contact shof

pivoted to said cross, and means for yieldingly holding said

shoe at an oblique angle with said pole and in a deflnite

plane passing through said pole.

4. The combination with a trolley pole, of a head hav-

ing a universal-Joint connection therewith and comprlslnc

a central Insulating section and contact shoes at the sideg

thereof, and means for yieldingly maintaining the head

In deflnite swlveled position with relation to .said pole.

5. The combination with a trolley pole, of a head hav-

ing a universal-Joint connection therewith and compris-

ing a central wedge-shaped section of Insulation and con-

tact shoes secured to opposite sides thereof, and means

for yieldingly maintaining the angularity and the

swlveled position of the head with relation to said pole.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oasette.l

8 8 7.692 NAME HOLDER FOR UMBRELLAS OR
OTHER PORTABLE ARTICLES. William \ Rey-

nolds. Litchfield. Conn. Filed Aug. 28, 1907. Serial

No. 390,449.

1. In a name holder for umbrellas, canes, and other

similar articles, a body plate having means for retaining

a name card In position, a locking plate on the body plate,

a cover for the body plate, and means for holding the lock-

ing plate In engagement with the introduced name card,

the cover plate acting to conceal the card.

2. In a name holder for umbrellas, canes, and other

portable articles, the combination with a body plate hav-

ing means for retaining a name card In position, a locking

plate at the lower portion of the body plate, and a cover

at the upper portion of the said body plate, the locking

plate being adapted for engagement with the name card
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lntrl^duced In the body plate, and the <'ov>'r platf ijeln;;

adapted ff) conceal the said ^ard.

rr * tr

3. In a name holder for umbrellas, canes, and other

portaMt' articles, the combination with the body plato hav-

iii»; a ri'taining member for the upper portion <if an ad-

dress card, of a locking plate hinged at the lower portion

of the body plate and adapted for engagement with the

lower portion of the Inserted address card, and a cover

plate hinged at the upper portion of the body plate adapt

ed to temporarily conceal the inserted address card.

means for holding the locking plate in locking position,

nnd means for holding the cover plate locked to the lock

Ing plate.

4. In a name holder for umbrellas, canes, and other

portable articles, a body section having means for the re

ception of an address card, a locking plate for the inserted

eard pivotally connerted with the body section at its

lower portion, means for holding the locking plate in

frictioaal enga);ement witli the said body section, and a

cover plate hinged at the Tipper portion of the said body,

the said cover plate l>elng provided with a recess and the

locking plate with a projection to enter the said recess

when the locking plate and cover plate are In normal
position.

.'> In a name holder for umbrellas, canes, and other

portable articles, the combination with a body section

comprising a back plate, side members reduced in width
at their lower portions, and a retaining cross b.ir extend-

ing -from one side member to the other, and spaced from
the back plate, of a locking plate havlnc a hlnvri'd connec-

tion with the back plate, being reduced at its ends to fit

the reduced portions of the side members, means for

bringing the reduced portions of the lockinc plate in

frlctlonal engagement with the reduced portions of the

said side members, nnd a cover plate having a liin^ied con-

ne<-tion at the upper portion of the back plate on the

same side as that at which the locking plate Is located,

the said cover plate being adapted for locking coniieeiton

with the locking plate when both the locking plate and the

cover plate are in normal position.

8 87. R93. MACHINE FOR CITTING BALED HAY
GroBOB E. RiCHMf)ND, Houston. Tex . assignor of one-

half to Frank B. Weeks, Houston. Tex. Fil^d Sept. 26.

1907. Serial No. 894,750.

delivering material to the cutter, a bale slicing mechanism
for delivering material to the conveyer and combing mech
anism and means for operating the several parts.

2. A machine as described comprising a frame, a cutter

mounted thereon, a conve.ver and combing mechanism for

delivering material to the cutter, a bale slicinjr mechanism
for delivering material to the convr-yer and ccjmbin;; mech-

anism, a screen adapted to receive material from the cut-

ter, means for returning the material rejected by the

screen to the combing mechanism, and means for oper

ating the several parts.

3. A machine as described comprising' a frame, n cut-

ting mechanism including a feed mechanism mounted
thereon, means for forcing a blast of air under the feed

mechanisms, a conveyer and combing' mechanism for de-

livering material to the feed mechanism, a Itale slicing

mechanism for delivering material to the cunveyer and
combing raechanlsni, and means for operating the several

parts.

4. A machine as described comprising a frame, a bale

slicing mechanism mounted thereon, a foraminous con-

veyer located under the slicing mechanism, a combing
mechanism <'o<Jperatlng with said conveyer, mrans for

forcing a blast of air under the conveyer, a cuttiup mech-
anism located at the delivery ends of the conveyer and
combing mechanisms, and means for operating the several

parts.

T), .\ machine as described comprising a frame, a cut

ting mechanism mounted thereon, conveyer and combing
mechanisms which move at different rates of speed for

delivering material to the cutting mechanism, a bale

slicing mechanism for delivering material to the conveyer
and combing mechanisms, and means for operating the
several parts

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette ]

887.694. DEVICE FOR DRESSING SAWS. Thomas W.
Roach, Lyman, Wash. Filed Aug. 10, 1007. Serial

No. 388,010.

»—

A saw swaging device, comprising a body having an
overhanging shelf provided with an opening, parallel ribs

ICM'ated on the body below the opening, each rib being pro-

vided with an Inwardly extending flantre forming guide-

ways, said body being also provided with a forked lodge

at its lower edge, a slide mounted in the guide-ways nnd
having a table adapted to lie in the opening of the shelf, an
adjusting screw passed through the forked ledge and
threaded Into the slide, and a locking nut located on the

screw and adapted for engagement with the ledge, whereby
to flx Haid slide with respect to the shelf.

1. .V machine as described comprising a frame, a cutter

mounted thereon, a conveyer and combing mechanism for

887,e.l»5 PKUMITATION PADLOCK Georgk L Roma.n.
Grants Pass, Oreg., assignor to George B. Ward. Grants
Pass, r»reg. Filed July ft, 1907 Serial No :{8-_',,'S08.

1 In a permutation padlock, the combinntinn with n

shackle and casing said casing having a reress in Its upper
face for the end of the short leg of the shackle, and an
open chamber to receive the Ions leg of the shackle, said

lone leg having a series of lugs projectins therefrom, of

turnl/lers rotatably mounted on said long leg and fitfinu

In said open chamber but projecting therebeyond. said

tumblers comprising an outer ring having characters on
annular collar fitting within said o\itpr ring and having a

vertical groove In Its outer face and a central inwardly pro-

jecting recessed flange, the recess of said flange being oppo-
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sire the vertical groove In the outer face of said annular col-

lar, anil a pin adapted to fit In repisterlnK srroovps In the

outer rlntf and collar, for Interchangeably .ocklng the

parts of the tumbler together.

1

2. In a permutation padlock the combination with a

shackle and casing, said casing having recesses to re-

ceive the long and short legs of the shackle, said long leg

havin,' r<par»>d lugs projecting therefrom, of tumt)lers

adapt-'d to fit within the recess containing th*- Inng leg.

each of said tumblers comprising an out^r ring having

characters on its periphery and having Vertical grooves

In its inner face, nn annular collar fitting within said ring

and having a vf-rtlcal groove in its outer surface, a pin

adapted to tit partly within said groove aqd partly within

one of the vertical grooves la the inner face of the outer

rinn and couple the collar and said outer ring, a central

aanular rtange projecting inwardly from the inner face of

said .-'illar. said flange having a slot or re.».'ss disposed op-

posite the groove In which the coupling pin is seated, the

slots or recesses of the collars when in alinement permit-

ting the longitudinal movement of th>> lags on the long

leg of the shackle.

3. In a permutation padlock the combination with a

shackle and casing said casing having a recess in its up-

p.-r face for the end of the short leg of the shackle and

an open chamt)»>r In the opposite side to jecelve the long

leg of the shackle said long leg having a series of spaced

lugs projecting therefrom, of tumblers adapted to tit in

said open chamber said tumblers comprising an outer ring

having characters on its periphery, and having vertical

grooves in its lnn.>r fac»-. an annular colHr fitting nithln

said outer ring and having a vertical gr-Xiv e In its outer

face, a pin adapted to fit partly within said groove and

partly within one of the vertical grooves in the inner

face of the out.T ring and couple the collar and the said

outer ring, a central flange proje'-ting from the inner face

of said collar said flange having a recess or slut disposed

opposite th* groove in said collar, and separator washers

placed betwet>n said tumblers, said washers having a cen-

tral opening and a lug projecting from their peripheries

and adapted to fit in a vertical slot In the Inner wall of

the aforesaid op»>n chamber, the slots or recesses of the

annular collars when in alinement permitting longitudi-

nal movement of the lugs which project from the long

leg of the shackle.

887,696. VARI.VBLE FLO.VT • SHAFT BEARINii FOR
COTTON - SEED LINTINC; MACHINKS Joseph L.

R08S0N, Athens. Tex . assignor to Rtwson, Wofford &

Co.. Athens. Tex. Filed .Vug. 1.3, 1907. Serial No.

388,288.

1. The combination of a casing provided with beads,

frames mounte<l upon said heads, slides mounted within

said frames and formed as bearings. eacU slide being pro-

vided with an aperture, a spring mounted within said

aperture, a screw plug connected with eadh frame, a screw

extending through said screw plug and engaging said

spring for the purpose of forcing said slide In a partic-

ular direction, a float shaft supported Within the bear-

ings, and a saw shaft disposed adjacent to said float shaft

upon the opposite side thereof from said spring.

2. The combination of a casing provided with beads,

frames mounted rigidly upon taid heads, said frame* and

said heads l)elng provided with slots regUterlag with each

other, a hollow screw plug secured within each of said

frames an<l threaded internally, a screw extending through

each screw pl'ig. a locking nut mounted upon said screw

and adapte<l tu jam against said screw plug for the pur-

pose of holding said screw in a predetermineti position, a

spring engaging said screw, a slide mounted between each

frame and the head adjacent thereto, said slide l>eing pro-

vided with an aperture, said spring entering said apertare,

each slide being provided with a portion serving as a bear-

ing, a float shaft provided with a portion engaging said

bearing, said float shaft extending through said slots, a

saw shaft disposeil adjacent to said fl..at shaft and located

upon the side thereof opposite said spring

887,697. WRENCH. Harvkt N. RirrHWKiLER. Seattle.

Wash Filed Oct. 9. 1907. Serial No. 396.574.

1. A wrench comprising a handle, a movable jaw and a

fixed Jaw, the fixed jaw being on a lateral bend of one end

of the handle, a stem on the movable Jaw, the stem being

provided with screw thread adjustment Into the t>ody-

portlon of the handle, a head on the stem, a plate on the

stem-head, the plate l>elng constructed with an outer in-

clined bearing face, and a gripping plate secured to afore-

said plate, adapted to slide thereon. eJfecting wedging

action.

•J. The combination with a wrench comprising movable

and fixed Jaws, of a stem provided with screw thread ad-

justment, a wedge-shaped plate on said stem, the wedge-

shaped plate being plvotally seoired to the other end of

the stem, a sliding gripping plate on the aforesaid plate,

and means whereby to limit sliding movement of the grip

ping plate.

3. The combination with a wrench comprising movable

and fixed Jaws, and a screw whereby to adjust the movable

Jaw, of a plate pivoted to and carried by said screw, the

plate being constructed with an outer Inclined bearing

side, slldable gripping plate on the Inclined side of afore-

said plate, lugs on the Inclined plate, the lugs being adapt-
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ed to limit movement of the gripping plate, and a pin

with projecting ends, on the Inclined plate, the projecting

ends of the pin being extended into elongated openings In

said gripping plate. <

SST.eOS. LAMP. William 8. Rtah, Viola, 111. Filed

Mar. 5, 1906. Serial No. 304.369. . .-

of the fuel therein, a small feed tank and a lamp, a hol-

low wire leading from the feed tank through and below

the bottom of the reservoir, and means connecting the

feed tank with the lamp
[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7.699. AMALG.AMATOR. Frederick B. Sanford,

North Yakima, Wash. Filed Sept. 13. 1906. Serial No

334,423.

1. In a lamp, a supporting stand, a long tank or reser- 1

voir slidably mounted therein, a pressure gage and filling

plug connected to the reservoir, a hand pump carried In a

casing at the upper end of the reservoir, a hooked arm

extending from the upper end of the reservoir, a lamp and

a small feed tank suspended from the arm, a gage carried

by the feed tank, a hollow wire extending from the feed

tank to the reservoir, a second hollow wire extending

from the feed tank to a nozzle, and means In front of the

nozzle for conducting fuel to the lamp.

2. The combiuatlfbn of a supporting stand adapted to re-

ceive the lower end of a long main tank and hold It In an

upright position, forming a lamp post, a small feed tank

supported above the main tank, a lamp connected to the

feed tank, a feed pipe leading from the feed tank to the

main tank and passing through and below the bottom of

the main tank, and means for forcing air above the free

surface of the fuel contained in the main tank.

a. The combination of a long main tank forming sub

stantlally the entire length of a lamp post, a small feed

tank supported above the main tank, a supply pipe leading

from the bottom of the main tank, a hollow wire leading

from the feed tank to the main tank and passing through

the main tank below the bottom of the same and into said

feed pipe, a lamp, means connecting the feed tank with

the lamp, and means for forcing air Into th.' main tank

above the free surface of the fuel contained therein.

4. The combination of a long, cylindrical main tank

forming substantially the entire length of a lamp post, a

feed tank supported above the main tank, a lamp, means

connecting the lamp with the feed tank, a hollow wire

leading from the feed tank to the main tank and passing

through the main tank below toe bottom thereof, a casing

secured to one side of the main tank, a pump within the

casing, means connecting the pump to the main tank above

the free surface of the fuel contained therein, and a valve

for cutting off communication between the pump and main

tank.
."). The combination with an upright reservoir, a sup-

porting stand carrying the same, a lamp supported by the

reservoir, a gage on the reservoir, a pump connected to

the reservoir adapted to force air above the free surface

1. An amalgamator comprising a stationary receptacle

provided with a central closed cone, a conical hood sur-

rounding said cone and spaced therefrom, a water supply

pipe connected with said hood, and a feed cylinder having

an outwardly flaring lower end inclosing said cone and

hood, and spaced therefrom.

2. .\n amalgamator comprising a stationary receptacle

provided with a central closed cone, a conical hood In-

closing said cone and spaced therefrom, a water supply

pipe connecting with said hood, a feed tube having an

outwardly flaring lower end inclosing said cone and hood,

and spaced therefrom to form a passage way. and adjust-

ing mechanism connected witii said receptacle and feed

tube adapted to raise and lower said tube and vary the

width of the passage way between the feed tube and re-

ceptacle.

3. In an amalgamator, the combination of a receptacle

provided with a free upper edge and a closed central cone,

a feed cylinder Inclosing said cone and provided on Its

lower end with a flaring flange conforming in outline to

that of the cone and spaced therefrom so as to form a

vertically Inclined annular passageway between the cone

and lower end of the cylinder, terminating beyond the

body portion of the cylinder, and means for adjusting said

cylinder vertically relatively to said receptacle and vary-

ing the width of said passage-way.

887,700. ROTARY MOTOR. Adklbkrt Sai er. Pittsburg.

Pa. Filed Jan. 31, 1907. Serial No. 3o5,038.

1. The Improved rotary motor comprising a cylindrical

shell, an interior casing fixed concentrically therewith

but spac«Hl therefrom, and provided centrally with open-

ings for admission of motive fluid, a rotary piston and

shaft arranged concentrically within said casing and hav

ing on each side of the middle a series of parallel periph-

eral ribs spaced apart and a series of parallel longitudinal

wings connecting said ribs and arranged at an angle

thereto, thus forming a series of rows of rectangular

pockets, the several ribs having a series of inclined jwrts

leading from one pocket Into another, the Inclination of

the ports being such that their axes if extended would

pass through the center of the wings in the adjacent pock-

ets, as shown and described.

2. The improved rotary motor comiirlsing a cylindrical
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Itell. an interior eonc-ntric caalns provided With steam

Inlet ports In its middle portion, a rotary pUton and Its

shaft arranged concentrically within the casing, and hav

Ing parallel peripheral ribs spaced apart and arranged at

rii;ht angles to the axes of the piston, a s«>ri«.-< of radial ''^

\vlnt?s arranged betw.-en the rlha at right angles thereto

and alternating In position so that each is opposite the

pockets In the adjacent rows, the ribs being provided with

ports which are inclined so that If their axes be extended

they would strike the center of the wings la adjacent

pockets, the ports being thus arranged in a ceD^rii: spiral

and a locking deylce for locking the

Justed position.

sections in the ad

direction around the piston, substantially as <!e

T

. :«3B:>C2CisOifi

'i'^z^^:'^ i-ari i:^S:3 s||

.1.

3. The improved motor comprising n cylindrical shell.

an interior concentric casing tlied thereto and spaced

therefrom, a rotary piston and shaft Inclosed by the cas-

ing and having in Its center portion a serifs of radial

wings, and on each side of the center a serlet of parallel

peripheral ribs and connecting wings arranged between

the ribs, the latter being provided with ports whereby

steam or other motive Huid passes through the ribs and

acts successively upon the several wings. an« cylindrical

sleeves Inclosing the ribs and wings and thus forming the

outer side of the several rows of pockets formed by the

ribs and wings, the said sleeves working In frlctional con-

tact with the casing, substantially as describe^.

4. In a rotary motor of the class lndlcate4. the combi-

nation with the concentric shell and casing, of a rotary

piston having its periphery provided with rfbs and con-

necting wings thus forming a series of pockets for receiv-

ing the motive fluid, and the ribs having ports whereby

the fluid passes from one pocket to another la a spiral di-

rection, cylindrlc-al. sleeves Inclosing the s^ld ribs and

wings and forming the outer sides of the several pockets,

and a terminal series of wings arranged exterior to the

sleeves the same being free at their outer en*, thus form-

ing pockets la which the steam or other motive fluid has

free expansion, substantially'as described.

5 In a motor of the class indicated, the Improved ro

tary piston having on each side of the middle portion a

series nf peripheral ribs and connectine wiCgs. the ribs

having ports inclined so as to direct srejm or other

motive fluid directly upon the wings, cylindrical sleeves

inclosing the ribs and wings and forming the periphery

of that portion of the piston, and a series of terminal

wings arranged exterior to the sleeves, the outer ends of

the pockets thus formed b«ing open, as shown and de

scribed.

[Claim tj not printed In the Gazette.]

887.701. STEERING GEAR. Chabi.es .1. SrHoEM.va.

Honolulu Hawaii, assignor of one-third to George V.

Cooke. Honolulu. Hawaii. Filed May 4, 1W>T Serial

No. 371.773.

1. A steering gear for motor vehicles provided with a

steering column made In sections telescoplnR one In the

other, means in connection with the sections for prevent-

ing rofftrv tucvement thereof with respect lo each other

\r\v\ir%.%^

2. A steering gear for motor vehicles provlM.il with a

hollow steering column made In sections, on.' i. •
sr,,ping

in the other, means In connection with the s.cu.>us for

preventing rotary movement thereof with respect to eack

other, a kxklng device for fastening the sections together,

and a telescoping spark and throttle device within the

said column and telescoping with the column sections.

887 702 DOBBY-LO<)M. Of.oro Scuwabk. Blelitz. near

Blala. Austria Hungary Filed Sept. 22. 1006. Serial

No. .335,770.

1. In a loom, the combination with a harness lever, a

Jack pivotallv connected with said lever, an adjustable-

support for the Jack, and a movably supported perforat.-d

pattern, of a lever carrying a pin adapted to enter the

perforations in the pattern, means for vibrating said lever

to carry the pin thereon to and from the pattern, and

means actuated by said lever for shifting the adjustable

Jack support to different positions as said pin enters a

perforation In the pattern or bears on the pattern surface

»>etween perforations therein.

•_'. In a loom, the combination with a harness lever, a

Jack pivotallv connected with said lever, an adjustabl.'

support for th.' Jack, and a mnvably supported perforated

pattern, of a lever fulcrumed at an Intermediate point In

Its length and having one arm provided with a pin adapt

ed to enter the perforations In the pattern and a second

arm adapted to eoact with the adjustable Jack support to

shift said support to different positions according as said

pin enters a perforation In the pattern or rests on the snr

face thereof, and means for rocking said lever

3. In a loom, the combination with a harness lever, n

iack plvotally connected with said lever, a movably sup-

ported perforated pattern, and a plvotallf mounted sup

port for the Jack, of means for reciprocating said Jack

support, a lever carrying a pin adapted to enter the per-

I foratlons In the pattern, said lever having an arm adapt-
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ed to be adjusted to engage the jack support and thereby

effect an adjustment of the Jack, and means for rocking

.said pin lever.

4. In a loom, the combination with a harness lever, a

jack plvotally connected with said lever, a movably sup-

ported perforated pattern, of a plvotally mounted sup-

port for the jack, a dog connected with said Jack sup

port and normally acting to hold it in an intermediate

position, a rocking carrier having at one end a pin adapt

ed to enter the perforations in the pattern, an arm con-

nected with said pin carrier and adapted to engage the

jack support to rock it upwardly from Its normal position

or to release said dog and permit said support to move

downwardly from normal [>osition. according as the pin

on said carrier enters an aperture In the pattern or bears

on the surface thereof, iind means for moving said pin

carrier.

5. In a loom, the combination with a harness lever, a

Jack plvotally connected with said lever, a movably sup

ported p^Tforated pattern, of a swinging frame, a Jack

support plvotally mounted on said frame, a dog connect

ed with said jack support and normally engaging the

frame to hold said support in an Intermediate position, a

rocking carrier having at one end a pin adapted to enter

the perforations in the pattern, means for rocking said

pin carrier, and an arm connected with said carrier and

adapted to be positioned In the path of said dog or an arm

on the swinging jack support according as said pin bears

on the surface of the pattern or enters a perforation there-

in, substantially as and for the purpose described.

IClaim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,703. GAS ENGINE. Fea.mk A. Shari'neck. Chicago,

111., assignor of three-fourths to Eugene Howard Moore,

Chicago. III. Filed Feb. 1. 1907. Serial No. ;'..5!-..229.

pressure storage chamber connected thereto, a normally

closed valve controlling the counectlon. a way shaft hav-

ing two-to-one gearing to t!ie iiank shaft, a cam on the

way shaft, and means ope>-ated by the cam to open the

valve, the cam l)eing shaped to open the same during the

ending of the compression period and the beginning of

the expansion period.

4. In a four cycle engine, in combination, a cylinder, a

pressure storage chamber c'pnne<ted thereto, a normally

closed valve controlling the connection, a way shaft hav-

ing two-to-one gearing to the crank shaft, a cam on the

way shaft, and means operated by the cam to open the

valve, the cam being shaped to open the same during the

ending of the compression period and the be^'inning of the

expansion period, and to allow the same to remain closed

during the remainder of said periods, and means to govern

the action of the cam.

5. in an internal com')ustlon engine, in combination, a

cylinder having a pr.-*ssare stoiage chamber connected

thereto, means to trap in said chamber exploded pases un-

der pressure from the cylinder at the time of an explosion

and retain the same dur'ns successive strokes of the en-

gine, and means to admit said trapped compressed gases

to the cylinder just prior to the following explosion.

1. In an Internal combustion engine, in combination, a

.yllnder. a pressure storage chamber connected thereto, a

normally closed valve controlling the connection.' means

to open the valve during the ending of the compression

period and the beginning of the expansion period, and

means to throw said means out of action.

2. In a four cycle engine, in combination, a cylinder, a

pressure storage chamber connected thereto, a normally

closed valve controlling the counectlon, and means actu

ated by the crank shaft and Including two to-one gearing

to open the valve during the ending of the compression

period and the beginning of the expansion period.

3. In a four cycle engine, in combination, a cylinder, a

8 8 7,704. MOrWRIN(iER. Alvin H. Shoemakke.

Seattle. Wash., assignor of two-thirds to William I.

Ewart. Seattle. Wash. Filed May 15. 1907. Serial No.

373,880.

1. In combination with a pail, of a piece of wire having

intermediate Its length a curved portion terminating in a

substantially horizontal loop which jolna a downwardly

extending loop and from the latter the wire is continued

diagonally upwards, the ends of said wire being turned

downwardly and secured to the pall in proximity of its

bottom.

2. In combination with a pail including spaced ball ears

and a bail connected at the ends in said ears, of a mop

wringer consisting of a single piece of wire having a

curved intermediate portion terminating in a substan

tially horizontal loop and continued downwardly from the

latter and then diagonally upward with the extremitiee

of said wire turned downwardly alongside the pall and

secured thereto in proximity to its bottom, and coupling

links extending around said bail ears and around the por-

tions of the wire adjacent thereto.

3. In combination with a pail, of a piece of wire having

Intermediate its length a curved portion terminating in a

substantially horizontal loop which joins a downwardly

extending loop and from the latter the wire is continued

diagonally upwards, the ends of said wire being extended

downwardly externally of ti^e pail in diagonal directions

and terminating in outward'y extending foot-pieces, and

means for securing said wire tc the top and bottom of the

pail.

4. In combination with a pail of a mop wringer secured

thereto and comprised of a single piece of wire formed with

two centrally disposed loops which are arranged in differ-

ent planes and between the opposite sides of the pail rim.

said wire being extended down externally of the pail in

diagonal directlona and terminating In outwardly extend-

ing foot-piecei".
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887.705. HOLLOW - SHOCK CORE. ROBBliT F Siglbb.

Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Filed Feb. 3, 190«. Serial No.

299,323.

I

The combination with a corn harTester, of a conical

ring, and supporting legs having foot places, said foot

pieces being secured on the harvester platform.

887,706. GAS ANALYSIS APPARATUS. JoH.s F. SiM-

MANCE and jAcgcES ABADT, Locidon, Eegland. Filed

Apr. 2'.', 1907. Serial No. 369.640.

3 An apparatus for gma analysis comprising a first

liquid seal, a bell fitted to rise and fall In the first liquid

seal and connected with the source of th.- gas mixture to

be analysed : a venting device constituted by a second

liquid seal and an open tube connected at one end to the

top of the bell, the other end of the tube being adapted to

dip Into the second liquid seal ; a third liquid seal, a sec-

ond bell fitted to rise and fall in the third liquid seal, con-

nected on the one hand to the first bell and provided with

a waste outlet: and means for subjecting the gas mixture

to the action of an absorbent reagent during Its passage

from the first to the second bell, substantially as set forth.

4. An apparatus for gas analysis comprising a first

liquid seal, a bell fitted to rise and fall In the first liquid

seal and connected with the source of the gas mixture to

be analyzed ; a venting device constituted by a second

liquid seal and an open tube connected at one end to the

top of the bell, the other end of the tube being adapted to

dip into the second liquid seal; a third liquid seal, a sec-

ond bell fitted to rise and fall In the third liquid seal, con-

nected on the one hand to the first bell and provided with

a waste outlet ; a mechanically actuated pump for effect-

ing the Introduction into the first expansible chamber of

a charge of the gas to be analyzed ; and means for sub

jecting the gas mixture to the action of an absorbent

reagent during its passage from the first to the second

bell, substantially as set forth

5. An apparatus for gas analysis comprising a first

liquid seal, a bell fitted to rise and fall in the first liquid

seal and connected with the source of the gas mixture to

be analyzed, a venting device constituted by a second

liquid seal and an open tube connected at one end to the

top of the bell, the other end of the tube being adapted to

dip Into the second liquid seal ; a third liquid seal, a sec-

ond bell fitted to rise and fall In the third liquid seal con-

nected on the one hand to the first bell and provided with

a waste outlet : means for causing said chamber to ex-

pand and contract automatically so as to altprnately draw

in and expel a chargp of gas. comprising a vpssel fed l>y

a constant supply of liquid, a siphon for periodically

emptying the vessel of the liquid, and a float connected

to the chamber and adapted to be raised and lowered by

the liquid In the vessel ; and means for subjecting the gas

mixture to the action of an absorbent reagent during its

passage from the first to the second b»-ll. substantially as

set forth.

1. An apparatus for gas analysis comprising a liquid

seal, a bell fitted to rise and fall In the liquid seal and

connected with the source of the gas mixture to be ana-

lyzed, a ventlne device constituted by a liquid seal and

an open tube connected at one end to the top of the bell.

the other end of the tube being adapted to dip Into the

liquid seal, a second liquid seal, a second btll fitted to rise

and fall In the second liquid seal, connected on the one

hand to the first bell and provided with « waste outlet ;

and means for subjecting the gas mixture to the action of

an absorbent reagent during its passage ftom the first to

the second bell, substantially as set forth.

2. In apparatus tor gas analysis comprising a first ex-

pansible chamber connected with the source of the gas

mixture to be analyzed, a second expansible chamber con

nected to the first expansible chamber and provided with

a waste outlet, and means for subjecting the gas mixture

to the action of an absorbent reagent during Its passage

from the first to the second chamber ; a venting tube for

the first chamber •connected with the niovuble part of the

said chamber and .'Xtendlng externally thereof, means for

normally closing this tube, and means for automatically

opening the tube to the atmosphere at 4 predetermined

position of the movable part of the first chamber, sub-

stantially as set forth.

887,707. DISINFECTANT. MATHiEf Solvielle. Paris,

France. Filed Oct. I'.t. 190tV Serial No. .''..39.672.

1. A composition of matter for prophylactic, dlslnff-ct

Ing and therapeutic purposes comprising twenty pounds

of tar. three ounces of sodium chlorld. thr<-e ounces of

calcium chlorld, and six ounces of sulfur

2. A composition of matter for prophylactic disinfect-

ing and therapeutic purposes comprising vegetable tar.

sodium chlorld. calcium chlorld, sulfur, and a suitable

liquid.

3. A composition of matter for prophylactic, dlslnfect-

\ni and therapeutic purposes comprising calcium chlorld.

sulfur, tar and a suitable liquid.

8S7.70R. BIT BRACE HANDLE. Samuel H. Sieabns.

New Britain. Conn ,
assignor to Stanley Rule k Level

Company, New Britain. Conn, a Corporation of Con

nectlcut. Filed Mar. 21, 1008. Serial No. 422.428.

1. A hit brace handle, comprising a plurality of sections

arranged In tubular form., a coupling device arranged and

hidden within said handle, each of said sections being

arranged to receive said couplln,' device, and clamping

members passln- through said sections and making con

nectlon with said coupling

2. In a bit brace handle, a plurality of sections nr-

i
ranged in tubular form, each of said couplings having' a

recess within the same and intersecting the central bore,

a coupling device arran„'ed In said recess and hidden from

I

view, and clamping members passlnc through said sec--

1 tions and engaging said (oupliu,' device.
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3. In a bit brace handle, a plurality of sections ar-

ranged In tubular form, a coupling device In the form of a

yoke arranged within said tubular handle and bridging

the line of division between the sections, and clamping

devices to secure said sections to said coupling.

4 in a bit brace handle, a plurality of sections ar-

ranged In tubular form, a concealed coupling arranged

within the tubular body formed by said sections, said

coupling bridging the line of division l)etween the sections

and extending partially around the bore through said as-

sembled sections, and <lamplng devices arranged to con-

nect said sections with said coupling.

5. in a bit brace handle, a plurality of sections ar-

ranged to form a tubular body, a plurality of coupling de-

vices spaced apart and hidden within said sections, and a

plurality of clamping devices arranged to hold said sec-

tions on said couplings, said couplings bridging the line

of division between said sections.

if f jra

Z^SK
Ĵ"

dlate portion of the flange and constltutlnp a straight

edge, spaced brackets embracing the bar and flange and

provided with inwardly extending lips, the terminal of

one lip of each bracket l*ing disposed In vertical aline-

ment with the rib, adjusting screws threaded in the

brackets and bearing against the flange for adjusting the

straight edge, and a guide pin extending vertically from

the upper surface of the spring bar and spaced latcraily

from the supporting frame.

8 87,7 10. METALLIC KEINFf)HCEMENT OF CON-

CRETE. AviLA Thom.vs. Detroit. Mich., assignor of

one half to Eugene F. (Jlock. Detroit, Mich. Filed Jan.

28, 1907. Serial No. 354,385.

8 8 7.709. COMBINED SAW SET AND STRAIGHT

EDGE. John Stchkon, Hociutam. Wash. Filed May
,

7,1907. Serial No. 372,311.

1. A device of the class described Including n support-

ing frame having a flange provided with an Intermediate

recess and Inwardly extending guide lips, spring plates

slldably mounted between the lips of said flange and hav

Ing their inner ends over hanging the recess, and stop

lugs depending from the flange on each side of the Inter-

mtHliate recess for limiting the downward movement of the

spring plates.

2. A device of the class described including a s ipport-

Ing frame having a laterally extending flange provided

with an intermediate recess, terminal Inwardly extending

lips depending from the lower face of the flanse, spring

plates slldably mounted between the lips and having their

Inner ends over hanging the recess, there lieing notches

formed In the guide lips, lateral extensions formed on the

outer ends of the spring plates and engaging the notches

for limiting the Inward movement of the spring plates.

and stop lugs depending from the flange on each side of

the Intermediate recess for limiting the downward move-

ment of said plates.

3. A device of the class de8crlbe<i Including a support-

ing frame having one end thereof provided with a longi-

tudinal rib and Its opposite end formed with a laterally

extending flange, a spring bar spaced from the Interme-

1. Means for reinforcing concrete, comprising a lon-

-itudtnallv extending tubular member slltted throughout

its length, and Individual reinforcing pieces supported

thereby, each having a tubular body portion of comple-

mentary size and outline to the inside of said tubular

memt^r. engaging closely therewlthln, and arm portions

extending through the slit in said longitudinal tubular

memlter and radiating therefrom at angles designed to

locate them across the lines of strain passing through

that portion of the structure, substantially as described.

2. In a concrete beam. In combination with a split tu-

Imiar tie bar. a plurality of auxiliary members engaging

with their complementary cylindrical body portions with-

in and closely against the Inner face of said tie bar and

with their arm portions projecting through the slit and

extending at angles to one another and to the tie rod.

3. Metallic reinforcement for concrete, having. In com-

bination with a receiving member adapted to extend

lengthwise of a concrete l)eam. an auxiliary bond mem-

ber adapted to extend into said receiving member and

engage with Its tubular l)ody portion closely against the

complementary Inner face of said memlier. the arm por-

tions of said bond member extending without said receiv-

ing meml)er and radiating therefrom at desired degrees

of angularity, substantially as described.

4. Means for reinforcing concrete, comprising a longi-

tudinally slltted tie bar. and reinforcing pieces having tu-

bular iKKly portions adapted to fit closely against the

complementarily shaped interior of the tie bar engaging

closely therewlthln against a plurality of points of con-

tact longitudinally spaced from one another with their

arms projecting through said slltted portion and at angles

to the tie bar. the edges of the tie bar adjacent to the

slltted portion l)elng adapted to be distorted on each side

of a reinforcing piece after Its Insertion therein to pre-

vent subsequent unintended removal from Its place along

the tie bar, substantially as described.

S87.-11. ROTARY ENGINE. GtTiE H. TfTTLE and Ed-

ward A. Kent. Atlanta. Ga. Filed Apr. 16, 1907. Se-

rial No. 368,550.

1, In a rotary engine. In combination, a case having a

continuous annular piston chamber, a piston head rota-

tablv mounted and traveling In said chamber, said case

having a bore communicating with sal(f chamber, the axis

of said bore lying In the plane of rotation pf said piston

I
head, a rotatahle abutment lying In said bore and having a

' tongue normally projecting into said piston chamber and

constituting a closure therefor, said abutment having a

reversed position in which said tongue constitutes a part

I of the wall of said chamber and is removed from the Inte-
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rior of Bald chamber, and automatic means tor rota

said abutment.

tmz
'

S87 T12. APPAKATia FOR HEATING. COOLING. AND

PA8TETRIZING LUiriI>8. Frank Tyson. Canton.

i Ohio. Filed May 9 1007. Serlnl No 372.777.

" In a rotary engine uf the class described, in comblna

tlon a .aae havinsj a continuous annular piston chamber

forme.1 therein, a rotatably mounted piston disk having a

piston head traveling In said chamber, said c»8e having a

bore communicating with said chamber, a rotatable abut-

ment having a tongue normally projecting lnt» said cham-

ber and constituting an obstruction therefor, said tongue

having a groove formed in the side thereol adapted to
,

constitute a continuation of the wall of the piston cham-

ber when said abutment Is in a reversed position, and auto-

matic means for m..ving said abutment to a reversed posl-

:^ In a rotary engine of the class described, in combina-

tion a case having a continuous annular pHton chamber

formed therein, a rotatably mounted piston disk having

a piston head traveling in said chamber, said case having

a bore communicating with said chamber, a rotatable abut

ment having a tongu- normally projecting into said cham-

ber and constituting an obstruction therefor, said tongue

having a groove formed in the side thereof adapted to con-

stitute a continuation of the wall of the piBton chamber

when said abutment is In a reversed position, automatic

means for moving said abutment to a reversed position, a

valve, and automatic means for controlling said valve to

admit steam to said chamber when said abutment Is In

its normal position.

4. In an engine of the class described. In combination,

a case having a continuous annular piston cbamber. a pis-

ton disk rotaubly mounted and having a piston head mov-

ing continuously in said chamber, a bore formed tangen-

tially to said piston chamber in said case, an abutment

rotatably mounted In said bore and having a tongue nor-

mally projecting Into said chamber and tonstitutlng a

closure therefor, said bore having a steam p^rt In the wall

thereof adapted to be closed by said abutment when In a

reversed position, said tongue having a conctve face adapt-

ed to complete the wall of said piston chamber when said

abutment Is in a reversed position, and automatic meaus

for reversing said abutment as said piston Head la passing

the position thereof.

5. In an engine of the class described, in combination,

a case having a continuous annular piston thamber. a pis-

ton disk rotatably mounted and having B piston head

moving continuously in said chamber, a bore formed tan-

gentlally to said piston chamber in said case, an abutment

rotatably mounted in said bore and having a tongue nor-

mally projecting into said chamber and constituting a

Closure therefor, said bore having a steam port In the wall

thereof adapted to be closed by said abutment when In a

reversed position, said tongue having a conaave face adapt-

ed to complete the wall of said piston chamber when said

abutment Is In a reversed position, automatic means for

rererslng said abutment as said piston head is passing the

poaltion thereof, a valve admitting steao through said

port, and automatic means for closing said valve when said

abutment Is In Its reversed position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gftxette.]

1. Apparatus for effecting the heating or cooling ol

ll.julds. said apparatus comprising, in rombtnation. a series

of rotating drums dlspo»e<l din-ctly one above another,

means for heating or cooling said drums and means for

supplying the liquid to be treate<l to the exterior of the

uppermost drum
2. Apparatus for effecting the heating or <-oollng of

liquids, said apparatus comprising, in combination, a series

of hollow rotating drums disposed directly one above an-

other means for interiorly hestlng or cooling said drum*,

and means for supplying the liquids to be treated to the

exterior of the uppermost drum.

3. Apparatus for effecting the heating or cooling of

liquids said apparatus comprising, in combination, a series

of rotating drums dispo8e<l directly one afKive another,

means for supplying the liquid to be treated to the upper

portion of the uppermost drum, means for heating or cool-

ing the drums, and means for removing the film of liquid

from an upper drum and directing It onto the drum t>elow

4 Apparatus for effecting the heating or cooling of

liquids, said apparatus comprising, in combination, a series

of hollow rotating .Irums disposed directly one above an-

other means for supplying the liquid to t* treated to the

upper portion of the uppermost drum, means for interiorly

heating or cooling the drums, and means for removing

the film of liquid fi>.m an upper drtim and directing it

onto the drum below.

5 Apparatus for effecting the pasteurization of liquids.

said apparatus comprising a series of rotatiug drum.^ dis-

posed directly one at>ove another, means for heating an

upper member or members of the series and for cooling

a lower member or members of the same, means for sup-

plying the liquid to be treated to the upper portion of the

uppermost drum, and means for removing the film of liquid

from an upper drum and directing it onto the drum be

neath.

[Claims ») to U not printed in the Gaiette.

]

887 713 AUTOMATIC FIRING MECHANISM Kabl

VOLLBR, Dusseldorf. Germany, assignor to Rhelnische

Metallwaren und Maschlnenfabrlk, Dusseldorf - Deren-

dorf. Germany. Filed Jan, 14, 1907. Serial No. 352.164.

1 In an automatic firing device for guns, the combina-

tion with the firing mechanism, a trigger to cock and re-

lease the same, and a breech closure, of means automatic-

ally actuated simultaneously with the final breech closing

movement to operate the trigger to cock and release the

firing mechanism, said trigger being also operable inde-

pendently of the breech closure In case of mlsflrc

2 In an automatic firing device for guns, the comblna-

i tlon with a breech block, of means to close the same, a
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trigger separate from the breech closing means to cock

and release the firing mechanism, and means arranged

to be brought Into action automatically by the final closing

movement of the breech to operate the trigger to fire the

can.

3. In an au<omatic firing device for guns, the oomMna

tion. of a breech block, a breech closing handle, a trigger

to cock and release the firing mechanism arranged to be

operable Independently of the handle, and means actu-

ated by the final closing movement of the handle to op-

erate the trigger to fire the gun

4. In an automatic firing device for guns, the comblna

tion. of a breech block, a breech closing handle, a sear, and

a two armed lever arranged with one arm In contact with

the .sear and the other in the path of the final closing

movement of the handle, whereliy the gun is automatically

fired upon the completion of the breech closing movement.

5. In an automatic firing device for guns, the combina-

tion, of a breech closing handle, a sear separate from the

handle ami arranged to cock and release the firing mech

anism, a two armed lever arranged with one arm in contact

with the sear and the other in the path of the final clos

Ing movement of the handle, whereby the gun is auto-

matically fired upon the completion of the breech closing

movement and in case of misfire the firing mechanism may

be cocked and again released without opening the breech.

[Claims fi and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

§8 7.7 14. MOTION -TRANSMITTING MECHANISM
Henby E. Warren. Ashland. Mass.. assignor to The

Lombard (Joveruor Company, .\shland. Mass., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 2T,. 1007. Serial No.

364.410.

2. In motion transmitting mechanism, a transmitting

shaft, a p)alr of opposing rotated clutch-memliers loose on

said shaft, a fixed clutch-member on the shaft, for each

loose member, a clutch setting device adapted to be turned

in either direction on the shaft between the two pairs of

clutch-members, means independent of said clutches and

shaft to route the clutch setting device to set the re-

spective clutches and turn the transmitting shaft, and

means to react upon the clutch setting device to release

the set clutch automatically when the shaft is rotated

faster than the setting device.

3. In motion transmitting mechanism, for speed regu-

lation, a transmitting shaft, a pair of oppositely rotated

clutch members loose on said shaft, a fixed clutch-member

on the shaft for each loose member, a clutch setting de-

vice lietween the two pairs of clutch members on the shaft,

which device is to be turned thereon to set either pair of

clutch members, a speed governor, and means actuated

thereby to operate the clutch-setting device at each change

of speed of the mechanism to which motion is transmitted.

4. In motion transmitting mechanism for speed regula-

tion, a prime motor, means to control the power supply

therefor, a motion transmitting shaft connected with said

means, a pair of oppositely rotated clutch members loose

on said shaft, a fixed clutch-member on the shaft for each

loose member, a clutch setting device between two pairs of

clutch members on the shaft, which device is adapted to be

turned thereon to set either pair of clutch members, a

speed governor, means actuated thereby to operate the

clutch setting device at each change of speed of the prime-

motor, and means actuated by the transmitting shaft to

release the set clutch automatically, when the shaft Is

rotated faster than said setting device.

5. In motion transmitting mechanism for speed regula-

tion, a prime motor, means to control the power supply

therefor, a motion transmitting shaft connected with said

means, two oppositely acting clutches on said shaft, a

clutch setting device adapted to be turned In either direc-

tion on the shaft, between the two clutches, to set them

respectively in action to turn the shaft, a primary speed

controller having a rotating shaft, and connection be-

tween such shaft and the clutch setting device to rotate

the latter in different directions for Increase and decrease

of speed.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.715. DISPLAY-RACK. Jonathan T. Xander, South

Bethlehem, Pa., assignor of one-half to Mary Ellen

Xander. South Bethlehem, Pa. Filed Nov, 15, 1907. Se-

rial No. 402.316.

1 In motion transmitting mechanism, a transmitting

shaft, a pair of oppositely rotated clutch-members loose on

said shaft, a fixed clutch member on the shaft, for each

loose member, a clutch setting device adapted to be turned

in either direction on the shaft, between the two pairs of 1. A display rack of the character described comprising

clutch members, and means independent of said clutches I a lower rotatable table, an upper rotatable toble. and a

and shaft to rotate the clutch setting device to set the re- rctatable and revoluble disk above said upper rotatable

spectlve clutches and turn the transmitting shaft ' table, substantially as described.
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2 A display rack of the character described comprising

a lower rotatable table, an upper rotatable table, and a se-

ries of rotatable and revoluble disk.s above saij upper rota-

table table, said tables and said disks being arranged to re-

ceive goods for display, substantially as desorltted.

3 A display rack of the character described comprts^

,ng a rotatable table and a rotatable and r«vol able disk

arranged above said rotatable table, said rotatable table

and rotatable and revoluble disk being arranged to re-

ceive goods for display, substantially as described.

4 V displav ra.k of the character described compris-

iag a lower rotatable table, an upper rotattble table, a

gerles of rotatable and revoluble disks above said upper ro-

Tatable table, a shaft for rotating one of s.id rotatab e

tables said shaft carrying said rotatable and revo ub e

dlskl a stationary pinion associated with said rotatab e

and revoluble disks, a pinion for each of sa.d rotatable

and revoluble disks and >n mesh with said flnBt =|;-ntioned

pinion for imparting a revolving motion t<» said disks,

substantially as described.
J

5 X display rack of the character descrlb*! eo^Prl^'°K

a rotatable table, a series of rotatable and revoluble disks

asso'ILl with said rotatable table, a shaft for rotating

;itd disks, and means for imparting to said «lsk a revolv-

ing motion. sut>stantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.)

mound to receive goods for display, an upper rotatable

table having thereon a reflecting frustum for reflecting the

K'.wds placed on said lower rotatable table and frus-

tum shaiK-d mound, and a rotatable disk above said upper

rotatable table to receive goods for display, the axis of

said disk b»-ing at right angles to the axis of said upper

rotatable table, substantially as .lescrlbed.

887 717 (0NTA1NP:R FOR EXTRUSION M.VCIIINES.

GEOR..E H BK.vJAMiN. New York. N. Y .
assl.-nor to Coe

Brass Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Con-

necticut Polled Nov. 20. 1907 Serial No. 403.050.

887 7H DISPLAY RACK. Jonathan T. X.4NDEB. South

Bethlehem, Pa., assignor of one-half to Mary Ellen

Xander. South Bethlehem. Pa. Filed Nov. 15. 1907. Se-

rial No. 40J.;517.

1 \ display rack comprising a lower rotatable table

having thereon a 'frustum shaped mound, said table and

mound being arranged to receive goods for display, an up-

per rotatable table having thereon a reflecting frustum

said table being arranged to receive goods for display and

the said frustum being arranged to reflect the goods dis-

played on the said lower rotatable table and frustum

shaped mound In such manner that the foods displayed

on the lower rotatable table and frustum shaped mound

are viewed simultaneously In two different positions.

2. A display rack of the character described, comprising

a Trustum shaped mound upon which goods are to be

placed for display and a reflecting frustum above said

frustum shaped mound for reflecting the goods displayed

on said frustum shaped mound.

3 A display rack of the character described, comprising

a rotaUble frustum shaped mound upon which gooda are

to be plax^d for display, an inverted ro<tatable frustum

associated with said frustum shaped moutd for reflecting

the goods displayed on said frustum shaped mound.

4 \ display rack of the character described, comprising

a rotatable table upon which goods are to be placed for

display, a rotatable frustum above said table for reflecting

the goods placed on said table for display.

5 \. display rack of the character desctlbed. comprising

a lower rotatable table having thereon a frustum shaped

1 \ container comprising a lining, having; a h.dlcal

rib on its outer periphery, a series of concentric tuU^s

surrounding said lining and having helical ribs <.n their

inner and outer peripheries, and a containing tube hav-

ing a helical rib on its Inner periphery.

• A container comprising a lining, having a helical

rlb'on its outer periphery, a series of concentric tuN^s

surrounding said lining and having helical ribs on their

inner and outer p^-rlpherles. said ribs disposed in oppo-

ite directions, and a containing tube having a helical rib

on its Inner periphery.

3 \ container comprising a lining, having a helical rib

on its outer periphery, a series of spaced concentric tubes

surrounding said lining and having helical ribs on their

inner and outer peripheries, and a spaced containing tube

having a helical rib on Its inner periphery, the helices n

each space being disposed in the same direction and in

an opposite direction to the next adjoining space.

4 V container comprising a lining, having a helical rib

on its outer periphery, a series of spaced concentric tubes

surrounding said lining and having helical ribs on their

inner and outer peripheries, a containing tnt>e having a

helical rib on its inner periphery, and heat insulating

material filling the spaces between the concentric tubes^

r, V container comprising a tubular lining, provided

with helical ribs on Its outer surface inclined from above

downward from left to right, a tube of greater diameter

surrounding said lining and having a helical rib on Is

Inner surface inclined from above downward from right to

left and on its outer surface from left to right, a second

tube of larger diameter than the first named tube sur^

rounding the first named tube and having a helical rib

on its inner surface inclined from above downward from

left to right and on Its outer surface from right to left,

and a third tube of larger diameter than the second tube

having a helical rib on Its inner surface inclined down^

ward from right to left, said first, second and third named

tubes having one end arranged to have a built-up wall and

compacted Insulating material Introduced between said

linings and said tubes, and a closure for the end of the

tubes opposite to the built-up wall.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

'

887 718 EXTRUSION -MACHINE. Georgk II. Benja-

min New York. N. Y .
assignor to Coe Brass Manufac^

I
turlng company, a Corporation of Connecticut. Hied

Nov "^ 1907 S«^rlal No. 403,382.

I 1 \n'""Xtruslon machine comprising a frame, a coii-

tainer movable longitudinally therein, means for control-

1 ling the movement of the container, a pusher also movable
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loncttadlnaDy in the frame, and means for controlling the

moTement of the pusher at all times independently of

that of the container.

887.720. MACHINE FOR MOLDING PL.\8TIC MATE-

RIAL. Jamks L. Campbell. West Adelaide, South Aus-

tralia. Australia. Filed Aug. 5. 1907. Serial No.

387.159.

2. An extrusion machine comprising a frame, a car-

riage movable longitudinally therein and carrying a con-

tainer, means for holding the extruded end of the billet,

means tor effecting movement of the carriage, a pusher

morable longitudinally in the frame, and means for con-

trolling the movement of the push, r at all times inde-

pendently of that of the container

3. An extrusion machine comprising a frame, a die

mounted in one end of the frame, a container, means for

moving the container to and from the die. a pusher,

means for moving the pusher into and out of the con-

tainer, and said means adapted to effect control of the

movement of the pusher independently of that of the con-

tainer.

4. An extrusion machine comprising a frame, two car-

riages mounted In said frame, one of said carriages carry-

ing a container and the other a pusher, together with

separate means for efrertin>: Independent movement of

said parts.

r. An extrusion machine comprising a frame, two car-

riages mounted In said frame, one of said carriages carry-

ing a container and the other a pusher, together with

separate hydraulic means for Independently controlling

the movement of said parts

[Claims G to 18 not printed In the Caiette.]

887,719. CLOTHES PIN, George F. Bbock, Brock.

N. C, assignor of one-half to Nelson 8. Crisp. Stecoah,

N. C. Filed Nov. 4, 1907. S«'rlal No. 400,698.

r^ h?B2

1. A machine for molding plastic material comprising a

tubular body or former having a longitudinal feed open-

ing, the sides of the former adjacent the opening being

turned outwardly to form flanges, a bed. a block resting on

the b<'d and provided with end lugs leaving openings

through which the ends of the former project, the ends of

the outturned edges of the feed opening engaging the

Inner faces of the lugs, a plunger provided with a core pin

movable through the former, a rack bar provided with a

transverse slot, a pin traversing the slot and the adja-

cent end uf the former, and a toothed sector pivoted to the

bed and meshing with the teeth of the rack bar. said

sector being provided with a handle for convenience in

manipulating the same

2. A machine for molding plastic material comprising' a

tubular body or former having a longitudinal feed open-

ing, the sides of the former adjacent the opening being

turned outwardly to form flanges, a bed, a bloc".: resting

on the bed and provided with end luss having openings

through which the ends of the former project, the ends of

the outturned edges of the feed up«*n!ng engaging the

Inner faces of the lugs, a plunger movable through the

former, a rack bar provided with a transverse slot, a pin

traversing the slot and the adjacent end of the former.

and a toothed sector pivoted to the bed and meshing with

the te.>th of the rack bar. said sector being provided with

a handle for convenience in manipulating the same

8. A machine for molding plastic material, comprising

a tubular body or former, having a longitudinal feed open-

ing, the sides of the former adjacent the opening being

turned outwardly to form flanges, a bed. a block on the

bed, and provided with end lugs having openings through

which the ends of the former project, the ends of the out-

turned edges of the feed opening engaging the Inner face

of the lugs, a plunger movable through the former, and

means for operating the plunger.

887,721. CREASING. SCORING. MARKING. AND CUT-

TING MACHINE. .Tames P. Clark. Newark. N. J., as-

signor to The R. Neumann Hardware Co., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed May 20. 1905. Serial No. 261,466.

1. A clothes pin comprising a body, a pair of clamp-

ing members coactlng therewith and having two of their

branches twisted together to form a suspending loop, one

of the branches being continued downward to form a

guard and thence upward to form a keeper.

2. A clothes pin constructed from a length of wire and

bent to form an approximately rectangular body and two

clamping members disposed approximately in parallelism

therewith, two of the branches of the members being bent

approximately at right angles to the body and twisted

together to form a suspending loop, and one of the

branches being continued downward to form a guard and

thence upward to form a keeper

134 O. G.—32

=XZJ=i^t^

1, A machine of the kind described, comprising a sup-

port, a fixed roll, tools on the roll, sliding bearings in the
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.upport. a roll arraaged In thtf bearings, a gea» on one end

of each roll and in constant mesh to contlnuouHy drive tUe

second roll from the first roll, manually operated means

for raiding the bearings to bring the rolls together, means

for automatically separating th*- rolls when tbe manually

operated means is released, and a look for »ecurlng the

rolls against automatic separation.

- \ machine- of the kind described, comprl.sjng a hollow

post a horizontal part seated thereon, a table on the sup-

port a tlxed roll above said table, sliding bearings in

the ends of the horizontal part, a roll In the bearings.

gears on the rolls and In mesh for rotating them simul-

taneously, means for regulating the normal distance be^

tween the rolls, levers pivoted In the horizontal part and

engaging the bearings on their outer ends. »n operating

rod la the post and pivoted to the Inner ends Of the levers.

«ld post being manually operated to force the rolls to-

gether and regulate the pressure between them, a spr ng

for forcing the rolls apart when the manual operat on

ceases, and a lock for preventing the spring return of the

^'i' K machine of the kind described, comprising a hol-

low' post, a horizontal part thereon, a fixed roll above the

horizontal part, a movable roll in .Udlng beting, be^

low the fixed roil, a set of levers for raisin,? the movable

roll a rod passing through the hollow post and connected

on one end to the levers, a foot treadle on the post and

pivoted to the rod. a spring encircling the cod and abut-

ang at the top on the levers, a block In th* bo"ow post

and adapted to support the spring, the PO-tba^^^^ *''°^

Its extensions on the block and riding in the slo s. ai^d

auts 'u the extensions to adjustably secure^ the block in

the post.

separated throughout their length, and tongues on the

ends of the louvers extending through the slots in the end

plates and being clamped against the end platea, substan-

tially as specified.

887 723 ELECTRICAL SWI-KH. John D. Hilliird. Jr

and CHAKLK8 E. Parsons. I tica, N. Y. Filed May 13.

1905. Serial No 260,237.

ri-/*

8 8 7. 7 -'2. VENTII-ATOR. MaxDoRN.

Filed t>ec. 14. 1!»')6. Serial No. 347,794

Louis. Mo.

1. A ventilator of metallic construction aomprising ver-

tical end parts, each having Its upper and lower enda bent

Inwardly a series of louvers arranged transversely be-

tween the end parts and provided at the opposite extremi-

ties with tongues passing through and Interlocking with

Bald end parts and connecting them together, the upper-

most and lowermost of the louvers embodying a vertical

portion having lateral extensions at its ands projecting

outward beyond the outer sides of the end parts, a ver-

tical member being formed with each end part projecting

outwardly at a right angle thereto and extending at its up-

per and lower extremities beyond the Inwardly bent por-

tions thereof, and fastenings connecting together the lat-

eral extensions of the uppermost and lovtermost louvers

and the adjacent upper and lower projecting ends of the

angularly arranged members of the end farts.

•1 V ventilator comprising vertical end plates provided

with slots, a series of separate louvers, each consisting

of a central portion arranged in a downward and outward

oblloue plane with an upward and outward oblique exten-

sion on the upper edge and the lower edge extending

obllquelv downward and Inward throughout its length,

the ,aid extensions on the different louver« being distantly

^r—'^-'^"••"••" •""' ''''^' '"•''

1. An electrical switch comprising In combination an

outer receptacle containing fluid Insulating material, an

Inner receptacle formed of material adapted to resist

high pressure due to confined arc gases and projecting

into said fluid, a fixed terminal within said inner re

ceptacle. a cooperating terminal without said receptacle,

an opening bushed with insulation In the inner receptacle

permitting circulation of the Jn.sulatlng fluid, and means

to connect and separate said terminals through said

bushed opening.
•_'. An electrical switch comprising in combination an

outer and an inner fluid receptacle, said inn.'r receptacle

being of metal with its surface insulated, an insulating

support therefor, a contact terminal mounted therein,

with outside circuit connections, an opening in said Inner

receptacle, a contact device adapted to pass from the outer

vessel through said opening to the Inclosed i.rmln:il in

making the .Ircuit. and the reverse in breaking the circuit,

and an equalizing vent in the Inner vessel.

3 An electrical switch comprising in combination an

outer and an inner fluid receptacle, said Inner receptacle

having its surface insulated and being carried upon an in-

sulated support, a contact terminal within said inner re-

ceptacle and outside circuit connections therefor, an

opening in said inner receptacle, a hollow contact device

adapted to pa.ss from the outer receptacle through said

opening to the inclosed terminal In making the circuit and

the reverse In hr-aking the circuit, -uul ;in equalizing vent

in the inner receptacle.

4. In an electrical switch, the combination with an oil

pot partially filled with oil. of a second connected oil pot

also partially filled with oil and constructed so as to form

a pressure retaining vessel for said oil. separable contacts

arranged to break under the oil in the second pot. and

insulating means carried by said second pot for conducting

the oil when put under pressure by the arc gases against

the arc so as to extinguish it

5 In an electrical switch, the combination with an oil

pot partially filled with oil. of a second pot also partially

filled with oil. located within the first mentioned pot and

shaped to form a pressure retaining vessel, a stationary

contact mounted within said second pot. a movable con-

tact adapted to engage said stationary contact for making

and breaking the circuit, and an insulator carried by the

second pot for conducting the oil put under pressure by the

arc gases upon breaking the contact, against the arc so as

to extinguish it.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the C.azette.]
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887.724. FBUIT-SEEDING MACHINE. Ira K HCTCH-

INSO.-* and Bk.n Hunt, Fresno. Cal. ; said Hunt assignor

to United States Consolidated Seeded Raisin Company,

New York. N Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

June 17, 1907 Serial No. 379.308.

1. In K fruit seeding machine, the combination of op-

posing seed se pa Prt ting rolls, and means, in advance of said

rolls, for cutting the skin of the fruit on that side through

which the seed is to be forced.

2. In a fruit seeding machine, the combination of a

main roll for forcing the seeds out : an opposing roll to

receive the excluded seeds ; and a means. In advance of

said rolls, for cutting the skin of the fruit on Its side

next to the opposing roll.

3. In a fruit seeding machine, the combination of op-

IH.slng seed separating rolls, and means. In advance of

said rolls, for cutting the skin of the fruit on that side

through which the seed Is to be forced, consisting of a cut-

ting device and an opposing pressure device.

4. In a frult-seedlng machine, the combination of op-

posing seed-separating rolls, and means, in advance of said

rolls, for cutting the skin of the fruit on that side through

which the seeds are to be forced, consisting of a revolving

cutting cylinder and an opposing revolving pressure roll.

n. In a fruit seeding machine, the combination of op-

posing seed" separating rolls, and a revoluble cutting cyl-

inder in advance of said rolls, for slitting the skin of the

fruit on that side through which the seeds are to be forced.

[Claims fi to 10 not printed In the C.azette.]

887,72.''.. FRT'IT- SEEDING MACHINE. IR.\ R. HnxCH-

INSON and Ben HtNT. Fresno. Cal.: said Hunt assignor

to United States Consolidated Seeded Raisin Company,

New York. N. Y., a Corporation <if New York. Filed

June 17, 1907. Serial No. 379,309.

In advance of said rolls for cutting the skin of the fruit

on that side through which the seeds are to be forced.

4. In a fruit-seeding machine, the combination of a

main-roll having a cushioned surface ; an opposing hollow

roll having a foraminous surface the openings in which

ix'rmit the passage of the seeds, while excluding the meat

of the fruit ; and means, In advance of said rolls for cut-

ting the skin of the fruit on that side through which the

seeds are to be forced.

5. In a fruit-seeding machine, the combination of a

main roll having a smooth surface: an opp«.>slng roll to

receive the seeds forced out by the main-roll ; and means.

In advance of said rolls, for cutting the skin of the fruit on

that side through which the seeds are to be forced, com-

prising a revoluble cutting cylinder and an opposing pres-

sure roll.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. In a frult-aeedlng machine, the combination of a

main-roll having a smooth surface: an opposing roll to re

ceive the seeds forced oat by the main-roll ; and means. In

advance of said rolls, for cutting the skin of the fruit on

that side throagh which the seeds are to be forced.

2. In a fruit seeding machine, the combination of a

main-roll having a smooth surface : an opposing hollow roll

having a foraminous surface the openings In which permit

the passage of the seed*, while excluding the meat of the

fruit ; and means. In advance of said rolls, for cutting the

skin of the fruit on that side through which the seeds are

to be forced.

3. In a frult-seedlng machine, the combination of a

main-roll having a cushioned surface; an opposing roll to

re<^elve the seeds forced out by the main roll ;
and meauR.

8 8 7,726. HUMIDII-'riNG APPARATUS. WiLLlA.M J.

Kelley, Central Falls, R. I. Filed Jan. 10, 1908 Se-

rial No. 410,197.

1. A humidifying apparatus, comprising a delivering

conduit having an open end and an unobstructed interior.

a cu>;e affixed to the conduit, and projecting from the open

end thereof, said cage Including a guide separated from the

conduit, and a deflector adjustably enizaged with the guide.

and movable relatively thereto toward and from the open

end of the conduit.

2. A humidifying apparatus comprising a dellverlnc

conduit having an open end and an unobstructed Interior,

a cape affixed to the conduit and projecting from the open

end thereof, said cage including a screw-threaded guide

which is separated from the conduit, and a deflector hsving

a screw thread engaged with the thread on the guide, the

deflector being movable relatively to the guide toward and

from the open end of the conduit.

3. A humidifying apparatus comprising a delivering

conduit having an open end and an unobstructed interior,

a cage alBxed to the conduit and projecting from the open

end thereof, said cage including an annular, internally

threaded guide which Is separated from the conduit, and

a deflector composed of an elongated body having at one

end a rt)tatahle Internally thre.nded portion engaged with

the external thread on the guide, the body being movable

in the guide toward and from the open end of the conduit.

4. A humidifying apparatus comprising a delivering

conduit having an open end and an unobstructed Inter or.

a liquid supply pipe, a connection between said pipe and

conduit having a valve seat, a valve, valve operating means

having provisions for giving the valve a flushing move-

ment, an adjusUble stop cooperating with the said operat-

ing means In partially closing the valve to cause a prede-

termined restricted flow of liquid, an air supply pipe com-

municntinp with the conduit l>etween the valve and the

open end of the conduit, and means for distributing air

and liquid admitted to the conduit.

5 A humidifying apparatus comprising a delivering

conduit having an open end and an unolwtructed Inferior,

a liquid supply pipe, a connection l)etween said pipe and

conduit composed of an elbow shaped casing, one arm of

which has a valve seat, and is joined to the liquid pipe,

while the other arm Is joined to the delivering conduit;
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said caslnK havlnR a ralve seat, a valvp having a screw-

threaded stem eDKa«;ed with a nut formlnx a part of the

rasinij, a two-armed lever affixed to said stem, and adapted

to turn the same In either direction to adjust the valve, an

adjustahle stop arranged to coiiperate with one of said

arms to limit the movement of the valve toward Its seat,

the lever bein? movahle away from said stop to permit an

openlnK movement of the valve, an air supply pipe com-

munlcatint? with the cnduit between th»> caslnR and the

open end of the conduit, means for forcing air Into the

conduit, a deflector oppcs^ to the open end of the conduit,

and means for adjustably supportlntf the dptlector, the said

supportluic means and deflector having provisions for ad-

justing the deflector toward and from the open end of the

conduit.

IClalm 6 not printe<l in the r,,iietfe.l

to force the group of expanding members downwardly.

whereby a vessel placed over said group of «'X[)andinc mem-

!)er8 will be acted upon thereby and have It^ walls out-

wardly bulged and Its bottom simultaneously formed

887.T-7. KXr.VNKER FOR Snf:ET MKTM. TTKNSILS.

TH0.VI.1.S A. Kki-LY. MoundsvlUe, W. Va., assignor to

The United States Stamping Co., a Corporation of West

Virginia. Flle<l July m, lOOT. Serial No. 38,3.125.

887.728. ELASTIC-FH in TIKIUNK Walter Kie.sbb,

pierlln. r.ermany, assignor to (Jeneral Electric Company,

>i Corporation of New York. Original application died

.\pr. 3, 190«5. Serial No 309.8SH. I)lvid*-d and this np-

[ilicatlon filiKl Oct. ::5. 1908. Serial No 340,512.

1 in a machine of the character described, a fixed con-

ical member having its apex upward. (jomplementa4 die-

members for shaping the lx>ttom of a metal utensil, a resili-

ent member, a plurality of expanding members, a aupnort-

Ing base memlier for said expanding members, means

effecting connection between said base member and said

resilient meml>er, and means for carrying said comple-

mental die-members, said conical member having upr>er

and lower inclined surfaces of graduated diameters, with

an Intermediate cylindrical surface and said expanding

members having corresponding surfaced engaged by the

aforesaid surfaces of said conical memDer.

2. In a machine of the character described, a fixed con-

ical member having its apex upward, complementary die-

members for shaping the bottom of a meUl vessel, means

for carrying said complemental die-metnbers. a resilient

member, a plurality of expanding members, a supporting

base member for said expanding members, means for effect-

ing connection between said resilient memlx-r and said

base-member, said expanding members Having their upper

ends downwardly recessed and thus adapted to receive the

means carrying the lower one of said complemental die-

members.
:h. In a machine for shaping the sId* walls of a sheet

metal vessel, a conical member having Its apex upward, a

suitable frame for Its support and a compressible body,

said conical member being connected to and superposed

with relation to said compressible b,Hly. a plurality of out-

ward, movable expanding members, a supporting base

member having a slidable connection with said compressi-

ble body and carrying said expanding members and means

1 In an elastic fluiil turbine, the combination of a

wheel, buckets on the periphery of the wheel, nozzles which

dUchnrge motive fluid to the buckets at one side of the

wheel, and a wall separate from the noiile structure lo-

cated between the nozzles and the other side of the wheel

to prevent the fluid exhausting from the buckets from

Interfering with that dlscharge<l by the nozzles.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a

wheel, buckets on the periphery of the wheel, which have

a tendency to discharge fluid toward the nozzle or nozzles,

one or more nozzles located at one side of the central plane

of the wheel for delivering motive fluid to the buckets, and

a wall located on the opposite side of the central plane of

the wheel which prevents interference between the fluid

discharged from the buckets and that delivered by the

nozzles.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a

wheel, U shaped buckets mounted 0:1 the periphery thereof,

nozzles for discharging motive fluid against one side of

the buckets, and a separate wall concentric with the

bucket wheel which prevents the fluid exhausting from the

other side of the buckets from Interfering wirh that dis-

charged by the nozzles, the face of the wall toward the

nozzles being In line with the Inner edges of the discharge

[lassages of the buckets and the Inner edge of the wall

being be.eleil outwardly to permit a free pas.sage of steam

from the buckets.

t. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a cas-

ing, a wheel within the casing, buckets carried by the

wheel, and a wall supported by the casing and situated

at one side of and extending beyond the buckets, the pro-

jecting portion of said wall flaring outwardly with Its

inner e<lu'e overhanging the edge of the bucket wheel in

close proximity thereto, to reduce rotation losses and to

restrict the passage of motive fluid toward the axis of the

wheel.
.'1. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a

bucket wheel, a casing having a chamber in which the

. wheel rotates, an annular ring secured to one wall of the

chamber and having one face conforming to and In close

proximity to the face of the wheel, with a portion over-

hanging the edge of the wheel, and a segmental ring se-

1

cured to the other wall of the chamber and extending

i

across the Idle portion of the wheel buckets Into engage-

ment with the flrst mentioned ring

[Claims ^) and 7 not printed In the Gazette ]

887,729 FOLDINO BOX. Oscar E Kirmse. Baltimore,

Md., asslifBor to The Friedenwald Company, Baltimore,

Md! a Corporation of Maryland. Filed Mar 15, H)04.

Serial No 198.214

1 .\ box adapted to be set up for use or folded flat

for shipment, at will, comprising a body composed of Inn.-r

and outer layers of material the inner layer projecting be-

yond the outer layer to form a neck, and a lid hinged to
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the outer layer and adapted to fit over and inclose aald

neck.

2. .K box adapted to l>e set up for usp or folded flat for

shipment, at will, comprising a body of rectangular croM

section composed of Inner and outer layers of material,

the Inner layer projecting above the outer layer to form

a neck, and a top of similar cross section hinged to the

outer layer and adapted to lit over and Inclose said neck.

3. A box adapt '-d to be set up for use or folded flat

for shipment, at will, comprising a body composed of In-

n.-r and outer ln\.rs of material secured together, the

Inner layer being c\t.nded alwve the outer layer to. form

a neck, flaps Integral with the outer layer and extending

from the lower end thereof to form the bottom of the

box, and a cover section Integral with the outer layer and

having a portion adapted to surround the n.>ck and flaps

adapted to close the top of the cover

4. A box adapted to be set up for use or folded flat

for shipment, at will, comprising a body composed of In-

ner and outer layers which are Integral, portions of the

Inner layer extending above the outer layer to form a

neck, flaps connected with the outer layer and adapted

to form the bottom of the box, and a cover section con

nected with the outer layer and adapted to Inclose the

neck.

5. A box adapted to be set up for use or fohb-d flat for

shipment, at will, comprising a body of rectangular cross

section, composed of Inner and outer layers of material,

the inner lay.T projecting beyond the outer layer upon

three sidfs thereof to form a neck, a cover section In

tegrai with the outer layer and adapted to Inclose the

neck, a id suitable flaps for forming the bottom of the box.

[Claims C to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

with the printing roller, means for securing the support-

lug member In position on the roll frame, and springs

carried by the supporting member and bearing against

the off-set portion of the pivoted yoke.

8 87,73 1. AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLER. William L.

AiNSLiE. .Tacksonvllle, Fla.. assignor of one-half to

Cummer Lumber Company, Jacksonville, Fla. Filed

Sept. 28, 1905. Serial No. 280,448.

887,730 AUTOMATIC TUINTEH FOR PAPER ROLLS.

David <". Lee, I>etroit, Mich. Filed Jan 2H, 1907. Se-

rial No 354,547.

The combination with a paper roll frame, of a support-

ing member mounted on the frame and provided with

spaced brackets, a yoke plvotally mounted In the brackets

and having an Intermediate lateral offset portion and Its

opposite ends provided with terminal bearings, a printing

roller journaled in the bearings and having Us opposite

ends threaded, said printing roller being provided with

spaced cylindrical rods forming type receiving grooves, col

lars slldably mounted on the yoke, an inking roller jour-

nabHl In the collars, springs bearing against the collars

for yleldably supporting the Inking roll.-r in engagement

1. An automatic assembler, comprising hoppers an end-

legs traveler provided with links having shoulders, hooks

movably mounted on the traveler and alternating with

a plurality of links, and means for operating the hooks.

2. An automatic assembler, comprising hoppers an end-

less traveler provided with links having shoulders, hooks

niovably mounted on the traveler and alternating with

a plurality of links, and means for raising the hooks

above the shoulders of the links.

3. An automatic assembler, comprising a body hopper

for containing the body members, a plurality of trans-

versely alined hoppers for containing the battens, an end-

less traveler passing underneath the said hoppers and

provided with shouldered links for successively removing

the stacked body members from the body hopper and spac-

ing the same apart, -the traveler being also provided with

hooks movably mounted on the traveler and alternating

with a plurality of the said links for simultaneously re-

moving a plurality of battens from the transversely alined

batten hoppers on the successive removal of a plurality of

body members from the l)ody hopper, and means for oper-

ating the hooks.

4. An automatic assembler, comprising a body hopper

for containing the body members, a plurality of trans

versely alined hoppers for containing the battens, an end-

less traveler passing underneath the said hoppers and

provided with shouldered links for successively removing

the stacked body members from the body hopper and

spacing the same apart, the traveler being also provided

with hooks movably mounted on the traveler and alter-

nating with a plurality of the said links for simultaneously

removing a plurality of battens from the transversely

alined batten hpppcrs on the successive removal of a

plurality of body members from the body hopper, and a

fixed cam device for raising the said hooks above the

shoulders of the said links

5. An automatic assembler, comprising a body hopper

for containing the body members, a plurality of trans-

versely alined hoppers for containing the battens, an end-

less traveler passing underneath the said hoppers and

provided with shouldered links for successively removing

the stacked body members from the body hopper and spac-

ing the same apart, the traveler being also provided with

hooks movably mounted on the traveler and alternating

with a plurality of the said links for simultaneously re-

moving a pluraUty of battens from the transversely alined

batten hoppers on the successive removal of a plurality

of bodv members from "? body hopper, a table over

which passes the said traveler, and cams fixed on the

said table for raising the hooks after leaving the body

hopper to engage the battens in the batten hoppers.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]
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88T.T85. CASTING OF CUBVKD STHRROTYPE-PLATES
RuBEBT C ANSAXD. South ShifldR. Kngland. Original

application filed Jan. 17. in<»7. Serial No. 352,«95. Di-

vided and this application flU'd July B, 1907. Serial

No 382,06>*.

1. In the casting of furved stt-r.-.-tvp.' plates, the proc-

e«8 of stripping the plate which consists In bending the

plate inward an<i relatively moving the Jlate and matrix.

2. In the casting of curved stereotype plates, the proc

ess of stripping the plate which cnnalsts in l)endini: the

plate Inward on the core, and separating the core and

plate and the matrix.

3. In a process of casting curved stereotype plates,

stripping the cant plate from a matrix fixed in the mold

by h.iidir;? the plate Inwards on the cor« and moving the

core with he ca.st plate thereon out of the mold to strip

the plate from the fixed matrix.

4 In a process of casting curved itereot\p.' plates,

8trl['plns th.' cast plate from a matrix lUfd In the mold, by

collapstni; th-- 'ht.- to provide clearance between the plate

and matrix, bending' the plate Innards en the core, and

moving the core with the cast plate tljereon out of the

mold to strip the plat-- from the fixed t»atrlx.

.". In a process of casting curved stereotype plates,

stripping the ca.*t plate from a matrix fixed in the mold,

by bending the plate inwards on the .-ore and rolling

the core with the cast plate thereon oi»t of the mold to

strip the plate from the fixed matrix.
|

[Claims f\ to *< not prtntt'd in the Gazette.]

[>.•«; PI887,733. AITOMATIC CAltD PRINTISO PRESS. WiL-

Li.\U A. BiLLVi.^x, Colorado Springs. Colo. Original

application tiled Apr. 26, 1907. Serial No.^ 370,428.

I>lvided and thi-t application filed July o. 1007.

No. 3;'>,oll'.

."Serial

bv Bald standard and type carrier, a frame pivotally con-

nected near one end to the standard and having legs strad-

dling the same, link connections between the said frame

at one side of its pivotal point and a flxe.l portion of the

structure, a pivote<l carriage having ink rollers Journaled

therein, links plvotnlly conne<:ted to said carriage at one

end and at an Intertnedlate point to the free ends of the

legs of the pivoted frame, rixls connected at one end to

those ends of the links carrying the Ink rollers remote

from the latter, said rods having sliding bearings In the

pivoted frame, and springs surrounding the rods and tend-

ing to move the same longitudinally away from the frame.

2. In a card printing press, a type carrier movable to

and from a fixed support or platen, a standard fast on

said type carrier, an Ink disk, a support for the same car-

ried by and m.jvable with said standard and type carrier.

• frame pivotally connected near one end directly to the

standard, ink rollers and supports therefor carried by the

other end of the frame, a link connection between a fixed

portion of the structure and the frame between the enda

of the latter and conatltutlng a pivot iupport about which

the frame is rocked by the movement of the type carrier to

actuate the ink rollers, a pawl and ratchet for rotating

the ink disk, and connections letween the pawl and

ratchet and the pivoted frame at the side of its pivot

point remote from said pawl and ratchet.

3, In a card printing press, a type carrier movable to

and from a fixed support or platen, a standard fast on

said type carrier, an Ink disk, a support for the same car-

ried by and movable with said standard and type carrier,

a frame pivotally connected near one end directly to the

standard, ink rollers and supports therefor carried by the

other end of the frame, and a link connection between

a fixed portion of the structure and the frame between

the ends of the latter and constituting pivot supports for

the frame and the sole means by which the frame is

rocked by the movement of the type carrier to oscillate

the ink rollers between the ink disk and type upon the

type carrier

887.734. LIFTING JACK. John 11. Bi hkholdkr. Ash

land. Ohio Filed Feb. 7. 190H. Serial No. 414,699.

1 In a ard printing press, a type carrier movable to

and from a fixed support or platen, a power element di-

rectly connected to said type carrier for imparting a re

clprocatory movement thereto, a standard fast on said

type carrier, an Ink disk, a support for the same carried

1. In lifting jacks, a standard and a lifting screw there

in. and a combined adjusting nut and gear mounted on

said screw and resting freely on the Immediate top of

said standard, and the screw being adapted to slide up

and down In said standard Independently of other parts,

whereby easy and rapid adjustments of the screw may be

effected, combined with a bevel gear and lever and ratchet

mechanism to actuate the same and a friction device

to bear against said bevel gear to hold the same In action

during Idle strokes of the lever and ratchet parts.

2. In lifting Jacks, a tubular standard having guide

channels lengthwise therein, a lift screw having projec-
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tlons engaged In said guides and n combined adjusting

nut and gear mounted on said screw on top i>f said stand-

;ird and adapte<l to be freed therefrom, whereby said

screw and nut can be bodily lifted together by hand for

adjustment by hand. In combination with an actuating

gear ineshlnz with the aforesaid gear iind a headed

spindle on which said actuating gear is mounted, a fric-

tion tightening spring between said irear and the head

on the spindle carrying the same, and means to actuate

said actuating gear

3. In lifting Jacks, a 8tani!ard having an annular boss

at its side and top, a headed spindle screwed Into said

boss, and an actuating l>evel gear mounted on said spin-

dle and havlnK a hut- at one side .orrespondlng to said

boss. In combination with n divide^l handle having one

half mounted on sa^d l^ss and the other half on said

hub on opi.oslte sides of said gear, and a friction retard

Ing sprinc on said spindle engaging said gear

4, In lifting jacks, a tubular standard having a right

angled spindle affixed thereto, a l>evel gear sleeved on said

spindle and a lever and pawl memt>er mounte<l upon said

standard and gear and adapted to operate the same, and

a split spring washer engaged tietween a f^xed part of

said stnnd;ird and said gear to retard Its m<jvement, in

combination with n screw slid.nbly mounted within said

tubular siundiird and provided with means to prevent

rotation therein, and a level gear threaded upon said

screw and adapted to rest upon the top of said standard

and mesh with said other gear and adapted to be freed

therefrom by bodily lifting said screw and Its pear for

Individual adjustment.

887,736. RAILCHAIR. William H. J. Clifton. West-

point. Tenn.. assignor of one half to Frank Hollander,

Westpolnt, Tenn. Filed Sept. C, 1906. Serial No.

333.494.

8ST,735. PROCESS OF RECOVERIN i NICKFI, FROM
SILICIOUS OBE8. Adolpue Chalas, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Sept. 6. 1907. Serial No 391.676

1. The process of recovering nickel from nUkel Iron

ores, which consists In smelting the ore and producing

ferro nickel, casting the ;illoy Into anodes, electrolytically

dissolving the anodes, continuously precipitating the dis-

solved Iron ly circulating the electrolyte In contact with

a body of a precipitating agent, and redeposlting the dis-

solved nickel.

2. The process of recovering nickel from nlckel-lron

ores, which consists In smelting the ore and producing

ferro nkkel. casting the alloy Into an<«le8. electrolytically

dissolving the anodes, continuously precipitating the dis-

solved iron by nickel ic hydroxld, and redeposlting the dis-

solved nickel.

3. The process of recoverinc nickel from nickel Iron

ores, which consists In smelting the ore and producing

ferro-nlckel. casting the alloy Into an.>des. electrolytically

dissolving the ano<le8, continuously precipitating the dis

solved Iron by circulating the electrolyte through a body

of nlckellc hydroxld. and redeposlting the dissolved nickel.

4. The process of recovering nickel from nickel iron

ores, which consists in smelting the ore and producing

ferro nickel, casting the alloy into anodes, electrolytically

dissolving the anodes, continuously preclpitatlnK the dIs

solved Iron by circulating the electrolyte through a body

of nlckelic hydroxld. redeposlting the dissolved nickel,

electrolytically dissolving other antxles of ferro nickel

In an aqueous solution of an alkali metal salt, mixing

the anodic and cathodlc products and precipitating nick

elous hydroxld. peroxldlzlng the precipitate, and employ

Ing the nlckellc hydroxld to precipitate dissolved iron in

the second staae of the process.

5. The cyclic process of recovering nickel from ferro

nickel, which consists In electrolytically dissolving anodes

of ferro nickel, redeposlting the nickel, precipitating the

dissolved Iron by contint.ously circulating the electrolyte

through a vessel containing a body of nlckelic hydroxld

until the reagent has t»oen exhausted, ttien diverting the

electrolyte to a second vessel containing a body of nlckellc

hydroxld, emptying the first vessel, fllllng It with a body

of nlckelous hydroxld. peroxldlzlng said nickelous hy

droxld. and subsequently re - passing the electrolyte

through the first recharged vesel.

[Claim 6 not i)rlnted In the (Jazette.]

A device of the class described comprising a chair plate

formed with a broadened rail supporting intermediate

I»ortion and at its longitudinal edges and at each side of

the said portion with upstanding opposed flanges, rail-

engaging plates seated upon the chair plate and remov-

ably received at their edges between the flanges, said

plates being formed each with an upstanding rail engag-

ing boss which Is engaged at its sides by the opposed

edges of the corresponding flanges upon the chair plate.

and fastening devices for securing the rail engaging plate

upon the chair plate subBtantially as described.

887,7.'?7 MAC.NETIC BLOW - OFT FOR MAKE - AND-

BREAK DEVICES. Stkphen D. Field, Stockbridge.

Mass., assignor to Plttsfield Spark Coll Company, Dal-

ton. Mass . a Corporation. Filed Dec. 12. 1007 Serial

No. 406,147.

1. In combination, a contact lever, a magnet having its

poles oppositely disposed, a cociperating contact element

mounted on the magnet, means for operating said lever,

the lever and Its cooperating contact element being lo-

cated within the magnetic influence of the magnet poles.

whereby when the contacts are separated an arc will be

extinguished as described.

2. .\s an improvement in means for extinguishing the

electric arc at the make and break contacts of an Ignition

system. In combination, a permanent magnet, the con-

tacts being arranged in the air gap of the magnet, one of

said contacts comprising a contact arm and forming a

portion of the magnetic circuit, means for operating one

of the contacts, whereby when the contacts are separated

an electric arc between said contacts may be prevented.

.i. In combination, a permanent magnet, the poles of

which are arranged in opposition to each other, a make

and break device arranged within the air cap of the mag-

net, said make and break device forming a portion of the

magnetic circuit.

4. In combination, a magnet, the poles of which are

arranged In a Juxtaposed position, a make and break

mechanism located within the magnetic influence of the

poles, as described, and forming a portion of the mag-

netic circuit of the magnet.

5. In combination, a magnet, a contact element mount-

ed thereon, a movable member for engaging the contact

element and providing a path for the magnetic flux,

whereby any arc formed between the contact and mov-

able element may be extinguished.

i [Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]
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8 8 T . 7 ;5 8 . METAL WINDOW-SASH. EeNest Fi^GG.

New York. N. Y. Orl(?tnal application flled Oct. 20.

1906, Serial No. S35).7S.i. Divided and thin application

flled Feb. 9. 1907. Serial No. .^56.553.

2. A hollow opaiiiip body hnvlng an exterior dellneatltiir

surface and including scparalile sections adapted to be

assembled to form a closed structure, and a copy dls

played on the interior surface of the body and adapted

to be reproduced on said delineating surface.

1 In window construction, a sash compiiiin? marginal

pane seating rails : one or more of said rails being readily

detachable and replaceable as an entirety.

2. In window construction, a sash oomprHlng marginal

pane seating rails and "ne or more interrae<ilate muntins;

on-' or more of said rails being readily detachable and re-

placeable as an entirety.

3. In window construction, a sash comprining top, bot-

tom and side pane seatlnt; rails ; said top rail being readily

detachable and replacfable as an entirety

4. In window construction, a sash comprlelng top, bot-

tom and side pane seating rails and one or more Inter-

medial muntins, said top rail being readily detachable

and replaceable as an entirety.

5. In metallic window construction, a sajh comprising

bent metal pane seating rails: one or morp of said rails

being readily detachable and replaceable as en entirety.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazett.\l

3. A hollow body having an exterior delineating sur-

face and Including s^'parnhie sections, a copy arranged

within the t)ody and adapted to be reproduced on said

delineating surface and a rod pieriing said sections and

having on." .-nd thereof provided with a suspension de-

vice.

4. A hollow globe having an exterior drawing surface

and Including separable sections, and a copy arranged

within the globe and adapted to be reproduced on said

drawing surface

5. A hollow globe including separable sections each

provided with an exterior drawing surface, and a copy

secured to and conforming to the concave walls of the

globe and adapted to be reproduced on the drawing sur-

face.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Oaiette.]

887,741 IMPK THREADING MACHINE. ALBERT L.

RoBBi.vs. Sandusky, Ohio, assignor to The Sandusky

Foundry & Machine rompaiiy. Sandusky. Ohio, a Cor-

poration of Ohio. Continuation of application S»Tial

No. 357.195, filed Feb. 13. 1907. This application tiled

Nov. 20. 1907. Serial No. 403.031.

887.739. HORSESHOE .VTTAOHMENT. Jame.s E. Hab-

Ei.soN, New York. N. Y., assienor of one tjaif to Barron

D. Wllklns. New York. N. Y. Filed Deo. 4. 190:

rial No. 405.038.

Se-

a o

^^

A horseshoe attachment comprising a frame whose for-

ward portion is bifurcatwl to fit the toe calk of a shoe

and arm members with hook portions to embrace the

front rim and straddle the clip and grip tke top of said

shoe, said frame having a lug adapted to coact with a

set screw having a swivel clamp to engacp the inner rim

of the shoe and .said frame having an opea portion, and

a calk plate adapted to cover the open portion and pro-

vided with strap portions to engage the opealng and catch

over the top of the frame.

887. 74U GEOGRAPHICAL GLOBE LoRkv R Phil-

i.ii's. CoUbran. t'nio.. assignor of on>'-half to Elmer E.

Merrill. Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Jan. 14. 1908. Se-

rial No. 410,817.

1. A hollow opaque body having an exterior delineating

urface and Including separable sectlona, and a copy dis-

played on the interior surface of the body and adapted to

be reproduced on said delineating surface.

1. The combination of a rev.ilubic die carrying head

adapted to advance as It is revolved, and a conical mem

ber revoluble therewith but not ailally displaceable. said

conical memb«^r affording an abutment for the rear ends

of radially movable dies carried by said hoad to permit

recession of the dies as the head advances, and aald con-

ical member being angularly adjustable with relation to

said head, for the purpose described.

2. In a thread-cutting machine, a work-holder and a

die-carrying head, means whereby they are caused to ap-

proach each other when one of them Is revolved, combined

with an interiorly tapered sleeve or annulus surrounding

and adapted to contact with the rear ends of radially-

movable dies carried by said head, said sleeve being

mounted loosely or revolubly but not axlally-dlaplaceable

relative to said work holder, whereby the dies traverse

i

longitudinal paths on aald tapered sleeve and thereby

! recede gradually as required to cut a tapered thread.

3 A work support and a die carrying head having a

I

screw-threaded connection whereby they may be caused to

' approach each other by revolving one upon or within the

i other, combined with a sleeve or annulus revolubly seated
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In a recess in said work-holder and having a conical Inner

surface adapted to contact with the rear ends of radially

movable dif's fitted In said head and thereby gradually

adjust the dies as required to form a tapered screw, the

dies traversing said conical surface only In an axial

or longitudinal direction

4. In a pipe threading machine, the combination of a

revoluble die-stock carrying a radially recessive screw-

cutting die or dies, means for advancing aaid die-stock aa

It l8 turned, and an annular member revoluble with the

dl«-«tock but not longitudinally movable, said member hav-

ing a conical inner surface against which the backs of

the die or dies directly abut, thereby allowing a gradual

recewion of the dies.

5. The combination of a revoluble die stock adapted

for holding radially recessive thread-cutting dies or

chasers, means for advancing said die-stock as It is turned,

an interiorly conical annulus or sleeve surrounding said

diestock and revoluble therewith but not axially dis-

placeable, said annulus or sleeve affording an abutment

for the backs or outer ends of the dies and thereby

permitting recession of the dies as the die-stock advances,

and said annulus or sleeve being angularly adjustable with

relation to said die stock, for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

2 An apparatus for removing paint, comprising a ven-

tilated casing; having a closed inclined front wall, a

handle, an adjustable scrar>cr. a holder for the scraper con-

sisting of parallel guiding plat.s. a screw to hold the

scraper in position, a fluid burner within the casing, a

fluid container outside the casing and a flexible tube lead-

ing from the container to the burner.

887,742. SAW-SET GAGE.
New Brunswick, Canada

No. 332,115.

John S Scott, Fredericton,

Flled Aug. 27, 1906. Serial

1 A device for gaging the set of saw teeth comprising a

handle having a plate extending therefrom, a saw engag-

ing surface on said handle and said plate, at a right angle

to the plafe. wings slldably mounted on the opposite sides

of said plate, a gage point attached to said wings, said

wings and gage point being adjustable with respect to said

saw engaging surface.

2 In a device of the character described, a handle hav-

ing a plate e-ttendlng therefrom, a saw engaging surface

on said handle and said plate, at a right angle to the plate,

wings slldably mounted on opposite sides of said plate and

provided with shoulders, a threaded rod on said plate, a

traveling roller threaded on said rod and engaging under

said shoulders to thereby move the same upon the said

plate, and a gage point attached to the wings.

887.743. APPARATUS FOR REMOVING PAINT Jo-

.SEPH H. STOBM. Jr.. Amersfoort. Netherlands, assignor

of one half to Petrus Hermanns Van Haselen. Amers-

foort. Netherlands Piled June 25. 1907. Serial No.

380.792.

887 744. SUSPENDED PL.\QUE - HOLDER. John B.

t'imberlakk. Jackson. Mich. Flled Nov. 11, 1905. Se-

rial No. 286,944.

1. In apparatus for removing paint from surfaces, com-

prising a ventilated casing, having a front wall which pro-

tects the surface to be scraped from the flame a suitable

handle at the back of the casing, a scraping tool attached

to the casing and projecting forward, a fluid burner lo-

cated within the casing a fluid supply tank outside the

casing, and a flexible tube connecting the tank and burner.

9

1 In a suspension holder for plaques, the combination

of a bifurcated hanger for engaging the lower edge of the

plaque, a suspension chain looped through the said hanger,

an adjustable hooked device connected with the lower end

of the chain and adapted to engage with the upper edge

of the plaque, and means for securing the adjustable mem-

ber of the holder relative to the hanger after the two

parts have been caused to properly engage with the op-

posite edges of the plaque, substantially as set forth.

2. In a suspension holder for plaques, the combination

of a bifurcated hanger for engaging with the lower edge

of the plaque, having at its upper end a loop, a suspension

chain passed through the said loop, a bifurcated adjust-

able part for engaging with the upper edge of the plaque,

connected wllh the lower end of the chain, a ring for

holding in close relation the two strands of the chain, and

a hook connected with the upper plaque-engaging element

of the holder and adapted to be engaged with the chain,

substantially as set forth.

3. In a suspension holder for plaques and the like, the

combination of a pair of members arranged to engage re-

spectively with the upper and the lower edges of the article

to be held, one of the elements having a pair of diverging

elastic arms arranged to engage with the edge of the

article at widely separated points, flexible means for unit-

ing the said plaque-engaging elements and for putting

under tension said elastic arms and maintaining them

under tension, and means for suspending the plaque, con-

nected with the said engaging elements, substantially as

set forth.

4. In a suspension holder for plaques, a lower hanger

provided with a loop, a chain passing through said loop.

an upper adjustable member attached to one end of said

chain, a ring attached to the said end of said chain and

encircling the rear strand of said chain, and a hook also

attached to the said end of said chain and adapted to en-

gage the rear strand of said chain, substantially as set

forth.

5 In a suspension holder for plaques, a lower hanger

provided with a loop, a chain passing through said loop.

an upper adjustable member attached to one end of said

chain, a ring attached to the said end of said chain and

encircling the rear strand of said chain, and a hook at-

tached to said ring and adapted to engage the rear strand

of said chain, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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REISSUES.

I'.'.TWl. MARINK NAVKiATION. SiDNKt A. Uekvk. New

ilavvn. Conn assignor to William M. Meacham and

Larned K .M-^'-ham. Chit-ago. III. K!l»d Feb. 8. lfK)8.

Serial No 41.">.im(T. Original No. 8ll,Ti;i. dated Feb. 6,

190«, Serial No. r)r)7,796.

Q:^

1. The ooaMBAtion with a mechanically propelled vessel

of plates located on each sid*' thereof, and having th»>ir

front and rear edges indepond.-Dtiy i-onnetted to the vessel

by swinging links, and means for swinKing the said links

on their upper pivots and holding them In adjusted po-

sition.

2. The combination with a meohanlcallv-propelled vp'jsel

of plates located on each side th.'r>'of. and having th>ir

front and rear edges independently conn^'^ned to the vessel

by swinging links, a plate eitendlng acro$s and under the

bow and having similar swinging links connected there-

with, and means f.ir swinging the links on their upper

pivots and holding them in adjusted position.

3. The combination with a mechanically-propelled vessel,

of the plate B at the bow and the plate* B' each side of

the hull, each of said plates having their front and rear

edges connected to the vessel by the independent swinging

links i k, and means for swinging the llnlcs on their upper

pivots and holding them in adjusted position.

4. In a water conveyance, the combination with a body

or vessel for receiving the passengers or load, of Inclined

supporting-plates connected thereto and moving edgewise

through the water at an inclination to the longitudinal

horizontal line to give support to th*» bo4y or vessel, said

inclined supporting plates extending below the t>ottom of

the body of the vessel, so that when the conveyance is In

motion the body of the vessel may be supported entirely

above the surface of the water, substantially as specified.

5. In a water conveyance, the combination with a body

or vessel for receiving the passengers or load, of inclined

supporting plates connected thereto and moving edgewise

through the water at an laclination to the longitudinal

horizontal line to give s'ljiport to the body or vessel, and a

propeller for impartlag forward motion to the conveyance,

said Inclined supporting plates extending below the bot-

tom of the body of the vessel, so that vihen the convey-

ance Is in motion the body of the vessel may be supported

entirely above the surface of the water, substantially as

specified.

.Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the "lazette.]

1 .'
, 7 ;• 2 . I'AI'ER - RILING MAiHlNE. Chabi.es F.

Taylub. Hartford, and (iEuK'if. M. McClei.i.a.v, East

Hartford. Conn. ; said McClellan asslgtor, by mesne as-

signments, to Frederick C. Atkins. Hartford, Conn.

Filed Apr 1(5. 1!K)7. Serial No. 3t!H.»'.lO. Original No.

7(34.643, dated July 12. 1904. Serial .Nc. 160,179.

rolls adjacent to each support for drawing the web of

paper from each roll, a guide and tension device for con-

trolling each web after it has b<>en drawn out by the feed-

rolls, a pair of idle pen rolls over and under which each

web passes from a guide and tension device. Ink-ruling

means adjacent to each pen roll, means for leading all of

the webs together, and a single feed mechanism for draw-

ing all of the webs as one piece after they have been led

together, substantially as si>eclfled.

2. \ machine for ruling paper having a frame, a [ilural

number of supports adapted to hold rolls of paper, feed-

rolls adjacent to each sup[>ort for drawing the web of

paper from each roll, a guide and tension device for con-

trolling ea( h wet) after it has been drawn out by the feed-

rolls, a pair of idle pen rolls over and under which each

passes from a guide and tension device. Ink-ruling pens ad-

jacent to eaeh pen roll, mentis for leading all of the webi

together, and a single feed mechanism for drawing all of

the webs as one plec.' after they have b'-en led together,

aubstantially as st>eclfled

3 .K machine for ruling pa[>er having a frame, a plural

number of supports adapted to hold rolls of paper, feed-

rolls adjacent to each support for drawing the web of

paper from each roll, a guide and tension device for con-

trolling each web after It has been drawn out by the feed-

rolls, a pair of idle pen rolls over and under which each

web passes from a guide and tension device, ink ruling

means adjacent to each pen roll, means for leading all

.,f the webs together, a single feed mechanism for drawing

all of the webs as one piece after they have been led to-

gether, and a cutter for severing all of the webs simulta-

neously, substantially as specified.

4. .V machine for niling pap«>r having a frame, a plural

number of supports adapted to hold rolls of paper, feed-

rolls adjacent to each support for drawing the web of

paper from each roll, a guide and tension device for con-

iroUlng each web after it has been drawn out by the feed-

rolls, a pair of idle p.-n rolls over and under which each

web passes from a guide and tensl()n device. Ink-ruling

means adjacent to each pen-roll, uieans for leading all of

the wf-bs together, a single feed mechanism for drawing all

of the wel.s as one pie.e after they have been led together.

a cutter for severing all of the webs simultaneously and an

apron for delivering the sheets severed by the cutter, sub-

stantially as specified.

r>. A machine for ruling paper having a frame, a plural

number of supports adapted to hold rolls of pat>er. feed-

rolls adjacent lO each support for drawing the web of

paper from each roll, a guide and tension device for con-

trolling <'ach web after it has been drawn out by the feed-

rolls, a pair of idle pen rolls over and under which each

web passes from a guide and tension device, ink ruling

means adjacent to each pen-roll, means for leading all of

the webs together, a single feed mechanism for drawing all

of the webs as one piece after they have been led together.

a cutter for severing all of the webs simultaneously, and

mechanism for piling the severed sheets, substantially as

specified.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1. .V machine for ruling paper having n frame, a plural

number of supports adapted to hold rolls of paper, feed

12.7 93. AlM'ARATrS FOR THE REOTI.ATION OF
ELECTRIC SYSTEMS Okokck A. Wei.i.s. .Jr.. New
York. N. Y. Filed .lune 'J^. Iit0»'. Serial No. 322,982.

Original No. 821,9<i!i. dated May 29. 190G, Serial No.

isii.."30.

1. In a system of electrical distribution, the cotnbina

tlon of a generator adapted to supply the line conductors

with the working current, a compensating electric ma-

chine in electrical connection with the line conductors, and

adapted to store mechanical energy and subsequently re-

leas* It as electric energy, and a booster provided with a

shunt field with approximately constant excitation, and

provided further with one or more series windings op-

posed to the shunt-field and connected in the main cir-

cuit, said booster having Its armature Interposed in the

I electrical connection of the compensating electric machine

with the main circuit.

I
2. In a system of electrical distribution, the comjDlna-
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tlon of a generator adapted to supply the main circuit

with the working current, a compensating electric machine

embodying a rotarv member, adapted to store mechanical

energy and subse(iuently release it as electric energy, and

having its armature connected in multiple with the gen-

erator, and a booster provided with a shunt field with ap-

proximately constant excitation, and a plurality of wind-

ings opposed to the shunt-fleld. and connected in series in

the main circuit, said booster having its armature con-

nected In series with the armature of the compensating

electric machine.

39 300 STICK-PIN F0RK8T E. MaVN. Grand Rapids,

Mich. Filed Nov Ifi. 1907. Serial No. 402,526. Term

of patent .Ji years.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the combina-

tion of a generator adapted to supply the line conductors

with the working current, a compensating electric machine

having a differential held excitation and adapted to store

mechanical energy and connected with the line conductors,

and a booster Interposed in the connection between the

said compensating electric machine and one of the line con-

ductors and having a differential field excitation dependent

upon the variations of the working current and the speed

variations of the compensating machine.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the combina-

tion with a generator, of compensating mechanism adapted

to store mechanical work or energy and subsecjuently re-

lease It as electric energy, and means for increasing the

sensitiveness with which said compensating machine re-

sponds to variations in the working current, said means

comprising an electric machine in circuit with said com-

pensating machine and having a dlff.'rentlal field excita-

tion which resp.mds to variations in the .-ondltions of the

compensating machine.

DESIGNS.

The ornamental design for a stick pin. as shown.

39 301 BACKCOMB. Fokest E. Mann, Grand Rapids.

Mich. Filed Nov. 16. 1907. Serial No. 402.527. Term

8t,SM. BELT-CLA8P. Forei^t E. Mann, Grand Rapids,.

Mkh. Filed Not. 16. 1907. Serial No. 402.525. Term

of patent 3J years.

of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a back comb, as shown.

39.302. HAT -PIN. Forest

Mich. Filed Nov. 16. 1907.

of patent 3i years.

E. Mann. Grand Rnplds,

Serial No. 402.528. Term

The original design f-.r a belt clasp, as shown. The ornamental design for a hat pin. as shown.
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39 ,303. BELT-SHIELD. Fobkst E. Mann. Ucan-I Rapids. 3J,30 -

j.-,,,,, ,„, ,. i,,h,v .s.tUI No. 419.063.

Mich Filed Nov 16, lOnT Serial Nu 4n...V->. Fern. ^^ork^.
-^

^^^^^^^
_

^^^^^^^

or pat^^nt 3i y^ars.

The ornamen-al desiu-n for a belt shield, a^ -hown.

I

oi patent 14 yars.

I
The ornam.'uiai design for a covered dish a- -h.,wn.

59 ;;0t> GA.ME Bu.\Kl' W.M,iKR Hkknt Clauk. rhi.ago

111. Filed Nov. 30. 15VH-. Serial No :ur.,842. Term of

Th- . rnam-'ntal design ioc match box. as shown The ornamental deslRn f..r a ^ame-board. as shown.
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The following trade-marks Have been adjudged entitled to registration under tbe

act of February 20, 1905, and are published in compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Any person who believes he would be damaged by the registration of a mark

may^ppoS the same by filing notice of opposition stating ff^f^^^f^^^^f^f°^' ^^
the Patent Office within thirty days after the publication of the mark sought to be

regiftere^ wSch said notice of opposition shall be verified by the person filing the

same before one of the officers mentioned in section two of this act. If no notice

S opposition is filed within said time the Commissioner shall issue a certificate of

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been -Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 5 of said act, which is as follows:

"And provided further, That nothing herein shall prevent the registration cf any

mark used by the appUcant or his predecessors, or by those from whom title to the

S^rk IS derived. In commerce with foreign nations or among the several States or

Xh Indian tHbes, which was In actual and exclusive use a^ a trade-mark of the

Ippllcant or his predecessors from whom he derived title for ten years next pre-

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten dollars/^^

r ISO. : ..w. , CLASS :.». CLOTHING.) Jumus K.vskb Ser. No. 10.17s. -;i^A^
^j;^; ''J!;^- 'TTu'^'l

I CO.. N.W V.,r., N V nied .Vpr. 15. 1905. Used ten AND TOOI>^ AM- PAH .

^^

^^^H/;<^ '
J^^

Ser. No. I.'HIT. i

years.
«LS, SoUngen, Germany. I il.d .Inly i:j, 1905.

a B 09 Bb

Particular de»i->ii'ttnn of uoods.—Knit Silk GloTCs and

Knit Cotton Gloves.

Ser No. ,T„S26. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRffl)!-

ENTS OF FOCI'S i (.u.\nd Union Tea Co.. Brooklyn.

N. Y. Fl!e(i May 1. IW>:,.

TWIN WORKS

I'artu-ular dcHcrriitwn of go'Mt'<—Kn\y('<. Forks. Spoons,

Scissors. Shears. Razors, Hair and Beard Clippers. Mam
cure and I'edkure Cutting Implements. Twine - Cuttei'^.

Sword - Blades. Dagger - Blades, Corkscrews, Scythes, and

Sickles.

Ser. No. lO.lTO. i CLASS -:'„ cI;TLFHY. MA(^IITNERY.

AND TOOLS, AND FARTS TllFHEuF . .1 A. Ht.vcK-

ELS. Sollngen, Germany. Fibd .Tuiy lii. lO".".

**f

I'attirulni tlrm'fifiti'.n cf f/ooJ.v.— Tea.

!\i,tvuio> ,lf>iCni,1ion ot fyoo'i.". — Knives, Forks. Spoons,

Scissors Shears, Raz.irs, Hair and Beard Clippers. Mani-

cure and I'edk-ure Cutting Implements. Twine - Cutters.

I

pword Blades, Dagger - Blades, Corkscrews. Scythes, and

I
Sickles.
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^r .=« 10 VTrniri ES NOT IVCLUD- Ser. No. 23.675. (CLASS 46. FOOLS ANL IN'-UKI'I-

S€r. No. 10,191. .CLASS 19. \EHICLES. NOl ''''^^, FOODS.) Atlastic Export CnMl^xs^. New

ING ENGINES.) Th. L.tch^ield Mra Co, Water ENT8 Oyu^^^^^^
)^^^^_ _^^_ ^^^^

loo, Iowa FlU'd .r-ily 12, 1905.

KING
Particular descriptwu of goods.-End-G&tea ^ior Farm

^Vag'JQS.

=;.r No 12.698. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
' \nD pn\RM.\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ) H. La-

MABQLK 4 CO., Barcelona. Spain. Filed Sept. It5. 190o.

STHENOSINE

Particular description of goods.—Remedies lor Nervous

Maladies.

ger. No. 1-2.887. . CLASS 24. LAUNDRY Al-PLIANCES

AND MACHINES. I Wa.shburn A Wheeleb Mfq. Co.,

ri^catar. 111. Filpd S«>pt. 21, 1905.

DIXIE

Particular dt-icnptxun of £roo(i«.- I'rSd Hr^wPr'-^ Grain.

Ser No 24 845 K'LASS4S MALT EXTK.vrTS AM'

LIQCORS.) n C Henkinu CnMi'Ass. SprinKtlnld

Mass. Filed Jan 22, 1907

Parti, ular .Ir^rHption cf £/oc<i/<.-- 1 roalns ^Boards and

Tables.

Ser No "0.^87 : CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES, HREARMS,
EQUIPMENTS. AND PROJECTILES.) The Hazard

POWDER CoMPA.vY, HazardvUle. Conn Filed July 12.

i
v_y. -.>^.^

190*5 Used ten years.
PaitU'ular description of yuo't^ - B..-r and Ale

Parti,-ui<ir description of r;oo(iv*—Gunpowder

Ser No 26 1*^2 (CLASS 28. JKWELKV AM' PliL

CIOUS METAL WARE.) Bernard Rn k -. S.ns, New

York, N V Fll"'l Mar -• '''"'

DORANTIOUE

Parti,~ular denvriptt^^n of yoo*..-^ Initial r>.tt..r.. .\rti-

cles of Hollow Ware, and Paper Knivs Mad- •t Plat-d or

Sterllnj!; Silver.

SerNo-^iei.T .CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES. FIREARMS, j,„ j;^ 07 097 ,rLAS8 8. SMOKKKS' ARTK T.ES, N(n'

EQUIPMENTS, AND PROJECTILES.) I-aflinARand '

i'j:(.i^^.r)ij;,; TOBACCO PROI>UCTS > AD<.i.r.i Iran
EQ --

Powder Cmp.^ny. New York. N. Y., as^lpnor to E. I

du Pont de Nemours Powder Company, a Corporation of

New Jersey Fll-d Au^ D">. l'>ot?

AC A Co., Ltd ,
London, England. Filed May 11. 1907.

E.C.
NEROID.

Particular de.<-ripHon of go.d.-C\^^^ and Cl^carette

r,. w A vf^nthnieres for PIpes. <"ii:nr and <
Uarette

Particular description of ,ood..-SmokeleM Powder for Tubes, and Mouthpiece.

Shotguns and Rifles and Blank-Fire Powder. Tubes.

MaV 12, 1908. U S. PATENT OFFICE. 499

8er No 28 564 (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Joseph! Particular description of goods.-UeUhShe&thedElec-

HorvE Cumpanv Jersev CItv, N. J . and 1-Utsbur,. Pa. trie Cables, Rubber-Covered Electric Conductors^ and Llec-

"led Tulv 1907 u;ed te-n vears trie Conductors Covered with Braid, the Braid Covering

Being Flllfd with Insulating Compound.

Ser. No. 29,269. 1 CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS.
EQUIPMENTS. AND PROJECTILES.) Lafi.in A Rand

Pdwdkr Company, New Y'ork. N. Y.. assizor to E. I.

du Pont de Nemours Powder Company, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Aug. 7. 1907.

Particular description of goods.—Men's Collars and

(..uffs .,f Textil.' Material. Negilgfte. Dress, and Work

Shirts. M.ns and I adl-s Hose of Knitted Material,

Ladles' Trimmed Hats, and I.4idle8' Dresses.

Partituhir description of goods.— All Kinds of Powder

Used for Shoti^runs, Rifles, and Small-Arms.

Ser No. 28,615 (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED. AND
TEXTILE FABRICS. I

Carsun. PiRiK., fecini A Co.,

Chicago. III. Filed July 6. 1907.

8«. No. 80.098. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.

AND "PHARMACEUTICAL PKEPAUATIONS 1 George

F. Gehrino, Louipvlll.'. Ky Filed Sept. 20. 1907.

Particular description ',' f/oorfji —Bed-Comforts
J'.irticuhir description of goods.—Hair Tonic.

4{.r Vr. 2«ftfi'. (CLASS 4 ABRASIVE DETERGENT.
;M^^;I%ISG MATERIALS , Dav.dBrownA Ser. No, 30.311. (CLASS 12. MASuN^IlY MATERI..LS.

)

Son Lmrm) Donashmore, Ireland Filed July 9, 1907. The Stanlakd Paint Cmpant, Boundbrook. N J.

'"
" Filed Sept. HO, 1907.

FLOSS
rnrtii-uln, diBcripUun „' . >l» I'-rfumed Soap. \y^Mm

Ser No. 29,016 (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL Al'l'ARA

TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Stand.^rd Un- }'articular description of goodf ^Composition Rootlnp

DKUORor nd Cable Company, Plttsbursc. Pn Filed July g^d Compf)sltlon Flooring.

24, 1001

Ser. No. 30,507. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES, NOT INCLUD-

ING ENGINES 1 Browneli, Specialty Mfg Co.. Cln-

• clnnati. Ohio. Filed Oct. 9. 1907.

flpCKA^

Parlirular deff-^iption of !ioods.--A Wheel Coaster.

Ser. No. 31,241 iCLASS 13. HARDWARE ANr> PI.TMR

ING AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES i Bernh.\rd

FtMi-T. ^iennR. Austria. Filed Nov 1«. 1907.

I'orttcuhir description of fjoods—Cooking. Kitchen, and

The mark consists of a green strand incorporated la the Household Utensils Made of Enameled, Stamped. Steel, and

body of the cable.
J Iron Ware.
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S«>.NO....2T0 .CLASS «. r;^;;;^Kr>U-ISES. ' B-N0^32^S. (CIASS^.^MTTKO.^^

ANr> I-HARM.UKITICAL
j;«;-^';^«-^^"^.t,'

^^ ",^oI \x .Hied Jan. IT. 19o..

FUvsEl.. .hUlicothp. Ohl.x Filed Nov Jl, Ht<>..^ iDKion.

l-iirtU-uUir deicription of ffoods Rul's, .arp.-ts. and

Wovon Curtains

r.irticular .lesrriptwn oj yood« --Chemical Waahlng-

Powderg.

Ser No 32,333, (CL.\S8 3. BAG(;a(;K. lIOIiSK KQT IT

MKNTS. PORTFOLIOS. ANI> IMMK FT HOOKS N..R-

VELL SUAI'I.EMiH HABDWAttE CuMl'ANY, St. I.OUlS, Mo.

Filed Jan. 20, 1908.

r^ntiruhir dft^'-rxiitii.n of goodt Buggy and T.-am

Whips.

Ser No ai,30.T M-LASS 50. MERCIIANniSE NOT OTH-

FRWISE CLASSIFIED.) Abercro.mbiS: & Fitch Co..

N.w York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 22, 1907,

Ser No. 82.397. (CLASS 4t> FOOLS ANI' INLRKDI-

ENTS OF POODS ) .Wdrew Thompson, Tr.'n'.n, N.J.

Fll'Ml Jan 2.!. H»os Ised ten years.

Particular des' '\ptii,n of ycodt.—Tent*.

Particular ilcucriptiDn of ijnod* -Wh^nt Flour

Ser No 31, .-o4 (CLASS 19. VEHICLEa NOT INCI-UD-

!Ni; EN<iINKS. 1 The Speedwell Motor Car Co.,

I)ayton. Ohio. Filed Dec. 2, 1907. FamI ten years

Particular description of j;oo(i«—Carriages, Carts, Bug-

gies, and Wa^'ins

^.rVo31R8^ I CLASS 16. PAINTS .iND PAINTERS'

M.VTERIALS. NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POL-

ISHES.) Cail's Bitmo. Co. Ld.. Ncwcastle-on-Tyne.

Kn.-land Fil-d Dee. 12, 1907.

Ser No 32 407 (CLASS n CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHAUMAIEITICAL PREPARATIONS i Oliver

J Harris, San J.ise. Cal Filed Jan. 24, lOoH.

TRIX-CIDE
Particular deacription of ;;ood« —A Hair Remover.

lltmo.
Particular description of joodg ^Paints and Varnishes.

Ser No 32 48«. (CL,\SS13. HARDWARE AND PLIMB-

IN(; \Nli STEAM FlTTIN<i SFPPLIES I The Cev-

tbal STA.MriNG CU.MI-ASY. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan,

29, 1908.

Ser No, 32,194. tCLASS6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS) Mac- particular description of good$ Stamp, d Sheet Metal

RICE J. Befb, Xenla. Ohio Filed Jaa 13. 1908.

I'articu

in Table

Straw

Ware.

ger No 32.fi47 (CLASS 1 R.VW oR PARTLY PRE-

PARED MATFRI-VLS. 1 ProtaL Co.mi-a.w, New York,

N. Y Filed F.'t) 7, 1908,

PROTAL
I'artiruhrr descriptv.n of (joods -\ Synihetlrally Pre-

. „^ Drrv/iMPt Remiltlne from the Combination of Vege

,lar description of ,r^ds-^X cietnical Compound pa ed I roduct
^^^""f^Zl^ ,.,,.,, „,d Capable of Beln»

t. Liquid, and Powdered Fo m for Cleansing
-^Jj^;,^';'^^;"^;:;',,:; suitable Finished Form.

May 12, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 50 i

S.r No. 32,707 .CLASS m. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS Ser. No. 32.856 (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-

AND SUPPLIES.. The I^.vell McCon nei.l Manc- ERY.) Gboboe B, Hird & Co
,
New York, N. Y

.
Hied

PACTuaiNO Company, Newark. N. J, Filed Feb. 11,

1908.

Kl_AXOlM
Particular dtscnption of i?ood<— Signal Uorna or

.\larms.

Feb. 18, 190S. Used ten years.

Ser. No. 32.769. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-

ERY, I The Decorative Co. Sarntoua Sprln^rs. N. Y. Particular description of goods —Wrlting-Paper am

Filed Feb. 14, 1908,

DECO-WALL

Parti<^lar description of i;ood«—Decorative Sheet

Goods In Relief Used for I>ecoratinff Walls as Decorative

Panels.

Ser. No 32,802. (CLASS 42 KNITTED, NETTED, AND
TEXTILE FABRICS. I John I>onke, New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 17, 1908.

Envelops.

Ser. No. 32.857. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) George B. Hlrd & Co. New York, N. Y. Filed

Feb. 18, 1908. Used ten years.

Particular description of goods —Wrlting-Paper and

Envelops.

8«r. No. 32.907. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS. AND NOTIONS.) Otomobill Hat Pin Com-

pany, New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 20, 1908.

Particular description of pood» —Silk or Linen Piece

Goods, Silk and Linen Piece Goods, and Admixtures or

Unions of These Three Fabrics with Cotton, Wool Worst-

ed, or Hair.

Particular description of goods.— Hat Pins,

Ser. No. 32,961 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) The United States Packing Com-

pany OF Nkw Jersey, Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 24, 1908,

Ser N.i 32,842. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

K.NTS OF FOODS. ) B. Fischer & Co., New York. N. Y.

Filed Feb 18, 190S

^Y
'4 ^'o

WW
Particular description of goods.— Butter, Eggs, and

Dressed Poultry.

Particular description of goods — Coffee and Rice.

134 O. G. - 33

Ser. No. .33.006. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED. AND
TEXTILE F.\BRICS.) THEODORE Elss, Providence,

R 1. Filed Feb, 26, 1908.

REMNANT SHOP
Particular description of good*.—Woolen, Silk, Linen,

and Cotton Piece Goods.
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8er No 33 077 (CLASS 35. BELTING. HOSE. MA S.-r No. 33.237. (CLASS i:.. OILS AND (;REASES NOT

Ch'iNERY PACKIN(;. and NON MET.\LLir TIRES > INTENDED FOR FOOD.) Fiske Bri^hers Rkitisin.)

r,..RHAVi RCBBER .oMi'A.sY, Saa FranoiBco. Cal. Filed Co., New York. N. Y. P'Ued Mar. 7, VJO».

Fei' -Tt, IPO'*.

?tKRVISS

/'jrfK^/ar deicription of yooJ.*.—Rubber Belting aad

Ser. No .33.1.'50 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) E. Klein Supply ('".mpant, New

V irk. N Y Filed Mar. 2, IWS.

7\

LUDnOLEhXE
\ V.' /-W/ /

f'articuhir drsrriptiitn nf gonda Lu!)rlcatlng-On.

Particular de$fription of good* —Desiccated Potatoes

Ground or !n the Form of Meal.

Ser. No. 33.247. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF 1 The Singer

MANiK.ii Tt RING CiiMPAsr, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar.

7, 1908.

Spr No 33.1R0 .CLASS 3fi. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND SUPPLIES I Michael E. SrHoEMNQ, New York,

N Y Fi!'>d Mar 5. 1908 Used ten years.

t^iRNC^^

P'irt\cul(ir lii'iC'ipUon of goods.—Strlngj for Musical In-

stmrat^nts.

Ser No 33.1^7 (CLASS 38. PUBLICATIONS.) El- parturular <h»cr\pHun of yonds Family and Manufac-

BE8T Hlbbard, East Aurora. N Y. Filed Mar. 5, 1908. turintc Sewing Machines and AtUchmenta.

TME rRfl
Particular description of good*.—A Monthly Magazine.

Ser. No. 33,248. (CLASS 23 CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF 1 The Slnqkr

Manufacti RING C'lMi'ANY. New York. N Y Filed Mar.

7, 1908.

Ser. No. 33.212. mLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Vesta AccfMU-
LAiMR Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 6, 1908.

Vesta
Pariicu^ar ilenrription of jood.*! -EU^ctrical Storage Bat-

teries.

The mark la red

Particular dexcription 'if V"'"'" Faniiiy and Manufac-

turing Sewing Machines and At taclmunts.

S^r No. 33.217. (CLASS 3.-. BELTING. HOSE. MA
CHINERY PACKING. AND NoNMET.VLLir TIRES 1

De Zolche. H.a.vson & Co, Philadelphia. Pa Fil-d j^^.^ njq 3:i.>61. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, .MACHINERY,

HELMBT
Mar 6. \•M^s, AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF. ) The Schebzkr

Rolling Lift IUiihje Comiany, ("hlcago. 111. Filed

Mar. 9, IIK)'*. Used ten years.

IE®LLniM(E LEIFT

PmUculnr description of good".^ Packing of Metal, As-

bestos. Rubh-r, and Fabric for Machinery. Valves. Rods. Particular description of goodx Rolling Lift or Bas-

and Pipes. »
^^^'^^ Bridges-

^rxv 12, 190.^. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 503

Ser. No 33.26T. (CLASS 42 KNITTED. NETTED. AND
TEXTILE FARBIC8.) -loiiv ».». <;am. Finn (^>lleKe,

N. C. Filed Mar 9. 1908.

^^^ttj^

Ser. No. 33.336. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-

PARED MATERIALS 1 EocK Hill Silica Rock Co.,

New Brunswick. N. J. Filed Mar. 12, 1S>08.

ll
Particular dcxcripttun oj yuods.—Grit for I'oultry.

*t|»ipf*
Particular description of goods—Cotton Cloth for Salt-

ings and Canvas.

Ser. No. 33.355. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND PLUMB-

ING AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES. Phelps

Bbothebs Comiany. N.w York. N. Y. FlUd Mar. 13.

1908.

ELMO
Particular df srriiiti"n of goods — Valves.

Ser No 33 3.50 (CLASS 34. HEATING. LIGHTING,

AND VENT1LATIN(; APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Phelps Be.-thers Com-

PANT, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 13. 1908.

Ser No 33 3ir.. .CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINTERS'

MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POL-

ISHES ) Thk Sto<ki.'S Paint c.mi.^ny, Stockton,

Cal. Filed Mar 11. 1908.

Old ^inn

rnrticulur dt'srriptton of pood* —Paints. Varnlslus, and

Stains

SiVI* c/?^

Partivuhir (h xcription of goodf.— Steam and Hot-Water

Boil.Ts for Heating Purposes.

Ser. No. 33,359. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND PLUMB-

ING AND STEAM-FITTIN(; SI'PPLIES.) American

District Steam Co. Lockport. N. Y. Filed Mar. 13,

1908.

Per No 33 320 (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES, /.orfiViWfir .if«rnp/ion of £;oo(/« Steam Traps « "lie for

\NDPH\RM\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS I ScHiEr- I Water of Condensation, Steam Fitters' Oil and Water Sep-
-"

arators. Valves. Valve Curbs, Valve-Shields. Expansion-

Joints, Fittings Known as Anchor Specials, Eccentric and

AncliornRe Crosses, Ball Joints, An^rle Joints. Pipe Coup-

ling We^lges Known as Annular Wedges. Slotted Angle-

Flanges. Flanged Fittlnps. Expansion Devices Known as

Variator< Cast Iron Collars, and Steam Fitters' (-.nides.

mis & Co, New York, N Y Filed Mar. 12, 1908.

CALISTA
l-„<-iu-ular dtxcniition "f -/ood* — I'crfiimes an.l Toilet

('r.*anis.

Sor. N.v 33,321. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN(;UEDI-

ENTS OF FOODS I
(iRiFFiTH-DrRNEY CoMi'.^vY San

Francisro, Cal Filed Mar. 12, 1908,

QonSiI'BNE

Ser. N(. 33.379, (CLASS .34, HEATING, LIGHTING,

AND VENTlLATINc; APPARATTS, NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) AcTO Ignitfh Com-

pany, New York, N Y. Fied Mar 14. 190*^.

Particular description t,f goods —Canned Fruits and

Vegetables.

S»r N.. 33.324. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.. (JRIFFITH-Di RNKY CoMiANT, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 12. 1908.

I^XVYBramd

Piirticulnr dorription of goods —Canned Salmon.

PmrftMlar dMCription of goods.—Pocket Self Igniting

Drrlces nnd PartB Thereof.
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8«r. No. 33.385. (CLASS 46. FOODS «.ND INGREDI- Ser. No. 3.-?. 400. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

ENTS OF FOODS. > Wm. T. Rbtmoldb 4 Co, Poagh- AND rHARMACElTICAL PREPARATIONS < I.kwis

keepsle, N. Y. Filed Mar. 14, 1908. Chkisema.v, Scrant-m, P«. Filed Mar. IG. 190^

-,5'^CO
P'lrticulnr dtucription of goo'ls -Moliihses ;ind Sugar-

Syrups.

Ser. No 33.3H9. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS 1 P. Q
Med! -INK Co . St. Paul, Minn. Filed Mar. 14. 1908.

Partirular ileiirrif)t\"n of good».—A Compound for Re-

moving Hair from Hides.

Ser No .•!.!. 414 (CLASS ti. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
.\ND PHARM.VCEITICAL PREPARATIONS.) Phil-

lips Diiir, C'lMPO-Y, \Varr<»n, Pn. Filed Mar 16. 1908.

Particular deacription of good*.—Cough Syrup, Sarsa

pari 11a, Hyssop for Scrofula, Liver, Blood, Stomach, and

Kidneys. Antl-Dlarrhea Pills, LiTer-Plll* Catarrh-Snuff,

Condition Powders, Tooth-Powder, Carbolic Salve. Eye-Wa-

ter. Worm-Candy. Remedy for Certain Diseases of Babies,

Cordial for Female Disorders, Cream Liniment, Toilet

Cream. Halr-OU, Remedies for the Skin and Scalp, Sweet

Oil, Castor-Oil, Glycerin. Petroleum-Jelly, Remedies for

Headache. Toothache. Indigestion. Cold», Chills. Fever,

Rheumatism. Sore Throat. Diphtheria, Croup. Bronchitis.

Asthma, Measles, Cholera, Cholera-Morbus, Colic, Diarrhea,

and Whooping Cough, Herb Tea and Tablets for the Nerves.

Blood, Kidney, and Liver, Ointments, Salves, and LinI

ments for Cuts, Bruises, Wounds, Scratches. Cancer,

Bums. Sprains, Frost-Bite, Eczema, Piles, Corns. Bunions,

Warts, Calll, and Moles, Remedies for Colic and Bloat

ing In Horses and Cattle. Spavin, Hog Cholera, Dog-Dis-

temper, and Poultry Diseases, and Paste for Hoofs of

Horses and Cattle. 1 I

Ser. No. 3.3,398. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVB. DETERGENT.
AND POI.ISHIN ; MATERIALS. I IV W.^.shino T.\b-

LET Co., Philadelphia. Pa* Filed Mar. 16, 1908. i

CURATINE

Particular deacription of goods.—An Oil or Liquid Rem-

edy for Bruises, Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Old Sores. Flesh

Wounds, Chapped Hands, Ecxema, Earache. I>eafness, In-

flamed Eyes. Sore Nipples, Sore Throat, Caked Breasts.

Bunions, f'hiltilalns. Frost Bites, Piles, and \\\ Inflam-

mation.

Ser. No 33,417 (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETEROFNT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.! Robert C. Mokiu-

soN. New York, N Y Filed Mar 16. lOOS

BABIZONE
Parti<'uiar denrription <,f gnod».—Toilet Soap.

PnrticMhir dearriptinn of fjoodg.

Washing anil 1 itvinsin^; Purposes.

LauOdry TaMets for

Ser. No. 33,399. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVg, DETERGENT.
.VNr> POIJSHIN , MATERIALS.) IV WASHtvu T.\B-

LET Co., Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar, 16, 1908.

Ser. No. 33,470 iCL.XSS G CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND FHARMACETTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Wil-

i,.\RD E. Mr.Ioiiv^Tov Ttrre Haute, Ind. Filed Miir. 20,

1908. I'sed ten years.

I-V
Partirulnr Irnrription of goods

Washing and ileanslng Purposes.

Laundry Tablets for

DR McJOHNSTONS LAX PILLS

Parllculnr description of aonds. Medicinal Preparations

for the .Alleviation nf Ccnstlpaf i-m and otb^r Stomach

and Bowel Troubles.

^

May 12, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 505

Ser No. 33,504. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ) C. E.

KCLFOKD Limited, Leeds, England. Filed Mar. 21, 1908.

yam BuK
Partirular description of goods.—Ointment for Human

Use.

Ser. No. 33,581. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

AND SUPPLIES.) National Phonogeaph Company,

West Orange, N. J. Filed Mar. 24, 1908.

IDELIA
Particular dcfcription of poof/s —Phonographs and Pho-

nograph Hornt^ or Ampllfvlnp Devices

Ser No 33.810. (CLASS 3. BAGGAGE, HORSE EQUIP-

MENTS, P0RTI'X)LI08, AND POCKET-BOOKS.) NEW

YoEK STAMPi.Nu Company, New York, N.Y. Filed Mar

21. 1908.

REFORM
Particular difur^ption of 570orj«—Currycombs.

Ser. No. 33.523. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

KNTS OF FOODS.) Stone Ordean Wells Co .
Duluth,

Minn Filed Mar. 21, 1908.

Ser. No. 33,597. (CLASS « CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Hal-

8EY J. TiBBALS CHEMICAL MANUFA(rrCKINO COMPANY,

Philadelphia Pa Filed Mar. 25, 190S. Used ten years.

{reamIndigo
Particular discriplwn of goods.— 'Vi&Bh and Laundry

Blue

Ser No 33,660 (CLASS 6, CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) THEO-

DORE Mktcalf Company, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 26,

1908.

RIDZIN

Particular tl< xcription of goods.-- Medicinal Tonic Prepa-

rations.

Particular description of pood*.—Canned Fruits, Canned

Vegetables, and Canned Meats, Dried Fruits, Spices. Mus

tard. Coffee, Biscuits. Crackers. Maple-Syrup. Molasses.

Honey, Jellies, Jams. Preserves, Flavoring Extracts. Mac

aronl. Condensed Milk, Olive Oil. and Catsup.

Ser. No. 33.691 (CLASS 46, FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Henby von Glahn & Son. Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed Mar. 27, 1908.

Ser N.. 3.-^ .'.61 (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

.VND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) DR. J.

.\. Deane Company, Kingston. N. Y. Filed Mar. 23.

190K. Used ten years.

RED STAR

Dt. Deane' s

Dyspepsia His.

I'firtKular drKcriptinn of j/«(,'/«.—Dyspepsia Plils.

The star t*lng partly printed In red.

Particular dcKcription of goods. Butter and Eggs.

ser No. 33.564. (CLASS 38. PUBLICATIONS.) KlM-

HALL's Dairy Farmer Company, Waterloo, Iowa. Filed

Mar. 23, 1908.

K1MB4U;S
OAlKirEWnEB

I'lirticular dfi^rnplion i>f goodn ^K Magazine.

Ser. No. 33.697. (CLASS 1. KAW OR PARTLY-PRE-

PARED MATP:RIALS.) united Railway & Trading

Company, Limited. London. England, and Braltbwaite,

La. Filed Mar. 27. 1008

MEGASITE
Particular description of goods —A Paper Making Ma-

terial Prepared from Bagasse.

Ber. No 33,700. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FOKGINGS. )

Colonial Steel Co.,

Plttsburj:, Pa. Filed Mar. 27. 1908.

No.

7

Partii-ular description of j;God«.— Steel Bars, Sheets,

and Plates.
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S.r No. 33,704. (CLASS
ENT8 OF FOODS -

No

Francisco, ."a! Fil*>d Mar. 28, 1908

*^ 4« FOODS ^ND INGREDI-
'

S.r. No 33,710. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

NO.TH A.^^K? ^^J: CO., San ENTS OF FOODS ) N-- A..SK. S.U..OS .0. ^an

r.nU.-u!;' J.,..r>pf,.,H of goods Canned ^Salmon

Franciscu, Cal. Filed Mar. 28, 1908.

Ser NO 33,705 aLA«S46 FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS I North Alaska Salmon to., fean

Fran'-..*co. Ca! FiU^d Mar 2S, 1908

(Ll^'^

/'irfi.-ui'C '' ,^,r,pri„n o' /ooJ« .'anned Siilnion

Se- N. -;70t3 .CLASS 40. FOODS AND IN.. HEDl-

FNTS OF FOODS ) North .\la3K4 SaImmn . >
.

>an

Fran.-lsco. Tal. Fil^d Mar. 28. 1908.

i'.Mh.'u.'.n Jt-icr.pftor, ,. ' f;ooJ« -Canned' Salmon.

Ser. No. 8».ni. (CLASS 4^ FUUDS AND INCHED!

ENTS OP POODS.. NoKTH .\i.aska Salmon lo. hau

Francisco. Cal. FiK'd Mar JV 1!'08

Partlcular de«r.t,W,(,n >.i yov</« - Camu'd Salmon.

<..r No :i.3.707. 1 CLASS 46. FOODS -O'D INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS . North Alaska S.vi-uos Co.> San

Francisco. *ai. Filed Mar. 28. 1908.

8er No. 33.712 ..LASS 40 FOODS AND INGIU.DI

ENTS OF KtioDS 1
N.)ttiii Ai.a.ska Salmon C>i

,
^au

Fr:.n" IS,.. Cul Filed Mar 28. 1908.

^0CBAMTS(hchcE

l'a,tu-Mla, Jt..r,pf,.H .> ';""ds *-anned Salm.^u

I'.irtiruUi fhsrription o' V'""'" banned Salmon.

«,r No V,70-^ .CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

FNTS OF FOODS . North Alaska aALMON Co. San

Fil.Ml Mar 28. 1908.

S.r N.x 3,3,713. (CLASS 40 FOODS AND INGUKDI-

FNTS OF FOODS i North Alaska Sal.mon Co, San

Francisco, Cal Filed Mar 28. 1908.

.fPlUMPn
FrrtnM^.'o. 1 a;

W \'i

I'articulni degriii>li"n of yoodn Canned Salmuu

/•„rfi.u!.n .le..,,piA.n o' modx Canne.l Salm...n.

Ser No. 33.7-5. .CLASS 4-; FOODS AND IN.iKEDI-

ENTS OF FOODS . Thk . m\m.iii. Jt Hm.l Milli.so

Co.. Carrhat:.'. 'S\n Filed Mnr 2'<. 19»)8.

^,.r No. :;:; 7.>it. .* I vSS 4''. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS of'fOODS..' N..RTH AL..SKA Halmon CO, San

Fran.^i«'-.' Cnl Filed Mar 28. 190>*

I'nrti.-vlir dcsrriptino of 'joods —CMnied Salmon Particuiiir detciiptiun of yoo(/« —Wheat Flour.

Mav 12,1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 5^7

Ser. No. 33.767. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS. I The Waukesha Canning Com-

PANT. Waukesha. WU. Filed Mar. 30, 1908.

Ser. No .33,816. (CLASS 2I ELECTRICAL APP.\RA-

rrs NfACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) James Gold-

m.u:k. New York. N Y Filed Apr. 3. 1908

Trotters
Particular dif-npUon 0/ yuode —Commutator I'olisb.

Particular deacripdon of yood*.—Canned Vegetables and

Fruit.

Ser No. 33.817 .CLASS 21. KLECTUICAL APPARA

TUB. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) James Gold-

M\RK. N..W York. N. Y Filed Apr, 3. 1908.

8«r No 33 708 (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PHEP.\.RATIONS.> REY-

NOLDS & I rnu. l'.altim..r.' M.l Fil.'d \pr 1. 1908.

PROFESSIONAL

Particulin dmrriptinn of goodt —Tooth-Paste.

Pariicuiit dfacrtplion of (jood* —Commutator-Polish.

Ser N.. ".:^'i04 (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDU INKS.

AND I'llAHM.VCEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) THE

Wkiss Pharm.acal CovrKNY. M.mphis Tenn. Filed

Apr. 1. 1908.

C2223
l-,,,iiruhi< ,1, »<> iiitv.ti o> <)<,odi> \ Reui.Mly fur Rheu-

nuitiMii. o.jut. s.iati.M. I uml.au. ., and otl-.T Hlood Dis-

eases.

Ser No. 33.825. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.

AND PfL\RM.\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS > W -U

Gn.M..KE I'Rir, Company. Pittsburg, Pa. Filed Apr 'A,

1908. Used t<n y.^ars.

Syrup

Particuhit df(irr\ptton of goods.—Cough-Syrup

Ser No :;:i.S12 .CI.ASS f, CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
"
AND PIIARMACKITICAI. PH EP.\K ATI0N8. ) PaT-

TKRS..N Mfdmivf. .-.'. r.iill..chvllle, Ca Filed Apr. 2,

lOus

Ser No 33.826. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
I AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS 1 Solth-

i
WESTESN Chemical C.mpant. Muskogee. Okla. Filed

PATTCHSOM^

OIWTWKMT

I'atticuldi d(». ; I/' 'K'" "' .'"""'" ointment.

Apr. 3, 1908.

PROHI
rartirulnr desrriplwn of fioodx. —Remedies for Rheu-

matism, Lumbago, Lame Back. Burns. Sprains, Swellings,

Soreness of the Muscles. Sore Throat. Pains in the Breast.

Neuralgia, Headache. Toothache, and an Antiseptic Lini-

ment.
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68.940. FERTILIZERS. Amfei-ax Fj-ktiuztno Compant,

Filed °Fpbn*ary 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,043. PUBLISHED

MA urn 10 l'X)S.

68.941, FEliTILIZERS. Coweta KtHTiLUER COMPANY. New-

K.I*" ' February 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,&40. PUBLISHED

MA urn 10. 190>>

68,942 KKliTll.IZKHS. Georgia Chemical Works. Au-

Faeir^Feb^ary 7, 1«08. S.iial No. 32,637. PUBLISHED

MAKi H 10, l'X»^,

68.943, KKKTIir/FR? CKop.r.iA riirMicAL Works, Au-

FUed'^^Febmary 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,638. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, vjoy

68.944. FFKTILIZKH.^ Union Guano Company. WUuton

Kiut'rianuary 1«. ^^ ^''n«' ^°- 32.304. PUBLISHED

MAKlH 10, m^.

fifi Q45 FKKTI!.1/.I K> \irginia-CaROLIN A Chkmical Com-

pany Jersevdtv.N ! HichmoiKl and Norfolk, Va.: Charlea-

ton, .^ < Savanimb hh^i Atluuta, Ga.; Montgomery, Ala.;

l)'jrhani .N' t , iiivl Memphis, Teun.

F,le<l Fel.ru.rv 7, i'JOfe. Serial No. 32,623. PUBLISHED

M.\KCH lb. l'.*"?*

68 946 FEUTILIZKRS. Viroi.ma-Carouna Chkmical COM-

fANV, Jersey City, N J Richmond and Norfolk, Va.;Charlea-

t,,n, S C .
Savannah an! Atlanta, Ga.; Montgomery, Ala.;

Durham, N- C, an.l Memphis, Tenn.

Pae.i Ketir.iary 7, 1'^ .serial No. 32.624. PUBLISHED

MAKCll 10, 19(Vv. •

68 947 FKliTH.IZFUS ViROINIA-CaBOUNA CHEMICAL COM-

PANY,.ier8ey ( ity. N !
.
Richmond and Norfolk, Va.: Charteft-

t,,„, s c ,
savannah and Atlanta, Ga.; Montgomery, Ala.;

lu.rham, N ' ..an.l Mt':ii['!.is. Ten::.

Kii.>.l February 7, ijus. .^erial N . 32,628. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10. 190h.

68 948 FF UTILIZERS. VmoiNL4-CA«oUNA Chemical CoM-

lA-NY, Jersey City, N. J.. Richmond and Norfolk, Va.; Charles-

ton, 8 C; Savannah and AtlaaU, Ga.: Montgomery, Ala.;

Durham, N ( ., and Memfihif, Tenn.

Filed February 7. 190h Sena! N. 32.639. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 190^.

68.949. ( FUTAIN FowTWFAR. A, A. i i ttek Cumi'aNY,

Fail Claire, Wis

File<i IHveml^r 3, 1W7. .<enal No. 31,531. PURT.ISnFD

MARCH 10, liWh.

68.950, CERTAIN TOIl.FT FRFl'ARATIONS. ANNA Cltdi

WiiKi-OTT, McKen/.ie, Tenn.

File.1 .lanuary 21, KKV,, .Serial No. 32,349. TLBLItHED

MARCH !0. li»(l^.

68,951 RFMFI'V FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. WA'.sTist

u BuWMA.N. Hubbard, Tex.

Filed January ir., iM^. Serial No. 32,234. PUBLISHED

M \KCH 10, ]{*ns

68.952. H'".rv \N!. ^UnTS OF LEATHER. Endicott

li.iiv.sii.N ( . 'Ml \NV, l.n i-'i'it
.
N. ^ .

File<i K.-cM-mber !'J, 1W7. Serial No. 31,836. PUBLISHED

MA Hi li 10, 11*06.

68.953. MEDICINAL PLASTER AND MEDICINAL PAINT.

JOHM Edwi.n Garratt, New York, N. Y

Filed liecember 7, 1907. Serial No. 31.t«7. rUBLISHED
MARCH 10, 1908.

68.954. GRANULAR FEFFRVESCENT SALTS. Lange

BR'is , New York, N. Y.

Filed January 25, m»^ .-^enai No. 32.424. PURLISHED
MARCH 10, 1908.

68.955. RUBBER BunTS AND SHOES. AND RUBBER
SOLES. Natio.nal India Rubber Co., Bristol, R. I.

Filed September U,, 1907. Serial No. 30,020. PUBLISHED
MAR( H 10, 1908.

68.956. PERFUMES AND PERFUMED TOILET POW-
DERS. Eddy Palmer, New York. N. Y., assignor to Solon

Palmer, a CorjKiration of New York.

FUed June 27, 1905. Serial No 9,144. PU HLISH ED MARCH
10. 1908.

68.967. PEREl'MES AND PERFUMED TOILET POW-
DERS. Eddy Palmer. New V.>rk. N Y., assignor to Solon

Palmer, a Corporation of New York,

FilodJune 27, 1905. Serial No. 9,14ti PUBLISHED MARCH
10. 1908.

68.958, PERFUMES AND PERFUMED TOILET PoW-
DFRS, F:dpy Palmer, New Ynrk, N. "s" ,

as.sipnorto Solon

pHlmer, a Cor]ioratioii of New ^'..rk

File.1 June 27, ly05. Serial No. 9.147 I'UBI.ISHFD MARCH
10, 19b.>^.

68.959. NERVE TONIC ANT> STIMULANT. Rio Chemk al

CO.. New Y.rk, N. Y.

Filed January 2.^.1908. .Serial No. 32.432. PUBLISHED
MARCH 10, 190R.

88 960. CERTAIN P.F.MF:DY. Sodeltzer Co., St. Louis. Mo.

Filed' January 24, n»08 Serial No. 32,405. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

68,961, MEDICINE FOR LEUCORRHEA W A B Chem-

I Ai- Ci'MrANY. Omaha. Nebr.

Fiied .ianuary 20, l'.»08. Serial N( .
32.32<'. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 190^.

68 962, I'YFS. Weli.."* A TIirnAEPSOK Company, Burlington.

Vt.

Filed June 16, 1906. Serial No. 20,323. PUBLISHED OCTO-

BER Us 190t).

68 963. DYES. Wei.lj- A luri!ARi>.'-'.N CMrAXY, Burlington.

Vt

Filed June \t, 190ti. Serial No. 20^24. PUBLISHED OCTO-

BER 16, 1906.

68.964. REMEDY FOR INDIGESTION Wright's Ixdiak

\EGETAHLE PiLL C oMPANY, New York, N. Y

Filed September 14. 1907. Serial No. 29,971. PUBLISHED
MARCH 10, 1908.

68.965. ( AST-METAL SOIL-PIPFS AND FITTINGS \BEN-

DROTH Brothers, Port Chester and New York, N. Y

Filed January 2, 1908. Serial No 32,030. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10. It*08

68.966. CAST-METAL SOIL-PIPES AND FITTINGS. Aben-
'

i.KOTH BROTHERS, Port ( hester and New York, N. Y.

File.l Januan.- 2, HW. Serial No. 32,031. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

68.967. CAST-METAL.-^olL-PlPE.-ANDHTTlN-..- ABEN-

'dri'TH Brctheks, Port Chester and New ^" -rk N. \

Filed lanuary 2. 1908. Serial No. o2M2. PUBLISHED

i MARCH U>, iyi»8.
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68 968 KITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD UTENFILS MADE
OF KNAMEI.ED MF.TAL WARE. A< tien-GEsells. haft

ADOLPH H NEIKKLI.T METALLWAREVrABRlK USD KMAILUR-

WEBK KU>injf. Germany.

Filed MHfch 4. 1907. --^riHl No. 25,730. PLBLlSflKD M A K* H

10. 1308

68.969. STEEL BARS. SHEETS, AND f!. ATE 1. COLONIAL

STEEL to., Pittsburg, Pa. '

Filed /anuary 15. 1906. Serial No .C 2-> IMBLisHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

68 970. CERTAIN METALS ANl' MKTAl MANUiAC-

TLRES. Pattekson Gottfriei' >v IIistkr Ltd., New

York, N. Y. 1

FUed October 23. 1907. Serial No. 30,745. Ijl BLISHED I

MARCH 10, 1908.
I I

68,971. KNrrTKP .VI' FFLERS. Phoenix Ksttttno w.-rks,

Milwaukee, VVis.

Filed .-September 23, 1907. Serial No. 30,149. »IB1.I.-HK[>

MARCH 10, 1906.

Raft72 ^MOKING-TOBACCO. Louis Kees, * Uioac<' 111.

.FUed' .lanuary 20, 1908. Serial No. 32,332 PIBII.SHKD

MARCH 10, 1908.
I

68 973 H"<IFHY. Shaw Stocking Company, l.owoll. Ma.is

Filed" Decemf*r 2.i, 1907. Serial No. 31,917 p! BI.I.^FIF.I'

MARCH 10, 1908. I

68,974. MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S ri.OAK? 'and >1 IT-

F. J. Wile & Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed .January 23, 1906. Serial No. «..W9 ITBII.-^HKD

MARCH 10, 1906.

68 975 BL\CKn"AKD.- Pre.ston Bki.vin Uirhnmn.!. Va

Filed' December 23, 1907. Serial No. 31,.h91 I'l" B l.I.^HK D

MARCH 10, 190S

68,976. CERTAIN FIUK-F.XTINGUISHING APPARATr,<
'

Globe Fire ArFARAirs i (.mpany. Jersey City, N. J.

F.lp.i '-...vrrr^r 19. li*ti:. >enal S". 31.M1 PCBLISHFD

MAKi li 1l1. ;«i>'.

68 977. CANNF.D -VLMiiN Griffitii - Dirsiy company,

.^an Francisco, Cal.

Filed January 27. 190h >frial No. 32,457. jt'UBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.
j

68.978. < ANNED SALMON. Grifftth - I>rRtET Company,

^ar. Francisco, Cal.

File<i January r, m> >TiaI No. .32,458. PUBLISHED

MAIU'H lu, lyOf.

68.979. CANNED sALMuN. uriffith-Dlrn-ky Comfany,

San Francisco, Cal.

File.l laniiary r 1<*"* ^rial No. 32,400. 'PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

68.980. WKITINO-PAPER. J. W. Butler F'aper (
o

,

Chi-

cago, 111.

FUed July 8, 1907. Serial No. 28,645. PUBLISHED MARCH

10, 1906. J
68.981 WRITING-PAPER. J. W. BrTLER Faper Cn chi

L'agv. u;.

Filed July 8, 1907. Serial No. 28.646. PUBLISH KD MA K(H

- 10. 190H.

68,982. <KRTAIN FLUMBING ^LP1'LIK^. (
harll.s Al-

FRU) Ume.s, Stamford Hill, London, Englan^.

FiUM October 12, 1907. .Serial No. 30.5<i9.
j

PUBLISH KD

MARCH 10. 1908.

88,983. CERTAIN MAI HINFKV A N D F V KTS TH E REOF.

PATTERSON Gottfried & Hinter Ltd., .Ne»w York, N. Y.

Filed Octol*r 23, 1907. Serial No. 30,746. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

(58 984 CIGARS. RoDRlGlEZ Y Hermano, H^ana. Cuba.

F:ie.l" January 21. 1906. Serial No. 32.340. .
PUBLISHED

M \Ki H 10, 1908. I

68 985. CIG.\RS. Rodriovez y Hno, lU' ^iia '
"i(»

Kile.l* N..v,.niU^r 2f., 1907. Serial No. M.Ma,. PUBLISHED

M \H' H I" yo^'^-

68 986 FIN-TIi KETS. A Kivihall Co.. Nei York, N. Y.

Filfrl' January 2. KWS. -pruU No. 32,012. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10,1908.

68.987. VARNISHES AND .=:TAIN? AND SETS OF THE
S\MK. B. Lee ANDEESON. Wa«hiii)?tun. D. C.

FilM April 3. 1907. Serial No. 26,440. PUBLISHE D MARCH

10, 1908.

68.988. tERTAIN TOOLS. The Ashcrmft M avvfactltuno

Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

Filed October 26, 1907. Serial No. 30,796. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908

68.989. ( AR-TRU( KS AND PARTS THEREOF. EDWIN

Henkry Benner.s. New York. N. Y.

File.1 January 8, iy08. Serial No. 32,138. PUBLISHED
MARCH 10, !'.*».

68.990. ( Ulil.ING-IRONS. The Cassady-F^ikhank Manu-

> VI TVRiM. I OMPANY, Chicago, 111.

FmM ivvml^r 9, 1907. Serial No. 31,630. PUBLISHED

MALI H :' ".'HIS.

68.991. -" ^^ PIECE GOODS. Cheney Brothers, South

Manchester Conn.

Fi!e.l January 16. 1908. Serial No. 32,253. PUBLISHED

M.VRCH 10, 1908.

68 992 PLUG-TOBACCO. Eagle Tobacco Co., Quincy, HI.

Filed" January 24, 1908. Serial No. 32,419. PUBLISHED

M A RCH 10, 1908.

68,993, CERTAIN ARTICLES OF STATIONERY. Khfr-

HARD Faber, New York, N. Y.

FUe.l Iune24, 1907. Serial No. 28,352. PUBLISHED MARCH
10. l'X)>

68,994 < FKTAIN ARTICLES OF STATIONERY FiuK-

inRi' Fa HER. Nmw York, N. Y.

Filed June 28. 1907. Serial No. 28,449. PURIISHF D M A RCH

10. lyoh.

68 995 -^ ^''"' MILLS. Oaar, Scott & Co
,

Richmond. Ind.

File.l" June 4. 1907. Serial No. 27,867. PUBLISHFD MARCH

10. 1908.

68,996 < FKTAIN TOOLS. J. Faessler MANVrACTURiNO

Co .Miit.erly, Mo.

File.1 lan.mry 7. 1908. Serial No. 32,107. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 19(«

68.997. < AHD G\MFS. JOHN JaQTTES A SON LiMiTFL. Lon-

don, England ,„,.^-r^

Filed January 6, 1908. Serial No. .32.102. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

68.998. CONDENSED MII.K The KKSSEwyo (
ompaNT,

Ciunberland. Md.

Filed April 17, 1906. Serial No. 1,928. PUBLISHED JANU-

ARY Ifi I'.^Ofi.

68.999. VNIMAI.-TRAPS. Oneida Commimtv i tp Oneida

and Niagara Falls. N Y
Filed May Zy IW S^rml No. 19,.'*65. PUBLISHED MAH( H

10. 1908.

69.000. PIANOS. The Palmer PIANO Company, White Plains

and New York, N. Y.

Filed 'anuary 30, 1908. Serial No. 3i.497. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10. 1408.

69 001 l'liI<M\TD TFIKSCOPES. Rathenower OP-
'

Ti.s. HF !si"-TKiK An.stalt v.iRMAi.* KmiMU-H.H. A. O.,

Ha'b»'ri' i'*'
1 xT'iiaii V.

File.-. lH...„f*r 26. 1907 .'^eriai No. 31,931. PUBLISHED

M \R< H 111, 1908.

69.002. DOLLS. Samstag A- Hmpkk Hk-.tiukv N.'w Y.rk,

Fii'ed\>eceinber 7, 1907. Serial No. 31,613. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 190S.

69 003 FLUTKD SPOON BAITS. Mariana E. SEiNNERClay-
'

ton N' V « 'f' '"xpcntnx .-.f G. M. Skinner, deceased.

File.1 1
"-'. '-^ -" •*" ^•''»' No. 24,174. PUBLISHED

MAK( H 10, 1908.

69,1)114. SPRINGS FOR AUTOMUBILF? SihinoPkrch

r,iMivN> itn ^.p.'rt,Conn.

K,le.l Un.ary 7, 1906. Serial No. 32,124. PUBLISHED

MA urn lu. y-MJx.

69 005 INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS. The Tvng-

sten Fle<tric Lamp Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

I

Filed' January 11, 1906. Serial No. 32 180. PUBLISHED
1 MARCH 10, 1906.
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69,006. COFFEE. Arbuckle Brothers, New York, N. Y.,

Pittsburg. Pa , and Chicago, 111.

Filed February 8, 1908. Serial No. 32,662. PUBLISHED

MAK( li 10, l',^0^

€9,007. BIRCH-BEER, A NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE.

AiGVSTA Brewing Co., Augusta, Oa.

Filed December 17, 1907. Serial No. 31,766. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10. 1908.

€9 008 OIL-BURNING LAMPS, LANTERNS, AND BURN-

ERS THEREFOR. C. T. Ham M amtfactttrino Company,

Rochester, N. 'i' ,„„„^
Filed January- 2, 1908. benal No. 32.017. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10. 1908.

€9.009. WINE. CAuroRNiA Wine Association, San Fran-

cisco (
' & 1 '

Filed Januao- 18, 1908. Serial No. 32.294. PUBLISHED
;

MARCH 10, 1908.
j

69.010. BEER. Freiherri.I' h von Tucher'sc he Brauerei,

\ktienge8ELL8cha»t, Nuremberg, Germany. \

Filed July 9, 1907. Serial No. 28,687. PUBLISHED MARCH i

10, 1908.
!

69.011. (ANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. GRirnTH-

DtJRNEY COMPANY, San Francisco, Cal.

Filed January 27, 1908. Serial No. 32.461. PUBLISHED

U\RCU 10, 1908.

flQ 012 BEER. H. KoEHLER & Co., New York. N. Y.

FUed January 16, 1908. Serial No. 32,241. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1906.

69.013. HEATING ANDCOOKING STOVES AND RANGES.
'

(1 K STOVE A Range Co.. Louisville, Ky.

Kn,-.l l..^-eml.er 11. 1907. Serial No. 31,671. PUBLISHED

M \K( H in, 1908.

69.014. ' \NTALOUPS. THE Pea Kiix.E (
antaloupe &

TRii K (.ROWERS As.wriATioN. FavetteviUc, Tenn.

Filed .lanuary ... 1908. .<onal No ,32,10^. PUBLISHED

MARCH HI 1908.

69.015. CHOCOLATE AND CANDY. Pennsylvania Choco-

late Company, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed January 23, 1908. Serial No. 32,385. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 190.S

69.016. STOVES. RANGES, HEATERS. AND FURNACES.
'

PuRTLAVD STuvE Foundry Company, Purtiand, Me.

Filed D.c*.nl.er 27, 1907. Serial No. 31940. PUBLISHED

MAHl H 10, 1908.

69.017. ' FKTAIN FOODS Ridenoir-Baker Grocery Co.,

KaliSM' < ItV, Me. _
File.! l..v.,nt.er 18. 1907. Serial No. 31806. PUBLISHED

MARCH .i, 19<J8.

69.018. COFFEE. SEVEs Day COFFEE COMPANY, New York,

FilL'' Decern l«r 7, 1907. Serial No. 31,611. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

69.019. PREPARED DESSERT FOOD. Siegel Cooper A

Oo ClliCiLJIO III

FiledMay 13, 1905. Serial No. 5,410 PUBLISHED MARCH

10, 1908.

69.020. PRESERVED oK CANNED HERRINGS. ANGUS
'

Watson & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne, England

Filed January 2, 19as. .Serial No. 32.003. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10. 1908.
, ,,^„ ..,.-, .r

69.021. LEATHER BELTING AND LACING FOR BFLT-
'

ING Bay State Belting Co., Boston, Mass.

Filed May 4, 190r,. .Serial No. 4,274. PUBLISHED MARCH

Rami ALMOND RINGS. Gerhard Boerner. Buffalo, N.Y.

Filed" January 27, 1908. Serial No. 32,44.-. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

69.023, NUTS AND NUT-MEATS. Kevork M Royajian

C^liictitr^^^ 1 11

Filed January 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,122. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

69.024, CERTAIN CEREAL FOODS. Fayetteville Mill
'

Co.,Fayetteville, Tenn.

Filed October 21, 1907 Serial No 30.(.88. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1906.

69.025, TEA AND COFFEE. Haas, Baruch & Co., Los An-

Fdefjlmiary 27. 1908. Serial No. 32,452. PUBLISHED

I

MARCH 10, 1908.

' 69 026. PICKI.FS. Ma. oNOf liiK Bros. Ltd.. London, hiig-

I

Fitoi July 12, 1907 Serial No. 28,750. PUBLISHED MARCH

10 1908

69.027. CANNEDFRUITS, VEGETABLES, ANDOYSTKRP.
'

THOMAS J. Myer & CO., Baltimore, Md.

Filed January 11, 1908. Serial No. 32,181. PUBLISHED

M \RCH 10, 1908

69.028. CANNED FRUITS AND CANNED VEGETABLES.
'

ONEIDA COUNTY CANNING CO., LIMITED, Verona, N. Y.

Filed January 30, 1908. Serial No. 32.500. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

69 029 CANNED FRUITS AND ( ANNFD VEGETABLES.

ONEIDA COUNTY CANNING CO., LIMITED, Verona, N -^ .

Filed January 30, 1908. Serial No. 32,.S01. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

69.030. WHEAT-FLOUR. Well;, Flour Milu.ng Company

Wells, Minn. ,^

Filed December 24, 1907. Serial No. 31,910. PUBLISHED

MAK( H 10, 1906.

69.031. CANDY. M. M JoHANNSEN Candy Company, Du-

buque, Iowa _ „
j

Filed January 20, 1906. Serial No. 32,318. PUBLISHED

MARCH 10, 1908.

69 032 PERFUMED TOILET SOAP Eddy Palmer. New

I

' York, N. Y.. assignor to Solon Palmer, a Corporation of

' New York
Filed June 27, 1905. Serial No. 9,148. PUBLISHED MARCH

10, 1908.

TRADE-MARKS CANCELED.

e7,0Mi CANNED VBOETABLES. Illinois Canning Co.,

Cun<tan, N. J., and Hoopeiton. Ill

Registered January 14, 1908. Cancele.l April 23, 1908.

67,060. CANNED VEGETABLES. Ilunois Canning Co.,

Camden, N. J., and Hoopeeton, lU.

Registered January 14. 1906. Canceled April 23, 1908.

67,061. (ANNED VEGETABLES. Ilunois Canning Co.

Camden, N. J., and Hoopeston, III.

Registered January 14, 1908. Canceled April 2:5, 1908.
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 12, 1908.

." (yot*(UaSS- Title: 'APPKAL TO REASON." (To^C\gin^ Thx

OnLiKD M.vjrO»ACn7UJNG Compa.\y, Qirard, Kans File<l

March 19, 1908

lilS4. -Tule: FI i ONTKARIO." For Cigars.) C. C. Ro-
'

DENBECK. Fort Wayne, Ind Filed AprU 9, 1908.

H^liO.-TuU. BulwrKT." .For Cigars.) Georoe DOT.
'

TUNG, Brooklyn, N V. Filed April 8, 190«.

14,186,- 7"»^«-Sl'i'KKI0RES.' vForCigars; Georoe DOr-
'

TUNG, Brooklyn, S. V. Filed April S, 19(*.

li.lSl . - Tide: RKGALIA." For Cigars.) Qeoroe DOt-
'

TLi'.Nti, Brooklyn, S. Y. Filed April 8, 190S.

lil8&.-TUle:--VKKHO NOS-ISTOXICANT BKVERAOE."

(For a Beverage , Ue.nky E. K.v.ivsr, St I.<tui3. Mo FUetl

.\pril 11, 1908.

14,189,— 7"»^«' t; AND S." (For California OUve-OU.; Kk-

man-Stow CO., Oroville, C^l Filed April b, IB08.

U190 — Title. •AMKRICAN MAI.TKD FRUIT." (Fora FlU-

ing' {or Pies, Layer-Cakea, and Dessert., Joseph D. Lav-

ERTY, WLLUamsport, Fa. Fileid December 18, 1907.

14,191.-7'tii«."VOIOTTOA.STED WHEAT FLAKES." (For

a Cereal FockI.) Voigt Cereal Food Co., Ltd., Grand Rap-

ids, Mich. Filed April 10, 1908.

14,192.- Ti^' Ml BRADY'S AMERICAN BEAUTY FACE

POWDER." (For Face-Powder.) John E. McBradt, ChJ-

CAgo, III. Filed Marvh 2t;, 1908.

14,193,— 7"«^^<'-'KI-Lt^'I"^^' SOAP." For Soap
)

Whitney
'

t HEMICAL Co., New York, N. Y. Filed AprU 7, 1908.

14,194. - ^t^'- -I-SEED-A RUBBER ROOFING AND
PAINT." (For Rublaer Roofing and Paint.) I-Need-A

Rubber RooriNO and Paint Co., Pittsburg, KAns. Flletl

March 14, I'JIJ?'

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 12, 1908.

2 212 -Tide THK MARK uF EXCELLENCE." (For Wa-

terproof Oile<i Clothing. A J Tower Co ,
Boston, Masa.

Filed April J, 190.

221Z.-Tiiie •GILLETTK SAFETY KA/.wl; Ft .safety-

Razors.) THI FlDEK.^L l.iTiior,K\ni ( -MiA.Ni. New York.

NY. Filed March 2:i :Ai.>-

2,274 -TUU: "QILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR." (For Safety-

Razors ) THl FlDi*AL Lrraoo«APH Company, New York,

N. Y Filed March Si. 1908.

2.215 -TttU: (ilLl.KTTK .SAFETY RAZOR." (For Safety

Razors.) The Fkhek.kl I.ithugrapu Company, New York,

N. Y. Filed Mnreh Zi. 1908.
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DECISIONS
OF THE

OOl^A^^ISSIOlsrEI?. OF IP^TEITTS
AND OF

UNITED STATES COURTS IN P.VTi: NT CASES.

OOMMISSIONEK'S DECISIONS

R0BKKT8ON, Sanderson & Company. Ltd. v. Charles

Dennkhy >k Company.

TRADK-MARK INTERFERENCE.

Decided A pnl t8, 190S.

! frape-Mare-' MOUNTAIN DEW "-Descriptive.

The words " Mountain Dew" as a trade-mark for whisky Held

to he descriptlvelin character, and therefore not registrable,

theselwords as commonly used meaning whisky or a particular

kind of whisky.

2 3AME-APPUrATION-ALLE0AT10N OF EXCLUSIVE USK-CON-

PIDERATION A8 TECHNICAL MARK.

The amendment of a trade-mark application by the addition

of a statement that the mark has l«en in exclusive use by the

applicant for ten vears next preceding the passage of the Trade-

Mark Act after refusal to register the mark as a technical mark

will not preclude consideration on appeal on priority of the

question whether the mark Is in fact a technical mark

( )N APFEAI..
WHISKY.

Messrs. h'trr. Page ct Cooper and Mr Marcellut

Bailey for Rohertam, Sanderstni iV Co. Ltd.

Mr Arthur £. Wallace for ("harlfe« Denuehy ^ Com-

pany.

Moore, Commisnonrr

:

This is an appeal t.y Iloberti?on. Sanderson & Com-

pany. Ltd., from the derision of the Examiner of

Interference? lioldinp that Charle-s Dennehy & Com-

pany were the tirst U> adopt and use and are entitled

t(. 'register llie words "Mountain Dew" as a trade-

mark for whisky.

The Examiner of Interferences found that the use

of the mark rlaime<l by liobertson, Sanderson & Com-

pany in Scotlanci since lS4tl is immaterial in this pro-

cee-imt; and that the earliest date of adoption and use

available to them is 1S9!, when, aocordinp tu the testi-

mony, their "Mountain I»ew' whisky was sold in this

country bv the tirm of Kaoul, Duval. Stevens ^ Hall

of New York City, with whom they entered into a con-

tract in said y<>ar to represent them in the United

SUtee. Charles Dennehy & Company he found en-

titled to a date of adoption and use some years earlier

than the date accorded to Robertson. Sanderson &

C<^mpany, Ltd.. and he. therefore, awarded priority in

favor of the former.

The correctness of these conclusions is not seriously

disputed; but Roliertson. Sanderson & Company, Ltd.,

strenuously contend that Charles Dennehy & Company

[Vol, 134.

are not entitled to register the mark because it is de-

scriptive in character when applied to whisky, and

they have not had the ton years exclusive use necessary

to entitle them to register it under the ten-year proviso

of the Trade-Mark Act.

Appellees contend, on the other hand, that the ques-

tion of the alleged descriptive chara<ter of the mark

should not be considered on this appeal, upon the

ground that it is here raised for the first time.

The ground advanced in support of this latter con-

tention appears to be based on an error of fact. The

Examiner of Trade-Marks in his first action on the ap-

plication of Charies Dennehy & Company refused

registration on the ground that the term "Mountain

Dew" is a common name applied to whisky and pos-

sesses nothing of a trade-mark character. In response

to this action Charles Dennehy i Company filed a sub-

stitute declaration containing the allegation of ten

years exclusive use, accompanied by a letter stating

that the ca^e was bnmght within the ten-year clause

by said substitute declaration. While the matter was

not discussed in the decision of the Examiner of In-

terferences, this may be for the reason that he consid-

ered the question immaterial under the Office ruling,

prevailing at that time, that the requirement of ten

years exclusive use of the statute was satisfactorv", if

! the right to exclude existed durinp that time. «'<'un-

sel for Robertson, Sandersnn c^ ( '>m].any. Ltd.. tiled

no brief at the hearing before the Examiner of Inter-

ferences, but he alleges in an atlida^•it filed October 18,

1907 that he called tlie attention of the Examiner of

Interferences to this matter iti hi^ oral ar-ument.

Moreover the record shows that a,>!.oilants raised the .

question in amorion todissolve the n.UTference. which

was refused transmi.ssion by the Examiner of Interfer-

ences; also that thev served notice upon the appellees

on November .30. 1W7, that the matter wnuM be urged

upon this appeal.

The Court of App<-als of the District of Columbia in

Worcester Brewing Corporahon v. Rrutrr d- Company

(133 O G., 1190) and in Kentucky Dtstillrrirs <t H«rf-

houie Co V. The Old Lexington Club DutUhr^g C<m-

pany (decided Apnl 7, 1908', considered and pa.ssed

upon the registrability of the marks invr,lved m those

casea, both a.- technical trade-marks and under the

ten-year proviso.

It" was held by me in the ra.se of L. U'. Lny d- Com-

Bo. 2.1
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pony V, Uri (131 O. G., 1687 . that the in.lu.ion in the

Seclaranon of the a^Mitiunal averment. ne<.yary to

secure reto^'tration un.ler the ten-year pr-.v*-- doe. no

operate to limit an applicant to rn^.tratmn umler ^u

proviso, providing it Ib found that the mark i. m fa.

a technical mark. Thi. case 1. now pen-linp on appeal

before the Court -f Appeal.of the I>«tnrto (
olumhia

but whether this h..ldin« 1^ sustained by <he court ^

immaterial in di.po.in.of the present case; m view o

the conclusion rea.hed hereinafter that appellants

mark is not a teohniral trade-mark.

For the rea*>n. and in view of the .le.^isi.ms cited

above considerate m wUl be given to the registrability

of the mark in question, both as a technical trade-mark

and under the ten-year proviso.

The question of whether the w-.rds Movmtain Dew

when applied to whisky are -descriptive of the go<:Ki8

with which thev are use.1 or of the chara. ter or quality

of such goods" *:. as to render them inehdble to regis-

tration as a technical trade-n.ark under tJie hr.t par

of section 5 of the Tra^le-Mark Art will be considered

first Judicial notice is taken of the fart that it is a

matber of common knowledge that the term •Moun-

tain Dew" means whisky and ,s detine<l m the tnxtury

Worct^ler, WebBicr, an<l Sta^uiard Du-tiamnes a. lol-

lows
>^ \vhi.jin- ^^DeoiallvTIlehlanfl whisky ;

S<-otoh .

Mountain lew ^^
'^'''Vu i ^ rorae\lown from the mountain

The shepher-l.- who
^^''jf',.'^^™ q^ ^^tiout b quench of the

heights an.l «-ere '-'
t^'^n f^in Ha-^^hM 'Vil«>n. UghU

ve'^^;"rorJleam^ni't^e mountain. Stan^r, D.n.or.

ary. e'iition of i*A'

It i^ unnecessarv to cite others than th*ecoiiunonly-

accepted authorities, whuh are conveniently at hand.

Thev show conrlusively that the word^ Mountain-

Dew" commonly mean whisky or a particular kind of

"^

It is' noted, moreover, that the witnel**. Thomas C.

Dennehv. the secr.-tary and trea.-'urer I Charles Den-

nehv .fe Vompanv, wh.. testilied in behalf of said con-

cern, makes the following admission on iross-examina-

^T^ 2.^ Can YOU tell me how the firm of rharje. t>ennehy came
X-y. ^y V an ju "^ DeW for f> endefl whisky

'%""1t wa"^^sted V an"n/h ^le.man w« ha,l the W..M,

o/the\"mhin^on of wor^. "Mountain I>e^, in Ir.lan<l are

*^*X Th^n 'v'"ha.l previously known of Uhe u* of the term

. Mountain Dew in Irelan-i as a name for whi«ky

A. Yes, sir.

It follows from the authorities cite.! and the testi-

monv qu..ted that the mark is desmptive of the gm^is

up^-n which it IS used and cannot under the statute be

registere<i a.s a technical tra<le-mark for whisky. <
on-

seciuentlv if the mark is reeistrable at all it must be

un.ler the ten-year pn a us. , . .f the Tra.le-Mark Act. This

<-lause has beenre.-entlyconstrue<l bytjie Court of Ap-

peals of the District of Columbia in the rase of \^orcesteT

Bren-ing Corporation v. RenUr A- rnu.pnny 133 U. U..

11«<) as follows;

we think that ti^e Commis«or.r^ of^atents^^^^

that the
l^'\.^X}:;xlL\^ iThH no rt-ftrenoe to any right

^•^""'^'^^v't^ u*r S nX the wor 1 li-l not constitute a tech-

Sr<^Tt%l3e-'^Jk.^n:nghTt"oexclu<le.-ou.,lhea.«rted.
inasmuch

"^^^^-'^^
Th'o\"h^e',l'r:^^rs'aTu^Tt'o';:^^^^ tt%piii

actual u.« and both "'P^."
f"? .^JT^t we hoM that an -u-tual

right conferre.1 Ly ^his prov 9K)n of the act «« f> '

^^^. ^^^
u« must t* shown to have t*en p«»«sse<l

*'^Ve"iJ ,,,^14 not U
phcant to the .ole -/'-l"^^" "',?"

"^^^r, that an-.ther was using

hSZZ^:X^ tV^:.i=VV.^,p?n^he slme character of gocls.

Also in the case of The X'lf'iral Food Compam ^. ^^d-
.

,oo(\ r; '^'V' where the .'ourt said:

descriptive Within the meamnp.fthe^«^^^^^^
,,,^.,, ,, ^ ,

C^nthe?/cE"u.Vo1 l[;r:;;Ms^du^ng^^e ten year, ..ri-.d.

Vppellee. have n.,t i>,K«es.e.l and enjoyed the a.tual

use o the mark -to the sole exrlusion of a 1
.others

during the ten-year peri.xl neceasarv to entitle them U>

registration un.ler this pr-.viso, f„r the evi.lence clearly

establishes, a.^ foiin.l by the Kxaminem, Interterences,

that appellants have soM whisky bearing tlu« mark m

question continuously in this ^-^^'^^ ''^''^ '^''^ ...

For the reasons heret..fore stated it is hel.l that H..b-

ert.s<m. Satiderson & Co.. Ltd.. are n..t entitled t.. reg^

i.ter the mark of the issue because they were not he

tir^t t..a.iopt and use the mark in this country also,

that CharU>s Dennehv & Company are n..t entitle,! to

register said mark as a t.rhni.al trade-mark be.ause ..f

,t.s ile..^nptive -hara.ter. n-.r un.ler the ten-year pro-

viso, for the re^>n that they have not had the necessary

ten vears' exclusive use.

The decision ..f the Examiner of Infrteren- .-s hold-

ing Charles Dennehy .^ Company entitb'.l t. register

the mark ..f the issue must be reversed, siiu e neither

partv is found entitle<i to register said mark.
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UuELi-ruEuocK Manufacturing Company v. The

Udell Works.

opposition.

Dended A pril 6. 190S.

THAPF-MXRKS <EX..USinR--fSE ON ARTTC, K COVKKKD BY

PATENT. -ErrKCT o, EXPIRATION or Patents.

/.:; a
------v-rrirprntrrr^r^^^^^

^hTf^J^t^h n-;r:^ ^e-Tt^al^ark was applied, one ot

Teh iTk S<i^.^ot t,ecome public property upon the exp.ra^

Tthe natents where it appears that it was never u»*d as a

'^TrLZ'^LZTw^ namerf^,p-Udders of his manufact ,...

Appeal from Examiner of Interferences.

TRADE-MABI. FOR LALDERfl.

\/...xr.s //opHn. .<- Eich and Mr Waixam N Crom-

uW/ for IMell-Predock Mfg. Co.

yL. Bradford d- /W an.l Mr En.M U Hradn.d

for The Udell Works

HriiiNT.'. A'onMant <'om7m.<.nutur:

This is'an appeal by the Clell-Predo. k Manufactur-

ingC.mpanv from the decision of the Examiner of n-

terferen.'es dismissing its n..tice of opp,>sition and hold-

ing that The U.lell Works is entitled to register the

markf..r whi.-hit ma.leapplicati.m.

The mark in issue is the word " Excelsior as applied

to step-ladders.
,

The opposition is V>ased on the groun.l that the w.> d

•• Fxrelsior w.is originally applied by Calvin C. I. dell,

a prede. ess. .r in business . .f t he applicant
,
to step-ladders

of the same tvpe as th.w now manufactured by the ap-

plicant, that' these step-la.lders were made in ajc-ord

ance with certain patents granted to Calvin C. Ldell,

No. 2.1
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and that these patents having expired the applicant is

not entitled to the exclusive usi- ..f the mark, un.ler the

rule of law laid <i.jwn by the Supreme Court of the

United States in ^in^er Mfg. Co. v. June Mfg. Co., (163

U. S., 169).
.

From the testim.my it appears that ( alvin G. Uaell

took out several patents for improvements in step-lad-

dere between 1870 and 1884 and that he manufactured

Btep-ladders made in accordance with these patents and

that he was succeeded in business by A. A. Barnes, who

was in turn succeeded by The U.lell Works, the present

applicant. It appears further that Calvin G. Udell

adopted the mark m issue and appliedit to a step-lad-

der emlHKlving some of the features of several of these

patents an.l that other marks were adopted for other

etvles of la.l.lers embodying some of the features of

these and other patents, these marks being "Model,"

"Eclipse." 'Anch.)r." and "(llobe."

In his decisi..!! .lispmng of certain objections to the

answer the Examiner of Interferences correctly stated

what cases come within the ruling in Singer Mfg. Co. v.

June Mfg. Co.. supra, in the foll'.wing languace

Tn order to bring this case within the ruling of the Sinprr l^an

u

fac?ur^^ Com^y y Jr^rx, Manufacturing Company. .u,,ra, it

must t^sho3hat the mark in issue was the generic and iden-

UMnTx^me of the invention shown in said patents. The d« -

, ons ao not go so far as to hold that every t rad^mark used in con-

n^tlon with a patented article t*come^ public property upon he

eviration of the patent, but that such is the case only when the

'.L^rk applied to the Datented article l^came the generic and

identifying name of such articles.

The mark in issue never became such a generic and

identifv-ing name. As pointe.l .nit ab..ve, Calvin G.

TMell manufa.'ture.! .several different types of step-lad-

ders all emb-Klving features..! his patents, and the mark

in issue was applie<l to only .me type. There is no

proof that the public has come to recognize what may

bo calle<l the " Udell construction " by the word -Ex-

celsior,
' and this cannot V)e presumed.

It must be held, theref..re, that on the expiration of

the Udell patents the word "Excelsior" as applied to

8tep-ladderB .li.l not l)ecome public property.

The de. isi.iu of the Examiner of Interferences is

affirmed

DECISIONS OF THE U. S. COURTS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

De Ferranti v. Lindmark.

Dfruifd February 11, 1906.

I Patent—Vested Kights.

K paU'nt constitutes a contract, but no veated right of which

the applicant for pat.'nt cannot U^ deprtyed li acquired under

the pn-liminarv pnweedinps leading' to its issnancp. and a stat-

ute passed while an application is pending will apply to such a case

as well as to ca.vs filed aft^r Its passage unless It esix-cially pro-

vides for the protection of {.ending cases.

2. 8ame-^Inadvertenti.y-..rantei. Patent-Right or Pat-

entee
\ pat.>nt.>e whos.- patent issues while the application of an-

other party for the same invention is pending in the Patent

Office acquires as against that other party no rights by the

iBsuance of the patent.

3 Section 4887, Keviskp Statutes, Construed.

The second clause of section 4H8T, Revised Statutes, as

amended March 3, J9a3. construed and Held not to 1 e n^troac-

tive and not to apply to appUcations pending at the time of its

'"^-
(Vol. 134.

4 Same-Forkiqn APPUCATION.

Under the provisions of this section an applicant who filed

an application in this country after the passage of the act is en-

titled to the l«nefit of a foreign application for the same inven-

tion filed less than twelve months prior to the domestic appli-

ration. although such foreign application was filed prior to the

passage of the act.

Mr MelvilU Church and Mr J. M Spfar for the

appellant.

Mr. Erne*t Wdkimon and Mr. S. T. Fishrr for the

appellee.

Van Orsdel, J.:

This is an appeal from the decision of the Commis-

sioner of Patent* awarding priority of invention to ap-

pellee on a motion for judgment on the record. It ap-

pears that both parties to this controversy are foreign

inventors. No evidence was taken in the Patent Of-

fice. Both parties rely on their respective dates of

filing tlieir applications, either here or abroad. Both

parties are claiming the right to a patent for the same

invention, which relates to certain improvements in

steam-turbines. The appellant. De Ferranti. hied his

application for patent on the invention in controversy

in Great Britain November 11. 1902. and in the United

States on October 31. 1903. The appellee. Lindmark.

filed his application for a patent in Sweden June 18,

1902. and in the United States on January 16. 1903.

It will V>e observed that landmarks foreign applica-

tion antedates De Ferranti's foreign application, and

his application in the United States also antedates De

Ferranti's application in the United States, but it will

also be noted that the De Ferranti application abroad

antedates the filing of Lindmark's applicadon in the

United States.

Tlie only issue before us is the construction to t>e

placed upon the act of Congress of March 3, 1903,

amending the act of March 3. 1897. which amended sec-

tion 4887 of the Revised Statutes. The act of 1897 wa«

passed to carry into effect the provisions of the Inter-

national Convention, and provided:

No person otherwise entitled thereto shall
V^/f't'Jj^fi/™:!^

r««>iviV a patent for his invention or discover\ nor shall aii>

^n T* dKed invalid, by reason of its having !«n fi"t pat-

^ted or caused to be patented by the inventor or his legnl repre-

tTnt^ttves orassiirns 111 a foreign country, unless the application

?^ s^ d Li^ign^t^n was fUelmor^ than seven months pnor to

the^lii oUhe a^pTication in this count n. m which case no patent

shall \>e granted in this country.

Congress, by the act of March 3, 1903. amended this

statute to read as follows:

No nerson otherwise entitled thereto shall \<e debarred from

reo^?n^ a patent for his invention or .^-sc^'very nor sha 1 a y

ZVent U. declHit-d invalid by reason of its having t*en first pat-

ented ..r caused to 1* patented by the inventor or hjs legal repre-

!, ruit ve^or«ssigns f^i a foifign countn". unless the application

To SH '1 foreign patent was tiled more than twelve months incases

willu I the provisions of section forty-eight hundred and el^:ht^-

^ix theRevised Statutes and four months in cases of desipr
>^

prior to the fihng of the application in this country, in which case

no iHitent sliiill 1* granted m this countn.

\ ai T licition for patent for an invention or discovery or for a

desit^^n Se 1 in "his countrv by any ,*rson who has pre^'ously

n Jnlar V filed an application for a patent for the same ">v^"tion.

diSverv or design in a foreign country which. ''V ^rentv. con-

ven on or law. afords similar privileges to c^U7ru^ ol the t n ed

1 stnes shall have the same force and elect as the »«in^
»Vl'"''"rV?.

woiMliave if filed in this country .-n the .late on which the appli-

I ^, for p. tent for the same invention, discoven- or design >»a.

^rs le.i in such foreign countr>-, provided the '^PP
'f« '^J''^;!

countrv is filed within twelve months in,c«8«:s «"hin the jto-

vMs -n?of section forty^ight hundred and ^'f^^^y^'Jl';^'}'']^'-
V sed 'Statutes and within four months in cases of designs, from

I threVrhest date on which any such fo«.ign ^M^cnUon
j^^^f^^^^^

But no patent shaU be granted on an application for patent or an

invention or discovery or design which had l**"" P»'«'""''\'^ '*,£:

s^nf^ in a printed publication in this -r "^^X /'""' P^'-

,^;''f^,!>
more than two years before the date of the nctual filing ^1 th np-

pH^t on in this-oountn-, or which had t-een in public u'<^ "^ on *"1«

Pr! this countrv- for more than two years pnor to such filing

No. 2.]
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It is contended by counsel for appellant that, since

both of the applications of Lindmark were filed before

the passage of the act of March 3, 1903, any patent

issued thereon could not antedate the data of tiling his

application in thw country, January 16, 1903, but that,

since the act of Congress was passed between the dates

on which De Ferranti filed his application abroad and
j

the filing of his application in thLs country, any patent

iaeued upon his application here should relate back to

the date of the British filing, since there was lees than

twelve months between the filing of the two applica-

tions. Counsel for appellee insist that the act of Con-

gress will bear no such construction and that to so con-

strue It would operau^ to inequitably subordinate the

rights of the senior applicant, Lindmark. W those of De

Ferranti, the junior applicant.

It appears that the application of Lindmark ripened

into a patent dated November 1, 1904. This patent

was issued while the application of De Ferranti was

pending in the Patent Office. No rights could be ac-

quired under the Letters Patent that would bar De Fer-

ranti from asserting his rights under his application,

and Lindmark can derive no benefit from the patent so

far as this controversy is concerned, but must stand in

the same position as if he were an applicant. While

the rights belonging to a patentee are much greater and

of a different character than those attaching to a mere

applicant, as we shall observe later in this opinion,

Lindmark. having received his patent while the appli-

cation of De Ferranti was pending, acquired no supe-

rior rights thereby, but must be regarded, so far as this

controversy is concerned, purely as an iaterfering ap-

plicant. In Paul V. nets, (24 App. D. C, 462,) this

court held that, in an interference proceeding, the fact

that Letters Patent had been issued to oae of the par-

ties, while the application of the other pafty was pend-

ing, could not benefit the patentee " in respect to the

burden of proof imposed upon his adversBr>'." While

this opinion does not go to the extent of deciding the

point here under consideration, we think the principle

13, in effect, the same. Any rights Lindmark acquired

under his patent were subject to any adverse rights

that Dp Ferranti might be able to establish by virtue

of his pending application. Hence, the iBsue before us

can be disposed of without further reference t<^) the

Lindmark patent.
|

Both of Lindmark'-i applications were filed before the

passage of the act nf March 3, 1903, and, unless that act

can be construed to operat»? retrospectively and apply

to applications pending at the time of itp passage, his

ritrhts mu-'t be det<^rmined by the act of March 3. 1897,

(29 Stat., 693.; Under its pruvi.-^ion.-^, Lindmark was

entitled to recdve a patent on his application in thb

a>untr>-, provided his application was filed within

seven months frr>m the date of filing the Briti-sh appli-

cation. It appear* that less than seven months inter-

vened between the lilinij of the two applications. So

far a.^ priority is concerned, Lindmark neither gained

nor l')et anything by virtue of the foreien application.

The priority of any pat.'nt issued under the act of 1897

could only date from the filing of tho application in the

Patent Office. The distinction betweoo this act and

the amending act. here under consideration, is clearly

expressed bv the Commissioner

[Vol, 134.

Prior to the amendment of the law, the filing o( a foreign appli-

cation or other acta performed abroad were not acta of Invention

within the meaning of the law, where*a under the amended law

the flltng of a foreign appllCAtlon within twelve month" before the

application here U an act of Invention which confert upon the ap-

plicant a distinct right.

The " distinct right " consists in the applicant, under

the amended law. having the priority of his patent is-

sued in thu? country relate back to the date of filing his

application for the same invention in a foreign country,

provided the application here was filed within twelve

months from tlie date of filing the foreign application.

Let us examine what rights of priority, if any. Lind-

mark acquired by the passage of the act of March 3,

1903. The text of the act Is unambiguous and ex-

pr^ses as explicitly as can be done the purp«i3e Con-

gress had in mind. The .statute relates entirely to the

filing of applications for patents, and the rights of appli-

cants making such filings. There is nothing on the

face of the statute that would indicate that it was in-

tended to operate retrospectively.

It is a general rule of statutory- construction that, in

the absence of language in a statute clearly express-

ing an intention to the contrary', statutes will be con-

strued prospectively. In United State* v. Heth, (3

Cranch, 398.) the court said:

Words in a statute ought not to have a retrospective operation

unless they are so clear, strong and imperative that no other mean-
ing can be annexed to them, or uniesa the intention of the legiaia-

ture cAtmot be otherwise satisfied.

The same rule has been approved many times by the

Supreme Court. (Murray v. Gxbton, 15 How., 421;

MeEuin v. />m, 24 How., 242; Sohn v. Watrrson, 17

Wall., 596; Twmty Per Cent. Caaet, 20 Wall.. 179.)

Applying these rules to the act before us, it cannot

be held that Congress intended either to give patent*

issued upon applications pending at the time of its

passage priorities earlier than they could have acquired

under the act of 1897; or to bring such pending appli-

cations within its provisions. It clearly is intended,

however, to apply to all applications that should be

filed after its passage, and under this construction it

must be held to include the application of appellant.

In Sawyer Co. v. CarpmUr, 1 133 Fed.. 238,) Brown,

District Judge, construinir the act of March 3, 1903,

said:

Statutes are con.'!tnie<l t> >perat«> prospectively only, unless the

rontrar,- intention is manifest tieyond n reasoniitile douM i ' xty

of ShrfVfxport V Cole. IJy T .-^
. M'l. iS The aniendinents i>f March

3 19a3 so far as I can see, cont-iin no indication "f an intention to

reviveexpired patents or to give to the phrase
'

'
nor shall any pat-

ent f«declare<J invalid" a meaning l>roader than liefore

This decision was affirmed on appeal, (143 Fed.. 976.)

We are of the opinion that to construe the statute as

applyint; to applieation.'^ pending at the time of its

I passage, would be to give it retroactive force. This

construction could not be applied to it without disre-

' garding the plain language of the act, and reading into

j
it a meaning not intended by its framers. The statute.

I as amended, could have, therefore, no effect upon the

;
application of Lindmark, and the priority of any pat-

1 ent issued thereon must correspond with the date of the

filing of hLs application in this country.

' It is insisted by coun.sel for appellee that to so con-

strue the operation of this statute as to give De Ferranti

a priority over Lindmark would be to deprive Lind-

i
mark of a vested right. Letters Patent, when Issued,

' undoubtedly con.stitute a contract. It is to the inter-

1 est and policy of every enlightened government to pro-
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mote progress in useful arts. It is among the powers

expressly given to Congress by the Constitution—

to promote the progre.ss of science and useful arts, by securing for

linJted times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their

respective writings ami disotivenes (Const, art. 1. sec. 8.)

It is the reward stipulated for the advanUiges the

public derives from the efforts of individuals, and is

intended as a stimulus to those exertions. Laws

passed for thi.s purpose ought to be so construed as to

execute the contract fairly on the part of the United

States. But neither of the contending i>arties had

acquired a patent at the date of the enactment of the

statuU' in question, and no such contractual relation

existed. The right to a patent is purely a statutory

right. Being a right conferred by Congress, that right

can be modified or taken away before rights under it

have become vested. The filing of an application,

and the steps leading up to the issuance of a patent,

are mere matters of procedure. The proceedings pre-

scribed by statute for the acquiring of a patent are

purely matters of legislative jwlicy, depending on posi-

tive law, which may at any time be repealed or modi-

fied, withdrawn or limited, at pleasure.

The proceedings requisite to the acquiring of a pat-

ent are closely analogous to the procedure in an action

at law before reaching final judgment, where the right

is one conferred by statute and entirely dependent

upon the legislative will. In both insUnct*< they are

mere matters of procedure that may be cliauged or

abolished, and. unless the sUtute especially provides

for the protection of pending cases, it will apply to such

cases the same as to future cases arising under it. The

bringing of a suit in such a case does not create a vested

right. It is only the assertion of a right that may or

may not mature into a vested right. No vested right

is acquired by the bringing of such a suit that is beyond

legislative control until judgment is rendered .
Cooley

,

in his Conttxtutwnal Lim\tationa, (7 Ed., 543,) says:

The bringing of suits veats In the party no right to a particular

decision, (Bacon v. CallmdeT, 6 M:au., 303; BiOler v. Palmer
.

1

Hill 324- CouigUl v. Ixma, 15 111., aOE; MUUr v . Graham, V Ohio

8t.,'l; State v. '^ ' -'"• " " '"''^-'- °
Long, is ill., ak; muitt v . uru/uim, 1/ v^uiu

Squlrei, 26 Iowa, 340; Paxur$on v. Phubrook, 9

Mass ! 151,' and nis case must be determined on the law as It

stands, not when the suit waa brought, but when the judgment
was rendered. ( Watson v. Mercer, 8 Peters. 88: Malh^ v. Chap-

man 6 Conn., 54; People v. Suverr>uori, etc., 20 Mich., ft6; SaUer-

lee v Mathewmn. 2 Peters. 380: EiceUior Mfg. Co. v. Kryter,

62 Miss., 155; Phenix Inraran<e Co. v. Pollard. W Miss., 541;

McLean v. Bonn, 70 Iowa, 752; Johnton v. Richardson. 44 .\rk.,

It has been held, (quoting from the syllabus, t that

—

the mere commencement of a suit does not affect the right of Con-

gress to ratify executive acts and the fact that at the time the

ratifying statute was enacted actions were pending for the recov-

erv of the sums paid does not cause the sUtute to be repugiuint to

the Constitution. ( United States v. Hetntzen & Co., 206 U. 8., 370.)

So, in a patent, no vested right, of which the appli-

cant cannot be deprived, is acquired under the pre-

liminarv- procee<lings leading up to its issuance. The

condition, however, is different after the patent is

issued. The holder of valid Letters Patent enjoys, by

virtue of the same, a property right in the invention

for which the patent is issued that Ls entitled to the

same protection as any otlier property right during the

time for which the exclusive right or franchise is

granted. {Sutherland on Statutory Construction, sec.

662.)

It is alao insisted by oiunsel for appellee that when

an application for patent is filed such a cxjntractual

relation arises as cannot be impaired by subsequent

legislation. The mere assertion of a right by the filing

134 0.0.-34 [Vol.134.

of an application for a patent does not constitute such

a contratl as would come properly within section 10,

article 1, of the Constitution, which declares tlial "no

State shall make any law impairing the obligation of

contracts." Thip is a prohibition upon tlie States and

not on Congrt^g. The o.ntract* protected by the

property clauses of the Ctmstitution are such as have

been deliberately entered into by tlie parties, and the

assent of the parties to be bound is of the very essence

of the obligation so protectee!. It has no application

to obligations imjx^sed by law without the assent of the

party bound, or mere privileges conferred by law.

I (Louigiana v. Neu- Orleans, 109 U. S., 285; Garrison v.

' New York, 21 Wall., U. S., 196; Fre^land v. Wil-

liams, 131 U. S., 405.) Nor is Congress neceesarily

I
limited by this clause in its enactment of legislation

because the practical effect may be to incidentally

impair or annul (Xintracts.

In Mxtchell v. Clarl, (110 U. S., 633, 643,) the Court

said:

I It Is no answer to this to say that It (the statute^ Interferee with

I the vallditv of contracts, for no provision of the Constitution

prohibits (^ongreas from doing thia, as it does the States: and
where the question of the power of Congress arises, as In the legal-

tender cases, and In bankruptcy caaes. It does not depend upon the

Incidental effect of Its exercise on contracts, but on the existence

of the power itself

It is likewise generally held that it is within the

I power of the legislature to ratify the levy and collec-

tion of an illegal tax, even after suit has been insti-

tuted for its recovery, on the principle that the right

U> recover a tax collected illegally is a right conferred

by law, and may be modified, limited or taken away.

iCrrim V. Weissenberg School District, 57 Pa. St., 433;

loua R. R. Land Co. v. Soper, 39 Iowa, 112; Board-

man V, Beckunth, 18 Iowa, 292; Nottage v, Portland,

35 Oreg., 539; Mattingly v. The District of Columbia,

97 U. S., 687.) The same principle is stated in Cooley
'

on Taxation, (vol. 2, p. 1493:)

A property owner who has paid an Illegal aaaesament has, in his

action to recover back payment, no vested right which legislation

cannot lake away, nor Is there any implied agreement to return

the assessment if wrongf\illy collected wnich would invalidate such

legislation as impairing the' obligation of the contract.

The same rule has been applied to acta validating

illegal bond issues. The authority to issue bonds be-

ing by If^slative grant, the subject is one peculiarly

within the It^islative will. (National Bank v. Yank-

ton, 101 U. S., 129; Thompson v. Perrim, 103 U. S.,

' 806; New Orleans v. Clark, 95 U. S., 644; Grenada

County V. Brogden, 112 U. S., 261; Otoe County v.

Baldvin, 111 U. S., 1; 1 Dillon, Municipal Corpora-

tions, p. 544; Cooley't Const. Sim., 6th ed., 456; Read

I V. Plattsmouth, 107 U. S., 568; Bolles v. Bnmjield, 120^

I

U. S., 759.) It is clear that where the right conferred*

'

is purely a 8tatutor>' one, a mere privilege, as in the

case at bar. it is within the power of Congress to modify

I

or withdraw it, at least before the application has ma-

' tured into a patent.

We think the Commissioner erred in the following

statement of what he conceived to be the law:

In the present case, under the statutes in force prior to March 3,

1903, Lindmark had an undoubted right to a patent at the time he

filed his United States application on January 16, 1903, but, If the

act of March 3, 1903, is given the construction contended for by
De Ferranti, this ri^t was taken from him by the passage of the

act. FurthermoreTnad Lindmark's patent issued prior to March
3, 1903, his patent, which was valid at the date of its issue, would
be rendered invalid by the act.

The Commissioner is confused as to the time that the

applicant for a patent acquires such a vested right as
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may not be disturbed by Congrees. This right accrues,

if at all. when a patent is iaeued, and not before. The

nwTv filing of an application confers no auch right. It

is immaterial, 30 far as the exercise of the power of Con-

gress 18 conceme<i. if it does afterward appear that,

under the pending application affected by the legisla-

tion, applicant w.niM have ha<l a valid right to a pat-

ent. It is truf tluit :v patt-nt is a contract between the

Government and an individual. [Ckiriis on PatenU,

sec. 23; 1st Rnhxiuwn on Patents, ."w. 20, and 40 to

43; Brake Beam 'ase. KX) Fed., 693. 70L.
.

It is like-

wise true that it 13 the granting uf Letters Patent that

forms the contract, and not the filing i the applica-

tioii. If Letters Patent had been issued to Lindmark,

as suggested by the Commissioner, before the pas-

sage of the act, we would be com'ronted with a very

different question. At the date of the passage of the

act of March 3, 1903, no patent ha<l been issutxl to

Lindmark and he had no such contract with the (iov-

emment as the protecting clauses of the Constitution

place beyond the power of Congress to effect by legis-

lation.

The suggestion that the construction here applied to

the statute in question may in this particular case

work an injustice, is a matter beyond our power t^)

remedy. The judicial department is not concerned

with the policy of the law. That belongs to the legis-

lative branch of the Government. If the law operates

inequitably it may be a proper matter to call to the

attention of Congress, but, since the hardship is im-

posed by operation of law, it is beyond the power of

the courts to grant any relief.

The judgment of the Commissioner of Patents is re-

versed, and the clerk is directed to certify these pro-

ceedings as required by law.

ture of the trade-mark, alleged to have been used since

July 1. 1906, consists of an Indian's head showing pro-

file with the conventional feather head-dreaB, within

a circle. Between this and an outer circle appear the

words. '• Indian Portland Cement Co., Neodesha.

Kansas,
'

' The ground 1 )f refusal to register was that the

trade-mark *) (dosely resembles another as to be apt

to de<'eive purchas»^rs. The reference is to a trade-

mark registered by Miller, Mas<^)n <& Co., on August 2,

1904. That mark i.h de8<ribed as "the representation

of an Indian's head with a feather head-dress The

drawing and labels used by them on barrels and bags

of Portland cement, show a front view of the Indian's

head with a leather head-dress. While a comparison

of the two uuirk.-^ ;i.s represented shows difference in

details, the feature ,.f ea<h is a conventional Indian

head, calculated to make the manufactures on which

they are used known to the public as Indian-head

cement. We a^ree with the Commissioner that the

resemblance is such as to produce the confusion in

trade which it is the object of the Trade-Mark Act to

prevent. See, in the matter of the appli«-ation of

Herbst Importing Co
,
present term.")

The decision will be aflirnied. and the clerk will

certify this decision to the Commissioner of Patents as

required by law.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

In re The Indi.w Portland Ckment Co.

Decided February 18. 1908.

1. TRADK-MaRK.S— ASTICIPATION.

A trade-mark the dUtinguishing feature Cf which consists

of dn Indian s head showing profile with the conventional

feather head-<ire8!*, within a circle, was properly refused regis-

tration in view of the prior use on the sama class of gofMl.s of

a mark showing a front view of an Indians he^d with a feathered

head-dress.

Interference Kotioes.

Depaktmint or thi Interior,
United States Patent Orrici,

Wathington. D. C. A prU IS. 1908.

Klen-So Pharmacol Company, itt attiffni or legal repreicntatUet,

take notice: ^^ ^ .

An Interference having Vieen declared by this Offlce between the

application of the F. K Johnson Company, of 56 Haverhill street,

Boston, Mass., for registration of a trade-mark and a trade-mark

r«Kister«d to the Klen-So Pharmacal Company, of 2104 Reed

street Philadelphia, Pa., and the notice of said declaration sent by

registered mail to the said Klen-So Pharmacal Company having

been returned undelivered, notice Is hereby given to the said Men-

80 Pharmacal Company, its aaslgns or legal representatives, that

If they or any of them de«lre to contest the said interference they

should Immediately put themselves in communication with the

Commissioner of Patents In order that the notices of declaration

heretofore sent by and returned to the Office may be forwarded to

This notice will Vje published In the OrricuL Gazette for six

consecutive weeks. If no appearance shall be entered at the expi-

ration of the period of publication, the Interference will be pro-

ceeded with as in case of default.
EDWARD B. MOORE, Commitnoner.

2. Same—Same.
\\ here the mark of an applicant so resemMes a prior regis-

tered mark that the goods of each would be Ukely to f« known

to the public by the *ame name, the registration of the former

should be refused. I
'

Mr J. D Sullivan and .\fr Edu. S. .VcCalmnnt for

the app)ellant.

Mr. F. A. Tninant for the ( ommisaioner of Patents.

Shepard, /..'

The Indian Portland Cement Co., aj corporation of

New Jersey engaged in manufacturing Portland cement

in Neodesha, Kans., appeals from a decision of the

Commissioner of Patents denying its application for the

''registration of a trade-mark. The distinguishing fea-

Department or the Interior,
United States Patent OrricE,

\iathin0on. D. C. April 8. 1908.

Jacob Fuitell Company, il* attign* or legal repreteruativet, take

An interference having been declared by this Office between the

application of John Oovatos, of Wilmington, Del., for registra-

tion of a trade-mark and a trade-mark registered to the Jacob

Fusaell Company, of 1«7 New York avenue, NW., W'aahing-

ton D. C, and the notice of said declaration sent by the Patent

OfBce by registered mail to the said Jacob Fuseell Company hav-

ing been returned unopened by one M. T. Fusaell with the Infor-

mation that the Jacob Fuseell Company failed In IflM, notice Is

hereby given to the said Jacob Fusaell Company, the aasips or

legal representatives of said company, that if they or any of them
desire to contest the said interference they should immediately

put themselves in communication with the Commissioner of Pat-

ents in order that the notices of declaration heretofore sent by

and returned to the OfBce may be forwarded to them.

This notice will be published In the OrriciAL Oaiette for six

consecutive weeks. If no appearance shall be entered at the ex-

piration of the period of publication, the interference will lie pro-

ceeded with as in case of default.
EDWARD B. MOORE, Commitiioner.
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DMteni
Trade-Marks
Lal*l8 17-v«
Print. 3-^?
Reissues

7(»-No .^^7 74.5 to No. 8SS,453, inclusive.

8-No. 39,307 to No. ;».314, inclusive

W,033 to No.
14.19,Tt0 No.
2.27M to No.

1—No. 12.794.

Ga.lta, inclusive.

14,211, Inolualve.

2.278, InclusivB.

Argentina
Austria-Hungary..
Belgium
Brasil
British West Indies
Canada
Cape Colony
Chile
China
Costa Rica
Cuba
Denmark
Ecuador
England ' l<

France Ifi

Crermany 1 23

Haiti |....

Ireland '.-..

Italy 1

J apan ,

Java
Mexico

I -

Total

TO CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES.

«. * i

States.

c
c C a

Alabama

,

Natal
Netherlands
Newfoundland |

3
New South Wales.
New Zealand j....

Norway
|

1

Persia
Queensland ,

Roumania
Russia
Scotland
South Australia—
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Transvaal, South
A frica

Victoria
Western Australia.

Total to citizens of

foreign countries 84 21

New Hampshire.
New ,iersey.

1To^''tSTo^\:: ...:.i:::::i Nfw Mexico lerry.

3
30

1

96

^'X^^.
:-- 3^ '•••5I' North'ca'rolina 6

(allfomia «^
^ North Dakota 3

3 Ohio 39

, Oklahoma 1
^

4

'34

Colorado.
Connecticut 14

Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
(Jeorgia
Hawaii Territory...
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Marvland
Massachusetts 44

Michigan ^
Minnesota W
Mississippi

4 !!...!' Oregon ' 1

4 1 Panama "ik'
7 3 Pennsylvania

1

59

1 Philippine Islands ..\

1 !!!!!, Rho<ie Island 1

13

"5

AttomeyB.

Department or the Interior.

United States Patent Offick.

Ha*/itTi.(7<0Ti, D. C. May H. 1908.

This Office has been advised by the Socntary of the Interior of

the disbarment from practice l^fore the l>^partment or any

Bureau thereof on May 1, 1908. of the following attorneys: Milo

R Stevens Eugene E. Stevens, and Thomas K Harney, (doing

business under the firm-name of Milo B. St^^vens and Company,)

Edwin W. Spalding. Harvcv Spalding, and James H. Spalding,

(doing business under the firm-name of Harvey Spalding and

SonsO and Edgar T Gaddis, all of Washington. D. C.

By supplementary letter of M»y 6, \m. the above are granted

till June 1 to close pending business already initiated.

W F

Disclaimer.

70
18
10 i

SI
8
5
21
6

Missouri.
Montana.
Nebraska

.

Nevada . .

.

9
3
1

2
1

1

1
1

13
5
2

South Carolina 1

South Dakota 5
Tennessee 2
Texas.. 1"

Utah 4
Ve rraont
Virginia 4
Washin^on 8

West Virginia 3

Wisconsin 13

Wvoming
U.S. Army
U. 8. Navy

Total to citizens of

the United States...

MOOLARD.
Ctiiei Cltrk.

Method of and
500 071 -John Tyler Hickt. Somerville. Mass.

Means fob Cash-Registering ani- AccurNT-CHECKiNG.

Patent dated June 20, \m. Disclaimer filed May 13. I'.OS, by

the assignee. Hotel Security Checking Company.

Enters its disclaimer—

J::A^tem»e o?;^^nV;;>''-nter.d separately on the slip

and on the ^.-'t if so desired, but, in practice, I have found it

more convenient and usually sufficient for the purposes of my in-

vention to enter the whole uf any one order a. a total

rd3
i

130

Money by Mali

Money sent by maU to the I'atent Office will

the tender

be »t the rtok of

Letten containing money should l>e registered.
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o
z

8
X

Divisions and subjects o( inden-

tion.

Oldest new appli-
cation and old-

est act! n by «p-
plioant awaking
-rfice action.

AniecuK- New.

344

303

172

17»

175

378

as

13.5

147

167

327

379

273

IM

2 47

264

332

XXXV. Buckles, Bnttons, and
Claaps. Tard, Picturp, an.l Si^
ExhibitinK: Garment-Support-
ers: Signals: Toilet.

XVII. Clutche.s. Llnot>-pin«; Ma-
tri.t- Making, Nut and Bolt

Loolts: Pnntini?.
XXXI. Moohol .\mmcnia,'VN ater.

and Wood Distillation: Char-

coal and Coke; (ias, fleatmK
and Illummating: Hides, Skin.*,

and I>eather. Liquid Coating
Compositions. Mineral Oils:
Oil". Kats, and Glue. Water
Puri filiation.

XX. .\rtifloial Limbs: Builders'

I
Hardware: Dentistry: Locks and
Latche*. Safes: Undertaking.

XXXIV. Railways: Railway-
Brakes: Railwav RoUing-Stock.

III. Annealing and Tempering:
Coating with Metal: Elertro-

chemistrv: Metal-F o u n d i n g :

Metallurgy. Shaping Fluid
Metal

X -X X V I II A rtealan and Oil Wells

;

Bottles and Jars: Care of Live

Stock: Kdui-ational Appliances;

Fishing and Trapping; Station-

ery; Stone-Working.
I. Fences: Harrows and Diggers:

Plows; Seeders and Planters;

Trees, Plants, and Flowers.

XXIV. Appar*"!. Apparel Appara-
tus: Sewing-Maohines: Surgery.

XII. Elevators. Journal - Boxes:
Lubrication. Machine Elements.
Pullevs and Shafting

VIII. Beds: Chairs Furniture;

Kitchen and Table Artu-les:

Store Furniture,
XXIX, Co<:'ii*'ring: Fire-Es<.'ape8.

Ladders, Roofs WheelwTlgtit-

Maohines. Wooden Buildings.
Wood-Sdw.n^', Wwd- Turning,
Woodworking; Woodworking-
Tools.

V. Bookbinding; Harvesters: Jew-
elry: Music.

XVIII. Injectors and Ejertors:

Steam and Vacuum Pumps
Ste&m-Boilers: Sieam-Enginea,
3teAm-Kn*j',n>^ Valves.

IV. BrilKPs (onvpyprs Cranes
and DerncKs, E x < a v a t i n g :

Hoisting- Hydraulic Engineer-

ing Iron Structure's Loading
anvl T'nJoading Towers,

XXIII. .\coustics: Coin- Han-
dling: Horology. Rei-<->rder8;

Registers; Time-Controlling
Mechanism.

XXXII. Carbonating Beverages:
Dispensing Beverages. Dispens-
ing-Cans: Metallic .^hipping and
Storing Vessels, Packaging Liq-

uids: Refr'.treration.

XXXIII. ("iitlpry: Domestic
Cooking Ws.sels: Ele<'tric Signal-

ing: Electric;f V, .VIe'lical and
Surgical. Kir»-pror.t BuiMings,
Masonry, Tftits, Canopies, Um-
brellas, and Cane«.

XXII. .\ir-'iuns, Catapults, and
Targets. .Ammunition and
Explosive Devuea. Boats and
Buovs; Firearms: Marine Pro-

pulsion; Ordnance. Railway-
Kails and Joints: Railway-Ties
and Fasteners: Ships.

XX.XVI. Curtains. Shades, and
Screens: Drafting; Dners: En-
graving: Mea.suring Instru-
ments Win 1-Wheels.

X. Carriages and Wagons

Toe

231

333

Apr. 27 Feb. 26

Apr. 25 Apr. 6

Apr. -'-• Apr. 3

Apr.i 21 Mar. 17
|

26S

Apr. IS Feb. 12 ,>46

Apr. l.^i Feb. 6 396

lOo

as

308

Apr. 14 Mar. 26 335

Apr. 10 Mar. 3<: 351

Apr. 10 Mar. 21 495

Jan. 27 45s

Feb. 1 405

.\pr
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to be adjusted to various angles and means for clamping

the guide member to the table, a slide adapted to be trav-

eled on said guide member and means fop traveling said

slide, a revoluble work frame adapttni to be clamped to

said slide and to be rotated there..n or

therewith.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

to be traveled

887.747. MATCHBOX. EsucH J. .\.nd»:k.sox. Worces-

ter, Mass. Filed .Ian. 22. 1908. Serial No. 412,075.

1. \ match box comprising a receptacle, a tlltabl* or

rocking closure panel carrying a guard arranged along Its

edge, and having a longitudinal exit space beneath said

guard, a movable slide having a Up disposed for accom-

modating a single match between the guard and lip. and

means for moving said slide and lip for ejecting the match

when the closure panel is tilted, substantially as set forth.

2. In a pocket match box. the combination substan-

tially as described, of a containing receptacle, a closure

panel pivotally supported therein and forming a portion

of the box, said panel provided at one edfe with a lonci

tudlnally disposed guard member having t match pa.s.sage

space beneath said guard, a slide plate laterally movable

up<in said panel and provided with a matcb selecting mem

l>er par;Ulei with said guard at a relation thereto that ac

eommoiiates a single match between, meaas for advancing

the slide plate when the front edge of »«id closure panel

is swung outward, and a spring for retracting said slide

when the panel is returned to normal position.

3. The combination substantially as dpscrllied. of the

match receptacle provided with plvot-plns at Its ends,

a projecting loneitudinal edge and an internally outstand

ing flange or lug, the removable lid or closure panel, its

ends supported on said pivot pins, the guard member

mounted on said panel and having a pass way for

matches between the giiard and panel-plate, an open

centered slide plate having a match engaging Up at Its

front edge and an Inclined member or flange at Its rear

edge that engages with said outstandini; flange for ad

vancing the slide, a retracting bow spring arranged within

and acting against said slide, the lining plate covering

the slide plate opening and spring, and i»eans connecting

the lining and panel plates, substantially as set forth.

4 In a laterally delivering match box. the comliinatlon

of the tlltable panel or Ud carrying a guard member, with

space for the ejectment of a match adjacently l)eneath

said guard, and a movable match-ejectlec memt>er. said

guard and ejecting member having their controlling faces

of less length than a match, and formed to afford an en-

larged space for the passage of the heads of the matches

at either end of the ejectment «pace.

means are actuated which open and clo«« tb« line to cause

actuation of the non sensitive receiving apparatus at the

central exchange.

887.748. SIGNALINC, SYSTEM. ;a«T{is()N BabcocK.

Rochester, N. Y.. assignor to Merton B Lewis. Roches

ter. N. Y, Filed .luly 7. l^^r, Seri.il No. 2B>*.7.'i.'i.

1 In a signaling system, the combinaif ion with a nor

mally closed main circuit extending fr.jm a central ex-

change, of a main source of current In said line, non

sensitive signal receiving apparatus ar the central ex-

change responsive to only interruptions |n the line, sensi-

tive signal receiving apparatus at the central exchange

responsive to current changes in the line, substations con-

necteii with the line, means at each substation for openini:

and closing the line whereby the non sensitive receiving ap

paratus at the central exchance is effective, telephonic ap-

paratus at each substation adapted for lerial Inclusion in

the line, the resistance of said telephonic apparatus tend-

ing to diminish the current flow throufrh «Btd line, and

means for preventing su<h diminution of current when the

2. In a signaling syatem, the combination with a nor-

mally closed main line leading from a central exchange,

of a source of current in said line, non sensitive signal

receiving apparatus at the central exchange responsive

to only Interruptions of the line, sensitive signal receiv-

ing apparatus at the central exchange responsive to cur-

rent changes in the line, substations connected with the

line, fire alarm apparatus at each substation adapted upon

actuation to rei>eate<lly open the line whereby to cause

actuation of the non sensitive receiving apparatus, tele-

phonic apparatus at each substation, electromagnetic

means at each substation normally short circuited to ren-

der the telephonic apparatus inoperative, means for re

moving the short circuit from the electromagnetic mech

anism whereliy said mechanism li«><-omes active to cause

connection of the telephonic apparatus in the main line

thereby causing diminution of current flow throiyjh the

line whereby the sensitive receiving apparatus at the

central exchange Is actuated, and means for removing the

resistance of the telephonic apparatus from the main line

upon actuation of Are alarm apparatus connected with

the line.

3. In a signaling system, the f-ombination with a nor-

mally clo8e<l main line leading from a central exchange

to substations, of a source of current In the line. Are alarm

apparatus at each substation for opening and cbmlng

the line, non sensitive signal re<eiving apparatus at the

exchange responsive only to actuations of Are alarm ap-

paratus to nvfn the line, sensitive signal receiving ap

paratus at the exchange responsive only to current

changes in the line, telephonic apparatus at each substa-

tion normally disconnected from the line, means up<in ac-

tuation of apparatus at a substation for causing said

telephonic apparatus to W serially Included In the line,

the resistance upon Inclusion of the telephonic apparatus

causing the ctirrent flow through the circuit to be

reduce<l and the sensitive apparatus actuated, and means

at each sul)Mtation for rendering Ineffective the resistance

of the telephonic apparatus upon actuation of Are alarm

apparatus when said telephonic apparatus Is In use.

whereby the current in the circuit assumes Its normal

value.

4. In a signaling system, the combination with a nor-

mally closed main line leading from a centra! exchange

to substations, of a source of current In the line for .-aus

ing a normal maximum current flow, fire alarm apparatus

at each substation adapted upon actuation to repeatedly

open the line, non sensitive signal receiving apparatus at

the central exchange responsive only to actuations of Are

alarm apparatus, signal receiving apparatus at the ex

I

change responsive \ipon reduction of current flow In the

I circuit, telephonic apparatus at each substation normally
' disconnected from circuit, apparatus at each substation

adapted upon actuation to cause connection of said tele-

phonic apparatus in the line, the resistance of said tele

phonic apparatus causing reducel current flow through

j
the line whereby the sensitive reoelvlnz apparatus Is act\i

'

aterl. aiHl an Impedance coll of low resistance connected

i la bridge of the telephonic apparatus whereby normal
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current will flow through the line upon actuation of the '

flre alarm apparatus.

5. In a signaling system, the combination with a nor- 1

mally closed main line leading from a central exchange
|

to substations, of a source of current In said line for nor-

mally delivering maximum current flow, ffre alarm appa-

ratus at each aulMtatton adapted upon actuation to re

peatedly open the line, non sensitive receiving apparatus

at the central exchange responsive to actuations of fire

alarm apparatus, sensitive receiving mechanism at the

central exchange responsive upon diminution in current

flow through the line, telephonic apparatus at each sub-

station normally disconnected from the line, normally

Inert electromagnetic mechanism controlling the oonnec

tlon of said telephonic apparatus with the line, means
1

upon actuation of substation apparatus for causing actu

atlon of said electronuignetlc mechanism to cause serial
,

Inclusion of the telephonic apparatus In the line, an Im

pedance winding connected in bridge of the telephonic ap-

paratus, and means for repeatedly short-circuiting the

telephonic apparatus' and the impedance winding, where

by the resistance thereof is removed from circuit and the

sensitive receiving a[)paratu8 Is repeatedly actuated.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.)

887.741> i:.\I'I.08IVE - KNGIM; Habky I). Baird, De-

troit, Mich , assignor to Saint Clair Motor Co.. Detroit,

Mich . a Corporation of Michigan Filed Feb 14. 1007.

Serial No. 357,322

1. The combination with a vertical cylinder, a piston

In said cylinder, a crank shaft and a crank on said shaft

connected to said piston, of an eccentric on the crank-

shaft, an upwardly extending eccentric rod. a pivotally

supported guide in which the upper end of the rod slides

and upon whlcli it rocks, a contact adapted to be intermit-

tently engagfd by the upper end of said rod. and a piv-

oted lever to which the contact Is secured adapted to be

turned to move the contact In relation to th- upper end of

the rod.

2. The combination with a vertical cylinder, a piston In

said cylinder, a crank shaft and a crank on said shaft con-

nected to said plstfui ; of an eccentric on the crank shaft.

an upwardly extending eccentric rod. a guide for said rod

pivoted to turn upon a horliontal pivot and through which

the rod Is free to slide, a contact adapted to be engaged

by the upper end of said rod. and a lever pivotally at-

tached to the cylinder, adapted to carry the contact and to

be turned to change the relation of the contact to the rod.

."?. The combination wllli a vertical cylinder, a piston

In said cylinder, a crank s^-aft. and a crank on said shaft

connected to said piston; of an eccentric on the crank-

shaft, an upwardly extending eccentric rod, means se-

cured to the cylinder for gtilding the rod in Its longltudl

nal movement and piv.iially supporting the same to turn

upon a horliontal pivot, a lever pivotally sujjported by

the cvllnder to t\irn upon a horizontal pivot, a contact

carried by said lever, means for securing said contact to

the lever and Insulating the same therefrom, and a con-

tact roll on the upper end of the eccentric rod.

4. The combination with a vertical cylinder, a piston In

said cylinder, a crank-shaft, and a crank on said shaft

connected to the piston ; of an eccentric on the crank-

shaft, an upwardly extending eccentric rod, an internally

screw-threaded boss on the cylinder, a sleeve on the ec-

centric rod having a laterally extending screw-threaded

pin to engage said buss, a contact roll on the upp<'r end of

the rod, a lever pivoted to the side of the cylinder upon

a horizontal pivot, a tube carried by said lever and in

sulated therefrom, a contact ball In said tube, a spring In

the tube to engage the ball and hold the same to its seat

at one end of the tube In a position to be engaged by the

contact roll, and means for holding the lever in the posi-

tion to which It Is turned,

5. The combination with a vertical cylinder, a piston on

said cylinder, a crank-shaft and a crank on said shaft con-

nected to said piston ; of an eccentric on the shaft, an ec-

centric rod. means for guiding and pivotally supporting

the upper end of said rod. a lever pivotally attached to

the cylinder by a horizontally extending Isilt, an arm on

said lever having an opening, a tube of lesser diameter

than said opening having an Internal ball seat at one end

thereof, a contact ball In said tube, a spring in said tube-

engaging the ball to hold the same in contact with said

seat, binding nuts on the tul>e at each side of the arm.

Insulating washers between the nuts and arm. and a

spring actuated pin on the lever engaging a series of

notches in the side of the cylinder

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.750. SEAL
Mar. 11, 1907

Cksark Barbieei, Chicago, 111.

Serial No. 361,690.

Filed

-^

V
-11*

•V

1. In combination in a seal, a housing provided witli a

strip 9. a tongue 12 punched out "f said strip it. a barb 13

on the tongue extending rearwardly and having its end be-

low the face of the strip 9, and a strap provided with an

apertured end for engaging the tongue and of greater

width than the width of tlie tongue.

2. A seal comprising in combination a housing open at

one end. a spring catch provided with ears upon its side

edges adjacent its free end located within the housing and

projecting towards the closed end thereof, a barl) project-

ing from said catch and In the reverse direction, to-

gether with an apertured strap adapted to be Inserted Into

the housing and drawn over the catch past the barb and

ears, said barb and ears acting to prevent Its removal

when so placed

3. A self locking car seal consisting of a single piece of

metal having an aperture at one end and a plurality of

wider portions at the other end. one of the said wider por-

tions being provided with a spring catch having thereon a
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reverwly polnt*>(1 barb and ^ars. and another of said por-

rlons with an arch to (?ulde the apertured «nd, said arched

portion and the next adjacent wide portion being provided

with wings upon their edges, and a cooperating tongue

and slot adapted to Interlock when said wider portions

are successively folded over to form a housing.

4 A self locking car seal consisting of a single piece of

metal having an ap-rnire at one end and a plnraitty of

wider portions at the other end, one of the said wider por-

tions being provided with a spring catch 12. a reversely

pr,intPd barh V.\. and ears 14 14V and another of said por-

tions with an arch to guide the apertured end. said wider

porrlons being adapted to be successively folded over In

siihstantlallv the same plane to form a housing.

5. A seal comprising a strap having an apertured end

and a housing portion formed In three thicknesses by

bvndlni; th^ out.T -nd forward upon Itself and then bend-

ing the doubled portion thns formed forward again to

brtng the flrst bend adjacent the Inner end of the strap,

the housing being transversely slltted at the point of the

flrst bend to permit of the passage of th« apertured end

and the end of the housing flrst bent beln|t provided with

locking means for engaging the apertured end.

887,751. TROUSERS STRETCniNG AND PRPISSING

DEVICE. Charles A. Be.\l, Lynn, Mass. Filed May

12. 1901 Serial No 316,494.

press-boards disposed In the same plane and separated to

provide a narrow space between them from end to end.

and means for connecting them with and for moving them

toward the aforesaid press boards In parallel planes, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a pair of rigidly connected press boards dispt.sed

In the same plane and separated to provide a narrow

space between them from end to t-nd. a pair of adjustably

connected cross bars one of which Is attached to the

under faces of said boards at one end thereof, another

pair of adjustably connected cross bars located at the op-

posite ends of said press boards, meann for connecting

them with the press-boards and for adjusting them lon-

gitudinally with respect thereto, and means for g\i1dlng

them and for holding them In a plane rorn-sponding with

the plane of the press boards In all their adjusted post

tions, each of said pairs of cross bars having a transv.-rne

seam receiving space in alln.-ment with the narrow space

between the press boards, another pair of rigidly con-

nected press-boards dl.sposed In the same plane and sepa-

rated to provide a narrow space between them from -'nd to

end, and means for connecting them with and for moving

them toward the aforesaid press boards In parallel planes,

substantially as described.

5. In a device of the character des.-rib.-d. th>- cnint.ina-

tlon of a pair of under press boanls separated to provide a

seam-receiving space between rhem from end to end, a

clamp secured to one end of said press boards. an<ith.r

clamp adju.'^tably connected to tlie opposite end of said

press boards, a pair of cross bars attached to the under

faces of said pr-ss boards which extend beyond the sides

thereof, a pair of upp»'r press boards separated to provide

a seam-receiving space between them from end to <nd. a

pair of croM-bars at fa.-bed to the upper faces of said press-

boards which extend beyond the sides thereof, and means

for adjustably connecting the crossbars on the upper

press boards with the cross bars on fhf under press boards,

whereby the two pairs of press boards are caused to ap-

proach each other In parallel planes, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims fi and 7 nut prlnf-d In the Gaiette.]

1. In a device of the character described, the comblna

tlon of a pair of press-boards spaced apart to provide a

seam-receiving opening between their Inner edges, clamps

at the ends thereof having seam-receiving spaces, one of

said clamps being longitudinally movable in respect to the

other, and another pair of press-boards spaced apart to

provide a seam-receiving opening between their inner

edges and adapted to approach the aforenald press-boards

in parallel planes and being longitudinally movable in re-

spect thereto, and means for clamping them in position to

apply pressure to the material which Is placed between the

press-boards, substantially as described.

2. In a device of the character described, the comblna

tlon of two pairs of press-boards, adapted to approach

each other In parallel planes, each pair of press boards

having their inner edges spaced apart to form seam-re-

celvlng openings, a clamp at one end thereof with a seam-

receiving space', a clamp at the opposite end comprising a

pair of cross-bars having a seam receiving space, blocks

Interposed between said cross-bars, meant for moving said

clamp with respect to the press boards comprising a cross-

bar having a scr^-w rod and guides for adjusting said

clamp, substantially as described.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a pair of rigidly connected press-lKJards disposed In

the same plane and separated to provide a narrow space

between them from end to end. a clamp secured thereto

at one end. another clamp located at the opposite end.

means for connecting It with the press-boards and for ad-

justing it longitudinally with respect tHereto, and means

for guiding it and holding it In a plana corresponding to

the plane of the press-boards In all of its adjusted posl

tlons. each of said clamps having a transverse seam-re-

ceiving space In allnement with the narrow space be-
|

tween the press boards, another pair of rigidly connected
i

HS7.752. SHOE - I'ROTIX'TOR. Alfred P B«ck. Oak-

land, and Frank H Teltschik. Weimar, Tex. Filed

Nov. 6, 1907. Serial No. 401,022.

A device of the character described, comprislni: a

sandal-llke member having a heel guard or counter, means

for the application and retention of the device upon the

foot of the wearer, said device also embracing a bearing

block or calk having an upwardly and forwardly Incllti^d

forward edge and means for the adjustment of said l>«ar-

Ing block or calk. Including a longitudinal slbt formed in

said sandal-llke member and an adjusting screw carrying

said bearing block or calk and passing through said slot,

said sandal-llke member also having a heel member

887 753. CASTING ROD. Matthias A. Bk.k. Milwau-

kee. Wis. Filed Feb. 17. 1908. Serial No. 416.1S1

1. A casting rod including a tubular grip and a flexible

rod butt having universal Joint bearings In said grip, sub-

stantially as described

2. A casting rod Including a tubular grip provided with
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interior ferrules having universal Joint connections there-

with, and a flexible rod butt fitting into said ferrules, sub-

stauilally as described.

3. A casting rod compri.sing a tubular grip provided with

internal socket bearings, ferrules having external ball

bearings fitted and held In said socket bearings, and a

flexible rod fitting into said ferrules, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A casting rod coniiirising a tubular or hollow hand

grip or handle provided with internal socket l>earlng8 each

having a removable section, ferrules provided with exter-

nal ball bearings fitted in said socket bearings, and a

flexible rod fitting into said ferrules, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. A casting rod comprising a tubular hand grip, fer-

rules arranged axlally in said grip and having ball and

socket Joint connections therewith, and a flexible rod fit-

ting into said ferrules, substantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 87,75 4 KNIFE SHARPENING MACHINE. Paul

Bkhbkns, Leipzig Lindenau, Germany. Filed Aug. 16,

1907. Serial Nu. .^«^S,8T7
"

cylinder, and an endless apron mounted on each set of

rollers, the two heated cylinders being mounted with their

surfaces adjacent with the aprons therebetween, and

being mounted to revolve in opposite directions whereby

to apply heat to each side of a fabric carried by said

aprons substantially as .shown and described.

2. In a machine of the character described, roller mem-

bers arranged In series, heat-applying cylinders and an

apron on each series of rollers and mounted to pass to-

gether around one cylinder in one direction of revolution,

between the adjacent surfaces of the cylinders and there-

from around the other In the opposite direction of revo-

lution, and means for moistening the aprons to a desired

degree whereby fabrics fed between the aprons may be

evenly and instantly moistened from each side, substan-

tially as shown.

3. In a dampening machine having heating cylinders

adjacent each other and rollers for carrying dampening

aprons, dampening aprons mounted to be carried on the

rollers and carried around the major part of each cylin-

der and disposed parallel to each other for a distance be-

fore and behind said cylinders to carry fabric to and from

the same, substantially as described.

1. in a knife sharpening machine the combination of

two rotary Krinding rolls portions of which are conical,

bearings positioned to support said rolls in contact with

one another so that the generators of their conical faces

form an acute angle to one another, greater than that be-

tween the planes of the side surfaces of the knife and

means for revolving said rolls.

2. In a knife grinding and polishing machine the com-

bination of two parallel grinding rolls portions of which

are conical, and a pollshinj: liand surrounding each roll

at the base of the conical portion thereof.

887.755. DAMPENING-MACHINE. Da.na H. Benjamin,

Lebanon, Pa. Filed Aug. 12. 1905. Serial No. 273,867.

tW»J..i»J>.i.*^JWj

1. In a machine of the character described, a plurality

of rollers arranged In two sets, each set Including a dam-

pening roller, a roller adjustably mounted and a heated

887,756. SAND-MOLDING APPARATUS. William D.

Berry, New Brighton, Pa. Filed June 12, 1907. Se-

rial No. 378,632.

1. Sand molding apparatus comprising a mold bottom

plate, a plurnlity of studs .secured to said plate, and a

central projecting portion on said plate.

2. Sand molding apparatus comprising a mold bottom

plate, provided with a plurality of sets of holes, studs

secured in one set of said boles and closures for the other

sets of holes.

3. Sand molding apjiaratus comprising a mold bottom

plate provided with a plurality of sets of threaded holes,

threaded studs fitting in one set of said holes, and thread-

ed plugs for closing the remaining sets of holes.

4. Molding apparatus comprising in combination a ma

chine plate provided with a central depression, a mold

bottom plate fitting in said depression and provided with

a central elevated portion and a number of studs, and u

flask resting on said parts.

6. Molding apparatus comprising n machine plate pro-

vided with a central depression and a central stud, a cen-

tering ring fitting therein, a pattern provided with a cen-

tral projection fitting Into said centering ring, and n

flask resting on said parts.

(Claims 6 to lu not printed In the Gazette.]

887,757. APPARATUS FOR MAKING TUBULAR SAND
CORES. WiLLiA.M D. Bkrkt. New Brighton. Pa. Filed

June 12, 1{M>7. Serial No. 378,633.

1. Core molding apparatus comprising a mandrel plate

provided with mandrel securing means, an annular shell

core plate or ring seated on said mandrel plate and sur-

rounding the base of the mandrel and a core box seated on

said core plate.

2. Core molding apparatus comprising a mandrel plate

provided with a threaded I'oss for sec\irlng the mandrel,

aa annular shell core plate or ring resting on the mandrel

plate and surrounding the base of the mandrel and pro-

vided with anchor receiving openings, and a core l>ox seat-

ing on the core plate.
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3 Tore molding apparatus comprising a taandrel plate,

a shell core plate reatlng on aaid mandrel plate and pro-

vided wltb a plurality of sets of anchor receiving openings,

each set being a different distance from ttte center than

the other sets, closures for said openings, and a core box

seating on said core plate.

4 Core molding apparatus comprising a mandrel plate,

an annular shell ,-ore plate reatlng on tha mandrel plate

and surrounding the base of the mandrel and provided

with anchor receiving openings, and a core boi seating on

said core plate.

.-, Core molding apparatus, comprising a core plate pro-

yUU^ with a plurality of sets of anchor receiving open-

ings each set l>eing a different distance from the center

than the other sets, closures for said openings, and a core

box seating on said core plate.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the daiette ]

3. Sand molding apparatus comprising a bottom plate

provided with an opening surrounded by a flantp or wall.

a core pan seating in the opening In said plate with its

edge portions beh.w th-' top of the flange or wall thereon.

find a core box open at the top and l>ottom and seating on

the flange '>r wall on the Iwttom plate and overhanging

the edge of tbf i.:i!i t , Ifiive a space between Itself and the

top e<lge •( rl i>an

4. Corf ii...i.iin- apparatus comprising a b<jttom plate

provided with an Mp.Milng surn iind^nl hy a flange or wall,

a core pan having tapering edge portions fitting into said

opening, and a core l)ox open at top and bottom and seat-

ing on the flange or wall of the bottom plate.

5. Core molding apparatus comprising a bottom plate

provided with an opening, a core pan seated In said ..pen

Ing. a column secured to said core pan and having means

at its upper end for the attachment of a handle, and a

core box seating on said lx)ttom plate.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette. 1

887 7'.'i IKICK CKiAK Jrnus BiNO. Detroit, Mich.,

assignor of one half to Charles J Holton, Detroit, Mich.

File<J Sept 1, 1906. Serial No. 332,901.

8 8 7,758. Al'l'ARAXrS FOR MAKINd SAND CORES.

Wi'ixiAM D Berky. New Brighton, I'a. Filed June 12.

1907. Serial No. 378.634.

1 In a trick cigar the combination with a >Mgar U^ly

of a spring eml>eddw1 tiierein and conne<-tlng means holding

the spring under tension whereby it is adapted to be re-

leased by the burning of the cigar

2 In a trick cigar the c-imhlnatlon with a cigar t>..dy

of "a spring emt)ed.!ed therein formed with arms adapte<l

to He In the longitudinal plane of the cltjnr and a fusible

loop uniting the outer ends thereof

3. In a trick cigar the combination with a cigar N^dy

of a spring embedded therein formed with arms united by

a coll at the Inner end and .•ombustlble means uniting the

free ends of said arms and adapte<l to b^ released by the

smoking of the cigar.

4 In a tri<k riifar the combination with a cigar b'-ly

of a spring enil)e.lded tlierdn and formed with a coil at

one end and arms adapted to lie in the Inngltudlna! plane

of the cigar with their tr*^ ends near the outer end tl)ereof

and a loop of comlnistllile material uniting the free ends

of said arm under f"nslon adspt.Ml to t>e released by the

smoking of the cigar

8S7.760 RECEITACLE FOR C.RANILAR OR ITLVER
ri.ENT MATKRIALS Abthi h .1 Bi.onp. I.ynn. Mass.

File<l Apr 10, 1907. Serial Ni> 3t)7,371.

1. Core molding apparatus comprislntj a bottom plate

prOTlded with n'l •[>enin','. a core pan seating in said open-

ing, and a i-' r" ''ox open at its top and bottom and seating

on the bottom plate r^)ncentrlc with said opening.

•2. Core molding apparatus comprising a bottom plate

provided with an opening surrounded by a flange or wall,

a core pan seating in said opening, and a core box open at

top and bottom and seating on the flang« surrounding the

opening in the bottom plate.

1 \ recei.tacle for granular or pulverulent material

having a fixed top with an opening therein, a revolving

disk plvotally mouufnl thereon and provided with an open-

ing and having a cross bar extending acrosa the diameter

of the disk and at right angles to the surface thereof, said

cross bar and disk t.elng forme.1 from a substantially

elliptical blank, substantially as described.

•^ \ receptacle for granular or pulverulent material

having a fixed top with an opening therein, a revolving

disk plvotally mounted thereon and provided with an open-

ing and havlrrg a cross bar extending across the diameter

,,f the disk and at right angles to the surface thereof,

said cross bar and disk l.elng formed of sheet metal struck

up and compressed along one diameter, substantially as

describe<l

3 A reopptai-le for srranulnr or pulverulent material

Man 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 52:

having a fixed top, a revolving disk struck up at Its cen-

ter along one diameter to form a cross bar, a tongue cut

from the cross l)ar at Its center and a rivet passed through

the tongue and the fixed top, substantially as described.

4. A receptacle for granular or pulverulent material

having a fixed top, a revolving disk struck up at Its cen-

ter to form a cross bar, overlapping tongues cut from the

cross bar at Its center and a rivet passed through the over-

lapping tongues and the fixed top. subatantlally as de-

scribed.

5. A receptacle for granular or pulverulent material

baTlng a fixed top. a revolving disk struck up at Its cen-

ter to form a cross bar. overlapping tongues cut from the

croM bar at Its center, a rivet passed through the over-

lapping tongues and the fixed top and strenghtenlng

braces cut from the cross bar and turned outwardly there-

from and securwl at their lower ends to the disk, sub-

stantially as descrlbe<l.

8 8 7,70 1. INDIVIITAI. «I«;AHKTTE-TIPPIN0 MA-

CHINE. ALEXANDER Hiii<HEit. Brooklyn, N. Y.. as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to .Vrthur L. Boucher,

New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 14. 1906 Serial No.

343,337.

5. In a cigarette tipping machine, the combination, with

a belt having holders to recelye the cigarettes with the tip

projecting at the edge of the belt, of a cigarette hopper

over one end of the belt, a grooved drum arranged between

the hopper and the belt with a casing upon one side to

retain cigarettes in the grooves, studs upon th.- drum in-

termediate to the grooves and dogs upon the belt adjac.-nt

to the holders to actuate the drum intermlttlngly to dis-

charge the clganttes successively Into the holders.

[Claims 6 to IJ not printed in the Gazette,]

887.762. ADJUSTABLE SCREW CONVEYEK Charles

Bbent, Kenora. Ontario. Canada, Filed July 31. 1905,

Serial No. 272.124. Renewed Oct. 16. 1907. Serial No.

397,675.

1 In a cigarette tipping machine, the combination, with I

a carrier having cigarettes supplied thereto with the end

to be tipped projecting beyond the edge of the carrier

sufflrienrly to receive a pasted tip. of means for moving

the carrier with the cigarette ends projecting, to a sta-

tion for applying the tip, the carrier remaining station

arv during the tipping operation, means for feeing the

nnd of a paslfKl ribbon of tipping material longitudinally

toward the proj.-ctlng end of the cigarette iw-neath the

same, an upper cutter transverse to the end of the cig-

arette, a lower cutter movable toward the under side of

the cigarette and operating with the upper cutter to sever

a section of the tipping material flush with the end of the

cigarette, and means for folding the severed section about

such projecting end.

2. In a cigarette tipping machine, the combination with

a belt having cigarette holders, of means for supplying

cigarettes to the W\t with the end to l)e tipped projecting.

means for feeding the end of a pasted rlt>t)on of tipping

material beneath such projecting end. a folder operating

to wrap the tipping section around one side of the tip. a

yielding finger to b. nd the section around the opposite

side of the tip when carried past the same by the belt,

and a presser to complete the folding of the section

around such opposite side of the tip.

3. In a cigarette tipping machine, the combination, with

a belt having holders to receive the cigarett.-s with the tip

projecting at the edge of the belt, of a <igar.tte hopper

over one end of the tielt and a grooved drum arranged be-

tween the hopper and the belt and turned intermlttlngly

to carry thi- cigarettes from the hopper to the belt.

4. In a cigarette tipping machine, the combination, with

a belt having holders to receive the cigar.'tles. with the

tip projecting at the edge of the belt, of a cigarette hop-

per over one end of the belt, a grooved dr\im arranged be-

tween the hopper and the belt with a casing >ipon one side

to retain cigarett.'s in tli.' grooves, and means actuated

by the IxMt for rotating the drum intermittingly to dis-

cbarge the cigarettes into the holders

1. In a conveyer, In combination, a flight, means for

driving the same, and means for varying the feed of said

conveyer by variation In the pitch of said flight.

2. In a conveyer, in combination, a flight having a con-

stant pitch throughout the length of the same, means

for driving said flight and means for varying the feeding

thereof without affecting the speed.

3. In a conveyer, in combination, a flight having a con

stant pitch throughout the length of the same, means for

driving said flight, and means for varying the pitch of

said flight.

4 In a conveyer. In combination, a feeding flight hav-

ing a constant pitch throughout its length, means for driv

ing the same and means for varying the pitch of said

flight during operation and without aBfecting the speed

theret)f.

f) In a conveyer, in combination, a flexible feeding

flight, means for spreading and contracting said flight

to vary the feed thereof, and means whereby said flight

may be rotated.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.763. PRINTING-MACHINE. Simmers Brown, Lon-

don. England. Filed Oct. 21. 1907 Serial No. 398.396

1. A rotary printing drum carrying type. In combina

tion with a ribbon traveling in contact therewith and

frlctionally operated means for causing the travel of

said ribbon forward and backward alternately for the

purpose set forth.

2, A rotary printing drum and its ribbon, in combina-

tion with spools on which the latter winds at its ends,

1 mutilated cams, means for turning said cams, and parts
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turning ^th said spools and held In yielding contact with

said cams. In order that the latter may cauae the said

ribbon to travel forward and backward substantially as

set forth.

3. A rotary printing drum and Its travellSK ribbon, in

combination with a mutilated cam for causing a reversed

motion of said rlbb<-)n, an idler pulley in contact with said

cam, a slotted part In which said idler pulley ia mounted,

means for turnlnk' said cam and a pulley carried by one of

the spools and in prujagement with said Idler pulley sub-

stantially as Sf't fi)rth.

4. A rotary printing drum and two exteaslble slotted

cams carried thereby, In combination with a wedge adapt-

ed to be Insert^Kl in the slot of either cam flor extending

its contact surface, a ribbon in contact with said drum

and tii.>ans for causing said ribbon to travel forward and

backward, such means being actuated by said cams, and

such adjustability of the cam surfaces permitting a fr^sh

part of the ribbon to be presented for use at tach forward

movement of said ribbon substantially as set forth.

887,764 CAR Kzka S. Bickvam, Philadelphia, Pa ,
as-

signor to John \. Brill, Philadelphia, Pa. J^'iled June 7.

1906. Serial No. 320,521.
|

5. In a car having stanchions and a roof pocket an up-

per and lower sash, means for guiding said sashes into

and out of said roof pocket, means for causing the said

sashes to engage whereby the lower will raise the upper,

means for disengaging the said sashes so that the lower

can continue traveling upward after Its disengagement

from the upper sash, and means for causing the said

sashes to engage on their downward movement.

[Claims t} to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,765 FISH HAIT OR Ll'RE Henbt W. Blrche-

MEYER. Kalamasoo. Mich. Filed July 1. 1W7 Serial

No. 381,586.

i^^^i;jf"^i^r'^

1. In a . ar having stanchions and roof pockets, an up-

and lower sash, guiding means fur each of said

tathf. means whereby the lower sash will engage the up-

per sash and carry it into said roof pocket, and means for

disengaging the said sashes, so that the lower one may

continue upward aftf-r its disengagement fVom the said

upper sash.

2. In a car having stanchions and a roof pocket an up-

per and a lower sash, guiding means for said sashes,

means near the top of said lower sash for engaging the

upper sash and carrying it into said roof pocket, and

means for disengaging said sashes, so that the lower sash

may continue upwardly after the upper sesb Is In Its

highest position.

.3. In a car having stanchions and a roof pocket, an up-

per and a low-r sash, independent guiding means for the

said sashes, whereby they will be caused to move In sepa-

rate slldeways, means whereby the lower sash will en-

gage the upper one and carry the latter into the roof

pocket, and means for disengaging tiie sjishes whereby

the lower sash may continue to move up^»ard after its

disengagement from said upper sash.

4. In a car having stanchions and a roof t>ocket, an up-

per and a 1ow»t sash, a [ilurality of straps in said roof

pocket for lnd>'pendentiy guiding said .sasljes. means on

the lower sash for engaging the upper .sask and causing

It to move info said roof pocket and means for disengaging

the sashes whereby the lower sash may continue Its move-

ment after raising the said upper sash into the roof

pocket.

1. A flsh bait or lure consisting of the combination of

a body: hooks thereon; disk like collars on the shanks of

said hooks to support the same outwardly away from the

said body to prevent the p.dnts contacting therewith ;

trailing devices with hooks secured thereto; suitable con-

ne<'tions securing the trailing device to the rear end of

said body ; depending arms from said trailing devices

rigidly secured thereto, with weights or sinkers formed

there<in ; flat spring guards secured to the shanks of said

hooks and curved Into proximity with the points thereof.

being suitably notched to embrace the points of the hm^ks ;

and suitable spinners at Intervals, all coactlng substan-

tially as described and for the purpose specified

2. The combination with a pair of hooks arranged one to

the rear of the other, the forward hook having a stop bead

back of the barbs, of a coupling for said hooks having an

eye through which the forward hook Is arranged, embrac

ing said hixik back of said stop bead ; a spinner on said

coupling ; and n weight on said coupling for preventing the

rotation of the parts with the spinner

3. In a flsh bait or lure, the combination of a suitable

float bo^ly ; a train of hooks back of the same; spinners

arranged between the said hooks; and balancing weights

to prevent the rotation of the parts, coactlng for the pur-

pose specified.

4. A flsh bait or lure, consisting of tlie combination of

a b.Kly ; ho«ik3 thereon; disk like collars on the shanks of

said hooks to support the same outwardly away fri>m the

said body to prevent the points contacting therewith;

trailing devices with hooks secured thereto ;
suitable con-

nection securing the trailing device to the rear end of said

body ; depending arms from said trailing devl.es rigidly

secure<l thereto, with weights formed thereon ;
ami suitable

spinners at Intervals on the said couplings, all coactlng

substantially us de8cril)ed and for ttie purpose specified.

5. A tish bait or lure consisting of the combination of

a body ; hooks thereon ; trailing devices with hooks secured

thereto; suitable connections s.-curlng the trailing device

to the rear end of said body ;
depending arms from said

trailing devices rigidly secured thereto, with weights or

sinkers formed thereon; flat spring guards Ke<-ure<l to the

shanks of said hooks and curved Into proximity with the

[M.lnts there.if, being suitably notched to embrace the

points of the hooks ; and suitable spinners at Intervals on

said connections, all coactlng sulwtantlally as described

and for the purpose specified.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,76« AUVKRTISINd I)p:VirK Wh.i.iam 1> Bt tt,

Kansas ( ity. Mo. Filed Aug HI. IWCl. Serial No.

171,3H3.

1. An advertising device comprising a stationary part

and a movable part, said stationary part comprising a

transparent panel with a translucent design atflied there-

to, said movable part located l)ehlnd the design, and

means for moving said movable part so as to give the de-

sign portion thereof the appearance of movement.

2. An advertising device comprising a stationary part

.Ma\- 19, 190S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 529

and a movable part, said stationary part comprising a
j

transparent panel with a translucent design aflixed there-

to, means for moving the movable part along the station

ary part so as to give the stationary part the appearance

of movement, and a device for illuminating both sides of

said design.

3. An advertising device comprising a case provided

With a transparent panel, a sign associated with said panel

comprising a stationary part and a movable part, which

parts harmonize to produce a unitary effect, and means for

moving the movable part along the stationary part.

4. An adveitising device comprising a case provided

with a transparent panel, a sign associated with said panel

comprising a stationary part and a movable part which

harmonize In producing a unitary eflfect, a device for Illu-

minating said panel from within, and means for throw-

ing light on the outer face of said panel so as to vary the

effect produced.

.•). An advertising device, comprising a case provided

with a transparent panel, a sign associated with said

panel, comi>rislng a stationary part provided with a por-

tion pervious to ra>s of light, means for Illuminating the

back of said sign so that the light passes through the per-

Tious portion, a device associated with said stationary

part for Intermittently Intercepting the rays of light

go as to produce an Illusory effect of motion In a portion

of the stationary part, and a movable part forming a sig-

nificant element In the sign and adapted to harmonize

with the stationary part so ns to produce an appearance of

motion in the stationary part.

said member, tubes extending downward below the ears.

and supporting legs extending through the tut.es and hav-

ing their upper ends broadened and arranged beneath and

In close proximity to the ears.

3. The combination with the plate having hinge

knuckles thereon, of the hinge member having forwardly

projecting ears to aline with the said knuckles, the pintle

extending through the ears and knuckles, an abutment on

the upper part of the hinge member to engage the back of

the plate, sockets on the lower part of the hinge member,

and legs held in the sockets with their upper ends in en-

gagement with the ears.

4. A structure such as described, comprising a hinge

memlter having forwardly projecting ears, an upwardly

extending abutment, sockets below the ears, and legs held

in the sockets with their ends supporting the ears.

5. A structure such as descrll>ed, comprising a plate hav-

ing hinge knuckles thereon and a hinge member having

forwardly projecting ears to engage the knuckles, an abut-

ment at its upper end to engage the plate back, tubes at

Its lower end, and supporting legs entering the tubes and

having their upper ends projecting through the tubes and

broadened.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,768. CANDY - PULLING MACHINE. Joseph L.

c'acbey, Kansas City, Mo., assignor to Loose-Wiles

Cracker Ac Candy Company. Kansas City. Mo., a Corpora-

tion of Missouri, Filed Oct. 9, 1907. Serial No.

396,636. t

887,767. EASEL,
slgnor to M W
Mflis . n lirm
40H,375.

Frkd M. C.4RR, Somervllle. Mass., as-

Carr A Company, West Somervllle,

Filed riec. 28. 1907. Serial No.

1 A structure of the kind described, comprising a hinge

member having forwardly projecting hinge ears, an abut-

ment extending above the ears, tubular members extending

below the ears, and supporting legs extending through the

tubular members and having their upper extremities ar-

rangeil to abut with and brace the aforesaid ears.

1. A structure of the kind described, comprising a hinge

member having forwardly extending perforated ears, an

abutment projertlng upward and forming the top of the

1. A candy-pulling machine comprising a frame, a stand-

ard or support projecting upwardly from said frame, a

horizontal shaft journaled In said support, a rock arm se-

cur.-d to said shaft and provided with pins for supporting

a batch of candy, a pinion connected to said shaft, a rack

bar meshing with said pinion, a guideway for said rack

bar plvotally mounted on said shaft, and a rock lever con-

nected at its lower end to the frame and provided at Its

upper end with a pin which passes between the pins on the

oscillating arm when said lever is actuated ;
substantially

as described.

2. A candy pulling machine comprising a frame pro-

vided with an upwardly projecting support, an oscillating

arm carried by said support and provided with pins for

receiving a batch of candy, a reciprocating rack bar for

actuating said arm, a rock lever provided with a pin

adapted to pass between the pins on the oscillating arm, a

horizontally disposed shaft to which said rack bar is eccen-

trically connected, a crank arm on said shaft connected by

a link to the rock lever, and means for rotating said shaft ;

substantially as described.

3. A candy-pulling machine comprising an oscillating

arm provided with pins for supporting a batch of randy, a

movable meml)er provided with a pin which Is adapted to

travel between the pins on the oscillating arm when said

member is actuated, and means for continuously rotating
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the candy supporting pin8 on said osclllatlnir arm while

the machine Is In operation : substantially as described.

4. A candy pullini? machine cumprUlng an oscillatlDg

arm. candy-supportlnj? pins rutatabiy mounted in said arm

and each "provided at one end with a tooth«l memt)er. a

rigidly mounted toothed member coopfratlnp with the

toothed members on said pins, means fnr a'tiiatlng said

oscillating arm, and a m<)val)le member pr.ivjded with a

pin for engaging the candy supported by the phis of the

oscillating arm ;
substantially as descrlbeil

5. A candy-pulling machine comprising' an oscillatlni;

arm. candy -supporting pins rotatalily m..unte<l in said urni

and each being provided with a near, a stationary gear

meshing with the gears on said pins, means for actuating

said oscillating arm whereby the pins thereon are caused

to rotate, and a rock lever provided with a pit for engag-

ing the candy supported by the pins of the oscillating arm

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

l>y said stationary mt-mber, fted wires carried by said

movable membt-r. and means for passinc > current between

said members, for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,769. EI.KCTRIiAl. « TKUNG-IRON. Tkevuk M.

Cavks, Kansas City. Mo . assignor to Isatc C. Soule,

Kansas City. Mo. FUfd rvc 11. 1906. Serial No. 347.269.

1. .\ curling Iron comprising a hollow bar. a heating

coll wrapped on a suitable eort> and contained In said bar,

feed wires connected with said coll. a clip adapted for co-

operation with said bar and a pivot pin extending through

portions of said clip and through the hollow bar between

the coil ends and adjacent to the coll body for the pur-

pose set forth.

_* A curling iron comprising a heating t»ar. a handle

portion, a heating unit contained In said Uar. a swivel

carried by said handle portion, means for cotductlng cur-

rent to said swivel, and mean.s for conducting current be-

tween said swivel and said heating unit independently of

the heating bar an.l handle portion.

3. In a curling Iron, the combination with a suitable

bar and handle portion, of a stationary swivel member

carried by said handle portion, a movable swivel member

carried by said stationary member, feed wires connected

with said movable memb.'r. a heating unit In said bar. and

feed wires connecting said stationary swivel member and

said heating unit independently of said heating bar and

handle portion.

4 In a curling Iron, the combination with a heating

bar having a nou conductive handle portion, of a station-

ary swivel member carried by said handle portion, a mov-

able swivel member carried by said statlotary member,

feed wires connected with said movable member, a heat-

ing unit carried in but insulated from sal<l bar. and con-

ducting wires connect inn the heating unit aiid stationary

swivel member.

:.. In a curling iron, the combination With a hollow

liar, of a handle portion -m said bar, a heating coil con

talned in said bar with Its ends projecting Into said

handle portion, a stationary swivel member contained In

said handle portion and having separate contact with

each of the coU ends, a movable swivel member carried

,S87.770 METilt>I> OF FILLING UP HOLES IN DAM
.VGKL) BOBBINKT. Cakl A. Christinger. Wyl. 8wlt-

lerland. Filed Oct. 12, 1906. Serial No. 338,641.

The method of tilling up holes In damaged bobblnet or

tulle bv means of a sewing machine, consisting firstly In

guiding the damaged part underneath the needle and by

the looping of the needle and shuttle threads sewing par-

allel lavers of threads across the hole, secondly In newmg

over the said parallel layers of threads crosswise a second

like layer of threads, the first loops In each case being

made In the undamaged part of the tulle and finally sew-

ing zig-zag like over the said two layers of threads adjacent

to their crossing points a third layer of threads, all sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

887.771. PKKMLTATION - LOCK.

Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 8, 1906.

Di RA.ND Churchill,

Serial No. 329.327.

I^

1. In a permutation lock, the c-omblnatlon of a base

having one end l>ent at an angle thereto and provided

with an aperture, a shell or casing secured to the base ad

Jacent one end and being spaced from the l)ent end. said

shell or casing t)elng provided with angular faces, a par-

tition in the casing and a closure for the fre.^ end. said

partition and closure being provided with registering aper

tures alined with the aperture In the bent eod. a tumbler

disposed within the space between .said end and the ad

jacent end of the shell or casing, and being al»<j provided

with an aperture registering with the other apertures, a

l>olt passing through the alined apertures, and lugs pro

Jectlng from the bolt, said tumbler and partition being

each provided with a siot through which the lugs pass, an.l

said tumbler being provided with angular faces adapted to

coincide with the faces of the shell or casing

2 In a permutation lock, the combination of a ba.se

having one end bent at an angle thereto and provided

with an aperture, a siiell or casing secured to the base

adjacent one end and tielng spaced from the bent end,

said shell or casing being provided with angular faces, a

partition in the casing and a closure for the free end. said

partition and closure being provided with registering:

apertures alined with the aperture In the l)ent end. a

tumbler dlsiwsed within the space between said end

and the adjacent end of the shell or casing, and being also

provided with an aperture registering with the other aper

tures, a bolt passing through the alined apertures, lugs

' projecting from the bolt, said tumbler and partition being
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each provided with a slot through which the lugs pass,
|

and a head on the bolt adjacent the closed end of the

shell or casing for operating the bolt, said head and
]

tumbler being each provided with angular peripheral

faces adapted to coincide with the faces of the shell or

casing to direct the parts into operative position.

3. In a permutation lock, the combination of a base

having one end disposed at an an):le thereto and provided

with an aperture, a shell or casing secured to the base

and spaced from said end, said shell or casing and end

being provided with angularly disposed coinciding faces,

a partition in the shell or casing having an aperture regis-

tering with the aperture In the angularly disposed end

and being provided with a slot communicating with the

aperture, a tumbler disposed within the space between

the shell or casing and said end. said tumbler being pro-

vided with a slot and aperture adapted to respectively

register with the slot and aperture In the partition, a

bolt passing through the alined aperture and lugs on the

bolt adapted tt, pass through the slots, said tumbler being

provided with angularly disposed peripheral faces adapted

to CO Inclde with the faces on the shell or casing, and the

angularly disposed end of the base for directing the tum-

bler into operative position.

4. In a permutation b'ck. the combination of a base

having one end disposed at an angle thereto and provided

with an aperture, a shell or casing secured to the base and

spaced fnmi said end, said shell or casing and end being

provld.'d with angularly disposed coinciding faces, a par-

tition in the shell or casing having an aperture registering

with the aperture In the angularly disposed end and being

provided with a slot communicating with the aperture, a

tumbler disposed within the space between the shell or cas-

ing and said end. said tumbler betnt: provlde<l with a slot

and aperture adapted to respectively register with the

slot and aperture in the partition, a bolt passing through

the alined apertures and lugs on the Ik.U adapted to pass

through the slots, said tumbler being provided with angn

larly disposed peripheral faces adapted to coincide with

the faces on the shell or casing, and the angularly dis-

posed end of the base f.ir directing the tumbler Into

operative position, and said base being provided with a

countersunk or recessed (lortion adapted to receive the

comers formed by. the faces on the tumbler to permit ro-

tation of the latter

5. In a permutation lock, the combination of a base, a

support adjacent one end thereof, a shell or casinvr spaced

from the support and resting upon and secured to the

bflse by forcing a portion of the base through the wall of

the casing and upsetting said portion, a tiartition In the

shell or casing, a tumbler disposed between the support

and shell or casing, said support, tumbler and partition

being provided with nllned apertiins, and said ttimbler

and partition b<ing each provided with a slot communicat-

ing with the respective aperture, n bolt passing through

the apertures, and lugs on the bolt adapted to engage the

partition an.l tumbler and pass thnuigh the slots therein

when the latter are placed in alinenient.

[Claims G to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

valve prior to a predetermined flow lu the main, a bypass

around the said check valve provided with two exit ports.

a measuring device located in said by pass and provided

with two registering means, said measuring device caus-

ing the operation of the first registering means to register

the water passing through the bypass, means acting simul-

taneously with the opening of the check valve to close the

first exit port. op«'n the second exit port and connect the

second registering means and the measuring device, means

to secure a substantially constant proportional flow through

the second exit port and the main.

8 8 7.772. rUOPOKTIONAI. METF.R Ezra E Ci..\rk.

Springfield. Mass., assignor to Charles H. Phlnney,

trustee. Chestnut Hill. Mass Filed Aug. 31. 1904. Se-

rial No. 222.792.

1 .\ water meter comprising a water main, a check-

valve therein, means to prevent the opening of said check-

valve prior to a predetermined flow In the main, a by pass

around the said check-valve provided with two exit ports.

a measuring device located in said by pass and provided

with two registering means, said measuring device causing

the operation of the first registering means to register the

water passing through the by pass, means acting simul-

taneously with the opening of the check-valve to close the

first exit port, open the second exit port and connect the

second retisterin;: means snd the measuring device

2. .\ water meter comprising a water main, a check-

valve therein, means to prevent the opening of said check-

3. A water meter comprising a water main, a clieck-

valve therein, means to prevent the opening of said check-

valve prior to a predetermined flow in the main, a by-pass

around the said check-valve provided with two exit ports.

a measuring device located in said by pass and provided

with two registering means, said measuring device causing

the operation of the first registering means to register

the water passing through the by pass, means actuated

during the time the check-valve is open to maintain the

first exit port closed, the second exit port open, the meas-

uring device and the second registering means connected,

and a substantially constant proportional flow through the

second exit port and the main.

4. A water meter comprising a water main, a check-

valve therein, means to prevent the opening of said check-

valve prior to a predetermined flow In the main, a by-pass

around the said check valve provided with two exit ports.

a measuring device located in said by pass and provided

with two registering means, said measuring device causing

the operation of the first registering lueans to register the

water passing through the liy pass, means connected with,

and operated by the opening movement of, the check-

valve to close the first exit port, open the second exit port,

and conn.'ct the second registering means and the meas-

uring device simultaneously with the opening of the check-

valve.

5. A water meter comprising a water main, a check-

valve therein, means to prevent tlie opening of said check-

valve prior to a predetermined flow in the main, a by-pass

around the said check-valve provided with two exit ports.

a measuring device located in said by pass and provided

with two registering means, said measuring device causing

the operation of the first registering m.nns to register the

water passing through the by-pass, means connected with.

and operated by the opening movement of. the check valve

and acfinc simultaneously therewith to close the first exit

port, open the second exit port, and connect the second

registering means and the measuring device, means to se-

cure a substantially constant proportional flow through

the second exit port and the main.

[Claims 6 to .S3 not printed in the Gazette]

887.773. DTVIIiED ACTION FOR PIANOS Thomas

Danqvard. New York. N. Y.. assignor to The Autopiano

Company, a Corporation of New York Filed Nov. 20,

1905 Serial No 289.573

1. In a musical instrument, the combination of actions.

wlppens therefor, abstracts plvotally connected with the

wlppens. additional connections for operating the actions
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comprl8ln« pushlne ban, pivoted below and eugngXng the
|

5 In a «.>lf playing mnsLal Instrument an.l In .-om^

wlppena of the actiona. and means for collectively adjust- blnatlon. shoe and roller m.rhnnism a strlker-rod. and

In^ tn» ends of the pushing bars which emcaire fhe wlp-

peiu.

2. In

means 1

piaii", the combination with the actions, of

operatink,' the actions comprising? pivoted links.

pushing' Dars pivutally connected with the links, springs

norraaliy tending? to keep the pushing bars io one position,

an adjustlni; rod. and springs between tha pushing bars

and adjusting rod.

:i In a piano, the combination with the actions, of

means for operating the actions comprlsinjj pushing bars,

springs normally tending to throw the pushing bars In

one direction, and springs tending to throw the pushing

bars In the other direction.

4 In a piano, the combination with the action*, of

means for operating the actions, comprising pushing bars,

springs normally tending to throw the pushing bars in one

dlrecti'jn, and springs tending to throw the pushing bars

in the other direction when put under tension, the last

named springs being of a strength sufflcieBt to overcome

the action of the first named springs.

5 Id a piano, the combination of a section of actions,

means for operating the actions comprlsinij pushing bars,

springs normally tending to throw the pushing bars In one

direction, a rod for controlling the action of the pushing

bars, and springs t>etween the pushing bar^ and rod tend-

ing to throw the pushing bars in the other direction.

[Claims ') to 1
_' n^t printed in the (lazette.]

887,774. SKI.F ri. VYIN(. .VTT.vril.MF.NT FOR PI.VN08.

Gei'BGK H I>.\v!~i W.-st orange, N ,l Filed Sept. 21,

IQC^ Serial No :J79,47--'.

1 In an electric self-playing atta.'hraetit for musical

Instruments, the (•oni^inati..n with a sounflproduclng de-

vice, of a perman-nrlv ,!n«.-(l magnetic circuit comprising

axed and movable elements, a mosal)le el«nent of which

controls the sound producing devie»>

2. In a selfplaving Instrument, the combination with

a roller, a shoe t.. • .. h mated thereijy. a striker rod, and

connections betwe.n said shoe and strik^ir rud whereby

a plurality of Impulses are successively iraparted to said

striker rod by said shoe.

3. In a self-playing musical instrument, the combina-

tion with a roller, of a shoe to be actuated thereby, and

a striker rod having an extended bearing |ace one end of

which normally rests against said shoe. |

4. In a self playing musical Instninient, the combina-

tion with a roller, of a plvote<l shoe to be aetunted thereby,

and a striker rod provided with an eiteuderi, substantially

flat bearing face having Initial and final points of engage-

ment with said shoe at different distanvs from the pivot

thereof.

f
^«

means for imparting initial and final Impulses to said

striker rod

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

S87.775. WEl.L DUILLING M.V* HI.NEUV.

Dbckbk. Houston. Tex. Filed Nov. 2, 1906.

'341.761.

Hakhv R
Serial No.

1 In combination with a mtary drilling machine, sur-

face casing secured In a well b-ire. and a drill stem In the

well l)ore, comprising coupl-d lengths of tiilmi;:. a sleeve

secured to fhe surface casing having a proj.. tion th.r.Min,

a clamping device secure.i to the drill stem and engaglnK'

said projection to hold the drill stem In the well bore sta

tionary, and means secured fo fhe P'tary drilling machine

to rotate one lengtli of said drill stem, substantl.'^lly as

shown and described

2, In combination with a rotary drilling machin.', sur-

face casing secured in a well f)ore, and a drill stem In

the well bore, comprising coupled lengths of tubing, a

sleeve secured to the surface casing having a projection

thereon, pipe tongs secured to the drill stem and engaging

said projection to hold the drill stem in the well bore sta-

tionary, and means secured to the rotary drilling machine

to rotate one length of said drill stem, substantially as

shown and described.

3. In combination with a rotary drilling machine, sur-

face casing se<-ured in a w.-ll tiore. and a drill st.-ra in
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said well bore comprising coupled lencths of tnblng, a

sleeve secured to the surface casing, a post secured to the

upper enil of said sleeve, a clamp secured to the drill stem

and engaging the post to hold the drill stem stationary,

and means secur^Ml to the rotary drilling machine to rotate

one length of said drill stem, substantially as shown and

described.

4. In combination wifh a rotary drilling machine, sur-

face casing secured in a well bore, and a drill stem in the

well bore, comprising coupled lengths of tutting, a sleeve

secured to the surface casing having a projection thereon,

a clamping device secured to the drill stem and engaging

said projection to liold the drill stem in the well bore

stationary, and clamping jaws secured lo the rotary drill-

ing machine to engage one length of the drill stem and

rotate If. substantially ns shown and described.

.5. In combination with a rotary drilling machine, sur-

face casing secured In a well bore, and a drill stem in the

well bore, comprising coupled lengths of tubing, a sleeve

secured to the surface casing having a projection thereon,

a clamping device secured to fhe drill stem and engaging

said projection to hold the drill stem in the well bore

stationary, perforated ears secured to the rotary drilling

machine, and clamping jaws having supports shaped to fit

said ears, said clamping jaws being adapted to engage one

length of th.' drill stem, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

[Claims G to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

switch arm. anode and cathode connecting wires carried

by said contact heads, and spring clamps having slots

adapted to embrac said contact heads, all substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

887,776. 1:LECTU<jI'LATING .\I'rARATUS. CHARLES

E. Db Long, Shreveport, La., assignor to C. B. Norton

Jewelry Company. Kansas City. Mo. Filed Oct. 4, 1907.

Serial No. 395.978.

..£=31^

1. An electroplating apparatus comprising a case, a

battery in said case, a switch board connected with said

battery and having current strength indicating points ex-

posed to the exterior of said case, a switch arm adapted

for movement in conductive relation to said switch board,

and anode and cathode connecting m.ans leading one to

the battery and one to the switch arm, for the purpose set

forth.

2. Ml electroplating apparatus comprising a case, a

battery In said case, means on said case for supporting a

solution tank, contact points connected with said battery

and exposed to the exterior of said case, anode and cath-

ode connections, and a Hwltch arm in conductive relation

to the cathode connections, and adapted for contact with

said contact points, for the purpose set forth.

3. An electroplating apparatus comprising a case, a

battery In said case, a removable bracket on the exterior

of said ca.se, a solution tank supported by said bracket,

an anode In said tank connected with said battery, con-

tact points connected with said battery and indicating

current strength for work with dilTerent solufions. a con-

tact head, cathode carrying wires connected with said

head, and a switch arm connected with said head, and

adapted for engagement wifh said contact points

4 .\n electroplating apparatus comprising a case hav-

ing a base extended to form shelves at the ends of the

case, a removable top on said case, a battery contained

within said case, a switch board connected with one pole

of said battery and having contact points on the exterior

of the case, a swlfcli arm adapted for engagement with

said points, contact heads on said case, one of saiil heads

being connected with said battery and fhe other wifh said

887.777. METALLURGICAL FURNACE William S.

Dbmpset, New York, N. Y. Original appllcntiou filed

Sept. 7. 1906. Serial No. 333.719. Divided and this

application filed Nov. 21. 1906. Serial No. 344.450.

Renewed Feb. 7. lOOS Serial No. 414,781.

1. In a furnace, the combination of a melting chamber,

a series of twyers leading Into the chamber, openings

formed below the twyers, and a plug destructible by heat

partly closing each opening.

2. In n furnace, the combination of a melting chamber

having a series of openings formed in the walls thereof,

a twyer box at each opening, each of said twyer boxes

being" provided with an air valve and a slagging spout.

and n removable plug partly closing the outlet through

the slagging spout.

887.778. GOVERNOR. Arthtr Dickerson, American

Fork. Utah, assignor of two-fifths fo Henry D. Bnley and

one fifth to Nicholas M. Ambrose. American Fork, Utah.

Filed Apr, 1, 1007. Serial No. 365.754.

The combination, with an engine shaft and n centrifu-

gal governor having a pulley, of a cam sleeve which is

mounted on. and rotatable, and adjustable longitudinally

of the shaft and provided wifh :i large pulley, fhe said

I sleeve having an inclined slot, a radial pin fixed In the
'

shaft and working In said slot, a spiral spring encircling

the shaft and connecting the sleeve therewith so that It

serves to rotate the sleeve with the shaft when under due

j

tension, a valve controlling admission of steam fo the

engine and having a rod one end of which works in con-

nection with the aforesaid cam sleeve, and a band con-

necting the k'overnor pulley wifh fhe sleeve pulley, as

1 shown and descriljed.
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887.779. CLUTCH OR BRAKE. Joseph A ^/''"^•^^ov

entry. England. Filed Au, 0. 100«. Serial ho. 3J9.341.

GAZETTE M.w 19, 1908.

1 The combination of a pair of clatch m.-oU^r.. one of

which 18 movable axlally relatively to the other an ad-

1u.Ubl "ng carried by one member and fcrmln« w th

be other member an annular groove opening '----d^h;

„U of rotation of the clutch, an axlally movable cone

Adapted to paa. through said ring and '^^^'^•^^^;--;"'

Members arranged in the gr,v.ve and In contmt with the

outTface of the cone and adapted to X^ forced out-

wa'dly by the cone, to move one clutch member relatively

'°f The'clhination with a .haft, of a fly wheel having

an integral clutch face and rigidly secured to he .haft

.second shaft, a 8e<-ond clutch member movably .-arr.e^l

lyZLona ahaft and arranged within tha fly wheel, a

nl.te s^ure,! to the tly wheel and Incloslag the clutch

S^mbeTa rianged rln. secured to the plate about the

re:Cmentlone^ .haft, an adjustable ring ^-Mng .crew

connection with the flanged ring, formeii to provide »

eXe between it and the axlally movable clutch mem^

ZTln ^xlailv movable cone on the neoond .haft adapted

TpaL through the ring, and antl frlctional memtjer.

lying m the groove and In contact with the outer wall of

The axiallv movable cone.

3 The 'combination with a shaft, of a fly wheel having

an integral clutch face and rigidly ''ecur-d to the shaft

a ..-cond .haft a .econd clutch mem.-t>er mOval.ly carried

hv the .econd .haft, an.l arranged within tUe fly wheel a

plat, .ecured to th. fly whe.l and Inclo.lng the clutch

LrnN-r. a flanged ring .*^curpd to the plat, about the sec-

ond mentioned shaft, an adjustablp ring, having .crew

connection with th. flanged ring formed to provide a

groove between it and the axlally movable clutch mem-

ber an axiallv movable cohp on the .econ-l shaft, adap ed

to pa... through the ring, and antl-frlctlonal members y n^

in the groove and in .intact with the ouO-r wall of he

axiallv movable cup, and a ring carrying' pin. and having

a thru.t ball bearing conne<-rion with the ctne.

members, and separately adjustable clamping "<» -P''^'"*

means arranged hetwe.n and holding aald members In any

position to which they may be adjusted.

•' In a cylindrical brush of the class described, a plu-

ralTty of circular heads, endwise adjustable bristle bear^

"g Lmb..r8 mounted on the heads, clamps for hold ng

Sfd member, against the heads, and wedges for spacing

and clamping said members.
,, ^ . ni„

S In a cvllndrlcal brush of th.- class descrlln^d a plu-

rality of circular head, each having a P"'Pf
l-^''^

^';-

posed annular tlan.e provided with bolt receiving open-

fn^s bristle bear.ng sticks, wedge blocks serving as spac-

ing and clamping means between said sticks, clamp plates

arranged ov. the wedge blocks and .-xtending par ly over

t^e'ges of the stl.ks. and ...curing bolt, pas.itxg through

the plates and block, and Into the opening's of the flan.es^

4 in a cvllndrlcal brush for a cotton gin. a ph.ral.t of

circular head... each having a series of openings ^-°>-<^ '«

,;,r WP..S near tb. p.ripherv for the insertion of balanc^

\Z weights, bristle bearing .ticks, w.dge blocks arranged

between the sticks, clamping plate, resting against the

out7r faces of the wedge blocks and having their ;^<i«es I>ra-

wnng over -be outer edges of the bristle l^earlng st cks

ind securing bolt, or « rews extending through he p
e

'

«nd block, and secured to the periphery of such circular

heads.

RR7 7«1 TRANSMISSION DEVICE. Anscn V. Flsc.lKK.

'^rittsburri H Kil..l Oct -.4. lixn. Serial NO. 398.878.

887.780. GIX-BKUSH Theoph. lis r E>F.RHARt.T^ Fort

Valley, Oa Filed May :^1. 1907. Serial No. 3.6,549.

zm
1 In a cvlindrical brush of the das. described, a plu

rallty of circular head., endwise adJu.taWe bristle bearing

1 X transmission device of the class described, com^

prehendlng a rotative cylinder of elliptic form In cross-

ectiou Provided with oppositely disposed -^yP;--^ --;

munlcatlng with the Interior thereof and ^^ "^ ^
7,.

tPrlor annular exten.lon about It. axis of r"^*^^^"' '^^^
'

leriur
r.««>jps a sleeve carried by saia

latable valve.
'";;;; .^^^^^^.^J, ",.„,uudinally thereon,

exten.lon and adapted to siioe ..

„.h,,rphv a
„,,n, a.soclated with said

^^^^''^^^^JZ.l ^wZl^n
,ii.linL' movement Imparted manually to said sleeve win

osdlate he valves, a rotative piston In said cylinder pro-

:"
d with op^K,.itely disposed radial slot.^ spring aen^^

,itPd blades m said piston slots adapted to engage he

wan. o? the cvlinder. and a liquid flll.ng the unoccupied

-r;^;:r;mu:;:rd::;l; rr CU.S described, com.

ore'hending a rotative cylinder of elliptic form In cross-

L<, ion provided with oppositely disposed bv-pas.es com-

Ing peripheral en^-agement with the cyiina r

unoccupied space In said cylinder and by pa.sses

TT transmission device of the class described, com-

prehending a rotative cylinder of elliptic form In cross-

Let ion provided with oppositely disposed ';>-P— com-

municating with the interior thereof and having an ex-
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ternal annular extension about lt« axis of rotation, oscil-

latable valves In said by-passes, a sleeve carried by said

extension and adapted to slide longitudinally thereon,

means associated with said valves and sleeve whereby a

sliding movcnient Imparted manually to the sleeve will

oscillate the valves, a rotative piston arranged in said

cylinder and provided with oppositely disposed radial

slots, sprint: actuated blades in said piston slots adapted
to engage the walls of the cylinder, and a liquid filling the

unoccupied space in ..aid cylinder and by-passes, said

blades being provided with channels upon their sides and
said piston with relief ports.

4. A transmission device of the class described, com-

prehending a rotative cylinder of elliptic form in cross-

section, provided with oppositely disposed by-passes com-
municating with the interior thereof and having an ex-

ternal annular extension about its axis of rotation, oscll-

latable valves In said by passes, a sleeve carried by said

extension and adapted to slide longitudinally thereon,

means associated with .said valves and sleeve whereby a

sliding movement Imparted manually to the sleeve will

oscillate tne valves, a rotative piston arranged In said

cylinder and provided with oppositely disposed radial

slots, spring actuated blades in said piston slots adapted
to engage the walls of the cylinder, and a liquid filling

the unoccupied space in .aid cylinder and by pa.sses. said

blades being provided with channels upon their sides and
said piston engaging peripherally with the walls of the

cylinder at diametrically opposite points between the by-

passes and Is provided with relief ports communicating
with the blade slots.

887,782. BISH FOR VALVES. Frank T Fieokhe.n.

New Cross, and Chaki.e.s R. C. Hart, Brlxt(»n. England
Filed Oct. 7, 1007. Serial No. 396.338.

887.78.'?. VENEER-FRESS. Chablbs E. Francis. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio Filed Nov. 14, 1906 Serial No. 343,348.

1. In a press-frame, the combination of a top-frame,

[mrallel bottom frame members, consisting each of two
parallel, spaced rails, floor-rails resting on these rails,

anchors provided between the rails constituting the bot-

tom frame members which engage these floor rails, bolts

whereby these anchors are held to the bottom-frame-mem-
bers, a floor-plate resting on these floor-rails, and means
for holding top and bottom-frames to each other,

134 O. a.—30

1. A valve bush comprising a central rinj: with arras

hinged to It.

2. A valve consisting of a body porti-in, a central ring 1

embedded In the body portion and arms hinged to the ring i

and also embedded In the body portion of the valve.

2. In a press, the combination of pressure-exerting de-

vices, supports for them, a floor-plate, flanged floor rails

on which it rests, longitudinal frame-members on which
they are supported at their ends, the said members con-

sisting of spaced, parallel rails, anchors in this space

which are slipped over the flanges of the floor-rails, tie-

bolts engaging these anchors, washers at the lower ends

of these bolts which bear against the underside of these

rails and across the space between them and through
which the lower ends of the tie-bolts extend, and nuts en

gaging the tie-bolts below these washers serving to draw
the anchors down to hold the floor rails In position.

3. In a rectangular press-frame, the combination of par-

allel top- and bottom-frame members, each member con-

sisting of parallel, flanged rails spaced apart, a floor pro-

vided on the bottom frame-members, upright tubes whereby
the top-frame members are supported above the floor, tie

rods passing through these tubes and through and beyond
the spaced rails of top and bottom frame-members and
means at the projecting ends of the tie-rods which, by

bearing against the flanges of the rails thereat, servo to

hold the press-frame together.

4. In a rectangular press-frame, the combination of par-

allel top and bottom frame members, each member con

slstlng tif parallel, flanged rails spaced apart, a floor pro-

vided on the bottom frame-members, perforated washers
under the flanges of the rails of the top-frame members,
upright tubes under these washers whereby the top-frame

members are supported above the floor, tie rods passing
through the space between the bottom frame members,
through the tubes, the washers above them and through
the space between the rails above these washers, and
means at the ends of these tie-rods to hold 'the engaged
parts together.

5. In a rectangular press-frame, the combination of par-

allel top and bottom frame-members, each member con-

sisting of parallel flanged rails spaced apart, floor-rails

resting on the bottom-frame-members, a rectangular floor-

plate on these floor-rails, upright tubes at the corners of

this plate which support the top-frame-members, and tie-

rods which pass through these tubes and extend above,

through, and beyond the space between the rails of the

top-frame and also below the floor-plate and through the

space between floor-rails and between bottom-frame mem-
bers and means at the projecting ends of the tie-iods to

hold the parts of the press-frame together.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7,784 FIREARM. Andrew Fyhbbrq, Hopklnton.
Mass. Filed Apr. 22, 1907. Serial No. 369,518.

1. A lire arm having a hammer, a safety therefor mount-

ed to swing on a stationary pivot and provided with a

firing pin. and means for positively preventing the safety

from swinging and for holding it In position to engage the

hammer to check Its motion before the stroke of the ham-

mer Is completed.

2. In a fire arm, the combination with a hammer, of a

pivoted safety therefor having a firing pin thereon and a

projection, said firing pin and projection being on opposite

sides of the pivot, a swinging turret provided with a pro-

jection for engaging said projection on the safety so as to
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move the safety to safe position and posltitely to hold It

in safe position, and a tricEor for controllln|; the operation

of the turret

:; In a flr^' inu, the cumi.inatlon ..f a haoimer a pivoted

safety therefor having a pruJHCtion theffon at one side of

the pivot, a turret having means for movmg the safety

and positively h.)ldini? It in safe position, and a spring for

operating the turret.

4. In a Are arm. the combination with a pivoted hammer

having a notch therein, of an independently pivoted safety

adapt^'d to engag»> in said notch and hold the hammer back

from tiring position, said safety having a iring pin there-

on, and a projection on the opposite side of the pivot from

the firing pin. and a movable member for engaging <aid

,proJeetion to operate the safety adapted t^i move into en

jftgement with the end of said projection !« hold it posi-

tively In safe position.

5. .\s an article of manufactur". a tiirr»-t for operating

the safety of a flre-arm romprislng a circular portion

adapted to swintr on a \<\y't and having three projections,

one for engaaint: tti'' >iif -'y one for engaging the trigger,

and the ..rh.-r 'v which th*- tiirr»-t may he operated.

(Claims >'j to 1") not printed in the Gazette.]

88-.7K.-.. VAIMAIU.i: SI'P:K1' MF'.CHANlSNf Kokest

G. fJArSTT. Frrt Ua^ne Ind 1 ilf<l Aiif:. 7. 19<H5. Se-

rial No. n29..%0S.

ends of which are provW»Hl with sockets that fit over and

nr^^ •ie< tir>'d to said eTten-<lons. and a iToss tmr the ends of

wtiicti art- Inxei'ted in and s<''MI>'<1 to <;i((l stutis.

1 In a variable s| .»'<i nifchnnism. the combination of a

driving shaft and a se.und shaft paralltl therewith ;
a

crank upon one end .f the driving shaft; a pivoted lever

connei-ted nt its np|..T end to the said crunk and having

8 longitudinal slot tbf-rein, and having upon its upper end

an apertyretl lateral lug : a fulcrum block |>lvotally mount

ed on a flx.-d support ; a fixe<l support for the said

block ; a vertical a<ljustlng screw mounted in the said Ing

and ^aid blfx-k and adapted to raise or lower the said

lever: ratchet actuating mechanism mounted on one end

of the said second shaft ; and means for pivotally connect-

ing the same to the lower end of the said lever

L". In a mechanism of the class specified a vertical

pivotally m<iunfe<l lever having an af)ertnre<l lateral lug

npon Its upper end and provided with a lungltudinai slot :

a TWO part centrHlly recessed fulcrum t)iock pivotally

mounte<l \ipon a fixed support in co<iperative relation with

the slot of the said lever, and provided with an apertured

lateral lug; an<l iin adjusting screw mounted in the lugs

of the said lever and said block and adapted to impart to

the lever a longitudinal adjustment relatiw to the fulcrum

block.

8 8 7.786. SHAFT F(^R VEHK^LKS Simeon C. Gav.

Ottawa. Ill KlUtl .Ian 11, 1907. Serial No. :^51,S21.

1 \'ehlcle shaft-* comprising thills having the sweep

th^^^<1f from the front end to about the transverse con

nectlng l>ar made ..f tubular metal, and malleable metal

rear end portion* of nn inverted channel shape having for-

ward tubular extensions to which said sweeps are secured

'_'. Vehicle shafts comprising tiiilis having the rear end

portions made of malleable metal shell and provide*! with

transverse inverted ' hannel shaped stuhB, and forward

tubular extensions In fr<int of said stubs, sweeps the rear

:; Vehicle shafts <-onii""islng thlllB haTlng the rear end

jiortions made of nialleabie metal shell and provided with

transverse inverted channel shaped stubs and forward

tubular extensions in front of said stutw, tubular metal

sweeps the leHr ends of which 'are sei'ure<i to said exten-

sions, and a <Tiiss bar the ends of which are inserted In

and se<ur»>tl to said stubs

4 Vehicle shafts comprising thills formed of separate

front and rear portions, the latter being cast in one inte-

gral pipe of channel sliaped metal and provideil with a

transversely projectlni; -^o. kt-t. and a longitudinally ex-

tende<l stub, and said front portion comprising thills the

sweeps of which are f. rnied of lutiular metal and secured

to the stiitis of said rear portion

.". \ehicie shafts comprising thills formed of separate

front and rear portions, the latter being cast in one Inte-

gral piece of channel shaped metal and providtnl with a

transversely projecting socket and a longitudinally ex-

tended stut). and sal<l front portion comprising thills the

sweeps of which are formed of tubular metal and secured

to the stubs of said rear portion, and a cross-bar the ends

of which are InserttMl in and secured to said transverse

sockets.

887,7 87 JOURNAL BOX <;rARI) OR CLOSIRE.
(;eorge F. Godley, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed I>ec, 0,

1»06, Serial No. .346,620.

^^^^^v^^'.'v'.^^^a.^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^.\^^C^

L.

YTTk

1. A journal Im.x having an opening therein, a guard

fitted to said opening, having its top edge extending within

said t>ox, an<1 said guard als<. extending beyond the side

and bottom e<lges of said 1 ox and overlapping the sides

there<if, and yielding means for holding said guard In

position
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2, A Journal box having an opening therein, a resilient

guard fitted thereto, having a flange adapted to rest qpon

the lower wall of said opening, the upper edge of said

guard extending within said opening and resting against

the upper wall of the box. and serving as a spring to hold

said flange seated upon said lower wall.

:{. In combination a journal pox having an opening In

its wall, a hingeil door therefor, there being a rib upon the

exterior of said box extended laterally upon each side of

aid hinge and at or near the front of the box, and a

generally rectangular guard removably fitted to the afore-

said opening an<l iield to place by the said door said guard

being Independent of an<i In no wise secured to the door,

4. A j<iurnal Ik^x having a lug upon the top of and at

the front of said box, rllw or raised portions formed Inte-

gral with and arranged laterally along the front edge of the

box the sai<l ribs being disposed upon opposite sides of the

said lug and extende*! Hush with the sides of the box and

a door hlng.^1 to said lug said ribs being free from and out

of coiiiM' t with the said door.

2 A confectionery holder formed of a single piece

of material having the sides alternately cut and scored

along lines parallel to and at right angles with the longi-

tudinal center thereof, the scored portion on one side

being opposite to the cut portion on the opposite side of

the bottom, said side pieces being bent upwardly and the

loose portions of each side extended acn.ss the bottom of

the holder with the free end of the U«.se strip contacting

with the end of the scored strip on the opposite side to

form a plurality of compartments, substantially aa de-

scribed.

H87.788. MATH INK FOR SHRINKING AND DRYING
CLOTH. \Vii.i.i.\M C.. C,oTTS< HAI.1.. Chicago, 111., as-

signor to Harry Hart. Max Hart, .Joseph Shaffner. and

Marcus Marx. Copartners, doing business as Hart. Shaff-

ner & Marx. Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 11, 1907. Serial

No. 4(M''..<»27

1. In a woolen cloth shrinking and drying machine, a

cloth roll adapted to have wound upon It In alternate

thicknesses woolen cloth and moistening fabric: means

coi.perating with said doth roll for winding sai.i moisten-

ing fabric off said cloth roll ; feed rolls above said cloth roll

adapted to grasp an end of the width of woolen cloth and

pull it recularly and evenly off of said cloth roll In an

even, unwrinkled fall l)ehind said feed rolls: poles or

clotti supiKirt and Inclined endless carriers on opposite

sides of said fall adapttnl to present said poles or cloth

supports Ht rejjular Intervals substantially at right angles

to snbi fall, whereby said cloth is festooned in substantially

eipial lengths on said poles or sujiports.

•_'. In a niachlne of the class described, a < loth roll

adapted to have wound upon it in alternate thicknesses

\v<iolen clotli and moistening fabric; means for winding off

said fatiric ; feed rolls above said cloth roll adapted to

grasi) an end of said cloth, stretch It and pull it in a

regular and even fall behind said rolls; cifith supports:

eniiless conveyers: inclined, as shown, on opposite sides of

said fall ada[>teil t<i i>l<k tip said poles at regtilar Intervals

and bring thern In contact with said cloth at right angles

thereto : to festoon the cloth in equal lengths : and an over-

liead carrier adapt»Ml to support said poles and expose the

cloth to natural evaporation.

3. In a confectionery holder the combination of a plu-

rality of compartment holders arranged side by side and

one above the other, said holders and the partitions there-

in being formed from a single piece of material the edges

of each holder being scored, cut and b.nt at right angles

to the bottom thereof to form the partitions for each com-

partment, said holders being arranged side by side so

that the upturned .-dge of one holder lits the opening left

by the upwardly bent portion of the holder next to it,

substantially as described.

4. In H confectionery iK.lder ilie combination <if a plu-

rality of ctimparment holders arranged side by side and

one above the other, the edges of each holder being scored

along lines parallel to the longitudinal center of the

holder, the side portions being cut and l>ent upwardly at

right angles to the t)ottom thereof, the closed side of one

loinpartment fitting the open side of the one next to it,

and the bottom of one holder forming the top of the one

below it, substantially as described.

8 M 7 . 7 S CONFKCTIONERY-HOLDER Charlbs E.

(Ireknt. Chicago, III . assignor to E. H Vavra & Co.,

Chicago. Hi . a Copartnership Filed Mar. 20, li)07. Se-

rial No :;«;;!..Me
1. A confe<ttoner\ holder fornie<l of a single sheet of

material, said si t being scored longitudinally along llnea

forming the boti..ni e.k'. s of the holder, the side portions

iHing b.iit upwardly, aiid . arli of said side portions being

lilt .-It pr-deteiiniii' il d(>-t;ir)res and l>ent at right angles to

the sill's thereof Hiiil aiP'-s tile bottom to form a plu-

ralitv of compart ineiits.

887.790 COMBINED POT.S.TO MASHER AND SPOON.

Harrt J. Ckiswoi.d, Eureka, Cal. Filed Oct. 31, 1906.

Serial No, :^4 1,451.

An implement of the class described, comprising a shaft,

a masher carried thereby and comprising an upwardly con-

caved spiral spring all of the whirls of which are dis-

connected, and means carried by the upper end of the shaft

for rotating the same.
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887.791. HK
Cal Fllwl

EL-FLATE. H vRRY J <"

Juno 1'9. 1907. S*>rlal No 381.45©
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MoVI.'^lnl'rr"^''l''^'l'^'-i'^"I.1opre8»lon adapted to engage a

tool lns.Tt.-<l wUhin thr said cut away portion.

877.793. RErTIFYINC OK >' *';?"OLIC LIQUm.

EMii.E Grii.i^iMR. Paris. France Hied Dec. 9. 1902.

Serial No. 134,504.

1 V device of th>^ rharacter descril>.-d elubodyin^ a

b.-IrinK plate aaapted to enzage tbe l>o,tom of a shoe Bole

or heel a <^V rating locking plate having calk receiving

Tper urVs and'providM with a p.-r.pt-ral flan*:^ arrange^

to surround and coop-rat. with the periphery of he t. ar

ng plate, a ..t of .alk. .arri.d by the locking plate and

l^eaas for securing th. latter and th. bearing plate In co-

''^/'f de'vlc'e"" the character described embodying a

bearing plate adapted to engage the bottom of a boot or

^oe hee . and having a subntantially horseahoe shape^ a

opting plate having calk receiving apertures and provld«l

wTth a pair of flanges on Its Inner and out*r edges ar^

r«ig-l io cooperate with the Inner and outer edges of

^ Jaring plate, a ^t of calks having shanks extending

hrough the apertures of the locking plate and provided

with enlarged heads to engage between the plates, and

securing devices passing through the plates «°<1
pf

P^^*^^

ing with the heel fK.rtion of the boot to secure the plates

in cooperative relation and to fa.oten them to the boot.

887 79-^ KVIL JOINT William H. Gaossa. Green Bay,

Wis' Filed Oct. 5, 1907. Serial No. :{96.101.

'
1 In a rail Joint, the combination of abutting rail -nds

each of which ha.s the head portion thereof cut o^ t^»°«^

versely and is provided upon one side with a longitudinal

Ix^nsion and upon the opposite side with a correspond-

Ingre "s. the upper longitudinal edge of the extension

being rabbeted and a corresponding longitudinal rib be-

ing formed in the upper portion of the recess the longi^

tudlnal e.ten.ion of one of the rail ends be ng
^f^^fj^

be received within the recess of the opposite rail end and

the longitudinal rib In each recess being designed to fit

within the rabbeted edge of the extension received therein

- In a rail joint, the combination of a pair of abut-

ting rail ends each of which Is provided with an ex-

tension and al.HO with a recess, the extension upon one

rail being designed to l.e received within tfce recess of he

opposite rail and the end wall of one of the recesses being

cut awav and the extremity of the eorrespondlng ex-

tension b.'ing notched for engagement witH a tool Inserted

within the said cut away portion.

\ In a rail joint, the combination of a pair of abutting

rail end-* each of which has the head portion thereof

cut off transversely and Is provided upon one side with a

longitudinal extension and upon the oppoUte side with a

corresponding recess, one of the longitudinal edges of each

of the extensions being rabbeted and a corresponding rib

being formed In each of the recess^^s. the extension of one

of the rail ends being designed to be rectlved within the

recess of the opposite rail end and the ralibeted portion of

the tension being designed to receive the rib in the corre-

1 The process of preparing high grade alcohol and by-

products which consists In dl.stUllng --''/'-':;'
'^^^^l

umn still against a descen.ling current of water, fraction

aUng and concentrating the volatile by-products in the

Ttm\Le the point of water Inlet, and removing the alc,>

hoi below said point.
, k 1 on,i iw

o The process of preparing high grade alcuh,.l and by

products which consists ,n distilling alcohol
'I '^^J^^fJ

of about 30 per cent, by weight In a column still against a

deseeding current of water, fractionating and concentrat^

ing the volatile by-prcKlucts In the stlU above the point of

water Inlet, and removing the alcohol l>elow said point

rThe process of preparing pure alcohol which consists

in boiling off volatile impurities from weak alcohol In a

olumn still and passing the evolved '«!>-« against '-
scendlng stream ,.f water to prevent elimination of alco

hoi removing the purlrted alcohol below the point of water

?ntt and separating residual fusel oil from the same In a

econd still arranged to deliver -^x^erately concentrated

alcohol, and tlnally concentrating and rectifying said alco-

^n"rbeTo'^':-".f preparing pure alcohol ..Uch consists

,n boiling off impurities In a column still and P""»°^;'^^

evolved vapors against a descending stream of water to

prevent elimination of alcohol, removing the P">-'«'^«^ "^
-

hoi below the point of water Inlet and separating residual

Juieioll from the same in a second still arranged to de^

, "r moderately concentrated alcohol, •oncen.ra.ing and

rectifying said alcohol, and eliminating low-boiling im-

^"f TL^r'rof preparing pure.lcohol which consists

in u,lllng off impurities from weak alcohol In a column s 111

and passing the evolved vapors against a descending

^trtam of water to prevent elimination of alcohol, remov-

ng he purltled weak alcohol and separating residual fusel

"r from the same in a second still arranged to deliver mod^

erately concentrated alcohol, and finally concentrating and

rectifying said alcohol in a rectifying still.

[Claims rt to -23 not printed In the Gawtte.]

« H 7 7 9 4 DUMPING WAGON. CHARLES M. Haeskb.

South" Bend. Ind. Filed Mar. 30, 1907. Serial No

f'Vdumplng wagon comprising a body, bottom sectiona

binged thereto and having their free edges each provided
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with a hollow slII. one of aald siUaJbetng provided with an

overlapping portion, a chain having portlona passed

through each sill, a drum to which said chain Is connected,

one portion of said drum being of Increased diameter, the

ends of said chain being connected to different portions of

said drum, and means for retarding said drum.

•2 A dumping wagon comprW»« a body, bottom sections

hinged thereto, and having their free edges each provided

with a hollow sill, one of said sills tielng provided with an

overlapping portion, a chain having portions passed

ihrough each sill, a drum to which said chain is secured,

and means for retarding the movement .of said sections.

said sections being mounted to swing beyond the plane of

the said body when In dumping position.

3. .V dumping wag otnprising a body, dumping sec-

tions hinged thereto, a drum connected with said sections,

a ratchet on said drum, a lever for rotating the same, a

locking lever having a pawl engaging said ratchet, and a

locking nieml>er depending from said locking lever and nor-

mally engaging said drum.

4. A dumping wagon comprising a lK)dy. dumping sec-

tions hinged thereto, a drum connecte<l wltn said sections.

a ratchet on salil drum, a lever for rotating the same, a

locking lever having a pawl engaging said ratchet, and a

locking memlK-r dei.«'ndini; from said locking lever and pro-

vided with 11 curved portion normally embracing the lower

face of said drum'.

5. A dumping \\H_-.n r..nipr isiiiL- ;i l">dy. dumping sec-

tions hinged theti'io, n drum (..miet te,i vvlin said sections,

a blfui*cated ratchet lever mounted on said drum, a ratchet

wheel secured to said drum and located between said bi-

furcatt^ portions of said lever, a pawl mounted on said le-

ver and engaging said ratchet wheel, a locking levir also

having a pawl engaging said ratchet, and a locking member

de[>ending from the latter lever and embracing tbe lower

face of said drum.

887,795. CAN-CLEANEH. Kittil Haukn, Webster. S. D.

Filed Dec. 14, 1907. Serial No. 406,555.

1 .V lan waslier including a supporting frame, n can

holder mounted for mtatlon on one end of the frame, a

cleaning element detachahly secured to the opposite end of

the frame and extending within the can. a projection de

pending from the cleaning element and adapted to engage

the frame for limiting the longitudinal movement of said

cleaning element. an<l a locking member carried by the

cleaning element and adapted to engage the frame for lock-

ing said cleaning element against vertical movement.

2. A can washer Including a supporting frame having a

seating recess, a can holder mounted for rotation on one

end of the frame, a cleaning; *'lenient mounted on the oppo-

site end of the frame and having one end thereof seated In

said recess and Its opposite end extended within the can,

and a locking member carried by the cleaning element and

engaging the frame for blocking the cleaning element In

the seating recess.

3. A can washer including a supporting frame having

spaced locking members secured thereto, a can holder

mounted for rotation on the frame, and a cleaning element..

extending within the can and provided witij a pivoted

locking section adapted to engage said members when the

section Is rotated thereby to lock the cleaning elemeni In

engagement with the frame.

4. A can washer ln<luding a supporting frame having

one end thereof provided with a transverse channel, lock-

ing members disposed on opposite sides of the channel, a

can holder mounted for rotation on one end of the frame.

a cleaning element adapted to engage the Interior walls of

tne can and having one end thereof seated in said channel,

and a locking plate pivotally mounted on the cleaning ele-

ment and adapted to engage the locking members for pre-

venting accidental displacement of tbe cleaning element.

5. A can washer including a supporting frame, a stub

shaft journaled on one end of the frame and provided with

n head, arms extending laterally from the head for en-

gagement with the can, a clamping member encircling the

arms, a cleaning element secured to the opposite end of

the frame and extending within the can, and means for

locking the brush against accidental displacement.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.796. MK.ANS FOR I'KOTFCTING POLKS. I'lLES.

AND POSTS FROM I>KCAY. Epward B. Hakani,. Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Sept. .'J, 1907. Serial No. 391.494.

1. The combination of wood forming a portion of a

pole, pile or post, a corrugated shield attached to the wood.

a removable metal shield substantially concentric with the

corrugated shield, cement itlous material between tbe re-

movable metal shlebl and the corrugated shield, aiid wood

preserving material oetween the corrugated shield and the

wood ; substantially as descril»ed.

2. The combination of wood forming a portion of .1 pole,

pile or post, a corrugated shield attached to the wood, cem-

entltlous material surrounding the corrugated shield,

such cementitlous material extending below the corrugated

shield and to the wood, and wr>od preserving material be-

tween the corrugated shield and the wood, substantially as

descrll>ed.

3. The combination of wood forming a portion of a pole,

pile or post, a corrugated shield attached to the wood, cem-

entitlous material surrounding the corrugated shield,

such cementitlous material extending in'iow the corrugated

shield and to the wood, wood preserving material between

the corrugated shield and the w.H.d. such wood preserving
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material extending above the corrugated shield, and cem-
]

entltluus material formlns; n rov^r to the Wiwd preserv-

ing material "Xtfrniitu; from the tlrat uame<J rementltlous

material to thp wood; substantially as descrllieil

887.797. LABKI.lNr; MACHINE. Haktw lu M A Har-

DEKS, MilwHiik- • \Vi< assignor of one-half to dustav C.

Bechorer. Miw 1 ik.-.' Wi.s. Filed Aug. Jo. 1907. Se-

rial No. 389.780.

^

the label holder forward and back to an<i from opposite

bottit' holders one after another, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims 8 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.)

887.798. SLIDE - VALVE. John H.ARORrAvrs. Wllkes-

Barre, Pa. FUed Oct. 11, 1907. S<rial No. 396,936.

1. In a labfllng iiiacliiii-' tlu' ojmhlnation of an .'ndless

carrier provided with bottle holders, nieaas for moving

said carriejr intermittently, paste and latiel rect-pta-les

and wipers movatil.- tratisYf-rsely to the travel of said

carrier, and means for moving said rt-ceptaoh's and wlp.-rs

forward and back to simultant^ously apply paste to one

holder, deliver a lab.-l to another holdfr to which paste

has been appli'-d and i)rpss a lab^l to a bottle in still

anothf-r holder to which t)Oth paste and a label have l)een

applied, substantially as d>>9crlbed.

J. In a labeling macbinf the combination of an endless

carrier provided witb bottle holders whlcb have lateral

openings and g\itniii. rs adjacent to said openings, means

for moving said carriers intermittently, a peste receptacle

moving transversely to the carrier and having openings

which register with the gummers of said holders one after

another and which are spanned by flexible and permeable

material, and means for moving said receptacle forward

and back to and from said holders, siibsttntlally as de-

scribed.

^ In a labeling machine the combination of an endless

carrier provided with bottle holders whi.-h have openings

on one side and gummers arranged In <lifr.rent planes ad-

jacent to said ofwnings for body am) necic labels, means

for moving said carrier Intermittently, a iwiste receptacle

movable transversely to the carrier and hiving openings

arranged in different planes to register with the body and

ne.k gummers of one holder after another, said openings

being spanneil by flexible and pernieatile material, and

means for moving said receptacle forward and \mck to and

from said holders, substantially as descriU-d.

4 In a lal)eling ntachine the combination of an endless

carrier proviiled with l>ottle holders \vhi<'h have openings

on one side and gummers arranged adJH<-ent to said of>en

ings for l>ody and neck labels, moans for moving said car-

rier intermittently, a paste receptacle movable transversely

to the carrier and comprising compartments* one of which

is adjustable relative ro the other transversely to the car-

rier, said compartments having openings arranged to reg-

ister with the body and neck gummers of one holder after

another and spanned by flexible and periT»i>able material,

and means for moving said receptacle forwtrd and back to

and from said holders, substantially as de»crlbed.

.'. In a labeling machine the combination of an endless

carrier [)rovided with bottle holders whi<jh have lateral

openings and gummers at the sides of said openings, means

for moving said carrier intermittently a label holder

movable transversely to said carrier and Having an open-

ing on the side adjacent thereto to receive the gummers

of the opposite bottle holder, and a folloi^er for pushing

the labels towards .said opening, and means for moving

1. The combination .if a slide valve conalstlng of a g\iide

within a closed valve chamber, said chamber formed of

two or more parts and suitably secured together and said

closed chamber secured to a steam chest or steam cylinder

or made an integral part of the same, in which said slide

valve operates, a slot formed in said valve chamber to

allow of a projection K of said slide valve to extend to the

outside of said valve chamber and connected by suitable

means with outside machinery for operating the same.

2. The comr)inatlon of a slide valve op.<ratlng within

a closed valve chamber, said chamber having a slot formed

therein and covered by said valve said valve having a pro-

jection attached to or made an Integral part thereof and

extending through the wall of said closed chamber, the

said projection secured to an outside guide, said guide at-

tached to the wall of said closed valve chamber and the

said guiile suitably attached to outside machinery for op-

erating the same
:?. The comhination of a slide valve having a stem ex

tending into a steam chest through a suitable opening cast

therein and connected to a piston head or steam chest

valve, said slide valve operating within a closed valve

chamber made of one part or In sections, sultahly secured

together and to the steam chest cylinder said slide valve

having a projection extending through a slot formed In

said valve chamt)er, and covered by said valv.- and to be

connected and operated outside of said closed valve cham-

ber In moving machinery.

4. A closed valve ( hamber harlng a Blot and valve, said

valve having a projection pasalof throagh said closed

valve chamber and susceptible of being attached to out-

side machinery for moving the same, said closed valve

chaiiil>er having a steam e<|ualizlng recess K formed within

the same, all in combination with a steam cylinder an<l

steam chest in the manner specified.

'). A closed slide valve chamber composed of two or

more i)arts suitably secured together and to the steam

chest or steam cylinder, said chamber having a slot and

valve seat formed therein and a projection from said slide

valve integral therewith extending to and to be connected

with outside machinery or outside mechanism for moving

the same. In comhination with a steam chest or steam cyl-

inder, said steam chest i.r steam cylinder having a suitable

opening cast in the end thereof to admit of attaching the

stem of a slide valve to the piston head of a steam cyl-

inder or the valve of a steam chest for operating outside

machinery.

[Claim rt not i)rinted in the (Jazette.]

HST.Tint M.VII. P.AC RF.fKlVIN*; AND DKLIVKUINO
.M'lWU.VTCS llKNRv .1 Hkprick. Independence. Mo.

Filed Mar ."5. 1!»0S. Serial No 419.050.

1. In an apparatus of the character described, a swing

frame of substantially U shape, an arm secured to the

lower arm of the U shaped frame, a spring bolder rigid

I with and above said arm and open at Its rear end. and a
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spring holder secured to the upper arm of the frame above

the first-named holder.

2. The combination of a churning chamber, a revolving

dasher arranged therein In such a manner that its dasher

spindle passes at an acute angle through an opening ar-

ranged at the upper end of the chamber, a bevel pinion at-

tached at the upper end of said spindle, an Internal bevel

gear wheel inclosing and meshing with said pinion, the

axis of which wheel making an acute angle with said

dasher spindle, of a bracket attached to said chamber and

forming supporting bearings for said spindle and j:ears

for the purpose described.

•• in an apparatus of the character described, a swing

frame of substantially U-shape. an arm secured to the

lower arm of the U shaped frame, a spring holder rigid

with and aU.ve said arn. and open at its rear end. a spring

holder secured to the upper arm of the frame above the

first named holder, and a spring clasp secured to the upper

arm of the swing frame above the upper spring holder.

3 In an apparatus of the character described, an arm

adapted to swing horizontally and provided with a jaw at

its free end, a rock bar mounted on said arm and held

pressed vieldlnglv toward said jaw. and a trigger pivoted

to said arm and provided with a lug engaged by said rock

tmr and limiting the movement of the latter toward said

"""^
In an apparatus of the character described, an arm

adapt.-.l to >vMng horizontally and provided with a jaw

at its free end. a rock bar mounted on said arm and held

pres.sed yieldingly toward said jaw. a trigger pivot-d to

said arm" and provided with a lug engaged by said rock bar

and limiting the movement of the latter toward said Jaw,

and a series of dogs in the i.ath of movement of said arm

and adapted to yield to the arm when moving in one direc

tlon and prevent It from moving In the opi.oslte direction.

5 In an apparatus of the character described, an arm

adapted to swing horizontally and provided with a jaw at

Us free end. a rock bar plvotally carried by said arm. a

cable suitably guided and attached to said rock bar. a

weight attached t.. the opposite end of the cable and tend-

ing to move the rock bar K.ward said jaw. and a t^ger

pivoted to sMid arm and provided with a lug ennag.'l^ by

said rock bar and limiting tiie movement of the latter to-

ward snid Jaw.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,800. CHURN. Chaki.k.s L. Heisleh. St. Marys. Ohio.

Filed June .'.. l'.»07. Serial No. 377.447

1 The combination of a churning chamber, a revolving

inclined dasher arranged ther.ln with Its lower end free

and In siu b a manner that its dasher spindle passes at an

acute angle through an opening arranged at the upper

end of the chamber at the juncture of the cover and side

wall of said .hamber. a bevel pinion attached to the upper

end of said dasher spindle, a bevel gear wheel actuated by

a crank and meshing with and driving said pinion: said

bevel gear wheel having its axis arranged horizontally at

an acute angle with said dasher spindle, of a gear bracket

atUched dircctlv to said side wall but free from said

cover and located lutweensaid gearsand said churning cham-

ber, there being a projecting and horizontally arranged

gear wheel bearing formed on said bracket to support the

bevel wheel, and another bearing at Its upper end for said

dasher spindle and placed at some distance above said

chamber at an acute angle with said gear wheel bearing for

the purpose described.

3 The combination of a churning chamber, a revolving

dasher arranged therein iu such a manner that its dasher

spindle i^asses at an acute angle through an opening ar

ranged at the upper end of the chamber, a bevel pinion at-

tached at tne upper end of said spindle, an Internal bevel

gear wheel inclosing and meshing with said pinion, the

axis of which wheel making an acute angle with said

dasher spindle, of a bracket attached to said chamber and

forming supporting bearings for said spindle and gears,

there being a shield formed (m said internal bevel gear for

the purpose described.

4 The combination of a churning chamber, a revolving

dasher arranged tb.reln in such a manner that its dasher

spindle passes at an acute angle through an opening ar-

ranged at the upper end of the chamber, a bevel pinion at-

tached at the upper end of said spindle, a l>evel gear wheel

meshing with said plnhm. a bracket attached to said cham-

b<'r and forming supporting bearings for said spindle and

gears, said spindle having a disk or flange 17 formed there-

on for the purpose of preventing oil from entering the

churn.
, .

5. The combination of a churning chamber, a revolving

da.sher arranged therein in such a manner that its dasher

spindle pa.sses at an acute angle through an opening at the

upper end of the chamber, a bevel pinion attached at the

upper .-nd of said spindle, a bevel gear wheel meshing with

said pinion, a bracket attached to said chamber and

forming supporting bearings for said spindle and gears.

of a spool attached to said spindle and having a disk or

flange formed thereon and means for clamping said spool

to the dasher for the purpose described..

IClalms f. to 1.' not print. -d in the (Ja/.ette.]

887 801. ROCK PRILLING MACHINE Henkv Hf.I.L-

1 M.^N and Lewis C. B.wi.es. .Johannesburg. Transvaal.

! Filwl .Tan, S. 1!m»7, Serial No. .•U'J1,:U0.

I

1 In a rock drilling machine, in combination, a rota-

1 table power cylinder, means for rotating said cylinder, a

reciprocal iK-rcusslve meml>er in the power cylinder, a

i

front head screwed to the cylinder, a swivel piece sur-

I rounding the front head, means for .onducting water to

said swivel, the front head having a passage placing the

swivel iu cominunlcatl..n with a longitudinal hole in the

bit. a nosepiece screwed t-. the front head and serving ns a
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I

non rotatable In th*« nosepieoe.
| ^^^jj,|g ^^t screwed on to said adjacent enda, substantially

as set forth.

-> In a rock drilling machine. In combinBtlon. n rota

table power cylinder, means for rotatlns s«ld cylinder, a

reciprocal percussive meml>er In the pow«r cylinder, a

front bead screwe<l to the cylinder, an Impact piece re-

ciprocal within the front head and adapted to be struck

by the reciprocal percussive member, a swivel piece sur-

rounding the fronr head, means for conducting water to

said swivel, the front head having a passage placing he

gwirel In communication with a longitudinal hole In the

bit a noseplece screwed to the front head ar,d serving as a

retalnlnK device f.-r the swivel, packing^ between the

swivel front head and noseplece and wa.shers or liners be

tween"the front head and noseplece. and a bit having a

longitudinal hole extending therethrough supported by and

nonrotatable in the noseplece and ahuttlog the Impact

piece and the impact piece having passages leading from

the power cylinder to the longitudinal hole In the bit.

r^ In a rock drilling machine, in combination, a rota-

table power cvllnd^r, rapans for rotating »ld cylinder, a

rectproca' percussive member In the pov^r cylinder, a

front head screwe<l to the cylinder, a swivel P'ece sur

rounding the front head, means for condiKtlng liquid to

ga'd swivel means for attaching said latter means to the

swivel comprising a split locking spring located round the

swivel the front head having a passage placing the swivel

m communication with the longitudinal Hole in the bit.

and a bit having a hole extending therethrough.

4 In a rock drilling machine. In combination, a rota

table power cvUnder. means for rotating •aid cylinder, a

reciprocal percussive member In the power cylinder, a

front head screwed to the cylinder, a swivel plf-oe sur

rounding the front head, said piece being formed with a

perlph.-ral -roovp, means for conducting liquid to said

swivel piece comprising a hose, and hose «tem and a split

locking spring for attaching the hose stem to the swivel

piece the spring having an Internal projection fitting the

peripheral groovp in the swive!

,-, In a rock drilling machine. In comlllnatlon, a rota-

table power cvMnder, means for rotating said cylinder, a

reciprocal per^rsslvp member In the power cylinder, a

front hpad sen-wed to the cylinder, a swivel piece sur-

rounding thf front head, said piece belnH formed with a

peripheral groove, and with an Infernal recess and recess

for the hose stem In communication with the first men

tlone^l re<^fss. means for conducting liquid to said swivel

piece said swIvp! piece comprising a hos* and hose stem,

and a split locking spring for attaching the hose stem to

the swivel piece, the spring having an internal projection

fitting the pprinhpral groove In the swivol, the front head

having a passage placing the swivel lo communication

with the longitudinal hole !n the hit, a noseplece screwe^l

to the front head and serving as a retaining device for the

swivel packings between the noseplece front head and

.wlvpl, and a bit nonrotatably supported by the noseplece,

(Claims 6 to 9 not prlntf^ri In the Gazette.]

a u u ij u
2 In a railroad switch, tiie combination with th.- point-

rails of thp connecting bars respectively secured thereto,

whose a.ljacent ends are each provided with screw threads

of the same direct l.m. the double nut screwed on to said

adjacent ends, together with the switch stand adjacent

thp switch point and haying the connecting rod whose

inner ^nd is connected to said double nut. substantially as

set forth. .._.•_ 1 »

S In a railroad switch, the combination with the point-

ralls of the connecting bars respectively detachably se^

cureii thereto, whose adjacent ends are each provided with

screw threads of the same direction, the double nut

screwed ^.n to .said adjacent ends, together with the switch

stand adjacent the switch point and having the connecting

nni whose inner end is connecte<l to said double nut, sub-

stantially as set forth.

SS7S03 .VMUSEMP:NT AITARATUS. Joseph Heszi.

Salt Lake City. Itah. Filed Oct. 2, 1907 Serial No.

395.604.

88 T ^0 2 Ar..TrSTABLE CONNK(-fING BAR FOR

SWITCH POINTS William M. HenPcbsos, Steelton.

i'a Piled Oct. 2, 1907 Serial No. I^Q.^.eiS.

1 In a railroad switch, the comblnatlin with the point

rails, of the connecting bars resppctiv.-ly detachably se-

In apparatus of the character described the comblnat on

with a platform, a housing Inclosing the same, and hanging

walls suspended within the housing for restricting the

field of vision of the occupants of the platform ;
of a

,lrive shaft extending transversely beneath the platform

andbpyond the ^idos thereof, background scenic belts

disposed within the housing and extending alK>ve the field

of vision, each l>elt consisting of a plurality of folds, a plu

ralltv of vertical rollers supporting said folds a shaft ex^

tending from one of the rollers, gears upon said shaft and

the drive shaft for transmitting motion from the dr ve

.haft to the belt. « plurality of Inclined l>elts lapping he

lower portion of the background belt and extending l-!ow

the field of vision, rollers for supporting said ^elts. gears

I revoluble with said rollers, means upon the main shaft and

' meshing with the ears of the rollers, all of the gears on

.said mam shaft being disposed to
^'^^'l^f;''''%'''lll'

the gears of the Inclined and background belts at different

speeTs simultaneously, the upper portions of all the fore-

. ground belts being visible from the platform.
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887 804, TASSENOER CAR. JoRBPH H. Hbbbst Ht-

MAN Kass, and Mai kice Shank. New "iork, N. Y.

nie<l I.er -4. 1907. Serial No. 407.95S.

1 The combination with a partition, of a swinging arin

the free end of which is separated from said partition by

an interval : a .b-or slidable across said interval into close

Jrox"mltv with the free end of said arms, and mechanism

actulTed by the rotation of said arm for moving said

slidable door across said interval "

.Mdable
•- The combination with a swinging arm. of a slidable

do'or the edge of which Is separated from the free end of

said arm bv an interval : and mechanism actua ed b.^ the

ro atlon of ' said arm for bringing the edge of said slidable

d^r into close proximity with the free end of said arm.

T The combination with a car platform, of a partition

wall mount.-<l thereon; a turnstile mounted on said plat-

form "id separated from said wall by an interval :
and a

slidable d.v^r which is moved back and forth across sa^d

'nt^rval l>etween said partition wall and turnstile by the

rotation of the latter.

4 The .-omblnation with an entrance door, of an exit

door: and means actuated by said exit door for locking

an Id entrance door. . ,

5 The combination with a turnstile, of an ex t door^

and means actuated by said exit door for locking said

turnstile. _ ., -,

[Claims ! to 11 not printed in the Gazette.l

bT a closing of the circuit through the corresponding metn-

S« of said two classes of circuit closing devices, sub-

stantlally as described.

3 The combination with a multiplicity of laterally

.pace<l st.uagc bins or tanks and a horizontally movable

dlTtrlbuter arranged to deliver Into any thereof, of an elec^^

trlcal iK,sition indicator comprising an electric amp and

coSperlting push buttons located at a distance from sad

bins and distributer, contacts controlled by said dis^

trlbuter and circuit connections Including said lamp, said

normally open push buttons and said contacts, whereby

sa'd lamp will >«> actuate<l only when the circuit Is closed

through the same and through the push button and cor-

responding contacts, substantially as described

4 The combination with a multiplicity of iatera ly

spaced storage bins and a horizontally movable distributer

arranged to deliver Into any thereof, of an electric an-

nouncer and a multiplicity of circuit
^J-^-^^Xl'.

cated at a distance from said bins and distributer, local

contacts corresponding to the several bins, a co.^eratlng

mov:ible contact carried by said distributer, and circtilt

connections l>etween said local contacts, announcer and

circuit closing devices, whereby sabl announcer inay be

actuated onlv when the circuit Is close.1, through the cor-

responding i;.cal contacts and circuit closing devices, sub-

stantlallv as described. . , , ,,

^ The combination with a multiplicity of laterally

spaced storage bins or tanks, a feed belt and cooperating

tripper, said tripper including a traveling tnick ^^-^ « '^'^-

rlbuting spout movable to deliver the grain from said con^

lever belt Into any one of said bins or tanks, of a position

indicator comprising an announcer located at a point dis-

tant from said bitis and tripper, a multiplicity of circu t

closing devices adjacent to said announcer, local contacts

ar anged In pairs corresponding to the said bins or tanks,

a contact shoe carried by said tripper and engageable. one

.,t a time, with said pairs of local contacts, and circuit

Inections Independent of said contact shr^ Includlng

said local contacts, circuit closing devices and announcer,

substantially as described.

1

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

M7S0- POSITION INMCATOK FOR GRAIN 1»1S-

TUIHTTING DKVICES Harry B. Hiur.iNS. Mlnne-

I"o,!l iilnn Filed Mar. :U>. 1907 Serial No. ..65.591,

Rft7 806 LOCOMOTIVE EN-UNE AND TENl^EK rOUP-

LSg Pkh.v M, Holoswouth. St. I^uls. Mo. Filed

June 24. 1907, Serial No. 3S0.510.

1 The comblnatl.m with a multiplicity of laterally

gnaced storage bins or tanks and a horizontally movable

dUtruJlng device arranged to deliver grain Into any

thereof of a position Indicator comprising an announcer

located' at a distant point, and cooperating announcer

Ictuating devices, certain of which are contro led by sad

distributer and operate through said announce to indi-

cate the position of said distributer, substantially as de-

'''•"^The cotnblnation with a multiplicity of laterally

spa'ced storage bins or tanks and a horizontally movable

distributing device arranged to deliver Into any thereof,

of an electrical position indicator comprising an announcer

located at a distant point, circuit closing devices In the

vicinity of said announcer, other circuit closing devices

controlled bv said distributer, and circuit connectloiis be^

tween said ann.uincer and the said two classes of circuit

closing devices, whereby said announcer may be actuated

t In a locomotive engine and tender coupler, the com^

Mnation of a bar. a spherical projection «'-^'"'"^/«^^/°^

and adjacent portion of the bar. a bousing therefor on the

etiglne and tender frames respectively, a block adapted o

bea on one side against the convex portion of the said

projection and on the other side against the corresponding

wall of the housing for resisting the pulling and buffing

Ttr ss of the bar. and means for '^B«e'"^"°^^»^t/
if.Tn

1 tion and blocks with the said portion of the her wi bin

Jhe housing, and for the play of the bar through a wall of

the housing, substantially as described.

o ,n a locomotive engine and tender coupler, the com-

bination of a bar, a spherical projection around each end

and adjacent portion of the bar. a housing therefor on the

Engine and tender frames respectively, a block adapted to

bear on one side against the convex portion of the said pro-

jection, and on the other side against a suitable liner Inter-

mediate thereto and to the corresponding wall of the hous

Ing for resisting the pulling and buffing stress "' j^e bar.

and means for assembling the said projection and blocks

with the said portion of the bar within the housing, and

for the play of the bar through a wall of the bousing, sub-

• stanilally as described.
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3 in a locomotive enRlne and tender coupler, the com-

blnatJon of a bar, a spherical projection around each end

and adjacent portion of the bar. a hoasin.- th.^r»^for on the

eii«lne and tender framea respectively, a block atlapte-J .-

bear on one side aRalust the convex portions of the said

projections respectively, for resUtln^ the pulling and

bafflng stress of the bar. one of the .aid blocks on one erid

portion of the bar being adapte<l to bear on Its other side

against a socket-plate removably fixed in the correspond

ing housing, and the other sabl M-k. -i^'alnst the cor-

responding walls of the i>..us.n«s, and a.*'ans for as-

sembling the said projections an.i Ul-.cks with the sai.l por^

tlons of the bar within the housings, and Mr the play of

the bar through the front walls of the housings, substan-

tially as described.

4 A loc-motlve and engine coupler, cmj. rising; h t.ar

having enlarged end portions, a housing r-r the said por-

• tlons on the engine And tender frames respectively, blocks

adaptetl to bear against the said portions so' as to prevent

rectilinear movement while permitting oscillation of the

bar thereabout, and means for holding the blocks within

the said housings, substantially as described

5 V locomotive engine and tender coupler, comprising a

bar having enlarged end [wrtions. a suitable bearing for

the said portions on the engine and tender frames respec-

tively the said l)eartngs U-inc adapted to prevent recti

linear movement, while permitting oscillation of the bar

thereabout, substantially as described.

each end thereof extending In like direction on each aide

of the stem, the h.xiks beiuK dlapoaed In a plane suhatan-

tlally at right angles to the length of the stem and In a

reversed curve relatively to each other, substantially as

and for the purpose specified. «^
a A garment hook comiwse.! of two strands of wire

colled together with thf ends of each strand curved to

form hooks substantially "t right angles to the length of

the stem, the hcjoks at each end being disposed in a re-

versed curve relatively to each other substantially as and

for the puriHjse specified.

4 A garment hook composed of two strands of wire

colled together with the ends of each strand curved to

form hooks sul>8tantlallv at right angles to the length of

the stem, the h.x.ks at each end being disposed In a re-

versed curve relatively to each other and the hooks on each

side of the stem In like direction, sulwtantlally as ond f r

the purpose specified.

88TJ07. ACTOMATIi «l.ASS(ALL. Jdiss K Hi -hies

MlBiMapoIto. Kans. Filed Apr. 5. lOO:

36«,r>74

Serial No.

S8TS09 CAKTRllHJE- SIZING MACHINE Hmbk.ki J

Hran. Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Apr. 10. 1905. Serial

No. 2,54.746.

•#• —

-

;m0

In combination, a casing, a clock me<iianlsm carrle<l

thereby, a dial therefor, hands acting in conjunction with

the dial, contacts carried by the dial and arranged In the

path of movement of the hands, said contacts being ar-

ranged adjacent the peripheral edge of the dial, individual

switcb-lKiards for each of ^ald contacts, said switchboards

having sockets, the switch boards belni; arranged In com-

munication with each of the contacts, an electrical source,

ruiinertiwn- l>etweon the source and thj switchboards,

.said (otine. tiotis bavin;; plugs and arninged for insertion

in said sockets, a spring carried by the ilial and arranged

to hold the hands yleldably in engagemeat with the dial

and conne. tlons lietween the source and ttjc spring.

fW7 sng HOOK Fuit (;.\umi:nts i.h.li.w n. Hlnt

in,;tms. Wyoming-, uhio File<l May 0. I9U7. Serial No.

:}TL'.ii:!4

1. A t-arrneni ho..k . onsistliii: of a stetti with hooka at

each en<l thereof dispo^^eil m a plane substantially at right

angles to the length .f th.' stem and in a reversed curve

relatively to ea.h other <u -stantially as and for tlie pur-

pose apeclflwi

'. A garment hook <i'<tiiii: of a stein with hooks at

1 The combination, in a paper tube sizing machine, of

an intermittently rotatahle shaft having a head with a

plurality of tube-arbors projecting therefrom, a h.ngitudl-

nally reciprocating support for said shaft, a rotatahly sup^

ported sUing-dle, said shaft having spiral grooves formed

In its rear end. means for alternately engaging said grooves

whereby said shaft is partially rotate.l. for the purpose set

forth.
. ,

•' The combination, in a paper tube sizing ma.hine. of

an intermittently rotatahle head carrying a plurality of

tube arbors, a rotatahly su,.ported sizin.- die, suitable

means for reciprocating said head and its arbors to and

from said die. suitable means for throwing the arbor car

rylng a finished tube, out of center with -aid die to bring

the rear end of said tube in contact with the rear edge of

the die to strip said finished tube from Its arbor when said

arbor Is l.eing retreated, for the purpose set forth.

'. In a paper tube sUIng machine, a paper tube carrying

arbor, a rotatahly supported slz.ing-.lie, suitable means for

tilting the arbor for the purpose of ejecting a tinished tube

therefrom, for the purpose set forth.

4 In a paper tube slzln< machine, an intermittently ro-

tatable head carrying a plurality of arbors, a rotatahly

I
supp<irted suing die. the axial lines of said die and head

eccentrlcallv lo<-ated with respect to each other, a recip^

rocating slide carrying said hea<l.- a hopper for unsized

tubes, a rotatable tube-carrier to receive the unsized tubes

from said hopper and carry it in line with an empty arbor

so that when one tube is being sized, on one arbor, an un-

sized tube Is being forced on the other arbor, for the pur-

pose set forth.

.5 The combination, in a paper tube sizing machine, of

a reciprocating slide, a support thereon, a shaft Journaled

. in said support, a head thereon, tube carrying arbors pr-
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Jectlng from said head, cam grooves In said shaft, a ro-

tatahly supported slzlng-dle. the axial line of said die and

shaft eccentrically located with respect to each other, a

hopper for unfinished tubes, a rotatable tube-carrier to de-

liver tubes from the hopper In line with one of said arbors,

while the other arlwr. having an unsUed tube thereon, is

In axial allnement with the slzlng-dle so that, when said

slide is moved forward, a tube will be sizing on one arbor,

while an unsized tube Is being forced on to the other of

said arbors, means for slightly rotating said shaft, after a

tube has been sized, to bring the rear end of the sized tube

against the rear edge of the die and cause the sired tube

to be ejected from Its arbor when said arbor Is being re-

treated means for bringing said arbor central with the die

after the finished tube has been ejected therefrom, means

for partially rotating said shaft to reverse the positions of

said arbors, for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 7.810. COMBINED DISK HARROW AND LANI>

ROLLER. Lewis L. Jackson. Rockwall, Tex. Filed

Sept. 12, 1907. Serial No. 392.505,

shape to represent a note on the said staff, and means for

inserting the said member, substantially as described,

2 In a device of the class descrlt>ed a case or box hav-

ing a face, a vertical section of which Is cut out and re-

placed with glass or some other transparent material a

staff and clef on said face, a disk to represent a note, a

member behind the said transparent section to make the

said transparent section appear opaque and uniform in

color with the whole of the said face and means for in-

serting the said disk between the said transparent section

and the said member, substantially as described.

3 In a device of the class described a case or box hav-

ing a face, a vertical section of which Is cut out. a staff

and clef on the said face, a disk representing a note, a

member behind the open section of said face to be a back-

ground to the said disk and means of elevating the said

disk to the several lines and spaces of the said staff, sub-

stantially as described.

4 In a mechanical music ladder for teaching notes, the

combination of a case or box having a face, a vertical sec-

tion of which is made of glass or some other transparent

material, the said face having a staff thereon, with a plate

behind the said transparent section, a member to be in-

serted between the said transparent section and the said

plate, the said member being of a size and shape to repre-

sent a note on the said staff and means for Inserting the

said member substantially as described.

5 In a mechanical music ladder for teaching notes, the

combination of a case or l)ox having a face, a vertical sec-

tion of which Is made of glass or some other transparent

material, the said face having a staff thereon, with a card

behind the said transparent section the said card being of

a size and shape to rei)resent a note on the said staff and

a member for forming a background to the said card sub-

stantially as described

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. The combination of a frame having bearing boxes at

opposite sides thereof, rods movable lengthwise of the

frame at the middle thereof and each having a bearing box

at Its rear end said bearing boxes being pivoted to swivel

in vertical and horizontal planes, and rollers located side

by side In the frame and having journals In the boxes.

2. The combination of a frame having rearwardly ex-

tending arms at opposite sides, a lever fulcrumed at the

front of the frame, a pair of rearwardly extending rods

connected to the lever, brackets connected by horizontal

pivot bolts to the ends of the arms and the rods, bearing

boxes mounted on vertical pivots in the brackets, and a

pair of rollers having journals in said boxes.

887.812. AMUSEMENT DEVICE. Frank Johnson. New

York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 27. 1907. Serial No. 370.546.

887.811. MECHANICAL MT Sic LADDER FOR TEACH-

ING NOTES L.U)isi..\w .\. Jaros. Chicago. 111. Filed

Jan 17. 1908. Serial No. 411,303.

1 In a device of the class described a case or box hav

Ing a face, a section of which Is made of glass or some

other transparent material, a staff and clef on the said

face a plate behind the said transparent section, a mem

ber to be Inserted between the said transparent section

and the said plate, the said member being of a size and

-C't

1 1,1 .1 machine of the .baracter set forth, a platform

Inclined downwardly fr..m the rear portion toward the

front portion, driving -asters supporting said rear portion,

a steering caster supporting said front portion, and cords

for controlling the direction of travel of said sinonn!Z

2 In a machine of the character set forth, a triangular

platform inclined downwardly from a line forming the base

of a triangle at the rear i.ortlon toward the opposite angle

at the front portion, casters ^supporting said rear portion,

a steering caster supporting said front portion, and cords

for controlling the direction <.f travel of s;ud steering.

caster.

3 In a machine of the character set forth, a platform

inclined downwardly from the rear i>ortion toward the

front portion, sockets on said platform, at the front and

rfar the spindles of the rear casters being longer th.an

those of the front and casters supporting said platform.

the spindles of said casters received in said .sockets and

held therein with their axial lines perpendicular to the

plane of said jtlatforni.

4 In a machine of the .baracter set forth, a triauizulnr

platform inclined downwardly from » line forming the base

of the triangle at the rear portion of said platform to the

opposite angle at the front portion. so<-kets on said plat-

form one of said sockets located at ..icb antle there..f.
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driving casters supporting said rear portion, a steering

caster supporting said front portion, antifriction bearings

In said sockets, the spindles of said capters received in

said bearings with the axial lines thereof perpendicular to

the plane of said platform, a tiller-head tin the spindle of

said steering caster, and tiller ropes attached to said tiller-

head, whereby the direction of travel of said steering caster

is controlled.

887.813 B1..VCKI.\<; FOR HEATED lUON. Geob<ie H.

Johnson. I'axton. Mass. Filed Dec tfi. 1907. Serial

No. 408.188.

1 .\ blackink: or dressing for iron surfaces comprising a

solution of a copper salt capable of t>einf; decomposed by

heat to produce black cuprlc oxid.

2. A bl.nckini; or dressing composition for iron surfaces

comprislnj,' a bhu k tiller, and a solution of a copper salt

capable of Iwin.' decomposed by heat to produce black

oxld of copper

887.814. -MOLD FOR HOLLOW CONCBETE BLOCKS.
Levi S. .Ii.ii.vs..\, .moux City. Iowa. Filed Apr. 20,

r.t07. Serial No. 369.324.

secured at its ends to and carried by said frame . a plow-

i-arryitig memt>er tltfwl to said guide and adjustable trans-

versely over the i-.-ntral portion thereof; and means for

bolding said memtier In positions of adjustment.

1. A mold, comprising a t)ottom. and sides and ends

hinged thereto, plates secured to the end edges of the

sides and sloplns; outwardly towards the bottom, said

plates being formed with oblique slots an4 the slot.s of the

plates at the same end of the mold converging towards the

iKittom. end handles having a sliding connection with the

said slots, an<l guides secured to the ends of the mold
and In which said handles are mounted to move.

2. A mold. <i>mprising a bottdbi, antl siden and ends
hinged to the bottom, plates secured to the end edges of

the aides and sloping outwardly from the end edges In a

direction towards the l)ottom. said plates being formed
with slots, and the slots at the same end of the mold con-

verging towards the bottom, end handles having a sliding

engagement with tlip said slots, wedge sllaped base plates

secured to the ends, and straps se<'ured t<i said base plates

and extending over the handles.

3. .V mold, comprising a bottom, and sides and ends
hinged to the bottom, platps secured to the end edges of

the sides and sloping outwardly from the end edges In a
direction towards the bottom, said plates being formed
with slots, and the slots at the same end of the mold con-

xerging towards the twittom. end handles having a sliding

enga*r»'nient with the said slots, wedge stjaped base plates

secured to the ends, straps secured to salfl base plates and
extending over the handles and locking springs secured to

said ends and adaptt-d to engage said handles.

4. .V mold, comprising a bottom and sides and ends
hinged thereto, plates secured to the end tdges ht the sides

and provided with oblique slots and the slots of the plates

ai the same end of the mold converging towards the t>ot-

torn, end handles having a sliding connection with the said

slots, wedge shajHHl base plates secured to the ends, and
strnps secured to th*> said base plates and extending over

the handles.

SX7,'^15. Sl'LKY FLOW. (;kor.;k W. .Ibsscp, Moores-
town. N. J. Filed Apr. 17, lfK)fi. Serial No. 312,105.

1. In a sulky plow, the combination with the frame
ttiereof. of a transversely arrangeil. upwardly curved gnlde

2. In a sulky plow, the combination with the frame

thereof, of a transversely arranged, upwardly curved guide

secured at Its ends to said frame ; a plow carrying memljer

ntted to and carried by said guide and adjustable trans-

versely over the central portion thereof, and held rigidly

by said guide except as to Its transverse adjustment there-

on ; and means for holding said member In positions of

adjustment.
,

3. In a sulky plow, the combination with the frame

thereof, of a transversely ,irrarige«l. upwardly curved guide

provided with a series of teeth, a plow carrying memtier

fitted to said guide and adjustable longitudinally thereof,

a hand ojierating arm projecting fixedly from said mem-
ber, and means carried by the meml)er for engaging the

teeth to hold the memljer In positions of adjustment.

4. In a sulky plow, the combination with the frame
thereof, of a transversely arranged, upwardly curved guide

having a longitudinal slot therein, a plow carrying mem-
ber extending through said slot, and engaging the top and
b<jttom of the guide, said memtier l>elng adjustable longi-

tudinally of the gtiide. and means for holding said member
in positions of adjustment.

5. In a sulky plow, the combination with the frame
thereof, of a transversely arranged, upwardly curved guide

secured at Its ends to said frame ; a plow-carrying member
fitted to and rnrrie<j by said guide and adjustable trans-

versely over the central p<irtlon thereof, means for holding

said member in positions of adjustment, a plow and Ita

beam, means for securing said beam to said memlier, and
an adjustable we<ige Interposed between one side of said

tnember and .sjild beam.

887.816. CASH CHECK HOLDER AND CUTTER. Alix-
A.VDKK D. JosLJN. Chicago. III. Filed Feb. 28, 1908.

Serial No. 417.873.

/• " * ^6
-^

' - ' " /6

^*

1. A cash check holder and cutter adapted to hold a

pile of unsevered checks and stubs, and provided with a

yupplemental re<'eptacle or pocket adapted to [)ermlt the

Insertion therein of the severed stubs, the entrance to thf

re<-eptacle or pix-ket Ijeing automatically closed after the

Insertion of each stub.

2. A cash (heck holder and cutter adapted to hold a

pile of unsevered checks and stubs, and provided with a

supplemental receptacle or pocket adapted to i)ermlt the

Insertion therein of the severe<l stubs, said receptacle be-

ing pivoted to the holder so that it may rock and close the

entrance through which the stults are Inserted after each

Insertion.

3. A cash che<'k holder and cutter having a supplemental

bc.ttom In which the severed stubs may be deposited, such

supplemental bottom being pivoted to the check holder and
cutter.

4. A cash check holder and cutter having a supplemental
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br.ttom In wbu h the seven-d stul>s may be deposited, such

supplemental bottom being pivoted to the check holder and

cutter and itdfipted t.. e\.Tt pressure upon the severed

Stubs.

5. A cash check holder and cutler, provided with a re-

ceptacle or pocket for the temporary storage of the stubs

after severatlon from the checks, such receptacle or pocket

acting as a clip upon the checks deposited therein.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,817. LOCK.
Apr. 10, 1906.

Hbnky F. Kbil. Bronxvllle, N. Y.

Serial No. 310,929.

Piled

1 In a lock, a combined escutcheons and lock-face to

rest acninst the sides of a door and extending around its

front edge and of greater dimensions than and overlap-

ping a notch In the door, a lock-case Inclosed in and sup

p<irt('d by the said structure and adapted to be Inserted in

said notch, and means whereby the lock face may l>e ex-

panded in width

2. In a lock, a lock face extending over the entire edge

of the door and having Integral means whereby the said

lock face may be expanded in width, and means for adjust-

ing the expansion of the said lock face.

;!. In a lock, a combined escutcheons and lock face to

rest against the sides of a door and extt-nding around its

front edge and of greater dimensions than and overlap-

ping a notch in the door, a lock case Inclosed in and sup

ported by the said structure and adapted to l)e Inserted In

the said notch, the said lock-face being formed with folds

or plaits in the same lying between the lock-case and the

escutcheons

4. In a lock, a cdinblned escutcheons and lock-face to

rest against the sides of a door and extending around Its

front edge and of greater dimensions than and overlap-

ping a notch In the door, a lock case Inclosed In and sup-

ported by the said structure and adapted to W Inserted in

said notch, the said lock face being formed with folds or

plaits In the same, and means to adjust the said folds or

plaits.

,'1 .\ combined escutcheons and lock fact- adapted to

rest against the sides of a door and extending around its

front edge, and means whereby the said lock-face may be

expanded.

(Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette ]

ceptacle also comprising a wing forming a side thereof

and adapted to support the bulk of the grain contained

therein and a roof, the latter roof being extended to cover

said trough, an open topped extension at the bottom of the

water tank, and means cofiperaling with the said perfora-

tion In the said fal«e bottom to open and close the same.

887,818. POULTRY FEEDER AND WATERER M.ix

KfKTT.sER. Comfort, Tex. Filed Jan 21. 1908. Serial

No 411.938.

1. In a device of the class de8crH>ed, the combination

of a water tank having an inclined roof and a perforat<M^

false bottom, a receptacle for grain above said tank and
whose bottom is said inclined roof, a flange secured to

«ald roof and forming a trough for the grain, the re-

2. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion of a water tank, having a roof in the form of an in-

Terted V, the water being accessible at the lower portion

of the tank, means whereby the water tank may be filled, a

grain receptacle whose Iwttom Is the said roof, a trougn on

each side of said roof, portions of the grain receptacle con-

stituting means for supporting the body of the feed there-

in and directing it into the said troughs and another por-

tion constituting rain proof covering means for the grain

receptacle and said troughs, substantially as set forth.

3. In a device substantially as set forth, the combina-

tion of a water tank provided with a false bottom having

a hole therethrough, a filling spout for the said lank, an

arm pivoted within the tank, a valve at one end of said

arm adapted to close said hole, a spring to move said arm

on its pivot In one direction, a rod c<innected to the other

end of said arm and extending into the said filling spout,

and a closure for the said spout engaging with the other

end of said rod to force the rod downwardly to move said

arm in the opposite direction.

4. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a water tank provided with a false bottom hav-

ing a hole therethrough, a spout extending outwardly and

upwardly from one end of the tank, an arm pivoted within

the tank, a valve carried by one end of the arm and adapt-

ed to close said hole In the false bottom, a spring adapted

to effect such closure, a rod pivoted to the opposite end of

said arm and extending within the said spout, and a screw-

plug to close the outer end of the spout and engagi' with

said rod to cause the valve to open against the tension of

the spring.

887,819. WATCH-MOVEMENT FASTENER, r.xai, KCM-
MER. Hampshire. 111. Filed July 11. 1907 Serial No

383,310.

1. The combination of a watch case, a movement,

screws for holding said movement within said case said

screws being provided with flat sides, a plate slldably

mounted upon the rear plate of the movement, said plate

iHMng provided at either end thereof with a slot through

which passes a screw to hold the said plate In Its ad-

justed position, notches formed upon the inner face of
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said plate said notchea h. in_- jlaiiil tc -nijaKe the said

screws and hold the sani.' ri_'niiist niwv.nviit

-. The comblnatluQ ui ;i wHtrh ilm''. >i nM\.rii>Dt.

screws provided with flat sides for hnUtlni: 'ii" in ucment
within the case, a plate aiI;iwtMliI\ s.iur'^il at .'ittuT -^nil to

the rear plate of the m^i ni.-n' mm mi-i fir holJin*; said

plate in Its adjusted position, said plate Nln;: adapted to

hold the flat-sided screws In eniraeement, with the case of
the watch.

887.820 I*.\PEHBOX .\I.VfHl.\K iRfiTR;. k E. Kcster,
Cedartown. Ga. Filed July L':; ij" 7 Serial No.

385,117.

1. In a machine for the purpose finsoribed. a paper sup
port, a creasing or scoring menit)er a to^peratin^ loclting

member disposed above .said support, means for aciiatlni;

the same and coactlng registerinkr meatw for said mem
l>ers.

2. In a machine for tlu- pnrjx>se described, a paper sup-

port, a creasing or soorini.' member a ro4peratlni{ roclcing

member disposed atxiv.' said suppiirt. mean.s for actuatinR
the same, roaftlni: rei;jsterln»: means (or said mem'.iers.

and a .M.p.rii ti riu puncliirik; mechanism.
; In a iiiai tiini' fir tti.- purpo!*f described, a pap'T sup-

port, a creasin;: ir •^cdnn^ ni>'mb<T a co/Jperatlng rndsing
membt'r dispos.'d aNov said support, me^ns for actuatint;

'he same, roactinir rei:ivirerink; means for said members, a

•ixlperat ink' puni-hlnc m>Mlianism. and a printlnc mech-
anism

4 In a mai'hlne .if rU>- character described, a creasing
or scoring mechanism, a mclvlng member ooiiperating witli

the sam>> r'-i;!-*f -rinn means on said meclianism and mem-
ber, punrhirii: d. vices, a printing' mechanism, and means
for actuating ttiem in unison. I

5. In a machine of the character described, a creasing
or scoring mechanism, a roclclng member r-ooperating with
rtie same. crUiiverating means for Iceeplag said parts In

alinemeni and raising tlie rocl«inu memtM»r at each end of

Its stroke, a punching mechanism, and a ror'.peratlng feed

Inic device.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the (Jazftte ]

887.821 H.VNI'TIUrK Frkdkkk k Mng, Ne* York.
N V ,

(i<sii:n r of one-half to Hoherf Elenlte. Rro<ikl.vn.

.V Y and one half to .\nna N'ermilyea. New York, N. Y.

Filed Fet. 1. IftoR Serial No. 41.;.sii.

1 .\ hand truck provided with side \>ar\ traction wheels
journaled at the front thereof, a piufallty of rollers
xt^'ndin.; rearwardl.v from the traciion whe«'ls in an up-

wardl.v inclined direeriun and a foot haiik of the rollers,

substantially as specified. I

2 \ hand truck provideil with sidt? bars, traction
whe. Is. • rails extending rearwardiy fnum the traction

wheels in an upwardly inclined direction, and a plurality
of rollers Journaled In said rails, substantially as speci-

fied.

3. A hand truck provided with side bars, traction
wheels, rails extending rearwardiy from the traction
wheels In an upwardly Inclined direction and having an
Inverted U-shaped cross section, and a plurality of rollers

Journaled In said rails, substantially as specified.

8 8 7.822. ELPXTRICAL CONTACT. Rk hard F. Le
Bbocq, Etna, N. J., assignor of one-half to James P.

Niemann, Lynbrook, N. Y. Filed Mar. 24, 1906. Serial

No. .307.882.

1. In combination In mechanism for making elect rica!

contacts, a fixed eontaci. a movalde contact. <d<»ck inech

anism. a cam op^'rated by said mechanism, a main lever

bearing on the cam, and a secondary lever carrying the

movatile contact and pivotally connected with the main
lever, .substaniialiy as described

2. In comtiinat ion In mi^chanism for making electrical

contacts, a fixed enntact. a movable contact, clock mech-
anism, a main lever operated thereby, and a secondary
lever .arrying the movabl>> contact and jointed to the main
levor to allow movem'^fit of the main le\er in one direction

independently of the secondary lever hut to carry said

Secondary lever alone without it when moved in the other
direction

.'. In mechanism fi>r makitu; eleiirical confai-ts, a lixed

contact, clock m>ihanisni. a cam actuated by the same, a
lever adapted at one end to coiiperate with the cam an<l at

Its other end having a reduced portion and a depi ndlng
lug, a secondary lever pivoted to ttie reduced portion of
the first lever and having a depending lug to cooperate
with the depending lug on the first lever and a nnaalile
Contact carried by this secondary lever

4 I fi iiie<-hanisiii for making electrical contacts, a fixed

Contact, cluck mechaiiism. a cam ai'tiiated by the same, a

lever adapted at one end to coopi-rate with the cam ami at

Its other end having a reduce<l portion and a depending
lug, a secondary lever pivoted to the redm-ed portion of
the first !e\.r and having a depending lug to cixiperate

with the depending lug on the first lev(>r, a movable con-

tact carried by this secondary lever, and yiehllng adjust-

able m>ans to regulate the contact of the first lever with
the cam

.'• In me<tianism for makitik: electrical cutitact, a fixed

contact, clixk mechanisni. a cam actuated by the same, a
lever adapted at one end to coilperaie with the cam and at

Its other end having a reihiced portion and a di'pending

lug. a H4'ccindary lever pivoted to the reduced portion

of the first lever and havinir a depenillng lug to cooperate

with the de|),.iiiiing liiir on the first lever, a ruovMf)le con

tact carrteii hy this secondary lever, and a spring mounted
upon the first lever and bearing upon the secondary lever.

887.823. SPEED-RKCOKHKR FkK LOCOMOTIVES. JO-

SEPH LivTSCHAK. St. Petersburg, Russia. Filed Nov.

3. 1903. Serial No. 179.70.3

1. The combination with a hx'omofive track wheel, of

a speed recording mechanism, and a conical driving wheel
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for said speed recording mechanism driven by said loco-

motive track wheel, said conical wheel being reversely ar-

ranged In relation to the locomotive wheel and having

the base of the cone contacting with said wheel substan-

tially as described.

movement with respect to the first yoke, the yoke having

a shaft, a hemispherical gear carried by the shaft and

arranged to mesh with the first named gear, and a steering

apparatus connected witli the last named yokes.

887.825. iJEARING FOR WASHING MACHINES. Law

KENCB W. Mammen, Chlcago, 111, Filed June JT. 1907.

Serial No, 3S1.0.3.'i.

2. The combination v%ith a locomotive track wheel, of

a speed recording mechanism, a yoke situated near the

locomotive wheel, a coni al wheel reversely arranged In

relation to the locomotive whe(d and carried in said yoke

and having the base of the cone engaging the locomotive

wheel, a spring for pressing the yoke towards the loco-

motive wheel to keep the conical wheel In contact there-

with and means for transmlttinu the movement of the

conical wbe4d to the speed recording m'clianism.

3. In a spej-d recorder, the combination of a sheet car-

rying member, moans for imparting movement to said

sheet carr\ing memlMT. a stylus l.o\ bx atinl in proximity

to said sheet carrying m<'iiil>if. a st.v'.u- iti ^md '">x. means

for operating said stylus and means \vli.r.!\ -aid stylus

box is shifted horizontally and vertimlly into varying

operative iiositioii>. siib^-iantlslly as set forth.

4 In a sp. ed recorder the combination of a sheet car-

rying meml>er. mechanism for imparting movement to

said sheet i-arrying member, a stylus carrying member I

located iti pro\lmit\ to said slieet carrying member, means I

for shifting said meml>er into difTcrent operative positions,
|

a plurality of stiluses mount>-d In said stylus carrying
|

tiieiii[.4-r, and means for operating said styluses at different

de;;rees of spee<l. substantially as set forth

.S In a speed recorder, the combination of a sheet car-

rylng member, iiiccluinlsm for imparting movement to said

sheet carrying menil>er. a stylus box arranged in proximity

to said sheet carrying member, a stylus in said l>ox, means

for operalinL' said stvlus. and means for shifting said

stylus box ; said I'ov shifting means c(msistlng of a plu

rality of liarieN having sti'uis eccentric to their axes and

fitteti to .-airi i.ox. suliNtantlally as set forth.

[nairn- < ami 7 not printed In the f^aiette.]

'•^j-j-rrs^

The combination of an angular frame having branches

In the same plane and t.earing studs projecting from one

side thereof, a lever fulcrumed on one of said studs and

having a segment gear at one end thereof, an alternating

shaft extendlni: through said frame and a pinion thereon

In mesh with said gear, a tiy wheel mounted on one of

said studs and a pinion on the hub thereof, a spur gear

mounte<1 on another stud and In mesh with the last men

tlone<1 pinion, and a pitman connected between the lever

and the spur gear.

8.«i7,S24 .\1 TO.MoHII.K •.K.M{IN<; I.ksiek \ l.o. h.nkR.

Auburn. Ind Filed ( »ct 14. l".»iiT Serial No .•:!»7,383.

\ gearing id' the class desi-ribed. cdinprisinir a drive-

shaft, a driv. n shaft geared thereto, the driven shaft hav-

iiiL' yokes secured at Its otiter ends, the yokes comprising

verti -aiix extending porticns and outwardly and horizon-

taiU xieiuiing portions at the upper and lower ends

till n-of, the driven shaft liaving hemispherical L'ears at the

outer ends, tlie teeth of the gears lieing arranged in cir-

cumferential rows upon the hemispherical faces, the teeth

of the alternate rows being arrangp<l between the teeth of

the opposite rows, a second yoke mounted for angular

8 8 7.826. SAFETY DEVICE FOR FAUCETS. STOP
COCKS, Ac. Ci-AKEN<E A. Mamex. Ray City, Mich.

Filed Mar 21, 1907, Serial No. 363,699.

n > h >

1, A safety device for a plurality of faucet valves. i>om

prising a stiitably supporte<l movable meml>er provided

with a plurality of slots adapted to receive the stems of
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the respective faucet Talves to prevent thetr operation and
such slots being provided each with an enlargenient at

some point In its length, the enlargements i^eing arranged

in staggered relation relative to each othet to permit any
single faucet valve only to he operated at n time.

2. A safety device for a plurality of atop coclis provided

with stems, comprising a suitably supported memtier hav

Ing a series of slots ailapted to receive the respective stems

to prevent their dperation and such slots being provided

each with an enlari.'Htnent at •lome point in Its l>>ngth,

and means cooperating' with the support aod engaging the

member for releasably retaining the memfitr in any of its

adjusted positions, whprehy all the stop cocks are locked

against operation or to permit iitiy orif faijcet to !>» oper

ated while retaining the others in lockf><l positiun.

3. The combination with a plurality of faucet valves,

of a suitable support, a mevable slotted member thereon.

the slots In the uieuilier having enlargemeats arranged In

staggered relation relative to each other, the stems of the

faucet valves received in the slots and metns coiiperatlng

with the support and member to releasably retain the lat-

ter In any adjusted position whereby to lock all of the

valves against operation and to f>ermlt any one of the

valves to be operated while retaining the remainder in

locked position.

4. The combination with a plurality of valves having

stems, of a support, a slotted member movable relative to

the stem.s to prevent the operation of all orf the valves or

to permit any one of the valves to be operated while lock-

ing the remainder against operation, and means cooperat-

ing with the support and engaging the member to releas

ably lock the latter in any of its adjusted pr>sitlon8.

5. The combination with the stem of a cock, of a slotted

locking memb»»r. which slot is provided with an enlarge

ment the stem received In the slot, the walls of the slot

adapte 1 to pr*»vent the operation of the stam. the member
t>elng movable relative tn the stem to bri>g the enlarge

ment adjacent the stem, whereby the latter may be oper

ated, apertures in the plate, a perforated bracket, the per

foration in which Is aiiapted to register with either of the

apertures and means receivable in the registerfxl ap«>rture8

to lock the member in one or the other of its mljiisted

positions.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.)

887.*<-'T. AI'FLlAMK KOH I'^K IN STORING FRESH
FRUITS .VND OTHER I'RoI'lCE. Fkederk K W
MmaKiN. North Carlton, Victoria, .Australia Filed .Vug

10, 1907. Serial No. 388,017.

1 An appliance for the storage of frash fruits and
other produce, comprising a compartment having non-heat

conducting walls said walls having upper and lower open-

ings provided with regulating shutters pivoted on horlson-

tal axes and having means whereby they may be adjustably

seiuretl :»t the desired vertical angles, the lower openings

having means for niolsicning ilie air passing through under
natural draft.

1'. \n appliance for the storage of fresh fruits and other
produce, comprising a compartment havinif non heat con-

ducting walls said walls having \ipper and lower open-
ings providetl wltti regulating shutters pivoted on horizon-

tal axes and having means whereby they may be adjustably
securp<1 at the desired vertical anjles. the lower openings
having troughs for nintalnlng water, and a frame work for

supporting porous material with its lower edges in the
troughs.

3. An appliance for the storage of fresh fruits and other
produce, comprising a compartment having non heat con-

ducting walls said walls having upper and lower openings
provided with regulating shutters pivoted on horizontal

axes and having means whereby they may be adjustably
secured at the desired vertical angles, the lower openings
having troughs for containing water, and a frame work
for siipportlng porous material with its lower edges in the

troughs, and an eduction funnel or ventilator for permit
ting escape of air from a point aUive the level of the upper
openings in the walls.

887.828. ACTIATING MECHANISM FOR OVEN CAR-
RIERS. Anton Mill. Cincinnati. Ohio, and Alkx.\n-
[>EH W ropL.wD. I>etroit. Mich. : said Mill assignor to

said Copland. Filed Jan. 31, 1902. Serial No. 01.994.

I 1. In ii baker's oven having a rotatable I'arrier witli a

series of radially extending l)earings thereon, antifriction'

I

members for successively slldlngly engaging said radial

t)earlngs to rotate said carrier, and auxiliary means oper-

atlvely associated with .said bearings for stopping the
carrier as It is disengaged by said antifriction members.

2. In a baker's oven having a carrier reel, the combina-
tion of an actuating mechanism therefor, comprising a

wheel on the reel shaft having a series of radially extend-

ing liearlngs there<:)n, anti friction members for succes-

sively slldlngly engaging said radial bearings to rotate

said wheel, and a dog adapted to engage one of said radi-

ally extending bearings to stop the wheel as It Is disen-

gaged by said antifriction members.
3. In a baker's oven, having a carrier reel, the combina-

tion of an actuating mechanism therefor, comprising a

wheel on the reel shaft having a series of radially extend
ing bearings thereon, a rotary drive member having a se-

ries of pins for successively slldlngly engaging said radial

bearings to rotate the wheel, a dog adapted to engage an
other of said bearings, and means operable by the move-
ment of said dog for rendering said drive member Inoper-

ative.

4. In a bakers oven having a carrier, a wheel on the
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shaft thereof h.ivlng a plurality of radial bearings, a mov-

able memlier arranged to slidably engage said l)earlng8 for

Imparting rotary movement to the wheel, and supplemental

means ai^o engaging said l>earings to stop the wheel.

88T3M. MBANS FOR SEALING ENVELOPS AND AF-

FT'X'TNG STAMPS THERETO. Alexandkr M. Motuan

and SEAB T. Tracy. Century, Fla. Filed Mar. 26,

1907. Serial No. 364,70fl.

I . I . I . I . I

1. In a machine of tlie < liaracter described, the com-

bination of a feed taMe adapted to support a sheet of

stamps, a rack secured underneath said tal)le and provided

with a series of upwardly extending feeders projecting

through the table and adapted to engage with a sheet of

stamps, means for raisin;: the rack into engagement with

the sheet, for shifting it in one direction in raised posi-

tion, for lowering the rack and then returning it In lowered

position, means actuated by the rack In Its lowered move-

ment to sever a strip from the sheet, means for severing

a stamp from the strip, and means for affixing the severed

stamp to an envelop.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a feed table adapted to support a sheet of

stamps, a rack operating underneath the table and pro-

vided with feeders projecting underneath the table and

adapted to engage the sheet, means for raising the rack,

shifting the rack In raised position In one direction. lower-

ing the rack and moving It biu kwardly in lowered posi-

tion, the table being provided with a cutter slot, a knife

adapted to work In said slot, pivoted links connecting the

rack with the knife whereby the knife will be depressed

when the rack is lowenMi so as to sever a strip from the

sheet, means for feeding the strip Intermittently, means

for severing a stamj) from the strip, and means for affix-

ing the stamp to an envelop.

3. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a feed table provided with a bed formed with

a series of slots and a cutter slot extending at right angles

to the series of slots, a rack operating underneath the bed

and provided with a series of upright feeders working In

said slots, said feeders t»eing formed In their upper ex-

tremities with a spur adapted to engage a sheet of stamps

laid on the bed, a knife adapted to operate In the cutter

slot, means for shifting tlie rack towards the cutter slot

In a raised position and tor lowering it and returning it

In a lowered position, an operative connection l)etw?en the

knife and tlie rack whereby the lowering of the rack will

efrecf the depression of the knife to sever a strip from the

sheet, means for intermittently feeling the strip over the

bed in a direction at right angles to tlie direction of move-

ment of the sheet, means for severing a stamp from the

strip, and means for atlixlng the severed stamp to an en-

velop.

4. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a feed table adapted to support a sheet of

134 0. G.—37

stamps, a rack mounted underneath the table and provided

with feeders adapted to project through the table Into en

gagement with the sheet, levers suspended from the table

and adapted to rock in a vertical plane, the rack being

slldlngly supported by said levers, means for automatically

raising and lowering said levers, means for shifting the

rack on tlt^ levers, means for severing a strip from the

sheet, means for severing Ptami>s from the strip, and means

for affixing tlie severed stamp to an envelop.

5. In a machine of the character described, the com

binatlon of a feed table adapted to support a sheet of

stamps, a rack mounted underneath the table and provided

with feeders projecting through the table and adapted to

engage the sheet, levers suspended at their outer ends

from the table and extending towards each other and hav

Ing a Jointed connection, the rack being slldlngly sup

ported on said levers, one of said levers being provided

with a depending arm. a cam adapted to engage said arm

and to raise and lower the levers, a pivoted bar connected

to the rack, a cam with which said bar engages, said cam

being adapted to shift the rack laterally, means for ac-

tuating said cams, means for severing a strip from the

sheet, means for severing the stamps from the strip and

means for affixing the severed stamp to an envelop.

[Claims 6 to ItJ not printed in the Gazette.]

887,830. RAIL -SI-IKE SIPPORTER AND PROTEC-
TOR. .lEKKMiAH Ml kkay. I lica, N. Y. Filed July 18,

1906. Serial No. 326,660.

mS3 -J?

1. A combined rail l>race and spike brii^e and protector

consisting of a plate adapted to be applied to the tie and

recessed at the end to receive the spike driven at the edge

of the rail and engage the spike and flange of the rail at

each side of the spike, and extending laterally away from

the rail and having offset sjiike openin;:s in said extending

portion, substantially as set forth.

2. A combined rail t)race and spike brace and protector

consisting of a plate adn-.ited to lie applied to the tie and

recessed at the end to re<eive tlie spike driven at the edge

of the rail and engage the spike and flange of the rail at

each side of the spike, and having fingers or projections

overhanging the edge of the flange of the rail and spaced

apart to afford access to the head of the spike and the

plate extending laterally away from the rail, and having

offset spike openings in said extended portion, substan-

tially as set forth.

887.831. DUST-OITARD FOR ROLLERS. Emil J. Mith,

Berlin. Germany, assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Muth-Schmldt. Maschlnenfabrlk ftlr Gurtforderer und

Transportanlagen G. M. B. H., Berlin, Germany. Filed

Apr. 13. 1904. Serial No. 202,958.

1. The combination of a roller having an annular cham-

i ber extending Inward from each end thereof, a hollow
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spindle for feeding lubricant to the roller. Journal bearings

for said roller, a dii«t trap connected with each end of the

roller and surrounding the hollow splndl*', for preventing

the entrance of du«t and dirt into said hearings, and a dust

cap at each end of said roller, each of said dust caps ex

tending at its upper end Into the adjacent annular cham-

ber of the roller.

2. The combination of a roller havina ao annular chain

ber extending Inward from each end thereof. Journal bear-

ings for said roller, and a dust cap at f-tch end of said

roller, each of said dust caps extending nt its upper end

Into the adjacent annular chamber of the roller whereby

to protect the Journal bearings.

3. The combination of a roller having an aumilar « hxm

ber extending Inward from each end thc^r^'of. a statlMU-

ary hollow' spindle having perforations fur feeding lutiri-

eating material to the roller, a closing cap on one end of

said spindle, a dust cap fitting acrii>is the opposite end of

said spindle and extending at its upper end into the adja

cent annular chamber of the roller, and a second cap slot-

ted to straddle the spindle adjacent to the closing cap and

fitting at Its upper end into the adjacent annular chambtr

of the roller.

4. The combination with ;t puller havitin' a stationary

hollow spindle for feeding lubrii anr to the roller, of a dust

trap connected with each end of the roilcj- and surround

ing the hollow spindle, each dust trap having a pluralit.v

of annular recesses opening onto the spin<lle and connected

with each other by small pas8age«s. the outer annular re

cess having one or more outlet passages directed away
from the axis of the spindle so as to cause the exit of

lubricating material by centrifugal force.

5. The combination of a roller having a hollow boss, a

hollow stationary spindle. pro\^ded with holes passing

through the same sleeves on said spindle, pedestals each

provide.! •a'.\'.\ 1 fork for supporting said spindle, ball

bearln;:.* .irruiged l)^tween the boss and the spindle and

revolubly supporting the roller on the Jpindle. thereby

forming an annular space between the boss and the spindle.

dust traps having a plurality of circular grooves and

passages connecting said grooves with salil annular space

between each bearing and the corresponding end of the

spindle, means fcjr forcing lubricating graBse through the

bearings whereby the grease Is forced to pass from the

bearings and to be finally ejected, carrying with it any dust

or dirt which may have fournl entrance.

[Claim (^ not printed In the iJazette.]

887,832. DOl'BLE- NErKKl' KAII. FOR liAH.WAYS.
John A. Mveks. Braddock. I'a h'iled June uo. 1907.

Serial No. 381.566,

A rail having double necks spaced apart, a head, and

• recessed bottom plate, f)ne of said necks being continuous

with the bottom plate and head and the other extending

from the head and adapte<I to be received in the i;eces8 of

the bottom plate and be compressed therqin, substantially

as set forth. !

887,833. rnONOilRAI'FI RP:i'K01«rrEU. .I..u<;k.\ T. .VIy-

<".IND, Copenhagen. I>^nmark. Filed .Ttune 4. 1907. Se-

rial No. :i77.2:?3.

1. A reproducing device for phonographs comprising a

casing, a membrane therein, a forked member on the casing

having openings therein, a lever, a pin carried by one end

i>r the lever, a link connecting the other end to the mem-
lirane, and a wire bent as a crank on which the lever Is

carried, the ends of said wire passing through the open-

itigs in the forked member, and lielng held in place by Its

own tension.

_' \ reprodticing device for phonographs comprising a

casing, a membrane therein having an eye-bolt thereon, a

Uver pivoted on the casing, a pin carried by one end of

the lever and a bent wire connecting the other end of the

lever to the eye bolt on the membrane, an<l a mass fused

into the l)ent wire.

H'i7x?.4 COX i;k kktainin«; .mK( hams.m luii hop-
I'KKS OF SFP:I)FRS or CRAIN drills. N1CHOLA.S

R. Nelson, Beaver I>am, Wis. Filed Sept. 4, 1906. Se-

rial No. 333.047.

In a cover retaining device for hoppers of the described

class, the combination with the cover of an Integrally

formed arm, fastening plate and hinge lug. and with the

hopper of an Integrally formed end bracket and lug. a

hinge pin connectini: the respective iiint'e u'^ 'f '<;ui! 'IkI

bracket and the integrally formed nrni and fastemnfe' plate

together, a link slldably connecte<l at one end by a pivot to

said arm and jiivitnllv cotinect^Hi nf its opposite end with

sHiil end hrii k'-! ,1 ^pirnl spriiiL: 'arniHl by said lltik in

t«uiH)st'd l)etween the pivotal ii if - f ion-i o! -iaid link with

said end bracket and arm. su!'s!aiitiaily as si>ecirted.

SS7.835. mp:chanical .\i<t\ i:mi;.\ r .wmaw 11, nbu-

i:k! TiiK.K. Peru. Ill , assignor to The Western Clock

.Manufacturing f'ompany, La Salle. 111., a Corporation of

Illinois Flle<l .luly s. 1907. Serial No. 382.793.

1 In a ni'cliHui.al movement, a journaled memt>er hav

ing a plurality of ra<lially disposed slots, a circular mem
ber having a plurality r)f similarly disposed slots, journaled

within said memtier Imt frictionally conm^ted therewith,

means for locking said Journaled memlier against rotation

ih one direction, ami means for ^.-iviiii: said iiienibers ro-

tary motion in opjiosite directions

2. In a me( ham -mI iiMvement. a JournaUvl nieinU'r hav-

ing a plurality of radially disi)osed slots, a ' ire ular mem
ber having a plurality of siiuilarly disposed slots, jour-

l naled within said memUT Inn fruTlonally ronnected there-

with, means for locking said journaled member against ro-
\
secured to the main memlM?r Its upper end bearing against

tation In one direction, and means for giving said members

rotary motion In opposite directions, said means compris-

ing a roll which engages the slots of said members In suc-

cession.

3. In a mechanical movement, a Journaled member hav-

ing a plurality of radially disposed slots, a circular mem-

ber having a plurality of similarly disposed slots, jour-

naled within said luemlier but frictionally connected there

with, means for locking said journale<l memlter against ro-

tation In one dlre<tlon, and means for giving said mem-
bers rotary motion in opposite directions, said means com-

prising a roll descrllilng a circular path and engaging the

slots of said memliers in succession.

4. In a mechanical movement, a journaled member hav-

ing a plurality of radially disposed slots, a circular mem-
ber having a plurality of similarly disposed slots, Jour-

naled within said member but frictionally connected there-

with, means for locking said journaled memlier against ro-

tation In one direction, and means for giving said mem-
l)er8 successive rotary motion in opposite directions.

5. In a mechanical movement, a Journaled member hav-

ing a plurality of slots radially disposed, a ring member
having a plurality of similarly disposed slots frictionally

Journaled on said meinUT, with means for locking said

journaled mendxT against rotation in one direction, and

means for giving said nieml»er8 successive movements in

opposite directions.

[Claims »; to ir5 not printed in the fiazette.]

887.836. WATER STOP FOR I»I:KI' WELLS. Hahvt J.

NEWHOU8E. Yorktown. Ind Filed I'ec. 17. 1906. Se-

rial No. 348.341.

A device of th.> kind descrilwd. comprising an open an-

nular main memt>er suitably threaded on its upper por-

tion, a ring screwed down thereon to the base of the

threads, and a secondary open annular member threaded

on its interior and screwel down on the main meml>er Into

close contact with the ring, and a non-porous elastic sleeve

the lower side of the ring and Its lower end extending

slightly below the lower edge of the main member, sub-

stantially as descrii)ed.

887,837. DIM PING-DOOR OPERATING MECHANISM.
Spencek Otis. Chicago. III., assignor to National Dump
Car Company, a Corporation of Maine, Filed Apr. 24,

1906. Serial No. 3n.404.

ff o^if

A lAisb arm for dumping door operating mechanism.

consisting of a channeled bar having perforations In its

flanges, the flanges l)elng widened and the web narrowed at

one end of tlie door.

887,838. MArillNK Foli MAKlNt. CLOSURES FOR
BOTTLES AND TllK LIKE. \Vii.i,i.\M Pai.ntkk. Balti-

more, Md., assignor to Crown «"ork and Seal Company

of Baltimore City. Baltimore. Md. Filed May 24. 19<>5,

Serial No. 262.049. Renewed Oct. 3, 1907 Serial No,

395,758.

1. In an organization for uaiting ili< lueiallic meml)er

of a bottle or like closure with its conipressible packing

having a fusible material Interposed bei\\..n it and said

metallic member, means for engaging th- pa. king to press

the same against tlie metallic member with the fusible ma

terlnl Interposed, and means for subjecting said parts to a

change In temperature, said change In temperature being

malntalnetl while the said packing is maintained under

compression. subst.Tntially as described

2. In an organization for uniting the metallic memb<'r

of a bottle or like closure with its compressible packing

with fusible material interposed, heating means and means

for engaging the pa. kin;; to hold It under compression

while the closure is cpoling. substantially as described.

3. In an organizntion for uniting the compressible pack-

ing ^vith the metal caps of Ixdtle closure, means for heat-

ing the metal caps with the contained packing and inter

posed fusible material, and means for subjecting the pack-

ing to compression, and .ImiiiL' ^:iid c..mpressjon subject-

ing the metal cap to a co.iiin^ a.iiiui. substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In an organization for making bottle closures of the

cap variety, the combination, substantially as hereinbefore
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dMcrlbed, of means for aatomatlcally assembling; the metal

esps and packing;, moans for heating thf caps, and means

for subjectlni; the packing to pressure to hold It In proper

position against the cap and the Interposed fusible mate-

rial while cooling, substantially ns deacrified.

5. In an organlxatlon for maklni; little cloHures of the

cap variety, the construction substantially as herelnde-

scrlbed. con>!isting in means for Hutomaticully assembling

the caps, the packing and the interposed njateriai. means

for heating the parts to fuse, the binding material, aii'l

means for holding the packing under pren.mire within the

cap while the parts are C(X>ling and the bitidlng material

is hardening, substantially as descrltK»d.

[t'lalms '> to -Jl* not printed in the tjazetjte.]

887,840. PUSH - BUTTON SWITCH.
l^'wisburg. Ohio. Fllerl Aug 1"..

388.709.

PmK A. Paul,

1907. S.Tlal No.

DISSOLVING ATTACH.MKNT FOR rROJE."-

TTON AFP.iRATUS. Wi; rivM I I'ATTr.KsoN. Roches

ter. N. Y., assignor, by lu^'sjie assi^-'nmenCH, to Hausch &.

liomb Optical Company. R » ti.^ster. N Y . a Corporation

of .New York. Filed Jan. 2^. I'JUT. Serlftl No, 354.409.

1. In projection apparatus, the combination with a pair

of projecting lanterns, of an adjustable diaphragm for

each lantern located a distance from the object to be pro-

jected substantially equal to the conjugate focal length of

the projection lens, and devices connectiiu- the diapliragms

for insuring an opening moTemenr of oiu- ind a closing

movement of tne other.

2. In projection apparatus, the combination with a pair

of projecting lanterns, of diaphragms for Ijhe lanterns lo-

cated at distances from the objects to bej projected snb-

stantlally equal to the conjugate focal lengths of the pro-

jection lenses, and each having an adjusting p<irtlon ar-

ranged to move In the same direction to open one dia-

phragm and close the other, and an operating member con-

necting the adjusting portions of the two diiiphragms.

3. In projection apparatus, the combination with a pair

of projecting lenses, of an iris dlaphragmj for each lens,

each diaphragm having an adjusting ring <otatable In the

same direction for opening one dlaphrn^n imd closing the

other, and an operating member conneiteil • rlie adjust-

ing rings for causing operation thereof In t: -ime direc-

tion.

4. In projection apparatus, the combination with a pair

of projecting lanterns, of a diaphragm f(jr each lantern

having an adj\isttng arm for opening and closing It. and

an operating m'^mber connected to the adjusting arms of

the diaphragms and adjustable longitudinally to alter the

relative adju.«tment of the diaphragms.
.' In proje'tlon apparatus, the combination with a pair

of lanterns and a projecting lens for each lamtern each hav-

ing Its own axial adjusting portion for foctising. of a dia-

phragm for each lens carried by the adjustable portion

thereof anil e;ich dlapiiragm having an adjusting arm.

and an 'iperatlng member having univerpal connections

with tiie diaphragm adjusting arms for tfTectIng simul-

taneous adjustment tiiere.if ainl ti) permit Independent

focusing uf the lenses

[Claims 6 to not printed m the GarettM

.-V i)

1. A push button switch comprising a longitudinally

movable but non rotatable shaft having helical grooves of

long pitch, a cam l)lo<k mounted on said shaft, an Im-

pelling block also mounted on the shaft and engage<l by

the grooves thereof, said Impelling block and cam block be-

ing provided with oneway engaging faces, a spring for

holding the Impelling block In engageriient with the cam

block, circuit terminals, and means engaged by the cam

blocks and movable thereby to close the circuit at the cir-

cuit terminals.

2. A push button switch comprising a longitudinally

movable but u-n r'at.i'i" -ih.tft having helical grooves of

long pitch, a cam In .ck uiounted on said shaft and having

teeth on one face, an impelling block also mounted on the

shaft and engaged by tb.- grooves therein, said impelling

block having wings engaging the teeth on the cam block, a

spring for holding the Impelling block In engagement with

the cam block, circuit terminals, and a bridging contact in

operative relation to the cam block and movable thereby

into engagement with the circuit terminals to complete the

circuit therethrough.

8 8 7,841. CENTRIKT'OAL SEPARATOR Philip P.

Vr.iK. Chicago, III Filed .Tune :',, litoT Serial No.

376,941

! 1. In a centrifugal ore separator, the combination of a

rotatable vewsel having a s.paratlng surface, a differen-

tially rotatable longitudinally travelable deflector form-

ing one wall of a separating channel Interposed between

said deflector and surface, the vessel being [irovlded with

a material feed passage communicating with the sepa-

rating channel a distance from the feed end of the vessel

substantially as great as the distance of longitudinal

travel of the deflector, having its inner wall a h'ss dis-

tance from the axis than that of the adjacent part of the

separating surface, and means for feeding material for

separation Into said ft»ed passages.

•J In a •nirlfugal ore separator, the combination of

a rotatat)l.' v.ss.i having a separating surface, a dlfferen

tially rotatable longitudinally travelable deflector forming

on-' wall of a .separating channel interposed between said

deflector and surface, the vessel being provided with a ma
' terial feej passage comniunlcaf lug with the separating

channel a distance from the feed end substantially as

great as the distance of longitudinal travel of the de-

flector, having Its Inner wall a less distance from the axis

than that of the adjacent part of the separating surface,

the deflector In part forming a waftr passage at the cir-

cumferential portion of Its small end communicating from

between the small end of the deflector and th' small end

of the vessel to the separating chaunt 1. means for Intro-

ducing water into the vessel between the small end of the

deflector and the small end of the vessel, and means for

introducing material Into the material feed passage.

3. In a centrifugal ore separator, the combination of

a rotatable vessel having a separating surface, a dlDTer-

entlally rotatable longitudinally travelable deflector with

a channel Interposed bet w. en said deflector and surface, a

portion within the small end of the vessel forming part of

a feed passage in substantially extended allnement with

said separating channel and communicating therewith a

distance from the small end of the vessel substantially as

great as the distance of longitudinal travel of the de-

flector, the small end of said deflector adapted to tele-

scope within said portion in the small end of the vessel,

the two forming a passage l)etween them communicating

from between the small end of the deflector and the small

end of the vessel and the separating channel, means for

Introducing water between the small end of the vessel and

the small end of the deflector, and means for introducing

material for separation Into the material feed passage.

4. In a centrifugal ore separator, the combination of

a rotatable vessel having a separating surface and an

enlarged portion of desired length at Its discharge end,

a differentially rotatable longitudinally travelable de-

flector In said vessel forming one wall of a separating

channel interposed Utween said deflector and the sepa-

rating surface, a portion within the small end of the ves-

sel forming one wall of a feed passage substantially in ex-

tend. d alinement with said separating channel and com-

municating therewith a distance from the small end of

the vessel substantially as great as the distance of longi-

tudinal travel of the defle ir, the small end of said de-

flector adapted to telescope within said portion in the

small end of the vessel, the two forming a passage be-

tween them communicating from between the small end

of the deflector and the small end of the vessel to the sep

aratlng channel, means for introducing water within tile

separating channel for removal of middlings separately

from a predetermined part of the separating surface to-

wards its discharge end, means for introducing water be-

tween the small end of the vessel and the small end of

the deflector, and means for introducing material for

separation into the material feed passage

5. In a centrifugal ore separator, the combination of a

rotatable vessel having a separating surface, a dlBferen

tially rotatable longitudinally travelable deflector said

deflector and vessel forming a separating channel inter-

posed between them, material feed means adapted to have

the small end of said deflector telescope Into part thereof

and adapted to deliver said material Into the separating

channel a distance from the feed end of the vessel sub

stantlally as great as the distance of longitudinal travel

of the deflector, the telescoping part of the deflector and

said feed means having a passage between them from the

small end of the vessel to the separating channel, and

means for introducing water into the small end of the

vessel.

[Claims « to 9 not printed In the Gaaette.]

reflecting device, walls connected thereto, a lid movably

mounted In the walls, resilient supports for the Ud, and

means for detachably connecting the attachment to a

support.

887,842. ATTACHMENT FOR CAMERAS. Willis E.

Phillips, Collbran. «'olo. Filed Feb. 16, in07. Serial

No. 867,742.

1. .\ fomslng aiia< iitmnt for cameras comprising a col-

lapsible tiood. u reflecting device therein, and spring

pressed su|ipori tuigaging m>'ans carried by the hood.

2. A focusiuL' attechment for cam»ras comprising a col-

lapsible hood bavini: a r.sili.ntly supported lid, and sup-

port engaging devices carried by th*' hood, one of said de-

vices being disposed upon the lid

3. A focusing attachment for '-ameras comprising a

4. A focusing attachment for cameras comprising a re-

flecting device, walls extending from the sides thereof, a

reslllently supported lid raovatily motinted between said

walls, and means connected to the reflecting device and

lid for detachably engaging a support.

5. A f." UHJiiL- attachment for cameras comprising a re-

flectlnj; divii.. walls extending from the sides thereof, a

lid hlngedly mounted between the walls, resilient sup-

ports connected to the lid and engaging the walls, and

support engaging devices connected to and extending from

the rel!i!i;nL' device and the lid.

[Claims to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,843. A.MM.VLTRAr William Z. Pierck. Dexter,

Tex. Filed Aug. 19. 190". Serial No. 389,100.

-^ J-r

In an anlmai traji. a receptacle, a Hat rotatable cover

fitting within the re(•eptacl'^ ears provided on the recep-

tacle, a shaft passing through the ears and supporting the

cover, said shaft having a down turned end, a weight se-

cured on the extreme lower end of said down turned end.

and a spring bait holder on said cover held in place by

said shaft.

887.84-1 STEAM COOKF.R .Imsepii E. 1'p..\tek and

RisH S. riER.soN. Kingfisher, Okla. Filed .\pr 1, 1907.

Serial No. 365.^47.

A steam cooker comprising a tank, a receptac !•• fitting

within the top of the tank and having steam tight con-

nection therewith and being spaced from the sides of tiif

tank the bottom of the receptacle b. ing located in a plane

at a level below the top of the tank, the space between the

tank and the receptacle forming a water chamber, a steam
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pipe l«a«Hng Into the r<>ceptacle and tprmiiiat!nk; nt-ar the

bottom thereof at a point bHow thf> l^-vd ..f th.' top of the

f

-/

tank and an olhow connectlnj

top of the tank.

am pip'" with the

887,845. PROCESS OF I'H()T( xiKAl'II

Reckasd. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 16

No. 352.518.

4 s # / '* "*

Hbnkt L.

1907. Serial

y ;^^
1. The priK-e!-8 of p!>otoifrrtiihy whirti . .i.-ii-r.-; m plaiiug

close together and 8ut)iitantiail.v In retristryi two plates of

the same subject. In one of which the subject to be molded

U translucent on a less translucent backgroand and in the

other of which said subject Is less translucent than it is In

said first plate, passing' lUht through l-oih plates, exposing

a sensitized plate to such light, and. during ^uch expoanre.

moving one of said first two platfs s.. .1^ ' i vary the dis-

tance l)etween them, and dev^' .i],in^' <.ui\ -.jiisitized plate.

2. The process of photography which conM|sts in placinir

clo«e together and substantially In registry I
tw.. plates of

the same subject, in one of which the subject to l^ molded

Is translucent on a les.s translucent tmik^'riiiiil unl in the

other of which said subject is less tninsin. .-at rlmn it is in

said first plate, pa.ssing light thnm.'h i.-.rh plates, expos

ing a scnsitizt'd plate to such llk'ht with sun! first plate be-

tween said >eci>nd plate and said s.»nsirr/i'd plate, and.

during such e.'cposure. moviii- ttu- .ur^ (1»> .me of said first

two plates so as to vary the distance i'dweeu them, and

developing said sensitized plate.

'A. The process of photography which consists In placing

close together and substantially in registry two plates of

the samo subject. In one of which the 8ui)ject to be molded

is translucent on a less translucent backgroind and in the

other of which said subject is less transliKjent than it is

in said first plate, placing saiii two plates before a caniPiH

with said first plate near»>sr the camera, i passim: ii.hf

through both plates, exposlns; a sensitized i pl.ite to s\ich

light In said camera focused on said nearest plate, and.

during such >'\pormirf moving th.^ ontsidf off of said first

two plates awav f;oi:i t'*' .ther so as ro iturease the dls

tance between thcsu. .md devdopiiii; said sensitized plate.

4. The process of photography which coinists In placing

close together and subst.mtia 'y in rt*u''stry two [dates af

the same subje<-t. in one .t whi-h the siitijt''"t to Iw molded

Is translucent on a less translucent '.a. k..' imd and in the

other of which said subject is less translu- fut than it is In

said first plate, passing light through b<->th ulates. ^xposina:

a sensitized plate to such Ilglit with .said tlrst plate l)etween

said second plate and said sensitized plate, and. during
sach expsure. moving one of saici first two plates diago-

nally so as to vary the distance between them, and devel-

oping said sensitized plate.

5. The process of photography which consists in placing

close together and substantially in registry two plates of

the same sabject. In one of which the subject to be molded
is translucent on a less translucent background and In the

other of which said subject Is less translucent than It is in

said first plate, placing said two plates before a camera
with said first plate nearest the camera, passing light

through both plates, excluding from said camera the light

which does not pass through said nearest plate, exposing a

sensitized plate to such light in said camera focused on
said nearest plate, and. during such exposure, moving the

outside one of said first two plates away from the other

so as to increase the distance t>etween them, and develop-

ing said sensitized plate.

[Claims to s not printed in the Gazette.]

S,S7,846. BOOT AM» SUOK. Iih.ma.s J. Kk«;ax. Brock-
ton. Mass., assignor of two thirds to (ieo. K. Keith Com-
pany. Brockton, Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts.
Filed Dec. 19, 1905. Serial No. •J9li.412.

/3A' ^ 0it b

1. .\ welted shoe having a laminated sole portion ai •
structural part thereof, said sole portion comprising an
Inner sole layer and a flexible instep-supporting pad layer

attached thereto, and a stiffener Interposed between said

layers.

2. A welted shoe having a laminated sole portion com-

prising an inner-sole layer and an instep supporting pad

layer superimposed thereon, and a fiexible casing piece cov-

ering the top of the pad layer and extended over the edges

of the Inner-sole layer and upon the channel lip.

3. An inner sole having a lip for attachment to the up-

per and welt of a welte<l shoe, an Instep supporting exten-

sion at the inner edge of the shank portion, and a casing

piece covering said extension, and having edge portions

which are adapted to the lip r.f the inner «ole.

-^sTx: K.vll.KO.Mi lliU'. UK CKOSSINO. Chahles
w Keinueul and Bknt L. Weavkr. Steelton. Pa. Filed

Aug. 6, ll>07. Serial No. 3H7.;{00.

1. In a railroad crossing, the combination of the stock

rails having outwardly extending wing portions, the point

rails, the bard metal block Inserted between the wing por

tlons of the stf)ck rails, and provided with Mange receiving

grooves, the sides of the block engaging the inner faces of

the heads of the wing portions of the stock rails and ex

fending laterally beneath said heads, a separate sub base

supportini: said block, and means for securing said rails.

said '!...k. and said sub base together, substantially as set

forth

1'. In a raili<'a.) 'T isslng. ttie combination of the stock

rails having outwardly extending wing portions, the point

rails, the hard metal block Inserted lietween the wing por-

tions of the stock rails, and provided with flange receiving

grooves, the sides of the block engaging the Inner faces of

the heads of the wing portions of the stock rails and ex-

tending laterally U'lieath said heads, a separate sub base

snpporting said h!o. k nd i.olf« for securing said rails said
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block, and said sub-base together, substantially as set

forth.

3. In a railroad crossing, the combination of the stock

rails having outward extending wing portions, the point

rails, the hard metal block inserted between the wing por-

tions of the stock rails, and provided with flange receiving

grooves, said block extending beneath the beads of the

wing portions of th* stock-rails, a sub-base supporting said

block, and means for securing said block, said sub-base, and

said rails together, substantially as set forth.

4. In a railroad crossing, the combination of the stock

rails having outwardly extending wing portions, the ftoint

rails, the hard-metal block inserted between tlie wing por-

tions of the stock rails, and provided with flange-receiving

grooves, said block extending l>eneath the heads of the

wing portions of the stock rails, a sub-l)a8e supporting said

block, and bolts extending through the sub base and wing

portions of the stock rails, to secure the parts together,

substantially as set forth.

5. In a railroad crossing, the combination of the stock

rails liavlng outwardly extending wing portions, the point

laiis, and means for securing them together, the wing por-

tions of said stwk rails being provided with inclined sur-

faces parallel to the stock rails and leading from below the

upper surfaces of the heads of the stock rails to the tops

of the heads of the wing portion of the stock rails, sub-

stantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

downward through said opening and adapted to maintain

said ring vertically on said grooves, a second arm similarly

attached al»ov^ the first arm extending oppositely, pro-

vided with an angularly projecting point and spiral recess

below said point adapted to engage with a moving rin;:

on a similar traveling arm as it passes.

2. In a mail bag catcher and crane, the combination

with a traveling arm and a stationary arm, each provided

with an acute angular point and spiral recess adjacent, at

the front ends, bifurcated and transversely recessed rear

ends, rings resting on their periphery, transversely to said

arms in said recesses, links connecting said rings to mall

bags, said traveling arm being adapted to act co6per-

atively In transferring said mall bags.

887.H48. CAST IKON AXLK. Elbert It. Kobisson, Chi-

cago. III. Filed Feb. 6. 1907. Serial No. 3.'>6,037.

r:>^>i'f *>>%**' v^-'::^> •

y/JMMM;j'}j.'^.'^7)>W^>/y/f}f////> 7̂777^.

iy^.xv^sNXVwS^v^vVVN\^^^^s\VNVV^vxNXXNXsx^v^v^.xv^,x"*iiS^

I. ,' it: * Jf::,' ^^

'^i>t»init,nntf„/fr>f„„Tif)n}1„nhrfnij»t,iifi'H}iTfin}/ITT

\u axle made of cast metal having the bearing portions

thereof chilled and the intermediate portion annealed to

prevent crystalilzntlon' and conse<iuent breakage, substan

tially as described.

887,849. MAIL HA'l TATOHER .VND CRANE. Thomas
Roo«Rs and IIarky .1. Kank. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Sept. 16. 1907. Serial No .S92.979.

887.850. W .'^ 1 KK CLOSET,
tertown. Mass.. assignor

Anthony, Brookline, Mass.

No. 169,567.

]. In a mail 'lai: rat.lMr aiiii crane, the combination

with a suitable standard, of an arm attached thereto hav-

ing a hifnrcnted outer end. transverse grooves on each

side of til. op. iiinir at the top thereof, a substantially

circular fink.', links .onnectlnL' with said rini: passing ,

Chables H. Rollins. Wa-
of one-half to Edgar W.
Filed Aug. 15. 1903. Serial

1. The combination with a water-closet and a tank, of

a vent pipe or conduit leading from the closet through

the tank, and a flushing pipe connecting the tank with the

closet and being contained within the vent-pipe or conduit

from the closet to the tank, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a water closet and a tank, of

a metallic vent pipe or conduit leading from the closet to

the tank and having a branch opening into said tank for

the overflow of water from said tank into the bowl

through said vent pipe or conduit and a metallic flushing

pipe connecting flie tank with the closet and arranged

within said vent pipe from the tank to the closet

3. The combination with a tank, and a water closet

having a ventilatint: chaint>er and an Inlet chr.mber. one

superimposed directly above the other, of a metallic ven-

tilating conduit communicating directly with the flushing

chamber and passing through the tank to the atmosphere,

and a metallic flushing jdpe commnnicatinc with the inner

chamber and with the tank, said ventilating conduit '"in

pletely inclosing and concejUing said inlet pipe from ih.

closet to the tank, substantially as described.

4. The combination with a water-closet havinL' a v.nti

lating chaml)er coinmunicatinc with the bowl and an

inlet chamber arr.mged below the ventilating ctiamber and

communicating with the flushinsr rim. n flusiiini: pipe pass-

ing through the venfllatinL' chamber, n slip coupling con-

necting said flushing pipe to ihe walls of said Inlet cham-

ber, a ventilating conduit inclosing and concealinL- the

flushing t)ip«'. and a slip couplintr connectins: the venti-

lating pipe to the walls of the said ventilatinir chnmher.

5. The combination with n wafer closet having one or

more ventll.-iting ducts, and .i tank, of a ventilatins: con-

duit leadini: from the closet and passing through the tank.

said ventilating conduit bavins n branch openinc Into the
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Mid tank for the overflow of water from the tank Into he

SSrl t"rough said conduit, a «ushio« pip.
"^'"'"'TJZ

STcliet to th. tank withm th. ventilating oondult and

loerX therethrough In the tank, and valve mec-haol.m

^nnS^ed to the flushing rH-e and arran.-d In the tank

substantially as descrtb. d 1

[Claim 6 not printed in the <;a/..tte.]
|

tiuns. one action of which U adapted to be moved long^-

Kllnally. of a thrust t,earlnK supporting the lon.'ltudl^

; ,v movable section and having laterally projecting urn

threaded on their outer ends and passlns through slots

n the standard, and a .crew sWeve m,.unte<l on the s anc^

ard and e„.'a.in_' the threaded ends of the ann« of the

thrust !»^arink:.

887 851 SIF-TEB-BOX. Geok.ie W Kow«. Hampton, Va

Filed Sept. 27. 1906. Serial No. .{:id,453.

/f

1 The combinauuu with a b.,. ^.roTlded |w-lth a per-

forated portion and with a b.-ad. of a di,charge-plate

adapted \o cover and uncover said p. rforatlona, a bow-

sprlnr^ecured to an edge of the dischar^e-plate. and

having it- ends disposed in .aid head, -d means upon

?he discharge-Plate, operative from the outsn e of th box

for actuating said discharge-plate in ..ppo^.t.on t., the

force of the spring: „„-«,
•. The combination w.th a box and it. perforated cover

of 'a discharge-plate adapted to ,„v..r and uneuver said

perforations, a slot in the cover, a r.vet parsing through

Wid stot and through the plate, a rod connected w.th

^d rvet. a .pr.n. a,la, 1 to actuat. th. plate to Its

TmU of mov...>.nt .U.iu.d by engagement .f sa.d nyet

with one end - ^ . -1 .lot, and a push button on the outside

of the cover adapted to actuate the plate to irlve it to the

other end of its mov.-m.nt defined by en-'a^-ment between

the rivet and the other end of the slot.

3 In a sifter box of the kind described, th,- combination

with a perforated cover, spring actuated plate, rod oon^

nected with the plate, and push button upon the outside of

the cover, of corresponding recesses in tlie l>..x and cover,

respectively, adapted to afford a bearing for said rod, sub-

stantially as and for the purp..se spe-Mned.

887 8.12 riE-PAN. BKtLB C. Sabix,

.Tnly'lO. 1907. Serial No. 383,123.

Chicago, 111. Filed

1 V pie pan iiavin,' a inou'h around the outer rlin

thereof in combination with an auxiliary rim constructed

of wire and bent to form inner and outer points, the

inner points of said auxiliary rim being b.^t downwardly

to conform to the shape of the side of t.»- pan. and the

outer points of said auxiliary rim bent downwardly ntc,

the said trough and terminating therein, said auxiliary

rim being arranged to be placed .>ver the edge crust uf a

pie. substantially as described

•> \s an article of manufacture, an auxiliary rim for

pl^r „,n. which are provided with a trough around the

outer rim thereof, said auxiliary rim having open portions

or spaces therein for the purpose .,f leafing portions of

the edge crrust of a pie uncovered when tbe auxiliary rim

Is m operative position, said auxiliarv rim having: its

inner portion bent downwardly to conform to the side of

the pan and its outer portion bent downwardly to enter

the trough in the plo pan and to terminate In said trough.

substantially as described.

•. In n rotary governor, the combination of a =;tandard.

a spindle composed of telescopic sections "««"«
'"'l/^'^Jj

ing said sections to rotate together, one section of said

pindle l>elng adjustal,le axlally.
^'''^^^-l^'^^^: ;;;:'Z^,'

with said spindle a rotating sleeve mounted on the stat^d^

Trdamr means connecting the sle^-ve and longitudinal >

mov.Hhle section of the spindle for moving the same b-n

^'"'•f'rn* a" revolving governor, the eomblnation with a ro-

tating and longitudlnaliy adjustable spindle, means for ro-

ta ng same and weighted arms connecte<l thereto, a col^

a secure<l to said spindle, a iK^aring on which the co lar

rests, and an Internally tbreade<l sleeve engaging thread

ed mem!>ers on the t^arin^- for moving same vertically.

4 The combination of a tubular standard, a rotary and

longitudinally adjustable spindle ""•"eln, a sK^^ve on the

spindle, weighted arms connected to the spindle and slee.e

and means connecting the sleeve and lugs on the slee^e

,
engaging sK.ts in the standard, of a collar secure.! .0 the

spfndle. a l.arlng for said collar and an internally thready

! Z sleeve carried by the standard and en.a.-lng threads on

i,roiecting members on the t-'arinu'

-
in a rotarv governor, the cmMna.ion with a longi-

tudinally movable spindle and weighted -"-
^J^^^^

therewith, of a liearing for the lower cul of said spindle^

through which the spindle passes, a collar on the spindle

co^-.perating with said 1-^arlng, and means for moving said

bearing to adjust the spindle longitudinally.

[Claims to 8 not prlnte<l In the dazette.]

887.854. CONCKETE-MIXEIt. 1«'^»"«
f;,„»2ES5'

Bethany. Ohio. Filed I vc Irt, liM.T. Serial No. 40«,600.

R.S7 SIT GOVrnNOR. FREPKBirK W si^LMOV. Burling-

ton lowa. Filed .vpr •-••2. 1007. Serial No. 3G9.632.

1 In a governor for motors, the .•ouibinatlon with a

standard, a rotating spindle compo8e<l f telescopic sec-

1 A concrete mixer comprising a pivot post, a housing

vertlcallv 1ournale<l thereon, a hori/.ontal arm journale,!

in the housing, a cubical box secured to the outer end ot the
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arm. a door at the outer portion of the box, a wheel rim

secured to and encircling the box, and a draft rig attached

to the outer portion of the box, combined subsUntially as

set forth.

2. A concrete mixer comprising a pivot post, a housing

vertically journaled thereon, a horizontal arm Journaled

in the housing, a lox secured to the outer end of the arm,

a door at the outer portion of the box, a wheel-rlm se-

cured to and encircling the box, a tank supported by the

bousing, n pipe extending from the tank through the arm

and into the box, and a valve for controlling the flow of

water through the pipe, combined substantially as set

forth.

3. A concrete mixer comprising a pivot-post, a housing

vertically journaled thereon, a horizontal arm Journaled

In the housing, a box secured to the outer end of the arm,

a door at the outer i>ortlon of tbe box. a wheel rim se-

cured to and encircling the box. a tank supported by the

housing, a pipe extending from the tank through the arm

and Into the box. a valve for controlling the flow of water

through the pipe, and an adjustable overflow pipe con-

nected with the tank, combined substantially as set forth.

4. A concrete mixer comprising a pivot post, a housing

vertically journaled thereon, a horizontal arm Journaled

In the housing, a cubical box secured to the outer end of

the arm In such relation thereto that four of its sidewalls

will lie at angles to the axis of the arm, a door at the

outer portion of the box, a wheel-rlm secured to and encir-

cling the box, and a draft rig attached to the outer portion

of the box, combined substantially as set forth.

pistons, means of fluid pressure supply to the side of the

piston affording the smaller area, means of exhaust from

the side of the piston of larger area, and means for effect

ing connection between the opposite sides of said piston.

4. An engine comprising a stationary shaft, a rotatable

cylinder structure, comprising a cylinder having opposite

heads of different areas, a piston presenting corresponding

areas therein, a steam supply connection for the high pres-

sure side of the cylinder, an exhaust connection for the

low pressure side of the piston, a transfer connection be

tween said sides of the piston and a single valve for said

connections arranged to close the steam supply connection

when opening the transfer connection, and to open the

steam supply and ea^haust connections when closing the

transfer connection.

.'i. An engine comprising a crank shaft, and a cylinder

structure, one rotatable relative to the other, said cylinder

structure having a cylinder therein providing high and

low pressure ends of different areas; a piston in said cyl-

"Inder exposing to fluid action differential areas on opposite

sides thereof; mechanical connections l)etween the piston

and crank shaft; fluid connections between the high and

low pressure ends of the cylinder, fluid supply and ex-

haust connections for said cylinder, and means controlling

the connections.

[Claim G not printed in the Gazette.]

887.8.'i5. ENGINE. Fk.^nk A. Sharpneck. Chicago. Ill-

assignor of ninety one-hundredths to Relnhold Relchardt

and I.ee O. Gilllland. Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 22. 1907.

Serial No. 369,421.

1. An engine comprising a stationary crank shaft, l)al-

anced cylinders revoluble about said crank, pistons In said

cylinders, each exposing to the fluid section differential

areas on opposite sides thereof, mechanical connections

between the pistons and the crank shaft, steam connections

between the high and low pressure ends of the cylinders,

fluid supply and exhaust connections, and means for con-

trolling the connections.

2. An engine comprising a stationary crank, balanced

cylinders revoluble about said crank, connected pistons In

said cylinder, each exposing differential areas to the fluid

action on opposite ends thereof, mechanical connections

l)etween the pistons and the crank, fluid supply connections

to the high pressure side of each piston, transfer connec

tlons between opposite sides of each piston, exhaust con-

nections for the low pressure side of each piston, and

means controlling said connections to open the steam

supply to the high pressure side of the piston and open

the exhaust connections, and close the transfer connections

of one cylinder, while in the other cylinder the steam sup-

ply and exhaust connections are Inoperative and the trans-

fer connections oi)ened.

3. An engine comprising a crank, opposing cylinders.

said crank and cylinders being revoluble one with respect

to the other, each cylinder providing a portion of large

diameter and a portion of . smaller diameter, pistons in

said cylinders each having a head in the portion of larger

diameter, and having hollow trunks In the portions of

smaller diameter, connections between said crank and said

887,856. CHEMICAI- SlKAVlNt, M»ZZLE. HKNUi SlE-

BEN. Kansas City, Mo., assignor of one-fourth to James

P. Batchelor. Valley Falls. Kans.. and one fourth to

Grant Blake. Kan.sas City. Mo. Filed May 14. 1906.

Serial No. 316.693.

1. The combination of a i.Nliiiaer opeu at each end, a tu

bular cap member secured to the front end of the cylinder

and provided with a nozzle at Its front end. a gasket

clamped t)etween the cylinder and cap and of smaller in

ternal diameter than the former and provided at Its Inner

margin with a rearwardly projecting bead 7. a cross bar

ai the rear end of the cap. provided with a rearwardly

flared opening, a cartridge within the cylinder of diameter

to slip through said gasket and a central rod secured rig

Idly to and extending through the cartridge and fitting

at Its front end In the opening of the cross bar and pro-

vided with an enlargement engaging the flared poriiun of

said opening to prevent forward movement of the car-

tridge In the cylinder.

2. The combination of a cylinder having open ends, a

tubular cap memlier having a water tight conne. tlon with

the front end of the cylinder and provided with a nozzle

and a perforated cross bar having a central opening, a

cartridge fitting in the cylinder, and a rod rigid with and

extending longitudinally through and projecting l)eyond

the front end of the cartridge and fitting at such project-

ing end in the oi)ening of said cross b&r.
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i
3. The combination of a cylliid<"r havlfai; open ends, a

cap-member removably closing the front »ni| of the cylin-

der and provided with a cross bar having a bearing open-

ing, a cartridge within the cylinder Ijavln)? nn axial

rod bearing at Its front end In the openliij? of rh^ cross

bar, and means whereby the passage of w$ter through the

cylinder to the cap member causes said ca^trldue to rotate.

4. The combination of a cylinder havlci? open enda. a

cap-member removably closing the front end of the cylinder

and pcovlded with a cross bar having a t>e(arln); opening, a

cartridge within the cylinder having an s-tImI rod bearing

at lt.« front end In the opening of rli>' •?"ns bar. and an

aperttired cross bar In the cylinder 'n«'ai;|ne the r>'ar end

of said axial rod.

5 The combination of a cylinder havlbg open ends, a

cap-member removably closing the front emd of the cylin-

der and provided with a cross bar having a bearing open-

ing, a cartridge within the cylinder having nn axial rod

bearing at Its front end in the opening of the cross bar, an

apertured cross bar In the cylinder engaging the rear end

of said axial rod. and menu-' whereby the passage of

water through the cylinder to thf cap member causes the

cartridge to rotate.

(Claims rt and 7 not printed in the Gai^tte.]

887,857. SHOE-rOLISHIN'; I 'K VICE.

Columbus, Ohio. FileJ Au^;. 3. lO*

328,982.

««tte.]

a|lMEON W St

(ie. Ser

IMS,

No.

In a shoe polishing device, the comblnajtlon with a tlat

oblong body portion 1. of transverse end pieces "J secured

to the flat oblong lx)dy portion at each tnd thereof, the

ends of the pieces 2 proJectin_' rransvt>r»el,v beyond the

sides of the body portion 1, rods A eitemling between the

extensions of the end pieces on opposite sides of the bo<ly

portion, said rods passing through said exterisii>ns and !)«•

ing bent over nt their ends to bind them Into engagement
with said extensions and to bind said extensions together,

the bent over portions of said rods Ivini: in r>i'-ss.s formed

In said extensions, substantially hs s'l. \\n end cif-scritied.

887,858. FOLDING GO -CART. ( 11 mu ts H .-Jmith,

Rockford, III. Filed Apr. JT \'><»\ Serial No. 313,913.

1. An Integral folding go-cart frame •insisting of a car-

riage bed and a seat support both formed frMiu a single

length of wire.

2. An Integral folding go-cart frame roi*iisting of a car-

riage bed comprising two base bars and a s^at support com-
prising two side bars, the side bar and (!:•• V.-i-^f bar at each

side of the cart t>elng connected tog>'tl..r i: n>^> end. the

parts connecting .said bars being resiileat. said pair of

bars t)elng foldable toward and Into a popition relatively

near each other. I

3. In a folding go-cart. In combination] a carriage tied

and a seat support connected together at their forward
ends and each arranged to fold as a wliole against the

other, said carriage bed and said seat support being formed
from an Integral ple<-e of wire and means for seenring said

carriaje bed .and said seat support In such foldeil position.

4 In a folding go-cart, in comblnatloti. a supporting
fr!in\ework comprising base t>ars : wheel-^pporting mem-

I ;ln:berg rotatably mounted on sala base bars;! means for lock

Ing said wheel-supporting members In position ; and means
for moving said wheel-supporting members to unlock them.

5. In a folding go-cart. In combination, a aiipportlng

framework comprising two baae bars : a plurality of wheel

supporting tiiembers rotatably mounted on each of said

base bars : means for connecting the wheel-supporting

members on each bMt bar to move together : means for

locking said wheel-supporting members In position ; and
means for connecting the wheel supporting members on
both l)a8e bars to move together.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 87.8 59. MIDDLE KING FOR PII'E COLl'LINGS.
Frank N. Smith. Bradford. I'a.. assignor to 8. R.

Dresser Manufacturing Company, Bradford, I'a. Filed

July 1. 1907. Serial No. ;{»1.690.

1 .\ middle riiij

liaving '•Irunpiiit; in,.

ring hiving at ea' h

greater th)' kr

metal at the ,

,i I

rid-

IillUL' slecv.'
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+
applying oxygen to effect combustion oif the fresh fuel

by pawing air or air and srt»am throiiK'h tfne i-entral portion

of the Incandescent mass, .liawitm 'ff tb** kruses evolved

by the aid of an Inducing . urr.'nt and under n temperature

sufB'Ment to prevent cond.'ii^.it i.n, and ttjeii passini; such

bf-«r.'.l .'u-e-i thruueh the outer portion of the Incandescent

mass and collecting the krs product upon, their exit there-

from, subtttantlally as described.
|

4. A method of converting: hvdrocarbonj compound.s into

a fixed gas. which consists in iuntinuouB(y fpt'<lin« a u-as-

prudu^iug fuel upon an Incandescent l)'d> "f the same and

supplying oxygen to effect conilmsri.n of the fresh fuel

by passing air or air and steam ttir.imh tlje central portion

of the incandescent mass, drauin.; iT the kcases evolved In

the lone of contact between thi frish fuel and the buralnk;

mass by the aid of an inducing current aind under a tem-

perature sufficient to prevent conden.sat!oo. and then pa-ss-

Ing such heated gases through the outer jiorfi.in of tlie in-

candescent mass without comminslinu v»ith the uxyi^en-

bearlng medium and cnllectlnp; the gas prDduct tipon their

exit therefrom, substantially as descril>e<l

pendent and separate from each other and from the bottom

tension members, of anequal lengths, and having oblique

terminals, the horizontal portions of said combination

shear and tension mem^M»rs "n each side and the corre-

ipc ndlnj,' bottom tension mcmli.T l>elnB side by side and In

contact with each other, meaii^ i - :a-rt-ii sucli contacting

horizontal parts together, and iij>mii^ [• fasten the free

ends of said oblique terminals to said top stay meml)er.

887.862. ilAl.lKR. Jon.v SPAXCKMiKHi?, (iilman. Iowa.

Filed July 13. 1907. Serial No. 383.73^.

The herein described halter consisting essentially of a

be«d •tall, cheek pieces connerte<l with the head stall, a

DOM piece connected with the cheek places, a jaw piece

also connected with the cheek pieces, .aj chin .strap con-

nected with the jaw piece and having a loop at lt.s upper

end, throat straps connecte«l with and extendint; rearward

from the head stall and cheek pieces arici havlru' h'.'ps at

their rear ends disposed at opposite sidei of the said l."ip

of the chin strap, and a connector formed of a single piece

of stiff material and havlnsj a longitudinal central. Inter-

mediate bar n resting in the loop at the upper end of the

chin strap; the said bar n lieing stinl;;hr and of a creater

length than the loop of the chin strap Is wide, whereby

said loop Is free to play'upon said bar la the direction of

the length of the latter, and also having end eyes dlsp<ised

at obtuse angles to the bar n. whereby they are adapted to

comfortably fit the throat of an animal, land further hav-

ing the outer end bars of the said eyes

in the loops at the rear,ends of the throiit straps

loosely arranged

mii KKIN'FORCED-
N SpAtii)iNG and

..nn Filed July 26,

s^:,^ti:; STKKl i.lUl'KK l-kAMK
C0NCKET1-: <.!KI'I:KS 1:1.., vh

RvLlMt F. Sl-Ai i.iiiN".. Siirtifld. I

1<»07 S.erlal N'l. :{'<5.70.".

1 .\ ijird-v frame, of the class dt'S(rU)ed. comprising

bottom fenM. n nu'mlx'rs spared apar'. a r.>p stay member,

combiaatlnti shear and tensi'in memt>ers Btructurally Inde-

2. A girder frame, of the class described, comprising

bottom tension members spaced apart, a top stay member,

combination shear and tension members of unequal lengths

and having twisted oblique terminals, the horliontal por-

tions of said coruhination shear and tension members on

each side and the corresponding bottom tension member

being arranged side by side and In contact with each other,

means to fasten such contacting horizontal parts together,

and means to fasten the free ends of sai 1 twisted oblique

terminals to said top stay member.

3. A girder frame, of the class de8crll)ed, comprising

bottom tension members spaced apart, a top stay member,

combination shear and tension members structurally Inde-

pendent and separate from each other and from the Itottom

tension members arranged in pairs of uneijual lengths and

having oblique terminals, the horirontal portions of said

combination shear and tension meml.ers ri >-:\< \> -^dt and

the corresponding Imttom tension meralur iM-ing Hiiani.t'd

side by side and In contact with each other, means to fas-

ten such contacting horizontal parts together, and means

to fasten the fre*> ends of said uhlhiue terminals to the

sides of said t"[i s!:\\ nu'ml>er.

4. A mrder frauic. uf the cla.ss described, comprising

bottom ti:i>ion meral>er8 spaced apart, a top stay member,

combination shear and tension members arranged In pairs

of unequal lengths and having oblique terminals, the

horizontal portions of said combination shear and tension

members on oa^l! -;ldi' -md the i-nfrespondlng bottom ten-

sion intMnlHi i. ,i:_ ![ ii^'d -\i\'' by side and in contact

with each other, means to f.isi^ri such horizontal con-

tacting parts together, means to fastfui tli»' free ends of

said oblique terminals to said top stay member, and In

cllned tie braces connecting the tensi. n .md stay members

5. A girder frame, of the class dtsciiiied. comprising

bottom tension meml)ers spaced apai '
1 top stay member,

combination shear and tension mcml^Ts having oblique

terminals, said combination shear .and t»'nsion members

connecting the top stay meml)er with the bottom ten-

sion members, and triangular end pieces or tie braces con-

necting the bottom tension members with the stay m»>m

her and with each other.

[Claim t) not printed in the (iazette.]

SS7,864. HOSE AM» I'il'E COl" I'll .M i M.krcUS C.

Stekse, Steubenvllle, Ohio. Filed Aug l",>, i;t07. Se-

rial No. 390,576.

1 A coupling comprising two tubular raonbcrs and a

coupling member, one tubular member and the eoapllng

memt)er toeing t-ach provide<l with two series of threads
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extending svibstantially one-fourth of the circumference,

and with Intermedlnte blank spaces of similar length, the

threads on one of said members being external and the

other Internal, and the threads on both of said members

being of double pitch.

2 A coupling comprlBlng two tubular members and a

coupling member, the two tubtilar nieml>ers havlns tiall and

socket meeting faces, and one tubular membet and the

coupling member being each provided with two sections of

threads extending for substantially one-fourtb of the cir-

cumference and Intermediate blank spaces of substantially

the same length, the threads on one of said members being

external and on the other l>elng Internal, and the threads

on l>oth of said members l>eing of double pitch.

edge terminating n distance away from the shell and a

baffle plate Interposed between the shell and the receptacle.

887.86.-5. FOLDING GRIM "STONE FRAME. David I.

Stebi.ing, Berea. Ohio, assignor to The Cleveland Stone

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, an Ohio Corporation. Filed

l>ec. 26, 1907. Serial No. 408,162.

1. In a folding frame, the combination of legs A and B,

hinges whose members are secured to the upper ends of

said legs and are provided with shoulders which engage

and limit the movement of said legs apart, bolts carried

by the hinge members and bearintr plates having notches

which embrace said bolts

2. In a folding frame, the combination of legs A and B,

hinges whose members are secured to the upper ends of

said legs and are provided with shoulders which engage

and limit the movement of said legs apart, bolts carried

by the hinge members, and bearing plates having notches

which embrace said bolts, and having also lugs which rest

upon the hinge members.

X In a folding frame, the combination of legs A. B,

hinges whose members are fixed to the upper ends of said

legs and are provided with shoulders which engage and

limit the movement of said legs apart, bearing plates, bolts

which secure each bearing plate to both members of a

hinge, a seat frame whose ends respectively embrace two

of the same bolts which secures said t>earing plates to said

hinges, and struts which are pivoted to two of the legs and

are removably connected at their upper ends with said seat

frame.

887,86 7. ROTARY BRCSIl Max Stokrb and Max

Kl-'ettneb, Comfort. Tex. Filed Fet). 17. 1908. Serial

No. 416,281.

887,866. HEATING FFRNACE William T. Stewart.

Pittsburg, I'a.. assignor of one-half to ,Iohn W. Parker.

Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Oct. 27. lOOfl, Serial No. 340,817.

Renewed Oct. 2.1, 1907. Serial No .?99.194.

In combination, a shell, a mixer within the shell, a re

ceptacle carried by the shell above the mixer, said recep-

tacle being In the form of an Inverted cone and having its

1 In a rotary kniah. tbe oomMnation of a bead embody-

ing separable sappMrting members, a brash, motor mechan-

ism carried by one of the supporting members aforesaid

and governor mechanism carried by the other of said sup-

porting members, and a shaft connected with the brush

and comprising parts separable with the supporting mem-

bers, one part of the shaft being connected to and movable

with the motor mechanism while the other part of the

shaft is similarly conne.ted with the governor mechanism.

2. In means of the class described, the combinatl.m of a

brush provided at opposite ends with recesses, a two-part

shaft upon which the brush is mounted, motor mechanism

In one of the recesses of the brush and connected with one

of the parts of the shaft, governor mechanism in the other

recess of the brush and connected with the other shaft

part, the shaft parts being separable and connected by a

driving connection, a head comprising separable end mem

bers one of which has connection with the governor mech-

anism and the other of which is connected with the motor

mechanism, and means connecting the end members afore-

said and liolding the motor and governor mechanisms in

operative relation to the brush.

,S. In a device of tbe class described, the combination of

a head comprising separable members, a shaft mounte<l

upon said members and comprising parts having a driving

connection with each other, one part of the shaft being

mounted on one member of the head while the other is car

rled by the other member of the head, motor mechanism

operably connected with the shaft, and means connecting

the separable members of the head together and normally

operatively connecting the parts of tbe drive shaft.
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4. la a device of the class described. tHe combination of

a circular brush the body of which is pP>vid»»J with re-

cesses In Its opposite ends, a suppurtinz head comprising

a tubular body and separabU' t-nd membtrs. spindles pro-

jecting from tho fDd meml)ers and received in the tubular

body of the head, fastenings securing tbe body and end

members of the head together, a spring motor comprising

a casing received in one of the reces.ses af the brush body

and a spring In said casing, nieans connecting the motor

mechanism and one end member of tha h»'ad, governor

mechanism connected with the other end member of the

head and comprising a frame arranged In the recess of the

brush opposite that receiving the motor itasing, a two-part

shaft passing through the body of the brush and connected

for rotation of the latter, a driving conne«tion between the

parts of said shaft, one of the shaft parts tjelng connected

with the spring motor for operation thereby, the other of

said shaft parts being mounted on the frame of the gover-

nor mechanism, a governor fan mounted 'lu said frame and

operable by the shaft aforesaid, and a member controlling

the movement of the fan to stop and start the motor.

887,868. TROI-I-EY WIRE .-^rn'ORTINi; HKVICE FOR
BASCULE-BRIDGES. .L'skih B. StaAUSs, Chicago,

III. Filed .Ian •2«<. I'.»<i7. Serhij No :?f)4..'?01.

and transverse shafts for operating tbe latter, said means
l>eing adjustable to operate In either direction one or both

of said transverse shafts from the power shaft.

1. A bascule bridge comprising a main span, a counter-

weight located atn.ve said main span and movably con-

nected therewith, a trolley wire section njovably connected

with said countt-rweight. and means for automatically tak-

ing up the slack In said trolley wire section.

'2. A bascule bridge comprising a main span, two trolley

wire supports, one connected with the main span, and the

other separate therefrom, and a removtble trolley wire

section spanning thp space between said supports.

3. A bascQte bridge comprising a main span, two trolley

wire supports, one connected with the main span and the

other separate thf-refrom. a removable trclley wire section

spanniuk.' the space between said supports, and means for

dlscinnectlng said trolley wire section from the support

<e;iarate from the main span when the bfldge is open.

4. .\ basc\)Ie bridge comprising a main fpan. a part from

which said -^pan tends to separate as thf bridge opens, a

trolley wire nssixMated with said part, an<1 means for trans-

ferring said trollfiy wire from one to the other as the

bridge opens and closes. 1

5. A bridge dcvfce coniprlsins: 1 in '\r\'iie part, a station-

ary part, the two part* tending t" ^eparBte as the bridge

opens, a trolley wire support on one part^j the trolley wiret

of both parts connected to said support When the bridge Is

closed, and means for automatically ilist-agaging the wires

of one part as the bridge open<

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the (iazette.

]

887.869. LOGC, I NG MACHINE. Ehvin| I). .Swan. Pine-

town. N. C, assignor to Lidgerwood Mninifacturing Com-

pany. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Aug. 27. 1904. Serial No. 222,43t. Renewed Oct.

9. 1907 Serial No. ItOO.tUU.
J

1. .\ logging machine comprising a Ixxjy, legs vertically

2 \ logging machine comprising a body, legs vertically

adjustable therein, a transverse shaft operating each leg.

a power sluift. a gear s^xkjI carried by the power shaft and

arranged in operative relation to the ends of the trans-

verse shafts, and means to adjust said spool to operate

one of tbe transverse shafts in different directions without

afi'ecting the other.

3. .\ logging machine comprising a body, legs vertically

adjustable therein, transverse shafts operating the legs,

etcenfrically moutittHJ tearing disks, power shafts carried

by said disks, said power shafts being nrraiiced In opera

tlve relation to the ends of the transverse shafts, and

means to adjust tlie disks to throw the pow.-r shaft Into

engagement with either one or both of said transverse

shafts.

4. A logging machine comprising a body, leas vertically

adjustable therein, a transverse shaft operating each leg,

eccentrically mounted tiearing disks, power shafts carried

by said disks, gear spools carried by the power shafts and

arranged In operative relation to the ends of the transverse

shafts, and means to adjust the disks to throw the spools

Into ojierative engagement with one or botli of said trans-

verse shafts.

.'>. A logging machine cmnprisiiig a body, legs vertically

adjustable therein, transverse shafts operating the legs.

eccentrii I'lv riiomir.Mi ii»'arlng disks, power shafts carried

by saiil ili^ks. j>-nr -^jck-Is adjustably mounted on said

power shaft-, atiil incaii^ I'l adjust the disks.

[Claims 1; to _".» tiMi iipinted in the fJaxette.]

887.H70. MAClllNi: K)R lNSKRTIN<i NAILS. Wil-

liam H. TAVI.0R, Baltimore, Md., assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Company, I'aterson, N. J., a Corpora-

tion of New .Jersey Filed Aug. 8, 1904. Serial No.

219,981.

adjustable in the

for operating the

ImkI.n rt power sliaft. transverse shafts

legs, and means interiaediate the power

1. Ill a uiaciiiiie f>f the class descrilied, the combination,

with mechanism for driving vertically a group of nails, of

means for holding a heel under pressure in obllijue position

with relation to tlie path of the nails.

2. A machine for inserting nails In heels, having In com-

bination, a plurality of drivers arranged to drive vertically
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a group of nails and means for holding a heel under pres-

sure In oblique position with relation to the drivers, said

drivers having their driving faces In a plane substantially

parallel with the face of said heel.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination,

with vertically arranged drivers for Inserting nails, of a

die-block having a face Inclined with relation to the path

of the nails, and means for holding a heel under pressure

In contact with the Inclined face of the die block.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination,

with vertically arranged drivers for Inserting nails, of a

die-block having a face Inclined with relation to the path

of the najls, means for holding a heel under jiressure in

contact with the Inclined face of the die block, and means

permitting adjustment In Inclination of the face of the

die block.

5. A machine for Inserting nails In heels, having In

combination, a plurality of parallel drivers, a die-block

having a face Inclined with relation to the drivers and

provlde<l with driver passages, a work support for sua

tnlnlng a heel In engagement with the face of the dle-

block. and means for moving relatively said work support

and die block In a direction parallel with the path of the

drivers to subject the heel to pressure preliminary to driv-

ing the nails.

IClaims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,871. ELECTRIC HEATER. Clabencb L. Taylok.

Alliance. Ohio. Filed Aug. 24. 1907. Serial No. 390.004.

1. An electric heater, comprising three superimposed

plates insulated from each other, the Intermediate plate

having an opening therein, and a flat resistance coll dls-

I>ohed in the opening In the Intermediate plate.

2. An electric heater, comprising three superimposed

plates Insula te<l from each other, the Intermediate plate

having a series of openings, resistance colls disposed In

the oiH-nii.gs in the Intermediate plate and having their

outer convolutions In electrical contact with said plate,

and means for connecting the terminals of leadlngln

wires to the inner convolutions of said coils, whereby

said colls are Included In series with each other.

3. An electric heater comprising a series of three plates

Insulated from each other, the intermediate plate having

an oi>enlng. and the upper plate provided with an opening

over the opening In the Intermediate plate and having Its

wall converging toward the center of the opening In said

Intermediate plate, and an electrical resistance element

disposed in the opening In the Intermediate plate.

4. An electric heater comprising a series of three plates

Insulated from each other, the intermediate plate having

an opening, the upper plate having greater thickness than

the other plate* and provided with an opening over the

opening In the intermediate plate, and an electrical resist

ance element In the opening in the intermediate plate.

5. An electric heater, comprising three plates insulated

from each other, the intermediate plate having an open-

lug, the lower plate having a recess under tho opening in

the Intermediate plate, and the upper plate having an

opening over the opening in the intermediate plate, and an

electrical resistance element disposed In the opening In

the Intermediate plate.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaeette.]

887.872. ROTARY ENGINE. William J. Tkkippk, New

Hampton, Iowa. Filed Jan. IG. 1908. Serial No.

411,181.

1. In an engine of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a cylinder menil.er. of a rotary piston member

located therein and haviiik: spaced peripheral channels

with pockets located in the opi.osing walls of each chan-

nel, the pockets of the different channels being oppositely

Inclined, means for Introducing motive fluid into either

channel independently of the other to rotate the piston in

either of opposite directions.

2. In an engine of the character set forth, the comMiia

tlon with a cylinder member, of a shaft extending there

through, end disks mounted on the shaft within the cylin-

der member, an intermediate disk mounted on tlie shaft

between the end diskb and in spaced relation thereto,

forming spaced channels, said disks having shoulders

on their opposing inner sides, the shoulders of one side

of opposing sides being oppositely disposed to those of

the other, and means for introducing motive fluid into

either channel Independently of the other srnd against the

shoulder.

3. In an engine of the character descril>ed. tbe combina-

tion with a cylinder member, of a reversible rotary piston

operatln;; therein, a valve casing formed in the cylinder

member longitudinally of the axis of rotation of the piston

and having a plurality of ports communicating with the

cylinder member, a motive fluid chest located upon the

valve casing and having independent ports in its end por

tlons that communicate with the end portions of the valve

casing, means for supplying motive fluid to the motive

fluid chest, and a reciprocatory valve oi>erating in the

valve casing longitudinally of the axis of rotation of the

piston, each end of said valve covering and uncovering one

of the ports leading from the motive fluid chest to the

valve casing and one of the jiorts leading from the valve

casing to the cylinder member, said valve being snugly

fitted In the valve casing.

4. In an engine of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a casing having a piston chamber, a valve cas-

ing and a motive fluid chest therein, of a rotary piston

operating in the chamber and having spaced peripheral

channels provided with oitpositely disposed pockets, said

casing also having space<l ports leading from the valve

casing and communicating with the channel, other porta

leading from the motive fluid chest to the casing, a recip-

rocatory valve operating In the casing, each end of said

valve being movable to a position to cover and uncover a

set of the ports, a lever fulcrumed on the casing, and a

connection between the lever and the valve.

887.873. CABLE TRANSPORTER. John R. Temperley,

Joseph Tkmpkki.ky. and William Alexander, Ix)ndon,

England. Filed Nov. 19, 1906. Serial No. 344.099.

1. In combination In a cable transporter; a cable; a

winding motor therefor: a dynamometer having move-

ments responsive to change of tension in the cable; and
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means acting to control the winding motor In accordance
with moTem^nts of th<» dynamompter, whrrehy tho winding'
motor pays out or winds in cable as the tension In It tends
to Increase or d('cr«'ase respectlyely.

|

2. In combination in a cable transporter: a cable: a
winding motor : braking means for salcj motor

: a dy
namometpr having movements rpHponsivii to rhangps of

j

tension In the cable ; and means acting to control the sup-
ply of energy to the motor and to the bfaklng means in

accordance with movements of the dynar«ometer. .

3. In combination In a cable transporter ; a cable ; a I

winding enfflnp th.-r* for ; a dynamometer Including a cylln-

^der, a piston working therein, a sheave-block connected to

the piston, said cable being passed over the sheave block
whereby a force is produc»'d tending to Hove the piston
towards one end of the cylinder, and means for admitting
pressure fluid to the cylinder to prevent novement of the
piston when the tension in the cable is normal ; moans ,

actuated in accordance with movemt-nts of said dyna-
I

mometer for rontrollin? the winding fngiae
-I. In combination in a cable transporter: a cable: a i

winding engine therefor, braking means tor said engine;
a dynamometer including a cylinder, a piston working
therein, a sheave block connected to the piston, said cable
being passed over the sheave block so as to tend to move
the piston in one direction means for admitting pressure
fluid to the cylinder to prev»'nt movement of the piston so
long as the tension in the cable is normal : »nd means actu-
ated in accordance with movements of tlie dynamometer
for controlling the supply of pressure fluid to the engine
and braking means.

.". In combination in a cable transporter : a cable , a
winding motor therefor, a dynamometer having move-
ments responsive to changes of tension In the cable; a
compressed air system, valve m.ans in laid <:ompres».-d
,air system, means under the control of tSe dynamometer
acting to control said valve means and valv.- m.-ans actu
ated by the compressed air whereby a supply of fluid to
the motor Is controlled from the movements of th»' dyna-
mometer,

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gazette ]

887.874. STREET SCR.VI'ER Ht oh T.
Filed Mar. 12. 1908. Serial No. 420.599

Ti>t. SIdney.Ohio.

i ti

1. In a street scraper, the combination of a handle, sup-
porting wheels, a scoop having hinged connection with said
handle and means for retaining the scoop In various posi-
tions relative to the handle.

2. In a street scraper the combination of a handle, sup
porting wheels, a scoop having hinged coni^ection with the
handle, and a removable bottom for the scotp.

3. In a scraper, the combination of a handle, supporting
wli'. -,, a sr .,p having hinged connection with said handle.
iJi.ans fur holding the scoop in different i>Ositions relative
to-the handle, and a removable bottom for th«" si-.,..[,

4. In a scraper, the combination of a handle supporting
wheels, a scoop having hinged connection wjrh said handle,
a removable bottom for the scoop, means tor locking said
scoop in different positions nlativ." to tbe handle, and
means for releasing said locking means.

•'• In a sr." • : -::;:• a handle, supporting wheels, a
rockable fran;. 1 s p ih.-.m] f,, said fr»m.\ an adjust-
able memb.r .-..un.' -t in:: -h^ s,,„,p with said handle, and
means attached to tl..' handle for operating said member.

side flanges and also having a longitudinally extending hook
at its rear end, the forward portion of which is arranged
between the said flanges and la separated from the member
by an Intervening space, and further having a projection
on the Inner portion of the hook, and a trace member sepa

jf
-*—

J c

887. S75, H.\MK AND TR.\CE rONNECTOR. Wilbbr C.
Trask. N'>w Orleans La. Filed r>ec. 24. 1907. Serial
No. 407.S,S2.

A hame and trace connector comprising a member adapt-
ed for connection to a hame and having inwardly directed i

ralilf from the hatiw niitnluT anil having an ''ye receiving
the hook of the latttr ami also having an opening com-
nuinlcailng with said eye and arrang"d. when the members
are aliued. to rest at an angle to Ww prnjectlon on the hook.

887.876. COTTON-CHOPrHU .s.^miki, TariTT. Cuthrle.
Okla. Filed Nov 11. 1!>07. Serial No. 401.720.

' qnr^tp^

' -->'
7 ," ^- 9

: *:
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1 ill a cotton chopper the combination of laterally

sp.ic.'i! runn-Ts. cross bars connecting the front and rear
ends r'iiTiof. rotatably mountrd rollers on said front cross
har and having longitudinally extending slots therein, cut-

ter carrying beams pivoted to sfjtlng laterally In the slots

in said rollers, plate springs secured at one end to the
lower face of said front bar and at their other ends to the
upper faces of said beams, and a vertically adjustable bar
mounted on said runners beneath said beams for limiting

the downward movement of said beams.
2. In a cotton chopper the combination of a frame

mounted on runners, a rotatably mounted roller supported
at the front end of said frame and having a longitudinally

extending slot therein, a cutter caiiying beam pivoted to

awing laterally In said slot, yleldable means for holding
said beam normally in elevated position and means carried

by said beam to provide for the depression thereof.
."? In a cotton chopper the combination of a suitably

supported frame, a cutter carrying beam mounted at the

front end of said frame for lateral and vertical movement
and a cross bar arranged under said beam and having
recessed ends for connection with said frame and a plu-

rality of removable washers disposed in said recesses to

provide for the vertical adjustment of the bar. to vary the

downward extent of movement of the beam.

887.877. INSULATOR. IIknrt Tri:mblix, Plalnvllle,

Conn., assignor to Trumbull Electric Manufacturing
Company. Plalnvllle. Conn, a Torporation of Connecti-
cut. Filed Mar J. IIMC S.rial No. .360,148.

1 Aa iaralator for wall opening* having a screw
threaded tubulsr sleeve for insertion in the wall opening.

a tubular insulator projecting there through and provided
with a flange at one end. said flange over-lying the end of

the tubular sleeve, a perforated cap having a flange over-

lying the head of the insulator and inter-engaging screw
tlireads Infernii'diafc said |)crfnratfd cap and the tubtilar

sleeve.

2. .\n insulator for wall openings consisting of a tubu-

lar retainer sleeve arranged to be secured in the wall-open-

ing, a tubular Insulating nipple projecting there-through

and provided with a tapered head, a perforated cap ar-

ranged to engage the retainer and provided with a tapered

opening encircling ilie tapered head of the insulating nip-

ple and adapted i.. center said nipple with reference to

the tubular retainer.

887.87 8. I'OUKR TU.VNSMITTING MECHANISM.
James E. Tutti k. Waierti.wn. Mass. Filed Mar. 22,

1907. Serial No. ;u'>.'i.i»7;;.

1. An expansllile i.ulle\ coiuprising two flanges, sec-

tions adajited to l«> iiiovci ra.lially i>etwe<>n said flanges,

and means for moving ^ahl '.ections comprising a shaft, a

hub slidable on said shaft, a series of levers each ful-

crumed on one of said flanges and a series of links each

connecting one of said levers with one of said sections as

described

2. .\n expansible pulley cmprising two llunges, sec-

tions adapted to be moved radially betw en said flanges,

and means for moving said s.-cthms comprising a wries of

levers and means for moving' them, and means for sup-

p<irtlng said levers cinniri^in-' n scrl-'S of slotted brackets,

pins passing through tlie ml. rums of said levers and a

series of clamps resting upon said pins and attached to

said brackets as described.

3. .\n expansible pulley comprising two flanges, sec-

tions adapted to be moved radially between said flanges,

and means for moving said sections comprising a series

of levers and means for moving them, each section having

approaching walls forming jaws and a link pivoted be-

tween said jaws. Its other end being plvotally connected

to one of said levers as set forth.

4. .Vn expansible pulley comprising expansible sections

and means whereby they may be expanded, comprising a

hub adapted to slide on a shaft, a series of angle levers

fulcrumed on said pulley, one end of each of said levers

being adapted to slide in said hub at right angles to Its

axis, and the other being connected to one of said expan-

sible sections, as described.

other part, and adapted to limit the longitudinal move-

ment of the slotted pins, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

887.879, SIGN I'lsri-.WINC. DEVICE. Zachabt T.

' Ubil and Edward I'bil. Morton. Fa Filed Nov. 14,

inno Flerial No. 343.3,'iO.

1 in a sign displaying device, the combination of A

rotative element provided with a [''xrallty of i)airs of

oppositely disposed slotted pins loosely seated therein, a

plurality of cards carried by the said pairs of slotted pins,

and having a limited movement in said slots, stops for

limiting said movement, and pendulum actuated mechan-

ism for operating the rotative element

2. The combination of a rotative element, a plurality of

oppositely disposed pairs of slotted pins carried thereby,

a plurality of display elements having recesses with In-

clined margins at their opposite ends for cooperating with

the slotted pins, one of each pair of slotted pins Ix-ing

longitudinally movable, and a guard for cnHperatlng with

said longitudinally movable pins positioned at one side

of the jiath of travel of the rotative element, one part of

said guard being closer to the rotative element than an-

134 O. G.— 38

3. Tn a sign displaying device, a plurality of display

cards notched at their opposite ends, a step by step rota

tlve structure, slotted pins loosely seated therein adapted

to cooperate with the notches to support the cards and

stationary guards for controlling the movement of the

pins as the structure rotates, permitting their disengage-

ment with the notches during part of the rotation and

preventing such disengagement during another part of the

rotation, substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. In a sign displaying device, a plurality of display

cards, a step by step rotative structure, slotted pins

loosely seated therein tn oppositely disposed pairs ffir

supporting the cars, and stationary guards for controlling

the longitudinal movement of the pins as the structure

rotates, to prevent the independent movement of the card

with respect to its supporting pins during part of said

rotation and to permit such independent movement during

another part of such rotation.

887,880. STi:.\.M LtOlLEIt. l.Ewi.s S. Watres, Scranton,

Pa., assignor of fifty-one one-hundredths to Robert C.

Adams, Scranton, Pa. Filed Feb. 23, 1908. Serial No.

302,334.

1. S. horizontal fire tul>e boiler, comprising a fire box

having usual grate bars and a cylindrical twller shell hav-

ing a tapering end extending through the rear wall of the

tire box with its rear upwardly inclined end projecting

part way across the grate bars, the space between the top

of the tapered end of the shell and the wall of the fire box

being filled in with refractory material, and a mud drum

without the fire box attached to the bottom of the shell at

the base of the inclined front portion of that part of the

;
shell

2 .\ luiri/ontal flre tul>e boiler, comprising a fire box

t having usual grate bars and a cylindrical boiler shell h«T-
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T
Ing a tapering end pxtendtng through the re»r wall of the

flr*> box with its n'ar upwardly inclinfd «nd proJ«»cting

part way a^-ross th.^ j^ruto bars. tlu> space b^tweon the top

of thf tapored end of the shell and ih.- wall of the Are box

being filled in with refractory material.

:;. A horizontal fire tube boiler, comprising a tire box

havini; usual grate bars and a cylindrical b-Jiler shell hav-

ing a tapering end extending through the rear wall of the

flre box with Its rear upwardly inclined «nd projecting

part way across the grate bars. ',

4. .\ horizontal flre tube boiler oomprlsltig a fire box,

a cylindrical boiler shell having a tap»>red end projecting

Into the flre box beyond the rear wall thereof and having

its forwardly Inclined end projecting over the grate bars,

the axis of, the inner circular reduced enfl of the shell

being in a plane below the axis of the shell

8 87.88 2. DISPLAY-CABINET.
bridge, Mass. Filed Aug. 14 190';

887,881. I.T P.Rir.vTI.NG I'P:VirE. Lewis S Watres,

Scranton, I'a . n-;sikrn.)r «jf tifty-one one-hundredths to

Robert C A laniv ScrmtDn, I'a. Filed Feb. 23. 1906.

Serial No. 302.335.

1. Forced feed lubricating devke.s for ea-lnes and like

apparatus comprising the combination of a lubricant re-

ceptacle, an oil pump, appropriate valves, a ratchet wheel

by which the oil pump is operated, a pawl rod engaging

the ratchet wheel to effect Its step by step rotation, an ex-

pansible diaphragm mounted upon a stationary part of

the apparatus and connected with a chamber adapted to

be subjected to variable fluid pressure and means oper-

ated by the expansion of the diaphragm to shut off the

fluid pressure from the diaphragm when a desired degree

of expansion of the latter has been obtained.

2. Forced feed lubricating devices for eCglnes and like

apparatus, comprising the combination of a lubricant re

ceptacle. an oil pump, appropriate valves, » ra'tchet wheel

by which the oil pump is operated, a pawl rod engaging

the ratchet wheel to effect its step by step rotation, means

for adjusting the length of the pawl rod to regtilate the

point at which It engages the ratchet wheel, an expansible

diaphragm mounted upon a stationary part of the appa-

ratus and connected with a chamber adapted to be sub-

jected to variable fluid pressure.

3. Forced feed lubricating devices for engines and like

apparatus, comprising the combination of a lubricant re-

ceptacle, an oil pump, appropriate valves, a ratchet wheel

by which the oil pump Is operated, a pawl rod adjustable

In length engaging the toothed wheel to effect Its step by

tep rotation, an expansible diaphragm aounted upon a

stationary part of the apparatus and connected with a

chamber adapted to be subjected to variable fluid pressure.

4. Forced feed lubricating devices for anglnes and like

apparatus, comprising an expansible diaphragm mounted

upon a stationary part of the apparatus and adapted to

be subjected to Intermittent fluid pressure whereby Its In-

termittent expansion and contraction is caused, oil feed

devices connected with the diaphragm and intermittently

operated thereby and a valve operating to cut off the fluid

pressure from the diaphragm when a deslBed degree of ex-

pansion of the latter has been attained.

John Wacqh, Cam-
Serial No. 388,489.

1 A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising vertical end members and a plurality of hori-

zontal members vertically disposed with respect to one an-

other anjd provided with grooves, all In the same vertical

plane, to receive the articles to be displayed and prevent

tlfem from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, one of the end members being provided with open-

ings through which the articles may be inserted In and re-

moved from the ends of the grooves, and an end piece for

closing said openings, substantially as described

2. A display cabinet, having. In combination, a frame

comprising horizontal members and vertical end members,

the horizontal members being provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed and preventing the arfl

cles from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end members l>elng provided with

openings through which the articles may be Inserted in

and removed from the ends of the grooves, an end piece

closing the openings, and pivotal supports for the frame

constructed and arranged to prevent the removal of the

end piece so long as the frame is resting upon said sup-

port.s. substantially as described.

3. A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising horizontal members and vertical end members,

the horizontal members being. provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed and preventing the arti-

cles from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end members being provided with

openings through which the articles may be inserted in

and removed from the ends of said grooves, slotted guides

on the sides of the horizontal members to receive label

cards, and an end piece for closing the openings and the

ends of the slotted guides, substantially as described.

4. A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising horizontal members and vertical end members,

the horizontal members being provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed, and preventing the arti-

cles from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end members being provided with

openings through which the articles may be Inserted in

and removed from the ends of the grooves, slotted guides

on the sides of the horizontal members to receive label

cards, and a trough-shaped end piece to fit over said end

member, the face of the end piece closing the openings In

the end member and the side of said piece closing the ends

of the slotted guides, substantially as described.

5. A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising horizontal members and vertical end members,

the horliontal members being provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed, and preventing the arti-

cles from t>eing removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end members being provided with

openings through which the articles may be Inserted in

and removed from the ends of the grooves, and an end

piece for closing said openings and provided with fllling

pieces to enter said openings, substantially as described.

i
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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887.883. APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
BOTTLE-CLOSURES. VVilli.am H. Whbkleh. Baltl-

the mouth of the nozzle being (onical or flared to permit

the ready discharge of accumulations of sand therefrom.

more. Md
Baltimore

Serial No. 279,340

395,760.

assignor to The Crown Cork and Seal Co..

Md.. a Corporation. Filed Sept. 20. 1905,

Renewed Oct. 3, 1907. Serial No.

1. In iiu organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a fusible material Interposed between It and said

metallic member, means for heating the assembled mem-

bers of the closures while free to allow the expanding air

to escape, and means for pressing the parts together while

cooling, substantially as described.

2. lu an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a fusible material interposed between it and said

metallic member, means for heating the assembled mem-

bers of the closures while free to allow the expanding air

to escape, means for cooling the parts, and means for press-

ing the parts together while cooling, substantially as de-
1

scribed.

3. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a fusible material interposed between it and said

metallic member, means for heating the assembled mem-

bers of the closures while free from pressure to allow the

expanding air to escape, and means for pressing the parts

together while cooling, substantially as described.

4. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with its compressible packing

having a fusible material Interposed between it and said

metallic member, a plunger, n support on which the closure

rests and between which and the plunger the closure Is

pressed, and means for heating the assembled parts of the

closure for fusing the interposed material before the com-

pression takes place said compression taking place during

the cooling of the parts and the hardening of the Inter-

posed binding material, substantially as described.

5. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with its compressible packing

havlnu a fusible material interposed between It and said

metallic member, means for supporting the closure In in-

verted position, means engaging the packing and the cap

or metallic member to press them towards each other, and

means for applying heat to fuse the said Interposed bind-

ing material before the Inverted closure Is subjected to

pressure and while it Is free to allow the escape of the ex-

panding air. substantially as described

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed in the Gazette.]

2. In a track sander of the class des(ribed. a discharg*

pipe having a coupling connection with the .^and box, tb«

inner end of said connection being arranged obliquely to

the vertical wall of the pipe, the connection being up-

wardly bent in advance of its connection to the discharge

pipe to prevent the escape of sand by gravity. ;in air blast

pipe, and a nozzle arranged at the end of the air blast

pipe, said nozzle being arranged at an ancle corresponding

approximately to the angle of the inlet end of the connec-

tion, and the mouth of the nozzle being flared or conical to

permit the discharge of accumulations of sand therefrom.

3. A pneumatic sander having a sand box with which
communicates an upwardly inclined discharge pipe, and

an air blast nozzle arranged within the sand box. spaced

from and disposed to discharge into the mouth of the dis-

charge pli>e on a line aiinlly of an adjacent portion of

such discharge pipe.

4. A sander having a sand box. a discharge pipe com-

municating therewith near its bottom and having an in-

wardly projecting or overlapping lip or shield, and an up-

wardly Inclined air blast nozzle disposed within the sand

box to discharge air into the discharge pipe.

5. A sander having a sand box, a sand discharge pipe

communicating with the box near Its bottom, and an air

blast pipe having a nozzle disposed in the sand box to dis-

charge aiially Into the discharge pipe, said sand discharge

pipe and air blast pipe being provided near their opposing

ends with upwardly arched traps.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.8,S4. TRACK BANDING MECHANISM. CnAtiLK-s V

White, Greensboro, N. C, assignor of one-third to Ed

win A. Rives and one-third to Arthur G. Wilson. Greens

boro. N. C. Filed Nov. 27. 1907. Serial No. 404.0S6.

1. In a pneumatic sander of the class described, an air

blast pipe having an upwardly Inclined terminal nozzle, ,

887,885. HAIR-PIN. George W Whit.vey. I^'ominster,

Mass. Filed Mar. 13, 1907. Serial No. 362,2.^)0.

A hair pin comprising a single forked piece arcuately

formed at its middle and having pointed tines spaced

apart along their entire length, each tine being provided

upon its inner edge with sharpened projections and having

their outer edges following in general parallel relation to

the inner edges, the projections of one tine being located

directly opposite and closely approaching the projections

of the other tine, said tines being provided with arcuate

recesses at their portions lying between the projections.

887,886. SURGICAL BANDAGE. Mabckllin A. WiLLOT,

Roubalx. France. Filed Dec. 17. 1906. Serial No.

348,184.

1. An extensible surgical bandage of fabric having the

warp composed of two kinds of threads, one kind formed

by twisting to the right a plurality of slivers prevloualy

separately twisted to the right, and the other kind formed

by twisting to the left a plurality of slivers previously

separately twisted to the left.

2. An extensible surgical bandage of fabric having the
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IDK a tapering end extending through the re«r wall of the

fire box with Its rear upwardly Inclined 4nd projecting

part way across the grat.' bars, the simce between the top

of the tapered end of the shell and the wall of the Are box

being filled In with refractory material,

3. A horizontal fire tubt> boiler, comprising a fire box

having usual irrate bars and a cylindrical b<iiler shell hav-

ing a taperin;: end extending through the n-ar wall of the

flre boi with its rear upwardly inclined tnd projecting

part way across the grate bars.

4. A horizontal fire tube btiiler oomprlsitiK' a t1r.> box,

a cylindrical boiler shell having; a tap.-red t-nd projecting

into the fire box beyond the r»>ar wall ther>*)f and having

its forwardly inclined end projectinh' "ver the jTraf.- bars,

the axis of the inner circular reduced en<l of th>> shell

being in a plane below the axis of the shell.

8 8 7.882. DISPLAY-CABINET.
bridge, Mass. Filed Aug. 14. 1901

JOHW Wacoh, Cam-
Serial No. 388.489.

887,881. LTP.RirATING I'KVICE. Lewis S Watms,
8«T«»ton, I'a .

a-!.signor of fifty-one one-huadredths to

Robert C. Alani-. Scranton. Pa. Filed Feb. 2-3. 1906.

Serial No. 302.335.

1. Forced feed lubricating devices for e4i;lnes and like

apparatus comprising the combination of a lubricant re-

ceptacle, an oil pump, appropriate valves, a ratchet wheel

by which the oil pump Is operate^!, a pawl rod engaging

the ratchet wheel to effect Its step by step rotation, an ex

panslble diaphragm mounted upon a stationary part of

the apparatus and connected with a chamber adapted to

be subjected to variable fiuid pressure aad mean.s oper-

ated by the expansion of the diaphragm to shut off the

fluid pressure from the diaphragm when a desired degree

of expansion of the latter has been obtained.

2. Forced feed lubricating devices for engines and like

apparatus, comprising th.' combination of a lubricant re-

ceptacle, an oil pump, appropriate valves, a ratchet wheel

by which the oil pump is operated, a pa^vl rod engaging

the ratchet wheel to effect Its step by step rotation, means

for adjusting the length of the pawl rod to regulate the

point at which It engages the ratchet wheel, an expansible

diaphragm mounted upon a stationary part of the appa-

ratus and connected with a chamber adapted to be sub-

jected to variable fluid pressure.

3. Forced feed lubricating devices for enirines and lllte

apparatu.s, comprising the combination of a lubricant re-

ceptacle, an oil pump, appropriate valves, a ratchet wheel

by which the oil pump is operated, a pawl rod adjustable

In length engaging the toothed wheel to effect its step by

step rotation, an expansible di4phragm nounted upon a

stationary part of the apparatus and connected with a

chamber adapted to be subjected to variable fluid pressure.

4. Forced feed lubricating devices for engines and like

apparatus, comprising an expansible diaphragm mounted

upon a *tationary part of the apparatus and adapted to

be subjected to Intermittent fluid pressure whereby Its in-

termittent expansion and contraction Is caused, oil feed

devices connected with the diaphragm anfl intermittently

operated thereby and a valve operating to cut off the fluid

pressure from the diaphragm when a de«lPed degree of ex

panslon of the latter has been attained.

1. A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising vertical end members and a plurality of hort-

lontal members vertically disposed with respect to one an-

other an4 provided with grooves, all in the same vertical

plane, to receive the articles to In- displayed and prevent

tttem from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, one of the end members belnc provided with open-

ings through which the articles may be inserted In and re-

moved from the ends of the gr'>oves. and an end piece for

closing said openings, substantially as described.

2. A display cabinet, havini;, in (ombinatlon. a frame

comprising horizontal niemt.ers and vertical end members,

the horizontal meml»ers being provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed and preventing the arfl

cles from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and ^ne of the end members lielng provided with

openings through which the articles may be Inserted in

and removed from the ends of the grooves, an end piece

closing the openings, and pivotal supports for the frame

constructed and arranged to prevent the removal of the

end piece so long as the frame is resting upon said sup-

ports, substantially as descril-ed.

3. A display cabinet, having, In combination, a frame

comprising horizontal meml)erB and "rtlcal end members,

the horizontal members being .provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed and preventing the arti-

cles from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end members being provided with

openings through which the articles may be inserted in

and removed from the ends of said grooves, slotted guides

on the sides wf the horizontal members to receive lat'el

cards, and an end piece for closing the openings and the

ends of the slotted guides. 8ut)8tantially as de.scribed,

4. A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising horizontal members and vertical end members,

the horizontal raeml>ers belnc provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed, and preventing the arti-

cles from belnK removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end memliers Iteing provided with

openings through which the articles may be Inserted in

and removed from the ends of the grooves, slotted guides

on the sides of the horizontal members to receive label

cards, and a trough-shaped end piece to fit over said end

member, the face of the end piece closing the openings In

the end memi>er and the side of said piece closing the ends

of the slotted guides, substantially as descrl!>ed.

5. A display cabinet, having, in combination, a frame

comprising horizontal members and vertical end memt>ers,

the horizontal members being provided with grooves to re-

ceive the articles to be displayed, and preventing the arti-

cles from being removed except from the ends of said

grooves, and one of the end meml>er8 being provided with

openings through which the articles may be Inserted In

and removed from the ends of the grooves, and an end

piece for closing said openlnirs and provided with filling

pieces to enter said openings. •iut)stantially as described.

, [Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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887,883. APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
BOTTLE-CLOSURES. William H. Wheeler. Balti-

more. Md., assignor to The Crown Cork and Seal Co.,

Baltimore, Md.. a Corporation. Filed Sept. 20, 1905,

SerUl No. 279,349. Renewed Oct. 3, 1907. Serial No.

395,760.

the moutb of the nozsle being conical or flared to permit

the ready discharge of accumulations of sand therefrom.

1. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a fusible material Interposed between It and said

metallic member, means for Ixitini; (lie assembled mem-

bers of the closures while fi-. t. , a the expanding air

to escape, and means for pressing the parts together while

cooling, substantially as described.

2. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a fusible material interposed between It and said

metallic member, means for heating the assembled mem-

bers of the closures while free to allow the expanding air

to escape, means for cooling the parts, and means for press-

ing the parts together while cooling, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a t)ottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a ftisible material interposed between it and said

metallic member, means for heating the assembled mem-
bers of the closures while free from pressure to allow the

expanding air to escape, and means for pressing the parts

together while cooling, substantially as described.

4. In an organization for uniting the metallic member
of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

having a fusible material interposed between it and said

metallic member, a [ilunger. a support on which the closure

rests and between which and the plunger the closure Is

pressed, and means for heating the assembled parts of the

closure for fusing the Interposed material before the com-

pression takes place said compression taking place during

the coaling of the parts and the hardening of the Inter-

posed binding material, substantially as described.

5. In an organization for uniting the metallic member

of a bottle or like closure with Its compressible packing

havlnv: a fusible material Interposed between It and said

metallic member, means for supporting the closure in In-

verted position, means engaging the packing and the cap

or metallic meml)er to press them towards each other, and

means for applying heat to fuse the said Interposed bind-

ing material liefore the Inverted closure Is subjected to

pressure and while It Is free to allow the escape of the ex-

panding air, Bnbstantially as described.

(Claims r> to 38 not printed In the Gazette.]

2. In a track sander of the c lass described, a discharge

pipe having a coupling connection with the sand box, the

inner end of said connection lieing arranutnl obliquely to

! the vertical wall of the pipe, the connection being up-

wardly bent in advance of Its connection to the discharge

pipe to prevent tiie e8cai)e of sand by gravity, an air blast

pipe, and a nozzle arranged at the end of the air blast

pipe, said nozzle being arranged at an ancle corresponding

approximately to the angle of the Inlet end of the connec-

tion, and the mouth of the nozzle ixing fiared or conical to

permit the discharge of accumulations of sand therefrom.

3. A pneumatic sander having a sand box with which

communicates an upwardly inclined discharge pipe, and
an air blast nozzle arranged within the sand box. spaced

i from and disposed to discharge into the mouth of the dis-

' charge pipe on a line axlally of an adjacent portion of

such discharge [)lpe.

4. A sander having a sand box. a discharge pipe com-

municating therewith near its bottom and havinir an in-

wardly projecting or overlapping lip or shield, and an up-

wardly Inclined air blast nozzle disposed within th.' sand

box to discharge air Into the discharge pipe.

5. A sander having a sand box. a sand discharge pipe

commutiicating with the box near its !>ottom. and an air

blast piiH' having a nozzle disposed in the sand box to dis-

I

charge axlally Into the discharge pipe, said sand discharge

pipe and air blast pipe being provided near their opp.ising

ends with upwardly arched traps.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.884 TRACK RANDINC. MECHANISM. CHARLES P.

White. Greensboro. N C . assignor of one-third to Ed
win A. Rives and one-third to Arthur 0. Wilson. Greens

boro. N. C. Filed Nov. 27. 1!)07. Serial No. 404.0*10.

1. In a pneumatic sander of the class described, an air

blast pipe having an upwardly Inclined terminal nozzle,

887,885. HAIR-PIN. George W Whitney, Leominster,

Mass. Filed Mar. 13, 1907. Serial No. 362,250.

.V hair pin comprising a single forked piece arcuately

formed at its middle and having pointed tines spaced

apart along their entire length, each tine being provided

upon Its inner edge with shari)ened projections and liaving

their outer edges following in ut-neral parallel relation to

the Inner edges, the projections of one tine being located

directly opposite and closely approaching the projections

of the other tine, said tines being provided with arcuate

recesses at their portions lying between the projections.

887,886. SURGICAL BANDAGE. Marcellin A WiLLOx.

Roobalx. France. Filed I>ec. 17. 1906. Serial No.

348,184.

1. .\n extensible surgical bandage of fabric having the

warp composed of two kinds of threads, one kind formed

by twisting to the right a plurality of slivers previously

separately twisted to the right, and the other kind formed

by twisting to the left a plurality of slivers previously

separately twisted to the left.

2. An extensible surgical bandage of fabric Laving the
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warp compoMd of group* of thrpads. parh tnroad formed

by twisting to the right a plurality of slivers pr..v'ou.ly

separately twisted to the ri^rht. said groups of threads

being ait.rnat,..l w,th groups of other threads each thread

formed by twis.i.u' to the left a plurality „f ft^,ers pre-

Tlouslv separately twisted to the left.

Mfr.tt7. PARTY LINE TELKl'HONK SV3TKM

L. WiLi-SMN. Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

1907. Serial No. .S78.187.

Tlf'MAS

Filed May 28.

slKnaltnK circuit for completing each of the secondary

signaling circuits, means operated by the completion of

the secondary rirciiits for placing a break In each of the

telephone circuits and means in one of each of the pairs

of leads operated by the passa^'e of a current therethrough

for automatically breaklnj: the secondary sit:nallng cir-

cuit corresponding to the telephone to which that lead be-

longs, as and for the purpose specified.

o In a telephone sub station, the combination with a

plurality of telephones connected in multiple, of an auxil-

iary Incompleted primary signaling circuit independent of

the main line, a plurality of pairs of .-ontact points cor-

responding to the number of telephones, separate pairs of

leads extending from opposite sides of the incompleted

primary signaling circuit to the respective contact points,

means "opt-rated by the use of any one telephone for con-

necting the contact points corresponding thereto, whereby

the auxiliary signaling circuit Is completed, a plurality of

secondary signaling circuits normally Inc-ompletcd. a plu

rallty of electro magnets In the primary signaling circuits,

armatures and contact points carting therewith to com-

plete the secondary signaling -ireuits when the electro-

magnets are energized, electro-magnets in the secondary

signaling circuits, armatures and contact points enacting

therewith to place breaks In the circuits of the diflTerent

telephones, an electro magnet in one of each pair of leads,

armatures and contact points co-acting therewith to break

the secondary signaling circuits corresponding to that

particular lead, when the electro mairnet therein Is ener-

gized, as and for the purpose specified

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.l

^^,. -|g"
887 888 ( .\RRI.vr.E-CU8HIONIN(5 DEVICE. Meiamb

WOLF. New York. N, Y Fibd Mav 18. 1907. Serial No.

374,373.

I In a telephone substati.,n. the combination with a

plurality of telephones connected in mulUple of an auxil-

Srv independent signaling circuit, normally Incompleted^

a plurality of pairs of bads exten.ling fram ^^^o.ae^^^en

of the auxiliary circuit to the respectiv., telephones, and

means operated by the use of any one talephone for con

nectin.' the pair of leads corresponding thereto.

•' In a telephone substation, the combination with a

plurality of telephones conne.ted in multiple of an aux. -

larv independent signaling circuit, normliily incompleted,

a plurality of pairs uf leads extending fr«m opposite sides

of the auxiliary circuit to the respective telephones.!

means op.>rated by the use of any on- telephone for con
,

necting the pair of leads corresponding t Hereto, and means
,

operated by the completion of the signaling circuit for cut-

ting c!Ut the telephones not In use.

:; in a telephone sub-station, the coitibination with a

plurality of telephones connected in multiple, of a primary

auxillarv signaling circuit Independent ©f the main line,

automatioailv completed hy the use of any one telephone,

electro magn-ts in said circuit, secndtry circuits com-

pleted by t'le operation of the eh'ctro magnets when en. r-

'i/..d m-Mi- -p.rn'd by the closing of the secondary

circuit for placin-- a Sr.ak in each of the telephone cir-

cuits and n-MHs f. r pr.vntin^' the Completion of tl>e

particular secondary .-Ircult corr.sponOing to the tele-

phone being used, as and for the purp-.s.- spe,-ifled

4 In a telep'.ione substation, the c.*nhination with a

plurality of telepbon. » connected in multiple, of a primary

«uxiliarv incompleted signaling circuit Uidependent of the

main line a plurality of pairs of contact points corre-

sn,,nding to the number of telephones, separate pairs of

l..ads extendinu' from opposite sides of the Incompleted

primary signaling circuit to the r.spective contact points,

means operated bv the use of any telephone for connecting

the contact points corresponding' flejeto, whereby the

primarv auxiliary signaling circuit is cmpleted, a plu-

rality 'of secondary signaling circuits normally Incom-

pleted m.ans operated by the c. mpbtl..n of th- primary

1 In a motor vehicle, the combination with a motor, of

a cushioning device comprising compres.sed air cylinders.

spring plates secured to the axles of the vehicle and sup-

porting said air cylinders, spring actuated pistons work-

ing In said air cylinders, and universal joints connecting

the piston rods with the underframe of the vehicle, a com-

pressed air receptacle communicating with the said air

cylinders, an air pump supplying compressed air to said

receptacle, a crank shaft to Ik- operated from the motor

and driving the air pump, and means to at a certain pres-

sure autnmati.ally dis<-onnect the air pump from the

motor, substantially as set fort It

•• In a motor vehicle, the coml)lnHtiou with a m.tor. of

a cushioning device comprising compressed air c.^linder8

supp<^rted on tlie axles of the vehicle, spring actuated pis-

ton, working therein and <onnected with the underframe

of the vehicle, a compressed air receptacle communicating

with said cylinders, an air pump supplying compressed air

to said receptacle, a crank shaft snpp.rted from the under-

frame of tlir vehicle, gears transmitting movement from

the motor to the said crank shaft, a safety valve on the

.-ompressed air recepta.Me adapted at a crtain pressure

to disconnect the crank shaft from th- mot..r. substan

tially as s.t forth

^«7 8 89. rOMBIN.\Tl()N HINOK FOR SCALE AND

WA<JON RAt^KS, Charles W Woutjiinoton, Rush-

viUe 111. Fll.Hl .luly :?. 1007. Serial No. .182.006,

1 In a rack of the character descri!.ed, the combination

of a bed having an opening therein, a standard, i hinge

nember cecured to the outer face of the standard, a co-
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onerating hinge member aecured to the bed under the base

ofthe standard, the said cooperating hinge member extend

?L l^Tond the base of the standard and having an open

ng ?^ereln orrespondlng to the before mentioned open.ng

ttlTU a bolt passing loosely through ^»- -"^
f«>«°»°^

and engaging the Inner face of the standard, and a nut

Jhiade^ upon the bolt and engaging the bed to hold the

standard In an adjusted position.

2. In a rack of the character d««xlbed. the comblna ton

of a bed having an opening thereto, a standard, a binge

meml^8ecure<l to the outer face of the standard a co-

^rlTlng hlnTe meml.r secured to the bed under the base

T he -tnndard. said cooperating hinge metnber extend-

ing b^vond the base of the stan.lard and having an open^

Z ?^ rein registering with the ..fore --''^-^^^^^-'^^.^

In the l.ed a plate secured to the Inner face of the stand

ard and an eye bolt loosely engaging the said plate and

Sxfendlng through the opening In the bed and a nut

threaded upon the bolt and engaging the bed to hold the

standard in an adjusted position.

edge and having printed thereon a line disposed P^^^
ular to said straight edge, said last-named »l°« ^P^^
in^ the middle line of the hack of the '^^^"""/"^^/^"^^

,

tuOng the main base from which measurements are taken

anc^ fixed on the draft. graduate<l neck size scales dlspo ed

on the straight edge and starting at said perpenc^l u a

line one of said neck sl/.e scales beginning n. a gU eu po nt

n said line representing the upper end of the middle ba k

Im of the b^dy garment, an inclincHl graduated scale in

ThTl^y of the instrument having its l.eginning at the

ast-n^med point in said perpendlcilar line and hav,t.g

U8 graduations consecutively numbered to -«';7'''7' ^^
'^J

measurements In Inches fru.o the corresponding poln on

The body to the point of the shoulder and serv.nu to fix

he Xt of termination of the outer end of the shoulder

seam on the draft of the hack of the body garment the

^^t ofm ersectlon of sai.l shoulder seam with the oeck-

J^Im ^ing fixed on said last named neck size scale, and

Te shoulder seam line being fixed on the draft b.v a line

c^nnecUng said points, a second inclined graduat,^ scale

Tthe b<iy of the garment on which the »e.mlna on of

the shoulder seam Is detern,inc^ in conne,.t,..n with a trn^

eUng point In the other neck-size scale determuied by the

measurement In Inches of the neck of the person to be

fite^anT serving to fix on the draft the shoulder seam

fine of the front of the l«.dy garment, substantially as

described.

Rfi7 891 FIREU CI.EAMN.; MACHINE. Henkv L.

v!roHAS. El l-aso. Tex , assignor of one-half to Aubrey

EdSfe El Paso. Tex Filed Nov. 22. 1907. Serial No.

403,322.

887 890 INSTRUMENT FOR DRAFTING GARMENT-

pi^TERNS. GLSTAK V, VALENT.NE. Chicago. III.

Filed Dec, 6. 1906. Serial No. 346,596.

1 v„ instrument of the kind specified having a straight
^

edge and having printed thereon a line perpendicular to

sahl straight edge and representing the middle back seam

an , Idd.e front of the garment, graduated B-les on op^

nosite sides of said instrument in the body portion thei^eof

^cle^ to said straight edge and said P-Tendlcular 1 ne

and in which the outer end of the «»^ -"^*^'- ;*'"";
.f^'

on the draft, one of said las, named -'''-;;«;;;/ /^^^^^

winning at a given i^oint in said perpendicular llne^ a

'aduated scale on said straight -^^VfUonTf the
thereof for determining the point of interse<t,on of the

ne<k and shoulder seams of the front of the
f^'^'T' Zn

of said graduate^l scales for fixing the point of termination

of the shoulder seam on the draft having Us beginning at

the point in the last named graduate,! .cale correspondlr^g

numeHcallv in inches with the neck size of the person to

he fitted, the graduations of said shoulder -«--«-
,,elng numl^red consecutively to correspond with the

nTeas.irement In Inches of the distance between the point

rThT shoulder and the point on the .Kxly -rt-es^jondlng

,., the Intersection of the iK^lnt of neck and middle back

seams of the person to be fitted.

2 An instrument of the kind specified having a straight

1 m a machine of the character describe, a '=''"tc^'"«

whee two endless chains l«^tween which the fl he is

Td.^ ;d to l>e gripped and carried past said scutching

whS a econd scut'ching wheel, a third endless chain o^

Ta'rd on the opposite side of one of -'^^
'--';;^"^^,J' ^!

the other of said chains and cooperating with thi in

ermedilue chain to grip the fll.r and
-•^-.J-/--.^'-

the second scutching wh^n^l. a slanting wheel and shield co

Inlrptln^ therewith t.. transfer the flt>er from one pan of

L'ld °U o the other after the same has been wor e,

hv the fir"t scutching whe,-!. said slanting -^-'.;<J"f^;^;

U automatically shift the fiber transversely
<'\^^^;^^:^^

=..,np in transit from one pair of said chains to the otjer.

''o'^:a machitie of the character described, «" 'nterme-

dla'.e carrier chain, and two adjacent carrier chal, lo^

catl^ on opposite sides of said intermediate chain all
•
f

sa rchains iving and moving in a cotumon vertical plane,

site 1^ wheel, located on opposite sides of -'cl cbams

Jrom each other and adapted to rotate in a common ^ert

alTda e Pe Pendlcular ,0 that in which said cha ns traveK

b'i" intermediate chain and one of the outside chn Ins

'operating to grip therehetween ^^^
f
^^^ ^^^^^ .^.V-

carrv It past one of said scutching wheels, and the Inter

^ed a e 'lain and the other of said outside chains coOper^

Ttlng to grip therebetween the said fibrous ^a e^lal and

1 clrrv he same past the second scutching whee ;
a fiber-

:, f inland transporting wheel having a periphery rota-
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tabl.- in a piano slantlni.' with respecK to th^ vr

tlcal plane in which the said chains rUvel. said pe

ripherv Hdaptwl to eneagp the fiber as It emereea from one

pair of said chains and to shift the same transversely of

said chains In transit from one pair of said chains to tbe

other; a shield co..i>eratlnt: with said tlber-shlftln;; wheel

to transport said ftWr from one of said pairs of chains

to the other: and means to impart travl to said chains

and rotation to said scutching wheels and fiber shifting

wheels

3. In a mai'hloe of the character descrU>«d. an Interme-

diate carrier chain, and two adjacent cnrrler chains lo-

cated on opposite sides of said luterme<liati» chain, all of

said chains l.vin-: and movini; In a common vertical plane;

scutchlne wheels Iocate<i on opposite sides of said ch-ilns

from each other and adapted to rotate in a common verti-

cal plane j>erpendicular to that In which saifl chains travel,

said scutching wheels heinjr provided *lth scutchln/;

blades having a slanting serrated working adge adapted to

engage the tlbrons material during the first portion of Its

travel past said wlieels and a. plain working edge adapted

t.> engage said material after the same has been worked

bv the serrated portion of the blade, and provlde<l also with

radln! brushes of shorter length across the wheel than said

blades and locate*! between alternate pairs of said blades;

the said lnterme<llate chain and one of the- outside chains

cclpei-.tiina to urip theretietween the flbmus material and

carry it past one of said scutching wheels, and the inter-

mediate chain and the other of said out»lde chains co-

operating to grip between the said tibrou» material and

carry the same past the second scutching wheel : a flber-

shlftlng and transporting wheel havl g a periphery rota-

table In a plane slanting with respect to the vertical plane

in which the said chains travel, said periphery adapted

to engage the tll>er as It emerges from o»e pair of said

chains and to shift the same transversely of said chains in

transit from one pair of said chains to the other ; a shield

coCperating with said fiber shifting whe«l to transport

said fiber from one of said pairs of chains to the other ; and

means to Impart travel to said chains and rotation to said

scutching wheels and liber shifting wheels.

4. In a machine "f the character, described, a scutching

wheel, means to i:rip the fibrous material and carry It

past said wheel, said wheel t>elng provided with a series

of scutching blades each of which has a slanting serraie-l

working edge adjacent the end of the blada which first en-

gages the Alter, and a smooth working edg« adapted to en-

gage the fiber after the same has left the path of the

serrated portion, and radial brushes exteBdlng a shorter

distance across said wht»<'i than said hladea and interposed

iietween pairs of said Ma<les on the opposite of the center

of the periphery of said wheel from the serrated portions

of said blades.

designed to be operate.! by the arm to shift the •. atve to

place one of the cylinder ports in communication with the

asinu' inlet and to place the other cylinder port Into com-

munication with the casing outlet, a dial revobibiy

mounte*! upon the e.'eterior casing, pawls carried by the

valve rod for actuating the valve, and alarm mechanism

operated by the dial.

887.892. PI'Ml" Fiiank U. Whitcom*. Marion. Ind.

Filed May lo. I'.to: Serial No. ,37'2.h.-.S.

1. In apparatus of the character descriheil. the combina-

tion with an exterior casing: of a housing thereon, a C3I-

inder within the ctsing an<i having porta adjacent the ends

thereof, a piston mount<><l to reciproc.ite within the cylln

rter. mechanism within the housing for actuating the pis-

ton, a casing having an Inlet and an outlet, a valve withl;i

the casing, a nxl extending therefrom, an arm movable

with the piston and slidably mounted on the rrxl, moans

adjustatily mounte<l n; on the rod and in the path of and

designed to i>e operated by the arm to sliift the valve to

place one of the cylinder ports in commumication with the

casing inlet and to plaie the other cyllntler port into

communication with the casing outlet

•J. In apparatus of the character d.-scribed the combln.i

tlon with an exterior casing : of a housing thereon, a cylin-

der within the casing and having ports adjacent the ends

thereof, a piston inoiiried to reciprocate »lthin the cylin-

der, mechanism within the housing for aetnatlng the pis-

ton, a casing having an inlet and an outlet, a valve *ithln

the casing, a rod extending therefrom, an arm movable

with the piston and slidably mount. -d on the rod. means

adjustably mouuted upon the r<xl and in the path of ai.d

,? In apparatus of the character described the eomblna

tlon with an outer casing and a housing thereon ;
of a cyl

Inder within the casing and having ports adjacent its ends.

1 piston within the cylinder, means within the housing

for actuating the piston, a casing having an Inlet and an

outlet, a discharge pipe extending from said outlet, and

above the outer casing, a valve within the casing and dis-

posed to establish communication between the Inlet aud

one of the ports and the discharge p\pe and the other

port, a rod extending from the valve, an arm adjustably

secured to and movable with the piston, means adjustably

moiinted on the rod and In the path of and disposed to be

actuatetl by the arm t4|shlft the valve, a dial upon the

outer casing, means upou the valve rod f.)r actuating the

dial in one direction during the movement of the ro,i In

either direction, and alarm mechanism ojverated by the

vafve.

887,893. SI'ARK AUKKSTER. I'eter M Wkkstri M

and Cecil M. W;. k^tim \i. Lincoln. Nebr. Filed Dec.

30, 1907. Serial N 4^^.tU4.

A spark arrester comprising a stack having a flared out-

let end. a jacket surrounding and spaced from the stack,

sabl Jacket having an annular outlet at Its lower end. the

upper end of said jacket being enlarg»Hl and rounded to

constitute a ho<id having a central outlet, said hood extend-

ing over the flared end of the stack and liavlng Its outlet

disposed directly i^M.ve the stack, the flared portion of the

stack being overhung by the hood, a tubular extension sur-

rounding the outlet of the hoo.l and extending upward

therefrom, intersecting vertical partitions within said ex-

tensions and parallel with the longitudinal axis of the

stack. aiu1 means immovably mounted within the stack for

Imparting a whirling action to combustion proclucts pass-

ing ibr. u-b the stack, the partitions constituting abnt-

. ments fur stopping the whirling aitl.ni of the products.
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887,894. FEED-CT'TTER. Edward 8. Wildkb. Monroe,

Mich. Filed Nov. 25, 1905. Serial No. 289,117.

1. In a fodder cutter, the combinati'Ui with a support-

ing frame, of the fan casing provided with inlet and dis-

charge openings, the fan therein carrying knife blades, up

rights upon the frame opposite the casing Inlet, a trans

verse cutter bar Independent of the casing fitted within

openings formed In the lower portions of the standards

and detachably secured In place, and a shear plate detach-

ably connected to the cutter bar.

2. In a fixlder cutter, the combination with a fly wheel,

of "the knife blades, a pair of pests upon the wheel upon

which ea<h blade Is mouuted. a pair of wed^-^' blocks Inter

mediate the posts and fly wheels provided with oppositely

threaded openings, and a bolt having Its ends oppositely

threaded and engaging said openings.

3. In a fodder cutter, the cumblnatiun with the support

Ing frame, of a main drive shaft Journaled transversely of

and In suitable l>eariug8 upon said frame, counter shafts

extending from opposite sides of and having direct operat-

ing connections with the main shaft, the feed rollers, driv-

ing shafts therefor, rotary members loosely sleeved upon

the extremities of one of the driving shafts, clutches upon

said shaft for engaging the rotary members, drive connec-

tions between the co\inter shaft and said rotary members,

an operative connection Vjetween the driving shafts, a

shifting device for the clutches, a cutter carried by the

main drive shaft, and a shear plate arranged to coSperate

with said cutter.

4. In a fodder cutter, the cf.mblnatlon with a support-

ing frame, of the main drive shaft journaled transversely

thereon, the feed rolls, gear trains for operating the rolls,

lying upon opposite sides of and having each a direct drive

connection with the main shaft, a clutch mechanism for

connecting either of the gear trains with ttie rolls, a single

operating device for actuating the clutch mechanism, a

cutter carried by said main drive shaft and a shear plate

arranged to cooperate with said cutter.

5. In a fodder cutter, a fan casing having an Inlet open-

ing formed in Its sides, a supporting section extending up-

wardly within the Inlet, and spaced uprights projecting

vertically beyond the supporting section forming the Jour-

nal Ik)X.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

block formed to engage the material of said throat plate

on the opposite face thereof and having means to detach

ably clamp the said elements together, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In a device of the character descril)ed. the combina-

tion of a throat plate having a slotted opening provided

with oppositely beveled edges, a needle block formed to en-

gage the said 1>eveled edges adjacent one face of said

throat plate, aud a locking block formed to engage the said

l)eveled edges adjacent the opposite face of said throat

plate and having means to detachably clamp the said ele-

ments together, suijstantlally as described.

4. In a device of the character described, the comluna-

tion of a throat plate, a needle block intertitting therewith,

and a locking block having means lo detachably clamp said

elements together, said needle block l>eing provided with

needle openings therethrough and having a separator plate

extending therefrom lK»tween said openings, substantially

as described.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a throat plate, a needle block Interflttlng therewith,

and a locking block Intertitting with .said throat plate on

the opposite side thereof to said nee<ile block, and having

means to detachably clamp said needle block, said needle

block having needle openings therethrough and having a

separator plate extending therefrom between said open-

ings, and said locking lilock having needle openings to aline

with the said openings of said needle block, substantially

as described.

887,895. DETACHAKI.KNEKPLE SEI'AUATOR. Frank

F. WiTKUS, Manchester, N. 11. Filed May 22. 1907.

Serial No. 375.163.

1. In a device of the character descrlited. the eomblna

tlon of a throat plate, a needle block Intertitting therewith.

and a locking block having means to detachably clamp said

throat plate, said needle block and itself together, sulwtan

tlally a* described.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a throat plate having a slotted opening, a needle

block formed to engage the material of said throat plate

and one face thereof adjacent said or>enlng. and a locking

887,896. TIE-WIRE CLAMP. George Wbiqlet, Green-

ville. S. C. Filed June 21. 1007. Serial No. 380,062.

1. A tie wire clamp comprising two strips, each strip

having two perforated legs, the perforations in the legs of

five one strip adapted to register with the perforations in

the legs of the other strip when tlte clamp is in place, a

third strip provided with perforations adapted to pass

over the wire and fit l.etween the legs of said first strips

and have Its perforations register with those in said first

stripe, and suitable fastening means providing an adjust-

able joint for and between said strli>s. substantially as de-

scribed.

2. A tie wire clamp comprising two U-shaped strips

having legs pn^vided with perforations and the strips bent

Into shape to fit an Insulator, a perforation In each leg of

one strip adapted to register with a perforation in a leg of

the other strip when the clamp is in place, and two other

strips provided with perforations and adapted to be bent

Into loops and slipped over the wire, with the ends of the

loops fitting the legs of the first strips and means passing

through the perforations In all of the strips and thereby

providing an adjustable joint for and between the same,

ul>8tantially as descrilxnl.

3. A tie wire clamp, comprising a pair of U shaped flexi-

ble strips having legs provided with perforations and the

strips adapted to be bent to fit an Insulator, and each leg

of the U l>ent at a substantially right angle to that portion

of the U which connects the two strips, and thereby caus-

ing each perforation of the strip to register with a per-

foration in the other strip when the clamp Is In place, a

second pair of strips having perforations and adapted to

loop over the wire and fit between the perforated legs of

the first pair of strips, substantially as described.

4. A tie wire clamp comprising a pair of U shaped flexi-

ble strl[)s C, having legs D. of a larger size than the body

of the U, and provided with the holes C. said le-s occupy-

ing planes at substantially right angles to the planes of

the said body portions, and said body portions bent into

semicircular forms, whereby the said holes D of one strip

register with the corresponding holes of the other strip

when the tie is in place, a second pair of strips E. each

provided with two holes F, bent to loop over the wire and
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tlttlnff l^etween the «ald legs V with the holfs C resUti-ring

with the holes F and a bolt H passlnR through said holes

1; aad f. and fcrmlnK an adjustable Joint lor and between

the parts, substantially as described.

8?>:.;s97. BOTTLE CAP OK CLOSl UK
A!«CK. New York. N. Y. Filed July 11,

383,241.

> r» J »

Benjamin Adbi-

ll>07. Serial No.

.»\r

1. A teagSd eap«r ClOSOre for l>orrU>s rinut^i throughout

of two itoMta of rtfM metal, the nan-.- fomuHl of alternat

Inir nesting folds anil n.-JtlTii; lumps. sub-iTiintially a.-s set

forth.

2. A cap or closure for hot tit's fonn.Ml throujfhout of

two sheets of rUid metal and havini; a t:virno<1 flanRe of

nested folds and lumps, and an internal i>i«'1. snUstantlally

as set forth.

3. A cap or closure for bottles formpd throuichont of two

sheets of metal and having a turned flanne bavinu' intf-rnal

nefetlng lumps 6^ and alternate external nesttnl folds 6^.

substantially as set forth.

4. A cap or closure for bottles havinc a tnrn«><l flangp

edge to receive the end of the Iwttle nf<k and formed

throughout of two nested sheets of rl>;id int^al. substan

tially as set forth.

5. A cap or closure for bottles for:nf<! of two sheets of

rlpid metal throuKhout, and having i ; ic'l ^!.inKe alter-

nately Indented from opposite side's, sutntantlally as set

forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the <;a«4lte. 1

887.H98. NOSE-iilAUI* F(>U EYKOL
Adt. Troy. N. V. Filed Mar. 6. 190.->. Se •

.\JSS[:s. Leo F.

lal No. 248,428.

tiTsly resilient arm having a bearing pad or portion and

extending across the outer and Inner face of the lower

pad bearing arm.

1 A ooMgoard for eysglaaMS com|)os>><l of flat matTlal

embodying a shank, a yielding arm nrrinir^-.i edgewl.se

thereto and carr.-Ing a nose-engaglng i>hI hi I a stop for

limiting the motion of the yielding arm in a plane trans

verse to the nose engaging surface of the rad

2. A noaeguard for eyeglasses composeq of flat material

embodying a shank having an attnrhini; pirtlon. a yield-

ing arm arrangeti edgewise in rear of the ihank and carry-

ing a nose-engaging pad, and a stop arrang»il '
>

w',peratp

with the said arm for limiting the motioa ther. of

3. \ nose'.'uard for eyeglasses emt^dytiie a shank dou

bled to form a yielding arm provklM with a nose en gas.'

ing portion, the sides of the shank and the arm lying in

substantially the same plane, and a stop arranged to co

operate with th>' <ail nm f .i- 'imitini: the motion thereof

4. A noseguarl :T •,.•_•>•-••> -inlnxlying a shank hav

Ing an attaching portion formeti thereon, a yi-Hding nose

engaging arm extending into proximity to the shank, and

a rearwardly extending slop formed on tbe shank and ar

ranged liehind the yielding arm for limiting the ontwanl

motion thereof

5 -V nosc^iianl for eyeglas-ses emlio<lyiug a shank adapt

ed for attaclinif'nf to the lenses, a yielding nose engaging

arm extending into proximity to the shank, and an out

wardly offset Htop on the shank extending rearwardly be

hind the yielding arm for limiting th<' motion of the latter

[Claims ^ to 1:1 not printed in the "'.ajette.

]

887399. NOSEOIAKD FOR EYEGL.iSSES Leo F.

. ADT. Albany. N. Y. Filed Mar 24, IfXtH Serial No

:'.07.77J

1. A guard embodying an arm provli|*Hl with a lower

nose bearing portion or pid thereon and an upper rela-

2 .V guard Mkbodylag • arm provlde<l with a nose

t>earlng portion or pad tb«r«on and a relatively resilient

arm having a bearing pad or portion, said resilient arm

extending from one edge of the first mentioned arm above

the nose l)earing pad of the latter and across the otitor

face thereof.

3. .\ guard formed from a single blank of hheet metal

emb<idylng an arm provided with a nose-bearing portion or

pad there<in and a relatively resilient arm having a bear

ing pad or portion thereon and extending from one edge

of .<.ild first mentioned arm above the nose bearing pad of

the latter and then transversely across It. being l>ent to-

wanl one of the flat sides of the material.

4 .V guard formetl from a single blank of sheet metal

and enit"«lvinir an arm provided with a nose bearing por-

tion or pail Hid another arm extending across the outer

face tli.r.of. thence across the front face and having a

l)earing portion r.r pad near Its end.

5. A guard formed from a single blank of flat she.n

met.!! and embodying an attaching portion, an arm exteml

lug therefrom and h.-wlng a [gearing portion or pad there-

on and another arm branctiwl from the attaching arm

above the bearing pad looped in rear of the said attaching

arm and having a liearlng pad or portion on Its free end.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the (Gazette.]

887,900. MOTNTING FOit EYF,<;r,.\SSES Leo F. Adt,

Albany, N. Y. Flle»l .Vi.r ?>*K l'.Mt«. Serial No. 314,380.

1. The combination with a mounting, and the lenses

therefor, of attaching devices for connecting the mounting

and lenses each eml>odylng a bearing portion of flat ma-

ti rial presented edgewise to the lens edge, and having an

attaching lug extending from the farther edge of the bear-

ing portion and secured to the lens.

_' In pypglas.ses and spectacles, the combination with

the mounting, and the lenses, of attaching devices for con-

necting the lenses to tbe mounting each embodying a bear-

ing portion having an edge adapted to engage the lens-

edge, and an adjustable attarhiiig lug extending from the

edge of tlie Ivearlnu' portion opposite to the lf>ns engaging

edge and »e<Mirf'd to the ifus

3. In eyeglasses and -ip.-. tii .•<. the combination with

the mounting therefor, ami th.' lenses, of attaching de

vices suitably connected to the mounting each emlnxlylng

a l)earing portion having an wit;.' pii-!i_'ing the lens edge,

and a looped atta.hing lug ext.Midiiit; fr-in an edge of said

bearing opposite to the lens-en ::ii:;ing cdiie and secured to

a surface of tlie lens

4. In eyeglasses ami spectacles, the combination with

the mounting therefor, and the lenses, of attaching devices

suitably connected to the mounting each em')odylng a t)ear-

Ing portion of flat material having an edge engaging the

lens edge, and a pair of attaching lugs extending from an

e<lge of said Ijearlng jxirtlon opposite to the lensengaging

I edge, and secured at opposite sides of the lens.
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6. In eyeglasses and spectacles, the combination with a

mounting, and lenses therefor, of attaching devices suit-

ably attached to appropriate parts of the mounting each

embodying a bearing portion of flat material having an

edge engaging the lens-edge, and attaching lugs having

edgewise connection with an edge of the bearing portion

opposite to the lens engaging edge thereof and fastened to

the lens.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.!

887,901. EYEGLASSES. Lao F. Adt. Albany. N. Y.

Filed Apr. 30, 1906. Serial No. 314,331.

1. In eyeglasses, the combination with the lenses, and
]

a bridge attached thereto having pivot portions formed

thereon at points Intermediate Its attached ends, of nose

guards mounted to turn on said pivot portions and having

projections by means of which the guards may be operated.

2. In eyeglasses, the comhlnatiou with the lenses, and

a bridge having intermediate vertically extending arms

attached at their ends to the lenses, of nose guards ar-

ranged between the proximate ends of the lenses and

mounted to operate in substantially a horlzonal plane

about said arms of the bridge as vertical axes.

3. In eyeglas.ses. the combination with the lenses, of

a bridge attached to the lenses and having substantially

vertical arms to serve as bearing portions arranged there-

on between the proximate ends of the lenses and inter-

mediately of the attached portions of the bridge, and nose

guards mounted to turn about said bearing portions of

the bridge as vertical axes

4 In eyeglasses, the combination with the lenses hav-

ing suitable attaching devices thereon, of a bridge having

intermediate vertical pivot portions thereon arranged be-

tween the pritximate ends of the lenses and connected to

the attaching devices, and nose guards having bearings

cooperating with the said pivot portions of the bridge,

and provided with forwardly extending operating pro-

jections
.". In eyeglasses, the combination with the lenses, and

a bridge attached thereto and having intermediate por-

tions thereof forming pivots, of nose guards having bear-

ings arranged to turn on said pivot portions of the bridge,

and springs for t*ie guards each supported and guided on

an Intermediate portion of the bridge and connected to

operate the guards.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.902. EYEGLASSES. Leo F. Adt. Albany, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 10, lOOtV Serial No. 339,624.

bridge with the grip and also to permit the guard to move

independently of the grip and a single spring arranged be

tween each end of the bridge and the corresponding nose

guard and operating through the latter upon the lens

grip.

3. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination 01 a

bridge, lens grips pivoted thereon, longitudinally compressi-

ble coil springs mounte.l on the bridge and connection

between the lens grips and the springs causing the com-

pression of the springs when the grips are turned in one

direction, and the movement of the grips in the other

direction when the springs expand

4. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination of the

bridge, the lens grips pivoted thereon having the arms,

and longitudinally compressible coll springs arranged be-

tween said arms and the bridge operating to turn the

grips on their pivots in one direction.

."5. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination of the lens

grips, the bi-ldgp to which the grips are pivoted having

the guides located in substantially the same horizontal

plane as the latter, and springs on the extensions with

which the grips engage.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,903. EYEGLASSES. Leo F. Adt, Albany, N. Y.

Filed Oct 19, 1906. Serial No. 339,625.

1 In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

hri<lge. of a bns grip pivoted thereto, a noseguard movable

on the bridge a connection between the grip and the nose

guard to cause the guard to move on the bridge with the

grip and also to permit the gxiard to move Independently of

the grip and a single spring controlling the relative move-

ments of the bridge, lens grip and guard.

2. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

bridge, of lens grips pivoted thereon, the opp<jsing nose-

guards movable on the bridge a connection between the

grip and the nose guard to cause the guard to move on the

3» .^ jr

1. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

bridge and a" nose guard movable thereon, of a lens grip

pivoted to the bridge and engaging the nose guard to

move it and a spring mounted on the bridge having one

end engaging the lens grip and the other engaging the

guard and serving to move both of them relatively to the

bridge

2. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

bridge, having a guide thereon, a nose guard sliding lon-

gitudinally of the guide, of a lens grip movable on the

bridge and engaging the nose guard to move it in one

direction only and springs for holding the nose guard

and lens grip yieldingly in position.

3. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

bridge having guides thereon, and nose guards sliding

longitudinally of the guides, of the lens grips movable on

the bridge and engaging their respective guards to move

them outwardly only and springs for holding the lens

grips yieldingly in position on the bridge and also hold-

ing the nose giiards yieldingly against the lens grips

4 In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

bridge having the two guides at one end thereof and the

nose guard mounted to slide on one of said guides, of the

lens grips movable on the bridge and engaging the guard

to move It In one direction only and springs on the guides

engntring the lens grip and nose guard to move them in one

direction.

5. In an eyeglass mounting, the combination with the

bridge having a pair of guides at each end and the nose

guards morable longitudinally on one of each pair of

said guides, of the lens grips pivoted on the bridge and

having portions extending across the giiides and engag-

ing the guards, and springs on the guides operating upon

the grips and nose guards

[Claims « and 7 not jirinted in the Gazette.]

887 904 AIULST.VBLE NOSE-GUARD. Leo F. Apt,

Albany. N. Y. Filed Dec. 8. 190(5. Serial No. 346.SS3.

1 In "eyeglasses, the combination with a lens, of a nose

guard composed of flat material embodying a lower nose-

engaging portion, and a gupplemental or upper pad con-

nected to the guard by a convolution formed flatwisw- of
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tht" material thp .d^r.s of which ar.' arranf.d in plan*>« bottom through which ^Id material is discharged, a fur-

sub«tanrially parallel to that of the lens. nace located at one end of said rec-ptacle. flues extending

I

from said furnace thioufth said rf^ceptarl.- wherpby the con-

tents of said receptacle arp dried, a plate or platform for

. said receptacle helow said flues and said outlet, and open-

InkT' to withdraw the dried materials from said platform.

2 A nose jru:ird for eyciflasaes composed of flat ma-

terial embodyini,' an attachinu portion, a low«r nose-engag-

ing portion, an arm pruceedini; rearwardly from the edge

of the' iTuard at a point Intermediate the no««vengaglng and

attaching portions, and an upper or supplemental nose

pad connected to said arm by a bend flatwlne of the ma-

terial, arranged entirely below the nose bedring portion

of the .supplemental pad.

3. In eyeglasses, rhe combination with a lens, of a nose

guard composed of flat material and embodying a low^r

bearing pad, an attaching lug. an arm proceeding rear-

wardly from the edge of th^ guard at a point Intermediate

the lower pad and the attaching lug, and an upper or

supplemental pad connected to said arm by a convolution

proceeding from an edge thereof and t)ent flatwise of the

niar»Tia!. th^ sides of the convolution lyiag In a plane

sulistantially paralbl to that of the lens.

4 A nose guard comprising a lower nose engaging por-

tion, an arm proceeding rearwardly from the guard, and

an upper nose ••ngai.'ing portion connected to the arm by a

convolution passing about the arm.

887.906. GUAHi' ^<'R EYP:i;r.ASSES. r.a.> f. adt. ai-

hmmj. N. Y. Filed May 10. 1907. Serial Ko. 37:^,845.

.»«

1. A nose guard having a bearing pad provided with an
outwardly proj^^'-tlng holding portion, having a rigid edge

on the bearing face thereof, and a bearing face in front

of the edge.

2. .\ nose guard having a bearing pad provided on Its

bearing face in rear of the forward portion of the latter

with a rigid edge formed by two walls, oae of which Is

substantially perpendicular to the bearing face and the

other of which is substantially parallel to said face.

.3. A nose guard formed of sheet metal having a project-

ing portion formed with a gripping edge anfl drawn above

the surface bearing thereof, and in rear at the forward

edge of the guard.

4 A nose guard pad having a metallic projection formed

with a gripping t^lge and entirely surrounded by the bear-

ing face of the pad. the gripping edge being located in a

plane to one side of the plane of the bearing face.

8 8 7.906. HK.VTF:R AND DRIKFl. IMi<.\. K W Asit,

Somerville. Mass.. assignor to Warren Brothers Com-
pany. Charleston. VV. Va.. a Corporation of West Vir-

ginia. Filed .June 10. 1905. Serial No l.'B4.708.

1. Id a drier and heater for drying and heating pave

ment and other material, a recv^ptacle having an opening

TZ
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lever piTOtrf to the frame and .actuato<i m in.- direction

by said cam. a sprint? for actuatlna: said op«>raTuu' levpr In

the other direction, a lever pivoted to the frpm.. and en-

gaglng a slotted portion of said operating iev^r. a dog car-

ried by the second named lever, a carriage f* supporting

the work and provided with a racic coactlng wjith said dog.

a sliding punch rod mounted on the frame ind carrying

a punch, and a crank on the shaft connected with the

punch rod for operating; the same.

887 912 PORTABLE PARTITION - WALL. II0BBI8 Bo-

KOK, Jersey City Heights. N. J. Filed Aag. 27. 1907.

Serial No. 390.329.

1.V In .1 i.unohin.j and sparing machine, a ftame, a shaft

journaKtl therein, a <ain carrie<l \>y the sfuift, an operating

lever pivoted to the frame and actuate<l in one direction

by said cam. a spring for actuating said opemting lever In

the other direction, a lever pivoted to the frame and eu-

^M.;iii,' a slotted portion of said operating lever, a dog car-

ried by the ser. n<l named lever, a carriage for supporting

the work and provided with a rack coactlng with said dog,

a sliding punch rod mounted on the frame and carrying a

i 'Hi \i. a -rank on the shaft connected with the punch r'xl

f .; Mt..-: itiiig rhe same, a die arm extending laterally from

tlie frame and having a standard, a punch l.?\-er pivoted to

the .standard and having a slotted end. and a cam on said

shaft operating in the slotted end of the punch lever.

S.sT.Oll !Ri:l'..ViiN'. SYSTEM ( 'i-UWirRv Hf.vili.,

Bushnell, Fla. File<l .July 19, 19«»') Serial No. 326,952.

1. In a portable wi«ll, sections 8tore<l In upright po«I-

tlon. one above the other, of which each consists of a

caaing filled with fireproof material and having at Its up

per end hook shaped flanges, the cavltlea of which are

dlreclwl outwards, and at their lower ends Intumed

flanges forming free spaces l>etween themselves and the

filling and the opposite Inner ends of which are separated

to removably engage an und the h.ok shaped tlnn_'.-s .f

the casing below, substantially as set forth

2. In a portable wall, sections stor.Ml In upright posi-

tion one atx.ve the other, of which ea- h consists of a

caaing filled with fireproof material and having at its up

per end hook shape<1 flanges, the cavities of whl<h are

directed outwards, and at their lower end.s Inturned

flanges forming free spaces (..-tween themselves and the

ftlilng. and the opposite inn.T ends of which are ^ej.nr.ited

to removably engage around the hook shape<l llang.-s .f

the casing below, and to form a rigid vertical body, and

vertical rails of I shape<l cross section embracing the ad

joining edges of such vertical l)odle8 plac^ aloiiLTvi,!. .f

one another, substantially as set fortli

3 In a portable wall, se.tlons stored in upright posi-

tion one ah.>ve the other, of which each consists of a

casing fllUvl with fireproof material and having at Its up

per eml hook sliaped (langes, the cavities of which are

direct^ outwards, and at their h.wer ends lnturne<l

flanges fnrn.in.' fi— ...kics betw.-n themselves and the

filling, and tl,.. .,,,(„,.,•. inner ends of which are separate,!

to removably engage around the ho<,k shap-d flanges of the

caaing below, and to form a rigid verth-al body, and verti-

cal rails of I shaped cross se<-tion embracing the adjoining

edges of such vertical bodies place.l alongside of one an

other U shaped rails emhradng the vertical end .nlges of

the wall and bars connecting said end rails. suNstant ially

as set forth.

4 In combination ivith sectional partition «alU. of a

device for securing the same in position, said device cm-

prialng a rail fitted over the top of the wall, pieces tnnged

to both sides of said rail to be capable of swinging up and

down and means for adjustably holding .said ple.es In

raised position, substantially aa and for the purpose speci-

fied.

In an irrigating apparatus the combination with a

water supply pipe having a plurality of valved outlets; of

a tubular shaft disposed at right angles t© said pipe and

movable along one side thereof, a plurality |of spraying de-

vices upon the shaft, wheels revolubly mr-linted upon the

shaft at the ends thereof and at intermediate p-.ints, a

flexible tubular connection between said shaft and the

valve<l outlet.s, said connection limiting tUe movement of

the shaft, a stationary drive shaft parallel with and at

one end of the path of movement of tin tub\ilar shaft,

fixedly supported pulleys at the other end of said path of

movement, collars mounted on the tubular shaft, cables

extending around the drive shaft and pulleys and secured

at their respective ends to opi).>site portioas of the collars,

and cable gripping and actuating means revoluble with

the drive shaft

887 913 AlTOMATIf WEK.IUNG SCAI.K * .. uu.r.s

L. BOND, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed June 18. 1904. Se

rial No. 213.072.'

1 The combination of a weighing scale and a ddiverv

tube for delivery of material thereto, a magnet l<ally con

trolled cut off device for said tube, an adjustable counter-

balancing device for exerting pressure on the scale to

I

compensate for the weight of the material falling from

the cut-off device to the scale after the closure of the cut-

off device and moving resp..nslvely to the movement of

. the scale, means for indicating the amount of adjustment

of the counterbalancing device, and an electric circuit In-

cluding contacts controlled by the movement of said coun

tert)alanclng device and controlling the magnetic cut off

i device.
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2. The combination of a weighing acale and a delivery

tube for delivering material thereto, a cut-off device for

said tube, counterbalancing means for exerting pressure

on the acale in the same direction as the weight of the

material and moving reaponslvely to the movement of the

scale, means for adjusting such pressure, and actuating

means for said cut off device controlled by movement of

said counterbalancing means, said counterbalancing means

comprising a pivoted device having a part extending Into

position for engaging a moving part of the scale, a spring

connected to said pivoted device, and means for adjusting

the tension of said spring.

means within the U-shaped part for securing said studs to

said arms, substantially as described.

3 TI.e ombination of a weigluug - ale and a delivery

tube for deliveriUK nuuerial thereto, a cut-off device for

said tube, counterbalancing means for exerting pressure

on the scale In the sau e direction as the weight of the

material and moving r. s-i'^v ly to the movement of the

scale, means for adjusting su h pressure, and actuating

means for said cut ,,fr ,i. \ ice controlled by movement of

said counterl>al!iii 11 .; ne aus, said counterbalancing means

comprising a piv t. ,1 .b vice baving a part extending Into

position for engaiim;; a moving i^art of the scale, a spring

connected to said pivoted device, m. ans for adjusting the

tension of said spring, comprising an Index handle, a

graduated s.aie over which the in<lex to the handle moves,

and a connection from said index handle to the spring.

4. The combinaiiou of a weighing scale, means for de-

livery of material thereto, a cut-off device for said de-

livery nieiin- a r. . k si aft currying said cut-off device and

provltle<i wiib an peiaiing handle, a spring connected to

the cut-off device for moving it to closed position, an arm

connected to the rock sbaft. a latch engaged by said arm,

a magnet provided wlib an i.nuature for engaging said

latch, a contait engaging sitid arm when the valve Is In

open position, and a ciuii rolling electric circuit Including

said magnet and said armature and contact,

Ti. An automatic weighing scale comprising scale means,

delivery means, a reducing cut off for the delivery means,

a total cut off for the deliverv means, a plurality of con-

tacts I'ontrolled successively by movement of the scale,

adjnsiable in. ans f.r exerting pressure on the scale to

conipeii-at., f,.r I lie w.'igli of the matiTlal falling from the

total -lit .IT 10 t\\'' s.iii. lift, r the closure of the total cut-

off, means for Indicating the amount of such pressure, and

electric circuits and magnets controlled by said contacts

to successively operat(> said cut-offs.

[Claims f. and 7 not inint, d in the Gazette.)

2. A seat frame having arn.s ai its upper end. bodies of

metal filling the ends of said arms, connecting rails, and

means securing said rails to said bodies of metal, sub-

stantially as described.

3. A seat frame having arms at Its upper end. bodies of

metal within said arms at their outer ends, connecting

rails, and means securing said rails to said bodies of metal,

substantially as set forth.

4. A seat frame having a hollow yoke-shaped upper end.

iKMlles of metal within said yoke shaped portion, means se-

curing said bodies In position and studs carried by said

bodies, substantially as described.

5. A seat-frame having a hollow yoke-shaped upper end,

bodies of metal secured within said yoke-shaped portion

and means for s.. uriiig rails to said bodies, substantially

as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

887,914 SK.VT FU.VMK Kpw aki> G Hi nD, Philadelphia.

Pn . assign. r to Hale Kllburn Metal «ompany. Phila-

delphia. I'a . a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Apr.

7. r.tiMj S.'rial No :?1 i>,4r>,'!.

1 Tb.> i.>mbinatlon of a seat frame consisting of sheet-

m.'ial pressed into form and baving a ba.s.- and arms at

ibe upper .n.l of sabl base, said arms being generally U-

sbap.'d in transv.Tse cross s.'ction, connecting rails rest-

ing u|>i'n the outer .mis of said arms, studs .>xtendlng up-

wardlv from said arms through openings in said rails and

887,915. HEATF:R. William li P.lkk, Fostorla, Ol.lo.

P'lled Apr. :;0, 1907. Serial No. ."7].*>C5.

1. A h.at. r having a cimpb't.ly closed bottom and an

open top. n burn.r located at the bottom of the heater,

ducts for the air to be heated having both Inlet and outlet

at the top of the heater and air-supply ducts for the

burner coming from the top of the heater and b a.ling to

the burner.

2. A heater cunprising a suitable casing op. n at the top

and completely closed at the bottom, a burner located at

the bottom of the heater, a fire cliaralH-r in which the

burner is located, air ducts leading from the top of the

heater to the burner, and other air-ducts leading from the

I bottom of the heater Into the top of the fir.' chamber.

I

3. A heater comprising a body portion open at the top

I and closed at the bottom, a burner located at the bottom

of the body portion, a fire chamber surrounding said

burner, air ducts leading to the burner from the top of

; the chamb.'r, and a perforated air deflector interposed

' between tb.' air ducts and burn.T

!
4. A heater comprising a body porti.ju op.n at the top

i and closed at the b.itt.un, a burner located at the bottom
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of the body portliii, a }5r^' -hamhT surrounding th*- bum*T,
a tapering sleeve at the txittom of the Are chamber around
the burner and provided with pfrforationp. and air ducts
leading from the top of the heatt^r and enterins: the t5re

chamber exterior to tho dptlector and afcove th^ p«>rfi)

rations therein

5. A h*>at('r f^ompristni; a b<><li- portion open at the top

and closed at the bottom, a burner located at the bottom
of the body portion, a flre chamt)er surrounding the burner
and closed at tb»> top. and a removable fir'- spr>^ad>'r in

serted in the top of th>' flre chamber
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

88T;ilC FRAUD-DETECTING DEVIOF tOR TICKETS.
HOMR C. BraBT, MontKomery, Wa Fll^d Feb. 21,

1907. Serial No. 358.748.

The combination with a railroad or otlver ticket, of a
card having the photograph of the purchaper printed di-

rectly thereon, said ticket being superposed on said card,

said card having an ap>Tture therein registering with an
aperture In said ticket, and a flexible element passed
through said registering apertures and extended around
the ends of said ticket and car<l and having the ends ther>'

of connected by a seal, said element formlnt^ a loop aruund
the ends of the portions connected to prevett longitudinal
shifting of one member relatively to the other and to per
mit pivotal movement of said members to expose the
photograph contained on the card.

887,917. .\TT.\CHMENT FOR SCALE INDICATORS.
Byeon E. B' Tt.ER. Bad Axe, Mich. Filed Nov. 18, 1907.
Serial No. 402,588.

1. In a scale, the combination with th« casing inclosing
the price chart and the pivoted Indicator hand coactlng
therewith, of a friction bar supported In th» casing above
the Indicator hand and being coextensive with the path
thereof and means for raising and lowering said bar into
and out of engagement with the Index hand.

2. The combination with the casing and pivoted Indi-

cator hand of a price scale, of a friction bar vertically
movably supported In the casing above the ladex hand and
being coextensive with the path thereof aiid a friction

block at th- end of the index hand "itli whiih said bar is

adapted to t>e radV'd into -ngagement to prevent the move-
ment of the Index hand

.3. The coml)ination with tlie laslug, the price chart and
the pivoted indicator hand of a price scale, of a friction
bar suspended in the top of thi- casing ad.iacent to and co-

extensive with the path of the indicator hand and means
for raising said liar In and out of frlctlonal engagement
with the indicator hand, said means having an actuating
indicating lever

4. The combination with the ca.sing and pivoted Indi-

cator hand of a price scale, of a friction bar supported in

the casing in proximity to the path of the Index hand and
coextensive therewith, a friction block aflSxed to the end
of the Indicating hand, said friction bar and friction block
provided with serrated faces of rubber and a screw adapt-
ed to carry the friction bar in and out of locking engage-
ni.nt with thf indicator band

887.91S. AUTOMATIC CITOFF FOR ELECTRIC CUR
RENTS. I)<)MI.VG»> C. Ca.Sizares. Paris. France. Filed
June 26, 1905. Serial No •.'67. •i''?.

1. An automatic electric cut-out comprising a support
Ing plate, a bracket mounted on and insulated from said
plate, an electro-mairnet supported by said t)racket, a bal

ance lever pivoted in said bracket, an adjustable counter
weight, a segment-shaped armature on said balance lev.r

and a switch lever operated by said balance lever, substan
dally as set forth

2. In an automatic electric cut out of the kind de-

scribed, the combination of a swinging armature, a pivot-
ed plate, .segment-shaped armature on one side of said
plate, an adjustable balance weii;ht on the other side of
said plate, and fork shaped switch contact operating arm.s
intermediate the armatur<> and balance weight, substan
tlally as set forth.

'^. In an automatic cut out of the kind described a
swinging armature and switch contact operating device
consisting of a pivoted plate, provided with a segment
shaped armature on one side and an adjustable balance
weight on the other side and fork shaped switch-contact
operating arms Intermediate the armature and balance
weight, a switch contact plate, and a pin mounted thereon
and adapted to engage the f.irk-shaped arms substantially
as set forth.

887,019. FOUNTAIN PEN FILLER IlAR.n.t) N. Carpen-
TKB, New York, N. Y Filed .May 2.{, 1007. Serial No.
375.289.

1. A device for filling fountain pens, comprising an ink
reservoir, a closure therefor having an aperture adapted
to be closed by the Insertion of the pen to be filled, and
means whereby the pressure of the air within the reser-
voir may be varied.

2. A device for filling fountain pens, comprising an Ink
reservoir, a closure therefor having a tapered apertur.-
adapted to be closed by the Insertion of the pen to be
filled, and means whereby the pressure of the air within
the reservoir may be varied.

Mav 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 5S1

3. A device for filling fountain pens, comprising an ink

reservoir, a closure therefor having an aperture adapted

to be closed by the insertion of the pen to be filled and

means whereby the presstire of the air within the reser-

voir may be varied, consisting of a compressible bulb.

I

4. A device for tilling fountain pens, comprising an ink

reservoir, provided witli a compressible bulb which haa an

aperture adapted to be closed by the Insertion of the pen

to be filled.

5. A device for filling fountain pens, comprising an ink

reservoir provided with a compressible bulb which has a

tapered aperture adapted to be closed by the insertion of

the pen to be filled

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

88T;B90. LOOM- Slir TILE (Uakifs H. Carr. Lowell,

Mass., assljrnor to Draper Company. Hopedale. Mass., a

Corporation of Maine. Filed Aug. 13, 1907. Serial No.

388.335.

/,• «;

L \n auioruaiically-self thnadiug loom-shuttle having

a delivery eye. and mean.- to direct the flliing-thread to

the eye. including a loniriiudinal thread-passage and a

horn. coml)ined with an upriglit tliread guide depending

from the horn adjacent the eye and around which the

thread passes wlien directed thereto by the horn, a ten

sion device comprising a fixed member formed by a part

of tlie born and a movabb- member mounted on the guide

and projecting' inward beneatli the patli of the thread In

the tliread passage, and a spring to jieldingly press said

member toward the fixed member.

2. An automatically self-threading loom-shuttle having

a deliv.'rye>e and means to direct the filling thread to

the eye. including a ion^'li udinal thread-passage and a

horn, combined with a depending pin screwed into the

iMise of the horn and having a headed lower end. the bom
being flattened around the pin. which latter forms a

thread-guide, a movable tension member on the pin, and a

spring between said member and the head of the pin, to

constantly press the tension member against the flattened

portion of the horn, the thread passing tH'tween such

flattened portion and the tension member, as and for the

purpose si't forth.

3. An automatlcally-self-threadlng loom-shuttle having

a side delivery eve and a threading block provided with a

longitudinal thread passage and a horn, to automatically

direct the filling-thread from the passsage to the eye, said

horn havlnjf a friction face and a shoulder, a thread-guide

fixedly mounted on the horn and depending from the fric-

tion face, and a spring controlled tension member mov-

ably mounted on the thread guide to press the thread

against the friction face, the shoulder on the horn posi-

tioning the tension member on the thri>ad-gulde.

887.921, BRASS WIND INSTRUMENT.
Conn, Elkhart, Ind. Filed .\pr. 27, 19u:

370.576.

Charles G.

. Serial No.

1. .A bell of hard vibratory metal for brass wind Instru-

ments.

2. A bell for brass wind instruments comprising- a hard

vibratory metal at Its larger end and a softer metal at its

smaller end

3. A bell for brass wind instruments comprising the

larger end of hard vibratory metal and the smaller end

of softer metal brazed solidly totrether at their Juncture.

887,922. 0RE-CONCENTK.\TuR (iE-iiCE T. CooLET,

Joplin, Mo. Filed Nov. 2.S. lt)04. Serial No. 234.002,

rfT^lKrV<'iii>r-'.i

1 lit an ore concentrator, the combination of a tank:

a frame niovably mounted In the tank : a sieve in the

frame; a series of partitions In the tank around the frame

adapted to Interfere with the mtivement of water in the

tank ; and means for imparting a combined vertical and

horizontal movement to the frame, substantially as speci-

fied.

'2 In an ore concentrator, the combination of a tank ; a

frame movably mounted in said tank ; a sieve in the

frame : n series of partitions In the tank around the

frame, adapted to interfere with the movement of water

in the tank : means for moving the frame vertically : and

a pivotal connection with one end of the frame adapted

to impart a combined vertical and horizontal movement,

substantially as specified,

3. In an ore concentrator, the combination of a tank :

a frame movably mounted In the tank ; two or mor<> sieves,

in the frame, of successively finer mesh and located on suc-

ces8lvel.\ lower Levels ; ore discharge spouts for the sieves ;

a perforated sizer set at the discharge end of a coarse

sieve at an inclination and adapted to receive the tailings

from said sieve : a discharge for the sIzer : and means for

imparting a combined vertical and horizontal movement

to the frame, substantially as specified.

4. In an ore concentrator, the combination of a tank ; a

frame movably mounted in the tank : two or more sieves.
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t
m the frame, of successlv^y fln.r mesh atxl located on

guccewlvely lower levels: ore discharge spouts for the

slevea ; a perforated alzer set at the discharge end of a

coaoKS sieve at an Inclination and adapted to receive the

talllnw from said sieve ; a discharge for th4 slzer
:
mean,

for moving the frame vertically; and a connection [uv^

oted to the tank and r<^movably connected with one end of

the frame, substantially as specified. I , , . .

5 In an or^ •unoentrator. the combination of a tank

.

a frame movably mounted In the tank ;
two or more sieve.

m the frame of su.-cesslvely finer mesh and located on suc^

cesslvely lower U-vels ; a series of partitions in the tank

around the frame adapted to interfere with the movement

of water In the tank : ore discharges for the sievs a

•iser adapted to receive the talUnga from a coarser sieve,

depo.lt the finer particles on a finer sieve and discharge

thfcoarser particles: and means for imparting a combined

vertical and horizontal mov.m-nt to tW- frame, substan-

tial iv as specified.
]

r Claims 6 to 1."^ not printed in the Gazettr.J

piece. U shaped rods passing through apertures In said

cross piece, the ends of said rods being- threaded and ex-

887 923 ELECTRIC HEATKR A.M* lOOKER. Ella M
c'basdall. DolgevUle. C«l. Filed June 1:8 1907. Serial

No. 381,351.

1 \n electrU-il heater comprising a henttog element, In-

sulated terminals ,o„n..ct.d th-r-with. «nd a fiat per-

forated separable iusulat..d housing for said element.

•. Two perforated recessed insulating plates, means for

det'achably connecting tb. two tog.-th. r. an ''•'-"•j;'^'

heating element contained in the recesses t^tween said

plates, and Insulated terminals connected with said beat

ins element and fastemd to said plat.s

3 A perforated disk like insulating bo.ly. an electrical

heating element inside said body, and insidat.d terminals

fastened to said body and connected with paid .-b-ment.

4 V dlsk-Uke Insulating body, an electrical beating

element Inside said body, and Insulated terminals pivot-

ally fastened to said body and connected with said ele-

ment. .

5 Two complementary insulating plat- • .ach recessea

on one side to receive a heating -leraent and each provided

with parallel slots in the peripheries of the plates and

communicating with the ends of the groovs. insulated

terminals in said slots having amiularly (nnt mds in said

grooves, a l.-'atin-' .I.Tn-'nt in f>' r..<-ss..r* of said plates,

and means for fast. u:ii- !!,. pla;. s f.,;,'..tb.T

[Claims 6 to 1-' not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 7 U-2 -l .
BOOT.TACK. Alonzo E. I>aTis, Naftel. Ala.

Filed Jan. --'O, I'.tos Serial No 411.813.

1 A boot jack having a rec.-ss.'d .-ud forming forked

arms, each of which is longitudinally slott-id, a cross pieee.

rods carried by said cross pL-c- and passjn- through th-

slots In said arms, and means for holding the cross piece

in an adjusted position, as Sft forth.

•• \ boot jrt<'k tiaving a r*'eess.'d ^>nd formlnu forked

arms' each of which is loneitudinally »lntted, a cross

tending through slots In said arms, and nuts mounted

upon the threaded end of said rods, as set forth.

887.925. SHOCK AHSoRHKK. David M. Davis, Wash-

ington, D. C. Filed June 1. lf»07. Serial No. 876,8<t9.

r

1. A sho«k-«>«orber unprisip,' a cylinder having com-

munication wftb the atn:os.,l;.T.-. a piston in said cylinder,

receivers, fluid passages from the cylinder to the receivers.

return fluid passages from the receivers to the cylinder,

lion return check valves for the first mentioned passage*,

and regulating valves for the return passages.

•2. A sb.Hk absorber comprising a cylinder having com-

iimnication with the outside atmosphere, a piston In said

,', Under, rei.'ivi-rs having i oniinunication with the cylln-

<ier at opposite ends thereof, tlie communication between

c;;cb receiver and the cylinder including a fluid passage

from the cylinder to the receiver and a r.-turn passage to

the cylinder, a non return check valve fnr the first pUMSe,

.nnd a regulating valve for the r-'tuiT) ikiss,-.-.-

:? In a device as set forth, an c|.,ngHi.d hollow in.-mber.

comprising three chambers, a central cylinder sbap^nl

chamt*r and two auxiliary cliaml^rs l>eing formed by con

structing the said niemtier elliptical, a piston mounted for

reclprocatory movement in the central chamber, said

members having air vents, said auxiliary chambers hav-

ing communication with the central chaml<er at opposite

erids thereof.

4. In a device as set forth, a hollow memt>er elliptical

in cross section, comprising three chambers, a central

chamber an<l two atixlllary rtmnituTs. a piston movable in

the central chamber, said central chamber having air vents

intermediate the ends thereof, said auxiliary chamb.TS

having communication with the central chamber at oppo-

site ends thereof.

.") In a (levi<-e as set forth, a hollow member elliptical

in cross section comprising three chambers, a central

chamber and two auxiliary chambers, a piston movatde in

the central chamber, said central chamber having air

vents intermediate the ends thereof, the auxiliary cham-

bers having communication with the central cliamber In

such wise that upon the upward stroke of the piston, the

air [a forced into one of said auxiliary chamb^^rs and upon

the downward stroke, air is f-.rced into the other auxiliary
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chamber, at the same time air is returned from the flrat-

named auxiliary chamber In reduced volume upon the

downward stroke of the piston while air Is returned from

the second mentioned auxiliary chamber In reduced volume

upon the upward stroke of the piston thereof.

SSTtMA. BBAL. John C. Davis. Harbor Beach. Mich.

Filed July 16. 1907. Serial No. 384,090.

1. A seal comprising a casing, a strap extending there-

from and having an end insertlble Into the casing, a slide

within the casing, and oppositely extending strap engag-
j

ing devices movable with the slide for successively engag-

ing the Inserted end of the strap to limit Its movement In

opposite directions.

2. A seal comprising a casing, a strap extending there-

from and having an end Insertlble Into the casing, a slide

within the casing, and oppositely extending spring de-

vices movable with the slide for successively and non-de-

tachably engaging the inserted end of the strap

3. A seal comprising a casing, a strap extending there-

from and having one end insertlble into the casing a slide

within the casing, oppositely extending spring members

movable with the slide, and means for holding one of said

members out of the path of the Inserted strap end, said

members l)elng adapted to successively and non-detach-

ably engage the inserted end of the strap.

4. A seal comprising a casing, a strap extending there-

from and having an apertured end insertlble thereinto, a

slide within the casing, and oppositely extending spring

devices upon the slide for successively projecting through

the respective apertures

,'. A seal comprising a casing, a strap extending there-

fn.in and having an apertured end insertlble thereinto, a

guide tongue within the casing, longitudinally movable

oppositely extending locking devices within the casing,

one of said devices being Initially disposed In the path of

the Inserted straji end, and the other device being initially

held out of said patli by the guide tongue, said devices

being adapted to successively engage the respective aper-

tures within the strap

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

means to support a plurality of fllling-carriers. of a sta-

tionary holder for the filling-ends, located co axially with

the feeder.

3. The combination, with a rotatable feeder having

means to support a plurality of filling-carriers, of a sta-

tionary holder for the filling ends, located co axially with

the feeder, and a circular sui.port for the tilling-ends, in-

termediate said holder and the feeder and rotatable with

the latter,

4. A rotatable fllllng-feeder, combined with a circularly-

arranged series of spring jaws mounted thereon in paral-

lelism with its axis and each adapted to grasp one end

only of a filling carrier, and a stationary holder for the

flillng-ends, led from the tips of the filling-carriers.

5. A circular, rotatable filling feeder, combined with a

aeries of pairs of separable jaws fixedly mounted upon its

periphery and. extended In parallelism with Its axis, to

engage and support by their butts only a plurality of fill-

ing-carriers, and a stationary holder for the fllllng-ends,

located co axially with the feeder and beyond the tips of

the fllling-carriers

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

8tr.ft27. FILLING-REPLENISHING MECHANISM FOIl

LOOMS. GEott(;E O. Dr.m-kr. Hopedale. Mass ,
assignor

to Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass . a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Oct. 28, 1907. Serial No. 399.487.

1. The combination, with a rotatable feeder and means

thereon to support at one end only a plurality of filling

carriers of a stationary holder for the filling-ends led

therefrom.

2. The combination, with a rotatable feeder having

134 O. Q.—39

887,928. PROJECTION - LANTERN ( harlbs F. DCT-

TON. Jr., Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Mar. 6. 1905. Serial

No. 248,422.

1. In a iirojeition lantern, a cylindrical lantern body

and a condensing lens removably mounted therein apart

from said body about its edge, and said body having open-

ings opposite said lens. In combination with a cap remov

ably mounted on said body and a detachable lens therein

apart from the wall thereof.

2. In a projection lantern, a cylindrical body and an in-

ner lens mounted therein, a slide carrier and a rotat.ible

support therefor mounted upon said body, an outer lens

within sjaid support, and spring clips to en»'age and hold

said outer lens

3. In a projection lantern, a cylindrical lantern body, a

series of spring clips mounted within said body at its

front end, a condensing lens removably supported upon

said clips, a slide carrier and a support tiierefor rotatably

mounted and detacbably secured upon said lantern body,

spring clips within said support, and a condensing lens

removably mounted upon said clips

4. In a projection lantern, a cylindrical lantern body, a

set of condensing lenses mounted within one end of said

body, a slide carrier supported at the front of said lenses.

and forwardly projecting pins upon said slide carrier

adapted to support larger slides or other objects

f). In a projection lantern, a lantern body and con-

densing lenses therefor, a supporting base for said body, a

jrrooved and rabbeted portion lengthwise of said base, a

sliilahle plate having a rabbeted edge at one side and a

spring upon the other side adapted to fit within said rai)-

beted portion of said base, and a lighting device supported

upon said slldable plate, in combination with an objective

lens mounting at the front of said lantern body and axi-

ally in line therewith.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.929. BED ROTTOM John W Ekaw. Seattle, Wash.

Filed Sept. IS, n>07. Serial No. 39.S.r.62.

I In a bed bottom, in combination with a frame, open

frames arranged one above the other and being yield-

ingly held apart, said frames extending across said first

named frame, means yieldingly connecting said last
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aam^d frames to said flr«t named frame, a plurality of

col sprlnKS extending between said laat named frames with

their upper ^nds subMantlally flush with tbe upper surface

of the upper of said frames, and flexible ojeana connecting

Mid springs to said last named frames

^ // /<f /^^ ^^ 1^ s /-^

// /

" In a bed bottom, in combination with the frame, sub-
,

sra'ntlally rpctan^ular open wire frame* arranged one

above the other arrows said first named frame, vertically

arranzod spiral springs extending between said last named

frames, flexible m^ans secured to said la«t named frames

and to the adjacent portions of said springs, whereby sa d

frames are vteldlngly held apart, means connecting said

springs together, and yielding means connecting the lower

of said last named fram-s with said first »amed frame.

; In a b»-d bottom. In combination with the frame, a

substantial! V rectangular open frame arranged across said

first uam.Ml fram^. longitudinal supports fixed to said last

named frame, resilient means connecting said supports to

said flrst named frame, an upper open frame, resilient

means oonnectlnki the same to said supports, spiral springs

extending from within one of said last named frames Into

the other, and flexible connections between said last named ^

frames and said spring

4 In a b^'d b<jttom. in combination with the main 1

frame, longitudinally dl»i>o»ed bands, an open frame, said
\

bands having their Inner ends secured to said open frame.

«prinss conn^Tting the outer ends of said bands to said

fir^it nam^d frame, a second open frame arrang.'d above

said first named open frame, resilient lte« secured to said

bands and to said last named frame, ro^ts of coll springs

extending between said open frames, and links connecting

said coil springs to said open frames, for the purpose

spec i tied.

5. In a bed bottom. In combination with the main

frame. longitudinally di.sposed bands, an open frame, said

Uands having their inner ^-nds secured to said open frame.

resilient m^-ans .-onri-rting the outer end« of said bands to

said tlrst named frame, a s-cond opt>n frame arrang«Ml

above the said flrst named open frame, resilient ties se-

cured to said bands and to last named frame, and rows of

coil springs extending betwnon said op^a frame and being

connected thereto

ing the line wire and adapted to hold the ends of the fas-

tening wire together, as set forth

3. A device for fastening line wires to insulators, com-

prising a fastening wire which Is bent upon Itself to form

hooks for the reception of the line wire, a lever pivoted

to one end of tlie fastening wire, a hook at the other end

of the latter In which said lever is fulcrumt-d. said l^v.'r

having a hook formed thenMn adapted to engage the line

wire, as Sft forth.

4 .\ device for fast.'ulng linr wir.-s to insulators, com-

prising. In combination with the insulator and line wire, a

stirrup shaped wire having portions thereof t>ent upon

themselves to form hooks for the reception of the line

wire, an eyo at one end of the stirrup shaped wire and a

hook at its other end, a b-ver pivotally conn.'ctt'd to said

eye and curved and fulcrumed in said hook, the free end

of the lever being bt-nt at an angle and adapted to engage

over the lin>' wire, as set forth.

887.9.'^1 .\ERI.\L .VPr.VRATUS (^uri.es J. A. Fiesse,

Washington. D, 0. Filed Oct. .il. 1901. Serial No.

80.fi8O

887.030. MKA.NS FOR ATTV.HI.vr, LINF WIRPZS TO

INSrL-VrORS. Chestf.r .T Ei.mot^. l?eavor Rivpr,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 14. 1007. Serial N'O. 406. ."506.

1. A device for fastening line wir»>s to Insulators, com- I

prising a fastening wire which is bent apon Itself to I irm
\

hooks for the reception of the line wit«». a l^ver pivoted

to one end of the fastening wire, and a hook at th»' other

end of the latter In which said lever Isi fulcrumed. as s.t

forth.

2 A device for fastening line wires to insulators, com-

prising a fastening wire which is bent upon Itself to form

ho<ik8 for the reception of the wire, a !»ver pivoted to one

end of the fastening wire, a hook ar tl»e other end of the
\

latter in which said lever is fulcnime*!, said lever engag-
;

1 \u aerial apparatus comprising an elwtittd balloon

and a tl-xible longitudinally disposed aeroplane carried

thereby said aeroplane having Its medial line and sides

«ub8tantiallv fixed r.-lative to the balloon and adapted to

flt-x or curve between .^ald medial line and sides, wher-by

said aeroplane is rev..rs..lv op.>ratlve by air-pressure be-

neath or al-uve the same, exerting a lifting or a lowering

force acoordiiigl.v

2 An aerial apparatus comprising an elongated balloou,

an a.>roplane of flexible mat.Tlal midwis.^ s.-cured longl-

tudinallv to the middle of the under side of the balloon,

and means securing the sides of said aeroplane, allowing

an upward or downward inllafion "f the aeroplane under

action of the air or win.l atiainst its under or upper sur-

faces.

'^. .\n aerial apparatus comprising an elongated balloon,

a car suspended therefrom, and an aeroplane of flexible

material wcured longitudinally midwise to the under side

of the balloon an.l having Its opposite sides connected to

the suspension ropes of the car, th.'r.by holding said sides

of the aeroplane in relative fixed position, and allowing

inflation thereof by the action of the air either beneath or

above the same.

4 In an n.rlal apparatus, an elongated buoyant body, a

car suspended therefrom by suitable means, a flexible aero-

plane secured longitudinally niidwise to X\\>- under side of

said body by an angular gorr supporting it at an angle to

the balloon to give it the prnp-T inclination and conf-ur In

keeping the apparatus to the wind, and stay rods s.-cured

to the out.r side -dg. s of said aeroplane, and means for

maintaining said stay rod.s apart, to Insure proper action

of said a.roplan.-. substantially as described.

5. An aerial apparatus comprising an elongated balloon,

a car suspended ttier.-from. a longitudinal aeroplane ar-

ranged between the car and ball'X.n. and a drag sail and

mea'ns for suspending tli.^ sam" b.n.atii th^ car.

[riaims 6 to % not printed in liie Gazette.

1
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887,932. ELECTRIC - RAILWAY SYSTEM. Samcel C.

Fret. York. Pa Filed Nov, 28, 1906. Serial No

34.'),4t>l

1 In a svstem of the type set forth, a series of live con-

ductor s.Ttions constituting Mocks, each of these sections

l)elng divided into t«o branches at each turnout, two nor-

mally dead conductor sections at each turnout extending

between the respective branches, normally open circuits

connecting these normally dead sections with an adjacent

live conductor, line circuits in each block, a series of cir-

cuit closers In each branch of the live conductor leading

to the beginning of the normally dead section, and elec

trical devices c..nnerted to said circuit closers and adapt-

ed to Buccessiveiv restore the circuits to normal In the

block behind and to r-nder inoperative the line circuits

In the block immediately preceding and to close the cur-

rent supplving section connected to the dead section Im-

mediately ahead, and another circuit closer In the branch

immediately succeeding each normally dead section, and

electrical devices connected with this latter circuit closer

for breaking the aforesaid current supplying circuit.

2. In a system of the type set forth, a series of live con

dnctor sections constituting blocks each of these sections

being divided into two branches at each turnout, two

normally dead conductor sections at each turnout extend-

ing between the respective branches, a normally open cir-

cuit connecting each of these normally-dead sections with

an adjacent live conductor, line circuits in each block, a

signal near the beginning of each normally dead section

of conductor, a series of circuit closers In each branch of

the live conductor leading to tiie beginning of the nor-

mally dead section, electrical devices connected to said

circuit closers and adapted to restore the circuits to nor

mal in the block betiind and to render Inoperative the line

circuits in the block immediately preceding and to closo

the current supplying section connected to the dead sec-

tion immediately ahead, another circuit closer, as v'. in

tlie branch immediately succeeding each normally dead

section, and electrical devlcps connected with this latter

circuit closer for restoring the signal to danger and break-

ing the aforesaid current supplying circuit.

?,. In a system of the t\pe set forth, a series of live con-

ductor sections constituting Mocks, each of these sections

being divided Into two branches at each turnout, two iior

mally dead conductor sections at each turnout extending

between the respective branches, normally open circuits

connecting these normally dead sections with an adjacent

live conductor, line circuits In each block, a series of cir-

cuit closer* in each branch of the live conductor leading

to the beginning of the normally dead section, and elec-

trical devices connected to said circ uit closer* and adapted

to successively restore the circuits to normal in the block

behind and to render inoperative the line circuits In the

block immediately preceding and to close the current sup-

plying s.'ctlon connected to t!ie dead section immediately

ahead, this latter circuit embodying means for Immedi-

ately breaking Itself after closing the current supplying

section, anil another circuit clo8«^r In the branch immedi-

ately succeeding each normally dead section, and elec-

trical devices connected with this latter circuit ciofur for

breaking the afor«aid current supplying circuit.

4. In a railway (System of the type set forth, a series of

normally alive conductor sections constituting blocks, a

turnout bet-ween the adjacent ends of each section, each

turnout emlK>dylng a pair of normally dead conductor sec-

tions connected to the main current supply by a normally

open supply circuit, line circuits In each block, contact

devices near the beginning of each normally dead section

and electrical devices connected therewith for restoring

the circuits to normal in the block behind and rendering

inoperative the line circuits in the block Immediately pre-

ceding and also closing the current supply connected to

the said dead section Immediately ahead, and a circuit

closer at the end of each dead section a6d electrical de-

vices connected thereto for breaking the aforesaid current

supply circuit.

.i In a railway system of the type set forth, a series of

normally alive conductor sections constituting blocks, a

turnout tjetween the adjacent ends of each section, each

turnout embodying a pair of normally dead conductor sec-

tions connected to the main current supply by a normally

open supply circuit, line-clrcnlts In each block, contact de-

vices near the beginning of each normally dead section

and electrical devices connected therewith for restoring

the circuits to normal in the block behind and rendering

inoperative the line circuits In the block immediately

preceding and also closing the current supply connected

to the said dead section immediately ahead, a' contact

device at the end of each dead section and electrical de-

vices embodying a restoring circuit connected thereto for

breaking the aforesaid current supply circuit, and a de-

vice in this restoring circuit actuated by the passage of

current through said supply circuit for rendering said re-

storing circuit inoperative while current is passing in said

supply circuit.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette,]

887,933. CONCRETE BLOCK MOLD Bernaed A. Ful-

ler and Mii.ES PATrsiAN. iVnferville. Iowa, assignors

to Hercules Manufacturing Company. Centervllle. Iowa.

Filed .Tulv m, 1906. Serial No .326.024.

.jr_

1. \ concrete-block mold, compnsm;: a suitable support.

a face-frame hinged on said support, a face plate on said

frame, a pallet frame hinge.i to said support ami articulat-

ing on the same axis as the face-frame, a pallet loosely

mounted on said pallet frame, yoke bars hinged on the

face-frame at right angles to the pallet frame, end-plates

on said yoke-bars, a yoke-frame hinged on the face-frame

parellel with the pallet frame, a plate mounted on the

yoke frame, and locking bars connecting the pallet frame

and latter plate.

2. A concrete-block mold, comprising a suitable supp^^rt.

a face-frame hinged on said support, a face plate on said

face-frame, a pallet frame hinged to waid support and ar-

ticulating on the same axis as the face frame, a pallet

loosely mounted on said pallet frame, yoke bars hinged on

the face-frame, end plates on said yoke bars, a yoke-frame

hinged on the fare frame parallel with tiie pallet frame, a

plate mounted on the yoke-frame and formed with core-

openings, locking bars connecting the pallet frame and

cor*' plate, and handles on said core plate.
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3. A concrete-block mold. compirtalBC a suitable support,

a face frame hinjted on said support, a lace platp detach-

ably mounted on said far*- frame, a pallet frame hinged on

said 8upi)ort and artlrulatinK on the sani*- axl.s as the face

frame, a pall-t loosely mounted on said i>allet frame, yoke-

bars hinged on the face frame, nd platus detachably and

adjustably niuuntfd on said yoke bars, a yoke framt- hlnjjed

on the face fram." parallel with the palk-t frame, a plate

detachably mounted on the yoke fram*', and locking bars

connecting the pallet frame and latter plate.

4. A concrete block mold, comprising a suitable support,

a spring on said support, a face frame hinged on said sup-

port, a face plate on said fram--. a pallet frame hingt'd to

said support and articulating on the aame axis as the

face frame sin.l adapted to bf tiirnt'd Into contact with

said sprini,' ar times, a pallet loosely mounted on said

pallet frame, yoke bars hinged on the face frame at right

angles to the pallet frame, end plates on said yoke bars,

a yoke frame hinged on the face frame paralU-l with tlif

pallet frame, a plate mounr.'d on the yoke frame, and lock

Ing bars connecting the pallet frame and latter plate

5. A concrete-block mold, comprising a suitable support,

a face frame hingol on s;iid support, said face fram.'

formed with sockets, a face plate, said lace plate formed

with lugs adapted to b*' secured in the st.ekets of the face

frame, a pal'^'t frame hinged to said support and articu-

lating on the same axis as the face frame, a pallet loosely

mounted on said pallet frame, yuke bars hinged to the face

frame at right angles to the pallet frame, end plates on

said yoke bars, a yoke frame hinged on the face frame

parallel witli the pallet frame, a pallet mounted on the

yoke frame, and locking bars connectinkr the pallet frame

and latter plate

[Claims >] to u; not printed In the Oaa'tte.]

887,935. DEVICE FOR CLEANING BOILER - TUBES.
Wabrbn a. Geee.vlaw, \(' Ir'He Highlands, Mass., as-

sifBor to The Creenlaw Mnitiifa turlng (.'0., Boston,

Mus., a Corporation uf .Maine. Filed Aug. 19. 1907.

Serial No. 389..313.

887.934. SCOW. .John H. Gkkhish. Hostun, Mass Filed

June 3. 1907 Serial No. .•577,074

1. .V 8<-ow haviii;: a w-ll with an i.u'l^r. nvMiis f<ir con

trolling said outlet, swinging partifi.ais tiivi'lln;: said well

Into separate comijarttnents. a \vin<liiig siiaft cminon to

said partitions, and means c.inn.et ;ii_' sijid partitions and

shaft whereby upon turning said shaft sjii.l partitions may

Jt>e successively opened

2. .\ scow having a well, diimiiiti:: ih.ors enntrolling the

exit therefrom, swinging partitions dividjnL' said well into

separate compartments, chains for controlling said dump

Ing doors and said partitions, shafts located on different

Bides of said well with whicti said chalts are adapted to

make respective cfinnection. and means wheretiy said

shafts may separately be operate(|

A. \ scow having a well with an outl»t. dumping d-mrs

controlling said outlet, swinging partltfcons dividing said

well into separate comparttnetits. chairls for controlling

said dumping doors and sahl partitions, shafts located on

different sides of said well with whicfi said chains are

adaor.'d to make respective connei-tton. tn<1 means where-

by the shaft on which is wound the chain governing said

dumping doors may be operated by porwer administered

from a point extraneous to said scow.

4 .V scow leaving a well with an outlet, dumpini; doors

controlling said oiitl.'t. swiriirinir partitions dividing saWl

well into separate compartments, cfiaias for controlling

said dumping doors and said partitions, shafts located on

different sides of said well with whh-ll said chains are

adapted to niake respective connection, and means where

by either of said shafts may be turned Hy power admlnls

tered from a point extraneous to said scqw.

1 In a boiler tul>e cleaner, the combination of a nozzle ;

a flexible tube adapted to supply gas under Idgh pressure

to said nozzle ; and a universal Joint between said nozzle

and tube adapted to permit the movement of said nozzle

to any desired angle with said tube in any direction

2. In a boiler tube cleaner, the combination of a nozzle;

a flexible tube adapted to supply gas under high pressure

to said nozzle ; a handle wvnired to the end of said tube ;

and a universal Joint between said nozzle and tube adapt-

ed lo permit the movement of said nozzle to any desired

angle with said tube in any direction.

i; In a boiler tul)e cleator. the combination of a nozzle

member; a flexible tubular imiiilrer adapted to supply gas

under high pressure to said nozzle ; a pipe secured to one

of said memtwrs and provided witti an enlarged chamber;

a pipe secured to the other memtwr and provhled with a

ball end a<iapted to ent.'r said cliamber : ami means for

preventing the separation of said pipes.

4 In a boiler tiit»> cleaner, the combination of ;i ii.//!.-

member ; a flexible tubular member adapte<l to supply a

gas under high pressure to said nozzle; a pipe s,,iire,l

to one of said menitters and provided with an enlarged

chamber; a pipe secured to the other member and jtro-

vided with a ball end adapted to enter said chamber;

means for preventing tlie separatbn ipf said pipes; and

means for [lacking the Joint between said ball and the wall

of said chamber
.'). In a boiler tube cleaner, the combination of a nozzle

member; a flexible tubular memlM'r adapted to supply a

gas under high pressure to said nozzle ; a pipe secured to

one of said mem()ers and provl(le<l with an enlarged cham-

ber ; a pipe secured to the other tiiemtier and provided

with a ball end adapte<i to enter said chamber ; and a cap

to said chambered [)lpe provided with a seat for said ball.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the (iazette. ]

887,936 C.VSKMKNT DK FOLIUM; \VIM>OW Albert

F. H. H.\.\i.\.NN. Hanitiurg. Germany. Filed Oct. 19,

1907. Serial No :;'.>s, i .'ii

.\ window casing having stiles abutting the sides of tbs

casing, hinges connectin^r the stiles with the casing, case-

ments hinged to the stiles, a bottom bead and a top bead

hinged to the casing and flfiiuir betwe.'u and contacting

with the stiles so as to clamp tip- litter and form in con-

'unetion therewith a euniplet.' intermediate afnitinent

frame for the casements.
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8 8T.9S7. M.\TCH SAFE.
8. D. Filed Apr. 4, 1907.

Obokob Harbis, Vermilion,

Serial No. 366,418.

ber having a rim to fit over the rim of the cup and close

the slots, a series of flat springs contacting the flange

of the bearing sleeve intermediate their ends and engag-

ing the notches in the cup at their ends, and sr-rews pass-

ing through the bottom of the cup and engaging screw-

threaded openings In the cap to secure the cap and cup

together.

887,939. C.\R FENDER. Enw akd Hohn and Lbopold
HoH.v, Millvale, I'a. Filed Dec. 28, 1907. Serial No.

408,428.

In a atag)* tellTery match safe, a casing consisting of

front, rear aad end walls and a cover, the front wall of

the casing being provided at a point remote from the nor-

mally lower open end of the latter with a match-receiving

recess, a match receptacle arranged for endwise movement

In the casing and consisting as a whole of a rear and end

walls and a downwardly and forwardly inclined bottom,

the front edge of said bottom l>eing disposed normally to

bear on the front wall of the casing at a point immedi-

ately beneath said recess, inclined cleats attached to the

end walls of the casing for supporting the receptacle In

normal position, the receptacle being adapted for positive

movement to permit the discharge of a match from the

recess, and a stop provided in the casing for limiting the

upward movement of the receptacle.

887,938 FI KXIHLE IIEARINO. Wii.i.iAM C. Hartmasn,

Lansing. Mich . assignor to Omega Separator Company,

Lansing. Mich . a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Mar.

5. 1907. Serial No. 360.677.

.-!

1. .V yielding niend>er comprising a circular casing hav-

ing an axial opening and notches in its rim, a circular

bearing u.. iiiIm r in \h-- casing, and spring strips In the cas-

ing cn.:»-'iii:: the notches at their ends and the bearing

member intermediate their ends

2. In a yielding bearink:. the combination of a circular

casing consisting of two members one of which has a rim

formed with slots and the other, a rim to fit over the

slotted rim and close the slots, a circular bearing member.

In the casing, and flat springs engaging the slots at their

ends and the l>.nriiig member Intermediate their ends.

3. In a yielding bearing, the combination of a circular

casing having an axial openint: and formed of two mem-

bers one of which has a rim pr(n-ided with inner notches

which sever the rim and fortn transverse slots therein

and the other member having a rim to fit over the slotted

rims and close the slots, scr.'ws extending through the

two members to secure the same together, a circular bear

Ing member In the casing of a greater diameter than the

diameter of the axial opening in said casing, and flat

springs in the casing with the ends engaging the notches

and en»'aglng the bearini: member intermediate their ends.

4 In a yielding btaring. the combination of a bearing

sleeve to receive the rotatatde member to be supported

and formed with a circtilar flange, a cup member bear

Ing an axial opening of lesser diameter than the diameter

of the flange and of greater diameter than the sleeve and

formed with an outer rim provided with notches which

sever the rim and form vertical slots therein, a cap mem-

1. In a car fender, the combination of a base frame

hinged to the car. a top frame yieldably supported upon

the base frame, springs interposed between the top and

base frames, straps covering the top frame, and extending

over the forward edge thereof and connected to the front

bar of the base frame ; and a rear frame hinged to the

base frame, in rear of the top frame.

2. In a car fender, the combination of a base frame, a

top frame mounted on the forward portion of the base

frame, springs supporting the top frame on the base

frame, guide pins connected to the top frame and engag-

ing the base frame, a covering for the top frame, and an

Inclined rear frame having Its lower end connected to the

base frame in nar c>f the top frame.

3. In a car fender, the combination of a base frame, a

top frame mounted on the forward portion of the" base

frame, springs supporting the top frame on the base

frame, a rear frame, hintre arms fastened to the lower end

of the rear frame and projecting forwardly. and pivoted to

the base frame ; and rods pivoted to said Inclined frame

adapted to engage the base frame to hold the rear frame

when the fender Is In operative position.

4. The herein described car fender comprisintr a base

frame, a buffer attached to the front bar of said frame

comprising a flexible guard, springs interposed between

the front portion of said guard and the front bar of the

base frame, a top frame yieldably mounted upon the base

frame, and n rear frame hinged to the base frame at the

rear of the top frame, and means for supporting the in-

clined frame upon the base frame.

5. The herein described car fender comprising hansers

detachably attached to a car body, a rlirid base frame

pivoted at its lower end to said hangers, a buffer attached

to the front bar of said frame comprising a flexible guard.

and spring's interposed between the front portion of said

guard and the front bar of the base frame, with a top

frame mounted upon the base frame, and an inclined

frame hinged to the base frame at the rear of the top

frame, and means for fastenini; (he frame in inclined po-

sition upon the base frame

[Claims r, to not printed in the Gazette.]

887,940 POHTAHI.i: FIELD KITCHEN. I>oris TiniiNKE,

Bromberg. <;ermany Filed T>ec 4. lOOfi Serial No.

346.220

1 In a device of the character described, a cooking ves-

sel, a Are pot arranged to receive the same, trunnions pro-

vided on the pot, a horizontal ring for holding said trun-

nions, trunnions provided on said ring at right angles to

those first named, and an outer frame for holding said

second mentioned trunnions, substarnially as herein set

forth.
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J. In H device of the character described, » coking: ves-

Ml~ a part of which has double walls and aa intermediate

lay'er of asbestos provided therein, a fire pot arranjj^d to

receive the co<jklnK vessel, trunnions provided on the por.

a horizontal rin^- for holding the trunnions ©f the fire pot

and adapted to be turned about Its diameter at rl)«ht an

gles to the ax'S ..f t\w said fninni.'ns. sutstantially as

herein set forth.
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folded upon lUelf and suitably held In position, substan-

tially as described.

5. A low cut or sole rubber ov.rshoe haviuK a lining

consisting of a bias cut strip of frictioned fabric, a part

of said fabric being rolled or folded upon itself to form a

bead at the edge of the upper, substantially as described.

887.942. LACE-HOOK. Oeoroe T. Hocohi-a.sd, Roch-

ester, N. Y. Filed Jan. 2. 1907. Serial No. 350,502.

;;. In a d.-vir.' of the character describ.'d. a cooking ves-

•el. a tire pot arranged to receive the same, trunnions pro

vlded on the pot. a horizontal ring for holding the trun

nions of the fire pot. trunnions furnished oa this ring and

having their a\.« at right angles to the aforesaid trun

nions, a <iecond ring for holding the trunnions of th.^ said

horizontal ring, a carriag*' frame, and means attached to

this frame for tlie .•lastlc support of the aforesaid second

ring, substantially as h»Tein set forth,

4. In a devicf of the character describ-d. a cooking ves-

s*-!. a tire pot arranged to receive the sam.'. trunnions pro

vided on the pot. a horliontal ring for holding the trun

nions of the f5r<» pot, trunnions furnished on this ring and

liaving their ax.'S at right angles to the aforesaid trun

nions. a second ring for holding the trunnii.ns of the said

horizontal ring, a carriage frame, blocks arranged on this

fraoje. links pivoted to the said blocks, and springs at-

tached to th^se links and to the aforesaid second ring.

9ut>stantially as herein set forth.

5. In a device of the character described, a cooking ves

sel. part of which has double walls and an intermediate

layrr of asbestos provided thfrt-ln. and part of which is

coated with a dry loose insulating material, a flre pot

partly coated with such insulating material, trunnions

provided on the pot. a horizontal ring lor holding the

trunnions of the fir>» pot, trunnions furjilslied on this

ring and having thtir axes at right angles to the afore-

said trunnions, a second ring for holding the trunnions of

the horizontal ring, a carriage frame, an<J mt>ans for the

elastic support of the aforesaid second ritxg, substantially

as hf^rt'in set fi^rth.

1. The combination with a support and a lace hook hav-

ing a shank portion pivoted In relation thereto and a

looped portion movable into ralse<l and lowered po.<«Ulons

relatively to the support, of means engaging the shank of

the hook for retaining the loop in each position.

2. The combination with a support, and a gromet »e

cured therein of a lace hook having a shank portion pivoted

to the grompt and a looped portion movable Into raised and

lowered position relatiyely to the support and a projection

on the gromet engaging the shank of the hook to retain

the loop in each position

3. The combination with a support and a gromet secured

therein having a central opening and an Inwardly •xtendlng

projection arranged In said opening, of a lace hook pivoted

within the gromet and adapted to yield inwardly when In

contact with tlie projection thereon as the hook Is moved

on its pivot.

4. The combination with a support, and a gromet se-

cured therein having a central opening and Inwardly ex-

^ tending spurs or proje.tions arranged in said opening of a

j
lace hook pivoted within the gromet and comprising a hl-

'

furcated shank adapted to yield Inwardly when in contact

with the projection on the gromet as the hook is moved

on Its pivot.

I

5. The combination with a support and a gromet se-

! cured therein having a central opening and an Inwardly-

extending projection arranged In said opening, .said gromet

being also provided with apertures communicating with

the central opening, of a lace hook formed of a single

piece of doubled wire having Its free ends bent laterally to

form trunnions journaled In the apertures in the gromet,

said hook being adapted to yield inwardly when In contact

with the projection as It Is moved on Its pivot.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

887,941. LOW - CUT OR SOLE RlBBtai OVERSHOE.
Fredebk- C H'h)D, Boston, Ma.ss. Fllecl Sept. 16, 1907.

Serial No. 393.126.

1. A rubber overshoe having Its Inner lining rolled or

folded upon Itself to form a bead, stihstantially as de-

scribed.

2. A rubber overshoe having on the Inside, in proximity

to the op*"ning. a bead formed of rolled frictioned fabric.

substantially as described.

3. A rubber overshoe having in eonnectlon with its edge

adjoining the opening, a bead consisting of a bias cut strip

of fabric rolled or folded upon itself, stihetantlally as de-

scribed.

4. .V low cut or sole rubber overshoe Uavlng an elastic

bead projecting Inwardly from the upper edge, said bead

consisting of a bias cut strip of frlctione<l fabric rolled or

8 8 7.943. INCANI>ES(ENT ELECTRIC LAMP. Mar

SHALi. D. Ju.NES, Davenport. Iowa, assignor of one-

fourth to Louis H. Smith. Davenport, Iowa. Filed Apr.

30, 1907. Serial No. 371,064.

1. .Vn incandescent electric lamp having a substantially

hemispherical body portion, a ba.se portion provided with

walls of invert frusto conical shape and having a reflecting

surfac«>. and a filament entering the body of the lamp

through the center of the base portion and extending in a

direction substantially perpendicular to the axis of the

liody portion and located In the latter at a point beyond
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the point of greatest extension of the base carrying portion
1

into the body portion.

2. An Incandescent electric lamp comprising a substan

tiaily hemispherical body portion, a base portion provided

with walls of invert frusto conical shape and liaving a

reflecting surface, a terminal base carried directly by the

center of said base portion, a support carried by said base

and entering centrally Into the body portion beyond the

point of greatest extension of the base portion therein,

and a filament carried by said central support and in the

form of a substantially flat spiral extending in a direction

perpendicular to the axis of the body portion.

3. An incandescent electric lamp having an invert,

frusto-conical ba.se with the central portion formed with

a reentering frusto cone, and provided with a reflecting

surface.

4. A light reflecting and diffusing element comprising a

frusto conical reflector having its central portion In the

form of a reentering frusto cone.

shell to said chamber, a hollow tapering core within the

shell and having port holes in position to register with

the port holes In the shell, a head secured to the barrel, a

spring within the head and acting upon the core, an inflow

pipe and an outflow pipe connected with the barrel, a stem

extending from the core and having a channel through it

longitudinally, a lever on the stem with a channel ar-

ranged to register with the channel in the stem, and nuts

and packing forming gas tight Joints between the stem,

the shell and the barrel.

887.044. THROTTLE. James W. Ke.n.vedi, Burke. N. Y.

Filed June 18, 1907. Serial No. 37St.o43.

I. In a throttle, the coml>lnatlon with a valve seat, of

a valve arranged to work in the seat, a pii>e communicat-

ing with the seat, a sleeve communicating with the pipe,

a gland for the sleeve, a rod slidably engaged in the sleeve

and in the gland, connections between the rod and the

valve for simultaneous operation thereof, a steam supply

pipe communicating with the valve and means for closing

the supply pipe

2 The combination In a locomotive, of a steam pipe, a

valve for the steam pli>e. a steam supply pipe communicat-

ing with the valve, means for cutting off the supply pipe,

a second valve communicating with the first named pipe,

a steam pipe communicating with the second valve and

means for cutting off the second steam pipe.

:'j. In a valve mechanism, the combination with a pipe

provided with a valve seat, of a steam p\po arrangi-d to

admit steam to the face of the valve seat, a \alve for the

steam pipe, means for operating the valve, a valve In the

seat, and means for moving the second valve, a pipe com-

municating with the first named pipe and having a valve

seat at its point of communication with the first named

pipe, means for admitting steam to the second named

valve seat, means for preventing the admission of steam

to the second named seat, and a valve for said seat, said

valve being arranged for movement into the first named

pipe when it is moved out of the seat, and being disposed

to receive the pressure of steam In the flr-^t named pipe

thereagalnst. to hold It In Its seat.

4. The combination in a Ucomotive. of a steam pipe, a

valve for the steam pipe, a steam supply pipe communi-

cating with the valve, means for cutting off the supply

pipe, a second valve communicating with the first named

pipe, a steam pipe cotnmuuicating with the second valve.

valve Operating mechanism located within the second

named steam pipe and means for operating said mech-

anism

887,945. VALVE. Walter J. Kennedy, Grand Rapids,

Mich. Filed July 5. 1907. Serial No. :i82.3.')R

1. In combination, a barrel, a tapering shell within the

barrel and uniting with the barrel to form an annular

chamber between them and having port holes through the

2. In combination with a gas stove and a gas main, a

valve set In the gas main and consisting of a barrel, a

tapering shell within the barrel with a chamber between

them, a core within the shell, said core and shell having

port holes from the center of the core to the chamber, a

head secured to the barrel forming a chamber in the end

of the barrel, a spring in the barrel for actuating the core.

a stem projecting from the core with a longitudinal chan-

nel through it. a lever at right angles with the stem and

having a channel registering with the channel In the stem,

a burner In the stove connected with the valve, a ting and

fingers on the lever over the burner, and nuts forming gas

tight joints between the stem, the shell and the barrel.

;?. In combination, an annular barrel having a tapering

inner surface, an annular shell within the barrel forming

an annular chamber between the shell and the barrel, a

core within the shell and hollow at one end. the shell and

the core having registering port holes, a lever for actu-

ating the core, a head secured to the barrel forming a

chamber in the end of the barrel, a spring to actuate tlie

core, and an Inflow and an outflow pipe leading to and

from the barrel.

4. In combination, a barrel, a tapering core within the

barrel and forming a chamber In the end of the barrel,

ports formed in the barrel and the core, an inflow pip>e

leading to the barrel, an outflow pipe leading from the

barrel, a stem projecting from the core through the end of

the barrel and having a channel through it, a cut off valve

in the Inflow pipe, a plug in said valve having a port hole

through It and offset channels from the port hole, and the

cut off valve the barrel and the core having an independent

channel leading from the shell of the cut off valve through

the barrel and the core and communica ng with the chan-

nel through the core and Its stem.

5, In combination, a valve having a barrel and a core

formed with chambers and port holes leading through the

barrel and the core, an intake pipe and an outflow pipe

for the passage of pas through the chambers and ports, a

cut off valve in the intake pipe, a stem extending from the

core and having a channel longitudinal of it, the cut off

valve, the barrel and the c<jre having an independent chan-

nel leading from the cut off valve through the walls of the

barrel and the core and communicating with the channel

in the core and Its stem.

887.946. SPRING-MOTOR L.k,an M Keens and Habvey

F. Keens, Hemple, Mo. Filed July 17, 1907. Serial No.

384,148.

1. The combination with a driven fan shaft, of a head

fixed at the lower end of the shaft, fan blades supported

radially from said head and arranged for turning move-

ment, arms carried by the shanks of the blades, a head

fixed upon the shaft, arms pivoted to the head, rods con-

necting the arms to the crank arms upon the fan blade

shanks, and springs <onnectlng opposite ones of the last

mentioned arms
2. The combination with a driven fan shaft, of a head

fixed at the lower end of the shaft, fan blades Including

shanks engaged In said head for turning movement, gov-

ernor arms pivoted to the shaft above the fan blades, crank
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arms carried by the blad»> shanks, and rode pivoted to the

crank arms and to the respective governor arms whereby

when the fun shaft is rotated and the governor arms

swung upwanlly hy centrifugal force, the fan l)la(l»'s will

be turneil.

.I The comMnatlon with a driven fan shaft, of a head

flxed at the lowtT end of the shaft, fan blades supported

radially from said head and arranged for turning movf-

ment, arms carried by the shanks of the blades, a head

rtxed upon the shaft, arms pivoted to the head, rods con

neiting the arm-! to the crank arms upon the fan blade

shanks, springs r,,nnecting opposite ones of the last men-

tioned arms, ami m.ans for adjusting the tension of .said

springs.

887,947. ELK' TKir.VI,I,YHE.\TED SAD-IRON. Frank

KtHN, I)etroir. Mich Kib-d Sept 14, ipn7. Serial No.

392.915.

1 An electrically heated sad iron comi)Pising a base sec-

tion and a r^'movable hood section, a heating element se-

cured to said base section within said hood and a terminal

permanently attached to said heating element and pro-

jecting outward through an aperture in said hood.

2. \n electrically-heatt'd sad iron compclsing a base sec-

tion, a hood section, a heating element secured to said

base section within said hood, a terminal permanently at-

tached to said heating pl^mfut projecting outward through

an aperture in said hood and Insulated clamping means

for ni.chanirally attaching said terminal to the hood.

:\. .\n electrically-heated sad iron comprising a base sec-

tion, a hood section, a heating element attached to said

base within said hood and a terminal ;M"rmanently at

tached to said heating element having a flexible and re-

silient portion and a rigid portion pn^jectlng outward

through an aperture In .said hood, tfieacs for clamping

said rigid portion to said hood and means for Insulating

the terminal from the hood.

4. An electrically-heated sad iron comprising a pointed

base section, a plurality of electrical heating units clamped

to said ba.se, one of said units being arranged centrally

antl extending adjacent to the forward point of said base

and a pair of units being arranged respectively upon oppo-

site sides of said base and overlapping said central unit,

terminal connections to the opposite membera of said pair

and bridge coBiieetioas between said central unit and tbe

unit on opposite sidea thereof

f). .\n electrically heated sad iron comprising a base sec-

tion, a heating element clamped to said l)a8e. a hood sec-

tion detachable from said base for Inclosing said element,

terminal connections p.rniant'ntly attached to said ele-

ment and proje<ting outward through aperttires in said

hood, means for securing said hood to said base ami insu-

lated clamping means for securing said terminals to said

hood
[Claims •! and 7 not print.,! in the r,az»>tte.]

887, 94S BFI.T FOR ST.\CKKRS. SEI.F-FEEDERS. AND
TiiE LIKE .Ikhn I-.\.Mi th. .\lgona, Iowa. Filed Dec.

30, 1907. Serial No 41 ^..-^gS.

1 In an apparatus of the class descrlbe<i. the combina-

tion with a l>.'lt and a slat, of a clip provided with a body

having a smooth Inner face fitting over said belt, a por-

tion of the ends of said body engaging said slat and both

of the ends positioned at ont- side of the slat, and detach-

able fastening means extending through said slat and

ends and adapted to draw one end of said body towards

the other end for pausing th*' smo<nh face of the body to

he clamped upon the belt

2 .V fastening devlcf for securing a .slat and a belt to-

gether, comprising a U sba|i.Ml m.-tnlHT having registering

apertures fortn.d tht-r-'in near its outer end. and Integral

means formed int'Tinedlat.- the ends of said U shaped

memti.T and adapted to engat'f opposite portions of a slat.

;!. Thf comiilnation with a pair of flat l)elts and a slat

positioned between Ihe belts, of clips each formed from a

single-i)iere and provldfd with parallel sides, each clip

surrounding a belt and having its ends overlapping por

tions of the slat, and transverse fastening means extend-

ing through the slat and the ov.rlapping portions of said

(lips and securing said clips upon ,aid slat and clamjiing

the clips upon the belts

4 The combination with a pair of flat l>flts or webs, of

a slat positioned between saiil limits, said slat provided

with cut out portions near Its imoN. said tielts having their

inner longitudinal i-dges positioned contiguous to tbe cut-

out portions, and fastening ni»ans positioned in the cut-

out portions and extendiuk; beyond the outer ends of said

slats and clamping or gripping said belts for securing said

slat and l»elts against independent movement.

5. In an apparatus -jf the class described, the combina-

tion with a belt and a slat, of means secured to snld slat

and adapted to clamp or grip said belt for holding said slat

against independent movement relative to said belt, and a

yleldable packing or filling means interposed between por-

tions of said clamping mean.s for limiting the clamping ac-

tion of said clamping means uiM)n said belt.

[Claims 6 to it not printed in the (ia/.ette. )

887.949 THERMOSTAT <"hristian .1 Letzivo, Bos-

ton, Mass Filed Feb '.'M. l<t(>7 Serial No. 359,810,

r^V

r- a: yy c jr ^

]. .V thermostat comprising two terminals located In

substantially the same horizontal line, one of said termi-

nals carrylnif a fusihle washer adapted when fused to

cause the el. sing of the circuit lietween said terminals, as

described
•_'. .\ thermostat comprlsini; two t.rniinals locat.'d In

substantially the same horizontal line, one of said termi-

nals carrying' a fusilile washer, a casing surrounding said

terminals wberebv they may be protected from corrosion,

said casing also serving when sanl wash.r has ()een melted
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to hold the metal thereof in electrical connection with both.
]

terminals.

3. \ thermostat comprising two terminals, a pin pro-

jecting from one terminal, a washer of fusible material >

located on the said pin, and means adapted to cause the

closing of the cireuit between said terminals upon the
'

fusing of said material, as set forth.
I

4 In a theriuostal. in combination, a casing, two bind- I

lug poHts torming terminals located in said casing, one
j

of said binding posts, having a hollow terminal end. a

fusible circuit closer located between said terminals In

said chamber and adapted when melted to form a contact

with said terminals and thereafter when again melted

to break contact and be received into the said hollow ter-

minal end as deci rlbed

2. In a ship elevaiin;: iiiiparatus, the combination, with

a receiving trough, an internally threaded slotted shaft

inclosing the medial jxirtiou of the trough with the trough

extremities extending beyond the shaft through the slots.

and a screw spindle working in the threaded shaft and

supporting the trough, of vertical guiding towers arranged

exterior to the shaft on each side of tbe trough extremi-

ties.

887,960, PROCESS OF MAK1N(; SEAMLESS HOLLOW
WARE. ACOL'ST G. I.iNDKNBoKi;, Taunton. Mass., as-

sizor to Reed and Barton Corporation, a Corporation

of Massachusetts. Filed Sept. 12. 1906, Serial No.

334,207.

The process of forming seamless hollow ware which con-

sists in first forming a cylindrical cup shaped blank, then

reducing the diameter of the blank progressively from

Its open end towards its closed end. meanwhile maintain-

ing liijuld pressure on the inside of the blank, and lateral

restraining pressure on the outside of the unreduced por-

tion of the blank, and causing the region of said restrain-

ing pressure to move progressively In advance of the re-

ducing pressure

887,951. Al T.UtATUS FOR EI.KV.^TING SHIl'S. Kabl

LOhle, Zurich, Switzerland Filed July 16, 1906. Se-

rial No ,'',2«,455.

] In a ship elevating apparatus, the combination, with

a receiving trough, an internally threaded slotted shaft

inclosing the medial portion of the trough with the

trough extremities extending beyond the shaft through

the slots, and a screw spindle working in the threaded

shaft and supporting the trough, of vertical trough-guid-

ing means arrange<l exterior to the shaft

887,952. MEANS FOR 1 "KILLING WELLS. John H.

MiLF.ioAN, San Bernardino, Cal, Filed May 13, 1907.

Serial No, 373,496.

"J
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mediate flap beln.- separated from the end Caps by slots

one of said side swtiona Z having an inteicral tonsfue T

adapted to Interlock with the slot 8. In the aide section X

the member E belnif connected only with the memtier A as

an extension thereof

of said casing, and held In rubbing contact with said In-

terior surfaie imder tlie action of centrifuRal force In op-

position to the pressures if»'nerated and acting on the front

faces of the wlnk'S or blades, said wings or blades dividing

rhe space between the hub or support and said casing Into

a number of tight compartments whose volumes decreas*

(luring the rotation of said hub or support and said wings

or blades to effect compression of tlirir contf-nts. R\il»etan-

tlally as descrlbetl.

- \ blank .omprlslng side sections X T, intervening

bottom sections r Integral therewith and separated there-

from by scoring; lines, and end sections A B A' B' Integral

with said side sections, said bottom section C having end

flaps o b lyini; b<?twe€a the said end sections, said blank

having a top member E, provided with side sections Z. Z',

Integral flaps extending from members Z 7/ E the Inter-

mediate flap being separated from the end flaps by slots

one of said side sections Z having an Integral tongue T

adapted to Interlock with the slot S, In the side section X

the member E being cunnected only with th« member A as

an extension thereof, a reinforcing piece It being adapted

to strengthen the continuation between the said end sec-

tion A and the memU>r K.

887.954.

Iowa.

TABULATOR. M.iRY C. Moshk*. Des Molnea,

Filed Mar. 18. 1907. Serial No. 3$3.033.

I

-Iw-

:ccotoooc

1. A tabulator comprising a rectangular flate to engage

the front face of the typewriter scale bar, a single hook on

said" plate disposed on the rear face, and central of the

length thereof and adapted to engage the rear face of the

scale bar, and a lug at each end of said plate each lug en-

gaging the top lont:itudlnal edge of the scalt bar and being

In length approximately the width of the sctie bar.

2. A tabulator comprising a rectangular plate, a hook

on said plate extending rearwardly from the center of the

top edge of the plate, said hook being of S-shape and ex-

tending substantially the width of said pl»te. and a pair

of short right angular luga on opposite side* of said spring

extending rearwardly from said top edge of the plate to

engage tke top longitudinal edge of the sctle of the type-

writer.

8S7 95 5 roMTRESSOR OR BLOWER. RiCHAKD J.

McCakty, Kansas City, Mo Filed Nov. 23, 190«. Se-

rial No. 344. 77S.

1. In a compressor, the combination of t rotary hub or

support, a casing inclosing said hub or support and having

an Interior surface approaching the axis of said hub or

support In the direction of rotation of the latter, and a

plurality of trailing wings or blades mounted nn said hub

or support, extended across the full width of the Interior

2. In a compressor, the combination of a rotary hub or

support, a casing inclosing said hub -r support and hav-

ing an Interior spiral surface gradually approaching the

(Ills of saiil hub or support In the direction of rotation of

the latttT. said caslnn having admission and <liscban:e

r>ort.><. and a plurality of trailing wings or blades mounted

,.n sal.l hub or support, extended across the full width of

the interior of said casing, and held in rubbing contact

with said spiral surface under the action of centrifugal

force In opposition to the pressures generated and acting

on the front faces of said wings or blades, said wings or

blades dlvidlnc the space between said hut. or support and

said casing into a number of tight compartments whose

volumes decrease during the rotation of said hub or sup-

port and wings or blades to effect compression of their con-

tents, substantially as descrilied.

3. In a compressor, the combination of a rotary hub or

support, a casing inclosing said hub or support and having

an Interior spiral surface gradually appr.jaching the axis

of said hub or support In the direction of rotation of the

latter, and a plurality of trailing wings or blades mounted

on said hub or support. extende<l across the full width of

the interior of said casing, and held in rubbing contact

with said spiral surface under the action of centrifugal

force In opposition to the pressures generated and acting

on the forward faces of the wings or blades, said wings or

blades dividing the space between said liul) or support and

said casing Into a number of tight compartments whose

volumes decrease during the rotation of said hub. or sup

port and said wines or blades to effect compression of their

contents, said casing having an admission port communlcat

Ing with said compartments when their volumes are at a

maximum and a dls.harge port communicating with said

c.mpartments after their volumes have de<'reased and their

contents have been compressed, substantially as described.

4, In a compressor, the combination of a rotary hut) or

support, a casing Inclosing said hub or support and hav-

Ini: an interior surface gradually approaching the axis of

said hub or support In the direction of r..tati.in of the

latter, and a plurality of trailing wings or blades bIng.Hl

to said hub or support, extended across the full width of

the interior of said casing, and held In r)ibl)lng contact

with said interior surface under the action of centrlfucal

force In opposition to the pressures generated and acting

on the front facefi of the wings or blades, said wings or

blades dividing the space between said huh or support ami

said casing into a number of tight compartments whose

volumes decrease during the rotation of said hub or sup-

port and said wines or blades to effecf-rompresslon of their

contents, substantially as described.

.">. In n compressor, tiie combination of a rotary hub or

support, a casing Inclosing said hub or support and hav-

[nz sn interior surface gradually approaching the axis
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of said hub or support In the direction of rotation of the

latter, and a plurality of trailing wings or blades hinged to

said hub or support, extended across the full width of the

interior of said casing and held In rubbing contact with

said interior surface under the action of centrifugal force

In opposition to the pressures generated and acting on the

front faces of the wings or blades, said wings or blades

dividing the space l)etween said hub or support and said

casing Into a number of tight compartments whose vol

umes decrease during the rotation of said hub or support

and said wings or blades to effect compression of their

contents, said casing having an admission port com-

municating with said compartments when their volumes

are at their maximum, and a discharge port communicating

with said compartments after their volumes have decreased

and their contents have t>een compressed, substantially as

described.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

887.957. SHOE SEWING MACHINE. John T. McIsaac,

East Weymouth. Mass., assignor to United Shoe Ma-

chinery Company, I'aferson, N. J., a i'orporation of

New Jersey. Filed Mar. 19, 19<>fi. Serial No .306,739.

887.950. HORSESHOE CALKING AND WELDING AP-

PARATUS. Abr.am T. MrCRE.^RT, Fortyfort, Pa. Filed

Julv 1'9. 1905. Serial No. '271.789.

1. The combination with a table adapted to support a

horse slioe and calk, of means adjustable on said table for

enirairing the calk, a plunger mounted above the tat)le. and

a suitable lever mechanism arranged below the table and

connected with the plunger for moving It toward and from

the table.

L'. In a machine for welding calks to horse shoes, the

combination of a bed. a clamp on said bed adapted to sup-

port a horse shoe and calk, the members of said clamp

when in use l)elng separated a distance less than the width

of the t>ase of the <-alk, whereby a portion of the calk will

project alKjve the clamp, and means for applyint; pressure

to the shoe opposite said calk holding clamp and expand-

ing said projectinK portion of the calk between the upi^r

surface of the clamp and the shoe while welding the calk

and shoe.

3. In a machine for welding calks to horse shoes, the

combination of a bed, a clamp on said bed adapted to sup-

port a horse shoe and calk, the members of said clamp

being separated a distance less than the width of the base

of the calk, whereby the calk cannot pass entirely Into the

clamp and the clamp being so proportioned that the sharp

ened edge of the calk engaged thereby will be held clear

of the l>ed, a plunger mounted to reciprocate to and from

said clamp, a hand lever, and connections between said

lever and plunger, the pressure exerted by said plunger

when movetl against the shoe acting to expand the pro

jectlng section of tlie calk over the outer face of the clamp

and weld such expanded portion to the shoe.

4. In a machine for welding calks to horae shoes, the

combination of a l>ed, a clamp on said bed adapted to sup-

port a horse sIhm' and calk, and hold the sharpened edge of

the calk out of contact with the bed, one member of said

clamp being provided with an upwardly extending pro

jectlon 20, a plunger mounted to reciprocate to and from

said clamp and provided at its lower end with a recess

adapted to receive said projection 20 on the clamp, and

means for reciprocating said plunger.

1. A welt shoe sewing machine, having, in combina-

tion with the stitch forming devices, cutting mechanism

acting in advance of the needle to form a series of trans-

verse cuts In the under surface of the welt.

2. A welt shoe sewing machine, having. In combina-

tion with the stitch forming devices, cutting mechanism

acting automatically as the shoe Is sewn to form a series

of transverse cuts In the under surface of the welt.

3. A welt shoe sewing machine, having. In combina-

tion with the welt guide and stitch forming devices, a

cutter cooperating with the welt guide to form a series

of transverse cuts In the under surface of the welt.

4. A welt shf>e sewing machine, having. In combina-

tion, stitch forming devices, a cutter, and means for mov-

ing the cutter towards and from the welt as the shoe Is

sewn t^ form a series of transverse cuts In the under sur-

face of the welt.

5. A welt shoe sewing machine, having, in comblna

tlon, stltcli forming devices, a welt guide, a cutter, and

means for moving the cutter towards and from the welt

guide to form a series of transverse cuts In the under sur-

face of the welt.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

KH7,958. PORTABLE COTTON - PICKIN3 MACHINE.
William H. Niemever. Los Angeles. Cal. Filed July

26. 1906. Serial No. 327,970

to II

1. In a machine of the character herein descrltied, a

frame: an endless l)elt mounted on inner and outer drums

revolubly mounted In said frame : a plurality of picks se

cured to the outer face of said belt : a positioning shaft

revolubly mounted In the outer end of said frame; a plu-

rality of Angers secured to said shaft ; a detaching drum

revolubly mounted In said frame adjacent the conveyer ;

a plurality of fingers secured to said drum ;
detaching

means secured to said frame : an operating shaft trans-

versely mounted in said frame and extending beyond the

sides thereof; a driving gear mounted on said shaft; a

pinion in mesh with said driving gear secured to the de

taching drum : an Idler pinion mounted on the outer side

of said frame in mesh with the driving gear; a pinion se-

cured to the shaft of the Inner drum of the conveyer In

mesh with the Idler pinion ; a pinion secured to the shaft

of the outer drum of the conveyer : a pinion secured to the

outer end of the positioning shaft, said pinion l)eing in

mesh with said last named pinion ; and means to operate

the driving gear.

2. In a machine of the character herein described, a

rectangular frame; an endless belt mounted on Inner and

1 outer drums revolubly mounted In said frame ; a plurality
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of picks secured to the outer fare of said belt : a position

Ing shaft revolubly mounted In the mittT ecd of said frann'

havluK a plurality of tln^fers lnclln»Hl In the direction of

rotation of said shaft ; n detaching drum revolubly mount-

ad In said frame adjacent the ciuiveyer. anUl drum havtn?

• plurality of flngers imllnetl in the dlrecCion ojtpof-ite the

rotatton of said drum ; a detachiniB; cotnb mounted in

the frame, the teeth of said comb proJectlnR between the

fingers secured to the periphery of said ietachin? drum ;

supporting means secured to said frame; an operating

shaft transversely mounted in said frame and extending

beyond the sides thereof ; a driving gear aiounted on said

shaft ; a pinion In mesh with said driving sear secured to

the detaching drum ; an idler pinion m<)unte<l on the outer

side of said frame In mesh with the driving gear ; a pinion

secured to the shaft of the inner drum of the conveyer in

mesh with the Idler pinion ; a pinion secured to the shaft

of the outer drum of the con%-eyer ; a pinion in mesh with

said last named pinion secured to the outer end of the

posltlonlDg shaft; and means to operate tlie driving gear.

to strengthen the edges of the frame and secured thereto,

a permanent gauze closure for tlie !K)ttom of the frame

and secured by certain of said angle plates, and a sildable

gauze closure for the top held by other of said angle

plates.

887,059. R()CK1N(J-CH.MR. Albert H. Ordw.\y. Fram-

Ingham. Ma.'^s. Filed .June 22, 1907. Serial No. 380,271.

1. The combination, in a chair, of a base having side

pieces composed of two arches, one superlinpose<l upon the

other and tied thereto, with a horizontal transverse beam.

having its ends clampe<l between said arches at their

crown ; hangers depending from the beam :
and spring

members rising from the hangers, front and rear ; and a

chair b<xiy supported thereby

2. In a rocking chair, the combination of a transverse

supporting team, springs depending vertically therefrom,

clamped together In longitudinal direction below the beam,

and rising from said clamp to the front and to the rear,

and a chair lK)dy supported on said front and rear portions.

^^. In a ro<;klng chair, the combination of a transverse

U>ain, with a hanger def>endlng therefrom, having its

lower en<l movable longitudinally, and springs rising from

said lower end forward and rearward thereof, and a chair

body supported thereon

4. In a rocking chair, the combination, with a ba.se

and a chair IxkIv, of a transverse t)eam supported by the

kase. and a multiplicity of springs depending from said

beam ; means tying them rigidly together at a distance

tielow the tieam. the springs being arraoged on opposite

sides of said transver-'e learn and under tension In oppo

site directions, and the ch.iir liody tjeing supported thereon.

.' The combination. In a rocking chair, of a base, a body

and a multiplicity of springs Intervening, hanging in line

transversely across th>' base and clamped together In

groups of [iior»> than two to a group, each group including

a spring reaching forward and one readying bacls;ward to

Its connection with the chair body.

2. .\ corn storage device comprising u frame having

open top and bottom, gauze closures for the top and bot-

tom, angle plates to secure the said closures In place, sets

of intermediate cross r<xls dividing the Interior of the

frame Into ear receiving pockets, each r'Ml Ihmiii: passe<l

through one side of the frame Into the opposite side and

being notched near Its Inner end, one of said angle plates

entering said notch to secure said rod In place, .md means

to secure all of said angle plates in position.

8 8 7.961. FRICTION TR.\NSMlSSION MECH.«iNISM
Byron (i. Ffeiffeb, iHtroit, Mii-h Filed ,Tuly 11, 19<>7

Serial No. ."{Sa.ieS.

887,960. trOEAOE DFNK'E FOR SEItD CORN. Carl

J. OnsTHt'M. Cambridge, 111. Filed Feb. 2.'), 1908. Se-

rial No. 417,729.

1 .V corn storaee device comprising a frame, a plurality

of -sets of cross rods secured in said frj^me, angle plates

1. Transmission mechanism comprising a main shaft, a

follower shaft In axial allnement therewith, a friction

clut'-h adapted to directly coupb- th.- shafts, a conical

friction drum on the follower shaft concentric with tli>'

main shaft, a friction cone reduction train adapted to

op«'ratlvely connect the exterior face of the drum with

tht> main shaft, a reversing friction cone train adapted to

oiieraiiv.'ly conn'-ct th.' interior fac of the drum with

the main shaft, and means to throw said trains into gi'ar.

2 Transmission mechanism comprising a main shaft,

a followtT shaft in axial allnm<-nt thirewlth, a friction

clutch adapted to directly couple the shafts, a conical fric-

tion drum on the follower shaft concentric with the iiuUn

shaft, a friction cone reduction train adapted to oper

atlvely connect the exterior face of the drum with the

main shaft, a reversing friction cone train adapted to

op»'ratively connect tli» InttTlor face of th.' drum with the

main shaft, means to throw the r»Mluctlon train Into gear

and means adapted to rflease the clutch an<l to throw the

reversing train into engagt'ment

:?. Transmission nn'ilianism comjirising a nuiln shaft, a

follower shaft in axial allnement therewith, a friction

clutch adapted to directly couple the adjacent ends of

the shafts, a conoldal drum on the follower shaft clutch

member extending concfntrically over the main shaft, a

friction drive cone on the main shaft, intermediate,

coupled friction cones outside the drum adapted to sinuii

taneously engage the drum periphery and friction drive

cone, a reverse drive cone on the main shaft within the

drum, an intermediate Idbr cone adapted to slmulta

neously engage the interior face of the drum and the re-

verse drive cone, and means to throw said intermediate

cones in and out of gear

4 Transmission mechanism comprising a main shaft,

1 a follower shaft in axial allnement therewith, a friction
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clutch adapted to directly couple the adjacent ends of the
shafts, a conoldal drum on the follower shaft clutch mem-
ber extending concentrically over the main shaft, a fric-

tion drive cone on the main shaft, intermediate, coupled
friction cones outside the drtim, adapted to simultaneouslj
engage the drum pirlphery and friction drive cone, a re-

verse drive cone on the main shaft within the drum, an
Intermediate idler cone adapted to simultaneously engage
thp interior face of the <lrum and the reverse drive cone,
means to throw said clutch and Idler cone alternately into
gear, and means to throw said coupled cones Into gear.

5. Transmission mechanism comprising a main shaft,

a follower shaft In axial allnement therewith, a friction

clutch adapted to directly couple the shafts, a conoldal
drum on the follower shaft extending over the clutch and
main shaft, a main drive cone on the main shaft beyond
the drum, a pair of coupled friction cones outside the
drum adapted to simultaneously engage the drive cone
and <lrum. a reverse cone on the main shaft within the
drum, an idler cone within the drum adapted to simul-
taneously engage the Inner face of the drum and the re-

verse pulley, means for longitudinally shifting the coupled
cones, and means for longitudinally shifting the idler cone
and simultaneously operating the clutch.

[Claims t) to 11 not printed in the (Jazette,]

887,962, BING- BUSHING FOR CASKS Hermann
Reisner. Chicago, 111. Filed July 5. 1907. Serial No.
382.210.

1. In a device of the class described the combination
with an externally threaded sleeve of a laterally directed

tlange thereon having a recess in its under side, a resilient

packing securely engaged in said recess and a downwardly
directed rim Intermediate the edge of the flange and said

recess and having serrations on its under edge.

2. In a device of the class described the combination
with an externally threaded sleeve of a peripheral flange

thereon and a downwardly directed rim on said flange con-

centric with the sleeve, and having teeth on its under edge

directed rearwardly of the direction of rotation of the

sleeve when being secured in place.

3. In a device of the class described the combination
with an externally threaded sleeve of a flange thereon
having a recess in its under side, a packing rigidly engaged
(Ui the under side of said flange concentric with the sleeve,

and a serrated rlra on the under side of said flange re-

movably engaged In said recess.

4 In a device of the class described the combination
with a sleeve of a peripheral flange on one end thereof,

having a recess In Its under side, and a serrated band
rigidly but removably engaged in said recess and pro-

jecting downwardly from the flange.

887.96.3. THIN PLACE DETK( TOR RELEASING MEANS
FOR LOOMS. ALovzn E Rn.i.uiE.s. Hopedale, Mass , as-

signor to Dratier Company, Hopedale. Mass , a Corpora-
tion of Maine Filed Sept. 2.S, l!t07. .Serial No. ,'?94.027.

1. The combination, in a loom, of a thin place detector,

a shipper, and means operative by or through movement
of the shipper to stopping position to move the thin-

place detector otit of engagement v^ith the cloth.

2. The combination. In a loom, of a shipper, means to

effect movement thereof to stopping position by or through
a change In the operation of the loom, a detector to nor-

mally engage the cloth near the fell and detect a thin

place, and means to disengage said detector from the cloth

by movement of the shipper to stopping position.

."?. The combination. In a loom, of a shipper, a holding
device therefor, si'parate means to release the shipjier

upon the occurrence of a warp fault and upon detection

of a thin place In the cloth, respectively, the thlnplace
detecting means including a detector normally enga.glng

the cloth near the fell, and a detector

operated by or through relea.se of the

holding device.

releasing device

shipper from its

4. The combination, in a loom, of a shipper, means, in-

cluding a thin place detector, to effect movement of the
shipper to stopping position upon detection of a thin place
in the cloth, means to effect such movement of the shipper
independently of the flrst-named means, and a device to
automatically disengage the thin place detector from the
cloth whenever the shipper is moved to stopping position.

5. In a loom, a shipper, a swinging knock-off member, a
latch movable with and also relatively to said member, a
vibrator adapted to at times engage the latch and operate
the knock-off member, a thin-place detector, a connection
between it and the latch to permit engagement of the
latch by the vibrator when a thin place in the cloth is

detected, to thereby release the shipper, and means ren
dered effective by operation of the knock off member to
move the latch relatively to it and disengage the tbin-
I)lace detector from the cloth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

887.964. HOG-SCALDER AND FEEI»-COOKER Joseph
T. Roberts, Rose Hill, 111. Filed Jan. 1.', 1907. Serial
No. 352. 4 ;n.

In a hog scalder and feed cooker, a hollow sided furnace
shell having a fuel door at one end and an escape flue near
the oppfisite end, said shell having a top opening of less

width than the width of the shell, a scalding receptacle

detachably hung within the openinL' and having laterally

extended side and end flanges restini: on the upper wail of

the shell, a plurality of chain supporting pins carried by

the shell at points beyond one of the side flanges, a roller

journaled in bearings carried by the shell at points be-
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yond the opposite side flanjce, chains extending from the

rollers to the pins and detachable from the latter, an oper-

atlnx handle st^mred to one end of the roller, means salt-

ably mounted up<in the shell for enjcaginc and looking said

handle to hold the chains In elevated position, and an

adjustable grating frame pivoted to the opposite sides of

the shell.

comprises a hanger bar formed with spaced apart pedal-

shaft and countershaft hangers and tube-connecting pro-

jections on said hangers respectively for the lower front

bar and the fork ends, and sprocket wheels for the motor

and rear wheel chains eccentrically mounted In the coun-

tershaft hanger so as to l>e jointly adjustable for simulta-

neously taking up wear of both of said chains substantially

as sot forth.

8 8 7,985. ELECTRIC GAS LIGHTER. Raymond A.

Rock WOOD. Monrovia, Cal.. assignor of one half to

Charles T. Stewart, Monrovia, Cal. Filed Apr. 10, 1907.

Serial No. 387,324.

, 4. J e

1. In an electric gas lighter, a pivoted oscillating valve

stopper adapted to control the flow of gas to a burner ;

an electro magnet ; a pivoted arm adapted to be moved lon-

gitudinally by said electro magnet to operate said valve

stopper , and mechanical means to move said arm trans-

versely so lis to cause said arm to alternttely operate said

valve stopp«"r from one side of Its pivot and from the

other,
•_'. In an electric gas lighter a pivoted oscillating valve

stopper adapted to control the dow of gas to a burner ;

means to hold said stopper in either lt» open nr closed

position : means adapted to alternately actuate said stop-

per from one side nf Its pivot and from the other side of

Its pivot.

3. In an electric gas lighter, a case ; a pivoted osclllat

Ing ralve rtopper mounted In snld case and adapted to con

trol the flow of gas from said case to a turner : means to

hold said stopper either In its 0{j<?n or clDsed position ; an

electro magnet mounted in said case ; a pivoted armature

for said electro magnet ; a stopper actuatini; arm pivotally

mounted on said armature and adapte<l to !>e moved longl

tudlnally by the action of said electronjatrnet to actuate

said stopper; and ratchet means to dlre<t said stopper ac-

tuating arm so as to actuate said stopper first from one

side of its pivot and then from the other side of its pivot.

-I

887.966. MOTOR-CYCLE. William O. Bchaekfer. Read-

ing. Pa.. a.ssliTTior, by mesne assignments, to Heading

Standard Company, a Corporation of i'ennsylvanla.

Failed Oct. 8, 1900. Serial No. 337,86$.

.\ motor cycle having a frame of substantially diamond

shape, the seat post of which Is formed In part by the

cycle-motor, and the lower rear fork «iember of which

887,967. AIXILIARY SEAT FOR VEHICLES.
SCHIL A. SrHEB.viKKHOBV, Shabbona Grove, 111.

Nov. 14, 1907. Serial No. 402.068.

IlEB

Filed

1 The combination with a seat, a supportln.; fiune

therefor rigidly se<-ure<l thereto and comprising a <i:ii,'le

piece provided with rearwardly divergent side members

having a transverse portion uniting said members at their

rear ends, the front end of each of said side members hav-

ing a loop and a transverse p<irtlon uniting said loops, a

supporting leg comprising a single piece having down-

wardly divergent upright members and a transverse por-

tion uniting said memf)ers at their lower ends, each of said

upright members havinif « loop on Its upper end, said loops

extended into the loops of the side meml^rs of the support-

ing-frame and engaging the front transverse portion

thereof,

2 The combination with a seat, of a supporting frame

therefor rigidly secured thereto and projecting at Its rear

portion from the seat and comprising a single piece hav-

ing side members provi(le<i with a transverse portion unit-

ing said members at their rear ends, n transverse piece

uniting the front ends of the side memt)ers. a supp.>rtnig-

leg pivotally secured at its upper end to said front trans-

verse portion anil comprising a single piece having down-

wardly tllver;:ent upright nieint>ers and a transverse por-

tion uniting said meniliers at their lower ends, and a leg

pivotally secured at Its tii)per end to the rear transverse

portion of the supporting frame

887,968 WINDOW SASH. Edwabd W. Selkirk. Chi-

cago. Ill Filed Oct 23. 19<">7. Serial No. 39H,821.

ts^-^'

1. In combination, a window sash having a receas In Its

side edge and a spring projected lubricating body seated

within the recess

2. In combination, a window sash having a recess in lt«

side edge, a sectional block of lubricating material seated

within the recess, means for expanding the block laterally

I and means for urging the block outwardly.
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3, In cf>mblnation, a window sash having a recess in its

side edge, a lubricating block comprising inner and outer
ae<tions, the Inner section l>elng transversely recessed, an
expansion spring seated within the recess of the inner
section and bearing against the outer sections, and an ex
panslon spring back of the block and urging it outwardly-.

4, In combination, a window sash having a recess in its

side edge, a sectional block of lubricating material located
within the recess, a bearing plate back of the block and
overlapping its several sections and an expansion spring
reacting l)etween the bearing plate and the bottom of the
sash recesa.

5, In combination, a window sash having a recess in Its

side edge, a sectional block of lubricating maieriHl located
within the recess, a bearing plate back of the block and
overlapping its several sections and an expansion spring
reacting between the bearing plate and the l)ottom of the
sash recess, the several sections of the block InMiig trans-
versely grooved, the plate having flanges fitting within
said grooves.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,969 SODA - FOUNTAIN. William .\ Sexto.v. St.

Louis. Mo. Filed Apr 29, 1907 Serial No 370,872.

A B

! In a so,ia fountain, the combination with a can
a<lapii'<l lo rtTt'ive a rt'ceptacle for Ice cr^am and ice
thenaround, of a coll of metal fublnt: arranged in the
bottom of said can, a platform provided with drain open-
ings within said can over said coll, a drain pipe leading
from said can to the exterior, a second coll of metal tub-
ing around the outside of said can and communicating
with said first-mentioned coil, and a draft connected to
•aid metal tublni: ; substantially as described.

2. In a soda fountain, a metal can, a coll of metal tubing
arranged Inside said can and leading to a source of soda-
water supply, a platform provided with drain openings
within said can and over said coil, a s»cond coll of metal
tubing around the outside of said can and communicating
with said first-named coil, a soda draft connected to said
second-named coil, and a receptacle adapted to receive ice-
cream arranged In said first named can, a space being left
around said receptacle for receiving ice or other cooling
material ; substantially as described

pounder having a hollow conical head attached at Its

smaller end to a hollow operating rod opening into said
head and Into the receptacle through a perforation above
said head, and a valve In the head arranged to close its

39-^

smaller end when the pounder descends to push water
and steam through the clothes, and to open when the
pounder is raised to permit the infiow of air and steam
through said perforation into the pounder.

8 87,97 1. GATE. Albert J. Shrope. Mechanlcsville,
Iowa. Filed May 27, 1907. Serial No. 376.04.S.

S«T,070. WASHING APPARATTS. H.utiiv H. Sheard,
Port Worth, Tex. Filed Mar. 18. 1907. Serial No
363,086.

1. .V clothes washing apparatus comprising a clothes
receptacle, a tight cover therefor, a generator within the
receptacle of slightly less diameter, having a narrow per-
forat.'d vertical flanti.' attached to a conical cap and with
an opening at its apex surrounded by a short tubular neck,
said tube adapted to convey hot water and steam from
the generator upwardly into the center of the clothes to
be wasbf d. and a pounder adapted to be reciprocated in a
vertical direction for forcing steam and hot water down-
wardly through the clothes

2. .\ clothes washing apparatus comprising a receptacle
for clothes, a removabh- steam tight cover therefor, a
generator within and at the bottom of said receptacle
having a conical top with an opening in Its apex sur-
rounded by a short tubular neck, said tube adapted to con-
vey steam and hot water upwardly into the renter of the
clothes to be wash.-d, nnd a v.rtlc,nll\ rpctprocatlng I

sV

1. In a gate, the combination of the gate frame and its

pivoted latchbar, substantially as described, of a vertical
hinge-rod on which the gate is free to be elevated or de-
pressed, a shift lever mounted at the upper end of said
hinge-rod. a looped wire or cord connecting with the latch-
bar, a rod connecting said shift lever with one end of said
wire or cord, a sleeve running on said rod connecting with
the other end, diverging chains connecting the sleeve with
diverging arms of the shift lever, and a single connection
of the rod with said lever near the center, substantially
as for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination with a gate frame. Its hinge rod and
latch-lever substantially as described, of a looped wire or
cord connecting with the latch bar. a shift lever to un-
latch the gate and open it, a double connection of said
shift lever with said wire or cord and an adjustable con-
nection with Said wire or cord whereby the gate may be
elevated or depressed to any desired position.

887,972. WIRE POT - LID RACK OR WALL -POCKET.
Samuel H. Sloa.v. Chicago, 111. 'Filed Or-t. 26, 1906.
Serial No .340,653.

1. .\ rack or wall pocket constructed in skeleton form
and of suitable material comprising in combination a
strip bent In substantially an Inverted V shape having Its
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t
ends b»'nt back upon lt8*»lf and spaced th<irpfrom ; a atrip

conn*' 'r.-d ar unc -'nd to on>' \f)i of said first m*'ntlont»<)

atrtp at about the point wlit-re the samo Is txnt forward,

and produced outward a [iroper distance tJien inward and

conntrif^d with said V shai>ed strip nt-ar the apex, then

downward and outward to form substantially the same
shape as its upward course and connected to the other leg

of said V shaped strip at the point corraspondlnc to its

startink' point and forming a back piece
; a strip connected

to said back pifce at either side at Its widest point and

extending horizontally across the same and spaced out-

wardly therefrom and havin? a downwardly projectlnj?

loop about mlilway of its len;;th and adiipted to receive

the ends of said V shaped piece and to>:<t(»'-r tii.'rewlth to

form a pocket ; and a bracing strip conrv'cted at either

side of said back piece and extending horizontally across

tbe same, substantially as described.

2. A rack or wall pocket constructed io skeleton form

and of suitable materia! comprisinK In combination a strip

bent in substantially an inverted V shape having its ends

bent back upon Itself and spaced therefrom : a strip having

its end formed with a downwardly projacting hook and

said strip near said hook connected to one leg of said first

mentioned strip at about the point where the same Is bent

forward, and produced outward a proper distance, then

Inward and connected with said V shaped strip near the

apfc, thtn downward and outward to fopni substantially

the same shape as its upward course arid connected to

the other leg of said V shaped strip at the point corre-

sponding to its starting point and its end terminating la

a downwardly projecting hook : a atrip connected to said

back piece at eltb-^r side at Its widest point and extending

horizontally across the same and spaced outwardly there-

from and having a downwardly projecting loop about mid-

way of its l>'ngth and adapted to receive the ends of said

V shaped piece and together therewith to form a pocket ;

and a bracing strip connected at either side of said back

piece and extending horizontally across the same, sub-

stantially as described.

.3 \ rack or wall pocket constructed in skeleton form
and of suitable material comprising in combination a strip

bent In substantially an Inverted V shap« having a loop

formed about midway of its length and its ends bent back
upon itself and sp,ic..fi therefrom ; a strip having Its end
formed Into a downwardly projecting hook and said strip

near said hook connected near Its end to said first men
tinned strip near one of the points where the same is bent

forward, and produced in a straight or direct course up-

ward and outward to a p-'int about opposite the center of

said V shaped strip, th.n produced In a straight and direct

course upward anil inward and connected with one leg of

said V-shaped strip Just below said loop, then produced
crossing to the opposite i.^ and connected therewith and
then produced downwar<l and outward to a point al)out

opfwslte the center of said V-shaped strip, then produced

downward and inward and connected to the lowest por-

tion of said V sha[)ed strip at the other of said points of

t)endlng and forming a liack piece and its end terminating

in a downwardly projecting h(K)k ; a strip connected to

said back piece at fither side at about its center and ex-

tending horizontally across the same and spaced out-

wardly therefrom and having a downwardly projecting

loop about midway of Its length and adapted to receive

the ends of said V shaped piece and together therewith to

form a po<-ket ; and a bracing strip connected at either

side of said back piece and "-xtending horizontally across

the same, substantially as described.

4. .\ rack or wall pocket constructed In skelt-ton form

and of suitable material comprising In combination a strip

bent In substantially an Inverted V shape having a loop

forme<1 at its apex, and the ends of said strip b«dng bent

back upon itself and spac'd therefrom; a strip connfcted

by one end to said V siiap'-d strip near one of the points

where it is t>ent outward and continuing In a straight or

direct course upward and outward to a point about op-

posite the center of said V shaped strip, tl^'n produced In

a straight and dir»'ct course ufiward and inward to a

point Just below the loop formed at the apex of said V-

shaped piece and engaging t>oth legs of said piece and con-

tinuing downwanl and outward to a point atiout opposite

the center of said V shaped strip, then produced downward
and Inward to the other of said points of bending of said

V shaped piece and connected therewith and forming a

bai-k piece ; a strip connected to said back piece about mid-

way of Its upward course and extending horizontally

across said back piece but spaced outwardly therefrom,

said horizontal strip having a downwardly projecting loop

about midway tx'tween the opposite sld«-8 of said back

piece and having the ends of said V shaped piece connected

thereto at either side of said downwardly projecting loop,

substantially as descrlt)ed.

887.973 TIRE SETTING MACHI.NK
GfSTAVE .V Sevffert. I-amar. Mo.

1906. Serial No. 344. 61t).

MiLo Smith and

Filed Nov. 22.

1. In a tire setting machine, the combination with a

trough, of a wheel supporting frame mounted in vertical

relation thereto, a cross head guided to operate vertically

In said frame and having a wheel supporting device there

on, an operating shaft Journaled in said frame and mov

able axlally relatively thereto, a notched collar arranged

In fixed relation to the frame, a pin mounted in fixed re

lation to the shaft, a spring acting to operate the shaft

axlally to retain the fiin and collar in cofit>eratlve rela

tlon. and an operative connection between said shaft and

the croBS head.
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2 In a tire setting device, the combination with a

trough, of a frame mounted In vertical relation therewith,

a cross head mounted to operate vertically on the frame

and having a wheel supporting device thereon, mechan

Ism on the frame for raising and lowering the cross head,

and a stop device coSperating with said mechanism for

yieldingly retaining it in different adju8te<l positions.

3. In a tire setting device, the combination with a

trough, of a frame arranged in vertical relation to the

trough, a cross head mounted to operate vertically on tlie

frame and having a wheel supporting device thereon, a

rack connected to the cross head, a pinion cooperating

with the rack and rotatably mounted on the frame, and

a stop device for yieldingly retaining the pmlon in differ

ent positions of adjustment to prevent vertical movement

of the cross head relatively to the fraiiie.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina

tion of a trough, with a wheel supporting frame, a cross

head guided on the frame, a spindle on the cross head

adapted to receive a wheel hub, a rack connected with the

cross head, a crank shaft mounted on the frame to rotate

and to have a limited longitudinal movement, a spring on

the shaft for returning the same after being moved longi-

tudinally In one direction, a pinion on the shaft mesh-

ing with the rack, and a stop device normally operating

ti) prevent rotation of the pinion shaft by reason of the

longitudinal movement of the shaft under the action of

said spring.

5. In a tire setter, the combination with a trough, of a

wheel supporting frame mounted in pivotal relation there-

with, a cross head mounted adjustably In the said frame

and adapted to receive the wheel, a rack operatlvely con-

nected to said cross head and guided on said frame, a

pinion shaft revolubly mounted In said frame and capable

of a relative axial movement, a pinion on said shaft co-

operating with the rack on the cross bead, a "collar sur

rounding the pinion shaft and secured to the frame and
having a series of radially arranged recesses thereon, a

radially extending pin in the pinion shaft arranged to co-

operate with ttie recesses in said collar, and a spring sur

ri'Unding the pinion shaft and normally operated to bold

said pin and collar In cooperative relation with a yielding

pressure.

887,974. ART OF SMELTING ORE. Alfred Stkinbabt,

Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half to George L. Col-

lard, Clalrton, Pa. Filed Mar. 23, 1906. Serial No.

307,OM.

1 .\s an Improvement in the art of smelting ore, the

method herein described which consists In lessening the

percentage of moisture In the air to be forced Into the

furnace to a point below that of saturation at atmos

pheric pressure and at the temperature of a natural cool-

ing me<lium, maintaining the moisture at a slowly vary-

ing percentage below such point of saturation by subject-

ing the air to compression and to such natural cooling

medium and forcing the air Into the furnace.

2. As an improvement In the art of smelting ore, the

method herein described, which consists in compressing

the air. reducing the temperature by the action of a cool

Ing medium having a normal temperature above 32* Fab

134 O G.—40

and thereby reducing the moisture content of the air,

maintaining such moisture content at a slowly varying

percentage less than that of saturation at atmospheric

pressure and the temperature of the cooling medium and

forcing the air into the furnace.

887,976. MACHINE FOR TOPPING BEETS. Albert R.

Stbvbns, Belmore, Ohio. Filed Feb. 13, 1908. Serial

No. 415,771.

1 An apparatus for topping beets comprising a frame,

a plate depending therefrom and provided with an open

ing, the marginal edge of which opening forms a cutting

blade designed to sever the tops of beets as the plate is

moved, as set forth.

2. An apparatus for topping beets comprising a frame,

a curved plate depending from the frame and having an

opening therein, the marginal edge of which is formed

Into a cutting blade, as set forth.

3. An apparatus for topping beets comprising a frame,

a plate, rods secured to said plate and held by said

frame, the plate having an opening, the marginal edge of

which Is formed into a cutting blade, a V-shaped de-

flector upon said plate having its apex adjacent to the

opening therein, as set forth.

8 8 7,976. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. BtJRNHAM C.

STiCKNET, EllMbeth, N. J. Filed Apr. 23, 1902. Serial

No. 104.245.

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

series of type bars of a series of keys, a series of levers

ijetween the keys and the type bars, a series of yielding

fulcrums for said levers, and means for effecting a change

In the relative positions of said levers and said fulcrums

to vary the purchase of the levers upon the fulcrums to

alter the resistance of the keys to the touch.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

series of type bars of a series of keys, a series of levers

between the keys and the type bars, a series of yielding

fulcrums for said levers, and means for adjusting said

fulcrums simultaneously to different positions so as to

vary the purchase of the levers thereon.

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

series of types of a series of keys, a series of levers be-

tween the types and the keys, a series of yielding ful-

crums to which said levers are attached, and a support

wlereon said yielding fulcrums are carried, said support

t)eing adjustable to different positions with reference to

said levers so as to Tary the direction in which the thrust

of the levers Is received by the fulcrums.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
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series ot type bars of a series of lieys, a s«irie8 of levers

l>etween the keys and type bars, ii series of adjustable

spring fingers whltii form fulcrums for the levers, and
a support for said spring fingers.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combtuatioii with a
series of types of a series of Iceys, a series of levers be-

tween the Iteys and types, a series of spring Iflngers which
form fulcrums for the levers, and means for varying the

relative arrangement of said levers and said Epring fingers

in such a manner as to alter the resistance offered by the

spring flnsers to the thru!^t of 'the levers.

[Claims 6 to 33 not printed In the Gazettel]

887.977. AUTOM.\Tir FILLING-REI'LK.MSHING LOOM.
W.KLLACE I. STLMfsuN. Mllforrl. and Gk. ikok B. .\mbleb.

South Framlngham, Mas.^.. assignors to Kraper Com-
pany. Hopedale. Mass.. a Corporation of ^lalne. Filed

Aug. 13. 1907. Serial No. 388.322,

-=ilA^:^rti&iiJj<

1. In a loom provided with fllling-rppleni«ilng mechan-

ism, two filling detectors located at opposite sidos of the

loom, a shipper, connections between it and the adjacent

defector, to effect loom stoppage upon Initial detection

of rtlliriii: absence by such detector, and raeanp operated by

initial detection of filling ab-*ence by the other detector

to effect the actuation ot the replenishing mechanism on

the second pick after such detection.

2. In a loom, in combination, filling r>'pleBlshing mech-

anism, two filling-detectors, connections between one only

of said detectors and the replenishing mechanism to effect

the operation thereof on the second pick after detection

of filling absence by such detector, and m<ians operated

only by the other detector to effect stoppage of the loom
when said detector initially detects filling ab$ence,

3. In a loom, in combination, filling-replenishing mech-
anism, two filling d»'tector9. connections bf'tvfeen one only

of said detectors and the replenishing mechanism to effect

the operation thereof on the second pick after deti-ction

of filling absence by such detector, a devioe adapted to

tt-mporarily arrest take-up when filling replenishment is

effected, and means operated only by the other detector to

effect stoppage of the loom when said dettjctor Initially

detects filling absence.

4. In a l(X>m. filling replenishing mechanism and a filling

fork having sole control of said mechanism and to effect

the action thereof upon initial detection of (Jlling absence

by said fork, means to delay the replenishing action to

the second pick after detection by the fork, a second filling-

fork, rattans to effect NKjm stoppage upon the initial de-

tection of filling absence by the second fork, and a device

to prevent loom stoppage upon detecting action of the sec-

ond fork following initial detection by the first fork.

^. In a hoom. in comiilnatlon. mechanism to replenish

automatically the running filling, two ftUlng-detectors.

means controlled by one of them to effect loom stoppagi^

when said detector initially detects filling absence, and

means the actuation wh«reof is eff.-cted by initial detec-

tion of fllline abs'Mice by the other detector to cause the

operation of th>- replenishing mechanism anfl match with

the fresh filling the pick in which the old filling failed.

[Claims 6 to lt> not printed in the Gazette,]

887.978. REPEATING ATTACHMENT FOR PHONO-
GRAPHS. James H, Stinson. Cooke, Mont. Filed

Dec. 7. 1907. Serial No. 405,628.

1. A phonograph repeating attachment comprising a

screw rotatable continuously while the phonograph Is in

operation, a nut carried by the sound box carriage, means
carried by the screw for elevating the nut into engagement
with the thread of said screw and at the same time raising

the sound box fi>r fiiuMnrin.'in with the record, means for

adjusting the >i r>« <'.irri.Mi m-Hns with relation to the

length of the record, and means for determining the dif-

ferent positions of adjustnit-nt of the screw-carrh'd means
and for stopping the adjusting means in such different

I>ositions of adjustment

2. A p)honograph r»-pfatnig attarhment comprising a

screw capable of continuous rotation during the opera-

tion of the phonograph, means carried by the screw for

connecting the sound box carriers thereto and at the same
time disconnecting the sound box. carrier from engagement
with the record, and means for adjusting the elevating

means for the sound box carriage longitudinally on the
screw, said uu'ans being supported independently of the
screw.

.3. In a rt'[)<'ating attachment for phonographs, a screw
connected to the phonograph, drive mechanism for con-

tinuous rotation while ttie phonograph is in operation, a

sound box carriage a nut carried thereby and disengaged
from the screw while the sound box is in reproducing re-

lation to the record, a collar on the screw rotatable about
ttie longitudinal axis ther<>of. means In engagement with
said collar for adjusting the latter longitudinally on the

screw and for holding the same in the adjusted positions,

and means on said collar for engaging and raising the nut
into engagement with the screw atnl at the same time

elevating the sound box out of operation with the record.

4. in a repeating attachment for phonographs, a con-

tinuously revoluble screw, a sound box carriage, a nut
<'arrled thereby and disengaged from the screw during
the reproducing operation, a grooved collar rentrally bf)red

for the free passage of the screw, pins projecting Inward
from the collar for engagement with the thread of the

screw, an adjustat)le plate having an upwardly bent end
portion reces.sed to receive the grr>oved collar and through
which said collar may be adjusted In the direction of the

length of the screw, and a pin projecting from the screw
and arranged to engage and elevate the nut at the end
of each reiiroducing operation

"> .\ repeating attachment for phonograpiis comprising

a screw capable of continuous rotation by tlie actuating

mechanism of the phonograph, a collar mounted on said

>crew and in continuous engagement therewith for rota

tion by said screw, said collar having means for moving
the sound box out of active relation to the record, and
means in constant engagement with said collar for mov-
ing the latter longitudinally u[)t>n the screw and for lock-

ing It in adjusted positions

[Claim 6 not printed In the (ia/.ette.]

887,079. SPRING-BINDER .Iohn W .>^t<mk wkll. Phila-

delphia, I'a Filed May 2*'., ll»07. Serial No. 385.656.

1. .V spring binder comprising a resilient plate bent into

a substantially cylindrical form, so that the ends of said

plate are brought back to each other to form binding

- 4r>^:*«uniama
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c-dges, said plate being provided near each binding edge
with a series of perforations, a block fixed laterally within
the plate having a flat face opposite the opening and a

leather or analogous covering attached to the entire outer

area of the plate

2. A spring binder comprising a resilient plate l)ent into

a BUbstantially cylindrical form, so that the ends of said

plate are brought adjacent each other, so as to form bind-

ing edges, nid plate being provided near each binding edge
with a series of perforations, the center of said plate be-

ing provided with elongated openings, and a leather or

analogous covering extending over the entire area of the

plate and secured thereto, said covering being provided

with perforations registering with the perforations of the

plate.

tached to the runner and alternating with the nozde rings,

substantially as described.

8 8 7,SSn EI,i:tTHIiKI.I.Y('0\TROLI,Fr> SWTXrH-
OPERATING MKfilAMS.M IKR RAILWAYS Ixakkl

W. G. J. Stiokei.k and .Ioha.n.nks J. H. W. Weenen,
.\msterdam. Netherlands, assignors to Naamlooze Ven-

nootschap Internationale Kiectriciteit MaatschapplJ,

Amsterdam, Netherlands Filed Jan. 23. 1907. Serial

No. ar>3,742.

In an electrically-controlled point or switch-operating
mechunlsm for railways consisting of solenoids fixed in the

ground and controlling the switch with their cores, of a

relay for making and breaking the circuit for the coils

and of a contact devici- suspended to the overhead wire of

the tramway network or system, said relay comprising
the contact blocks ta bed), a contact spring (ei, a lever

k. contact pieces 1 <j f\ attached to the lever (k) and Insu-

lated from eaci! other by non conducting material m) and
a cx>re ih\ adapteil to be influenced l>y the coll ( .\ 1 which,
when attracted by the latter, turns the lever (A), that

is insulated from the contact piece {<•) and connected to

the overhead wire, on its fulcrum 1 m ) In sucli a man-
ner that tile contact piece tf\ comes in contact with
the contact piece m/i. whereby the coll (B) is energized
and traversed by the entirt current of the car in the
known manner, the switch tongue lieing shifted owing to

the core of the said co)| having been drawn ln«ide, BUb-

stantially as described

8S7,981. ELA.«!TIC FLIilt riRBINE, Ole O Storl*,
Tacoma. Wash. Filed (^ct. .""i. 1SH>»J. .Serial No. ;i;<7.ril8.

1. In an elastic fluid turbine the < uiiiblnation of a case

having annular motive fluid supply and exhaust passages,

a runner Inclosed by ami fitted to turn in said case the
wall of which at one side of the runner is stepped and
formed with tlireaded shoulders concentric with the axis

of the runner, internally threaded nozzle rings screwed
upon said shoulders, and concentric series of vanes at

2. In an elastic fluid turbine the comtiiuation of a caae

having annular motive fluid supply and exhaust passages,

a stepped runner inclosed by and lilted to turn in said case

and formed with threaded shoulders concentric witti its

axis, internally tlireaded vane rings screwed on said shoul-

ders, and concentric nozzle rings attached to the case and
alternating with the vane rings, substantially as described.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a case

having annular motive-fluid sujijily and exhaust passages,

a runner inclosed by and fitted to turn in said case, op-

posing walls of the case and runner t)etween the suppl.v

and extiaust [>assages being stepped and formed with
threaded shoulders concentric with the axis of the runner,
internally threaded nozzle rings screwed on the shoulders
of the case and internally threaded vane rings screwed on
the shoulders of the runner and alternating with the noz-

zle rings, substantially as described.

4. In an elastic fluid mrbine the combination of a case

having annular motive fluid supply and exhaust passages,

a runner inclosed by and fitted to turn in said case and
formed on opposite sides with threaded shoulders" or off-

sets concentric with its axis, the op[>osiug walls of the

case being stepped and formed with tlireaded shpulders
also .concentric with the axis of the runner, internally

threaded nozzle rings screwed on ttie shoulders of the case,

and internally threaded vane liugs screwed on the shoul-

ders of the runner and alternating with the nozzle rings,

substantially as described.

5. In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of a case
havint' annular motive-fluid supply and exhaust passages,
a runner Inclosed liy and fitted to turn in said case, vane
rings attached to the runner concentric with its axis and
having continuous annular walls on the sides next to the
case, which is forme<i with circular offsets concentric with
the axis of the runner, and nozzle rings alternating with
the vane rings and having continuous annular wails on
both sides of the guide vanes, the walls next to the case
being attached thereto and extended inwardly over the ad-

jacent annular walls of the Inner vane rings, substantially
as described,

(Claims G to .s not printed in the Gazette.]

887.982. SOFA-BED. Jmhn B. .Stra.m., Juh.v H Haicjen,
William Coesfkld. and Gkorcjk Fischri pp. Chicago,
111. Filed Jan. 13, 190S. Serial No. 410,593.

m
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gaging Mid tracks, and with stada la ipi.c«d relation to

the track wheels and adapted to hare ijeartng on aald

tracks, radios links plToted to the end

main frame and baring plTotal nmnectlon with aald stada,

and means for Imposing an upward streai apoo the for-

ward ends of said links, substantially as it forth.

2. In a sofa-bed, the comblnatl<Hi of a man frame formed

by a back and end members harlng tracks in their opposed-

faces, a reTerslble member prorlded with iraek wheels en-

gaging said tracks, and with stnds In spaced relation to

the track wheels and adapted to hare Rearing on said

tracks, radios links piloted to the end ^mbcrs of the

main frame and having pivotal connection (with said studs

by open top. recesses In the links, and mei^ for Imposing

an apward stress upon the forward ends o^ said links, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. In a sofa-bed. the comblnatl<n of a ma|n frame formed

by a back and end members havlsg tracks ^n their opposed

faces, a reversible member provided with irack wheels en-

gaging said tracks, and with stods In spaced relation to

the track wheels and adapted to have faring on said

tracks, radios links pivoted to the end ^embers of the

main frame and having pivotal connection with said stnds,

and tension springs connected to said llnk^ and adapted to

Impose an apward stress apon the forward end thereof,

sobstantlally as set forth.

4. In a sofa-bed, the combination of a nulXn frame formed

by a back and end members having tracks t>n their opposed

faces, a reversible member provided with track wheels en-

gaging said tracks, and with stods In spaced relation to

the track wheels and adapted to Lave Narlng on said

tracks, radios links pivoted to the end members of the

main frame and having pivotal connection with said studs,

and tension springs connected to rearwiirdly projecting

ends of said links, substantially as set fcrth.

5. In a reversible sofa-bed of the type bereln described,

the combination with the reversible sofa-lied member, of a

folding bed frame comprising a longitudinal rail secured

to said reversible member, pivot brackets on said rail, in-

termediate links pivoted to said brackeU, Counterpart mar-

ginal frame members pivoted to the respective ends of said

Intermediate links, and means intermediate of said links

and one of said frame members for imparting an upward

movement to said frame member in an unfolding operation

of the parts, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasftta.]

2. A tooth having a forwardly projecting recessed nose,

and a detachable and revarslble point blforcated to form

a pair of Jaws embradng said nose, said Jaws being united

by a vreh shorter than one of said Jaws and projecting into

within said recess.

3. A tooth having a body portion recessed to form a

pair of parallelly located Jaws adapted to embrace and ex-

tend rearwardly of the edge of a ahovel, and a detachable

and reversible point blforcated to form a pair of Jaws of

substantially the same length adapted to embrace the nose

of the tooth.

4. A detachable and reversible, wedge shaped point hav-

ing at both sides to the apex thereof the same Inclination.

a. A deuchable and reversible, bifurcated, wedge-shaped

point having at both sides to the apex thereof the same in-

clination.

[Claims 6 to 41 not printed In tbe Gasette.]

887,986. TURRET - TOOL RB8T. Lakh H. Vold, West

vUle, N. J., and John Bcht, Narberth, Pa., assignors to

William Sellers k Company, Incorporated, Phtladelpbla,

Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 23,

1907 Serial No. 364.128.

887,983. RAILWAY - TIE.

Cal. Filed July 15. 1907.

JosBPH A. fiwopi, Hanford,

Serial No. 383,909.

r f

In a device of the character described t tie formed of a

solid portion c«ntrally slotted, depending flanges on each

Bide of said solid portion, rails mounted fn said solid por-

tion, said solid portion being provided w|th slots on each

side of the lines of said raUs, the inner aides of said slots

being beveled, said rtots opening through the bottom of

said solid portion Intermediate said flanfes, keys Inserted

in said slots and depending below the bottom of said solid

portions, and auxiliary keys inserted to the rear of said

keys and likewise depending below the bottom of said solid

portion, as set forth.

8«7,984. TOOTH FOR EXCAVATING-8f0VBL8. FtAKK

J. Thomas, Greencastle, Ind., assignor to Taylor Iron k

Steel Company, High Bridge, N. J., » Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Apr. 5, 1907. Serial No. 3M,62a

1. A tooth of the class described, comprising a tooth or

body portion having a pair of Jaws and provided with a

forwardly extending nose comprlalng lUgs spAced apart,

and a detachable and reversible point having a web shorter

than said Jaws and projecting between iald loga.

1. In combination, a turret tool rest, a slide, a clamping

bolt revoluble with and passing centrally through said

turret tool rest, said bolt being rotatably connected with

said slide, the turret head of said turret tool rest being

provided with a tool opening extending entirely across the

head, there being an orifice through the bolt In allnement

with said opening.

2. In combination, a tool holder provided with a tool

opening, the mouth of which Is flared, the remainder of

the tool opening not being flared, and a tool, the shank of

which at the Juncture with the tool proper. Is flared cor-

respondingly to the mouth of the tool opening, the re-

mainder of the shank not being flared the angle of the flare

of the tool opening and tool shank being sufllclent to pre-

vent binding.

3. In combination, a tool holder provided with a tool

opening, the mouth of which Is flared, the remainder of

the tool opening not being flared, and a tool, the shank of

which at the Juncture with the tool proper Is flared cor-

reapondlngly to the mouth of the tool opening, the re-

mainder of the shank not being flared, tbe length of the

tool opening being greater than the length of the shank

the angle of the flare of the tool opening and tool shank

being sufficient to prevent binding.

4. In combination, a turret tool rest, a slide upon which

said turret tool rest Is rotatably mounted, a lever, means

to connect and disconnect aald lever and said turret to ro-

tate the turret tool rest In either direction, and clamping

mechanism to clamp the turret to the slide, aald clamping
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mechanism being Inactive when said lever and tool rest

are connected, and means whereby, when the lever is dis-

connected from the turret tool rest, said lever In its ro-

tation operates said clamping mechanism.
5. In combination, a turret tool rest, a slide upon which

said turret tool rest Is rotatably mounted, a clamping bolt

rotatable with said turret tool rest, clamping mechanism
loosely surrounding said bolt adapted when moved Inde-

pendent of the tool rest to move said bolt to clamp, a lever

normally connected with a member of said clamping
mechanism, and means to positively connect and discon-

nect said lever and tool rest.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

I

887,986. STEERING PROPELLER.
LonRbeach. Cal. Filed May 14,

a 18,898.

Harry L. Ward,
1906. SeriHl No

In romhination wlih a boat provided with a stern post

and a liracket spcured thereto, of a removable pin in the

bracket, a removable steering post in allnement with said

pin and having n squared portion and a Journal at Its

lower end. and a tiller at Its upper end, a rudder, provided

with a socket for engaging with said squared portion and
Journal, the central portion and edge of the rudder being

recessed, curved plates on the rudder to form bearings, two
straps on the stern post, each provided with a socket for

engaging with said pin and journal respectively In the re-

cesses of the rudder edge, a propeller shaft joumaled In

the bearings of the rudder having a universal joint on Its

forward end, a propeller on the shaft In the central recess

of the rudder, and a shaft In the vessel connected with said

universal Joint.

8 8 7.987. FEEDING MECHANISM. GrsTAV Waqneb.
Reutllngen, Germany. Filed Oct. 4. ]90« Serial No.
3.37.410

gaging the other pulley surface, and a driving shaft pro-

vided with pulleys engaged by the belts aforesaid.

2. A feed mechanism for circular aaw machines and
other machines, comprising a feed screw and means for

operating the same, in combination with a bracket of the

machine, a sleeve fitting In said bracket, and a feed nut
rotatably and non-slldably mounted In said sleeve and
Itself engaged by said feed screw, a boss on said feed nut,

and a weight or the like for normally holding the boss

aforesaid into engagement with the bracket.

3. A feed mechanism for circular saw machines and
other machines, comprising a feed screw and means for

operating the same. In combination with a bracket of the

machine, a sleeve slldably fitting In said bracket, and a

fe4>d nut rotatably and non-slldably mounted in said sleeve

and Itself engaged by said feed screw, a belt pulley con-

nected with said feed nut, a rack formed upon the sleeve

aforesaid and a weighted gear engaging said rack and nor-

mally holding the pulley aforesaid Into frlctlonal engage-

ment with the bracket.

1. A feed mechanism for circular saw machines and
other machines, comprising a main shaft, a feed screw

and a connection for transmitting motion from the main
shaft to the feed-screw and Including a stepped pulley

loosely mounted on said feed screw. In combination with a

feed nut engaged by said screw, a belt pulley connected

with said feed nut and having two pulley surfaces, an open

belt engaging one of said pulley surfaces, a crossed belt en-

887.9S8. DEODORIZER FOR INTERNAL - COMBFS-
TION EN<;iNES. William R. C. Waklky and Robert
Parsons, London. England. Filed Dec. 14, 1907 Se-

rial No. 406,.'>ri8.

1 In a deodoriser for the exhaust gases of an Internal

(•(.mbustlon engine, the comMnation of a casing, a per-

forated water receptacle connected to a water circulating

system, an Inlet and an outlet for the exhaust gases so ar-

ranged that the said gases pass through the Jets of water,

n sump to receive the water, a filter, and a pipe connecting

the sump with the said water circulating system.

2. In a deodorizer for the exhaust gases of an Internal

< nmbustlon engine, the combination of a casing, a per-

ffirated water receptacle connected to a water circulating

system, an Inlet and an outlet for the exhaust gases so ar-

ranged that the said gases pass through the Jets of water,

H series of screens arranged In said casing to precipitate

the water, a sump to receive the water, a filter, and a pipe

connecting the sump with the said water circulating sys-

tem.

3. In a deodorizer for the exhaust gases of an internal

combustion engine, the combination of a casing, a per-

forated water receptacle connected to a water circulating

system, an Inlet and an outlet for the exhaust gases so ar-

ranged that such gases pass through the jets of water, a

series of foramlnated screen.'! and a series of baffles so ar-

ranged as to precipitate the water, a sump to receive tbe

water, a filter, and a pipe connecting the sump with the

said water circulating system.

4. In a deodorizer for the exhaust gases of an Internal

combustion engine, the combination of a casing, a per-

forated wafer receptacle connected to a water circulating

system, an Inlet and an outlet for the exhaust gases so ar-

ranged that such gases pass through the jets of water, a

series of foramlnated screens and a series of baffles made
partly of fibrous material so arranged as to precipitate the

water, a sump to receive the water, a filter, and a pipe

<onnectlng the sump with the said water circulating sys-

tem.

Ti. In a deodorizer for the exhaust gases of an Internal

combustion engine, tbe combination of a casing, a per-

forated tube entering such casing and connected to a water

circulating system, an Inlet and an outlet for tbe exhaust
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4-

gtiBeB so aranged that the gases pass through the water, a

ump to receive the water, a filter, and a pipe connecting

the sump with the aald water circuiatlnjf system.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oaiette.

]

887.989. PKOCE8S OF PRODUCING (L\S. Geokgk J.

WEBEa, Kansas City, Mo. Filed Mar. t9. 1904. Serial

No. 200,524.

1. The process consisting In first mixing the exhaust

S38e« from a gas engine with steam, then forcing the re-

sulting product and air Into burning f\iel, and then mixing

with the resulting gaseous products a mixture of the ex

hauat gases and steam.

2. The process consisting In first mixing the exhaust

gases from a gas engine with steam, then forcing a portion

of the resulting product and air Into bqrning fuel, then

mixing with the resulting gaseous products another por-

tion of mixed steam and the gaseous pro<|ucts.

3. The process consisting in first mUlng the exhaust

gases from a gas engine with steam, then forcing one per

tlon of the resulting product and air Iqto burning fuel,

then mixing with the resulting gaseous products another

portion of the mixed exhaust gasea and steam, and finally

exploding the last resulting gaseous products in the gaa

snflne to form fresh exhaust gasea fop continuing the

process.

8 8 7,990. EXCAVATING APPARATi;s. William C.

Wmks. Spokane. Wash. Filed Jan. 7. 1908. Serial

No 409,612.

1. In an apparatus for excavating, dredging and moving

earth and the like, the combination of a scoop, upwardly

and forwardly extending yoke attached to the forward end

of the scoop, sheaves mounted In the yoke. » ball hinged

to the scoop, a sheave mounted In the ball, and a cable

threaded around the sheaves operatively connected with ft

draw cable and a tall line, substantially as set forth.

2 In an apparatus for excavating, dredging and moT-

ing earth and the like, the combinatloa of a scoop, up-

wardly and forwardly extending yoke attached to the for-

ward end of the scoop, sheaves mountad In the ball, a

cable threaded around the sheaves operttlvely connected

with a draw cable and a tall line, and lugs or arms se

cured to the sides of the scoop, substantially as set forth.

887,991 SHOE SEWING MACHINE. RaA.STfs E. WiNK-
L«Y. Lynn, Mass. Filed Apr. 2. It06. Serial No.

309,400.

I. A welt shoe sewing machine, having. In combination,

with the stitch forming devices, cutting (lechanlsm acting

automatically as the shoe Is sewn to form a series of

transverse cuts in the under surfaci* of the wplt. and

means for throwing said cutting mechanism Into and out

of ©Iteration during the continued M}..»rMtlon of the stitch

forming devices.

2. A welt shoe sewing machine, having. In combination,

with the stitch forming devices, cutting mechanism acting

In advance of the needle to form a series of transverse cuts

In the under surface of the welt, and means for throwing

said cutting mechanism Into and out of operation durliii;

the continued operation of the stitch forming devices.

3. .\ welt shoe sewing machine, having. In combination,

stitch forming devices, a welt guide, means for moving the

welt guide towards and from the shoe, and a cutter against

which the welt Is forced by the welt guide during its move

ment away from the shoe arranged to form a transverse

cut In the under surface of the welt,

4. A welt shoe sewing machine, having, In combination,

stitch forming devices, a welt guide, means for moving the

welt towards and from the shoe, a cutter acting when In

operative position to form a cut in the under surface of

tb« welt during the movement of the welt gtilde away
from the shoe, and means for moving the cutter into and

out of operative position during the continued operation

of the stitch forming devices.

5. A welt shoe sewing machine, having. In combination,

stitch forming devices, a welt guide, means for moving

the welt guide towards and from the shoe, and a vibrating

cutter arranged to cooperate with the welt guide during

Its movement away from the shoe to form a transverse

cut In the under surface of the welt.

887,092 MILLING TOOL. B.4RNard Wovdcrlt. Canton.

Ohio. Filed Mar. Ifi, 1907. Serial No .•{02.740.

1. In a milling tool, the combination of a head, a series

of slots formed In the head, one wall of each slot pro-

vided with a protruding rib. cutters provided with grooves

formed parallel with the cutters and the ribs Inclined out

wardly from the axlally line of the cutter, and adapted to

be seated in the grooves, an abutting collar provided with

lugs and the lugs located In the slots, a clamping ring

adapted to hold the collar In fixed adjustment and in con-

tact with the rear end of the cutter, and means for binding

the cutters to the head, substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

2. In n milling tool, the combination of a head formed

with slots itt :in anpl.' to the axial line of the head, cut-

ters located In the slots below the periphery of the head,

grooves and ribs formed between the walls of the slots

and the cutters, said ribs t>elng Inclined In a plane at right

angles to the plane of the Inclination of the slots, and a

clamping ring on the bead to compress the head and

thereby hold the cutters.

3. In n milling tool, the combination of a he.id formed

with a series of longitudinal slots, cutters located In the

slots, an abutting collar provided with lugs which operate.

In the slots, means for holding the collar In fixed adjusted

position, and means for clamping the cutters in the head.

4. In .M milling tool, the combination with a hollow

head forinfd with horizontal slots through the walls there-

of and open at the ends, cutters fitting In the slots and ex-

tending inwardly Iwyond the walls thereof, and means for

forcing tlu- segments formed by the slots Inward to clamp

the cutters.

5. in a milling tool, the combination with a hollow ex-

ternally threaded head formed with slots adapted to re

celve cutters, an internally threaded contractlble element

engaging tlu- tbreadtnl head, and means for contracting the

Internally threade<l element to comjiress the segments of

the head formed by the slots.

[Claims ('. and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

887,993 PI'MP Prmsitu Yvkr. Paris, France, assignor

to SocK^f*^ dPS .\nclpns Ktahllssoni.-nts (Javioli A »Mp.,

Paris. France. Filed Oct. 17, 1907. Serial No. 397,815.

1 In a device of the character described, the comblna

tlon with a plurality of pump l>odle8 each of which is pro

vIdfHl with suction and delivery valves, of a piston for

each pump body comprising a number of Individual super-

posed peripherally grooved elements joined together means

for tightly drawing and securing the said elements to-

gether face to face, and means for operating said pistons,

sutistantlally as descrit)ed.

2 A pneumatic pumping device for organs, harmo-

niums and the like comprising three pump bodies placed

one next to each other In the same horizontal plane, suc-

tion and delivery valves provided on said pump bodies,

grooved pistons working In said pnmp bodies without fric-

tion, piston rods on which the grm)ved iiistuus are mount-

ed, cranks keyed at 120 degrees one from I'ach other, rods

connecting said cranks to the piston rods, wind pipes or

collectors placed on each side of the cylinder inds and

into which lea<l the delivery valves, and extensible pipes

formed by a spiral spring with leather around it adapted

to connect the delivery valves to the windpipes or col-

lectors, substantially as descrll>ed and for the purpose

set forth .

3. A pneumatic pumping device for organs, harmo

niums and the like comprising a series of pump bodies,

quadrangular In section formed of sheet Iron walls m
one edge of which projects beyond each adjacent wall and

wood ends u, angle irons n adapted to secure the side walls

to each other on the outside, angle Irons p adapted to

secure the ends of the pump body to the side walls, suc-

tion and delivery valves provided on the ends of the pump

bodies, pistons working In the pump bodies without fric-

tion and formed by a series of grooved wooden plates »,

a piston n^'d t on which are mounted said wooden plates,

nn abutment u rigidly rtxe<l to said piston ro<l and sunk In

tb.- wood on oiir faee of the piston, a movable metal platf

«• sunk In the wood on the other fa<e of the piston, bolts c

adapted to clamp the ahutm'-'nt u and movable plate u

against the wooden plates, metal parts y following the

contour of the piston, bolts x adapted to clamp said metal

parts, and means adapted to actuate the piston, substan-

tially as described and for the purpose set forth.

S87.994. COIN-CONTROLLED MACHINE FOR MEAS-
URING THE HEKillTS OF PERSONS. Walker B.

Bartbam, Danbury, Conn Filed Sept. 18, 1907. Serial

No, 393.552,

1. An apparatus of ih.> character described comprising

a platform, a hollow standard risinsr above said platform

and having a coin slot and a notch out of allnement with

each other and in different horizontal planes, a coin recep-

tacle with which said standard communicates, slldable

elements supported at the top and intermediate portions

of said standard, a spring impelled device connected with

said elements whereby the latter are driven to their nor-

mal elevated positions, a measuring bar having connec-

tion with said top element, means for lowering said ele-

ments against the resiliency of said device, a scale carried

by said standard, a coin chute having an inclined floor

and carried by the intermediate sliding element, and the

trigger pivoted within said chute and having Its lower

inner portion normally projected by gravity within said

notch to lock the slldable elements, whereby when a coin

is dropped within the chute It will strike the trigger and

withdraw the latter from said notch thereby permitting

the slldable elements to be depressed and the coin to be

dropped through the slot into the coin receptacle.

2. .\n apparatus of the character described, comprising

a platform, a coin receptacle contained therein, a hollow

standard rising from said platform and leading at its

lower end Into said receptacle and having a coin slot and a

notch out of allnement with each other and In different

horizontal planes, the scale secured to said standard, the

slldable collars surrounding said standard, the lazy tongs

pivoted to said collars, the springs having their lower .nds

secured to a stationary element near the bottom of said

standard while their upper ends are fastened to the di-

verging lower members of said lazy tongs, the horizontal

1 measuring bar carried by the upper slldable collar, means

for sliding said collars downwardly whereby said diverg-

ing lower members will be spread apart against the re-

siliency of said springs the coin chute having an inclined

floor and secured to one of said collars in proximity to

said notch and coin slot, and the trigger pivoted within

said chute and having an inclined rib along Us rear edge

and a toe at its lower forward portion which toe is nor-

mally projected within said notch owing to the gravity of

the trigger, whereby when a coin is dropped within the

chute It will strike against said rib and cause the toe to

Iw withdrawn from the notch thereby permitting the col-

lars to be depressed and said coin to be dropped through

the slot iiito the standard and theuce in the coin recep-

tacle.

S87.995 ART OF CASING WOODEN MOLDlN(;S, &c..

WITH MKT.VL. .\ndrew Beyrle, Los .Vngeles, Cal.

i Filed June 20, 1907. Serial No. 370,^54

! ). The herein described method of putting (m a metal

facing on wood consisting In first securing the front ends

of the metal and wochI so they will travel together, and

I then simultaneously pushing the wood and the metal for

the facing of the same through a die by pushing meanf

applied to the rear end of the wood.
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•j. The herein described method of putting on a metal

facing on wood consisting in securing the front ends of

tB.> metal for the facing and the wood to be faced bo that

thfv will trav-1 together, and then app»ylng pushing

means to the rear end of the wood and almultaneously

1

pushing the wood and the metal for the easing thereof

through a snccesalon of dies adapted to form the metal

upon the wood and embed the edge of the metal In the

wood, whereby It Is locked thereon.

887,996. COMBINED INSULATOR AND LAMP HANGER.
J.AMES M. Br ROE. Decatur, 111. Filed Oct. 5. 1906. Se-

rial No. 337,623.

SR7.997. VEHICLE TIRE. Edwi;» B. Oadwull, Detroit.

Mich., assignor of one third to Frank .lohnston and one-

third to Frank M. Ashley Filed May 5. 1905 Serial

No. 258,953.

1. In an Insulator and arc lamp hanget. the combina-

tion of a dome having cast thereon a stspenslon ring,

shoulders extending from the walls and betJeath the dome

on oppoelte sides of said dome, and the Interior of said

domp being hollow, substantially as deacrtbed.

2 In an Insulator and arc lamp hanger, the combina-

tion of a dome having a suapenalon ring attached thereto,

shoulders exteriorly attached to and extending downward

from the sides of and beneath the dome, th« dome prorlded

with a hollow space or cavity for the receipt of other mem-

bers, substantially as described.

.^ In an Insulator and arc lamp hanger the combination

of a dome and suspension ring exteriorly attached and

shoulders to said dome exteriorly attache^ upon oppoalte

sides and beneath said dome, yoke like members attached

to said shoulders by screw threaded members means of

clamping grooved non-conducting spool, Wtid spool con-

taining a rotatable hooked member and farming an arch

in the dome about the arc lamp, substantiajly as set forth.

4. In an Insulator and arc lamp hanger, the combina-

tion of a grooved spool containing a rrftatable bearing

member and a sheath covering one end of the spool and

the member and means of separating th« spool and the

member, substantially as described.

5. In an Insulator and arc lamp hanget a combination

of a spool 5 with a groove M running aUound and being

contained In the outer surface of said Ipool, a hooked

member 6 running longitudinally through the spool 5 and

being screw threaded on its opposite en* and being at

tached thereto by means of nut 7, an asbefltoa cover, corer-

ing entire end of spool 6 oppoaite hooke<J member 8 and

cov^r nut 7 as at 7* and clamped and Held In the aaid

dome 1 for the purpoaea aa herein set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.l

1. A tire having recesses In its sides wliirli extend

toward the center of the trend, said rpoesses b.Mni; spaced

from each other less than the width of the tire, said tire

having cells forraetl in the base thereof and also present

ing an unbroken tread surface, substantially as described

2. A tire having recessea In Its sides which extend

toward the center of Its tread, said recesses being stag

gored in relation to each other. In combination with ceils

in its liase. and presenting an unbroken tread surface,

substantially as describe*!.

3. A tire having recesses in its sides V shape in form,

and constructed to contract under tread prt>ssure in com

bination with cells In Its base, and preaentlng an un-

broken tread surface, substantially as de8cril>ed.

4. A tire having recessea In its sides V 8hav)e In form

and constructed to contract under tread pressure, and In

staggered relation to each other, and presenting an un

broken tread surface, substantially as describe*!.

5. A tire having recesses in Its sides extending toward

the center of the tread, cells In its base on each side of

the center of the tire, and binding wires for the tire, said

tire presenting an unbroken tread surface, substantially

a.s described.

[Claims (J to 17 not printed In the (Jaaette.J

887,99« TELEI'IIONE AND CIRCUITS THEREFOR.
Edward E. clement. Washington, D. C. Filed .lune

2<). 1003. Serial No 162.33K.

1. In a telephone exchange system, a central ofHce, a

plurality of line circuits extending therefrom to substa-

tions, a common source of direct current supplying energy

over said lines to the substations, and means at each sub-

station to utilize said energy comprising the following

Instrumentalities : a pair of parallel bridges across the

line, a transmitter connected in series with the line and

both bridges, a receiver having a permanent magnet and

an elongated iron pole-piece thereon with two differential

windings on the pole piece, one of said windings being

nearer the end of the pole than the other and having Its

magnetic circuit passing through the diaphragm of the

receiver only, while the other winding has such an ar-

rangement of Its coils and magnetic circuit as will offer

Impedance to alternating currents.

2. In a telephone system, a pair of subscribers sta-

tions connected together for conversation, a common bat-

tery bridged across the connected lines to supply current

to them both, means to prevent leakage of voice currents

through the battery bridge, and means at each substation

to utilise the battery current comprising the following

elements a pair of parallel bridges across the line, a

transmitter connected In series with the line and both

bridges, a receiver having a permanent magnet and an

elongated iron pole ple<-e thereon with two differential

wlndingB on the pole-ple<-e, one of said windings being

nearer the end of the pole than the other and having Its

magnetic circuit passing through the diaphragm of the

receiver only, while the other winding has an Iron re-

turn-circuit for Its lines of force whereby It will offer

i high Impedance to alternating currents.
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887,999. APPARATUS FOR CRIMPING AND GATHER
ING THE ENDS OF TUBULAR FABRICS. Samuel

COHN, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 19, 1907. Serial

No. 389,178.

1. An apparatus for crimping or folding the ends of

tubular textile fabric and for drawing a gathering or

shirring thread Into the crimped or folded part of said

fabric, said machine comprising means for supporting

and crimping said fabric, needles, a movable rarrlajrc for

said needles, means for movin?: said carriage, thread

carrying hooks adapted to enter the eyes of said needles,

a single carriage bearing both of said books and means

for moving said carriage transversely to said needles

2. An apparatus for crimping or folding the ends of

tubular textile fabric and for drawing a gathering or

shirring thread Into the crlmpe<l or folded part of said

fabric, said machine comprising means for supporting and

crimping said fabric, needles, a movable cnrrlagf for said

noedles. means for moving said carriage, thread carryin;:

hooks adapted to enter the eyes of said ne«xlles. a l»>v.',

bearing Uith of said hooks, and means for oscillating said

lever so as to move said hooks Into and out of the eyes

of said needles, sul)8tantlaliy as described

."? An apparatus for crimping or folding the ends of

tubular textile fabric and for drawing a gathering or

shirring thread into the crimped or folded part of said

fabric, said machine comprising bars adapted to stand In

a ilgzag series and capable of receiving said tubular fab

rlc, outer crimping or folding jaws, teeth on said jaws for

coactiug with said ilgxag series of bars, means for mov

Ing said outer jaws towards and away from said bars,

and means for passing a binding or shirring thread

through the crimped or folded part of said fabric.

4. An apparatus for crimping or folding the ends of

tubular textile fabric and for drawing a gathering or

shirring thread Info the crimped or folded part of said

fabric, said machine comprising a series of bars adapted

to t>e arranged In alinement for receiving said tubular

fabric, means for moving said bars relatively to each

other so as to form a zigzag series, outer crimping or

folding jaws, teeth on said jaws for coacting with said

zigzag series of bars, means for moving said outer jaws

towards and away from said bars, and means for passing

a binding or shirring thread through the crimped or

folded part of said fabric.

,'> .'Vn apparatus for crimping or folding the ends of

tubular textile fabric and for drawing a binding or shir-

ring thread through the crimped or folded part of said

fabric, said apparatus comprising bars for receiving said

tubular fabric, transverse pins on said bars for supporting

said, tubular fabric, means for moving said bars from a

straight to a zigzag series and vice versa, outer toothed

jaws for coacting with said bars when the latter are In

a zigzag series, means for moving said jaws towards and

away from said bars, needles, a carriage bearing said

needles, means for reciprocating said carriage, hooks for

inserting a thread Into the eyes of said needles, and

means for moving said hooks transversely 10 said needles

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (Jazette.J

888,000. COTTON SEED (IRADING MACHINE. John

W. Conner, Albany. Tex. Filed May 27. 1907. Serial

No. .175.990.

1. A cotton seed grading machine, comprising a frame

work, a grading tray mounted In said framework and

eralKXiyIng a series of longitudinally extending Inverted

V shaped bars spaced from each other, the said spaces

widening rearwardly, means for depositing the cotton

seed upon one end of said tray, an endless conveyer

mounted in the framework with U.tb laps above the

tray and embodying a series of transversely extending

slats provided with V shaped teeth extending on the

lower lap of the conveyer down into the V-shaped spaces

lietween the bars so as to drag tlie material rearwardly

and downwardly Into and through said spaces, and means

for actuating said conveyer.

2. A machine of the character described, comprising a

framework, a grading tray mounted in said framework, a

hopi>er mounted in the framework above one end of the

grading tray, the bottom of the hopper being provided

with a plurality of slots, a distributing cylinder jour-

naleti in the framework at the rear of the hopper and

provided with teeth extending into the hopper through

the slots, a feeding cylinder mounted within the hopper

and provided with teeth alternating on opposite sides of

said slots and also alternating with the teeth of the dis-

tributing cylinder, and means for driving said cylinders.

888.001. DEVICE FOR DIPPING STOCK. William K.

Crap.vell. Joy, III. Filed July 1, 1907. Serial No.

381,811.

f

L

1 A device for dipping stock comprising an Inclosure, a

bottom therefor adapted to open downward by weight

thereon, coacting means for supporting the bottom and

manually operated to release the same, and means for re-

turning the bottom to its normal closed position.

2 In a device for dipping stock, an inclosure, a bottom

therefor adapted to open downward by weight of the stock

thereon, means for automatically raising the bottom to its

normal closed position, and means for supporting the bot-

tom In a closed position and manually operated means by

which to release the same.

3. In a device for dipping stock, an Inclosure, a bottom

therefor adapted to open downward by weight of the stock

thereon, means in connection with the bottom and placed
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under tension by the opening movement thereof for posl-

tlTBly raising and closing said bottom, means for positively

holding the bottom In the open position, and other co-

acting means for positively supporting tile bottom when

raised and closed.

4. In a device for dipping stock, an Inclosure. a bottom

for the same adapted to open downward by weight imposed

thereon, coactlng means for supporting tlje bottom In Its

closed position and manually operated to permit said bot-

tom to open, and means operated by th4 first described

means for holding the bottom In Its opeo position, and

means for returning the bottom to its closad position.

5. In a device for dipping stock, an inclosure for the

stock, a fluid tank beneath the Inclosure, a bottom for sub-

<<tantlally the pntlre Inclosure, said bottom adapted to

open downward to precipitate the stock Into the tank,

means for supporting the bottom in its closed position,

means for supp<3rting the first said meam^ and manually

operated to relea.ie the same substantially as described

[Claims 6 to 1.? not printed In the Gazette.]

888,002. FRYING-PAN. -hms Csints.vk. Chicago. 111.

Filed Nov. 4, 1907 Serial No. 400,539.

At 4t

The combination with a pan having a handle with an

opening In the shank thereof and a guide slot near the

front end of the handle, a hinged cover h»vlng a lever ex

tending through the opening and projecting under the

handle, an angular push piece having an upright arm ex-

tending and movable vertically through the slot In the

handle and connected at Us lower end to the outer end of

the lever and having a finger piece at the upper end of scid

arm. and a catch mounted on the handl« and engageahle

with the push piece to hold the cover open.

888,003. HAY STACKER. Gbobqi L. Clbtis. Chicago,

111. Filed Oct. 10, 1906. Serial No. 3$8.284.

to the mast, two of said braces t.4'ing arranged diametric-

ally opposite each oth.-r to afford h clear approximately

semicircular working space, h pivotally mounted boom

supported by the mast and arranged to swing both verti-

cally and horizontally, a freely revoluble ring carried by

the lower portion of the mast, a connecting member be-

tween the lower end of the boom and said ring, and guid-

ing sheaves or fair leaders carried one by the mast and

the other by the frame and adjustable to correspond to the

direction and extent of swinging niovpment of the boom.

2. The combination with a mast, of a vertically und

horizontally swinging boom supported thereby, a hoisting

cable guiding sheave at the upper end of the boom, a sec-

ond guiding sheave, ami a mast-carried support for the

second sheave, said support lielng adjustable both verti-

cally and clrcumferentially of the mast to permit the

sheave to act as a stop for arresting the swinging move-

ment of the boom.

3. The combination with a mast, of a vertically and

horizontally swinging bo.im suppiirted thereby, a hoistinu

cable guiding sheave at the upper portion of the boom, a

second sheave, an arm supp<irtlng the same, and means for

rigidly clamping said arm to the mast, the arm and clamp

being adjustable to vary the angular position of said arm

In accordance with the extent of iircuate movement of the

boom and to permit the second sheave to act as a stop for

arresting the movement of the lioom.

4. The combination with a mast, of a swinging l>ooiu

upported thereby, a bar carried by the mast and including

a pair of oppositely directed arms, a clamp for securing

the bar to the mast, the clamp and bar being adjustable

both clrcumferentially and vertically, an adjustable clip

carried by said arm. and a sheave supported by the clip.

fi. The combination with a mast, of a head block pivot-

ally supported at the upper portion thereof, a boom pivoted

to the head block and comprising a series of sections each

formed of a pair of structural iron bars, open rectangular

braces arranged between said bars, and bolts extending

through the outer walls of said braces and the overlapping

ends of the bars, the bars of the sections successively

diminishing In size from the lower to the upper end of the

boom.

888,004. M(^L1>ING MACHINE At.r.xivt>ER T Days

DALK. Louisville, Ky. Filed Nov. 15. 1906. Serial No.

343.571.

1. The combination with a sill framt, of a mast snp-

ported thereby, diagonal braces extending from the frame

1. In a molding ma<hlne. the combination, with a sta-

tionary follow board, of a pattern support and pattern

movable relative thereto whereby there Is a stripping ac

tlon between the follow board and pattern, a flask support

also movable relative to the follow board, and a com

pressor plate arranged to .-oact with the follow board and

movable relative thereto.

2. In a molding machine, a pedestal, said pedestal hav

Ing a cylinder In Its u'pper end and a piston head Interme

dlate Its height, a cylinder sleeved upon said piston head.

m«ans for Introducing fluid pressure Into said cylinder

upon each side of the piston head, means for introducing
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fluid pressure Into the pedestal cylinder, a plunger mount-

ed in said pedestal-cylinder, a tubular plunger sleeved upon

the pedestal and projecting Into one end of the cylinder

sleeved over the piston head, and a follow board, flask sup-

port, pattern, and compression plate.

3. In Q molding machine, a pedestal and follow board

carried thereby, said pedestal having a cylinder In its up-

per end and a piston head intermediate its height, a cylin-

der sleeved upon said piston head, means for introducing

tltild pressure into said cylinder upon each side of the pis-

ton head, means for introducing fluid pressure Into the

pedestal-cylinder, a plunger mounted in said pedestal-cyl-

inder, a tubular plunger sleeved upon the pedestal and

projecting into one end of the cylinder sleeved over the

piston head, a pattern carried by the plunger, a follow

!)oard carried by the pedestal, a flask support carried by

the hollow plunger, and a compression plate carried by

the movable cylinder, the said movable cylinder Carrying

means for engaging flasks carried by the flask support, all

of said parts being combined and arranged substantially

as and for the purpose set fortli.

88 8,00 5. STATIONERY SUPPLY CASE. Cbbistian

Fraas, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 11. 1907. Serial

No. 3fll.RR9.

A stationery supply case comprising a hollow base por

vlded with an open end, said base having detachable

moistening jrnds arrange*! on its upper surface adjacent

its front edge to each side of Its longitudinal center.

stamp holders arranged on said base to the rear of said

moistening pads and a cover hinged to the rear edge of

said base adapted to completely inclose the top and sides

of said base.

888,006. WALL AND CEILING COVERING. Thkodob

Frankk. Berlin. Germany. Filed Oct. 2.'). 1907. Serial

No. 309.10rt

A wall or ceiling whose surface pre.sents a covering con-

sisting of finely divided bog-moss held to it by a suitable

adhesive agent, substantially as described.

the engine, a valve In said valve chest normally In Inop-

erative relation to said cam. and having a piston head in-

terposed between the supply port and said laiet port.

whereby the admission of compressed fluid will move said

valve into operative relation with said cam. substantially

us described

888,007. STARTING MECHANISM FOR EXPLOSIVE
ENGINES. Harhy C. Fricke and George E. Ti r.sf.r.

Pittsburg. Pa . assignors to Turner F>lcke Manufacturing

Company, Pittsburg. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylva

nla. Filed Mar. 2.'?. 1907. Serial No. 364.005.

1. In an explosive engine, the combination with the

cylinder and piston, and means for supplying an explosive

mixture thereto, of means for supplying a compressed

motor fluid to said cylinder, a valve chest for said fluid

supply, a cam operated by the engine, and a valve in said

valve cheat normally out of operative relation with said

cam, said valve being constructed to be forced into oper-

ative relation to the cam by the admission of compressed

fluid to said valve chest, substantially as described.

2 In an explosive engine, the combination with the cyl-

inder and piston, and means for supplying explosive ma
terlal thereto, of an auxiliary valve chest, provided with a

supply port for compressed fluid, and an inlet port com

munlcatlng with said cylinder, a rotary cam operated by

3. lu an explosive engine, the combination with the cyl

iader and piston, and means for supplying explosive ma

terlal thereto, of an auxiliary valve chest, provided witb

a 8Uii[>Iy port, and an inlet port connected with said cyl-

inder, means for supplying compressed motor fluid to said

supply port, a cam operated by the engine, n vertically

movable valve in said valve chest, normally held by gravity

out of operative relation with said cam. said valve having

a piston head adjacent to said supply port, whereby the

admission of compres.sed fluid will raise said valve into

operative relation with said cam. substantially as de

scribed.

4. in an explosive engine, the combination with the cyl-

inder and piston, and means for supplying explosive mate-

rial thereto, of an auxiliary valve chest provided with a

supply jKjrt. an Inlet port, connected to said cylinder, and

an exhaust port, a valve in said cylinder for controlling

said ports, said valve having a piston head Interposed be-

tween the supply port and said Inlet port, and a cam op-

erated t)y the engine adapted to engage a part connected

witb said valve, means for supplying compressed motor

llnid to said supply port, and a controlling valve for said

fluid supply, whereby the admission of compressed fluid to

said valve chest holds the valve in operative relation to

said cam, substantially as described.

r>. In an explosive engine, the combination with the cyl-

inder and piston, and means for supplying explosive ma-

terial thereto, of an auxiliary valve chest provided with a

supply port, an Inlet port connected with the cylinder,

and an exhaust port, means for supplying compressed

motor fluid to said supply port, a cutoff valve for the fluid

supply, a valve In said valve chest, having a piston

head Interposed between the supply port and the inlet

port, a reduced portion adapted to establish communica-

tion between the Inlet and exhaust ports, and having a

part extending outside of said valve chest and provided

with a friction roll, and a cam operated by the engine,

located above said friction roll, said valve being held nor-

mally by gravity In inoperative relation with said cam.

whereby the admission of fluid will raise and hold said

valve into operative relation with said cam. substantially

as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the tJazette.]

S88.0O8. DRAFT AND RUFFING RIGGING FOR RAIL-

WAY-CARS. Richard D Gali-achkr. Jr.. New York.

N. Y.. assignor to Standard Coupler Company. New

York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New .lersey. Filed Nov.

22. 1902. Serial No. 132.432.

1. In an apparatus for the purpose specified, the com-

bination with the scries of independent elements resilient
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4-

;ran,ver«..y of the Une of pressure to be r^lsted and hav- .880,0. ^^OKE SETTER AND «^-^D^^^^--«-

ing indinM cooperating friction faces, of a resilient casing IUnon. near Dearborn. Mo. Filed r>ec. >8. 19(K,. Serial

with which said elements cooperate whe* Jinfler elastic No. 34y,S9<>

stress; substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus for the purpose speclUcd, the combina-

tion with the series of Independent elfmenta resilient

transversely of the line of pressure to be resisted and hav-

ing inclined cooperating friction faces, <Jf a split cylin-

drical casing with which said elements coOt>erate when put

nnd»>r elastic stress through the coCperation of the fric-

tion faces . substantially as described.

:j. In an apparatus for the purpose specified, the com-

bination with the series of independent elements resilient

transversely of the line of pressure to be desisted and hay-

ing inclined cooperating friction faces, of a duplicity of

split cylindrical casings, one within the other and in frtc-

tlonal engagement with each other and wltlk the resilient ele-

ments, whereby pressure acting through the inclined fric-

tion faces puts the elements and casinjs under elastic

stress : substantially as described.

4. In an apparatus for the purpose spetlfled, a resilient

element of substantially T-shape In cross section with an

inclined friction face on the shank portion ;
substantially

as described.

5. In an apparatus for the purpose 3pe<3lfled, an annular

resilient element of substantially T-shape in cross section

with an Inclined friction face on the shabk portion : sub-

stantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gaaftte.]

1 In a spoke setter and guide, the combination of a

cross head having a spindle projecting from one end there-

of In alinement therewith, a bar disposed transversely

with respect to the cross head and engaging the same at

an intermediate point, a spoke guide mounted upon the

bar in cooperative relation to the spindle, a diagonal

brace between one end of the cross head and the bar. a

rod extending through the cross head and spindle and

securing the diagonal brace to the cross head and also

serving to secure the bar to the cross head, and a nut

operating upon the end of the rod for clamping a hub upon

the spindle.

2 In a spoke setter and guide, the combination of a

cross head having a spindle projecting from one end there-

of In alinement therewith, a bar disposed transversely

with respect to the cross head and having one end thereof

mortised Into an intermediate portion of the cross head,

a spoke guide mounted upon the bar in coSperatlve rela-

tion to the spindle, a diagonal brace between one end of

the crosa head and the bar, a rod extending through the

I
cross head and spindle, the said rod passing through the

i

mortise of the bar and also securing the diagonal brace

\

to the cross head, and a nut operating upon the end of the

rod for clamping a hub upon the spindle.

888.009 GLOVE. Gborgk N. Gitt. Haaover, Pa. Filed

Apr. 22. 1907 Serial No. 369,626.

888,011. TOOTH POWDER HOLDER. Philip S. Hat,

Montgomery. Ala., assignor of one fourth to Robert J.

Myers. Montgomery. Ala. Piled Aug. 21. 1907. Serial

No. 389.597.

1 .\ glove having the front sections df the second and

third flnscer stalls formed of separate pieces from the palm

portion and sewed thereto, and a divided tongue integral

with said palm portion and extending between and hav-

ing its separate portions sewed to the respective finger

sections.

2. A glove having the front portions f the second and

third finger stalls formed separately fr^m the palm por-

tion and sewed thereto, and a divided tongue formed in-

tegral with the palm portion and sewed to the pieces con-

stituting the front portions of the seconfl and third finger

stalls at the crotch between the meeting edges of said

fingers.

1. .K device of the character described, comprising a

body, a neck secured thereto and formed with a longitu-

dinal discharge opening, a cut-off mounted within the neck

and extending longitudinally thereof and adapted to close

said opening, said cut-off being provided at Its ends with

ears plvotally mounted within the neck, one of said ears

being formed beyond its pivot with an extension, a de-

pressor rod secured to said extension and projecting out-

wardly through the neck, and a spring secured to said

rod and tending to move the same outwardly.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a

body portion, a neck secured thereto and formed with a

discharge opening and a Up extending Inwardly from one

edge of said opening, a cut off mounted within the neck

and adapted to close said discharge opening and move over

the Up, and means for moving said cut off. said cut off

being provided at one side with an extension, and the po-

sition of said extension with the neck and Up being such

that the edge of the extension will abut against the Inner

wall of the neck when In the open position.
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3. A device of the character described, comprising a

l.ody. a neck secured thereto and formtKl with a longitu-

dinallv extending discharce oponinji. a cut off mounted

wlthlii the neck and Bdnpttnl to close said opening, said cut

off extendlDK longitudinally of the neck and plvotally

mounted therein eccentrically of the neck to move later-

ally away from said opening', and means for moving the

cut off. said cut off being provided at one side with an ex-

tension adapted to abut against the inner wall of the

neck upon th • actuation of the cut off away from the dis-

charge opening, and the neck being formed at one edge

of said discharge opening with an Inwardly extending Up

conforming to the arc of movement of the cut off

4. A device of the character described, comprising a

body, a neck secured thereto and formed with a longitu-

dinal discharge opening, a cut off mounted within the

neck and extending longitudinally thereof and adapted to

close said opening, said cut off being provided at its ends

with ears, a shaft extending longitudinally within the

neck and on which the ears are plvotally mounted, one

of said ears being provided beyond Its plTOt with an ex

tension, a depressor rod secured to said extension and

projecting outwardly through the neck, and a spring

encircling the outer end of said rod and tending to move

the same outwardly, the said cut off being provided at one

side with a plate like extension, for the purpose specified,

and the neck being formed with a lip extending inwardly

from one edge of the discharge opening and conforming

to the direction of movement of the cut off away from

said opening.

verslble Intermediate jaw mounted on the plate or shelf

and cooperating with the said inws.

888,012. HASP-FASTENER,
blon, Mich , assignor to T. C

Mich Filed July 15, 1907.

GaoKUB M. HcoHis. Al-

Prouty Company, .\lblon.

Serial No. 383.856

1. A hasp comprising a strap having an opening therein

adapted to receive a catch staple, and a bolt or catch

pivoted on said strap, said bolt or catch being provided

with a pair of similar upwardly-projecting arms located

on opposite sides of the catch pivot and adapted to pass

through the catch staple when said strap is In position

thereon and with a downwardly projecting portion adapt-

ed to overbalance the said arms, whereby they are nor-

mally held In their engaging position.

2. A hasp comprising a strap having an opening therein

adapted to receive a catch sUple, and a bolt or catch

pivoted on said strap having an upwardly projecting arm

adapted to pass through the staple when the strap Is in

position thereon, said catch having a downwardly project-

ing finger piece adapted to serve as a weight to hold the

catch normally In its engaging position

:? A grate attachment comprising a plate or shelf,

spaced clamping bars or members pivoted to the lower face

of the plate or shelf and bent upwardly at one side of the

same to form supporting arms, said bars being also bent

downwardly at the opposite side of the plate or shelf to

form depending jaws, and a substantially L-shaped Jaw se-

cured to the plate or shelf and arranged between the said

l.ars or members and cooperating with the Jaws thereof

888,014. CATTLE
PortvlUe. N. Y..

Langan, Gaines,

406,341.

888,013. ORATE ATTACHMENT. Ed.mond W Jbtee.

Atlanta, Oa., assignor to W. M. Scott, Fulton county.

Ga. Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Serial No. 391,470.

1. A grate attachment comprising a plate or shelf, bars

or members extending across the plate or shelf and plvot-

ally connected with the same and provided at one side of

the said plate or shelf with upwardly extending supporting

arms and having depending Jaws located at the opposite

Bide of the plate or shelf, and an Intermediate jaw mounted

on the plate or shelf and cooperating with the said jaws.

2. A grate attachment comprising a plate or shelf, bars

or members pivoted to the plate or shelf and provided at

one side thereof with supporting arms and having Jaws at

the opposite side of the plate or shelf, and a pivoted re-

- STANCHION. Edwakd W. Johnson,

assignor of one-half to David Hewlt

Pa. Filed Dec. 13. 1907. Serial No.

1 The combination with a supporting frame, of a stan-

chion supported for pivotal movement thereby and com-

prising upper and lower arms, a stanchion post rigid with

the arms, a stanchion bar plvotally connected with the

lower arm, a trigger pivoted to the stanchion bar and de

signed to bridge the space between It and the stanchion

post, and means actuated by the trigger to shift the posi-

tion of the stanchion bar.

2. The combination with a supporting frame, of a stan-

chion plvotally supported thereby and comprising upper

and lower arms, and a stanchion post rigid therewith,

a stanchion bar plvotally connected with the lower arm. a

trigger carred by the stanchion bar. a combined latch and

shifting lever carried by the upper arm and being opera-

tlvely connected with the stanchion bar. and a connection

between the trigger and the said lever.

3. The combination with a supporting frame, of a stan-

chion supported for pivotal movement relatively thereto

and comprising an upper and a lower arm and a stanchion

! bar rlgldlv connected therewith, one end of each of the

arms bein'g provided with a longitudinal slot, a stanchion

;
bar having Its lower end plvotally mounted In the slot of

t the lower arm and Its upper end projected through the

slot of the upper arm and provided with a longitudinal

slot, a lever supported for pivotal movements by the upper

I arm and having Its lower end bent to form a finger that

' projects through the slot of the stanchion bar. a counter-

weighted trigger pivoted to the stanchion bar. and a link

,
connecting the lever and the trigger.
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4 The oomhlnatlon with a supporting fram# ca^y^f« *

WeLr of a stanchion pivotally .upported bj the fr.me

:rcoa.prl»in« upp.r and lower 'onglmd.nany Jlotte^ am.

Ld a stanchion po«t rigidly connecting the arm., a .tan^

"fon Mr r.ottM at It. upper end and projecftng through

h It of th. upper arm and having Ita 'owereud pi.ot^

in the slut of th. lower arm. a bolt carried 1^ the upper

arm and serving to limit the outward movement of the

r.chloa ir, a lever carried hy the bolt and ^avlBK po-

ions to engage respectively with the
^^^\*^^j''^lll

.lot of the stanchion bar, a trigger pivoted to the bar. and

a link connecting the lever and the trigger.

Uiio. Spain. Filed Jan. IT, 1908. Serial No. 411.250.

A barometer comprUlng a closed
^-'^^"f' ^^'^'f '"''^f,

*

heavy liquid such as mercury, the space between he level

.Jthls liquid and the cap being filled with a light liquid .

a tubl cioaed at its upper end forming a vacuum chamber^

tnd inserted at its lower end Into the heavy llqu d and a

tube open to the atmosphere. Inserted int» the liquid of

^^r .lensltv : the atmospheric pre..ure being thus repre-

,7nT^ i^ the we,ght uf the column of heavy liquid less the

weight of the column of light liquid.

H g 8 1 R PRfX'ESS OF PRODUriNG DRIED MILK.
'
JOHS A. JCST. Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Nov. 24. 1906.

Serial No. 344,897

grates radially into a ml.tllke form, and "celylng ti^e

mlatlike product, in a heated chamber maintained unde

leM than atmospheric pressure, the thlckne«i "' '^'
"'i' fv^

layer and the speed of the di.k being ^ correlated ^Ith

the 8l«; and evaporative conditions of .uch chamber that

he mist will be fine enough to permit compU^te <'- ^cation

of it. particles to a fine powder prior to their settling to

the bottom of such chamber
- In the desiccation of milk, the process which con^

slst. in producing a thin continuously fed layer o milk at

the center of a rapidly rotating disk, converting the layer

n o a hln outwardly traveling film, said film increasing

In thinness outwardly until it disintegrates radially Into

a mistake form, and receiving the mistlike product In a

heSi chamber, the thlckne«, of the Initial layer and the

s^of the disk being .0 correlated with the slae and

eCoratlve conditions of such chamber that the mist wi l

le fine enough to permit complete desiccation of Its par-

Ucl^ to ; fine pow'er prior to their «ttllng to the bottom

of such chamber . , . „ „

3 m the desiccation of milk, the process which con-

sists In producing a thin contlnuoualy fed layer of ml k at

Jh?center of a rapidly rotating disk, converting the layer

n o a h n\,twa'rdl/ traveling film, said «»- Increasing

in thinness outwardly until It disintegrates radU^lly into a

mtatllke form, and receiving the mistlike product n a

"a ed chamb;r maintained under less than atmo.pl>erk

pressure the thickness of the Initial layer and the speed

of thH sk being so correlated with the s1«j and evap<.ra

tlve condition of the chamber that the mist will be fine

enlgh to permit complete desiccation of It, particles prior

to their lettllng to the bottom of such chamber.

4 in the d^lccatlon of milk, the proces- which con-

alsts in removing solid impurities from raw min., produc^

Ing a thin continuously fed layer of the purified ml k at

the ^n?er of a rapidly rotating disk, converting the layer

;to a thin outwardly traveling film, said «'-
J-^"

;^^^

in thinness outwardly until It disintegrates "-adlally Into a

mistlike form, and receiving the mlstllke product n «

"irtllf -chamber, the thickness of the Inma. 'ay- an^ t -

soeed of the disk being so correlated with the slse ar^a

e^a^ratlve condition, of such chamber that the ml.t .^1

^Te enough to permit complete desiccation of Its par-

^TcleT'to ;Ze powSr prior to their settling to the bottom

^'.rin^rdtlccation of m.lk. the process which con

sists in, removing solid impurities from raw rnl^. produc^

ing a thin continuously fed layer of the purified ml k at

he Jenter of a rapidly rotating disk, converting the Isyer

ntoT h n outwardly traveling film, ..Id A"^
'°"-f;«

HbLe^i outwardly until It disintegrate. rad^Hy Into a

mlstl ke form, and receiving the mlstllke product In a

^ea^l chamber maintained under less than atmospheric

n^sure the thickness of the initial layer and the .peed

of^Je disk being so correlated with the .l«. *°«»
,f

^»PO^"

t ve coni'tlons of such chamber that the ml.t wl 1
be fine

nough to permit complete de.icc.t,on of It. particles to a

fine powder prior to their .ettllng to the bottom.

[Claims rt to 9 not printed In the Ga.ette.]

1. in the desiccation of liquids, the prices, which con-

«i.t. In producing a continuously fed layet of a liquid car-

;iiuV.o?S; at the center of a rapidly rotating disk, con-

iT'uTL layer into a thin outwardly tr»;el -« ^im «ld

film increasing in thlnnew outwardly ontll It dl»lnt«-

SS8 017 PROCESS OF CONDENSING MILK. JoHr« A.

j't^T. Syracuse, N Y. Filed Nov. 24. 190«. Serial No.

r Th?process of tre.tlng milk to Increase »ts fineness

of emulslflcatlon which consist. In accelerating the speed

of travel of a .tream of milk while laterally extend ng the

satle until such stream form, a thin layer, converting the

Uver into a film and continuing the acceleration and

lateral extension until the film divide, and disintegrates

intn a foa like body of homogenised milk.

o The proves, of treating milk to increa.e It. fineness

of'emuLlflcatlon which con.l.t. In
^^y'^^^f^^'l^l'^J;^

Ttlng the speed of travel of a .tream of milk while later^

X extendW^the «ime until .uch .tream ">rm. a thin

Taver converting the layer Into a film and continuing the

centrlfuKal acceleration and extension until the film d^

^mI; and disintegrates Into a fogUke body of homogeni^d

milk.
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r^ The prwess of treating milk to increase lU fineness

of emulslflcatlon which consists In spreading milk out

Into a thin laver and causing such layer to rotate rapidly

and film out laterally until the .entrlfugal action over-

comes surface tension and the circumference of the layer

ilivides nn.l .11t»lntegrates into a f..glike body of homo-

genlr.e<l milk.

4 The process of treating miik ro inneas*. Its flnene«

of emulslflcatlon which consists In supplying a stream of

milk Bprendin>: «uch stream out into n thin layer and

causing such laver to rotate rnpUlly and film oot laterally

until the centrifugal action overcomes surface tension

and the circnmf.-ren.e of the layer divides and disinte-

grate^ into .1 f..^:l.ke iKKly of homogenized milk, the flow

of such strenm leing proportioned to the amount of such

particles torn ed so a« lo pretierve the rotating layer.

.', The proress of treating milk to Increase Us fineness

of emulsitlcation which consists in delivering the milk

cnntinuou«lv npo.i the surface of a rapidly rotating sup-

port and bv the action of such support converting the

milk int., a rotating centrifugally flowing layer, and

maintaining the continuity -of said layer as such until

centrifugal action dee to said rotation overcomes the sur-

face tension and cohesion of the milk, causing the circum-

ference of the layer to divide and dlslntegra*' into a fog-

like tK)dy of homogenized milk.

[ClalniB t; lo 12 not prlnte«i In the Gazette.]

2. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a

chamber, means for heating the same, means for produc-

ing a partial vacuum therein, flat faced centrifugal disks

arranged close together face to face in said chamber, mean,

for rotating the disks together In the same direction, and

means for supplying liquid between said disks at or near

their center

3. In evaporating apparatus, the combination ol a

chaml.er, means for heating the same, means for producing

a partial vacuum therein, means for removing material

without changing the vacuum, flat - face«i centrifugal

disks arranged close together face to face in said cham-

ber means for rotating the disks together in the same di-

rection, and means for supplying liquid l^tween said disk.

at or near their center.

4 In an apparatus adapted to treat milk, the combina-

tion of a chaml.er adapted to receive and collect misted

material. Imperforate centrifugal disks having parallel

faces and arranged clow^ together face to face In said

chamber, mean, for rotating the disks together In the same

direction and means for supplying liquid between said

disks at or near their center,

6 In evaporating apparatus, the combination with a

Tacuum chaml^er of a vertical, rotatable shaft, a pair of

flat-faced centrifugal disks arranged face to face and close

together on said shaft within the chaml»er and rotatable

with said shaft, and means for supplying liquid to t>e con-

densed between said disks at or near their center.

[Claims 6 to S not printed In the Gazette. 1

888.019. RAZOR. Arxa.PH Kabtok, New York, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 3, 1905. Serial No. 281.132.

888 018 EVAPORATIN J AFIARATUS. JOHN A. JOW,

Syracuse. N Y. File.l Nov 24. 190fi Serial No.

344,899,

1 In n safety razor the combination of a polygonal

blade the entire" perimeter of which is sharpened, with a

holder having two polygonal clamping members with por-

tions arranged to engage the blade on opposite surface,

adjacent to the sharpened perimeter to hold each of the

edges or side, thereof straight and to keep the entire per-

imeter In the same plane, said clamping members also hav-

ing diagonal ridges and grooves respectively to flex the

blade. , .

li In a safety razor, a polygonal blade every edge of

which is a cutting edge, and a holder comprising opposing

members adapted to receive the blade between them, one

of said members having grooves or depressions converging

toward its center, and the other corresponding ridges or

raised portions, extending Inward from points correspond-

ing to the portions of the blades corners.

1. In evaporating apparatus, the combination of a

chamber, means for heating the same, flat faced centrlfu

gal disks arranged close together face to face in said

chamber, mean, for rotating the disks together in the

same direction, and mean, for supplying liquid between

said dl.k. at or near their center.

8 8 8 2 0, TAX-ASSESSORS PERCENTAGE TABLE,

Salem F. Kennedy and Blanche B. Kennedy, Lake-

view, Mich. Filed Mar, 11, 1907. Serial No. 361.878.

A device of the class described comprising a lower sheet

provided with a plurality of vertically extended columns

of spaces, an upper sheet of less width than the lower

I sheet and provided with spaced longitudinal openings and
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vertically extended columns of spaces between the open-

ings and between the openings and the edg* of the apper

sheet, the openings corresponding to the wl^th of the col-

umns of spaces In the lower sheet, and a clip connected

to said upper sheet and adapted to be dls^oMd oyer one

edge of the lower sheet, whereby the upper sheet may be

be supported in erect position and provided with an open-

ing, a bar extended behind the screen and above said open-

lag, and a drapery h^ld upon the screen and extended

across said opening.

adjusted transversely of the lower sheet t© expo«s prede-

termined columns of spaces thereof throagtt the apertures.

the free end of the upper sheet adapted «o be separated

from the lower sheet to expose the entire surface of the

same when required.

88S.021. ILLUSION APPABATU8.
York. N Y Filed May 22. 1907.

HAKirr R Law, New
Serlnl No. 375.045.

888.022. TREE-TRIMMER. Hbnbt J Lawrbncb. Long-

beach, Cal. Filed July 11, 1907. S^-rlal No. 383.353.

1 An illusion apparatus, comprising a screen adapted

to be supported In erpct position and pfovided with an

opening, and a drapery held upon the scnen and extended

across said opening.

2. An Illusion apparatus comprising a screen adapted to

l>e supported in erect position and provided with an open

Ing, and a drapery held upon the screen qnd having at its

lower pert a fullnew extended across sai^ opening in the

screen.

3. An illusion apparatus comprising a streen adapted to

be supported in erect position and provide with an open-

ing, a seat horisontally extended from tke screen at the

bottom of the opening, and a drapery held upon the screen

and extended across said opening.

4 An Uloslon apparatus comprising a •creen adapted to

be supported in erect position and provide with an open

ing, a seat horisontally extended from the screen at the

bottom of the opening, a bar extended behind the screen

and above said opening, and a drapery heU upon the screen

and extended across said opening.

5. An illusion apparatus comprising a fcreen adapted to

1. In a tree trimmer, the combination of a standard

having a plurality of openings therein, a frame comprising

spaced Bide pieces plvotally connected to the standard at

an intermediate point by a pin passing through a selected

one of the said openings, a disk saw joumaled between

the side pieces of the frame, and a saw operating mechan

ism mounted upon the frame.

2. In a tree trimmer, the combination of an upright bar.

spaced diverging legs at the lower end of the upright bar,

a prop pivoted between the legs and cooperating therewith

to hold the bar in an upright position, a frame compris-

ing spaced side pieces receiving the upright bar between

the same, the said frame being plvotally mounted at an

Intermediate point upon the bar, a disk saw Joumaled

between the side pieces of the frame at one end thereof, a

pulley applied to the disk saw. a handle projecting longl

tndlnally from the opposite end of the frame, a drive wheel

Joumaled between the side pieces of the frame at the said

opposite end thereof, and a belt for transmitting motion

from the drive wheel to the pulley

8 88,02 3. WHEEL-nUB. Hbnry J. LAwa«sc«, Long

beach. Cal Filed Aug. 24, 1907 Serial No. 390.014.

1. A hub comprising plates applied to opposite sides of

a wheel, a boxing carried by the wheel, a spindle, cup

shaped members applied to the spindle and engaging the

plates, and collars applied to the spindle within the cup

shaped members.

2. A hub comprising plates applied to opposite sides of

a wheel and provided with peripheral flangea, a boxing

carried by the wheel, a spindle, cup shaped members ap

plied to the spindle and received within the before men-

tioned peripheral flanges of the plates, and collars ap

plied to the spindle within the cup shaped members.

3. A hob comprising plates applied to opposite sides of

a wheel, each of the plates being formed with a peripheral

flange, a boxing carried by the wheel, a spindle, cup

shaped members adjustably mounted upon the spindle on
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opposite sides of the wheel, the larger ends of the said

cup shaped members being received within the peripheral

flanges of the plates, and collars adjustably clamped upon

the spindle and housed within the cup shaped members

4. A hub comprising plates applied to opposite sides of

a wheel, each of the plates being provided with a pe-

ripheral flange, and one of said plates being Integral with

a tubular boxing while the oposlte plate Is provided with

an opening receiving the boxing and is keyed upon the

boxlnu, the ends of the boxing projecting beyond the

plates upon oposlte sides of the wheel, a spindle, cup

shaped members adjustably mounted upon thf spind'^ on

opposite sides of the wheel, the larger ends of tho said

cup shaped members belntr received within the perlpht-ral

nannes of the plates, and collars adjustably clamped upon

the spindle within each of the cup shaped members for

enttftKlng the ends of th** boxing.

plvotally attached to said cross bar intermediate their

ends, pole sections secured to said arms, clips plvotally

connected to the cross-bar and adapted to engage the op-

888.024 SPIRIT VArORIZER AND BURNKK WlLLl-

BAM- I.iKDKK and Otto Rabeniiobst, Berlin, Germany.

Filed .Inly 14. lOO.'S. Serial No 269.749.

1 In a spirit vapor burner, the romhlnatlon of a wick

tube which is of increased diameter adjacent its upper end.

a vapor collector within the upper end of the wick tube,

and having In Its lower side an aperture for the admission

of vapor, a second tube within the wick tube directly be

low the Inlet to the vapor collector and adapted to com

municate with a suitable reservoir, a third tube, closed at

Its upper end. mounted to reciprocate In said second tube

and having a lateral aperture adjacent Its upper end. and

means for reciprocating said third tube to move the lateral

aperture therein Into or from the second tube, aubstan

tlally as described.

2. In a spirit vapor burner, the combination of a wick

tube wlilch Is of Increased diameter adjacent its upper end.

a vapor collector within the upper end of the wick tube,

and having In Its lower side an aperture for the admis

slon of vapor, a second tube within the wick tube directly

below the Inlet to the vapor collector and adapted to com

municate with a suitable reservoir, a third tube, closed

at Its upper end, mounted to reciprocate In said second

tulje and having a lateral aperture adjacent Its upper end.

a heating tray, a pump adapted to elevate combustible

fluid to said tray, and connections between the pump pis

ton and said third tube, whereby as the pump Is operated

said third tube will be reciprocated to open and close the

Inlet to the vapor collector and move the laterally aper-

tured section of said tube Into and from the second tube

888.026. COMBINED POLE AND SHAFT FOR VEHI-

CLES. Aaron J. Mabtin. Toledo. Ohio, assignor of one-

half to Charles C. Miller. Toledo, Ohio. Filed Dec. 23.

1907. Serial Na 407.756.

The combination of a cross-bar provided with rearward

extending arms, and thill irons connected thereto, arms

134 O. O.—41

poslte ends of the pivoted arms, substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

888,026. CARTON. Edwin Miwre, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Jan. 11. 1904. Serial No. 188.444.

1 A carton comprising a top section, an outer bottom

section connected therewith, an inner bottom section inter-

mediate said top and outer bottom sections and connected

to said top section, and a tuck flap extending from said

outer bottom section and lying Intermediate said top sec-

tion and said Inner bottom section, whereby material

placed between said inner bottom section and said tuck

flap serves to prevent separation between said top section

and said outer bottom section when the carton Is closed.

2. A carton comprising a top section ; an outer bottom

section connected therewith: intermediate elements lying

between said top section and said outer bottom section

and consisting of an Inner bottom section connected to

snid top section, and a tuck flap extending from said outer

bottom section and lying between said top section and said

inner bottom section ; and a part upon one of said Inter-

mediate sections and projecting toward the other thereof;

wherebv said part prevents separation l)etween said top

section and said outer bottom section when the carton is

closed.

3. A carton comprising a rear side section having a free

edge, an outer bottom section connected to said rear side

section, n top section connected to said outer bottom sec-

tion, an inner bottom section connected to said top section

and intermediate said top section and said outer bottom

section, an end section extending from said outer bottom

section, an end flap upon said rear side section and covered

by said end section, and a tuck flap upon said end section

and lying Intermediate said top section and said outer

bottom section.

4. A carton consisting of a folded sheet formed with an

outer side member terminating in an end flap, an outer

bottom member, an end section thereon, a tuck flap upon

said end section, an outer side member also having an end

flap, a top member, an inner side member, and an inner

bottom member wider than said outer bottom member and

having transverse slots and a longitudinal fold line inter-

' secting said slots.
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888.027. GARMENT-SUPPORTER. OraC» M. Moboan.

IBMt Spokane. Wa.h. Filed May 23, 1907. Serial No.

375.358.

purpose as set forth and located adjacent the largest size

passage the surface of said cam extending In a direction

opposite to the direction of rotation of said roller and sub-

stantially tangent to the roller at the end of the radial

ails of the adjacent passage.

5 In an automatic sheet separating device a rotatable

suction roller, having radial air pa.-.saKes of different sixes

In said roller, a cam on the surface of said roller adjacent

the largest size radial air passage, said cam extending In a

direction opposite to the direction of rotation of said roller.

and means whereby any of the air pa.ssages may be brought

Into working position.

iClalm 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.029 BARHEL-rOVER, Dklbkrt U. McKbbn. Tama,

lown. Filed June 7. 1907 Serial No. 377.787.

The combination with a dress waist, of a skirt support-

ing belt non slidably secured thereto only at points ap-

proximately in the strain lines orer the Bhoulders of the

waist and defining permanently located loops.

g.S« 028 SHEET - FEEDING MECHANtSM. Lewis E.

M'lRRi.S'iN, Newark. N. J

enaugh. New York. N. Y.

No. 324.751.

assignor to Joseph T. Kav-

Flled July 5, 1906. Serial

1 V cover of the character described, formed of sheet

material and having a pair of oppositely extending tongues

stamped therefrom, the said tongues !>eing bent rear

wardlv and cooperating with each other and the poition

of the ••over between the same to form a han.lle for

manipulating the cover.

•> \ cover of the character described comprising a body

portion having openings formed therein, and a shell ap-

plied to the body portion and formed of a plato provided

in its sides with Incisions the edges of which are over-

lapped to impart a concave formation to the plate.

.H \ cover of the character described comprising a body

portion having approximately semi - circular tongues

stamped from opposite sides thereof and bent rearwardly

to form a handle, and a shell applied to the Inner face

of the body portion of the cover and having a concave for-

mation to receive the rearwardly bent tongues forming

the handle.

888.030. RAILW.\Y-TIE AND RAIL-FASTENING DE-

VICE. Jambs J O'Donnbll. Paducah. Ky. Filed July

10, 1907. Serial No. 383.074.

1 In an automatic sheet separating device a rotatable

suction roller having radial air passages of different sites,

a projection on the surface of said roller adjacent the

largest sire radial air passage, said projection extending

in a direction opposite to the direction ©f rotation of the

said roller.
, » ki

- In an automatic sheet separating «evlce a rotatable

suction roller having radial air passages of different slies,

a projection adapted to aid In separating the lowermost

sheet the surface of said projection being tangent to the

roller at the end of the ails of the adjacent air passage

and extending in a direction opposite to the direction of

rotation of said roller.

3 In an automatic sheet feeding device the combination

with a stationary table adapted to recelte a pile of sheets,

a separating and feeding mechanism co«Qprlalng a suction

roller adapted to separate the lowermost sheet from the

other sheets, radial air passages of different sizes In the

said roller, a plurality of loose sleeves <in the shaft of the

said roller, a plurality of guide or feed rollers, means for

rotating the said feed rollers constantly In one direction,

the said feed rollers being adapted to receive the sheet

from the said suction roller, a sheet lifting device adapted

to separate the said pile of sheets from the lowermost one.

stops adapted to abut the leading edge« of the thus sepa-

rated sheets, means for oscillating tfte said separating

mechanism and means carried by the said table for oscil-

lating the said suction roller independently from the said

mechanism. ^ ^ vi

4. In an automatic sheet separating device a rotatable

suction roller, having radial air passages of different slses

In said roller, a cam on said roller, said cam being for the

n f t « s"^* ' •.^v-*'^»»'» •».'

1 Til.' .omblnation with a tie or support, of a rail lock-

ing device embodying a pair of rail engaging members

movable relatively In a direction longitudinally of the tie.

and a pawl carried by each movable member for engaging

the tie to lock said member against movement when en-

gaging a rail.

2 The combination with a fie or support, of a rail

locking device emtiodying a pair of rail engaging mem-

bers movable relatively In a direction longitudinally of the

tie means carried by each member for automatically en-

gaging the tie to hold the member against movement In

I one direction, a locking member for operating the rail

'

engaging members to secure the rail, and a catch for re-

taining the locking member In locked position

3 The combination with a tie or support, of a rail lock-

ing device embodying a pair of rail engaging members

movable relatlvelv In a direction longitudinally of the tie,

a wedge movable transversely of the tie for operating the

rail engaging members to fasten the tie. and a catch oper-

j atlng automatically to retain the wedge In dlflTerent locked

;

positions,
, ^ ,

i 4 The combination with a tie. of rail locking devices

' thereon embodying a relatively fixed rail engaging mem-

1 ber on the tie. an adjustable rail engaging member guided

to move longitudinally of the tie. means carried by the

adjustable member for automatically engaging the tie to

hold said member against movement In one direction and

a catch interposed bttween the tie and the adjustable rail

engaging member
5. The combination with a tie. of rail locking devices

thereon embodying a relatively tixed rail engaging mem

ber on the tie, an adjustable rail engaging member guided

to move longitudinally of the tie. a pawl carried by the

adjustable member, and a set of ratchet teeth formed on

the top of the tie and co6perating with the pawl for re-

taining the adjustable member In different locked posi-

tions.

[claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

bracket, a bracket mounted within said means, a spring

member attached to the outer side of the hanger and

passing through an opening provided therein and having

an end adapted to engage the outer side of tht- muUling,

and a thumb lug extending back through the said open-

ing.

M8.031. BELT TI(;iITENE«. Washisqton B Pabrish,

Kara, Va Filed Oct. 18. 1907. Serial No 397.993.

,./*>%

1. In a belt tightener, the combination of a frame com-

prising oppositely Inclined bars, a pulley at the converg

ing ends of said bars, a pulley frame having adjustable

connection with the aforesaid oppositely IncUntMl bars,

spaced pulleys mounted upon the pulley frame and adapt-

ed to engage opposite runs of a belt passing around the

aforesaid pulley, and means for varying the distance be-

tween said belt engaging pulleys.

2 In combination, a pulley frame comprising oppositely

disposed bars of wedge form In cross section, tiearings hav-

ing openings of wedge form to receive said bars and form

an Interlocking joint therewith to prevent displacement,

pulley mounts fitted to said bearings and self adjustable

with reference thereto, b«'it engaging pulleys journaled in

said mounts, and means for adjusting the bearings to vary

the distance between said belt engaging pulleys

:v In a belt tightener, the combination of a frame hav-

ing Inner beflrlngs Intermediate the extremities of op-

posite side bars and having the latter of wedge form in

cross 8e<-tl<)n, bearings having openings of wedge form to

receive and Interlock with the said wedge bars of the

frame, set screws mounted In said Inner bearings and in

opposite bars of the frame and having screw thread con-

nection with the aforesaid bearingt* to move the latter, pul-

ley mounts carried by said bearings and self adjustable

with reference thereto, and belt engaging pulleys Journaled

In said pulley mounts

4 .\ belt tightener comprising supporting frames adapt-

ed to be mounted upon the shaft of a lielt pulley, a pul-

ley frame having adjustable connection with said sup-

porting frames and forming a tie therefor, belt engaging

pulleys supported upon the pulley frame, and means for

relatively adjusting said t>elt engaging pulleys to vary the

distance betwJH-n them or to change their relative inclina-

tion.

888.032. PU'TURE MOLDING BRACKET. Johan G.

Peterson. Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Mar. 25, 1907. Se-

rial No. 364.298.

1. A hanger comprising a strip having at one end a

hook for engaging a molding and means for supporting a

bracket, a bracket mounted within said means a spring

member attached to said strip and having separated ends

for engaging the outer side of the molding.

2. A hanger comprising a strip having at one end a

hook for engaging a molding and means for supporting a

3, A hanger comprising a strip having at one end a

hook for engaging a molding and means for supporting

a bracket, a bracket mounted upon said means, a spring

member attached to the outer side of the strip and pa.s8-

Ing through an opening provided therein and having

spaced Inner ends for engaging the outer side of the mold-

ing, and a lug located between the spaced ends and ex-

tending back through said opening

4. A hanger comprising a strip having at one end a

hook for engaging a molding and means for supporting a

bracket, a bracket pivotally supported In said means,

a spring member attached to the outer side of the hanger

and passing through an opening provided therein and hav-

ing an end adapted to engage the outer side^ of the mold-

ing, and a thumb lug extending back through the said

opening.

888 033. ROTARY ENGINE. Timothy J Qiiek, Bos-

ton. Mass Filed Sept. 18. 1907. Serial No, 393.463.

1. All eiiKiiie of the kind des.Tit)ed, comprising a sta-

I
tlonary member and opposite rotary members arraiii-'ed to

move In the same direction on the opposite sides of said

stationary member, said rotary members being en-ii pro-

vided with a series of radial vnnes. and the stiitionary

member containing a steam discharge port opening :ig:iinst

the vanes of one of said rotary members, a steam trans-

mission passage connecting from said rotary member to

the opposite rotary meml»er, and an exhaust port leading

i

from the latter, arranged in the sequence mentioned In the

direction of rotation of the rotary members.

::. An engine of the kind described, comprising a sta-

tionary member and opposite rotary members arranged to

move In the same direction on the opposite sides of said

stationary member, said rotary members being each pro-

vided with a series of radial vanes, and the st.itionary

I member containing a steam discharge port opening against
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the vanes of one of said rotary members, a ^eam trans-

mtaalon pa»Ba«e connecting from said rotary member to

the opposite rotary member, and an exhaast ^rt leading

from the latter, arranged In the sequence mentioned tn the

direction of rotation of the rotary members, said ports and

passage being arranged angularly with relation to the

Tanes In the direction of said rotation.

3. An engine of the kind described, comprising a sta-

tionary member and opposite rotary members arranged to

move in the same direction on the opposite aides of said

atatlonarv member, said rotary members beiqg each pro-

vided witii a s^ri^'s of radial vanes, and th# stationary

member containing? a steam discharge port opeftlng against

the vanes of one of said rotary members, a «team trans-

mission passage connecting from said rot»ry member

to the opp<39lte rotary member, and an e»haust port

leading from the latter, arranged In tM sequence men-

tioned in the direction of rotation of the rotary members,

said ports extending obliquely In the stationary member

In the direction »t said rotation, and said passage being

V 8hape<l, having its opposite ends eitendtag approxi-

mately parallel to said ports.

4. An engine of the kind described, compelslng a sta

tlonary memt«r and opposite rotary members arranged to

move In the same direction on the opposite Sides of said

stationary mernl^r said rotary members beHg each pro-

vided with a series of radial vanes, and the stationary

member containin? a plurality of obliquely arranged

steam ports spaced at eijual Intervals clrcumfcrentlally of

the stationary member arranged to deliver stBam Impacts

against the vanes of one of said rotary members In Its

direction of rotation, a series of obliquely arratged exhaust

ports opening In aald direction of rotation la cooperation

with the vanes of the other of said rotary taembers, said

exhaust ports being slmilftriy spaced apart in the station-

ary member in advance of the steam ports, and a series of

transmission passjisres spaced apart respectively In the

stationary member >tetween successive stean ports and

exhaust ports fur transmitting steam fr-.m one rotary

member to the opposite rotary member.

5. In an engine of the kind described, two members co-

axlally -arranged for relative rotation having flat faces

against each other, one of said members having a series of

radial vanes and chaml)er9 opening against tbe contigiious

face of the other member, being provided with concen-

trically arranged pai^king striv>s held yieldingly against

the face of said vane provided member on tbe outer and

Inner sides respe.tiv.-ly of the openings of s»ld chambers,

a clamping ring located between said strips, a third flexible

packing strip overlapping at Its opposite edges on the

other two packing strips and held intermedlltely clamped

by said ring, and ports and passages In the adjacent mem-

ber ojienlng through said ring Into commutlcatlon with

said chambers for the admission of steam to said cham-

^rs and tbe escape -f steam from said chambers

888.034 BAKE OVEN. CJeokoe RErr. Ne* York. N. Y.

Flle<l Mar 1>». H'*^T, Serial No. ;i«2,T97.
j

T,\ ,1.1, i.
'

i, i,i, i

from tbe rear part of the box. a hot air chamber directly

abore the fire box. an oren above the hot air chamber, a

chimney located in the front part of the structure, clr-

cnltoua flnea extending within the masonry and orer the

oven top. said fluea leading from the front sides backward

and forward and discharging Into the chimney and having

stoppered outlets at the ends through the masonry wall,

vertical flues leading upward from the lower horUontal

flues and discharging Into the said circuitous fluea. said

vertical flues also discharging into the hot air chamber,

and a steam escape from the oven, the steam escape con-

necting with the chimney by a plurality of damper .-on-

trolled passages leading from opposite parts of the oven.

2. A masonry baker's oven comprising a horlsontal fire-

box, a hot air chamber located directly above the flre box.

an oven located above the hot air chamber, a pair of cir-

cuitous flues separated from each other In the center and

arranged over the oven top. the said flues leading from

the front sides of the structure backward and forward

having stoppered outlets at the ends, and discharging Into

the chimney at the front, vertical flues connecting the flre

box with the said circuitous flues, and also with the hot

nlr chamber, and a plurality of damper controlled vents

leading from the oven to the chimney

3 A structure of the kind described comprising a fire-

box merging Into laterally and forwardly extending h.irl

lonUl flues, the walls between the flre-box and said fines

having hollow portions packed with sand, vertical flues

extending upward from the front part of the horljontai

fines and forming extensions thereof, a hot air chamber

above the flre box having a connection with the vertical

flues, an oven above the hot air chamlier, circuitous flues

having a plurality of stoppered outlets through the ma-

sonry walls extending around over the oven top and form

Ing extensions of the vertical flues, a chimney at the front

of the structure connecting with the circuitous flues, and

damper controlled flues or vents leading from different

points in the oven to th*" chimney.

HHSfi?i5. ATXII.IARY HEATER WirxiAM C. RichmaN.

Vermilion. S V Filed .lune 13. 1907. Serial No.

378,745.

1. A masonry bakers oven hSTlng a flre-box with essen-

tially horliontal flues extending laterally nfad forwardly

1. An auxiliary heater of the class described comprising

a perforated base, a central air collecting chamber having

convolutions rsglstering with the perforations In said

base, and a removable top or cover adapted to confine the

heated air within the convoluted chamber, stibetantially as

described.

2. In a heating apparatus, the combination with a pri-

mary heater, of an auxiliary heater comprising a per

forated base, a convoluted air collecting chamber, and a

removable top. substantially as described.

8. In a heating apparatus, the combination with a prl-
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mary heater of an auxiliary beater comprising a hollow

base 1 provlde<l with openings 2, a collecting chamber con-

sisting of convolutions 3 registering with openings 2, and

a removable top or cover 6, substantially as described.

888.036. BLUE ItlSAZO DYE. Chkistophkk Ris and

EUNST Haaurk, DuBseldorf. Germany, assignors to Carl

.hlger. KusseldorfDerendorf, (iermany. Filed I>ec lil,

1907. Serial No. 407,r>97.

1 The herein described new blue dlsaso-dyestufTs, ob-

tainable by combination of the Intermediate products de

rived from one molecule of the tetraxocompounds of the

benzldln series and one molecule of 2.8 naphtholsuifoacld

(crocelnlc-acld) with one molecule of 1.8 amlnonaphthol-

4 snifoacld. which dyestuffs form dark powders with me-

tallic luster, easily soluble In water, soluble in concen-

trated sulfurli- acid with blue color ; and dyeing cotton

and wool from reddish to greenish blue shades, substan

tlally as hereinbefore described.

_' The herein descrltied new blue dlsazo-dyestuff. ot>-

talnable by combination of the Intermediate product de-

rived from one molecule of the tetrazocompound of dl-

anlsidin and one molecule of '2.H naphtholsuifoacld ( cro-

celnlcai-ldi with one molecule of 1.8 amlnonaphthol 4-

sulfoacld. which dyestuff forms n dark powder with me
talllc luster, easily soluble In water, which solution Is

not changed by addition of some caustic soda lye. soluble

In concentrated snlftirlcacld with greenish-blue color ; and

dyeing cotton and wool bright blue shades, substantially as

herelnlwfore described.

iSi^T VALVE fJEAR FOR EXI'LOSIVE ANP INTER-
NAL - COMBUSTION ENCINES Francis M. Ritks.

Ithaca, N. Y. Filed May s. IMo. Serial No. 2.59,259

therefor, of valve gear comprising a valve actuating arm,

means for reciprocating the same, a hook carried thereby

and adapted to engage the valve, a tripping cam therefor

mounted eccentrically on said arm and arranged to engage

said book to operate the same, and means for vibrating

said cam.
5. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination'

with an engine cylinder and an automatically closed valve

therefor, of valve gear comiirislng a valve actuating arm,

means for reciprocating the same, a hook carried thereby

and adapted to engage the valve, a tripping cam therefor

mounted eccentrically on said arm and arranged to engage

said hook to operate the same, an automatic speed gov-

ernor, and means operated thereby for vibrating said cam.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gatette. ]

.8,88,038. SIGNAL- LANTERN. Gbobob H Rolfks, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to Handlan-Buck Manufacturing
Company. St Louis. Mu.. a Corporation. Filed Jan. 27,

1908. .Serial No. 41J.T90.

1. The combination with a lantern body, of a glass

plate holding frame movable In said body, a rack carried

by said frame, a bearing block rigidly mounted in said

bi>dy. a crank shaft rotatably mounted In said bearing

block, a pinion mounted upon said crank shaft and adapted

to mesh with said rack, and a coll spring mounted within

said bearing block and resting against the face of said pin-

ion, Butwtantlally as set forth,

2. The combination with a lantern body, uf a glass

plate holding frame movable In said body, a rack carried

by said frame, a bearing block rigidly mounted In said

body and provided with an annular spring pocket extend-

ing thereinto from Its Inner end. the bearing block being

provided with a hollow stem that Is surrounded by said

annular spring pocket, a crank shaft rotatably mounted
in said bearing block and extending through its hollow

stem, a pinion mounted on said crank shaft and adapted

to mesh with said rack, and a coll spring located In the an-

nular spring pocket of said bearing block and adapted to

bear against the face of said pinion, substantially as set

fortb.

1 In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with an engine cylinder and an automatically closed valve

therefor, of valve gear comprising a valve operating arm.

means for reciprocating the same, a catch carried thereby

for engaging said valve, a tripping cam mounted on said

arm. and means for automatically operating said cam to

trip said catch.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with an engine cylinder and an automatically closed valve

therefor, of valve gear comprising a valve operating arm.

means for reciprocating the same, a catch carried thereby

for engaging said valve, a tripping cam mounted on said

arm, an automatic speed governor, and means operated

thereby for operating said catch.

3. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with an engine cylinder and an automatically closed valve

therefor, of valve gear comprising a valve operating arm.

means for reciprocating the same, a catch carried thereby

for engaging said valve, a tripping cam mounted on said

arm. a shifting eccentric governor, and means connecting

the eccentric thereof to said cam,

4. In an Internal combostlon engine, tbe combination

with an engine cylinder and an automatically closed valve

888.039. SAFETY VENTILATING - STOP
nOWS. Adolph RiWENBERG. Chicago, 111.

27. 1907. Serial No. 390.339

FOR WIN-
FUed Aug.

7

1. A ventilating stop for windows or the like, com-

prising a relatively stationary leaf and a relatlrely mov-

able leaf hingedly connected together, said movable leaf

being formed with an abutment and being adapted to be

swung over on the stationary leaf with the abutment pro-

jecting outwardly therefrom, the said abutment and sta-

tionary leaf being formed for Interlocking engagement In

such position of the leaves.

2. A ventilating stop for windows or the like, com-

prising a relatively stationary leaf and a relatively moT-

.
wwie.iwa*-^'"
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able leaf Ijlngedly connected together, tald movable leaf

being formed with an offset portion conatltuttng an abut-

ment, and being adapted to be swung orer o» the aUtlon-

ary leaf with the abutment projecting outwardly there-

from, one edge of the aUtlonary leaf being effset and de-

signed to engage the abutment.

3. A safety ventilating stop for window^ or the like,

comprising a relatively stationary leaf and a relatively

movable leaf hlngedly connected together, said movable

leaf being formed with an offset portion c(»istitutlng an

abutment, and being adapted to be swung ovter on the sta-

tionary leaf with the abutment projecting ttterefrom. said

movable leaf being also formed with another offset portion

adapted tu engage the lower edge of the stBtlonary leaf,

and the upper edge of the stationary leaf being offset and

adapted to engage the abutment.

4 A safety ventilating stop for wlndowl or the like,

comprising a relatively stationary leaf and a relatively

movable leaf hlne-Hlly connected together, tht movable leaf

being formed with an abutment, and the stationary leaf

being formed with an offset edge designed t)o engage said

abutment.

mount pivoted for movement on a horisontal axis, &

pantograph connected by a vertical pivot to said mount,

means carried by said mount and supporting said panto

graph, the latter being free to move relative to said sup

porting means In a path parallel to the carriage, and a

tracer and a cutter supported by said pantograph.

F^^^^^

888,040. CASTEK
Filed Dec. 11. 190"

Kdmond Sabo, Rocbester, N.

Serial No. 4()«,044.

1. In a caster, the combination with a stem having an

annular groove, of a ball supporting member having a

tubular portion with elastic extensions to engage in said

groove and additional spring members for holding the stem

coaxlally In place.

2. In a caster, a supporting member laving parallel

portions one of which Is pierced and provided with fJangea

to receive balls, and a tubular portion dlapoaed centrally

of said member and having yielding extenalona and a plate

having spring portions rising therefrom »nd bent upon

themselves.

3. In a caster, a supporting member having parallel

portions, one of which is pierced and provided with flanges

to receive balls and a tubular portion dli<)oeed centrally

of said member and having yielding extentiona, and balls

held by said flanges and protruding beneath the aame.

4. In a caster, a member provided with balla and a

tubular portion with Inwardly extending yielding exten-

sions, and spring members having Inner and outer members

of diiferent lengths rising from said member.

5. In a caster, a supporting member composed of parallel

portions with balls held therebetween, spring members ris-

ing therefrom, and a tubular portion disposed axlally of

said member and having elastic extensions »t Its upper end.

the said extensions being independent of s»ld spring mem-

bers.

(rialm ^^ not printed In the Glxette.]

3 In a reproducing machine, a rocking mount pivoted

for movement on a horizontal axis, a tracer carrying arm

supported bv said mount, a tool carrying arm also sup-

ported by the mount, means connecting said arms whereby

they are adapted for movement In unison, a work holder,

a pattern holder, and means whereby the aforesaid holders

and the aforesaid arms are adai-ted for relative adjust-

ment in a horizontal plane one to the other.

4 In a reproducing machine, a work holder, a pattern

holder a carriage alldable relative to said holders, a mount

plvotally supported on said carriage for rocking movement

on a horizontal axis, a frame supported by the mount, and

a tracer and a cutter on said frame.

5 In a reproducing machine, a carriage, a mount con-

sisting of two members, the first pivoted to the bed and the

second pivoted to the first, the pivots of said members be ng

parallel, a frame pivoted to the second member of the

mount, means carried by the second member and support-

ing said frame, and a tracer and a cutter on said frame.

[Claims 6 to 2« not printed in the Gazette.]

888 042 PACKINT. AND WIPING WASTE
iBL. Newark. N. J. Filed July 12. 1906.

325.779.

MilSES Sam-
Serlal No.

A packing consisting of promiscuously arranged felt

strips, the strips being Impregnated with a stiffening sub-

stance not soluble in oil.

888 041 SCUL11OR8UEPR0DUC1NG MACHINE. JoHS

B. 8AL0. New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 16. 19t)2. Serial

No. 123.585.

1. In a reproducing machine, a mount having a pin-

rallty of members each pivoted for movement on a hori-

zontal axis, a pantograph having a singlt pivotal connec-

tion with one member of said mount, the pivot of the
,

pantograph b^lng at an angle to the p\vK>t of each mem- 1

ber of the mount, and a tracer and a cutter both sup-

ported bv said pantograph.
j

2. In a reproducing machine, a horizontal carriage, a I

888 043. ROTARY ENGINE John Scipe. Dunn town-

ship. Ottertall county, Minn. Filed June 26. 1906. Se-

rial No. 323.511.
. u .

A rotary steam engine comprising a casing having two

cylinders, a rotatable piston In each cylinder, each of said

pistons having a projection thereon extending half way

around the piston and forming propelling heads at each

end a valve mechanism for controlling the passage to said

chambers having an Inlet port opening to the chamber a

disk rotatably mounted In the bottom of said chamber and

having steam passages therethrough, outlet ports In the
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bottom of the chamber adapted to register with the steam

pa.ssagps in the disk, other chambers in communication

with said outlet ports, steam ways for convfylng the

steam from the last named chambers to the engine cyl-

inders, and steam guides plvotally secured to the engine

casing to direct the steam from the valve mechanism afore-

said against the propel Ipr heads above set forth

888.04 4 METHOD OF PRODUCING ALIMINIUM
NITHII'S onnKAK SkkI'KK. Maduleiii. Switzerland.

Filed -May L'4. Ut07. Serial No. 375.452.

1. The iiifthod of producing aluminum nitrids which

consists In healing a mixture of alumina, carbon and a

metal capahle of forming an alloy with aluminum In an

atmosplier.' containing nitrogen to red heat. sul)Stantially

as described

2. The method of producing aluminum nitrids which

consists in heating a mixture of alumina, carbon and a

metal capable of forming an alloy with aluminum in an

atmosphere containing nitrogen and an acid gas to red

beat, substantially as described.

888.046 TOOTH FOR EXCAVATING-SHOVELS. JoHS

M Sherrkrd. Easton. Pa . assignor to Taylor Iron and

Steel Company, High Bridge. N. J . a Corporation of

N..W Jeraey Filed Apr. 1. 1007. Serial No. 365.671.

Renewed Nov. 20. 1907. Serial No 403.074.

888,045 KED. Wim.iam M Shaw. Camden, .\rk. Filed

Apr. 5. 1907. Serial No .366.625.

1. A bed of the character described comprising a frame

formed of standards secured In position by longitudinal

and cross braces, a bed body, springs suspending the body

from the standards, seats formed on the frame for support-

ing the bed l)ody Independent of the springs and means

for locking the body to the seats.

2. A bed of the character described comprisiD*; a frame

formed of standards secured In position by lungltudinai

and cross braces, a bed body, springs detachably secured

to the l>ody and standards suspending the body from the

standards, seats formed on the frame for supporting the

bed body independent of the springs and set screws en

gaging both the seats and the bed body whereby the latter

is locked upon the seats.

1, A detachable point uf the class specified, bifurcated

to form a pair of rearwardly eitendlnK' jaws united one to

the other by a pair of webs located at th.' sides thereof

2. A detachable point of the class specified, having a

pocket and a pair of Jaws .-xtendinp rearwardly of said

pocket.

a. A detachable wedge shaped point of the class speci-

fied, having a pocket formed by a pair of bifurcated jaws

united by a pair of side webs, said jaws extending rear-

wardly of the webs and provided at their rear ends with

opposing projecting surfaces or lugs.

4. A detachable, wedge-shaped, pocketed point of the

class specified, having an opening extending transversely

through the side walls of the pocket, and a pair of jaws

extending rearwardly of said pocket.

5. A detachable, pocketed, wedge-shaped point of the

class specified, having jaws extending rearwardly of such

pocket and provided with means for interlocking them

with the nose portion of a tooth.

[Claims 6 to 34 not printed in the Gazette.]

SK8.047 TOOTH FOR EXCAVATING-SHOVELS John

M Sherrekd. Easton. Pa., assignor to Taylor Iron and

Steel Company, High Bridge, N. J. a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Apr. 1. 1907. Serial No 365.672.

Renewed Dec. 27, 1907. Serial No. 408.269.

1. A detachable two part shovel tooth, comprising a

body portion having means for attachment to a shovel or

bucket and provided with a forwardly extending bifur-

cated nose, a point attachable to said nose and comprising

a pair of jawa, a web uniting said jaws, and a plurality

of means passing laterally through the nose and web for

connecting the point to the nost-.

2 A detachable and reversible wedge shaped point bifur-

cated to form a pair of jaws and a centrally located web

uniting said jaws, and having a plurality of bolt or rivet

openings extending laterally therethrough.

3. .\ detachable and revt-rsible wedge-shaped point bifur-

cated to form a pair of jaws of substantially the same

l.ngth. and a centrally located web uniting said jaws

throut:hout substantially the length thereof, said web hav

ing an opening therethrough for the passage of a cleaning

tool.

4. A detachable and reversible wedge-shaped point bifur-

cated to form a pair of jaws of substantially the same

l.ngth. and a centrally located web uniting said jaws

throughout substantially the length thereof, said web hav-

ing openings therethrough for the reception of rivets or

bolts.

5. A two-part shovel tooth, comprising a body portion

hnvlnc means for attachment to a shovel or bucket and

provided with a forwardly extended bifurcated nose, and

a point attachable to said nose and comprising a pair of
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Jaw* of Bub«tantlally the ume length, a centrally located

web uniting aald Jaws tbroaghoat substantially the length

thereof, and a plurality of means passing laterally through

the nose and web for connecting the point to the nose.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Oaiette.]

888.048. MILK COOLER AND AERATOR. Chaklbs

Skidd, Kenosha, Wis. Filed July 19, 1907. Serial No.

384^17.,

ber baring a tooth that may be oppositely embedded In

a wooden strip or the like, and means to secure the teeth

embedded, of a co-acting binge-leaf Jointed at one end

upon an end of one member of the longitudinally adjust-

able leaf.

2. In a hinge, the combination with a hinge-leaf com-

prising two members, one memb<>r sliding beneath return-

bent flanges on the other member, and a flange at one end

of each member having a lateral tooth, and a toggle levor

rockable on one member and adapted to draw the teeth

toward each other when said lever is folded, of a co acting

hinge-leaf hinged on one end of one member of the lon-

gitudinally adjustable binge-leaf.

3. In a hinge, the combination with a hinge-leaf com-

prising two members, one member slidable beneath return

bent flanges on the other member, each member havinK a

right angular flange bent at one end. said flangen each

having a lateral tooth thereon, a looped lever hinjff'd

by Its ends on one member of the two-part hinge-leaf, and

means connecting the other member with said lever.

whereby the teeth are drawn toward each other when the

lever Is folded, of a hinge-leaf that Is jointed upon one end

of one member of the two part hinge leaf.

1. In an apparatus for cooling and aerating milk or

cream. In combination, a shell in the form of a conic

frustum ; a U -shape sheet metal channel helically colled

upon and secured to the outer side of said shell, said shell

closing said channel and forming one wall thereof ; said

channel providing a shelf along which the milk may flow

downward around the shell, a trough secured to the lower

end of said shell ; an outlet pipe from the top coll of said

channel : an inlet entering the lowest Of said colls adja-

cent to the bottom wall of said trough and from within

said shell : a removable cover for the upper end of said

shell ; and a basin attached to said covter and perforated

to allow milk to spread evenly over said cover.

1'. In an apparatus for cooling and aerating milk or

cream. In combination, a shell In the form of a conic

frustum : a U shape sheet-metal channel helically colled

upon and secured to the outer side of said shell, said shell

closing said channel and forming one wall thereof ; a

trough secured to the lower end of aald shell ; an outlet

pipe from the top coll of said channel ; and an inlet enter-

ing the lowest of said colls.

3. In an apparatus for cooling and aerating liquids. In

combination, a vertical shell, and a stri|) having its longi-

tudinal edges bent to form a channel and helically coiled

upon and secured to the outer side of said shell, said shell

closing said channel and forming one wall thereof, one

flange of said strip being bent In a substantially horizontal

plane whereby the strip will provide a spiral runway for

the liquid to cause it to flow spirally around the outer

wall of said gheil.

888,050. FIELD-MAONET WINDING. Julias A. Strat-

TON, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 31, 1906. Serial No.

309,215.

1 In a dynamo electric machine, a field pole comprising

a pair of stems, compensating magnet colls surrounding

the stems and so connected as to have the current there-

through vary with the variation of current strength In

the armature circuit, and a field coll surrounding the

stems and the compensating magnet colls

2. In a dynamo electric machine, the field pole com

prising a pair of stenis, compensating magnet colls sur

rounding the stems and connected in series with the arma

ture of the dynamo electric machine, and a field coll sur

rounding the stems and their compensating magnet colls

888,049. HINGE. Haebt P. Sgciias. Passadamkeag, and 8 8 8,051. LOCK-NUT Ombb Thomas. Bedford, and
ETiBinT A. Buck, West Enfield, M^. Fli«d July 23, Gra.vt Blackwbll, Guthrie, Ind , assignors to Inger
1907. Serial No. 386.110. | soU-Rand Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Oct 26, 190« Serial No. 340.727.

1. The combination with a screw having threaded and

plain cylindrical portions, of a nut engaging said threaded

portion, a split Jam nut on the plain cylindrical portion

and having a direct Interlocking engagement with the nut

on the threaded portion and means carried by the split

Jam nut for clamping it to the said plain cylindrical por-

tion of the screw.

2. The combination with a screw having threaded and

plain cylindrical portions, of a nut engaging said threaded

portion, a split Jam nut and means carried by said split

Jam nat for clamping it to said plain cylindrical portion

of the screw, one of the nuts having a lug on its face and

1. In a hinge, the combination with a hinge-leaf, eom- the other nut having a recess In Its face arranged to re-

priaing two members, one slldable on th* other, each mem- i ceive said lug for interlocking the nuts.
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3. The combination with a screw having threaded and

plain cylindrical portions, of a nut engaging said threaded

portion, a split Jam nut and means carried by the split

Jam nut for clamping It to said plain cylindrical porilon

T
4. A crown, cover or Inclosure composed of an inner and

outer casing, each provided with a coating of plaster con-

taining an Ignltible match head material, explosive ma-

terial between the casings, fibrous means for separating

the casing-s, a base therefor, and means for locking the

crown to the base.

5. In a crown or cover, for safes, the combination of an

inner and outer casing ; each provided with a coating of

plaster containing ignitlble match-head material; explo-

sive material between the casings : a fibrous strip having

openings therein, through which the explosive material

is passed for separating the casings ; a base for the cover;

said inner casing having a locking strip and means car-

ried by the base to engage said strip so as to lock the

cover to the base.

888,053. APPARATUS FOR I'KOI'ELLING VESSELS.

AUGUST AHLBKKCUT. Plttsburg. Pa. Filed Dec. 2i», 1906,

Serial No. 349,977. Renewed Apr. 13. 1908. Serial No.

426.752.

of the screw, one of said nuts haviug a lug on Its face

provided with parallel sides and the other nut having a

recess In Its face provided with parallel sides .and arranged

to receive said lug for interlocking the nuts.

888.052. BURGLAR PROOF SAFE-JACKET JOHN W.

v'auohan and Waitkr C Bry.^n. Granite. Okla. Filed

Jtily 27, 1907. Serial No. H8.'..H5R.

An apparatus for propelling vessels or boats, comprising

a sliding head, means for operating the same, vertically-

moving bars carried by said head, means consisting of an

eccentric-grooved wheel and connecting levers for operat-

ing said vertically-moving bars, a propeller blade hinged

in position on the boat or vessel and operated to occupy

an approximately horizontal position at the starting point,

a vertical position, and to be carried horizontally by said

moving head and vertically-moving bars operating therein,

openings fitted with hinged covers, in said propeller and

means operated by the movement of said propeller to open

and cloiJe said hinged covers, as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

888,054 DOUBLE-WALLED VESSEL Albkbt Aschbn-

BBE.NNEB, Berlin, Germany, assignor to .American Ther-

mos Bottle Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Oct. 18, 1907. Serial No. .S98.050.

1 .K crown, cover or Inclosure composed of an inner

and outer casing, each provided with a coating of plaster

(-untainlng an Ignltible material, explosive material be-

tween the casings, and fibrous means having openings

therein through which the explosive material is passed,

for separating the casings.

2. \ crown, cover or inclosure composed of an Inner

and outer casing, each provided with a coating of plaster

containing ignltible material, explosive material between

the casings, means for separating the casings, a base

therefore and means for locking the crown to the base.

3. A crown, cover or Inclosure composed of an inner

and outer casing, each provided with a coating of plaster

containing an Ignltible match-head material, explosive

material between the casings, fibrous means having open-

ings therein through which the explosive material is

passed for separating the casings, a base therefor, and

means for locking the crown to the base.

1. In combination with a double-walled vessel haying a

vacuum space between its inner and outer walls, of stlffen-

i ing pieces Interposed between the inner and outer walls,
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and a Bilver coating having pockets therein for recelrlng
and supporting the stiffening pieces.

2. In combination with a doable walled Tessel harlng a
acuum space between Its inner and outer walls, of stiffen-

ing pieces Interposed between the Inner and outer walls,
and a sUyer coating on the outside of the Inner wall and
the Inside of the outer wall respectively, said coating hav-
ing pockets therein for receiving and supi^ortlng the said
stiffening pieces.

888,055. WHEELBARROW CLIP. Cha»lks A. Bakbe.
Milwaukee. Wl.s.. assignor to Sterling Wljeelbarrow Com-
pany. Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Filed June 3, 1907. Serial No 376.9-2~.

1. A wheelbarrow clip, comprising a pulr of members
hinged together and surrnundlng the handle member and
the leg member of thp wheelbarrow, ears projecting from
said clip members opposite the hinge connection, and a
•lamping bolt connecting the ears for claniplng the mem-

.bera tightly In place.

2. A wheelbarrow clip. comprL^lng a pair of members
hinged together and surrounding the handle member and
the leg member of the wheelbarrow, a lug on one of the
clip members entering an opening in the lef member, ears
on the clip members opposite the hinge conqectlon thereof,
and a clamping bolt connecting the ears for tightly clamp-
ing the clip in place

3. A wheelbarrow clip, comprising a pair of clip mem-
bers surrounding the handle member and tbe leg member
of the wheelbarrow, a hook formed on the end of one mem-
ber and engaging an eye formed In the end of the other
member, ears on the other ends of the clip members oppo-
site the hook and eye connection thereof, and a clamping
bolt passing through the ears for clamping the, clip In
place.

4. A wheelbarrow clip, comprising a pair of angular
members surrounding the handle member ant the leg mem-
ber of the wheelbarrow, a hinge connection between the clip
memben at one end thereof located at an e<|ge of the han-
dle member, ears at the other end of the clip members at
the diagonally opposite edge of the handle toember, and a
clamping bolt passing through the ears for clamping the
clip In place.

deacrlbed, the same comprising a seamlen metal annular
baMd or ring having a substantially plano-convex form
croaa-sectlonally terminating In thin bendable edges, one
or more perforations extending transversely through the
ring, a pin or connecting member passing through .said

perforation, oppositely disposed outer ornamental mem-
bers located In said band and constituting the obverse and
reverse sides of the device, compressible packing material
Interposed between the backs of said outer members and
the adjacent faces of said connecting member, and havlnij
the edge portions of the band bent so a.s to Impinge upon
the adjacent exterior surfaces of the outer member.s,
thereby at the same time forcing the latter toward each
other an.l iir-sslnic ib.- packing material into snug fric-
tlonal contact with tliv said pin or connecting member.

RS8.057. BRACP:I.KT and neck chain. iKuvh !.

Barney, Chartley. Mass.. assignor of one half to Charles
D. Lyons. Mansfield, Mass. Filed Nov. 5, 1907 .Serial
No. 400,734.

888,056. JEWELRY. Frank P. Babnkt, Ckartley. Masa..
assignor of one-half to Charles D. Lyobs, Mansfield,

Filed July 13, 1907. Serial No. $83,547.Mass.

m.'
rn.

C,

c
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1. .\s an Improved article of manufacture a charm or
other kindred article of Jewelry, the same consisting of a
pair of oppositely disposed ornamental members consti-
tuting the obverse and reverse sides of the article, each
having a substantially piano convex form croes-sectionally,
suitable packing material Interposed between the adjacent
plane or back faces of the members, and a seamless annu-
lar metal ring or band snugly encircling said members, the
two edge portions of the band being mateflally thinner
transversely than the center part and bent over onto the
convex surfacM of the respective members, substantially
as described.

2. .V.n article of Jewelry substantially aa hereinbefore

1. As ;ui improved article of manufacture the solderless
reversihle hraceiet or neck chain herein (lescri()eil. the
same comprisjiig a plurality of units having annular sidf
walls, a pair of oppositely disposed flat sheet-metal links
monnte<l in and extending outwardly from the side wall of
each unit in the form of an elongate<l eye. a coupling
member arrangwl flatwl.se In the plane of and movably
mounte<l In the said eye portions of a pair of adjacent
links, and means for detachably securing the ends of the
bracelet together

2. A solderless chain of the character described consist
Ing of a plurality of units having annular sUle walls, n

pair of oppositely located flat links extending outwardly
through the said wall of each unit and terminating In

transversely elongated eyes, an elongHfe<l coupling member
movably mounted In the eyes of and (unnectlng the pruxl
mate links of the corresponding pair of units, a snap
catch hinged In the end link of the chain arranged to de
tachably engage a unit at the opposite end of the chain,
and having the said several meml>ers of the chain adapted
to lie flatwise In a common plane.

3 In a bracelet of the character described, the cnml.lnn
tlon with a pair of units having annular side walls, and a
pair of oppositely disposed flat links removal^ly secured
in the sld^ wall of each unit and terminating In outer
elongated eyes, of an elongated coupling or connecthu-
member / mounted In the said eyes of a pair of adjacent
links and normally lying flatwise In the same plane there
with.

4. In a bracelet of the character described, the (ombina
tlon of a hollow setting member or unit having a pair of
oppositely located alining openings formed In Its walls, a
flat folded sheet-metal link Inserted In and practically
filling each opening, the inner end portion of each link he
ing bent so as to Increase the thickness at that point thus
preventing It from being accidentally withdrawn from the
.setting, and coupling members hinged In the outer ends of
and abutting the links, substantially as described

H88.058. SHRUBBERY CUTTER. Chablbs Bbbu. New
York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 25, 1907. Serial No. 394.553.
1. .\ hedge or shrubbery trimming Implement comprising

a carrying bar. a handle in fixed relation to the bar and
extending therefrom substantially in the plane of the bar
and at an angle to the longitudinal axis thereof, an operat
Ing bar parallel to the carrying bar. knives In fixed posi
tlons relative to the carrying bar, swinging knives pivoted
to both bars and coQperatlng with said fixed knives, and
an operating lever fulcruroed on the carrying bar and con
nected to the operating bar, said operating lever being
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positioned substantially In the plane of the bars and mov

able In a path parallel to said plane.

2. A hedge or shruhljery trimming implement comprising

a pair of bars, one of which Is movable relative to the other,

a series of knives fixed to the relatively non movable bar.

each of said knives t>elng positioned on said l>ar so that

the longitudinal axis of the knife is at an angle to the

corresiKtmling axis of the bar. swinging knives pivoted on

the non movable Imr and each positioned thereon in co-

operative relation to one of said "Ihei fixed knives, the

cutting edges of each pair of cooperating knives being

adapted to shear past each other, said pivoted knives hav-

ing shank.-* which are pivoted to the movable bar, and

means co<lperatlng directly with said bars whereby the im-

plement may be carried and the bars operated for Impart

Ing relative movement thereto.

3. A hedge or shrul>t>ery trimming Implement comprising

i> carrying bar. a sei les of knives each provided with a

shank which Is offset relative to the plane of the knife

and produces a shoulder at the base thereof, whereby each

knife Is fitted on, and secured to. said bar so that one side

of said knife Is adapted to lie In the plane of one face of

the bar. a movable bar. swinghiK' knives each pivoted to

both bars, and means cooperating with said bars whereby

the implement may be carried and the bars operated for

simultaneously Imparting movement to the swinging

knives.

4. A hedge or shrubbery trimming implement comprising

a carrying bar provided with a rigid handle disposed sub

stantlally In the plane of said bar. a series of knives each

having a shouldered part secured to said bar, whereby

said knives are positioned In flush relation with one face

of the bar. a movable bar, another series of knives each

pivoted to both bars and cooperating with one of said

fixed knives, and a bell crank operating lever fulcrumed on

the carrying bar and pivoted to the movable bar

Ing. shoulder-straps and gussets between said shoulder

straps at the front and hack and extending to the waist-

band, one of said gussets l^eniK in two parts, one on each

side of said opening In the waist band whereby an opening

Is formed In the waist l)etween the shoulder straps, and

means for holding said opening closed

2. A skeleton waist comprising a uaist Ijnnd adapted to

extend around the entire waist and having an opening

therein at a single point, shoulder straps secured to said

waist band, gus.sets between said shoiilder straps and ex-

tendiiij,' to the waist-band, one of said gussets being in two

parts and having a part thereof on each side of the open-

ing In the waist band whereby an opening In the waist is

formed, means for holding parts of said gusset together,

and means for holding the ends of the waist band together

at the opening therein.

3. A skeleton waist comprising a waist band extending

around the entire waist and having an opening tlierein at

one point, shoulder straps secured to said waist band,

gussets between said shoulder straps at the front .ind

l)ack, one of said gussets l>eing in two parts, a part thereof

being arranged on each side of the opening of the said

waist-band, whereby an opening Is formed centrally l)e-

tween the shoulder straps and means for holding the parts

of said gussets and the ends of said waist-hand together to

close the opening in the waist.

4. A skeleton waist, comprising a waist band, shoulder

straps secured to said band, and cross braces secured to

the band at the sides of the waist, to the adjacent shoul-

der strap and across to the opposite shoulder strap.

5. A skeleton waist, comprising a waist band. sh<iulder

straps each made up of two plies of material secured to-

gether, and cross braces secured to the band at the sides

of the waist, passing between the plies of the adjacent

shoulder strap and then firmly secured between the piles

of the opposite shoulder strap.

[Claims t; and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

,
888.060. PULP-FLOW-BOX SHOWER DEVICE. George

H. Bla.nchaed, South Glens Falls, N. Y. Filed Sept 9,

190 I . Serial No. 391,901.

888.059. SKELETON WAIST. Wii.lia.\i W. Bewsic.

Newark. N. J. Filed Dec. 1. 1905. Serial No. 289,741.

1. The combination with a pulp or pap( r nuiclilne flow

box of a rotary shower pipe located above the surface of

the stuff and adjacent to the partition thereof, substan-

tially as set forth.

L' The combination with a pulp or paper machine flow

box of a rotary shower pipe located above the surface of

the stuff and adjacent to the partition thereof, and pro-

vldtHl with a spiral arrangement of Jet openings, substan

tlally as set forth.

3. The combination with a pulp or paper machine flow

liox of a shower pipe extended across the box and located

at a point which would be above the surface of the stuff

and adjacent to the partition thereof, a spiral row of

holes or Jet openings provided in said pipe, and means for

rotating the pipe and supplying fluid under pressure there-

to, substantially as set forth.

1 A skeleton waist comprising a waist liand extending

completely around the waist, and having a single open-

888,061. TRUNK - FASTENER. Skymuib W. Bonsall,

New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. .30, 1907. Serial No.

365,480.

1. A case having a slotted edge, a catch arranged to

swing through said slot, a hollow escutcheon plate outside

1 of said Blot, a hollowed tenon fitting said escutcheon plate
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aod means wlrhin the case for engaging with said catch,
subufantlallv as rlescrlbed. ,

the b«lt, and another series of clamps fastened on the
Inner side of the belt and opening downwardly and adapted
to clamp the drawers to the Inner side of the belt, for the
purposes set forth.

- A case havim; n slotted edge, a pivoted shaft parallel

to and Just within the opposite meeting edge, a lock-hasp
flxwl to said shaft, hollow escutcheon plaOes on opFK)fllte

sides of said slot, a hollowed tenon fixed to the edge carry-
ing said shaft and rtttini; the escutcheon plate outalde of

said slot, and n oatrh fixed to said shaft and arranged to

swinisc through said slot and to engage with the escutcheon
plate inside of said slot, substantially as dascribed.

CL

888,062. BOILER - hT-RNACE. Isaac H. Botm. Muncle,
Ind Filed Jan 24. 1906. Serial No. 2t7,597.

2. A garment-supporting belt provided with means for

detachahly and adjustably connecting Its ends, a aeries of

trouser supporting clasps opening downwardly and ar-

ranged at Intervals along the oatalde of the belt and pro-

jecting above the upper edge thereof, and another series

of drawers supporting clasps opening downwardly and ar-

ranged on the Inside of the belt and alternating with the
aforesaid series and arranged below the level of the outer
series of clamps.

888.064. STEAM Tir.HT JOINT FOR ROTARY RODS
John 8. Chambbrs, Wilmington. N. C. Filed Feb. 19,

1907. Serial No. 358,324.

1. A furnace i-omprisint; a front wall, & rear wall, a

bridge wall betwt'fn the front wall and tbe rear wall,

grates, an lncllne<J heat passage floor extending from the
top of the bridge wall upwardly towards <he rear wall,

and a plurality of dppoaltely-extendlng arcbes. one arch
extending from the front wall upwardly lb an Inclined

angle and another arch extending from the bridge wall up-
wardly above the end of the first-mentioned arch and hav-
ing projections on the under side thereof extending down-
wardly towards the grates and the front wall.

1. A furnace .comprising a front wall, a rear wall, a
bridge wall between the front wall and the r«ar wall, a cy-

lindrical evaporator extending over the bridge wall, a heat
passage floor extendlnj; from the top of the bridge wall up-
wardly towards the shell and the rear wall and curved
npwardly at a side of the shell, and bricks pjojectlng from
tbe top surface of said floor.

1. A steam-tight joint for a rocking or rotary rod com-
prising a metal filling surrounding the rod and annular
aboalders on the rod embeded In said metal filling.

2. A steam tight joint for a rocking or rotary rod com-
prising a packing box through which the rod extends, a
metal filling for the box, surrounding the rod, and an-
nular shoulders on the rod embedded In said metal filling.

3. A steam-tight Joint for a rocking or rotary rod com-
prising a metal filling surrounding the rod and a circum-
ferential flange on the rod embedded In said metal filling.

4. A steam-tight joint for a rocking or rotary rod com-
prising a packing box through which the rod extends, a
metal filling for the box. surrounding the rod, and a cir-

cumferential flange on the rod embedded in said metal fill-

ing.

5. A steam-tight joint for a rocking or rotary rod com-
prising a metal filling surrounding the rod and a tapered
drcamferential flange embedded in said metal fllllng.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

fi«8.063 GARMENT SI TI'ORTEK. Lr cms H. Bbooks,
New Orleans. La., assignor of one-half to T. H. Smith,
New Orleans, La. Filed Dec. 6, 1907. Serial No.
405,399.

1, A garment supporting belt having means for detach-
ably ahd adjustably connecting Its ends and provided with
a series of clasps on its outer side opening downwardly
and adapted to clasp the trousers against the outer face of

888,065. CAPO TASTO BAR FOR PIANO - FRAMES.
CLirroBD C. Chickbbinq, Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 12,

1907. Serial No 367.890.

1. In a piano the combination with a wrest plank of a
web supported thereon, a capo tasto bar integral with the
web at a plurality of points and bolted thereto Interme-
diate said points.

2. In a piano the combination with the wrest plank of a
web secured thereon, a capo tasto bar Integral with the
web at a plurality of points and adjustable means rigidly

connecting said web and capo tasto bar at intermediate

I
points.

«t,>»
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3. In a piano, the combination with a wrest-plank of a

web secured thereon, a capo tasto bar integral with the

web at a plurality of points, lugs on said bar projecting

over the web and bolts extending therethrough and engag-

ing said web.

4. lu a piano, the combination with a web of a wrest-

plank supporting the web. a capo tasto liar integral with

the web at a plurality of points, integral lugs on said bar

and bolts passing therethrough and threaded into said

web.

5. In a piano the combination with a wrest plank of a

web above the same, a capo tasto bar integral with the

web at its ends, lugs thereon intermediate the ends, bolts

passing therethrough and threaded into the web and inde-

pendent metallic ribs or bearings having each a rounded

edge for engagement by strings.

I Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gaz> tte ]

888.066 SALT SHAKER. Abraham Cohbncids, New
York, N Y. Filed Aug. 6. 1907. Serial No. 387,255.

m "

1. A salt shaker having a body and a perforated cover, a

valve within the body engaging with the perforation the

said valve moving in a line toward and away from the

cover, a spring for disengaging the valve from the perfo

ration, and means actuated by the engagement of the body

with its support for closing the valve.

2 A salt shaker having a body and a perforated cover,

with a valve within the body, the said valve moving to

ward and away from the cover to close and open the per-

foration, operative means for the valve, such means ex-

tending through an opening in the body, and adapted to

engage with the support, and means actuated by the re-

moval of the body from its support for opening the valve.

3. A salt shaker which comprises a glass body with a

removable perforated cover, a valve within the t)ody

mounted to move toward and away from the cover to close

and open the perforation therein, a stem on which the valve

Is mounted extending through a glass tube lying within the

body, the connection between the l>ody and tub.' compris-

ing a collar which lies within the body and engages with

the tube, and a hollow washer which passes through an

opening In the body and engages with the collar, the stem

of the valve passing through the hollow washer and carry-

ing a button on Its other end. there being a spring between

the button and the tube surrounding the stem and lying

within the hollow washer.

4. A salt shaker which comprises a glass body, a re-

movable perforated cover, a tube within the body extend-

ing from the bottom to a point below the cover, a valve

within the body mounted to move toward and away from

the cover to close and open the perforation therein, a

stem on which the valve is mounted passing through the

tube, the tube being adapted to engage with the valve when

open, and limiting the extent of opening of the valve, the

free end of the stem extending through the bottom of the

body, a button on the stem, and a spring surrounding the

stem, and adapted to exert stress in the direction to

open the valve and cause it to engage with the free end

of the tube, said stem and button, when the valve is fully

open, extending below the bottom of the body a distance

equal to that between the top of the tube and the underside

of the cover.

888.067. ELECTROPLATING APPARATUS. JOHN T.

I>AMEi,R. Newark. N. J., assignor to The Hanson h Van

Winkle Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

June 7, 1907. Serial No. 377.689.

Filed

1. In an electro-plating apparatus, the combination with

a tank, of a container, a suspension frame In which the

container is mounted, a series of contact making brackets

connected with said tank, and a cone-shaped contact teat

on each bracket, said suspension frame being provided

with inverted tapering teat-receiving holes adapted to reg-

ister with said teats to make electrical contact.

2. In an electroplating apparatus, the combination

with a tank, of a container, a suspension frame in which

the container is mounted, a series of contact-making brack-

ets connected with said tank, and a cone shaped contact-

leat on each bracket, said suspension frame being provided

with inverted tapering holes, and wearing sleeves in said

holes adapted to register with said teats to make electrical

contact.

3. In an electroplating apparatus, the combination with

a tank, of a revoiuble container removably arranged in

said tank, a series of contact making brackets connected

with said tank, and a cone shaped contact teat on each

bracket, said suspension frame lieing provided with in-

verted tapering teat-re. eiving holes adapted to register

with said teats to make electrical contact.

i 4. In an electroplating apparatus, the combination with

' a tank, of a revoiuble container repiovably arranged in

said tank, a series of contact-making brackets connected

I

with said tank, and a cone-shap.Ml contact-teat on each

liracket. said suspension frame being provided with in-

verted tai>ering holes, and wearing sleeves In said holes

adapted to register with said teats to make electrical con-

,
tact

I

5. In an electro-plating apparatus, the combination with

a tank, of a container in said tank, a shaft upon which

said container is affixed, said container and shaft being

removable from said tank, a suspension frame provided

with bearings In which said shaft Is mounted, a spindle

rotatlvely arranged In one end of said tank, a means of

separable cgnnectlon between said spindle and said shaft

a series of contact-making brackets connected with said

tank, and a cone-shaped contact-teat on each bracket, said

suspension frame being provided with tapering teat-re-

ceiving holes adapted to register with said teats to make

electrical contact.

i [Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaiette.]
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1

888.068. ELECTROPLATING APPARATUS. JOHW T.

Daniels, Newark. N. J., assignor to Tlie Hanson k Van
Winkle Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

July 29, 1907 Serial No. 385.988.

7

1 In an eiectroplatiog apparatus a tank adapted to con-

tain an niectroplatlng solution, a rota.table container,

means to support said container in said tank, means to

rotate said container, an anode, means to support said

anode within said tank, a cathode eletient romprlalng

a flexible portion and, at Its fre« end, a pert hearit^r than
said portion, and means to support said cathode within

said container.

-. In an electroplating apparatus a tant adapted to con-

tain an electroplating solution, a rot«table container,

means to support said container (n said tank, means to

rotate said container, an anode, means to support said

anode within said tank, a cathode elemqnt comprising a

dexible portion and. at Its free end, a ptrt heavior than
said portion, and means to loosely supp<>rt said cathode
within said container.

3. In an electroplating apparatus, a tai^ or rat adapted
to contain an electroplating solution, a Oontalner in said

tank, a shaft upon which said container la mounted, and
cathode-elements, each element comprising a short member
provided with an eye loosely arranged upon said shaft, a
heavy body-member, and a flexible connection between
said body-member and said short member, substantially as

and for the purposes set forth.

4 In an electroplating apparatus, a tank or vat adapted
to contain an electro-plating solution, a container In said

tank, a shaft upon which said container Is mounted, and
cathode-elements. >?ach element comprising a rigid short

member provided at one end with an eye loosely arranged
upon said shaft, said short member betnf proTlded at Its

opposite end with a flexible chain, and a weight secured to

said chain, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

5. In an electroplating apparatus, a cathode element
comprising at its free end a sinker conne<3ted therewith by

a chain.

[Claims H to 10 not printed in the Oaiftte.]

88S.069 MEANS FOR DETECTING FAlSE REGISTRA-
TION IN TIME-RECORDERS. JoHV Dbi, Syracuse,

N. Y.. and .\lexa.ndeb Det. Glasgow. Scotland, as-

signors to I»ey Time R^clster Company, Syracuse, N. Y.,

a Corporation of .Vew York. Filed Ja». 1.3, 190."?. Se-

rial No, 138,«.->1,

1. In a time recorder, in combination, taechanlsm adapt-

ed to make a character distinctive of the day of the week
upon which it is made, and means positiacing a card pro-

vided with spaces for each day of the w»ek with a space

distinctive of the said first mentioned day of the week In

position to receive said impression, whereby the character

and position of a record are rendered mutually corrobora-

tive.

2. In apparatus of the class described. In combination,

time - controlled printing mechanism comprising means
adapted to Indicate directly by the character of Its record

the day of the week apon which the record is made, and
means coactlng therewith adapted to position a record-

receiving member with a predetermined portion of its sur-

face opposite the printing point, whereby the portion in

which the impression occurs is indicative of the day of

thf wefk upon whifh the record is made.

3. In apparatus of the class described, in combination,
time-cgntrolled printing mechanism comprising means
adapted to indicate directly by the character of Its record

the day of the week upon which the record is made, and
means coactlng therewith adapted to position a record-

re<"elving member with various transverse and various lon-

gitudinal columns opposite the printing point whereby
upon a record being formed the column extending in one
direction In which It is positioned indicates the day of the

week upon which the record is made, and the column ex-

tending In another direction in which the record is posi-

tioned indicates the period of the day In which the record

Is made.

4. In apparatus of the class described, in combination,

record-forming means comprising a minute wheel, an hour
wheel and a day wheel, means driving said hour wheel
from said minute wheel, means driving said day wheel
from said hour wheel, a card receiver operatively related

to said wheels, and clock-controlled means adapted to

limit the depth of insertion of a record card within said

card receiver to points varying with the day of thf" week,

whereby the Impression of said day wheel and the space

in which it Is rt'<vived are mutually corroborative

5. In apparatus of the class described, in combination,

clock-coQt rolled hour and minute printing mechanism, a

clock-controlled printing member adapted to change the

character of its record daily, a card receiver operatively

related to said member and said mechanism, an abutment
in said receiver adapted to limit the depth of insertion of

the record can!, and clock-controlled means adapted to

move said abutment dally to place an inserted card with

different predetermined portions of its surface In position

to receive Impressions, whereby the depth of Insertion of

a record card and the character of the record formed

thereon by said memb«»r arc automatically changed each

day
(Claims t^ to 10 not printed In the Gasette. ]

888,070 COMBINED SQUARE AND CALIl'ERS. Wil-
liam DissELL, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed .Vpr H». 1007.

Serial No. .369,111.

1. A device of the character described comprisjn»{ a

member having one end thereof provided with a tfiiou. a

clamping device provided with a mortise for said fi-non.

and a sliding member carried by said clamping device and

adjustable transversely with respect to the former rmm-
ber, substantially as specified.

2. \ device of the character described comprising a

square-member having one end thereof provided with a

tenon, a clamping device comprising a pair of clninplng

members, the inner end of each of which Is provided with

' a fractional mortise adapted when the clamping membvrs
' are secured together to form a complete mortise for the

I reception of said tenon, a shoulder or ledge being provided

I at 'the outer end of said mortise, a second square- member
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adjustably mounted in said clamping device with its inner

edge abutting against said ledge, and means for securing

the second member to said clamping device, substantially

as specified.

2. In a paper serving device the combination with a

receptacle for paper sheets, provided with a slot through

which the sheets may be withdrawn, of a suspending de-

vice arranged within the receptacle and having one end

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a square-member having an end thereof provided

with a tenon, a clamping device comprising a pair of

rlamplng members provided with fractional mortises

adapted to receive said tenon and with one or more ledges

adapted to receive the Inner edge of the second Sijuare

member, a second square member slidably fitted between

said clamping members, said second member t)eing pro-

vided with a slot extending longitudinally thereof, and a

clamping screw extending through said clamping device

and through the said slot, substantially as specified

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a square member having an end thereof provided

with a tenon, a clamping device comprising a pair of

clamping members provided with fractional mortises

adapted to receive said tenon and with one or more ledges

adapted to receive the Inner edge of the second square

member, a second square member slidably fitted between

said clamping members, said second member twing pro-

vided with a slot extending longitudinally and terminating

short of tiie ends thereof, and a clamping screw extend-

ing through said clamping device and through the said

slot, substantially as specified.

.•i. In a device for the purposes specified, the combina-

tion of a square-member, a clamping device connected to

one end of said member and provided with a ledge or abut-

ment, a second square-member carried by said clamping

device and having an inner edge adapted to engage said

ledge or abutment, said second member being provided

with a slot extending longitudinally thereof, a clamping

screw carrii^ by said clamping device for retaining the

second meralx-r In adjusted position, and an eccentric pin

carried by said clamping device and projecting Into said

.slot, substftutlally as specified.

[Claims f) to 10 not printed in the Gazette ]

TTT-f
projecting through a slot in the receptacle and its oppo-

site end bent to form a portion upon which the sheets

are piled, said suspending device and receptacle being ar-

ranged for movement relatively to each other.

8 8 8.073. SYSTEM FOR VENTILATION OF MINES.

William E. Elliott and John G, Wilson. Sharon, Pa.

Filed Feb. 1, 1908. Serial No. 413,858.

R8R,071 DENTAL CROWN - HEATER. Edward W
D.M>E7. Fort Wayne. Ind Filed July 8, 1907. Serial

No. 382.795.

In a dental crown heater a metallic bulb having In its

upper portion a surface provided with a configuration

adapted to engage a corresponding configuration on a

tooth crown for the uses and purposes described.

888,072. PAPER SERVIN<; OR DISTRIBUTING DE
VICE. Mathildb Ehrluh. Vienna, .\ustria Hungary

Filed Oct. 16, 1906. Serial No. 339,166.

1. In a paper serving device, the combination with a

receptacle for paper sheets, provided with a slot through

which the sheets may be withdrawn, of a suspending de-

vice arranged within the receptacle and adapted to sup-

port the sheets, said suspending device and receptacle be-

ing arranged for movement relatively to each other.

1. In a system for the ventilation of mines, means for

creating a current of air at substantially right angles to

the direction of the length of a drive, said means including

alternately spaced air inlets and outlets, substantially as

shown and described.

2. In a system for the ventilation of mines, the combina-

tion with the main air current, of means for creating a

current of air at substantially right angles to the main air

current, said means Including alternately spaced air inlets

and outlets, substantially as shown and described.

3. In a system for the ventilation of mines, the combina-

tion with mine drives, leads and galleries, of means for

directing a current of air transversely thereof, said means

Including alternately spaced air inlets and outlets sub-

stantially as shown and described,

4. In a system for the ventilation of mines, means for

directing a current of air against the sides, top and bottom

of a drive, and means for withdrawing the current from

the drive substantially as shown and described.

5. In a system for ventilating mines, means for pro-

ducing a circulation of air around the sides, top and bot-

tom of a drive, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gasette.] /
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888.074. MEANS FOR STARTING INTERNAL - COM-
BUSTION ENGINES. QrovANNi EnbicO, Turin. Italy,

asalgnor to F. I A. T. Fabbiica ItallaUa Automobll*
Torino. Turin. Italy. Filed Oct. 3, 1906. 8«rlal No.
3.3T,292.

r

1. la an Internal combuatlon enjrlne, the combination

with the cylinder of Inlet and outlet valvem cams for op-

erating such valves, a hollow cam shaft carrying such

cams, an additional valve adapted to admit compressed

fluid to tbe engine for starting purposes, a cam for oper-

ating said additional valve, said cam being Independent of

tbe outlet and Inlet valve cams, and being adapted to slide

on said cam shaft, and a second shaft for operating the

cam for the additional valve, said shaft extending within

the cam shaft and being connected to its cam through slots

formed in the cam shaft.

2. Id an Internal combustion engine, the combination
with the cylinder of inlet and outlet valves, cams for oper-

ating such valves, a hollow cam. shaft carrying such cams,
an additional valve adapted to admit compressed fluid fb

tbe engine for starting purposes, a cam for operating said

additional valve, said cam being independent of the outlet

and Inlet valve cams, and being adapted to slide on said

cam shaft, a second shaft for operating th« cam for tbe

additional valve, said shaft extending within the cam
shaft and being connected to its cam througk slots formed
in the cam shaft, and a piston for operating said second
shaft, said piston being connected on on*} side with a

source of compr»»ss<"d fluid, and said shaft being provided

. with a spring to oppose the movements of said piston.

3. In an internal combustion engine, th« combination
with the cylinder of an additional valve for admitting
compressed air to the engine for starting purposes, a cam
adapted to be movpd into and out of position for operating
said valve, a yieldinif means for normally holding said cam
in its inoperative position, and a piston connected on one
side with a source of compressed fluid and adtipted to move
said cam to its operativp position and to held it in such
position again.st the pressure of said sprlni;.

4. In an internal combu.<(tlon engine, thfl combination
with the cylinder of an additional valve for admitting com-
pressed air to the engine for starting purposes, a cam
adapted to be moved Into and out of position for operating
said valve, a yielding means for normally holding said cam
in Us inoperative position, and a piston connected on one
side with a scarce of compressed fluid and adapted to move
said cam to its operative position and to h61d it In such
position against the pressure of said spring, and a valve
for controlling the supply of fluid to said piston and to
said additional valve, whereby when said v^ve is opened
said piston is actuated to move the cam to its operative
position so as to admit compressed fluid to the cylinder,
and when said valve is closed the supply of compressed
fluid is cut off from said cylinder and said piston auto-
matically moves to throw said cam out of its operative po-
sition.

888.075. FISHING - BOD Jean W. EsHJiaoB, Los An-
geles. Cal. Filed June 8, 1907. Serial No. 377,003.
\ fishing rod comprising a handle, an internally thread-

ed tube secured therein and projecting from one end thereof
and having Its projecting end terminating ib a collar, a

rod holding member having Ita oater end tnbalar and pro-

vided eTtemally with a pair of longitudinally disposed

spaced ribs and with an under-cut keeper and having its

J
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oitw-atlng derlcps slmultaneonslj, for morlog all the per-

forators relatlTp to the pillar.

3. In a machine of the class described, a fixed perforated

pillar, a plaralitv of supports each adapted for sliding

movement relative to the pillar while retaining a parallel

filiation thereto, a plurality of operating devices each

limited to sliding movement in a path parallel to the axis

of the pillar, ^^ach operating device having; a sliding and
wf'diilng ent{aci^mi>nt with one of said su|)ports. perfora-

tors carried by <*aid supports, and mean« for Imparting

fndwise movenii-nt to the operating devices simultaneously,

wht-reby the supiwrts and the perforators are moved to-

ward and from fht> pillar.

cap. and a filtering fabric secured to the end of the cylln

der by the latter cap ao as to overlie the cylindrical pro-

4 In a machine of the class described, a table, a hollow i

Perforated pillar, a series of perforating tools arranged ex-
j

t'-rnally with respect to said pillar. horizoCtAlly movable '

supports for said series of tools, guides for said supports,
1

vertically movable dpvic«»s operating between said guides i

and coSperatlng with said supports for simultaneously
moving them relative to the pillar, and metns for impart-

;

Ing upward and downward movement to s*id support-op-

erating devices.

5 In a machine of the class described, a hollow fixed

perforated pillar, a plurality of movable avpports located

externHlly of said pillar, a plurality of perforating tools

i>acb carried by each of said supports, guldfa for said sup-

ports, cam-parts Integral with said supp<»rtg, rertlcally I

movable blocks operating In said guides atid cooperating
;

with said cam-parts, and means for rertlctlly reciprocat-

ing said blocks, whereby the plurality of supports are ac-

tuated simultaneously for moving the plufallty of serlea

'it perforators relative to the perforated pillar.

[Claims 6 to IS not printed In the Gazette.]

88S,0»*1. BLriNO-STRAINER. Waltm fe. GiiOG, Sew
j

York. N. Y. Piled May 3, 1907. Serial Mo. 371,566. !

1. A bluing distributer comprising an Imperforate cylln-
j

der, a sealing member on one end of said tylloder, a cap I

for the opposite end of said cylinder, a fonunlnous projec-
i

tlon carried by said cap. and a filtering fabric secured to

the end of the cylinder by the cap so as to ^rerlle the pro-
1

Jection.
I

2. A bluing distributer comprising an Imperforate pore*- i

lain cylinder, a metalflc cap for one end ol said cylinder.
^

a metallic cap for the oppoelte end of said <tyllnder, an ap-

ertnred cylindrical projection carried by the last named '

Jection to be free of apertures so that they will be unob-

structed.

888.082. LIGHTED vSIOX. Samlel Ghimsos, New York,

N. Y. Filed Sept. '-'8, 190«. Serial No ;i;iO..'}0<:>.

1. .\s a new article of manufacture a lighted sign hav-

ing o(>enlngs for the passage of light, and provided with

movable obscuring parts, and mean* whereby the &ald

parts may be moved, to enlarge and decrease gradually the

slae of the characters forming the same, substantially as

described and shown.

2. In a lighted sign having openings for the passage of

light, the combination, with a frame adapted to carry

movable obscuring parts and means whereby the said parts

may be moved to enlarge and decrease gradually the char

actera forming the sign, of a suitable device to operate the

frame, substantially as described and shown.

3. In a lighted sign, a part containing an opening form-

ing a light passage of a designated character, another

part or parts corresponding thereto forming the light pas-

sage completing such character, In combination with suit

able operating dcrlces adapted to more such parts towards

and away from each other gradually, and thereby increase

and decrease the light passage and designated character,

substantially as described and shown.

4. In a lighted sign, a series of plates adapted to leave

openings In the form of designated characters, for the pas-

sage of light, said openings being arranged In such plates

to correspond to each other, and such plates being ar

ranged to slide orer each other, and thereby gradually to

increase and decrease rach openings and at the same time

preserre the conflgnration of the designated character,

snbataBtially as described and shown.

5. In a lighted sign, a moraMe plate or plates provided

with openings adapted to permit the passage of light to

form part of a character. In Losablnation with a movable

plate or plates prorlded with openings adapted to permit

the passage of light to form another part or other parts of

such character, and a series of movable obscuring parts

adapted to close and unclose openings tn such sign to pre-

serre the symmetry of the characters as the same are

enlarged and decreased, snbstanttally as described and
shown.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]
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888,083. STITCH SEI'ARATING MACHINK. .TOHN B.

H.iD.\WAY, Brockton. Mass.. assignor to T nlted Shoe

Machinery C'om|>any, I'aterson, N. J., a Corporation of

N.'w Jersey Filed June 2, 190C Serial No. 263,363.

1. A stitch separating and Indenting whwl provided

with a series of stitch separating and indenting teeth upon

Its periphery Immovable with relation to each other shiiped

and spaced to permit a relative slipping movement l>e

twe^u the wheel and the work to allow each tooth to lo-

cate itsj'lf in the Interval between two stitrhes whether

the stitches are of iiniforrn or varying length

2. A stitch separating and Indenting wheel providod

upon Its periphery with u series of teeth to indent the

stitch Intervals and with a series of grooves to shape the

cnjwns of the stitches, the teeth and grooves being shaped

and spaced to |»ermlt a relative slipping movement unween

the wheel and the work to allow the teeth to locale them

selves In the stitch Intervals and the grooves to locate

themselves on the crowns of the stitches, whether the

stitches are of uniform or varying length.

3. A stitch separating and indenting wheel provided

with a peripheral surface convexly curved lengthwise of

the wheel, and with a series of teeth projecting from said

surface, immovable with relation to each other and 8hai)ed

and spaced to permit a relative slipping movement be

tween the wheel and work to allow each tooth to locate

itself In the interval between two stitches, whether the

stitches are of uniform or varying length.

4. A stitch separating and Indenting machine, having,,

In combination, a lower work support, an upper work sup-

port, an indenting tool, and means for adjusting the angu

lar position of the working face of the tool with relation

to the work-engaging surface of the upper work supix>rt

5. A stitch separating and Indenting wheel provided

w^ith a series of stitch separating and indenting teeth upon

its periphery immovable with relation to each other, and

shaped and spaced to permit a relative slipping movement
betmeen the wheel and the work to allow each tooth to lo-

cate Itself in the Interval between two stitches, whether

the stitches are of uniform or varying length, a support

Ing stud for the wheel, and means in addition to said stud

for supporting the wheel against the thrust of the work.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.)

8S8.084. SOUPm-RBPRODUrTNG MACHINE I.

T. Hailk. Philadelphia. i»a. Filed Nov. 1 1. 1907 Serial

No. 401,568.

1. In combination with the sonnd-discliarge passage of

a sound- reproducing machine, a vlbratable diaphragmatic

valve of approximately equal diameter mounted therein,

with means to actuate It to adjustably control the area of

such passage, said ralve consisting essentially of an annu-

lar rim. with a diaphragm mounted thereon composed of

two layers of vlbratable material such as prepared skin

cemented to each other, adapted to be sympathetically

vibrated by

reproducer.

sound-waves discharged against it from the

2. In combination with the sound-discharge pa-ssage of

a sound-reproducing machine, a vlbratable diaphragmatic

valve, which is movably adjustable to control the area of

such passage, said valve consisting essentially of an annu-

lar rim, a vlbratable diaphragm of fibrous wood, mounted
on said rim, and a second diaphragm of like character ar-

ranged with its fibers transversely to those of the first

mentioned diaphragm and cemented to and over the face

of the latter.

3. In combination with the sound-discharge passage of

a sound reproducing machine, a vlbratable diaphragmatic

valve, which Is movably adjustable to control the area of

such passage, said valve consisting essentially of an annu-

lar rim, a series of bars forming a grid mounted diametric-

ally within said rim, a vlbratable diaphragm mounted on
said rim. and a second diaphragm cemented to and over

the fa IV of the first diaphragm.

4. In combination with the sound dis<harge passage of

a sound reproducing machine, a vlbratable diaphragmatic

valve, which Is movably adjustable to control the area of

such passage, said valve consisting essentially of an annu-

lar rim. a vlbratable diaphragm of approximately equal

diameter mounted thereon, and a series of bars forming a

grid mounted diametrically within said annular rim of the

valve.

5. In a sound reproducing machine the combination with

a sound chamber Into which sound-waves are discharged

from a tone-arm carrying a reproducer, of a valvular dia-

phragm governing the Inlet to said chamber and composed
of a snjiporting rim with a vlbratable diaphragm mounted
thereon, and means to actuate It in a curved sidewise di-

rection, consisting of a plvotallyconnected three-armed

lever, pivot pins connecting and operativeiy supporting

said levers, and stop devices adapted to limit the sidewise

movement thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

88S.065. METAL PILING James J. Harold. Jersey

City. N J., assignor, by mi'sne assignments, to Edward
A Bern. Chicago. III. Filed Sept. 9. 1905 Serial No.

.R71.

In piling, a member comprising a web portion, a trans-

verse flange at each end thereof, one end of each flange

terminating in a hook, the opposite end of each flange re-

maining normal to engage the recess of the hook of an
adjacent s^^ction. and ridges and recesses for keying said

uiemtw'rs together.

888.086 STEAM-BOILER FIRNACE. William Hext-
srHEL. Chicago. HI Filed Apr 19. 1907 Serial No.

.'?69,0»7.

1 Means for feeding air and steam to a furnace, com-

prising an air pipe having jet millets and extending across

the fire box. a water Jacket Inclosing said air pipe, and a

steam pipe leading from sstd water Jacket and discharging

into the combustion chamber of the furnace.

2. Means for feeding air and steam to a furnace com-
prising an air pipe having Jet outlets and extending across

the fire t>ox. a water pipe inclosing said air pipe and hav-
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ln»{ a water supply ind^-pt-ndent of the botlfr. a steam

drum un the watT pipe, and a steam pipe iMdlnu from

said drum and dlsoharginu Into a passa^'e for the products

of combustiitn In the furnace.

point In the track, the web tx'lnR continuous and H^rrlnit

to connect the rail sections at opposite sides of the cut

away portions, of a carrier havInK portions to cooperate

with the track flanges at opposite sides of the web and

adapted to pass through the cut-away portions of the

flanges, and a pivotal track section having a pair of rails

arranged at opposite sides of the web and serving to cover

the cut away portions of the flanges and control th>' pas

sage of the carrier therethrough.

[I'laJms 6 to 10 not printed In the Gnzette. ]

8t8.088. CLAM SHFI.I. HirKKT Harlan E. Hcsts-

UKRY. (h'v.'land. odj,. Kil.-d Jan 18, 190S Serial No.

411.41:3.

MS.OST DISPLAY API'ARAXrS FOK KK.H AM> THE
LIKK. Mal. uLM D Howell, Charleston. Mo Filed

July 27. 1907. Serial No. 385,825.

1. In a display apparatu.s, the combination with a

track formed of an Intermediate vertical weto and lateral

flanges at the lower .-dge only thereof and »lso having a
j

section capable of being opened, of a carrier having a pair

of rollers arranged to engage the upper fares of said

flanges at opposite sides of the web, said carrl.f depend

Ing from said rollers and extending below and free of the

track for a distance ..'reater than the helghr of the track-

web to permit the carrier to be lifted to open the track sec

tlon, and devices on said carrier for supporting the artl

cles to be displayed
1

2. In a display apparatus, a suitable trtck. a carrier

adapted to move longitudinally thereon, rollers support

Ing the carrier on the track, pivot pins of journals for

the rollers extending beyond the carrier and there formed

into hooks, and means for engaging said hooks to support

the carrier when free from the track

3. In a display apparatus, a track composed of an in

termedlate vertical web and lateral flanges at the lower

end only thereof, the said flanges being cut away at a

point Intermediate of the length of the track, a movable

track section adapted to cover the cutaway portion, and a

carrier embracing the flanges on opposite sl4es of the web

and unobstructed above the flanges for the passage of the

web relative to the carrier In a vertical direction.

4. The combination with a track composed of a pair of

oppositely arranged flanges, and a vertical web connected

thereto, portions of the flanges being cut away at a given

point in the track, of a carrier having portions adapted to

coflperate with the track flanges at opposite sides of the

web. and a pivoted track section having rails adapted to

bridge the cut-away portions of the flanges.

5. The combination with a track composed of a pair of

oppositely arranged flanges, and a vertical web connected

thereto, portions of the flanges being c\H away at a given

1. in a clam shell buck.-t, the combination of a pair ..f

scoops, swinging arms plvotally secur.-d to th.' front .-nds

of said scoops, links plvotally secured to said arms, arms

plvotally secured at their lower ends to the rear ends of

said scoops and at th.-lr upper ends to said links, means

for causing the free ends of said links to approach the

upper ends of said first mentioned arms and means f..r

causing the lower ends of said arms to approach each

other, for the purpose set forth

2. In a clam shell bucket, the comliination of a pair of

scoops, swinging arms secured to the front ends of said

scoops, links plvotally secured to said arras, arms plvotally

secured at their lower ends to the r.-ar .-nds <>( said

scoops and at their upper ends to said links Intermediate

of the ends of said links, means for causing the free -nds

of said links and the upper ends of said first mentioned

arms to approach each other s*) as to op«'n said bucket

and means for causing the lower ends of said tlrst-m.-n

tloned arms to approach each other so as to close said

bucket.

3 In a clam shell bucket, the combination of a pair of

scoops, swinging arms secured to the front ends of sild

scoops, sheaves mounted on the lower ends of said

arms, links plvotally secured to said arms, sheaves car

rled by said links, arms plvotally secured at their lower

ends to the rear ends of said 8co<3ps and at their upper

ends to said links, ropes operatlvely arranged on the

sheaves on the first-mentioned arms and ropes operatlvely

connected with the upper ends of said arms and extending

over the sheaves on said links

4. In a clam shell bucket, the combination of a pair of

scoops, swinging arms secured to the front ends of said

scoops, sheaves mounted on the lower ends of said arms,

links plvotally secured at their ends to said arms, sheaves

carried by said links, arms plvotally secured at their

lower ends to the rear ends of said scoops and at their

upper ends to said links Intermediate of the ends thereof,

ropes operatlvely arranged on the sheaves on the first-

mentioned arms and ropes operatlvely connected with

the upper ends of said arms and extending over the

sheaves on said links.

5. In a clam shell bucket, the combination of a pair of

II
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scoops, arms plvotally si-cunti to the front ends of said

scoops, arms plvotally s<>. urtMl to the r.ar ends of said

scoops, a link connecting chcIi arm on the rear ends of

said scoops with a corresponding arm on the front ends of

said scoops and means for moving said links so as to

change the nlative position of said arms

[Claims 6 ti. 11 not printed In tli.- Gazette.]

888.089. RECORIt FOR TALKING - MACHINES El

DBirnjE R. JoHNso.N. Merlon, I'a., assignor to Victor

Talking Machine Company, a Corporation of New Jer-

sey, Filed Aug. .30. 1904. Serial No, 222,687. Renewed

Oct. 12, 19o7. Serial No 397. 16h.

tt

1, In a record for talking machines, the combination

of a thin annular record portion, having un Internal and

an external flange, and radial ribs extending between said

flanges; of n centering disk, engaging the inner flange of

said annular portion and iMTtiianently secured thereto.

2, In a record for talking machines, the combination of

a thin annular record portion, having an internal and an

external flange and radial rll« extending between said

flanges, with a print»>d la!>el engaging the Inner flange

of said annular portion and permanently secured thereto.

3, In a record for talking machines, a combination of a

thin annular record portion having an Internal and exter-

nal flange, shoulders or seats on the Inner edges of said

flange, and strengthening rihs extending between said

flaages ; with a centering disk, permanently secured to said

shoulders or seat.

4 A record for talking macliines comprising a subatan-

tlally flat disk having a central oi>ening therein occupying

the space not taken up by the record grf>oves. a flange upon

the Inner surface of said opening and a plate of thin du-

rsiMe iiialerlftl retained In position upon said flange having

a hole therein for centt-ring the record upon the turntahle,

said plate also l>elng adapted to receive printed matter In

the form of a label or otherwise.

888,090. CENTRIFUGAL FAN OR MACHINE FOR AT-

OMIZING LIQI'IDS. Tail Kestneh. Lille, France.

Filed Oct. 10, 1906. Serial No. 338.225.

5=-

/^^^f^F^
1. In a device of the charncter specified, the combina-

tion of a rotary atomizer, a gas Inlet pipe, a pipe for di-

recting fluid to be atomized to the atomizer, a casing Inside

of which said atomizer Is lorated and which In those parts

towards which the atomized liquid Is thrown forms a

chanil)er of such size Internally that the atomized liquid

will not contact therewith but gravitate to the bottom of

the casing, and an outlet pipe leading from said casing.

2. In a device of the character specified, the combination

of a rotary atomizer, a gas inlet pipe, a pipe for directing

fluid to be atomized to the atomizer, a casing within the

chamber of which said atomizer is located, means for local

ing said atomizer In the top of said chaml>er whereby

when the atomizer Is rotated the atomized fluid may be

thrown from said atomizer alongside and beneath the top

of said casing towards the side thereof and which side Is so

far removed from said atomizer that the atomized fluid

will not contact therewith but fall to the bottom of the

chamt>er forme<l by the casing, and an outlet pipe leading

from said casing,

3. .\pparntu8 for intimately mixing a liquid In a finely

divided state with air or gas. consisting In combination of

a centrifugal fan, an air or gas inlet pipe opening Into the

eye of said fan, a liquid Injecting nozzle projecting into

said eye. a casing In which said fan or drum Is mounted

and which at those parts where the atomized liquid Is

thrown off from the fan or drum is of such a size Inter-

nally that the liquid will not be thrown against the walls

but will be permitted to fall slowly to the bottom of said

casing, and air and gas outlet pipes leading from the said

casing, all substantially as set fortli.

888,091. AFPARATl'S
Pail Kestnee, Lille.

Serin! No, 33^.227.

FOR ATOMIZING
France. Filed Oct.

LIQUIDS.
10. 1906.

1. An apparatus for atomizing liquids comprising a ro-

tary carriage, and supportetl to be rotated thereby a series

of rings separated from one another and parallelly ar

ranged at right angles to the axis of their rotation.

2. An ajiparatus for atomlzlnK liquids comprising a ro-

tary carriage, and supported to l>e rotated thereby a series

of flat rings separated from one another and parallelly ar

ranged at right angles to the axis of their rotation, said

carriage being adapted in part to close one end of the

chamber formed within said rings

3. An apparatus for atomizing liiiuids comprising a

rotary disk, a series of flat rings connected therewith to

be rotated thereby, said rings being separated from one an-

other and parallelly arranged at right angles to the axis

of their rotation.

4. An apparatus for atomizing lUiiiids comprising a ro-

tary disk, arms extending therefrom, a series of flat rings

mounted upon said arms to be rotated by said disk, said

rings iMjing separated from one another and parallelly ar-

ranged at right angles to the axis of their rotation,

."., .\pparatus for atomizing liquids, consisting of a

drum made up of a numl)er of flat rings arranged parallel

to each other at right angles or perpendicular to the axis

of the drum and carried by arms projecting from a disk

mounted on a rotatable shaft, and means for spraying

liquid on to said disks sulwtantlally as set forth.

888.092, DISTRIBUTION OF LIQUIDS IN CENTRIFU-
(JAL FANS OR DRUMS. Pail Kestneb, Lille, France,

Filed Aug. 5, 1907. Serial No. 387.076.

1. The combination with a rotary atomizer having a

series of blades surrounding an Interior chamber, of a dis-

tributer contained within said chamlter, and means for

directing a stream of liquid into said distrlbnter to be

diffused thereby on to said blades of the atomizer by the

force of centrifugal expulsion.

2. The combination with a rotary atomizer having a

series of atomizing blades surrounding an Interior cham-

ber, of a distributer comprising an undulated disk, means

for locating said distributer Inside said atomizer to ro-

tate therewith, and means for directing a stream of liquid

on to said distributer to be diffused thereby on to said

blades by the force of centrifugal expulsion.

3. The combination with a rotary atomizer having at-
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omiilng blades surroundiiiK an Interior chatnber. of means
for spraying ^ald blades with liquid dlspemed into a fine

praj- by the force of ceotrlfunral exptilalon,

ing said container, a flexible diaphragm or sheet of cel-

luloid adapted to be sllppfKl into aaid container, and
adapted to be removed thert'from. aald diaphragm or
sheet being provided with floe holea of smaller diameter
than the openings of the container to prevent imall arti-

cles which are to be plated from dropping Into the larver
openings or apertures of the said container, snbatantlaUy
as set forth

4. The conihiuatiou with a rotary ariirulzlng means of a

series of blades i-oncentrlcally arranged liisHe said means
for dispersing liquid tiiereon by the force of centrifugal
expulsion, and means for throwing Itqnkl on to said blades.

5. The combination with a rotary atomlaer for atomiz-
ing liquid of a rotary distrfbnter located cetitraliy within
the atomizer and the peripb««l edge of which is offset f)r

undulated, and means for directing a stream of ihjuid

onto said distributer to be diffused thereby onto said at-

omizer by centrifugal action.

[Claims 6 to lo not printed In the fJazettf.]

88«.0(»4 INOOT STRIPPER Raphakl S Kirk. Al-
liance, Ohio, assignor to The .Alliance Machine Com-
pany. Alliance. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Feb (t\. U>OT Serial No. 35*1.040

888,093. ELECTROPLATING APPARATLB. Willis R.
Kino, Newark. N. J., assignor to The Hanson k Van
Winkle Company, a i'orporatk»n of New Jersey. Filed
I>ec. 15, H>05. Serial No. 291.879.

1. \n electro-plating apparatus comprising a hollow
container having apertures or openings, meats for revolv-
ing said container, a flexible diaphragm or Bheet adapted
to be slipped Into said container, and adapted to be re-

moved therefrom, said diaphragm or sheet being provided
with fine holes of smaller diameter than the openings of
the container to prevent small articles which are to be
plated from dropping into the larger apertures or open
Ings of said container, substantially as and for the pur-
poses set forth.

2. An electro-plating apparatus comprising a hollow
container having apertures or openings, means for revolv-
ing said container, a flexible diaphragm or sheet of cel-

luloid, arranged against the inner faces of the sides of
aald container aaid sheet being provided witU fine holea of
smaller diameter than the epenlngs of the container to
prevent smail articles which are to be plateid from dr«>p-
ping Into the larger apertures or openings in said con-
tainer. snbstaBtially as set forth.

'' An electro-plating apparatus comprising a hollow
container having apertures or openings, meats for revolv-

1 In an Ingot stripper, a vertically movable stripping

column, means for raising and lowering the same, a tongs-
carrier guided by the column, a drum Journaled on said

column, a flexible device connected to the aaid drum and
to the tongs carrier and arranged to effect a direct up-
ward pull thereon, and means for actuating said drum in

different positions of the column ; substantially as de-

scribed.

-. In an ingot stripper, a vertically movable stripping
column, means for raising and lowering the same, a
tongs carrier guided in the colnm'n, actoatlng drums on
said column, and a winding chain connected to said
drums and to the tongs-carrier to exert a direct upward
pull thereon : subatantlally as described.

3. An Ingot stripper having a vertically movable strip-

ping column, means for raising and lowering the same, a
tongs carrier guided In the column, winding drums Jour-

naled on the column, and a flexible device connected to

the drums and to the tongs-carrier and arranged to exert
a direct upward pull on the tongs-carrier; 8ul)Stantlally

as described.

4. In an Ingot stripper, a vertically movable stripping
column, means for raising and lowering the same, a tongs-
carrler guided within the column, winding drums Jour-

naled at the upper end of the column, and a winding chain
connected to the drums and to the toags-carrler, and gear-
ing for actuating said drams In different positions of the
column : substantially as described.

5. In an Ingot stripping apparatus, a trolley having a
depending guide frame, a stripping column arranged to

move vertically In the depending guide frame, a hoisting
rope connected to the column, a winding drum for the
rope, a tongs-carrier morable in the column, and gearing
mounted on the upper end of the column and connected
to the tongs-carrier to exert a direct upward pull thereon ;

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to IS not printed in the Oaxette.

]
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888.0'.>5 INGOT - STRIPPER Raphail 8 Kirk. Al

llano-. Ohio. SHsignor to The Alliance Machine Com
pany. Alliance. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio Filed Apr

16. 1907. Serial No. 3«8.529.

1 In an ingot stripper, a movable trolley having a de

p.udent guide frame, a stripping column m«.unted in said

guide frame and having a fixed cross-head, a movable

cross head also mounted in said column and carrying

tongs, sheaves mounted on said cross-heads, a rope or

cable having its intermediate portion engaged In the

sheaves, winding means for at least one end portion of the

rope or cable, and a motor for actuating the winding

means also mounted on the stripping column; substan

tlally as de8cril)ed.

2. In an Ingot stripper, a vertically movable stripping

column having a fixed cross-head, a movable cross head

mold engaging devices carrlel by the cross-head, sheaves

on the two cross-heads, a rope or cable having its Inter

mediate portion passed around the sheaves, a pair of

winding drums, on the stripping column to which the

ends of the rope or cable are connected, and a motor also

mounted on the stripping column for actuating said

drums ; substantially as described.

3. In an ingot stripper, a vertically movable stripping

column having a fixed cross head, a movable cross head

mounted In said column and carrying a mold engaging

device, sheaves on each of said cross-heads, a single rope

or cable having Its Intermediate portion engaged with the

sheaves, a pair of winding drums carried by the column

to which the ends of the rope or cable are connected, and

motive means also mounted on the column and geared to

said drums to actuate them In opposite directions; sub

stantlally as described.

4. In an ingot stripper, a vertically movable stripper

column having an Ingot stop, a fixed cross head, and a

movable cross head, mold engaging devices carried thereby,

a rope or cable connecting the cross heads, winding inech

anlsm for the rope or cable, and a motive device for the

winding mechanism mounted on the stripping column :

substantially aa described.

5. In an Ingot stripper, a trolley having a depending

guide frame, a stripper column mounted to move verti

cally in said guide frame, Ingot stripping mechanism car-

ried by the column, and consisting of a motor, gearing,

sheaves and ropes hoisting ropes or cables connected to

the column, and winding means on the trolley for said

rop«^8 or cables ; substantially as describ«-d.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Qazette.l

eluded therein, and a shunt circuit including an adjust-

able portion of the capacity of said condenser and a receiv-

ing Instrument.

8R8,096. CABLE TELE<JRAPHY. IsirK)R Kitske. Phila-

delphia, Pa. FMIed May 1. 1907. gerlal No :'.T1.^14

1. In a telegraph system, the combination with a cal)le

having great distributed capacity, of a condenser In-

x a r j^

2. In a telegraph system, the combination with a cable

having great distributed capacity, of a condenser con-

nected in said cable, and a circuit In shunt to said con-

denser Including a receiving instrument.

3. In a cable telegraph system, the combination with a

cable having great distributed capacity, of a condenser in-

cluded therein, and a shunt circuit including an adjust-

able portion of said condenser and a polarized receiving

Instrument.

4. In a cable telegraph system, the combination with a

cable having great distributed capacity, of a condenser In-

cluded therein, and a shunt circuit including a receiving

instrument and a condenser serially connected

5 In a cable telegraph system, the combination with a

cable having great distributed capacity, of a condenser in-

cluded therein, and a shunt circuit Including a condenser

and a polarised receiving instrument serially connected. .

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.)

888,097. AIR - SHIELD. John H. Koons, Anderson. Ind.

Filed June 24. 1907. Serial No. .3S0.469.

1. A hollow device adapted to be connected to an air

pipe, and to be secured adjacent to an opening Into a

highly heated space, and having a longitudinal slot, and a

horizontally movable gate for controlling the width of the

slot.

2. A hollow box adapted to l)e secured to the front of a

furnace and provided with a connection to an air pipe,

upwardly extending portions formed on said box, said box

having a longitudinal slot, and said auxiliary portions hav-

ing vertical slots, and gates whereby the width of said slots

may be varied.

888.098. AUTOMATIC PHOTOTELBGRAPH. AsTHrt
KoEX, Munich, Germany. Piled May 2, 1907. Serial

No. 371.529.

1. In a phototelegraphic system, the combination with a

circuit at the transmitting station and comprising two sele-

nium cells In series, of means for exposing one of said two

selenlnm cells to the light passing from a constant source
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of light through a moving point on a trantparent original.

a sensltlTe film or the like at the receiving station, a shunt

line leadlDB from said circuit at a point l>€tween the two

s^lfnlum cells to the receiving station and back to the cir-

cuit at a point outside the two selenium cells, means In-

serted in said shunt line and adapted to (»ntrol the expo-

sure of the other selenium cell to a conatant source of

light In accordance with that of the flrat selenium cell,

iind means inserted in said shunt line and adapted to con-

trol the exposure of a moving point on sajd sensitive film

or the like to a constant source of light in accordance with

that of the first selenium cell.

2. In a phototelegraphic system, the conlbinatlon with a

circuit at the transmitting station and comprising two sele-

nium cells In series, of means for exposing one of said two

selenium cells fo the light passing from a constant source

of light through a moving point on a transparent original,

a sensitive film or the like at the receiving station, a shunt

line leading from said circuit at a point Ijetween the two

selenium cells to the receiving station and back to the cir-

cuit at a point out.-'lde the two selenium cells, a galvanom-

eter Inserted in said shunt line and adapted to control the

exposure of the other selenium cell to a constant source of

light in accordance with that of the flr^ selenium ceil,

and another galvHnometer Inserted in said shunt line and

adapted to control the exposure of a moviag point on said

sensitive fllm or the like to a constant source of light In

accordance with that of the first selenium cell

'i. In a phototelegraphic system, the cocahination with a

circuit at the transmitting station and comprlsinK a source

of iMirrent and two selenium cells in serloA. of means for

exposing on*" of said two selenium cells ta the light pass-

ing from a constant source of light through a moving

point on a transparent original, a sensitive fllm or the

like at the receiving station, an equalizer shunted to said

source of current, a »bunt line leading frot|i said circuit at

a point between the two selenium cells <o the receiving

station and hack to a point on said equalizer, means in-

serted In said shunt line and adapted to control the expo-

sure of the other selenium cell to a confftant source of

light in accordance with that of the flnit selenium cell,

and means inserted in said shunt line and adapted to con-

trol the exposure of a moving point on said sensitive fllm

or the like to a constant source of light In accordance with

that of the first selenium cell

4 In a photott'legraphic system, the conjblnation with a

circuit at the transmitting station and comprising a source

of current and two selenium cells In serlen. of means for

exposing one of said two selenium cells t<j the light pau-
ing from a constant source of light thtV)ugh a moving
point on a tran-<par»'nt original, a sensitive film or the like

at the receiving station, an equalizer shunted to said

source of current, a shunt line leading ffom said circuit

at a point between the two selenium cells to the receiving

station and back to a point on said equalizer, a galvanom-
eter Inserted In said shunt line and adapted to control the

exposure of the other selenium cell to a constant source

of light In accordance with that of the flr»t selenium cell.

and another galvanometer inserted In said shunt line and
adapted to control the exposure of « moving point on said

sensitive fllm or the like to a constant source of light In

accordance with that of the first selenium cell.

5. In a phototelegraphic system, tke coniblnation with a

circuit at the transmitting station and comprising a source

of current and two selenium cells In serlos. of means for

exposing one of said two selenium cells to the light pass-

ing from a constant source of light through a moving
point on a transparent original, a sensitive fllm or the like

at the receiving station, an outer circuit leading from said

circuit at a point between the two selenium cells to the

receiving station and back to the negative pole of said

source of current, a second source of current Inserted In

said outer circuit and adapted to normally balance the

drop of potential of the other selenium cell, means Inserted

In said outer circuit and adapted to control the exposure

of the other selenium cell to a constant source of light in

accordance with that of the first selenium cell, and means
Inserted in said outer circuit and adapted to control the

exposure of a moving point on said sensitive film or the

like to a constant source of light in accordance with that

of the first selenium cell.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.099. THIRD-RAII. ELECTRIC RAII.W.W SYSTEM.
Charles Kozssnik, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 30,

1»0«}. Serial No. 341.'Jol.

'f mm-in^itmh»

1. In a third rail electric railway system, a hollow third

rail divided Into sections compos«>d of upp»'r and lower

parts connected but insulated from each other, armature
supports within said sections and having separate up
rights, vertically movable armatures lying between said

uprights and supported thereby longitudinally of the track,

said armatures iK-lng composed of separate parts connect

ed by a plate of non-magnetic conducting material, and
electrical connections for said armatures, said armatures

being provided with a contact device of carbon and the

top part of the third rail being provided with correspond-

ing contact devices.

2. In a third rail electric railway system, a hollow third

rail divided into sections composed of upper and lowfr

parts connected but Insulated from each other, armature

supports within said sections and having separate up-

rights provided with notches or recesses in their upper

ends, armatures lying between said uprights and having

pins resting in said notches or recesses, said armatures

being composed of separate parts connected by a plate of

non-magnetic conducting material and electrical connec-

tions for said armatures
3. In a third rail e|t>cfric railway system, a hollow third

rail divided Into sections composed of top and bottom

members connected but Insulated from each other, arma-

ture supports within said sections and provided with sepa

rate uprights having notches or recesses, said armatures

being composed of separate parts connected by a plate of

non-magnetic conducting material, a carbon contact de-

vice connected with said plate, a corresponding contact

device connected with the top part of the third rail, and
electrical connections for said armatures.

4 A hollow third rail for electric railways consisting

of top and bottom portions provided with laterally direct-

ed side flanges separated by insulating material, said side

flanges and insulating material being Interlocked.

5. A hollow third rail for electric railways consisting

of top and bottom portions provided with laterally direct-

ed side flanges separated by insulating material, aald side

flanges and insulating material being interlocked by a

dove-tali construction.

888.100. PIANO-KEYBOARD. Fbank Kuba. New York,

N. Y. Filed Sept. 5. 1907. SerUl No. .'^91,447.

1. A piano keyboard having a plurality of black keys

I provided with the usual width of fingering surfaces for a
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part only of their length and with widened fingering sur-

faces for the remainder of their length, and a plurality of

white keys each of which has a raised part at the rear of

and adjacent to the widened part of the black keys where-

by the white keys may be fingered both In the rear and In

front of said black keys and the fingers moved quickly

from one to the other, said raised part of the white keys

being higher than the black keys and the latter having

spaces between said keys to permit the white keys to be

fingered between the black keys.

2. .\ piano keyboard having a plurality of black keys

provided with the usual width of fingering surfaces for a

part only of their length and with widened fingering sur-

faces for the remainder of their length said black keys

being cut away at their inner edges, and a plurality of

white keys each of which has a raised part at the rear of

and adjacent to the widened part of the black keys where-

by the white keys may be fingered both in the rear and in

front of said black keys and the fingers moved quickly

from one to the other, said raised part of the white keys

being rounded at their outer edges to fit the cut-away part

of the black keys and being higher than the black keys and

the latter having spaces between said keys to permit the

white keys to be fingered between the black keys.

888,101. JOURNAL- BE.VRINO. Giillkb.mo KCpfer.

Santiago. Chile. Filed Feb. 7, 1907 Serlnl No 366,172.

one side of the box having Its end formed to enter a corre-

sponding depression in one side of the sleeve, there being

bearing lugs 25 and 26 on the other side of the sleeve,

and a supporting surface on the corresponding side of the

box against which said lugs bear, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. A bearing sleeve formed of two longitudinal halves

provided one with a longitudinal rib 18 and the other

with a longitudinal groove 19 to receive the rib 18 to pre-

vent relative transverse displacement of the parts of the

sleeve and with interlocking projections 20 and 21 to pre-

vent relative longitudinal displacement of the parts of the

tleeve. substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette]

1 The combination with a bearing slet>ve of supporting

means therefor comprising a one point bearing on one side

thereof formed to prevent lateral displacement of the en-

gaging parts and a line bearing on the opposite side ex-

fending transversely to the sleeve axis and Intersecting

a line extending at right angles to the bearing surface and

through the one point bearing.

'2. The combination of a t>earlng box and a bearing

sleeve supported within the box by means of a line bearing

with one side of the box extending at right angles to the

axis of the bearing sleeve and a one-point bearing with

the opposite side of the box, one member of thp line bear-

ing being a smooth surface and the one-point bearing be-

ing formed to prevent lateral displacement of the engaging

parts.

3. The combination of a bearing box and a horizontally

arranged bearing sleeve formed of two longitudinal halves

arranged with their radial planes of separation vtrtlcal and

supported within the box by means of a vertical line bear-

ing with one side of the box and a one point t)earing with

the other side of the box. one member of the line bearing

being a smooth surface and the one point t>earlng being

formed to prevent lateral displacement of the engaging

parts

4. In a bearing, the combination of a bearing box. a

bearing sleeve within the box, a set screw 28 mounted In

888.102. ROLL -STAND FOR SPINNING-MACHINES.
Edward D. Libby. Westbrook. Me. Filed June 20, 1907.

Serial No. 379.888.

1. The herein described roll stand having a standard.

a rearward extension on Its upper end provided with a lon-

gitudinal slot to form a guide way, a plurality of roll sup-

ports carried on said extension and adapted to move lon-

gitudinally thereof, each of said supports having a down-

ward extending lug provided with a screw threaded open-

ing and forming a guide adapted to slide longitudinally

In said slot, a hollow screw extending from the front of

the roll stand and engaging the forward lug and a spindle

extending through said hollow screw having a screw

thread on its rear end engaging the rear lug and means

for preventing the longitudinal motion of said screw and

spindle.

2. The herein described roll stand having a standard, a

rearward extension on Its upper end provided with a lon-

gitudinal slot with a transverse partition at its rear

end, to form a guide way, a plurality of roll supports

carried on said extension and adapted to move longi-

tudinally thereof, each of said supportc having a down-

ward extending lug provided with a screw threaded open-

ing and forming a guide adapted to slide longitudinally

in said slot, a hollow screw extending from the front

of the roll stand and i?ngaglng the forward lug and a

spindle extending through said hollow screw having its

rear end screw threaded and of larger diameter than the

opening in the hollow screw, said spindle bearing against

said transverse partition and engaging the rear lug and

means for preventing the longitudinal motion of said

screw and spindle.

3. The herein described roll stand having a standard,

a rearward extension on Its upper end provided with a

longitudinal slot with a transverse partition at Its rear

end to form a guide way. a plurality of roll supports car-

ried on said extension and adapted to move longitudinally

thereof, each of said supports having a downward extend-

ing lug. provided with a screw threaded opening and form-

ing a guide adapted to slide longitudinally In said slot.

a hollow screw having an annular groove on the outer

surface near the forward end. said screw extending from

the front of the roll stand and engaging the forward lug

and a spindle extending through said hollow screw hav-

ing its rear end screw threaded and of larger diameter

than the opening In the hollow screw, abutting against

said transverse partition and engaging the rear lug. the

forward ends of said screw and spindle terminating at the

face of the stand and each being provided with a head

adapted to be engaged by a suitable wrench and a set

screw entering said annular groove.
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8^8.103. ROTARY PLOW. Jacob K Li«bha«t, Toloca,
Cal Filed May 9. 1907. Serial No. 773.090.

1. In a rotary plow, a fraDa« provided with traction
wheels, a motor mounted on said frame Jhavtng driving
connection with said whe«lB, a plow frame pivotally

mounted on said first named frame, adjuatlnc meana for
said plow frame, a plurality of disks rotatlvely mounted in

the outer end of said plow frame, said disks being pro-
vided with serrated peripheries, soil turning shares adjust-
atilv s.-cured to the face of said disks, and driving con
n.'.tion between said motor and said dlskt to drive said
disltst at a higher peripheral velocity thaa said traction
whefis are driven and In the same direction as said trac-

tion wheels are driven.

2. In a plow, a rotary share comprising n disk provided
with a srrratfd periphery, and soil turnlnjr shares adjust-
ably secured to the face of said disks and projecting at
right angles to the face thereof.

888,104. ITIYSICIANS CABINET ChaHles H. Li.vd.

Canton, Ohio. Filed Apr. 20. 1907. Serial Na 369,210.

1. In a physician's cabinet, the combination with the
|

cabinet frame, of doors provided with side niembera hinged
to said frame, said side members being fonned with Ion-

|

gltudlnal grooves the hacka of which ar« toothed, and
•helve* adjnstably mounted In said doora, each of which
shelves Is provided with aprlng catches at itt ends adapted
to engage the teeth In said grooves snbatatitlally as and
for the purpose specified.

2. In a physician's cablaet, the combiaatl^n with a suit-
able frame of a door hinged thereto, a plurality of verti-
cally adjustable sectlona arranged within aaid door, each
section having toagned and grooved connettions at each
end with the side walla of the door vertically toothed
racks carried by the aide walla of the do4r, and spring
pawls one at either end of each adjnstabile section ar-
ranged to engage the adjacent toothed raok and having
a suitable finger tang or release beneath tlae bottom wall
of the aectlon, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

3. In a phyaidaa's cabinet, the coabtaatlon of a salt-

able frame, a chambered door hinged to aaitd frame, and
a bottle carrying section mounted within kald door and

arranged for vertical adjustment therein, said section
having a plarallty of shelves one behind the other in a*-

cendlng series, substantially as and for the pnrpose sped-
fled.

4. In a physician's cabinet, the combinatiaa of a suit-

able frame, a chambered door hinged to said frame and
having each of its side walls vertically grooved, a verti-

cally arranged toothed rack carried by each of said side

walls adjacent to the rear wall of said groove, a plurality

of bottle carrying sections adjnatably arranged in said
door each having at either end a tongue for engagement
with the walls of the groove In the adjacent side wall
of the door, and outwardly projecting spring pawls, each
carried by one orf said toagnes and adapted to engage the

teeth of the adjacent rack, substantially aa and for the
purpose specified.

'<s.«*,l0.', VAMP -FOLDING MACHINE. Hakkt Lyon.
Brix'kton. Mass.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to

r?oston .Machine Works Company, Lynn, Mass., a Cor-
poration of Massachusetts. Filed \pr l.'l. 190."?. Serial

No. 152,410

1. In a vamp-foldlng machine, a vamp-edgeengaglng
member having a working movement and provided with a

sliding adjustable section, a reciprocating slide connected

to Impart said working mov«m«nt, a block mounted on said

slide and having connection with said sliding section, and
screw- threaded adjusting meana connecting said slide and
block fur v.irying the position of the block on the slide

2. In a vamp-foldlng machine, a vamp-edge engaging de-

vice having width adjusting and length-adjusting move-
ments, and adjusting mechanism Including members for

imparting said movementa separately or individually,

said members having respectively adjacent tool-engaging

divisions for securing simultaneous operation of both mem-
bers by the same tool.

3. In a vamp-foldlng machine, a vamp-edge-engaging de-

vice having width-adjusting and length-adjnsting move-
ments, length-adjusting meana, width adjusting meana. and
provisions whereby either or both of said adjustments can
be effected by the operations solely of said means.

888,106. PBOCB88 OF PURIFYING GRAIN FROM SMUT
OR OTHER FUNGI. FiiiD MaiKS, Minneapolis, Minn.,

assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to Hygienic
Refiner Company, Princeton, Minn., a Corporation of

Minnesota. Filed Apr. 27, 1907. Serial No. 370,702.

1. The process of purifying grain from smut or other

fungi, which process consists in subjecting the grain to a

gas composed of the compounds of nitrogen and oxygen,
for extracting tb« vegetable oil from said fungi and reduc-

ing the remnant to a dry powder-like ash, substantially as
described.

2. The process of purifying grain from smut or other
fungi, which process consists In first subjecting the grain
to a gaa composed of the compounds of nitrogra and oxy-
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gen. for extracting the vegetAble oil from said fungi and

reducing the remnant to a dry powder-like ash, and then,

In subjecting said gss treated grain to a seoorlng action to

remove the said ash, substantially as descrOMd.

888,107. CLASP FOR GARMENT SUPPORTERS. GBOaOB

E. Mellkn, Chicago. III. Filed July 27, 1907. Serial

No. 385,835.

walls carried by aaid shelves upon each side thereof, said

side walla being spaced from the side walls of the oven, a

flame spreader located beneath the lowermost shelf, a

burner located beneath said flame spreader, a baflle plate

located at each side of the upper shelf and directed diag-

onally downward to direct heat from the burner Inwardly

over the side walls of the lower shelf, a compartment lo-

cated at the top of the oven, baflBe plates located at each

side of the oven and arranged to direct heat from the

burner Inwardly over the upper edges of the side walls of

the upper ahelf, there being a centrally located means of

communication between the oven and the upper compart-

ment and a flue leading from the upper compartment.

2. An oven comprising an outer shell, an upper shelf and

a lower shelf located centrally within said oven, side walls

carried by said shelves upon each side thereof, said side

walls being spaced from the side walls of the oven, a flame

spreader located beneath the lowermost shelf, a burner lo-

cated beneath aaid flame spreader, a baffle plate located at

each side of the upper shelf and directed diagonally down-

ward to direct b*^at from the burner inwardly over the side

wails of the lower shelf, a compartment located at the top

of the oven, bntfle plates located at each side of the oven

and arranged to direct heat from the burner Inwardly over

the upper edges of the side walls of the upper shelf, there

t«lng u centrally located means of communication between

the oveu and the upper compartment and a flue leading

from the upper compartment, vertically extending angle

plates to which the side walls are secured and lugs carried

by said vertically extending angle plates adapted to sup-

port the shelves.

m.

1. A garment support of the class described, comprising

a plate having a notch extending inwardly from ..ne edge

thereof for the reception of a fabric, a clamplnjt Jaw piv-

oted upon one side of said notch and arranged to extend

across the same and an adjustable abutment eccentrically

pivoted upon the opposite side of said notch

2. A garment support In which la comblne<l a plate hav-

ing a notch for the reception of a fabric, means for con-

necting said plate to a point of support, a clamping Jaw

pivoted uiMjn one side of said support, means for limiting

Its movement, an abutment having different worklnc faces

upon Its edge to engage said jaw. said faces being at dif-

ferent distances from a pivotal support and means for

pivotally supporting the same upon the plate with a frlc-

tlonal contact to cause said abutment to remain In any

position to which it may be arbitrarily adjusted.

S8S,108. OVEN. Gbokgk R. Moos, Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No. 395,062.

1. An oven comprising an outer shell, an upper shelf

and a lower shelf located centrally within said oven, aide

888.109. STOVE. GBoacE R. Mc^iN. Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Sept. 30. lf»07. Serial No. 395,063.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an outer inclosing shell, of an annular drum

which lies within said shell, there being a chamber

formed between said shell and said drum, a flue leading

from the upper portion of said chamber, a second drum

lying within the first named drum, there being a chamber

formed between said drums, a cap plate which closes the

upper portion of both of said chambers, there being open-

ings formed In said cap plate to admit air to the last

named chamber, a fire pot located beneath said drum, said

fire pot comprising a supporting ring and a solid dish-like

member mounted to turn In said supporting ring, there

being an opening formed In said dlsh-llke member, and a

perforated slide which closes said opening, an annular

Inwardly directed baflle plate located upon said supporting

ring and spaced therefrom, there being openings through

said supporting ring, said openings lying beneath said

bafBe plate.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an outer inclosing shell, of an annolar drum

which lies within said shell, there being a chamber
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formed betwe^'n said shell and naid drum, a flue leading

from the upper portioa of said chamber, « second drum

lying within the first named drum, there being a chamber

formed between said drums, a cap plate wftlch closes the

upper portion of both of ««ld chambers, there being open-

ings formed in said cap plate to admit air to the last named

chamber, a Are pot located beneath said djums. said flr.*

pot comprising a supporting ring and a solid dlsh-lIke

member moanted to turn In said supporting ring, there

being an opening formed in aald diah-llke member, a perfo-

rated slide which closes said opening, an angular Inwardly

directed baffle plate located upon said supporting ring and

spaced therefrom, there being openings through said sup-

porting ring, said openings lying beneath said baffle plate,

and a removable cover carried by the cap plate above the

Interior of the last named drum.

3. In a device of the character descrlbecK the combina-

tion with an outer Inclosing shell, of an annular drum

which lies within said shell, there being a chamber formed

between said shell and said drum, a flue leading from the

upper portion of said chamber, a second drum lying within

the first named drum, there being a chamber formed be-

tween said drums, a cap plate which closes the upper por-

tion of both of said chambera. there being openings formed

in said cap plate to admit air to the last naUed chamber, a

fire pot located beneath said drums, aald Are pot comprising

supporting ring and a solid dlsh-Uke memher mounted to

turn in said supporting ring, there being a Central opening

In said member, a slide which is adapted to close said

opening, an annular Inwardly directed baffle plate located

upon said supporting ring and spaced therefrom, there be-

ing openings through said supporting rinf beneath said

baffle plate, the lower edge of the first naited drum lying

in approximately the same horlxontal plane as the baffle

plate.

same, and a sled having a flat base adapted to actuate

said levers, substantially as specified.

888.110. WATER - HEATER. Gboboii W. Mobbis, Ra-

cine Wis. Filed June 17. 1907. Serial No. 379.4.3.S.

1. In a water-heater, the combination ^Ith a shell or

casing provided with a tube-sheet near eaci end, of a plu-

rality of tubes secured In said tube-sheet*, aald shell or

casing having a chamber at one end wltfc which all of

said tubes communicate and two chamber at the other

end with each of which part of said tnb^ communicate,

pipes in said tubes cloaed at the slngle-cbmyiber end of the

device and opening into the two chambers at the opposite

pnds, pipes for admitting water to one of said two chambers

and discharging It from the other, and o|>enlngs for ad

mittlng and discharging steam to and from said shell or

casing.

2. In a w^ater- heater, the combination with a shell or

casing provided with a tube-sheet near each end and plates

attached to the ends of the shell or casing whereby cham-

bers are formed at each end of the shell or casing between

said end-plates and tube-sheets, of a division plate divid-

ing one of said chambers, a plurality of tubes secured In

said tube-sheets and communicating with the chambers

at each end. pipes in said tubes projecting through the

alngte chamber at one end and secured to the adjacent end-

plate of the shell or casing and communicating with the

divided chamber at the opposite end, a pl>e for admitting

water to one side of said divided chamber, a pipe for con-

ducting water from the other side of said divided chamber,

and openings for admitting and dlschargUg steam to and

from said shell or casing. ,

M ~% .f'l^

srw J<r'
il

1. X device of the character described, comprising a

series of music producers, levers adapted to actuate the

same, rollers Journaled In the levers, and a sled having a

flat ba.se adapted to engage the rollers, substantially as

specified.

888.112 OAS FURNACP: FOR CHAIN LINK \VKI.1»IN<;

OR THE LIKE Rti">i.F M( i.I.er. Gothenburg. Sw.-d.'n.

assignor to The Firm of Maschlnenfabrlk St. (ieorcen

Bel St. Gallen Comiuandit Gesell.schaft Liidwlg v.m

SUssklnd. St. (".alien. Swltserland. Fll.'d Aug. IT. I'.hu

Serial No J'-'l.lfil.

8.*<8,111. PLEASURE-RAILWAY. J(>h:i F Mobbisbit,

New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 15, 1908. 8«rlal No. 416,017.

1. A device of the character deacrlbeil. comprising a

series of mualc producers, levers adapted to actuate the i

1. A chaln-Unk welding furnace, comprising a casing

lined with refractory material, and provided with two

eries of noizlea, oppositely arranged each to the other.

chambers In said casing, each chamber being provlde<i with

a top opening, air-pipes discharging into said nozzles. In

communication with said chambers, and gas-pipes pa.ssing

with their free ends through said nozzles, and communl

eating with the aald chambers, and means for suspending

the chain links to be welded In said top-openings.

2. A chain llnk-weldlng furnace comprising a casing

lined with refractory material, and provided with two se

rles of nozzles oppositely arranged each to the other,

chambers In said casing, each chamber being provided

with a top op*-nlng, two series of mixing chambers In com-

munication with the said chambers and the nozzles, air

pipes discharging into said nozzles, and gas-pipes passing

with their free ends through said nozzles and discharging

into said mixing chambers, and means for suspending the

chain-links In. said top openings.

3. A chaln-link-weldlng furnace comprising a casing

lined with refractory material, and provided with two se-

ries of nozzles oppositely arranged each to the other,

chambers in said casing, each chamber being provided with

a top opening, two series of mixing chambers In communi-

cation with the said chambers and said nozzles, a common

air- and a common gas-conduit, arranged below said cas-

ing, branch-pipes leading from the alr-condult to said noz-

slea, branch-pipes Joined at their one ends to the gas-
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conduit, and passing with their other ends through said

nozzles to discharge Into said mixing chamber, and means

for suspending th.' chain links In said topopcnlnt's

4 A chaln-llnk-weldlng furnace comprising a casing,

lined with refractory material, and provided with two se-

ries of nozzles, oppositely arranged each to the other,

chambers In said casing, each chamber bdni: provided

with a top opening, two series of mixing chambers In

communication with the said chambers and said nozzles, a

common air <^>nduit and a common-gas-condult. arranged

below said casing, branch-pipes leading from tbf iiir con

dult to said nozzles. branch-plf)e8 joined at their one ends

to the gas-conduit, and passing with their other ends

through said nozzles, to discharge Into said mixing-cham-

bers, means for suspending the chain links in said top-

openings, and a cover Into which said top openings dis-

charge and through which the air conduit is led in part

for preheating the air

888.113. TABLE TOP PROTECTOR. John
Minneapolis. .Minn Filed .lune 21. 1907.

380,026.

L. Ml Kay.

Serial No.

1. A sectional tuble top protector, the sections of which

are provlde<l wlili covering sheets, one of which has a

projecting ed;;e Hap adapted to overlap the almtring edge

of an adjacent section, sutwtantlally as descrilied.

2. A table top protector made up of quarter sections,

said quarter sections lielng connected in pairs for folding

movements and each wnneoted pair having a flexible cov-

.rlng one of the said fieilble coverings having a project-

inn e<lge flap that is adapted to overlap the abutting edfc'es

of the other pair of (juarter sections, substantially as de

scribed.

S. A table top protector made up of quarter sections.

and flexible waterpro<if coverings connecting the said

iHiarter .sections in pairs, and each quarter section further

comprising a corrugated filler, an asbestos covering sheet,

and a felt sheet covering the lx)ttom thereof turned up-

ward and Inward and secured lietween the said ast)e«toa

covering and said waterpro<if covering, substantially as

descrtlHvl.

4 In a table top protector, the combination with quar-

ter sections made up of the corrugated filler 2—3. with

marginal reinforcing slats 4. the asbestos sheet R secured

to the upper surfaces of said filler, the waterproof cover-

ing 7 connecting said quarter sections In pairs, and the

felt sheets 5 applied to the under surfaces of said quarter

sections with their edges turned upward and Inward and

secured between the said asbestos sheet 6 and waterproof

covering 7, substantially as described.

o. A table top protector made In separable half sections,

and each half section comprising a filler or l)ody portion,

hinges S connecting the said (juarter sections In pairs,

waterproof reinforcing strips i> overlapping said hinges

and joints of the sections connected thereby, and water

prtKjf coverings overlying said Joint strips and covering

the connected sections, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

toward Its top, convexo concave flutes tai>ered from ihelr

bottom or lower ends toward their top or upper ends, and

extended Intermediate ridges, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

888.114. COHMN. Isaac W. Niman. Canton. Ohio.

assignor to The I'nlon Metal Post Company, Canton.

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed May 15. 1907. Se

rial No. 373,860.

1. As an lmprove<l article of manufacture, a column

formed of sheet metal and tapered from Its bottom or base

4—

2. As an improved article of manufacture a column

formed of sheet metal, the shell of said column forme<l

of sheet metal and said shell consisting of alternating

convexo-concave flutes and ridges, said conveio concave

flutes laj>ered, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

888,115. ANTIFRICTION SIDE BEARING FOR RAIL-

WAY-CAUS. .lOHN F. O'CoN.NOK. Chicago. 111., as-

signor to W. H. Miner Company. Chicago, Til., a Cor-

iwrailon of Illinois. Filed Sept. .-.. 190,-). ,Serial No.

276.922.

1. In an antifriction side l)earini: for railway cars, the

combination with an upper bearing meml.er adapted to

Ite secured to the body bolster, of a lower l)earing member

adapted to be secured to the truck bftlster. and having an

annular conical tread on Its upper face, an axlally Inclined

rotary disk, rotatable In respect both to the lK»arlng mem-

l>er secured to the body bolster and in respect to the bear-

ing memlier secured to the truck l>olster. and having ,nn

upper face contacting with said upper liearing member

and provided with an annular conical tread on Its lower

face, and a series of radially arranged conical rollers lie-

tween said rotary disk and said lower l>earlng meml«r. the

iixis altout which said rotary disk turns being Ijetween said

upper tiearlng member and the center about which the

lK)l8ter turns, said conical rollers afTording an extended

support itetween said roller l^earlng member and said axl-

ally Inclined rotary disk substantially as specified.

2. In an antl friction side bearing for railway cars, the

combination with an upper bearing memlier adapted to be

secured to the body bolster, of a lower bearing member

adapted to lie secured to the truck iKjlster and having an

annular conical tread on Its upper face, an axlally Inclined

rotary disk having an upper face contacting with said

upper bearing member, and provided with an annular

conical tread on Its lower face, and a series of radially

arranged conical rollers between said rotary disk and said

lower bearing member, said rotary disk having an inte-

gral stud or ahaft and said lower bearing member having

a hole or bearing to receive said stud or shaft, subatan-

tlally as specified.
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3. Id an anti-friction side bearing for railway cars, the

combination with an upper bearloK DMmbtr adapted to be

Mcnred to the body bolster, of a lower bearing member
adapted to be oecured to the truck bolster and having an

annular conical tread on Its upper face, aa axlally Inclined

rotary disk having an upper face contacting with said

upper bearing member, and provided with an annular

eonl< al tread on its lower face, and a series of radially ar-

ranged conical rollers between said rotary disk and said

lower bearing member, said rotary disk and said lower

bearing memljer having annalar flanges serving as abut-

ments for the outer ends of the conical foUers, and said

rotarr disk having an integral pivot stud fitting In the

lower bearing member, substantially as specified.

4. In an anti friction bearing for railway cars, the com-

bination with an upper bearing member adapted to be se-

cur»*<1 to the NkIv bolster, of a lower tearing member
adapted to be secured to the track bolster, and an axlally

Inclined rone faced a ntl friction rotary disk Interposed

between the upper and lower bearing members, said lower

bearing member and said antifriction disk having Inter-

engasjing annuLnr flanges, and a packin4 Interposed be-

tween said inrf*ren:iaglng annular flanges, substantially as

specified.

888,116. HrsNiNi; <:;ear for vehicles.
Ow«xs, Bureau, 111. FUed Jan. 18, 19'J7.

352.933.

Fraxk R.

Serial No.

1. The combination of a guide plate having an arc

shaped eroove, a wheel carrier pivoted thereon and hav-

ing an arc shaped edge resting In the groove, a bracket

.in The piafe. a bracket on the carrier, a spflng compressed

betweeu the brackets, and a wheel spindle on the carrier.

2. The combination of a guide plate having an arc-

shaped groove a second plate pivoted thePeon and having

an arc shaped edge resting in the groove, two brackets, one

OD each plate, one being rigid and the other plvotally

mounted, a helical spring compressed betireen the brack-

ets and a wheel spindle on the carrier.

3. The combination of a guide plate having an aperture

and a ugide, a second plate pivoted to tht grulde plate, a
spring Intermediate the places, a bearing sleeve carried

by the second plate and passing through the aperture In

the guide plate; a short axle in the sleeve, a wheel on one

end of the axle and a driving sprocket ot the other end

of the axle.

-* 8 «i
. 1 1 7 . SLIDING - DOOR FASTENgR. FUCBBICK

Rasuusssn. Hontley. III., assignor of onc-halfe to Prank
B. Hulls, Garden I'ralrle, 111. Filed July 17. 1907. Se-

rial No. 384.JJ67.

1. A sliding door fastener comprising t latch having a

pivotal and longitudinal movement In connection with a

door, a retainer for the latch located Interittedlate Its ends,

and a weighted pivotal snpport for the piloted end of the

latch and located beneath the latch.

2. A sUdtiif door fastener, comprtaing a latch having a

pivotal connection with the door, a retainer for the latch,

and a free moving weighted pivoted sappart for the hook
end of the latch and located below the Itook end of th«

latch.

3. A sliding door fastener comprising a latch baying a
slot extending In Its lengthwise direction and baring a 1

downturned portion, a stud located In the slot, a retainer

for the latch located Intermediate its ends, and a weighted

pivoted support located beneath the latch and adjacent to

the downturned portion of the slot.

888,118. CEMENT MIXER Ai.birt J Remlet, Craw-
fordsvllle. Ind. Filed Nov. S. 190«. Serial No. 342,538.

f
1

1
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888.123. METAL WOOL. Alfrbd 8H«t>L<:K:K. Jersey

City. N. J. Filed Jan. 13. 1906. Sertail No. 295.853.

Renewed Oct. 15. 1907. Serial No. 39«4020.

\ m^tal wool composed of fllaments path having two

opposlfp faiv-s o{ the character of rolled sheet metal, and

two opposite' cut faces Identical In kind ^Ith respect to

tht» fibers of the metal, the filaments resi^ectlvely being

characterised by the fact that the grain of the metal Is

parallel, or substantially so, with the lenjjth of the flla-

iiipntr'aDd substantially In the condition In which such

Strain exists In rolled thin sheets of the metal.

888.124. METAL WOOL. Alfrid ShbClock. Jersey

(Mty. N. J. Filpd Jan. 13, 1906. Serial No. 295.854.

. Renewed Oct .'). 1907. Serial No. 396,023.

A metal wool composed of transversely crimped fila-

ments each having two opposite faces of the character

of rolled sheet metal, and two opposite cut faces identical

in kind with respect to the fibers of the «ietal, the fila-

ments respectively being characterlaed by the fact that

the grAin of the metal Is parallel, or substantially so, with

the length of the tllaments and substantially in the con-

dition In which such grain exists in rolled thin sheets

of the metal.

888,125. METAL WOOL AND FIBER MIXTURE. Al-

FHED SHEDLmK, Jersey City, N. J. Filed Jan. 13, 1906,

Serial No. 295.855. Renewed Oct. 5, 19^7. Serial No.

396.022.

medium, one of said pintles connected with a source of

cooling fluid supply, and the other pintle forming a dis-

cbarge.

\ mixture of metal-wool and absorbent fibers in which

the general arrangement of fibers and metal filaments is

longitudinal with respect to each other.

888,126. VALVE MECHANISM FOR AlSl-COMPRESS-
ORS. Theoikibb H. Smith. San Francl«co, Cal. Filed

Aug. 12, 1907. S«rlal No. 388.162.

1. In a valve gear for air compressors, the combinatloo of

an oscillating valve having a hollow bodjr, an air port

through said body, the hollow portion of s4ld ralre form-

ing a Jacket space to said port said valve bavlnc hollow

pintles for thf passage through the valve of a cooling

2. In a valve gear for air compressors, the combination

of a compressor cylinder, a valve casing, an oscillating

valve In said casing. ;>ort« In the valve registering with

corresponding ports which communicate with the air

compressor chamber, a piston member arranged radially

of the valve and seating in a chamber in the valve, a

spring in the chamber to press the plunger upward against

the valve casing, and a port in the valve communicating
with said last named chamber and registrable with a

port which communicates with the air compressor chamber.

."i In a valve gear for air compressors, the combination

of a compressor cylinder, an inlet valve, an outlet valve, a

discharge pipe connecting with said outlet valve, and

mechanism Including a piston member exposed to the

pressure In the cylinder and also to the pressure in said

discharge pipe, said piston member being connected to

both valves so as to actuate the latter successively.

4. In an air compressor, the combination of a com-

pressor cylinder, an outlet valve, a discharge pipe con-

necting therewith, a slldable member having one portion

exposed to the pressure in the discharge pipe and another

portion exposed to the pressure In the cylinder, a connec-

tion between said member and one of the valves, and a

connection with the other valve extending Into the range

of action of the first-named connection so as to be actuated

by the latter.

.'). In an air compressor, the combination of a com-

pressor cylinder, an outlet valve, an inlet valve, mechan-

ism including a piston member exposed to the medium of

the pressure In the compressor cylinder to actuate said

outlet valve, and means whereby said last-named mechan-

ism will also operate the Inlet valve.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,127. MUD-DRUM FOR BOILERS. Joseph Stbixii'e,

Lyra, Tex., assignor to Heine Safety Boiler Company,

St. Louis. Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Jan.

24, 1908. Serial No. 412,513.

1. A mud-drum for boilers, consisting of a horiiontally

arranged cylindrical-shaped member provided with an ap-

proximately con leal-shaped end and also having a remov-

able top or upper section : substantially as described.

2. A mud-drum for boilers, consisting of an upper sec-

tion and a lower section arranged together to form a cyl-

inder, the lower section being provided with an integral

conical-shaped portion to which a blow-off pipe is con-

nected ; substantially as described.

3. A mud-drum for boilers, consisting of a semi-cylin-

drical-shaped lower section provided with an Integral

eottical-shapod portion to which a blow off pipe is con-

nected, an upper section of setui-cjllndrlcal shape, lat-

erally projecting flanges on said sections, and fastening

deTlces passing through said flanges to connect the sec-

tions tugeiher: substantially as described.

4. A mud drum for boilers consisting of an upper and

loW*r section arranged together to form a cylinder, the

low«r wetlon tieinji: iirovided with channel-shaped flanges,

and the upper section being providf 1 with laterally pro-

jecting flanges that are located between the channel-

shaped fiances on the lower section ; substantially as de-

scribed.

backing and then removing portions of the grains to form

clearance spaces.

888,128. CHURN. Geoboe A. Thompson, Olio, Ark., as-

signor of one-half to William P. James, Olio, Ark.

Filed July 1. 1907. Serial No. 381,690.

wMti:

1. In a churn, the combination of a base, a chum
body resting removably upon the base, a pair of Inverted

U shaped swinging balls pivotally connected to the base

and adapted to be swung over the churn body from op-

posite sides thereof, hook members carried by the l)ails

and serving to detachably cfinnoct the same for the pur-

pose of holding the churn body upon the base, and a dasher

operating mechanism mounted upon the base in coopera-

tive relation to the churn body.

2. In a churn, the combination of a base, a standard

upon the hase, a pair of oppositely disposed guide blocks

carried by the stanriard and pivotally mounted so as to

swing about a longltudlnnl axis, a reciprocating cross

head slldably mounted between the oppositely disposed

swinging guide blocks, means for actuating the cross bead,

a churn body upon the base, a dasher within the churn

body, and connecting means between tlie dasher and cross

head.
.'! In a churn, the combination of a bas<», a pair of stand-

ards carried by the base, a cross bar connecting the st.nnd-

ards. a bearing block mounted upon each of the standards.

a shaft Journaled in the bearing blocks and provided with

a crank iwrtion. means for driving the shaft, a pair of op-

positely dlspose<i guide liUicks mounted between the cross

bar and bearing blocks so ns to swing about a longitudinal

axis, a reciprocating cross head mounted between the

guide-blocks, connecting nieans between the cross head

and the crank i>ortion of the before-mentlsned shaft, a

churn body upon the base, a dasher within the churn

body and connecting means between the dasher and cross

head.

888,120 M.VNUFACTrRP: OF ABRASIVE MATERIAL.
Fr.wk J. Tone, .Niagara Falls. N. Y . assignor to The
Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls. N. Y., a Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania Filed .\pr. 25, 1905. Serial

No. 257,318.

The method of making abrasive paper and cloth, which

consists In applying a coating of abrasive grains to the

1.^4 O. G.- 43

888,130. FRUIT SEPARATING OR ASSORTING MA-
CHINE. John H. Urqi hakt. Riverside, Cnl., assignor

to Fred Stebler and .\u8tln .\. Gamble, Riverside, Cal.

Filed July 29, 1907. Serial No. 386,138.

1. In a fruit separating or assortiiu' npparatus. In c<HB-

blnatlon with suitatyle bins, a grading way, arranged over

said bins, for the fruit to pass along and be separated or

assorted, the same comprising a carrier member moving

longitudinally of the machine, a rotary member arranged

adjacent to such carrier member so as to form in con-

Junction therewith the grading way. said rotary member

formed of a series of graduated portions, each graduated

portion jirovlded intermediate of the bin thereunder with

a cutaway portion of smaller diameter than its ends, such

cutaway portions forming with the carrier member the

discharge openings for the fruit, said rotary member rotat-

ing transversely to the movement of the carrier member.

•J In a fruit separating or assorting ai)paratu8, in com-

bination with suitable bins, a grading-way having one of

its sides formed by a member traveling horizontally

through the machine, and its other side formed by a rotary

member arranged adjacent to such carrier member and

rotating transversely to the direction of movement of said

carrier member, said rotary member formed of a series

of sections, each section provided intermediate of the bin

thereunder with a portion ot smaller diameter, such por-

tion forming with said carrier member the discharge ai>er-

ture through which the fruit of a given size is discharged.

3. In a fruit separating or assorting apparatus, in com-

bination with 6uital>le bins, a grading way for the fruit,

such gradingway formed tiy a carrying memt>er moving

longitudinally of the machine, a rotary member arranged

adjacent to such carrying member and rotating trans-

versely to the movement of said carrying member, means

for supporting said carrying member in a horizontal posi-

tion, said rotary member composed of a series of sections,

each section provided intermediate its ends and inter-

mediate of the bin thereunder with a cutaway portion of

smaller diameter, a grading or discharge aperture being

formed between the periphery of the cutaway portion and

carrying member through which fruit of a given size is

discharged, and means for adjusting said rotary member
with respect to said carrying member.

4. In a fruit separating machine, the combination with

a supporting frame and fruit bins, of a fruit runway

formed by a relatively stationary member and a longitu-

dinal series of rolls arranged end to end at different dis-

tances from said stationary member, each of said rolls

provided between its ends, and intermediate of the bin

thereunder, with a portion of smaller diameter than its

ends, thus providing communicating spaces of progress-

/
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Irely-Tarylng Blses for the discharge of the fmlt. inch

spaces being arranged above the bins, mean« for Ipdepend-

entfy adjusting the rolls with relation to Mild stationary

member, means for driving the rolls, and M^^ans for posi-

tively feeding the fruit along the runway.

5. In a fruit separating machine, the combination with

a supporting frame and frnlt blna formed In connection

therewith, of a central longitudinal divider forming one

side of each of two parallel runways, a eerles of rolls

disposed on each side of the divider and arranged end to

end at different distances from the divider forming there-

with a runway, a carrier member moving longitudinally

of the divider and adapted to carry the ttu\t along the

runway, each of said rolls provided Intermadlate Its ends,

and Intermediate of the bin thereunder, with a portion

of smaller diameter than Us front end fortning progress-

Iveljvarying discharge spaces for the fr«it above said

bins, means for adjusting the rolls of each series toward

and from the common divider, means for driving the rolls,

and means for moving said carrying memNr.
[Clalma 6 and 7 not printed In the GaietteJ

888.131. WEATHER-STRIP. Chablbs E. Wadk. Mason-

vllle. N. Y. Filed Aug. 21, 1907. Serial No. 389,622.

1. .V weather strip comprising a resilient swinging mem-

ber, a depressor rod lying thereon at one side of the pivot

and extending longitudinally thereof and having a por-

tion projectlni; to the edge of the swinglog member for

engagement with a stop.

2 A weather strip comprising a resilient swinging mem-

ber a depres.sor rod lying thereon to one side of the pivot

and extending longitudinally thereof, said depressor rod

having end portions for engagement with a stop and an

Intermediate lat»Tally bowed portion lying between the

edges of the said member.

888,132. NOX REFILLABLE BOTTLE Frank L. O.

Wadsworth, Morgantown. W Va Filed Nov 24, 1905.

Serial No 2S«,978.

liquid within the bottle, but arranged to be brought into

contact with liquid introduced Into the bottle through

the closure: substantially as described.

3. A bottle closure having a closing valve, and means

for seatlns the same, consisting of a body of material

contained within the closure and capable of decomposing

explosively when moistened or wet : substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A bottle closure having a chamber therein containing

expansive material, and a sealing valve capable of being

fractured by the expansion action of such material, the

closure having m^-ans for causing liquid to come In con-

tact with such material when It Is attempted to refill the

bottle; substantially as described.

5. .\ bottle stopiier having a movable chambered valve

body, an expansive material within the chMml>er of

such body, said body having a pa.s.sage leading' tu such

chamber, and means for normally guarding the said pas-

sage against the entrance of liquid; substantially as de-

scribed

[Claims fl to y not printed in the Cazette.]

1. A bottle closure having a chamber therein contain-

ing a material which will decompose etploslvely when

brought Into contact with a liquid ; subatantlally as de-

scribed.

2. A bottle closure having a chamber therein contain-

ing a material which will decompose etploalvely when

brought Into contact with a liquid, said material being

normally protected by the closure from aontact with the

888,l.^•i. MOLDING-MACHINE. William Welsh. Kin-

cardine. Ontario, Canada. Filed Feb 4. 1905. Serial

No. 244,156.

1. A molding machine, comprising means for producing

• molded article, a platform, and means for moving the

platform toward and from said flrst-named means, said

last-named means comprising a windlass, and a pair of

flexible members secured to the windlass, one of said flexi-

ble members being connected with one side of the platform

and the other with the other.

2. A molding machine, comprising means for producing

a molded article, a platform for receiving the product of

the machine, and means for moving the platform toward

and from said flrst-named means ; said last-named means

comprising a shaft, a pair of windlasses thereon, a pair of

flexible connections secured to each windlass, one of said

flexible connections being connected with one side of the

platform and the other with the other, and means for

guiding one of said flexible connections to move the end of

the platform In a vertical line.

3. A molding machine, comprlsin»j a frame consisting of

two end pieces, a detachable mean^ for connecting said

end pieces together, a platform, and means for moving the

platform along said frame.

4. A molding machine, comprising a frame consisting of

two end pieces, and a pair of rods each detachably con

nected to the end pieces at its opposite emls

o. A molding machine, comprising a frame consisting of

two end pieces each having a plurality of eyes upon Its

inner surface, a plurality of rods each having projections

for entering said eyes, a mold box rotatably mounted upon

the frame, and means for separating the sides and ends of

the mold box.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.134. M.^NURE- SPREADER. Charles W. West.

Pierre. S. D.. assignor to W. T Jones, Cedar Rapids.

Iowa. Filed May 27, 1907. Serial No. 375.895.

1. In a manure spreader having a distributing beater,

the combination of a retarder. a pair of links pivoted to

said retarder and to a support a little back of the center

of the beater, a pair of shorter arms also pivoted to the

retarder. and a little forward of the beater center, and
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means for shifting said retarder from normal position for-

ward of the beater to a position directly over It.

2. In a manure spreader having a beater at the rear end

of It. the combination of a retarder, a pair of links pivoted

to It and to a support a little back of the center of the

beater, a pair of shorter arms pivoted to the retarder and

at points a little forward of said center, a hand lever, and

a connection of said lever with one of said shorter arms,

whereby the operator may shift the retarder from a posi-

tion In front of the beater to a position directly over It.

3. In a manure spreader having a beater at the rear

end. the combination of a retarder. a supporting bail there-

for, a pair of link blocks mounted on said ball, links con-

necting with said block some distance from the ball con-

nection, separated bearings for the bail and said links.

and a yielding connection of the retarder with said blocks.

4. Combined with the heads of a manure spreader beater,

a beater bar provided with outwardly projecting spikes,

the peripheral face of the bar being beveled tangentlally,

retreating backwardly with respect to the revolution of

the beater, and having an outer forward cutting angle,

substantially as described.

888,135. METAL SHEET - PILING. Robert B W(10D-

woBTH, Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Pec. 4. 1907. Serial No

40e,03«.

the channel-beams In rcpular alinement. stibstantlally as

described.

4. Metal sheet piling having a series of alternately dis-

posed channel-beams with overlaiiplng flanged edges, an

Interlocking Z-bar secured to one edge of the beams and

extending substantially the full length of the channel-

beams, and a supplemental Interlocking Z-bar on the oppo-

site edge of the beam section, said supplemental Z bar ex-

tending for a part of the length of the beam sections, sub-

stantially as described.

5. Metal sheet piling having a series of alternately dis-

posed channel beams with oevrlapping flanged edges, an

interlocking Z-bar secured to one edge of the beams and

extending substantially the full length of the channel-

beams, and a supplemental interlocking Z-bar on the oppo-

site edge of the beam sections, said supplemental Z-bar

extending for a part of the length of the beam sections,

and having Its top end flush with the top of the channel

beams, substantially as described.

1. In a sheet metal piling, a piling section of channel

form having at one edge a Z-bar secured thereto and ex-

tending substantially the full length of the section and at

Its opposite edge a relatively short Z-bar. substantially as

described.

2 In a sheet metal piling, a piling section of channel

form having at one edge a Z bar secured thereto and ex

tending substantlallj the full length of the section and at

its opposite edge a relatively short Z-bar, one end of the

short Z-bar being flush with the top of the piling section,

substantially as described.

3. Metal sheet piling composed of a series of channel-

beams disposed alternately and Interlocked along their

flanged edges and beams having single Z-bars forming a

eoottnuous interlocking member and short Z-bars holding 1

888,136. APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTIRE OF
COKE AND GAS. John Armstrong, Ix)ndon. Encland.

Filed June 20, 1905. Serial No. 266,155.

] In an apparatus for the manufacture of coke and gas,

comprising a high vertical coking chamber, vertical com-

bustion flues surrounding said chamber and communicat-

ing with a flue leading into a suitable exhaust device and

air heating flues formed in the brick work of said coking

chamber and extending from the top thereof to a point in

proximity to the bottom of said chamber, the combination

of gas and air injecting devices adapted to force the air

upwards Into said combustion flues from the bottom there-

of, and a connection at bottom between the air beating

flues and the combustion flues beside the orlflce of the in-

jecting device to adapt said device to a.sslst in drawing

the secondary or heated air down through the hot brick

work.

2. In a furnace of the character described of dovetailed

brick construction, the combination of a coking chamber,

a plurality of heating flues partly surrounding said cham-

ber, and communicating with a suitable exhaust device, air

heating flues located in the brick work and traversing sub-

stantially the entire length of said furnace, air injectors

for forcing the aid upwards into the combustion flues and

means whereby the injectors are caused to assist in driving

the secondary heated air down through the hot brick work.

3. The combination of a high vertical coking chamber

with a vertically or>eratlng ram. means for passing the

coal Introduced at the bottom of the said coking chamber

Into and through the hottest part of said chamber Into a

cooler portion, means for passing the disengaged gas

through the highly heated coke, whereby tar and hydro-

carbons released from the coal are decomposed and the

carbon deposited In the coke enriching the same.
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4. The combination of a high narrov* vertical coking

chamtK»r closed to the admission of air. of vertically actu-

ated feeding means at the bottom of said chamber, and

discharging devices at the top of said chamber, cooling

devices at the top and bottom of said chamber and In the

vertical feeding means, and means for betting said coking

chamber.
,'. In an apparatus for the manufacture of coke and gas.

a narrow vertical closed coking chamber, wider at the

exit for the coke and gas than at the entmnce point where

the fuel is admitted, whereby the gas can freely pass

through the fuel as it Is formed, and can be dec<jmp<jsf'd

by the hot fuel with deposition of carbon before its escape.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette. I

888,1^7 TENT-POI.E. Ct,ARE\ci: A. Bateman, Waah-

Jngton. li. C. Filed fJec 5. 1907. Serl|l No. -JUo.l'tJl.

' 4

from the acute angle thereof so as not to Interfere with

the Introduction of the head between the gums and the lips.

2. A tooth brush having, in combination, a head elon-

sate<l so as to engage several teeth nt once and wed;:e-

shaped In transverse cross-section so as to present an r,\>^r-

atlng surface acutely Inclined to the back of the bead, and

a handle connected with the head at a point seimrattxl

fr<im the acute ani;le thereof and arranged substanriaily

p<'r;>endlcnlar to the lengtti of the head and at an acute

angle with the working lurfaoe thereof.

1. .\ tent pole comprising a plurality fif telescopic sec-

tions of different diameters and fitting one within the

other, a base cap fitted on the bottom of tfje outer or larger

section, and an aiially projecting tent engaging pin ar

ranged on the top of the inner or smaller section.

2. A tent pole comprising a plurality of telescopic tubu-

lar sections of different diameters and adapted to be en-

veloped one within the other and to be Included within

the length of the outer section, an ailaliy projecting tent

engaging pin arranged on the top of the Inner or smaller

section, and catches for locking the sections in extended

position relatively to one another.

?i. \ tent pole comprising a plurality of tubular tele-

scopic sections adapted to slide Into and to be contained

within the length of the outer section, a Oent engaging pin

projecting axiaily from the top of the itnermost section

and being of smaller diameter than said innermost section

to form a shoulder to engage and 8upp<ift a portion of a

tent, means for limiting the relative mov»ment of the sec

tlons toward extended p^isltlon. and autoicatlc catches for

locking the sections in extended relation.

4. A tent pole comprising a plurality of telescopic sec-

tions of progressively varying diameters, one of the sec-

tions having a portion below Ita upper end pressed in-

wardly to form an exterior circumferential depression, the

inwardly pres.sed material forming a bearing with Its sur-
,

face extending axiaily to slidlngly fit the next smaller

section, the latter section having a stop formed on its

lower end adapted to co<iperate with the aald reduced por-

tion of the next larger section for limiting the relative

movement of the sections toward extended position, and

a catch arranged on the section provided with the stop and

adapted to ciW-Jperate with the top of th# next outer sec-

tion for locking the sections In extended relation.

5. A tent pole comprising a plurality of telescopic sec-

tions of different diameters, the outer sfction being pro-

vided at its upper end with a pair of upper and lower cir-

cumferential grooves forming reduced portions which

giidlngly fit the next smaller section, a Cent engaging de-

vice arranged on tht> up[H-r end of the Inner or smaller

seotlon. a stop formed on the lower end of the section car-

rying the tent engaging device and arranged to cooperate

with the lower reduced portion of the ©<iter section for

limiting the relative movement of the sections toward

extended position, and a catch also carrltd by the section

having the tent engaging device thereon and arranged to

co/Sperate with the upper e<lge of the outer section to lock

the sections In extended relation

[Claims fl to 10 not printed In the Ga*tt«.]

3. A tooth brush having, in combination, a head elon-

gated so as to engage several teeth at once and wedge
shaped In transverse cross 8e<'tion so as to present an oper-

ating surface acutely inclined to the back of the head, the

head comprising gumniassaging means of comparatively

yielding character forming the part of tlie working surface

adjacent to the acute angle of the cross section and tooth-

cleansing means of comparatively firm character forming

the rest of the operating surface, and a handle Joining the

head at a point separated from the acute angle thereof

4. A tooth brush having. In combination, an elongated

head comprising guin-nmssaglng means of comparatively

yielding character and teeth cleansing moans of compara-

tively Arm character, and a handle counpcte<l with the

head and substantially p»'ri}endlcular to the length thereof.

5. A tooth brush having. In comhinafion. a head com-

prising a back tapered toward one edge, gum-massaging
means of a comparatively yielding character supported by

the back adjacent to its thinner edge, and teeth-cleansing

means of comparatively firm character supported by the

back adjacent to Its thicker edge, and a handle conne«-ted

with the hack at Its thicker edge and substantially per-

pendicular thereto

1 Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaxette.J

888,1.39. TUHL'LAR LAMP. Chahlk.s L. Hktts. New
York. N. Y.. assignor to R. E. Dletz Company. Now
York, N. Y. Filed Mar 2.3. 1907. Serial No. .3fl4.052.

888,138. TOOTH -BRFSH. Victor C Bei.i.. New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 10, 190«. Serial No. 347.209.

1. A tooth brush having. In combination, a head elon-

gated so AS to engage several teeth at once and wedge-

shaped in tranaverse cross-section so as tq present an oper- i

atlng surface acutely Inclined to the back of the head, and I 1. The combination of an oil pot having Its top formed

a handle connected with the head at a point separated 1 integrally with Its peripheral wall and an air chamber
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comprising an annular plate which forms the top of the

air chamber, and a cylindrical globe supporting flange ox

tending upwardly from the outer portion of said plate and

formed Integrally tlierewith. snld air chamber resting with

Its outer portion upon the top of the oil pot, substantially

as set forth.

2. The combination of an oil pot. an olr chamber com-

prising an annular plate and a cylindrical flange extend-

ing upwardly from the outer portion thereof, said air

chamber resting with its outer flanged portion upon the

top of the oil pot. and a globe resting upon said flange, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3 The combination of an oil pot having Its top pro-

vided with a raised annular t>ead at a distance inwardly

from the poripberai wail of the oil pot. and an air cham-

ber comprisinc an annular plate and a cylindrical flange

extending upwardly from the outer portion of said plate,

said plate resting with Us outer portion upon the top of

the oil pot and against said bead, substantially as set

forth.

f

888,140. MAY FRESS. Valestinb BiEi^, Fanna Maria,

Tex. Filed Nov. 14. 1907 Serial No. 402,182.

1 \ lialing press comprising Independent compressing

chambers, a reclprocatory plunger having heads arran;;od

within said chamlx^rs, header blocks arranged within the

chanit>ers. levers carried by the press for engagement at

times with the header blocks, and levers carried by the

press to receive the header l>locks after the compression of

a bale within the compressing chambers.

2. A baling press comprising Independent compressing

chambers, a reclprocatory plunger having heads arranged

within said chaml)er8, header blocks arranged within the

chamt>er8, levers carried by the press for engagement at

times with the header blocks, levers carried by the press

to rtM-eive the header blocks after a bale has l)een com-

pressed and operating mechanism for the plunger.

3. A baling press comprising Independent compressing

chambers, a re<'iprocatory plunger having heads arranged

wltliin the chambers, a lever plvotally connected to the

plunger, flexible draft connections carried by the lever,

header blocks removably disposed within the chambers,

pivoted levers carried by the press and engaged with the

blocks, and plvotally mounted header block receiving levers

located adjacent the first named levers.

S8«,14 1. MEANS FOR REFAIRING THE FEI.TKD
HEADS t)F PIANO HAMMERS. Robert R. Bot)fi.

Honolulu. Hawaii. Filed Aug. 3. 1907. Serial No.

386,904.

1 In combination with the ordinary head of a piano

hammer, said head having a rigid body and a covering of

felt thereon ; a repair layer of soft flexible material applied

over the dead felt on the end of the head, substantially

as de8crll)ed and for the purpose specified.

2. lA combination with the ordinary head of a piano

hammer, said head having a rigid body and a covering of

felt thereon ; a repair layer of soft flexible material ap

piled over the dead felt on the end of the head, and means
for attaching said repair layer removably to the head, sub

stantlally as described and for the purpose specified.

3. The means herein described of repairing felted heads

of piano hammers, which consists of a strip of soft, fleil-

iile material adapted tq be superimposed on the dead strik-

ing portion of the head and having Its ends provided with

fastening pins by which It may l>e removably secured to

the hammer.
4. The means iierein descrllK?d of repairing felted heads

of piano hammers, which consists of a strip of soft, flexl-

tiie material adapted to be superimposed on the dead strik-

ing portion of the head and having Its ends provided with

metal binders having pqlnted projections by which It may
be removablv secured to the hammer.

888,142. KITCHEN-CABINET. Akthi u E Bo.vbstekl.

Denver, Colo. Filed Sept. 25, 1907 Serial No. 394,470.

The combination of a lower shaft member, an upper

shaft member, a coupling sleeve mounted on the upper end

of the lower shaft member and adapted to engage the lower

end of the upper shaft member, said sleeve having an an

nular bearing flange at its upper end. a shell fitted around

the upper shaft member and having a flange at Its lower

end resting on the bearing flange of the coupling sleeve,

a cabinet memlier carried by snld shell, and a cabinet

menilier carried by the lower shaft member.

888,143. BT'NDLIN i-RIBBON FOR CIGARS. William
Brandstaedter. Hanover. Fa Filed Dec. 23. 1907.

Serial No. 407,746.

1. \ ribtion of the character descrllted comprising a

strip of textile fabric, and a strip of paper commensurate
in width with the fabric and pasted to one aide thereof

and being of less length than the fabric to provide tying

members.
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2. A rlbboQ of the character described cooaprising a

4trtp of raw edged textile fabric, and a strip of paper,

commensurate in width with the fabric aid pasted to one

aide thereof and operating to prerent raveling of the fab-

ric, the latter t>elng of greater length th»n the paper to

provide tying members.

SSS.144 EARTRUMPET (Ieorge W Clixe. Amalle.

Cal.. assignor of one half to J. W. RIademan. Los An
,'e!es. Cat. Filed Feb. 10. 1907. 'Serial No. 358.315.

.Vn ear tnimpot comprising a plurality of telescopic

members, the smaller section being provided with an ear

nipple flexibly secured thereto, and the larger sei-tlon

fielng In the form of a flat sided funnel with a cylindrical

dange at Its smaller end, and the aectloo fitting In the

flange of said funnel having Its outer end curled to form

a stop for en;;Aging with aald flange and Its inner end

provldt»d with cross bars for engaging witk the Inner ends

of the other sections when the horn Is collapsed.

888.145. PROCESS OF MAKING A FERTILIZER. EiilL

CoLLBTT, Notodden. Norway. Failed July 10. I'.XtS. Se-

rial No. 269,081.

1. A process of prodacing non-hygro»<iiplc fprtllizer

containing calcium nitrate, ccnalating In mixing calcium

nitrate with calcium oxld, and heating the so obtained

mixture to a temperature just below that at which nitro-

gen is given off

2. A process of producing a non-hygrqscopic fertilizer

containing calcium nitrate, consisting In mixing a solu-

tion of calcium nitrate with calcium otld, evaporating

the moisture and heating the so obtained mixture to a

temperature Just below that at which nitrogen la given off.

3. A process of producing a non-hygrotcoplc fertilizer,

which consists In mixing calcium nitrate with a fertilis-

ing oxygen compound of calcium, and heating the mixture

to a temperature below that at which nitrogen Is given off.

L'G. THOMAS888,146. DUPLEX TESTING PLU(
San Francisco, Cal. Filed May 29, 1>07

376,358.

S DiAST,
Serial No.

/»

members, and means located at one and the same end
of the device and exterior to the part to be tested, for ex-

panding each plug member Independently of the other

member.
2. A testing device comprising inner and outer plugs,

,
each plug consisting of a flexible band held between op-

I
posed clamping meml>er8, and means including a jointed

drive-shaft extending through the plates for operating

each pair of clamping members independently of the

other pair

a. A testing device comprising two connocted plugn,

and means including a unitary Jointed drive shaft for ex-

panding each plug independently of the other

4. A teetlng device comprising two angularly adjustable

expansible plugs, and meana Including a unitary Jointed

drive-shaft for expanding each plug independently uf the

other.

5. .V testing devlc<> comprising two angularly adjustable

1nde{>endeutly expan.slble plugs and means Including a

ilrlve shaft extending betwe«'n the plug-memtxTs and hav-

ing a universal joint In its length for adjusting the plu^s

toward and from each other

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.

]

888. W7. GARDEN IMPLEMENT William C Doidgb,
I.odl, Cal. Filed June 24, 1907 Serial No. 380.^1.^

1. .\ testing device having In combination, two co<iper

a ting plug members, a rotatable shaft formed of jointed

sections forming a unitary drive connection between the

1. In a cultivating Implement, a unitary cutter plate

having a plurality of teeth projecting from opposite sides,

said teeth extending forward of and having their bases

connected to and merging into Intermediate concavities

with sharpened edges, an upwardly projecting stem or

shank, said plate having a plurality of holes for connect-

ing said stem or shank with the plate at different points,

a head with which the stem is adjustably connected, and

a handle with means for adjustably connecting it with the

head.

2. In a cultivating implement, a single plate having

a plurality of teeth upon opposite sides, with Intermediate

concavities into which the teeth merge, said conravities

having beveled sharpened edges, convexed emis to the

plates, merging Info the points of the outermost teeth

and having the outer periphery not beveled, a stem or

shank, with means for adjustably connecting it with the

cutter, a head with which the stem or shank may be ad-

justably connected, and a handle with means for adjust-

ably connecting It with the head.

.?. A cultivating Implement. Including an elongated

plate having concavities with t>eveled sharpened edges.

said concavities merging into teeth which extend out-

wardly therefrom upon opposite sides, a stem or shank

having loosely Inclosing sleeve, a head, and means for

adjustably securing the stem thereto, vertically dlspos«'d

teeth extending downwardly from said head, having the

i lower ends curved and tapered to points conligTious to
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the cutter piatt . and a tiandle adjustably secured to the

head.

4. \ cultivating impkmrut. Including a head, a handle

adjustably wcured thereto, a plurality of unitary cutting

plates t-ach having stems and meant* by which said stems

are removably »< cureil to the head, said cutter plates hav

Ing substaniially parallel long sides and convex ends, and

each of said long sides having a plurality of concaved

beV'led cutting edges with contiguous concavities merg-

ing Into outwardly extending teeth with substantially

parallel edges, and means by which said plateti may be

independently adjusted witli relation to the head.

8 8 8.150. BURNER FASTENING FOR LAMPS AND
LANTERNS. Ebnest C. Evebbtt and Fbitz Schinde-

888,148. INSECTICIDE-FERTILIZER. Frepeeick G.

DoKKB.vwADKL, Coshocton. Ohio. Filed .Nov. 11, 1907.

Serial No. 401. 7:58.

1. .\ fertilizer consisting of cellulose combined with

nitrates, potash and phosphates, the whole mass being Im-

pnjtnated with crude carbolic acid, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. .\ fertilizer consisting of cellulose combined with

nitrates, pota.sh and phoxpliates. the whole mass being

impregnated with crude carbolic acid and kerosene, sub-

stantially as described.

3. A fertilizer consisting of cflluloae material com-

bined with nitrate of soda, sulfate of potash and soluble

phosphates, the whole maiis being impre;:uated with crude

carbolic acid, substantially as de8crib«>d.

4. A fertilizer consisting of cellulose material combined

with nitrate of soda, sulfate of potash and soluble phos-

phates, the whole mass being Impregnated with crude

carbolic acid and kerosene, substantially as described.

888.149. LAST - DEMONSTRATOR. Ek.nest A East
MAN. Chicago, 111., assignor of one half to Crawford,

McGregor & Canby Co, L>ayton. Ohio, a Corporation.

Filed Aug. 2, 1907. Serial No. 386, 730.

1. The combination with a last, of Indicating means to

Indicate visually the center line of the last with relation

to the heel contour

2. The combination with a last, of an indicator bar to

Indicate visually the center line of the last with relation

to the heel contour

i^. The corr.blnatlon with a last, of an indicator bar

extending rigidly from the heel over the top of the last

to Indicate visually the center line of the last with rela-

tion to the heel contour.

4. A device for the purpose set forth, coraprlsinc means

showing the heel contour, and means co<Speratlng there-

with to indicate the axial direction of a foot in a shoe

having said heel contour.

T). A device for the purpose set forth, comprising means

showing the outline of a forepart, mechanism showing

the outline of a heel part, Inchiding means for varylnt; the

position of the heel part outline with relation to the fore-

part outline, and means for visually indicating the direc

tlon a foot controlled by said heel part outline would I*

compelled to take with relation to the fore-part outline

In the varying positions of said heel part outline.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed tn the Gazette.]

WOLT, New York, N Y
pany. New York, N. Y.

284.641.

, assignors to R. E.

Filed Oct. 27, 1905

Dietz Corn-

Serial No,

1. The combination with a burner support having an

inwardly overhanging fastening lug. of a burner capable

of rotary movement In said support and having an out

wardiy projecting attaching portion which engages under-

neath said lug and having a rigid locking projection which

Is arranged in line with said lug and passes by the same

as the burner Is rotated to its locked position and engages

against the rear side of said lug in such locked position,

thereby resisting the backward rotation of the burner,

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination with an oil pot having a burner

socket and outside of the same inwardly overhanging fas-

tening lugs, of a burner capable of rotary movement In

said socket and having at its base an outwardly-projecting

attaching Cange which engages underneath said lugs and

having above said flange rigid locking projections which

are arranged in line with said lugs and pass by the same
as the burner la rotated in the socket to Its locked position

and engage In the locked position of the burner against

the rear side of said lugs, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of an oil pot having its top plate

provided with an opening for the burner and having a

burner socket provided with an upwardly-projecting col-

lar having a segniental notch which receives the wick-

ralaer shaft and limits the rotary movement of the burner,

inwardly overhanging fastening lugs or lips secured to

said top plate, and a burner capable of rotary movement
and having an attaching flange adapted to engage under-

neath said lugs or lips and provided above said flange

with a locking projection which resists backward rota-

tion of the burner, substantially as set forth.

888,151. ELECTRIC WATER-HEATER. Oscak H. Fiddes

and Herman A. Seifke, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Dec.

18, 1907. Serial No. 406.990.

1. In an electric water beater, the combination of a

water heating tube, a coll of reaistanoe wire around the

same, a vessel above the tube, and communicating with the

bottom of said tube, a faucet leading from the top of
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said tube, and a cheek valve between the top of the tube

and the vessel, aubstantlally as described

2. In an electric water heater, the combltiatlon of a

water heating tube, a coll of reslgtance wire around the

same, a vessel above the tube, and communicating with

the bottom of said tul>e. ;i faucet leadinR frora the top of

said tube, a check valve between the top of tlie tut)e and

the vessel, and an electric tamp In the vessel, in multiple

with the heatln;? coll. substantially as de8crlb«<l.

8 8 8,152.
Worcester.

326,276.

AUTOMATIC PIANO. RfFUS B. FowleE,

Mass. Filed July 14, 1906, Serial No.

f^b^OT^

riit'ans for operating the latter controlled by said second

switch, and an alarm device connected with and controlled

by said switchlnK device, the arrangement being such that

the switching device can be switched Into the selecting

position In which a signal can be sent to the station

which is selected under thi- Influence of a number of short

variations of ciirrt-nt produ<fd in the line and corrt-spond-

Ing to the rectMver which Is to be selected, and uuder the

influence of a succeeding long continued variation of the

electric state In the line.

1. In an automatic piano a piano action, 4 piano key

board containing keys for manually operating said piano

action to produce Individual notes, a pneumatic mechan-

ism for operating said piano action, means for varying the

tension of said pneumatic mechanism with respect to each

individual note, me.ins for operatlvely contectlng and

disconnecting said tension varying mechanism with the

corresponding key of the keyboard at will,

2. In an automatic piano, a series of notie producing

mechanisms, a keyboard comprising a series of keys for

manually operating said note producing mechtnisms Inde

pendently of each other, a series of pneumatic mechanisms

for Individually actuating said note producing mechan

Isms, means for Individually varying the tension of said

pneumatic mechanisms, means for operatlvelj connecting

said tension varying mechanisms with the corresponding

keys In the keyboard, and means for dlscottnectlng the

keys from the note producing mechanisms.

3. In an automatic piano, the combination of a piano

action, a pneumatic action, mechanism for varying the

tension of said pneumatic action, a series of leys or man-

uals, and means for simultaneously controlllnf| the connec-

tion between said keys and said piano action and between

said keys and said pneumatic action,

4 Id an automatic piano, the combination With a piano

action a pneumatic action for actuating the j^lano action,

mechanism for varying the tension of sal4 pneumatic

action, a series of keys or manuals, and means for oper-

atlvely connecting said keys alternately at will with either

said piano action or with said tension varyinjj mechanism.

5. In an automatic piano, the combination of a plan"

action, a mechanism for automatically actuating said

piano action, a series of keys or manuals capable of being

connected with said piano action, and means operatlvely

connected with said keys or manuals for varying the force

of said automatic actuating mechanism.
[•'laims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette,]

g'^S.l.'^S, SYSTEM FOR SELECTING ONE OF SEVERAL
RECEIVERS CONNECTED TO A COMMOiN CONDUC-
TOR. Ad<:>lf Fkanke, Halensee, near Berlin, Germany,

assignor to Siemens & Halske, A. G . Berlin, Germany,

a Corporation of Germany. Filed Dec. 23. 1907. Serial

No, 407,788.

1. In an electrical selecting system of the type de-

scribed, a plurality of receiver-electromagnets^ a source of

current, a switch and a line connecting the same In series.

In combination with a second switch adapted to be op-

erated by one of said receiver-electromagnets, a retarding

device controlling said second switch, a swlttblng device.

2. In an electrical selecting syst^'ui of the type described,

a plurality of receiver-electromagnets, a source of current,

a switch and a line connecting the same in series. In com-

bination with a switching device adjoining one of said

receiver-electromagnets and carrying a plurality of con-

tacts, an electromagnet adapted to drive said switching

device ; a second switch, a retarding device controlling the

latter, an alarm and conductors connecting said second

switch, switching device and alarm In a circuit in series

with one another and in parallel with one of said recelver-

f lectromagnets : and conductors connecting said switching

device and said electromagnet adapted to drive the same
in a circuit in st-ries with one another and In parallel with

the latter circuit, the arrangenn'nt being such that wlx'n

a long continued rush of current Is sent through the line,

the second switch is closed and thereby the current from

the line flows through the switching device, and the latter

can be switched Into the selecting position under the In-

fluence of short impulses of current sent through the line

and under the Influence of one sub»e()uent long continued

rush of current in the line,

T?. In an electrical selecting system of the type de-

scribed, a plurality of receiver electromagnets, a source of

current, a switch and a line connecting the same In se-

ries. In combination with a second switch adjoining a

receiver electromagnet and a retarding device controlling

the latter switch : a switching device carrying a circuit-

contact and a selecting contact, ratchet mechanism adapt-

ed to operate the switching device and an electromagnet

for operating said ratchet mechanism : an alarm ; conduc-

tors connecting said circuit contact and said second switch

with one side of the latter receiver - electromagnet, con-

ductors connecting the other side of the latter with said

alarm and with said ratchet controlling nlectromagnt-t. a

conductor normally connecting the latter with said select-

ing-contact and a conductor for connecting the alarm

with the latter contact when the switching device Is

driven into the selecting position for the receiver electro-

magnet which it adjoins, and a conductor connecting said

selecting contact with the contact of the second switch,

the arrangement being such that when the switching de-

vice is operated by a long continued variation of current

in the line, the second switch is bridged over so that short

impulses of current sent through the line can energize the

ratchet-electromagnet and finally the alarm when the

same Is connected with the selecting-contact, so that In

this position of the switching device a long continued

rush of current through the line causes a signal to be

given at the concerned receiving-station

888,154. INSULATOR Hdwahd Friend, I./exlngton. Okla ,

assignor of one-half to Walter J. Stevens, Lexington,

Okla. Filed Oct. 7. 1907. Serial No. 396,309.

1, The herein described Improvement In Insulators, con-

sisting In combination with a main or body member formed

of bendable cast metal, having transverse aperture and
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a recess extending from one edge that communicates with
the said aperture, the said member having a longitudinal

aperture extending its full length that bisects the recess,

a transverse aperture having annular recesses ; of a two
part Insulator sleeve adapted to be fitted upon the wire

and to be slid endwise in the transverse aperture In the

metallic member, said sleeve having peripheral ribs for

engaging with the recesses in the transverse aperture in

the metallic member and a means for securing the said

member to a cross arm and for holding the parts of the

said member clamped about the insulating sleeve, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

2, .\n Insulator that is formed of bendable metal hav-

ing a transverse aperture and a horizontal slot that ex-

tends from one edge into the said aperture, the slotted

edge of the body having a pendently projected foot portion,

the latter and the upper end of the body having alining

vertical apertures, an Insulator sleeve adapted to fit with-

in the aperture in the body portion, the said body portion

and the sleeve having interlocking means, said parts being

so combined whereby the driving of a securing spike or

nail through the alining vertical aperture secures the In-

sulator to the cross arm and closes the slotted portion of

the body to bring the interlocking means of the body and
the sleeve into a light engagement for the purposes
specified.

888,155. RENEWABLE FRONT WASHBOARD. Wil-
liam (i. F'BuST, Indianapolis. Ind. Filed .\ug. 9. 1907.

Serial No. 387,768.

1. .\ washboard comprising a pair of sidebars having

opposite gtiideways therein and bearing shoulders extend-

ing from the guideways. a rubbing-plate and back board

on the shoulders, and a clamp-bar having gulde-wlngs ex-

tending into the guideways and retained therein, the

wings being movable laterally and the clamp i»ar having

a lip provided with a beveled face engaging the back-board

opposite to the shoulders.

2. A washboard comprising a pair of side bars with

longitudinal bearing shoulders thereon and a cross-bar

with a lip extending opposite to the bearing shoulders, said

side bars having a pair of guideways extending longitudi-

nally thereof and having guide faces opposite to the planes

of the bearing shoulders a rubbing plate seated on the

shoulders and under the lip of the cross - bar, a back-

board seated against the rubbing plate, and a clamp-bar
having a lip engaging the back board and having also a

pair of guidewings extending Into the guideways and
slldlngly engaging the guide faces thereof.

888.156. DRY CONCENTRATOR. BLRRotoHS C Gil-

lette. New York. N. Y, Filed May 16, 1907 Serial No. i

374,034.

1. In a concentrator, the combination with an air-blast
j

trunk having two members at an angle to one another
(

and a connecting portion, of a conveyer for delivering pul- i

verlzed ore or other material within the upright portion of

the trunk, a receiving and delivery hopper at the lower end
of the trunk, an air inlet section above this hopper and
means for controlling the extent thereof.

2. In a concentrator, the combination with an air-blast
trunk having two members at an angle to one another
and a connecting portion, of a conveyer for delivering pul-
verized ore or other material within the upright portion
of the trunk, a receiving and delivery hopper at the lower
end of the trunk, an openwork section In the trunk form-
ing an air Inlet to the trunk for the air-blast and located
alwve this hopper and between the same and the Inlet of
the conveyer, and a device surrounding the trunk and ad-
justable along the same for controlling the extent of open-
ing of the air Inlet section.

3. In a concentrator, the combination with an air-

blast trunk having two members at an angle to one
another and a connecting portion, of a conveyer for de-
livering pulverized ore or other material within the up-
right portion of the trunk, a receiving and delivery hop-
per at the lower end of the trunk, an openwork section
forming an air inlet to the trunk for the air-blast and lo-

cated above this hopper and between the same and the In
let of the conveyer and a sleeve surrounding the upright
portion of the trunk at the openwork section and adapted
to be raised and lowered for controlling the extent of open-
ing of the said openwork section, rack-bars secured at
their lower ends to the upper edge of said sleeve, a shaft
passing through the upright member of the trunk, gears
near the respective ends of the said shaft outside of the
upright member of the trunk and meshing with said rack-
bars, and a handle for turning the shaft and the gears to
raise and lower the sleeve to the desired extent.

4. In a concentrator, the combination with an air-

blast trunk having a vertical, a horizontal and a curved
connecting portion, of a conveyer for delivering pulver-
ized or other material within the vertical portion of the
trunk, a gate for regulating the opening adjacent to this
conveyer, a hopper for receiving and delivering the ore to
this conveyer, a receiving and delivery hopper at the lower
end of the vertical portion of the trunk, means for supply-
ing air for the air-blast to the trunk and for controlling the
'Xtent thereof, a series of riffles in the bottom of the hori-
zontal portion of said trunk for arresting the middlings,
an endless conveyer substantially parallel with the hori-
zontal portion of the trunk, means for delivering the mid-
dlings onto the same and means for actuating the endless
conveyer.

5. In a concentrator, the combination with an air-blast

trunk having a vertical, a horizontal and a curved connect-

ing [xirtion. of a conveyer for delivering pulverized ore or

other material within the vertical portion of the trunk, a

gate for regulating the opening adjacent to this conveyer a
hopper for receiving and delivering the ore to this con-
veyer, a receiving and delivery hopper at the lower end of

the vertical portion of the trunk, means for supplying air

to the air-blast to the trunk and for controlling the ex-

tent thereof, a series of rlflles In the bottom of the hori-

zontal portion of said trunk for arresting the middlings, a
tilting plate In juxtaposition with said riffles, an inclined
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member below the same receiving the middlings delivered

from said tlltlng-plate, a conveyer for receiving the mid-

dlings delivered from the Incline and means, for actuating

the conveyer.

iClaimd 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazetti

> to

.1,

888.157. ELECTRIC AWNING-0PEKATO« P:otsto U.

GiovAXNONC. New Vork, N. Y. Filed Nov. p.S, 1{»06. Se-

rial No. 344,773.

8 8 8.158. REVOLVING BOOK - SUPPORT.
Glass. Pittsburg. Pa Piled .Vuv. JH, UXjJ.

390,426.

Jetek M.
Serial No.

1. In a revoluble book-holder, the combination with a

base, of a table revoluble therein, a cleat secured to the

upper side of said table, a slotted channel bur secured to

said cleat, a rod movably supported within said channel
bar, a frame, and coupling mean.s loosely ccniiected to the

frame and loosely connected to said rod.

2. In a revoluble book holder, the combination with a
base of a table revolubly .supported on said base, a cleat

s«H-ured to the upper side of said table, a slotted channel-

bar secured to said cleat, a rod movably mounted within

said channel bar and provided with eyas projecting

through the slot on the channel bar, a rectangular frame
provided with eyes at its upper end. links connecting the

e.\>>s of said rod with thoae of the frame, an4 transparent

sheets Inclosed by said frame.

1. .Vn awning operator embodying an awain^ receiving

roll, m^aas for operating said roll including $. motor oper-

ated shaft carrying a worm, a gear meshlbg with aald

worm, a second gear carried by said first gear, a third

(rear meshing with said second gear and having a concen-

tric slot formed therein, a pair of outwardly projecting

pin.4 adjustably «'ngaged in said slot, a plvotally mounted
oscillating switch, and an operating arm sacured at one
end to said switch so as to move about the pivotal point

of said switch therewith, and at its other 4nd being for

engatjement with said pins.

2 \n awning operator embodying an awqing receiving

roll, m^-ans for operating said roll including $. motor oper-

ated shaft, and means to convey current to said motor,

and means to reverse the direction of movement of the

motor emt)odylng a plvotally mounted insnlating block, an
operating arm secured to said block so as to oscillate

therewith, a pair of spaced switch blades carried by said

block and projecting l)eyond the ends thefeof, an arm
rigidly secured to said block and having an upturned per-

forated end, and a rod having a spring encircling the

same plvotally secured at one end and having Its oppo
site end extending in said perforated nptum^d end.

8 88,159. TYPE-WRITER ATTACHMENT. .I.m.vP.

GLoaB. Atlanta, Ga Filed Dec 2, 1907. 8«Tlal No.

404.799.

—I ^—

t'^

n

T rriiT .'I . : i%i t : t J^
X r^ ,,,_

c

r
1 In a copy holder, a one piece frunif having a central

horizontal front plate and depending free supporting

arms extending therefrom, a main paper roll and an auxil-

iary paper roll, both mounted between said arms. In prox-

imity to each other and adjacent to said front plate, a

pap^'r irulde stMuri'd to the said arms at the rear of the

main roller, paper guides extending under the main roller

from the auxiliary roller to the front plate, a ratchet wheel
on said main roller and a spring pawl adapted to engage
therewith carried by the front plate.

2 In a copyholder, a one piece frame having a central

horizontal front plate and depending free supporting arms
extending therefrom, a main and an auxiliary paper
roller, both mounted between said arms In proximity to

each other and the main roller adjacent the front plate, a
paper guide secured t)etween the arms at the rear of the

main roller and extending to the auxiliary roller, paper
guides extending under the main roller from the front plate

to the auxiliary roller, and a plurality of paper guides se-

cured above the front plate comprising guide rollers and a
guide strip.

888.160. PAN.
Filed Oct. 24.

AtGCSTfs E. GaocHAf, Eau Claire, Wis.

1906 Serial No 340.3.38.

L^^Jf"
X pan made from a single sheet of material comprising

a bottom, side and end walls and Inturned side flanges on
the end walls, the excess material connecting the side

walls and the side flanges being folded outwardly so as

to form oblique shoulders on the said side walls and side

Qanges, said shoulders abutting against each other so that

the side walls and side flanges will t>e In the same plane.

and the outer part of the fold being bent up parallel with
the side flanges.

888.161 HOG TRAP. Geoecb W IIallet. S'evada.

Iowa. Filed July 6, 1907. Serial No. 382,455.

A device of the type set forth, comprising rectangular

side walls, an inclined floor supported therebetween and
extending approximately the length thereof, and a rec-

tangnlar frame inclodlnff side bars pivoted to said side

walls centrslly thereof, and end cross bars disposed adja-

cent the ends of said side walls and said inclloed floor.
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888.162. LAMP-BURNER. Alexandis H. Handlan, Jr.,

St. U^uls, Mo. Filed Nov. 4, 1907. Serial No 400,535.

1. In a lamp burner, a wick tube, a horizontal flat

spreader plate, extending laterally from said wick tube at

its upper end. and provided with longitudinal Rrooves lead-

ing outwardly from said wick tube, and Imperforate plates

for directing currents of air lu upward courses at tbe sides

of said spreader plate; said grooves being parallel with

said Imperforate plates, substantially as set forth.

2. In a lamp burner, a wick tube, a horizontal flat

spreader plate, provided with longitudinal grooves lead-

ing outwardly from said wick tube and having Its upper

surface dlspo8e<l in the same horizontal plane as that oc-

cupied by the top of said wick tube, and Imperforate plates

for directing currents of air in upward courses at the sides

of said spreader plate, substantially as set forth.

3. In a lamp burner, a wick tube, a horizontal fiat

spreader plate, extending laterally from said wick tube and

provided with transverse depressions leading Inwardly

toward said wick tube, and imperforate plates for directing

currents of air In upward courses at the sides of said

spreader plate ; said depressions being at angles to said

Imperforate plates, substantially as set forth.

4. In a lamp burner, a wick tube, a horlsonUl flat

spreader plate, extending laterally from said wick tube at

its upper end and provided with longitudinal grooves lead-

ing outwardly from said wick tube, a gallery surrounding

said wick tube, and Imperforate air directing plates sup-

ported by said gallery and by which currents of air are

directed in upward courses at the sides of said spreader

plate; said grooves being parallel with snid Imperforate

plates, substantially as set forth.

5 In a lamp burner, a wick tube, a horizontal flat

spreader plate, extending laterally from said wick tube at

its upper end and provided with longitudinal grooves lead-

ing outwardly from said wick tube and with transverse

depressions leading Inwardly toward said wick tube, a

gallery surrounding said wick tube, and Imperforate air

directing plates supported by said gallery and whereby

currents of air are directed in upward courses at the sides

of said spreader plate; said depressions Ix-ing at angles to

said imi)erforate plates, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 8 to 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

888,163. COOKING STOVE OR RANGE. Christian R.

Hanson. Waterloo, Iowa. Filed Jan. 21. 1908. Serial

No. 411,942.

1. A stove or range comprising a body, a ho<Ki supported

by and overhanging the top of the body, a perforated trans-

verse shelf carried by the hood and separating the same

Into upper and lower vapor gathering portions, and means

for discharging the vapors from either or lioth of such

jratherlng portions through the circulatory passages of the

stove.

2. A stove or range comprising a \mAj, a hood supported

by and overhanging the top thereof, a perforated trans-

verse shelf disposed within the hood and separating the

same Into upper and lower gathering portions, a damper

p*ate arranged for sliding movement to control the open-

ings In the shelf, and means for discharging the gathered

vapors from either or both of such gathering portions of

the hood through the circulatory passages of the stove.

3. A stove or range comprising a body, a hood supported

by and overhanging the top of the body, a transverse per-

forated shelf carried by the hood and dividing the same to

form upper and lower gathering portions, a sliding damper

plate controlling the openings In said shelf, a supplemsn-

tary hood carried by the damper plate, and means for ex-

hausting the vapors from either or both of such gathering

portions through the circulatory passages of the stove.

4. A stove or range provided with an outlet pipe com-

municating with the combustion space thereof, a hood

supported by and overhanging the top of the stove, a

front flue provided with a draft opening communicating

with the hood and in communication at Its lower end with

the combustion space, a rear flue In communication at its

upper end with the front flue and at Us lower end with the

ash-pit of the stove, and a damper controlling the draft

opening In the front flue.

5 A stove comprising a body provided with an outlet

pipe communicating with the combustion chamber there-

of, a hood supported by and overhanging the top of the

stove, front vapor flues arranged on opposite sides of the

outlet pipe and provided with draft openings communicat-

ing with the hood and communicating at their lower ends

with the combustion chamber, and rear flues in communica-

tion at their upper ends with said front flues and at their

lower ends with the ash pit of the stove.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette ]

888,164. PNELTklATlC DRILL. Mabtin HaedsoCO, Ot-

tumwa, Iowa. Filed Apr. 15, 1907. Serial No. 368,383.

\vi,v\v\

1. In a pneumatic drill, a hammer frame consisting of a

straight central barrel with oppositely running spiral

flanges encircling the barrel and extending from end to end

of the barrel, the barrel having a central chamber divided

into sections, one section to receive a driven stem and

another section to receive a driving hammer, and each

spiral flange having a spiral Induction passage and a

J spiral eduction passage, with the eduction passage of one
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flange terminating at the end of the flange atid frame, and

the eduction passage of the other spiral flange terminating

In a port lateraUr extending Inwardly, subattntlaily as de-

scribed

2. In a pneumatli" drill, a hammer frame (j< nnlstlne of a

straight central barrel with oppositely running spiral
j

flanges encircling the barrel and extending fmm enu to end
|

of the barrel, the barrel having a central chamber divided

Into sections, one section to receive a driven stem and

another section to receive a driving hammer, and each

spiral flange having a spiral Induction pt.ssage and a

spiral eduction passa^'e. with the eduction passage of one

flange terminating at the end of the flange and frame, and

the eduction passage of the other spiral flanjje terminating

In a port laterally extending Inwardly, and » closing plug

for the rear end of the frame and chamber of the barrel,

the plug having an induction pa.«sage in < (.nimunicat Ion

with the Induction passages of both spiral flanges, and an

eduction passage In cnnimunlcation with the eduction pas-

sage of one spiral flange, substantially as described.

3. In a pneumat!.- drill, a hammer frame i-tmslstln-' of a

straight central barrel with oppositely raimlng spiral

flanites encircling the barrel and extending from end to end

of the barrel, the barrel having a central chamber divided

Into sections, one se<tlon to receive a dri»en stem and

anoth»»r section to receive a driving hammer, and each

spiral flange having a spiral induction passage and a

spiral eduction passace, with the eduction passage of one

flange terminating at the end of the flange atd frame, and

the eduction passage of the other spiral flange terminating

in a port laterally extending Inwardly, a closing plug for

the rear end of the frame and chamber of the barrel, the

plug having an induction passage in communication with

the induction passages i/f l)Oth spiral flanges, and an educ-

tion passage in communication with the eduction passage

of one spiral flange, and a fluid supply tube connected with

the closing pluit and In communication with the induction

passak'e of the plug, substantially as describe<l.

-t. In a pneumatic drill, a hammer frame consisting of a

straight centra! barrel with oppositely running spiral

flanges encircling the barrel and extending from end to end

of the barrel, thf barrel having a central chamber divided

into sections, one section to receive a driven stem and
another section to receive a driving hammer, and each

spiral flange having a spiral induction passagt and a spiral

eduction passage, with the eduction passage of one flange

terminating at the end of the flange and frame, and the

e<luction passage of the other spiral flanga terminating

In a port laterally extending inwardly a clrwlng plug for

the rear end of the frame and chamber of the barrel, the

plug having an induction passage In communication with

the induction passages of both spiral flanges, and an educ-

tion passage in communication with the eduction passage 1

of one spiral flange, a fluid supply tube connected with the
,

closing plug and In i-ommunicatlon with the Induction pas-

sage of the plug, and a supporting tube encircling the fluid

supply tube and into the Interior of which the eduction

passage of 1 ne spiral flange discharges, substantially as de-

scribed.

.") In a pneimatlc drill, a hammer frame consisting of a

straight central barrel with oppositely running spiral

flanges encircling the barrel and extending from end to end
of the barrel, the barrel having a central chamber divided

Into sections, one section to receive a driven stem and
another section to receive a driving hamnaer, and each
spiral flange having a spiral Induction passage and a

spiral eduction passage, with the eduction passage of one
flange terminating at the end of th<^ flange attd frame, and
the eduction passage of the other spiral flange terminating

In a port laterally extending Inwardly, a cloeing plug for

the rear end of the frame and chamber of the barrel, the

plug having an induction passage In communication with
the Induction passages of both spiral flanges, and an educ-

tion passage in communication with the eduction passage
of one spiral flange, a fluid supply tube conn»>cted with the

closing plug and in communication with the Induction pas-

sage of the plug, a supporting tube encircling the fluid sup-

ply tube and Into the Interior of which the eduction pas-

sage of one spiral flange of the hammer frajne discharges

and a holbiw spiral flange on the exterior of the support-

ing tube, and into the Interior of which the eduction pas-

sage of the other spiral tiance of the hammer frame dla-

chargea, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.165. HOSE-COUPLING. Thoma.s H Harbikoton,
Wilmot, Ark. Filed June 11, 1907. Serial No. 378.425.

1. In a hose coupling, the combination of a member Uav

ing an annular circumferential shoulder, a socket member
to receive one end of the first-mentioned member, segment

Jaws hinged to the socket member to close on the flrst

mentioned member and against the shoulder thereof, and
locking means carried by one of said segment Jaws and
detachably connected to the other to secure such segment

Jaws together.

'2. In a hose coupling, the combination of a member hav-

ing an annular circumferential shoulder, a socket member
to receive one end of the first mentioned member, segment

Jaws hinged to said sockft mt-mber to close on the flrst-

mentloned member and a:,'alnst the shoulder thereof, a

curved locking arm plvotally connected to one of said seg-

ment Jaws and means to detachably secure said locking

arm to the other of said segment Jaws

888.166. STUFFING BOX. ALFBEt) G. Hco<3e.\i. Coraop-

olls. Pa . assignor to Oil Well Supply Company. IMtts-

burg. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Feb.

15, 1908. Serial No. 416,082

1. The combination with a stuffing-box having screw

threads, of a follower head provided with hand holes and

having screw-threads which are adapted to engage the

threads upon the stuflBng-box to thereby adjustably con-

nect said members, an Independent follower-gland acted

on by the follower-head, and a yieldingly supported pack

Ing acted on by the follower gland

2. The combination with a stuffing box and Its follower

gland and packing, of a follower-head provided with pivot

ed arms, said stufllng-box and follower-head being adjust

ably connected by screw-threads formed on each.

3. The combination with a stuffing-box having a longi

tudinal opening therethrough, of a follower gland Inde-
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pendent of the follower-head, a packing, and a follower-
|

head having a pivoted lever and a hand-hole, said follower-
{

head and stuffing box beins adjustably connected by screw-
j

threads formed concentric with the opening through the
'

stuffing-box.

888,167. TRACK-RAIL. Ricuabd Hkinbn, Sprlngranch,

Nebr. Filed Sept. 6, 1907. Serial No. 391,645.

In combination, a rail having a notch in the head thereof

at one end. said notch extending approximately one-half

the width of the head and to a point adjacent the web of

the rail, said rail having a channel in the base thereof, a

second rail having an extension to fit within the notch of

the flrst named rail, a finger carried by the second named

rail positioned beneath the extension thereof for entering

the channel of the first named rail, and means for tying

the rails one to the other.

888,168. SLEIGH KXKE. .Thh.n- A. Hei.vtz. Menomonle,

Wis. Filed Nov 15, 1906. Serial No 343,628.

1. In a sleigh, the combination with a knee bracket hav-

ing a bearing, of a Journal rotatably fitted in the bearing

and comprising sections movably engaged therewith, and

a wear section located In and engaging the bearing, said

wear section iirldglng the Joint between the Journal sec-

tions.

2. In a sleigh, the comliination with a knee bracket hav

ing a bearlnc. of a Journal rotatably fitted in the bearing

and comprising sections movably engaged therewith, a

spreader locatcii between the Journal sections, and a wear

section located below the Journal sections and spreader

and bridging th»* Joint between the same.

:i. In a sleigh, the combination with a knee bracket

comprising sections having depending runner embracing

flanges, each of said sections having an upper continuous

circular bearing portion, said bearing portions when se-

cured together forming an Intermediate groove, of a Jour-

nal rotatably fitted in the bearing and comprising sections

having curved rib portions that operate in the groove, and

a spreader locate<l between and secured to the journal sec-

tions for maintaining the ribs in said groove.

4. In a sleigh, the combination with a knee bracket hav-

ing lower runner engaging means, and an upper continu-

ous and substantially circular bearlnc provided with an

Intermediate groove, of a Journal rotatably fitted In the

bearing and comprising spaced sections having outer

curved ribs rotatably mounted in the groove, a spreader

located between the sections, and a stop arranged in the

groove between the ribs of said section.

5. In a sleigh, the combination with a knee bracket hav-

ing depending runner embracing flanges, and an upper sub-

Btantlally circular bearing provided with an inner groove,

said bracket having a stop located in the groove, of a Jour-

nal comprising sections arranged in tl>e i>earing and hav-

ing rib portions engaged In the groove on opposite sides of

the stop, and a cross bar comprisin.- channel beams ar-

ranged together and disposed between the journal sections,

said channel beams and Journal sections being secured to-

gether.

I Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,169. HEATING OR COOLING APPARATUS. Jii.KS

Hkizmavn, Strasshurg, Germany, assii'nor to Victor

Haehl & Cie., Strasshurg Ruprechtsau. .Vlsace. Germany.
Filed July 1, 1907. Serial No. .S81,754.

1 .V heating and cooling device comprising two parallel

flat plates, stays connecting them and maintaining them

apart forming a space between them, edge plates of cor-

rugated form secured between the parallel plates and

forming boundaries for the Inclosed space, and an Inlet

and outlet for said inclosed space, said stays l>elng ar-

ranged in parallelism with the corrugated edge plates and

in such relation therewith and with each other as to cause

the medium passing through the inclosed space to travel

In sinuous paths and to contact with said stays and cor-

rugated edge plates, substantially as and for the purpose

specified.

2. A heating and cooling device comprising two parallel

flat plates, tubular stays connecting them and maintain-

ing them apart forming a space between them, edge plates

of corugated form secured between the parallel plates

and forming boundaries for the inclosed space and an in-

let and outlet for said inclosed space, said tubular stays

tjelng arranged In parallelism with the corrugated edge

plates and in such relation therewith and with each other

as to cause the medium passing through the Inclosed space

to travel In sinuous paths and to contact with said stays

and corrugated edge plates, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

a. A heating and cooling device comprising two parallel

plates, stays connecting them and maintaining them apart

forming a space between them, edge plates of corrugated

form secured between the plates and forming l)oundarie8

for the inclosed space, inlet and outlet pipes side by side

communicating with the inclosed space, and a partition

between the inlet and outlet pipes secured between the

parallel plates and projecting into the Inclosed space,

substantially as and for the puriJoses specified.

4. A heating and cooling device comprising two parallel

plates substantially circular in form, tubular stays con-

necting them and maintaining them apart forming a space

between them, corrugated plates secured between the

peripheral edges of the parallel plates forming boundaries

for the inclosed space, a radial partition extending Into

the Inclosed space and terminating In the center of the In-

closed space, and two substantially parallel pttasages on

opposite sides of the radial partition forming Inlet and

outlet to the inclosed space, substantially as and for the

purposes specified.
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888,170. BOTTLE AND CLOSURE THERETOB. NiBLS yertlcmlly-difpoted eye »t Iti Inner end receiving one of

P Jensen. Ephralm. Utah. Filed Apr. 26, 1906 Se- the upper pivots, and a strut disposed below and con-

rial No. 313.635.

— *

The herein describetl bottle having the lower portion of

its neck reduced to pruvlde an Interior annular valve seat,

an enlargement above the valve seat to provide a valve

chamber, a contraction above said enlargemeat, and an en-

larkC»'tnent above said contraction, the uppee end of said

nf'ck having a cylindrical portion, a jrravity operated ball

valve resting upon the valve seat, and a g^uard fitted within

the cylindrical portion at the app*»r end of the bottle neck,

said truard having a plain closed bottom, and outlet ports in

the side walls adjacent to the bottom, said outlet ports

communicating with the upper enlargement, said guard

having an annular tlange resting upon the apper edge of

the bottle neck, and a cork fitted Into said guard.

888,171. PULLEY Thomas A. Jone.s, Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 25, 1907. Serial No. 364,229.

In a pulley of the character described, an integral rim

having In its periphery a continuous recest bounded by

flanges Integral with the rim having their proximate sur-

faces undercut, said rim being provided with a plurality

of tapering recesses suitably spaced apart throughout its

lateral and peripheral extent, a stud seated In each recess

having a tapering base and a conical point projecting be-

yond the surface of the bottom of the recess 9 distance less

than the depth of the recess, and a yielding trictional sur-

facing member ^tting snugly in said recest in Intioutte

contact with bottom and sides with the corresponding

surfaces of the recess, and having embedded therein the

points of the studs, said surfacing material being thicker

than the height of the flanges bounding tba recess.

888.172. RUG-RACK William F. Jcdd. Litchfield. 111.

Filed Mar. 19. 1906. S«'rial No. .'^06,800.

In a rug rack, the combination of an itpright, lower

and upper cross-bars having recesses receiving the up-

right, connections between the cross bars and the upright

comprising upright metallic straps, engaging the cross-

bars, vertical pivots having threaded shanks screwed Into

the cross-bars arranged at the outer sides of the cross-bars,

horizontal metallic straps arranged at the opposite side

of the apright, with reference to the cross-ltars and unit-

ing said horlsontal and vertical straps, bolt! arranged be-

low and above the cross-bars, and borliontally swinging

rug-supports respectively comprising an arm having a

nected to the arm and having a vertically disposed eye at

its inner end receiving one of the lower pivots.

888,173. MITER, TRY, AND BKVEL SQUARE rt.u-

BORXC M. JcsTiCB, Amo, Ind. Filed Sept. 19, 1907.

Serial No 393.706.

1. A device of the class descrlix^d comprising a support-

ing member having a scale marked thereon, a second

member pivoted to the first member with Its pivot at the

zero end of the scale, the second niember having marked

thereon a right-angled triangle having its apex at the

axis of said pivot, the side of the triangle that extends

from the pivot having a scale equal to the scale on the

first member and marked '" progressively " from the pivot.

and the other side of the triangle having a scale equal to

each of the other scales and marked progressively from the

other side of the triangle, the two sides of the triangle

being of the same lengtb.

2. A device of the class described comprising a slotted

supporting member having a scale marked thereon, a sec-

ond substantially triangular member pivoted to the first

member and disposed in the slot thereof, the second

member having marked thereon a right-angled triangle

having its apex at the axis of said pivot, the side of the

triangle that extends from the pivot having a scale marked

thereon equal to the scale of the first member and marked

progressively from the pivot, and the other side of the

triangle having a scale equal to each of the other scales

and marked progressively from the other side of the tri-

angle, the two sides of the triangle being of the same

lengtb.

\
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888,174. SAFETY SHAVING DEVICE Orm Kampfe.

New York, N. Y. Filed May 14. 190-I Serial No.

2OT.097

8H}>,175. CK.^NE MECHANISM. David Kendall, Al-

liance, Ohio, assignor to The Alliance Machine Com-

pany. Alliance. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio Filed Apr.

4. lyuT. Serial No. ;}t>6,.'J29.

1. \ corn knife comprising a receBS»-d handle, a blade

pivoted to the handle, a guard pivoted to thi' Made for

Independent movement and the blade and guard together
,

adapted to turn Into the handle, and a .spring bearing on
[

the guard for holding the same in posiiion as desired

2. .V corn knife comprising a recessed handle, a blade

pivoted to the handle, a guard pivoted to the blade for

Independent movement and the blade and guard together

adapted to turn into the handle, a spring l>iaring on the

guard for holding the same in position as desired and a

second spring secured to the handle and hearing on the

Made for holding it in the desired position.

3. .\ corn knife comprising a recessed handle, a blade

pivoted to the handle, a guard pivoted to the shank of the

hlade for Independent movement and having square faces

at its pivot end, and the hlade and the guard together

adapted to turn Info the handle, a spring secured to the

tang of the blade and having a flat edge bearinc upon an

edge of the guard for holding the same in position as de-

sired

4 \ corn knife comprising a recessed handle, a blade

pivoted to the handle, a guard pivoted to the fang of the

blade for independent movement and having square faces

at its pivot end, and the blade and the guard together

adapted to turn into the handle, a spring secured to the

tang of the blade and having a flat edge bearing upon an

edge of the guard for holding the same In poslfion as

desired, and a second spring secured to the handle and

bearing on the blade for holding It In the desired position.

5 .\ com knife comprising a recessed handle, a spring

4 arranged along the handle behind the recess. Intecral

with and forming part of the back of the handle, a lilade

pivoted to the handle, a guard pivoted to the tang of the

blade for Independent movement and having square edges

at its pivot end, and the blade and the guard together

adapted to turn Into the handle, a spring secured to the

tang of the blade and having a flat edge bearing upon an
edge of the guard for holding -the same In position as de-

sired, the spring 4 hearing upon the hlade.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

and a tillable tong-carrylng member mounted on the car

riage or trolley; substantially as de8cril>ed

2. In mechanism for handling metal billets, blooms, etc.,

a circularly movable crane arm. circular tracks upon

which said arm is mounted, and a carriage or trolley

arranged to reciprocate on said arm. a vertically-tilting

tougs carrier supported on the carriage or trolley, and

tongs rofafably mounted in said carrier : substantially as

described.

3. In mechanism for the purpose described, a circularly

movable crane arm, a trolley mounted to travel on said

arm, a tilting tongs-carrier mounted on the trolley, a tongs

luad rofatably mounted in said carrier, tongs pivoted to

said head, and means for actuating the tongs: suhstan-

fially as described.

4. In mechanism of the character descrit>ed, a circularly

movable crane arm, a carriage mounted to travel thereon

and having an operator's platform, a vertically tilting

tongs carrier mounted on the carriage, tongs rotatably

mounted in said carrier, and power means for operating

the said parts ; substantially as described.

5. In mechanism of the character described, an outer

circular track, an inner circular track, a crane arm mount-

ed to move on said tracks and having a pivot at the com-

mon center of said tracks, and a trolley carriage mounted

on the crane-arm, the load on said arm being carried wholly

by the two tracks, and the pivot acting to constrain the

motion of the crane arm in a circular direction : substan-

tiallv as described

1. In mechanism of the character described, a circularly

movable crane arm, circular tracks upon which said arm

Is mounted, a carriage or trolley movable on said arm.

888,176 LINOTYPE -MACHINE. Davip S Kennedy.

Brooklyn. N Y.. assignor to Mergentnaler Linotype

Company, a Corporation of New York Filed Mar 6,

liK)8. Serial No. 419.547.

1. In a channeled assembler for two letter matrices,

controllable means for sustaining the matrices at differ-

ent levels, and a device retractable at will for retaining

sidewlse within the assembler the lower ends of the

matrices at the upper level.

2. A channeled assembler for two letter matrices pro-

vided with controllable means for sustaining the matrices

above the normal level, in combination with the vertical

lip i». movable at will Into and out of position fof engag-

ing the lower ends of the matrices.

3. in an assembler for two letter matrices, means con-

trollable at will for determining the height of the in-

coming: matrices, said means provided with a vertical lip

to retain the matrices when assembled at the upper level.

4. The channeled assembler for two letter matrices

provided with the slide »'<>. and also with the slide 0\ the

latter having a vertical lip, i^.

5. The movable matrix support i^'-, provided with a

matrix retaining lip <" substantially as shown.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,177. LINOTYPE -MACHINE. David 8. Kkxkedt.

Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 24,

1908. Serial No. 422.871.

1. In a keyboard mechanism of the class described, a

central frame provided with guides for the vertical reeds

and slides, in combination with the instantly removable

subsidiary frames applied thereto, and means for secur-

ing said frames In position, each sntaldlary frame contaln-

i ing a roll, a series of cam yokes, and a series of triggers.
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2. In combination with the fixed central frame I and

vertically ^ld»Hi re^ls therein, the subsidiary frames J

each contalnlnu a roll, cam yokes and triggers, means for

locatlnt? said frames In rel;itlon to the main frame, and

manual devices for seciirin;; the subsidiary frames In po-

sition and permitting their Instantaneous release

3. In a machine of the cJ«i>s described, the flxed central

frame with vertical slides therein. In combination with the

instantly detachable subsidiary frames each containing a

roll, a series of yokes, a series of triggers, and means for

locking the triggers in series.

4. In a machine of the class described and in combina-

tion with a stationary frame containing vertical slides, an

instantly removable subsidiary frame, said subsidiary

frame containing a roll, a series of cam yokes, a series of

triggers, and a sliding notched bar to lock the triggers.

5. In a keyl)oard mechanism of the cluas described, an

Independently removalOe frame containing a series of cam
yokes and triggers, and means for locking the same in

position for restoration to the machine. |

888.178. W.VTER G.\GE. Charles A. KaNSEY.
N. J. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial No 307, os2.

Trenton,

1, A water tfa>;e ouiiiprislng a gage glas4 having a boss

at each end and shoulders surrounding salij bosses, a case

havinij openings throuiih which the glass may be seen, said

case being Internally xcrew threaded at Its ends, nipples

enga.:lng the threads in the case and having sockets Into

which the bosses e.xtend and packing washtrs between the

inner ends of the nipples and the shoulders of the glass.

1'. .V water gage comprising a gage glass having a boss

at each end and shoulders surrounding sai(J l)osses. a case

having openings for the purpose set forth and formed with
screw threads at the ends, nipples engaging the threads
and having sockets Into which the bosses extend, packing
washers between the Inner ends of the nipples and the

shoulders of the glass, and nuts engaging the nipples and
bearing against the ends of the case.

888.179. FRICTIONALLY - CONTROLLED FEEDING
DEVICE. Fkeokrii K O. Lawrenck, .\ii8onla, Conn.
Filed May 2h. 1906. Serial No. .'^19,052.

1. In a device of the character describetl the combina-

tion with a movable element, of a friction block, and auto

matlcally operating means for Intermittently hrlngini; said

block Into contact with said movable element to assist In

holding said element stationary, substantially as deacrit)e<l.

2. In a device of the character descrU»o<l, the combina-

tion with a movable element, of a friction block, and
means connected with said block whereby the latter Is In-

termittently brought into contact with said movable ele-

ment to assist in holding said element stationary, substan-

tially as described.

.3. In a device of the character described, the combina
tion with a movable element, of a cam actuated friction

block, and mea,ns connected with said block whereby the

latter Is Intermittently brought into contact with' said

movable element at predetermined times to assist in hold-

ing said movable element stationary. sut)atantlally as de-

»crU)ed

4. In a device of the character descrltjed, the combina-

tion with a movable element, of a friction block, and au-

tomatically operating means connected with said block

whereby the latter Is Intermittently brought into contact

with said movable element to assist In holding said ele-

ment stationary, substantially as described.

5. In a device of the character descrl!>ed. the combina-

tion with a movable element, of a cam actuated friction

blcH'k. and automatically operating means connected with

said block whereby the latter is brought into contact

with said movable element at pre<iete<"fnlned times to as-

sist in holding said movable element stationary, substan-

tially as de8crlf>ed

[Claims 6 to ,S not printed in the nnzette,]

888.180. TrRBINK. Fuank H. Lindner, Bayonne, N. J.

Filed Apr. L'9. 1907. Serial No. .370. 70r,.

1 In a turbine; a wheel disk rotatably mounted: a se-

ries of buckets ui)on the periphery of same ; said buckets

having top Inlet and lateral exhaust ports ; an anniilnr

chamber In which said buckets move: directing ports di-

rected to the tops of said buckets, exhaust chambers In

connection with said annular chamber, the exhaust ports

of said buckets being arranged to pass said exhaust cham-

bers, and the lateral e«lges of said buckets passing In close

proximity to the walls of said annular chamljer : and pas-

sages from said exhaust chambers to the next succeeding

directing port

2. In a turbine a wheel disk rotatably mounted ; a se-

ries of buckets upon the periphery of same ; said buckets

having top inlet and lateral exhaust ports; directing

ports to direct a fluid Into the tops of said buckets ; and
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exhaust chamliers at each side of said buckets to receive

the exhaust fluid therefrom, said chambers leading from
said buckets and uniting In a chamber terminating In a

succeeding directing port or ports, and so on toward final

exhaust.

3. In a turbine : directing ports ; exhaust chambers ; and
a series of buckets adapted to divide the fluid from said

dlrectng ports into two streams exhausting Into said

chambers, which exhaast chambers unite to form a cham
ber terminating In a succeeding directing port or ports,

and so on toward final exhaust.

4. In a turbine : directing ports ; a series of buckets re-

ceiving fluid therefrom ; and a series of chambers to re-

ceive the discharge from said buckets and terminating in

succeeding directing porta for the fluid, said buckets, cham-
bers and directing porta alternately dividing the fluid Into

two streams from said buckets and uniting the same In

one stream to said buckets.

5. In a turbine : two or more wheel disks mounted upon
a common shaft ; directing porta for a fluid ; exhaust cham-
bers : a series of buckets upon the pariphery of said disks,

said buckets being adapted to receive and divide the fluid

from said directing ports discharging the same laterally

into said exhaust chambers, which exhaust chambers
unite to form a chamber terminating in a succeeding di-

recting port or ports, and a conducting passage from the

exhaust of one disk to the next succeeding disk, and so

on to the final exhaust.

(Claim e not printed In the Gasette.]

888.181. TURBINE. Feakk H. Lindsbr, Bayonne. N.J.

Filed Aug. 10. 1907. Serial No. 387,991.

1. In a turbine: a wheel disk rotatably mounted: a se-

ries of buckets upon the periphery of same, said buckets

having lateral inlet and top exhaust ports : an annular
chamber in which said buckets move ; directing ports di-

rected to the side of said buckets ; and exhaust chambers
to receive the exhaust from said exhaast ports, said ports

passing the exhaust chambers and the inlet ports passing

the said directing ports ; and directing chambers dividing

the fluid from the said exhaust chamber and terminating

in the next succeeding directing ports.

2. In a turbine : a wheel disk rotatably mounted : a se-

ries of buckets upon the periphery of same ; said buckets

having lateral inlet and top exhaust ports ; directing

ports at each side of said buckets to dlivct a fluid Into the

sides thereof ; exhaast chambers at the top of said backets

to receive the exhaust fluid therefrom ; and directing

chambers dividing the fluid from said exhaust chambers
and terminating in succeeding directing ports at each side

of said buckets, and so on toward the flnal exhaust.

3. In a turbine : directing ports ; exhaust chambers ; di-

recting chambers : and a series of buckets adapted to lat-

184 O. G.-

erally receive the fluid from said directing ports, unite the

same Into a single stream exhausting into said exhaast

chambers, and thence to said directing chambers which lo

turn divide the same and terminate In succeeding directing

ports, and so on toward the flnal exhaust.

4. In a tarbioe : directing ports ; a series of buckets
receiving the fluid therefrom ; a series of exhaast cham-
bers to receive the discharge from said buckets, and di-

recting chambers receiving the fluid from said exhaoat
chambers and terminating In succeeding directing porta

for the flald, said backets, exhaust chambera, directing

chambers and directing ports alternately uniting the fluid

into a single stream from said buckets and directing the

same into two streams to succeeding bncketa.

5. In a turbine : two or more wheel disks mounted apon
a common shaft ; directing ports for a flaid ; exhaast
chambers ; directing chambers ; a series of backets apon
the periphery of said dlaks, said buckets being adapted to

receive and unite the fluid from said directing porta, dla-

charge the same upwardly into said exhaast chambers and
thence into said directing chambers which divide the fluid

Into two streanu and terminate in succeeding directing

ports ; and a conducting passage from the flnal exhaust
of one disk to the next succeeding disk, and so on to flnal

exhaust.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 8,182. COMBINED PICTURE AND STOVEPIPE
HOLDER. Adoijbt Mantknfel, Chicago, 111. Piled

May 22. 190T. Serial No. 375.051.

^

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a main shank with an extension bar slidably connected
therewith, a pair of dogs for securing the extension bar
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X
at any point In its length to the main shack, means oper-

able to disengage said dogs simultaneously from the slld-

ablf> extension bar and means for attaching said extension

bar to the article to be supported, substantially as de

scribed.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a main shank with an extension bar slldably mounted

therewith, a pair of dogs pivoted to the end of said shank

and normally in engagement with said extension bar and

means for attaching said extension bar to the article to

be supported, substantially as described.

3. In a device of the class described, a main shank. In

combination with an extension bar slldably mounted there-

on, a pair of dogs pivoted to the lower en<l of said shank,

a spring normally holding said dogs In engagement with

said extension bar, means operable to disengage said dogs

from said bar and means for attaching saW bar to the ar-

ticle to be supported, substantially as described.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a main shank, having a hooked upper portion and

a clamping device at Its lower end, an extension bar hooked

at its lower end and adapted to slide through said clamp-

ing device longitudinally to said shank, pivoted dogs op-

positely disposed in said clamping device on either side of

said extension bar. a spring for holding the points of said

dogs in contact with the slldable extension bar, a Y shaped

string or chain attached to said pivoted dogs oppositely to

their points whereby their points may be drawn apart to

release said extension bar, and means for attaching said

extension bar to the article to be supported.

5. In a device of the class described, a main shank, In

combination with a plate secured to the lower end of said

shank, lags on said plate, an extension bar, slldably

mounted in said logs, means on said plate normally en-

gaging said extension bar to hold the same against longi-

tudinal movement and means for releasing said bar, sub-

stantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

S88.183. .\NTIRATTLER FOR SWINGLETREES
LiAM Mehn, Corydon, Ky. Filed Sept. JO.

No. 392,134.

WlL-
1907. Serial

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a cross bar, and a whlffletree, of a bolt piercing the

same, a brace having upper and lower arms extending

across the upper face of the whlffletree and the lower face

of the cross bar and secured to the same by the said bolt,

a collar spacing the upper arm of the braoe from the whlf-

fletree and forming a rigid support for the said upper arm,

and a spring Interposed between the upper arm of the

brace and the upper face of the whlffletret for holding the

latter tightly against the cross bar.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a croBS bar, and a whlffletree, of a bolt piercing the

same, a substantially U-shaped brace having upper and

lower arms extending across the lower £ace of the crosa

bar and the upper face of the whlffletree and provided with

an Integral depending spacing collar Interposed between

the upper face of the whlffletree and the cpper arm of the

brace and forming a rigid support for the said upper arm.

and a bowed spring having a central opening to receive

the collar and interposed between the upper portion of the

brace and the upper face of the whlffletree.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a whlffletree, and a cross bar, of a bolt piercing the

same, a brace receiving the cross bar and the whlffletree,

rigid means for spacing the upper portion of the brace

from the whlffletree, a bowed spring locat»'d at the said

spacing means and Interposed between the upper portion

of the brace and the swingletree. and keepers mounted <<ti

the upper fare of the whlffletree and provided with re

cesses receiving the ends of the spring.

4. In a device of the class described, the comliiuatlon

with a whlffletree. and a cross bar, of a bolt pit^rclng tne

same, a brace receiving the cross bar and the whlffletree,

rigid means for spacing the upper portion of th<- brace

from the whlffletree. a bowed spring located at the said

spacing means and Interposed between the upper portion

of the brace and the swlngletree. tind spaced keepers

mounted on the upper face of the whlfflptrce and providt-d

with upwardly extending spaced flanges forming intfi-

venlng recesses to receive the ends of the spring.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a cross bar, and a whlffletree. of a bolt piercing the

same, a substantially U shaped brace receiving the cross

bar and the whlffletree and extending across the lower face

of the former and the upper face of the latter and secured

to the same by the bolt and provided at the top with a

spacing collar Interpost-d between the brace and the upper

face of the whlffletree and forming a rigid support for the

said brace, a bowed spring having a central opening to re

eelve the collar and engaging the upper portion of the

brace, and spaced keepers mounted on the upper face of

the whlffletree at opposite sides of the brace and having

upwardly projecting flanges spaced apart and forming re-

cesses to receive the ends of the spring.

888,184. PLOW Jo.siah U Mc.ore. Chattanooga. Tenn..

assignor to Chattanooga Plow Company, Chattanooga,

Tenn., a Corporation of Tennessee. Filed July 30, 1!»0Q.

Serial No. 328.430.

1. The combination with a plow frame adapted for two-

way draft, a reversible tongue and two furrow wheel

cranks, of a hinged rack lever, an automatically shlftable

support for said rack lever In operative relation with said

tongue, two bars coupled to said furrow wheel cranks and

to said rack lever, and a rack secured to one of said bars

In operative relation with said lever, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The combination with" a plow frame and a hinged

tongue, of a horlaontal bar hinged by one end on a rela-

tively stationary upright axis and coupled to said tongue

by a crank-form connection, a rack lever mounted upon

said bar, two furrow wheel cranks, two bars coupled by

one end to said furrow wheel cranks and by the other end

to said rack lever, and a rack secured to one of said bars

In operative relation with said rack lever, substantially as

described.

3. The combination with a plow frame, and a hinged

tongue, of an upright rotary member. B, a disk applied to

said member, a scraper standard having a wrist project-

ing over said disk, a sleeve hinged upon said wrist, an arm

projecting from said wrist and being in operative relation

with said tongue, an arm extending downward from said

sleeve, and a scraper applied to said arm, substantially as

described.

4. The combination with a plow frame, and a hinged

I
tongue, of an upright rotary member. B. a disk applied to
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aald member, a scraper standard having a wrist project-
ing over said disk, a sleeve hinged upon said wrist, an arm
proj«ctlng from .said wrist and being In op^-rativc relation
with said tongue, an arm adjustably secured to said sleeve,
and a scraper secured to said arm, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The combination with a plow frame, and a hinged
tongue, of an upright rotary member, B. a disk applied
to said member, a scraper standard having a wrist project-
ing over said disk, a sleeve hinged upon said wrist, an arm
projecting from said wrist and being In operative relation
with said tongue, an arm longitudinally and radially ad-
justable upon said sleeve, and a scraper secured to said
arm, substantially as described.

[Claims G and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.185. FLASK CL.VMP Ray E Ml nn. Toledo, Ohio.
Filed Oct. 9, 1907 Serial No. 396.591.

1. In a flask clamp for vulcanizing, a frame, a shelf for
the flasks pivoted In said frame, and means for clamping
the flasks against said shelf, said shelf and clamping
means being so situated that when the shelf Is turned In

one direction, a plurality of flasks may be contained, and
when It is turned In the opposite direction a different

number of flasks may be contained.

1; In a flask clamp for vulcanizing, a rectangular frame,
a shelf with arms pivoted within the sides of said frame, so
that the base of the shelf is parallel with ends of said
frame, said pivots being so situated In said frame that
when the shelf Is swung toward one end, one flask may be
clamped, by means of pressure against the shelf and
when the shelf Is swung In the other direction, a different
number of flasks may be contained.

;! In a flask clamp for vulcanizing, a ' u " shaped
frame, a • U " shaped shelf for the flasks pivoted within
said frame and for clamping the flasks against said shelf,

the same being so pivoted In said frame, that by turning
the shelf In different directions, different numbers of
flasks may be contained in said flask clamp.

888,186. POOL-T.\BLE .\TTACHMENT. Patrick P.

McAt'LiT. Cambridge, Ohio. FUed Mar. 26, 1907. Serial
No. 364,407.

the ballB received in the runway, and means connected
with the receiving pocket and with the mechanism of the
music box for setting the latter In operation when a ball is

pocketed.

i

2. In a device of the class described the combination
i

with a pool table and a music box, of a runway adapted to

I
receive balls pocketed upon the table, a movable receiv-

ing pocket adapted to receive the balls discharged into the
runway, an arm arranged below the table, for rocking
movement, connection between the arm and the pocket,
and connection between the arm and the mechanism in

the music box for setting the latter in operation when the
arm is rocked due to the dropping of a ball in the pocket.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a pool table and a music box, of runways adapted
to receive balls pocketed upon the table, a movable re-

ceiving pocket hinged to the end of one of the runways and
extending beneath the adjacent end of the other runway,
said pocket being adapted to receive balls discharged into
the runways, an arm arranged below the table for rock-
ing movement, connection between the arm and the pocket,
and connection between the arm and mechanism In the
music l)ox for setting the latter in operation when the arm
Is rocked due to the dropping of a ball Into the pocket.

888.187. I)LMP-C.4.R. Thomas R. McKniqht. Aurora,
III., assignor to Western Wheeled Scraper Company,
Aurora. Ill . a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Sept 18.

1907. Serial No. 39.3,501.

1. The combination with a pool table and a muslr box.

of a runway arranged to receive the balls pocketed upon
the table, a movable receiving pocket arranged to receive

i

1. lu a dump-car, the combination of a car-body, a

truck, a chain connecting the car-l)ody and truck, and
means connecting the upper end of the chain with the
car-body and permitting movement^ of the chain longitu-

dinally of the car body and Independently thereof.

2. In a dump-car. the combination of a car-body, a
truck, a chain connecting the car-body and truck, means
connecting the upper end of the chain with the car-body
and permitting movement of the chain longitudinally of
the car body and Independently thereof, and a universal
connection between the lower end of the chain and the
truck.

3. In a dump-car, the combination of a car-body, a
truck, a chain connecting the car body and truck, means
connecting the upper end of the chain with the car-body
and permitting longitudinal movement of the chain Inde-

pendently of the car-body, a universal connection be-

tween the lower end of the chain and the truck, and a

detachable connection between the upper and lower por-

tions of the chain.

4. In a dump car, the combination of a truck, a car-

body plvotally mounted upon said truck and arranged to

tilt laterally, a rod secured at both ends to the car-t>ody

and extending longitudinally thereof, a chain for holding
said car-body In its horizontal position, said chain being
connected at Its upper end with said rod and movable
longitudinally thereof, and a pivotal connection between
the lower end of said chain and the truck

5 In a dump-car, the combination of a car body, a
truck, a chain connected at Its upper end with the car-

body, an eye-bolt at the lower end of said chain, a t>earing-
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onled Iblock moaated on said eye-bolt, a tnmnionied b<>aring for

aid baartnf-block, and a support connecttDg !<aid trun

nloned bearing with th.- truck

[Claims 6 to 9 not prlnred In tht» (iazt'tte J

f

888,188. DUMP-CAR. Thomas H. McKli.iHT. Aurora,

111., assignor to Western Wheeled Scrapt>r company.

Aarora, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Fllwl Jan 6,

1908. Serial No. 409,457

1. In a dump-car, thp combination of a iaterally-tlltlnK

car-body, a truclt. a stay chain connectf-d at Its upper end

with the car-body and at its low^r cad with the truck,

the lower end of said chain being movable longitudinally

of the car
•2 In a dump car, th^ combination of a laterally-tilt-

ing -ar body, a truck, a stay chain connected at its upper

end with the car body and having a swlvaled connection

at Its low»r end with the truck, the low«r end of said

chain being movable longitudinally of the car.

•3. In a dump car, the combination of a car txxly. a

truck, a chain connected at its upper end with the car-

body, and a link pivotally connected with the truck, the

lower end of said chain engaging said link and being mov-

able thereon longitudinally of the car

4. In a dump-car, the combination 'if a car body, a

truck, a chain connected at its upper end with the car-

body, and a vertically swinging link pivotally connected

with the truck, the lower end of said chain engaging said

link and being movable thereon longitudinally of the car.

8 8 8.189. AITOMATU; TRAIN - PIPE COUPLING.
Nicholas K. NiEDERL,A.NDEa, St. Louis. Mo., assignor to

Westinghouse .\utomatlc Air k Steam Coupler Company,

St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct.

16, 1907. Serial No. 397,60«.

1. In an automatic pipe coupling, the combination with

two pipe sections adapted to couple by longitudinal move-

ment and yielding resistance means for pressing the sec-

tions together In the coupled position, of maans on one pipe

section adapted to engage the other pipe section in the

coupled position, to thereby resist movement of said .sec

tlons tending to open the coupling Joint laterally.

2. An aatomatic pipe coupling, comprising two sections

adapted for longitudinal engagement, a yielding spring de-

rice for pressing the sections together in the coupled posi-

tion, and means attached to one pipe section adapted to

engage the other section and thereby resist lateral move-

ment of the sections other than the normal uncoupling

movement.
3. An automatic pipe coupling, comprising a pipe sec-

tion, adapted to couple with a companion section upon

relative longitudinal movement, a spring device attached

to the pipe section for yieldingly pressing the coacting sec-

tions together, and means secured to each pipe section

adapted to engage the com[>anion section to resist relative

lateral movement of said heads.

4. An automatic pipe coupling, comprising two pipe sec-

tfooa adapted to couple together upon longitudinal move-

ment relative to each other, a spring device on each pipe

section for yieldingly pressing said section together, and
means secured to one pipe section for engaging the com-

panion section to resist relative lateral movement of said

beads.

5. An automatic pipe coupling, comprising two pipe sec-

tions adapted to l^e coupled together by a preliminary lon-

gitudinal movement and a ttnal lateral movement, a

spring device attached to each section for yieldingly press-

ing the sections together and means secured to each sec-

tion adapted to engage the ccimpaiiion section and having

substantially free movement In the direction of said final

lateral movement, but adapted to resist other lateral move-

ment.

888.190. CARBIRETER FOR II VI "ROCARBON - EN-
GINES. RiiDMAN Odell. Chicago, 111 , assignor to him
self, Richard W, l'i>elma. and .Martin I>ahl, ("hlrngo, III.

Flle<I Sept. 1»5. 1!)07. Serial No. 39.3.112.

1. A carbureter comprising a receptacle equipped Inter-

nally with a lining of absorbent material such as lamp

wick, an Inlet chamber communicating with said recep-

tacle at its upper end, air Inlets to said chamtjer, an Inlet

for hydro-carbon liquid to said chamber, an absortient

filling such as cotton waste therein, and outlets for air

passing through a wall of said receptacle and terminating

inwardly of the lining thereof.

2. A carbureter comprising a receptacle equipped inter-

nally with a lining of al)8ort)ent material such as lamp

wick, wire cloth dlsjwsed Inwardly of said lining and serv

ing to hold the latter against displacement, an Inlet cham
ber communicating with said receptacle at its uptx'r end,

air inlets to said chamljer. an inlet for hydro carbon liquid

to said chamber, an absorbent filling such as cotton waste

therein, and outlets for air passing through a wall of said

receptacle and terminating Inwardly of the lining thereof

888.191. OSCILIiATION RECEIVER. Obrkni.e.*f W
PicKARD. .\me8bury, Ma.ss. Original application filed

Mar. 9. 1907, Serial No .301,444. Divided and this ap

plication filed Nov 9, 1907 Serial No. 401.363

1. An oscillation receiver, which consists of two elec-

trical conductors, one of which is of brass and the other of
' which Is a mass of silicon having a polished surface

1 2. A member of an o!>clllatlon receiver, which consists
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of a mass of the non-metallic chemical element silicon hav-

ing a polished surface.

f

/V*

3. An oscillation receiver, which consists of two elec-

trical conductors, one of which is a mass of silicon having

a polished surface, and the other of which is a conductor

of substantially higher speclflc conductivity.

4. An oscillation receiver, which consists of two elec-

trical conductors, one of which Is a mass of silicon having

a polished surface, said conductors operatlvely having

good and small areaed contact with each other.

888.192. CKNTEIFUOAL PUMP AND TURBINE. ED-

MUND 8. O. Rbks, Dunsear, Oken. near Wolverhampton,

England. Filed Nov. 22. 1907. Serial No. 403,409.

1. In multl stage centrifugal pumps and turbines, a

rotor comprising two fluid pressure reservoirs separated

by a central partition having fluid passages which cross

each other within the b«dy of the rotor to connect the left

hand reservoir with the right hand Inlet or eye, and the

right hand reservoir with the left hand Inlet, and means

for lending the fluid from the delivery side of one reservoir

to the Inlet or eye of the other reservoir.

2. In multi-stage centrifugal pumps and turbines*, a

rotor having two fluid pressure reservoirs separated by a

central partition, fluid passages In said partition which

cross each other within the b(xly of the rotor and connect

the left hand reservoir with the right hand eye or inlet

and the right hand reservoir with the left hand inlet, a

cutwater ring having duplicate sets of expanding channels

Into which the two reservoirs respectively discharge, a

partition ring between successive rotors having ducts on

each side of the dividing partition, and a casing chnml>ered

or cored to connect the two sets of cutwater ducts re-

spectively with the two partition ring ducts, substantially

as described.

3. In centrifugal puinp.s and turbines, a plurality of

rotors mounted on one shaft, each rotor having a pair of

fluid reservoirs separated by a central partition and act

ing ns centrifugal pressure accumulators and having fluid

passages across each other within the body of said rotor,

and a fixed casing having expanding ducts cminecting the

discharge and inlet openings of different reservoirs In

pairs, said connections being so arranged that end thrust

on the shaft Is annulled, substantially as (]escrlt)ed.

4 In centrifugal pumps and turbines, a plurality of

rotors mounted on one shaft, each rotor having a pair of

fluid reservoirs separated by a central partition and acting

as centrifugal pressure accumulators, and a fixed casing

having expanding ducts connecting the Inlet and discharge

openings of different reservoirs, said connections being ar-

ranged to lead the fluid through one reservoir in each of

the rotors, substantially as described.

5. In centrifugal pumps and turbines, a plurality of

rotors mounted on one shaft, each rotor having a pair of

fluid reservoirs separated by a central partition and acting

as centrifugal pressure accumulators, and a fixed casing

having expanding ducts connecting the Inlet and discharge

openings of the said reservoirs, said connections being ar-

ranged to lead the fluid through both reservoirs in each of

the rotors in succession, substantially as described.

888,193. MOISTENING DEVICE FOE STAMPS, LA-

BELS, AND STICKERS. John T. Ridek, Oil City, Pa.

Filed Apr. 18, 1907. Serial No. 368,903.

1. A moistening device comprising a casing having a

liquid receptacle formed at Its forward end, a moistening

roll journaled In said receptacle, a roller journaled l)etween

the side walls of said casing directly above said moisten-

ing roll, a stationary drum mounted at the rear end of

said casing, a detachable head carried by said drum, a

shaft mounted in said head and In said drum, a roll Jour-

naled upon said shaft and a spout carried by said drum,

2. A moistening device comprising a casing having a

liquid receptacle formed at its forward end. a moistening

roll Journaled In said receptacle, a roller journaled V>e

tween the side walls of said casing directly above said

moistening roll, the rear of said casing being provided

with oppositely disposed semi circular brackets slotted

to receive the rectangular ends of a drum mounted there-

between, an adjustable head carried by said drum, and a

holding roller revolubly journaled within said drum and a

feed spout carried by the latter.

3. A rotatable lioldlng roller positioned within a drum
provided with a spout directed to a point between two

parallel feed rollers and means for moistening one of said

rollers as described.

888,194. SWINGLKTREE ATTACHMENT. Samikl D.

Rixgbl. Experiment. On., assignor of one half to Jesse

C. Turnipseed. Grlfl^n, <;a. Filed Apr. W. 1907. Serial

No. 367.382.

1. A trace holder for swingletrees comprising a sorfcet-

ed body having a disk shaped head at one end. a plurality

of members arranged In a row and extending in a direc-

tion parallel of the axis of the socket, a keeper adapted to

bear against the extremities of the meml^ers for holding

a trace thereon, means for hinpe<lly mounting the keeper

on the head, and a cam on the keeper adapted to extend
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tnuwversely of the trace to be entjatied thereby for hold-

ing the keeper In position.

2. A trace holder for swlngletrees comprisini? a socket

ed member having a disk shaped head, a plurality of par

allel members arranged In a row and extending outwardly

from the head In a direction parallel to the length of the

swingletree. a pair of spaced arms on the head, a swing-

ing keeper dUp<58ed parallel with the head when t)earlQg

against the extroniities of the members, a pivot fur mount-

ing the iceeper on the arms, and a cam on the hinged •'nd

of th^ Iceeper adapted to offset a trace and cause the

draft on the latter to maintain the keeper In locking posi-

tion.

3. A trace holder for swlngletrees comprising a suitably

haped body flied on the swlnglftree. an outwardly extend-

Inf member adapted to project through ao aperture In a

trace and arranged to prevent vertical movement of the

trace, a keeper hinged at its front end t© the body and

adapted to bear directly on the said metatier to prevent

lateral disengagement of the trace from tke member, and

means .in the keeper adjac"ent the hinged end thereof to

be acted on by the trace for holding the keeper in position.

4. A trace holder for swlngletrees comprising a suit-

ably shaped iKxly. an outwardly extending member there-

on for engaging an aperture In the trace, arm.s on the

body, a keeper hingedly mounted on the arms and arranged

to permit the trace to be Inserted between the keeper and

body, and a device on the keeper arranged to permit the

draft on the trace to hold the keeper in ripsed position.

888,195. TI.MER. Walter W Robinson. West New
York, N J . assignor to Witherbee Igniter Company, a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed .\ug 24, 1907. Se-

rial No. 389.973.

1 In a timer of the character herein sppclfled. the com

blnatlon with a hollow casing, contacts carried thereby,

and a rotatable member located therein, <yt a sprlng-acty-

atod roller carried by said member, and a loose ring hav

ing smooth inner and outer faces locate<l between the

roller and the wall of the hollow casing

2. A timer in which is comprised a hollow casing : a

plurality of Insulated ttinding posts mounted on the pe-

rlphery of the casing ; movable contact pieces extending

Into the hollow casing from the binding posts ; a rotatable

member extending Into the hollow casing; a yoke carried

by the rotatable meml>er : a roller journaled in said yoke,

and a loose ring having smix)th Inner and outer faces, lo-

cated between the roller and the wall of t^e hollow casing.

8884M. lONITKK MKClIANISM I'OK 1 JJTERNAL-COM-
BU8TI0N ENi;1NP:s. Kuwin \Uiv. IMttsburg, Pa.,

and Conrad Ukwenbdqen, .Manchester, England, as-

signors to The Westinghouse Machine C'>mpany, a Cor-

poration of I'ennsylvanla. Fiie<l May Is, Ht04. Serial

No. 208,577.

1. In an internal combustion engine in combination

with an Inlet valve, a pivoted valve operating lever, a cam-

actuate<l ro<1 f'>r actuating said lever, a yielding connec-

tion between said rod and said lever whi»reby sabl rod Is

capable of further motion after <*ald valve is clo8e<1, an

Igniter trip bar pivotally mounted on said rod, a station

ary igniter terminal, a pivoted Igniter terminal adapted

to be moTed Into contact with said stationary terminal

by aald rod through the agency of said trip bar, an ad-

justable timing device for controlling the pivotal motion

of said bar and releasing aald movable terminal and

means for forcing said movable terminal out of contact

with said stationary terminal.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with an inlet valve, a pivoted valve operating lever, a

cam actuated rod, a yielding connection tietwe^n said rod

and said lever whereby said ro<l is capable of further mo-

tion after said valve Is closed, an Igniter trip bar mount-

ed on said rod, a stationary Igniter terminal, a movable

Igniter terminal, means rendered operable by said trip bar

for moving said movable terminal Into contact with said

stationary terminal, a device for moving said terminals

apart and an adjustable timing cam for tendering said

device operable.

3. In combination with an internal combustion engine

valve, a valve operating lever, a cam actuated rod. a

yielding connection between said rod and said lever where-

by said rod is capable of further motion after said valve

Is closed, a pivotally mounted Igniter terminal, a station

ary Igniter terminal, a spring controlled rod for normally

holding said Igniter terminals apart, a trip bar pivotally

mounted on said cam actuated nxl for moving said trip

rod to permit said pivotally mounted igniter terminal to

move to contact with said stationary terminal, an adjust

able timing device for releasing said trip rod to break

the contact between said terminals

4. In combination with an internal combustion engine

valve, a valve operating r<Kl. a lost motion connection be-

tween said rod and said valve whereby said rod Is capable

of further motion after said valve is closed. Igniter ter-

minals, a trip nxl adapted to normally hold said terminals

apart, a pivoted l)ar carrle<l by said valve operating rod

for moving said trip rod to permit said terminals to con

tact and a timing device for releasing said trip rod and

thereby breaking the contact of said terminals.

888.197. MIC.\-TRIMMER. Rdmdnd G, Shepherd. Ot-

i tawa, Ontario, Canada Filed Sept. 16, 1007. Serial

1

No. 393,208.

1. In a mica trimmer, the combination with a base plate

of standards with bearings, a shaft journaled In said bear-

ings, fast and loose pulleys upon said shaft between said

t)earings, a rimmeil disk mounted upon thp end of said

i

shaft, knife blades radially disposed on and partly re-

cessed Into the face of said disk and over slots In the web

of the same, a stationary knife suiiport on said base plate

facing said disk, a knif.- l)!ade bolt'^d to said support anil

set close to the cutting edgfs of the kniv('s In the disk, a

I cover surrounding said disk pnd formed In thf shape of a
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fan casing with air inlet and discharge chute and vanes

on the rear of the disk to form a blower, substantially a«

set forth.

2. In a mica trimmer, the combination with a base

plate of a pair of standards with bearings, a shaft Jour-

naled In said bearings, fast and loose pulleys mounted

upon said shaft between said bearings, a flat-faced rimmed

ny wheel disk mounted rigidly upon the end of said shaft

and having slots In the web extending radially across the

face, a knif. -t. lad.' adjacent to each slot and partly extend-

ing Into said slot and nearly wholly recessed Into said face,

a stationary knife support on said base plate rising ap-

proximately to the center and near the face of the disk

and extending from the center to the rim on one side and

a knife blade secured to said support and set close to the

cutting edg.' of the knife In the' disk, substantially as de-

scribed.

888 198. CONCRETEMIXER. George J. Stafford, .Mc-

Graw, N. Y. Filed Aug. 3, 1907. Serial No. 386,879.

Ing-devices to impart a half-revolution to the drum for the

purpose set forth.

3. A concrete-mixing machine comprising a suitably sup-

ported rotatable horizontal shaft, a drum mounted loosely

on said shaft, and provided in Its top with an opening, a

set of blades secured to the shaft within the drum, mech-

anism rotating said shaft, a rock shaft, means on the

rock-shaft for maintaining the drum normally Irrevoluble,

and means for actuating the said rock-shaft to release the

drum to allow the blades to Impart a half-revolution to

the drum for the purpose of discharging the concrete

through the opening thereof as set forth.

4. A concrete-mixing Hi'paratus comprising a suitably

supported rotatable horizontal shaft, mechanism rotating

the shaft, a drum loosely mounted on said shaft and pro-

vided In Its top with an opening, a rock-shaft disposed par-

allel with the drum, an arm connected to the rock-shaft,

means on the drum adapted to be engaged by th- arm to

maintain the drum normally irrevoluble, a set of mlxlng-

blades secured to the shaft within the drum, and a lever

for actuating the rock shaft to disengage the arm from

the drum to allow the drum to be automatically inverted

for the purpose Of discharging the concrete through its

opening as set forth.

5. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a suitably supported revoluble shaft, a mli-

ing-drum mounted loosely upon said shaft and provided In

its top with an opening, a locking-device holding the

drum normally Irrevoluble and operative for allowing the

drum to be Inverted for the purpose of discharging, a set

of mixing-blades secured to said shaft within the drum, a

hopper supported above the drum, a conveyer for loading

the concrete-materials into the hopper, a conveyer travel-

ing under the drum into which the concrete Is discharged,

a pipe for supplying water to the drum, a pump connected

to said pipe, a suitable engine and its shaft, a counter-

shaft driven by the engine, mechanisms transmitting mo-

tion from the counter-shaft to the mixlng-blade-shaft, dis-

charge conveyer and pump, mechanism transmitting mo-

tion from the mixing-blade-shaft to the loading-conveyer,

a main clutch on the counter-shaft for throwing aald

mechanisms into and out of operation, and supplemental

clutches for Independently throwing the conveyer-mechan-

isms Into and out of operation as set forth,

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,199. CONCRETE MIXER. (Jeorgk J. Stafford, Mc-

Graw, N. Y. Filed Aug. 13. 1!>07 Serial No. 388,410.

1. An apparatus of the class described comprising a

revolubly supported drum, mixing devices Including a ro-

tary shaft within the drum, mechanism for rotating said

abaft, a conveyer for deliv.'ring the concrete materials to

the drum, mechanism actuated by the shaft for driving the

conveyer, means for controlling the operation of the con-

veyer, a locking device maintaining the drum normally

stationary, said drum being adapted to be Inverted by the
'

mlxlng-devlces to effect the discharge therefrom, and

means for actuating the aforesaid locking device for con-

trolling th.' inverting action of the mixing devices as set

forth.

2, The combination with ati apparatus of the class de-

scribed, comprising a revolubly supported horizontal drum,

a revolu!)le shaft extending axially through the drum,

mixing devices disposed within the drum and actuated by

said shaft, mechanism rotating said shaft, and means for

maintaining the drum normally stationary, of a conveyer

for delivering the concrete-materials to the drum and re-

ceiving motion from said shaft, clutch devices for throw-

ing the conveyer Into and out of operation, and means

operative for releasing the drum and permitting the mix

In a machine of the character specified, the combina-

tion with a cylindrical drum, a revoluble shaft extending

axially therethrough, and a set of mixing blades fastened

at one end to the shaft and arranged in separable pairs ex-

tending substantially radially from the shaft, said blades

consisting of thin metal bars form.'d rectangular in cross-

section and each bar provided with a quarter-twist inter-

mediate of Its ends to present an edge to the concrete-

materials, and the outer end portion provided with a longi-

tudinal slot, of a set of wear-plat.'s mounted on the free

ends of the blades, each plate having a groove of rectan-

gular form In cross-section to receive the blade and pro-

vid.-d with an aperture coinciding with the slot In the

blade and each plate having its outer edge curved In con-

formity with the Inner periph.ry of the drum, and clamp-

ing-bolts passing through the said slots and apertures for

securing the plates adjustably in relation to the periphery

of the drum as and for the purpose set forth.
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„ „-. rT „^ r asBono r*V.BODY MACHINE. John C. 8THICKL»«,

rial No. 311.430.
!74.559.

1. A two-piece hat compriaing a band member exposed

below and a crown member exposed abofe and of corre-

sponding external diameter, and means for securing the

brims close together from the base of the crown to the

outer edge of the brims, whereby a stiff aad substantially

flat and thin brim is produced.

• A two-piece hat comprising a lower member exposed

below and having a band opening and a brim and an upper

member exposed above and having a crown larger than

the band opening, and a brim corresponfling In externa

diameter and shape to the brim of the lower member and

In contact therewith throughout substantially Its entire

area whereby a substantially flat brim U produced.

3
'

\ two-piece hat comprising a lower member having a

brim and a band or bandeau formed in one piece and ex-

posed below and an upper member havin» a crown and a

brim formed in one piece and exposed abo»e and means for

securinK the two members close together throughout sub-

stantially their entire extent, whereby a thin brim is pro-

duced.

88 8 J 1 COMBINED SHIPPING-PACKAGE AND

U ANGER FOR GARMENTS. Mauricb M. STRAUsa.

Chicago, 11! Filed Jan. 5, 1905. Serial No. -.'39,765.

rS^^^^-^

1 \ combined shipping packa^;.. and garment holder

comprising separate box and cover sections of paper

board, one of said sections having easily removable side

and end walls and having a reinfor^^memt of paper board

cemented to the Inner face ther-of. said reinforcement

having Inclined shoulder en:;a>;ini: p.-rtions at .me end

an.l a cross slot below said shoulder rngaKing portions

and a hanging device conneet-d to the shoulder engaging

end of said reinforcement, substantially as described.

_'. A combined shipping package and garment holder

comprising; separate bnx and cuvr sections of paper

board, one of said sections having a reinforcement of

paper board cemented to the inner fao thereof, said rein-

forcement having an elongated ems^slot therein and

said package-section having an -asily removable portion

opposite said slot, substantially as d.'S.Tlbed.

3. .\ combined shipping package and garment holder

comprising separate box and cover sections of paper

board, one of said sections having a reinforcement of

paper board cemented to the inner face thereof, said rein-

forcement having inclined shoulder en|raglng portions at

- one end and a cross-slot below said shoulder -ngaglng

portions, and said package s.-ction bejng scored In line

with said shoulder engaging portion-* tnd said slot, sub-

gtantlally as described.

"T^.rr

1 In a .an body machine, the cmiblnation. with upper

and lower rollers, means for guiding a can body blank

therebetween and a plate arranged to deflect and curve

a can bodv blank passing through said rollers, of a guide

having grooves arranged to receive the front and r.ar

edges of the can body blank, said guide being provided

w'th A-a iind.T surface adapted t., LMilde the advan.lng

edge of the can body blank Into one of said grooves as

said blank leaves said rollers, having also a groove ar-

ran_'ed beneath the lower roller, and having surfaces

adapted to guide the rear edge of the blank Into said

latter groove as the blank leaveB the rollers, substantially

as described.

2 V can bodv machine, comprising upper and lower

roUers means foV guiding the blank between said rollers,

and a plate arranged to deflect and curve a r,in body pass-

ing through said rollers and a guide having formed there-

in upper and lower grooves, and having a surface ar-

ranged to guide the front .-r advancing edge of the blank

into the lower groove, th.' upper groove being arranged

beneath the lower roller, said rollers and the guiding

means for the blank being so conformed as to impart to

Bald blank a curvature sufficb'nf to cause Its rear edge to

spring Into said upper groove upon L-avinu' the voiding

means, substantially as described.

3 -In a can bodv machine. In combination with upper

an.l low.'r rollers a plnt.> arrant-ed to deflect and curve a

can bodv blank passing thn.ugh said rollers for bending a

blank, a ^gulde having integral therewith a l.>wer irulding

plate for guiding the blank to the rollers, said guide having

therein a groove to re.-eive the front or advancing edge

of the can bodv blank, and the t-uide plate havini: a irroove

to receive the rear edge of said blank, substantially as

described.

4. In a .^an body machine, the combination, with means

for bending a can body blank into an approximately cy-

lindrical form, of an element formed with uroovs to re-

ceive respectively the adjacent parallel edges only of said

blank when so bent, a reservoir for a flux, and conduits

leading from said reservoir to said grooves, substantially

as described.
,--, In a can body machine, the combination, with means

for bending a can body blank Into an approximately cy-

lindrical form, of an element formed with grooves to re-

ceive respectively the adfacnf parallel edges only of said

blank, a reservoir for a flux, and conduits leading from

said reservoir to the front ends of said grooves, substan-

tially as described

[Claims 6 to l'^ n..t printed In the Garette.l

888,203 RAILWAY-FROti. El.iENE N. Strom, Chicago.

l\\ assignor to Pettlbone, Mulllken * Co.. Chicago, 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois Flbd Mar 12. 1008. Serial

No. 420,618.

1. A heel-riser for n railway-frog, comprising a rail-

way rail having one end of its head form.'d with an ex-

panded and Inclined section, the sides of said head being

tapered, and the flanges of said rail being tapered to ex-

tend between the necks of the point forming rails of the

fn.g and conforming on their under side to the seat there-

for formed by the upp.r surfaces of the flanL-es of said

rails.

2 In a railway frot. a heel-riser comprlsini: a T rail
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fitting at Its head against and conforming to the oppos-

ing aides of the converging heads of the point-forming

rails, the flange of said riser extending between and con-

forming to the opposing sides of the converging necks of

said rails and conforming to and seating upon the oppos-

ing flanges of said rails, said riser having on one end of

Its head an expanded and Inclined section.

3. In a railway-frog, a heel ri.ser tilting in the tapering

space between the converging rails forming the frog-point,

said ris.r consisting of an upright T rail having its head

expanded and inclined at the heel of the frog and thence

tapered to Its opposite end to conform to and bear against

the opposing sides of said converging rails, and having its

flange tapered longitudinally and bent upwardly to fit

against and conform to the necks of said converging rails

and to conform to and seat upon the opposing flanges of.

said rails.

888,204. APPARATIS FOR BREWING SOY. T0ZAB0«0

s'uziKi, Sunamura. Japan. Filed Dec. 5, 1907. Serial

No. 405,291.

upwardly by .ngagement with the soy when the piston

travels downwardly and permitting the soy to pass

through said piston and remain In a state of rest, said

valves closing downwardly by engagement with the soy

when the piston travels upwardly, to prevent passage of

the soy through the piston and thereby effect movement of

the soy, means for slowly reciprocating the piston to

cause intermittent moveiu.-nt of the soy through said cir-

cuit, and means disposed in said circuit and In the path

of the soy for changing the temperature thereof

5. An apparatus for brewing soy comprising in combi-

nation, a closed receptacle for the soy. means for chang-

ing the temperature of the soy. means disposed within

.said receptacle and forming therewith an endless circuit

for the soy, and reciprocating mechanism for slowly forc-

ing the soy through said circuit.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,205. WELL-DRILLING MACHINE. John W Tekt-

zEi,. rrbana. 111. Kiled Mar 22, 1007. Serial No.

363,898.

1 An apparatus for brewing soy comprising in combl- i

nation, a receptacle for the soy. means for changing the

temperature of the soy means associated with said recep-

tacle for providing a passage for the soy, and means firm-

ing with said receptacle an endless circuit of the soy, and

reciprocating mechanism provided with devices whereby

the soy is forced through the circuit in one direction.

2. An apparatus for brewing soy comprising in combi-

nation, a receptacle for the soy. means for changing the

t.iiiperature of the soy means associated with said re-

c..pta.b" for providing a passage for the soy. said means

forming with said r.ceptacle an endless circuit for the

sov. and reciprocating mechanism provided with valves

whereby the soy may be forced through said circuit In

one direction.

3. An apparatus for brewing soy comprising in combina-

tion a receptacle for the soy. a cylinder forming a pas-

sage for the soy and provided with openings whereby said

cylinder forms with said receptacle an endless circuit for

the soy. a piston located in said cylinder, valves for said

piston! and a coll located In said receptacle whereby the

temperature of the soy may be controlled.

4. An apparatus for brewing soy comprising in combi-

nation, a normally closed receptacle for the soy, a cyl-

inder in said receptacle forming a passage for the soy and

provided with openin;rs at its upper and lower end com-

municating with said rec.ptncle. said cylinder and re-

ceptacle thereby forming an endless path or circuit for

the soy closed to the exterior of said receptacle, a piston

fitting' said cylinder closely, valves for said piston opening

1. In a well driving machine, a wheeled body, a mast.

a walking beam pivoted at one end to said body and em-

bracing the mast, a hollow drill rod connected to one end

of the walking beam, a tempering screw disposed in the

line of the drill rod. a slush pipe communicating with

the drill rod, a driving shaft, and a pitman connection be-

tween the driving shaft and walking beam to operate the

latter and reciprocate the drill rod.

2. In a well drilling machine, a wheeled body, a mast,

a walking beam pivoted at one end to said body and em-

bracing the mast, a hollow drill rod connected to one

end of the walking beam, a slush pipe communicating

with the drill rod. a driving shaft, and conii'^cting means

between the driving shaft and walking beam to operate the

latter and reciprocate the drill rod.

3. A well drilling machine comprisini: a Iraine. a walk-

ing beam plvotally mounted upon the fraiin'. a sectional

hollow drill rod having connection with the walking beam,

means connected to the drill rod whereby the same may

be raised and lowered independently of the movement of

the walking beam, a slush pipe communicating with the

. drill rod, and means for operating the walking beam

4 A well drilling machine comprising a bed frame, a

walking beam plvotally mounted at one end upon said

frame, a drill rod having connection with the free end

of the walking beam, uuans for operating the walking

beam, spaced vertical members connected to said frame.

a tra'nsv. rs.- member connected to said beam and with its

ends movably disposed between said vertical m.-mbers, and

cushion springs bearing beneath said transverse member.

5. A well drilling machine comprising a fnime. a walk-

ing beam plvotally mounted at one end upon the frame

and comprising spaced side members and spaced inter-

mediate transverse memtM-rs, longitudinal members spaced
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«p*Tt and connecting said transversa- members and pro

Tided with a plurality of transv^-rse spa.-od apertures, a

drive shaft, a pitman connected at one end to the drive

shaft, means for .-.nnpctlnsj the other end of the pitman

adju8tat.lv to said apertures, a drill rod havlnp connection

with the outer end of the walking beam, and means for

ralstnic and lowering the drill rod Indnpendently of the

movement of the walking beam

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette,]

n-servoir, and a brake cylinder, of a supplem-nta! source

of fluid pr^-s.sur-, and a valve device for discharging fluid

under pr^ssur- fmrn the supplemental source to the brake

cylinder and which Is operative by a reduction of train

pipe pressure to or below a certain degree which Is In-

dependent of the reduction required to effect a serylce or

emergency application of the bruk-

s

888.206. W VTEK COOLER. Fiiepeki. k \V. Tlerk. Ber-

Flled Nov. 16. 1906J Serial No.
lln, Ontario, Canada.

343.731.

I J s

4^f

1 In a liquid cooling device the combination with the

cooling chamber having an absorbent material on the sur-

face thereof and ni-ans for moistening the same from the

irquid within the chamber of means for passing liquid

through the chamber, a casing inclosing the chamber and

means for passing air through said casing an and for the

purpose speclfled

•2 .Vn improved cooling device comprising a cooling

ihamber having a plurality of longitudinal and outwardly

extending ribs thereon, a plurality of perforations through

the chamber betw.-n the ribs, strips of absorbent mate-

rial secured between the ribs, means for holding the same

In position, a rasing Inclosing the chamber, and means for

pa.ssing air between the casing and chamh»T as and for the

purpose .specified

3. An improved cooling device comprising a cooling

chamber having a plurality of longitudinal and outwardly

extending ribs thereon, a plurality of perforations through

the chamber between the ribs, strips of absorbent material

serured betwet-n the same, a plurality of tongues cut in

rhe ribs opposite th'> perforations and bent down to hold

the strips of absorbent material In place, a casing Inclos-

ing the chamber and means for pa.ssing air between the

casing and cbamb-'r as and for the purpose Speclfled.

4. \n improved liquid cooler comprising a cooling

chamber having perforations therein, absorbent material

covering said perforations, mt-ans for pa.ssing liquid

through the cx.ling chamber, a casing Inclosing the cool-

ing chamtjer U-aving an air spacp between, a vacuum ex-

hauster at one end of the casing and a drip cup at th*- op-

posite end a-i and for tht> purpose spfciflcd.

3. In an automatic niii<l pressure brftko apparatas, the

combination, with a tram pipe, a triple ralre, an auxiliary

reservoir, and a t>rak.' cylinder, of a supplemental sourc

of fluid pressure, and a vulve device for releaalng fluid

under pressure from the supplemental source to the brake

cylinder and which is ind.-ppnd.-nt .f th.' tripl.- or emer-

gency valve devices.

4 In an automatic fluid pressure brake apparatus, the

combination, with a train pip.-, an auxiliary r.'s.'rvolr, a

triple valv.'. and a brakn .-ylind.T. of a supplemental

source of fluid pressure, a main valve controlling com-

munication between the suppl-m.-ntal source and tb.- brake

cylinder, and a valve operativ.- by variations of train pipe

pressur.' for controlling the op.'ratlon of th.- main valve.

,') In an automatic fluid pressure brak.> apparatus,

th.- combination, with a train pipe, an auxiliary res. rvoir.

a triple valve, and a brake cylinder, of a suppU-mental

source of fluid pressure, a main valve rontrolUng com-

munication between »h.- mipplpni-iital source and th.-

brake cylinder, a piston for .[...niting th.- main valve, a

rel.>ase valve normally held clos.-.l !.y pressure in th.- train

pipe and whi.ti operates to rel. as.- pr.ssure from one side

of the piston and to efTect op-nin^- iiiov.-ment of the main

I

valve when the train pip- i'r.s,<ur.- is reduced to or below

a certain degree

[Claims rt to H» not printed In the Oaaette.]

888,207. FI.l ID I'ltESSL'RK Bli.VKR W.u.tkk V

TcBN»a, Edgewood. Pa., assignor to The Westlnghouse

Air Brake Company. Pittsburg. Pa., a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 1. liwr,. Serial No. 33»^,91tJ

1. In an automatic fluid pressure brake apparatus, the

rnmbination with a train pip.-, a tripl.- valw, an auxiliary

r.-servoir, and a brake cylinder, of m.-ans C.)r augmenting

],[—ssiir- in ih- brake . ylinder by a r.-duction of train pipe

presstye to or below a certain degr.-*- of pressure which is

Independent of the degree, <<r rapidity, (yt reduction of

pressur- necessary to -ffect a qui-k action or emergency

application of the brakes

2. In an automatic fluid prt^ssur- hrak- apparatus, the

combination, with a train pip-, a trlpl- valte, an auxiliary

,^S8 20S HEATING DEVICE FOR INCUB.VTORS. Er

NKST M W.U.I..4CE, St. Joseph, Mo. Filed Feb. 18, 1907,

Serial No. 3,57,898.

1. A device of the class described, comprising an an-

nular water container having outlet and return pipes com

munlcatlng therewith, a frusto-conlcal tubular member se-

cured at Its lower edge to the low-r -nd of the Inner wall

of the contaln-r and projecting upwardly into the space

inclosed by said Inner wall, a second frusto-conlcal tubu-

lar member dispus.-d abov. th- flrst mentioned m-mb-r In

,0 axial r.-lation th-r-with and with Its larger .-nd down

ward and surroumllng and spai-"d from th.- ni-ii-r '
ti'l

-'

<ald lower memb.-r, an annubir p-Tforat-.l Ji-k [•s^iri-

upon said low-r m.-nib- r ;iii.l --iiiiportlng the up!>.r in-niber

in .xaid relation and [nrtiaMv closing the space betwe.-n the

upper end of th- low. r ni- ruber and the lower end of the

upper member, and a similar disk extending from th-

upper end of the inner wall of the container to the upp-r

portion of the upper m-mber. and a damper arranged and
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adapted to be o

apper member

u*K-.l«aR9iO WINDOW -CHAIR. .TosEPH Waktesberg. New-
perated to control the passage through the

^^^^^^^ iTy^ Filed r"c 4. Hm7 Serial No. 405.063.

" A device of the class descrilH-d comprising an annu-

lar' water container having outlet and return pipes com-

muntratlng th-n^wlth. a frusto-conlcal tubular member

secured at its lower .-dg- to the lower edge of the Inner

wall of the container and pn.je.ting upwardly from the

apace Inclosed by the said Inner wall, a second frusto-

conlcal tubular member disposed above the flrst mentioned

memb.r in coaxial relation therewith and with Its larger

..nd downward and surround.-d and spaced from the upper

end of the said lower member, a perforat.-d annulus ex-

tending from th- upper end of the Inner wall of the con-

tainer to the upper portion of the upper m-mber. and 4

damper arrang-d and adapted to be operated to control

th- passage through the upper member.

888,209. PIANO Ei.MKK E \v MTK.K. Chicago, 111. Filed

Apr. 8, 1907. Serial No. 3fi7,tK'l.

- L

1 A wlndow-chalr consisting of a main-frame, means

for securing the same on the wlndow-sUl, a sliding frame

or seat guided In the main frame, a guard frame or back

Divoted to the outer end of the sliding frame, and guard-

chains for connecting the guard frame with the main-

frame. j ,

o A wlndow-chalr consisting of a raain-fr.-irae provided

with side rails, means for securing .'^ald frame on the win-

dow-8lll a slide-frame guided in the mainframe, a guard-

frame pivoted to the outer end uf the slide-frame, and

guard chains connecting the top of the guard-frame with

hooks on the aide ruils of the main-frame.

888 211 TKLEl'HONE INSTRUMENT. Mi.noh WaTKRS.

New Albany, ind. Filed July 12. 1907. Serial No.

383,493.

1 In a piano casing, a pressed sheet metal front a

metkl back frame comprising top and bottom rails, posts

connecting said rails, and a pin block, the said top rail

extending euntlnuously above and behind the said pin

^'*2
A piano casing comprising sheet metal top and side

walls, an angular metal rear rail near the top, a pin block

supported within said rail, an angular metal rear hottotn

rail sheet metal posts Interposed between said rails and

having flanges adjacent the upper ends thereof upon wh.ch

the said first mentioned rail rests.

3 In a piano casing, the combination with a pressed

sheet metal front, of a sheet metal back frame comprising

top and bottom rails, posts connecting said rails, the up

per ends of said posts having flanges, and a pin block sup

ported within the top rail upon said flanges,

4 A piano casing, comprising a prei^sed sheet meta

front sheet m-tal side wails, a hack frame having top and

bottom metal horizontal members with vertical metal i_nem^

bers extending l.etween them, and a pin block inclosed

above and behind by said fop horizontal memt)er.

1 In mechanism of the character set forth, the combi-

nation with a telephone instrum.^nt having a switch, of a

receiver support movable toward and from the switch^

an.l switch actuating n,-ans operated by the support and

engaging the switch, a portion of said means constitutin;.

a stop that engages the switch to limit the mov-ment of

the support away from the switch

-^ in mechanism of the character set forth, th- combi-

nation with a telephone Instrument having a switch, of a

awlnging n-c-lver supporting arm having a movement

towani anad from th.. t-l-phon- Instrument, and switch ac-

tuating means carri-d by the arm and engaging the switch,

a portion of said nuans constituting a stop that .-ngages

i

the switch to limit the swinging mov-ment of the arm

away from the telephone instrument

Tin m.-chanlsm of the chara-ter s-t forth, the combi-

nation with a telephone instrument having an outstand-

ing switch arm that is provided with an opening, of a

swinging receiver supporting arm. and a cam finger car-

ried bv the supporting arm and slidably passing thr.-ugh

and ai all times remaining in the opening in t^'';^
^^'^

arm the free end of the finger being dlspos.-d furth. r

. from the axis of movement of th- supporting arm than

the attached end, said arm being h-ld against latt'^a/ dis-

placement by the walls of the opening through which It

""Tin mechanism of the character set forth, the combi-

nation with a telephone instrument having an outstand-

, -ng switch arm. of a s^-inging receiver supporting arm.
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Uld a cam flnijer carried by the supportlag arm and en

paglDn thf> switch arm to move the same, said finger hav

Ing a terminal stop hook that engages th^ switch arm to

limit the swlnirinx movement of thf supp'irtint: arm.

5. In mechanism of the character set fprth, the combi-

nation with a telephone Instrument having an outstand-

In:: switch arm provided wirli an Dpeniiii: In it<s out-'r end,

"{ i -irem secured to the instrument, a sw|n»;iiiu arm com-

prising plvotally connected sections, one (>f which I9 plv-

otally mounted on the stem, a receiver holding clamp

carried by the other section, a cam tlniter secured

to the arm and passing throuch the cipeulng In the

witch arm. and a terminal <»ti.p ho<ik carried by the

finger and encaging the switdi sirm t.. limit the swinging

movement of the first m>ntiiintil nrm

88S,212. COMIUNKD SI'ICOT .VNI' KSi'vrP: - VALVE.
RoBBBT S. WiKsESFELi'. Baltimore. Md. Filed Nov, 12,

1907. Serial No. 401.828.

1. Th' .ni'iitiifinii in a spiifot and "^scape valve com-

prising ;-i ,i^;n_'
i

T' vi.ind with an inl»n and 'Mitlt't therein,

of a valve stem provided with a valve ijlsl^ on one end
thereof and a shoulder located near the opposite ><nd por-

tion, a nipple provided with a valve seat thfreon s.-cured

within the said casing, a spiral spring securi'<i around the

said valve stem between the said shouliVr on the stem
and the said nipple, a coupling, a packimg disk provided
with a central optnlng therein, and nuans for si-curlng

the said coupiink: with the disk therein i-ontained i>n the

end of the casing, substantially as< dt*scrit»>d

2. The combination in a spigot ami >sfap'' valve com-
prising a ca.iln^ open at one end and provided with an ex-

haust purt in fh>' opposite end portion, and a ioncifudlnal
groove partially extended within th*- said casing, of a

plurality of locking notches provided within onf of the
side walls of the said groove, a packing' disk provided with
a central opening thernin. a coupling H»>ciirt'd on the open
end of the said casing with the said disk therein con-
tained, a nipple secured within the said casing provided
'with a valve seat on the end thereof adjacent to tho said
packini: disk, a valve stem prnvidfd with a valve disk on
one end therfuf and a shoulder nt-ar thf opposite end, a
spiral spring secured around the said valve stem, a key
secured on the said valve stem exterior of the said casing
and adapted to reciprocate within the said groove in the
end thereof, means provided on the spijjot when'by the
said valve stem may be reciprocated wlthiq the said casing
and means on the said valve stem whereby It may be
turned for thf purpose of securing the said key thereon
In lockint: contact within the said lockii^g notches, sub-
stantially as described.

888.213; TR.VCE-F.VSTENKH
mouth. Ohio. Filed Oct 1.1,

.loHN q, WCK^D, Ports-
IfiOT Sertal No ,S97.593.

its outer end with an opening or socket forming an outer

hinge pintle, a trace holding hook located longitudinally

of the whiffl'-tree, said hook beini; provided with an inter-

mediate lip cut lun;:ituflinally from said hook and bent

around the pintle of the wall, forming a hinge conn>'ction

for the hook, said hook extending beyond the hinge con-

nection and having its terminal colled to produce a

rounded end, and a spring' projecting from anil extending

over th.' base, and Ix-arink' a^'ainst the coiled tcmiinals of

the exten.sion of the hook to maintain said hook both la

and out of coaotlon with the whltlletree, said base and
sprint beine spaced apart to permit a rein being passed

therethrough and guided thereby.

2. In a device of the character set forth, the (•(imhlna-

tion with a casing comprising an ouf8tan<iing end wall,

and a cover having a detachable Interlocking engagement
with the en<l wall of 1 iT)ovat)le trace retaining device,

and controlling iieiius !• r the retaining device mounted

in the casini:

3. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a casing compri.sing an outstanding wall hav-

ing hook.s. and a cover having hooks that Interlock with

the hooks of the outstanding wall, of a movable trace re-

taining device, and controlling means for the retaining

devict mounted in the casing

•t In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a whitfletree. ..f a base secured to the whiffletree,

and having an outstanding wall provided with ears having

books, a cover secured to the casing and having hooks

that interlock with the hooks of the ears, a trace retain-

ing hook plvote(J on the outstandink' wall and having a

tail piece located within the casinkf, and a spring project-

ing from the base and arranged to bear against the tall

piece to maintain the hook in operative and inoperative

relation with respect to the whiffletree

.' In a devi<e of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a whiffletree, of an outstanding wall carried

thereby an<l having a pintle, a trace retaining ho^)k having

an intermediate lip cut from one end and coiled about the

pintle to form a pivotal connection for the hook upon the

wall, the portions of the hook on opposite sides of the lip

extending beyond the same and having their free terminals

colled, and a sprlnir having its free end doubled to pro-

vide an enlargement that bears against the colls of the

hook to maintain said hook both in and out of operative

relation with the whlfBetree.

1. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a whiffletree. of a support mouated thereon and
comprising a base having a fixed outstanding wall disposed

transversely of the whiffletree. said wall btlng provided at

R 8 8 . 2 1 4 TIRK Fi >K THE WHEELS OF UOAD VE-
HICLES. Jean V. F. A. Ybkrty and Emii.e B. Mfiai-

i;i>i X. Hoyat les Bains. France. Filed Aug. 9 1906. Se-

rial No. ."^29,907.

1. In combination, a wtieel rim, tire support therefor

of U shaped cross section provided with bolt holes, a tire

composed of a plurality of distinct elastic units spaced

apart from each other and provided with openings, tire

bolts extending through said openings In said units and

said support, said support being provided with slots, sup-

port bolts extending through said slots and between said

units, wedge shaped blocks interpfised between said units

and forming therewith a contlniioii.s tread, block links

loosely secured to said blocks and having slotted ends con-

nected with said support bolts, and rim bolts connecting

said support bolts with .said rim.
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2. Tn eombinatlon, a wheel rim, a tire support therefor I

of U shaped cross section provided with bolt holes, a tire 1

composed of a plurality of distinct elastic units spaced

apart from each other and provided with openings and

wedge shaped engaging portions, tire bolts extending

through said openings in said units and said support, said

support being provided with slots, support bolts extending

through said slots between said units, hollow wedge shaped

blocks engaging said wedge shaped portions and forming

with said units a continuous tread, said blocks Iveing

slotted to provide entering and retaining portions, headed

block links adapted to be inserted in said entering por-

tion and moved laterally therein to effect engairement be-

tween the heads thereof and said retaining portions, said

block links having slotted ends connected with support

bolts, and rim Inilts connecting said support bolts with

said rim

3. In combination, a wheel rim. a tire support therefor

provided with bolt slots, a tire composed of a plurality

of distinct elastic units spaced apart from each other and

provided with openings and wedge shaped engaging por

tions support bolts extending through said slots between

said units, hollow wedge shaped blocks engaging said

wedge shaped portions and forming with said units a con

tlnuous tread, said blocks being slotted to provide enter-

ing and retaining portions, headed block links adapted to

be inserted In said entering portion and moved laterally

therein to effect engagement between said heads and re-

taining portions, said block links having slotted ends con-

nected with said support bolts, and rim bolts connecting

said support bolts with said rim

4 In combination, a wheel rim, a tire support therefor

provided with iK^lt slots, a tire composed of a plurality of

distinct elastic units spaced apart from each other, wedge

blocks forming with said units a continuous tread, block

links connected with said blocks and provided with slotted

ends, support bolts extending through the slotted ends of

said links and through the slots of said support and be-

tween said units, and rim bolts connecting with said sup-

port bolts and said rim.

5 In combination, a wheel rim. a tire support therefor.

a tire composed of a plurality of distinct elastic units

spaced apart from each other, wedge blocks forming with

said units a continuous tread, block links connected with

said blocks and loosely connected with said support, and

means for connecting said block links with said rim.

888,215. HORIZONTALLY PIVOTED WINDOW G»OM»

B. Babcock and (;e<)R<ib H Babcock. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Oct. 'SA, 1907. Serial No. :i98,685.

the edges of said washer-portions from the outer to the In-

ner edges of said arms

2. A horizontally-pivoted window, comprising a sash,

sash-sustaining members secured thereto by means of

spring-resisted pivot hanL'er-bolts. and interlockingplates

Interposed between and secured to the sides of said sash

and sash-sustaining members, each of said jilates compris-

ing diagonally disposed Integral arms having splayed oppo-

sitely-disposed edges interlocking at the median line of

said sash and sash sustainint:members and provided mid-

way of their ends with a counter-sunk disk-washer portion

and oppositely-inclined shoulders along the edges of said

washer portion.

3. In a horizontally-pivoted window. In combination, a

sash, sash - sustaining members, sjiring - resisted pivot-

hanger-bolts secured to said sash and sash-sustaining-

members, a pair of interlockingplates interposed be-

tween said sash and said sash-sustalning-members, each

of said plates comprising oppositely and diagonally-dis-

posed integral arms having inner splayed edges and pro-

vided midway of their ends with a counter-sunk friction-

washer portion forming peripheral curved edges along the

base portions of said arms, said base portions along said

curved edges being beveled from the outer or tangential

edges of said arms to said inner splayed edges.

4. In a horizontally-pivoted window, an interlocklng-

plate comprising arms having oppositely-disposed splayed

Inner edges and a countersunk friction-washer-portion,

midway of the ends of said arms, forming peripheral

curved edges at the base portions of said arms, said base

portions being Inclined from the outer edges of said

washer-portion to said Inner splayed edges of said arms.

5. In a horizontally-pivoted window, a sash, sash-sus-

talnlng members, spring resisted pivot-hanger-bolts secured

to said sash and sash-sustalnlng members, a pair of Inter-

locking plates interposed betwi'cn the sides of said sash

and said sash-sustainlng members, each of said plates

comprising a friction washer-portion having a pivot-open

Ing and provided with oppositely-disposed circumferen-

tlally inclined shoulder portions, and integral arms ex

tending from said shoulder portions the outer or tan

gentlal edges thereof being flush with the faces of the

sash and sash-sustalning member and the inner edges be-

ing splayed forming oppositely-disposed over-hanging edges

adapted to interlock with each other when the sash is In

Its vertical position.

888,216. WHEELBARROW Charles A. Baker, Mil-

waukee, Wis, assignor to Sterling Wheelbarrow Com-

pany, Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Sept. 6. 1905. Serial No. 277.146.

1. A horizontally-pivoted window, comprising a sash,

sash-BUStalnlngmembers secured thereto by means of

pivot-hanger Ivilts, and Interlockingplates secured to the

sides of said sash and sash sustaining members, each of

said plates comprising diagonally-disposed arms terminat-

ing midway of their ends In a counter-sunk dlsk-washer-

portlon and provided with shoulder portions inclined along

1. In a wheelbarrow, the combination with a tray, of

handles, legs, a wheel support, and a wheel guard, said

handles, legs, wheel support and wheel guard being formed

from a single continuous piece bent and curved around at

Its center to form a wheel guard and continued rearwardly

for a desired distance in two downwardly slanting mem-

bers, said members I)elng bent upwardly from the rear

terminals thereof to form le.gs, and finally bent rearwardly

at angles to the legs to form the handles, the bends at

the lower junction of the legs with the rear ends of the

inclined members constituting the parts which contact

with the ground when the wheelbarrow is at rest, a wheel

disposed between the Inclined wheel supporting members

and having its axle journaled in bearings on said wheel

' supporting members, and a tray supporting means extend-
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im upwardly from the wheel supporting Tn<»mb«r« and en-

jaglni; and sf'fur.'d to the wheelbarrow tray, said tray

supporting means belnjt of such height M to support the

tray at a distance above the frame.

_ In a wheelbarrow, the comblnatloq with a tray of

sco'op form, of handles, lejcs. a wheel support, and a wheel

guard, said handles, legs, wheel support, and wheel guard

beins? formed from a slnifle continuous piece bent and

curv.d around at its center to form a wheel guard and

continued rearwardly for a desired distance In two down

wardly slanting raemt-ers, said member« being bent up

wardly from the rear terminals thereof to form legs, and

finally bent rearwardly at angles to the legs to form the

handles the bends at the lower Junction of the legs with

the rear ends of the inclined members constituting the

parts which contact with the ground when the wheel

barrow Is at rest, a wheel disposed between the Inclined

wh.'el supporting: members, and barring Its axle Journaled

m b.-arinK's on ^^aid wheel supporting mrmbers. and tray

supporting means extending upwardly from the wheel

supporting members and engaging an.l secured to the

wheelbarrow trav. said tray supporting! means being of

such height as to support the tray at a .Jistance above the

frame.

8 8 8 2 17. IRRIGATING SYSTEM. Jesse E. Bishop,

Alton. Mo. Filed Dec. 3. 1906 Serial No. 346.104.

A system of the class described comprising a supply con

duit. branch conduits leading from the supply conduit, a

float valve located at the point of junction of each branch

conduit with the supply conduit, and spring controlled

check valves Interposed In certain of said branch conduits,

said check valves being so positioned as t" prevent the flow

of water to the depres.sed portion of said conduits when

the head of water fails below a predetermined amount.

per part of said chamber, a gear supporting disk supported

on the upper ends of said posts, a gear frame and a plural-

ity of gears and gear shafts supp<;rted on said disk, means

for rigidly connecting said posts, disk and gear frame to-

gether, and means for suspending said gear frame and con-

nected parts from the top of said Inclosing case.

2. In a water meter of the class described, the combina-

tion within an Inclosink: case of a measuring chamt>er, a

plurality of vertical posts formed int(-grally with the upper

part of said chamber, a gear supporting disk supported on

the upper ends of said posts, a gear frame and a plurality

of gears and gear shafts supported on said disk, means for

rigidly connecting said posts, disk and gear frame to-

gether, means for suspending said gear frame and con-

nected parts from the top of aaid IncloBlng case, and

means for forming a water tight Joint between the outlet

duct of said measuring chamber and the outlet duct of

said Inclosing case, all substantially as and for the pur-

poses specified.

3. In a disk water meter, the combination of an ex-

terior Inclosing case, a measuring chamber located in said

case milled bearing surface formed Integrally with said

case around its outlet aperture a plurality of yielding ra-

dial arms adapted to contact with the opposing walls of

said inclosing case and thereby hold said milled bearings

of said outlet aperture of the measuring chamber In close

contact with the opposing bearings of the inclosing case,

a sleeve centrally connected with the upper side of said

measuring chamber, a measuring and a registering mech-

anism, means for connecting said sleeve in an aperture

provided therefor In the upper side of said Inclosing case,

means connecting the measuring chamber with the suspen-

sion sleeve, and means for communicating motion from the

measuring mechanism In said measuring chamber to said

registering mechanism through the central sleeve, all sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

888.219. HAY-STACKER John F BatHN, I^lgh, Nebr.

Filed Sept. 23, 1907. Serial No. 394.200.

888,218 WATP:R METER. Fsedehk K C. B««k, .John J.

LXACH. and .\lbekt W Winoender, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Apr. 8, 1907. Serial No. 366,898.

1 In a hay loader, the combination with a main frame,

of a tillable frame hinged between Us ends to the main

frame and provided with spaced longitudinal tracks
;
a

carriage movable upon said tracks , a sweep hinged to said

carriage ; means normally engaged with the tillable frame

for holding the latter against movement ; means oper-

ated by the carriage during its upward movement for re-

leasing said holding means from engagement with the till-

able frame, and during Its downward movement for caus-

ing said holding means to reengage said tillable frame ;

and means for resetting said tillable frame after each op-

erative movement thereof.

2 In a hay loader, the combination with a main frame,

of a tillable frame hinged between Its ends to the main

frame and provided with spaced longitudinal tracks
,
a

carriage movable upon said tracks ; a sweep hinged to said

carriage : sliding latch members normally engaged with

1 In a water meter of the class described, the comblna- the tillable frame for holding the latter against move-

tion within an Inclosing case of a measuring chamber, a meni ; means operated by the carriage during Its upward

plurality of vertical posts formed inte|rally with the up- .
movement for withdrawing said members from engage-
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ment with the tillable frame, and during Its downward

movement for causing said members to reengage said till-

able frame; and means for resetting said tillable frame

after each operative movement thereof.

3. The combination, in a hay loader, of a main frame ;

a tillable frame hinged between Its ends to the main frame,

and Including spaced aide t)ars and cross pieces connecting

the upper and lower ends of said bars : sliding latch mem-

bers carried by the main frame and adapted for normal

engagement with the lower cross-pieces, to hold the tilt-

able frame against movement ; spaced longitudinal tracks

secured at opposite ends to said cross-pieces; a carriage

movable upon said tracks : means operated by the car-

riage during Its upward movement for releasing said latch

members from engagement with said lower cross-pieces

and during its downward movement for causing said latch

members to reengage said lower cross-piece : and means

for reselling said tiltable frame after each operative move-

ment thereof.

4. The combination, in a hay loader, of a main frame ;

a tlltal)le frame hinged between its ends to the main frame ;

and including spaced side bars and cross pieces connecting

the upper and lower ends of said bars : sliding latch mem-

bers carried by the main frame and adapted for normal

engagement with the lower cross-piece, to hold the tillable

frame against movement : spaced longitudinal tracks se-

cured at opposite ends to said cross-pieces ; a carriage

movat>le upon said tracks; a flexible element secured at

one end to the carriage ; connecting device between the

other end of said element and said latch members, for dis-

engaging the latch members from said lower cross-piece

during the upward movement of the carriage, and for re-

engaging the same with said lower cross-piece during the

downward movement of the carriage; and means for re

setting said tillable frame after each operative movement

thereof

a. The combination, in a hay loader, of a main frame ;

a tiltable frame hinged between Its ends to the main frame ;

and including spaced side bars and cross pieces connecting

the upper and lower ends of said bars; sliding latch mem-

bers carried by the main frame and adapted for normal

engjigement with the lower cross-piece, to hold the tiltable

frame against movement ; spaced longitudinal tracks se-

cured at opposite ends to said cross-pieces ; a carriage

movable upon said tracks ; a flexible element secured at

one end to the carriage ; a pair of levers pivoted to said

main frame : a cross piece connecting the upper ends of

said lever and connected to the other end of said flexible

element ; connecting devices between the lower ends of

said levers and said latch members, for disengaging the

latter from said lower cross-piece when said levers are

swung In one direction by the upward movement of the

carriage, and for reengaging said latch members with said

lower cross-piece, when said levers are swung In the oppo-

site direction by the downward movement of the carriage;

and means for resetting said tillable frame after each op-

erative movement thereof.

[Claims 6 to .S not printed in the Gasette.]

axis of the gas bag and secured to the frame and normally

held In edgewise relation with respect to the wind, sub-

stantiaily as described.

3. In an air ship of the class described, the combination

of an elongated cigar shaped gas bag, a longitudinally ex-

tending frame to which the gas bag Is secured, a line se-

cured to the forward end of the frame, a diagonally dis-

posed lifting plane, secured to the frame and adapted to

counteract the tendency of the gas hag to fall under wind

pressure, a steadying plane, secured to the frame and ex-

tending parallel with the axis of the gas bag and normally

held in edgewli^e relation with respect to the wind, and an

adjusting line secured to the rear end of the frame, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In an air ship of the class described, the combination

of an elongated gas bag, a frame to which the gas bag is

secured, a pair of diagonally disposed outwardly extend-

ing lifting planes, set at an angle, with respect to the hori-

zontal axis of the gas bag. a pair of triangular boxes, se-

cured to the lower side of the frame and forming. In effect,

steadying planes, and a line secured at the forward end of

the frame, substantially as described.

5. In an air ship of the class described, the combination

of an elongated gas bag. a frame to which the gas bag Is

secured, a pair of diagonally disposed outwardly extending

lifting planes, set at an angle, with respect to the hori-

zontal axis of the gas bag, a pair of triangular boxes, se-

cured to the lower side of the frame and forming. In effect,

steadying planes, a line secured to the forward end of the

frame, and an independently movable adjusting line se-

cured to the rear end of the frame, substantially as de-

scribed.

888.221. SAFETY STARTING DEVICE FOR EXPLO-
SIVE ENGINES Ch.ari.es r Caby. Syracuse. N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to John N. Seism, Syracuse. N. Y.

Filed July 17. 1907. Serial No. 384,152.

8f^8,220. ADVERTISING AND OTHER AIR SHIP. JuHN

C. Bi EXKLL, Chicago. Ill Filed June 13, 1907. Serial

No. 378. h28.

1. In an air ship of the class described, the comtiinallon

of an elongated cigar shaped gas bag. a frame extending In

parallel relation with respect to and beneath the gas bag

and to which the gas bag is secured, a lifting plane secured

to the frame and extending In diagonal relation with re-

spect to the horizontal axis of the gas bag for counteract-

ing the tendency of the bag to fall under wind pressure,

and a line secured near the forward end of the frame, sub

stantlally as described.

2. In an air ship of the class described, the combination

of an elongated cigar shaped gas bag, a longitudinally ex

tending frame to which the gas bag is secured, a line se

cured to the forward end of the frame, a diagonally dis-

posed lifting plane, secured to the frame and adapted to

counteract the tendency of the gas bag to fall under wind

pressure, and a steadying plane extending parallel with the
,

1. The shaft and crank formed with sockets in their ad-

jacent ends, cooperating clutch-members formed with

studs rigidly secured in said sockets, the end of the crank

formed with Inclined bearings, a revoluble ring interposed

t>etween the crank and shaft and formed with cams dis-

posed to engage the said Inclined bearings, and a detent

engaging said ring, in combination with the axial support

formed with an extension jointly Inclosing the aforesaid

parts and provided with means for limiting the movementa

of the crank to and from the shaft.

2. The combination, with the engine shaft, of the Ion-
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gltudlnally movable startlni? crank formed with outwardly

Inclined bearinjrs on Its InntT t-nd, a rln| Inf.Tp.iH^'d b.>

tweon the shaft and crank and provided ^»Uh c..rr.sp.md-

Ingly Inclined cams facing the end cf the crank, tlit- pe

rlphery of said ring being formed with a >lrciimffr.ntial

ratchet, the axial support of the shaft fofm^d with a tu-

bular radial projection and with an extension inclosing

the aforesaid parts, a dog disposed in said radial pro-

jection and engaging the aforesaid ratrhft, a sprini; press-

ing the dog toward said ennair-'ment, »nd coop»"rative

clutch-members fastened to the adjacent ends of the shaft

and crank a.s set forth.

3. The combination, witli tlie euglne-shett, of its axial

support formed with a longitudinal extension, the starting

crank journalcd In said extension and movable longi-

tudinally and formed with outwardly Inclined bearings on

its inner 'nd. a sprin;: disposed to forcf the crank out-

wardly, a stop limiting the outward movement of the

crank, codp'^ratlng clutch members fastened to the adja-

cent ends of th.' shaft and crank, a ring Interposed be

tween the shaft and crank and formed with outwardly in-

clined cams disposed to engage the inclined bearings of

tbe crank, a circumf^-rpntial rack formed on the periphery

of the rini: and a detent ngaging said ratahet as set forth.

4 Th^ combination, with the engine-shaft, of Its axial

support formed with a longitudinal extenrton and with an

internal circumferential rabbet In said extension, the

stitrting crank formed with a head Journaled In the outer

»nd portion of said rabbet and formed with a shank of

the same diameter as the Interior of the aforesaid axial

support and ••xtpndlnir from the aforesajd head beyond

the rabbet, a collar attached to said shank, a spring seated

in the rabbet and bearing on the Inner side of th»- collar,

a stop dispos»>d between the collar and haad of the crank

to limit the outward movement of the crtnk. cooperating

clutch-memb*>rs fastened to the adjacent ends of the shaft

and crank, a rotatable ring interposed iiftween the said

•nds and form.'d with outwardly inclined cams facing the

end of the crank, correspondingly inclined bearings on the

inner end of the crank, and means for holding the said

ring stationary to push the crank out of engagement with

the shaft by the engagement of the aforesaid cams and

bearings.

5 The combination, with the ^ngine-stjaft. of Its axial

support formc<l with a longitudinal t'ltenalon and with an

Internal circumferential rabbet in said extension, the

starting crank formed with a head Journtled In the outer

end portion of said rabbet, and with a shank of the same
diameter as the int^Tinr of the aforesaid axial support and

extending from the aforesaid head beyond the ratchet, a

collar attached to said shank, a spring seated in the rab

bet and bearing on the inner side of the collar, a screw

tlireaded ap^-rture extending radially thrftugh the wall of

the rabbeted portion of the aforesaid longitudinal eiten

sion between the head and collar of the crank, a scrt'w

passing through said aperture, cooperating clutch-mem-

bers attached to the adjacent ends of the shaft and crank,

a rotatable ring Interposed between the shaft and crank

and form^^d with a ratchet on its periphery and with out-

wardly Inclined cams on the side faclntj the crank, cor-

respondingly Inclined bearings on the inner end of the

crank, a paw! engaging said ratchet and a spring press-

ing said pawl into cmjagement all combii|ed to operate as

set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.222. WALL PAPERINi; M.\<mNF. Gborob M.

Charbos, Ericson. Nebr Filed .June ^5. 1907. Serial

No. 377.60."?.

.V device of the class described comprising a frame, a

paste contalnnr supported In the frame. » paste distribut-

ing roller journaled partly within the oontalner and ex-

tending partly above the same, an Intej^-al cover section

extending across the space between the s»ld roller and one

upper longitudinal edge of the container, a removable

cover section extending from the other longitudinal edge

of said container toward the roller but terminating short

of the same, a strip adjustably gecurcd upon the said last

named cover section and adjustable to and from said

roller, a paste appl.\ing roller Journaled directly above the

first named roller and In contact therewith, a paper roll

supporting shaft journaled in the frame rearwardly of

the paste applying roller, a roller journaled In the frame

intermediate the paste applying roller and the paper roll

supporting shaft, nld lat*t named roller being provided

throughout its length with a plurality of circumscribing

grooves, a shaft Journaled beneath the said roller, paper

cutting disks adjustably held upon the shaft and work

Ing In said gnxjves, and a paper pressing roller Journaled

In the frame above the paste applying roller

8 8 8,223. TROLLKV roLE (JEoRfiB W rHATMo.vD,

Louisville, Ky Filed .Nov 7. 19o7 Serial No 401,178.

1. The combination with a pivoted trolley pole having

spaced engaging means thereon. .>f a pivoted supporting

member adjustably ennat'ing said means to hold the trol

ley pole In selected adjusted positions

2 The combination with a pivoted trolley pole, of a

plurality of spaced annular flanges on said trolley pole,

and a pivotal supporting element adjustably enaaginkt said

flanges to maintain the trolley pole In selected angularly

adjusted positions

888,224. ATTACHMENT FOR ROfKING (HAIRS Mei.-

TlN C. ('i.Bv(o.Na. I>enver. t'olo . assignor of one-third to

William E. Williams and one third to Charles .1 Dlckln

son, r>enver. Colo. Filed Nov. 21. 1907. Serial No.

40."?. 214

^ .±JL

.V device of the class named comprising an elastic cy-

lindrical body Including a tubular portion having a valve-

controlled alrlnlet and solid terminal portions, the ex
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tremltles of which are recurved, the said portion having

a plurality of plates tongent to Its circumferential sur-

face and the snld heads havlui; laterally extending de-

pressed seats.

8 8 8.225. FRICTION-GEARING. Ja.mes K Cochban.

Cblcago, 111. Filed Dec. 26. 190,- Serial No. 293,370.

1. In gearing of the character described, the combina-

tion with a shaft and a plurality of friction members

thereon provided with a plurality of sets of friction

faces, of a plurality of sets of adjustable friction wheels,

one of said sets co<5perKting with each set of friction

faces, and common actuating means for the various sets

of friction wheels connected to the same for effecting

their simultaneous adjustment.

2. In gearing of the character described, the combina-

tion with a shaft, of a plurality of friction members

thereon provided with a plurality of mMs of friction faces,

a plurality of sets of adjustable friction wheels, one of

said sets cooperating with each set of faces, and a single

actuating device having connections with the various sets

of friction wlieels for effecting their simultaneous adjust-

ment.

3. In ge.iring of the character described, the comblna

tlon with a main driving shaft, of a plurality of friction

disks mounted thereon and having a plurality of Inde-

pendent sets of opposing friction faces, a friction wheel

located between each set of friction faces and movable Into

engagement with either face of the set. and actuating

means connected to the varli>us friction wheels for effect-

ing their simultaneous movements.

I In gearing of the character described, the combina-

tion with a shaft, of a plurality of friction members

mounted thereon and having a plurality of lndei>endent

sets of opposing friction faces, a laterally movable counter-

shaft located between each set of faces, n friction wheel

mounted on euch shaft and movatile therewith Into en-

gagement with either face of the set. connections between

the shafts for effecting their simultaneous lateral move-

ment, and means for moving the same.

.1. In gearing of the character described, the combina-

tion with a shaft, of a plurality of friction disks mounted

thereon an<l having a plurality of separate sets of oppos-

ing friction faces, a laterally movable countershaft lo-

cated l>etween each set of faces, spaced cam bearings for

each shaft, a friction wheel mounted on each shaft and

movable therewith Into engagement with either face of tbe

set, connections between the various cam bearings for ef-

fecting their -simultaneous movements and the correspond-

ing lateral movement of the shafts, and means for ro-

tating the bearings.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette.]

the engine, a lever for controlling the starting mechan-

ism for each cylinder, a rotary rod mounted In the means

in which the levers for all of the cylinders are fulcrumed.

eccentrics on said rods for actuating said levers, end

means mounted on said r.xl for turning It by hand

888,23 6. STARTER FOR COMIU'STION ENGINES.
liSMBaiT r. C<>iM'n< K. Marlon. Ind.. assignor to Cop-

pock Motor Car Company. Marlon. Ind, a <'orporatlon

of Indiana Filed Apr. 4. 1907. Serial No. 360.360.

1. .V plurality of combustion engine cylinders, means

mounted in connection with each cylinder for starting

1.'.4 O. <;.— 4.T

2. The combination with a cylinder of a combustion

engine, of a starter provided with a cylinder-like cham-

ber adapted to receive gasolene orthe like with a port

leading from said chamber Into the cylinder, a spring

actuated valve for closing said port, a piston in said

chamber for forcing gasolene or the like therefrom into

said cylinder, a spring f<'r actuating sai<l piston, and

means for withdrawing said piston to receive a charge

of gasolene or the like.

3. The combination with a cylinder of a combustion

engine, of a starter provided with a cylinder-like chamlier

adapted to receive gasolene or the like with a port leading

from said chamtier into the cylinder, a spring actuated

v:ilvc for closing said port, a piston in said chamber for

forcing gasolene or the like therefrom into said cylinder.

a spring for actuating said piston, a lever engaging tbe

piston rod. an eccentric for actuating said lever, and a

rod on which said eccentric Is mounted for actuating said

eccentric, whereby said piston will be withdrawn to receive

a charge of gasolene or the like.

>n88,227. RA1I.R0.\I> tie. Joseph H. Depeiest, Ma-

nassa, Colo. Filed July 8, 1907. Serial No. 382,670.

A tie comprising a plastic body, a U shaped member cy-

lindrical throughout embedded in said body adjacent each

end thereof, the arms of each U-shaped member being di-

rected upwardly through the iKXly with their ends flnsh

with the upper face thereof, the said arms being formed

with threaded socket-^, and rail flange engaging bolts

screwed Into the sockets.

888,228. GRAIN-CAR DOOR. Wi.nfield S. Driskkll,

Gretna, Nebr., assignor of one-third to Hans Peters,

Gretna, Nebr. Filed May 17, 1907. Serial No. 374.187.

1. A car door comprising upper, intermediate and lower

door sections each capable of vertical sliding and swing

Ing movement, the intermediate section having depending

strips on its ends providing grooved guideways, the lower

section having extensible end plates adapted to be pro-

jected for engagement with the guiding strips of the ad-

jacent section, .said lower section having loose hinge con-

nection with the adjacent section so as to allow of its

being lifted and hinged upward.

2. A grain car door comprising upper, lower and inter-
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mediate door MCtioas. vertical guide rodg and rings en-

gaged thereon, outstanding bracket hooks at the upper

edges of the upper and intermediate do«r sections engag-

ing the rings to allow vertical sliding movement of the

sections, the braclcets on the upper edge of the interme-

diate section being upwardly and outwardly inclined to

embrace the lowpr comers of the iotermediate door

MCtion. strips ilfpending from the ends of the inter

mediate section having a grooveway therein, angularly

disposed hinge loops on the lower e«lge of the inter-

mediate section, a hinge rod carried by the lower door

section having its ends engaged in the loops, extensible

plates slidably spcur»»d to the ends of the lower section,

a lerer having an angular head pivoted transversely to

the lower section, said lever head having angular loops

formed th«>reln. links connected to said loops and the

slidable plates to proj»^ct said plates into engagoment with

the grooveways in the depending end strips, the interme

dlate and low^r door <frtions having beveled meeting

edges.

3. A car door comprising upper, lower and intermediate

door sections, vertical guide rods and rings engaged there-

on, outstanding brackets on the upper t>lges of the upper

and intermediate door sections engaging the rings, corner

strips depending from the ends of the intermediate door

sections, the depending portions of suck strips each hav-

ing a longitudinal groove therein, upwardly inclined hinge

loops on the lower edge of the iniermediate section, a

hinge rod carried by the lower section leaving its ends en-

gaged in the hinge lo<3ps. the lower srction being of a

proper length to be received between the depending end

strips of the Intermediate section and the lower section

having recessed end portions, extensible plates slidably

held in the recessed end portions of tlie lower section to

• ngage the grooveway in the depending strips, and link

and lever connections for projecting of withdrawing the

extensible plates from engagement with the grooved de-

pending strips.

888.229. VEGET.\BLE AND FRIIT IMiKER. A.ndrew

Er.MBERG. Sycamore, 111., assignor of une-half to Orator

S. Holcomb. Sycamore. 111. Filed S-apt. 19. 1907 Se-

rial No. 393,645.

a shearing blade extending at an angle to It from one edge

and a similarly shaped picker jaw on the other handle co-

operating with said tlrsf named jaw an<l the shearing Made
thereon, for the purpose set fortli

888,230. PROCESS OF MAKING MONOBROMO INDIGO.
<;adient Emji. Basel. Switzerland, assignor to The Firm

of Society of Chemical Industry in Basle, Basel. Switzer-

land. Filed Mar. 27, 1907. Serial No. 364,908.

The herelndescril)ed proo'ss for the manufacture <if a

monobrouioderivatlve of indlKO by heatini: indigo with

twu atoms of hroniin In pr«-sence of nitrobenzene.

'<'<«. 231. ROTARY WEB PRINTING MACHINERY FOR
SIMULTANEOrS MILTICOLOR PRINTING. Ferdi-

nand VON EULKNKELD, I.ondon, England. Filed .Vug. 25.

1904 Serial No 222.140.

An implement of the character described, comprising, in

combination, a pair of handles fulcrumed together between

their ends, a spoon-shaped picker Jaw on one handle having

1. In a printink; pr-ss. the lonihiiialloti with an impres

slon cylinder and a main printing cylinder, of an auxiliary

printing drum, inkln^: means for said drtim Independent

of inklni; means for the main cylinder and cotnprising an

inking roller, an ink holder and a ductor roller Interposed

between and operatively a.s8t)clat(Hl with said ink holder

and Inking roller, one of said rollers being provided with

a cam member operatively associated with the other of said

rollers for intermittently operatlnif said ductor roller into

engagement with said Inking roller, Bubstantiall} as de-

scribed

2. In a printins press, the combination with nn impres

slon cylinder and a main printing cylinder, of an auxiliary

printing drum, inking means for said drum independent

of Inkini: means for the main cylinder and comprising

an ink holder, a plurality of inking rollers Interposed t)e-

tween said auxiliary drum and Ink holder, a cam plate

carried liy the inking roller adjacent the ink holder, and a

ductor roller interposed between said rollers and ink holder

and intermittently en^aginK said cam plate and the Ink-

ing surface of ps roll-r substantially as described.

.'?. In a printing' ;>r> -^s, the combination with an impres-

sion cylinder and a main printing cylinder, of an auxiliary

printing drum, an Inklni: roller co<)perating with said

printing drtim. means r^ applying differently colored Inks

to portions of said inklni; roller, comprising: ink dis-

tributers, ductor rollers c.xiperating therewith, and means

to intermittently bring said ductor rollers Into operative

engagement with said Inklnc roller substantia!! y a-* de-

scribed.

4. In a printinkT press, the combination with an imiires-

Bion cylinder and a main printing cylinder, of lui auxiliary

printing drum, an Inking roller cooperatlni; with said

printing drum, means for applying different colored Inks

to portions of said Inking roller, comprising ink dis-

tributers, ductor rollers coiiiierating therewith, and means

to Intermittently brini; said ductor rollers Into operative

engagement with said inking roller, comprising cam mem
l)ers carried by said inking roller adapted to engage said

ductur rollers at different intervals substantially as de-

scribed.
.' The combination with an auxiliary printing drum ar-
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ranged to act in conjunction with the mechanism of the

ordinary main Impression and printing cylinders of ro-

tary web printing machines, of a plurality of independent

ink ducts to separately supply colored inks to the type or

printing surface carried on said auxiliary printing drum,

an Inking roller such as D adapted to receive on separate

parts thereof the respective colors from said ink ducts,

plural eccentrics corresponding in numlxT to the number

of the ink ducts adapted to permit the Ink from each

duct In turn to be received on a separate part of said ink-

ing roller and from which latter said Inks are conveyed by

positively driven inking rollers to the type or printing

surface on said auxiliary printing drum, substantially as

and for the purposes hereinbefore described.

[Claims rt and 7 not print.>d In the (inzette.]

f

888.232. DRAWERS Max (Jali.a.nd, Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Filed Nov. IS, 1907. Serial No. 402,628.

-..«:>«*'^ - "^

A combined skirt and drawers, comprising a band taper-

ing outwardly and downwardly and having its ends over-

lapped at the rear, fastening devices for said overlapped

ends, legs having their upper edges gathered and secured

to the band, the legs having their inner sides open from

the hand to within a short distance of their lower ends,

nnd reinforcing pieces secured to the Inner face of the

band at the front and rear, the said pieces extending the

entire width of the band and terminating in tabs pro-

jecting below the said band

888.233. COMPUTING YARD MEASURE. Chakles O.

:^AM.\ioN, Buffalo. Mo. Filed Feb. 13. 1908. Serial No.

41."..71S.
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T
888,236 APPARATT'S FOR VIEWINO PANORAMIC
PICTTRKS. ALBERT flATTi , Paris. Fraoit". assignor to

Soclete Annnvme Periphote et Phntorama, Purls. Frnncv

Filed .July Jl. l'>0«. Serial No. .'Jl'T.^OO,

JmL
7h

1. The combination wltb a curved panorama of a total

reflection prism so positioned with respeflt thereto as to

produce a reflected virtual Imasce at ri^-ht angles to the

picture of said panorama.

2. The combination with a continuous rotatable jiano

rama of a total' refle.ti.^n prism so iiositione.l with respect

thereto as to pr'xl'!'. i rKilecte<l virt\ial image at right

angles to the pl<-ture of said panorain \

3. The combination with a curv.'.! patiir.ima of a total

reflectfon prism so poeltioDfl with rf>.s[)»>ft thereto as to

produce a reflected virtual iniai.- it n^-iit Mn-les to the

picture of said panorama and a a.i-nifx in,- >ns located

between said prism and the point of visun

4. The combination with a continuous rot.uable pane

rama of a total reflection prism so positioned with respect

thereto as to produce a reflected v r' 1 i Image at right

angles to the picture of said panonn 1 tii.l a magnifying

lens located between said prism and the imint of vision.

5. The combination with a contlnnoii-; -iratabN- pano

rama of a total reflection prism i)bi •
l « thm smnf ilapt

ed to produce a reflected virtual \n\\^^ at rUht angles to

the picture of said panorama I'ruiu a point of vision ex

terlor to said panorama.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gaiei te.l

888,237. VALVE FOR (JAS BIRNERS. Herbekt S Hu.m

PHRBY, Kalamazoo, Mich. Filed .lune p7. 190«. Serial

No. 323,687.

with said stop block, fald stop plate baring outwardly-

projecting stops at the ends thereof, adapted to engage

said stop block to limit the moTcment of said burner valve,

and notclies in Its edges adapted to receive said stop

block to permit the opening or closing of said pilot valve

only when .'^ald burner valve is In Its clos.^d or In its fully

opened position, said pin carried by said stop block, being

adapted to yield to permit the closing of said burner valve

while the pilot valve Is closed and to automatically engage

said stop plate wh.n the burner valve is closed and retain

ir In its closed position until illsencaircd by the openini: of

the pilot valve

2. The combination with a gas burmr ami a pil") light,

of a valve for said burner; a valve for said pilot light ; a

atop block on said pilot valve; a yielding pin carried

thereby ; a spring arranged to hold said pin yieldingly

outward ; and a stop plate on said burner valve arranged

to coact with said stop block, said stop plate having

notches In Its edges adapted to receive said stop block to

permit the opening or closing of said pilot valve only when

said burn, r valv.^ i-« in Its closed or In its fully opened

position. sHHl pin carried by said stop block being adapted

to yield to permit the closing of said burner valve while

the pilot valve Is closed and to automatically engage said

stop plate when the burner valve Is closed and retain It

In Its closed position until disengaged by the opening of

theT)llot valve

3. The combination wiili a ..-as hurn.r ami a pilot light,

of a valve for said burner ; a valv. for said pilot light ; a

stop block on said pilot valve pr..vided with a yielding

portion: and a stop plate on said burner valve arranged

to coact with said stop block, said stop plate having out-

wardly-projecting stops at the ends thereof, adapted to en-

gage said stop block to limit the mov.ment of said burner

valve, and notches In Its edges adapted to receive said

stop block to permit the opening or closing of said pilot

valve only when said burner valve Is in its closed or in Its

fully opened position, said yielding portion of said stop

block being adapted to permit the closing of said burner

valve while the pilot valve Is closed and to automatically

engage said stop plate when the burner valve is closed and

retain It In its closed position until disengaged by the

opening of the pilot valve.

4. The combination with a gas burner and a pilot light,

of a valve for said burner ; a valve for said pilot light ; a

stop block on said pilot valve provided with a yielding

portion; and a stop plate on said burner valve arranged

to coact with said stop block, said stop plate having

notches In Its edges adapted to receive said stop block to

permit the opening or closing of said pilot valve only

when said burner valve is In Its closed or in its fully

opened position, said yielding portion of said stop block

being adapted to permit the closing of said burner valve

while the pilot valve Is closed and to automatically en-

gage said stop plate when the burner valve Is closed and

retain it In Its closed position until disengaged by the

opening of the pilot valve.

888.238. CLINOMETER. JOHN D. KLiru and Walter

E. Fallknkr. Santa Anna, Tex. Filed Aug. 14. 1»07.

Serial No. 388.518.

1. The combination wltli a »:as burner ami a pilot light,

of a valve for said burner ; a valve for »Rld pilot light; a

ston block on said pilot valv» ; a vleldin4 pin carrier there-
u 1

bv a spring amm^ to hold said pin yt-Mdingly outward ;
1. An instrument of the character described e^nb^HLvlng

aLl a stop pll™ oVsald burner valve arranged to coact i a sto.-k. a casing secured to ,be stock and provided .Itb
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Inwardly extending concentric flanges having their adja-

cent longiUKlinal edges spaced apart and their exposed

surfaces provided with graduations constituting scales,

and a pendulum pivoted to swing within the casing and
having one end thereof extended l)etween said flanges and
provided with opixisitely disposed pointers movable over

and CO acting with the adjacent scales.

2. An Instrument of the character described embodying
a stock, a casing secured to the stock and provided with
spaced Inwardly extending flanges, graduated scales on
the flanges, .said scabs being provided with numerals
progressing alternately from one scale to the other, and a

pointer pivoted to swing within the casing and having one
end thereof cxteiuiin;; between the flanges and provided

with oppositely disposed transverse pointers movable over
and CO acting with the adjacent scales.

In an instrument of the character described, the com-
bination with a stock, of a casing Including cooperating

sections arranged at the opposite sides of the stock and
provided with spaced Inwardly extending flanges graduated
to form a scale, and an Indicator pivoted between said sec-

tions and having one end thereof weighted and its oppo-
site end extended between the flanges and provided with a
transverse pointer movable over the surface of the scale.

4. In an Instrument of the character described, the com-
bination with a stock, of a casing composed of a pair of

cooperating sections each embodying an attaching plate

secured to the side of the stock and a segmental portion

having an Intnrned ( ircular flange, the flanges of the sec-

tions coCperaiing to form a chamber, a pendulum pivoted
within the said chamber and having an indicator project-

ing to the peripheries of the said flanges and provided
with a pair of pointers, and scales arranged on the said

flanges and cooperating with the said pointers

6. In an instrument of tlie character described, the com-
bination with a stock, of a casing composed of a pair of
cooperating sections each embodying an attaching plate
secured to the side of the stock and a segmental portion
having an Inturned circular flange, the flanges of the sec-
tions cooperating to form a chamber, a pendulum pivoted
within the said cliamtxr and having an Indicator project-
ing to the perlpiu ri.- f th. sni.l flanges, axially adjust-
able bearings on tb. m-ih,.- ^. . tions cooperating with the
pendulum pivot, an. I a s.ale on the casing cooperating
with the Indicator.

8 8 8.239. PNKL MATH FLUE EXPANDER. Harbt
Kbllt, HouBfon, Tex. Filed Aug. 28, 1907. Serial No.

390,486.

1. A tiui- •xpamlir. cumprisiug a cylinder, a piston in

the cylinder, rmans for admiifing a motive agent alter-

nately to opposite ends of the cvlindir. a bracket project-

ing from one end of the cylinder and having a central

opening at its outer end. an expansible die, one end of

which Is adapted to enter a flue, means having interlock-

ing engat:. III. Ill with the die and bracket and securing
them logctli. r. a -^priii^r fur normally closing the die, and
a tapering pin .vt.niiing tlirougli the die and the opening
in the bracket, and means for detachably securing the pin

to the piston rod

2. In a flue expamb r, the combination with a cylinder,

a piston in tlie cylinder, and means for admitting a mo-
tive agent alternately to opposite ends of tlie cylinder, of

arms projecting fiom <ine end of the cylinder and con-

nected at their outer ends liy a collar having a central

opening, an > xi>anslble die having a peripheral groove and

a bead at its .ud and adapted to enter a flue, means en-

gaging the collar and the groove of the die and securing

them together, a spring for normally closing the die, and

a tapering pin e.vtending through the die and opening of

the collar and liaving its "'nd detachably secured to the

piston rird

3. In a flue expander, the combination witli a cylinder,

a piston in the cylinder, and means for admitting a mo-

tive agent alternately to opposite ends of the cylinder, of

arms projecting from one end of tlie cylinder and con-

nected at their ends by a collar having a central opening.

and a peripheral groove, a die formed of a plurality of

similar sections and having a bead at its outer end and a

peripheral groove at its inner end, a plurality of clamps
having flanged ends engaging the grooves of the collar and
die, a spring encircling the clamps, and a tapering pin

extending through the die and collar and having its ends
secured to the piston rod.

888,240. BLASTING TOOL. Lk\ms K Kr.^meu. Monte
Vista, Colo. Piled Mar. 7, 1906. Serial No. :{04,774.

\ tool of the class described comprising pivotally con-
nected members, one of said members being formed with
a tubular fuse receiving channel converging toward the
pivot of the members, and with a relatively narrow guide-
way extending throughout the length of and in open com-
munication with the cliannel. a narrow channel arranged
below and In open communication with tiie fuse chanm I,

the second member having a channel formed with clamp-
ing members, a blade arranged within the said second-
named narrow channel or groove, and adapted to have its

upper portion engaged by said clamping members, said
blade adapted for movement through the fuse channel and
Into said second named narrow channel or groove and
having a relatlv.ly inclined cutting edge corresponding in

length to the bngth of the fuse channel, said blade also
formed with a ib'pression in its lower rear portion.

8 8 8,241 PROTECTIVE DEVICE. Karl Kihlmann,
Berlin, Pankow. Germany, assignor to Genera! Electric
Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 20,
1906. Serial No. 344,286.

M"

1. A protectlre device for an electrical conductor, com-

prising a spark gap formed between electrodes, and means
for subjecting both of said electrodes to repulsive electro-

static forces to decrease the length of said spark gap and
relieve said conductor of excess-potential.

2. A protective device for electrical systems comprising
a spark gap formed between two movable electrodes, one
at least of which Is subjected to repulsive electrostatic

forces by means of a plate arranged adjacent thereto and
conductively connected therewith and the other of which
also moves to vary the length of said spark gap in case of

excess potential.

3. The combination with an electrical system subject to

excess-potential, of a plurality of plates subjected to the
electrostatic potential of said system, and relatively mov-
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able to decrease the resistance between *md system and

.round and a similar s.t of plates maintained at ground

potential, and also relatively movable to (lecrease the re-

sNtanc^ between said system and the ground.

4 The combination with an electrical conductor subject

to excess potential, of a resistance path to «round therefor.

an electrode subjected to the potential of nald conductor,

m..ans for electrostatically repelling said electrode to de-

crease the resistance of said path to ground a similar elec-

trode maintain^'d at eround potential, and means for etec

trostatlcallv repelling said last named ..icctrode to further

decrease the resistance of said path to ^iniund.

5 A protective device comprising electrodes which ap-

proach each other to form a low impedance path In case

of an excessive potential there-betw.-f>n. and conductors

disposed above said electrodes to as.ist >» rupturing the

area formed between said electrodes

888,242. MOLDING-MACHINE. JoH.v A.

Thomas W. Simcox. Elizabeth. N. J.

1908. Serial No. 421,4;>T.

LirrsBTS and

Filed Mar. 16,

section Mag adapted to supp.-rt a flask, gnldes extending

upwardly from the t.ase. a pair of croM-heads mounted In

the guides for vertical movement, power applying tneans

connected to the cross-heads, arms pivoted to the cross^

heads, a pressure plate cmneoted to the arms and provided

with extending lugs adapted when the plate is In its oper-

ating position to engage the guides

5 In a molding machine the combination with a Ua-^e.

of a pattern support mounted thereon, a section st.rround^

ing the support and adapted to telescope thereov.r. said

section being adapted to support a flask, means for sup^

porting the section with its upi>er edge abov tlie plan- of

the pattern support, vertical guides mounted on the base

I
a pair of cross heads mounted In the guides for vertical

movement, power applying means connected to the cross

heads a plate pivotally connected with the cr-ssheads

and adapted to be swung over the top of the flask when in

position a supplemental plate earrled by said first men-

tioned plate and me>,n> for moving said supplemental plate

away from the first mentioned plate and into contact with

the top of the flask.

«K8 243 MEANS FOR KEGILATING THE SUPPLY OF

kVeI to BI-RNKKS IIkkmann Lemp. Lynn. Maaa..

assignor to Genera! KU-ctri. .ompany, a Corporation of

New York. Filed .Jul> 27. I'.'nl Serial No. 69.903.

1. In a molding macbUie the combination with « P»"^™

aupport of a section surrounding the su,^H.rt and adapted

"
tel ..pe thereover, said section bein^ adapted to sup-

port a flask, means for supporting the seetlon with its

Spir edge above the plane of the pattern supp..rt. said

^Jp'^^r^lTg means being unattached to the A-'' -PP-^^^°^«
j

sect^n. a plate adapted to cover the upper surface of the

flask when th-- latter is in position, and means for apply-

fngvertical pressure to the plate to depress the flask antll

Us lower edge Is In the plane of the l'«":-° ^"P>'''^;
^^.^^^

In a molding machine, the combination with a b.i.se,

of 'a pattern support mounted thereon, a section surround^

Ing the suppor! and adapted to telesco,,e thereover, said

section belL adapted to support a flask, guides extending

upwardly from the base, a pair of cross heads mounted in

the tul/es, power applying means connected to the cross^

heads, a plate adapted to cover the upper surface of he,

flask when the latter is In position, artns supporting the

nlate and piv^.tally connected to the cr..»s heads and stops

^d«pt.d to limit the downward movement of the telescop-

ing section when its upper edge is in thf plane of the pat-

tern support.

i In a molding machine, the combiUBtion with a ba.se,

of a oattern support mounted thereon, . section surround^

mg the support and adapted to telescoi.e thereover, said

section beln« adapted to support a flask on Its upper edge,

guides extending upwardly from the b«se. a pair of cross

heads mounted in the guides, power applying means con-

nected to the cross heads, a plate adapt.-d to cover the up-

n^r surface of the flask when the latter Is in position, arms

!!upporting the plate and pivotally connected to the cross

heads arms extendinc from the ends of the telescoping sec-

tion cor.perating arms extemling frotn the cross-heads,

whereby the section will be raised upoo the upward move

ment of the cross-heads and means for limiting the down

ward movement of the tele.ropinK se.-tion when its upper

edge i. in the plane of the pattern support.

4 In a molding machine, the combination with a base,

of 1 pattern support mounted thereon, a section surround-

in>' the support and adapted to telescope thereover, said

1 In combination, a boiler, a lonuei. a source of fue

supply a pump for increasing the pressure «' *»»« 'fl

upp fed to the burner, an engine supplied from the boiler

and' driving said pump, an energy storing d-ice "^^
upon by the fuel pu^p which returns Its energy to the fuel

,vstem when the action of the pump Is decreased o a cer-

tain point or stopped, and a steam pressure regulator for

controlling the delivery of the pump which Is actuated by

the steam on the engine side of the throttle.

•. In combination, a boiler, a burner, a source of fuel

supply, a pump for increasing the fuel pressure, an engitie

supplied from the boiler and driving said pump, an auiil-

iarv tank in the fuel circuit which contains air un.b-r pres

sure a steam pressure regtilator for governing the action

of the pump, and a conne.tion extending from the regu-

lator to a point in the steam pipe, between the .-nclne and

the throttle, for admitting steam to the regulator.

3 In combination, a boiler, a burner for heating the

holier an engine re.-eivin.' steam from the boiler, a fue

pump driven by the ..nglne. a supply tank containing fue

^t atmospheric pressure, an auxiliary tank .ontalnlng fuel

under pressure above that of the atmosphere, a stop valve

between the tanks, a connection between the auxiliary

tank and the burner, a valve In said connection, a by-pass

around the pump, and a steam actuated regulator for open-

ing and closing the by pass.

4 In combination, a boiler, a burner, a main fuel tank,

an auxiliary tank, a connection between the auxiliary tanlc

and the burner through which fuel is supplied to maintain

the burner flame In banked condlti<m. a pump having a sep

arate connection to the main tank and the burner for de

• Uverlng fuel directly to the latter, a connection between

I the delivery side of the pump and the auxiliary tank, and

* mean« for resrutatinK the flow of fuel to tlie b-inuT.
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5. In combination, a burner, a main fuel tank holding

fuel at atmospheric pressure, an auxiliary fuel tank, a con-

nection between the auxiliary tank and the burner for sup-

plying fuel to maintain the flame in banked condition, a

pump connected with the main tank, a connection between

the pump and the burner which is separate from the flrat

mentioned connection for delivering fuel to the burner un-

der normal pressure, and a connection from the pump to

the auxiliary tank for supplying fuel thereto under a pres-

sure above that of the atmosphere.

[Claims 6 to 1!» not printed In the Gazette.)

888,244. FRICTION - CLUTCU. Frank Lccas. Sidney,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 19. 1907. Serial No. 398,274.

1. In a friction clutch, a rotary shaft, a loose clutch

member, a fast clutch member slidable upon said shaft and

composed of a frictlonal driving section and a positive

driving section, said frictlonal driving section being capa-

ble of engagement with the loose clutch member to start

the same In rotation, said positive driving section and

loose clutch member having opposing jaws capable of mesh-

ing together to form a positive driving connection, a lever

device for moving said frictlonal driving section and a sec-

ond lever device having fulcrum engagement with the first

lever device for moving said positive driving section.

2. In a friction clutch, a rotary shaft, a pulley loosely

mounted thereon, and carrying fast thereto a loose clutch

member provided with a central conical recess, a cylin-

drical casting fast upon said shaft and havint a slidable

engagement therewith, said casting having an end portion

of conical form capable of engagement with said central

recess, a fast clutch member having slidable engagement

with said casting, said fast clutch member and loose clutch

member having opixjsing jaws capable of meshing together.

a lever device for moving said casting upon the shaft, and

a second lever device having fulcrum engagement with the

first lever device for moving the fast clutch member upon

the casting.

3. In a friction clutch, a rotary shaft, a pulley loosely

mounted thereon, and carrying fast thereto a loose clutch

member provided with a central conical recess, a cylin-

drical casting fast ii[>on said shaft and having a slidable

engagement therewith, said casting having: an end portion

of conical form capable of engagement with said central

recess, a fast clutch member having slidable engagement
with said casting, said fast clutch member and loose clutch

member having opposing Jaws capable of meshing topether,

a lever device having a forked upper end provided with an
end fulcrum connection with a stationary bracket, and In-

termediate pivotal connection with said casting, and a sec-

ond lever device having a fulcrum connection with the first

lever device and having a forked upper end provided with

a slidable pivotal connection with the fast clutch member.

one side of said Jack, said bracket having a doubled por-

tion provlde<l with a Ix'lt hole, and a screw passlnc through

888.24.-. JACK Lloyd G M.utland, Raton, N. Mei.
Filed Oct. 1!2, 1907. Serial No. 39.S.04S.

The herein descrllKHl railway Jack, in combination with

a removable platform, a lifting Jack restlnjr upon said

platform, a bracket secured near the top and bottom at

said bolt hole In an Inclined direction, said screw lieing

adjustable in the Ixilt hole. sut)8tantially as described.

888,246. A.NH .-^HMENT DEVICE. Joskih ik la Mak,

New York. N. Y., assignor of one-half to Simon Henry,

Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Sept 30. 1907. Serial No.

395,163.

1. In a device of the class described, a main revohihie

disk, a shaft depending from each secondary floor disk, a

rallty of secondary revoluble floor-disks carried by the

main floor disk flush with the top of the main floor-dtek

and alternately arranged so that their axes lie on the

lines of two concentric circles drawn on the main fliwr-

dlsk, a shaft depending from each secondary floor disk a

suitable gear wheel upon each shaft for rotating the same,

stationary means co acting with the gear wheels of the

floor-disk shaft lying In one concentric line for rotating

the same In one direction as the main floor-disk is rotated,

and like means co acting with the like gear wheels of the

secondary floor disk shafts lying in the other concentric

line for rotating the same in the opposite direction.

2. In a device of the class described, a main floor disk.

means for rotating the main floor-disk, a plurality of sec-

ondary floor <lisks carried by the main floor-disk and flush

with the top of the main fltwr disk adjacent to the periph-

ery thereof, means for causing rotation of the secondary

floor disks so that each will l>e rotated In a reverse direc-

tion to those on either side when the floor disk Is rotated,

a stationary outer floor surrounding the main floor-disk

and an annular buffer-fence carried by the stationary outer

floor.

3. In a device of the class described, a main revoluble

floor disk, means for rotating the main floor ilisk. a plu-

rality of secondary revoluble floor disks carried by the

main floor disk arranged adjacent to the periphery, a shaft

depending from each secondary flcK^r-disk. an inner and

also an outer stationary circular rail l>elow the main floor-

disk, and a wheel secured to each of the .secondary floor-

disk shafts In contact with one of the stationary rails,

while the like Immediately adjacent gear wheels are in

contact with the other statloiiary i:ill

4. In a device of the class described, a main revoluble
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4-

floordlak. means for rotating the mal» floor disk, a

plurality of aecondary revoluble floor disks carried

by the main door disk alternately armnged so that

their axes lie on the lines of two concentric circles drawn

on the main flfK)r disk, a shaft depending from each sec

ondary fl.x.r disk, an inner stationary circular gear-rail

having an outer Inclined face below the main floor disk,

an outer stationary circular gear-rail h«vlng an Inner

Inclined face concentric with the Inner rail, a miter gear-

wheel for each of the secondary floor-disk shafts longitudi-

nally reciprocated thereon, iind yielding tnean.s for each

of the gear wheels for keeping it in contact with the face

of its particular rail.

5. In a device of the class described, a main revoluble

floor disk, means for rotating the main floor disk, n plu-

rality of secondary revoluble floor-disks carried by the

main floor disk flush with the top of the main floor-disk

an.i alternafely arranged so that their Hes lie ou the

lines of two conecentric circles drawn on the main floor-

disk, a manual holding device extending uprward from each

secondary floor disk, a shaft depending from each second

ary floor-disk, a suitable gear wheel upon each shaft for ro-

tating the same, stationary means co actinc with the gear-

wheels of the floor disk shaft lying in una concentric line

for rotating the same In one direction as the main floor

disk is rotate<l. and like means co actlnf with the like

gear wheels of the secondary floor disk shafts lying In the

other concentric line for rotating the sama In the opposite

direction.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,247 FREECVKUIAGP: MKRRY GO HOUND. Joseph

DB LA XL4B. New York. N Y.. assignor of one-half to

Simon Henry. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed J*n. 2. 1908. Se

rial No. 408.898.

1 In a devUe of the class described, n main revoluble

floor disk, means for rotating thp main floor disk, a plu-

rality of secondary revoluble floor disks carrie<l by the

main floor disk arranged adjacent to the periphery, a shaft

depending from ea>-h secondary flo<jr disk, a suitable gear

wheel carried by >'Ach shaft for rotating the same, an an-

nular rail co-acting with the gear wheels so as to bring

atH>ut rotation thereof as the main floor «l8k la rotated, a

sinuous Inner buffer-rail, and a like sinuous outer buffer-

rail, 3upporte<i atiove the main floor disk so as to form a

sinuous annular path al>ove the secondary floor-disks.

2. In a device of the class described, a main revoluble

floor disk, means for rotating the main floor disk, a plu

rality of secondary revoluble floor dlski carried by the

main floor disk arranged adjacent to the periphery, a shaft

depending from each secondary floor disk, a suitable gear

wheel carried by each shaft for rotating the same, an an-

nular rail co-acting with the gear wheels so as to bring

about rotation thereof as the main floor ^llsk Is rotated, a

sinuous Inner buffer-rail, a like sinuous outer buffer-rail,

supported above the main floor disk so as to form a sinuous

annular path above the secondary floor <|!sk, and a car or

cars, mounted upon universal casters kxated In the sinu-

ous path.

3. In a device of the class descrlbetl. a main revoluble

floor disk, means for rotating the main floor disk, a plu

rality of secondary revoluble floor disks carried by the

main floor disk arranged adjacent to the periphery so that

the centers of each alternating disk lie upon two different

concentric circumferential lines of the main floor disk, a

shaft depending from each secondary floor disk, a suitable

gear wheel carried by each shaft for rotating the same,

an Inner annular rail co acting with the gear wheels of the

disks having their centers on the inner line to bring about

rotation thereof as the main floor disk Is rotated, and a

like outer annular rail co acting with the gear wheels of

the disks having their centers on the outer line to rotate

the same in the opposite direction, a sinuous inner buffer

rail, and a like sinuous outer buffer rail supported alx)ve

the main floor disk so as to form a sinuous annular path

above the secondary floor disks.

4. In a device of the class descriUvl, a main revoluble

rtoordlsk, means for rotating the main floor disk, a plu

rality of second.iry revoluble floor disks carried by the

main fl.X)r disk arranged adjacent to the periphery so that

the centers of each alternating disk lie upon two different

concentric circumferential lines of the main fli¥)r disk, a

shaft depending from each .secondary floor disk, a suit

able gear wheel carrletl by each shaft for rotating the

same, an inner annular rail co acting with the gear whiM>l8

of the disk having their centers on the Inner line to bring

about rotation thereof as the main flmir disk Is rotated,

and a like outer annular rail co acting with the trear wheel

of the disks having their centers on the outer line to ro-

tate the same In the opposite direction, a sinuous inner

buffer rail, a like sinuous outer buffer rail supported al>ove

the main floor disk so as to form a sinuous annular path

above the secondary floor disk, and a car or cars. mounte<l

upon universal casters looatetl In the sinuous path

.I. In a device of the class de8crU)ed. a main revoluble

floor disk, means for rotating such main floor disk In a

horizontal plane, a plurality of secondary revoluble flo<>r

disks flush with the surface of the main floor disk arrange<l

adjacent to the periphery thereof, a shaft depending from

each of the secondary flfw>r disks, a gear wheel secured to

each of said shafts, a stationary annular rail co acting

with such gear wheels Xo bring about rotation of the sec

ondary floor disks upon rotation of the main floor disk, a

sinuous annular pathway formed by Inner and outer buffer

rails located aiwve the circular path traversed by the sec

ondary floor disks upon the rotation of the main floor disk.

and a car or cars mounted upon universal casters located

In the sinuous path and carried around the same upon the

rotation of the main floor disk

[Claims »! to it not printed In the (iaiette.

)

888,248. ELASTIC FLlII* TrUBINK .M.^rmadi kk MaT-

THBWS, Bracondale. Ontario. Canada liltHl .Mar 25,

1907. Serial No. 364. .'>20 Renewed Apr 14. IftoH Se-

rial No. 427.007.

1 In an elastic fluid turbine the combination of two

bucket wiieels eai-h provideil with a series of similar l>uck-

ets ea<-h sha(>ed to receive and turn the fluid In a plane

substantially parallel to the axis of the turbine and Inter-

secting the wheels on the chord of an arc : and a plurality

of guide vanes interme<liate the wheels set to reflect the
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fluid from the buckets of ilic tirst wheel into the buckets

of the sci'ond.

1' In an elastic fluid turbine a bucket wheel provided

with a series of similar buckets forme<l In its periphery,

each bucket i>elng formed substantially similar to a part

of a seguient of a circular disk Intersecting the rim of the

wheel on the chord of an arc In combination with a wheel

8ecure<l lieslde the aforesaid wheel, and having its rim

slotted to form approxluiaielv radial buckets adaptt^l to

receive and deflect rearwardly and axlally steam received

from the buckets of the ftrst wheel.

3. In an elastic fluid turltinc the combination of a

bucket wheel provided with a series of similar buckets,

each shapwi to receive the fluid circumferenttally and to

discharge It axlally. and each shaped to cause a bending

of the fluid In a plane substantially parallel to the axis

of the turbine by means of a plurality of impacts In the

bottom of the bucket : a se<oud bucket wheel ; and an Inter-

mediate series of guide vanes adapted to receive the fluid

from the tirst wheel aiul after a single Impact to direct it

into the buckets of the second wheel.

4. In an elastic fluiii turbine the combination of two

bucket wlieels each provided with a aeries of similar buck-

ets each sbiipe<l to re<'elve and turn the fluid In a plane

suljsfantially parallel To the axis of the turbine .-ind inter-

secting Its wheel on ibc chord of an arc; and a plurality

of guide vanes at right angles to said planes intermediate

the wheels set to reflect the fluid from the buckets of the

first wheel into the buckets of the second.

5. In an elastic fluid turbine an annular steam duct; a

plurality of nozzles opening therefrom, and a plurality of

gates adapted to close the duct at different points in Its

circumference ; and means for operating said gates from

outside tlie turl)ine.

[rialms to in not printe<l in the <^;azette.]

means to vertically adjust said second pivot to different

heights of the elevation drawing, an arm carried by said

pivots and a pencil attached to said arm, substantially as.

and for the piirpose, set forth.

888,240. AI'I'ARATIS FOR ItR.VWI.\(; PERSPECTIVE
VIEWS. Khnst .Meyek. Schneverdtngen, Sermany.

Filed Sept 1:'.. 1907. S. rial No. 392.722.

1. .\pparatus for proje<tiiig perspective views from a

plan and elevation, comprising in combination, two boards

dlsp««*e»l at right angles to each other, a fixe<l eye pivot,

a pointer adapte<i to l>e move«i over the plan on one of said

boards, means for carrying the pointer, a second pivot

vertically over said pointer and also carried by said means,

an arm carried t»y said i)ivots. and a pencil attached to

the end of said arm. substautially as, and for the purpose,

set forth.

2. -Vpparatus for projecting perspective views from a

plan and elevation, comprising in combination, two boards

disposed at rlglil angles to eacli other, a Ilx.-d eye pivot,

a double pivoted frame whose outer edge is adai>ted to be

moved over the plan on one of said iKjards, a pointer at

lached to the edge of said frame, a pivot attached to the

edge of said frame vertically over said pointer, an arm

carried by said pivots, and a pencil attached to said arm.

substantially as, and for the purpose, set forth.

.".. Apparatus for projecting perspective views from a

plan and elevatkin, comprising In combination, two boards

disposed at right angles to each other, a fixed eye pivot.

a pointer adapted to be moved over the plan on one of said

boards, means for carrying the pointer, a second pivot

vertically over said pointer and also carried by said means.

888,250. C.VKK r.VN. Fkldrh a <» Mn hei.s«in. Thorsby,

Ala. Filed .Vug. 7. 1!»(»7. Serial No. :;S7..''.21

.

1. The combination of a <ake pan. with a device for

loosening the cake from the pan, said device comprising a

central portion adapted to l>ear on the bottom of the pan,

a blade extending from ilie said portion, and a stationary

blade secured to the pan and disposed over said central

portion of the device.

2. A cake pan provided with a central tube. In combina-

tion with a cake removing device, said device comprising

a disk having an opening fltted over the tut)e. a blade at-

tached to the disk and extending outwardly therefrom in

contact with the surface of the pan uncovered by the disk,

and a stationary blade on the said tube and disposed over

the disk for scraping the same

3. A cake pan provided with a central tube, in combina-

tion with a cake removing device, said device comprising a

disk having an opening for fitting over the tul)e. a blade

attached to the disk and extending therefrom to the rim

of the pan. a stationary blade on the said tube and engag-

ing the said disk, and a blade carried by the disk and en-

gaging the said tube.

4. A cake pan j>rovided with a central tube ; In com-

bination with a cake removing device comprising a single

piece of sheet metal formed info a central apertured disk

applied to the tube and rotatable about the same, a radial

double-edged blade on the disk provided with an upward

extension, a grip on the said extension, and an inverted V-

shaped blade rising from the disk at the edge of the open-

ing thereof and bearing on the tube of the pan : and a

Stationary L shaped member secured to the said tube and

formed into a horizontal blade bearing on the said disk

and extending from tlie opening of the latter to the periph-

ery.

888.251.

nkla

TONGIE-TRICK
Filed .lune O. 1907.

Wallack MuHii. Oklahoma,

Serial No. ,".77.,"i2!t.

1. A device of the class descril>ed. comprising a ve-

hicle, a meml>er adapted to Im- movably mounted upon said

vehicle and having a brace, a tongue pivotally mounted
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upon said brace, a wheel arranged at the ead of said mem-

ber, and means for oonT rolling !»atd wheel by the move-

ment of said tongue
•> \ device of the class described, comprising a ve-

hicle a meml.er adapted to be plvotally secured to said

vehicle, a brace connecting said vehicle and said member,

a tongue pivotal Iv mounted upon said brace, a wheel

mounted at the end of said member and adapted to be

laterally displaced, and means for laterally displacing said

wheel by the movement of said tongue.

•^ \ device of the class described, comprising a ve-

hicle a member adapted to be plvotally »ecured to said

vehirle and havln;; a truck, a brac^ pivoted to said vehicle

and secured to said member, a toncne pi*otally mounted

,ip.,n said brace, a wheel mounted at the end of said truck

and adapted to h>' lat.-rally displaced, and means for later-

ally displacing said wheel by the movement of said tongue.

4 V device of the class described, crtmprislng a ve-

hicle a memb'T adapt.-d to be plvotally secured to said

v..hlcle and having' a truck, a brace pivoted to said vehicle

and secured to said member, a tongue plTotally mounted

upon said brae... a wh...M mounted at the etd of said truck

and adapted to be laterally displaced, and a link having

pivotal connexion with said wheel and »aid tongue and

adapted laterallv to di.splace said wheel by the lateral

movt^ment of said t.mgui'.

5 In a devi.e of the cla.ss described, a vehicle, a mem-

ber adapted to be plvotally secured to said vehicle and

arranged at an angle to the line of draft of said vehicle.

said member having a truck, a brace pivoted to said ve-

•hicle and secured to said member, a tongue plvotally

mounted upon said brace, a wheel mount«il at the end of

Bald truck and adapted to be laterally displaced, and

m.'ans for lat.>rally displacing said wheH by the move-

ment of said toDkTue.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the (Jazette]

into the same, with an overshoe, and a metal strip attached

to the overshoe and provided with a downwardly and In-

wardly extending tongue arranged to cooperate with the

catch, said member having one end formed Into a grip dls

posed at the top and rear of the overshoe.

4 The combination of a shoe, a catch comprising a strip

having Its upper end bent laterally and pointed, and a

fastening for securing the lower end of the strip to the

heel, with an overshoe, and an L 8hape<l metal strip dls

posed vertlcallv and embedded In the heel and extending

upwardly within the overshoe, said strip having an in

wardly and downwardly Inclln.'d tongue arrang.-.l to <-..

operate with the <-atch and also having a grip arranged

to extend above the rear porttoii of the overshoe.

HSS-'Sa METHOI* OF MAKING ARTICLES OF MAN-

GANESE STEKI. AND LIKE METAL. Wesley O.

NirHfi.s. Chi-"ik.'o. Ill .
assignor to American Brake

Sho.- .<c Koandrv Comi.any. .lersry (^ity. N J., a (^orp<ira-

tion of NVw .ler-i.-y FlU-d Sept. G. 11X>6. Serial No.

33.'J..''.tlO

'6

888,252 HOLDING DEVIiE FOR RCBBER SHOES.

FRA.NCI8 P. McAuLAY. Grafton. N D Filed Sept. 18,

1907. Serial No. .392.751.

1 .vn aita.-hment for overshoes coniprlslng a single

piece stru.turM composed of an L-shaperi strip of metal

presenting an \iprlght and a horliontal arm. the upright

arm having a forwardly-proj.vtlng memh.'r Integrally con-

nected therewith adjacent the bottom end and having Its

upper end bent backwardly and downwardly to clamp over

the top edge of the overshoe and the harUontally-extend-

tng arm being adapted to be secured to the heel of the

overshoe and to extend longitudinally of the latter.

•_> The combination of a shoe, with an overshoe, and

means for automatically locking the overshoe in position

by the operation of placing the same on the shoe, said

locking means comprising a member secured wholly to the

heel of the shoe, and a metal strip extending vertically

from the heel of the overshoe to the top edge of the latter

and having Us upper end bent backwardly to extend over

the top edge and lie outside the overshoe at the hack there-

of and the other end of the strip being s«<-ured to the over

shoe, said strip being provided with forwardly-extendlng

pressed-out portion forming a sprin« tiongue adapted to

engage the member on the heel of the shoe, the lower end

of the strip forming a fulcrum on which the strip Is tilted

i.ackwardly to release the tongue from laid member.

•?, The combination of a shoe, and a fixed catch having

its lover end secured to the heel and it$ upper end driven

1. The method i>f producing articles of manganese

steel and like metal, which consists in casting the article

with an opening, and casting an Insert of manganese steel

to flt the opening, then treating said castings to render

them tough and durable, then placing said insert in said

opening, and then swaging a softer metal in said opening

In position to retain the Insert In place.

2. The method of producing articles of mangan.se

gteel and like metal, which consists in casting the ar-

ticle with a plurality of openings, between the superficial

confines of which not more than eight Inches of the solid

mass Intervenes, casting Inserts to fill the openings, then

treating said castings and inserts to render them tough

and durable, then forcing said inserts in said openings,

then swaging a soft metal in said openings to retain the

Inserts in place.

3. The method hereinbefore descrihe<l for producing

articles of relatively refractory metal, which consists in

casting the article with an opening therein and treating

said article so formed to render same tough and durable

and finally securing an insert of like tough and durable

metal In said op<.nlng.

LINEMEN'S
N Y. Filed

S«8.254 SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR

CLIMBERS. John D oi^inxell. Utlca.

Aug. 17. 1907. Serial No. 3M9.047

1. An attachment to a lineman's pole cUmiier consisting

of a segmental metal strap having its ends fitted for rigid

contact with the climber bar and stirrup of the pole

climber, and a gaff carried by said strap

2. An attachment to a lineman's pole climber consist-

ing of an arched metal strap, and a rearwardly and up-

wardly extending gaff secured to the strap at a point be-

tween Its ends.

3. The combination with the climber bar and stirrup of

a lineman's climber, of a strap extending from the fre-

end of the stirrup to the climber bar. and a gaff secured

to said strap.
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4. The combination with the climber bar and stirrup of

a lineman's climber, of a metal strap secured at one end

to the free end portion of the stirrup and at Its other end

to the climber bar. and a rearwardly extending gaff se-

cured to the strap at a T)oint between its ends.

5. The combination with a climber bar and Its spur and

the stirrup, of a segmental metal strap secured at one end

of the free end portion of the stirrup and at Its other end

to the climber bar between said bar and Its spur, and a

gaff carried by the strap, having an upvvar.l and rearward

Inclination.

888.255. HAND HOLE CLOSURE. Henbv G. Osbors*,

Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Feb 1 1. 1 90S Serial No 415.303.

888.256, SHOVEL - TOOTH. James A. Pakscxs, Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Feb, 15. 1908. Serial No, 416.045.

A shovel tooth comprising a shank having a tapered

projection at the front, and a point having a socket in the

rear end In which said projection fits, and a lip projeciini:

from the rear of the point and engaging over the shank.

to prevent turn of the point.

888,257. APPARATIS FOR IdtYING IN VAiTUM.

Em'il Passblrg, Berlin. Germany Filed Feb. 16, 1906.

Serial No. 301,429.

1. A hand hole closure, comprising an inner plate, an

outer plate, and a bolt for connecting the plates with each

other, the outer plate having on Us inner face an annular

flange fitting within the hand hole, the flange being spaced

from the margin of the outer plate to form an annular

shoulder engaging the outer face of the boiler plate, the

inner plate being dished to form an off set for engagement

with the inner wall of the hand hole, and an annular

shoulder for engagement with the face of the boiler, the

dished portion having Integral outwardly extending off-

sets on opposite sides of Its center to form retaining lugs

for engagement with the l>olt head to hold the bolt against

turning

2. A hand hole closure, comprising an inner plate, an

outer plate, and a bolt for connecting the plates with each

other, the outer plate having on Its Inn.r face an annular

flange fitting within the hand hole, the flange being spaced

from the margin of the outer plate to fortn an annular

shoulder for engaging the outer face of the boiler plate.

the Inner plate being dished to form an off-set for en-

gagement with the Inner wall of the hand hole, and an an

nnliir shoulder for engagement with the face of the boiler.

In a vacuum drying apparatus, the combination of a

drying chamber, a series of conveyers in said chamber to

which the material to be dried passes successively, and

heaters in proximity to said couv. vers and spaced there-

from at different distances, such distances being so regu-

lated as to be directly proportional to the gradual drying

action which is to l)e produced by the series of heated

conveyers,

888,258. SAW-HANDLE Ebk.nezee A Patterson, Mor-

gan City, and Edward F. Dkkix.son. Mathews. La

Filed May 1. 19n7. Serial No. 371.309.

1 .K fastening for tools, comprising In combination, a

tool receiving member which has a threaded stem of less

diameter than the t>ody of the tool receiving member, the

said tool receiving member having a slot extending

through one of its terminals to receive the blade of the

saw. transverse holes In the slotted portion of the said

tool receiving member, a detachable pin adapted to flt

the said holes, a keeper adapted to lie close to the tool

receiving member and which when In position will retain

the pin In the said holes, a straight handle having a nut-

I like portion adapted to enmesh with the threaded stem
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piece when tho handle is In Hlln.-m.nt fhet.-with. and a

washer, the hole In which is less in .liamiter than th.'

body of the tool recelvlnK member, the said washer bein*:

disposed ,.n th.' threaded stem of the tool rfcelvlns mem-

b<T and h.'inii a<laiited to be presned down <in the body of

the r.M.l rr.'elvinu' member by the nut like portion I'f the

handle with whleh it is in eonta'-t

2. A fastf-ner r'"i t....is, cumprisini; a f<M>l re.-.-iviuc

member, rljrtd on n thnaded stem, th.' said to..l reeelvini;

member belnt; slotted to receive a saw ')|ade, the said

slotted portions of the tool-recelrln>r memh»-r tiav!n>f ex

tensive surfaces to prevent any relative rotary move

ments of the saw blade. transv»-rse holes |n the slotted

portions of the too! Krippini: memh.T. adapted to r.'u'lster

with the fastening holes in the saw blade, ilptachabb- pins

adapted to fit the said holes, a straight handle with a nut-

like portion at one end adapted to screw 01 the thr.>aded

stem when In altnement therewith, and a tiash.'r with a

large surface, adapted to be disposed on the threaded stem

and be pressed against the edt'e of the saw blade when the

handle Is screwed down on the stem of tli-j tool >rripplng

member, to prevent any movement of the saw blade In

the plane of the slot In the tool-L'rlppin^' member.

8 8 8.259. API'AUATl 8 FOR KILTKRING LIQUIDS.

CaSIMIk P.tiTHoviEtt. Angy. France. Wled Sept. 25,

IfMKJ. Serial No. 336,177.

device comprising a hollow filtering cuing having an ex-

tensive lllterinkf surface, a discharge pipe from said filter-

ing devii-e. and a non fllterini; sli.-ll surroundinu and sepa-

rated from said casing and <xtendiu>: m^arly to the t>ot-

tom of the vessel, said shell being rios.d at Its upper end

and open at Its lower end.

888.260 APPARATT'S FOR TllK MANLFArTTRK OF
COLLOItlON FII.AMKNTS Victor Pl.^nchun, Lyon,

France. Filed Jan r.i. 1907. Serial No. 363,749.

1. In a portable apparatus for effectint? filtration and

discharge of liquid Irrespective of the height of liquid

within a vessel, a portable water storage v>'ssel, an air

compressing device portable with said ves.sfl for erertinkt

pressure as desired upon liquid therein, a filtering device

(•umprising a hollow fllterinj: fa»in« havin|; an extensive

tllterins surface, a dis.haru'e pipe from sajd filtering de-

vice and a non-fllterln« sh.'U surroundin;? and separated

from said casing and extending nearly to the bottom of the

vessel, said sh^'H b.ing cl.s.'d at its upper end and open

at its lower end,

;:. In a portable apparatus for effeotiBg tiltratlon and

discharge of liquid Irrespective of the htlght of liquid

within a vessel, a portable water storage vfS8>'l. an alr-

eompresslng device portable with said ves*^l for exerting

pressure as desired upon liquid therein, a plurality of

filtering devices comprising a group of Hollow filtering

casings each having an extensive filtering surface, a dis-

charge pipe connected with the Interior af each of said

casings, and a non filtering shf'll surrounding and sepa-

rated from the group of casings and exteading nearly to

the bottom of the vessel, said shell being cIosjhI at Its up-

per end and open at Its lower end

3. In a portable apparatus for .'ffeeting discharge of

liquid In either filtered or unflltered state fi-om a vessel, a

portable water-storage vessel, an air compressing device

portable with said vessel for exert ink' pressure as de-

sired upon liquid therein, a pipe dipping >llrectly Into said

liquid and discharging outside of said ve»sel. a filtering

1 In apparatus for the purpose set forth the combi-

nation with a dlscharg.- nozzb- through which a filament

is passed of a rotatable receptacle l>elow said conduit and

adapted to contain a coagulating substance, the filament

aforesaid descending Into said vessel at a distance from

the center of rotation ther<'of and means Intermediate rhe

nozzle and receptacle for treating the filament with alco-

hol vapor.

2 In apparatus for the purpose set forth the combina-

tion with a discharge nozzle through which a filament Is

passed, of a rotatable. double, sieve bottomed receptacle

below said nozzle an<l adapted to contain a coagulating

substance, said vessel being so located that the filament

descends thereinto at a distance from Its center of rota-

tion, and means int.-rmrdiate the nozzle and r.'ceptacle

aforesaid for treating the filament with alcohol vapor

3 In apparatus for the purpose set forth the combina-

tion with a dl.soharire nozzle through which a filament la

passed, of a rotatable. double, sieve bottomed receptacle

below said nozzle and adapted to contain a coagulating

substance, said vessel being so located that the filament

descends thereinto at a distance from Its center of rota-

tion an open ended chamber Intermediate the nozzle and

receptacle through which the filament passes, a lining of

spongy material In said chamber and means for saturat-

ing said spongy material with alcohol substantially as de-

scrit>ed.

888.261. HINGED I^ST Chables F. Ptm, Essex. On-

tario. Canada, assignor to Krentler Arnold Hinge Last

Company, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed Aug 2. 1007. Serial No. .3X6.731.

1. A hinged last, having Its forepart and heel part con-

nected by a deep hinge plate set vertically In the contigu-

ous walls of said last parts, said hinge plate having a wide

vertical engagement within the forepart substantially com-

mensurate with the bulging portion of the forepart having

large transverse width, and a heavy pivot pin extending

through the lower part of the forepart and the lower for-

ward corner of said hinge plate, whereby the twisting

strains of the heel-part are transmitted by said hinge-plate
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in a vertical plane to the central portion of the enlarged

part of the rear end of the forepart and by !<aid heavy

transverse pin In a horizontal plane to the lower rear por-

tion of the forepart, said hinge plate being rigidly secured

iu the heel-part by two transverse pins located respectively

In the rear upper corner and rear lower corner of the hinge-

plate and extending transversely through the heel-part,

said heel-part and forepart being severed by lines of cut

forming approximately horizontally overlapping shoulders

located In a horizontal plane above the lower heel-part pin

and said pivot pin and below the upper heel part pin, and

a gap between said heel-part and forepart extending up-

wardly from the front normally contacting ends of said

overlapping shoulders.

I

2. A hinged last, having its forepart and heel-part con-

ne<'ted by a deep hlnce plate set vertically in the contigu-

ous walls of said last parts, said hinge plate having a wide

vertical engagement within the forepart substantially com-

mensurate with the bulging portion of the forepart hnvinK

large transverse width, and a heavy pivot pin extending

through the lower part of the forepart and the lower for-

ward corner of said hinge-plate, whereby the twisting

strains of the heel-part are transmitted by said hinge-plate

in a vertical plane to the central portion of the enlarged

part of the rear end of the forepart and by said heavy

transverse pin In a horizontal plane to the lower rear por-

tion of the forepart, said hinge plate being rigidly secured

In the heel-part by two transverse pins located respectively

In the rear upper corner and rear lower corner of the

hinge plate and extending transversely through the heel-

part, said heel part and forepart being severed by lines of

cut forinlijg l.<t\v..-ii tbeni approximately horizontally over-

lapping slKdildcr.s located in a horizontal plane above the

lower heel-part pin and said pivot pin and below the upper

heel part pin. and a gap between said heel-part and fore-

part extending upwardly from the front normally contact-

ing ends of said overlapping shoulders, the wiills of said

gap having a forward divergent curvature from their meet-

ing ends at said front end of said overlapping shoulder*.

and the line of cut from the rear end of said overlajtplng

shoulders exteixiing obliquely d..wnwardly and rearwardly

to the bottom of the liKt

888.262. CALcn.ATlNtJMAfHINK William P.

QCENTKLL, New York. N. Y., assignor to Agnes R Quen-

tell. Stamford. Conn I'ibd Apr. :.'«, l!»o7 Serial No.

870,492.

lengthwise, a detent for holding the bar from such move-

ment, and a key for pivotal ly moving said bar out of en-

gagement with the detent and limiting the lengthwise

movement thereof.

2. In a calculating machine, a bar mounted for length

wise and pivotal movement, means for moving the bar

lengthwise, a detent for holding the bar from such move-

ment, a key for plvotally moving said bar out of engage-

ment with the detent and limiting the lengthwise move-

ment thereof, and means for automatically moving the bar

lengthwise towards the key.

3. In a calculating machine, a bar mounted for length-

wise and pivotal movement, means for moving the bar

lengthwise, a detent for holding the bar from such move-

ment, and a key for plvotally moving said bar out of en-

gagement with the detent and limiting the lengthwise

movement thereof, the key and bar having Interlocking

parts for causing the key and bar to engage each other as

the bar Is moved towards the key.

4. In a calculating machine, a bar mounted for length

wise and pivotal movement, means for moving the bar

lengthwise, a detent for holding the bar from such move-

ment, and a key for plvotally moving said bar out of en-

gagement with the detent and limiting the lengthwise

movement thereof, the said bar having a stop to engage

with the key

5 In a calculating machine, an indicating mechanism

and an actuating bar therefor, a fixed detent for the bar,

and means for swlveling the bar, me.nns for moving the bar

longitudinally for engagement and disengagement with the

detent.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gaxette.]

888.263. CARBURKTP:H. <"habi.ks A Rakeb. El I'aso,

Tex. Filed May 10. 1906. Serial No. 317.123.

1. In a calculating machine, n bar mounted for length-

wise and pivotal movement, means for moving the bar

1 In a carbureter, a charge chamber, a valve casing con-

nected with the chamber and provided with openings in its

bottom, a throttle valv<' in the casing, said valve having

tubular end portions connected by a stem, the lower tubu

lar portion being provided with openings adapted to regis-

ter with the oi>enlngs in the valve casing, and means for

operating the valve.

2. In a carbureter, a charge chamber, a valve casing con-

nected with the chamber and provided with openings In Its

bottom, a throttle valve In the casing, said valve having

tubular end portions connected by a stem, the lower end

portions being provided with openings adapted to register

with the openings of the casing, a pin and slot connection

between the valve and casing to limit the movement of the

valve, and means for operating said valve.

3. In a carbureter, a charge chamber, a valve casing

connected with the charge chamber and having openings

in one end. a valve In the casing and having cylindrical

ends connected to each other to form a passage therebe-

tween, one cylindrical end portion being provided with

openings adapted to register with the openings of the cas-
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Ing. meani for operating the yalve, and mean* for limiting

the movement of said valve.

4 A carbureter, comprialng a mixing chamber commu-

nlcaUag with the atmosphere and having a (Jlscharge noa-

zle therein, a charge chamber at one end Of the mixing

chamber and having a valve seat at the end connected with

said mixing chamber, and a guide tube projecting into It

from Its other end. a needle valve for closing the discharge

nozzle and having Its stem working In the said guide tube,

a valve on the stem In the charge chamber, a spring for

pressing the valves to their seats, said sprinj surrounding

the stem between the valve and the lower en« of the guide

tube adjustable means for regulating the opening of the

valves, a valve casing connected with the cHarge chamber

and having air Inlets therein, and a throttle Talve for con-

trolling the flow of the explosive mixture thtough the cas-

ing said valve having openings adapted to register with

the openings of the valve casing to admit a|r to the said

mixture.

3. In combination, a rotatable disk, a friction wheel la

engagement with the surface thertK)f and movable along

said surface to vary the relative speeds of rotation, and

means for applying fluid pressure to hold said disk and

wheel In uniform engagement.

<(88.264. DOIBLE SEAMING MACHINE FOR CANS.

Chasles J. RfioPBS. Wakefield, Englanci Filed Not.

20. lftO.5. Serial No. 288.142.

1. A machine for double seaming. Includltg In combina-

tion a reclprocatlnK Jaw. having on Its operating face a

curved recess to fold the edges of the head and body of the

can upon each other to form the seam at the first move-

ment of the jaw. and having a flat portion to flatten the

folded seam at the second movement of s«id Jaw, means

for opfrating the jaw, and a supporting block for support-

ing the can, said supporting block having a surface located

entirely inside of the Inner position of the operative face

of said jaw. and cooperating therewith to fold said edges.

whereby all liability of locking the can to »ald supporting

block when closing the seam. Is avoided

2. .\ machine for double seaming. Includtng in combina-

tion reciprocating jaws, each having on lt.<T operating face

a curved recess to fold the edges of the head and body of

the can upon pach other to form the seam at the first move-

ment of the jaws, and having a flat portiop to flatten the

folded seam at the second movement of the Jaws, means

for operating said jaws, and a supporting block for sup-

porting the can. and cooperating with saW jaws to fold

the edges, said supporting block being of stbstantlally the

same cross s<»ctional area, for a distance eonslderably be-

low the plane of movement of said jaws, wljereby all liabil-

ity of locking the can to the supporting block when closing

the seam, is avoided.

4. In combination, a disk, a friction wheel In .uga^ie-

ment with the surface ther.'of. a spindle carried bv said

disk and rotatably supporting the latter, and means for

applying a fluid under pressure Into engagement with the

end of said spindle to hold the disk in uniform enga«.'-

ment with the friction wheel

5. In combination, a disk, a friction wheel In engage-

ment with the surface thereof, a spindle secured to said

disk and serving as an axis of rotation, sntl-frlction

bearings for said spindle, a piston upon the outer end

thereof, and means for supplying oil under pressure against

said piston for holding the disk In engagement with the

friction wheel and for lubricating the bearings of said

spindle.

[Claims »5 to n nut printed In the (Jazette ]

888.266 RETAINER FOR BALLBEARINGS Esnst

Sachs. Schweinfurt, Germany, assignor of one half t<)

Jack L. Straub, Lancaster, Pa.

Serial No. 36«.757

i

Filed Apr 17, 1»07.

888.265. POWER TRANSMISSION MEiHANlSM Noe-

MAN RiLAND, New York. N. Y. Filed July 20, 1907. Se-

rial No aS4.7tl.

1. In combination, two oppositely-disposed rotatable

disks, a friction whet'l intermediat.- said disks and in en-

ktagement with the surface of each and movable along

said surfaces to vary the relative speeds of rotation of

said disks and said wheel, and means for applying fluid

pressure to both of said disks to hold them in engagement

with said wheel with equal pressure and to eliminate side

thrust upon the wheel.

2. In combination, a drive wheel, two oppositely-dis-

posed Idlers in engagement therewith an<l rotated In op-

posite directions thereby, a driven wheel in engagement

with each, one of said wheels b«ing axkally movable to

engage with different portions of the Idlers to vary Its

speed of rotation, and means for applying equal fluid pres-

sure to both of said Idlers to neutralise »ide thrust upon

said drive wheel and driven wheel.

1. In a ball beariii;; having ctjnfrontinn bearing surfaces

and an annular series of interposed balls running on said

surfaces, a ball separator ."omprlslng an undulated ring

or annulus of flat metal arranged between and with its

two fares confrontlnk' said bearing surfaces, the undula

tlons of said rln*.' providing pockets alternately in its op

poslte faces in which the balls are confined, said undula

tlons having perforations of smaller diameter than the

balls through which the latter partly project for contact

with said bearing surfaces

2. In a ball-b«-arinK having confront ink' t>earing surfaces

and an annular series of interv)o8ed balls running on said

surfaces, a ball separator comprising nii iiiidnlafe<l ring

or annulus of flat metal arranged between and with its

two faces confronting said bearing surfaces, the undula

tlons of said ring being made square by bending the metal

at right angles and thereby providing pockets only slightly

wider than the diameters of the balls and In which the

balls are conflned. said undulations having perforations

of smaller diameter than the balls through which the latter

partly project for contact with said bearing-surfaces

3 A ball retainer, consisting of an undulated ring of

sheet metal adapted to pass between and receive the suc-

cessive balls of a series alternately In Its pockets and pro-

vided with perforations through which part of the balls

are adapted to project.

4 In a ball-bearing having opposed bearing surfaces

;
and an Interposed annular row of balls, a ball-retainer
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consisting of an undulated ring of sheet-metal adapted to

pass between adjacent balls and receive the successive

balls alternately in the pockets of Its opposite sides, said

pockets having openings through which the balls are

adapted to project and come In contact with the bearing-

surfaces behind the respective pockets.

side of said hub away from the end of the casing, and

pivoted to said lever l)etween its fulcrum and connection

888,267. AIR SHIP. JfLifs C. Savdrik. South Beth-

lehem. Pa Filed Nor 1. 1907. Serial No. 400.231.

a ri*

with said latch bolt ; and a spring adapted to hold said

parts In their normal positions, substantially as described.

1 In an •air ship, the combination of a hoisting pro

peller, a vertical shaft connected therewith, the shaft 10

and propeller 9, 8i)aced friction wheels rotatable with the

vertical shaft, a friction disk arranged to contact with

said wheels and mounted on the shaft 10, means for ad-

justing the shaft 10 to cause said disk to engage either

one of the friction wheels to rotate the shaft 10 in a pre-

determined direction, means for moving the disk across

the operating faces of the friction wheels, and means for

actuating one of the friction wheels to cauw a braking co-

operation thereof with respect to the disk,

2. in an airship, the combination of a hoisting pro-

peller, a vertical shaft connected therewith, the shaft 10

and propeller 9, spaced friction wheels rotatable with the

vertical shaft, a friction disk arranged to contact with

said wheels and mounted on the shaft 10. an adjustable

bearing for the shaft 10, n member for adjusting the bear-

ing to cause the disk to engage with either one of the

friction wheels, means for moving the disk toward and

from the axes of the friction wheels, and an operating de-

vice connected with one of the friction wheels for moving

the same so as to cause both friction wheels to engage the

disk to thereby effect braking action relative thereto.

3. Propeller means for air ships consisting of a pro-

peller comprising a circular buoyant body, and Inclined

blades applied to said projieller upon one side of the huoy

ant body thereof.

4. Propulsion means for air ships comprising a pro-

peller consisting of a buoyant body of circular conforma-

tion, and blades arranged at one side of and partially in

the space surrounded by the body aforesaid, each of said

blades U-ing inclined arcuately and upwardly from the pro-

peller body.

,S In combination with an air ship, steering apparatus

therefor including a rudder comprising a concavo ccinvex

body provided with a depending fin extending from its

concave side at a substantial right angle to the body

[Claim 6 not printed In the tJazette.]

J,268. LATCH William E. Sparks. New Haven.

Conn, assignor to Sargent & Company, New Haven,

Conn., a i:orporatlon of Connecticut. Filed July 29.

1905. Serial No. 271,793.

In a latch, the combination with the casing; of a latch

bolt movable In said casing: a lever fulcrumed at one end

to said casing and at the other end having a pivoted con-

nection with said latch bolt ; a hub located adjacent to

one of the ends of said casing ; a sliding yoke operable by

said hub and having an arm projecting forward on the

8 88,26 9. CUSHION TIRE FOB ROAD - VEHICLE
WHEELS. James Stkvens. Ix)ndon. England Filed Mar.

26. 1906. Serial No. 307.963.

1. A protecting cover for resilient tires of wheels of

road vehicles comprising an endless flexible band around

the periphery of said resilient tire, a series of concavities

in the periphery of the resilient tire, insertion pieces

1 fitting in said concavities and located between said band

and the resilient tire all round the latter to prevent

creep, a series of protecting shoes of channel shape in

cross-section, and means to secure said shoes to the said

band and insertion pieces—to thereby hold said shoes

spaced apart in position over the said resilient tire and a

band of flexible material such as leather or canvas located

between the said insertion pieces and said resilient tire

substantially as described.

2. A protecting cover for resilient tires of wheels of

I road vehicles comprising an endless flexible metal band

i around the periphery of said resilient tire, a series of

' concavities In the periphery of the resilient tire, luijertlon

pieces fitting In said concavities and located between said

band, and the resilient tire all round the latter to prevent

creep, a series of protecting shoes of channel shape In

cross - section, and means to secure said shoes to the

said band and Insertion pieces—to thereby hold said shoes

spaced apart In position over the said resilient tire, and a

band of flexible material such as leather or canvas located

between the said Insertion pieces and said resilient tire

substantially as described.

3. A protecting cover for resilient tires of wheels of
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road vehicle* comprl«ink' hd endless wire P><p^- amunr! th-*

periphery of said r»'«<ill>^nt tire, a serl»»8 of comcavities In the

pf>ri|>h.Ty of th»' reHilipnt tire. Insertion Biecea fitting In

said concaviti''^ and located botwef-n said rope and the

resilient tire all round the latter to prevent creep, a series

of protecting shos of channel shape In cross- sect ion. and

means to secure said shoes to the said ni[ie and Insertion

pieces—to thereby hold said shoes spaced apart In position

over the said resilient tire, and a band .»f flexible mate-

rial such as leather or canvas located between the said

Insertion pieces and said resilient tire substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A protecting cover for resili.'nt tir^s ..f wheels of

road vehicles comprising a ring of tlat wire rope around

the periphery of said resilient tire, a serlas of concavities

in the periphery of the resilient tire. Insertion pieces fit-

ting In said concavities and located betw-m said ropp and

the resilient tire all round the latter to prev.TH cree,). a

series of protecting shoes of channel shape ,ln cros8-s«^ctlon,

and means to secure said shoes to the said n^pe and Insertion

pieces—to thereby hold said shoes spaced apart In posi-

tion over the said resilient tire, and a tiand of tleiible

material such as leather or canvas locafied between the

said Insertion pieces and said resilient tire substantially

as described.

3. A protecting cover for resilient ur»< of wheels of

road vehlclea : comprising an endless luteal hand around

the periphery of said resilient tire, a series of protecting

shoes of channel shape in cross section s.-cured to said

band, and means to flexibly connect th*> flanges of the

shoes, substantially as described

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazettje.

]

1

device when the intermediate spring becomes relaxed and

for bringing the main spring Into winding action again,

said trip device consisting of a stop bar connected to oue

of the outer convolutions of the intermediate spring and

movable to or from the cent.r of the same.

888.270.

Iowa.

WAGON BRAKE. Aakmn .1 IrarNK. Bunch.

Filed Mar. :::.. 1907. Serial No. 364.272.

1. In a device of the class described, ^he combination

with a wht^ied triiclt. of a wagon body, means to hold

aid body on the truck in longitudinal slldable relation, a

transverse brake beam fixed on th. body narwardly of the

wheels of said truck, means for ilraiting the movement of

said body in either direction with relation to the truck.

and a coll spring independent of the brakf and adapted to

restore the l>ody to normal.

2. In a device of the class descrll>ed. the combination

with a wheel truck, of a wagon body supported for longi-

todlnal movement on the truck, a transterse brake beam

fixed on said boily rearwardly of the wherls of said truck,

means to limit the movement of the body in either direc-

tion with relation to the truck, roller bearings on said

truck, means to hold the body down on thi- bearings, and a

coil spring Independent of the wagon !ii ik*' adapted to

hold the body in normal position.

888.271. CLOCK - MOVEMENT. GortAF Stlvax. .I<v

HAimES B. Sylvan, and Emil W. Stlvan, Columbia.

8. C. Filed Sept. 13. 19<)7. Serial No. .392,726.

1. A spring motor transmission gear for clocks 4c..

comprising a main -["ring with windinf mechanism, an

escapement and gears connecting tiu- main spring and

escapement, said gears having interposed in their train

an intermediate spring, arranged to be wound up at In-

tervals by the main spring and to transmit Its power di-

rectly to the escapement, locking devicen for holding the

main spring Inactive during the action of the Interme-

diate spring and a trip device for releasing the locking

2. In a s|irlng motor transmission gear for clocks Ac

the combination of a winding shaft bearing a rigid pinion

and a squared end. a rigidly connected gear wheel and

Itarrel on said squared shaft, a coll spring arranged within

the barrel and having one .'nd attached to the same, a

loose gear wheel on said shaft attached to the other end

of the spring, a trip lever having a pin acted upon by the

expansion and contraction of the coils of the spring and

a trip device for the trip lever

3. In a spring motor transmission sear for rlocks Ac .

the combination of a winding shaft bearing a rigid pinion

and a squared end a rigidly connected gear wheel an.

I

barrel on said squared shaft, a coll spring arranged within

the barrel and having one end attached to the same, a

loose gear wheel on said shaft attached to the other end

of the spring, a trip lever having a pin acted upon by the

expansion and contraction of the colls of the spring, a

stop device for the trlj) lever, and a retarding device for

the winding shaft and gear wheel.

4. A motor transmission gear for clocks Ac, the com-

bination with the prime motor and escapement gears ; of

an int.Tniediate spring, a gear wheel attarbcd to the inner

end of the same, a gear whe»>l parallel with the first named

and having a housing attached to the outer end of the

intermediate spring, a central shaft rigidly connected to

the housing gear, a levtr on th.' outside of the housing

gear and parallel with it and having a pin operated upon

by the outer coll of the Intermediate spring, a movable

stop device for said lever and a speed retarding device held

by said stop devio'

r.. \ transmission gear for clocks Ac . comprising a

prime motor, an escapement and ge.irs connecting the

prime motor and escaf)enient. said gears having Interposed

in their train an intermediate spring, arranged to be

wound up at intervals by the prime motor and to transmit

Its power directly to the escapement, lo<king devices for

holding the prime motor inactive during the action of the

intermediate spring and a trip device for releasing the

locking device when the Intermediate spring becomes re-

laxed and for bringing the prime motor Into winding ac-

tion again, said trip device consisting of a stop bar con-

nected to one of the outer convoltitions of the interme-

' diate spring and movable to and from the center of the

same.

SS8.272. APPARATFS FOR ATTACHING STAV CORDS

TO BUTTONHOLE FIECE8. May.nabd C Thaykr.

Manchester. N H.. assignor to The Reece Button Hole

Machine tompany. Itoaton. Mass, a (Corporation of

Maine. Filed Mar. 4. 1908. Serial No 419,130

1 In a sewing machine, stitch forming mechanism, in-

cluding a longitudinally-reciprocating needle laterally vl

brated on alternate thrusts, means to Intermlttlnglv en

gage and form a transverse bend In the work prior to

each thrust of the needle, an elongated cord guide parallel

Mav 19, 190S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 695

to the longitudinal path of movement of the needle and

having Us delivery end adjacent the bending means, to de-

liver a stay-cord thereto and to the stitch-forming mech-

anism, at the underside of the work and a directing eye

for the cord In front of and alined with the truide

end mounted In said opening, a member arranged at the

side of said head remote from said rod. and means for

rigidly securing said member, aald bead and said rod

together, said rod having a longitudinal bore adapted to

receive a valve rod provided with a head, said member

having an opening comprising a part formed to permit

said valve rod head to pass therethrough, and « portion

formed to permit said valve rod to pass therethrough and

to prevent the passage therethrough of said valve rod

head.

888,274 MARINE VESSEL. Geobgb F. Tklshman, Oak-

land. Cal. Filed Apr. 14. 1904. Serial No. 203,128. Re

newed Apr. 9. 190S. Serial No. 426.083.

2. \ stay - cord guide for button - hole finishing ma-

chines, comprising a plate adapted to be fixedly secured In

place, a tubular guide rigidly mounted thereon, through

which the stay cord passes and from which It is delivered,

and a grooved sheave rotatably mounted on the plate with

Its periphery tangential to the tubular guide, the cord

drawing around the sheave as It panes to the guide.

888.273 PISTON. Joseph E. Thompson. Chattanooga.

Tenn. Filed Nov. 26. 1907. Serial No. 403,874.

1. In combination, a piston head having an opening, a

piston rod having an end mounted in said opening, a

member arranged at the side of said head remote from

said rod, said rod having an extension at the side of said

head remote from said member, and means for rigidly se

curing said member, said head and said rod extension to-

gether.

2. In combination, a piston head having n threaded

opening, a piston rod having a correspondingly threaded

end mounted In said opening, said rod having a flange, a

memlter arranged at the side of said head remote from

said rod. and means for rigidly securing said member, said

head and said flange together.

3. In combination, a piston head having a threaded

opening therethrough, a piston rod having n correspond

Ingly threaded end mounted In said opening, said rod being

provided with an integral flange adjacent to said threaded

end. a member arranged at the side of said head, remote

from said rod. and means for rigidly securing said mem-

ber, said head and said flange together, said rfxl having a

longitudinal bore adapted to receive a valve rod. said mem
ber having an opening adapted to permit the passage there

through of the valve rod.

4. in combination, a piston head havlne an opening, a

piston rod having an end mounted in sakl opening, said

opening being extended to form recesses nt the opposite

faces of said head, said rod having a flanee arranged in

one of said recesses, a member arranged in the other of

said recess, said head, said flange and said member hav-

ing registering openings, and securing means arranged In

said registering openings.

5. In combination, a piston head having a threaded

opening, a piston rod having a correspondingly threaded

134 O. 0.-46

1. A means for enabling a marine vessel to clear itself

from the drag of the water at the stern when the vessel

Is under way, which consists In devices forming a foraml-

I

nous wall covering the submerged sternward facing por-

' tlon of the after part of the hull, and spaced from the

main sheathing of the vessel to form an air chamber, the

' upper portion of the air chamber communicating with the

atmosphere above the water line, whereby as the vessel

moves through the water air Is drawn down through said

chamber and out through said foramlnous wall.

2. A means for enabling a marine vessel to clear Itself

from the drag of the water at the stern when the vessel

is under way. which consists In devices forming a foraml-

nous wall covering the submerged sternward facing after

portion of the hull, and spaced from the main sheathing of

the vessel, the said foramlnous wall extending slightly

al)ove the water line, an Imperforate extension reaching

from the upper end of the foramlnous wall to the deck

line of the vessel, the foramlnous wall and the exten-

sion forming with the sheathing of the vessel an air cham-

ber communicating at its upper portion with the atmos-

phere, whereby as the vessel moves through the water air

is drawn down through said chamber and out through said

foramlnous wall, the said foramlnous wall being formed of

a numl)er of essentially horieontal tubes lying closely to-

gether and open throughout their length.

3. The combination with a propeller driven marine ves-

sel, of a foramlnous wall covering the submerged stern-

ward facing after portion of the vessel and spaced from

the main sheathing thereof to form an air chamber, the

upper part of which is open to the atmosphere above the

water line, and one or more tubes open at t)oth ends and

extending from a point adjacent to the propeller of the ves

sel upward Into communication with the atmosphere above

the water line, whereby when the vessel Is under way air

is drawn down through the said chamber and through the

tubes.

4 The combination with a propeller driven marine ves-

sel, of a tube open at each end and extending from a point

adjacent to the propeller of the vessel upward to a point

above the water line, whereby upon the operation of the

proi>eller air Is drawn down through the tube and out of

the submerged end thereof.

5. The combination with a propeller driven marine ves-

sel, of a foramlnous wall covering the submerged stem-

ward facing after portion of the hull and spaced from the

main sheathing of the vessel, the said foramlnous wall ex-

tending slightly above the water line, an Imperforate ex-

tension reaching from the upper end of the foramlnous

wall to the deck line of the vessel, the foramlnous wall

and the extension forming with the sheathing of the vea-
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wl an air chamh«r extending to the deck line and communi-
cating at Ita upper end with the atmosphere, the aald fo

ramlnouB wall conalatlDg ot a number of borlsontal tubes

lying closely together and open throughoat their length,

and one or more tubes open at both ends and extending

from a point adjacent to the propeller of the vessel up-

ward Into communication with the atmosphere above the

water line.

[Claim 6 not printed in the 'Gazette.]

888,275. ELECTRIC CONDENSER. Matthiw O Tboy.

Lynn, Mass . a*tsl^nor to General Electric Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 31, 1902. Serial

No. It^O.TlT Renewed Nov. 11. 1901. Serial No.

401,730.

1 An electric condenser built up of sheetn of conducting

material separated by Juxtaposed sheets of paper, one
sheet of paper being varnished and the other sheet coated

or Impregnated with wax.

2. An electric condenser built up of sheets of conduct-

ing material separated by Juxtaposed sheets of paper, one
sheet of paper being varnished and the other sheet coated

or Impregnated with parafRn.

.3. An electric condenser built up of sheets of conducting
material separated by Juxtaposed sheets of paper, one
sheet of paper being coated with a material having rela-

tively high resistance to puncture or break down, and the

other sheet coated or impregnated with a material having
a higher Insulation resistance than the Irst mentioned
material.

•88,^76. SPRING BED-BOTTOM. Joseph G. Vbmable.
Sr , Mahomet. Ill Filed May IS. 1907. Serial No.
374,318.

1. A spring bed bottom comprising top and bottom lon-

gitudinal and transverse cross members, drcnlar springs

disposed between them and having diametrically disposed

apertures, stop devices or bumpers arranged within each
spring for limiting the compression thereof and conaiatlng

of metal strips having apertured ends overlapping and dis-

posed against the members, and the wires extending
through the apertures of the springs and Aevicea and ar-

ranged to bind the devices to the said members.
2 .\ spring bed bottom comprising top and bottom lon-

gitudinal and transverse members, circular springs having
diametrically disposed openings, bumpers arranged at the
openings and within the springs and having portions dis-

posed between the members where they crosa, and tie wires
for binding the members together at tha points where
they cross, and passing through the apertures of the
springs for secnring the latter and bumpers to the mem-
bers and prerentlng lateral movement of the bumpers.

3 In a spring bed bottom, the comblnatlan of a resilient

element, croas members disposed one within and one with-

out the element, a hamper consisting of a strip of metal
having its ends disposed between the internal member and
element, and a tie wire for securing all of said parts to-

gether.

4. In a spring bed bottom, the combination of an annu-
lar resilient element having an aperture, cross members
one extending within and the other without the element
at the aperture thereof, a strip of metal forming a bumper
having apertured ends overlapping and disposed between
the Internal member and element at the aperture thereof,

a tie wire straddling the Internal member and passing
through the apertures of the bumper and element and
passing over the outer member and having Its ends fas-

tened to the Inner member.
5. A spring bed bottom comprising top and bottom lon-

gitudinal and transverse members, endless springs dis-

posed between the top and bottom members, a pair of

hollow oppositely disposed bumpers arranged within each
spring, and a fastening wire securing each bumper In fixed

relation to the adjacent ring and also securing it to both
members and holding the members together.

(Claim not printed in the 'Jazette.]

888.277 ELECTRIC HEATER Hjaluar Wahlqcist.
I'hIladPlphla. Pa. Filed Dec. 12. 1907. Serial No.
4(>6,136.

The combination of a vessel, and an electric heater pro-

vided with a bead for engaging a portion of said vessel so

as to support said heater

888,278 BROODER. Eh.vkst M Wallace. St. Joseph,

Mo. Filed Mar. 1, 1907. Serial No. 360.031.

in a brooder, a casing, a depending partition therein

terminating short of the floor thereof, and carrying a

flexible curtain, said partition dividing said casing Into

exercising and heating chambers, cleats having spaces

therebetween affording communication between said cham-
bers, a floor constituted of transverse spaced slats sup-

ported on said cleats, a heating pipe within said heating

chamber, a source of heat supply commnnlcatlng with said

heating pipe, and air draft openings provided In said

casing.

888,279. PNEUMATIC HAMMER. Gcstak 8. Wallin.
Stockholm. Sweden, assignor to Firm of Nya Aktlebola-

get Atlas, Stockholm. Sweden. Filed Oct. 18, 1907.

Serial No, 398.007.

.\n appliance of the character described comprising two
handles fixed with respect to each other ; one of the said

May 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 697

handles being provided with a transversely disposed open-

ing to receive one hand of an operator, and the other

handle extending laterally from the first mentioned handle

S88.281. EYEGLASSES. William H. Wkaseb, Pittsfield,

Mass. Filed Sept. 20, 1906. Serial No. 335.422.

and r«'8ting in transvorse alinement with the opening

thereof and having a longitudinally dlspof*ed opening to

receive the other hand of the operator.

888,280 EXTENSIBLE PICTURE FRAME
Watws, New York, N. Y., and Alexander
Wilkes Barre, Pa. Filed Sept. 5. 1907.

391,458.

James A
W. Watt,
Serial No.
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port and stop device

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Oaiette.]

S88.284. MAIL BAG DELIVERING AND CATCHING
DEVICE. Jambs H. Whitakcr, Norwich, Conn. Filed

Oct 2r,, 1907. S«Tla! No r^n9..'Hr>.!.

inder provided with exhaust ports and two ».>t8 of ad- I out of said pred^-termlned position, a movable stop device.

mission ports for air and fuel, and a power piston working ' and means for automatically coupling together the sup-

in the cylinder and adapted to cover and uncover said

ports, of an air pump, conduits connected with th*- two

sets of admission ports which are supplied from the pump,

mean« rontrolllng the tlow through one of the conduits

whert-tiy the charge of the pump is delivered successively

through the air admission ports for scavenging the cylln

der and the fuel admission ports for carrying th*» fuel

charge into the cylinder, and means for delivering fuel to

the carrying charge.

5. In an explosive f-nglne, the comblnatton with a cyl-

inder provided with exhaust ports, alr-a^mlsslon ports

and tuel-adml.sslon ports, and a working piston controlling

said ports, of an air pump, a branched alr-carrylng con-

dnit extending from the pump to the separaCe air- and fuel-

admission ports, and means for Injecting fuel Into the

branch of the conduit leading to the fuel-a*mls8lon ports.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed In the Gazette.]

-
I

888,283 MAIL-BAG CATCHING AND DELIVERING
.\PPAHATrS Gbobqi A. Whitb and William F.

METia. Wellsvtlle. Mo Filed Mar 25. 1908 Serial No.

423.196.

1 Th^• combination with a bag gripping member and a

swinging support therefor; of means having an inclined

face and cooperating with the support to •wing said sup

port by gravity and shift it out of a precketermined posl

tlon, .said support being mounted to travel upon the In

cllned face.

2. The combination with a bag gripping member and a

swinging support therefor; of means having an inclined

face and cooperating with the support to swing said sup-

port by gravity and shift it out of a predetermined posi-

tion, an antifriction device carrl.>d by the support and

disposed to travel upon the Inclined face, and means for

locking the support in a predetermined elevated position

upon said face.

3. The combination with a bag gripping member and a

swinging support therefor ; of cooperating means for hold-

ing the support In a predetermined position, one of said

means operating by gravity upon the other means to

actuate the support when moved out of said predetermined

position, and means for automatically locking s*ld co-

operating means together subsetjuent to mch movement.

4. The combination with a bag gripping member and a

swinging support therefor ; of cooperating means for hold-

ing the support in a predetermined posltloft, said means co-

operating to swing the support by gravity when moved out

of laid predetermined position, and ylel4able means for

stopping the swinging movement of the support.

5. The combination with a bag gripping member and a

swinging support therefor : of cooperating means for hold-

ing the support In a predetermined position, said means co-

operating to swing the support by gravity when moved

1. In a mail bag dellvertng device, the combination of a

supported structure, a pivoted frame thereon, a bag-sup-

porting member mounted on the frame, means for per-

mitting the raemlMT to move to a position for dropping

a mail bag when the said bag is caught, and a w»»lght

connected with the member for maintaining tho arm In

either holding or discharging position.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a bracket, a rail thereon, a frame movable on th** rail,

an arm movahily mounted on the frame and movable there-

with, and means for holding the arm In a position to re

tain a bag and adapted to permit the arm to move when

a pull Is e.xtTted on the bag

3. In a d<Mice of the class described, the combination

of a support, a circular rail thereon, a pivoted frame

bearing on the rail, an arm mounted on the frame to turn,

and means connected with the arm for holding the lattt'r

in a position to retain a bag and aiiapted to permit the

arm to turn for discharging the bag

4. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a supporting structure, a rail thereon, a swinging fram*-

slldably bearing on the rail, an arm rf'movably mounted on

the frame and having its outer portion bent out of line

with its inner portion, a hook on the extremity of the arm,

and an adjustable means for holding the arm In a position

to cause the hook to retain a mall bag and to pt-rralt thi-

arm to turn to throw the hook to releasing position

5. In a device of the class described, thp combination

of a supporting structure, a pivoted frame ther»K)n, a mem
ber removably mounted on the frame and adapted to turn,

said member having Its outer portion dl8p<j8<Hl at an angle

to Its Inner portion, a hook on the outiT extrimlty of the

member, and an adjustable weight connected with the arm

for holding the same together with the bag thereon In set

position and adapted to permit the arm to turn for re-

It^asing the bag

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qasette.]

8 8 8 . 2 8 .">
. ELP:CTRIC LOCK Solomon W Wibkl,

Nathan J. McAlonby, and William R Ccnnmmjham,

Denver, rolo Filed Jan. 29, 1906. Serial No. 298,424.

May 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 699

the electro-magnet, the locking device having an armature

part adaptt'd to be acted on by the energized magnet to

operate the locking device, stationary terminals suitably

separated and electrically connected with the coils of the

magnet, an external circuit, and a portable device adapted

to be connected with the external circuit at one extremity

and with the terminals of the magnet at the other ex-

tremity, to complete the circuit through the magnet coils.

888.286. END-GATE FOR WAGONS. Bkrtni* M. WiL-

HiTTt, Gordon.

381,872.

Nebr. Filed July 1907. Serial No.

••v

1 The combination of a wagon body having open bear-

ings projecting therefrom, and an i-nd gate having side

wings, the body of the gate tK'ing provided with journals

entering the bearings and the wings with hooks engaging

said bearings

2 The comtiinatiori of a wagon t>ody, having laterally

projecting bearings, said bearings being open at their

upper sides, arid an end gate having side wings, the body

of the gate having Journals entering the bearings and the

wings hooks, the openings of which ar<> disposed up-

wardly, said hooks engaging the bearings

3 The combination of a wagon body having laterally
**" projecting bearings, said bearings being open at their up-

per sides and provided with flanges, and an end gate hav

ing side wings, the body of the gate being provided with

projecting Journals entering the bearings and the wings

with hooks engaging the bearings between the flanges

thereof, the openings of the hooks being disposed up-

wardly.

4 The combination with a wagon box body, of an end

gate formed of metal plate. Integral wings on the end

gate, lateral Journal ends on the lower edge of thp end

gate, bracket plates having open boxes on their outer ends

and secured on the sides of the wagon body, said boxes re-

ceiving the Journal ends, guard plates on the wings, hav-

ing hook like ends that engage with the exteriors of the

open boxes, and means carried on the wagon body, adapted

for holding the end gate closed or Inclined in dlflferent

positions.

5 The combination with a wagon box body, of an end

gate formed of plate metal having Integral wings, means

for reinforcing the gate and wlng«. lateral Journal ends

on a rod held In a tubulatlon on the lower edge of the

gate, bracket plates secured on the sides of the wagon

body and having open boxes thereon which receive the

Journal ends, guard plates on the wings, having hook mem
bers that engage the boxes, a latch bar pivoted on each

wing and having notches In Its lower edge, and a keeper

plate on each side of the box body, having a latch loop

through which a respective latch bar slides and may have

any notch therein engaged with a respective latch loop,

for holding the end gate closed or Inclined in different

positions.

The combination with a keep*-r connected with the part

to be secured, a locking device suitably fnlcrumed abdve

888.287. SOAP -SHAVER. John H. Williams. Wllkes-

Barre. Pa. Filed May IB. 1907. Serial No 373,779.

\ device of the kind described comprising a U shape

wire frame, the bow portion of said frame being bent at

an angle to the body portion, the side members of the

frame adjacent the bow portion being bent upon them

selves forming loops adapted to engage the Inner side of a

receptacle, the bow portion engaging the outer side, a

plate carried by said frame, an end portion of the plate

being transversely curved and extending into said loops.

and tongues forming cutting blades punched from said

plate.

888.288. BALL-AND SOCKET JOINT FOR PIPE CON-
NECTIONS. Jan H, Windemlller. Rotterdam. Nether-

lands Filed Oct. 22. 1906. Serial No. 340,046

1. A ball and socket Joint comprising two main parts

having a chamber containing a packing material associ-

ated therewith, one of said main parts carrying a ball

bearint surface, and the other main part carrying a part

contacting with said packing material and adjustable

relatively to said last mentioned main part, and a ring

contacting with said adjustable part and bearing against

said ball bearing surface whereby when said adjustable

part is moved In the proper direction, the packing mate-

rial is compressed, but the said ring is not acted upon,

substantially as described.

L' .\ ball and socket joint for pipes, comprising two

parts, providing a chamber between them adapted to con-

tain a packing material, one carrying a ball and the other

part carrying a means adjustable relatively to said other

part, a ring adjustably fixed In said means and bearing

against said wall, and a second ring adjustably connected

with the part carrying the hall and adapted to adjust the

said first ring and hold the same against the said ball,

whereby when the said part is adjusted the said rings

are acted upon, substantially as described.

3. In a ball and socket joint for pipes, the combination

of a fixed part provided with an adjustable part adjustable

in said fixed part, and a ring adjustably seated In said

fixed part, a movable part provided with a ball fixed there-

to, a second ring secured In said fixed part and contact-

ing with said first ring, the contacting faces of each of

said rings being concentric with the surface of said ball,

and the sadd fixed and movable parts providing between

them a space adapted to receive a packing, means whereby

the said adjustable part may be adjusted to compress the

said packing means without acting upon the said rings

and the said movable part may be moved at will, substan-

tially as described.

4. In a ball and socket Joint for pipes, the combination

of a movable part i, provided with a ball p, and a pair of

rings h, adjustably secured to said part i, and a fixed

part a, provided with a part k adjustable in said fixed

part, a third ring / adjustably secured In said part k, and

contacting at one end with one of said first mentioned
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rlngs on said movable part i, and at lt« other end with

said bail, and a second part, f^'. also, adjustably secured

to said fixed part and contacting at one end with the other

of said first mentioned rings and at Its oftier end with said

ball, substantlallj aa described.

5 In a ball and socket joint for pipes, the combination

of a movable part i, a ball g, fixed on said part, rings ;», h

adjustable on said part, a fixed part a, parte k and / adjust-

ablo relatively to said part a, a ring adjustable In one of

said parts, each of said rings being provided with contact-

ing surfaces concentric to the surface at said ball, and

said parts a and 1 forming a chamber bet\teen them adapt-

ed to recelv.' packing material, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,2Sc> TR.\IN-PIPE COUPLING. Ewsss B. Wittb.

Trentun, .\. J. Filed Oct. 21, 1907. Serial No. 398,348.

1. In an air-brake system, a coupler Having a spring-

pressed air escape valve, and manually controlled means

for locking said valve In lU cloaed posltloa.

2. In an air-brake system, a coupler fcaving a spring-

pressed air escape valve, means for locking said valve In Its

closed position, and means for disengaging said locking

means upon the coupling up of the cars carrying said

couplers.

3. In an air-brake system, a coupler having an air es-

cape valve, locking means adapted to prevent movement of

said valve, and means for dlaensmglng said locking means

upon the coapllng up of the cars carrying said couplers.

4. In an air-brake system, a conpler kavlng a spring-

pressed air escape valve, and means for locking It In Its

open or closed position.

5 In an air-brake system, a coupler having a spring-

pressed air escape valve, means for locking It In Its open

or closed position, and a stop for normtlly holding said

locking means In an inoperative position.

[Claims 8 to 18 not printed In the Gai«tte.]

888,290 MUSIC ROLL- M.\RKING DEVICE. Philip

Wlest. Jr. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The .\ato-

Manual Piano .\ctlon Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a

Corporation of New Jerpy. Filed Feb. 5, 1908. Serial

No. 414.318.

1. The combination with the tracker bat having a speclsl

duct and with the music sheet having a longitudinal series

of perforations adapted to register with said duct ; of a

marking device ; means for automatically actuating said

marking device Including pneumatic devlices controlled by

atmospheric communication through said duct ; and means

for manually shifting said marking device laterally with

relation to the sheet.

•J. The combination with the tracker her, having a spe-

cial duct and with the music sheet havlBg a longitudinal

series of perforations adapted to reglstef with said duct

;

of a marker lever ; an actuator therefor comprising a pneu-

matic diaphragm connected with said lever ; a vacuum
chamber arranged In operative relation to said diaphragm :

a valve for controlling the communication between said

vacuum ihamber and said diaphragm : pneumatic actu-

ating means for said valve, arranged in operative relation

to said special duct ; and means for shifting said marker

lever laterally with relation to the music sheet.

3. The combination with the tracker bar having a special

duct, with the music sheet having a lonijitudlnal series of

perforations adapted to register with saW duct, and with

a tempo controller raoTable laterally with relation to the

sheet ; of a marker lever ; an actuator therefor carried by

said tempo controller, said actuator comprising a pneu-

matic diaphragm connected with said lever ; a flexible tube

connected with said actuator ; a vacuum chamber commu-

nicating with said tube ; a valve, controlling the commu

nlcatlon through said tube ; and pneumatic actuating

means for said valve arranged In operative relation to said

special duct.

888,291. VENDING-MACHINE. Albibt B. Wiatt, Ho-

boken. N. J., assignor to The Great American Automatic

Vending Machine Company, Hoboken, N. J., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 28, 1906. Serial No

349.802.

/--

1. In a check-controlled device, the combination of a re-

ceptacle provided with a horizontal plate, a check chute

arranged to deposit a check at a certain place on the said

plate, a swinging operating lever normally held at said

place on the plate and provided with a curved abutment

edge for engaging one side of the check, a companion

swinging lever having an undercut abutment face arranged

to engage the opposite edge of the coin In said position,

said companion lever being advanced upon swinging of the

operating lever by engagement of the check therebetween,

said plate having an opening to receive the check upon

being advanced by said lever, the portion of the coin adja-

cent the operating lever when in the advanced position

being supported at the margin of said opening In the plate,

means for ejecting an article on the movement of the com-

panion lever to Its advanced position, means for returning

the operating lever, means for starting the return of the

ejecting means, means connected with the operating lever

for completing the return of said ejecting means, and

means through the medium of which said ejecting means

will effect the return of said companion lever after the par

tlal return of said operating lever.

2. In a check-controlled device, the combination of a re-

ceptacle provided with a horizontal plate, a check chute

arranged to deposit a check at a certain place on the said
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plate, a swinging operating lever normally held at said

place on the plate and provided with a curved abutment

edge for engaging one side of the check, a companion

swinging lever having a curved abutment face arranged to

engage the opposite edge of the coin in said position, said

companion lever being advanced upon swinging of the op

eratlng lever by engagement of the check therebetween,

said plate having an opening to receive the check upon

btiuK advanced by said levers, the portion of the coin adja-

cent the operating lever when in the advanced position

being supported at the margin of said opening In tiie plate,

means for ejecting an article on the movement of the com-

panion lever to Its advanced position, means for returning

the operating lever, means for starting the return of the

ejecting means, means connected with the operating lever

for completing the return of said ejecting means, and

means through the medium of which said ejecting means

will effect the return of said companion lever after the

partial return of said operating lever.

3. In a check-controlled device, the combination of a re-

ceptacle provided with a horizontal plate, a check chute

arranged to deposit a check at a certain place on the said

plate, an operating lever normally held at said place on

the plate and provided with a curved abutment edge for

engaging one side of the check, a second lever having an

undercut abutment face arranged to engage the opposite

edge of the coin in said position, said second lever i>elng

advanced upon swinging of the first lever by engagement

of the check therebetween, said plate having an opening

to receive the check upon being advanced by said levers,

the portion of the coin adjacent the operating lever when

In the advanced position being supported by the margin of

said opening In the plate, means for ejecting an article by

the movement of the second lever to its advanced position,

means for returning the operating lever when released to

normal position, and Independent means for returning the

second lever and ejector means to normal position, said lat-

ter means t>elng Inoperative until engagement of the ejec-

tor means by said operating lever and thereby advanced

for a part only of the return movement whereupon said re-

turning means will continue the return movement of said

ejector members to their normal position.

4. In a check-controlled device, the combination of a re-

ceptacle provided with a horlsontal plate, a check chute

arranged to deposit a check at a certain place on the said

plate, an operating lever normally held at said place on

the plate and provided with an undercut abutment edge

for engaging one side of the check, a second lever having a

curved abutment face arranged to engage the opposite edge

of the coin In said position, said second lever being ad-

vanced upon swinging of the first lever by engagement of

the check therebetween, said plate having an opening to

receive the check upon being advanced by said levers, the

portion of the coin adjacent the operating lever when in

the advanced position being supported by the margin of

said opening in the plate, means for ejecting an article by

the movement of the second lever to Its advanced position,

a spring for returning the operating lever when released to

normal position, a separate spring for returning the sec-

ond lever and ejecting means to normal position after the

operating lever has effected part of Its return movement,

said latter spring being Inoperative until engagement of

the article ejector by said operating lever and thereby ad-

vanced for a part only of the return movement, whereupon

said second spring will continue the return movement of

said ejector members to their normal position.

5 In a check controlled device, the combination of a

receptacle provided with a horizontal plate, a check chute

arranged to deposit a check at a certain place on the said

plate, an operating lever normally held at said place on

said plate and provided with a curved abutment edge for

engaging one side of the check, a second lever having an

undercut abutment face arranged to engage the opposite

edge of the check In said position, said second lever being

advanced upon swinging of the first lever by engagement

of the check therebetween, the plate having an opening to

receive the check upon being advanced by said levers, the

portion of the coin adjacent the operating lever being sup-

ported at the margin of said opening In the plate when in

the advanced position, means for ejecting an article by

the movement of the second lever to its advanced posi-

tion, means for returning the operating lever when re-

leased to normal position, means for returning the second

lever and ejecting means to normal position after the oper-

ating lever has effected part of Its return movement, means
for returning the operating lever to the normal position,

means for causing a partial return of the second lever and

actuator means from the first lever at the intermediate

part only of the return movement, and means independent

of said returning means for returning the second lever

and actuating means to normal position.

[Claims 8 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,292. FAN. Idolf X. Yocngbebg. Tacoma. Wash.

Filed June 5, 1907. Serial No. 377,366.

1 A portable hand-operated fan comprising a frame In-

cluding a base and spaced standards projecting upwardly

therefrom, a driving motor, including a master gear, ar

ranged between and supported by the standards of the

frame, drums revolubly mounted independently of each

other and of said master gear and each having a ratchet

wheel, said drums being disposed on opposite sides of the

master gear and between the same and said standards,

spring-pressed pawls carried by the gear and engaging said

ratchet wheels, lever mechanism supported by the base of

the frame and spring-actuated In one direction, a bow

actuated by said lever mechanism and arranged below said

gear and drum and having arms extending In opposite di-

rections through the frame in opposite directions beyond

the drums, and cords partly wound on the drum and con-

nected to the oppositely extending arms of the bow, said

cords being wound reversely on the respective drums.
•_' .\ portable hand-operated fan comprising a frame In-

cluding spaced side pieces or standards and a base piece

connecting the same, a driving motor including a gear

journaled between said standards, spring pressed pawls

carried thereby, drums dlspf)sed on opposite sides of said

gear and between the same and the standards, said drums

being revoluble Independently of the gear and of each other

and having ratchet wheels engaged by said pawls, relatively

stationary and movable levers at the lower end of the

frame, the stationary lever being supported by the base

piece of the frame, a t)Ow carried by the movable lever

and having oppositely extending arms projecting below

the drums and through the frame and in opposite direc-

tions beyond the same, a spring for actuating the mov-

able lever In one direction, and cords attached to the op-

positely extending arms of the bow and to the drums and

wound in reverse directions on said drums.
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888.283. FRL'IT CrTTER. Hexht Ai.i-1 Cutter R. R.

Station, Cal. Filed Nov. 20. i;t07. Sori*il No. 403.DOO.

1. The improved fruit-cutter comprising a blade, a

handle attached to one end thereof and arranged substan-

tially at right angles thereto and in the sawe plane there-

with, the said handle having In the sam«' plane with the

hladf" two loops for reception of Angers of the operator'«

hand, and the cutting edge of the blade being on Its outer

side, as set forth.

_'. The improv^.l fruit-cutter comprislftg a blade, a

handle secured to one end of same and formed of wire.

on>» portion of which is twisted around th« other and ex-

tended laterally, the extensions being constructed as loops

adapted to recelv>' the Angers of the operttor's hand, as

described.

888,294 TABLE F()R MEAT. SAUSACrE. AND THE
LIKE. William B. Akfleck. F'hiladelphla. Pa Filed

Mav 2*. IDOT S»>rial No. .'576.210.

1 .\ table formed of steel having Inclined bottom wall

and suitably enamelf^d, said bottom wall laaving openings
therein and a plurality uf Independently rtmovable recep-

tacles adapted fo be seated In said openiqgs and having
overturned edges, said table being provided with a drain,

and said bottom wall inclining in all dln^ctlons toward
said drain.

J. .\ table formed of steel having Inclined bottom wall

and suitably enameled, said bottom wall Ijaving openings
th»»rein and a plurality of Independently removable re-

cf-ptacies adaptf'd to be seated In said openings and having
overturned edges, said overturned edges being provided
with cut-away portions, said table being pn-ovlded with a

drain, and said i.ottom wall inclining la all directions

toward said drain

3. .\. table for the purpose stated forme4 of metal suit-

ably enameled and having a drain toward which the bot-

tom wall of the tahle Inclines from all fllrectlons, said

bottom wall beinsr provided with a plurality of openings
and a table having a surrounding turned over ed8:e ele-

vated abov(» th-' plane of the l>ottom and having slots

therf'in. and independently removal)le vessels fitted to said

openings and having cut away portions nt their upper
ends.

mediate horliontal wires connecting the end wires and
each composed of sections, the adjoining ends of which

are twisted together to form hooks. Intermediate vertical

wires connecting the horizontal wires and leaving open-

ings between the vertical and horizontal wires, one or

-TT
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888,295. KITCHEN RACK. Bertik L Bailbt, Gre«»-

ton. Ga. FlK'd Oct. ll. 1907 Serial No^ 398.638.

.V rack for the purpose set forth embodying a frame
comprising vertical end wires, top and bottom and Inter-
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more drier arms Journaled on the vertical end wires and

adapted to fold into the adjacent opening or openings, and

one or more clothes pins journaled on each arm and

adapted to be turned so as to lie In the opening or open-

ings and within the plane of the rack.

888.296. STUMP - PI'LI-ER. Robert B Barbow. Red
Level. Ala Filed Sept 13, 1907 Serial No, 302.749.

A stump puller comprising a rectangular frame, cross

bars connected to said frame, and a brace bar also con-

nected with the frame, a shaft mounted at the Intersection

of the cross bar. a gear wheel secured to said shaft, a

skeleton frame comprising legs mounted upon a ring

bolted to the frame, the upper end of said legs being con

nected and the shaft passed through said frame, a pinion

mounted upon the shaft Journaled in the skeleton frame

secured to the frame of the puller, a lever socket connected

to said shaft, a pinion on said shaft In mesh with said

gear wheel, and a pawl connected to said shaft to engage

the teeth of the gear wheel, substantially as described.

8 88,297. ("OMBINEH RT'BBER DAM AND TOOTH
BACKINi; PINCH. Harry M Bei.i.. Houston, Tex.

Filed Jan. 21, 1907. Serial No. 353,404.

//.^-5
-J

W^^t^r-Trr"
^^i

A device of the type set forth comprlaing upper and

lower flat fared members having crossed pivoted handles, a

spring Interposed t)etween said handles and tending to

force the members normally apart, the upper member being

formed with a longitudinal recess of hour glass shape ex

tending from the front edge thereof, conformably shaped

blocks detachably engaKe<l in snld recess, pins carried

by said blocks and pointing towards the lower member,

the lower member being formed with a dovetail recess

extending longitudinally from the front edge thereof and

a bed of bard cork disposed in said recess.

888,298. OYSTER CARRIER. Robert C Bender. 8t.

Louis, Mo. Filed July 23. 1907. " Serial No. 385.229.

1. An oyster carrier comprising a cylindrical body, a

reticulated wall concentrically arranged within the cylln
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drlcal body, a ring fixed on the Interior of the body and
I

5. The method of extruding metal tubing consisting of

engaging the upper end of the reticulated wall, means the provision of n hollow heated metal billet, the location

whereby the reticulated wall Is held aealnst removal
,
of a mandrel within said hollow billet, and the extruding

through the fixed ring, and means whereby the reticulated ;
of the metal about said mandrel and through a die

wall Is held against rotation within the body.

2. An oyster carrier, comprising a receptable. a ring

flxe<l to the receptacle In the upper portion thereof, n re-

ticulated wall concentrically arranged In the receptacle,

and the upi.er end of said wall being engaged by the ring,

lugs on the reticulated wall beneath the ring, and a plu-

rality of oyster receptacles removably positioned within

the reticulated wall.

."?. \x\ oyster carrier, comprising a receptacle, a retlcu

lated wall concentrically arranged therein, a ring made

In mating halves fixed to the receptacle and engaglnir the

upper end of the reticulated wall, means whereby the re

ticulated wall Is held against rotation within the recep

tarle. a plurality of Independent oyster receptacles remov

ably arranged within the reticulated wall, and means

looselt arranged on the bottom of the receptacle within

the reticulated wall for maintaining the bottom of the

lowermost oyster receptacle above the bottom of the re-

ceptacle.

888.299. EXTRUSION MACHINE. Georgk H Hbnja-

MiN, New York, N. Y.. assignor to Coe Brass Manufac

turing Company, a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed

Feb. 7. VM\^ Serial No. 414.795.

.V %
1. An extrusion machine comprising a container adapt

ed to contain a heated billet, a die for the delivery end of

the container, a mandrel adapted to extend forwardly

through said die, a pusher, and means forward of said

die for centering said mandrel.

2. .An extrusion machine comprising a container adapt-

ed to contain a heated billet, a die for the delivery end of

the container, a mandrel adapted to extend forwardly

through said die. a pusher, and a set of rolls forward of

said die for centering said mandrel

3. An extrusion machine comprising a container adapt-

ed to contain a heated billet, a die for the delivery end of

the container, 'a mandrel adapted to extend forwardly

through said die. a pusher, and means forward and in the

rear of said die for centering said mandrel

4. An extrusion machine comprising a container adapted

to contain a heated billet, a die for the delivery end of

the container, a mandrel adapted to extend forwardly

through said die. a pusher, a set of operating rolls on op-

posite sides of said mandrel for finishing the surface of

the extended member and operating to center said mandrel

[Claims 6 to ft not printed in the Gazette.]

888.800. AUTOMATIC STOP - MOTION MECHANISM
FOR POWERLOOMS. Fritz Blimbk, Engl. Switzer-

land. Filed Sept. 19. 1904. Serial No. 225.133.

1. In n stop motion mechanism for looms, the combi-

nation with detector plates supported by the warp threads,

a weft fork pivotally supported, and the weft hammer

adapted to engage said fork : of an oscillating feeler

mounted below said plates, an adjustable connection be-

tween said feeler and the tall of said fork, a bent rod

mounted on the feeler, a cam pressing the rod In one

direction, and a spring pressing the feeler in the opposite

direction.

2. In a stop motion mechanism for looms, the combina-

tion with detector plates supported by the warp threads, a

weft fork pivotally supported, and the weft hammer

adapted to engage said fork : of an oscillating feeler

mounted l>elow said plates, yielding means for moving It in

opposite directions, a hook engaging the tall of the fork,

connections between the feeler and hook, and a collar ad

JuBtable parallel with the length of the fork and having

an apertured portion loosely engaging said hook.

3. In a stop motion mechanism for looms, the comblna

tlon with detector plates supported by the warp threads, a

weft fork pivotally supported, and the weft hammer adapt-

ed to engage said fork : of an oscillating feeler mounted

below said plates, a hook engaging the tall of the fork and

having an elbow, a bell crank lever on one arm of which

said elbow rests, connections between Its other arm and

said feeler, a rod parallel with the fork, and a collar ad-

justable longitudinally on said rod and loosely engaging

said hook for adjusting its point of connection with said

fork.

4. In a stop motion mechanism for looms, the combina-

tion with detector plates supported by the warp threads,

a weft fork pivotally supported, and the weft hammer

adapted to engage said fork : of an oscillating feeler

mounted below said plates, a hook engaging the tall of the

fork and having an ellww. a support for said elbow, means

for raising and lowering said support by the movements

of the feeler, a rod pivotally supporting said fork and

standing parallel with Its tall, a collar mounted on said

rod and having a depending portion apertured and loosely

surrounding the hook, and a set screw for adjusting the po-

sition of the collar on the rod and hence of the hook on the

fork.

88S,.'i01. .AIR -SHIP (;E<iR<iE Bi.i.r', Plalnfleld. N. J.

Filed Nov. 7. 1907 Serial No 401,104.

1 An airship. Including a hull and a gas-bag composed of

a plurality of sections movable in relatively different

planes.

2. An air ship. Including a hull and a gas-hag and com-

posed of a plurality of sections, one of said sections being

movable In a substantially vertical plane, and the other

of said sections being movable in a substantially horizontal

plane.
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3 In an air ship, a hnll composed of a plurality of aec- 1

tlons plToted together and reiativelj mov»ble In different

planes.

4. In an air ship, a ^as bat; composfd 9f a plurality of

sections pivoted togt'tht^r and relatively movable In differ-

ent planes.

5. In an air ship, a hull bavini? a pivoted forward sec-

tion movabl*' in a vtrtical plane, and a pivoted rear sec-

tion movable in a horizontal plane, a glis-bag having a

pivoted forward and a pivoted rear section correspondingly

movable, and na^ans connecting the adjacent sections of

the gas-bag and hull together.

[riaims 6 to \2 not printed in the Gazette.]

885.302. WHEEL TIRE. Faa.vK N. Botan.v, Riverside.

Cal. Filed Oct. 29. 1907. Serial No. 3&9.860.

Tided with bed sprlnK". rack bars secured to the under face

of the elevating section, a supporting frame pivoted di-

rectly to the Bide bars of the main frame below the ele-

vating frame and having a member extending downward

below the pivot of said supporting frame, pawls carried

by Fhe supporting frame, a spring connected with the

head cross bar of the main fram.' and with the lower end

of said downwardly extending member of the supporting

frame for holding said pawls In constant engagement with

the said racks, the said pawls b^-ing held In engagement

with the ends of the racks when the elevating frame Is in

Its lowest or horizontal position and following said ele-

vating frame when the latter is raised, means exteriorly

operated f»r withdrawing the pawls from engagement with

the said racks, and an upholst.'red section supported by

the bed springs and extending In continuity from end to

end of the structure.

3. The combination with a main frame, and t>ed springs

supported thereby, of an end section hinged to the main

frame and likewise provided with bed springs, rack bars

secured to the under faces of the .•^ide members of the said

end section, a supporting frame pivoted directly to the

side members of the main frame and comprising upper and

lower horizontal bars, and vertically arranged connecting

bars located one at each end of fhe supporting framt- and

one at the center thereof, the central bar extending down-

ward below the pivot of the supporting frame, pawls car-

ried at th»' t^nds of said supporting frame and adapted to

engage with the teeth of said rack bars, and a spring con-

nected to the main frame and to the lower end of the cen-

tral vertical bar of the supporting frame for holding

the pawls In i>nktagem»»nt with the teeth of the rack bars.

A vehicle wheel having a rim provided with a flattened

tread surface and provided at one side of said surface

with an Integral annular flange, the said tread surface

being formed at Intervala with transverse grooves, a me-
tallic tire having a flattened base resting against said

flattened tr»»ad surface, said tire being engaged at one
side by said flange, transverse ribs upon the flattened

surface of the tire engaging the grooves in the rim, and
a removable retaining flange at the opposite side of the

rim engaging the opposite side of the tlfe and engaging
and holding said ribs seated In the grooves.

888,303 B0X-8FRINO. JoHV M. BowEfts and William
R. Close. New York. N Y. Filed Feb. 39, 1907. Serial

No. 35'<,29»J.

888,304 PRODUCTION OF FERTILIZERS. FILTER-

ING MATERIALS. AND THE LIKE. Jambs Bbioht-

MORE, Tidesweli, England. Filed Oct. 16, 1907 Serial

No. 397.721.

1. The herein described process for the producUon of

fertlllxers from materials of the character described, such

as lime, and lime ashes, consisting in reducing the mate-

rials to a suitable state of division, moistening with water.

subjecting the moistened mass to the action of an electric

current and heat and subsequently to the action of super-

heated steam, and Anally exposing the mass to nitrogenous

sewage.

2. The herein described process for the production of

fertilisers from materials of the character described, such

as lime, and lime ashes, consisting In reducing the mate-

rials to a suitable state of division, moistening with water,

subjecting the moistened mass to the action of super-

heated steam, and then to the action of an electric current

and heat, and finally exposing the mass to nitrogenous

sewage.

3. The herein described process for the production of

fertilisers for materials of the character described, such

as lime, and lime ashes, consisting in reducing the mate-

rials to a suitable state of division, moistening with wat^-r.

subjecting the moistened mass to the action of super-

heated steam, then to the action of an electric current and

heat, and again to the action of suptTheated stcrtin and

finally exposing the mass to nltrojffnous sewage.

1. In a box spring, a stationary main or body section

having side bars, an elevating section hi$ged to the main
section, racks at the twttom portion tf the elevating

section, a supporting frame pivoted directly to the fixed side

bars of the main or stationary section and having a central

member extending at its lower end below the pivot of the

supporting frame, pawls carried by the said supporting

frame for engagement with the said racks, and a tension

device connected with the lower end of said downwardly
extending member of the supporting fran^e for holding the

said pawls constantly in engagement wit^ the said racks.

2. The combination with a stationary main frame hav-

ing side bars, a head cross bar and a fo«t crosa bar, and

bed springs supported by the main frame, of an end ele-

vating section hinged to the main frame and likewise pro-

888,305. SPOUT FOR SAUSAGE - 8TUFFERS. Wil-

liam J. BussiNOKB. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Na-

tional Specialty Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed Apr. 5. 1907. Serial No. .366..V39.

1. In a device of the character described, a nozzle hav-

ing a groove therein, a flange on said nozzle, a coupling

adapted to be secured to the .sausage stuffer and holding

said noszle In position and the inner wall of the coupling

i
and the back of the nozzle differing In shape to provide a

space therebetween thus forming a communication be-

tween the groove In the nozzle and the rear of the coup-

ling.

2. In a device of the character described, a noszle hav-

' Ing a groove therein, a flange on said nozzle, a coupling

i adapted to be secured to the sausage stuffer. a shoulder
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in said coupling against which said flange Is adapted to I
ed to be engaged by the foot of a performer to start the

rest, and a groove in said shoulder communicating with lid in the reverse direction,

the groove in the nozzle whereby air can pass therefrom

and discharge from the rear of the coupling

3 In a device of the character described, a nozzle hav-

ing a groove therein, a flange on said nozzle, a coupling

adapted to be secured to the sausage stuff.T. a solid exten-

sion on said coupling extending beyond the inner end of

the groove, a groove in the Interior of said coupling form-

ing a communication between the groove of the nozzle

and permitting escape of air from the rear of the coup-

ling.

4. In a device of the character described, a nozzle, hav-

ing a groove therein, a flange on said nozzle, a coupling

having lugs thereon, a pipe on the sausage stuffer having

lugs thereon adapted to engage with the lugs on the coup-

ling and of smaller diameter than said coupling, a shoul-

der in said coupling against which the flange is adapted

to rest, and a groove on the Interior of said coupling

forming a communication with the groove of the nozzle

and the space between the pipe and said coupling

r> In a device of the character described, a sausage

stuffer having a spout connection, a grooved spout flanged

to make contact with said connection and a coupling for

Joining the spout and spout connection, having an opening

of irregular shape therein to permit travel of air between

It and the spout through the length of the coupling.

888,306. ATTACHMENT FOB TALKING MACHINES.
William A. Chapman, Smltbville, Ark. Filed Aug. 6,

1907. Serial No. 387,138.

njt

1. The combination of a diaphragm, an arm for actu-

ating the same, a yoke rigidly connected with said arm,

a plate connected with said arm and said yoke, said plate

being provided with a slot, a pin extending through said

slot, a spring encircling said pin and engaging said plate

at a point adjacent to said slot, a mounting for said pin,

and mechknism connected with said arm and provided

with means for supporting a needle.

2. The combination of a diaphragm, an arm engaging

said diaphragm for the purpose of actuating the same, a

yoke rigidly connected with said arm, a pivotal support

for said yoke, a plate mounted centrally upon said yoke

and extending therefrom, a spring engaging said plate,

means for adjusting said spring relatively to said plate,

and mechanism connected with said arm for supporting a

needle.

2. A musical instrument, comprising, in combination,

a casing having a movable sound deflecting board, and

foot actuated mechanism for moving said board, said

mechanism Including a pedal adapted to be depressed to

move the board In one direction and means adapted to be

engaged by the foot of a performer to start the board In

the reverse direction.

3 A musical Instrument, comprising, in combination,

a casing having a movable lid constituting a sound-

deflecting board, and foot actuated mechanism for mov-

ing said lid, said mechanism Including a pedal adapted

to be depressed to move the lid in one direction, and

means adapted to be engaged by the foot of a performer

to start the lid In the reverse direction.

4. A musical instrument, comprising, in combination,

a casing having a movable Ud, and mechanism for moving

either one of two opposite edges of said lid out of engage-

ment with the casing.

5. A musical Instrument, comprising, In combination,

a casing having a movable Ud. means for moving said lid

In respect to said casing, and independent means for vary-

ing the inclination of said Ud.

I Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,-308. CHOKER-HOOK FOR HAULING LOGS. Cabl

Coi.FBLT and Robert Colfelt. Sherwood, Oreg. Filed

Feb. 28, 1908. Serial No. 418.382.

SS8.307. BALANCED SWELL FOR MUSICAL INSTRU-

MENTS. Sarah W. Clark, New York. N. Y. Filed

Jan. 19, 1907. Serial No. 353,070.

1. A musical Instrument, comprising, in combination,

a casing having a movable lid. and foot actuated mechan-

ism for moving said Ud. said mechanism Including a pedal

adapted to be depressed to raise the lid. and means adapt

1. in a choker-hook, the combination with a choker-

cable having eyes formed at its ends, a cUp-Uke sleeve
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made with perforated extremities, a yoka removably piv-

oted to said extremities, a bar pivoted In aald yoke, a

swivel-eye plvf)ted In said bar, and a Ilnkand-hook at-

tached to said swivel-eye.

2. In a choker-hook, the eooiblnatlon with a choker-

cable having ey"s formed at its ends, of K clip-like sleeve

made with perforated extremities, a yokt removably piv-

oted to said extremities, a bar pivoted In said yoke, a

8wlvel-eye pivoted In said bar, a llnk-aad-hook attached

tor said swlv(>l-eye. and duke like projections on the point

of said hook, for the purpose described.
'.'> A link and-hook adapted to be used in connection

with a choker-eabie and comprising In combination a clip-

like sleeve adapted to be placed on said choker-cabie and
made with perforated extremities, a yoka removably piv-

oted in said extremities of the sleeve, a t)ar pivoted in

said yoke, a swivel eye pivoted in skid bar. and a Unk-

and-hook attached to said swivel-eye.

4 .V link and hook adapted to be used In connection

with a choker cable and comprising in combination a

cllp-Uke sleeve adapted to be placed on aald choker-cable

and made with perforated extremities, a yoke removably

pivoted in said extremities of the sleeve, a bar pivoted In

said yoke, a swivel eye pivoted In said bar, a llnk-and-

hook attached to said swivel-eye, and Ijuke-llke projec-

tions on the point of said hook, for the parpose described

888,30© BOTTLE. Fkavk J, Colmcs, Baltimore, Md
asslifBor of on^ third to Henry Haschfnbursrer. Baltl

more. Md Filed .Jan 14. 1908 Serial No 410.71T

The combination with a t>ottle or other vessel, the up-

per portion of the neck of which Is enlarged and of a balb-

ous shape formin); an oblong-ovate shaped cavity between
which hand the lower portion of the ne^ Is formed an
external circumferential groove extending entirely around
the bottle neck thereby greatly reduclnf the thickness

of the walls of the said bottle neck, and fbrmtng a break-

line between the upper and lower neck portions, of a

stopper secured in the lower neck portion, the said oblong-

ovate shaped cavity above the cork being filled with ce-

ment or other suitable material, a parafflaed cord extend-

ing around the said neck and secured Within the said

external circumferential groove, and a paper seal having
the free ends of the said cord secured therein, the said

seal adapted to t)e ignited and thereby ejctend the flame

to the said cord, thf'reby caasing the said upper neck part

to become severed from the said lawer neck part, substan-
tially as described. I

888.S10. r»ENT.\L l).\M HOLDER. ClaiJdi A. Conovir.
Newburgh, N. Y. Filed June ,3, 190T. Serial No.

377,06«.

\ dental dam holder having detachable pads of a yield-

ing material adapted for engagement with the face of the

wearer.

888,311, TOY HORN. Athebto.v, D. CovrBttSB, Wlnchen-
don, MaM. Filed Nov. 29, 1907. Serial No. 404.239.

1. In toy horns, a body section provided with Interior

diverging lips at Its meeting surfaces, a clenching strip

that receives said lips, and a reed held In position by said

clenching strip.

2. In toy horns, a body section provided with longltii-

dlnal, diverging lips at Its meeting surfaces, a compressi

ble clenching strip that receives said lips, and a re<'d hav-

ing a member that enters the said strip and is In inter-

locking engagement therewith

3. In toy horns, a tubular body a clenching strip for

the said body, and a reed having a memt>er that enters said

strip and is locked thereto

4. In toy horns, the combination of the body, a clench-

ing strip for the t>ody. and a reed, the reed and clenching

•trip having an interlocking engagemtut.
5. In toy horns, the i-nmbinatlon with the body of the

horn, and a clenching strip for the body, having an open-

ing therein of a re«d having a shank engaging the open-

ing of said strip

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

888,312 DRTM Atheuton n toNVKasB. Wlnchendon.
Mass Filed Jan. 11, 1908. Serial No. 410,364,

71

J^
A
-J— 3E

1 In drums, a tHxly. metal hoops fitted to the l>ody and
extending beyond Its outer face, and heads having integral

portions forming a part of the hoops,

2. In drums, the coml)lnatlon with the body, of metal

hoops offset from its outer face, the Inner portion of the

hoops extending within the body, and heads Integral with

the inner portions of the hoops,

3. In drums, the combination with the body, of metal

i hoops Independent of the body, and comprising Inner and
outer spaced and connected sections, the Inner section of

each hoop being of greater depth than the outer section.

and a head at the Inner edge of each Inner section of the

hoops.

4. In drums, the combination with the body, of metal
hoops, each comprising an Inner and outer spaced and
connected section, the Inner sections being deeper than
the outer ones, the Inner edges of the Inner sections being
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made to enter the said body, and the corresponding

portions of the outer sections being adapted to rest upon

said body, a head integral with the Inner edge portion of

the Inner section of each hoop, and means for holding

the hoops In place upon the body.

6. The combination of aa Inner and outer hoop mem-

ber of sheet material spaced apart intermediate their

width and connected together at their outer edges, and a

sounding head Integral with the Inner hoop member.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

turned down t<iwards tbe body portion, a block fitted to

the side of one rail and alotted for the reception of the end

of one arm, a wedge fitted to the side of the other rail and

having a beveled slot fitting the end of the other arm, sub-

stantially as described.

883,313. OUY-CLAMl' Kkank B C<wk, Chicago, III.

Filed May 11, 1907. Serial No. 373,139.

1. A clamp of the character described comprising a

trough like portion having recesses In the sides thereof,

and a bolt extending through the trough-like portion and

having wedge-8hai»e<l portion.'^ thereon disposed transversely

regarding the trough, the surfaces of the said recesses being

forui.-il so that an.v lurninu "f the bolt cau.ses the wedge

shaped portions to approach the surfaces uf the said re

cesses, for purposes substantially as described.

2. .\ clamp of the character described comprising a

trough like portion having a recess in the side thereof, and

a bolt extending through the trough-like portion and hav-

ing an enlarged portion thereon disposed transversely re-

garding the trough, the surface of the said recess being

formed so that turning the bolt causes the said enlarged

portion to approach the surface of the said recess, for pur-

poses substantially as descrlbed-

3. K clamp of the character described comprising a

trough like portion having a recess In the side thereof, a

bolt extending through th«' trough-like portion, and a

clamping meuilxT dlsi>osed transversely regarding the

trough and held in place by the said bolt, the surface of the

said recess being formed so that any turning of the clamp-

ing member causes same to approach the surface of the

said recess, substantially as de8crll>ed

4. A clamp of the character described comprising a

trough like portion having a recess In the side thereof, and

a clamping member suitably held within the trough and

disposed substantially transversely regarding the trough,

the said recess being formed so that turning the clamping

member causes same to approach the surface of the recess.

5. A clamp of the character described a>mprl9lng a

trough like portion having recesses in the sides thereof, a

bolt extending through the trough-like portion, and a wedge

shaped portion disposed transversely regarding the trough

and held In place by the said bolt, the .surfaces of the said

recesses being formed so that any turning of the wedge-

shaped portion causes sHiue to approach the surfaces of the

said recesses, substantially as described

8 8 8,314. GUARIVRAIL CLAMP. Warner B. COOKI,

Jenklntown. Pa . assignor fo William Wharton Jr. k
Company. Incorporated. Philadelphia. Pa., a Corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Apr. 2G, 1907. Serial No.

370,519,

888,315. KNOB ATTACHMENT Geobqe Coopeb. An-

sonla. Conn., a.sslgnor of one third to Robert G. Russell

and one-third to Philip Caffrey. Ansonla. Conn. Filed

Feb. 19, 1906. Serial No. 301,735.

The combination with a longitudinally apertured knob

shank having an Integral flange at Its knob end. a cylin-

drical rim at Its Inner end and a longitudinally extending

recess In the side thereof, the outer surface of said shank

being cut away to form transverse open grooves at one end

of said recess, of a serrated spindle inserted in said shank,

a serrated dog having Integral transverse trunnions resting

In said grooves and a cylindrical sleeve having an aperture

therein Incasing said shank from flange to rim and pre-

"ienting a flush surface with the latter, the said sleeve being

rotatably mounted to register said aperture with said re-

cess to release said dog from said spindle and the said trun

nlons being free to play outwardly In said grooves when

the dog Is released from said spindle.

8 8 8.316. PUMPING APPARATUS FOR OIL WELLS.

OsoaOE L. CcsAC, Flndlay. Ohio. Filed Feb. 2. r.>07.

Serial No. 355,479.

h-

The combination of two rails spaced apart, a clamp

turned up at each end to form arms extending over the

body portion of the clamp, the ends of the arms being

1. In an oil pump, the combination with a working bar-

rel, of a standing valve snugly fitting the lower end of the

barrel, a sleeve or jar within the casing above the standing

valve and having a contract .si lower end having an opening

therein, a rod slidably mounted In the sleeve and having a

head therein to prevent It from passing therefrom, the

lower end of the said rod having a screw-threaded portion

screwed Into an opening in the standing valve, a lock-nut

on said rod above the standing valve, said sleeve or jar

having elongated slots communicating with the interior

thereof, the upper end of said sleeve internally screw-

threaded, a sleeve of n diameter equal to the interior of

the sleeve or Jar, and having Its lower end screwed Into the

sleeve, an outwardly extending flange formed Integral with

the upper end of the sleeve, fabric and metal washers alter-

nately arranged on the sleeve between the flange and the
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app*r end of the sleeve or Jar, and the metal washers so

arranged and constructed to expand the fabric washers

outwardly upon screwing the sleeve In th» Jar, the upper

end of the sleeve above the flange having an externally

screw-threaded portion, a valve casing screwed on said

srrew-threaded portion of the sleeve, a valve within said

casing, and means carried by the upper etod of the valve

casing for securing the pump rod thereto.

2. In an oil pump, the combination with a working bar-

rel, of a standing valve fitted in the lower end of the bar-

rel, a piston within the barrel above the standing valve, a

sleeve carried by the lower end of the piston and holding

the valve and valve-seat in position and having an out-

wardly-extending shoulder adjacent its up^er end, packing

carried by the sleeve below the shoulder, tn elongated Jar

strewed upon the sleeve and expanding the packing be-

tween It and the shoulder, said Jar havitg a contracted

lower end having an opening, a rod securtd to the stand-

ing valve and passing through the opening in the Jar, and

having a headed upper end within the J»r, and said Jar

having elongated vertical slots extending approximately

from the upper to the lower end of the Jtr and arranged

around its entire periphery, whereby the htaded end of the

rod prevents the wax from gathering In tlje slots.

888,317. RAILROAD - TIE. Stlvi.stbb H. D«ihl, A1-

toona. Pa. Filed June 28, 1907. Serial No. 381,310.

.V rail tie formed with upwardly exfpndlng portions

affording a channel longitudinally thereol, said upwardly

extending portions being formed adjacent the ends of said

tie with T^ceBSfs and with inwardly pointing lips over-

hanging said recesses, said portions being further formed

adjacent said rtvpsses with registering openings, a clamp-

ing member constructed with an extended base portion

flush with the faces of said recesses, with a lip overhang-

ing said base portion, and with a recess at its Inner end,

a key engaged through the openings In said extending por-

tions and through the recess in said clamping portion and

formed with a reduced projecting threaded end, and a

Jam nut provided upon the threaded end of said key.

888,318. THIRD-RAIL INSULATOR. Ll'CIBN H. D»L-

LOY«, Paris. France, assignor to Societe Anonyme dea

Manufactures des Glacea et Prodult$ Chimiques de

Saint-Gobain, Chauny et Cirey, Parts, France. Filed

Oct. 5, 1906. Serial No. 281.519.

1. The combination with an electricity conducting rail

of an insulating block, having a depending base and slop-

ing lateral walls at its upper part, gripping plates adapted

to bear against the rail and the sloping walls of the block,

means for drawing said plates towards one another and a

support on which said block simply rests, substantially as

set forth.

2. The combination with an electricity conducting rail

of an Insulating block formed with sloping lateral walls,

oppositely arranged angle shaped gripping plates one arm

of each of which bears against the lower flange of the

rail and the other arm of each of which bears against a

sloping lateral wall of the block, each gripping plate ex-

tending at each end beyond the said insulating blocks, and

tightening bolts connecting said gripping plates at por-

tions thereof beyond thp Insulating block, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination with an cifctricitj conducting rail

of an Insulating block formed with sloping lateral walla,

oppositely arrankrtMl angle shaped gripping plates one arm
of each of which bears against the lower flange of the rail

and the othor arm of »»ach of which bears against a slop-

ing lateral wall of the block each gripping plate extending

at each end beyond the said insulating blocks, and tighten-

ing bolts that are located below said rail and that connect

those portions of said plates projecting beyond said block,

substantially as set forth.

4. The combination with an electricity conducting rail

of an Insulating block, gripping devices adapted to bear

against the rail and the block, means for drawing said

devices towards one another and a recessed support In the

rocess of which said block simply rests with freedom of

lateral movement.

S88.319. WRENCH. .\NDa»w d. Dickson, Dolph,

nied Aug 13. 1WK5 Serial No. 3.30.3.S8.

8. D.

.\ wrench of the type set forth, comprising a handle

member having a Jaw at one end thereof, and provided

adjacent said jaw on opi>oslte sides thereof with rack

teeth, and a second handle member provided at one end

thereof with a Jaw having an opening therethrough sur-

rounding said first named handle member, said second

Jaw being provided with two teeth located singly at rela-

tively opposite sides of said opening and along the rela-

tively opposite edges thereof, each of said last named

teeth projecting Inwardly and having straight outer faces

and inclined inner faces merging therewith, aaid opening

having its opposite walls, upon which aaid teeth are pro-

vided, formed with inclined faces merging with the In-

Icined faces of said last named teeth to afford portions of

Increased thickness for strengthening the same.

888.320 CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE. CHAaLBS DCEM»a,

Hamilton, Ohio. Filed July 13. 1907. Serial No.

383,584.

In a centrifugal hydro extractor, an extracting basket

consisting of a single casting from a non-corrosive metal

formed with a thin lateral wall reinforced clrcumferen-

tially by rings or ribs Integral therewith and foramlnated

throughout and through the ribs as well, the upper end

of the basket tapering spherically to the opening about

which is a reinforcing roll formed Integral with the basket,

and the bottom of the basket thickened gradually from the
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outer edge towards the middle and there provided with a

depending integral lug having a tapering st-at for the ro-

tating spindip, siitistantlally as and for th»^ purpose set

forth.

888.321. ARSENOARYLGLYCIN. Vail Ehrlich and

Ai.FKKD Bkktheim. Frankfort-on the-Malu, Germany, as

slgnors to Fart>werke vorm. Melster Lucius &. Brilnlng,

Hochst-on-the Main. (t< rmany. a Corporation of Ger-

many. FMIpd Nov. l.'t. 1907. Serial No. 401.943.

(Specimens. >

1 .Vs products, the arsonoarylgylclns of which the con-

stitution corresponds to the formula :

COOHCIIjNH ( 4 I AryU 1 ) Ab.=
.\s(l iAryl(4(NHCHiCOOH

bflng red brown powders. In.soluble In water, alcohol and

ether, soluble with formation of salts in caustic soda-lye

and sodium carbonate with a yellow color, the isolated

sodium salts being yellow powders, from the solution of

which the arsenoarylglyctns are precipitated as yellow-

brown flakes by dilute acids, assuming, when filtered and

dried, a darker tint.

2. .\8 product, the arspnophenylgylcin, corresponding to

the formula :

COOHCH.NH - C,H« - A8=
A8-C^|H4-NHCH,CO0H

being a r»>d brown powder, insoluble in water, alcohol

and ether, readily soluble in a sodium carbonate solution

with a yellow color, from which solution It Is precipitated

by dilute acids a.x yellow flakes ; the yellow sodium salt

of the compound being difficultly soluble in alcohol.

8 8 8.322. LUBRICATING DEVICE FOR AXLES
Mathkw H. Elli(.>tt, Dial, Ala. Filed Jan. 21, 1008,

Serial No. 411.941.

munlcatlng with the bore of the boxing whereby lubricant

may be fed upon the axle spindle within the boxing, the

upper wall of the lubricant chamber being provided with

a tubing extending to the outer face of the vehicle hub.

and a closure for the tubing.

888.323. ROTARY ENGINE. John P. Fox. Everett,

Wash. Filed Sept. 19. 1906. Serial No. 335.316.

1 The combination with a vehicle hub and a vehicle

axle and nut therefor, of a boxing positioned within the

bore of the hub and being provided with a lubricant cham-

ber opened at both of its ends and adapted to have its

ends closed by contacting the spindle flange and the head

of the spindle nut of the axle, and being provided with a

pa.s8age communicating with the vehicle spindle.

2. The combination with a vehicle hub and a vehicle

axle therefor, and a nut for the spindle of the vehicle

axle, of a boxing having a lubricant chamber opened at

both of its ends and positioned within the vehicle hub,

the ends of the chamber adapted to be closed by contact-

ing the spindle flange of the axle and the face of the spindle

nut, the lubricant chamber being provided with a slit com

1 In a rotary engine of the nature Indicated, the com-

bination of a rotary head having teeth adapted to inter-

mesh In notches disposed on the cylindrical surface of

abutments to form an impelling chamber as set forth, a

reverse disk and a flanged end piece adapted to co-act

therewith and oscillated by means of a spirally disposed

slot, a reverse pin adapted to travel in said slot and in the

slot provided in the shaft on which the aforesaid rotary

hpad is mounted, the said reverse pin being rigidly se-

cured to a reverse shaft adapted to be thrust longitudi-

nally the axis of the said shaft by the means of a lever

secured to the exterior of my device substantially as and

for the purpose set forth,

2. In a rotary engine of the nature indicated a rotary

head being provided with teeth and adapted to form a

steam impelling cylinder in combination with abutments

substantially as set forth, a flanged end piece provided

with steam admission ports the said flanged end piece in

combination with exhaust valves and a steam port reverse

disk being adapted to reverse the direction of travel of the

said rotary head, means for reversing the said flanged end

piece, exhaust valves, steam port reverse disk, all sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3 In a rotary engine of the nature indicated a rotary

head being provided with teeth and adapted to form steam

impelling cylinder in combination with abutments sub-

stantially as set forth, a flanged end piece provided with

steam admission ports the said flanged end piece in com-

bination with exhaust valves and steam port reverse disk

being adapted to reverse the direction of travel of the said

rotary head, means for reversing the said flanged end

piece, exhaust valves, steam port reverse disk, a suitable

frame work or casing adapted to journal the said rotary

head and abutments and adapted to support the exhaust

valves and reverse mechanism as well as to form a portion

of the said steam impelling chambers all substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

4, In a rotary engine of the nature indicated a rotary

head provided with teeth adapted to form steam im-

pelling chambers in conjunction with a cylinder or cas-

ing and abutments in combination with a reverse mech-

anism embodying a flanged end piece provided with steam

admission ports, the said flanged end piece adapted to be

oscillated relative to the teeth and rotary head a steam

port reverse disk adapted to open and close ports and re-

verse ports to act In conjunction with the steam admission

ports contained in the said flanged end piece to admit steam

and cut the supply of steam off in Impelling chambers at

desired intervals and relative to the position of the teeth

and exhaust ports.

5. In a rotary engine of the nature indicated a rotary

head provided with teeth, the addendum of the said teeth

adapted to fit the Inner surface of the cylinder or casing
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the root of the said teeth adapted to form substantially a cy-

lindrical surfacH of the said rotary hoad v^hich Is held in

contact with the cylindrical surface of abutments to form

a steam tight Joint therebetween, the said rotary head

being disposed substantially higher than the said abut-

ments in elevation to form a steam Impelllog chamber (a)

adaptf'd to maintain the pressure on one of the said teeth

or the steam impelling chamber ic) to cause pressure to

be applied to the teeth and the said rotary h»ad at all times

when pressure is applied to the said englnf a flanged end

pifce being provided with a spirally disposed slot adapted

to causf- the said flanged end piece to osclUate relative to

the said rotary bead and to admit steam to said Impelling

cylinder.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette ]

S88,3-M MEANS FOR SUPPLYING FUEI. TO STOVES.
WiLHELM Glixk. Nuremberg, Germany Filed Sept.

5. 1907. Serial No. 391.535.

888.325. TRAP. WitxiAM R. Grbbn. Vernal. Utah. Filed

.June 12. 1907. Serial No. 378.597

In a Jaw trap, the combination with a basf-piate pro-

vided at diametrically opposito [wints with a pair of In-

tegrally formt'd ears, a pair of Jaws pivoted at opposite

ends to said >'ars and provided with stops adjacent such

points, a pair of V-shaped springs pivotally connected

with the opposltp ends of said Jaws for actuating the lat-

ter, a trigger pivoted to .said bas^* platp adjacent the pe-

riphery thereof and adaptpd for engagement with one of

said Jaws, to kx-k tlie same in open position against the

action of said springs, a depressilile pan pivoted to said

trigger and extending diametrically across the baae-plate.

said spring being adapted to be swung bodily in a hori-

zontal plane towards the trigger, when the trap la aet, a

depending eye-bolt swlveled centrally to the baseplate,

and a chain connected with said eye-bolt for preventing

displacement of tti>' trap

1 In combination, a fire grate, a movabty mounted fuel

receiver provided with receiving and delivery ends and

being gradually reduced In slae from Its delivery to Its

receiving end. means for reciprocating s^id receiver to

receiving and delivering poaltions, an abutment for said

receiver, and a stationary abutment adapted to be engaged

by said receiver abutment thereby effecting discbarge of

fuel from said receiver.

2. .\ stove provided with a fire grate. In combination

with a movably mounted fuel receiver disposed In said

stove and provided with receiving and delivery ends and

lateral walls, said lateral walls converging Inwardly from

the delivery to the receiving end, means thereby said re-

ceiver may be reciprocated to receiving an<l delivering po-

sitions, and means for arresting movement of said receiver

toward a delivering position thereby effecting the dis-

charge of fuel on said grate.

3. A stove provided with a fire grate. In combination

with a movably mounted fuel receiver disposed in said

stove and provided with receiving and delivery ends and

t)Ottom and lateral wails, said bottom wall being inclined

downwardly from said receiving to said delivery end and

said lateral wall converging from the delivery to the re-

ceiving end, means for reciprocating said receiver to re-

ceiving and delivery positions, and means arresting move-

ment of said receiver toward a delivering position there-

by effecting discharge of fuel on said graOe.

4. A stove provided with a Are grate. In combination

with a movably mounted fuel receiver disposed In said

stove and provided with receiving and delivery ends and

a bottom wall, said bottom wall being oit-set or stepped

to provide a plurality of rearwardly facing surfaces, means

for reciprocating said receiver to receiving fcnd delivery po-

sitions, and mean.s arresting movement of laid receiver to-

ward a delivery position thereby effecting discharge of fuel

on said grate.

5. A stove provided with a flre grate, in combination

with a movably mounted fuel receiver disposed in said

stove and provided with receiving and delivery ends and

with a bottom wall inclined downwardly from said re-

ceiving to said delivery end, said wall being provided with

a plurality of rearwardly facing surfaces, means for re-

ciprocating said receiver to receiving an< delivery posi-

tions, and means arresting movement of said receiver to-

ward a delivery position thereby effecting discharge of

fuel on said grate.

[Claims 8 and 7 not printed in the Gazatte. 1

888.326 HOSE-COUPLING. Fred O <;rTn, Chicago, lU.

Filed June 28, 1907. Serial No 381.201.

a^ >o 17 * *' eo ,3

1 In a pipe coupling a female element having con-

tinuous Internal grooves, a male element comprising a

body part, radially movable spring pressed locking sec-

tions for coactlon with the grooves, and a lock controlling

sleeve movable longitudinally over said sections Into con-

tact with the female member to permit the Interlock, and

away from said female member to disengage the Inter-

locking parts

2. In a pipe coupling a female element having contlnu

ous Internal grooves, a male element comprising a body

part, an enlargement near its end, provided with longi-

tudinal recesses, radially movable, spring pressed locking

sections seated In said recesses, and arranged for inter-

locking coactlon with the groove, and a lock controlling

sleeve of tapering Interior diameter slldable upon said

locking members to control their position, such sleeve be-

ing movable into contact with the female element in lock-

ing position, and out of contact therewith in unlocking

position.

3. In a pipe coupling, a female element having an en-

larged head of two Interior diameters, provided with cir-

cumferential grooves in its part of greater diameter, and

with a packing groove in its part of smaller diameter, a

packing ring In said groove, and a male element compris-

ing a reduced end-stem for coactlon with said packing

ring, an enlargement having therein recesses, ribbed look-

ing members radially movable in said recesses, having In-

« cllned rear ends, springs for moving said members out-

wardly, and an interiorly tapering sleeve slldable longi-

tudinally over the inclined ends of said members to move

them inwardly,

4. In a coupling of the character described, a female

element providing internal grooves, a male element, pro-

viding a part for Insertion in said female element, spring-

pressed locking members carried by said part having ribs

for engaging the grooves of the female element and In-

clined portions In rear of said ribs, and a controlling

sleeve arranged to depress said locking members to un-

i
locking position when moved rearwardly and to permit
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their spring movement to locking position when moved
forwardly. said sleeve when In locking position covering

the said locking members and, with the female element,

incasing them against introduction of diri and the like.

8 8 8.327. HOEING-MACHINE. William A. Habbis,
Greenville, S. C. Filed Nov, 21, 1907. Serial No.

40.3,221.

1. A revolving hoe having a series of blades and arms

supporting the same and ri>.'id with each other and pro-

vided with curved slots, blade supporting arms movable

relatively to the other arms of the hoe, and bolts extended

from said movable arms through the curved slots of the

bars for securing the movable arms In different adjust-

ments.

2. The combination of a main frame, a hoe frame swing-

ing laterally In the main frame, a gage wheel and listing

devices, and a support ther.for adjustably connected with

the laterally swiu^rlui; lioe frame whereby it may be set to

properly support the gage wheel and listing devices In

dttferent adjustments of the laterally swinKlng frame.

3. A revolving hoe having a hoe shaft, a plurality of

blades one or more of which are pivoted at their Inner

ends concentric with the hoe shaft and adjustable In the

direction of revolution of the hoe.

4. The combination of a main frame, a drive shaft, a

carrier frame sliding along and rocking on the drive shaft,

a toothed rack connected with the carrier frame, a steering

shaft having a pinion meshing with the said rack, bear-

ings for said shaft. limMng devices supported by the car-

rier frame, and means for adjusting: the hoeing devices In

the carrier frame.

0. The combination with the carrier frame, of a hoeing

frame pivoted at one edge to the carrier frame, hoeing de-

vices supported at the swinging edge of the hoeing frame,

a spring support for the swinging edge of the hoeing

frame, and gage devices for regxilatlng the depth to

which the hoeing devices may be operated in the ground.

[Claims « to 14 not printed In thf Oa/ette.]

iSMM. MATCH-BOX. Edwabd .7. H.kwki.ns, Syracuse.

X. T. FitodBept. R. 1906. Serial No. .';3.S.S31

\ match box fc«vlnt it.s forward edge wall and Its side

walls partially cut away to provide a match exposini; and
discharging opening near one end of the box, and a spring

retaining member attached to the side walls of the box on
the inner sides thereof ami liavlng spring arms extending

across the side walls and across the said opening at a

point a sufflclent distance from said end of the box to be

out of contact with the heads of the matches, said spring

arms having their outer ends turned toward each other,

said sr'ring arms etikrauint: ttw mntclios to prevent their

1.S4 O. G—47

casual escape through said opening, permitting the

matches to be drawn outwardly between their outer ends.

f'
^4f

and terminating at a point within the plane of the for-

ward edge wall.

888.329. UEPEATING FIREARM Mei.vin Heiblrn,
New Haven. Conn., assignor to Marlln Firearms Com-
pany. New llavin. Conn., a rorpnratlon of Connecticut.

Filed Feb. ^8, 190M. Serial No. 418,174.

o " r

Ti 1 J

mt
1. In a flTMUroi, a barrel, a magazine, a handle arranged

to reciprocate ott Mid magazine, said handle including an
Internal reinforcing tube, an external grip member, a re-

inforcing annular member at each end of said tube, a

flange carried by each of said reinforcing members em-
bracing the ends of said grip member.

2. In a firearm, a barrel, a magazine, n handle arranged
to reciprocate on said magazine, said handle including an
Internal reinforcing tube, an external uTip member, a re-

Inforcinc atiiiular member at each end of said tube, one of

said members being screw-threaded thereon, a flange car-

ried by each of said members, said flanges forming annular
recesses facing each other and receiving the ends of said

grip member
3. In a firearm, a tiarrel. a m;i>:a/in>'. a handb' airaug^d

to reciprocate on said magazine, said handle Including an
internal reinforcing' tube, an external grip member mount-
ed thereon, a reinforcing annular member at eacli end of

said tube. t>earlnir shoulders on each of said annular mem-
bers arranged to engage said tube, a flange carried by each

of said reinforcing memlxTs. said flanges forming annular
recesses faeing each other Mn<i rfcelvlng the ends of said

grip member.
4. In a firearm, a barrel, a magazine, a handle arranged

to reciprocate on said magazine, said handle including an
Internal reinforcing tulu'. an external grip member, a re-

inforcing annular mffiilicr at each end of said tube, a

flange carried by each of said reinforcing members, said

flanges forming annular recesses facing toward each other

and receiving the ends of said grip member.
." In a firearm, a barrel, a magazine, a handle arranged

to reciprocate on said magazine, said handle Including an
Internal reinforcint: tube, an external grip member mount
ed thereon. 11 reinforcing annular member at each end of

said tube, one of said luembi-rs being screw threaded
thereon, means carrii'd l>y said reinforcing members and
arranged to embrace both ends (tf said grip member.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the tiazette.J

888,330. CORSET-SHIELD. ANNA HiLL. Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Jan. 14, 1908. Serial No. 410,735.

1. A corset shield composed uf a l>ody having divided

top and bottom portions, flaring gores inserted between the

divisions and seemed to th.' walls theri-of. inturned side
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edges and portions of the body dt'fl--<ted Ifcterally Inwardly

It an anifle to said Intiimed edijes.

2. A corset shield composed of a bodf having divided

top and burtum portions with the side edges drawn in

laterally and Inwardly deflected on the line of said in-

drawn edgp« at an angle to the latter.

3. A corset shield composed of a body having divided

top and bottom portions with the side edges drawn In

laterally and inwardly deflected on the line of said in-

drawn edges at an angle to the latter, atd gores Inserted

in said top and bottom portions. '

888.331 TANK VALVE AND SPOUT. Joskph A. Is-

GALLS, Focatello. Idaho, assignor of one-third to George

H. Olmstead and one-third to James A. Weed. Pocatello.

Idaho. Filed July 1.?. 19U7. Serial No. 383.587.

1 The combination of a tank havins: B dlscharce open-

ing, a duct havin«' means at Its upper end to attach said

duct to the tank a' a puint coincident with the discharge

openlnir, said dtict havLni: an upper sochet member at Its

lower end formini; a se^rraeut of a sphere : a supporting

device below the tank, a bracket attached to such sup-

porting device and having a bearing opening, a lower

socket member fTming a segment of a spliere and having a

depending stem eitt-nding through the l>earlng opening

in the bracket, saiil stem provided with supporting means
coactlng with said bracket and further provided with a

bore extending from end to end thereof and open at Its

ends, and a spout provided at its inner >5nd with a hollow

ball member located betwnen and engaiifd by said socket

members, said ball member having an opening to register

with the dact of the upper socket memter. and provided

at Its lower side with an opening to register with the bore

of the stem of the lower ball member, the last mentioned

opening being adapted to be placed info or out of register

with said bore.

2. In an apparatus of the class dp8orib«»d. the combina-

tion of a supportlntf tiracket having a head, a lower socket

member liavinij a stetii dep.'ndim; therefrom and pivotally

mounted ill said bracket head, said stem cf)nstitutini:

a drainage duct, an upper socket member providinu also

a duct and a spout having a hollow ball member at its

Inner end seated In and lift ween such socket memloTs hav-

ing an opening to couimiuili'ate with the duct of the upper

socket member and also having a drainage openint; in Its

lower side to be moved into and out of registration with

a drainag" duct formed by the stem of the lower socket

member.

888,332. WORKHOLDING ATTACHMKNT
MAN. Pullman Wash Filed June U4. 1907.

380.490.

Jessie Is-

Serial No.

A device of the type set forth, eomprlsing a U shapt^l

clamping meml)er formed with registering openings In Its

parallel p<jrtions, a clamping screw threaded through the

end of said member and a shank formed at Its upper end

with a depending goose neck extension, of tapering outline,

said shank being loosely projected through said openings,

and being deslirned to be enKaired by said clamping screw,

combined with work holding devices, each comprising

sleeves surrounding and engage<l with said tapering ex-

tension

888.333. STAMPING MAflllNt: Hadfield K. Joh.nson,

Clltherall. Minn. Filed May IK, 1907. Serial No.

:{74,:i.".7.

\n envelop fee«iinc mechanism comprl.sini; .1 reitunguiar

box having an open npiter end. a feedini.' roller mounted

transversely l)etween the sides of said box. stop rollers

mounte<l transversely t>etween the sl<les of said Ixix on

each side of said feeding roller, a transverse flexible rub

l>er strip mounted b4"tween the sides of said box adjacent

one end thereof, and an endless conveyer hionnted adjacent

said nibl)er strip to receive the envelops successively fed

' from said box.
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888,334. COLLAPSIBLE BARREL. Davis B. Jonm,
Battleboro, N. C. Filed Feb. IP, 1906. iSerlal No.

301.875.

adjacent the levers and Into which the levers are adapted

to spring, and held In their locked position, and having

transverse bolts passing through the stnves on the out-

side of the heads.

1 In a collapsilile Iwirrei. the combination with a body

portion formed of staves, of heads supported thereby,

chains having one end pivotally connected to one of the

staves, and passing around the body portion, the links of

said chain lieing of a length equal to the width of the

stave, means for securing each link of the chain to a stave

to have a transverse movement thereon, plates secured to

the opposite end of the chain during the manufacture

thereof and said plate having a series of horizontal open

ings therein, a lever mounted on the pivot securing the

ends of each chain, and a link pivoted to the lever and

having horizontal i>ortlons adapted to enter one of the

ripenings In Its resiK»ctlve plates and tighten the chain

around the ImkIv portion, and means for locking the free

end of the lever to the body of the barrel.

2. In a collapsible barrel, the combination with a body

portion formed of staves, of heads supported thereby,

chains having one end pivotally connected to one of the

staves and passing around the body portion, the links of

said chains t>elng of a length equal to the width of the

stave, means for pivotally connecting each link of the

chain to a stave to have a transverse movement thereon,

plates secure*! to the opposite ends of the chain and having

a series of horizontal oi)ening8 therein, a lever mounted

on the pivots securing the end of the chains to the staves,

a link pivoted to the lever and having a horizontal portion

adapted ti> enter one of the openings in Its respective

plate and tlgliten the chain around the liody portion, and

a l>olf passing transversely across the barrel on the out-

side of the heads, and firmly clamping the staves around

the heads.

3. In a collapsible barrel, the combination with a body

portion formed of flat staves having Inwardly l)eveled ver-

tical edges, of heads supported thereby, chains passing

around the staves and adjustably secured thereto, plates

securefl to the opposite end of the chains and having a

series of openings therein, and a lever pivotally carried by

the staves and adapted to enter one of the openings in the

plates and tighten the chain around the l)Ody portion.

4. In a collapsible barrel, the combination with a body

portion formed of staves, of heads supported thereby,

chains having one end pivotally connected to one of the

staves and passing around the IsxJy portion, and arranged

with a link opposite each stave and connected therewith

to have a transverse movement ;
plates connected to the

ends of the chains opposite the end stave, and having a

series of horizontal openings: levers mounted upon the

securing means of the links of the opposite end of the

chain, links pivoted to the levers and having Inwardly

turned lateral ends adapted to enter the openings In the

resfiectlve plate and tighten the chain around the body

portion, U 8hap)ed spring meml>ers carried by the stave

888,335. PRlNTINtj TELE:iRAl'H. Charlbs L. Kri m,

Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 22. 1903. Serial No. 170.419.

1. In printing telegraphs, tlje combination with a car-

riage for sustaining the paper to be printed, of means for

transversely shifting said carriage comprising a shifter

connected with the carriage, armatures conne<ted to said

shifter, electro magnets whereby said shifter is actuated,

said armatures and electro magnets being arranged at

opposite sides of said shifter an electric selective appara-

tus controlling the flow of current through said magnets.

2. In printing telegraphs, the combination with a car-

riage for sustaining the paper to be printed, of means for

transversely shifting said carriage comprising a pivoted

shifter bar connected with the carriage, armatures at-

tached to opposite sides of said shifter bar. electro mag-

nets arranged opposite said armatures and electric select-

ive apparatus controlling said magnets.

?,. In printing telegraphs, the combination with a car-

riage for sustaining the paper to be printed, of means for

transversely shifting said carriage comprising a shifter

connected with the -carriage, electro magnets and arma-

tures for actuating said shifter and supplemental electro

magnets, armatures for locking said shifter and carriage

and electric selective apparatus controlling said magnets.

4. In printing telegraphs, the combination with a car

rlage for sustaining the jiaper to be printed, of means for

transversely shifting said carriage comprising a pivoted

shifter bar connected with said carriage electro magnets

for actuating said shifter bar to shift the carriage and

locking magnets, armatures arranged upon opposite sides

of said shifter bar whereby said shifter bar may be locked

In central position and electric selective apparatus control-

ling said magnets.

5. In printing telegraphs, the combination with a car-

riage for sustalnlne the paper to tie printed, of means for

transversely shifting said carriage roniprfslng « shifter-

bar connected with the carrlaire. armatures connected to

said shifter bar. electro magnets whereby said shifter bar

is actuated, plural supplemental magnets for locking said

shifter bar In central position, armatures for said supple-

mental magnets, pivoted supports for said armatures con-

nected with said shifter bar and electric 8ele<nlve appa-

ratus controlllnn said magnets

[<'laims fi to IR not printed in the Gazette.]

888.336. WRENCH. K.mile LAintZE. I»ijou, France.

Filed Oct. 30. 1907. Serial No. 399.84.'j.

\ wrench comprising a threaded shank having a smooth

portion at one end and a rounded off head adjacent said

smooth portion, and jaws on said shank, one of which has

an opening fitting over said head and said smooth portion,
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the metal of said Jaw surronn.ilni? sakl .>poninu' beinif 1 H88..rw WRENTII Ki.ward I».kyeh. McKeesporf. Pa.

clo«e<1 in *) lis t.) overhanu tlie h^'iitl and therel.y iM-ima Filed Aug. 28, 1907. S«»rlal No. :i<tn,424

nently retain ^aUi jaw nn ilie sliauk, though p^rralttinK

Its fr^e rotation thereon.

888,337. 0.\ME .VPPAR.VTrs. Johv H. Lkk. ChicaKC

ni. Filed Nov. 29. I'.mC. Strial No. 289,586.

1. The foratiimition of n Iow.t -..in;: iiil>}. a . urv.-d spc

tlon r.mnpctfd with on-' i-nd thtTt'of and fuimin>; a I'on-

tinuation thfT-.f, and an npiM-r lunifX carryini; or rt-tiirn

alley having its rear fod presented to the roncavity of said

curved section, the lowpr ;ilify having an uninclosed front

end proj*H-rmg in front ^f tho front end of the upper all<*y.

2. The cnnihination of two >iiperi><>sf>«l al|>'ys of approxi-

mately equal l.-ngth. the low^r alley •onitiCiitinK the v'oing

alley and th.- upp.r l\\^^\ the tareet carrying or return

alley a ourvf-d i.'itlun at on-- -nd of the alleys and forming

a continuation of one thereof and >!frvink' t" reverse the

direction of transit of the t)all and direct tfte hall from one

alley to the other, and a pit at the other (fnd of the alley

Conut'Cted with th-- ntU^T ..»> ih.reof. for the i»urpo>«e set

forth.

.3. The i.inriination of a jjolnn lower allej terminating at

the rear end In an upturned ctirved section having a for-

wardly directed free end. a return upper 4lley located be-

l"\v and in frout of the free fnd of -lald curved section and

having its front fud terniinatlntr near ihe Jront end of the

lower alley, and :» pit conuf'i ted with the ffont end of said

return alley, space heinc provided beneath said pit for the

passage i)f a hall on the lower all>\v

4. The fombination of a low.-r going alley terminating

at the rear end in an up-curved section having a forwardly

directed free nd. gutters flanking said alley throughout

the length thereof, including the curved s<}<'tion. an upper

target carrying or return alley located .l)e|()w the level of

the free end of said curved section, gutters flanking said

upper alley and located In the same vertical plane with

said flrst-named gutters, and a pit connfctfd with the free

end of one of said alleys

.">. The combination of an invllned lower alley termlnat

Ing at Its rear end in an up <'urved section, having a for-

wardly presented free end. a return-alley located beneath

the free end of said curved section within range of a ball

passing from the curved section, and a pic connected with

the return alley near the free end of the l^wfr alley

M'ltilms 8 to 14 not printed In the r.a/'^tte 1

.V wrench comprising a toothed shank provided with a

fixed jaw, a Jaw slidahly supported on said shank and ion

gitudinally recessed, a toothed dog. arranged within the

recess of the sliding Jaw and loosely connected to said slid

ing Jaw. parallel arms secured at their forward ends t-)

op[)osite sides of said dog and connected at their rear ends

by a cross pin. an eccentric moiintt-d on said cross pin and

provided with an arm or lever, and means for l.K-klng the

eccentric arm. consisting of a latch pivotally connected to

said arm and adapted to en-age a n<iti-h In one of said par-

allel arms.

888,339. COLLBCTOB OPKRATINC VALVE Oeohge

MACi^oaKiB, 8cben«ctady. N. V.. assignor to Ceuera!

Electric Company, a Corporation of New York liled

•lulv 2«. 1906. Serial No 32*<.16,3.

1. In current eolleeting :ippMraiu> for electric vehicles.

a collector operating valve mmprislng a casing, a piston In

snld easing, a slide valve , .iiuiected to said piston, means

for normally maintaining balanced pressure <m opposite

sides of said piston, and hand-operated means for relieving

the pressure on either side of the piston accnrlinc to the

direetiun it Is desired to move the valve.

2. In current colleeting apparatus for electric vehicles,

a collector o|(erating valve comprising a casing, a piston in

said casing, a slide valve connected to said piston, means

for normally maintaining balanced pressures on opposite

sides of said piston, and tappet valves arranged at iioth

ends of said casing for relieving the pressure on either side

of said pistctn.

3. In current collei'ting apparatus for electric vehicles,

a collector operating valve comprising a <-aslng. a double

ended piston In said casing, a slide valve disposed between

the ends of said piston, means for normally maintaining

l)alanced pressures on opposite ends of said piston and tap-

pet valves at both ends of said casing for relieving the

pressure on either en<l of said jiiston.

4. In current-collecting apparatus for electric vehicles.

-
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a collector operating valve comprising a casing, a double
ended piston in said casing, a slide valve disposed between
the ends of said piston, means for normally maintaining
balanced pressures on opposite ends of said piston, tappet
valves at both ends of said casing for relieving the pres-

sure on either end of said piston, and a double-ended lever

pivoted to said casing and adapted to alternately engage
said tappet valves.

1

each vane having one of it.s edges parallel to the axis of
the cylinder farther from said axis than the other, and
a second similar series of vanes of different appearance,
each of the second series l)eing relatively movable in a
circumferential direction between two vanes of the first

series.

S,S8.340. ELECTRIC BELL RINGER. GkoroeMac-
i.osKiE, Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to (ieneral Electric

Cfimpany, a Corporation of New York. Failed L>ec. 4,

1906. Serial No. :i46,235.

1. In combination with a pivoted bell, a solenoid, a core

arranged for reciprocation therein, a lost motion connec-
tion between said core and said bell, a contact plate having
a lost motion and yielding connection with said core, and
fixed contacts with which said contact plate engages and
thereby short circuits the solenoid after the core has moved
in one direction.

2. In combination with a pivoted bell, a solenoid, a

core arranged for reciprocation therein, a lost motion con-

nection between said core and said bell, a contact plate

having a lost motion and yielding connection with said

core, fixed contacts with which said contact plate engages
and thereby short-circuits the solenoid after the core has
moved in one direction, and means for retarding the move-
ment of the core In one direction.

.^. In combination with a pivoted bell", a solenoid, con
nectlons between said bell and the core of said solenoid, a

casing, a spindle carried by said core within said casing,

abutments on said spindle, a contact member loosely sur-

rounding said spindle between said abutments, and a sta-

tionary member frlctionally engaging the contact member.
4. In combination with a pivoted bell, a solenoid, con

nectlons between said bell and the core of said solenoid, a

casing, a spindle carried by said core within said casing,

abutments on said spindle, a contact member loosely sur-

rounding said spindle between said abutments, stationary
members frlctionally engaging the contact member, and a
retarding means connected to said spindle.

888..S41, VISUAL SIGNAL. Wilbck L. Mekkill, Schen
ectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed July 21, 1906. Serial

No. 327,153.

1. A visual signal comprising a series of vanes of arc-

shaped cross section arranged in cylindrical formailon.
and a second similar series of vanes of different appear-
ance, each of the second series being relatively movable
in a circumferential dire<;tlon between two vanes of the

first series.

2. \ visual signal comprising a series of vanes of arc

shaped cross section arranged in cylindrical formation.

3. A visual signal comprising a series of vanes of arc-

shai>ed cross section arranged in cylindrical formation, a
second similar series of vanes of different appearance, each
of the second series being relatively movable In a circum-
ferential direction between two vanes of the first series,

and means controllable from a distance for moving said

vanes.

4. A visual signal comi)rlslng a series of vanes of arc-

shaped cross section arranged In cylindrical formation,
each vane having one of Its edges parallel to the axis of
the cylinder farther from said axis than the other, a sec-

ond similar series of vanes of different appearance, each
of the second series l>elng relatively movable In a circum-
ferential direction between two vanes of the first series,

and an electromagnet for moving said vanes.

S8S.342. SLIDING rK)OR FASTENER. Charlbs A. Mo-
i-iNE, Bancroft, Iowa. Filed Apr. 1, 1907. Serial No.
.'^6.';. 736.

1. The combination, with the door and door frame, of a
fastening comprising parallel plates and a bolt connecting
them, the said bolt t)eing arranged to move transversely
and rotatably in said frame, adjacent to the edge thereof,

and a wedge afl3xed to the frame between Its free edge
and the bolt of the fastening, and In a vertical position
with the point upward, whereby It is adapted for the func-
tions specified.

2. The combination with a slidable door and a door
frame having a recess in its outer side adjacent to the
rear edge of the door, of a fastening comprising two paral-
lel plates, a bolt rigidly connecting the same, the inner
plate having a handle and the bolt being adapted to slide

and rotate in the frame whereby the fastening may be
operated for engagement with and disengagement from
the door, substantially as described.

888,343. ADDRESSING-MACHINE. Bakton S. Molt
NBux. Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to Molyneux Auto-

I

Mailing Machine Company, Pierre, S. D., a Corpora-

!
tlon of South Dakota. Filed May 31. 1904. Serial No.
210.383.

1. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination of a plurality of holders for supporting articles

1 to be addressed, a supply device for supporting a stack of
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uniitw 1 «ddrp»8 stencils, a dellverj device for fecelrlng the

used address stenclln, a pneumatic grlpper for shifting

said stemlls, means for moving said ttrlpper successively

from the supply device to the holders, to the delivery de-

vice and baik to the supply device, a suction device having

an air .ondult. and )» valve mechanism operating to con

nect the stripper with the conduit of said sttctlon device

while the grlpper Is moving from the supply device to the

holder* and to the delivery device and to connect said

grlpper with the atm.-sphere when the grlpper reaches the

delivery .levUe and while moving the latter ft) the supply

device, sufmtantially as !»et forth.

connecting said grlpper either with a suction device or

with the atmosphere, tappets projecting from opposite

8lde« of the stem of said valve, a stop arranged to he en-

gaged by one of said tappets for shifting the valve so as

to connect the grlpper with said suction device when the

same Is over the stencil supply device, and n pivoted stop

having a shoulder which Is normally held by a spring la

the path of the other tiipv>et and operating to connect said

grlpper with the atmosphere when the same reaches said

delivery device during the Ijackward movement of the grlp-

per, Bulwtantlally as set forth.

5. In a maihlne of the character descrll»ed. the com-

bination of a plurullt.v of article holders, means for sup-

plying address stencils, a grip{>er for carrying said steu-

ills from the supplying device to the article holders com-

prising a h"llow cross bar. hollow nrnis proj.«<-tlnK for

wardly from said bar, and suction cups arranged on said

arms and connect.-l by the conduit in said bar and arms,

and an Inking; device for .(Wiperatin*; with said stencils

while the grlpper la holdlni; the same over said article*.

substanllall.v as set forth.

[Claims 6 to ,{H nr>t printed in the (Jaxette.l

H,H.^.344. KOIAKY ENGINE. James \V .M.....se^ Law-

ton Okln Filed June 14. 1907. Serial No. 379,ltM).

In a machine of the character descrlM. the com-

bination of a plurality of article holders, a device for sup-

plying unused stencils arranged In front of spld holders, a

dellvfrv device receiving the used stencils and arranged

iietweeu said holders and the stencil supplying device, a
.

pneumatic grlpper which carries the stencils successively
j

from the supplying device to the holders and delivery de

vice, a valve moving with said grlpper and oapable of con-
j

necting said grlpper either with a suction 4evlce or with I

the atmosphere, tapv^ets arranged on the stem of said

valve, and stops cooperating with said tappets for moving

said plug alternatelv In opposite directions for reversing

the connection of the grlpper with the suction device and

atiiiosphere, substantially as set forth.

;', In a machine of the character described, the com

binatlon of a plurality of article holders, a *evlce for sup

plying unused stencils arranged In front of said holders.

a delivery devl<e receiving the used stencils and arranged

between said holders and the stencil supplying device, a

pneumatic grlpper which carries fhe stencils successively

from the supplying device to the holdern and delivery

device a valve moving with said grlpper >nd capable of

connecting said grlpiK'r either with a smAlon device or

with the atmosphere, tappet.s projecting from opposite

aides of the stem of said valve, a stop arr^inged to t* en

^ged t,y one of said tapj)eta for shifting Che valve so as

to connect the grlpper with said suction device when the

same Is over the stencil supply device, and n yielding stop

arranged In the path of the other tappet tnd permitting

The latter to move forward freely from the stencil supply

Ing devk-e to the article holders but turning; .said last men

tlone<l tappet for connecting the grlpi>er with the atmos

phere when the siime reaches the delivery device during

Its backward movement. sut)8tantially as set forth.

4 In a machine of the character described, the com

binatlon of a plurality of article holders, a device for sup

plying unused stencils arranged In front Of said holders,

a dellverv device receiving the used stenclb and arrangwl

between said holders and the stencil supplying device, a

pneumatic grlpper which carries the stenijlls successively

from the supplying device to the holders «nd delivery de

vice a valve moving with said grlpper nnd capable of

1 In a rotary engine, u stationary cylinder having

heads, an inner cylinder mounted revolubly and eccentric-

ally within said stationary cylinder, said heads having

steam and exhaust chamlK-rs, said Inner cylinder having

steam and exhaust chests provided with ports to register

with the steam and exhaust chambers, valves for opening

and closing the steam and exhaust chests, a shaft for the

engine having a piston deslgnwl to automatically operate

said valves during Its travel.

2. In a rotary engine, a stationary cylinder having

heads, an Inner cylinder having In Its wall steam and ex

hauat chests mounted revolubly and eccentrically within

aald stationary cylinder, said heads having steam and ex

haust chambers and provided with annular recesses to re

celve the ends of said revolving cylinder, said Inner cylln

der having ports to continually register with the steam

and exhaust chambers, a shaft having an elongated recess

and provided with a piston to be received by said recess,

said Inner cylinder having a slot with which the steam

and exhaust chests commvnkate. valve bars oi>erable In

said slot and controllable by the piston for oi>enlng and

closing the steam and exhaust chests

3. In a rotary engine, a stationary cylinder having

': heads provided with steam and exhaust chambers, an Inner

cylinder having In Its circumference a slot and In Its

wall steam and exhaust chests, and provided with ports

to register with the steam and exhaust chaml)ers. mounteil

revolubly and e.-centrically within said stationary cylln

der. a shaft for the engine having an elongated recess

and provided with a piston to l)e received by said recess,

said slot having ports, valve bars mounted In said slot

for opening and closlni; said ports, said bars belne con

trollable by the piston

+. In a rotary engine, a stationary cylinder having

heads provided with steam and exhaust chamt*ra, an Inner

cylinder having In Its clrctimference a slot and In Its wall

steam and exhaust chests and provided with ports to reg

Ister with the steam and exhaust chambers mounted revo

lubly and eccentrically within said stationary cylinder.

1 said heads having recesses to receive the opposite ends of
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the Inner cylinder, a shaft having a piston, said slot hav-

ing ports, valve bars controllable by the piston mounted

In said slot for opening and closing said ports

.'). In a rotary engine, a stationary cylinder having

heads provided with steam and exhaust chatnbers. an inner

cylinder having in its circumference a slot and in Its wall

steam and exhaust chests and provided with ports to reg-

ister with the steam and exhaust chamlM^rs mounted

revolubly and eccentrically within said stationary cylin-

der, said heads having annular recesses to receive the

opposite ends of the Inner cylinder, a shaft for the engine

having an elongate<l recess and provided with a piston

to be received by said recess, said slot having ports, valve

bars controllable by the piston mounted In said slot for

opening and dosing said ports, one of said bars having

teeth or projections to i-over the ports through which

steam leaves the steam chest.

888.34.'i. rM:i'MATli' TIRE H.^kky MtJSCLow and

William A. R<iKF.Rr><. \ ancouver. Hrltlsh Columbia,

Canada Filed Julv •_'.!, ]'M)7. Serial No. 385,109.

1 .V> an mn.r tube fur a pneumatic tin.', the combina-

tion with an Inflatable tube ring of flexible elastic air

tight material, of a denticulated ring cemented round the

tread of the tube on the Inside and a corresponding den-

ticulated ring on the diametrically opposite side of the

tu(>e the denticulations of the two rings interprojecting

and the conformation of the Inner cemented rings and the

sides of the dentrlculatlous approximating to the inner

conformation of the tube before Inflation.

2. As an Inner tube for a pneumatic tire, the combine

flon with an Inflatable tube ring of flexible elastic air

tight material, of means for preventing the collapse of the

tube upon Itself when not inflated such means comprising

core rings of rubber or other suitable material cemented

to the Inside of the tube round the tread and diametrically

opposite, said rings eaih provided with interprojecting

teeth the adjacent sides of which are tapered from base to

tip the conformation of the core rings and their dentlcu

latlons conforming when together approximately to that

of the tube when not Inflated.

3. .\s an inner tube for a pneumatic tire, the combina-

tion with an lullatable tube of elastic material, a core ring

8*"cured around the Inside of the tread portion of the tube.

a similar ring secured diametrically opposite on the inner

side of the lulve, th<' Core rings conforming approximately

to the inside of the tut>e when not Inflated and the sides

of said core rings being free from attachment to the tube

so that the tube is free to Inflate laterally from the rings

4. .\s an Inner tube for a pneumatic tire, the comblna

tlon with an inllatable tube of flexible elastic material, a

core ring cemented round the- inside of the tread portion of

the tul»-. a similar ring similarly secured diametrically

opposite on the Inner side of the tube, the core rings con-

forniini: approximately to the Inside of the tube when not

Inflated nnd the si<les of said c-ore rings being free from

attachment to the tube so that the tube Is free to Inflate

lati'rally from the rings.

888,34«. IMITATION DIAMOND J.4ME.S C. McDkakmow.

Houston, Tex. Filed Aug 6. 1907 Serial No. 387.380.

1. An Imitation diamond comprising a conveio concave

disk of transparent glass provided on opposite sides with

facets disposed In approximately parallel relation

2. An Imitation diamond comprising a convexo concave

disk of transparent glass provided on opposite sides with

registering facets disposed In parallel relation.

.1. An Imitation diamond comprising a conveio concave

disk of transparent glass provided on opposite sides with

registering facets dl8;>o8ed in parallel relation; and a re

Heeling coating upon the coucave side of the disk.

4 .Vn Imitation diamond comprising a disk of trans-

parent glass provided on opposite sides thereof with regis-

tering facets dlsptised in parallel relation: a reflecting

coating applied to the facets on one side of the disk ;
and

a protecting covering for said coating

888,347. VEHICLK SPRING. Muhael M McIntyre,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Perfection Spring Com-

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

June 2, lOotV Serial No 319, S14.

1. The combination, with the hangers or outriders of a

vehicle, of an upper and a lower spring member clamped

together to form a unitary structure, links or shackles

extending upwardly from said hangers or outriders and

connected to the ends of the upper spring member, and

links or shackles extending downwardly from said hangers

or outriders, the lower spring member terminating in

scrolls, the ends of which are connected to the last men-

tioned links or shackles, substantially as specified.

2. The combination, with the hanger or outrider of a

vehicle, of an upper semi elliptic and a lower scroll spring

memlter connected together to form a unitary structure,

and a pair of links or shackles pivoted to said hanger or

outrider and extending In opposite directions therefrom,

one link or shackle being connected with the adjacent

end of the upper spring member and the other link or

shackle being connected with the adjacent end of the

lower spring member, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with the frame and axle of a ve-

hicle, of a pair of spring members supported from said

axle, one of said members having scroll ends, hangers car-

ritHl by said frame, and links or shackles extending in

opposite directions from said hangers and connected to

said spring members, substantially as specified

4 The combination, with the frame and axle of a ve-

hicle, of a spring comprising a pair of spring members sup-

ported from said axle, one of said members having a scroll

end. a hanger carried by said frame, and links or shackles

extending in opposite directions from said hanger and

connecte<l respectively to the end of the scroll and the

corresponding end of the other spring member, substan-

tially as specified.

,". The combination, with the frame and axle of a ve-

hicle, of a pair of spring members supported by said axle.

a hanger carried by said frame, and swinging shackles ex-

tending in opposite directions from said hanger and con-

nected to the corresponding ends of said spring members,

.ach shackle comprising a pair of links, the links of one

of said shackles l)elng plvote»l within the links of the

other substantially as specified

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette ]

8 8 8,348. CULTIVATOR - FENDER. Athbrton B

NiCHuL.s, Hastings. Minn. Filed Aug. 12, 1907. Serial

No. 388,081.

1 The combination, with a cultivator having a series

of teeth and shanks incllntnl to the horizontal whereon

said teeth are supported, of fenders having a rotary and

a vertical movement on the inclined portions of said
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nbanks and provided with a series of te^th that are adapt-

ed to roll on the ground on each side o| the plant that Is

beini? cultivated, said teeth operating between the culti-

vator teeth and the plant and preventiDk: the plant from

tx-lng broken or covered by the soil loO-<eiied by the cul-

tivator teeth.

2. The combination, with a cultivator having a series

of teeth, of a fender arranged to revolv- in a plane inclined

to- the horizontal and comprisinw; a huh and a series of

teeth flaring downwardly and outwardly therefrom, said

fender being adapted to revolve on it| support and the

teeth thereof contacting on the Inner side only of the

fender with the soil, the teeth on the ftppuslte side being

out of contact with the soil and said innt-r teeth serving as

guards between the plants and the cultivator teeth to pre-

vent clods of earth from being thrown »gainst the plants.

S. The combination, with a cultivator, of a fender or

guard mounted thereon and having a rtvolvlng movement

in a plane inclined to the horizontal, a ierles of teeth car

ried by said fender and depending between the cultivator

teeth and the plant to be cultivated, said fender being re-

volved by the contact of its teeth with the soil and having

a sliding vertical movement on its support to allow the

fender to accommodate Itself to inequtlitleg of the sur-

fai-e over which the cultivator is moved

4. The combination, with a cultivator having a series

of teeth, of a fender comprising a hub. a ring mounted

thereon and adapted to revolve in a pUne at an angle to

the horliontal said liub having a vertical movement on

its support, a series of teeth mounted in said ring and

depending between the cultivator teetb and the plant to

be cultivated, said fender teeth contactltg on one side only

with the soil and rotated with their tupportlng ring by

such contact and said teeth guarding \hc plant and pre

venting It from being broken or covered by the soil loosened

by the cultivator teeth

5. The combination, with a cultivator having a series

of teeth and shanks whereon said teeth are mounted, of

hubs carried by said shanks and havlnf a sliding vertical

movement thereon, and a series of peripheral teeth car

ried by said hub and having their ends arranged to contact

with the ground and be revolved thereby and said teeth

extending down betwe»'n the cultivator teeth and the

plant and serving as a guard or fender flor the plant.

[Claims ^! to s not printed In the Gaittte.)

888.349. COMBINED CABLE-SUPPORT AND WIRE
CLIP. Fbkdbic D. Ooden, Bayoone, N. J. Filed

Sept. 14, lf»07 Serial No. 392,841.

1. A hanger for supporting a cable against a vertical

surface, comprising a curved body portion to encircle the

cable, and an upright end above th«j body doubled in-

ward upon Itself, the opposite end portion shaped to have

Its end enter between the two parts af the first upright

end, the two ends shaped to lie against the surface and to

receive through them the securing !»cr<iw.

•_'. .\ hanger for supporting a cable against a surface,

comprising a curved body portion to encircle tlie cable,

and an upright end above the body doubled inward ui>on

Itself, the opposite end portion also lying against the sur-

face and its end entered between the two ptirt.s of the lirst

uprigtit end. the two euils receiving through them the

securing screw, the Inner fold of the Urst named upright

end having a notch in its lower edge for that purpose

3. A hanger for supporting a cable against a vertical

surface. o<.)tiiprising a curved t>ody (Mirtion to encircle the

cable, and two parallel superiiused ends above (he body

shaped to re.st against said surface and receive the secur-

ing screw, the inner parallel end having an open notch in

Its edge, and the other parallel end having a hole, for the

passage of the screw.

4. A banger for supporting a cable against a surface

comprising a curved body portion to encircle the cable,

and an upright end above the bo<ly dout>led inwar<l upon

Itself, the opposite end portion also lying against snld

surfai-e and its end entered between the two parts of the

first upright end. the two ends receiving through them the

securing screw, tlie inner fold of the first named portion

being notched in its lower edge to pass <iver the liody of

the screw under its head and the outer fold having an

opening to admit the screw driver.

5. A hanger for supporting a cable against a surface

comprising an upper upright portion to rest against said

surface, a horizontal portion In length substantially etjual

to one-half the diameter of the cable, a main body portion

of substantially the form of three-fourths of a circle, and

a straight back portion, the parallel portions receiving a

securing screw to enter the vertical surface.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette,]

888,350 (iAME APPARATlS F:ber M Pekkk. t. Ma-

rlanna. Ark , assignor of one-half to Smiley M Braden,

Marianna. Ark Filed June 7. 1007. Serial No ;{77.723

-,Jr »>- i J * ' iv .—J —
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The herein described card game apparatus, comprising

a series of cards divided Into a number of suites, one of

which suites Is marked and designated as a " .Note suite,

the cards of said suite having marks representing differ

ent money values, a second suite of the cards marked and

deslgnate<l as a " t'urrency " suite, the cards of which

suite are marked to represent different money values, a

third suite of the cards being marked and designated as

the '• Draft " suite, the cards of said suite being marked

to represent different money values, a fourth suite

of cards being marked and designated as the ' Check "

suite, the cards of said suite being marked to represent

different money values, a fifth suite of the cards being

marked and designated as the " Gold " suite, the cards of

said suite being marked to represent different money val-

ues, a sixth suite of the cards being marked and designated

as a " Sliver " suite, and the cards of said suite being

marked to represent the same money values, and the total

sum of the money values api>earlng on the " Currency."
•• Draft." ' Check." Gold," and " Silver " suites equaling

the total sum of the money values appearing on the

% Note " suite.
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MftJtRl COTTON-BALE TIE. William C Raosdalb,

"^ioJ;^. .«.««»r Of on-half ^^arlF. Moore.

Oklahoma. Okla. Filed June 21, 190l Serial No.

380,144,

A tele tie comprising a metallic loop made of wire

haVingThamfered ends lying opposite each other that end

of the wire which is provided with an acuminate edge at

be side of the loop hav.ng a laterally disposed 'P !> °8

n th same plane as that ..ccupie.i l,y the body of the tie.

wardly. and the oppoelte ends pivoted to the frame of the

"'o^'iTa machine of the character described, the combina-

tion of divider boards, gathering chains P/^^'^/^,,
^'^'J

fingers projecting beyond the inner edges of said divider

bo«ds. gathering reels comprising vertically disposed

crank shafts, curved gathering arms pivoted to the crank

Dortlona of said shafts, connecting rods plvotally con-

nected to said gatheriuu arn^ at one end. said rods being

extended rearwardiy and their opposite ends pivoted to

the frame of the machine, a reciprocating cutter bar dis-

posed under the gathering arms, and an endless con-

veyer m rear of said cutter bar.

3 In a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion of divider boards, gathering chains provided with

angers projecting beyond the inner edges of the divider

boards vertically disposed crank shafts, curved gathering

arms mounted to rotate upon said crank shafts, connect-

ing rods plvotally connected to said gathering arms at

one end, said rods being extended rearwardiy and their

opposite ends pivoted to the frame of the machine, and a

reciprocating cutter bar under the gatliering arms

4 In a machine of the character described, divider

boards gath.^ring chains provided with fingers projecting

beyond the inner edges of the divider boards, a recipro-

cating cutter bur. gathering reels comprising vertical y

disposed crank shafts, curved gathering arms pivoted to

said crank shafts, links plvotally connected to said gather-

ing arms and extending backwardly and connected to the

frame of the machine

» « 8 ^ 5 •- CHECK - BOOK, Lloyd C. Rkedbe. Salem.

WVa Filed May :i 1907. Serial .Vo. 371.615.

888 S^4 \PI'.\KATrS FOB KIEVATINfJ CUMS AND

other' GRANILAR OR PII.VERT-LENT M..TE-

RIVIS LOUIS G. ROHDE and Henri J. Rohpk 1 aris,

France. Filed Sept. 13. 19(H3. Serial No 3:i4..%5.-..

in a device of the character described, a temporary

binding comprising cover members, a tie.ible back secured

to said members, and the latter having slots therein meta

strips for reinforcing said slots, metal loops connected to

the back l.v bolts and winged nuts, said loops being adapt-

ed to pass' through a series of bank checks and detachable

stub sheets.

M8 363 CORN-HARVESTER. Rav Rubinscn, Wakefield,

^^Net'r : assignor of one half to Harry ^o^'--J/''-

field. Nebr Filed Dec K, 1006. Seriaj No. 346,909.

] \n elevating apparatus comprising two tubes ar-

ranged side bv side, and each having inlet openings In

Its top a sliding plate having curved sections fitting upon

the tubes and provided with openings adapted to register

with the op.'nings of the tubes, flexible sleeves within the

tubes and provided with transverse slits, and metallic

tubes within the sleeves and provided with notches oppo-

site the slits of the sleeves.

" \n elevating apparatus, comprising a tube having

inlet openings in its top, a movable cover fitting upon the

sleeve and provided with openings adapted to register

with the openings of said tube, a flexible sleeve in the

tube and having slits below the openings of the tulKV and

a tube in the sleeve and provided with notches opposite

the silts of the sleeve.

888 35'> FUSE Eknest Schattneb, Schenectady. N. Y.,

ass'ignor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York Filed June 10. 190.V Serial No. 264,.'>85.

1 In a corn harvesting machine, divider boards, pathe

ing' chains, reels located upon opposite sides of said dl-

l^Ser boards and comprising vertical shafts having

™ked portions extending In four directions outward >

\71 salJ Shafts, gathering arms plvotally <^---^^^\^

laid cranked portions, and connecting rods plvotally con

ttxTxo said gathering arms at one end, extending rear-

In an inclosed fuse, the combination with the shell, of

a barrier disk therein having a slot for the fuse, said slot

flaring both ways, and absorbent material surrounding

the fuse member and divided by said barrier.
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888,358 WINDOW SHADE AND CURTAJN BRACKET.

SEWiao B. Seyb.'I.k. New Kensington, Pa. Filed Mar

18. 1907. Serial No ;;62.869.

1 A bracket of the charafter dt's«crll»^d comprislnK

a vertlcalW extendinR supporting bar. a lusp.nslon nrm
j

exten.linjf at right anirW-s with respect thePeto and baring

that portion in proximity to the bar enlajged to consti- I

tut.' a r.-inforc^'ment. and a slidabte member forminu a
|

shade roller fixture adjustably mounted u|»on the suspen-
,

sion arm. said member .rnbodyini^ a sighed arm and
j

further havintt the lonRitudinal edjfes of its body portion

t>ent upon It.self to constitute (froove-formiO)!; lips whereby

said body portion can be reversibly mounted upon the sus-

f)ension arm.
•

V bracket of thH .-haracter deacri>«>d comprising

a verticailv extending: supporting (>ar. a juspenslon arm

extending at ru'ht an^cb-s with respect thefeto and haring

that portion in proximity to the bar enlarged to constitute

a r.-infor-emenf. >ind a slidable member f0rmlng a shade

roller fixture adjustably mounted upon the suspension

arm said memb.-r embodying a slotted arm and further

having the longitudinal edges of its bo<ly portion bent

upon itself to con.-»tltute groove- forming-lips whereby said

body portion can t)e reversibly mounted upon the sus-

pension arm. one of said groove formlng-llps of less length

than the other

:! A bracket of the character described comprising

a vertically extending supporting bar. a mspenslon arm

projecting at right angles with respect to said bar, and a

slidable member forming a shade roller fixture adjust-

ably mounted upon said arm. said member comprising a

body portion and an angular extension, f»ld angular ex-

tension slotted, said body portion having the longitudinal

edges thereof b.'nt upon itself to constitute a pair of

groove forming lips whereby said body c«n be reversibly

mounted upon said suspension arm.

4 A bracket of the character describad comprising a

vertically extending supporting bar. said bar having a

plurality of fastening fangs projecting from one face

thereof and further provided with a plutality of fasten-

ing tangs projecting from one edge thereof, a suspension

arm projecting at right angles with respect to said bar,

and a slidable member forming a shade roller fltture ad-

justably mounted upon said arm, said me»iber comprising

a b<jdy portion and an angular extension, luild angular ex-

tension slotted, said body portion having the longitudinal

edges thereof bent upon Itself to constltate a pair of

groove-forming lips whereby said body portion can be re-

versibly mounted upon said suspension arn.

5. A bracket of the character described comprising

a vertlcaUy-extending supporting bar, said bar having a

plurality of fastening tangs projecting from one face

thereof and further provided with a plurality of fastening

tangs projecting from one edge thereof, #ald bar further

having an apertured lug projecting from the other edge

thereof for attaching a spring thereto, a. suspension arm

projecting at right angles with respect to said bar, and a

slidable member forming a shade roller fixture adjust-

ably mounted upon said arm. said member comprising a

body portion and an angular extension, laid angnlar ex-

tension slotted, said body portion having the longitudinal

edges thereof bent upon Itself to constjtnte a pair of

groove forming lips whereby said body portion can be

reversibly mouated upon said suspension ftrm.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Oaiette.]

888,357. STOVE - LID. Gkobob W. Shokmaker, Mont-

rose, Pa. Filed Aug. 13. 1907 Serial No. 388.389.

1 A stove lid comprising a rim having spaced imperfo-

rate converging projictions extending therefrom toward a

central opening whereby nlternatlng diverging apertures

are formed radiating from said central opening, and a

(•over plate fornie<l with an imperforate central portion

and spaced diverging imperforate members radiating there-

from and rotatively engaging said rim. whereby said aper

tures may be alternatfly lovereri and uiieovered. sut>stan-

tlally as described.

•J. A stove lid comprising a rim hiiving spaced imperfo-

rate projections extending therefrom and converging to-

ward a central opening whereby alternating converging

apertures are formed radiating from said central opening,

reinforcing ribs formed upon said imperforate portions,

and a cover plat*- formed with an imperforate central por

tion and spaced diverging imperforate members radiating

therefrom and rotatively engaging said rim, substantially

as described.

3. A stove lid comprising a rim recessed in its upper sur

face and having spaced imperforate projections extending

inwardly therefrom in alimment with said recess and con

verging toward a central opening whereby alternating con-

verging ap«>rture8 are formed radiating from said central

opening, and a cover plate formed with an Imperforate

central portion and diverging spaced Imperforate members

radiating therefrom and rotatively engaging said recessed

surface, substantially as deacrU>ed.

4. A stove Ud comprising a rim having spaced Imperfo-

rate projections converging toward a central opening

whereby alternating converging apertures are formed ra-

diating from said central opening, reinforcing ribs formed

upon the under sides of said Imperforate portions and

having shoulders upon their adjacent ends, a clamp plate

engaging said shoulders and supported thereby, a cover

plate formed with an Imperforate central portion and di-

verging Imperforate members radiating therefrom and

rotatively engaging said rim, and a clamp screw connect

Ing said cover plate and clamp plate through said central

opening, substantially as described.

5. A stove lid comprising a rim having Imperforate

converging projections extending therefrom toward a

central opening, whereby alternating diverging apertures

are formed radiating from said central opening, a cover

plate formed with an Imperforate central portion and di

verging imperforate members radiating therefrom and

rotatively engaging .said rim, and a stop lug extending

from said cover member Into said central opening, and

adapted to alternately engage said Imperforate projec

tlons and limit the movements of said cover member, sub

atantlally as described.

f Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.}

888,358. CAR FENDER. GaAMT U. Shii.tz, Reading. I'a.

Filed June 11. 1907. Serial No. 378,366.

1. In a device of the character described, a main fender.

an auxiliary fender pivoted thereto near the center of the

main fender and having Its front In the rear of the main

fender, a latch for maintaining said auxiliary fender In

raised position, and a trip for said latch arranged In ad

vance of the main fender.

2. In a device of the character described, a pivoted main

fender, an auxiliary fender pivoted to said main fender In
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advance of the latter's pivoted point, and a trip ahead of

said main fender controlling the release of the auxiliary

fender.

3. In a device of the character described, a pivoted main

fender, an auxiliary fender pivoted thereto between the

main fender's pivoted point and the front thereof and an

upwardly movable trip in advance of the main fmder

controlling the release of the auxiliary fender

4. In a device of the character described, a main fender,

a pivoted auxiliary fender beneath said main fender, a

latch controlling said auxiliary fender, and an upwardly

movable trip in advance of the main fender for releasing

said latch

.'.. In a device of the character described, a pivoted main

fender, an auxiliary fender lying beneath said main fender

and pivoted thereto between the latter's pivoted point and

front thereof, a latch retaining said auxiliary fender nor

inally In raised position, and a trip pivoted to said main

fender, extending In front thereof, nnd arranged to move

upwardly and Inwardly thereon.

8 8 8,359. PRODUCERCAS APPARATUS. Haury F.

Smith. I>exlngton. Ohio Filed Mar. •-'9. 1907. Serial

No. 365.29-J.

said hot water receiving means having an alr-lnlet for

effecting the reverse passage through It of air-currents.

3. Apparatus of the character described, comprising

means for receiving a regulated quantity of hot water for

distribution through It. a hot water supply pipe for said

hot water receiving means, a valve arranged in said hot

water supply pipe, and a thermostat arranged In a com-

mon outlet of said hot water receiving means and con-

nected to said valve for controlling the action of the latter,

said hot water receiving means having an air Inlet for

effecting a jiassage of air-currents In the opposite direction

through said hot water receiving means.

4. .\pi>aratu8 of the character described, comprising a

tank, a valved hot water supply pipe therefor, a thermo-

stat arranged in a common outlet of said tank for the de-

livery therefrom of saturated air-currents, means effecting

connection between the valve of said hot water supply pipe

Mud said thermostat, said tank also having arranged there-

in means for distributing the passage of the hot water

through it. and an air inlet for effecting a passage there-

through of air currents In the opposite direction over said

hot water distributing means, as set forth.

8 8 8.360. TIE-HOLDER. Louis K. Sone, New York

N Y Filed Oct. Ifi. 1006 Serial No. 339.170.

1. A holder for a hand tied tie having means for at-

taching Itself to the collar button, having a short project-

ing spur and having a long tongue extending transversely

with respect to said spur and adapted to be deflected lat-

erally from said spur to engage Its point in the tie, the re-

siliency of said tongue operating to Impale the tie on said

spur.

2. A device of the class described formed of wire bent

to form a socket adapted to engage the shank of a collar

button, the material on one side of said socket being bent

to form a laterally extending arm, said arm being bent

inwardly to form a tongue projecting substantially across

the front of said socket, the material on the opposite side

of said socket being bent so as to form a finger piece and

having a forwardly projecting shank beyond said finger

piece, .said shank terminating In a pointed spur having

Its point lying near said tongue and projecting trans-

versely thereof, said tongue being pointed to engage the

materia! of said tie. and being resilient whereby it may

hold the material of the tie Impaled on said spur.

1. Apparatus of the character described, comprising

means for receiving a regulated quantity of hot water for

distribution through It. means for effecting a passage of

air In the opposite direction through said hot water re

celvlng means, a thermostat arranged In a common outlet

of said hot water receiving means for the escape and de-

livery of said air-currents thus saturated with moisture,

and a valve for said hot wat«r supplying means controlled

by the action of said thermostat.

'_'. Apparatus of the character described, comprising

means for receiving a regulated quantity of hot water for

distribution through It. means for effecting a passage of

air In the opposite direction through said hot water re-

ceiving means, a thermostat arranged in a common out-

let of said hot water receiving means for the escape and

delivery of said air currents thus saturated with moisture,

a valve arranged in said hot water supplying means and

a stem connected to said valve and to said thermostat.

888,361. DRILL STEEL SHARPENER. Joseph Sopp.

Georgetown. Colo., assignor of one fourth to Roy Rus-

sell Wheeler, Silver Plume, Colo. Filed Apr. 5. 1907.

Serial No. .366.572.

A drill steel sharpening die provided with intersecting

. slots adapted to receive the wings of the drill steel, the
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bottom of one slot having a .ingle inrllneil sharpening

^^ada.ted to act aimu.tan«.u.ly on onejMe of t^e -t-

tini: e.li:e nf the two opposite wlntjs of tbe iJrlll steel.

«««"«•> NfOVorY.I.U- SYJ^TEM UF aLECTRIC DIS-

TRIBITION •H.vRi-r.s r. STE.NUrW. Schenectady.

N Y awUnor to Jeneral Electric Company, a Corpora-

Vlon of New York. Filed Mar. 30, 1$95. Serial No.

54a..H0*t.

allv formlDs a bow spring, a lateral toe on each bow .prtng

havlns contact with the Inner surface of said app«r lec-

tion of the stick, the free lower end of said spring also

eDiiau'ln;; the inner surface of the stick, and an ear on the

latch doK atK)ve the said toe and projecting thronph a slot

In said iipi)er stick section.

1 ,n «,mhlna,ion. a main generator af
'*'"'^''f

P'^""^/'^

teruatmg current, mains supplied therebr. a third main, a

motor-generator run fron. the single P^*«
"'^^'j'^^l^^^f

ruppTyfng displaced electro-motlye force to the third tnain^

a commutator upon the motor generator, and connections

?rom the commutator to the fleld-magnets of the motor-

generator and the main alternator. ,

'
2 in combination, a main generator Of «'°«'^ P^,'^'^^^'^

,

ternatlng current, mains supplied thereby, a third main

n electrical connection with said mains, and « ™"'^;"^
f^TT. >

to run fro» the single phase machlae and a-^apted to
,

Supply alternating current to said thlr« main and direct

current to the field of the generator.
"

The combination of two secondary colls, a connection

between the terminal of one of said coils and an Interme

Sllfe J.lnt in the length of the other, a primary coll for

el!h -condarv coll. and two dynamo-electric machines

conne, ted res[.€Otlvely to said primary colls.

4 The combination of an alternatit* current dynatno

.lectric machine, a rotary converter prrvlded with multl^

phase connections, current conveying l*ads between some

of said connections and mains fed by aald machine cur^

rent conveying tneans between "^^er connect ons of the

[otarv converter and a third main associated with the flr^t

mentioned mains, and electrical connections between he

direct current terminals of said rotary converter and the

field of said dynamo electric machine.

% The combination of an alternatlnd current generator,

leads extending therefrom, a phase changing device con

nected across said leads, a transformer with Its primary

connected across said leads, and ^u-««;^^«"7'" °«
^'c

nections between the phase changing 4eTlce and the sec

ondary of sakl transformer.

M8.363. FOLDING IMBRELL.V f-VBSON
f^^«=„

»»"';

Cre*k Iowa. Filed .\ug 13. l&OT Serial No. 388.28L

1 The «.mblnatlon with a tubular umbrella stick

formed In telescoping sections, and a runner sleeve slld^

lb ^on two of said sections, of a sprtag latch dog In the

up^r section having lateral spaced Projections on 1

upper portion that engage the runner sleeve ^^djo"^ '^

JtaMonkrv on sakl upper section, the said dog ^^^^ J^
hue^ in thickness at its lower portiot>, and curved -ater

• The combtnall..n with a tubular umbrella sti-k

formal in three teles.-oplng sections and a
"'""-/J^J^

gl Liable on the upp.-r an.l .uiddle sections, of a spring latch

dog in the upper seciun having lateral spaced projections

aJits upper portion tha, work in slots in said st>ck sec

rion for engagement with the sleeve at two Pom;*;.
/"/J

an ear on said latch dog projecting through a slot in he

section for depressing the spring dog and thus reieas ng

're runner sleeve, the free lower end of said spring latch

dog engaging the inner surfa.e of said upper sect on.

;? The combination with a tubular umbrella stick

formed in three telescoping sections, and a iongltudinally-

slotted runner sleeve slldable on the upper and middle sec-

tions thereof, of a spring latch dog located in the upper

section of the stick, having a lateral hook on its upper end.

a lug .paced from the hook, and an ear t*low the lug. the

hook engaging the upper end of the runner sleeve, the ug

entering the slot therein for holding said sleeve station

arv. and the ear proje<-tinK through a slot in the upin-r

stick section l^low the runner sleeve.

4 The combination with a tubular umbrella stick

formed in three teiesc-oping sections, and an oppositely and

longitudinally slotted runner sleeve slldable 011 the up,hm-

and middle se-tions thereof, of spring latch dogs lapped

and locate<l In the upper stick section, each dog having a

, latch hook on the upper end. a lug below on the dog. and

an ear below the lug thereon, said hook, lug and ear on

each dog normally projecting through slots In the upper

stick section, each hook on a respective dog engaging the

' upt.er edge of the runner sleeve, and the lugs slmulta-

neouslv entering the op,>oslte slots In said runner sleeve,

thus.holdlng the sleeve stationary until relea«jd by pres-

sure on the ears.

r, The combination with a tubular umbrella stick

formed in three telescoping sections, the upper section

having opposite longitudinal slots therein near Its ower

I end of cross lapped spring dogs having ears on their lower

ends that normatly project through the slots Into engage-

ment with the upi>er end of the middle section of the

stick the said spring d..gs each having a projecting toe

:
above the ear engaging the Inner surface of the i|PP«rJ*^"

tion of the stick, the upper end of each spring dog being

• free and also engaging the Inner surface of said section of

the stick and a latch hook on the lower section of the

''

stick the hook nose of which passes through opposite

slots" In each stick section, the ears and latch hook co act-

: ing for holding the middle section stationary on the lower

!
section.

,

;
[Claims « to in not printe<i in the Uazette.]
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888 8fl4 REFRTCERATOR LATCH. Chsibtian 8TOTZ,

Bellevue. .(hlo. Filed Aug. 31. 1906. Serial No.

332. R59.

888.366. SEAT OR STOOL Howard Sutton. Richmond.

Va. Filed Nov -1, 1905. Serial No. 285.897.

A refrigerator lock. Including iwo manually operated

levers said levers having heads furnished with circular

bearing faces, means for attaching said levers to a door.

said means consisting of a bolt having one end squar^

and adapted to engage a suitable socket in one lever head.

the opposite end of said bolt having threads engaging the

other lever head, a key pin for said threaded connection,

bearing i-lates ndapte.i to be attached to opposite sides of

a door and providetl with sockets adapted to receive said

circular faces, a helical cam projection formed upon the

head of one of said levers, and a <am plate adapted to be

fixed to the door jnmb. said plate having a helical grooTe

formed therein and adapted t.> be enua^-ed by said cam pro-

jection.

888.866. I'RESSLTIE DEVICE FOR THE STRINGS OF

PIANOS. William D. Simlin. Atlanta. <".a. Filed

Sept. 13. 1907. Serial No. 392.778.

The herein described movable seat for stools comprising

a baae having railway tracks thereon, a seat having down-

wardlv projecting marginal flanges, the side flanges of said

seat being recessed, casings mounted within the recesses

and having on opposite sides resilient spring arms to engage

the treads and webs of the rails, balls in the casings to

bear against the tread surfaces of the rails, and right an-

gular arms extending from the opposite sides of the casing

ul>ove the spring arms, substantially as described.

888 367 STVMlMXG-CLir .I->nas K TobSQLIST. St

Paul. Minn., assignor to .harles T Raschlck, .'<t Paul.

Minn Filed Mar. 4. ll'oT Sciial No, :160,445.

' 'fli'iminHiH iiif*"" m™™™

1 In a piano, the combination of a string plat.', tnnlng-

pins carried thereby, a scale rib upon the string-plate,

strings extending over and bearing on the rib and secured

at one end to \\u- tuning pins, and a pressure l>ar connected

with the string plate and extending across and bearing

upon the strings between the pins and rib. said bar l>eing

provided upon its bearing fac<- with spac«Hl projections

between which the strings pass, sai.i projections l>elng

arranged to bear on opposite sides of the strings to prevent

lateral movement thereof.

•' In a piano, the combination of a string plate, tuning-

pin's carried thereby, a scale-rib upon the string plate,

strings ext»-uding over and bearing on the rib and secured

at one end to the tuning pins, and a pressure bar con

nncted with the string plate and extending acros.s and

bearing upon the strings I,, (w.. n the pins and rib, said

bar being provid.-.i u,.on its iMsiring fac with transverse

grooves or n..i,t,,.-. l^rniing spaced proj-ctions between

which the vtnn^s |.a>. said i.rojections being arrang.-d

to bear on opposite sid.- of the .strings fo prev.-nt lateral

movement thereof

3 In a piano, the combination of a siring plate, tuning-

plns carried thereby, a scale rib upon the string-plate,

strings extending over and bearing on the rib and secured

at one end to the tuning pins, and a pressure-bar connected

with the string platf a"*! extending across and bearing

upon the strings b«-tween the pins and rib, said bar being

provided upon its bearing face with a longitudinal fin or

rib having transverse grooves or notches forming spaced

projections between which the strings pass, said projec-

tions being arranged to bear on opposite sules of the

strings to prevent lateral movement thereof.

1 A device of the class sei forth, comprising In com-

bination, a slip clip for us,, with checks having a frame, a

stamp movably carried by said rWp in said frame and

means for permitting said stamp to be moved forward and

backward and up and down in said frame, for the purposes

specified.

2 A device of the class .set forth, comprising a slip ciip

f,,r use with a che.k having a frame, a stamp uiovably

.-irried bv said clip in said frame, means for guiding said

stamp forward and backward and u). and down in .said

frame, and means also carried by said frame for applying

ink on said stamp.
•', \ device of the class set forth, comprising a slij) clip

for use with a check pad having a frame, a stamp movably

carried bv aald clip in said frame, means lor guiding said

stamp foVward and backward and up and down in said

frame, means als<. carried by said frame f..r apP'J;'""^^
[l^

to the tvpe carried by said stamp, and a knife by which the

checks on said pad may be cut. for the purposes specified

4 \ device of the class set forth, cmiprising in com

hinaiion a stamping dip for use with a check pad having

j#-
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a frame. mean« carried by Mid frame for holding '"'d
P^f

•

a Btamp movably c-arried In said frame, mean 8 for guldlnp

said stamp forward and backward and up tnd down and

means carried by said frame for cutting the checks of

said pad. for th^ purposes specified.

IS \ device of the class set forth, comprising in combina

tion a slip clip having a suitable frame, a pflessure element

co-acting therewith for adjustably holding » cehck a cut-

ting edgo on one of said parts for severing said check a

,tamp movably carried in said frame, means for guiding

said stamp forward and backward and up and down in

.,ald frame, means for inking said stamp when In receded

position, and means for raising said statnp above said

check when in forward position.

[Claims 8 to 11 not printed In the r,aiett«.]

888 368 CLOSER FOR DOORS. SHUTTERS. G.VTES.

\ND THE LIKE Charles Tridb. St. Marys. Kans .

assignor of one-half to Henry B Mees. St Marys, Kans.

Filed July 16. 1907 Serial No. .•i8:i.9«-l

tuated locking plate bearing upon the Kud'ng device and

disposed to W shifted thereby daring the >«°»'^^lnal

movement of the plate in either direction, a support en-

gaging hook integral with and outstanding from the pla e^

and oscillatory supporting means in the path of and dis-

posed to be automatically engaged by the hook.

888.370. SASH FASTENER
Cal. Filed June 17, 1907.

ALBERT Van DfZM, Loleta,

Serial No. 379.508.

1 In a device of the class described, the combination.

with a hinged door and its support, of a toggle lever,

brackets for plvotally mounting said toggle lever respec-

tively upon said door and said support. a»d a plurality of

springs connecting one of said brackets and an adjacent

arm of said toggle near the opposite ends thereof.

2 In a device of the class described, the combination.

with a hinged door and Its support, of a toggle lever,

brackets for plvotally securing said toggle lever respec-

tively to said door and said support, a plarallty of springs

connecting one of said brackets and an adjacent arm of

said toggle near the opposite ends thereof, and means car-

ried by said arm for adjusting the tension of one of said

springs
:>. In a device of the class described, the combination,

with a hinged door and Its support, of a toggle lever com-

prising movable arms, one of said arms having a bifurcated

head brackets for plvotally securing said toggle lever re

spectively to said door and said support, said bifurcated

head having a plurality of pins between the sides thereof,

a spring removably secured at one end t«. one of said pins

and at the other end to one of said brackets, and a second

spring secured to the same bracket and said arm at its

opposite end.

4 In a device of the class described, the combination

with a hinged door and its support, of a toggle lever,

means for plvotally mounting said toggle lever respectively

upon said door and said support, a spring mounted upon

said support and adjustably secured to He adjacent arm of

said toggle near one end of said arm. aad a second spring

mounted upon said support and secured to the adjacent

arm of said toggle at the opposite end thereof, said second

spring being formed to constitute a bufr«r.

1 A sash fastener comprising a pivoted arm. a wedge

block slidably mounted on the arm and movable therewith

a deflecting device exterior of the block, a spring upon ai^d

movabS with the arm for holding the block nomaUy In

contact with the deflecting device, means connected to he

block for actuating the same against the stress of the

'^o°The combination with a window ca.slng and sash
:
of

a stem upon the sash, a head thereon, an arm plvotally

mounted upon the stem, a wedge block Interposed between

The stem and the window casing, said head overlapping the

block an arm extending from the wedge block and havmg

laterally extending means thereon slUlable upon the plvot-

d amf a spring upon the arm and bearing at opposite

ends against the stem and said laterally extending means

and means connected to and depending from the wedge

block for shifting said block against the stress of the

I spring.

r 1 — oco 171 r>Y\\MOMETER. John B. Wbbb. Olenrldge,

888.369. SASH-FASTENER. Albbet Tam DasKB. Loleta. -

S^^^'^y^^^^Mfr 27. 1907. Serial No. 364.921.

Cal. Filed June 12, 1907. Serial ^a 378.68^ N. J^ »•

^ .^j.^ng and twisting shaft;
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currents of electricity having a phase difference dependent

on the twist of said shaft : and Indicating means to indi-

cate this phase difference.

S8S.373. GATE. Tho.m as F. West, Nicholasville. Ky.

Filed Sept. i:'., 1907 Serial No :U>2,748.

2 In a dynamometer: a rotating and twisting shaft;

means in operative relation thereto to generate alternating

currents of electricity having a phase difference dependent

on the twist of said shaft : and Indicating and recording

means to Indicate and record this phase dlCTerence.

3. In a dynamometer: a rotating and twisting' shaft;

two alternating current generators in operative relation

thereto to generate alternating currents of electricity hav-

ing a phase difference dependent on the twist of said shaft

:

and indicating means to Indicate this phase difference

4. in a dynamometer: a rotating and twisting' shaft;

two alternating current generators operating in relation

to different points of said shaft ; means for adjusting, and

iru'HUs fur measuring the position of the fields of said gen

erators.

8. in a dynamometer : a rotating and twisting shaft ;

two alternating current generators operating In relation

to different points of said shaft ; means for Indicating,

means for measuring and means for adjusting the position

of a field with reference to Its armature when the shaft Is

at rest.

(ClHims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.372. STRINGED MT-SICAL INSTRUMENT Charles

S. Weber. New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 22. 1905. Serial

No. 275.203.

1 A musical Instrument having a supporting frame, a

pair of bridge plates located at opposite edges of the said

frame, each bridge plate having bearing edges on both

sides of said frame, a wrest cap connected with one of

said bridge plates, and a plurality of wires secured at their

opposite ends to said wrest cap and bearing on the edges

of both of said bridge plates, said wires passing around

the one of said bridge plates opposite to the one on which

Is located the wrest cap.

2. A musical Instrument having a supporting frame, a

pair of bridge plates located at opposite edges of said

frame, one of said bridge plates being straight, the other

being curved, and a wrest cap mounted upon said curved

bridge plate and having a curvature conforming to that of

said bridge plate.

1 In a gate of the character described a gate post, a gate

, panel supported thereon, suitably supported operating

levers, a bell crank connecting said levers, a plvotally sup-

ported link conni-oted plvotally with the angle of the bell

crank, a suitably guided sliding arm connected plvotally

with the link, a collar adjustable upon the sliding arm. a

link pivoted upon the collar and having a roller, a revers-

ing lev.r having a slot in which said roller operates, said

revtrsing lev.r also having a depending arm. and suitably

guided nn-nns connecting said arm with the gate panel.

2 In a gate of the character described a gate post, a

gate panel hinged thereon, operating levers, posts sup-

porting said levers, a rail connecting one of said posts with

the gate posts, an intermediately disposed upright con-

nected with the rail, a vertically sliding arm guided upon

the upright, a bell crank connecting the operating levers, a

link connected plvotally » ith a post supporting one of the

operating levers and with the angle of the bell crank, said

link being plvotally connected with the vertically sliding

arm. a reversing lever, a roller guided upon the reversing

lever and connected with the vertically sliding arm. a

liracket depending from the reversing lever, a slide guided

upon the rail, a link connecting said slide with the bracket

depending from the reversing lever, and a rock shaft

supported upon the gate panel and having a crank con-

nected with the slide

888.374. EXPLOSIVE EN<iINE. Henry O. Westex-

DARF. Lynn. Mass. assignor to General Electric Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York Filed Apr. 14. 1905.

Serial No. 255,510.

1. In an explosive engine, the combination of a cylinder

having exhaust ports and separate fuel and air admission

ports at its forward end. a piston in the cylinder which

moves over said ports to open and close them, a carbureter

connected with the fuel admission ports, means for supply-

ing compressed air through the air ports while the exhaust

ports are open and also for supplying It to the carbureter

to produce a fuel charge therein under pressure, and means

which permits the fuel charge to pass from the carbureter

to the cylinder after the exhaust ports are closed.

2. In an explosive engine, the combination of a cylinder
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h«niic «b.o« port, and separate fuel and .ir admls«ion

^Ilr\r«« forward end. a piston in th- .'Hinder which

S^.te^^rp^lf- to op.n and cio.e th.^ a oart,un..r

connected with th*. fuel ports, a pump driven by the en

!?L^r «uDPlyln« air to th. cylinder for ,.cav..n.lng It

!^d to the carbureter to pnxluce a fuel charge under pres

"fe a valve in the connection between tbe carbur-rer

Ind the fuerports which hold, the char.e u.der pressure.

Ill TJ^l'for openin. the vaive ^^-^.«^-;,
^,:;^,

hauBt porta are closed and tt.. pressure ,n the ohnder is

''3*
u°Ln7xplosive en«,ne. the combination of an e.

nlosion cylinder having separate air. fuel and -^aust ports

at 1 H toward end. « pump cylinder, a .arhur-ter. a dltrer-

eit^^al ar?a piston, the .mailer portion of thf pi.ton w.>rlc-

nrin the explosion cylinder and the
-4-

J---^-
he pump cylinder, means for dlrect.n. a P';'' '«°

"^^"^^

con.pre«ied air from the pump to the a.r ports ^o sj-a^en^e

Jhe explosion cylinder and another portion to the carbu

eter ,0 form a fuel charge therein under pressure^ and

n!.an. for a.lmitrinc the fuel charu-e to th. explos.on cyl^

nde a ter the exhau.st and air ports have fceen opened by

the outward movement of the piston and subsequently

closed at the bekrlnnin^ of its return mov-ment.

Tin an explosive en.me. an expU.slo. cylinder, an

axially alLd 'vlinder of larger diametef than the ex-

Jdst^n Cinder.- a trunic P'-""
.

^^-'^ ^^
„ rcTunr

working in each cylinder and forming in the larger ^y>i°<l"

In annular pump chamber, exhaust ports and air ports

aSlao.nt the forward end nf the explosion rylinder. wh.ch

^ri o;ene^ and c.,.s..t by th. m.,ve„.ent of the P'^'- --
th!m «>narate fu.-l ports adjacent the ajr and exhaust

pin, bm farth. r removed from tb- end Of the cylinde.

r^rbureter r.e..,vin« air from the pump to form a fuel

cZTn.<U'r pr..ssur.., a connection i^etw.en the carbu^

reter and the fuel ports, a valve in
^«"V'""" li"t the

means for me<-hanlcally op-rating- -h.- valTe to admit the

Tuercharce to the explosion cylinder after the P'^ton on

ItVinward movement has cb.sed both the exhaust and the

air ports. . _

5 m an explosive eiiKine. the combination of differ-

ential ar.a rvllnders. tbe cylinders of smaJl.T area bavins;

8eaven^in»i and -xhaust ports, pistons working in the cy

laders'the pistons and cylinders ..f laru-» ^irwi .wnstltut

Injt air pumps, a receiver cumui-u u, tbe pumps, oonne,-

tlons between the receiver and the englfe cylinders for

supplying air to scavenge them, a carbureter. ^ -nn-^'tl-o

between the receiver and the carbureter tllrough which air

passes to the latter to form fuel .baru.s. -..nn.-. . i-ns ,,.

tween the carbureter and the engine < yluvl- r-. aii.l m. :ni-

' included in said connections which admit, the fuel char- ^

after the completion of the scav.n:r!ni: aijd the closure oi

the exhaust (wrts.

[t'lalms and 7 not print, d in th. i;.iz»tte.J

'.
•> The combination, with a traction engiM boUer of

hleh and low pressure cylind-rn mounted tbereOB •« nav-

'nf s'am chests and valves therefor, a pipe ..xten, n.

ransverselv of said cylind-rs au.l above the same hihI . -
nv

municatlng a, ..n. end witb said high P--''-";;"^ ^^Z
and at Its opposite end with said b.w ppssure steam chest

Tuve steam'pipe having a throttle -1- com„>„n,c« in

with said transverse pipe, an intercepting s a v •• -uat..

1 Tn th^ pa-age iead.nc fro,„ said '^ansverse pipe to sa.d

low presssure steam .t.-st an-l nnrmally admitting live

s"am o said low pressure steam chest '"n-'taneously

Jith its admission to saiJ blgh pr-ssnre steam chest, said

valve having surfaces of different ar-a

, valve 18 open to the live steam pr.H>..ir

X posed when the

!\ii(l wher.'l>y the

aid valve win be auton>ati,allv > l^s.-d wb... the pressure

:„v r.d »"a pt..-. .".i •"—-0 •» "'«• T v.r:

IS ii.scrlbod.

888.175 INTEUrEPTING-VALVE «;i>.RGE E. Wii.s..n

and W.t.LiAM J. FRAWLCT. Stillwater. Minn Filed Feb.

1906. Serial No. •.»9«.801
\

t m a croBs compound traction engine, the comb.na- ,

tion with a live steam pipe having a throttle valv-. of

hl-b and low pressure cylinders having a Ft.Mm passage 14.

an intercepting valve located t>etwe..n -all live steam pipe

and said low pressure chest and passa_'e U and normally

admitting live steam t„ said chest simultan-ously wuh us

admission to said high pressure steam .best said valve

having surfacs -f differ..nt ar-as. t.„ smaller surface

b!ing normallv ex.K.sed to the live m..m, enteri_ng from

said pipe and said pa.^sage u having a by pass 1 .
leadm.

to said larger surface, wheret.y upon th.- entrance of live

^r.am t.. saM i-assage U an.l said l.,K pressure steam

hest said intercepting valve will U> lastantly and aut(>-

maticallv operated to close the live st.ar, passage through

^am val've to said low pressure chest, md the exhaust of

sa d high pr..ssure cylinder having a pU>e communlcatmg

w th th'- l.!w pressure steam chest, wher-by upon the clos-

Tng of -id valve after the Initial op..ra,i,.u of the eng,r.e

the hi.h pressure cylinder exhaust w.ll De ,-ondue,-.l ... the

l„w ,,r.<<nr.. . vlinder. substantially as ^escribed.

888 376 EXTENSIBLE rHANPEITER W.U.Tr.R I. Wil-

^^soJ Lof^ngeles. Val. nbd N-u- 1. Um7. Serial No.

f^l^an extensible chandelier, a distributer connection

having an annular upper portion for the attachment of

xXIt* and T^ and having a lower portion of leas dlam-

em for the attachment of tube T=. and having "««"«'° »'

ooenlngs with threaded orifices communicating therew th

J^r he attachment of electric light ar.ns^
-'^,':,V "he

hreaded orifices which pass clear through the wall of the

!l'str,bute; and com.nunicate with the space be,w...n tubes

T» and T* for the attachment of gas arms

- m an exfnsil handelier. a head havn.g a hex^

agonal p..rti..n an.l a threaded tlange b-low the 1>-J'n;^

portion a thr..ad.sl .-xfusion beb.w tbe tlang- and o less

liam.t..r a tub- fastened .•> th.. Mange, an nnv^ tube fas

.r, •..the threaded ex,ens|.,n thus for.umg a space ..

w en said tubes, said bead having a gas duct extending

f^omth top and ..fTset .0 commt.nlcate with the space be

v^^^n said tubes, said head having a passage -^tending

fr.m the bottom and having an offset communicating with

be trior of the bead to enable a condu..tor being ex-

tend.Ml fron. exfrnaily of the head into the Inner ube
_

1 3 In an ..xtensibb- chandelier a plurality of nested slid-

,n„ tub..s a .-oiled conductor with Its coils .-xtend ng .-om-

S*t tbrough the nest of tubes whereby when ,1.- tubes

Mav 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 727

are retracted the inner tube forms a receptacle for all the

.-oils iher.l.v .-nabllng a maximum number of colls to be

emploved, the up[)er inside sliding ends of the respective

tubes 'being enlarged and slotted to form spring fingers

which frictionallv l»ear against the Inside ..f the tubes in

which thev slide, the spring fingers being threaded, and

ntits screwed on the respective threaded slotted ends for

regulating the expansion of said spring fingers and their

frlcti.m against the inner walls of the tubes, said nuts be

Ing freelv slidable within the respective tubes, cald nuts

also acting as stops coactlng with terminal annular abut-

ments on the lower ends of th.- tubes.

recess in said edge, a calibrated slide formed with a lon-

gitudinal slot, a screw projected through said slot and

I threaded into said head said screw having a bearing head

for frictlonal engagement with said slide and a spring

pressed pin supported from said slide for axial movement.

3 A marking device of the type set forth, comprising a

gage head having a straight bearing edge, a calibrated

slide formed with a longitudinal slot, a screw projected

through said slot and threaded Into said head said screw

having a bearing head for frictlonal engagement with said

! slide and a spring pressed pin supported from said slide for

axial movement, said slide having one of its edges provided

with a recess adjacent said pin for the movement of the

j
latter therethrough.

4 In an extensible chandelier a distributer connection

having an annular upper portion, a tube T> attached there

to a tub*' T" receiving said annular portion, the distributer

connection having a lower portion of less diameter and a

tube T» attached thereto, and having segmental openings

with threaded orifices communicating therewith for tbe

attachment of electric light arms, and having threaded ori-

fices which paas clear through the wall of the distributer

and communicate with the space between tubes T» and!

for the attachment of gas arms, a tube T> Inside of tube T«

and an extensible conductor extending through aaid tube

from the lower end of tube T' to the upper terminal end of

the Bet of tubes
, , , k„,

5 In an extensible chandelier a head having a hei-

agonal portion and a threaded flange below the hexagonal

portion, a threaded extension below the flange and of less

diameter a tube fastened to the flange, an inner tube fas

tened to the threaded extension thus forming a space be-

tween said tul>es. said head having a gas duct extending

from the top and offset to communicate with the space

b,-iw.en said tubes, said head having a passage extending

from the bottom and having an offset communicating with

the Interior of the head, a sliding tube inside said inner

tube a distributer connection at the lower end of said first

two tubes, a lamp socket at the lower end of said sliding

tube and an extensible conductor extended from externally

of said head through said oCfset and through the tubes to

the lamp sock.'t.

4 \ marking device of the type set forth comprising a

gage head having a straight bearing edge, a calibrated

slide formed with a longitudinal slot, a screw projected

through said slot and threaded Into said head, said screw

having a bearing head for frictlonal engagement with said

slide a laterally extending post carried by said slide and

having spaced lugs provided with registering apertures a

pin mounted In the apertures of said lugs for axial move-

ment and having a stop head, and a coll spring surround-

ing said pin and bearing with one end against one of said

lugs and with Its other end against said stop head.

8S8 377 DOWEL AND RIVET MARKER. Habvabd L.

Wi><)D, Toronto. Ontario, Canada. Filed Apr 17. 1907.

Serial No. 368,655.

1 A marking device of the type set forth comprising a

gage head having a straight bearing edge, a calibrated slide

formed with a longitudinal slot, a screw projected through

Bald slot and threaded into said head, said screw having a

bearing head for frictlonal engagement with said slide and

a spring presBed pin supported from said guide for axial

movement.
2 A marking device of the type set forth comprising a

gage head having a straight bearing edge and having a

134 O. G.—48

8 8 8,378 ADAPTER ,FOR INCANDESCENT - LAMP
SOCKETS. MoNTEAViH-E M. Wood. Schenectady. N. Y..

assignor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York Filed Nov. 15, 1&04. Serial No. 232,870.

1 A double ended adapter for sockets and receptacles

having provisions at both ends for engaging and electrically

connecting the outer contact of a lamp, and Independently-

adjustable means for connecting the center contacts of a

lamp and the socket or receptacle.

2 An adapter having a side conuct electrically connect-

ed with contacts at both ends thereof, and a longitudinally-

movable center contact.

3 An adapter having a base, a side contact, a shell con-

tact at each end. and a longitudinally-movable center con-

tact.
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4 Kn adapter haylnjj a cylindrical base provided with

end caTltle.. connected metallic shelU respectively secured

to the peripheries of said base and said cavities, and a

cnetaHio t>oU or rod longitudinally movable through .aid

'T vn adapior h.v.n« a base, s.r.w .hall contacts of

different sizes In opposite ends of said base, and a center

contact Insulated from both screw shells.

888.379 COMBINED SHAFT AND POLE tOR V EHI-

CT.B8 CHARLES A.KEB and GEOBOK R. (3LOSSOP Rush-

die n Filed Deo. 31. 19.^6. Serial Nc 350,203.

'

said segments being articulated with said block, as sup-

^""s^ln a furnace. In combination, side and end furnace

walls an arch-shaped retort supp<irted between the end

furnace walls and spaced from one of the side walls a

grate supported below the retgrt and .-paced th.-refrom. the

space below the *rrate serving as an ash pit. the rear end

furnace wall having an air duct leading from the ash pit

i

below the grate and discharging Into ^'^^
/f "^^^^^^^^^

the side walls thereof, and >neans f.>r supplying air to the

furnace.

[Claim tJ not printed In the Gazette.]

8 88 381 EI KCTRir HEATING DEVICE. William

S ANDK.W8 and IlF.NKv J. Maigkr. Schenectady. N. Y..

awignors to Genera; Klectrlc Company, a Corporation

;r5few York. FiU.l Sept. 18. 1907. Serial No. 393.471.

A draft attachment for vehicles comprlsltg hollow metal

arms and Integral cross - bar, said arms having sockets

formed at their forward ends, and spring fngues or clasps

secured at one end In said arms and foriaing otie side of

Mid sockets, a tongue or shafts '^'^'>^''^^\'''"^
'""J^'

^kets and means removably Inserted to retain said parts

within the sockets.

888.^80. FURNACE. Joseph D. F.
•^•7«?*-^-

f^;.^^^'"'

England. Filed Feb. 29, 1908. Serial Ho. 418,616.

./2^

1 In a furnace. In combination, side »nd end furnace

walls an arch-shaped retort extending and supported be-

tween the end furnace walla and spaced from the side

walls, a grate supported below the retort *nd spaced there-

from, the space below the grate serving ae an ash pit. the

rear end furnace wall having an air duct leading from the

ash pit below the grate and discharging Into the retort be-

tween the side walls thereof and means for supplying air

to the furnace.
•^ In a furnace. In combination, side and end furnace

walls an arch-shaped retort extending and supported be-

tween the end furnace walls and spaced from the side

walls a grate supported below the retort and spaced there-

from." said retort being provided with a floor in the rear of

and above the grate, the space below the grate and the

t5,x.r serving as an ash pit. the rear end furnace wall hav-

inz an air duct leading from the ash pit below the grate

and discharging Into the retort between the side walls

thereof and means for supplying air to the furnace.

3 In a furnace, in combination, side and end furnace

walls a retort supported between the «nd furnace walls

and comprising a plurality of arch shaped segments dis-

posed m allnement and means for supporting said segments

In allnement.

4 In a furnace, in combination, side and end furnace

walls a retort sflpported between the end furnace walls

and comprising a plurality of arch-shaped segments, each

tapering in breadth from the crown thereof to its edges.

said segments being disposed In ailnem«nt and means for

supporting said segments in allnement: comprising arch-

shaped blocks built into the side walls f the furnace and

tapering from their lower edges upwardly to their crowns,

1 The combination with an electrlr heater of a ther-

mostatic switch in .-ir.uit therewith and a fusible cutout

m series with said switch ,.nd in thermal relation with

the heater. .

•' The combination with an ele<tn.- henter of a ther-

mo'stfttlc switch in series therewith and a cut out in series

with said switch and In thermal relation with the heater,

iwld cutout being biase.i to open position and normally

closed by a fusible metal

:i The combination with an ele.trlc heater of a ther

mostatlc switch and a fusible cr.t out in ^^^'''^ '^'j;;/"'-';

other in the heater circuit, said devices being in therma

relation with the heater and operated independently of

the amount of current flowing

4 The combination with an electric heater of a cut ou^

in series therewith comprising r.mtacts spring pressed

toward an open position and normally close<l by a fusible

"'T The combination with an ele.trlc heater of a cut ont

'

in circuit therewith comprising spring contact strips ar^

ranged In oi.en position and normally sprung to a close,!

position and seaU><l by a fusible metal

g88.882 8L1DIN(; (TKKENTCol.I.ErTOR. Albert H

^««W«0!.0. Schenectady. N. V. assignor to (ienera

Klectrlc Company, a Corporati-.n of New York. Hle<t

.vug. 6. 1906. Serial No 329.296.

1 The combination with a railway contact device, of

means for interrupting the continuity of grooves or ruts

. worn therein by the action of the stationary conductor.
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2. In a railway current collector, the combination of a
|

divided contact surface, and means for longltudinnliy ad-

justing the component parts of said surface relatively to
1

each other.
j

3. In a railway current collector the combination of a

frame, a plurality of parallel contact bars supported by

said frame, and means for severally adjusting said bars.

4. In a current collector, the combination of a frame

having overhanging end flanges, a plurality of parallel

bars retained In said frame by said flanges, and adjustable

screws extending through said flanges and engaging said

bars.

888.383. LADDER. Albxander S. Asch. New York.
1

N. Y. Filed Apr. 6. 1907. Serial No. 366,666.
'

^ 1. In combination, an overhead support, a depending

swivel bolt carried thereby, and a ladder Journaled to said

swivel I'olt on an axis at nn angle to the general dlrec

tlon of the swivel bolt.

2. In combination, an overhead support, a depending

swivel bolt carried thereby, and a ladder connected \o said

swivel bolt by a universal joint.

3. in combination, an overhead support, a depending

swivel l>olt carried thereby and movable laterally In re-

spect thereto, and a ladder connected to said swivel bolt

by a universal joint.

4 In combination, an overhead support, a depending

swivel l)olt carried thereby, a member pivotally connected

to said swivel bolt, and a ladder slidably connected to said

member
f. In combination, nn overhead track, a depending

swivel bolt supported thereby and movable along said

track, a member connectwl to said swivel bolt by n unl

versal joint, and a ladder slidably connected to said mem

ber.

[Claims to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

;,384. MTLTKOLOR I'HINTING PRESS.

Bbchman. Battle Creek, Mich, assignor

Printing Press Company, Battle Creek, Mich,

tlon of Michigan. Filed May 31. 1907.

376,678.

Henry F.

to Duplex
a Corpora-

Serial No.

a web between two beds and cylinders to be printed on one

side, and then lotween the remaining beds and cylinders

to be printed on the opposite side ; with means for con-

tinuously feeding a web to and delivering it from the

press, means for looping the web between the feeding mech-

anism and the printing devices, and between the printing

devices and the delivering mechanism, and means for

throwing off Impression so that the cylinders which print

the same side of the web print alternately and on alter

nate strokes with respect to each other.

3. In a printing press, the combination of four l>ods

and four cylinders co acting therewith, and means for di-

recting a web l>etween two adjacent lieds and cylinders to

be printed on one side, and then between the remaining

two adjacent beds and cylinders to t>e printed on the op-

posite side; means for continuously feeding a web to and

delivering it from the press, and means for looping the

web, and means for throwing the adjacent sets of beds al-

ternately oflf Impression so that the cylinders print on al-

ternate strokes

4. In a printing press, the combination of four beds

and four cylinders co acting therewith, and means for di-

recting a web l^etween two beds and cylinders to be printed

on one side, and then l>etween the remaining beds and cyl-

inders to l>e printed on the opposite side; with means for

throwing the beds alternately off impression so that the

cylinders print on alternate strokes.

B. The combination In a printing press, of a pair of

beds and co acting cylinders adapted to print one side of

the web. a second pair of tieds and co-acting cylindera.

.ndapted to print the opposite side of the web. means for

directing a web successively l>etween the beds and cylin-

ders In one pair, and then between the l>ed8 and cylinders

in the other pair ; and means for alternately raising and

lowering the l>eds in each pair so that the cylinders of

each pair print in alternation.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a printing press, the combination of four beds and

four cylinders co acting therewith, and means for directing

a web l»etween two lieds and cylinders to be printed on one

side, and then In-tween the remaining l)eds and cylinders

to 1# printed on the opposite side, and means for throw-

ing off impression so that the cylinders that print the

same side of the web print alternately and on alternate

strokes with respect to each other.

2. In a printing press, the combination of four beds and

four cylinders co acting therewith, and means for directing

888.385. HORSESHOE-CALK. John F Boroelt. Mos-

cow Mills. Mo. Filed .luly 29. 1907. Serial No. 386,011.

1. A toe calk comprising a body portion having a clip

extended laterally from its front face at the top thereof.

2. A toe calk comprising a body portion having a hold-

ing pin in its top face and a clip extended laterally from

its front face at the top thereof and formed with a curved

free edge.

888.386. CHUTE. Samtel W. Brown. Colorado Springs,

Colo. Filed Aug. 17, 1907. Serial No. 389.034.

1. In a eliute. a casing adapted to be mounted at an

opening in a wall, a tilting hopper hinged to said casing
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and constituting a closure for the opening, and a guard

carried by said hoppfr and mounted to D»» swunu Into po-

sition to protect the wall when the hopper Is opt-n, said

guard automatically swinging Into an Inoporatlvv posi-

tion within said hopper when the latter is closed

2 In a chutie. a casing adapted to he mounted at an open-

ing in a wall, a tilting hopper hinged to said casing and

constituting a closure for the op»>nlng *hon said hopp^-r

Is closed, and an adjustable guard carried by said hopper

and mounted to be swung into position to protect tli»> wall

when the hopper is open.

3. In a chute, a casing adapted to li>' mounted at an

opening in a wall, a tilting hopper hinged to said casing

and constituting a closure for the opening, a guard piv-

otally mounted upon said hopper and arranged to be

swung Into position to protect a wall when the hopper is

open, and means for locking said hoppee In a closed posi-

tion, said guard automatically swinging into an Inopera-

tive position within said hopper when tHe latter is closed.

4. In a chuti-, a casing adapted to tje mounted at an

opening in a wall, a tilting hopper comprising a bottom

and sides Integral therewith, said hopper being hinged

to said casing, the bottom of said hop»er constituting a

closure for the opening and having lateral extensions en-

gaging at the edges of the opening, and an adjustable

guard pivotally mounted upon said hopper and arranged

to be swung into position to protect fbe wall when the

hopper is open

5. In a chute, a casing adapted to l>e mounted at an

opening In a wall and having a frama arranged at the

edges of the opening, a tilting hopper hltged to said frame

and comprising a bottom and sides Integral therewith, said

hopper having means for limiting the movement thereof,

and a guard pivotally mounted upon said hopper and

arranged to be swung into position to protect the wall

when the hopper Is open, said guard automatically swing

ing into an inoperative position within said hopper when

the latter is closed.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the (}azette. ]

elastic tread, the extremities of the said strap extending

bt>yond those of th.- tread, and a pliablt" member adapted

to be attached to one of the said extremities at any one

of a plurality of distances from the adjacent end of the

tread.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette ]

1 IS

888.388. HORSE-COLLAR. Jamks V Conniff, Tru-

mann .\rk. Filed Mar. 26. 1»07. Serial No. 3»4,700.

88>*.38T .S.TT.\rHMENT FOR ROCKING CH.\IRS. MIL

vi.-* C. ("[.EM'iNs. Denver, Colo., aasigBor of one-third to
!

Charles J. E)ickinson and one-third t» William E. Wil-

liams. I>envMr rr.lo Filed Feb. 18. 190T Serial No

358.129.

1. A device of the class name.l comprising a flexible

strap, a subjac»'nt, integral, elastic tread spaced from the

ends thereof and an elastic bumper ujion the strap Inter-

mediate an extr^-mity of the said trea« and the adjacent

end of the strap.

2. A device of the class named comprising a longitudi-

nally adjustable strap having a subjacent. Integral elastic

tread spaced from its extremities and an elastic bumper

intermediate an extremity of the trea« and the adjacent

end of the strap.

3. A device of the class named comprising in combina-

tion a flexible strap having a pliable eitremlty and a sub-

jacent. Integral elastic tread, and a pliable member de-

tachably secured to its opposite extremity and having an

integral subjacent bumper

4. A device of the class named comprising a flexible

strap, a subjacent. Integral, elastic tread tapering from

, one .of Us extremities to the other attd spaced from the
'

ends of the strap and an elastic bunjper upon the strap

adjacent the smallest end of the tread.

5 An attachment for rocking chairs comprising In com-

bination, a flexible strap, having an Integral, subjacent.

.^^

1. A horse collar comprising a pair of side sections

tlexibly connected at their upper ends, apertured members

on the sections, a swinging breast yoke having pintles on

its ends, and means on the aide sections for detachably

connecting the pintles thereto, each means comprising a

stud rotatable in the aperture of the member of its re-

spective side section, a hinged kt-eper on the stud for hold

ing the pintle on the latter, and a lock bolt mounted on the

keeper for holding the latter In locked position.

2. A horse collar comprising side sections, a neck piece

hlngedly connected to the sections, a breast yoke having

Inturned pintles, swiveled devices on the sections, and

means for hlngedly and detachably connecting the pintles

of the yoke with the devices.

3. A horse collar comprising side sections, a breast yoke.

and means for attaching the yoke to the sections, each

means comprising a stud swiveled on its respective section

and provided with a pintle-recelving opening, a keeper on

the yoke engaged in the opening, a ke»'p»T on the stud

for permitting turning of the pintle In the opening, and a

lock bolt for holding the keeper In place.

4. In a horse collar, a breast yoke having Its ends bent

Inwardly and disposed in a common line, spaced shoulders

on the said ends, devices engaging between the shoul-

ders, and means on the devices for holding the breast

yoke removably In position

,'). In a horse collar, the combination of a breast

yoke having pintles at its .nds arranged In alinement,

spaced shoulders on each pintle, a swiveled device for re-

ceiving .-ach pintle and arranged to cof.perate with the

shoulders thereof to prevent longitudinal movement of the

pintle, a hinged keep«»r on t-ach device, and a spring-

pressed lock bolt on each keeper.

[Claim fi not printed in the Gazette.]

88S,.-i89 ELECTRICALLY OPERATED TRACK-SWITCH.
Fbed H Corey, Schenectady, N. Y , assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Dec. 7. \Qm. Serial No. 346,693.

1. In an electric railway, in combination with a track

switch, a pair of electromagnets for shifting said switch

in opposite directions, a working conductor, a pair of con-

trolling magnets responsive to different current-strengths,

contact devices interposed in said working conductor

adapted to be engaged by a current collector on a vehicle

and to connect both of said controlling magnets in series

with the motor circuit on the vehicle and to establish a

second circuit of high resistance In shunt to the motor

circuit, and switch-contacts controlled by said controlling

magnets arranged to connect the working conductor to
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one or the other of the track switch shifting magnets ac-

cording as one or both of said controlling magnets are

energized.

2 In an electric railway, a track switch, a pair of op-

erating magnets therefor, a working conductor, a pair of

contacts interposed In the working conductor and Insulated

therefrom and arranged to b<» bridged by a current-col-

lector on a vehicle, high resistance connections from one of

said contacts to ground, connections from the other of

said contacts to the working conductor comprising a pair

of controlling magnets responsive to different current-

strengths, normally open connections from the switch-oper-

ating magnets to the working conductor, and contacts in

said connections controlled by said controlling magnets.

A In an electric railway, a track switch, a pair of op-

erating magnets therefor, a working conductor, h pair of

contacts interposed in the working conductor and insu-

lated therefrom and arranged to be bridged by a current-

collei'tor on a vehicle, high resistance connections from

one of said contacts to ground, connections from the other

of said contacts to the working conductor comprising a

pair of controlling magnets responsive to different cur-

rent strengths, normally open connections from the switch-

operating magnets to the working conductor, contacts

controlled by the controlling magnet responsive to the

weaker current for closing said connections, and contacts

controlled by the other controlling magnet for including

said switch operating magnets alternately in said con

nectlons.

888,390 MACHINERY FOR PROPELLING VESSELS.

GcsTAF I»Ai-ftN. Stockholm, Sweden. Filed Apr. 23,

1907 Serial No. 369.799.

buckets coSperating with said casing buckets and a parti-

tion In said Inner shaft ; the said shafts and ca.sing hav-

ing openings whereby workint: fluid admitted to said In-

terior shaft on one side of said partition is caused to pass

through the bucket spaces aud through said casint wall.

and thence to said shaft on the opposite side of said parti-

tion and through said shaft to exhaust.

4. The combination with the hull of a vessel divided by a

transverse partition into two compariments. two liollow

shafts one inclosing the other, a partition In the inner

shaft and a screw propeller on each shaft, of a rotary cy-

lindrical casing in one of said compartments journaled in

said transverse partition, mounted uiion the exterior shaft

and having buckets on its inner faces, r.idial flow turbine

wheels mounted on the Inner shaft and disposed within

said casing and having buckets cooperating with said cas-

ing buckets and means for conveying working fluid from

the other of said hull compartments to the Interior shaft

on one side of said partition, thence to the bucket spaces,

and thence through the wall of said casing to the Inclosing

compartment thereof, and thence again to swid interior

shaft on the opposite side of said partition and so to ex-

haust.

1. Two hollow coaxial shafts, two turbine wheels each

mounted on one of said shafts and rotating said shafts in

opposite directions, a partition In the Inner shaft and

means for causing the working fluid to pass through a

part of the inner shaft on one side of said partition to

said wheels and after leaving said wheels through said

shaft on the other side of said partition to exhaust.

2. In combination with a hull of a vessel a transverse

bulkhead dividing the same Into two compurtmentf.. a tur-

bine wheel In one of said compartments, a hollow shaft

therefor extending through and Journaled In said bulkhead

and a partition in said shaft ; the said hollow shaft hav

Ing openings whereby motive fluid is conducted through

said bulkhead and through said hollow shaft on one side

of said partition to said wheel and then from said wheel

containing compartment to said hollow shaft on the other

Bide of said partition and so to exhaust

3. The combination with the hull of a vessel of two hoi

low shafts, one inclosing the other, a screw propeller on

each shaft, a cylindrical casing on the exterior shaft hav

ing buckets on its inner faces, radial flow turbine wheels on

the Inner shaft disposed within said casing and having

888.39 1. POWER HAMMER (Jeokje EDavis. Du-

baque, Iowa. Filed Aug 8. 1906. Serial No. 329,734.

1. A helve for power hammers comprising in the combi-

nation with a supporting shaft, of a pair of spaced parallel

bars, spacing bolts for securing the parallel bars together,

the spacing bolts adapted to clamp a hammer or swage

blocks between the parallel bars, and clamping means for

securing the helve upon the supporting shaft

2. In a power hammer, the combination with journal

bearings and a supporting shaft mounted therein, a helve

composed of a pair of spaced parallel bars connected by

spacing and clamping bolts adjustably clamped upon the

shaft, n hammer provided v.i\h a series of grooves to re-

ceive the clamping bolts so as to be adjustably clamped be-

tween the parallel bars of the helve.

888.392. HALANtKR SET Richard W. Douglass. Lynn.

Mass.. assignor to General Electric Company, a Corpora

tlon of New York. Filed Oct 1, 1904. Serial No.

226.7.^2.

1 In an electrical system, ihe combination of distrlhut-

ins: mains, compensating machines connected across said

niHins and to a neutral conductor, a shunt field for each

machine, a resistance devic. . and means for including

said resistance device in either shunt field circuit.

2. In an electrical system, the combination of dlstrlhut

luL' mains, compensating machines connected across said

mains and to a neutral conductor, a shunt field for each

machine, means for connecting said shunt fields to «ai<l

neutral conductor, a resistance, and means for including

said resistance in either shunt field circuit.

:;. In an electrical system, the combination of distribut

ing mains, compensating machines connected across said

mains and to a neutral conductor, shunt fields for said

machines connected in series through a resistance device,

and means for connecting .said neutral conductor to said

shunt field circuit on either side of said resistance device.

4. In an electrical system, the combination (.f distribut-

ing mains, compensating machines connected across said

mains and to a neutral conductor, shunt fields for said
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aiacMnes connected in series through a resistance derlce,

and means for connecting said neutral <3onductor to said

hunt field circuit at Intermediate points along said re-

sistance device.

-J

5. In an electrical system, the combination of distribut-

ing mains, compensating machines connected across said

mains and to a neutral eondactor, shunt fields connected

In series through a resistance device, an(| means for simul

taneouslj varying the resistance betwen said neutral

conductor and each of said shunt fields.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.)

888,393. VAPORIZER. Emma L. Uinmnq. Providence,

R. I. Piled Aug. 3, 1907. Serial No. 886,996.

The combination of the receptacle a ^rortded with vent

openings /, /; the rod-extension h ; the layer of absorbent

material g ; the pin k; and the cover b hinged to said re-

ceptacle and having the tongue 6* provided with an open-

ing to receive said pin therethrough, substantially as set

forth.

888,394. SPOKE-SETTING MACHINE. Edward E. Fox-

woRTHT, Humansvllle, Mo., assignor of one-half to An-

drew J Stufflebam, Hiimansvllle, Mq. Filed May 13,

1907. Serial No. .'?73,458.

1. In a spoke setting machine, a bfcse provided with

means for sapportlng a hub thereof, a gage bar carried by

the base and provided with a portion adapted to overlie

the spoke of a wheel secured thereon, a yleldable support

secured to the base, a lever pivoted to said support and

provided with a spoke engaging portion above the fulcrum

thereof, and means for limiting the movement of said lever

on its fulcrum.

2. In a spoke setting machine, a ba.se. a gage bar carried

thereby and provided with a portion arranged to overlie a

spoke, a spring actuated arm secured to said base, and a

lever pivoted on said arm, said lever being provided with

means positioned above the fulcrum thereof adapted for

engagement with the underside of a «pokt>

3. In a spoke setting machine, a base, a gage bar carried

thereby, a spring actuated arm secured to said base, a lever

plvotally secured to said arm, and a roller carried by said

lever above the fulcrum thereof

4. In a spoke setting machine, a base, a gage bar adjust-

ably mounted thereon, an arm plvotally secured to said

base, a lever plvotally secured to said arm, a roller carried

by said lever above the fulcrum thereof, a spring serving

normally to press said arm toward said gage bar, and

means for adjusting the tension of said spring.

5. In a spoke setting machine a base, a gage bar carried

by the base, a spring actuated arm plvotally secured at

one end of the base, a lever provided with a spoke engag-

ing portion above the fulcrum thereof plvotally mounted

upon one end of said arm, and means for limiting the for

ward movement of said lever after it has passed a vertical.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

88 8.395. ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT FOR MUSIC-
ROLLS FOR AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Charles Fbebokg, r>e Kalb. Ill , assignor to Melville

Clark, Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 17, 1906. Serial No.

306.527.

1. In an automatic musical instrument or player in coin-

: blnation with fixed supports for the two ends of the mu>»ic

roll, movable supports mounted on the fixed supports

and adjustable toward and from each other to accom-

modate rolls of different lengths, and means for securing

said adjustable supports at a limited plural number of

definite respectively corresponding positions within their

range of adjustability.

2. In an automatic musical Instrument nr playor, in

• combination with fixed supports for the two ends of the
' music roll . a driving element supported by one of said

fixed supports and a centering element supported by the

other, said driving and centering elements being adjustable

with respect to their said fixed supports toward and frnm

I

each other to accommodate rolls of different lengths, and
' means for securing said elements at a definite plurality of

respectively corresponding positions within their range of

adjustability.

3. In an automatic musical instrument or player, a driv-

ing spindle for a music roll consisting of a plurality of

I telescoped sections which are adjustable relatively for pro-

trading the driving terminal more or less ; means for stop-

I

ping them one upon another at a plurality of relative posl-

j

tlons within the range of their telescopic adjustability, in

I combination with a centering spindle for the roll, and a

suppbrt for the same on which It Is longitudinally movable,

and releasable means for stopping and locking it at a defl-

i nlte plurality of positions corresponding respectively to the
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several positions of the driving terminal of the driving

spindle.

4. In an automatic musical Instrument or player, a cen

tering spindle for the music roll ; a centering terminal

mounted on said spindle and a spring for yieldingly pro-

truding It relatively to the spindle ; a fixed bearing through

which the spindle extends and in which it Is longitudinally

movable, and releasable means for stopping and locking

It at a definite plurality of positions within Its range of

movablllty.

,'> In an automatic musical Instrument or player, a driv-

ing spindle for a music roll having a driving chuck pro-

vided with an axial aperture formed at the end for driving

engagement with a non-circular body ; a plunger lodged in

such aperture and adapted to be withdrawn thereinto back

of the end thereof, and a spring tending to protrude It,

such plunger having its protruded end ni>n circular in

cross-section for driving engagement with a corresjwnd-

Ingly socketed body.

(Claim not printed in the Gazette.]

888,396. COTTON -CLEANING MACHINE. JEFrMSOJf

M. Gahdner. New Ixjndon, Conn. Filed May IM. 1007.

Serial No. 374,896.

the first, means for regulating the openings in the second

casing, a toothed cylinder arranged in the second casing,

and means for conveying cotton from the first to the sec-

ond casing, substantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette ]

1. A cotton cleaning machine comprising a feed opening,

means for threshing cotton arranged In the feed opening,

and an air passage adjacent to and communicating with the

feed opening, and having a lower open end. substantially

as described.

2. A cotton cleaning machine comprising a feed open

ing, means for threshing cotton arranged in the feed open

ing. an air passage adjacent to and communicating with

the feed opening, and having a lower open end, a casing

having a portion thereof formed with perforations inter-

posed in the air passage, and means arranged in the casing

f..r threshing cotton, substantially as described.

3. A cotton cleaning machine comprising a feed open-

ing, two threshing cylinders arranged in the feed opening,

n shield or guard arranged above the cylinders, an air pas

Hiige adjacent to and communicating with the feed opening.

and having an open end. a casing having a portion thereof

farmed with perforations interposed in the air passage, and

n»eans arranged In the casing for threshing cotton, sub

Ktantlally as described.

4. A cotton cleaning machine comprising a feed opening.

a threshing cylinder arranged in the feed opening, a sec

ond rapidly revolving threshing cylinder arranged adja

( .'Ut to and adapted to co-act with the first, an air passage

adjacent to and communicating with the feed opening, and

having an open end. a casing having a portion thereof

f.irmed with perforations Interposed in the air passage,

and means arranged in the feed opening for threshing cot-

ton, substantially as described.

5. A cotton cleaning machine comprising an air passage

connected with an exhaust fan, a casing having a portion

thereof provided with perforations interposed in the air

passage, means for threshing cotton arranged in the casing,

a second casing having openings therein arranged below

888,397. INSTRUMENT FOR TREATING GONORRHEA.
John A. (JAtLX, Lancaster, Wis. Filed May 15, 1907.

Serial No. 373,826.

1. A device as described, comprising a tube provided

with an Insertlble cup or chamber for containing a vola-

tilizable medicament, having a segment removed from its

surface, the elongation or extension thus formed having a

closed upper surface or top for the purpose stated and

yet adapted to allow of the delivery of the gas, resulting

from the conversion of the medicament, to the affected

parts.

2 A device as descrilted. comprising a tube flared for-

ward and having a cyllndrlc receiving end, and an Insertl-

ble cup of general cyllndrlc outline, having a segment re-

moved from its surface, the elongation or extension thus

formed having a closed upper surface or top for the pur-

pose stated, and yet adapted to allow of the delivery of

the gas resulting from the volatilization of the medica-

ment, to the affected parts.

3 A device as described, comprising a tube flared for-

ward and having a cyllndrlc receiving end portion, and

having a rubber or elastic cushion applied to Its flared

portion, also means for its attachment to the body, said

tut)e also being provided with an Insertlble cup or cham-

l)er having a segment removed from its surface, the elon-

gation or extension thus formed having a closed upper

surface or top for the purpose stated, and yet adapted

to allow of the delivery of the gas resulting from the

volatilization of the medicament, to the affected parts.

R88,39S INSTRUMENT FOR MEDICATING THE MID-

1>LE EAR. John A. Gatlt. Lancaster. Wis. Filed

May 15, 1907. Serial No. 373,827.

1 A device as described, comprising a tube adapted for

application to the human ear and having means for its

attachment to the head, and a cup or holder Insertlble

into said tube, for the reception of a medicament, and hav-

ing a segment of Its surface removed, the elongation or

extension thus formed having a closed upper surface or

top for the purpose stated and yet adapted to allow of

the delivery of the gas resulting from the volatilization of

said medicament.
2 A device as de8crn)ed. comprising a flared pyramldal-

llke tube having an extensible attaching means for appli-

cation to the head, and a cup or holder Insertlble into said

tube for the reception of a medicament and having a seg-
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ment of Its surface removed, the eloDRation or extenalon

thus formed having a closed upper surface or top for the

purpose stated and yet adapted to alio*- of the delivery

of the gas resulting from the volatilization of said medica

ment.

3, A device as described. comprislnK a tube having one

end flare<1 in general outline longitudinally. It also tielng

flared, in transverse section, upwardly from quite a con

tracted lower portion, means for the attachment of said

tube to the head, and a cup or holder lasertlble into said

tube for the reception of a medicament and having a seg-

ment of Its surface removed for the liberation of the ga.s

resulting from the volatllliatlon of said medicament.

888,399 ARTIFICIAL LUMBER.
Stuttgart, (iermany. Filed .June 22

380.284.

Kahl Hengekeb,
ltK)T. Serial So.

1. Artificial lumber comprising a plRstic composition

made up of materials which will harden Into a solid mass
and which composition Is given a form corresponding

with the piece of lumber to be pro^luced. a wooden

strenKthening member embedded In sakj composition and

extending longitudinally thereof, and an adhesive sub-

stance other than said plastic composition for uniting said

composition and bar together Into a substantially Inte

gral piece.

2. Artificial lumber comprising a plastic composition

made up of materials which will harden Into a solid

mass and which composition Is given a form corresponding

with the piece of lumber to be produced, and a wooden bar

embedded in said composition and extending longitudinally

thereof and located adjacent one of the peripheral surfaces

of said lumber, whereby said bar will ha subjected to ten-

sion when the lumber Is In use.

3. Artificial lumlier comprising a plnstlc composition

made up of materials which will harden Into a solid mass
and which composition Is given a form corresponding

with the piece of lumber to be produced, and a wooden
bar embedded In said composition and extending longitudi-

nally thereof the location of said bar Ijelng such that It

may be subjected to tension when the artificial lumber la

In use, said bar having been coated wltb a suitable adhe-

sive material other than said plastic composition before

being embedded in said composition whtreby the bar and
mass will be united together Into a sab«tantially Integral

piece.

4. Artificial lumber comprising a plastic composition

made up of materials which will harden Into a solid mass
and which composition Is given a form corresponding with

the piece of lumber to be produceil, a »<K)iU'n bar emliedded

in said composition and extending longitudinally thereof

and located adjacent one of the peripheral surfaces of the

ple<-e of lunilier whereby the piece may t>e ho placed that

said bar will \>e subjected to tension when tlie lum!>er Is In

use. and an adhesive substance other than said plastic

composition for uniting said composition and bar together

Into a substantially Integral piece.

5. Artificial lumber comprising a plastic composition

made up of materials which will harden into a solid raaag

and which composition Is given a form corresponding with

the piece of lumtier to be produced, a cavity formed within

said mass and extending longitudinally thereof, a wc>o(lpn

bar emhe<Jded in said composition and fxtending loneltiidl

nally thereof, and an adhesive sul«tan<e other than .said

plastic comiKJsition for uniting said coniposiiinn and bar

together Into a substantially integral piece

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,400. PEDAL-ACTIATKI) STOI' MF.CHANISM FOR
MTSICAL INSTKIMENTS RirH.\Rn S Hii.i.. Louis-

ville. Ky.. assignor to Heckwlth Organ <'oiiipany. Incorpo-

rated. Louisville. Ky . a Corporation of Kentucky. F'lled

Dec. 30, 1907. Serial No 408..'.'.t»

An organ comprising in combination, a case, a pedal, an

octave coupler, a vertical bar o[>er«tively connected with

aaid pe«lal. said bar provide<l at Its uiii>er end with a

forward facing hook and a rearward facing hook, a trans-

mission lever mounted In said case and operatlvely con-

nected with said octave coupler, said transmission lever

comprising Integrally a bail at one end In operative rela-

tion with said rearward facing hook, and a finger at Its

opposite pnd In operative relation with said forward facing

book.

888.401. SNAP-FASTE.NKK. (JKnRGF. A Holmks, New-
ton Center. Mass. Filed Aug. 12, 1905. Serial No.

273,889.

.K snap fastener stud member comprising a head com-

posed of centrally united spring arms of substantially uni-

form width throughout their length, said arms forming

the head and then extending outwardly to form a base, and

each of said arms formed with an Intermediate deflected

portion, combined with an attaching part comprising a

stem to l)e passe*! throueh the fabric, a flange located be-

low said arms, and stamped with deflected portions to

register with the deflected portions of said arms, and a

bent over part engaging the upper sides of said arms, and
holding the latter In Intimate contact with said flange.

888,402 LLNOTYPE MACHINE Thomas S. IIomans,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Mergentnaler Linotype Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 12, 1907.

Serial No. 40«,184.

1. In a line-casting machine, an upright magazine har-

» Ing channels adapted to sustain the descending matrices
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end to end, said channels laterally inclined aa deacribed,

to cause frlctlonal pealatanco against the aide faces of the

descending matrices.

2. In a llnecasting machine, a magazine comprising

oprlgbt parallel plates having their opposinK fac^s pro

vlded with complementary grm^v.'s or channels inclined

and arranged to sustain the descending matrices on their

side facf>8 ; wh.-reby the matrices are subjt-cted to friction

to retard their dtsccnt.

3. In a line-casting machine, the combination of parallel

aprlgbt magazines, a scrlfs of converging channels below

each magazine to deliver Its matrices at a common point.

and a single carrier l>elt arranged to travel transversely

beneath the delivery ends of the several series of channels,

substantially as shown

4. I'lural magazines each having upright walls and In-

clined channels therein to carry the matrices on th.-ir

Bide faces. In combination with a common assembling

belt arranged to travel transversely beneath the maga

zines. and means connected with each magazine for guid

Ing its matrices to said belt.

5. In a line casting machine, a magazine adapted to sus-

tain matrices and comprising upright parallel plates hav-

ing their inner faces provided with channels Inclined from

the vertical forty live degrees, more or less :
whereby they

are adapted t(v sustain the edges of the matrices and to

cause frictional resistance on the side faces to limit the

speed of their descent.

[Claims 6 to 66 not printed in the Gazette.]

leather in place, and means for simultaneously folding

over with a wiping action the entire edge of the leather

while it Is so held, of cooperating cement-applying mech-

anism arranged and operating to cement the edge which is

to be folded while so held and Immediately prior to said

wiping action

2. The combination with leather-edge folding mechan

ism! of cooperating cement-applying mechanism arranged

and operating to cement the entire edge being united, in-

cluding means for applying the cement ahmg the edge

of the leather throughout the length of said edge in posi-

tion to be spread by subsequent pressure over both of the

contacting surfa-es when subsequently folded, said fold-

ing mechanism including means for thereafter bodily

wiping over said entire edge directly against the body of

the leather and simultaneously pressing said entire edge

down flat upon the body, simultaneously spreading the

cement and creasing and uniting the folded leather.

3 The combination with leather-edge folding mechan-

ism. Including means to hold the leather Immovably, and

means to turn up and wipe over the edge bodily directed

upon the bodv of the lf-ather. of means to deposit cement

on said edge while so held immovably between the holding

movement of said holding means and the upturning move-

ment of said edge-turning means.

4. The combination with leather-edge folding mechan-

ism! including a former to hold down the leather, and

wiping means to overturn and press the overturned edge

directly down upon the body of the leather, of means

uperating prior to said pressing means and after the

holding movement of said former for applying cement in

posltl.m to be spread by said pressing operation over the

meeting surfaces of said edge and body when overturned

and pressed together as stated

5. The combination with means for supporting a piece

of leather to be folded, means for holding the leather in

place, and means for folding over upon itself with a

wiping action the edge of the leather so held, of co-

operating snipping means arranged to snip the edge at a

curved Intermediate place In the length of the leather so

held, and cement-applying mechanism, said cement apply-

ing mechanism and snipping means being arranged and

operating to cement and snip the edge of the leather at

the same place while the leather is held stationary and

Immediately prior to said wiping action.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette ]

t8S,403. CEMENT- APPLYING FOLDING - MACHINE.

Fra.nk S. jKNNi.MiS, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to Bos-

ton Machine Works Company. Boston. Mass ,
a Corpora-

tion of Mas.sachusetts Filed Sept. 4. 1906. Serial No.

333.120.

888 404 VENDING APP.\RATrS. Charles II. Kelley.

Wlnthrop. Mass. Filed May 3. 1907. Serial No. :ni .737.

1 The combination with means for supporting a piece

of leather to be folded, means for positively holding the

1 In a vending apparatus, the combination with the

carrier or delivery-wheel, of two series of teeth operatlvely

connected therewith, a detent normally locking with a

tooth of one series to hold the wheel from rotation, and

acting when shifted from Its position of rest, to engage

with teeth of the other series, to thereby control In

attaining the desired movement of the wheel, and then
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1

en^ge with a succeeding tooth of the fint bcries to again

lock the wheel, and operating means for the said detent.

2. In a vf^nding apparatus, the combinttion with the

carrier or delivery-wheel, of two series of detent teeth

operatively connected therewith, a detent normally lock-

ing with a tooth of one series to hold tHe wheel from
rotation and when shifted from its position of rest engag-

ing with teeth of the other series to Impel the wheel for-

wardly as well as check the same, and tUen reengaging
with a saceeeding tooth of the first series to again lock

the wheel, and operating means for the said detent.

S. In a vending apparatus, the combinqtion with the

carrier or delivery wheel, of the series of locking teeth

and tht» series of detent teeth, both positively connected
with the said wheel, the movable detent, normally engag-
ing a locking tooth and holding the wheel from rotation,

and manually-operated detent actuating mtans for caus-

ing alternating engagement of the detent with teeth of the
two series for the purpose of an advance of the carrier or

delivery wheel.

4 In a vending apparatus, the combination with the
carrier or delivery wheel, of the series of locking teeth

and the series of detent teeth, arranged one within the
other and both operatively connected with tjhe said wheel,
a radially movable detent normally engaging a locking
tooth to hold the wheel from rotation and It Its oppposlte
position engaging a detent tooth, and mauoally-operated
means through which said detent Is vibrated between the
two series of teeth in producing a partial ty)tatlpn of the
wheel and occasioning a delivery.

5. In a vending apparatus, the combination with the
carrier or delivery wheel, of the two concentric series of
teeth operatively connected with the said wheel, the de-
tent, means to hold the detent normally In locking engage-
ment with a tooth of one series and theteby keep the
wheel stationary, and manually -operated mtans by which
the detent is disengaged from said tooth and engaged with
teeth of the other series to insure and check the advance of
the wheel, the detent on resuming its normal position
engaging with a subsequent locking tooth to again lock
the wheel.

3. In a motor vehicle driving mechanism, the combina-

tion with the vehicle frame, of a motor carried upon tlie

forward end of the frame and having its drive shaft dis-

posed vertically, a friction disk on the drive shaft t)elow

the motor, a drive shaft extending longitudinally of the

vehicle frame below the friction disk and movable from

or toward the same and a friction pulley splined on said

drive shaft and adapted to variably contact with the fric-

tion disk.

4. In a motor vehicle drivini: mechanism, a friction

disk driven by the motor and rotating in vertical t)earlnss

upon the forward end of the vehicle frame, a driven shaft

extending longitudinally of the frame below the drive

shaft to the rear axle and in positive driving connection

therewith and a friction pulley shiftably splined upon th>>

portion of said shaft below the friction disk and adapted

to contact the face thereof

5. In a motor vehicle driving mechanism, the combina-

tion of a drive shaft supported in vertical bearings upon
the forward end of the vehicle frame centrally thereof, a

friction disk carried by said drive shaft, a drive shaft

extending longitudinally of the vehicle frame and cen-

trally thereof below said friction disk, t>«»arinKS in which
said drive shaft Is supported raovatiU' from and toward
the friction disk and a friction pulley shiftable upon said

driven shaft and adapted to contact with the friction disk

and transmit motion to the driven shaft

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the (Gazette.]

888,405 MOTOR VEHICLE - DRIVING MECHANISM.
Joseph P Lavignb, Detroit. Mich., asfignor to The
Blomstrom Manufacturing Co., L)etrolt, Mich., a Cor-

poration of Michigan. Filed June 12, 1907. Serial No.

.378.(J74.

1. In a motor vehicle driving mechanism, the combina-
tion of a drive shaft actuated by the motor and supported
In vertical bearings, a friction disk at the lower end of

said shaft, a longitudinally disposed driveb shaft below
the drive shaft, positive drive connection between the rear
end of said shaft and the rear axle, a fraiae in which a
portion of said shaft below the friction disk is Joumaled.
a friction pulley shiftable upon said port lot of the shaft
and adapted to rotate the same and means for raising and
lowering the frame

2. In a motor vehicle driving mechanism, the combliu-
tlon of a drive shaft supported In vertical bearings on the

forward part of the vehicle frame and constituting the

main shaft of the motor, a friction disk darrled on the

lower end of said drive shaft, a driven sUaft extending
longitudinally of the vehicle frame below said friction

dlak in a vertical plane with the drive shaft and vertically

movable from and toward the friction disk, and a friction

pulley spUned upon the driven shaft and endwise movable
thereon.

888,406. COdLFAi P^OR BKEK. &r Edward Neely. Chi-

cago. Ill Klled May IH, U»0« Serial No ".17,483.

1 The combination wlili the har. and u support ini;

member disposed t>»'nt'atli and rearwardly of the same, of a

cooling and dispensing member carried by said supporting

member and normally extending partly beneath said bar.

the drain basin extending only over the top of the portion

of the cooling and di8{>en8lng member not covered by the

bar and forming a covering for that portion, and draining

mechanism carried by said drain basin and said members.

2. The combination with the bar. and a supporting

member disposed beneath and rearwardly of the same,

of a cooling and dispensing member carried by said sup-

porting member and normally extending partly beneath

said bar, the drain basin extending only over the top of the

portion of the cooling and dispensing member not covered

by the bar, said drain basin t)elng removable to give access

to the cooling and dispensing member for Icing It with

out removing It from beneath the bar, and draining means
carried by said drain basin and said members

3. The combination with the bar, and a supporting

member disposed beneath and rearwardly of the same, of a

cooling and dispensing memt>er carried by said supporting
member, normally extending partly beneath said bar and
having its side away from the bar extending up nearly to
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the level of the bar, the drain basin extending over the por-

tion of the cooling and dispensing member not covered

by the bar and adapted to fit down in between the rear

edge of the bar and the side of the cooling and dispensing

member opposed thereto, and having an extension resting

on said side, and draining means carried by said drain

basin and said members.

4. The combination with the bar. and a supporting

member disposed beneath and rearwardly of the same, of a

cooling and dispensing member carried by said supporting

member, normally extending partly beneath said bar and

having Its side away from the bar extending up nearly to

the level thereof, the drain basin extending over the top

of the portion of the cooling and dispensing member not

covered by the l)ar and adapted to fit down in between

the rear side of the bar and the side of the cooling and

dispensing member opposed thereto, said drain basin

being removable to give access to the cooling and dis-

pensing member for Icing It without removing it from

b«'neath the bar, and draining means carried by said drain

basin and said member
5. The combination with the bar, and a supporting

member disposed beneath and rearwardly of the same, and

bearings carried by said supporting member, of a cooling

and dispensing member movably mounted on said bearings

and adapted to extend, partly underneath said bar when at

one limit of Its movement and to have its top moved from

underneath said bar when at the other limit of its move

ment, the drain basin extending only over the top of the

portion of the co<illng and dispensing meml)er not covered

by the bar, said drain basin being removable to give access

to the cooling and dispensing member for Icing It without

removing it from b<>neath the bar, and draining means
carried by said drain basin and said members.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette ]

888,407. PRIM.VRY B.VTTKRY. Charles
MEHi., Waterbury, Conn. Filed July 21,

No. 327.122.

B S< HOES-
19<)6. Serial

In a primary battery of the class described, the combina-

tion with a cover, of a compressed oild of copper cylinder

supported from said cover, a zinc encircling the copper

oxld element adjacent thereto and also supported from

said cover, and a cylindrical perforated Insulating sepa-

rator with an inwardly projecting supporting flange

adapted to bear against said copper oxld element.

888,408. FRUIT OR.\DING OR ASSORTING MACHINE.
ROBBBT SraAiN, El Modena, Cal., assignor to Fred Steb-

ler and Austin A. (Jamble, Riverside, Cal. Filed Nov.

15, 1905. Serial No. 287,494.

1. A grading or assorting machine having a fruit run-

way comprising a horizontally-traveling carrier and a

series of cross belts arranged transversely therealKJve at

graduated heights, and means for rotating said belts and

operating said carrier

2. A grading or assorting machine having a horizon-

tally traveling carrier belt, a bed therefor, a series of cross

belts arranged along the length of said carrier belt trans-

versely to and at graduated heights thereabove. and means

for operating said carrier belt and said cross-belts.

M:lij;l:l:j'; iT

^^^^^-^ri:

3. .V grading or assorting machine having a fruit run

way comprising a horizontally traveling carrier and a

series of cross l>elt8 arranged transversely thereabove at

graduated heights, means for adjusting said cross belts

with respect to said traveling carrier, and means for rotat-

ing said l)elts and operating said carrier.

4. In a fruit grading machine, the combination of an

endless carrying belt running longitudinally in the ma-

chine, a transverse grading belt arranged above the carry-

ing brtt. and means to adjust the height of the grading

belt above the carrying belt.

5. A fruit slzer having a horizontally moving carrier,

separating means arranged ihereal>ove at graduated

heights, and a line shaft from which said separating

means are driven.

[Claims R to not printed in the Gazette.]

88 8.4 09. DEVICE FOR THROWING RAILWAY-
SWITCHES. EuGE.vE N. Strom, Chicago. 111., assignor

to Pettlbone. Mulliken & Co., Chicago, 111., a Corpora-

tion of Illinois. Filed Feb. 1, 1908. Serial No. 41^,823.

JjkUJ

1. In combinHtion with a railway switch, hand-operated

means for starting the throw of the switch, and a colled-

spring confined for loncitudinal compression and expan-

sion in a contractible and extensible housing with one

member of said housing secured to a stationary support

and the other member thereof having a connection with

said switch to tension the spring by the Initial hand-

operation of said means past the dead center In said con

nectlon and thereafter free the spring to complete the

throw by Its recoil.

2. In combination with a railway switch, hand operated

means for starting the throw of the switch, and a spring-

housing formed of telescoping members with a spring con-

fined therein, one member of said housing being plvotally

secured on a stationary- support and the other member

having a connection with said switch to tension the spring

by the initial hand-throwing operation of said means past

the dead-center In said connection and thereafter free the

spring to complete the throw by its recoil.

3 In combination with a switch-stand having a rotary

spindle provided with an operating handle and a crank
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for cooaection with a railway-switch, a s|)rln2r-di?vic*> con-

sistiDg of a housing formfd of teloscopin^ aicmUTs and a
sprinx rontlned In the housing to be tenaloncd by turning
•aid handle, one of said mfmbers belnf: pivotally sup-
ported on the switch-stand and the oth'-r memb«>r having
a iTank-conneotion with said spindle, for the purpose set

forth.

4 In combination with a switch-stand having a rotary
spindle provided with an op»>rating hanlle and a crank
arm for connertion with a railway switch, a second crank
arns on the spindl.'. a b»'aring secured on the switch stand
base, and a spring-device consisting of a housing form'

d

of telesc'ipln;: m-^mb'-rs and a spring fonfl|i>-d in th.' hous-
ing one of saiil rneml>ers being pivotally supported on said
bas* and th>> t»-arink' rhereon and th<> other member be-

Ing connected with said second crank arm and actuated to
compress the spring by turning said handle, for fh»> pur-
pose set forth

5 In combination with a switch-stand having a rotary
spindle provided with an operating hancjle and a crank-
arm for connection with a railway switch, a second crank-
arm on the spindle and a spring-device coniiatlng of a
housing formed i.f tej.-scoping sleeves wUh a bolt "releas
ably fastening them t(n;ether near their outer ends and
a spring confined in said sleeves, one sleeve being pivotally
fastened on the base of said stand and the other sleeve
terminating in a bifurcated head eniraglnii said second
crank arm, for the purpose set forth.

888,410 SWITCH - STAND. E(<;k.se N. Strom. .Vustln.

111., assignor to Pettlbone. Mullikpn & Oo , (•hicajio. III ,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Feb 3. 190H. Serial
No. 413.81:4

bead with one or the other of aald bearings, for the pur-

pose set forth.

4 In a switch-stand, the combination with Its rotatory
spindle carrying thf operating lever, of a pair of bars each
provided with a Inlfrally-expanded s«-ctiiin cuntaining a
rei'fss, and a coucavely faced bearing at the outer side of

the open end of each recf.ss. said bars being supported one
above the other on the stand frame to be Independently
reciprocated lontrltudlnally and tn'ing adapted to be con-

nected with point rails in a railway switch, and a seg-

mental head on said spindle carryini: an upwardly-pro-
jecting and a depending stud in position to engage, re-

spectively, with the recess In the upper bar and that in

the lower bar by turninu the 8pin<lle in opposite direcfiona

to engage ttie convex edge of said head with the concave
face of one or the other of said bearings, for the purpose
set forth

5. A switch-stand comprising. In comhiuatj n. a frame
provided with guide-bearings near its bn.se and suimouiii
ed by a notched table, a spindle Jouiiialed In said frame
and passing through the table, a yoke on ttie .spindle above
the table and an operating lever fulcrumed on the yoke to

engage with the table notches, bars supported one above
the other In said bearings to be independently recipro-

cated longitudinally, and adapted to b«> connected with
point-rails In a railway switch, said bars being formed
with laterally expanded sections containing recesses and
stop bearings at the outer sides of the recesses, and a seg-

mental head secured on the spindle to work between said

bars and carrying on Its opposite ends anti friction studs

in position to engage said recesses for moving the burs by
turning the spindle, substantially as and for the purpose
set forth.

1 la a swirch stand, the combination With Its rotatory
spindle carr.\ing the operating lever, of a pair i.f bars
each containing a recess and supported on the stand frame ,

to be independently reciprocated longitudinally, said bars
being adapted t" be connected with point rails In the rail-

way switch, and a head on said spindle carrying studs in
position to engage a stud with the recess in one or the
other of said bars by turning the spindle Howard the right
or left, for the purpose set forth.

2 In a switch stand, the combination with Its rotatory
spindle carrying the operating lever, of a pair of bars,
each containing a recess and supported one above the
other on the stand frame to be independently reciprocated
longitudinally, said bars being adapted to be connected
with p<.int rails in a railway switch, and a head on said
spindle tarrying an upwardly projecting and a depending
stud in position to engage, respectively, with the recess
in the upper tiar and that in the lower bar by turnini: the
spindle in opposite directions, for the purpose set forth.

S. In a switch-stand, the combination with Its rotatory
spiadle carrying the operating lever, of a jwir ..f bars each
provided with a laterally expanded section containing a
recess and a bearink.' at the ouf.r side of the open end of
each recess, said bars being supported one above the other
on the stand-frame to be independently reciprocated lon-
gitudinally and being adapted to be connefted with point
rails in a railway switch, and a bar moving and-locking
head on said spindle carrying an upwnrdlj-projeotlng and
a depending stud in position to engage, reppectlvely. with
the recess in the upper bar and that in the lower bar by
turning the spindle in opposite direction! to engage the

888.411. CORN H.\RVESTIN(; M.\CMINE. Pbtrb St hr.
Schleswig. Iowa, assignor of one half to William
Schmidt. Schleswig. Iowa. Filed .\ug. 2.".. 1005. Serial

No 275.429.

1. In a corn harvester, the combination with a frame, a

plurality of pairs of stripping mllerB operatlvely mounted
within said frame, and guides cooperating with said strip

ping rollers to direct the stalks of corn therebetween: of

nose Sections directed rearwardly and upwardly along the

outer edkjes of the mitslde stripping rollers, cleaning

rollers, a forwardly and downwardly Inclined deflector

under each pair of stripping rollers. wheret)y the corn

will be directed info engnsement with the husking rolls,

means disposed across the path of the desci>ndlng corn to

throw the same Into engagement with the huskint; rolls,

and additional meaits to operate said stripping rollers.

2. In a corn harvester of the class descrll)ed, the combi-

nation with a suitable frame, strippinc rollers mounted
thereon and disposed in pairs, husking rolls and guide

sections for each pair of rollers whereby the stalks of

corn win be gnlded between said rollers : of a down-
wardly and forwardly Inclined deflector under each pair

of rollers adapted to receive the corn and guide the same
Into engagement with the husking rolls, a plurality of

spring Angers disposed across the path of the descending
corn, and means to operate said stripping rollers.
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3. A corn harvester comprising a frame, a plurality of

Btrlppinu rollers disposed In pairs, a cross-l>ar at the upper

end of said rollers, deflectors secured to said cross bar and

disposed under each pair of stripping rollers, husk-

ing rolls beneath said deflector, and independently mov-

able spring fingers disposed across the forward end of said

husking rolls, whereby the corn descending from the

deflectors win l)e thrown into engagement with the husk

Ing rolls, and means to operate said stripping rollers and

husking mils

4 In a corn liarvester, the combination of a frame, a

plurality of pairs of stripping rollers, one pair upon each

side of the machine, said rollers being spirally corrugated,

nose sections directed upwardly and rearwardly along the

outer edge of the outside stripping rollers, husking rollers

In pairs, upwardly and rearwardly extending conveyers at

the rear ends of the husking rollers, a downwardly and

forwardly Inclined deflector under each pair of stripping

rollers, means for operating the stripping rollers, and a

plurality of Independently-movable spring fingers ex-

tended transversely across the forward raised ends of the

said husking rollers.

5 In a corn harvester, the combisatlon with the strip-

ping rollers, of a bar secured to the upper portion of the

frame, a deflector supported by said bar and extended

downwardly parallel with and beneath said stripping

rollers, and a plurality of spring fingers disposed In ad-

vance of said deflector to cause the corn to rebound.

[Claims *i and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

to the end of the shaft opposite the cam :
and means

for actuatlntr said gear-wheel.

5. The comtiinatlon. with framework, of a rotary car-

rier having pockets journaled In said framework : dis-

charge-pistons in said pockets: a standard rigid with the

framework, and having a tubular bearing : a stationary

cam for actuating the pistons rigid with the inner end of

said bearing: a shaft mounted In the t>€arlng ; a cam for

regulating the position of the pistons attached to the end

of said shaft adjacent to said stationary cam : a worm-

wheel on the shaft ; and a worm for turning said shaft.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette )

888.412. MACHINE FOR DIVIDING PLASTIC MATB5-

RI.\L INTO ("HARGES. Charles A Thomson. Belle-

ville, N J., assignor to C, A. Thomson Machine Com-

pany. Belleville. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Mar 27, 1905. Serial No. 252,214

888,4 13. HEAT-RAI'IATOR. Sanhki. I' Wnoi-.s and

Victor W. Sipes, ConnellsvUle, Pa. : said Slpes assignor

of one hslf of his right to John Y Woods and om half

of his right to Alexander H. Coughanour, ConnellsvUle,

Pa Filed Jan. 3. 1908. Serial No. 409,153.

1 The combination, with rotary pocket and feed wheels,

of a hopiK-r ; movable blades carried by the feed-wheel for

seizing material from the hopper and forcing It Into the

pockets of the pocket-wheel ; means for actuating said

blades; an enlarged passage co^jperatlng with the feed-

wheel, and leading to the pocket-wheel ; and means for

expelling the charges from said pockets

2. The combination, with a rotary feed wheel, of means

for delivering material to said wheel ; feed-blades carried

by the feed wheel ; means for advancing and retracting

said feed-blades : a rotary carrier having pockets : a fix

ture having an enlarged passage coQperatlng with the feed-

wheel, and leading to the rotary carrier ; and means for

expelling charges of material from said pockets

;{. The combination, with framework, of a rotary carrier

Journaled therein, said carrier having pockets ; a bearing

secured to the framework : a stationary cam rigid with the

l)earlng : a shaft journaled In the bearing : a cam for regu

Iflting the position of the pistons secured to said shaft :

and means for turning the shaft.

4 The combination, with framework, of a rotary carrier

journaled therein, said carrier having pockets : a t)earlng

secured to the framework ; a stationary cam rigid with

the bearing; a shaft journaled In the bearing: a cam for

regulating the position of the pistons secured to said

shaft ; means for turning the shaft ; a gear wheel secured

1. The combination with a plurality of vertically dis-

posed communicating radiator sections, of a like disposed

and alining section connected thereto and forming a cas-

ing, a primary steam generating chamber in said casing

communicating at Its base with the base of the adjacent

radiator section below the water line, a dry -steam chamber

located in said casing above the said generator communi-

cating at its upper end with the adjacent radiator section

above the water line and at Its lower end with the upper

end of said generator, a gas burner beneath said primary

generator, and a pressure actuated gas controlling device

In the gas line, said device comprising a chamber In the

line, a valve seat therein between the Inlet and outlet

openings, a diaphragm located In said chamljer above the

valve seat and having a valve depending therefrom, and a

vertically disposed tubular extension on said chamber

extending up into the radiator

2 The combination with a plurality of vertically dis-

posed communicating radiator sections, of a like disposed

and alining .section connected thereto and forming u cas-

ing, a primary steam generating chamber In said casing

communicating at its base with the base of the adjacent

radiator section beluw tlie water line, a secondary gener-

ating coil surrounding said primary chamber and con-

nected at Its upper end with the top and at Its lower end

with the bottom of said primary chamber, a dry-steam

chamber located In said casing above the said generators

communicating at its upper end with the adjacent radiator

section alwve the water line and at its lower end with the

upper end of said primary generator, a gas burner be-

neath said generators, and a pressure actuated gas con-

trolling device in the gas line, said device comprising a

chamber in the line, a valve seat therein between the in-

i let and outlet openings, a diaphragm located in said cham-

ber above the valve seat and having a valve depending

therefrom, and a vertically disposed tubular extension on

said chamber extending up into the radiator.

3. The combination with plural vertically disposed

radiator sections, of a like disposed and alining casing

I
connected thereto, a primary generating chamber, a second-
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t
ary gentratine c><\\ and a dry-steam chamber arranged In

said i-aslnj? and connected to one-another and to the radia-

tor, a gas burner In the baae of 8al<l casing, and a pressure

actuated gas controlling device In the feas line, said device

comprising a chamber In the line the Inlet a»d outlet open-

Snzs being en a different level, a valve seat therein between

said openings, a diaphragm located in said chamber above

the valve seat and having a valve depending therefrom,

and a vertically disposed tubolar extension on said cham-

ber above the diaphragm and extending up Into the radia-

tor, said extension being closed at ita uppee end.

4. The combinatlcn with plural vertically disposed radl

ator aections, of a Ilk.' disposed and allnltg casing con

nected thereto, a primary generating chamber, a secondary

generating coil and a dry steam chamber arranged In said

casing and connected to one-another and to the radiator, a

gas burner In the base of said casing, and a pressure actu

ated gas controlling device in the gas line, stld device com-

prising a chamber in th*- line the Inlet and outlet openings

thereof being on a diffprent level, an adjustable valve seat

therein between said openings, a diaphragm In said cham

ber al-)ve the valvt- St>at and having a valve depending

ther'-from. and a v. rti.'ally disposed tubular extension on

said chamber above th-- diaphragm and extending up into

the radiator

888.4 14 M.\lLH.\i; TATCHER AND DELIVERER.
Henhv H akers, ih.rryvale. Kans . assignor to H. H.

.Vkers Manufacturing Company, Cherry val», Kans. Filed

Sept. 28. 1907. Serial No. :?95.006.

form oppositely disposed stop shoulders, a fork carried by

the arm. a spring actuating catch pivotally mounted on

the reduced end of the arm and movable to operative posi-

tion across the closed end of the fork, and a spring con

necting the catch and arm, respectively, the pivotal move-

ment of the catch being limited by ongagprnnnt with the

adjacent stop shoulders

5. The combination with a car having an opening

formed therein, brackets secured to the side of the car at

said opening, a shaft Journaled in the brackets and pro-

vided with a laterally extending arm the free end of which

Is reduced to form oppositely disposed stop shoulders, a

fork secured to the arm. a catch pivotally mounted on the

reduced end of the arm and co-acting with the closed end

of the fork, a spring having one end thereof secured to the

catch and its opposite end fastened to the arm. and a

sectional casing surrounding the spring and forming a

housing for the same.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. The combination with a car havldg an opening

formed therein, of a fork extending tranlversely across

the opening, a catch^ooacting with the closed end of the

fork, a spring connecting with the catcii and fork, re-

spectively, and a sectional casing surrounding the spring

and serving to huuse the latter

•J. The combination with a ear havlag an opening

formed therein, of a shaft Journaled on the car and extend-

-d transversely across the opening, an arm secured to and

movable with the shaft, a fork carried by the free end of

the arm. a spring actuated catch pivotally mounted on the

arm and movable ti> operative position at the closed end

of the fork, a spring connecting the catch and arm, re«p«c-

tlvely. and a s.'cti<>nal casing surrounding the spring and

forming a housing for the latter.

3 The combination with a car havlag an opening

formed therein, of a fork extending transversely across

the opening, a pivoted catch co acting With the closed

end of the fork, means for limiting the pltotal movement

of the catch, a spring connecting the forH and catch, re-

spectively, and a sectional casing surrounding the spring,

said casing serving to hous*^ the spring and assist in limit-

ing the pivotal movement of the catch in one direction

4. The combination with a car havlftg an opening

formed therein, brackets secured to the sifle of the car. a

shaft journaled In said brackets and provided with a later-

ally extending arm the free end of whict Is reduced to

8 8 8.415 ROTARY REACTION MOTOR. Geokoe W.

BAasER. Sr , Jacksonburg. W. Va , aaalgnor of one half

to Wade Blackstook. Jacksonburg, W Va. Filed Dec.

11. 1907. Serial No. 405.983.

.^-Jj

1. A rotary reaction motor, constructed as a globular

boiler with an elongated vertical stem forming an axial

shaft bent and terminating in a tangentlally arranged

nozzle, said globular boiler having also a step projection

arranged on the opposite side from the tubular shaft and

in coaxial relation thereto
'_' A rotary reaction motor constructed in one piece as

a globular glass boiler having an elongated and hollow

vertical stem on one aide and a coaxial and integral teat

on the other side, the hollow stem being bent to form a

tangentlally discharging nozzle

;V A rotary reaction motor constructed in one piece

as a globular glass boiler having an elongated and hollow

vertical stem on one side and a coaxial and Integral teat

on the other side, the hollow stem being bent to form a

tangentlally discharging nozzle, in combination with a

stand having two horizontally projecting arms, the upper

one having an enlarged circular bearing embracing the

hollow stem of the boiler and the lower one having a step

l)earlng to receive the pivotal teat on the boiler.

4 A rotary reaction motor conatructed In one piece as

a globular glass boiler having an elongated and hollow

vertical stem on one side and a coaxial and integral teat

on the other side, the hollow stem being t>ent to f>>rm

a tangentlally discharging nozzle. In combination with a

stand having two horizontally projecting arms, the upper

one having an enlarged circular bearing embracing the

hollow stem of the boiler and the lower one having a step

bearing to receive the pivotal teat on the boiler, said step

bearing being formed of wire coils and a subjacent metal

plate clenched to the colls and having a concave depn s

slon In its upper face within the coils

I
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888,416. CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR CARS Thbo-

DOBK BoDDK. Weslfleld. N. J. Filed Mar. 18. 1907. Se-

rial No. 362.820.

1. In a system of the class described, a track magnet.

second magnet carried by a car or train traveling along

said track, and a safety device operated at a predeter-

mined time by the passage of the magnetic flux from the

normally magnetized train magnet through the track-

magnet when the latter presents neutral poles to those of

the train magnet passing over the track magnet.

2. In a system of the class descrilH-d, a track magnet,

a train magnet carried by the car or train moving along

the track, and a safety derlce operated when the train

magnet reaehes the track magnet when the latter Is in

open circuit

3. In a system of the class described, a train having a

permanent magnet, an armature normally held thereby,

and movable over a stationary electromagnet located at

the track, and suitable means for controlling the current

of the electro magnet circuit

4 In a system of the class descrilx'd. a stationary track

magnet, means for supplying fl'e current to said magnet,

a permanent magnet carried by a car or train moving
along the traek, a safety device, and a connection between

the safety device and the permanent magnet operated by

the movement of the permanent magnet past the station

ary magnet at predetermined times.

5. In a system of the i lass described, a track magnet,

means for supplying current thereto, a train magnet car-

ried by a car or train moving along the track, a safety

deTlce. an armature connected to the safety device and
normally held in inoperative position by the attractive

force iif till- train niagni-t and moved Into operative posi-

tion to operate the safety device when the magnetic flux

from the normally magnetized train magnet passes

through the track magnet under a certain condition.

[Claim t'« not printed In the Gazette.]

Ing pole pieces connected by a plurality of permanent

magnets and a plurality of core members,

4. The combination with a vehicle adapted to travel

along a track, of a train magnet carried by the vehicle.

and a track magnet having pole pieces supplied with core

memlKTs spaced apart whereby a path of magnetic resist-

ance is f( rmed between the core meml)er8

6. The combination with a vehicle adapted to travel

along a track, of a train magnet therefor having a memlH-r

projecting therefrom, and an armature adapted to bear

against said projection at i)rcdetermined times, and

a track magnet located at the track.

[Claims 6 to L!0 not printed in the Gazette]

8 8 8,418 TROLLEY CATi-HER. Willis C. Buedon,

Louisville. Ky., assignor of forty nine one-hundredtbs

to C, II. Jenkins and Thomas W. Moran. I^uisviUe,

Ky. Filed Sept. 21. U»'^»6. Serial No. 335,537,

888.417 AUTOMATIC CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR
CARS. TiiEois.RE Boi)r>E. Westfl.-ld. N. J. Filed July

10. 1907. Serial No. 382.996.

1 The combination with a veiiicle. a train magnet car-

ried thereby, of a track magnet having pole pieces con

nected by a permanent magnetic member, and a core mem-
ber.

2. The comblnatifm with a vehicle adapted to move
along a track, of a train magnet carried by said vehicle.

and a track magnet located at the track, said track mag-
net having pole pieces connected by a core member.

3. The combination with a vehicle adapted to travel

along a track, of a train magnet carried thereby, and a

track magnet located at the track, said track magnet hav-

1. In a trolley catcher, the combination of the casing

having an upper cylindrical portion provided with ratchet

teeth and a lower well extension,' a pulley device having

bearings in the upper portion of said casing and a ratchet

device for engagement with said ratchet teeth, and a

weight adapted to have movement In said well extension

and provided with an anti friction roller, said pulley de-

vice having a trolley rope, and a weight rope passing

around the weight roller and secured at its end to the

casing.

2. In a trolley catcher, the combination of the casing

having an upper cylindrical portion provided with ratchet

teeth, and a lower well extension, a pulley device having

bearings in the upper portion of said casing, and a ratchet

device for engagement with said ratchet teeth and com-

prising a pawl lever, a radial weight journaled upon a

shaft of the pulley device and extending upon one side

only of such shaft, and a retracting spring extending past

the radial weight and attached directly to said pawl lever,

and a weight In said well extension having an antl-frlc-

tion roller, said pulley device having a trolley rope, and a

weight rope passing around the weight roller and secured

to said casing at its end

.S. In a trolley catcher, the combination of the casing

having an upper cylindrical portion provided with ratchet

teeth, and a lower reduced well extension, a double rotary

policy having a single shaft provided with Journal bear-

ings in said cylindrical portion of the casing, and a

ratchet device for engagement with the ratchet teeth of

the casing, and a weight adapted to have movement in said

well extension and having an attachment roller, said

double pulley having a trolley rope connected to one part

thereof, and a weight rope connected to the other part

thereof, passing around the weight roller and secured to

the side wall of said casing.
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888.419 MACHINB FOR DK8TB0YING THE COTTON
BOLL WKKVIL William W. Bcrson, Chicago, and

Wir.s.)^ W BiHSov. Rockford. Ill FH-Jd Ian -Jf). 1«<>4

Serial No. 190,486.

memtKT enuaglnff the opposite row of teeth to normally

hold the wheel auainst rotation, and Independent keys

havlni; Iurm rotatably mount»>d in the receSBes to alter-

nattily dlsf-nsagp the members from the rows of teeth.

1 la a weevil destroying machine. th« combination of

a platform, stalk cutting and gathering mfet-hanlam, means

for carrying the stalks over the platform, and a heating

apparatus arranged to deliver heat to tbe stalks on the

platform.

:j. In a weevi! destroying machine, the combination of a

platform, stalk cutting and gathering mechanism, means

for carrying the stalks over the platform, and a heating

apparatus having discharge openings located across the

platform over which the stalks are carried

3. In a weevil destroying machine, the combination of a

platform, stalk cutting and gathering mechanism, means

for carrying the stalks over the platforti. and a heating

apparatus havhig discharge openings located across the

platform over which the stalks are carried, and having

discharge openings to direct the heat on the ground.

4 In a weevil destroying machine, the combination of a

platform, a movable rear end to the plutform. stalk cut-

ting and gathering mechanism, means for carrying the

stalks over the platform, and a heatitg apparatus ar-

ranged to deliver heat to the stalks on the platform.

5. In a weevil destroying machine, the combination of a

platform, a stationary end and a movable table to the

platform, stalk cutting and gathering mechanism, means

for carrying the stalks over the platform, and a heating

apparatus arranged to deliver heat to |he stalks on the

platform.

[Claims R to H not printed in the Gazatte]

888.420 R.VT("HET - WRENCH. Andbbw .1 Campbill.

Lovelock, t'al . assignor of one-half to Kdwin Berg.

Ix)velock. *al Filed Oct. 8, 1907. Serial No. ,396.492.

»af,, j»-'

888 421. METHOD OF M.\lNT.\ININO A CONSTANT
OR APPROXIMATKLT CONSTANT TEMPERATIRE
IN A (;.\S PRulHTKR. Emil Capitaixk, Relaholz,

near Dusseldorf, (Jermany. Original apiill.atl.ii filed

Mar. 27. li>05. Serial No. 252.3.50. Divided and this ap-

plication filed Apr. 8. 1906. Serial No. 310.377.

In a ratchet wrench, a handle having oppositely dis-

posed recesses at one end, covers detachably secured at

opposite sides of the handle, and projecting beyond the

latter, at the recessed end. said projecting portions of the

cover having openings in register with each other, a

ratchet wheel having its bearings In said openings, oppo-

sitely directed rows of teeth on the periphery of said

wheel, flat spring members forming pawls secured In the

recesses at opposite sides of the handle, one member, hav-

ing Its free end engaging one row of taeth and the other

1. The method of maintaining a constant or approxi

mately constant temperature in a suction gas producer

working with a varying consumption of gas. due to vary

ing load on the engine to which the gas Is supplied, by

causing a greater or smaller proportion of the gas drawn

off from the gas generator to be delivered during periods

when the engine is running with a reduced load, or with

no load, to a place where It Is burned, and transmitting

heat resulting from Its combustion to the gas generator

2. The method of maintaining a constant or approxl

mately constant tem[>erature In a suction gas producer

working with a varying consumption of gas, due to vary-

ing load on the engine to which the gas is supplied, said

method consisting In causing a greater or smaller propor

tlon of the gas drawn off from the gas generator to be de

llvered during periods when the engine is running with a

reduced load, or with no load, to a place where It Is

burned, and utilizing some of the heat of combustion of

such gas to heat the wall of the gas producer.

3. The method of maintaining a constant or approxi-

mately constant temperature In a suction gas producer

working with a varying consumption of gas. due to vary-

ing load on the engine to which the gas Is supplied, said

metht>d consisting In causing a greater or smaller propor-

tion of the gas drawn off from the gas generator to be de-

livered during perUxls when the engine Is running with a

reduced load, or with no load, to a p|p«ce where it Is burned,

and utllliing some of the heat of combustion to heat the

gas producer externally.

888,422. COTTON TLEANER. FEEDER. AND SEPA-

RATOR ELEVATOR. Em ILK A Cakmoiche, Shreve-

port. La., assignor of one-half to Max Krueger. San An

tonlo. Tex. Filed June 1. 1907. Serial No. ,376,82.3.

1. The combination In a cotton cleaner, of a substan

tially air tight casing divided by an upwardly extending

foramlnous partition, a pneumatic supply conduit leading

to the top of said casing upon one side of the partition,

cotton cleaning rollers below the supply conduit and in

proximity to said partition, a discharge conduit for the

cotton below the cleaning devices, means in said conduit

for delivering the cotton and preventing Ingress of air, an

outlet ior air and trash on the opposite side of said foraml-

nous partition, and means connected to said outlet for

drawing air through the device.

2. The combination In a cotton cleaner, of a casing form-

ing a thin vertical chamber, a vertical foramlnous parti-

tion therein, an Inlet for cotton at the top on one side of

the partition, feed rollers below the inlet, a cleaning roller

below the feed rollers substantially filling the space between

the foramlhous partition and the wall of the casing, a dis-

charge roller at one side of the casing adapted to receive

. the cotton from the cleaning roller and discharge it dl-
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rectly into the gin. a curved foramlnous section hinged

at the lower edge of the discharge outlet and extending

down and around the cleaning roller and attached to the

lower end of the foramlnous partition, and a suction device

connected to the casing beli.w the cleaning roller.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a substantially air tight casing divided by a vertical

foramlnous partition, of a pneumatic supply conduit com-

municating with said I aslng on one side of said partition

at the top. cotton cleaning and separating roll below the In-

let of said supply conduit In close proximity to said parti-

tion above Its bottom, a vacuum discharge roll below said

cleaning mechanism, and a suction device connected to the

lower part of said casing upon the opposite side of the par-

tition, the said supply conduit, casing and suction device

being free from valves.

4. The combination In a cotton cleaner of a casing form-

ing a thin vertical chamber, a vertical foramlnous parti-

tion therein, an Inlet for cotton at the top on one side of

the partition, a breaking roller some distance below the

top of the casing, a second breaking roller below the first

and in close proximity thereto geared to run at a higher

rate of speed, a cleaning roller below the said breaking

rollers, each of said rollers nearly filling the space between

the foramlnous partition and the wall of the casing, an

outlet for cotton adjacent said cleaning roller, and a con-

nection for a suction creating device In the lower part of

the casing upon the opposite side of the partition

5. The combination in a cotton cleaner of a casing form-

ing a thin vertical chamber, a vertical foramlnous parti

tlon therein, an Inlet for cotton at the top on one side of

the partition, a breaking roller some distance below the

top of the casing, a second breaking roller below the first

and In close proximity thereto, a cleaning roller below the

said breaking rollers, each of said rollers nearly filling the

space between the foramlnous partition and the wall of the

casing, a vacuum discharge outlet for cotton adjacent said

cleaning roller, and a connection for a suction creating de

vice In the lower part of the casing upon the opposite side

of the partition, said parts being free from valves

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

substantially at the end of the cylindrical portion and ar-

ranged to discharge into the tapering portion and through

the flattened portion, and a nipple for supplying vapor to

the burner-head, the air mixer being pivoted on said nipple.

888.424. WINDOW-PANE FASTENER. .Tohn C. Cbow-

80N. Bagdad, Fla. Continuation of application Serial

No. 362.158, filed Mar. 1,3. 1907. This application filed

.Tune 26. 1907. Serial No. 380.899.

/O

888.423. HYDROCARBON VAPOR BURNER. Thomas
J. CoaNisH. Los Angeles. Cal Filed Dec. 9, 1904. Se-

rial No. 236.104.

1. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a generating cham-

ber formed of a set of pipes arranged in a plane, burners

pivotally connected with said set of pipes and having noz-

ile outlets which are elongated In a plane parallel with

the plane of the set of pipes, the same being directed over

the set of pipes, and means for supplying fuel to the set of

pipes.

2. An alr-mlier comprising a cylindrical portion, a ta-

pered portion and a flattened portion, the same l)eing open

It both ends, a burner-head located In and terminating

1.34 O. O.—49

>^^j^?>^^^^^

1. The combination with a window sash adapted to re-

ceive a glass, said sash having a bead arranged to receive

one face of the glass and having a putty-recelvlng groove

in its inner edge spaced from the bead a distance suflBcient

to form a shoulder, of a pane of glass disposed against the

bead with Its edge against the shoulder, the thickness of

the glass being greater than the width of the shoulder

whereby the glass projects from the shoulder and part way

over the groove, and a body of putty disposed against the

sash and that face of the glass opposite to the bead, said

putty entering the groove and lying against the exposed

edge of the glass.

2. A window sash formed with a rabbet and a resultant

bead, the side wall of which rabbet has a groove whose

outer wall Is spaced from the bead a distance greater than

the thickness of the glass, a portion of the sash between

the bead and the outer wall of said groove being disposed

to engage the Inner portion only of the edge of the glass

with the remainder of the edge of the glass exposed In the

direction of the bottom of the groove, the side wall of the

rabbet beyond the outer wall of said groove lying suffi-

ciently far above the bottom of the groove to cooperate

with the exposed edge of the glass In forming a positive

lock for putty disposed In said groove.

8. The combination with a window sash formed with a

rabbet and a resultant bead, the side wall of which rabbet

has a groove whose outer wall Is spaced from the bead a

distance greater than the thickness of the glass, a portion

of the sash between the bead and the outer wall of the

groove being adapted to receive the edre of tbe glass, a

pane of glass having the inner portion only of its edge rest-

ing upon said receiving portion, and the remainder of its

edge exposed In the direction of the bottom of the groove,

and a body of putty disposed against the face of the glass

opposite to the bead, the putty entering said groove and

lying against the exposed edge of the glass.

4. A window sash formed with a rabbet and a resultant
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bead, the side wall of whlcb rabbet bafl a Kroove whoce mounted to slide vertically on aald aupport and preHt-nting

outer wall Is spaced from the bead a distance greater than an opening at the bottom for the roller, the front and rear

the tblckn*»ss of the glass, a portion of the sash between edsreg of the g«id oi^-nlnx normally contacflnn wlfli and
ihe bead and the outer wall of the groo»e being disposed

to engage the inner portion only of the edge of the glass

with the remainder of the edge of the glfws exposed In the

dlr>*ctlon of thf liottom of the groove. th« aide wall of the

rabbet beyornl th.- outer wall of said gr(><)ve lyin;: in the

plane of the edu*- of the glass.

888. 4J5. COr'NTING-BO.VRD. Trace S. F'ord. Marshall-

town. Iowa Kil.d Oct. -JO. \9iH',. Serial No. 339,860.

Rpuew^'d Mar 7. 1908. Serial No. 410.7«7.

1 A counting board Including a receptacle having

means for holdinif a plurality of sets or Hands of cards In

parallel relation and In inclined positlan with the sets

separated from each other, and means independent of the

card holding means and disposed in advance of and ar-

ranged In allnement with said card-holding means for

supporting a card or cards In synclinal relation to the

several sets of cards
_' A counting tK>ard Including a subwtantlally rectan

gular frame havln;; parallel side wails oonnected by end

walls, means Interposed t>etween the side walls and form-

ing Independent compartments for holding a plurality of

sets or hands of cards In the same tncliaed position, and

m'-ans spaced Inwardly from one end of the frame and
independent of the means for holding the several sets or

hands of cards and in allnement therewith for support-

ing a card or cards in synclinal relation to the several

sets.

3. A counting board comprising a plurHity of plvotally

united sections each formed of spaced Inclined slats defin-

ing slots for receiving and holding a plurality of sets or

hands of cards In inclined position, there being an opening

formed in each section for holding otlier cards in in-

clined position.

4. .\ counting board comprising a pair of plvotally

united hollow sections adapted to receive playing cards,

said sections being provided with spaced transversely

disposed Inclined slats defining slots for the reception of

the sets or hands of cards, there being a slot formed in

one end of each section and having one wall thereof in-

clined laterally for holding other cards In inclined posi-

tion.

5 .\ counting board comprising a pair of plvotally

united sections each provided with spaced transversely

disposed inclined slats defining slots ada|>ted to receive a
plurality of sots or hands of cards, there being a trans-

verse openlnu formeil In one end of each section for hold-

ing other cards in inclined position

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaaette. ]

888.426. CASTER. Lio.nel B. Lbo«je, atoughton, Mass..

assignor of one-half to Dennis W. Toomey. Stoughton,
Mass. Filed Feb. 26. 1908. Serial No. 417.826.

1. A caster comprising a support, a roller mounted
therein, a casing surrounding said support and roller

mounted to slide vertically on said support and presenting
an opening at the bottom for the roller, the front and rear

edges of the said opening normally contacting with and
scraping the roller periphery

2. .\ caster comprising a support, a roller mounted
therein, a casing surrounding said support and rolU'r

scraping the roller periphery, and dep^^ndlng s^-gmenfal

flanges at the sides of said opening to protect the sides of

the projecting jiurtlon of the roller.

3. A caster comprising a support, a roller mounted
therein, a easing surrounding said 8upi>ort and roller

mounted to slide vertically on said support and [tresi-nting

an opening at the bottom for the roller, springs inter-

posed between .said support and acting to raise tll^ latter

BO that the front and rear edges of the said op.nlng nor-

mally conta-'t with and .scrapi- the roller p.-riphcry

4 'A casf^r comprising a support, a roller mounted
therein, a casing surrounding said supp<irt and rolh-r

mounted to slide vertically on said support and presenting
an opening at the twttom for the roller, springs inter-

posed between said support and acting to raise the latter

so that the front and rear edges of the said op<'nlng nor
mally contact with and scrape the roller periphery, and
depending seumentai flanges at the sides of said opening
to protect the sides of the projecting portion of the roller.

5 A caster comprising 11 support presenting depending
portions, a roller Journaled therein, a box-like casing
slotted at pach side to receive the roller Journal, springs
in said slots rt'sting on said roller Journal and against
the upper end of the slots, and opening at the bottom of

the casing for the roller, depending segmental flanges at

the side of said opening whereby the said casing is nor-
mally held elevated with the front and rear edges of said
opening contacting with and scraping the roller periphery
while the segmental flanges protect the sides of the pro-

jecting portion of the roller.

8 8 8,427 TELEPHONE SYSTEM Carl W. Shaber.
Philadelphia. Pa . a.sslgnor to Keystone Telephone Com
pany. Philadelphia, Pa , a Corporation of New Jersey
Filed June l.S. 190« Serial No 321,424.

=p-^=^~y^

1. In a telephone trunklng system, the combination
with trunk and ringing signals; of a supervisory signal

In the trunk circuit controlled by the hook contacts of

the called subscriber s Instrument.

2. In a telephone trunklng system, the combination of

a ringing lamp ; a trunk disconnect lamp ; and a sub-

scriber's disconnect lamp in the trunk circuit and con
trolled by the hook contacts of tin- called subscrltiers

Instrument.

3. In a telephone trunklng system, the combination of

a ringing lamp and a trunk disconnect lamp local to the

called subscribers exchange, a subscribers disconnnct
lamp In the trunk circuit and local to the called sub-

scribers exchange, controlled by the hook contacts of the

called subscribers Instrument.

4. In a telephone trunklng system, the combination

of a trunk disconnect lamp; a relay for controlling said

lamp ; a short circuit around said relay ; a relay for con

trolling said short circuit ; a ringing lamp ; and a sub

scriber's disconnect lamp local to the called subscriber's

exchange and controlled by the hook contacts of the called

subscriber's instrument.

8 8 8,428. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. Frank W.

81CKLKN. Hartford, Conn., assignor to Inderwood Type-

writer Company. .New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed L>ec. 7, 19o7. Serial No. 4U5,5uh.

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

plHten and pressure rolls, of pairs of pivoted arms carry-

ing said rolls, said arms having meml>er8 provided with

cam surfaces, a spring bearing upon the cam surfaces of

each of said pairs of arms, to press the rolls against the

platen, and arms or cams attached to a rock shaft operated

by a key to engage said springs to release the arms and

rolls.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination wltli a

platen and pressure rolls, of pairs of pivoted arms carr)

In'.: said rolls, said arms having meml>«'rs provided with

cam surfaces, a spring bearing upon the cam surfac<'s of

each of said pairs of arms, to press the rolls against the

platen, and arms or cams attached to a rock shaft operated

by a key to engage said springs to release the arms and
roils ; and means whereby said cams may lock the spriiitrs

In roll releasing positions.

3 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen and pressure rolls, of a support, arms pivoted on

said support and extending In opposite directions, said

arms having cam Burfaces, springs supported on brackets

to engage sAld cam surfaces, n rock-shaft, arms or cams
secured to said rock shaft, and means to turn the rock

shaft to cause Its arms or cams to bear against said

springs and permit said arms to drop and release the

rolls from the platen

4 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and a platen frame, of front and rear rolls

running upon the platen, and pluralities of sets of arms
carrying said rolls, said arms being fulcrumed upon a rod

which extends along the platen, the arms In each set hav-

ing pendent levers adjacent to each other, a spring to

bear upon the levers in each pair to force the same apart

and thereby press the rolls against the platen, and means
to lock the sprlnga simultaneously in roll releasing posi

tlons.

5 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and a platen frame, of rolls running upon
the platen and arms carrying said rolls, said arms being

fulcrumed upon a rod which extends along the platen, the

arms having pendent levers adjacent to each other, and a

spring to bear upon the levers in each pair to force the

same apart and thereby press the rolls against tlie platen ;

means being provided for locking the springs In roll-re-

leasing positions.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printfd in the Gazette.)

888.429. MACHINE FOR TRIMMING AND BEADING
WHEELBARROW TRAYS. JoHK M. Skinner, Toledo,

C>hlo. assignor to The Toledo Wheelbiirrow Company,
Toledo, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 2.3,

1907. Serial No. 407,837.

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a revoluble work holder, a swivel head adjustable radi

ally of the work-holder, shear wheels carried by the head

for trin>mlng the work, means for automatically adjusting

the head radially of the work to cause the length of radial

lines Intersected by the shear whwis to vary as the work-

holder revolves, means for mechanically adjusting the

head relative to the work, and automatic means i»osltlvely

controlling the swivel movements of the head to main

tain the axes of the shear-wheels perpendicular to the in-

tendeil line of cut at the point of bite of the wheels.

2. In combination in n machine of the class descrllied.

n work holder and a swivel-head capable of relative revolv-

ing movements, and two cams of different shape encircling

the work-holder, said swivel head having parts cooperating

with said two cams, one cam serving to adjust the head

radially of the work holder and the other to control the

swivel movements of the head.

3. In combination In a machine for trimming wheel

barrow trays or the like, a work-holdei- and n swivel head

capable of relative revolving movements, shear wheels car-

ried 9\ the head for trimming the work, means for auto

matlcally moving the head radially of the work to cause

the work to be trimmed to a predetermined shape other

than a circle as the work holder and head relatively re-

volve, and an endless cam encircling the work-holder and
cooperating with a part of the swivel head to positively

control the swivel movements of the head as the work-

holder and head relatively revolve.

4. In combination In a machine for trimming wheel-

barrow trays or the like, a work holder and a swivel-head

capable of relative revolving movements, shear-wheels

carried by the head for trimming work held by said holder,

means for automatically moving the head radially of the

work to cause the work to be marginally trimmed to n

predetermined shape other than a circle as the work holder

and head relatively revolve, means for mechanically ef

fectlng a radial adjustment of the head relative to the

work, and a cam encircling the work holder and cooper-

ating with a part of the swivel head to positively control

the swivel movements of the head as the work holder and

head relatively revolve.

5. In combination In a machine for trimming wheel

barrow trays or the like, a work holder and a swivel-head

capable of relative revolving movements, shear-wheels

carried by the bend for trimming work held by the holder,

means for automatically moving the head radially of the

work to cause the work to lie marginally trimmed to a

predetermined shape other than a circle as the work-

holder and head relatively revolve, an arm adjustably pro-

jecting from the head, a cam encircling the work holder

and cwiperafinp with the arm to positively control the

swivel movements of the head as the work-holder and

head relatively revolve

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

8^8.430. MITER-BOX Carl Solem.slie. Seattle, Wash
Filed Sept. 19, 1906. Serial No. 335.333.

1 In a miter box. a bar 12. a bed 2 plvotally sup-

porting said bar. a slide bar 11 slldaMy adjustable

in said bar 12. clamp pieces, a wedge rod .idapted to force

I said clamp pieces against the Inner s\'rface of said bar
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12, Kutdea 3 and '! vertically adjustably moanted on aald

bar 12 and aald bar 11. a scale secured to aald ffuld«a 3

and 3' meana whereby aald guides may be adjusted as In-

dicated by the scale.

fO

2 In a miter box, vertically adjurtalile (guides adapted

to receive a cabinet saw, means wherebjr the depth of the

kerf of the aaw may be Indicated, a bar .12, a slide bar 11

slldably flttlnsf in the surface thereof, clamp pieces, a

wedge rod adjusted by thumb screws to force said clamp

pieces against the Inner surface of saW bar 12 to lock

said slide bar 11 Id the desired position.

3. In a miter box, vertically adJustaWe guides adapted

to receive a cabinet saw, means whereb(y the kerf of the

saw may be Indicated, a bar 12. a slldie bar 11 slldably

fitting in the surface thereof, clamp places, a wedge rod

adjuated by thumb screws to force anld clamp pieces

against the Inner surface of said bar' 12 to lock said

slide bar 11 In the desired position, a rtiffenlng member
disposed relatlrely below said bar 12 proTlded with feet

18' to co-act with feet 40 and stiffening the bed 2.

4. In a miter box a bar 12 piTotally mounted to the

bed 2 said bar 12 adapted to support a slide bar 11 which

la provided with a clamp pieces 26 and 27 actuated by

means of a wedge rod 28 and thumb screw 13. adapted to

clamp the said slide bar 11 la any desired position means
for preventing the said slide bar 11 from being withdrawn
from the bar 12, the said bar 12 also being prorlded with

a top bar 29, said slide bar 11 and top bar 29 adapted to

support uprights 5 and the guides 3 and 3' aabstantlally

as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In a miter t^ux. a bed, a back, legs vecured thereto, a

bar 12 pivotally mounted on said back, a stiffening mem
ber Bubatantlaliy under said bar, a scale piece 8 concentric

with the pivot of said bar 12 and adapted to co-act with

said stiffening member to Insure rigidity of said bed, a

pointer 9 projecting over said scale pitce 8 and resting

thereon to co-act with said pivotal connection of said

bar 12 as a support ther<H5f. notches 8" provided In said

scale piece 8, a catch 17' co acting with said notches to

lock said bar 12 and parts secured thereto at a predeter

mined angle relative to said back, a press rod having an

inclined surface, a catch bar 17 provided with a similar

Inclined surface co-acting with said praas rod to retract

said catch 17' permitting a free travel of said bar 12.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Qaxette.]

888.431 CARCOfl'LINO. Israbl Sparks. La Fayette,

Ind. Original application filed Mar. 30, 1907. Serial

No. 365,465. IHvlded and thla application filed Aug.
•_'>*. 1907. Serial No. 390.495.

The combination with a coupler havttg a bore therein,

a knuckle pivotally secured to the couplet, end an Inwardly

extending arm on said knuckle ; of a locking dog, one end

of which is pivotally secured In said bore, a latch on the

free end of said locking dog to extend in the path of said

arm and engage one edge thereof whe^ the knuckle is

closed, the lower wall of said bore Having a channel

therein to receive the lower edge of the latch, a carred
projection on the lower edge of said locking dog, aatd pro-

jection having a slot therein the rear wall of which is

curved, a pitman extending upwardly thirough an opening

In the bottom of the coupler, a trunnion at the upper

end of the pitman adapted to enter said slot and secure

the pitman to the locking dog, a shaft rotatably mounted

below the coupler, a bar fixed to said shaft and pivotally

eecure<l to the lower end of the pitman and levers at each

end of said shaft whereby the shaft may he manually ro-

tated to move the pitman vertically and >>levate the lock-

ing dog. whereby the knuckle will be released.

888,432 DIELECTRIC SKTARATOR He.sby M Si T-

TON, Walter L. Stbble, and Edwin <;. Steele, Dallas,

Tex. Original application filed Sept 24. 1904, Serial

No. 225.852. Divided and this application filed Sept.

3. 1907. Serial No. 391.132.

1. The oumblnatlon with the electrodes of iin electro

static separator, of means for producing n contlnuouH con-

vectlve current from one electrode to the other, means for

feeding comminuted material between said electrodes and

through said current, and means for separately collecting

the separated particles.

2. The combination with the electro<les of tin electro

static separator, of meana for producing a continuous con-

vective current from one electrode to the other, means

for feeding comminuted material to said latter electrode,

a regulator In circuit with one of the electrodes and hav-

ing a member adapted to deliver a continuous convectlve

charge therethrough, and means for separately collecting

the separated material.

3. The combination with a separating electrode and a

pointed electrode, of a source of energy, means for supply-

ing the pointed electrode with a continuous current of one

polarity, means for feeding comminuted material between

said electrodes, means in circuit with the source and one

electrode for regulating the supply of said current, and
means for separately collecting the separated particles.

4. The combination of a separating electrode and a

charging electrode, of meana for producing a constant con-

vectlve current from said charging electrode to the sep-
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arating electrode, means for feeding comminuted material

between the electrodee through the path of said current,

and means for separately collecting the separated par

tides

5. The combination with a separating electrode and a

pointed charging electrode, of a source of energy, means

for supplying the pointed electrode with a continuous cur-

rent of one polarity, means for feeding comminuted mate-

rial between said electrodes, and means for separately

collecting the separated particles

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the (Jazette.]

said door frame to which the upper section is secured and

having off-sets near their upper ends to permit said sec-

tions being swung In nested position toward the roof of

the car, and means for supporting said sections In superior

position.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

H88,434. AUTOMATIC DUMPING DEVICE. John W.
Wk.*ver. Skidoo. Cal., assignor of one half to Matt

Hoveck. Skidoo, Cal. Filed June 22. 1907. Serial No.

380.251.

888,433. DOOR FOR GRAIN CARS. Frank L. Thomp-
son, Great Bend, N D. Filed Dec. 4, 1908. Serial No.

:Ufl.241. Renewed Apr. 20, 1908. Serial No. 428,061.

1 A sectional car door,' the sections nf wbicli are

adapted to spread open vertically and nest togetli»*r. con

slstlng of a plurality of plates having marginal flnnges.

across the door opening in the car. vertical guide rods se-

cured to the car and upon which said plates are supp<irted.

said guide rods permitting said plates to lie moved upward
toward the roof of the car. and means for supporting said

plates when in superior position.

2 In combination with a car having a frame surround-

ing a doorway, a plurnllty of sections formed by plates

having marginal flanges, in the car across said doorway,

said plates being provided with means by which they are

adapted to nest together when raised, means on said door

frame for guiding and permitting said plates tu t)0 raised,

and means for supporting said platee in superior p<i8ltlon.

3. In combination with a car having a doorway and a

door frame, a plurality of plates having marginal flanges

provided with means by which they are permitted to nest

together when raised, guides secured to said door frame

to which the upper plate of said series is coiinected, said

guides lieing of sufficient length to allow the plates to ex

tend to the floor of the car when lowered and to be raised

to the roof of the car when the doorway Is opened, and

means for supporting said plates In superior position.

4. The combination with a car having a dcxirway and .t

frame therein, of a eeries of substantially horiitontal tele-

scoping sections across said doorway in the car. said sec-

tions comprising backs with flanges upon their side and
top ends, the upper section lielng formed with slotted lips

on its ends, substantially vertical guide rods secured on

each side of said door frame and passing through the slots

In said lips, said rods being of suflBclent length to allow the

sections to extend to the floor of the car. and having off

sets near their upper ends to permit the sections, to be

swung near the roof of the car. and means for supporting

said sections In superior position.

5. The combination with a car having a doorway and a

door frame therein, of a series of horltontal sections

across said doorway provided with end and top flanges

and inner ledges along their lower edges, substantially ver-

tical Intermeshlng tongues and grooves In the correspond-

ing outer and Inner surfaces of said flanges, said grooves

inclining toward the backs of said sections near their

upper ends, to cause said sections to advance upon
aald ledges when nested together, guides on the aides of

-ly

1 in a device of the class described. In combination,

guides, a bucket arranged to travel upon said guides,

means for advancing said bucket along aald guides, and

means for pivotally supporting said buckets to dump the

contents thereof, said supporting means being displaced

by the movement of said bucket upon said guides, said

bucket engaging said guides at one side of the center of

gravity of the bucket whereby said bucket tends to tilt

when the advancing means therefor are not actuated.

2. In a device of the class described, In combination,

guides, a bucket arranged to travel upon said guides,

means for advancing said bucket along aald guides, means

Independent of said bucket for pivotally eupporting the

same to dump the contents thereof, and means controlled

by the movement of said bucket for displacing said sup-

porting means to permit the bucket to return upon said

guides, said bucket engaging said guides at one side of the

center of gravity of the bucket whereby said bucket tends

to tilt when the advancing means therefor are not ac-

tuated.

3. In a device of the class described, in combination,

guides, a bucket arranged to travel upon said guides and

having pins engaging said guides, said pins being secured

to said buckets at one side of the center of the same, and

means for engaging said pins pivotally to support said*

bucket to dump the contents thereof, said supporting

means being displaced \\y the movemt-nt of said buckets

on said guides.

4. In a device of the class described, in combination, a

guide, a bucket arranged to travel upon said guide, 8 mov-

able su[)portlng member presenting an arm. said arm being

adapted pivotally to engage said bucket to support the

same to dump the contents thereof, and means controlled

by the movement of said bucket for displacing said member.

5. In a device of the class described. In combination, a

guide, a bucket arranged to travel upon said guide, and a

pivoted supporting member presenting an arm for piv-

otally holding said bucket to dump the contents of the

same, said arm being displaced to engage said bucket

by the movement of the same upon said guide, said member
being displaced to permit the bucket to return upon said

guide by a further movement of the bucket upon said guide.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

•*ji->fc^. sT
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^H«.435. OS«;iLLATIN<; FAN MOTOR Erastcs W

WtLLARD, Joltet. III.. admlnlBtrator or Harold R. Well-

man, deceawd. Filed ^lar. 30. mXJ. Serial No.

308,879.

paira of frlctlonal el*ment8. each pair composed of n reatll-

ent and a non-realllent member, aald member* having

cooperating Inclined frlctlonal f»ce«.

1 The combination with an oscillatory mounted motor

.iriven fan, of a pair of vanes plTOtally mounted on op-

posite aides of the axis of rotation of the fan and dlspo«ed

In planes at right angles to each other, Mid vanes being;

adapted to alternately present their faoes and edges to

the current of air from aald fan. and metns controlled In

the oscillation of said fan for operating Bald vanes.

'> The combination with a reciprocally mounted motor

dri'ven fan, of vanes carried by the fan before the fan

blades and disposed In planes at right angles to each other,

on horliontal axes, said vanes being adapted to alternately

screen the sides of the front of said fan, to oscillate the

same, and means for reversing the positions of said vanes

in the oscillation of aald fan.

3. The combination with a reclprocallr mounted motor

driven fan. of a casing for the fan blades, vanes disposed

In planes at right angles to each other mounted on horl-

ontal axes upon the casing, said vanes being adapted to

alternately assume vertical and horlsoatal positions re-

spectively, to alternately screen the sides of the front of

said fan, a cam. a lever adapted to engage said cam to

operate said vanes, and means for operating said lever as

the fan approaches the limit of Its osdllatlon In either

direction.

4. The combination with a reciprocally mounted motor

driven fan, of a casing for the fan bladas, vanes disposed

In planes at right angles to each other and mounted In

horlxontal axes, said vanes being adapted to alternately

screen the sides of the front of said fan. a spiral cam. a

pendulum lever adapted to engage said cam to operate

said vanes, and arms carried by the base of the fan for

operating said lever as the fan approaches the limit of Its

oscillation In either direction.

.', The combination with a pivoted mator driven fan. of

a gu.Trd casing a. vanes b b' . for alternately screening the

sides of the front of the fan, pivoted rods &* b* for said

vanes, a spiral cam uniting the inner ends of said rods, a

lever d adapted to ride in slots in said c»m to operate said

vanes, arms '
» fr .iperatlni? said levgr, and cross bars

a' 'i of said casinur. adapted to coOperate with said lever

and arms to limit the movement of the Can.

^!AJ5l^!^^^^^~"

3. A frlctlonal device comprising a series of abutting

pairs of frlctlonal elements, each pair composed of a resUl

ent and a non resilient member, and the co-'.perating faces

of the members t>elng alternately Inclined and radial.

4. In an apparatus of the character descrlt-ed. the <-om-

blnatlnn with a series of annular members comprising

yielding members and having complemental Inclined fric-

tion faces, and the yielding members vt which series are

put under transverse elastic stress by the cfiperatlnn of

the Inclined faces, of tlangea on alternate meml>er8 adupted

to abut and limit the range of elastic movement :
suljslan-

tlally as describefl.

5. In an apparatus .f the character descrir>ed. an an-

nular friction element having a peripheral flange for limit

Ing the range of elastic movement ;
substantlallv ms .le-

scrlbed.

H88.437. CONVERTIBLE RAILWAY-CAR. Mukice T

H«NVi8 and Dasikl 8. Clabk. Norfolk. V«. Fll.d S.pt

12, 1907. Serial No. 392,495.

SH.S.436. DRAFT AND BIFFING RIOOINO. Richabd

D. GAIX.VOHEK, Jr.. New York, N. Y., assignor to Stand-

ard Coupler Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation

of New Jersey Original application Uled Nov. 22, 1902.

Serial No. 132.432 Divided and thlB application filed

Jan. fl. 19«>t. Serial No. 187,977.

1. A frlctlonal device comprising a series of abutting

pairs of frlctlonal elements, each pair composed of a resili-

ent and a non-reslllent member, said memt)ers alternating

with each other and having c<i<iperatlng frlctlonal faces.

2. A frirtloual device comprising a series of abutting

1 A convertible railway car or similar vehicle com

prising studding having grooves therein. Independent sash

carrying boxes or side members therebetween, said groov «

having a pocket at their lower ends, said boxes or «ld-«

adapted to be guided Into said grooves from said pockets

by tilting the boxes.

2 A convertible railway car comprising studding or

uprights, box sash carrying side member* movably po*.l

tloned therebetween, grooves In said studding, said grooves

having a curved uppor portion and an angular or pocket

portion at their lower ends, and means for guiding the side

member* vertically to the roof of the car in the path of

said grooves.

3. A convertible railway car comprising studding pro-

vided with grooves, said grooves having a vertical, horl-

' lontal and a rurred portion, a pocket or enlargement at
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the lower end of the vertical groove, and side members of

the car adapted to traverse the said pr(X)ves.

4. A Clin vert Ible railway car and its roof, of studding

provided with guldeways to the roof, box side members of

the i-ar adapted to traverse said guldeways. a recess In the

roof merat>ers for receiving a transom, and means for plac-

ing the box sides over or upon said transom.

5. In a convertible street car. a floor ; a roof, a plu-

rality of supports extending from said floor and adapted to

support said ri>of ; a plurality of side memb''rs adapted to

close the spaces l»etw(>en adjacent, supports ; a plurality

of pockets formed in the roof of the car and Into which
said side members may lie moved : and a plurality of aui-

lliary po<-kets adjacent the floor of the rar within which
said side members may be stored.

[Claims 6 to 'J not printed In the (;az«'tte.]

888,438. WRITING-MACHINE. Edwaku B. Hess. New
York, and Joseph M. Stoight<>.\, Yonkers, N. Y.,

assignors to Royal Typewriter Company, Hoboken, N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 29, 1905. Se-

rial No. 262,722.

1. In a front stroke writing machine, a dust and dirt

excluding memher located Iwtween the platen and ribbon

Iwixes and comprising opposite parts separated by a space

for passage of the type bars to the printing point, the

inner edges of such parts being respectively curved, as at

o» and turned upwardly to conform to the paths of the

end type bars, and being each also formed with a vertical

wall o» and having the edge or angle formed by the vertical

wall flattened as at 0* for passage of the ribbon

2. In a front stroke writing machine, a dust and dirt

deluding member located between the platen and ribi'on

boxes and comprising opposite parts separated by a apace

for pa.ssage of the type bars to the printing point, the Inner

•dges of such parts being respectively curved, as at 1/' and

turned upwardly to conform to the paths of the end type

liars, and being each also formed with a vertical wall o*

and having the edge or angle formed by the vertical wall

flattened as at o* for passage of the ribbon, in cpmblnatlon

with ribbon Iwbbln housings connected hy an intervening

part m serving to close the top of the frame between the

housings and In front of the key board plates, said part m
liaving its rear wall cut away for passage of the type bars

to the printing point.

3. In a front stroke writing machine a ribbon bobbin

box located In front of the platen and comprising housings

tor the bobbins rigidly and permanently connected by an

intervening part constltiitlng a partial cover to partly in

close the top of the machine.

4. In a front stroke writing machine a ribbon Iwbbln

box comprising housings for the bobbins rigidly and f)er-

mauently connected by an Intervening part ccinstltutlng a

partial cover to partly Inclose the top of the machine, and

composed of a top. front and rear walls, the rear wall be-

ing cut away centrally for passage of the type bars to the

printing point.

6. In a front stroke writing machine a ribbon bobbin box

comprising housings for the bobbins rigidly and perma

nently connected by an intervening part constituting a

partial cover to partly inclose the top of the machine, and

composed of a top, front and rear walls, the rear wall be-

ing cut away centrally for passage of the type bars to the

printing [lolnt. and Inclined rearwardly and downwardly
adjacent the housings to form angularly disposed surfaces

to reflect light rays to the printing point on the platen.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.439. TENSION DEVICE FOR (WBLE CAR H.VLLS.

IfsaaiLL HiHBAKP, t'olumbus, Ohio, assignor to Joseph A.

JelTrey. Filed Aug. 9. 1907. Serial No. 387,905.

1. In a take up mechanism for a cable haul, the combina-

tion with a bodily movable cable sheave or guide, and a

movalile holder therefor, of a cylinder, a piston therein

connected with the movable holder, and means for supply-

ing fluid pressure constantly in the cylinder against the

piston, substantially as set forth.

2. In atake up mechanism for a cable haul, the combina-

tion with a cable support or guide, and a movable holder

therefor, of a cylinder, a piston therein connected with

said movable holder, a tank adapted to contain a body of

fluid and communicating with the interior of the cylinder

whereby pressure can be constantly transmitted from the

tank, to the piston, substantially as set forth,

3. In a fake-up mechanism for a cable haul, the combina-

tion with a cable support adapted to move toward and

from the normal path of the cable, of a cylinder, a piston

therein connected with the cable support, and means for

constantly supplying a pressure agent to the said cylinder

against the piston.

4 In a take up mechanism for a cable haul, the comblna-

ticiu with a cable support or guide, and a movable holder

therefor, of a cylinder, a piston therein connected with

the said movable holder, an elevated fluid tank, and a duct

extending from the tank to the cylinder, substantially as

set forth.

5. in a take up mechanism for a cable haul, the combina

tlon with a cable support, and a holder therefor adapted to

bodily move by the cable, of a cylinder, a piston therein

ronnectcd with the bolder, a fluid receptacle, a duct con-

necting said receptacle with the interior of the cylinder,

and means for Increasing at will the pressure exerted by

the fluid In the cylinder, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

1^88.440 LOOSE LEAF BOOK. Fr.\xk W. HotxiKS, Kala

mazoo, Mich . assignor to .\lfred M. Clark. Kalamazoo.

Mich Filed Sept. 11. lOOiS. Serial No. 277.895. Re-

newed Nov 10. 1906. Serial No. 344.162.

1 In a loose leaf book, the combination of clamping

luembers, a thong connecting said member* and composed
of H wire cable and a laterally projecting cover for the

same, a clamp embracing the thong, fastenings for the

=#
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;;—rj,°?.-,r 11^ :r:'r.;rr.:r - r^o:rr. :°rr;r '::: -:i.r'".r:."
therpof.

2 In a loose W&t book, a thong comBriBinj? a round

,-ahle and a ov^r for the same havlnj? oppositely project-

ing flar edges, a clamp having a central opening f.-r the

rable and opp^.sing members to engage the edges of the

cover, rivets through the clamp and edgts of the cover,

a nut on on- member ^f the clamp, and a screw engaging

the nur

3. The combination of two hollow clamping members

seml-cyllndrical In cross section, a screw journaled In each

member, opposini: openings In the flat sides of the cases,

thongs exi-mling through said openings, pach thong con

slstlng of a round cable and an oppositely projecting cover,

clamps on the respective ends of the thongs each clamp

consisting of opposing members having a central channel

for the cable and opp<38lng members to .-ngage the cover

rivets through the clamps and the edgea af the cover, and

nuts on the clamps and engaging the screws.

4 In a loose leaf book, the combination of the leaves of

the cover, opposed clamplni? menafcers hinged respectively

to the leaves of the cover, a non-stretchahle thong flexibly

connecting said clamping members, a movable part In each

of said clamping members with which the opposite ends

of said thong are connected respectively, and meana

for Independently moving said movable parts at the oppo-

site ends of said thong to increase or decrease the length

thereof.

5 In a loose leaf Niok, the combination of the leaves of

the cover, clamping cases hinged to said levers ;
two non-

atretchable thunirs flexibly connecting said clamping

cases at their ends which are provided with registering

apertures In their opposed faces through which said thongs

pass, curved ways in the eases at said apertures to direct

th.^ thongs therethrough, movable member* In the clamping

cases to which the respective end? of said thongs are se-

cufd, and means for moving said members in said cases

toward and from said op.'nings therein.

[Claims tj and 7 not i)rinted In the r.tzette.]

888,441. RAILW.VYRAIL JOINT. WILLIAM E. JoH.v-

80N. Porter township. Midland county, Mich., assignor

of one half to Sarah A Smith. Porter township, Mich.

Filed June 12. 1907. Serial No. .378.413.

Zv zr

It ^
A? J7

s
X>

In a railway joint, opposing rails having their meeting

faces Inclined in the same direction, one of said rails hav-

ing Its inclln>'d fa'-es provided wit^i a langltudlnal under-

cut groove, and the other with a tongue fitting within the

groove.

3. The combination with an animal feed bag having, at

Its open end. a rearward puck-rable portion which Is pro

vided along each opposite margin with a series of three

or more perforations, of a pair of cords, each reeved

through one of said series of perforations ;
each of said

cords having Its ends secured to the bag: and each of said

cords having, between a pair of said perforations, a sus-

i>»-nsory loop which, when elongated, draws on the re

mainder of the cord whereof the loop is formed, to pucker

the rearward portion of the bag top.

888.443. AITOMATIC VENDlNti-MACHINE Leon U.

Kknt. Eimwood. 111., assignor of one-half to James D

Putnam. KImwood, 111. Filed Sept. 25, lOO.'S Serial

No. 279,948.

888,442. ANIMAL FEED-BAG Max E. Keller, New
York, N. Y., assignor, hy mesne assignments, of one-

half to Peter Christens*^. New York, N. Y. Filed July

3, 1907. Serial No. 382.023.

1. An animal feed bag provided, at Its front portion,

with a transverse, flexible cords forming a vertical open-

work partition which divides the interior of the bag into

a front air-space and a feed-space rearvrardly thereof.

2. An animal feed bag provided, at Its front portion,

witb oppositely arranged vertical rows at perforations and

sn Interior, vertical openwork cord partition, the tord

^f «

1 In a vending machine, a rectangular frame having

transverse end meml>er8, vertical side members spaced

apart and connected to said end members and projecting

above the same, standards supporting said frame, a drum

having a plurality of spaced radial wings forming |:>ocket8

longitudinally of the drum and extending between said

side members and mounted for rotation therein, a recepta

cle rest of less width than the space between said side

members and supported upon one of the standards support

ing the frame In a position Inclined to the horlrontal, a guard

plate depending from the forward transverse end member

and curved to correspond to the paths of the terminals of

said wings, a shelf adjustably supported on the said for

ward transverse end memt)er and clamping screws oper-

ated through said side members and adapted to retain

a receptacle upon said rest and adjust the same laterally.

2. In a vending machine, a rectangular frame having

transverse front and rear end members, vertically disposed

side plates forming shelves spaced apart and connected to

said end members and extending above the same, a drum

extending between said vertical side plates and mounted

for rotation therein, said dnim having a plurality of ra-

dial wings spaced apart and forming pockets extending

longitudinally of the drum, standards supporting said

frame, a receptacle rest connected to one of said standards

and Inclined to the horlsontal with Its lower end close to

the paths of the terminals of the said wings, a plate de-

pending from the forward end member of said frame and

curved to correspond to the paths of the terminals of said
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wings, a bracket supporteil upon said forward end mem
ber of the frame and carrying an inclined guide plate with

Its lower end In close proximity to the paths of the terml

nals of said wings, means for adjusting said bracket, and

clamping screws operating through said vertical plates

and adapted tn bear against a receptacle upon said rest

and to adjust the same laterally.

t

888.4 4 4 AJ'P.ARATrS FOR INTIMATELY MIXING
LIQUID AND •i.'iSKOrS FI.IIDS Pail Kestner.

Lille, France. Original application filed July 21'. 1904.

Serial No. 218,701 Divided and this application filed

July 3, 1907. Serial No. 381, 901

t ^

1. An apparatus of the character specified having an

atomizing fan comprising a rotatable disk and a series of

tapering blades carried by It which blades project In the

direction of the axis of said fan and form narrow passages

between them.

2. Aa apparatus of the character specified having an

atomizing fan comprising a rotatable disk, a series of

blades carr|.>d by said disk and projecting In the direction

of the axis of said fan and forming narrow passages be-

tween them, means for delivering air and water to the

interior chamber of said fan to be acted upon by said

blades, and means for directing the water so Introduced

evenly over the surfaces of said blades.

3. An apparatus of the character specified having an

atomising fan. a series of blades extending in the direc-

tion of the axis of said fan. means for supporting said

blades, and one or more disks crossing said blades

4. An apparatus of the character specifled having an

atomizing fan, a series of blades extending In the direction

of the axis of said fan, and one or more disks crossing said

blades and extending inwardly beyond the Internal edges

of said blades.

5. An apparatus of the character specified having in

combination an atomizer, a moist air c^ict leading there-

from and a drain pipe leading from a point In the moist

air duct back to the atomizer, whereby water accumulat

ing in said duct may be delivered back to the atomizer.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,445. CLEANER FOR SIEVES. Emil K.nips, Min-

neapolis, Minn., assignor of one half to James Pye, Min-

neapolis, Minn. Filed Apr. 30. 1906. Serial No. 314,518.

1. The herein described cleaner for shaking or gyratory

sieves consisting of a section of sheet material having free

edges adapted to be upturned above the face of the mate-

rial In the operation of the cleaner to constitute a cleaning

or brushing surface, substantially as described.

2. The herein described cleaner for shaking or gyratory

sieves consisting of a section of woven fabric having free

edges adapted to be upturned above the face of the fabric

In the operation of the cleaner to constitute a brushing

surface, substantially as described.

3. The combination, with a sieve frame provided with a

sieve surface and a brush supporting surface arranged be

low said sieve surface, of a cleaner supported upon said

suiiportlng surface and consisting of a section of sheet

material having free edges adapted to be upturned above

the face of the material by Impact with the bars or rails

of the sieve frame.

4. The combination, with a sieve frame provided with a

sieve surface and a brush supporting surface arranged be-

low said sieve surface, of a brush or cleaner supported

upon said supporting surface and consisting of a section

of woven fabric having raw or free edges adapted to be up

turned at>ove the face of the fabric by Impact with the bars

or rails of the sieve frame, substantially as described.

888,446. [WITHDRAWN.]

888.447. CONTROLLING MEANS FOR ELECTRIC MO
TORS. Habby W Lkonard. Bronxville. N Y. Original

application filed Jan. 28, 1902, Serial No. 91,577. Di-

vided and this application filed July 12, 1905. ,Serlal

No. 269.33U.

m
t-

>
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memb«r and disposed to be lapped by the attaching mem-

ber, and a cam journaled apon the lapping portion of the

attaching member and disposed to bear upon the wear

plate.

2. The combination with a clamping member having a

metallic facing thereon, said facing and mtmber being lon-

gitudinally corrugated : of a similar clamping member hav-

ing tranaverse slots extending thereinto, an U-shaped at-

taching member adjustably connected to the first men-

tion^ clamping member, and a cam detachably mounted

up-jn the attaching member and disposed t» bear upon the

sljtted member to force the clamping members together.

3. The combination with clamping members having lon-

gitudinally corrugated working faces, one Of said members

having transverse slots extending thereinto ; of L shaped

attaching members adjustably connected to one of the

clamping members and Insertlble through the slots of the

other member, said attaching members lapping the slotted

member, a wear plate secured upon the Blotted member,

and cams detachably and pivotally mounOed upon the at

tachlng members and disposed to bear upon the wear plate.

888.449. COLOR AND DYE SPRAYER Ha.vh Mikorkt,

Schftneberif, near Berlin, (iermiiny. aastgnor to The

Firm of Minimax Consolidated Limited, London, Kng

land. Filed Feb. 7, 1907. Serinl No. .3$6.158.

1. The combination, in a color or dye sprayer, of a

valve operating lever, with two spindles, controlled by said

lever and actuating the color—or dye— and the air dls-

charge-valvea respectively, each of theiw spindles being

.irranged In about the same distance froM the fulcrum of

the valve operating lever, substantially m set forth.

2. In a color or dye sprayer, the comblqatlon of a valve

operating lever with two spindles, actuatjed by said lever

and arranged In about the same distance Crom Its fulcrum,

and adjustable stops on said spindles, the stop on the

color valve actuating spindle regulating the opening of

this valve, and the stop on the air valve actuating spindle

controlling the strokes of both, the color and air discharg-

ing valves, subetaDtiaiiy as described.

HORSKSHOE-I'AD. James H.888,450

Creek. Mich . assignor of one half to Harry A.

and one half to Alonzo E. McBeth, Battle Creek,

Filed Sept. 21, 1907. Serial No 393,970.

MooBE. Battle

I'olly

Mich.

As a new article of manufacture, an integral horse shoe

pad shaped to tit the heel portion of the shoe, and of a

length to overlap one or more of the nail openings of the

shoe, the tnuly W\ng tapered from front to rear upon it.s

top and l^ttom fares, and provided in its under face with

a longitudinal often ended, dovetailed seat shaped to fit

the heel of the shoe

888.451. STKAM HEATER. iJeobok U. Nixon, I'itts-

field. Mass . assignor of one half to Harry C. Crafts,

I'ittsfteld. Mass. Filed Apr. 13, 19o7. Serial No.

368,0<j4.

A device of the class described comprising in combina-

tion a wafer pipe, a tube of greater internal diameter

than the external diameter of the pipe and co axial there

with, dome shaped fittings threaded onto the ends of the

tube, one of said fittings being provided with a steam

supply opening and the other with an air valve, means

for securing packing between the fittings and the pipe ;

and an asltestos Jacket surrounding the tulie, the fittings

being of greater external diameter than the tube and

forming shoulders engaging the Jacket at its ends.

kh8,452 MAILCRANE. Fkank B. Rcbd. Moreland, Ky.,

assignor of one half to Thomas A. King and .lames H.

King. Moreland. Ky. Filed Aug. 13, 1907. Serial No.

388,390.

j
A mall crane comprising a stationary poet, upper and

' lower arms hinge<l to said post, and counterpart mail bag
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hooks pivoted to said arms for lateral swlnglnj; move-

ment, each of said hooks comprising a member secured to

the Inner faces of said arms, and a memt>er secured to the

outer faces of nald arms, and at the front ends of said

arms extended Inwardly at substantial right angles and

then t>ent at an angle to said inwardly extending portion,

said last nained lient portion being seciirtHl to said first

nanie<l niemlier and having its eitrt'init.v extended at a

substantial right angle and then l>ent recurvately and out-

turned, as and for the purpose set forth.

8 8 8,453. HYDROCARBON BIRNKR Fka.nk 3.

Schmidt, San Jose. Cal.. assignor of one half to Edwin

H. Leitch. San Jose. Cal. Filed Sept. 0. 1S>07. Serial

No. 391,978.

1. A hydrocarbon Imrner comprising a receptacle con-

stituting an oil receiving and vaporizing chamljer, a plu-

rality of oil supply pipes communicating therewith, a

hollow ring constituting n superheating chamlier arranged

below and spaced from the receptacle the bottom of said

vaporizing chamber positioned over the top of the opening

through said ring, an adjustable hollow element extending

through the l>ottom of the vaporizing chaml>er and into

the top of the superheating chaiBt)er whereby communica-

tion is established l)etween the said chambers and where-

by provision Is had for the vertical adjusting of one cham-

! er with resjject to the other, a burner positioned approxi-

mately centrally of the opening formed by said ring and

means for establishing communication lietween the bottom

of said superheating chamber at one side thereof and with

said burner.

2. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a receptacle con

stituting an oil receiving and vaporizing chamber, a plu-

rality of oil supply pipes communicating therewith, a

hollow ring constituting a superheating chamber arranged

1 elow and spaced from the receptacle the bottom of said

vaporizing rhaml)er positioned over the top of the opening

through said ring, an adjustable hollow element extending

through the bottom of the vaporizing chamber and into

the top of the superheating chamber whereby communi-

cation is established between the said chambers and where-

by provision is had for the vertical adjusting of one cham-

l>er with respect to the other, a burner positioned approxl

mately centrally of the oi>enlng formed by said ring, means
for establishing communication l)etween the bottom of .said

superheating chanil>er at one side thereof and with said

burner, and regulating means for said burner.

3. A hydr>>carbon burner comprising a re<'eptacle con-

stituting an oil - receiving and vai>orizing chamber, a plu

rallty of oil supply pipes communicating therewith, a

tiollow ring constituting a superheating chamber arranged

below and spaced from the receptacle the bottom of said

vaporizing chamtier position over the top of the opening

through said ring, an adjustable hollow element extending

through the lx)ttom of the vaporizing chami^er and Intf

the top of the superheating chamber whereby communica

tlon Is established between the said chambers and where

by provision is had for the vertical adjusting of one

chaml>er with respect to the other, a burner positioned

approximately centrally of the opening formed by said

ring, means for establishing communication l)etween the

lx)ttom of said superheating chaml>er at one side thereof

and with said burner, and a deflector mounted upon the

top of the ring and against the bottom of said receptacle.

4. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a receptacle con

stituting an oil receiving and vai>orizlng chamt)er. a plu

rallty of oil supply pipes communicating therewith, a

hollow ring constituting a superheating chamber arranged

lielow and spaced from the recept.icle the bottom of said

vaporizing chamber positioned over the top of the open

Ing through said ring, an adjustable hollow element ex

tending through the bottom of the vaporizing chamber

and Into the top of the sufjerheatlng chaml>er whereby

communication is established l>etween the said chaml)ers

and whereby provision Is had for the vertical adjusting

of one chamier with respect to the other, a burner posl

tloned approximately centrally of the opening formed by

said ring, means for establishing communication between

the bottom of said superheating chamber at one side there

of and with said burner, and a plurnllty of spaced de

flectors mounted uiK)n the top of said ring and al>iittin.:

against the l>ottom of said iecef)tacle.

5. .\ hydrocarbon burner ( omprising a receptacle con

stituting an oil - receiving and vaporizing chamber, a p!\i-

rallty of oil supply pipe* <omniiinicnting therewith, a

hollow ring constituting a superheating chamlier arranged

below and spaced from the receptacle the bottom of said

vaporizing chamber positioned over the top of the oi>ening

through said ring, an adjustable hollow element extending

through the lK>ttom of the vn[>orizing chamber and into

the top of the siiperheating chamber whereby communica-

tion Is established l)etween the said chaml>ers and whereby

provision is had for the vertical adjusting of one chaml)er

with respect to the other, a burner positioned approxi-

mately centrally of the opening formed by said ring, means

for estatilishing communication between the iwttom of said

superheating chamber at one side thereof and with said

burner, said supply plpen communicating with said vapor

izing chaml>er at equidistant points and said superheating

chamt>er having its side provided with an opening, and a

removable plug for closing said opening wherever access

can be iiad to the superheating chamber.

[Claims fi and 7 not printed in the Gazette ]

REISSUES.

12,794. DEVICE FOR REPAIRING FRACTIRED JAWS.
Petkr Stikky. Auburn. Ind Filed Apr. 14. 1908. Se

rial No. 427.328. Original No. 878. .'>77. dated Feb. 11,

1908. Serial No. ."^e.1.4OS.

1. In a device of the character described, in combina-

tion, a two-part splint member for the outside surface of a

Jaw bone, comprising two members adjustably secured to-

gtther at one end. and each provided with a securing
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rail, and a plate fitting against the te«th of told jaw. hav-

ing attaehing m.-mi-Ts secured thereto, adaptei^ to be con-

n-ct^d with •aid -u'curlng rails, substantlaaljy as and for

th-* purii'i-i*' -'t forth

2 In a device of the character described, the comblna

tio'n of a splint for the outside surface of a lower Jaw-

bone, and a splint for the Inside surface of said Jaw-bone

comprising a plate provided with longitudinal apertures,

and attaching members adapted to be removably held In

said apertures.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a splint for the outside surface of a lower Jaw

bone, and a splint for the inside surface of said Jaw-bone

comprising a plate provided with square* longitudinal

apertures, and attaching members adapted to be removably

h.'ld in said apertures.

4 In a device of the character described, an adJosUble

<l.lint tor the outside surface of a lower Jaw bone, and a

si-lint for the inside surface of said Jaw-bote, secured to-

gether, said outside splint comprising two members con-

ne.-ted at one end by a telescoping connection.

5. A splint for the inner surface of a Jaw-bone compris-

ing a plate shap^-d conformably to said surface, and at-

taching memU.-rs removably secured to said plate.

DESIGNS.

.? 9 :i 7 B.\D<iE. Michael Wojtbcki, Chicago, 111.

Piled Mar 20, 190S Serial No. 422,374. Term of pat-

ent 7 year*.

T'l.' ornamental d^'Siirn for a hadwe as sliown

39,.308 B.\IKiE OR SIMILAR ARTICLE William J

Bl-RJ^ktt, Minneapolis. Minn Filed Mar 30, 1908

Serial No 424.29(> Term of patent 7 years.

y

The ornani.'utal dfsi>;ii for a baili;.

as shown.

>r similar article,

39,309 RING William J Caret, New York. N Y.

Filed Nov. 13. 19<>7 Serial No 401.9601 T^rm of pat-

ent 14 years.

The ornamental d' si^n for a ring as shown.

39 3 10 BELT BUCKLE Forest E Mann, Grand

Rapids. Mich. Filed Nov. 16, 1907. Serial No. 402.5.S0

Term of patent 3J years.

The ornamental deafen for a belt buckle, as shown.
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M.Sll .lEWELRY - C.XSE .Iohn R Sdndbk. HiifTalo,

N Y . assignor to Empire .I.'welry Case Companv Huf

falo, N Y . a Corporation of New York. Filed 1 ><c 20,

1907. Serial No. 407.853. Term of pattnt 7 years.

The ornani- ntal d.slun for a jrw elry . ns. , as shown.

39,:U2 CLO<'K CASE LoiisV Aronson. Newark, N. J.

Filed Feb 1, 1908 Serial No. 413.882. Term of patent

7 yeara.

.39,313 GLASS VESSEL OR SIMILAR .VRTICLE. Loiis

HiN.sBERGKR. RrtKjklvn. N Y Filed Mar 18, 1908, Se-

rial No. 4 21.96H. T.Tm of patent 7 \ears.

The ornamental design for a glass vessel or similar

article, as shown.

39.314. HAND-BAG .Ichn Stkmbkr, New York, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 4. 1908. Serial No. 419.221. Terifc of pat-

ent 3i yeara.

The ornamt-ntal design for a clock caae as shown. The orc&meutal design for a hand bag as shown.
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The following trade-marks have been adjudged entitled to registration under the

act of February 20, 1906, and are published in compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Any person who believes he would be damaged by the registration of a maru:

may oppose the same by filing notice of opposition, stating the grounds therefor, in

the Patent Office within thirty days after the publication of the mark: sought to be

registered, which said notice of opposition shall be verified by the person filing the

same before one of the officers mentioned in section two of this act. If no notice

of opposition Is filed within said time the Commissioner shall Issue a certificate of

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been "Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 5 of said act. which is as follows:

"And provided further, That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of any
mark used by the applicant or his predecessors, or by those from whom title to the

mark Is derived, in commerce with foreign nations or among the several States, or

with Indian tribes, which was in actual and exclusive use as a trade-mark of the

applicant or his predecessors from whom he derived title for ten years next pre-

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten dollars."

s. r No :.:!««. (r[,A8S i:? hardwafu' \n!' i'Itnih

ISr, AND STKAM FITTINi; SITI'LIKS Ihk J-un
I'M ..IAS Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed June 3. 1905.

I'nrtivulat description of goods.

clo.Hft Bowls and Lavatories.

-Vitreous China Water-

S»T No 7.4f»7. M-LA88 23. rUTLEUV. M.M IIINKKV.
AM) TOOLS. AND PARTS THERKOF. > Seattlk
IL^ROwwRE Company. Sratflp. Wa.^h FiUd .Tune 5,

lSt05. I'sed ten years.

OCCIDENT
I'Grtirular description of goods — .\dzps and .\dSft'BaB-

dles. Augers, Auger Bits and Braces. Axes and .\i-Han<Me«.

Bush Hooks, • Carpenters' Chisels and Slicks, lutlery Not

of Precious Metal Ware. Draw-Knives, files, Forges. Fork-

Handles. fJrassHooks, Hammers of All Kinds and Ham-
mer Handles. Hatchets and Hatchet-Handh'S, Hay Hook.s,

Hoellandles, Peavles and Cant-Hooks. PIrks and Pick-

Handles, Post-Drills. Rake Handles. Saws Sf>u[is S( r.w

Drivers. Scythes, Shovels and Shovel-Handles, Spades Tni

ners" Snips.

Ser. No 10,478. (CLASS l*; I'AINTS AND PAINTERS'
MATERIALS. NOT INCUDING OILS AND POL-
ISHES I Cha.s R L<iM.. ,l!t Co., Loulsvill.'. Ky Fii-^d

.July 17. IV-tO.'i.

farUrulnr drSf^ipHon of '/oo^/* - T'Hint.

Sr:- N., 1.^.497 (CL.XSS 40.. FOi»DS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOdDS I

" LiCKR.NA ' Anglo-Snms.s Milk
Chocol.^te Co, Hochdorf Luzern, Switzerland Filed

Oct n. IHO,"-,

LUC[Rf,a

r-^^
lui di* ^nztWfU

I'articular description af (joodit —Mllk-Choculate.
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fier No 13.498. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI- Ser. No. 24.7S0. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE.) Schott A

ENT8 OF FOODS.) " Lccbbna • A.nqi^-Swiss Milk Gkx . Jena, (i.-rmany Filed Jan. I'l. 1S*0.

ChocolaTS Co . Hochdorf-Luzern, Swltterland Filed

Oct. 11, 190f>

>>S^s

Ptirticular description of goods —Milk-Chocolate.

Ser. No. 15,211 (CLASS 6. CHEMICALa MEDICINES,
AND PHARM.KCEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) KahL
AcacsT Ling NEK. Dresden, Germany. Filed Dec. 5,

1905.

Odol
Particular description of goodt.—Moattt-Waahes, Pow-

ders, and Paste Used as Dentifrices.

Ser. No. 18,423. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Charlbs F. HuBBS, New York, N, Y. Filed Apr.

2, 1906. ^

ROPENE
Particular description of goods — Wrapplng-Paper.

Ser. No. 20.010. (CLASS 44. DENTAL, MEDICAL. AND
SURGICAL APPLIANCES 1 Th« G«0»G1 G. Londom
MA-NuyACTURi.NQ COMPANY, Lvnn, Mass. Filed June 2,

1906.

Particular description of good*.—An Instep-Supporter

or .\rrh-Prop.

Sei. No. 20,410 iri..\SS6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS.) Rich-

ard W WiLLi.\.Ms, Trois Rivieres, Quebec, Canada.

Filed June lit. 1906 1

Le Lait de Lys
Particular description of goods —Cumtlte Lotion.

Particular description of goods —Glass Tubes.

Ser. No. 24,78.'? (TLASS^^ (iLASSW.\RE. ) SCHOTT &

Gbn., Jena, Germany Filed Jan. 21, 1907.

IJv/o/
Particular descHpUon of pood*.—Glass Tubes. Glass

Rods, Glass Plates, Glass Vessels, and Lamp Glasses.

Ser. No. 24,784. (CLASS 33. GL.\SSWARE.) ScHOTT 4

Gbn , Jena, Germany. Filed Jan. 21, 1907.

m
Particular description of goods.—Glass Tubes, 01

Rods, Glass Plates, Glass Vessels, and Lamp-Gl

Ser. No. 24,786. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE. 1 Schott A
Gis , Jena. Germany. Filed Jan. 21. 1907.

Sfia
Particular description of goods.-— Lamp-Ql

Ser Nb. 25,462. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) NOaTHWBSTBBN FiBHBBIBS COM-

PA.NY, Seattle, Wash. Filed Feb. 20. 1907.

Particular description of goods.—Canned Salmon.

Ser. No. 23,892 (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTINO,
.\ND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING i ^^ 26 846 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Pi«BC«, Bctl« k bNTS OF FOODS ) H. R. H.vll Company. Chicago, III.

PiBBCTB MANirACTCBiNG Cc, Syracusf, N. Y. Filed

Dec. 8, 1906.

"AUTAVENT
•»•)

Particular description of (700<i«—Alr-V»lTe« for Radia-

tors.

Filed Apr. 22, 1907.

ELECTA
Particular description of goods —Coffee

May 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 759

Ser No 2A,310. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES. Ser. No 31,629. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEI'TKWL PREPARATIONS ) Ci- AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS. ) Charles

CiRA Company, Tulsa and Oklahoma, OkJa. ; Wichita, W. Brainlich, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Dec. 9, 1907

Kans , and Dallas. Tex Filed June 22, 1907.

QJ(^
Particular description of goods —A Liquid Preparation

In the Nature of a Halr-Tonlc and Shampoo for Eitirnal

.Vppllcation to the Scalp and Hair.

Ser No 28,374. (CL.VSS .'^5. BELTING. HOSE. M.\

CHINBRY PACKING, AND NON-METALLIC TIRES )

Oboood SaTen. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 25, 1907.

I^IDNIGHI

Particular description of goods.— Rubber Flange-Pack-

ing.

Particular description of goods —Remedies for Nerv-

ous Diseases, Dyspepsia, Diarrhea, Colic. Loss of Appetite,

.\Kue and Fevers, Dysentary, Cramps in Stomach and

Bowels. Cholera Infantum, Cholera Morbus, and Summer
Complaints, and for CouKhKalsams, Face Crtaoi^, Salvos,

Herb Teas, and Liniments.

Ser No 28.376, (CL.-VSS 35. BELTING, HOSE, MA-
CHINERY PACKING. AND NON-METALLIf TIRES )

080CK)D SAtiN, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 25. 1907.

AUTO
Particular description of goods.—Rubber PackluR

Ser. No. 31.647 (CLASSICS rrHLICiTIONS. 1 Frank
V. Chambers, Philadelphia, Pa Fll.-d Ik'C, 10, 1907.

BULLETIN OF

PHOTOGRAPHY
"'THB PHOTOOKiniBK

Particular denoription of fjoods —Weekly Mapazlnes.

ir. Me. 20,824. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF ) Dean Broth-

ers Steam Pump Works, Indianapolis, Ind, Filed Aug,

9, 1907

Ser No. 31.710. (CLASS 26. MEASIIUNG .\ND SCIEN-

TIFIC APPLIANCES. I Sklf-Dk\ ELOPING Pl.\tk Com-

PA.vY, Limited, London, ?:ngland. Filed Dec l.'i, 1907.

WallaliL^
Particular degcription of ijoodg —Sensitized I'hoto-

graphlc Plates, Sensitized Photographic Films. Bromld

Papers, and Prinflng-Out Papers.

Ser. No, 3^.7.^8. (CLASS 40, FANCY GOODS. FURNISH
Particular description of goods.—Steam Pumping Ma- INGS, .\ND NOTIONS ) Adolph Zwirn. Memphis,

chinery, Tenn. Filed Dec. 16, 1907

Etor. No. 30,957. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND PLIMB-
ING AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES ) Joseph F.

GRO88WILLEB, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Nov. 2. 1907.

NOXALL
Particular description of goods —Plumbing Traps of All

Kinds. Bibbs of All Kinds. Basin-Cocks. Sill-Cocks, Ball-

Cocks, Rough Stops, Air and Waste Cocks, Solder-Nipples,

Unions, Bath-Showers, Valves and Elbows of All Kinds,

and Earthenware, Porcelain, and Enameled-Metal Bath-

Tubs, Foot and Seat Baths, Lavatories. Urinals, Closets,

Bowls, Tanks, and Kitchen, Laundry, Pantry, and Slop

Sinks.

cA^l^'

Particular description of r!'>od» — Hose Supporters,

Ser. No. 31.839. (CL.^SS .S9 CLOTHING) Selz.

ScHWAH & CoMPANT, Chicago. HI Filed iK'C, 10. 1007.

Used ten years.

Ser. No. 31.082. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCIEN-

TIFIC APPLIANCES.) Chaelis Ubbas. London, Eng-

land. Filed Nov. 8, 1907.

URBANORA !

Pdrticular description of goods.—Men's, Women s.

Particular d«»cription of :;oorf« —Klnematographlc Ap- Misses'. Children's, Boys', and Youths' Leather and Enb-

paratus,

1.34 O. G.—50

t>< r Boots and Shoes.
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a*r No 31995 ,ri.ASS49 DISTILLIlD ALCOHOLIC I 8*r No 3o.4g4 ,rLAB8 21 ELECTRICAL APPARA-

LIQUORS , W.CHM..V, LLT,iEN * CO. ISC. San Fran- TIS, MArniNKS ANL sri-J'I.IKS Tmk r.KU-.K-

lt>Rr I'.Kvss (I'Ml'tvv. I'rultft I" rt. > onn h il.'il .Isn .\»,

Cisco, Cal. Fil.Hl Jan 2, It+ON.

^^M0iV4
Brandy.

Spr NV. :'.2.0.',: Ml,AJ<S4f> HKVKKA(lf:S SON ALCO-

HOLIC Ki>H ARD rnsT, I'hllaJf-lphla. Pa Kll»*d Jan.

4 icios T st() '•n _vt>ars

1 '."'^

i'a/ficK/'J/ desfiipiiun i>< 7</«/(/* - -IiisulHtfd Wire.

/./.fj<t<(.ir </f.<».ri>M .n or ^oo^Z/i --rirtviirlntf Syrups for

Caii»inat.>'l P..v rai."-' n'ld i'ompoiiiid f'lr rnxliiMnu Fuam

on Such I!-'v-T!i.,--

s

1

Ser. No. 32.152. K^LASS 21. ELECTHICAL AI'F.VKA

TCS, M.VtlllNKS. AND SFPFLIKS) The Hrilk

POST f.mss r iMi'ANY, Hridgeporr, innn Fil>'d Jan '.».

190S.

"PHONO-ELECTRIC*

Purticvhi' '!'i<-"i>tiijn '•' i/ooiIa -lnsulBt>'d Wiro.

Ser No. .'^2 .'.or. fCLASSH iUKMICA F.S. Mi;i)ICINE8.

.A.ND rilAltM M KITIC.VL PREPARATIONS Babtox

AND P.\TRli K I'tiiladflpl.irt, I'H ni.-d ,Iaii .','. l!Mi'<

Pnt Uruhi' ilem ripti'in of Qonds — Laxatives.

Ser. No. 32.204. (CL.\SS Ifi PaI NTS A.M> PA INTERS'

M VTFRIA! S NMT INiT.ritIN(; OILS .VNH POL- ' s..r No. 32,819. Ml ASS 4<; FooliS ANT) IN'IREDI-

ISIIFS I iiiM^.x CehamI' « mmp.%>^y. Chicago, 111. ENTS OF FOOL'S.) The Rea P.vttf.r.son Millixo

Fll.^d .Ian 1.'.. Ii"»s Company. Coffeyrllle. Kans. Fll<>d Fft) 17 19«)S

Particular desmpUi.n n> y</(,'/t --» 'Tuoiii' liuhl Paint

S. r N.. r>2.2'>8. (CLASS 45 HFVERAGES. NON ALCO-

HOI.Ii' HiuREsiK.KVEU Ml ncraLbrtnnev H LAhr k

llvi.ERT, Iinss^'idnrf, •.••rmanv. Fllefl Jan. U3. I'JOS.

I ^d ten v"ars.

• Pnttuul'ii 'IcM'iiiitKnt nf <j<iijiis — Wtipat Flour.

I''!rtii-ul<i> 'Ifur' ipin.m of Qood* — Nafural Mineral Wa-

ters.

Sr N«. 32,2M1 oLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQUORS I 11 A <i SLvfONtis Limitsd, Reading, P^ng-

land. Filed Jan. 18, 1908.

s.r No :',_•. i>:::i o Lass -1 KLKiTRU'.vl. appara-

tus .M.VCIIINKS. .i^ND SUPPLIES 1 ill' a I.n.si I.aTuR

CoNU'Asv New York. N V Fil.'d F-h 21. 1 1>0S.

ncM^Lur

F':i tuuhir df»'-rii)l ion >n <j',,,ilg —Ale.

iincuc
r^ntiruln, >lenvtiphnn of y.;-.f/»< — ElectrlnC Insulating

I 'ompounil

Mav 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE, 761

8er. No. 32,975. (CLASS 36 MUSICAL INSTRIMLNTS Ser. No. 3:!. 162. (CLASS 40, FOCI'S AND INGHEDI

AND SUPPLIES ) John <) Pke.scoti. N.-w Vurk, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 24. 1908.

IPION
- -^

Partuuhir dii>rnptton of [lomii -Talklng-Macbine B«c-

vrds

Ser. No :;:ro5'; n'l.vssn rilEMK'AUS. MEDICINES,

AND PHAKMAi KUTKAL I'REPARATIONS ) DaVID

T" ILh,\k.h. HMldwln. Kans. Filed Feb. 2h, 1908.

Salt-Code
Particular ilfHcription of oooty*.-- Medlrine for Dome.**

tic Animals and Fowls Afflicted with Tick, Fever, and

Cholera.

ENTS OF FOODS I Rohkkt MiVitie. Edinburgh. Scot-

land, and London. Ensland Filed M.if -1. \'.>(^H.

Particular il> script i'.n of rioodx —Cakes, Biscntts. nnd

Bread,

Ser. No. 33,163. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN(iREDI-

BNT8 OF FOODS. * R^beht McVitie, Edinburgh. Scot-

land, and lyondon, England. Filed Mar. 4, l^Ob.

Particular fhficription nf qooih - Cakes, Hisiiiits. and

Bread.

Ser No. 33,164. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) ROBBRT McViTiK. Edinburgh. Scot-

land, and London, England, Filed M.ar. 4, 190S,

fter. No, 3.t('74 (CLASS 2H. JEWELRY AND PRE-
CIOUS METAL W.VHE.t WoiX-OTT Mani KA. T! liINQ

CoMi-ANY, Providence. R, 1. Filed Feb, 29, I'.to^

Particular lUtcription of (/ooih. - CtiV.es, lUscuits. and

Bread.

Particular lUxcription nf ijooiU.— Bracelets, Lockets,

Chains, Rings, Pins, Brooches, nnd other .\rtl'!es of Jew-

elry for Personal Wear

Ser. No. 33.196. (CLASS 2,V CUTI.FKV. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARIS TIIKRHoF ) The L'^wer-

ATOK CoMPANT OF AMERICA. Chicago. 111. Filed Mar.

5, 1908.

Set- No .••,:<, im (CL.\ss 4H. Foods .\nii in ,kki>i

ENTS OF FOODS. 1 H^'MEHT McVitik. F-dlnburuh. Scot Lowering Freight

land, nn.l London, England. Filed Mar 4, l',to>.

^w
Particular de*cription of goods.—An Appariitus ft)r

MP

Particular description of goods.—Cake«, Biscuits, and

Bread

Ser. No. 3:!,2n'v (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Beai. &

Hanscom, Haverhill, Mass. Filed Mnr. 6. 190S.

CUVEBRANCfl'

Partiiular dcucription of yoodi'. Leather Booth .ind

Shoes.
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8cr No 33 204 (CLASS 39. CLOtHING.) Bbal A ! Ser. No. 33.284. (CLASS 6 CHEMICAI^, MEDICINES.

Hanscom. Maverhlll. Maw. Filed Mar. 6. 1908. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.. Mrs.

B. F Troi p ANO Co., Ashland, Ohio. Filed Mar. 10,

190«.

['articular 'Ifscription of gooda.—lieathT Boot! and

Ser. No. 33.:;44. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES NOT
LNTENTiED FOR FOOD.) Baird Bbos k Co., Cleve

land, Ohio Filed Mar. 7. 1908. Usad ten years.

MONARCH

t'nrtu'uh.i licmiiplinn of (jauda. A Remedy for Coughs

and Colds.

Ser. No. ;i3.l.'0S (<'LAS8 6. CHKMICAI>S. MEDICINES,
AND PHAR.\IArElTl( AL PREPARATIONS.* S. C.

Wells A Cumpany, L« Roy. N. Y. Filed Mar 11. 1908.

I'sed ten veara.

SBUQB^r

Particular detcription of goodt.—A Remedy for i oiikIis,

Particular detcription of ^/ood*.—8«wlng-Macblne Oil, Colds. Croup. Hoarseness. Whooplnj? Cough. BronrliUls,

Cycle Oil, Hnd Aile-Grease. Asthma. Consumption, and .\11 Ijung Diseases.

Ser No. 33,270. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING. 1 Thk Stbt-

siiv Shok Company. Weymouth, Mass. Filed Mar. 9.

1908.

CORNDODGER

Ser. No .{.H.IUiS (CLASS fi. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS. I Pkkk

& VEL.snR. New York. N. Y. Filed Mur. 12. 190S. Ised

ten years

viirs

P'lrtirular itetcriptioH of goods.—Le»ther Boots, Shoes,

;\nd Slippers.

Ser. No. 33,275. (CLASS 46. FOOE»B AND INfJREDI- Particular description of £70o(i« —Remodies for Asthma.
ENTS OF FOODS.) THt Dinlop Milliho Compani, (jatarrh, Bronchitis, Hay-Fever, and Colds
Clarksvllle, Tenn. Filed Mar. 10. Id08.

Ser. No. 33.381. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTIU MENTS
AND SUPPLIES I TnK Post k Le.steh c.impany,

Hartford, Conn. File<1 Mnr. 14, 190H

L£ PTTHOM

Pnrtiruhir description of <jood» —Antomohlle Horns.

Ser. No. 33,403. (CLASS 46. FOODS ANr> IN'.nEDI-

ENTS OF F()<:)I)S.) Alabt A McGlire. New York,

N. Y Filed Mar 16, 190S

ppwaq^

Particular description of ijoodn —Wheat-Flour,

Particular description of good^ Sweet. Sonr. iind

Mixed FMckles, Catsup. Mustard. Sauces, Relishes, and

Chow-(!'how.

May 19, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 763

Ser. No. 33.404. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINTERS ! Ser. No 33.425. (CLASS 40 FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-

MATERIALS. NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POL-
j

IN{;S. AND NOTIONS 1 Aistin Walker Co.mpany.

ISHES I c. A. WiMiLsEY Paint A Color Company. Boston. Mass. Filed Mar. IG. lUO.s.

Jersey City. N. J. Filed .Mar. 16 1908. Used ten years.

Particuliir <l>gc-riplun of (jnodn Paint.

Ser. No. 3S,4<M. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OP POODS.) NiA(;.\KA Fall.s MilliN(; Com-

pany. Niagara Falls and Buffalo. N Y Filed Mar. 16,

1908.

Particular diS'-ription of goods Wheat Flour.

Ser. No. 33,410. (CLASS 21 ELECTRICAL APPARA
TUS, .MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES. 1 The Electro

Ad Company, Detroit. Mich. Filed Mar. 16. 1908.

I'articular description of ijoodg —Pompadour Rolls.

Ser. No. 33,429. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES NOT
INTP:NDED for food » standard Oil Company of

New York. New York. N. Y. Filed Mar 17. 1908.

Used ten years.

DEVOE'S

IMPERIAL

BRILLIANT
I'orticular description of goods - Reflnfd Petroleum for

llluuiinatlng. Heating, and Power Purposes

Ser. No. 33,442 (CLASS 39 CLOTHING.) Anna M.

Dava, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 17. 1908.

Particular description of goods.— Felt and Wire Hat
Frames.

Particular description of goods —Socket Plugs and .Au-

tomatic Elei'trlc Switches

Ser. No. 33.411 (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MKl «ICAL. AND
SURCrlCAL APPLIANCES.) David D. Hyvian, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Mar. 16, 1908.

Particular description of goods —Dental Plates.

Ser No 33,444. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING. 1 Our Fred

FooELSONO, Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 17. 1908.

WOODPeCKER

Particular description of goods.— Insoles.
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Ser No. 33,448. (CLASS 45 BEVKH.%<;KS. NON-.VI.CO Ser No. 3.?,5rt(> (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INORED!-
HOLIC. I KOmgliche Keuiehi n<; Abteihv; rVs i>i ENTS OF FOODS. > Roaih. Tisdalk & Co., Minueapo

KEKTK STEfEtt.N. DOM.V.NEV UND Fl>R.sT|.;\ I\ WiESBlDEN. lis. Minn FI1<«<1 Mar I'.H. n*OH.

Wieshadcn, i;prnianv Filed Mar. is, 11*08.

Particular ducription of ffoods.—Mineral Waters.

Ser. No. 33.481, (CLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQUORS.) The St.ark Ti s< ar-^was Brkweries Co.,

CaatOD, Ohio. Fll*".! .Mar. Ju, I'jo^.

Particular dcacription '/f yoo'/«.-;^I{t^f.

Ser. No. 33,511. (CLASS .') ADFTttSn KS 1 Adolf
Kart,. Newark, N .J FiJpil .Mar Jl lUiis.

Ser, No. 83,.->:)4. iLA.SSti. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND l'HAK.\IA( KITICAL I'UEl'AR.\TIONS. 1 Klewe
k Co. Inc.. New Haven, Conn. Filed Mar. 1'.?. 1!m)H.

KDIYNOS

I'ltrtirul'ir 'lr»iripti(.n of ^jociln -Tuoth FastP.

Ser No :!:5,r,.-.f> M'LASS 46, FOODS AND INtlRKDI
ENTS OF FOODS. » R<»ach, Tisd.vlH & Co., Mlrineapo
lis. Minn Filpd Mar. 23. 1908.

cArtLcc^

Particular ili ^criiitinn nf r700'/,« — ramly, Maple- Walnuts,

Chocolate - Oeams, ihooolate • Cream fakes. Cream - .\1

monds, and Salted Peanuts.

VARSITY
Particular detcription of goods —Candy Jellies.

Ser No. X.\.-<r,l (CLASS 7 CORDAfJK 1 Planters
.MANtTACTi HiNii Co., Annlston, Ala. Filed Mar, 23,

1 5»08.

I'articuhir (Itscriptwri ••> ;'-', ./.1 i"lti»T K"i' » lue.

Rope Yarn. Fib«r Saah-Cord,«i, and hiU^r Clothes Lines.

Ser, No. 33.567. (CLASS 2. RECEITACLES. ) Thk
Nobthwesterv Tasket To

, M i nneii [» il is, Minn, Filed

Mar. 23, D'os,

Particular deacription 'f rj' '"I" — Burial Caskets.

Pirticxilnr dracription of gooda.—A Powler I'sed on the

Inside of Tires to F»rm a Coating Which Prevents the

F-«cape >f .\lr When the Tire Is I^inctuPed.

Ser No. 33.574 (CLASS 46, FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS,) Standard Bibcu:t Co.. San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 24. 1908.

THE OLD
OAKEN BUCKET

P'iiii( uhir ilfDi-ripti'iii (if (jnodit —Olnifer Snaps

Ser No 33. .186. (CLASS fi. (HEMICALS, MEIMCINES.
.VND PHARMACECTHAL PREPARATIONS ) The
Zona Toilet d . Wichita. Kans. Filed Mar. 24. 19("^.

ZONA
Partirulnr (f»'.yir i/j ri<.n of (;oo(/«. - -Cold Cream, Tooth-

paste, Nail Polish, Fo.if Powder, Antiseptic Solution for

Preventinir and Removing Pimples and Blackheads, Fare

Pomade. Lip Salve. Eyebrow Pencils, and Benzo-Mentholln.

Ser. No r^.-^.lsT (PI.ASS 2S JEWELRY AND PRE
ClOrs METAL WARE I Wiener Br.is., New York,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 24, 1908.

^&la^
PfirtiruUir ill ^rriiition of ij'iinin Imitation Stones for

Jewelrv. Set and Inset.

Mav 19, I9<.S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 7^5

1 TOBACCO PRODTCTS )

.Ser No. 33..'i88. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
j

Ser. No. 33.612. (CLASS 17

AND PH,\RMAfECTI(\\L PREPARATIONS* RossI M, Stachelbebo A T.. . New 'i ork, N. Y
,

I- lied Mar. Jj,

I'oBTKR, Neodesha. Kaus. Filed Mar. 24, 1908, 1908,

Particular description of poorf*.— Breath Deodorants.

Ser No. 33..-i92. (CLA88 29. BROOMS, BRUSHES, AND
DUSTERS I Hakhah A Stewart Mfo. Co., r)e8 Moines,

Iowa. Filed Mar. 24. 1908.

LITTLE
POLLY

Particular detcriptinn of gnorl.* —Bronms.

Ser. No 3.T.,'-.94. (CLASS 6. ClIEMirAI.S, MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRKl'AR ATK iNS. ) Tou
FITZOIBBON8. St. Paul, .Minn Fiiwl Mar. 24, 1908.

T'sed fen vears.

Particular dmcription of goods.—Cigars, Cheroots, anil

Little Cigars.

Ser. No. 33.620 (CLASS 9, EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS.
EQUIPME.NTS, AND PROJECTI LES, 1 THE Uniu.N

Metallic Cahtkidgk Company. Hridpoport, Conn. Filed

Mar. 25, 190S

No. 126
Particular description of pood*.—12-Gage Loaded Pai^er

Shot-Shells.

FAJMOUa
ItSMUMMHT

Particular descriyitiun of goods.— .\ Liniment T'sed in

the Treatment of Rheumatism. Goiter. Lumbago, Eczema.

Pneumonia. Neuralgia, Hay Fever. Salt-Rheum. Catarrh,

Erysipelas, Frost Bites, Runnint' Sores. Sore Feet, Scalds

or Burns, White Swelling, ami Rini: Worm,

Ser. No. 33.621 (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES. FIREARMS,
EQUIPMENTS. AND PROJECTILES. 1 The Union

Metallic Caktkidge Comtany, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed

Mar. 25. 1908. Used ten years.

No. 106
Particular description of goods.—12-Gage Loaded Paptr

Shot-Shells.

Hvr. So. Xi.-,U-,. ((I.ASSti. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Thbo-

DOKK Mk^ek. Philadt'lphia. Pa Filed Mar. 23, 1908.

GLAZOL
Particulai discrnitton of gooit.—A Chemical Prepara-

tion for Smoothing: the Rough Edges of Collars and Cuffs

and Like .\rtlcles

Ser. No. .-^S.eSP. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.\TIONS ) Thlo

DOEE Metcalf Com tan y, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 26.

1908.

KEM-KAMPH
Particular dexcription of goods.— Preparations Employed

to Preserve ('lothing and the Like Against Attack by

Moths and other Pests and for Preparations of Naphtha-

lene and Synthetic Camphor.

Ser. No. 33,009. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,) MOB
Fekete. Vienna. Austria Hungary. Filed Mar 2S. 1908.

Particular description of .r/(iorf«—Medical rnmponnd for

Facilitating Digestion.

Ser. No. 33.664. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF. » Ford Aigeb

Bit Company. Holyoke, Mass. Filed Mar. 26, 1908.

Used ten years.

FORD
Particular description of goods.— Bits and Augers.

Ser. No 33,673. (CLASS 11. INKS AND INKING MA-
TERL\LS.i The International Miltigraph Com-

pany, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Mar. 26, lUOS.

GAMULCO
r(/rf(c«/oi descnption of ijoodn — Inks and Inked Rib

bons.
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St-r. No. 3;i rtN.{. .CLASSY CHEMICALS. MP^DICINES, Ser No;«.7fis Ml.ASStS CHEMIl'ALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHAKMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Tar- AND PHAKMACELTICAL PREPARATIONS 1 Howell
HENTA Chkmhai. Cu.. New Vork. N. Y. Filed Mar. 27, AND Rl lu. JacksoDville. Kla. Filfd Mar. 31, 1908.

1908.

TRIPE\TA
I'liticutur •ifMci iption of (jood» —Ant4«eptlc Solutions

and Compound.s.

S.T No. 33.686 (CLASS 16. PAINTS .*ND I'AINTERS'

MATERIALS. NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POI^

ISHES 1 Fbedekick W. .\ndkb80.v, Valllngton. N. J

Filed Mar. 27. 1908.

P'/rfi/ti/ar dei^rription of good*.— Palnt«-

S^r No. :;:i.t;!"j iCL.VSS4 .\HR.VSI\S. DKrEROEXT,
AMI I'OLISHINO MATERIALS t HKNKV S M.^>w.v.

Cresfi)! I.iwa Kil^'d Mar J". 1!>;)8.

f'titicular dencript\iin nf ijooda-— Piano and Furniture

Polish.

Ser. No. 33,703. tCL.VSS 4»>. FOODS AND INiJREDI-
ENT8 OF FOODS I Nubth Ala.ska S.^t.Mos Co, San
FranclsQO. Cal. Filled Mar 2.*!. 1908.

I'-irtii-u'i'i'- ilf <> iption of good« —Canned Salmon.

S^r No ;?.!.74f'> (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA
Tl S. M.ViHINES. AND STPPLIES 1 C. H. Norton
Jewelry Co, Kansas Cltv. Mo. Filed Mar 30. 1908.

Particular description nf good*.-— Electroplating Appa-
ratus.

Ser No 33.7.'.0 (CLASS 4« FOODS AND INCREDI-
ENTS OF F<X)DS.i .John L. Bailev, Fltchhurg. Mass.
Filed Mar. ,30. 1908.

<:tk£)- *^n*

^•*^25g

Particular deni'ription of good*.—Candjes.

P'lrtiruUn iifm'i xptinn nf joikIk Salve.

Ser. No. 33.771 (CLASS 6 C»EMIC.^l.,s MEDICINFTS
A.ND PHARMACEUTICAL PREI'A R.VTK »NS 1 Khki-

W. FiT' II. Boone. Iowa I'Ued Mai- .!! ll»o>« Used ten

Vf-ars

5^
Particulnt detcriptxon nf gooiU -Hrtlr Tontc. Dandruff-

Remover, iiud Sharii[)o>i Prf luirnt I'Hi*

Ser No 33.822. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
JOHV I Mt i.t.EN. Pittsburg. Ph Filed Apr .{. 190s

KISS
Partxculai Uiscrxptiun of gondii.' Cigars and Cigarette*.

Ser No 33.!tl5 tLASS ITt \KHICLES. NOT INCLUD
INC, EN<;iNES i Shelemin .\xi.k Compa.ny. Wilkes

Barr*- Pa Fli^d Apr 7. 1908.

Particular deMirtption of goodn Nehlcle .\iles and
Springs.

Ser. No 33.!'»I»? 1 CLASS 1!» VEIIICI^ES. NOT INCLUD
IN(; ENiil.NF.Si SuKi.rxiN \\i.v. Compa.m, Wllkes-

Barr^- I'a Filed Apr 7. 1908.

ANCHOR
Particuhn de»rriptihv of (joodn \ ehlcle .\xle8 and

Springs.

Ser. No. 33.917 (CLASS 19 VEHKLES. NOT INCLUD-
ING EN(;iNE8.i SnELrxj.N Axle Company. Wllke«-

Barre. Pa Filed Apr. 7, 1908.

DRAGON
Pnrtirvlar description of qood».—Ve'ilcle .Vxles and

Springs.
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.S.r No ;{;{.;»41 iCLASS13 HARDWAKK .AND PLUMB-
ING AND STEAM FITTlNi; SUPPLIF.S Ihk P08I-

11 VK LtiCK Washku CO.M1ANY. Newark N .1. tiled Apr.

8, 1908. Used ten years.

s< ViniJATlOX N "^
^ EXPAXSIO.N ri

.\E\V.\in(,X..I.

Particular deKcriptfui of goods —Uick Washers.

Ser. No. 33.964. (CLASS 6 (^HEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.* Lakk

Chkmual Company. New Brunswick, N J. Filed .\pr

9. 1!<08.

PartUuhir description of goods.— \ Foot-Powder.

8er. No. 33.969. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.* C.

BisCHorr 4 Co., New York. N. Y. Filed Apr 9. 1908

LAVlSOi
Ptirtuular description of goods —Antiseptic Prepara

tlons.

Ser. No. 33.970. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS 1
Gi.anol

Remedy Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 9, 1908.

Her N.).Ha'.M2 (CLASS 1.; HARDWARE AND PLUMB-

IN(; AND STEAM FITTlNi; SUPPLIES . Thk Posi-

tive Lo< K Wasiikr C.iMCANY, Newark. N .1. Filed Apr.

h. 19<>H

KI]YST0^1^^?
PartiouUii dtix^tption of (;ood* — IxyckWashers.

Ser No. 33.951. <CL.\8S 38. PTBLICATIONS.) Dani«L

p ToMMKV. Boston. Mass. Filed .\pr. 8, 1908.

COLUMBIAD
Parti<-vU:r deirripHon of goods --Monthly Magazines.

GLANOL
Particular description of f7ood/t.— Remedies for Eczema

and other Skin Diseases.

Ser No. 33.981 (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACETTICAL PREPARATIONS) W S.

HiATT & Company. New York. N Y Filed Apr. 9, 1908

KYBACTOL
Particular description of goods.— Antiseptics and Germi-

cides.

Ser. No ;{;{.!»,-.2 (CLASS 17 TOBAfCO PRODUCTS.)
Manimk.sikk T'lBAiro Company. Mamhester, N. H.

Filed Apr H, l!*os.

r

CIGAI^^TTES

Particular description of goods.—Cigarettes.

Ser No 33.995. (CLASS 14 METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS .\ND FORGIN(;S. > The Bbihgeport Brass

Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed .\pr. 10, 1908

"PHONO-ELECTRIC"

Particular description of goods.— Bare or Uncovered

Composition Wire.

Ser No. 33.996. (CLASS 14 METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS A.ND FORCINGS. » The Bridgeport Bras.s

Company. Bridgeport, Conn. Filed \pr. 10. 1908.

Ser. No 33.962 (CLASS 17. TOBAC' «
» PRODUCTS.)

Carlo.s Grande. Sacramento, Cal. Filed Apr 9. 1908

^YERA
Particular description of goods.—Cigars.

Particular description of goods.—Bare or Uncovered

Composition Wire.

Ser. No. 34.019. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND ST.\T10N-

ERY. ) George B. Hird * Co.. New York. N. Y Filed

Apr. 11, 1908.

Particular description of goods.— Writing Paper and En-

velops.
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Ser. No. 34.021. (CLASS .37. PAPER AND STATION- S*r. No .34,08.-5. (CLASS «. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
ERY > Ge.jkge B. Hlrd & Co., New Vork, N. Y Filed AND I'H.XRMACET'TICAL PREPARATIONJ^ ) Habt-
Apr. 11, 1908.

Particular deicription of yood».— \Vrltl»g-Paper and En-
relop*.

MA.VN k H.iiEB.s. Hannover, (Jermany Kllt-d .\pr 14.

iy08.

S«r. No. 34,023. .CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
New Illino.s AiHLKTir Club. Chlcagu, 111. I'lled Apr
11, 1908.

PrtffiVu/ar 'If'tttiption of (joods —Chernliai Preparatiooi
Used for the I'reservatlnn of St'>ne.

Particular de/ivr tptwn of goodn - i'igs.^.

r
8er. No. 34,025. (CLASS 1. RAW OB PARTLY- PRE
P.\RED MATERIALS.) Tip Top Soup Stoxe Com-
f.\sr, PhUadelphla. Pa. Mled Apr. 11, 1908.

TIP TOP

\J

Ser. No. 34.11,] .CLASS 2,3 CUTLERY. MACHLNKRY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF. 1 The <t,sTKR

MA>iUrACTUKl.NO CoMj-A.NY, Clfveland, Oblo. Filed .\pr.

15, 1908. U»ed ten years.

OSTER

P'lrtkuiai (/«•«'> tpnon of good* — Thread Cutting.' Touls,

Machines, and Devices.

Pai tuular description of goods.—Quarried Soapstone.

S«r. No. 34.125. (CLASS 16 PAINTS AND I'AINIKRS'
MATERIALS, NOT INCLUDING OILS AND Pol^
ISHES I I'HiCAGo Wood Fisisuing Co., Chicago. 111.

Filed Apr 15, 1908.

Ser. No. 34,030. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHAR.MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS) Eph-
RAIM S. Well.s, Jersey City, N. J. Filed Apr. 11, 1908.

0«1

Particular deacription of goods.—A Poison for Rats,
Mice. Vermin, and Insects,

I'nrttcular ilencrxpUnn 0/ ijoodti —(draining Compouad.

Ser. No. 34,084 .CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Hart
MANN k IlArEHs, Hannover, Germany. Filed .\pr 14,

1908.

Ser. No. ;!4.1,s,-). 1 CLASS 31. FILTERS AND REFUlli-
KRATORS. » (Jkand Rapids Rkfbujku.vii.k i o.vi i-ajjy,

lirand Rapldi. .MK-h Filed Apr 17, I'.mis. Ised fn
\ •ars.

Testalio
Particular deif'-ription of good*.—Chemical Preparations

U*pd for the Preservation of Stone. Particular description nf goodn.— Refrigerators.
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TRADE-MARKS
REGISTERED MAY 19. 1908.

69 033 BROOMS AND BRUSHES. Amsterdaji Bkoom Co.,

.\m8terdftm, N. Y.

Filed I)e<emtH'r 9. 1907. Serial No. 31,ta3. PUBLISHED
MARl H 17, l«^)^

69.034. riKxoi.ATKS Thf. BrenserCandtCo., Green Bay,

\\ IS

Kiel Unuary 22. 1908. Serial No. 32,375. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, mt>>.

69 035 TK\ Delano, Potter & Co., Boston, Maaa.

VxW.i November .10, 1907 Serial No. 3L476. PUBLISHED
.M Uiill 17, li^0^

69.036. TKA Dei.an.i. Potter A Co., Boston, Mass.

File.1 Nnv.'int't-r (d, 1907. .Serial No. 31,476. PUBLISHED

MA Hi H 17. UiOS.

69.037. TKAS The c,KEAT .\Ti, ANTIC AND FAanc Tea Com-

pany, New '\'ork, N '^'

Filed Jaiiuarv HO, 19<»^. -Serial No. 32,496. PUBLISHED
MAKCiJ 17, lyON.

69.038, ( AMMF.S ANl) HKANUT-CANDIES. TTaRDIE Rro.s.

Co., Pittsburjj, I'a.

Filed .January 27, l',iOS .-.rial No. 32,451. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. \ms.

69.039, REVOLVKHS PISTol.S, RIFLES. AND SHOT-

(ICNS Harrinoti.n A Ku HARD90N Arms Co,, Woroeater,

Mass.

Filed DecemU^r 2^, iy»l7. .-^ei lal No. 31,953. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190S.

69040. CHOCOI.ATF.'' TiiF Imperiai CHoroLArKs Co.,

Cambridge, Mhsp

Filed January Z\, 1908. Serial No. 32.395. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190^.

69 ()4L ciIOCdl.ATKS The Imieri.\l Chocolate? ' n.,

C anibrldgp, Mass.

Filed January Z^. 1"0S .Sena! No .^2,3%. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. KKK

69.042, MARINK C.I.CF AND MAHINK-OLUF PITCH

lErrKRr's Patknt Marine Glve Works. London. Fngland.

Filed I)e<-ernt>er 7, 1903. Serial -No. 15,2.'>7. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190«.

69.043, METALLIC ALLOYS The Mangane.se Bronze A

Bra.ss Company Limited. London, England.

Ftle.l DcoemU^r 21. 1907 .Serial No. 31,87.'-.. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190h.

6 9,044. ANTIFRICTION ALLOYS The Manganese

Mronze fi BRA.SS Company Limiteh, London. Knglaad

Filed December 21, 1907 Seriai No. 31,876. prBLISIIED

MARCH 17. 190M

69.045. CARBONATED NON-ALCOHOLIC -JPAKKLINO

BFVERAGF. Henry Macss, New York. N V.

Filed January 2S, HW. Serial No 32,472. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. 190^.

69.046. CARBONATED NON-ALCOHOLIC SPARKLING
BFVFRAGF Henrv Mai .ss. New York. N Y

FUed January 28, 190S. Serial No. 32,473. FUBLLSHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69,047, COFFEF. Meyer Brothers rnprEE and SruE Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo
Filed February 3. 190«. .Serial No. :« =.49 PI'BLISHED

MARCH 17, 19n.s.

69.048. COFFEE. Meyer Brothers Coffee and Spice Com-

FANT, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed February 3, 1908. Serial No. 32,550. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.049. COFFEE. Meyer Brother? Coffee and Spice COM-

1
pany, St, Louis. Mo.

' Filed Febniary 3, 190S. Serial No 32..VS3. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17, 1908.

69.050. COFFKK. Meyer Brother."' coffee and Spke Com-

pany, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed February 3, 1908. Serial No. 32.,W. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.051. FFKTILIZERS. Virginia-Carolina Chemical Com-

pant. Jersey City. N J.: Richmond and Noriolk, Va.: Charles-

I

ton, S,C ; Savannah and Atlanta. Ga.; Montgomery. Ala.;

I Durham. N. C, and MeniphiF, Tenn.

Fil.Hi February 7. 1908. S<'nal No. 32,630. I'UBLISHKD

I
MARCH 17, 1908.

I 69,C52, CHOCOLATF H O Wilbur a Sons Philadelphia.

Pa.

Filed Januar>- 20, 1908. Serial No 32,322. PUBLISHLD
. MARCH 17. U*08

\
69,053. CHOCOLATF AND COCOA. H. O. Wilbur A Sons,

! Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed January 20. 190^. .Serial No. 32,323. PUBLISHLD

MARCH 17, 1908.

69,064. NON- INTOXICATING CARBONATED BEVFR-
'

\GES. John C. Aschenbei k, Wharton. Tex.

Filed January 4, 1908. Serial No. .32,ftO. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17, 1908,

69.056. PIPE STOCKS AND DIES. The Ashc roft Manv-

FACTVRING Company. Bridgeport, Conn

Filed Octo(H?r 2(), 1907, Serial No. 30,794. PUBLISH FD

MARCH 17. 1908.

69 056, PULLEYS, PUMPS. AND REDUCING MOTIONS

FOR INDICATORS. The Ashcroft Manvfac tvring

Company. Bridgei>ort, Conn.

Filed Octo>*r 31. 1907. Serial No. 30.900. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17, 190S.

69.057. EVAPORATORS FOR FRUITS AND VFGETA-

Bl F.'^ The B 1. Ryder Company. Chaml>er8burg, Pa.

Filed' September 28, 1907. .<erial No. 30.277. PUBLISHED

M,\KlH 17. 1S<08,

69.058. NON -INTOXICATING CARBONATED BEVER

\GF-' L Bernhark A- Co .
Boston, Mass

Filed January 4. 1908 .Serial No. 32.a-,8. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17. 1908.

69.059. CANDY. Blanke-Wenneker Canpy Co
.
St Louis,

'

Fifed February 11. 1908. Serial No. 32,712. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17. 1W8.

80 ofiO COFFEE. CHA.o. H. Conrad. Chioapo. 111.

,

Filed' January 10, 1908. Seriai No. 32,ltM. PUBLISHED

I

MARCH 17. 1908.

69 061. SODA-FOUNTAINS. Decatt-r Fountain Company,

Decatur. 111. „ ,

Filed March 2 1907. Serial No. 2S - 97. PUBLISHED MARCH

1 17,1908
'

69,062. TRACTION AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

G\ar -^i ott a ( o .
Richmond. Ind.

Filed June 4. 1907 Serial No. 27,8'-.9. PUBLISHED MARCH

1908.\.l
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69.063. CHOCOLATE AND COCOA. Okoros Lisa & Co.

New York, \. Y
FUed November i. 1907 Serial N'o. 30,fl8«. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17, 1908.

69.064. CURED MKAT:^. J.\cob Dold Pac«isg Company,

Buflalo, N'. Y
File«l September 17, 190H .Serial No. 22,137. PUBLISHEDNO-

VKMBER20. 190»)

69.065. RIFLES. SHOTGUNS, PISTOLS, AND REVOLV-
ERS. Mart Euz.vBETH Johnson, trustee, Fltchburg.Maai.

Filed November 18, 1905. Serial No. 14,787. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

j

6 9,0 66. CANNED, SMOKED. PICKLED, AND PRE-
SERVED FISH Joa^. CONRADSEN A /S,.-lUvanger, Nor-

way.

FUed November 6, 1907. Serial No. 31,031. PUBLISHED 1

MARCH 3, 1908.

89.067. METALLK ALLOYS. Thk Mangan«8K Bronms & '

Brass Company Limited, London, England.
|

Filed December 21, 1907 Serial No. 31374. PUBLISHED
;

MARCH 17, 1908.
t

69.068. CHOCOLATE AND CANDIES. MAkQtnsi Choco-

late Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.
'

Filed December 27, 1907. Serial No. 31,930. PUBLISHED
\

MARCH 17, 1908.

69.069, HAMS AND BACON Strkett and Corkran Com-

pany. Baltimore. Md.
I

Filed May 23, 1907 Serial No. 27,496. PUBLI3HED MARCH
17, 1908.

I

89.070, NON- INTOXICATING CARBONATED SEVER- '

.VOES. Vauwsta Bottuno Works, Valdo^ta, Ga.

Fii€<l January 4. 1908. Serial No. 32,052. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

89.071. METAL BARS FOR REINFORCING CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION. Wiluam B. Hocoh CoHpant, Chicago,

lU.

Filed December 18, 1907. Serial No. 31,820. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.072, CERTAIN PLL14BER8' TOOLS AND APPLI-
ANCES. Wolverine Brass Works, Grand Rapida, Mich.

Filed May 2, 1907 .Serial No. 27,066. PUBLISHED MARCH !

17, 1908.

69.073. PORTLAND CEMENT. Coplay Cekent Manufac-
TL'RiNO Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed February ri, 19O8. Serial No. 32,rt09. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.074, MAPLE -SYRUP. George Liss & (Jo., New York,
j

N. Y.
:

Filed Novembpr 4. 1907. Serial No. 30,986. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. 1908.

69,075t CANNED SALMON. George Lisa & Co., New York,

N Y.

Filed Novemi)er 4, 1907, Serial No. 30,986. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.076. CANNED SALMON. GRirnTH-DrRHET Company,
San Francisco, Cal.

Filed Decemter 17, 1907, Serial No. 31,71». , PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.077. CURED, SALTED. AND CANNED MEATS, AND
SAUSAGE. KiNGAN AND COMPAXT, LiMiT»D, Belfast, Ire-

land; Indianapolis, Ind.; Baltimorv, Md.; Philadelphia, Pa.,

and Richmond, Va.

Filed June 27,1907. Serial No. 28,416. PUBLISHED OCTO-
BER 15. 1907

89.078. MENTHE AND CREME DE MENTBE. LomaJAv-
kxjlnder Ma&ntkr Lapostollx, Paris, France.

FUed Jiily 7, 1906. Serial No. 16,208. PUBLISHED MARCH
17, 1906.

89.079. ENAMEL PAINT. Rinald Bros., PbUadelphla, Pa.

FUed NoTember 11, 1905. Serial No. 14,51L PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

88.080. SARDINES. SALMON, AND HERRINGS. Edwtn
Shitiu., Boston. Maas.

FOed JanuATjr 23, 1908. Serial No. 32,388. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.081, TEA. Standard Import Co., Ltd S>w Orleans, La.

FUed August 13, 1907 Senai No. 29,373. PC ULISH KD SEP-

TEMBER 17, 1907.

69.082, PAINTS Sub-Marine Paint Company, Portland,

Me.

Filed January 24, 1908 .S*nal No. 32,402. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.083. WHEAT-Fl.olK B<)wers<» k Mill.-* a Power Co.,

Lawrence, Kans.

Filed January 30, 1908 Serial No. .32,4»;< PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, lyft*.

69.084. CEREAL BREAKFAST FOOD. Lafayette Col-

TRIN, Omaha, Nebr.

Filed January 31, 1908. Serial No. 32,509. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. 1908.

69,086. CERTAIN CLOTHING. Conhaim A Co.. New York,

NY
FUed December r, 1907. Serial No. 31,937. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17, 1908.

69.086. ROASTED CEREALS Ediakd Meyer. Krie<lnch8-

werth, Germany.

Filed January 2, 1908. Serial No. 32,014 Pl'BI.ISHED

MARCH 17, 1908.

69.087. HOSIERY Paramount Knitting Company, Chi-

cago, lU.

File<l May 3, 1907. .Serial No. 27,086. PUBLISHED MARCH
17, 1908.

69.088. CLOTH HATS AND CAPS. B.tRNET .Solash, New

York, N. Y.

FUed January a, 1908. Serial No. 32,101. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. 1908.

89.089. CORSETS Henry Harry TREFrER, Davenport,

Iowa
FUed December 24, 1907 Serial No. 31.909 PUBLISHED

MARCH 17. 1908.

69.090. FIG YEAST. Frank Wedehase, .Sebastopol, Cal.

FUed July 10, 1906. Sw^al No. 20,845. PUBLISHED MARCH
17, 1908.

69.091. PACKAGES OF TOILET-PAPER. Albany Perfo

rated Wrapping Paper Company, .Mbany, N Y.

Filetl January 10, 1908. Serial No. 32.109 PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.092. EXTRACT oF MALT AND HOPS Anheuser-

Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, Mo.

FUed July 3, 1906. Serial No. 9,770. PUBLISHED MARCH
17, 1908.

69.093. PRESSED- PAPER WALL-COVERING. James

Davis, Chleago. lU.

Filed December 18, 1907 Serial No. 31,814. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

89.094. PIANOS AND PLAYER-PIANOS. George Stec k

& Co., New York, N Y.

Filed January 9, 1908. Serial No 32,148. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.095. BEER. The George Wiedemann Brewtno(o, New

port, Ky.

Filed September 21, 1906. Serial No. 22;B«. PUBLISHED
SEPTEMBER 24, 1907

69.096. CIGARS. Albert Robkndahl, New York, N. Y.

FUed JanujUT 25, 1908. Serial No. 32,440. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.097. CERTAIN PLUMBING SUPPLIES. Standard Sani

TART Mro. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed March 13, 1907. Serial No. 25,963. PUBLISHED M A RCH
17, 1908.

89.098. HORSE-BLANKETS. Burungton Bl.vnket Com-

pany, Burlington, Wis.

FUed January 13. 1908. .Serial No .32,189. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

89.099. PERIODICALS. La Hacienda Company, Buffalo,

N Y
FUed January 18, 1908 Serial No. 32J08. PUBLISHED

' MARCH 17, 1908
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69.100. STORAGE-TANKS AND PARTS OF SAME. Leader

Iron Work.s, Decatur, 111.

Filed June 3, 1907. Serial No. 27,864. PUBLISHED MARCH
17, 190h.

69.101. MOLASSES -FEED FOR STOCK. North - West

Mills I'ompany, Winona, Minn.

FUed January 24, 190S Serial No. 32,408. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.102. BALANCES AND SCALES. The Torsion Balance

Company, New York. N. Y.

Filed January 14. 1908. Serial No 32,212 PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190^.

69.103. COTTON-SEED OIL. Aspegren & Co., New York,

N Y
FUed February 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,644. PUBLISHED

MARCH 17, 1908.

69.104. CERTAIN FOODS. Ceockir Grocery Company.

Wllkes-Barre, Pa.

Filed September 21, 1907. Serial No. 30,126. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.106. WATER-GAGES. Detroit Lubbjcator Co., Detroit.

Mich.

Filed February 8, 1908. Serial No 32,657 PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.106. FLAVORING EXTRACTS FOR FOODS. E M.

Chase Company, Nebraska City, Nebr.

Filed January 28, 1908. Serial No. 32,469. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.107. CERTAIN FOODS. George Liss A Co.. New York,

N Y
File<l Noveml«r 4, 1907. Serial No 30,987. PUBLISHED

MAR( H 17. 1908.

66.108. HARNESS AND WHIPS. The George Worthing-

ton Company. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Deceml^r 16, 1907. Serial No. 31,731. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.109. (ANNKD FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. GRimTH-

Durney Company, San Francisco, Cal.

FUed January 27. 1908. Serial No. 32,462. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. 1908..

69.110. PEANUT- BUTTER. Alexander MacWilue, De-

troit, Mich.

File,! January 4. 1908. Serial No. 32.a5.V PUBLISHED
M.AHCH 17, 1908.

69.111. CANNED TOMATOES. Ragon Brothers. Evans-

ville. Ind.

Filed February 13, 1908. Serial No. 32,756. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.112. MANTLES FOR INCANDESCENT GAS-BURNERS.
The Ramie Co Limited. Manchester, Bredbury, ainl Marple

Bridge. England.

File,! l)eoeml)er IH. 1907. Serial No. 31,824. PUBLISHED
MAR( H 17, 1908.

69.113. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATORS AND LAMPS
AND PARTS THEREOF Edwin M. Rosenbluth. Phila-

delphia. Pa

Filed July 26, 1906. .Serial No. 21,189. PUBLISHED MARCH
17. 1908.

69.114. CERTAIN PRECIOUS-METAL WARE. Savard &
FiLS. Paris. France.

File.! 'uuo 7. 190f, .Serial No 20,103. Pl'BLISHKD MARCH
17, m)H

69.115. ABRASIVE POLISH The A. Spiegel Co., Mil-

waukee. Wis

Filed Junes. 190f.. Serial No. 20.154. PUBLISHED NOVEM-
BER 5. 1907.

69.116. CERTAIN SEEDS. The Albert Dickinson Com-

pany, Chicago. 111.

Filed January 31, 1908. Serial No. 32,513. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17. 1908.

69.117. COTTON THREAD. Blodgett A orswell Co.,

Pawtupket, R. I.

Filed February 4, 1908. .Serial No. 32.5CuV PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.118. COTTON THREAD. Blodgett A Orswell Co.,

Pawtucket, R I.

Filed February 4, 1908. Serial No. 32..W.. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17 1908.

69.119. COTTON THREAD. Blodgett A ^ir^well Co.,

Pawtucket, R. I.

Filed February 4, 1908. Serial No. 32.5<i7. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.120. COTTON THREAD. Blodgett A Orswell Co.

Pawtucket, R. I.

Filed February 4, 1908. Serial No. 32,568. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.121. COTTON THREAD Blodgett A Orswell Co.,

Pawtucket, R. I.

FUed February 4, 1908. Serial No. 32,569. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.122. RUBBER SHEETING. The Dexine Patent Pa( K-

iNG AND Rubber Company Limited, London, England.

Filed February 11, 1907. Serial No. 25,235. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.123. RAZOR-STROPS. The George Worthington Com-

pany, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed December 30, 1907. Serial No. 31,980. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69,134. PORTLAND CEMENT. Portland Ckmenteabrik

Hemmoor, Hamburg and Hemmoor-on-the-Oste. Germany.

Filed July 13, 1906. Serial No. 20.923. PUBLISHED DECEM-
BERS. 1907.

69,126, STOVE-POLISH. The Inited States Graphite

Company, Saginaw, Mich.

Filed September 13, 1905. Serial No. 12.:>32. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17,1908.

69.126. COTTON-BATTING. Walker A HaRP Meg Co.,

Cohoes, N. Y.

Filed February 11, 1908. Serial No. 32,705. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.127. REMEDY FOR ACUTE BRONCHITIS AND COUGH
George Benjamin, New York. N Y.

Filed December 12, 1907. Serial No. 31,680. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.128. CERTAIN REMEDIES. Cuemische Werke Hansa
CiESELLacHAJT MIT BK8CHRANKTER Haitung. Hemelingpn.

near Bremen, Germany.

Filed February 19, 1906. Serial No. 17,472. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.129. LIQUID PREPARATION TO BE USED AS A
TOILET SOAP. Wiluam Cooper A Nephews:. Berkham-

8ted, England.

Filed Deceml)er 7, 1907. Serial No. 31,605. PUBLISHED
I MARCH 17, 1908.

69.130. SOAP. D. R Bradley & Son, PleasantvUle and New
York. N. Y.

Filed Februarj- 12, 1908. .Serial No. 32.718. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.131. REMEDY FOR DISEASES OF THE SCALP. Dr.

J. J Krom ( , Atlanta, Ga.

Filed January 27, 1908. Serial No. 32,465. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.132. CERTAINMEDICINESINCAPSULEFORM. Grape

Capsule Company, Allentown, Pa.

Filed May S. 1907. Serial No. 27.212. PUBLISHED MARCH
17, 1908.

69.133. REMEDY FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. The H A H
Company. Attica, Ind.

Filed January 15. 1908. .Serial No 32,233. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.134. COLLOIDAL SILVER FOR THERAPEUTIC USE.

The Heydkn Chemk al Works. New York. N. Y.

Filed January «, 1908. Serial No. 32.153. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69,135. CERTAIN PLASTIC PREPARATION. The Knowl-

ton Danderine Co . Chicago. 111.

Filed January 27, 1908. .Serial No. .32.4«i;i. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.
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69.136. HE.\T AND COLD INSULATED Bottles. John
i> Lyman, White FlHins. X Y

Filed D««nitH?r 2h, 1907 Serial No. ilMli. PTBLLSHEP
MAKiH i. [\i*)i^

69.137. TONIC PliEPAHATIONINTHE FOKM OF A PILL.

Samuel MorriTT. New "^'^irlc, N Y

Filed Fehnmry •>, iy<)8 .s«>rnil N'o. 52,mJ7 PUBLISHED
MARiH ;r ;..*)"

69.138. KEMEDV F'JK CERTAIN DISEASES. Neil C.

PiiLsoN. Kin^!<r>in. 'nitari'i. Canada, snd Hartford. Conn.

Filed February 3. MH. .Serial No. ;i2.,'.97. PUBLISHED
M.VRCH ir, lyo

69.139. H.^IR T'lNKS Southern MeM'IKe Cn Atlanta,

Fiie^l Febniary 4, iyO». Seriai No. ,il',j«d, PUBLISHED
M.VRCH 17, l'*!.''-

j

69. UO, Sii\P Swirr 4 Company, Chicago, 111.

Filel February 10, 1908. Serial No. S2,ewf. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 1908.

69.141. PERFUMERY, TdlLET A ND |-()M FLEXION POW-
DERS A ND T I .NTS K Werthkimer A lit . Pans, France.

File.1 .September U', 1W7 Serial No. 29.'^i. PUBLISHED
M.VRCH 17. !^i>*

69.142. PERFUMERY AND FUK-TINTS. B. Wekt-

HEIMER i (."IE , Pans. Fram-e

File.1 S«pt«mt)er 12. 1907 .Serial N,. 2«,s84 PUBLISHED
VI \RCH 17, 190H

69.143. PERFUMERY AND FACF-TINTS E Wehtheimer

A CiE , Pan.*, France.

Filed Septeint.er 12, 1907. .Serial No. 29 >«.'>. PUBLISHED
M.VRCH 17, VJI>

69 144, TOILET PiiWDER, E. \Vertmeim«e A CiE ,
Pans,

France

F':ie<l Septemlier 12. 1907 .'Serial Nn 29,>«fV. PUBLISHED
MAR( H 17, l'J<W

69,145 PERFUMERY T'MLET P^WDEKS. AND FACE-

TINT-^ K Wkrtiieimfr v I'lE
. P.dns, France

File<i Septe.nUier 12 !'J<)7 Senal N" 29,->t87. PUBLISHED
MARiH 17, lVt<>.H

69.146, CERTAIN Bo<iTS. .-HOES. .KND SLIPPER.-

I iiARi.E.-< A F. \T"N I '.Mi'^N^, Br.^'kton, Mass

Fue-1 FebruaH' * ^'*^- ^'riai No. 32,.Vs;t. PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190**.

69.147, REVIEDIES F'lR rKRTAIN DUEASES Chkm-

um HK WerKE llAVfA i;ksF,LL.'<i FIAFT MIT BES( HR VNKTF. K

HvETUNi/. IlHiiiHiiricHi; TH'ar Bremen. Oernnny

Filed Febniarv 1' l'^<it>. Senal No. 17,475. PUBLISHED
MARCH 1", 19<i>

69. 148, LEATIlFl; BiM)T- .\ N D SHuES AND LE.VTHKH
Ti>ps F'»K RCBBERS Chippewa Shoe Mkg (d

. Chip-

J*'*^ F^:'<. W 19.

Fiiel DecemL«r 18, 1907. .<eriai No. .JL»l'iv PLBLISHED
.VIARi H 1", 1'^*^-

69 149. W'ojlFN AND WORSTE[> CLOTH D"WVING,

lURK A I |>MIAS>, New ^^,rl{ N "^'

"Filel January H). 19W. Senal .N,.. :VJ:.Hi\ PCHl.I-HED

M \Ri H :" «'»

69.150, CERTAIN HORSE MEDICINE Elliott \m. Sharp
I 'oatesville, Ph

Filed February 7, 1906. Sen&J No. J2.i>4e- PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 190*<

69.151, CERTAIN MEDICINE. The Evan.s ( hfmk al Co.,

I inciiiiiHt,, ' dii..

FlWl N(.venil«r il. 1907 Serial No. 31.3.^3. PI BI ISHED
.MARCH 1: ly<)N

69.152, LEATHER bOOlb AND SIDjES. John A. Hui,he8,

Bi>8t<in .Mas.'*.

Filed .laniiarv 24. 1908 Serial No ,T2,4I«(. PUBLISHED
.MARCH 17 I'.^flH

69.153, * "TTi IN DUCKS, DRILLINi.S, AND SHEETINOS.
J SpENi ER TcbnkeCo., New York, N "i

Filed Febniary 5, 1808. 8«ri»l No. .i2,.".'Jk-, PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, 19<W.

69.154, LEATHER SHOE- King Bros Shoe Co, Bristol,

Term

Filed January 21. lyOh -erial No. 32.141 PI BI. ISHED
MARCH 17, !^l^

69.155, LEATHER SHOES. Iiii. Kkiii ksi.,,rk " Nf al « o.,

Cincinnati. 1 )hi'>

Filed Auffust 19. 1907 >en«, N,i 2<*.4o7. PUBLISHED FLB-
R'ARY 2,S 190*

69.156, CERTAIN RKMKI'V D vvld A. MaXWKLL, An-

thiiny Kaii-i

Filed Jauuarv l.i. 1*)J< Sena! .N,, \2.\^K>. PUBLISHED
MARCH 1'. H^i.^

69.157, UiMBl.S ATIiiN RCBBER AND LEATHER BooTS
ANDSID'K- L.Hs H P \RKER. Mrti>len Masi

File<l .March 1-'. 1907 .-eriai N., 2.Vs<y^ I'U B LISH F D M A RCH
17. ]9t)H.

69.158, RK.MED^ FiiR CKKIWI.S" DI-1-'\.>K< Ki.wtRD

EnwiN I'HIt.HRI' K TniifihHS>«ee. Fla

File.1 .\[>ri: J ivxi: -.t;,!, .S- >..414. P U B 1.1 - H E I> .M A R( H

17, 1<«>«

69,139. ANTISEPTIC POWDER RED Cross PnwDER Com-

PAN> .
.S'"W ^^ irk, N Y , MSSlimor tn W hite ( ri.s-: T, llet Pi,w,|er

Compaiis N'.-w ^'.'rk, N Y h Corp, ,raf i,in ,'( N> w .Ier»«'y

File<l JariuHrv 10 I'.KW* -er',n! V^ .i2.1,V!>. PUBLISHFID
MARCH i: l^i^

69.160, T<>'>TH-P'»\VDKK- \ND 1
' loTH PASTES. LIZ-

ZIE E \an \\ V K RilEiN, -Nf'A "1 ,.ik, .\ \

Filed July 22. 1907. .Serial No. 28. 9*i. PU B I I <H K D NOVEM-
BER 12. 1>.<<U

69.161, FIBER CARPETS AND RIGS. W. A J. ?LtJA.NE,

N.-W V,.rk, N 'i'

Filed Deoem'*'r Zi I*r S,.Hm! Nn :\\ <^7 PUBT,T=TTKD

FEBRI .KR'l' 2". l'^)''

69.162, LEATHER SHOES Wa'.ner Br.'THER'^ t:tts!,,.rB

and Shar[)st)ur(f .
Pa.

File.l De^-eniU'r li. l'.*<)7. Serial No. 31,fi72. PUHLl.-lIKD

MARCH 17 l'*iv.

69.163, PERFUMFRY. coM PI.E X luN - P' >\VDE RS. AND
F.\CE-T1.NTS K \V ertheimek A- CiE , Pans, Fran, e

File.1 .-eptemlier 12 ly07 Serial N,. 2VI,>o<2 PUBLISHED
MARCH 17, i*)k.

LABELS
REGISTEFJED MAY 19, 1908

14,195,— T"*"'.' "CABINETS f For Cigars.) Geobge DOt-

Ti ISO, Brookljm, N. Y Filed April 8, 1908.

14 196.-rw<; "FLOR FINA." (For Clg»r«.) Georok DOt-

TiiNO, Brooklyn, N Y Filed April 8, 1908.

OLOW CIGAR." (For Cigars.)

i < MPANT, New York, N. Y. Filed

LIS." (For Cigars.) American

New York, N. Y. Filed April 18,

^For a Cordial.) Mezcal Te-

Flled April

U.\91.-TitU: "THK .<' N

\MERICAN LUHlli.KAPHl,

\pril 18, 190^.

14.198, TttU- IF' iN DL
LiTHi ...KAI'HC I

' MPANY,

14.199. ^'"'- DAMIANA.
QUiLA Di.sTiLLERY CO., INC., San FraDclsco, Cal.

13, 1908.

14,200.-7"«/?. 'MEZf Al rnjUILA." (Fora Liquor.) Mez-

(AL Tequila dk^^tiiikkv Co., Inc., San Francisco, Cal. Filed

April 13, \90y

li,20l.- TitU: •DA(U;ETT S CHoCi iLATES." (For Choco-

lates.) F. L. Daooett Co., Boston, Mass. Filed April 21,

190.»>

14,202. TuU (ULUMBIA BRAND EVAPcOCAlLDPROD-
U( T '>K M'l'LES." (¥<>r Evaporated Product of Apples.)

J.W Tkk.sdale 4 Co., E«-i ^t Louis, III., and St. Louis. Mo.

File<J April 11, l«Of<.

14.203.— r^/r- '•SILVER STAR." (For Herrlng-Roe.) Ed-

WARD C. Geter, Baltimore, Md. Filed April 22, 1908.

14.204.- TitU: -J. CLAVEL COMPANY VERMOUTH." (For

Vermuth.) J. Clavkl Wink A Cordial Co., New York,

N. Y. Filed April 20, 1908.

14.205.- 7"t'i' "TOMAHAWK BRAND.' (For Orange Bit-

ters.) J. Clatel Wine & Cordial Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed April 20, 1908.

14,206.— 7"i'/r. -DR. BIZMATT S C ELLRY TONU. (For a

Medicinal Tonic.) Gabriel Sapiro, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed

I
April 10, 1908.

1

14,207.— ^•"'•' •"MtFADDEN S DAN-DO. ^Foi a Han -Tonic.)

I

' Ross M. McFadden, Detroit, Mich. Filed April 1, 1908.

114,208,^"" MAGIC TWINS INKY RACERS." (For Liq-

uid Ink-Erasure.^ LiR. Wm. K. Wales, Denver, Colo. Filed

I April 20, 1908.

' 14,209, -7'i^''' 'PKEPA RED BLUE PROCESS PAPER."

I (For Blue-Print Payer. ) Keystone Blue Paper Co., Phiia-

i delphia. Pa Filed April 17. 1908.

I

U,210.-TUU: -SERPENTINE (REPE." (For Crape Cloth.)

I'v iFir MiLLn. Lrtwrem-e and Boston, Mass. Filed April 16,

I 14,211—7"'''' soNoMoR (For Plackct-FHsteners.1 Wil-

i UAM PKVM. GESLLLSiHAFT mix BESlHRANKTER Ha»TINU

Stolberg, Germany. Filed April 14, l90e.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 19, 1908.

9 97R -r»7/< "McARTHUR'S FIRE ESCAPE LADDER."
2,276.- ri,/,. -HIGH GRADE." (For «-, Galveston 2.278.^'^^.M

^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
BREWING CO., Galveston, Tex. Filed April 22. 1908.

Filed April 8. im
2,271 ,- Title: "LEST WE FORGET." (Fora Breakfast Food.)

Cbeam of Wheat Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Filed April U,

1908.

ifflii'Kn; mmSmii
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DECISIONS
OF THE

OOl^IMIISSIOlTEK. OF X'J^TEITTS
AKD OF

UMTI-I) ST.\TI-:S COIKTS IN I'ATHXT CASES.

COMMISSIONEE'S DECISIONS.

JLlANiJEN I. I.M-AM) Tvi'K FOUNDRV.

OPPOSITION.

Deruird April i^. IHO/^.

1 Trade-Masks -Ofpositiun Notk e <>r Amendmf.vts

Where the allegations of a notiw of opposition were sufficient.

if true, to defeat the application for registration, an amendment

which set forth that the opposer t>elieved he would t* damaged

1 y the registration was properly allowed

2 Same Same Jirisdiction of Examiner oe Interferences, i

A judgment wa.'* rt-ndered against the opposer for failure to
j

file a replication withm the time set, and within the limit of ap- I

peal from such decision a replication and a motion to set the

Judgment aside were filed Held that the case was In the juris-

dl.tion of the Kxaminer of Interferences until the expiration

of the limit of ap}>eHl,and it was withiii his dis<retion to

reopen the case.

3. Same Same Stanpar!. Line" Oes- rij-tive.

The words Standard Line ' as applied to tyt* m»de accord-

ing to the lining system are destriptive and cannot be

registered as a technical trade-mark

4 Samk -Same -Ke<,istratii>n Under the Ten-Year' Pro-

viso

The evidence considere<l and Ihiii to show that applicant did

not |>osHess and enjoy the act uiil use of the mark to the sole ex-

clusion of all others" during the ten-ye^r perio.l necessary to

entitle him to registration under the ten-year proviso.]

AiTK Ai. from Kxaminer ni Interferences.

TRADE-MARK FOR I'RINTERS' TYPE

Mej<i<rs. Crosby dc Gregory for Hansen.

Me^xrx. Carr ct Carr and Mr. E. S. ClarkioniuT Inland

Type Foundry.

MoOKE, Commusiorier:

This is an appeal by tlie Inland Type Foundry from

the decisions of the Examiner of Interferemx'S sustain-

ing the ()pix)Bition of Hans C. Hansen and adjudging

that appellant is not entitled to register the words

"Standard Line" as a trade-mark for printers" ivfe

The notice of opposition as originally fded did not

contain the jurisdictional averment that the opposer

"believed he would be damaged by the registration of

the mark," nor did it allege any fact frf)m which it

would necessarily follow that he would be damaged.

In Bo far as it set forth any allegations of fact upon this

jurisdictional question it is contained in paragraphs 10

and 11 of the notice of opposition, which read as follows:

(10) That applicant l»not entitled toJnKister said mark because

your petitioner, as well as a number of other type-raaniifacturers

In the United States, are and always have been entitled to use the

«ld phrase Standard Line" in connection with type manufac-

turea by them. . _.

134 0. 0, 5L 1»0^ ''^*'

fll) That it is and always hM biMl the universal and common
custom of purchasers and 0>M» tttfOOghout the country of t>-pe

made dn a standard line to designate such type by the descriptive

Phrase 'Standard Line," and to order and designate type of peti-

tioner and of other type-founders m the United States l^y such

name

Appellant demurred to the notice of opposition upon

the ground, among otliers, that it did not contain such

an averment nor set forth such facts as would warrant

the Patent Office in taking jurisdiction thereof. This

t:r. -und of the demurrer was sustained by the Examiner

Ml" Interferences, but the opposer was given permission

to amend his notice of opi>oeition. As amended the

opposition contains the following allegations upon this

question:

(9) That the petitioner verily l«lieves that he will be damaged

by the registration of the mark in question.
.^ , „„„

riot That the petitioner has used the said mark upon and in con-

nection with type manufactured and sold by him in the I nited

States without license from the applicant, and at various times

within the ten vears prior to the passage of the T. rade-Mark Act

of 1906.

A demurrer to these allegations of the amended notice

of opposition was overruled by the Examiner of Inter-

ferences.

Appellant contends that the original notice of oppo-

sition was fatally defective in omitting a jurisdictional

avennent and tliat the order of the Patent Office author-

izing its insertion by amendment after tlie statutory

period of thirty days was void.

While it is apparently true that the notice of opposi-

tion as filed was defective in that it did not set forth

facte showing an interest from which damage might be

inferred, it is believed that it was within the discretion

of the Examiner of Interferen(^es to permit the amend-

ment made by the opposer. ( McUhniny'.^ Son v. New

Iberia Extract of Taba^^co Pepper Co. Ltd., 133 0. G.,

995, and the decision cited in the following paragraph.)

In the case of Battle Creek Sanitarium Company v.

Fuller the Court of .\ppeal6 of the District of Colum-

bia said, in a decision rendered March 9, 1908, (,not yet

published:^

The Examiner of Interferences overruled pounds 1. 2. and 4 of

the demurrer, but sustained grounds ;s and .5. N\ ithO"\ a,sking

eave to amend the allegations of the oPP<>«'t'on to which the said

obiections applied, the opponent appealed to the Comfnissioner.

The^^ir^s^sfoner affirmed the decTsion and denied the opponent

leave to amend the opposition in order that it might allege the u«
of the trade-mark by it upon its merchandise^ TKIs objection wa«

^led to the attention ofthe opponent by the fifth ground of d«y-

murrer, and the aporoprlate time to "k leave to amend was when

Se Exkminer of Interferences sustained that ground of the de-

murrer When the case came before the CommTssioner on app«d

; t was discretionary with him to allow or to refuse the leave to
'

an^Sd Under the conditions stated there was no abuse of that

discretion, and we need not cause to consider whether such an

aiMndraent, setting up a new ground of opposition, wouW be

^v^^m to a new opposition, and therefore not Pe^'fsb^ be-

cause the period within which opposition can be made had elapsed.

No. 3.1
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This deoisit>n clearly'atatea that *'the appnipriate

time to ask leave to amend waa when the Examiner of

Interlerenres sustained that ground of the demurrer"

and indicates that "it waa disrretioaar>' with him to

allow or refuse leave to amend" unlea9"the new ground

of opposition would be equivalent to a new opposition."

It 18 thought thiit the amendment permitted by the Ex-

aminer of Interferences waa not equivalent to a new
opposition. The allegations in the original notice, if

true, were sufficient to defeat appellant's application

for registration. The amendment rtterely y>ermitted

the opposer to show that he came within the class of

persons entitled to file oppositions under section fi of

the Trade-Mark Act. ! Robertson v. Crease, 97 U. S.,

646.^

Appellant further contends that the Examiner of

Interferences had no jurisdiction to s^t aside his judg-

ment of September 18. 1906, dismiasing the opp>oedtion,

because of the failure of Hansen tq^file his replication

within the time set. On the day thiis judgment was

rendered Hansen filed his replication, together with a

motion that said judgment be set aside. The case waa

within the jurisdiction of the Examiner of Interfer-

ences until the limit of appeal, October 8, 1906, had

expired, and it waa clearly within his discretion within

this time to reopen the case. ( Richardg v. Meissner, 114

O. G.. 1831; Downing v. Fisher, 125 0. G., 2765.)

In grounds 10 and 11 of his reasons for appeal appel-

lant contends that the Examiner of Interferences

erred in overruling its motions to suppress testimony

taken in behalf of the opposer. It i« unnecessary- to

recite these numerous motions in full. They have

been discussed in detail by the Examiner of Interfer-

ences in his decision. One of these motions asks for

the suppression of all the testimony takenjby the op-

poser, for the reason that the Patent Office has no juris-

diction of the case. In view of the conclusion reached

above that this Office has such jurisdiction the decision

of the Examiner of Interferences denv-ing this motion

must be affirmed. The action of the Examiner of

Interferences denpng another oflthese motions waa

affirmed in a decision of the Commissioner on April 5,

1907. No reasons are set forth which would justify a

reconsideration of^saidjdecision. F'nsn a careful con-

sideration of the contentions made by app>ellant and

of the decision of the Examiner of Interferences I am
of the opinion that the other motions to suppress were

also properly denied, for the reasons stated by him.

Concerning the merits of the case, {he contention of

appellant appears to be that it is entitled to the regis-

tration uf the mark in question as a technical trade-

mark, but that if not entitled to register the mark as a

technical trade-mark it is still entitla»i to register the

mark under the ten-year proviso of hectic ,n 5 of the

Trade-Mark Act.

The declaratiLin filed as a part of the application con-

tains, in addition to the allegations of an applicant for

the registration of a technical trade-mark, the follow-

ing statement:

• • • and thAt the mark has been in actual use aa the trade-
mark of applicant for more than ten years next preceding the
paasa«e of the act of February 20, 1906; and ttiat to the best of his
knowied^ and belief, such aae has been excluiiive with the excep-
tion of certain infringements that were discontinued ujyon notice
or after litigation concerning said marlc

[Vol 134.

The letters of the Examiner of Trade-Marks showed
tliat he treated the case as an application for registra-

tion under the ten-year p)rovi8o. It was held by me,
in the case of Kentucky IHstilleries arid Warehniise Com-
pany V. The Old Lexington Club Dtxtilting Company
( unpublished I an<i in the case of L. W. [jrwj A- Com-
pany V. Un, 131 O. G.. 1687, 1 that the inclu.sion in the

declaration of the additional averments neceasiiry to

secure registration under the ton-year proviso does

not operate to limit an applicant to registration under
said proviso, providing it is found that the mark is in

fact a technical mark. These cases are now jn-nding

on appeal before the Court of Appeals of the District

of Columbia, but whether this holding is stistained by
the court is immaterial in di8i.x>8ing of the present case,

in view of the conclusion reached hereinafter that

appellant's mark is not a technical trade-mark.

The record shows that appellant, if not the originator,

was among the first t<> adopt and put into extensive use

a system of casting t\-pe that would facilitate alining

the same. The principle of this system appears to

consist in so locating the face upon the Ixxly of the type
that the faces of similar bodies will aline without

justification and those of different bodies l>y the use

of leads and slugs of predetermined sizes. Type made
according to this system waa given various names by
different manufacturers, .\ppellant adopted and was
the first to place up<m the type emlnKixing this prin-

ciple the tenu "Standard Line, ' fur which it desires

registration.

While it is satisfactorily established that apf>ellaiit

has continuously labeled its type with the phrase

"Standard Line" at least since January 1, 1894, the

date alleged in its application, there is aomt- queation

aa to whether this use was primarily to describe the

chara<ter of the typte or to indicate its origin. How-
ever this may be. in my opinion the mark is clearly

descriptive, and therefore not registrable as a technical

trade-mark. Concerning the word "Standard," the

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia m re

National Phonograph Company ( 128 O. G. 1295, 1 saiil

The argument in WiUianu v. Mitchell, (100 Fed. Hep , IfiR, 1 that
a word may !« adescriptiveworr) and yet used in a non-iiesicrlptive
sense is noi crinvinriuK. Ut the Commissioner should prohibit
the registration of descriptive words, and the affidavit « of the
president of the Phonograph Company and two other persons
that the word ' Standard" aoesnot indicate to their minds or tho
minds of other persons in the phonograph trade a phonograph of
anv particular type, miality or character is not convincing, If

inae«il relevant here. The three affiants can tentifv- only concern-
ing the impression the word '• Standard ' inal«es upon their minds.
This applicant has no right to appropriate the word Standard "

which others may desire to employ with equal sincerity. The
applicant should not have the exclusive right to .lp«crif>e Its prod-
uct as "Standard Phonographs" and another producer should
have an equal right to employ the same word to des<~rilie Its .simi-

lar product Many manufacturers would i* tempted to use
" Standard " to indicate the quality or grade or uniformity of the
goods they produce.

The fact tliat appelLmt desires ro retji.ster the words

"Standard Line" d(je8 not help its ciwe. If the word

"Standard" applie<l to its tv-jte wotild be descriptive,

the tenu Standard Line" used in connection with

t>'pe made on the "lining system" is even more bo.

Moreover, the evidence indicates that instead of being

an arbitrar\- mark applied to all kinds of type the term

was used by appellant, as well as its competitors, only

in connection with tN-pe made according to the "lining

system" and as appropriately describing the charac-

teristic feature of such type.
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It follows that if appellant's mark is re^strable at

all it must be under the ten-year prc^viso of the Trade-

Mark Act. This pn-viso has been recently construed

by the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia in

the case of Worcester Breving Corporation v. Ru^ter 6c

Compnmi > 133 O. G ,
1190' as fi.llows:

We think that the Commissioner of Patentf< erred in holdli^

that the word exclusive. ' as used in the proviso of section 5

mean* the right to exclude " It has no reference to any right

possesse-l i.v the user Since the word did not constitute a tech-

nical trade-mark, no right to exclude could t* asserted, inas-

much as the word is used in the statute in connection with the

words actual use" and l,oih expressions are used to qualify the

si-vial right conferred bv this provision of the act wp hold that

an actual use must t* shown to have been possessed and enjoyed

bv the applicant to the sole exclusion of all others^ I he use could

not t« excMu.sive if, during the period, it appears that another was

using the same word as a trade-mark upon the same character of

goods.

The fvidonce clearly shows that appellant ha,- not

possestied and enjoyed the actual use of the murk "to

the sole exclusion of all others" during the ten-year

period necessan,' to entitle him to registration under

this jvroviso.

Appellant's own witness, Damon, testified on cn-)88-

exanniuition t XQe. 231-235) that the firm of Damon &

Peets began labeling packages of tj-pe manufai tured

and sold by them with the mark "Standard Line

Point Set" in I)e<ember, 1904, and has continued u^

sell and offer for sale such t\'pe up to the present date.

The oppt)ser. Hansen, testified to manufacturing and

selling to one Holden in June and .July, 1904, type

marked on the package* " Standard Line. "
' Deposition

of Hans C. Hansen, Qs. 21-24; XQs. .300-312.) ^

In view of the above finding concerning the use of

the mark by Damon A Peets and by Hansen it ie

unnecessary' to consider whether applicant would be

barred from registering its mark by the admitted ex-

tensive use iherefjf within the ten-year pericKi by its

allege.l licensees, the Ke\^tone Type Foundry-, the

Pacific States Type Foundry-, the Credent Type

Foundry, and the Standard Type Foundry.

W hether the use of the mark by Damon <k Peets and

by the opposer was intended to indicate the origin

of the goods or to describe their character is held to

be immaterial under the ruling of the Court of Appeals

of the District of Columbia in the case of the Natural

Food Company v. \yaiiams, (133 O. G., 232.) The

mark was applied to the packages and used in a manner

similar to that of a trade-mark. In the case cited,

which ie similar in many respects to the one under

consideration, the court said:

Since these words a<Turately and aptly describe an article of

food, which according to the testimony has l<een Produced by

Williams and others for more than ten years, it follows that they

are descriptive within the meaning of the statute, and that they

cannot be appropnated as a trade-mark by appellant unless it

has t.een the exclusive user of the words dunng the ten-years

Derio<1 The evidence above briefly reviewed, we think, clejiriy

^tablishee the fact that appellant was not the exclusive user of

these words during the ten-years period. No claim is made of

any attempt on the part of WlUiams to deceive the put>lic or

that the product of his machines Is not in fact as much eiititled

to t*called shretlded whole wheat as is the product of appellant s

machines. That he did not use the words as a trade-mark, but

merely In a descriptive sense is of no moment. He in coinmon

with all other manufacturers of shredded whole w_heat h«d the

same right to properly designate their product as did The Natural

P^ood Company. The fact that the Patent Office for more than

ten vears hVs Keen granting patents for machines for converting

oerekls Into shreds adds cogency to the contention that the words

shredded whole wheat" propeHy descril* the product of W 11-

iams's machines.
" Having found that appellant is not entitled to reg-

ister its mark either as a technical trade-mark or

under the ten-year proviso, it follows that the decision

of the Examiner of Interferences must be affirmed.
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DECISIONS OF THE TJ. 8. OOUETS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

ViELE V. CUMMINOS.

Decided February U. '665.

INTERFKRENCE PRIORITY -RIGHT To MAKE THE CLAIM,*

The issue as Interpreted in the light of the specification of the

party first making the same is limited to an improved means

for protecting the necessary joints in conductors for high-ten-

sion currents of electricity. The invention of thp other party

is an improvement in insulating-conductors, his plan of insula-

tion at the joints being the same as along the entire length of

the conductor Held that the latter has no right to make the

claim, the resemblance of the two devices being accidental rather

than real.

Mr. M. A. ( hristy for the api>ellant.

Mr. L. S. Bacon. Mr. J. H. MiJans, and Mr. C. T.

Milans for the appellee.

Shepari). J.:
,

This is an interference proceeding involving priority

of invention of an improvement in connecting con-

ductorhi for cables, tlie issue of which is tlie following:

\s a means for insulating joints in conductors for high-voltage

currents a rigid sleeve of non-conducting material surrounding

the splice between the conductors forming the bridge or connec-

tion between the insulations on the connecting conductors, ana

liaving the space between the conductors and the sleeve filled with

non-conducting material.

The application of Viele was filed August 15. 1902,

for an improvement in ccmnecting conductors for

cables, and the claim now in issue was adopted Decem-

l>er 5, 1902. The application wat* allowed September

20, 1904. but was permitted to lapse for non-payment

of the fixed fee. It was renewed within proper time

on March 25, 1905

Cummings's application was filed February 1, 1902,

entitled a -('onduit for electrical conductors." I The

claim of the issue waa suggested to him by the Exam-

iner April 3 and adopted April 6, 1905. Thereupon,

the interference was declared.

Viele's preliminary statement filed in response to the

notice of interference failed to allege a date of concep-

tion prior to the date u{K>n which Cummingg's applica-

tion had been filed; and he was notified by the Exam-

iner of Interferences that by reason thereof judgment

would be rendered against him unless cause be shown

why the same should not be done. Viele thereupon

filed a moti(m to dis.'»olve the interference on the ground

that there waa no interference in fact, and that Cum-

mings had no right to make tlio claim in issue. This

wa.« referred to the Primary Examiner who denied the

motion. The Examiner of Interferences, following that

decision, rendered judgment against Viele in accord-

ance with the notice tliat had been given. Viele ap-

pealed to the Examiners-in-Chief who. being of the

opinion that Cumminge had no right to make the claim,

revereed tlie decision of the Examiner of Interferences,

and awarded priority to Viele. On appeal to the Com-

missioner, this decision was reversed and award of pri-

ority made to Cummings. From his decision this

appeal has been prosecuted

.

The question for determination is the'right of Cum-

mings to make the claim of the ii*pue.

Viele's application": is limited to a joint'or splice for

Ko. 3.1
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electric cables carrying high-voltage cufrenta, and his

invention is described as follows:

The invention described herein relates to certain improvements
In Joints or splices for electric cables carrying ki^h-voltage cur-

rents. It has heretofore been the practice In making such splices

or joints to remove the Insulation from the sides of the conductors
to be connected a suitable distance, and then form an electrical

Joint or union between these conductors in suitable manoer. In-

sulation in the form of paper or flbrous tape wa» then applle<i by
hand to the portions of the conductors, from which the insulation
was removed. It is a matter of considerable dttflculty to deter-

mine when a suffloient amount of tape has h«en applied to render
the joint as strong electrically as the original insolation. As con-
si'ierabie care and labor are required In applrljig the tape, the
workman is v«ry liable to shirk It and leave the joint imperfect.

And further it iii practically impossible to so apply the tape as to
form a compact uniform thickness of insulation. The foregoing
difflculties in applying and incident to the use of tapes in forming
the insulation of joints are especially prominent when connecting
the conductors of duplex and triple cable, as with such cable the
conductor cannot be separated to any eonsiderahde e.xtent and the
tape has to t* threaded fjetween the comiuctorj
The obje«:-t of the present invention is to provide for easy and

quu'lc formation it nn insulating covering for the exposed ends
of connecte<l c-ondiictors of a uniform thickness anil electrical

strength which shall tw at least equal to thai of the original

in.siilation. The invention is hereinafter more fully descrif)ed and
claimetl

In the accompanying <lrawing forming a part of this specifica-

tion, Figure 1 is a sectionaleJevatlon showing my improvement as
employed m connecting the I'^nductors of a tripte cable, and Fig.

2 IS a transverse section of the same on a plane lndicate<l by the
line II -II Fig. 1 In the practice of my Invention, the sheath 1

and covering 2 of the cable is removed a sufflci#nt distance and
the Insulation 3 of the conductors 4 Is also removinl, as is custom-
ary Sleeves .S are then slippe<i over one of the ends of the con-
ductors and pushed back far enough to permit orf the ends of the
conductors 4 rieing electrically connected. This connection may be

formed in any suitable manner, as for example, by means of a
metallic sleeve ><. soldered or sweated onto the ends of the con-
ductor projecting Into the sleeve, as shown. .\s tbe internal diam-
eter of the sleeves ^ is made sufficiently large to aliti over the insula-
tion i of the conductors, there will be consideralile space l)etween
the sleeve and the conductor when the sleeve is arranged over the
Joint .^lence in order to hold the sleeve steady and form an internal
support therefor, paper or flbrous tape 7 Impregnated with In-

S'iuting-was IS wrapped a few times around tne sleeve ri and the
exposed portions of the conductor, and pla.stic insulating material
applied to the tape ijefore the sleeve .5, which is giade sulBciently
long to overlap the insulation 3 on both sides of the point of union
of the conductors, is slipped into position. Th« use of the tape
and plastic insulating material is not nece.ssary for insulating pur-
poses. t>ut it is preferred to employ them both as a centering-sup-
port of the sleeve and also as a filling pre ventfegiir-spaces within
the sleeve, .\fter all the conductors nave l*en connected and in-

gu ated, as de.scntie.l. the paper sleeves on the several conductors
are pressed together and a large paper sleeve S, which was slipped
over one of the cables before any of the conductofs were united, is

slipped into position over the sleeves r>. as shown, and'cierves to
hold all the parts of the cable. This binding-sleeve Is not nece*-
Bar>- but is highly de.sirahle as strengthening the joint. As is

customary-, a shea thing-sleeve y is placed around the joint and
connected to the sheath 1 of the cable, and liquifl insulating ma-
terial, preferably, is poured into this sleeve until all air is forced
out and the sleeve completely filled.

j

The claim of the iiwue, having been first made by
Viele, ia to be interpreted in the light of! his specifica-

j

tions. He had not in mind a new insulation for the
!

body of condui'tiirs, but an improved mean,-* for mak-
|

ing and protecting the necessarj- joints in the ordinary '

cables or condurtora for high-tension currents of elec-

tricity. His object was to

—

provide for easy and quick formation of an insulating-covering
for the exposed ends of conductors, of uniform thickness and elec-
trical 'trength which shall be at least equal to thtt of the original
Insulation.

He uses a rigid sleeve which is slipped (A-er one of the

ends of the conductor, and pushed back far enough to

permit the two ends to be spliced. The splice is

effected by means of a metallic section or sleeve sol-

dered or sweated on the ends of the conductor which
have been brought together. Plastic iasnlating ma-
terial is then tised as a tilling to ivcupy the space be-

tween the splice-sleeve and the outer .HU>eve. which is

long enough when slipped into place to overlap the

insulations of the conductor on both .sidejiof the splice-

joint. Thus is formed—
the bridge or connection lietween the insulations of the oonnect-
Ing-conductors. I

The plastic material tills the space bet^lreen the con-
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ductor and sleeve, so as to pievent air cavities or spaces.

!
The result of the whole is an electrical strength equal

to that of the insulation of the conductors.

Cummings's claim of invention was an improvement

in insulatmg-<onductors. Having referred to his draw-

ings, he said:

At the present time it is desirable to find a means oft ransiiiit ting
currents of exceedingly high tension, so that the power found in
various places iji the shape of waterfalls such as Niagara Falls,
may tie transmitte<l, economically, long distances.

Then, after stating, as the result of experiments, that

the rubber covering of conductors will be ruptured by
a current of 18,00() volts, and claiming for hie conductor

a carriage capacity of 6o,(M.)0 vnhe, without affecting

either the conductor or the insulation, he describee his

invention as follows:

.\ Is the conductor. I first paint this conductor with an insulat-
ing-varnish and inclose it between two semlcylindrical se<'tion8

C having interlocking Joints, such as D. at the ineeting edges
These sections are made of wood and are made so that when

they are connected they will tightly embrace the conductor Be-
fore assembling It I thoroughly .saturate them with some suitaMe
compound to prevent their rotting, such for instance with boiled
llnseied-oll. I then inclose the sections thus forn)e<l by fllllng-sec-

tions E, of wood grooved to embrace the tut* or tulies formed by
the sections C, having similar Interlocking joints as that shown
at D in the inner tul>e, these sections Iwing treate<i in the same
manner before ^leing as8eml>le<l. The outer sections are arranged
so that their joints are intermediate the joints of the inner swtion,
or with so-called '• break-joints," The conductor with its iiLiula-

tlon as thus describe<l is then forced under pressure into a joint le.ss

sleeve or casing F. which is previously dippe<l in liquid asphaltum,
the insertion being made while the asphaltum is still wet I next
connect the end of the casing F with a discharge from a suitable

f)ump, or by any other sultaiile means, force under great pressure
Iquid paraffin into all of the crevices and the conductor is com-
plete.

.\t the end the inner an<l outer tul^s project lieyond the casing
ditlerent distances, while the conductor I> projects still further
than either insulating-tube, so that the emls maybe welded to-

gether or otherwise fastened. I then inclose the exposed portions
of the conductor by means of sectional insulating-blo<;k8 G aiicl 11

formed in sections of the size and shape of the insulating-t iit*!*

which will be plainly seen as shown in Fig. ;t. The whole Is inclo>*d
in a suitable ca.sing or junction-box J. Instead of using but a
singleconductor in acasing I may employ two, as shown in Fig 4,

in which ca.se the outer insulating (llling-sections are made in sec-

tions with as many grooves as th«>re are inner tuties or con'Iuctors.

His claims during several years of proceedings in the

Office, until the ;<ugge8tion of the claim of the issue that

had been made in the pending appli<tation of Viele,

were limited U> the insulated conductor aforesaid.

\\'hat each applii^nt had in mind was a different in-

vention. Viele believed that he had discovered a

novel and effective means of splicing cable conductors

carrynng high-tension currents, making the connections

of an electrical strength equal, at least, to the insulation

on the body of the conductor. On the other hand,

Tummings ha<l in mind a new conductor for such cur-

rents to meet the demand thert>f<jr created by the de-

velopment of enormous electric power by means of

great- waterfalls, and limited his claim thereto. He
knew, of course, that to utilize his invention the ends

of conductors would have to be connected from time to

time. He proposed to weld the.«<e together thereby

making a continuous conductor of the de8ire<l length.

Hia plan of insulation and inclosureVaa the same along

the entire length of his conductor, including the con-

nections. He had no idea of constructing a s|>ecial

joint for, or means of joining cable conductors in general.

Connecting the ends of conductors as described is an in-

cidentof his novel insulated conductor for the economi-

cal conve>-ance of very high-tension currents

Considering the claim of the issue in the light of tliese

disclosures, we agree with the Exaininere-in-Chief that

Cummings is not entitled to make it.

An essential recjuirement of the issue is the splice of
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the conductors whichjis a special feature of Viele's de-

scription. This, and the illustnutive drawings, show a

real splice by bringing the ends of the conductors to-

gether and brazing onto them the connecting-section

or inner sleeve surrounding them. Cummings makes

no splice, in the ordinarv- meaning of tliat word, but

welds the connecting ends together making a continu-

ous conductor with no enlargement thereof at the meet-

ing point. While it is true, as said by the Conimis-

eioner, that this enlargement is not set forth in the

claim, it is the necessary resultof the actual splice which

Viele make.s. At the connecting-point, as elsewhere

throughout its entire length, the condudor of Cum-

mings has fitted around it two semi-cylindrical sections

of wood, covered by similar sections of the same mate-

rial. Wood is a non-conducting material, and the

Commissioner was of the opinion that the wocnien casing

of Cummings i,'^ both "a sleeve ami a bridge in the same

sense in which these terms are applicable to the part 5

of Viele." This conclusion proceeds from a liroader

interpretation of the issue than we think should be

given it, and we agree in opinion with the Examiners-

in-Chief, who said:

There Is no sleeve forming the bridge or connection between
the insulations on the connecting conauclors in the sense used in

the Viele application.

Another requirement is that the space between the

conductor and sleeve must be filled with non-conduct-

ing material. Turning to Viele's 8j)ecihcations. we

find that he introduces plastic, non-conducting mate-

rial which actually fills this space to the practical exclu-

sion of the air therefrom. While in a general sense it

may he said that the insertion of the wooden casing

within the outer one fills the space, we do not think

that it does so within the meaning intended. As said

by the Examiners-in-Chief

—

the resemblance of the two devices is accidental rather than real.

It may be that in mme respects the claim of the issue

is broader than it might have been framed under Viele's

specifications, but in case of any doubt it should be

given the eNndent meaning intended! by him who first

made it. (PcxiUsak wMcInnemfy, 26 App. D . C, 399,

407, and cases cited.)

We are of the opinion that it cannot l>e reganied as so

broa<l and general as Ui warrant the claim under the ap-

plication of Cummings. Believing that Cummings had

no right to make the claim, we must reverse the decision.

It is so ordered, and that the clerk certify this decision

to the Commissioner of Patents as the law requires. Re-

versed.

Oonrt of Appeals of the District of Golambia.

GUENIFFET. BeNOIT, AND NiCAVLT V. W1CTOR8OHN

Decided February 18, 1908.

1. iNTEariEKNCK—KlNOWLKDOI OT THX INVINTION IN A FOBIION
COtnTrKT—iHTBODtJCTlDN INTO THK UNITED 8TATB8.

Appellants built In a foreign country a machine embodying

the Invention In Issue, which was explained to an agent who came
to this country. Held that even li this agent romembered what
was explained to him such knowledge on his i>art, In the absence

of disclosure to others or reduction to practice by himself within

a reasonable time, would not be equiratent to an Introduction

of th« Invention Into this country.
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2. Same—PaioEiry or Invention.

W. obtained a French patent on Septemlier 2o. 1900. The

earliest foreign filing date of the opposing party was subse-

quent to this date, and the evidence did not establish an intro-

duction into this country by said party prior thereto. Held

that priority of invention was properly awarded to W.

3. Same-.\ct of Mabch 3, 1903. Constbced.

The act of March, 1903, by which the limitation within which

an application must be filed in this country after the filing of

a foreign application for the same invention was extended from

seven months to twelve months construed and Held not to

apply to applications pending at the date of its passage.

Mr. L. S. Bacon, Mr. J. H. Milam. Mr. D. A. I'sina,

and Mr. Arthur C. Fraser for the appellants.

Mr. M. B. Fhilipp and Mr. C. J. Sawyer for the ap-

pellee.

Van Orsdel, /..

This is an appeal by appellants from the decision of

the Commissioner of Patents awarding to appellee a

priority of invention of the machine in controversy.

The issues involved in the interference proceeding in

the Patent Office are as follows:

1. The combination of means for fringing one end of mouth-
pieces, and bending tongues on said fringe with means for rolling

up said mouthpieces, with the bent tongues extending Inwardly.
2. The combination of means for feeding wrapper-tubes with

rolled niouthplec«8 therein, with a concave guide and a cylinder
coacting therewith to slightly unroll the mouthpieces.

3. In combination In a cigarette-machine, means for feeding the
mouthpieoe-paper. means for fringing the same, and means for

roUinK the fringed papers.
4 Means forionning mouthpieces for cigarettes, said means in-

cluding, in combination, a hollow casing, a rod arranged to turn
In the interior of said casing, and an eccentric jKirtion on said rod,
forming a nipper for gripping the paper against the inner periph-
ery of the casing by the turning movement of said rods.

,'). In a machine for making mouthpieces for cigarettes, the com-
bination of means for producing both teeth or serrations at one
edge of a piece of paper, and for bending up said teeth, and means
for rolling said paper to form a mouthpiece with said teeth pro-
jecting Into Its Interior.

The invention in question relates to an automatic

mechanism for the manufacture of a tubular mouth-

piece for cigarettes, and for inserting the same into the

wrapper of the cigarette in such manner as to prevent

tobacco from passing from the cigarette into the smoker's

mouth.

The parties are all residents of foreign cuuntriee.

Appellee tiletl his application in the Patent Office

January 9, 1901. and appellant.s filed theirs May 9, 1901.

Each of the parties has secured foreign patents on the

invention in question, appellants' being a French pat-

ent date<l January 26. 1901, on an application filed

October 27, 1900. Appellee secured a French patent

dated September 25, 1900. on an application filed June

13, 1900. Appellee also filed an application for patent

on the same invention in Austria on June 5, 1900, upon

which patent was issued December 27. 1901.

It appears that apjjellee was in possession of this in-

vention at least as early as September 25, 1900. as dis-

closed by the French patent. This is leaving out of

consideration any earlier possession that may be dis-

closed by the Austrian patent. Inasmuch as in an in-

terference proceeding the only question invoJved is

that of priority of invention, it is unnecessary to deter-

mine the respective rights of the parties to patents

under their pending applications. It is. therefore, in-

cumbent upon the appellants to establish themselves

in poaseasion of this invention prior to September 25,

1900. Certainly no disclosure or reduction to practice

abroad can be claimed by them prior to this date, since

their earliest foreign filing date was October 27, 1900,
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more than a month 3ul>8equent to the issuance of the

French patent U> apwUee,

It 13 urgetl on Uihalf of appellants that the invention

waa introduced into this country- by one Julius N.

Jaroe, their agent. September 17. 1900, eight days

prior to the granting of appellee's French patent.

On this p<..int. we think the evidence fully 3upp<.)rta

the conclusion 'f the ("ommissioner, which is as

follows

It appears that fulius .V. Jaros was in Paris trom May to Sep-

tember, 1*X). -iTi'i laring this time visited the Decouple worka a

aamber of times, where appellee was employed, who showed him

a ra*ohlne embodying the issue in controversy He states that he

saw it m operation and that the mechanism whs fuUv explained

to him. It further appears that he leJt I'aris for New } ork.

arri%-ing on Septemf*r 17, 1900, bringing with him a numtwr of

cigarettes which had been made with apnellfies machine. It

appears that after his arrival he said nothing about this machine

or the pro<luct rnamilactured by it to any one prior to December,

1900 when he had a conference with his brother, Alfred L. Jaros.

It 13 unneces.sar.- t^i .-onsider what was disclosed to the latter at

this time as it is subsequent to the date of Wittor»ohn s French

patent \lfred L laros testified that his brother wrote him

from Pans in Mav or June regarding the machine in question,

but It does not appear that the mechanism was described in these

communications, and thev were destroyed before the testimony

was taken. .Appellants rely solely, therefore, for an introduction

of the invention into this country, prior to September I.t. 1900,

upon the knowledge possessed by Julius N. Jaros at the time of

his arrival in NewYork.

If JariM remembered what he saw in Paris, such

knowledge i>n his part, in the al>t<ence of disclosure to

others or reduction of the invention to practice by

himself within a reasonable time, would not be equiva-

lent to an intro<luction of the inveetion into this

country It does not appear from the evidence that

Jaroe either p<j«8es8ed sufficient knowledge to enable

him to construct the machine in question or to have

given one skillet! in the art sufficient information to

have enabled him to construct it, Neither does it

appear that appellee acquired any kwwledge of the

invention from appellants.
|

It is contended by counsel for appellants that, since

appellee file<l his application in this country more than

seven months after the filing of his application in

Austria, the Austrian application, which ripened into

a patent, erecteii a bar against the iesuance of any

patent to appellee in this countrv'. This contention

is answered by counsel for appellee by conceding

that, though appellee's application was filed seven

months and four days after he tile<i hil application in

Austria, and was therefore barred from maturing into

a patent under the law as it then existed; that, under

the act of Congress of March 3, 19a3. the limitation

within which an application must be filed here after

the tiling of a foreign apphcation for the same inven-

tion was extended from seven months to twelve

months; and that by operation of law his application

was revived, and he is entitled U) proceed to patent

under the present law. To so interjiret the act of

March 3, 1903, would be to make it apply to applica-

tions pending at the date of its pass^e. This court

has decided in the present term that the act of March

3. 1903, cannot be construed to operate retroactively,

and, therefore, does not apply to applications pending

at the date of its passage. ^ De Ferranti v. Lindvuirk,

No. 439.1 '

The only question, however, involved in this inter-

ference proceeding being one of priority of invention,

it is unneceasan,' to determine what right either of

the parties ultimately may have to a patent under

their pending applications. The decifion of the C-om-

[Yol. 134.

missioner of Patents, so far as this proceeding is con-

cerned, must be affirmed. The clerk is directed to

certify these proceedings, as required by law. Af-

firmed ,

Interference Notices.

Department or the Ikterior,
United States Patent Ojtick,

Washm^on, D C , A prU IS. 190S.

KlmSo Pharmacal Company, iu cutiffn* or ItO^l repre$enuuives,

take notice:

An Interference having been declared by this OflQce between the

application of the F. ETjohnson Company, of 56 Haverhill street,

Boston, Mam., for registration of a trade-mark and a trade-mark
registered to the KTen-So Pharmacal Company, of 2104 Reed
street, Philadelphia, Pa., and the notice of said declaration sent by
registered mail to the said Klen-So Pharmacal Company having

been relumed undelivered, notice Is hereby given to the said Klen-

So Pharmacal Company, its assigns or legal representatives, that

If they or any of them aeslre to cxjntest the said Interference they

should immediately put themselves in communication with the

Commissioner of Patents in order that the notices of declaration

heretofore sent by and returned to the Office may be forwarded to

them. ^ „ , ,

This notice will be published in the OFriciAL Gazette for six

consecutive weeks, if no appearance shall be entered at the expi-

ration of the period of publication, the Interference will l>e pro-

ceeded with as In case of default
EDWARD D MOORE, Committioner.

Department or the Intikior,
United States Patent OrriCE,

Washington. D. C. Ai>rU IS. 1908.

Tfiomas R- Herd <fc Company, their attign* or legal repreientatirei,

take notice: ^^ ^
An Interference having been declared by this Omce between the

application of Oeorge W. Werti, of WemersvlUe. Pa., for registra-

tion of a trade-mark and a trade-mark registered to Thomas R.

Herd & Company, of 98 and 100 Beach street, Allegheny city, Pa.,

and the notice of said declaration sent by registered mall to the

said Thomaa R. Herd St Company having been returned tindeliv-

ered, notice Is hereby given to the said Thomas R. Herd & Com-
pany, their aaalgna orWal repreaentatiTM, that If theT or any of

tbun desliB to contest tn« tald Interference they should Immedi-

ately put thamaelves In communication with the Commlsaioner of

Patents In order that the notices of declaration heretofore sent by

and returned to the OfBce mav be forwarded to them.
This notice will be published In the OrnciAL Oazitt* for six

•consecutive weeks. If no appearance shall be entered at the expi-

ration of the period of publication, the interference will be pro-

caedfld with as In case 01 default.
EDWARD B. MOORE, Oommutioner.

DKPAKTMKirr or the iKTXmiOB,
Umttxd States Patiht OmcK,

Waehin{fton. D. C, April IS. 1908.

WaOi, atom A Ctompaiiy, their at$iffn* or Ugal repre*entativei,

take notice: ^ ^
An IntertBienoe having been declared by this OfBce between the

application of Jed Frye 4 Company, of 25 South street, New York.

N. Y., for registration of a trade-mark and a trade-mark reels-

tend to Wells, Stone A Company, of 38 State street, Chicago, 111.,

and the notice of said declaration sent by registered mall to the

said WeDs, Stone A Company having been retumad undelivered,

notice is hereby given to the said Wells, Stone A Company, their

assigns or tsgal repnaenUtlves, that If tbev or any of tbem desire

to contest the saialntarteranoe they should immediately put them-
selvM In communication with the Commissioner of Patents In

onler that the notices of declaration heretofore sent by and re-

ttimed to the OfQoe may be forwarded to them.
This notice will be published In the OrnciAL Oaiette for six

oonseoutive weeks. If no appearance shall be entered at the expi-

ration of the period of publication, the Interference will be pro-

ceeded with as In case of defatilt.

EDWARD B. MOORE. Commitiioner.

DXPABTlfXHT or THX IHmUOR,
Uhiteo States Patkmt OrncE,

WiuMm^ton. D. C.AprUe. 1908.

Jacob Fuitell Ompoay, %U attign* or leQol repruentativee ,
take

notice: _ ,. ».

An Interference having been declared by this Office between the

appUcmtlon of John Oovatos, of Wilmington, Del., for registra-

tion of a trade-mark and a trade-mark registered to the Jacob

FusaeU Company, of IC7 New York avenue, NW., Washing-

ton, D. C, and the notice of said declaration sent by the Patent

OfBoe by registered mall to the said Jacob Fuasell Company hav-

ing been retumad unopened by one M. T, FusaeU with the Infor-

mation that the Jacob Fuseell Company failed In 1904, notice is

hereby given to the said Jacob FusaeU Company, the assigns or

leeU represenUtives of said company, that If they or any of tbem
desiia to contest the said Interfereiioe they should Immediately

put thamselves In communication with the Conunlseioner of Pat-

ents In order that the notices of declaration heretofore sent by

and returned to the OfSoe may be forwarded to them.
This notice wfll be published In the OmciAL OASrrTi for six

consecutive weeks. H no appearance shaU be entered at the ex-

piration of the period of poDUcation, the Interference wlU be pro-

ceeded with as in case of default.
EDWARD B. MOORE. Commienoner

.
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APPLICATIONS UHDEB EXAMINATION.

Condition at Clou of Butine»s May IS, I90i.

Applicaiions Under Examination—Continued.
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308

172
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244

313
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175

144

135

SZT

147

278

322

332

247

167

264

379

104

105

Divisions Hii'l -JiibjecU o( inven-
tion.

XVII. Clutchet; Linotyping: Ma-
trix - Makinjc Nut and Bott
Lock*: Printing.

XXXI. Alcohol: Ammonia, Watar,
and Wood Diatillation: Char-
coal and Coke: Oaa, Heating
and Illuminating: Hldea, Skliu,
and Leather; Liquid Coating
Compoaitiona: Mineral Oils;
Oils, Fata, and Glue; Water
Purification.

XX. Artificial Llmbg; BuUdert'
Hardware: Dentiatrv; Locka and
Latches. Safea: Undertaking.

XXXV. Buckles, Buttons, and
Clasps: Card, Picture, and Sign
Exhibiting: Garment-Support-
ers; Signals: Toilet.

I. Fences. Marrows and Diggers:
Plows; Seeders and Planters;
Trees, Plants, and Flowers.

XXXIV. Railwaya; Railway-
Brakes: Railway RoUing-Stock.

XXXVIII. ArteaianandOU Walls;
Bottlea and Jars; Care at Live
Stock: Educational Appliances;
Fishing and Trapping; Station-
ery; Stone-Working.

III. Annealing and Tempering;
Coating with Metal; EHectro-
chemlstry : Metal-Founding:
Metallurgy; Shaping Fluid
Metal.

XXIV. Apparel, Apparel Appara-
tus: Se wing-Machines: Surgery.

VIII. Beds: Chairs: Furniture.
Kitchen and Table Artidea:
Store Furniture.

XVIII. Injectors and Ejectors;
Steam and Vacuum Pumps;
Steam-Boilers; Steam-Engines;
Steam- Engine Valves.

XXIX. Coopering; Flre-Escapea:
Ladders; Roofs; Wheelwright-
Machines, Wooden Buildings;
Wood-Sawing: Wood-Turning:
Woodworking; Woodworking-
Tools.

XXXII. Carbooating Beverages:
Dispensing Beverages: Dispens-
Ing-C&ns: Metallic Shipping and
Storing Vessels: Packaging Liq-
uids; Retrigwation.

XII. Elevators; Journal - Boxes:
Lubrication: Machine Elements:
Pulleys and Shafting.

IV. Bridges; Conveyers; Cranes
and Derricks; Excavating:
Hoisting: Hydraulic Engineer-
ing; Iron Structures: Loading
and Unloading: Towers.

XXII. Air-Guns, Catapults, and
Targets ; Ammunition and
Explosive Devices: Boats and
Buovs: Firearms : Marine Pro-
pulsion: Ordnance: Railway-
Rails and Joints: Railway-Ties
and Fasteners. Ships.

V. Bookbinding; Harvesters. Jew-
elrv: Music.

XXXVI. Curtains, Shades, and
Screens; Drafting: Driers; En-
graving: Measuring I n :i t r u -

menta. Wind- Wheels.
XXIII. Acoustics: Coin-Han-
dluig: Horology: Recorders;
Registers, Time-Controlling
Mecnaniam.

XXXIII. Cutlery; Domestic
Cooklnc Vesaels; Electric Signal-
ing; EMCtridty, Medic&l and
Suriglcal; Fireproof Buildings:
Maaonry: Tents, Canopies, Um-
brellas, and Canea.

XXVI. Electric Heating and
Rheostats: Electric Raiiwavs.
Electricity, Generation: Motive
I'owar.

Ul<le* new appU-
oatton and old-
e.st •ction bv ap-
plirarii aualtmp
OfflOe action.

I
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May '
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holding the coUs In position In the slots each of which

comprises pieces of insulating material having lateral pro-

jections ur hearts that ttt into the groove tnd a resilient

bowed"8pacinff strip of magnetizable material which tends,

under the Influence of external forces, to force the piece*

into the grooves.

4 In a dynamo-electric machine, a cope having coll-

contalnlng slots and col! retaining wedges each of which

comprises two side pieces and an Inwardlj curved inter-

mfHllate strip, at least one of said wedge parts being mag-

netizable.

5. In a dynamo electric machine, a cofe having coll-

^ontainlng slots provided with gro<-ive8 in tJielr .^Id^ walls

and coll-retainiDg wedges each of which comprises side

pieces to engage said grooves and an intermediate resilient

strip of Inwardly curving contour, at least t>ne. but not all

of naid we ige parts l)eing magnetizable.

[Claim *j not printe<l in the Gazette ]

to .said Inner sole, the layers of said heel being secured by

non continuous fastening elements ; and a secondary sheet

888.4oT. TYPE WRITINO MACHINE. CsAni.F:'* .\ Ben-

nett. Dover. N. J. Filed .Sept. 6, l'.""". S.-rfai No. ;{i»l.G64.

of non conducting material arranged abOT* the primary

sheet at the region of the heel, substanttally as set forth.

888.459. FKllT I'U'KER. Hkrmas
Ix)ndon, Wis. Filed Sept. 12, ll>07.

.1 BOLINSKI. New
Serial No. 392.R86.

1. la combination, a rotary type carrier, an oscillator

cooperating therewith, means for stopping the rotation of

the said carrier at predetermined points, a sliding support

for said parts and means for operating said parts, includ-

ing a toggle link v*.

J. In combination, a rotary type carri»r. an oscillator

cooperating therewith, means for stoppitg the rotation

of said carrier at predetermined points, a sliding support

for said parts and means for operating said parts, includ-

ing ft toggle link and a simple link.

?,. In combination, a rotary type carrier, an oscillator

cooperating therewith, means for stopping the rotation of

said carrier at predetermined points, a silfllng support for

said parts, means for operating said parts. Including a

toggle link, and a simple link, and a bringing beam con-

necting said two links.

4. In combination, a rotary type carrier, an oscillator

cooperating therewith, means for stopping the rotation of

said carrier at predetermined points, a sliding support for

said parts, means for operating said parts. Including a

toggle link, a bridging beam connecting said two links, and

a series of key levers Including bell-crank extensions, said

bell-crank extensions being arranged side by side and sub-

staotlally parallel with said bridging beam.

5. In combination, a rotary type carrier, means for rotating

the same about its own axis and moving It laterally, said

means Including two banks of keys and link connpctlons,

and springs for each set of link connections to restore

them to normal position, and a rockinij equalizer lever

operatlvely connected with said springs.

[Claims fl to 14 not printed In the Gatette.]

888.-t58. FOOTWEAR. Ale.xander W. Biddle, Phlladel

phla. Pa. PMled Mar. 23, 1908. Serial No. 422,588.

The combination with the upper, of an inner sole se-

cured thereto, an outer sole provided with grooves and se-

cured to the inner sole by means of stitches embedded in

said grooves ; an insulating filling for said grooves
:

a

primary sh»et of insulating material co-ejtenslve with the

inner sole and arranged below the same; a heel secured

1. Aa implement of the class described comprising a

hollow head oi)en at the top. an open frame vertically

movable therein through which fruit falls, picker fingers

pivoted to said framt-. and means wh.Ttby said fingers are

adapted to open automatically outside the bead wh.n the

frame is raised and to close together as it is being lowered

and drawn into the ht-ad.

2 An Implement of the class described comprising a

cylindrical head open at the top to n-ct-ive fruit, a ring

shaped frame within said head and adapted to move ver-

tically, picker fingers pivoted on said frame and carried

wholly within and out of said head when the frame is op-

frated. and a knife on one of said picker fingers.

;?. In an implement of the class described, a hollow head

open at the top, means at one side for supporting the

same, an open frame through which fruit can pass within

said head adapted to move In a vertical direction, picker

fingers pivoted to said frame, and a spring tending to

force said fingers apart when carried out through the open

top of said frame.

4. .\n implement of the class described loniprising a

cylindrical head having a slot In one side extending ver

tically. an open frame within said head having a neck ar-

ranged to slide in said slot and having a sleeve on Its

outer end. picker fingers In said frame, a supporting rod

attached to said head and passing through .said sleeve to

serve as a guide therefor, a sliding grip on the lower end

of the rod, and means connecting said grip and sleeve for

raising and lowering the picker fingers when the grip is

moved up and down on the rod.

May 26, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 785

5. An Implement of the class described having a sup-

porting rod. an open head having a reduced neck on Its

lower end fastened to said rod. an open frame within

said head having a sleeve extending through a vertical

slot in said head and slldably mounted on said rt>d. picker

fingers hinged to said frame, a spring for opening said

fingers when raised above the top of the head, and means

on said rod for raising and lowering said frame to carry

the picker fingers out of said head to embrace the fruit

to be picked and sever It from the limb of the tree.

[Claim i> not printed In the Gazette.]

1

888,460. ENVELOP SEALING MACHINE. Thomas F.

BowEB. Minneapolis. Minn, a.ssignor. by direct and

mesne assignments, of part to Wayland B. Augir. trus-

tee, and Julia Lyon. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Mar. 25,

1897. Serial No. 629,275.

1. In an envelop sealing machine the combination, with

a moisture tank, of a rotatalile conical disk, means for ap-

plying moisture from said tank to the conical surface of

said disk, a conical roller resting upon said disk and

adapted to rotate therewith, sealing rolls mounted to re-

ceive the envelop from said disk, means for rotating the

same, and means for rotating said disk and sealing rolls.

2. In an envelop sealing machine the combination, with

a moisture tank, of a conical disk, means for applying

moisture from said tank to the surface of said disk, a

conical roller resting ui>on said disk and adapted to rotate

therewith, sealing rolls mounted to receive the envelop

from said disk, means for rotating said rolls, a friction-

pulley whereon said disk rests and whereby it Is rotated,

and means for rotating said friction-pulley and sealing

rolls.

3. In an envelop sealing machine the combination, with

a moisture tank, of a conical disk, a moistening roll rest

Ing upon the surface of and rotating with said disk, said

roll adapted to communicate moisture from said tank to

said disk, a conical roller resting upon the surface of said

disk and adapted to rotate therewith, sealing rolls mount-

ed to receive the envelop from said disk, and operating

means for said disk and sealing rolls.

4. In an envelop sealing machine the combination, with

a moisture tank, of a conical disk, a moistening roll resting

upon the surface and rotating -with said disk, said roll

adapted to communicate moisture from said tank to the

surfact^ of said disk, a conical roller resting upon the sur-

face of said disk and adapted to rotate therewith, sealing

rolls mounted to receive the envelop from said disk, a

friction pulley whereon said disk rests and by which It Is

rotatfKl, and operating means for said dtsk and sealing

rolls.

5. In an envelop sealing machine the combination, with

a moisture tank, of means for applying moisture there-

from to the Bap of the envelop to be sealed, said flap being

at an acute angle to the back or body portion of said en-

velop and by which means said envelop Is both moistened

and carried forward and delivered to the sealing rolls as

its said flap Is moistened, sealing rolls mounted to receive

the envelop from said means, and operating means.

[Claims (5 to 4M not printed in the Gazette.]

888,461. STOP-MOTION FOR KNITTINtJ-MACHINES.
ALViN L. Bblmbacii, Reading, Pa. Filed July 7. 1906.

Serial No. 325,085.

1. A gtop mechanism having, in comi>inaticm, a swing-

ing arm supporting the yarn and having a projecting toe.

a piece slldable up and down and having a lug which is en-

gaged over the tw when the arm Is in raised position, a

top device operatlvely connected to said piece, and means

to disengage the lug and toe during the downward swing

of the arm.

2. In a stop mechanism, in combination, a supporting

standard, a vertically swinging arm pivoted thereon and

having a yarn-supporting device at Its outer end and a toe

at its Inner end, an upright lever mounted to slide up and

down on the standard and having a projection engaged

over the toe. a spring connected between the arm and the

lever and adapted to normally support the former In raised

position and also hold the projection engaged with the toe.

a stop device connected to the lever and adapted to oper-

ate when the lever Is lifted, and means to disengage the

projection and toe when the arm has swung down to a cer-

tain extent, to permit further swing of the arm.

3. In a stop mechanism, in combination, a standard hav-

ing a head provided with a guide, a rod slidable up and

down In said guides, a yarn-supporting arm pivoted to said

head and having a spring by which It is normally raised, a

latch connected to said rod and having a projection yield-

ingly engaging the arm, to lift the latch and rod when the

arm begins to swing down, means to subsequently disen-

gage the projection from the arm, to permit the latter to

swing farther down, and a stop device connected to the

rod and adapted to be actuated by lift thereof.

4. In a stop mechanism, in combination, a stop device,

a rock shaft operatlvely connected thereto, and a drop lever

fixed to the shaft and arranged to operate the same, said

lever being bent, and pivoted off from the elbow, one arm

having means to engage the yarn and be supported thereby

when under tension, and the other arm having an adjtist-

able weight thereon.

5. In a stop mechanism. In combination, a stop device,

a rock shaft connected thereto and having projections, a

swinging yarn supporting arm having connected thereto a

rod provided with an offset portion extending under one of

said projections, and a yarn supported drop lever having

connected thereto a cam extending under another of said

projections.
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8S8.-4f52. MATCH RECEI^ACLE. Nir.s Blll, Kodrs-

vln<er. Norway, and P'rkobik Blom-< (husen, Npw York.

N. V. FllHd Maj 2, 1!*<*7 Serial No. 371,381.

A* ^

Q
-h*

I
' '^r

1. A match saf" •r receptacle having a (nagazlne to re-

ceive match boxes and havins a -"njiply of loose matches.

and means for lockinK the hoxt's in the maiuzlne until the

supply of loose matches U ustd up.
|

2 A match safe or rfii^iitaclf having a inagazlne to re-

ceive match boxes and having a supply of loose matches,

mean.s for preventing the loose matches being obtained ex-

cept Individually one by one, and moans for lucking the

magazine against the withdrawal of any box until the sup-

ply of loose matches Is exhausted.

3. A match sHfe or r».><vi)tacle having a tSagazlne. a sup-

ply of loose matches, means for preventlnij the use of the

loose matches except individually one by one, and means
locked by the la.st match available of said supply for pre-

venting the withdrawal of any box from the magazine
4. .\ match safi^ or receptacle having a i|iagazlne adapt-

ed to receive a supply of loose matches, and means oper-

ated by one of said bxvse matches for locking the boxes In

said magazine against withdrawal therefrom.

.5. \ match safe or receptacle comprising a magazine
and adapted to receive a supply of loose niatches, a cover

plate for preventing said loose matches being withdrawn
exc^'pt individually one by one, and means made effective

by the last match available for locking s«i<l cover in po-

sition.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,463. CLOTHES PRESS OR CABINET.
Brass, Detroit, Mich. Filed Aug. 14. 1907.

388.444.

In a structure of the character described, a casing com
prising a top. Iw^ttom. end walls, and spaced rear and front

walls and also having a partition connecting the front and
rear walls and also connecting the top and bottom of the

structure, the front wall having an opening, a closure for

said front wall opening, said closure having a mirror, a

receptacle upon ode aide of said partition near said front

wall opening and having its inner end s{)ficed from said

rear wall and also having a single openinK which Is made
through the front wall, a closure to said receptacle swtng-

NICHOI.AS

Serial No.

ing fvi'Oi its iower edge, tlexible elements conn-'Cted to said

swinging clisure to limit its downward movement whereby
the swinging clu«uri' forms a shelf extending from the bot-

tom of the receptacle, a drawer upon the same ski*- of said

partition upon which said receptacle Is disposed, said

drawer being disfiosed at th>' bottom of the structure, said

platform over said drawer, a second drawer dlsp<).si'd upon
the opposite side of said partition antl exieudlng from the

latter to the corresponding end of the structure, a compart-
ment above said" second drnwtr li.>tw»-»'n the latter and the

top of the structure, a d'^utn f .r said > uuipartraent, a

cabinet beneath the sci' n ! !•m-i .i > ; -nre for the cabi-

net, and a garment siisj..ii.iiiiif j.-f nrrHiiL>'d In the rear of

the aforesaid recep'i i 1 1 -iipi.-r!.i! y said partition

and the corresponding end of the structure, as and for the

purposes set forth.

888.464. SCALING- MACHINE. Albert L. Blbri and
Behtram C. Donnelly, St. Joseph. Mo. Filed July 11,

1907. Serial No. 383,346.

1 In a soalint' rnarhlne the combination of a base, a

vertical shaft rlitidly carried thereon, a plurality of tanks
r"volulile around fhf shaft and provided with lids, a top

plate provided with openings having flanges adapted to en-

gage the tops of the tanks, a diaphragm provided with
slots and with openings to receive the ba.ses of th>' tanka.

a locking plate on the shaft below the diaphragm ha\ing a

flanged g:uard provided with a single outlet, a circular

plate spaced below the tanks, slides supported by said cir-

cular plate, and guides for the slides, rearward extensions

of said slides, upper liosses thereon to travel In said dia-

phragm slots and lower bosses thereon to t-ngage with saitl

flanged guanl and travel through said outlet and a remov-
able scoop to receive the measured or scaled commodity,
substantially as set forth and shown

2. In a scaling machine the ci.mblnatlon (^f a support

and center shaft, a plurality of tanks, a top plate and a

diaphragm each provided with openings to receive the top

and t)ott'im of said tanks r«'sp«'i'tlv.'ly. a lo<'k plate, on said

shaft spaced below the diaphragm, a tlanged guard on said

lock plate provided with a single outlet, a plurality of

slides below said tanks and a supporting plate therefor,

the cavities back of said sltdeit, rearward extensions and
bos.ses thereon adapted to engage with said diaphragm and
guard and a removable scoop for re«elpt of the scaled or

measured commodity, substantially as shown and set forth.

3. In a scaling machine a rigidly set shaft and lock

plate and guard thereon having a single outlet, tanks revo-

luble around said shaft, slides beneath said tanks and their

supporting plate and an extension wiih b<jsses engaging
said gtinrd. substantially as set forth and shown

888.465. illLL (iBottdK A. Browne. Tacoma. Wash
Filed Apr. 11. 11>07. Serial No 3<i7.46'.t

1. The combination, with a driving shaft having a pul-

ley, of a VHrtical wall wherein said shaft is Journaled,

driving rolls having convex peripheries s^yured on said
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•haft on each side of said wall, rings having concave Inner

surfaces located on each side of said wall and engaging said

driving rolls to be revolvtMl th.reby, crushing rolls pro-

vided upon each side of said wall and having convex pe-

ripheries adapted to engage said rings, means for holding

said crushing rolls In yielding contact with said rlnga, and

means for delivering tb.' material to be crushed between

said rings and said rolls.

'2 In a pulverizing mill, the combination with a vertical

centrally arranged wall, of a driving shaft having fixed

bearings In said wall, rings arranged on each side of said

wall and having concave inner fac.-s and means for drlv

ing said rings from said shaft, said wall having radial

openings n.-ar Its base and shafts having movable bearings

In said op<'nlngs and springs arranged In said openings

and adapted to hold sai<l b.'arlngs outwardly with a yield

Ing pressure, cnishing rolls secured on said shafts on each

side of said wall having convex perlpheriea to engage the

convex surfaces of said rings, adjusting screws mounted

In said wall and adapted to engage the bearings of said

shafts and move them inwardly against the tension of

said springs and separate said crushing rolls from said

rings and means for delivering the material to be crushed

between said rings and crushing rolls, and a suitable cas-

ing inclosing .said rings and rolls.

8.sv,4t'.tV BEI)STK-\I> .M.VRKP c.m.xft Albl, France.

Filed July 29. VMi~. Serial No. 385,987.

having been withdrawn from the bedstead aii.l m- ans to

prevent the said LMiide members to leave the said rollers

when the said mattre.ss is tilted, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination with a bedstead and a mattress

therefor, of a plurality of cross beams parallelly secured to

the said t>ed8tead, a plurality of stirrups secured in line to

each of the satd cross lK>ams, a roller revolubly mounted in

each of the said stirrups, a plurality of U shaped guide

members parallelly arranged on the und»-rside of the said

mattreaa so as to hnve their tianges turned dow nwards and

to receive t)etween them, when the mattress is in position

In the bedstead, each of the said rollers of the correspond-

ing croaa b<'am of the bedstead, each of the said guide

members being mad"> of two parts, a shorter and n longer

one, the former of w hi( h is Lingedty connected to the latter

one and is secured to the mattress so as to allow the mat

tresa l)elng tilted after It has Ix-en removtd sidewise from

the bedstead and means for preventing the longer part of

the said guide memb.-rs to leave the s-id rollers when the

mattress is tilted and means for limiting the sideward mo-

tion of the said mattress, substantially as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

3. The combination with a bedstead and a mattress

therefor, of a plurality of cross beams parallelly setured

to the aaid bedstead so as to have its upper surface level

with the upper edge of the side members of the said bed-

tead. a plurality of stirrups secured in line to each of the

aaid cross beams, a roller revolubly mounted in each of

the aaid stirrups, a plurality of U shaped guide members

parallelly arranged on the underside of the said mattress

80 as to have their flanges directed downwards and to re-

ceive each between the said flanges when ilie mattress is

In position in the bedstead, all the said rollers of the corre-

sponding cross beam of the bedstead, each of the said guide

membera being made of two parts, a shorter and a longer

one, the shorter one of which Is secured to the underside of

the mattress and hlngedly connected to the longer part

so as to allow of the mattress being tilted after having been

' partly withdrawn sidewise from the bedstead, the length

of the said shorter part being such that the mattress after

having been tilted Is adapted to rest upon the tloor while

the said longer part remains horiiontal, a hook secured

to each of the flanges of the said guide members at the

free end of the longer part thereof, and stirrups secured

i to the said cross beams and adapted to be engaged by the

.said hooks when the mattress is in position to be tilted,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

888,467. APPARATUS FOR TREATING GRAIN.

LiAM F. Carlton. Advance. Mo. Filed Sept. 6.

Serial No. 391,661.

WlL-
1907.

I The combiuatiou with a biostead and a mattress nf a

plurality of parallel cn)ss beams .secured to the said bed-

stead, a plurality of stirrups secured to each of the said

rri'ss beams, a roller revolubly mounted in each of the

said stirrups, a plurality of U shaped guide members par-

allelly arranged on the underside of the said mattress and

each adapted, when the mattress is in position in the said

bedstead, to receive between Its flanges and to engage all

the rollers of the corresponding cross l)eara of the t)edstead.

each of the said guide memt>ers being made of two parts

one of wliith is secured. to the underside of the mattress.

means for allowing of the said mattress to lie tilted after

1. In a grain treating apparatus, a conveyer casing, a

conveying meana therein, a series of fluid dlschar^'ing pipes

connected to the casing at equidistant Intervals through-

out the entire length of the latter, means for forcing fluid
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under preHsurf through said pipes, and a separate con-
trolling valve for each of the pipes.

2 In an apparatus for treatinjt jfraln. a conveyer casing,
a conveyer thert-ln, a series of fluid distributing pipes con-
nected to the casing at equidistant intervals throughout
the entire length of the latter, each of sabd pipes having a

separate control ling valve, a fluid prewlure reservoir, a
main pipe extending therefrom and connetted to all of the
distributing pipes, and means for forcing fluid under pres-
sure into said reservoir.

3 In grain treating apparatus, a pair o| superposed con-
veyer casings arranged in approximately horizontal planes,
scr»»w conveyers in said casings, a vertical conveyer casing
connecting the superposed casings and arranged to deliver
the grain discharged from one to the entrance end of the
other, and endless bucktet conveyer in the vertical casing,
a series of fluid supply pipes arranged perallel with the
several casings, distributing pipes leading from the supply
pipes and connected to the casings at e<iul-dlstant inter-

vals throughout the entire lengths of the latter, a separate
valve on each of the distributing pipes, and a fluid pres-
sure' reservoir to which all of the supply pipes are con-
n-'-tf'd. substantially as described.

888.468. FOLDINO UMBRELLA. Joseph Casale. New
Yurk. N. Y , assignor to Casale Pocket Umbrella Tom
pany. NVw Yorlc. N. Y. a Corporatioa of New York.
Filed June 11, 1907. Serial No. 378,336.

1 In an umbrella, the combination with the stick and
handle, of a member within the handle a catch within the
stick to engage the member within the handle, and a
sliding sleeve on the stick extending within the handle
to engage and release the catch.

2 In an umbrella, the combination witfc the stick and
handle, of a fixed member within the Ijandle, a catch
pivoted within the stick engaging the mei»ber within the
handle, and a spring pressed sliding sleeve on the stick,

said sleeve being so arranged that by movement in one di-

rection it pushes in the catch and releases it.

3. In an umbrella, the combination with the handle and
the stick, said handle having a recess, a fixed member with-
in the recess of the handle, a catch carried by the stick to
engage the fixed member, a sleeve on the »tlck to engage
and release the catch, means for Imparting movement to
the sleeve in one direction.

4. In an qmbrella, the combination with the handle and
the stick, said handle having a recess, a fixed member with
In the recess of the handle, a catch carried by the stick
to engage the fixed member, a sleeve on the stick to en-
gage and release the catch, means for Impafting movement
to the sleeve in one direction, and means fV)r limiting the
movement imparted to the sleeve. 1

5 In an umbrelln, the combination with the handle and
stick, a fixed member within the handle, a catch carried
by the stick engaging the fixed member, a thimble movable
on the stick and loosely engaging the handle, and means
operated by a movement of the thimble for engaging and
releasing the catch from the fixed member

[Claims « to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.460. DEVICE FOR SUFTLYING SCALE RE.MOVAL
COMPOUNDS TO BOILERS. Gkokoe W. Case. Lester-

shire, and Harry (" FIagoertt, Binghamton, N. Y.

Filed Aug -'J. 1D07. Serial No. 380.«7;'-.

—
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with A cut-out portion in the front of the sole portion to

form the quarters of the vamp, said quarter* having con-

necting means alons their outer edge*, a tjap sole secured

to the lower edges of the quarter* of the sole shank, and a

tonifue secured to said tap sole between the front ends of

the quarters.

S<^8.474. MErHANICAL DRIER.
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Sept

.391.151.

W1LLI4M M. Cl'MMER,

.3. 190T. Serial No.

88S,47.'i MErHANICAL r>RlER. WiLMaw M Pt mmer.
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Sept. 4. 19<^7. Serial No.

391,391.

vlded with openings In series lengthwise through Its wall,

and covered draft channels over said openings provided

with draft pockets between adjacent openings.

5 A drying cylinder circular In cross section and hav-

ing draft inlet openings, and a covered draft channel in-

side over said openings having suh-dlvldlng cni«s walls at

Intervals f)rnviii(Hl with draft holes.

[Claims G to U not printed In the Gazette.]

1. lu a meclianical drier, a setting for i drier cylinder I

having a walled chamber In the line of draft pri)vlde<l
;

with damper controlled draft openings.

2. .\ setting for a drying cylinder provided with a cham-

l>er adapted to inclose a section of the cylinder, said cham-

t>er having an anhed bottom and draft openings Into the

same.

i. A setting for a drying cylinder havin| a suitable fur

mice a walled chamber apart from the (Virnace adapted

to inc!o«*e a portion of the cylinder and an open space be-

tween said chamlwr and furnace adapted to expose the

fro&t portion of the cylinder therein directly to the prod-

ucts of combustion.

4. A setting for a drying cylinder constructed with a

walled chaml)er having an arched l>ottora and draft con

trolled openings entering the same, and a cylinder having

an Imperforate portion exposed in front af said chamber
and a perforated portion In said chamber.

5 A setting for mechanical driers hating a chamber
|

provided with draft openings and damper^ for said open

ings, in combination with a drying cylinder having draft

openlnga exposed in said chamber, whereby controlled draft

is afforded to a portion of said cylinder.

(Claims 6 to IS not printed in the Gasette ]

1. In drying apparatus, a dryin.; cylinder having a se-

ries of draft openlnifs at Intervals between its ends and

walled chambers over said openings Inside the cylinder and

provided with draft Inlets through their t»ar side next to

the Inner surface of the cylinder.
j

2. A drying cylinder provided with draft openings

through the wall thereof and walled channels over said

openings closed over the top and one side and open to the

Interior of the cylinder on the other side In position to

discharge at the inner side of the cylinder wall

{ A drying cylinder having draft opeqings running In

series between Its ends, and walls about aald openings In-

side the cylinder having Inlets to the cylinder at right

anifles to the openings therein and Immediately at the In-

ner surface thereof, whereby an Indirect draft passage Is

afforded adapted to discharge at the surface of the cyl-

inder.

4 A drying cylinder circular In crou section and pro-

88.S,4T8. SHOE. .Ioh.v F. Davis. Freeport, Mp.

Apr. 3. 1907. Serial No. 366.101.

^-J

Filed

2'-^

1 In a shi'»», an upper, a lacing and a plurality of

hooks suitably spaced apart on the sole edges of said upper

find adapted to slldingly engage said lacing during the

lasting operation but capable of compression to prevent it

from slipping after the shoe is lasted.

2. In a shoe, an upper, a lacing, a plurality of hooks

siiltably spaced apart on the sole edges of the upper, each

of said hooks comprising a tubular shank and a head of

less diameter capable of compression therein, and a lasting

cord alternately engaging said hooks.

3. In a shoe an upper, a Inclng. means on the sole e<lg08

of the upper adapted to slldingly engage said lacing during

the lasting operation and capable of permanently engaging

the lacing and preventing It from slipping after the slme

ts lasted.

SSS,477 TRINARY APl'ABATI 8.

Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 31. 1907.

s-

V I TO D' I N C ' >r,M TO,

Serial No. 400.007.

1 In a urinary apparatus of the character described,

the combination of a urine-carrying tube, a slidable tube

extension member thereof, holders intermediate the tub*-

and Its extension member to hold the extension member

In its rained position, means for raising the extension

member, and means for releasing the oi?eratlve engage-

ment of the holders.

2. In a urinary apparatus of the character described,

the combination of a pouch to recelre the urine, a flexible

tube leading therefrom, a noiale of said tube, a telescop-

ing tube slidable on said noszle. hooka for holding the
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teleMoplBf tube In its raised position, means for support-

ing said hooka by the body of the wearer, cords for rais

ing the telescoping tube, and cords for releasing the

holding engagem<nt of the hooks.

888,478. LOCK.
Aas. 27, 1006.

P.* .Ml EI. Drew, Rochester, N. Y.

Serial No. 332.140.

Filed

tions. to rngace. move to and hold tlie bolt at the corre-

sponding end of Its path. and. when nt its neutral posi-

tion permitting independent motion of such bolt to and

from each end of Its path ; a movable element adapted to

actuate said cam to and from each one of its three posi-

tions and having slots therein to receive the key members;

locking means comprising two independent tumbler mech-

anisms each adapted to enu-aue and hold said movable

element when in any one of said positioi>s. each tumbler

mechanism adapted to be moved out of engagement with

the movable element only by a key meml>er of special con-

formation when inserted within a slot therefor, a fixed

atop adapted to be engaged by a key of improper conforma

Uon when inserted in a slot in said moval)le element to

release therefrom the correspondint: tumbler mechanism

and a key for actuatins: such tumbbT mechanisms com-

prising two members each adai.ted to niter a correspond-

ing slot in such movable member and release the cor-

reapondlng tumbler mechanism without enga>:ing the cor-

responding fixed stop, said key members pivoted together

and adapted to swing on their pivotal connection while

being inserted in the slots therefor,

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in th- (iazette.l

1 In a lock a boh or latch a cam adapted to occupy,

as desired, ii neutral or either one of two operative posi-

tions and, when moved to either one of its operative

positions, to enuage, move to and hold the bolt at the

corresponding' end of its path. and. when at Its neutral

position, permitting independent motion of such bolt to

and from each end of Its path.

o In a lock, a bolt or latch ; a cam adapted to occupy,

as'deslred a neutral or either one of two operative posi-

tions and. when moved to either one of its operative

positions, to enga;.'e. move to and hold the bolt at the

corresponding end of its path, and, when at Its neutral

position, permitting Independent motion of such bolt to

and from .ach end of Its path and a movable element

adapted to actuate said cam to and from each one of Its

three pnsilions and having slots therein to receive the key,

3 In a lock, a bolt or latch ; a cam adapted to occupy,

as desired, a neutral or either one of two operative posi-

tions and, when moved to either one of Its operative

positions, to engage, move to and hold the bolt at the cor-

responding end of its path, and when at its neutral posi-

tion permitting Independent motion of such bolt to and

from each end of Its path ; a movable element adaph>d to

actuate said cam to and from each one of its three posb

tlons and having slots therein to receive the key and

locking means comprising two Imiep.'ndent tumbler mech-

anisms ea.h adapted to engage and hold said movable

element when in any one of said positions, each tumbler

mechanism adapted to be moved out of engagement with

the movable element only by a key member of special con-

formation when Inserted within a slot therefor.

4. In a lock, a bolt or latch : a cam adapted to occupy,

as desired, a neutral or either one of two operative poal-

tlons, and. when moved to either one of Its oin^rative posi-

tions', to engage, move to and hold the bolt at the corre-

sponding end of its path. and. when at its neutral poal-

tion. permitting Independent motion of such bolt to and

from each end of its path; a movable element adapted to

actuate said cam to and from each one of Its three posi-

tions and having slots therein to receive the key ;
lodg-

ing nienns comprising two Independent tumbler mechan-

isms each adapted to engage and liold said movable ele-

ment when In any one of said positions, each tumbler

mechanism adapted to be moved out of engagement with

the movable element only by a key meml>er of special con

formation when inserted within a slot therefor and a

fixed stop adapted to be engaged by a key of improper con-

formation when Inserted in a slot in said movable element

to release therefrom the corresponding tumbler mechanism

5. In a lock, a iKdt or latch ; a cam adapted to occupy.

as desired, a neutral or either one of two operative posi

tions, and, when moved to either one of its operative posi

888,479. CAISSON. Oliver c KowAitt.s. .1r Troy. N. T.

Filed .Inly 17. 1900 Serial No :'.2«.*122

1 In a caisson, the combination with ui.ri^:bt walls and

a roof of wall trusses arranged contiguous to the walls

and formed integral therewith for strengthening the same.

- In a caiss..n, the combination with upright inclosing

walls of trusses arranged parallel to and connected with

the walls and formed Integral therewith throughout their

''Tin a caisson, the combination with upright inclosing

walls, of a truss for each of said walls formed integral

therewith.
,

4 In a caisson, the combination with upright inclosing

walls of a wall truss for each of said walls, each of said

trusses extending throughout the length of Its respective

wall and being connected therewith.

5 in a caisson, the combination with inclosing concrete

walls, of concrete trusses cast Integral with said walls

throughout their length.

[Claims 6 to 46 not printed in the Gazette.]

888 4 80. BRONZING-MACHINE. Wiihelm Frikss,

leipEig-I.indenau. and Ediarp \Vein.;ahtner. Lelpzlg-

IMagwltz, Germany. Filed Oct. 4, 19<>«

337,454.

Serial No.

1 In a bronzing machine the combination of an endless

cloth adapted to feed a sheet of material through the

machine a feed hopper, an adjustable brush cylinder adapt-

ed to receive bronze powder from said hopper and apply

same to the surface of said sheet, rotatable plush rollera

adapted to polish the bronze surface, brushes adapted to
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cleanse at Inttrvala the bronxe powder flrom said plush

rollers, means for Interrupting the feed of bronae powder

during the cleansin)? of said rollers, and means for reyers

In? th£ direction of rotation of said rolltrs during such

cleansing operation substantially as described.

2. In a bronzing machine the combinttlon of a feed

tat)le a conveyer cloth adapted to feed a sheet of material

through the machine a feed hopper locate^ over said con-

veyer cloth an adjustable brush cylinder adapted to re-

ceive bronie powder from said hopper an4 apply same to

the surface of said sheet and adjustable plates of various

lengths located in advance of said conveyer cloth at each

side of the latter, said plates being shaped to guide the

sheets smoothly to said conveyer cloth tubstantlally as

described.

3. In a bronzing machine the comblnatilon with a feed

table, an endless conveyer cloth adapted to feed a sheet of

material through the machine, a feed hopper located

above said conveyer cloth, a perforated bottom for said

hopper, a box located below the latter, a revoluble brush

cylinder mounted wifhin said box betweet the perforated

Iwttoms aforesaid, and adapted to apply bronze powder

to the surface of said sheet means for relatively adjusting

said box and hopp»T, revoluble rollers adapted to exert

elastii- pressure on the bronze powder fed to said sheet,

means for distributing the powder on the latter, plush

rollers for polishing the bronzed surface, brushes for

cleansing the bronze powder from said plqsh rollers at In-

terval-^. means for Interrupting the feed ot bronze powder

during the cleansing of said rollers, meaHs for reversing

the direction of rotation of the plush rollers during such

cleansing operation, adjustable plates for guiding the

sheets of material to the conveyer cloth aforesaid, and a

series of threads cooperating with said cloth to guide the

sheets through the machine substantially as described.

888,481. LIi^llI) METER. Ridolf Frit.sch, OberlSss-

nltz. near [>re-iden. Germany. Filed Sept. 12, 190*3. Se-

rial No. 334. 290.

A liquid meter comprising in combination, a cylindrical

casing (ai provided In Its Interior with grooves ( <?. r. $)

a piston id I provided with grooves ig, h^ u. t) and aper-

tures ti. *, /, m n. 0, p. V, IT) the said piston (d) situated

Inside the casing ci) and prevented from turning by a pin

i/i a piston valve lei provided on its circumference
with grooves tx. y < the said piston valwe situated inside

the piston, the cylindrical casing being provided with a

slot 6'. a ratchet wheel a' projecting chrough the slot,

a spring d^ fixed to the piston, said spring adapted to

transmit the motion of the piston to the ratchet wheel, a

spring c' fixed to the casing, said spring adapted to pre-

vent the ratchet wheel being moved bacjkwards, substan-
tially as described and shown and for the purpose set

forth.

the cylinder extension and a packing sleeve embracing the

axlally extending flanges of the cylinder and vat.

888.482 MANUFACTURE OF PAPER. Halvor Gaara.
New York, N. Y. Filed July 13. 1906. Serial No. 328.037.

1 A cylinder pulp machine comprising a vat, a hollow

screen-cylinder rotatably mounted therelD, a bell-mounted

extension on said cylinder for discharging water from

its interior, an axial flange and a radial flange on the

end wall of the vat. a co<5peratlng axial flange on the cyl-

inder, said vat flanges being provided With a dischargs

opening at the bottom : said vat and cylinder flanges form-

ing a snb'«tantlally closed annular chatiber surronnding

/ '/

2, A cylinder pulp machine comprising a vat. a hollow

screen-cylinder rotatably mounted therein, a iiellmouthed

extension on said cylinder for discharging the water from

its interior, said extension having an Intermediate tlange,

an under out flange on the •nd of the wall of said rylind»'r.

a cooperating tlange projecting axlally Inward from the

end wall of .said vat. a radially extending flange on said

end wall arranged to embrace the Intermediate flange of

said extension, said flanges forming a substantially closed

annular chamber surrounding said extension, a packing

sleeve embracing the cooperating axlally extending flanges

of the cylinder and vat wall, and means for draining

said annular chamber

888,483. RAILWAY SIGNAL SYSTEM Faahi E Gab-

BART. Klngsland. Tex . assignor of one-half to Clyde

Halle. Kingsland. Tex. Filed Oct. 16. 1907. Serial No.

397.712.

1. A circuit closer for a railway signal system compris-

ing. In combination with a rail, a casing disposed adjacent

the rail, contacts within the casing, a movable member
supp<Jrted within the casing and having a portion engage

able with one of said contacts for moving it Into engage-

ment with -the other contact and having an arm extending

outwardly of the casing, a plate hinged at Its lower edge

to the rail and adapted to be spread therefrom by the

passage of a car wheel, and a tongue upon the plate,

which tongue overlies the arm.

2. A circuit closer for a railway signal system compris

ing, in combination with a rail, a casing disposed adjacnt

the rail, contacts within the casing, a movable member

supported within the casing and having a portion engage

able with one of said contacts for moving It into engage-

ment with the other contact and having an arm extending

outwardly of the casing, a plate hinged at Its lower edge

to the rail and adapted to be spread therefrom by the

passage of a car wheel, a tongue upon the plate, which

tongue overlies the arm. and means for holding the plate

to normal position,

3. A circuit closer for a railway signal system compris-

ing. In combination with a rail, a casing disposed adjacent

the rail, contacts with the casing, an arm pivoted within

the casing and extending outwardly therefrom in the direc-

tion of the rail, a tongue carried by the arm and engage-

able with one of said contacts for moving It Into engage-

ment with the other contact, a plate hinged at Its lower

edge to the rail and adapted to be spread therefrom by the

passage of a car wheel, a tongue upon the plate overlying

the free end of said arm. and means for holding the plate

to normal position.
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888.484. MOUTH PROP. Jidah L. Gehorsam. New
York. N. Y, Filed Feb. 5. 1908. Serial No. 414,291.

1

1. A mouth prop comprising a pair of jaws, a pair of

handles connected thereto, a spring tensioned to open said

jaws to follow the Involuntary opening of the mouth of the

patient, and means to automatically lock the jaws open at

any position to which they are moved by said spring

2. A mouth prop consisting of a pair of Jaws, a pair of

handles connected thereto, a spring tensioned to open said

jaws to follow the involuntary opening of the mouth of

the patient, and a fine toothed spring-pressed ratchet

connected to the jaws to hold them open.

3. A mouth prop comprising a pair of jaws, a pair of

handles connected thereto, a spring tensioned to open said

jaws to follow the involvintary opening of the mouth of the

patient, and relcasable means to lock the jaws in closed

iwsltlon

4 .\ mouth prop comprising a pair of jaws, a pair of

handles connected thereto, a spring tensioned to open said

Jaws to follow the Involuntary opening of the mouth of the

patient, and a fine toothed spring pressed ratchet con-

nected to the Jaws to hold them open, said ratchet also

provided with a t(X>th to hold the jaws closed, and a finger

piece to release the jaws.

'>. A mouth prop comprising a pair of jaws, a pair of

handles connected thereto, a spring tensioned to open said

jaws to follow the Involuntary opening of the mouth of

the patient, a spring tooth to hold the jaws closed, and a

flnger-plece to n-lease the jaws,

[Claims (5 to 11 not printed In- the Gazette.]

•Mi.486. TACK OH NAIL THRIVING DEVICE. Pbeiat
R. Gi..\ss. Qulncy. Mass. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Thomas H Plant. H(»8ton, Mass. Filed Dec.

9. 1905. .Serial No. 2!tl.06.-..

1, A hand tacker provided with a driving passace .ind a

rack-passage leading thereto, a longitudinally siidlng.

separating device for separating and feeding the tacks

into the driving passage, the walls of the separating de-

vice forming a continuous part of the drivlnj: passace,

said passage being of uniform area contiguous said separat-

ing device, a reciprocating driver and means to engage

and move said separating device.

2. A hand-tacker having a reciprocating driver and lon-

gltudinally-slidable tack-separating device constructed to

aid in the formation of a continuous driver passage, pro-

vided with a bearing meml>er extending Into the body of

the implement, and a plunger-rod for engaging the separat-

ing device to move the same and means Independent of the

plunger rod for returning the sliding tack separating de-

vice to initial position.

3. A hand-tacker having a reclprocatory separatinK-de-

ice. an arm, and a spring-pressed member upon said arm
for holding said separating device in position said .arm

being mounted to swing out of the path of movement of

the separating device.

4. A hand tacker having a reclprocatory separating' de-

vice, spring-pressed means for holding the same in posi-

tion, and a movable support for said spring-pressed means
whereby the latter may he withdrawn from enga^iement

with said separating device.

5. A hand-tacker having reclprocatory se[>arating me.Tus.

a memlwr yieldably holding said separatlng-means against

movement in one direction, a swinging arm supporting said

member, and means for annually withdrawing said holding

means from said separatlng-menns.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,486. NUT - LOCK Rkh.^kd K. Greg<iUY. Greens-

boro. N. C. assignor of one half to John H. White. Balti-

more. Md. Filed Sept. 24, lOoT. Serial No. 394,381.

a J

The herein de6crll>ed nut lock comprising, in combina-

tion with a nut formed with an opening extending there-

through at right angles with the longitudinal axis of the

bore of the nut. a locking pin designed to be driven in said

opening, and a jacket of relatively soft mptal incasing said

pin and designed to be mashed over the opening in the nut

whereby to securely hold the pin In place.

888.487. CAHBUUETKH. <haI£I,ks K, (iKEiTER. Wilkes-

Barre, Pa. Filed .Tune '>. 1906. Serial No. 320.322.

16'

1. A carbureter comprising a mixer casing having an air

chamber and a mixing chamber, a mixing tut>e extending

through the air chamber Into the mixing chamber and pro-
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vided with an air port opening Into the fbrmer, fuel feed
Ing means discharging Into the mixing tilbe. an air yalve
arranged to constitute a diaphragm between the two cham-
bers and provided with a sleeve member illdably mounted
on the mixing tube, a spring held lerer Engaging the air
ralve and normally holding the same closed, and an ad-
justable regulator for said lever

2 A carbureffT romprlslng a mixer casltg having an air
chamber and a mixing chamber, a mtxUg tub* In com-
munication with the air chamber and projecting Into the
mixing chamber, liquid fuel supply means discharging Into
the mixing tube and having a feed controlling valve there-
for, an automatic air valve separating thf two chambers,
a discharge valve rasing in communication with the raliinc
cham^)er and provided with an auxiliary alt Inlet port, and
a suitably operated throttle valve moantad In said valve
casing and having an air Inlet opening and also an outlet
port for the mixture.

3. A carbureter fomprlslng a mixer caslQg having an air
chamber and a mixing chamber, a mixing tube extended
through and In communication with the air chamber, a
supplemental air valve arranged to constitute a diaphragm
between the two ihambers and provided with a sleeve that
is slldably mounted on the mixing tut*, tnd a plrotally
mounftMi lever having an engagement with the said valve
sleeve.

8SS,4«S. GASOIENE TANK. .Tames C. OrRLEr. Nor
foIJi, Va, Filed Mar. .'5. 1907 Serial No. 364,440.

1 A trasolen*' tank having two tubes of une<jual frangl-
bllitv leadlni? tlifrefrom. and extending 8iili.stantlally adja-
cent ta each other throughout their length.

-'. A ifasolene tank having two tubes leading therefrom
and extendiui.' substantially adjacent to each other
throughout their length, one of the tubes being less fusible
than the other.

•i. A gasolene tank having two tubes leading therefrom,
each formed from sections Joined together at their ends!
the Joints of one tube being more fusible tha» the Joints of
the other.

4. A gasolene t.ink having two tubes leu<Ilng therefrom
and extending 3iit)stantlally adjacent to each other
throughout their length, one tube communicating with the
can below the level of the oil and the otSier one com-
municating with the can above the oil and having Its outer
end closed.

5. A gasolene tank provided at Its top with a valve, two
pipes eitendlnj,' Into the tank at the valte, the outer
portions of said pipes extending substantially adjacent
to each other throughout their length, and one of them
being less fusible than the other, the Inner end of the less
fusible pipe extending below the level of the oil and the
inner end of the other pipe terminating at » point above
the oil.

I J

888,4,89 MUFFLER CHAaLKs J. GfSTArsoN. Reading.
!•«., aselcnor, by mesne assignments, to Reading Stand
ard Company, a Corporation of I'ennwy ivauta Filed
Nov 1. l<»»)»; Serial No .{41.533.

1. A muffler comprising a central discharge tube, con-
centric cylinders forming communicating annular cham-
bers around the main portion of said tul>.', a clo«ed cylinder
head upon one end of said central tul>e, a cylinder head
upon the opposite end of said tube and being formed with
an annular exhaust inlet chamber open on one side only
and communicating with the outer annular chamber, and a
ring arranged upon said tube adjacent the second cylinder
head for closing the ends of the inner chambers

2. A muflJer comprising a central tube, an Inlet cylinder
head on one end and being form.-d with an annular groove
open on the Inner side of the Inlet head and forming an
exhaust Inlet chamber, concentric cylinders forming com-
municating annular chambers around the main portion of
the tube, a closed cylinder Lead on the opposite end of the
tube closing that end of the cylinders, and a rlnj: arranged
upon said tube and closing the Inner circumferential por-
tion of the opening In th.' side of the Inlet cylinder head
and also closing the adjacent ends of the inner or central
cylinders, said annular exhaust Inlet chamber communicat-
ing through the outer circumferential pt)rtlon of the said
opening with the outer annular chamber.

3. In a muffler, a central discharge tube, concentric cyl-
inders forming communicating annular chambers around
the main portion of the tube, cylinder heads embracing the
ends of the outer cylinder, a ring upon the tul>e. said ring
and on.' of said cylind.-r heads .-mhra'-ing the ends of
the remaining cylinders, one of said heads l>elng formed
with an Inlet oi)ening and an annular exhaust Inner chau.
ber otien on the Inner side only of the head, said open side
being partially covered by said ring and the outer annular
chamber being in communication with the annular exhaust
Inlet chamt>er thro,i;.'h the remaining uncovered portion
of said open side

8 8 8.4l»0 KI.KXIBLE CORRECTIVE BRACE AND
BRACE-FRAMK (;i.stavi. \V Haas, Los Angeles. Cai

.

a.sstgnor of one-half to Margaret B. Fowler, I'asadena.
Cal Filed I>ec. IIT. 1907 Serial No. 408.1i60.

1. A brace of the character described, embodying a
supporting standard and front and back loops centrally
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supported by said standard, said loops being formed of re-

silient wire and having one side movable past the stand-

ard to vary the size of the loops.

2 A brace of the character described embodying front

and back loops of resilient wire, a resilient standard cen-

trally connected with the top and bott^m of the loops and

a resilient diagonal standard connected with the bottom
of one of the loops.

.3 A brace such as described emt>odyIng front and back

damping portions formed of resilient wire, a central

t«tandard having members formed by extensions of the

wire constituting the loops and a base with which the

ends of the standard extensions are connectetl

4. A brace such as described embodying front and back

loops formed of resilient wire having Its ends extended to

constitute members of a supporting standard, a bottom
plate and means whereby the length of the standard may
be adjusted.

r>. A brace such as described embodying front and back

loops formed of resilient wire, having Its ends extended to

form members of a supporting standard, a bottom i)late, a

central standard member, an adjustable connection be

tween the plate and central standard member a cover for

the standard and clamps embracing the cover and standard

atB.401. CUTTER BAR AND GUARD Calvi.n G. Hamp-
ton, Hyde. Cal Filinl Apr 11. 1907. Serial No. 367.rt41.

1 In a device of the character described a finger bar, two
piece finger guards connected therewith, said finger guards
having central slots for receiving the cutter bar and
smaller slots outward therefrom to the ends thereof, adapt-

ed to receive the knives, and guard memliers extending
longitudinally of the flnger bar between said guards and
forming a slot registering with said last named slot.s. as

Spei'lrled

2 In a device of the character described a finger bar.

finger guards secured thereto, said guards being provided
with central slots adapted to receive the cutter bar, smaller
slots outward from said central slots and adapted to re-

ceive the knives, a cutter bar disposed in said central slots,

knivi's secured to said cutter bar and operating through
said last named slots, the alternate knives having upper
and lower cutting edges respectively and guard members
extending longitudinally of the finger bar between said

finger guards and forming a slot registering with said last

named slots, the top ones of said guard memt)er8 curving
over the top of said cutter bar. as set forth

3. In a device of the character described, a finger l>ar.

finger guards secured thereto, and each comprising two
members, each member embodying a pair of fingers, bars
connecting the fingers of each pair together, the said mem-
bers being secured together and being siTured to the finger

bar, a cutter t>ar arranged between the memlx'rs. p\iard

memlKTs carried by said finger guards and extending lon-

gitudinally of the finger bar and between the finger guards,
and knives carried by the cutter bar. the said knives of
the cutter bar being secured thereon all on the same plane
and the alternate knives having upper and lower cutting
edges respectively.

888,492. ROCK-DRILL. James S Hari-ow. Mineral, Va
Filed June l.H, 1907 Serial No. :!78.8l'9

1. A rock drill operating device consisting of a cylinder
having suitable ports, a piston therein havlni; shoulders, a
tappet to be engaged by the shoulders, a sliding valve con

trolling ports leading to the cylinder operated by the tap-

pet, a lever pivoted to the tappet and means for adjusting
the end of the lever into and out of the path of travel of

the shoulders of the piston

2. In a rock drill operating device, a cylinder having
ports, a valve for controlling the pc^rts, a tappet pivoted to

move the valve, means on the piston for engaging the

tappet to swing It on Its pivot, a member extending from
the tappet with Its end adapted to project into the path of

travel of the tappyet. actuating means on the piston and
means for adjusting the position of the end of the said

member,
3. A rock drill operating mechanism consisting of a

cylinder, a piston therein, a plvotally mounted tappet,

means on the piston for oscillating the tappet, a valve

actuated by the tappet, a member connected to the tappet
having Its end projecting Into the jjath of travel of the
piston, operating means on the piston and means for

adjusting said member,
4 In a rock drill operating mechanism, a cylinder hav-

ing ports, a piston therein, a valve for controlling the ports
alternately, a tappet for moving the valve, means on the
piston for throwing the tappet in opposite directions, a

member having its end projected into the path of travel of

the piston whereby, through engagement of the piston, the

aid member is thrust, means for communicating the
movement of the member to the tapiiet and means for

adjusting the position of the end of the member.
5. In a rock drill operating mechanism, a cylinder hav-

ing ports, a valve for controlling the ports, means for re-

ciprocating the valve, means whereby the movement of the
piston operates the valve reciprocating device, means con-
nected to the valve reciprocating device abutted by the
piston In advance of the point at which said valve is nor-
mally thrown and means for adjusting the position of the
contacting surface thereof,

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.

1

8 8 8.49.3. APPARATUS FOR DRAWING LIQUIDS.
Lewis \V. Harhington, Short Hills. N. J , and Beh-
NABD Leonard. New York, N. Y. Filed Aug, 12. 19<>4.

Serial No 220.513.

1. In an apparatus for drawing li()iiid. the combination
of a refrigerator adapted to contain a vessel for holding
a supply of liquid, a drawing off device, a conduit having

I one end connected with the refrigerator near the bottom
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of the latter and haviDK its other end connected with the

refrigerator near the top of the latter and proceeding

to the drawing off device, whereby a contlnuoua passage

Is afforded for the circulation of air from tbe refrigerator

to the drawing; off device and back to the refrigerator,

and a pipe running from the vessel in tfte refrigerator

through a portion of said conduit to the drawing off de-

vice, and so arranged that an air space is malntalne<l In

such portion of the conduit between tbe plpfc and the con-

duit.

2. In an apparatus for drawing liquid. tl}e combination
of a refrigerator adapted to contain a vessel for holding

a supply of liqulil, a drawlngoff device, a (jondalt having
one end connecteiJ with tbe refrigerator ne«r the bottom
of the latter and having its other end connected with the
refrigerator near the top of the latter and proceeding to

the drawing off device, whereby a continuous passage is

afforded for the circulation of air from tfte refrigerator

to the drawing off device and back to the refrigerator, and
a pipe running from the vessel in the refrigtrator through
.1 portion of said conduit to the drawingaff device, and
so arr.inged that an air space is maintalne4 in such por-

tion of the conduit t)etween the pipe and the conduit, a

supplementary conduit connecting the refjlgerator with
the portion of the first mentioned conduit containing said
pipe and a valve In said supplementary cotduit for con-

trolilng the flow of air through the conduit.

3. In an apparatus for drawing liquid. tlK combination
of a refrigerator adapted to contain vessels for holding
(1 supply of Iliviid. a supplementary chanjber near tbe
drawing off point, a plurality of conduits leading from
the refrigerator and opening Into the Supplementary
chamt^er adapted to receive pipes running from said ves-

sels to the drawing off spigots, means whereby the con-

duits will be supplied with cold air from tfte refrigerator
and the liquid be kept cool on its passage t» the spigots,

a conduit running from the supplementary chamber back
to the refrigerator a perforated plate arranged over the
sufipiementary chamt>er. an Imperforate cap for the cham-
ber having a dependent flange, and a trough extending
around the Interior of the supplementary chamber into
which the flange Is adapted to dip to form a seal, whereby
liquid passing through the drain-plate will He collected In

the trough and the supplementary chamber will be made
air tigh^.

4. In an apparatus for drawing liquid, the combination
of a refrigerator adapted to contain vessel* for holding
a supply of liquid, conduits leading from th* refrigerator
to the drawing off point, adapted to receive jiipes running
from said vessels to the drawlng-off spigots, a supple
mentary conduit leading from the refrigerator to each
conduit, whereby scch conduit will be supplied with cold
air from the refrigerator, means for regulating the flow
of cold air throtigh each conduit and its supplementary
conduit whereby the liquid will be kept at any desired
temperature on its pa.ssnge to the spigot atd means for
positively producing a circulation of air through the con-
duits

5. In an apparatus for drawing liquid, th« combinntli>n
of a refrigerator adapted to contain a vessel for holding
a supply of liquid, a drawing off device, a conduit having
one end connected with the refrigerator nefjr the bottom
of the latter and having Its other end connected with the
refrigerator near the top of the latter and proceeding to
the drawingoff device, whereby a continuous passage Is

afforded for the circulation of air from the refrigerator to
the drawing off device and back to the refrigerator, and
means for positively producing a forced circulation of air
through the conduit.

secured upon the window side and adapted to contact with
the bar between its ends, sulwtantially as descriljed.

SS8.494. FASTENER FOR ST0RM-SASHE8. WINDOW-
SCREENS, *c. Maetix HAt sbh. Toledo, Ohio, assignor
to Frank Wortsmith, Jr., Toledo, Ohio. Tiled Aug 1
lfK»T. Serial No. 386.535.

1. A fastener for swinging sash comprisi»g a bar plv-
otally and slldably connected at one end with the sash, a
projection upon the side of the window frame adapted to
be engaged by the free end of the bar, and

ft rigid plate

2. A fastener for swinging sash comprising a l>ar plv-

otally and slldably connected at one end with tbe sash
and provided with an inclined portion at its opposite free

end, a projection upon the side of the window frame
adapted to t»e engaged by said inclined portion, and a

plate upon the side of the window frame adapted to con-

tact with the bar near its pivotal connection with the

sash, substantially as deacriL>ed.

3. A fastener for swinging sash comprising a plate se-

cured upon the sash and provided with an elongated slot,

a bar having a pivot pin at one end adapte<l to traverse

said slot, a slotted contact plate adapted to guide the

bar and hold the same from outward movement when in

locked position, the bar provided with a notch in one
edge adjacent to Its free end to engage the contact plate

and having the opposite edge adjacent to its free end in-

clined, and a projection upon the side of the window
frame adapted to be engaged by the inclined edge of the
bar. substantially as descrlbeil.

SSS.40.5. PRt'NINf} INSTHIMKNT S.\mtki. P H.\y-

WARD. East Pepperell. Muss. Fll»'<i July .'!. litOT. Se-

rial No. 3S1.991.

1. In a pruning Instrument, a tube provided with a slot
having a lateral open end and a closed end located above
said open end, and a pole secured to the lower end of said
tube.

2. In a pruning Instrument, a tube provided with a slot
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having a lateral open end and a closed end located above

said open end, said open end being greater in width than

said closed end. and a pole secured to the lower end of

said tube.

3. In a pruning Instrument, a tube provided with a slot

having a lateral open end and a closed end located above

aid open end. the metal above and adjacent to said open

end being bent outwardly to form a hook.

4. In a pruning Instrument, a tut)e provided with a slot

having a lateral open end and a closed end located above

said open end, the metal above and adjacent to said open

end being bent outwardly to form a hook, and a substan-

tially conical tip on the upper end of said tul)e.

5. In a pruning instrument, a tube provided with a slot

having a closed end and a lateral open end. said tul)e also

provided with two slots extending longitudinally thereof

and a circumferential slot . connecting said longitudinal

slots, one of said longitudinal slots extending through the

lower end of said Uihe ; a pole located on the lower end

of said tube, and a pin fast to said pole and adapted to

enter said slots.

888,496. FEEDINO MECHANISM FOR GRINDING MA
<'HINES. Jame.s N. Heai.d. Worcester, Mass.. assignor

to The Heald Machine Company. Worcester. Mass.. a

Corporation of Massachusetts Filed May ft, 1906.

Serial No. 315,885.

1. lu a grinding machine of the class descrilxHl. the

combination of a rotating cylinder, a revolving grinding

wheel spindle Journaled eccentrically within said rotating

cylinder, a star wheel <-arrled In a circular patii by said

cylinder, a projection held in the fixed framework of the

machine In the path of said star wheel, whereby an inter-

mittent motion is given to said star wheel at each rotation

of said cylinder, and a fetHling mechanism operatlvely

connected with said star wheel for varying the eccentricity

of said grinding wheel spindle.

2. In a grinding machine of the class described, a feed

Ing mechanism for varying the orbital path of the trrind

Ing wheel, consisting of a rotating star wheel carried in

a circular path concentric with the orbital path of the

grinding wheel spindle, means for operatlvely connecting

said star wheel and said grinding wheel spindle, and
means for Imparting an Intermittent motion nt will to

said Ptar wheel during Its concentric movement.
3. In a grinding machine of the clara described, a feed-

ing mechanism for varying the orbital path of the grind-

ing wheel spindle, comprising a star wheel having n cir-

cular movement around a fixed axis, and a projection held

In the framework of the machine capable of being moved
at will Into the path of said star wheel.

4. In a grinding machine of the class described, a rotat-

ing member for carrying the grinding wheel spindle in an
orbital path concentric with the axis of said rotating mem
ber. means for varying the eccentricity of the grinding

wheel spindle relatively to said rotating member, comprts

Ing a star wheel carried by the rotating member, and a

projection held In the framework of the machine capable

of being moved Into and out of the path of said star wheel.

5. In a grinding machine of the class described, a feed

ing mechanism for varying the orbital movement of the

grinding wheel spindle, and comprising a star wheel car-

ried In a circular path corresponding with the orbital

movement of the grinding wheel spindle, a projecting rib

supported by the framework of the machine, and means

134 O. G.—53

for bringing said rib at will into position to engage the

teeth of said star wheel.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the 3azette.]

888,497. ROCK- DRILLING MACHINE OR ENGINE.
Hknkt Hellman and Lewis C. Batles, Johannesburg,

Transvaal. Filed July 12, 1905. Serial No. 269,406.

1. In a rock-drllllng machine or engine, a rotatable

power cylinder, a drill steel slldably and non-rotatably

held at the forward end of said power cylinder and having

a passage extending longitudinally of said steel and com-

municating with the circumference of said steel, a swivel

piece loosely surrounding said steel and In communication
with the hole at the circumference thereof, and means for

conducting liquid to said swivel piece.

2. In a rock-drilling machine or engine, a rotatable

power cylinder, a drill steel slldably and non-rotatably held

at the forward end of said power cylinder and having a pas-

sage extending longitudinally of said steel and communi-
cating with the circumference of said steel and with the

interior of the power cylinder, a swivel piece loosely sur-

rounding said steel and In communication with the hole at

the circumference thereof, and means for conducting liquid

to said swivel piece.

888,498. CALIPERS AND DIVIDERS. Adolph F. He.v-

KIK8ON, Troy, N Y. Filed Nov. 14, 1907. Serial No.

402.172.

In a pair of calipers or dividers, the legs of which are

formed at their Inner ends with flat inwardly inclined ends

and with oppositely disposed sockets in their inner edges

near said ends, of a curved spring, the ends of the spring

being attached to the inner or Inclined ends of the caliper

or divider legs, a thumb-piece extending through the body
of the spring, a longitudinally disposed screw-threaded

stem attached at Its outer end to .the thumb-piece, the In-

ner end of the stem extending between the Inner ends of

the caliper or divider legs, a disk fixed to the inner end of

the stem, the periphery of the disk fitting in tbe sockets

of the caliper or divider legs, and constituting a piTot for

the inner ends of the same, a sliding block having flat op-

positely disposed inwardly inclined side edges to engage
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th08« of the inner ends of the caliper or dltlder lega mount-

ed to slide on the stem, and an adjnatltg nut rotatably

mounted on the stem between the Inner etd of the thumb-

piece and the sliding block for moving th» latter Inwardly

to spread apart the caliper or divider leg* against the ac-

tion of the spring.

8 8 8.499. SPOON. William P. Hbr»st, Washington,

D C. Filed July 9. 1906. Serial No. 825,302.

1. A spoon comprising a bowl, and a ftandle having at

one end two separated members that ejtend across one

edge of the bowl and bear respectively upon the concave

and convex surfaces thereof.

2. A spoon comprising a bowl, and a Handle formed of

wire, twisted to provide the stem or body of the handle,

and having at one end a pair of integral clamping members
which bear respectively upon the concave and convex sur-

faces of the bowl.

^. A. spoon comprising a bowl of pressed or molded

paper, and a handle detachably connected with said bowl.

4 A. spoon comprising a handle having one end expanded

and divided into a plurality of sections, two of which sec-

tions occupy a plane at one side of the remainder of said

expanded portion, and a bowl having one edge inserted in

the space separating said sections and connected with the

handle by pressure exerted on opposite sides thereof by the

said sections of the expanded end of the handle, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

5. A spoon comprising a handle havltg at one end a

plurality of separated resilient clamping members, and a

bowl having one edge Inserted between and connected with

the handle by tht> pressure of said clampltit; members, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose deacrib«id.

888.600. TrRBINE J.\' k Hi.ssink. Bprlln. Germany,
assignor to Bergmann Klektrlcitats Warke .\ktiengesell-

schaft. Berlin, Germany, a Cnrporatfcin of Germany.
Filed Oct. 2.3. 1907. Serial No. .398.71*.

1. In a turbine, the combination, with the disk having

silts at Its outer portion, of blades provided with feet ex-

tending Into said slits, the inner portions of said feet pro-

jecting beyond the disk, and holding rizas sccnred to the

disk on each side thereof and provided with annular

grooves to receive the projecting portions of said feet.

2. In a turbine, the combination, with the rotary disk

provided with silts, of holding rims secured to the disk

and provided with annular grooves, and blades having

feet projecting into said slits and grooves.

3. In a turbine, the combination, with the rotary disk

having slits and the blades provided with feet set in said

silts and projecting from the disk, of holding rims secured

to the disk and recessed to receive the projecting portions

of the blade feet.

4. In a turbine, the combination, with the rotary disk

having silts and the bladea provided with feet set In said

silts and projecting from the disk, of a holding member
secured to the disk and recessed to receive the projecting

portions of the blade feet.

5. In a turbine, the combination, with the rotary disk

and the blades provided with feet the inner portions of

which have lugs disposed at right angles to form U shaped

ends, of holding memt>ers secured to the disk and recessed

to receive said lugs.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaaette.]

88 8. 5ul. GAS-COCK. William E. Holdeb.nkss and
Henht W. Evans, New York. N. Y. Filed June 4. 1907.

Serial No. 377.126.

In a device of the character described, the combination

with a valve-casing, a valvf, means to lock the valve in

various positions within the casing, a groove in the casing

and a projection on the valve whereby to hold the valve

within said casing

888.502. BOTARY FIRNACE APPLICABLE FOR USE
IN ROASTING ORES OR THE LIKE. Woldkmab Hom-
MBL. Lee. England. Filed Nov. 23. 1907. Serial No.

403,470.

1. The herein described rotary furnace, apiiilcablf for

use in roasting ores and the like, comprising an ore cham-

ber the floor or hearth of which consists of a rotary cen-

tral portion, and a surrounding annular portion which Is

stationary ; a series of obliquely set scrapers, arranged

above the central portion of the hearth and adapted to

work the ore gradually towards the periphery of the lat-

ter, and one or more scrapers, arranged above the annular

portion of the hearth, attached to the central rotating

portion and adapted to sweep the ore In a circumferential

direction towards the outlet orifice in the floor of the sta-

tionary portion, the furnace gases being caused to circu-

late t>otb above and below that portion, substantially as

, herein described.
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2. In a rotary furnace of the kind wherein the floor or

hearth of the ore chamber comprises a central rotary por-

tion and a surrounding annular portion which is station-

ary, providing the rotary portion with an annular cham-

ber arranged towards the periphery thereof and adapted to

supply heated air to the ore chamber, substantially as here-

in described.

S88,503. STEAMSHIP. Amand M. Huril. New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 19, 1907. Serial No. 407,102.

\ ship, ovoidal in horizontal section, provided with a

substantially flat bottom, with propelling means at one

end. and with propelling means at each side of its widest

portion, each of such propelling means being movable

Independently of the other propelling means, substantially

as and for the purpose described

8 88,505. MACHINF: FOR .MAKING AND DRIVING
TACKS IN WINDOW SASHES. Carl E. Johnson,

Randolph. Mass. Filed July 2.3, 1006. Serial No. 327,272.

8M.504. WHEEL Abthi R L. Jimbnkz, New York, N. Y.,

assignor of forty five one hundredths to William Free-

man and five one hundredths to Joseph Ix)pez Jimenez.

New York. N Y Filed Apr. 6, 1907. Serial No. 366,811.

1. The combination with spokes each having an annular

shoulder between Its ends and a rigid felly secured to the

outer ends of said spokes, of a casing embracing the felly

and the outer ends of the spokes, a tire carried by aald

casing and a cushion within the casing between the felly

and tire

2. The combination with the shouldered spokes and rigid

felly secured thereto, of the two part casing embracing

the felly and outer ends of the spokes the openings In the

casing through which the spokes pass being longer than

the diameter of the spokes, antl friction balls Interposed

between the spokes and side walls of the casing within

the spoke openings, a tire carried by said casing, and a

cushion within the casing between the tire and felly.

3. The combination with spokes, each having shoulders

between Its ends, clamping plates engaging the inner ends

of the spokes and a felly secured to the outer ends of the

spokes, of a two-part casing shaped substantially as shown
and embracing the felly and outer ends of the spokes and
having openings for the free passage of the spokes the

said openings being of greater length than width, a tire

secured to the periphery of the casing, and a cushion Inter

posed between said tire and felly.

4. The combination with the shouldered spokes, clamp-

ing plates secured to the Inner ends thereof and a felly

secured to the outer ends, of the two-part casing embrac-

ing the felly and outed ends of the spokes, each member
of said casing having a hook shaped outer edge, a tire

clamped between said hook-shaped outer edges, and a

cushion interposed between said felly and tire.

1. In a machine for driving fasteners, a casing, a race-

way, a driver for said fasteners, a pivoted arm connected

to said driver, a lever, a link connecting said arm to one

end of said lever, and a hand lever pivoted to said casing

and connected to said first lever, whereby said driver may
be moved transTcrsely of said raceway.

2. In a machine for driving fasteners, a casing, a race-

way, mechanism to feed a wire longitudinally of aald race-

way, a driver for said fasteners, a pivoted arm connected

to said driver, a lever, a link connecting said arm to one

end of said lever, a hand lever pivoted to said casing and
connected to aald first lever, whereby said driver may be

moved transyersely of said raceway, a cutter fast to aald

hand lever and adapted to be moved thereby across said

raceway, and a stationary cutter fast to said casing and

adapted to cooperate with said first cutter to sever from

said wire a portion thereof to form a fastener.

3 In a machine for driving fasteners into a window
sash, a stationary raceway for said fasteners, a driver

adapted to be moved transversely of said raceway, mech-

anism to feed wire longitudinally of said raceway, and
mechanism to sever a portion of said wire therefrom to

form a fastener, the lower portion of said raceway inclined

toward said driver at an obtuse angle thereto, whereby

said fastener is adapted to fall into a horizontal position

In front of said driver.

4. In a machine for driving fasteners Into a window
sash, a casing, a raceway, a driver for said fasteners, a

bell-crank lever, one arm of which Is connected to said

driver, a slide, a link connecting said slide to the other

arm of said bell-crank lever, a pair of feed wheel*, means
carried by said slide to actuate said feed wheels to move
a wire longitudinally of said raceway, a second lever, a

link connecting said first arm of said bell-crank lever to

said second lever, and a hand lever pivoted to said casing

and connected to said second lever, whereby said driver

may be moved transversely of said raceway.

5. In a machine for driving fasteners, a casing, a race-

way, a driver for aald fasteners, a bell-crank lever, one

arm of which is connected to said driver, a slide, a link

connecting said slide to the other arm of said bell-crank

lever, a pair of feed wheels, one of which constitutes a

ratchet, a pawl carried by said slide and adapted to oper-

atively engage said ratchet, a second lever, a link connect-

ing said first arm of said bell-crank lever to said second
lever, and a hand lever pivoted to said casing and con-

nected to said second lever, whereby said driver may be

moved transversely of said raceway.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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8 8 8.606. TDRBINB-DRIVBN BOCK DRILL. MosBS
K»LLOw. Penrhyndendraeth, Enfiland. Filed Nov. 9,

1906. Serial No. 342.886.

1. In a turliine driven rock drill, the hfreln described

means for di^charijing the exhaust water at a higher level

or otherwise a^ain.'^t an adverse pressure ; same compris-

ing a turbine-wheel of the kind herein referred to and hav-

ing its vanes arranged to permit of a largf angle of out-

flow ; a casing having a chamber for said turbine, and a

dl:»oharge passage which gradually increasies in area to-

wards the outlet and which receives the w»ter on leaving

the vanes of said turbine, substantially as set forth.

2. In a rotary rock drill, a turbine wheel formed with a

laterally projecting peripheral flange, curved vanes ra-

dially mounted in said flange, vanes on opposite faces of

the body of the said turbine wheel, and a casing having a

chamber for said turbine and a discharge passage which
gradually increases in area towards its twtlet, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. In a rotary rock-drill of the kind herein referred to,

a ca.Hing built up of three parts ; a front part forming the

gear case, an intermediate part forming with the gear

case the turbine-chamber and a rear part fbrmed with In-

let and outlet passages, substantially as herein described.

4. In a turbine-driven rock-drill, the combination, with

the turbine and a casing for said turbine, o{ concentrically

arranged inlet and outlet noazies to which are respectively

connected concentrically arranged supply and discharge

pipes, substantially as herein described.

.'>. In a turbine-driven rock-drill, the cortblnatlon, with

a casing having ><iipply and discharge passages, of a main-

supply cock comprising a plug formed with an annular
groove on either side of the main passage, said grooves

communicating with the discharge passage In said casing,

substantially as herein described.

i<'laim H] not printed in the Gaxette.]

•88,507. TELEPHONY. I.siix)r Kitsee, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor of one-half to William J. I«atta, Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed .\pr. 2.-5. 1904. Serial No. 204.S58.

i' 'i
*2

1 In telephony, means t<i neutralize earth cuirenta In

a line of transmission, said means comprlskig an indncto-

rlum, one coll connected to the line of transmission, the

second coil conm^cted to the ground ; one of said coils con-

structed so that one part has an inducing effect opposite

to the Inducing effect of the second part.

2. In telephony, a line of transmission, two stations

therefor, each station e<]ulpped with neceasary transmit-

ting and receiving devices, the terminals of said line con-

nected to one coil of a converter, the second coll connected

to the ground, one of said colls con3tnicte4 in a manner,
so that one part is neutralized by the remaining part of

same.

8 8 8,508. CIG.\R.
Piled Oct. 14, 1905.

laiDOB KiTSES. Philadelphia, Pa.

Serial No. 282.819.

1. A cigar, a thread passing lengthwise throughout the

whole body of the cigar, the ends of said thread forming
a loop on the outside of said cigar.

2. In combination with a cigar, a thread passing length-

wise through the whole body of said cigar, the ends of said

thread connected together on the outside of said cigar.

'.i. A cigar, a thread carried lengthwise through the

whole body of said cigar, the ends of said thread being

carried about midway outside of said cigar, forming therp

a loop around the circumference of the cigar and being

connected after forming said loop.

888.509. CABLE TELEOR.VPHU: SYSTEM IsitMjR Kit-

see. Philadelphia. Pn Fih>d I)f>c 17. 190«. Serial No
348.363.

.—L-f^

1. In a telegraph system, the combination with a cable,

of a relay, a »e<'ond relay controlled thereby and included

in circuit with a cond»»nser and a hattcry. and a shunt

across the break of said first relay including a high resist-

ancf and a hattt'ry

2. In a telegraph system, the combination w^lth a cable,

of a sensitive relay, a relay of less sensitiveness controlled

thereby and included in a circuit including a battery, a

condenser, a high resistance, and a second battery of

;rreafer [xiwer than and connected in opposition to said

first mentioned imttery, said second liattery and hi>,'li re-

sistance beini; 'unnected arross the l)reak of said s.^nsl-

tlve relay

3 In a telegraph system, the combination witti a cable.

of a sensitive relay, a relay of leas sensitiveness eontrolled

thereby and included in a circuit comprising a battery, a

conden.ser. a high resistance, and a battery of greater

power than and connected in opposition to said first men-

tioned battery, a second line or cable Including In its cir-

cuit a battery, a condenser, an inductive device, and a sec-

ond battery of greater power than and connected in oppo-

altion to said first battery, said Inductive device and .sec-

ond battery being connected across the break of said less

sensitive relay.

4. In a telegraph system, the combination with a cable,

of a relay, a second relay controlled thereby, the winding
of said .second relay Included In a circuit with a source

of energy a condenser and a resistance, .said main line or

cable relay adapted to short circuit said resistance.

5. In a telegraph system, the combination with a cable,

of a relay, a second relay having its winding Included In

a circuit with oppositely disposed sources of energy and
a resistance, and a circuit Including one of said sources

of energy and said resistance controlled by said line or

cable relay

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette ]
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888,510 TELEGRAPHY IsiDOR KiTsmB, Philadelphia,

Pa , assignor of one-half to William J. Latta, Phila-

delphia. Pa Filed Aug 9. 1906 Serial No 3'29.882.

named coll in one direction and In further combination

with means adapted to move the second coil simultaneously

in opposite direction.

1 in a telegraphic system means to transmit reversals,

a receiving device inserted in the line, a local translating

device, and localized commutating device operatlvely re

lated to said receiving device to make operative said trans

lating device through one of the Impulses received and

make inoperative said translating device through the sec

ond of said Impulses received.

2. .\ telegraphic system comprising transmitting sta-

tions and receiving station, the transmitting stations em
bracing means to transmit reversals, the receiving sta-

tions embracing an electro magnetic receiver, the arma
ture normally In contact with a conductor, a local circuit

for armature and conductor, embracing source of current

and a commutating device. In combination with a trans-

lating device operated by said commutator, a circuit for

same, and contacting means for said circuit.

'. In a system of telegraphy means to transmit im-

pulses, means to receive the same and translate the same
into readable characters, said means comprising an electro-

magnet inserted in the line of transmission, a local cir-

cuit therefor, a commutator, electro-magnetic means to

actuate said commutator, a translating device and means
whereby through the movement of said commutator a

circuit for saitl translating device is alternately made and
Itroken.

4. In telegraphy, a receiving and translating device com-
prising the electro magnetic receiver proper, a commn-
tating device, electromagnetic means to operate the same,

a translating device and means to close the circuit for

said translating device through each alternate action of

said commutating device, the actuating means in operative

relation to the receiver proper.

5 In telegraphy, means to receive and translate trans-

mitted impulses, the first means comprising an electro-

magnet, the coil therefor connected in the line, a movable
armature and stationary contact for said electro-magnet,
both tyjrmally in contact with each other, an electric cir-

cuit therefor, a commutating device In operative relation

to said electric circuit, a translating device, an electric

circuit therefor, and means to operate said circuit through
said commutating device.

888,511. DUPLEXING TELEGRAPH-LINES. IsiDOB

K1T8M, Philadelphia. Pa , assignor of one-half to Wil-

liam J Latta, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 9, 1906.

Serial No. 329,885.

1. In a telegraphic system wherein the incoming im-

pulses are received with the aid of a movable coil inserted

in the line of transmission, a second movable coil therefor,

a local circuit for said second coll, in combination with
means to transmit impulses adapted to move the first

2. In a telegraphic system, a transmitting and receiving

station comprising transmitting means and receiving

means, said receiving means comprising stationary core

and two movable colls, the transmitting means comprising

means to transmit one impulse over the line and to trans-

mit simultaneously a second localized impulse, the first

impulse flowing through one of said coils and the second

impulse flowing through the second of said colls, each Im-

pulse tending to nullify the effect of the other Impulse.

3 In telegraphy, a receiving device comprising station-

ary cores and two movable colls, one of said coils Inserted

in the line of transmission, the second of said coils con-

nected to the secondary of an Inductoriuni and means to

generate in said secondary an impul.se simultaneously
with an impulse transmitted over the line, both of said

Impulses tending to move the coils In opposite direction.

4 in duplexed telegraphy, a line of transmission and
two stations therefor, each station cx)mprising receiving,

transmitting, and duplex device, the receiving device com-
prising two movable coils, a stationary core for same, one
of said movable coils connected to the line of transmission
and, the second of said movable colls connected locally to

the nullifying device, the transmitting device comprising
means to transmit simultaneously two impulses, one im-

pulse adapted to flow over the line and through one of said

coils, the second impulse adapted to flow locally through
the second of said coils, one of said impulses nullifying

the effect of the second of said impulses on the receiving

device.

') In combination with a line of transmission and two
stations therefor, means to nullify the effect of the signal-

ing current on the home-instrument, said means embracing
an inductorium, a source of current for the primary and
mi-ans to operate the same, a movable auxiliary coil for the
receiving device and means to connect said movable auxil-

iary coll to the secondarv of said inductorium.

888,512. DRAWER-CABINET. Charles F Kubz, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Filed Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No. 395,140.

e »p

1 In a drawer-cabinet, the combination, with a case

having a drawer-receiving compartment which has a fop

wall and a bottom, of a stop-forming member extending
transversely of the forward end of the said t>ottom. and a

drawer contained In the main within the said compartment
in the closed and normal position of the drawer and having
two laterally spaced members 14 which rest upon the bot

torn of the compartment and are arranged t)elow the bot-

tom of the drawer and provided In their lower edges with
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r«;ces8<?9 extending longitudinally of the jrawpr rrom a

point c-entrally b.>tween the ends of the drawer to a point

forwardly of the afor»>sald stop-forming m«mt)er, and the

r^'a^ portions of the sides of the drawer b«lng reduced in

height from a point j^ooiewhat forwardly of a point ar-

ranged vertically above the rear ends of the recesses to

the Inner end of the drawer and having their top edges

arranged as far below the top wall of the aforesaid com-

partment a.s thp distanc*' which the stop-f»rmlng member

extends upwardly into the recesses, and the rear portions

of the said edges sloping downwardly toward the inner end

of the drawpT fmm a point rearwardly '">f a point arranged

vertically ab«>VH rh^- rear -nds of the aforesaid recesses

2 In a drawer-cabinet, the comblnatlot, with a case

having a draw^-r rnceivlnc compartment which has a top

wall and a bottom, of a stop furmimr raet:il)er extending

transversely of the forward end of the said bottom, and

a drawer arranged within the said compartment and hav

Ing two lateraUy •.pac^>d members U whicU rest upon the

compartment bottom and are arrani;»Hl bel^^w the l)Ottom

of the draw'-r and provided in their lower edges with re-

ceibes extending longitudinally of the drawer from a point

centrally betw^-en the ends of the drawer to a point for-

wardly of the aforesaid stop forming member, and the rear

portions of the sides of the drawer being reduced in height

from a point somewhat forwardly of a point arranged

vertically aU>ve the rear ends of the recesses to the Inner

end of the drawer, and the rear portions of the top edges of

the said vertically reduc»-d portions of tke sides of the

drawer sloping downwardly toward the inner end of the

drawer from a point rearwardly of a point arranged ver-

tically alMjv^ the r*'ar ends of the aforsalri recesses, and

the forward portions of the said edges belnt? arranged sub-

stantially parallel with the top wall o| the aforesaid

compartment and arranged as far below the said wall as

the distance which the stop forming member extends up-

wardly into the recesses.

3. In a drawer-cabinet, the combination, with a case

having a drawer-receiving compartment a which has a

horizontally arranged top wall 6 and a boriiontally ar-

ranged bottom 7, of a half-round stop-forming member ex-

tending transversely of the forward end of the said bottom

and resting at its flat side upon and attached to the said

bottom, and a drawer B arranged wlthlft the said com-

partment and having two laterally spactKl members 14

which ar»> arranged below the bottom of the drawer and

provided In their lowf-r edges with recasses 17 haying

rounded end walls 18 and 19, said drawer having its for-

ward portion snugly but slidably flttin|[ the aforesaid

compartment, and having the rear portions of Its sides

reduced in height from a point somewhat forwardly of a

point arranged vertically above the rear ends of the re-

cesses to the inner end of the drawer. a]l arranged and

operating substantially as shown, for the purpose speci-

fied.

4. In a drawer cabinet, the combination, with a case

havlug a drawer-receiving compartment which has a top

wall and a bottom, of a stop-forming m»mber extending

transversely of the forward end of the said bottom, and a

drawer arranged within the said compartnent and having

two laterally spaced members projecting downwardly

below the drawer bottom and provided In their lower

edges below the drawer-bottom with recess'-s extending

longitudinally of the sides of the drawpr from a point

centrally between the r'/ar and forward f-nda of the

drawer forwardly to a point forward of tije aforesaid stop-

forming memb^-r. which sides of the drawer have their

rear portions n-^duced In height and provided with top

edges which ar^ far enough below the top wall of the

aforesaid compartment at any point to accommodate the

lifting of the drawer clear of the aforesaid stop-forming

member when the drawer is slid forwarfjlv far enough to

bring the said edges forward of the said wall of the com

partment

5. In a drawer cabinet. th'» combination, with a case

having a drawer receiving compartment which has a top

wa'i! and a bottom, of a stop-forraitiu' member extending

trsiisvf>r<KMy of the forward end of the said bottom, and

a drawer arranged within the said compartment and hav-

ing Its sides extending downwardly below the drawer-

bottom to raise the latter above the compartment bottom

and provided in their lower edges N'low the drawer bot-

tom with recesses extending longitudinally of the said

sides from a point centrally between the rear an<l for

ward ends of the drawer forwardly to a point forward of

the aforesaid stop-forming member, which sides of the

drawer hav their rt-ar portions reduced in height and

provided with top edges which are far enough below the

top wall of the aforesaid compartment at any point to

accommodate the lifting of the drawer clear of the afore-

said stop forming member when the drawer is slid for-

wardly far .'nough to t)ring the said edges forward of the

said wall of the compartment

888.51.'l. BIN CABINET. Chaki.es F. Ki hz. Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Sept 30, 1907. Serial No. 39R.141.

1. In a bin cabinet, the combination, with h case hiiviut;

a bin receiving compartment, of a bin arranged within the

said compartment and provided below Its bottom with

two laterally spaced forwardly and rearwardly extending

members whose rear portions have straight lower edges

which slo()e upwardly toward the front of the bin, said

forwardly and rearwardly extending members of the bin

being provided rearward of the front of the case with sur-

faces which sloi>e upwardly toward the front of the bin

and are curved outwardly to form rockers, and forwardly

and rearwardly extending rails arranged under the said

forwardly and rearwardly extending memt)er8 of the bin

and having top surfaces which slope upwardly toward the

front of the Mn.

2. In a bin cabinet, the combination, with a case having

a bin receiving compartment, of a bin arranged within the

said compartment and having a iK)ttom which slopes

upwardly toward the front of the bin from the rear of

the bin and provided below the said bottom with two

laterally spaced forwnrdly and rearwardly extending mem
iwrs whose rear portions hiive straight lower edges which

slope upwardly toward the front of the bin. said for

wnrdly and rearwardly extending members of the bin being

provided rearward of the front of the case with surfaces

which slope upwardly toward the front of the bin and

are curved outwardly to form rockers, and forwardly and

rearwardly extending rails arranged under the said for

wardly and rearwardly t-xtendlng members of the bin and

having top surfnces which slope upwardly toward the

front of the bin and are engaged hy the aforesaid edges.

.^. In a bin-cabinet, the combination, with a case hav

Ing a i)ln recflving compartment, of a bin arranged within

the said compartment and provided below Its bottom with

two laterally spaced forwardly and rearwardly extending
' members whose rear [tortlons have straight lower edges

which slope upwardly toward the front of the bin. said

forwardly and rearwanlly extending members of the bin

being provided rearward of the front of the case with sur

faces which slope upwardly toward the front of the bin

and are curved outwardly to form rockers ; forwardly and

;
rearwardly extending rails arranged under the said for-

I
wardly and rearwardly extending members of the bin and
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having top surfaces which slope upwardly toward the

front of the bin. and a compressible and elastic block sup-

ported from the case rearward of the bin and arranged to

b.' engaged and somewhat compressed by the bin in the

closed and normal position of the bin

4. In a bin-cabinet, the combination, with a case hav-

ing a bin ^^'<-^lvlng compartment, of a bin contained In

the main within tlif said compartment in the closed and

normal position of the bin and having a (>ottom sloping

from the rear of the bin upwardly toward the front of the

bin and sides which extend below the said bottom and

have their rear portions provided with straight lower

edge.s which slope upwardly toward the front of the bin

and siiaped to form rockers forward of the said edges, and

forwardly and rearwardly extending rails arranged under

the said tdt'is and rocker forming portions of the sides of

the bin. which raits have top surfaces which slope up-

wardly toward th.' front of the bin

888,614. AHMATl'KF - WINDlNc; FoK ELECTKICAL
MACHINES Benjamin (J. Lam.me, Pittsburg. Pa., as-

signor to Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-

pany, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Aug. 17,

l!tn4 Serial No. 221,00.'?.

plunger having water passages, a valve for closing said

pa.s8age8, and a valve stem adapted to be operated from

without the cylinder and plunger.

1. .\ winding for polyphase electrical machines coru

prising a plurality of groups of colls for each phase of

current that Indue*' corresponding opposite magnetic

poles approximately 180 electrical degrees apart, the sides

of the colls of each group alternating In position with the

sides of those of other groups that correspond to the other

phase or phases of current.

2. In a polyphase electrical machine, a slotted armature

and a winding for each phase of current that comprises

as many groups of a plurality of colls each as there are

field poles, the coils of each group being located In slots

that alternate in position with those which contain the

colls of other groups that correspond to the other phase

or phases of current.

'A. In a polyphase electrical machine, a slotted armature

and a winding for each phase of current that comprises

as many groups of a plurality of colls each as there are

field poles, the windings t>eing distributed In the ar-

mature slots so that the sides of coils corresponding to

dUTfrt-nt phases of current alternate in position

4. .V winding for polyphase electrical machines com-

prising a plurality of colls that are divided Into a plurality

of groups for each phase of the current, the sides of the

colls of each group alternating in position with the sides

of the colls of other groups

.6. .\ winding for polyphase electrical machines com-

prising a plurality of groups of colls equal in number to

the product of the number of field poles by the number of

phases, the sides of the colls of each group alternating In

position with the sides of the colls of other groups.

[Claims G and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.515 STOPPING MECHANISM FOR PLUNGER ELE-

VATORS. Thlre Larsson. Worcester, Mass, assignor

to himself. William E. D Stokes. New York, N Y . and

Fred A Jones, Worcester, Mass. Filed Sept 25. 1902,

Serial No 124,7:?7. Renewed Dec. 7, 1904 Serial No
2.'<5.881

1. In a hydraulic elevator, the combination with a cyl

Inder and plunger, of a stuffing-box through which the

plunger passes, an enlarged portion on the end of the

2 In a hydraulic elevator, the combination of a casing,

a plunger, a car secured to the plunger, means for admit-

ting and exhausting water to the annular space t>etween

the casing and plunger to act on the end of the plunger, a

valve mpchanlsm carried by the plunger, and means ex-

tending out through the plunger to actuate the valve

mechanism.
8. In a hydraulic elevator, the combination of the cas-

' ing. a plunger fitted In the top of the casing, a car carried

by the plunger, means for admitting and exhausting water

to the annular space between the casing and plunger to

act on the end of the plunger, a valve mechanism mounted

at the lower end of the plunger, and means extending out

through the plunger for actuating the valve mechanism.

4 In a hydraulic elevator, the combination of the cas-

ing, a plunger fitted in the top of the casing, a car carried by

the plunger, means for admitting and exhausting water to

the space t)etween the casing and plunger to act on the end

of the plunger, a piston or enlargement carried by the

plunger at its lower end, a valve mechanism carried by

the plunger, and means extending out through the plun-

ger for actuating the valve mechanism.

5 In a hydraulic elevator, the combination of a casing,

a plunger fitted In the top of the casing, a piston or en-

largement secured to the lower end of the plunger, a valve

m(fhanism for controlling the flow, and means extending

up through the plunger for actuating the valve mechanism

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,616 PROCESS FOR PRODUCING IMPRESSIONS
FAST TO WATER ON TEXTILE F.\BRICS. Leon

Lii.iEVFELD, Vienna, .Vustria Hungary, assignor to

George Harold Wlnterbottom. Horton House, near

Northampton, England. Filed Jan. 8, 1908. Serial No.

409.844

The herein described process for producing Impressions

fast to water on textile fai)rlcs by treating the fabric, be-

fore or after the goffering process, with combinations of

nitrocellulose or acetyl-cellulose. either alone or mixed

together or with other dressing materials, with organic

acid esters of high boiling point, particularly with a

phthallc acid ester, substantially as described.

8 8 8,517. RHEOSTAT. Seth A. Leonard, Cleveland.

Ohio. Filed June 17, 1907. Serial No. 379.300.

1 In rheostats, a series of resistance units of the same

conductive capacities, combined with a series of resistance

units of different conductive capacities, all of said units

i

being electrically connected in parallel, and a switch for
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all said units adapted to switch each unit In parallel and

successively and from one serte* to another.
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•J. In rheostats, separate sets of resistance units elec-

trically connected, the respective sets having units of

different conductive, capacities and the units of each set

harlnj the same condoctiTe capacities, and all of said units

having relatively low ampere conducting capacities at rela-

tively high voltage. In combination with » awltch elec-

trically connected In parallel with eyery u»lt In said re-

spective sets and arranged to place part ©r all of said

units In parallel circuit.

3. A rheostat comprising separate sets of reaisUnce

units electrically connected and having reHtlvely greater

conductive capacities Increasing successlvelj from one set

to another. In combination with a routing switch elec-

trically connected in parallel with each uqit of each set

and arranged to switch in said units from the first to the

last successively until all said units are In circuit In par-

allel.
. ,,

4. In rheostats, a series of resistance units electrically

connected in parallel aad divided Into sets of different

conductive capacities with like units In ea«h set. In com-

bination with a rotary switch adapted to be either con-

tinuously rotated in one direction to place each unit In each

set successively and cumulatively in circuit ar reversely ro-

tated to vary the cumulative effect of said units.

.-, In rheostats, a s-ries of resistance units of variable

individual conductive capacity electrically connected In

parallel In sets of units of the same individual capacity,

and said sets of units successively arranged In cumulative

valu^. and a switch therefor adapted to tlirow either the

lowest or the highest sets of units Initiallj In circuit.

[Claims « to 13 not printed in the (lazatte.

]

wardly projecting portion, a mall bag receptacle susUlned

by the outer end of the operating member, an operating

member pivoted to swing in a horizontal plane, the free

end of said member being adapted for engagement with

the inner projecting end of the operating member and an

actuating arm adapted to be carried by a railway car for

swinging the free end of the operating member In one

direction.

2. \ device of the character described, embracing mall

bag discharging mechanism arranged to swing In a verti-

cal plane, means for actuating said mechanism and mall

bag delivery apparatus adapted to be plvotally sustained

by a railway car and to be actuated by the discharging

mechanism.
;{ A device of the character described, embracing a

pivoted discharging member, adapted to be arranged to

wing in a vertical plane, a mall bag receptacle mounted

on said member, a longitudinally disposed operating mem

ber arranged to swing In a horizontal plane and to have

Its free end engage the inner end of the discharging mem-

ber, and delivery mechanism adapted to be plvotally sus-

tained by railway car and to be actuated by the discharg-

ing mechanism.

888,618. MAIL BAG DELIVERY APPARATUS Abvbb

F. Markwti.i,. Dana. Ind. Filed Nov. 14. 1907. Serial

No. 4U-.MT0

888.519. KETTLE. Kredekick N. Mabtindale. Gouver-

N. Y Filed .July 1. 1907 Serial No. 381,7riO.
neur.

J, if.

\ cooking vessel havlnj! a laterally extending rim and

provided with oppositely disposed ball supporting ears ex-

tendlntf vertlcallr above the rim, said bail supporting

ears b«>lng each formed of a single piece of metal having

an Intermediate portion thereof provided with a trans-

verse reinforeini; rib opening inwardly for the reception

of the rim and one vertical edge provided with a notch In-

tersecting the rib, the metal between the notch and the

free end of the ear being bent Inwardly to form a vertical

stop flan>re disposed at rlirht angles to said rim and hav-

ing its upper end provided with a square portion arranged

flash with the top of the adjacent ear

8 8 8,620. PIVOTED OAB. David F VIkerim.w and

ROBKBT L. APKEi.. Waterloo, Iowa. Filed .luly 18. 1907.

.>^rial No. 384.448

1. A darlce of the character described, embracing a

pivoted member arranged to swing in a vertical plane,

the inner end of said member being formed with an in-

1. In combination, a swlveled oarlock, an oar pivoted

thereto, an axial spindle secured to the handle-end of said

oar and projecting therefrom, and a handle rotatably

mounted on the projection of said spindle

2 In combination, a swlveled oar-lock, an oar pivoted

thereto, an axial spindle secured to the handle-end of aald

oar. a handle mounted on said spindle to rock thereon, and

stops on said spindle and on said handle adapted to con
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tact each other to limit the degree of forward and back

swinging of said handle.

3. In combination, a swlveled oar-lock, an oar pivoted

thereto, a spindle axlally secured to the handle-end of said

oar and projecting therefrom, bearings on the projection

of said spindle, a rotatable sleeve about and spaced away

from said spindle projection and provided with bearing-

seats opposed and spaced away from the bearings on the

spindle, antifriction means Interposed between the op-

posed bearings on said sleeve and said spindle, and a

handle secured about said sleeve and adapted to rotate

therew Ith.

color and soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid with a red

color; yielding upon reduction with stannous chlorid and

hydrochloric acid meta-dlchlorobenzldln and l-amlno-2-

naphthol 3.6-dlsulfonlc acid ; and dyeing wool from acid

baths red shades, substantially as hereinbefore described.

888,B21. SFL\DE ATTACHMENT FOR ELECTRIC IN-

CANDESCENT LAMPS ALHKRT F W. Metkr. Chi-

cago, 111., aslgnor to James H McGlll, Valparaiso. Ind.

Filed June 6. U*06 Serial No 320,830.

1. The combination of a single piece sheet metal con-

ductive shell having a lower part constituting a socket,

spirally corrugated to constitute a thread both Inside and

outside, and an exteriorly threaded upper part of smaller

diameter constituting a base : a shade, and means for sup-

porting the shade In Insulated relation to the shell com-

prising a pair of opposing. Interiorly threaded rings en-

gaging the exterior thread of the socket and constituting

opposing members of a clamp

2 The combination of a single piece sheet metal con-

ductive shell having a bjwer part constituting a socket,

spirally corriii-'ated to mustltute a thread both Inside and

outside, and an exteriorly threaded upper portion of differ-

ent diameter constituting a base, a shade, and means for

attaching said shade to the shell, comprising two Insulat-

ing rings screwed onto the exterior thread of the socket,

gripping therebetween the shade and arranged to prevent

contact of the shade with the shell

3. The combination of a conductive sheet metal shell

having a lower part constituting a socket spirally cor-

rugated to constitute a thread both Inside and outside,

and an exteriorly threaded upper portion constituting a

base, and two Insulating rings, both threaded onto the

exterior of the socket, each tapering toward one side and

arranged with their smaller sides confronting, and a lamp

shade, secured between said tapering surfaces of the rings.

4 The combination of a combined sheet metal base and

socket shell corrugated to provide an exterior and Interior

thread, a lamp shade, and means for securing the lamp

shade to the socket comprising two Insulating rings each

screwed on to the outside screw thread of the socket and

clamping the shade therebetween

.3,522 RED TETRAZO DYE. Emil Meter, Elberfeld.

Germany, assignor to Farbenfabrlken vorm. Friedr.

Bayer A Co.. Elberfeld. Germany, a Corporation of

Germany. Filed Feb. 1. 1908. Serial No. 413,903.

The herein described new tetrazo-dyestuff obtainable by

combining the tetrazo-compound of meta dlchlorobenzldln

having the formula :

NH, \/
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and thp part of the clutch carried by the driving shaft, a

stop .arrled by the movable part of the clutch, a flange

oarrifd by the sliding Intermediate piece, aid a grooved

collar carried by the sliding piece, as set forth.

5. The combination In a friction clutch •f the single

cone type, of a part fixed on the driving thaft, a part

mounted to slide on the driven shaft, a sleeve forming part

of the said disengaging part of the clutch, an Intermediate

piece carried by a sleeve adapted to slide Hi relation to

the movable part of the clutch, a spring operating between

thf said Interm^'dlate piece and an abutment fixed In lon-

gitudinal relation to thp part of the clutch OC the driving

shaft so as to lieep said intermediate piece In contact with

thp dis.-nKaslng part of the clutch, a second spring oper-

ating befwwn thv said intermediate piece a»d the dls^n

iraijini; part nt tb»> clutch, and a strip carried by the dis-

.nga>;ini,' part of tb." clutch with which a flange carried by

the sliding intprm<*diato piece contacts, as set forth.

[Claim ^^ not printed in the (iazette.J

888,524. WHEP:I- SCRAPER FOR GRAIN-DRILLS OR
CyrHER VEHICLES. JuHn Mcbb, Celina, Ohio. Filed

Junp '20. liHiT Serial No :'.79.y49.

.". J

The combination with a vehicle having supporting

wheels and a frame, the latter being mounted to He in a

plane above the former, of a straight transversely dis-

posed rock shaft mounted on the front end of the frame,

said shaft having a forwardly and upwardly extending

arm and its ends flattened longitudinally to form straight

rearwardly extending scraper blades with rear sharpened

edges adapted to engage the supporting whe«ls at an angle

by shifting the rock shaft arm Into rearwiirdly inclined

position, a rearwardly extending coil spring attached at

one end to the outer end of the rock shaft arm and at its

opposite end to the frame at a point In advance of the

rock shaft, and manually operated means sustained by the

frame for actuating the rock shaft.

888.525. LUBRICATOR. William W. J(cCabtt. Dia-

mond. Ind. Filed Feb 6, 1908. Serial Na 414,479.

single delivery pipe common to both the said compartments,

of a valve Journaled In the said casing and provided with

two cavities or slots for transferring oil and graphite from

the respective compartments to the said pipe, and means

for revolving the said valve

2. In a lubricator, the combination, with a casing pro

vlded with a cap for lubricant at Its upper part and a

delivery pipe beneath It, of a valve journaled In the said

casing and provided with a cavity for transferring lubri-

cant from the said cup to the said pipe, a spring scraper

secured In the said pipe and engaging with the said cavity

when turned downwanl. and means for revolving the said

valve.

3. In a lubricator, the combination, with a casing pro-

vided with two compartments for oil and for graphite

respectively, and having a single delivery pipe wmmon to

both the said corapartraent.s. of a valve journaled In th*-

said casing and provided with an oil cavity and a graphite

cavity for transferring oil and graphite from their re-

spective compartments to the said pipe, a spring scraper

secured In the said i)ipe for emptying the graphite cavity,

and means for actuating the said valve

888,526. RAILWAY DUMF CAR. Thomas R McKnight.

.\urora. III., assignor to Western Wheeled Scraper Com-

pany, Aurora. III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Dec.

9. 1907 Serial No. 40:.,742.

1 In a lubricator, the combination, wItB a casing pro-

vided at its upper part with two compartments for oil and

for uriphlte respectively, and having at Its lower part a

1. In a dump car. the combination with a tillable car

body, a side board, and mechanism adapted to separate the

side-board from the car-body on the down side of the car

when said car body Is tilted, of an extension-piece located

at the discharge edge of the car-body bottom and nor

mally held In position In which It does not project beyond

the car-body, and mechanism operated by the tilting of the

car-body to automatically project the extension-piece upon

the discharge edge beyond such discharge edge and return

the said extension-piece to Its normal position when the

car-body Is brought back to normal carrying position

2. In a dump-car, the combination with a tUtable car-

body, side boards, and mechanism adapted to separate the

side board from the car-body upon the lower side of the

car when the car-body Is tilted, of aprons hinged to the

bottom of the car-body on Its discharge edges, and mech-

anism connected with said aprons adapted to hold the

aprons In non-proJectlng position when the car is In Its

normal carrying position and by the tilting of the car

body to automatically swing the apron upon the discharge

edge of the car Into a position extending beyond the dis-

charge edge of the car-body.

3. In a dump-car. the combination with a center sill, a

tlltable car body mounted thereon, and aprons suspended

along the discharge edges of the bottom of said car-body,

of arms plvotally connected at their Inner ends to said

sill and extending laterally outwards therefrom, links

connecting the outer ends of said arms with said aprons

and adapted when said car-body Is In normal position to

hold the aprons In a non projecting position and when .said

car-bodv Is tilted to automatically lift said aprons to form

extensions of the car body bottom, substantially as de-

scribed.
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888,527. HAY -LOADER. AfOUST Otto. Jr.. Sandwich,

111. Filed Mar. 9. 1907. Serial No. 361.454.

JJ S)

1 In a hav loader, in combination, an inclined wheel-

supported frame, a pair of parallel sprocket chains mov-

able longitudinally of the frame, a rake head having rigid

teeth and being Journaled In the two chains, a gxilde bar

for holding the rake-head against angular movement dur-

ing Its upward travel and being yielding at Us lower end,

such guide terminating at the upper end of the frame, the

head being free to swing upon disengagement from the

guide bar
• In a hav loader. In combination, a wheeled frame

comprising an Inclined deck, a sprocket wheel turning in a

plane perpendicular to the deck Journaled In the frame in

front of the deck adjacent each end of the deck, a chain

turning over the sprockets, a rake-bar rotatably mounted

on the chain, a guide-way extending longitudinally over

the deck and rearwardly at the base of the deck, the hori-

zontal part of the guide-way being yielding, and a cam

shoe carried by the rake-bar and extending backwardly

therefrom for engaging the guide.

3 In a hay loader. In combination, an Inclined deck,

endless chains running over the deck, rotatable rake bars

carried bv the chains, a substantially horizontal guide

projecting from the lower end of the deck and engaging

the rake bars to prevent their rotation, such guide being

hinged at Us Inner end. and a spring bearing downwardly

on the guide.

4 In a hay loader. In combination, an inclined deck,

slats supi>orted over the deck to form a chute and extend-

ing beyond the higher end of the deck, gathering means

delivering to the foot of the chute and movable upwardly

through the chute, and means for adjusting the depth of

the chute throughout Its entire length.

5 In a hay loader. In combination, an Inclined deck,

slats supported longitudinally over the deck to for™ «

chute a rake bar movable over the slats, the teeth of the

rake bar projecting between the slats into the chute, and

means for uniformly adjusting the depth of the chnto

throughout Its length.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

doubling a piece of sheet metal, the folded edge of the

clamping plate being hinged to the base plate while the

remaining edges of one thickness are bent to embrace the

opposite thickness, the said clamping part being adapted

to engage the catch upon the base plate.

2. A baggage marker comprising a base plate, a catch

carried by the base plate, a clamping plate formed by

doubling a piece of sheet metal, the folded edge of the

clamping plate being hinged to the base plate, while the

remaining edges of one thickness are bent to embrace the

opposite thickness, the said clamping plate being adapted

to engage the catch upon the base plate, and a lateral ex-

tension ui.on one end of the clamping plale, for the pur-

pose specified

3. A baggage marker comprising a base plate formed by

doubling a piece of sheet material upon itself, one of the

tbickneases being cut away to form a recess, a spring

cat<± mounted within th.- recess, a cover plate closing the

recess, and a clamping plate hinged to the base plate and

designed to engage the spring catch.

4. A device of the character described comprising a base

plate formed by folding a piece of sheet material back

upon itself, one of the thicknesses of sheet material being

cut away to form a recess, a catch having one end thereof

plvotallv mounted within the recess, while the opposite

end carries a laterally projecting nose, a U-shape spring

member located within the recess and normally holding

the catch in an operative position, a cover plate closing

the recess and provided with an opening for receiving the

laterallv extending nose of the catch, and a clamping

plate hinged to the base plate and engaging the laterally

projecting nose of the catch.

8«»8 52S BAGGAOE MARKER. Edwabd S. Phillips,

Basin. Mont. Filed Mar. 13, 1907 Serial No. 362.187.

888,629 DISINFECTING ATTACHMENT FOR CAR-

PET-SWEEPERS. Walter L. Pllmb. New York, N ^

assignor of one-half to Claude Watson Turner. New

York N Y. Filed Nov 30, 1906, Serial No. 345.727.

1. A baggage marker comprising a base plate, a catch

carried by the base plate, and a clamping plate formed by

1. The combination with a sweeping machine, compris-

ing sweeping means of a hollow receptacle of unglazed

earthenware arranged to receive a disinfecting fluid a por-

tion of which receptacle is arranged In proximity to said

sweeping means and constructed so as to permit the fluid

to exude and be disseminated through the dust raised by

the operation of the sweeping machine.

2. The combination with a sweeping machine compris-

ing a brush, of a hollow receptacle of unglazed earth-

enware arranged with one wall adjacent to the brush of

the machine whereby the vapor which Is evaporated from

said wall when said receptacle Is supplied with a volatile

disinfectant will be disseminated through the dust raised

by the operation of said machine, and whereby such evapo

ration will be facilitated by the current created by the op-

eration of said brush.

3. The combination, with a sweeping machine, of a hol-

low receptacle provided with a bottom of unglazed earth-

enware, said bottom being concaved so as to form a cav-

ity closed at Its ends and adjacent to the brush through

which cavity the brush will travel during the operation of

the machine.

4 In a sweeping machine the combination, with a rota-

table brush, of means for rotating said brush, and means

formed of unglazed earthenware for receiving a volatile

disinfectant and permitting the same to be evaporated
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from one surface of said earthenware ^Jacent to said
brusb. all so arranged that said brush will disseminate
said disinfecting vapor through the dust raised by the
operation of th(> sweeping machine.

5. The combination with a sweeping machine compris-
ing swef-plng means, of means formed of unglazed earth-
enware for reoelvinK a disinfecting fluid Haying a surface
the^^'of arranged in such proximity to said sweeping means
that the disinfecting fluid evaporated from such surface
will be disseminated through the dust raised by the opera-
tion of said machine, another surface of siild earthenware
being Inclosed so as to retard the evaporation of said dis-

infectant from such surface.

8 8 8.532. SUCTION 0.\S PRODUCING APPARATrS.
HAasT H Ralph. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed July 3. 1907.
Serial No 381,975.

8M,8aO. TII.H.

Jan. 23, 1906

John H. Pcgh. New York,

Serial No. 297.415.

N, Y. Filed

1. .\ tile havini; a butt wall formed of a warped surface
vblch is Inclined inwardly along part of Its length and
outwardly along aunther part of Its length.

2. \ tile having a butt wall formed of a continuous
warped surface with alternating overlapping and under-
lapping faces Inclined In opposite directions.

;. .V tile having upper and lower surfaces which are

substantially parallel and also having butt walls formed
of warped surfaces each lying on both sides of a plane
which i.s at right angles to the upper and lower surfaces.

4. A tile having upper and lower surfaces which are
substantially parallf-1 and also having butt walla formed
of warped surfaces, each lying on both sides of a plane
which is at right angles to the upper and lower surfaces
and passes through the boundary lines of the lower sur-

face

5. A tile having a butt wall formed of a continuous
warped surface with overlapping and under lapping faces.

one of which has its surface inclined inwardly and the

other inclined outwardly, one edge of said wall being
curvilinear and the other of dissimilar shape.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,531. HINGE JcLirs A Raith. Pljlladelphia, Pa.

Filed Mar. 18, 1907. Serial No 36i',795.

The combination in a fixed and movable element of a
hinge for hinging said movable element to th« fixed ele-

ment, said hinge comprising a pair of vertically arranged
leaves having flat outer faces of which one of said
faces is secured to the Inner edge of said fixed element,
and the flat face of the other leaf Is applied to the counter-
sunk portion of the said movable element, the said leaves
being provided with Inwardly e.xtended. oppositely dis-
posed, curved knuckles having pintle passages there-
through, the portion of the leaves betweeq said knuckles
t>»'lng cut away for the reception of a connecting link hav-
ing a spacer and also having curved knuckles provide'?
with pintle passages therethrough adapted to register
with the aforesaid pintle passages and platles for secur-
ing th*' leaves and link.

1. The combination of a combined combustion gas gen
eratlng and fixing chamber, a vaporizer located above saiil

chamber provided with means located above the wat.-r

line of sal<l vaporizt'r fur exhausting excess of steam to

the atmosphere, and piped connections extending from
the vaporizer above and below the water line thereof, the

upward extension being provided with a valve for the ad
mission of atmospheric air and the downward extension
being projected to a point beneath the fuel bed of th"

aforesaid chamber and being provided with a vapor regu-

lating valve

2. .Apparatus of the class described comprising a com-
bined combustion >:as generator ami fixing chamber, a

vaporizer proviiied with means located above the water
line for exhausting excess of steam to the atmosphere, a
water overflow connection from said vaporizer to the

base of the apparatus, said ovtrflow connection being pro-

vided with a sight flow, and a dout)le trap whereby atmos-
phere Is prevented from reaching the base of the apparatus
through said connection, and whereby an even flow of

water Is maintained in the upper connection, and a piped

connection having regulating valves for conveying vapor

from said vaporizer to a point t)enpath the fuel bed of the

apparatus.

3. .\pparatu8 of the cla.ss described comprising a com
blned combustion, gas generating and fixing chamber, a

shell mounted above the chamber having a passage there

through forming a continuation of the said chamber, said

shell t)eing provided with a water space forming a vap<'

rizer provided with means located above the water line for

exhausting excess of steam to the atmosphere, a plate for

covering the open end of said shell, a hopper having n

discharge outlet carried by said plate, a valve for normally
closing said discharge outlet, a gas main leading from the

Interior of said shell, and piped connections for conveying
vapor from said vaporizer to a point beneath the fuel

bed of said chamber, said connection being provided with

a valve for communicating with the atmosphere, and a

second valve for regulating the passage of the vapor

4. Apparatus of the class described comprising a series

of superposed shell-like structures consisting of a base

forming an ash pit, a combined combustion, gas generat-

ing and flxl g chamber, a water jacket and a hopper, a

fire grate supported in the base, means for Intermittently

jrratltatlng fuel to the flre grate, a piped connection from
the water Jacket to a point beneath said grate for Intro

ducing vapor to the gas generating chamber, piped con-

nections for Introducing air and water to said water Jacket

and for exhausting an overflow therein to the ash pit. and
a gas main for exhausting the fixed gas from apparatus.

5. The combination of a combined combustion gas gen

eratlng and fixing chamber, a vaporizer located above said

chamber provided with means located above the water
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line of the vaporizer for exhausting excess of steam to

the atmosphere said vaporizer being ecjuipped with a piped

connection havin.' a regulating valve for conveying vapor

from the vaporizer to a point beneath the fuel bed of the

aforesaid chamber and means operatively arranged with

respect to the piped connection at a point above the water

line of the vaporizer for the admission of atmospheric air

whereby air and vapor may commingle and be regulated

prior to admission below the fuel bed.

ftRRMS IGNITKR-ROD FOR GASOLENE - ENGINES.

"^'rob'et i. Rkssu.. Mooers Forks, N. Y. Filed July 26.

1907. Serial No. 385.723.

•

1 in an explosive engine, an Igniter rod an len ter

finger, a <-ontact bar carried by said rod In an "t^nslb e

relation thereto, and means for holding said bar rigidly to

the rod at different extended positions.

> Tn an ex,.losive engine, an Igniter rod, an Ign ter

tin'ger. an arm secured to the outer end of said Ign ter

rod and provided with a mortise extending therethrough.

and a contact bar removably held in said mortise.

3 in an explosive engine, an igniter rod and Ign ter

finger, an arm secured on the outer end of said Igniter

rod and provided with a mortise extending therethrough,

and a contact bar held in said mortise.

4 in an explosive engine, an igniter rod and Igniter

finger, an arm secured on the outer end of said igniter rod

«nd provided with a mortise extending '^-^'^^^^
„„d a contact held in said mortise and provided with

beveled opposite ends.

to be translated In a non-rectilinear circuitous path there-

on a pluralitv of arms extending from said carrier, a^d

overlying bridges rigid with said table and each spanning

a dlsiance greater than the width of the arm It overlies.

2 In a carving machine, the combination of a support-

ing 'table a carrier mounted upon said table and adapted

to be translated in a non rectilinear circuitous path there-

on a plurality of arms extending from said carrier, and

at' least one of which is elongated In a relatively trans-

verse direction to the others and overlying bridges rigid

with said table and each spanning a distance greater than

the width of the arm it overlies.

3 In a carving machine, the combination of a support-

ing'table. a carrier mounted upon said table to translate

thereon In a circuitous path, a plurality of arms extending

from said carrier forming continuation of its under sur-

face and overlying bridges rigid with said table and each

spanning Its underlying arm in close proximity to he

upper surface of the latter for a distance greater than the

wlSth of the arm to thereby prevent the rising o said

rarrler from the surface of said table while admitting of

the drcultou.s translation of said carrier

4 m a carving machine, the combination of a support-

mg'table. a carrier mounted upon said table to translate

iJere^n In a cirntltous path, a plurality of arms upon said

•carrier forming a continuation of the under surface there-

of In d one at least of which is elongated in a relatively

tran.yerse direction to the others, and overlying bridges

rt^d with said table, each bridge being located at a dis-

fani from the body of said carrier and spanning its under^

lying arm for a distance greater than the «^>dth of the

arm to thereby exert long leverages on said carrier and

prrvent the rise of said carrier from the surface of sa d

ZlX^^ne admitting of the circuitous translation of said

""'7n a carving machine, the combination o^^ -PP^^^

inc table a carrier mounted upon said table to translate

her on n a circuitous path, arms extending from the car^

Her n opposite directions, an arm also -tending from said

carrier transversely to said oppositely extending arms

Tnd bridges rigid with said table and overlying said arm

to prevent the rise of said carrier from said ^able^ the

spans of said bridges being of such length as to P"^>t of

Jhrtrans'tion of'sald carrier in a circuitous path upon

said tat>le. ,

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,534. CARVING MAi'HlNE. ^^^^^^^
""^.f ^^.^JJi^'

Hartford, conn. Filed Aug. 16. 1902. S.^lal No 119.841.

Renewed Oct. 2'<. inor, Serial No. iH4,S07.

8 8 8.535. MOTOR ROAD-VEHICLE. Ff'>"'^« ^
RoirK. Manchester. England Filed Aug. 1-'. 1907. Se-
RorrK
rial No. 388.159.

1 Mean< for suspending the motor and gear box In the

frame of a motor road vehicle comprising four arm.s pro-

jecting from each part the rear two of which are rigidly

fixed to the frame, bell-crank levers pivoted to the other

two arms, the one end of each bell-crank lever being con-

nected to the frame, and a coupling rod connecting the

other ends of said bell-crank levers, as set forth.

•> In a motor road vehicle, the combination with the

to. Uble. a carrier mounts upoo ..W t.t.l« ""^ •"P"" ' <" ""' "*"' """'
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pivoted to the front end of the casing of Bald motor one at

each aide thereof, the one arm of each bell<rank lever being
p*lT0ted to one of the side members of the frame, and a
rod coupling the othfT arms of the two t>ell-crank lever«,

a.s set forth.

3. In a motor road ehicle, the coml)inatloa with the

frame, of a gear t>oz one end of which is rigidly connected
to the -laid frame, two bell-crank levew pivoted to the

other end of saiil gear box one on each side thereof, the

one arm of each said levers being pivoted to one of the

side members of the frame, and a rod cDupling the other
arma of said !»>vfr'». a.s set forth.

crescent, and means for locking the gate in its closed po-

sition.

8 8 8.5.36 COUPLING DEVICE FO
.James W Russell, Boston. Mass
Serial No. 2T5.875.

B S?NOW PLOWS.
1905.Filed Aug. 26,

^^I'^ i

'

S^^" '"

1 The combination with a double-ended piece of rolling--

stock, of a centrally located coupling-baf, and a coupler-
extension at each end of said bar ; eacfe extension being
held telescoplcally slldably by said bar but laterally in-

flexible : and means for adjusting said extensions longi-
tudinally.

2. The combination with a double-ended piece of rolling-

stock, of a centrally located coupling-bar Jointed at Its

mid length, means for rendering said bar inflexible at will,

coupler extensions at the ends of said baf, each being held
telescoplcally slldable by said bar but laterally inflexible,

means for adjusting said extensions lotgltudinally, and
means for pivoting said bar at either pt a plurality of
points to the rolling stock.

3. The combination with a double-ended piece of rolling-

stock, of a coupling-bar therefor provided with longitudi-
nally movable coupler-extensions at its ends, a rack-bar
fixed to each coupler-extension, pinions carried by said
coupling-bar meshing with said rack-bar», and means for
forcibly turning said pinions.

4. The combination with a double-ended piece of rolling-

stock, of a coupling bar therefor provitlcd with coupler-
extensions at Its ends capable of independent longitudinal
adjustment, and a pin disposed to be parsed through said
bar and the coupler extension which is retracted therein,
and also through a suitable anchorage In said rolling-

stock : wher<>tiy the opposite coupler extension being put
into use, the latter and the coupling bar are permitted a
lateral swing on said pin as a pivot.

.5. The combination with a double-ended piece of rolling-

stock, of a centrally Jointed but normally rigid coupling-
bar, coupler extt'n.sions Independently longitudinally mov-
able at the ends of said cpupllngbar, means for locking
said extensions rt-latlve to said coupling-bar. and a coup-

^ ling pin designed to be in.serted through a suitable anchor-
age in said rolling-stock and through said jointed part of
said coupling bar when the devices are rfmoved by which
said bar Is rendered aorraally rigid : whereby either or
both of said coupler extensions can be used simultaneously.

[Claims G to l.i not printed in the Gafette.]

888.537. GATE Georcje V Seiser, Tort Royal, Ky.
Filed May IT. 1907. Serial No. 374.282.

1. In an automatically operating gate, the combination
of a post having thereon a vertically-disposed pivoted bar,

a pair of oppositely-projecting arms, and wheel triggers
for opening the gate connected therewith, a pair of wheel
triggers for closing the gate connected with a catch and
within operative range of the opp<:)8ltely.proJectlng arms,
a toothed crescent at the lower end of the vertically-dis-

posed pivoted bar, means for swinging the bar into a ver-

tical position, a gate hinged to the post, having a toothed
segment at Its lower end, engaging with the toothed

2. In an automatically operating gate, the combination
of a post having thereon a vertically-disposed pivoted bar,

a pair of oppositely-disposed arms, at its upper end, and
wheel triggers connected therewith, a rod having a weight
connected with the upper end of said pivoted bar, a pair
of projecting pieces with inclined surfaces above the
pivotal point of said bar, a gate hinged to the post having
a toothed segment to engage with the toothed crescent, a
horizontal locking bar pivoted at one end to the gate and
normally resting betwf'en the projecting pieces on the
pivoted bar, and a fixed post having a notched locking
piece to engage the locking bar, as set forth.

888,538 CORKING MACHINE Cabl S«LL«N8CHaii>T,
Berlin. Germany, assignor to Filter & Brautechnische
MaschlnenFabrIck Act (;es . Berlin. (Jermany. Filed
May 27. 1905 Serial No 262,537.

1. In n bottle sealing machin<', the combination of a
frame, a casing for containing the sealing device, movably
mounted in said frame, a H>>ailng plunger guided by and
reciprocable within the casing and having a lost motion
connection therewith, and a falling weight adapted to

operate said casing and plunger by Its Impact there-

agalnst.

2. In a bottle sealing machine, the combination of a
reciprocable bottle-centering casing adapted to receive the

seal, a sealing plunger working therein, stop shoulders on
said plunger, a falling ramming device coacting with said

stop shoulders and having a longer traverse than said

plunger.

3. In a bottle sealing machine, a reciprocable bottle-

centering casing having a lateral feed opening, a relatively

stationary feed hopper adjacent said casing and communi-
cating with said opening, in combination with a sealing
plunger reciprocable within said casing and a lost-motion
connection between said plunger and casing, whereby the
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latter is reciprocated by the former, and a falling weight
adapted to actuate said plunger.

4. In a bottle sealing machine, a frame, a hollow seal
receiving casing mounted therein to move toward and
from the t>ottle, in combination with a sealing plunger
sliding within and guided by said hollow casing, means for
reciprocating said plunger, and means for transmitting
the motion of said plunger to said casing.

5 In a bottle-sealing machine, a frame and brackets
thereon, seal containing casings movably mounted on said
brackets, plungers working In said casings, falling weights
sliding on said plungers and adapted to drive the same to-

ward the bottle, flexible connections for lifting said
weights and sheaves at the top of the frame for guiding
said connections.

[Claim 6 not printed In the (Jazette.]

888,539. TOKEN HOLDER Roland N Simpson, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed July 5. 1907. Serial No. 382.205.

I As a new and useful article of manufacture, a skele-
ton holder for disks, comprising an elongated body por-
tion adapted to hold the disks in a column, and made up
of a plurality of rods suitably connected to hold the disks
In a single column, one or more of the rods t>eing shaped
at the bottom of the holder to form a recess from which
a single disk may be withdrawn by grasping the same.

2. As a new and useful article of manufacturp, a skele-
ton holder for disks, comprising an elongated body portion
adapted to hold the disks In a column and made up of
three or more parallel rods suitably connected, one or
more said rods being shaped at the bottom of the holder
to form a recess from which a single disk may be with
drawn by grasping the same

j

3. ,\8 a new and useful article of manufacture, a skele-
ton holder for disks, comprlsin?! an elongated body por-
tion adapted to hold the disks In a column and made up of
three or more parallel rods suitably connected, one or
more said rods being shaped at the bottom of the holder
to form a recess from which a single disk may be with-
drawn by grasping the same, said holder being provided
with means attached thereto for securing It In a sub
stantlally vertical position.

4. .\8 a new and useful article of manufacture, a skele
ton holder for disks, comprising an elongated body por
tlon adapted to hold the disks In a column and made up
of three or more parallel rods suitably conne^ed. one or
more said rods being shaped at the bottom of the holder
to form a recess from which a single disk may be with-
drawn by grasping the same, said holder being provided
with the eyes at the top and bottom for securing it in a
substantially vertical position.

5. As a new and useful article of manufacture, a holder
for disks, comprising an elongated body portion adapted
to hold the disks in a column, said holder being con-
structed of a single wire bent and twisted to form three
parallel rods Joined at the top by a horizontal portion
and at the bottom by a substantially T-shaped horizontal
connection, two of said rods being provided with the i

curves forming recesses to permit the withdrawal of a
single disk by grasping the same.

(Claims fi and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.540. PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINT APPARATUS. Wil-
liam E SiNCL.MR. Chicago, ill., assignor to Haller Ma-
chine Co., Chicago, III , a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Sept. 10, 1904. Serial No. 22:^.998.

7^

1 .\ photographic printing apparatus Including a travel-
ing electric lamp, a weight, a connection between said
weight and lamp, air retarding mechanism serving to
regulate the bodily movement of said lamp, said mech-
anism including a triin of gears and a fan governor,
switching mechanism, a source of supply for said lamp,
mechanism whereby said weight may serve to inter-
rupt the operation of said fan governor, and mechanism
whereby said weight may cooperate with said switching
mechanism to Interrupt the operation of said light, sub-
stantially as described.

2. A photographic printing apparatus including a travel-
ing electric lamp, a weight, a connection between said
weight and said lamp, air retarding mechanism serving
to regulate the bodily movement of said lamp, said mech-
anism including a train of gears and a fan governor,
switch mechanism, a source of supply for said lamp, and
mechanism whereby said weight may coSperate with said
switching mechanism to interrupt the operation of said
lamp, substantially as described

3. A photographic printing apparatus Including a travel-
ing lamp, a weight, a connection between said weight and
lamp, air retarding mechanism serving to regulate the
bodily movement of said lamp, said mechanism Including
a train of gears and n fan governor, and mechanism where-
by said weight serves to interrupt the operation of said
air retarding mechanism, substantially as described.

4. A photographic printing apparatus including a travel-
ing lamp, a weight, a connection between said weight and
lamp, air retarding mechanism serving to regulate the
bodily movement of said lamp, said mechanism including
a train of gears and a fan governor, substantially as de-
scribed.

5 A photographic printing apparatus including a travel-
ing electric lamp, a weight, a connection between said
weight and lamp, air retarding mechanism cooperating
with said connection, said mechanism Including a train of
gears and a fan governor, switching mechanism, a cur-
rent supply for said lamps, mechanism whereby said
weight serves to Interrupt the operation of said fan gov-
ernor, and mechanism whereby said weight may cooper-
ate with said switching mechanism to interrupt the oper-
ation of said lamp, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]
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8 8 8.541 HANDLE FOR SHOVEL.^, 4c. PmiDniCK
Skblton, Hamilton. Ontario. Canada. Piled June 20.

190T. Serial No. 379.856.

1. A handle for shovels and the like cotDprislng an elon-

gated member having a bifurcated end tie arms of which
are tapered, a transTerse hand member between the ends
of »aid arms, and a pair of socket members each formed
with a ring into which one end of said transverse member
Is fitted, and a web with upper and lower openings 5 and 6
of different size into which la wedged onfc of said tapered
arms, said web extending continuously ground said arm
from one side of the ring to the other.

2. A handle for shovels and the like cotiprlsing an elon-

gated member having a bifurcated end, tfte arms of which
are tapered, a transverse hand m«mber l>etween the ends
of said arms, a pair of socket members aach formed with
a ring into which one end of said tranfverse member is

fitted, and a web with upper and lower Openings 5 and 6
of different size into which is wedged one of said tapered
arms, said web extending continuously tround said arm
from one sidp of the ring to the other, and a bolt passing
through said webs, arms and hand member.

^. In a handle for shovels and the ilk*, a socket mem-
ber consisting of a shell having upper an<l lower openings
5 and 6. said lowor opening being larger than said upper
opening, whereby said openings are adapted to receive a
tapered member, a socket adapted to receive a member at
right angles to that received by said openings 5 and 6.

and a wall 11 connecting diametrically opposite parts of
said socket.

8 8 8.542 MIXING MACHINERY. Henry Ski.v.veb,
Rosherville. England. Filed May 10. 1907. Serial No.
.•i72.884.

Jr~^

1. In machinery for mixing liquids, thfl combination of
a tank, a vertical cylinder open at both ends within the

' tank, and having its lower end a short dittance above the
bottom thereof, a screw-threaded propellef carried within
the lower part only of the Interior of t|e cylinder, and
means for revolving the cylinder in a direction to caase
the propeller to force the liquid upwards through the cyl-
inder and to throw the liquid laterally from the upper end
thereof.

2. In machinery for mixing liquids, the combination of

a tank, a vertical cylinder open at both ends within the
tank, having its lower end a short distance above the bot-

tom thereof and having a bell mouthed top, a screw-
threaded propeller carried within the lower part only of

the Interior of the cylinder, and means for revolving the

cylinder in a direction to cause the screw-threads to force

the liquid upwards through the cylinder and to throw said

liquid laterally from the upper end of the cylinder.

3. In machinery for mixing liquids, the combination of

• tank, a vertical cylinder within the tank which is open
at both ends and has Its lower end a short distance above
the bottom of the tank, portions of screw-threads within
the lower part only of the Interior of the cylinder, and
portions of screw-threads around the lower part of its ex
terior, the pitch of said screw-threads being opposite, and
means for driving the cylinder with said screw threads in

a direction to cause the outer screw-threads to drive the
liquid downwards and the inner screw-threads to drive it

upwards.

4. In machinery for mixing liquids, the combination of

a tank, a central vertical shaft, horizontal arms above the
tank free to turn slowly around the vertical shaft, a ver-

tical spindle carried by each arm. a vertical cylinder open
at both ends mounted on each vertical spindle and having
its lower end a short distance above the bottom of the
tank, portions of screw-threads carried within the lower
part of the exterior of the cylinder, and means for revolv
Ing the cylinder in a direction to cause the .-icrew-threada

to drive the liquid upwards through the cylinder.

S88.54.T EGG -TRATE - FILLER MACHINE. Lucas J.

Smith. Eaton Rapids. Mich., assignor of one-half to
John M. C. Smith. Charlotte, Mich. Filed Apr. 3, 1907.
Serial No. 366.193.

1. In an egg crate filler machine, the combination of a
suitable frame 1 ; a pair of punch-heads 20-20 arranged
one at>ove the other carrying gangs of punches 26 adjust-
able thereon ; die plates .34 corresponding thereto, sup-
ported In suitable bates ; a driven shaft 6 in the machine

;

'eccentrics on said shaft with connecting rods or pitmen
connected to the said punch-heads to actuate the same
simultaneously : shears .30 secured to said punch-heads
for cutting off the punched strips: a patter plate 41 be-

low each of said shears ; reciprocating pins for supporting
the aame; feed rolls 16—17, 16—17, for delivering the
strips of strawboard to the punch and shears ; a cam
wheel on the tower feed roll shaft of each pair to actuate
the corresponding patter : suitable guides for guiding the
aid atiipfl to said feed rolls ; ratchet mechanisms ; suit-

able disks 11 and 11 on the feed roll shafts for carrying
said ratchet mechanisms : a rod 12, for coupling said
disks for actuating the said feed rolls by a step-by step
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movement : a pitman 9 : a disk on the end of the shaft Q
having a wrist pin 8 to which said pitman is coupled, for
actuating the ratchets of the feed rolls : an endless car-
rier 84. consisting of a pair of sprocket chains oppositely-
arranged sprocket wheels 61^ and 65 within the said frame
work to support said carrier ; a lower shaft 48 and an up-
per shaft 66 to support said sprocket wheels ; adjustable
Journal bearings for said upper shaft 66 to put tension on
the said carrier ; suitable cross-arms 72 nt intervals on
the said carrier ; jruides 76 for the ends of said cross-arms
at each side of said punches to keep them in their proper
relation to the said punching machines : plates or forma
77; suitable rock shafts 7.3, fur carrying .said plates or
forms one of which Is Journaled In each of said cros.s-bars

72 : rows of oppositely-faced jaws 80—81 on the face of
each of said plates, one set of Jaws 81 being fixed and the
other set of Jaws 80 being movable ; a rock shaft 78 to
which the said movable Jaws 80 are secured ; a spring 79
to hold the said Jaws normally closed ; a spring finger 82
on each of said rock shafts ; trip fingers 83 for acting
upon the said spring finger 82 to open the Jaws ; a trip
bar 87 toward the rear of the machine for opening all of
the Jaws on each plate or table In passing ; fingers 74—75
at right angles to each other on the inner end of rock
shaft 73. at different points on the length thereof ; guides
85 extending from near the bottom around the frame par-
allel to the path of the carrier, past the upper punch and
positioned to engage the fingers 74 of each of said plates
or forms as It passes ; guides 86 positioned within the
guide 85 and between the opposite ends thereof to embrace
the finger 75 to turn the table or form at right angles to
its Initial position, as it passes the lower punch and cut-
ter and permit the same to be released and swung back to
the initial position as It passes from said guides; a brake
mechanism for retarding the movement of said endless
carrier; a feed mechanism for the carrier consisting of
the ratchet wheels and pawls on opposite ends of the shaft
48 ; an eccentric 50 on the shaft 48 with connections 51
for actuating one of the said ratchets to secure the shorter
steps

; a cam 55 toward the opposite end of said shaft 48
with connections for actuating the pawl of the opposite
ratchet a double stroke, the notches of the ratchet on the
double stroke pawl being separated so that the same oper
ates only at widely separated Intervals, as the shaft is

rotated or driven by the shorter strokes of the first-named
ratchet, all co-acting for the purpose specified.

2. In an egg crate filler machine, the combination of a
suitable frame 1 ; a pair of punch-heads 20—20 arranged
one above the other carrying gangs of punches 26 : die
plates 34 corresponding thereto, supported in suitable
bases

:
means for actuating said punch heads simulta-

neously
; shears carried by the said punch-head for cutting

off the punched strips ; means for delivering the same Into
suitable supports ; an endless carrier 84, consisting of a
pair of sprocket chains oppositely - arranged sprocket-
wheels 65 and 65 within the said frame-work to sui)port
said carrier; a lower shaft 48 and an upper shaft 66 to
support said sprocket wheels; adjustable Journal bear-
ings for said upper shaft 66 to put tension on the said
carrier; suitable cross-arms 72 at intervals on the said
carrier 84; guides 76 for the ends of said cross-arm at
each side of said punches to keep them in their proper re-

lation to the said punching machine : plates or forms 77 ;

suitable rock shafts 73 for carrying said plates or forms
one of which Is Journaled in each of said cross bars 72 ;

rows of oppositely-faced Jaws 80—81 on the face of each
of said plates, one set of Jaws 81 being fixed and the other
set of jaws 80 being movable ; a r<ick shaft 7S to which
the said movable Jaws 80 are secured : a spring 79 to hold
the said Jaws normally closed ; a spring finger 82 on each
of said rock shafts : trip fingers 83 for acting upon the
said spring finger 82 to open the Jaws ; a trip bar 87
toward the rear of the machine for opening all of the Jaws
on each plate or table In passing ; fingers 74—75 at right
angles to each other on the inner end of the rock shaft 73,
at different points on the length thereof: guides 85 ex-
tending from near the bottom around the frame parallel
to the path of the carrier, past the upper punch and posi-
tioned to engage the fingers 74 of each of said plates or
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forms as It passes ; guides 86 positioned within the guide
S5 and between the opposite ends thereof to embrace the
finger 75 to turn the table or form at right angles to its

initial position as it passes the lower punch and cutter
and permit the same to be released and swing back to the
initial position as it passes from said guides: a brake
mechanism for retarding the movement of said endless
carrier

; a feed mechanism for the carrier consisting of
the ratchet wheels and pawls on opposite ends of the shaft
48 ;

an eccentric 50 on the shaft 48 with connections 51
for actuating one of the said ratchets to secure the shorter
steps

; a cam 55 toward the opposite end of said shaft 48,
with connections for actuating the pawl of the opposite
ratchet a double stroke, the notches of the ratchet on the
double stroke pawl being separated so that the same oper-
ates only at widely separated intervals, as the shaft Is

rotated or driven by the shorter strokes of the first named
,
ratchet, all coacting for the purpose specified.

j
3. In an egg crate filler machine, the combination of a

suitable frame 1 ; a pair of punch-heads 20—20 arranged
one above the other carrying a gang of punches 26 ad-
justable thereon ; die plates 34 corresponding thereto, sup-
ported in suitable bases ; a driven shaft 6 In the machine

;

eccentrics on said shaft with connecting rods or pitmen
connected to the said punch-heads to actuate the same si-

multaneously
; shears 30 secured to said punch-heads for

cutting off the punched strips; a patter plate 41 below
each of said shears ; reciprocating pins for supporting the
same; feed rolls 16—17, 16—17 for delivering the strips
of strawboard to the punch and shears ; a cam wheel on
the lower feed roll shaft of each pair to actuate the corre
spending patter; sulUble guides for guiding the said
strips to said feed rolls ; ratchet mechanisms ; suitable
disks 11 and 11, on the feed roll shafts for carrying said
ratchet mechanisms ; a rod 12 for coupling said disks for
actuating the said feed rolls by a step-by-step movement

;

a pitman 9 ; a disk on the end of the shaft 6 having a
wrist-pin 8 to which said pitman is coupled for actuating
the ratchets of the feed rolls; an endless carrier 84, con
slstlng of a pair of sprocket chains oppositely-arranged
sprocket-wheels 65 and 65 within the said frame work
to support said carrier; a lower shaft 48 and .nn upper
shaft 66 to support said sprocket wheels : adjustable Jour-
nal bearings for said upper shaft 66 to put tension on the
said carrier; suitable cross-arms 72 at intervals on the
said carrier 84 ; guides 76 for the ends of said cross-
arms at each side of said punches to keep them In
their proper relation to the said punching machines;
lilates or forms 77 ; suitable rock shafts 73 for
carrying said plates or forms ; one of which Is journaled
in each of said cross - bars 72 ; rows of oppositely-
faced Jaws 80—81 on the face of each of said plates,
one set of Jaws 81 being fixed and the other set of Jaws
HO being movable; a rock shaft 78 to which the said mov
able Jaws 80 are secured ; a spring 79 to hold the said
Jaws normally closed ; a spring finger 82 on each of said
rock shafts: trip fingers 83 for acting upon the said
spring finger 82 to open the Jaws ; a trip bar 87 toward
the rear of the machine for opening all of the Jaws on each
plate or table In passing; fingers 74—75 at right angles
to each other on the inner end of the rock shaft 73, at
different points on the length thereof ; guides 85 extending
from near the bottom around the frame parallel to the
path of the carrier, past the upper punch and positioned
to engage the fingers 74 of each of said plates or forms
as It passes

; guides 86 positioned within the guide 85 and
between the opposite ends thereof to embrace the fingers
75 to turn the table or form at right angles to its initial
position as It passes the lower punch and cutter and per-
mit the same to be released and swung back to the initial
position as It passes from said guides ; a feed mechanism
for the carrier consisting of the ratchet wheels and pawls
on opposite ends of the shaft 48 ; an eccentric 50 on the
shaft 48 with connections 51 for actuating one of the
said ratchets to secure the shorter steps, and a cam 65
toward the opposite end of said shaft 48. with connections
for actuating the pawl of the opposite ratchet a double
stroke, the notches of the ratchet on the double stroke
pawl r>elng separated so that the same operates only at
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widely separated Intervala, as the shaft Is rotated or

driven by the shorter strokes of the first-named ratchet,

all coactlng for the purpose specified.

4. In an egg crate filler, the comblnatioti of a suitable

frame 1 : a pair of punch-heads 20—20 arraoiged one above

the other carrylni? ifangs of punches 26; a die plate 34

correspoudlnR thereto, supported In suitable bases ; means

for actuating said punch-heads simultaneously ; shears

carried by the said punch head for cutting off the punched

strips ; means tor delivering the same Into suitable sup-

ports ; an endless carrier 84 consisting of a pair of

sprocket chains oppositely-arranged sprocket wheels 65

and 65 within the said frame-work to support said car-

rier ; a lower shaft 4*i and an upper shaft 66 to support

said sprocket wheals : adjustable journal bearings for said

upper shaft 6»'> to put tension on the said currier ; suitable

cross arms 7:^ at intervals on the said carrier 84 ; guides

76 for the ends of said cross arms at eath side of said

punches to keep them in their proper relation to the said

punching machines: tables or forms 77; suitable rock

shafts 73 for carrying said plates or forma; one of which

Is journaled In each of said cross-bars 72 ; rows of oppo

sltely faced jaws 8t)— 81 on the face of eacli of said plates,

one' set of jaws 81 being fixed and the otfcer set of jaws

80 being movable ; a rock shaft 78 to wblck the said mov-

able jaws 80 are secured ; a spring 79 to hoW the said Jaws

normally closed ; a spring finger 82 on each of said rock

shafts ; trip fingers 83 for acting upon the said spring

finger 82 to open the jaws : a trip bar 87 toward the rear

of the machine for opening all of the jaw$ on each plate

or table in passing ; fingers 74—75 at right angles to each

other on the Inner end of the rock shaft 73, at different

points on the length thereof ; guides 85 extending from

near the bottom around the frame parallel to the path of

the carrier, past the upper punch and positioned to engage

the fingers 74 of each of said plates or forms as It passes ;

guides 86 positioned within the guide 85 and between the

opposite ends thereof to embrace the flngprs 75 to turn

the table or form at right angles to Its Initial position

as it passes the lower punch and cutter and permit the

same to be released and swung back to the Initial position

as it passes from said guides ; a feed medhanism for the

carrier consisting of the ratchet wheels and pawls on oppo-

site ends of the shaft 48. an eccentric 50 on the shaft 48

with connections 51 for actuating one of tke said ratchets

to secure the shorter steps, and a cam toward the opposite

end of said shaft 48, with connections for actuating the

pawl of the opposite ratchet a double stroke, the notches

of the ratchet on the double stroke pawl being separated

90 that the. same operates only at widely separated Inter

vals, as the shaft is rotated or driven by the shorter

strokes of the first named ratchet, all exacting for the

purpose specified.

5. In an egg crate filler, the combination of a suitable

frame 1 ; a pair of punch-heads 20—20 arranged one above

the other carrying gangs of punches 26 adjastable thereon ;

die plates 34 corresponding thereto, suppcrted In suitable

bases ; a driven shaft 6 In the machine : eccentrics on said

shaft with connecting rods or pitmen connected to the

said punch heads to actuate the same simultaneously

;

shears 30 secured to said punch-heads for cutting off the

punched strips; a patter plate below each of said shears;

reciprocating pins for supporting the stme ; feed rolls

16—17, 16—17 for delivering the strips of strawboard to

the punch and shears ; a cam wheel on the lower feed roll

shaft of each pair to actuate the corresponding patter ;

suitable guides for guiding the said strips to said feed

rolls; ratchet mechanism; suitable disks 13. and 11 on the

feed roll shafts for carrying said ratchet mechanism ; a

rod 12 for coupling said disks for actuatltg the said feed

rolls by a step-by step movement ; a pltsnan 9 ; a disk

on the end of the shaft 6 having a wrlst-pln 8 to which
said pitman is coupled for actuating the ratchets of the
feed rolls; an endless carrier 84. consisting of a pair of

sprocket chains oppositely arranged sprt»cket-wbeels 65
and 65 within the said frame work to support said car-

rier ; a lower shaft 48 and an upper shaft 66 to support
said sprocket wheels ; adjustable journal liearlngs for said

upper shaft 66 to put tension on the said carrier ; suitable

cross-arms 72 at Intervals on the said carrier 84 ; guides

78 for the ends of said cross arms at each side of said

punches to keep them In their proper relation to the said

punching machine ; plates or forms 77 : suitable rock

shafts 73 for carrying said plates or forms one of which

Is journaled In each of said cross-bars 72 ; the said forms

being of such dimension as to swing without interfering

with each other : rows of oppositely faced jaws 80—81 on

the face of each of said plates, one set of jaws 81 being

fixed and the other set of jaws 80 being movable ; a rock

shaft 78 to which the said movable jaws 80 are secured ;

a spring 79 to hold the said jaws normally closed ; a

spring finger 82 on each of said rock shafts : trip fingers

83 for acting upon the said spring finger 82 to open the

jaws; a trip Iwr 87 toward the rear of the machine for

opening all of the jaws on each plate or table In passing;

fingers 74—75 at right angles to each other on the inner

end of the rock shaft 73, at different points on the length

thereof ; guides H5 extending from near the bottom around

the frame parallel to the path of the carrier, past the

upper punch and positioned to engage the fingers 74 of

each of said plates or forms as it passes ; guides 86 posi-

tioned within the guide 85 and between the opposite ends

thereof to embrace the finger 75 to turn the table or form
at right angles to Its Initial position as It passes the

lower punch and cutter and permit the same to be released

and swung back to the Initial position as It passes from

said guides ; a brake mechanism for retarding the move-

ment of said endless carrier ; suitable feed mechanism
for advancing the carrier step by step as each plate Is

passing the punch heads ; and a mechanism for advancing

the carrier an Increased distance sufficient to carry the

next succeeding plate on the carrier Into operative relation

with the punch mechanism ; and to compensate for the

difference in distances between the successive plates and
between the successive rows of grlppers on the same plate,

all coactlng for the purpose specified

[Claims •> to 38 not printed In the Jasette.]

M88.544 TOHPEFK) EXITLSION Tl'BE. LAWRKSrE Y.

Spkak. QMlnry. Mnss Filed I>er 10. 11>(>7 Serial No-

40:>.924.

1. In a torpedo discharging apparatus, the combina-

tion with a plurality of tori>edo expulsion tubes and a ro-

tatable cap for opening and closing the discharge ends of

said tubes, of a supplementary tulw-closlng plate, and
mechanism for moving said plate to and from Its closing

position at will, substantially as described.

2. In a torpedo-discharging apparatus, a plurality of

torpedo expulsion tubes, a rotatable cop having covers

and discharge passages alternately brought, by the rota-
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tion of the cap. Into allnement with said tubes to close
and open them. In combination with a supplementary tube-
closing plate, and mechanism for moving said plate to
and from Its closing position at will, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In a torpedo discharging apparatus, a plurality of
torpedo expulsion tubes, a rotatable cap. having covers
and discharge passages alternately brought, by the rota
tion of the cap. Into allnement with said tubes to close
and open them, and a shaft upon which said cap is se-
cured. In combination with a sleeve surrounding said
shaft, a supplementary tube-closing plate on said sleeve,
iiud mechanism for turning said sleeve and plate, inde
l-endently of the cap. to and from the closing position,
substantially as de8crll>ed

4. In a torpedo discharging apparatus, a plurality of
torpedo expulsion tul»e8. a rotatable cap having covers
and discharge passages alternately brought, h\ the rota-
tion of the cap. Into allnement with said tut)es to close
and open them, and a shaft upon which said cap Is se-
cured, said shaft being so mounted as to t>e capable of a
slight longitudinal movement to disengage the cap from
the ends of said tubes, In combination with a sleeve sur-
rounding said shaft, a supplementary tube-closing plate
on said sleeve between the cap and tubes, and mechanism
for advancing said sleeve and turning it Independently of
said cap. to cause the supplementary plate to clear the
ends of said tubes and bring It to and from its closing
position, substantially as described.

5. In a torpedo discharging apparatus, a plurality of
torpedo expulsion tubes, a rotatable cap having covers
and discharge passages alternately brought, by the roU-
tlon of the cap. Into allnement with said tubes to close
and open them, and a shaft upon which said cap is se-
cured. In combination with a sleeve surrounding said
shaft, a supplementary tube-closing plate on said sleeve.
and mechanism for turning said sleeve and plate Inde-
1-endently of the cap. to and froip the closing position,
said mechanism comprising a gear secured to said sleeve,
a second gear meshing therewith, a lever for turning said
second gear, and a lock for said gears, substantially as
described.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.r,45. CASEMENT- W]NI>OW Evely.n V Spehry
Oak Park. 111. Filed Aug. 25, 1906. Serial No. 332,067.

In a window, the combination of a sash, a hinge mem
ber plvotally mounted adjacent to the edge of the sash
and plvotally connected with the sash, a metallic socket
member mounted upon the sash having a recess on the
side toward the adjacent pivoted hinge member, a stud
upon the pivoted hinge member movable Into and out of
engagement with the socket, and a key mounted in the
socket member movable Into and out of securing engage-
ment with the stud.

888,546. SIDE - DELIVERY HAY - RAKE. Hcemkt B.
Si'ERRT. (.(ttumwa. Iowa, assignor to International Har-
vester Company, a torporation of New Jersev. Filed
r>ec. 16, 1907. Serial No, 406,679.

1. In a side delivery hay rake, the combination of a sup-
porting axle and carrying wheels mounted thereon, a tri-
angular frame having one of its sides supported by said
axle at opposite ends thereof, a second side extending
rearward of said axle at substantially right angles there-
with and having its rear end supported by means of a
caster-wheel, a rotatable brake operating member mounted
upon said frame and arranged diagonally relative to the
line of draft of the machine and substantially parallel with
Its remaining side, and means for adjusting said frame
vertically along the axis of said rotatable rake member

2. In a side delivery hay-rake, the combination of a sup-
r>ortlng axle and carrying wheels mounted thereon, a tri-
angular frame having one of Its sides supported by said
axle at opposite ends thereof, a second side extending
rearward of said axle at substantially right angles there-
with and having its rear end supported by means of a
caster-wheel, means for adjusting said frame vertically
relative to said caster wheel, a rotatable rake operating
member mounted upon said frame and arranged diag-
onally relative to the line of draft of the machine and sub-
stantially parallel with the remaining side, and means
connecting the forward end of said remaining side with
said axle whereby It may be adjusted vertically In relation
thereto.

3. In a side delivery hay-rake, the combination of a sup-
porting axle and carrying wheels mounted thereon, a tri-
angular frame having one of Its side members supported
by said axle at opposite ends thereof, a rotatable rake op-
erating member mounted upon said frame In rear of said
axle and arranged diagonally relative to the line of draft
of the machine, motion transmitting mechanism connect-
ing one end of said axle with said rotatable member, and
means whereby the distance between the opposite end of
said axle and said frame member may be varied

4. In a Bide delivery hay-rake the combination of a sup-
porting axle and carrying wheels mounted thereon, a tri-
angular frame having one of its side members supported
by said axle at opposite ends thereof, a rotatable rake op-
erating member mounted upon said frame in rear of said
axle, motion transmitting mechanism connecting one end
of said axle with said rotatable member, and means whereby
the distance between the opposite end of said axle and
said frame member may be varied, said means comprising
a bracket secured to said frame member and having a ver-
tically arranged slotted portion, a bearing block slldably
mounted in said slotted portion and having said axle Jour-
naled therein, a nut supported by said bracket, a crank
supported by said bracket and having one of its arms In
contact with said bearing block, said arm being threaded
and received by said nut.

8 8 8,547. GAS HEATING APPARATUS. HiHAM G.
Stielb and JoaiPH J. Willt, Kansas City, Mo. Filed
Apr. 22, 1907. Serial No. 369,693.
In a gas heating apparatus, the combination with a fire

bowl, of a set of burners arranged one above the other
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within gald Are bowl, each burner comprtslng a pair of

inyertt'd cone membtjrs spread apart to form a fuel chamber
and a perlphtral dl»chari;t" upt>ninK. a fe^ pip*" opening

throuch the Iowpf fone mfmber of each burner and eitend-

ins; downwardly through th*" successive lower members,

and a batBe rini; supportt'd on and projectlnj? beyond the

periphery of the lower cone memb«^r of each burner,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

888,548. KNOCKDOWN SKII'PING-CASi:. LisrORU S.

STir.Es and Frkderi'K S Benson, Jr. Brooklyn, N. Y
riled Apr iti. 11)07. Serial No. 368.546.

adapted to fold Inward against the ends and lock them
a^^ainst Inward movement, two top boards hinged to the

hinged sides having locking engagement with the end
frames to hold them against outward movement, and two
hinged looped locking frames hinged to the bottom at the

base of the end frames and constructed to fit against the

side frames and over the top boards and end frames
5. In a knock down shipping case, the combination <if a

Ixjttom, end frames hinged to the bottom, spring hinges

for the end frames to normally hold them In open pt)8l-

tlon, hinged sides adapted to fold inward against the ends
and lock them, and two hinged looped locking frames
hinged to the bottom at the base of the end frames and
constructed to fit against the side frames and over the
end frames

[Claims t5 to 13 not printed In the Gaiette.]

8 8 8.549 NE<"KTIE-KNOT. Alfhicd Swa.h.son. Albu-
querque, N. Mex Filed Apr. 29. 1907 Serial No.

:no.<K)9

1. In a knock down shipping case, the combination of a

bottom, end frames hinged close to the bottom and adapt-

ed to fold upon the bottom, sides hinged at a distance

above the bottom and adapted to fold iqward over the

ends when folded down upon the bottom tnd against the

ends when raised and lock them in uprigtjt position, and
two hinged looped locking frames hinged t© the bottom at

the base of the end frames and constructed to flt against

the side frames and over the end frames.

2. In a knock down shipping case, the combination of a

bottom, end frames hinged to the t>ottom, sides hinged to

the bottom at a higher elevation than the end frames and
adapted to fold Inward against the ends aad lock them in

upright position, two hinged looped locking frames hinged

to the bottom at the base of the end frames and con-

structed to flt against the side frames and over the end

frames, and locking devices on the end frtmes for engag-

ing the looped locking frames and holding them in locking

position.

3. In a knock down shipping case, the combination of a
bottom, end frames hinged to the bottom, hinged sides

adapted to fold Inward against the ends and lock them,

two hinged looped locking frames hinged to the bottom at

the baae of the end frames and constructed to flt against

the side frames and over the end frames, and locking de-

vices on the end frames consisting of studt having under-

cut portions for engaging the looped locking frames and
holding them in locking position.

4. Tn a knock down shipping case, the cDmbinatlon of a

bottom, end frames hinged to the bottom, hinged sides

1. A necktie formed of a strip of flexible material in

combination with a perforated and slotted plate, said strip

being folded upon itself to form a tab and then formed
into a knot, the unfolded portion of the strip being passed
upwardly and rearwardly of said knot and folded njwn It

self to form another tab projecting in the opposite dlri-c

tion to said first named tab. the strip then being passed
through the slot of said fastener and brought down and
in front of and behind said knot to form a loop, and then

passed behind and over said tab and passed through said

loop to form a knot on said first mentioned knot a.-* a

foundation, said plate being secured to that portion of

the strip passed behind said tab

2. In combination a tie comprising a strip folded upon
it.self to form a tab and then formed Into an Inner knot

around which knot as a fnundatlon, an outer knot Is

formed by passing the free end of the strips upwardly and
rearwardly of said Inner knot, folding the strip upon Itself

to form another tab projecting In the opposite direction

to said first named tab and passing the strip around In

front of and behind said inner knot, whereby is formed a

loop, thf free end of the strip being passed behind and
over said Inner knot and down through said loop and
Mndlng to form said out»'r member, and means to hold said

tie to a collar button.

888.550. GARMENT SIPPORTER. Jank M. Taylos.

Minneapolis. Minn. Filed .Ian. 3.1907. Serial No 350,690.

1. A garment supporter comprising a girdle, said girdle

having an Integral back and sides portion, a separate ab-
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dominni portion, yielding connections between said girdle
portions, the back portion of the girdle being enlarsred, the
abdominal portion being extended to form an apron, a tab
yieldingly secured to said enlarged hack portion, napkin
fa.stening means on said tab and apron, and hose support-
ers attached to said apron and the side portions of the
girdle.

2. A garment supporter comprising a girdli. said girdle
having an Integral back and sides portion and a "separate
front or abdominal portion, said back and sides portion
widened downwardly over the back and narrowed at the
Rides, said front portion widened to form an apron, yield-
ing connections near the upper and lower edges of the
kTirdlf between tne back and sides portion and the front
portion, a tab yieldingly secured to the lower edge of the
enlarged back portion, napkin-fastening means on said
tall and apron, and hose supporters attached to the said
apron and the side portions of the girdle.

3. A garment supporter comprising a girdle, said girdle
having a separate abdominal portion, yielding connections
t>etween the abdominal portion and the remainder of the
girdle, the back portion of the girdle being enlarged, the
abdominal portion being extended to form an apron and
having means for detachably engaging the corset, a tab
.vleldlngly secured to said back portion, means tn fasten
a napkin to said tab and apron, means in substantially
\ertical allnement above said tab for uniting the girdle
with the corset, and hose-supporting straps attached to
said girdle.

4. .\ garment supporter comprising a girdle, said girdle
having a back and sides portion and a separate abdominal
portion, elastic connections between said portions, the back
portion being enlarged over the back of the wearer and
having a pocket therein, the abdominal portion being en-
larged to form an apron, a tab yieldingly attached to said
back portion, napkin securing devices on .said tab and
apron, and hose supporting straps attached to said apron
and girdle.

5. .\ garment supporter comprising a girdle, said girdle
being enlarged In the back portion and In the abdominal
portion to form extended bearing surfaces at front and
back, said abdominal portion being separate from the
remainder of the girdle and having means thereon to en-
gage the front of the corset, yielding connections between
the aMomlnal portion and the remainder of the girdle, a
tab yieldingly attached to the enlarged back portion,
napkin fastening means on said tab and abdominal portion,
means at the back of the girdle to permit the lacing of the
girdle to the corset whereby the girdle and corset may be
put on and removed together, and hose supporting straps
attached to said girdle.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.551. WELI^BUCKET LtTnEH U. Thomas. Ring
gold. La. Filed Jan. 31, 1907. Serial No. 356.094.

A well bucket having a flattened wall at Its inlet end, a
flange surrounding the inlet, and a valve normally closing
said inlet end and comprising a flexible member secured at
one edge against the flat wall of the bucket and having Its

peripheral portion normally resting upon the flange, a re-

inforcing plate upon the lower face of said member and

disposed to be surrounded by and to flt close to the flange,
a ball-like projecting device upon said plate and normally
extending below the bucket, a reinforcing plate upon the
inner face of the flexible member, an Integral folded tongue
extending from the edge of and at right angles to said
plate and constituting a stop, and means extending
through the plates and flexible member for binding said
plates upon the member.

8S8.5r.'.>. REIN-SUPPORT. Thomas C Thompso.n, Haley,
Tenn. Filed Nov. 13, 1906. Serial No. 343,249.

1. A rein support comprising an arched frame consisting
of a pair of guide rods and provided at the top with a rear-
wardly extending guide having separate openings for the
reins.

2. A rein .support comprising an arched frame arranged
at an inclination and extending upwardly and rearwardly,
clamps for securing the lowr-r ends of the sides of the
frame to the shafts of a vehicle, and a rein guide extend-
ing rearwardly from the arched frame and having open-
ings for the reins.

3. A rein support provided with a projecting guide
frame, and a spring actuated clasp composed of longitudi-
nal and transverse members dividing the spaces within the
frame into separate reln-recelvlng openings.

4. A rein support comprising an arched frame having
a substantially rectangular extension, a cross piece con-
necting the sides of the extension at the inner ends there-
of, a longitudinal member hinged to the outer end of the
extension, and a transverse member connected with the
inner end of the longitudinal member and engaging the
sides of the extension.

5. A rein support comprising an arched frame com-
posed of a pair of side rods having an Integral substan-
tially rectangular extension, a cross piece connecting the
sides of the extension at the inner ends thereof, a longi-
tudinal member hinged to the outer end of the extension,
and a transverse member connected with the inner end of
the longitudinal member and having projections or arms
arranged exteriorly of the sides of the extension.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 8,553. AIR-COMPRESSOR. Charle.s P. TolmaW,
New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Roteng Engineering Corporation, New York. N. Y., t
Corporation of New York. Piled Mar. 21, 1906. Serial
No. 307,182.

1. A rotary compressor comprising a stationary frame,
a bearing carried by said frame, and supporting a hub,
radially disposed cylinders mounted on and secured to the
hub. an inclosing casing revolubly supported on an eccen-
tric portion of said bearing, and pistons In said cylinders,
said pistons being suspended in their respective cylinders
by means of rollers which are operative in annular grooves
formed In the sides of said casing.

2. A rotary compressor comprising a bearing carried by
a stationary frame and having thereon an eccentric por-
tion, a hub supported on said bearing and having mounted
thereon radially disposed cylinders, an inclosing caaing
revolubly mounted on the eccentric portion of said bearing,
and having an annular groove In each side of the casing
concentric with said eccentric portion of said bearing and
pistons suspended In said cylinders from rollers which are
operative in said annular grooves, said pistons having
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their outer extremities provided with flqt surfaces, which
engage an aunular recess In said casing.

3. In a device of the class described the combination
of a frame, a bearing carried by the ftame and having
means therein for inlet and outlet of fkiid, a hub rota-

tablj supported on said bearing and having a recess at
each end, packing in each recess and pncklng followers
for retaining said packing In said receWes, a plurality
of radially disposed cylinders mounted ob and secured to
the hub, an Inclosing casing rotatably mounted on an ec-

centric portion of said bearing, pistons movably uspended
In the cylinders from annular grooves In said casing, and
a lubricant supply system for all bearing surfaces com-
prising a common source of supply in tha frame, a receiv-

ing groove in the bearing in communioation with said
source of supply and ducts and grooves in said bearing
leading from said receiving groove to all bearing surfaces.

888,554. COLLAPSIBLE BOX. Washi;«oton I. Tuttlb.
Baltimore. Md. Filed Jan. 14, 1907. Serial No.
352,246.

1. In a collapsibit' box and In combination; a bottom
section, one or more Intermediate section*, an upper sec-
tion of greater height than the other said sections which
projects above the tops of the other sectiots when the box
la In collapsed condition to form a lid aad bail carrying
extension, and a lid and bail secured to tke extended por-
tion of said upper section.

2. In a collapsible box and In combination ; a bottom
ectlon, one or more intermediate section*, an upper sec-

tion of greater height than the other salt sections so as
to extend above the tops of the other seetlona when the
box Is In collapsed condition, means for locking said sec-

tions against complete separation when It extended posi-
tion, and means carried by said upper lection to auto-
matically engage the bottom section and lock the box In
collapsed condition.

3. In a collapsible box and in combination ; a bottom
section, one or more intermediate section*, an upper sec-

tion of greater height than the other said lections so as to
extend above the tops of the other sections when the box

is in collapsed condition, means for locking said sections
against complete separation when in extended position,
and locking limbs carried by said upp^r section to engage
the bottom section and lock the box in collapsed condi-
tion.

4. A box comprising a series of collapsible sections, and
a spring locking limb carried by one section and adapted
to engage and lock the series In collapsed condition

5. .4 box comprising a series of collapsible sections, and
a locking limb extending downwardly from the upper sec-

tion adapted to enter t)etween the lower sections and lock
the series In collapsed condition

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (iaxette.]

888.555 COMPUTI.NG-MACHINE Joseph T, Iebbing.
Cleveland, Ohio, and Holmes Marshai.i,, .New York,
N. Y., assignors to .\ddograph Manufacturing <.'ompany.
a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb. :., lUUT. Serial
No. 355,887.

^ a

1. In a computing machine comprising an indicator, an
operating shaft for the same, a connecting mechanism be
tween said indicator and said shaft and normally incapa
ble of oi;>eratlng said indicator, a selective mechanism for
said connecting mechanism, a carrying means controlled
by said indicator mechanism for carrying a figure to a
higher indicator. In combination with a resetting mech
anlsm and an error-preventing mechanism adapted to ren
der the carrying means inoperative upon the operation of
the resetting mechanism.

2. In a computing machine comprising an indicator, an
operating shaft for the same, a connecting mechanism b»>

tween said indicator and said shaft and normally Incapa
ble of operating said indicator, a selective mechanism for
aid connecting mechanism, a carrying means controlled
by said indicator mechanism for carrying a figure to a
higher indicator, in combination with a resetting mech-
anism and an error-preventing mechanism adapted to
render the carrying means inoperative upon the operation
of the resetting mechanism, said related mechanism com
prising a system of levers, adapted to simultaneously
connect the setting means and disconnect the carrying
means.

3. In a computing machine comprising an indicator, an
operating shaft for the same, a connecting mechanl.sm be-

tween said Indicator and said shaft and normally In-

capable of operating said Indicator, a selective mechanism
for said connecting mechanism, a carrying means con
trolled by said indicator mechanism for carrying a figure

to a higher Indicator, in combination with a resettlnu
mechanism and an error-preventing meachanlsm adapted
to render the carrying means inoperative upon the oper-
ation of the resetting mechanism, said related mechanism
comprising a system of levers, adapted to simultaneously
connect the setting means and disconnect the carrying
means, and springs to return said levers.

4. In a computing machine comprising an indicator, an
operating shaft for the same, a connecting mechanism
between said indicator and said shaft and normally In

capable of operating said Indicator, a selective mechanism
for said connecting mechanism, a carrying means con
trolled by said indicator mechanism for carrying a figure

to a higher Indicator, printing characters carried on said
Indicator and a platen therefor adapted to print upon oper-
ation for setting to lero.

5. In a computing machine comprising an indicator, an
operating shaft for the same, a connecting mechanism l>e-
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tween said indicator and said shaft and normally In

capable of operating said indicator, a selective mechanism
for said connecting mechanism, a carrying means con-
trolled by said Indicator mechanism for carrying a figure
to a higher indicator, printing figures on said Indicator
and a platen therefor operatlvely connected with the reset-
ting mechanism.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

r

888.550. TYI'E-WRITER PLATEN. Wim.iam R Van
Si.YKK. Eveleth. Minn Filed Feh 5. 1907 .Serial No
355,881.

1. K typewriter platen having an impact surface formed
of hardened plastic material, said surface being provided
with a plurality of layers of woven reticulated material
embedded therein, said layers being in spaced relation with
the strands of one arranged in planes crossing the inter-

stices of the other to dispose their meshes out of aline-
ment, whereby to provide a compound barrier against the
passage of sound waves.

2. A typewriter platen comprising heads, each provided
with a pair of concentric inwardly extending flanges
forming receiving grooves, the outer flange t)eing inter-
nally beveled or flared, a tubular non-resonant body pro-
vided with a layer of reticulated material embedded there-
in and having its end portion reduced and fitted within
said grooves and clamped by the beveled faces of the outer
flanges against the inner flanges, a hollow stem integral
with one of the heads and having a detachable connection
with the other head, and means for inflating the platen.

3. .\ typewriter platen comprising end beads, one pro
vided with a threaded opening, a tubular core or stem con
necting said heads, a tubular, non-resonant body termi-
nally secured to the heads and forming with said heads
an Interior air chamber, and an inlet valve comprising a
casing extending within and without the perforated head
and externally threaded to engage the opening therein,
said casing being provided with an intermediate air port,

an inner end wall, side ports In the inwardly extending
portion, a stop flange on the outwardly extending portion
to limit its Inward movement, said outwardly extending
portion being provided with a chamber to receive a sealing
medium, a valve mounted in the Interiorly projecting por
tlon and controlling the ports, a stem connected with the
valve and slidably engaging the inner end wall, and a
colled spring encircling the stem between the valve and
inner end wall.

888,557. SY.STEM OF ELECTRICAL CONTROL. Her-
MO.> L. Van Valkexbiiio, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to
Westlnghou.se P^lectric & Manufacturing Company, a
<'orporatlon of Pennsylvania. Filed Sept. 2, 1904. Se-
rial No. 223,140.

1. In a system of control, the combination with main
and auxiliary sources of electrical energy, a translating
device or devices, and unit switches In the clrcult.s thereof.

of operating and retaining coils for said unit switches,
interlocking switches which are operated by the unit
swKches, a set of electrically operated relay switches
which govern the circuits of the operating coils, a second
set of electrically operated relay switches in the operat-
ing circuits of the aforesaid relay switches and a master
switch which controls the operating circuits of the last
named relay switches.

2. In a system of control, the combination with main
and auxiliary sources of electrical energy, a translating
device or devices and unit twitches in the circuits thereof,
of operating and retaining coils for said unit switches.
Interlocking switches which are operated by the unit
switches, a set of electrically operated relay switches
which govern the circuits of the operating coils, a second
et of electrically operated relay switches In the operat-
ing circuits of the aforesaid relay switches, a master
switch which controls the operating circuits of the last
named relay switches and an electrically operated inter-
locking switch which is in the circuit of the said operat-

1

ing and retaining coils.

3. In a system of control, the combination with main
and auxiliary sources of electrical energy, a translating
device or devices and unit switches in the circuits thereof,
of operating and retaining colls for said unit switches,
interlocking switches which are operated by the unit
switches, a set of electrically operated relay switches
which govern the circuits of the operating coils, a second
set of electrically operated relay switches in the circuits
of the aforesaid relay switches, a master switch which
controls the operating circuits of the last named r^lay
switches, an electrically operated interlocking switch
which Is in the circuit of the said operating and retaining
coils and a reversing switch which controls the operating
circuit thereof and the circuits of the said translating de-
vice or devices.

4. In a system of control, the combination with main
and auxiliary sources of electrical energy, a translating
device or devices and unit switches in the circuits thereof,
of operating colls which control said unit switches, re-

taining coils for said unit switches, interlocking switches
which are operated by the unit switches, a set of electric-
ally operated relay switches which govern the circuits of
the operating colls, a second set of electrically operated
relay switches in the operating circuits of the aforesaid
switches and a master switch which controls the operat-
ing circuits of the last named set of switches.

5. In a system of control, the combination with a source
or sources of electrical energy, a translating device or de-
vices, and electrically operated switches in the circuits
thereof, of a set of electrically operated relay switches
which govern the operating circuits of the aforesaid
switches, a second set of electrically operated relay
switches in the operating circuits of the aforesaid relay
switches and a master switch which controls the operat-
ing circuits of the last named set of relay switches.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,558. FELLY. Thcmas H. Walbbidge, Toledo. Ohio.
Filed Oct. 29. 1906. .Serial No. 340.976.

1. \ metallic felly provided with an internal tire formed
of a strip of metal having separable ends ; means detach-
ably connecting said tire ends : and, means detachably con-
necting said tire in contact with the inner face of said
felly, substantially as set forth.

2. A metallic felly provided with an internal tire formed
of a strip of metal having separable ends ; means detach-
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ably connectlnii: said tire ends, comprlslnif Interengaifed

corrugations In said ends . a bolt maintaining said corru-

gations in Int'-rlncked relation : and. mean» distinct from

said bolt detachably connecting .said tire in contact with

the inner {n.cf of snld felly, substantially &$ set forth

3. A metallic felly comprising a plurality of concentric-

ally disposed channels ; and. means securing said channels

In rl/td relation, comprising screw threaded members re-

spectively local to the outer ends of the spokes, substan-

tially as set fc.rth

4. A metallic felly comprising a U shaped channel hav

ing Its free edges turned outwardly, and having openings

In ita inner circumference for connection with spokes ;

reinforcing plates respectively local to said spoke open-

ings : means conn>»ctlng said plates with aald felly Inde-

pendently of the spokes, and. means connecting said re-

inforcing plates with said spokes.

5. A metallic felly comprising a U shapefl channel hav

Ing Its free edges turned outwardly and having openings

In Its inner circumference for connection with spokes

;

and. reinforclne plates respectively local to said spoke

openings ; said plates being of U shaped cross section and
having their tr^'- '-nds secured In rigid relation with the

free edges of said channels, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gaiette. ]

8 8 8,559. AUTOPNEUMATIC MUSIC PLAYING IN-

STRTMENT Frank C. White. Merldpn. Conn, as-

signor to The Wilcox k White Company. .>4eriden, Conn..

a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed May 2^. Ut07. Se-

rial No. 375.195.

^6
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•Ingle element, haying an enlarged en« provided with a edges adjacent to said portion, and the bearing ring
cam surface adapted to engage the lo»d. of a chain se- rotatably seated In the casing and having convex exten
cured to said clamp member at one side of said cam sur slons fitted Into said grooved edges of the blade.
face, said clamp member being provide^ with an opening.
pa.sslng through said enlarged end. adapted to receive the
free end of said chain, and means for securing the free
end of said chain to said clamp member on the opposite
Bide of said cam surface, whereby when the free end of
said clamp member la moved towards the load, the cam
surface will cooperate to securely bind the chain to the
load, substantially as described.

vty

3. The combination with a clamp m-'Hiber, provided at
one end with an enlarged cam portion, said cam portion
having an undercut recess extending longitudinally
through same, of a chain secured to said clamp member at
one side of said cam portion and adapted to be passed
around the load and at Its free end passed through said
recess, and means for detachably securing the free end of
the chain to said cJamp member on the athcr side of said
cam portion, substantially as described.

4. The combination with a clamp member comprising a
solid portion having an undercut recessed edge terminat-
ing in a cam surface, a slot being cut in the opposite edge
of said member and communicating with the undercut re-
cess, of a chain connected to said clamo member and at
its free end adapted to be passed aroutd a log and de-
tachably secured within said slot, whertby upon the op-
eration of said clamp member said chalt is tightened or
released around the log, substantially as described.

5. The combination with a clamping member compris-
ing a solid portion having a cutaway recess on one edge
terminating In a cam surface, and being provided with a
slot opposite said cam surface communicating with said
recess, a recess being also formed In sAid solid portion
above said slot and Intersecting same, of a chain secured
at one end to said clamping member and adapted at its
other end to be passed around a log and detachably se-
cured with one link in said slot and tha next outer link
nesting within said Intersecting recess, wftereby said chain
may be tightened or released around si»id log upon the
movement of said clamp member. sulMJtantially as de-
scribed.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.] i

888.565. POSITIVE-PRESSURE BLOWER. John W.
WiLaoN, New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 16, 1907. Serial
No. 390,151.

1. The combination of the shaft, the casing having a
portion Inclined with reference to said shaft, the blast
wheel secured to the shaft and provided with a guide-
way In an axial plane, the blade mounted to swing In said
guldeway and pivoted to the shaft on an axis perpendicu-
lar to that of the shaft, said blade being adapted to fit

the inciliMd portion of the casing and laving concaved

2. The corablniitlon of the shaft having a ball at Its

Inner end. the casing [)rovlded with a socket for said ball

ami with a portion inclined with reference to said shaft,

the blast wheel secured to the shaft and provided with a

gulileway In an axial plane, and the blade mounted to

swing In said guldeway and pivoted to the tiall portion of
the shaft on an axis perpendicular to that of the shaft,
said blade being adapted to fit the Inclined portion of the
casing.

3. The combination of the shaft, the casing having a

portion Inclined with reference to said shaft, the blast
wheel setured to the shaft and provided with a guide way
and pivoted to the shaft on an axis perpendicular to that
of the shaft, said blade being adapted to fit the inclined
portion of the casing, and the bearing ring rotatably seat
ed In the casing and having extensions from opposite edges
thereof upon which the outer edges of said blade are fitted,

sutwtantlally as set forth.

4. The combination of the shaft, the casing having a
portion inclined with reference to said shaft, the blast
wheel secured to the shaft and provided with a guide way
In an axial plane, the blade mounted to swing In said
guldeway and pivoted to the shaft on an axis perpendicu-
lar to that of the shaft, said blade being adapted to fit the
Inclined portion of the casing, and the bearing ring rota-
tably seated in the casing and having bar extensions ex-
tending along the face and beyond opposite edges thereof
and upon which the outer edges of said blade are fitted.

8SS,.'5«6. AIRBR.\KE. ,JoH)« B Wrioht, Greensboro.
N. C Filed Oct 9, 1907. Serial No 396,652.

31 X

1. In apparatus of the class described, a train pipe
opening valve, and a pair of Independently operable truck
actuated mechanisms, each Including a valve engaging
member arranged to move the valve to open position Inde
pendent of the other member

2. in apparatus of the class described, a single train
pipe opening valve arranged on each car, a valve actuate<l
mechanism arranged on each truck, and independent con
nections between the actuating mechanisms and the valve.
and each of said connections Including a valve engaging
member arranged to engage and open the valve Independ
ent of the other member.

3. In apparatus of the class described, a single train
pipe opening valve on each car. Independently movable
valve operating devices carried by each truck, and operat
Ing connections extending from said operating devices to
the valve and Including valve engaging cams arranged to
operate Independent of each other.

4. In apparatus of the class described, a train pii)e
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opening valve, a pair of valve operating mechanisms ar-

ranged one on each truck, rock shafts extendiuK from the
operating mechanism to the valve, anri means on said

rock shaft for moving the valve to open position

5. In apparatus of the class descril)ed, a train pipe
opening valve, a pair of relatively movable actuating
devices arranged at eacli truck, rock shafts extendinc from
said actuating devict^s to the valve, and Snilependent cams
(arried by the rock shafts and arranged to open said
valve.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,567. AIRBRAKE. John B. Wrioht. Greensboro.
N. C. Filed Oct. 9, 1907. Serial No. 396,653.

1. In apparatus of the class described, a link carried
by the cur, a cam bar carried by the truck, and meaus for
adjusting the width of said cam bar.

2. In apparatus of the class described, a link carried by
the car, and a cam bar carried by the truck, the cam bar
lielng formed of relatively adjustable sections.

3. In combination, a truck member, a car iKxly member.
a link carried by one of said members, and an adjustable
cam bar carried by the other member.

4. In apparatus of the class described, a link, a fixed

bar having cam plates at each end. a pair of disks pivot
ally mounted on the cam plates, parallel bars carried by
said disks, and means for locking the disks in adjusted
position.

5. In combination, a link, a rigid bar having cam plates
at Its opposite end.s. a pair of disks plvotaily mounted on
said cam plates, a pair of links connecting the disks, the
disk and cam plates having a plurality of openings, and
disk locking bolts arranged to extend through said open
Ings.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,568. RAILWAY GATE Andrew Wvpeh, Belie El-
len. Ala. Filed Jan. 4, 190S. Serial No. 409.339.

1. In a railway gate, the combination of a pair of ver-

tically disposed gates arranged on opposite sides of a
track for horizontal swinging movement toward and from
each other, each of said gates having upper and lower hori

zontal bars united by upright bars, the lower horizontal
bar of each gate being extended beyond the pivot of the
gate to provide an operating arm, a trip device adapted to

be actuated by a passing car and link and lever connec i

tions between said trip device and the arms of said gates
for simultaneously operating the latter.

2. In a railway gate, the combination with a track
having rails formed with vertically dispo.sed and longitudi-
nally extending slots, of a pair of vertically disposed gates
arranged on opposite sides of the track for horizontal
swinging movement toward and from each other, trip de-
vices comprising horizontally disposed and transversely
extending shafts, each provided with two crank arms, one
arm of each device being adapted to swing in one of the
slots In the track rails, and to l>e actuated by the wheels
of passing cars, coll springs fixed at one end and having
their other ends Connected to the other crank arms on
said shafts, operating arms for said gates and link and
lever connections between the last mentioned crank arms
and the operating arms upon the pates.

3. In a railway gate, the combination of a pair of ver
tically disposed gates arranged on opposite sides of a track
for vertical swinging movement toward and from each
other, operating arms projecting from the Inner ends of
said gates, trip devices adapted to be actuated by passing
cars and each having a horizontal shaft, a crank arm ar-

ranged in the path of the wheels of the car and another
crank arm, coll springs fixed at one end and having their
other ends connected to the last mentioned crank arms,
link and lever connections between the last mentioned
crank arms and the operating arms upon the gates, a
latch or lock to engage one of said gates to hold the latter

open and means adapted to be actuated by a passing car
to release the latch or lock.

4. In a railway gate, the combination of a pair of ver-

tically disposed gates arranged on opposite sides of a track
for horizontal swinging movement toward and from each
other, means actuated by a passing car for opening the
K-aies, a spring for closing the gates, the latch lever 27
pivoted intermediate its ends and having one end beveled
or inclined and adapted to engage one of the gates to hold
the latter open, a spring for actuating the latch lever and
tueans arranged along the track and adapted to be actu
ated by a passing car to operate the latch lever against
the tension of its actuating spring.

5. In a railway gate, the combination of a pair of ver-
tically disposed gates arranged on opposite sides of a
track for horizontal swinging movement toward and from
each other, means actuated by a passing car for opening
the gates, a spring for closing the gates, the latch lev,er

-'T pivoted Intermediate its ends and having one end bev-
eled or Inclined and adapted to engage one of the gates
to hold the latter open, a spring for actuating the latch
lever, trip levers adapted to l>e actuateii by a passing car,
guides, and cables attached to the trip levers, passed over
said guides and connected to the other end of said latch
lever.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,569. BARBER'S SIGN APPARATIS. Peter Za-
RELi.A, Boston, Mass. Filed Nov. 24. 1905. Serial No,
288,892.

A sign comprising an angular casing having a back,
sides, top and bottom, and a front having a middle trans-
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parent parf. an upright rotary pole set la bf^arlnjts on the

top and bottom of the casing, tnpans tn rotate the polf.

meaDii to illuminate the same, and a serit* of vertical rair

rors behind the f>ole, at angles to each other, and eitendlns

In a curved line from one side of the cnalng to the other.

to give multiple reflections of the pole.

88M70. SILL -PLATE FOR SHUTTER - FASTENERS.
ELarst Zimmerman, Fremont. Ohio. Filed .\ug. 17,

1907 Serial No. 3S9.059.

. I J

1 .\ sill plate for shutter bowers consl.stlng of a .single

piece of sheet metal having perforated terminal ba.se pieces

and an intermediate elevated socketed bridge piece, the

latter provided with Independent side flatges for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. A sill plate for shutter bowers consisting of a single

piece of sheet metal having perforated terminal base pieces

and an Intermediate elevated socketed bridge piece, the

latter provided with dependent side flanges, and outwardly

extending Inclined wings, for the purpose set forth.

S A sill plate for shutter bowers made of sheet metal

with perforated terminal base pieces, an Intermediate

socketed elevated bridge piece, and Indited end supports

for the latter, the bridge piece and supports having de-

pendent side flanges for the purpose set forth.

888,571. PNEUMATIC STACKER. LAts M. Anderson,
Crookston. Minn., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Indiana Manufacturing Company. Indianapolis, Ind., a

Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Sept. 10. 1906.

Serial No :?;<.1.0.^8.
:

5. In a pneumatic straw stacker, a fan and a fan hous-

ing having the ordinary tangential outlet and also a second

outlet toward which the outer or tangential portion of the

ircumferentlal wall approache.s in the reverse to the

usual direction.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a pneumatic straw stacker, a fan housing having
an opening in Its outer wall, and a ho4>d or shield over
said opening, the outer portion whereof extends over and in

a direction substantially parallel with that portion of

said wall on the forward side of said opanlng.

2. In a pneumatic straw stacker, a fan housing having
an opening in Its outer wall, and a hood qr shield over said

opening, the outer portion whereof eiteqds in a direction

substantially parallel with said wall, tha opening between
the hood or shield and the fan-housing wall having end
walls converging towards each other.

3. The combination, in a pneumatic straw stacker, of a

fan housing and an auxiliary chamt>er communicating
therewith and adapted to receive a blast of air from the

chamber thereof, said auxiliary chamber having Its rear wall

extending from a point nearer to a point further from the

opposite edge of the communicating opening than the cen-

ter of the fan structure, and having a discharge mouth ar-

ranged to deliver its blast on to the out«r surface of that

portion of the circumferential wall of the fan housing be-

ginning with said edge.

4. The combination, in a pneumatic stacker, of a fan

housing having an offset portion tn its circumferential

wall, an opening in said wall Just in advunce of the shoul-

der of said offset, a hood or shield extending outwardly

from said shoulder and thence forwardly and substan-

tially parallel with the portion of said wall on the opposite

side from said shoulder, whereby the air which escapes

through said opening under the pressure generated by the

fan will operate to blow off any material wblcb would

otherwise lodge on the fan casing.

888,572. WEIGHING APPARATUS M^ls H .Vvram,

New York, N. V.. asHlgnor to .Vvram I>eet Knjrlneerlng

Company. New York. N Y . a Corporation of New York.

Filed July 1m, 1W7. .Serial No. 384.344,

1. The romhinarion of a stipply chute whose discharge

end Is concentric with an axis, and a receptacle mounted
to revolve about said axis and having a surface adjacent

to the discharge end of said chute and concentric with

said a-xis and also an opening through a portion of said

surface registering with the discharge end of said chute

when the receptacle is In elevated position with a lever

rigidly connected to said receptacle and an adjustable

counterweight on said lever.

2. The combination of a supply chute whose discharge

end Is concentric with an axis, a receptacle mounted to re-

volve about said axis and having a surface adjacent to

the discharge end of said chute, and concentric with said

axis and al.so an opening through a portion of said sur-

face registering with the discharge end of said chute

when the receptacle is In elevated position, said recepta-

cle having a bottom hinged thereto, a latch for holding the

same closed, and an abutment located in the path of said

latch so as to be engaged by the same on the downward
movement of said receptacle.

3. The combination of a supply chute whose discharge

end is concentric with an axis, a receptacle mounted to re-

volve about said axis and having a surface adjacent to the

discbarge end of said chute, and concentric with said

axis and also an opening through a [Kirtlon of said surface

registering with the discharge end of said chute when the

receptacle is In elevated position, said receptacle having

a bottom hinged thereto, a latch for holding the same closed.

an abutment located In the path of said latch so as to be

engaged by the same on the downward movement of said

receptacle, and a lever revoluble around said axis and

adapted to engage said bottom and force It into engage-

ment with said latch and to return said receptacle to ele-

vated position.

4 The combination of a supply chute whose discharge

end is concentric with an axis, a receptacle mounted to re-

volve about said axis and having a surface adjacent to the

discharge end of said chute and concentric with said axis

and also an opening through a portion of said surface

registering with the discharge end of said chute when the

receptacle Is in elevated position, said receptacle having a

bottom hinged thereto, a latch for holding the same closed,

an abutment located in the path of said latch so as to he

engaged by the same on the downward movement of said

receptacle, and an adjustable counterweight for said re-

ceptacle.

5. The combination of a shaft, a plurality of counter-

balanced receptacles Journaled thereon and free to move

relatively thereto, means for automatically opening each

of said receptacles when its counter-balance is overcome,
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and a common means for closing all of said receptacles and
restoring them to receiving position.

(Claims Q and 7 not [irinted in the Gazette.]

888,573. KILN. M.>is H. Avkam. New York, N. Y,, as-

signor to Avram Leet Engineering Company, New York,

N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed July 19, 1907.

Serial No. 348,518.

efriTi^ «C4I«

1. Tn a kiln. tiM ooabination of a receiving chamber, a
yoke adja<ent to tbe mouth thereof, a frame larried by
said yoke, and held from movement longitudinal to the

chamber, a cover carried by the frame and located between
the frame and the mouth, means for forcing the cover

away from the frame and toward the mouth, and means
for moving the frame together with the cover in a direc-

tion at an angle to the axis of the chamber.
2. In a kiln, the combination of a receiving chamber, a

yoke adjacent to the mouth thereof, a frame carried by
said yoke and held from movement longitudinal to the

chamber, a cover carried by the frame and located between
the frame and the mouth, means for forcing the cover
away from the frame and toward the mouth, said means
engaging the periphery of said cover, and means for mov-
ing the frame together with the cover in a direction at

an angle to the axis of the chamber.
."V In a kiln, the comhlnati<in of a receiving chamber, a

y.'ke adjacent lo the mo\ith thereof, a frame carried by
said yoke and held from movement longitudinal to the
chamt>er, a cover carried by the frame and located between
the frame and the mouth, means for forcing the cover

away from the frame and toward the mouth, said means
being carrie<l by said frame and enga>;ing the perlfihery of

said cover, and means for moving the frame together with
the cover in a direction at an angle to the axis of the
chaml)er.

4. In a kiln, the combination of a receiving chamber, a

yoke adjacent to the mouth thereof, a frame carried by
said yoke and held from movement longitudinal to the
chamt)er. a cover carried by the frame and located Ix'tween

the frame and the mouth, means for forcing the cover
away from the frame and toward the mouth, said means
consisting of set screws carried by the frame and engaging
the periphery of said cover, and means for moving the

frame together with the cover In a direction at an angle
to the axis of the chamber.

.' In a kiln, the combination of a receiving chamber, a

yoke adjacent to the mouth thereof, a frame carried there
by and held from movement longitudinal to the cham!)er.
a cover carried by the frame and located between the frame
and the mouth, means for forcing the cover away from
the frame and toward the mouth, said means consisting of
set screws carried by the frame and engaging the periphery
of said cover, means for moving the frame together with
the cover In a direction at an angle to the axis of the
chamber, and toothed sectors carried by said set screws
and a common gear carried by said frame, and with which
said sectors mesh.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,574.

Aug. 9.

PUMP. James VV. Bagby. WlchlU. Hans. Filed
1906. Serial No. 329,924.

1. In a pump the combination with a casing : of a pis-

ton adapted to operate therein and composed of a stamp-
ing of sheet material having a circumferential flange
adapted to cooperate with the inner walls of the casing
and provided with a series of sector shaped ports, radially
extending spokes being formed between the ports, and the
material at one side of each port being deflected angularly
to the plane of the piston, and separate flat valves con-
nected to the piston and disposed to cover the respective
ports, said valves being disposed to swing open on sub-
stantially radial axes.

2. In a pump, the combination with a casing, of a pis-

ton adapted to operate therein and composed of a stamp-
ing of sheet material having a circumferential flange
adapted to cooperate with the Inner walls of the casing
and provided with a series of sector-shaped ports, radially
extending spokes being formed between the ports, and the
material at one side of each port being deflected angularly
to the plane of the piston, flat sector-shaped valves adapted
to cover the respective ports, and a looped member passing
through perforations In one edge of each valve and in the
respective spokes of the piston for plvotally mounting the
valves on substantially radial axes.

3. in a pump the combination with a casing; of a pis-

ton adapted to operate therein and comfmsed of a gtam[»-
Ing of sheet material having a circumferential flange
adapted to cooperate with the Inner walls of the casing
and provided with a series of sector shaped ports radially
r.xtending spokes being formed l>etween the ports, and the
material at one side of each port heint: deflected angtilarly

to the plane of the piston, and separate flat valves con-
nected to the piston and disposed to cover the respective
pfirts. said valves being disposed to swing open on sub-
stantially radial axes, a valved piston l)elow the first men-
tioned piston and within the casing, an operating shaft
having diametrically opposed cranks, and operative con-
nections between the cranks and the respective pistons.

888,575 ROTARY FAN. AnGU.ST Barth and Joseph L.

Saitf.r. Syracuse. N. Y. ; said Sauter assignor to Jacob
F. Prehn, Syracuse. N Y. Filed June 22. 1906 Serial

No. 322.921.

1. In a fan to be secured to rotating shafts, combination
with a clamping ring, of fan blades, stems Integral with
the fan blades to engage with said power shaft, of the
means of .securing the fan blades at any angle to said clamp-
ing rings, and an adjustable means for securing the fan to

shafts of v.arlous sizes.

2. In a rotary fan the combination with the power shaft
of the hinged clamping ring, fan blades, threaded stems
integral with said fan blades, said stems being adjustably
fitted to the clamping ring, of a means of securing the fan
blades at various angles, said stems projecting through tbe
ring to engage with tbe power shaft, and means to clamp
the fan In position.
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3. In a fan for rotating shafts, the coutbination of a

clamping ring divided into two sections hlnfed one to the

other, of an outwardly and radially extending Up on the

end of one section, a clip hinged to the cori^spondlng end

of the other section and adapted to be swung to embrace

said lip, a thumb screw on the lip to engage with the lip

and clamp the device on the shaft, a plurality of Integral

bosses on the exterior of the ring, said boapes being pro-

vided with screw threaded holes, a plurality of fan blades,

threaded stems on the fan blades fitted to said threaded

holes for securing the fan blades at dlfft-reat angles, said

stems projeotini; through the clamping rittKS to engage

with the shaft and Jam nuts on said stems, substantially as

described and shown.

4. In a rutar\ fan. thf combination with the shaft, of

the hinge clamping ring, fa*- blades, threaded stems Inte-

srral with said fan blades, having curved, 9r cup shaped

tips to engage with the shaft, said stems being engaged

to the clamping ring for securing the fan blades in proper

relation to various sized shafts, said stems projecting

through the ring, of the means to clamp the fan In posi-

tion, and into engagement with the shaft.

8S8,576 CIRrT-I,.\TIN(i WWSHINt; - MACHINE. Wil-

liam Bartholomew. Chicago, 111., asslgiior to Troy

I.aandry Machinery Company. Limited, Troy. N. Y., a

rorporation of New York Filed Apr. 13. 1907. Serial

No. 368,037.

feed pipe within the shell disposed parallel to said cylin-

der, an injector connected to said discharge, a circulating

pipe extending from the Injector to one end of the •hell,

a connection extending from the feed pipe to the circulat

Ing pipe, and a straining device disposed at the end of said

shell and connecting the circulating pipe and feed connec-

tion.

2. In a circulating washing machine, a shell, a discharge

connection therefrom, a feed pipe within the shell, an In-

jector connected to said discharge, a circulating pipe ex-

tending from the injector to one end of the shell, a valved

connection extending from the feed pipe to the circulating

pipe, a straining device disposed !>etween and conuecte<l

to the circulating pipe and fee<l connection therefrom, a

suds tanlc, a feed pipe thereto extending from the valved

connection, and a supply connection from said suds tank

to the feed pipe in the shell.

3. The combination with a washing machine, of a dis-

charge connection from the twttom of the shell thereof,

a feed pipe extending lengthwise in said shell, a circulating

connection between said discharge connection and feed

pipe and having an injector communicating with the dis-

charge connection, a suds tank, a valved suds feed connec-

tion thereto extending from the circulating connection, a

supply connection from the suds tank to the fpod pipe,

and a controlling valve in the circulating connection inter-

mediate of the suds feed and supply pipes.

4. The combination with a washing machinp. of a dls

charge connection from the bottom of the shell thereof, a

feed pipe extending lengthwise in said shell, a circulating

connection t>etween said discharge connection and feed

pipe and having an injector communicating with the dis-

charge connection, a suds tank, a valved suds feed connec-

tion thereto extending from the circulating connection,

a supply connection from the suds tank to the feed pipe,

a controlling valve Id the circulating connection Inter-

mediate of the suds feed and supply pi[)e8. and hot and

cold supply pipes connected to the feed pipe at one end

thereof.

o. The combination with a washing machine, of a per-

forated feed pipe therein, n clear water supply to said pipe,

a discharge from said machine, an Injector communicating

with said discharge. valve«l circulating pipes extending

from the Injector to the feed pipe, a suds tank, a valved

feed from one of the circulating pipes to the suds tank,

and a valved supply from the suds tank to the feed pipe.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,577. BOTTLE - FILLING MACHINE. Charles L.

Bastian, Chicago. Ill . assignor to Bottlers Machinery

Manufacturing Company. Chicago, 111 , a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Apr 22. 1906 Serial No. 313,146.

1. In a circulating washing machine, a sh«ll, a discharge

connection therefrom, a rotatable cylinder tn the ahell, a

In a filling machine, the combination of a filling tube

having a l)ore throughout its length, a bushing in the up-

per end of the filling tube, said bushing having a cup or

conical shaped cavity at its upper end and alao having a

tapered bore with Us smallest diameter at said cavity

and its largest diameter at the lower end of aald bushing.
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888,578. AUTOMATIC CAR-FENDER. Henry W. Bo-
DE.vDiBCK. St. Louis. Mo Filled .Aug 30. 1S<07 Serial
So. 390,781.

1 .\ device of the class described comprising a fender
section hingedly mounted upon a shaft : means for sup-
porting the shaft ur)on the under side of the car : a lever
mechanlsra connected to said shaft and operated by an air
c\ Under in combination with a front fender section having
connection with the air cylinder whereby the lower fender
section may be automatically advanced forwardly when
the front fender secti(»n is brought in contact with an
object, substantially as specified.

2. A device of the class descrll>ed comprisinj.' a fender
section located beneath the car body ; a pair of supporta
suspended from the car body : a shaft located in the sup-
ports and opernfing In slots formed in the supports; an
air cylinder

. a lever mechanism operated by the air cyl-
inder and connected to the fender section in combination
with a front fender section and means for admitting air
Into the air cylinder for operating the fender section when
the front fender section Is brought in contact with an ob-
ject, substantially as specified

888,57!t

Wash
SAW SET. William J. Boy.nto.v, Seattle,
Filed Apr. '26. 1906 Serial No. 313,847.

in a device of the type set forth, an upright of open
form, an anvil secured therein, said upright having out-

wardly projecting lugs on its lower portions, a head re-

movably pivoted in said upright above said anvil and pro
vlded on its Inner end portion with a punch, and means
for normally holding the inner end portion of said head
elevated.

George A. Brink,
1908 Serial No.

888.580. BOTTLE CAP REMOVER
St. Helen, Oreg. Filed Jan. 2:

412.912.

1 In a device of the class described, the combination
of a band having the end portions thereof bent outwardly
to form extensions arranged in spaced relation, corre-

sponding ends of said extensions forming a fulcrum mem-
t>er. and a hook extending from the other ends of the ex-

tensions and foldable therebetween.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a band having the end portions thereof bent outwardly
to form extensions arranged In spaced relation, corre-

sponding ends of said extensions forming a fulcrum mcm-
l>er, and a hook extending from the other ends of the ex-

tensions anJ foldable therebetween, the inner edge portion

of the book being formed with a knife edge whereby said
hook comprises a cutting element in the manner described.

3 As an article of manufacture, a cap removing de-
vice consisting of a band having end portions thereof bent
outw^ardly to form spaced extensions arranged at a right
angle to a plane including the body of the band, opposite
ends of the extension projecting outwardly from the
edges of the band, corresponding ends of said extensions
forming a fulcrum member, a hook pivoted to correspond-
ing opposite ends of the extensions and arranged to fold
toward the space between the extensions, and lugs formed
with said hook to limit the outward movement thereof in
adjusting the same.

4 .\8 an article of manufacture, a cap remover and
cutter device consisting of a band having end portions
thereof bent outwardly to form spaced extensions ar-

ranged at a right angle to a plane Including the body of
the band, opposite ends of the extension projecting out-
wardly from the edges of the band, corresponding ends of
aald extensions forming a fulcrum member, a hook pivoted
to corresponding opposite ends of the extensions and ar-

ranged to fold toward the space between the extensions,
and lugs formed with said hook to limit the outward move-
ment thereof in adjusting the same, th-' inner edge of the
hook being sharpened for coSperatlon with the outer edges
of the extensions for cutting purposes.

5. .\8 a new article of manufacture, the comhinatlon
of a band provided with spaced extensions projecting
therefrom, ends of said extensions comprising a fulcrum
member, and a hook pivoted to the extensions and fold-

able therebetween.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 8,581. ROLLER - MILL. Eugene Bbown, Colfax,
Wash., assignor of one-sixth to George A. Chapman and
one-sixth to Charles E. Scrlber, Colfax. Wash., and
one sixth to Wilbur 8. Yearsley, Spokane, Wash. Filed

May 20, 1907. Serial No. 374,675.

1. In a roller mill, an annular bed disposed in a hori-

eontal plane, means for rotating the same, an inwardly
tapered roller supported in contact with said bed, a feed-

ing device dl8]x>sed at one side of said roller, a delivery
trough at the inner edge of said bed, and a scraper sup-
ported to traverse said bed and extend over said trough.

2. In a roller mill, an annular bed, a cooperating roller

mounted thereon, a fixed trough supported at the inner
edge of said bed, a scraper extended across the bed and
over said trough to deliver thereto, and a collecting device
carried by the bed to traverse said trough.

3. In a roller mill, an annular bed, a cooperating roller
mounted upon said bed, a fixed trough supported at the
Inner periphery of said bed, a collecting device carried by
the bed and extended into said trough to traverse the
same, a scraper supported from the shaft of said roller
and extending over the bed and trough, and a brush car-
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rled by the scraper support Intermediate the scraper and
roller to contact with the crush Ing face of the roller.

4 In a roller mill, a bed having an annular crushlns? face

disposed in a horizontal plane, an Inwardly taperetl roll

disposed with its crushing face parallel to said bed face, a

shaft for said roll disposed diagonally to the crushing

face of the bed. opposite standards for supportlnt? said

shaft, a supporting wheel mounted In said standards be-

neath said be«i. and means for discharging crushed mate-

rial at the inner edge of said bed.

5. In a roller mill, standards, an annular bed mounted

to rotate between said standards, a roller mounted in the

•taridards to traverse said \)e<i. parallel lupportin;? nruis

extended from the shaft of said roller, and an Incllnfnl

sctaper carried by the free end of said ajms adjacent to

the face of said t^.
[Claims ») to s not printed in the Gazette.]

88M82. Rf).\STIN", ANT) SMKLTINO t'TRNACE. Jo-

SXPHU.S J. Bbows, Jr., Troy, III.

Serial No. 388,170.

Filed Aug. 1: 1907.

1. A device of the class described comprising a plu

rallty of agitators in combination with a roasting and
smelting furnace, said agitators arranged to alternately

dip Into the hearth of the furnace to calx the material

therein, and means for operating the agitators, sub«tan-

tlally as specified.

2. A device of the class described comprising a roasting

nnd smelting furnace : a plurality of agitators mounted
above the smelting furnace ; forks carried on the end of

the agitators to communicate with the material within

the hearth of the roasting and smelting furnace for mix-

ing the material therein, nnd a means for placing the agi-

tators In operation, substantially as specltle<l.

.'{. .V roasting and smelting furnace comprising a hearth

box ; a housing mounted over the hearth box ; a plurality

of agitators locate<l within the housing; means providt^i

on the lower end of the agitators to contact with the uia

terial within the hearth t)ox for agitating the same, and a

means connected to the upper end of the agitators for

placing the same in operation to provide a circular move-
ment to the bottom end of the agitators so as to enter.

pass through and pass out of the material within the

hearth, substantially as specified.

888,583. LOG-LOAI»IN(J MACHI.NE. John R Blck
LBV and Geobqe A. HtouiNs. Mattf>on. Wis. Filed Mar.
9, 1907. Serial No 3»U,.'-.57.

1. In a log loading machine the combination with two
shafts, two drums on one shaft and one drum on the other

shaft, the drums nn the two shafts Intergeared. a cable

passed around a pulley and having its ends secured to a

drum on each shaft and an independent cable secured to

the third drum, of a block and tackle supported by this

last mentioned catile

2. In a log loading machine the combination with two
shafts, two drums on one shaft and one drum on the other

shaft, the drums on the two shafts intergeared, a cable

passed around a pulley and having its ends secured to a

drum on each shaft and an Independent .cable secured to

the third drum, of a block and tackle supporte<l by this

last mentioned cable and grappling hooks and cables sup-

ported thereby.

3. A machine as described, comprising a series of three

drums, two being carried upon a common shaft and tioth

of these drums having a single cable or rope, nnd a second

line or cable engaging the third drum, means for the

otherwise effective application of said cables or lines

for use, and intergearing pinions for Imparting reverse

motion from the single drum to the other two drums.

888.584. VEHICLE REACH. John M. Bryant. Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor of one half to Joseph L. Henry,
Rochester. N. Y Filed June 10, 1907. Serial No.

378,121.

1 A vehicle bar constructed of sheet metal bent or

folded upon Itself to form three longitudinally extended

multi-ply ribs, the outer portion of said bar being approxl-
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mately U-«haped In cross se<tlon, and the edges of the

folded Kheet being brought together at the edge of the

intermediate rib. substantially as described.

J. .\ vehicle bar constructed of sheet metal bent or

folded upon itself to form three longitudinally extended

nnilti ply rliis, the outer portloa of said bar Ijeing approxi-

Hiately U shaped in cro8.s section, and the folded plies of

the metal sheet that form the intermediate of the said

ribs being separated or bulged to form Iwlt passages, and
the outer fold of said metal sheet l)€ing perforated In line

with the said bolt passages. sul)i<tantially as descril)ed.

'A. A vehicle bar constructed of sheet metal bent or

folded upon Itself to form three approximately parallel

longitudinally extended depending multi - ply ribs, the

outer p<jrtiori of said bar l)elng approximately U-shaped In

cross section, the edges of said folded sheet being brought
together at the edge of the intermediate of said ribs, the

metal folds that constitute said intermediate rib l)eing

separated or bulged to constitute bolt passages, and the

outer fold of said sheet having perforations alined with
said bolt passages, substantially as described.

4. \ vehicle t>ar constructed of sheet metal bent or

folded upon itself to form three longitudinally extended
multi-ply ribs, the outer [>orti(jn of said bar lieing approxi

mately U shaped in cross section, and the edges of the

folded sheets Ijelng brought together at the edge of the

Intermediate rib. the folds of said intermediate rib portion

l)eing reversely bulged to form a sleeve-like Iwlt or rivet

seat, substantially as described.

2. Propelling apparatus for boats comprising a main
shaft, a motor for actuating said shaft, a propeller driven
directly by said shaft, and auxiliary shafts set at an In-

clination to the direction of movement of the boat and
geared to the main shaft and provided with propellers
which act to elevate the boat as it Is driven lengthwise.

/* ^ '^ '•' ,* "

3. A boat hull provided with depenriing inclined off.seta

along the bottom thereof, in combination with propelling
apparatus comprising a main shaft, a propeller driven
thereby, auxiliary shafts mounted at an inclination in the

said offsets and geared to the main shaft, and propellers

on said inclined auxiliary shafts.

4. Propelling apparatus for boat.« comprising twin shafts,

a motor for each of said shafts, a propeller on each shaft,

lifting propellers geared to and actuated by said shafts.

and means whereby one of said shafts Is adapted to drive

the other shaft, substantiallv as described.

888.585. PAD FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING MA-
CHINES. Joseph C. Calhoun. Holland. Mich . assignor

of one half to George P. Hummer. Holland, Mich. Filed

Feb. 11, 1907 Serial No. 356,791.

888.587. NOTE-SHEET-FEED MECHANISM FOR MU-
SICAL INSTRLTMENTS. Willard E. Cleveland, Ore-
gon, 111., assignor to National Piano Player Company.
Oregon, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 26,

1907. Serial No. SftO.iuT.

1. The combination of a tray consisting of a frame and
a back secured therein, springs attached to the back, a

panel yieldingly supported by the springs, and a sheet of

yielding material extending over the surface of the panel

and having fiexlble margins extending from the panel and
secured to the frame of the tray.

2. The combination of a back, a marginal frame at-

tached thereto, springs attached to the back, a panel yield-

ingly supported by the springs, elastic material supported
by the panel, and a sheet of flexible material thereon,

said sheet also having fiexlble margins extending from
the panel and secured to the frame.

3. The combination of a tray consisting of a frame and
a back secured therein, springs In the tray, a panel en-

gaged and supported by the springs, and Interlocking

hooks slldably engaging each other and connecting the

back and panel, said books being arranged In opposing
pairs near the respective corners of the device and with
the hooks in the panel slldably engaging the sides of the

respective hooks in the tray toward the center of the tray.

4. The combination of a frame, a back in the frame,
springs attached to the back, a panel supported by the

springs, books arranged In interlocking pairs and slldably

engaging each other, said books also connecting the back
and panel, and a layer of yielding material covering the

panel, and a sheet of flexible material covering the yield-

ing material and panel and extending beyond the same
and also attached at Its margin to the frame.

888,5M6 BOAT PROPELLING APPARATUS. Jo)i.v E.

Carroll, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to CO» Developnjent
Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov. 5, 1907. Serial

No. 400,795.

1. Propelling mechanism for boats, comprising a fore

and aft motor driven shaft, a propeller mounted thereon.
Inclined auxiliary shafts geared to said motor driven shaft
at Intervals In the length thereof, and propellers on said
auxiliary shafts.

134 O. G.—55

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a feed roller, a pressure roller normally out of con-

tact therewith, mechanically operated means for holding

the pressure roller In contact with the feed roller at times,

means for holding the mechanical means Inoperative and
pneumatic devices for releasing the holding means.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a feed roller, a pressure roller normally out of con-

tact therewith, a swinging frame adapted to bold the pres-

sure roller in contact with the feed roller at times, means
for holding the swinging frame Inoperative, and pneumatic
devices for releasing the holding means.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tlon of a feed roller, a pressure roller normally out of con-
tact therewith, a swinging frame having ends formed In

cams, pivoted bars located between the cams and the Jour-

nals of the pressure roller, means for holding the frame
inoperative, and pneumatic devices for releasing the hold-
ing means.

4 In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a note sheet, a feed roller over which the note sheet
travels, an Idle roller adapted to engage the note sheet and
Increase the surface contact of the note sheet with the feed
roller, means holding the Idle roller Inoperative and pneu-
matic devices for releasing tbe holding means.

5. In a device of the character described, tbe combina-
tion of a note sheet, a feed roller over which the note sheet
travels, a swinging frame comprising an Idle roller adapt-
ed to engage the note sheet and increase the surface con-
tact of the note sheet with the feed roller, means for hoi*'
ing the frame and consequently the Idle roller Inactive, a
pressure roller normally out of contact with the feed roller.
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m«ans operated by the swinging frame tor holding the

preaaare roller In contact with the feed roller at tlmea. and

pneumatic devices for releasing the flrst named holding

means.

f

8 8 8 . 5 8 <5 SAFETY DEVICE FOR STHEET-CARS AT
t'RAWBRIDGES. Joseph W. Collins. Cleveland, Ohio,

assignor of one-third to Barbara FredeUck. Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Mar. 3, 1908. Serial No. 419.02.3.

B

C ^S. TT*
/^ ^ ^y/r gr.//_^y/T

888.589 DRIVE AND STEERING GEAR FOR AUTO-
MOBILE VEHICLES Edward P Ccx>PJ!R, Paw Paw,
Mich , assignor of one half to Olin Jamee Cooper. Hills-

dale, Mich. Filed Feb. 1'5, 1907. Serial No. .•i59.0K3

In a device of the character described, guards, the ends

of which conform to the surface of the raUs, and adapted

to project upward Into the path of the cur, said guards

having a weighted lever, and wheel attachtd, which wheel

and end of lever are also adapted to be moved upwards or

downwards. In combination with a drawbridge having a

circular track made fast to the end of th« drawbridge to

move said lever upwards or downwards, and to operate the

guards Incidentally when t*e draw brldgf Is opened or

closed, substantially as herein described.

1. The combination of the front and tear frames ; a

swIvpI connection for said frames : hollow axles ; hollow

spindles for said a.xles ; vertlcally-arrani?ed pivots for

connecting said spindles to said axles : tubtiiar axle shafts

arranged In said axles ; spindle shafts arranged in said

spindles ; gears on said axles and spindle shafts ; connect-

ing gears for said axle and "^plndl-^ shaft ^^«r8 mounted on
said spindle pivots : wheels mounted on said axle spindles

and connected to said spindle shafts : steering shafts ar-

ranged in said axle .shafts : gears on tht^ outer ends of

said steering shafts ; gears secured in sal(J spindle pivots

and arranged to mesh with said <?ears oti said steering

shafts : a pair of adjustably-mounted plates curved in

cross section havirn: a pair of diagonally arranged grooves

In their inner face's, said grooves diverging In each di-

rection from a central point, each groove being sut>etan-

tlally straight on one side of its central point and curved

on the other ; pins carried by said steering shafts ar-

ranged to engage the grooves In said places; a steering

rod ; connecting cables for said steering rod to said plates

whereby they are adjusted ; guide pulleys for said cablea,

the guide pulleys for the front plate being arranged on

the said front frame and those for the rear plate being ar-

ranged on the said rear frame : a driving tbaft ; gear con-

nections therefor to a pair of the said axle shafts ; trans-

mission shafts arranged in pairs ; gear connections for one

of each pair of said transmission snafts to said driving

shaft and for the other pair of said transmission cbafta

to the other pair of axle shafts ; driving connections for

said pairs of transmission shafts, consisting of wheels hav-

ing rod like spokes to said shafts, rim blocks slldably

mounted on said spokes, disks having tangentlally-ar-

ranged grooves In their Inner faces adapted to engage said

blocks whereby, when said disks are adjusted, said blocks

are shifted on said sp<jke8, adjusting rods for said disks

having spirally arranged gnwves therein, and pins on said

disks arranged to engage said grooves whereby, when said

rods are shifted longitudinally, said disks are adjusted ;

connecting belts for said transmission wheels ; connecting

bars for said adjusting rods ; and a conn>>ofing rod for

said bars connected to said steering rod, all coactlng for

the purpose specified.

2. The combination of hollow axles : hollow spindles

for said axles ; vertically-arranged pivots for connecting

said spindles to said axles ; tubular axle shafts arranged In

said axles : spindle shafts arranged In said spindles ; gears

on said axles and spindle shafts ; connecting gears for said

axle and spindle shaft gears mounted on the said spindle

pivots : wheels mounted on said axle spindles and connected

to said spindle shafts ; steering shafts arranged In said axle

shafts ; gears on the outer ends of said steerinu; shafts :

gears secured to said spindle pivots and arrang-^d lo mesh
with said gears on said steering shafts ; a pair of

adjustably mounted plates curved in cross se<'tlon hav-

ing a pair of diagonally-arranged grooves In th<»lr Inner

face.** said grooves diverging In each direction from a cen-

tral point, each groove being substantially straight on one

side of its central point and curved on the other: pins

carried by said steering shafts arranged to engage the

grooves In said plates ; a steering rod : connections for

said steering rod to said plates whereby they arc adjusted ;

a driving shaft : gear (Connections therefor to a pair of the

said axle shafts ; transmission shafts arranged In pairs ;

gear connections for one of each pair of said transmis-

sion shafts to said driving shaft and for the other pair of

said transmission shafts to the other pair of axlf shafts ;

driving connections for said pairs of transmission shafts,

consisting of wheels having rod-like spokes secured to

said shafts, rim blocks slldably mounted on said spokts.

disks having tangentlally-arranged groov«»s In their In-

ner faces adapted to engage said blocks wht'reby. when
said disks are adjusted, said blocks are shifted on said

spokes ; adjusting rods for said disks having spirally ar-

ranged groovfs therein, and pins on said disks arranged to

engage said grooves whereby, when said rods are shifted

longitudinally, said disks are adjusted : ronnecting belts

for said transmission wheels ; connecting bars for said

adjusting rods ; and a connecting rod for said bar con-

nected to said steering rod. all coactlng for th^ purpose

specified.

^ The combination of the front and rear frames : a

swivel connection for said frames ; hollow axles ; hollow

spindles for said axles ; vertically arranged pivots for

connecting said spindles to said axles ; tubular axle shafts

arranged In said axles : spindle shafts arranc'-Hl In said

spindles; gears on said axles and spindle shafts; con-

necting gears for said axle and spindle shnft g^ars mount-

ed on the said splndb* pivots; wheels niount<>d <^.^ said

axle splndb's and connected to said spindle shafts ; 8te<>r-

ine shafts arranifi^d In said axlo shafts : Rp.irs on the oufor

ends of said steering shafts : gears si'cured to said spindle

pivots and arranged to mesh with said gears on .said steer-

ing shafts : a pair of adjustably-mounted plates curved In

fross section having a pair of diagonally arrangf^d grooves

In their Inner faces, each groove tvelng substantially

straight on one side of Its central point and curved on the

other ; pins carried by said steering shafts arranged to

engage the grooves In said plates ; a steering rod ; connect-

ing cables for said steering rod to said plates when-by
they are adjusted ; guide pulleys for said cables, th« guide

pulleys for the front plate being arrangiHl on the said front

frame and those for the rear plate being arranged on the

said rear frame; a driving shaft ;
gear '•.aim.tions there-

for to a pair of the said axle shafts ; transmission shafts

arranged In pairs ; gear connections for one of each pair

of said transmission shafts to said driving shaft ; varl-
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able speed connections for said pairs of transmission
Khafts ; and ronncctions for said variable npeed mech-
anisms to said steering rod whereby they are controlled,

all coactlng for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of hollow axles; huliow spindles
for said axles ; vertically-arranged pivots for connecting
said spindles to said axles ; tubular axle shafts arranged
in said axles; spindle shafts arranged in said spindles;
gears on said axles and spindle shafts ; connecting
gears for said axle and spindle shaft gears mounted
t.>n the said spindle pivots ; wheels mounted on said
axle spindles and connected to said spindle shafts ; steer-

ing shafts arranged In said axle shafts ; gears on the
t'Uter ends of said steering shafts ; gears secured to said
spindle pivots and arranged to mesh with said gears on
said steering shafts; a pair of adjustably-muuuted plates
curved in cross section having a pair of diagonally ar-

ranged grooves in their Inner faces, said grooves diverg-
ing In each direction from a central point each groove be-

ing substantially straight on one side of Its central point
and curved on the other; pins carried by said steering
shafts arranged to engage the grooves in said plates ; a
>tetrlng rod ; connections for said steering rod to said
I'lates whereby they are adjusted ; a driving shaft ; gear
connections therefor to a pair of the said axle shafts;
transmission shafts arranged In pairs; gear eonnectlous
for one of each pair of said transmission shafts to said
driving shaft and for the other pair of said transmission
shafts to the other pair of axle shafts; variable speed
driving connections for said pairs of transmission shafts;
and connections for said variable speed mechanisms to

said steering rod whereby they are controlled, all co-

acting for the purpose specified.

5 The combination of the front and rear frames ; a
swivel connection for said frames; hollow axles; hollow
spindles for said axles ; vertically-arranged pivots for con-
necting said spindles to said axles; tubular axle shafts ar-

ranged In said axles ; spindle shafts arranged In said spin
dies ; gears on said axles and spindle shafts ; connecting
gears for said axle and spindle shaft gears mounted on the
said spindle pivots ; wheels mounted on said axle spindles
and connected to said spindle shafts; steering shafts ar-

ranged In said axle shafts ; gears on the outer ends of said
steering shafts ; gears secnred to nid spindle pivots and ar-

ranged to mesh with said gears on said steering shafts ;

a pair of adjustably mounted plates curved in cnms sec-

tion having a pair of diagonally-arranged grooves in their
inner faces, said grooves diverging In each direction from
a central point, each groove being substantially straight
on c«ne side of Its central point and curved on the other

;

pins carried by said steering shafts arranged to engage the
grooves In said plates ; a steering rod ; connecting cables
for said steering rod to said plates whereby they are
adjusted ; guide pulleys for said cables, the guide pulleys
for the front plate being arranged on the said front frame
and those for the rear plate being arranged on the said
rear frame; and driving connections for said axle shafts,
all coactlng for the purpose specified.

[Claims G to 44 not printed In the Gazette.]

I

888,590. noSK. Ki)w.\Rn J. CoiOHi.iN. Passaic. N. J.,

assignor to The New York Belting k Packing Company,
Limited, a Corporation of (ireat Britain. Filed Mar. 24.
1006 Serial No. 307,780.

\ hose structure comprising an inner tubular lining of
vulcanized rubber compound, a seamless braided jacket of I

asi)e8to8 threads surrounding said lining and in contact
therewith, a layer of vulcanized rubber compound cover-
ing said jacket, and a strengthening and protective cover-
ing of textile fabric wound around said covering layer
of rubber compound.

1

888,591. CONVBTKR FOR HAND-TRUCKB. Hbrbut
C. Coward, Oakland, Cal. Filed Sept. 4, 1907. Serial
No. 391,318.

1. A conveyer for hand trucks and the like, comprising
an endless conveyer arranged at an incline, and a member
formed of two parts defachably united and fixed on the
axle of the truck, one of said parts having a hook engage-
able by the conveyer.

2. A conveyer for hand trucks and the like, consisting
In the combination of an endless link conveyer suitably
supported at an incline, a member formed of sections
bolted together and fixed on the axle, one of said sections
having a hook engageable by the conveyer, and a track-way
on w*lch the wheels of the truck run during the period
of engagement of the conveyer with the hook.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a ladder or equivalent support, an endless
chain conveyer mounted on sprockets on said ladder, an
elevated channel guide in which the top conveying plane of
said chain travels, and lateral wheel guides on the ladder.

4 In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a ladder or equivalent support, an endless
chain conveyer mounted on sprockets on said ladder, an
elevated channel guide in which the top conveying plane
of said chain travels, lateral wheel-guides on thp ladder,
and a truck having a hook member on its axle engage-
able by the links In the chain.

888,692. DARNING DEVICE. Gtr H. CRAwroRD. Den-
ver, Colo. Filed Nov. 25, 1907. Serial No. 403,772.

1. .K device of the character described, comprising an
open body having a continuous series of work engaging
teeth arranged around its bottom.

1' A device of the character described, comprising an
open body, means upon Its bottom to engage the work and
upwardly and outwardly projecting resilient arms upon
its top to engage and support the work.

3. A device of the character described, comprising an
open body, a continuous series of work engaging teeth ar-

ranged around the bottom of the same and a plurality
of upwardly and outwardly projecting stationary arms
arranged at intervals around the top of the body.

4. .\ device of the character described, comprising an
open body of substantially elliptical form, a continuous
horizontal flange projecting outwardly from the bottom of
the body and having Its outer edge notched to provide
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work engaging t>'Pth, and upwardly and outwardly pro-

jecting stationary arms arranged at tntt-rvals aronnd the

top of the body, substantially as descrltK-d.

5. The hTein fle«crlt)+KJ darnlnti; devic* formed from a

single piece of >»hft>t metal and comprlsJnK a strip bent

upon itself to provide an open body and havinK Its over-

lapping ends united, a continuous horizontal flange formed
by bending the bottom edge of the body or strip outwardly,

said flange having Its outer edge notched to provide a

continuous series of work )^>ngaglQg teetU, and outwardly
and upwardly projecting arms formed Integral with the

upper edge of tbe body at Intervals arouml the same, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

888,693. HAND-STAMI' Jr.ssE W. Cboose and William
J. Barnett. Jr.. Philadelphia. Pa Fil«d .\pr 11, 1907.

Serial No. .'^67.6 16.

1 la a hand stamp, an impression m*>oiianlsm compris-

ing tlxed and movable members, a ribbon fbr supplying Ink

to the Impression mechanism, winding mechanisms at the

ends of the ribbon, ratchet wheels operatltig to drive said

winding mechanisms in opposite directions, a pivoted
l^'ver oscillated by th>' movable member of the impression
mechanism, a double pawl pivoted to the free end of said
lever operating to engage either ratchet-wheel, a rotatable

shaft, a traveler threaded on said shaft, and a tripping

mechanism actuated by said traveler for shifting the pawl
from one ratchet-wheel to the other to reverse the travel

of the ribbon.

2. In a hand stamp, an Impression mechanism compris-
ing fixed and movable members, a rlbtx)n fbr supplying ink
to the impression mechanism, winding mechanisms at the
ends of the ribbon, ratchet-wheels operating to drive said
winding mechanisms in opposite directions, a pivoted
lever oscillated by the movable member of the impression
mechantem. a double pawl pivoted to the free end of said
lever operating to engage either ratchet-wheel, a shaft
rotated by one of said winding mechanisms, a longitudi-

nally movable guide rod extending partillel with said
shaft, a traveler threaded on said shaft and engaging said
guide-rod operating to move the latter 98 It approaches
the ends of the shaft, a bell-crank conmected with said
guide-rod, a doir connected with said btll-crank. and a
weighted lever on said pawl engaged by said dog and
operated by the latter to shift said pawl from one ratchet-

wheel to the other to reverse the travel of the ribbon.

3. In a hand-stamp, an impression mechanism compris-
ing fixed and movable members, a ribt>on Inpplying ink to

the impression mechanism, winding mechanisms at the
ends of the ribbon, concentric ratchet-wheels operating
to drive said winding mechanisms In opposite directions,
a lever pivoted concentrically to said ratchet-wheels oscil-

lated by the movable member of the Impreseion mechanism,
a doable pawl pivoted to the free end of s«ld lerer operat-
ing to engage either ratchet-wheel, and iqtermlttently op-

erating mechanism for shifting said pawl from one ratchet-
wheel to the other to rererse the travel of the ribbon.

4. In a hand-stamp, an Impression roeckanism compris-
ing fixed and movable members, a ribbon fDr supplying ink
to the Impression mechanism, winding mechanisms at the
ends of the ribbon, concentric ratchet-wboels operating to

drive said winding mechanisms in opposite directions, a

lever pivoted concentrically to said ratchet wheels, a

double pawl pivoted to the free end of said lever operating

to engage either ratchet-whe«>l. a rotatable shaft, a travt>l»>r

threaded on aald shaft, and a tripping mechanism actii

ated by said traveler for shifting the pawl from one
ratchet-wheel to the other to reverse the travel of th<' rib

bon.

5. In a hand stamp, an Impression mechanism corapris

Ing fixed and movable members, a ribbon for supplylu*: ink

to the impression mechanism, winding mechanisms at the

ends of the ribbon, concentric ratchet-wheels op«'raflm.' t^

drive said winding mt^i'hanisms in opposite directions, a

lever pivoted concentrically to said ratchet-wheels, a dou
ble pawl pivoted to th»» froc end of said lever opt-ratlng

to engage either ratchet wheel, a shaft rotated by one of

said winding mechanisms, a longitudinally movable guide
rod extending parallel with said shaft, a traveler throaded
on said shaft and eneacing said guide rod operatin;; to

move tht> latter as It approach<'8 the ends of the shaft, n

bell-crank connected with said guide-rod, a dog connected
with said l)ell-crank, and a weighted lever on said pawl
engaged by said dog and oj>.>rated by the latter to shift

said pawl from one ratchet wh>'i'i to the other to revf-rse

the travel of the riblwn

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Tfaiette.)

8 8 8,594. TB.VNSMISSION MErH.\NISM Ob.son W
Davis. Rochesttr, N. Y., assignor to Gearless Trans
mission Co.. Rochester, .N Y., a t'orporatlon of New
York. Filed Ana 10, l»07. Serial No. :J87.974.

1. In a transmission int-chanlsm, the combination of the

motor and driven shafts journaled to rotate Independently,

a main driving gear fixed to the end of the motor shaft

having a hub with extended ends, a pinion carrying frame
spanning the ends of said shafts and having its ends
loosely journaled on the ends of the hub of said gear, pin

ions jonmaled in said frame and meshing with the teeth

of said driving gear, means for transmitting motion from
said pinions to the driven shaft to reverse the motion
thereof, means for locking one end of said pinion frame to

the driven shaft, and means for locking the other end of

said frame to the motor shaft.

2. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of thf

motor and driven shafts journaled to rotate independ
ently, a main driving gear fast on the end of the motor
shaft harlng a hob provided with extended ends, a pinion

carrying frame spanning the ends of said shafts and hav
ing its ends loosely Journaled on the extended ends of the

hub of the drlrlng gear, pinions Jonmaled in said frame
and meahlng with the teeth of the driving gear, a reversing

disk mounted to rotate Independently of said shafts, said

disk carrying gear teeth which mesh with said pinions, a

clutch for locking the reversing disk to the driven shaft,

means for locking one end of the pinion carrying frame to

the driven shaft, means for locking the other end of said

frame to the motor shaft, and means for restraining the

rotation of the pinion carrying frame.

3. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of the

motor and driven shafts journaled to rotate independently,
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a main driving gear fast on the end of the motor shaft

having a hub provided with extended ends, a pinion car-

rying frame spanning the ends of said shafts and having
its ends loosely Journaled on the extended ends of the hub
of the driving gear, pinions Journaled In said frame and
meshing with the teeth of the driving gear, a reversing

disk mounted to rotate independently of said shafts, said

disk carrying gear tefih which .mesh with said pinions, a

' lutch for locking one end of the pinion carrying fraiiu- to

the driven shaft, means for locking the other end of said
frame to the motor shaft, means for restraining the rota-

tion of the pinion carrying frame, and m^ans for restrain-
ing the rotation of the reversing disk

4. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of the

motor and driven shafts journaled to rotate independently,
a main driving gear fast on the end of the motor shaft

having a hub provided with extended ends, a pinion carry-

ing frame spHiining said driving gear and jonmaled upon
the extended ends of the hub thereof, pinions journaled in

s«id frame meshing with said driving gear, a reversing
disk journaled to rotate Independently of said shafts hav
Ing an over-hanging flange provided with gear teeth which
mesh with said pinions, and having an extended hollow
hub, clutch members within the hollow hub of the revers-
ing disk for connecting said disk to the driven shaft and
for connecting one end of the pinion carrying frame to

said driven shaft, means for connecting the opposite end
of the pinion frame to the motor shaft, means for restrain-

ing the pinion frame against rotation, and means for pre-
venting the rotation of the reversing disk.

888,896. MOLDIN*; MACHINE William W IVioi itti.e,

EraiiBton, III , assignor to Crane Company, Chicago, 111,,

a Corporation of Illinois Filed Nov, 14, 1906. Serial

No. 34:{..Sl,5.

1 In combination, relatively movable molding members,
a fluid operated ram comprising a piston and cylinder hav
Ing one of such parts secured to one molding meml>er, a

crank on the other of the parts of the ram and a connec
tlon between the crank and other molding member.

2. In combination, a pair of relatively movable molding
members and a fluid-operated ram mounted adjacent one
member, one of the parts of such ram having connection
to one member and the other part of the ram to the other
member, and one of such connections Including a crank
wh*reby it is changeable as to length.

3. In combination, a pair of relatively movable molding
members, open at the bottom a carrier plate beneath the
molding members in position to constitute a closure for
the open bottom of such molding meml)er8. a track on
which the carrier plate is mounted for movement longitu-

dinally of the line of opening of the molding members, and
means for opening the molding members to such an ex-

tent as to permit of the removal of the mold on the carrier

plate.

4. In combination, a pair of relatively movable molding

members, a carrier plate beneath the molding members, a
track on which the carrier plate is mounted for movement
longitudinally of the line of opening of the molding mem-
bers, and means for opening the molding members to such
an extent as to permit of the removal of the mold on the
carrier plate.

T>. In combination in a core molding machine, relatively

movable sectional molding members, oppositely projecting
ovt-rlapping members secured to the twttom of such sec-

tional mold members extending out past the lower edges
of the molds and adapted to prevent the passage of sand
when the mold is open and being filled, a core carrier and
means for removing such carrier longitudinally of the
line of opening of the molding members.

[Claims R to S not printed in the dazette.]

888,596 MOLDING-MACHINE. William W. Doolittle,
Evanston. Ill , assignor to Crane Company, Chicago. 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Nov. 14. 1906. Serial
No. .S43,31C

s ^

1. In combination, a mold assembling table comprising
guided opposing shelf members adapted to support the
halves of a mold and to be moved toward each other, and
an independent core supporting means slldably mounted
for movement longitudinally of the shaft members.

2 In combination, a mold assembling table comprising
guided opposing members adapted to support the halves of
a mold and to be moved toward each other, an independent
core supporting means between the members, and position-
ing stops on the members and core supporting means.

3. In combination, a pair of mold supporting members
mounted for movement toward and from each other, a
track extending longitudinally therebetween, and a core
carrier mounted for movement on the track transversely
of the movement of the supporting meml>ers.

4. In combination, a pair of mold supporting members
mounted for movement toward and from each other and
each provided with means for positioning the molds, a
track extending longitudinally therebetween, a core carrier
mounted for movement on the track transversely of the
movement of the supporting memt)er8, and a stop for posi-
tioning the carrier.

5. In combination, a pair of mold supporting members
mounted for movement toward and from each other, a set
of rollers intermediate the supporting members and a car-
rier mounted thereon for movement In a direction trans-
verse to the movement of the supporting meml)er8.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,597. SPAEKING-CIRCUIT CONTROLLER FOR EX-
PLOSION - ENGINES. WiLLAED E. Dow, Braintrw,
Mass. Filed Feb. 8. 1904. Serial No. 192,481.

1. A rotary Interrupter, comprising a rotary device pro-
vided with a tripping projection, and a serlM of stralgbt,
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leaf contact springs extending tangentlally df the path of

said tripping projection, an adjustable contact for each

spring pxt»>nding toward the middle of said spring on the

side thpr«»of opposite said rotary device, eaci spring being

held rigidly at its outer end In free suspensloo In the plane

of saiil tang^n^.y and being thin, light, non.welghted and

uniform in thickness from Its aupport to Its extreme free

end. the latter r*>rminatlng substantially at said point of

tangency with the path of said tripping projection, and

bping engaged at its free tip end by the tripping projec-

tion a-i thp latter is revolved by said trlpplnf device.

•J. A rotary Interrupter, conaprislng a shaft, a carrier

disk fast thereon, said disk baring a groove, a small trip-

ping whe*"! freely pivoted In said groove to project beyond

«ald disk, a movable back-plate next to said disk, a series

of contact springs and cofiperatlng statlotary contacts

flif>d on said t>ack plate and extending freely over said

groove but out of contact with the walls thereof, said

springs being uniformly thin and non-welgbted through-

out th>".r length, extending tangentlally In the path of

said rrlpplne wh»>^l, and terminating to be unpaged at their

tip •'nds by said wheel, and a handle for rocking said back-

plate and contacts with relation to said dlsH and tripping

wheel.
I

888.598. CALCI'LATING ATTACHMKXT. Makkv C.

DCNOAN. Jack.-ion. and James M. Hi- kinb. Springfield,

Ohio : said Huckins assignor to Edwin J^nes, .Jackson.

Ohio Filed July H. IW.I. Serial No. 268,875.

1. The combination with a key operated machine ajid

the traveling carriage thereof, of a sepambly moanted

traveling registering device, means for imparting move-

ment to the registering device, means for holfllng the regis-

tering device against movement and permitting the car-

riage to travel, and means for operating said holding

means for releasing the registering device.

2. The combination with a key operated machine, of a

traveling registering device, a retaining device adapted to

engage with the registering device, means tor positioning

the registering device, «md means operated by the po«l-

tlonlng means for moving the retaining de-*lce out of en-

gagement with the registering device to reltaae the same.

8. The conobination with a key operated machine and

the traveling carriage thereof, of a travelbig registering

device separately mounted from the carriage and normally

held against movement, means for releasing the traveling

registering device, means Independent of the traveling car-

riage for traversing the registering devlae, and means

carried by the carriage for returning the reglaterlng de-

vice to its normal position.

4. The combination with a key operated machine, and

the traveling carriage thereof, of a traveling registering

device, means for locking the registering device against

movement, and a projection moanted on the carriage of

the machine adapted to engage the locking i«eans to throw

it Into locking relation with the traveling device and to

disengage with the locking means to allow it to be thrown

out of locking relation with the traveling device to release

the same.

5. In a key operated machine, a traveling registering

device, means for traversing the registering device, a de-

vice for holding the registering device agaltist travel, key

operated means for operating said device to allow the reg-

istering device to move step by step, means for bodily

moving said device out of engagement with the registering

device to permit the same to travel freely, and stops for

arresting the registering device at predetermined points

of Its travel, said stops also having connection with th«»

means for bodily moving the holding device out of engajf^-

ment with the registering device for operating the said

means.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Oazette.]

888.590. METER. Emu. Ek, Portland. M»- . assignor of

one half to S. Adolf Adde, Portland, Me Filed July .?,

HV)fi. Serial No. .324, .177.

1. In a device of the character described, an Indicating

shaft, an actuating shaft, a ratchet wheel secured to said

indicating shaft, an arm loosely supported upon said In-

dicating and actuating shafts, a pawl carried by said arm

and adapted to engage the ratchet wheel on the indicating

shaft, and means for reciprocating said arm.

2. In a device of the character described, an indicating

shaft, an actuating shaft, a ratchet wheel secured to said

Indicating shaft, an arm loosely supported upon said In-

dicating and actuating shafts, a pawl carried by said

arm and adapted to engage the ratchet wheel on the in-

dicating shaft, and means carried by said actuating shaft

for reciprocating said arm.

3. In a device of the character described, an indicating

shaft, an actuating shaft, a ratchet wheel secured to said

Indicating shaft, an arm loosely supported upon said Indi-

cating and actuating shafU. a pawl carried by said arm

and adapted to engage the ratchet wheel on the indicat-

ing shaft, and an eccentric carried by the actuating shaft

and engaging said arm to effect Its reciprocation.

4. In a device of the character described, an Indicator

wheel shaft, an Indicator wheel loosely mounted there<jn

a ratchet wheel carried by said indicator wheel, means

for imparting a step by step movement to said Indicator

wheel. Including an actuating shaft, an eccentric mounted

thereon, an arm loosely mounted on said eccentric and

provided with an elongated slot adapted to embrace the

Indicator wheel shaft, and a pawl carried by said arm and

adapted to coflperate with the ratchet wheel oh the In-

dicator wheel.

5. In a device of the character described, an Indicating

wheel shaft, a pair of indicator wheels loosely mounted

thereon and provided on their opposite faces with varying

toothed portions, a ratchet wheel carried by one of said

indicator wheels, an actuating shaft, a gear wheel loosely

mounted thereon, said gear wheel being arranged to con-

stantly mesh with the toothed portion on one of said in-

dicator wheels and to periodically engage the toothed por-

tion on the other of said wheels, a reclprocatory arm

loosely supported upon said indicating and actuating

shafts, a pawl carried thereby and adapted to cooperate

with the ratchet wheel carried by the indicator wheel, and

means for imparting a reclprocatory movement to said

arm upon the rotation of the actuating shaft.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the Gaiette.]

888,600 COIN -CONTROLLED APPARATUS. Mabtin

ELZAS. Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Apr. 13, 1907. Serial

No. 368,069.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a coin chute, supporting means for the marked
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blocks, a pivoted lever arranged beneath said supporting
means, a second lever arranged to swing said first named
lever away from said supporting means, and having a

swinging block mounted thereon to allow said U'vers to

pass on returning to the normal position after actuation,

springs for returning said levers to actuate said supporting
means, said last named lever having an opening for the

reception of the coin from said chute, and a vertically

depresslble member adapted to project within said coin

opening to remove said coin and rock said lever, substan-

tially as described.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a coin chute, supporting means for the marked
blocks, a pivoted lever arranged beneath said supporting
means and provided with a rearwardly projecting nose, a

second pivoted lever arranged to swing said first named
lever, having a swinging block pivoted upon Its forward
end to engage said nose upon one stroke and to pass the

same on Its return to the normal position, springs for re-

turning said levers to actuate said supporting means, said

second lever having an opening formed In its rear end for

the reception of the coin from said chute, and a vertically

depresslble member adapted to be projected within said

opening and to strike said coin to remove the same and
actuate said levers, substantially as described.

888,601. DUMPING BED OR BODY FOR VEHICLES.
Thomas A. Facohnan and Edward L. Faighnan, Eliza-

beth. N. J. Filed Sept. 9, 1907. Serial No. 391.881.

being provided with hinged gates or doors arranged lon-

gitudinally of the opposite sides thereof and the total

width of which is less than the total width of the betl or
ImkIv whereby a space Is formed between the adjacent
tnlges of said gates or doors when they are closed, a central

member secured to the said transverse partitions and rang-
ing longitudinally of the bottom of the load bed or body
proper and closing said space, the free edges of said gates
or doors being provided with tubes, and flexible devices

passed through said tubes, means for connecting the rear
ends of said flexible devices with the rear partition, a

transverse roller mounted In the front extension and with
which the front ends of said flexible devices are con-

nected, and means for operating said roller to wind said
flexible devices thereon so as to close said gates or doors
and devices for releasing said roller so as to open said

gates or doors.

2. A dumping bed or body for vehicles having a front

extension, apd a bottom composed of gates or doors hinged
to the opposite sides thereof, the total transverse width
of said gates or doors being less than the transverse width
of the bed or IkkIv whereby a space Is formed between said

gates or doors when they are closed, said bed or body being
also provided with a longitudinal member over said gates
or doors and closing said space, and said gates or

doors being provided at their free edges with keepers
through which are passed flexible devices by the manipula-
tion of which the said gates or doors may be closed and
opened.

3. A detachable dumping bed or body for vehicles, said

bed or body being provided with a bottom comprising gates
or doors hinged to the opposite sides thereof and between
which when said gates or doors are closed there Is an open
space, said bed or body being also provided with a station-

ary longitudinal member which closes said space, and said

gates or doors being provided at their free edges with
keepers, flexible devloes movable longitudinally through
said keepers, means for securing one end of said flexible

devices at the rear end of the bed or body, and means at

the front end of the bed or body for manipulating said

flexible devices so as to open and close said gates or doors

888.602. SECONDARY BATTERY. Richard J. Fleisch-
er, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Apr. 8. 1907. Serial No.

366.930.

1. A dumping bed or body for vehicles, the front and
raar end portions of which are provided with transverse

partitions forming a load body proper at the front end of
j

which la an extension, the bottom of the load body proper
i

1. A secondary battery comprising a partitioned jar hav-

ing an upper outer flange below Its rim, a cover having a

continuous underside groove engaging the rim and a groove

engaging each partition, packing In the grooves opposing

said rim and partition, and means for holding said cover

in detachable connection with said flange.

2. A secondary battery comprising a jar having a cover

in detachable llquld-tlght connection therewith and pro-

vided with binding-post apertures, acid-resisting binding-

post washers facing opposite sides of the cover concentric

with said apertures, the inner washers being supported on

binding-post bases, and binding-post nuts having lower end

recesses engaged by the outer washers.
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88S.603 WOODEN BUILDING. Jacob H. Flickimo«b.
S<»neca Falls. N Y. Filed Jan. 17, 1008. Serial No.

411.L'92.

888.604 MACHINE FOR tiRINDING tOCOMOTIVE-
FRAMES. Alex-Wdkr For.syth, Aurota. 111. Filed
Apr 20. 1906. Serial No. 312.831.

1. A machine for facing locomotive frame Jawa having
In combination a supporting frame, means for attaching
the supporting frame to the locomotive frailie jawa, a car-
riage adjuitably mounted on said supporting frame, a
rotary grinder comprising a shaft and grinding wheels and
a motor for operating said grinder moantad on said car-
riage, means connected to the motor and adtnated thereby
for antomatlcaJly morlng the carriage on the frame, and
means for morlng the grinder shaft longltnUinally thereof
relative to the carriage.

2. In a macblae for facing locomotive Jaw^, a snpportlng

1. A building structure. cumprislDg a t^ase. sides and
ends that extend upwardly and Inwardly from the base,

and tie rods and strut braces secured to the base and to the

sides and ends above the base.

2. A building structure, comprising a 1}ase, sides and
ends that extend upwardly and inwardly from the base,

and that embody side and end plates, tie-rods extending
downwardly and Inwardly from the plates to the base and
secured under tension to the plates and l^ase, and strut

braces extending inwardly from the plates to the base, the

lower ends of said braces being supported od the base and
the upper ends extending under and assisting to support
the plates.

3. A building structure, comprising a liase embodying
side and end sills and cross timbers secure4 thereto, sides

and ends supported on said base and extending upwardly
and inwardly therefrom, the sides and ebds embodying
studs, plates secured on said studs, and oblique braces
lying In the planes of the sides and ends, rfspectlvely, tie-

rods extending Inwardly from the plates t© the base and
secured to the same, and braces also extetding Inwardly
from the plates to the base and secured tliereto, substan-
tially as shown and described.

frame, a carriage ndju.'itably mounted on the frame, a

rotary grinder comprising a longitudinally adjustable shaft

having grinding wheels mounted on the carriage, a motor
also mounted on the carriage and connected to the grinder
for operating the grinder, and means whoreliy thf carriage

is automatically adjusted when the motor is in operation.

3. In a machine for facing locomotive frame Jaws com-
prising a snpportlng frame having a grinder and a motor
adjustably mounted thereon, snld grinder comprising a

shaft having grinding wheels at each fnd thereof, means
for Connecting the supporting frariic to the locomotive

I frame, and means for adjusting the p<j8itlon of the support-
ing frame with reference to the locomotive frame Jaws.

4. A machine for grinding the inner fiicfs of the legs of

a ij-shaped frame, comprising a siipi"'''finn frame tuiving

the general shape of a cross, otit- end of one arm of the

cross being adapted to engage the base of the U-shaped
frame and the ends of tiie otiier arm 't)elng nda;ifeii to en-

j
gage the U shaped frame at the sides thereof, a motor

I

mounted on the cross shaped frame, and a grinding memi>er
driven by said motor.

.5. A machine for grinding the Inner faces of the legs of

a U-shaped frame, comprising a supporting frame having
the general shape of a cross, one end of one arm of the
cross being adapted to engage the base of the U-shaped
frame and the ends of the other arm being adapted to en-

gage the U-shaped frame at the side thereof, a carriaire

mounted on the cross frame and adapte<l to reciprocate
parallel to the legs of the U frame, a transverse shaft on
the carriage having grinding wheels at each end thereof,

a motor on the carriage, and gearing i-onnt'ctlnK the said

shaft and motor.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Garette.

J

»<.H,^.605. SWITCH OPERATING MECHANISM Fred-
erick A. Fkicker, Scranton, Pa. Filed Nov. 2ft. IftO".

Serial No. 404,."?!>;?.

1. In a switch-operating mechanism, the combination
w^ith a switch, of a tiell-crank lever fKWitlonal contiguous

to said switch, a member pivotally connected at one end
to said switch and pivotally connected at Its opposite

end to one end of said lever, a gear wheel, a member piv

otally connected at one end to said gear-wheel and piv

otally connected at Its opposite end to one end of said

lever, said gear wheel provided with a vertical projection

or extension, a locltlng device cooperating with said gear-

wheel for normally holding the switch In an adjusted post

tion. and means for engaging the extension of the gear
wheel for throwing said switch.

2. In a switch-operating mechanism, the combination
with a switch, of a lever provided with bifurcated ends,
pivotally mounted contiguous to said switch, means pivot-

ally positioned in the ends of one of said levers and piv-

otally connected to the switch, a gear-wheel rotatably
mounted contiguous to said lever, means pivotally con-
nected to said gear-wheel and pivotally connected In one
of the bifurcated ends of said lever, said gear-wheel pro-

vided with a vertical extension or projection, a pinion
meshing with said gearwheel, means retarding the rotary
movement of said pinion, and means for engaging the pro-
jection of said gear-wheel for throwing said switch.

3. In a switch-operating mechanism, the combination
with a switch, of lever means positioned contiguous to
said switch, means pivotally connecting said lever means
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to said switch, a gear wheel provideil with an ex-

tension, means pivotally conne<'ting said lever means to

said gear wheel, a pinion meshing with said gear wheel.

a block, a sleeve niounte<| upon said block, a rod ).ivntally

connected at its outer end to said pinion simi slidnbly

mounted In said sleeve, said rod provided at its Inner end

with a head, a spring Interposed between one end of said

sleeve and said head, and means engaging the extension of

the gear wheel for tlirowing said switch.

4. In a switch operating mechanism, the combination

with n switch, of lever means pivotally mounted contigu-

ous to said swltcli. means pivotally connected at fine end
to said lever means and pivotally connected at its opposite

end to said switch, a gear wheel, means pivotally con-

nected at one end to said lever means and pivotally con-

nected at Its other end to said gear wheel, a rotary re-

tarding device coilperating with said gear wheel for hold-

ing the switch In an adjusted position, and means for roi

tating said gear wheel for throwing said switch.

T>. In a switch operating mechanism, the combination
with a switch, of a box or receptacle provided with a

cover, positioned contiguous to said switch, a gear wheel
pfisltioned in said box and having a circular portion ex-

tending through the cover, a vertical lug or extension In-

tegral with the extende<l portion of said gear wheel and
posltloniHl off center thereof, means co/^iperatlng with said

gear wheel and said switch for throwing the switch when
rotary movement is imparted to s.nid gear wheel, and
means engaging said extension or lug of the gear wheel
for rotating said wheel.

[i'lalins to 9 not printed in the Gazette,].

posed In an overlapping position with their cutting edges

in said recesses.

888,606. PLIERS Ekne.st A. Gemeny, Junction City.

Kans., assignor of one half to William H. Coleman,
Atchison, Knns. Flletl Feb. 1,'.. 1908. Serial No.

416,154

1. An implement of the cliiiracter descritie*! comprising
a pair of pivoted Jaws each provided with a cutter seat, a
wire cutter in each of said seats, the upper surface of one
end of one of said wire cutters being reduced in thickness
to form a recess and a thin outwardly projecting insula-
tion cutter, the under surface of the other wire cutter
Itelng reduced In thickness to form a recess and an out-
wardly projecting Insulation cutter, whereby when the
Jaws are closed, the said insulation cutters will be dis-

posed in an overlapping position with their cutting edges
In said recesses.

2. .\n Implement of the character described comprising
a pair of pivoted jaws each provided with a cutter seat, a
wire cutter In each of said seats, one end of said wire
cutters being recessed and provided with insulation cut
ters, said insulation cutters and recesses l>eing so arranged
relatively that when the Jaws are closed the said insula
tion cutters will be disposed in an overlapping position
with their cutting edges In said recesses.

3. An Implement of the character described comprising
a pair of pivoted jaws each provided with a cutter seat,
a wire cutter In each of said seaU, each of said wire cut
ters having one end reduced in thickness to form recesses
and thin projecting insulation cutters, said insulation cut
ters and recesses being so arranged relatively that when
the Jaws are closed the said insulation cutters will be dls-

888,607. PLOW POINT. CoKNELirs G. Gektz, Fair-

view, Okla. Filed Mar 24. 190S. Serial No. 422.960.

1. .\ point for plows comiirlsiug .-i Mauk of metal having

a wedge shaped end with tapering edge, an ujiset bulge

along one of the marginal edges of the blank and designed

as the latter is lient about tiie plow share to fill up the

worn away tip of the latter, as set forth.

2. A pK)int for plows comprising a blank of metal which
is wedge shaped at one end and provided with a str.nlght

and an inclined edge, one end of the blank l)elng contract-

ed, said straight edge teing upset to form a bulge designed,
when the blank is welded alwut the tip of a plow share, to

All In the worn away portion on the upper edge of the
plow share, the surface of the blank adjacent to the bulg-

ing portion designed to engage the upper and lower sur-

face of the plow share, as set forth.

3. A point for plows comprising a blank of metal which
Is wedge shaped at one end and provided with a straight
and an Inclined edge, one end of the blank I)eing con
tracted. said straight edge being upset to form a bulge
designed, when the blank is welded about the tip of a

plow share, to fill in the worn away portion on the upper
edge of the plow share, the surface of the blank adjacent
to the bulging portion designed to engage the upper and
lower surface of the plow share, the straight edge of the
blank, when the device is applied to a plow, being flush

with the land side, and the tapering edge flush with the
tapering edge of the plow share, as set forth.

888^8. PROCESS OF TREATING SOLID MATERIAL.
John Gormlv. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Oct. :iO, 1906.
Serial No. 341.233.

1. The process of treating solid material under pres-
sure the same as or differing from that of the atmosphere,
which consists in introducing such material into and car-
rying It from a treating chamber In which such pressure
may be maintained through bodies of a treating solution
forming liquid seals at the inlet and outlet ends of said
chamber, and agitating said material through a body of
treating fluid while In said pressure chamber.

2. The process of treating ores of the precious metals
under pressure the same as or differing from that of the
atmosphere, which consists in Introducing said ore into
and carrying it from a treating chamber in which such
pressure may be maintained through bodies of a cyanlding
solution forming liquid seals at the inlet and outlet ends
of said chamber, and agitating said ore through a body
of cyanlding solntion while in said pressure chamber.
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3. The pr<xes8 of tr«!atini{ solid material, which con-

sists In introducing such material into a body of treating

liquid. paasiDK If therefrom to a point where It may be

acted upon by a pressure the same as or differing from
that of the atmosphere, continuously moTlng said mate
rial, agitating such material while la transit In contact

with a treatlni; fluid, and then removing the treated ma
terlal from the action of such pressure through a second

body of treatinj? ll'iuld, the pressure contained area t)elng

sealed a»,'alDst the atmosphere by said bodies of liquid.

4. The process of treating ores of the precious metal.'?,

which con.'^lst.s in introducing such ore into a body of cy

aaidtng solution, passing It therefrom to a point where It

may be acted upon by a pressure the same as or differing

from that of the atmosphere, continuously moving said

ore. agitating such ore while in transit In contact with a

treating fluid, and then removing the treatfd ore from the

action 9f such pressure through a second body of treating

liquid, the pressure contained area being sealed against

the atmosphere by said bodies of liijuld. 1

888.609 RO.VD DRAG AND HARROW Hamilton D.

Gcyj-EY. ["nlonvlUe. Mo. Filed July 18, 1907. Serial

No. 384.394

1. In a combined road grader, drag and tiarrow, a draft

device and means whereby said device is connected to the

-grader to automatically shift the directlOQ of the latter,

substantially as described.

2. In a combined road grader, drag and barrow, a draft
bar loosely connected thereto, and a clevis alidable on said

bar to automatically change the direction of the grader,
substantially as described.

3. In a combined road grader, drag and liarrow, a draft
bar, flexible connections at the opposite ends of said bar to

attach the same to the grader, means whereby said connec-
tions are adjustably secured to the grader, a clevis to en-

gage said bar. and a bearing roller Joumale4 In said clevis

to travel on said bar and siidably connect said clevis there-

with, substantially as described.

4. In a combined road grader, drag and Harrow, a draft
bar loosely connected thereto, a clevis sUdaljle on said bar,

to automatically change the direction of tke grader, and
means to regulate the grader for light or he|avy work, sub-
stantially as described.

5 In a combined road grader, drag and Ijarrow. a draft
bar loosely connected thereto, a clevis sllda^ie on said bar
to automatically change the direction of the grader, a seat

' mounted on said grader, and means whereby said seat la

adjusted so that the weight of the driver la employed to
regulate the grader for light or heavy work, substantially
as described.

IClaimaS to U not printed in the Gazette.]

888.810. APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING CAB-
BID. Hbrma.v L. Hartenstkin, Constantlne, Mich.
Filed Nov. 30, 1906. Serial No. 345,751.

1. In an apparatus for the purpose described, the com-
bination of a calcining furnace, means for supplying said
furnace with a fuel element, an air heating chamber dis-

connected from said furnace and arranged to be heated tj
the waste gases therefrom, and means connecting said air
heating chamber with the air intake of said furnace for
.«upportiag combustion therein.

2. In an apparatus for the purpose described, the com-
bination of a calcining furnace having a gas and air Inlet,

an air heating chamber disconnected from said calcining
furnace and arranged to be heated by the waste gases
therefrom, connected with said air Inlet, an electric fur-

nace adapted to evolve combustible gases, and means for

conducting said combustible gases to the gas Inlet of the
calcining furnace.

3. In an apparatus for the purpose described, the com-
bination <if a i-alclnlng furnace, a chamber arranged to re-

ceive the wa-st*- ga.se.s from said calcining furnace, an air

heating Jacket surrounding said chamber and connected
with the In take of the calcining furnace for supporting
combustion therein, and means for supplying the calcining
furnace with combustible fluid

4. In an apparatus for the purpose described, the com-
bination of a calcining furnace having air and gas in takes,

a chamber connected with the calcining furnace for re-

ceiving the waste gases thtTffrom. a conveyer In said cham-
ber whereby the material contained In the conveyer will

be heated by said waste gases, an air heating Jacket ar-

ranged in operative proximity to said chamber, and means
connecting said air heating Jacket with the air intake of

the furnace.

5. In an apparatus for the purpose described, the com
blnatlon of a calcining furnace for producing lime, means
for mixing said lime with a carbonaceous material adapted
to receive the lime from said furnace, and a holder or bin
for said carbonaceous material, a conveyer for conducting
the carbonaceous material to said bin, and a heating cham-
ber inclosing said conveyer and communicating with the
calcining furnace for receiving the waste gases therefrom.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,611. SPARK -COIL. Joh.v O Heinze. Jr.. Lowell.
Mass. Filed Mar. 6. 1908. Serial No. 419,506.

1. In combination, a box ; a plurality of spark coll units

removably mounted therein : and means connecting said

units, whereby the removal of one of said units from the

box neceaaltates the removal of its adjacent unit.

2. A box ; a plurality of spark-coil units removably
mounted therein ; and interlocking means to connect said
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units ; all being so designed as to reduce the tendency to

sever any electrical connections between the box and the

units.

;?. A box having electrical connections therein : a plu

rallty of spark coll units removably mounted therein, and

having electrical connections : and means connecting said

units, and so designed that the combined weight of the

aald units tends to hold the electrical connections of each

unit, in engagement with its respective electrical connec-

tions In the bvi.

T

888,612. HOIST John E. Hdvendhk, Desoto township.

Washington county, Nebr. Filed Sept. 10, 1907. Serial

No. 392.191.

1. In a hoist the combination of, a hook-shaped frame

having bosses adapted to engage corresponding mortises In

a supporting structure at the- outsides of the point and
stem of said hook and perforations in axial allnement

through said point and stem and through said bosses and
a bolt-hole at the end of said stem to receive a bolt Into

said supporting structure, a shaft disposed across the hook
In said perforations, a cable-winding-drum and connected

worm wheel mounted on said shaft between the point and
stem of said hook, a crank-shaft disposed across the inside

of the stem through pedestals thereon, and a worm mount-
ed on said crank shaft to engage said worm-wheel

2. A hoist comprising a hook-shaped frame, a cable-

winding-drum and connected worm-wheel mounted be

tween the point and stem of the hook on a shaft disposed

across through said stem and point, the bend of the hook
bent laterally away from the cable-receiving side of the

drum and bosses on the outsides of the point and stem
around the ends of the drum-shaft to serve as attaching

lugs seated in mortises in a substructure to support said

hook-shaped frame and a perforation In the end of said

stem to receive an attaching twit into said supporting sub
structure, a crank-shaft boxed on the stem of the hook,

and a worm mounted on the crank-shaft to engage said

worm-wheel.
3. A frame for a hoist, consisting of, a long leg and a

short leg disposed In parallel planes from the opposite

ends of a connecting cross-bar, said legs having perfo

rations in axial allnement to receive a shaft across to

carry a cablewlndlng-drum and connected worm-wheel
between said legs, bosses on the outsides of said legs

around said perforations to increase the bearings of the

shaft therein and provide the frame with attaching lugs

adapted to be seated In corresponding mortises in a sup-

porting structure, said long leg perforated at Its projecting

end to receive a twit to fasten the leg to said supporting
structure, and boxes on said long leg adapted to receive

a shaft carrying a worm to engage said worm wheel
4. A frame for a hoist, consisting of. a long leg and a

short leg disposed in parallel planes from opposite ends of

a connecting cross-bar, said legs having perforations in

axial allnement to receive a shaft across to carry a cable-

winding-drum and connected worm-wheel between said

legs, said connecting-cross-bar narrower than said legs

and disposed toward tt.at I'dgf of said legs opposite to the

j
cable receiving side of said drum, bosses on the outsides of

I
said legs around said perforations to increase the bear-

' ings of the shaft therein and provide the frame with at-

taching lugs adapted to be seated in corresponding mortises

In a supporting structure, said long leg having a hole to

receive a bolt Into said supporting structure, and boxes on
said long leg adapted to receive a shaft carrying a worm
to engagt' saiii worm-wheel.

888,613. ELECTRIC RAILWAY SIGNALING SYSTEM.
Edward B. Howkll, Butte, Mont. Filed Aug. 22, 1907.

Serial No. 389,709.

1. In an electrical railway signaling system, the com-
bination with a track wire supported on the upper ends
of brackets, of a trav.ler comprising a body, arms extend-
ing therefrom and adapted to rest on said wire, and means
for maintaining said traveler in an upright position at

one side of said wire.

1;. In an electrical railway signaling system, the com-
bination with a track wire supported on the upper ends
of brackets, of sectional conductors arranged below and at

one side of said track wire, a traveler adapted to run on
said wire, and a conducting cable attached to said traveler
and adapted to be kept in contact with said sectional con-
ductors and thereby maintain the traveler In an upright
position at one side of said track wire.

.i In an electrical railway signaling system, the com-
bination with a track wire, of a traveler comprising a
body, and lateral arms projecting from both sides thereof,
whereby said traveler can be supported at one side of said
wire by the arms on one side thereof.

4. In an electrical railway signaling system, the com-
bination with a pole, of an upwardly extending bracket, a
track wire supported on the upper end thereof, a hanger
projecting from said pole above said bracket, and Insulated
sectional conductors supported on said hanger at points
ix'low and at one side of said track wire.

5. In an electrical railway signaling system, the com-
bination with a track wire supported on the upper end of
a bracket, of a traveler comprising a body, laterally ex-
tending arms adapted to run on said wire, and retaining
devices adapted to yield when passing a bracket.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

S88,614. DOOR FASTENER. Benjamin F. Huohis and
Ferdinand A. PrEiriR, Springfield, Ohio; said Pfeifer
assignor to said Hughes. Filed May 6, 1907. Serial
No. 371,951.

\ fastener of the character described comprising a plate

i having one end rounded and beveled on one side thereof.
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said platH t-in^- arlapti^d to extend betweeti the door and

door jamb and havint' h projection extending therefrom

on th>> side opposite the side havinjj said l)eveied edge at

a distance from the end thereof and adapted to engage

the face of said door jamh. a shoulder flormed on said

plate on the side havlnu >«ald projection •nd adapted to

enirage the edge of said door jamb, and a removat>le stop

adapted to extend through said plate In tfce rear of said

shoulder and to engage the duor.

88».6ir.. AUTOMATir FILLINn-MAiIIlNE .lEBOMl X.

HCMPHRETS. liallas. Tex Fil-d .Iiine jO. 1907 Serial

No. 379.935.

-^-^-jj s>

1. Ill an automatic filling machine. t«o conduit.-*, a

valve in ••a'h '"mluit. a reoiprtx^atory tiar connected with

iwid valves, a l»-ver connected at one end with said bar.

electro-magnets, the armatures of which are connected

with the other end of said lever, a weighing device for

each conduit, mean.s for moving receptacles onto and from

said devices, and means connected with said devices for

automatically controlling circuits for etiergizing said

electromagnets

2. In an automatic tilling machine, two conduits, a

member therebetween, a valve for each conduit, a reclpro-

cfltory bar connect^-d with said valves, a lever pivotally

mounted on said member and having one end connected

with said bar. a brake on said member for engaging with

said lever, oppositely located electro-magnets, the arma-

tures of which are in the form of solenoids, a head on said

Bolenoids pivotally connected with the otlier end of said

lever, an automatic weighing device for ea<}h conduit, and

means for closing electrical circuits and energising said

electro mganets when said devices are actuated.

' .'V In an automatic filling machine, a valved conduit, a

platform adjacent thereto provided wltu clamping mem
bers. one of which members is spring pressed, race-ways

leading to and from said platform, a pushj rod and stops

in position for engaging with receptacles upon one end

of said race ways and moving filled recflptaclea off the

platform onto the other race-way, a weighing device con-

nected with said platform, and electrically controlled

m^chanism conn^-cted with said device for actuating said

valve, rod and stops.

4 In an automatic filling machine, vtlved condnlts,

automatic weighing devices adjacent theteto. race-ways

leading to and from said devices, reclproQatory members

for controlling the movement of receptacles onto and off

of said devices, a cam shaft for actuatlnic said reclpro-

catory members, a clutch for aald shaft, and electrical

means for actuating said valve and said clftch and adapt-

ed to be controlled by said weighing device*.

.5. In an automatic filling machine, two valved con-

duits, an automatic weighing device for each conduit,

means for moving receptacles onto and off of each device,

electro magnets for controlling said valve and said recep-

tacle moving mechanism, and means connected with said

-weighing device for controlling the circuits through said

electro-magnets.

[claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazette.l

S8S.ftl«. INSULATOR Chai SOEY C. J0HN8ON. Scranton,

Pa . assignor of ffirty five one-hundreths to John X.

Watson. Pittston. I'a Filed Oct Jt;. ll»i)7. Serial No.

399,377.

.\ pivotally mounitd Insulator having at the top a

transversely extendini; ril> itiiivex In cross section and

co-ved outwardl\ and downwardly, a pair of complemen-

tary concaved jaws projectink: upwar<l from the body of

the insulator at points in allnement with the rib and form-

ing open top wire receiving spaces of gradually Increasing

width from the bottom upward, the opposite edges of the

concaved jaws beini; providetl with wire receiving notches.

there being a plurality of such notches to permit the re-

ception of wires of different gage.

888,617. JEWP:LER'S LOOP Man; Ki. R Johnso.n. Ax-

tell. Nebr. Filed Mar 3. 1908. S<-rlal No. 418,976.

1. A jewelers hxip foniprising an opa<iu>' tube having

a continuous rtm at one end, and a lens at the other end,

and an opening being provided in one side of the tube ad-

jacent to the rim. whereby the line of vision may pass

either through the lens or through said opening.

2. \ Jeweler's loop comprising a tut>e having at one end

a continuous rim for engagement with the ocular orbit, a

lens secured In the other end of said tube, there being pro-

vided an opening In one side of the tube adjacent to the

rim, and a portion of the said side between said opening

and the lens being Indented toward the center of the rim,

for the purposes set forth.

3. The herein described Jeweler's kiop comprising a

rigid frame having a rim at one end and a lens secured to

the other end, said rim and lens lying In planes oblique to

each other, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4. A Jeweler's loop consisting of a tubular frame hav-

ing a longer and a shorter side and a continuous rim. the

longer side of the frame J>elng provided with an opening

adjacent to the rim and an Indentation adjacent to said

opening, and a lens secured to the end of the frame

farthest from the rim, the planes of the lens and rim being

oblique to each other.

888,618. AEROPLANE. Fred L Jddson, Houston, Tei.

Filed Jan. 3. 1908 Serial No. 409,108.

1. In an aeroplane. In combination with a polser frame

having a rear portion of gradually increasing flexibility ;

of means for drawing air from above the frame for creat-
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ing a partial vacuum above It and directing the nir so

drawn beneath the under side of the frame and discharg-

ing it over the rear end of such frame

2. In an aeroplane, a poiser frame, means mounted at

the front end thereof for drawing the air down through

the frame and other means on the said frame for partially

compressing the air tlius drawn and directing it rear-

wardly beneath the under side of the frame and to dis-

charge over th« rear end thereof.

3. In a flying machine of the, character described, a

polser frame, a car suspended thi-refrom. a motor on the

car. a vertically disposed propeller mounted in the front

end of the poi.ser frame, horizontally disposed propellers

mounted on tli«' poiaer frame for drawing air from above

to below the frame, means for directing the air thus drawn
rearwardly, said poiser frame includin"? adjustable side

wings, coupling means for joining the motor with the

several propellers and means operable from the car for

adjusting the side wings of the poiser framf

4. An air ship, comprising a main poiser frame, wings

projected laterally therefrom, each comprising one or more

liorizontal planes, a car pendent from ttie poiser frame, a

motor thereon, a horizontal propeller mounted on the

poiser frame for drawing air down through said frame

and actuated by the motor, and means for tilting the hori-

zontal planes of the wings in a vertical direction wltti re-

spect to the polser frame, as set forth

5. In an air ship, a main poiser frain«. supplemental

poiser meml)er8 that project laterally from the main frame

and are supported to tilt In the vertical direction, said

supplemental polser members being disposed in diflr>'rent

horizontal planes and progressively in advance of each

other, a car pendent from the main frame, a motor on the

car. a pair of horizontally disposed propellers, rotatable

toward eaeh other and mounted on the polser frame to

draw air down through the said frame, said propellers

being actuated by the motor and means operable from the

car for tilting the supplemental poiser members, as get

forth.

[Claims t) to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.619. GEARIN<; John C, Kei.lv. I>uryea. Pa. Filed

July 5. 1907. Serial No 382.292

1. In a device of the character described, the combina

tlon of a shaft having a spiral rib thereon the opposite

sides of which are Inclined, a nut fitting over the shaft

and provided with a spiral groove the opposite sides of

which are inclined, and balls interposed l>etween the nut

and shaft, the said nut being formed with a return way
through which the balls are designed to pass from one

end of the spiral groove to the opposite end

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a shaft, a spiral rib upon the shaft, a second spiral

rib upon the first mentioned rib, a nut fitting over the

shaft and provided upon its interior with a spiral groovt-.

balls interposed between the nut and shaft and t-ngaging

the spiral groove of the nut and the first mentioned rib

upon the shaft, the said nut being formed with a return-

way through which the balls are designed to pass from
one end of the gro<.)Vi' to tin- opposite end. and means co-

operating with the second mentioned spiral rib for rotat-

ing the shaft.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a shaft, a spiral rib upon the shaft haying oppoalte

ides thereof inclined, a second spiral rib upon the first

mentioned spiral rib, a nut fitting over the shaft and pro-

vided with a spiral groove liaving opposite sides thereof

ln<'linfd, balls interposed between I lie shaft and nut and
engaging tlie said spiral groove and tirst mentioned spiral

rib. the said nut being formed with a return-way through
which the balls are designed to pass from one end of the

groove to the opposite end. aud means cooperating with

the second mentioned spiral rib for rotating the shaft

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a shaft, a spiral rib upon the shaft, a nut fitting

over the shaft and provided with a spiral groove, balls

interposed between the nut and shaft, the said nut being

formed with a return way through which the balls are

designed to pass from one end of the groove to the oppo-

site end. and a brush carried tiy the nut and extending

between the convolutions of the spiral rib upon the shaft.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a 'shaft, a spiral rib upon the shaft, a nut designed

to reeeive the shaft and formed with a spiral groove and

also with a return-way communicating with opposite ends

of the spiral groove, balls interposed between the nut and
shaft, pick ups carried by the nut for guiding the balls

from the groove into the return-way. and a brush carrie<l

by the nut and projecting between the convolutions of

the rib upon the shaft.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.620. COLANDER Anmt Kissel. Council Bluffs.

Iowa Filed Sept 4. \90fi Serial No. 3.'?3.043.

1. In a device of the character described, the combin.n

tlon with a lK)dy portion having plane side walls and a

rounded perforated bottom of a shaft journaled in said

side walls, members carried by said shaft, rollen? mounted

between said members, a pair of horizontally disposed and

longitudinally extending sleeves located upon each side of

the iK)dy portion and a frame for supporting the body

portion, said frame consisting of a pair of members and

each of said members comprising a pair of rods which are

first bent downwardly at their outer ends, then bent to

form members adapted to receive the edges of a pan and

a portion connecting the last named members, the said

rods being slldably disposed within the sleeves.

2 In combination with a colander having containing-

walls and a p'-rforated bottom and having sleeves secured

u[)on said containlng-walls, of a supporting-frame com-

prising a pair of rods, each having ends slldably mounted
within said sleeves and tx-ut downwardly near «aid ends
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at substantially a right angle and continued beyond the

lower plane of the colander and there txsnt to form con-

tact-arms 18 and 18 and slots c and bent to form arches

20. substantially as shown.

3. In combination with a colander haying containing-

waJls and a perforated bottom and having sleeves secured

upon said containintc walls, of a supporting frame com-

prising a pair i^f rods t<ach having ends nlldably mounted
within said sleeves and bent and extended downwardly
near said ends, the extended part bent to form contact-

arms 16 and 1^ and slots c and arches 20, substantially as

shown and described.

4. In combination, a colander ; a colaader-trame ; said

colander havini^ a curved perforated bottom and having

containlngwalls provided with sleeves Secured thereon

and a shaft mounted ther'»between ; a pair of disks rigidly

mounted ujJVjn said shaft and having rollers mounted near

and between their edges; said culander-ffame comprising

a pair of rods each having ends slldably mounted within

said sleeves and bent and extended downwardly near said

ends, the extendt-d part being then bent to form slots c

and arches L'O. suhstanf lally as dt^scribed.

888.621. CAP-CLOSI KK F(>K BnTTLES GrsTAV KoCH,
New York. N. Y . assignor to The Export Cork and Seal

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed .\pr. 29,

1907 S.rial No, 370.842.

1. A cap closure having slots formed through its wall.

th* laid slots op<*nlng at their ends Into arlflcea of larger

diaorater than the width of the slot, and the edges of the

slots between the orifices adapted to be bant inwardly be-

n»'at^ the rim of a bottle to secure the cap. substantially

as described.

2. A cap closure having slots formed through its wall,

the said slots opening at their ends into arlflces of larger

diameter than the width of the slot, and the edges of the
slots between the said orifices adapted to fje bent inwardly
beneath the rim of a bottle to secure the cap. and the edge
of the cap being provided with one or mora projecting por-

tions, substantially as described.

3. A cap closure having slots formed through its wall,

the said slots opening Into orifices of larger diameter
than the width of the slot, and the edges of the slots be-

tween the said orifices adapted to be beet inwardly be-

neath the rim of a bottle to secure the i-ap, substantially
as described

4. .\ cap closure having slots formed through its wall,

the said slots opening Into orifices of larger diameter than
the width of the slot, and the edges of the slots t)etween
the said orifices adaptt-d to be bent inwardly beneath the

rim of a bottle to secure the cap, and the edge of the cap
bf'ing provided with one or more projecting portions, sub
stanfially as descrit)ed.

888,622. GAS-RETOHT COLLAR Wilbitr G Laird. New
York. N. Y., assignor to The Improved tqulpment Com-
pany. New York, N Y. a Corporation of Colorado,
Filed May 27, lftH7. Serial No. ;{75,7S;i.

1, The combination with a retort, of a collar secured
around the mouth thereof and constructed to exert com-
pression on the portion of the retort engaged by the collar,

and a mouthpiece secured to the collar, an set forth,

2. The combination with a retort, of a collar secured
around the mouth thereof and constructed to exert com-
pression on the portion of the retort engaged by the collar,

and a moutplece detachably secured to tlie collar, as set

forth.
!

3. The combination with a retort, of a collar composed
of radially separable parts, means for drawing the said

parts firmly together around the mouth of the retort, and
a mouthpiece secured to the collar.

4. A retort collar compow^d of radially separable parts,

and means for drawing the said parts together on the re-

tort around the mouth thereof, as set forth.

5. .\ retort collar composed of radially separable parts,

and binding bolts arranged tu draw the said parts together

on the retort around the mouth thereof, as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In tbr Gazette.]

8S8.623 CHURN AND FREEZER. Robkrt C. Lambib,
Austin. Tex. Filed Feb 17. 1908. Serial No. 416,362.

1. An apparatus of the class described, comprising a

nonrotatable receptacle with a socket in its bottom, a rota-

table member within said receptacle having a pivot

pin seated in said socket, a central shaft within said

rotatable member arranged to engage the bottom there-

of and rotate the member, a second shaft In line with

the first named shaft and separately connected thereto, a

fixed toothed-wheel and a loose tooth-wheel on said sec-

ond shaft means for rotating said toothed-wheels In oppo-

site directions, a rotatable agitating member in said rota-

table member provided with a sleeve surrounding said first

named shaft and forming a bearing for the upper end of

said rotatable member, a sleeve on said loose toothed-

wheel, and an intermediate sleeve connecting the sleeve

on said loose wheel to the sleeve on the agitating member.
2. An apparatus of the class described comprising a

two-part separate frame, a nonrotatable receptacle sup-
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ported by the lower part of said frame, oppositely rota-

table members in said receptacle, a vertical abaft carrying

a fixed toothed-wheel for rotating one of said members, a

loose toothed wheel rotatable in opposite direction to said

shaft mounted thereon and connected to the other rota-

table meml)er, a toothed wheel mounted on a shaft carried

by the upper part of said two part frame and gearing with

said fixed and loose wheels on said vertical shaft, inter-

flttlng apertured plates on adjacent parts of the separable

frame, and a pivoted dog adapted to engage In said aper-

ture and hold the frame parts together.

888,624, KKVERHERATORY SMELTING - FURNACE.
.\^LVA D. I.EK. Hrookline, Mass Filed May 28, 1907. Se-

rial No, 376,065.

aid pivoted draft bars, and adapted to actuate said catch

bolts.

2. In a horse detacher, the conjbinatlon with the shafts

of a vehicle, spring controlled, pivoted draft bars mounted
thereon, coupling heads on said bars having vertically

disposed socket plates with openings therein extending in

an upward direction, keeper plates extending within said

sockets, and spring controlled sliding catch bolts extend-

ing in the longitudinal direction of said pivoted bars and
within said sockets, of bell crank levers carried by said

pivoted bars for releasing said catcli belts, and arms piv-

otally connected with the catch bolts and also with said

l)ell crank levers.

1 In a reverberatory smelting furnace, tlie combination I

of a cylindrical walled chamber: a plurality of tangential

devices for projecting flames upon the contents of said

chamber and thereby creating a vortical action thereof;

and means for making said furnace air tight.
j

2 In a reverberatory smelting furnace, the combination
1

of a cylindrical walled chamber : a plurality of tangential

devices extending through the walls of said chamber for

projecting flames upon the contents of said chamber and
thereby creating a vortical action thereof ; and means for

making said furnace air tight.

3. In a reverberatory smelting furnace, the combination

of a cylindrical walled chamber; a plurality of tangential

devices extending through the walls of said chamber and

Inclined downwardly toward the center thereof for pro-

jecting flames upon the contents of said chamber and

thereby creating a vortical action thereof; and means for

making said furnace air tight

4. In a reverb«'ratary smelting furnace, the combination

of a cylindrical walled chamber ; a plurality of tangential

devices extending through the walls of said chamt)er and

Inclined downwardly toward the center thereof for pro-

jecting flames upon the contents of said chamt>er and
thereby creating a vortical action thereof; an outlet

therefrom ; and a device for creating a vacuum therein.

5. In a reverberatory smelting furnace, the eomblnatlon

of a cylindrical walled chamber ; a plurality of tangential

devices for projecting flames upon the contents of said

chamber and thereby creating a vortical action thereof: >

an outlet therefrom : a valve in said outlet : and means
for closing: said valve

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

3. In a horse detacher, the combination with the shafts

of a vehicle of spring controlled pivoted bars mounted
thereon, coupling heads upon said bars, locking devices

within the coupling heads, coupling devices adapted to en-

gage with said locking devices, and buffers adapted to limit

the to and fro movements of said pivoted bars.

4. In horse detachers, the combination with the shafts

of a vehicle of cases secured to said shafts and having

openings In one end thereof, pivoted bars within said cases

having coupling heads and scickets in said heads, perfo-

rate lugs on said pivoted bars, sliding catch bolts posi-

tioned by said lugs and extending within said sockets,

springs upon said bars, arms connected with said catch

bolts, pivot posts on said pivoted bars, bell crank levers on

said posts actuating said arms, wires on said shafts con-

nected with said bell crank levers and cushioning devices

in said cases In the path of said pivoted bars.

888,626,. W.\GO.N. EtKiAh C. Litchfield and Didlet
Garst, Waterloo, Iowa, assignors to The Litchfield

Manufacturing Company. Waterloo. Iowa. Filed Mar.

28, lt.*07. Serial No ,-^64.967.

888,62,') HORSE DETACHER. .Toh.n D. Lindsley. Kansas
t'lty, Mo . assignor of one-fourth to Charles H. Cons,

Kausas City, Mo. Filed Nov. 25, 1907, Serial No.

403.724.
I

1. In a horse detacher, the combination with the shafts I

of a vehicle, spring controlled pivoted draft bars mounted
thereon, coupling b.eads on said bars having vertically

<li8posed socket plates with openings therein extending

in an upward direction, keeper plates extending within

said sockets, and sliding catch bolts extending within said

sockets, of spring controlled releasing levers carried by i

1. In a wagon, In combination, a wagon box. a receptacle

thereover having tillable sides and a removable bottom

adapted to disoliarge into said box.

2. In a wagon, in combination, a wagon box having

tiltable sideboards secured thereto, and a receptacle se-

cured thereover having swinging sides and a removable

bottom.

3. In a wagon, in combination, a wagon box and a re-

ceptacle superposed thereon having a bottom composed of

removable transverse slats.

4. In a wagon, in combination, a wagon-box. a recep-

tacle secured thereover having tillable sides, a removable

bottom for said receptacle composed of removable slats,

each slat having means for securing it in a predetermined

position.

5. A wagon-box constructed in two sut)8tantially co-

extensive sections one above the other, the upper section

having a removable bottom adapted to discharge into the

lower section.
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888.»52T. MEANS FOR REMOVING YE.VfiT FROM FER
MFNTIN<; WHISKY MASH. Otto (; Lcyties, Baltl-

mure. Md. liUd Jan. J3. 1907. Serial No. 353.t>o2.

1. In a device of the character descrlbfd. Id combina-
tion with a tank, an oCf takt- adapted to remove tht» foam
from the surfai'p of the liquid, a guiJ'- for th*' foam and a

co<)p»'ratlng movaMe paddjp
'2 In a devicv of the charactt-r descrlljed, in combina

t:on with a tank an ofT-takf" for foam, a bar extending
aoro8.s the top of x\^^• tank, a jfuide attached to the bar and
disposed near the off take, and a skimmer pivoted to the

bar adapted in conjunction with the jfuidt to force foam
into the offtake

3. In a device of the character described, in combination
with a tank a telescopic tube therein to conduct foam
from liquid in the tank, a bar extending across the top of

the tank, a guide disposed near the tube, and a skimmer
pivoted to the bar adapted in conjunction with the guide
to force the foam into the tube.

4 In a device of the character described, in combination
with a tank an off-take adapted to t>4» adjusted as to

height, a stationary guide to the off-take, ftnd a codperat-

Ing movable paddl»'

.1 In a device of the character described, in combination
with a tank an off take, means for adju.sting the height of

said off-take, a statirmarv guide, and a '''>>peratlng mov-
able paddle, said guide and said paddle being composed of

a plurality of pivotally connected members.
[riairtf '1 nf't printed in thit> Gazette.]

888,t?2««. TIRK TIGHTKNINt; .\ F'F'.VR.VTrS George R
Macmber. ilii.ai:o. ill. Filed Feb. S. I90S. Serial No.

414.868.

(

ludlnal. angular flanges, the ends of which are Inwardly
turned forming guideways. tlie outer faces of said In-

wardly turned portiuim of flie flanges having ratchet teeth,

the inner edges of which are flush with the inner end of

said flanges, a hollow standard angular In cross section

and telescoping within the guideways of said sli. 11. a

shaft j<>urnaled np^n said standard, pins mount. -d -.u-

trically thereon, (\>>^t pivoted to said pins and adapi>-d to

engage said ratchet teeth, as set fortli.

888,629. PUTTY APPLYING TOOL. Thomas J. Mac-
Laughlijj, Ottawa. Ontario, r.imdn Filed ,Tan. 13,

1908. Serial No. 410.r,7l.'.

I. .\ puit\ applying to<il having L'uiding means tiier-'on

adapted t" rigaue the edge of tlif sash, and means for

forming a rnbhet along the top of the putty beading

-. .V putty applying tool having guiding means thereon

adapted to engage the edge of the sash, means for forming
a rabbet along the tup of the putty beading, and means for

shaping the surface of the putty beading.

o. .\ putty applying tool having guiding means thereon

adapted to engage the edge of the sash, means for form-

ing a rabbet along the top of the putty beading, means for

shaping the surface of the putty beading and flanges

adapted to bear against the pane of glass being Inserted

4. A putty applying tool having a groove In the end
thereof, ttie ediffs of which are adapted to extend along
the surface and inner face of the sash, a second smaller

groove the edges of which are adapted to form a rabbet on
the putty beading and a strip, the edges of which are

adapted to mold the surface of the putty beading.

5. \ putty applying tool having edges formed on the

extremity thereof adapted to mold the surface of the

patty beading and to form a rabbet on the top thereof.

[Claims t3 to 11 not printed in the Gaiette..]

888,«."^0 PORTABLE FIRE-BOX PARTITION FOR FIR-
NATES. BOILERS, R.VNGES. &r May D M.tsov. East
Providenc R r Filed .Inn.- L'T. lOn? Serial No.

381,04 4

1. .\a an Improved article of manufacture a portable

partition of the character de9crU>ed. consisting of a pair
.V device for expanding fellies comprisinij a hollow shell of substantially ilat top and bottom plates or flanges, a

which is angular la cross .section and provided with longl- ' vertically extending side or end wall Integral therewith and
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uniting said plate nu-mhers, ami a strengthening rib dls-

pose<i hetwc'i'ii tiie plates

2 The portable Integral partition of ili>' ciiaracter here-
in iI'S( ribed. thi' same comprising a flat bottom member o*
adapted to rest upon the grate of the flre-hox, a side or
en<l plate a" extending vertically from the lK)ttom member
at an Inclined angle, and a top plate or flange n extending
rearwardly and upwardly at an angle from said member o*.

substantially as descrlt>ed and for the puriMme set forth.

3 In a portable partition for tire Imixcs, the combination
of tlie one piece main memlM-r proper having Integral top.

bott».m and side walls, the top wall being lmiH>rforate and
adapted when in use to extend materially above the top of
the fire on the grate, and an independently movable or
telescoping narrow member operatively connected with
said main member for varying the width of the device In a
transverse <lir'>ction, substantially as described.

888,031. CORN MILL Wiii.h.m t Meadows and Fbank-
Llir P. Meadows, Poors Knob, .\. C. Filed .Tan 29,

19©7. Serial No. :ir.4.7is.

.\ grinding mill, comprising a driving shaft, a runner
secured to said shaft, a stationary bur. a f(»«>d spout ex-

tending through said bur. a conduit opening lntii the up|>er

part of said feed spout, a deflector In said opening, means
for passing material to the upper end of said feed spout
and fan on said shaft to draw a current of air through
said feed spout and said conduit.

888.R.32. WIIIFFLETREE ri.IP Adolph Mii.i.ER. Syrm-
ctise. N Y Filed May js. i;hi7 Serial No. 376.133.

A device of the class described, comprising two seml-

eyllndrical se<-tlons having their ends extended In oppo-
site directions to form apertured ears and with an aper

fured internally threaded boss extending Inwardly from
one of said sections, said sections adapted to bear upon
opposite sides of a tH>dy with said boss entering a cavity In

the body, a clamp tM)lt engaging each opposite pair of said

ears, and a loop having a stem secured In the aperture of

said boss.

134 O G.—56

888,63 3. SPINDLE BEARING. Thoma-s \V MoeqaN,
Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to Wilbur \Y Marsh. Waterloo,

Iowa. Filed May 11. 1907. Serial No. 373.184.

A spindle bearing, composed of a bushing-sleeve, an ad-
justable bearing-seat therein, a removable bearing-pin in

said seat, a spindle rotatable in said bushing-sleeve, a re-

movable l»earlng i>in in said spindle end, a ball Interposed
in bearing cofitact between said bi'aring pins, and a hol-

low bearing on said bearing seat adapted to Inclose said
ball and prevent sldewise incjvement thereof.

888.634 ItRlVINt; MEfllAMSM FOR CENTRIFUGAL
CREAMSEP.VRATORS Tho.mas W Morgan, Water-
loo. Iowa, assignor to Wilbur W Marsh. Waterloo. Iowa.
Filed May 11, 1907. Serial No 373,186.

1. In combination, a driviu shaft, a spur-gear-wheel se-

cured thereon, a roiatabU' and slidable shaft, a spiral

pinion Secured thereon and intermeshing with the said

spur-gear-wheel, said spiral pinion having a lower portion

of greater diameter with a ratcheted under surface, a spur-

gear-wheel rotatably mounted on said rotatable shaft be-

low said spiral pinion and having a projecting pin adapted
to engage the teeth on said spiral pinion's ratcheted lower
surface, and a spiral pinion in mesh with the latter spur-
gearwheel.

'2. In combination, a rotatable shaft, a bevel-gear-wheel
secured thereon, a rotatable shaft, a bevel pinion secured
thereto adapted to Intermesh witli said bevel-gear-wheel, a

si>ur gear wheel secured to the latter shaft, a rotatable
shaft set at an Inclination to said latter shaft, a spiral-

pinion Integrally connected to the last mentioned shaft, a

spur gearwheel rotatably mounted on said last mentioned
shaft, a clutch-coupling connected between said spiral-
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pinioD and the last aieatloned 8pur-geaf-wh«H>l. and a

spiral pinion in m-'sh with said last mentljoned spurgear-

wheel.

3. In combination, a driven shaft, a spur near-wheel se

cured thereon, a rotatable shaft, a spiral pinion fixedly

secured thert-ro and in niesh with said ^pur-gear wh»><>l,

said splral-plnlon havlnt; an enlart^ed base with radial

teeth on Its under surface, a spur-itearwheel rotatably

mounted below said spiral-pinion on said rotatable shaft,
|

ABd havinjbr a bearini: iiol-" In its upper surjace. a compres-

sion sprinsf in said iNjarinjf hole, a sUdatile pin In said

bearinjshole over said spring, the outer end of aald pin
|

normally projected beyond the outer surface of the spur-

gear-wheel by the action of said spring and adapted to en-

gage a tooth on the base of the spiral ptnion when the

latter Is rotated in one direction but be driven by such '

teeth Into said bearing-hole when the rotation of such

spiral-pinion Is arrested, and a spiral pinioti in mesh with

the last mention-"! spur gear-wheel. i

4. In combination, a .spur-gear-wheel, a »plral-pinion In
|

mesh therewith mounted on a rotatable shaft, a spur gear- 1

wheel rotatably mounted on the same shaft with the

spiral pinion, and a spiral-pinion in mesh with the last-
,

mentioned spur-gear-wheel, and a ratchet»<x>up!lng inter-
!

posed at a desired place in said train of gearing adapted to :

be disconn^-i'tt'd wh>-n the rotation of the .said first-men-

tioned spur gear wheel is arrested.

888.635. CT l.TI\ ATOR-SFIOVEL FASTEVINT;. Robert
I. Nf.iRRis. Kah.ika. M^. Filfd Nov _'•». H»07 S.'ria!

Nu. -iU4.:>71.

The combination with a cultivator shovel and its stand

ard, of a plate formed with an integral clSmp engageable

with the standard, a pivotal connection t>etween the plate

and the shovel at one end of the former, oppositely pro

Jectlng branches at the other end of the plate, said

branches having arc-shaped slots which are concentric

with the aforesaid pivot, bolts secured to the shovel and
extending through the aforesaid slots, and fastening nuts

for said bolts. I

888,636. W.\TER-CLOSET Andrew M Morrison. Du
buque. Iowa, as.signor to Morrison and Kretschmer Man-

!

ufacturing Company. Imbuque. Iowa, a Torporatlon of
'

Iowa Filed Nov 6. lfK)7 Serial No 4(M).995.

1 lu combination with a bowl, a s.^at and cov^r of a
water closet, a t^ar. straps secured in the same plane to

the opposite edges of the cover and each having two arms
provided with op*»ning8 In the outer ends through which
they are pivoted upon said bar, lugs bolted upon the under-

side of the seat near its opposite edges and bent at an
angle to the seat and pivoted to said bar between the arms
of the straps, and a 8»»at post bolted to the shelf of the

bowl near each side in the rear of the bowl and pivoted to

the bar t)etw>'en the arms of the cooperating strap, all com-
bined substantially as shown.

2. In a device of the character described and in combi-

nation with a bowl, a seat and covpr, a bar, straps sfcun-d

to the same side of the cover near its opposite edges by
bolts Integral with said straps and provided with cup-

shaped nuts said straps each terminating in two arms
having openings therethrough by which they are pivoted

upon said bar. lugs bolted to the underside of the seat

near its opposite edges by bolts Integral with the lugs and
pivoted to said bar between the arms of said straps, a seat

post bolted to the shelf of the bowl near each side in the

rear of the bowl and pivoted to said bar between the arms
of the cooperating strap, and a nut at each end of the bar

adapted to engage the outer sides of the arms of tlie strap

and secure the cover, and seat against any lateral move-,

ment on the bowl.

3. In a device of the character described, a t)ar. straps

each provided with two arms pivoted to said bar. lugs

pivoted on the bar hetwe.-n the arms of the straps and
secured to the seat by bolts, and seat posts pivoted to said

bar betwet^n the arms of the straps and bolted to the bowl,

as and for the purposes shown

8S8,6.'{7 STEAM ('ONr)ENSlN(

;

MoRisoN, Hartlepool. England
Serial No. .?6 1,544.

l'I..\NT IK.NAII) B.

Filed Mar it. 1907.

^^
1. In steam condensing plant, the combination with a

condenser, an air pump, and an air pump suction system

between said parts, of a cooling device having its outlet

connected to said suction system and through which con-

densed steam water obtained from said condenser can be

caused to flow into said suction system, and means where-

by the quantity of water which enters said suction system

from said cooling device can l)e controlled

L' In steam condensing plant, the combination with a

condenser, an air pump, and an air pump suction syst.m

between said parts, of a cooling device having its outlet

connected to said suction system and into which con-

densed steam water can t>e caused to flow directly from

said condenser and means whereby the rate of flow of I lie

condenser steam water through said cooling device can be

controlled

:;. In steam condensing plant, the combination with a

condenstT. an air pump, and an air pump suction syst.m

between said parts, of a C(x>ling device having its ouli-'t

connected to said suction system, a conduit between the

outlet for c<)nden.sed steam water from said condenser and

the Inlet of said cooling device and through which con-

denstnl steam wnti-r ean flow from said condenser to said
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cooling device, and means for controlling the flow of said

water through said cooling device.

4 In steam condensing plant, the combination with a

condenser, an air pump, and an air pump suction system
between said parts, of a cooling device having its outlet

connected to said suction system, a conduit between the

outlet for condensed steam water from said condenser
and the inlet of said cooling device and through which con-

densed steam water can flow from said condenser to said

cooling device, and propelling means for causing water to

flow through said conduit.
,'>. In steam condensing plant, the combination with a

condenser, an air pump, and an air pump suction system
between said parts, of a cooling device comprising a cham-
ber and pipes for cooling water extending therethrough,

said chamber having its inlet in connection with said

condenser and its outlet In connection with said suction
system, and means for controlling the flow of condensed
steam water through said chamber from saiil condenser
to said suction system

[Claims 6 to .'K) not printed in the Gazette.]

5 An apparatus for separating particles from a fluid

.stream comprising a chamber having a wall concave in one

plane and an electrode adapted to be electrically charged
*t high potential, a reticulated disk electrode arranged
within said chamber substantially in its plane of cfjncavlty

and adapted to be electrically charged at high potential

and discharging to the concave wall, said chamber having

an inlet passage and an eduction passage, and non-

chargeable means for receiving the precipitated particles.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

, 888.639. TENSION - KEEL FOR CABLES. Jacob A.

j

M08ER, Berne, Ind. Filed Feb. 3, 1908. Serial No.

413,995.

8 8 8.638. APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICAL SKI'ARA
TION OF PARTICLES FROM A FHID STREAM.
L.^WBENPE N MoRSdiER. Enterprise Kans . assignor to

William J Ehrsam and Lawrence .N Morscher. co-

trustees. Enterprise. Kans Filed Mar 1.'4, 1906. Serial

No. 307.799.

-0m

1 .\n apparatus for separating particles from a fluid

stream comprising, a pair of electrodes to be electrically

charged at different potentials and arranged one within
the other to form an annular separating chamber having
an induction passage leading tangentially thereinto, said

chamber also having a fluld-eductlon passage leading there-

from.

2. An apparatus for separating particles from a fluid

stream comprising, a pair of electrodes to be electrically

charged at different potentials and arranged one within
the other to form an annular separating chamber having
an induction passage leading thereinto, said chamber also
having a fluid eduction passage leading therefrom.

0. An apparatus for separating particles from a fluid

stream comprising, a pair of electrodes to be electrically

charged at different potentials and arranged one within
the other with an annular separating chamber in the field

of said electrodes and having an Induction passage leading
tangentially thereinto, said chamber also having a fluld-

eductlon passage leading therefrom, and a non charged
member arranged to receive the precipitated particles

4. An apparatus for separating particles from a fluid

stream comprising, a pair of electrodes to be electrically

charged at different potentials and arranged one within
the other with an annular separating chamber in the field

of said electrodes having an induction passage leading
thereinto, said chamber also having a fluld-eductlon pas
sage leading therefrom, and a non-charged member ar

ranged to receive the precipitated particles.

1. In a tension reel for cables a bracket, having a hori-

zontal shaft fixed in each end thereof, a pair of cable-

winding drums loosely mounted on the said shafts re-

spectively, and connected thereto by helical springs colled

about the same ; sleeves loosely mounted upon one eml of

the said shafts having a fixed operating handle upoii one
end thereof, and a ratchet wheel upon the other end ; and
a pivftted pawl with each drum adapted to holdlngly en-

gage the said wheel to prevent rotation of the said drums
In but one direction.

2. In a cable reel a supporting bracket carrying a pair

of fixed shafts in horizontal arrangement ; winding-drums
loosely mounted on the respective shafts : sleeves loosely

mounted on the said shafts having a fixed handle upon
one end thereof, and a ratchet wheel upon their other end

;

helical springs arranged in the drums and connecting the
respective shafts therewith ; and means for engaging the
said wheel to prevent the rotation of the drums in more
than one direction.

3. A cable reel for pneumatic stacking tubes consisting
of a pair of winding drums in cooperative relation upon
fixed supports; helical springs within the said drums con-
necting the same to their supports and adapted to permit
the rotation of the drums against the tension thereof

;

means for actuating the said drums, and ratchet mechan-
ism for preventing their rotation in more than one direc-

tion for the purpose described.

888,640. CAR - TRUCK. John Mirphy, Pittsburg. Pa.
F'iled Aug. 9. 1907. Serial No 387.857.

1. In an electric car truck, a tni< k frame having a pair
of axles journaled therein, said axles being extended
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thrcmgh tbplr Journal boxes and beyond t|e *Me frames of

the truck, and carrying wh»'«'l8 at the lasi'lf uf fh>' side

frames, crank8 (WM-ured on tht> <>xtpndod I'Bds of U\>' ail<>8,

bars connecting the cranks, nnd an .1. rreif niut.ir at'ATi-ft

to one of said axles betwe<Mi thf sid.- franifs. iuhstanrially

as described.

2. In an electric car truck, a rr>i .k frann- Iimvuu.' a pair

of axles Journaled therein, said axl--' ti.lni: .-xtf-nded

through their Journal boxes and b.-y.ind fli'^ nidi- frames of

the truck, and carrying wheels at tli.' insldt> of the side

frames, crankn secured on the extend»'d .ads of the axles,

bars connecting the cranks, ajid an elect ulc motor geared
to one of said axles between the side frames: tntr'fh'^r with
thrust bearings on the axles between th-- whfeis and side

frames for relieving the connectinir uart frim side-thrusts,

substantially as described.

:i In an electric car truck, a truck fraiO'' having.' a [laii

of axles Journaled therein, .said axles being extended
through their journal boxes and beyond the side frames
of the truck, and carrying wheels at the Itslde of the side

frames, cranks secured on the extended ends of the axles,

bars connecting the crank.s, and an .le. rric motor geared
to one of said axles between the side frames, together
with means for Inbrloatlng the rrank pins, substantially

as described.

4. In an electric car truck, having two axles, a driving
motor arranged to exert a rotary tunjui' upon one of said

axles between the side frames of the truck, said axles hav-
ing their wheels inside .,f ^aid side frames and their ends
extended throuch said frani'S and provided with cratiks,

and connecttn;: r -Is .r bars connecting the axle crank.s at

each side of the truck, substantially a.s described

5. In an electric car truck, a pair of axl'is hasinL' wheels
Inside the truck frame and cranks outside the rru<k frame,
a rod or bar connecting said cranks, and a motor connect-
ed to one axle between the side frames, lubstantially as
described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

888,641. ADJUSTAIU.K HK.U .l.n i IIT

Ma.vnamt, Botkins, Ohio. Filed Feb.

No. 414.249.

Isaac

. 1908.

D. MC
Serial

1 The combination with a car ImxIv anfl a truck; of a
toothed wheel secured to the truck and mofable therewith,
a stem journaled upon the car body, lamp engaging means
carried thereby, a lever secured to the stem and disponed
below the body, supporting bracket.s thee»>for. an inter-

mediate lever fulcrumed below the b<xly. supporting and
guard brackets extending thereunder, line connections be
tween the levers, draw bars extending fnim the interme-
dlate lever, a chain engaging and extending partly around
the toothed wheel, and a yieldable connectioa between
the chain and draw bars

2 The combination with a .-ar body, a pl?oted truck, and
a wheel movable with the truck and concentric with the
pivot thereof: of a lamp supporting element mounted to
partly rotate relatively to the car Nxly, » flexible devir..

extending arounrl and engaging the whe^i. a lever ful-

crumed on the car body, connections b*'twe.in the lever and
the lamp supporting element, draw bars pivotally con
nected to the lever, and elastic connectbms between said
draw bars and the ends of the flexible device.

88M,642 TOB.\lTO rT^TTKK .V.NT) BOX. John H A.
McPhek. ininedin. New Zealand Filed Ih-c. :.>9. 1906.
Serial No. 349,9X4.

A tobacco cutter and box comprising i\ box having a
dat bottom with its ends curved upwardl^k'. said bottom ,,

having a transverse slot therein, an Inclined seat on the
b<ntom. a knife adjustably held on said seat, and having
Its cutting "(ifre prf)Jecting thrnui:b the slot, said box hav-

itu' a rounded front end and a rounded upi)er rear corner,
a hinged cover, a knife carried by one edge of the cover, a
knife carried by one edge of the box and adapted to co-act
with the knife on the cover, and a loop on the cover.

888.643. OUTDOOR WATER CLOSET. ASTOW O, Na-
viOKL-8, St. Louis, Mo. Filed .Ian 2 1 907 Serial No.
350,508.

V 4

A device of th« clM* deaerlbed comprteliic a cylinder
adapted to occupy the opeaiiif In a water closet seat, a
flange Integral with the top of said cylinder, and which
flange rests on top of the water closet seat ; n seat ptnte

hinged to the flange at the front side of the Uimler a

plate hinged to the lower end of the cylinder ami adapted
to close said lower end, and which last mentioned plute
Is normally swung open, and a vertically disposed rod
hinged at Its ends t., tb,- two plates.

888.644 OlI-HT-RNKR Hei bkn C Nelso.v. Healdshurg,
Cal. Filed Nov «, 19«X5. Serial No. .'^42,250.

In an oil burner, a casing having an oil inlet, and steam
inlet separated by a partition, a reducer l(K-ated in the

casing, and having a cylindrical portion extending over

the oil inlet, and abutting against the partition of the

casing, and provided with an oil Inlet port ; a valve cyl-

inder projecting Into the casing, with Its forward end
fitting snugly Into the cylindrical portion of the reducer,

and adjustable therein, to enlarge, or diminish the open
Ing of the oil Inlet port of the reducer, said valve cylinder
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having a steam inlet port : hiuI nn adjustable valve con-

trolling the discharge of steam from said valve cylinder

Into the reducer: in combination with a discharge nozzle

having a constricted outlet, for the discharge of oil and
steam, and a steam passage dlspos^'d externally of the

nozzle, and connected with the steam supply pipe, and
having a constricted outlet parallel with that of the nozzle,

as herein set forth.

888.645. THIMMEU Joh.n E onE.\KNE. Norwalk, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 30, 1907, Serial No. ,(!>o,TH.''>.

1. In a device of the character described, a chute made
In two sections, the lower section having a vertical and a

lateral portion, a Joint between the sections, on which

Joint the lower section is suspended and axially rotatable,

and cooperative means on the two sections for rotating

the lower section.

2. In a device of the character described, a chute made
In two sections, the lower section having a lateral portion,

a Joint between the sections, on which Joint the lower sec-

tion Is suspended and axially rotatable, a circular rack

on the lower- section, a pinion carried by the upper section

and iiwsliint' with the rack, and iin'ans for rotating the

pinion

;>. in a device of the character descriU'd, a chute made
In two sections, the lower section having a lateral portion,

a joint betw'en the sections, on which joint the lower

section is suspended and axially rotatable, cooperative

means on the two sections for rotating the lower section,

and means for raising and lowering the sections.

4. In a device of the i-liaracter di-si ril)ed. a chute made
In two sections, tli.- lower section having a lateral portion,

a joint between the sections, on which joint the lower sec-

tion Is suspended and axia!l\ rotatable, cfwlperative means
on the two sections for rotating the lower section, and
nieans for raising and lowering the sections, the lower
section being free to permit movement of the sections both
vertically and liorlzonially

5. In a devici' of the character described, a cliute com-
posed of an upper section and a lower section, the lower
section having a vertical and a lateral portion, a hori-

zontal flange on the upper section, an Inturned flange car-

ried by the low. r <.eii,iii and lying over th. flange of the

upp'T si'<tiiiii, \\ . it< iiiai rack carried by tin lower section,

a pinion carried by the upper section and meshing with
the rack, means for rotating tli<> pinion, and means for

raising and lowering the chute

[I'laitiis c, and 7 not [irintcd in the (Jazette.]

888,646. AUTOMATIC WKKJMINC SiALE Fhancis C.

OsBoBN, I>«>trolt. Mich. Filed .Ian. 21. 1907. Serial No.

353.209.

1 In a scale, the combination of a beam, weights Inde-

peixlently movable longitudinally thereof, means to move

said weights and ujeaiis operated by one of said weights

for controlling the movements of the other weight.

2. In a scale, the oombinatlon of a beam, two weights
slidable thereon, and means to slide said weights forward
and backward, electric circuits and contacts whereby the

operation of said weights Is controlled by the position of

the lM>am. and switches in said circuits operated by each
of the weights for controlling movements of the other
weight.

3. In a scale, the combination of a beam, weights slid-

able thereon, electric motors, screw shafts connected to

said weights and to said motors, contacts carried by said
beam, stationary contacts adapted to engage the contacts
on the beam, circuits between the contacts and motors,
switches operated by said weights, and electric auxiliary
circuits to said switches whereby the movement of one
of the weights Is controlled by the other and but one of

the weights is permitted to move at one time,

4. In a scale, the combination of a beam, a weight slid-

able thereon, and an electric motor, means driven by said

motor mounted on said beam and adapted to slide said

weight forward and backwards, electric circuits and con-

tacts whereby the direction of movement of the motor is

controlled by the position of the beam, and a switch in

the circuit of said motor and positioned on the beam so

that the switch will be opened when the weight reaches
the outer limit of Its movement.

5. In a scale, the combination of a beam, weights slid-

able thereon, electric motors for moving each of the
weights, contacts on the beam, stationary contacts mount-
ed adjacent to the contacts on the beam, electric circuits

mounted on the beam whereby curr<'nts may pass to the
motors, the direction of the currents being controlled by
the position of the beam, and switches in the circuits of

said motors adapted to t>e operated by said weights where-
by the movement of the weights is controlled.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gatette.l

888.647. DUMP-CAR Spenckr Otis. Chicago. Ill . as

slgnor to National Dump Car Company, Augusta. Me.,

a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 5. 1906. Serial

No. 304,241

1, In a dump car of the class described, having high

side and end portions and side sills extending from end
to end of the car, a flat and level bottom composed sub-

stantially entirely of hinged dumping doors hinged at

their inner ends near the center sill, these dumping doors

being below the level of the side sills when in closed posi-

tion, openings In the sides of the car at>ove the side sills,

outwardly swinging doors hinged at their upper edges in
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the openings, and mean« for locking: these outwardly
swinging doors

2 A oar of tilt" class described. bavlttK liljjh side and
end portions and side sills extending from end to end of

the car. doors in the floor of the car entirely beneath the

side sills, and d'xjrs in the sides of the car entirely above
tht> side sills

•"i A oar of the class described havini? biKti Mdf and end
portions and side sills extending from etid to end of the

car. doors In the floor of the car entirely beneath the side

sills, said doors bt'injc hinged near the longitudinal center

of the car. and doors in the sides of the qar entirely above
the side sills.

^^
Jl 1"

,

^^s^^
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ahead, and electrically actuated brake-operating mechan-
ism on the engine, including an electro-magnet, a battery

in a normally-open circuit, one side of said battery-cir-

cuit being connected into the truck or wheels of the en-

gine, and a circuit closing shoe connected into said bat-

tery-circuit and adapted to make contact with the con-

tact-blocks on the roadway In the movements of the en-

gine on the track.

88«.648. ELECTRICAL APPLLWOK FOR CONTROL-
LING AIR HitAKES .L4MK.S O F^karik and WiLt.iAM
H Pear^k. Dakland. Cal , assignors of «)ne-third to Tru-
man .1 P^'arce. Berkeley, Cal. Filed Nov 16. 1906. Se-

rial No .'?4,'?.739 Renewed Sept. '25. \d07. Serial No.
.'<94.5S1.

1. .Vn automatic brake setting apparatus for a railway

system, comprising an electrically-operated outlet-valve on

the engine auxiliary to the engineer's valre and located in
|

the connection between the train-pipe a«d the source of
'

compressed-air supply ; an electro-magn«t for operating
;

the oatlet-valve ; a battery in a local circuit, in which is '

included the colls of the magnet ; a contact-shoe on the
|

engine forming one terminal of the battery circuit, the

other terminal being formed by the truck *nd wheels of the

engine ; in combination with contact-block* on the roadway
in two series, and rails electrically isolated from each

other in separate blocks, each block containing two sepa-

rate sets of contact-blocks one set of wiiich is connected

into one rail of the block or section next behind, and the

other set into oqe rail of the block or section next ahead,

each block or section having its rail insulated from but

cross-connected into the rails ot the blpcks or sections

behind and ahead.

2. An electrically-operated outlet-valve auxiliary to the

engine-valve, and having a balanced piston-valve control-

ling the connection between the train-pip* and the source

of compressed-air supply and controlling also the commu-
nication between the train-pipe and the atmosphere ; an
outlet-valve controlling the communicatioQ between the at-

mosphere and one side of the piston-valve chamber ; an
electro-magnet In open circuit with a local battery and op-

erating when energiied to open the outlet ralve, and means
adapted to close said battery on the mafnet, said means
comprising track rails electrically isolated at intervals

apart to divide the line into a plurality of blocks or sec-

tions, the rails of each block being crosj-connected elec-

trically with one of the rails in the blocks respectively

behind and ahead, and flxed contact-blocks In each block

or section of track In separate sets interconnected re-

spectively into the remaining rails in tlje blocks or sec-

tions behind and ahead, whereby the ralla In any block in

which a train may be running will form the connecting
members of a metallic loop having for its remaining mem-
bers one rail and one set of contact block! In the block or

section behind and in the block or section ahead.
.'?. In a railway block system a plurajity of metallic

loops for operating electrically at points along the line

electrically actuated mechanism on a train, comprising
track-rails separated electrically into separate blocks or

j

sections, conductors connecting electrically beyond the
points of insulation one rail of a block with one rail of

the block next behind, and the remaining rail with one
rail of the block next ahead ; in combination with fixed

contact-blocks in each block or section arranged in two
separate sets at intervals apart, the contact-blocks con-

tained in one of said sets l>eing connected Into one rail of

the block or section next behind, and those contained in

the other set Into one rail of the block or section next '

S 8 8, 6 49. LINOTYPE MACHINE IIa.ns Pettrsex.
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed .\ug. 26. 1907. Serial No.
390.094.

1. The combination with a group of nuitrlx channels
adapted to contain matrices bearing the same character,

of escapement mechanism including a common actuating
key arranged to release the matrices, one at a time, first one
from one of said channels and then one from another of

said channels, in a definite repeating order of succession
under repeated key movements, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a pair of matrix channels
adapted to contain matrices t>earlng the same character,
of co<)perating escapement mechanism arranged to re-

lease the matrices, one at a time, first one from one of

said channels and then one from the other of said chan
nels in alternate order, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a group of matrix channels
adapted to contain matrices bearing the same character,
of escapement mechanism comprising pawls, rockers and
rocker actuating cam wheels, with the said cam wheeN
set one in advance of the other, whereby the escapemt-nt
dogs cooperating with different channels will be operated
In a repeating order of succession, substantially as df
scribed.

4. The combination with a pair of matrix channels
located side by side and adapted to contain matrices
bearing the same character, of Independent escapement
devices for each channel, and means for intermittently
and alternately operating said escapement devlct-s. wher»>-

by the matrices will be released first one from one of said
channels and then one from the other of said channels
In alternate order, substantially as described

5. The combination with a group of matrix channels
located side by side, of Independent escapt'ment devices
for said channels, cam wheels connected for common ro-

tation, each cam wheel operating a different escapement
and the said cam wheels being set one in advance of tht»

other, whereby the said escapements will be actuatffl in

succession, and means for Imparting Intermittent rotary
movement to said cam wheeLs, substantially as descrth«»d.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 88.650. LINOTYPE MACHINE Hans Peter.sev.
Minneapolis, Minn Filed Sept. 16. 1907 Serial No.

393.02.').

1. In a linotype machine, the combination with a matrix
magaxlne having laterally spaced duplicate channels and
a channeled throat through which the matrices pass from
the distributing mechanism to said magazine, of laterally
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movable switch plates In said throat, arranged to direct

the matrices from the channels of said throat into either

one of the two cooperating magazine channels, substan-
tially as described.

J in n llnofyp'- machlni'. the combination witl) a matrix

mavrnzlnc llRvin^: laffrally spaced duplicate channels and
a channeled throat through which the matrices pass from
the distributing mechanism to said magazine, of pivot

ally mounted switch plates in the channels of said throat

for directing the matrices into either of the two co/iper

atlng magazine channels, and a switch plate actuating

device. Including a rocking head, arranged to l)e acted

upon by the matrices while the latter are subject to the

distributing mechanism, substantially as described.

3. In a linotype machine, the combination with a matrix

magazine having laterally spaced duplicated channels and
a channeled throat through which the matrices i)ass from

the distributing mechanism to said magazine, of laterally

movable switch plates in the channels of said throat ar

ranged to direct the matrices from the channels of said

tliroat Into either of the two cooperating magazine chan
nels. and a device operative to simultaneously set all of

said switch plates In either of their two positions, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a linotype machine, the combination with a matrix

magazine having laterally spaced duplicated channels and

a channeled throat through which the matrices pass from
the dlstrllmtlng mechanism to said macnzlne. of later-

ally movable switch plates in the channels of said throat

arranged to direct the matrices from the channels of said

throat info either of the two cooperating magazine chan
nels. common escapement devices for the members of the

duplicate ma^razine channels, and a selecting d<'vice for

determlnini: which of the two matrices released by the co-

operating escapement device shall be discharged from said

<lupllcatlng channels, substantially as described,
,''> In n linotype machine, the combination with a chan-

neled matrix magazine and cooperating escapement de

vices, of a selecting device arranged to be operated inde-

pendently of said escapement devices and to iw set at will

and for any desired length of time In one position to per-

mit the discharge of matrices from certain of said chan-

nels of said magazine, and to be set at will in another
position to permit the discharge of matrices from other

channels of said magazine, substantially as described.

[Claims to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

8S8.661. FILIN3 MACHINE. Chkistex .7 Peterson.
Chicago. III., assignor to Chicago Filing Machine Cora

pany. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Oct. 3, 1907. Serial No. 395.726.

1. In a filing machine, the combination of reciprocating

clamping mechanism adapted to engage Ixitli ends of the
j

file, the clamp for the tang comprising a socket member
provided with a recess therein, a tilting block pivoted

within said recess and having its ails at right angles to

the longitudinal dimension of the tile tang, a plurality

of adjusting screws located on opposite sides of said axis

and adapted to bear against the tang of the file, and
means for reciprocating the clamping mechanism as a

whole, substantially as described.

2. In a tiling machine, the combination of clamping
mechanism adapted to engage both ends of the file, the

tang clamping mechanism comprising a socket member
provided with a recess therein, a tilting block doubly

t>eveled to an edge on its rear face, such edge bearing

against the inner wall of the recess, trunnions for pivoting

the block within the recess, the axis of the block being at

right angles with respect to the longitudinal dimension of

the tang, adjusting screws bearing against the tang on

opposite sides of the axis of the block, and means for re-

ciprocating the clamping mechanism, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In a filing machine, the combination of clamping
mechanism adapted to engage both ends of the file, the

tang clamping mechanism comprising a socket member
provided with a recess therein, a tilting block doubly

beveled to an edge on Its rear face, such edge bearing

against the Inner wall of the recess, means for pivoting

the block with the recess in a position to have its axis

at right angles to the longitudinal dimension of the tang.

a plate overlying the recess, adjusting screws entered

through said plate on opposite sides of the axis of the

block and adapted to bear against the tang, and means
for reciprocating the clamping mechanism as a whole, sub-

stantially as de8crlbe<l.

4. In a filing machine, the combination of vertical

guldeways supporting a table thereon, file clamping mech-
anism slidably mounted within said vertical guideways
and comprising a socket adapted to engage the tang of a

file, an L bracket extending to the rear of the table, an
adjustable arm forwardly extending from the bracket and
engaging the upper end of the file, a transverse guldeway
connected with the file clamping mechani«-m. and a ro-

tatably mounted member provided with a crank pin en-

tered Into the transverse guldeway. said crank pin adapt-

ed to revolve beneath the L shaped bracket, substantially

as described.

5. In a filing machine, the combination of vertical guide-

ways having a table mounted thereon, file clamping mech-
anism slidably mounted within said guldeways and com
prising a socket below the table adapted to receive and
clamp the tang of a file, an L shaped bracket connected
witii said socket and extending to the rear of and above
the table, and an adjustable forwardly extending arm
adapted to engage the upper end of the file, a transverse

guldeway connected with the clamping mechanism below
the tang socket, a block slidably mounted within said

transverse guldeway. a member rotatably mounted beneath
the L shaped bracket and provided with an adjustable

crank pin entered into the slidable block, and means for

rotating said crank supporting member, substantially a«

described
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888.652. SALT-CELLAR. P«R A. Peterson, New York,

N Y F\W6 Sept. tS. IftO-). S.Tlal Nii i;77,235.

A salt cellar having a stirring blad*-, a srrspinR blad»»

connectt^d with the upper end of the stirrlnu blade, a sec-

ond Made arrange<l tran.sversely to the first mentioned

si^rapinif blade and having Its upper ^^Ige di.'«posed below

the upper tKl>:e of the first mentioned scraping blade, and

means for rotating the said blades.
|

888.653. COLLAPSIBLE RErEPTArLE FL\ehy J. Pot-

ter, Cambridg"'. Ma.><.«' . as.>ilt;nor ti> Burnltol Mfg. Co.,

t'HinbridKe. .Ma---^ H ( ""rporation of Maln>'. Filed Aug.

10. 1W7. St-rial No. .'{.H7.t»s4.

1. .V c<)llapHit)Io rMrcptacli' made from a single blank

folded to prt->ii'nt h bant- and four upsranOIng sides, each

'•ornt'r of thi^ hlanlc being adapft><l to t>e dingonally folded.

and a pair of .such folded corners adapted to be superim-

po8e<l again.1t each member of a pair of opposite side walls,

whereby all fn-e edgps of the receptacle are brought to

rhf- Top thfrfMjf. at lea.st ont» member of such pair of oppo-

sitf- side walls t»>ing scor*»d transverst'ly thereof and the

corners folded thert^aiiainst beinn corrfsimndlngly scored

to permit th^' folding of such memh>'r and cornt-rs upon
themselvf^s

J. .\ collapslbl'' r-'ieptacle folded for iiacklng compris-

ing' n <hf»T of material having a base p<irflon. four side

walls, four forntTs diagonally folded an4 superposed in

fialrs against an op|)oslte pair of stich side walls, one of

the walls of said opposite pair of walls hejni; folded along

a line extendin;; transversely thereof and tlie corners su-

perlm{K)sed thereagalnst being folded th»irewith and the

other wall f>f such pair of walls and the c.jrner superposed

acalnst It lying fiat upon said tran.sversely folded [wrtlons.

'< \ i^oUapsilile receptacle matle frotn a single blank

foldetl to present a base and four upstandint; sides, each

comer of the blank being adapted to tM> diagonally folded,

and a pair of such folded corners adapted to be superlm-

po.vd against each member of a pair of opposite side walls,

whereby all free edges of the side walls are brought to

the top thereof, at least one member of surh pair of oppo-

site side walls being scortHl transversely Thereof and the

corners folded thereagalnst (M'ing correspondingly scored

tu permit the foiling of such member and corners upon
themselves, and the other pair of side wills being trans-

versely 3Core<! to Correspond to the transverse scoring

upon the first mentioned pair of side walls, and also liav

Ing diagonal and vertical scorlnn to permit the collapsing

of such other pair of side walls, whereby the receptacle

may be folded upon Itself for storage or shipment.

4. A collapsible receptacle made from a single blank

folded to present a ba»<' and four upstanding sides, each

comer of the blank being adapted to be diagonally folded,

and a pair of such foldtnl corners atlapted to be superim-

[tosed ajjainst each member of a pair of opposite side walls,

whereby all free edg«'s of the side walls are brotight to

the top thereof, at least one member of such pair of oppo-

site side walls being scored transversely thereof and the

corners folded thereagalnst being correspnrnlink'lx scred
to permit the folding of such member uml ..,in. :< ipon

themselves, and the other pair of side walls beiuj: scored

to permit the collapsing there<)f. whereby the walls of the

receptacle may be superlnipostni flatwise upon the unfold-

ed bottom.

5. \ collapsible re<-(»ptacle made from a single blank

folded to present a bas«' and four upstandlni; sides, each

corner of the blank being adapted to Im- diagonally folded,

and a pair of such folded corners adai)ted to be superim-

posed against each memljer of a pair of opposite side walls,

whereby all free e<lges of the receptacle are t)rougtit to

the top thereof, at least one member of such pair of oppo-

site side walls iH'Inir scored transversely thereof and the

corners folded tberenKalust being correspondlnt'ly scored

to permit the foidiui; of such member and corners >ipon

themselves In coinliinat ion with a fiexlble handle attached

to a pair of opposite side walls and the folded corners su-

perimposed thereagalnst : the collap8<»d receptacle being

capable of trans[>4)rlallon or storage with the flaxible han-

dle atfachMl.

888,0o4. MEA.NS KOK Tit.V NSM ITTI.Nt ; POWKU. Kos-

c6e S. Prixdlk, New York, N. Y . assignor of one-half

to Charles H Tompkins and Vincent t". Tompkins. New
York. N. Y. File<J Mar .".. Utit_'. 8«>rlal No. 96,81.'7.

1. In means for transmitting power, the combination of

a casing, a rotary part therein, said part l>eing supported

entirely by fiuld and out of contact with any solid part

during rotation, and means for causini: the rotation of

said part, substantially as described.

2. In means for transmitting power, the combination of

a casing, a rotary part tliereln. means for sustaining said

rotary part during rotation, by reacting jets or cohimns

of fluid, and means for delivering a motor lluld upon said

rotary part, thereby causing it to revolve by impact, re

action, expansion, or any combination thereof, substan-

tially as describe*!

,!. In means for transmitting jKiwer. the comblnatimi of

a casing, a rotary part therein, means for supporting said

rotary part, during rotation, by reacting Jets or columns
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of fluid, and means for ttulancing said rotary part by fluid

pressure, substantially as described.

1 III means for traiisiultting power, the combination of

a ciisinn. a rotary jiart tliereln. suppcirted entirely by fluid

during rotation and adapted to rotate In a vertical plane,

and means for delivering steam against said rotary part

thereby causing its rotation, the parts being so arranged

tbat the steam is loiidensed Immediately after passing

through said rotary part, sulistantlally as described.

5. In means for transmitting power, the combination of

a casing, a rotary turi)lne wheel therein, said wheel also

acting as a pump and t»lng supported entirely by fluid

daring rotation and provided with vanes, and means for

delivering steam against said vanes, said steam being con-

densed by the fluid dlscharge<l by said turbine wheel, sub-

stantially as descrllK'd.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,tS0. lRONiN<; (iLoS.** <;<»tti ikh Keichebt, Cobb,

Wla. Filed Jan. 2. 19tiK. Serial No. l<ii»,012.

The herein described Ironing gloss consisting of the fol-

lowing Ingredients in the slated proport i !!.;. substantially,

by weight—water, sixty four ounces. i.nii!i'(l beef tallow,

ten oonces, borax, eight ounces, pnrattin. four ounces,

white bees wax. ten ounces, and white soap, one ounce.

888,666. CAR-FENDEU. J.ui.v .\. Rrvj.^N, Plymouth,

Mass. Filed July 19, 1907. Serial No .iS4..M'S

I In a device of tiii- character vpeciried. the combina-
tii)n witli a fciider of a support therefor upon whlcb aald

fender may turn plvotally, releasable means comprising a

shifting support connecting with said fender for maintain-

ing It in a normal position by the application of force at

a point tiack of said pivotal support, and a bearing in

which said shifting support Is loosely mounted whereby
upon changing the position of said shifting support in said

bearing the fender will be turned plvotally thereby and
caused to drop Into an engaging position.

2. In a device of ttie character specified, the combina-
tion with a fender of a pivotal suiiport therefor upon
which said fender may turn plvotally. reli-asable means
for holding said fencier in a norma! position by th<' appli-

cation of force at a jndnt back of said pivotal support.

whereby upon the release and elevation of said holding

means It will turn said fender and causi> the fender to

drop Into an engaging position, and !ii>ans for effecting

the disliKlgment and elevation of said liolding means.

3. In a device of the character specified, the combina-
tion with a fender of means for plvotally mounting said

fender whereby it may drop l)y the elevation of a part

extending tiack of the i>ivotal jMiint of said fender, releas

able means connecting with said rear-extending v>art for

maintaining the fender in a normal position when said

releasable means Is in an op»ral)le position, and means for

causing the backward dislodgment and elevation of said

releasable means from its operable position as aforesaid.

4. In a device of the character specified, the combina-

tion with a fender of a mounting therefor upon which said

fender may ttirn plvotally, means for maintaining said

fender in a normal position by the application uf force at

a point in the rear of Its pivotal mounting, and a bearing

or bearings in which said supporting meau'^ may be moved

backwardly and upwardly with respect to said pivotal

mounting upon the aprillcatlon- thereto of a imckward
thrust.

5. In a device of the character specified, tin ciruil'lna-

tlon with a fender of a pivotal mounting iheretur. a

transverse bar located above the rear end portion of said

fender or part connecting therewith back of said pivotal

mounting, means connecting said transverse bar and the

rear-extending part or portion of said fender, and means
for freely supporting said bar whereliy It may be elevated

when subjected to the force of a backward thrust.

[Claims 6 to I.". not printed In the c.azette.]

888,657. SHEET METAL WINDOW CONSTRUCTION.
Edward A .'<.\Nt>KRs, Oakland. Cal. Filed .Sept. 26,

1906. Serial No. .8.36.3.34.

1. In a metallic-window, a frame having a front-plate

provided with a channel with standing sides, a slldable

shoe formed of sheet metal and fitted to slide between the

standing-sides of the channel, a stationary strip of leas

width than the channel secured to the back thereof and
having sides standing parallel with the sides of the chan-

nel, said strip tieing adapted in connection with the sides

of the channel to confine and guide the shoe.

2. In a metallic-window, a frame having a front-plate

provided with one or more diannels with standing sides

formed integral therewith and with the sides of the frame,

a guide-strip In the channel and of less width than the

channel and having side meml)ers standing parallel with

the side walls of the channel, and a shoe having side-

members fitted to slide in the grooves between the said

strip and the sides of the channel, in combination with a

sash fitted to the front face of the shoe and plvotally at-

tached to the shoe, and springs interposed between the

shoe and the back of the channel and attached to the shoe.

3. In a metallic-window, a frame comprising a front-

plate having a cliannel or runway for each sash, the stand-

ing sirles of the channel l)eing integral with the front-plate

and with the sides of the frame, in conibination with a

sash carrying shoe, adapted to slide longitudinally in the

channel and having limited lateral play therein, said shoes

having a front face and side-pieces standing at right

angles thereto and having a sliding fit between the sides

of the channel, a stationary strip secured to the back of

the channel and having forwardly extending members
adapted to confine and guide the sides of the shoe, springs

interposed between the sh()e and the back of the channel,

and bearings for the sash-pivots located on the outside of

the sash stile and the shoes and connecting the sash

thereto.

4. In a metallic-window, a frame formed with a g^ulde-

way. a strip secured in said guideway having its opposite

ends bent outward parallel to the sides of the guideway

and located to form grooves betv^'pn them. In combina-

tion with a sash provided with a shoe of substantially

U shape, the outer or face ends of the shoe being arranged

to slide in said grooves.
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88«.«5s P'LTID OR WATER JACKET CONNECTION.
Fritz W. Schroedeb. Bridgeport, Conn., aaslijnor to

Roteng Kni{lnf»*»rln? Corporation, N>«- Vork. N. Y.. a

Corporation of New York. Filed Jan, 4. ISXj". Serial

No. 350.812.

1 In a d«»vict' of the class described the combination
with a ma'-bine bavin? a rotating luemlier and a station-

ary member, of port.s in one of said mer«bers, support."* in

the other mpmher, some of which supports are hollow, a

grooved part loos»'Iy mounted on said su^port.s, the groove

thereof being in communication with said ports and said

hollow supports, and means carried by said supports for

holding said grooved i>art fluid tight against the other

member and for rendering said supports fluid tight in said

grooved part.

2. In a device of the class described the combination
wttti a niai-hlne having a rotating memtjer and a station-

ary member each member having a fluid cavity or coring,

of an anntilarly grooved part loosely mounted on one of

said members, means between said part and said member
by which said part Is held fluid tight »gainst the other

member, and means whereby the fluid in the cavity or

coring of one member is conveyed Into tjie gro<:)ve of aald

annularly grooved part and from said groove into the

cavity or coring of the other member.
?. In a device of the class described the combination

with a machine having a rotating memtier and a station-

ary member, each member being provided with a fluid

cavity or coring, of an annularly grooved ring or annalus
loosely mounted on fluid conduits carriijd by one of said

machine members and in spring contact with the other

machine member, the groove of said ring or annulus being

In communication through ports and said conduits in said

machine members with said cavities or curings, and means
carried by said conduits for rendering tHem fluid tight In

said ring or annulus.

4, \ fluid connecting mechanism for machines consist-

ing of an annularly grooved ring or annulus. holea through
said ring or annulus leading into the grooved portion

thereof, pins in said holes by which said ring or annulus
is mounted, a portion of said pins being Ijollow. and means
carried by said pins for rendering them fluid tight In said

holes.

5, In a fluid connecting mechanism for machines the

combination with a machine having a rotating member
and a stationary memt)er. each of said members having a

fluid cavity or coring, of an annulafly grooved part

mounttHl on the stationary member, and Having Its grooved

portion In contact with the rotating metiber. hollow pins

or other conduits in -said grooved papt communicating
with the cavity in said stationary member and with the

grooved portion of said part, ports in the rotating mem-
ber communicating with said grix)ved portion of said part

and with the cavity or coring within said member, means
for holding said grooved part tight against said rotating

member and means for holding said pins fluid tight in

said part.

888.659. WATERGAGE.
CORBETT. Ogden I'tati.

326.219,

PEARt. I. Scott and .\RTHrR E.

Filed Jnlv 14. i;>0«{. Serial No.

'-"
1
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888.M4. BFRIAL-CABKET. Clark L. 8 iiTH, Spokane.

WMb. Fil«^ July 27. IfXJT Srial No. 386.773.

>^]

g-rr-
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and spikes or dogs adapted to be locked by the locking
plates, aubstantially a^ and for the parpOe specified.

::. In a railway tie and fastener, the combination of a

railway tie provided with ftied rall-holdlCg lugs, locking
platP!) provided with openings of different ilies and hooked
euda, locking levers provided with cam b^ads at one end
and weighted portions at the other end atd bars adapted
to engage the hooked ends of the locking plate, and spikes

or dogs adapted to be locked by the locking plates, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

888,671. * CONVRETE FLOOR CONSTRUCTION. FKEt>-

««ICK C. Ta.xis. St. Louis, .Vlo. Filed. July -'T, 1907.

Serial No. ,^8r..R42.

1. In combination with a reinforcing m^aiber of a con-

crete floor, a tie member or strip having pairs of open-
ings, anchor pieces composed of pieces of DJetal bent into

a U-shaped form and passed with their arms through said
openings, means for limiting the depth of Insertion of the
arms whereby a portion of the anchor piece is left pro-

jecting below the tie member and forming: a gage or leg,

the free ends of the arms being bent around the rein-

forcing member, substantially as set forth.

1!. In combination with a reinforcing member of a con-
iTete floor, a tie member or strip having pairs of open-
ings, anchor pieces composed of single jjieces of metal
bent into a U-shaped form, and terminating in reduced
arms passed through the openings aforesaid, said arms
being bent around the reinforcing member, and shoulders
formed between the arms and body of the anchor for

limiting the depth of Insertion of the armi into the open-
ings of the tie member, the portion projecting below the

latter serving as a gage or leg for bearing against the

roof of the boxing over which the concrete is poured, sub-

stantially as set forth.

888,672. MACHINE FOR MANUFACTURING LASTS.
Walter E. Th( fant. Whitman, Mass. Filed Apr. 11,

litOl. .Serial No. 5r),307.

1. A pattern lathe for turning divided lasts and the
like, comprising a cutter, a guide for controlling the cut-

ter, means for holding the pattern, engaging means pro-

vided with an angular face and a rib projecting from said
face transversely to its angle, means f»r holding the
joint-end of the last-part against said angular face with
the said transverse rib In a previously fort^ed slot or kerf

of said last-part, whereby transverse or rotative move-
ment of said last part with respect to said retaining

means is prevented.

2. In the manufacture of divided lasts »nd the like in

which a last-part has its Joint-end provld«>d with a con-

nection recess for codperating with the abutting end of a

contiguous last part, a pattern turning lathe provided
with means for engaging the Joint end of ( last-part, the

engaging end of said means being smaller tlian said Jolnt-

i-nd for engaging the latter within the limits thereof,

leaving the remaining part to be turned doK°n on all sides

to the required shape, said means having a rib or projec-

tion fitting within the recess of said last-part, and a lock-

ing device projecting from the engaging end of said

means In line with said rib to enter the recess of the last-

part for locking the latter immovably, and cutting means
for turning the last-part on all sides.

3. A pattern lathe for turning divided lasts and the

like, comprising a cutter, a guide for controlling the cut-

ter, means for holding the pattern, engaging means pro-

vided with an angular face and a rib projecting from said

face transversely to its angle, means for holding the

Joint-end of the last-part against said angular face with
the .said transverse rib in a previously formed slot or

kerf of said last-part, whereby transverse or rotative

movement of said last-part with respect to said engaging
means is prevented, means for pulling the said last part

tightly Into rigid contact with said angular face.

4. A pattern lathe for turning that form of divided lasts

provided at the Joint-end with a slot or kerf for the hinge,

said lathe comprising a cutter, a guide for controlling the

cutter, means for holding the pattern, a chuck having an
angular face corresponding to the angular Joint end of

the last - part and also having a thin projecting rib

adapted to enter the slot or kerf in the last part, means
for fastening the last-part In position on said chuck.

888,673. WHEEL. Chabi.es B. Van Hcrs. I'hiladelphla,

Pa . assignor, by direct and ni''-inf assignments, to

Guarantee Title and Trust to. truHtee. Pittsburg. Pa., a

Corporation of Pennsylvania I"ilf<1 .lune Irt. 15)0.%. Se-

rial No. 2r,r>. 507.

»^

-H»

V

9

1. In a spnke. a casinj: comprising primarily separate
sections and a stiffening web within said casing ; said

casing bein>: smaller at one end than at the other and
having a spheroidal bushing at its smnllpr end. substan-

tially as set forth

2 In a spoke, a casing comprising primarily separate
sections and a stiffening web within said casing ; said

casing being smaller at one end than at the other and
having a bushing at Its smaller end. comprising a flange

fitted within said casing with recesses embracing said

web. substantially as set forth.

3. In a spoke, a casing comprising primarily separate

sections and a stiffening web within said casing : said

casing being smaller at one end than at the other and
having a spheroidal bushing at its smaller end : a spoke
socket having means arranged to engage a felly and com
prising a spheroidal recess arranged to receive said sphe-

roidal bushing and permit the oscillatory adjustment of

said spoke on a center common to said spheroidal bushing
and recess, substantially as set forth.

4. In a spoke, a casing comprising primarily separate
sections and a stiffening web within said casing ; said

casing being larger at one end than at the other, and hav-
ing opposed plane converging walls forming a wedge at
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lt« larger end: and plane parallel walls adjoining said

cooVerglng walls in parallel relation with its axis of ro-

tation, and arranged to abut against the respective con-

verging walls of similar spokes, substantially as set forth.

5. In a spoke, a casini: cumprislng [irlmarily separate
"itTtiiins cunnt-ctfd by a stiffening web within said casinv'.

f.xirnding transversely to the plane of division of said

sections ; said casing being larger at one end than at the
other and havini: opposed plane walls converging toward
said well, and forinini: a wedge at its lart'er end. substan-

tially as set forih

[Claima 6 to ;• not printed in the (.azeite.J

888,674. CONNECTING - CONDT'CTOR FuU i .\15LE8.

Fba.vcis 8. ViELft, Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to Standard
rndertround I'able Company, Pittsburg. Pa . a Corpora-
tion Filed Aug. 15. 1902. Serial No. Ill».71.t4. Renewed
-Miir 29. 1905. Serial No. 252.«75.

1. i^ • Means for Insulating Joints in conductors for

high Toltage mrr^ts. a rigid inie^rral sleeve of non-con-

ducting material surrounding the splice between the con-

<l^^tor^ and forming the bridge or connection between
the In.sulatlons vu the .connecting conductors, and baring
the space t)etween the conductors and sleeve filled with
non-conducting material, substantially as set forth.

2. A Joint for cables having a plurality of conductors

for high voltage currents, having In combination rigid

alecTes of non-conduct ing material and overlapping the

'original insulation on the connected sections of the con-

ductors, a similar sleeve surrounding the other sleeves, a

sheathing sleeve and nou conducting material filling all

the spaces within the sheathing sleeve, substantially as

set forth.

3. A joint for cables having a plurality of conductors

for high voltage currents, having in combination rigid

paper sleeTea Impregnated with non conducting material

and overlapping the original insulation on the connected

sections of the conductors, a similar sle<'ve surrounding
the other sleeves, a sheathing sleeve and non-conducting
material filling all the spaces within the sheathing sleeve,

BUbstantially as set forth.

4 .V Joint for cables having a plurality of conductors
for high voltage currents having In combination rigid

sleeves of non conducting material surrounding the splices

in the conductors, a similar sleeve surrounding the other
sleeves a sheathing sle«'ve and non conduct ing material
filling all the spaces within the sheathing sleeve, substan-
tiallv as set fiirth

888,676. GRINI)IN(; WHKKL TRIMMIN<; MECH.VNISM
FOB GEAR TRUING MACHINES Frkdekkk A Ward
and Wii.i.iAM N. Taylor, Toledo. Ohio, assignors to The
<;ear (;rlndlng Machine Company. r>etrolt. Mich., a Cor-
poration of Mi( higan. Filed Mar 27. 1!»07. Serial No.
3»",4.S.-,,'i

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a rotatable grinding-medium. means for imparting a
reclprocatory movement to the grindinn miHlium. and
mechanism for trimming the grindlng-inedhim at pre
determined points In its reclprocatory movement

2. The rombination with the grindingmedium of a
gear truing machine, of mechanism operative to trim the
grinding medium, and means c(H>perating with the mech
anism for automatically imparting intermittent trimming
movements thereto.

3. The combination w ith the grinding medium of a gear
truing machine, of opposing trimmer-diamonds, a mech-
anism operative to move said diamonds in the arcs of

different circles whereby to trim the opposing marginal
surfaces of the grinding-medium.

4. The combination with the grinding-medium and

mechanism for imparting a reciprocatory movement there-

to, of mechanism operatfKl by said first mechanism to

automatically trim the grinding medium at a predeter-

uiined point in its reclprocatory movement.
." Thi' combination with the grinding - medium and

mechanism for imparting a reciprocatory movement there-

to, of opposing trimmer members movable in the arcs of

circles to trim the operating surfaces of the grinding me-
dium, and mechanism (vt moving said members at a pre-

determined point in the reciprocatory movement of the
grinding-medium.

[Claims 6 to G7 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 88,6 76. PLANTER ATTACHMENT. Georgk Weii>-

INGER. Clrcleville. Ohio Filed Auv 1. i;»07 Serial

Xo. 386,5l»0.

1. in a planter attachment, the combination, with a

seed dei>oslting tube, a runner, and lateral blades at each
side of said runner, of clamp members having adjustal>le

means for removably securing them upon the seed deposit-

ing tub<>. brackets carrying the blades and normally en-

gaging therebetween, and means for removably securing
said brackets to one of said clamp members at a point of

the mutual engagement of said brackets.

2. In a planter attachment, clamp members adapted to

be adjustably mounted upon a seed depositing tube, blade-

carrylnj: brackets having parts disposed toward each other
and normally in engagement, and means for adjustably
securing said parts of said brackets to one of said clamp
members at a point of the mutual engagement of said

parts.

3. In a planter attachment, clamp members adapted to

be adjustably mounted upon a seed depositing tube, blade-

carryin;; brackets having arms disposed toward each other
and normally in engagement, and means for simultane-
ously and adjustably securing said arms of said brackets
to one of said clamp memt>ers at a point of the mutual
engagement of said arms.

4 In a planter attachment, clamp members adapted to

l>e adjustably mounted upon a seed depositing tube and
presenting transverse openings, blade tarrying brackets
having arms disposed toward each oth<'r and arranged to
slide adjiieent one another, said arms being adapted to
be arranged In said openings of said clamp members, and
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ni. Hn< fur simultaneously and adjusfaMy swcuring said
arriK ;n >ai.! [.[u ruts of said clamp monb^rs.

o. In a plair. r .ittachmfiif. damp m4ml>»>rs a<lapt»^d to
be adjustably in int.'d upon a seed d»'p<i|it!n>; tub*-, blades
adapted to N.- iiiount>-d ii|>on a riinn.«r and adjustable
tranavt'TS^Mv tU r.-.f, m.^aus for clanipiuij said blades upon
the runner, brackets mounted upon said blades and having
armd disposed toward eai-h other and normally in en-
traxement, said arm« U'lnt? curv.-d in r(i.> an- of a circlf,

and means for simuitan.H.uHly and adijustably seourlnjj
said arms to one of said clamp m.'mbers at a point of the
mutual enifaKt-naent of said arms

[t'lalms i; to s not prinred in thf (;az^fte.)

888,677. TRdLLEV rnuuKs M. WHirroMB, Portland,
Oreg. Filed Apr. "J. i;t<W. S.rial No. $10,811.

-#4#r^

rtu- -(imbinarl .n wiib a trolley pole hating spared arms
at one nnd. th- amis ferminatlns; in guards, of a hollow
whevl madf iip ..f intermediate and end sections detach-
ably connect. (I io;;ether. the Intermedlatt section havlDR
an annular cavity In its periphery and tUe outer surfaces
of the end sections havinic spiral grooves, each end section
also havlnj; a tl.xed hollow Journal at oae end and each
Journal havinif a slot therein. l>»"arin)fs surrounding each
Journal, a cap arranifed at the outer end of each Journal
to prevent displacement of the tn-arlnits. and an opening In
one end section to permit of the entrance of oil within the
wheel to be contained th.'rein to supply the bearings by
way of said Journals

8 8 8.a7s. SII.VKINO-SrorRFR. SaMiel T Wir..sov.
Charleston. W. \a . assignor of one third to Jackson
Carr and one third to H \V Sentz. Chtrleston. \V Va.
Filed Dec. 22. 19<m S.>rial No .^•^l>.17«^

In a uraln si-oiirer. the combination With a frame, a
plurality of superimposed trays diflTerently Inclined with
respect to each other flexibly mounted f*r reclprocatory
movement within said frame, a pair of connecting bars, one
at each end of said trays, a hopper connected to the upper
tray and provided with a plurality of ag^ertures, a plu-
rality of ribs In each tray, the ribs In the top tray forming
channels which register with the aperture* In the hopper,
abrasive material upon the ribs and the tottoms of said

'

trays, a screen at the lower end of each tray, a refuse
receptacle below the screen, together with rhutes adjacent
the screens which communicate with the succeeding trays

below, and means for Imparting reciproeatorr motion to
all of the trays unlformlv.

888,679.

Tenn.
VAPOR - I^MP. W1LLIA.M T. Wood, Nashrllle,
Filed Dec. 29. 1906. Serial No. .^COO."?.

1. In a vapor lamp, the 'iimbination with a slnk:le piece
support coiiipnsjni; a supply conduit, a valve casing and
a starting cup huvltii: ipare.i earx. of a mixing and burner
element secureil to the .ars and located over but spaced
from the Clip, a vaporizer . onnected to the valve casing
and to the inixinj: and burner element, and a controlling
valve operating In the valve casing

2 In a vapor lani|). the combliiation with a burner, of
a vafMirizing tube asso<-iated therewith and forme<i with a
serpentine ci;rve th.at produres a plurality of revrsrly
curved elongated loop:< disposed one l)elow till' other with-
in the range of heat from the burner and at different dis-

tances therefrom

o In a vapor lamp, the combination with a burner, of

a vaporizing tube located at one side of the burner and
formed with a serp<'ntine curve that produces a plurality
of substantially vertical loops arranged one below the
other at different distances from the burner

4 In a vapor lamp, the comhimition with a burner, of

a vaporizing tube located in a vertical plane at one si<le

of the burner, said tube having an overhanging upp«'r por
tion. and an elongated substantially v.-rtical loop arranged
iK-neath the overhanging portion, the inner end of said
loop being lower than the outer end thereof forming a
pocket for the fuel

."1. In a vapor lamp, the combination with space<l

burners, of a vaporizing tube located in a vertical plane
that extends l>etween the burners, .said tulx' being formed
with a serpentine curve that provides a plurality of sub
stantlally vertical loops disposed substantially In said
plane and at different distances from the burner.

[Claims 6 to lli not printed in the <;azette.]

«S«.6«o rOOLIN(; DEVHK FOR LARD-COMPOFNDINO
MACHINKS. RoBKKT 1. Wei<;ht, San Antonio, Tex.
Flle<l IH'C 29, 1906. 8erlal No. 350,027,

1 In a machine of the type set forth, an outer drum, a
plurality of Inwardly exteudlng buckets right angular In

cross section carried by said drum, an Inner drum In said
outer drum composed of end disks, a series of rods con
nectlng said disks at their periphery and netting overly
ing said r<Kls and the disk peripheries

2. In a machine of the type set forth, an outer drum, a
series of inwardly extending buckets L shape In cross sec-

tion carried by said drum so that the base of the L will he
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Innermost and the vertical leg thereof disposed radially of
said drum, an Inner drum composed of end disks, connect-

ing means for the disks, and mesh material surrounding
aid disks.

888,681. PACKIN; TABLE. Lavm:kn> e Abraham. New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar, 21, IWis. Serial No. 422,451.

The combination of n p.nckliig table, a stispendlnc frame
secure<i to said table and extending upwardly therefrom,

books arranged to move along said frame, bags adapted to

contain articles of merchandise and to be suspended from
said hooks so as to 1)€ consecutively removat>le. n recep-

tacle secured to said table and adapted to eontaln the

bags when not In use. and a bar extending lengthwise of

the receptacle on whii h said liiHiks may be hung when Idle.

888.682. APPARATIS FOR MANIFACTTRINC ('YI.IN

DRICAL RECORDS AND BLANKS FoR I'HuNu
<;RAI'HS. (iRAI'HOI'HONES. AND THE LIKE. JOHN
.\MKs, London, and Stephen Br kge.ss and Edwabd
TravN'ir. I^ytonstone, England. Filed Mar. 27. 1908.

Serial No. 42.3.«9.'>.

1. In n phonograph record molding machine, shells for

'ontalnlng molds, a shell carrying frame, slidable supjiorts

for the shells, means for rotating the shell carrying

frame, means engaging the peripheries of the shells for

rotating them and a memlier stationed in the normal path
of travel of portions of the shell supports adapted to en-

gase and actuate the said supports as they are moved Into

engagement with said member by the rotation of the shell

carrying frame.

2. In a phonograph record molding rnaihine. shells

for contalnliii; molds, a shell carrying frame, slidable sup
ports for the shells, means for rotating the shell carrying

frame, means for rotating the shells and a rotary memlier
stationed In the normal path of travel of portions of the

shell supports adapted to engage and actuate the said sup-

lK)rtB as they are moved Into encasement with s.-iid mem-
t)er by the rotation of the shell carrying frame.

134 O. G.—57

3. In a phonograph record molding machine, shells for

containing molds, a frame on which the shells are mount-
ed, slidable supports for the shells, means for rotating

the shells, a memt>er stationed in the normal path of travel

of portions of the shell supports adapted to engage and

actuate the said supports as they are moved into engage-
ment with said member by the rotation of the shell carry-

ing frame, and means for automatically returning the shell

supports when the shell carrying frame moves them out of

engagement with sjild meinler

888,683. PIPE CLOSIRE.
N. J. Filed June 8, 1907,

A.Mus .\N DREWS, Plnlnfleld,

Serial No. 377,863.

iLu

D B

-uU

HJ^
1. .\ hollow pipe-closing plug provided with a longitudi-

nal groove the wall of which Is convex on the inner sl<le

of the plug.

2. A hollow pipe closing plug provided with an extern.il

screw-thread, a longitudinal groove the wall of which is

convex on the inner side of said plug, and a head for re-

ceiving a wrench.

3. The combination with the UHl of a pipe or tee, of a

hollow closing plug provided with a longitudinal gr<K)ve

convex toward the tixis of said plug and with a head for

a wrench, and one of said I>ell and plug elements having
screw threads, n [lacking, and a soft metal ring cast l>e

tween said bell and plug and engaging with said screw-

threads.

888.684, BOBBIN CARRIER FOR SKWINr, MACHINES.
Pacl ANscHfTZ, New York. N. Y.. assignor of one half

to George Bickelhaupt, New York. N. Y. Filed June 22.

1905. Serial No. 266..-> 17.

1. A spool or bobbin carrier for sewing machines pear-

shaped In cross section comprising a peripheral loop

guiding ring having a bifurcated section extending

part way around its circumference, a substantially

cylindrical spool retainer positioned in said carrier

and extending longitudinally thereof, the wall of said cy

litidrical retainer constituting the sole support lor the

siKJol to he carried freely, said cylindrical spool retainer

having a swinging side wiiU whereby access may be had
for inserting or removing the spool and a spool ejector

carried by the swinging wall and adapted to throw out

the spool uix)n the swinging of the side wall.

2. A non revoluble spool or bobbin carrier, pear shaped
In cross section comprising a peripheral loop guiding ring
having a bifurcated section extending part way around Its

circumference, a substantially cylindrical spool retainer

positioned in said carrier and extending longitudinally

thereof, the wall of said spfK)l retainer constituting the
sole support for the spool adapttnl to t>e carried thereby,

a part of said cylindrical sjiool retainer t>eing mounted
for swinclng movement to afford access thereto.
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3. A noil reToluble Bpool or bobbin carrier p^ar »hai>ed

in cro»« »ertion curuprUlnx a peripheral loop guldint; rini;

having a bifurcated section extending part way aronnd its

circumferenoe, a substantially cylindrical sp<x>l retainer

positioned In oald -arrier and extending longitudinally

thereof, the wai! of said rylindrical 8po<il retainer c>>nsti

tuting the sole support for the spool adapted to be carrlt^l

thereby, and ^ald cylindrical spool retainer having a

swinging side wall affording access thereto, and a catch
for retaining the swinging wall In place.

4. A non revin !iM>" spool or bobbin carriar pear sb.i[)ed

In cross section coaiprislng a peripheral loop guiding ring

having a bifurcated section extending part way round Its

circumference, a substantially cylindrical np<Kil retainer

positioned In said carrier and extending longitudinally

thereof, the wall of said spool retainer cmnstltutlng the

sole support for the spool adapted to be carried thereby

and said cylindrical spixil retainer havlt^g a swinging
side wall affording access thereto and terminating at Its

ends In a spool ejector.

5. A non revoluble spool or bobbin carrier, pear shaped
In cross section cutnprlsing a peripheral loop guiding ring

having a !iifiircate<J soi-tion extending part way around Its

circumference, a s\ibstantially cylindrical ppool retainer

positioned In said carrier and extending longitudinally

thereof, the wall of said cylindrical Jpool retainer

constituting the sole support for the six^ol adaptetl t') be

carried thereby, and said cylindrical spool retainer having
a swinging side wall affording access thereto.

888,f?S5 LIXIVIATING APPARATrS. Cn.^Rr.KS E Ar-
\oi.r>. Wilmington. r>el.. asslgmir to The E I. du Pont
df .N>mour« I'owd'T Company, Wilmlngtot. Ivl., a Cor-

p.. ration of n'.-a .I.-rxcy Fi!«d May 21. lf>07. Rerlai

Xo. 374.834. .

« / / } f S o P t '

1. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combleatlon with a

cylinder and means for rotating the same, of a perforated

helix therein and rotating therewith tar conteying the ma-
Tf'rial from one end to the other, an outlet at the latter end
for the solid residue, means to introduce liquid at the end
of th^ cylinder a' which the solid residue is discharged.

and means to allow the saturatpd solution to escape at the

opposite ''Ud of the cylinder.

2. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combination with a

cylinder iMid means for rotating the same, of means at one
'nd permitting the material to be introduced and the satu-

rated solution to be discharged, means at thp opposite end
permitting liquid to be Introduced and the solid residue to
l)e discharged, and a helix within and rotating with the
cylinder for cunvfylng the mat'>rjal from one end to the

other

3. In a lixiviating a[tparatus. the combination with a

cylinder, of a perforated helix therein for conveying the

material from on*- end to the other, an outlet at the latter

end for the solid residue, means to Introduce liquid at the

end of the cylinder at which the solid residue is discharged,

means to allow the saturated solution to escape at the op-

posite end of the cylinder, a heater within the cylinder,

and means to Introduce fuel to the heater.

4. In a lixiviating aiiparatus. the combination with a
cylinder, of a perforated helix therein for conveying the
material from one end to the other, an outlet at the latter

end for the solid residue, nii-ans to Introduce liijuld at the

end of the cylinder at which the soli<l residue Is discharged.

means to allow the saturated s<ilution to escipe at the

opposite end of the cylinder, a heater ntar the end of

the cylinder at which the water is intrixiuccd and the
•olid residue discharged, and a fuel supply pipe exffiuling

through the discbarge opening and connectetl with the

heater.

5. In a lixiviating apparatus, the combination with a

cylinder, of a p«'rforatiMl hflii thi'r'Mn f^r cntivpyinu the

material toward the end at which the solid residue 1.-; dis-

charged, a centrally disposed outlet at said end to per-

mit the solid residue to escape, and an tl.-vating spiral to

convey the solid residu*" from th>' bottoiu <.f tlif cylinder to

said outlet

I Claims 8 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

8.s.S,t>N6. WRAI'PER FOR BRAII> AND SIMILAR ARTI-
CLES. Jlliis Baeh, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 10,
l'"»<"i7. Serial No. 4i».1..«t57.

1. A wrnpper for braid and similar articlt>s. comprising
a central section, and a pair of end flaps of less width than
the width of the cfiitral section, to form a pair of opposed

free edges on the central section adjoining the bases of the

end flaps, substantially as specified.

2. A wrapper for braid and similar articles, comprising

a central section, a pair of f<jlded side flaps, and a pair of

folded end flap>. t-ach end flap being set back from one of

the side flaps to form a pair of opposed openings on the

edge of the ci-utral section adjoining the bases of the end
flaps, siibstautially as sp»'cifled.

88.«!r,«>7 GOGGLES FOR HORSES Mkivin M. Boo«8.
Dixon. Nebr. Filed Mar Jx. U»<i7. Serial No. .368.090.

Goggles for horses comprising a broad head-band of thin

leather extending on parallel lines across the face between

lines well above and below the eyes and overlapping the

animal's temples. compo«»e<i of two parts, overlapped along

the central portion between the eye-*, the said overlapped
parts being provided with straps and bucliles to adjust the

s.ime. each part having holes made tlieri-ln and outwardly-

May a6, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. *3

bulged isinglass covrrlngs to said hole^. straps at the outer
edge of each part conveegently connected with the fl)ront

I

latch, and vertically extended and adjustable straps con-
nected with the brow band of the head stall and with the
upper ed«e of the head-band.

888. 988. SMOKING - PIPE CLEANER William H.
BoctJHTON, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor of one-half to Louis
L. Kropp, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Oct. 31, \W)~. Serial
No. 400.085.

>>,

A tobacco or smoking pipe having the stem terminating
at one side of the bowl above the bottom thereof and the
other side of the bowl opposite the stem provided with an
orifice and a cleaning attachment for the pipe stem hav
Ing a tapering portion adai>tfd to snugly fit the (irificp hi

the pipe bowl opposite the stem, and a semi tubular por
tlon extending from the tapering portion and adapted to
enter the stem of the pipe, said semi-tubular portion ex-
tending across the bowl of the pipe above and separated
from the bottom thereof, the attachment !i»ing also pro-
vided with a manipulating head exitrior to the pipe bowl.

888.080. CARPET-STRETCHER. ThuMa.s K. BiiAt>BLaY,
Enderby. British Columbia, Canada. Filed Feb. 5, IDOs!
Serial No. 414,420.

I -" '" ,t>

r» *" es

1. An urticif of the class described comprising carpet
engaging m.mbtrs. floor engaging members pivoted In the
carpet engaging members and having operating arms ex-
tending above tht-ir pivotal point, and means for deflect-
ing the operating arms to operate the floor engaging mem-
bers and force the carpet engaging members In opposite
directions.

2. .\n article of the class described, comprising carpet
gripping members, means for disengaging the gripping
members from a carpet, floor engaging members pivoted
on the gripping members, said engaging members having
operating nnuB extending above their pivotal points, oper-
ating members engaged between the extremities of the
arms, and means for forcing the operating members apart
to deflect the arms and force the gripping members apart.

.S \n article of the da.ss descrilx'd comprising carpet
gripping members, having a spaced series of carpet engag-
ing pins on their lower faces, a pivot member carried by
said carpet engaging members and arranged for oscilla-

tion for sliding movement longitudinally of said pins to
disengage carpet therefrom, and means for forcing said
carpet engaging members oppositely away from e.ich other
to stretch a carpet when engaged therewith

4. An article of the class described comjirising op
posltely disposed carpet engaging members, floor engag
Ing meml»ers pivoted thereon, said last named members

coinpris4iig space<1 d<iwiiwardly proVctiiig spnrs haAJii'.: up-
wnrdl\ Kxtendfng oi«'raiing arms eoniiectefl therewitli ar-

ranged for oscillation to engage said spurs against a flcKir

to move said carp<'t gripping menibors away from each
other, and coengaging means for oseiUatiiig said operating
arms fcy C(»engagem" nt

088.00 . LOCOMOTIVE CRANK. Victor R.

and Eakl H. BKuw.M>r. Notrlngham. Ohio.

27, 1905. Serial No. :.-(:;M.^

HUOW.XtNG
Filed .)an

1. In a crane, the coiiibinatloo of a roof, holatinc mech-
anism, a mast for said meclianism. a roof support or stmt,
a stay for said mast engaging said said roof supfwrt or
strut, and a flexible connection between said supi>ort or
stmt and said roof, substantially as specified.

2. In a crane, the combination of a roof a boom, n mast.
Ixiom hoisting and lowering ai>paratu8 supported by said
mast, a stay for said mast having Its lower end anchored
to the f>ody of the crane below the roof and a strut for said
stay, said strut being flexibly connected to the rfxif of the
crane, substantially as si)ecified.

^. In u crane, the combination of a roof, a boom, a ver-
tical member or mast, means supported by said vertical
member or mast for raising and lowering said boom, a
support for the roof, a stay for said vertical member or
mast, said stay engaging said roof support, means for se-

curing the end of said stay, said roof-supporting means
comprising a flexible connection between .said roof and
the [tort ion of said member engaged by said stay, substan-
tially as specified.

4. In a crane, the combination of a ro<if. a boom, a mast
extendinc; above said roof, means supported by said mast
for raising and lowering said boom, a stay extending from
the upper end of said mast and having its lower end suit-

ably anchored, a vertical strut for said stay, and a flexible

connection between said vertical member or stmt and said
roof, substantially as specilied.

5. In a crane, the combination of a roof, a boom, a ver-
'

tical member or mast for said boom extending above .said

roof, means 8ui»(K)rted by said mast for raising and lower-
ing the boom, a flo<jr frame, a stay connected to said mast
adjacent Its upper end and having its lower end adjustably
secured to said floor frame, a vertical member or strut
supiKirted by said floor frame and having a saddle thereon
for the reception of the stay, and a flexible connection
between said saddle and said roof, substantlallv as speci-

fied.

[Claims to 27 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.691. L.\MP Rfpoi.rn E. BRtTKNKR. Mount Vernon.
N. Y., assignor to The Commercial Acetylene Company.
New York. N. Y. a Corporation of New .Jersey Filed
Feb. 4. 190S. Serial No. 414.1^2.

1. In a lamp, an annular frame, a closure In the upper
part thereof, a bowl supported by said frame at the lower
side thereof, an annular ring or deflector above the upper
edge of the bowl and projecting into the annular frame
l>ut spaced apart therefrom, an outlet Hue suspended
from the closure at the top of the bowl and projecting
into the globe and spaced apart from said ring, and a
liurner suspended in said bowl below said outlet.
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2. In a lamp, an annular frame, a cloante In the upper

part thereof, a fH,>wl supported by said frame at the lower

side thereof, an Hnniiiar rin^r i)r dftlfctor «h<)Vf the upper

*>dge of the bowl and projecting Into the annular frame

but spaced apart therefrom, an outlet flue »uspvnd»d from

the closure at the top of the bowl and projecting Into the

globe and spaced apart from said ring, a burner sus-

pended In said bowl below said outleT. a fnfnii np.ning

lo the lower part of said bowl, and a deflec^r arranged be-

tween said opening and said burner.

3. In a lamp, nn ann\ilar frame, a clos\ire in the upper

part thereof, a bowl -supported by said fra»ie at the lower

side thereof, an annular ring or deflector above the upper

edge of the bowl and projecting into the annular frame

but spaced apart therefrom, an outlet flue suspended from

the closure at tbe top of the bowl and projecting Into the

globe and spaced apart from said ring, a burner sus-

pended in said bowl below said outlet, a tentral opening

in the lower part of said NjwI. and a deflector arranged

betweeo said opening and said burner, said opening and

detle.'tor t>elng of substantially the same diameter

4 In a lamp, a frame, a bowl suspended therefrom, a

burner suspended in said bowl, an opening in the lower

part of said bowl underneath said burner, and a deflector

carried by the liurner above said opening and between said

opening and said burner.

5. In a lamp, a frame, a bowl suspended therefrom, a

burner suspended In said bowl, an openiag In the lower

part of said bowl underneath said burner, and a deflector

carried by the burner above .said openiqk.' and betwe.-n

said opening and said burner, said deflectoj- corresponding

aubatantlally In diameter to the opening in the base of the

bowl.

[Claims 6 to ft not printed in the Tiazetle.]

8 8 8.692. SP:LErTING DEVICE FOR ELECTRICAL
9I';NALIN<i .VI'PAR.VTUS. .Iohn Btjaar. Ridgefleld

I'ark. N. J : Mane Burry eiecutrix of s»id John Hurry,

4«ceased. VlWd July 18, 190«. Serial No. 326.675.

1. In an apparatus of the kind described, a .selecting

device comprising in lomblnatlon. a rotary drum having

series of studs or projections at predeterHlned points on

its periphery a controlling circuit with a plurality of

terminals bearing on the drum, and mejns for varying

the positions of such terminals relative to their respective

series of studs or projections on the drum, whereby the

said circuit may be interrupted by the studs at any or all

of the terminals in given positions of tUe drum, as set

forth.

2. In apparatus of the kind descritied, a selecting device

comprising In combination a rotary drum having series of

studs or projections at predetermined p4ilats on its periph-

ery, a controlling circuit, a plurality of terminal strips

connected with the circuit and bearing on said drum, and

means for shifting the pfisitlon of said stflps singly or in

•ombinations relative to their respective series of studs or

projections on the drum, whereby the circuit may 1>« inter-

rupted by the engagement of the studs with any or all tb«

strips in given positions of the drum, as ^t forth.

3. In apparatus of the kind described, a selecting de-

vice comprising In combination a rotary conducting drum

having series of insulating projections at predetermined

points on Its periphery, a controlling circuit, a plurality

of terminal strips connected with the circuit and bearing

on the drum and normally closing such circuit while any

one or more of the strips is in contact with the drum.

and means for shifting the iH)sition of said strips whereby

all of the same will be raised from the drum by the pro-

jections at a given point thereon, as set forth.

4. The selecting device herein described, comprising In

combination the rotary contlucting drum having lines of

insulating projections at predetermined intervals on Its

periphery, a controlling circuit, a plurality of contact

strips connected therewith and bearing on the drum, and

normally closing the said circuit while any one or more

of the strips is in contact with the drum, electromagnets

for shifting the position of said strips whereby all of the

same will be raised from the drum by projections in differ-

ent lines, ami circuits Including said magnets, as set forth.

888.693. P.\INT MA< niNE
BcsTiNZA, New York. .N. Y.

No, 391,995.

Vai.kntis Aranoiken t

Flle<l Sept. 9, 1907, Serial

^.9

1. In a machine of the character described, the romblna

I tlon with a plurality of tanks for different colored coating

;
substances, means for supplying said tanks with com-

liressed air, a paint applying staff provided with spray

nozzles, and having separate ronnectlon with the re

spective tanks, and means for controlling the passage of

fluid from each one of the tanks to the several spray noz-

zles.

2. .\ machine of the chnracter (lescril)ed comprising a

plurality of tanks, means for supplying said tanks with

I
compressed air, a paint applying staff provided with a hol-

low handle havint' distinct communication with the re-

spective tanks, and provided with a vnlve casing at the

handle, said valve casing being provided with a plurality

of ports for the passage of paint from the respective tanks,

keys controlling said ports and designed to l>e nctuate<l by

the fingers of the operator grasping the handle, and spray
nozzles secured to said staff and o[>eratlvely communicat-
ing with the respective parts of said valve casing.

'.',. A machine of the character descrU>ed. comprising a

main tank, one or more auxiliary tanks, mounted In said

main tank, means for supplying the several tanks with
conipresse<l air. tulies extending from the respective tanks,

a valve case se<iired to said tul>es and provldetl with
coi-ka designtMl to control the respective ful>es. a p.iint ap-

plying staff having a flexible sheath conne( tlon with the

said valve case, separate tul)e8 within s.ild sheath, and
communicating with the said staff, and \ :ii\e • nse re-

spectively, said staff Ix'ing provided with .i s. 1 1.^ .,r outlet

pipes, one for each of the tanks, and n sjiiay nozzle for

each outlet pipe, and a handle forming an element of the
staff, said handle being hollow and desitrne.i to have the
paint passeil therethrough and provided with a plurality

of keys designed to l)e manlpuhiKHl by the operator's fin-

gers and controlling tbe passage of the paint to the re-

spective outlet pipes.

4. In a machine of tbe character described, an applying
staff comprising a handle portion provlde<l with a valve

case having a series of distinct passages, and independent
valves controlling said passages, a plurality of outlet tubes
connected to sjild handle, and spray nozzles connected to

said tubes

5. In a machine of the character de8crlt>e<l. an applying
staff comprising a handle portion provided with a valve
case having a series of distinct passages, and Independent
keys controlling said passages, a plurality of outlet tu))e8

connecte<l to said handle, and spray nozzles detachably
connected with said tulies.

[Claims 6 to H not prlnte<i In the r.azette.]

8S';.094 CHKCKMT. (haki.es H Chapman. Oroton,
Mass. Kllel Feb. 4. IW.i. Serial Nu. 141,881. Renewed
Aug. 12. lt>07. Serial No. ,S.'<S.24S,

1. A check nut. a longitudinally gro<:>ved screwthrMded
nember to which It is applied, and an adjustable raember
on said screwthreaded menil>er engaged by said check-nut,

s.'ild check ntit having a radially arranged locking stud

adapted to engage the grm)ve for fixing said check-nut In

given posltli>n against displacement In either direction, and
a flat spring pivoted at one end to the nut and having a

hole at its free end adapted to eng.ige flie stud to posi-

tively hold the stud from dislocation and also adnpte<l to

Ih? Ilfte<l out of engagement with the stud and turned
aside to permit the release of the stud and check nut.

2. .\ check nut, a longitudinally grooved screwthreaded
meml)er to which it Is apfilled. and an adjustable memt>er
on said screwthreaded member engaged by said check nut,

said check nut made as an internally screwthreaded ring,

having a radially arrange*! locking screw-stud adapted to

euk-'ace the groove for holding said check nut In engage
ment with said adjustable member nirainst displacement

In either dlre<'tlon, and a flat spring rlveteil to the nut by

one end and Its other end engaging the stud to positively

hold said stud from turning and workhii: loose, said

spring capable of being disengaged from the stud and
turne^l aside on Its rivet.

3. A check nut. having a head and a ta|>ering internally

screwthreaded shank spilt longitudinally, and a locking

stud arranged radially In said bead for fixing said check
nut In given position, and a flat si.rlng having a hole en-

gaging saiil stud, said spring piv<itall> and permanently
fixed peripherally to said head.

4. -A check nut. having a he;id and an externiilly taper-

ing shank split longitudinally and screw threaded inter-

nally, a locking screw stud arranged radi.'illy in said check
nut and having an angular head, and a fiat spring pivoted
peripherally to the head of the check nut and having an
angular hole engaging said angular he;id to hold the said

stud in position and cap.-ilile of l>eing lifte<l out of en-

gagement with said stud and turned aside on Its pivot.

888,695. H()IST1N<; AITAHATCS. Ekik A. COLLIS,
Turner, Nebr, Flle<l May 4, 190T, Serial No. 371,858.
Renewed Mar. 23, 1908. Serial No. 422,735.

1. In a hoisting machine of the tyr)e descril)ed. the com-
bination of a supporting means including supporting sills,

a fr.'imework carried by said sills, a windlass shaft mount-
ed in bearings In said framework, a drum attached to said

shaft for rotation therewith, sets of oppositely toothe<l

ratchet wheels arranged hetween the opposite ends of the

drum and adjacent sides of the framework and secured
to the windlass shaft, oppositely arranged pawls located

upon the framework and arranged for cooperation with
the sets of ratchet wheels aforesaid, worm gears attached
to opposite ends of the shaft above mentioned, worms or

screws n)oi;nte<l In the framework of the machine and en

gaging witli tlie aforesaid worm gears, handles for operat-

ing said screws, the screws l)elng provided with spirals or

tiireaded portions of different pitch for the piirjKise de

scribed, and a cable adapted to t>e wound upon the drum
2. In a hoisting machine of the class desrrlbe<l. the com

binatlon of a framework including longitudinal sills and
connecting cri>ss lieains, a windlass shaft mounted In liear

Ings In said fr:nnework, a drum mounted on said shaft, a

set of oppositely tmithed ratchet wheels arranged t)etween

each end of the drum and the adjacent side of the frame
work, a set of oppositely disposed ratchet pawls cooperat
Ing with each set of ratchet wheels, a worm gear mounted
upon each end of the windlass-shaft and secured thereto

for !-c)fatlon therewith, worms or screws of different pitch

mounted In the upper portion of the framework and en-

gaging with the worm gears, handles applied to said

worms or screws for operation thereof, a pivoted support
connected with adjacent ends of the longitudinal sills, a

pulley carried iiy said support, a cable connected with the

drum and extending over said pulley, and an adjusting
bar plvotally connected at Its outer end with the pivoted

support and ndj\istably connecte<l at its Inner end with
one of the cross beams of the machine for the purpose
specified.

8««,690. CLdSrUE FOR JARS. R(»TTLES. ANI» LIKE
RECEPTACLES, Maschii, I». Convkkse, Newark,
N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Howland Me-
tallic Cap Company. New York. N. Y . a Corporation of

New York Filed Jan. 14. 19(i7. Serial No. 3,'2.204.

Renewed Nov. S. 1907 Serial No 401.327.

In a metallic closure of the class de«crit)ed. in combina-
tion, a cap. adapted to Inclose a seallne medium, having
Its circumferential dependent flange pierced in substantial
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borisontal Rllneiuent by «iu«l 8pac«d slits with In-tumed

at»p*T inarginii. an annular, dinnlle holding: atrip, bent to

form a flat rlne. adapted to have Its kmt»t edge turned

uAfier th« *houUl«*r of a receptacle, aad aileruate corre-

Btx'ndtosfi.v •pn<ed raMn:lnjil aecurinr sectloot (fc^ inteirrfll

of said -itrip 'ntered through said lateral clmimferential

slJt« from within, ami lient downward *>xt«r»oriy of. the

cap. ' *

SS8,697. CLOTHES HANGER Chari-eS Cfx>K. New

Britain. Conn Filed Nov. 18. 1907. Serial No 402.595.

'
^ \ clothes hanuTpr comprising a frame B-odl hooka, a

curtain ro<l mounted on the said frame, curtains mounted

on the said rod. a swinging bail mounted on and hinj^ed to

the said frame for l>einj,' extt^nrted underneatH the said cur-

tains forwardly of th»" said curtain rod aed aupportink:

the curtains in position, and a swinging bracket mounted

on the said frame for supporting the said ball In Its sup-

porting p^isltlcii

2. .\ clothf'S hanger comprising: a frame and hi>oks. a

furtain nxl in the form of a swinging t)ail liiniced on th-'

said framp. curtains mounted on the said r<id, a swinging'

hail hingtMl to the said frame for supportinf the curtains

In position and a swinuing t)racket mountetl on the said

frame for supporting the said rod and bail fen i^ositlon

8SS,t59?. HYr>R.^ri-It" MOTOR. Rt rKER I>avis, Wood-

row, W Va. FtU'd Aug. 5. lOOT. Serial No. SST.OTh

2. In a hydraulic iixatur. a bane of cement Hioiis mate-

rial having a cavity provklinl with a central d>prc«8ioa

and an annular deprfHalun i«nn>unding the central de-

pr«i«ioa, a Boor atiove th*» depresalona. a drive shaft

lMi>«u>d through tt>^ floor and luouut.-d in the centrtil «ie-

preHsion of the c»"njerititlou« base, a supitort surrounding

the drive shaft above the floor, a water ehamtwr mount isi

upon the floor, the water rhamher having an Inift an<l an

outlet, paddl*<s arranged in the water chamber, a jtenr

apon the drive shaft, communicating near* i>etwefn the

paddles and the geara of the drive shaft, a balance wht<eJ

secured to said drive shaft and having its [(eriphery work-

int; in the aforesaid circular depression, connections oper-

atively o<innected to the drive shaft for the operation of

machinery at distant polnt8. a chamber beneath the flo<ir

cominanicating with the aforenaid central depression,

and a jmssage way leading from the outside of the at rue

tur*" to the last mentioned chamb«'r.

o. In a hydraulic motor, the comt)ination with a base,

of a drive shaft mounted for rotation in the base, a rela-

tively large annular water . chamber surrounding said

shaft and provided with relatively small annular cham-

l>er8 c<.immuni<'atinK with its upper and lower portions, an
annular gear di8[>ose<l in the upper of snid smaller annular
chamtit-rs, a plurality of spaced plates connected to said

annular gear and exten<ling into said larger annular
chamber, means for supplyiui; water under pressure to

said larger chamber, and connectiuK gearing between said

annular gear and said shaft.

4. In a hydraulic motor the combination with a base, of

a drive shaft mounted for rotation in the bajie. a rela-

tively large annular chamber surrounding said sliaft and
provide<l with a relatively small annular chamber com-

municating with the larger chamber at its lower part,

an annular rear, a plurality of spaced plates connected to

said annular gear and extending into said annular cham-
l»'r. mt-ans for supplying water under pressure to said

lar>;i'r ihamt>er. and connecting gearing betwe»'n said an-

nular gear and said shaft

T) In a hydraulic motor a l)ase. a tubular support car-

ried ))y said base, a shaft mounted for rotation in said

tubular stipport. a relaflvi-ly large annular chamber car-

ried by said t)ase. braces lietween said annular chamber
and said tubular support, a relatively small annular cham-
ber communicating with said larger uhamber at its lower

part and providtHl with u discharge conduit, an annular
gear, a plurality of spaced plates connected to said an-

nular gear and extending Into said larger annular cham-
ber, means for supplying water under pressure to said

larger chamber, and conneei in:: gear l>etween said annular

gear and said shaft

1. In a hydraulic motor, a base of 'vmentltious material

having a cavity provided with a central depression and an

annular depression surrounding the central depression, a

floor above the depressions, a drive shaft passed through

said floor and mounted In the central depresjsion of the re-

mentltlous base, a support surrounding tlje drive shaft

alwjve the floor, a water chamber mounte<l upon the floor,

the water chamber liavini: an inlet and an outlet, paddle

blades arranged in the water chamtn'r. a |fear upon the

drive shaft, communicating uears betwe«'» the paddles

and the gear of the drive shaft, a balance wheel secured

to said drive shaft and having its periphery working in the

aforesaid circular depression, and conneoihins operatlvely

connected to the drive shaft for the i»peratioB of machinery

at distant points.

888.099. STIRRLI' Karl F Ebki.. Singen, Germany.
Filed Dec. 31, 1907. Serial No 408.7-. .

A stirrup, comprising In combination two e.iual stlr-

nlp members, a |il\ot to hiugedly conne, r said inemix'rs

nt their basi n spring on said pivot having on both ends

i ^V
extensions tti act on the low<"r side of l)oth memb^-rw so as

to keep them in the normal position of use, and means
at the upper end of each member ffir engagement with a

stirrup leather, for the purpose s«'t forth.

888.700. MININ(; (WR - WHEEL BEARING. WiLLlAM
('. F^OWNES, Jr . and Rokkkt .1 (Jakdneb, Pittsburg, Pa..

assignors to The S. .larvis .Vdams Company, IMttsburg,

I'a., a Corporation of renns\ 1 vania. Filed May 15,

1907. Serial No. 373,846.

1. The combination of an axle, a sleeve thereon, a
thrust collar encircling the sleeve and distinct therefrom,
•.aid sleeve having [irojections in engagement with the

•ides uf the collar to prevent movement vf the collar on
the Hle«»ve, a rotatalile hub concentric with the sleeve,

antifriction devlc«'R between the hub and the sleeve, and
a ilirtisf br-arlng carried by the huh and corijteratlve with
the said thrust collar

2 The combination of an axle, a sleeve rotatable there-

on, a thrust collar encircling the sleeve and distinct there-

from, said sleeve having |>rojectlons In eiigageini'nt with
the sides of the collar to prevent movement of the collar

on the sleeve. ;i rotatable hub concentric with the sleeve,

and a thrust bearing enrried by the hub and cooperative

with the said thrust collar.

;{. The combination of an axle, a sleeve rotatable there-

on, a thrust collar on the sb-eve. a rotatable hub concentric

with the sleeve, anti-friction devices between the hub and
the sleeve, race-rings ft)r said ant i friction devices, and
a thrust bearing carried by the hub and cooperative at

one side with the said thrust collar and at the other side

with one of the said race-rings.

4. The combination of an axle, a sleeve thereon, a
thrust collar on the sleeve, a rotatable hub concentric with
the sleeve, and a thrust Ixaring carried by the hub and
cooperative with the said thrust c<dlar. said sleeve hav-
ing portions of its wall in recesses in the said thrust
collar.

.5. The combination of an axle, a sleeve therefm. a

thrtist collar on the sleeve, a rotatable hub cfmci ntric with
the sleeve, and a thrust bearing carried by the hub and co-

operative with the said thrtist collar, said sleeve bavin::

annular ril>8 In engagement with the opposite faces of
the .said thrust collar.

1 Claims t) to H not printed in the Gazette.]

.701. SAW - SW.V(;iN»; MA<H1NE ,l<>sFrn C. Fox,
Beattle. Wash. Filed Oct. 4, IIKW Serial No. 3.'?7.491.

1. In a saw swaging machine, a base, a die therein, a

shaft in said base, a cam on the shaft co-lperatlnc with
said die. a hand lever [livoted to said base and formed
with a longitudinal slot, an arm longitudinally slotted and
connected to said shaft, a bfdt having a central shoulder
and threaded ends with said shoulder disposed between
said lever and arm and its ends passing through said

slots of the lever and arm so as to be capable of move
ment along the lengths of said slots, and nuts on the
bolt ends to lock said i>olt to either the lever or arm

2. In a saw swaging machine, a b«s«-. a die therein, a

sliaft in said base, a cam on the shaft to ct>operate with
said tlie. a hand lever longitudinally slotted and pivoted

to said base, an arm longitudinally slotted uud conn cted

to said shaft, and means projecting In said slots of the

lever and arm eHpable of heinp moved alonu the lenL'ths

of said slots and of being rigidly connected to either said

arm or lever and looseh connected to the other.

888,702. GRirriNf;n I.LEY Fred H. Fi«.st and Wil-
liam A. Uekse. Hlchwood, \\. Va. Filed May 10. 1907.

Serial No. 373,956.

' /» A

1. In combination with a fixed cam having segment cam
flanges on opposite sides, a pulley mounted for rotation

having openings in its rim and lugs on the inner side of

its rim, pairs of radially disposed gripping arms pivotally

connected to the said lugs having their outer ends ex-

tended through .said openings and provided at their inner

ends with tappet devices b»*aring on opposite sides of such

cam, and springs to move the inner ends of such gripping

arms toward each other.

2. In combination with a tixed cam having segment cam
flanges, a pulley mounted for rotation, cable gri[>ping

jaws or arms carried by sjiid pulley and provided at their

Inner ends with recesses, blocks movable in such recesses,

antifriction tappet rollers carried by such bloclis. and
means to adjust such blocks and rollers to cause the latter

to coact with such cam flanges and operate such cable

gripping jaws.

888.703. FRICTION-CLT'TCH. Jo.seph Fccns. Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Filed ,Tan 24. 100,«*. Serial No. 41 2.46!*

1. In a clutch of the character described, the combina-
tion of the driving and driven shafts, a friction bush car-

ried by one of said shafts havln;: a circular flan'.:e. and
constituting the outside bush, a friction bush carried by
the other of said shafts extending within said circular

flange and constituting the Interlcu- bush, radially slidable

friction plugs mounted in slots in said Interior bush and
for engagement with the Internal surface of said flange,

circular locking shafts rotatlvely mounted at the bases of

said plugs to force the same outwardly and provided with
oi>poslng flattened portions In cirr-ular alinement with said
plugs, and means to simultaneouslv rotate said shafts to
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J>^liig one of the flattened portions thereof ben>ath th»'

aid plugs, substantially aa de«crit>e<l.

aix) a slDi^l*' shaft for operating the cutting devices and

flliDK mechanism.

•_' la a clutch of th»' character descriU'c^ the combina-

tion of the driving and driven shafts, a friction bush car

tied by one of said shafts havinij a circular flani?c pro

Tided with an eccentrii-ally cut internal surface and con-

stituting the outside bush, a friction bush carried by the

other of said shafts extending within said circular flange

and constitutins; the Interior bush, radlallf slidable fric-

tion plugs mounted in slots In said interiot bush and for

engagement with the internal surface of stid flange, cir-

cular looking shafts rotatively mounted at the base of said

plut's to force the same outwardly and provided with op

posing flattened portions in circular allner»ent with said

pluKS. and means to simultaneously rotate said shafts to

bring one of the flattened portions thereof beneath the

said plugs, substantially as described.

i. In a clutch of the character described, the conililiia-

'tlon of the driving and driven shafts, a friction bush car-

ried by one of said shafts having a circular flange and con-

stituting the mitslde bush, a friction bush carrii'd by the

other of said shafts, extending within said circular flange

and constituting thi- interior bush, radiallj sildable fric-

tion pluk's mounted in slots in said interior bush and for

eni:a>:>'iuent with th>' internal surface of said flange, cir-

cular locklni; shafts r<itatively mounted at the bases of

said plugs to force the same outwardly and provided with

opposing; flattened portions in circular alineinent with said

plu^rs. means to t)uld said shafts in positioe to force .said

plugs ')utwardly. and mt-ans ro simultaneously rotate said

shafts to bring one of the flattened portions thereof be-

neath the said plugs, substantially as descrll>ed.

4 In a clutch nf the character describe^, the combina-

tion of the driving and driven shafts, a friftion bush car

rit'd by one of said shafts havinc a circular flaukce provided 1

with an eccentrically cut out internal surface and consti-

tuting the outside bush, a friction bush carried by the

other of said shafts extending within said circular flanir<'

and constituting the int>'ri<ir bush, radlall)- sildable frlc

tlon plugs mounted In slots In said Interior bush and for

engag^'ment with the internal surface of said flange, clr

cuhir liH'kin/ shafts rotatlvely mounted at the bases of

•i.ij'l plugs to fr)rcp the same outwardly and provided with

opposing flattened portions In circular alineinent with said

plugs, means to hold said shafts in position to force said

;mii_'s outwardly, and means to simultaneously rotate said

^i.ifts to bring one of the flattened portions thereof be-

n-'Hth the said plugs, substantially as described.

888.704. SAW RKCUTTINO MECH.VMfSM ,Iohx C.

Gebhabt, Atlanta, (la, assignor to .Atlanta Utility

Works Inc., East I'olnt. Oa.. a Corporation of Georgia.

Filed Feb. 16, 19<»5. Serial No. 301..'i<M)

1. In a machine of the class specified, the combination

with saw ti")oth cutting devices, of a horizontally disposed

rotatable saw supporting means, a recipfocatable filing

mechanism adapted to bear against the under portion of

the cut teeth of the saw with a yielding pressure, the said

flllng mechanism having an automatic vertical movement.

2. In a machine of the class set forth, the combination

with tooth cutting mechanism, of saw holding nuans hav

ing rotatable ilamplng members, means for Imparting a

step by step movement to the rotatable clamping memb^Ts.

a reciprocating block held adjacent to the saw holding

means, a resilienlly supported head carried by the said

block, a tile meml)er n-movably mounted in tlie said head.

and mechanism for operating the several parts, the flle

member being held with yielding pressur» against the un

derslde of the saw operated upon to rt-niove the burs or

flns formed by the tooth cutting mechanism

88S.70.- SPFRfi - INHICATOR. Edwi.vT. GrI
Kiamesha. N. Y. Filed .June J-J. 1907. Serial No. 880,210.

^-^

The cnmliination of a lontrolling device comprising a

two-part casing having bearings formed therein, a shaft

journaled In said bearings, a genr on said shaft outside

the casing for driving the same, a body pivotnlly mounted

on .said shaft, a collar loose on the shaft, a spring for po-

sitioning the collar, a link connecting the collar and body,

and a lever pivoted on said casing and engaging the collar,

said body, collar, spring, link and lever being within the

casing, an Indicating instrument having an index movable

relatively to a scale, a flexit)le tubing having one end com
munlcatlng with an opening In said casing and the other

end connected to said indicating Instrument, and two wires

extending through said tubing and connected at one end

to said lever and at the other to said index, said wires being

arranged to turn said Index In opposite directions, sub-

stantially as set forth.

888.706. MACHINE FOR DISTRIBUTING TORPEDOES
ON RAILWAYS FROM PLATFORMS Jnns A Uai.L.

Ooltewah. Tenn Filed Apr. 10, 1{W>7 Serial No .367. 4HT

1. A device of the character described, comprising n

framework adapted to be supported from the rear platform

of a train with Its lower end In juxtaposition to a tra( k

rail, a traveling conveyer Journaled In said framework and
provided with a lag adapted to push a torpedo off the lower

end thereof, means for actuating said conveyer, and a
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spring secured to the lower end of the framework and pro- ' edges and each movable Into allnement with any one of

jecting beyond the same. the printed articles, and means on the card for holding the

flexible members in their adjusted positions.

1;. A device of the character described, consisting of a
framework embodying spaced longitudinal bars, a roller

Journaled between said bars at the lower ends of the same
and adapted to roll along a track rail, the bars being pro-

vided with flanges designed for frictioual engagement by
the arms of the tori)edo. a conveyer chain jouruab-d be-

tween said bars and provided with a lag adapted to engage

a torpedo and push it off the lower edge of the bars on to

the rail, and means for operating said conveyer.

.'?. A device of the character described, consisting of a

framework embodying spaced longitudinal bars, a roller

journaled between said bars at the Io»er ends of the same
and adapted to roll along a track r.iil. the bars being pro-

vidi'd with flanges designed for frictional engagemfUt by

thf arms (if the torpedo, a conveyer chain Journaled between

said bars and provided with a lag adapted to engage a tor-

pedo and push It off the lower edge of the bars on to the

rail, means for operating the conveyer, and a crook se-

cured to the upper end of the bars and adapted to suspend
the device from th>' railing of the railway car

8ti,707. IN(\\NDESri:NT VAPOR BURNER. JoHX C.

Heinritz and .I.\mks W. McCikn. Baltimore. Md., as-

signors of one third to Rh hard H. Johns. Baltimore, Md.
Filed Nov. 'Jo. iy07. S.rial No. 40.3,008.

In an incandescent vapor burner, a vapor generator In-

cluding a burner having vertical walls and a mixing cham-
ber : the walls of the mixing chamber having a group of

openings sup|)lylng upward external flame Jets: the verti-

cal walls of the burner having a group of oi>enings above
said chamber sui)plylcg downward external flame Jets;

both grou|)s of openings being sujiplied from the mixing
chamber: one group directing Its jets upon the wall rim
of the burner and the other group directing its Jets upon
an abutment of the generator; the jets of one group mix-
ing with the Jets of the other group to form an unbroken
heating flame for the generator.

888,708. CULINARY SI-PPLYCARD Wii.iiam D TJf.s-

DKH.sov, Chicago. 111., assignor to The Whitehead & Hoag
Company, Newark. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed July 17, li><»6. Serial No. .326,6.3'i.

1. .\ culinary supply-card having a series of slits and
the names of the articles printed on the card, each in line

with one of the slits, and movable members fastened ti> the

card at the same point each having a portion thereof

adapted to be drawn into one of the silts.

'2. A kitchen reminder consisting of a plate having
I)rinted thereon the names of the articles which may be

needed. In combination with a series of flexible members
fastened to the card substantially midway between its

3. A kitchen-reminder consisting of a jilaie having

printed thereon the names of the articles needed and pro-

vided with a series of slits, one for each name, in combi-

nation with a series of flexible members attached substan-

tinlKy midway l)etween their ends, to the card, and having
their free ends movable into and out of the slits.

4. A kitchen-reminder comprising a curd having printed

thereon the names of the articles needed, said card having
each of its longitudinal edges formed with silts, and
strings having their central portions attached to the card.

and their free ends adapted to be drawn Into said slits.

6. A culinary supply card consisting of a plate having
its opposite longitudinal edges provided with V-shai>e

notches. In combination with a series of strings fastened

substantially midway between its longitudinal edges.

888.700. DRAFTING INSTRUMENT Victor Higgins.

Elmib W. Davis, and Frank II. Atkisso.v, Chicago,
111. Filed June 4, 1907. Serial No. .377.217.

1. .\n Instrument of the class described comprising n

flexible guiding element of constant length adapted to be

secured at the focal points on an ellipsoid to be drawn.,
with a device movable along the element and Including a

memiwr adapted to be lengthened or shortened for per-

mitting a plurality of concentric ellipsoids to be made
2. In an apparatus ot the class described, the combina-

tion of a flexible guiding element adapted to be secured at

the focal points of an ellipsoid, with a device movable
along the element, said device comprising a holder for a

marker, and means for varying the position of the holder

for drawing concentric ellipsoids.

3. In an apparatus of the class descrU>ed. the combine-
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tlon of a flt^xlbU- suiding element. of fixed lennth adapted

to have Its ends secured, an ellipsoid drawtnic device mov

able aloni; 'he dement, said derice comprlalns: a body.

an anfi fri -tiMn m>'an!* engaging the fleroont. a niark-r

holder loiat^-d at a point opposite from the anri frii-tlon

means, and an e.trt»n.><ible and retractlble taember ponriect-

Ing the holfl«r with the body.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina

tlon of a flexible guiding element, with an ellipsoid mark

ing device movable on the same, said deviae comprising a

body, a troIl>\v mounted on the body to sngage the ele-

ment, a marker holder, and a flexible conwctlon between

the holder and body

5. In an apparatus of the claaa de8crtbe4, the comhina

tion of a flexible guiding element, with an ellipsoid mark
ing device movable on the same, said deviif compri.sing a

body, a trolley mounted on the body to engage the ele-

ment, a marker holder, a flexible membef on the body

and connected with the holder for permitting the same to

be adjusted for making ellipsoids of diflfefent sizes, and

a locking device controllini,' the flexltile member.
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette ] 1

888,710. TOOL. .h<us l. .Janeway. Wahmt Hil

Piled June 1«, VJWi. .serial No. ;ii'i.',104.

Pa

*.

; V
« •

'•J

1. \ tn, 1 ..inpnsin:,' a pair of bars, overlapping heads

at one -•nd. a pivot passing through the hearts and located

in a plane passing between the bars, bandies on the bars

at the ends opposite from the pivot, the opposed faces of

the bars being formed with alternate projections and re-

cesses, the projections of one bar having fltt longitudinal

surfaces arrangeil in a common plane and adapted to en-

gage in the recesses formed between the prnjectlons of the

other bar. said recesses being flat at the bottom, the pro-

jections on the other bar being of circular form and adapt-

ed to engage In the recesses between the pr<iJe<'tlons of the

opposite bar which recesses are correspondingly shaped,

and serrations on the opposed faces of the hars extending

transversely thereto and arranged on the projections and
recesses alike, the projections at opposite sides of any re-

cess serving as jaws for preventing an object gripped by

fh-' tool from slipping in a direction longlftdlnally of the

bars

2. In a tool of the i-lass described, the tt)mblnatlon of

a pair of members, one member having spaced recesses,

spacHl projections on the other members adapted to engage

in corresponding recesses In the opposite member, there

being flat surfaces between adjacent projections and adja-

cent rei'eiwies, any two adjac-ent projections on one jaw co-

operating with a flat portion of the othef Jaw for pro-

ducing three points of contact with an object to be gripped

and any projection on one jaw cofiperating with the ends

of a corresponding recess on the other Jaw, for providing

thre»' points of contact with an object to bq gripp*'d.

.S88,7U. SP.\RKING PI.IG Loiis Kantrowitz. New
Vurk. N V Filed Mar >\. liiuT Serial No .5«n.9.'j].
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1. In a sparking plug, the Cdinbination of an electrode,

and insulation around the same having a flied iKirii'ui and
a vibrating portion

-' in a sparking plug, the cumbinatlon of an elctirnde

and !i plurality of nonconducting plates mounted to \i

Urate on the same and .sliglitiy separated from each other.

i. In a sparking plug, the combination of an electrode,

a plurality of non conducting plates mounte<l to vibrate on
the electrode and slightly separattHl from each other, and
means for maintaining the plates u[>on the electrmle

i In a sparking plug, the combination of an electrode

projecting centrally therefrom, an electrode projecting

from one side, and a plurality of plates of a non conduct-

ing material mounted to vibrate on the lirst electrtnle and
separated from each other.

5. In a sparking plug, the comt)ination of a straight

electrode projecting centrally therefrom, a curved elec-

trode projecting from one side, and a plurality of non-

conducting plates mounted to vibrate around the first

electrode and slightly separated from eacli other

[t'lalms G to 9 not printed In the (iazettc]

.SS.S,71_'. t OMBINED WATKU Fll.TKK .VND UK(;i I.AT

ING T.VP. Glstav Kinpebmanv, Stettin, Germany.
Filed Mar 12, HKiT Serial No, .'.til .its.")

.

In a combined Alter and regulating tap. comprising: a

lid. an lnterra«Kllate piece, and a funnel with rubber rinirs

between the lid and the intermediate piece, and the Inter-

mediate piece and the funnel, the combination of two wire

sieves In the Intermediate piece, a perforated sheet for

strengthening the lower sieve. p«>bble8 between the two
sieves, a perforated sheet of metal in the funnel, and a

layer of wadding in the funnel on the saiil perforated

sheet, substantially as described and shown and for the

purpose set forth.

H.S8,7i:{. STAIK-CARI'KT P'ASTKNKK James L.

Ki.\'i;sr<)N. Boston, Mas*., assignor of one-half to Charles

\V. Kills. Brotiklyn, N. Y. Filed Aug. .3, ir«m. Seri.il

No. 3-'8.l»89.

1. .\ fastener for stair carpets comprising two sheet

.•netal plates arranged at substantially right angles to each

other and each having struck up therefrom a plaraiity of

[K)int>>d teeth, each tooth having its sides exteading at

iii;hi ant'les to the plate juid Uotb e<lges inclined toward
t li'- .it her iiienitier.

2. A fastener for stair carpets comprising two -sheet

metal plates arranged at subntjintlally right angles to

each other, one edge of one plate being connected to one

edge of the other plate, each plate having struck up there-

from a plurality of pointed teeth arranged with their sides

perpendicular to the plate and both edges of each tooth

of one plate inclining toward the other plate, and means

nt the connected edges of snid plates to secure the fastener

In place.

8 8 8,714. RLBHEH EXTKACTING MACHINE. Seth
Kirk. Abilene, Tex Filed Mar. 7, 1907. Serial No.

361,155.

A rubl'Cr extracting machine compiisiug dual sets of ro-

tatable and non rolatable plates respectively constructed

to crush and work the maleriiil into rolls, and means to

set said plates In e.-ich set a predeterniliied distance apart,

in combination with a single larger rubber extracting ma-

chine having rotatable and non rotatuble plates respec

tlvely for re working the material and counter weighted

mechanism for controlling the working relation between
x;ild jiliies. and means to convey the pro<luct of the first

-'
' r p.aies to the second set of plates.

888.713. SWIVEL LOOM. Adolk Lang, West Iloboken,

N J., assignor to Crompton k Knowles Loom W rks

Filed .Inly l-», lyaG. Serial No. 3l'6,18t3.

1. In a swivel shuttle loom, the combination with the

swivel .shuttle rail, having a series of rect^ses therein for

the passage of the warp threads, and fllMii); thre.-id car-

riers, and means for operating said fllliii:; thre:i<l curriers,

of means, connected with ttie shuttle rail, to .un.niiatlcally

stop the loom, «n<l the filling thread carriers, in case of

irregularity of tuoxcmeut of the swivel shuttle r;ill

'2. In a swivel shuttle loom, the combiii.ntion with the

swivel -Im'fle mil havin:; a series of lecesses there. n for

tlM pastape of the warp threads, and filling threjid car-

riers, and means for operating said carriers, of nienns. ( on-

nected with the shuttle rail, to automatically stop the

loom, and the lilliug tliread carriers, in c.-ise of irregu-

larity of mmmm I of the swivel shuttle rail. Mdd means
comprising a derlce normally retained in Its fnoperative

position, and automatically moved into Its operative i>osl-

tlon by engagement with one or more warp threads, on

the downward movement of the swivel sliuttle rail.

888,716. DISPLAY-STAND.
Va. Filed Oct. 27, 1905.

Okin p. Lively, Portsmouth,
Serial No. 284,673.

.Vn expansible knock ilown display stand consisting of

a central support or standard having an overhang or pro-

jection, a bnllt up series of pivotally connected angle

irons or shelf memljers radiating from the standard and

pivotally connected as a unit to .said pro.1e<tion so that

they may close upon one another or l)e brought In paral-

lelism, brace rods pivotally connecting the shelf members
and standard, and angle pieces to receive the shelves.

888,717. M.\IL- CRANE. Sa.mlel T. Lo.vg. Webb Cify,

Mo. Filed Oct. 10, lt>oT. .Serial No. 396,821!.

1 In a mail crane of the character specified, the com-

bination of a head mounted to turn about a vertical axis

and provided with means for receiving or delivering mall,

and liavlng a depression, a frame adajited to move verti-

cally but prevented from turning and provided with a

wheel adapted to enter the depression of said head, and a

spring exerting a pressure upon the said frame to hold the

wheel hi the depression of the head.

2. In a niBll crane of the character specified, the com-
bination of a head, and a deliverer carried by said head
and vertically adjustable and comprising a vertical mem-
ber and horizontal meml>er8. the latter adapted to receive

between theni the mail t'. I>e delivered

.">. In a crane uf the i-haracter specified, the comblDatio*
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of a horlzoatally swinging receiver krm. a retainer carried

by said arm and having pivotal connection therewith, and

means for positively opening and closing Bald retainer as

said receiver arm swings either outward or Inward.

+. la a device of the character speclfl«?d, the combina-

tion of a horizontally swinging receiver arm, a retainer

plvotally connected to said receiver arm, and means for

opening and closing said retainer as said receiver arm

swings outward and Inward, said means consisting of a

curved guide and an extension of the receiver co<".f)eratlng

with said curved guide.

5. In comhination, a horizontally swinging receiver arm.

a retainer pivoted thereto, means for opening and closing

said receiver as the receiver arm swings Outward and In-

ward, and lock means for holding the receiver arm and re-

tainer in an adjusted position.

[Claims »> to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.T18. MAIL CATCHER AM* DKLIVSRER Samiel
T. Lo.NO. Webb City, Mo. Filed Oct. 18. 11»07. Serial

No. 398.013.

1. In means of the character described, the combination

of a deliverer mounted to swing ab<jut a vertical axis, and

a stay for holding the deliverer in operative position, said

stay having a buffer to neutralize the sfcock Incident to

Impact of the bag or matter at the time of delivery.

2. In an appliance of the character specified, the com-

bination of a deliverer mounted to swing about a vertical

axl.s, a stay for holding the deliverer eiteBded, and means

for supporting the stay in operative podition and auto-

matically disengaged by the Impact of the bag or matter at

the time of delivery to permit automatic folding of the de-

liverer,

3. In means of the character set forth, the combination

of a deliverer adapted to swing al«>ut a vertical axis, ami

comprising an approximately horizontal ariii, and a t.race

between said arm and the support to whlcli the deliverer

is attached, said brace having sliding connection with one

of the parts.

4. In means of the character set forth, tlie combination

of a deliverer adapted to swing about a vertiral axis, ami

comprising an approximately horizontal arm, a brace be

tween said arm and the support to which the deliverer is

attached, and a shackle pivoted t(j the brace and having

sliding connection with the said arui.

5. In means of the character described, the combination

of a deliverer mounted to swing about a vertical axis and

comprising a horizontal arm. a l>race between said arnj

and the support to which the deliverer is attached, said

brace having pivotal and sliding connection at Its inner

end with the support, and a buffer interposed between said

brace and the support to which it is connected.

8 8 8,719. F'E.VCE - POST. Cn.ttLE.s A. Menpk.vhai.i.,

Farmland. Ind . assignor of one-half to E. J. Menden-

hall. Farmland, Ind Filed Ani: .?<). l<.»o7. ,'Jerlal No.

390.693.

\-*^

1. A concrete post having a series of wires embedd^-d

therein and arranged In a row centrally of the post and

extending from end to end thereof, and series of shorter

wires embedded In said post and arranged in rows on op

posite sides of the central row and extendinK at)ove .nnd

below the ground Hue.

2. A concrete post having a series of wires embedded

therein and arranged in a row centrally of the post ami

extending from end to end thereof, series ()f shorter wires

eml)edded in said post and arranged in rows on opposite

•ides of the central row and extending above and l>elow

the ground line, and fence securing means carried tiy said

post.

888,720. UF'HOL.'^TERV Bbai.naud H ^Iessebsmith

and William Hkai.v. Yonkers, N. Y. Filed Oct. 12,

1906. Serial No, :',.is,,'-,;i4

1. In a new and improved article of manufacture, an

upholstered article provided with a plurality of buttons

Mcured thereto by a continuous elastic connection, sub-

stantially as described

2. The combination with an upholstered article of a

back thetefor. a facing, a plurality of buttons holding the

facing into tufts, and a continuous elastic connection be-

tween the back and the said buttons, substantially as de-

scribed.

§88,721. WAVEMOTOIt. Sktu R. Milbchy. Rahway,
N. J. Filed Julv 22. 1007. Serial No. 384,937.

m

1 In a wave motor, the combination with a vertically

movable float, of an element to be driven thereby nor-

mally tending to operate in one direction, and a device for

operatlvely connecting the float and the said element for

operating the latter in a reverse direction.

2 In a wave motor, the combination with a vertically

movable float, and an element to he driven thereby, devices

for operatlvely connecting the .said element and the float

for transmitting the descending movements of the latter to

the said driven element, the latter having a normal tend-

ency to operate In a reverse direction.

3. In a motor of the character described, the eombina-

tion with a vertically movable float having a standard

thereon provided with a series of ratchet teeth, of an ele-

ment adapted to be operated by the said float, and a latch

carried thereby and cooperating with the ratchet teeth on

the float standard for transmitting movement between

the latter and the said element in one direction and i>er-

mllting a movement between the said parts In an opposite

dire<'tlon.

4. In a motor of the character described, the combina-

tion with a vertically movable float, and an element adapt-

ed to be operated thereby, of a device for connecting and
disconnecting the float and member, and means for co-

operating with said device to connect the said member
and float preparatory to the descending movement of the

latter and for disconnecting the said parts after the float

has reached a predetermined point in its descent.

5. In a motor of the character describeil. the combina-

tion with a vertically reclj)rocatory float having a stand-

ard thereon provided with sets of ratchet teeth, of a

lever pivoted to operate In a vertical plane, cooperatively

arranged latches on the lever adapted to engage the

ratchet teeth on the float standard to transmit the de-

scending movement of the latter to the lever and to per-

mit an ascendinj: movement of the float relatively to the

lever, devices for moving the latches into cooperative re-

lation with the standard when the lever reaches a given

point when moving In one direction, and devices for dis-

engaging the latches therefrom when the lever reaches a

given position in nuiving in a reverse direction.

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

888.722. TAIU.E DESK. Willis C. Miles. .Tersey City.

N. J. Filed Aug 1,5, lyo.'. Serial No. 274,296.

1. In eomblDation with an article of furniture having

a box-like frame and a movable top. a desk with the usual

compartments, drawers and closftre, said desk being hinged

to said frame at its rear lower edge, so that it may t>e

turned face down to lie housed by the frame, and means
to hold the desk in a vertical position, substantially as

described.

2. Id combination with an article of furniture having

a box-like frame, a desk with the usual compartments
and drawers, a lid hinged at the front lower edge of the

desk, a top divided in two parts, one part fixed to the

said frame the other part hinged thereto, said desk being

hinged at its rear lower edge so that it may be turned

down to He housed by the frame, and means to hold the

desk In a vertical position, substantially as described.

3. In combination with an article of furniture having

a box like frame, a desk with the usual compartments and

drawers, a lid hinged at the front lower edge of the desk,

said desk being hinged at the rear lower edge to said

frame, so that it may be turned down to lie housed by

the frame, and means to hold the disk in a vertical posi-

tion, as set forth.

888,723. BLAST-FURNACE CHARC.INC. APPARATUS.
David I. Miller. Shefl5eld. Ala. Filed Aug. 30. lfK)7.

Serial No. 390.796.

1. In a blast furnace charging ap]iai-atus. the combina-

tion of a blast furnace having a hopper and bell, a charg-

ing bridge, a horizontally disposed track elevated above

the charging bridge and projecting over the blast furnace

hopper, a charge distributer interposed between the ele-

vated track and the blast furnace hopper, an elevator

having a track section, and a movable or floating track

section interposed between the elevated bridge track and

the elevator track section.

2. In a blast furnace charging apparatus, the combina-

tion of a blast furnace having a hopper and bell, a charg-

ing bridge, a track elevated above the charging bridge and

projecting over the blast furnace hopper, a charge dis-

tributer arranged between the elevated track and the blast

furnace hopper, and an elevator arranged adjacent to the

said elevated track.

888,724. TRENCH-PIPE CUTTER. James E M<xire,

Boise, Idaho, assignor of (pne third to B. S. Howe and

one-third to Hosea B. Eastman, Boise. Idaho. Filed

July 29, 1907. Serial No. 386,166.

1. In combination, a ctitter ring comprising spaced

j
rings, means for uniting said rings, plates secured between

the rings, arms pivoted to each plate, and cutting means

carried by the arm.

2. In combination, a cutter ring comprising spaced

rings, means for uniting said rings, plates secured between

the rings, an arm pivoted to each plate, cutting means car-

ried by the arm. and means for limiting the movement of

the arm on its pivot.

a. In combination, a cutter ring comprising spaced
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rln^. meaoB for uniting said rlnifs, platps stcure<l lwtwe<^n

the rings an arm pivoted ro each plate, cutting means car

rted f>y the arm. and mean<! carried by the plate for Hiuit

Ing the movement of the arm on ita pivot.

4. In comhifiation. a CTltt^>r ring, comprlsinar spaced

rings, means for uniting said rings, plates sfcurnd between

the rings, an arm pivoted to each plate, cutting means

carried by the arm. and means for adJu.sClng the plates

with relation to the inner periphery of the rutting ring.

888.725 BEI.L MF.rHANISM William 1

Orange. N .1 .
a.s.signnr to The Novelty

York, N. Y.. a t'orporation of New York.

\90- Serial No. .T**2.ft:*tV

I M't.HE. ll&St

B."H I'o . New
Filod July 9,

and having its lower portion formed with a front extension

secured to rh.' said rt>ar l^-ga, and braces interposed be-

tween the fmnf and rear legs and having detachable con-

nection at one end to admit of the folding of the chair.

1 la a hell meehnnism. a base having a flange, a ham-

mer, a palU't conu-'-r-'d ther.-to, a train of gears for o«-

clllatlng the pallet and hammer, an arm aad pawl for ro-

tarin*r said train iti om- direction, a .spring normally hold-

ing said arm against the base flange and means for mov-

ing the pawl arm away from said flange

1'. in a bell mechanism, a base and gong, a hammer and

pallet having a common ails, an escapement wheel en

gaging said pallet. » pinion on the axis with sai<l wheel, a

gear meshlnkt with said pinion, a swinging arm on the

axis with said gear, a spring pressed pawl carried by said

arm and engagln,: the teeth of said gear, a two armed

lever Having on- arm connected to said pawl arm and

means for operating the other arm of said lever.

3. In a bell mechanism, a base, three piv0t shafts and a

post earned thereby a pawl arm and gear mounted on

one shaft, the arm t)eing beneath the gear, a pawl piv-

oted on said arm and engaging said zear, a pinion and

e»cai>eiuenf wheel mounted on the second shaft, the pin-

ion hejui: beneath the wheel and meshing With said gi-ar.

a hanaiier and pall't mounted on the third shaft, the

pallet being beneath th.- hammer and connecting with the

escap^^ment wli--*'!. and a goni: or b«ll motinted on the

post in front of said parts

888,726 FOLDING CHAIR Emkr.sox T". Morri.s, I>er

went. <1hio Filed June 24, 1907 St'rialNo .•i80.5-'2.

1. A folding chair comprising four legt connected by

rungs to form a substantia! brace, the side nings having

pivotal connection at their ends with, respectively, the

front and rear legs, a seat arranged intermediate of the

upper and lower ends of the legs and havibg pivotal con-

nection therewith, the npp*>r end portions »f the rear legs

beln;: deflected rearwardly. a t)ack having Connection with

the rear ends of said deflected porth^ns of the rear legs

2. A folding chair comprising four legs connected by

rungs to form a substantial framework, the side rungs

having pivotal connection at their ends with the front and

rear legs, a seat located intermediate of the upper aii<i

lower ends of the legs and liaving pivotal connection

therewith, a back having a front extension at its lower

end and set off from the plane of the rear le^'s. a suiv

porting section for tlie back moval>le towards and from

the plane of the rear legs, and connecting means l>€tween

said movable section of the back and th.- frnmework of

the cbalr.

88.'=i.T27 riF'i: HFNDINt; M.^'IIINK « iiAKtrs B Mmr.

TON, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Sept II. l!»tT Serial No.

392,.̂ O.

1. X bending machine having a support, a fixed bend-

ing roll mounted thereon, the table having an arcuate

slot concentric with the flip<l roll, a movable bending roil

having a shaft working in tlie slot, and operatlni: means

including a cam working aaalnst the shaft of the movalde

roll to work said shaft through the slot.

2 \ bending machine having a fixed bendlnc roll, a

movat»le bending roll working at>out the flie.l roll, operat-

ing means for the movable bending roll, and a trip in the

path of the movable bending roll and connected with the

operating means to control the same

3. A t)ending machine having a fixed tn'miing roi; a

movable bending roll working around the fixed roll, op.-rnt

ing means for the movable roll, and a movable trip device

in the path of the movable bending roll and asso.-iated

with the operating means for stopping the operation of

the machine.

4 A bending machine comprising a table having an

arcuate slot, a fixed bending device upon the table, con-

centric with the slot, a movable b.nding devlee workinit

aroand the fixed device In cooperative relation thereto

and guided by the slot, operating means for the movable

Nndlns device, and a trip loeated In the slot In the path
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of the movable bending device and associated with the

operating means to stop the movement of the movable
bending device.

5. .\ bonding machine comprising a table having an
arcuate slot, n fixed bending device concentric with the

Blot, a movable bending device having an axis guided In

the slot, operating means Including a cam working

against the axis to arcuate the movable tvending device.

and a trip located in the slot In the path of the movat>le

device and associated with the operating means to stop

the operation of the machine.

[Claim not printed in the Oaiette.

]

888,728. CHIMNEY COWl. Iuncax Mi Lea X, North

Shields, England. FU.kI Aug. 19, 1907. Serial No.

389,120.

1. In a chimney or flue member, a casing open St the

top and bottom and of greater diameter than the chimney

or flue nu-mher and plvotally supported centrally of and

above the chimui'v or flue member whereby said casing is

adapted to swing laterally, said casing being provided at

the top thereof with upwardly and Inwardly directed

tAjS, and a plurality of spaced annular plat.s r-onnected

with Mid stays above said casing and decreasiuj: in diam-

eter from saiil casing upwardly, substantiall.v as shown
and descrllH'd.

2. The herein described means for Improving the up

drafts and minimizing the down drafts in chiuineys, cuiu

prising a casing open ai the top and bottom, meanb for

I>ivotally supporting said casing centrally and above a
flue member, a plurality of stays connected with the top of

Kai<1 casing and converging upwardly and a plurality of

equally spaced annular plates connected with said stays

and decreasing in diameter upwardly, the top of said

stays being also provided with a cap
". Tlie herein di'scribed means for improviiii; the up

drafts and miniiniiing the down drafts in chimneys, com-
prising a casing open at the top and bottom, means for

plvotally supporting said casing centrally and above a

tUie member, a plurality of stays connected with the top

of said casing and converging upwardly and a plurality

of equally spaced annular plates cornected with said stays

and decreasing In diameter upwardly, the top of said

stays being also priivlded with a cap, and the top of said

casing being provided with an inwardly dl'-ected annular
flange.

888,729, K.ULWAYTIF
vllle, Kans. Filed Sept

JoSFPH H NoHTON. Mullln-

lOi'T. Serial No. 391.154.

In a tie, the ctimbinatlon with a plastic body portion, a

spaced rail attaching means carried thereby, a plurality of

longitudinally extending strengthening members embedded
within the body portion in spaced relation, each of said

members Including a plurality of rods and a binding wire

wraiipe<1 around said rods, and a plurality of wires en-

gaged beneath the helices of said binding wires and ex-

tending diagonally across the space between the strength-

ening members.

888.730. TR.U'K CLEARER George A. Paemexter.
Cambridgeport, Mass. Filed Sept. 28, 1907. Serial No.

395.021.

1. The coml>inatlon with a car body and swivelel truck

frame, of "depreaslble track clearing means carried by the

truck frame, a device adapted for manual operation car-

ried by the car body, and connections interposed between

said device and the track clearing means, said connections

maintaining a uniform operating relation during all lat-

eral changes in the relative positions of the truck and car

body. subsiantiaJly as descrilied.

2. Ti:e combination with a car body and its swiveled

truck, of depressible track clearing means carried by the

truck frame, a device adapted for manual operation car-

ried by the car body, and automatically adjusting operat-

' Ing connections Interposed between said device and the

track clearing means arranged to automatically adjust

themselves to relative lateral movements of the car body

and swiveled truck frame, substantially as described.

3. The coml)lnation with a car body and its swiveled
i truck frame, of vertically movable clearer blades carried

by the truck, a rock shaft also carried by the truck hav-

ing connections fur raising and lowering &ald blades, a

I device carried by the car body adapted for manual opera

tion. and connections interposed between said device and
rock shaft and comprising a bar curved on an arc eon-

centric with the pivoted axis of the truck and a memlx^r

liaviug a sliding engagement with said bar. one of said

I

parts being connected with one or more arms on the rock

I

shaft and the other with the operating device on the car

i
body, substantially as described.

I

4 1 he conibination with a car body and its swiveled

truck frame, of vertical movalile clearer blades carried

by the truck, a rock shaft also carried by the truck and
having connections with the clearer blades, arms carried

J

by the rock shaft, a curved bar carried by said arms, a

pull device having a sliding connection with said curved

bar and means on the car platform for operating said

pull device, substantially as described.

o. The combination with a car lM>dy and its swiveled

truck frame, vertically movable clearer blades carried by

tlM truck, a rock shaft also carried l>y the truck having

one or more arms connected with the clearer blades, other

arms carried by said roek shaft, a curved bar carrle<i by

said other arms, a pull rod having a loop engaging said

curved bar. a guide for said rod carried by the car body

and a device on the platform for operating said pull rod.

substantially as descril>ed.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

H88.731. FILTER. John T. H. F'.ml. Chicago. III., as-

signor to E. Goldman & Company, incorporated. Chi-

cago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Jan 16. 190S,

Serial No 411.158.

1. In a filter, the combination of a plurality of cells,

each cell comprising a cell pan or support having Its Iwttom
provided on both sides with gr(x)ves. and provided cen-

trally with a perforation, a conduit-section extending

through said iierforatlon. a packing ring at the lower outer

marginal surface of each cell pan bottom, the packing-

ring of one cell pan being received in the upper portion

of the cell pan beneath, and each packing-ring being pro-
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vlded with perforations, ports opening theougb said con-
duit-sections and communicating with the grooves on the
upp»>r sifVs of the cell pan bottoms, and |fl Iter- masses In
•*aid cell pans.

2. In a rtltfT. the combination of a plurality of cells,
each cell comprising a c^ll pan having a oorrugated bot-
tom affording grooves on both sides of the bottom, the bot-
tom having a central perforation, a condtilt section ex-
tending through said perforation and equipped with an
external flange serving as a packing ring located above the
upper marginal surface surrounding said perforation, said
conduit section having perforations and communicating
with the grooves on the upper surface of the cell pan bot-
tom, a packing-ring surrounding the condtiit-sectlon be-
neath the cell pan bottom, a packing-ring at the lower
outer marginal surface of the cell pan bottom provided
with perforations communicating with the frooves on the
under surface of the cell pan bottom, the last-named pack-
ing ring of each cell pan bottom being r*?celved In the
upper portion of the cell pan beneath, and a fllter-mass
confined between the bottom of each cell pan and the lower
surface of the bottom of the next superposed cell pan.

3. In a Alter, the combination of a plurality of cells,
each cell comprising a cell pan having a corrugated bottom
provided with a central perforation and having a raised
flat outer marginal portion and a depressed l!at inner mar-
ginal portion, a conduit section having an external flange
bearing upon the upper surface of the inner marginal por-
tion of the cell pan bottom, said condult-spctlon having
perforations communicating with the grooves on the
upper lurface of the cell pan bottom, the lower portion of
the conduit-section being of a reduced dlametier. a packing-
ring on the conduit-section l)eneath the lower surface of
the inner margin of the cell pan bottom. 4 packing-ring
applie<t at the lower surface of the Inner marginal por-
tions of the cell pan uottom and provided with perfora-
tions, said last named packing ring of one cell pan bot-
tom being received within the upper portion of the cell
pan beneath, and a filter ma.ss in the cell pat confined be-
tween the cell pan bottom and the lower surface of the
bottom of the next superposed cell pan.

4. In a filter, the combination of a plurality of filter-
cells, each cell comprising a cell pan or sup^rt having a
corrugated bottom and a central perforation, and having a
raised flat outer marginal portion and a depressed flat In-
ner marginal portion, a conduit-section extending through
said central perforation and having an external flange
hearing upon the upper surface of the Inter marginal
portion of the cell pan bottom, and perforations extend-
ing therethrough and communicating with tUe grooves on
the upper surface of the ceil pan bottom, a packing-ring
encircling the conduit-section and bearing against the
lower surface of the inner marginal portloa of the ceil
pan bottom, a packing ring bearing upon tbe upper sur
face of the outer marginal portion of the cell pan bottom,
a packing-ring applied at the lower surface of the outer
marginal portion of the cell pan bottom and provided with
perforations communicating with the grooves on the lower
side of the cell pan, and filter-masses in said cell pan.

.">. In a Alter, the combination of a plurality of cells,

each cell comprising a cell pan or support having a hot- '

torn provided with deep and narrow corrugations and pro-
vided centrally with a perforation, a conduit-section ex
tending through said central perforation, packing-rings
above and beneath the cell pan bottom at said conduit
section, packing-rings above and beneath the cell pan
bottom at the outer marginal portion thereof, and a disk
of filtering material in or on each cell pan or support and
resting directly upon the corrugated bottom thereof.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the (^izeite ]

888,782. CUT-OFF M.vrniNE FOR M.VRBLE 8L.VBS
OR THE I.IKK .1 .|1N K Pkik. k. New Vork. N. Y.
assignor to Royden Marble .Machinery Company, New
York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan.
l.'.. 1007. Serial No. 352.372.

' .\ cut • off apparatus for marble slabs, comprising a
carborundum wheel B rotating In a vertical plane, a car-

riage N for said wheel, means for traversing said carriage,

.said carriage having an opening at its front end and an
opening In Its top near the center, pulleys (J arranged near
the center of the carriage, a driving belt P for said car-

borundum wheel guided around said pulleys Q and passing
through said openings In the carriage, an overhead driv-

ing pulley R for said belt, a tension pulley 8 for taking up
the slack thereof, and a blt)ck L carrying said wheel and
adapted to be adjusted vertically relatively to the car-

riage, *o as to compensate for wear of the wheel.

8 8 S
. T .'i 3 POWriER BOX TOP W.u.tkr IT Pprkin3.

Waterhury. Tonn.. assignor to The Waterbury Mfg. Co.,

Waterbury, Conn , a Corporation. Filed Nov 11, 1907.

Serial No. 401.726.

A powder Ikjx comprising a neck, an Integral perforated
top and formed with an annular shoulder around the up-
per edge of the neck, a cover pivoted to the top and formed
with a downwardly projecting finger adapted to engage
with the said shoulder, said cover also formed with a cen-
tral recess and a piece of packing material located therein.

888,734. FURNITCRE. William Pebso.v. Rockford. 111..

assignor to Rockford Cabinet Company, Rockford, 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed I>ec. 18, 1905. Serial No.
292,230.

.\n article of furniture composed of drawers having their
meeting rails between the drawers located back of the
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front face of the drawers, a lock carried by each drawer sides, corresponding to said segmental valve openings, sub-

and a plate secured to and projecting forward from each stantlally as described.

1. In a cabinet. In combination a casing provided with a

door, a plurality of shelves supported to slide In suitable

puldeways. a bar hinged at Its upper end to the casing,

connections between the bar and shelves, and connections

between the door and bar whereby the movements of the

door will move the shelves.

2. In a cabinet, in combination a casing provided with a

door, a plurality of shelves supported to slide In suitable

guide-ways, a bar hinged at Its upper end to the casing,

cleats secured to the under face of the shelves, pins sup

ported by the cleats, the bar located between the pins and
rear edges of the shelves, and connections between the door

and bar whereby the movements of the door will move the

shelves.

meeting rail, said jilate having an opening at or near Its

free end, with which the lock-bolt engages.

888.735. CABINET. William Person. Rockford, 111., as-

signor to Rockford Cabinet Company, Rockford, III., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. a, 19u8. Serial No.

419,915.

S 8 8. 7 36, REVERSING-VALVE. Ilrich A. Petebs.

Pittsburg. Pa. Filed July 18, 1907. Serial No. 384.4.39.

1. The combination with a valve having a pair of flanges,

of a fixed fmsto-conlcal base plate, having a pair of seal

troughs into which said flanges project, substantially as

described.

2. The combination with a valve comprising a two
chambered casing having segmental flue openings leadin-r

from said chambers, of a fixed frusto-conlcal base plate

having oppositely disposed flue openings In Its inclined '

134 O. r,.--^58

3. The combination with a valve comprising a two-cham-
bered casing having segmental flue openings leading from
said chambers, and having top and bottom openings com-

municating therewith, of a fixed frusto-conlcal base plate

having oppositely disposed flue openings in its inclined

sides corresponding to said segmental flue (iricninvs, and
having a central base opening communicating with said

bottom opening of said valve, substantially as described.

4. In a valve of the character descrilted, the combina-
tion of a casing having segmental hoods extendins: there-

from, a pair of cover plates movahly mounted between
said hoods and extending angularly upwardly from said

casing, and a frusto-conlcal base plate upon which said

casing Is adapted to rotate having flue openings to regis-

ter with said hoods and said cover plates, substantially as

described.

5. In a valve of the character described, the combina-
tion of a casing having segmental hoods extendincr there-

from and forming flue openings, a pair of cover plates

movably mounted between said hoods, said casing, hoods
and cover plates having extending flanges, and a frusto-

conlcal base plate upon which said casing Is adapted to

rotate, having seal troughs to receive said flanges, and hav-
ing flue openings to register with said hoods and said cover
plates, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,737. AUTOMOBILE RUNNING-GEAR.
Pratt. Frankfort, N. Y. Filed Jan. 24,

No. 35:{,890.

Ch.vrles T.

1907. Serial

1. The combination in an automobile running gear of a
pair of forward steerable wheels secured by pivotal Joints

to the ends of an axle and carrying the forward end. a

truck consisting of an intermediate pair of steerable

wheel* secured by pivotal Joints on the ends of an Inter-

mediate axle and a pair of non-steerable wheels secured to

the ends of the rear axle and half elliptical springs ex-

tending longitudinally of the running gear on each side

and secured to the intermediate and rear axle at their

respective ends and means for supporting the rear of the
body from said truck engaging on the middle portion of
said springs respectively, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination in an automobile running gear baT-
ing two pairs of wheels supporting one end of the body,
axles connecting said pairs of wheels, a pair of half-elllp-

tlcal springs connecting said axles, a t>ody aapported on
said elliptical springs, and an axle guide and retainer
enjraglng with said axle, substantially as set forth.

:;. The combination In a running gear for automobiles
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of two pairs of wheels and axles for each pair Bupportlng

by Interposed springs one end of tbe b<xly'. axle yuldes »e

cured to the body and en>.'a>{ini: nspoctavely with each

axle, substantially as set furth

4. The combination in a runninif irear for automobiles of

two pairs of wheels and axles therefor respeotively. a

body supported at one end by Interposed sprlnifs, each

spring supported In part on each axle, aad an axle guide

ami retainer t><r each axle secured to tl»e body and en-

g&iiian with the axle, substantially a« set forth.

888,738. NlTt RACKER. Fb.\nk E. raocToR, Grand

Rapids, Mich Filed .\ug. 22. 19<W. S^Tlal No. 331.638.

-^^

1. In a device of the Itlnd described, the combination

with a pair of K-vers pivotally connected together, of a

knife extending out to one side of the longitudinal side of

one of said levers a series of ridges formed on the other

lev»-r and a knife edge formed on the lev»r provided with

the knife, for the purpose described.

2. A nut cracker comprising a pair of levers having

bifurcated ends, a link pivoted In said ends connecting

said levers, one of said levers having a series of ridges

thereon, the other lever having a serrated cutting edge

thereon, and a knife formed on the lev^r provided with

the cutting edge, for the purpose described

3. A nut cracker comprising a pair of levers pivotally

connecte<l together, one of said levers bei»g provided with

a series of ridg"s. the other lever being provided with a

cutting edge and a serrated cutter st-runi'd to the levers

with the cutting edge projecting abovt the tirst named

cuttin-' >'dv'>' for the purpose described.

888.7:39. NON EXPLOSIVE OIL TANK Fredesi. k W.

Reihek. Sugar Grove. Ohio, assignor of onffourth to

I'harl.-s Kemmler. Columbus, Ohio. Filpd Oct. 17, 1907.

8«rlal Xo. ."97.945

1. In a non explosive oil tank, a vertically and centrally

diapoaed ftlling tul>e within th^ tank, the upper md of

said tul>e being flared to form a funnel member and being

provided with scr>»w thrt-ads. a threaded closure therefor,

said tub* being providp«l with laterally disposed bent por-

tions forming liquid seal traps on opposite sides of the

tube, and a vent tube arranged within tfce tank and par-

allel with the top thereof and having a portion projecting

through the tank top l^en^'ath said funn*-! member.

2 In a non-explosive oil tank, a vertically and centrally

disposed fllllag tub*- within th^ tank, the upper end of said

tube being flared to form a funnel member and being pro-

videil with screw threads, a threaded closure therefor,

said tube being provided with laterally (tisposed bent por-

tions forming Uijuld seal traps, one of said bent portions

being In the form of a coil termlnatln:: la n discharge end

located In the I.iwcsr purtiiiii ,n' the tank.

888. 740 TWISTER STOP-MOTlON. ALOxro E. Rh«)ADE.s.

Hopedale. Mass.. assignor to I>raper Company, Mope-

dale. Mass, a I orporafion of Maine. Filed Oct. 22.

1907. Serial No. 398,605.

1 In a twister stop-motion,* top and bottom rolls, the

former adapted to rest upon and be driven by the latter

and having end Journals, rearwardly Inclined guides ui>'in

which the journals directly impinge and travel to separate

the rolls, and a controller to cooperate with an Intact end

and act upon the Journals of and retain the top roll In

engagement with the Uittoni roll t<> Ih? driven thereby,

failure of the end releasing the controller and permitting

the top roll Journals to travel on the guides away from

the bottom roll

2. In a twister stop motion, a bottom roll, a top roll

adapted to eu:,'age and t>e driven by the bottom roll, rear-

wardly Inclined guides for and along wliii'h the top roll

may revolve and travel away from the bottom roll, and a

pivotally mounted controller governed by an Intact end

and normally cooperating directly with the top roll to

maintain it in operative engagement with the t)ottom roll.

3. In a twister stop motion, a bottom roll, a top roll to

normally rest upon and be driven by the bottom roll, In-

clined guides fur and up«.u which the top roll may revolve

and thereby travel away from the bottom roll, and means

governed by an intact end to directly cooperate with and

retain the top roll In operative engagement with th. bot-

tom roll, failure of the end rendering said ineiiiis In-

operative and permitting the top roll to enga^'e liU'l travel

upon the inclined guides out of engagement with the

bottom roll.

4. In a twister stop motion, a bottom roll, a top roll

adapted to enkcage and (m> driven li> the bottom roll, rejir-

wardly """^ downwardly inclined guides for and along

which the top roll may revolve and travel away from the

bottom roll, a pivotally mounted controller cooperating

directly with the top roll, a device on the controller to

engage an Intact end and maintain the controller in po

sltion to retain the top roll in contact with and be driven

by the bottom roll, and a stop to limit movement of the

controllii- when released by failure of the end

8 8 8,74 1 TKKATING-TANK FOR PAFER. Alva C.

Rice. Worcester. .Mass. assignor to Vellumold I'a|>er

Company, Worcester. Mass.. a ('orp<3ratlon of West \ Ir-

ginla. Filed Mar. H. 11H)7. Serial No. artl, 226.

1. The combination. In a treating tank for paper, of a

suitably supported basin for water, means to heat the

interior of said basin, a second basin suitably supv>orted

I within t!ic first and covering the same except at one end.
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and one or more perforated pli>es extending ncroas Mid
second liasln adjacent to the open end of said first basin.

2. The combination. In a treating tank for {taper, of a

suitably supported basin for wafer, heating pipes In said

basin, a second basin suitably supported within the first

and covering the same except at one end. and a supply

pipe for said heating pipes entering the open end of said

first basin.

3. The combination. In a treating tank for paper, with

the tank, of a guide roller mounted thereon, and revoluble

means for adjusting said roller longitudinally of the tank.

4. The combination. In a treating tank for paper, with

the tank, of a guide roller mounte«l thereon, revoluble

means for adjusting said roller longitudinally of the tank,

and oscillatory means for adjusting the roller at different

levels.

5. The combination. In a treating tank for paper, with

a tank provided with racks on its upper edges at the sides,

of bearing boxes mounted on such edges, a shaft Journaled

it) such txixes and provide<l with pinions meshing with

said racks, hangers carried by said shaft, a guide roller

supported by said hangers, and means to revolve the abaft.

[("•lalms »> to 12 not printed in the Gazette ]

888,742. SAFETY (IAS C<M"K. Ferpinand T. Richter,

New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 14, 1907. Serial No.

352,114.

^ ^MOj,

-J

1. In a safety gas cock, the combination of a valve body

provided with a sleeve, a valve plug seated and rotatahle fn

said body, a key having a stem longitudinally movable In the

plug, salil sle«'ve having 11 lock groove on Its inner iK-rlph-

ery. and means on the key for engaging said gro<Jve to lock

the plug and key against rotation.

2. In a sjifety gas-cock, the combination of a valve-body

provide<l with a sleeve, a valve plug seated and rotatahle

In said liody, a key having a stem longitudinally

movable in the plug, said sleeve having a lock groove on

Its Inner periphery, means on the key for engaging said

groove to lock the plug and key against rotation, and a

spring for yieldingly holding the key against longitudinal

movement.
3. In a safety gas cook, (he combination of a valve body,

a rotatahle valve plug extending through said Itody and
having a peripheral gas port, a key rotatahle with aaid

plug and having a stem extending therethrough, means
for locking said plug against rotation, and u spring for

yieldingly holding said key against rotation

8 88,74 3. TOBArrO PRODTTT AND PROCESS OF
MANT'F.\(TT'RING THE SAME. Km'IHT F. Rogebs.

South Manchester. Tonn. Filed June 7. lOOf? Serial

No. 320.rt.'0.

1. The process of manufacturing a tobacco product con

slstlng of first macerating tobacco, then adding thereto

fibrous material, then commingling therewith tohacco-

llfiuor : and finally eipresing the moisture and forming

the mass into a product of the desired degree of thickness

2. As an article of manufacture, a tobacco product

composed of tobacco pulp, and fibrous material, com-

mingled and treated with tobacco liquor In the manner.

substantially ns described.

3. As an article of manufacture, a tobacco-sheet or

lio.-ird -omposed of pulp made from tobacco refuse com-

miiiijie.l vvtih fibrous jiulp and a fiavorlng-estract In sub-

stantially the manner described.

888,744. CONTROLLING ANH REVERSING MEANS.
Chablbs F. Rui'EU. IIoi)eUale, Mass., assignor to C. F".

Roper A Company. Hopedale. Mass.. :i Firm. Filed

Dec. 7, 1907. Serial No. 405.466.

1. A reversing lever, a manually operated locking mem-
ber mounte<l thereon and movable in unison with and also

laterally relatively to the lever, oppositely acting lugs on

said member, a segment having two series of oppositely-

faced locking teeth on Us face adjacent the lever, the lugs

on the locking member cooperating simultaneously with

teeth In l)Oth aeries, to lock the lever from movement in

either direction, and a sleeve pivotally connected with

aid lever and operatively moved longitudinally by angu-

lar movement of the lever, lateral movement of the locking

member relatively to the lever effecting engagement or dis-

engagement of the lugs and the locking teeth.

2. in apparatus of the class described, a reversing

memlter, a controlling lever operatively connected there-

with and having a fixed fulcrum, a manually-oi^erated

locking member carried by the lever and having oppo-

sitely acting lugs, and two segmental series of oppositely-

faced locking teeth concentriciilly arranged one above the

other adjacent the path of movement of the lever, to co-

operate simultaneously with the lugs and lock the lever

from movement in either direction.

3. A reversing memlier. a swinging lever operatively

connected therewith and movable in a fixed path, said

lever having an opening, a segment having two rows of

oppositely faced locking teeth arranged concentrically on

the face of the segment adjacent the or>ening in the lever,

and a manually released looking member mounted on and

movable laterally relatively ro the lever and having oppo-

sitely acting lugs extended through the opening, to engage

Blinnltaueously teeth of both series and lock the lever from
movement in either direction.

4. In apparatus of the class described, a fixed stand,

a swinging lever fulcrumed thereon, a reversing memljer.

a pivotal connection between It and the lever, a segment

adju.stably mounted on the stand In parallelism with the

path of movement of the lever, two rows of opposlteiy-

I
faced teeth on the face of the segment adjacent and par-

' nllel to the path of the lever, and a manually governed

locking member on the lever, to cociperate with both rows
of teeth and positively prevent movement of the lever In

I

either direction.

I 5. A fixed stand having separated ears, and n fulcrum

pin mounted therein, a yoke having a transverse, tubular

1 foot depending therefrom to embrace the pin between the
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Mn a swlnglni; levt-r rlgUlly connectei ^Uh the yoke,

means to lock the lever fn^m ani?ular movement, a tiUmlar

carrier fulcrumed in the yoke, the fulcrum of the carrier

t.eing In parallelism with the fulcrum of tHe yoke, an ex

ternallv threaile.1 reversinR sleeve extended loosely throuRh

the carrier and nuts screwed on said sleevt and ahuttlnK

against the opposite ends of the carrier, to risldly and

adjustably connect the said sleeve and carrier

[Claims 6 to *< not printed In the Gaietta. ]

said means, an Indicator related to said b(Kly for gaging

the height thereof, and adjustat)le means to determine the

set of said cutter for produ.lnK said cuts associated with

Bald Indicator.

888,745. LEGGING MoKRis R.-senwasskr. New York,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 29, 1906. Serial No. 30s.»i28.

1 \ ieuKlnir of the class described. th« leg portion of I

which is adapted to be wrapped about the leg and secured
;

thereahotit by means connecting its meeting edges, said

\»es;\at havim; a flexible member secured to the inner sur-

face thereof, which is adapted to be deta<ajably connected

with a shoe or similar article of foot coT»rlng to prevent

the legging from rising upon the leg of th« wearer.

•>
V legging comprising a portion adapted to be posi-

tioned about the leg and ankle and harlng a loop secured

to its inner surface, said loop being adapted to be tied or

otherwise secured to a similar loop of a s»oe or other foot

covering. j . j
->. ^ legging comprising leg and ankle portions adapted

to yye positioned about said parts, said ankle portion hay-

ing a loop secured upon Its inner wall aclJacent a similar

lo.,p extending from a shoe or other foot covering, and a

flexible cord or tape for fastening together said loops.

4 In combination, a shoe or other foot covering pro-

vided with a loop extending therefrom, a legging adapted

to be positioned about the leg and also a»out a portion of

said shoe, said legging being provided with a plurality of

loops upon its inner surface, and a cord ot tape adapted to

be passed through one of said loops and through the loop

upon said shoe, the ends of said cord or tape being adapted

to be tied together whereby said legging id to be connected

with said shoe.

5 A legging of the claaa described comprising a strip of

flexible material adapted to be wrapped «bout the leg and

fastened thereabout at its free meeting tdgea, a plurality

of loops secured interiorly of the rear portion of the leg-

ging intermediate the ends thereof, and a cord extending

through one of said loops and adapted to be passed through

ft loop of a shoe, said cord being adapted to fasten said

l.x)p8 together and hold the legging against upward move-

ment.

2 A butter cutter comprising a means for supportin*; a

body of butter for movement, a cutter adjustabl.^ toward

said means, means to secure said cutter for horizontal nit-

tlag at different elevations above said first means, adjust-

able means connected to said last m.>ans and rolat.-d to

the body of butter so as to determine the length of the ver

tlcal adjustments of the cutter relatively to bodies of but

ter of different heights, whereby bodies of butter which

vary in height can be divided Into layers, all the layprs of

a body t)elng of equal thickness.

.3 A butter cutter comprising a means for supporting a

body of butter, a standard provided with stops, means ad

Justably supported on said standard for movement toward

and from said first means, a cutter on said last means, an

adjustable member on said last means, a catch on said ad-

justable member related to said stops to secure said cutter

for cutting at different elevations above said first means.

and an indicator connected to said adjustable member for

Indicating the set therpof.

4. A butter cutter comprising means for supportlnc a

body of butter for movement, an upright, a support ar

ranged on said upright for adjustment toward and from

said means, a cutter mounted on said support and nrrnn^ed

for horlsontal cutting, a vertical serl.-s of stops on said

1 upright, each stop being arranged to one side of a vertical

I

line drawn through the next or adjacent stop, and a catch

! on said support arranged to succesaively engage said stops.

said catch being adjustable to different Inclined positions

: relatively to its path of travel, for the purpose specified.

.">. .K butter cutter comprising means for supporting a

i body of butter for movement, an upright, a support slldable

I

on said upright toward and from said means, means for

i holding said support at different elevations above said first

means, a cutter on said support arranged for horliontal

cutting, and adjustable means for effecting a variance In

1
the length of the respective adjustments of said support

'

when bodies of butter which vary from a predetermined

I
height are arranged on said first means, whereby bodies of

I

butter of varying heights can be divided Into layers, all of

i the layers of a body being equal In thickness.

[Claims 6 to 2.3 not printed In the Gaeette.]

8i>8 746 BUTTER-CUTTER. Charles P. Ross. Seattle,

Wash. Filed June 20. l&0«. Serial No. 322.646.

1. A butter cutter comprising means for supporting a

body of butter for movement, a cutter for producing equally

spaced horliontal cuts In said body adjustable to and from

8 8 8,747. MANURE SPREADER. John F. Ride and

JOH.N W. Smith. Liberty. Ind., assignors to The Rude

Brothers Manufacturing Company, Liberty. Ind., a Cor-

poration of Indiana Filed June 24, 1907. Serial No.

380.389.

1. In a manure spreader, the combination of a heater, a

shaft Journaled thereover, arms hinged on the shaft, and
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movable Independently In relation thereto, a tail gate plv-

otally attached to the arms, and means for rocking the

•haft with thf amis simultaneously for lifting the tall

gate.

2. In a manure spreader, the combination of a beater, a

shaft Journaled thereover, arms independently movable on

the shaft, a swinging tall gate depending from the arms,

and means for rocking the shaft with the arms simuita-

nt>ou.sly for movin,; and maintaining the tall gate over the

beater.

3. In a manure spreader, the comliination of a beater, a

rake Journaled parallel with the beater. Independently

movable arms hinged on the rake, a tail gate swinplngly

depending from the arms, and lever mechanism for rock-

ing and yieldingly maintaining the rake with its teeth

toward the beater and with the tali gate In an elevated

position.

4. In a manure spreader, a heater consisting of similar

members each being in form of the frustum of a cone with

their bases adjacent to each other, their front edges In one

tangential plane and a universal Jtiint connecting their

axes together.

.'> In a manure sjireader. the combination of h h-'atcr, a

rake thereover, arms hinged to the rake h^ad. a tail gate

pivotally depending from the arms, means for rocking the

rake for lifting the tall gate, and stops for Intercepting

the descent of the tail gate toward the beater.

[Clnims >^ to ".t not printed in the Gazette.)

8 8 8.748. SIGNAL APPARATUS FOR TELEPHONE
8\VITCHBOARI>S. Georue H. Ryder, Somerville, Mass.

Filed Mav 17, 190.%. Serial No. 260,8.34,

^ -*

i^

1. A signal apparatus for telephone switchboards, hav-

ing. In combination, a line relay, a line signal In circuit

with the contacts of the relay, a supervisory signal, and
means for short circuiting the line signal and for placing

the supervisory signal under the control of the same relay

contacts.

2. A signal apparatus for telephone switchboards, hav-

ing, in combination, a line relay, a line signal In series

with the contacts of the relay. Jack contacts connected

w^lth the line signal terminals, a plug contact arranged to

close the Jack contacts, and a supervisory signal In circuit

with the plug contact and under the control of the relay

contacts while the Jack contacts are closed by the plug

contact

3. .\ signal apparatus for telephone switchboards, hav-

ing. In combination, a line relay, a line signal and a source

of current in series with the relay contacts, a supervisory

signal and means for short circuiting the line signal and

connecting the supervisory signal in parallel with the re-

lay contacts.

4. A signal apparatus for telephone switchboards, hav-

ing, in combination, a line relay, a source of current hav-

ing its poles connected to the relay contacts, a line signal

interpolated between one relay contact and one pole of the

source of current. Jack contacts connected with the ter-

minals of the line signal in series with the relay contacts.

a plug contact arranged to close the Jack contacts when
the plug is inserted in the jack, said plug contact being

connected to the other pole of the source of current, and
a supervisory signal Interpolated between the plug contact

and the last mentioned pole of the source of current and
under the control of the relay contacts while the jack con-

tacts are closed by the plug contact.

5. A signal apparatus for telephone switchboards, hav-

ing, in con»liinati(m, a line relay, a source of current hav-

ing Its poles conni'Cted to the relay contacts, a line signal

interpolated between one relay contact and one pole of the

source of current, a cord signal, one terminal of which is

connected to the oth»'r pole of the source of current, and
means for short circuiting the line signal and connecting

the other terminal of the cord signal to the first mentioned
pole of the source of current in parallpl with the relay

contacts.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,74 9. AI>l»lN(i M.XCHINK. Fhed Salinom. Des
Moiaes, Iowa. Filed Apr. is, 1!»07. Serial No. 368,853.

1 In a machine of the class descrilied. the comliinaiion

of a lever, a series of key bars each capable of depressing

the lever a different distance, a segmental bar fixed to

said lever and having teeth on Its concave side for oper-

ating an adding wheel of the machine, and printing type

on Its convex side, a printing hammer, and means fitr

operating the printing hatnmer against said type, at the

completion of the stroke of said lever.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a lever, a series of key bars, each capable of depressing

the lever a different distance, a segmental type bearing

bar fixed to the lever, a hammer to operate against the

type on the bar. and means for operating the hammer at

completion of the movement of each key bar. said seg-

mental type bearing bar formed with cog teeth on one side.

an adding wheel and a pinion connected with the adding
wheel, and in mesh with the said cog teeth, type on the

adding wheel, and means for shifting the hammers to

print from the type on the adding wheel.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a series of levers fulcrumed near their central portions,

each having on one end a type bearing bar. a series of

key bars for each lever, each capable of depressing the

lever a different distance, a printing hammer for each key

bar. means operated by any key bar for operating the

hammer at the completion of the stroke of the key bar.

a series of adding wheels having type thereon, a pinion

operatlvely connected with each adding wheel, said pinions

being in mesh with the cog teeth on the type bearing bars,

and means for shifting the hammers to print either from
the type bearing bars, or from the adding wheels.

4 In a device of the class described, the combination

of a series of levers fulcrumed near their central portions,

each having on one end a type bearing bar, a series of

key bars for each lever, each capable of depressing the
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a different distance, a printing ham«ier for each

kcT bar. mean-i Dp-^rated hy any key bar for operating the

hammer at the completion of the stroke of the key bar,

a series of adding whe-.ls having type therton, a pinion

operaiively connecte<J with each adding wtffel. said pin-

ions being in mesh with the cog teeth on the type bearing

bars, and means for carrying totals from one adding wheel

to the next, and m.ans for shifting the hammers to print

trom the type on the bars on the adding wheel.

o. In a machine <>t the class described. th« combination

of a type bearln? bar having teeth on one sl^e. a aeries of

key bars for op*-rating the type bearing bars, an adding

wheel at the side of the type bearing bar having tyi)e on

Ita face and arrang.-d for operation by said teeth, a ham-

mer normally held in position for printing from the type

on the type bearing bar. and means for shifting the ham

mer to position for printing from the type »n the adding

wheel.

[Clalnw 6 to 1 ; n.t printed in the <iazett«.]

888,760. SPEED CHANGlSr, AND REVKHSINO OEAR

INO. Wii.t.r.vM A Salter, rvdar Point. Kans. Filed

Feb. 12. l'J*>~ s.-rittl No. 356.9^.3.

Ing cage journaled to rerolre on aaJd shaft concentric

therewith, stepped speed reducing gears Journaled In said

i-age and meshing with the driving pinion and the spur

K.'iir. an outer tasinjj Journab-d to revolve concentric with

the driving shaft, an accelerating Internal gear carried by

jaid caslnkj and .inlawing with the stepped gears, a band

brake for r-'tanlinu the rotation of the cage, a Imii.l

\ brake for retarding the rotation of the casing, a clntdi

'

carried by said balance whe«l and adapted to luck said

casing to said wheel, and means for operating said clutch

located on the opposite side of said wheel from said casing.

o. The combination with a power driven shaft, of a pln-

1 Ion secured thereon, a sleeve on said shaft, a gear whtel

I at one end of said sleeve and a shaft coupling at the other.

1 a gear-carrying ca^e rotatable on said shaft and sleeve,

and having a hub concentric with said sleeve, one or more

.uuntcr-shafts carried by said cage, a stepped gear on

.•ach cmnt.r shaft, the larger part of said stepped tfear

meshinir wlih said pinion, and the smaller part with said

gear-wheel on said sleeve, a cnslng Inclosing said pinion and

gears and rotatable on said shaft and the hub of said cajre,

a tly-wheel on said shaft, a band clutch carried by said fly-

wheel and .'ii^'aifink' with the outside of said casing, a sta-

tionary t>an<l brake adapted ti> eneatre with the ..ntside of

said f^sinj;. and another stationary band brake adapted to

enicaKe with the hub of said cage.

1. In a change speed transmission mechaDism. the com-

bination of a driving shaft, a tubular drivet shaft sleered

thereon, a small pinion mounted on and rotating with the

driving shaft, a larger gear connected with the driven

shaft, a step[>ed gear connecting said pinion on the driving

shaft and gear on the driven shaft and mounted to rotate

about the axis of the driving shaft and also about an in-

dependent axis, a casing rotatable alwut tjie axes of the

>haft* and provided with an internal gear meshing with

larger of the pinions of the stepped gear, tneans for pre-

venting said casing from rotating, other tneans for pre-

vvnting said stepped gear from rotating about the axis

of the driving shaft, and means mounted upon and rotat-

ing with the driving shaft and adapted |o engage with

thn casing in order to lock the same to saij shaft.

J. In a change-speed gear, the combination of a driving

shaft rotated in one direction only a driving pinion there-

on, a balance wheel on said shaft, planetary speed-chang-

ing mechanism meshing with said pinion, a clutch carried

by said balance wheel and adapted to engage with said

speed changing mechanism, and means for operating said

clutch located on the opposite side of said wheel from

the speed-changing mechanism.

3. In a change speed gear, the combination of a power

driving shaft a power driving pinion theteon, a balance

wheel also secured to said shaft, an intermediate spur gear

adapted to revolve on said shaft, a planetary gear-carry-

ing cage Journaled to revolve concentric with said driving

shaft, stepped speed reducing gears ]ourna|ed In said cage

and meshing with the driving pinion and the apur gear.

means for retarding the rotation of said cage, a clutch for

locking said speed- reducing gears to the balance wheel,

and means for operating said clutch located on the oppo-

site side of said wheel from said gears.

4. Id a change speed gear, the combination of a power

driving shaft a driving-pinion thereon, of a balance wheel

also secured to said shaft, an intermediate spur gear

adapted to revolve on said shaft, a plan»*ary gear-carry-

888,751. BR.VKF. SH(»i: Fnz \V. Sakoknt. Xahwah,

N. J. assi>:ii..r u> Kdward 11 Fallows. N'-w York. N. Y.

Filed Dec 19, 1»07. Serial No 407.144.

1 A steel back for a brake shoe, comprising a plate

c;ir\ed in its length and formed at one side thereof with a

curved flange, the ends of said plate being upwardly

turned to receive the end thrust of the brake head, sub-

stantially as described.

2. .\ brake shoe consisting of a body and a plate lo-

cated at or adjacnt to the back thereof, said plate being

perforated and having its ends turned upwardly to receive

the end thrust of the brake head, substantially as de-

scrlt)ed.

3. A brake shoe provided with a steel back located at

or adjacent to the back of the shoe, said steel back com-

prising a perforated plate formed with an Integral curved

flange, the ends of said plate being turned upwardly to

receive the end thrust of the brake head, substantially as

described.

4. A brake shoe comprising a body and a steel back lo-

cated at or adjacent to the back of the shoe, said steel

back being formed with a p.'rforated plate and with an In-

tegral fwrforated curved ilautfe, the ends of said plate

being turne<l to receive the end thrust of the l)rake head,

substantially as described.

,"). A brak'^ shoe comprising a body and a steel back lo-

cated at or adjacent to the back of the shoe, said steel

back being formed of a perforated plate and an Integral

curved perforated flange, the ends of said plate being up-

wardly turned and reinforced by the cast metal of the

body, substantially as described.

S88.752. REGISTER. He.snT W Sayles, Peoria. 111.

Filed May 7. 1W>«. Serial No. 315.506.

1. A register comprising a driven shaft, a gear thereon.

an axle having a gear thereon meshing with said driven

shaft gear, a two toothed disk on said axle, a second shaft,

a sleeve loosely mounted thereon, a (ieneva whe«l on said

sleeve to engage said disk teeth, a single toothed wheel

on said sleeve, a third shaft a (ieneva wheel on said third

shaft to engage said single tooth of said wheel, a single

toothed wheel on said third shaft, a disk shaft for the

hundreds disk, a (ieneva wheel on said disk shaft engag-
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Ing said tooth of said wheel on the third shaft said last

named (ieneva wheel abutting the inner end of said sleeve

and thereiiy restricting the longitudinal movement there-

of on said disk shaft, second and third disk shafts, a

ingle toothed whe«M on said first disk shaft, a (ieneva

wheel on the second disk shaft engaging said wheel of

the first disk shaft, a single toothed wheel on said second

disk shaft, a Geneva wheel on the third dl>-k shaft engag-

ing said tooth of the wheel of the second disk.

2. A register cuibo<i\ lug a front and back plate, three

spaced disk shafts arranged in a line, and supported by

said plates, a driven abaft, a second shaft adjacent the

driven shaft, a gear on the driven shaft, n short axle

haTlng one end in said rear plate, a bracket supiwrting

the other end of snid axle, a gvar on the axle between the

plate and bracket meshing with said gear of the driven

shaft, a two tootlid disk on said axle to the rear of said

fear thereon, a sleeve loosely mounted on one of said disk

shafts, a Geneva wheel on said sleeve engaging said two

toothed disk, means on said sleeve to operate said second

shaft, a (ieneva wheel on said disk shaft, abutting said

sleeve and th.r.'by preventing longitudinal movement

thereof on said disk shaft, and means for operating the

other two disk shafts from said first disk shaft.

888.753. GLTTEK. <.»;.. ict. W. S'lii.tOK. New York,

N. Y., assignor to Braymau Manufacturing Company,

New York. N. Y.. a Cori>orati<in of New York. Filed

July 14, lt»06. Serial No. 320,172.

1. .\ ^'utter comprlsliiR a plurality of trough sections

ench having an otlnet portion at one end. and a flange sec-

tion Inclosing its other end adapted to receive the offset

portion of an adjoining troutb section, and packing mate-

rial interposed between the Inner surface i.f ^Hid offset

portion, and the outer surface of said inclosed trough end.

substantially as speclfli-d.

2. .\ gutt.T (..nipiisiut- n plurality of trough sections

each having an offset iK>rtlon at one end. and a flaoge sec-

tion about its other end adapted to receive the offset

portion of an adjoining trough section, packing material

intei])OHe<l UMween the Inner surface of said offset portion

and the outer surface of said Inclosed troiiirli enil. and

perforate<i plates for said trough sections, substantially

as specifled.

3. A glitter eomprislng a plurality of trough sections

each having an offset portion at one end. and a flange

section extending lont'ltudlnally along its other end and

adapted to receive the offset jxirtlon of an adjoining

trouirh section, and packing material Interjiosed l>etween

the Inner surface of said offset portion .ind tht- outer siir

face of the inclf^sed trough end, aubstantlally .is si>ecifie,l.

4. A gutter comprising a plurality of trough sections

each having an offset jMirtion at one end. and a t1nn;re sec-

tion extending longitudinally along Its other end and

a(lapte<l to receive the offset i)ortion of an adjoining

trough section, packing material Interposed l)etween the

inner surface of said offset portion and the outer surface

of the lncloBe<l trough end. and perforated cover plates

for said trough sections, substantially as specified.

5. A gutter comprising a plurality of trough se< tions

each having an offset portion at one ead. and a flange .sec-

tion extending outwardly from and longitudinally of said

trough section at Its other end adapted to receive the off-

set portion of an adjoining trough section, and packing

material interposed between the inner surface of said offset

portion and the outer surface of the Inclosed trough end

therein, substantially as specified.

[Claims 6 to s not printed In the iazette.]

888.754. IMAND BENCH Hakuv L. SrHrFF. Marietta.

Ohio. Filed Apr. 11. 1007. Serial No. 367,547.

1. In an adjustable piano l>ench. the combination with

a stationary tMxIy, of a seat board provided with depend

Ing rack bars slldabiy raountwl through said body and hav-

ing central longitudinal slot* therein, phites secured within

said body and having guides formed thereon through

which said rack bar works, and having rollers mounted

thereon for engagement within said slots, locking dogs

arrange<1 for engagement with saiii rack bars, guides

formed on said plates for the re<'eption of said dogs, leaf

sjirings secured within said liody and l-earlng against said

liogs to hold the same in engagement with said rack liars.

and a rock shaft suitably journaled within said Ivody and

provided with ang\ilar extensions secured to said dogs

to withdraw the same upon the rotation of said shaft.

and a handle ifor rotating said shaft having adjustable

connection therewith, substantially as descrit>ed.

2. In an adjustable piano-bench, the cmbinntion with a

stationary body, of a sent board provided with depending

rack bars slldabiy mounted through said body having cen-

tral longitudinal slots therein, plates sec\;red within said

iKxly having guides formed thereon thron-rb which said

rack bars work and rollers mounted therem for engage-

ment within said slots, locking dogs arrani;ed for cng.nge-

ment with said rack bars, guides formed on said plates

for the reception of said dogs. leaf springs secured within

said body and bearing against said dogs to hold the .same

In engagement with said rack bars, a rock shaft suitably

Journaled in brackets within said body and provided with

angular extensions secured to said dogs to withdraw the

same upon the rotation of said shaft, and a han.lie for ro-

tating said shaft having ninvement in a vertical plane and

having adjustable connection with said shaft, substantially

as de.scrll>ed.

'*S«.7.-.') ("I.OTH riTTINti MACHINE, "eorge S<<>tt,

Amsterdam. N. Y. Filed Mar. 13. 100.'. Serial No.

249.866.

1. In a cntting machine, a cutting table ami a cutter,

said table l»elng redprocable with respe<t to said cutter,

and said ctitter rotating In a direction tending to draw

the cloth away from the table, substantially as descril»ed.

2. In a cntting machine, a cutting table and a cutter.

projecting upward through said table, said table being re-

viprooable with respect to said cutter. In combination

with non-rotatable means located above the table for co-

acting with the cutter in cutting the material, substan-

tially as described.

3. in a cutting machine, a cutting table and n cutter

projecting upward through said table, said table being re-

^i.,'*
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ciprocable with r^\>*-rt to said cutter, an« a stationary

blaile or member located above the table and co-acting with

th^* aforesaid cutter to cut material traveling with the

table, substantially as described.

4 In a cutting machine, a cutting tablt having a slot

therein, a cutter projecting upward through aald slot, iald

table being reciprocable with respect to saW cutter, and a

.stationary blade or member located above tfce table and co-

acting with the aforeaald cutter to cut material traveling

with said table, substantially as described.

5. In a cutting machine, a cutting tablt having a slot

therein; a cutter projecting upward through said slot;

said table being reciprocable with respect to said cutter ;

and means for automatically moving said ^able In one di-

rection, substantially as described. I

f Claims »5 to .'^n not printed In the Gazette.]

888,756. PASTE BOX AND DAUBER. a>GAB M. Sckas-

TON, Rochester. N Y . assignor of one-lialf to Clarence

W McKay, Rochester. N Y. Filed AuR 14. lfM)T, Se-

rial No. 388,463.

5. The combination with a cylindrical receptacle of uni-

form cross sectional area and adapted to contain a vis-

cous material, of a stopper fitting within the receptacle

and having a dauber arranged on Its underside adjac»-nt

the material In the receptacle, said dauber comprising a

pad of flbrou.s material conforming In area and contour

to the bottom of the receptacle, and a handle on the

stopper

8 8 8.757. DETACHABLE CIFF FOR COATS. Loiis

Shllmav. Philadelphia, Pa Filed Dec. 18, 1907. Se-

rial No. 4iM,080.

1. The combination with an open receptacle, of a stop-

per therefor fitting within the receptacle provided with a

dauber on Its under side having a lower surface conform-

ing to that of the bottom of the receptacle.

2. The combination with a cylindrical receptacle open

at one end. of a circular dauber having yielding edges fit-

ting within said receptacle and a lower surface coexten-

sive with and conforming to that of tl»e bottom of the

receptacle.

3. The combination with a cylindrical receptacle of uni-

form cross sectional area, of a stopper a4spted to contact

with the walls thereof throughout the length of the latter

and having a dauber arranged on its under side.

4. The combination with a receptacle open at one end

and having uniform cross sectional arw, of a stopper

fitting within the receptacle and movable throughout the

length thereof having a dauber arranged on its underside

and a handle on the stopper of smaller diameter than the

receptacle and accessible through the opening therein.

1. A coat the sleeve of which Is provided at Hm ex

tremlty with an outer detachable cuff, together with means

for detachably securing the same to the outside of the

sleeve, whereby when said cuff Is removed the sle«>ve is

still complete.

2. As a new article of manufacture, an outer detach

able coat sleeve cuff consisting of a cuff portion wholly

separable from the sleeve and provided with means for at

tachlng the same to the sleeve.

3. A coat sleeve provld»'d with ornamental buttons,

near Its outer corner In combination with a detachable

cuff formed of the same material as the coat, but separa

ble therefrom, provided with button holes for engaging

the buttons of the coat sl.-eve, said sleeve being still com

plete when said cuff is removed.

888,758. PROCESS OF MAKING A MEDICINAL COM
POSITION John C. Slack. Clayton, N Mex Fll^-d

July 12, 1907. Serial No 38.3,480.

The herein described process, of making a medicinal

composition for the treatment of catarrh, consisting in

burning the entire plant Artemitia frigida, forming an

alcoholic extract of the resultant ash and mixing there-

with lodln. potassium lodld. glycerin and water, substan-

tially as described

888.7.'S9 AT'TOMATH- MOTOR - STARTER Edwin H

Smythe. Chicago. Ill . assignor to Western Electric Cora

pany, Chicago. Ill , a Corporation of Illinois Filed Aug

17. 1905 Serial No. 274.616.
• 1 The combination with an electric motor and Its cir-

cuit, of a resistance In said circuit, a series of switch

members each adapted to cut out a portion of the resist

ance. a magnet adapted to be controlled by varying cur

rents, and cam mechanism actuated by said magnet to

regulate the successive operation of said switch members

2 The combination with an electric motor and Its clr-

cuU. of a resistance in the motor circuit, a series of

switch members each adapted to cut out a portion of the

resistance, means tending to close said switch members.

means normally obstructing the closure thereof and an

electromagnet energised according to the varying poten-

tial of the motor armature, for removing In succession

said switch obstructing means.

3. In a motor starting device, the combination with the

motor, of a resistance included in the circuit thereof, a

series of switches each adapted to cut out a portion of said

resistance, electromagnetic means operated upon the clo-

sure of the motor circuit for antomatically placing said
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switches under tension tending to close the same means

normally obstructing the closure of said switches, and an

electromagnet energized according to the varying potfntlai

of the motor armature for removing In succession said

switch obstructing means.
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4. In a motor starting device, the combination with the

motor, of a resistance Included In the circuit thereof, a

solenoid automatically energized according to the varying

potential of the motor armature, a movable core for said

solenoid, a shaft having a series of cams mounted thereon,

a connection between said core and shaft whereby the

movement of the core rotates the cams, and a series of

toggles automatically operated upon the rotation of said

cams to successively short circuit portions of said resist-

ance

5. The combination with an electric motor and its cir-

cuit, of a resistance In the motor clrcut, a series of

toggle switch members each adapted to cut out a portion

of the resistance, an electromagnet, means operated by

said magnet for putting the switch memb«'rs under ten-

sion tending to close the same, an electromagnet energized

according to the varying potential of the motor armature,

anil cam mechanism controlled by the energization of

said second named magnet for regulating the successive

closing of said switch members.
[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

in between each pair of contacts, and means for operating

the toggles at the limit of the forward movement of the

blades to spread the blades outwardly against said con-

tacts to close the circuit

4. In a circuit breaker, the combination with circuit

terminals having fixed contacts, the opposing faces of

which are beveled, of a wedge-shaped bridging member

comprising two blades connected together by toggles and

mounted to move forward freely in between said contacts,

and means for operating the toggles at the limit of the

forward movement of the blades to spread the blades out-

wardly against the beveled faces of said contacts.

5. In a circuit breaker, the combination with circuit

terminals each having a pair of fixed contacts, the oppos-

ing faces of which are l)eveled, of a wedge-shaped bridging

member comprising two blades connected together by tog-

gles and mounted to move forward freely in between each

pair of contacts, and means for operating the toggles at

the limit of the forward movement of the blades t.

spread the blades outwardly against the beveled faces of

said contacts.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette ]

888,760. CIRCUIT-BREAKER Edwiv h Smyth k Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to Western Electric I'ompany, Chi-

cago. III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 17, 1905.

Serial No. 274,617.

1 In a circuit breaker, the combination with circuit

tertninals each of which has a pair of contacts, the oppos-

ins; faces of which are beveled outwardly, of a wedge-

shaped bridging member composed of two parts adapted

to be brought forward In between eacli pair of contacts

and then laterally In opposite directions to engage the

beveled faces thereof, and means for operating the bridg-

ing member to open and close the circuit

2 In a circuit breaker, the combination with circuit

terminals having fixed contacts, of a bridging member com-

prising two blades connected together by toggles and

mounted to move forward freely in between said contacts,

and means for operating the toggles at the limit of the

forward movement of the blades to spread the blades out

wardly against the contacts to close the circuit

;v In a circuit breaker, the combination with circuit

terminals each of which has a pair of laminated contacts,

of a bridging member comprising two blades conne<ted

together by toggles and mounted to move forward freely

888,761. SPEED-GOVERNOR. Howard F. Sntdee and

JOH.N T. Hi ME. Newton. Iowa, assignors to Fred L.

Maytag. Newton, Iowa. Filed Jan. 8. 1904. Serial No.

188.263.

1. A speed governor comprising a friction disk, fric-

tion wheels in engagement with the disk, designed to be

moved radially outward and inward as they are driven

around a given center, means for driving said wheels

around said center and means for rotating the friction

wheels.

2. A speed governor comprising a friction disk, friction

wheels in engagement with the disk, designed to be moved

radially outward and inward as they are driven around a

given center, means for driving said wheels around said

center and means for rotating said wheels constantly as

they are driven around said center.

3. A speed governor comprising a friction disk, friction

wheels In engagement with the disk, designed to be moved

radially outward and inward as they are driven arouod

a given center, means for driving said wheels around said

center, means for rotating said wheels constantly as they

are driven around said center, and means for controlling

the radial movement of said friction wheels.

4. A speed governor comprising a friction disk, friction

wheels In engagement with the disk, designed to be moved
radially outward and Inward as they are driven around a

given center, means for driving said wheels around said

center and means for controlling radial movement of the

friction wheels.

5. .\ speed governor comprising a friction disk, friction

wheels in engagement with the disk, designed to be moved
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radially outward and inward as they are drlren around a

((iv>'n ct^nrer. meana for driving said wheels around said

center and sprlnip* for maintaining the fraction wht?els

normally at their Inn^r limit of moT(>ment.

[Claims 6 to 37 not printed in the Gaiett* ]

888,7HL'. AIR PI MP. Samtkl E. Spkncer, Sprlngville,

N. Y Filed Mar 1, U»07. S<»rlal No. 3«<f.070.

1 The comblnaiion with an eniclne and ilia shaft, of a

pump <-(.<mprisiD)f a plurality of cylinders, pistons io said

cylinders, a shaft having crank connectiim with said

pistons. m>aa8 for temporarily connecting laid shaft to

the engine shaft ami handles attached to tke pump and
adapted fo be arlpped by the operator to hold the pump
shaft in temp<3rarily operative engagement with the en-

.'in*' shaft.

_• The Combination with an engine and its shaft, of a

pump comprising a plurality of cylinders, piptons In aaid

cylinders, a shaft having cranit connection \rith said pls-

ton.-^, mean.s for temporarily connecting said shaft to the

engine shaft and means attached to the pump and adapted
to l>e grasped by the operator to wholly support the pump
and hold the pump shaft in temporarily operative engage-

ment with the engine shaft.

'^. The combination with an engine and lt< shaft, of an
air pump adapted to be tempormrily attached to said

engine to be driven therefrom comprising a bollow casing

having a cylinder at each end, a cylinder Head attached
to the outer end of each cylinder, ao outlet valve and
inlet valve in each cylinder head, a tube connecting the

outlet valves, a connection extending from s^ld tube to the

part reijulring a compressed medium, pistoni in said cyl-

inders, a shaft, a crank extending from said shaft, a con-

nection between «aid crank and one of the plitons and op-

positely eitendinj; handles on the cylinder Ijeads adapted
to be grasped by the operator to wholly support and hold

the air pump in position to be driven from th* engine with
the shaft of the air pump connected to the engine shaft,

substantially as .set forth.

4 Thf> combination with an engine and its shaft, of a

pump having a cylinder and a piston in said cylinder, a
shaft having crank connection with said pisttrn. m«-ans for

temporarily connecting >»aid shaft to the engine shaft and
means attached to the pump and adapted Oo be grasped
tiy the operator to wholly support the pump and hold the

pump shaft in temporarily active engagement with the

engine shaft.

.*> A device of the class described comprising a hollow

casing having a cylinder at each end. a cylUdf-r head at-

tached to the oilier end of each cylinder qnd having a

tubular extension forming both an air inlet nnd a handle
adapted to be graspi-d by the hands of th* operator to

hold the device In position to be driven. jiHtons in said

cylinders, a shaft, a crank extending from stld shaft and
a connection Ix-rw^-en said crank and one of l|he pistons.

pressure in to the clamps in opposite directions whereby
the line wire is clamped and held fast tM>tween the four

ends of the two "lamps.

S8S.76a LINE -WIRE FASTENER. La^avette Stan-
ton, Beaver ttlv»'r, N V . a.Hsigni)r of nitiety-Bve one-
hundredths to himself and tive one hundr^ths to For-
syth Manufacturing Company. Buffalo, N. t-. a domestic
Corporation Filed Aug. 1, li)07. Serial No. 386.5.'}7.

1. A line wire fastener comprising two clamps, the
en"i.s of one extending through the ends of the other and
re^'eiving the wire and a lever for forcing the clamps apart
and creating pressure upon the wire.

j

_' .V line wire fastener comprising two U-|ihaped clamp
members, one having slots at its ends through which the

•nds of the other clamp extend, and one constructed at

its ends to receive the line wire and a lever for applying

?t. \ device as described, comprising a plurality of

clamp members adapted for application to a line-wire In-

sulator, onn of said members tieini: armiaie In outline and

having latiTal terminals provided with iMongated slots,

and the other clamp member having its arms passed

through said slots and provided with hook-ended termi-

nals arranged at right angles to the terminals of the afore-

said member, said terminals boinir effective for gripping

the line-wire, and a cam lever having pivotal connection

with the damp-member having the hookended terminal.

4. A device as described, comprising an arcuate rlamp-

memt)er having slotted outstanding or lateral terminals.

an additional clamp-member having hook-ended terminals

passed through said slotted lateral terminals, said termi-

nals effective for clamping or gripping the line wire tie-

twe.'n them. «aid clamp meml)ers Iteing adapted for appli-

cation to a line-wire insulator, and a cam-levfr having

pivotal connection with said hook-ended clamp-memtnT.

5. A device as described comprising two U shaped

clamps, one constructed and adapted at the ends to re-

ceive a line wire therethrough and the other to press

against said line wire, and means pressing against said

clamps to create this clamping pressure upon the wire.

^88,764. ATTACHMENT FOR SEED-PLANTERS Oeb-

I
KIT W Stekken and Henry .'^terken. Rock Valley.

Iowa. FilfHl -Vug. ;:i. ll«)7. Serial No. :U>0,9ai».

1. In a device of the class described, the curablnarlon

of a cross piece designed for connection with a planter

frame, a pair of brace bars fixed to each end of the cross

piece, and designed to be connected to the forward ends

of runners, or furrow openers, and a bracket fixed to each

end of the cross piece, a cutter disk for each bracket and a

shaft for each cutter disk extended upwardly through the

bracket and detachably and adjustably connected th-re-

wlth.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a cross piece, a plate adjustably fixed to the cross piece,

brace bars adjustably fixed at their ends to the cross

piece, said plate and brace bars designed to be connected

to the tongue of a seed planter, a bracket adjustably fixed

to each end of the cross piece and comprising two cylin-

drical memt)er8 spaced apart, a rearwardly projecting

plate designed to l>e secured to the top of the cross piece,

and a rearwardly projecting support below said plate, a

collar Inserted between said cylindrical members, a disk

for each of said brackets, a shaft for each disk passed

through the cylindrical members and the collar, set screws

passed through the collar to engage the shaft, and brace

bars fixed to said rearwardly projecting support, and hav-

ing their rear ends designed to overlap the opposite sides

of the runner, and bolts for securing said bars to a runner.
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8 8 8.765. DRIVING 1IXCHA1R8M FOR PLANERS.

BcBT D. Stevens. Beloit. Wis., assignor to The Berlin

Machine Works. Beloit. Wis., a Corporation of Wiscon-

sin. Filed Nov. lb. IW'- Serial No. 40J.»i.^H.

end frames, a series of inclined broad scoop-shaped chutes

secured to nnd depending froqj the supporting bars, an

inclined broad sc<x.p-shai>ed chute secured to and depend-

ing from the supporting bars, and projecting through the

forward end frame, bearing boxes secured to the end

1. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a pair of driven pulleys, a driving pulley, a pair

of automatically-acting belt tightening wheels, a first belt

passed around one of said driven pulleys, said driving pul-

ley, and both of said belt-tightening wheels, and a second

belt passed around the other driven pulley and the driving

pulley, one of said belt tightening wheels acting on one of

said belts while the other belt-tightening wheel acts on

the other belt, substantially as described.

2 In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a pair of driven pulleys, n driving pulley, a pair

of automatically-acting belt tightening wbeeU. a first belt

passed around one of said driven pulleys, said driving pul-

ley, and both of said helt-tlghtenlng wheels, and a second

belt passed around the other driven pulley and the driving

pulley beneath said first belt, one of said belt tighteuing

wheels acting on one of said belts while the other belt

tightening wheel acts on the other belt, substantially as

described.

."?. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a pair of driven pulleys, a driving pulley, a first

automatically acting belt-tightening wheel on the side of

said drivini: pulley opposite said driven ptilleys, a .second

automati. ally-acting belt tightening wheel on the same

side of said driving pulley as said driven pulleys, a first

belt passed around one of said driven pulleys, said driving

pulley, and both of said tightening wheels, and a second

belt passed around the other driven pulley and said driving

pulley, said first tightening wheel acting on said first belt

and the second tightening wheel acting on said second

belt, substantially as described.

4. In a machine of the character de8cril)ed. the combi-

nation of a pair of driven pulleys, a driving pulley, a first

iK'lt tightening wheel on the side of said driving pulley op-

po.site said driven pulleys, a second belt tighi-uing wheel

on the same side of said driving pulley as said driven pul-

leys, a first belt passed around one of said ilriven pulleys,

said driving pulley, and both of said tightening wheels, a

second belt pas.sed around the other driven pulley and said

driving pulley, means pressing said first tightening wheel

away from said driven pulleys to maintain the first belt

taut", and means pressing said second tightening wheel

toward said second belt to tighten the same, substantially

as described.

.'). In a machine of the character described, the combi

nation of a pair of driven pulleys, a driving pulley, a first

belt tightening wheel on the side of said driving pulley

opposite said driven pulleys, a second belt-tightening wheel

on the same side of said driving pulley as said driven pul-

leys, a first belt passe<l around one of said driven pulleys,

said driving pulley, and both of said tightening wheels, a

second belt passed around the other driven r"llp.v and said

driving pulley beneath said first belt, means pressing said

first tightening wheel away from said driven pulley to

maintain said first belt taut, and means pressing said sec-

ond wheel and the first belt passing therearound against

said second belt to tighten the same, substantially as de-

scribed.

frames, shafts having supporting rollers and mount-d in

the bearing boxes, a drum having end openings, and angu-

lar forwardly extending flights extending from end to end

of the drum; the drum being mounted on the rollers and

surrounding the chutes.

S.^.S.7r.7 APPARATIS FOR CLASSIFVINl^. SOLID MA-

TERIALS. REXft K. Tri'TTIkr, Hussein I>ey, .Algeria,

Filed Apr. l^^. 1»07. Serial No. 368,iK)3.

888,766. WASHING APPARATUS. FREORirH Stockek,

Highland, 111. Filed Feb. 6, 1908, Serial No. 414,584.

A washing apparatus comprising end frames, a pair of

longitudinal supporting bars fixed at their ends to the

1. Apparatus for classifying solid materials by equiva-

lence and by density, comprising a vertical tube, means for

passinic a classifying current therethrough, a distributer

for delivering the materials into said tube in well defined

charges at regular and adjustable intervals, a tubular ele-

ment free from any Internal organ, located below said dis-

tributer and In which the materials delivered by the latter

are classified preliminarily by equivalence, means for de-

flecting more or less laterally the various species of the

bodies to be classified and thereby separate them by den-

sity more and more completely as they descend, and jiarts

for discharging and receiving the classified substances

2. An apparatus for classifying solid materials by equiva-

lence and by density, comprising a vertical tube, means

for passing a classifying current therethrough, a distribu-

ter for delivering the materials into said tube, a tubular

element free from any internal organ for classifying the

materials by equivalence, a series of superposed classify-

ing elements for classifying by density, each of said ele-

ments comprising a vertically movable regulating shoe and

an adjustable separating plate or flap located below and

arranged to work In conjunction with the shoe to regu

late the force and direction of the classifying current, a

flap for regulating the output, and means for securing the

proper direction of the classifying current, and parts for

receiving and discharging the classified materials.
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3. A cla«sifyin){ apparatus comprising a vertical tube,

in*'ans for causing a classifying current to pass there-

through, a dlitrlbuter located at the upper p«rt of the tube

an.l consisting of a rotating perforated draw surrounded

by a easing fixed to said drum and formed ^ith longitudi-

nal apertures through which the ore to be tiasslfled falls

in shf't'Ts at mor*' or le«s close intervals, a tubular element

free from any Internal organ, for classlfyllig by equiva-

lenof. a distrlbutlng-dlvider serving to reflate the de-

scf-nding sheets of ore. and consisting of an inclined table

furnlshod with pins, means for deflecting th» ore laterally

under the two-fold action of the classifying current and

of their own velocity, and parts for discharging and re-

ceiving the classified materials.

4 A classifying apparatus comprising a vertical tube,

means fir causing a current of water to flow! therethrough

in a suitable direction, a distributer for deliterlng the ma-

terials t) be classified into the tube, a tubular element free

from any Internal organ, for classifying th« materials by

e-iulvalence. a distrlbutlng-dlvider at the bale of said ele-

ment, a series of superposed classifying elements for classi-

fying by density located below the tubalat element for

classifying by equivalence, chutes leading from the said

superposed density classifying elements, fltHd-tigbt boxes

arranged to receive the material from the chftes and yield-

ing counterbalanced bottoms for said boxes.

5. \ classifying apparatus comprising a vertical ttil>e,

means for causing a classifying current to flow there-

through, a distributer for delivering the material into the

tube, a tubular element free from any Intertial organ, for

receiving the material from the distributer, a distributing

divider at the base of said tubular element, a series of

superposed density classifying elements, means for re

civing and discharging the classified sttbstances and

means for imparting pulsations to the classifying currents

independently of the vessel which contains Che current for

oscillating the material passing through the current.

[Claim >\ not printed in the Gazette.]

communication with the reservoir, a closure of flexible

material on the lower end of said tube, a spring exerting

downward thrust on said tube, a vent pipe arranged within

.said tutM>, a valve provided on the lower end of said pipe

and normally closing the lower end of said tube, said valve

being fixed on said pipe and said pipe being detachably

engaged with and supported by said reservoir, substan-

tially as described.

888,7f8. MINERS LAMP. Willi.\m TcNSissKy, Haile-

ton; Pa. Filed May 3, 1907. Serial No. 3f71,006.

.>^

1. A miners lamp, comprising a tank asd a neck por-

tion crimped thereto, said neck having a laterally extend-

ing integral tongue, said tongue being b*nt to form a

sleeve, a cover fitting said neck and having an integral

tongue extending above and parallel to the tongue of the

neck when the cover is closed, said tongue t>eing also bent

to form a sleeve, and a link having its opposite side mem-

bers in engagement with said sleeves, respectively.

2. A miner's lamp, having a neck portion crimped and

secured in the lamp body, an Integral toqgue carried by

said neck, a cover, a tongue formed Integral with the cover,

and a link connecting said tongues.

88S,7«9. BOTTLE - FILLER. Theo[)obii L. ValbrU's,

Fort Atkinson, Wis., assignor to The Cnnmery Package

Mfg. Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Nov, 14, 1904. Serial No 232,758

1 In a t>ottle filler, a reservoir, having a» opening in its

bottom, in combination with a vertical liquid tube having

its upper end slldably arranged In said *penlng and in

2. In a bottle filler, a reservoir, provided with a Iwx or

sleeve In its bottom, in combination with a liquid tube slld-

able In said box, means normally projecting said tut>e. a

closure on the lower end of said tube and a suitably sup-

ported valve arranged at the lower end of the tube and

normally closing and sustaining said tube, substantially

as deBcril>ed.

3. In a bottle filler, a reservoir, provided with a box or

sleeve in Its bottom, in combination with a liquid tube slld-

ably arranged in said box. a bottle closure or stopper at

the lower end of said tube, means normally projecting said

tube and a valve engaged by the lower end of said tube

and normally sustainlag said tube, said tube and valve

being relatively movable, substantially as descril>ed and

for the purpose specified.

4. In a bottle filler, a reservoir, provided with a box or

sleeve In its bottom, in combination with a liquid tube

slldably arranged in said box, a bottle closure or stopper

at the lower end of said tube, means normally projecting

said tube, a valve engaged by the lower end of said tube.

and normally sustaining said tube, said tube and valve

being relatively movable, and a suitable air vent, sub-

stantially as described and for the purpose specified

5. In a bottle filler, a reservoir, in combination with a

packing box upon the bottom of the reservoir, a packing

ring therein and of less Internal diameter, a liquid tube

slldable within said ring and smaller than said box. a

closure on said tube, means beneath the reservoir to de-

press the tube, a suitable vent pipe depending from said

reservoir and a valve on the lower end of said pipe and

closing said liquid tube, substantially as described,

(Claims « to 11 not printed in the Gazette ]

888.770, CASED-BOTTLE CAPPER THEnooRB L, VALr-

RiDS. Fort Atkinson, Wis,, assignor to The Creamery

Package Mfg. Company, Chicago, III,, a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed July 28, 1906. Serial No. 328.226.

1. In a machine for capping bottles, a horizontally

disposed cap-magazine, in combination with a vertically

movable cap-ej«cting mechanism and a vertically oper-

able capping mechanism, substantially as de8crll>ed.

2. in a machine for capping bottles, a horizontally dis-

posed cap-magazine, in combination with cap-ejecting plate

occupying a vertical plane at the end of said magazine and

capping mechanism, substantially as described,

3. In a machine for capping bottles, a horizontally dls-
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posed cap magazine, n cap ejecting mechanism, a recipro-

cating tubular shell having a cap inlet, and a rni> seating

plunv'er traversing said shell, substantially ah described.

888.772. BOTTLE CAPPING MACHINE Stanley Wil-

kinson, Chicago, 111. Filed May 24, 1907. Serial No.

;{7f),41G.

4 In a machine for capping bottles, a horizontally dis-

posed cap magazine, a cap eJe<-tor, a reciprocating- tubular

plunger guide having a cap inlet, and a cap-seating plun-

ger within said guide. 8ul)Stanfially as described

,%. In a machine for capping bottles, a horizontally dis-

pt,H«>d <ap magazine, a c«p-eJector. a tubular plunger-gnide

carrying a chute for the caps, and a cap-seatinn plunger

within said guide, substantially as described

[Claims tj to 41 not priniid in the Gazette ]

888,771. r>OUBLING MACHINE Gkobge A Wettev-

r.»L, St I^uis. Mo. Filed Sept. 19, 1906. Serial No.

3;!5,279.

1. In a plate doubling machine, the combination with

doubling means, of means having an automatic operation

for compensating for irregularities at the ends of the

plate,

2. In a plate doubling machine, the combination with

doubling means, of means for centering a plate having

an Irregular extremity to solely project the irregular por

tion of said extremity for trimming purposes

3. In a plate doubling machine, the combination with

doubling means, of means at opposite extremities to com-

pensate for irregular formations at the ends of the plates

and project said formations when the plates are doui>led.

4. The combination with a plate doubling machine, of

slides at the ends thereof provided with heads to extend

the area of the engaging terminals thereof, and means for

automatically locking the slides against movement.

5. In a plate doubling machine, the combination with

doubling means, of mechanism having an automatic oper-

ation for centering a plate thereon and to solely project

an Irregular extremity at one end of the plate l>eyond a

regular extremity at the opposite end of the said plate

when the doubling means bends the plate.

H'latms 6 to .tK not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the frame, of the plunger tube movable therein, the

( ap-supplying mechanism moving: with the tube, the

plunger for seating the cap. a roclc shaft, connections be-

tween the rock shaft and the plunger for operating the

with the frame, of the plunger tube movable therein, the

latter, a second rock shaft, connections between said sec-

ond rock shaft and the cap-supplying mechanism to

operate the latter, connections between the first rock

shaft and the second rock shaft, and means for rocking

the first shaft.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the frame, of the two rows of t)oitle-cappinp mech-

anisms adapted to slide therein, the cap-supplying mech-

anisms connected to and moving with the bottle-capping

mechanisms, the two parallel rock shafts extending along

the bottle-capping mechanisms outside thereof, the two

parallel rock shafts extending between the rows of bottle-

capping mechanisms, connections between the outer shafts

and the cap supplying mechanisms, connections between

the inner shafts and the bottle-capping mechanisms, and

means for rocking the shafts.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the frame, of the two rows of bottle-capping mech-

anisms adapted to slide therein, the cap supplying mech-

anisms connected to and moving with the Iwttle capping

mechanisms, the two parallel rock shafts extending along

the bottle-capping mechanism outside thereof, the two'

parallel rock shafts extending between the rows of bot-

tle caiiplng mechanisms, connections between the outer

shafts and the cap-supplying mechanisms, connections

iMtween the inner shafts and the bottle-capping mech-

anisms, arm and link connections between the inner and

the outer shafts, gear-plnlon connections between the in-

ner shafts, and means for rocking one of said shafts.

4 In a device of the class described, the combination

with the frame, of the two rows of bottle-capping mech-

anisms adapted to slide therein, the cap supplying tubes

associated therewith, the slides adapted to reciprocate

beneath said tubes, parallel rock shafts extending t)e-

tween said rows, connections between said rock shafts and

the bottle-capping mechanisms to oi>erate the latter by

the rocking of the shafts, the pair of parallel rock shafts

extending along the bottle-capping mechanisms outside

thereof, toggle-joint connections between said outer shafts

and the slides, and means for rocking said shafts.

5 In a device of the class de8crib*>d. the combination

with the frame, of the shank sliding therein, the tube

extending below the shank, the plunger loosely sliding

therein during a portion of its movement, the cap sup-

plying mechaniam, and means for giving the plunger a
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lonifer movement than Its play In the alt-eve to first raise

the plunder, th^-n th^- plunder and sleeve, anrt to lower the

Ble.'ve and plun>r^r. and finally to lower the plunger alone.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

88 8 T7 3 HEATING SYSTEM. Horace L. Winslow,

Chicago. 111. Fil-d Xov 13. 1906. Serial No. ;?43.247.

— "
f-

-^—
fci^ • ^^^^^.^^

3. A device of the character described comprlslnj? a plu-

rality of sides provided with notches at opposite corners.

an elastic band flttln)? said notches and ext»>ndlnK around

the outside of the device diagonally when op.-ned. and a

stay to limit the opening of the device, said stay beins at-

tached within said sides to one corner and extending diago-

nally to and t-ngaglng an opposite coru.T whfn thr sld.-s

are held op«u by said band.

1 lu a system for heating an apartment, the combina-

tion with a heater, of a plurality of air supply conduits

leading to said heater from separated point* remote from

the heater and adjacent the floor of the apartment, and

a plurality of fluts for delivering hot air from said heater

to separated lu.infs within the apartment, said delivery

points bein^ distant fmm said p<iint8 of supply.

2 In a svsteni lor heating an apartment, the combina-

tion with a heater, of a plurality of air itpply conduits

leadiD,' to said heater from separated point* remote from

the ht-ater and adja.t-nt the floor of the apartment, a plu-

rality of flues for delivering hot air from Bald healer to

separated points within the apartment, said delivery

points being distant from said points of supply, and

mean.s for prumotiu»; circulation of air through said supply

conduits to the heater and from the heater through said

flaes.

SiHs 774 COLLAPSIBLE BOX. Nath.\.v B. Wood. New

York. N Y , assignor to Horace O Strlpo. N-'w York.

N V F!!f>d .\pr J. 1ftO« Serial No 3<>V,2ri5

1 A device of the character described comprising a plu-

rality of sides hinced together at the cotners and open

through from sidn to side, a spring to draw the sides Into

an open angular relation, a stay secured to one of the

sides and extendinkt freely diagonally across the Interior

of the device to fn!ra;;e but disconnected with the oppo-

site side thereof, and a covering freely inclosing the de-

vice and having an open end portion, the top and bottom

sides being arranged to fold one upon the otther in parallel

relation and to have free movement within said cover.

2. A device of the character described comprising a plu-

rality of sides hlnge«l together, an elastic band extending

diagonally around the outside and over th» corners of the

device when opentnl, and a stay attached to one comer

within the sides and free at the opposite comer and ar-

ranged to extend diaKonally to eneage tHe last named cor-

ner to limit opening of the device.

SSS.TTS SCRAPER. John B Atkermans. Grand

Rapids. Mich. Filed Apr. 11. 1907 Serial No. 367.513.

r'it

1 lu a floor scraper, a body mounted on two wheels,

and adapted to be tumed about the axis of said wheels to

an Inverted position, a ball pivoted to the body to turn to

reversed positions means for holding the ball In the re-

spective positions, and a cutter attached to the under side

of the body and projecting downward therefrom when the

body Is in one position and projecting upward therefrom

when said body is in Inverted position.

2. In a floor scraper, a body mounted on wheels, a cutter

holder projecting downward from the body and pivoted to

the same to turn on a vertical axis, an extinslun on the

holder and having a segmental slot concentric with the

ails of the holder, a binding screw in the slot, and a cut-

ter attached to the holder

3. In a floor scraper, a lM>dy mounted on wheels, a cut-

ter holder attached to the under side of the body by a ver-

tical pivot bolt, an extension on the holder haviim a seg-

mental slot concentric with the Iwilt. a binding screw in

the slot, and a reversible ball attached to the l)ody where

by the body may be Inverted to gain access to the cutter

4. In a floor scraper, a cutter holder, a cutter engaged

at one side by the holder, a plate having a rib at one edge

and engaging the holder abt)ve the cutter, a clamp ennug-

Ing the plate and having recesses at its respective ends.

cap screws adjustable In the holder and engaging the re-

cesses, and a cam pivoted in the clamp and engaging the

plate near Its upper edge.

5. In a floor scraper, a cutter holder, a cutter encaged

at one side by the holder, a plate engaging the other side

of the cutter, and having a series of holes, a pin In the

cutter to successively engage said holes, and a clamp to

emiaiire the plate and press the same against the cutter.

[Claims to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

888.776 CASKET HANDLE N.^TH.tMEL L. BaRMobe.

Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 4. 1907. Serial No. 360.468.

1 In a device of the kind described, a suitable base

provided with extensions for plvotally receiving the end

of the handle straps. In combination with a handle bar pr<.-

I

vlded with straps each embracing the bar. with the ends of

each strap brought together and interlocked both trans-

I versely and longitudinally, and plvotally secured to the

i base.
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2 In a device of the kind descril>ed and in combination.

a suitable base, a handle bar provided with straps eml)rac-

Ing the same with the ends of each strap extended and

brought together, said ends having the margins folded tn

Interlock forming a box extension, said base provided with

extensions for plvotally recetving the ends of the handle

shaft, and a pivot pin passing through the margins of

both ends of said straps securing them In position upon

the base

3. In a device of the kind described, a suitable base

provided at each end with parallel ears for plvotally re-

ceiving the end of the handle strap, and top and Iwttom

limiting stops arranged to be simultaneously engaged by

the handle straps when the handle Is extended. In combi-

nation with a handle bar provided with extending straps

each having the margins folded down to interlock form-

ing a box extension, with a pivot pin extending through

l)oth portions of the strap ends and the ears of the base

whereby the handle when opened outwardly will engage

the llniltint; stops on the base

4. .Vs an article of manufacture, a casket handle or

the like comprising a base provided at each end with a

part extending backward at right angles to the face of the

base and faced from the other wall thereof, forming with

the latter supporting ears, with a portion extending thence

outward parallel to the base forming limiting stops for

the ends of the handle straps. In combination with a
handle bar provided with straps embracing the bar with
the ends of each strap brought together and interlocked

both transversely and longitudinally and pivlotally se-

cured to the supporting ears of the base

1

888,777. ACETYLENE (iASIJLKNER CLEANER. Davis
Babnaro. Ix)8 Angeles. Cal.. assignor to The Barnard
Light and Heat «,"<>mpany. Los .Angeles. Cal.. n Corpora-

tion of California. Filed Apr. 15, 1907. Serial No.

368.447.

\

•f .s

mmj/ 8

1. A bolder provided with a side openlne and a bundle

of wires Inside snid holder fastened together and free at

one end.

2. .V holder provided with a side oi)enln;:. a !>undle of

wires fastened Inshle siild holder and free at one end. and
means for covering said ojienlng.

3 A holder provided with a side o|>enlng nnd a bundle

of wires fastene<l inside suld holder and free :it one end,

and a sheath for said holder.

4. A bolder provided with n side opening, a bundle of

wires fastened inside suld holder and free at one end. a

gro<ive lielng formed In one end of the holder to receive

the wires separately, and a sheath to cover said opening
and groove

."). A hollow holder provided with an ojienlng In one
side, a bundle of wires fastened at one end inside one end
of the holder, a plug In the other end of the holder pro-

vided with a projecting bead, and a sheath for the holder.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette )

Ing the seat proper hinged up<m said last mentioned pins

and adapted to be swung vertically, and a stop upon said

frame adapted when said frame Is in Its horizontal posl

tlon to engage a projection tipon said supporting member
whereby said seat frame is maintained In Its proper hori-

zontal position.

888.778. VEHICLE SEAT Charles F. Barndt and
Wii.LiAM .1. MiLLEB. Colunihus, Ohio. Filed Apr. 24,

1907. Serial No. 3t5!t.H9;C

1. A folding seat construction comprlslnt: n bracket se

cured to a vehicle or the like, a supporting meml»er having
u downwardly projecting pin engaging with said bracket

and a stnond filn at its opposite end projecting upwardly
from said niemlier. a member having a hack rest at Its

upper end. and t)eing hollowed at Its lower end to receive I

said second pin. laterally projerttng pins on said hollow I

end of said lust mentioned member, a frame portion form 1

2. A seat comprising a supporting member having op-

pcwlieiy directed pins adjacent Its opposite ends, a bracket

to receive one of said pins, a standard having an opening

therein to receive the other of said pins, laterally project-

ing pins upon said standard, seat frame members adapted

to be ix)sitloned upon said laterally projecting pins to ad-

mit of a vertical hinge movement thereon, said seat thereby

l.eing rendered capable of a swinging movement in a hori-

zontal plane, of a rotary movement In a horizontal plane,

and of a folding movement in a vertical plane.

888.779. ROTARY rUMP. REi.NOiu Berrenbfrg. Bos

ton, Mass. Filed Feb. 17. 1906. Serial No 301.604.

1. In a rotary pump having an elliptical case and radl,Tl

pistons, a piston-controlling ring, an adjusting roU ecceu

trically mounted upon a shaft ; said shaft : a lever attached

to said shaft and adjusting screws constructed to ndjii«t

and hold said lever, thereby fixing the jK>sltlon of said

piston-controlling ring; substantially as and for the i«ur-

pose set forth.

2. In a rotary pump of the class described having an

elliptical case and piston-carrying drum, sets of diagonally

placed ribs, one of said sets t>elng on the outer surface of

the said piston carrying drum and the other set upon that

part of the case that Is located above the Inlet and outlet

ports ; substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
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88S,-H0. GAS PRODUCER. John Bowey.

Ontario. Canada. Filed June 20, 1907.

379,967.

Jr., London,
Serial No.

1. In a gas producer the combination of an automatically

op«rate<l stirrer ; automatic fuel feeding meane ;
means for

automatically moving the stirrer down InOo and with-

drawing It from the fuel : and means for timing the fuel

feeding means to deliver fnel before the commencement of

the downward movement of the stirrer.

2. In a gas producer the combination of an tutomatlcallj

operated stirrer ; automatic fuel feeding meaqs ; means for

automatically moving the stirrer down into and with-

drawing It from the fuel ; and means for timing the fuel

feeding means to deliver fuel subrtantlally lit the begin-

ning of the upward movement of the stirrer.

3. In a gas producer the combination of a poker shaped

stirrer; a rocking bearing for the poker moOnted on the

pn^ucer and through which the poker Is slidable ; auto-

matic means for swinging the poker In the fuel ; means

for automatically moving the poker down Iqto and with-

drawing It from the fuel ; automatic fuel feeding means

;

and means for timing the fuel feeding means to deliver

fuel before the commencement of the downward movement

of the stirrer.

4. In a gas producer the combination of a poker-shaped

stirrer ; a bearing for the Jwker mounted with a ball and

socket joint on the producer and through which the poker

Is slidable : automatic means for swinging He poker In a

closed curve In the fuel ; meana for automatically moving

the poker down Into and withdrawing It tn>m the fuel

;

automatic fuel feeding means ; and means f^r timing the

fuel feeding means to deliver fuel before tfee commence-

ment of the downward movement of the atirfer.

5. In a gas producer the combination of a poker-shaped

stirrer ; a bearing for the poker mounted with a ball and

socket joint on the producer and through which the poker

Is slidable ; automatic meana for swinging the poker in a

closed curve in the fuel ; meana for automatically moving

the poker down Into and withdrawing it frojn the fuel.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gasetta.

]

spring secured thereto, said pawi between Its pivotal center

and Its point of engagement with said ratchet teeth,

thereby serving to retain said pawl In engagement with

.<aid teeth and to return the arm carrying said pawl to

Its normal position.

R88,7Hl. COUNTING - REGISTER. HiMBt C. Bowlus,
Springfield. Ohio. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial No.

3.S4.509.

1. .V device of the character described comprlaing a

shaft, a plurality of coantera rotatably motnted thereon

and provided with ratchet teeth, means flor advancing

one of said counters step by step, a projection carried by

said counter, an arm plvotally mounted near said coantera

and adapted to be ensn(«d by said projection, a second

arm connected to said first-mentioned arm. ' extending at

an angle thereto and adapted to move In unison therewith,

a pawl plvotally connected to said second arm and adapted

to engage the teeth of the next successive counter, and a

2 \ device of the character described comprising a

shaft, a plurality of counters rotatably mounted thereon

and provided with ratchet teeth, means for advancing one

of said counters step by step, a projection carried by said

counter, a second shaft extending substantially parallel

with said first-mentioned shaft, a bifurcated member jour-

naled In said shaft and having an elongated hub portion,

one arm of said bifurcated member t>elng adapted to be

engaged by said projection, a pawl carried by the second

arm of said bifurcated member for engaging the ratchet

teeth of the next successive counter, and a spring colled

about the hub of said bifurcated meml)er and having one

end engaging a fixed surface and Its other end engaging

said pawl between the ends thereof.

3. A device of the character described comprlaing a

casing, a shaft rigidly mounted in one end thereof, a

bearing sleeve Journaled In the opposite end of said casing

having Its inner end enlarged and adapted to receive the

adjacent end of said shaft, means for rotating said sleeve,

a counter rotatably mounted on said shaft and provided

with ratchet teeth, an arm carried by said sleeve, a lug

mounted on said sleeve, a spring colled about said sleeve

and engaging said lug, a pawl plvotally mounted on said

arm and adapted to engage said ratchet teeth, and a

spring carried by said arm having one end In engagement

with the same and the other end In engagement with said

pawl.

4. A device of the character described comprising a

plurality of alined printing counters, a platen extending

transversely of the peripheries of aald counters and

adapted to be moved about the same to bring said platen

Into allnement with the record numerala on said counters,

means for supporting a record-receiving member between

said platen and said counters, and means for moving said

platen radially of said counters to take a record there-

from.

5. A device of the character described comprising a cas-

ing having an opening therein, a printing counter mounted

in said casing adjacent to said opening, a platen supported

on the exterior of said casing near the opening therein and

adapted to be moved through the same to take an Impres-

sion from said printing counter.

[Claims 8 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

888,782. SPARK-PLUG. Elioha Brcden. San Francisco,

Cal. Filed Feb. 10. 1908. Serial No. 415.018.

1. A spark plug having a wire holder of non-conducting

material and having a rear shoulder, two wires there-

through, having exposed points adjacent to each other,

between which the spark can pass, one of said wires ex-

tending to the outer end of the holder, and the other wire

extending to said shonlder and being there exposed, and a

meUllic sleeve for the holder in contact with said exposed

end and provided with means for securing It in the wall

of an explosion chamber.

2. A spark plug comprising a wire holder of non con-
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ducting material, two wires extending therethrough, and

terminating In adjacent points, one of said wires extend

Inu substantially the full length of said holder, means for

connecting said wire with an electric circuit, the other

wire extending only to an Intermediate portion of said

holder, a metallic sleeve around said holder arranged In

contact with the end of said latter wire, and a sleeve

screwed to the first sleeve, and provided with means for

secured It in the wall of an explosion chamber, substan-

tially as described

3. A spark rlug comiirising a wire holder of noncon-

ductlng material, tw.. wires extending therethrough, and

terminating in adjacent points, one of said wires extend-

ing substantially the full length of said holder, means for

coaneeting said wire with an electric circuit, the other

wire extending only to an Intermediate portion "f said

holder, a metallic sleeve around said holder arranged In

contact with the end of said latter wire, a sleeve screwed

to the first sl.-eve. and provided with means for securing

it In the wall of an explosion chamber, and a sheet of

asl.estos Interpo.sed between the second sleeve and the

holder, suhstantiallv as de.scribed

888.783 IMHBLK VV.VLI.KI* VESSEL OR THE LIKE.

Rbinhold BiROER, Berlin, Germany, assignor to .Ameri-

can Thermos Bottle Company. New York, N. Y., a Cor-

p<jrati<)n of Maine. Kllert .Vpr. 13. 1907. Serial No.

368.077.

n
.; -

'-'KJ
—.^

3 In a wire fence machine, an intermittently operable

twisting mechanism for Intertwisting the wires which

form each longitudinal strand of the fence, and a variable

feeding means operating during such twisting operation.

4. In a wire fence machine, twisters, means for oper-

ating the same, a feeding device for the wires being twist-

ed, and means for starting the feeding device into oper-

ation after the twisters commence operation, and stopping

such feeding device prior to the completion of each twist-

ing operation

5. In a maehine for manufacturing wire fences, of that

class In which spaced transverse pickets are united by

strands formed of Intertwisted wires, means for twisting

the strands, and means for controlling such twisting oper-

ation to form a tight twist immediately adjacent the pick-

ets, and a relatively loose twist between such tight twists.

[Claims fl to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 .V new article of manufacture comprising Inner and

outer vessels Inclosing a rarefied space between them and

an elastic stiffening ring within said space, forced around

the Inner vessel and abutting against the adjacent walls of

both vessels.

2. .\ new article of manufacture comprising Inner and

outer vessels Inclosing a rarefied space between them and a

ring of resilient material forced around the Inner vessel

within said space and having stiffening parts thereon

which directly press against the adjacent walls of both

vessels.

888 784. WIRE FENCE-MACHINE. COBKBLIDS K. CHAPIN,

Lansing, Mich. Filed Mar 21, 1907. Serial No. 363,602.

1. In a wire fence machine, means for twisting the

wires of each longitudinal strand of the fence, and means

for varying the degree of twist at points between adjacent

pickets of a fence.

2. In a wire fence machine, means for twisting the wires

which form each longitudinal strand of the fence, and

means for controlling the degree of twist at different

points In the length of the strand.

134 0. G.—59

888,785. METHOD OF OPERATING GAS PRODUCERS.
EDGAR P. COLBMAN, Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Jan 25. 1908.

Serial No. 412.591.

1 The herein described method of operating gas pro-

ducers which consists in Bubjecting exhaust steam to a

reduction of pressure, then compressing the steam and si-

multaneously supplying the compressed steam and air

to the producer, substantially as described.

2. The herein described method of operating gas pro-

ducers with exhaust steam, which consists in reducing the

pressure of exhaust steam, compressing said steam, main-

taining the pressure of the compressed steam constant,

supplying the compressed steam and air to the producer

and alternately extracting and supplying steam from and

to the initial supply of steam to reduce the pressure varia-

tions at the compressor, substantially as described.

3. The herein described method of operating gas pro-

ducers which consists In compressing low pressure exhaust

steam derived from a suiUble source, maintaining the

pressure of the compressed steam constant, supplying live

steam to the compressor when the supply ^^ exhaust steam

falls below a maximum and simultaneously supplying the

compressed steam and air to the gas producer, substan-

tially as described.
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4. The herein described method of maintainloK the

terminal pressure of a supply of steam which consists in

subjecting a portion of the steam to the aatlon of a con-

fined body of violently agitated water partly In the form

of spray at a point between the source of *ipply and the

place of use, aubstantlally as deacrlbed.

5. The herein described method of maintaining the

terminal pressure of a supply of steam which consists In

gnbjectlng the steam to the action of a confined t>ody of

violently agitated water partly in the form of spray at a

point between the source of supply and the place of use

and compressing the steam in Its conduit at a point be-

tween said place of use and the point of exposure to the

water, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.
]

,

1. The method of stoking furnaces, which consists In

Introducing a stream of fuel into the fire box In a line

from the rear to tht» front of the Are box to form a row of

fuel, changing the direction of the stream to deposit In

like manner a row of fuel adjacent to the first row. and

continuing the operation until a longitudinal series of

rows of fuel Is laid over the fire bed.

888,-S6 LINOTYPE-MACHINE. Fhanciji B. Converse.

Brooklyn, N Y . assignor to MergentUaler Linotype

Company, a Corporation of New Y'ork. Filed Feb 4.

I^ON. Serial No. 414.247.

1. In a line casting machine, two slotted molds ar-

ranged tandemwise. in combination with deans for mov-

ing both molds to and from the casting posiUon, and

means controllable by the operator at will for causing the

presentation of either mold in the casting position to the

exclusion of the other; whereby the muchine may be

causeS to produce slugs from either of the molds alone at

will

2. In a line-casting machine, means in K. fixed location

for delivering molten metal at one mold at a time and

means for ejecting the slugs from the molds, in combina-

tion with two molds of different dimeaslons arranged

Tandemwise, means for reciprocating both molds endwise

from the casting to the ejecting position, and means con-

trullable at will by the operator for bringing either mold

info action to the exclusion of the other.

3. In combination, two reciprocating molds, a pot

adapted to coOperate with one mold at a time, mechanism

for carrying the two molds to the pot, and manually oper-

ated devices to determine the stoppage of (one mold or the

other at the pot at will.

4 In a line-casting machine, the combination of a melt-

Ina pot arranged tn deliver molten metal, two molds of

different dimensions, mechanism for cartylng the molds

successively to the pot, and controllable means for causing

rhe atoppase of one mold or the other at tl>e pot.

5. In a line ca.iting machine, the comUnatlon of two

molds arranged tandemwise. means for reciprocating said

molds to and from the casting position, and manually

controlled devices for causing the stoppage of either mold

at will at the casting position.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.787. METHOD OF STOKING FURNAjt ES. Clarbnce

W Crosbt. Chicago. Ill . a.<wilgnor to International

Stoker Company. Chicago. Ill . a Corporation of South

Dakota. Filed July 21. 19W. Serial N<». 327,245.

2. The method of stoking furnaces, which consists In

introducing a stream of fuel Into the fire box In a line

from the rear to the front of the fire box to form a row of

fuel, changing the direction of the stream to deposit in like

manner a row of fuel adjacent to the first row. continu-

ing the operation until a longitudinal series of rows of

fuel Is laid over the fire bed. and spacing said rows of fuel

such distances apart that they become of ridge formation

with depressions or valleys between.

3. The method of stoking furnaces, which consists in

Introducing a stream of fuel into the fire box in a line from

the rear to the front of the fire box to form a row of fuel,

changing the direction of the stream to deposit in like

manner a row of fuel adjacent to the first row, continuing

the operation until a longitudinal series of rows of fuel

l8 laid over the fire bed. and forming the said rows of fuel

by commencing at the same ends of the rows, whereby

green fuel will not U' deposited upon most freshly laid

green fuel.

4. The method of stoking furnaces, which consists In

Introducing a stream of fuel into the fire box in a line from

the rear to the front of the fire box to form a row of fuel,

changing the direction of the stream to deposit In like

manner a row of fuel adjacent to the first row. continuing

the operation until a longitudinal series of rows of fuel Is

laid over the fire bed. spacing said rows of fuel such dis-

tances apart that they become of ridge formation with

depressions or valleys between, and forming the said rows

of fuel by commencing at the same ends of the rows,

whereby green fuel will not be deposited upon most freshly

laid green fuel

f) The method of stoking furnaces, which consists in

Introducing a stream of fuel Into the fire box In a line from

the rear to the front of the fire box to form a row of fuel,

changing the direction of the stream to deposit in like

manner a row of fuel adjacent to the first row. continuing

the operation until a longitudinal series of rows of fuel

Is laid over the fire bed, and commencing each series of

rows at the same side of the fire bed, whereby the first

row of one series of rows is not laid upon the last row of

the preceding series of rows of fuel

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In ihe 'iszotte.]

s.88,78« LOOSE-LEAF BINDER. .I.amk.s C D.awson, St

Louis. Mo , assignor to Sleber A Trussell Mnfg »'o , a

Corporation of Missouri. Filed Mar 29, 1907. Serial

No 365,215.

1. In a loose leaf binder. In combination, a base plate,

an openable filing ring comprising a pair of curved prongs

each plvotally mounted on the has*- plate adjacent one

edge thereof to swing in the plane of Its curvature and

each of the prongs extending Inwardly beyond Its pivot

over the plate, a slide carried by the base plate and pass-

ing through the filing ring, and a cam carried by the slide
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and adapted to bear downwardly on both prongs of the

ring between the pivots.

y^r^
^ ^
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2. In a loose leaf binder, in combination, a base plate of

sheet metal having upturned longitudinal marginal edges,
|

each of such edges of the plate being provided with a

bead forming a marginal flange for the base plate and a

longitudinal channel within the flange, a pivot located

within the channel at each side of the base plate, mating

sheet receiving prongs carried by the pivots, a slide form-

ing a cover for the base plate, the longitudinal edges of the

slide l)elng overturned to engage with the flanges of the

base plate and being recessed to receive the prongs, and

prong actuating cams carried by the slide.

3. In a loose leaf binder. In combination, a base plate of

sheet metal U shaped in transverse section, the upturned

edges of the plate being each provided with a bead forming

a marginal flange for the base plate and a longitudinal

channel within the flange, a pivot located within the chan-

nel at each side of the base plate, mating sheet-receiving

prongs carried by the pivots, each of the prongs being

extended Inwardly beyond its pivot over the plate, a slide

forming a cover for the base plate, the longitudinal edges

of the slide being engaged with the flanges of the base

plate and being receswd to receive the prongs, a cam car-

ried by the slide and adapted to bear downwardly on the

prongs between the pivots, and a spring reacting upwardly

on the prongs between the pivots from the floor of the base

plate.

4 In a loose leaf binder, in combination, a base-plate.

an opening filing ring comprising a prong plvotally

mounted on the base-plate and extended beyond its pivot

from the body of the prong over the plate, a slldable plate

covering the ptvot, the base-plate and slldable plate hav-

ing Intercalating longitudinal marginal edges, and a cam

carried by the slldable plate for engaging the extended

Inner end of the prong.

.'. In a loose leaf binder. In combination, a base-plate,

an openable filing ring comprising a prong plvotally

mounted on the base plate and extended beyond its pivot

from the body of the prong over the plate, a slidaMe plate

covering the pivot, the base-plate and slldable plate hav-

ing intercalating longitudinal marginal edges, a cam

carried by the slldable plate for engaging the .xtended

Inner end of the prong, and a spring opposing thf> cam.

ucts of combustion, said openings being out of aliaeanent,

a fire box below one end compartment, and a smoke vent

from one of the end compartments.

3. A cross tube sectional water tube steam boiler, com-

prising a steam drum, mud drums connected with the

steam drum, upper and lower opposed headers, the upper

headers connecting with the steam drum and the lower

headers with the mud drums, diagonally opposed cross

tubes grouped in separate compartments and connecting

the upper and lower opposed headers, tubes connecting the

upper headers with the steam drum, a horizontal baffle

above the last mentioned tubes, and openings out of aline-

nit-nt connecting the several compartments of the boiler

whereby the hot gases travel up and down through the

said compartments and among the cross tubes.

S88.790. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONSTRUCT-

ING SUBAQUEOUS TUNNELS. BENJAMIN D0CGLA8,

Grosse He, Mich. Filed May 26, 1906. Serial Na
.318,849.

«<88.789. SECTIONAL WATER TUBE STEAM BOILER.

Harry Del Mar. New York. N Y. assignor to Boilers

and Engineering Company. .lersey City. N. J., a Cor-

poration of New .lersey Filed July 10. 1907 Serial

No. 382.988.

1. A cross tube soctionai water tube steam boiler, hav-

ing opposed upper and lower side headers forming the

boiler sides, diagonally opposed cross tubes connecting the

upper and lower headers on opposite sides, said tubes be

inir arranged In compartments separated by baffles and

with the baflles arranged so as to send the products of

combu.xtion upward through one compartment, downward

through the next, and so on through the several compart-

ments.

2. .\ cross tube sectional water tube steam boiler, hav

ing opposed headers with diagonally opposed cross tubes

connecting the opposite headers, the tube series i.eing

grouped in separate compartments and the compartments

arranged end to end. baffles separating the several com-

partments and having openings therethrough for the prod-

1. The method of constructing subaqueous tunnels,

which consists in building the same within au op»^n bottom

shield and in advancing said shield and depressing the

water level therein by an unbalanced pneumatic pressure.

2. The method of constructing subaqueous tunnels,

which consists In building the same within an open bottom

shield, in advancing said shield and depressing the water

level therein by unbalanced pneumatic pr»'ssure, and in

anchoring said shield to control the forward movem-nt

thereof.

3. The method of building subaqueous tunnels, which

consists In progressively constructing the tunnel within

au open bottom shield, maintaining within said shield an

unbalanced pneumatic pressure to advance the same and

depress the water level therein. In applying a restraining

force to normally hold said shield from forward move-
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ment. and In periodically relieving said restraining force

to p<?rmlt the advancement of the shield.

4 Th^ method of building subaqaeons tunnels, which

consists In progressively constructing the tunnel within

an open bottom shield telescoplcally engaging the com-

pleted portion of the tunnel, in maintalnlog a pneumatic

pressure within the tunnel and shield sufBclient to advance

the shield and to depress the water level therein, and in

yieldably securinj? said shield to control the forward movp-

inent thereof.

5 The method of building subaqueous tunnels, which

roDMists in progressively constructing the same in an open

bottom multi-compartment shield telescoplcally engaging

the completed portion of the tunnel, in maintaining with-

in tlie forward compartment of said shield a pneumatic

pressure sufficient to depress the water level for the ctm

struction of the foundation portion of the tunnel, and In

raaiiitainlng a less.-r pneumatic pressure 1* a succeeding

compartment fur thp construction of the upp»'r portloti nf

fhe runnel.

[Claims (^ tci 14 not printed In the Gazett4.]

888,791. TRAIN PIPE HANGER. .J.iMEs F Hkvke. .I.r

sey City, N. J , assignor of four-flfths to William L.

Bliss. Brooklyn, N Y. Filed Aug. 2, 1907. Serial No.

3S6,708.

1 The combination with a car and a pipe carried there-

on adapted to be connected to a similar pipe upon an adja-

cent car by means of a hose and coupling, of means for

movably supporting the -"nd of said pipe and permitting

lateral movement thereof.

J The combination with a car and pipes carried there-

on adapted to be connected to similar pipes upon an adja-

cent car by means of hose and couplings, of means for

movably supporting the ends of said pipes 4nd permitting

lateral movement thereof

3. The combination with a car and a pipe carried there

on adapted to be connected to a similar pipe upon an adja-

cent car by means of a hose and coapllng, of means sup-

porting the end of said pipe and permitting movement
thereof transversely of the car.

4. The combination with a car and a plurality of pipes

carried thereon adapted to be connected to similar pipes

upon an adjacent car by means of hose and couplings, of

means for supporting the ends of said plp^ and permit-

tins movement thereof transversely of the cfer.

5. The combination with a car and a pipe carried there-

on adapted to be connected to a similar pipe upon an adja-

cent car by means of a hose and coupling. Of means mov-
able transversely of said car for supporting said pipe

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Oazett4.]

888.792. SHUTTER OR BLIND OPERATING DEVICE
Damil Dsawbacoh, Camp Hill. Pa. Filed Sept. .30.

1907. Serial No. 396.209.

1. In combination with a shutter or blllid carrying a

plate, a segmental gear formed Integral wltt^ the plate and
connected by a shouldered web. of a window casing, a

shaft revolnbly mounted therein, means upon the inner

end of the shaft for revolving the same, a disk upon the

outer end. and a series of volute worms upon the outer

face of the disk and in enga»;emont with tlic gi-ar

2. In a shutter or blind optrator. the combination with

a shutter or blind and a window rasing, of a shaft Jour-

naleil In the f-asing, a flat disk parallel and flush with the

outer face of the casing and carried upon the outer end of

the shaft, volute worms formed upon the outer face of tlie

disk, a gear wheel carried upon the Inner end of the shaft,

means for engaging the gear to lock the shaft, means
mounted upon the inner t'nd of the shaft for revolving the

shaft, and a segmental gear carried by the shutter or blind

and having Its teeth engaged by the volute worms.
.". In combination with a shutter or blind carrying a

plate, a segmental gear formed Integral with the plate and
connected with a shouldered web. of a window casing, a

shaft revolubly journaled therein, means upon the Inner

end of shaft for revolving the same, means for locking

the shaft atrainst movemt-nt. a disk upon the outer end
of the shaft flush and parallel with the window casinij.

and a series of volute worms upon the outt-r fac»« of the

disk and in engagenifUt with the gear.

888,793. DIMPING WAGON. John .1 K-nley. Philadel-

phia. Pa FlJpd June 20, I90fl Serial No. 322.497

1. In a dumping wagon, the herein described combina-

tion of a body, two swing sections pivoted to the body so

as to form the Iwttom. a tail board pivoted to the body
and adapted to swing outward, a supporting strip pivoted

to the tail-board adapted to swing beneath and In contact

with the bottom sections and means for swinging the bot-

tom sections into place to close the body, and means for

swinging the tail-board and supporting strip Into place, as

and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination, a body, two bottom sections pivoted

to the body and adapted to close the twttom thereof, a tall-

board hinged to the body and adapted to close the end of

the wagon, a supporting strip hinged to the tall board and
adapted to swing beneath and in contact with the rear

ends of the bottom sections, a spindle, a ratchet secured

thereon, a lever for revolving said ratchet, chains con-

neeted with the supporting strip and adapted to be colled

upon the spindle, a sleeve Journaled upon the spindle, a

ratchet wheel secured to the sleeve, means for revolving

the last named ratchet wheel, and chains connected with
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III.' bottom sections and adapted to be coiled upon said

sleeve, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In ooniblnatiou. a body, two bottom sections pivoted

to the body and adapted to close the bottom thereof, a tail

board hing»*d to the body and adapted to close the end of

th.' wagon, a Bupportini; strip hinged to the tall-board

and adapted to swint beneath and in contact with the rear

ends of the bottom st-ctions. a spindle, a ratchet secured

thereon, a lever for revolving said ratchet, chains connect-

ed with the supporting strip and adapted to be coiled upon

the spindle, a sleeve journalt-d ui)on the spindle, a ratchet

wheel secured to the sleeve, means for revnlvlne the last

named ratchet wheel, chains connected with the bottom

sections and adapted to t)e coiled upon said sleeve and an

axle for the rear wtu-els archtMl upwar<l so ns to leave the

end of the body free to pass over obstructions when the

tailboard Is open.

888,794. STARTING MEANS FOR GAS-ENGINES. David

Fbbgusson. Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to George N. Pierce

Company, Buffalo, N. I. Filed May 8, 1906. Serial No.

315,787.

/^i
"^

r- /--f'^^.Y rE^^ai

1. The combination with an nglne having a relief

valve, of a rotatable op'Tatint; device for said relief valve

which is driven by the engine and is normally in an in

operative relation to said relief valve, means for start

Ing the engine, and a device which is connected to said

starling means ami is moved thereby transversely with

respect to said operating device for moving the same asl-

ally Into operative relation to said relief valve, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. The combination with an engine having' a relief valve,

of a rotary operating cam for said relief valve which Is

driven by the engine and Is normally in an inoperative

relation to said relief valve, means for starting the engine,

and means moved by said starting means transvers<^ly

with respect to the axis of said cam for shifting the cam

axially Into operative relation to said relief valve, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. The cf)mblnatlon with an engine having an exhaust

valve, a rotary cam for actuating the same in the normal

operation of the engine, of a part on said cam which Is

normally In sn Inoperative relation to the valve, means

for starting the engine, and a wedge moved transversely

of the axis of said cam by said starting means for shift-

ing said cam axially to place said part thereof Into oper-

ative relation to said valve, substantially as set forth

4. The combination with an engine having an exhaust

valve, of two rotary operating devices for said valve, one

of which Is normally In an operative relation and the other

normally In an Inoperafl'e relation to said exhaust valve,

means for starting the engine, and a wedge which Is

moved by said starting means transversely of the axis of

said rotary devices for shifting said second operating de-

vice axially Into operative relation to said valve, substan

tiallv as set forth

5. The combination with an engine having an exhaust

valve, of two rotating cams driven by the engine and odj

of which is normally in an inoperative relatlor tr, said

exhaust valve, means for starting the engine, and a wedge

moved transversely of the axis of said cams by said start-

ing means for shifting the inoperative cam axially into

operative relation to said valve, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to l.H not printed in the Gazette.
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888,795. COMBINATION - TOOL. Charles C Fields,

Morristown. Tenn. Filed Mar. 6. 190S. Serial No.

419,531.

1. A podcet knife having' its blade spring extended be-

yond the handle to provide a fixed jaw and its side plates

provided with ears, and a secoml wrench jaw pivoted t>e-

tween the ears and coacting with the fixed jaw
2. A pocket knife having its blade spring extending be-

yond the handle and toothed to provide a fixed wrench jaw,

and its side plates extended laterally to provide ears, a

second wrench jaw pivoted between the ears and coacting

with the fixed Jaw. and a spring secured to the blade

spring and engaging the pivoted jaw to cause it normally

to He close to the fixed jaw.

3. A pocket knife having its blade spring extended be-

yond the handle and toothed to provide a wrench jaw,

and Its side plates provided with lateral ears, a second

wrench jaw pivoted between the ears and provided with a

fingerhold, and a spring secured to the blade spring and
ent'ajring the inner face of the fingerhold.

888,796. STOP-MOTION FOR LOOMS. Benjamin Fors-
TBB. Mlddletown. Conn., assignor to James K. Lannlng,

Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 14, 1907. Serial No. 362.303.

In a stop mechanism for looms, a loom provided with a

lay. drop wires, an electro-magnet, a shipper lever and an
Insulated spring bearing against the lerer In Its set

position, an electrical circuit including said wires, magnet,
lever and spring, an L-sbaped armature pivotally secured
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to tbe lever at its b«Bd, one arm of the armattire being ad-

jacent to the nagaet and being adapted to be tnoTed there-

by Into tli« path of the lay to engage therewith and throw

off the shipper lever, and the other arm depending adja-

cent to lald leTpr. and an adjnatlng acrew In the lever In

position for pnuaglng with said depending arnj.

S.H8,797 NUT-LOCK. HOMEB G.

phla. Ohio. Filed Sept. 11, 1907.

Faiw, Niew Phlladel-

Serlal N*. 392,342.

1. The comblaatiou witu a nut provided In one face

with a irapPioidal-shaped seat that Intersects the bolt

op«»nlnK. of a locking element reverslbly dl4;>osed within

the !*eat, one end of the element being provided with a

terminal disposed at an angle to the lengtl» thereof and

projecting beyond the wall of the bolt opening, and the

other end of the element being In engagement with one end

wall of the seat

2. The combination with a nut provided in one face with

a trapeioidal shaped seat that Intersects the bolt opening,

of a J-shaped locking element reverslbly dllposed within

the seat and extending from end wall to en<J wall thereof

and having Its curved terminal toothed e»d projecting

Into the bolt opening.

3. The combination with a nut provided in one face

with a seat the two end walla of which ara Inwardly In-

clined toward each other at like angles, of a locking ele-

ment reverslbly disposed within the seat «nd extending

from end wall to end wall thereof and having a toothed

terminal projecting Into the bolt opening.

888.798. SPEED- INDICATOR. Edwin T. QaiBNTilLD.

Klamesha, N Y Filed Feb. 8. 190T. 8erl»l No. 366,382.

1. A speed indicator comprising the coi»binatlon of a

roUry shaft, a centrlfngal governor driven thereby, a coll

coBSisti&g of a plurality of coll sections, a source of sup

ply of electric energy, a circuit-controlling device, wires

leading therefrom to aatd coil sections, saW device being

actuated by said governor to connect varyUig numbers of

said coll sections in circnlt with said sourte of supply, a

core for said coil, an indicator connected td said core and

actuated thereby, and a scale with which said indicator co

operates, substantially as set forth.

2. A speed indicator comprising the combination of a

rotary shaft, a centrifugal governor driven thereby, a coll

consisting of a plurality of coll sections, a source of supply

of electric energy, a circuit-controlling device, wires lead-

ing therefrom to said coll sections, said device being actu

ated by said governor to connect one or more of said coll

sections In series In circuit with said source of supply, a

core for said coll, an indicator connected to said core and

actuated thereby, and a scale with which said Indicator

cooperates, subctantlaily as set forth.

3. A speed Indicator comprising the combination of a

rotary shaft, a centrifugal governor driven thereby, an

arc-shaped coll consisting of a plurality of roll sections, a

source of supply of electric energy, a circuit-controlling

device, wires leading therefrom to said coll sections, said

device being actuated by said governor to conuect varying

numbers of said coll sections In circuit with said source

of supply, an arc shaped core for said coil, a pivoted Indl

cator connected to said core and actuated thereby, aud a

scale with which said Indicator co«perates, substantially

as set forth.

4. \ speed Indicator comprising the combination of a

rotary shaft, a centrifugal governor driven thereby, a coll

consisting of a plurality of coil sections, a source of supply

of electric energy, a circuit-controlling device, wires lead

Ing therefrom to said coll sections, said device being actu-

ated by said governor to connect the end section of said

coll in circuit with said source of supply or to connect one

or more sections adjacent thereto In series with said end

section in said circuit, a core for said coll, an Indicator

connected with said core, and a scale over which said Indi

cator moves, substantially as set forth.

5. A speed Indicator comprising the combination of a

rotary shaft, a centrifugal governor driven thereby, a coll

consisting of a plurality of coll sections, a source of supply

of electric energy, a circuit-controlling device, wires lead

ing therefrom to said coll sections, said device being actu

ated by said governor to connect a progressively Increasing

number of said coll sections adjacent to one end of the coll

in series in circuit with said source of supply as the speed

of said centrifugal governor increases, a core for said coll.

an indicator actuated by said core, and a scale over which

the indicator moves, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaaette.]

888.799. SEAT - 8UPP0BTIN0 DEVICE.
Gbet, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed June 20.

No. 379.886.

WlIXIAM 8.

1907. Serial

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a main stringer, a seat board supporting bracket thereon.

comprising a meUl rod with its ends secured to the top of

the main stringer, and its body portion designed to receive

a seat snpporting board, an auxiliary stringer designed to

rest apon the top of the main stringer, and formed with a

slot In its end to receive the forward end of said bracket

for preventing lateral movement, and means for prevent-

ing the anrniary stringer from moving downwardly on the

main stringer.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a main stringer, a seat board supporting bracket thereon.

comprising a metal rod with Its ends inserted in the top

of the main stringer, and its body portion designed to re-

ceive a seat supporting board, an auxiliary stringer de-

signed to rest upon the top of the main stringer, and

formed with a slot in its end to receive the forward end

of said bracket, and means for preventing the auxiliary

stringer from moving downwardly on the main stringer,

said means comprising a pin fixed to the main stringer,

and a slptted plate to receive said pin, fixed to the auxil-

iary stringer.
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3. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a main strlntrer. n seat support Iuk bracket thereon com-

prising « ntd with Its ends Inserted in the top of the main

strln^tT. nnd Its body ix)rtinn shaped to support a seat

hoard, a |i1mI>- ti.xed to tlu- main striuner, adjacent to said

tiracket. a pin passed tlirouKh said plate and inst-rted In

the stringer, and having a pointed end projectinj: above

said plate, and an auxiliary stringer having a slotted plate

fixed to Its under surface to receive said pin, and also hav-

ing a metal plate nn its top with wines overlapping its

sides, said top plate and the upper end of the stringer

being fortned with a slot to receive the lower uprlehf por

tion of said l>raiket

888,800. PROTECTOR FOR GLOVES. Henet V. A. Hall
and Ai,FREi> <; IIosTA) HY. Plalnfleld, N. J. Filed Sept.

12. 1907. Serial No. 392.553.

1. .\ glove protecting device comprising a pair of retain-

ing pieces designed for Insertion Into the gloves, and a

soft, pliable protecting sheet connected with one of said

retaining pieces for arrangement between the meeting

faces of the gloves

2 .\ glove protecting device comprising a pair of retain

Ing pieces designed for Insertion respectively into the

gloves, a soft, pliable protecting sheet connected with one

of said pieces, and a flexible connection between said

pieces.

3. A glove protecting device comprising a pair of retain

ing pieces designed for insertion respectively into the

gloves, and a soft, pliable protecting sheet adapted for

arrangement between the meeting faces of the gloves.

4. A glove protecting device comprising a pair of retain

ing pieces designed for insertion Into the glove, a connect

Ing cord, means for terminally engaging the cord with the

retaining pieces, and a protecting sheet connected with one

of the latter.

888.801. APPARATUS FOR MEASURING LIGHT.
LiAM J. Hammbb, New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 31,

.Serial No. 341.42B.

circuit caused by the action of a light to be measured upon

the selenium cell.

4. The combination, in a light-measuring apparatus, of

a source of current, an electric circuit, a selenium cell in-

terposed therein, a volt-meter connected to indicate changes

In the electrical condition of the circuit, and means for ad

mitting the light to be measured to the selenium cell or

excluding It therefrom.

5. In a light-measuring apparatus, the combination of

a source of current and an electric circuit Including a

selenium cell, with a volt-meter connected around the cell

80 a.s to measure the drop therein.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

WlL-
1906.

888.802. METHOD OF MEASURING LIGHT.
J. H.\mmkk. New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 31.

rial No. 341,426.

William
1906 Se-

1. The new art of measuring light, which consists in

causing the light to be measured to vary an ascertainable

physical quantity, and measuring the extent of the varia-

tion.

2. The new art of measuring light, which consists In

measuring the variation in an ascertainable physical quan-

tity produced by a sUndard light, and then measuring the

similar variation produced by the light to be compared

with the standard.

3. The new art of measuring light, which consists in

causing the light to vary an electric current flowing In a

circuit, and measniing the extent of the variation.

4. The new art of meaaorlng light, which consists in

causing the light of a standard lamp to vary the current

flow in an electric circuit, and measarlng the extant of-each

variation, then causing a similar variation by maaas of tbe

light to be compared with the standard, and measuring Its

extent.
'

'

'

8 8 8.803. SPRING - PRE88UBB RBOUI.ATOR FOR
PUMPS. Lonia W. Ha8KBU<, New Y«i*, N. Y., Wal-
TKB C. Pbttt, Savannah, Qa-, and Buobnk L. Tcssibr,

Charleston. 8. C. Plied Mar. 15, 1907. Serial No.

362,459.

1. In a light-measuring apparatus, the combination of

a source of light to be measured, means for causing the

source of light to vary an ascertainable physical quantity,

and means for measuring the variation.

2. In an apparatus for measuring light, means for caus-

ing the light to be measured to vary the current flow in an !

electric circuit, and means for measuring the variation.

3. In measuring apparatus for light, the combination of

an electric circuit with a source of current therefor, a '

selenium cell interposed in the circuit, and means for
j

measuring the variation of the electrical condition of the i

1. The combination with a pump cylinder and a pump
piston therein, of a regulator cylinder, a reciprocating pis

ton therein, a stnfflng-box through which said piston pasaes

Into said cylinder and which embodies a gland forming a

dash pot cylinder, a dash-pot piston carried by said regu-
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tator piston, and a spring acting on said regulator piston

to normally hold the same In position.

2. The combination with a pump cylinder and a pump
piston therein, of a regulator cylinder, a reclprocatory

piston in said regulator cylinder, a atufing-box through

which said piston passes into said cylinder and which em-

bodies a nut or gland forming a cl^sh-pot cylinder, a dash-

pot piston carried by said regulator pistoa and arranged to

fit within the cup-shaped nut when the reigulator piston if

at the limit of Its inward movement.
."i. A regulator for pumps, comprising i| regulator-cylin-

der adapted for attachment to the pump-tyllnder, a reclp-

rocatory piston in said regulator-cylinder, a stuffing-box

through which said piston passes Into stld cylinder and
which embodies a cup-sfaaped nut or glan(| forming a dash-

pot cylinder, a dash pot piston carried by said regulator

piston and arranged to fit within said cup-ehaped nut when
the regulator-piston is at the limit of its iaward movement,
and a spring acting on said regulator-pi|ton to normally

hoUl the samt» In the aforesaid position.

«88,S04 DABBIN'G-BRUSH. Patrick Hbitbt, Bradford.

England Filed Jan. 7, 1908. Serial No. 409,929.

D C B
c

I

I -Hi' I

1 MlP
r

1. A brush comprising a stock provided with a plurality

of bores to receive bristles, adjusting plufs provided with

longitudinal bores adapted to be arranged within said

bores, and drawing wires adapted to pfcss through the

stock, plugs and bristles for the purpose let forth.

2. A brush comprising a stock provided with a plurality

of bores in its underside, communicating with openings of

a smaller diameter formed in the top of the brush, plugs

provided with longitudinal bores arrange4 in the bores of

the stock, bristles arranged in the bores a^d drawing wires

passing through the openings of the stock, bores of the

plugs and heads of the bristles, for the purpose set forth.

3. A brush comprising a stock provided with oppositely

disposed enlargements and an outwardly projecting tongue,

said enlargements and tongue being provl4ed with vertical

bores communicating with square recesses formed in their

undersides, a back plate substantially the same shape as

the stock, arranged on the upper side of the stock having

oppositely disposed aperture ears, and aa outwardly pro-

jecting tongue, the apertures of said ears >nd tongue regis-

tering with the apertures of the enlargenjents and tongue

of the stock, bolts extending upwardly through said bores

of the stock and through the aperture ears and tongue of

the back plate, said bolts being provided With square heads

fitting In the recesses formed In the enlargements and

tongue of the stock, nuts working on said bolts for clamp-

ing said plate tbereon, said plate beln| provided with

square openings, and bolts provided with square portions

on their shanks extending up through the square openings

formed In said back plate for securing said brush to the ac-

tuating machine.

888.805 GUARD FOR CIRCULAR SAWS. Richaed W.
• Hood. Carterville, Mo. Filed Aug. 2. 1907 Serial No.

386.840.

1. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a support ; of a saw receiving body adjustably

mounted upon the support, a front guard tlldably mounted
upon the body and having lateral wings, side guards piv-

otally connected to the body and bearl$g upon but de-

tached from the wings, and means engaging the front

guard for supporting all of the guards In raised positions.

2. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a support ; of a saw receiving body adJtiBtably

mounted on the support, a front guard iHdably mounted
on the body and having lateral wings, iqeans for detach-

ably engaging said guard to support It in raised position,

and connected side guards pivotally mounted upon oppo-

site faces of the body and detached from and normally

supported by the wings

3. In a device of tlu^ i'tiaract>T dfscrlbpd th<' '•omt'iiia-

tlon with a support : of a saw rvcvlvlng body adjustahly

connected to the suppiirt. a front guard embracing and

sUdably mounted upon tli*- bo<ly. said guard liavlnK' lat.ral

wings, means for automatically engaging said guard to sup-

port it In raised position, connected side bars pivotpd "U

opposite faces of the body and detached from but normally

bearing upon the wln>rs, and means upon the body for en-

gaging the front guard to retain It In engagemt-nt with the

securing means

888.80« ROTARY ENOINK .Vlton Hopki.ns. Denver,

Colo. Filed July 30. 190*5, Serial No 328,412. Re-

newed Oct. 17, 1907 Serial No. 397,919.

1. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing hav-

ing a high and low pressure cylinder, of a rotary piston

In each cylinder, each piston having two oppositely ar

ranged steam Impact surfaces, two oppositely arranged

and independent steam Inlet ports leading Into each eyl-

Inder, two Independent rotary valves In said steam Inlet

ports controlling the ports, ports to both cylinders, an

exhaust port for each valve mechanism, and a high pres

sure cylinder connected to the steam Inlet and valve ports

of said low pressure cylinder

2. In a rotary engine the combination with the casing

of the high and low pressure cylinders separated by a par-

tition, the steam chests on opposite sides of said casing,

the independent steam Inlet ports separated by a partition,

the Independent rotary valves having ports arranged to

admit steam In unison at opposite sides of each cylinder,

and arranged to admit the exhaust steam of the high pres-

sure cylinder at a predetermined time to the low pressure

cylinder, the driving shaft extending axlally through both

cylinders, the oblong pistons having opposite steam im-

pact surfaces and opposite curved ends, and steam Impact

portion, a steam Inlet swinging gate valve pivotally mount-

ed at the junction of each steam Inlet port with the In

terlor periphery of each cylinder, arranged to be opened

by the Inflowing steam pressure and to be closed by said
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curved back portions of said pistons, and means for rotat-

ing said valves from said driving shaft

H In a rutarv engine, the combination with the .asing,

the high and u".w pre.ss.ire cylinders, the cylinder heads^

and the valve chests, arranged on opposite sides of said

cylinder, a pair of rotating valves in said valve cheats,

each havin;: ports adapted to admit steam to each cy -

Inder a main driving shaft axially mounted In said cyl-

inder heads and casing, pistons c(.mprising members hav-

ing their opposite ends arranged to fit rotatably the Inner

perlpherv of said cylinders, and means Including ports

for conveying the actuating fluid from the high pressure

cylinder to the low pressure cylinder.

4 In a rotarv engine, the combination with the casing

having two cvllnders therein, divided by a partition, the

cylinder hea.ls secured to said casing, the taper-center

points in said partition, the adjustable center points in

said cylinder heads, the valve chests on said casing the

steam Inlet ports In said valve chests, and the curved re-

cesses at the junction of said ports and the inner periph-

ery of said cylinder, and swintrlni: gate valves pivotally

supported on said pivotal centers and in said recesses.

r. In a rotarv engine, the combination of a casing, con-

taining two cvllnders. a fision r..tatably mounted In each

cylinder, a driving shaft se.ured to said pistons, ports ar-

ranged to admit steam from a source of steam supply to

one of said cylinders, ports arranged to lead the steam

from the first cylinder and piston to the second cylinder

and piston, two independent steam admitting rotary valves

arranged to control the admittance of steam to said cyl-

inders and pistons, and m.ans connected with said main

shaft an.l valves for mtatini: said valves.

IClalms tJ to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

nectlng said shaft to carriage return means, second means

controlled by the record for operatlvely connecting the

shaft to means for feeding a sheet of paper to the type-

writer platen, and third means controlled by the record

for operating the keys of a type-writer, substantially as

specified.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette.]

888 808 TiTK WHITER OrERATOK. Benjamin F.

Hdtches, Jr., Hldgewood. N. J .
assignor to The Auto-

multlgraph Co.. New York, N. Y.. a CorporatL.n of New

YorV Filed June 1, 1907. Serial No. :;70,802.

888.807. TYPE WRITER OPERATOR. Benjamin F.

nt-TPHES Jr Rldgewo<^>d, N. J., assignor to The Anto-

multlgraph Co .
New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New

York. Filed May J. l!'f>7 S. rial No. 371.421.

1 In a typewriter operator, a power shaft, and key

controlled means for uperatlvely connecting said shaft to

carriage return means and to means for feeding a sheet

of paper to the type writer platen, substantially as specl-

" In a type-writer operator, a p<^>wer shaft, key-con-

trolled means f<.r operatlvely connecting said shaft to

carriage return means and to means for feeding a sheet Of

paper to the type writer platen, combined with means for

manually actuating the keys of a typewriter, substantially

as specified.

3 In a typewriter operator, a power shaft, key con-

trolled means for operatlvely connecting said shaft to

carriage return means and to means for feeding a sheet of

paper to the typewriter platen, combined with means for

manually actuating the keys of a type-writer, and means

for simultaneously producing a record, substantially as

specified.

4 In a type-writer operator, a power shaft, automatic

means for operatlvely connecting said shaft to carriage

return means and to means for feeding a sheet of paper to

the type writer platen, combined with automatic means

for actuating the keys of a type-writer, substantially as

specified

.". In a t\pwilter operator, a power shaft, a record,

tirst I .ansCunfrcllid by tie record for ofwratively con-

1 V type writer o[MTat(.r provided with means for sup-

porting a series of disconnected heading cards, and means

controlled by said cards for actuating a type writer, sub-

stantially as specified.

2 A type writer operator provided with a text record,

a series of disconnected heading cards, and means alter-

nately operated by the text record and heading cards for

actuating a type writer, substantially as specified.

3 A type writer operator provided with a magazine, a

series of disconnected heading cards contained therein.

and means controlled by said cards for operating a type-

writer, substantially as specified.

4 A type writer operator provided with a magazine, a

series of" disconnected heading canis contained therein,

and electric circuits controlled by said cards and adapted

to operate a type-writer, substantially as specified

5 A type-writer operator containing a series of per-

forated stacked disconnected heading cards, levers adapt-

ed to engage the card-perforations, and typewriter actu-

ating means in circuit with said levers, substantially as

specified.

[Claims 6 to LT. not printed in the Cazette.]

88 8 809. MAlI^MARKING MACHINE. Fred C. IKL-

FiKLD Sliver Creek. N. Y.. assignor to Columbia Postal

Supply Company. Silver Creek. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New York. Filed Jan. 12. 1907. Serial No. 351.906.

1. A mall marking machine comprising a printing mem-

ber or wheel, an impression member or wheel, an eccen-

tric on which one of said members is pivoted, a trigger

held yieldingly In the letter path, means for moving the

trigger out of the letter path, and means for transmit

ting the movement of the trigger to said eccentric for

carrying the member mounted thereon toward the other

member, substantially as set forth.

2 \ mall marking machine comprising a printing

meriiber or wheel, an Impression member or wheel, an

eccentric on which one of said members Is pivoted, a trig-

ger held vleldinglv In the letter path, means for moving

the trigger out of the letter path, and means for trans-

mitting the movement of the trigger to said eccentric

for carrying the member mounted thereon toward the

other member .onsisting of a tappet arranged on said ec-
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centric and a shifting arm connected with th« trigger and

engaging with said tappet, substantially a« s«t forth.

>

a stem which serves as a handle, and from which said rod

is suspended so as to be capable of receiving a swinging

motion, and a pair of annular beads upon said stem,

said beads being formed with rounded surfaces and being

located on opposite sides* of tlie means of suspension to

prevent lateral movement and displacement of the rod

from said stem, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

m f-
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thereagainsr th.> pffcrt of material pasiinj: throuKh the

pump.
4. The combination with the caslni; of a rotary pump.

of a removable lining therein formed of tvslllent matTlal.

5. The combination with the casing of a rotary pump,

of a llnlnjc of rubber covering the inner f»ce of the periph-

ery thereof

[Claims ti to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

888.S15 FURNACE.
Filed f>ct. .HO. 1907.

John J. JONKS. New ( astle, Fa.

Serial No. 399.955.

i^M^^S::!-
±1-

M >*

K

1. .V furnace consisting of an oblong structure having

loBgirudlnally dispofled flues In Its top terminating In a

•tack, adjoining pairing furnaces locate* at one side of

said structure and communicating therewith, gates con-

trolling said communication, auxiliary gtate bars located

at the ends of said structure, a horlicnttl plate conveyer

passing through said oblong structure and comprising a

plurality of conveyer frames, and pins carried by said

framt-s : delivery rails arranged at one end of said struc-

ture, movable kickers for removing platas from said con-

v^-yer to said rails, an inclined conveyer arrange<l at one

side of said structure and at an angle thereto for con-

veying plates to the front end of said structure, a casing

for delivering plates from the last mentioned conveyer to

said horizontal conveyer, adjustable tables arranged at

the rear end of said Inclined conveyer, horizontal doors

normally closing the ends of said structure, and means

within said structure for guiding said horizontal con-

veyer, substantially as described.

1. \ furnace consisting of an oblonj structure, two

adjoining pair furnaces communicating with said structure,

gates controlling said communication, aniillary grate bars

located at the ends of said structure, a horliontal plate

conveyer passing through said oblong structure and com-

prising a plurality of conveyer frames, and pins carried

by said frames ; delivery rails arranged at one end of said

struct are. movable kickers for removing plates from said

conveyer to said rails, an Inclined convtyer arranged at

one side of said structure and at an angl* thereto for con-

veying plate to the front end of said structure, a casing

for delivering plates from the last mentioned conveyer to

said horizontal conveyer, adjustable taHes arranged at

the rear end of said inclined conveyer, liinged doon nor-

mally closing the ends of said structure, »nd means within

said structure for guiding said horizontal conveyer, sub-

stantially as described.

S. A furnace embodying an oblong structure, adjoining

pairing furnaces communicating with said structure, gates

controlling said communication, a horHontal plate con-

veyer passing through said furnace, said conveyer com-

prising an endit'ss sprocket chain, fwimes, and pins

carried thereby, delivery rails at the rear end of said

structure, an inclined conveyer arranged at one side of

said structure for delivering plates to the front end of

said furnace, means for feeding plates from said inclined

conveyer to said horizontal conveyer, and means for re-

moving plates from said horizontal conveyer.

4. A furnace embodying an oblong structure, adjoining

pairing furnaces communicating with said structure, gates

controlling said communication, a horizontal plate con-

veyer passing through said furnace, delivery rails at the

rt>ar end of said structure, an Inclined ctnveyer arranged

at one side of said structure for delivering platea to the

front end of said furnace, means for fe<jding plates from

said inclined conveyer to said horizontal conveyer, and
means for removing plates from said horizontal conveyer.

Ti .V furnace embodying an oblong structure, adjoining

pairing furnaces communicating with said structure, a

horizontal plate conveyer passing through said furnace,

delivery rails at the rear end of said structure, an inclined

conveyer arranged at one side of said structure for deliver-

ing plates to the front end of said furn ice. means for feed-

ing plates from said inclined conveyer to said horizontal

conveyer, and means for removing plates from said hori-

zontal conveyer

888,816. CAN-Pt)LI8HIN<; MACHINK Faixz Kaesbr,
Highland. Ill FlU-d Feb Jl. H>08. Serial No. 417,054.

Al M- «« 9^

1 In a can polishing machine, a main frame, pairs of

vertically movable supports fitted to said frame, one pair

of supports l>eing arranged forward of the other pair of

supports, means for Independently raising and lowering

each pair of said supports, brush holders movably mounted

upon said paired supports, and means for reciprocating

the brush holders upon the supports, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a can polishing machine, a main frame, a carrier

whereby the cans to be polished may be conducted through

said machine, pairs of vertically movable brush holder

supports fitted to said frame each pair of supports being

susceptible of vertical movement Independent of the other

pair of supports, means for Independently raising and

lowering each pair of said supports, brush holders mov-

ably mounted upon said paired supports, and means for

reciprocating the bruah holders upon the supports, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. In a can polishing machine, a main frame, pairs of

brush holder lift platea fitted to said frame, guide rails

carried by each pair of said lift plates and arranged inde-

pendent of each other, means whereby said lift plates may
be raised and lowered In pairs Independent of any other

pair, brush holders moTably mounted upon the pairs of

guide rails, and meana for reciprocating the brush holders

upon the supports, substantially as set forth.

4. In a can polishing macMne. a main frame, a carrier

whereby the cans to be polished may be conducted through

said machine, pairs of lift plates fitted to said frame,

guide rails carried by said lift plates and arranged Inde-

pendent of each other, means whereby said lift platea may

be raised and lowered In pairs Independent of any other

pair, and bruah holders movably mounted upon the pairs

of guide rails, substantially as set forth

5. In a can polishing machine, a main frame, a carrier

whereby the cans to be polished may be conducted through

said machine, pairs of lift plates fitted to said frame,

guide rails carried by said lift plates and arranged Inde-

pendent of each other, means whereby said lift plates may

be raised and lowered in pairs Independent of any other

pair, brush holders reciprocally mounted upon the pairs

of guide rails, and a connecting member to which said

brush holders are pivoted for vertical play Independent of

each other, substantially as set forth

[Claim 6 not printed In the (Jazette ]
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888,817. VALVE. Chablbh Kapesos, Plttaburg, Pa.

FU«d Aug. 17, 1907. Serial No. 389,005

1. In a valve, n valve r<xl provided at its lower end

with a head, a coupling of cup like form sleeved over the

head and extending below the same and prnvide<l with

Interior thrend.s at its lower end, a valve thrende<l into

eiigHKement with said coupling, said valve being lmi>erfo-

rate to provide a smooth surface In contact with the face

of the head, a valve stem provided with a rt><luced exter-

nally threaded upper end threaded Into the lower face of

Mid valve, the reducing of said valve stem at its upper

end forming an annular shoulder which abuts against the

lower face of the valve, and a valve forrae<l Integrnl with

the lower end of said valve stem, whereby the valves will

have a positive connection to move in unison and In the

same rtire<'tlons.

•J. In a valve having two valve seats forme<l on oppo

site sides of a partition, a valve stem having a screw

threaded engagement with the valve casing, and a valve

mem»K«r removably 8ecure<l thereto, the connection of the

stem and meml*r permitting a relative rotative movement

therebetween, said valve member comprising two opposing

valves spaced one from the other and lying on opposite

sides of th* valve seat partition, said valves l.elng mov

able as a unitary structure, the lower valve having a stem

secured thereto at Its upper end and adapted to U- remov

ablv secured to the upper valve, the length of said latter

stem determining the distance between the valves, the

upper valve being Imperforate to provide a smooth sur

face In contact with the lower end of the main valve

stem

HH8,818.

I.IKE.

CLOSURE FOR JARS. BOTTLES
JtLiis K.KRRM.\NN, Indianapolis,

AND THE
Ind. Filed

Nov 5. 1906. Serial No. 342,088.

888.819 PICTURE HOOK Ai>kebt H. Kf.mpeh. Day-

ton, Ohio. Filed Feb. 8, 1908. Serial No. 414,868.

picture hook may l>e elevated to or removed from ;i mold-

ing, substantially as specified.

2. A picture hook having an eye bolt secured to its

oater side by means of which said picture hook may l>e

elevated to or lowered from a moldiug. sulwtantially as

specified.

888,820. SELF SETTING TRAP Iva L. Kivdig. Secor,

III. Filed Apr, »i. 1908. Serial No. 425.457.

The combination with a fruit jar or the like, of a seal

Ing disk upon the top thereof, and a lid adapted to cover

the top of the fruit Jar and sealing disk and compress and

hold said sealing disk In place between said lid and the

top of the fruit jar, said sealing disk being coated with

adhesive material on the portion thereof that engages the

top of the fruit jar

1 A self-setting trap comprising a receptacle having a

i

constricted portion above which the receptacle Is out-

wardly flanged, a hollow post mounted within the recep-

I tacle a vertlcallv movable rod mounted within said post,

I a platform secured to said rod, a weighted tilting lever

adapted to normally hold said rod and platform at their

highest limit with the platform opposite said constricted

(
portion of the receptacle, as set forth.

" A self setting trap comprising a receptacle having a

'

constricted portion alwve which the receptacle is out-

wardlv flanged, a hollow post mounted within the rinep-

tacle "a vertlcallv movable rod mounted within said i>ost,

a platform secured to said rod. a pin rising from the bot-

tom of the receptacle, a lever plvotally mounted upon said

pin one end of said lever being cupped and adapted to

receive the lower end of said rod, and a weight ui>on

said lever, as set forth.
, v. .

.? \ self setting trap comprising a receptacle having a

constricted portion above which the receptacle is ..ut-

wardlv flanged, a hollow post mounted within the recep-

ta< le a vertlcallv movable rod mounted within said post,

a platform secured to said rod, a pin rising from the

b<.ttom of the receptacle. =1 lever plvotally raouiited upon

^ald pin, one end of said lever being cupped and adapted

to rfcelve the lower end of said rod. a weight upon said

lever, a Idling over said lever and i>o8t and ai>ertured to

receive said rod, as set forth.

1. A picture hook having a member projecting from the

outer side thereof and provided with an aperture adapted

to receive a pointed Instrument and by means of which the

888,821. SANITARY TOILET SEAT
Chicago. Ill Filed May 27. 1907.

John .\

Serial No.

Kl.ElNK,

375,787.

\ sanitary covering for water closet seats consisting of

a she,.t folded twice upon Itself and provided with a plu

rnlitv of radial openings to form flap sections therebe^

tween and a stub section connecting the Inner ends of

said flap sections to be engaged by means for suspending

the sheet wherebv said stub section will be detached from

the sheet when the latter is removed from said suspension

means for use.

888 So-^ TELEPHONE CUT-OFF OR MUFFLER Georoe
'

S KNowi.Es. Buffalo. Mo. assignor of forty -nine one-

hundredths to D. M. Rush. Buffalo, Mo Filed Oct. 30.

1907 Serial No. 399.855.

1 K telephone cut-off or muffler comprising a plate hav

ing an opening therein for the clapper of a telephone, and

means on the plate adapted to prevent the clapper from

striking the bells.

" \ telephone cut-off or muffler comprising a plate hav-

ing an opening therein for the clapper of a telephone bell,

and n slide on the plate adapted to engage the bell

clapper to prevent It from striking the bell.
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, ^tr r^r muffler comprlMng a plate

aVor for recelTinK the bell clapper whereby It l9 prej^"^!:

rTtnCtb^e ben and -en the aUde U .oved tro.

its normal position rutting out the batterlea.

OF^FICIAL GAZETTE
May 26,1908.

RRH824 MEKNS FOR LUBRICATING RAPIDL\ - RE-

t'^Tvivr VFRTIC\I SHAFTS. Ivar P. B. Knudsisn.
VOLMNG \ERT1LA1. »

«

a
^^ ^^^^ ^^

Copenhagen, LK'nmark. Filed Aug. —
.

1^"'

\

4 V telephone cutoff or mutfl.T compri.sl»« a
P^^^^J^J^'

n.ct.d to a telephone box and In commanlr»tlon w th the

b tienes. said plate having an opening for tbe bell clap^.

and means whereby the batteries can be c.t out and the

.iapper prevented from striking the bell.

A Knox. Springfield.
888,8SS. VEHICLE-TIRE. Harey

Mms. Fllt'd Deo. 13. 1905. Serial No. 201.6-3.

L--^

outer wall of the oil vessel and eff-.-t a constant lubrl.a

stant lubrication of the bearing.

888 8-^5 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ^^-^H REFER-

FNCF TO COVERING MATERIA!. H.sRY E^ Kock.

nnclnnati. Ohio. Filed Jan 2. 1008. Serial No. 408.963.

^ ,hingle tile or plate uf suitable material having

lower margin cut t. an acute angle with one only of it

lateral edges.
^

its

888 826 VALVE-GAGE. Alpha O. Kck^ken

Fii:^Apr. 15. 1907. Serial No. 368.257.

lola. Kans.

1 In a vehicle-wheel, the combination with the rim
|

as described.

•iV™ I./^* with .n interlorlr «:re» threaacKl
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having an opening fitting said hub and having at one end a

weight and provided at its opposite end with an indicating

point registering with said scale, a collar surrounding the

hub and carrying a set screw for engagement with the hub.

and a screw threaded bolt arranged in said hub and having

a point for the purpose described.

888,827. ASH SIFTING APPARATUS. John L. Laverty. !

Cambridge. Mass. Filed June 3. 190T. Serial No. 377,023

1. The combination of a stove, a sieve ptrmanently

mounted within the stove body under the grate thereof, an

agitator cooperating with the sieve, a chute leading from

the sieve and extending exterior of the stove, and an ash
j

pan mounted within the stove under the sieve.

2. The combination of a stove, a sieve permanently

mounted within the body of the stove under the grate

thereof, the said sieve being formed with a trough portion,

a screw conveyer mounted within the trough portion of

the sieve, a chute leading from one end of the tmugh and

extending exterior of the stove, a receptacle for receiving

the matter dl.scharged through the chute, and an ash pan

mounted within the stove under the sieve.

means for retaining the coin against downward movement

when the lock is open, and means for clamping the coin

when the lock is closed, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

3. In a coin controlled lock, the combination of a lock

casing and a lock-bolt located therein, mechanism adapted

to impart reciprocating movement to the lock-bolt, a key

adapted to actuate the lock-bolt reciprocating mechanism,

a spindle housing provided with a notched flange, said key

provided with a notch adapted to receive the flange of the

spindle housing, a pivoted bar provided with a pin. said

pin adapted for engagement with the lock-bolt, a sliding

plate provided with means for moving the coin in one di-

rection, a spring bar adapted to clamp the coin when

moved by the sliding plate, said sliding plate provided with

a finger adapted to clamp the spring bar. substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

4. In a coin controlled lock, the combination of a lock

consisting of a casing and a lock-boll mechanism adapted

to impart reciprocating movement to the lock-bolt, a coin

guide a pivoted bar provided with a pin. a shoulder lo-

cated upon the lock bolt, said shoulder adapted for engage-

ment with the pin upon the pivoted bar. a sliding plate

provided with a coin holding tang and a coin clamping

finger, a coin push bar movable with the sliding plate, said

sliding plate provided with notches and a spring bar adapt

ed for engagement with the notches with the sliding plate

and a key adapted to actuate the lock-bolt, substantially

as and for the jiurpose si>ecifled.

.'.. In a coin controlled lock mechanism, a key a pivoted

bar adapted to be actuated by the movement of a coin to

release the lock bolt, means for holding the coin in its ini-

tial position and moved position, a lock spindle housing

provided with a notched flange and a key provided with a

notch adapted to engage the flange of the spindle housing,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

COIN
M?BT, Canton.

399.803.

CONTROLLED LOCK. Victor A- LlP-

Ohio. Filed Oct. 30, 1907. Serial No.

888,829. BOTTLE. Linwio Liptai. New York. N. T.

Filed Feb. 20. 1907. Serial No. 3.')8.402.

1, In a coin controlled lock, the combination <if a lock

casing, and a lock bolt lf>cated therein, a bar pivotally at-

tached to a plate forming part of the lock casing, said piv-

oted bar provided with a pin, a shoulder formed upon the

lock bolt adapted for engagement with the pin. a sliding

plate provided with a coin push bar, said sliding plate pro

vlded with a coin retaining tang and fingers, a spring tang

adapted to temporarily hold the coin and means for guid-

ing the coin, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a coin controlled lock, a lock casing provided with

coin guides and a lock bolt, a key and means for Imparting

reciprocating movement to the lock bolt by the key, a piv-

oted bar provided with a pin adapted for engagement with

the coin and the lock bolt, a sliding plate adapted to be

actuated by the key simultaneously with the lock-bolt, said

sliding plate provided with means for moving the coin, and

1. A liquid container, comprising. In combination, a

hollow body, a tube within the same integral with and ex

tending along the wails thereof, a faucet secured to said

body and having two independent passages, two independ-

ent valves in said faucet and adapted to close or op<n

said passages.

2. A liquid container, comprising, in combination, a

hollow body, a tube within the same and integral with

and extending along the wall thereof, a faucet secured

to said body and having two independent passages, two

rotatable valves in said faucet and adapted to close and

open said passages.

8 8 8.830. MECHANICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
Christian Maebten. Jr.. North Tonawanda. N. Y.

Filed Jan. 29, 1908. Serial No. 413.195.

1. In a musical instrument, the combination with the

traveling member which controls the operation of the in-
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striitn»>nr. of tn^ans alio c-ontroUed by ^ald traveling mem-
b«»r for stopping thf aamt- at the end of a selection, and a

time-starting mechanism which Is set In taction by the

actuation of said stopping mt»ans and automatically

tarta said traveling member again after a lapa^ of time,

substantially as set forth.

J. In a musical Instrument, the e-omblnation with the

traveling music shf>ot which controls thf operation of

the instrument. u( means also controlled by said mu.slc

sheet for stopping the feed of the music sheet at the end

of a selection, and a time starting mechattlsm which is

set in motion by the actuation of said stopping means and
automatically starts said music sheet again after a lapse

of time, substantially as set forth.

3. In a musical Instrument, the combination with the

traypling music sheet which controls the opn>ratlon of the

instrument, of a pneumatic also controlled by said music
sheet, means controlled by said pneumatic for stopping

the feed of said mu.sic sheet, a time starting mechanism
which Is set in motion by said stopping means when actu-

ated, and a releasing device for said pneumatic which is

actuated by said starting mechanism after a lapse of

time, substantially as set forth.

4. In a musical Instrument, the combination with the

music sheet which controls the operation of the instru-

ment, of feed mt-chanism for said music sheet, pneumatic
means for >itartlng and stopping said feed mechanism, a

stop pneumatic which is controlled by said music sheet

and controls said feed mechanism, time ttartlng mech-

anism which Is set In motion by said pneumatic means
wheu actuated to stop the feed of the music sheet, and
a latch device which holds said stop pneumatic inactive

and is actuated by said starting mechanist) after lapse

of time to relea.s»» said pneumatic, substantially as set

forth.

5. In a musical instrument, the combination with the

music sheet which controls the operation of the Instru-

ment, of feed means for said music sheet, a suction bel-

lows and connections for stopping and starting said she«t

feed means, a valve controlling said bello^ts, means con-

trolled by said music sheet for operating said ralTe to

stop the music sheet, and a time starting mechanism
which is set in motion by said connections and aatomatlc-

ally controls said valve operating means to cause said

bellows to start the music sheet after a lapse of time,

substantially as set forth.

(Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 <t S . 8 3 1 . BRICK CONVEYER WilltjIm R. Mabtim,
Lancaster. Pa. Filed May 17, 1907. Serial No. 374,176.

1. The combination, with a conveyer, of a hinged or

tilting dump-board for damping brick from a mold upon
a pallet located away from the conveyer, and a gravity-

carrier extending from the dump-board to the conreyer

and arranged In position to receive or support the loaded

pallet when lowered to approximately horlaontal position

iiy the dump board and allow said pallet to ride there

over onto the conveyer
2, The combination, with a conveyer, of a dump-board

In advance of the receiving end of the conveyer, and a

gravity carrier arranged between the dump-board and
receiving I'nd of the conveyer and in position to receive

the loaded pallet when lowered by the dump-board and to

ride thereover onto the conveyer.

'.\ ''"he c<)mt)inatiun. with an endless conveyer for li^ar-

ing off pallets of bricks placed upon the upper run of said

conveyer at its receiving end and returning empty pallets

on its lower run. of a gravity carrier associated with said

lower run of the conveyer near the receiving end of the

conveyer, said gravity carrier having Its higher end ar-

ranged in position to receive the pallets returned by the

lower run of the conveyer and said gravity carrier slant-

ing downward over and curving to on*' side of said lower

rijn of the conveyer to allow said pf'llets to ride thereover

off from the conveyer.

4. The combination, with h conveyer, of a gravity-

carrier provided at an intermediate iwrtlon of the con-

veyer for discharging pallets brought thereto by the con-

veyer, the conveyer t>elng downwardly inclined In the di-

rection of its travel under said gravity-carrier, the higher

and receiving "nd of said gravity carrier being positioned

to receive the pallets from the conveyer and said gravity-

carrier being curved and passing at a lowt-r level over and
off to one side of the conveyer, for delivering the pallets

to the side.

5. The combination of a traveling conveyer supported

and guided to make a turn, and having a higher elevation

at the approach than at the end of the turn and a curved

gravity-carrier for transferring pallets carried by the

conveyer around the turn out of contact with the con-

veyer, said gravity carrier having Its higher and receiv-

ing end positioned to receive the pallets brought thereto

by the approaching run of the conveyer and having Its

lower end positioned to deliver the pallets upon the de-

parting run of the conveyer

(Claim not printed in the Oaiette. 1

888,8.32 TYPE WRITING MACHINE. He.vby W Meb-
BfTT. Syracuse. N. Y,, assignor to The Monarch Type-

writer Company. Syracuse, N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed Nov. 2fl, 1904. Serial No. 2.^4.755.

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a type

bar having a recess and a trough-like portion, a connect-

ing link adapted to play In said trough-like portion and
having a rounded end fitting into the recess in said type

bar, an actuating member connected with said link, one

of said member and link elements being formed with a

slot, a pin on the other element engaging said slot, and

means on the slotted element (or locking said pin in

place.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a type

bar comprising a main body portion and cheek pieces

having depressions, said body portions and cheek piece*

forming a trough or open-topped box, a link adapted to

play in said trough and having a rounded end fitting Into

the depressions in the cheek pieces, a member connected

with said links for actuating said type bar, one of said
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link and member elements being formed with a slot, a pin I

on the other element engaging said slot, and means on

the slotted element for locking said pin in place.

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a

three-ply type bar, the center ply being cut away to form

a trough, a link adapted to play in said trough and pro-

vided with a spherical end bearing in the side plies of

said type bar, and means connected with said link for

actuating said type bar.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a type

bar comprising a body portion and side parts secured to

the body portion near the pivot end and conforming with

said body portion in shape, said body portion being cut away

so as to form a trough or groove, and said side parts

having depressions, a link adapted to play in said trough

or groove and provided with a spherical end bearing In

the depressions In the side parts, and means connected

with said links for actuating said type bar.

5. In a front strike typewriting machine, the combination

of a series of front strike pivoted type bars, a series of keys,

a series of upright levers operated by said keys, and a series

of links connecting said levers with said type bars, each of

said links being connected with its type bar by a bail and

socket Joint that permits the link to be turned about its

longitudinal axis, so that It may be properly i-onnected

with its lever without twisting or bending, and each of

said links being connected with Its lever by a separable

pin and slot connection.

[Claims rt to 17 not printed in the Gazette,]

888.834. CLAMP. Joseph H. Mills, Richmond. Ind.

Filed Oct. 16. 1907. Serial No. 397,659.

8 88.83 3. PYKOGKAPHIC OR CAUTERY DEVICE.

Thoma.s W. MiLLKK, Ashland. Ohio. Filed Dec. 9.

1907. Serial No. 405,803.

f
"
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holder, a plurality of closely-arranged stripping teeth ex-

tending acroBB said stripping path, and means Imparting

a relative movempnt to said elements In a direction trans-

verse said teeth to strip the blades from the stem of the

leaf while the teeth are substantlaJly held tgalnst a move-

ment approaching the plane of the relative Btrlpplng move-

ment of said elements.

4 In a tobacco stemmer, the combination of stripping

elements comprising a plurality of closely^rranged strip-

ping teeth, a leaf holder, and means Imparting to said

elements a relative stripping movement longitudinal the

leaf at a speed requisite to strip the blade Of the leaf from

the stem, the effective teeth being held from movement In

a direction transverse the leaf during said stripping

movement.
5. In a tobacco steramer. the combination of a plurality

of closely arranged laterally-yielding effective stripping

teeth maintained relatively stationary to any movement

In a direction across the stripping path at the stripping

point, a leaf holder, and means Imparting to said elements

a relative stripping movement at the stripping point In a

direction transverse said teeth.

[riaims 6 to 23 not printed In the Gaaette.]

888,838. CLOCK REI'EATING MECHANISM. Cabl

MClleh and Carl Kkambk, Stuttgart, dermany. Filed

Feb. -'S. 19<)r,. Serial No. 24T.8--'2.

with an auxiliary continuously driven gear, of a combined

rocking and reciprocatory toothed segment, a spring actu-

ated rod connected with the segment to bring the same in

position to engage the gear, an hoiir strike rack pivotally

connected with the segment, a quarter hour rack arranged

to be actuated by the hour rack, a pair of trip pawls ar-

ranged In the path of movement of the two racks and

adapted to actuate the bell hammers, and an abutmer;t

pivotally connected with a member of the quarter hour

rack to permit setting of the hands while the clock is

repeating.

5. In a clock repeating mechanism, the combination

with a continuously driven gear, of an axle, a toothed seg-

ment provided with an elongated orifice to be engaged by

the axle to permit the segment to l)e moved into and out

of engagement with the gear, an hour rack pivotally con-

nected with the segment and provided with an abutment,

and an hour snail with which the abutment Is arranged

to engage to control the movement of the repeating mech-

anism according to the time to be announced.

1 In a repeiitinj; thxk, the combination with the

movement, and a cear wheel rotated thereby, of a com

blned rocking and reciprocatory member •rranged to op

erate the repeating mechanism and having teeth adapted

to engage with the gear wheel, means to retract the rock-

ing member from the gear wheel and to move It Into oper

atlve position to actuate the repeating machanism, means

to limit the movement of the rocking mfmber according

to the time to be announced, and mean* to bring said

rocking member Into engagement with the gear wheel and

to disengage it therefrom at the end of Its travel into

position to rest.

•J. In the clock, the combination with « movement em-

bodying a continuously driven gear and a repeating mech-

anism, of a snail, a combined rocking aqd reciprocatory

member embodying a toothed sector, a yielding member

mounted upon the rocking member and coCperatlng with

the same and the snail to control the movement of the

repeating mechanism, the yielding member being adapted

to be moved from the snail to permit rotation of the lat-

ter when the repeating mechanism Is in operative position,

and the rocking member being provided with teeth to mesh

with the driven gear on one movement. I

3. In a clock repeating mechanism, the combination

with an auxiliary continuously driven gear, of a combined

rocking and reciprocatory toothed segment, a spring actu-

ated rod connected with the segment to bring the same In

position to engage the gear, an hour strlkie rack pivotally

connected with the segment, a quarter hour rack arranged

to be actuated by the hour rack, and a pair of trip pawls

arranged In the path of movement of th« two racks and

adapte«1 to actuate the bell hammers.

4. In a clock repeating mechanism, the combination

888.887. RED AZO DYE. Carl O. MtLLEB and Albx-

AXDCB Otto. Hftchst-on-the Main. C.ermany, assignor*

to Farbwerke vorm. Melster Lucius & Brdnlng. H5chst-

on - the - Main, Germany, a Corporation of Germany.

Filed Apr. 23. 1907. Serial No. 369,852. (Specimens.)

1. The herein described process of making disaso dye-

1
stuffs, which consists in further dlazotlilng the dyestuffs

from a dlaio compound and para amlnobenioyl-2.5 7-aml-

I

nonaphtholsulfonlc acid and In combining them with 2.5 7-

' amlnonaphtholsulfonlc acid wTiereln for one hydrogen atom

of the free amldo group may be substituted an acidyl-

residue.

2. As new products, red dyestuffs having the formula

dlazo compound -^ para - aminobenioyl - 2.5 7 - amlno-

naphtholsulfonlc add + 2.5.7 amlnonaphtholsulfonlc acid.

i
wherein for one hydrogen atom of the free amino group

' may be substituted an acldyl residue, being in a solid

state grepnish powders, soluble In hot water and sulfuric

acid with a red color, dyeing unmordanted cotton red

tints.

888,838. ROTARY PUMP Jacob MCllbr, New York.

N. Y.. assignor to ( arollne H. MQller, New York, N Y.

Filed Feb. 28. 1906. Serial No. .^0,{,4ft7.

I

In a rotary pump, the combination of a cylinder pro-

vided Interiorly at opposite sides with abutment receiving

recesses, there being transverse grooves In the cylinder-

wall at the middle parts of said recesses, abutments seated

In said recesses and having transverse grooves In their

outer surfaces opposite the transverse grooves in the

cylinder-wall, keys interposed between the abutments and

the cylinder-wall In the opposing transverse grooves, said

. abutments being guided on said keys and slidable thereon

Into and out of the cylinder, set-screws threaded in the

cylinder wall and abutting against said keys, a piston

within the cylinder having wings to cooperate with said

I
abutments, and actuating mechanism for the wings.
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888.839 PROCESS OF SEPARATING SALTS OP CO-
BALT AND NICKEL. Thomas B. McGhie. London,

England, assignor of one-half to Thomas Barton, Lon-

don, England Filed Sept. 9, 1907. Serial No. 392,050

1. Process of separating nickel and cobalt from so-

lutions containing these metals as mixed chlorlds, con

sisting In making the solution slightly acid, concentrating

it by evaporation and then allowing crystallization to

take place whereby the cobalt chlorld Is crystallized out

first.

2. Process of separating nickel and cobalt from solutions

containing these metals as mixed chlorlds, consisting in

making the solution slightly acid, concentrating It by

evaporation, allowing the cobalt and nickel chlorlds to

largely separate one from the other by fractional crystal-

lisation, and repeating the process until salts of the de-

sired degree of purity are obtained.

3. Process of separating nickel and cobalt from solu-

tions containing these metals as mixed chlorlds, consisting

In making the solution slightly acid, concentrating it by

evaporation, testing the mother liquor repeatedly by means
of samples taken out and cooled, and allowing the cobalt

chlorld to become separated from the nickel by fractional

crystallization as soon as the samples tested show the de

»ired degree of concentration

888,841. TACK-PULLER. John B. Naddain, Sparrowa
Point. Md. Filed July 16, 1907. Serial No. 383,989,

888.84U VARIABLE - STANDARD BOILER FEEDER.
Edward P. .Noyk-s, Winchester, Mass., assignor to Charles

F Brown, trustee. Reading. Mass. Filed Oct. 2. 19(>6

Serial No. 337,144.

L —r-f—n—*

—

1. The combination of a steam boiler having a steam

outlet, automatic feed regulating mechanism therefor con-

trolled by the boiler water-level and having means for

establishing said level at different heights, and means sen-

sitive to the rate of flow through said boiler outlet for

varying said height.

2. The combination of a steam boiler having a steam

outlet, automatic feed-regrulating mechanism therefor hav-

ing a shiftable standard height of l)OiIer-level control, a

resistance in said outlet, and means controlled dlfferen

tially by the steam pressure within the boiler and the pres-

sure in said outlet on the remote side of the resistance,

for varying said standard level of the regulator.

3. The combination of a steam boiler having a steam

outlet-pipe with a constricted aperture therein, a movable

septum subject on opposite sides to the steam pressure

within the boiler and the steam pressure in said outlet

pipe on the remote side of its constricted aperture, an
automatic feed-regulator for the boiler having means sub-

ject to the boiler level at different heights for diminishing

ihf boiler feed, and mechanism controlled by said septum
and controlling said means for varying the height at which
the feed-control Is exercised.

n

1 An Instrument for pulling tacks comprising a flat

operating bar having a twist adjacent Its lower end and
a claw at said end below the twist which projects for-

wardly, and a flat metal fulcrum bar secured to the lower
twisted end behind the claw of the operating bar and ex-

tending rearwardly and upwardly from said claw and the

upper end of said fulcrum bar being secured to the operat-

ing bar.

2. .\n instrument for pulling tacks comprising a flat

operating bar having a twist adjacent its lower end which
end Is formed into a split claw and a flat fulcrum bar
having Its two ends connected to the lower end of the

operating bar with its portion between the connected
ends extending rearwardly behind the twisted end of the

operating bar.

888.842. CARRIER FOR PENCILS. GrSTAF A Oberq,

Oakland. Cai, Filed May 28, 1907. Serial No. 376.072.

1. .\ device of the character described, comprising a
piece of wire bent to form members bent Into loops extend-
ing substantially at right angles to the surface through
said members, a pin movable about an axis transverse to

said direction of said loops, and a guard engaging the

point of the pin, substantially as described.

2. A device of the character described comprising a

single piece of wire bent to form a central member and
two side members, all of said members being bent Into

loops extending substantially at right angles to the sur-

face through said members, and adapted to engage the

sides of a pencil or the like, and also formed Into a pin

and a giiard to engage the point of the pin, substantially

as described

.S 8 8 . 8 4 3 . ELECTRIC FLAT IRON AND CONDUC-
TOR. Pac L E. Oswald. Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Mar.

14. 1907. .Serial No. 362.276.

1 .An electric flat Iron having a vertical channel

around the edge thereof, and an insulated compressed

graphite conductor in said channel.
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2. An electric flat iron having a vertical cjhannel around

the edge thereof, an Insulated compressed graphite con-

ductor la said channel ; and a heat Insulating vertical

washer In said channel pxterlor said conductor.

Official gazette
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3. An electric flat Iron comprising a t)ody having a

ledge at the bottom thereof, a heat and ele<jtrlc Insulating

washfT on said ledge, a sheet of insulating material above

said washer and around said body, a compressed graphite

ribbon having staggered silts In its opposite sides exterior

said insulating material, contacts secured to the ends of

said ribbon, heat and electric insulating material exterior

said ribbon, and within said slits, heat and electric in-

sulating mattrial upon said body and conductor, a cover

for said body and conductor having a handle secured

thereto and contact posts secured to and Insulated from

the cover and engaging the contacts secured to the con-

ductor.

888,844. ADJUSTABLE PARTITION FOR STOCK-CARS.
Gkorge a. Peters, Hutchinson, Minn. Filed Dec. 27,

1907 Serial No 408,.'?27.

1. A partition for car bodies comprising an interme-

diate body portion and adjustable gates projecting from

the opposite sides thereof, each gate comprising a multi-

plicity of parallel bars plvotally connected at their inner

ends to the intermediate portion of said body portion for

movement In a vertical plane, and gate posts pivoted to

the outer ends of said bars and connecting the same for

parallel swinging movements, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a car body hiving longitudi-

nally extended guide rails secured in the vicinity of the

roof thereof and having longitudinally extended anchor-

ing ban secured to the Inner surfaces of the sides there-

of, of an adjustable partition comprising in intermediate

body MCtlon aaapended from and mounted to travel on

said rails, and adjustable gates plvotally connected to the

intermediate portion of and projecting fr#m the opposite

sides of said body section for movements In a vertical

plane and provided at their free edges with means for de-

tachably socurlng the same to the said anchoring bars,

substantially as described.

3. The combination with a car body, of an adjustable

partition extended from the upper portion of said car

body with freedom for traveling movements longitudi-

nally thereof and provided with vertically movable an-

choring rods having sharp lower ends adapted to engage

the floor of the c,ir. .nubstantlally as described.

4. The combination with a car body having perforated

anchoring bars secured to the inner surfaces of the sides

thereof, of an adjustable partition comprising an interme-

diate body section and gates projecting from the oppo

site sides thereof, each gate comprising parallel bars and

a gate post connecting the free »>nd3 thereof, means sup-

porting said Intermediate gate section from the car body

with freedom for traveling movement.s longitudinally

thereof, pronged coupling heads adjustably connected to

the outer edge portions of said gates, and pins for de-

tachably connecting said coupling heads to said perfo-

rated anchoring bars, substantially as described.

.5. In an adjustable partition for car bodies the combL

nation with an intermediate body section having ver-

tically extended posts and vertically extended guide

rods secured at their upper and lower ends to said

posts, of gates made op of parallel bars and posts

plvotally connecting the free ends thereof, which gate

bars work between the co^iperating posts and guide

rods of said intermediate body section and are pivot

ally connected to the latter at their Inner ends, and mean,'*

applied to the outer edge portions of said gates for de-

tachably securing the same to the sides of a car. substan

tlally as described.

888.845. SHEET -METAL PULLEY CONSTRUCTION.
FiKUi.NAND Philips, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Phil-

ips Pressed Steel Pulley Works, Philadelphia, Pa., a tor

poratlon of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 1, 19U4. Serial

.No. 235,011.

1 A sheet meUl pulley rim having a sheet metal rim

portion proper consisting of an outer ply of sheet metal

and an Inner ply of sheet metal bearing against the Inner

surface of the outer ply, and a flange portion consisting of

radially In-turned portions of the Inner ply, and a metal

ring Interposed between and in close conUct with said in

turned portions, and bearing against the inner surface of

the outer ply.

2. A sheet metal pulley rim having an outer rim ply of

sheet metal, an Inner rim ply bearing against the outer ply

and consisting of portions of the outer ply material doubled

back, and an Internal flange or web consisting of Intumed

portions of the inner ply and a reinforcing ring Interposed

between and In close contact with said inturned portions

and bearing against the outer ply.

3. A sheet metal pulley rim having an Inwardly extend-

ing central rib formed by two flanges of the sheet metal of

which the rim is made and in close contact therewith an

Interposed ring of metal having its outer edge enlarged

and formed with flllets F«, F*.

888,846. PIPE OB HOSE COUPLING. John H. Phil

LIPS, Jr.. Jackaon. Mich. Filed July 26. 1907. Serial

No. 385.716.

1. In a coupling for train pipes, the combination with a

pair of draw beada, of a plurality of pipes to be coupled

;
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a pair of coupling members, each member comprising a

coupling head having a plurality of packing members ar

ranged thereon In vertical series, mounted on said pipes ;

a forwardly-projectlng conical latch member on one side of

said head having a downturned hook at its outer end, a

corresponding conical socket at the other side of said head,

said socket being open at Its Inner end to receive the hook

of the latch of the opposite coupling member; U-shaped

hangers arranged to engage a plurality of said pipes, the

arms of said hangers being rigidly secured to said draw

heads and having spring coils therein ; and collars on the

said pipes for limiting the movement of the same relative

to said hangers, whereby said heads are held yieldingly

together when the said draw heads are coupled and tilted

rearwardly to disengage the latches thereof when the draw

heads are separated.

pair of draw heads, of a plurality of pipes to be coupled ;

a pair of coupling members, each comprising a coupling

head having a plurality of packing members arranged

thereon in vertical series, mounted on said pipes ; a for-

wardly-projectlng conical latch member on one side of said

head, a corresponding conical socket at the other side of

said head ; U-shaped spring hangers arranged to engage a

plurality of said pipes, the arms of said hangers being

rigidly secured to said draw heads ; and collars on the

said pipes for limiting the movement of the same relative

to said hangers, whereby said heads are held yieldingly

together when the said draw heads are coupled and tilted

rearwardly to disengage the latches thereof when the draw

heads are separated.

[Claims G to 31 not printed In the Gazette.]

2 In a coupling for train pipes, the combination with a

pair of draw heads, of a plurality of pipes to be coupled ;

a pair of coupling members, each comprising a coupling

head having a plurality of packing members arranged

thereon In vertical series, mounted on said pipes ;
a for

wardly projecting conical latch member on one side of said

head, a corresponding conical socket at the other side of

said head: U shaped hangers arranged to engage a plural-

ity of said pipes, the arms of said hangers being rigidly

secured to said draw heads and having spring colls therein .

and collars on the said pipes for limiting the movement of

the same relative to said hangers, whereby said heads are

held yieldingly together when the said draw heads are cou-

pled, and tilted rearwardly to disengage the latches thereof

when the draw heads are separated.

3 In a coupling for train pipes, the combination with a

pair of draw heads, of a plurality of pipes to be coupled :

a pair of coupling members, each comprising a coupling

head having a plurality of packing members arranged

thereon in vertical series, mounted on said pipes ;
a rigid

latch member, and a catch for the latch of the opposite

member, the said latches and catches therefor being adapt-

ed to be engaged and disengaged by a tilting movement of

the heads ; U-shaped hangers arranged to engage a plural-

ity of said pipes, the arms of said hangers being rigidly

secured to said draw heads and having spring colls therein :

and collars on the said pipes for limiting the movement of

the same relative to said hangers, whereby the said heads

are held yieldingly together when the aald draw heads are

coupled or tilted rearwardly to disengage the latches there

of when the draw heads are separated.

4. In a coupling for train pipes, the combination with a

pair of draw heads, of a plurality of pipes to be coupled ;

a pair of coupling members, each comprising a coupling

head having a plurality of packing members arranged

thereon In vertical series, mounted on said pipes : a for-

wardly-projectlng conical latch member on one side of said

head having a downturned book at Its outer end, a corre-

sponding conical socket at the other side of said head, said

socket being open at Its inner end to receive the hook of

the latch of the opposite coupling member ;
U-shaped

spring hangers arranged to engage a plurality of said pipes,

the arms of said hangers being rigidly secured to said draw

heads ; and collars on the said pipes for limiting the move-

ment of the same relative to said hangers, wkereby said

heads are held yieldingly together when the said draw

heads are coupled and tilted rearwardly to disengage the

latches thereof when the draw heads are separated.

5. In a coupling for train pipes, the combination with a

888.847. RAII^BENDING DEVICE. ViTO PiLiA. Cali-

fornia. Pa. Filed Mar. 12, 1908. Serial No. 420,827.

1 The combination with a rail, of n yoke adapted to

clamp aald rail, an interiorly threaded sleeve revolubly

mounted in said yoke, a spur wheel carried by said sleeve,

a screw adjustably mounted in said sleeve, a swlveled head

carried by the end of said screw and adapted to engage

said rail, bearings supported from said yoke, a shaft rev-

olubly mounted In said bearings, a worm mounted upon

said shaft and adapted to mesh with said spur wheel, a

housing supported from said yoke for protecting said spur

wheel, a shield for guarding said worm, a ratchet lever for

rotating said screw and said shaft, and means carried by

said swlveled head for fixing said head with relation to

said screw whereby said screw will feed through said sleeve

by virtue of said worm.

2 The combination with a rail, of a yoke adapted to be

clamped thereon, a revoluble sleeve mounted In said yoke,

a spur wheel carried by said sleeve, a screw adjustably

mounted in said sleeve, a swlveled bead carried by said

screw for engaging said rail, a worm revolubly mounted

above said spur wheel and adapted to mesh therewith, a

ratchet lever for imparting a rotary movement to said

worm and screw, and means carried by said swlveled head

for fixing said head with relation to said screw whereby

said screw will feed through said sleeve by virtue of said

spur wheel.

3 A bending device comprising a yoke, a sleeve revolu-

Wy mounted In said yoke, a spur wheel carried by said

sleeve, a screw adjustably mounted In said sleeve, a swivel

head carried by said screw, a worm revolubly mounted

above said spur wheel and adapted to mesh therewith,

means for Imparting a rotary movement to said worm and

said screw, and means carried by said swlveled head for

causing said screw to feed through said sleeve by virtue of

said worm.
4 A bending device comprising a yoke, a revoluble sleeve

carried thereby, a spur wheel carried by said sleeve, a

screw extending through the sleeve, a swlveled head cur-

ried by said screw, means arranged above said sleeve for

: engagement with said spur wheel to impart a rotary move-

ment thereto, and means carried by said swlveled head for

causing said screw to feed through said sleeve.

888 848 COMBINATION DESK IMPLEMENT. JOHN S.

Rapson, Jenklntown, Pa. Filed Dec. 17. 1907. Serial

No. 406,831.

1. As an article of manufacture a desk Implement con-

sisting of a thin flat plate A of stamped sheet metal and

uniform thickness provided with an aperture B in Its body

and a fixed Jaw I at one end forming a slotted portion *

to constitute a letter opener
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2. A3 an article of manafactnre a de»k Implement con-

ilatlng of a thin flat plate A of stamped ahe^t metal and

uniform thickness provided with an aperture B In Its body

and a flxed Jaw I at one end forming a slotted portion i

terminating In a knife edge a« at J to constitute a letter

opener the bevel of which knife edge Is whollf on one side

of the plate.

3. As an article of manufacture a desk Implement con-

sisting of a flat plate provided with an aperture through

which to expose a clamped portion of a paper sheet and a

bounding edge having notches at equal distances apart and

said plate also having an aperture In line with the notched

edge for the insertion of a pin when using the notch«»d edge

a<i a compass.

4 As an article of manufacture a desk Implement con-

sisting of a flat plate having a fixed Jaw at ona end to form

an envelop opener said Jaw having near its tnd an aper-

ture and the body of the plate having a straight edge In

line with the aperture and provided with a »c»le.

5. .\3 an article of manufacture a desk Implement con-

sisting of a flat plate having a flied Jaw at on« end to form

an envelop opener said Jaw having near Its «nd an aper-

ture and the body of the plate having a straight edge In

line with the aperture and provided with a scale and

notches In Its edge at equal intervals along the scale.

888,949 SWEEP HOLDER. William W. ftEiD, Wlnns

boro. Tex., assignor of one-half to J. F. Hltt Wlnnsboro,

Tex. Filed Oct, 29, 1907. Serial No, 399,rt4S,

1 The combination with a plow standard, and a heel

bolt, of a sweep holder secured to the standard by said

b<jlt and provided with a rearwardly projecting lug, and

a heel sweep fitted against the outside of the Bweep holder

and secured to the same by the heel bolt an( engaged by

the said rearwardly projecting lug and hel<J against ro-

tary movement on the bolt by the said lug.

2. The comhiiratfon with a plow standard, a sweep, and

a heel bolt, of a sweep holder secured to the plow standard

by the heel bolt and composed of two adjustable plates or

members provided with mean."* for engagl»g the plow

standard and the sweep

3. The combination with a plow standard, a sweep, and

a heel bolt, of a sweep holder secured to the plow standard

by the heel bolt and composed of two adjustable plates or

members provided, respectively, with means for engaging

the plow standard and the sweep, and a plow stop car-

ried by one of the plates and extending through the plow

standard for engaging a blade or shovel.

4. \ heel sweep for plows comprising two adjustable

interlocking plates, one of the plates being provided with

forwardly projecting means for engaging a plow standard,

and the other plate having rearwardly projecting means

for engaging a heel 8we«p.

5. \ sweep holder comprising front and rear adjustable

plates fitted together and provided at their engaging faces

with Interlocking teeth whereby the plates are Interlocked,

and means projecting from one of the plates for engaging

a heel sweep.

[Claims tj to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,850. BABY TE.\r>F:R Ru.sell L Richardson, New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 31, 1906, Serial No, 309.031.

1, .\ baby tender having bas*- rungs at lt»< bottom, a

wire hoop crossing the outer portions of the ends of said

rungs, and having loops bent first downwardly and then

horizontally to pass beneath the rungs, and casffrs pass

Ing through said loops and entering the under side of the

rungs.

2. A baby tender having a wire ho<>p near its Iwttotu.

and a roller on said hoop, said hoop having two wires

passing through such roller each of which Is connected at

two points to the body of such tender.

3 A baby tender having a front base rung, a wire hoop

having Its l>ody portion connected to said rung and its

ends extending past each other and connected to said

rung, and a roller mounted on said hoop at the Intersertion

of such ends

888,851. CONCRETE RAILWAY-RAIL TIE. Charlk.s

L. Rial, Mllford, Ind., assignor of two-thirds to Julius

Falk. George R. Chamberlain. Joseph .\ndres, and Jo

seph Bergman, Peni. Ind. Filed Sept. 26, 1907 Serial

No. 304,610.

1. In a railway rail tie, the combination of two con-

crete end-blocks spaced a minute distance apart, a flat

body tie-bar almost entirely embedded flatwise In the

lower portions of the end-blocks with a middle portion

only of the tie bar exposed between the end-blocks to be

covered by road ballast, the end portions of the tie-bar

having square bolt-holes therein, a main tie-bar arranged

above the body tie-bar and t)edded in the tops of the end-

blocks flush therewith and having on each end thereof

two opposing gage shoulders extending up beyond the

upper surfaces of the tie-bar and the block, the main tie

bar harlng bolt holes therein, and square Iwlts In said

bolt-holes and embedded in the end-blocks with heads en-

gaging the under side of said body tie-bar, substantially as

shown and described.

2. The herein-described Improved railway rail tie con

slstlng of two concrete end-blocks spaced a minute dis

tance apart, two flat body tie bars arranged one above and

spaced apart from the other and almost entirely em-

bedded flatwise In the end blocks with middle portions

only of the tie-bars exposed between the end-blocks to be

covered by road-ballast, the end portions of the tie-bars

having registering square bolt-holes therein, a main tie-

bar arranged above the uppermost body tie-bar and bedded

In the tops of the end-blocks flush therewith and having on

each end thereof two opposing gage shoulders extending

up beyond the upper surfaces of the tie-bar and the block,

the main tie-bar having bolt-holes therein registering with

the bolt-holes of the body tie-bars, and square bolts In

said bolt-holes and embedded In the end-blocks with beads

engaging the under side of the lowermost body tie-bar, said

bolts having each a nut thereon and a hole in Its end to

receive a cotter, substantially as shown.
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888,852. BROWN VAT DY^E. Karl Schikmacheb and

.\BNOLit Bars NEK, Hochston-t he-Main, Germany, as-

signors to Farbwerke vorm Melster Lucius i HrUninK.

HOchst-on-the Main, (iermany, a Corporation of (;er-

many. Filed I>ec. 7. 1907. Serial No 405,638.

Ah a n.w product, tli.- vat dyestuff b'Mng a naphthalene

derivative and having the formula :

//8-(«)C,.H.(l)-C(y'))>C=C<^(N;0-0)C„H.(2)-8^)

being a brown powder, insoluble in water and alkalies,
\

solnble in hot alcohol, benzene, glacial acetic add and

anilln with a red brown color, yielding with concentrated

sulfuric acid a dull blackish color turning blue when

heated, soluble In an alkaline hydrosulflte solution form-

ing a rat with a yellow color from which wool and cotton

are dyed brown.

888,863. AIR-BRAKE. Charles E. Shade, Tacoma,

Wash. Filed Dec. 3. UK)7. Serial No. 404,988.

1 .Vti air brake, having a source of compressed air and

means for the distribution thereof, a reservoir In connec-

tion therewith, a brake cylinder with piston therein In

connection with the braking system of the car, a triple

valve controlling the connection between the source of

compressed air and the reservoir, and between the reser

voir and the brake cylinder, and between the brake cylin-

der and the exhaust, and controlled by the difference in

the air pressure in the reservoir and the distributing

means ; In combination with an emergency reservoir, con

nected to the distributing means : a check valve within

said connection whereby the air can flow only from the

distributing means to the reservoir ; an emergency brake

cylinder with piston therein In connection with the brak

Ing system of the car ; a valve controlling the connection

between the emergency reservoir and the emergency brake

cylinder and operated by the difference In pressures ex-

erted thereon by the air In the distributing means and by

an adjustable spring and adapted to open said connection

when the said air pressure Is less than a predetermined

amount : and a valve controlling the exhaust from said

emergency brake cylinder and operated by the difference

In pressures exerted by the air In the distributing means

and by an adjustable spring adapted to open the exhaust

passage when the said air pressure Is greater than a pre-

determined amount.

2. In an air brake, the combination with a main brak-

ing system, comprising a source of compressed air and

means for the distribution thereof, mechanical means for

supplying the pressure of the air to the brakes, and

means for controlling said mechanical means :
of an

emergency reservoir supplied with compressed air from

the distributing means ; a check valve controlling the

connection between the distributing means and the reser-

voir whereby the air can fiow only from the distributing

means to the reservoir : mechanical means for applying

the pressure of the air In said emergency reservoir to the

brakes ; and means for controlling said mechanical means.

3. In an air brake, the combination with a main brak-

ing system, comprising a source of compressed air and

means for the distribution thereof, mechanical means for

applying the pressure of the air to the brakes, and means

for controlling said mechanical means ; of an emergency

reservoir holding compressed air therein ; an emergency

lirake cylinder with mechanical means for applying the

pressure of the air from said emergency reservoir to the

brakes ; and a valve controlling the connection between

the emergency reservoir and the emergency brake cylinder

and controlled by the air pressure in the distributing

means whereby the connection is opened when the air

pressure falls below a predetermined amount.

4. In an air brake, the combination of a source of com-

pressed air and means for the distribution thereof, a res-

ervoir in connection with the distributing means, a brake

cylinder with mechanical means for applying the pres-

sure of the air from the reservoirs to the brakes, a valve

controlling the connection between the reservoir and the

brake cylinder, a cylinder with piston therein connected

to said valve, one end of the cylinder being connected to

the distributing means and the other end being open to

the exhaust, and a spring engaging said valve to counter-

act the pressure of the air on the piston whereby said

valve is moved by the difference in the pressures exerted

thereon by the spring and by the air in the distributing

means.
5. In an air brake having an air distributing system.

a reservoir and brake cylinder, the combination of a valve

controlling the connection between the reservoir and the

brake cylinder, a cylinder with piston therein connected

to said "valve, one end of the cylinder being connected to

the air distributing system and the other end being open

to the e.xhaust. a spring engaging said valve to counteract

the pressure of the air on the piston whereby said valve

Is operated by the difference In pressure exerted by the

air in the distributing system and by the spring, to open

said connection when the air pressure is less than a pre-

determined amount, and an adjustable stop for said spring

whereby its pressure on the valve may be adjusted.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,854. JACKET FOR SPHERICAL STRUCTURES
Fred L. Shei.dos, Tacoma, Wash Filed Oct. 1, 1907.

Serial No. 395.439.

*"*.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a support, provided with a rod, said rod having

an enlarged portion near its lower end, of a globe-like

structure formed of jackets, revolubly mounted upon said

rod, each jacket of said structure provided with recesses

upon opposite portions thereof, the recesses of the sections

constituting registering apertures when the jackets are

assembled, and fastening means carried by and positioned

upon opposite sides of and partly surrounding said rod.

said fastening means securing said Jackets together.

2 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a support, provided with an Inclined, vertical rod.

a globe-like structure formed of jackets, revolubly mount-
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ed upon <»aid rod. one ot said Jackets prcxvlded with an

annular recess formed In its Inner face. tUe other jacket

provided with an annular tongue extending from Its Inner

face, thp tongue fitting into said recess. «nd detachable

fastening means positioned upon opposite sides of said

globe-Ilke structure and securing said Jackets together.

3. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a i^upport. of a rod carried by iald support, a

globe-ilke atnn rure revolubly mounted upoq said rod, said

structure comprising hollow semi-spherical jackets, one

of said jackets provided with an annular recess, the other

Jacket provided with an annular tongue fitting Into said

recess, concaved cam catches pivotal ly mounted upon

said Jackets, and means carried by said jackets and en-

itaging said cam-catches, whereby said catches secure said

jackets together.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a support, of a globe-like structure formed of

Jackets, revolubly mounted upon said support studs car-

ried by said Jackets, cam-catches overlapping the meeting

edges of said Jackets and engaging uJd stu4s and securing

the Jackets together, each catch provided at one end with

a gradually tapering inner face, and at lt» opposite end

with an Inwardly-extending notch.

5. In a device of the character descrlbe<J, the combina-

tion with a support provided with an Inclined rod, of

seml-spherlcal Jackets revolubly mounted upon said rod,

each jacket provided with a pair of semi-cSrcular notches,

the notches of the jackets constituting registering aper-

tures through which said rod extends, studs formed upon

said Jackets contiguous to said rod. and concaved cam-

catches positioned against the outer face of the jackets

and overlapping their meeting edges and engaging said

studs and securing said Jackets together.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 8.855. 8.\FKTY P.\CKING-BOX. PHILO J. SiSCO.

Evanston. 111. Filed Apr. 8, 1907. Serial No. 366.892.

pieces on the ends and movable partitions In the box. In

opposition to each other, their grooves registering with

the grooves in the bottom, and movable transverse lock-

ing bars grooved at their ends so as to slide on the side

ribs and provided wlih clamping devices to fix them in

position on such ribs.

4. A shipping case for crockery and the like, comprising

a box having vertical ribs on its inner sides and longi-

tudinal grooves on the inside of its bottom, with remov-

able transverse partitions grooved at their ends to slide

on and to be received by the side ribs, vertically grooved

pieces on the ends and movable partitions of the box, in

opposition to each other, their grooves registering with

the grooves In the bottom.

5. A shipping case for crockery and the like, comprising

a box having vertical ribs on Its inner sides and longi-

tudinal grooves on the Inside of Its bottom, with remov-

able transverse partitions grooved at their ends to slide

on and to be received by the side ribs, yielding vertically

grooved pieces on the ends and movable partitions of the

box. In opposition to each other, their grooves registering

with the grooves In the bottom, and movable transverse

locking bars grooved at their ends so as to slide on the

side ribs.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

-A z

1 \ shipping case for crockery and the like, compris-

ing a box having vertical ribs on Its inner Bides and longi-

tudinal grooves on the Inside of Its bottom, with revoluble

transverse partitions grooved at their ends to slide on"

and to be received by the side ribs, yielding vertically

grooved pieces on the ends and movable partitions of the

box, in opposition to each other, their grooves register-

ing with the grooves in the bottom, and movable trans-

verse locking bars grooved at their ends so as to slide on

the side ribs and provided with clamplnf devices to fix

them in position on such ribs.

2. K shipping case for crockery and the like, comprising

a box having vertical ribs on its inner tides and longi-

tudinal grooves on the inside of Its Iwttam, with remov-

able transverse partitions grooved at their ends to slide

on and to be received by the side ribs, yitlding vertically

grooved pieces on the ends and movable partitions of the

box. In opposition to each other, their grooves registering

with the grooves In the bottom.

3. A shipping case for crockery and the like, comprising

a box having vertical ribs on Its Inner lides and longi-

tudinal grooves on the inside of Its bottom, with remov-

able transverse partitions grooved at their ends to slide

on and to he received by the side ribs, vertically grooved

888.856, TYPE-WRITER. Chables M Sobe.vsen,

Brooklyn, N Y.. assignor to Vidal Typewriter Company,

New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of Cuba. Filed Oct. 22,

1907. Serial No. 398.580.

Xi %7

1. In a typewriter, a plurality of depresslble printing

keys, a plurality of keys having two directions of move-

ment and producing two printing results, a plurality of

type-bars, levers connecting said first named keys with

corresponding type-bars, levers connecting each of said

last named keys with a corresponding type bar, a crank

lever In operative connection with each of said last named

keys and levers connecting said crank levers with corre-

sponding type-bars.

2. In a typewriter, a key capable of downward and

another movement, type-bars, a lever pivoted to said key

and In operative connection with one of said ty{>e-bara, a

crank lever In operative connection with said key. a lever

connecting said crank lever with another of said type-

bars, said crank lever being Inoperative when said key Is

moved downwardly.
3. In a typewriter, type bars, a key rod for operating

two of said bars, key levers to one of which said rod is

pivoted, a pivoted crank lever operatlvely connected to an-

other of said key levers, and a connection between said key

rod and said crank lever whereby said rod when given a

swinging movement will rock said crank lever on its pivot

and which when depressed will allow said crank lever to

remain quiescent.

4. In a typewriter, type bars, key levers related thereto,

a key rod pivoted to one of said levers, a pivoted crank

lever connected to another of said levers at one end and

at its other end being formed with a goose-neck guide, a

projection on the lower end of said rod operating In said

guide, said crank lever being inoperative when said rod Is

depressed and being rocked on Its pivot when said rod Is

given a swinging movement.

5. In a tyepwriter, type bars, key levers related thereto,

a vertical key rod pivoted to one of said levers, a pivoted

elecent connected to another of said levers at one end and

at Its other end being formed with an elongated slot, a
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projection on the lower end of said rod operating in said

slot said pivoted element being inoperative when said rod

is depressed and being rocked on its pivot when said rod

is given a swinging movement

888.857. BUOM V.AI.KHU -UlL MENTHOL ESTER.

k'd' ARD Spuu.soekts. Friinkfurl-on the-Maln. Germany.
,

usslK-nor to The Firm -.f Vereinigte Chinlnfabrlken

Zimmer & Co., Gesellschaft mlt l^eschrSnkter Haftunj:.

Frankfort on-the-Maln. Germany. Filed Nov. 25, 1907.

Serial No, 403,791. (Speclmen.s. >
I

1 The herein described process of making alpha brom-

valerlc-acld menthol-ester, which consists in causint: the

alpa brom valerlc-acld to act on menthol while subject- I

ed to heat, treating the reaction product with alkali, an.l

dlstlliiug it by the action of superheated steam

•' \8 an article of manufacture the herein described

product called alpha brom-valerlc acid menthol-ester an

swering to the formula

888 859. GRAINING M.\TEKIAL, ARTmR SiTTON, Chi

cago 111., assignor to Chicago \Vm«l Finishing Co., Chi-

cago, III., a Corporation of Illinois, Filed Mar, 26, 1908.

Serial No. 423.342.

1. A graining material vehicle containing shellac, an

alkaline substance, dextrin, china clay and a liquid.

2 A graining material confciininK shellac, an alkaline

substance, dextrin, china clay, a liquid and an anllln

color, ,

,H, A ffrnininK material containing shellac, borax, dex-

trin china clav. water and a basic anllln color,

4 A graining material vehicle containinp shellac, an

alkaline substance, dextrin, china clay, a liquid, and a

preservative.

5 A graining material vehicle containing shellac, an

alkaline substance, dextrin, china clay, a liquid, and

formaldehyde.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (iazette.]

C,oH,.0^0-<'HBr-CH<(^«.

which compound is a colorless oil heavier than water

and easily soluble In alcohol, ether, chloroform and ben-

zin. while insoluble in water, and which at a pressure

of 20 millimeters and at a temperature of 162° to 16.

centigrade boils while being slightly decomposed.

888.860. crFFBUTTON. Henry C, Ward. Newark,

N J . assignor to Dwrand & Co,. Newark. N, J., a Cor-

poration of New .T-rsey Filed Oct. 15. 1907. Serial

No. 397.530.

8 88.8 58. RIFT>E-RIGHT MiRDorn E StTHEBLAND.

Westvllle, Nova Scotia. Canada. Filed Mar. 13. 1907.

Serial No 362.222.

1 The combination with the slghtint: plate having a

dove tailed groove therein having a smaller groove in the

bottom thereof and a recess also In the bottom, of a peep

sight plate having Its edges of dovetailed shape and slid

able In the groove, a pin on the plate entering the smaller

groove and a spring adapted to take into the recess when

the peep sight plate Is In sighting position,

2, In a rifle sight the combination with the leaf and

sighting bar longitudinally movable thereon of an elevat

Ing screw for the sighting Mr located at one side of the

leaf, and having the head thereof protruding over the top

of the leaf, a projection on the top of the leaf having a

recess therein, a plunger sliding in the said recess, and a

spring normally pressing the same outwardly against the

head of the elevating screw,

?, In a rifle sight the combination with the sighting

plate having an open sight therein of a i)eep sight plate

slldabl.v mounted there<jn, the top of said peep Bifht plate

being adapted to serve In a certain position as a bar sight

and means for retaining the peep sight plate In either of

the two positions where It serves as a peep sight or a bar

sight.

4, In a rifle sight the combination with the leaf, the

sighting bar slldable thereon, the elevating screw for the

sighting bar and the supporting means therefor of a

thimble secured to the end of the elevating screw, and a

spring therein adapted to abut the supporting means of

the elevating screw.

5. In a rifle sight, the combination with a circular hood,

of a peep sight plate having a peep hole therein, the peep

Bight plate shove the peep hole being of such width as to

blanket the light passing through the hood of the foresight

about the foresight and prevent Its passing to the eye of

the marksman when aiming, whereby the amount of fore-

sight taken may be gaged, as and for the purpose specified.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 K cuff button comprising a pair of end plates with

flat backs, a lug rigidly secured on the back of each end

plate, each lug having a raised and rounded central por-

tion and downwardly extending divergent concave sides

merging Into the rounded top portion, the lug being per-

forated, a bar. and a link on each end of the bar. each

link engaging the perforation of one of the lugs.

2 A cuff-button comprising end plates with flat backs,

each end plate having a lug rigidly secured on the back

thereof, each lug having a raised rounded portion and

downwardlv extending divergent concave sides toward the

ends of the plates, each lug having a perforation, the

outer end of the perforation toeing eccentric to the round-

ed portion of the lug and extending to the back of the

plate, a connecting bar. and a link secured to each end

of the bar, each link being plvotally arranged In the per

foratlon of a lug.

: 888 861 CURLING OR CRIMPING TONGS. Valentin

, Wex. Munich, Germany. Filed Feb, 26. 1907, Serial

I No. 359,459.

1 In curling or crimping tongs, a racml>er provided with

outer longitudinal combs and a slide arranged between the

combs carrving projections. In combination with a second

member pivoted thereto having longitudinal blades extend^

ing between the slide and the combs, and means mounted

on one of the members for shifting the slide longitudinally

•> In curling or crimping tongs, a member provided v* ith

outer longitudinal combs and slides arranged between said

combs and carrying projections. In combination with a

second member pivoted thereto having blades extending be-

tween the slides and between the slides and the combs,

and means mounted on one of the members for shifting

the slides longitudinally In opposite directions with rela-

tion to each other.

3 in curling or crimping tongs, a member provided with

outer longitudinal combs and a slide arranged between the

combs and formed with projections, in combination with

a second member pivoted thereto having longitudinal

blades extending between the slide and the combs and a
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cover to extend ov*t thf slide, and means for shifting the
slide lonarltudinall)

4. In rurlini^ or orimping tongs, a a»ember provided
with outer loneirudinai combs and slides arranged t>e-

tween said combs and formed with projeatlons, in combi-
nation, with a second mtmber pivoted thereto and having
blades, a crooved or fluted cover extending between the
slides and between the slides and the combs, and means
for shifting the slides longitudinally In opposlre directions
with relation to each other.

888.862.
Larcbmont
414.777.

ROLLING SHUTTER.
N. Y. Filed Feb.

J-iMES

1908.

G Wilson.
Serial No.

-ct

1. The combination with a rolling shutter containing
an opening of a flexible wicket adapted to be rolled up
with and upon said rolling shutter, and me^ns for permit-
ting said wicket to be slid parallel to said shutter
towards and away from said opening.

2. The combination with a rolling shutter coDtatnlng
an opening of a flexible wicket adapted to be rolled up
with and upon said rolling shutter, guldeways mounted
upon said shutter above and below said opening, anti-
friction rollers within said guldeways, and connections be-
tween said wicket and said roller.

3. The combination with the rolling shutter containing
an opening of a flexible wicket adapted to be rolled up
with and upon said rolling shutter, guldeways mounted
upon said sliutter above and below said opening, anti-
friction rollers within said guldeways. connections be-
tween said wicket and said rollers, the connections be-
tween the wicket and the rollers In one of mid guldeways
being elastic

4 The combination with the roller shutter containing
an opening of a flexible wicket adapted to be rolled up
with and upon said shutter, the trolley ta-ack mounted
upon tlie shutter above said opening, and carrying trolleys
united with the top of said wicket, a trolley mounted upon
the shutter below said wicket, and contadnlng trolleys
connected with the lower portion of said wirket by means
of springs.

8S8.S63 FIREPROOF OOOR Peter .1 ANgLJST, Chi-
cago. 111. Filed June 3. \'d\)~ . Serial No S7t5.926.

1. A flreproof door embracing sections tdapted to be
concealed within the wall, shafts Joumaled at each side
of the door, differential wheels on each shaft, slotted
guides for said sections, arms secured to ea<Jh section and
extending through the slots In the guides. clMilns or cables
secured at Its ends to the arms of the end sections and
trained aroand a corresponding number of wheels, the
other secured at Its ends to adjacent sections and trained
around the corresponding wheels, connected! pulleys one

secured in the. bight of each cable or chain, a weight se-
cured thereto, a cable op<'ratlvely connecting the shafts, n
shaft journaled below one of the aforesaid shafts at one
side of the door, pulleys on said shafts and a cable trained
around the pulleys adapted for manual actuation In open-
ing and closing the door

2 A door ''mbracing sections, brai-kf'ts secured to said
sections, tra^^ks. wheels on said brackets adapted to sup-

port the 8«»ctions iin said tracks, whet-ls of different diam-
eters journaled at one side of the sections, cables con-

nected with said sections and trained around said wheels,
means detachal)ly 'Connecting one end of one cable with
its section an<l menn.s for detaclUng the cable from said
section permitting the same to op»'n independently of the
other sections

3. A device of the class descrllied comprising sections
adapted to telescop.-. means moving said sections at dif-

ferent rates nf speed In opening, means for opening one
section Independently of the other sections and means for
returning said opening means to normal position

4. A door embracing telescoping sections, mechanism for

actuating all of the sections simultaneously to np.-n or
close the door and mechanism for releasing one of said

sections to open Independently of the others and firmly

securing the remaining sections from opening.
.% A door embracing sliding sections, pulleys Journaled

adjacent thereto, cables trained around the pulleys adapt-
ed at each end to engage the appropriate section, a weight
connected with the cables to take up the slack, means de-

tachably securing one end of one of the cables to its re-

spective section, mechanism for actuating said means to

permltr the section to open independently of the other sec-

tions and means adapted to automatically return the afore-

said means to engage said section as the .same Is closed,

[Claims 6 to S not printed In the Gazette.]

« 8 8 , 8 6 4 . ROAD AND PROfKSS OF MAKING S.\ME
Bbnnett N. Beard, Shelton. Conn. Filed Jan _".». 1908.

Serial No. 413,271

1. The process of making roads, which consists In pre
paring a sub-stratum, then placing thereon an upper
stratum of relatively small stones, then top-dressing the
same with sand and then sprinkling with a thin mixture
of water and cement held in mechanical saspenslon.

2. The process of making roads, which consists in lay-

ing a sub-stratum of relatively large stones, filling the
voids with sand, then laying an upper stratum of rela

tively small stones, placing thereon a top dressing of sand
and then grouting with a thin mixture of water and ce-

ment held in mechanical suspension r. d delivered upon
the surface.
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,3. A road, consisting of a sub-stratum, an upper

stratum of relatively small stones, a top dressing of sand

and a grouting of water and cement held in mechanical

suspension.

4. A road, consisting of a sub-stratum of relatively

large stones, a dressing of sand for filling the voids, an

upper layer of relatively small stones, a top dressing of

sand and a grouting of water and cement held in me-

chanical suspension.

and exerting strain thereon along the axial line of the

hinges tending to close the bed members on each other, and

means coacting with the links to prevent the second bed

member from falling forward when in vertical sofa ad-

justment.

888.865. SOFA-BED. Fbedebick Bkn.nett, New York,

N. Y. Filed Not. 23. 1906. Serial No. 344.797.

888,866. SLING-PULLEY. John M. Boyd. Fond du Lac,

Wis. Filed Apr. 15, 1904. Serial No. 203.348.

1 In a sofa bed. the combinaUon of a frame, two bed I

members hinged to each other, of which members one i^

mounted to slide horizontally on the frame, a link pivoted

to the frame and to the other bed member, the link ex-

tending from its frame pivot upward and forward to the

second named bed member when the same is In sofa adjust-

ment and the link carrying the second member to swing

bodily with the link and to turn plvotally thereon, a spring

acting between the bed members adjacent to the hinge and

tending to close them upon each other, and a stop carried

by the second bed member in position to engage the frame-

pivoted end of the link when the second bed member Is In

sofa adjustment to prevent the bed member from falling

forward. ,, .,

2. In a sofa bed, the combination of a frame two hlngedly

connected bed members of which one is arranged to slide

horizontally on the frame, a link pivoted to the frame and

to the second bed member, said link extending from Us

frame-pivot upward and forward to the second member

when the same is In vertical sofa adjustment and the link

carrying the second member to swing bodily with the link

and to turn plvotally thereon and a stop secured to the sec-

ond named bed member In position to engage the frame-

pivoted end of the link when the second bed member Is In

sofa adjustment to prevent the bed member from falling

forward.

3. In a sofa bed the combination of a frame, two hlngedly

connected bed members of which one Is arranged to slide

horizontally on the frame, a link pivoted to the frame and

to the second bed member, said link extending from its

frame-pivot upward and forward to the second member

when the same is In vertical sofa adjustment, said link

carrying the second member to swing bodily with the link

and to turn plvotally thereon when moving to bed adjust-

ment a stop secured to the second named bed member In

position to engage the link when the second bed member is

in sofa adjustment to prevent the bed member from falling

forward, and a spring acting between the bed members ad-

jacent to the axial line of the hinge and tending to close

them upon each other.

4. In a sofa bed, the combination with a frame, of two

upholstered bed members of which the one is mounted to

slide horizontally on the frame, hinges located at the side

edges of the bed members and joining them together, the

hinges and their pintles located below the surface of the

upholstery and leaving the part of the bed between the

hinges free to sag with the weight of the occupant of the

bed, links pivoted to th« frame and to the second bed mem-

ber to permit adjustment of the bed substantially as de-

scribed, springs connected with the sections of the hinges

1. In combination with two pulleys adapted to work on

a single elevating rope, an independent yoke or coupling

plvotally attached at the sides of the frame of one of said

pulleys, and adapted to oscillate up and down in a limited

space Independent of said pulley frame, and to engage with

the opposite puUev frame as the pulleys approach each

other on the rope, substantially as and for the purposes

set forth.

2 In combination with two pulleys adapted to work on

a single elevating rope, a yoke or coupling plvotally con-

nected at the sides of. and carried by one of said pulley

frames having a limited oscillating movement up and down

thereon and adapted to couple with the other as they come

in contact, and provided with a head or trip adapted to

engage with the carrier and connect both pulleys there-

with.

3. The combination of two pulleys adapted to work on a

single draft rope, an Independent yoke or coupling loosely

connected to the sides of one of said pulley frames, having

a limited oscillating movement up and down thereon and

adapted to automatically couple the two pulleys together

as they come in contact, and means attached to the upper

edge of said coupling to engage with and trip the hay car-

rier, substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

4 In combination with two pulley blocks adapted to

work upon a single elevating rope, a yoke or coupling

adapted to be carried by one of the pulleys, being loosely

connected thereto at each side of the pulley frame with its

I

main or coupling part projected out ahead of the pulley

block as It moves along the rope and adapted to couple

with the other pulley block as they come In contact, means

to trip the carrier and to automatically connect said coup-

ling therewith, and means to automatically guide said

coupling at the proper height to engage the opposite pulley

as said pulleys come together, and to guide the tripping

means to properly enter the carrier as the load is elevated,

substantially as set forth.

5. In combination with two pulley blocks adapted to

work upon a single elevating rope, a separate yoke or coup-

ling carried bv one of the pulley blocks having a forward

extension adapted to couple with the other, and provided

: with a rear extension carrying a guide roller adapted to

bear against the outer or rear side of the elevating rope to

i

guide the coupling into proper position Independent of

I

the pulley frame as the load Is elevated, substantially as

'' and for the purposes set forth.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

888 867. ANIMAL -SHEARS. Walter M. Cahill,

Wlkona, Minn. Filed May 25. 1907. Serial No. 375.574.

1. In animal shears and mounted in a suitable frame.

the combination of a normally horizontal comb-plate, a

cutter plate oscillating thereon and having blades coacting
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with the teeth of the comb-plate, a vertlctlly disposed Ti-

brator shaft r^-arwardly of the comb-plate »nd having near

its lower t-Dd a forwardly disposed cavity and farther up a

fixed vibrat.;r arm with a ball -shaped end. |n actuator hav-

ing an arm resting in said cavity and two afms engaging the

f-uttcr plate and resting upon it near its ends, an equalizing

bar guided in the underside of the actuator and engaging it

pivotally with its rear end while the forwa»d end has one or

more tln^cer?* resting near the middle of the (jutter plate, said

actuator having an aperture in which the ball of the arm

engages and rests upon the equalizing btr below, means

fi^r adjusting the vibrator shaft and meats for vibrating

it ; said means for adjusting comprising a guiding Journal

for the lower end of the vibrator shaft wltk clearing at the

end of the shaft, and a guiding serrated Journal about the

upper end of the shaft with bottom bearltg upon the end

of the shaft and acrew threads engaging the frame for ad-

justing the Journal downward, and a spring arm enga^ng

aaid serrations.

^-W/«' *

2. In an animal shears and mounted In % suitable frame,

the combination of a normally horizontal comb-plate, a

cntter plate oscillating thereon and having blades coacting

with the teeth of the comb-plate, a vertldilly disposed vi-

brator shaft rearwardly of the comb plate and having near

its lower end a forwardly disposed cavity and farther up

a flied vibrator arm with a ball-shaped #nd, an actaator

having an arm resting In said cavity aqd two arms en-

gaging the cutter plate and resting upon It near Its ends.

an equalizing bar guided In the underside of the actuator

and engaging it plvotally with Its rear end while the for-

ward end has one or more Angers resting near the middle

of the cutter plate, said actuator having an aperture In

which the ball of the arm engages and restt upon the equal-

izing bar below, and means for adjusttjag the vibrator

shaft and thereby Its arm downward, and means for rock-

ing the vibrator shaft, said vibrator shaft b«lng at all

times suspended In Its Journals by having said vibrator

arm supported on the equalizing bar.

3. In an animal shears and mounted In n. suitable frame,

the combination of a normally horlzontiil comb-plate, a

cntter plate oscillating thereon and havlnj blades coacting

with the teeth of the comb-plate, a vertl<}ally disposed vi-

brator shaft rearwardly of the comb-plate and having near

its lower end a forwardly disposed cavitj and farther up

a fixed vibrator arm with a ball-shaped end, an actuator

having an arm resting in said cavity aad two arms en-

gaging the cutter plate and resting upon It near its ends,

an equalizing bar guided in the underside of the actuator

and engaging It plvotally with Its rear e»d while the for-

ward end has one or more Angers resting near the middle

of the cutter plate, said actuator having an aperture In

which the ball of the arm engages and rests upon the

equalizing bar below, and means for adjusting the vibrator

shaft downward, and means for rocking tfce vibrator shaft,

said equalizing bar having a rocking and a vertically vi-

brating movement in the actuator.

4. In an animal shears, the comblnatloa with a vibrating

or rocking shaft, of a journal box embracing one end there-

of, and having a bottom wall meeting the end of the shaft

and in said bottom wall a chamber for lubricating mate-

rials, said chamber having an oil hole toward the shaft

and a larger opening outward for inserting and removing

lubricants and materials used In connection therewith.

8 8 8.868. CONVERTIBLE CHAIR, ©boboe E. Clapp,

Goshen. Ind. Filed .\ag. 24, 1906. Sarlal No. 331.864.

1 In a convertible chair, the combination with a seat;

front legs therefor; rockers, each formed of two pieces or

members arranged In pairs side by side and connected by

plTota. one member of each pair being pivoted at its front

end to the lower ends of said front legs ; short rear legs

;

links plvotally connected to said rear legs and to the other

rocker members so that their rear ends may be swung up

under the seat to form rear legs for the chair, when ad

justed as a high chair, the other rocker members then

forming extensions for the said front legs, said rear legs

being adapted to rest upon the rockers when the chair is

adjusted as a rocklng-chalr. the said links being arranged

on the outside of the said rear legs and on the inside of

the rocker members to which they are connected, whereby

they He alongside' of the rocker members when the chair is

adjusted as a high chair and alongside of the said rear

legs when the chair is adjusted as a rocking chair : and

means for locking the members in position when adjusted

as a high chair, for the purpose specified.

2. In a convertible chair, the combination with a seat

;

front legs therefor ; rockers, each formed of two pieces or

members arranged In pairs side by side and connected by

pivots, one member of each pair being pivoted at Its front

end to the lower ends of the said front legs ; links plvot-

ally connected to the seat and to the other rocker members

so that their ends may be swung up under the seat to form

rear legs for the ctaalr. when adjusted as a hlgh-cbalr. the

other rocker members forming extensions for the said front

legs ; a locking bar having upturned ends arranged In suit-

able holes In said seat adapted to automatically secure said

rocker members forming the rear legs of said chair when

adjusted as a hlgh-chalr ; guide brackets for said locking

bar secured on the under side of said seat ; and a spring

for holding said locking bar normally downward, for the

purpose specified.

3. In a convertible chair, the combination with a seat ;

front legs therefor ; rockers, each formed of two pieces or

members arranged In pairs side by side and connected by

pivots, one member of each pair being pivoted at Its front

end to the lower ends of the said front legs ; links plvot-

ally connected to the seat and to the other rocker members

so that their rear ends may be swung up under the seat to

form rear legs for the chair, when adjusted as a hlgh-

chalr. the other rocker members forming extensions for the

said front legs ; a locking bar adapted to automatically

secure said rocker members forming the rear legs of said

chair when adjusted as a hlgh-chalr ;
guide brackets for

said locking bar on the under side of said seat, and a spring

for holding said locking bar normally downward, for the

purpose specified.

888.869. INHALER FaANK I. Clark. Baltimore, Md.

Filed Jan. 4. 1908 Serial No. 409.249.

1. An Inhaler comprising a case having a chamber to

contain the medicament ; two base supports projecting

from opposite ends of the said case and adapted to rest

against the arch of the upper Up of a person ; two nozzles
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in communication with said chamber; and spring pressed

clips projecting up%*ard from said case and adapted to

take on the sides of a person's nose

«/

lt\j6\
\-^ii^^^ 5

-'7

7 <»

2. An Inhaler comprising a case having a chamber to

contain the medicament; two base supports projecting

from opposite ends of the said case and adapted to rest

against the arch of the upper lip of a person :
two nozzles

In communication with said chamber and said nozzles

independently movable

A An Inhaler comprising a case having a chamber to

contain the medicament ; two nozzles in '-ommunication

with said chamber and independently movable ;
and up

wardly projecting clips adapted to exert a spring-pressure

on the sides of a persons nose.

4, An Inhaler comprising a case having two sections

telescoplcally adjustable ; a nozale In each of said sections :

and upward projecting clips adapted to exert a spring-

presaure on the sides of a person's nose.

T,. .\n inhaler comprising a case having two sections

telescoplcally adjustable ; a nozzle In each of said sections ;

a spiral spring within the case to contain absorbent mate

rial ; and upward projecting clips which press on the sides

of a person's nose.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,870. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Elmkk R. Cobwix,

Clyde, 111., assignor to Monarch Telephone Manufactur-

ing Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed May 11. 1906 Serial No. 316.35S

1. In a multiple switch-board system, the combination

with metallic telephone lines each terminating at the ex

change in a plurality of jacks or connecting switches, a

double talking conductor cord circuit for connection with

the jacks, a disconnect signal, a circuit therefor local to

the exchange including a portion of a talking conductor

of the cord circuit, registering contacts of a jack or switch

and the plug or switch of the cord circuit engaging said

jack, a line signal-effecting relay In association with the

telephone line acting in combination with the said plug

and jack to govern the operation of the disconnect signal,

apparatus at the stations of the telephone lines governing

the operation of the line relays, a cut-off relay for effacing

the line signal included In the same circuit with the dis-

connect signal, said line relay effecting the operation of

said line signal when a call is Initiated over said telephone

line, one battery or source of current for supplying the

line relays of said telephone lines and the transmitters

at the subscribers' stations of said lines, another battery

distinct from the aforesaid battery adapted to be included

In the disconnect signal circuit, a test circuit including

said latter battery, a sleeve contact of an Inserted plug,

the thimble of the jack receiving said plug, the test con-

tact of the connecting plug, the disconnect signal, and

a testing device In circuit with said test contact.

2. In a multiple switch-board system, the combination

with metallic telephone lines each terminating at the ex-

change in a plurality of jacks or connecting switches, a

double talking conductor cord circuit for connection with

the jacks, a dlsconne<'t signal, a circuit therefor local to

the exchange including a portion of a talking conductor of

the cord circuit, registering contacts of a jack or switch

and the plug or switch of the cord circuit engaging said

Jack, a line signal-effecting relay In association with the

telephone line acting in combination with the said plug

and jack to govern the operation of the disconnect signal,

apparatus at the stations of the telephone lines governing

the operation of the line relays, the circuit of the discon-

nect signal also including a portion of a talking conductor

of the telephone lines, a cutoff relay for effacing the line

signal Included in the same circuit with the disconnect sig-

nal, said line relay effecting the operation of said line

signal when a call Is initiated over said telephone line, one

battery or source of current for supplying the line relays

of said telephone lines and the transmitters at the sub-

scribers' stations of said lines, another battery distinct

from the aforesaid battery adapted to be Included In the

disconnect signal circuit, a test circuit including said

latter battery, a sleeve contact of an inserted plug, the

thimble of the jack receiving said plug, the test contact

of the connecting plug, the disconnect signal, and a test-

ing device in circuit with said test contact

8. In a multiple switch-board system, the combination

with metallic telephone lines each terminating at the ex-

change In a plurality of Jacks or connecting switches, a

double talking conductor cord circuit for connection with

the jacks, a disconnect signal, a circuit therefor local to

the exchange Including a portion of a talking conductor of

the cord circuit, registering tplklng contacts of a jack or

switch and the plug or switch of the cord circuit engag-

ing said jack, a line signal-effecting relay In association

with the telephone line acting in combination with the said

plug and jack to govern the operation of the disconnect

signal, apparatus at the stations of the telephone lines

governing the operation of the line relays, a cut-off relay

for effacing the line signal Included In the same circuit

with the disconnect signal, said line relay effecting the

o[..riition of said line signal when a call is initiated over

said telephone line, one battery or source of current for

supplying the line relays of said telephone? lines and the

transmitters at the subscribers' stations of said lines,

another battery distlntt from the aforesaid l)atter\- adapt-

ed to be included In the disconnect signal circuit, a test

circuit Including said latter battery, a sleeve contact of

an Inserted plug, the thimble of the jack receiving said

plug, the test contact of the connecting plug, the discon-

nect signal, and a testing device in circuit with said t^st

contact.

4. In a multiple switch board system, the combination

with metallic telephone lines each terminating at the ex-

change in a plurality of jacks or connecting switches, a

double talking conductor cord circuit for connection with

the jacks, a disconnect signal, a circuit therefor local to

the fxchange Including a portion of a talking conductor

of the cord circuit, registering contacts of a jack or switch

and the plug or switch of the cord circuit engaging said

jack, a line signal-effecting relay in association with the

telephone line acting in combination with the said plug

and jack to govern the operation of the disconnect signal,

apparatus at the stations of the telephone lines governing

the operation of the line relays, a cut off relay for effac-

ing the line signal Included In the same circuit with the

disconnect signal, said line relay effecting the operation

of said line signal when a call Is Initiated over said tele-

phone line, one battery or source of current for supplying

the line relays of said telephone lines and the transmitters

at the subscribers' stations of said lines, another battery

distinct from the aforesaid battery adapted to be Included

In the disconnect signal circuit, a test circuit including

said latter battery, a sleeve contact of an inserted plug,

the thimble of the jack receiving said plug, the test con-

tact of the connecting plug, and a testing device In said

I circuit with said test contact.

5. In a multiple switch board system, the combination

with metallic telephone lines »ach terminating at the ex-
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change Id a plurality of jacks or connecttd swltcbea. a

double talking conductor cord circuit for connection with

the jacks, a disconnect signal, a circuit therefor local to

the exchange including a portion of a talking conductor of

the cord circuit, registering contacts of a Jack or twitch

and the plug or switch of the cord circuit engaging said

Jack, a line aignal-effecting relay in assocUtlon with the

t<>lppbone lln»> acting in combination with the said plug

and Jack to govern the operation of the disconnect signal,

apparatus at the stations of the telephone lines governing

the operation of the line relays, the circuit of the discon-

nect signal also including a portion of a talking conductor

of the telephone lines, a cut-off relay for adacing the line

signal included in the same circuit with the disconnect

signal, said line relay effecting- the operation of said line

signal when a call is Initiated over said telephone line,

one battery or source of current for supplying the line re-

lays of said telephone lines and the transoiitters at the

subscribers' stations of said lines, anothef battery dis-

tinct from the aforesaid battery adapted t» be included

in the disconnect signal circuit, a test circuit including

said latter battery, a sleeve contact of an inserted plug,

the thimble of the Jack receiving said plug, the test con-

tact of the connecting plug, and a testing derfice in circuit

with said test contact.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

888,871. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Elme« R roawiw.
Clyde, 111., assignor to Monarch Telephone Manufactur-

ing Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed May 11. I9m. Serial No. 316,359.

1 In a telephone exchange system, tha combination

with telephone lines, of jacks therefor, coni circuits for

connection with the jacks, disconnect signal circuits corre-

sponding to the cord circuits, said disconnfct signal cir-

cuits having a common portion, a pilot sigttal device In-

cluded In said common portion, and means in association

with the telephone lines ejctraneous to the cord circuits

acting in combination with the plugs and jacks to govern

the operation of said pilot signal device.

2. In a telephone exchange system, thq combination

with telephone lines, of jacks therefor, cord circuits for

connection with the jacks, disconnect signal circuits corre-

sponding to the cord circuits, said dlsconnoct signal cir-

cuits having a common portion, a pilot signal device In-

cluded in said common portion, and line relays in aiso-

dation with the telephone lines acting la combination

with the pings and jacks to govern the operation of the

pilot signal device.

.'{. In a telephone exchange system, tha combination

with telephone lines, of jacks therefor, corfl circuits for

connection with the jacks, disconnect signal circuits corre-

sponding to the cord circuits, each signal circuit including

a portion of a talking conductor of a corretpondlng cord

circuit, said disconnect signal circuits having a common
portiolf. a pilot signal device Included in said common
portion, and means In association with the telephone lines

extraneous to the cord circuits acting In comlaination with

the plugs and jacks to govern the operation of said pilot

signal device.

4 In a telephone exchange system, the coiQbtnatioD with

telephone lines, of jacks therefor, cord cireuits for con-

nection with the jacks, disconnect signal oircults corre-

sponding ^) the cord circuits, each signal eirtult including

a portion of a talking conductor of a corresponding cord
circuit, said disconnect signal circuits having a common
portion, a pilot signal device Included In said common
portion, and line relays in association with the telephone

lines acting In combination with the plugs and jacks to

govern the operation of the pilot signal device.

5. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with telephone lines, of jacks therefor, cord circuits for

connection with the jacks, disconnect signal circuits corre-

sponding to the cord circuits, each signal circuit including

or atlapted to have included as a part thereof a talking

conductor of a jack and an engaged contact of a plug, said

disconnect signal circuits having a common portion, a pilot

signal device included in said common portion, and means
In association with the telephone lines extraneous to the

cord circuits acting in combination with the plugs and
jacks to govern the operation of said pilot signal device.

[Claims 6 to 51 not printed In the Gaiette.]

888,872. TELEPHONE-EXCHANGE SYSTEM. Elmer
K. CoRwix, Chicago, 111., assignor to Monarch Tele-

phone Manufacturing Co., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Oct. 1, 190«. Serial No. .337,027.

1. A telephone exchange system Including a plurality of

telephone lines extending to an exchange, connecting

means for uniting lines in conversation, line relays for said

lines, each having two winding portions, a battery con-

nected between the winding portions of each line relay.

I'ut-off relays, each having a circuit connection adapt<d

to be included in parallel with one of the winding portions

of a line relay by said connecting means, and condensers

In talking sides of the telephone lines serving to separate

circuits of the cut-off and line relays.

2. A telephone exchange system including a plurality of

telephone lines extending to an exchange, connecting

means for uniting telephone lines in conversation, line

signal circuits, each Including an electro-magnet having

two winding portions, a battery connected between the

winding portions of each electro-magnet, cut off relays,

each having a circuit connection adapted to be Included

in parallel with one of the winding portions of an electro-

magnet by said connecting means, and condensers In talk-

ing sides of the telephone lines serving to separate line

signal and cut-off relay circuits.

3. A telephone exchange system including a plurality

of telephone lines extending to an exchange, connecting

means for uniting lines In conversation, line relays for

said lines, each having two winding portions, a battery

connected between the winding portions of each line relay,

cut-off relays, each having a circuit connection adapted to

be Included In parallel with one of the winding portions

of a line relay by said connecting means, and condensers

In talking sides of the telephone lines serving to separate

circuits of the cut-off and line relays, said circuit con-

nection Including an impedance winding adapted to be

connected In bridge of a telephonic circuit extending be-

tween subscribers' stations.

4. A telephone exchange system Including a plurality

of telephone lines extending to an exchange, connecting

means for uniting telephone lines in conversation, line

signal circuits, each Including an electro-magnet having

two winding portions, a battery connected between the

winding portions of each electro-magnet, cut-off relays,

each having a circuit connection adapted to be included

in parallel with one of the winding portions of an electro-

magnet by said connecting means, and condensers in talk-

I
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ing sides of the telephone lines serving to separate line

signal and cut off relay circuits, said circuit connection

including an impedance winding adapted to be connected

in bridge of a telephonic circuit extending between sub-

scribers' stations.

5. A telephone exchange system including a plurality

of telephone lines extending to an exchange, connecting

means for uniting lines in conversation, line relays for

said lines, each having two winding portions, a battery

connected between the winding portions of each line re-

lay, cut off relays, each having a circuit connection adapt-

ed to be included in parallel with one of the winding por-

tions of a Hue relay by said connecting nu-ans. and con-

densers In talking sides of the telephone lines serving to

separate circuits of the cut off and line rdays, said cir-

cuit connection including an Impedance winding con-

nected between the sides of the cord circuit.

[Claims »5 to 1'-' not printed in the Gazette.]

888.873. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. Elmer

K (uRwiN. Chlcngo, III., assignor to Monarch Telephone

Manufacturing Co.. a Corporation of lUlnnis. Filed

Oct. 1. 1906. Serial No. 337.028.

1. A telephone exchange system including telephone

lines extending to an exchange, line relay mechanisms at

the exchange, line signal devices included in circuits gov-

erned by the line relay mechanisms when said relay mech

anisms are operated by calling sub8crll)ers, jacks for the

telephone lines, said jacks having contacts .issociated with

the circuits of the line signal devices, cord clrcnits having

plugs adapKHl to operate upon said contacts to alter the

circuits of the line signal devices to render the correspond

Ing line signal devices inert, supervisory or disconnect sig-

nal circuits associated with the cord circuits, and switch-

ing mechanism entering into the control of the circuits

of the sw|>ervi8ory or disconnect signals, said supervisory

or disconnect signal circuits also being adapted to have

Included therein plug contacts and aforementioned con-

tacts engage<i by said plug contacts.

2. A telephone exchange system Including telephone

lines extending to an exchange, line relay mechanisms at

the exchange, line signal devices Included In local circuits

governed by the line relay mechanisms when said relay

mechanisms are operated by calling suliscribers. Jacks for

the telephone lines, said jacks having contacts associated

with the circuits of the line signal devices, cord circuits

having plugs adapted to operate upon said contacts to

alter the circuits of the line signal devices to render the

corresponding line signal devices Inert, supervisory or dls

connect signal circuits associated with the cord circuits,

and switching mechanism entering Into the control of the

circuits of the supervisory or disconnect signals, said

supervisory or disconnect signal circuits also being adapted

to have included therein plug contacts and aforementioned

contacts engaged by said plug contacts.

3. A telephone exchange system including telephone

lines extending to an exchange, line relay mechanisms at the

exchange, line signal devices Included In circuits governed

by the line relay mechanisms when said relay mechanisms

are ojierated by calling 8ul>ecrlbers. a jack for each tele

phone line, each of said jacks having two contacts serially

Included in the circuit of the corresponding line signal de-

vice, cord circuits having plugs adapted to operate upon

said contacts of an engaged jack to separate the same and

thereby open the circuit of the corresponding line signal

device to render the corresponding line signal device Inert,

supervisory or disconnect signal circuits associated with

the cord circuits, and switching mechanism entering Into

the control of the circuits of the supervisory or disconnect

signals, said supervisory or disconnect signal circuits also

being adapted to have Included therein plug contacts and

aforementioned contacts engaged by said plug contacts.

4. A telephone exchange system Including telephone

lines extending to an exchange, line relay mechanisms at

the exchange, line signal devices Included in local circuits

governed by the line relay mechanisms when said relay

' mechanisms are operated by calling subscribers, a Jack

for each telephone line, each of said Jacks having two con

tacts aerially Included In the circuit of the corresponding

line signal device, cord circuits having plugs adapted to

operate upon said contacts of an engaged jack to separate

the same and thereby open the circuit of the correspond-

ing line signal device to render the corresponding line sig

nal device inert, supervisory or disconnect signal circuits

associated with the cord circuits, and switching mechan-

ism entering Into the control of the circuits of the super-

visory or disconnect signals, said supervisory or dlscon

nect signal circuits also being adapted to have Included

therein plug contacts and aforementioned contacts en

gaged by said plug contacts.

5. \ telephone exchange system Including telephone

lines extending to an exchange, line relay mechanisms at

the exchange, line signal devices included in circuits gov-

erned by the line relay mechanisms when said relay mech-

anisms are operated by calling subscribers, jacks for the

telephone lines, said jacks having contacts a88oclate<l

with the circuits of the line signal devices, cord circuits

having plugs adapted to operate upon said contacts to al-

ter the circuits of the line signal devices to render the

corresponding line signal devices Inert, a source of cur-

rent common to the circuits of the line relays and line

signal devices, supervisory or disconnect signal circuits

associated with the cord circuits, and switching mechan-

ism entering into the control of the circuits of the super-

visory or disconnect signals, said supervisory or discon-

nect signal circuits also l)eing adapted to have included

therein plug contacts and aforementioned contacts en-

gaged by said plug contacts.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,874. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. Elmer
R. CORWiN. Chicago, III., assignor to Monarch Telephone

Manufacturing Co.. a Corporation of Illinois Filed

Oct. 1. 1906. Serial No. 337.029.

'i^il

** 1 "it -— JT At
1

L_
jT ts

\ .K telephone exchange system including telephone

lines extending to an exchange and there provided with

Jacks, cord circuits for uniting lines In conversation, dis-

connect signals associated with the cord circuits, battery

for effecting the operation of the disconnect signals and

normally disconnected from the cord circuits, circuits for

the disconnect signals, including said Jack contacts, plug

i contacts for engaging said jack contacts, and cord clr-

I
cult conductors Including the supervisory or disconnect
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signals, which conductors art> normally dlsoopnected from

said battery.-line relays for the telephone lines, and an

armature switch for each of said line rela|s, eaoh con

troUlnjf the continuity of the correspond iii|? disconnect

slfDal circuit.

2. A teiephonc exchange system inctudltg telephone

lines extending to an exchange and there provided with

jacks, cord circuits for uniting lines In conversation, dis-

connect signals associated with the cord circuits, battery

for effecting the operation of the dlsconnecc signals and

normally disconnecttHl from the cord circuit, circuits for

the disconnect signals, including said battery. Jack con-

tacts with which said battery is normally connected, plug

contacts for engaging said jack contacts, an(| cord circuit

conductors including the supervisory or disconnect signals,

which conductors are normally disconnected from said

battery, -line relays for the telephone lines, tnd an arma-

ture switch for each of said line relays, each controlling

the continuity of the corresponding disconnect signal cir-

cuit.

3. A telephone exchange system IncUidleg telephone

lines extending to an exchange and there provided with

Jacks, cord circuits for uniting lines in conversation, dls

connect signals associated with the cord clr«uits. battery

for effecting the operation of the disconnect; signals and

normally disconnected from the cord circuits, circuits

for the disconnect signals.— including said battery, jack

contacts, plug contacts for engaging said Jack contacts, and

cord circuit conductors Including the supervisory or dis-

connect signals, which conductors are nomially discon-

nected from said battery.— line relays for the telephone

lines, and an armature switch for each of said line relays,

each controlling the continuity of the corresponding dis-

connect signal circuit.

4. A telephone exchange system IncludlCg telephone

lines extending to an exchange and there purovlded with

jacks, cord circuits for uniting telephone Unas, line signal

mechanism, cut off or line signal-effacing relays normally

in circuit connection with jacks of the corresponding line,

said cut off relays in establishing their alteroiative circuits

opening their previously established clrcuiu, circuit con-

nections for. the cord circuit plugs, whereby circuits

through said cutoff relays may be momentarily closed,

aiteruative circuits for said cut off relays estiblished there

by. and line rt-lays entering Into the control of the latter

circuits.

5. A telephone exchange system including telephone

lines extending to an exchange and there Brovlded with

jacks, cord circuits for uniting telephone lln«s, line signal

mechanism, cut off or line signal-effacing relays, said

cutoff relays in establishing their altern»tlye circuits

opeoing their previously established circuits, circuit con-

ne<tions for the cord circuit plugs, whereby circuits

through said cutoff relays may lie momenitarlly closed,

alternative circuits for said cut-off relay* established

thereby, and tine relays entering Into the oontrol of the

latter circuits.

[Claims 6 to l.j not printed In the Gazett* ]

888,875 STOKING APPARATUS. CLARKNOtE W Crosrt.

Chicago, III., assignor to International Stoker Company.
Chicago, III., a Corporation of South Dakota. Filed

July 21. 1906. Serial No. 327,244.

1. A stoking apparatus including a distributing spout,

mect^nlsm for elevating and lowering the (llscbarge end

thereof for feeding fuel, and means whereby said mechan-

ism moves said discharge end in one of these directions

gradually and In the other direction qaickly.

2. A stoking apparatus Including a dlsti*!batlng spout

with Its support, a rotatable monntlng upon which the

support for the spout Is carried, and mechanism for ele-

vating and. lowering the discbarge end of the spout for

feeding fuel and serrlng to move said mounting gradually

In one direction and quickly In the return direction.

3. A stoking apparatus Including a distributing si>out,

mechanism for elevating and lowering the dlscbarge end

thereof for feeding fuel, said mechanism Including a link

13 attached at one end to the ai>out, a support 17 to which

the other end of the link Is attached, an Inclined track

upon which said support rides, a rotatable mounting upon

which the support for the spout Is carried, antl means

serving to move said mounting In one direction and

quickly In the return direction.

4. A stoking apparatus for feeding fuel in rows, in

eluding a distributing spout, a support therefor, a rota

table mounting upon which the support for the spout is

carried, and mechanism for elevating and lowering the dls

charge end of the spout for laying fuel and for moving

.said mounting a stnp In one direction after the spout has

laid each of several rows of fuel.

5. X stoking apparatus Including a distributing spout,

mechanism for elevating and lowering the discharge end

thereof for feeding fuel, said mechanism Including a link

13 attacheil at one end to the spout, a support 17 to which

the other end of the link Is attached, an inclined track

upon which sai<l supjxirt rides, a rotatable mounting upon

which the supixjrt for the spout Is carried, and means for

moving said mounting sffp by step In one direction

[('laims 6 to 25 not printe<l In the '.aiette. 1

888.876, VARIABLE TRANSMISSION MECHANISM
OuSuN W. I'AVi.s, Rochester. .N. Y . assignor to ^ear

less Transmission Co.. Rochester. N Y., a Corporation

of New York t'lled July 22, 1!)07 Serial No. 385,014.

I
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whereby the rotation of Mid shaft will ^ise said coq-

talner.

S*-^

3. The combination with a track, hangers upon the

track and Journals supported by the hangers, of a shaft

rotatahly mounted In said journals and extending between

tbe same, a gear loose on the shaft, a wor»i in mesh with

the gear, means for rotating said worm, a clutch member

non rotatably supported on said shaft adapted to engage

said gear, means for normally holding said clutch member

in engagement with said gear, a bell crank lever pivoted

to said journal and engaging said clutch member to re-

lease the same, a container and connectloos between said

container and shaft whereby rotation of the shaft will

raise and lower said container.

4. The combination with a track, haqgera upon the

track and journals supported by said hanfera, of a shaft

rotatably mounted between said journals, means for ro-

tating said shaft, a container, pulleya supporting the con-

tainer, and connections from said shaft running over said

pulleys and back to nonrotatable supports.

'). The combination with a track, haagers upon the

track and journals supported by the hanfers, of a shaft

rotatably mounted between said journals, means for ro-

tating said shaft, a container, pulleys •upporting said

container and connections running in bigbts from points

upon said shaft to non-rotating supports separated later-

ally in the same direction from points upon said shaft,

said pulleys f>einK supported by said bights.

[tialms <\ to IT not printed in the Gazette.]

to adapt the hat to be arranged in the l>ox and to be held

and supported therein by a hat-pin thrust through the

8M.879. FILINii DRVITE Nellis H. Fft.To.v. Frank-

lin. Pa. Filfd Nov .?. Iftoe. Serial No. 341. 8S4.

.K filing device consisting of a closed receptacle of a

book-shaped construction and adapted to be opened in a

book-wise manner, in combination with iteans for swlng-

Ingly and slldlngly mounting the same li» a stiltable sup-

port.

said openings and through a portion of the hat therebe-

tween.

888.881 FLF.\8fRE-R.\ILW.\Y. Frik G. Geobks. New
York. N Y Filed Mar 12. 11>0« Serial No 420.r,4!S.

8j(g SKO. LADY'S HAT HOLDER Henht M. Garratt.

Elmhurst, N. Y. Filed Nov. 16. 1907. 8«rl*l No. 402.644.

A lady's hat-holder for the backs of tboater chairs, con-

sisting of an outer and Inner box, the sides of the Inner

hoi. comprising the arms being extended above the sides

of the outer box. holes formed through snid arms, one of

which Is covered by woven wire and the other by a fabric.

1. The comblnatlcin with a track, of guard rails fi.rmln«

a part of the track on opposite sides fhtTfuf and provided

with buffers along the same, a passenger car having a

truck portion adapted to move freely, laterally and length

wise of the track, and a body adapted to hold pa.sseng.Ts

rotatably held to the truck portion and adapt.d t.> -nuane

the buffers and to rotate the car body In opposite direc-

tions as it moves forward.

2 In a pleasure railway, a car comprising a truck hav

Ing a base and a plurality of rollers carried thenh.v. h

post projecting upward from the base, a car body mia

tably held on the post, a ball bearing connection l)ftw..-n

the post and the car. annular opposed rings supported by

the car body and the truck and forming a ball bearin;: en
nectlon therebetween, said car having a plurality of

radially arranged s<^atB for passeng.rs therein, and 1111

annular frlctional surface carried by the car body, luol

adapted to engage a part of the track to rotate said ImxIv

as the car moves along the samf

3. The combination with a track of guard rails forming

a part of the track and opposite sides thereof and pro-

vided with buffers along th* same, said track having an In-

clined part extending upward and a spiral portion com

prising a plurality of convolutions which extend down-

ward and toward the center thereof In a circular path, a

passenger car having a truck portion adapted to move

freely, laterally and lengthwise of the track and a body

adapted to hold passengers rotatably held to the truck

portion and adapted to engage the buffers and to rotate

the car body in opposite directions as It moves forward.

May 26, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. ^n

8S>>,882. ST.VIH Samiei Gboshmas. New York, N. Y.

Filed June tj. 11KJ7. Serial No. 377.512.

arrauL'ed to revolve therewith, each target being marked

or nuuiliered and capable of movement independent of all

the other targets, substantially as d-scriiHtl

1. Stairs having suitably supptirted separate metal

risers and treads, the riser having its upper end flnnged

and fastened to the adjacent tread above, and tiaving its

lower end provided with a groove or recess for receiving

the rear end <i fthe next adjacent tread and also the body

of material on said tread, and a body of material placed

upon said tread.

•_- Stairs havln;: suitably supported separate metal

risers and treads, the riser having Its upper end flanged

and fastened to the adjacent tread above, and having Its

lower end provided with a groove or recess for receiving

the rear end of the next adjacent tread and also the body

of material on said tread, a rearwardly opening n-opss or

groove at the forward end of said tread also adapted to

receive the t>ody of material, and a body of material

placed upon said tread.

3 Stairs having suitably supported separate metal risers

and treads, the tread having Its forward end provided

with a recess for rec«'lTlng and holding a body of material,

the adjacent riser being provided at its lower edge with «

r(»(>«>Bs for the body of material, and a l>ody of material on

said tread.

4. Stairs having suitably supported separate metal

risers and trends, the trend havlni: Its forward end pro-

vided with a reresN for receiving and holding a body of

material, the adjacent riser being provided at Its lower

edge with a recess or groove extending backwardly be-

yond the plane of the body of the riser for receiving the

rear end of the adjacent tread and the body of material,

and a body of material on said tread

8. Stairs having suitably supported separate metal

risers and treads, the tread having Its forward end pro-

vided with a recess for receiving and holding a body of

material, the adjacent riser being provided at Its lower

edge with a rearwardly extending recess or groove, the

r.ar end of the adjacent tread lying within said recess or

jn-fMive on the riser and being fastened ttereto. and the

upper end of the riser being fastened to the adjacent tread,

and a body of material on said tread.

[Claims rt and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.883. GAME. Franklin M. Greek, Winona. Minn

Filed Feb. C, 190«. Serial No. '299,84)4. Renewed Dec. 3,

inofi. Serial No. 34fi.l6ti.

1. .\ game apparatus comprising a revolving wlx^el and

a series of targets sultahly uuml>ered or marked. mo\intHd

on said wheel and adapted to revolve therewith, each tar-

get having a movement Independent of Its revolving move-

ment with the other targets.

2. .V game apparatus comprising an alley, a series of re-

volving targets provided at one end of said alley and op

erating In a plane substantially at right angles to the

plan*- of said alley, each target being suitably marked or

numbered and having a movement Independent of its

rej-olvlng movement with all the other targets, substan

tlally as di-scrlbed.

:v A game apparatus comprising an alley, a series of

revolving targets arranged to operate in a plane sub-

stantially at right aneles to the plane of the alley. ea<ii

target being suitably marked or .numbered and having a

movement independent of Its simultaneous movement with

the other targets, and means for setting said targets in

their normal position after such Independent movement.

4. In a game apparatus comprising an alley, a wheel

provided at one end thereof and operating in a plane sub

atantially at rlglit angles to the plane of the alley, a s.-

rles of targets provld.-d on the periphery of said wheel and

5. A game comprising a horizontal alley, a wheel pro-

vided at one end thereof and arranged to revolve in a

vertical plane, a series of taru'ets hinged on the p.Tiphery

of said wheel and bearing suitable marks or numb.-rs.

lu.iins for holding said targ.-ts in alinement with said

wheel but permitting them when struck to !>» fwurig out

of the plane of the said wheel, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

888,884. STAIR S.^miki. (;ri.ssm.\n. New York. N.

Piled Not. 19. 1906. Serial No 343.986.

Y.

1. In stair construction, the combination of stringers,

sheet metal risers each provided at its lower end with a

flange 2. and at its upper end with a rearwardly op.ning

groove 4, and plates 3 each liaving its rear edge resting

on the flange 2. of thf riser next above, and Its forward

edge clamped in the groove 4. of the riser next below.

2. Stairs comprising the combination of stringers,

risers 1 supported by said stringers and consisting In

sheet metal plates each provided at its lower end with a

forwardly extending supporting-flange 2 and at Us upi.-r-

end with a rearwardly-openlng clamping groove 4 formed

by a forward bend 5 In the upper edge of said plate, tread-

supporting plates 3 resting with their back edges on the

lower flange 2. of one riser and with the front edge

thereof clamped In said groove 4 on the next riser below,

and treads 6 resting upon said supporting-plates.

3 Stairs comprising the combination of stringers,

risers 1 supported by said strint'ers and consisting in

sheet metal plates each provided at its lower end with a

forwardly extending supporting-flange 2 and at its upper

end with a rearwardly oj-fning clamping-groove 4 formed
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by a forward bend 5 In the upper edge of «ild plate, tread-

supporting plates :? resting with their bark edgea on the

low^r flange - of one riser and with the front edge thereof

clampod in nald groove 4 on the next riser below, filling

material 7 placed upon said supporting pilate« flush with

the flange on the upper end of said rlsets. and treads 6

restinj; on said ftanc>> and filling material.

888.§88. ELECTRIC SIGNALING,
and Frank Kamerer. New York,

1907. Serial No. 376.355.

WiLUiAM E. Hallett
N. Y Filed May 29.

1. The combination with a movable device of contacts

arranged In the path of said device, a collar or flange car-

ried by said device and adapted to engage both contacts to

complete the circuit therethrough, a bracket, a rod project-

ing from the bracket and having one end entering an open-

ing in the device, a spring arranged arottnd the rod and

normally forcing the device Inward, an electric circuit In-

cluding a bell, a battery and a switch cotnected with the

contacts and adapted to have the circuit completed there-

through when the device Is forced Inward, and a sliding

spring pressed retaining device adapted to hold the first-

mentioned device against movement when the circuit ia

completed.

2. The combination with a movable device adapted to

engage a moving object, contacts arranged in the path of

said device, means carried by said device and adapted to

engage both contacts to complete the circ«lt therethrough,

a rod having one end entering an opening In the device, a

spring arranged around the rod and norrtaily forcing the

device Inward, an electric circuit Including an alarm and a

battery connected with the contacts and adapted to have

the circuit completed therethrough when the device Is

forced against the contacts, and an automatically actuated

retaining device adapted to hold the firstmentioned device

against movement when the circuit is completed.

.T. The combination with a movable dfvlce adapted to

engage a movable object, contacts arranged In the path of

said device, means carried by said device and adapted to

engage both contacts to complete the circuit therethrough,

a bracket, a rod projecting from the braicket and having

one end entering an opening In the device, a spring ar-

ranged around the rod and normally forcing the device in-

ward, an electric circuit connected with the contacts and

adapted to have the circuit completed thfrethrough when
the device Is forced Inward, an alarm Included in said cir-

cuit, and means adapted to hold the device against move-

ment when the circuit is completed.

4. The combination with a window sasfe having a recess

therein, of a device movable toward the sash and compris-

ing a hollow shank, a button arranged ot one end of the

shank, a flange carried by the other end of said shank, a

fixed rod having one end entering the hollow shank of the

device, a bracket to which the rod is secured, a spring In-

terposed between the bracket and the contact carried by

the hollow shank and normally forcing the engaging but-

ton Inward, fixed contacts arranged In the path of the

flange, an alarm, electric connections between the alarm

and the contacts, a retaining latch Independent of the lock-

ing device and having an enlarged end normally engaging

one side of the flange when the locking device Is In a re-

leased position, said flange adapted to complete the circuit

through the contacts, a rod forming a part of the retaining

device, a bracket supporting the rod, a spring normally

forcing the rod in one direction to force the latch Inward

to hold the flange of the locking device against movement

and to hold the same to cause the circuit to be completed,

said rod of the latch having Its outer end screw threaded,

a bracket having a recess In which tke screw threaded end

of the rod Is adapted to fit, and a knob removably held to

the end of the rod.

,'. The combination with a movable object having a re-

cess therein, of a device movable toward the object and

comprising a hollow shank having one end adapted to en-

gage said object, a flange carried by the other end of said

shank, a fixed rod having one end entering the hollow

shank of the device, a bracket to which the rod is secured,

a spring Interposed between the bracket and the contact

carried by the hollow shank and normally forcing the en-

gaging end Inward, fixed contacts arranged In the path of

the flange, an alarm, electric Cimnections between the

alarm and the contacts, a retaining latch Independent of

the locking device having an enlarged end normally en-

gaging one side of the flange when the locking device Is In

a released position, a rod forming a part of the retaining

device, a bracket supporting the rod, and a spring normally

forcing the rod In one direction to force the latch Inward

to hold the flange of the locking device against movement

and to cause the circuit to be completed.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (iazette.J

888,886. PAVEMENT AND METHOK OF MAKING THE
SAME. William S Houghton. Boston. Mass. Filed

Sept. 23, 1907. Serial No. 394.092.

1. A pavement, consisting of a single layer or course of a

mixture of crushed or broken stone, sand and cement In

such proportions as to leave voids, the pieces and fragments

of said mixture being coated with bituminous material and

compacted and bonded together Into a single homogeneous

layer or course, the voids In said course being occupied by

a cement mixture.

2. The process of making a pavement consisting in pre-

paring a mixture of sand, dry cement and crushed or

broken stone in such proportions as to leave voids when
laid, treating the said mixture with bituminous material

In order to coat the fragments and particles in said mix-

ture, laying the treated mixture in a single course, rolling

the said course until It Is compact, spreading upon the top

of said rolled course a layer of sand or screenings and dry

cement and then washing the said layer with water Into

the voids In said course and thereby filling said voids.

888,887. PAVEMENT OR ROADWAY AND METHOD OP
MAKING SAME. William S. Hocohtos, Boston. Mass.

Filed Sept. 23, 1P07. Serial No. 394,093.

1. A pavement, consisting of a foundation layer of

crushed or broken stone, the pieces of which lie closely to-

gether in a compact mass having a smooth upper surface,

the voids In the lower portion of said layer being occupied

May 26, 1908, U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 929

by a cement mixture which binds all of the pieces of the

layer Into a monolithic mass, and a wearing layer

anchored to the upper portion of the foundation layer by

filling the upper voids thereof and being Integral with the

body of the wearing layer.

2. The process of making a pavement, consisting in lay

lag a course of crushed or broken stone, rolllnt: tb.- sanif

to compact the course and to smooth tlif upi><r surfacf-.

then filling the lower voids In said course with a liiiuid

cement mixture, permitting said mixture to set and apply-

ing' a suitable wearing surface to said structure in such a

niaiiu.T that tb.- lower portion of aald wearing surface

tills in all the open voids in the upper surface of said

course.

888,888. BOB SLED. Leslik D ,Tannell, Kumford Falls,

Me. Filed June 12, 1907. Serial No. 378,559.

A sled runner attachment comprising a base adapted to

bear on a r\inner and bavin*: upwardly projecting arms

forming sides of a chair receiving opening, said arms and

the interm-diate portion of the base being provid.-d with

sockets, and a chair composed of a foot btaring on the in

t.rni>'(liate portion of the base, a head forming a bunk

svat. sldi- webs connt'cfing the head with the foot, a trans-

verse w.-b connecting the side webs, and hunk en>:uL'ing

ears prol.cting upwardly from the head, the foot and the

Ride w.-bs of the chair being provided with lugs which

loosely ennauf said sockets

holding the other member at the desired point of adjust-

ment.

•J. A device for aflixlug seals to papers, comprising a

frame or support, a pair of opiwsed die members mounted

thereon for lateral adjustment, an adjusting screw engag-

ing with one of said members, and mechanism adapted In

one position to connect said members for simultaneous

adjustment and to leave both members free for such

movement, and In another position to disconnect the two

members, permitting free insertion of a paper therebe-

tween, and to lock the other member to the ^upport.

3. A device for alhxing seals to papers, comprising a

frame or support, a pair of opposed die members mounted

thereon for lateral adjustment, an adjusting screw engag-

ing with one of said members, a device for locking the

other member against adjustment, a device for connecting

the two members for simultaneous adjustment, and op-

erating means for said devices whereby when one i> in

operative position the other Is not.

4. A device for aftixlng seals to papers, comprising a

frame or support having guide rods, a pair of opposed die

members laterally slidable on said rods, one of said mem

bers engaging one of the rods by means of spaced aper-

tured lugs, a b'ver pivoted slldably on said rod between

said lugs and adapted to have locking engagement with

the other member, and single adjusting means engaging

with this other member.

5. A device for affixing seals to paijers. comprising a

frame or support having giiid.- rods, a pair of opposed die

members laterally slidable on said rods, one of said mem-

bers engaging two of the rods by means of two pairs of

spaced apertured lugs, a lever pivoted Intermediately and

slldably on one of these rods between one pair of lugs

and having one of Its arms extending into locking relation

to the other member, an arm similarly pivot .-d on the other

rod between the other pair of lugs and disposed parallel

to the other arm of said lever, an operating cam-rod

pivoted to these parallel arms, a device for locking the

flrst-named member against adjustment operated by said

cam-rod. said rod being so constructed that when the lock-

ing device Is set the locking lever Is released and vice-

versa, and an adjusting screw engaging with the second-

named member.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,890. DEVICE FOR IMPRKSSING SEALS ON PA-

PERS Felix Gottschalk. New York. N. Y., assignor

to Adjustable Seal Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corpo-

ration of N.w York. Filed .Ian. 17. 1!M>K. Serial No.

4 11. •-79.

888.W». SEAL IMPRESSING OR PRINTING MACHINE.
Fki.ix (Jihtschalk. New York. N Y. assignor to Ad-

justable Seal (^ompany. New York. N. V . a Corporation

of New York. Filed Aug 19. 1907 Serial No. 889,136.

1 A device for affixing seals to pa|)ers. comprising a

frame or support, a pair of opposed die members mounted

thereon for lateral adjustment, an adjusting screw engag

ing with one of said members, means for connecting the

members for simultaneous adjustment, and mean> for

1. In a device for Impressing seals on papers, a frame

or support, a pair of opposed members, having dies guided

l.y. and for movement along, the frame, means for tem-

pornrilv connecting one die carrying member to the other,

and means operative to simultaneously lock both die car
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rylag iuenih*»r<» to the frame and to simultaneously unlock

'them therffroiu

2 In a deTlo" for Impresslnjf seals on papers, a support-

In*? framf, a pair of opposed die carrying i»jemt)en! j!:uid»»d

by. and movablt> alonjr. the frmme. means tor temporarily

loi-lclnjj a die carrytng member to the fratne, and mvans

for tt-mporarily eonnectlna; both die carry 1»K members for

moTements In unison, and an operating part movable rela-

tlrely to. and for actuating, the device for locking the die

member to the fram^- and for slmnltaneoasly controlling

xh" action of th^- dl*" connecting device, whereby the con-

n-'ctlon together of the dies, to be simultaneously moved. Is

when the device for locking a die member to the frame is

In its lInlock^d condition.

3. In a devlr." for impressing seals on papers, a sup-

porting frame, a pair of opposed members guided by. nnd

for movmenf alonir. the frame, separate devices carried

Individually by the die members for locking t3iem both to the

fram.>. a member sustained on one of thie die memb«>rs

movable to connect snch member with tbe opposed die

mMmb»>r. and coactlng with both said locking devices, for

unlnclting the die carrying members from the frame upon

thf connectlou foupther of both die carryinp mpmbers. and

vice versa.

4. In a device for Impressing seals on papers, a "sup-

porting fram«*. a pair of opposed die cafrylni: members

m.'vably icuid»'d on the fram*-. a device for locking and un-

lo<-king one of the die members with and from the frame,

comprising a bar having at one end there<)f a fulcrum on

the die member, pxtending from its fulcrum towards a

member of the fram.'. having between its fulcrum and the

frame member a rocking bearing, a dog. or toggle-bar. hav-

ing an engagt-m-^nt at one end with said rocking bearing,

and having its oth^r end in proximity to the frame mem-

ber, and means for swinging the endwise tulcrumed mem-

ber whereby the rocking bar may be, at pleasure, posi-

tioned approximately coincident with the shortest line

betwe*>n its fuKrum support and the frame member, or

transversely removed from such line, for causing an end-

wise bearing of the toggle bar against the frame member,

or a freeing of the bar from binding engartment with snch

member. I

5. In a devlre for impressing seals od papers, a sup-

porting frame, a pair of opposed die carrying members

movably guided on the frame, a device for locking and un-

locking one of the die members with and from the frame,

comprising a bar having an end thereof fulcrumed to the

die member, exrendini: from its fulcrum towards a member

of the frame, and having between Its fulcrum and the

frame member a sldewlse projecting bearing shoulder, a

t.iirgle bar haviiik: an .•nira^'ement at one end against shoul

dr. and havlni; its outer end in pr»xim|ty to the frame

member, and a spring pressed part for swinging the end-

wi.se fulcrumed member whereby said shoulder thereof may

be p<isitioned approximately coincident With the shortest

line between It's fulcrum and the frame member.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette ]

I upttfrned ends, a concavo-convex disk secured In the baffle

' and provided with an opening at one side thereof, a flap

S88.891. NON REP'ILLABLE BOTTLE. Otto Hachman,

Fort Wayne. Ind Filed tH^c. «. 1907. Serial No.

405.442

1. A non reflUable bottle comprising a baffle i^ecured

within the neck of a bottle and provided with a centrally

<llsp<^sed outlet noztle. a concavo-convex (Hsk secured with-

in the baffle and having a valve at one side of the center

thereof.

2 X non reflllable bottle provided with a baffle having a

central outlet nozzle a concavo-convex dUk secured within

the baffle and provided with an opening, a flap valve

hinged on the top of said disk to cover »ald opening, and

arms extending downwardly from the baffle, said arms

being embedded within the neck of the boittle.

.^. A non-reflllable bottle comprising 1 baffle having a

dome-shaped top. a noizle centrally disponed in said top. a

flange on said baffle, downwardly extenritng legs having

valve hinged at one side of said opening, and a stop to

limit the movement of said valve.

888,892. CAKDEUAILKK. Robert H.k.mii.tov, Hiruiin,

ham. Ala Filed P>b. 8. 1908. Serial No. 414.»rt2.

1. The combination of a railway vehicle and a derailing:

member thereon serving to permit free forward movement

of said vehicle and to positively derail said vehicle on the

backward movement thereof.

2. The combination of a railway vehicle and a rotary

derailing member connected to said vehicle and serving to

permit free forward movement of the vehicle and to posi-

tively derail the same on backward movement of said

vehicle.

3. The combination of a railway vehicle and a derail

Ing member normally engaging a rail on which said vehicle

travels and serving to normally permit free forward move

ment of the vehicle and to automatically and positively

derail said vehicle on the backward movement thereof

4. The combination of a vehicle and a derailing emu

movably connected to said vehicle and adapted to auto

matically lift the vehicle on the movement thereof In a

certain direction.

.5. The combination of a vehicle and a rotary derailing

cam connected with said vehicle and adapted to lift and

then rarrve the vehicle sidewlse during the traveling move-

ment of said vehicle.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the r,a«ette ]

888.8ftS. CORDORIP FOR MECHANICAL OR OTHFU
FIXTURES. John E. R. Hatbs, Melrose, Mass. Filed

Apr. n, 190«. Serial No. .*in.4.'i8.

L A device of the character specified having cord erip-

plne members each with an opening In It for the reception

of a cord passing through said members and which open

incs In said members are offset with respect to one another

whereby there is obtained between the memlwrs a contract-

ed opening when said members are brought together and

through which the cord extends, said contracted opening

being formed by opposing portions of said separate mem

hers around the said openings therein which act to bind

and hold said cord, and means for bringing the members

together for forming stich contracted opening

2. A device of the character specified having a casing.
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cord gripping members adjacent to one another in said cas-

ing, said members each having an opening in it for admit-

ting the passage of a cord through said members and

which openings in said meml^ers are so arranged relatively

to one another tliat opposing portions of said members

f.. ruling in part the said openings therein may bind said

cud between .said members when the members are made

to approach one another in said <nsiii;:.

3 \. device of the character specified having a casing.

grip-forming members fitting snugly within said casing

against else than a longitudinal movement towards and

from one another, said members each having an opening

In it for the reception of a cord i.assing through said mem-

bers which openings are out of line with one .•mother but

overlapping one another In part whereby said members

mav when said members are made to approach one another

in said casing, grip the cord between them by opposing

portions thereof forming in part the said openings thereon.

4 A device of the character specified having a easing

the parts of which have threaded connection with one an-

other grip forming members inside said casing, said mem-

ber* each having an op.ning in it whereby a cord may

pass through said members, the openings In said members

being offset with respect to one another whereby there

i« formed between the members, when the members are

brought together, a eonfracted opening through which the

cord extends, said contracted opening being formed by op

pf.sing portions of said s«^parafe members around said open^

lugs therein which act to grip and hold said cord and

which members are brought together to form said contract-

e,l opening by screwing together the separate parts of the

easing.
.

- \ device of the character specified having ;:np form-

ing members each having an opening in It by whieh a cord

passes through said members, the opening In the inter-

posed one of said members being offset with respc-t t,. t',e

openings in the others of said members but overlapping

the same in part whereby contracted openings are formed

between said members when the memb«-rs are brought to-

gether and through which contracted openings the cord

is adapted to extend to be gripped and held by opposing

p.-rtious of said members forming in part the openings

therein.

(Claim i^ not iirlnted in the (Jazette 1

raising the label holder, and means for temporarily stop-

ping said parts of the machine, while the lal^-l is being

applied to the bottle, with means for automatically start-

ing tlie machine after such temporary stoppage, siibsian-

tlallv as descrilx^d.

2. The combination in a bottle labeling machine, of a

label holder, a paster, and a wiper for applying the label,

a carrier having arms, a driving wheel, a connecting rod

coupling the driving wheel to the carrier, means for driv-

ing the wheel by friction, and releasable means for posi-

tively holding said wheel from moving against the action

of said friciional driving means, substantially as de8cril>ed.

3. The oombinaiion In a bottle labeling machine, of a

label holder, a paster, and a wiper for applying tlie label,

a carrier having arms, a driving wheel, a connecting rod

coupling the driving wheel to the carrier, means for driv-

ing the wheel l)y friction, a device for liolding the wheel

from turning, and means whereby a bottle in process of

receiving a label is caused to relea.«e said device, substan-

tlallv as described.
4." The eoml>in«tion of a label holder, a paste pot, a

wiper for applving the label, a carrier having label holding

arms, a slldeway upon which the carrier is mounted.

means for reciprocating the carrier, a pasting roller

mounted In the paste pot, and means actuated by the car-

rier for periodically raising the roller, substantially as

described.

5. The combination of a label holder, a paste pot, a

wiper, a slideway. a carrier mounted on the slldeway hav-

ing arms to receive the label, a roller mounted In the paste

pot to place paste upon the arms of the carrier, a lever for

raising the rollers In the path of the arms, a cam on the

carrier arranged to actuate the lever so as to raise the

pasting rollers on the return movement of the carrier, sub-

stantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

SHH.H^-i. BOTTLE- LABELING MACHINE. GEOacilA.

liorrxiAV. I'hiladelphia. Pa ,
assignor to William F.

Huwell, Philadelphia. Pa Filed Aug 11. UKW^ Serial

No. 330.258.

H^8SQ5 METHOD OF SECURING ABSOLUTE REGIS-

TRATION IN PRINTING FOR EMBOSSING, SiOR-

ING, AND DIE CUTTING. Frank J. Holmes, Revere.

Mass. Filed .Tune 10. 1907 Serial No 378.154.

t/*

a:

1 The combination In a iwttle labeling machine of a

label holder, a pasting roller, and a wiper for applying

the label to the bottle, a carrier having arms for holding

the label, a cam for actuating the pasting roller, means for

1 The method above de8crll>ed of securing absolute

registration of a sheet whereon a plurality of designs are

printed which consists in making incisions in the sheet

near the line of separation of one design from another,

each incision l>einu shaped for the greater part of Its length

to engage a gage of predetermined shape, the ends <,t each

incision projecting l>eyond the predetermined line of sepa-

ration between the said design and the one adjacent to it.

and th.n separating the said design from the one next it

by a cut extending across the ends of said Incision where-

by the material U'tween said incision and said .ut will be

removed and the edge of said incision will serve as a

register to enaak'e a gage as descrllK-d.

" The method above described of securing absolute

registration of series of sheets which consists in making

Incisions In each sheet at the time of ImpressinK a design

thereon, eaeh incision having a registering edge and then

trimming the sheet whereby the registering edges will be

exposed.

3 The method above described of securing absolut.

registration of a series of sheets which consists in making

Incisions In each sheet at the time of impressing designs

thereon th<fi separating each sheet Into sections by a cut

crossing eaMi incision at two points whereby the waste

exposed by safa^cut will be separated therefrom exposing

the reL'Ister gage "ttne.

4 The method above described of securing a(>solute
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rcKiMtratlon of a HeriPA of •iht't-tj) wbich confeists in making

a series of crei*cent llkp incisions therein simultaneously

with the printinif of d'-aigns thereon and then separating a

plurality of such shi^ets superimpost'd Into sections by a

cut crussintf the hotns of oach incision as f|fscribed

5 The method abov^ described of Ufcjurlni; absolute

rnifistratton of a 8»»rles of slieets, which conhlsts in makini:

incislnnt In each she."! at the time of Imprvsslntf a ili-sl^n

thereon, each Incision b^^ing shaped to l>e crossed at two

points by a cut and then frlmminK the 8he.»t by a cut cross

ing such incisions at two points, as set foptli

888,89«. BRTSII Hdl.UKU Arthir (}, MnwAnn. r.n-

wanda, N. V. Filed May JT. lOoT Serial No. .'JTj.O'.M

1 Tlie combination with a brush, of a »upportlng-luK)k

held n«'rnia!ly within the head thereof and movable info a

proJe<Ted position at a ri^ht an^le to said head.

-. The combination of a brush having a trush-head pro

vided with a transverse bore and a pocket at right angles

to said bore, a s<|uare spindle rotatahle In s»id bt)re, a sup-

portinghook held n<jriuaily in said pocket and having a

square- opening at on.' cad through whicU said spindle l.s

passed, and means to lock saUl spindle against rotation.

:'.. Tlie combination of a brush having a brush-head pro

vlded witli a transverse i)ore enlarged at one end and a

pocket arranged at right angles to said bore, a spindle

rotatahle and slldable in said bore, a supp'irting ho<ik held

normally in saitl pocket and being secured to said spindle

to permit the latter to move lengthwise independent of said

h'ok find to cniise the latter to rotate with said spindle,

an<i 11 clutch Aitliin the enlarged end of said l)ore to lock

the spindle against rotation.

4. Tie ci.mliinati. n of a brus!i having lt| head provided

wltli a transv.rst' N re enlarged at one endj a square spin

die rotatahle and slidald" on said twre. a flutch having a

fixed member secured within the enlarged 9nd of said bore

and a mo-alil'' mcmtier secured to the end of said spindle

and adapted for >ngagc[nent with said flietj member, and a

sup!)orting-hook having a s<iuare opening througli whii-h

sail] spindle is [mssxl
.'1 The comt>inatii n of a hnisli having it|i head provided

with a transverse lei-e and a pocket In ooe side at right

angl»'s to sail! !»ir.-, a -iiiuare spindle rotatable in said bore.

means to lock the spindle against rotation, and a support

ing hook held normally in said p<icket and having a S'luare

opening ttirough wtiii-h said spindle is passed.

[Claims ti and 7 not printed in the <;azet1e.]

3. A music leaf turner comprising a plurality of parallel

torsional memi)er8 held at one end from turning, a lateral

arm connected to each torsional memt>er. said lateral arms
being in a sni)stantially horizontal plane, each having a

lug extending to a common center and Joined by a pivot

pin. a trip lever having a slotted inner end for retaining

said arms, and an escapement device for releasing them
one at a time.

8S8.SnT MTSrc - I.KAF TrRNP:R Ci.MO HiOHEs, St

I^uls. Mo. Filed .Vug. T2. 1!»0H S.'rial No. ."^Sl.RTfV

1. A music leaf ttirner conijirising a plunality of parallel

torsional members held at one end from tilmlng, a lateral

arm connected ti> Mach torsional memi)er 4nd terminating

In a music leaf engaging finger, and a lug extending fmm
each arm to a comni' n center ^nd hinged rngether

2. A music leaf turner comprising a plumlity of parallel

torsional members held at one end from turning, a lateral

arm connected to each torsional member, said lateral arms
t)eing in a substantially horizontal plane, each arm having
a lug extending to a common center and tolned l)y a pivot

pin. means for engaging said arms wheq said torsional

memtH-rs are placed under tension, and means for disen-

gaging said arms In successive order

JV^^^Jl

4 .V music leaf turner comprising a plurality of tor-

sional memt)ers held at one end from turning, a lateral

^rm connected to the opposite end of each torsional mem-
ber, said lateral arms being in a substantially horizontal

plane, a rigid trip lever having a vertically movai)le slotted

inner end for the reception of said arms, and rigid stop

lugs on said lever for retaining said arms and releasing

them one at a time.

5. A music leaf turner comprising a plurality of i>:irallel

torsional memfters held at one end from turning, a lateral

arm connected to each torsional member, said lateral arms
Ix'lng In a substantially horizontal plane, a rigid stop lever

having a vertically movable inner end provided with a hori-

zontal slot to receive said arms, and stop lugs guarding the

entrance opening of said slot and being adapted to relea.se

said arms one at a time as the lever is operated.

[Claims t> fo l» not [irlnted in tiie tjazette. ]

888,898. ATTACHMKNT FOR WA<;<>NS Lrrits 8.

Hyde, Spanish, Mont Filed r>ec 4. 10<)7 Serial No.

405,078.

1. The combination with a rigid, seat supporting hanger

having a hook adapted to drop over the upper edge of ttie

side board of a wagon, of a spring press«Ml loop engaging

the to)) and sides of the hook.

2 The combination with a rigid seat supporting hanger

having a hook engaging the side boards of a wagon, of a

retaining device for the support comprising a loop adapted

to engage the top and sides of the liook and having down-
wardly extending arms and a horizontal arm plvotally «»»-

cured upon the body of the wagon and a coil spring upon
the horizontal arm having one of its ends engaging one of

the downwardly extending arms and having its opposite
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end secured to the body of the wagon, the spring adapted

to force tlie retaining device over the side l>oardB of the

wagon, and into engagement with the top and sides of the

hook.

8HH,S<t!t MKTAL SHEKT TILING.
Chicago. Ill Filed Sept. ?., 1907.

Gi:oBr;E W. Jackson,

Serial No. 391,053.

1. Metal sheet piling comprising alternate units, one of
;

which is a compound unit and having inwardly directed

longitudinal guide flanges, l)olts extending through the

members of the comix.und units adjacent to the side mar-

gins thereof to hold the same ti>gether, and means between

said lM>lts coacting with the tK)lts, when the nufs of the

bolts are tightened, to press the flanged margins of the

members inwardly toward each other.
j

1: .Metal sheet piling comprising alteinafe units, one of
;

which is a compound unit, and having inwardly directed,

longitudinal guide flanges, bolts extending through the

members of the compound unit near their margins to bold

the .same logeiher, and cores occupying the s;.ace between ,

the meml)ers of said compound unit and made of a width

less than the distnn<-e between said bolts

3. M.'tal sheet piling comprising alternate units. ..ne of

which Is a compound unit and having inwardly directed

longitudinal guide flanges, liolts extending between the

niemlMTS of the compound unit near their margins to hold

the same together and wood cores occupying the space be-

tween the members of said compound unit and made of a

wldtli less than the distance t)etween said bolts.

4. Metal slieet piling comprising alternate simple and

compound sections, the simple sectlcins consisting of I-

l.eams, and the compound sections consisting of chan-

nel bars arranged with their flanges directed Inwardly

toward each other and held together by bolts extending

through their marginal parts, and longitudinal cores ex

tending l>etween the webs of said channel bars and made

of B width less than the distance U-tween said Iwlts.

5. Metal slieet iiiling comprising alternate units, one of

which is a cotni><)und unit composed of plates fastened to-

gether by txilts and formed at their marginal parts to

afford laterall.\ Interlocking and longitudinally guiding

engagement witli adjacent units, said txilts extending

thr<^iugli said plates of the compound unit and having an

gular parts which interlock with angular parts of the

plates to prevent rotation thereof.

(Claim 6 not iirinted in the (;azetie ]

by said arm for drlrlng said scoop device and eatcnjtng

device.

2. A machine for handling loose material comprising a

carriage, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm

mounted thereon, a rotative scoop device carried by the

free end of said arm, a conveying device carried by and

movable with said arm, and arranged with its receiving

end closely adjacent to said rotative scoop device, a motor

carried bv said arm for driving said scoop device and con-

veving device and a conveyer belt located with its receiv-

ing end beneath the rear end of the conveying device for

receiving said material and directing ii from the machine

3. A machine for handling loose material comprising a

carriage, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm

mounted thereon, a rotative scoop device carried by the

free end of said arm, a conveyer belt trained about rollers

carried by and movable with said arm, and arranged with

its receiving end closely adjacent to said rotative scoop de-

vice, a motor carried l)y said arm for driving said scoop

device and conveyer belt and a second conveyer belt ar-

ranged beneath the carriage with its receiving end be

neath the rear end of the .-onveyer belt carried by said arm

for carrying the material deposited thereon away from the

machine.

4. .\ macliine for handling loose material comprising a

carriage, a horizontally and vertically iswinging arm

mouute.l thereon, comprising laterally separated, rigidly

connected plates, a rotative scoop device carried by the free

end of said arm, a conve>er belt beneath said arm and

trained alx)Ut rollers carried by and movable with the arm.

said belt being arranged with its receiving end closely adja-

cent to said rotative scoop device, and extending rear-

wardly th.refrom and plates fixed to the lateral plates of

the arm at the sides of said belt arranged to prevent the

material falling off the sides of said belt.

5. \ machine for handling loose material comprlsluj: a

frame, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm mounted

thereon, a rotative sc(M)p device mounted ut the free end of

said arm, a conveying device carried by the arm for con-

veying material from said scoop and a motor carried by

the arm on the side of its pivot remote from the scoop

device for driving the scoop device and conveying device,

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

8M.9eo AI'I'ARATIS FOR HANDLING L008H M.VTE-

RIAI.S. George W .I.»<ks(>n, Chicago, 111 Filed Dec.

0. n>o7. Serial .\o. 4(»."..41^.

888.901. ELECTRICAL APPARATIS. Rat V JaCKSOX,

Wilkinshurg. I'a.. as-ignor to Westinghouse Electric &

Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Tennsylva-

nla. Filed Sept. 3. 1907. Serial No. 391,249.

1. .\ machine for handling loose material comprising a

carriage, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm

mounted thereon, a scoop device carried by the free end of

said arm, a conveying device carried by said arm and re

ceiving the material from the scoop device and conveying

it towards the pivoted end of said arm and a motor carried

1. The coml)inatlon with an electric line couducior. an

insulating sleeve therefor and a support intermediate the

ends of the sleeve, of a shield of conducting material for

effecting sul)sfantlally uniform distribution of the poten-

tial of the insulator b«>tween the support and the con-

ductor.
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2. The oomblnarion with nn t-lectrlc conductor, an In-

calatinii sleev tluTffur and a j^upport Intarnicdlate the

ends of the sleeve, of a bell-shaped shield 0f conducting

mattTlal connected to the support for effecting substan-

tially uniform distribution of the potential between the

support and the conductor.

>. The combination with an electric con(luctor, an In-

sulating sleeve therefor and a support intarmediate the

ends of the sieevf*. of a Daring shield of conducting mate-

rial that surrounds the insulator and Is secured to the sup-

port and extends outwardly from the Insulator.

4. The combination with an electric line or lead con-

ductor, an Insulating sleeve or bushint; therfft>r, and a sup

porting plate of conducting material for che sleeve or

bushing, of a bell or skirt of conducting material secured

to the supporting plate at its Junction with the insulator

and faring outwardly from the insulator and the plate for

fffrtinif a substantially uniform distribution of potential

on thf surface of the Insulator between the plate an<l the

line or l^ad condu'-tor

5. The combination with an electric conductor, an In-

salatin;; slenve or bushing having an Intermediate flange

or shoulder and •nds which taper from the flanj;e or shoul-

der and a supixirting plate of conducting mtLt>Tial having

an opening Info which the sleeve or bushing Is fltt^d. of a

bell i>r s4<irt of conducting material securftj to the sup-

portlnt' plate at it.s Junction with the Insulator and flaring

outwardly fmrn the Insulator and the plate for eflTecting

an even distribution of potential on the surface of the in-

su]atnr h^-twct-n the plate and the line or lead conductor

S88.902. VENTII-ATING - HATBAND JtLE.s .Iaillct,

Mteon, and I or is J Tcss.tt , I.yon. Franc^,

29, 1908. Serial No 418.506.

Filed Fpb.

1. T!ic combination with head gear of a iiand for sup-

portinit said !i»ad cear on the ht^ad of th<» wearer, said

band b»»ing spaced from said heart gear, a cumain contact-

ing at one ed^re with the head ir>ar. and a spiral wire at

the other edge of ih*- curtain .idnpted to be Contracted or

extended to adjust the said edir" in contact with or ar a

desired space from the said band

•J The combination with head sear of a tiand for sup-

porting said head gear on the head of the weaper. said band

belnki spaced from said head gear by flexible standards re-

movably attached to the head gear, a curtain contacting

at one edge with the head gear, and a spiral wire at the

other edite of the curtain adapted to b»^ contracted or ex

tended to adjust the said edge in contact With or at a

desired space from the said band

3. The combination with head gear of a hwnd for sup-

portlni: said head ;rear on the head of the wearer, said

hand being spaced from said head gear an<l comprising

flexible portions of a shape to fit to parts of the head and
outwardly curved portions corresponding to the position

of the temples, a '^tirtain contacting at one edge with the

head gear, and a spiral wir* at the other edije of the cur

tain adapted to he contracted or extended fy> adiust f'>e

said edge in contact with or at a desired space from the

said band.

4. The combination with head gear of a tiand for sup-

porting said head gear on the head of the wearer, said

band being spaced from said head ienr «nd compris-

ing flexible longitudinally extensible portions of a shape

to flt to parts of the head and outwardlv cufved portions

corresponding to the position of the tempi*?*, a curtain

' contacting at one edgt with the head gear, and a spiral

wire at the other edge of the curtain adapted to be con-

]

tracted or extended to adjust the said edge in contact with
or at a desired space from the said hand

SSS.lM):! CONTROL SY8TE.M l"oK ELKiTRIT MOTORS
Hknpy I>. J.4MES. I'iftsiiurg, I'll . assignor to Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing t'ompaiiy. a I'orpora-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 3. 1906. Serial No.

304. Ill

.JW

—>* -*•
/"l**

r^^-^
1 In a control system for electric motors, the combina-

tion with a series of switches that are adapte<l to close in

a predetermined sequence, a single operating coll for

each sw^ltch. and a limiting device that may retard the

Sequent ial closure of the switches, of resistance sections

'onnected in multiple circuit and short circuited by the

limiting device when the current traversing the motor cir-

cuit Is less than a predetermined value.

2 The combination with a series of switches that are

adapted to close in a predetermined sequence, operating

magnet colls therefor and a limit switch dependent upon
a predetermined current traversing the motor circuit for

retarding the sequential closure of the switches, of means
for making the energizing of each coil Independent of the

limit switch as its switch Is closed without Interrupting

the circuit through the coll, said means comprising resist-

anc sections which are connected in multiple circuit ami
are short-circuited when the limit switch is cloi*ed.

888.904. SYSTEM OF ELEi'TRIC MOTOR CONTROL.
IlEVRT D. James, Pittsburg, Pa., a.ssignor to Westing-

house Electric ft Manufa('turing Company, a Corpora-

tl.ui of IVnn.sylvanla. Filed Mar. 3, ltK)6. !>erial No.

304. IIJ.

1 In a control system, the combination with a source of

electric I'nergy. a motor, and means for automatically

effecting the acceleration of the motor, of a pair of switch-

ing devices which are adapted to act alternately in de-

laying the acceleration of the motor

•J In a control system, the combination with a sovirce

of electric energy, a motor, and a plurality of Independ

entiy operated accelerating switches therefor, of a pair of

switching devices which are adapted to act alternately in

delaying the successive operation of the accelerating

switches.

3. In a control system, the combination with a source of

eiectrlc energy, a motor, and a plurality of independently

operated accelerating switches therefor, of a pair of

switching devices which are dependent npon the current

traversing the motor circuit and are adapted to act alter-

nately in delaying the successive operation of the acceler

atlnc switches

4. The combination with an electric motor, a supply

circuit therefor, a resistance In circuit therewith, switches

that are adapted to short-circuit said resistance, and

operating magnet colls for said switches, of a pair of simi
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lar limiting devices which are dependent upon the current

traversing the motor circuit and act alternately in delay

ing the action of the short-circuiting switches.

6 The combination with an electric motor, a supply cir-

cuit therefor, a plurality of accelerating switches there-

for operating magnet coils for said switches, and a pair of

similar limiting devices which alternately control the clos-

ing of the successive switches, of means for shunting the

limiting devices to prevent re opening of the circuit upon 8

sut.s..qiicnt action of the limiting devices as each acceler-

ating switcii is closed.

(Claims f, and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

and cover and straddling the rim of the wheel and the

maiKiual portions of the cover for connecting the core

and cover to the rim.

888.90S. FENCE. John F Joh.nson. Port Deposit. Md.

Filed Mar 7. 1008. Serial No. 41tt.7S9.

.iM;mA

j^jj _

1 In a fence of the character described, a picket formed

of bar metal having a straight body portion, a U bend at

the upp*-r end thereof, said U bend being off set from the

body portion by a reverse curve, the outer end of the U

bend being provided with a notch on the inner face there

of and a bevel i>olnt formed on said U bend.

o In a fence .>f the character described, posts, channel

Iron rails secured to said posts, each provided with a series

of spaced holes therein, a picket formed of bar metal hav-

ing a straight body portion arranged to pass through the

h.iles in the lower rail, a rvvers*- bend adjacent the hole In

the upper rail, a return lH>nd above the upper rail pro-

vided In the outer end thereof with a bevel porti..n and a

notch, said notch being arranged to engage the end of an

opening in Kaid upper rail and said N^vei portion i>eing ar-

ranged t ar against the reverse l^^nd of the adjacent

picket ^, .

W In a fence, posts, channel iron rail.s detachably secured

to said posts, said rails b*>lug each provided with a series

of holes in the webs thereof, a seri.s of pickets of bar

metal comprising a straight body portion extending below

the top rail, a reverse bend lying within tlie limits of the

flange of said top rail, a straight upwardly extending por-

tion above said top rail being offset by the reverse bend a

distance equal to one half the width of said bar iron, a re-

turn bend above said last mentioned straight portion, a

downwardly extending straight portion contacting with

the upwardlv extending portion of the adjacent picket and

provided with a bevel end to fit the reverse bend and a

notch to engage the opening in the upper rail, said bevel

end being held within the limits of the flange of said upper

rail.

3. A vehicle tire comprising a hollow resilient core, a

cover therefor, the marginal portions of the core extending

into the marginal portions of the cover, combined with

means for securing the core and cover to the felly of a

wheel, and cloth-covered metallic inserts disposed through

the periphery of the cover

4. A vehicle tire comprising a hollow, resilient core, a

cover therefor, said cover having a part of the side por-

tions thereof engaging a part of the side portions of tlie

core, the tread portion of the cover having a rib adapted

to engage with the core for contracting the same when

pressure is applied to the cover, said core and cover hav-

ing enlarged end portions, the marginal portions of the

core engaging in the marginal portions of the cover, com-

bined with means engaging with the enlarged marginal

portions of the cover and extending through the marginal

portions of the cover and the marginal portions of the core

for attaching the cover and core to the rim of a wlieel. and

cloth-covered metallic inserts positioned throughout the

periphery of the cover.

5. A vehicle tire comprising a resilient core embod.\ing

a bridge piece and protuberances projecting away from the

bridge piece, a cover for the core, said cover provided on

Its inner face with a rib and a recess at each side of the

rib. said rib adapted to engage the bridge piece for contract-

ing the core thereby causing the protuberances of the core

to engage in the recesses of the cover, said cover provided

with enlarged marginal portions, said core provided with

enlarged marginal portions, the marginal portions of the

cover adapted to receive a part of the marginal portions of

the core, and means for attaching the cover and core to a

wheel.

(Claims « to 11 not printed in the Gazette ]

(S^s.ltoO CC8HION-TIRE. James B. Jorpan. Nashville,

Tenn. Filed Feb. 25, 1907. Serial No, 3.'-.9,l81.

1. A vehicle tire comprising a hollow, heart-shaped resili-

ent core, a cover therefor, combined with means for secur-

ing the core and covering to the felly of a wheel, and cloth-

covered metallic inserts In the tread of the cover to pre-

vent slipping and skidding of the tire.

0. A vehicle tire comprising a hollow resilient core hav

ing enlarged marginal portions, a cover therefor having

enlarged marginal portions, the marginal portions of the

core extending in the marginal portions of the cover, and

means extending thiough the marginal portions of the core

888.907. NONREI'I I.I.ABLE BOTTLE HaiimM. W E

Josi.J.vG. Ix>ndou. England. Filed Jan 6, 19'if*. Serial

No. 409.582.

1. A device for insertion in the ne<k of a bottle or for

the like use. consisting of a liner fitted irremovably in

operative position, guarding blocks slldable in that liner,

and alternately centrally perforated and centrally blind

so as to produce a tortuous channel alternately through

and around the said blocks, and a valve piece and a valve-

seat cooperating to prevent Inward-flow while permitting

outward flow of the conserved liquid, the valve seat ring

also forming the inclosing means for the sliding parts

within the liner by reason of its fixture in the inner end
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thereof, the ralve-plece. as /. being formed of a matfrlal

having a specific gravity slisthtly Kr»"atf>r th»n that of ttip

liquid conserved by thp vessel, annular in contour with face

4 made true to fit a like s^af. with Its ed»{>}8 1 which con

tact with the lln«T bore 1 indented to permit of flow there

through of liquid, thereby producing radiatiag projertions,

which projections are formed with facets 11. 11 Inclined

downwardly and Inwardly, as toward an lnja«lnary point

centrally of the axial line of the valve parts, the upper

spurs of this valve belnj? formed with otter facets, as

13— 13. whose surfaces ar>' Inclined inwardly, a.s towards

an Imaginary point 14 on the axial line of tfce valve parts,

for the purpose' of Imparftnic a HvpIv and accurate move-

ment to said valve towards its cio9in){ pi.sitlon on its

seat Immediately upon any pressure arisinx in a direition

Inwards of the vessel.

2 A devii-e for use in the necls of a bott;!-', or the like

vensel, for the prevention of the rertlllng of such vessel

with liquid, comprlsiUk; a coned oriflced liner, irr»'moval)ly

secured in said nfck and containing guard slMer-pieces as 6

and H. a valve f !inil a viilve seat carryini^ la''i"sinK rlnu c

affixed In the inner mouth of the liner, sa4d valve piec-

provided with radiating spurs having abme and below

their points noriuallv contacting with the lirjer bore, facets

or surfaces inclining inwards.

3. \n attachment for bottles comprising a liner adapted

to fit the n^'ck of the bottle and having a liquid passage

therethrough, a ported valve seat fixed in the bottom of

such lin»*r, a valv- member fitting within aaid liner and

having a valve seat adapted to fit the said valvf s.^at of

the liner, the periphery of the valve memt>er having a s.t

of facets slopln;; downwardly and inwardly, ami a similar

ct of facets slopln;; Inwardly and upwardly, said facets

serving to farilitaff the seating of the valve member on the

seat fixed in the liner

4. .V non refillable attachment for bottles eomprlsinv: n

liner adapted to immovaiily fit the neck of a bottle and

bavlag a liquid passage thert'through. a ported valve seat

fixed In the bottom of said liner, a valve member movable

axially of the liner and having a seat to fit the seat first

mentioned, and guardintc t>lorks rf-sting on stid valve mem-
ber and slidablf in the liner, said blocks belni: alti-rnately

centrally perforated and centrally blind to form a tortuous

passage for the liquid.

."S .\ non reflUabl." ixittl^' having a shelMike liner Im-

movably rtX'^d wiriiin rh,- neek portion thereof, a ported

valve seat fixed in the bottom of said liner, a valve mem-
ber bavini! a seat to fit the seat first menriooed, said valvt^

memt)er havinit peripherally spa.'ed facet! arranijfd In

sets and sloping downwardly and inwardly and upwardly

and Inwardly respectively, the .spaces betw<?en said facets

forming liquid passages at the periphery of the valve mem-
ber, and guardlnj; bli>oks r^^sting on said valf member and
slldable in the linfr. said blocks beln« alternately centraliy

perforated and centrally blind to form a tortuous pnssaj:"'

for the liquid.

888.908. SHOE
June 24. irtoT

Kr'WAiif) Kei-ly. Brlmleyl. Mich.

S.rial No :\%(\-A \

Filed

-9

A lace sho*'. •oniprisiiiu' a vamp with a tofurue. an upper

secur^-d to the f'dites of thi' vamp, the lacinir edges of the

upp»-r having a continuous openlnu from the top to tiie

onto the tongue of the vamp and beyond the lower forward

ends of the upper, and said tongue of the upper being con

structed of a sufficient width to permit of the same being

folded between the lacing edges of said upper when the

same is laced together, substantially as specified

8,S(ft,909 APPARATTS FOR rOOLlNT, CYLINDERS OF
(;.\.S F.NGINES. .\KTHt H Knox. Alpena, S. L>. Filed

Sept 11, I'.tfm Serial No. .•i:?4.162.

A water cooling apparatus for engines comprising a cyl-

inder having a continuous water Jacket about one end and

the circumference thereof and having a duct leading from

the interior of the cylinder through the water Jacket, a

tank having openings at positions diametrically opposite

at tlie bottom thereof, pipes leading from said openings

and communiiating with the Interior of the water Jacket

at points diametrically opposite, said tank having a flue

leading from its upper iM>rtion, the side wall of which is

apt-rtured, a pii>«' If-ading tlirough the aperture In said

flue and through said duct from the Interior of the cylinder

through the water Jacket, a shaft Journaled in said tank,

a .seri.'s of disks spaed apart and fixed to said shaft, and

means for rotating the shaft, as Sft forth

888,9H» KEYI.KSS rOMBINATION PADLOCK. B.^RT-

LET Kai!LZBEK>;ER, Meriden, ionn Filed Nov. 2«, H>Ot},

Serial No ,'.45. 257,

In a lock of the class describ^-d, a central body portion

having at its nppj-r end vt-rtlcal dovftulled flanges, an<I at

Its lower end a transversf iwrtlon, separate independent

tubes secured to the transverse portion and each havini:

In its Inner side a iongUudlnal slot, a shackle having arms

Insertible Into said tui>es and provided with lateral wards

received by said longitudinal slots, disks rotatabiy mount

ed upon said tubes and having radial slots adapted to be

brought into register with said longitudinal slots for tlie

passage of said wards as In inserting the shackle arms

Into and removing them from said tut)es. said disks resting

Immediately one upon the other and having flanges adapt-

ed to be engaged by said wards and having thereon suit-

able indicia, a removable cap plate seated on the upper

end of Bald body portion over said disks and having dovebottom of the same, a tonirue secured to the lower inner

edges of the upper, said tont'ue extending biosely over and i tall recesses to receive said flanges of said body portion.
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888 911. SASH - LUCK Os. ar E. Lamberson, Hazleton.

r'a Filed Apr, 11, 1907. Serial No. 367,575.

888 913; VALVE FOR R.\D1AT0RS Fred W Lr.rTHEa-

Flled Aug 3, 1906. Serial No.

\ sash lock iTf the type set forth comprising in combina-

tion with the meeting rails of the upper and lower sashes.

of a keeper carried by the rail of the upper sash and hav^

ing an open inner end. a bolt casing carried by the rail of

the lower sash and having an open end confronting said

keeper a l>olt in said casing having a beveled front tac^^

said bolt being movable longitudinall.v of said ''-P';^ "^^

in its retracted position being disposed wholly within lie

same, an expansible coil spring interposed between the

rear wall of said casing and the rear end of said lK.it. said

bolt t^-ing formed at its upper face with a recess, the rear

wall of said recess affording a Bubatantlaliy raised con

tlnuous transverse rib or lug, a stem mounted in the top

wall of said casing tor partial rotation and carrying on

Its upper end a finger piece and on Its lower end angu^

larlv oppositely extended projections on each side thereof

and disposed within said recess, said projections being

formed upon rotation of said stem to engage said nb or

l„g and to force said bolt rearwardly against the tension

uf said spring.

^^^01'' METHOD OF OPER.\TlNG AND SYSTEM OF

CONTKOI. FOR ELECTRICAL «;ENERATORS BEN-

JAMIN G Lamme, Pittsburg, P« ,
a«»ignor to Westing

house Electric & Manufacturing Company, a i orpco-a

tlon of Pennsylvania. Filed Av«. 2. 1906. Serial No.

328,870.

8ER, Chicago.

329,057.

III.

1 In an air valve for radiators, the combination with

a laterallv extending nipple for attachment of the valve

to the radiator, having a passage leading through the nip-

ple from the chamber of the valve of a drainage spout

provided at its inner end .^ith a spring fork having

shoulders adapted to engage the adjacent portions of he

interior of the valve to prevent the withdrawal of the

drainage spout, substantially as described.

- m an air valve for radiators, the combination with

a laterallv extending nipple for attachment of the valve to

the radiator, having a passage leading through the nip-

ple from the chamber of the valve of a drainage spout

l\ent to furnish a horizontal member, and a downhanging

member the horizontal member being entered into the

passage of the nipple and having at its Inner end a spring

fork provided with shoulders adapted to engage the adja-

cent portions of the valve structure to prevent the re-

moval of the draw-off spout, substantially as described.

888 914. AIR VALVE FOR RADIATORS. Fred W. Leu-

THMKR, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 19. 1907. Serial No.

369.114.

1 The metho<l of operating a generator having series

connected field magnet and armature windings, which con-

sists in first connecting a secondary battery in shunt rela-

tion to the field magnet winding and in then connecting

the generator in a braking circuit.

1 In an air valve for radiators, the combination of a

chambered base provided with a nipple adapted to t.e en^

Jered into a radiator, a removable plug
^"^^''I'l^^^l

into the bottom of the base, a shell screw-threaded into

he top of the base and provided with an "'r ^-" '«;^-

outlet a base plate supported upon the removable plug, a

p?u alitv of svmmetrically positioned air tubes entered

t m.ug 11 and tipwardly extending from the base plate and

n communication with the Interior of the base, and a

Lt valve controlling the air vent passage and provided

m Its sides with channels or Indentation.s adapted to re^

c^lve the air tubes whereby the fioat will be positioned

and guided, substantially as described
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2. In an air valv^ for radiator*, thp fomblnatlon ot a
chambered ba«p provided with a nipple adapted to be tw-
rured to a radiator, a dome-ahaped sliefi tightly acrew-
thrpaded into the top of the base and protlded with an air
vnt passai?p. a rpmovabie plag »crew-t|readed into the
bottom of the has.', a pin upwardly extending from the re-
movabl.. pliitf. a vulcanite post entered onto the pin. a
i.a.^^ plate surrounding the pin lntermedl»te the vulcanite
poKt and the removable plug, a pair of oppositely di.s-
P-.s^-d air tubes pntered through and upwardly eitendlnj?
from the ba.se plate and In communication with the In
terlor of the base, and a float ralve surrounding the vul-
canite post and provided with channels or Indentations
adapted to receive the air tubes whereby the float will be
p..'<itIoned and guided, both the vulcanite post and the
rt .at being operabl" to control the air vebt passage, sub-
stantially as described

•v In an air valve for radlatora, the combination of a
chambered ba.se of relatively rigid formation and having
formed thereon a tubular nipple In communication with
the interior of the base and adapted to bt secured to the
radiator, a relatively heavy imperforate pl»g screw thread-
ed Into the bottom of the base and tlgltlv closing the
bottom of the base and forming the bottom of the air
valve, automatic valve mechanism operable bv changes In
temperature to control the discharge of air supported
upon and removable with the plug, anfl an elongated
relatively thin shell tightly acrew threaded Into the top of
file base and upwardly extending therefro»i and Inclosing
the valve mechanism, substantially aa descflbed.

4 la an air valve for radiators, the combination of a
chambered base of relatively rigid formatldn and provided
with a tubular nipple outwardly extendln» from one side
of the base and In communication with the Interior of the
base, a rigid Imperforate plug screw threaded to the bot-
tom of the base and closing the bottom of the chamber In
the base and forming the bottom of the a|r valve a stud
formed on and upwardly extending from tHe center of the
plu:.' and partially filling the chamber of the base auto-
matic regulating mechanism operable by changes In tem
perature to control the discharge of air mounted upon the
stu. and removable with the plug, and an elongated rela-
tively thin shell screw threaded Into the lop of the baseand In.-lo.sinK' th- reuM.laflng mechanism, substantlallv as
described "

3 A switch operating mechanism Including a setting
shaft, cam disks operated by said shaft and controlling
the switch points, a trip plate plvotally supported on the
vehicle and adapted to engage and rock said shaft In
either direction, a manually operable lever bar plvotally
supported on the vehicle to cooperate with the trip plate,
the lever engaging edge of said trip plate being curved on
an arc having the pivotal support of the lever bar as a
center

4 A switch operating mechanism comprising a settinc
shaft, cam disks operated by said shaft and controlling
the switch points, operating hmIs mounted lengthwise of
the track rails and serving to actuate the cam disks
levers normally projecting above the plane of the rail and
connected to and actuating the operating rods, a trip plate
carried by the vehicle and pivoted for free movement In
either direction, means carried by the trip plate to engage
the levers, and means carried by the vehicle and adapted
for manual operation to permit free movem.nit of the trip
plate or to lock It against movement In one direction

888.916. MAMKE LOADEK. Carl O. Li.n.v, Bridgeport
Kans. Filed Mar. 11, ]i>OS>. Serial No. 4i:0,3MV

88* 915 SWITCH-CONTROLI.I.NG MECHANISM JoHV '

? Uf;,?""°^"'' ^'"'' ^"'^"^ ^'^- 6. ^»*J' Serial
^o. d.To, 119.

1 A switch op-ratina mechanism Including a setting
shaft, cam disks operated by said shaft atd controlling
the switch points, a trip plate carried by t>e vehicle andpivoted for free movement in either direction, a leveradapted for manual operation to be positioned to permitfree movement of the trip plate, or to lock It against move-ment In one direction.

-hrr/ •^»»;^;^ 0P«^"t'°K mechanism IncludSng a setting
shaft, cam disk, operated by said shaft a«d controlling
the switch points, a trip plate carried by tHe vehicle andpivoted for free movement in either direction, a leveradapted for manual operation to be po8ltio»ed to permit
/ree movement of the trip plate, or to lock It against
movement In one direction, and spring pre.«!d buffer
plates carried by the trip plate to cooperate with the lerer

1. A machine of the class described, comprising a fork
member, a holder or cam having pivotal or axial connec
tlon with said fork member, means for elevating said fork,
upstanding bar-members having fixed connection with
said holder or cam. regulating means having movable con
nectlon with said fork holder or cam. and adapted to en
gage said fixed upstanding bar members for elevating and
dumping said rake.

1' A machine of the character described, embracing a
fork a holder or cam therefor, and having pivotal connec-
tion with said fork, means for elevating said fork, upstatid
Ing bar members having fixed connection with said fork
holder or .am. regulating means having movable connec-
tion with said fork holder or cam and a.lapted to engage
said upstanding bar members and means for regulating or
contr.illini; the movement of said fork as It is elevated for
dumping action

3. A machine of the class described, comprising a fork
a holder or cam therefor having pivotal connection «lth
said fork, means for elevating said fork, upstandini: bar-
members fixed to said fork holder, regulating means hav-
ing movable connection with said fork-holder, and having
engagement with said fixed upstanding bar members, and
means for releasing same when elevated

4. A machine of the character described, comprising a
fork, a holder or cam of substantially quadrant-outline,
having pivotal connection with said fork, means for elevat-
ing said fork, upstanding bar-members fixed to said fork-
holder and regulating means having movable connection
with said fork holder and adapted to engage said upstand-
ing bar-members.

5 \ machine of the class described, comprising a fork.
a holder or cam pivoted to said fork, of substantially quad-
rant outline and having a curved slot conforming to Its en-
larged end. upstanding bar members fixed to said fork.
holder or cam. means for elevating said fork, and regulat-
ing means having cross-pin connection with said fork
holder, extending through said slot and adapted to en-
gage said upstanding bar members.

[I'lalms to l> not printed In the Gazette ]
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Ohio.

OROUND - ANCHOR Frank Lccas. Sidney,

Filed Aug. 20, 1907. Serial No. 389.408.

the said flanges having the vertical faces H at each end^

and the said vertical walls J having the shoulders K at

each end. and the said flanges and vertical walls, also,

having the flat surfaces I> coextensive therewith and

adapted to receive the said slats, substaniiall.v as de-

scribed.

1 A ground anchor for the puriwse described. Includ-

ing an an.hor proper having a body provided with an In-

clined fin. an upper angular socket, a lower tap-red seat.

an anchor stem having a lower angular portion fitting In

said socket, an anchor rod in said stem having a tapered

enlarged point portion fitting In said seat, and a trans-

verse handle.
•_• A ground anchor for the purpose described. Includ-

ing an anchor proper having a body provided with an In-

clln.>d tin. an upper angular srK-ket. and a lower tapered

seat a tubular angular anchor stem having a redn.ed

auk'ular lower portion fitting in said socket, an anchor
|

rod in said stem having an enlarged tapered point portion
|

fitting In said seat, and an angular tubular transverse
1

handle having a central angular ap^-rture enk-acing the

Huolior stem.
. < j

:\ A ground anchor for the purpose described, includ-

ing an anchor proper having a body provided with an In-

clined fin. an upper stjuared socket and a lower tapered

s-at a sduare tubular anchor stem having a reduced

Miuar.Ml lower portion engaging said socket, an anchor

rod in said stem having an enlarged tapered point por-

tion fitting in said seat, an adjustable square tubular

handle having a central square aperture engaging the

anchor stem, means for fixing the anchor rod in said

st.m. and means for fixing said handle as adjusted upon

said stem

4 .\ ground anchor for the purpose described. Includ-

ing an anchor proper having a body provided with nn In-

clined tin. and a tap.^red seat, an anchor stem connected

to said bod.v. an anchor rod In said stem having an en_

larged tap.red point portion engaging said seat, said

anchor rod having a loop at Its upper end. a set screw

for fixing the anchor rod In the stem, a transverse handle

having sliding engagement with said stem, and means for

fixing said handle as adjusted upon the stem

5. A ground anchor for the purpose described. in<lud-

Ine'an anchor proper having a body provided with an

Inclined fin. an upper squared socket and a lower tapered

seat, a wjuare tubular anchor stem having a reduced

squared end portion engaging said socket, an anchor rod

located In said stem and having an enlarged tapered point

portion engaging said seat, and a loop connection at Its

upper end. a set screw for fixing said anchor rod In said

stem, an adjustable transverse square tubular handle

having a central squared aperture engaging said stem, and

8 threaded rod In said handle for fixing the position there-

of as adjusted upon said stem.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

2 In a chain conveyer, the combination of slats A and

links B each provided with vertical walls J. spaced apart

and having the abutting shoulders K. and flanges c. ex-

tending bevond said walls and having the abutting faces

H extending the full width of said flanges and vertical

walls said vertical walls and flanges al.so having the flat

surfaces 1) co extensive therewith adapted to receive said

slats, and said vertical walls having the extensions L,

substjuitialiy as described.
. ^

.3 In a chain conveyer, the combination of slats A and

links B. the said links having the vertical walls .1 spaced

apart and provided with the semicircular extensions L

and the abutting shoulders K at each end. the flanges c

extending over said verti.fll walls at each side each

link and having the abutting faces H. and the ro lers (.

between said extensions L, substantially as described

4 In a chain conveyer, the combination of a plurality

of close fitting slats A. and a plurality of links B each

provided with a pair of vertical walls J spaced apart and

provided at each end with extensions L. the ^^'^ • ^'^j^^

slons on one end of a link adapted to telescope or fit into

the extensions on the other end of an adjacent lirik^ and

said walls being each also provided at each end wMth the

abutting shoulders K. flanges C provided with the holes E.

extending on each side of each link beyond said walls .h

and provided at each end with the abutting faces H. and

also provided with the flat surfaces D nda,.ted to receive,

and co-*xtenslve with the engaging surfaces of said slats^

rollers G between said telescoping extensions I., arid

pins F to secure said rollers in place, whereby the said

slats may be placed so close together as to prevent trash

or small substances f.-om falling l>etween the ^an.*^- ^^'le

at the same time all lateral crushing strains due to the

load on the conveyer will be received by said far. s H and

shoulders K. substantially as described.

R88 919 SHOW WINr>Oa FASTENER. GeobgbC
a a o . V I iy _ ion? fiarln

Marr. Washington, I>. C.

No. 395.768.

Filed Oct. 3. 1907. Serial

888,918. CHAIN CONVEYER. Jame.s Mai-Lok. New

Orleans, La. Filed Oct. 3, 1907. Serial No. 395.787.

1 In a chain conveyer the combination of a slat A and

a link B. provided with flanges C, and vertical walls J.

\ device for securing and clamping together the con-

tiguous edges of plates of glass, comprising a curved post,

a side plate under ea<>h edge of said curved i>ost. a clamp

or anchor within said curved post, a bolt carried on said

clamp or anchor, a post under said side plates for spacing

apart the plates of glass, and an inner post through which

the said l>olt passes, substantially as described.

Fruitvale, Cal.
888 920, STAIR. Jesse V. MAriKSON.

Filed Aug. 1. 1907. Serial No. ?.8R.081

In a stair a pair of stringers, a plurality of treads be-

'

tween said stringers, rods fixed to and projecting from

I the ends of said trends near their inner edges, and form-
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Ing pivotal connection between said treads and stringt-rs.

ri^^r« rlkridly n^-.-ured under the outer edjces o< said treads

and fxt^-udm^ below the upper face of the next lower

trt-ad, and against the inner ed^ie of said lower tread, a

bracket under said riser below the level o< said tread,

a rolled sprini; on said bracket, and supportlag said ris^r.

888,92 1. PIPE-MOLDING MACHINE. William A.

MrRRAt and Ella M M. Babbitt. SanfortJ, Fla. Filed

Aug. 21. 1907. Serial No. 389.488.

able carriage arranged above the hit and made in two

•4»-parable parts having a detachable mold casing between

them and means for balancing the weight of the carriage

and mold and raising and lowering the same.

4. .\ pipe molding machine comprising a rotating lioring

bit mounted In fixed bearings and pointing upward and a

vertically adjustable carriage arranged above the bit and

having a dt-tachable mold casing, a rat<h pan surrounding

the base of the bit and having a discharge spout and a

clearing arm attached to the bit shaft.

5. A pipe molding machine comprising a rotating boring

bit mounted In fixed bearings and iM>inting upward and a

VHrtically adjustable carriage arranged above the bit and

made In two separable parts having a detachable mold cas-

ing between them, means for raising the carriage and

means for depressing the <tame

[Claims t\ and 7 not printed in the (Jazette ]

888.922. BrNG-BUSHIN<i, Thomas Pk>id««ga8T, Lan-

caster. Pa. Filed Apr 13, 1906. Serial No. 311,578.

1. -V pipe molding machine, comprising a mold holder,

a removable mold casing and a coaxial boring bit with one

Bide open and its leading edge nearer the cebter than the

trailing edge to compress and trowel the inner wall of the

pipe.

2. A pipe molding machine comprising a vertically mov-

able carriage, a r* movable mold casing contained therein,

means for moving It vertically and a vertical rotating bor-

ing bit arranged to rotate in a fixed horizontal plane In

loaxlal relation to the mold casing, a s\ibjai'ent receptacle

for the borings surrounding the bit and a revolving arm

attached to the boring bit shaft for dl«charglng the

borings.

3. A pipe molding machine comprising a rotating boring

bit mounted in fixed bearings to rotate In a fixed hori-

zontal plane and pointing upward and a vertically adjust-

1 A boac bushing having at Its lower end an Internal

rtange proTlded with a raised annular cutting edge. In com

blnatlon with a cup-shaped w(K>den bung fitted In said

bushing, whereby the central wet) of said bung ran be

cut from its tubular l)ody portion and driven down into

the barrel.

2. A metallic bung-bushing having at its lower or Inner

end an Internal scalloped rtange with a l>eveled upper sur-

face terminating in ^ ral.s»d inner marginal c\ittlng edge,

substantially as and for the [nirposes described.

888.923. Er.ECTRICAL HEATING APPARATUS. Rirn-

ARD G. Phevsey, Ontario. Cal. Filed Aug. 22, 1»07.

Serial No. 38f<.6.'M.

1 .\s a new article of manufacture, an electric beating

apparatus consisting of a sheet metal shell, a heater

plate secured to said shell and having a recess formed

therein for the reception of the heating colls, said colls

being surrounded on the remaining sides by a heat non

conducting material, and terminals secured In the shell,

as specified.

2. In an electric heating apparatus, the combination of

a sheet metal shell, a heater plate secured to said shell,

a recess formed in said heater plate, colls located In said

recess and In contact with said plate, off s«>t cores passing

through the colls for holding them In place, heat non con-

ducting material surrounding the colls except that por-

tion thereof which is exposed to the heater plate, and a

Ud secured within the shell and uiK>n the heat non con-

ducting material, as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In an electric heating apparatus, the combination of

a sheet metal shell, a heater plate secured to said shell, a

recess formed In said heater plate, colls located in said

recess and in contact with said plate, off-set cores passing

through the colls for holding them In place, heat non

conducting material surrounding the colls except that

portion thereof which is exposed to the heater plate,

and terminals secured in the shell and electrically connect-

ed with the colls, as specified.

4. In a laundry iron, a sheet metal shell, a beater plate
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.ecured to said shell, ribs carried by said heater plate so

as to form a recess, heating coils located within said re-

cess bridges also carried by the heater plate for protect

ing the terminals of the colls, heat non conducting mate^

rial surrounding the colls except that portion thereof

which comes in contact with the heater plate, and a cast

metal lid secured within the shell and of suftkient weight

to give the proper weight to the Iron, as specified.

88 8 93 4 APPARATUS FOR DEFLECTING FRAZIL

AND ANCHOR I*'E FROM POWER STREAMS Frank

C. PlMMCM, Shoshone. Idaho. Filed Feb. 6, 1908. Serial

No. 414.587.

1 In an apparatus for deflecting frazil anchor and

other kinds of ice from power streams, the combination of

a deflector grate arranged at an angle In a stream, meani

for introducing electrical energy Into the bars of the grate

lo raise their temperature and a horizontal floor having a

vertical wall at one edge adapted to be arranged in the

stream on a level with the upper end of said graie

•. In combination with a race-way, a deflector grate

arranged at an angle therein, means for introdu.lng elec-

trical energv into the bars of the grate and a trlangx.lar

fl.x,r having a vertical wall at one edge arranged hori-

zontally In said race-wav on a level with the upper end

of the grate.

3 In an apparatus for deflecting frazil and anchor ice

from power streams, a deflector grate comprising a plu-

ralltv of parallel bars Joined at adjacent ends by return

couplings and means for Introducing electrical energv into

the bars of .said grate, substantially as described.

4 In combination with a race-way. a deflector grate

comprising a plurality of parallel bars Joined at adjacent

ends arranged at an angle therein, means for introducing

electrical energy Into the bars of said deflector grate and

a horizontal floor or grate having a vertical wall at one

edge arranged in said race way adjacent the uj.per end of

said grate.

3 In a tvpewrlting machine, the combination of a type

bar havlnga recess therein: a connecting link having a

rounded end fitting Into said recess ; a member normally

closing the mouth of said recess and adapted to be moved

so as to permit the link to be disconnected from the type

bar- and means for actuating said link, the construction

being such that relative movement only between the link

and type bar may effect disconnection of said link from

said type l>ar.

4. In a typewriting machine, the coml)ination of a type

bar havlnga recess therein; a connecting link having a

rounded end fitting into the recess In the type bar
;
a mem-

ber normally covering the mouth of the recess and con-

tacting with the end of the link, said member being adapt-

ed to be moved to permit said link to be disconnected from

said type bar ; and means for actuating said link, the con-

Btruction being such that relative movement only between

the link and type bar may effect disconnection of said link

from said type bar.

5 In a tvpewrlting machine, the combination of a type

bar having 'a recess and a trough-like portion; a connect-

ing link adapted to play in said trough-like portion and

having a rounded end fitting into the reces,^ in the type

bar a spring retainer adapted to confine the rounded end

of the link within the recess In the type bar, said retainer

being adapted to yield so as to permit the link to be sepa-

rated from the type bar; and means for actuating said

link.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

888 926 METALLIC RAILWAY-TIE AND FASTENER

FOR SECURING THE KAILS THERETO. Chaeles E.

IV.WELL, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Aug. 2t5. U>07. Serial

No. 390.096.

888 9'"5 TYPEWRITING MACHINE. Morris W. POOL,

New York N Y . assignor to The Monarch Typewriter

("ompanv. Syracuse. N. Y . a Corporation of New York.

Filed .Mar. 13, 1905. Serial No. 249,889.

1 In a type bar action, the combination of a type bar

having an elongated open mouth socket ; an actuating link

provided with a ball which occupies the bottom portion of

the socket, the mouth portion of said socket extending be-

yond the ball : and a closure occupying the extended mouth

portion of said socket.

" In a tvpe bar action, the combination of a type bar

having an open mouthed socket, said socket having closed

sides; an actuating link having a ball seated in said

socket- and a retaining device normally located In the

mouth of the socket and movable outward through the

mouth of said socket to permit detachment of said ball

from said socket.

134 O. G. 62

In combination with a pair of spaced I beams having

oppositelv disposed notches formed in their upper flanges,

fastening blocks engaging the rails and having lugs along

their sides which extend downwardly below the bottoms of

the blocks and engage in said notches and spacers com-

posed of bars having right angular lugs secured to the

webs of said beams, a pair of spaced overhanging flanges

carried bv the upper part of said bars and receiving the

base of the rail in said space between the flanges, said

flanges being of less length than said bars so as to abut

against the sides of the top flanges of the I-beam.

,S^R<»27 BEAN -PULLER Michael .7. QfiNSEV, Hes-

perla. Mich. Filed Dec. 19, 1907. Serial No. 407.1.^6.

1 K bean-puller comprising a curved shank, a head con-

nected with the shank, and tines extending In divergent

order from the head, and having an abrupt curve upward

at substantially the middle of their length.

2 \ bean-puller comprising a curved shank, a head and

tines formed from steel, the tines extending In divergent

order from the head, rounded on their underside and flat

on their upperslde and having an abrupt upward curve at

substantially the middle of their length.
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3. A b«an puller comprising a handle, a curved shank,

a liead connected with the shank and tlnel extending in

dlvergt-nt order from the head and curvefl upwardly at

th-^ir fml portions.

888.92**. RAILWAY-TIE. Pebcival K. RtAM, Hummela-

tow'u. and Peter C Bo\d, Harrlsburg, Pa. Filed Sept

30, 1907. Serial No. 395.269.

1 A metallic railway tie comprising a sheet metal

trough-like body formed in a single piece and a blndinx

rod extending around and engaged by the tdge portions of

the body, the sides of said body having recesses reinforced

at their edges by said rod.

2. A metallic railway tie comprising a sheet metal

trouab like body formed in a single piece and a binding

rod extending around and engaged by the tdge portions of

the body, the sides of said body having reoesses reinforced

at their edges by said rod, sheet metal strips secured be-

tween and connected to the rtdes of the t:le, each of said

strips having a retaining flange at Its appfr edge.

?>. A metallic railway comprising a sheat metal trough-

like l>ody formt-d in a single piece and a binding rod ex-

tending around and engaged by the edge portions of the

body, the sides of said body having recesaes reinforced at

their edges by said rod. sheet metal strips secured l>etween

and connected to the aides of the tie, eacJh of said strips

having a retaining flange at its upper edga. and a cushion-

ing Mock interposed between the cross strips and retained

by the flanges, said blocks extending acrow the recesses In

the side walls.

electric current through the electro-magn.ts of both said

devices.

2. A switch sperating mechanism, consisting of a car.

two electro-magnets suspended beneath the car at its

front and back ends respectively and made adjustable

transversely to the car and rails, means for adjusting

these electro-magnets simultaneously In opposite direc-

tions and means for throwing an electric current through

the same
3. A switch operating mechanism. ct>nsl8tlng of a car,

two electro-magnets suspended beneath th»> car at Its

front and back ends respectively and made adjustable

transversely to the car and rails, mechanical means for

connecting the two electro-magnets, means for the manual

operation of th»> two electro-magnets in opposite direc-

tions and means for throwing an electric current through

said electro-magnets.

4. A switch operating mechanism, consisting of a rar,

two electro-magnets suspended beneath the car at Its front

and back ends respectively and made adjustable trans

versely to the car and rails, means for adjusting those

electro magnets simultaneously In opposite directions and

means for throwing an electric current through the same

by the same movement which adjusts the electro magnets

transversely.

5. .\ switch operating mechanism, consisting of a car,

two electro magnets suspended beneath the car «t Its ir^ni

and back ends respectively and made adjustal)le trans-

versely to the cars and rails, mechanical means for con-

necting the two electro-magnets, means for the manual

operation of the two electro magnets In opposite direc-

tions and means for throwing an electric current through

said electromagnets by the same movement which adjusts

the electro-magnets transversely

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the (Jazettc]

'V

888,929 AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY SWITCH-
ING DEVICE. Fbancis M. Rice. Dows, and Arthcr
W. IIii.L, Belmond, Iowa Filed Sept. ia».1907 Serial

No. 393,711.

1. .\ switch operating mechanism, consisting of a car,

electro-mechanical devices carried on the front end of the

car for swinging the switch tongue In one direction to

open It. electro-mechanical devices carried on the rear

end of the car for swinging the switch tobgue in the other

direction to close It, and a circuit closer for throwing an

S8S930 BREAD MAKERS GAliE .Iohn Robeskv,

BakersfieM. Cal Filed .Mar. 20. 1907 Serial No.

nt;.'?,.36(J.

1 In a bread maker s gage, the combination of a cvlln

drical bottom i)ortlon comprising a lK>dy of a uniform

diameter open at Its top and perforated at Its bottom, a

cylindrical top portion of a uniform dlnraeter open at

both ends, said top and bottom portions being provided

with means for detachably connecting the top with the

bottom when presented from above, said top portion also

formed with an Interior scale of Indicating marks for the

purpose of determining the percentage raise of the con

tents of the gage.

2. In a bread makers gage, the combination of a bot-

tom portion cylindrical In shape having Its upper end

formed with a screw thread and having Its bottom per

forated and a top portion of cylindrical form open at both

ends and having Its bottom screw-threaded to co-art with

the screw-threaded part of the body portion and also

having a series of ribs extended Into Its Interior and per-

centage marks on said ribs so arranged that they may

i be conveniently seen through the 01 en top.

Mav 26, 1908.
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888 931 CLAMP ANCHOR. FRANK Robinson, Bangor.

Me assignor to The Kubiuson Company. Bangor, Me., a

Cor'poratlon of Maine. Filed Apr 1, 1907. Serial No.

to effect vertical movement of said driver, said Jack com-

prising a cvilnder and a plunger, and means for supplying

a fluid medium to the cylinder of the Jack to effect move-

ment of the driver.

1 V device of the character specitied having a body

portion adapted to be mounted len^,thwise upon a raH.

Tans whereby said body may connect with the rail be-

neath the head on one side thereof, a flange ^'^^^^^^^^

from said body which when said device Is In an opera Ive

position is adapted to assume a I>«f»°\;;'''"";;:'

^

,«ld ran on the other side thereof from the side afore-

ntentloned, a wedge adapted when said <l--»-
^ '"/^°

operative position to be located t>etween said flange and

°he ran, said wedge extending longitudinally alongslcie

said rail and formed In part to fit snugly beneath the head

tSere^f, means for supporting said wedge from said flange,

and releasable members extending through sa,d flange

and providing a releasable lateral bearing for said wedge

- \ device of the character specified having a body p«r-

tlo'n adapted to be mounted lengthwise upon a rail, moans

wherebv said body may connect with the rail beneath the

head on one side thereof, a flange dependent from said

It- wbica When said device Is In an operative posit on

is adapted to assume a position removed from said rail

on the other side thereof from the side aforemen ioned. a

wedge adapted when said device Is In an op. rative posi-

n„n ,0 be located within a socket formed between sad

tiange and the rail, said wedge extending longitud naU>

alongside said rail and forme<l in part to fit snugly be^

neath the head thereof, a llp projecting from said tiange

and fitting In a longitudinal recess formed in sa.d wedge,

IZ releasable members extending through sa.d flange to

contact with the side of said wedge providing a nl-as-

able lateral bearing therefor, substantially as described

•V \ device of the character specified having a body

portion adapted to be mounted upon a rail, a fl«nge de^-

pendent from said body of the device and adapted « hen

said device is In an operative position to envelop and

grip said rail beneath the head on one side thereof, a

flange dependent from said body of the device and ada,,t.

ed when said device is In an operative position to assume

a position removed from said rail on the other side ther.>of^

a kev comprising a wedge shaped member supp..rted to lie

when said device Is In an operative position Interposed

,,..,ween said removed flange and said rail Ix-neath the

head thereof, and a series of releasable members extend-

ing through said flange and providing a releasable lateral

bearing for said key.
„

4 V device of the character specified comprising a

hod V portion h adapted to rest upon a rail, a flange &>

^..pendent from said body of the device and adapted when

said device is in an operative position to grip '^n"'/"!'

upon one side beneath the head thereof, a «;'>^'. ^J^^
pendent from said body and adapted when said bodj s in

an operative position to assume a position removed from

said rail on the other side thereof, a wedge-shaped mem-

ber b' supported by said flange f.' and interposed between

the same and said rail beneath the head thereof and a

series of releasable members extending through said flange

b« and providing a lateral bearing for said wedge shaped

member.

888 9S- UTOMOBILE SLED ATTACHMENT Henby

H 'lioHi.F New London. Wis., assignor of one third to

Adolph L. Haase, New London, Wis. Filed Sept. 9,

1907. Serial No. 391,985.

1 m combination, a runner, a driver mounted upon the

runner, a .ia.k Interposed between the driver and runner

« In combination, a runner, a driver mounted upon the

runner a Jack for effecting vertical adjustment of the

driver and comprising an upper and lower cylinders and a

plunger arranged to operate In one of said cylinders, and

means for supplying fluid medium to the cylinder in which

the plunger Is arranged to operate

.S In combination, a runner, a driver mounted thenH>n

and adapted to be moved vertically, a Jack interposed be-

tween the runner and driver and comprising a cylinder

a plunger operating In the cylinder, a spring Interposed

between the plunger and the support for the said driver.

and means for supplying a fluid medium to the cylinder

in which the plunger operates.

4 m .ombination. a runner, a vertically adjustable

driver mounted upon the runner, a Jack interposed be-

tween the runner and driver and comprising a cylinder, a

plunger arranged to operate In the cylinder, a spring

interpos,.! between said plunger and the support .'arr.v-

ing said driver, and a rod for stiffening said spring and

limiting the relative play of the plunger.

.-. In combination, a runner, a framework, a driver

supported bv said framework, a series of Jacks Interi^osed

between the runner and framework, a fluid conductor

common to all of the Jacks and having connection there-

with, and means for supplying a fluid medium to said con-

ductor.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

888 933 TRACTION-WHEEL. Henrv H. RoHLf New

London. Wis., assignor of one-third to Adolph L. Haase,

Filed Sept. 9. 1907. Serial No.
New London,

391.986.

Wis.

In a iractiou wheel, the combination of a rim compris-

ing a fellv and a tire, the same having registering open-

ings the openings in the tire being Internally threaded and

the oi>enlngs In the felly t)elng contracted, cogs, each

consisting of a tapered end. a threaded body portion and

a stem having Its outer end threaded a shoulder being

provided at the base or juncture of the body portion and

pointed end. said cogs serving when in position to connect

the tire and rim and having their shouldered portions en-

gaged with the tread surface of the tire, their threaded

body portions screwed Into the threaded opening of the

tire" and their stems passed through the contracted open-

ings of the felly, and set nuts fitted upon the threaded

ends of the stems.
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888 934 TYPE WRITING MACHINE. J(«KPH A. BON-

CHETT! Woonsocket. R. I., assignor to Underwood Tvp*-

wrltpr Companv. New York. N. Y.. a Oorporation of

N. w J^r'*ey OrlKlnal application ftl*Ml Mar. 23. 190«,

Serial No. 307. Qa2. Divided and this ap^ilicatlon filed

Feb. 7. 15K>7 S.rial No. 356.260.

upon itself and secured to said spoon to form a loop, and

a hook secured to said spoon, substantially as described.

2. A trolling spoon provided with a reinforcing rlh on

one side thereof and bent to form a projecting loop ex-

tending through said spoon to the other side thereof, and

a hook hung on said loop, substantially as described.

1. A ^asc shifting mechanism havin? a normally effect-

ive lock, an electrical device for releasing ^^aid lock, an

electrical device for effecting the shift, and a single key

having means for operating said electrical devices in suc-

cession.

2. A case shifting mechanism having a »ormally effect-
^

iTe" lock, an electrical device for releasing said lock, an
j

electrical device for effecting the shift, and a single key
1

having means for operating said electrical devices in suc-

cession ; said electrical devices Including contacts with

which said key connects in succession during the depres-

sion, and the key being so mounted th»t at the final

portion of Its depression it becomes dlscon»ected from the

si'cond contact.

3. A case shifting mechanism having a normally effect-

ive lock, an electrical device for releasing said lock, an

electrical device for effecting the shift, a single key having

means for operating said electrical device* in succession :

said electrical devices Including contacts t'lth which said

key connects in succession during its depression, and the

key being so mounted that at the final portion of its de-

pression It becomes disconnected from the second contact,

a source of power being provided for said electrical devices,

and a system of type actions provided with electrical op-

erating devices, which are also connected tjo said source of

power : whereby wh^-n said shift-key Is depressed, said lock

Is first released, then the shift Is effected Rnd the lock re-

stored to normal i)osition, so as to detain the shift mech-

ftnlsm In Its shifted position, and while the shift-key Is

held down the entire energy of said sour<3e of power may

be devoted to operating the type-actions.

4. A case shifting mechanism having a normally effect-

ive lock, a device fur releasing said loct. a key having

means for operating said releasing device. »nd an electrical

device operable by -said key after Its operation of said re-

leasing device, for efff.-ting the shift.

r>. A case-shift iuij mechanism having a normally effect-

ive lock, a device for releasing said lock, a key having

means for operating said releasing device, and an elec-

trical device operable by said key after Its operation of

said releasing device, for effecting the shift : said key be-

ing 90 mounted that at the rlnal port:on tot Its depression

it becomes disconnected from said electrical device.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prtnt.-d in the (iazttte.]

3. An elongated concave trolling spoon provided with an

aperture and with a central longitudinal rib on its concave

face, said rib being bent upon Itself and upon said spoon

at one end to form a swivel connection, and said rib being

bent Intermediate of Its length to form a length extend-

ing to the other side of said spoon through said aperture,

and a hook hung to said loop, substantially as de8cril>ed.

4. A trolling spoon provided with a reinforcing rib on

one side thereof, and having a loop portion extending

through said si>oon to the other side therwf at a position

Intermediate of said spoons center and one end. and a

hook hung to said loop, substantially as described.

5. A trolling spoon provided with a hook suspended

therefrom on the longitudinal central line of the spoon

with the edge of the shank, opposite the barb portion,

lying adjac-nt one side of the spoon, the radial dl.stance

from the point of said hcwk to its position of suspension

being Just sufficient to allow clearance of the point of the

book beyond the end of the spoon, whereby opposing

forces at the forward end of the spoon and said hook will

cause the point of said hook to close In towards the rear

ond of the spoon and form an interlock with the Jaw of a

fish, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to K not printed in the (;aiette.l

SSS.9.36. INSTEP SCI'PORT OR ARCH Jacob Sandler.

Boston. Mass .
assignor, by mesne assignments, to J. L.

Hinckley, Boston. Mass.. and C. D Krumscheid, New

York, N. Y. Filed Aug l.^. 10O7. Serial No. 388,588.

8 8^,93.5. TROLLINO-SPOON. Frant? S. Sams. New

Smyrna. Fla. Filed .Ian It. lOOx. S«rlal No. 411.510.

1. Xa elongated concave trolling spoon provided with a

central longitudinal rib on one face, on« end of said rib

being projected beyond the end '<t the *\,(K>n and bent back

1. An Instep support or arch prop comprising a sta-

tionary plate of resilient material, a sole piece conforming

to an Instep arch, means for securing the said stiffening

plate to the sole piece, and a reinforcing member inter-

posed between the stiffening plate and the sole piece and

adjustably connected to said stiffening plate.

2. An Instep support or arch prop comprising a sta-

tionary plate of resilient material, a sole piece conforming

to an instep arch, means for securing the said stationary

plate to the sole piece, and a longitudinally and tran.s-

versely-adjustable reinforcing member Interposed between

the stiffening plate and the sole piece.

3 An Instep support or arch prop comprising a sta-

tionary plate of resilient material, a sole piece conforming

to an Instep arch, means for securing said stiffening plate

to the sole piece, and a longitudinally and transversely-

adJusUble resilient reinforcing meml.er Interposed be-

tween the stiffening plate and the sole piece.

4 \n Instep support or arch prop comprising a sole

piece "conforming to an Instep arch, a stiffening member

carried therebv, and a longlttidlnally and transversely-

adjustable reinforcing meml.er for said stiffening member.
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888.937. JOURNAI-BEARING PACKING. Ada R. Scott.

Chicago, III. Filed Sept. 17. 1906. Serial No. 3.34.898.

J*

1. A journal packing comprising a freely Intermingled

mass composed of an emulsive absorbent, a capillary con-

ductor, and a non-absorbent pressure-exertInK and anti

packing material.

2. A Jcurnal packing ( imprlslng a freely internilDKied

mass composed of waste, pieces of sponge, and metallic

shavings

888,938. REFINDING CASH-SLIP. Bf.niamin F. Sey-

MoiB. Jr.. Denver, Colo. Filed .\ug. 7. 1905. Serial

No. 273.082.

i

sgb:

6 5 10

A slip for mercantile establishments having a transverse

weakened line dividing the slip Into two members one

member having matter thereon pertaining to the use and

Object of the Instrument and to the date of the transac-

tion and a numeral Indicative of the predetermined amount

for which the slip Is to be Issued and the other member

bearing on Its face a multitude of characters individually

Identical with that Indicating the predetermined amount

on the first named member and both members having their

reverse sides covered with small numerals and Individually

Identical with those on their faces.

888.930 ,STRINt;EI> MCSICAI. INSTRIMENT. Habby

L. SUTEB. Hannibal, Ohio. Filed Aug. 16. 1906 Serial

No. 330,862.

1. The combination. In a chord Instrument, of a piano

action, means for transposing the chords, part of said

means t)elng movable towards and from the piano action

and thereby producing such transposition, and positive

means for effecting said movement.

2. The combination, In a chord Instrument, of a piano

action, means for transposing the chords, part of said

means being movable towards and from the piano action

and thereby producing such transposition, and foot oper-

ated means for effecting said movement.

3. The combination, In a chord Instrument, of n piano

action, means for transposing the chords, said means in-

cluding a frame movable bodily towards and from the

piano action and thereby producing such transposition,

levers carried by said frame, positive connections between

the levers and the piano action, means for operating the

levers, and means for effecting the movement of the frame.

4. The combination. In a chord Instrument, of a piano

action, a frame, chord-bars carried by the frame, and posi-

tive means for moving the frame towards and from the

piano action and thereby transposing the chords produced

by the chord-bars.

5. The combination. In a chord Instrument, of a piano

action, a frame, chord-bars carried by the frame, and foot-

operafed means for moving the frame towards and from

/*S
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the piano action and thereby transposing the chords pro-

duced by the chord-bars.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.940. DYNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINE. EGBERT M.

TiN-GLEY and Joseph L. Ray. Pittsburg, Pa., assignors

to Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, a

Corpuratiuu of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 17. 1905. Se-

rial No. 250.644.

1. The combination with a sleeve having one or more

longitudinal recesses In its internal circumferential sur-

face, and lateral apertures communicating therewith, of

conducting rings mounted upon the sleeve over the aper-

tures but Insulated from the sleeve and from each other,

and electrical conductors connected to the conducting rings

and cotiu.letely embedded in the recesses and apertures.

2. The combination with a sleeve having one or more

longitudinal recesses in Its Inner circumferential surface,

and lateral apertures communicating therewith, of conduc-

tors completely embedded In the said recesses the ends of

which project through the apertures, and conducting rings

mounted upon the sleeve over the projecting ends of the

conductors.

3. The combination with a shaft having one or more

longitudinal grooves, and a sleeve having one or more in-

ternal, longitudinal grooves and communicating, lateral

apertures, of conducting rings mounted upon the sleeve,

and conductors completely Inclosed within the grooves and

apertures and connected to the conducting rings.

4. The combination with a shaft having one or more

longitudinal grooves, and a sleeve having one or more in-

ternal, longitudinal grooves and communicating, lateral

apertures, of conductors completely inclosed within the

grooves and having ends which project through the aper-

tures In the sleeve, and conducting rings mounted upon

the sleeve over the projecting ends of the conductors.

5. The combination with a shaft provided with one or

more longitudinal grooves having lateral keyways and

open portions, keys for the keyways. and blocks for the

open portions of the grooves, of means carried by the shaft

for retaining the blocks In the open portions of the grooves.

1 Claims t> to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]
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888.941. HYr>RAN'T. Geohgb H. TRAXtL. MnysvUle,

Kj. Filed Mar HO, 1907. Serial So. 365,447.

1. A hydrant comprising a waste-box or «hamber closed

at Its lower end and side, a casing commanicatln)? with

and extending upward from the waste-box or chamber, an

ajerrured water supply conduit, and a vertically movable

ap«?rtured stand pipe communicating with tjhe casing and

adapted to establish communication betwaen the water

supply conduit and the Interior of the 8t»nd pipe when

the stand pipe Is In one position and to Interrupt com-

munication t)etw>^n the water supply conduit and the Inte-

rior of the stand pipe when the stand-pipe l» in another

position.

J, A hydrant comprising a waste-box or chamber closed

at Its lower end and side, a casing comm«nlcating with

and extending upward from the waste-box Or chamber, an

apertured water supply conduit, and a vertically movable

apertured stand-pipe communicating with <he casing and

equipped with means for establishing communication be

tween the water supply conduit and the toterlor of the

stand pipe when the stand-pipe Is in one position and for

Interniptlng communication between the water supply con-

duit and the Interior of the stand-pipe wken the stand-

plpe is in another position : the said meanfl on the stand

pipe Ijelng arranged to diminish the slse of the waste-box

or chamber on the movement of the stand-pipe to the flrat

mentioned position, and to increase the 8iz« of the waste-

hox or chamber on the movement of the sttnd pipe to the

second mentioned position.

3. In a hvdrant. the combination of a casing, a sta-

tionary tube extending upward In the caslnf and closed at

Its upper end and apertured at an Interetdlate point of

its height : ^«id tul* being adapted to be connected with

a source of water-supply, and a 8tand-pip4 receiving the

stationary tube and movable vertically on said tube and

in the <asin,', and being apertured at at intermediate

point of its height and also having an erterlor packlns

ring located above said opening or openings and Interior

packing rings located below the opening op openings.

4 In a hydrant, the combination of a casing, a sta-

tionary tube extending upward in the casing and closed at

Us upper end and apertured at an Intermfdiate point of

its height ; said tube being adapted to be connected with

a sonrce of water supply, a stand pipe receiving the sta-

tionary tube and movable vertically on said tube and in

the casing and comprising a section extetlorly threaded

at Its upper end. a section exteriorly threaded at Its lower

end. an apertured section Interiorly threaded at Its upper

end to engage the threaded end of the last mentioned sec-

tion and exteriorly threaded at its lower end. an inte-

riorly threaded union connecting the adjoining threaded

ends of the first mentioned section and the apertured sec-

tion, an interior packing ring clamped between the ends

of said sections, a lower interior packing plng secured on

the first mentioned section, an exterior p(«cklng ring ar-

ranged on the upper end of the apertured section, and

means for clamping said exterior packing ring against said

>4ection.

5. A hydrant comprising a casing, an apertured water

supply conduit, and a vertically movable apertured stand-

pipe communicating with the casing equipped with means

for establishing communication between the water supply

conduit and the interior of the stand-pipe when the stand-

pipe Is In one position and for Interrupting said communi-

cation when the stand pipe is In another position.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette. ]

88 8.942. DIRF:CT COTTON DYK. Joseph Tirner,

Huddersfleid, England. Filed Feb. 23, 1907. .Serial No.

3.'^8.S95.

1. .\ dye bath, comprising sulfonated naphthylatt-d ros-

anllin to which a suitable acid la added substantially as

describe 1.

2. A dye-bath, comprising sulfonated naplithylated ros-

anllin, and chlorazol color, to which a suitable acid Is

added substantially as described.

888,943. COLLAPSIBLE BOX. W.\9Hi>HiT<>N I TlTTLB,

Baltimore. Md.. assignor to The American Tobacco Com-

pany, New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed July 24, 1907. Serial No. 385.249.

1. .V collapsible box comprising a series of upwardly

and interiorly telescoping sections, the outer section ex-

tending above the inner sections when the N)X is col-

lapsed, and a cover fitted interiorly to and supported solely

by the outer section, said cover having a downwardly

curve<l and inclined wall bearing against and sealing the

upper edges of the several sections when said cover is

Inverted.

2. in a collapsible box and In combination, a series of

Independent upwardly and interiorly telescoping sections,

means for locking said sections against separation In ex-

tended position : and a stop carried by the oi;ter section

against which the upper edges of the inner sections ubut

to prevent separation of the sections when collapsed.

'A. In a collapsible Iwx and in combination, a series of

telescoping sections, means for preventing separation of

said sections In extended position, a stop carri^-d by the

upper section to prevent separation of said sections in ctjl-

lapsed position, and a ball ear on said upper section hav-

ing securing lugs passing therethrough and through said

stop to secure the stop and hail ear in place.

4. In a collapsible box and in combination, a series of

telescoping sections, means for preventing separation of

said sections In extended position, a stop carried by the

upper section to prevent separation of said sections In

collapsed position, a ball ear on said upper section, and a

common fastening to secure said ear and stop In place.

5. In a collapsible box and In combination, a series of

telescoping sections, reversely turned interlocking top and

bottom ribs on said sections, said top ribs having cut-away

portions, and vertical guide ribs extending lengthwise of

said sections to engage said cut away rib portions and

hold the sections In vertical allnement and guide their

relative movements.

[Claims 6 to S not printed In the Gazette.]

888.944. COINTER. Robert W. Vardeman and Cl.*r-

tTict B. Vardbmam. Marshall, Mo. Filed Sept. 30.

1907. Serial No. .396,056.

1. In a counter of the kinds described, the combination

with actuating gears and a peripheral index ring, of a
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loosely swiveled actuating toothed ring arranged inside of

the Index ring, and connected to the actuating gears, and

means for coupling said loose toothed ring .ind the Index

ring rigidly together for revolution In one direction, and

permitting Independent movement in the opposite direc

tion.

» » M

2. Tn a counter of the kinds described, the combinnilou

with a peripheral Index ring having internal ratchet

teeth, and an independently movable toothed ring loosely

turning Inside of the Index ring and having a spring pawl

adapted to engage the ratchet teeth of the Index ring.

•'. in a counter of the kinds described, the combination

of a series of Index rings, having teeth along their sides, a

setting shaft arranged parallel to the axis of the Index

rings and bearing rigid adjusting wheels arranged in the

plane of the teeth of the index rings, a bail having tear-

In^'s supporting said shaft, an Inclosing casing having an

eccentric projection Inclosing said ball and adjustlnK

wheels, said eccentric casing being formed with slots

through which the setting shaft passes, a push button at

tached to the bail carrying said shaft, and arranged on the

outside of the casing, and a spring for withdrawing the

-shaft and the setting wheels from the Index rings.

4 In a counter of the kinds de8crlt>ed. the combination

of n series of index rings having teeth along their sides, a

setting shaft arranged parallel to the axis of the Index

rings and l<earing rigid adjusting wheels arranged in the

plane of the teeth of the Index rings, a ball having l>ear-

ings supporting said shaft, an Inclosing casing having an

er<entrlc projection inclosing said ball and adjusting

wheels, said eccentric casing being formed with slots

through which the setting shaft passes, a push button at-

tached to the ball carrying said shaft, and arranged on

the outside of the casing, a spring for withdrawing the

shaft and the setting wheels from the Index rings, and

a dust cap arranged on the end of the setting shaft and

covering the slot in the eccentric portion of the casing.
,

,". The combination of a counter, the space bar of a

typewriter, and Intervening mechanism for operating the

counter by the depression of the space bar, said mechan

ism consisting of a toothed wheel on the shaft of the

counter, a reciprocating plunger, a spring for elevating

the same, and a tappet projection attached to the space

bar of the typewriter

[Claims rt and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

888,945 EYE-SHADE. Benjamin F. Wade, Palmetto,

and Telemachts Y. Montgomery. Tampa. Fla .
as-

signors to The Wade-Montgomery Manufacturing * om-

pany, Tampa, Fla,, a Corporation of Florida. Filed

Nov. 2t). 1907. Serial No. 403,843.

nifix-.'-"' 'J> ii'V*''

bead extending from side to side and having In Its rear

edge a central nose notch and on opposite sides thereof

depressions adapted to receive the lower edges of eye-

glasses, wings hinged to the main plate at the opposite

f-nds thereof and provided with slots and with deflected

portions adjacent thereto and the bows or temples pivoted

to the wings and extending through the slots therein,

subeUntlally as and for the purposes set forth.

2. An eye shade for use below the eyes comprising a

main plate, wings at the ends thereof and arranged In

use at approximately a right angle to the main plate and

provided with slots elongated In a vertical direction

for the passage of temples or bows, and temples or bows

pivoted to the wings and movable vertically within said

slots.

3. .\n eye shade for use below the eyes, comprising a

main plate conformed at Its rear edge to the face below

the eyes, and wings hinged to the main plate at the ends

thereof and turning upwardly therefrom, and provided

with slots for the passage of temples or bows.

4 .\n eye shade for use below the eypg, comprising a

main plate having a no.se notch and provided on opposite

sides thereof with depressed portions adapted to receive

the lower edges of eye-glasses.

,5. -An eye shade for use below the eyes, comprising a

main plate, wings hinged at one edge to the main plate at

the ends of the latter and turning upwardly therefrom

and bows or temples pivoted to the wings.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 8,946. GOVERNOR ATTACHMENT. Ci.arkxce R.

Welch, Rossland. British Columbia. Canada. Filed

July 18. 1907, Serial No. 384,410.

1 An eye shade for use below the ey«'s consisting of a

main plate having n.ar Its front edge a cornigatlon or

1 .\ governor attachment for the purpose set forth,

comprising an endless carrier, means for imparting move-

ment thereto, shlftable means for actuating the engine

controlling mechanism, a trip member attached to said

carrier and adapted to be moved to a position to actuate

said shlftable means, an oscillatory lever mechanism

adapted to engage said carrier and shift a portion thereof,

thereby positioning said member to engage said shlftable

means, means controlled by the speed of the engine for

oscillating aald lever mechanism.

2. A governor attachment for the purpose set forth

comprising an endless carrier, means driven from the en-

gine for actuating said carrier, a shaft, a sliding collar

having Its movement controlled by the speed of the en-

gine, a lever arm fixed at one end to said shaft and Its

other end engaging said collar, said collar during its

movement shifting said lever arm. thereby rocking said

shaft, a lever arm fixed at one end to said shaft and carry-

ing at Its other end a roller adapted to engage said car-

rier when the shaft is rocked to deflect a portion of the

carrier, a shlftable mean* for actuating a controlling
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d*»vlr»». and a trip member attached to tfce carrier and
adapred when a portion of the carrier Is deflected to be

positioned to "iiiiAKc and actuate said shiftable means
during the trav-l of the carrier

888,947 COMBINATION BUCKLE AND THILL-CAR-
RIER. Ovid P. Wbldi.vo. Sioux City, Iowa. Filed
June 13. 19<>7. Serial No. 378.755.

1. A device of the kind described compritiQt{ oppositely

arranifed balls, one of said bails haTing ey* formed upon
Its side members, the ends of the other ball being In en-

gagement with said eyes, a tongue carried by one of said
ball* and a strap secured to the other b«ll. the tongue
projectlnif upwardly and the strap eitendlnj? downwardly,
as and for the purpose set forth.

1;. A thill holder comprising two oppoaltBly arranged
bails, one of said bails having eyes formed upon Its side
members adjacent Its bow portion, the fr»e ends of the
oth»T ball engaging said eyes, metal plates carried by said
balls and bent to inrlo.se a thill, and means for connecting
straps to the bow portions of each of said bails.

8 A device of the kind described consisting of a wire
bail, the side mtrntters of the bail being bent adjacent
Its tH)w portion to form eyes, a bar connecting said eyes.
a tongue carried by said bar and co<}peratln| with the bow
portion of the ball to form a buckle, a secopd hall having
its free ends in engagement with the eyes of the first men-
tion^'d baii. and suitable straps connected to each bail, as
and for the purpose set forth.

888.94«. STORM TOI' FOR VEHICLES, Th.j.m.\s .V
WELSH.4NS. Montezuma. Ind. FiK'd Mar 30, 1907. Se-
rial No. 365.571.

1. In a storm top for vehicles, the conjbinatlon with
door posts and side rails, of a door forme<l of upper and
lower hinged together sections adapted to swing back into
position against the side portion of said Utp. and a cord,
strap or the like forming a flexible means of connection
between the lower door section and a flted point, the
point of attachment for said connecting m^ans to one of
said door sections being pfTected upon its inner side, near
the bottom rear edge thereof, said connecting means ex-
tending diagonally upwardly and transversely of the
hinging joint between the two door section^.

2 In a storm top for vehicles, the combination with
door posts and side rails, of a door formed of upper and
lower hinged together sections, arranged lo awing hack
in position against the side portion of said fop, and cords,
straps or the like forming flexible link connections be-

tween the lower door section and a fixed pdint. the point

of attachment of said link connections to said door being
effected upon Its Inner side, near the bottom rear ed^t-

ther<H)f. said connecting means extending diagonally up
wardly transversely of the hinging Joint between the two
door sections

3. In a storm top for vehicles, the combination with
door posts and side rails, of a dtxjr formed of upper and
lower hinged together sections adapted to swing back
into position against the side portion of said top. flexlhl.-

means of connection between the lower do4)r section and
a fixed point, and m<'aus releasable from the Interior of
the vehicle to hold said door folded bacl< a^jainst th- sl<l.'

portion of said top

88S.94ri. MOVING STAIRWAY. (;k..r.;k A. Wheei.kr.
Brooklyn, N Y. Filed Feb 21. 1906. Serial No. 302.230.
Renewed Oct. 18, 1907. Serial No. 398,033.

' • ^T-TI-ri 1 1 1 I I I MTT-i- l i 1 , , , , T^

1. .\ moving stairway having ascemiing and descending
runs, and curved connecting runs arranged on an incline
and in part diverging from a single vertical plane, with
quadragular step sections arranged to travel on said runs,
substantially as described

2 The combination in a moving stairway, of endless
guides, a series of step sections arranged In an endless
chain, said guides having straight portions and curv."s,

the curved portions in part diverging from a single verti-

cal plane and being inclined so that one step section will
lap another In passing around the curve, substantially as
described.

3. The combination In i\ moving stairway, of straight
and curved guides forming an endless path, a series of
step sections forming an endless chain, each step section
being rectangular, the carrying run of the step sectLms
being straight and exposing the full tread of the step sec-
tions, the curved sections being arranged on such an in
cline that one step section will lap another obliquely In
passing around the curve. substantl.iUy a<* described

4. The combination in a moving stairway, of straight
ascending and descending runs connected by curved runs,
step sections arranged to travel on said runs, and each pro-
vided with risers extending from its longitudinal edges
the curved portions of the runs being so shaped that one
•tep section will lap another obll.juely in passing around
the curve, substantially as described.

5. The combination In a moving stairway, of str.ilght
ascending and descending carrying runs, curved connecting
runs, rectangular step sections arranged to trav.-l on said
runs, the curved connecting runs l>elng depressed to allow
one step section to overlap another obliquely In passing
•round the curve, substantially as described

(Claims 6 to 32 not printed in the Gazette.]

888.950 MOVING STAIRWAY. Geob.,e A. Whkei.kr,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Oct. 18. 1907. Serial No. 398.06S.

1. A moving stairway having substantially parallel
' toothed links connecting the steps and arranged In two
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serins, the members of which are staggered relatively to

each other. _,

2 A moving stairway including two series of |.arallel

toothed links connecting the steps, the ends of the Unka

of one series being opposite the middles of the links of the

other series and the ends of each link being overhung to

form substantially continuous racks.

3 The combination in a moving stairway of a plurality

of steps, links connecting said steps to form an endless

system, two substantially parallel series of toothed links

connected to the steps and arranged with their toothed

faces vertical, with a driving gear mounted to simulta-

neously engage the toothed links of both series.

4 \ moving stairway consisting of a plurality of steps,

means for connecting said steps to form an endless system,

and two series of toothed links staggered relatively to each

other with a driving gear for the system, the same being

constructed to simultaneously engage the toothed links of

both series.

5 The combination in a moving stairway of a series of

steps connected together to form an endless system, a se-

ries of toothed links having its members arranged to con-

nect said steps in pairs, a second series of toothed links

also arranged to connect the steps, but in different pairs

from those of the first series, with means for driving the

stairway through the toothed links.

(Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

Jected to the pressure of the gas flowing from the meter, a

pressure device in said chamber oi-en to atmospheric pres-

sure on one side thereof and a connection extending be-

tween the pressure device and the inlet valve: substan-

tially as described.

888,951. STORAGE BATTERY I'LATE. Theodore A.

Wii,i-AHD. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to WlUard Storage

Battery Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of

West Virginia. Filed Mar. 29. 1907. Serial No. 365,341.

4, A gas meter having au inlet control valve, a chamber

subjected to the i>ressurp of the out-flowing fluid, a pres-

sure device in said chamber and open to atmospheric pres-

sure on one side thereof, a stuflflng box between the out-

Oowlng fluid chamber and the inlet control valve, and a

mechanical connection extending through the stuffing box

or seallog device from the pressure device to the inlet

valve, substantially as described

888 953. DISH DRAINER. Dow P. Zondervan, Winter-

set. Iowa. Filed Mar 1, 1907. Serial No. 360.606.

1 < battery plate consisting of a one-piece blank having

rows or stripes of projecting ribs alternatlni; with rows or

stripes of flat spaces nrranged on opposite faces of the

plate and having oval openings arranged crosswise of the

rii.l>ed stripes and out of allnement with each other, sub-

stantially as described.
•> \n integral battery plate consisting of a Mank hav-

ing on its opposite faces sets of projecting ribs alternating

with unrlbbed spaces and the oppositely disposed sets of

ribs being expansively balanced, and said plate having

crosswise openings Intermediately Intercepting said ribs,

substantially as described.

8 8 8 9 5 2 METER-REGULATOR. Thomas B. Wylie.

Osborne. Pa. Filed June 15. 1907 Serial No 379.162.

1 The combination with a meter, of an inlet valve there-

for and a pressure device controlled by the outgoing fluid

and connected to said valve, the pressure device being open

to the atmosphere on one side thereof :
substantially as de-

scribed. ,,, ..„

2 A dry gas meter having an Inlet valve controlling the

flow into the meter, a diaphragm pressure device subjected

to the pressure of the out-going fluid on one side thereof

and to atmospheric pressure on the other side and a con-

nection between the movable member of the pressure de-

vice and the Inlet valve ; substantially as described.

3 A meter having an Inlet control valve, a chamber sub-

A dish pan and drainer comprising a pan having a por-

tion of its upright part cut away and a fixed wire in its

top edge extended across over the inner end of a drainer,

a drainer fixed to the pan. a wire doubled and bent down-

ward over the wire In the top of the pan and its end

fixed to the outer end of the drainer and a wire fixed in

the tops of the parallel sides of the drainer and bent down-

ward over the outer end of the drainer, to operate as set

forth.

888.954, HEATER FOR GAS-JETS. J^"fJ^ •

-^[^.f.'
Reading, Pa. Filed Oct. 30, 1906. Serial No. 341.219.

1 \ heat radiator for gas jets comprising an inner

bell shaped member corrugated circumfcrentially, an inter-
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mediate bell-shaped member corrugated vertically, and an
outer bell-shaped member, the outer members being of
larger diameter than the next inner m«mber, and each of
said members being perforated, substantially as set forth,

for the escape of heat therethrough.

2 In a heat radiator, a section comprHing a plurality

of hell shaped drums of varying diameter, one Inclosed
within another and of graduated lengths, tJie outer drums
being longer than the Inner drums, and all of the drums
belDK perforated through the upper portion* of their sides,

comhififd with a second section arranged above the first.

also 'omposed of a plurality of drums arranged one within
another, each of said drums being perforated for the es-

cape- '^f h<»at thpff'through.

888.955. FOUNTAIN PEN William F. Barrett. Chi-
cago, 111. Filed Feb. 18, 1908. Serial No. 416,566.

1 In a fountain ii^-n. a transpart-ct rpservolr budy
havinij a cross wall near its lower end and having a cen-
tral opening ther*'through. a fluid supply plug having Its

stem inserted through the cross wall, said ;>lug having on
its upp.^>r end a h^-ad and adjacent thereto a fluid channel,
and a movable ff^-d s«>ction having a central fluid channel
therethrough attached to the lower end of tbe fluid supply
plug, substantially as described.

2. In a fountain pf>n. a transparent reservoir body, an
opening In the upper end of the reservoir body, a cap
^adapted to be retain*»d in said opening, a cross wall near
the lower end of the reservoir body having a central open-
ing therethrough, a hollow fluid supply ptug having its

8tem in.-!erted through the cross wall, salfl hollow plug
having on its upper f-nd a head and adjacent thereto a
fluid channel, and a movable feed section ha,Ting a central
fluid channel therethrough attached to the lower end of
the fluid supply plug, substantially as described.

•i. \ fountain pen having a reservoir body sufllclently
transparent to enable the user to readily obeerve the con-
tents, an opening in the upper end of the reservoir body,
a cap having a vent opening adapted to t»e retained in
the upper end of rhp reservoir body, a cross wall near the
lower end of the rHservoIr body and having a central open-
ing therethrough, a fluid supply plug having Its stem In-

serted through the cross wall, said stem having on Its

uj.per -nd a head, and adjacent thereto a fluid channel, and a
movable feed section having a central fluid ehannel there-
through attached to the lower end of the fluid supply plug,
substantially a.s described.

4 A fountain pen having a reservoir body sufllclently
transparent to enable the user to readily obiierve the con-
tents and open at Its upper end. the inner lurface of the
reservoir body being lightly coated wltH non - drying
grease, a cap for the reservoir body having a vent open-
ing therein, a cross wall near the lower en<| of the reser-
voir body having a central opening therethrough, a fluid
supply plug having Its stem Inserted through the cross
wall, said plug having, on Its upper end, a hea4 and adjacent
thereto a fluid channel, and a movable feed Section having
a central fluid channel attached to the lower end of the
fluid supply plug, substantially as described,

5 A fountain pen having a transparent reservoir body,
the inner surface of the reservoir body being lightly i

coated with non-drying grease, a cross wall near the
lower end of the reservoir body having a central opening
therethrough, a fluid supply plug having Ita stem Inserted
through the croaa wall, said plug having on Its apper end
a head, and adjacent thereto a fluid channel, and a mov-
able feed section having a central fluid channel attached to
the lower end of the fluid supply plug, substantially as de-
scribed.

[Claim « not printed in the Gasette]

8 S S
, 9 5 6 . PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF

<)\'YrARBID OF BARIUM. Rot>OLFO Battistoni, An-
cona. and Romolo Rotelli, Venice, Italy. Filed ,Ian.

14, 1905. Serial No. 241,155.

1. A process for the manufacture of a product, oiy-
carbld of barium, comprising ten to twelve per cent, of
carbid of barium, three to five per cent, of cyanamid of
barium and eighty to elghty-flve per cent, of oild of ba-
rium, which comprises mixing with barium carbonate a
determined amount of finely divided carbon, melting the
said mixture In an electric furnace and then submitting
the melted mixture to the electrolytic action of an electric

current.

2. A process of the manufacture of a product, oxy-
carbld of barium, comprising ten to twelve per cent, of
carbid of barium, three to Ave per cent, of cyanamid of
barium and eighty to elghty-flve per cent, of oxld of ba-

rium which comprises mixing with barium or carbonate
a flux, and a determined amount of finely divided carbon,
melting the said mixture In an electric furnace and then
submitting the melted mixture to the electrolytic action
of an electric current.

888.957 STOPPING-(JEAR FOR SEWINO MACHINES.
James Beattib, Pendleton, near Manchester, England.
Filed July 10, 1905 Serial No. 269,069.

1. In combination with a sewing machine, having a
needle, and operating means, means for stopping the op-

erating means when the t>obbin thread breaks, comprising
a spring contact member, an electric circuit, a motor
therein having a motor shaft, an electric contact point
located between the needle and tbe upper bobbin for com-
pleting the circuit with tbe spring contact member on the

breaking of a thread, whereby the motor la started, a cam
on the motor shaft, a lever actuated by said cam, and
means for throwing the operating means of the machine
oat of gear on the actuating of said lever.

2. In a sewing machine having a tension, a needle and
operating means, means for stopping the machine when a
thread breaks or gives out, comprising an electric circuit,

and a contact between said tension and the thread sup-
ply, a motor started on completing the circuit through
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said contact, and means operated by the motor for throw-

ing the operating means out of gear. In combination with

tlons, a pile of carriers arranged at each side of the ribs

and a shifting device comprising cross pieces engaged in

aald slots and mutually connected, said cross pieces be ng

arranged for movement of the front cross piece In the

higlier portions of the slots and projecting above

the rails and the rear cross piece through the ower

portions of the slots and Into the higher portions to he

below the rails or to project thereabove. said cross pieces

being arranged to receive between them the lowermost

carrier of a pile to shift it from the front of the casing to

the rear thereof, and an arm pivoted to each end of the

front cross piece of the shifting device and extending up-

wardlv and then Inwardly and downwardly over the cor^

responding side of the casing in position to engage behind

the uppermost carrier of the rear pile, said arms being in-

cllned rearwardly.

888,950

ton. Del. Fi

K UI WW-SIGNAL. Edgar M. Cain, Wilmlng-

d .Ian, IT. IWH. Serial No. 411.328.

a feed mechanism for feeding the thread to cause a slack

between said tension and tli- thread supply.

888 958 PHOTOGRAPH-CAIJINET. Frank J. Bdbald,

Le Ilov. III. Filed .\pr. 19, 1905, Serial No. 256,340.

Renewed Mar. 26, 1908. Serial No 423,426.

I V photograph cabinet comprising a casing having

front and rear carrier receiving compartments and inter

venlng ribs, a pile of carriers In each compartment, a

shifting device comprising a portion slldably mounted in

the casing and constructed and arranged to deliver car-

riers successively from the bottom of one pile to the hot

tom of the other and to support, when the shifting device

is In Us forward position, one edge of the pile to which it

delivers at an elevation sufficient to permit the next car-

rier to engage thereunder, and a second shifting device,

attached to the first named shifting device constructed and

arrang.d to deliver carriers from the top of one pile to the

top of the other pile In the opposite direction of move-

ment of the said first-named shifting device.

•
V photograph cabinet comprising a casin;: havln;:

front and rear carrier receiving compartments, a pile of

carriers in .ach compartment, and a shifting d»-vlce com-

prising two transverse bars slldably mounted in the casing.

a piece hinged to one of the transverse bars and rigidly se

cured to the other one of the said transverse bars, the said

shifting devU-e being arranged to deliver carriers succes

sively from the bottom of the first pile to the bottom of

the second pile In one direction of movement of the shift-

ing device, and arms pivoted to one of the said transverse

bars and movable freely over the uppermost carriers and

arranged to ent-au'e the uppermost carrier of the second

pile and to shift It to the top of the first pile In the oppo-

site direction of movement.

3 \ photograph cabinet comprising a casing having

longitudinal supporting rails therein at its sides, vertical

ribs at the sides of the casing terminating short of the

rails the sides of the casing having slots extending Ion-

gltudlnallv thereof below the rails, the rear portions of

said slots b.lng in a plane lower than the front por-

1 A. railway signal embodying a compressed air tank,

means for Intn-ducing air Into said tank, a whistle in com-

munication with the tank, a valve controlling the com-

munication between the tank and whistle, an electro-

magnet for operating said valve, and a train OP"-";'^;;;-

cult closer in the same circuit with said magnet, substan-

tially as described
. „i, .

•' \ railway signal embodying a compressed air tank, a

wh'istle. a compressed air pipe leading to the whistle and

tank a two-wav valve controlling the passage of air to

the whistle and" tank and from the tank to the whistle, an

electro-magnet for operating said valve, and a train oper-

ated circuit clos^^r adapted to be operated by ^
^^J^^l

train and embodying contact points arranged in the same

electrical circuit with the magnet, substantially as de-

3. a' railway signal embodying a whistle, an air tank, a

compressed air pipe communicating with the -histle and

tank a valve controlling the admission of air to the tank

and also controlling the passage of air from th*^^;"^
J^

the whistle, an electromagnet for operating said va ve

and a train operated circuit closer in the same electrical

circuit with said magnet and embodying means operated

by the depression of a rail for setting the circuit closer.

substantially as described.
^^,.^^ir ,

4 V railway signal embodying an air reservoir, a

whistle, an electro-magnet for throwing said whistle con-

nected therewith into operation, and a circuit closer em-

bodving yielding contact points in the same electr cal clr-

^It with the said magnet, one of said contact points be-

' Ing associated with and moved by an unsupported portion

of one of the track rails.

r, A railway signal embodying an air reservoir, a

whistle connected therewith, an electro-magnet for throw-

ing said whistle into operation, and a circuit closer em-

bodying a box arranged beneath the roadbed and adapted

to i acted upon by a yielding rail, a movable lid or cover

for said box. a terminal contact point carried by said Hd,

another contact point yieldingly suppor ed In the box,

means for adjusting the position of the last named con-

tact point, and an electrical circuit in which said contact

! points and the electro-magnet are included.

888.960. TOASTER. Newman 8. Clark, Richmond. Cal.

Filed Dec. 30. 1907. Serial No. 408.536.

1 \ heating and toasting device consisting of a fire-

burned earthenware of substantially flat-form and prtv
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vld«*d with poret for the circulation of h««t. said disk

having annuMir 'hann.'ls formed In on*- side and Inter-

mediate depressions which reduce the thl(*ne8s of the

disk «t certain points and assist In the circulation and

appUcarion of the heat.
j

shlftinK of said tlmlnK mtchauism in one direction, and

a combined locitlnK and shifting means for the said timing

mechanism, said comhine.l lockint; and slilfflu.ij tn.-ans

artuattnl when the olosur>' plate is rel«'as«d. and means

whereby said closure plate can be released.

r
^ ^

2. A heating and toasting device consisting of a flre-

burned ea^th?nwa^^^ disk of substantially flat form having

a circumscribing channel In its edge, and htving rows of

elevations on on*- side and corresponding rows of depres-

sions in the opposite side, said disk having, also, annular

groov.'s t>etw»»>n the rows of depressions, % handle pro-

Jectln*; from fhe disk having curved members fitting the

circum.scribing channel . in the edge thereof, and means

connecting the ''uds of said members.

3 In a heating and toasting device of the character de-

scribed, an earthenware plate or disk, said plate having a

flat surface with upwardly projecting knobs upon one side,

holes or depresslou.s upon the opposite slje registering

with the knobs, and annular grooves or chatn^ls between

the holes and registering with the flat surface of the platf

upoD the opposite .side and between the knobs, and a holder

secured around the rim as a handle thereto

888.962. DOO-eOUSE FOR OPKN HKAKTH FIRNACES.
Adam CbuicKBHank, Chicago, III Filed July 10. 1907.

' Serial No. 383.033.

"mrinmi

888.961 AUTOMATIC CONTROL APPARATIS jE.iN

B H. CLOLOiE. Bordeaux. France Filed llay IT). li>0*i

Serial No. 317,019.

1 In a devlc" of the character described, a case having

an iin.»nlng. a normally-locked spring-actuatfd closure for

said opening, timing mechanism rotatabl.v mounted in

,<iaid '-aslng. and means engaged by said closure for hold-

iuij fhe timing mechanism against rotation, said holding

means relea.sed by the closure when the latter Is shifted

in one direction by the action of the spring

2. In a device of the character described, a case having

a a opening, a spring-actuated closure plate for said open-

Inii. timing mechanism rotatably mounted in said case,

means for locking said closure plate In Its normal posi-

tion, means for locking said closure plate when released

from its normal position, and means entjaged by said

closure for holding the timing mechanism against rota-

tion, said holding means released by the closure when the

latter is shifted in one direction by the action of its

spring
;. In a device of the character described, a casing pro

Tided with an opening, a spring-actuated closure plate

for said opening, a timing mechanism rotatably mounted
In said case, a spring-actuated latch meinber engaging

with the timing mechanism to prevent the slilftlng thereof

'In one direction, a spring-actuated locking mechanism
for the timing mechanism, said latch memDer adapted to

be maintained in engagement with the timlDg mechanism
when the closure plate Is In Its normal position, and
means whereby said closure plate can be Released to al-

low of the shifting of said plate by said atiring. causing

thereby the shifting of said latch member from engage-

ment with the timing mechanism and the shifting of the

looking mecbani.sra from engagement wlCh the timing

mechanism thereby releasing the latter.

J. A device of the character described, comprising a

casing provided with an opening, a normally locked spring-

actuated closure for said opening, a timing mechanism
rotatably mounted in said casing, means to prevent the

1. The combination with a furnace and Its inwardly

extending fluid pipes, of a dog house built through the

wall of said furnace and comprising Inwardly extending

walls forming an air chamber within th.- same through

which said pipes are arranged, and a wall at the inner

end of said dog house partially closing said chamber to

protect the same from the heat within said furnace, sub-

stantially as described.

2 The combination with an op«n h^-arth furnace and

Its inwardly extending fluid pipes, of a doghouse built

through the wall of said furnace and comprising Inwardly

extending walls forming an air chamber within the same

haviukt direct a>mmunlcatlon with the atmospherf, ntid a

batHe wall slantingly arranged at the Inner end of said

dog-house, and partially closing said air chamb>T to pro-

tect the same from the heat within said furnacp. said battle

wall forming beneath the same an op.-nlng for the passage

..f said pipes through said dog house within the furnace.

sut>stantlally as descrU)»'d.

8R8.9fi3. FEFr>-CUP FOR SEED-DRILI.S Fbavk

Dahu NP. Esmond. N. D. Filed Feb. 6. ll'os Serial

No. 414,«06.

1. A feed cup for .seed drills, comprising a rasing hav-

ing a seed discharge passage and a clean out passage a

plate to cover and uncover said clean out passage and

means to coact with said casing to hold said plate In po-

sition to cover and uncover said passage, substantially

as described.

2. A feed cup for seed drills comprising a casing having

form*Ml In its lower edge a clean-out passage, a curved

closing plate arranged on the inner side of said casing and

adapted to be moved back and forth across said passage

to open and close the same, a bolt connected to said plate,

and a nut arranged on said bolt to coact with the casing

to hold the plate In Its adjusted positions, substantially

' as described.
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8. A fe«d cop for M«d drills comprising a casing having

• wed ttwterce pnaage, a clean-out passage, and a ver-

tically disposed slot, a scgBMital covering plate slldably

mounted In the Inner side Of »ald casing over said clean-

out passage, a bolt on said plate and projecting through

said slot, a clamping washer on said bolt, and a nut adapt-

ed to be screwed Into engagement with said washer to

clamp the same against the outer side of the casing and

thereby draw said plate Into tight engagement with the

Inner side of the casing, thus holding the same In an open

or closed position, substantially as described.

mental air Inlet in allnement with said tul>e. and a conduit

extending laterally from said tube. mean« arranged at the

junction of said tube and conduit for deflecting the vapo-

rized fuel and primary air from said tube and the supple-

mental air from said Inlet into said lateral conduit, and a

device for controlling in direct proportion the quantities

of vaporized fuel and primary air. and the supplemental

air admitted to said inlet, into said conduit.

888.964. JIGGING MACHINERY FOR DRESSING ORE.

Gilbert J. Dawbabn. Ballarat. Victoria. Australia, as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Allls-Chalmers Com-

pany. Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of New Jeraey.

Filed Nov. 2. 1904. Serial No. 231,12K.

T n^^ i 'i'^
-^

1 i I !

1. in a Jig>:li>i-' machine, the combination with a hutch

and with a sieve therein of mechanism for actuating the

sieve to dlfr.rent levels, and guiding means, additional to

the actuating mechanism, for constraining the sieve to

move endwise, the sieve being free from the influence of

structural compelling means to move endwise in either di-

rection during the llrst part of the motion of the sleTe

from the mailmurii or rnlnimtim level

2. In a Jigging machine, the combination with a hutch

and with a sieve therein of mechanism for actuating the

sieve to different levels, and guiding means, additional to

the actuating mechanism, for constraining the sieve to

move endwise, the sievo b.'lng free from the Influence of

structural compelling means to move endwise in either

direction during the first part of Its upward motion

?,. In a jigging machine, the combination with a hutch

and with a sieve therein of mechanism for actuating the

sieve to different levels, and guiding means, additional

to the actuating mechanism, for constraining the sieve

to move endwise, the sieve being free from the Influence of

structural compelling means to move endwise In either

direction during the tlrst part of its downward motion.

4. In a jigging machine, the conitiination with a hutch

and with a sieve therein of active means for actuating the

sieve, and passive means, additional to ntid modifying

the motion of the actuating means, for guiding the sieve

and forming a lost motion connection txtween the sieve

and the hutch whereby the sieve will have a closed path

motion
.' In a jigging machine, the i-omhination with a hutch

and with a sieve therein of means for transmitting power

to the sieve for actuating the sleeve, and a plurality of

links, additional to the power transmitting means, for

guiding the sieve to move the same endwise, the said links

connecting the sieve to the hutch and each connection

having a lost motion for varying the effective operative

length of the link.

[Claims 6 to 14 not print(>d In the Gnzette.]

13
2. A carbureter comprising a casing having a tube for

the mixed fuel and primary air. a supplemental air Inlet.

and a conduit extending laterally from the casing, a ported

Jacket separating said conduit from the said tube and sui>-

plemental air inlet, a valve emlxidying a cylinder having

ports arranged to register with those of the Jacket, the

cylinder being adjustable to vary the area of said ports,

and a deflector arranged within said cylinder for dlvertin-

the mixed fuel and primary air and the supplemental air

through the ports into said conduit.

3. A cartiureter comprising a casing having a box. a tube

for conducting mixed fuel and primary air to said box. 11

valve for admitting a supply of supplemental air to the

box In said casing, a ported jacket mounted In said box

and alined axially of said tube, a cylinder rotatable within

said jacket and having ports arranged to register with

those of the latter, a diaphragm mounted within the cylin-

der and having substantially conical surfaces at its upper

and lower sides for diverting the currents of mixed fuel

and primary air from said tube and the supplemental nir

from said valve through the said ports, and a c<iiiduit com-

municating with said ports.

4. A carbureter comprising a casing embodying a tube.

for the mixed fuel and primary air. a valve controlled sup-

plemental air Iniet arranged in allnement with the t\ibe.

and oppositely extending le-nduits o-ramunicating with the

tube and having Intercommunicating passages, a ported

Jacket mounted in the casing for discharging the mixed

fuel and primary air and the supplemental air Into said con-

duits, a cylinder rotatable in said jacket and having ports

arranged to register therewith for controlling the discharge

of fluid Into said conduits, a deflector mounted within the

cylinder for diverting the currents of mixed fuel and air

from said tube and the supplemental air from said inlet

Into said conduit, and a device operable from the exterior

of the casing for adjusting said cylinder.

888.965. AUTOMATIC CARBURETER FOR EXPLOSIVE-
MOTORS. L(M-i.s M. O. IiELAiNAY-BEi-LEVii.LE. Paris.

France, assignor to Soci^t^ .\nonyme des .\utomoblles

I'elaunay Belleville. St. I»enls. Paris. France, a Corpora

tlon of France. Filed Sept. 30. 1907 Serial No. 395,20').

1. A carbureter comprising a casing having a tube for

the passage of vaporized fuel and primary air. a supple-

S8S.966. KITCHEN-CABINET. Robkkt P. Dewfy, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed Aug. 15. 19<;i7. Serial No. 388.6r.6.

1. A kitchen cabinet comprising a table, a tlltnble bin

heneath the table, a drawer mounted In the bin and form-

ing a closure therefor Independent of the table, means for

limiting the Inward and outward movement of the bin, and

a leaf hingedly connected to and carried by said bin.

2. In a kitchen cabinet, the combination of h table, a

tlltable bin beneath the table, and a drawer in the Wn
and forming a closure therefor Independent of the table.

3 In a kitchen cabinet, the combination of a table hav-

ing bracket extensions, spaced guides on said extensions, a
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bin b«ae«th the table, a drawer in the bin ^n6 forming a

closure therefor independent of the table. Vockers on the

btn and operable on the eztenaioaa between said guides,

and means for limiting the toward and oatw|ird moTement

of the btn.

4 In a kitch<"n cabinet, the combination if a table hav

tng bracket estensions, a bin beneath the taWe and mount-

ed on rockers working in guides on said brackets, and a

leaf hingedly connected to and carried by the bin, with

means for holding the leaf In extended operative position

.1 la a kitchen cabinet, the combination of a taiile hav

tng bracket extensions, a btn beneath the table and mount-

e<l on rockers working in guides on said beackets, and •
drawer in and forming a closure for the bin.]

•j'taini »> not printed In the Gaaette.

]

8 8 8.987. CIRCULATION APPARATUS. Fredkhic P.

1>EWKT, Washington, D. C. Filed Mar. 7, 1904. Serial

No lit7.0.'il.

I^*

1 In a circulation apparatus, the combination of a tank

or containing: vessel, a tube shorter than «ald tank sus-

tained within said tank, and a gas supply pipe proTlded

with perforations at or near Its lower ei^, located in said

tuiie, substantially as described.

2. In a circulation apparatus, the combination of a tank

or containing vessel, a tube shorter than aald tank sus-

tained within said tank and dividing it vertically into two

sections, and a gas supply pipe provided wltb perforations

nt or near its lower end. located in said tube, substantially

as described.

3. In a circulation apparatus, the combination of a tank

or containing vessel, a tube shorter than taid tank sus-

tained within said tank and dividing it vertically into two

sections, and a gas supply pipe. proTlded with downwardly
opening perforations delivering into one of |he sections of

the containing vessel, substantially as described.

4., In a circulation apparatus, the combinajtlon of a tank

or containing vessel, a tube shorter than laid tank sus-

tained within said vessel, and a downwardly extending gas

supply pipe provided with perforations at or near Its lower

end located in said tube, sabstantially as described.

5. In a circulation apparatus, the combination of a tank

or containing vessel, a smaller shorter tube supported

within said vessel, and a gas supply pipe within said tube

extending nearly to the bottom thereof, and provided with

perforations at or near tta lower end, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gaxette.]

888,968. CIRCULATION. Frederic P. Dewey. Wash-

ington, r> C. Filed Feb. 20. 190H. Serial No .^O.-J.OS^.

1. The doul>le process of carrying on chemical re-actions

and causing the circulation of a liquid, which consists In

maintaining two columns of liquid in direct contact at

their lower ends, introducing numerous bubbles of re-actlve

gas at various points within one column of the liquid, per-

mittlnif the cas to re act freely with the liquid, allowing

the residual ira.s to escape from the liquid, and causing the

liquid to move in a circulatory path by this alternate addi-

tion and escape of gas. substantially as described.

2. The process of treating comminuted material suspend-

ed In a liquid, which consists in introducing numerous

bul>l)les of re-active gas at various points within a portion

of the liquid, permitting the gas to re-act with the liquid,

allowing the residual gas to escape from the liquid and

causing the liquid and the comminuted solid suspended

therein to move in a circulatory path by this alternate ad-

dition and escape of gas, sulwtantially as described.

.3. The process of treating ores, which consists in crush-

ing the ore. mixing the comminuted ore with a liquid and

introducing numerous bubbles of re-active gas at various

points within a portion of the liquid, permitting the gas to

re-act with the liquid, allowing the residual gas to escape

from the liquid, and causing the liquid and the comminuted

ore suspended therein to move in a circulatory path by this

alternate addition and escape of gas. substantially as de-

scribed.

4. The process of treating copper ores, which consists

in crushing the ore, mixing the comminuted ore with a

liquid, introducing numerous bubbles of a mixture of air

and sulfurous acid at various points within a portion of

the liquid, permitting the gas to re-act with the liquid,

allowing the residual gas to escape from the liquid, and

causing the liquid and the comminuted ore suspended

therein to move in a circulatory path by this alternate ad-

dition and escape of gas, substantially as described.

5. The process of treating copper ores, which consists In

crushing the ore. mixing the comminuted ore with a liquid.

Introducing numerous bubbles of a mixture of air and sul-

furous acid at various points within a portion of the liquid,

permitting the gas to react with the liquid, allowing the

residual gas to escape from the liquid, causing the liquid

and the comminuted ore suspended therein to move In a

circulatory path by this alternate addition and escape of

gas, separating the solution of sulfate of copper, thereby

produced, from the residual ore, and recovering the copper

from the solution, sabstantially as described
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888,9«9 PKOCKSS OF MANUFACTURING COMBUS-
TIBLE GASES. Edward N. Dickirson, Stovall. N. C.
Filed Nov. 1, 1904. Serial No. 230,925.

A iHocesR of producing comblneti coal find water gas
consisting of blasting a bed of fuel to Incandescence by
means of a tiuld and at the same time heating externally
by the blast jrases a retort containing coal thereby distill-
ing the coal gas and at the same lime utilising the blast
gases to heat a checker work chamber and simultaneously
heating the blast fluid passing through said chamber,
then pro<luclng water gns In the usual way. and then
combining the water gas with the distilled coal sjas.

888,970 DOUBLE MAIL-BAG DELIVERER Archi-
bald A Dot (H.AS.s, Jr. and Damei. F. Doi ci.as.s. Ruby.
S. C, assignors, by direct and mesne assignments, of
one fourth to D. H Mc<;regor. Ruby, 8. C, and one-
fourth to Donald 8. Matheson, ("heraw. S. C. Filed
Feb. 20. 190S. Serial No. 4H).H40.

1. A device of the class described, having a lever adapt-
ed to deliver one bag of mail and a catcher mounted on
said lever adapted to receive another simultaneously.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a railway
mall car. a lever pivotally mounted thereon, a reciprocat-
ing member for actuating said lever, said lever being ca-
pable of delivering one bag of mall, and receiving another
one. simultaneously.

3. A device of the class described, comprising a lever
having a mall bag support, and a mall bag receiver, said
lever being capable of throwing one bag off and one on a
moving train simultaneously.

4. The combination with a moving train, having a
tlltable mall bag support and catcher of a stationary ,

tiltable mall-bag support, and means for causing said sup-
ports to tilt simultaneously.

5. The combination with a railway mall car. having a
tlltable lever, provided with a mall-bag support, of a sta-
tionary tiltable mall bag support stationed adjacent the
road of said car, a reciprocating memt)er connected with
said lever, and adapted to cause both supports to tilt

simultaneously.

[Claims G to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 88.97 1. GRINDSTONE ATTACHMENT.
Drake, West Hartford. Conn. Filed Dec.
Serial No. 40f..n71.

Jo H.N- M.

11, 1907.

oc

1. A work holding attachment for grindstones compris-
ing a support InK frame, and a work holder embodying
clampiUK Jaws having operating handles, one of said Jaws
being pivotally and slidahly mounted on said frame for
adjustment respectively toward and from the stone and
laterally of the face thereof, and the other Jaw being piv-
otally mounted upon the first named Jaw and bodily ad-
justable therewith.

2. .\ work holding attachment for grindstones compris-
ing a supporting frame, and a work holder comprising
a pair of pivotally connected jaws, one of said jaws being
slldabiy and pivotally mounted upon the frame for ad-
justment toward and from the stone and laterally of the
face thereof, and handles connected with the jaws for the
manual manipulation thereof.

3. In a work holding attachment for grindstones, the
combination of a frame having a grindstone Journaled
thereon, standards carried by the frame on opposite sides
of the line of the grindstone, a transverse rod carried by
said standards, said rods being adjustable vertically on
the stiindards to different operative positions, and a work
holder jilvotally mounted on said rod for adjustment to-
ward and from the stone and slldabiy mounted on the
rod for movement laterally of the face of the stone, said
holder comprising a pair of pivotally connected jaws, one
of said jaws l)eing slldabiy and pivotally mounted on the
rod, and both of said Jaws being provided with handles
for manual manipulation.

888.972 AUXILIARY HOLDINl-STRIP OF METAL
FOR PICTURE MOLDINGS. George F. Drew. Bruns-
wick. Me Filed Mar. G, 1907. Serial No. 360.980.

« ^ 3 ^ i

Ly LU
^' a.' \ it

In a picture-hanging device, a strip of material bent at
its upper portion to fit on the shoulder of an ordinary
wall-molding, and provided with a series of spaced slots
extending downward from the top, and terminating short
of the bottom, thereof, forming space Into which may pass
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nails driven rhrouKh the thicker porllo» of the usual

wall molding. •<Jild strip carrylnij. at Its lower portion,

memt>ers adapted to project below the moldlDj? and engage

with a picture hanijlng cord, or the like.

888,973. HOOK AND EYE. Joseph: VE C>t ga.s. Holyoke,

MaM.. as.slgnor of one-half to Cllfifortl A. Richmond,

Easthampton. Mass. Polled Apr. 9. IftCT Serial No
36T.261.

1. A hook I'ur u*e as de8crlt)«'d comjirlslng angularly

disposed loops for attaching It to a fabrlQ, a bill located

between the loops, and a spring tongue the sides of which
extend from the angular loops l)eneath the sides of the

bill and across the space between said two Bides, the loops,

sprini;- tongue and bill being formed from one length of

wire

2. A hook for iisp as described comprising angularly

disposed loops for attaching It to a fabric, a bill located

between the loops, and a spring-tongue, tha sides of which
extend from the angular loops, beneath the sides of the

bill and across the space between said two sides, the

loops, spring-tongue, and bill being formed from one length

of wire, the side portions of the tongue having a bend In

them extf-nding up under the bill.

.974. BAG PRINTING MACHINE. Ghablks E. Dc-
LiN, Sandy Hill, N. Y., assignor to The Union Bag it

Paper Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Mav 28, 1907. Serial No. 376.086.

1. In a machine of the character described, a main
fram>-. a paper roll mounted at the r»'ar end of the same,

a printing cylinder, a pair of feed rolls located at one side

of said printing cylinder between the sama and the papier

roll for feeding a web of pap«'r to said cylihder, a winding

roll mounted at the opposite side of said printing cylinder

for receiving the web of paper therefrom, fplctlon druma in

contact with and supporting the weight af said winding

roll, means to drive the same at a surface speed equal to

that of the fef'd rolls, and a compensating device for said

winding roll to prevent additional friction between the

same and the drums as the paper is wound on said roll.

2. In a machine of the character described, a main

frame, a paper roll mounted at the rear e»d of the same,

a printing cylinder, a pair of feed rolls located at one side

of said printing cylinder between the sam« and the paper

roll for feeding a web of paper to said cylttder, a winding

roll mounted at the opposite side of said printing cylinder

for receiving the web of paper therefrom, friction drums
in contact with and supporting the weight of said winding
roll, means to drive the same at a surface speed equal to

that of the feed rolls, and a compensating device for said

winding roll to prevent additional friction betwf-en the

same and tht' drums as the paper is wound on said roll,

comprising a tooth rack carried by said winding roll, a

tooth sector pivoted on said main frame In engagement
therewith, and a weighted arm carried by said sector.

888,975. CONCRETE MIXING APPARATUS. Charles
B. DCNN, Almond, Ala. Fll«-d June 1. 1907. Serial No.
376.77ft.
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the opposite ends of the said twnd, the said terminals being

proTlded with recpssps formed in the edfee «f and extend-

ing across the :^ald strips, and metal fatllile at a lower

temperature than that at which the materi»l of the bond

is composed Is fusible located in the said recesses, the said

metal In the said recesses being adapted to be partially dis

placed by the application of heat and pressure in the

proceM of attaching the bond to the parts to be bonded,

whereby the edges of the said ribbons or strl|>s are brought

into substantia: rnntact with the metal of the said parts

to be londed.

2. A bond for electrically bonding structures, said bond

having a body portion which consists of t plurality of

strips arranged one on top of the other, fcnd terminals

secured at thp opposite ends of the said bodj portions, the

said terminals v-eing provided with recesses which extend

across the said strips, and a metal fusible «t a relatively

low temperature located in the said recesses ^hlch receeses

are provided for the purpose of preventing the escape of

the said fuslMe metal from between the said terminals and

the parts ot a structure to be bonded when heat and pres-

sure are applied to the terminals to secure them to the

said parts.

3. A rail bond having a flat terminal provided In its

Inner face with a solder cavity extending tUroughout sub-

stantially the entire length and height thereof and being

of uniform depth laterally or in a direction perpendicular

to the plane of the terminal. In combination with a rail,

and a filling of solder In said cavity between the rail and

the back of the terminal.

4. A bond adapted for use for electrically bonding struc

tures, the said bond being provided with a recess having
a wail which extends entirely around the same, so that

when the bond is applied to the structure to be bonded
the said recess is closed on ail sides.

5. A bond adapted for use for electrically bonding struc

tures. the said bond having terminals eacfc of which Is

provided with recesses, and each of which recesses has a

wall or rim extending entirely around the lame, whereby
when the said bond is applied to the parts of a structure

to be bonded, the said recesses are closed on all sides.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazettp.

]

SRS.f)**! MAKING RED AZO DYE U\KES. Otto
Ernst and Carl Pbetzill. HSchst-on-the-Maln. Ger-

many, assignors to Farbwerke vorm. Meteter Lucius k
Bnining, Hochst on the-Main, Germany, a Corporation
of Germany Filed Apr. 11. 1907 Serial No. 367,511.

.\s new products, the body-colors derived from the aio
dyestuff resulting from dlazotlzed ortho-altranllln and
naptholaulfonic acid— 2 : 6, being brilliant orange-red to

scarlet colored powders Insoluble in wateB and oil and
-xcefdlngly fast to light.

888,982. WASHER. Charlbs G. Em:. Ht. Louis. Mo.,
assignor to Ette Investment Company, St. Louis, Mo., a

Corporation of Missouri. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial

No. .'.97.214.

1 .\ washer comprising a base provided on Its upper
<ide with a plurality of substantially continuous flanges

That form a bearing surface for a nut. one of said flanges

t>eing arranged inside of the others ; substantially as de-

scribed.

2. A washer comprising a base provided on its upper

side with a plurality of concentric ring-shaped flanges

that form a l)earing surface for a nut : substantially as

described.

3. A washer comprising a base provided on Its uppt*r

side with a plurality of concentric ring shaped flanges

that are separated from each other to form a chann»'l.

the upper edges of said flanges forming a bearing surface

for a nut ; substantially as described.

4. A washer comprising a base provided on its upper
side with a plurality of concentrically arrangfd ring-

shaped flanges, cross webs formed Integrally with said

flanges, and strengthening ribs formed integral with the

base and the outer flange : substantially as described.

5. A wa.sher comprising a base having a flat and un-

broken undemf-ath face, and a plurality of concentrically

arranged flanges on the upper side of said base that form

a bearing surface for a nut. said flanges b«>ing separated

from each other to form a channel ; substantially as de-

scribed

[Claims 8 and 7 not printed in tli.' Gazette.]

SR.'^.OS.V' PLEASrRE-BOAT David G. Exlet. Sacra-

mento, lal Filed Nov. 20. 190rt. Serial No. 344.197.

In an amusement apparatus, a circular water contain-

ing tank, boats floatable therein, centrally pivoted sweeps

projecting over the tank, elastic connections between the

ends of the boats and the ends of the contiguous sweeps,

rollers Journaled transversely of the tank below the bot-

toms of the boats, said rollers being larger at one end

than the other and means whereby the rollers may be

raised and brought Into contact with the bottoms of the

passing boats to produce the rocking and pitching motion,

said means including crank arms upon which the rollers

are journaled transverse to the line of travel of the boats,

and levers by which the rollers are raised to present their

surfaces at inclines with the bottom of the boat.

8 8 8.984. APPARATUS FOR RIFLING PIPES OR
Tt'BES. Chablbs Feix, Lorain, Ohio, assignor to Na-

tional Tube Company, Pittsburg, Pa., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Oct. 4, 1907. Serial No. 395.913.

1. In apparatus for rifling pipes or tubes, a pair of

skewed rolls formed with circumferential grooves or

passes for the pipes or tubes having clrcumferentlally ex-

I tending beads rifling or ribs ; substantially as described.

I 2. In apparatus for rifling pipes or tubes, a pair of

skewed rolls formed with circumferential grooves or

passes for the pipes or tubes having clrcumferentlally ex-

tending beads rifling or ribs, and means for positively ro

tating both of the rolls; substantially as described.

1 3. In apparatus for rifling pipes or tubes, a pair of rolls
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having each a groove or pass for the pipes or tubes with

clrcumferentlally extending beads rifling or ribs, the two

rolls having their axes crossing each other and means

for positively driving the said rolls: substantially as de-

6crU)ed.

4 111 Hpparmus for rifliug pipes or tultes. a pair of

rolls supported with their axes crossing each other, and

having each a semi-elliptical grof>ve or pass formed with

a plurality of projecting beads rifling or ribs ;
substan-

tially as described.

5. In apparatus for rifling pipes or tubes, a rifling roll

having serai-eiiipticai groove or pass formed with a cen-

tial rib or t)ead and with lateral ribs or t)eads, the lateral

rit)8 or beads l)eing of greater length or projection than the

central rib or bead; substantially as de8cril)ed.

[ilalms to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 8.985. COMBINED TRY SQUARE AND SIDING-

OAGE. WiLi-iAM J. Finn. Scranton, Pa. Filed July 26,

1007 Sf-rlal No 385.5.'i9.

1 .\ combined try square and siding gage, the handle

member of which has the usual straight inner edge and is

provided with fixed shoulders or enlargements, the outer

edges of which are disposed at an angle to the said

straight edge of the said member.

2. A combined try square and siding gage, the handle

member of which has the usual straight Inner edge and Is

r.rovided with fixed shoulders or enlargements, the outer

edges of which are disposed at an angle to tlie said

straight edge of the said member, and a gage slldably and

plvotally connected with one member of the square.

.v .\ combined try square and siding gage, the handle

nienii>er of which has the usual straight inner edge and is

provided with fixed shoulders or enlargements, the outer

edges of which are disposed at an angle to the said

straight edge of the said member, and a gage slldably and

pivot ally connected with one member of the square, the

gage provided with a sharp point at one end. which ex

tends in the direction of the shoulders or enlargements.

4. A device as described, comprising a try-s<)uare, oive

member of which is adapted for application to a siding

or board and a gage or plate member pivoted to, and ad-

justable upon said try-square memt)er and having at one

end spaced apart notches and at the forward edge of the

same end a marking or indenting point.

5. A device as described, comprising a try-square, one

member of which is adapted for application to a siding or

board and a gage or plate member provided with a longi-

tudinal slot, a longitudinal edk'e of which Is provided with

a series of teeth, and provided at one end, at its forward

edge, with a marking point, and a pivot -bolt for said gage

carrying a ratchet engaging said teeth of said gage.

[c lalms 6 and 7 not printed in tlie r.azettcl

888,986. DEVICE FOR RKGl L.^TING AND JUSTIFY-

ING HEPRODT'i'ED SOIND A/.Ki. FoRP. Washington,

D. C. Filed Sept lit. 1004. Serial No. 225.067.

1. .\ sound receiving and distributing device including

a plurality of sound justifying diaphragms containing in-

dependent sets of parallel wires, said diaphragms being

capable of transmitting sound waves of harmonious char-

acter, and of eliminating and subduing inharmonious

sound waves.

2 A sound receiving and distributing device Including

a plurality of sound Justifying diaphragms containing

parallel wires, said diaphragms being rotatably movable

with reference to each other, and capable of transmitting

sound waves of harmonious character, and of eliminating

and subduing Inharmonious sound waves.

3. A sound receiving and distributing device including

a plurality of sound Justifying diaphragms containing

parallel wires, said diaphragms being rotatably movable

In the planes In which they He. and capable of transmit-

ting sound waves of harmonious character, and of elimi-

nating and subduing Inharmonious sound waves.

4. A sound receiving and distributing device Including

a i>lurallty of sound justifying diaphragms containing

parallel wires, said diaphragms being rotatably movable

In the planes In which they He. and means for rotating

said diaphragms.
."^i A sound receiving and distributing device Including

relatively movable porous justifying diaphragms which

are capable of transmitting sound waves of harmonious

character, and of eliminating or subduing inharmonious

sound waves, combined with sound deadening substances

for Inharmonious sound waves disposed between said dia-

phragms and means for adjustably increasing or decreas-

ing the sound deadening zone.

[I'laims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.

1

K8S.98 7. GARMENT FASTENER. Joseph Forman,

Baltimore. Md. Filed Apr. 20. 1907. Serial No.

rm9.l95.

1. A garment fastener comprising a hook meml)er for

attachment to one flap of the garment and a head member

for attachment to the other flap of said garment,— said

head member having an outer plate, an arm formed in-

tegrally with said head and extending laterally from one
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edge thereof and forming a crotch adjaceitt to tald edge,

aid arm being narrower than said bead anQ a wcoDd arm
having one end connected to tbe first arm and extending
In a direction back toward said crotch an<) having a per-

foration in Its free end.

f" « k
2. A garment fastener comprising a heafl member hav-

ing an outer plate and reversely projecting arms carried

by said plate from one edge thereof and a book member
having spaced apart legs which straddle ofte of tbe arms
of the head member and project behind tht plate of said

bead member.

888,988. RAILROAD -RAIL. Josbph Francis, Morris-
town. N. J. Filed Aug. 7. 1907. Serial No. 387.614.

The combination of a pair of rail sections, each consist-

ing of a base, wfb and head, one section having Its head
projected longitudinally at one end and provided with a
longitudinal groove in its under surface and a central
recess in its upper surface and extending Inwardly from
the end thereof, the other section havintr Its head cnt
away to accommodate the extending portion of the head of
the adjacent section and provided with a toagne for fitting

in the said recess, and a vertlcally-extendiqg longitudinal
rib for fitting in the said groove, said rib b«ing located at
the extremity of the rail section, flsh-platee arranged on
opposite sides of the rail sections, and fastenings passing
through the flsb-plates and sections for sectirlng the parts
together.

888,989. MACHINE FOR MAKING BASKET-COVERS.
RcssELL B. FcLLKR, Evansville, Ind. filed Feb. 9,

1906. Serial No. 300,346.

-i?S,25 PS. SI 5'£^ i'l 1':. I'S !'1'!«5T«rvF if&£*

1. A machine for making basket covers, kaving curved
end cleats and flexible attaching devices, (jomprlslng an
endless traveling work-holding structure for receiving the
curved end cleats and the longitudinal slat* of the cover,

adapted to provide a continuous support t]|roughout the
length of each cleat, mechanism for driving fastening de-

vices to secure the slats to the cleats, meclianism for in-

serting the said flexible attaching devices between the
slats. In the same cover which is receiving the fastening
devices, and means for simultaneously operating all of
said mechanisms, whereby the fastening together of the
portions of the cover and the Insertion of s^id flexible at-

taching devices are accomplished by one o^ration, said
work-holding structure adapted to hold the cleats in two
parallel rows and move the same endwise.

2. In a machine of tbe character set forth, adapted for
making basket covers composed of slats and end cleats,

]

the combination of endless traveling means for receiving
;

and holding tbe end cleats of a basket cov^, adapted to 1

proTide a continuous support throughout the length of
each cleat, and provided with means for holding the cleats

in two parallel and longitudinally traveling rows, means
for spacing the cover slats apart upon the said cleats,

mechanism for inserting fastening devices to secure the
slats to the cleats, mechanism for inserting flexible attach
Ing devices between tbe slau and through the middle por-
tions of said cleats, together with means for simulta-
neously operating all of said mechanisms, whereby the
cleats and slats are fastened together and the said flexible

attaching devices inserted by one and tbe same operation.
3. In a machine of the character set forth, adapted for

making basket covers composed of slats and end cleats, the
combination of endless traveling means for receiving and
holding the end cleats of a basket cover, adapted to pro
vide a continuous support throughout the length of each
cleat, and provided with means for holding tbe cleats In

two parallel and longitudinally traveling rows, means for

spacing the cover slats apart upon the said cleats, two
pairs of staplers for inserting staples to secure the slats

to tbe cleats, and a nail -Inserting mechanism disposed be

tween the members of each pair of staplers, together with
means for simultaneously operating the said staplers and
nailers, whereby tbe cleats and slats are secured together
and long attaching nails are inserted between the slats by
one and the same operation of the machine.

4. In a machine of tbe character set forth, adapted for

making basket covers composed of slats and end cleats, the
combination of endless traveling means for receiving and
holding the end cleats of a basket cover, adapted to pro
vide a continuous support throughout tbe length of each
cleat, and provided with me.ans for holding the cleats In

two parallel and longitudinally traveling rows, means for

spacing the cover slats apart upon said cleats, a vertically

reciprocating cross-head, two pairs of staplers operated
by the cross-head to insert the staples for securing said
slats to the cleats, and a nail driving mechanism disposed
between the members of each pair of staplers, said nail-

ers being also operated by the cross head, whereby the
slats and cleats are secured together and long and flexible

attaching nails are inserted between the slats and in the
same cover by one and the same downward stroke of said
cross head.

."5. In a machine of the character disclosed, adapted for

making l)a8ket covers each composed of but two slats and
two end cleats, the combination of two pairs of .staplers.

a mechanism for inserting flexible attaching devices, dis-

posed between the memliers of each pair of staplers, adapt
ed to press the heads of said attaching devices below the
upper surfaces of the slats, and means for simultaneously
operating said staplers and intermediate mechanism for

Inserting the attaching devices, together with means con-
sisting of two separate link belts for directly holding the
work and having provisions thereon for spacing the slats

apart to receive the attaching devices Itetween them
[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Oaiette. ]

888,990. MACHINE FOR MAKING CLEATS FOR BAS-
KET-COVERS. RcssBLL B. Fl'llik. Evansville, Ind.

Filed Apr. 29, 1907. Serial No. 370,790.

f . if

1. A machine for making basket cover cleats, compris-

ing a saw, a drill dispoaad above tbe saw, a vertically dls-
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posed and horlsontally reciprocating hopper provided with

means for supporting a board vertically with tbe lower

end thereof extending below the edge of the saw a dis-

tance equal to tbe width desired for the cleats, and means
for reciprocating the said hopper toward and away from

tbe said saw and drill, said hopper adapted to feed the

board by gravity as fast as tbe drilled cleats are cut off

and dropped from tbe lower end thereof.

2. A machine for making basket cover bleats, compris-

ing a saw, a drill dlspoaed above the saw, means for rotat-

ing the saw and drill about horixontal non-coincident axes,

a vertically disposed and horizontally reciprocating hop-

per provided with means for supporting a board vertically

with the lower end thereof extending below the edge of the

saw a distance equal to the width desired for the cleats,

means for reciprocating the said hopper toward and away
from the said saw and drill, and a pair of guides for the

bottom of tbe hopper, said hopper adapted to feed tbe

l>oard by gravity as fast as the drilled cleats are cut off

and dropped from the lower end thereof.

3. A machine for making basket cover cleats, comprising

a saw, a drill disposed above the saw, the said saw being

in the form of a cylinder with teeth on the end edge there-

of, a vertically disposed and horizontally reciprocating

hopper provided with means for supporting a board ver-

tically with the lower end thereof extending below the

edge of the saw a distance equal to the width desired for

the cleats, means for reciprocating tbe said hopper toward
and away from the said saw and drill, and guides for sup-

porting the hopper In an Inclined position to give the

cleats a t>€vel. said hopper adapted to feed the board by

gravity as fast as the drilled cleats are cut off and dropped

from the lower end thereof.

4. A machine for making imsket cover cleats, compris-

ing a saw. a drill disposed alwve the saw, a pair of arches

supporting the drill shaft above the saw, a vertically dis-

posed and horizontally reciprocating hopper provided with

means for supporting a Iward vertically with the lower

end thereof extending below the edge of the saw a distance

equal to the width desired for the cleats, means for recip-

rocating the said hopper toward and away from the said

saw and drill, and a frame having side members Inclosing

the saw and upon which the said hopper and arches are

supported, said hopper adapted to feed the board by

gravity as fast as the drilled cleats are cut off and dropped

from the lower end thereof.

5. A machine for making basket cover cleats, comprls
ing a saw. a drill disposed above the saw, tbe said saw
being In the form of a cylinder having the curvature de-

sired for the Inner and outer sides of the cleats, a ver-

tically disposed and horizontally reciprocating hopper
provided with means for supporting a board vertically

with the lower end thereof extending below the edge of

the saw a distance equal to the width desired for the

cleats, means for reciprocating the said hopper toward
and away from the said saw and drill, and a frame having
guides for the hopper and bearings for the various oper-

ative parts, said hopper adapted to feed tbe botird by grav
ity as fast as tbe drilled cleats are cut off and dropped
from the lower end thereof.

888,991. FINGER SHIELD. Houas H. Fllton, Chlco,

Cal. Filed Oct. 25, 1907. Serial No. 399,121.

2. A finger shield comprising a jacket of corrugated

sheet material, with tbe corrugations extending substan-

tially longitudinally of tbe jacket and approximately

throughout its length, whereby the corrugations adapt
the diameter of tbe jacket to be expanded to fit fingers

of dltferent slzea.

3. A finger shield comprising a jacket having tbe edge
of Its inner or open end arranged at an inclination there-

to such that when the shield is flattened one side thereof

will extend beyond the other side, whereby the opening
out of the shield is facilitated.

888,992. DRESS FORM. Lints T. Fdrnas, Lima, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 28. 1907. Serial No. 390,464.

1. A finger shield comprising a jacket of crape paper,

to closely fit the flng«r, having the oitrance opening there-

of cut ofl^ at an angle and provided with an internal

flange, for the parpoae described.

1. As an Improved article of manufacture, an adjusf-
nble dress form constructed wholly of a pliable material
and consisting of a body section, and a series of over-lying
flounces secured on the face of the body section, each
flounce at this point of engagement with the body being
provided with a hem, and draw strings within the hems
secured at their outer ends, their free ends being passed
out through the body at Its central portion as described.

2. As an improved article of manufacture, an adjustable
dress form constructed wholly of fabric and comprising
a iKxly section having a straight upper and curved lower
edge, a series of over lapping flounces upon the outer face
of tbe body shaped correspondingly to the body and at-

tached thereto at their upper edges by means of hems, and
pairs of tapes in each hem, said tapes being secured to the
body at their outer ends, their inner ends being passed
loosely out through the back of the body rendering the
article adjustable to any desired thickness or form, as
described.

3. A dress form constructed of fabric and consisting
of a body section of a series of adjustable overlying
flounces of corresponding shape to that of the body secured
to the outer face of the body and extending from end to
end, and a pair of draw strings In each flounce mainly con-
cealed by the flounce and having their outer ends fast
at the outer ends of the body and their Inner ends loosely
passed through the back of the body at Its central portion.

4. A dress form constructed of fabric and consisting of
a body section of approximately segmental shai;>e, a series
of over lying flounces of corresponding shape to that of
the body secured at their upper edges to the outer face of
the body, extending from end to end, with the exception of
a lower flounce which extends a short distance each side
of the center of the body, a single flounce at tbe lower
edge of tbe body also extending from end to end, and a
pair of draw strings in each flounce, which string* are se-

cured at their outer ends to the outer end portions of tbe
body, their inner ends being passed out through the back
central portion of the body.

5. A dress form, comprising a body, a plurality of
flounces having hems at their upper edges and secured at
said edges upon the outer face of the body one below the
other, and draw strings In the hems of tbe flounces.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

888,993. TROLLSnr - WHEEL. Fbavk M. Oabb. Phlla*
delphla, Pa. Piled Jan. 27, 1906. Serial No. 298.101.
In a trolley wheel, a wheel casting constnicted with an

interior oil chamber, a bushing extending throagb said oil

chamber and formed with a longitudinal row of apertvrea
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and a sing!*" plate lik'^ (l»»fl<»ctor carrie*! ty said l)ushinj{

and eitendlHK anirularly and curvlnglv therefrom, said

deflector having Its free edge slightly spaoed from the

wall of said rhamber and being of a width equal to the

distance between the apertures at the ends of the said

row, said apertures being formed adjacent to the concave

face of said deflector 1

888,994. SHOE. Wakrkn E Gilma.v. Haverhill. Mass.

Filed June J8. ltK>T. Serial No. 381. UTf

1. A shoe ctjmprising a romblned vamp and quarter, a

tip and an ankle portion, a piece of elastic webbing extend-

ing from the tip to the ankle portion of the shoe, a stay se-

cured to the webbing and extending froiti the tip to a

point above the Instep, and lacing strips provided with eye-

let.<« and secured to the edges of the ankle portion of the

webbing and extending to a point above the instep, said

webbing being cut so that the rubber strands extend In

a horizontal line across the ankle portion and diverge at

the Instep portion, substantially as descrlhed.

J. A shoe provided with an elastic goring consisting of

two sections extending upward from below the instep por-

tion to the ankle opening of the shoe, said goring being cut

so that the rubber strands in the goring ejtend In a hori-

lontal line across the ankle portion and diverge at the

Inatep portion, substantially as described.

888.9U5. BOTTLE SEALING CAP EiClRT J. Godman.
Jersey City, N. J . assignor to Sterling Seal Company.
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Malte. Filed Sept.

13, 1907 Serial No 302.70_'.

In combination with a bottle head haviog an annular

shoulder, a sealing cap which consists in a crown, and a

cylindrical skirt which Is provided with a horizontally-

extending exterior corrugated flange, the skirt of the cap

ind>'[)end>'ntly of the flange, being reduced In diameter by
indentation where the same is below and iidiijited to engage

7 -

the shoulder of the bottle head, substantially as and for
the purpose specified.

888,996. VIBRATOR Max K. Golden. Chicago. 111., a*.
slirnor to Horto Electrical Company. Chicago. 111., a
CoriHjration of Illinois. Filed .Mar. 4. 1907. Serial No.
860.308.

1. In a vibrator, the combination of a frame or sup-

l)orl, an electro-magnet, means for energizing the electro-

magnet, an armature for said magnet, an applicator, an
armatnre-operated vibratory striker, an abutment vibrated
by said striker to actuate said applicator, and a resilient

strip for supporting said armature
2. In a vibrator, the combination of a frame or support

an electro magnet, means for energising the magnet, an
armature for said magnet, an armature-operated striker.

an abutment vibrated by said striker, and an armature
having Integrally formed therewith a resilient strip for

retracting the armature
3. In a vibrator, the combination of a frame, or support

an electro-magnet, means for energizing the magnet, an
armature for said magnet, an armature-operated striker,

an abutment vibrated by said striker, an armature having
integrally formed therewith a resilient strip for retract

Ing and supporting the armature.

4 In a vibrator, the combination of a frame, an eleotro

magnet, means for energising the magnet, an armature
for said magnet, an armature-operated striker, an nppll

cator actuated by the striker, a yielding armature supi)ort

and an armature operated switch for controlling the op-

eration of the electro- magnet.

T). In a vibrator, the combination of a frame, an elfctro-

niagnet, means for energizing the magnet, an armature for

said magnet, an armature operated striker, an applii-atur

actuated by the striker, a resilient armature-supporting
strip, and an armature-operated switch for controlling

the operation of the electro-magnet.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]
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888.997. DEVICE FOR IMPRESSING SEALS ON
P.VPERS. Felix Gottschalk, New York, N. Y., as-

signor to .\dju8table Seal Company. New York, N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York Filed Feb. 1, 1908. Serial

No. 413.831

1. In a device for impressing' seals on papers, in com-

biiiution. a frame, romprisinw opposite end uprights, sep-

arated upper and lower rail like members extending be-

tween and secured to said uprights, and a pair of parallel

loriKltudinally arranged rotative feed screw shafts, ex-

tendinu. one above the other, between and having journal

supports in said end uprights, a pair of opposed die carry-

ing members supported and guided on the rail like frame

members for longitudinal movements, and having en-

gagements with said screw shafts, one of said members

having the die bodily carried thereby transversely mov-

able thereon towards and away from tht companion die,

and means for operating such transversely movable die,

and means for causing rotary movements of the screw

shafts in unison.

:^ In a device for impressing seals on papers, a rec-

tangular frame or support comprising upper and lower

parallel separated bars, opposed die carrying members

having both supporting and guiding engagements with

said bars and carrying companion dies constantly In reg-

ister, one of said dies being movable to positions against

and separated from the other die, means for imparting Its

movements thereto, screw shafts mounted horizontally on

said rectangular frame and having feed engagements re-

spectively with said opposed die carrying members, and

means for rotating both of said screw shafts In unison

3. In a device for Impressing seals on papers. In com-

bination, a frame comprising a base, opposite end uprights,

separated upper and lower supporting and guiding bars

extending at one side of said frame longitudinally be-

tween said uprights, and a pair of parallel longitudinally

arranged rotative feed screw shafts at the other side of

the frame supported by and extending between the said

end uprights, a pair of opposed die carrying members hav-

ing sliding engagements with said bars for longitudinal

movements therealong, and having engagements with said

screw shafts, one of said members having Its die trans-

versely movable thereon, and means for operating such

die. pinion gears on an end of each screw shaft, a gear

wheel. In mesh with both said pinions, having a rotating

handle therefor.

4. In combination a frame comprising a base, opposite

end uprights one of which is chambered, and separated

upper and lower supporting and guiding bars at one side

of said frame extending longitudinally between and rigidly

connected with said uprights, a pair of parallel longitudi-

nally arranged rotative feed screw shafU at the other side

of the frame having end portions thereof Journaled In the

uprights, and each screw shaft having a pinion gear at

an end thereof within said chambered casing, a gear

wheel In mesh with both of said pinions, and an axial stud

therefor on which it rotates and by which It Is supported

In the chambered casing, upper and lower die carrying

members having apertures and in supporting and guiding

engagements on said bars and having supporting engage

ments about and also screw engagements with said screw-

shafts, the lower member having a fixed die and the upper

member having Its die movable vertically transversely

relatively to the fixed die and In constant registry there-

with, and means for operating the movable die.

5. In combination, a frame and a pair of parallel lon-

gitudinally arranged rotative feed screw shafts supported

thereby, a pair of opposed die carrying members sup-

ported by and guided for longitudinal movements along

the frame having loosely embracing engagements about

said screw shafts and having recesses therein, of segments

detachably confined in said recesses of the die carrying

members and having their engagemenis with the screw-

shafts and means for causing rotary movements in uulson

of both said screw shafts

888,998. ATTACHMENT FOR SPINNING MACHINES.
Porter D. Got ld, Hillslwro. N. H Filed May 3, 1907.

Serial No. 371,676.

V^y2

1 In a spinning machine, the combination with a loose

pulley, a tight pulley, a belt therefor and a shipper, of

means for limiting the motion of the shipper when the

machine Is started, to such a position that the belt in the

extreme position to which It may be moved by the shipper

will be partly on the loose pplley and partly on the tight

pulley.

J. In a spinning machine having a carriage, a frame, a

belt, and a loose and a fast pulley, the combination with

the shipper, of means for holding the shipper In position

to keep the belt partly on the loose pulley and partly on

the fast pulley when the belt is shipped to sUrt the ma-

chine, and until after the carriage moves back to the

frame the first time.

.'V In a spinning machine, the combination with a

shipper, a loose pulley, a fast pulley and a belt therefor,

of means for limiting the motion of the shipper *o a po-

sition in which the belt is partly on the loose pulley and

partly on the fast pulley, and means for moving said

limiting means to Inoperative position while the machine

operates automatically.

4 In a spinning machine, the combination with a

pivoted shipper, of a swinging arm mounted on the frame,

an adjustable fork thereon for engaging the shipper and

limiting the motion thereof, and means for moving the

fork Into inoperative position when the machine Is oper-

ated automatically.

r>. .\n attachment for a spinning machine having a

shipper, and twist slide comprising a bracket mounted on

the frame, an arm swingingly mounted on the bracket, a

fork adjustably mounted on the arm and adapted to en-

gage the shipper of the machine, and means on the twist

slide of the machine for holding the fork in inoperative

position when the twist slide is raised.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]
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888.9M. REINFORCED CONCRETE FLOOR AND CEIL- frame, and Intprmedlate horizontal members extending
ING. Gkokqk M. (Jraham. •"hlcaKO. 111., a98i)fnor to from rafftT u, rafter to support the central parts of the

Q. A. Edward Kohler, Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 17, 1807.
,

wire wrapping against sagging.

Serial No. 397.850. |
|

(Clalma 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

Q T 3= fc:

The herein described method of forratng hollow rein-

forced concrett.' .ioors In which the reinforcv is formed by

wires wound around a border frame of round tubing to

provide upper and lower skeleton wire centers with per-

forated lathing secured to the upper section, with a move-
ment of the one section effecting a correspondin>; move-
ment of the other section, such method involving the pre-

liminary Introduction from above of a fine concrete, the

stoppage of the same by a temporary anible mold plate

attached to the lower center to efft-ct an accumulation of

the concrete around and upon said center, the suiisequent

Introdactlon from above of a coarse concrete and the stop-

page of tlie same by perforated lathing attached to the

upper center to effect an accumulation of such concrete
upon and around the upper center, and draw the lower
Bk-'leton wire center into a taut and tlat condition, sub-

stantially as set forth.

889,000. REINFORCED CONCRETE R()OF
GaAHAU, Chicago, 111., assignor to G. A
Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 10, 1907. Seh*!

Georoi M.
Edward Kohler,

No. 405,889.

1. A skeleton reinforcing frame for' concrete roofs,

comprising a base formed of a series of round beams, a

round ridge pole, a series of round rafters, and a con-

tinuous wrapping of wire around the outside of the entire

frame comprising the base frame and rafters and tending

to hold the rafters to the frame
2. \ skeleton reinforcing frame for concrete roofs, com-

prising a base formed of a series of rouni beams, a round
ridge pole, a series of round rafters, and a continuous

wrapping of wire around the outside of the entire frame
comprising the base frame rafters and ridge pole, trans-

verse to the ridge pole, and tendint: to hold the rafters to

the frame.

3. .\ skeleton reinforcing frame for con<-rete roofs, com-
prising a Ijase formed of a series of round beams, a round
ridge pole, a series of round rafters, and continuous wrap-
pings of wire. In crossed relation, around the outside of

the entire frame comprisink; the ba.se frame and rafters

and tending to hold the rafters to the frasae.

4. .\ skeleton reinforcing frame for concrete roofs, com-
prising a base formed of a series of round beams, a round
ridge pole, a series of round rafters, a aontinuous wrap-
ping of wire around the outside of the eatlre frame com-
prising the base frame and rafters and tending to hold the
rafters to the frame, and intermediate horiiontal mem-
bers extending from rafter to rafter to support the cen-

tral parts of the wire wrapping against sagging.

5 -A. skeleton reinforcing frame for concrete roofs, com-
prising a base formed of a series of round beams, a round
ridge pole, a series of round rafters, a aontinuous wrap-
ping of wire around the outside of the entire frame com-
prising the base frame rafters and ridge pole, transverse
to the ridge pole, and tending to hold the rafters to the

8 89,00 1. FAN WHEEL AND CASINO. William W.
Okkzn, Chicago, 111., assignor to Garden City Fan Com-
pany, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed June
8, 1907. Serial No. 377,912.

1. A device of the class described comprising a hou.sing,

a shaft, a fan comprising a central hub, a series of blades
angularly disposed to said shaft, said ends terminating in

curved ends, said housing being provided with an iulet op-

paslte the center of said fan and an outlet extending from
the lower part thereof, the blades of said fan being In close

proximity to the Inlet side of said housing, a chamber or
open air space being f. rmed between the fan and opposite
side.

-. A device of the class descril)ed comprising a shaft, a
fan seated thereon, and a housing inclosing the fan. said
fan comprLsIng a hub. a series of radially extending blades
angularly disposed to the line of said shaft and a circular
plate or disk surrounding said shaft and extending to the
inner periphery of the blades.

3. .\ device of the class described comprising a shaft, a
fan seated thereon, and a hou.sing inclosing the fan, said
fan comprising a hub. a series of radially extending blades
angularly disposed to the line of said shaft and a circular
plate or disk surrounding said shaft and extending to the
Inner periphery of the blades, said blades being secured to
said disks.

4. A device of the class described comprising a shaft, a
fan seated thereon, and a housing Inclosing the fan. said
fan comprislDg a hub, a series of radially extending blades
angularly disposed to the line of said shaft terminating In

plate or di.sk surrounding said shaft and extending to the
Inner periphery of the blades, said blades being secured to
said disks, said fan and disks being so pusitioned In said
housing a.s to form a chamber between said disk and the
side of the housing opposite the Intake.

5. A device of the class described comprising a shaft, a

fan seated thereon, and a housing Inclosing the fan, said
fan comprising a hub. a series of radially extending blades
angularly disposed to the line of said shaft terminating In

a curved end and a circular plate or disk surrounding said
shaft and extending to the Inner periphery of the blades.

[Claims tj to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,002. DENTAL CEMENT AND PROCESS FOR MAN-
UFACTURING THE SAME. Fra.vk L. Grim and Gab-
RBTT L. QaiER, Milford, Del. Filed Sept. 4, 1907. Serial
No. 391,313.

1. A process for manufacturing a material especially

adapted for use as a translucent dental cement, which con-
sists in combining a thorium compound insoluble in water

i
but capable of chemical reactions with phosphoric add,
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with a fnsed and finely ground base consisting of silica,

lime, alumina, and titanic oxid, and with phosphoric acid
or acid phosphates in solution, substantially as herein set
forth.

2. The process for producing a translucent dental ce-
ment, which consists in preparing from its solutions, a
thorium silicate and combining the same with a base con-
taining titanium oxid.

3. A process for producing a translucent dental cement,
which consists in combining a thorium compound with a
solution of phosphoric acid, or a solution of phosphoric
acid modified by the addition of certain soluble salts of
zinc, and aluminum.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a translucent dental
cement or filling composed of a thorium compound In con-
junction with a base consisting of silica, lime, alumina,
and titanic oxid, in combination with solations of phos-
phoric acid substantially as herein set forth.

5. A new article of manufacture for forming a trans-
lucent dental cement, consisting of a composition of mat-
ter containing a thorium compound adapted to have a set-
ting reaction with phosphoric acid.

889.003. BOTTLE-STOPPER. Ghoroe S. Grinee, Bridge-
ton, N. J. Filed July 31, 1907. Serial No. 386,433.

A bottle having a neck provided with an annular flange
and a tapering mouth. In combination with a stopper, an
annular washer seated upon said flange and projecting be-
yond the latter, said stopper consisting of a tapering cup
seated upon the annular washer.

889.004. ENVELOP OPENER. Ha.ns F. Ha.nsen, Granite
Heights. Wis. Filed Mar. 10, 1906. Serial No. 305,341.

An envelop opMMT co«prlslng a hollow handle bifur-
cated at Its forward end, a blade provided with a shank fit-

ting in said bifurcation, laterally projecting shoulders
formed on said shank adjacent said blade, overlapping and
bearing against the side portion of said handle, the ex-
treme end of the bifurcated i»ortlon projecting beyond the
shoulders forming guide-fingers upon opposite sides of the
blade, the shoulders being beveled In opposite dlr^'ctions
forming guides, a corrugation formed on said handle, and
a sheath adapted to fit over said handle, for the purpose
set forth.

9,00.-5. VERTICAL FOLDING FIRE-DOOR Robert
W. Hare, Pittsburg. I'a Filed .\ug. Ifi, 1907. Serial
No. 388,641'

1 In a fire door, the combination with a wail having an
opening formed therein, of vertically disposed guide bars

arranged at the sides of said opening and having their
front flanges cut away to provide outwardly extending
guide lugs, a door movably mounted between said bars and
comprising a weighted bottom section, an intermediate
section and a top section, all hinged together, said inter-
mediate and top sections being of a less width than said
weighted section, weights for counter-balancing said door
when in a raised position, a weight for temporarily re-

tarding the downward movement of said top section, and
means for retaining said top section in engagement with
said gnlde-bars.

2. A fire door comprising three hinged sections, guides
secured to the wall or casing which said door closes, said
guides being cut away to permit of two of said sections
swinging outwardly, lugs carried by said guides for guiding
one of said sections, weights counter-balancing said door
when raised, a weight for temporarily retarding the move-
ment of said sections when the door is closing, and means
for limiting the upward movement of said door.

3. A flre door comprising a plurality of hinged sections,
bars for guiding the movement of said sections, weights fot
counter-balancing said door when in a raised position,
and a weight for retarding the closing movement of one of
said sections.

4. A flre door comprising a plurality of horizontal
hinged sections, two of said sections folding outwardly,
guides for engaging two of said sections, lugs carried by
said guides for engaging the other of said sections, means
for temporarily holding said door in a raised and folded
position, and means for temporarily retarding the move-
ment of one of said sections when the first mentioned
means is released.

5. A flre door comprising a plurality of hinged sections,
two of said sections being adapted to fold outwardly.
guides for engaging two of said sections, lugs carried by
said guides for engaging the other of said sections, and
means for temporarily holding two of said sections in a
folded position.

[Claims <j to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.006. DRAFT" - EQUALIZER. .Toha.v 0. Helgesox.
Soldiers Grove, Wis. Filed .\pr. 10, 1907. Serial No.
367,375.

In a draft equalizer, the combination of a plurality of
equalizers connected in multiple, so as to equalize the
draft on eight or ten horses, chains for connecting the
equalizers In multiple, said equalizers comprising main
and supplemental equalizing beams, one pair of the supple-
mental equalizing beams having slots, sliding adjustable
members positioned therein, said members having chain
connection with one of the main e(juallzlng beams, said
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applemental equalising beams having

members to bold the sliding members in

•crew-threaded

aijusted position

and doubletrees harinij sw::i-;- ; r • -.

carried by the said supplf'mf'nta! (n-ams

L^au-'cted thereto

889,00 7. END RAIL KuK I!P:i> - SPRINGS George

HOLDBX. Merchantville. N .1 .
assignor to Bernstein

Manufacturing Company. Phila<1.1phia. I'a.. a Corpora

tion (U- IVnnsylvanla. Filed Dec. 2. 1*)7. Serial No

404,673.

1. Au -ud rail fur a (••il spring romposed of a body hav

Ing Its f'duMs •xt^tid^-.l In similar direction forming flanges.

one of which is i.f K'r-^ar.T width than the other flange and

provided with a plurality of openings set back from its

edge, the other flange having a plurality of projecting

m.-aib»'r8 which ar^ adapted to pass through said openings

around the opposite face of the flange and be elenched

thereon

2. An end rail for a bed spring composed of a body hav-

ing Its edg''s (ii<*r<mneefed, flanges projecting respectively

from said ^dgrs. a lip .'xtendlng from one of said flanges,

and an opening in the other flange, said opening being

adapted to receive said lip and permit U to pass there-

through and be clenched on the last-named flange, the

flan.'f- containin,' said opening eitendlDg beyond the

flangf containing said lip

3. \Q end rail for a bed spring compose^l of a body hav-

ing Its edgf-s dis^onn^*cted and extended to similar direc-

tion forming t1an;:fs projecting respectively from said

edg'-s. a Up t>xr>^ndlng from on*- of said flanges, and an

opening In the other flange adapted to receive said lip. the

advance edge of said Up being pointed and the back of the

game curved inwardly, said lip b<'ing pa.s»ed through the

opening and •xtend^d toward said body and clenched

against th.- opposite side of the opposite flange to firmly

clamp th'> fabric betwpen the horizontal faces of the

flanges

4 An end rail for a btMl spring, composed of a body hav-

ing Its edges extended In horizontal parallel relation form

Ing flanges, one of which Is of greater width than the

other and provided with a plurality of openings set back

from the edge of the flange, and the other with a plurality

of angtilarHr disposed Integral memb»^rs adapted to pass

through said openings around the opposite face of the

wider r^anire and be olenrhf^d thereon, while the fabric will

he flrmly clamped between thf" flanges.

889,008. MEASURING MACHINE W.\BRKr« T. HoLLis.

Boston, Mass. Filed Nov. 23, l'.>nT Serial No. 403,523.

1 In ,1 machine of the character described, in comblDa-

ti<in, an index or pointer, a dial with which the same co-

operates, a rotatable b»>d roll, a plurality of internally

toothed movable measuring elements co5peratlng with said

bed roll, toothed wheels In engagement with the Intt-rnal

teeth of said elements, toothed hubs or pinions attached

to said toothed wheels, a shaft on which said toothed

wheals and hubs are loosely mounted, toothed rotatabb'

devices nt rmally In ^'ngagem^nt with said toothed hubs, a

shaft on which sal<l tixithed devices are loosely mounted,

and mechanism connecting said toothed devices with said

index or pointer, substantially as described.

2 In a machine of the character described, in combina-

tion, a plurality of endless measuring fU'nients arranged

side by side in substantially close proximity and provided

with Internal teeth, an indicating d.'vlQe. gears In mesh

with the internal teeth of said measuring flemi'nts, and
means actuated by said gt-ars for operating said Indicating

device, substantially as described.

•^ In a machine of the character described, in comblna

tlon. a plurality of endless measuring elements arranged

side by side in substantially close proximity to present a

substantially continuous '-ontacilng surface, an indicating

device, and means located within said endless elements

and driven by the same for actuating said indicating de-

vice, substantially as described

4. In a machine of the cliaracter descritwd. In comblna

tlon, a plurality of endless measuring elements arranged

side by side In substantially close proximity to present a

substantially c-ontlnuous contacting surface, nieans within

said endless elements to suspend the same, an indicatini;

device, and means located within said endless elements

and driven by the same for actuating said indicating de-

vice, substantially as descrllxvl

,"> In a machine of the eharacter described. In cumbin:i

tion. a plurality of measuring elements provided with an

inner surface and arranged side by slile in substantlallv

close proximity and capable of being moved by conta.i

with the surface of the object being measured, an Indi

eating device, and mechanism for actuating said indlcnt

ing device operated by engagement with the inner sur-

face of said measuring elements, substantially as de

scribed.

rrialms fi to ^ not printed In the Gazette 1

*<S9.0O0 DRIER I'.\t t. \V Hm.sTKi.v. Columbus. Ohio.

asslgrnor. by mesne assignments, to The .Jeffrey Manu
facturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio Filed Aug
23, lftO«. Serial No. 331, 79S.

1 In a drier a rotatable drum, a plurality of heating

coil sections constituting a cage like structure concentric

with said drum and secured Interiorly to the periphery

thereof, means for supplying steam to and means for

1 draining wafer from eju h of said sections while In motion
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2. In a drier, a rotary drum, hollow trunnions there-

for, swiveled fluid connection at the exterior ends of said

trunnions, a manifold at the interior ends thereof and a
plurality of Independent coil-sections constituting a cage-

like structure, each of said coil-sections being suitably
Interiorly secured to the periphery of said drum and con-
necting said manifolds.

/-*

/^

3. In a drier, a rotary drum mounted on hollow trunnions,
swiveled fluid connections at the exterior ends of said
trunnions, and a plurality of independent, segmental coil-

sections connecting the interior ends of said trunnion
openings, said sections constituting a heating surface con-
centric with said drum.

4. In a drier, an Inclined, rotary drum mounted on
hollow trunnions, outer fluid connections for said trun-

nions, manifolds connected to the Inner ends of said trun-

nions, and a plurality of Independent coil-sections connect-
ing the corresponding arms of said manifolds and consti-

tuting with said manifolds a cage like structure concentric
with said drum, each of the sections being secured to the
periphery of said drum.

5. In a drier, an inclined, rotary drum mounted on hol-

low trunnions, outer fluid connections for said trunnions
located at opposite ends of said drum, manifolds at op
poslte ends of said drum and connected to the inner ends
of said trunnions, and a plurality of independent coll

sections constituting with said manifolds a cage like

structure each of said coll sections being suitably secured
to the periphery of said drum, the opposite ends of each
of said colls being connected to said manifolds.

IClaim (5 not printed In the Gazette
j

S 8 9,0 10. MAKING METH YLTHIOPHENOL-ORTHO
CARKOXYLIC ACID Be.nmi Homolka. Frankfort on-

the-Maln. and Richard VVeldk, Hochst-on the Main.
Germany, assignors to Farbwerke vorui. Melster Lucius
& Brllnlng, Httchst on the Main. Germany, a Corpora-
tion of Germany. Filed Feb. 5, 1907. Serial No. 355,873.
(Specimens.

»

1 .\s a new product, the methylthiophenol-o-carboxyllc
(11 id having the general formula :

.GOGH {\)

\8-CH,, (8)

wherein " R " means an aromatic residue and wherein the
hydrogen atom of the carboxyllc group may be replaced by
an alkyl radical, being colorless, soluble in alkalies, little

soluble In water, readily soluble In alcohol, methly alcohol
and glacial acetic acid, yielding, when heated with aika-

liiie condensing agents, alpha-oxy-thlonaphthene and a dye-
stuff when heated with fuming sulfuric acid.

2. The process of making methylthiophenol-o-carboxylic
acids, as set forth, which consists In causing methylatlng
agents to act (jn alkaline solutions of thiophenol-o-car-
boxyllc acids having the general formula :

/COOH (1)

wherein " R " means an aromatic residue and wherein
the hydrogen atom of the carboxyllc group may be re-

placed by an alkyl radical.

889,011. HANGER FOR CAR-DOOR RAILS. James M.
Hopkins, Chicago, III., assignor to Q. &. H. Company,
Chicago. 111., a Corporation. Filed Dec. 14. 1907, Serial

No. 406.417.

*--

1. A supporting bracket for car-door rails having a

hooked shaped portion at the upper end, whereby the
bracket can be suspended from a portion of the car-frame,
substantially as described.

2. A supporting bracket 01 hanger for car door rails

having at its upper end au angularly turned portion
adapted to overlap and interlock with a portion of the
car frame and having a seat for the rail.

3. A supporting bracket for car-door rails having a

hook portion at its upper end and a forwardly projecting
part at its lower end provided with a rail seat, substan
tially as described.

4 The combination with the car plate and the door-rail.
of a supporting bracket having an inwardly projecting
hook portion at the upper end for engaging the car plate
to suspend the bracket therefrom, and having a seat

for receiving the rail at the lower end. substantially as de-

scribed.

5. The combination with the car-plate and the Z-shaped
door rail, of a supporting bracket having a hook-portion
at the upper end for engaging the car-plate, and provided
at its lower end with a projection extending outwardly be
neath the rail and with a slot engaging the inner edge
tlauge thereof, and bolts extending through the rail and
plate, substantially as described.

889,012. MEANS FOR SUPPORTING DOOR HANCJER
TR.ACKS James M. Hopkins. Chicago. 111., assignor
to (J, A H. Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation. Filed
Mar, «, l'.»08. Serial No 4K».4<;n.

1 The combination with :i car bixiy. of a track extend
ing above the doorway and having an integral, upwardly
extending part constructed to Interlock with a part of the
car body.

2. The comliinafion with a car body. f)f a track extt^nd

ing above the doorway .niul iKivint' an Integral, upwardly
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exteniling susp^'nslon member haying a hook-shaped part

at its top adapted to engage a part of the catr body.

3. The combination with a car body, of a suspension

member extenfling above the doorway, sajd suspension

member having formed Integral with its lower end an

outwardly proj^-.tin? rail and with Us upper part a hook-

shaped portion adapted to Interlock with a part of the

car body.

4. The combination with a car body comprising in lU

construction a plate extending above the doorway of the

car of a track suspension member extending over the

doorway and having formed Integral with Its lower end

a track" and with Its upper end a flanged partlon adapted

to interlock with said plate. 1

889,015. TROLLEY. Albest 8. Janin, New York. N. Y.,

assignor of one-third to Amelia Janln. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Filed Nov. 16, 1906. Serial No. .•?43,672.

g89 . 1 3 . COMBINED SNAP - HOOK .\ND BUCKLE.

John W. Hltchisox, New MaUmoras. Ohjo. Filed July

2 1907. Serial No. .S81,8.S1.

The combination with a buckle frame, a tongue rockable

thereon, a snap hook having a frame comprising two side

bars that are Integral with the buckle frame, and a rock-

able keeper bar pivoted on the buckle frame and working

between the side bars, of a buckle frame and a tongue

thereon mounted upon the snap hook frame, the tongue of

said buckle passing between the side bars on the snap hook

frame, and a cross bar on said buckle frame loosely held

between a curved end of the snap hook franje and the free

end of the keeper bar.

8OV, HaaiOta. Manitoba. Canada.

Serial No. 382.50T.

.MALtOLM B. .Iack-

Filed July 6, 1907.

/

1. A trouser stretcher, comprising i;rlp|)inj,' blocks for

engagement with the Inside of the trouser leg at opposite

sides thereof, pairs of levers pivotally connected with the

said blocks, a wplkcht connected with a levee of each pair, a

head connected witb the other lever of each pair of levers

and in which head the said weight Is mounted to slide and

means for permitting movement of the weight In one direc-

tion and preventing Its movement in the other direction.

2. A trouser stretcher, comprising gripping blocks for

engagement with the Inside of the trouser leg at opposite

sides thereof, pairs of levers pivotally connected with the

uald blocks, a weight connected with a lever of each pair,

a head connected with the other lever of each pair of levers

and In which head the said weight is mounted to slide, and

a spring catch held on the said head and engaging teeth on

the said weight to hold the latter against upward move-

ment.

1. Id a iroiiey, a contact roller and means independent

of the contact surface of the roller for locking said roller

stationary, whereby the roller may act also In the capacity

of a scraper.

2. In a trolley, a tension-controlled frame, a contact

roller removably mounted In the said frame, means inde-

pendent of the peripheral surfaces of the roller, for locking

the said roller stationary when desired, and roller bear-

ings for the said roller.

3. In a trolley, a support, a shaft mounted In said sup-

port, means for holding said shaft stationary, a contact

roller revolubly mounted upon the said shaft, means for

locking the contact roller In fixed position, and segmental

guards that span the ends of the shaft and are carried ly

its supports.

4. In a trolley, a support, a shaft removably mounted in

the said support, means for holding said shaft stationary,

a contact roller revolubly mounted upon the said shaft,

means for locking the contact roller In fixed position, and

segmental guards that span the ends of the shaft and are

carried by Its supports.

5. In a trolley, a tension controlled diamond-shaped

frame, a link connection between the upper side members

of the frame and a link connection between the lower side

members of the frame, means for limiting the upward and

downward movement of the frame, cheek pieces to which

the upper terminal portions of the upper members of the

frame are pivoted, guards located at the exterior faces -.f

said cheek pieces, a roller mounted in said cheek pieces atul

a device for locking said roller stationary to act in the dual

capacity of a contact and scraper.

; Claims t> to H not printed In the Gatette.J

889,016. RED TETRAZO DYE Kahl Jkdlicka and Ak-

XOLD ScHEDLKK, Basel, Switzerland, assignor to The

Firm of Society of Chemical Industry in Basle. Basel,

Switzerland. Filed May 14, 1007. Serial No. ;{73,6;i2.

1. The herein described process for the manufacture of

red tetraao dyestuCfs, which consists in combining one mole-

cule of the tetrazo-derlvatlve of an azoxyamin with two

molecules of amldoarylacldyl-amldonaphtholsulfonlc acids

of the general formula :

•,.H,-x|-(
-NH-CO R-NH,
OH
S< > ,H ' X

(Where R represents the rest of an aromatic radical).

2. The herein described process for the manufacture of

red tetrazo-dyestuffs, which consists In combining one mole-

cule of a tetrazotlsed azoxyamin with two molecules of

amldobenioylamldonaphtholsulfontc acids.

3. The herein described process for the manufacture of

tetrazo-dyestuffs. which consists in combining one mole-

cule of a tetrazotlzed aioxyamln with two molecules of

meU - amidobenzoylamldonaphtholsulfonlc acids, one at

least of the said two molecules being a molecule of a meta-

amido-benzoyl 2 araldo-5-naphthol-l :7-dlsulfonlc acid.

4. As new products, the tetrazo-dyestuffs which can be

obtained by combination of the tetrazo-derlvatlve of an
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azoxyamin with amldoarylacldylamidonaphtholsulfonlc
acids and which correspond to the formula

^N-R-N=N-C„H,-x
)

\N-R-N=N-C„H,-x

-.VH-CO.Ri-NH,
-OH
-(SOiH)x
-NH-CO.R,-NH,
-OH
-(S<»,H)x

(where R. Rj and Rj signify rests of aromatic radicals),

forming In dry state red to reddish-brown powders soluble

In water with yellowish-red to bluish red coloration and

dyeing unmordanted cotton orange-red to bluish-red shades

which, when further dlazotlzed on the fiber and developed

with beta naphthol. yield valuable red tints fast to wash

ing.

889,017. CUTTER FOR SHEEP-SHEARING. S»TH L.

JoHN.soN, Bradford. England, assignor to The York-

shire Wool & lA'ather Co . Limited, Bradford, England.

Filed July 3, 1907. Serial No. 382.057.

1. In apparatus for removing wool, hair or tb« like from

the skins of animals, the combination of a rotary cutting

disk, having minute serrations upon Its periphery, a casing

arranged above .sjnd cutting disk, means mounted within

aid casing I'T rotating sjiid disk, a guard plate hinged

to the casing, and means for securing said guard plate in

operative position.

2. in apparatus for removing wool, hair or the like from

the skins of animals, the combination of a rotary cutting

disk having a niiml»er of finely divided serrations upon Its

periphery, a casing arranged above said cutting disk, a ro-

tatable sleeve mounted within said casing, means for se-

curing the disk to said sleeve, a guard plate hinged to the

casing and means, passing through said sleeve to the top

of the casing, for securing said guard plate in operative

position.

3. In apparatus for removing wcxil, hair or the like from

the skins of animals, the combination of a rotary cutting

disk having a number of finely divided serrations upon

its j>erlphery. a guard plate therefor, a casing arranged

above said cutting disk, means In said casing, for rotating

the disk, a flexible shaft connected to said rotating means,

a nonrotatable covering for said flexible shaft, and means

for allowing of the rotation of the casing with the flexible

shaft Independently of the non rotatable covering.

4. In apparatus for removing wool, hair or the like from

the skins of animals, the combination of a rotary cutting

disk having a numt)er of finely divided serrations upon Its

periphery, a guard plate therefor, a rasing arranged above

said cutting disk, means in said casing for mtatinif the

disk, a tlcxitile shaft connected to said rotating means, a

hollow manipulating handle secured to the casing, a non-

rotatable covering for said flexible shaft extending from

the handle to a power sh.aft, a groove on said handle, and
projections on the non rotatable covering engaging said

groove.

5. In apparatus for removing wool hair or the like from
the skins of animals, the combination of a rotary cutting

disk having a mimber of flnely divided serrations upon its

periphery, an Inclosed casing arranged above said disk, a

guard plate hinged to said casing and having fingers pro-

jei'tlng l>eyond the periphery of the disk, a rotatable sleeve

In said casing carrying the disk, a bolt for supporting the

guard plate and passing through said sleeve, and l<evel

gearing Inclosed in said casing for rotating the sleeve.

889,018.

Mont.

SAFETY STIRRUP
Filed July IG, 1907.

William Jones, Helena,

Serial No. 384.002.

1. A stirrup of the class described comprising an upper
member and a lower member detachably connected thereto,

one of said members having recesses In opposite sides

thereof providing stop shoulders, such stop shoulders

having clearance openings, the other member having

tongues to enter such recesses and laterally extending

wlngts on such tongues to enter such clearance openings

and bear on such stop shoulders.

2. A stirrup of the class descril»ed comprising an upper
menit»er. and a lower member detachably connected thereto,

one of said members having recesses In opposite sides

thereof providing stop shoulders, such stop shoulders hav-

ing clearance openings, the other member having tongues

to enter such recesses and laterally extending wings on
such tongues to enter such clearance openings and bear

on such stop shoulders, the first mentioned member hav-

ing spring locking devices and the tongues of the last

mentioned member having notches for engagement of such

spring locking devices.

889.019. MULTIPLE STAGE TURBINE. Jo.sef Kakrer.
Zurich, Switzerland, assignor to The Firm of Maschinen-

fabrik Oerlikon. Oerlikon. near Zurich. Switzerland.

Filed July 12, 190« Serial No. 325,m68.

1. In a multi-stage, elastic fluid pressure turbine, the

combination with the moving blade rings, of a succession

of pressure stages of similar diameter, fixed expansion

giiide passages acting upon a portion of the r>eriphery of

the moving blade rings, the peripheral extent of said ac-

tion being the same for each pressure stage and Increasing

In size radially to accommodate the expansion in the suc-

cessive stages.

2. In a multi-stage elastic fluid pressure turbine, the

combination with the moving blade wheels of a succession

of pressure stages of similiir diameter, fixed expansion

guide passages acting upon a portion of the peilphery of

their respective wheels, the peripheral extent of said ac-

tion l>elng substantially the same in each stage and said

expansion guide passages Increasing in slee radially to

acc<immodate the Increase In expansion, the blades of the

wheels Increasing In length or radial extent In accordance

with the increase of radial extent of the expansion guide

passages to which they appertain.

3. In a multl stage elastic fluid pressure turbine, the

combination with the moving blade wheels having blades

Increasing In radial extent from the higher to tiie lower

stages, of a succession of pressure stages of similar diam-

eter, expansion guide passages acting upon a portion of

the periphery of the wheels to the same peripheral extent
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in all the stages and incrfaalng in radial jimensiuD from
the higher to the lower stages.

4. In a multi-stage elastic fluid [ip'ssurt" turbint". thf

combination with the moving blad*' whffl.s havlnic blad»'s

increasing in radial extent in the succeasire stages, of a

succession of pressure stages of similar diameter, eipan
slon guide passages acting' upon a portion of the pe

rlphery of the wheels, th»> periptieral »'xt»>nt of said

expansion guide passages being thp same \n all the stages

and increasing In radial extent in each of the successive

stages, and the expansion guide passages for each stage
increasing In size In a nidia! direction frcni their Inlet

to their outlet.

5. In a multi-stage elastic fluid pressure turbine, being
divided Into groups of presst:rt> stages i»hich pressure
stages have a similar diameter within their respective

group, moving blade wheels in each gr/iup whose blades
increase radially from the highest to the lowest stage of

each group, expansion guide passages arranged In sets
for each wheel, the peripheral extent of which is thp
same throughout .1 irmup but increases in radial extent In

accordance with the sizes of the moving Diades, the pe
ripherai extent of the sets of the expansion guide passages
of the groups Increasing from the higher to the lower
groups, the radial extent of the expansion fiilde passages
of the first stage of each sncct^eding group being consider-
ably less than that of the last stage of the preceding
group.

889.020. KETTLK-PROTECTOR. Hei.em T Kellogo,
Dayton. Ohio. Filed Feb. 18. 1908. Serial No 416,476.

T—

^

1. .V kettle protector ct>mprlslng a m*'tal disk prOTcded
with a series of perforations and a series of plates plToted
near the outer edge of said disk and adapted to bf swung
Inwardly or outwardly to covf>r th*" bottom n{ the kt'ttio to

prevent burning of th<> food.

J. .V kettle protector comprising a perforated disk, a se-

* ries of plates pivoted near the outer edge of said disk, said
plates overlapping each other and adapted to be swung in

aardly or outwardly to rit various sizes of ksttles.

named lever, means for retaining the longer lever nor-
mally out of the path of the movement of the arms, and

4

means for retaining the sborter lerer
path of the movement of the arms.

889.022. SYRINGE. .!.<<.« Kinsei. Philadelphia.
Filed Mar 1<». 1907. .Serial .No. .'ifl,S,17,^.

the

Pa.

c
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plane of the bed and the path of moTemeat of the aaw,

and means for holding said trough at any angle to the

plane o? the bed.

X...f. '4f>>——^ . ^— , r/»

3. A miterinii ma> hine comprising a bed, an arm pivot-

ally connected therewith and carrying a saw guide, a tilt-

ing work table adapted to be disposed at various angles

r^latlvply to the bed. a back for said table, and head pieces

connecting the table and back at the opposite ends there-

of and extending from the underside of tbe table to the

rear side of the back.

4. A mlterlng machine comprising a bed, an arm pivot-

ally connected therewith, a saw guide adjtt.^table length-

wise on said arm. and a tilting work holding trough

journaled In the bed and adapted to be hi-ld at various

angles relatively to the bed.

5. K mlterlng machine comprising a bed having aper-

tures therein, an arm plvotally connected with the bed

and carrying a saw guide, and a tilting table embodying

a shaft journaled on the bed and leaves movable together

and adapted to occupy the apertures in the bed and to be

set at various angles relatively to the bed

[Claims (5 to not printed in the Gazettt^.]

889.027 STRAW CHUTE AM) DRAFT APPLIANCE.
Fredrick A. M.u-.wire, Havre. Mont. Filed Apr. 2,

1907 Serial No. 365.996.

the opposite end of the draft chamber, and means for hold-

ing said door In an adjusted position.

.5. The combination with a furnace, of a straw chute

and draft appliance, comprising a casing, a door plvotally

mounted therein, a draft chamber projecting at one end

beyond the casing and through the door-way of said fur-

nace, and a di>or pivoted to the opposite end of the draft

Chamb'^r.

1. A ttraw chute and draft appliance comprising a cas-

ing, a door plvotally mounted within the ca.sing. a draft

chamber proj.'ctint: at one end tieyond saii casing, and a

door pivoted to the opposite end uf the draft chamber.

2. A straw chute and draft appliance coeaprlslng a cas-

ing provided on one end with a flange, a door plvotally

mounted within the casing, a draft chambeir projecting at

one end beyond the flange of said casing, »nd a door piv-

oted to the opposite end of the draft chamber.

3. A straw chute and draft appliance comprising a cas-

ing having a flange on one end, a door plvotally mounted

within the* casing, a draft chamber projectang at one end

beyond said casing, and having its top plate projecting

beyond Its bottom plate, and a door pivoted to the opposite

end of said chamber.

4 A straw chute and draft appliance, comprising a cas-

ing, a door plvotally mounted therein, a draft chamber

projecting at one end beyond said casing, a door pivoted to

8 8 9,028. RAILWAY CROSS-TIE. George R. Mavis,

Wymore. Nebr Filed Aug. 16, 1907. Serial No. 388,754.

1. .\ cross tie, comprising a four sided metal shell, a

core tube therein, and reinforcing truss plates engaging

the shell and tube

2. .\. cross tie, comprising a four sided metal shell, a

core tube extended longitudinally therein, reinforcing

truss plates engaging the shell and core tube, and concrete

material filling the shell

3. A cross tie, comprising a four-sided plate metal shell

open in the bottom wall, angle iron plates on the lower

corners of the shell, a core tube extended longitudinally in

the shell, reinforcing truss plates held In the shell and en-

gagiukt the core tube for holding it In place, a tie bar

mounted on the upper side of the shell, a reinforcing tie

bar within the core tube, and means for clamping said tul)e

and tie bars upon the shell

4. -\ cross tie. comprising a four sided sh>'ll. a rore tube

therein, clampini; means on the shell and within the tube,

and a concrete flUlng in the shell.

5. A cross tie, comprlsinK a four-walled plate metal shell

open i)n the lower side, a fore tube within the shell ex-

tended longitudinally, a tie bar extt-nded l.'ngthwlse on the

top wall of the shell, a reinforcing tie t)ar In the core tube,

clamps and bolts adapted for securing the tie bars clamped

toward each other, a plurality of transverse truss plates

engagin;: the inner walls of the shell and encircling the

core tube, and a concrete ftlllnK In the shell.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Cazette.]

3 89.029. MECHANICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
Philip .1 Mf.mci.. Bayonne. N .1. Filed Oct. 6. 11>06

Serial No. 337.692.

1. In a musical instrument, a plurality of note .sounding

devices, mechanisms for varying the force applied to sound

a note, each such mechanism controlling a group of adja-

cent note-sounding devices, each group being so small in

number as to permit solo or thematic effects to be produced,

and means for operating such mechanisms.
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2. In a musical Instrument, a plurality of note-sounding
devices, mechanisms for varying the force applied to sound
a note, each such mechanism controlling a group of adja-
cent note-sounding devices, each group being so small In

number as to permit solo or thematic effects to be produced,
and manually controlled means for operating such mech-
anisms.

3. Iti a musical instrument, a plurality of note-sounding
devices, pneumatically actuated mechanisms for varying
the force applied to sound a note, each such mechanism
controlling a group of adjacent note-sounding devices, each
group being so small In number as to permit solo or the-
matic effects to be produced, and means for operating soch
mechanisms.

4. In a mechanical piano or like musical Instrument,
strings, hammers, a plurality of pneumatically actuated
means each constructed and fitted to reduce the range of
movement of a small Kroup of said hammers, and a plu-
rality of ducts connected thereto, a suitably sliding block
and a finger lever pivoted thereon for closing said ducts for
controlling the passage of air through each of said ducts at
will, substantially for the purpose specified.

5. In u mechanical piano or like musical instrument,
strings, hammers, a tracker, means for moving a music
sheet over said tracker, a plurality of pneumatically actu-
ated means each constructed and fitted to reduce the range
of movement of a small group of .said hammers, mnnuully
controlled sliding means for controlling each of said pneu-
matically actuated means, and an Indicator secured to said
sliding means and adapted to pass over a music sheet
moved over said tracker, substantially for the purposes
specified.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 9,030. MAILBA(; CATCHER AND DELIVERER.
Uarrv E. Messeu-smixh, Huntington. W Vn F'lled Mar
16, 190«. Serial No. 421,368.

1. In combination, a standard, a part on the top thereof
provided with a pair of cam-shaped notches In Its upper
face, a vertical rotatable member mounted on said part
and provided at its lower end with a cam shaped tooth
adapted to engage In either one of the aforesaid notches, a
spring tending to rotate said member forwardly. that Is.

In the direction of the oncoming train, and a hook-like
member carried by said rotatable member, for the purpose
set forth.

2. In combination, a standard, an arm pivoted thereto
and adapted to swing downwardly when released, another

!

cooperating arm carried by a rotatable part mounted on the
standard, means for locking this arm parallel with the
aforesaid arm. and means for normally swlnK'ing this lat-

ter arm around forwardly out of the way when released.
3. In combination with a standard, a downwardly

swinsins arm thereon, a rotatable part mounted on the
standard and carrying an upper arm and u receiving hook
or neck, means for locking this rotatable part with said
arm and said hook in operative position, and means for

\

normally rotating said rotatable part when released to i

carry said arm and said hook around out of tlie way.
4. In combination with a standard carrying a laterally

,

\M O. 0.-64

projecting arm p, a receiving hook plvotally mounted in
the end of said arm to adapt It for reversal, a lock lever
pivoted on the hook and having an extension r forming
part of the mouth or throat of the hook, and means for
detachably locking the end of this lever to said arm p to

thereby hold the hook In either of its two positions.

5. In combination with a standard, a laterally-project-
ing hook mounted thereon and adapted to be reversed, and
means normally tending to swing said hook forwardly
when released in either direction to carry It around out of
the way.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,031. WIRELESS TELEPHONE. Fiancis J. Mc-
Cabtt, San Francisco. Cal. : Henry A. McCarty. adminis-
trator of said Francis J. McCarty. deceased, assignor to
McCarty Wireless Telephone Co., San Francisco, Cal.. a
Corporation of California. Filed Dec. 12. 1904. Serial
No. 236,495.

1. In a wireless telephone, menus for intensifying the
vibrations from a transmitting device, said means consist-
ing of a transmitting diaphragm with metallic contact
points, an opposed microphone transmitter, an induction
coil Including two primary, and a secondary winding, one
of said primary windings being connected with the dia-

phragm, and the other with the microphone, a local bat-

tery, connections there-througli with the coil, a spark gap
interposed in the secondary circuit, and aerial and ground
wires connected with said secondary wire.

2. In a telephone, m^'ans introduced into the transmis-
sion device, said means Including a mouth-piece, a trans-
mitting diaphrat'iu with metallic contacts, and an opposed
microphone transmitter, two primary windings connected
with the diaphrajrro and microphone coil respect lvel.\. a
secondary coil energized thereby, a spark gap device con-
nected with the secondary coil, through which the sur-
rounding aerial medium Is affected to transmit articulate
speech between a sendinj: and a receiving: medium.

3. In a telephone, means introduced into the primary
circuit, said means comprising a plurality of primary
windings, a secondary coil which is energized thereby, a
mouth-piece, a transmitting diaphragm with metallic con-
tacts and a microphone transmitter actuated in unison,
means whereby a spark is produced, and the aerial trans-

mitting medium Is affected to transmit articulate speech.
and a mechanism capable of receivini: iransmitted speech.

4. In a telephone, means Introduced into the primary
circuit, said means comprising a plurality of primary
windings whereby a secondary coil Is energized, a mouth
piece, a transmitting diaphragm with metallic contacts
and a microphone transmitter actuated in unison means
whereby a spark Is produced, and the aerial transmitting
medium Is affected to transmit articulate speech, and a
receiving mechanism capable of receiving transmitted
speech.

5. In a wireless telephone, means for intensifying the
vibrations between a primary telephone transmitter and
the aerial transmission device, said means comprising a
chamber with which the mouth-piece is connected, a mi-
crophone transmitter and a transmitting diaphragm con-
nected therewith, an Induction coil with double primary
windings connected respectively with the transmitters.
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and a secondary circuit energized thereby connt'cted with

the aerial wire, and haTing a spark gap. abd a battery, a

resistance, and a condens^'r In the primary cirruits

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In tho Gazette ]

889.032. rOMBINED C.VRBTRKTER AM» tiUVEKNOR
FOR INTER.N'AL-rOMRrSTION ENGINES. Charles
H. McClivtock. Hartford CitT. Ind. Filfd Aug 23,

1907. Serial No. .•!.*.9.T7.'

1. .\ device of th^ kind described, compfising a mixing

chamber having ;i imppet valve therein adapted to be re-

tained normally 'jl(js»'d. tiiere being an air inlet and an

oil-inU-t leading into the said mixing chaaiber, a valve In

said air-lniet and a valve in said oil-inlet, means to control

the action of said valves simultaneously, a speed governor

to actuate said controlling means, and raeaos to tlirow the

governor out of opi-ration and the valves simultaneou.sly

into closed position substantially as descriixed.

2. A device of the kind described comprisinjc a mixini:

chamber liavini; a puppet valve therein adapted to b>' re

tained normally closed, there iieing an air ieU't and an oil-

inlet leadink: inti-i the said mixing chamber, a valve in said

alr-lnlet and a valve in said oil inlet, independent devices

to adjust the said valves, means to cuntrol the action of

said valves simulraut'oiisly, a speed novfrnor to actuate

said controlling means, and means to throic the governor

out of operation ami th.' valves simultaneotsly into i'l(]-ied

position, substantially as described.

.".. .\ devicr of the kind described, compfising a mixing

chamlier having a puppet valve therein adapteil to be re-

tained normally closed, there being an air inlet and an
(dl-inlet leading Into the said mixing chaaiber. a sprlng-

pres.st'd valve in the oil inlet and a spring-pressed valve

In the air-inlet each having an extended stetn. a speed gov-

ernor connected directly to the stem of the air inlet valve,

a device carried by the stem of said air- inlet valve to en-

gaa:*' the stem of the oil Inlet valve whereby the latter is

actuated simultaneously with the former, means to throw

the governor out of operation and the falves simulta-

neously into closed position substantially as described.

4 .K device of the kind described comprising a mixing
chanit)fr havini: a puppet valve therein adapted to lie re-

tained normally closed there being an air lalet and an oil-

inlet leading Into the said mixing - chamber, a spring-

pressed valve in the oil inlet having an extended stem, a
spring-pressed valve |n the air inlet the stem of which rt

extended into and journaled in the body portion and en-

gaging the arms of a centrifugal governor which is Jour-

naled on a tiearing supported by the mixing chamber, a

cam adjustably secured on said air inlet valve stem engag
Ing the oil-Inlet valve stem, a spring to sustain the end of

the air-inlet valve stem In actual engagetnent with the

,:.vernor. and a device to adjust the t»nsion of said

-priiij, a cam engaging said guvernor stiaft and cunnected

to said bearing arranged so that when moved the said

valves will be simultaneously closed, substantially as de-

scrlt>e<V

5. .\ device of the kind described I'ompt^sing a mixing
chamber having a puppet valve therein adapted to be re-

tained normally closed, there being an air lalet and an oil-

inlet leading Into said mixing-chamber, a spring-pressed

valve in the oil-Inlet and a spring-pressed valve In the alr-

lnlet each having an extended stem, devices to adjust the

positions of said valves with reference to each other, a

speed governor connected directly to the stem of the alr-

lnlet valve, a device carried by the stem of said alr-lnlet

valve to engage the stem of the oil-Inlet valve whereby the

latter is actnati-il simultaneously with the fnrnier. means
to ttirow tti' ^'.ivrnur out of operation ami tli>' valves si-

multaneously intu closed position substantially as de-

scribed.

889,033. CAR - COUPLING. Philip Nuddo. Barre, Vt.

Filed Sept. 19. 1906. Serial No. 335,.317.

1 In a ear cmipler a •lrn\v hend haviUL' a rhatiiNer. a

coupling knuckle pivoted in the head and having an arm
adapte<l to swirii; into .Tnd out of tlie chamber, a locking

memi)er permanently pivoted in the chamber to engage

the arm to hold the knuekle in coupling position, a coup

ling pin extending through the head to engage the locking

menitH'r, an operating lever flexibly connected with the

coupling pin. and flexible elements connected with the

lever and with the locking member and the pin and of such

length as to prevent the pin Trom tieing withdrawn from

I

the head.

I 2. In a car coupler, a draw head having' a ehaiiitK?r pro-

vided with a lateral opening, a coupling knu'kle perma

nently pivoted on the head and provided with an arm

I

movable In and out of the chamber, a locking meniber plv-

' oted In the head to be actuated by the arm and to hold

the arm In h^i ked position, a pin extending through the

!

head and engaging ri;e icrking member, a chain connected
' with the locking ruemtM r and extending through the open-

ing of the draw head, and an operating lever connected

with the coupling pin an<l rlialn.

8.S9.0.'^4 RAIL-.IOl.NT Kk,\n7. .\er.\lic, McKeesport. Pa.

Filed June 24. 1907. Serial No. .'?80,569.

The «onibination w'th a pair of rail sections, one of

which Is formed with a soeket and the other of which Is

formed with a tongue, the latter adapted to engage In the

socket thereby connecting tlie sections together, of means
for maintaining the joint t>etween said sections, said

means consisting of an lntei:ral ehair embracing both sides

of the base of the rails and the connecting ends of the

rails, said chair having eaeh side provided with converging

openings, each of said rails having Its base formed with

converging openings registering with the openings In the

chair, spikes extending through the openings at an incli-

nation and having the inner terminals thereof l>eve|ed. the

beveled end of one terminal opposing the other end of the

other terminal for the fiurpose set forth.
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889.035. COMBINATION -CANE. Williamson T. N«w-
8OM, Columbus, Ind. Filed Aug. 9, 1907. Serial No.
387.850.

1. A cane witti a tubular Ixuly portion with oppositely
locate slots In the uppvr end vrlth grooves on each side
of said slots, and pfrlpheral notches near the lower ends of
the grooves, a slot at the lower i nd, a head mounted on
the upper end of said body portion with a transverse bar
extending through ttie slots in the body portion and In-

wardly extending lugs projecting into the grooves and
Uonhes of the body portion, whereby the head may be
iiH.ved up and down on the body portion, a stop to limit tlie

downward movement thereof, a stem extending from the
head through the bo<iy portion, and a tool on the lower end
thereof adapted to project through the slot in the lower
••'"' "f "le eaiie when the head Is telescoped on the body
lioriii.n, suhsiantially as described.

2. A cane witti a tubular body portion with oppositely
located sh ts In the upper -nd with grooves oneach side of
said -lots and [Mripheral notches near the lower ends of
the groo\, V a -lot at the lower end, a head mounted on
the \ipp. r eiiii cf said ImkIv portion with a transverse bar
extending through the slots in the liody portion and in-

WH-dl\ extending lugs projecting into the grooves and
n.tehes of the body portion, whereby the head may be
moved up and down on the body portion, a stop to limit
the downward movement thereof, a stem extending from
the head through the body portion, a tool on the lower end
thereof adapted to projeet through the slot In the lower
end of the cane when the head Is telescoped on the body
portion, and a spring acting between the head and the body
portion for retnrnini: tiiem 1,, their normal positions and
wilhdrawinu the to,,; sut.-tantial ly as described.

889.(».m GALLEY-I.OCK .U rKEi> s Or. H.^RD. Philadel-
phia. Pa F'iled .Tune i.',. lOOT Serial No. 379,176.

2. In a device of the character described, a galley hav-
ing side walls, a groove In the outer side of one of said side
walls having an inclined wall, a flange above said groove
and a lock having an overhanging projection, a lug seated
In said groove and having an inclined face contacting with
the Inclined wall of said groove, a cam pivotally carried
by said lock and a spring plate adapted to be seated upon
the opposite side of the side wall from that of the groove
and against which the cam is adapted to bear.

889,037. QUICK FIRING GUN. Her.ma.nn Otto. Pots-
dam. Germany. Filed Dec. 17, 1907. Serial No. 406,893.

1. In a quick-firing pun. the eombination of a base or
support carrying checks, a barrel slidably mounted in the
cheeks, a shaft mounted in the base parallel with the bar-
rel, a grooved cam on the shaft, and a projection on the
barrel engaging In the groove of the cam.

2. In a quick firing gun. the combination of a bas*^ or
support carrying cheeks, a barrel slldably mounted in the
cheeks, a shaft mounted in the base parallel with the bar-
rel, a loading drum rotatably mounted on the shaft, means
actuated by the rotation of the shaft for longitudinally
sliding the barrel and means for rotating the drum step by
step.

3. In a quick firing gun. the combination of a slldably
mounted barrel, a shaft parallel therewith, a loading drurn
rotatably mounted on the shaft, a cam on the shaft for
sliding the barrel, a lever engaging the loading drum, and
an eccentric on the shaft for actuating the lever to cause
a step by step rotation of the drum.

4. In a quick tiring gun. the combination of a slidably
mounted barrel, a shaft parallel therewith, a loading
drum rotatably mounted on the shaft, a cam on the shaft
for sliding the barrel, a lever engaging the loading drum,
an eccentric on the shaft for acttuiiing the lever to cause a'

step by step rotation of the drum, a locking pin. and a
second cam on th? shaft to actuate the locking pin to lock
and release the drum once between each step by step rota-
tion of the drum.

5. In a qulck-flrlng gun. the combination of a barrel, a
shaft parallel therewith, a loading plunger also parallel
with the barrel, a loading drum rotatably mounted on the
shaft, a cam on the shaft for sliding the barrel longitudi-
nally, an eccentric on the shaft, a lever actuated by the
eccentric to rotate the drum step by step, and a cam on
the shaft to actuate the plunger to load the drum.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a device of the duiracter described, a galley having
tide walls, a groove on the outer side of one of said side
walls and a lock having an overhanging portion adapted
to be seated In said groove and having an inclined face, a
cam carried by said lock and a spring arm adapted to be
seated on the opposite side of said side wall from that of
the projection and against whieh arm -aid ram i- adapted
to bear.

889.038. BRACKET IHiSK REEL Leui- W Parkkr.
Mobile. Ala. Filed Aug. 7. lltotj. Serial No. .S29.54,'}.

\ bracket hose reel, comprising a U-shaped bracket hav-
ing an apertured ear projecting from its transverse mem-
ber to permit it to be pivoted to a support to swing in a
horizontal plane, the parallel members of the hraeket be-
ing provided at their ends with rearwardly inclined re-
cesses, and a drum of a uniform diameter and having trun-
nions mounted in the recesses of the bracket, said drum
having two pairs of disks rigidly mounted thereon, one
pair of disks being smaller and arranged closer tog,. t her
than the other pair and spaced therefrom. whereh\ two
distinct drum sections of unequal size and spaced from
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each other are formed, the larger section of

Ing adapted to have a hose wound thereon an 1

the drum be-

tbe smaller

imiTTvJ

iJll

0^'

-&

section adapted to have a rope wound upon

Bite direction to that of the hose.

and outside of same, a casing corerlng said lieator, grille

work at the top of said casing, openings in the bottom of

said casing to admit air thereto from said vehicle, ducta

from the floor of said vehicle to admit outside air to said

heater, and means for controlling the passage of air

through said openings.

5. In a vehicle, a seat, a heel boanl to said seat, an

electric heater In combination with said heel board, and

means for admitting air to the back of said heater and for

venting the heat from the front of said heater.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

t In an oppo-

889.039 PEKt'H FOR FOWLS. .\DOLPHtfi Peris. West-

wood. N. J. Filed I>ec 14. 190«^ Serial $0. 347.799.

889.041. CAR HEATING AND VENTILATING APPA-

RATUS. Edwin F. Pobteb, Boston, Mass.. assignor to

Car Ventilating and Heating Company. Boston. Mass., a

Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Aug. 19, 1907. Se-

rial No. 389.139.

A device of the t>p.' s.^t I'ortli. comprNins a pair of

brackets having concave bearing seat.s an<i provide.! with

spurs projecting upwardly from said srats in cnv.-r^ent

relation and a perch having a curved fa..- fi r .n.::i_'.m<>nt

with said concave bearing seats, said spurs b.in^ adapted

to bite into the material of said p.-rcli

889.040. ELECTRIC HEATKH Kdwin F

ton Mass.. assignor to Benjamin F. I'each, tniatee,

Lvnn Mass. Filed Jan. 29. 1906. Serial No. 298,347.
Lynn, Mass.

posnoi, Bofl-

1 In an apparatus of the character d^«crii>ed. one or

more heat Kenerarmj: electric conductors formiuk' an elec-

tric heater, a stud or hariL-er adapted to enpane or grip

one or more coils of said heater, a support adapted to sup-

port said hanger, and m-ans for insulati^ig said hanger

from said support.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, one or

more heat generating electric conductors fi.rming an elec-

tric heater, one or more studs or hangers tarh adapted to

engage or irrip one or more coils of each of laid conductors,

a separate insulated supii jrt adapted to support the studs

or hangers en>;ak,Mim' each conductor, and means for In-

sulating said hangers from said supports.

:5 In a vehicle, a seat, a heel board for said seat, an

el.'ctric heater located at the lower part of said heel board

and outside of sam.-, a casim: covering said heater, grille

work at the t^p of said casing, openings In the bottom of

.said casing to admit air thereto from said vehicle, and

ducts from the floor of said vehicle to admit outside air to

said heater.

4. In a vehicle, a seat, a heel board for said seat, an

electric heater located at the lower part of said heel board

tS^S^^M^^^^

7—

1 In a vehicle, a heeJ bov*, *n electric heater aiupend-

ed from said heel board and Inaulated therefrom, a TaWe-

controUed opening between the atmosphere and the closed

space under the car seat, a slot located in said heel board

and communicating with the duct in which the heater 1«.

located and forming a i^assage for the air from said valve

opening to and around said heater, and a guard located in

front of said heater.

•J In a vehicle, a hvel board, an .lecnii- heat.-r suspend-

ed 'from said heel board and insulated therefrom, a valve-

controlled opening between the atm. .sphere and the closed

space under the car seat, a slot hx-ated in said h-el t>oard

and communicating with the duct in which the heater is

located and forming a passage of the nlr fmm said valve

opening to and arouud said heater, a guard located In

front of said heater, and a screen secured to said heel-

board and guard through which the heated air pa.sses into

the car.

3. In a vehicle, a heel board, an electric heater suspend-

ed from said heel l)oard and insulated therefrom, a valve-

controlled opening t>etw..en the atmosphere and the closed

space under the car seat, a slot located in said heel i^oard

and communicating with the duct in which the heater is

loeated and forming a passage for the air from said valve

opening to and around said heater, and a guard located

in front of said heater and supported at>ove the floor of

th.. car l.'aving a passag- between said guard and said

floor

4 In a v..hi.l... a heel t)oard, an electric heater suspend-

ed from said heel board and insulated therefrom, a valve-

I
controlled opening betwe.Ti the atmosphere and the clos.-d

i
-pace under the car seat, a slot located in said heel board

communicating with the duct in which the heater Is

loeated and forming a passage for the air from said valve

opening to and around said heater, and means for guiding

dust from b'low the heater

.-, In a v.'hicle, an electric heater, a valve controlled

opening for tlie atmosphere to and around said heater, a

M VN 26, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 977
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1. In a tlglitenlng device. In combination, a l)ody having
oppositely disposed prongs, a spindle rotatably mounted In

said prongs and having a wrist adapted to have a strap
colled thereupon, said spindle having teeth, a cross head
mount.Hl between said pronga and formed at its extremi-
ties with detent pawls engaging said teeth, a handle plv-
otally mounted on said spindle, a yoke carried In said
handle and having pawls engaging said teeth to rotate
said spindle when said handle swings, and means for lock-
ing said handle to said t)ody.

2. A strap tightener comprising, in combination, a body
having a substantially U shaped head presenting oppo-
sitely disposed prongs, a cross head slldably mounted be-
tween said prongs, a spindle rotatably mounted In said
forks and having ratchet teeth formed thereupon, said
cross head having detent pawls formed thereupon engaging
said ratchet teeth, means for normally pressing said cross
head toward said spindle, a lever rotatably mounted on
said spindle, a memh. r sij.iahly mounted on said lever and
having pawls engaging >aid ratchet teeth, means for nor-
mally pressing said memh. r toward said spindle, and
means for locking said hatidl." to ^aul l.ody. said twdy hav-
ing a shank disposed opposii.. to sahl h-ad and having a
hook, said spindle having ;t wrist for colling a strap there-
upon.

3. In a strap tlghttii.r, in comhinatlon, a body having a
hfad with oppositely dlspos. d pr .n;.s. a spindle rotatably
mooBted In said prongs and having ratchet teeth, a cross
head slldably mounted between said prongs and having
detent pawls formed at the ends thereof adapted to engage
said teeth, a spring between said head and said cross head
and forcing said cross head toward said spindle, means
for locking said cross head in a withdrawn position to dis-

engage said pawls from said teeth, a handle having prongs
rotatably mounted In said spindle, a yoke slldably mounted
between said last prongs and having pawls engaging said
ratchet tf^eth. a spring pressing said yoke toward said spin-
dle, means for locking said handle to said body, said body
having means at the end thereof opposite to said spindle
f.r 'ij.ij,!,: .1 1 . |, ;iiid a wrist formed on said spindle
adapt- d ! ' i.a\' 1 -iraj) ct.ili^d thereupon.

4. A strap tight, nnr comprising. In combination, a body
haxiriL' a !. ad .itid a ^liirik .xt.iiding therefrom, said head
luniiig ..i'po-iit.iv (iNpMS.'d i^r.. igs. a cross head guided
between said prongs, a spindle rotatably mounted in said
forks and having ratchet teefli, said cross head having
pawls formed at the end thereof and engaging said teeth,
a stem rotntniily moiinte(i in said cross head and said head,
springs forcing said cross head toward said spindle, said
stein having a tiandle formed thereupon adapted to He
against the side of said head and afr..r.llng means for
withiir.'iwing said cross head from said spindle when said
sf.m Is n. fated, a lever having prongs rotatably mounted
on said spindle, a yoke guided between said last prongs ,

guard located In front of said beater and forming a dnct
for the air entering through said valve-controlled opening,
and means for guiding the dust away from the vicinity of
said heater.

8 8 0.042. TRUNK H.VRNESS TIGHTENER. Guy M.
POWBRS, Portland, Greg. Filed Mar. 2. 1907. Serial

No. 360,130.

39 ,M

and having pawls adapted to engage said ratchet teeth,
and means for locking said handle to said shank, said
spindle having a wrist adapted to receive a strap.

5. A strap tightener comprising, in combination, a body
having a shank and a head extending therefrom, said
head having oppositely disposed prongs, a spindle rota-
tably mounted In said prongs, having ratchet teeth there-
upon, said spindle further having a wrist between said
prongs adapted to have a strap colled thereabout, a cross
head guided between said prongs and having pawls adapted
to engage said ratchet teeth, springs tending to force said
cross head toward said spindle, means for locking said
cross head to said head out of engagement with said spin-
dle, a lever having prongs rotatably mounted on said spin-
dle, a yoke guided between said last prongs and having
pawls adapted to engage said teeth, said lever having
guide slots formed In the side walls thereof, a transverse
bolt running In said slots, a spring disposed between said
bolt and said yoke and affording means for forcing said
yoke toward said spindle, a keeper on said shank adapted
to be engaged by said bolt to lock said lever to said body.
and means formed on said shank for making attachment
thereto.

889,043, ENDTIIRIST BEARING FOR DRIERS AND
SCREENS. Gboffket L. Preacher. Augusta, Ga. Filed
.Tan. 8. 1908. Serial No. 409.846.

1. The combination with a rotary cylindrical body, of a
trunnion ring extending around the same and carried
thereby, end thrust rollers disposed at opposite sides of
said trunnion ring or collar, stands In which said end
thrust rollers are Journaled. and a take up device con-
necting said stands for adjusting the distance between the
end thrust rollers and preventing said rollers from moving
apart.

2. The combination with a rotary cylindrical t)ody, of a
trunnion ring or collar encircling the safne and carried
thereby, a supporting base, end rollers located at oppo-
site sides of the trunnion ring or collar, and roller stands
by which said rollers are carried mounted on the base and
adjustable toward and away from each other.

3. The combination with a rotary cylindrical body, of a

trunnion ring or collar surrounding said body and carried
thereby, a bearing rim encircling said trunnion ring or
collar and forming a section thereof, end thrust rollers
located at opposite sides of tiie trunnion ring or collar and
adapted to work in contact with said hearing rim. stands
in which said end thrust rollers are journaled. a supi>ort-
Ing base on which said roller stands rest, and a take up
device connecting said stands.

4. Tlie combination with a rotary cylindrical l.ody, of
one or more trunnion rings or collars encircling said body
and carried thereby, one or more sets of end thrust rollers
arranged at opposite sides of each trunnion ling or collar.
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roller stands In which "nni •nrl thrust r<>!KTs ar^ Jour-

naled, and means for adju-ttini? said stands to take up the

wear between said rollers and each trunnioij ring or collar,

suhstantlally as described. 1

889.04 4 T\TP:RNAI. riiMr.rsTloN aNH uTHEK
FLUID-PRKSSPKK EN<;iNES Ii\Mi> ItoBERTs and

I Filed Oct. 18,Chables .I.t.MF.s, (Iranriani

1907. Serial N'- .•.<t7.!»ltii

1. In an intt-rnal combustiou "Hk'in''. the combiQatlon

with the cylinder, of a crank case communicating with the

lower end of the cylindT, a piston workloi? in said cylin-

der, "a movable shutter separatin;; the lower part of the

crank case from the cylinder, and provided with an aper-

tur.' for the passaii;e of the piston rod therethrough, mid

means for maintain insf the lower end of the cylinder in

communicaniin witli th.' atmosphere, substantially as l^^^

scrib-'d

'^. In an int-Tnal combustiou enKine, the combiuatiou

with the cylinder, of a crank case, commuaicatln« with the

lower end of the cylinder and provided with a diaphraifm

separating said cylinder from the lower ptrt of the crank

case, the diaphragm being provided with an aperture for

the passage of the piston rod. a movable shu'ter fi>r main

taining the aperture In the diaphragm cloaed, and provided

with a close fitting aperture for the passage of the piston

rod, the crank cas.- being provided above said diaphragm

with an ap^rturt- communicating with the atmosphere to

establish communication between the lovv»'r end of the

cylinder and the atmosphere, substantially as described

3. In an internal combustion engine, the combination

with a v.-rtically disposed cylinder and a single acting

piston thf-r in. a crauk case located below and communi

eating directly with the cylinder, a dlaphrttrm in tlie crank

case separating the cylinder from the lower part of the

crank case for catching waste lubricant feom the cylinder.

and provided with a central aperture f(>r the passage of

the piston rod and a lip surrounding said aperture on the

upper fac- of the diaphraiiin. to pr"vent lubricant from

the crank case becoming mixed with that from the cylin-

der, and m.an-: for maintaining the apefture in the dia-

ptira_':ii . -il at all times to prevent the splashing of

lubricant fr^m the crank case into the cylinder, substan

tially as described. I

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a vertically disposed cylinder and a Single acting pis-

t<in therein, a crank case lix'atcd below and communicating

directly with tii'- cylinder, a diaphrairm in th>' crank case

separating th- cylinder from the l.iwr i»art of the crank

case for catciiin;: waste lubricant frnm the cylinder and

provided with a central aperture for the passage of the

piston rod and a lip surrounding said aperture on the up-

per face of the diaphragm, to prevnt lubricant from the

crank case becoming mixed with that from the cylinder.

m>-ans for maintaining th-' apertcre in the diaphragm

closed at all times, to prevent the splashing of lubricant

from the crank case Into the cylinder, means for sepa

rately draining the lubricant collected within said lip and

the lubricant collected above said diaphragm outside of

said lip, substantially as described.

5. In an internal conit)ustlon engine, the combloatlon

with a vertically disposed cylinder and a slDKle acting pis-

ton therein, a crank case located below and communicating

directly with the cylinder, a diaphragm In the crank case

separating the cylinder from the lower part of the crank

case for catching waste lubricant from th.' cylinder and

provided with a central aperture for the passage of the

piston rod and a Up surrounding said aperture on the up-

per face of the diaphra^'ni to prevent lubricant from the

crank becoming mlie<l with that from the cylinder, means

for maintaining the aperture in the diaphragm closed at

all times, to prevent the splashing of oil from the crank

case Into the cylinder, means for draining the lubricant

collected within said lip Into the crank case, means for

separately draining the lubricant collected upon the dia-

phragm within and without said lip. said crank case hav-

ing a communication with the atmosphere atx^ve and be-

low said diaphragm, substantially as described

[Claims and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,045. CATTLE ST.VMIiKJN Willum H Rodden.

EllMibeth. and Ch.\ri-es E. <;b.\y. Hanover, ill. Filed

Nov. 16. 1907. Serial No. 402.521.

I Th.- combination of a >tanihiMU nam.' including a

movable stanchion t>ar. t..ggle links connected with the

bar. a inemb«T connected with one of the links and ar-

ranged to b<' tripped by an animal entering the stanchion,

means arrang'sl to operate thronuti the links to throw the

stanchion bar to locked iiositiou when tlie member Is

tripped, and a devi^ •• .onnectfd with one of the links for

returning the parts to .set position and to unlock the stan-

chion bar

•J The combination of a stanchion device Including a

movable stanchion bar. with a pair of toggle links, a mem-

ber connected with one of the links and forming a trip, a

spring connected with the trip and arranged to be held

under tension when the trip is in set position, and a man-

ually actuated device connected with the links for throw-

ing the trip Into set position.

.', The combination of a stanchion device Including a

movable stanchion bar. toggle links connected with the

bar. a member on one of the links adapted to be set Into

motion by the animal entering the stanchion, means <-on

trolled by the movement of the member for straightening

the links and throwing the bar into locked position, and

manual m.-ans for collapsing the links and simultaneously

moving th'' member to set position and unlocklnir tiu' stan-

chion bar

4. The comliinatlon with a stanchion device Including a

movable bar. a pair of toggle links connected with th" Ijar.

one link being In the form of a bell crank lever having one

arm adapted to move across the bar so as to be struck by

the animal entering the stanchion, a spring tending to

hold the stanchion bar in locked position, and manual
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means operated frcm a remote point for unlocking the
stanchion bar and returning the parts to set position.

5. In a device of the class de8cril)ed. the combination of

a frame, a stanchion bar. a pair of toggle links, one of

which is pivotally mounted on the bar. a meml>er to which
the other link Is pivotally connected, an arm on one of the
links, a guard on said arm. a spring fixed at one end and
connected at Its other end with the arm and adapted to be

expanded when the toggle links are collapsed, a stop on
one of the links adapted to engage the other for stopping
the movement of the links wb«n the stanchion bar is fully

thrown to closed position, a crank shaft mounted on the
frame, a flexible element between the shaft and one of the

links for moving the stanchion bar to open position, and
a guiding means on the frame for the flexible element.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

889,046. BAG-FASTENER. Samlel W. Rohn and Rcfcs
N Shei.ik>x. Norwalk, Ohio. Filed Aug. 21. 1907. Se-

rial Xo. 389,493.

A bag fastener consisting of a turn pliable metallic clasp

having divergent semi annular branches and V-form bends
connecting said braiuhes.

889.047. AI.rOHOL STOVi; .Vd..li'h Richtkb. Arling-
ton, N. .1 liled May 2L', lyuT. Serial No. 374,987.

I In a stove, the combination of a tubular member con-
nected therewith for supplying thereto a combustible
liquid, a tank mounted upon said tubular member and de-

pending therefrom, a portion of said tubular member ex-

tending within said tank for the purpose of being sub-

merged In a liquid contained therein, and burners mounted
upon said jiortion thus submerged, said burners projecting

away from said licjuid.

2. In a stove, the combination of a tank for holding
alcohol or the like, a supporting stem, a m>'ml»'r connected
with said tank and with said stem and having a general
tubular form for conveying the liquid from said tank,

burners connected with said member of tubular form, and
a water tank so disposed that a portion of said member of

tubular form Is submersed within it for the puri>oRe of

maintaining a low temperature in said member of tubular
form and said burners

889.048. PAPER PAIL. Bertox I. Rike, Dayton. Ohio.

Filed Aug. 6, 1907. Serial No. 387,292.

1. A paper vessel having two opposite walls with over-

lapping flap extensions which form the inner closure for

the mouth of the vessel, two opposite walls with overlap-

ping flap extensions which fold transversely of the flap

extensions forming the Inner closure and which form the

outer closure for the uiouth of the vessel, and overlapping
folds which lie against the outer sides of the two walls
from which the inner closure tlaps extend, said overlap-

ping folds terminating In points which stand upright and
Join the ends of the flaps which form the outer closvire.

2. A four sided paper vessel, the end walls of which
have cover extensions which form the inner closure for

the mouth of the vessel, and the side walls of which have
cover extensions folding transversely of the Inner closure

extensions and forming the outer closure for the mouth of

the vessel, one or both of said outer closure extensions
being folded upon itself to impart strength to the outer
closure, and overlapping triangular folds lying against the

outer sides of the end walls of the vessel, each of said tri-

angular folds terminating in extensions which stand uji-

right and join the ends of the cover extensions which form
the outer closure of the vessel and whereby an elasticity

Is imparted to said outer closure extensions

889.049. AWNING. Mith.^ki. Rilky. Washington, D. C.,

assignor of one-half to Townley A. McKee. Washington.
D. C. Filed May S». 1W7. Serial No. 372.749.

1. The combination with a detachable awning provided

at the top with a hangar rod and having a bottom frame
composed of sides and a transverse connecting portion, of

supporting means for the hanger rod embodying a bracket

having a socket, a separate l)racket having a casing open

at the front and provided with top and bottom portions

receiving the hanger rod between them, and a fastening

device piercing the top and bottom portions of the casing

and extending across the opening thereof, guide rods pro-
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vlded near their lower ends with rigid bracing arms, means

for securing the lower ends of the guide rods and the brac-

ing arms to a window frame, and slo.vs . rnnnt. d with

the sides of the bottom frame and s..drtt : »n and 1-ta.h-

able from the guide rods.

2. The combination with a detachalilo awming provided

at the top with a hangtr rod and havinn a bottom frame

composed of sides and a transverse conn^'Ctiim' portion, of

supporting means for thf hanger rod embodying a bracivet

having a socket, a separate bracket having a horizontally

disposed substantially U-shaped casing opt'O at thr front

and forming a recess in which thf hanki'-r ri*J Is arranged,

a fastening device piercing the top and bottom of the cas

Ing and extending across the recess, guide rods provided

at their lower ends with rigid supporting mtmns. fastening

devices for securing the guide rods to a window frara<\ and

sleeves connected with the sides of the bottftm frame slid-

able on and detachable from the guide rods.j

3. An awning provided at the top with a hanger rod.

and supporting m.ans embodying a hra.-ket having a

socket, a separat.- bracket provided with spaced top and

bottom portions forming a front opening and receiving

the hanger rod b*>twf>en th^m. the lafter braclcer being also

provided with an *>xtensii.n. a pin pi-r-ini: th-- iipp'T and

lower portions of the casing and *it.ndiu;; across the op'^n-

Ing thereof to confine the hanger rod thereto and provided

with a chain connected with th.- said extposlon

4. An awning provided at the top with a hanger rod.

and supporting means enibo<lying a hrai-ket having a

socket, a separate bracket havinc an n\,.-n ca-iirn; provided

with top »nd bottom portions receiving the hanger rod be-

tween them, elastic sleov.-s titTed on th»> hani:>>r rf)d and

frlctlonally engaging the said brackets, and a pin extend-

ing through the top and bottom portions of the casing and

conflnlni: the hanger rod within the same.

5 An awning comprising a fahrie ho<3v portion, a

hanger rod to which the awning is connected, means for

detachably mounting the hanger rod on a witidow, opposite

guide rods, one of the guide rods being prufrided with In-

tegral upwardly and downwardly projecting prongs form-

ing a cleat, a bottom frame connei:T»'d with tlu' body por

tlon of the awning and slldably and detachahjy mounted on

the guide rods, guiding means carried by tlie hanger rod,

and cords or ropes passing through the L'uldinc ra> an.s and

connected with the bottom fram«' and adapted to t>e s>-

cured by the said cleat.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette ]

889,050. SEWING MACHINE TABLK
TLER. Glddlngs, Tex. Filed Nov 7.

401.088.

f: a.VEST c. Sakt-

llMiT Serial No.

apart a suitable distance to admit the sewing top of the

machine frame therebetween, a croaa-plece connecting the

lower edges of said side pieces together, adapted to abut

against said frame and seat on the machine top, a top

carried by said side pieces, forming an extension of the

sewing top of the machine, and means detachably con-

necting the said side pieces to the machine frame.

4 A sewing machine table having a top for forming an

extension of the sewing top of the machine, a hinged leaf

forming a portion of said top, for admitting of access

underneath the sewing top without removing the table

from the machine, and means detacliably connecting the

table to the sewing machine frame.

5. A sewing machine table, comprising side pieces, a top

carried by the side pieces, having a portion thereof cut

out between and at the Inner ends of said side pieces, for

admitting the sewing top of the machine therebetween, a

cross-piece connecting the side pieoen together, adapted to

abut against the frame of the machine, bolts for detach-

ably coonecttng the side pieces to the machine frame, a

displaceable leaf forming a part of the table top, located

adjacent to the sewing top of the machine, and means for

securing the leaf In position.

1 A sewing machine table, comprising s^de pieces hav-

ing a top to provide an extension of the sev^lng top of the

machine, said side pieces being spaced adart a suitable

distance to admit the frame of the machlna therebetween,

a cross-piece connecting said side pieces toother, adapted

to abut against said frame, and means for detachably con

necting said side pieces to the machine frariie

2 A sewing miiolilne table, comprising s|de pieces hav-

ing a top providing an extension of the sewing top of the

machine, said top being cut out at the inn-^r enils and be-

tween .said side pieces t^ admit ot the sewing top of the

macliine passlniT therebetween, and means for detachably

conn- nin,' the side pieces to the sewing top frame.

J \ sewing machine table, comprising slr|e pieces spaced

889,051. CESSPOOL. Okoro« W. Schodde, New York.

N. Y., assignor to Brayman Manufacturing Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Sept. 10. 1906. Serial No. 333.864.

1. A cess-pool comprising a receptacle, means arranged

upon the outer surface thereof for securing the same In a

gutter, and sealing means disposed about said receptacle

above said securing means, substantially as specified

2. A cess-pool comprising a receptacle, means arranged

upon the outer surface thereof for securing the same in a

gutter, sealing means disposed about said receptacle above

aid securing means, and means for covering and protect-

ing said sealing means, substantially as specified.

3. A cess-pool comprising a receptacle, a perforated

cover plate therefor, means arranged upon the outer sur-

face of said receptacle for securing the same in a gutter.

sealing means disposed about said receptacle above said

securing means, and a cover plate secured upon said recep-

tacle above Said sealing means, substantially as specified.

4. \ cess-pool comprising a receptacle, having an aper-

ture in Its base, a perforated cover plate for said recep-

tacle, means arranged upon the outer surface of said re-

ceptacle for securing the same in a gutter, sealing means

disposed about the upper portion of said receptacle above

the securing means thereon, and an annular cover secured

upon said receptacle above said sealing mean-*, substan-

tially as specified.

o. X cess-pool comprislntf a receptacle having an aper-

ture in Its base adapted to receive a pipe end. and sealing

means between the inner surface of said receptacle and

the outer surface of the pipe end therein, a perforated

cover plate for said receptacle, a aeries of longitudinal ribs

arranged upon the outer surface of said receptacle each

composed of a plurality of sections having their upper ends

staggered, senllnc means disposed at)ove and surrounding
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said receptacle above said longitudinal ribs, and an annu-
lar plate secured upon the upper end of said receptacle
above said sealing means, substantially as specified.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,052. CAR-WINDOW. Jesse W. Scott. Chicago. 111.

Filed May 14, 1907. Serial No. 373,636.

1. in a window, the in.' iii;it; n with a frame having
apertures In its top and i :t m :;,embers and curved guide-

ways In Its bottom member, and a window fitting loosely

In the frame, of connected upper and lower sliding bolts at

each side of the window and adapted to enter the aper-

tures and guldeways of the frame, means for Independ-
ently operating each set of bolts, a check plate projecting
from the top of the window, and stop links pivoted to the

top of the frame, and having their free ends extending In

opposite directions and In sliding engagement with the

check plate.

2. In a window, the combination of a frame, a window
pivoted therein, a check plate projecting from the top of
the window, and stop links pivoted at one end to the top

of the frame and having their free ends extending In oppo-
site directions and In sliding engagement with the check
plate.

3. The combination with a window frame, ways on the
lower sill of the said frame, which ways have series of

apertures therein, a window loosely mounted in the said
frame, upper and lower pivot bolts at each side of the
window, extending out therefrom at the top and bottom.
Independent operating means for each set of bolts, where-
by to draw them Inward or force them outward, the lower
bolts being adapted to enter the said ways and any of the
apertures therein, the upper bolts being adapted for piv-

otal connection with the upper portion of the window
frame, a horizontal check member cxtendlni: Inward from
the upper portion of the window, and stop links pivotally

connected with the frame and engaging with the check
member.

4. In a window, a frame, a window pivoted therein to

swing from either side, a flanged check plate, and pivoted
stop links, each having at Its free end spaced lugs between
which extends the flange of the check plate.

S89,0.''ja. SNARK I'KIM MPFKLKR. George A. Smith,
Council BlufTs. Iowa. Filed May 24, 1907. Serial No.
375.503.

1 A device of the character described comprising a
tensioning device, snares secured thereto, snare adjusting
means, said means comprising a supporting member, a
pivotally mounted member, adjustalde snare holding means
secured to said pivotally mounted member, a cam for
varying the position of said pivotally mounted member,
and Independent means for varying action of the cam.

2. A deTiee of the character described compri.sing a
drum, a mare tensioning device secured to the shell of said

drum, means for varying the position of said tensioning

device, snares secured to said tensioning device, and a
lever for varying the position of said snares, both the
snare adjusting means and snare tensioning means being
independent of the hoop of said drum.

3. A device of the character described compri.sing a
drum, snares therefor, means for holding one end of the
snares in position, an arm for holding the other end in

position, a lever for varying the position of said arm,
means for supporting the lever, an enlargement on said
lever provided with a cam surface, a sleeve passing through
said enlargement, means for supporting said sleeve, and
a device contacting with the cam surface for operating the
lever.

4. A device of the character described, comprising a
drum a snare, means for holding one end of the same In

position, independent of the hoop of the drum, an arm
for holding the other end in position, a pivotally mounted
arm for varying the position of said first-mentioned arm.
a plate adjustably secured to the shell of said drum, said

plate supporting the second-mentioned arm. and means for

varying the position of said second-mentioned arm for

moving said first-mentioned arm for bringing said snares
Into operation.

889,054. SHOCK-LOADI.XG MACHINE. ELLSWORTH N.
Smith and Charlie Walki k. Dewitt. Iowa. Filed Jan.

23. 1908. Serial No. 412.302.

1. In a shock loading machine, the combination of a
wheel-supported frame, a rotatable axle, a rotatahle

standard mounted on the frame, an arm on the standard,

a lifting element carried by the arm, a winding drum on
the axle and connected with the element, means for clutch-

ing the drum to the axle, and means for rotating the drum
when the latter is unclutched from the axle.

2. In a shock loading machine, the combination of a
frame, wheels supporting the same, an axle driven by the

wheels, a drum mounted on the axle, a device for clutching

the drum to the axle and depending upon longitudinal

movement of the drum, a rotatable standard on the frame,
an arm on the standard, a lifting element connected with
the drum and guided on the standard and arm, and means
for shifting the flrum to clutch and unclutch the same with
respect to the axle.

3. In a shock loading machine, the combination of a
frame, wheels supporting the same, an axle driven by the

wheels, a winding drum on the axle, means for clutching
the drum to the axle for rotating the drum by movement
of the machine, a removahle standard on t)ie frame, a

lifting element connected with the drum and guided on the

standard, and manual means for rotating the drum Inde-

pendently of the axle.

4. In a shock loading machine, tie- combination cf a
frame, a tubular standard rotatahly mounted thereon, a
tubular arm on the standard, a lifting cable passing

through the tubular arm and standard, a winding mech-
anism on the frame, and a mechanism for turning the

standard.

/
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5. In a shock loading auiektiK>. the CDmblnation of a
frame, a socketed member thereon, a standard havlnj; its

lower end rotatably mount>>d in the so<k>'t of the said

member. bra>-.'< fur cooperatiOK with the socket to hold the

standard upriRhr. an arm on tht* staniiani. a lifting cable

guided on the arm and standard, pulleys on the standard
for the cable, one pulley being located at the bottom of

the standard and the other noart-r thf said arm and a

mechanism on the frame for winding the cable.

[Claims t^i to 14 nor printed in \\\^ Gazette.]

889.055. BUSHING. George \V. Spen'Sk. .Atlantic City,

N. J., assignor of one-half to Harry J. ShiH. Jr.. Atlantic

City, N. J. Filed Apr. 15, ltK)7. Seria^ No. 368.410.

1. In a device for tapping l)arrfls. a frii-<to conical shell

haTlng its large ^nd open to receive the driving device,

said shell having an annular series of perforations at ap-

proximately its longitudinal center, to permit the rupture

of the shell on the line of i>erforatlon during the driving

to prevent longitudinal rupture of the upper part of the

shell by the driving device.

_'. In a device for tapping barrels, a frusto-conlcal shell

having its large end open to receive ttia driving device,

said shell being provided with a weakene<J annular line at

appri)ximati'iy 't> outer to permit the rupture of the shell

on the weakened line during the driving to prevent longi-

tudinal rupture of th-^ upper part of the aht-11 by the driv-

ing device.

889,056 PKNCIL-SHAKl'K.NEK CHAUtiKs V. SfENOt-EH,

Rockford, III., a.ssignor to .\utomatic P-'ncil Sharpener

Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.

Filled Feb !,•?. I!M)7. Serial No. ^r^^Ab\.

zed-

>i*r-

'< .»

1 In H i»-n<il shrirpi'tur. in i-onihination. means for

rotatably supporting the pencil : a slldably and tiltably

mounted knife bar ; means for moving salfl knife bar ; and
means carried by said knife bar adapted to rotate said

pencil-supporting means.
-. In a pencil sharpener. In combination, means for

rotatably supporting the pencil ; a toothtd member flxed

to said pencil-supporting means : a slldably and tiltably

mounted knife bar ; means for moving said knife bar ; and

a merober carried by said knife bar adapted to engage said

toothed member.
3. In a pencil sharpener. In combination, a rotatably

mounted sleeve for supporting the pencil : an annular
toothed member flxed to said sleeve : a slldably and tilt-

ably mounted knife bar: means for moving said knife bar;
and a flng'-r flxed to said knife bar and adapti-d to engage
said toothi'd member,

4. In a pencil sharpent-r. In combination, means for ro-

tatably supporting the pencil ; a knife bar ; means en-

gaging one portion of said knife bar to permit of a slid

ing movement thereof : means for giving another portion
of said knife bar an ori.ita! ii;..\.- nt ; and means carried

by said knife bar for r'.MtMii; >.i;.| i"-ncil supporting means.
5. In a pencil ^.'!Mrp<n. r :m r.,!iihination. means for ro-

tatably •iiii;".!:;iiK tti.- i-d :; m knife bar; means engag
ing one ji'^tMii "f sHiij kn;-' Sar to permit of a sliding

movement thereof; a mnk operatlvely attached to said

knife bar; and a memli'-r iittach»'d to said knife bar adapt-

ed to rotate said pencil supporting means.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.l

889.057. DISK HARROW TRICK Fredcrick N. Stecli,
Ottawa. Kans. Filed July lu. iy07. Serial No. 383.084.

.V disk tiarrow truck comprising two side bars, each bar
provided with a boxing near its middle part formed of a

downwardly curved portion of sai.l bar. and an u[>wardly
curved cover thereon, a front wb.* i mi . ai h of .said bars,

whose support has a reduced end rotatable in said bar, a
Tftalnlng pin in said end removable therefrom, a washer
between said pin and said bar, a U shaped 1 rank axle
journaled on The rear end of each of salil bars, a traveling
wheel journaled in the prongs of said axle, a lever flxed

on said axle, a brace connecting said lever and one of said
prongs, a pawl on said lever, a ratchet on said bar adapt-
ed to be engaged by said pawl, a cross-rod connecting said
side bars, rearwardly of said harrow disks and means
to secure said rod to said side bars, as described.

889,058. SAN1> or i»THKK S1-KI.NKI,IN(; m.vchine.
Napoleon St I'kikk. lantUid. Me , assignor of one half
to David KlHk'. Kairrteld. .Me Filed Dec. 10. 1!H)7. Se-
rial No. 4it7.J.">7

1. In a m.i.liiiie <A fbe 'i.-iss descrll>ed. the combination
of an axle, traction wheels m<iunted thereon, a perforated

drum mounted on fli" axle, means for locking the drum to

one of the wheels, a perforated outer drum composed of

separate sections, means for locking the sections together,

and m^ans for producing a relative turning movement of

the drums to throw the [>erforat li>iis thereof Into or out

of register

'1 In a machine of the class described, the combln;it ion

of an axle, traction wheels thereon, a p«'rforated drtim on

the axle and provided with peripheral flanges, a perforated

outer drum open at its ends and disposed between the said

flanges, the outer dr\im heinif composed of hlngedly con

nected sections, and means for removably holding the

outer drum In position.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of an axle, a perforated drum mounted thereon, rods dis-

posed within the drum and having their ends secured to

the heads of the latter to form pulverizing means, an outer

perforated drum frictionally secured around the inner

druui. means for turning oue drum on the other, and
means for rotating the drums.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of an axle, a sprinkling device mounted thereon, and com-
prising two relatively movable perforated drums, bars on
one of the drums disposed parallel with said axle to form
pulverizing devices, traction wheels, means for locking

the device to one of the wheels, bearings for the ends of

the axle, frames secured to the lH>arlng8, a main frame
mounted on the first mentioned frames, thills connected

with the main frame, and a driver's seat mounted on the

main frame
5. In a ma(hine of the class described, the combination

of an axle, traction wheels thereon, a drum on the axle hav-

ing heads through which the axle passes, a headless drum
mounted on the flrst-menfloned drum, said drums being

provided with apertures adapted to be thrown into or out

of register, means for locking the drums to the traction

wheels to turn therewith, and thills connected with the

axle.

[Claims fi and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,059. DECOLORIZATION OF E.XTRACTS CONTAIN-
ING T.\NNIN .\R.MAND .1. Stie<;ei.mann and Erich
Dehnei,. Ludwigshafen on the Rhine, Germany, as

Bignors to Radiscbe .Vnllin & Soda Fabrik, Ludwigs-
hafen-on-the Rhine, (iermany, a Corporation. Filed July

12, 1906. Serial No. irj.'".,!*;',!*.

The process of decolorizing extracts containing tannin

consisting in heating the said extracts in aqueous solu-

tion with a formaldehyde sulfo-xylate

MO.OM. PROCESS FOR KXTR-U TING BUTTER FAT
FROM FRESH .MILK <IR CRE.VM. Maky E. Stro,

Grangeville, Idaho Filed Aug. 14. 1907. Serial No.

:i8H,480J.

1. .V process for facilitating the separation of butter fat

from cream in the preparing of the same for churning,

consisting in adding thereto a small quantity of cream of

tartar.

2. .\ process for extracting butter fat from fresh milk

or cream, consisting in adding to each gallon of said milk

or cream, approximately one teaspoonful of cream of

tartar.

3. .\ process for extracting l)utter fat from fresh milk or

cream, consisting in heating said milk or cream to a tem-
perature of 95 degrees, Fahrenheit, adding thereto a
small quantity of cream of tartar, maintaining the milk
or cream at a temperature of approximately 70 degrees,

Fahrenheit, for two or three hours, and then churning.

1,061. COMBINATION-PADLOCK
Dunkirk. Ind. Filed Oct. IS. 1007.

Elmer E. Scttox,
Serial No. 398,039.

JO

1. The herein described combination padlock compris-

ing, in combination, a disk like body portion having a ceu

tral truunion projecting transversely therefrom, the body

and trunnion being radially slotted, a shackle slldably

mounted in said slot, a series of notched hubs rotatably

mounted on said trunnions, a series of indicator disks

mounted upon said hubs to determine the position of the

hub notches with respect to the shackle, and means to

secure the disks and Inibs ui)on the trunnion, the said

shackle operating to lock said securing means when the

padlock Is closed.

2. K combination padl'iiK '"nitiri--iii;: in combination,

a body portion hiivin;; a ..niuii iraii--\'rse trunnion, the

trunnion having a tapped longitudinal bore, and there

being provided a slot extending radially outward from said

l)ore to the periphery of the said body, a shackle in said

slot extending from the bore outwardly and terminating

in a loop, a series of indicator disks and notched hubs

fitted rotatably upon the trunnion, the shackle being mov-

able outwardly to open the loop when the hub notches are

in alinement with one another and In registry with the

shackle, and means including screws to secure said disks

and hubs upon the trunnion, the screws being driven into

the aforesaid tapped bore and being grooved to receive the

inner end of the shackle when the latter is In locked posi-

tion.

3. In a combination padlock, the combination uf a cir-

cular body portion having a central transverse trunnion,

indicator means journaled on the said trunnion, means co-

operating with the ends of the trunnion to prevent re-

moval of said indicator means, and a slldable shackle co-

operating witli said removal preventing means to lock the

same when the shackle Is in locked position

4. .\ combination padlock comprising, in combination.

a disk like body having a centrally bored and tapped

trunnion projecting laterally therefrom, a plurality of

lnterchangeal)le indicator disks and hubs journaled on

said trunnion, means including a screw to secure said in-

dicator means upon the trunnion, the screw being grooved

and extending Into the said trunnion bore, and a lock

shackle extending from the said bore radially outward to

and beyond the periphery of the body and in one position

cooperating with the groove in the screw to lock the latter

in position.

5. The herein described padlock comprising tire follow-

ing elements in combination, a flat circular body having a

central laterally projecting trunnion, the latter having a

central tapped bore, and the body and trunnion being

radially slotted, a plurality of interchangeable indi'^ator

disks and notched hubs journaled on said trunnion on

both sides of the said body, a shackle slidable in said slot,

the inner portion of the shackle lying within the slotted

portion of the trunnion and adapted to enter the hub

notches to permit the shackle to open, a face plate at each

end of the trunnion to retain the Indicator means In place,

and grooved screws driven into tlie aforesaid bore to hold

said face plates, the inner end of the shackle coop.rating

with said screws to lock the latter when the padlock is

In use.

889.062.
.Anderson,

.•!9i,r,os.

FLYING MACHINE. Francis R. Sweeny.
S. C. Filed Sept. 6. 1907. Serial No.

1. A flying machine having an aeroplane with openings

therein, gyroscope wheels rotatably mounted in a liori-

Eontal plane In said openings and having vertical shafts

extending downwardly, a motor disposed between said

gyro8coi)e whtels, afl'ordiuK means for driving the same in

oppf)site directions, horizontally disposed balance wings
mounted in said aeroplane, vertically disposed rudders at

the forward and rear ends of said machine, and means
for contri^lling said balam-e wings and said rudders from
a position near said motor
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2. A flying machine having an aeroplane- of tlomiatt^d

diamond form In plan, said aeroplane havini,' ..p.ain>cs

therein disposed at equal distances from tl|.' rmnsv r^.

middle lines thereof, pyroscope wheels rotaiably muunti<l

In said openings and having vertical shafts extending

downwardly, a motor between said gyrusfop.'H an<l afford-

ing means for driving the same In opposif>' dir>>otlons.

said aeroplane having openings disposed f<n-wardly and

rearwardly respectively of said first openiii-'s. halance

wings mounted in a horizontal position in siij.l list open-

ings, means for controlling said balance witiita from .1 posi-

tion near said motor, vertically disposed rudfiers disposed

Bear the forward and rt-ar ends of said machine, means

for controlling said rudders from a position n.ar said

motor, said motor having a longitudinally t^itinding shaft.

and controllers carried by saui motor shaft adapted to

advance said machine.

' stripper blade over which one layer of the good* to be

sewed passes, and a tape guide arranfed b^ow said re-

cess and attached to the base piece ; adjacent the raised

portion substantially as described

S89.06.3, FOLDINt; AND TAl'lNM; <;ril»i: FOR SEWING-
MACHINES. WiLBiR I.. Swift. N>w Yotk. N Y. as-

signor to The T'nlon Special SfWlni: Machtno rompany.

Chicago. III., a Corporation of Illinois. ^il(>d Sept. 1,

1.S99. Serial No. 729,167.

1. The herein described folding guide for sewing ma-

chines, comprising a base piece adapt.-d to U^ secured to

the work plate of the sewing machine havini; a raised por-

tion, a folding guide portion secured to. saW raised por-

tion and having a bottom wall, a vertical wall and an

upper horizontal wall forminir a recess to ri^ift-lve the edse

of a fabric, a second upwardly tumt'd wall, a Up as ;. a

vertical wall m having the oppositely extfnd|ng horizontal

portion k, l)elow the lip, and a tape guide b^low the fold-

ing guide attached to said liasc piece adjacent the raised

portion ; substantially as descrit>ed.

2. The herein de.'icribed folding guide for sewing ma-

chines, comprising a base plpce adapted to be secured to

the work plate of thf sowitig machine having a raised por-

tion, a folding guide portion secured tp salJ raised por-

tion and having a twttom wall, a vertical wall and an

upper horizontal wall forming a recess t^ receive the

edge of a fabric, a second upwardly tiirn*»d w.iU. i lip as /,

a vertical wall m having the opposit.^ly ••ir. :i.lini.' hori-

zontal portion k, b*>low the lip. and having aif the forward

end a downwardly turned tongue as I: anr! 1 '.ii"' iriid.'

attached to said base piece adjact^nt rh.' rai-i.ii ;.. rt: n

and below th»' foidins guide substantially as il<^s<ribt'd

3. The her^'in dt^scribcd folding and guidlag attachm*>nt

for raffling and sewing machines, comprising a ruffling de-

vice and m«'ans for operating it, a base plt^>' adapted to

be attached to the sewing' machine and havin.: a raised

portion, a stripper plat.' secured to said rBlsed portion.

and a folding guide having recesses arranged one above

the other and opposed to each other, the loafer of said re-

cesses belne .irrang-d in a plane with tlie top of the

889,064. WINDOW SCREEN. Fbancis E. Tatlor, Rich-

mond, Ind., assignor of one-half to Jacob F. Knepper,

Webster. Ind. Filed Oct. 21, 1007 Serial No. 398,350.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a screen frame, of a spiral rod located at each

side of said screen frame, sleeves carried by the screen

frame and adapted to travel upon spiral rods, and springs

connected to said sleeves and adapted to be placed under

tension when said sleeves are rotated by being moved along

aid spiral rods.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a screen frame, of bearing members carried by

said screen frame, rotative sleeves carried by said bearing

members, springs connected at one end to said sleeves and

at their opposite ends to the screen frame, and fixed

pirally grooved rods with which said sleeves are adapted

to engage.

3. In a device of the character deacril>ed, the combina-

tion with a screen frame, of bearing members carried by

aid siTeen frame, rotative sleeves carried by said bear-

ing members, springs connected at one end to said sleeves

and at their opposite ends to the screen frame, fixed

spiiHlly grooved rods with which said sleeves are adapted

to en^a;:'', a screen fabric, and means for removably se-

curing said screen fabric to the screen frame.

8M,0<8. CBADLE. William W. Temples. Birmingham,

Ala. Filed Nov. 14. 1907. Serial No. 402,165.

1 .\ cradle comprising head and foot posts, each having

spaced upright members bent outwardly at their lower

ends to provide spaced feet, braces uniting the lower por-

tions of said feet, caps uniting thf upper ends of the

spaced members of the posts, socketed coupling members

unltinu the spaced members of the post adjacent to the

upper portions of their feet, a center rail, coupling mem-

bers upon the ends of the rail and having heads to enter
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the sockets In the coupling members upon the posts, and a
swinging body removahly mounted between said posts.

2. A cradle comprising head and foot posts, each having
spaced members, bearing blocks uniting said spacing mem-
bers, a center rail arranged between said posts and having
its ends detachably connected thereto, a cradle body, and
Iwigltudlnally projecting pivots upon the ends of said body
and adapted to project between the spaced members of the
posts and to rest upon said bearing blocks.

3. A cradle comprising head and foot posts, each com-
posed of similar sections bavin;; parallel upper portions
and oppositely projecting lower portions to provide spaced
feet, a brace uniting said feet, means uniting the parallel

portions of said sections of the posts, a center rail ar-

ranged between the posts and detachably connected thereto,

bearings arranged upon the parallel portions of the sec-

tions of said posts, a cradle body, and pivots upon the ends
of the latter adapted to project between the parallel por-
tions of the sections of the posts and to rest upon said
bearings.

4. A cradle comprising a supporting frame, l)carings at
the ends of the latter, a cradle body consisting of upper
side and end t>ars, curved lower end bars, a central trottom
bar, couplings uniting said bars, curved connecting rods
arranged between the bottom bar and the upper side bars,
ri.ils arranged between the upper and lower end bars, cen-
trally arranged uprights between said upper and lower
end bars and pivots carried by said uprights and engaged
with the bearings upon the supporting frame.

5. A cradle comprising a supporting frame, a swinging
body therein, a double, spring-actuated buffer or stop slld-

able tran.sversely upon the frame and projections carried
by the body and adapted to engage the opposite ends of
said buffer or stop.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

GAME APl'.VRATUS. Arvine N. Tho.mas, Can-
toa, Ohio. Filed May 1. 1907 Serial No. 371.349.

^' t /V '" rtf

ma

y7

1. .V gauic apparatus comprising n t^ase. ,t flpld-plate lo-

cated above the base, said field plate t..iniK' provided with
base openings and with a diamond-shaped ontral opening,
a diamond-shaped center plate disposed conformably in
the central opening and spaced from the edges thereof,
said field plate being provided with short stop, right, left

and center field apertures, hoods located back of said aper-
tures, a pitcher's guide, said center plate being provided
with a groove leading from the pitcher's guide toward the
home base opening In the field plate, and bat mechanism
located in the groove, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

2. \ Kame apparatus comprising a base, a field-plate lo-

cated above the base, said field-plate being provided with
ba.se openings and with a diamond-shaped central opening.
a diamond-shaped center plate disposed conformably in the
r.'ntral opening and spaced from the edges thereof, said
field-plate tielng provided with short stop, right. left and
center field apertures, hoods located back <>f the n[)ertures,
a pitcher's guide, said center plate provided with a groove
leading from the pitcher's guide toward the home base
opening of the field plate, bat mechanism located in the
groove, and Image players adapted to m^ve around the

center field-plate, substantially a> and for the purpose
specified.

3. A game apparatus comprising a base, a field-plate lo-

cated above the base, said fleld-piate being provided with
base openings and with a diamond-shaped central opening,

a center plate dis[)osed conformably in tlie central open-
ing and spaced from the edges thereof, said field-plate pro-

vided with short stop, right, left and center field aper-

tures, hoods located back of the apertures, a pitcher's
guide said center plate being provided with a jrroove lead-

ing from the pitcher's guide toward the home base, and
bat mechanism located In the groove and image players
adapted to move in the space between the center and field-

plates said field plate being provided with apertures lo-

cated at the corners of the central openings, substantially
as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a game apparatus, the combination of a base-board
provided with grooves and a gutter, a field-plate provided
with apertures, hoods located back of the apertures, a cen-

ter plate provided with an Inclined groove, bat mechanism
located in the path of the groove, a pitcher's guide secured
to the center plate, said center-plate being provided with
a catch-out aperture below the pitcher's guide, said field-

plate being provided with base apertures at the corners of
its central opening, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

5. In a game apparatus, the combination of a base pro-
vided with gutters, and formed with grooves in its upper
surface and communicating with the gutters, a center-
plate supported upon the base, said center-plate being pro-
vided with a pitcher's guide and with a groove leading
therefrom, a field-plate surrounding the center-plate and
having Its adjacent inner edges spared therefrom, bat
mechanism located in the groove leading from the pitcher's
guide, said field plate being provided with base apertures,
means for closing the base apertures, the spaces between
the mutually adjacent edges of the field and center-plates
afTordinj: ways arranged In the form of a diamond and
communicating with the base apertures, said field plate
being also formed with right, left and center field aper-
tures and a short stop aperture, hoods located back of said
apertures and image players adapted to move In the ways,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,067. • MERCURY VAPOR APPARATFS. Pebcv H.
Thomas, East Orange. N. J., assignor to Cooper Hewitt
Electric Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. Filed Jan. 6, 1904. Serial No. 187,891.

1. The combination with a closed holder of silica, elec-

trodes therein, and lead-wires for connection with an ex-

ternal circuit extending to the electrodes, of a screen sur-
rounding the said holder, the said screen being of a ma-
terial which is substantially impervious to ultra-violet

rays.

2. K mercury vapor electric lamp comprising a closed
container of silica, a positive and a negative electrode
therein, lead wires for connecting the said electrodes with
an external circuit, the said container being surrounded
except at the portions traversed by the lead-wires by a
screen of material impervious to ultra-violet rays.

3. The combination with a closed holder composed of a
material which is pervious to ultra-violet rays, electrodes
therein, lead wires for connecting the said electrodes with
therein, and le*d-wires connecting the said electrodes to an
external circuit, of a screen surrounding the said holder,
the said screen t>elng of a material which Is substantially
impervious to ultra-violet rays.
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4. In a vajior .ItH-trii: apparatus. th»' combination of a.

cl««^ tub*" pervious ro actinic rny-<. p|»>crrodPs therpin,

lead-wires connt-cting the said electrodes with an pxternal

circuit, a srre«>n Impervious to actinic fays surrounding

the tab«. and a conducting vapor within the tube through
which current Is ailapted to pass.

5. In a vapor electric apparatus, the combination of a

cloKed ijuarcz tube, electrodes therein, lead wires for con-

necting the said •electrodes to an external circuit, a Rla.ss

tube •surrounding the quartz tube, and a rondncting vapor

within the ijuartz tube through which the current In the

vapor medium Is caused to pass.
j

(Clalm-i f, nH'l 7 not printed in the Oazk>tte. ]

889.06S. TANKHEATKR. .M.\uris A. Tiimki-e. Darien,

Wis. Filed .Ian. 15. 1907. Serial No. {!52..;01.

In a tank ht-attT. th^ combination ^if a ihell open at the

top. a reinforcing band at the top of the iihell. tie rods en-

gaging said band to secure the shell to t:he tank bottom.

a cover pivoted to the reinforcing band and provided with

a pair of openings, draft pipes projectinij upwardly fmrn

the cover and communicating with the openings, a pipe

section extending downwardly from the cover and commu
nicating with one of the openings, a burofr arranged

within the shell, and a pipe connecting Oi'posite sides of

the shell arnl ili-;po<»>(l ovpr the burner

8 8 9.06*.t PNEUMATIC TIRE ihaki.es E. Trrt s.

Springfield. Mass nie<l .June _ 1 l!»<i7. Serial No.

380.136.

^K

3. A tirt- reinforcement embodying' a tread member sub-

stantially elliptical in longitudinal st-ction and provided
at one end with a ridge and in its lnwfr face with a trans-

vfrsfly extending rt-ccss. said nietnluT further provided
with a countersunk portli.n anil a countersunk recess In

its upper face,

4 .V tire reinforcement einboiiv in;.' a tread member sub-
stantially elliptical in longitudinal section and provided at
one end with a ridge and in its lower face with a trans-
versely-extending re<'ess. >*aid memlK>r further provided
with a countersunk portion and a countersunk recess in

its upper face, combined with a tread nail for securing
said meml)er In position, said nail having an enlarged
head projecting from the menif)er and seated in said
countersunk openim:

5. A tire reinforcement embodying a tread member sub-
stantially elliptical In longitudinal section and having Its

lower face provided with a pair of transversely-extend-
ing recesses

[flalms »; u, ',1 not prlrifed in the (;azeftp.]

889.070. rOMBINEI* S.VW .KtlNTKH. SET. SW.VCE,
AND G.VGE. Hk/km ui I. Tct fbi.d.hi. Indianapolis,

Ind. Filed Aug. Xu. Ii.«u7. Serial No. 3S7,yytJ.

1 In a "aw set and sw a.U''. the c,>nUiinat ion uith a bar

having a slot In a side of one end thereof and a rap' ring

point on the opposite end thereof, of a brnly part t>enring

against said bar and extending across one side of said

slot and also at one slije and t)eyond said point as guides

to engage the saw teeth.

2. In a saw set. the romblnation with a metal plate tbat

has a long portion and a relatively short portion, of a bar

of relatively hard metal that is secured rigidly to a >^^ide

of the long portion of said plate, one end of said bar hav-

ing a head that extends beyond an end of said long portion

and has a slot In a side thereof extending to the long

portion of said plate, one side of said t>ar being straight

and serving as a guide part, a stop gage on the shorter

i>ortlon of said plate and bearing against the guide part

of said bar. said gage having a slot therein and also hav-

ing a contact end extending beyond the shorter portion

of said plate, and a binding screw extending through salrl

slot and threaded into said plate.

889.071. METlI(tl) OF M.VKINd lUSniNtJS. Oeoboi S.

Van Voorhis. Brookline, Ma.ss. Filed Nov. 13. 1906.

Serial No. 343.242.

I. A tire reint'orcement comprising a plurality of over-

'applng an<l interengaging tread members connected to

the periphery of the tire and having the central portion 1. The herelndescribed method of forming lubricating

n{ its lower face constituting a fulcrum. Imshlngs which consists in encircling a cylindrical core

_' .V tire reinforcement enUnKlying a trqad member sub- with separated layers of lubricating material in plastic

stantially elliptical I'n longitudinal section and provided form, hardening the lubricating material, placing the core

at one end with a ridge and in its lower face with a trans- i in a suitable mold, casting the body of the bushing around
rer«elv extending recess. , the core, removing the core and bushing from the mold
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then removinv: the core from the bushing, substan-

tially as described.

2. The herelndescribed met laid of forming bushings
which consists In winding a plastic graphite compound
upon a suitable core. l>aklng the same to harden the lubri-

cant, and then casting the body of the bushing around said

core, and finally removing the core from the bushing, sub-

atantiallv as described.

88 9.0 7 2. DRAWING BOARD. W1LLIA.M F. Wagner.
Washington, D. (' Filed .Tan. 5, 1907, Serial No.

351,005. Renewed i>cf 14. I'.tn; Serial No. 397,390.

£
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1. .V drawing board provided with extensible edges each

having a slot and a paper clamping strip, the width of

the lower portion of said strip and the thickness of the

paper inserted thereunder together being greater than
the width of the bottom of the slot, substantially as de-

8crlbe<l.

2. .\ drawing lioard pro\ ided wiih extensible edges each
having a slot and a paper clamping strip seated obliquely

in said slot, the widtii of the lower portion of said strip

and the thickness of the paper inserted thereunder to-

gether being greater than the v^idth of the bottom of the

slot, substantially as described.

3. A drawing board provided with extensible edges each
harini: a slot and a paper clamping strip of such width
that when the paper is insert eil thereunder said strip will

engage the wall of th. slot and clamp the paper against
said wall at an anirb to the bottom of the slot, substan-
tially as described

4 .\ drawing board provided with extensible edges each
having a slot, means for adjusting the extensible edges,

connected to the board and the lower portion of said edges.

and a paper clamping strip, the width of said strip and
the thickness of the paper inserted thereunder together

being greater than the width of the bottom of said slot,

substantially as described.

6. A drawing board provided with laterally extended
supports formed Integral with the cleats thereof, extensi-

ble edges supported by said supports, means for guiding
said edges on said supports comprising slots in the sup
ports and pins in the said edges designed to engage and
slide in said slots, means for securing a piece of drawing
paper to said edges and iiieims conl resiling the lateral move-
ment of said edges and (<>nuecting them with the board
whereby the tension on the drawing paper can be regu-

lated, substantially as descriiied.

[Claims C to Id not printed in the Gazette.]

M9.073. INK.VNT S BIB. MiLDREt. W. Walbbidge. New
York. N. Y. Filed May 1'.. l'M)6. Serial No. 317.043.

A bib comprising two plies of material secured at their

outer edges and unconnected at the neck portion of the

bib so as to form a pocket within the bib, In combination

with a layer of al)sorbent matenai within, separable from
and formed to fit the pocket, and with a layer of water-

proof material also wKhin. separable from and formed
to fit the pocket.

889.074. LINOTYPE-SLUG TRIMMER. Gf.siAF E Wal-
Li.\, I'ocatello. Idaho, assignor to The Wallin .\ddressing
Machine Manufacturing Company, Kansas City. Mo., a
Corporation of Arizona. Filed July 9. 1907. Serial No
382,855.

In a slug trimming mechanism for linotype machines,
the combination of a revoluble mold wheel or disk, a sup-
porting arm having a lateral bracket projecting there-
from obliquely toward the back of the mold wheel, a back
trimming knife comprising a body portion and a blade ar-
ranged at an oblique angle to each other, said body por-
tion being slidably mounted upon the said oblique lateral
bracket and inclining toward the mold wheel, and said
blade being disposed jiarallel with the back of the mold
to slide thereon as the wheel revolves and provided with a
beveled cutting edge arranged obliquely thereto and to
the mold, and means associated with the body portion to
adjust the knife on the bracket toward and from the mold
wheel.

^su.075. H.\ND-PUNCH. He.nky F Wai.tkk. Wakefield,

Kans. Filed Sept. 17. 1907, Serial No, 393,288.

1. .K tool of the type set forth, comprising upper and
lower connected spaced plates, the lower plate being formed
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at Its front ends with spaced ears, a wear plate having

side piecetkengaged with said ears, set-screWs for holding

said wear plate against play, the upper plafe being formed

at Its end with a jaw having a die-block, la plung»>r sUd-

ably mounted between said plates and carrying a die co-

operating with said die block, and Tn>-ans fior sliding said

plunger.

2. A tool of the type set forth, comprising upper and

lower connected spaced plates, the lower plade being formed

at Its front ends with spaced ears, the upp»r plate having

a portion secured between said ears, a wear plate, having

side pieces, mounted between said ears, said side pieces be-

ing provided with flanges at their ends engaging said ears,

set screws for holding said wear plate anq its side mem-

bers against play, the upper plate being formed at its

end with a jaw having a die-block, a plunger slidably

mounted between said plates and carrying |a die coSperat-

Ing with said die-block, and means for slidii^g said plunger.

889,076.

Mich.

DOOR HANGER. Nelson I> w

Filed June 4, 1907. Serial No. :'.

'opemish,

lltj.

disks, rings, pedals reslllently mounted between the ringa,

and means for securing the diska and rings together.

VrHav *Taa«Hi

S::>M
\A\

;»'

S. A vehicle wheel comprising a hub. a ring reslllently

ggcnred to laid huh, disks secured to said ring, and pedala

reslllently mounted between the disks.

[Claim t) not printi^d !n the Oazette 1

889,078. PIPE AND ROD LIFTING TONGS. Oliver

Wilson, St. Edward, Nebr. Filed Jan. 31, 1908. Serial

No. 413,507.

A door hanger of the class described con^prising a mem-

ber having a wheel mounted in the uppt-r portion thereof

for engagement with a supportink: track acl further pro-

vided at its lower end with au integral ir^s-i arm said

cross arm having an upwardly .xt-ndinir tnnkriie to bear

against one side of the track, a U -hap.d « ..nn.'cting bolt

having its vertical arms scrt'Wthreaded and passed through

openings In the ends of the cross arn^ adjusting nut.s on

said arms and adapted to bear on said crass Mrms. and a

door member pivotaily engaged with th.^ horizontal cntral

portion of such connecting bolt.

8 89,07 7. SPRING-WHEEL FOR R0.1D-VEHICLES.

Frederi'-k Wicks. Esher, England. Filed June 2'J,

1900. Serial No. 31M.081.

1. A vehicle wheel IncludinkC n periplinO' consisting of

disks, means adapted to secure the disks oogether, rollers

mounted upon said means, and pedals resUirntly supported

between the disks

2. A vehicle wheel Including a peripher>- consisting of

disks, rings, pedals reslllently mounted between the rings,

means for securing the disks and rings tojjether, and roll-

ers mounted upon said means.

3. A vehicle including a resUiently mounted ring, disks,

rlngB mounted between the disks, pedals reslllently sup-

ported between the last named rings, and means adapted

to secure the disks and said last named rings together.

L .\ vehiol>> wheel including a perlpherpr- consisting of

I A pipe or rod lifting toii^'H. emlwMlying two flat metal

l.'ver bars lappfd up<>ii •aeh other and pivoted together

where they are lapp.'<i. said pivot being nearer the lower

ends of the !mrs. a jaw projecting laterally from the lower

end of each lever bar and scalloped in <.>pposed ed>:e8.

means for the elevation and support of the tonjcs. a trip

pinK link that is formed of two extensible sections pivoted

together at adjacent ends, and means for downwardly

flexing said link.

'1. .K pipe or rod llftlnK tone's, emhodying two Hat metal

lever bars of similar form, said bars being lapped upon

each other and pivoted where they are lapped, the pivot

being nearer one end of the bars than the other, an in-

tegral jaw projected laterally from a corresponding end

of each lever bar, and having the opposite edges thereof

substantially parallel with each other and having opposite

scallops In said edges, and a tripping link formed In two

sections, a rule joint connecting corresponding ends there-

of, outer ends of the link sections being respectively slot-

ted and perforated, and pivots connecting said outer ends

with the respective lever bars above their pivoted con-

nection.

:'.. In a device of the character described, the tripping

link, comprising two main sections, a rule Joint connec-

tion between adjacent ends of said sections, the bodies of

said sections being recessed, and an extension member
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adjustably seour' d in the recess of a respective section,

the outer ends of the extension members respectively hav-

ing a slot and spaced perforations therein.

4. A pipe or rod lifting tongs, embodying two flat lever

bar* of similar form, said bars being lapped upon each
Otlier between their ftids. and pivoted together where they

are lapped, said pivot bein^ nearer one end of the lever

bars than the other, an integral Jaw projecting laterally

from a corresponding end of each lever bar, the opposite

edges of said Jaws being substantially parallel with each
other, said edges, near their centers, having oppositely

•calloped recesses therein and also having serrations

In portions outside of the recesses, a tripping link pivoted

by Its ends upon the respective lever bars above the pivot

connection of the latter, said link embodying two main
sections, a downwardly flexing rule joint connection Join-

ing adjacent ends of the link sections, said Joint having
an eye-bolt for a pivot, and a f1exti>le connection extending
from the rule Joint downward

surface coCperatini: with said totalizer and removable
•••oti) sjijd reL'ist. r. nK-ani* for ffrectine a record on said
^iirfai'' of a iiiiiiilx-r on said totalizer, and means remov-
able with said recording surface and cooperating there-

with to conceal said record from the view of the operator
while said recording surface is in said register

[Claims 6 and 7 not [iriuti d in the Gazette.]

.079, REGISTERING APPARATUS. Fail Wixsor.
Weston, Mass. Filed Mar. 15, 1907. Serial No. 362,467.

1. In .'III appaiiiiu-- oi the class described, in combina-
tion, a K ..'isti r ill. rbaiiism provided with a totalizer, a
r<' ofil . iiinib'r provJdi'<i with a recording surface, an In-

( eviiii: .H^. for subl m ord cylludfr provided with a slot

or optning to expose a jHirtion of the recording surface.

a support for snid ca.se movable toward and from said

totalizer to ifTict a record on said surface, a dofir con-

trolling access to said n-cord i-ontaining <ase. means for

connecting said door with said support to effect movement
of the latter by movement of said door, means operated
by said record contalnlni: case for controlling the oper-

ation of said totalizer, means optratid by said door for con

-

frollint: the operation of said totalizer, and means for

moving said recording surface while in the register to

remove the record thereon out of line with the slot in Its

case, substantially as desrrlhi-d

L' In an apjiaratus of the class described. In combina-
tion, a ri'irisfer provided with a totalizer and with a cham-
ber in line with said totalizer, a door for said chami>er, a
rt'cordlng surface removalile from said chamber, a sup-

port for said ri'cordin;: surface niovnhle toward and from
said totalizer to mark a ri'<'ord on said surface, and means
removable frcun said eliamb<'r with said recording sur-

face and coJlpiTflting with the lattir to conceal the said
record from vlfw. while the recordin;; stirface is in said
chamber, substantially as described

.'!. In an apparatus of the class described, a register

provided within it with a totalizer, a removable recording
surface adapted to ii*- [ilacod within said register to co-

operate witli said totalizer, uwans for effecting a record
on said surface of a number on said totalizer, and means
removable with said recording surface and co<iperating
therewith for concealing said record from the view of the
op'T.'itor while said recording surface is in <aid chamber.
sulistantlally as described.

4 in an apparatus of the class described, in combina-
tion, a register provided with a totalizer, a recording sur-

face adapted to be placed within said register to cofiperate
with said totalizer and to t>e removed therefrom, means
for effect ing a record on said surface of a numt>er on said
totalizer, and means for concealing said record from the
vi.'W of operator while in said chaml>er. sub-tantlally as
described.

.' In an ap|iaratus of the class described, in oih'.ina-

tion, a register provided with a totalizer, a recording

134 O. G.—65

889,080. MOVING SPIHAI. ST.\1I{W.\Y. George K.

Wheeler. BrooklMi. \ V F'iled Oct. 14. 1905. .Serial

No. 282,783.

1. The COMkinatlon in a moving stairway, of two spiral

guides connected at top and bottom by horizontal sec-

tions, step sections having rectangular treads and shaped
to travel in an endless path up one spiral and down the

other spiral, and means including a double chain for

driving said sections, substantially as described.

2. The coniidnalion in a moving stairway, of two simi-

larly turned spiral guides each having an outer and an in-

ner track, horizontal portions connecting the two spirals

at top and bottom, step sections havln.L' rectangular treads
arranged to travel in the endless path formed by the
spiinl^ and the iiorlzontal portions, and means for driv-

ing til" said seciioDs. Milistant lally as described.

3. The combination in a moving stairway, of two simi-

larly turned spiral guides, each having an inner and an
outer track in the form of helical curves, horizontal tracks

at top and bottom of the stairway connected to the spiral

tracks, rectangular tread step sections having wheels
arranged to travel on said tracks, an endless chain to

which each step is i»ivfited. and imaiis for driving the
chain so that the step sections, will travel in an endless

path, substantially as described

4. The comliinatlon in a moving stairway, of two sirni

larly turned spirals, each having an inner and an outer

track In the form of helical curves, horizontal tracks at

top and bottom connecting the traeks of the two spirals.

the inner track of the ascending spiral joining the router

track of the descending spiral and the other track of the

ascending spiral joining the inner track of the descending
spiral, step sections arranged to travel on the said endless
track and means for driving the said step .sections, sub-
stantially as descrlt>ed.

.">. The combination in a moving stairway, of two simi-

larly turned spiral guides connectinl together at top and
bottom by horizontal sections, step sections each having
flat treads and curvcnl risers at each side, said curved
risers being such that the steps will be close together on
the elevating and return runs as well as on the horizontal

runs, and means for drlvinir said step sections, substan-
tially as described.

[Claims ti to W. not printed in the (iazette.J
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8S0.081. PRE8S FOR THE .MANUFACTltE (>r ARTI-

CLES FROM GRANULAR ( tR FlBK»»rS MATEKL\L
Ediard Wlrl. rrague-W-lnUiee. and iJu hauk vo.\

MattexcluIT, IMschely. n<>ar Prngut*. Au-ttrin nungary.

Filed Junp 4. i'M^7 Serial No. ;{77.:.''3.

2. Th. herein described yeast compound, coosistiaf of a

body composed of bread crumbs having a yeast ferment

uniformly (li-;tributed therethrough and dried thpn-on.

3. The herein described process of making a yeast rom-

poun.l. which consists In saturating bn-ad lu a liquid

rontaining a yeast ferment, and thereafter drying the fer-

ment on the bread.

1. A machin.- of fhe character descril>-'(l. comiirising k

carrier provided with a plurality of w.-d>:>--^hai)''d riiolil

recelvinkj conipartuients. mold.-? disoonnptte<l from each

other and ii.t.i;>t.>d to l».' forced successively into each of

said compart ni.'nts to be conveyed by the carri»T. each of

Mid mold.s having a removaM" cover. th»- walls of said

compartmenta adapted to force the cover within the body

of the mold thereby comiirossing the mat.rial carried by

the mold, means for automatically forcing the niold-i into

said compart ment.s, means for automatically eje-ctint: th^'

molds from said compartments, and nu-ans for automatic

ally opening the molds to dischargp the compress-d ma

terlal therefrom.

•2. A machine of the charact.-r r'-f-Tr-.l ta inm|iri-<in« a

carrier provided with a plurality of w-d^-^ shai. d mold-

receiving compartments, molds dlsconn«M tfd irnu each

other and adapted to be forced suc.esslvelj into each of

said compartments to be conveyed by the ctrrier. each of

said molds having a removable cover, th*' walls of .«ald

compartments adapted to force the cover within the body

of the mold thereby compressing the material carri.d by

the mold, means for forcing the molds Into said compart

ments, means for ejecting the moWi.s from said comimrt

ments, and means for opening the molds to discharge the

compressed material therefrom.

3. A machine of the character r.'ferred to I'omprislng a

mold carrier provided with a plurality of mold receiving

compartments, molds dl.sconnected fn/m e>i' h other and

adapted to be forced successively Into said ii.mpartments

thereby compressing the material contain<d in the molds,

means for automatically forcing the molds into said com-

partments, and means for automatically eji'Otlng the molds

from said compartmtnts.

4. A machine of the character ref»'rrfd to comprising an

intermittently rotatable mold carrier proviiled with a plu-

rality of mold receiving compartments, molds disconnected

from f&>.h other and adapted to be forced successively into

said compartmi'nts tliereby compre.ssing thu muterial con-

t:iin.'il 111 til'' rii'.Ms m.'ans for automatically forcing the

ini'iils niii' .said compartments, and means for antomatic-

uilv •Meotiag tbf molds from said compartmi'nts.

0. A machine of the character referred it» cotnprisimj a

mold carrier provided with a plurality of mold r.'c^'iving

compartments, molds disroun'^cteil from e|ich other and

adapted to be force<l successively into .said compartments

thereNy compressiUi: the material coiita!iie(| in the molds,

means for forcing the molds Into said compartments, and

means for ejecting the molds from said c<^partments.

[riaims 6 to 37 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.08-. YEAST COMI'or'NI' .1^ its E Tnsr. Arlcinsas

City. Kans. Filed Mar I'J. lIXiT Serial No. 3rtJ.705.

1. The herein described yeast compound, which con.st.sts

of a body composed of liread ha vine a yea it ferment uni-

formly distribute<l therethrough and dried jthereoa.

S8!).0Si3. REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
Robert H. .Vikkn. Wlnthrop Harbor. III. Filed Apr.

29. 1907. Serial No. 370,970.

1. The method of providing heavy, non transportable

retaining and l)ul!<ling walls in uprigtit permanent posi-

tion, whieh con.slsts In forming a suitable foundation,

forming an approxiraatei\ horizontal concrete wall with

one margin adjacent to ti.e upper surface of said founda-

tion and adai>ted to fit and rest thereon, and having Ita

long axis approximately parallel to the long axis of said

foundation surface, and swinging said wall at>OLii an axis

parallel to that of said surface, to bring tiie wall Into

permanent upright |x)sition upon the foundation.

2. The meiho<l of constructing concrete buildings which

consists in providing a suital>le foundation, forming and

externally tiuishlug in approximately horizoutai position

with one margin parallel to oue foundation wall or side a

coucn-te wall adapte<i to support a roof and all other parts

usually carried by an ordinary building wall, swinging

the concrete wall, about an axis parallel to said margin, to

position uixin its foundation as a permanent l)uilding wall,

and adding all the remainder outer walls of the building In

like manner
.".. The method of eoiistrueiing concrete buildings which

consist.s in providing a sultal)le foundation of all Its

walls, forming, in aiiproximately horizontal position, and

externally finishing, outer side u|i and witli one margin

adjacent and parallel to the upper surfae.- of the rorre-

sponding part of the foundation, a concrete wall adapted

to support all parts usually carried by the walls of brick

houses and the like, swinging the finished wall, about an

axi.s parallel to said margin, to vertical (>osltlon ui>on the

foundation, and adding sii.cessively in like manner upright

walls to form tii. reiuaiuing faces of the building

4. The method of constructing buildings having hollow

concrete wails which consists In forming, in horizontal po-

sition, outer side up. alongside one face of a foundation a

heavy non-transportable conerete wall having one margin

adjacent and parallel to the upper surface of the founda-

tion upon which it Is to rest, swinging said wall, about an

ails parallel to said margin, to vertical j>08ltion upon its

foundation, forming an inner concrete wall in the [»osl-

tion vacated by the outer wall, and erecting it in like man-

ner to position alongside and slightly s«»parated from

said outer wall securing the constituent wall together,

and adding In like manner the remaining wail^ of the

building.

.^1. Th.' m. Ill od of constructing concrete dwellings and

the like which consists in forming suitable foundations

I for each wall, forming, lu horizontal ix.sltion, alongside
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taot of the foundation, as externally finished concrete
wall adapter! to support the parts usually carried by brick

walls, having; ixr- window aud door frames in position, and
it.'^eif in position to \tv swung about an axle parallel to ita

foundation to t-rect (Kisition upon the latter, swinging
the wall to anch position, aud adding the remaining walls

of the building in like manner.
[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazotte.]

889.084. APPAR.\TUS FOR CATCHING AND DELIVER-
ING MAIL POICHES ON RAILWAY MAIL - CABS.
MiLLABD E. Ai-LEX. Danvllle. Ky. Filed Mar. 25, 1908.

Serial No. 423,228.

1. A iiiHil latchei- and deliverer for railway post offices.

comprising in combination with a car and a crane, a
catcher on the car and a catcher on the crane, said catch-

ers each comprising pivoted and bell-crank-shaped arms
for receiving a mail pouch, latches pivoted in said arms to

catch said arms and hold them in s[»read condition, aud
triggers pivolaily mounted in said arms operatlveiy con-

nected with r^aid latches to releaw said arms.

2. A iiiaii cnti iier and deliverer for railway post offices

comjirising In combination a car. a crane, swinging arms,

a catcher on said car and a catcher on said crane, said

catcher on said car being mounted on one of said swing-

ing arms to swing out of and Into said car, said catcher

on said crane being mounted stationary thereon, said

catchers each comprising pivoted arms which are spread

to receive a mall pouili and held in the spread condition

and closed by the mail pouch when it enters the catcher,

means for suspending a mall pouch to be delivered on said

swinging arms on the car. and means for suspending a

mall pouch to be caught from said crane.

889.085. DENT.U, SWAtiING AlM'ARATrS. HaBBY W.
ALLWIMB. Omaha. Nebr. Filed Nov. 20. 1907. Serial

No. 408.988,

j

through which materials may be placed below the plunger

I
In iK>sltion to be pressed thereby Into the aperture In the

' piston.

2. In a device of the class described, the combiuatu>n
with a cylinder, and a piston fitting ihereiu and having au

i

aperture of relatively small area, of a press having a plun-

I

ger adapted to enter the aperture in the piston, a remov-
able ppaclug-block disposed between the piston aud the

press-frame lo limit movement of the piston out of the

cylinder, and a removable cover-plate adapted to close the

aperture in the piston, the said cover-plate being engage-

able by the press-plunger to force the piston Into the cyl-

inder.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a cylinder, and a piston fitting therein and having a

central aperture of relatively small area, of a press having
a plunger adapted to enter the ai>erture in the piston, a

removable cover-plate adapted to close the aperture in the

piston, said cover-plate being engageable by the press-

plunger to drive the piston into the cylinder, and a re-

movable spacing-block adapte<l to be disponed between the

piston and the press frame to limit outward movement of

the piston, said spacing block having an opening in the

side thereof for the pttrpose described.

4. In a deTi<e for swaging dental plate>. a cylindrical

cup, a plsti'U fitting within said cup and having therein an
aperture of relatively small are-a. a screw-press, a plunger

carried by the press-strew and adapted to enter the apier-

ture, plastic material fllliug the cup. and a cylinder of

plastic material adapted to eiuer the aperture in the pi>-

ton. the piston and plunger being so arranged that the

cylinder of plastic material may be placed between the

plunger and the aperture and forced thereinto by move-
ment of the press-screw.

889,086. ELECTRICAL GOVERNOR FOR GAS E.NGINES.
Joseph D. Axl>lb.so.v, St. Marys. Ohio. Filed Sept. 5,

1907. Serial No. ,'l!H,riuo.

1. In a device of the class described, the comblnaiiou
with a cylinder, and a piston fitting therein and having a

central aperture of relatively small area, of a press having

a plunger adapted to enter the aperture In the piston, aud
a rem<ival'le spacing-block dlspos»>d between the piston and
the press frame to limit movement of the piston out of

the cylinder, said spacing-block iiaving a side opening i and carrying n governor weight aud an adjustable spring.

1, In an internal couiiui^tion engine, the combination

of a sleeve rotatably mounted on the shaft of the engine,

means for rotatably adjusting and locking this sleeve, an
insulated contact member mounted on this sleeve and hav-

ing a curved contact face, and automatic circuit-breaking

means mounted on the adjacent hub of the fly-wheel and
comprising a bracket an<l means for bolting it insnlatedly

to .the hub, this bracket being provided with an arm. a

tul»e mounted on this arm and adapted to be radially ad-

justed, a ball contact piece i»rotruding from the inner end

of the tube, a spring and an adjustable plug for bearing on
said ball contact, and a governor weight normally in cir-

cuit with said bracket and sleeve.

2. The combination with an internal combustion engine,

of one Contact meml>er mounted rotatably on the shaft of

the engine adjacent to tlie fiy wheel, a metallic bracket

and a I' it f.r fastening it to the periphery of the hub of

the fly-w iieel. saiii Iwilt being extended radially outward
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4-

the spring serTlngr to normally press tbe ^OTemor weight ; connecting the ends of said sections, means connecting the

Inwardly against a part of the bracket, wbereby the gov- sections at the ends of the slot, clips engaging the sections

ernor weight forms a part wf the circuit, and a contact betwt'«»n fht- ends of the slot and having thpir end portions

member carried by said bracket, substantially as st-t forth.
^

fitted and secured within said transverse recesses, ami a

clamping device carried by the rod and movable in the <i(it

and adjustable for engagement with the walls thereof to

889.087. L>Isrn.I.INr; ArPAR.\TT-S. TniLiP .Vshek. ^<^carr said rod In adjuste<l position to the sleeve.

New Orleans. La. Fll-d Feb. 7. 19o7. Serial No. :',.-.f;.231.

£^#

1. In an apparatus of the class descril^ed. a retort, a

sabstantlally grid-like member in said retort comprisiug an

approximately horizontal tubular body, and parallel m'm-

bers embodying branches extending opposite from -laid

body, of tubular form and perforated, tha branches com-

mencing at the b<xly b< ing of progressively decreasing

diameter, and means for supplying steam to said tcrid lilie

member.
2. In an apparatus of the class desirifi«tl. a retort, and

two oppositely disposed grid like metnbers mounted In said

retort, each romprlsing a sutxtantlally horizontal body

provided with upwardly and downwardly extending perfo

rated branches of progressively decrea^:n| diameter com-

mencing with their Inner ends.

3. In an apparatus of the class descrited. a retort, a

substantially grid-like member in said retott embodying an

approximately horizontally disposed body provided with

oppositely disposed perforated tubular branches capp<!'d at

their outer ends and of progressively decneaslng diameter

commencing with their inner ends.

4 In an apparatus of the class descrlb^l. a retort, and

a substantially grld-Uke member disposed in said retort

and embodying a tubular Ixvdy [)rovided with oppositely

disposed perforated tubular branehes of iiroijresslvely de-

creasing diameter commencing at their inner ends.

5. In an apparatus of the class describad, a retort, and

a substantially erid like member in said rftort embodying

a tabular body provided with perforated branches of pro-

gressively decrea<ing diameter commencing at their inner

ends.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the riaaette.]

88t;088. BRISH-HANDLE Richard Baji.i-.vb.ieox, Port

Huron, Mich . assignor of one half to ,Iohn .Vsman. Port

Huron. Mich. Filed Jan. 2S, !{)<•«. .Serial No, 41.3.074,

^=^
g

889,089. (WITHDRAWN ]

In a device of the character described, the combination

of a rod. a sleeve to receive the same, said sleeve comprising

a pair of semi-cylindrical sections recessed in two of their

adjacent meeting edges to provide a longitudinal slot, the

walls of the slot having spaced transversie recesses, caps

889,000. rLOD-CRrSHKR Krnest C lUvtuE. I.ewls-

roun 111 Filed Sept lit. 1907. Serial No. ^93,707.

In a clod crusher, a crushing cylinder comprising end

wheels, each having a rim provided with an annular se-

rlea of squared recesses In its inner face, a wheel inter-

mediate the end wh«<'ls and having a rim [irovided with

annular series of squared recesses In opposite sides there-

of, two annular series of crushing bars, each bar being of

triangular shape in cross section and having opposite re-

duied extremities correspondingly shaped to the squared

recesses and detachably fitted therein, and annular bands
supporting the criisber bars between the end and inf>r-

medlate wheels.

889.091 MOI.r> FOR POSTS M.\r\ey Ralmvoer. Ma-
rlon, Ind. Filed .\pr \A, 1907. Serial No '.\(M.'M\Tt.

^J

\ mold of the character described having In combina-

tion, a bottom, a perforated stationary side, a removable

side, a cap molding end piece, a bottom end piece, said

bottom and eap end pieces being hinged to said station

ary side, a frame supporting said mold, two pin bars, a

plurality of horizontally extending pins projecting through

said side perforations, guides secured near each end of

said mold for holding said bars, a rock shaft provided witli

upwardly extending arms, a treadle secured to said shaft,

a spring to normally hold said shaft In one position, and

links connecting said arms to said bars, all arranged ns

disclosed.

889.092. ROTARY ENtJINK .JOHN C. Babnes, Philadel-

phia, Pa . assignor of fifty one one hundredths to Benja-

mlne F I^re, I'hiladelphia. Pa. Filed Sept IP. 1006.

Serial No ;5:?5.Ut2.

1 In a rotary engine, the combination of casing, a

shaft extending therethrough, a cylinder extending into

the casing eccentric to tbe shaft, a piston ring i-arried t)y
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the shaft within the cylinder and concentric to the shaft,

side tlanges carried by the ring and extending over the
edges of the cylinder, perforated packing rings between the

tlaunes and cylinder, a bearing concentric to the cylinder,

wings rotatalily mounted on the bearing and extending
through the ring and dividing the space between the ring

•Qd cylinder Into compart iiieiiis. means for Introducing

ftteam to said compartments at one point, and means for

exhausting steam from said compartments at another
point.

/»

„--^] 'rfl^^^.
*3

3,5

889,093. BOOT ANH SHOK AND INNKRSOLE THERE-
FOR. Gilbert (" Hkmis. I.ynn. Mass . assignor to Nail-

Less Cushion Heel Seat Company. Lynn, Mass. a Cor-

poration of Massachusetts Filed June 28. 1907. Se-

rial No. .n81,."n5.

1. \n inner sole having a flexible fore-part composed of

a bottom layer and a fop layer, the latter being attached
to the bottom layer only at its rear end portion, and a

cushion attached to one of said layers and free to slip on
the other layer.

2. An inner sole havin;; a flexibb' fore part composed of

a hotfoni layer and a top layer, the latter being attached
to the liotiom layer only at its rear end portion, and a

cushion attached to one of said layers, and in sliding con-

tact with the other layer, and a substantially ami frlc-

tional coating between said parts.

.3. -Vn inner sole having a flexible fore part composed of

a bottom layer having a substantially anti-frlctional up-

per surface, a top layer, anil a cushion attached to the
top layer, and in slidiuK contact with the bottom layer, the

top layer being attached to the bottom layer only at its

ri'ar end portion.

4. .V shoe having an inner sole with a flexible two-layer

fore-part, the bottom layer being permanently attached
to the shoe, while the top layer is attached to the bottom
layer only at its rear end portion and is free to move rela-

I

2. In a rotary cni:ine. the combination of % CMllliK, •
shaft extending therethrough, a pair of stufflng boxes be-
tween the casing and shaft on each side of the piston

ring, said casing bavim: an <Mitlet for the steam between
each pair of stulling box.-s ; a cylinder extending into the

casing eccentric to the shaft ; a piston rln^ carried by the

shaft within the cylinder and concentric to the shaft

;

means for dividing the space between the ring and cyl-

inder into expansible and contractlble compartments,
means for introducing steam to sai<l compartments at one

point and means for exhausting steam from said compart-
ments at another point.

tively to the bottom layer, and a cushion Interposed be-

tween the two layers and attached to one of the layers.

5. A 8ho«^ having an inner sole with a flexible two-layer

fore-part, and a substantially antifrictional coating be-

tween said parts, the bottom layer l>eing permanently at-

tached to the shoe, while the top layer is attached to the

bottom layer only at its rear end portion, and is free to

move relatively to the iKtttom layer, the movement being
facilitated by the said anti frictionai ''oating.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the (Jazette.J

889.094. COl'L MESSAt.E. MicH.\tL BLiiARtjiM. New
York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 26. 1907. Serial No. 408,120.

1. \ code message comprising a series of elements, thr
number of which is a multiple of the number of individual
elements constituting a code unit, each code unit consist
Ing of two portions, one of which indicates the value or
amount of the order, while the other is a record mark
Identifying the parties to the transaction in connection
with a record number, the message also Including a state-
ment of the number of orders it contains, the total amount
of .such orders, the sum of the record numb<'rs, and means
Indicating the value of the elements representing the
amounts of the orders.

2. A code message couiprisiuj.: a series of elements, the
number of which is a multiple of the number of elements
constituting a code unit, each code unit consisting of two
portions, one of which indicates the value or amount of
the order, while the other Is a record mark identifying the
parties to the transaction in connection with a record
number, the message also Including a statement of the
number of orders it contains, the total amount of the
orders, and the sum of the record numbers

.3. \ code message comprising a series of elements, the
number of which is a multiple of the number of elements
constituting a code unit, each code unit consisting of two
portions, one of which Indicates the value or amount o'f

the order, while the other Is a record mark, identifying the
parties to the transaction in connection with a record
number, the message also including a statement of the
total amount of the orders and the sum of the record
numbers.

4. X code Mies.sage comprising a seiics of elements the
number of which is a multiple of the number of elements
constituting a code unit, each code unit consisting of two
|)ortlons, one of which indicates the value or amount of
the order, while the other is a record mark identifying
the parties to the tran.sactlon, the message also Including
means indicating the value of the elements representing
the amounts of the orders.

5. .\ code message comprising a series of elements, the
number of which is a multiple of the number of elements
constituting a code unit, each code unit consisting of two
portions, one <>f which indicates the value or amount of the
order, while the other is a record mark Identifying: the
parties to the transaction.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.095. CODE MESSAGE. Mkh.aei. Berardixi, New
York. N. y. Polled Feb. 21. Hhis. Serial No. 417.002.
1. A code message, comprising a number of code units

each consisting of a number of elements having a numer-
ical significance, and test totals indicating the proper r*'-

sults of the addition of .said elements upon the arrange-
ment of said units in columns and rows.

2. A code message, comprising a number of code units
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each con«t8tlng of a number of elempnts Harln;; a nunoT-

Ical stgnlllcance and test totals indtcatlnjf the proper sums
of th«» elements of each unit.

,

OCNEIMLGMftLC 00.

itrrt . aftej

'M '

3. A code mf«sai:f. coKiprislng a numbet of code units

each consisting of a nunnber "f leinents bUTtnic a numer-

ical sttrniflcancf. and test totals Indlcattnc the proper re-

sults of the addition of said elements In rows upon the

arran^oawnt of said units in adjacent columns.

4. A 'ivV m>-!<«aKt", comprlsln!? a number of c<>(le unit.s

each connistinif of the same number of elements bavin*; a

numerical sliniirtcance. ••ach unit belnjc riimp<->se<l of two

portions one of which Indicates value and the orh.r a rec-

ord number, the message furth'T C")mpr1«»lnp an Indication

of the total valii'.? and of the sum of the fi-curd numbers.

and test totals indicating the prop.r r-sults of the addi-

tion of said elements upon the arranjjvmftt of the units

in column.s and rows.

o. \ code ai>'ssa({v. omprixin^t a numUr of code units

each consUtiniT uf the sam^' aumt)tT «>( fi>'tnents havinj; a

numerical si!j;niticance. each unit b.'luu cittiipused of two

portions one of which Indicates value and the other a

record numtjer. the' messak'e further comiM-lsinu an indi-

cmtlon of the toiai value and of the sum of the record

numbers, and test totals indl'-atint; the prop».'r suras of th^

elements of each Individual code unit.

[Claim ij not printed in the Gazette.]

,096. PROrESS OF M.S.KING CYANlbS. HasaY S.

Bl.^.-kmore. Mount Vernon. N. Y. Flle<J Oct. 11. 190::.

S'-rial No. l^H.it::^.

1. The process of makin;; cyanid which consists In ei-

postnjf an oxy compound of a metal inert to cj-anid, the

cyanid of which is d»>sired, to the action of a carbid at a

temperature at wliich th^ ^U-ctro-positive >ase of the car-

bid has greater aitinity than carbon for the oxygen of

the oxy-compound, and nitrogen.

2. The process of making cyanid which consists in ex

posing an oxy cnmpound of a m»'tai inert to cyanid, the

cyanid of which is dt'8ired, to ih*^ action of a carbid of

a more electro positive m»'tal at a tempemture at which

the electropositive element

^reaftT affinity than carlxm

compound, and nitroif»-n.

3. The process of ruakini:

or base of the carbid has

for th>' oxygen of the oxy-

'yanid which consists in ex-

posing a molten or lliiut»fled oxy-compound ff a metal Inert

to cyanid, the cyanid of which is desired, to the action

of a carbid at a temperature at which the elcctro-posltlv(>

(>a»e of the carbid has (freat^r affinity than carbon for

the oiytfen of the oxy compound, and nltrOtren.

4. The process of making cyanid which consists in ex-

posing a molten material containing an ojy-compound of

a metal Inert to cyanid. the cyanid of whl<}h is desired, to

the action of a carbid at a temperature at wbteb the .l^o-

tro pcmlTive bcMe of the carbid has greater afllnity than

carl>«n for the oxygen of the oxy-compound. and nitrogen.

5. The process of making cyanid which consists in I'X-

posing a uiolftn composition ointalnlng an oxy compound
of a metal or metals Inert to cyanid. th«' cyanid of which
is desired, to the action of a metallic carbid at a temper-

ature at which the ele-ctru positive element or base of the

carbid has t'reater afflnltv than I'arlxjn for the oxyiien of

the oxy-compound. and nitrogen

[Claims t) to i;0 not printed in the (Jazette.]

889.097. PROCESS FOR MAKING CYANII'S llES«Y S.

BuiCKMORE. Mount Vernon, N. Y. Filed r>ec. 13, 19u2.

Serial No. 1.1'..0T4.

Li.U^V4:sA=:

1. Thf process of making cyanid which consists in ex-

posing an oxy compound of a metal Inert to cyanid. the

• yanid of which Is desired, to the action of an endotherralc

<"artiid. maintained at a temperature at whii-h the electro-

positive element or hase of the carbid is capaiile of uniting

with the oxygen of the oxy compound In preference to car-

bon, and nitrogen

2. The process of making cyanid which consists In ex-

posing an oxy-corap'Hind of a metal inert to cyanid. the

cyanid of which i.s desired, to the action of an endotbermic

carbid of a more e leetro-poal tire metal, maintained at a

temperature at which the said electropositive metal has

an affinity for the oxygen of the oxy comi><>und in pref-

erence to carbon, in the prewm-e of nitrogen

3 The pro«.'e»8 of making cyanid which consists in ex-

podlng a molien or llqueAed osy-coinpound of a metal inert

to cyanid. the cyanid of which is d''slred. to the action of

an endothermlc carbid, maintained at a temperature at

which the electro positive element or base of the carbid is

capable of uniting with the oxygen of the oxy-compound

in preference to carbon, and nitrogen.

4. The pri>ee»8 of making cyanid which consists in ex-

posing a molten material containing an oxy-compound of

a metal inert to cyanid, the cyanid of which is desired, to

the action of an endothermlc carbid. maintained at a tem-

perature at which the electro positive element or base of

the carbid is capable of unltini: with the oxygen of the

oxy-compound In preference to carbon, and nitrogen.

5. The process of making cyanid which consists In ex-

poslnc a molten ci>uipo-<ltii>n c<jntalning an oxy-compo^ind

of a metal or metals Inert to cyanid. tiie cyanid of wbi< h

Is desired, to the action of a metallic cnrMd of endothermlc

nature, maint.-iined at a temperature at which the electro

positive element or base of the carbid is capable of unit-

ing with the oxygen of the oxy-compound In preference to

carbon, and nitrogen.

[Claims tJ to 46 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 0.00** TROCESH OF WI.NMNG AM MINUM oR
OTHER MFTTAES FROM THEIR COMPOUNDS Henry
S Bi-A.KMORE, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Filed Feb. L'5, I'.KiT.

Serial No 359.304.

1. The process of winning aluminium or other metal

I from substances containing the same, which consists hi
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electrically lil>eratlng tlie metal from Its compound with

elements other than halogens, while associated with halo-

gen coutaiuiui; compounds of only such metals aa are dif-

ferent from the ruetal to be reduced, by subjecting the

metal-contaiuiug substance to the combined action of a

metal-yielding electric current, of a voltage below that

necessary to liberate the halogen from the different metal

compound, but capable of liberating the metal desired, and
a non metal yielding current capable of fusing and main-

taining fusion of the Ingredients communicated through
the an(xle3.

2. The process of winning aluminium or other metal

from substances containing the same, which consists in

liberating the metal from its compound with elements

other than halogens, by electrolysis, while associated with

halogen-containing compounds of only such metals as are

different from the metal to t>e reduced, one of which is

magnesium.
3. The process of winning aluminium or other metals

from substances containiiiir the same, which consists in

electrically liberating the metal from its compound with
elements other than halogen, while asstKTiateil with fluorin-

containing compounds of only such metals as are different

from the metal to be reduced, by subjecting the metal-

coiitalnini; substance to the action of an electric current

of a voltage lieiow that necessary to liberate tluorin from

the different metal compound, but capable of liberating

the metal desired, and a non-metal-yielding current capable

of fusing and maintaining fusion of the ingredients com-
municated through the anodes.

4. The process of winning aluminium or other metal

from substances containing the same, which consists In

liberating the metal from its compound with elements
other than halogens, by electrolysis, while associated with
tluorin containing compounds of only such metals as are

different from the metal to be reduced, one of which is

maKnesium.
.'1. The pro<ess of winning aluminium or other metal

from substances containing the same, which consists In

electrically liberating the metal from Its compounds, with
elements other than halogens, while associated with fluorld

of only such metals as are different from the metal to be

reduced, by subjecting the metal-containing substance to

the action of an electric current of a voltage below that

necessary to liberate fluorin from the different metal
tluorld. but capable of llberatini; the metal desired, and a

noninetal yielding current capable of fusing and maintain-

ing fusion ol tile ingredients communicated iliroukjh the

anodes.

[Claims 6 to 49 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,09fi. AMALGAMATOR.
nlson. Colo. Filed Mav 8,

Willis C. BotaDETTE, Gun-
l!to7. Serial No. 372,502.

1. .\n apparatus of the class described fiarlnir a mer
cnry containing tank, a shell susp«'nded in said tfink and
adapted to dip Into the mercury therein, means for deliver-

ing pulp under pressure Into the tank, exterior of the shell

and above the level of the mercury, a pipe extending up

Into the shell for receiving waste matters, said waste mat

ters being delivered into said pipe by the hydrostatic pres-

sure of the pulp, and means In the shell, surrounding the

pipe for catchlnjr suspended values in the shell and to pre-

vent entrance thereof into said pipe.

2. An apparatus of the class described having a mer-

cury-containing tank, a shell suspended in said tank, a

receptacle having feed compartments communicating with

the tank between the top and bottom thereof and ex-

teriorly of the shell, a screen for receiving a stream of

pulp, means below the screen for dividing the stream into

two portions for delivery int(j said compartments, and a

pipe extending through the bottom of the tank up into

said shell and having a port for the reception of waste
matter above the level of the mercury,

3. An apparatus of the class described having a mer-

cury-containing tank, a shell suspended in said tank, a

receptacle having feed compartments communicating with
the tank between the top and bottom thereof and ex-

teriorly of the shell, a screen for receiving a stream of

pulp, means below the screen for dividing the stream into

two portions for delivery into said compartments, a pipe

extending through the bottom of the tank up into said

shell and having a port for the reception of waste mat-
ter above the level of the merc\iry. and a screen surr"untl

ing the pii>e, in said shell, and below said port.

4. An apparatus of the class described having a mer-

cury-containing tank, a shell suspended in said tank, means
for delivering i>ulp into the tank exteriorly of the shell

and above the level of the mercury, a pipe extending up
through the bottom of said tank and having a port for

receiving waste matter above the level of the mercury and
the hydrostatic pressure iif the pulp servlne to cause the

entrance of said waste matter into said pipe, and a member
provided with a chamber to receive the waste matter from
said pipe, the bottom of said chamber being concaved and
having a central outlet, said pipe being adapted to deliver

the waste matter against the side of said concaved bottom.
5. .An apparatus of the cl.ass described having a mer-

cury-containing tank, a shell suspended in said tank, means
for delivering pulp Into the tank exteriorly of the shell

and alKJve the level of the mercury, a pipe extending up
into said shell for receiving the waste matter above the

level of the mercury and the hydrostatic pressure of the
pulp serving to cause the entrance of said waste matter
Into said pipe, and concentrating means connected with
said pli>e the latter being adapted to deliver the waste
matters received thereby to said concentrating means for

treatment.

(Claims t'> to VI not printed In the Gazette.]

889,100. METALLIC HOOP. J.\mes \V Prai.nabd. Pitts-

burg. I'a Filed Mar 9, 1906. Serial No. 305,126.

•ir'Jii^A^J!>^Mf^>^^^.'i'^J!«i

1. A fastening for barrels comprising a flat, thin metallic

hoop having a sul)Stantial!y circular bead on one of its

edges and a substantially semi circular lx»ad or projectkn
on its opposite edge, and a second hoop having a sulistan-

tlally circular cross section, the semicircular bead on the

edge of the flat, thin hoop being arranged to contact with
and hold the hoop having a circular cross section In i)lace

on the barrel : sutistantially as described.

2. \ fastening for barrels comprising a metallic hoop of

substantially circular cross section and a supplemental
nieial hoop of flat, thin cross section having beaded edges,

I

the wnil circular Nad on one edge of the flat, thin hoop

I

being arranged to engage with and retain the hoop of clr-

' ctilar cross s*'Ction In position on the barrel : substantially

I as described.
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8. A fastening for barrels comprising a metallic hoop of

itantially circular cross section and a supplemental

metal hoop of flat, thin cross section liavlttf a rln-ular

bead upon one edge and a serai-circular bead on its oppo

glte edge, the semi circular t>»'a(l on the supplo-meutal hoop

being arranged to engage with and retain che rtrst lioop

In position on the barrel ; substantially as described

4. In a fastenin;: for barrels, the combindtion with a

metallic ho*)p of circular cros.si section, of a second hoop

of flat thin cross section havinir a semicircular bead on

one edge, said second hoop being arranged tii engage with

and secure the hoop of circular cross section In position on

the barrel ; -iubstantiJiUy as described.

8M.101. OBAR C0NNP:CTI0.\. Reineb Bbacv. Glen

Fllla, N. D. Filed .\pr. 11. lOOT. .«?cr!al No -lOT.fiTT.

_J x^r;?pBl?

1.1 -ninf .if thf tyi>e -set forth. th(} combination

1 sh.ifr-;. sproclcet whefl-* carrieil thereon, and
1. !ii .1

with ji ir;i

a chain trained over said sprocket wheels, of members hav-

ing portions thereof surrounding said shafti and bearing

against opposite sides of said sproi kft wliff'ls, and an ad

Justable connection between said mfinliers an<l a stationary

object, whereljy said ineml>ers may be movvd along the

longitudinal axis of said shafts.
j

1'. In a machine of the type set forth. th« combination

with a shaft and a rotatabli- gear flt-tni-nt thcri'on. of a

stationary bar, and menilitr-- for taking u[> the vibration

of said gear element and arr.iniit'd on ()(>pnsit<' sides there

of. each of said members comprising a stuiuk terminating

at one end In a sleeve loosely surrotindinif s;»i(l shaft, and

having its other end bent to overlie said b:ir and provided

with a longitudinal slot, and fastf-ning devices projected

through said bar and through said slot and adjustably

engaging said l)ent "'nd at selected points th«r>'on.

3. In a machine of the tyi>e set forth, tha comliination

with a shaft and a rotatable gear eUment thir'-on. of a

stationary l>ar and members for taking up the vibration of

said gear element and arrangi-d on opixisit." Hid>'s thereof.

each of said members comprising a shank formed with a

sleeve loosely surromding said shaft, and having its other

end bent at a substantial riL'ht aiikjlf and formetl with a

longitudinal slot, and Nw.r and nur fasr.ninifs eng-igcd

through said bar and through ttie sbjts in eai-ti of said an

gular ends, and formed to frictionaily engapr said angu-

!ar ends to hold said memUTs at selc<fe«l ndj.istments

with r>'«il>ect to til'- axis nf said s'laft

reversing the longitudinal feed of the ribbon, the operation

.if said ri'versing means being effected by thf transverse

fi'ed of the ribbon.

889.102. TYPK WRlTINi; M.V( him: .\i ex.wdf.r T
BaowN and Auiiii k .1 Hk!.;i,s. Syrai-iis.i. \. Y. : said

llriUKs asKikrnor ro said Hrown Filtd .Jiil> 14. 1005.

Serial No :;•>'.». •>r><i.

1 In a typej^riting machine. th>- lomMnation of a rib-

l>on having a plurality of difTt-n-nt widttiwise tiflds ; means

for giving an automatic transv^r-e and an automatic lon-

gitudinal feed to the rihN>n and for .ontiniai; the fe»Hl to

any desired transviTse tlfld ; an.l iii.aiis t'.ir automatically

2. In a type\vritin>: uiacliine. the combination of ribbon

sjxxjls. automatic mtans for imparting to said spools an

axial movt'Qii'nt to effect a tran>v«'rsi' f»»ed of the ribbon

within any on-, of a plurality of wldthwise tli'lds of the

ribbon : me.-ins for determining whirli widthwise field shall

l>e presented at the printin« onter: and means controlled

l>y the axial feed of the ribbon spi>ols for automatically

effecting a revirsal in the dirt'Ctioti of longitudinal feed

of the ribbon.

3. In a tyix-u rltinu machine, the combination of ritiUim

spools, automatic nn-ans for imparting to said s[)ools an

axial movemi-nt durini; the op<>ration of tb.- maiiiine to

effect a transverse feed of the ritibon within any one of a

plurality of widthwise flelds of the ribt)on : hand actuated

means for deieriuinini; which widthwise field shall be pre-

sented at the printing ct-nter ; and means controlled by

the axial fee<l of the ribbon spools wiien any tlfld is at

thM printing center for automatically effecting a reversal

in the direction of longitudinal feed of the ribbon.

4. In a typewritini: machine, the combination of ribbon

spools, automatic means for imparting to said spools an

axial movement to eff.'ct a transver.se feed of the ribbon

within any one of a plurality of widthwise fields of the

ribbon ; hand actuated means for chati);lnK the relation of

the parts of said means for effect ink: the axial feed move-

ments of the spools and for effecting.' axial shifting move-

ments of the >:|iools to present nn\ de-;ired wi.lrhwise field

of the ribbon to the printini; ci'iii. r an.l in.ans ..mi lolled

liy the axial feed of the riliLon ^|,n..l- f..i ,i!itoiii.n i.ally

effecting a reversal in the direction of longitudinal feed

of the ribbon.

it. In a typewriiiiu ma. bin. the combination of ribbon

spools: means for .Tutoiiiaticallv tinning said rlbl>on spools

for effecting a longitudinal feed of the ribbon: means for

automatically effecting an axial feed of the ribbon 8po<.)l9

to produce a tran-iverse feed of the ribbon : hand actuated

means for determininir which of a plurality of widthwise

fields of file rililion shall l>e presented at the printing cen-

ter whereby the feed of the ribbon will be confined so as to

present said field only ti the action of the types; and

automatically actuating means controlled by the axial

feed of the ribbon spools for reversing the direction of

loniritudinal feed of the rlbl>on.

[(.'laim-. tl to :W not i.rlnf.d in the 'lazette.l

snO.103. H0LI)KU I"iF{ KLKCTROPLATING. \Villia.vi

Y. Bt IK. Muncie. Inil Filed Sept. 25. 1907. Serial

No. 394.4',t4.

1. In a holder for .i... tr..[>latinK. a pair of in^iiiated con-

ductive bars, wliii h are pr.nided with a connecting handle

and with suspen.sory hooks, in .ouitiination with a pair of

in-^ulated, parallel and normally horizontal cross-bars,

which are rigidly and conductively united witli said con-

ductive bars respectively, and a number of work engaging

loops, which are formed by and li. 'tween two wires,

namely- an insulated or non conductive back wire, bent

outward from the middle of each loop, and an .'xposed <-on-

ductlve front wire iietif inward at the front of each loop,

and bent diver({eMtl\ outward at the ends of each linip.

iMMAtftfUtt*
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said wires being twisted together between said loops, and

said loops being arranged In duplicate, parallel and In-

clined chains, connecting said crossbars.

2. In a holder for electroplating, a pair of Insulated

side bars, which are united by a handle, and are provided

with conductive hooks, in combination with two conduct-

ive and insulated crossbars, which are separately united

with said side bars respectively, and work-engaging loops,

which are severally formed by and between two wires,

vlx. : an Insulated or non-conductive back wire, bent out-

ward from the middle of each loop, and an exposed con-

ductive front wire, lient inward at the front of each loop,

and bent outward at the ends of each l-op. said loops l)e-

Ing connected by said wires, twisted together, and being

arranged in duplicate chains, connecting said cross-bars.

880.104. CARPENTER'S TOOL. Thki. .hk Bubhleb,

Dorrance. Kans Fibd M ir «. UM's Serial No. 419,517.

1. In a floor Jack of the character set forth, the combl

n.ttion of si.l. iii.inbers located in vertical parallel planes

and m-.val.i. L.ward and from eacli other. U-shaped yokes

rigidly secured to one of said memb.rs and having loose

connection with the other of said members, an actuator

having longitudinal movement in proximity to one of said

side members and coilp. rat ini; with the said yokes and

causiuK said side members t.> aiiproach each other, means

fulcrumed upon the other of said side members and having

connections with said actuator for oi)eration thereof,

means connected with said actuator and adapted to co-

operat.' with one of the yoke connections for locking the

actuator in adjusted position, a follower coiiperatiuK' with

said side menit>ers. and means having loose iciinectlon

Willi the side menibirs for operation of the follower.

:; In a floor jack of the character set forth, the combi-

nation of side members lying in parallel vertical planes

and movable toward and from each other, each of the side

members being bifurcated at its forward end. a follower co-

operating with said side members for lon^ritudinal move-

ment thereof, a head for the follower lyin« transversely

and within the bifurcations of said members, a bifurcated

operating lever having loose pivotal connection with the

forward ends of the side members and co<iperatinn with

said head for operation of the head an<i follower, means

whereby the follower may be automatically locked in ad-

Justed position, means co.ipeiating with one of said side

memtKTS to cause the same to approach the other, and

means fulcrumed upon the other of said side members to

operate the aforesaid means

3. Id a floor jack, the combination of side members lying

In vertical parallel planes, said side members being bifur-

cated at their forward ends, links pivoi.d at one end to

the lower portions of said bifurcations, a liifurcated hand

lever pivoted to the opposite ends of said links and embrac-

lUk' the upper p<irtions of said side member bifurcation.s.

a follower disposed between said side memliers and mov-

able longitudinally thereof, a head carried by such follower

lying transversely in front of said bifurcated lever fo'

operation thereby, means for securing the follower in ad-

Justed position, and means for initially causing said side

members to approach each other for the purpose of clamp-

ing the apparatus in position.

889,105. M.VII. POUCH RECEIVER Henry Clat.

Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to .Automatic Devices Com-

pany, a Corporation of Delaware

1907. Serial No. 394,215.

Filed Sept. 23.

1. In a device of the character described, a receiving

device movably mounted, means for permitting lateral

movement of said device, and pneiimati.' un an- for nnto-

matlcally cushioning said lateral movement

2. In a device of the character described, a receiver.

means for permit tin;r lateral movement thereof, a cush-

ioning device for said movement, and a ctiute into which

the mall pouch is discharged from said reclver

3. In a device of the character describ»'d. a movable

member havinc a liag receiving means, said memlxr hav-

ing a cam face thereon, a cushioning device actuated by

said cam face, and means for regulating said cushioning

device.

4. In a device of the character described, a pivoted

member adapted to receive a mail pouch and havin'_' a

cam face, on its upi)er surface, a roller co-actinc tinre-

with. and a cushioning device actuated by said roller

5. In a device of the cliaracter descril»ed. a base, a m.ni

ber pivoted therein adapted to receive a mail pouili and

having a cam face, anti friction devices for said member,

a piston mounted in said base, a roller carried thereby co-

;
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-t

a -fin;; with -^a-ii ''am fac*>. a rod oarrifd l>.v «ald pNton.

and a woij.'h'- having a dash p<>r ther>'la with which said

rod po-»ct8.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in rh»> <;sr. t^e.]

889.106. RECEPTACLE FlLLINt^ VALVE. William J.

CCXNJXGHAM. Fhlladf^lphla, I'a. PMlnd Ik>c 15. li>06.

Serial No. .'i48.o;io.

1. In d d.'vl<v or thf character described, a tauK a<lapt-

ed to hold liquid, a mea.suriiiK receptacle hjaving an Inlet

normally open, a dlschan.'' .';"nin^' from siiid r-'.-.-ptacle.

means normally closlnt: sahi p-nini: and adapr>-d to be

actuated to clo«»» said Inlet wh>n said dischar^'e up. uinj{

Is opened, means for normally holdini; said o[>enink.'. and

closing means in proper position, and m^ans for •induct-

ing the air from the bottle to be tilled aad dis<hari.'lnK

the same up<3n the upper surface of the fluid In said re-

ceptacle.

J. In a device of the eharacter desrrih*»<l a receptacle,

a discharge opening therefor, an automatically operated

sleeve connected with the receptacle for doting said (ip«n

Ing, and means for conducting' air from tije bottle to be

filled, and discharging the saiu>- upon tlie upper surface of

the fluid in said re<-epfacle

3. In a device of the charn r,r il.'scribed. a rer.ptacle.

a port through which the fluid passes tu ill the same, a

discharge opening for said recpta !•. >\ -leeve normally

closing said discharge opening an>l adapt-. l ru Iw operated

to open the same an<l close said inb-t port, and m-ans for

conducting the air from the bottle to l)e ftlled. and dis

charging the same tipon the upvter surfao' of the rluid in

the r-'ceptacle

4 In a device of the character described, a receptacle.

an inlet opening through which the fluid passes to fill said

receptacle, a discharge opening for said rectptacle. a suit

ably operated sleeve normally closing laid discharge

opening and adapted to close said inlet port when the dis-

charge opening is open and a pipe adapted to conduct the

air from the twttle to !> fllled and dlscharce the same

upon the upper surface of the fluid

5. In a device of the character describ^-d. a receptacle,

a (lort through wtiich fluid is adapted to t-nter said re-

ceptacle, a sleeve normally allowing said port to remain

open, a discharge op»-nlng for said r'-ceptacle and adapted

to be normally closed by said sle>'Te. meanfi foe normally

holding said sleeve In said position, said sleeve b»-lng adapt

ed to be actuated to op«>n said di-M-haru'- port and cb.s..

>ald inlet port, and a ttibe adapteii to couilnct air from

the bottle to be filled,

[lialms 6 to 9 not printed in the t,az.-tt.».l

RR9.107 BOTTLE W.XSniNO ^LVCHINB. Willi.\m J.

ri-.N.M.N<.H.AM. rhiladelpbia. I'a Filed Feb. 28, 1907.

Serial No. .H59.870.

1. In a bott;- \<.:i>iiing luaihine, a plurality of carrier*,

mounted on axis, lueaiis for rotating said carriers, a plu-

rality of tanks adapted to contain sointlons, a support for

said carriers an.! !i\>'s. means for raising said support

whereby said carri>-rs are removed from said tanlis. and
may be swung around said raising means and lowered In

different tanks.

-. In a bottle washing macliin^-. a rotataMe carrier

mounted on an axis, a support for said carrier, bottle

hoblers on said carrier, a plurality of tanks having diCfer-

ent solutions tlierein. means for rotating said carrier in

either of said tanks for any desired interval and means
for elevating and lowering said support whereby the car-

rier Is removed from one tank to another said support be-

ing adapted to be swung around said raising and lowering

!U>'aiis

3. In a bottle washing mactiin.', a plurality of tanks,

threaded rods, sleeves in engagement with the threads on
the rods, means for rotating the rods, a stationary sup-

port, a support carried by said stationary support adajtt'd

to be swung around thereon, a plurality of carriers on

said support, bottle holcbrs .m said carriers, and ni<ans for

rotating said carriers

4 In a bottle washin;; luaciiine. a plurality of tanks, a

plurality of carriers, a support for said carri.rs, means
for raising and lowering said support and carriers and upon
which the latter can be swung, whereby the carriers can

be located in dlflferent tanks, and means '-nrri-d witti said

sutiiK)rt for rotating said carriers in said tank

5, In a bottle washing machine a plurality of tanks, a

plurality of carriers, a support for said carriers, means
for raising and lowering said supixirt and carrit-rs and
upon whicii the latter can be swung, wherit)y the carrb-rs

can be located in different tanks, means carried with said

support for rotating said carriers In said tank and a mov-
able hood for closing said tanks after the carriers are

located therein.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.108. GARMENT SLPPOHTLH tl..\Bl>DA J. Daxiel,
Shevlin. Minn. Filed June 11. 10«J". Serial No. 378.431.

1. In a garment supporter, a pair of corsets, cross-bars

connected with said corsets along the waist line adjacent

to the meeting edges thereof, resilient plates or springs

secured adjacent to said cross bars, and tongues having

^l^»«.ves plvotally engaging the cross-bars and provided

with struck up lugs engaging the resilient plates.
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2. Tn a garment snpporter. a pair of corsets having side

members provided with pairs of ribs near the meeting

.dk." s ther-.of. .TOSS bars connecting said ribs, resilient

;,;:,!.- , ! ~prini:s v. , iir-d adjacent to the cross-bars, and

tongues iilvoted upon the cross-bars and having lugs en-

gagtnsr the resilient plates

; \ pair of corsets having side memtn rs provided with

ribs n'-ar the meeting edges thereof, cross bars conn.'Cted

with said rit.s. and tongu.s pivoted upon said cross bars in

combination with uarments havini: bands provided with

eyelets adapt>d for enga^.nient with said tongues.

moanted on a base frame, and tubing extending through

the rotary, socketed leg rests secured to said base frame, a

ring-like table surrounding tlie tubing in the well and hav-

ing legs resting in said socketed rests, means to connect

tbe rtng like table and the tubing to hold the tuldng sta-

tionary, and in^ans secured to the rotary to clamp the tub-

ing, snbstantially as shown and described.

889.109. CONTAINKR Fkavk B r>.\viD80N, Marseilles,

111,, assignor to Ilowe and Davidson Company. East

Orange. N. .T , a t Orporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr.

20, 1907. Serial No. ao»,;531.

1. A box of sheet material having on opposite side walls

thereof flaps adapted to be folded inwardly and to meet

each other edge to edge when brought into the same plane

with each other, said flaps being provided one with a notch

and the other with a tongue ; said tongue being adapted

to enter and fit within the notch with the margins of the

tongue and notch In edge-to-e<lge relation.

2, A box of sheet material having on opposite side walls

thereof flaps adapted to be folded inwardly and to meet

each other edge to edge when brought into the same plane

with each other, said flaps lieing provided one with a notch

and the other with a tongue : said notch and tongue be-

ing ada[ited for Interlocking engagement in a manner to

pr''v.'nf separation of the flaps from each otlier, and the

tongue being adapted to fit within the notch with the

margins of the tongue and notch In edgeto-edge relation.

'A. A box of sheet material having on opposite side walls

thereof flaps adapted to be foUbnl Inwardly and to m.et

each other edge to edge when brought Into the same plane

with each other, said flaps being provtdi-d one with a notch

and the ..ther with a tongue, said tongue being adapted to

enter the notch and to flt within the same with the mar-

gins of the tongue and notch in edge-to edge rilati(m, and

a flap member of sheet material applied l>eneath said flaps

and to which the latter are secured by adhesive material.

4. A tx)X of sheet material having connected side walls

and an end wall, said end wall embnicing flaps on ..pp. •site

side walls which are foldiHl inwsirdly into the same plane

and m<-et ea.-h other edge to e<lge. said flaps being provided

one with a notch aud the other with a tongue and the

said tongue being adapted to enter said notch and to flt

within the same with the margins of the notch and tongue

in edge t..-fdgf relation, and other flaps on intermediate

side walls which ar.' folded inwardly into the same plane

with ea<'h other beneath the first ni-ntiom-d flaps and to

which the latter are secured by adlosive material.

i>,'>>b.llU. AVi;i. I. DRILLING MACHINERY. 11.\huv R.

Decker, Il.>uston. Tex. Filed Nov. 8, 1906. Serial No.

;ui;,r.;rj.

1. In combination with a rotary for drilling wells, and

tubing in the well, a ring-like table mounted in the ro-

tary and surrounding the tubing and having legs, said

legs t>elng secured Independently of the rotary, means to

connect the tubing and the ring like table to hold the tnl>-

Ing stationary, and means secured to the rotary to clamp

the tubing, substantially as shown and described

2. In comlilnation witli a rotarv for drilling wells

3. In combination with a rotary for drilling wells, and

tubing extending through the rotary, a ring like table

mounted in the rotary and surrounding the tuliing and

having legs secured independently of the rotary, a post

secured on said table, means to connect said post and tub-

ing, to hold the tubing stationary, aud means to secure

one length of the tubing to th.' rotar\, substantially as

shown and described.

4, In combination with a rotary for drilling wells

mounted on a base frame, and tubing extending through

the rotary, socketed leg rests secured to said base frame.

a ring like tatile surrounding the tubing in the well and

having legs resting in said socketed rests or seats, a post

securnd to said table, means to connect the tubing to said

post to hold the tubing stationary, and clamping Jaws re-

movably secured to the rotary to clamp ona length of the

tubing and turn u simultaneously with the rotary, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

8 8 9,111. MACHINE FOR COVERING EYEGLASS-
CASES Wii.i.n.M r Devi.ne. Boston. Mass., assignor

to orient Manufacturing Company, Portland. Me , a

Corporation of Maine Filed May 21, 1906. Serial No.

317,896.

1 A machine for covering eyeglass cases, having, in

comldnation. a plunger for engaging the Inside of an eye-

glass case, a cooperating die comprising a fixed portion

and a spring supported portion arranged to be depressed
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by the opfratlou of the plunger, and mf^ans for retaining

the .spring »upported portion in depressed position. 8ub-

stantialiy as des<Tibed.

1'. A inachiDi' for covering eyefjlass casep. having. In

combination, a pluai:er for f>nkragln« the Inside of an eye-

glass case, a ctxiperatinx die comprlsinK a fixed portion

and a yteldinjc portion arrani.'>*d to be depjessed by the

operation of the plunder, and means actinj: under L-ontrol

of the operator to rals*- the jieldinu portion of the die

after the plunger has released ir. substantially as d*'-

scrlbed.

3. A machine for covering eyeglass lasei. having, in

combination, a pluniter for engaging the insiile of an eye-

glass case, and a eooperating die comprising; two nu'mb.Ts

relatively movable, of which one forms the t>ottoni of the

die and the margin of the die at the hinge portion of the

eyeglass case, and the other meml>er forms the maririnal

portion of the rest of the die, substantially as described.

4. A machine for covering eyeglass cas»-«. having, iu

combination, a plunger to engage the insiije of an ey.-

glass case, a cooi>»-rating die comprising a spring supportfd

bottom member providt»d with a shouhier u> erii:!i_'' »!;•

hinge portion of the case, and a member incic>sing tut- ',»'

torn member and forming the lateral surfaci-s of the die,

and means for retaining the bottom memh. r in depr-^ssed

pusitioD, substantially as described

889,11::. BLNDLIM; PRESS Talbot c'. Dexieb an<l

Charles O. L. Cabdell. I'earl River, N. K. ; said Car-

deli assignor to said Dexter Filed Oct 22.il007. Serial

No. .".08.569.

J/ ^

1. In a bundling prt-ss. the combination of a suitable

trough to receive- bundles to be i-ompr^'ssed. a pair of com

pression h^ads. reversible operating means eioving one ,if

said compression beads toward or away fri-m tlu- otli.-r.

controlling mtans adapted to start and stop said operating

means, and in>-ans for causing said operating means to

operate in the reverse direetion on each sutffssive movf

ment of said controlling means to start «id operating

means.
1;. In a bundling pres.s. the combination ()f a trough to

receive' bundles ti> Iw rompressed. tlxed and movable com

l>r>'ssiou heads, n'v.'rsible operating means, eounccf.-d t..

the movable compression head, controlling aieans adapted

to start and stop said operating means, and means actu-

ated iiv said <ontrolling means for causing said operating

ui.-aii-^ t.> operate in the revrse direction ©n each move-

ment • '{ said controUlni: means to start $aid operating

means
:*). in a bundling press, the combination Of a trough to

receive bundles to t>e compressed. tlxe<l and movable com-

pression heads, reversible operating means, connected to

the movable compression head, hand controlled means

adapted to start said operating means, and means for

causing said operating means to operate in the reverse dl-

rectli>n on each successive movement of said hand con

trolled means to start said operating means.

4. in a bundling press, the comblnatbrn of a trough to

receive bundles to bt' compressed, fixed and movable com-

pression heads, reversible operating means connected to

the movable compression head, hand controlled means

adapted to start said operating means, iiud means operated

by said hand controlled means for causing said operating

means to operate in alternate dlrecticiii-< ..n successive

movements of said hand controlled neaus to start .said

operating means
5 In a bundling press, the combination of a trough to

receive bundles to be compressed, fixed and movable com-

pression heads, reversitile operating means connected to

the movable compression head, means for controlling said

operating means, and mentis for |)r>'venting said control-

ling means from Immul' throvsn in the same dlri-ction twice

in immediate succession

;< laims tj to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,113. PIPE- COUPLING. Christian F Ihtis Bar

KEY Gali.aohkk. and William Ri mmel. Allegheny, Pa.

Filed Mav l.".. 1906. Serial No. 316.94a.

In a pipe connection, a block having a plurality of water

passages, nipples formed integral with the block and con-

stituting a continuation of said passages at each end.

^le.'ves mounted upon the ulpi)les and each having a por-

tion of its length corresponding to the shape of the un-

damped portion of the pipe and a portion corresponding

to the shape of the outer surface of a nipple, the relative

sizes of the opposing surfaces of the nipple and sleeve

being such as to provide an annular spa e therebetween, a

•erles of pairs of apertured lugs projecting from the sides

of the block and with pairs of lugs migularly disposed with

respect to each other. a[iertured .ar- carried by said

sleeves and positioned in parallelism with respect to the

lugs, and holdfast devices extendiiik' through the ear-; and

the lugs for maintaining the sleeves in position.

«*Mrt.l M TR At'F Sl'I.It I-: JniiN KisHKR. St. Paul. Minn .

and tHARi.Es F Reynolds. Wcni Toledo. Ohio; said

Fisher a.sslgnor to said Reynolds. Filed .Vpr II 1!»<)6.

Serial No :^ 11.183.

A device of the

tion. a pair of l'Hf

in comblnn-lass set forth, coniprisim.'.

tion. a pair .0 .••„, s;,iice inemhers .V and M. the member B

provided with a t.u. kle tenmie ..peulnL' .' and a pair of lugs

7 having pivot recesses H an<l the menil»r .\ having a pair

„t arms i* spread wide ai>art. provided with Inturne.l

pivots 10 and adapted to Ih> bent inward with said pivots

10 turning in said recesses.

May 26, 1908, U. S. PATENT OFFICE. looi

8 8 9,115. CHAPLET FOR CORES. Otto Fbbse and

Harry RArcH, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed July 7, 1906.

Serial No. 325.150.

1. A chaplet for cores comprising two disks separated by

a distance equal to the thickness of the metal to be cast,

the one of smaller diameter than the other and the larger

disk having prongs adapted to be embedded in the core.

2 A chaplet for cores comprising a supporting base and

a core-engaging disk, the latter extending beyond the limits

of the former and being separated therefrom by a thickness

equal to the thickness of the Intended casting, said core-

engaL'lng disk being provided with projections adapted to

be embedded in the core.

:; A blank for a cliaplet stamped from a single piece of

metal, .said blank comprising two disks, one larger than

the other, and extensions of the larger disk, one set of ex-

tensions being adapted to be turned up to form prongs to

be embedded In the core, an.l the other set of extensions

being adapted to be bent In the opposite direction, said

latter extensions being of a length equal to the thickness

of the metal to be cast, and the two disks being connected

by one of said latter extensions, substantially as described.

88 9.116. DEtiKRMINO INI'lAN CORN ANP OTHER
GRAIN. Joseph I" (Jest. Terre Haute. Ind .

assignor

of two thirds to Thomas T Caff, Barnstable. Mass.

Filed .Tan 1."'. \'M>s_ Serial No. 410.937.

frlctionallv applying a rubber, saturated with a weak

furniture polish and sprinkled with the said p..wder
:
Mib-

stantially as described.

2. The process of simultaneously stopping the pores of.

and polishing, pianos, furniture, and the like, consisting

In giving a ground polish by strewing a powder compos.-<1

of resin, prepared chalk, barytes. pulverized oyster shells

and zinc white upon the surface to be treated, and apjdy-

Ing frictionally thereto a rubber saturated with spirit

without shellac: in imparting a final polish by again fric-

tionally applying a rubber, saturated with a weak furni-

ture polish and sprinkled with the said powder : and in be-

stowing an extra high polish by the frictional application

of a rubber moistened with pure spirit, as at first, and

sprinkled with the said powder : substantially as described.

3. The process of simultaneously stopping the pores of.

and polishing, pianos, furniture, and the like, consisting

in giving a ground polish by strewing a powder composed

of resin, prepared chalk, barytes. pulverized oyster shells

and zinc white upon the surface to be treated, and apply

ing frictionally thereto a tubber. saturated with a mix-

ture of spirit, copal and gum sandarac ; and in imparting

a final polish by again frictionally applying a rubl.er.

saturated with a second mixture of spirjt, copal and gum

sandarac, and sprinkled with the said powder :
sul>stan-

tially as described.

4. The process of simultaneously stopping the pores of.

and polishing, pianos, furniture, and the like, consisting in

giving a ground polish liy strewing a powder composed of

resin, prepared chalk. t)arytes, pulverized oyster shells and

zinc white upon the surface to l>e treated, and applying

frictionally thereto a rubber saturated with a mixture of

spirit, copal and gum-sandarac : in imparting a final polish

by again frictionally applying a rubber, saturated with a

second mixture of spirit, copal and gum-sandarac. and

sprinkled with the said powder ; and in bestowing an extra

high polish hy the frictional application of a rubier mois-

tened with a third mixture of spirit, copal and gum-san-

darac and sprinkled with the said powder: substantially

as described.

5. In a process of simultane<iusly stopping the j.ores of

and polishing, pianos, furniture and the like, the combined

use. In the steps or phases of ground polish, final polish

and high superpollsh. of a powder comi>osed of resin, pre-

pared chalk, barytes. pulverized oyster shells and zinc

white, and of a mixture of spirit, copal and gum sandarac.

the proportions of said mixture varying according to the

different steps or phases of the process, substantially as

set forth.

In the art of degermlng Indian corn and other grain, the

method of separating the germs from the grits or starch

bearing fragments of grain which consists in first screen

ing and grading the mixture of grits and germs, then sub-

jecting each grade to elastic pressure between yielding

surfaces whereby the germs will be flattened while the

grits retain their shape, and then again subjecting the

thus treated mixture of germs and grits, to screening

action on a screen of the same mesh as that through which

It passed before the flattened operation, whereby the flat-

tened germs will l)e separated out and carried off from the

grits, substantially as heriinl'efure set forth.

889.11^ TENSION FOR SEWING MACHINES. Charles

F. GOFOKTH and Marshall T. Gof<>rth. Wichita Kans.

Original a|>pllcation filed Nov. 20. 1006. Serial No.

;;44._'!trt. IHvided and this application filed .lune 24,

1907. Serial No. 380.524.

8 8 9,117. PROCESS OF POLISHING. Albert QIBSB,

Schwerln, Germany, assignor to The Firm of Gebr. Per-

zlna, Schwerln. yermany Filed Jan. 3, 1907. Serial

No. 350,611

1. The process of simultane.nisly stopping the pores of,

and polishing, pianos, furniture, and the like, consisting

In giving a ground polish by strewing a powder composed

of resln, prepared chalk, barytes. pulverized oyster shells

and zinc white, upon the surface to be treated, and apply-

iun frictionally thereto a rubber saturated with spirit

without shellac: and In imiiartlng a final polish by again

1 In.„ a s.wing machine, a head having a vertlcnlly

elongated slot a slotted tension plate having a rib at one

end, a presser foot bar. and a pin projecting from the pres-
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er foot h«r and arranged to emfac*" th« rib to relieve

the tension «-i ihe presser foot bar nears the limit of its

upwanl rQdV.'nu-nt th" pin t»xt»"ndinK throUKh ttio «iot of

the li«^ad and Ifian tcuidcd by the walls f>f 8«ld slot.

2. A sewintr machine tinslon, Includlnjj a pair of plates,

one of which Is slottt-d to form a thread ctempinif tongue,
a screw extendiuu through the plates, an adjusting nut
ii3ount»'d on the scr>'w. and a spring arranged between the
nut and the outer of said plat»'s.

3. A sewing machine tension Including a pair of plates,

one of which Is slotted to form a thread clHuipint: ti«u;:ue.

a Rcrt'w extending through the plates, an adjusting nut
myuuted on the s<r-w. a xpring arrnnged Ivtw.-^u the nut
and The outer of said plates, the nut being provided with
\u indicator or pointer, and the outer flate having a
.Tudiiated dial ovt which the netnl!.- or i»ointer movos to

show the dejjrt'f of tf>nsi. n

889.1 U». FEEr>MF:ri|.\MSM FOR SEWIN>J MACHINES.
Charles F, r.ofoRTH and Mar.sh.m.l T. (^forth. Wich-
ita. Kans Oriirina! application tiled Not '.'<V HhhV Se

rial No .•^44.Jitrt r»ivld»-d and this amplication flU-d

June L'4. UtOT S.Tial No. 3ftn.r,2!S.

1. The combination with a srwinir machllne. of a feed
block, a carrying plate therffor said plate b»"in^' slotted
at on<' end and provided at Its opposltf> end with an ap-
proximately rectangular reeess, a supporting pin pxtendlng
through the slot, a triangular i-ara fitting Within th*- r.>

cess, a rock shaft carrying said cam. an »rm extending
from the rock shaft, a bell crank lever, on.' arm of which
is connected to th.- rocker arm. and niean-t .'iigaglng the
opposite arm of said h*Ml crank lever with tti.' platf.

- The Combination with a sewing machln.". of a feed
j

block, a carrying plat.- ther-'for. a r-^ck shaft, a cam ar
'

ranged on the rock shaft and serving to iiru'art vertical
mov.'m.nt to the [.lai,', a rocker arm also «arri.d by the
shaft, a b.'ll crank i.'v.r. m.-ans for connecting on.- arm of
the bell crank lev^r to the rocker arm. and means for im-
parting movom.nt from the s.>cond arm of th.- b.'ll crank
levfT to th.^ carrying plate.

3. In a four motion feed, the combinatiot with a feed I

block, of a feed block carrier, means for imparting vrtical
movement to th.- feed block carrier, a ro.k ^haft. a rock.-r
arm th.>refor. a b.'ll crank lev.T, an adjustiog m.-ans con
n.>cting one arm of the h.'ll crank !cv.>r to tlje rocker arm,
and mean.s for transmitting movement from the s.'c.md
arm of the b»>II crank l.n-'r to the carri.>r

i

4 Th.> combination with a sewing mach|n.\ of a fp.'d I

block, a feed block carrier, m.ans for imparting v.^rtical

movement to the carrier, a rock shaft, a rocker arm ther*-

on. a b*>ll crank lever, an adjustable means connecting one
arm of the bell crank lev.-r to the roek.T ariji, there being 1

a pair of lugs on the carrier, between which the second
arm of the t>ell crank l.'vcr is arrang.'d to oscillate.

.") In a Sfwing niarbjn'-. a f.-.d blofk. a feed block oper-
ating m<>raber Including a pair of arms. a. swivclcd con-
nection comprising a pair of blocks pivotally connected
together, and having openings for th.- passag.- of the arms,
and m.'anH f.T adjusting such swivfl c.iin.'.tion In tin- di-

rection of the length of th.- arm- to vary the length of
the feed.

SM9.12.I APl'AH.VTf S FOR TREATINii SOLID MM E
RI.VL. John r,<)B.\ii y. I'hihidf'lphlfl. I*a. Original ap
plication fllf-d Met :tii. ]i*in\, serial No .'Ul.u'.ii I>i

vlded and this application tiled .\|.r IL'. r.t«>7 Serial
No. :;»!7.>»'<1

1. .\n apparatus for treating solid niat.rial having a

closed chamt)er In which pressure differing from the at-

mosphere may b«' maintained, a Ixidy of treating lUjuld

within said chamber, means for lntrr>ducing such material
thereto, a treating liijuld forming a seal throu;;h which
said material Is introduced, means for discharging said

material, and a treating liquid forming a seal through
which said material is dlscharg.-d

2. \n apparatus for treating solid luat.Tial, having a

closed chamber In which jiressure differing from the at-

mosphere may be maintained, n boily of treating liquid

within said chamber, bodies of tr*»atlng Ibjuld forming
seals at the inler and discharge ends of such ap]inraiiis.

and means for traversing such mat. rial into and through
the pressure chamber and througii such seals.

?.. An apparatus for treating solid material, having a
closed chamber in which pr»>ssur.- coinciding with or dif-

fering from the atuiospher." may b.' niaintain.'d. a body of

treating liquid within said cbamU-r, means for introduc-

ing such material thereto, a body treating Ibiuid form-
ing a seal through wlii<-h such mat-'rial is Introduced,

means for discharging sabl material, and a body of tr.'af-

Ing liquid forming a s»'n! through whl'-h sn.h mnt.rial is

discharged.

4 The combination, in an apparatus for treatlriii solid

material, of a serle« of tri'ating chambers, bodies of tr'-at-

Ing liquid within the sam»'. bodies of treating' lli|Uli| f.irm-

Ing seals at the Inl.-t and outlet ends of said .liamU'rs.

and endlew conveyers for introducing niat.rial tn ami
removing It from said treating chambem through said

liquid seals

5 The combination. In an apparatus for treating solid

material, of « series of treatln;; chambers In which pres-

sures differing from the atmospher.' may b.- maintained,
bodies of treating liquid within said chambers, bodies of

treating liquid forming seals at the Inl.'t and outl.t .n.is

of said chambers, endless conveyers for Introducing mate-
rial to and removing it from said tieatim: chambers
through said li.juid s»>a!s. and means foj passing said mate-
rial through the treating chamb.'rs

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the r.aTiette. ]

SW«.121. REN<n'ATOR Joh.v 11 Gbbkx, Springfield. III.

Filed Mar 22, llHi.1 Serial No. 2.-.l..'>3T

1. In a renovator the combination of a shell having an
internal chamtx'r, also having a tubular part provided
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with an outlet opening and a flattened and expanded part

provided with an inlet opening extending along the under

side of said flattened and expanded part, a roller occupy-

ing the length of and mounted to turn in said Inlet open-

ing and extending below the under side of the expanded

part of said shell, and a handle connected with and adapt-

ed to propel said shell.

2. In a renovator the combination of a shell having a

chamber with a transparent wall, also having a tubular

part provided with an outlet opening, and a flattened and

expnnde<1 part provided with nn inlet opening extending

along the under side of said flatten.-d and .xpandcd part.

a roller occupying the length of and mounted to turn In

•aid Inlet opening, and a handle connected with and adapt-

ed to propel said shell

3. In a renovator the combination of a shell having a

chamber, an inh-t opening, an outlet opening, and down

wardly extending flanges pierced by holes; a ball spanning

the shell and having screw threaded holes matching the

holes In said flanges, a handle connected with said bail, a

roller fitting between said flanges and having hol<-s

matching the holes In the flanges, and screws screwing

Into the holes In the ball and having pins fitting loosely

In the holes In th. ilanges and the holes in the roller.

889.122: SAUSAGE - STlFFINr, MACHINE Edward J,

Hall.khan. Augusta, (ia., assignor of one third to Wil-

liam H Kessler and one third to J. Ripley Good,

Augusta. Ga. Filed .Ian
'

1'. li»OT. Serial No. 351.498.

lug mechanism and discontinuing the operation of the

piston head.

2. A sausage stuffing machine comprising a cylinder

adapted to contain the material, a m-mber arranged below

the cylinder and having a motive fluid r-Meiving chamber.

a piston mounted in said chamber and operated by fluid

pressure, a piston head oj.eratinL' in the cylinder and con-

nected with said pisKm, said m.mber at Its upp.r end

formed with a recess, an expansible means mounted in

said recess and surrounding said piston for preventing tlie

leakage of motive fiul.i during the operation of the piston

In one direction, means for ntaining said expansible

means normally In an .xpanded position, a cap mounted

upon said member for retaining said expansible means

therein, a pip.- conimuni. atinu- with said cliamt>cr at the

lower end thereof, means communic:iting with said pipe

for supplying motive fluid to said chninb.r. means actuated

by the piston head for automatically discontinuing the

operation of said supply means when the piston head

reaches the limit of its strok.' in one dir.'ction. means for

exhausting the motive fluid in said chamber to allow said

piston head and piston to return to normal positb.n by

gravity, and means for discontinuing the operation of the

supply means before the piston head reaches the limit of

Its stroke in on. direction

3. A sausage stufl^ng machine comprising a cyllnd.r

adapted to c.ntain the mat. rial, a memb-r arranged below

the cyllnd.T and havini: a motive fluid r.ceiving chamber.

a motive fluid reservoir arranged in cb.se proximity to

said member, a piston mounted in said chamber and oper-

ated hv fluid pressure, a piston head operating in the cyl-

inder and connecte«l with said piston, said member at its

upper end forme<1 with n recess, nn expansible means

mounted In said recess and surrounding said piston for

preventing the leakage of the motive fluid during the oper-

ation of the piston in one direction, means for retaining

said expansible means normally In an expanded condition.

a cap mounted upon said member for retaining *»"ld ex-

pansible means therein, a cup shap.-d bevel.'d .dge pack-

ing secured to said piston head and projecting from and

alwve the upper face thereof, thereby constituting mean«

to pack the piston head and clean any matter adhering

to the inner face of the cylinder during the operation of

the piston head in one direction, a pii><^ communicating

with said chamtier at the lower end thereof, means com-

municating with said reservoir and with said plpp for

pupplving motive fluid to said chamber, means actuated by

the piston h.^ad for antomaficnlly discontinuing the oper-

ation of said supply m.ans and when the piston head

reaches the limit of its stroke in one direction, means

adapted to communicate with said pipe and with said

reservoir whereby the motive fluid in said chamber can be

exhausted to allow of said piston head and piston to re-

turn to normal position by gravity, and means for dis-

continuing the operation of the supply means before the

piston head reaches the limit of its stroke in one direction.

1. .\ sausage stuthng niachin.' comprising a cylinder

adapt.'.i I', contain the material, a fluid o|)erated piston

head arranged therein for forcing the material therefrom,

a member arranged below the cylinder and provided with

a motive fluid receiving chamber, a piston arranged within

sal.l chamb.r and connect.d to said head, a pump tommu-

nicating with said chamber for supplying motive fluid

thereto, operating means for the pump, a belt for trans-

mitting motion to said operating means, n normally locked

spring actuated l>elt shifting mechanism engaging with the

belt for shifting the same out of operative enga-'.-ment

with the operating mechanism, a trip mechanii»in for n-

leasing said shifting mechanism, and means depending

from the piston head and adapted to .-ngage. s.-ibl itip

me. hanism to actuate It, thereby releasing said belt si.ift-

SSOir-? MUL CATCHING AND DELIVERING APPA-
'

R\TrS ORVii.t.E C. n.^RPKN, Flthian, 111 assignor of

one-fourth to William A Wray. Fithian. Ill Fil.>d Nov.

1."^ 1907. Serial No. 401.997.

1 'in an apparatus of the class described, a swinging

mail bag supporting frame having oppositely disposed

projecting arms. lo<king pins on tb-' arms for detnchably

engaging a mail bag. spring control trip levers a. apted

to automatically release the pins to free said mail hag,

and a mail ba>: catcher disposed in the path of the trip

levers for actuating the latter

o m an apparatus of the class set forth, the combina-

tion with a mail bag supporting frame, of a mail bag

catcher having open receiving and removal ends, a door

for closing the removal end of said catcher, a do..r for

closing the receiving end of said catcher, a spring ..r

actuating said door to closed position and means operable

br the mail bag for releasing said last named door.

:5 In an apparatus of the type set forth, the combina-

tion with a mail bag supporting frame, of a mail l^ag

catcher In the form . f a spiral casing having an oi>en re-
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celTln^ enil ami an open remi>val end, a door for rloslnjc

the K'tniival end of said carcher. a door for closinc the re-

celTing end r>f said catcher, a spring for actuating said

door to closed i»>sitlon and means operable by the mall

bas for releasing said last named door.

4 In au apparatus of the type set forth. In combination,

a mail bag suportlng frame InoludlnK parallel horizontal

arms formed at their ends with spac«d lugs, latch

pins arranged to confine mail bag rings in the spaces be

tween said lugs, spring hf-ld rook shafts formed at thfir

ends with arms pivoted to said latch pine and at their

other -'nds with arms designed to bear agBinst the arms

of said frame, and a mail bag catcher In th^ torm of a

casing having projecting ends for engageO)ent with said

last named arms to move the same rearwafdly as and for

the purpose set forth.

5. In an apparatus of the class descritied a mall bag

catcher having a spiral chute, normally closed doors at

the receiving and discharge ends thereof, and mail hag

delivering mechanism normally projecting info the path

of the receiving end of the chute and a<|apfed to auto-

maticall^T open its door
]

[Claims f? and 7 not printed in the fiazetie.]

S 8 9 , 1 1' 4 . MANL F.VfTURE OF tAUBIIt Mer.Man L.

HjiKTE.ssTEiy, Constantine. Mich . assli|nor. by mesne
assignments, to Continental Invfstment ("ompany, L>u-

luth, .Minn., a Corf>or!ition of Minnesota. t>rlginal ap-

' plicRtion tiled Feb. l-i, l'.»<iT, Serial N^. .V.7.14H. Dl-

vlde<l and this application filed July IT, lf>07. Serial

No. 384,1.'3.".

A composition uf matter for use in the ciauufacture of

carbld, consisting of lime, bituminous coai, coke or char-

coal and anthracite coal.

.125 METUuii OF M WfF.vrTT KIN«; IRON HER
MAN L. H-\RTENSTKi V. Constantine. Mi'J^., assignor to

Electro Chemical * Invelopment Co., Iflerre. S, D., a

i'orjKiratlon of South r>akota. Original 4|iplicatIon filed

Mar. 9, 1907, Serial No .">^)l,^).!_' LMvidi'd and this ap-

plication filed .Inly lit, l!t(i7 Serial No. 384.5«8.

K,H<>.lJt5 AITOMATIC S.VFP:TY r>EVICE FOR CRANES.
Nath-W S H.^seitine, Swissvale, I'a Filled .\ue lO.

1UU7. Serial No .',sh.--:\.

10

J4

2^

13
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^«W^ ^ ^^
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889.131. FILTFRING AND DErANTING APPARATUS
WiLBC* A. Hendrvx, rvnver, Colo. Orl»:lnal applica-

tion fileJ Au«. !>. 11)<"'>. >^'rlal No :V-'Ct «11. Dlrlded and

this application filed Mar IS. 19«iT ^^t^•ial No. 363,07o.

the )ra« In diluted form, then expelling the g&c from the re-

sultintf solution an<l ab.sorblnn the relatively oonct-ntrated

S&s in an abHorlilnii medium other than said solution,

whereby a solution of relatively high concentration la

obtained, aud *ul)je(tinst the liquid from which the gas has

been t'xpfll>'d ti. cunta'-t with luMitional iras to retitor. its

content thereof, substantially a-; described.

1. Apparatus for treating ores comprising' h tank havin-'

a bottom discharge for ore-pulp, a filter disposed abov..

the bottom of the tank and providing a closed space sur

roiindlng said discharge, a pipe comnnmlctalng with saiil

space, a filter cell in said tiink. ami an independent oulU't

for said filter cell.

_' .Vpparatus for treating orea compriUng a tank hav

Ing a converging bottom and a central ijischargp for or-'

pulp, a filter disposed ab<n-e the l>ottom of the tank and

providing a closed spacf surrounding -laiil discharu'-', a

pipe communlcatlnar with .said space, a Cltcr cpII in said

tank, and an indefwiid.nr outlet for said filter i-.-ll

3. .\ppnratiis fi r treatink' '>rt s cumprislng a tank liavlng

a bottom dlscharu- fur oro pulp, a filttr dlsiin.^...l above the

bottom of the tank and providing a c\<meC apace surround-

ing said dlscharg' a pip- communicatin< with said spai-e.

a filter cell in said tank, an indep.-ndent outlet for said

filter cell, and an auxiliary solution out^t in th.' upper

portion of said tank.

4 Apparatus for trf^aring ores comprising a tank havinc

a t)ottora dischari:e for on- pulp, a filtfT i|lsp..s.'d ahviVH the

bottom of the tank and providlnj,' a rlust-cl «pa'.- surround-

ing said discharge, a pipe communi.atiuij with said space.

a filter cell In said tank, an ludepend.'Ot outl.-t for said

filter cell, and a plurality ot auxiliary outlf-ts <lispos.-(l at

different levels in the upper portion of inld tank

5. «K.pparatus for treating ort-s ii)nipri.sjug a tank iiaving

a bottom discharge for ore pulp, a filter -lisp^^.sed above the

bottom of the tank an ! provi.ling a rhw.-d spac- surround

Ing said discharge, a pip-- wnimuuiiatini; »vith saiil space, a

plurality of filter cells in said tank, and Ind.'p.'udcnt out

lets for said filter cells. 1

889.132. Ml.Timi. OF I'KKPAUINt; SUUTIUNS Ol"

OASKS. Henry llow.viii'. North Wotwirn. Ma.ss. Filed

Nov. 5. ll)06. Serial No a4lM:'.-

1 The mt'thod of preparing solution* of k'as.s, which

consists In dissolvin;: a gas in a solvent tiy contact with

the gas In dilutid form, then .•xpelliu-' 'i^.' gas from i tie

resulting solution and absorl'inn tls.- r-'lativciy cono-n

trated iras in an absorbiu;; me<iiuin othfr than .said solu

rjoii. wiiercby a solution of r»*lativ.|y High concentration

U obtaine'l. substantially as descrlticd

2. The method of prepantik' sulritc solutions, which con-

sists in dissolvlni; sulfur dioxid iu wat»}r by contact with

the k'us in diluted form, thm ••xii.-lllng| the itas from the

water and at.sorbiu*; the relatively concentrated gas In a

gtulrtfe solution. siihst!\ntlHlh fis descrltxnl

3. The me'hod of prepn i-;iii{ solutionis of cases, which

consists In dissolviiiir a ;:as in a solvem by contact with

4. The method of preiiaring solutions of gases, which

coasists In dissolving a gas In a solvent by contact with

the gas In diluted form, then expelling the nas from the

resulting solution by heat, cooling the expelled gas. and

absorbing tfie relatively- concentrated gas in an absorbing

medium other than said solution, whereby a solution of

relatively high coucnt rat ion Is obtained, substantially as

(lescrilx'd

5. The method of preparing solutions of gases, which

consists in dlssolvirc a t'as in a solvent by contact with

the gas in diluted form, then expelllnt: the pas from the re-

sulting solution by heat, cooling the expelled gas by trsns-

ferrlni: heat therefrom to the Inflowing solution, and

absorbing the relatively concentrated gas In an absorbing

medium other than said solution, whereby a solution of

relatively hi^'h concentration Is obtained, substnuf Inlly as

described

[Claims fl to 8 not printed In the Gazette ]

889.133. in TTON - FASTENER. Theophius R Hyde,

Jr.. Watertiun. Conn., assignor to Scovlll Manufac-

turing i'onipan.\, Wnterbiiry, i^inn
. a t'orporatlon of

Connecticut Filed (>ct 1.'. Ifwi.; Serial No. 338.674.

.\ button fastener of the class which Is adapted to I.e

slipped throuirh the buttonhole lengthwise without de

tachlng from the button In order to sectire or remove tli>

button, comprising a straight Umli and an overlyim:

looped limb made of sprinif metal with the sprinsj tension

adjusted to cause the two limlm normally to approach one

another and occupy the clos»-d position, the loop*^! limb

having Its free end cur\ed downwardly toward the straight

liml. and exteniled rearwardly so as to overlap the strau'ht

llml. laterally so that the straight limb clows said curved

end against accidental escape of the button when the but-

ton is enkiaged In said curved end.

889.134. BA(;-HOLI>r.R .Tohn C Jacoby. Ashland.

Ohio. Filed Sept. 3, IWuT S«'rlal No 391,170.

1. .\ bag holiler comprising a rigid frame, a series of

hag-supporters larried thereby, coll springs forming a

part of said supporters arranged at suitable distances

apart to hold by their turns i>r coils tl dges of a group

of bags

J. .V bat' holder comprising a riuid frame, a plurality of

hair supporters muvalily carrle«l thereliV, a plurality of

colled springs at each side of each of the bau' support. -rs

and adapt, (l t.. hear frictlonally on the sides atid Mkps of

the ba>:s held ilor.in

3. .V bag holder couiprisuii: tvM> side plates each having
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a plurality of ribs those on one plate being in the same
plane as those on the other, a plurality of bag-supporters

carried by said ribs, and a gnuip of vertically disposed

spiral springs at each side of each plate to frictlonally

bold the edges of the bags held thereby.

f JP

4 A bag holAMf eoB^Mrlalns a frsme increasing In sise

In b>nh directlOB* fnUB above downwardly, a plurality of

ribs forming a part of said frame and having their ends

upturned, bag holding trays each movably supported, by

a pair of said ribs, uprights secured to each of said trays

on opposite sides, aud a plurality of spiral springs sup-

ported by said uprights

5. A bag holder comprising a tray, uprights fastened

thereto on each side, spiral springs s«^cured to the top of

•acb upright aud extending vertically down to the bottom

of the tray

[Claim tj Hot printed in the "iazette.]

889.135 I'FNCir. - SHARPENER. S.oiiEl, B. J0NI8,

Butler. lud : Mlnda I.. .Tones administratrix of said

Samuel B. Jones, dece.ised. Filed Sept. 13, 1906. Serial

No. 334.454.

A peaeil Aarpaner comprising a hnll<nr eone provided

In one wall with a spiral slut extending from the apex of

tlM eemt to its ba.se, and a knife, corresponding In contour

to the walls of the slot, detachnbly secured to the Inner

surface of the cone and projecting beyond the edge of one

wall of the slot, the outer end of the knife being extended

beyond the said apex to provide a lead pointing member.

889.136. ROTATING MEANS FOR K Ki IPROCATING
SHAFTS. John P. Kakss. Houlder. lOlo., assignor to

The .T. B Earns Tunneling Machine Co.. Boulder Colo.

Original application fllecl Feb. 23. 1907. Serial No.

358,867. I (hided and this application filed June 8.

1907. Serial No 377. 9HL'.

1. \ means for Imparting rotary motion to reciprocat-

ing shafts, comprising a wearing sleeve on said shaft se-

cured to the same for raovenn'iit therewith, said sleeve be-

ing provided with exterior pitched grrKives, a collar sur-

rounding; said sleeve and provided with perifiheral teeth,

a Series of dogs in the path of the teeth and held against

participation in the movement of the shaft, and balls car-

ried by the collar and entering the grooves In the sleeve

and spaced apart in the direction of the length of the

aleeve, said balls constituting keys connecting the collar

and sleeve.

2. A means for Imparting rotary motion to reciprocat-

ing shafts, comprising a wearing sleeve on said shaft se-

cured to the same for movement therewith, said sleeve

being provided with exterior pitched grooves, a collar sur-

rounding said sleeve and provided with peripheral teeth,

a series of dogs in the path of the teeth and held against

participation in the movement of the shaft, balls carried

by the collar and entering the grooves In the sleeve and
spaced apart In the direction of the length of the sleeve,

said balls constituting keys connecting the collar and
sleeve, and an annular plate having through perforations

for supporting and spacing the balls.

2/ £^J9

3. A means for imparting r<'tarv motion to reciprocat-

ing shafts, comprising a wearing sieeve on said shaft se-

cured to the same for uioveiueut therewith, said sleeve

being provided with exterior pitched grooves, a collar sur-

rounding said sleeve and firovided with peripheral teeth.

a series of dogs in the path of the teeth aud held against

participation In the movement of the shaft, an annular

plate Interior to the sleeve and provided with spaced

perforations, t-nd plates on the sleeve for holding the an-

nular plate to the collar, aud balls extending through the

perforations in the annular plate and entering the grooves

in the sleeve aud constituting keys for connecting the

sleeve and collar.

4. A means for converting reciprocatory motion into

rotary motion, comprising etjually-spaced rotative ratchet

teeth moved in one direction of rotation by one movement
of the reciprtKatiug member, a series of radially movable
gravity dogs in the path of the teeth and a lixed support

in which said dog.s are mounted.

5. A means for converting reciprocatory motion into

rotary motion, comprising equally-spaced rotative ratchet

teeth moved in one direction of rcjtation by one movement
of the reciprocating member, a series of radially movable

gravity dogs In the path of the teeth and dlCferenlly

spaced than are the te^th and a fixed support in which

said dogs are mounted.

[Claims 6 to 12 not t)rlnted in the Gazette.]

8«9.137. -BOTTLE STOPPER. Geoku Kirkegaakd, New-

York, N. y., assignor to Imperial Stopper Company, a

Corporation of .Maine. Filed Sc pt. Ui. 1907. Serial No.

392,130.

1. A Ixjttle sfofiper comprising a metallic cap contain-

ing a packing disk and havlni: a depending flange pro-

vided with a plurality of inwardly and upwardly turned

lips merging at their extremities into the extreme edge

of the flange.

2. \ bottle stopper comprlsini: a metallic cap having a

packing disk therein and having a vertical side wail and a

fiaring rim or edi:e projecting therefrom, said rim or edge

having a fterles of inwardly and upwardly turned lips, the

ends of which merge into the extreme e<lge of the tearing

rim, for the purpose set forth.
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889,138. LOCKING PEVUE. John A I.vM<>vr. Mon

treal. QuelK-r, Canada, asslirnor to Simplt-x Kailway Ap-

pliance Company, Ch^.-aiin. HI t'il.Ml Mar. 27. 1905, Se-

rial No. 252.24H [{ n.w.-.l Am: :Wi. 1'.m>7 S.-rial No

a9(».823.

2. Thp combination with two lifter Jaws 5 and fl. r>f the

pivoted <-am clutch i)lock 19 provid.-d with a plurality of

"nirajrinc t^eth adapted to engaite the mfmt>er to t.*- s\ip-

porfed ill tht> llfttT. to prevent the same from turning:, sub-

stantially as described.

h const rncf.fi
1. A pair of members each constrnct.d ' pr.stnt a

•series of devices whereby such m.int" i> ni l)e adjust-

ably connected together the devi. .••» -f nf -. i ,. s b.'ini: dis-

posed at a distance apart diflVr' nt fr, ni Mie distance

separating the devices of the other serifs and means co-

acting with §uch members and carri.<t permanently by '

one of them for leclclng the said ni.ud>.r« at'iun-st dis-

placement relatively to one anotht-r

2. The combination with a pair of par's, of means ad

justably connecting such parts to^'.-th.r consisting of a

pair of members carried by *u h ;i;irts and adjacent to

one another, each member liaviui; a .scrias of recesses and

means carried permanently by one of th« parts and adapt

ed to engage a coinciding pair of recesKcs whereby such

parts can be adjustably conn.ct.d together, tne recesses of

one series being disposed a distance ap4rt differont from

the distance separating the recesses of tile other series.

3. The combination with a brake b«am and a brake

head carried thereby of a member careicd hy the brake

beam and a second mt^mtn^r upon the brftke head, each of

such members bein_' constructed to prrsent a series of

devices whereby th' \i'r.\k" h»-ad can t>e secured in difft-rent

angular positions u; .n ttif brak.' beam, llie dcvlc-s of one

series being (l;>i>'S.-.i a distance apart difffrcnt from

the di.stance separating the devices of the other series.

and means coactins with such member^ and carried per-

manently by one of them for locking th^ said members

against displacement relatively to one atioth>r

4 The combination with a brake beami and a brake head

carried thereby*, of a member carried by the brake beam

and a second member upon the brake haad. such members

being adapted to lie adjacent to one another and each of

such members having a series of devices, a part carried

movably by one of the members, a key carried by such part

and adapted to enu'Rge a coincidlnkr pair of such devices

whereby the brake bead can be secured i% different anirular

position.s upon the brake beam, the devices of one series

being disposed at a distance apart difr<'r'-nt from the dis-

tance separating the devices of the otlup series

5. The combination with a brake Uam and a brake

h««d carried therfby and constructed w|tli a hollow cylin-

drtol part the interior wher»of has a rf>gularly disposed

series of devices, of a sleeve carried by the brak»' beam and

fitting rotatably within the cylindrical part of the ht-ad.

such sleeve having a circular portion formed within a

series of equl distant devices disposed a distani-e apart

different from fh^^ distance separatiui; the devices of the

head, and adjustable means carried by one of the brake

members and adapted to coact with tht two series of de

vices for tiie purpose of securing the brake head In dif-

ferent angular positions upon the hrak-' beam.

[v'laims t> to s not printf-d in the (.aa-'tte.!

xMM,;fi ril'i: LIFTER MAHi.ny EJ L.\yne, Houston,

Tex. Filed Oct. 24. 1005. Serial No 2S4,181.

1. .V pipe lifter comprising' a pair of pivoted Jaws, and

a rotatable cam clutch f\x^•^l tipon one of said Jaws and

adapted to engaire the member incloned between them

with a weilirlng action and hold Itself in secure engage-

ment tht'rewith.

^^. The combination with a llfi.T comprising a pair of

relatively movable Jaws having means to hold them closed,

and a pivot pin for s.wtiring the jaws together of a clutch

block mounted upon the pivoting pin of said jaws and

adapted to engage the member to be held In the Jaws.

4. The combination with a lift, r •.inprislng a pair of

jaws and a pivot pin for s^'curing ib«ui roijsther. of a dou-

ble faced clutch block mounted upon the pivoting pin of

the jaws and having teeth adapted to engage the member
to be held on either side of the medial line in order to

I)revent the pipe from turning in .ith.r direction, sub-

stantially as described.

5. A lifter comprising a pair of pivoted jaws having

laterally extended arms and notches In said arms to en-

gage bars or other stationary parts of a table or platform,

and a clutch to engage the member in the Jaws.

[i'laims and 7 not printed In the Cazette.]

889.140 IJAK tOlNTER Ht)\ J.isKiii Lkhnheiter

and Ch.*rles R Bbi:nna(kkr, St louis, .Mo
.
as«ii;.'nors

to Claes A I.etinbeuter Manufacturing <"o., St. Louis. Mo.,

a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Mar. 11, 1907. Serial

No. .'?61,724.

-5

1. A box having an ice compartment, a k<y compart-

ment below the name, a faucet Irading from the front of

the ice compartment, a sliding drip pan mounted below

the Ice compartm-nt and normally withdrawn to a posi-

tion In front of the ice compartmtnt to catch the drip

from the faucet, means affording support for the front of

the pan In Its withdrawn position, the pan being adapted

to be shoved out of the way under the Ice compartm>'nt,

substantially as set forth.

2. .V box having an Ice pan or compartment, a k>'g

compartment Ik-Iow the .same, vertically oscillating plat<>s

or members disposed on each side below the Ice pan. a

drip pan motinted to slide back and forth along said platfs

and be shoved to a position under the ice compartmtnt,

or pulled out In front of the same, and m«ans for siipjxirt
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ing the free end of the drip-pan when pulled out in front

of the ice compartment, sut)Stantially as set forth.

3 \ t)ox having an ice pan or compartment, a keg com-

partmf-nt l)elow the same, vertically oscillating plates

liavlntf inwardly deflected tongues or flanges, plvotally

mounted below the ice compartment on each side thereof,

a drip pan having lateral box tubes slit longitudinally to

receive the tongues whereby the drip pan may be shoved

rearward to a position below the ice compartment, and

means for supporting the, front free end of the drip-pan

when withdrawn in front of the ice compartment, sub-

stantially as set forth

4. A box bavin;: an jr.- pan or compartment, a keg com-

partment below the 8am«\ vertically oscillating plates or

members disposed on each side t)elow the ice pan, a drip-

pan mounted to slide back and forth along said plates

and be shoved to a position under the ice pan or pulled out

in front of the same, angle brackets at opposite ends of

the outer free edge of the drip pan, the vertical legs of

the brackets being forked, pins on the box foj receiving

the forked legs of the brackets and thereby supporting

the front end of the drip pan when drawn outward, and

suitable supporting strips or rests for the oscillating

plates carrying the drip pan, substantially as set forth.

5. .\ box having; an ice compartment, n faucet leading

from the front wall thereof, a slitilng drip pan mounted

below the compartment and normally withdrawn to a

position in front of the compartment to catch the drip

from the faucet, means affording support for the front of

the pan In Its withdrawn position, the pan being adapted

to bf' shoved out of the way under the compartment, aub-

stantlallv as set forth.

or draw off tul'ular stem, formed of wire screening and

comprising a horizontal member entered through the nip-

ple, and terminating at its outer end in a dependin;: mem-

ber adapted to hang down within the interior of the ra-

diator, the tubular stem having the necessary flexibility

to permit It to be sutficientl.v straightened out in attach-

ing the valve to the radiator to permit the entrance of the

screw threaded nipple, and having suthcient resiliency to

resume Its proper shape after the nipple has been screwed

into place, substantially as described.

2. In an air valve for radiators, the combination of a

casing with a laterally projecting screw threaded nipple

for attachment of the valve to the radiator, and a drain-

age or draw off tubular stem, of foraminous formation

and comprising a horizontal member entered through the

nipple, and terminating at its outer end In a depending

member adapted to hang down within the Interior of the

radiator, the tubular stem having the necessary flexibility

to permit it to be sufficiently straightened out. In attach-

ing the valve to the radiator, to permit the entrance of

the screw-threaded nipple, and having sufficient resiliency

to resume its proper shape after the nipple has been

screwed Into place, substantially as described.

8 89.141. VAL\E FoR R.MiIATORS. Pred W. Leut-

HESSER. Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 6, 1906. Serial No.

329.285.

In an air valve for radiators, the combination of a cas-

ing with a laterally projecting screw threaded nipple for

attachment of the valve to the radiator, and a drainage

or draw off stem, formed of strands of wire closely

twisted together in the form of a compact cable, having

spirally extending exterior grooves or channels formed

between the strands composing the cable, said stem com-

prising a horizontal member entered through the nipple

and terminating at Its outer end in a depending member

adapted to hang down within the Interior of the radiator,

the stem having the necessary flexibility to permit it to

be sufficiently straightened out, in attaching the valve to

the radiator, to permit entrance of the screw-threaded

nipple, and having sufficient resiliency to resume its

proper shape after the nipple has been screwed into place,

substantially as described.

889,14 2. AIR VALVE FOR RAKIATORS. FRED W.

Lecthesseu. Chicago. 111. Original application filed

Aug. 6, 1906, Serial No. 329.285. Divided and this ap-

plication filed Mar. 7, 1907. Serial No. 361.040.

889,143. MOTOR-PLOW. Vml H. MtXROE. Plainfield,

III. ; John Van Horn administrator of said Paul H.

Munroe. deceased. Filed I>ec. 19. 190(5. Serial No.

348,634.

1. In an air valve for radiators, the combination of a

casing with a laterally projecting screw threaded nipple

for attachment of the valve to the radiator, and a drainage

1. .\n apii'iratus for the purpose speciiied Including a

frame, a traction wheel having a divided tread, a gear

wheel carried by the said traction wheel and located in the

median plane, gtiidlng wheels, a mot<ir carried on the

frame, gearing connection between the motor and the

said gear wheel and means for disconnecting the motor

from said gearine

2. An apparatus for tlie purpo.se stated. Including a

frame, a traction wheel provided with a double tread, a

sprocket wheel carried by said traction wheel, guiding

wheels, a motor carried on the frame, gearing connection

between the motor and the said sprocket wheel, reversing

means for the gearing, means for disconnecting the motor

from the said gearing, and operating means for .said guid-

ing wheels.

3. .\n apparatus for the purpose specified including a

frame, a trunnion secured to one end of said frame, an

axle Journaled to oscillate on said trunnion. >teering

wheels, and a traction wheeel provide<l with a double

tread, and having a gearing wheel located in the interval

between the two divisions of the tread.

4. An apparatus for the purpose specified. Including a

frame, a motor, a traction wheel, a trunnion fixed to one

end of said frame, an axle mounted to oscillate on said

trunnion, steering wheels Journaled on said axle, gearing

connecting saiil motor and traction wheel, reversing means

for said gearing, and means for operating said steering

wheels to guide the apparatus

5. An apparatus for the purpose speciiied. including a

frame, a motor, a traction wheel, a trunnion fixed to one

end of said frame, an axle mounted to oscillate on said

trunuion. ground wheels Journaled on said axle, drive gear-

ing connecting said motor and traction wheel, reversing

means for said gearing, means for disconnecting the motor

mechanism froiu the said driving gearing and means for

;

operating said ground wheels to guide the apparatus.

i [Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]
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8 8 9.144 IWK WUlTISr, MACHINE. JOHN C. Mc-

Lalohlin. JtTsf-y lity. N. J., assignor to Underwood

Typewriter Company. Nfw York. N. Y.. a Cori>oration

of New Jersey. Filed July 9. l'.«'T Serial No. .•{si>.SJ8.

n

<
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1 In a cardholder for use on the cylln4rU;il plHt*>n of

a typewriter, the wmhinarion with a card holding strip

of sheet metal running alone the i)laten and having Doth

enda forked to straddle the hubs of the pitten. of a hook

pivoted to one end of the i-ardholder to (Htfh under the

platen-hub to lock the holder in place ; ttje other .>nd of

said card-holder havina; claww to catch ttader the platen

head.

2. In a card-holder for use on the cyllndrtcal platen <if a

typewriter, the combination with a card 'loldlnt; strip of

sheet metal running along said i)laten nrnl liaving its 'uds

forked and bent to straddle the hub of the platen, of a

hook piloted to one of said ends above the forked portion

and catching under the platen hub to lock the holder in

place, and a linger piece for <winc:ine the h"nk ; the other

end having means to catch under the platen head.

3. In a card holder for use on the cylin<irical plat.-n of a

typewriter, the e.init>ination with a cardliolding strip of

sheet metal runnin;i along said platen and having Its ends

forked and bent to straddle the hub of the platen, of a

hook pivoted to one of said ends to catch under the platen

hub to lock the holder in place, the other ot said ends hav-

ing claws to catch und.r the h-'ad <<( the platen.

4. In a cardholder for use on the platen <if a typewriter,

the combination of a card-holding strip oif metal having

arms at its ends extending down over ttje platen-heads,

and a latch pivot^-d to one of said arms to catch under the

hub ot the platen, said latch having a tiugfr-piece at its

upper end; the latch and tlnger-piece belnf within the cy-

lindrical contour of the platen, and the otljer of said arms

provided with means to catch upon the pl»tfn head.

889.146. MACUINE FOR DRESSING HIKES, SKINS.

Ac. JoHS W. O'IKJNNELU I^icester, England, assignor

to (ilmson 4 Company, il^lcester.i Limited. Leicester.

England. Filed Feb. 23. H«07. Serial No. 35>«.y».'l.

889,140 ELECTRIC SIGN. George C Nikstimh, Erie,

Pa . a-^slgnor to Jewfl Electric Sim Coispnny, Erie, Pa.

Filed Mar. 16. 1007. Serial No. 362,6113.

1. A sign character fornie.i with openlne*i. a jewel holder

for each openbis. Jewel* carrl.-d by th*- h..l(|er«, said holders

resting upon the outer surface <vf the character and dispos-

ing the jewels wholly beyond said surface, means carried

by the holder for ensairing the wall of the particular open-

ing and the inner surfai-e of the character, and means se-

curing that portion of the holder engairirm the Inner sur-

face of the character to said Inner surfa <»

2. The combination with a jewel for slijn characters, of

a holder for securinkr said jewel to tlie character, said

holder comprising a --inirle disk of metal having radial pro-

jecriona fr<.m its peripheral edge and c»'ntrally mit out to

leave a diametrically arrange<l member, said member t)eing

divided centrally and lonffltiidinally and one end of each

section thus provided s»'vered from the (Jisk. whereby to

provide diametrically oppo~.-.l pr'.nsr-' fur securing the

holder in plaf'e.

1. A machine of the kiud her»iu dfscrit.»-d comprising

the combination of a plurality of working tools, an endless

traveling feed band to carry the hides or skins under the

opTati..n of said tools. m-:nw ..p. r:tbl.' by foot pedals to

carry said tools and mov -,ini.- im-m ,iioI ut of contari

with the work, a pair of piuvh rolis to maiiit.un the work

upon the band, and means for driving said traveling band

and pinch rolls so that a hide or skin may be thoroughly

treated and carried in one continuous operation through

the machine or may l>e moved to and fro under the oi)era-

tion of the t(X)ls during a single treatment in the machine.

2. A machine of the kind herein de<»<ril>ed comprising

the combination of a plurality of working tools, an endless

traveling feed band to carry the hides or skins undt-r the

operation of said tools, means operable by foot p.dals to

carry said tools and move same into and out of contact

with the work, a pair of pinch rolls locaf.-d Intermediate

of said working tools to maintain the work upon the band

so that It may be operated upon while traveling in either

direction and mechanism eonslstlng of oppositely driven

pulleys on a counter shaft hnvlnc a double euded clutch

located thereon actuated by a hand lever to engaue either

of said pulleys continuously or both alternately so that

the feed band may travel in one direction continuously to

carry a hide or skin through the machine under the opera-

tion of the working tools in one continuous operation or

may have Us direction of travel successively reversed at

will to repeatedly treat the hide or skin and while It is

traveling In eitlier direction until it is completely and

wholly dressed as described

889,147. APPAK.VTtS VoH SITERIIEATING STEAM.

EooKNi! F. OsBOB.NE, Chicago, 111., assignor to Osluirne

Steam Engineering Company, Chicago, 111., a Corpora-

tion of Illinois. Original appli<ation tiled Apr. 8, 1901,

Serial No ,%4.920 Divided and this application filed

May 2:?, 1904. Serial No 209. 36,"?.

1 \r\ apparatus for superheating steam comprising, in

combination with a steam generator, a superheater ar-

ranged b.'tween the s;pn>Tator and the point of use of the

steam through which the steam passes to its point of use,

said superheater embracing a passage or passages in which

circulates a liquid, through which liquid and the walls of

the passage or passages the heat to superheat the steam is

transmitted, a source of heat for heating said transmitting

liquid and means for varying the Intensity of the heat ap-

plie<l to said transmitting liquid.

2. .An independently fired steam superheating apparatus

comprising. In combination with a steam generator, a

' superheater arranged between the generator and point of
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use of the steam through which the steam passes to Its

point of use, said superheater embracing a passage or pas-

sages in which circulates u liipiid. through which liquid

and the walls of the passage or passages the heat to super-

heat the steam is transmitted, a source of heat indep.ndent

of that which heats the steam in the generator for heating

the said transmitting liquid, and means for varying the

Intensity of the heat applied from said source to the trans-

mitting liquid.

3, An independently fired steam superheating apparatus

sprlslng, in combination with a steam generator, a

soperheater arranged between the generator and point of

use of the steam through which the steam passes to its

point of use, said superheater embracing a passage or pas-

sages in which circulates a li(iuld, through which liquid

and the walls of the passage or passages the heat to super-

beat the steam is transmitted, a sourte of heat Independent

of that which heats the steam in the generator for heating

the said transmitting liquid, and means controlled by the

temperature of the steam which passes from the super-

heating apparatus for varying the intensity of the heat ap-

plied from said source to said transmitting liquid.

apparatus adapted to swing vertically and horizontally

relatively to the stationary frame and to cut on lines par-

allel to the path of advance of the i-utting apparatus, a

longitudinally movable frame supplemental to the cutting

apparatus and supporting it. said longitudinally movable

frame l«»ing rotatat)le around an axis parallel to the path

of longitudinal movement of the longitudinally movable

frame and intersecting the a.xis around which the cutting

apparatus swings horizontally, substantially as set forth.

3. In a mechanism for cutting coal or rock, the combina-

tion of a frame adapted to l>e made stationary against re-

actionary movement and adapted to be rotated horizon-

tally around a vertical ails, a longitudinally advancing

cutting apparatus adapted to cut on lines cros.sing the lines

of advance and also on lines paralU 1 thereto, and a frame

supplemental to the cutting apparatus for supporting it,

said frame being adjustable longitudinally relatively to

the stationary frame and adjustahlp horizontally there-

with and adapted to be rotated around an axis intersect-

ing the vertical axis of the stationary frame. sui)stantially

as set forth.

4. The combination with the main frame, llie cutting

apparatus, the carrier for said apparatus, the motor

mounted on said carrier, the ring F having trunnions fit-

ted in bearings on the main frame, the plate G fitted In

said ring and connected with the cutter, the chain for

transmitting power from the motor to the cutting appa-

ratus and the guides H for said chain mounted in the plate

G, substantially as set forth.

5. In a cutting apparatus for a miuini: machine, the

combination of the wheel having a series of peripheral cut-

ters, and the disk or plate connected to and rotatlni; with

said wheel and having a cutter adapted to move toward

and from the planes of rotation of the peripheral cutters

on said wheel and means for automatically vibrating the

said cutter on the disk, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 2.''> not i^rinted in the Cnzette.]

889.148. MIXING-MACHINE. luvip N. OsYOH. Colum-

bus, Ohio, assignor to Joseph A. Jeffrey, Columbus, Ohio.

Filed Jan. s, ISIM. Serial .No. 4tni,167.

1 In a coal or rock cutting mechanism, the combination

of a frame adapted to be made stationary, a cutting apjia-

ratus adapted to swing vertically and horizontally and to

^ut ( ontlnuotisly while swinging, a longitudinally movable

frame supplemental to the cutting apparatus and support-

ed on the stationary frame and adapted to t>e rotated

around an axis which extends through the cutting appa-

ratus and on lines parallel to the lines of longitudinal

movt-ment of the movable frame, substantially as set forth

2. In a mechanism for cutting coal or rock, the comlnna

tlon of a frame adapted to be made stationary, a cutting

889,149 MINING-MACHINE Ai.E.\.\M>F.a P.al.mros, Co-

lambus, Ohio, and Edw.ard L. Hopki.ns, Erie. Pa , as-

signors to The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company. Colum-

bus, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. P'ilcd Apr. 19, 1902.

Serial No. 103,779.

1. In a mining' luachine, the combination with the cut-

ting apparatus and the carriage, of the bed frame having

the top longitudinal bars W the front connecting cross

bars, with an extension projecting down to the ground

line at the central planes of the machine, and the bottom

side bars A haviuK their rear parts under and parallel to

the top I>ar8 .V. and turned inward at their front ends, and

secured to the said central downwardly extending part of

the front cross connecting bar to form inclined braces

therefor, substantially as set forth.

2. In a mining machine of the characti-r doscril»e«l. the

combination with a suitable bed frame arran;:..Hl to be

securely held In ;K)sition adjacent to the face of the ma-

terial to be cut, a carriage arraugt^d to travel forward

and back on said bed frame and an .ndb'ss cutting appara-

tus mounted upon the carriage, of a front Ivrace or jack

for the bed frame comprising a bar. the upper end of

which is adapted to engage the material In front of the

bed frame at a point In substantially the central vertical

loneitudinal plane of the machine, said bar extending rear-

wardly from said point away from the face of the ma-
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terlal and toward the aide of the machine on which the

cutting' apparatus travels rearwarrtly. and t>einc sup

porteil by two arrns. one pivoted at its lowt>r t-nd to the i

bed frame In thf central longitudinal plane of the machine I

and th» other pivoted to the l)ed frame at the said side

thereof on which the cutting apparatus travels rear-

wardly
|

3. In a mining machine of the class described, the com-

bination of a bed fnim.' adapted to rest upon the fj.xjr of

a niin>>. a carriage mounred on said bed frame to move

f.jrward and back therealonu. a suitably housed electric
,

motor mounted upon said bed frame with its armature

shaft disposed lonKitudlnall y thereof, said motor bein(?

suitably secured to said carriaire and hating its bottom

side arranged clo8«<ty adjacent to the ground eniia«lnK

supports for the bed frame, so as to travel forward and

back in a horizontal plane closely adjacent to the floor of

the mine, a cuttlni,' apparatus mount^-d upon said car-

riage and arranjted •ntirely In front of the said motor

housiukt. and shafting and gearing connecting said motor

with said bed frame and cutting apparatus for moving

the carriage along the bed frame and actuating the cut

ting apparatus, respectively, all of said shafting and gear

Ing being confined at on'» end of said motor within the

v.rrical space between the horizontal planes containing i

th-> ' '[> and bottom of the motor.

4 In a mining machine of the class des«rU)ed. the com-

bination of a bed frame having suitable carriage feeding

mechanism thereon, a carriage mounted on said bed frame

to move forward and backward thereabing. an endless

chain cutting apparatus on said carriage, a suitably

housed electric motor supported on said bed frame and

having its armature shaft arranged longitodinally tht-retif

and suitably secured to said carriage, and shafting and

gearing arranged entirely at one end of said motor hous-

ing and comprising a vt'rtiially disposed phaft conn«'cte«l

by bevel gearing with said armature shaft, two trans

versely mounted shafts connected togethet by two trains
j

of different ly speeded gears, each of said transverse shafts

being suitably conne<'ted to the said carriage feedin.'

mechanism on the bed frame, one of th.'m i>eing arranged

to transmit powf>r to advance the carriage at relatively ,

Blow speed, and the other of them being arranged to trans-

mit power to caus.' the r»'verse travel of the carriage at

a greater speed, and a sprocket wheel on said v.-rtically

disposed shaft f'T driving said endless chain cutting ap-

paratus.

,'). In a mining machin.-. the combination with the cut

ting apparatus and thf- carriage of the befl frame. havln_'

the top longltuJIuai bars A', and the bottom bars A and

the front connecting cross bars B. having the relatively

wide portion to which the said top bars »re secured and

the relatively narrow dep»-nding portion to which the said

bottom bars are secured, substantially a-» let forth.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Ga»'tte.]
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889.150. DISTILLINi; A1'I'.\IIATL -S THum M U. von

Post, Stockholm. Sweden <>rlglnal application filed

June 29, 1905. Serial No 2»57.6.'iS Mvlded and this

application filed Mar. 8, 1900. Serial Mo ;i04.94o

f f»*€ 1 1*** ia»*
t • •
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out another predetermined numln^r of said retorts from

the circuit for r>>moving their contents and recharging

them
2. In an apparatus of th<» class d>'scrll>."d. an endless

series of retorts, means for cutting in or out of the cir-

'-uit any on*- or a numl>er of said retorts without Im-

pairing the continuity of the circuit through the retorts

not cut out, and means for applying heat at any point

In the circuit and conducting the same In succession

around a prp<li't('rniin>'d numb<'r of successiv.' r<>torts

3. In an apparatus of the class descrltx-d. a numb>'r of

retorts, means for connecting the same in endless s.rles.

means for cutting out any of the retorts without br<'aklng

th.- continuity of the circuit, means for applying tu-at at

any point in the circuit, and means for conducting the

heat around a predetermined successive number of the

retorts.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, a series of

retorts comprising a pred.'termin.Ml nuinb'-r of the retorts

arranged to form a distilling zom', au'ither predi'termlned

number of the retorts arranged to form a charging zone,

and still another predetermined numlwr of the retorts

arranged to form a (-(xiling zom-. and ni'>ans for shifting

said zones throughout the entirf series of retorts to in-

clude all the retorts successively.

5. In an apparatus of the class described, a series of

retorts, chambers surrounding said retorts and communl-

f-atlnii with the upper >'nds of said retorts, and means for

(onni'Cting the discharge .-nd of each retort with the cham-

ber surrounding the next successive retort.

rrialms t\ to l."i not prlnt^-d In the P.azette.]

1. In an apparatus of the t-lass described, an endless

series of retorts, means for applying heat to a prede-

termln»Hl successive numtn-r of said retorts, means for

cooling another predetermined successive number of said

retorts already subjected to heat, and means for cutting

HMM.II STUHKT <AR FKNOFR Hik^.m M Prater

and ilEVRV R Wii.HF.t.M. t'rocker. Mo. Filed Aug 29,

litoT .*<.'rial No .xl»o,rt4«.

/a ^;

\ The ( iMiiatlMM. in a fender of a mam section, in

. hiding a U shaped frame having Its bight portion pro-

vided with a series of perforations ; a movable section

adaiite<l to telescope with the main section, and consist-

ing of front and rear end bars and a series of connecting

rods, said n-ds being slidabi'- through said perforations ;

means for normally holding said movable section In pro-

jected position: means for .-ngagement with said section,

when the latter Is refracted against the action of said

flrst-mentloned means ; and a buffer section pivoted at Its

forward end to the main section and adapted, when de-

pressed, to release said last-ment loni'd means from en-

gagement with said end bar

2. The combination. In a fender of a main section. In

eluding a U shape<l frame having Its bight portion pro-

vided with a series of perforations : a movable section

adapted to telescope with the main section, and consisting

of front and rear end bars and a series of conni'Ctlng rods,

said rods being slidable through said perforations: means

for normally holding said movable section in projected

position: means for engagement with said section, when

the latter Is retracted against the action of said first men

tioned means : a U shaped plate secured to each arm of the

main frame, each of said plates l>elng provided at Its

upper forward end with a pair of ears : and a buflfer sec-

tion comprising a U shaped frame and a covering of net-

ting secured thereto, the free ends of the arms of said

frame being pivotally engaged with said ears, said buffer

section being adapted, when depressed, to release said

last-mentioned means fmm engagement with said end-bar.

3. The combination. In a fender, of a main section : a

section adapted to telescope therewith and consisting of
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front and r.jir end bars and a series of rods; means for

normally holding said telescoping section In extended posi-

tion : a swinging trigger carried by the main section and

adapted to automatically engage the rear end bar of the

telescoping section when the latter Is retracted against

the action of said means : and a depressible member pivot-

ed to the main section and adapted, upon actuation, to

release said trigger from engagement with said end bar.

4. The combination. In a fender, of a main section; a

section adapted to telescope therewith and consisting of

from and rear end bars and a series of tn.nnecting rods;

means for normally holding said teles<oping section in

extended position ; a spring pressed W shaped trigger

pivotally connected with the main frame and Including

a hiioked linger adapted, upon actuation, to release said

trigger from engagement with said end bai.

5. The combination, in a fender, of a U-shaped main

frame adapted to be connected to the platform of a car

and having Its bight portion provided with a series of

perforations; a section adapted to telescope therewith and

comprising front and rear end bars and a series of con-

necting rods, said rods being slidable through said per-

forations; means connected with the main s«'Ction and

telesi-oplng section for holding the latter normally In pro-

jected position; a cross rod connecting the arms of the

main section : a W shaped trigger pivoted upon said cross-

rod, and including a hooked central finger adapted for en-

gau'em.'ut with the rear end bar of the telescoping sec-

tion when the latter is refracted against the action of said

means: a coll spring locattMl upon each end of said cross-

rod and adapted to bear against the adjacent arm of said

trigger to hold the latter In operative position ; and a

buffer section pivoted at Its forward ends to the main

section and connected with the arms of said trigger, said

buffer being adapted, upon depression to release the trig-

ger finger from engagement with said end bar.

889.1'>2 GK.MtIN*; .Vi.p.KKT F. RocKWEi.t., Bristol,

Conn . assignor to The New Departure Manufacturing

Company. Bristol. Conn , a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed Oct. 9, 1905. Serial No. 2S>1.90'>,

means and the connected parts of said shafts; substan

tially as described.

5. The combination with two shafts, one of which is

movable toward and away from the other, of a flexible gear

case for incasing parts of said shafts, means for operably

connecting said shafts, said means composing a band, and

a slack take up within the gear case for maintaining

the band taut irrespective of the variation In space exist-

ing between the two shafts; substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.].

889.153. W.Wi: ANI» ( IRRKNT M«^TOR. Chables G.

ROEHR, Chicago, 111. Filed Julj h. 1907. Serial No.

382.195.

1 The combination with a driving member and a driven

member, one of these being movable with relation to the

other, and a driving connection between said members, of

a slack take up support having Independent movement Im-

parted thereto when one of the said members moves, and a

slack take-up carried by said support and ruovable with

respect thereto; substantially as descrlt>ed

2. The combination with a driving member and a driven

meml)er, one of thes.- being movable with relation to the

other, and a driving connection between said members, of

a slack take up support having independent movement Im-

parted thereto when one of the said members moves, a

slack take np rarrb-d by said support and movable with

resp<^ct thereto, and an actuator for moving said take-up

In proportion to the movement of the movable member,

substantially as described

.S The combination of a driving element, a driven

element, one of said elements having motion toward and

away from the other thereof, connecting means between

said driving and driven elements for communicating mo

tlon from one to the other thereof, and a flexibly jointed

guard member for said connecting means; substantially

as described

4. The combination with two shafts and means for

communicating motion from one shaft to the other, one

of said shafts having movement toward and away from

the other, of a ilexlbly Jointed gear case incasing the said

1. A wave and current motor comprising, iu combina-

tion with a structure adapted to float, a vane support

projecting downward from the bottt.m thereof: vanes piv-

otally mounted on such support for oscillation from a

position trending oblbjuely downward to a position trend-

ing obliquely upward from their respective pivots, and

stops limiting their oscillation.

2. A wave and current ni<itor comprising, in combination

with a structure adapted to float, a vaue support pro-

jecting downward from the bottom thereof: vanes pivot-

ally mounted on such support for oscillation from a posi-

tion trending obliquely downward to a position trending

obliquely upward from their respective pivots, and yield-

ing stops limiting their oscillation.

8. In a wave and current motor, in combination with a

structure adapted to float, a vane support projecting

downwardly from the bottom thereof mounted for rota-

tion about a vertical axis; arms projecting off from said

rotating support : vanes pivotally mounted on said arms

for oscillation up and down from a position trending ob-

liquely downward to a Wsition trending obliqu'ly upward

from "their respective pivots, and stops limiting the oscilla-

tion of such vanes,

4. In a current and wave motor, in combination with fl

structure adapted to float at the surface of the body of

water from whose movement power is to be derived, a

shaft Journaled In such structure and projecting down-

ward therefrom to a point substantially below the region

of surface movement of the water : means anchoring said

structure for permitting up and down movement and pre

venting movement of travel ; radial arms prjoectlng at

the lower part of said shaft : vanes pivoted on such arms

with freedom for oscillation thereabout from a position

trending obliquely downward to a position trending ob-

liquely upward therefrom ; stops limiting such oscillation.

and means at the upper end of the shaft for transmitting

power therefrom

h. \ wave and current motor <-omprlsing a vane carrier

. and vanes pivotally mounted on sudi carrier for oscllla-
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tion through an angle of Icaa than 180 doKit^s atx>ut their

pivots, and an element which supports the vane carrier.

the latter being mounted on such support with capacity

for moTement Iq a plane which divides said an>rle of os-

cillation of tbe van.'S

[Claim 6 not printpd in the i;nzette )

8 8 9,154 MEDICAL APPLIANCE. StEV RniFsov
Schmidt, Faircround, N. Y.. assiRni^r, \>y mesne as

siKnments. to Richard F. Woodward. H'lnlinirton. N. Y.

Filed May 5. 1906. Serial No. :!l.'.:'.y:;. IiH0..w.d Oct. 19,

1907. Serial No. 398.2H5.

1. X medical appliance for the purpose (escribed com-
prising a cup-shaped body formed with an iMBiBg ia the
bottom thereof, said body being provided wlti a sheathing
consisting of strands or threads of sllkflojs or the like

covering the rim of the cup and having tbpir inner and
outer ends respectively extending down upon and coverini?

the inner and outer sides of the body, the txtremitles of

the inner ends of the threads bein*; pa!<.HCd downward
through the opening and the extremitU-s of both portions

of the threads being gathered t)elow the Ivittom of the

cup and tied in form of a tuft of less diameter than the
body.

-. .V medical appliance fjr the purpose dtscrii)ed, cf)m-

prising a cup-shaped flexible bo<ly havlntf an outwardly
projecting elastic rim Increasing its diam^'tcr at the top

and formed with an opt-nins in the bottom thereof, said
body being provided with a soft sheathim; oonsi.^tini; of

threads or atrands of silk floss or the like oo»pring the rim
with their inner and outer ends respectively extendintt

down npoB and cov.-rinff the Inner and oufef sides ,<{ the

body, the extremities of thf inner ^^nds of tUe threads be-

ing pa.naed downward through the openinif and the ex-

tremities of both portions of the threads gathered below
the bottom of the i.ody an<l tied in form of a tuft of less

diameter than the t.odv.

889. 1 .". .' fiRAWiNG PRESS* Lee C SttARP. Omaha.
Xebr. Filed Dec. i:^, 1900 S»>rial No :?4T,633.

S. In a press of the cIhks d.-!*«rll>ed, a draw plate, a draw
pluuk'er, actuating means for said plunger, a clamping

platf, means for yieldingly pressing th^' clamping plate

toward the draw plate, and means for positively moving
the clamping plaf»» away from the dr;«w plat<' momenta-
rily at a point in each cy. |e of movement of the draw
plunger

4 In a press for drawing oiip forms, a draw plate, a

clamping plate, a draw plunger adapted to pass tiirough

rhf said plates and to carry the cups formed thereby en-

tirely through the <lrHw plate, means on the draw plate

for engaging tiie drawn cups to strip the same from the

plang»"r at the rearward stroke ther-of. ni>'ans normally

pr»'sslng tiif clamping plate toward tli.- draw plate, means
for positively pulling the clamping plate away from the

draw plate at a predetermined point in the movement of

the draw plunger, and means for Biitumatically feeding

a sheet t«etween the draw plate an<l clamping plate at

each movement of the latter plate away from the former.

5. In a drawing press, a suitably disposed sheet-contain-

ing nmgnzine means for removing sinirle sheets from said

magazine, a draw piate. n clamping plate, means normally

pressing said plates toward each other, means for posi-

tively drawing said plates apart, and a runway for direct-

ing i>etween said plates the <ih,-ets removed from the maga-
zine.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a press of the cla.ss described, a draw plate, a draw
plun;;er, means for actuating the plunger, and a retainer

block for the draw plate in which the same Is removably
hf-ld in position by gravity and means for automatically
feeding the sheets one by one into position t)etween said

plunger and draw piate.

2 In a press of the class ilescribed, a draw plate, a draw
plunger, actuating means for said plunger, a clamping
plate, and means for yieldingly pressing the alamping plate

reward the draw plate with a substantially constant pres-

sure and means for aatomatlcally feeding tJie sheets one

bf one into position between said plunger and draw plate.

889,i:.t5 I'lIYSICI.VN S C.VSE. I'hii uw Riehlmaxn,
Philadelphia, Pa , assignor to Marie Ruelilmann, Phila-

delphia. I'll Filed Aug. 31. 1907 S«>rial No. 390,868.

^fHFin

MWf
1 In a device of the character descrii>ed, a case, a jdu-

rality of vial supports, lazy tongs pivoted in the ends of

said case at a pivot point of the tongs, and means for

rigidly securing the siipi>orts to parallel arms of the lazy

tongs In proximity to tlie central pivot thereof.

2. In a device of the character described, a case having

a swinging side, a plurality of lazy tongs pivoted in said

case at a pivot point of the tongs, and a plurality of vial

supports secured to parallel arms of said lazy tongs and
extending Ix'yond said arms to rest on the side when in

extended position.

i!. In a device of the cliaracter described, a ca.se having

side and top openings, a plurality of lazy tongs pivoted

therein, a plurality of vial supports rigidly ii«<cured to

parallel arms of said lazy tongs and exfeniled therebelow

to rest upon the side when extended.

4 In a device of the character described, a case having

top and side openings a plurality of laiy tongs pivoted in

said rase at a pivot point of the tongs, and a plurality of

vial supports rigidly secured to parallel arms of snid la«y

tongs and in position nearly parallel to said arms.

8H9.1.'S7. WOOI^WASHIN*; MACHINE. Frkpkkick O.

Sabgent, (iranlteville. Mass.. assignor to C. 'i. Sargent's

Sons Corporation. (Iranlteville. Mass.; a Corporation of

.Ma.ssachusetts. Filed Sept. 24. 19(m; Serial No. 33.'i.!*;m,

1. In a wool washing machine, or the like, the combi-

nation with the harrow, an arm projecting therefrom, and

a crank engaging said arm and communicating longitudi-

nal movement to the harrow, of a -am also engaging such

arm. and supporting the harrow during the rise and de-

scent of the latter.

2. In a wool-washing machine, or the like, the combina-

tion with a harrow. Its slotted arm having a cam-follower,

and a rotating (rank working in a slot of said arm. of the

rotating cam engii>:iiig with the said follower.

/#/, ,<» ''

T J^Sy,^2S
.^
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3. In a machine for washing fibrous materials, the com-

bination with the harrow, an arm projecting therefrom

and carrying a cam follower, a rotating crank operatlvely

connected with said arm to produce longitudinal move-

ment of the said harrow, and a rotating cam engaging

with the said cam-follower and operating to raise and

lower the harrow.

4. In a machine for washing fibrous materials, the com-

bination with the harrow, an arm projecting therefrom

and carrying an antl friction roll, a rotating crank opera-

tlvely connected with said arm, to produce longitudinal

movement of the said harrow, and a rotating cam engag-

ing with the said roll and operating to raise and lower the

harrow.

5. In a machine for washing fibrous materials, the com-

bination with the liarrow. an arm projecting therefrom

and carrying a cam-follower, a rotating crank operatlvely

connected with said arm. whereby longitudinal movement

of the said harrow is produced, a rotating cam engaging

with the said cam follower and operating to raise and

lower the harrow, and a tie-rod extending from the point

at which the crank exerts its transverse pressure to a

relatively remote point in the length of the barrow.

889.158, COMBINED ASH AND MATCH TRAY. David

J SEGri.. Boston. Mi- Filed Not. 18. 1907. Serial

No. 402.598.

the same horizontal plane each adapted to receive ashes

:

and an upwardly extending iueml>er from the center of

the inner receptncle serving as a support for a match box

made integral with said support.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination qt

an ash tray having two shallow concentric receptacles

each adapted to receive ashes, each of which is surrounded

by an upwardly projecting member having alined radial

cigar-receiving notches therein ; and an upwardly extend-

ing member at the center of said tray serving as a sup-

port for a match receptacle and also a handle.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaeette.]

1. In a device of the class desi ribed tie combination of

an ash tray provided with two (oneentnc upwardly ex-

tending members In the same horizontal plane adapted to

support a cigar : and iiienns formed upon and extending

upwardly from said ash tray serving as n support for a

match box.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

an asti tray provided with two concentric upwardly ei-

ti-ndlng members in the same horizontal plane adapted to

support H cigar, the outer circular member of which is pro-

vided with a roughened surface adaptable for use as a

match igniter ; and means formed upon and extending up-

wardly from said ash tray serving as a support for a

match box.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination of

an ash tray provided with two concentric upwardly ex-

tending members in the same horizontal plane adapted to

support a cigar, both of said members being provided with

a plurality of radial cigar retaining notches formed

therein : and means formed upon and extending upwardly

from said ash tray as a support for a match box.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination of

an ash tray having two shallow concentric receptacles in

8 8 9,159. LIXIVIATING APPARATUS. Edward N.

Tbdmp, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Aug. 26, 1897, Serial No.

649.575. Renewed Oct. 12. li<OT Serial No. 397.167.

1. A lixiviating apparatus comprising an inclosing shell,

an Inlet-conduit for the dissolvent liquid, means for

mechanically feeding the solutile material against the cur-

rent of dissolvent liijuid. and a receptacle for receiving

the undissolved material from the feeding means, said re-

ceptacle extending into the Inclosing shell and being lo-

cated near the source of the dissolvent liquid for receiving

the dissolvent liquid when fresh, the walls of the recep-

tacle having perforations, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

2. A lixiviating apparatus comjirising an Inclosing shell.

an inlet-conduit for the dissolvent liquid, means for

mechanically feeding the soluble nialerial against the

current of dissolvent liquid, a receptacle for receiving the

undissolved material from the feeding means, said recep-

tacle extending Into the inclosing shell and being located

near the source of the dissolvent liquid, the walls of the

receptacle having perforations, and means for returning

the undissolved material washed through the perforations,

to the receptacle, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

3. A lixiviating apparatus comprising an inclosing shell.

an Inlet-conduit for the dissolvent liquid, means for

mechanically feeding the soluble material against the cur-

rent of dissolving llqui<l, a receptacle for receiving the un-

dissolved material from the feeding means, said recep-

tacle extending 'into the Inclosing shell and being located

near the source of the dis.solvent liquid, the walls of the

receptacle having perforations, means for returning tlie

undissolved material washed through the pi-rforations. to

the receptacle, and means for conveying the coarser un-

dissolved material from the receptacle to the outside of

the shell, substantially as and for the purpose described.

4. In a lixiviating apparatus, a shell, a spiral blade

therein, a second blade arranged within said shell, the

pitch thereof being opposite to that of the first blade, a

.second shell arranged within the first shell and within one

of the spiral liiades. means for transferring the material

under treatment from the first shell into the .second, and

means In the second shell for moving the material therein,

substantially as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a lixiviating apparatus, a shell, a spiral blade

therein, a second blade arranged within said shell, the

pitch thereof being opposite to that of the first blade and

arranged to deliver the material to a portion of the shell

intermediate of the ends thereof, a second shell arranged

within the first shell and within one of the spiral blades,

means for transferring the material under treatment from

;
said intermediate portion of the first shell into the second,

means in the second shell for moving the material therein,

and an inlet-conduit for the dissolvent Ibiuid. .lis. barging

I

into the .second shell, substantially as and for the purpose

' set forth.

. IClaims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]
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8&9.160. RAILWAY- SIGNAL. Samlel M. Ward. Jr.

WasbiD^on. D. C. aaslgnor of one-fourth to Spencer B.

Prentiss. Washington. D. C. Filed July 3. ,1007. Serial

No. SSJ.lol

1. lu combination, a support, a semaphore casting

carrying lenses and pivoted to the support at a point to

one side of said lenses, and a blade carried tiy the casting

at the other side of said lenses and extending substan-

tially parallel with a line drawn through tjie centers of

the two outer lenses.

2. In combination, a support, a semaphore casting

carrying lenses and pivoted to the support at a point to

one side of said lenses, and a blade carried Dy the casting

at the other side of said lenses and extending substantially

paralU'l with a line drawn through the centers of the two

outer lenses, said blade and castings arrange*! to one side

of their pivot wh.'n at the vertical or " saftty " position,

whereby th^-y wsrli any accumulations thereon tend to

gravitate to the " dang-r " or horizontal position.

3. The combination with a semaphore support, of a

casting carrying lenses, and pivoted to its support on a

center to one side of its center of gravity whe-n in a raised

position, a semaphore blade carried by sai(| casting at a

point on the opposite side of said lenses from the pivot

and having its base substantially on a horizontal line

through the pivot when in the vertical position and sub-

stantially in vertical allnement therewitb when in the
' danger " or horizontal position.

4. The combination with a semaphore support, of a

spectacle frame having apertures arranged therein, a

blade carried by said frame below the up[)er aperture, said

blade extendink-' substantially parallel wltb and to one

aide' of a lin>" through the two end apertutes, the frame

being pivoted to its support at the opposite side of said

line, said casting and blade lying entirely to one side of

the pivot when in the raised position whereby the casting

and blade tend to gravitate In the same direction aided

by any accumulations thereon.

5. In combination with a semaphore support, of a cast-

ing having lenses therein, a blade carried by said casting

intermediate the outer lenses, said casting bqing pivoted to

its support at a center to one side of the center of gravity

of said arm and casting when in a raise.! position, the

arm and casting in such a p<isltlon extendiag to one side

of a vertical line through its pivot and when in the ' dan-

ger " or horizontal position being in stable equilibrium.

[Claims ^6 to 1.' not printed in the Gazette.]

88Q,181 r»ECORTICATOR. William L. Weber. Boston,

Mass., assignor to Belding & Franklin Machine Co., New
York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York Filed May 16,

1907. Serial No. 373,986.

1. A receptacle, having an Interior surface of decorti-

cating material, in combination with a rotatable helical

bottoui in the receptacle.

2. .\ receptacle, having sides with substantially vertical

interior surface of decorticating material, in combination

with a bottom having an upper surface of decorticating

material and formed helically about a vertical axis and

rotatable thereon.

3. A receptacle, having an Interlni- surface of decorti-

cating material, in combination with a rotatable helical

bottom in the receptacle, a shaft extending upward in the

axial line, there being on the upper part of the receptacle

means to support the moving parts, and means to rotate

them.

4. A receptacle, having an interior surface of decorti-

cating material, in combination with a rotatable helical

l)Ottom in the receptacle, a shaft in the axial line above

the bottom, a fork connecting the shaft with the edges of

the helix, and means to support the shaft at the top of the

receptacle.

S.8n.l62. ARC LAMP William S Wkkdon, Schenectady,

N Y., assignor to (Jeneral P^Iectric Company, a Corpora-

tion of New York Flle.l May 20. HH)4. Serial No.

208.923.

1. In an af' lamp, a pair <if cooperating fle.-trodes. a

feeding mechanism therefor for causing one or more rela-

tive approaching movements of said electrodes followed

each by a relative separating movement, each approaching

movement exceeding and each separating movement equal-

ing the normal arc length, said feeding mechanism Includ-

ing means for causing the successive approaching and sepa-

rating movements being continued until the electrodes en-

gage.

2. In an arc lamp, a pair of electrodes, means for mOT-

ing one of said electrodes a predetermined distance toward

the other in the feeding operation of the lamp and then

moving It away from the other a fixed distance which in

the normal operation of the lamp Is less than the first

movement of the electrode, and means for causing such

forward and backward movements of the electrode to be

automatically repeated to bring about an engagement be-
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tween the electrodes when the initial movement of the I

electrode Is insufficient to bring about such engagement.

?,. In an arc lamp, an electrode, a serond electrode, a

clutch for moving said second electrode toward the flrst-

raentloned electrode, a second clutch for limiting the move-

ment of the electrode in the opposite direction, the move-
[

m»'nt produced by the first mentioned clutch being normally

greater than the movement of the electrode in the opposite

direction allowed by the second clutch, and means for

ca\ising the flrst-mentloned clutch to repeatedly advance

the electrode when an initial advancement of the electrode

Is insufficient to bring about an engagement between the

two electrodes.

4. In an arc lamp, a pair of electrodes, and means nor-

mally actiug to move said electrodes into engagement with

each other and thereafter causing them to separate a dis

tance equal to the normal arc length, and means for caus-

ing successive relative approaching and separating move-

ment of said electrodes when the electrodes do not engage

at the end of the first approaching movement, said means

Insuring that each approaching movement shall exceed

and each separating movement equal the normal arc length.

,'. In an arc lamp, a pair of relatively movable elec-

trodes, means for moving one electrode toward the other I

comprising a winding in shunt to the arc between the elec-

trodes and a coiiperating movable armature, a switch con-

trolling the energization of said winding Including a mem-
ber movable from one position in which It permits the

energization of the winding to a second position in which

It prevents the energization < f said winding, and means

controlled by the position of said armature for holding

said in'ml. r in said one position when said winding is de-

energized but allowing said member to move into said sec-

ond position when said wimling is energized while said

armature remains stationary.

[Claims ». to !•• not prlntfd in the Gazette.]

889,163. ELECTRIC ARC LAMP. William S. Weedos.
Woodbury, N. J . assignor to General Electric Company,

a Corporation of .New York. Original application filed

May 20, 1904, Serial No. 208,923. Divided and applica-

tion filed Sept. 21, 1904, Serial No. 22.5,296. Renewed

Oct. 22. I'joe. Serial -No. 340,041.

located in said aperture which allows the pa.«sage of air

sufficient for the operation of the lamp but which prevents

sudden gusts of air from entering said globe.

3. In an arc lamp, an inclosing globe surrounding the

arc, a passa'ge leading therefrom through which the arc

products are carried by natural draft, an aperture in the

globe through which the air necessary for the proper oper-

ation of the lamp may pass, and a comparatively fine wire

screen extending across such aperture to j^revent disturb-

ing air currents from being sent up within the globe by

gusts of the air surrounding the globe.

4. In an arc lamp, a draft tube, means for establishing

an electric arc adjacent one end of said tube, a globe sur-

rounding said tube, an aperture in .said globe substantially

In line with said draft tube, and means for preventing sud-

den fiuctuations in the amount of air passing through said

apertvire.

'k In an arc lamp, a draft tube, a pair of electrodes so

arranged that the arc between them Is in line with the

draft tube, a globe surrounding the said arc. an aperture

in the globe below the said arc and in line with said draft

tut)e. an upwardly-extending cylinder surrounding said

opening, and a screen closing said cylinder at a point above

said opening.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. In an arc lamp, a draft tube, a pair of electrodes so

arranged that the arc between them is In line with the axis

of the draft tube and immediately below its lower end. a

globe Inclosing the arc having an opening formed In it In

line with and below the draft tube, a cylindrical member

In line with the draft tube, and one or more air screens ex-

tending transversely to said member.

2. In an arc lamp, a draft tube, a pair of electrodes ar-

ranged to produce an arc extending in line with said draft

tube, a globe surrounding said arc, an aperture in said

globe in line with said arc and said tube, and a screen

889,164. CENTRIFTGAL rr.MP. Ki^vaud F. Welch.
Lawrence, Mass. Filed Aug. 0. 19<iT. Serial No. 387,756.

] .\ rotary pump comprising a pair of impellers rotata-

ble in opposite directions, one of said impellers having a

double series of concentrically arranged blades and the

other having a single series of blades concentric with said

double series and disposed therebetween, all of said blades

being obliquely disposed to a radial position, and the blades

of the single series being of opposite obliquity to those of

the double series, substantially as described.

2. A rotary pump comprising a pair of impellers rotata-

ble in opposite directions, a double series of blades on each

impeller, all concentrically and alternately arranged to re-

ceive water, one from the other, and all of said blades ex-

tending divergently with relation to a radial position, the

blades of one series extending oppositely to the blades of

the next adjacent series, and the extent of divergency from

a radial position being successively Increased from the axis

outward, so that the outermost blades extend nearly tan-

gentlally, substantially as described.

3. \ rotary pump comprising a casing, a I'aif of oppo-

sitely rotatable shafts mounted in opposite ends of said

casing in axial allnement, one of said shafts having a ra-

dially extending support adjacent one end of the casing,

said support having an Intermediate series of blades mount-

ed thereon at one end and extending towards the opposite

end of the casing, a support mounted on the other shaft

and extending radially therefrom adjacent and within the

first named support and having an inner series of blades
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mounted at on end thereon within said Ifitermedlate se-

ries, a support -oDDected to the opposite ends of said Inner

blades at a distance from the supportlnsr shaft thereof,

extending radially adjacent the opposite ends of said in-

termediate blades from the support ther^Mof and having

an uut-T series if t)lades mounted thereon extending oppo-

site said interraedlate series and the blades of one shaft

being oppositely Inclined to the blades of the oth^^r shaft,

substantially as described!.

4. A rotary pump comprising a ca.slng, A pair uf o;ipo-

sltely rotatable shafts mounted In opposite ends of said

casing in axial allnement. one of said shafts having a ra-

dial'v extending support adjacent one end of the casing,

said support having a double series of outer blades con-

i-entrtcally mounted thereon at one end and extending

towards the opposite end of the casing, a support mounted
on the other shaft and extending radially therefrom adja-

cent and wlrhln the first named support Ind hiivinij an

Inn-T series of blades mounted at one end there. .n. a sup-

port conne<Ted to the other end of said innpr Mades, at a

distance from the supporting shaft thereof, and extending

radially adjacent the opposite ends of said outer blades

from the support there<if and having a s«ries i>f blades

ruountt'd th'Tfon at one end and extendin4 betwefn said

two series of outer blades, the two series ol blades of one

shaft being oppositely inclined to those of the other shaft

and each outer series being disposed to receive water from

the adjacenr inner s.ries, substantially as (Jescrlbed.

889.165. r»IFKEin:.\TI.vL VAI.VK F<>K PNFfMATir-
ALLY-C0.\TK0LLK1> MISITAL INSTiaMENTS.
Peter Welin, Worcester, Mass., asslgonr to Albert

Kr«'Ii NVwrastle. Ind. Original appllcatinn filed May
24. I'.i'U. S.'rlal No. i'<»l»,44!i. Divided and this applica-

tion filed July IS, lf«07. Serial No. .i.S4.$Gl.

1. In a music pi-, m:; <levioe. thf combination of a

cbaaitMr Jiaring two ports, a valve stem, resilient means
for totttmg Mid valvM stem in a certain direction, a valve

fixedly mount.'! •; ^aid valve st.'m for closicn om- of said

porta, a valve .-iMdably mounted on the valve stem for

cloaiog the other p^rt. and :i spring for forcing the second
valve away from the first

'2. In a mu.sic playing device, the comMnation of a
chamber having two ports, a valve stem, rtsllient means
for forcing said valve stem In a certain direction, a valve

tlX'-dly mounted on said valve stt»m for closing one ot said

ports, a valve slidably mounted on the valve stem for

closing thf .ither port, a spring for foriiag the second
valve away fr^m tb>> first, and a push buttim on the stem
above the slidaiil} mount^'d valve

;V The oomtiin.iti'iu with a chaml)fr having ports, a

valv- stem, two valvfs on said stem l>oth located in said

chamber l>€t»>'en the ports, one of said valwes being fixed

to the stem and the other stldable thereon, a spring for

moving the valve stem in such dU-Hotion us to tend to

move the slidabU' valve toward its port, and a spring
located b^^twenti said valves

4. The combination with a chamber having two ports

opposite each other, a vfrtical valv*' stpm, a spring for

forcing said valv*- stf^m ui>wardlv, twu vaIv>»H on ^aid stem,

the lower one boing flx^d thereto, and th" upper one slid-

able thereon, a spring between said valves ftr moving the

sUdable valve, and a push button mounted on the top of

thf stem and having channels in its walls for admitting
air through the port in which It Is located, said first

named Sirring bf-iug adapted to force the Talve stem to

sufficient height to remove the tix>>d valve fr-im Its port
and lift the push button out of contact with thf slldink.'

valve.

J

5 A valve box ha\ m;r h chaml>«'r. a suction chamber, a

port of smaller crons •ifcrii^n than the chaml>er and con-
necting it with the suction cliainlxT an opening fmm the

chamber to the oi»>ii air, valves for said op«'ning and port,

and means for operating the valves when thf valve for

the openini: Is closed, for first closing the valve for the
port and then opening the valvf for the opening,

[riaim »> Hot printed in the (Jaiette.]

889,lf]6. WASHING MACHINE. Willu D. Whit.set,
Holly, N. y., assignor to The "1900" Washer Co.,

Blnghamton, N, Y. Filed June 28. 1907. Serial No.
381,345.

1 In a washing machine, a supporting frame, a sta-

tionary Vertically dispcised piti carried therfby. an oscil-

latory washing' ineiuljer carried liy the pin and fiee for

vertical movement, and an Inclined link forming a pivotal

connection between the frame and the washing n)eml>er

and serving to impart vertical movement to the latter dur-

ing the oscillatory m-ivement

2. In a washing ma<-hlne, a supporting frame or stand

ard. a stationary vertically disposed pin carried thereby, a

tub. a sleeve secured to the tub and receivlnt' .said pin,

the sleeve being free for oscillatory and vertical move-
ment on the pin. a fixed frame, and a sin;;Ie inclined link

having a pivotal connection with the frame and with the

sleeve, and serving t" Impart vertical movem.nt to the

sleeve as the latter is oscillated.

3. In a washing machine, a plurality <if standards or

legs, a spider frame connecting the upper ends of the same
and provided with an outwardly extended arm, the upper

end of which is provided with a rounded grooved seat, a

vertically arranged pin rigidly secured to the spider, a

tub. a sleeve Secured to the bottom of the tub and free for

oscillatory and vertical movement on the pin, said sleeve

1 having a laterally projected perforated lug. and an In-

clined link havluk' at one end an eye passing itiroujfh the

perforated lug. the upper end of said link behm hooked
1 and fitting within the grof)ved seat, said link serving to

impart vertical movement to the slee\e a> tiie latter is

oscillated.

4. in a washing machine, a pair of rubbing members.

one of which may be oa<'illated with respect to the other,

and one of which Is movable toward and from the other, a

frame, a fiie«l pin carried tliereby. a sleeve carried by one

of the rubbing meml»ers and free for oscillatory and ver-

tical movement on said pin, an Inclined link, the lower

I

end of which is connected to the sleeve, and a fixed sup-

port on which the upper end ot the link may swing, said

link iK'iug arranged to mi've from an inclined posltlun

toward a horizontal plane to form a fixed stop for limitiuk'

the oscillatorv movement of the sleeve, the link servlnkt

to raise the sleeve during such oscillatory movement, and 1
said rod is compres.sed and means for releasing the said

acfiiiK with gradually decreasing force as the movement holding means by the longitudinal movement of the other

progresses. ^^ **'«^ ^''^^

889.167. COMPOSITE LATHING Fkkderick Wolf,
|

New York, N. Y . assignor of one third to Carl Bark-

hausen. New Rochelle, N Y . and one-third to Gustaf J.

Bidtel. Hoboken. N. J. Filed Oct. 19. 1907. Serial No.

398,151.

1. Composite lathing comprising a net work of wire

covered with cement, substantially as and for the purpose

described.

•_'. Composite lathing comprising a net work of wire

covered with cement, and provided with transvers* aper-

tures, substantially as and for the purpose descrit>ed

3. Composite lathing comprising a net work of wire

covered with cement of varying thickness and provided

with transverse apertures, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

4, Composite lathing comprising a net work of wire

eorered with cement of* varying thickness weaken.Hl at a

portion sul)stantially midway lM>twe*'n the crossing points

of the wires and provided with transverse apertures,

substantially as and fnr the purpose described.

8S9.16S. ArrOMATIC 1)OOR-CLOSIN<; APPARATUS.
Emil Z/^^^•t•HE^ and Christian DfSEi-, Hlldeshelm.

Germany. Filed Feb •2f<. 1908. Serial No. 418,198,

889.169. BALE-TIE. Lewis Aivfrsov and Robebt L.

HoHSLET. Fort Worth. Tex. Filed July 15. 1907. Se-

rial No. 383,8C>6.

1 In a door closer, the combination with a casing, a

shaft mounted thereon and connected with a door so as

to be actuated In one direction or the other by the open-

ing and closing movement of the door, a toothed sector

mounted on said shaft a train of gearing connected with

said sector a governor regulator actuated by said train

of gearing a longitudinally movable rack bar engaged by

one wheel of said train of gearing a sprinjf 8urri>unding

.said rack bar and compressible thereby of a second rack

bar a to-.tlied wheel in mesh therewith a shaft im which

said toothed wheel is mounted said shaft t>eing connected

with the door a second spring surrounding said second

rack bar. a hook adapted to engage said second rack bar.

and adapted to be disengaged by the movement of the

first rack l>ar form engagement with said hook.

i; in a door closer, the combination of two spiral

sprints, two longitudinally movable bars each Independ-

ent l.\ conni-cted to a door and each connected to and

adapted to compress one of said springs, means for mov

ing said rods in the same direction when the door is

opened and thereby compressing both springs, means for

holding i>ne of said rods when the spring connected to

1. A bale tie comprising a wire splraled throughout Its

length and ha\ing portions thereof adapted to be meshed

together and the ends thereof bent substantially at right

angles.

'2. A bale tie comprising a wire having splraled ends

thereof adapted to be meshed together to form a tie and

the ends beyond the tie bent substantially at right an.gles

to rest against the side of the bale to prevent the turning

of the wire.

889,170. CHAIN. Hkrkkkt S Atkinson. Weehawken.

N, J., assignor to Hayward Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Sept. 16, 1907. Serial No. 392,988.

1. A chain formed of a plurality of connected sections,

one of said sections lieing locked to an adjacent connected

section so that it lies between the members forming the

adjacent section when the chain is coiled or wrapped.

2. A chain formed of a plurality of sections, a sleeve

bar carried by one of said sections, a pin passing through

said sleeve bar and a plurality of chain members forming

the next or adjacent section, connected to said pin and

held spaced apart by the sleeve bar.

3. A chain comprising a plurality of sections, a spacing

device carried by one of said sections, and a plurality of

chain memt>ers forming an adjacent section, connected to

the first section and held spaced apart by a spacing device

to permit the first mentioned section to He between the

members forming the second section.

4. A chain comprising a suspender link, a chain body

formed of a plurality of connected links joined to the sus-

pender link, a spacing bar sleeve connected at approxi-

mately the center to the chain body, and a plurality of

chain bodies forming the next section held spaced apart

by the spacing bar sleeve.

88.<».171. FORMIC- ALDEHYDE PREPARATION AND
PROCESS OF MAKING SAME. Henby S. Bi^ckmoee.

Mount Vernon, N. Y. Original api>licatlon filed Apr. 18.

1903, Serial No. 153. .330. Divided and this application

filed May '-'O, 1907. Serial No. 374. 57S. (Specimens.)

1. A new composition of matter comprising a methyl

i ester and formic aldehyde.
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2. A new comfi-mitinn of matter comjirising a methyl
Mter, formic al(J»'h7iJe. and a diluent.

3. A new composition of mattt-r comprising a methyl
eater, forns, 'i;!>'hy(le, an<1 camphor oil.

4. A n-'w -iimj.nsit inn it matter comprising a methyl
oxy-acid ester and formic aldehyde.

5. A new composition of matt'T comprisinit a methyl
oxy-acid ester, formic aMehvde. and a <|iliient.

[Claims 6 to 26 not print.d in the Gazette.]

bows which consists in projfressively and successively
corniKatlng a plain Hfrai»rht pipe section It-ngthwise and
'Timping the sani'- transv.rM.-|y on one side, thereby pro-
tJuclng thf ciirvatiirt' of th.- "Hiow. substantially ms de-
8crlt)ed.

889.172. -MAIL -HAG DELIVERER. Osr.iR C. Brktt,
Humboldt. Kans. Filed Apr, 7. Uto-i*. serial No. 425.753.

1. The combination with a holder for suspending a
mall-bag from a railway rar of a wind shield carried there-

by, a catch for su-spt-nding the U^t; from tll>' holder within
the shield, an arm projecting from the caOch bar for oper-

ating it to drop the hag. and locking devices for prevent-
ing the disengagement of the hag from the holder while
the latter is being mov^d into and o,ut of tHe car.

2. The combination with a hoWer for su»pending a mail-
bag from a car of a wind-shield carried tjy the holder, a
catch for suspending the bag within the shield, and lock-

ing devices for holding the catch while th^» holdf-r is being
moved into and out of its working (>ositioil.

.^. The combination with a holder for suspending a
mail-bag from a car of a wind-shield carried by the holder
within which the l)fig is suspended, a catcfc-bar pivoted to

the upper end of the holder, a banger connected with the
bag and detachably connected with the cfctch-bar. and a
locking bar engaging the hanger to prevent it from being
detacht'd from the catch-bar when the kolder is being
moved into and out of the car.

4 The iv)mliination of a holder connected at Its inner
• ri'l with the fl,)<)r of a car and adapted to swing on this
connection, a combined handle and support carried by the
holder and on which the holder rests while within the car.

brackets attached to the underside of the holder which
assist in supporting It when it is outside the car. means
for detachably suspending a mail-bag from the outer end
of the holder, and locking devices engaging the suspend-
ing means while the holder is being movt d Into and out of

the car.

SSO.K.'l PROCESS OF .MAKINC; OORRITI.VTEI) SHEET
METAL riF'E ELHOWS Friederich Hri ne. Milwau
ki-c. Wis

, assikrnor to Milwaukee Corrutctting Company.
Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Wiscimsin. Original
application filed .Ian 31. 1906. Serial No 298.745. Di-
vided and this application filed Feb 10, I90.«i, Serial

No. 41.%.liM

1. The process of making corrugated elbows from plain
straight sht'»'t metal pipe .sections which ii)nsists In first

corniirating a pipe section lengthwise and then crimping
the same transversely on one side, thereby giving the de-

sired curve to the elbow, substantially as iescribed.

2. The process of making corrtiiratfd nJicet ra»>tal el

3. The proces.s of making corrugated sheet metal el-

bows which consists in progressively and successively cor-

rugating a plain straight pipe section lengthwise, bulging
the same outwanlly ami crosswise at Intervals on one
side, closing the inwardly op.'uing transverse bulges thns
formed and folding them against the outside of the pipe

section, substantially as described.

889.174. LOCOMOTIVE-CRANE. Victor R. Browxi.nq
and E.tRL II nRowNiNc. Cleveland. Ohio Original ap-
plication fli.-d Jan. 27. 190r>. Serial No. 242. S49. Di-
vided and this applicntioii filed Apr. 27. 1907 Serial
No. 370.580.

1. In a crane or similar lievice, the comliination of

brackets, levers operatively supported between said

brackets, a frame extending transversely across said .Tuiie.

and means for securing said brackets and levers. In an as-

sembled condition, to said frame, substantially as speci-

fied.

2. In a crane or similar devii'f. tbe combination of side

housings, a frame extending transvHrs»'ly betwi-j-n siiid

housings, levfrs for operating the various mechanisms of

the crane. I)rackets N-twt'en wliich said levers are mount
ed, and means for securing said brackets and levers. In an
assembled condition, to said frame, substantially as speci-

fied.

•H. In a crane or similar device, the combination of side

housings, shafting within said housings, a pair of brackets

leaving a shaft supported tti.relvetween. operating levers

pivotally mounted on said shaft, and means for securing

said brackets and h vers. In an assembled condition, with-

in said housiuKs. substantially as specified.

4. In a crane or similar deviee. the combination of a

supporting frame, a pair <i( t>racket8 tiaving a shaft sup-

ported tl erebetween, operating levers pivotally mounted
on said shaft, and means for securing said brackets and
levers to said supporting frame, sutmtantially as specified.

.' In a crane or similar device, the combination of a

main s'mft and countershafts, clutches for operating said

countershafts from the main shaft, a frame tiavlng open-

ings therein, clutch operating levers pivotally supported in

said frame and having each an operating arm, said frame
with its clutch-operating levers being removably fitted

within the crane, a lever for operating each of said

clutch-operating levers, and links extending into said

opening and connecting the last mentioned levers within

the arms of the clutch-operating levers, substantially as

specified.

[Claims fl to ."?2 not printed In the Gazette.)

889.17.1 WAHDROHE • lUUEAC JuHN BlTANT, Lake
City, Fla. Filed .Inly 27. 1i>06. Serial No. 328,099.
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889,170. VESTIBULE STOCK-CAR. Wi[.i,i.\m A, BiCK-
VER. Dalhart. Tex . assignor of one-half to William R.

Scott. Oakland. Cal Filed .\ug 22, l!t07 Serial No.

389,725

1 The combination of two stock cars having doorways
formed In their adjacent ends, two doors hinged on the

opposite sides of each of said doorways and arranged
when open to form the sides of a vestibule between said

cars, and swing down flaps disposed in staggered relation

with respect to each other longitudinally of said cars, con-

nected with the ends of the cars and adapted when down
to be disposed between said doors to constitute the floor of

said vestibule and to overlap.

2. The combination of two stock cars having doorways
formed in their adjacent ends, two doors hinged on the

opposite sides of each of said doorways and arranged when

134 0. G.—67

A bureau provided with compartments in the Interior

thereof, the side walls of one of said compartments hav-

ing guide grooves formed therein and extending from the

rear edges to the near front edges thereof, and an exten-

sible shelf slldable within said grooved compartment for

use as a writing desk, said shelf comprising a pair of

sections hinged together at their inner ends and adapted
to be folded one upon the other when the shelf is In its

Inoperative position within said compartment, the Inner

section of said shelf having lateral extensions formed on
opposite sides thereof adja<'ent Its rear end and adapted to

travel In said grooves, to limit the outward movement of

the shelf.

open to form the sides of a vestibule between said cara,

swing-down flaps connected with the ends of the cars and
adapted when down to be disposed between said doors to

constitute the floor of said vestibule and to overlap, and
oppositely disposed straight levers pivoted to one door of

each car on the outside of the same, the other doors having
offset arms also outside the same to receive said levers t-j

hold the doors In right angular relation to the ends of "^liid

cars.

3. A stock car having a doorway and a flap In operative
relation with the doorway and mounted to swing up and
down and also laterally.

4. A stock car having a doorway, a flap, and a hinge
one leaf of which is connected with said flap and the
other leaf of which is pivoted to the sill of the doorway
for movement about a vertical axis, whereby said flap Is

capable of swinging up and down and also laterally.

5. A stock car having a doorway, a flap, and a hinge,

one leaf of the hinge being attached to the flap and the
other leaf thereof being pivoted to the sill of the doorway
at one side of the longitudinal center of the car, to per-

mit the flap to swing up and down and also laterally.

889,177. WIRE-CUTTING DEVICE. Charles Birdick,
Erie. Pa., assignor to O F. Merwln. Erie. Pa., doing busi-

ness as Merwln Manufacturing Company. Filed June
22. 1907 Serial No. 380,254.

The combination of the shanks 3. pivotally secured to-

gether and having the circular openings 8 concentrically

arranged with relation to tbe pivots of the shanks : and
the dies 9 seated therein, having corresponding cutting
holes of different sizes correspondingly arranged in said

dies.

889,178. WINDOW-BLIND HINGE. Brixton E. Bran,
Durham. N. C. assignor of one-half to Robert L. Strowd,
Chapel Hill. N. C. Filed Oct. 23, 1907. Serial No.
398,841.

1. A hinge comprising a fixed leaf having a horizontal

plate with an opening tberethroagh. and a swinging leaf

attached at one end to a moving member and having a
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piotle and book on each outer comer, the lower of which

pintles turn In said opening.

2. A hinge comprising a fixed it-af having a horizontal

plate with a central opening therethrough, and a swinging

leaf divided by an offset into two parts In different hut

parallel planes, and a pintle and hook on eaich outer corner

of the swinging member, each pintle capable of swinging

in said opening.

3. A hinge comprising a fixed leaf having a horizontal

plate with an opening In the center narrower cros.swlse

than lengthwise, and a notch in each end of said plate,

and a swinging memtier having each outer corner formed

with a pintle and hook, either pintle adapted to swing in

said opening, a .second portion of said swinging member
separated from the first by an offset, the weight of the

blind causing said offset to f'ngage a notch when the hinge

is wholly open.

88f»,179. PENCILrSHARPENER Roy V. Collins. New
York. N. Y, PIl«d Jan 17, 1907. Serial No. 352,686.

1. The comhinati<in with an electric motor having a cas-

ing and a support, f a grinding wheel secured to the shaft

of the motor upon the exterior of the caslqg, a removable

casing for the grinding wheel having a pencil holder, and
two thumb scr»'ws for securing the casing cf the grinding
wh^el to the casing of the motor above and below the

grinding wheel respectively.

2. The combination of an electric motor, a grinding
wheel driven thereby, a sleeve arranged at tn angle to the

axis of .said wheel to hold a pencil, and a switch control-

ling the motor one terminal of which switch consists of a

ring around the sleeve and the other terminal of a finger

between the ring and sleeve, said finger being adapted to

be pressed against the ring when the pencil Is inserted In

the sleeve.

3. The combination with a motor, of a grinding wheel
on the shaft of thf motor, a casing for the wheel, thumb
screws to secure the casing to the motor, a pencil holder

carried by the ca.sing. and a dust collector also carried by
the casing and rpmovable therefrom.

889,180. SAW SHARPENING MACHIN8. Richaed F
r>ANiKLS. Chicago, 111., assignor of ten one-hundredths
to George Rettig. Jr., Chicago, 111. Filed I>ec. 13, 1906.

Serial No. 347,677.

1. In a saw sharpening machine, the combination of file-

holding mechanism, mean.s for rf'ciprocatlng the same
tran.xversely and longitudinally with reference to a file

held thereby, normally clos«>d saw-holdlnj members co-

operatively related to said file-holding meohanlsm, and a

manual device having operative connection with the file-

holding mechanism and with the saw-holding members
whereby movement of the manual device shifts the file-

holding mechanism to carry the file away from the saw
and opens the saw-holding members, said device being con-

structed to hold said file-holding mechanism in such shift-

ed position and said saw holding members open.

2. In a saw sharpening machine, the combination of saw-

holding members which are normally closed, a vibratory

plate for moving the sharpening tool toward and from the

saw, a reclprocatory tool-holding carriage mounted on said

plate for moving the to<^l across the teeth of the saw. man-
ual means for shifting said plate to carry the tool away
from the saw and holding the plate in such shifted posi-

tion, and mfans for opening the saw-holding members
which Is [xisltioned so as to escape actiiatlon hy the plate

during the normal movcmpnt thprf'ijf l)ut to be engag^'d

and actuated thereby when shifted by said manual means
as specified.

."!. In a saw sharp«'ning machine, the combination of file-

holding mechanism, means for reciprocating the same
transversely and longitudinally with reference to a file

held thereby, normally closed saw-holding members co-

operatively rel.ited to said file-holding mechanism, means
for opening thf saw holding members which is positioned

so as to escape actuation tiy the file-holding mechanism
during the normal operation thereof but to be engaged and
actuated ther»'by when given a greater than normal move-
ment away from the saw, and manual means for effecting

such niovem»'nt of the file-holding mechanism
4. In a saw sharpening machine, thp comlilnatlon of a

rigid and a loose saw-holding member, means for holding

said members yieldingly closed, an oscillatory plate for

moving the sharpening tool toward and from the saw. a

reclprocatory tool holding carriage mounted on said plate

for moving the tool across the teeth of the saw. and means
actuated by the plate for releasing the loose saw holding

member, comprising a rod passing loosely through the

plate and having an adjustable stop for engagement therp-

with, said rod having an extension which passes through
the rigid saw-holding member into engagement with the

inner face of the loose member.
.T In a saw sharpening machine, the combination with

saw holding means, of a vibratory plate for moving the

sharpening tool toward and from the saw. a saw-feeding

finger actuated by said plate on the retrograde stroke of

the latter and adapted to be carried clear of the saw by a

retrograde movement greater than the normal stroke, and
manual means for throwing said plate In a retrograde

direction for a distance greater than the normal stroke

and maintaining the plate In such shifted position during
the continued reciprocation of the carriage, whereby both

tool and finger are held clear of the saw.

[Claims tj and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.1S1. TR.VNSMISSION MRrH.vMSM Oasov W.
I>Avis, Rochester, N V . assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, to (iearless Transmission Crt., Rochester,

N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 24. 1906.

Serial No ,'^40..3.';4

1. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of

the motor and driven sbafts In aslal allnement and inde-

pendently rotatable. of means mounted upon said shafts

and rotatable therewith for connecting them to cause them
to turn in unison, and fricfional transmission members
some of which are supi)orted independently of said shafts,

and others of which are mounted on said shafts for con-

necting said shafts indirectly to drive the driven shaft In

either direction at a speed different from that of the motor
shaft.

In the vent having a stem there* n. a valve for closing the

outlet port and engaging the stem and opening the valve

in the vent, a lever for operating the outlet valve, a fol-

lower rod, a tube secured to the casing and encircling the

rod and having its free end aliutting against the end of

the follower rod the tube contracting and expanding ac-

cording to temperature changes, and a head on the fol-

2. In a frictlonal transmission mechanism, the combina-

tion of the motor and driven shafts independently rota-

table, a frictlonal driving cone fast on the motor shaft,

a member loose on the driven shaft, a series of friction

rollers thereon engaging the periphery of the driving cone.

a roller cage loose on the driven shaft having a friction

surface engaging said friction rollers, means for locking

the roller carrying disk and the roller cage separately to

the driven shaft, means for restraining the rotation of

the memt)er carrying said rollers, and means for restrain-

ing the rotation of the roller cage.

3. In a transmission mtchanism. the combination of the

motor and driven shafts independently rotatable. a driv-

ing cone fixed on the motor shaft having a friction sur-

face, a cage loose on the driven shaft, friction rollers

thereon engaging the surface of said cone, a reversing disk

loose on the driven shaft having a friction surface en-

gaging said rollers, means for independently locking said

disk and the roller carryini; cage to the driven shaft, a

disk loose on the motor shaft, means connecting said disk

rigidly to the cage carrying the friction rollers, means

for locking the disk on the motor shaft thereto to cause

said disk to revolve therewith, and means for restraining

the rotation of said reversing disk and of said disk loose

on the motor shaft

4. In a transmission mechiinlara. the combination of

the motor and driven shafts independently rotatable, a

driving cone fixed on the motor shaft having a friction

surface, a disk loose on the driven shaft, friction rollers

thereon engaging the surface of said cone, a reversing disk

loose on the driven shaft engaging said rollers, means for

locking the reversing disk and the disk carrying said roll-

ers Independently to the driven shaft, means for Inde-

pendently restraining the rotation of the disk carrying

said rollers and the reversing disk, and means cooper-

ating with the roller carrying disk when locked to the

driven shaft for connecting said shafts to cause them to

rotate at the same speed

5. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of

the motor and driven shafts Journaled to rotate Independ-

ently, of a driving cone having an Inclined friction sur-

face fixed to the motor shaft, a disk loose on the driven

shaft, friction rollers carried by said disk engaging the

friction surface of said cone, a reversing disk loose on the

driven shaft having an Inclined friction surface engaging

said rollers, a slidabie clutch for locking the reversing

disk and the disk carrying said rollers independently to

the driven shaft, means cottperatlng with said roller-carry-

ing disk when locked to the driven shaft to cause said

shafts to turn In unison, and means for restraining the

rotation of the reversing disk and of the roller-carrying

disk.

[Claims 6 to l.i not printed in the Gazette.]

889.182. TEMTERATURP: - REGULATOR. Vebner F.

Davis, Orange, N. J. Filed Oct. 15. 1906 Serial No.

338.938.

In n temperature regulator a casing having inlet and

outlet ports, the outlet port having a vent therein, a valve

lower rod, the casing having a recess to allow the head

to slide, slots on the opposed sides of the recess, ribs on

the head of the follower rod working In the slots, a

washer secured in the recess, a spring between the fol-

lower rod and the washer, and a second spring between

the washer and the lever.

889,183. R.\ZOR-GUARD. Ehwaud B Gibford, Adrian,

Mich. Filed Apr. 18, 1906. Serial No. 312,316.

1 In a razor guard, the combination of the back plate

having clamping Jaws adapted to embrace the blade and

having laterally extending supporting arms provided with

projecting brackets, there being upon each of said arms

a slide way. a guard plate having extensions adapted to

enter said ways, and the eccentric levers pivoted on said

brackets for locking said extensions therein.

J. In a razor guard, the combination with the back

plate having means of attachment to the blade, and hav-

;

Ing at each end a laterally extending arm provided with a

projecting bracket, there being upon each of said arms an
open slide way, and an eccentric lever pivoted on the bracket

,
thereof opposite the opening in said way, a guard plate

having extensions adapted to slide in said ways and to

be engaged by said eccentrics to lock the guard plate

against movement.

S89.184 KEYBOARD-COVER FOR TYPEWRITERS.
Adelbkrt L. Gilbert, Milwaukee. Wis. ; .\nna M. Gil-

bert, executrix of said .\delbert L. Gilbert, deceased, as-

signor to Charles E. Turner, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed

Nov. 26, 1906. Serial No. 345,010.

1. The combination of a typewriting machine, a ver-

tical standard centrally located between the sides of the

key-board and extending upwardly above the key-board In

front of the central portion thereof and adapted to limit

the movement of the respective hands of the operator to

the respective sides of the machine, a screen supported

from the upper end of said standard and means for adjust-
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ably connecting thp lower end of s*ld standard centrally ' 2. In an Illuminating device, a support for double-

wlth the front of the machine. ended Incandeacent lamps, comprising two contact mem-
bers In close proximity to f>ach other and having oppo-

2 The combination with a typewriting machine, of a

screen supporting standard provided at lt« upper end with

an elongated slot, a screen provided \«lth a retaining

bracket, adapted to engage the respective sides of the up-

per end of said standard, a pair of clamping bolts sup-

ported from said bracket within the slot of said standard

and adapted to secure said bracket and screen at any de-

sired point of adjustment in relation to said supporting

standard, and means for connecting the lower end of said

standard to the front of the typewriter, all substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

889,185. FLUID-PRESSURE REGULATOR. Edwabd P.

Notes, Winchester, Maaa., assignor to CSiarlea F. Brown,

trustee, Reading, Mass. Original application filed Nov.

11, 1899. Serial No. 736.588. Divided fcnd this applica-

tion filed July 3, 1906 Serial No, 324^«16.

REISSUES.

A fluid pre88ur»» ^t^'ulat.l^ comprising a casing having

Initial-pressure and terminal-pressure chambers and a

valve-port connecting said chambers, a valve controlling

said port, a relatively large diaphragm connected with the

valve and subject on opposite sides to the pressures of the

respective chambers, a spring connected with said dia-

phragm and valve and acting in aid of the terminal pres-

sure to close the valve whereby a substantially constant

difference of pressure Is established by tte regulator, and

means for adjusting the tension of said spring.

12,798. ILLUMINATINTf DEVICE. ALrRKD W. Bect-

TKLt., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 25, 1908. Serial No.

423,278. Original No. 831,821, dated 3ept. 25, 190«. Se-

rial No. 127,653.

1. In an Illuminating device, the comtjlnation of a con-

cave trough-shaped reflector having an Integral bead ex-

tending along each side edge, electric lamps supported on

said reflector, and conductlng-wlres housed within said

beads of the reflector and connected to sAld lamps.

sitely-dispo'U'd contact-surfaces to contact with different

lamps, one of said mcmbtrs being slidable with respect to

I the other, and means tending to .separate said members.
' 3. In an Illuminating device, a support for double-ended
'. incandescent lamps, embodying telescoping contact mem-
bers, and a spring inclosed by and tending to separate said

members.
4. In an illuminating device, a support for double-ended

incandescent lamps, comprising a tube-section, an insulat-

ing-washer held in said srction. and a plunger emt>odylng

a barrel fixedly mounted In said washer, a movable part

I

slidable In said barrel and said movable part, the barrel

I and movable part of said plunger being provided with op-

positely-disposed contact surfaces.

5. An illuminatlnK device comprising a reflector, a plu-

rality of supports arranged along, the reflector, and double

ended Incandescent lamps mounted in said supports, one

support being common to two lamps and having a flxed

contact for one of the lamps and a yielding contact for

the other lamp.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

12.796. CENTRIFT G.\L FAN OR PUMP Samuel C.

D.wiDsoN. Belfast, Ireland, assignor to Sirocco Engl-

n-'t-ring Company, Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Mar 1«. 1908. Serial No. 421,590.

Original No t;t52.395, dated Nov. 27, 1900, Serial No,

691,495. (Division .\ 1

1 .\ centrlfusral fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-

ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise In approximately axial direction, and In substantially

drum form, so as to inclose within them a relatively large

and practically-unobstructed intake-chamber, and In trans-

verse section arranged, relatlvi-ly to the axis and direction

of rotation, to carry the fluid with them rotatlvely and

discharge it tangentlally, and a means for so mounting

said rotary member as to lu-rmit the tangential >'scape

of the fluid discharged from said blades.

2. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-

ber having numerous thin elongated blades arranged

lengthwise In approximately axial direction, and in sub-

stantially drum form, so as to inclose within them a rela-

tively large and practically-unobstructed intake-chamber,

and in transverse section arranged, relatively to the axla

and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with them ro-

tatlvely and discharge It tangentlally, and spaced apart

a distance approximating tw^o-thirds of their radial depth,

and a means for so mounting said rotary member as to per-

mit the tangential escape of the fluid discharged from said

blades.
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3. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-
ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise in approximately axial direction, and In substantially

drum form, so as to inclose within them a relatively large

and practically unobstructed Intake-chamber, and in trans-

verse section arranged, relatively to the axis and direction

of rotation, to carry the fluid with them rotatlvely and
discharge it tangentlally. the blades being narrow radially

in proportion substantially as set forth, and a means for

so mounting said rotary member as to permit the tan-

gerttial escape of the fluid discharged from said blades.

4. -V centrifugal fan or pump, <-f>mprising a rotary mem-
ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise in approximately axial direction, and in substantially

drum form, so as to Inclose within them a relatively large

and practically-unobstructed intake-chamber, and in trans-

verse section arranged, relatively to the axis and direction

of rotation, to carry the fluid with them rotatlvely and
discharge it tangentlally. to such effect that the ports be-

tween the blades are not materially wider or of greater

area at their outer or discharge ends than at their inte-

rior or Inlet ends, and a means for so mounting said ro-

tary memlier as to permit the tangential escape of the

fluid dischargi' from .nald blades.

5. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-
t>er having numerous elongated blades of a length approxi-

mating nine or more times their radial depth arranged

l.'ngthwise In approximately axial direction, and in sub-

stantially drum form, so as to Inclose within ttieni a rela-

tively large and practically-unobstructed intake-chaml>er,

and In transverse section arranged, relatively to the axis

and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with them ro

tatlvely and discharge it tangentlally, and a means for so

mounting said rotary membi'r as to permit the tangential

escaf)e of the fluid discharge from said blades.

[Claims Ti to 1:5 not printed in the Gazette.]

12,797. CENTRIFT'OAL F.\N OR PUMP SAMt'Ei- C.

Davidson. Belfast. Ireland, assignor to Sirocco Engi-

neering Company. Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Mar 10. 1908, Serial No. 4'21,5U1,

Original No 662,39,1. dated Nov. 27, 1900, Serial No.

691,491. (Division B >

1. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-
ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise in approximately axial direction, and in substan-

tially drum form, so as to Inclose within them a relatively

large and practically-unobstructed Intake chamber, and In

transverse section arranged, relatively to the axis and di-

rection of rotation, to carry the fluid with them rotatlvely

and discharge it tangentlally, said blades being Inclined

forwardly In the direction of rotation and proportioned

substantially as set forth, and a means for so mounting

said rotary member as to permit the tangential escape of

the fluid discharged from said blades.

2. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-
ber having numerous thin elongated blades arranged
lengthwise in approximately axial direction, and in sub-

stantially drum form, so as to inclose within them a rela-

tively large and practically-unobstructed intake-chamber,

and in transverse section arranged, relatively to the axis

and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with them
rotatlvely and discharge it tangentlally. and spaced apart

a distance no greater than twice their radial depth, said

blades l)elng inclined forwardly in the direction of rota

tlon to such effect that the outer or discharging width of

the ports between them is not greater than their interior

or Inlet width, and a means for so mounting said rotary

member as to permit the tangential escape of the fluid dis-

charged from said blades

3. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-
ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise in approximately axial direction, and in substantially

drum form, so as to inclose within them a relatively large

and practically - unobstructed intake - chamber having a
diameter equal to at least four times, and an axial length
exceeding three times, the radial depth of the individual
blades, and said blades in transverse section arranged,
relatively to the axis and direction of rotation, to carry
the fluid with them rotatlvely and discharge it tangen-
tially. said blades being inclined forwardly in the direction

of rot.Tflon and proportioned substantially as set forth,

and a means for so mounting said rotary member as to

permit the tangential escape of the fluid discharged from
said blades.

4. A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-
ber having numerou.s elongated blades of a length approxi-
mating nine or more times their radial depth, said blades
arranged lengthwise in approximately axial direction, and
in substantially drum form, so as to inclose within them a

relatively large and practically-unobstructed intake-chain

her of a diameter approximating ten times the radial depth
of the individual blades, and In transverse section ar

ranged, relatively to the axis and direction of rotation, to

carry the fluid with them rotatlvely and discharge it tan
gentially, said blades being Inclined forwardly in the di-

rection of rotation and proportioned substantially as wet

forth, and a means for so mounting said rotary member
as to permit the tangential escape of the fluid dischargtvl

from said blades.

5. .\ centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem
her having numerous elongated thin blades arranged
lengthwise In approximately axial direction, and In sni)

stantlally drum form, so as to Inclose within them a rela-

tively large and practically-unobstructed intake-chamber,

and in transvers section having their outer edges inclined

forwardly. In the direction of rotation, to such effect that

the outer or discharging width of the ports between them
is not greater than their interior or inlet width, whereby
to carry the fluid with them rotatlvely and discharge it

tangentlally.

[Claims 6 to 1& not printed In the Gazette.]
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1J.798. CENTRIFUGAL FAN OR PUMP Samcbl 0.

r>*viDSOM. Belfast. Ir.'land, assignor to SBrocco Engineer

inij rompany. Jfr^^y rity. N J , a Corporation of New

Filed Mar l»i. IftOH Serial No. 421,592.

T

Jersey

Original No tWL'.395

601.495 I Division (

dated Not. 1900. Serial No.

havlDK Inlpt opening to said --hamber of diameter approxi-

mately equal to the eitfrnal dIametHr of the series of

blades, so as to admit the Inflowing fluid Into the open

ends of said ports.

5. A centrifueal fan or pump, romprlsin*: a mtary tii.'iu-

ber having numerous elongated blades arranged lenirtli-

wise In approximately axial direction, and in substantially

drum form, so as to Inclose within them a relatively large

mnd practically unobsfrufted Intake chamber, and In trans-

Terse section arranged, relatively to the axis and direction

Of rotation, to carry the fluid with them rotatlvely and

discharge it tangontlally. the ports between said blades

being open at their Intake ends, and an annular support

for the Intake ends of the blades, such support engaging

the outer edges thereof

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

12.799. TUBE - CLEANER. Thomas Anpmwb. Rock-

away, N J , assignor to Thomas .Vndrews Manufactur-

ing Company, a Corporation of New .leps.'v Filed Feb.

28, 1907. Serial No. 359.947 Original No. 828.173.

dated .\ug 7. lOofl. Serial No 295,73(5.

1. A centrifugal fan ^r pump, comprisitg a rotary mem

ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise in approximately axial direction, and In substan-

tially drum form, so us to Inclose witljin them a rela-

tively large and practically-unobstructed Intake-chamber,

and in transverse section arranged, relatively to the aila

and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with them

rotatlvely and discharge It tangentlally, the ports between

said blades being open at their Intake eods, and a means

for so mounting said rotary member as to permit the

tangential escape of the fluid discharged from said blades.

2 .A centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-

ber having numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise In approximately axial direction, and in substan-

tially drum form, so as to inclo«e wlttm them a rela-

tively large and practically-unobstructed intake-chamber,

and m transvers section arranged, relatively to the axis

and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with them

rotatlvely, and discharge It tangentlally. the ports be-

tween said blades being open at their Intake ends, the

blades being narrow radially in proportion substantially

as set forth, and a means for so mounting said rotary

member as to permit the tangential escape of the fluid

discharged from said blades.

3 \ centrifugal fan or pump, comprising a roUry mem-

ber" having numerops thin elongated blades arranged

lengthwise In approximately axial direijtlon. and in sub-

stantially drum form, so as to Inclose within them a

relatively large and practically-unobstrticted intake-cham-

ber and in transverse section arranged, relatively to the

axis and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with

them rotatlvely and discharge It tangentlally, the ports

between said blades being open at theit intake ends, and

the blades spaced apart a distance no greater than twice

their radial depth, said blades being tocllned forwardly

in the direction of rotation to such effect that the outer

or discharging width of the ports between them is not

greater than the interior or inlet widtli and a means for

so mounting said rotary member as to permit the tan-

gential e«*pe of the fluid discharged from said blades.

4 A eentrlfugal fan or pump, comprising a rotary mem-

ber baring numerous elongated blades arranged length-

wise In approximately axial direction, and in substan-

tially drum form, so as to inclose within them a rela-

tlrely large and practically-anobstruct^d intake-chamber,

and In transTerse section arranged, relatively to the axis

and direction of rotation, to carry the fluid with them

rotatlTely and discharge it tangentlally. the ports be-

twe,>Q said blades being open at thelo intake ends, and

1. .\ tMb»- 'leaner couipnsiug a head, a hollow shaft ro

tatably mounted In said head, a turbine connected with

said hollow shaft, a cylinder rotafable with said shaft and

turbine and communicating with said hollow shaft, a pis

ton in said cylinder, cleaning devices pivotallj; connected

with said cylinder, and links connecting said cleaning de-

vices with said piston.

2 A tube cleaner comprising a head having a chamber

for receiving a motive agent, and also having au inner

chamber communicating with the flrst-uamed chamb.-r. a

tubular shaft extended through the head, a turbine mount

ed on said shaft within the Inner chamber, a cylinder on

the turbine, with which the tubular shaft communicates, a

piston In the cylinder, tool carrying arms mounted to

swing on the turbine, and link connections between said

arms and said piston

3. A tube cleaner comprising a head having a chamber

for receiving motive agent, and also having a chamber at

Its Inner end communicating with the first named chamber,

a bushing extended through the head, a tubular shaft ar

ranged to rotate In said bushing, a turbine attached to

the tubular shaft within the Inner tubular chamber, a

cylinder on the turbine with which the tubular shaft com-

municates, a piston In the cylinder, arms mounted to swing

on the turbine, tools carried by said arms, and link connec-

tions between said arms and the piston.

4. .\ tube cleaner comprising a head substantially in the

form of a truncated cone, and baring a chaml)er for re-

ceiving motive agent, and also having a chamber at Its

Inner end communicating through ports with said first

mentioned chamber, a turbine mounted to rotate In the

Inner chamber, blades on the periphery of said turbine

having a spiral trend, a collar engaging around the blades,

tool-carrying arms mounted on the turbine and a pressure

actuated piston having connection with the said arms

5 .A tube cleaner having a head, a hollow shaft mount-

ed In said head, cleaning devices connected with said shaft.

and fluid-operated means movable longitudinally of the

tube cleaner and carried by said shaft for positively

throwing said cleaning devices Into position.

[Claims ft to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]
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12.800 METAL - BOUND BOX. Ellsworth E. Flora,

Chicago, III., assignor of one-half to W. E. Rothermel,
" " Serial No. 423.277.

10. 1908. Serial No.
Chicago,
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39 ioo AUTOMOBILE -HORN, Howard W. Le8T«, 39,323. ELKCTRIC-I.AMP OLOBK. .Tamk.s W. I helps

nlrtford. Conn. Filed Mar 14. 1908. Serial No 421.271. Chicago. III., as.lKi^or to Solar KleotrlC ;'3°--- C^'

Term of patent 7 years.
,

,

cage. 111., a Corporation Hied Deo. R, 10O« Seria

No. 346,997. Term ..f pHtfiit 14 v"ars

» The ornamental design for an automobile horn as shown.

39 321 VENTIL.\TOR-CAP .John B. MaItz, WUllam*-

town. Pa. Filed Mar. 6, 1908. Serial No. 419.602.

Terra of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a ventilator cap as shown.

39.322. WATER -CLOSET -CISTERN CASINO. Ray-

mond E. Cra.ne. Cameron, W. Va. Filed Feb. 18, 1908.

Serial No. 416,583. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a water closet cistern casing,

at showti.

The ornamental design for an electric lamp globe, as de

scribed and shown.

39,324. RADIATOR. Jkhsb A. Field, Dunkirk. .N. Y., as-

signor to The United States Radiator Company, Dun-

kirk. N. Y,, a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 17,

1908. Serial No. 421,746. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental (i<^slgn for a radiator, as shown.

.39.325. FONT OF PRINTING-TYPE Morris F. Benton,

Plalnfleld. N. J.. a.s9ignor to American Type Founders

Company. Jersey City. N. .1 , a Corporation of New Jer-

sey. Billed Feb. 24. 1908. Serial No. 417,622. Term of

patent 14 years.

ABCDEFCaXLMNOPQRSTUV

WXYZ

ahcdefgkqklmmMnimmxyi

kU 12U5S78H
The ornament.Tl design for a font of printing type as

shown.
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,?9,328. FONT OF PRINTING-TYPE. Mobrks F. Benton, 89,328. FONT OF PRI.NTING TYPE. Morris F Benton,
Plalnfleld, N. J., assifrnor to American Type Founders Plalnfleld. N. J., assignor to .\merican Type Founders
Company, Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of New Jer- Company, Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of New Jer-
sey. Filed Feb. 24, 1908, Serial No. 417 B.'ll. Term of sey. Filed Feb. 24, 1908, Serial No 417,633. Term of
patent 14 years. patent 14 years.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

&$£ 1234567890

ffimm.^:;'!?
The ornamental design for a font of printing type as

wn.

39,327. FONT OF PRINTING-TYPE. Mobei s F. Benton,
Plalnfleld. N. J., assignor to .\merlcan Type Founders
Company, Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of New Jer-

sey. Filed Feb. 24, 1908. Serial No 417,6.'?2 Term of

patent 14 years.

UVWXYIA£$

The ornamental design for a font of printing type as The ornamental design for a font of printing type as

shown.
I
sbown.

ABCDEFGHIJKL
MNOPQRSTU
VWXYZ&$

abcdefghijklmnop

qrstuvwxyz

1234567890,;:..'!?
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The following trade-marks have been adjudged entitled to registration under the

act of February 20, 1905, and are published in compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Any person who believes he would be damaged by the registration of a mark
may oppose the same by filing notice of opposition, stating the grounds therefor, in

the Patent Office within thirty days after the publication of the mark sought to be

registered, which said notice of opposition shall be verified by the person filing the

same before one of the officers mentioned in section two of this act. If no notice

of opposition Is filed within said time the Commissioner shall issue a certificate of

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been "Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 6 of said act. which is as follows

:

"And provided further, That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of any

mark used by the applicant or his predecessors, or by those from whom title to the

mark Is derived, in commerce with foreign nations or among the several States, or

with Indian tribes, which was in actual and exclusive use as a trade-mark of the

applicant or his predecessors from whom he derived title for ten years next pre-

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten dollars."

{>..r No \.';r,s. n LASS :!y. CLOTHING.! JlliusKay- Ser. No. lT,Tlt6. (CL.\SS46. FUOI>S AND INGRKIII-

•SKK A Co.. New York. N Y. Filed .\pr 15 1905 Used ENTS OF FOODS, i Mii.ton C. Petkbs. (^nmha, Nebr.

i.>n vears. Filed Mar. 13, 1906.

KAYSER
I'ariuuhir ilrxi-ytptinn o' 'innitu Kait S!!k Underwear.

aw. No 4.464 (CLASS H CH KM ICALS. MEDICINES.

AMD PH.A.RMACEUT1CAL PKFl'ARATIONS. ) HaNCB

BaOS A White. Phlladplpliia. Pa FiUd May 6. 1905.

The mark being printed In red

ALFAL-FAT
Pariii iii'ir lif SCI xijtuiH o/ yoods.—Stock Food.

Ser. No. 25.:545 (CLASS 41' KNITTED, NETTED, AND
TEXTILE FABRICS. I (Jeokge LfND. London, F:ng-

land Filed Feb. 16. 1907.

Ei-IOSILk

I'm ticular

pounds.

iie»cript\<in of yoods — .\ntlspptlc CoDQ-

PartiruUir drgrription of <jooAs —Piece GJoodS Made
from Yarn Produced from Wood-Pulp by Chemical Proceaa.

8er. No. 13,887. (CLASS tj CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREP.^RATIONS. i Versin-

KiTE Chemischi Wehke .\KTiENGESELLSCHArr, Char

lottenburg, Germany. Filed Oct 24, 1905

o
l'iirti<-uhir denvnpttuu o' fjoodg -('oldCreaius and

Fomadf-s Produced with the .Vssistancf of Woo! Sulnt.

S.r No 26.449 (t^LASS 34. HEATING. LIGHTING.

AND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELKiTRICAL APPARATUS) H<iAS. RoDRictES ET

CiE , Paris. France. Filed Apr. 4, 190T

ALPHA

V>uiicular degnipixon of goods—.\cetylene • Lighting

Apparatus and Oil-Lik'hting Apparatus.
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Ser. No 2R,r.R2 fPLASS r> CnKMJC\T.9. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMAt KTTh AT. PKKP aHATIONS i Magic

Foot Draft Co.. Jacks.m, Mi' h Kil.'d Apr *<. 19o7.

Particular description of good».—Adhesire Plasters

8er. No. 26.

TUB. MA
Electric
1 r»t 17.

CHINES. A
COMPAVT,

SS 2! EI

M) sri'Pi

Clev-land.

Ser. No. 28,015 fri.ASS i:^ HARDWARE AND PLUMB-
ING AND STHA.M KITTIM. STPPLIES. 1 SIMMONS
HARnwAKK I iivirAsY .^t Louis. M(i Filed June 10,

1907.

ECTRKTVI. APPARA-
,IES ' The Buckeye
Ohio. fflled Apr. \?..

H
If

I''irtu'u!ar dencrtptton of yoo'Ji* — Incandescent Electric

Ser No 27,4S«; t'LASS A(^ FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS IsiDoa Levi.v, PtiUadelphla, Pa.

Filed Mav 1«. li*»)7.

^€£^max

l''irtu-ulnr (if.*cf ipdon '> ' [jooda — <

'anned Tomatoes.

P>-ai h'"*. Pears. .\ppl>'s. Pumpkin. Squash, and Tomato

Pulp.

<U>r No 27. .514 .CLASS 4t'> FOODS AND INGREDI-
i:.NTS OF F()Or>S 1 S Hamh.i. CoMPANr, Keokuk.

Iowa. Filed .May 20. 1UU7.

^ALilf

CREAM
S. HAMILL CO.

KEOKUK. lOVs^t^

Parlirulnr '/>'.*i i ijiMon ', ' ijoodn SiTfW Driver Hits,

Hit P.rares. Prai'f .law s. Carpenters' \Vr('. king Bars. Screw-

Drivers. Purty Kniv.s. Ic»' Picks. Post-Hole DlRgprs, Ham-
ni''rs. Hoes, Hay Forks. Header-Forks. Manure-Forks, Car-

dt'n Forks, Potato Hooks. Manure-Hooks. Metal-HandliDg
Ladles. Picks. Pick Eyes. Non-i'uttink; I'arpenters' and
Blacksmiths' Pincers. Hand-Rakes. Sledges. Shovels. Hivet

Sets. Nail-Sets. .Saw Sets. Saw Clamps. Saw Frames. Im-

plements for th>> I^yin;; and Finishing; of (iranltold. t'e-

ment. and Mortar, Carden Trowels. Awls, Coal Wedfs.
Wood t^hoppers U^'dires. NalLPullers. Non-CuttlnR TooN
of .\wl and Tool S.ts, and Wood * "hoppers' Mauls.

Ser. No. 2S.147 u'L.VSS 4*3. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS I William Horace Cari.ier Bi r-

NETT. Dftmlt, Mich. Filed June l,^. 1S«07.

AUSCOICH
Particulur description of (joods -Butter Scotch.

Ser. No 2H,237. (CLASS 2.'? CFTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. .VND P.VRTS THEREOF ) John H.

L'VisTY Fresno. Cal Filed June 18, 1907.

^V\t BAi?o^

I'artieuiar dMcrxption of gtfda —Matrazine NailHold-
' ers, Known In the .\rt as N«ll-8trlppers

Ser No 2;».119 (CLASS 1 RAW OR PARTLY PRE-
P.VRED MATERI.VLS ) Wimfredk Coal Company.
Wlnifrede. W \a Filed July .'^0. 1907. T'sed ten

v^ars

I'artirular dexcrtption 0/ ijoodt —»'oal

Particular description of goods —Wheat Flour

Ser. No. 29.:{t)l (CLASS 2;! CITLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF 1 The Hess-

Snyder Co .
Masslllon. Ohio Filed Aur. 12. 19o7.

Used ten Vfars.

mE-iTY
Particular dritcriptwn of goodt —Well and Cistern

Pumps.
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Ser. No. 29,368. (CLASS rt (HEMICALS. MEDICINES, Ser. No 30.424 (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES. FIREARMS.
AND PH.\RMA<'EtTI(AL PREPARATIONS HrFCS EyC I PMENTS. AND PROJECTILES) Edward H
A. 'VVali.ace, Bradley, okla Filed Aug. 12. ll'OT. \"»'ag.nek. New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 5, 1907.

wmsi
Particuhii dexriiptinn o< 'loads — .\ii lusectlclde.

Ser No. 30,28.5 iL.vsS 1.' MASoNRY M.VTERIALS.)
Pearl Clay Prodlcx-s i O.MfA.w, Bradford, Pa. Filed

S.'pt 2s. 1907.

^i^^a.
P<ii liiular disrription of good* —Rricks.

GRANDSON OF A GUN

Particular description of goods.—Hand-Fireworks.

Ser. No. 80.578. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP FOODS. ^ St. Pacl Syeip Refining C<im-

PANT, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Oct. 12, 1907.

Ser No 30.421 m'I.ASSM EXPL()SI\ES. FIREARMS,
EgriP.MENTS. AND PKOJ EtTII.ES < Edwaru H.
W\.,NKK. N.-w ^..ik. N V lil.d Oct. 5, 1907.

i>"'\
•s>.^A^'

I'd) tnulii I ill *rni)l ion of ijoods Hand Fireworks.

Ser. No. 30.422. (CLASS 1* EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS,
EQUIPMENTS, AND PUOJE( TILES, Edwabd H.
W\.,\KK. N<'w York V Y Fil.-d o.f .5 1907.

DIAMOND RAIN
rarticuiui description of ijooih — Hand Fireworks.

Ser. No 30.42.'! (CL.VSS9. EXPLOSIVES, FIBBARM8,
EyUIPMEN'lS. .VND PROJECTILES . Edwabd H.
W.^(;nkk, N.w York, N Y. Filed Oct "), l'.t()7.

Magic serpen!
I'urtiruUir desi-nption of goods.—Hand Fireworks.

I'artk-ular dtsci iption of yo(j(i«.--Mapie-Syrup.

Ser. No. 80,967. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND SI'ATION-
BBY.) The Winterbotto.m Book Cloth Co.mpant,
Ltd, Manchester, Encland. Filed Nov. 2, 1907.

EXCELSIOR

I'artuular description <// goods.—TraoingCiuth.

Ser. No. 31.021. ( CLASS oU. MERCHANDISE NoX OTH-
ERWISE CLASSIFIED.) The X-Rat Incubator Co.,

Wayne. N.>br Filed Nov .' 1907.

Particular description of goods.—Incubators and Brood-

ers.
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-4-

„ ' c, V 01 oro (TT AR9 i"* KNITTED, NETTED, AND
f^r. NO. 31..!.. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MKDICINES^

'"rFXTIIE FABRICS Th= I E IUlm.e Co., Mlddle-

AND I^IARM.vrEUTirAL PHEPARATIONS. •

P-U.-H
.^^^J 'L^^p.^^V:-. 28. 1907.

AND i'. WKLL, Bradford, Tenn. Filed Nov. 1^, 190.. lowu.

Particular des.:r,ptu,n of goo'ls—\a Olntta^nt for the

AlleTtatlon of Burns and Cuts of All Kinds. A.'h-s and

rain>. and Inse-'' ^^ting-*. 1 Porttei.tarcte.o-.pf.'.'. .r^/—/. OpenM.sh Fabrics for

Protection Against inse t^

«- N-' 'l -^54 .rL\SS 46. FOODS AN[> INGREDI-

"fN-T^ Of'foOI.S . P..sTrM CERKAL Cu.. Li M
,
Battle

^.^, 3., ,11 ,
CLASS 7, CORDAGE . J. D. Streett

^- -
• 4 Cos.PASV. St. Loui-^, Mo. FllPd .Tan. -J, D»OS.

Creek. Mich. Fil^d N-v 1'., V.»^

rnrtiruhir descrtptton './ ..".'^'/' - Lath-Varn.

ger No V \'\ ( l. \SS ti ."HEMICALS. MEDICINES,

\NI. PEIVRMA.FrTirvI. PREPARATIONS.) Thk

M A ELLISON DRi-G CO., Dothan. Ala. Fllwl .Ian. 9.

1908.

^^fif^A^^^^Jc^Sa^f^

ra,t^<ul<:r ,/,.., -Motion Of goods.—A Remedy for Sore. In-

flamed, or W'-ak Kvfs.

Ser No 3" ".76 .CLASS 4 ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,

Ser No. 31.488. .CLASS 49, DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC

LIQUORS I G.uriEK FrGre.s. AUt-. Fran.^e. Filed

Not. So. 19ot

ANGELUS

/^arftciiiur de^rripfirm v/ 70orf. --^Brandi.-* and I.i.iueur

I
p„rUcular dr.rriptu:,, of yoods.-X Detergent Cleanser

and L.irtRemov^r

^e- No -51^70 ,rLASS8. CHEMICALS. MEDiriNES,
^
\SD PH\RMA.EITICAL PREPAR.\TIONS. 1 -TohK

^^^ ^.^ 3^523. <CLASSrJ. GAMES. TOYS, AND Si'ORT-

P. HoLLiWAY. St. Joseph, Mo Filed Dec.^21, 1907. ^
ING GOODS.) EMiLE VlillaLME. Paris, France. Filed

F-^b. 1. 1908.

SPRINQO

Particular descriptici "f good^— Double Tops.

S^r No ^.-4^. iCLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI

ENTS OF FOODS I William A. Schwalbk, Milwau-

kee. Wis. Filed Feb. 3. 190S.

Partxcular detcription of i70o<i*. -Medicine- for Piles. Particuliir description of i/oodt --«'anned Soup.

-M.w 26, i9*.s. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1035

Ser. No. 32.633. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Tennessee Coffee Pom pant.

Nashville. Tenn. Filed Feb. 7, 190a

I'ai titular 'I' x: I II, Hon of goods.—Roasted and Ground
Coffee.

Ser. No. 32.755. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS) Or
LEANS I'lIARMACEfTICAL MaN r FACTLRING COMPANY. New
Orleans. La Filed Feb. lH, 1908.

Ser. No. 82.665. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Frederick O. Hanson, Molyoke. Mass. Filed

Feb. 8, li'08. Used ten years.

F^-cr

^1

^

c^'

Partt' ului dtticription 0/ poorf*.- Writing-Paper.

Particular description of goodx.—Remedies for Cuts,

Wounds, Burns, Scalds, Sprains, Bruises. Pains and Aches,

Sore Throat, Colic, Diarrhea, Cramps, Inflammation, Indi-

gestion, I.yspepsia, Heartburn, Sour Stomach, Foul Breath.

Constipation, Costiventss. Headache, Sick Headache. Diz-

Elness. Loss of Memory, ,Iaundi(e, Rheumatism. Gripes,

Eruptions and Diseases of the Skin, Eczema, Whooping
Cough, Croup, La Grippe. Catarrhal Conditions and Affec-

tions, Lumbago, Neural^rin. and an Antiseptic Liniment

and a Lotion.

Ser. No. 32.793 (CLASS 2,S. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Frank A.

Gbcnow. New Orleans. La. Filed Feb. 15. 190S.

Ser. No. 3::. 714. ((.LASS 1 'J MASONRY MATERIALS.)
The SiciLiA.N Aspham Pavim; Co. New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 11, 1908.

ASFALT»
Particular description of goodx.—Asphalt Products in

Solid and Powdered Form for Road-Making and Roofinp

II

»iG rouii:
Partiiular description 0/ goods.—Pumps

J^^T No. 32,736. (CLASS 7. CORDAGE.) Cable Flax
Mills, Srhat-htirokf. N. Y. Fllpd Feb 12. 1908.

Pcirtic\tUir tlenci iption of goodx — Twines Made from
Flax. Hemp, and .lute.

Ser. No. 32.750. uLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) American Beet Slgar Co., New
York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 13, 1908.

'TftSSiHt
Particular description of goods.—Beet-Sugar.

S«r. No. 82,976 . CLASS .'l BAGGAGE, HORSE EQUIP-
MENTS. PORTFOLIOS. AND POCKET-BOOKS. < .loHN-

80N, Hatward & Piper. New York. N. Y. Polled Feb. 24,

1908.

Particular dencripHon 0I guilds Hand Bags and Purses.

Ser. No. 32.988. 1 CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOOE>S I Tenne.s.see ("offee Co, Nashville.

Tenn. Filed Feb. 1:5. I'.'os.

Particvlar dffcription of yood«. - Roasted and Ground
Coffee.
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S,r No. r^n.fK)-.' M-LASSB CHEMICALS. MEDiriNES, Ser No. 33.387. (CLASH 4»^ FOODS AND TNOREDI-

AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS I Robert ENTS OF KOOD8. ) White Sjri s..s Fak.« ImiriCo.,

H \V;l[.i.\ms. Kansas City, Mo. Filed Feb- -'S. 1908 (ieneva. N V Fil.-d Mar 14. 1908.

BLYX
i''jrfu.ut'ir '/i.Krifjfiufi of ijoodt.— Remedies for Skin

Diseases, Comprisini; .Antiseptic Solutions and iXntm^'nts.

Ser. No. SS,075. uI.ASS 28. JEWFLRy AND PRE-
CIOUS - MBTAI. WARE. 1 WOLCOTT Mamfacturino
COMFVNV. Pr-.vi.l^nre, R I Flle.l Fob .'$. 1908.

W. M.C.

^e

PmrUofOur tfweHpttoM of good*.- Milk Cream, Butter-

milk, Botter, and Cbeeae.

Ser. No .!:?,388. (CLASS 1 K.\W OR I'.VRl'l.V I'UK-

ilnr ,lr^rr,ptinn of jd'hU -Hraotslots, Lockets, PARED M.VTERI.VLS. The Uee.sS-mit ...miv^nt,

Chains. Ring's. Pins, Brooches, and other Articles of ln^ .
N"w orl.-nns, l,a Fii.nl Mar 14. lt»u>5.

Jewelry for Pf-r^onal Wear,

S. r N . 33.105. (CL.VSS 4»'> FOO[>S AND INGREDI-
KNTS OF FOODS. I Brittain A ('(iMi'^NY, Marshall-

town, Iowa F!;.'d F-b, 29. iy(,>><. ^A *V

I'liticuiar desc'tptxnn ,f 'j'uy'is Hams ati'l Ba!.'<in-

Parti'u!'^' '/•,<' ifi n^n "' •;,« IiMi'i.'r. l,.^i,'s. Lumber,
.loisfs, S. aIl^;!;_' .sh. a: li.iii.', St;iiMiiu', I'ost.s. Squares,

Boards, rianki. Slabs. Sla'^, STips. Moldlnjfs, F'loorlnK,

Sidink;, ('•iliius. Rafters, S!.irii;lis and Staves. Headin^rs.

and T\tM>d>-n Hoops.

Ser. No. 33,213, (CLASS _' RFCEl T.Vfl.IJS 1 Sanitarv

Otstir ("ark!fr I'lvii-ANY. St Louis. Mo Fll^d Mar ').

,>^^-''''^^^4,

Pmrttcular dtucnption of good*.—Oy^r^-r Pails, Buckets,

Tubs, Kegs, and Barrels.

1908.
,

Ser. No. .3,3,390. (CLASS <j. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Phillip

I
H DiKHL, Le Mars. Iowa. Filed Mar 14, 1908. Used
ten years.

Silver Salve
I'firticular dtscrifjUon '•' 'JhuiIm \ Salvr Remedy for

Ser No, ;;;i,27J m lass 4.; FOODS AND INGREDI- Galls, Cuts, Bruises, Wounds, and S.ratches of Horses and

ENTS OF FOODS.! Fe.vn Br-s In-, Sioux Falls. '-'^'e Stock.

S. D. F'lnd Mar 'K T.ios.

8er.-No. 33,421. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) LUTTIBS Brotheks. New York, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 16, 1908. Is.d ten years.

CALORIC
{'articular deacription of goodt.— \n Alcoholic Punch.

Pnrticular c/M'Tipfion o/ 'j,)ods —Chocolate and Candy
g^,^ j,.q 33,423. (CLASS rt (HFMICALS. MEDICINES,

I
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.VTIONS. I NiCHO-

'

L.vs B Ma: n.E. Syracuse. N. Y Filed Mar Irt. 1908.

r No 33.2*^2. (CLASS 40 FOODS AND INGREDI-Ser No 33.2*^2. (CLASS 40 FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS. I Frkdkick M SwirrER, St. Louis,

Mo. Filed Mar 10. in08.
j

P'.irttcular deacriptioH of goods.—Candy.

^1

Particular description of /'>, dn \ Ginseng Compound

In Tablet Form I'sed as a K. inedy for Nervous Diseases,

1 Rheumatism, Sick Headache, and IndUestlon.

M.w 26, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1037

Ser No 33,427. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI- Ser. No. 33,492. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS, i Gbobob F. Dpham, New York, N. Y. ENTS OF FOODS.) The John Wildi Evapobatep
Filed Mar. 16, 1908. Mii.K Co., Highland, 111. Filed Mar. 20, 1908.

p^f^^tij^y

Particular description of goods.—Milk. Evaporated
Milk, Condensed Milk, Malted Milk, and Aerated Milk,

Particular description of goods.— Spices and Flavoring

Extracts.

Ser No .;:C460 (CLASS 39. CLOTHING) Thk Craw-
ford, Ml Grkoob ft Canbt Co,, Dayton, Ohio. Filed

Mar ll>. 1908

[ATE>
Particular description of goods — Rubber Boots, Rubbers,

Overshoes, and other Foot-Coverings Composed Wholly or

Partly of Rubber.

Ser. No. 33.505. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) C. E. Ft lford Lim-
ited. Leeds, England. Filed Mar. 21, 1908.

yam BuR
Paritcular description of goods.—Pertnmei Soap.

Ser No. 33,461. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND PLUMB-
ING AND STEAM-FITTING SUPPLIES < The Colum-
bian Hardware Compa.ny, Cleveland, Ohio Filed Mar.
lit. 1908.

#
Piirttrular deni riptinn of goods.— Sprlng-Hlngea.

Ser. No. 33,506, (CLASS 23, CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS AND PARTS THEREOF.) United Sew-
ing Machinebt Company, Springfield, Mass. Filed

Mar. 21, 1908. Used ten years.

Ser. No. 33.475. (CL.\SS 46. FOODS .\ND INGREDI Particular description of goods.—Machines for the Sew
ENTS OF FOODS. I John W Herbert, Wheeling, Ing of Furs.

W. Va. Filed Mar. 19, 1908.
|

Ser. No. 33.,'i07. (CLASS 4. ABEASHE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS, i Fredebick J. Probst.
New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 21, 1908.

Particular description of goods

.

—Chocolate Candy.

Ser. No 33,476. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Jllius Gab-
FiNKLE, Washington. D C. Filed Mar. 20, 1908.

Particular description of goods —Corsets.

ACOR IN

Particular description of goods.—A Liquid Soap.

Ser. No. 33,512. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Baldwin, Knowlton & Lake,
Memphis, Tenn. Piled Mar. 21, 1908.

GOLDEN HARVEST
Particular description of goods.—Wheat - Flour, Tea,

Ser. No 33,491. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND PLUMB and Hams.
ING AND STilAM-FITTING SUPPLIES.) Stab Bbass
Manlfactlbing Company. Boston. Mass. Filed Mar.
20, 190.H.

Particular description oj goods.— Valves and Parts
Thereof.

134 0, G.--68

Ser. No. 38,516. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) Isaac Goldbebo, New York, N. Y. FUed
Mar. 21, 1908.

V^ISHNIAK

Particular desoription of goods.—Cherry Cordial.
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8er. No. 33.550. a LASS 4rt. FOODS .VXI. IN.JREI.I- Ser .No .H.-.n.'iG. (CLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND

EN"rS OF FOODS.* Cr'^kfr Gr<>« ekv rMMiASY,

wHkes-Barre. Pa Filed Mar 2.-?, 190«

^\^0L^
Particular dfcription of •im.tls -Flii\ ..rink: Kxtraota.

Chocolates. Cocoas. Spices. Baked H*-ans. Fr\iit Kuiter.

Coffeo Eswncr. Molasses. Catsup. Soups. Chicory. Clam-

Chowder. Prepared Coooanut. (Jelatin. Condensed Milk.

Macaroni. Noodles. Olives. I'reserves. Strained Honey.

Lard. Canned Meats. Prepared Mustard, .rellles. Canned

Fish. Smoked Fish. Salted Fish. Olive-OlI, Cotton-Seed

C»ll. Butter Cheese, Fkks, Maple-SjTup, Cane-Syrup. Com

pound Syrup. . i omposed of "iluoose and Cane Syrup, •

Mixed Mustard I'hiili Sauce.- Horseradish. Pickles, torn

Starch, Wh»a' Floir, Sace. Thyme. Savory, and Mar-

joram.

Ser. No. 33.589. <( I.ASS ^V (HKMIfALS. MFI'I'INES.

<SV PHARMAiFCTK AL PKKPAKATII iNS . i.-.K-

winpu .Mn... C... .\.-w York. N. V. Filed Mar. -4. l:»08.

Pariicular ilfacriptvtn '! .;,'/'/< -Hair T.uiif«i.

LiyroRS.t RiiK.LiH L. iHi.KSBt Ri;. <;reenfleld, Tenn.

Fil.'d Mar 26. 1908.

Particular detcni-tmn of (;<../(7/i A Non Tntnxifatlng

Tonic Made from .Malt and Hops.

Ser, No r>3,»u;.-.. > CLASS 4 ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.

AND POLISHINi; MATERL\LS 1
Sevkrin Robert

Drukschk.h. New York. N Y Filed Mar 26. IW.S.

Mmbieut
Particular .// «, i;,fi<,M uf ooofi* Hones, oilstones, and

Wbetstooes.

B«r. No. 33.677. (CLASS 46 foods AND INCREDI-

EXT8 OF FOODS. I Sihm i.i & <", Indianapolis. Ind.

Filed Mar. 2fi. H>08. I sed ten years

S. r No. H3.613. .CLASS 34 HEATING. LIGHTING,
.\ND VENTILATING API'ARATUS NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATTS.. Blc^tk I.^aHT CuMIa.nt.

BffK.klvn, N, Y Filed Mar 2-', 1908.

ig/A^iamr
P'srfirulni lU "< ifiUon ',f tif,nil» — Inverted ("ias-Mantle§

Pailuuhii ,l<»<-,\iit\'>>\ nt •i<»>d».—Compound of New t.>r-

leans Molasse-^ and corn Svrup

Ser No 3.3.^.34 CLASS tV CHEMICAL:^. M FD! C INES,

AND PHAR.MACKFTKWL PREPARATIONS . .Iu.seph

B. I>A\is. Blackfoot. Idaho Filed Mar 25, li»08.

PENETRATO
l',ii tiruUir il'-.ir, iiitiun of (jooilH.—An Ointment.

Ser No. 33.60r, , CLASS*'. cHEMICALg, IttDICINES,

AND PHARMACEl TK AI. PREPARATIONS.. The

Hetpen Chemical W-ikks. New Y'ork. N Y. Filed

Mar. 2T. 1W8.

Suifidsl

Pnrtifulnr drucriptinn 0/ goodt.—Colloidal Sulfur and

Ointments and .Solutions Containing Same.

May 26, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1039

Ser, .No. 33.763. (CLASS 18. AGRICULTURAL AND ]
Ser No. 33.833. (CLASS 46, FOODS AND INGREDI-

I»AIRY MACHINERY AND PARTS THEREOF > The I ENTS OF FOODS, 1 Rr<k.k\u\ Ma.ntfactuei.no Com-
E. M, Kka.mer Co,, Paxton. HI. Filed Mar. 30, 1908.

lUn tieuiur description of pooti*,— Harrows.

Ber. No. 33.778, (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS, I PosTi'M Cereal Co Limited,

Battle Creek, Mich. Filed Apr, 1, 1908.

lA-NY, Chicago, HI, Filed .Vpr. 3, lSiU8. Used ten years.

ParticuUir demcniition of (joods.—Bird-Seed and Bird
Food.

Ser. No. 33.836. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMAt^EUTICAL PREPARATIONS t .Tenvie
H. fti. KiN'^ON, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr, 'A. 1908.

Particular dt^mptiou of (joods.—Facial Tonic and
Facial Cream.

Grape Nut<;

Partkuldi <Us<r<],t\un of yoodg.—Coffee Substitute's.

.Sir, No. 33.781. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS. 1

.A.XTON Fisher Tokaitu Ccmpany. Louisville, Ky Filed

.\pr, 1. 1908.

I'll) ticuliir description of goods.—Chewing and Smoking
Tol>acco.

Ser. No. 33.784, (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
ANl« PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ( (iREG-

oKY Mlmci.ve Co.. Little Rock. .\rk. Filed Apr. 1. 1908.

Pill ttcuidi dfuntpttoii of (joods —An .-Vntiseptic Medici-

nal Oil,

Ser. No, 33.809. 1 CLASS ,39. CLOTHING. 'i Henry New-
ell Palmer, New York. N. Y. Filed .\pr. 2, 1908.

f'nrticulni dfucriptioii of ixiorjM — Shirts. Drawers, and
Union Suits,

Ser. No. 33.846. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) The
Brighton Chemkal Co,. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Apr
3, 1908.

Gr£ME
MARVfetO

Particular dturripiion of (joodg.—A Skin Food.

Ser. No. 33,850. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS. I Nave M. Corp Mercantile Com
PASY. St. .Toseph. Mo Filed Apr. 4. 1908.

ACROPOLIS
Particular dexcription of goods.—Canned Fruits, Canned

Vegetables. Canne<l Syrup. Canned Oysters. Sardines.
Rolled oats. Bottled Olives. Bottled Pickles, Bottled Cat-
sup. Bottled Prepared Mustard, Ground Spices, Dried
Fruits. Mince Meat, and Canned Meats.

Ser. No. ,33,860. (CLASS 46, FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS,

( Nave-M(-Cord Mercantile Com
PAW. St. ,Toseph. Mo. Filed Apr. 4. 1908.

FRONTIER
P'lrticular degcription of goods.—Canned Fruits. Canne<I

\et'etahles. Canned Syrup, Canned Oysters. Canned Sal-
mon. Sardines. Rolled Oats. Bottled Olives, Bottled
Pickles. Bottled Catstip. Bottled Prepared Mustard,
Oround Spices, Dried Fruit, Mince- Meat, and Canned
Meats.

Ser. No. 33,872. 1 CLASS 39. CLOTHING^ The H C.
GODMAN Company, Columbus and Lancaster, Ohio
Filed Apr 6, 1908.

€a^^
Particular description ••f noud» Leather Shoes and

Slippers.
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Ser. No .3.S74. (CLASS 46. FOODS AiND INGREDI
KNTS OF FOODS/) Jacob Dold Pac«ino Company,

Uii'io. N. Y. Filed Apr. 6. 1908. Used ten years.

P'lrtvcular description of goods.—Lard, Oleomargerln,

and Butter.

Ser. No. 33,878. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS. 1 John J. Hoga.v, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Apr. 6. 1908.

ELETi
PurttcMhir ilfHcrxption of goods.—Butter,

Ser No 33,879 1 CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS Of FOODS.) Chas. Lacbt Plumb, New York,

N Y. Filed Apr. 6, 1908.

GOLDEN CLOIIY
Particular description of goods.—Cornmeal.

Ser No. 33.9<n (CLASS 16. PAINTS ASD PAINTERS'
MATERIAI..S, NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POL-
ISHES. 1 LtDwiij H. Rbutzx, Berkeley, Cal. Filed

Apr. 6, 1908.

J^̂̂
Particular description of goods.—Paints.

Ser No. 33,906. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES, NOT IN-

CLUDING ENGINES.) J. M. Root A: Son, Medford,

Oreg. Filed Apr. 6, 1908.

PACIFIC
Particular description of goods.—Autoitoblles.

Ser. No. 33,926 (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Scott Papek Company, I'lvlladelplila, Pa.

Filed Apr. 7, 1908.

Particular itt-scription of goods.—ToIleC-Paper.

Ser. No. 33,954. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Butlek

Brothers, New York. N. Y Filed Apr. 8, 1908.

Master Mechanic

Particular dtucription of goods.—Hatchets. .Vies, Ham-
mers, Drills, Stf)ck Dies. Wrenches, Cement Tools Com-

monly Known as PM^ers and Jointers. Masons' Trowels,

Crowbars, Picks, Shovels, Mattocks, Chiaels, GlnssCut-

ters. Punches, Planes, Saws, Saw-Bladea, Goukcs, Pliers,

Nippers, Pincers, Combination Tools, Gimlets. Screw-

Drivers, Auirer Bits, Pneumatic Drills, Nail-Sets, Draw
Ing Knives, Tinners' Shears, Tool - Handles Containing

Sets of Small Tools, Nail-Pullers, Auger-Braces, Vises,

Pipe Cutters, SawC'lamps, Riveters, Garden Rakes, Hi>es,

Manure Fork.-*, Ha> Forks, Spading Forks, Grasa Hooks,

and Grass-Shears.

Ser. No. 33,95.^. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Porcelain Ice Cbsam Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 8, 1908.

Particular description of goods — Ice Cream.

Ser. No. 33,956. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) John H. Filbert, Baltimore. Md.

Filed Apr. 8. 1908.

FIMTA
Particular description of goods.—A Substitute for But

ter Shortening.

Ser No. 33.944. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) B«a-

GERON k. Bbrobron. Baltimore, Md. Filed Apr. 8, 1908.

LED-INE
Particular description of goods.—A Salve.

K. No. 33,957. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
BNTS OF FOODS.) Ekmah-Stow Co.. OroTllie. Cal.

Filed Apr. 8, 1908.

E. &.S.
Partioular desoription of goods.—Olive-Oil.

Ser. No. 33,967. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS.) TBI J. W. BiLZfl Company, Ctn

cinnatl, Ohio. Filed Apr. 9. 1908.

Particular description of goods.—A Blended and Mixed

Dairy Food.

M.AV 26, 190.S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1041

Ser. No. 34,013. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI- Ser. No. 34,055. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ENTS OF FOODS.) P. RuHLMAN & Co., New York, ERY. ) Gopher Envelope Company. Minneapolis, Minn.

N. Y. Filed Apr. 11, 1908. Filed Apr. 13, 1908.

Particular description of good*.—Oranges.

Ser. No. 34,014. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) MCBPHT
Grant A Co., San Francisco, Cal. Filed Apr. 11, 1908.

Ell>
orad<^

I'diticuliir ddiiTifition of yoo(/«. —Oiitslfie Shirts.

Ser. No. 34.018. (CLASS 23. CUTLKRY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) HardsO(

M^ MANtrACTUKiNO COMPANY, Ottumwa, Iowa. Filed Apr.

H 11, 1908.

Particular description of goods.—Envelops.

Ser No. .•?4.0r;8 (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) Pennsylvania Coal & Si ppli
Company, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Apr, 13, 190R.

Particular description of (^ood*.—Anthracite and Bltn-

minoua Coal.

*4QWW

Ser. No. ,^4,081. (CLASS 1 RAW OR PARTI.Y-PRE-
PAItED MATERIALS.) The Campbells Creek Coal
COMPANY, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Apr 14, 1008. Used

ten vears.

ParficKlar description of goods.—Drills and Drilling Particular description of goods.—Coal.

Machinery.

Ser. No 34,U2(). (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
| g^r. No. 34.082. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-

HKY.i (Jeorgb B. HUKD & Co., New York, N. Y. Filed PARED MATERIALS.) Cabin Crebk Consolidatbd
Apr. 11, 190S.

Particular description of goods.—WrttingPBper and

Envelops.

Coal Company, Charleston, W. Va. Filed Apr. 14, 1908.

Used ten years.

ACME COAL
Particular description of goods.—Coal.

Ser. No. 34,047. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
JtLirs C. R. DiMKK, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 13, 1908.

Ser. No. 34,094. (CLASS 30. CLOTHING.) Edward B.

SCDBiny, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr, 14, 1908,

^•#
#

Particular dcisci uititm of goods.— Cigars.

Particular description of goods.—Hosiery and Gloves of

All Kinds.
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Ser No. 34,095. (CLASS 39. (LOTHI.XG » Edwakd B.

Sf OBI RY. New York. .\. Y. Filed Apr. 14. liX)H

ULGAN

l''irtuui<ir 'it^irf tfittun of goods — Hositry ut Ail Kiuds.

8pr No. :?4.102 ('LASS 6 ('HEMITALS, MEDICINES,
-KM) PHAKMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS.) Bass-
HutTEB I'AiNT CoMPANT. San Francisco. Cal. Filed

Apr 1."). 190«

(J '^

Particular ile^'ytiiti'm of goo'it — disinfectant

Ser No. 34,115 1 CLASS 39. CLOTHING 1 Samlel
Abraham, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 15, 190S.

^^
Particular description of gotjiU —«"oat.s. Overcoats,

V'esti. and Trouaers.

Ser. No. 34,142. I CLASS 22 GAMES. TOTS, AND SPORT-
ING GOODS.) SCHOVEBLIXG, Daly k (Jalks, New York,
N Y. rned Apr. 18, 1»08. 1

Cosmopolitan

l''irttcular dfSiTiption of goods.— Fish Hooks.

Ser No. 34.146. 1 CLASS 4.5. BEVERAGES. NON-ALCO
HOLIC 1 JoHv W. Pack. Berkeley. Cal. Filed Apr 16
1908.

Ser No 34.1B8 (CLA.SS 46 FOODS AND IN(;REDI-
ENTS OF FO<TI)S. 1 The Kansas Milling Company,
Wichita. Kans. Filed Apr. Ifl. 1908.

MOONLIGHT
f'lrtiruliir description of j7O0d«— Wheat Flour

Ser. No ,14.171 1 CLASS 46 FOODS AND LNGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS » The Towlk Maple Sybup Com
p\.vv, .Sf Paul. Minn. Filed Apr. 18, 1908.

f'ljrttrular description of goods — Mola3.'!<>s

Ser. No. 34.228. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDl
ENTS OF FOODS > Toumainb CorcrBOTiovBRY Cu

.

Boston, Masa. Filed Apr. 20, 1908.

f'artiiulijr dtsi^ription of goods —Chocolates.

Ser. No. 34.275 1 CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.! H. K. Hottevstkin
Company. Phlladelrihla. i'a Filed .^pr. 22. 1908

MAC-PO-TINE

Particular description of goods.—Mineral Water.

Ser No. 34.149 (CLASS 39. CLOTHING. 1 A J. Tower
CijMPANT. Portland, Me., and Boston. Mass. Filed
Apr. 16, 1908.

LIX R

Partti-ulai dfsrription of goods.—Tablets for Washlm;
and CleaniD^ Purposes

Pnrtirular dfs<-i-ifition of ijooiJji —Oiled Clothing.

Ser. No 34. .',01 .CLASS 4 ABRASIVE. DETERfiENT,
AND I'Or.ISHING .MATERIALS 1 Joseph Robinson
F'>HD. Nf-w y.irk N V. Filed Apr. 23. 1908.

^
Parttiulo' d> .H' rii)tion "f goodn I'i>wders for Cleaning

the Hands

M.VV 26, 1908. U. S, PATENT OFFICE. I<M3

Her No, 34,306, (CLASS 4t> FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) National Conkknski. Miik Co,,

Chicago, 111. Filed Apr 24, 1908.

piirti<utiir (lescnption of good^ -Condensed Muk, i^vap-

)raf>'d Milk, and Evaporati'd Cream

Ser. No. .34.:!55 (CLASS 34 HF.ATIN';, LUiHTING.
A.ND VENTILATIN<; Ai'PARATUS. NOT INCLIDING
ELECTRK'AL APPARATUS ( BHitxjEPOKT Brass
Company. Bridaieport. Conn. Fii»'d Apr .'4 r.»o>* Used

ten years

SEARCHLIGHT"

Particular description of goods.—Automobile, Carrlafer

and Blcvcle Lanterns.
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6 9,164. SPKCTACLKS, EYEGLASSES, AND THEIR
MmI\T1N<;> ANI) I'AKTS Bay ?tatk OmrAi. Com-

tanv. Atllt>l>.>ri', Mass.

Filed February 14, 19()S Serial No. 32,771. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 190S

69.165. FIBER ((INIUIT.^ T II K FiiiRE Conduit CoiiPAJJY,

Orangel'iir^:. N ^'

Filed I>e<fiiit.er 18, lyoT. Svrial No. 31,823. PUBLISHED
MARCH 2-t. I'tOS.

69.166. CARD GAME. Dwight C. Miti hell, Gasport, N. Y.

Filed .fanuary 2!. 1908. Serial No. 32,339. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 19(>^

69.167. WHIRLING TOPS. Paris N'.vf.ltv Co., Duluth,

Miini.

Filed \ovcnilK>r l,i, 1907 .^.Tiai N>. .U,148. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 190^

69.168. ELECTRICAL INSCI.aTINu MATERIAL. Th£
R\ii .Imint ( I'MPANY, New "liTk. N Y.

Filed DeoeniU-r 21, 1W7 .^eria! No- 31,879. PUBLISHED
M.KRCH 24. l;*i,^

69.169. ELKCTIUCAI. IN.<rLATlN(,]MATERIAL. The
Rail .Ihist Comtany, New 'iork, N. Y.

Filed ne<.-eiiil*r 21, 1907. Serial No. 31,880. PUBLISHED
M.\RCH 24. 1908.

69.170. ELECTRIC-AT. IN.-ri.ATINC, MATERIAL. THZ
Rail Joint CiiMFANV. New '^. irk N 'i

Filed I>e<-eiiil.er 21, 19(i7 .Serial No. 31,881. PUBLISHED
VI \RCH 24. W^v-

69.171. E1.E( TRIC.M. 1NSC!..\TINC MATERIAL. Thi
Rail .Joint cuMiAS^ . New "^'..rk .N Y.

FUed l>ecernUT 21, 1907. .Serial N(,>. 31.882. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. li*i>

69.172. FdLI'l.N'ii RULES, stani.f.y Rill ,\ Lkvkl CoM-

PANV. New Britain, Conn.

Filed February 7. 19<> Serial Nw :i2.>M. PUBLISHED
MARfH 24, 190>

69.173. KINEMATOGRArHH Al'l'ARATLS AND PIC-

TCKES Knii rSE THEREWITH Charles Urban, Lon-

don, KiiKlaiiil

Filed N. venilK-r 14. 1;<)7 Serial No. 31,164. PUBLISHED
M.VRCll 24, 190S.

69,174 MINING-AT'OERi?. A. C. PooLE Auofr Co., Scarbro,

\V \a
Filed .-epte;ii!^r 2s 1907. Serial No. 30,276. PUBLISHED

MARCH 24. li^iH

69.175, '^'cxr. Bakc LAV A Bari LAY, New York, N. Y.

File<i February 19, 190^ .Serial No. 32,874. PUBLISHED
M \RCH 24. l',^<l.*^

69.176, ACidCN'T - BOOKS The cnMCEM.u'M Company
ls< . Riuiii,,ke \ 11

Filf<i February 4. 19<V* S*T.al No 'S2.^',(,. R U B L i a 11 L D
MARCH 24, nm
69.177. C E R T A I N H A R N F: S S H A R DW A R E , COVERT Manu-

ealturinu Company, Watervliet, N. Y.

File<l January u, 190.> Serial No. 32,077. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 190h.

69.178. ARTIFICIAL STONE FOR INTERIOR DECORA-
TION. Deutsche Steinholzwerke. Langguth cV I'Latz,

Charhittenburp. (Jerinaiiy. a-isipiior in The United States

Doloment Co., Ltil . London, England

Filed February 2. 1907 Serial N<. 2". ii72 PUBLISHED
AUGUST <\. 1907.

!

69.179. METAL-POLISH Evalanc Chemu al Ccmtany,

New York, N ^'

Filed February 10, 190^ Serial No. ;-!2,7a-t, RUBl.ISHFD
MARCH 24, 190S

69.180. METAI.-I'OLISHES William Hutter. New York,

N Y
Filed Novernl)er IS, 1907. Serial No. 31.227. PT'ELISHED

MARCH 24. 1908.

69.181. SKWING-MA( lilNE NEEDLES. Illinck' Sewing

McH. Co., Chicago, 111

Filed December 2, 1907. Sermi No. 31,515. PUBLlsUKD
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.182. CASTING METAL Klewe A Co. Inc.. New Haven,

Conn.

Filed January 2;^ m)s. Serial No. 32,384. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, HH>.

69.183. SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS Tobias Liebman i

Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 2^'. 190S Serial No 3?.4.'W I'URLISHED
MARCH 24, 190S

69,184 CHEWING AND SMOKING TOBACCO. Amkkw
J I,;\ iN'-.-^Ti .N Newport . Ky.

Filed fehniarv i l<»(),> >Mna! No. 32^524. PUBl.L^HED
MARCH 24, 19(vs.

69.185, CERTAIN METALLIC FABRICS THE MaTTaTLXK.

Manlfai tvking Company, Waterbury ( onn

Filed January 4. 19(fr .serial No, 32.(i,>i. PUBLISHED
MAR(^H 24, 190^.

69.186, COFFEE Natii.nal c;rih er ( omjany. Chicago, 111.

Filed August :-il. 1907. Serial No. 29,7a'C PUBLISHED OC-

TOBER 29, 1907

89.187, RAILWAYS A R ( ASTINGS The Natiunal >L>.l-

LEABLE CA.-^TlNr.g COMPANY, Cleveland. ' diio.

Filed February 6, iWb. .Serial No. 32,,^89. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.188, METALLIC FIXTURES FOR BATH-ROOMS AND
LAVATORIES. NoviLTT MANTTrACTCKiKO CoMFAirr, Wa-
terbury, Conn.

Filed February 5, 1907. Serial No. 25.1.^*;c PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.189, COAL. PiTTSBLRG-BrFFALO Company, Pittsburg. Pa.

Filed Febnisry 20, 1908. Serial No 32,884. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 190,^.

69.190, COFFEE. TEA. SPH ES AND FLAVORING EX-

TRACTS. Roth HoMEYER t oFEEE ( n
, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed February (,. I90h .Serial N(. .Ti.t.L"). PUBLISHED
MARCH 24 1908

69.191, FOLDING RULES Stanley Rvlf A Level Com-

pany, New Britain, Conn

Filed February 7, 1908 Serial No. 32,635. PIBLISHEP
MARCH 24, 19aS,

69.192, RAZORS Adoi.ph Strauss & Co.. New Y' :k N Y.

Filed' \).ril i:i. 1907. .Serial No. 26,690. PUBLISHED MARCH
24, lt<os

69.193, R<»ASTED AND GROl'ND lOFFKK Tennes.-^EE

Coffee ( (impa.ny, Nashville. Tenn.

Filed February 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,631. I'UBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908

69.194, ROASTED AND GROUND COFFEE Texntssee

Coffee Company, Nashville. Tenn.

Filed February 7. 1908. .Serial No. 32.(32. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. VA^
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69.195. I'KKTAIN CLOTHING. Ai.ler ,<. Ait .New V.rk.

N >

File<l !>-.>•::. -r 28, 1907 S«ri«l No. 31.«i PUBLISHKD
MA Hi H -'4,

:
'<i^

69.196. ii'ii' ^.M' PI-T'i\ FA( KING. Qh.krle.ston Me-
T.\LI.IC P.4CKINO Co ' h.H.'l.'Slon. S. C

Filed January 18, lM>^. Serial No. J-'..J«HX Pl'ULISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

1

69.197 HATS AND (".VPS Frank P HeidJA Comvoy Iv-

< "RP'iRATEn, Philailplphirt P^

Filfxl /anuiiri J I'S^ <f>nal No. SS.O".'.'. P! H[.I,<HKI)

M VRi'H .'4, 190

69.198. HATS AND CAPS Fk.ok P FIeil> A Iump.\.nv, I.s-

corpoeated. Phila<lplphia. Pa
i

File<i Jdiinary .'. \\tl)X Senal Ni V2 iTLi. PI'RI.ISHKD
MAKlH .'4, IVKBs.

69.199. FLmaTIN<, WK KS MR NI'-HT-MGHTS. J. G.

HebaST .Vtirc tiit)«>ri?, Gtrniany

File.l \,,vemt>^r 4. 190o Serial N.j U.-f-T Pl'BLI-SHKD
MARCH 1:, lyOh

69.200. CKKTAIN CLOTHING Dr. TaeIer's Sanitart
WooLE.v .sy.stem Co . New York. N V.

File<l January 16, 190K .Senal Nm ,G, .>..() PCBLI.'^HED
MARCH 24. 190*

69.201. CERTAIN CLoTHINi;. 1)R )ae<;er^ .Sa.vit.arv

WooLix .-System Co., New Vork. N V.

Filed January itj, 190K. .^rial Ni> K.^.l. PCBLLSHFD
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.202. -GAS • FuR DISINFK(TING AND MKDKTN.VL
PURPOSES. Delmeb D, Ri< hardson, ( hicaRo. Ill

Fi!e<l January <<. 1908. .>erial No 32.1.r.'. PCBLISHED
MARCH 24, ISOW.

69.203. NEWSPAPER. The Sporting LCte Pvbushing
Company, Philadelphia Pa.

File<i .November 1, 1907. serial No JO 9IV,. PUBLISHED
M.VRt H 24, 1908.

69.204. STOCKINGS. William F Tacbel Riverside, N J.

Filed March 12, 19(>i .Serial No 17,7'>4. PUBLISHED MARCH
24. 1908.

6»,205, REMEDIES For (KRTAIN DHE.VSEs Attien-
Ge3ELL3< Haft eCr .\mlin-Fabrikation Berlin Germany

File«l Septemt>er Itl, 1907. .Serial No 2y.97iJ. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

69.206, RUBBER BooTS, SHuES, AND OVERSHOES.
AMERICAN H.\NiJ Sewed Shoe Co omaha, Kebr.

Filed February 11, 1907. .Serial No Zi.liK, PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908

69.207, POWDERED DISINFEl TING AND CLEANING
PREPARATION. Aitomatic Disineei tIng Co., Minne-
apolis. Minn.

File<l Novemt)er 6, 1907. Serial No ,11.(XV.. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.208, CERTAIN PHARMACEUTICAL PHEPARATION.
Fakbwibke voem Mei.ster Lk ivs A BrCsing, H5ch8t-on-
the-Main, Germany.

Filed June 19, 1907. Senai No. 28,25.3. PUBLlsHED MARCH
24. 1908.

69.209. CERTAIN MEDICINAL PREPARATION. Abr.\-
ham M. Golhstandt. St Louis, Mo.

Filed January 20, 1908. .Serial No ,32..i>, PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

69.210, CERTAIN MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS Home
Remedy Company, Fre<lonia. N V.

Filed January 24. 190k .Serial No i2 4<W. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 180*i.

69.211, ANTISEPTIC CREAM FmR WoUNI)S AND ABRA-
SIONS OF THE SKIN. Nettie M Hoon Mercer, Pa.

Filed November 9 19<r .Senal No iinw. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

69.212. FL*RNACES. Kel.sey Heatist, t Hsipa.vy, Syracuse.

N V
Filed May 31, 1905. .Serial No. 7.IJ7U. PUBHSUED MARCH

24, 1908.

69.213. VKTEHINARV MEDICINE IN THE FORM OF
PILLS oR Powder- CLEMINS LaOEMAN, Aachen Ger-

many
Filed o,tol.er Zi. 1907. .Serial No. 30,744. PI BLISHED

MAR( H 24 li*0>

69.214. LEATHER BOOTS ANDSHOES The Man.ss Sh e

Meg Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

File<i January 21. 1908. Serial No. 32.353. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24 !'^n.^

69.215. l.K.VTHKR BOUTS AND SHOES. The MA.ssa siioK

Meg Cii Ciiu'tnnatl, Ohio.

File,! Ian uirv 21, 1908. .Serial No, 32,r>4 PTBIISHED
MARCH -M ;^«k^

69.216. HOOF-OIL. Vlhkkt .M N t;

w

m

a

v
,
Denver, Colo.

Filed Febnmry '> I-*** -eri^i N . .i2 .>8«. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24 lyitH

69.217. PERFUME.- ANr> PERFUMED ToU.KT POW-
r)ERS ?",DPV PvLMER New ^'ork N. 'i' rt.iHiKiior to Solon

Palmer, a ('orporatioii ,,f New York

File<l June r \'*V- serial No '.» l¥J. PUBLISHED M.VR( H

24. 19IW

69.218. REMEDY FOR CERT.VIN DISEASES. Shari' A

DoHME. Baltimore. Md.

Filed Octoljer 30. 1907 Serial No. 30.S«9 PlRI.l-HED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.219. REMEDY FOR NERVOUS DISEASES. R 'Hekt A.

Smith. Pana lU

Filed January J.'. I'«w .Serial No. 32,437. Pl'Bl.HHED
MARCH 24. 1908

69.220. LEATHER BooT- .V N D snops H.V\INi, HI B-
BER HEELS Woodbiry Sh'ie ( ompa.vy P^,rtUn,l M,-

and Beverly and Bogt,>ri. Ma.*,*

File.1 January Iri. 1908. .S^ruil No. i2,i52. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908

69.221. NoN-INTOXKVTING M \1T BEVERAGES. AcHE
Brewing i , imp any , Macon. Ga

File.l lanuarv 24 1<*W. Serial No. 32,416. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24 l'*r>^

69.222. BEET-SUGAR AmerI' an Beet sugar lo. New
'

York, N. V.

Filed February 13 1908 :s«.ri«l No. 32.753. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 19i>*.

69.223. HAIRPIN- HvHMWN Rr<,ther-< I'hilailfiphia,

Pa
Filed Januarv 2n. 1908, .Serial No, 32, 4"^^ PUBLISHED

.MARCH 24. l'*^-^

69.224. GRAPE-SUGAR Corn Peodccts REnsi.NO Com-

pany. Jersey <ity. N J and New York, N. Y,

Filed Febniarv 21 W*^ s^ridl No 32,917 PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 19iV<

69.225. B.\.KI.VG-PoWDER '. H Halloi ( omcvny. San

DieRO, Cftl.

File.1 Auffu-it 19, 1907 Serfal No 'Jv V.l PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 190^

69.226. CAN.NED S.Vl.M'iN orikkith-Di rsey (umiant.

San Franri.s<-o, ( al.

File<l De<vml)er 17, 1907. Serial No. 31,791. PUBLl-HED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.227. JAMS. MARMALADES, JELLIES, FLAVORING
EXTRACTS, AND PRESERNED FRUITS. H. P. D.

KlXGSBlRY, Re.lland.i, Cal.

Filed .Noveml>er 2« liUVi Serml N.) 23..'^I7 PUBLISHED
MARlH 24. laos

69.228. PI.VNoS. KoHi.ER .V I
' \MPBEL1 .. New ^iirk V >'.

File<l Februarv 14 l'«i'< -.tijI No. 32.7rt7 ITBl.I-HED
MARCH 24. 190^.

69.229. METAL-PoLISH. Ma.\ Luewenstein .New York,

N Y.

File<l May Ih. 1907. Serial No 27 420 PUBLISHED SEP-

TEMBER 3, 1907

69.230. GUN-oIL Mar.ihali. mi. < "Mpkni M.iri*hallt'own,

Iowa
File.1 Noveml)er 20, 19<>i Serial N- 14, ^2*.* PUBLISHED

OCTOBER M). I90»i
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69.231. DENTAL ANESTHETIC. The Park Dental Sup-

ply Company, Ridgefleld Park, N, J.

Filed November 22, 1907. Serial No. 31,307. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.232, PERFORATED MUSIC-ROLLS. StandaKD M08IC
Roll Company, Orange, N.J.

Filed February 14, 1908. Serial No. 32,762. PUBLISHED
MAR( H 24, 1908.

69.233. CHO(()LATE AND COCOA. H. 0. Wilbur A SONS,

Philadelphia, Pa
FiieKi January 2.) lito^ Serial No. 32,324. PUBLISHED

MARCH 24, 1908

69.234, ( ARBONATED FRUIT-JUICE. MICHAEL WlNE-

Bvsou, New York, N Y
File.1 February 1, 190^ Serial No. 32,517. PUBLISHED

MAR( H 24, 1908.

69.235, CERTAIN WATERPROOFINGSOLUTION, Ameei-
I AN i'eme.vt Waterproofing Co,, Camden, N, J.

Filed January 17, IKUs .Serial No, 32,281. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.236. FERTILIZERS Birmin, . 11 vm Fertilizer COMPANY,
Birmingham, .\la

File.1 Decemt)er 17. 1907. .Serial No. 31,786. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 19(J8.

69.237. WHEAT-FLOUR Claelin Mill A Elevatok Com-
pany, Claflin, Kans.

File<l February 17. 1908. .Serial No. 32.820. PUBLISHED
MARIH 24, 1908.

69.238, CARPETS AND RU08. James V M^wby. Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Filed January Iti \\*)s Serial No. 32.256, PUBLISHED
MAHCII 24, 1M8.

69.239. CARPETS AND RUGS. James \ Mawby, PhiU-

delphia. Pa.

Filed January Li, 1908. Serial No. 32.257. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.240. LUNCH BISCUITS AND CRACKER*^ New Eng-

land Biscmr Co., Worcester, Mass.

Filed June 20, 1906. Serial No. 20,443. PUBLISHED MARCH
24, 1908.

69.241. CARBON-PAPER AND TYPE-WRITER RIBBONS.
Pen-Carbon Manifold Company, New Brunswick. N. J.

Filed February 19, 1908. Serial No. 32,872, PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.242. PNEUMATIC TREAD< FOR R0( KING-CHAIRS.
Pnelmath Ro, ker Tire company, Denver, Colo.

Filed January 2. 1908. .Serial No. 32.018. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

69.243. HYDRAULK ( EMENT p. 'Rtlanem ementfabrik,

"Germania' Aktiengesellschaft, Lehrte uear Hanover,

Germany.

Filed Septera(>er 10, 1907. Serial No. 29,827. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

69.344. WHEAT-FLOUR. James Ql'irk. Muineap<iiis. Minn.

Filed January 31, 1908. Serial No. 32.304. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24. 1908.

69.245. CERTAIN DRESS FABRICS Sidney BlimenthaL
AND Co,, 1 Inc.), New York N Y.

File.1 De<^mt>er 11. 1907. Serial No. jl.ti77. Pl'BLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908,

69.246. FERTILIZERS. Virginia-( aROUNa (hemkaL Com-

pany, Jersey City, N.J. : Richmondand Norfolk, Va.: Charles-

ton, S. C; Savannah and .\tlanta. '".a Montgomery, Ala.:

Durham. N C, and Memphis Tnnn

Filed De<.-eml^r 17. 1907, .Serial No. 31.800 PIBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

TRADE-MARKS CANCELED

47,521. SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE He.vry J. Hayks,
New Y'ork. N. Y

Registerfd November 7, 190.1 CANCELED May 12. 1908.
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 26, 1908.

14.212.- nt/<!; 'DERBY." (For Cigars.) fcHAKLts Hexrt
<TOUT, Belding. Mich. Filed April 21 1908.]

It :i3 -ri^/" rVIPKRI.VLE.S For rn^am . Oeor^f D5T-
ruN-'i, Mew Vork, .\. V Filed April 2J, Is**

14 JU.-riWe; "ESPECIALE3. • (PorCigar^.) OEOR.ED^r-
Tiisr,, Sew Vorlt. X. Y. Filed April T,. 19C«

li,2l5.~ TiUe. •E-^qUl^nO^' (For Ci^iri Geor.;^ n.Vr-

TLi>f3. N?w Y.irk. V. y. Filed April 2V 1 »»^

14.216.- A''/^, SKLF.iTOS." 'For i.'igars.,) Geor.,e. DuT-
Tr.r\-i. Saw Voric, .V. Y'. Filel April 25. 1906.

14,317.- r»<i«.- 'TARaET ROCK WFIISKRV 'ForBlcnlei
Whisky.) SOLLV Lzfk^jwitz. flimtingt.ju, .V. V. Filed
April 14, 190>..

H.2l8.~TitU: ••J.A.COB RUPPRRT METROPOLITAN
BEER • (For Lager-Beer.) .Jacob Hcp»krt. NVw Y'ork
N' Y. Filed April 23, 1908.

14.219.- JitU: "JACOB KUPPERT't^ K.KTRACTOF MALT."
(For Ettraot of Malt.) Jacob Rl-ppert. .Sew York, .\. Y.
FileJ Apnl;27. 1908.

U.220.-rW<'. ••OOLDKN' RULE BRA.VD • (For Canta-
loups.) Stracha.v Frcit Compa.sy, Riverside, Cal. FiU-

1

\[)nl 27, 190S

li.22i. -Tnie: ' GOLD .SEAL.' i ForCanUloups.) .Stracha.v
Frl'it Compasy, Riverside. Cal. Filed April 27. 1»0«.

14,222.- nv/' •OOLDE.VOEM BRA.VD " ' For Cantaloups.)
spRACiiAV FRi-ir OoMP.vsY. Riverside, Cal. Filed April 27,
1*».^.

14,323, -n^^Yo-TO'
>
For a Medicinal Beverage Yo-Yo

<!
.
B'>!(f.)n an 1 S ) ith S idbiiry. Maas Filed April 16 I'JOH.

14, 3.2 4.- ri//,r. JfiCLLKE A.S'D HERMAN'S TYPHOID
FEVER REMEDY • Fur Typhoid-Fever Remedy ) James
M Clure unl N'vTH^N Berma.v. Philadelphia, Pa Filed
Ar>ril 13. 1>>J8.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 26, 1908.

3,279.- ri//«. "THAN-KS FOR THE ARTOtM.' .For Art-
i?um a Cleaning Composition.) Adolph Sokmer, Cami.ridge,
-Mass Filed April 20, 1908.

2.280,- nu<; -RECKITT'S BLUE." (For »luing for Laun-
dry Use.) Rkckitt a Sons. Ltd

, N'ew Yi'>rlc. \ Y Fi!f>d

April 25, 1908.

2.281.~Tiile. "O'SULLIVAN'S HEELS OF NEW RUBBER."
(For Rubber Heels.) The Ma.ssachusetts Enoravino
Company, Bonton, Mass Filed March 25. 1908,
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DECISIONS
OF THK

convnis/diissioisrEE/ oi^ i^j^teistts
AND OF

UNITHI) ST.VTHS CUl KTS l.\ I'ATHNT C.VSHS.

OOMMISSIOITER'S DE0ISI0M8

John T. Lewis & Bros. Compaky r. Phoenix Paint

& Varnish Company.

trade-mark interference.

Decided April SO, IMS.

1. Tradi-Mark8~8ame Class or Goods^ Paste i'Ai.vws and '

Keady-Miied Paints.

Ready-mixed paints and paste paints Held to tx" goo.i.s of the

same descriptive properties.

2. Same—Apparent .\CQtriEscENCE No Gkounii for HF.rrsiNG

Registration. .

The fact that the owner of h trade-mark knowingly permits '

the use thereof by another upon goods and in advertisements

for years without protest furnishes no sufficient ground fur re-

fusing registration, as it is well .settled that mere delay in assert-
|

ing a trade-mark right does not work a forfeiture thereof. I

( Menendez v. Holt. 128 U. 8., :d4, 523; 46 O. G., 971; McLeany.

Fleming 96 U. S., 245, 253; 13 O. G., 913.)

.\rPEAL from Examiner of Interferences.

TRADE-MARK KUR READY-MIXEP PAINTS AND .«TAIN8, JAPANS, AND
VARNISHES.

Mr. Francis M. Phelps for John T. I.^wis et Bros.

Company.

Mr. T. W. Johnson for Phoenix Pamt c^t Vamiah

Company.
Moore. Commissioner-

This i.s an appeal by the Phoenix Paint Jt Varnish

Company from a decision of tlie Examiner of Interfer-

ences awarding priority of adoption and use of tlie

mark " Phoenix" or " Phoenix Works " for mixed painti*

to John T. Lewis & Bros. Company.

The Phoenix Paint & Varnish Company, which is a

copartnership domiciled and doing business in the

city of Philadelphia and State of Pennsylvania, .state

that they have used the mark upon ready-mixed paint*",

stains, and vamiahes. Tlie John T. Lewis & Bros Com-

pany, which is a corporation doing business in the

same city and State, states that it has used the mark

on paint colors, mixed paints, white zinc, and pigment*

other than white lead used for paints.

It is not denied by appellants that John T. Lewis &
Broe. C<jmpany was the first to use the mark on paste

paints, and its prior right to the mark for these goods is

not questioned. While the John T. Lewis & Bros.

Compftny maintains that the testimony is sufficient to

[Vol. 134.

show that it -was the first to use the mark upon ready-

mixed paints, as well as upon paste paints, in the view

which I take of the case it is unnecessary to decide

this point. On the admission by appellants* of the

prior use of the mark upon paste paints by appellee

and admitting the contention of appellants that the

testimony does not show that appellee used the mark

upon ready-mixed paints the question presented for

decision is, are ready-mixed paints and paste paints

gfKxis of the same descriptive prof)erlies. This is the

principal question for consideration on this appeal.

It api>ear8 from the record that a paste paint is formed

by grinding dr>- colors in linseed-oil until they become

intiinalt'ly asf*ociated or mixed together and assume a

paf-ty or semifluid condition. In thi.'* condition the

paint is not ready to be applied, but requires further

thinning with linseed-oil and usually a drier, no fur-

ther grinding, however, being nece.ssary. After this

operation the product is known to the trade as "ready-

mixed paint"—that Ls, it is ready for the brush. In

this fonu it is placed upon the market put up in cans

or buckets; but in many cases the painter purchases

the paint in paste form and adds the oil and drier

himself. It is thus seen that the distinction between

a paste paint and a ready-mixed paint is but slight, and

it is believed that persons dealing in these goods might

reasonably exi:>ect them 10 be the product of the same

business. It follows that the use of the mark by two

different parties would tend to cause confusion in the

mind of the public. I think, therefore, tliat the Ex-

aminer of Interferences ver>- pnjperly refused registra-

tion to appellants, who were Uie last to adopt and use

the mark.

It is further contended by apf>ellants that the John

T. Lewis & Bros. Company has lost its right to registra-

tion of the mark in issue for ready-mixed paints by

reason of the fact that with full knowledge of the use

of the mark by appellants it has permitted them for

many years to use the mark and to advertise their

goo<is thereunder without protest. I am of the opin-

ion, however, tliat this fact furnishes no sufficient

ground for refusing registration, as it is well settled that

mere delay in asserting a trade-mark right does not

work a forfeiture thereof. ( Menendez v. Holt, 128

U. S., 514, 523; 46 0. G., 971; McLean v. Fleming,

96U. S.,245, 253;13 0. G., 913.) '

No. 4.1
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The decision oi the Examiner of Interferences is

affirmed, and priority of adoption and use ol the mark

in ueue is awarded to John T. Lewis & Bros. Compan v.

L U K A S Z E W S K E V. C O L E.

PATENT INTERFERENCE.

Decided May :6. :90S.

Interferes* E - Erelimixaby Statement - Extindixo Time

F"R Fll-INO.

Tr.e questioa ol the extension of times for filing preliminary

statements will be left wholly wiihin thediscretionrf the Exam-

iner of Interlereiices.ar.d no appeal '.viU lie from his decisions

thereon.

Ox PETITION.
METAL JOISTS.

Mr. Charks F. Dane for Lukafzfwsko.

Mfssrg. Starr. Cmse dc Scherr for Cole.

Moore. Commisnoner:

This is a petition by the Eloc Company. awigTif'^^e

(.f the party Coif, that I review the decijion of the

Examiner of Interferences denying the motion in behalf

of Cole to p<'stpone the date of tiling the preliminary

statement for a pen<Ml r.f forty days. It 1.* ^Tell settled

that thf- question of the extension of tinuis fi'r filing

preliminary statement? is left wholly within the discre-

tion uf the Examiner r,f Interferences and that fn.m his

decision upon these matters no appeal will Up. iOhmer

V. Sathnnd Tnmplui. US O G.. 1686.^ It i? soueht.

however, by the present petition to obtain a review of

the Examiner'* deci.-ion up<>n this question. The cir-

cumstances of th^- f^-e art- not such as ^Tarrant the

exercise of the super\-isory aurhonty of th*- < ommis-

Monerto review the decision of the Examiner of Inter-

ferences. Cole is the senior party, and a record judg-

ment cannot, therefore, be render<d again.-t him.

Furthermore, as pointed out by th*- Examiner of

Interfer'nce«:

\n amended statemert * alwav- .^draissibte whe«e it is shown

to be necessary to the detemunHiion of thei-aseir. accordance with

the facts, if it 13 also shown that the data of the niliended state-

ment could not have lieen earlier obtained
j

It is therefnr*^ apparent that no irremedlaVde injur>-

can be done t<> 'ole's assignee by th*' d»|nial ('f the

motion brought on his behalf.

The petition is dismissed.

HoPKi.NS r. Peter8 r. Demen'^.

PATE.NT interference.

Decided May U, 1908.

1. T.ntebferex' e " Prelim in ary StATEMENTFAiit-RE to Over-

come the FiLlN.j I'aTE OF SENIOR ?ARTY-<-'Rl>ERT<i 9H('W

Cause. I

Incases where the junior part v loan Interference alleges in his

preliminary sutement a date of comeption prior to the senior

party's flling date, but the other dates alleged (»re subsequent

thereto, tbe Examiner of Interferences should issue an order to

show cause why judgment on the record should not be rendered

against such Junior pa n v as experience shows it is rarely .
if ever,

that conception Is proven by means other than disdosure.

2. Samk—Sami—Same. I

If in respotise to the order to show cause such |imior party or

his attorney shall file an affidavit stating that it is proposed to

establish conception by means other than disclosure, the Ex-

aminer of Interferences should not rendt-r judgm«nt. t.ut should

set times tor taking testimony.

.\PPKAL on motion.

rVol. 134.

Ar>DINO-MACHn«E

Messrs Bakeuell d: (omiiallior Hopkins.

Messrs. Rector. Hxhbfrx A Dains for Peters.

Messrs. Kt-riyon d- Kenyan for Dement.

Billings, Assistant (onimissi(mer:

This case comes up on an appeal by Peters from a de-

cision of the Examiner of Interferences of March 25,

1908. denvine his motion to vacate an order issued

August 16. 11HJ7, for Peters to shuw cause why judgment

on the record should not be issued against him and on a

motion by Hopkins to dismi.s8 Peters s appeal.

It appears that when the preliminary statement's

were opened it wa.- found that Peters had alleged a

date of conception prior to the filing date of Dement,

the senior party, but that the dates of disclosure, mak-

ing of drawings, and reduction to practice alleged were

subsequent to Dement s filing date. The Examiner

of Interierences thereupon, on Aug:u8t 16, 1907, (trdered

Peters to show cause on or before September 16, 1907,

why judgment should not be rendered again.st him.

and this time was extended to October 16, 1907. On

( ictober 15. 1907. Peters filed a motion to dissolve the

interference and a motion to vacate the order of August

It;. 1907. The motion to di.s.«olve was tran.-mitted to

the Primary Examiner, and action on the motion to

vacate was suspended pending the final determination

of the former motion. On March 25. 1908. the motion

to dissolve having been finally decided, the Examiner

of Interferences denied the motion to vacate and on the

same day rendered a judgment that Peters was not the

first inventor of the invention in issue. He set no limit

of appeal from the decision on the motion and set April

14, IWS, as the limit of appeal from the judgment.

C)n March 30. 190s, a limit of appeal was ."et from that

motion, and the running of the times for appeal from the

judgment was suspended pending the final determina-

tion of the motion.

The motion to vacate was based nn the ground that

under the rules and the decisions the Examiner of In-

terferences had no authority to issue the order to show

cause, since Peters had alleged a date of conception

prior to Dement "s filing date, and it is conceivable that

he might establish such conception by means other

than di.>:clc>sure.

The Examiner of Interferences denied this motion

on the ground that as in practice conception is proved

only by dis<losure Peters presumably could prove no

earlier date than the date of diwlomire alleged in hia

preliminary statement; that therefore Petera's state-

ment -failed to overcome" the filing date of his oppf>-

nent within the meaning of Kule 114. With resjHjct

to Peterss contention that conception might conceiv-

ably be proved by means other than disclosure he

stated that if Peters prop<wd U^ prove conception by

means other than disclosure he should specifically

state those means. It is contended in behalf of Peters

that he should not thus \>e re«iuired to set forth his case

prior to the taking of hie proofs. There seems to be

some force in this contention, but there is no reason

why Peters should not be required, in answer t.. the

order to show cause, to fonnally state under oath that

he contemplates establishing the fact of the conception

of the invention by means other than disclosure or the

Bo. 4.1
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doing of the other subsequent acts alleged in his pre-

liminary statement. This requirement is reasonable,

inasmuch as it is obvious that he must so establish the

fact of conception if this fact is to be established as of

the date" alleged.

Peters has cited the case of Winsor v. Struble, (110

O. G., 600; C. D , HHM. 158. < where a motion for judg-

ment on the record, on the ground that Winsor had al-

leged neither disclosure nor the making of drawings

prior to Stnible's filing date, was denied. In that

decision the following statement occurs:

M'hile it is true, in view of these allegation'- that Winsor is pre-

cluded bv his prellmlruiry statement from estal'lishing a concep-

tion of the invention in No\eml>er. 19(11. I'V the means which are

usuallv available forthat purpose nevertheless, under his allega-

tion 0} conception of the invention in No\eml>er. 1901. he is privi-

leged if he can. to establish conception of the invention prior to
KoveirUier I'i. 1(«U. the date on which Strutde filed his application.

It Is therefore seen that the statement filed t'V \\insor does not

fall to overcome the prima facie ca.se made by Struble s dale of

application.

It is interesting to note that the record of the inter-

ference of Wivsor V. Stnthle. s\ipr(i. shows that after

Winsf)r had brought many motions and they had all

been decided he terminated this interference by filing

a concession of priority in favor of Struble.

Experience has shown that it is only in rare cases,

if ever, that conception is proved except l>y a disclo-

sure to others, either orally or by means of some tangi-

ble evidence, and it is believed, therefore, that in

thoeie cases where a junior party alleges the fact of con-

ception onlv prior to the filimr date of the .«enior party

the better practice is to i.^siie an order tci r^how cause

a^inst the junior party. If the case is one of those

conceivable but exceedingly rare cases where concep-

tion can be established by mean.* other than dis<:'lr>-

sure and the party again.^t whom jhe order to show

cause has been issued shall within the time set therein

file the affidavit of himself or of his attorney setting

forth that it i.-^ projxised to estahli.«h conception by

means other than di.-«closure. the Examiner of Inter-

ferences will not render a judgment, but will set times

for taking testimony. This practice will work no

hardshipujxm the junior party, for the nile j)ermit« him

to bring all valid motions after the order is issued to

show cause why judgment should not V>e rendered.

The records of this Office show that the continuance

of interferences where the date of conception of the

junior party is the only date alleged in his preliminary

Btateiuent which is earlier than the filing date of the

senior p)arty s^-rves no gCKKl purynise. but results only

in useless delay and expense upon the parties involved.

When a rare case L« developed, in which the fart of early

concep)tion j)rior to a disclosure may be establi^^hed by

some other means than dist losure, the interference may
be proceeded with upon the filing of the required affi-

davit in response to the order to show cause why judg-

ment should not be rendered on the record.

In view of the fact that at the tune Peters filed his

preliminary statement it was the practice not to issue

an order to show cause where the date of conception

alleged by a junior party wa^ prior to the filing date of

the senior party. Peters i.< given ten days within which

to file an affidavit sm h a.- indicated above. If no such

affidavit is filed within that time, the Examiner of

Interferences will set a limit of apj:>eal from his judg-

fVo! 134.

ment of March 25. 1905. At the hearing Hopkins's

motion to dismiss Peteres appeal was withdrawn.

The decision of the Examiner of Interferences deny-

ing Peters's motion is affirmed, and Hopkins's motion

is dismissed.

DECISIONS or THE U. S. COURTS.

Supreme Court of the United States.

DoKXELL I'. Herking-Hall-Marvin Safe Company
AND Hall Safe and Lock Company.

Dendtd Februarys. 1908.

rRAPE-MARKS—Infringement—Name or Indivipcal.

Where the Halls .--afp and Lr>ck Company, a corporation, the

stock of which was largely owned by Joseph L. Hall, the founder

of the business, and his sons, sold all its property including

trade-marks, trade-rights, good-will, and its business as a going

concern to anolhercompany. which subsequently conveyed sucn

rights to the Herring-Hall-Marvm Safe Company and agreed

togoout of business, which it did with the assent of all its stock-

holders, such transfer did not preclude the sons of .Joseph L.

. Hall from subsequently engaging in the same business and using

the name of Hall as a part of the corporate name, particularly

where it is shown that the purchasing company had before Its

mind the possibility of competition by the Halls and gave the

measure of its cxjiectations and demands by personal contracts

that It required which were limite<l in time and scope and were

discharged before the new company was formed; but such name
must net be used by the new company in such a way as to repre-

sent that it is the successor of the original company, or that its

goods are the protiuct of that company or Its successors, or inter-

fere with the good-will bought from It

Mr. S. S. Gregory and Mr. George Perk Mrrrick for

the petitioner.

Mr. Lavrenre MaxueU. .Jr.. and Mr. Charles H.
Aldrich for the resjKmdent.

Mr. Justice Holmes delivered the opinion of the

Court.

This suit was brought in the superior court of Cook
County. Illinois, by the Hall Safe and Lock Company
against the Herring-Hall -Marvin Safe Company, and

was removed by the lalier to the United States Circuit

Court. The bill sought to enjoin the defendant from

representing itself to be the successor of the Hall Safe

and Lock Company and otherwise, as need not be stated

in detail . The defendant answered , denpiig the plain-

tiffs right and setting up its own. At the same time

it filed a cross-bill to which it made the petitioner Don-

nell. the president <if the plaintiff company, a party,

and by which it .«ought to enjoin the plaintiff and

Donnell from carrying on the safe business under any

name of which the word Hall is a part, or marking or

atlvertising their safes with any such name, etc.. unless

maxle by the defendant or its named predecessors in

business. The bill was dismissed by the circuit court,

no appeal was taken and it is not in question here. On
the cross-lull an injunction was issued a^ prayed and an

account of profit? ordered. This decree was affirmed

by the C^cuit Court of Appeals. > 143 Fed; Kep., 231;

74 C. C. A., 361.) Subsequently an injunction was

granted by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth

Circuit, but in much more limited form, after a con-

sideration of the prewnt ca.'^e. il46 Fed. Rep., 37; 76

C. C. A., 495. 1 Later still a certiorari was issued by

this Court.

The facts are as follows: Ab<:)Ut sixty years ago Joseph

No. 4.1
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L. Hall started a business of conetructiag safes, and in

time attached a reputation to his namf. In 1867 he

an<l his partners organized an Ohio corporation by the

name of Hall's Safe and Lock Company, which went on

with the business. (Thi^ wae not the plaintiff, which

i^ ,in Illinois corporation of much later date.) Hall was

the president, a part or the whole of the time, until

he died in 1Sk9. Hf owne<J the great*T part of the

stock and his children the rest. In 1892 the Ohio C(jm-

pany sold all it."? property, including tradf-niarks. trade-

rights and go<">d-will, and its business af a going con-

cern to parties who conveyed on the satn*' day to the

Hemng-Hall-Marvin (Company. Subsequently thLs

company's property was sold to the Herring-Hall-Mar-

vin Safe Company, thf party to this suit. In its con-

\^'yance the (Jhiu company agree<i to go out of busi-

ness and get wnund up, which it did with the assent,

it may bf^ ai<8umed, of all the stockholders. The stock

belonged to the Hall family and connections, and they,

of course, ultimately received the consideration of the

sale. A part (•(:)n3i8ted of strK-k in the new company,

which was distributed to them at once, and a part was

money paid to the selling company abcut to be dis-

s»jlved. By election and under a conti^ct made on

the day of the sale Edward C. Hall, a *)n of the founder,

became president of the purchasing corporation, the

contract reciting that it was made as part of the induce-

ment to the purchase, and he agreeing in it to hold the

othce until May 1.', 1897, to devote all his time to the

interests of the corporation, and, so hmg as it might

desire to retain his services as stipulate 1. not to engage

in any competing business east of the Mississippi River.

Anoth^r s<jn became treasurer under a oearly similar

contract, and a son-in-law secrntarj-.

Both sons H'signed and left thf service of the corpo-

ration .Vugust 1, 1896, and both were released, in

writing, from their obligations under their contract.

The next month the sons organized an Ohio corporation,

under the name of Hall's .Safe Company, which is party

to the litigation in the sixth circuit, but is not a party

here. The petitioner Donnell had In-en :» sflling agent

of the original company, and afterwards of the com-

pany that bought it out, having a place in Chicago,

with a large sikrn, 'Hairs Saft-s." on the front. In

1898 he, with others, organiztnl the plaintitT, Hall Safe

and Lock Company, the name differing from that of

the original corporation only by not usiag the pHjsses-

aive case. This company does business in the peti-

tioner's old place, with the old sign, and sells the safes

of the present Uhio corp<iration as Hall's nafes. It has

accepted a decree forbi.lding it to go on under the

above name. The question before us is up<jn the scope

of the injunction finally issued, as we havg statei, uf)on

the croee-bill. That the petitioner contends is too

broad, while the Herring-Hall-Marvin Sufe Company
contends that as against the Hall family and any one

selling their safes or standing in their shoes it has the

sole right to the very valuable name Hatl up>on or for

the sale of safes.

It no longer is disputed that the Herring- Hall-Marvin

Safe Company is the successor of the original Hall's

Safe and Lock Company, or that it has the right to use

the word " Hall." But it is denied that it has the exclu-

sive right. The name does not designate a specific I

[VoL 134.

kind of safe, and yet may be asaumHii to have commer-
cial value as an a<ivertisement nven when divorced
from the notion of succf^ssion in business,—a sort of gen-

eral good- will, owing to its long association with su

perior work. S<j far as it may l>f u.^fd to convey the

fact of succession it belongs, of course, to the Herring-

Hall-Marvin Safe <'ompany, and the narrower decree,

made in the sixth circuit, was intended to prevent the

present Ohio company from using any name or mark
indicating that it is the successor of the original com-
pany, or that its gcxnls are the product of that company
or its succpssor, or interf»'ring with the gocni-will bought
from It. But, as we have said, we presume that the

word may have value, even when that idea is excluded,
and when there is no interference with the g(j«)d-will or

the trade-name sold.

The goo<i-will sold was that of Hall's Safe and I^)ck

(.'ompany. There is nothing to show that while that

company wae going the sons of Joseph L. Hall could not

have set up in busnu'ss as safe-makers under their own
name and could not have calle<i their safes by their own
name, subject only tu the duty not to mislead the

public into supfMjsing when it bought from them that it

was buying their father's safes. Therefore it could not

be contende<l that merely by a sale the father's com-
pany could Confer greater rights* than it had. But it

was said that if a f)artnership had sold out by a convey-
ance in like terms the members would have given up
the right to use their own names if tht-y appeared in

the hrra-nam<\ that in this case the Halls receiveil the

consideration for the g<K>d-will they had attached to

their name, that they ratihed the sale and necestarily

a^ented to it. .since otherwise the corporation could not

have sold its pn>perty or have carrie<l out its agreement

to dissolve, and that under such circumstances a court

ought to look through the corporation to the men be-

hind it.

F*hilo8i>phy may have traine<l by the atfetiiptj' in re-

cent years to KK>k through the tiction to the fact and to

generalize corporations, partnershijw and other groups

into a single conception. But to generalize is to omit,

and in this instance to omit one characteristic of the

complete corpx)ration, as called into being under mod-
ern statutf^s. that is most imjxutant in business and law.

A leaxiing purpose of such statutes and of those who act

under them is to interp<jse a non-conductor, through

which in matters of contract it is impossible to .see the

men behind. However it might l)e with a partner-

ship, iRusma Cement Co. v. Le Page, 147 Mass., 206,

211,) when this corpiration sold its rights ever>'b<xly

had notice and knew in fact that it was not selling the

rights personal to its members, even if. as always, they

really received the consideration, or, as usual, they all

assented to its act. That it contractwi for such assent,

if it did, by its undertaking to dissolve, does not make
the contract theirs. But the case df>e8 not stop there.

The purchasing company had the pcjssibility of compe-

tition from the Halls before its mind and gave the

measure of its expectations and demands by the per-

sonal contracts that it requirwi. Those contracts were

limited in time and scope and have been discharged.

A further argument was based on the confusion pro-

duced by the petitioner through his use of signs and
advertisements calculated to make the public think
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that his concern wae the successor of the first corpora-

tion and otherwise to mislead. This confusion must

be stopped, so far as it has not been l>y the decree in

force, and it will be. But it is no sufficient n-ason for

taking fnim the Halls the right to continue the business

to which they were bred and to u.«e their own name in

doing so. An injunction against using any name, mark

or advertisement indicating that the plaintiff is the

successor of the original company, or that it^ gcKKls are

the prtKluct of that company or its successors, or inter-

fering with the gCKKl-will tniught from it, will protect

the right of the Hernng-Ilall-Marvin Safe Company,

and is all that it is entitled to demand. (See Howe
Scale Co. v. WyclcotT, Seamam dc Benedict, 198 U. S., 118;

Singer Mann/acluring Co. v. June Manufacturing Co.,

163 U. S., 169.)

Decree reversed.

Supreme Court of the United State'j,

Herri.vg-H.\ll-M.\uvi.s Sake Co. i. Hall's Safb Co.

Decidfd Fcyruary ti. 1»JH.

Trade-Marks—iNniiNOEMKNT—Name of ijnuviruAL.

The Hall's Safe ami L<>ok Company, a corporation, the stock

of which wa« largely owned by Joseph L. llall, the founder of

the business, and his sons, sold all its property including trade-

marks, trade-rights good-will, and its bu.'iness as a going

concern to another company, which subsequently conveyed

such rights to the IJerring-Hall-Marvin Safe Company and

agreed to go nut of business, which It did with the a.ssent of

all its stockholders. Thereafter the son.* formed another cor-

poration under the name "Hall's Safe Co." and began the

manufacture of the same class of goods. Held that while the

Halls had a right to engage In the same business after such

transfer, the use of the name selected would of itself deceive

unless explained, and that the company purchasing the rights

of the original company was entitled to an injunction forbidding

the use of the name Hall, either alone or in combination, in cor-

porate name, on safes, or in advertisejnents, unless accom-

panied by Information that the defendant Is not the originaJ

Hall's Safe and Look Company or its successor, or, a.s the case

may be, that the article is not the product of the last-named

company or its successors.

Jdr Laurence Maxuell. Jr.. and Mr. Charle$ H.

Aldrnh for the petitioner.

Mr. Jndfxm Harmon and Mr. W. C. Cochran for the

respondents.

Mr. Justice Holmes delivered the opinion of the

Court

.

This is the suit referred to in Ihmnell v. Uerring-

Hall- Marvin Safe Company, ante. It was brought by

the petitioner against the resp<indents to enjoin them

from carrying on their business under their present

name or any name calculattni to make purchasers

believe that they are dealing with the establishment

founded by Joseph L. Hall, or with the plaintiff, and

also to enjoin them from advertising or marking their

pnxiuct as Hall's Sal<'s. The facts are stated in the

case referred to. In brief, the petitioner is the suc-

cessor by purchase to the business of Hall's .Safe and

Ix)ck Company, an Ohio corporation founded by

Joseph L. Hall, a safe-maker of repute, the stock of

which belonged to liis estate and his cliildren. The

134 0. G. 68 fVoL 134.

respondents are sons of Joseph L. Hall and an Ohio

corporation formed by them in .'sepfeniber. 1S96. im-

mediately after they were discharged from their con-

tracts with the purchasing company. It has been

decided that the Halls did not give up the right to do

business in their own name by the part they tfH>k

when the original company sold out. and that the

petitioner has the right, but not the exclusive right,

to use the name Hall. Its rights arise by way of

succession, out of the priority of the original company,

not out of contract. This case requin«! a« to discuss

a little further what the respective rights of tiie parties

are. The decision below is to be found in 146 Fed.

Rep., 37. and 76 C. C. A., 495.

We think it clear, as was conceded in the other case,

that the plaintiff got all the grantable rights of the

original company, including that of using the name
Hall. It is true that trade-names were not mentioned

in the deed, but its language wa" broad enough to

include them. The dein]. along with the plant, pat-

terns, stock of safes, accounts, papers, etc., conveys

all " trade-marks, patent -rights, trade -rights, good-

will, and all its property and assets of every name and

nature," and agrees that the business is ''taken over

in all respects as a going concern.'' If a pariicular

phrase is needed in addition to the general language

and the nature of the transaction, " trade rights" will

do well enough. The name Hall wa^ used and was

expected to be used as a part of the name of the first

purchasing company, the Herring-Hall-Marvin Com-
pany. There was a stipulation in the deed that the

seller should be wound up, but that, far from being,

as was argued, a provision in favor of the seller to

avoid the use of its name by the purchaser, was a

covenant to the purch.iser in aid of the seller's under-

taking n;.)t to engage in any businf^ss thereafter. The
Hall Safe and Lock Company expressly and in reiter-

ated terms sold all its property and a-^ets of every

description as a going concern, agreed to disappear

and disappeared. It had no reason for retaining any

right and retained none, except the right to be paid.

The circumstances of the case raise none of the nice

questions that sometimes have arisen as to when the

name is sold along with the other assets. It may be

that, although the deed conveyed all that it could

convey, the plaintiff could not use the corporate name
proper of the original corporation, because that is a

charter right, and could not be exercised without the

consent of the legislature. {Montreal Litlu>graphing

Co. V. .9(7 !>i<f^on, [1899] A. C, 610.1 But that is not

what it wants to do. It only wants so far as it may
to appropriate the name Hall for its safe*.

The original company, from 1807 to 1892. was attach-

ing to Hall's safes the reputation that made the name

famous and desinxl. Whoever achieved it did so

through the medium of the company. The grnxl-will

thus gained belongtni to the company, and was sold

by it, with all its rights, when it sold out. .See Le

Page Co. v. Russia Cement Co., 51 Fed. Rep., 941, 943.')

So that the question is narrowfni to what its rights

would have been at the present day if it had kept on.

The advantage which it would have had, and to which

the petitioner has succeeded, is that of having been

No. 4.]
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first and alone for so long in the field. Some of the

Hall* misiht have left it and set up for thercLsolveg.

Thev might havf rompete<l with it. tbey might have

railed attention to the tart that they were the wins of

the man who start p<1 the business. tUey might have

claimed their due share, if any, of the oierit in making

Hall's safes what they were. 1 Whitf v. T^ou bridge,

210 Penn. Stat.. 11, 18, 22.) But tlwy would have

l>e<'n at the disiidvantage that some names and phrases,

otherwise truthful and natural to use, would convey

to the public the notion that they were continuing the

busineflp done by the company, or thlt they were in

some privity with the esUiblished manufacture pi

safes which the public already knew and like<i. To

convey that notion would be a fraud, and would have

to be stopped. Therefore such names and phnises

could be us«3d only if so explained that they would not

deceive.

The principle of the duty to explain is recognizeii ia

Houe ScaU Co. v. Wijckof. SeoTnant dc Benedict, (198

U. S., llH.' It is not confined to words that can be

made a trade-mark in a full sense. The name of a

person or a t<iwn may have become so aesociated with a

I)articular product that the mere attaching of that name

to a similar pnxlu<t without more would have all effect

of a falsehood. 1 Walter Baker <k Co. v Slack, I'M) Fed.

Rep.. ol4. 1 An absolute prohibition apiinst using the

name would carry trade-marks too far. Therefore the

right-^ of the two parties have bfn-n reco|i(nle<i by allow-

ing the use, prfjvided that an explanation ;.» attached.

(Sinoer Mannfartnring Co. v, June Manufacturing Co.,

163 U. S.. 1*59. 20(), 204; Brinirmeadv. Brinrmead, 13

Times L. R..3: Reddawaij \ . Banham, rLS96,]A. C, 199.

21t*, 222. American Waltham Watch (^n v. United States

Watch Co.. 173 Maf<8., 85. 87; Dodge Stationery Co. v.

Dodge. 145 Cal., 380. 1 Of course the explanation must

accompany the use, .ho a.« to give the antidote with the

bane.

We must assume that the name Hall in connection

with safes has acquired this kind of sigiurtcance. This,

or ver\' nearly thL«, is alleged by the answer and must
have been the finding of the courts below. It was sug-

gested that re-ally the value of the name was due to the

U3C of patents that have run out. Hut we think it ap-

pears that the meaning of the name is not confined to

the use of Hall's patent.*, and further, has had a par-

ticular succession of makers so as»K;iate<l with it that

the principle of the injunction granted is right. The
defendants ,«ay that they have correcte<l advertise-

ments, and so forth, that might be deemed fraudulent,

when called to their attention. Hat the name of the

defendant company of itself would deceive unless ex-

plaine<l. It may ha\ e repented but it has transgressed,

and it even now asserts rights greater llhan we think it

has. Therefore the injtinction must stjand.

We are not di-pxised to make a decree against the

Halls personally. That against the (y)mpany should
be more specific. It should forbid the use of the name
Hall, either alone or in combination, in corporate

names, on safes, or in adveni.sements, unlewt accom-
panied by information that the defendant is not the

original Hall's Safe and Lock rv«mpany or its succef¥<or,

or. aa tHe case may be. that the article ii not the produrt

rVol. 134.

of the last-named company or its successors. With

I

such explanations the defendants may use the Halls

{
name, antl if it likes may show that tliey are sons of the

I first Hall anil Urought up m their busmtt*" by him, and

I

otherwise may state the facta.

There is a cros*»-bill seeking to prevent the plaintiff

;
from making use of the nainep Hall's Safe and I.,<)ck

I Com{)any, Hall '.« safe, ete . hut it do«'S not need sepa-

I

rate coti.sideration The defendant shows nothing of

I which it can complain or which should l>ar the plaintiff

from its relief. The portion of the decree dismissing

I

the cnw-bill is afhrnuvi

Decree lu.Klitied and alhrraed.

Interference Noticea.

Department or the Ivterior.
iMiTED States {'atent uffk e,

W(i»hin0cm. D C
.
April IS. 1908.

Ktm-So Pharrruiral Compani/, iit ajjriyTW or legal rejrreieniativet,

take notice.

An interference having been f1eclare<1 hy this Office hetween the

application of the F. E. Johnson Company, of 55 Haverhill street,

Boaton, Mass., for registration of a trade-mark and a trade-iiiark

rogl.nered to the Kfen-So Hharmacal Company, of 2104 Reed
treet, Philadelphia, Pa., and the notice of said declaration sent by

reffistered mail to the said Klen-8o Pharmacal Company having

been returned undelivered, notice i."* hereby zlven to the said Klen-

8o PharmacaJ Company, Its assigns or legal reppesenUtlves, that

if they or any of them iiesire to contest the said iaterference they

should immediately put themiwlves in communication with the

Commissioner of Patents in order that the notices of declaration

heretofore sent by and returned to the OQlce may be forwarded to

them.
This notice will be published in the OrnciAL Gazette for six

consecutive weeks. If no appearance shall t* entere*! at the expi-

ration of the period of publication, the Interference will t* pro-

ceeded with as in ca.<w of default.
EDWARD D. MOORE, Commiiirioner.

Department or the Interioh,
United States Patent OrrirE,

Wnthxngtcm. D C. AprU IS. I90S.

Thovias R. Herd A Compnnv.tkeiratHffr^t or legrUreTpreMeyuatiret,

take notice:

An interference having been declared by this Office between the

application of Oeorge W. Wertz, of Wemersvllle. Pa, for reglstra-

tlon of a trade-mark and a trade-mark registered to Thomas R.

Herd A Company, of 98 and 100 Beach street, Allegheny city, Pa.,

and the notice of said declaration sent by registered mall to the

said Thomas R Herd A Company having been returned undeliv-

ered, notice is hereby given to the said Tnomaa R. Herd A Com-
pany, their assigns or legal representatives, that If thev or any of

them desire to contest the 'aid interference they should immedi-
ately put themselves in communication with the Commlasioner of

Patents in order that the notices of declaration heretofore sent hy
and returned to the Office may be forwarded to them.
This notice will be published in the Ofticial Gazette for six

con.oecutive weeks. If no appearance shall be entered at the expi-

ration of the period of publication, the interference will he pro-

ceeded with as in ca.>w of default.
EDWARD D MOORE, CommtMnoner.

Department or the Interi')R.
Unitep States Patent Office

n'athin0on. D C. Afiril 13. 19C)S.

Well*, Stone A Company, their aitignt or legal repretentatinet,

take notice

An Interference having been declared by this Office between th«
application of Jed Frye Jk Company, of 2.'i South ."treet, New York,
N. Y., for registration of a trade-mark and a trade-mark regis-

tered to Wells, Stone A Company, of JP State street, Chicago, 111.,

and the notice of said declaration sent by reglstereid mall to the
said Wells. Stone A Company having been returned undelivered,
notice is hereby given to the said VSells, Stone A Company, their

assigns or legal representatives, that if they or anv of them desire

to contest the saicl interference they should immediately put them-
Mlves In communication with the Commissioner of Patent? In

order that the notices of declaration heretofore sent by and re-

turned to the Office may be forwarded to them.
This notice will be punllshed in the OrririAi. Oazettk for six

consecutive weeks. If no appearance shall )« entered at the expi-
ration of the period of pul'lication, the Interference will be pro-

ceeded with as In caae of default.
EDWARD B MOORE. Commwioner
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APPLICATIONS UNDEE EXAMINATION.

CvndUion at Close of Bnttrusi May KS, 1906.

o
Z

X I

244

i03

175

179

S7

378

173

Divisions and subjects of uiren-
tkn.

Oldeat new appU- § =

cation and old- ^^
eat acti n by ap- S ^
plicaot awaiting ^^
jfflc« action. a c

AnMDdad New.

313

135

144

32-.'

23::

332
147

247

167

280

27<i

37y

318

XXXV. BucUm, Buttons, and
Claaps: Carl, Picture, and Sign
Exiiibitlna;; (iarmejit-Support-
ers: Signal.^: Toilet.

XVII. Clutches: Linotyping: Ma-
trix- Making: N'ut and Bolt
Locks: Printing.

III. .Annealing and Tempering;
Coating with Metal: Electro-

chemistry. Metal-Founding;
Metallurgy-. Shaping Fluid
Metal.

XX. .Artificial Limbs: Builders'

Hardware. Dentistry; Locks and
Latches. Safes: Unacrtaklng.

XVIII. Injectors and Ejectors;

Steam and Vacuum Pumps,
Steam- Boilers: Steam-Engines;
Steam- Engine Valves.

XXXVIII. Artesian and Oil Wells:

Bottles and Jars; Care of Live
Stock; Educational .Appliance*;

Fishing and Trapping; Station-

ery; Stone-Working.
XXXl. Alcohol: .Ajmnonla, Water,
and Wood Distillation. Char-
coal and Coke; Gas, Heating
and Illuminating; Hides, Skins,

and Leather; Liquid Coating
Compositions: Mineral Oils,
Gila, Fats, and Glue, Water
Purification.

XXXIV. Railwavs: Railway-
Brakes, Railway Rolling-Stock.

I. FMJces; Harrows and Diggers;

Plows: S«*ders and Planters;

Trees, Plants, and Flowers.
VIII. Beds Chairs: Furniture:
Kitchen and Table Articles:

Store Furniture.
XXIV Apparel: .Kpparel Appara-

tus; Sewing-Machines: Surgery.
XII. Elevators. Journal - Boxes:
Lubrication, Machine Elements,
Pullevs and Shafting.

IV. Bridges. Conveyers: Cranes
and Derricks. Excavating;
Hoisting; Hydraulic Engineer-
ing; Iron Structures: Loading
and Unloading; Towers.

.\. Carriages and Wagons
X.XIX. Coopering: Fire-Escapes:
Ladders: Roofs. Wheelwright-
Machines. Wooden Buildmgs.
Wood-Sawing: Wood-Tunung.
Woodworking: Woodworking-
Tools.

.X.XII. .Air-Guns, Catapults, and
Targets ; .Ammunition and
Explosive Devices: Boats and

I

Buojrs; . Firearms; Marine Pro-
' pulsion, Onlnance; Railway-
! Rails and Joints: Railway-Ties

and Fasteners. Ships.
y Bookbinding: Harvesters, Jew-

elry: Music
XL. Ba^age. Check - Controlled
.Apparatus. Cloth, Leather, and
RuDber Receptacles: Deposit
and Collection Receptacles: Fine
.Arts. Lighting- Fixtures; Pack-
age and .Article Carriers: Paper
Receptacles; Special Receptacles
and Packages; Wooden Recep-
taclea.

XXXII. Carbonatlng Beverages.
Dlapenslne Beverages. Dispens-
ing-Cans; Metallic Shipping and
Storing Veaaels: Packaging Liq-
uids rKefrigeration

.

XXIII. -Acouatlca; Co in- Han-
dling; Horology: Recorders,
Registers; Time-Controlling
Mecaanism.

VI. Bleacbing and Dyeing; Chem-
ic&lt; Explosives: Fertilizers;

Medicine* , P reaer v ing , Sugar
and Salt.

May

r

Mat. 10 689

!

Apr. 20 213

Feb. 24 385

I

Mar. 19 302

Mar. 24 286

Apr. )8 Apr. 6 371

Mar. 30 195

May U

May 's

Apr. 30

Apr. V

Apr. 18

Apr. 17

.\pr. 25

Feb. 18 595

Mar. r 288

Apr. ?4 . Feb. 3 479

Apr, n
Apr. 18

Apr.
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889.189. GAS PRESSURE REGl'LATO|R. Vbrmo E.

Bba.v. Minneapolis. Minn., assignor of tone half to Har-

old O. Wheeler. Minneapolis, Minn . Filed Sept. 3.

1907. Serial No. 301.542

X*— -j«*

1. In a teas pressure regulator, the coniblnatlon with a

casing having inlet and outlet compartoieBts forminj; part

of a ga-s conduit, of a regulating valve controlling the

port t)etween said two .'umpartments. a third compartment

and an equaliiing chamber distinctive and independent

from said inlet and outlet compartments, a floating plate

in .said third compartment CDnnected td and operating

said valve, the said e.iuallzlng chaml)er having a restricted

communication with said third C('m[)artment and with

said outlet compartment, substantially an described.

2. In a gas pressure regulator, the combination with a

casing having three vertically spaced compartments I'on-

nected by upper and lower ports, of a supply pipe leading

to the lower compartment, a distributing pipe leading

from the intermediate compartment, a pressure actuated

floating plate working in the upper compartment of said

casing, and a valve connected to and actuated by said

floating plate and arranged to simultaneously open and

close said two ports, substantially as described.

3. In a gas pressure regulator, the combination with a

casing having upper, lower and Intertnediate compart-

ments and an equalizing chamber or compartment inter-

posed between said upper and lnterme<lintf> compartments,

the said four compartments tveing c(inn«i-ted by axlally

alined ports, of a pressure actuated floating plate in said

upper compartment, and a valve In sabl casing arranged

to simultaneously open and simultaneously close the ports

between said lower and Intermediate cciinpartments and
between said intermediate and equalizing compartments,

substantially as described.

4 in a gas pressure regulator, the combination with

a easing having upper, lower and intermediate com-

partments, and an equalizing compartment interposed

between said interme<llate and upper compartments and

cooperating with said upper compartment to form an

annular liquid containing sealing channel, the said four

compartments i)eing in communication with each other

through axialiy alined ports 17, IH and S", of a float-

ing plate 24 having a depending rim worliing in said seal-

ing -hannel, a conical valve arranged to simultaneously

open and simultaneously close said two ports 17 and 18

and having an upwardly projecting stem connected to

said floating plate, a gas supply pipe iipenlng Into the

lower compartment of said casing, and !i distributing pipe

leading from the intermediate compartnwnt of said cas-

ing, substantially as described.

.5 In a gas pressure regulator. th>' combination with a

casing and a pressure actuated valve arraeged to open and

close a port therein through which tlje ^as must be

passed, said valve having a depending stem working

through a hub in the lower portion of Said casing, of a

sealing cap connected to said valve ami bavlng a depend-

ing annular flange working In an annulae channel formed

In the bottom of said iHsin_' -(urroundmL' said hub. and a

sealing liquid contained in said seallnj; jhaiinel, substan-

tially as des<'rilied.
|

889.190 THILL t'Ol'FLIN'; Nelson \L Bell, .\urora,

III. Filed .\pr. 5, 1907. Serial No. .1»}ti.478.

1. In a thill coupling, the combination of a thill yoke

having suitable knuckles, a thill, a pin pivptally connecting

the thtll with the knuckles, a one piece spring clip com-

prising an upwardly arched portion, protecting ears ex

tending laterally from said arched portion, arranged to

hold the pin in place In the knuckles and thill and a ledge

arranged below the knuckles and adapted to tempora

rlly support the thill.

2. In a thill i"oupling, the combination of a thill >Wi>,

having suitable knuckles, a tbtll. a pin plvotally compet-

ing the thill with the knuckles, a spring clip made rf? a

sincle piece of sheet metal and comprising a flat perforated

portion arranged to be secured to the yoke, an arch por-

tion extending over the yoke terminating in a horizontal

portion, ears on said horizontal portion embracing the

knuckles and a temporary thill supporting ledge upon the

forward ^nd "f the flat perforattvl portion.

889.191. SELF- CLEANING KNOCKDOWN I'OILTRV
AND MERCFIANDISE SHIPPING CRATE .Samlel

W Bkll, Marietta, Ohio, assignor of one-half to William

J Wark. .Marietta. Chip. Filed Nov. 12, 1906. Serial

No. 34,3,089.

.V knock-down crate Including a Xo\> section, a bottom sec-

tion provided with a vertically disposed marginal flange

having its exterior walls Imperforate and Its Interior walls

provided with spaced grooves extending the entire length

of the bottom section, end sections plvotally connected

with the top section, straps secured to the free ends of

said end sections and having their intermediate portions

spaced from the bottom of the end sections to fortn lo<3p8,

rods seated In said loops and projecting beyond the verti-

cal edges of the end walls for engagement with the a<lja-

cent grooves, blocks spaced Inwardly from the adjacent

ends of said side sections for engagement with the end sec-

tions when the side se<tlons are folded downwardly to

operative position, nuts seated In openings in the side see

tlons, and bolts carried by the bottom sectli>n and engaging

the nuts for locking the bottom and side sections In en-

gagement with each other, said side sections being foldahle

downwardly on the top section when the crate U knocked

down.

ss'.i.l'.rj K.KCAVATING TOOL. Ralph A. Bonnell, Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Nov 2."^. 1!»07 Serial No 403.606

1. \ tool of the class described Including a U shape.!

cutting element of strip metal, a U-shaped t}racing element

uniting the ends of the strip metal, a handle on each side

of the tool located rearwardly of the front end of the tool

and angularly disposed with respect to the cutting ele-

i ment. and additional handles located to the rear of the
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aforesaid handles, the forward handles lying substantially

in the plane of the cutting and bracing elements.

2. A tool of the class described including a U-shaped

cutting element of strip metal, a U shaped bracing element

uniting the ends of the strip metal, and a handle on each

side of the tool located rearwardly of the front end of the

tool and angularly disposed with respect to the cutting

element and lying substantially in the plane of the cut-

ting and bracing elements.

3. \ tool of the class described including a cutting ele-

ment In the form of a curved metal strip, a handle upon

each side of the tool near the forward portion of the tool,

and handle portions upon each side of the tool to the rear

of the aforesaid handles, the first aforesaid handles being

angularly disposed with respect to the cutting clement and

lying substantially In the same plane therewith

4 A tool of the class described including a cutting ele-

ment in the form of a curved metal strip, a handle upon

each side of the tool near the forward portion of the tool,

anjl handle portions upon each side of the tool to the rear

of the aforesaid handles, the first aforesaid handles being

angularly disposed with respect to the cutting element.

r.. .\ tool of the class described including a U-shaped

cutting element of strip metal, a U-shaped bracing element

uniting the ends of the striii metal, a handle on each side

of the tool located rearwardly of the front end of the tool

and angularly disposed with respect to the nittlng element,

and additional handles located to the rear of the aforesaid

bandies.

(Claims C to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

193. GAS EXPL<»Sir)N ENGINE. GEORfic C. Bors-

nEREAi'x, Peoria, 111., assignor of one-third to Melvln W.

Swartz and two-thirds to Julia Bourdereaux, Peoria, 111.

Filed (K'X l.'i. litoC) Serial No. 338,975.

2. In a gas explosion engine, an inlet valve and an ex-

haust valve, and mechanism in connection therewith for

opening them and for causing them to close at a speed

slower than that at which they are opened.

3. In a gas explosion engine, an Inlet valve and an ex-

haust valve, and timed mechanism for Imparting a sudden

full opening to the valves, and for causing them to be

closed slower than they are opened for the purposes de-

scribed,

4. In a gas engine, a valve, a cam, a Talve-rod for at one

end operating said valve, and bearing at its other end di-

rectly upon the cam, said cam haying provision for sud-

denly shifting the valve-rod to open the valve with a quick

motion, and having provision also for causing the valve to

close with a movement slower than that at which it Is

opened.

5. In a gas engine an inlet valve and an exhaust valve,

a cam for each valve, valve operating means between each

cam and its valve, each cam adapted for quickly opening

Its respective valve through the operating means, and

adapted also to cause the valve to close more slowly than

It opens.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 Id a v-n< explosion engine, its vahes f(jr the reception

and exhaust of gases, adapted to open suddenly to their

fullest extent, and also adapted for closing at a slower

speed than that at which they are opened for the purposes

described, and mechanism in connection therewith for

causing such action.

889,194. WRENCH. Ransom V Bovee, Denver, Colo.,

assignor of one-fourth to William M. Hardison and one-

fourth to John S. Settle, Jr.. Denver, Colo. Filed July

24, 1907. Serial No. 385.274.

1. In combination, a wrench frame having a circular

portion provided with peripheral notches, a handle pivoted

to said circular member, and a disk mounted in said han-

dle and adapted to permit or prevent relative pivotal move-

ment between said handle and circular member as desired,

and to determine the direction of pivotal movement, if any

by engagement with the peripheral notches aforesaid, hav-

ing alternately arranged radial recesses, provided with op-

positely Inclined bottom walls respectively, and a spur por-

tion between the alternate recesses.

2. In combination, a wrench frame, having a circular

portion provided with peripheral notches, a handle pivoted

to said circular portion, and a disk mounted in said han-

dle having alternately arranged radial recesses, provided

with oppositely inclined bottom walls respectively, a spur

portion between the alternate recesses, and a series of

notches ; and a spring mounted on said handle and pro-

vided with a hump adapted to engage one of said last

named notches.

889.195. BALL SPROCKFT CHAIN AND WHEEL Rob-

ert H. Bowman. Canon riiy Colo. Filed Feb. 8. 1908.

Serial No. 414.'.tl!t

1. A sprocket chain comprising a series of balls, bolts

passing therethrough, and link members swivelly connect-

ed to said bolts to link adjacent balls together.

2. A sprocket chain comprising a series of balls, bolts

passing therethrough, link members swivelly mounted on
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said holts, and locking pin« passing; throtsrh thp boUs to

retain the ilnk memb*>rs thereon.

3. V sprocket chain comprising a series of balN. bolts

passim; therethrough, link members awivflly mountpd on

said bolts, locking pins passing through tlK bolts t< r tain

the link members thereon, and washers interposed between

the balls and the link members.
4. .\ sprocket chain comprising a seriee of balls, bnlrs

passing therethrough, link members swivtlly mountPd on

said bolts, locking pins passing through the bolts to retain

the link members thereon, washers Interposed betW". n tlu>

balls and the link members, and washert interpo.sed be-

tween the link members and the locking pins.

5. A sprocket chain comprising a series of balls. Iiolts

passing therethrough, link members swiTtlly mounted on
said bolts, locking pins passing through the bolts to retain

the link members thereon, and washers Interposed between

the link members and the locking pins.

8 8 9,196. SURVEYING INSTRUMENT. Andrew A.

Bbothkx. Mountain Home, Idaho. Filed May 27. 1907

S.^ria! No. 3Tn.<?rt:

it 17

%*

/i

a
1. In an Instrumtut of the kind described, the combina-

tion with a suitable support, of a sighting bar interme

dlately pivoted to <aid support and provided with a d*--

pending pendulum, sighting pieces secured to the opposite

ends of said sighting bar. a screw rod roOatively mounted
but held against endwisf movement in saii sighting pieces,

and a counter-balancing weight having rireadfd en;;agp

men!; with said screw rod and movable longitu.Mnaliy of

.said sighting bar. to vary the inclination thereof \v;tb re-

spect to a horizontal, said weight being htld agaln-t rotfl

tion by said sighting bar. substantially as described.

2. In an instrument of the kind described, the comhina
tloa with a suitable support, of a sighting bar interme

dlately pivoted to said support, a depenfling bracket sr

cured to the lnte^m^•diate portion of said sighting bar, n

horizontal adjustabl.' -jcre.v carried by said bracket. ;•

weighted penduliiui supported from and having screw-

threaded engagement with .said adjustable screw, an^l .-

slot and pin connection for connecting the weighted p>-ndii

lum to the !)racket for pivotal and slight endwise more
raents, substantially as described.

the foot-plate parallel to and above the bottom surface and
<oa'tini: with said part which extends through the opening

in the foot-plate and which is bent bodily to one side at

substantially a right angle to the length of the leg. and
means for securing the leg. the plate and the support to-

gether, substantially as dpsrrlbeii.

S'sO.lJIT. METALI.ir FOOT FOR SFATS AND THE I.IKE
Edwaud G. Bldd. Philadelphia I'a.. assignor to Flale

Kllbura Metal Company. Phiirtdelphla. Pa., a Corpora
tion of Pennsylvania. Fl!»'d Apr 7, IpDfi. Serial No.

310,462.

1. The combination of a •;; '."rmed of pressed *hecr-

metil. a metallic foot-plate having an opening there

through, a part on said leg extending through said open-

ing. I surface on th<' leg adjacent to said part bearing on

the «iterlor surface of rhe foot-plat^, a bQttom surra on

said foot-plate to hear on a support, a second s'irf ice on

2. The combination of a leg formed of preB8e<i sbeet-

metal. a metallic foot plate having an opening there-

through, a part on said leg extending through said open-

ing, a surface on the leg adjacent to said part bearing on

the exterior surface of the footplate, a bottom surface on

said foot-plate to bear on a support, a second surface on
the foot plate parallel to and atwve the bottom surface

and coacting with said part which extends through the

opening in the foot-plate and which is bent bodily to one
side at substantially a rlebt angle to the length of the leg.

means for securing the leg and foot together, and means
for securing the foot to the support, substantially as de-

scribed.

•3. The combination with a hollow leg formed of pressed

sheet-metal, of a metallic foot having a raised portion

thereon extending up within the leg and an opening

through which a part on .said leg extends, said part being

l>ent to interlock with said [date, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. The combination with a hollow leg formed of pres.sed

sheet-metal, of a metallic foot having a raised portion

thereon extending up wltiiin the leg and an opening

through which a part on .said leg extends, said part being

benf to interlock with said plate, and means for securing

the leij and foot together, substantially as de8crit>ed

.'> The combination of a hollow metallic leg having a

plurality of tongues at the end thereof, of a metallic foot

having a raised portion thereon extending n[> within the

leg, A plurality of openings through which said tongues

extend, and surfaces below said openings engaged by the

ends of said tongues when bent at an angle to the length

of the leg, substantially as described.

(Claim 6 not printed m the Gazette.]

880.108. LEVER. Thomas A. Birke. C.alesburg. III.

Filed Apr. 4, 1907, Serial No. .3«rt,n<i(»

^J"

1 The combination with a lever bar provided with Jaws

at its free end and a plane horizontal seat therebetween,

of a handle pivoted In said Jaws and Including a plane

horizontal bearing at its lowermost portion, said portion

extended to form a detent projecting t)eyond the lever bar

and being provided near its extremity with an eye for the

purpose described, the handle being prevented from move-

ment on one side of the vertical by said detent.
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2. In a lever, the combination with a lever bar having

Jaws at Its free end and a plane horizontal seat there-

between, of a handle [li voted between said jaws, compris-

ing an Integral grip portion, a plane lower portion elon-

gated in one direction only to extend beyond the side of the

lever bar. whore It is provided with an eye for the purpo.se

described, said elongated portion further constituting a de-

tent whereby the movement of the handle to one side of

the vertical is prevented.

3. In a lever. In combination, a pivoted bar. a handle,

a pivotal connection between them whereby the handle has

movement in one direction Independently of the bar, a

pivotal connection for the bar whc .by it and the handle

have movement at a right angle to the direction first

described, there being a plane, horizontal seat on the bar,

a like bearing face on the handle and a detent integral

therewith adapted to rest on the aforesaid seat, said de

tent projecting beyond the side of the bar and adapted to

limit the movement of the handle to one on one side only

of the vertical, it being provided near its extremity with

an eye for the purpose described.

4. In a lever, the combination of a pivoted lever bar

adapted to have movement in one direction, there t)eing

Jaws at its free end and a horizontal, plane seat there-

between, a handle pivoted between said jaws to have move-

ment in a plane at a right angle to tL>' aforesaid direction

of movement of the bar. there being a plane bearing sur-

face along the lower end of the handle adapted to rest on

said plane seat when the parts are n locked position, and

a detent projecting from the lower end of the handle and

extending beyond the plane seat afuiesald. whereby the

movement of the handle is limited to one in the plane of

the lever bar. the opposite side of the lower portion of

the handle being curved and adapted to wipe over the

seat aforesaid, a single pawl adapted to have longitudinal

movement with relation to said handle, means for con-

necting It to that end of the detent wuich projects at the

side of and t)eyond the lever bar. and means for returning

it and the handle to their normal positions after move-

ment therefrom.

88»,19y RAILWAY - FUO(; Stephen Cantt. New Al-

bany. Ind Filed .Ian :;i. 1908. Serial No. 411,916.

'1. in an automatically replaceable fuse, a spring con

trolled rotating insulator, recessed arms at both ends of

the said insulator, contact pieces mounted in the said arms,

springs In the recesses tending to withdraw the said con-

tact pieces and fuse wires connecting the contact pieces

and drawing them out against the force of the springs.

1. .\ railway frog comprising a holding frame, a point

detachably mounted therein and extending thereabove,

and means extending through the frame and point for se-

curing them together and to rails adjacent thereto.

2. A railway frog comprising converging rails, a holding

frame interposed therebetween and fitting snugly tbere-

against. means extending through the frame and rails for

fastening them together, and a point removably mounted

within and extending above the frame, said point being

fastened by said means.
."? .\ railway frog comprising a separable frame, a point

detachably mounted withlu and extending above the

frame, and means for securing the parts of tlie frame and

the point together.

889.200 ELECTRICAL FUSE. Albkbt C, CH.iRrKRS

and .loHN G. Jones. Watford. England. Filed .lune 21.

1907 Serial No. 380.104.

1. In an automatically replaceable fuse, the combination

of a rotating Insulator, a support, a controlling spring

for the Insulator, spring controlled contact pieces at each

end of the Insulator, fuse wires uniting the contact pieces

and terminals receiving the contact pieces, which when a

wire breaks are withdrawn automatically from the ter-

minals to permit the Insulator to turn.

3. In an electrical fuse, a rotating insulator, brackets

receiving the ends of the said Insulator, a spring mounted

within the insulator and attached to it a slot In one

bracket, a bar connected to the end of the spring and

adapted to pass through the slot, stops on the bracket to

r.taln the bar and spring controlled contacts on the in-

sulator united by fuse wires, substantially as herein de-

scribed.

4. In an electrical fuse, the combination of a rotating

insulator A, brackets B and IV supporting it. a slot V- in

one bracket receiving one end of the insulator, a pivoted

plate C securing the end of the Insulator, an oblique slot h*

in the second bracket, a spring D in the recess o" of the

insulator, a plate d attached to the spring, stops b»

against which the plate rests, recessed arms E on the insu-

lator, spring controlled contact pieces mounted in the arms

and fuse wires connecting the contact pieces and holding

them against the force of their springs, substantially as

herein described.

i,201. VAPOR CONDENSER Jcihn C. Ci.ark. Atlanla,

d*. Filed Dec. 21, 1906. Serial No. 348,970.

1. .\ condenser consisting of a series of superposed cas-

ings, each with a chamber, series of horizontal tubes 5,

on different parallel horizontal planes each series communi-

cating at the ends with different parts of Its leasing and
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-ct fluid from the tjoipipe* arranged to direct fluid from the tjop of one casing
to the lx)ttom of the casing below

1". In a vapor cond>-naer the combination of a serl.-s of

superposed horizontal tubes arranged transvers.-ly of a

chamber, a casing communicating with each pnd of f>ach

seri^ of tubes and pipes and connections arranged to

direct water downward through the sucteeding series of

tubes but upward frum the lower to the upper tubes of

each series.

3. In a vapor condenser the combination of series of
superposed horizontal tubes arranged transvprsoly of

a chamber, a casing communicating with each end of each
series of tubos. pipes and connections arranged to diroct
water downward through the succeeding? s»Ties of tubes
but upward from the lower to the upper tubes of each se-

ries and means for distributing liquid up<Hi the tubes, and
aji inlet for gases at the bottom of the chamber

4. The combination in a condenser, of Jerles of casings
inclosing a central chamber. Independent series of horl

contal tut>e8 connecting opposite casings, pipes connecting
the top of one casing with the bottom of thf- next lower
casing, a tank at the top of the 8tructur<> connt^cting with
the bottoms of the next casing below, a supply pipe lead-

ing to said tank, and a spray device above the upp^r series

of tubes.

8 8 9.202. I'lMPING MECHANISM FOR MPI'KR
I'REE>0P:.S. William Cliffobd. Imiuth. Minn, and
Walter Fekri.s. Milwaukee, Wis. : said l-Vrris assignor
to The Bucyrus fompany. South Milvraukfe. Wis , a

Corporation of Wl8con>iin Filed Sept 14. lOfiT S»-rlal

No. 392.922.

1 In a dipper dredg*' or the like, the combination of
fluid pressure means for tripping the locking means for the
dipper bortom. flfxibl*' piping for connecting the fluid

pr^-ssurp m^^ans with a .source of supply, and means on the
boom for taking up the slack in said plplnp as the dipper
handle mov»»8 inward

-' In a dipper drf^dge or the lik^, the combination of a
fluid pressure engine on the dipper handle operatively con-
nt-cted with the latch bolt on the dipper >ottom. a drum
located on the boom, flexible piping for supplying pressure
to said engine, and means for rotating the irum to take up
the slack of .said piping as the dipper handia moves Inward.

3 In a dipper dredge or the like, the combination of a
fluid pressure engine on the dipper handle operatively con-
nected with the latch bolt on the dipper Oottom, a drum
located on the boom, flexible piping for supplying pres-
sure to said engine, mti-ans for connecting s»ld piping with
the hollow trunnion of said drum connections between
said trunnion and a source of fluid supply, and means for
actuating the drum to take up the slack of the piping

4 In a dipper dredge or the like, the combination of a
fluid pressure engine on the boom operarlrely connected
with the latch bolt of the dipper bottom, a drum on the
t>o«m. flexible piping attached at on^ ^nd to said drum and
at the other to said engine, means fur connertlnc the drum

end of said piping with a source of fluid preuure. and
m.ans for actuating the drum to take up the slack of the
piping.

5. In a dipper dredge or the like, the combination of a
fluid pressure engine on the bo<im operatively connected
with the latch bolt of the dipper bottom, a drum on the
boom, flexible piping attached at one end to said drum and
at the other to said engine, means for connecting the drum
end of said piping with a source of fluid pressure, and a
tail rop«^ and counterweight operatively connected with
said drum to drive the same in a direetion to take up the
slack of the piping

fClalms 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.203. MEDK INE - DROPPER Jesse A. Clifton.
Orangeburg. 8. C. Filed Jan. 23. 1908. Serial No.
412.311.

1 .\s a new article of manufacture, a medicine dropper
comprising a flexible cap. and a delivery tube and a valve
carried by the cap and extendint: therethrough

2. As a new article of manufacture, a medicine dropper
comprising a flexible cap having a marginal clamp, and
a delivery tube and a valve carried by the cap and extend-
ing therethrough

D, .\8 a new article of manufacture, a medicine dropper
comprising a flexible cap. a delivery tube rotatably as-

sembled therewith, and a self-seating double headed valve
carried by the cap

4. .\s a new article of manufacture, a medicine dropper
comprising a flexible cap, a delivery tube rotatably as-
sembled therewith, and a m-lf seating valve disposed ap-
proximately at the center of the cap.

r> As a new article of manufacture, a medicine dropper
comprising a flexible cap having a reinforced opening
adjacent to its periphery, a delivery tube fractionally held
within the opening, and a valve carried by the cap.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,204. NOTE-SHEET FOR AUTOPNEUMATIC PIANO-
PI..\YFRS .I..HN W Ci.ot SE. Washington, D. C. Filed
Mar h, UKH5. Serial No .104.!)!t4.

I<l II

II

!^
I I

L_i
1. The combination, in a pneumatic piano-player, of a

perforated note sheet, a tracker and .sound producing
means, the note sheet and tracker being each provided
with a plurality of separate divisions, the divisions of the
note sheet corresponding to the melody and accompani-
ment parts of the selection to be played and containing,
respectively, all of the melody and accompaniment perfora-
tions, said last mentioned divisions separately containing
perforations corresponding to all of the tones of the selec-

tion to be played, and having a width suflSclent to (dm
pletely cover the corresponding oivtslon of the tracker

2 The combination with a tracker, and sound pro-
ducing means, as herein described, of a perforated note
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sheet having a plurality of divisions, one of which divi-

sions contnlus all of the melody perforations and the other

of which divisions contains all of the accompaniment per-

forations, the melody division of the sheet containing per-

forations corresponding to tones within the compass of the

accompaniment.
3. The combination, with a tracker, and sound produc-

ing means, as herein descrllH'd, of a perforated note sheet

having a plurality of divisions corresponding respectively

to the melody and accompaniment parts of the selection

to be played, the melod.\ and accompaniment divisions

containing all of the melody and accompaniment perfora-

tions respectively, the melody and accompaniment divi-

sions of the sheet containing perforations corresponding

respectively, each to tones within the compass of the other.

4. The combination. In a pneumatic piano-player, of a

perforated note sheet, a tracker, and sound producing

means, the note sheet having a plurality of divisions each

f.f which contains a perforation corresponding to each

note of the Selection to be pla\ed

5. The combination. In a pneumatic piano-player of •

perforated note sheet, a tracker, and sound producing

means, the note sheet and the tracker each having a plo-

rality of corresponding divisions, each division of the

tracker having a duct corresponding to each note of the

selection to be played.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

88».205. R.MI.WAY SIGNAL SYSTKM Emoey P. CoOK.

Oberlin, Pa. Filed Aug. 30. 1907. Serial No. .390.780.

1 In an electric lili^ck signal system, a main circuit

established within each block, and including in its comple-

tion, elements of the main circuit of the adjacent bloclis.

and an engine circuit Including signals adapted to be

actuated upon the failure of the main circuit to close, sub-

tiiantlally as described.

2. In an electric block signal system, a main circuit

established within each block, and Including elements of

the main circuit of the adjacent block, supplemental cir-

cuits, adapted to be completed by a train for arranging

said elements to close said main circuit within the block,

and to open the main circuits of the adjacent blocks, and
n cab signal apparatus adapted to be actuated upon the

failure of said main circuit to close, substantially as de-

scribed

3. In an electric block signal system, a main circuit

established within eaeh block and includlnif elements of

the main circuit of the adjacent blocks, suplemental cir-

cuits adapted to be completed by a train, for arranging

said elements to close said main circuit within the block,

and to open the main circuits of adjacent blocks, and an
engine circuit Including signals adapted to be actuated

upon the failure of said main circuit.

4 In an electric block signal system, a main circuit

established within each iilock, and Including elements of

the main circuit of the adjacent blocks, supplemental cir-

cuits, adapted to be completed by a train, for arranging
said elements to close said main circuit within the block,

and to open the main circuits cf the adjacent blocks, and

an engine signal apparatus including electrical and me-

chanical alarms adapted to be actuated upon the failure

of said main circuit, to close, substantially as described.

5. In an electric t)lock signal system, a main circuit

established within each block, and including movable ele-

ments within itself and within the main circuits of the

adjacent blocks, n plurality of suplemental circuits within

each block and adapted to be completed by a train within

a block to arrange said element to close the main circuit

of the block and open the main circuits of adjacent blocks,

and an engine signal apparatus adapted to be actuated

upon the failure of said main circuit to close, substan-

tially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,206. PI.OW-ANVIL Albert L. Cox and Willi.^m l».

Goodwin, Stratford, Okla. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial

No. 384,624.

An anvil for special work comprising a body at the upper

portion of which is provided the anvil bed. a horn extend

Ing from one end of the bed. the upper surface of said bed

being provided with a recess at the end adjacent to the

horn, said recess having Its inner edge arranged diagonally

with respect to the side edges of the anvil bed and extend-

ing entirely across the bed. whereby the diagonal shoulder

.""i* is provided, for the purpose set forth.

889.20 7. CKiAHKTTE I10I.r>KR. Edward T. Ck.\ne.

Philadelphia, Pa Filed .Tune ,30. 1906. Serial No.

324,113.

In combination with a cigarette, a strip of paper, adapt-

ed to encircle the end of the cigarette to be applied to the

mouth of the smoker, having formed therewith at its right

extremity, when gummed in position at the end of the

cigarette, a strip of reduced width and extending at right

angles to the first strip, and adapted to serve the purpose

of a holder for the cigarette, when the first or main strip is

gummed about the cigarette at the extremity thereof.

889,208. LOOM TEMPLE .Iohn V. Ccnniff and James
A1N8WOBTH, Fall River. Mass., usignors to Draper

Company, Hopedale. Mass . a Corporation of Maine

Filed Oct. 7. ^'M>- Serial No 396.129.

1. The combin.Ttion. in a loom temple having a roll to

engage one face of the cipth, of a coilperatlng roll com-

posed of a flexible col! of wire having its spirals contact-

ing with each other, and solid ends on which the ends of

the coll are mounted.
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2. In a loom tempi'", a rotatably moant»'(l. toothed

•elTage-rolI. a conn'H-ted roll for the body of the cloth, com

posed of a flexible coil of wire haying its spirals contact-

ing with •'ach other, a support for and on which la mount-

ed the Inner end of the flexible roll, and a cpoperatlng roll

for the body of the cloth.
|

3. In a loom fj-raple. a rotatable, toothed selvage roll

having a cylindrical extension at its Inner end. a coll of

wire having its spirals contacting and mounted at Its outer

end on said extension, a solid, rotatably supported head on

which the inner end of the coll Is mounted, the coll form-

ing an ''lastic or yielding roll to engage the body of the

cloth, and an opposed body roll having a yielding surface.

I

9 8 9 . 2 9 . DRYING APP.\RATl"S. Georgb A Cc rrEB.

Boston, Mass . assignor to Vacuum Trocass Company, a

forporation of West Virginia. Filed May 21, 1906. Se-

rial No. ni 7.960

1"

1. In a drying apparatus, the combinatiot. with a seriefl

of drying surfaces ; of feed rolls for carryinjj the web of ma-
terial to be dried back and forth in a path adjacent to said

surfaces ; a feed member to engage the front portion of a

web of material ; and means for carrying Bald feed mem-
ber through the machine in the path whl^h the material

is to follow in the i peratlon.

2. In a drying apparatus, the combination with a series

of drying surfaces : of feed rolls for carrying the wb of

material to be dried back and forth in a path adjacent to

said surfaces : a feed member to engage tl»e front portion

of a web of material ; means for carrying said feed mem-
ber through the machine in the path which the material Is

to follow in the operation : and means for varying the

speed of movement of said feed member during Its travel

through the machine.

^ In a drying apparatus, the combination with a series

of drying surfaces ; of feed rolls to carry the web of mate-
rial to be dried ; a feed member to engaga the front por-

tion of said web ; and means for carrying said feed mem-
ber through the apparatus.

4 In a drying apparatus, the combination with a series

of drying surfaces . of feed rolls for feeding the web of

material through the apparatus : a feed member to engage
the front portion of the said web ; means for carrying said

feed member through the apparatus : and tneans for vary-

ing the speed of movement of said feed member during Its

travel.

5. In a drying apparatus, the combination with a series

of drying surfaces : of feod rolls for guiding the material
to be dried ; a feed member to engage a looip formed In the

front portion of the material : and means for carrying said

feed member through the apparatus.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazertte.

]

889.210. SLEEVE - F'R0TP:CT0R Pete» .1 Dahlinger,
Paterson, N. J. Filed Feb. 15, 190H Spfial No. 416,031.

1 A sleeve protector consisting of a tpuncated conical

member formed of stiff sheet material and an endless

channeled sheathing rim also formed of stiff material and

applied over one of the edges of .said member, said rim

l>eing split from its Inner edge portion toward but not to

its outer edge portion, substantially as describ.^d

2. A sleeve protector consisting of a truncated conical

member formed of sheet material having an external bead

near one edge thereof and a sheathing rim applied over

said edge and abutting against said bead in substantially

continuous contact tht-rewlth stibstantially as described.

889.211. SNOW - PLOW. .Albxanper Darling, Dublin.

Ontario. Canada, assignor of one-half to Edward .lohn

I itt. Stratford. Canada Filed May 2.^. 1S>07 S.rial

No. ;575,7K5.

^a^

1. In a snow plow, the combination with the car body

and the front sloping scoop, of a converging plow share

located at the upper rear end of the sloping scoop and liav

ing the plane of the faces of the share substantially at

right angles to the plane of the scoop, a divider or divider

plate hinged at the front converging edge of the plow-

share and extending forwardly from the same, m.-ans for

swinging the front of the divider from the center to either

side, a cupola located Immediately above the converging

plowshare in which the manipulating devices are located

pins extending through the sloping scoop on each sid.> of

the bottom front edge of the divider and means for raising

and lowering said pins as and for the purpose specified

2. In a snow plow, the combination with the car b<«<ly

and the front sloping scoop, of a converging plowshare

located at the upper rear end of the sloping scmip and hav-

ing the plane of the faces of the share substantially at

right angles to the plane of the scoop, a divider or divider

plate hinged at the front converging edge of the plow share

and extending forwardly from the same, means for swing

ing the front of the divider from the center to either side,

a cupola located Immediately above the converging plow

share in which the manipulating devices are located, pins

extending through the sloping scoop on each side of the

bottom front edge of the divider, the bell cranks support

Ing the pins, levers suitably fulcrumed and extending up

In the cupola and the rods connecting the levers to the

bell cranks as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a snow plow, the combination with the car body

and the front sloping scoop, and a converging plowshare

located at tlie upper rear end of the sloping scoop, of a

divider plate hinged at the front end of the share, and a

bottom cutting flange extending on each side of the bottom

edge of the divider plate and lying on the surface of the

scoop as and for the purpose specified

4. In a snow plow, the combination with the car body

and the front sloping scoop, and a converging plow share
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located at the upper rear end of the sloping scoop, of a

divider plate hinged at the front end of the share and

a double top flange extending over each sid<> of the divider

plate as and for the purpose specified

•>. In a snow plow, the combination with the car body

and the front sloping scoop, and a converging plow-share

located at the upper rear end of the sloping scoop, of a

divider plate hinged at the front end of the share, a

double top flange extending over each side of the divider

plate and an angle plate extending outwardly from the top

edge of each side of the converging share as and for the

purpose specified.

889,212. ADVERTISING DEVICE. Abthlr J. DB Babet,

New York, N. Y . assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Victor C. Bell, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb 7. 1907.

Serial No 356,276.

;i—

1. .\n advertising device comprising a display-chamber

having a sight opening thereinto, a second display-chamber

of the same size and shape as the first and disposed in

perpendicular relation thereto and having a sight-opening

adjacent to and perpendicular to such opening of tlie first

chamber, a glass plate bisecting the angle between the two

sight-openings, and means operating automatically to Illu-

minate the Interior of the respective chambers alter-

nately, and to produce Intervening periods of darkness In

both chambers concurrently.

2. .\n advertising device comprising a display-chamber

having a sight opening thereinto, a second display-chamber

of the same size and shape as the first and disposed in per

pendlcular relation thereto and having a sight-opening ad

jacent to and perpendicular to such opening of the first

chamber, a glass plate bisecting the angle between the

two sight-openings, an electric lamp in each of the cliam-

b«'rs, a source of current for the lamps, and a two-way

flasher in the lamp circuits operating to flash the lamps

alternately with intervening periods in which both lamps

are disconnected.

3. In an advertising device, the combination of a sub-

stantially vertical plate of glass arranged at an angle of

forty-five degrees to the line of vision, a forwardly-open-

Ing display chamber at the rear of the glass, a lateral dis-

play-chamber opening toward the front of the glass, and

means operating automatically to illuminate objects of

display in the respective chambers alternately, whereby

at one time the object in the first named chamber may be

seen through the glass and at another time the object in

the second chaml>er may be seen by reflection in the glass,

the illuminating means operating to illuminate the lateral

chamber more brilliantly than the rear chamber to <au8e

the objects In the respective chambers to appear to an

observer to be equally Illuminated

4. In an advertising device, the combination of a sub-

stantially vertical plate of glass arranged at nn angle of

forty-five degrees to the line of vision, forwardly-opening

display-chamber at the rear of the glass, a lateral display

chamber opening* toward the front of the glass, an electric

lamp In each of the chambers, and a two-way flasher in

the lamp circuits for flashing the lamps alternately,

5. In an advertising device, the combination of a sub

stantlally vertical plate of glass arranged at an angle of

forty-five degrees to the line of vision, a forwardly-opening

display-chamber at the rear of the glass, a lateral

display chamber opening toward the front of the glass, an
electric light in each chamber, the light in the lateral

chamber being more brilliant than the other, a source of

current for the lights, and a two way flasher in the cir-

cuits of the lights operating automatically and periodically

to open and close such circuits alternately.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,213. PAPER-CUTTING M.\«H1NE Talbot C Dex-

TBH. Pearl River, N. Y. Filed July 31, 1907. Serial No.

386,318.

1 In a paper cutting machine, the combinatinn of a

vertically reciprocating transver8«'ly movable knife, and

a paper holding clamp, with clamp operating means actu-

ated by the transverse movement of the knife.

2. In a paper cutting machine, the combination of a

vertically reciprocating transversely movable knife, and

a paper holding clamp, with means for moving the clamp

into and out of engagement with the paper, and auxiliary

clamp operating means actuated by the transverse move-

ment of the knife for applying clamping pressure.

3. In a paper cutting machine, the combination of a ver

tically reciprocating transversely movable knife, and a

paper holding clamp, with clamp operating screws, and

means actuated by the transverse movement of the knif«'

for operating said screws.

4. In a paper cutting machine, the coml)lnation of a

vertically reciprocating transversely movable knife, and a

paper holding clamp, with means actuated by the vertical

movements of the knife for moving the clamp Into and out

of engagement with the paper, and means actuated by the

transverse movement of the knife for imparting clamping

pressure to the clamp upon the pile.

6. In a paper cutting machine, the combination of a

vertically reciprocating transversely movable knife, and a

paper holding clamp, with means for moving the clamp

into and out of engagement with the paper, and screws

actuated by the transverse movement of the knife for Im-

partlnc clamping pressure to the clamp upon the paper.

[Claims (^ to 35 not printed in flie Gazette ]

'^vrtJH MET.VI.LIC CAP FOR RECEPT.\CLES .VND

METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME Wii-I-iam H.

DOIXJE. Verona. N. .T.. assignor to Dodge Metallic Cap

Company. Montclalr. N. J., a Corporation of New .Ter

sey Fil"d .\pr fi. 1907. Serial No. 366.717.

1. The method which consists In forming a sheet of

suitable material Into a shell or cup, having a top or
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crown and an Integral flange, then deprwslng the center

of said top or crown and slitting the same for a portion

of Ita peripheral It^ngth thon dt^flectlnz <ir bendtnn a por

tlon of the top of the crown, to form a lip, and finally con
trtctlng the length of tht» flangp

2. The method which consists in forruinji; a sheet of

BOltable material into a shell or cup. Saving a top or

crown and an Integra! t1ani:>'. then slitting or cutting

through the top or crown for a portion at the peripheral

length thereof. th«^n bending or dftlectlnii a portion of that

part of the top or crown forming the edge of such slit or

cut, to form an auxiliary Up. and finally contracting the

length of th>^ flange.

". Th^ method which consists in forming a sheet of suit-

able material into a shell or cup. having a top or crown
and an Integral flange, then separating the flange for a por-

tion of its length from the top or crown, then bending

or deflecting a portion of the edge of tlje top or crown
adjacent the separated part of the flange, and of decreas-

ing width from the center line to the enda thereof to form
a lip. and Anally contracting the length ot the flange

4 The method which consists In forming a sheet of suit

ahU' material Into an eccentric shaped shell or cup. having

a top or crown and an integral flange, then separating thf

flange from the top or crown for a portion of Its length,

then i'»^nding a portion of the top or crown adjacent th*-

separated portion of the flange, and of decreasing widtli

from the center line to the ends thereof to form an auxil-

iary lip, and to reduce tht» crown to circular contour, and
finally contracting the length of the flange.

r> .\ cap or closure for receptacles, having a top or

crown and a continuous flange formed Integrally there-

with, said flange being separated from tlje top or crown
for a portion of the circumferential length thereof, said

top or crown having a depending Up adjacent the sepa
rated part of the flange, said lip t>elng of decreasing width
from the center line to the ends thereof and said flange

having a foldable portion formed therein

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette 1

889.215. DEVICE TO H.\NO .\Nr) UNHANG PICTURES
Edwi.n J IitPEiRE. New Orl»»ans. I^ P'iled Nuv 19.

1907 Serial No 402.927.

In a picture hnnger, the comtiinatiou with a pole, taper-

ing at Its upper end. and provided with a notch therein,

having a screw eye a short distance below the same, and a

of a shelf, having a projecting ledge along one edge, nn
opening through which the pole Is Inserted, said op^-ning

having mt^ans for engaging the notches In the pole, and
a hole at each end through which a length of rope is

passed substantially as described

8 8 9,216. TROrSEHS (KE.VSEK. Clbmks'T D. Fahl,
Philadelphia, I'a. Filed Jan. 14, 1908. Serial No.

410,714.

1. In a d^'vlre of thf- kind described, the combinatioD
with a pair of strips adjwatably connected together, of

clamping strip.s dftachably mounted on said strips, pro-

vided with cam plates, and buttons carried by the first

mentioned strips, adapted to engage said cam plates.

2. A trousers crt'aser comprising a pair of sectional

strips adjustably connected together, having strips of fflt

secured on their faces, bowed members secured to one end
of each of said strips, sectional clamping strips having
rounded ends and provided with stop plates extending
under said bowed members, said clamping strips having
their faces covered with strips of felt, cam plates secured

to the other ends of said clamping strips, and buttons
plvotally mounted on the first mentioned strips, adaptt-d

to engage said cam plates

3. A trousers creaser comprising a pair of sectional strips

connected together at each end by a slotted plate and an
apertured plate. sUdably mounted one upon the oth^r and
locked together by a bolt and wing nut. bowed spring

members secured to the under side of said strips, adja-

cent one end, extending over said strip and spaced there-

from, sectional clamping strips having rounded ends, ar-

ranged on the first mentioned strips and provided with
stop members adapted to fit under said bowed members,
cam plates secured on the opposite ends of said clamping
strips, and buttons provided with extensions having ti>'v-

eled under faces adapted to engagp said cam platfs for

clamping the first mentioned strips and ^lamping strips

together

4. In a device of the kind described, the combination
with a pair of sectional strips adjustably ronn<'rtf>d to-

gether, of a pair of .sectional clamping strips arrang»»d on
said strips, bowed members carried by the first mentioned
strips for clamping said clamping strips at one end. and
buttons provided with outwardly projecting portions hav
ing bevpled und^rfaces carried by the first montloned
strips, adapted to engag*^ the other ends of said clamping
strips. f(ir the purpose described.

«i<i9,2l7 POISE-I.Oi'K FOR SCALES Willis E Finch,
I>etrolt, Mich., assignor to The W F. Stimpson Com-
pany. Detrlot, Mich., a «"<>rporatlon of. Michigan. Flb^d

Apr. 15. 1907. Serial No .'?GS..'?21.

1. The combination with a scale beam and a poise sUd-
serles of notches along one side at an equal distance apart, i ably engaging the same, said poise having a recess inter
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secting the path of the beam therethrough, of a member
placed in said recess, having a wedge portion formed there-

on and automatic means for engaging said wedge portion

with the beam to lock said poise thereon.

2. The combination with a scale beam and a poise slid-

able thereon, said poise having a r.cess of a member placed

in said recess in said poise whiili intersects the path of

said beam, a wedge portion on sai(j^,ipember for engaging

-said beam, and a resilient member for forcing said wedge

Into engagement.
:i. The combination with a scale beam, of a poise slid-

able thereon having a recess inten»«8tuig the path of said

beam, a member placed In said rcxesB having a wedge por-

tion for engaging said beam, and an operating portion

projecting out from said recess and resilient means for

forcing said meml)er outward and said wedge Into engage-

ment with the beam
4. The combination with a scale beam, of a poise slotted

to slidably engage said beam and having a transversely

extending recess intersecting said slot, a pin placed In

said recess having a portion thereof cut away to clear said

beam, and provided with a wedge portion for engaging

said beam.

5. The combination with a scale beam, of a poise slotted

to slidably engage said beam and having a transversely

extending recess Intersecting said slot, a pin placed in

said recess having a portion thereof cot away to provide

clearance for said beam and also provided with a wedge

portion for engaging said beam and a spring in said recess

for yieldably pressing said pin to engage the wedge with

said beam.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the i.azette.]
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each tongue being substantially the same throughout and

the depth of each groove being substantially the same
throughout, the grain of the side pieces being substan

tlally at right angles to the grain of the end pieces.

8W,218 WATER-CLOSET SEAT Tilchman J. FLORET,

Washington. N. .1 . assignor to .American Sanitary

Works. New York. N. Y . a I'orporation of New York.

Filed .lune 1. 1907 Serial No ;{7t> S4",

! .V frame for a water chiset seat composed of a

plurality of wood sections joined along curved lines by a

tongue and groove connection, and including means of

Junction diagonally opposite each other, each line being

Oblique to a median line of the frame, the projection of

each tongue being substantially the same throughout

and the depth of each groove being substantially the same
throughout.

2. .\ frame for a water closet seat composed of a plu-

rality of wood sections joined along curved lines by a

tongue and groove connection, and Including means of

junction diagonally opposite each other, each line being

olili(iue to a median line of the frame, the projection of

889.219. DEVICE OPKRATED BY CONTROLLER RE-
VERSE-LEVER FOR AUTOMATICALLY OPERATING
SAFETY APPLIANCES. Alfred J. Gairi.vg. Cleve-

land. Ohio. Filed Aug. 13, 1906. Serial No. 330,.348.

]£ •^r—

1. The combination with a safety <levice upon an elec-

tric traction car, of a " controller ' and reverse lever there-

for, and mechanism for operating said safety device by

means of said reverse lever, consisting of a shaft mounted

in the platform of said car. an arm thereon connected

with said safety device, an arm upon the controller lever

and adjacent arm upon the shaft, a link pivoted at one end

of the arm upon the controller lever and provided with a

slot at the other end. and a pin in the arm of the shaft

adjacent to the controller arm and inserted in said slot,

substantially as described.

2. The combination with a safety device upon an elec-

tric traction car. of a controller, and reverse lever there-

for, a shaft mounted in the platform i>f said car. a socket

therefor upon the floor of the car. an arm upon the lower

extremity of said shaft, levers operatlvely connected with

the said safety devices, and with said shaft, an arm upon

the controller reverse lever, a lever upon said shaft by

means of which it is operated independently of the con-

troller lever, and means for operatlvely connecting said

shaft and controller lever, comprising a link pivoted to the

arm upon the controlling lever, said link provided with a

slot having a widp and a narrow portion, a guide pin hav-

ing a flattened portion, said guide pin movable in said slot.

and mounted upon the operating arm of said shaft, and a

shoulder In said link against which said pin normally

rests, said wide portion of the slot permitting of free move-

ment of said pin and arm of said shaft in the reverse di-

rection.

3. The combination with a safety device upon an elec-

tric traction car. of a controller, and reverse lever there-

for, a shaft mounted in the platform of said car. a socket

therefor upon the floor of the car. an arm upon the lower

extremity of said shaft, levers operatlvely connected with

the said safety devices, and with said shaft, an arm upon

the controller reverse lever, a lever upon said shaft by

means of which it is operated independently of the con-

troller lever, and means for operatlvely connecting said

shaft and cffntrolbr lever, comprising a link pivoted t.)

the arm upon the controlling lever, said link provided witli

a slot having a wide and a narrow portion, a guide pin

having a flattened portion, said guide pin movable in said

slot, and mounted upon the operating arm of said shaft.

and a shoulder In said link against which said pin nor-

mally rests, said wide portion of the sh>t permitting of free-

movement of said pin and arm of said shaft In the reverse

direction, and means for rotating said pin to bring the

narrow side in line with said narrowest portion of said

slot.

4. The combination with a safety device upon an elec-

tric traction car. of a controller, and reverse lever there-

for, a shaft mounted in the platform of said car, a socket

therefor upon the floor of the car. an arm upon the lower

extremity of said shaft, levers operatlvely connected with

the said safety devices, and with said shaft, an arm upon
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the controller revtrse lever, a lerer upon said shaft by
m^ans of which It la operated independantly of the con-

troller lever, and means for operatively connecting said

shaft and controller lever, comprising a link pivoted to the
arm upon the eontrolHni? lever, said link provided with a

»lot having a wide and a narrow portion, a grulde pin hav-

ing a flattened portion, said jruide pin movable In said

slot, and mounted upon the operating arm of said shaft,

and a shoulder In said link against which said pin nor-

mally rests, said wide portion of the slot permitting of

free movement of said pin and arm of Mid shaft in the
reverse direction, means for relating said pin to bring the

narrow side in line with said narrowest portion of said

slot, and automatic means for rctatlns the pin to bring
It into Its original position to present 'he broad side there-

of to the narrow portion of the slot w!.' i the link Is re-

taraed to its oriiiinal position.

889.220 TROLLEY POLE.
N. T. Filed Oct. 21. 1907.

JDHV C. G.\Y. Jordanville.

Serial No .'59S.494.

tJ9 , 2 2 1 I'L.\TF()KM Sil'FORTlNr, n.\NGER FOR
SC.\LES Jacob L. (iixin, r)etroit, Mich , assignor to
Stimpson Computing Scale Company. r)ptrolt. Mich., a
Corporation of Michigan Filed Oct II. lOOfV Serial
No. 338,500.

1 In a .scaif th>' coniijination -.vit:; a framn and a de
;-nding lug thereon, a b»-arin;:. a loop dep.'Oding from said
bearing, a chair for detachably supportinf said lug uni
versaily plvotally connected to said loop so as to be free

to oscillate in relation to its supporting loop in transverst-
vertical planes

2 The combination with a bearing, of a pivotal loop
depending therefrom and a chair pivntally connected to

A trolley polp comprising a plate having a stud for en
g«gement with a pol- surket. spaced parallel poles pivot-

ally connected to said plate, springs havUg contact with
the plate and passing around the pole pivots and bearing
against the outer edges of the poles and leaving the space
between the poles unobstructed for the lateral movment
of the same, said springs being under tension to hold the
poles in erect position, a harp plvotally connected to the
upper ends of the poles and a trolley whe«! journalcd for
rotation In the harp

said loop tiaving a V shaped cross section in the plane of
the pivot, the opposite end cross sections having flat bot-
toms for supporting a detachable member therein, said
c-hair being free to oscillate in relation to its supporting
loop In transverse vertical planes

.'1. The combination with a t«»aring. of a depending
loop plvotally connected therewith and a chair plvotally
connected to said loop having a V-shaped cross section in

the plane iif the pivot, the opposite end cross sections
having flat bottoms, said chair being struck up from a

single sheet metal blank

4. The combination with a t>earing, of a depending loop
plvotally connected therewith and a chair plvotally con-
n>cted with said loop struck up from a sheet metal blank
and having a central V-shaped cross section and oppositi'

end cross sections having flat bottoms
5 Trie combination witti a bearing, of a depending loop

plvotally connected therewith and a chair struck up from
a sheet metal blank having its end portions formed with
substantially parallel sides and a flat bottom and a central
portion formed into a V shaped section, said chair tieing

connected to said loop by a pivot pa.sslng across the ' V "

section and through the loop

[Claim (\ not printed in the Gaxette.]

880,222. SAFETY STIHRir Willi.^.m B Goodwis,
Columbus, Ohio. Filed June 6. 1906. Serial No. 320.373.

I In a safety stirrup, two m.'mb»'rs arraa>.'>d to be
separated and having contracting surfaces, and frictional

fastening means formed of a different material arranged
between the members

2. In a safety stirrup, a hanger, a stirrup member fit-

ting In the hanger, and a locking key of a soft material
arrangt'd between thf members.

889.223 REI.\F()UiIN(; FRAME FOR CONCRETE
STRUCTURES. <jk<>r-;e M (Jrailam, Chicago, 111 , as-

signor to O, A, Edward Kohler, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar,
9, 1908. Serial No 41!».'i.'i7

1. In a skeleton reinforcing frame for concrete struc-
tures, the combination of a vertical column, horitontal
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girders arranged in right angle relation to each other and

abutting against said column, angle coupling pieces the

members of which are in right angle relation and have a

concavo-convex form, and a series of clamping bolts pass-

ing through said nn'mliers and entirely through the column
and girders

2 In a skeleton reinforcing frame for concrete struc-

tures, till- combination of a vertical column, horizontal

girders arranged in right angle relation to eacli otiier and

abutting against said column, angle coupling pieces the

members of which are In right angle relation and have

a foncavo convex form, and a series of clamping bolts

passing through said members and entirely through the

column and girders, one set of clamping bolts tiaving a

staggered relation to its companion set.

3. In a skeleton reinforcing frame for concrete struc-

tures, the combination of a vertical column, horizontal

girders arranged In riglit angle relation to each other and

abutting against said column, angle coupling pieces the

members of which are in right angle relation and have a

concavo-convex form, a series of clamping bolts passing

through said members and entirely through the column

and girder, and a lateral truss for the girder consisting of

intermediate struts and wire or rod tension members ex-

tending from Column to column, over said struts and
wrapped around ttie column and coupling pieces.

889,224. CURVATURE -GAGE. Gistave W. Haas, Los

Angeles, Cal . assignor of one half to Margaret B. Fow-

ler. Pasadena, Cal Filed Nov. 25, 1907. Serial No.

403,732.

1. In a device such as described, the combiuation with

the standard, of a series of parallel rods adjustably mount-

ed on the standard, and each having a graduated scale for

Indicating the adjustment, means for holding the rods in

adjusted position and contact plates jointed on the ends

of the rods, whereby they will position themselves to the
part being measured.

'_ in a device such as described, the coml)ination with
the standard, of a series of parallel rods transversely and
longitudinally adjustable on said standard and eacli hav-

ing a graduated scale for indicating the adjustment, means
for holding the rods in adjusted position and contact
plecf'S jointed on the ends of the rods.

;'. In a device such as described the combination with
the standard having vertical slots, of a series of parallel

rods working through said slots, sleeves adjustably mount
ed on the standard and having apertures tlirougli which
the rods pass, and means for clamping the rods and sleeves

in position

4 In a device such as described, the combination with
file standard and series of rods having graduated scales
thereon and freely movable contacts at their forward ends.

of the series of sleeves carrying said rods and adjustably

mounii'd on I hi' standard, set screws for holding said

sleeves and rods in adjustable position and means for

Indicating the proper angular position of the standard

with relation to the horizon.

8«9,225. LINEAR CONTOUR MEASURE. Glstave W
Haas, Lor .A.ngeles. Cal . assignor of one-half to Mar-
garet B. Fowler, Pasadena, Cal. Filed Nov. 25. 1907.

Serial No. 403.73:',

r

In a linear contour measure, the combination with the

graduated surface traversing wheel, the handle and the

pointer for registering with the graduations arranged at

right angles to each other, of levels connected with said

handle and pointer and arranged at right angles to each

other for indicating the proper position of the pointer at

the beginning and end of a traverse.

889,226. CORNHARVESTER. W.^lton Hall. Caywood.
N. Y. Filed Oct 7. 1907, Serial No. 396.277.

The combination with the chain iiourds and th^ conveyer

chains of a corn harvester, of substantially U-shaped
g^ulde and stop brackets arranged upon said boards, presser

plates having at their ends recesses to receive said

brackets, the outer edges of said plates being engaged with

the opposing straps of said cliains and having their outer

corners rounded, cleats upon said boards, and coil springs

arranged between said cleats and the inner edge of said

plates, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

889,227. VARIABLE-SPACING MECHANISM FOR TYPE
WRITERS. James B IIam.mond, New York, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 10. 1906. Serial No. 305.394.

1. In combination, a hammer, an escapement ratchet

wheel, a pivoted pawl 7, a hammer lever carrying the

same, an escapement lever 9 having a detent to engage the

ratchet and an arm to operate the pivoted pawl 7 out of

and into engagement with said w lieel, and a variable stop

for the pawl carrying hammer lever, substantially as de

scribed

2 In combination in a typewriter, a hammer, an es^-ape

ment ratchet wheel, an escapem* nt bvtr a hammer lever
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tti^ scapHm^nt wh-'-l. an ad-
' 8 89.2 29. GAS - PI RIKYING APPAK.VTUS. EtuKVB

Hiooivs. Lansing. Mich., assignor to .Vmprioan Suction

I'.a.s Producer Company. Lanslni; Mich . a (orporatlou oJ

Miclilfc'an. Filed Dec 20. ]«•«>:, s.rial No. iOC.STl.

carrying a pawl to oniiai.'*

justable stop to limit th- movement of the hammer lever, a

detent for the e8cap>m''nT wheel and contectlons leadlnu

from the key tward ind^-pendent of the character keys for

settln;; the said adjustable stop in dlflferent positions, sub-

stantially as described.

3. In combination in a typewriter, a hai^mer, an escape

ment ratchet wheel, a detent, an escapemefat lever, a ham

mer lever carrying a pawl to engage the esjapement wheel,

an adjustable stop to engage the hammer lever, and con-

nections leading from the key board independent of the

character keys for setting the said adju.-<tah!e «tnp in

different positions, said connections includlnj ;i - <1 ulja-

cent the key board, substantially as describ-d

4. In combination in a machine of the cla.ss d.'serib>d,

a ratchet wheel for the escapement action, a pawl engaging

the escapement wheel for letter spa<-!n;;. a carrier lever for

the pawl, a disk, a plurality of >^houlde^^ carried by the

said disk for stopping; th.- movement of the said carrier

lever for variable ipa in.' means for adjusting the said

disk and a detent f-:- "- -'^ -apement whef!, substantially

as described

5. In combination in a machine of the class described,

a ratchet wheel for the escapement, a pawl, a carrier lever

for the pawl, a disk having a plurality of Bhoulders to ^n

gage the lever, a lever enKaglng the dislc. a sliding member

at or near the key board enkraging the said lever, a scale

to set the sliding member and a detent for the ratchet

wheel, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed in the <;az>5tte.]

889.228. GAS FURIFY1N<; .VPPARATIlS Nokman T.

Habrington. leasing. Mich., assignor to Olds Gaa

Power Company. Lansing, Mich . a Corporation of Michi-

gan Filed .Vug 4, 190«i. Serial No .'^29. 21*).

1. The combination with a variable demand and suction

means, a suction gas generator, of means Ittermediate said

demand means and said gas generator fijr purifying the

gas, and means intermediate said demand means and said

purifier for passinj; a constant volume of ijas through said

purifier and for returning and repassing that portion of

said volume of gas in excess of the demand
2. The combination with a variable demand and suc-

tion means, a suction gas generator, of a centrifugal gas

purifier, means intermediate said demand means and said

purifier for propelling the gas through said purifier and a

bypass for returning the gas to repass It through said

purifier

3. The combination with a variable demand means, and

a suction gas generator, of a gas purifier, t by pass, means
Intermediate said demand means and said purifier for pro

pelllng the gaa through said purltler In a greater volume

than the average demand whereby a portion of the ga-*

Is rep;s«e.) Through said purifier.

.1. In a gas apparatus, a purifier laving gas chamber.*

formed respectively at the lower and upper ends thereof,

scrubbing material supported intermediate said chambers,

a water spray, a gas Inlet pipe, a gas outlet pipe, one of

said pip's [)assing vertically through said scrubbing mate-

rial In f r- ronimunlcatlon respectively with one of said

chamb. rs, an •xtension on its opposite end passing later-

ally through the wall of the casing, and a straight de-

tachable pipe coupling for connecting said pipe laterally

with the ailjacent apparatus

2. A gas purifying apparatus comprising a i-asing. gas

chambers in the lower and upper ends of said casing, and

a liquid wall below the lower gas chaml)er. scrul)l)iiii;

material supported within said casing intermediate said

gas chamber, a water spray, a gas inlet pipe passing into

the upper portion of said casing and extending vertically

downward through the scrubbing material into free com-

munication with the lower gas chamber, a gas outlet pipe

passing Into the lower portion of said casing and extend-

ing vertically upward through the scrubbing material into

free communication with the upper gas chamber, and an

open-ended downward extension of said gas outlet pipe

projecting beneath the surface of liquid in the well, where-

by a sealed drainage connection is formed for said pipe

?,. In a gas apparatus comprising a purifier, produ-er

and scrubbing casing vertically arranged in close prox-

imity to each other, gas chambers In the upper and lower

ends of said purifier casing, scrubbing material supported

Intermediate said chambers, a water spray, a gas Inlet

pipe and a gas outlet pipe, said pipes pa.ssing vertically

through said scrubbing material In free communication,

respectively with said lovvi-r and upper chambers, their

opposite ends passing laterally through the walls of the

casing, and straight detachable pipe couplings connecting

said pipes laterally with the adjacent casings

«« s 9 . 2 ."? CLASP
Filed Oct. 12, 1907

P.ui. W Hoffman. .Albany, N. Y.

Serial No. 397.137.

z /rK

1 A clasp comprising a hollow, cylindrical t)arrel l;avin;^

i a perf'irated head, and a spring catch adapted to pa>-4

j

through the perforation In said head and lie within said

barrel, said catch l>elng provided with means to engage

! and lock with the body of said barrel when in one posi-

I tion, and also with locking shoulders adapted to abut

against the edges of saiil p>'rforation. when said catch is

[ In another position.
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2. A clasp comprising a hollow barrel having a head '

provided with an opening, and a spring catch adapted to

cooperate with said barrel and having thereon a locking

projection, an aperture In the body of said barrel adapted
to receive said projection when the parts are In one lock-

ing position, and shoulders on said catch adapted to lock

against the edges of the opening in said bead, when the

parts are in another position.

3. K clasp comprising a barrel having a perforation

formed in the body thereof, and having a head provided

with an Inverted T-shaped opening, and a spring catch

adapted to cooperate with said barrel, said spring catch

carrying a stud adapted to enter said perforation, when
the parts are In one locking position, and having shoulders

to engage the edges of the narrow part of said opening,

when the parts are In another locking position, said stud

being of less height than the distance from the wide part

of said opening to the inner >iurface of said barrel, where-

by, when said stud Is withdrawn from said perforation, it

may He within said barrel and permit the proper engage

ment of said shoulders with the edges of the narrow part

of said opening.

889,231. LINOTYPE MACHINE. John G. Holbocens
and He.vry A. Longhirst. London. England, assignors

to Linotype and Machinery Limited. Ix)ndon. England, a

Company. Filed May 27. 11K»7. Serial No. 37r.,9o2.

1. The coniblMHt ion in a linotype machine, of means for

locking the escapement levers : means for disengaging the

escapement rods from the escapement levers and holding

them disengng<(l : means for locking the key board ; and

means common to the said thiii m. nns. for actuating them

by a single movement in one diievtion and for reversing

them by a reversal of the said movement.
2. The combination with the niatrix magazine of a lino-

type machine capable of being detached from and replaced

upon the same andhaving a series of escapement levers,

of a rock shaft parallel therewith and adapted by having a

cooperating face, to lock the said levers when it is turned

in one direction and to unlock them when it is turned in

the opposite direction : a spring turning the shaft to un-

lock them: and n detent to hold the shaft In the locking

position against the influence of the spring.

3. The combination in a linotype machine, of reciprocat-

ing key lever rods having faces ; a rock shaft having a

face cooperating with the said faces to either lock or un-

lock the said rods according to the direction in which it

Is turned: esiM|.>iiiint i.nN: escapement levers actuated

by the said roii> nnil iripm which levers the said rods are

detachable ; a rock shaft ; connections t>etween the latter

and the escapement rods, adapted to disengage the said

rods fmm the -^aid levers and to reengage them, ac-

cording to the direcil'in In which the said rod Is turned;
i
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a matrix magaxine : a rock shaft having a face coop-

erating with the said levers to lock or to unlock them
according to the direction In which it Is turned ; a

spring tending to turn the said shaft to unlock the said

levers ; a reciprocating bar to actuate the said rock shafts

;

connections between them and the said bar ; and means for

actuating It.

4. The combination in a linotype machine, of means for

disengaging the escapement rods from the escapement
levers and holding them disengaged ; means for locking

the keyboard ; and means common to both the said means,

for actuating them both by a single movement in one di-

rection, for holding the escapement rods disengaged and

the keyboard locked, and for reversing both the said means
by a reversal of the said movement.

5. The combination in a linotype machine having more

than one magazine and escapement levers carried by each

magazine ; of means carried by each magazine for locking

the escapement levers ; means for disengaging the escape-

ment rods from the escapement levers and holding them

disengaged; means for locking the keyboard: means com-

mon to the said three means for actuating them all by a

movement in one direct icm and for reversing them by a

reversal of the said movement : and means for connecting

the said actuating means to the escapement lever locking

mechanism of any one of the magazines.

889.232. MACHINE FOR BAKING ALTAR BREAD. Ma-
tilda A. HORAS. Boston. Mass. Filed Feb. 2, 1907. Se-

rial No. 3.'>r..3-.2.

1. In an altar bread baker, the coialiination with a

frame adapted to he heated, of a tixed l>aking jilate there-

on, a hinged baking plate having trunnions, pivoted arms

In which said trunnions are journaled. means for adjust-

ing the free ends of said arms, and gearing for oscillating

said hinged b-iking plate, subsiantisflly as set forth.

2. In an altar bread baker, the combination with a

frame adapted to be heated, a fixed baking plate thereon

and a movable baking plate hinged thereto, of means for ad-

justing said hinged baking plate relatively to said fixed

baking plate, cam ribs on the hinged baking plate, a piv-

oted locking lever, rolls carried by said locking lever and

adapted to engage said cam ribs, the latter having portions

which are concentric with the axis of the lever, and means
by which saiil rolls may lie adjusted relatively to said lever

to regulate thf pnssure on the movable plate, substan-

tiallv as set forth.

889.233. WASHING-MACHINE Makgauet M. Horxr,

Detroit, Mich. Filed Sept. 27, 1907. Serial No. 394.915.

In a washing machine, in combination, a tub. a station-

ary perforated cylinder suspended v^ithin the tub and

having cross pieces secured to its ends and resting on the

rim of the tub, the cylinder having a removable cover,

and bearing openings in the ends, a rotary perforated drum
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within the cylinder, having a door throufh whi^-h clothes
may be in«<.>^t^'d and removed and also having an axle

nattos M said openings, one end of the axle b-ins; pro-

TldwJ w!th mean-i to turn the same.

In draft-g*ar of th" chara' r^r d''s<ri!i.'d. th«» combination
with the middle longltudlnHl siUrs and tiodv suNr.r of a
car under-frame, of a draw 1 ur, a ' NurtiDg -[firm adapt-

ed to bear at one end against the front siil*^ of th.- Sioister

in allnement. or thereabout, wi'h t^ai-h of f!i>' said slll^,

and at its other end against the draw-bar. a draft " spring
adapted ti) !ifar at one fnd against th»* ri>ar side of the

tK>l8ter-adja''»'nt to the outermost side of eaort of the said ^iUs,

and a yoke adapted to engage the <ither end of the • draft
"

spring, the arms of the said VDk" b»'ing i»uplpd at their

free ends to the 'irawbar and adapted \>> play through the
bolster, substantia! ly as d^'scribetl and f>r the purpose set

forth.

88 9,2 35. PROCESS FOR >fAKINO KATKRPROOF
\v(>or> pTi.i' <m .it'tp: RoAHfs and thk PRonrcT
TliKHFor (H.vRi.ES B JAMF..SOV, Mansfield, Ohio.
Filed <>cf. 10. 1906. Serial No. ."?:«>, BOfli.

889.i:;U. DRAFT GEAR FOR RAILROAD-CAHS. Tlar-
ExcE H. Howard, Habhy M. Pflaoek, »nd Charles T.
Westlake, St. Louis. Mo., assignors to Transom Draft
Gear Company. St I.ouis. Mo . a Corporation of Dela-
ware. Filed July 27. 1907 Serial No. 8H5.«*»3T

of tlie ct-mt-nr and waterproof sirrafive tluld hfing a drvln^
..il.

-. The pro<>-^«, nf inanufaeturlnif a wat»«r prixif roof cov-
ering consi«tini: In (••nientlng together two .ir iiiori- wixmI

pulp or jut.' tioanls by D>»-ans of a wat'-r proof adhesivi'. tli.n

drying the sarn.- and forming the edges with two bt-nds

by which the material a<ljaa'nt the e<lges occupies a plane
above that of the gpneral surface of tht* t)ody of the sheets,
and subs»-<iu.-iitly hardening the same throtighonr i>y

saiuration wiili water prix>f siccative fluid substanc.' fol-

lowed bv complete drying, thf b&ttia of the cement nii.l

waterproof siccative fluid being a drying oil

3, The product <jf above process for covering roofs con-
stating of a plurality of layers of wo<id pulp or jute boards
onlted by water proof cement to form a solid board har-
dened by saturation with water-proof siccative material and
sut)sequenr drying, the tiasis of the cement and waterproof
sircati^ fluid being a drying oil

4 The product of at><iv>' process f..r 1 v. riUi; loofs con-
sisting uf a plurality of layers of woo.i (niip or jute boards
united by water proof cement to form a solid hoard har-
den. -,1 i,\ v.iMir.M ioii with wat.T pro.,t' -ic-ative material
aii'l s'i!.<. .;;.. :r .lr>iii_-, '!i- . .Ik'es hein- formed f..r over-

lat)i'in-' ^Mi a portion i.|;a iiit t > the e(|_-..s in a plane
above the plane occupied l)y th»* t)<>dy of the sheet, the
basis of the cement and wnterpro-.f si.atlve fluid being
a drying oil.

889.236. OVEN FOR RANGES. llEMii K Ja.nl.>>, New
York. N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Janes
& KIrfland, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Apr. 23. 1907. Serial No. 369,741.

The combination wiib a range of a removable oven,
comprising a stiff metal fr'tit frame a stiff metal bottom
frame .secure<| to tiie t.oftom of th. front frame, a sheet

metal iKidy secured to the tnsid«> of the front frame and to

the outside of the t>ottom frame and a removable bottom
seated in the iKJttom frame and consisting of a stiff metal
frame and a sheet metal bottom se<-iire(i thereto.

1. The process of manufacturing a waterproof roof

covering consisting In cementing together two or more
she«>t8 of wood pulp or Jute board by means of a water
proof adhesive, then drying the same and 8ub«e<juently

hardening the same by saturation with waterproof sicca-

tive fluid substance followed by compief._> dtylng, the basis

'>S9.2:^7 TAKE IP MKiIlA.MSM OP A LOOM. LlW-
RFvi r U .Iev KEs anil ^:^^•^ M Rvov, Worcester, Mass.,
assignors to ( rompton A Knowles I.ixun Works, a Cor-

poration of Masnachusef t« P'il-d May 11. I'.hm; Se-

rial No .•11«,2k:1

1. In a fake uii meelianisnt rif a loom th(» <omtiin,i ; ion

with the clotli roll shaft, of a friction clutch membei- at

tached thereto, to move longitudinally thereon and rotate

therewith, a spring for moving said clutch member In the

direction of the length of the shaft, a second clutch mem-
ber loose on said shaft and In engagement with the other

clutch member, one of saifl clutch meml)er8 being a driven

gear, and means for regulating the frictlonal engagement
between said clutch members, said means comprising a

nut turning on the threaded end of said shaft, and carry-

ing a spring actuated pin extending In a plane parallel

to said shaft, and th** engaging end of said iiln adapted to

enter in a collar 1o,.h..i_\ spjined uii -aid shaft, and .said
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collar, intermediate said nut and the hab of one clutcb

member.

2 In a take-up mechanism of a loom, the coml>lnation

with the cloth roll abaft, of a friction clutch member at-

tached thereto, to move longitudinally thereon and ro-

tate therewith, a spring for moving said clutch member
in the direction of the length of the shaft, a second clutch

meml)»>r loose on said shaft and in etigairenient with the

Other clutch member, one of snld cititch ineini'ers being a

driven gear, and means for regulating the frlctional en-

gagement between said clutch members, said means com-

prising a nut turniut' on the threaded end of said shaft,

and carrying a sprint' Miniated pin extetidint' in a plane

parallel to said shaft, the engaging end of said pin adapt-

ed to enter in a collar loosely Bplined ou said shaft, and

said collar, lnterme<liate said nut and the hub of one

clutch member, said nut and collar located on the oppo-

site side of the ' !;)!< h nc uibers from the actuating spring,

3, In a take up iuc( hanisni of a loom, the combination

with a driving gear on the take-up roll shaft, and a driven

gear on Mi- . ;,.Mi roll shaft, of an Intermediate gear, and

a swln_-iii.' .iriii 1 -r supporting said intermediate gear, said

arm adapted to l>e moved to carry said Inleniiediate gear

out oi mesh with one of the other gi^ars, or into mesh with

one of said gears, and means for moving said arm and
means for locking It in position, said lockine means com-

prising a pivoted latch to be moved by the operator and
engage a stationary pin or stud

889.238, DF\ h 1: For BINDING LOBSTER-CLAWS.
Thomas .Jk.nskn. Kiitelsbugt, near Arendal. Norway.
Filed Jan 25, 1:107 Serial No ;i54,120.

<f

1. A device for binding together the claws or pincers

of lobsters or the like comprising two substantlHlly parallel

wires twisted together at substantially diametrically oppo-

site points of the loop 80 that the two wires may embrace

a Jng on the claw and a holder for the free ends of the

wlr>' of sut)Stantlally triangular shape and formed of

sheet metal, said holder having two diverging folds for

I'lampiug the wire ends, substantially as described.

2 .V device for binding togetlier the claws or pincers

of lobsters or the like, comprising a wire In the form of a

loop nilapte<l to embrace the claws and a hohler f^r the

ends of the said wire baring folds to claa;ip the same, the

eads of the said wire projecting beyond the folds and being

bent back over the upp«'r e<|ge of said folds, sul)>tuntiai;y

as descriljed.

889.239. DOOR-SECFRER IIf.vev A J.»h>.son, Ansoula,

Conn. Filed .May 2>«. 19o7. Serial No ,TTr,.i05.

.„,„,.},

/> c 4 f /

1. A door-securer comi'rlsin;j an attaching member ter

minating at Its outer extremity in a projecting body por-

tion, a door retaining member mounted to swing horizon-

tally on said body portion and n vertically swinging mem-
ber carried by said door- retaining member and arranged to

engage said body portion to lock said retaining mem!>er

in its closed position.

2. A door securer comprising a flat vertical dove tall

portion terminating in an outwardly projecting body por-

tion having a curved outer end. n forked member mounted
on said body portion to ^wing around said curved end. and
means for locking s.nid ^winging member In its closed po-

sition.

3. A door securer comprising a stationary member hav-

ing one side thereof notched and its opposite side shoul-

dered, a horizontally swinging member and a vertically

swinging means mounted on said horizontally swinging

member and arranged to engage said notch to secure said

horizontally swinging member in Us closed position and
to engage said shoulder to secure said liorlzontally swing-

ing member In Its open position.

4. A door securer comprising a stationary member hav-

ing one side thereof notched and Its opposite side shoul-

dered, a horizontally swinging member and means arranged

to engage said notch to secure said horizontally swinging

member in Its closed position and to engage said shoulder

to secure said horizontally swinging member in Its oj^n
position.

8 8 9,240. l'i;oTECTl\ E SETTING FuU MEl AI.LlC

BODIES IN CONCRETE. R0.MAN T. Kan.ski, New York,

N, Y. Filed Sept. 28. 1907. Serial No a;t."..U41.

1 A dr\ice of the character described, comprising a

headed fastening, a glazed earthenware block provided

with a cavity, a glazed earthenware cap adapted to close

the cavity, a glazed earthenware sleeve extending from tin

cap and adapted to surround the shank of the fastening

passing through the cap. waterproof means arranged to

seal the joint lietween the cap and block, and waterproof

means arranged to seal the Joint between the bolt and
sleeve at the outer en4 of the sleeve, sulistsntially as de-

scribed.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a

headed fastening, n glazed earthenware block provided
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889.241. DlGKSTINt; - I)lSINTKOR.\TOR. Michael R.

Kesnedt. DansvlUe. N. Y.. assignor to The Natioual

Straw Pxilp Company, New York. N. T-, a Corporation

of South I»akota. Filed Oct. .^. H>06. Serial No. 337,179,

ao'i ji-i '•'-
I

\V,l..~, 111'! 1 !i

to retain • i. ^

'II '' 'H'l'i'r iiii

at thf^ri-'in.

with a cavity adapted to receive the head of the fastenlnjt. ,

a glazed earthenware cap adapted to dosse thp said cavity.
|

a glazed earth>'nware slfove pxtendins fr^m the cap and

adapted to surround the shank of the fn-rnimr i'a~-!iig

through the cap, the sleeve bein^ larger |n .lian-.i-r ili.in

the said shank, cement filling within the s»ld sleeve around

the shank of the fastening, waterproof mtans arranged to

seal the Joint between the cap and blo« k, and waterproof

meaas arranged to seal the Joint betw>^'n the bolt and

sleeve at the outer end of the slet've, sulistantially as de-

scribed. I

3. A device of the character de*»crit)4d, comprising a

headed fastening, a glared earthtnwarq block provided

with a cavity, a glazed earthenware rap adjipted to close

the cavity, a glazed earthenware sleeve t-xti-ndinu from the

cap and adapted to surround the shank of the fastening

passing through the cup. waterproof m.-jins arranged to

seal the Joint between the cap and bKx k, waterproof means

arranged to seal the Joint between the b<)lt and sleeve at

the outer end of the sleeve, and a cup fjdapted to be in-

verted over the exposed end of the bolt, the *>dgp of th»'

cup resting upon the said waterproof settling means last

mentioned, substantially as described.

4. X device of the character described, comprising a

beaded fastening, a glazed earth.^nwarg block provided

with a cavity, a glazed •arth'-nwarc cap adapted to clo8»>

the cavity, a glazed earthenware jointol sleeve extending

from the cap and adapted to surround Ch.' -liunk of the

fastening passing through the cap. wattriT M.f infans ar-

ranged to seal the Joint between the cap and block, and

waterproof means arranged to seal the joint between the

bolt and sleeve at the outer end of the sleeve, substantially

as descrit>ed.

88 9.24 2. DEVICE FOR CALKING BOILER TIBES.
Hebman.s Kuntzb, Glelwltz, Germany. Filed Nov. 7,

1907. Serial No. 401,121.

1. A digesting disintegrator havine tne walls jacketed.

and gas jets projected Into the Jaiket to heat the said

walls.

2. A digesting disintegrator having tliie walls jacketed.

vent flues extended from the top of the Jacket, inlet aper

tures at different levels upon the jacket, and tas jets pro-

jected into such inlets to heat the wall o| the jacket.

3. A digesting disintegrator having thje walls Jacketed.

'he livk"' ti. heat the said

isint; appij.-d to the Jacket

4. A ditfi-tirit; dlsinteerator adapted for ihemical and
mechanical treatment of vegetable tissue*, consisting of a

receptacle ;r' \ :ii>d \\ith means for supplying i-hemica!

liquor to ;!!• ut-tif-*, a hollow shaft extended into the

disintegrator with hollow perforated padHles thereon, and
means for supplying a fluid, as steam or liquor, to the in-

terior of the shaft, to lie diffused from tlie paddles during

the agitation of the material.

5. .\ digesting disinreurator adapted for chemical and
mechanical treatment of vegetable tissue^, consisting of a

receptacle havini: a shaft with paddles for agitating the

contents, a tightly fitting double bottom with Interior

space h having the screen h' upon the upper side and the

solid plate h^ upon the lower side., the plates b<>ing con-

nected by !! ring 'i' having a hinge 1. an(^ a joint for such

hinge upon the digester.

I Claim t> not printed in the Gazette.)

A calking device for boiler tubes comprliiiig in combina-

tion, a rotatable sleeve provided with an external threaded

portion and an exterior polygonal portion and a plurality

of radial dlspuse<l ..penlngs. calking rollers disposed in said

openings, a rnaiulr'i loi.wly mounted in said sleeve and

provided with an outer polygonal end and an Inner conical

end adapted to engage said rollers, a bearing member
loosely mounted on said sleeve and provided on one side

with an annular tulie engaging recess, said memb»'r being

provided on its opposite side with a recnss forming verti-

cal and horizontal portions, said vertical portion having

an annular hall race, a retaining screw projecting through

said horizontal portion into said recess, a tigbt'-uer slenvn

having an external polygonal portion and internal thf-ads

engaging the external threads of said first meutl"ncd

sleeve, said tightener sleeve having a flange provided with

an annular peripheral groove receiving said retaining

screw and having an annular ball race opposite the race

formed In said bearing mem!»>r. and antifriction balls dis-

posed In said race

889,243. FIRK.VKM Kkntamin 1 Lanodox, I'tlca,

N. y., assignor to Sava^'e .\rnis Tompany. Frankfort,

N. Y. Filed May I'H, 19ot5. Serial No. 318,h6h.

1. The combination in and witli a Ilrearm nf n tuNuiar

primary magazine and a tulular auxiliary magazine sub-

stantially parallel with and arraiige<l to discharge into

the primary magazine, means for retaining cartridges In

the auxiliary magazine and means for feeding the car-

tridges to the firing mechanism provided in the primary

magazine, substantially as set forth.

J. In a firearm, a tuluilar primary magazine, a tub\ilar

atixUiary magazine opening Into the side of the primary

magazine and a follower tube serving to close the passage

from the auxiliary iiit.i the primary magazine, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. The combination In a firearm of a barrel, a frame

part, a breech Nilt mounted in the frame part, an ejecting

opening through the top of the frame part, a magazine

.'P.'nlng through the Ix.tfom of the frame part, a movable

spring supported magazine arranged In said magazine

opening, a platform on tuj) of the movable magazine, sub-

stanrially closing the said magazine opening and adapted

to serve as a loading platform when ojwratlng the firearm

as a single loader, sulisf antlally as set forth.

4. in a magazine for flri'arms. the combination of the

primary and auxiliary magazine tultes. a spring actuated

follower in the primary magazine tul>e. a follower tut>e

adapted to l>e recelve<1 In and close the rear end of the

primary magazine, and having a plate or cap adaptefi to

<Hrve as a closure for the auxllinry magazine tul>e, sub-

stantially as set fiirth

.'1. The ciimliinalion with a firearm having a barrel.

frame part, stock, l)reech bolt, trigger and other firing
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mechanism, of a tubular magazine arranged In the stock

and Jointed at a point to the rear of the trigger, the sec-

tion of magazine next to the barrel being movable at its

delivery end Into and out of registering position with the

barrel, a spring for moving said delivery end Into register-

ing position with the barrel and the same being arranged

to be displaced from said registering position by the breech

bolt in closed position, sutietantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

2. In combination In a wrench, a handle having hook

engaging means at one side of Its end, a pair of similar

and interchangeable Jaw-plates secured to the opposite

sides of the end of the handle and each provided with two

sets of oppositely acting teeth on the same side of the Jaw

plate and a grip chain secured to the end of the handle on

I

the side opposite to the book engaging means.

889.244. WRENCH. Mahi.on

Hill, Houston. Tex. r!le<l

404.934

F. Layne and 8a Mr el N.

Dec. 3, 1907. Serial No.

1. In combination In a wrench, a pair of similar and

Intercbnngeable Jaw plates secured to opposite sides of

the end of the handle and each provided with two sets of

oppositely acting teeth on the same side of the Jaw plate

and having diain engaging means, and a chain anchored

to the handle adjacent the jaw plates and adapte<l to be

engaged by the chain engaging means of the Jaw-plates.

2. In combination In a wrench, a pair of similar and

interchangeable jaw plates sec-ured to opposite sides of

the end of the handle and each provided with two sets of

oppositely acting teeth on the same side of the Jaw plate

and having chain enga;;lrii.' means, and a chain |)erraa-

nently secured at one end to the handle adjacent the Jaw

plates and adapted to be engaged by the chain engaging

means of the jaw plates.

3. in combination in a wrench, a pair of similar and

interchangeable Jaw-plates each having two sets of teeth

and a |ialr. of intersecting slots on its Inner face to fit the

handle and permit of a change from one side thereof to the

other, means for detachably clamping the Jaw plates In

position on i»|iposite sides of the handle and a chain grip

for coilperating with the Jaw-plates.

4. In combination in a wrench, a pair of similar and

interchangeable jaw plates each having two sets of teeth

and a pair of intersecting slots on its inner face to fit the

handle and permit of a change from one side thereof to the

other, means for detachably clamping tlie jaw-plates In

position on opposite sides of the handle aiul a grip chain

secured at one end to the handle and adapted to form a

loop and be detachably hooked to either side of the Jaw-

plates.

o. In a double acting pipe wienc li. the combination with

a handle and grl|i chain, of a jnw plate comprising a seg-

mental plate provide<l with a pair of intersecting grooves

on its Inner face, a pair of hooks on opposite sides of the

plate and two sets of teeth, the arrangement of grooves,

teeth, and hooks being symmetrical on opiwslte sides of

the center line of the plate whereby it is capable of re-

versal

(Claim •' not printed In the Gazette.]

889.245. WHKNCH. Mahi.on E. Ia-^ne and Samcel N.

Hai.i.. Houston, lex Filed Dec. 3, 1907. Serial No,

404.93,'..

1. In combination In a wrench, a handle having at the

end means for detachably engaging n grip (>hflln. a pair of

similar and inter<'hangeable Jaw plates secured to opposite

sides of the end of the handle and each provided with two

sets of oppositely acting teeth on the same side of the Jaw

plate, and a grip chain secured to the end of the handle

on the side fqiposite to the other means for engaging the

chain.

3. A wrench comprising a handle and a pair of Jaws

each provided with two sets of oppositely acting teeth on

the same side of the Jaw and fitting opposite sides of the

end thereof, the said handle and Jaws having interfltting

means symmetrically placed with respect to the transverse

center line of the jaws wherel>y both jaws will fit either

side of the handle.

4. A wrench cominisiug a handle and a pair of Inter-

changeable Jaws each provided with two sets of oppo-

sitely acting teeth on the same side of the Jaw toothed for

double action and fitting opposite sides of the end thereof.

the Jaws being at an angle to the handle and having a

tongue and gro<ive engagement transverse of the center of

the Jaws whereby both jaws will fit either side of the han-

dle.

5. In combination, a liandle, a pair of Interchangeable

Jaw-plates each pr(jvided with two sets of oppositely act-

ing teeth on the same side of the jaw plate fitting on op|>o-

site sides of the end of the handle and having the longi-

tudinal axis at an acute angle tfi the axis of the handle,

means for rigidly securing the jaws to the handle atid a

grip chain for cooperating with the Jaw-plates.

[Claims 8 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

S89.246. WRENCH .Mahlox E. Laynf. and Samiel N.

Hall. Houston. Tex. Filed Dec. 3, 1907. Serial No.

404,936.

1. In a pipe wrench, a handle having at one end means

for detachably engaging a grip chain, a pair of elongated

interchangeable jaw plates clamped to opposite sides of

the handle at an angle thereto, and each provitied on Its op-

posite longitudinal sides with two sets of oppositely acting

teeth arranged so that one set operatlvely engages the pii>e

when the handle Is turned in one direction and the other

set operatlvely engages the pipe when the movement of the

handle is reversed, together with a grip chain anchored

to the etid of the handle adjacent the jaw plates.

2. In a wrench, a handle having at one end means for

detachably engaging a grip chain, a pair of opposing inter-

changeable Jaw plates on opposite sides of the end of the

handle, each Jaw plate b-Uig provided on Its opposite lon-

gitudinal sides with two sets of oppositely acting teeth ly-

ing at opposite ends of ihe side, and [losltioniH] so that one

of said sets is brought into oiwration liy movement of the

handle in one direction and the other set Is brought Into

operation by movement of the handle In a reverse direc-

tion, together with a grip chain anchored at one end to the

end of the ban<lle <'iirryiug the jnw plates.
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« <« ri 2 4 7 ROTARY ENGINE FBANCts M I.EcnvER.
I iilinatiiis, Ohio, a«sis:ni>r to Thf t'oiictnt rie Entflu*' and
Munur'n'-tiirlnir iompany. Colnmlms. <»Jil<), a Corpora

tioa of Ohio. Filed Oct. .i. \9m Serial No. 337,ls7.

te'*. -J^ ^

J'
•-

1 In a i-'itar.v euirino, tti* cooibiuation ot an internal

Btatiim.iry cvlind'T provided vrlili a f»>utrtl latt-ral •xt>-n

ion and with a thiid pressure pasna^te and «n exhaust pas

iaj^H, an external riitary cylinder carrying valves to work

bet\v..ii the stati.inrtry and rotary eylladers, each of said

passa-'es op-niiis at oppoHlte sides of the stationary cyl-

inder and having independent roiinection« with the exte

rlor of the eugioe through the lateral erteusion of the In

ternal cyllnd»'r. and a shaft connected with the external

cylinder and paswlng through said lat>'ral exteiision

ther-ro

2 In a rotary engine, the combination of an internal

stationary .•yiin.l.T and an ext'-rnal rotary <-vlindiT con

centrically arranL'"d and with a fluid prMtsure chamber

between them, diametrically opposite ah»tment8 on the

internal cylinder dividing said fluid pressure charatn-r

into TWO compartments, said ahutments each provided

on one side thereof with a channel exiendinz circum

f'-rentially, the int.Tlor cylinder openlnf Info >ach of

said compartments through said chamtx-rs. a fluid pres

sure passage and an exhaust pas.sage optning Into each

of said compartments, movable valvs i-.irri^il by the

external rotary cylinder adapted to be -on • -isively oper-

ated on by the fluid pressure and updated by the abut-

ments.
I

;>. In a rotary engine, the combination of an infernal

stationary cylinder and an ext'-rnal nitary .yilnder ar

ranged with a fluid pressure chamber between thetn.

diametrically opposite abutments on the Internal cylinder

dividing the fluid pressure chamber int(j two compart-

ments, a fluid pretwure pasaa^je and an •jxhaiist passage

opening into each of said compartments, said op.nings

being more than ninety degrees apart. h1ng<*d Tnlr.s car-

ried by the external rotary cylindfr. sprin_'> "n \\\,- .xt.'

rlor of the engine for iip»Tatiug said valvf-; m "n>' .!ir -c

tlon. means for varying the tension of sajld springs, and
means for holding the springs under diffenint t.nsii.us

4, In a rotary engine, the combination \»ith an external

rotary cylinder, of internal hinged valves or gates having
spindles protruding through the cylinder, springs on the

protruding spindles for operating the valves or gates,

means for varying the tension of said sprfngs. and means
for maintaining the springs under dilTe^ent degrees of

tension.

5. In a rotary engine, the combination 4lth an external
rotary cylinder, of an internal hinged vahip provided with
a spindle, a packing at the fre*> edge of p.nid valve, and
end packings engaging the edge packing hut movable later

ally independently thereof, said end pai-klngs Ixdng mov
able loagifiidinally and laterally but h»lti from dislodg

ment louglf udinally by engai:em.nt with ,seid spindle.

(Claims 6 to ;> not prinf-d in the (ojzetfie,]

889.248, LlUKIt'ATINGolL FKKUFMI S<.f.<.M,.> .\

Lehm.o-. Fort Wayne. Ind. Filed Jul.'? 23. 190Q, Se-

rial No 327,270

1. In an oil fe<»ding device, a reservoir; a block extend

'ng Into the lower part of the reservoir nni laving a verti

cal bore, and inlet and discharge ports In connection
therewith ; a boll(jw plung>T extending into the bore of

thf t)l<^k and adapted t(* reciprocate therein : a valve in

the Xfov of the block adapted to alternately close said

ports, a valve rod which extends up through said plunger;
a driving shaft means in omnection therewirh to actuate
the same, and indep»'ndent connections respectively with
said plunger and \ slve rod to actuate them.

ly iz

2. In a d'viee of the class describt'd. a reservoir, a bUx-k

<Mntain«d within its lower part, the latter having a ver-

tical l>ore and inlet discharge ports in coanei-ticrn there-

with ; a valve in the block adapted to alternately ck»Ke

said port*; a hollow plunger extending into the iMire of

the block and adapted to re;?lpro<'ate therein : a valve nnl

•'xtending through the plunger and having connection

with tlie valve; and suitable actuating mechanism haviiii;

separate connectkias with the valve rod and plunger adapt-

e«l to actuate the same independently.

ss!>.249 REINFORcING-RAU JosEiH N. L()Vei.ey. r>e-

troit, Mich. Filed June 25. liM)7 Serial No ;;8ii,7l«).

1 .\ bar adapted fi>r use as a concn'te reinforcement,

comprising a flanged shape or body opposite faces of which

haTe a series of spaci-d projections extending transv.'rRfly

across the same and spaced pnijections at the edges of the

flanges.

2. .V bar adapted for use as a concrete reinforcmcnt,

comprising a body having opposite longitudinal flanges pro-

vided with spaced ribs extending crosswise on both sides

thereof and lugs projecting at the edges of the flan;:>-s.

HM9.2.-0 15KLT - STRETCHER. Wi[,i.i.\.M \.c>7.i\ AVilke«-

liarre. Pa. Filed Oct. 14, 1907. Sk-rial No. 397,420.

AP

^=^

1. .\

St ructlii

belt stretcher comprising clamps of similar COD-

n and draft rods of similar construction, each
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clamp consisting of members having recessed ends, pivots

Mcnrad to th« cads of one of the members and straddling

th« rceeaaei thereof, bolts having eyes wliich receive said

pivots, nuts with pivoted handles screw threaded upon

said bolts, said members having grooves through which

the draft rods pass, nuts screw threaded upon the draft

rods, means for turning said rods, and books pivoted upon

the clamps and adapted to engage the last said nuts

2. A belt stretcher comprising clamps consisting of

members adapted to grip the belt, draft rods passing

through the clamp, nuts screw threaded upon the draft

rods, hooks pivoted to the clamps and adapted to engage

said nuts, ratchet wheels located upon the draft rods at

intermediate points thereof nnd being out of allnement

with each other transversely of the stretcher, and levers

mounted upon the draft rod for engaging the ratchet

wheels and operating the same.

880,252. M.KTCH-BOX. Gordon W Mdu^;

Filed May IS. 1907. Serial No. 374.317.

.\\, Sabm. ^a.

8 8 9.251. RUNNING-GEAR FOR VEHICLES. Van
BCREM Martin. Hopkinsvllle, Ky. Filed Sept. 26.

1907. Serial No. 394,675.

i»

1
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said members and having a siiding engatfenjent with the
other of said members, and means for ^peratirelj con-

necting said lever with salil lid or (.-ovfr.

3. In a trunk, the com!)iuatlim witli mi exterior body
portion provided with a lid or cover, of an interior recep-

tacle within said body portion, anil m.-aii-; for opcratively
connecting said Interior receptacln luil sul lid. snid means
including a frame hinged within -^aiM s .ly aortion and hav-
ing a sliding engagement witli -li. ;, .rtoii of said recep-

tacle.

4. In a trunk, the combination with at e.xterior body
portion provided with a lid or cover, of &^ interior recep-

tacle within said body portion, means for i>peratively con-
necting said interior rtceptacle and said lid, said means
including a framp hlndcpd within said twdy portion and en-

gaging the bottom of said receptacle, andj a roller inter

posed between said fram.- and said receptiicle.

5. In a trunk, the combination with ic exterior body
portion provided with a lid or cover. >{ an interior recep-
tacle having exterior dimensions substantially correspond-
ini; to the interior dimensions of said bo4y portion, and
means for operatively connecting said Interior receptacle

and said lid, said means Including a fram4 hingpd within
said body portion and en^'nirin;; the bottoDi of said recep-
tacle.

'

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Garettij

880.254. KNOfKrxiWN STOVf:. Pkikk .r M.Morrow.
St; Louis, Mo., assignor to A. Goisf. .Manufacturing
Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporatio^ of Missouri.
Filed Feb. 13, 1908. Serial No. 415,68::.

1 In a knockdown stove, a bottom wall having up-
turnpd marginal flanges, a top or cover having depending
marginal flanges, slots formed at the basest of thp flanges
of two opposite and corresponding sides 4f the top and
bottom respectively, vertical walls having upper and lower
inwardly turned flan^'^-s N.aritiir nirainst tt|.- r .;. iii.l !>or

tom respectively, jiarail.'; 'li>p.i>.-.l iimitirii: sipip^ -i.'"!!-.'!!

on •pposite sides of the inn>r fa •< nf -ai.l vfrtiral wails
and having resilient pwrtions detleite.l at ,4ti autjle to naid
faces, and complementary walls havinif vertical side
flanges engaging the spaces between the resilient por
tion.s and their respective walls, the latt'-r havinir vertical
marginal flanges overlapping the ' ni in.ntirv walls
aforesaid, and ton;r>ies at opj-inslt.- .nil-, i th.- tirst men-
tioned vertical walls f..r --n.-ajiru' th. >t..t^ nf tlie top and
Iwttom walls, the ton^'-i.'s ,',.!ii_' t,,.nt a.-amsf tli.' tiaiiifes of
the respective wall.s. -uhstaniially a.s .set f .rth

2. In a knock-down stove, a bottom haviiu' up turned
marginal flanges, a top having depending intriiinal rlanL'es,

slots formed at the bases of the flanges of two opixisite

und corresponding.' x is .f the top and |>ottom respec-
tively, vertical .sid. walls interposed betweeii said top and
bottom, parallel disi»is..<i limitini: strips secured on oppo-
site sid"" ."f 'h- nii'T r'a 's of the side wa]ls an<l having
resili.'ur p-.rt 1..11-. r-'i!-. r,-.| at an aeufe arik'l» to said faces.
front and back walls haviiu' \.Tti-a! tlatiiri's Inserted be-
tween the resilient portiwns ,,f tii.' Ntrij)-! aforesaiil and
the side walls, th.' iart.T 'lav.iu' v-Tti.ai iimrt'inal rlam^es
overlapplnif the fmnt and -a. k walls, and svf iv-d^nl tonunes
seeured at tlie upp'T iind luwer ends .if tti^ -iid^ walls fur

engaging the slots of the top and bottom, sai.i tonirn.'s if

ink' l>pnt outwardly against the rtaii::.s .f said tip and L.t
torn and against the side-walls, snr.srant lai ^ as s. t f.-rih

^. I:i a linock down stove, a h.irr.nn haTiiitf up turned
margin.il flanjt>'S, a top havlnw' dep^ndink.' nmrcinal flanges,
slots firmed at the ttases of the rtank'-s ..( two opposite
and. corresponding sides ..f tti.- top and bottom r^spec

t

I
tlvely. vertical side walls having terminal inwardly-

I
turned flanges bearinif ajialnst the top and bottom respec-
tively, parallel-disposed limiting strips secured on opposite
sides of the inner faces of the side walls and having re-
silient portions deflected at an acute angle to said faces.
front and ha^k walls having terminal inwardly turned
flanges bearing: ik'auist the top and bottom respectively,
and havini: -:.i \.rtical flanges Inserted between the re-
silient port, II V .; the strips aforesaid and the side walls,
the latter having marginal flanges overlapping the front
and back walls, swiveled ton^'u. s si-, u.-d at the upper and
lower ends of the side waIN ami pas^, ,| through the slots
of the top and Iwttom nti l • ui i.a.ust the flanges thereof
and against the side wall.s. ::i. .si.v, iiavlng a pipe-opening
leading from the upper portion thereof, substantially as
set forth.

889,255. WINDOW. U[.ysses G. McQieex. New Rochelle.
N. v., assignor to Grant Pulley and Hardware Company.
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Not.
11. 1907. Serial No. 401.681.

1. The combination with a window frame and a sash
arranged to awing therein of a stationary pivot stud fixedly
mounted upon the frame, n lifting device carried by the
sash and arranged to coViperate with the stud, and means
to actuate the lifting device.

2. The combination with a window frame and a sash
arranged to swing therein of a stationary pivot stud fix-

edly mounted upon the frame, a wheel mounted In the
stud, a cam carried by the sash and arranged to bear -upon
the wheel, and in. an^ .

;
-utialiy rotate the cam.

.3. The conil.inati ui wiili a window frame and a sash
arranged to swiiii; Mindn of a stationary pivot stud fix-

edly mounted upon tlie frame, a cam carried by the sash
and arranged to cooperate with the stud, stops to limit
the movement of the cam In opposite directions and means
to partially rotate the cam.

4. The lomtdnatlon with a window frame and a sash ar-
ranged f .1 s« iiii; th.n in and having a recess, of a cap
plate for .said recess, a stationary pivot stud flxedly mount-
ed ui>on the frame, a shaft having a bearing in the cap
plat.' H cam m..MiH. •! .11 the shaft and arranged to coOp-
erat.- with the stud anri a handle for the shaft

5. The combination with a wiiit.iw fratu. and a sash
arrnnef'd tn swlnt; therein, of a >t.i f ;,,na r\ puMt >ti)(l flx-

.•dl\ iiKrim '.'.I ui".n the frame, n :i;':iri.; d.v;.,' .;iri-ie<l by
th.- siisii and arrani{e<| t., p.ra'. with the stud, means
tu actuate the lifting de\u,. and a detent carried by the
sash and arranged to engage the frame to hold the sash In
position.

{Claims ti and 7 not printed 111 th.' liaz-tte.]

889.256. GAS-FtRN.ViF: i;Mit\ .\. New.omh Kansas
City. Mo . assignor of one-half to Alberta B. Morgan.
F{ose<iale. Kans. Filed K.-H J." I'M^tT Serial No. :{.'f).212.

1 In a gas furnac. th. . ..nliuatinn witti a Ore howl, of
Mii-n-Ts discliarirink.' Into said fir" Imwl. a tuliulnr Jacket
v.Tfiraliy siidalde rni said fir.' ^..'.x!, and a ^mlll•' dt-vtce

mounted on said jacket and havini; a .ntnil dls.harge
opening.

2. In a Kns furnace, th inMnat hui with a Are l»<)wl

havintj an open u|ip.r tid -f th.. furnace Are pot, and a
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tubular Jacket vertically siidable on said flre bowl and
having its upper end fltted in said flre pot.

3. In a gu.s luiiiace. the coml.inati.iu with a flre bowl
having an 0|)en upper end, of the furnace fire pot, and a

tubular jacket vertically siidable on said flre bowl and
having Its upper end fltted to the flre pot, said jacket com-
prising a plurality of concentric rings.

4. In a gas furnace, the combination with a flre bowl,

of the flre pot, one or more burners discharging into the
flre bowl, and a tuhuiai ia k.t comprising a plurality of

vertical concentric riuK-s. said jii,<'k<t having' its upper and
lower ends fitted respectively to ili. iii. |".t and flre bowl.

5. In a gas furna'.' tl "inhinaii'iii with a flre bowl,
of the furnace flr«' p"t a \. it: -ai lu niar jacket having Its

lower and upper end- lui.d r.v(... lively to the flre bowl
and flre pot, and a bailie devuN. covering the upper end of
said Jacket and provid.-d with a central discharge opening.

[Claims 6 to 17 ihfi printed In the Gazette.]

889,257. COOP. Jons J Nsi 1: Noser Mill, Mo. Filed
Mar. 20, 1807. Serial No. oti:;,i:J8.

1 In a coop the combination witli a bottom, of end
and side frames idvotally mounted ou said bottom, the top
frame carried |,\ th.' side frame, the ends of the bars of
the side and top frames i,. ink' split and bent downwardly
lo form spaced hu's adapted to fit over the end frame for
th.. purpose described

1'. In a co<ip. the comliinaiion with a hottom. of end
frames hinged to said l.otiom. apertured plates hinged to
said bottom, side frames tiinted to said bottom provided
witfi hlnir.'d i.ip frani.'s and t">Its carried by one of said
li.iii .- adapt..

I
;.,

. !i;;ak'e ill. aiik'led plates Carried by the
bottom and s.eur.'iy loi-k th.- coop foM.-d.

HEMP HK.VKK Frank i> Null, Jr., Paris. Ky.
PtlM IVr. 12, 1!U».-.. Serial N.. .'.•1.;>.S6. Renewed Oct.
14 l!Mi7. Serial No. 397. .^.*:;

1. in a hemp loak. the comlduatlon with breaking
mechanism, of opi..„id ronveyers between which the mate-

rial operated upon passes, said conveyers being arranged
in pairs upon both sides of the breaking mechanism.

2. in a lieni). i.rake. the comhinali.ui wjtlj Lreaking
mechanism, of 01.posed conveyers between which the mate-
rial operated upon passes, said conveyers being arranged in
pairs upon both sides of the breaking mechanism, and
means for advancing one pair of the conveyers at a differ-
ent speed from the companion pair.

3. In a hemp brake, the combination with breaking
mechanism, of opposed conveyers between which the mate-
rial operated upon passes, said conveyers being arranged
in pairs upon both sides of the breaking mechanism, and
means for advancing both conveyers at the delivery side
of the breaking mechanism at a greater speed than tho.se
at the feed side.

4. In a hemp brake, the combination with breaking
mechanism, of opposed conveyers between which the mate-
rial operated upon passes, one of said conve.vers being free
to move toward and from its companion.

5. In a hemp brake, the combination with breaking
mechanism, of opposed conveyers between which the mate-
rial operated upon passes, one of said conveyers l>eing piv-
oted near one end and free to move toward and from Its

companion at the opposite end.
[Claims 6 to 4» n.it i)rinted In the Gazette.]

880,289. SPRING -TOOTH HARROW. Laval M. Pies-
TlR, Weatherford, Tex. Filed Oct. 2, 1907. Serial No
395,595.

An Implement of the character indicated coniprisinv a

rectangular frame, wheels supportink' the same, bars con-
' nectlng the front and re.ir sides of the fr.Tme together
I and lying In a plane abov. that of tlie frame, a truss y,,,]

j

attached at its ends to the ends of the frame and passiu.;

]
over said bars, shafts journHled in ttie frame and teeth at-

i

tached to said shafts

889.200. FIKI. FEE1>IN(; HKVICK !"( iR INTERNAI.-
COMBISTION 1IV1H{0( ARHON MOTiiRs Tesla E.
IVnu.rsAK. West .New Hrlk'hton. N Y .Tnd HrvRV J.

PoDLEft^K, Chicago, 111. Filed July U. lOoi'. Serial No
114,975.

1. A fuel feeder for Infernal comlaisti.n motors cm
prising. In combtnation. a fuel receptai le provided with
fuel inlet and overflow outlet, metins for varying and ad
justing the capacity of said receptacle, fuel supply f. r sup
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plybig fuel to Bald receptacle, a fuel feed outlet adapted to

convey foel from said receptacle into the tlr char);ed into

the motor's cylinder, means for fp«?dlng ^t Intervals the

fuel from said receptacle throuirh said ffed outlet, and

means for shutting off the supply nt fuel t<i said receptacle

prior to and during s«id Intervals uf feedlo^ the fuel.

2. A fuel feeder for internal oiiubustloii nioiors COB-

prlalng. In combination, a fuel recepacle atlapted to hold a

predetermined quantity of fuel -and provided with a fuel

inlet and overflow outlet, means for Qlllng at intermittent

intervals the said receptacle with fuel frot» a fuel supply,

a fuel feed outlet adapted to convey fuel ttom said recep-

tacle Into the air charged into the motor's cylinder, means

for feeding at Intervals the fuel from Bald receptacU'

through said fuel feed outlt^t. and means tor shutting ..ff

the fuel supply to said leceptacle during said Intervai of

feeding the fuel.

3. A fuel feeder for internal combustion motors com-

prising, in combination, an air conduit in communication

with a motor cylinder, a fuel receptacle having a fuel inlet

and an overflow outlet, a fuel feed outlet adapted to con

vey fuel from said fuel receptacle Into said air conduit.

means for varying the fuel capacity of said receptacle, a

fuel supply for supplying fuel to said receptacle, means

for feeding at Intervals fuel from said receptacle through

said fuel feed outlet, and means for shutting off the sup

ply of fuel to said receptacle durini; said interval of feed

Ing the fuel.

4. A fuel feeder for internal 'omliust i'ln motors com-

prising. In combination, a casing liavirii; en air conduit,

a fuel receptacle having a fuel inlet, an overflow outlet.

and a fuel fee<l outlet whose dlschars^e o[>enini; is In the

said air conduit and above the level of fiel in said re-

ceptacle, means for varying the fuel c.Tjiacity of said re-

ceptacle, means for supplying fuel to 9ald receptacle.

means for feeding at intermittent tntervalB the fuel s\ip-

plled to said receptacle, and means for shutting off the fuel

supply to said receptacle durlna said feeding interval.

5. A fuel feeder for. internal combust i^in motors com-

prising. In combination, a fuel ie<eptacle of an adjustable

capacity and having a fuel Inlet and overflow outlet, a fuel

feed outlet adapted to convey fuel from said receptacle

into the air charged into the motors cyliri<ler. means for

supplying fuel at Intermittent Intervals t'l paid receptacle,

means for feeding from said receptacle the fuel fed theri to

at Intervals alternate with said Interval^ of supplying

fuel, means for shuttirii; off the fuel sujiriiy to the recep-

tacle during said feeiling intervals, and a means. of)era-

tlvely connected with a governor, for cimtrolling said

means for supi'Iying fuel to the receptacle.

&i>0.1't>l. WINDOW SASH fASTENER. ('iit.sTKa W.
I'BOITT. Minneapolis, Minn , assignor of one half to !

Fre<lerU'k S. Lewis. Minneapolis. Minn.
,
Filed Feb. 4,

IfMiT. Serial No. :i."iC,,;iil'.

1 In a sash fastener, the combination with a ratchet

plate adapted to !«? secureu to the upper sa^h of a window,

of a casing adapted to be applied to the lower sash and
embodying a lK)ttom and side walls pr.n i(li-<i with lncline<j

upper e<li;es, and a locking plate fu!ciMii>-'| ii the casing

jiid supported In an inclined position ^v tUe side walls ^if

the casing for engaglii;; the ratcln-r i,,ate

_'. In a siish fasteuei. the coniiuiat.on with a ratchet

plate ad ipted to be secured to the upper sa^h of a window. '

of a caainf adapted to be applied to the lower sash and
embodying a bottom and side walls provided with Inclined

upper edges, and an lnclini>d lockiiii: I'liifi- arTinj.-d to en-

gage the ratchet plate and fitting l^Mwcn an I iri'.'ilocked

with the side walls of tlie casing when In eiii; i-'iiMur with
the said ratchet plate, the said locking plate and ilie vsulls

of the casing Iwlng arranged In flush relation.

3. Id a saah tMrtMMV, the eoBblnatlon with a ratchet
plate, of a casing etnbodylnjr spaced sides and a connecting
bottom portion provided with an eye. a locking plate bav-

in? eyes s[>nc»»<i to receive the eye of the caslnir. s.ild lock

ing plnte 'p«>lng als<i provided with a projecting finger piece

normally lf>cated above the plane of the said eye and ar
ranged to fcutu a stop for the locking plate, and a pivot

passing throujjh the said eyes

4. In a sash fastener, the combination with a ratchet
plate, of a casing emliodylng a horixontal bottom jmrflon

and Integral sides having Inclined edges and provlde<l at

the upper ends thereof with recesses, and an Inclined lock

Ing plate fitting lietween the side walls of the casing and
pivoted at its lower end to the latter and provided at its

upp«>r end with laterally extending portions fitting In the
said recesses, whereby the locking plate Is supported in Its

engaging [wsltlon flush with the upper edges of the side

walls, said locking plate b«dng also prr)vlded at Its lower
end with a projecting finger piece and arranged to form a

stop.

889,262. PHOTOGRAI'MIC .MTARATT'S. M.wid D.

RofTfi. Petersburg. \ a Filed Mar. 9, 1907. Serial No.
361.531.

1 In a photographic apparatus, the combination of a

box having on Its Interior means for supporting sensitized

carriers, and also provided with an inlet and au outlet.

and a cover therefor adapted to fit over the top of said

box and provided with means engaging the tnlges of said

carriers and holding the same spaced from the top. sub-

stantially as de8crU)ed.

-. In a photographic apparatus, the combination of a

box providwl with an Inlet tube ami an outlet tut)e opiK)-

s;telv lo<ate<l thereon, and havlnir means on the interior

of said box for supporting sensitized carriers, and a cover

adapted to lit over the top ot said Uix. said cover having

a projei-ttng rib adapted to contact with the upp»«r edyes

of the said carriers and provide a receptacle for sedl-

meat when tbe \>u\ is inverted, sulwtantially as descrli>ed.
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S. In a photographic apparatus, the combination of a

box having supporting means for the sensitized carriers on

Its bottom, and guiding means on Its sides, and provided

with an Inlet tube aii<l an outlet tube, and a cover adapted
to fit over the top of said Ixix, said cover being provided

with a downwardly projecting rib adapted to engage the

top of said carriers and provide a reK-eptacle for sediment
when the box is Inverted, substantially as described.

4. In a photographic apparatus, the combination of a
box provided with rll>8 on Its Ixittom, and grooved ribs on
its sides, and with au inlet tube and an outlet tube, and a

cover adapted to fit over the top of said box. said cover

having a downwardly projecting rll> adapted to contact

with the top of the sensitized carriers held In said box and
to provide a recejitacle for sediment when the box is in-

verted. sul)stantlally as described.

."5. In a photographic apparatus, the combination of a
l)ox provided with ribs on its bottom and grooved ribs on
Its sides, and with an Inlet tul)e and an outlet tul)€, and
with a groove along one side therefif. a cover adapted to

fit over the top of siild box in said groove. sal<l cover V>eing

provided with a downwardly projecting rib adapted to en-

gage the top of the sensitised carriers, thereby providing
a receptacle for sediment when the txn is inverted, and a

gage glass, whereby the level of the liquid In the Ikix may
lie observed snbutantially as described.

[t'lalm (5 not printed in the iiazette.]

889,263. I'NKr.MATlC TIRE FOR VEHICLE WHEELS.
ROBKRT I' S.vn-T. Cadiz. Ohio. Filed June 20. 1906.

Serial Xo. 322,552.

1. The >combination of & [>neumatic tire having an inex-

tenalble seiTage, a flanged rim carrying an expansible band
furnishing an adjustable seat for the selvage, and an annu-
lar, expansible and removable side flange, sprung into the

space between the band and rim flange to hold the Inflated

tire In po.>iition, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a pneumatic tire having an Inex-

tensible selvage, a flanged rim carrying an expansible band
furnlshlne an adjustable seat for the selvauc. radially

m^ \inu- <crew> for expanding the band, and an annular,
expansllile and removable side flange, sprung Into the
space between the band and rim flange to hold the Inflated

tire In position, substantially as described.
.T. The combination of a I'neumatic tire having an Inex-

tenslble selvage, a rim havlnir an expansible band furnish-

ing an adjustjjt)le seat for the selvage, a wedge between
the ends of the band, and an annular, expansible and re-

movable side flange sprung Into the space between the
band and rim flange, substantlnlly as described.

8 8 9.264. TROLLEY CATCHER AND RETRIEVER.
Robert Shields, South Boston. Mass., assignor to Frank
Ridlon Company, Boston. Mass., a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Filed Apr. 22. 1907. Serial No. 369.474.
1. In a trolley catcher and retriever, a case provided

with a lug and a shoulder, a disk revolubly mounted in

such case and provided with a hub. a spring arranged be-

tween such disk and case to actuate the former in one
direction, a latch carried by said disk and adapted to be
actuaie<l Inward by sal<l lug to engace said shoulder and

lock said disk to said case, means to hold such latch out of

locking position, a reel revolubly mounted on such bub.

and means to disengage said latch from the shoulder, lock

said reel and disk Kigcther and release them.

2. In a trolley catcher and retriever, a case provided
with a lug and a shoulder, a disk spring-actuated in one
direction revolubly mounted In such ca.se. such disk having
a hub and carrying a rocker arm and a latch, the latter

being adapted to engage and release said shoulder and to

be actnated Inward by said lug, a reel revolubly mounted
on said hub. and a cord attached to said reel, said rocker

arm being adapted to be engaged by said cord and so held

as to prevent said latch from engaging the .shoulder.

3. In a trolley catcher and retr'ever. a case provided
with a lug and a shoulder, a disk revolubly mounted in

such case and provided with a hub, a spring arranged be-

tween such disk and case to actuate the former in one
direction, a latch carried by said disk and adapted to be
actuated inward by said lug to engage said shoulder and
lock said disk to said case, means also carried by the disk

to hold such latch out of locking position, a reel revoluldy

mounted on such hub, and means carried by such reel to

disengage said latch from the shoulder, to lock said reel

and disk together and to release them.

4. In a trolley catcher and retriever, a case provided
with a lug and a shoulder, a disk revolubly mounted in

such case, such disk having a hub. a reel revolubly mount-
ed on said hub. a spring arranged between said case and
said disk to actuate the latter in one direction, a latch

carried by the disk and adapted to be actuated Inward by
said lug to engage said shoulder and lock the disk against
the action of said spring, and a pawl carried by said reel

and adapted to bring about the release of the disk by dis-

engaging said latch from the shoulder and to lock the reel

and disk together.

5. In a trolley catcher and retriever, a case provided
with a lug and a shoulder, a disk revolubly mounted in

such case, such disk having a huh, a reel revolubly mount
ed on such hub. a spring arrantred between sucli case and
said disk to actuate the latter in one direction, a latch

carried by the disk and adapted to be actuated inward by
said lug to engage said shoulder end lock the disk against
the action of said si>rlng. a pawl carried by such reel and
adapted to bring about tbe releas»e of the disk by dis-

engaging said latch from the shoulder, and to lock the reel

and disk together, a rocker arm also carried by the disk,

and means adapted to retain said arm temporarily in a
position to prevent the relocking of the disk to said case.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the (Jazette. ]

889,265. WIRE - COILINO MACHINE. (i.uiY B Smith.
Minneapolis. Minn., assignor to Smith Bedding Co.. Min-
neapolis. Minn., a Corporation of Minnesota. Filed .Mar

4, 1907. Serial No. 360.609.

1. In a wire coiling machine, a tu!>e. a revolving mandrel
therein, a carriage slldably uKiunted on said mandrel, and
a former mounted in said carriage and slidable therewith
In said tube, said former and tube belnt fixed a*:ainst ro
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tary morement. and said carrlasre b^-inj? mnvtd In one direc-

tion OQ gaid mandrel by th*> [iressure of tb«' ooil as It Is

formed, and means for retiirniii< said carriage at prede-

termined Intervals to Its ^tartinir p.iint. substantially as

described.

2. The combinatinu. with a tul)e havinit a lontjitudinal

slot, of a revolvlns; ^lan<l^^l providt^d within said T\ibe. a

carriage slldable on .said mandrel and having a web pro

Jectlng tbrougb the slot in said tube and carryInK a .suit

able handle, a former mnunted on said carriai;*' and .slid-

able therewith but lock<^J against rotary niowm^'nt. th^'

wires to be colled being Introduced Into said former through

the slot In said tube, and said carriage beinf moved In one

direction by the pressure of the wire coll, and means for

returning It to Its starting point whon a prt>determin>Ml

length of cable has been colled, substantially as descriiif-d.

3. In a wire coiling machine, a former comprising a

bead baring a former tube terminating In a beveled end.

and a cylinder having a central bore to receive said tube

and a longitudinal slot tangentlally arrany-'tl with respect

to said bore and through which the wires are Introduced

to said former tube and the beveled end thereof, substan

tially as described.

4. In a wire colling machiu»', a cable foriier comprising

a head having a former tube terminating in a beveled end,

a cylinder having a central bore to r.^. . ., ^aid tube and
the longitudinal slot opening Intc >: .1 '<'>!>-. the wall of

said cylinder at one end of said slot being iiii lin^d and in

line substantially with the bevel on the end of said form<»r

tube, and said slot being of sufficient width to allow thf

wires to be Inserted tturein sjdf liy sid- without lapplni:

by one another.

5. hi .'i wire colling machine, the combitation. with a

guide aud a reciprocating carriage therein, of a revolvin,;

mandrel operating In said carriage, and a cable former car

rled by said carriage and reciprf»cating tht>rewith. but

locked against rotary movement. substantiaHi* as described.

[Claims 6 to 17 not print. -1 in the Gazett^.]

S89.2f;«. THIRl' R.VIL .\lTArHMENT FOR ELPiCTmiC
C.VRS. <tKoKi;F: H. Siih.n, I. inc. tin. Cal. Filed Oct. :^0,

l'.>OT. Serial No. 309,86:..

A, rail for the purpose described comprising two inde-

p*>ndent rail members spaced apart forming n central slot,

said rail memb.-rs belns; provided with orifices in their

sidf's. a spnol bolted betwet-u said rail members and having

lugs ui.rmally pmifotlng Into said orifices, an Insulator

clampe<l ont<i said spool, lugs on said Insulator on either

aide of said clamp member, a slf-eve formed in said Insu-

lator, a holder rtMiiovably disposed In said slewe. and a

wir»' uiitielil bv siiid hobltT. as sf-t forth.

S,89.267. FOUR-CYCLE MOTOR Alf.xandeb G. Spen.kr,
Rahway, X. J. Filed .lune js. litu^j. Serial No. 3:i3.U53.

.\ fiiur cyci'- motor comprising a ivlimbr having in Its

^iij. iin fxhaust port and at its head end .hii iriN't for the

co'iibustlon moiivi' fluid and an Inlet valv.' th.-refor. said

'•nd of thp cylindiT bfing p'Tmanontl y closcil .'xceiit for

said inlet, a piston within said cylinder, a piston rod p|v-

otally conni'cted with said piston, and a irank shaft whose
crank membfr is pivotally conni-cted with saiil rod, said

exhaust pen auil piston being in iirop.r r'i,'ni"ii to each
other to enablf said piston to .nMr said p.iit during nearly

th'' whob' of the suction and pow r strok.s of the same
and to uncover said port at ab.mt ih.- .ui I if the suction

and pow>'r strokes of said piston, \vh. r-bx ii the suction

-trok''s (if thf piston the said fluid is thert'by drawn Into

said cylinder and on the conclusion of the power strokes

thereof the products of combustion discharged wholly
through said exhaust port th.-n uncovered by said piston;

substautiallv as set forth

8 8 0,268. .U'l'AR.\TI S i-DH SI PI"( UM 1 .\G ROLLER-
SKATFKS I.\ RINKS < hvkiks a. Spoonek. Philadel-

phia. I'a. Filed Aug -^-l. I!iu7. Serial No. 389.660.

y<f

1 In an apimratus c/f the characi.r d.scnbi'd. a framt'-

work. a shaft supiKirtlng the fratnf work, a series of sup-

porting nifans suspt'ndiMl from the fram«' work, each of said

suspi'iuleil int-ans having a drum, a ihain carried by the

druui. aud means for rotating said drum in on.' direction

to automatically wind said chain on said drum.
_' In an apjiaratu-- of the character described, a frame-

work, a shaft supporting said frame w.uk. a •-.•ri.'s of sup-

porting uii'ans suspended from said fr.inic wnrk. ••ach of

said suspended means having a housing a drum lucai.-.j

in said housing, a chain carried by said drum and extctni-

Ing bt'yond said housing, handholds c-irried by said chain.

and a spring carried by said drum and adapted to auto-

matically wind said chain therei>n to hold said hand-

holds In a certain position with respt-ct to said frame-work.

.S. In an aiiparatiis df the character descrltie*!. a frame-

work, a shaft supporting said framework, a series of sup-

porting means suspende*! from said frame-work, each of

said suspended means having a housing, a drum located

In said housing, a chain carried by said drum and extend-

ing l)eyond said housing, handholds carried by said chain,

and a spring carried by said drum and adapted to auto-

matically wind said chain thereon to hold said handholds

In a certain position with respect to said framework, and
means for holding adjoining suspended means a|>art by

engaging the chains thereof.
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889,269. EXVELOP-FASTENER. Edwin B. Stimpsox.
Brooklyn, X. Y., assignor to I'nited States Envelope
Company. Worcester. Mass Filed Jtilv 18, 1907. Se-
rial No. 384,339.

1. A fastener adapted to be made out of a piece of sheet
metal, comprising an elongated body portion, tongues the
Imsea of which spring Integrally from the bfjdy portion at
ita center, said tongu.'s when pressed aiiart from each
other lielng adapted to lie In the plane of the body portion
with their free ends adjacent to the body portion and ex-
tending oppositely towards the free ends of said body por-
tion, which last named ends extend t)eyond the ends of the
tongues and are provided with Integral eyelets.

~. A fastener adapted to l»e tuade out of a pif.c ,,f ^lip^t
metal, comprising an elongated b.Kly portion, i,,h^'u.- the
bates of which spring integrally from the l«idy portion at
Its center, said tongues when pressed apart from each
other being adapted to He In the plane of the body portion
with their free ends adjacent to the body p<irtlon and ex-
tending oppositely towards the fre« ends of .said body
portion, which last named ends extend longitudinally and
laterally around tne ends of the tongues and are there pro-
vided with means adapted to secure the fastener to the
object.

3. A fastener adapted t,. Im- made out of a pie<e of sheet
metal comprising two strip like portions located side by
aide In the same plane and Integrally connected at their
middle portion, the free ends of one of said strip portions
being extended longitudinally and laterally around the free
ends of the other strip t>ortlun and being there provided
with means adapted to secure the fastener to the article.

8M.S70. WATER TANK ATTACHMEXT FOR WAGONS.
Edtt.^rd Stone. Fort Riley, Kans. Filed Oct. 10, 1907
Serial No. 306..S69.

In a device of the character described, the combination
with a wagon provided In Its side with vertical guides and
with supporting ^>eams extending beyond .said sides from
the base tbere.if, of n suitably constructed water tank
having a back l«mrd extending beyond the edges thereof
and adaptwl for engagement within said guides and upon
-:ii'l -npp.utlng U^ams. and a plurality of retaining ele-
ni.nt- .xf iidint: b,iw..'n said guides and adjustable to
tlghtiv iinpics^ said tank, substantially as described.

889.271. HORSE POWER CAPSTAN .John S Swenson,
Cresco. Iowa Filed Nov. 21. 1007. Serial .No. 403.114.
1. A frame for a horse power capstan, comprising a

ba.se casting having an extension, and a member bolted to
the said extension of the base section and adapted for the
connecti.in of an anchor cable: one of the said elements
having a socket and the other havins: a lui: disposed in
th*- socket, for the purpose set forth.

2. A frame for a horse-power capstan, comrripfni: a
base casting having an eitenalon. a metub. r adaii..! Sr
the connection of an anchor cable: one of said • :; ms
having a socket and the other having a lug disp.v, ,i m
the socket, and a bolt extending through said socket and
lug and connecting the elements.

3. A frame for a horse-power capstan, cnuipnsiii;; a
base, a top bearing, and a portion fixed to and ciiiimciiug
the base and top bearing and cxtt-ndiug laterally therefrom
and having a bifurcation in its outer end and a remov-
able bolt bearing In said end and extending acro.ss the bi-

furcation.

4. .\ frame for a horse power cap.>-tan, comprising a

base casting having an extension, a top bearing having an
extension, and an open angular frame arranged between
and bolted to the extensions of the base casting and top
bearing; the opposed portions of the extension on the
base casting and the open angular frame having a lug and
a socket receiving said lug. respectively.

5. A frame for a horse power capstan, comprisin- a base
casting having ribs on Its upper side terminating at the
front of the casting in clevis members, and a bolt arranged
in said clevis members.

[Claims 6 to s not printed In the Gazette.]

889.272. HEAD GATE. Wii,li.*m J. Swords, Carlton,
Colo. Filed Sept. 30. 1007. Serial No. 305,248.

A head gate of the character described, embodying a sup-
porting frame, vertically extending guide bars, a gate
proper mounted to move between said bars, and raising de-
vices for said gate, said devices each consisting of mem-
bers embracing the gale near the ends thereof and formed
with Inwardly bent extremities iienetrntint: the gate, each
raising device being provided nixive the gate with a trans-
versely elongated loop forming a hand hold.

889.273. BORIXG-.nG. At bion W Tuovr.^s. Rome. N. Y.
Filed Oct 10. 10(»0. Serial No ...•>,]!.!.

]. In a device of the character desi ribed. a frame com-
prised of a lia.se and vertical standards, a barrel trun-
nioned nt the end of the standards. nn<] a tubular gage re.
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movably supported In the barrel with its axis coincldenr
with the axis of the barrel.

2 In a device of thf c-iiarai t-r dP8rrit>^, an annular
base having oppositely disposed vertical standards, a bar
rel mounted on the .staudards by m>-ans of irunniDns. on*'

of the trunnions havim; a uraduatp dial and unt- of tlie

8tan<iards havini: nn iml^-x flnger adjacent the dial, sub-
stantially as shown

3. In a device of the character described, a «fandard. a
barrel, gajjres supported in the barrel and nieanw support-
ing the barrel on the standard and the gaitej in the barrel,
substantially as shown

4 In a device of the character desorU>ed. a barrel
anally bor>>d for th.> passage of a borinu tool f herethrongh.
the- barrel havini; moiinif>d therein a plurality of jjage^

and means securing the traces in the barrel, the said
jrages b.ing cut out for th.' entry of said s«>ctjrlng mean's to
abut against the wall of the inn»'rn)osr gage, substantially
as shown

5. In a device ,.f the character described, a swlngably
mounted barrel, and a nest of interflttlng guides, the outer
moat being supported on the barrel and p»ch suc.sslve
Inner one supported on the neit outer one, the said guides
being .severally of a length adapted to control the direc-
tion of a boring tool passed th-rethrouirh, substantially as
described,

[Claims 8 to 8 not printed In the Gaz-tte
)

119.274, M.vrni.VE FOIl DRIVING, TACKS W,4

stnicted to allow the pieces carried by one tack only to
fall from the ways.

2 In a machine for driving tacl^s through perforations
In metal pieces, tlie combination of «ays for .supportlnu
the metal pieces, means for placing tacks In the p.rf ra
tlons. means for moving the pieces from the tack receiv-
ing point to a point intermediate the driving point, a car-
rier to engage the tack to move the steel from said Inter-
mediate point to the driving point, and means for driving
the tacks

'! In a machine for driving ta-ks through perform itis
In metal plec s, th- comldnatlon of m.-ans f(,r supportiii;:
the metal pieces, a tack placing nuans, means for drivint'
the tacks, and a carri.r fniraglug with saj.i ta<i<s to move
the pieces to driving position

4 In a machine for driving tacks tliroin;!] p.rf.. rations
In metal pieces, the combination of means for snp[><irting
the metal pieces, means for placing tacks In the p.rfora
tlons in th" metal pieces, means mntrolled by said tni-kv

for carrying the pieces to the tack driving point and
means for driving the tacks.

5. In a machine for driving tacks throukrh p.-rforat ione
in metal pieces, the coniblnati.in of ways for Htii>porting
the metal pieces, means for placing tacks in the p.rfora-
tlons in the metal pieces, means for driving th.' i.i.-ks.

means f.ir carryinir the metal pi.-ces to the point t.. h..

ai'ted ufMin i.y said ilrivlnt means and means for forcing
th<> metal pieces from the ways before the driving d.-vlces
act If the tacks are not In their prop,.r place in «aid metal
pieces

[Claims tt to 12 not print..! !n th.- Gazette,]

HH9.2T.- PIMP I'lSTON
Ohio, assiijnor of one third

Elyrla, Ohio. Filed I»ec 11,

Tni^\i,ts Tt RVKH, Kiyria.

to Prank R Mc.MllstHr,

1007 Serial No. 4od.ll.l.

889
Tat F,\NT. Whitman. Mass.
No. 153,779.

LTEB E
Filed Apr. 22. 1903. Serial

1. In a machine for driving tacks througli perforations
in mcfal pi^^c.-s, the combination of ways fi)r supporting'
th»* metal pieces, means for placing tacks iq the porfura-
tlons. means f..r moving the pieces from th« tack receiv-
ing point to a point intermediate the driving point, and a
carrier to enaage the tacks t.. move the pieces from said In-
teriuedlatc tH.iut to th*- driving point, sid^ ways being con-

1. A piston cimprlslng a body formed of sections having
corresponding Internally tai)ereil ends, a spreading cone
eniraglng said tapered ends, a piston ro<l having a slot
lengtliwlse and a pm In said .-one eiiKage<l in said slot.

heads .-n said piston and expniivihf.^ Niiids ab<.ut naid b'xly.

packing rlDjTs m.>unte<i l>etw»-..ii said heads over said
bands, a lock nut moiinte<l ..n an extension and b)earing
against one of said heads, and a tightening nut for the
cone mounted on the end i>f the piston rod ami l^arln.'
against the end of said r,,uf extension,

2, .\ piston r.xl havltii; ;i »l.,t lengthwise therein, ,i !..,!%•

for the piston c^onsisflnkr of a series of sections armntr'-d
about the portion of said rod fontalning said slot, a cone
on the rod to spread sahl sections having a tubular exten-
sion externally threadetl and a pin thnuijch said cone en-
iraged In said slot, disk shai)ed heads l>earinif against the
ends of said body sections and one of said heads overlap
ping the base of said cone and mounted over the threaded
extension thereof, a nut on sahl extension to fasten said
head and a nut on said nxl fiearintr against the end of
said extension, whereby the cone is driven inward t.) ex-

pand the said bo<^ly se.-tiutis a!id take up w.-ar.

S'<9.276. MACHINK FOR ClTriNti VKOETABI.ES.
<}<rrTt,iEB VaHLE. Bielefeld. tJermany. assignor of one-
half to Heinrlch Grabe. Rielefeld. Germany, Filed Mar.
0. lt»0« Serial No 304..H72,

1. A vegetable cutter comprising in combination, a
frame provided with guide ways. ., table slidahly mounted
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on said ways and provided with a delivery opening, Ion
gifndinally disposed slots and rail support guides, knife
rails disposed in said slots and provided w th supports
slldably mounted in said guides, means for adjusting said
supports in said guides comprising an adjiistini.' shaft,
bearings for said shaft secured to said guides, adjusting
levers mounted (.n said sliaft and connected with said sup-
ports, nn independently adjustable hopper delivering to
said table, a two edged knife mounted on said rails, and a
plurality of knives projecting downwardly from said two-
edged knife.

2. A Tegetable cutter cunprislng In combination, a
slldably monnted table, adjustable knife rails disposed ad-
jacent said table, an Independeniiy adjustable hopper de-
livering to said talile. a two t^ged knife mounted on said
rails, a plurality of knives projecting downwardly from
said twi. etljfed knife and provided with o[>enlngs. spacing
plece^ It;', rp-.s..,) N-twe.-n said d.iwuwardly projecting
knlv.-> ami pi.-Mii.Mi with recesses, and a retaining strip se-
cured to said two edi:e<l knife and passing through said
openings in said downwardly projecting knives and Mat-
ing In the recesses of said spacing pieces.

li,2T7 KLKCTRIG RAILWAY. Casimib Von Gizix-
SKV and William Mr<'LiRK. Schenectady. N. Y. Filed
L>ec. I'J. li>0«. Serial No. 348.655.

A d.-vlce of the kind described consisting ..f h conduit,
an insulated conducting bar arrange*! therein, upright
posts of r, inducting material threaded into said bar. an in-

sulatinif sleeve on each post, s cover provided with open-
ings to receive the posts and sleeves, the walls if the con
dult t.eini,' Insulattvl above the salil cover, upwardly open
sockets arranged between the posts and insulated from the
bar, standards workinc In said sockets, springs for holding
snid standar.ls in an elevate<l position, a sectional third-
rail, tlanged on each side, said sections !>eing normally sup-
ported by the standards, and means carried by a car (or
depressing the rail sections, as and for the purpose set
forth.

880.278. PUMPING JACK John r Wabe. Osawatomie,
Kans Filed June 2:i. 1906, Serial No, 323.0.V}.
1, In a device of the character described, a triangular

Jack comprising a tube, a second tut* secure<l to and pr.

Jecting iK'rpendicularly from the first named tui>e, a sleeve
secured at the outer end of the second tul>e. a casting st
cured on the lower end of the first named tube, a tie Mlt
connecting said casting with said sleeve, an arc secured
upon the upper end of the first name<l tutie. and a tie bolt
conne<tlng said arc with said sleeve.

2. In a dev)ce of the character described, a triangular
jack comprising a tul>e, a set'ond tul>e se. ured lu nnd pru-
Jertinif per[>endlculMrly from the flrst-named tube, a sleeve
Mcured at the outer etid of the second tube, a casting se-

.-ured on the lower end of the first named tube, a tie-bolt
connecting said casting with said sleeve, nn arc secured
upon the upper end of the tlrst named tnt>e. n tle-l>olt

connecting snid arm or arc with said sleeve, and a block
pivotally suspended from said arc.

3. In a device of the character described, a triangular
pumping Jack, comprising a tube, a coupling mounted
thereon, a second tul>e secured non rotntaMy on the coup-
ling and projectini: perpendicularly therefrom, a sleeve se-
cured non rotatably upon the opposite end of said tube,
an arc fitting non rotatnbly upon the end of the flrst-named
tube, means connecting said .nrc with said sleeve, a casting
secured to the b.wer end of the first named fu!.e. and means
connecting said casting with said sleeve to clamp the
former on the first named tube.

4, In a device of the ch.nracter described, a triangular
pumping Jack, comprising a tul>e. a coupling mounted
thereon, a second ttibe secured non-rotatably on the coup-
ling and projecting perpendicularly therefrom, a sleeve se-
cured non-rotatably upon the opposite end of said tube, an
arc fitting non-rotatably u|><.ii one end of the first named
tube, a U-shaped bolt extending through the arc and hav-
ing its arms at opposite sides of said tube and extending
through portions of said sleeve, nuts engaging the ends of
the bolt, a castlni; upon the lower end of th? firstnamed
tul>e and provided in its underside with a recess, a U-
shaj>ed Udt enga^iing said jecess and having its opposite
ends extending through parts of the sleeve, and nuts en-
gaging the ends of the bolt to (l.-imp the casting upon the
first-named tube,

5. In a device of the character descril>ed. a tube having
its upper end l>ent to ellipilcal form, a T-couplIng upon
said tube provided with an elliptical stem, a tube having
elliptical ends one of which engages said stem, a sleeve
having an elliptical stem engaging the other elliptical end
of said tube, an arc having an elliptical stem or socket en-
gaging the elliptical upper end of the first-named tul>e. a
connection U-tw.H'u said sleeve and said arc to clamp the
latter ou the hrst named tube, a casting on the lower end
of the first named tube, and a connection between said
casting and said sleeve to clamp the former on the lower
end ot the tube,

[Claim 6 not printed iu the Gazette,]

>,279. PISTOL. Jkan W,krnant. Liege. Belgium, Filed
May 20. 1905. Serial No. 261,389.
1. In an automatic pistol, the combination with one

portion comprising a breech casing, breech b<dt. and slide
therefor, of another portbm comprising a barrel and a
hreecii bolt nxl mounted thereon and connected to the
slide, one of said portions being mountt^d to break rela-
tive to the other.

2. In an automatic jiistol. the combination with one por-
tion comprising a breech casing, breech bolt and slide
therefor. iuova!)le longitudinally in the casing, of another
portion comprising a l>arrel and a breech bolt rod mounted
thereon and connected to the slide, one of said portions
being mouni.-d t(. break relative to the other, the separa-
tion betw.-eu the casing and barrel being in a transv.-rse
plane.
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3. In an automatic br««k-4ewD pistol. Ithe combtnation
with a breech casing, breech bolt, and slide therefor, of

a breakdown barrel, a breech bolt rod ^ll<>unr^»^l on rhe
barrel, and d^-tachable connections betwit-u the rod and
fllide.

4. In an automatic bff'ak-down pistol, the combination
with a breech casing, brwch bolt, and ullde connected
to thf br<»ech bolt, of a break down barnl. a breech bolt
rod mounted on the barr^'l and detachably connected to
the slide, and a return spring for said rod and slide.

r». In an atitomatic break-down pistol, the combination
with a breech caslns:, a breech bolt, and slide mounted on
the casinjf and connected to the bolt, of a breakdown bar-
rel having a chamtn-r, a breech bolt rod fletachably con-
nected to the slide and extending In said chamber, and a
return spring In said chamber for the rod.

[Claims 6 to 10 nut printed in the Gazette.]

889.2 80. <;.VR.>(ENT Sri'PORTER

No. 39«".,3.:tj

STR.UT. Burr ..ak. M|.-h. Filed Oct. 7, 1907. Serial

-V.IRTIN WaTER-

1. The combination In a device of the character de-
*orll.)ed, of a support, a bracket hinc^dly necured to the
support, a clampint' strip carried by the br»cket, a second
bracket hlngedly secured to the support $bove the first
named bracket, a second strip se.-ured t.. the second
bracket adapted to contact with the first numed strip, and
m.-an* carried by the s.-c.nd nam»»d bracket for wntrolling
the movement r,f the first named bracket.

2. The combinafion In a device of the character de-
scribed, of a supp..rr. a riampinp means carried by the sup-
port, said clam(>iiig means comprlsintr two members ec-
centrically movable one with relation to the other, and
means carried by one member for limiting the movement
of the other.

3. The combination in n device of the character de-
scribed, of a support, a clamping means carried by the
support, said clamping means comprising two members
eccentrically movable one with relation r,. the other, and
means carried by one menit>er for limiting the movement
of the other In one direction anil imparfjng movement
thereto in an opposite direction.

889,281. .MTo.M ATir WKHiHIN*; ASt> DUMPING
M.\CHINE. Ri'BFRT D. Webb, Minden, r,a Filed Oct
S. 1907. S*>rial NO :Utrt,o»",i

1. Th# Ci.mbinnt ion with the scale beams of an auto-
matic weighing MMil 'iniifilni: machine, of a J-eceptacle sup-

ported by each scale l>eara and provided with a morable
gate or valve, a tonrle connet ting the fate or valve to the
receptacle, and a conne<tlon between the toggle and the
scale beam, said connection being constructed to permit
the scale beam to move slightly without disturbing the
toggle wh. n the valve or gate is closed.

2. The combination with the scale beams of an auto-
matic weighing and iluinping iiuutiine. of a receptacle sup
ported by each scale beam ami provided with a movable
gate or valve, a toggle connecting the gate or valve to the
receptacle, and a link connecting the tf)ggle and the scale
l)eam, the connection t)etween the link and one of said
parts being arranged to provide for lost moticm

3. The combinatltm with the scale lieams of an iiiifo-

matic weighing and dumping machine, of a receptacle sup-
ported by each scale beam and provided with a niovaMe
gate or valve, a toggle connecting the gate or vh1\' t- the
receptacle, and a link connecting the toggle and the scale

beam, said link having a pivotal connection with one of

said parts and a pin and-slot connection with the other.

4 The combination with the scale beam of an auto-
matic weighing and dumping mai'hine, of a receptacle sup-
pMirted by the scale beam, a discharge gate or valve for
the receptacle, and connections between the gate or valve
and the scale beam whereby the former is operated by the
latter, the said connections being constructed to permit
the scale beam to move Independently before finally oper-
ating the gate or valve.

5. The combination with the scale beam of an auto-
matic weighing and diiinping machine, of a receptacle
supported liy the scale beam, a discharge gate or valve
for the receptacle, and connections between the gate or
valve and the scale beam whereby the former is op«Tated
by the latter, the said connections being constructed to

permit the scale beam to move from Its weighing position
before the opening movement of the gate or valve begins.

[Claims 1*. to 'i not printed In the dazette.]

S89,2S2 DEVICE FOR OF'ERATIN<; TRANSOMS .VND
SHCTTERS KvcAK V Webster, Bridgeport. Conn,
Filed Oct. 4, l!t07 Serial No. :!it5.919.

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a face plate jirovided with cheek plates, a short
shaft carrying a pinion ami journaled within said cheek
plates, a pivoted segment gear lever meshing with .said

pinion, a thr-aded shaft j<^>urnaled between supports car-
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rled by said plate, a sprocket wheel carried by said shaft, a
chain around said sprocket and having its ends depending
within convenient access, connections between the rear
end of said segment gear lever and said threaded shaft,
whereby the latter will communicate swinging movements
to said lever, and a long operating lever carried by said
short shaft and suitably connected with the shutter or
transom to be operated

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base plate carrying cheek pieces, the short shaft
carrying a pinion and Journaled within said cheek pieces,
the segment ge.ir lever meshing with said pinion and
pivoted to a part rigid with the face plate, the threaded
shaft Journaled within supports carried by said plate, the
nut around said shaft and loosely connected with the rear
end of said segment gear lever, the sprocket carried by
Mid threaded shaft, the chain around said sprocket and
having its ends depending within convenient access, and
the long operating lever carried by said short shaft.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of the face plate carrying cheek plates, the short
shaft carrying a pinion and Journaled within said cheek
plates, the pivoted segment gear lever meshing with said
pinion, the threaded shaft journaled between supports car-
ried by said face plate, connections between said threaded
shaft and said segment gear lever whereby movements
are imparted to the latter from the former, the long oper-
ating lever carried by said short shaft, and means for re-
volving said threaded shaft in reverse directions.

4. The combination of a n.tary shaft carrying a pinion,
means for connecting said shaft with a transom or shutter
whereby the latter will be operated by the rotary move-
ments of the shaft, a pivoted lever carrying a segment
gear in mesh with said pinion, a threaded shaft stationary
as to bngtliwis. movement, a nut on said threaded shaft
aiHi loosely conrieci.-d with said lever whereby the travel
of the nut will . ause said lever to swing around its
pivotal point, and means convenient of access and con-
nected with said threaded shaft for ii'volvlng the same.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a rotary shaft carrying a plniun, means for con-
necting said shaft with a transom or shutter whereby the
latter will be operated by the rotary movements of the
shaft, a recijirocatory lever carrying a gear in mesh with
said pinion, a rotary threaded shaft, connections between
said lever and threaded shaft whereby the latter will com-
municate reclprocatory movements to said lever, and
means for revolving said threaded shaft In reverse direc-
tions.

889,284. MET.\L EXTENSION SLIDE FOR TABLES.
tJOTLOB H. Wf.i II iti.iv St. Joseph, Mo. Filed Feb. 28,
1907. .Serial No :'.:,'.<. ^IS.

Extension table slides comprising hollow casings, pildc
ways formed in one side of certain ',f said casings by slit-

ting said side longitudinally and bending back upon them-
selves the edges of said side along said slit, longitudinal
grooves formed in the opposite side of certain of said
casings by l>endlng the side Inwardly, and U shaped mem-
bers secured in said grooves and provided with flanged
ends having their edges bent hack upon themselves, certain
of said U shaped members Ix'ing adapted to slldlngly en-
gage certain of said guldeways.

889.285. SEED-PLANTER. Pail E. Willums, I'nris.
Tex. Filed Sept. 4, 1907. Serial No. 391,369.

889.SSS. aCARETTE PIPE. Andrew Weisz, Colorado
Springs, Colo. Filed July 10, IIXIT. Serial No. 383,981.

1. In a pipe of the character described, the combination
of a tubular casing lormeil in hlngwl longitudinal sections,
a stem applied lo one end of the tubular casing and dls-
IHised in allnement therewith, and a perforated disk hinged
to the opposite end of the tiibular r^aslng and adapted to

'

be swung over the same
2. In a pipe, the combination of a stem, a tubular casing

detachably connected to the stem and formed In two
hinged longitudinal sections, and a closure f'.r the end of
the tubular casing, the said closure being pivoted upon
the pintle <>f the said hinged longitudinal sections of the
casing.

3. In a pipe, the combination of a stem, a tubular casing
detachably (oiinec ted to the stem and i»rovide<l with a rib,
and catches upon the stem designed to engage the rib.

4. In a pipe, the combination of n stem, a tubular cas
ing formed In hinged longitudinal sections and detachably
applied to the stem, catches carried by the stem for en-
gaging the casing, and a perforated disk cl»»sing the said
casing,

1.34 O. G.—72

In a seed planter, the combination of a suitably sup
ported hopper having a delivery mouth at its lower end,
of a supplemental hopper opening upwardly lieneath said
main hopper, means for regulating the feed from said
main hopper to said supplemental hopper, a feed disk
mounted adjacent said supplemental hopper to rotate up
wardly therethrough, a seed guide mounted on the oppo
site side of said disk from said supplemental hopper and
united thereto by integral side pieces embracing said feed
disk, said feed disk having a plurality of laterally disjKJsed
seed cups formed In Its periphery deeper at one end than at
the other, and a brush mounted above said feed disk to con-
tact with its fHTlpheral surface for removing excess .seed,

substantially as descrlt»ed.

889.286. CAR DOOR SEAL. John F. Wing, Mavwo.xl,
111 Filed May K, 1907. Serial No. 372.491.

1. A seal comprising a shackle having an opening in the
end. and a head or casing having a spilt and tai>ered
elastic tongue therein and adapted to receive the end of
the shackle, said tongue l)eing adapted to hook Into and
spring through said opening and having shoulders pre
sented toward the entrance into the head and engaging
the edges of the opening when the tongue is sprung
through the same and preventing retraction thereof from
the <>i)enlng.

2. A seal comprising a shackle having tongues struck
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up at opposite ends thereof and fornilng ojenlnjjs In said

ends, and a head having opposite inwtrdly presented

tongues therein. ud:iprt»d to interlock with said tongues

and project thrmi^h the o|;>*>nlncs. ^iiid Ciniriies in the

head belns tapered and split lensrthwise to uprlns through

the openings and havin;; projecting shouljers eni;:i(ieable

with the edges of the openings to prevent retraction after

-passing therethrough.

889.28 7. SOLE-LEVELING MACHINB Eka.sti s E.

WiNKL«T. Lynn. Mass.. assignor to Taited Shoe Ma-

chinery Company. Paterson. N. J . a t'oriHoration of New
Jersey. F!>d May 7, I'JUG. Serial No. 3ao.4S7.

1. A sole leveling machine, having, in combination, a

sole leveling roll, a sho*- supporting Jack, mfans fi> changf

the relative lateral indloation of the roll and irtck, an<l

means for lndepen(l»'ntly adjusting the relativ*' lat.Tal in-

clination of the roll and jack for operation upon any one

of a plurality of diffHrent portions of the sliof.

2. A sole leveling machine, having, In combination, a

sole leveling roll, a shoe suppfirting Jack. tn<»chanlsm for

relatively actuating the roll and jack to levfl the solo of a

shoe placed irpon the jack, and plurality of mechanisms

acting indep^-ndintly at difforpnt times during the opera-

tion of the machine to adjust saiil mechanisiji for relatively

actuating the roll and Jack.

3. A sole leveling machine, having, in combination, n

sole leveling roll, a shoe supiMirting Jack, lu.'chanlsm for

relatively actuating the roll and jack t<< lovpl the sole of a

shoe placed upon the jack, nn adjusting device connected

with said mechanism, and a plurality of m-'chjinlsms for

actuating said device arranged to actuate said device Inde-

p^-nd'^ntly at dlffert^nf times durins thp opK'ratlon of the

machine.

4. A sole leveling machine, having, in combination, a

aole leveling roll, a shoe supporting jack, mechanism for

elianging the relative lateral inclination <«f the roll and
jack. an»l a plurality of mechanisms acting indep*»ndfntiy

at different timns during the operation of the machine to

adjust said mechanism for c hanging the relative iatpral

Inclination of the roll and Jack

5. A sole leveling machine, having, in combination, a

sole leveling roll, a shoe supporting jack, mechanism for

changing the relative lateral inclination nf the roil and
jack, an adjusting device connected with said mechanism.
and a plurality of mechanisms for actuating said devic*»

arranged to actuate said device independently at different

times during the operation of the mat hine, and each hav-

ing provision for adjustment to vary the extent of move-
ment imparted to said adjusting device.

(Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l In the Gazett^.]

88n,2Sv INST I.ATKli KAIL.IOINT BIniamis Woi^
HALPTEK, New York. N. V., assignor to The Rail Joint

Cornpany, New York. N. Y.. a CorporatioB of New Y'ork.

Filed J.'in. l'.». Ii><i7. Serial No. ;i.'.,'!.ni:;.

1 In an insulated rail joint, the combination with the

rails nnd ties, of the angle bars each carrying a metallic

base arr.inged for the support of one rail end only, and
Vocated between the ties, and Insulating mtian-'

2. In an insulated rail joint, the combination with the

rails and ties, of the angle bars each carrying a base plate

section for one rail end only located between the ties, and
insulating means.

V?'
/<'

^W^iI

3. In an Insulated rail joint, the combination with the

rails and the ties, of th«» opposite angle bars each carrying

a base plate sfctinn for one rail end only, the seimrnre base

plate sections being arranged In different trnnsv.T-.e pianes

and both located wholly between the ties, and in-iil.iiiug

means.
4 in an insulated rail joint, the combination with the

rails and ties, of the angle bars carrying separate base

plate sections located between the ties, each base plate

section affording one rail end only the Indirect support of

the ties on both sides of the meeting point of the rails

without contact with the corresponding tmse sctlon, and
insulating means

5. In an Insulated rail Ji>lnt. the r:ills. and side angle

bars each provided with a reinforcing leg and with a base

section for the support of one rail end only, and Insulating

means.
[Clalma 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,289. BAliD-SAW SHARPENER. Cuables Wright,
South Greeaabarg. Pa., assignor of one-half to J. A.

Blnkey. South Greensburg, Pa. Filed Aug. 6, 1906. Se-

rial No. 329.497.

In a hand saw sbarpeaer. « base dMlfoed to a«at on and

for movement upon the MW table and barins an opening'

at its forward end, vertical standards provide*! at opposite

sides of said opening and having l)earings. a shaft Jour-

naled in said bearings said shaft being fixed against end-

wise movement, a plurality of cutters arranged In endwise

relation to and for rotation with the shaft, said cutters

being of relatively varying diameters and each having an

annular series of cutting tt'eth ami means f<'r operating

the shaft, the opening in the base being of a width equal-

ing the combined length of all the cutters to permit trans-

verse movement of the device for bringing any one of the

cutters into operation

889.20O WINI>MILL. .Xi.bf.rt J. .\nder80.\, Batavla.

Ill ,
assignor to U. S. NVlrnl Knsiine A I'ump t'ompany,

Batavla. Ill . a Corporation of Illinois. Tiled Nov 24,"

!
l<>r»6. Serial No. 344.991.

1 In a wind mill, the combination with a wind wheel.

• uf a shaft wii which said wheel is fixed, a supporting base
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upon which said shaft Is journaled. a brake comprising
movable frictic n disks surrounding said shaft for stopping
the rotation thereof, means for imposing the axial thrust
of said disks In both directions directly upon said base, a
vane normally extending at right angles to the plane'of
said wheel, means for swinging said vane Into a plane sub-
stantially parallel to that of said wheel, and means for
automatically apj. lying said brake when the vane is swung
Into position to discrmtlnue the o[)eratlon of the mill.

2. In a wind mill, the combination with a wind wheel,
of a shaft upon which said wheel is fixed, a supporting
member for said shaft, a l.rake for said shaft consisting of
members movable relatively axlally of the shaft, means
for Imposing the axial thrust of said brake in both direc-
tions directly upon said supporting member, a vane nor-
mally extending at right angles to the plane of said wheel,
means for swinging said vane Into a plane substantially
parallel to that of said wheel, and means for automatically
applying said brake when the vane is swung into position
to discontinue the operation of said mill.

.3. In a wind mill, the combination with a wind wheel,
of a shaft on which said wheel is fixed, a sui)portin-_' mem-
ber for said shaft, a brake for said shaft consisting of
members movable relatively axlally of the shaft, means
for Imposing the axial thrust of the brake in both direc
tions directly on said supporting member, a vane normally
extending at right angles to the plane of said wheel, means
for swinging said vane Into a po.sitlon substantially par-
allel to said wheel to discontinue the operation of said
wheel, and brake-actuating means controlled by the move-
ment of said vane.

-I In a wind mill, the combination with a wind wheel,
of a shaft upon one end of which said wheel is fixed, a
brake applied to the opposite end of said shaft, a vane
normally extending at right angles to the plane of said
wheel, means for swinging said vane into a position sub-
stantially parallel to the position of said wheel to discon-
tinue the operation of said wheel, a lever for applying
said brake, a rod pivotally connected to said lever, a collar
fixed to said rod. a lug projecting from said vane adapted

j

to engage said collar, and thereby oscillate said lever to i

«PI>ly the brake, and a spring for releasing said brake when
the vane Is swung info position for the mil! to operate.

B. In a wind mill, the combination with a wind wheel,
of a shaft upon which .said wheel Is fixed, a supporting
member for said shaft, a brake for said shaft consisting of
mpmt>ers movable relatively axlally of the shaft, m'ans
f..r Imposing the axial thrust of said brake In both direc-
tions directly upon said supporting member, a vane nor-
mally extending at right angles to the plane of said wheel,
means for swinging said vane Into a plane substantially
parallel to that of said wheel, a brake lever, and means
controlled by said vane for operating said brake lever to
api)ly the brake when the vane Is swung Into position to
discontinue the operation of said mill.

889.291. HYDROCARBON -BURNER. Henry H Ash-
l<x:k. San Diego, Cal. Filed Mav 24, 1900. Serial No
318.568.

In a hydrocarbon burner the combination with a stove
lid having a t-.rch receiving aperture and a closure for said
aperture: of a vertically extending mixing tube below the
lid and having an outlet at Its lower end. an air conduct-
ing coll connecting said tube with the lid and opening
through the lid. a pan disposed below the mixing tube and
constituting a burner, said pan extending under the coll,
an oil conducting pipe extending directly from the lid Into
the Inlet end of the mixing tube, and means for regulating
the passage of air through the coil and to the mixing tube

889.292. BARK -REMOVING MACHINE. Carl Bache-
WtG. Glens Falls, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28, 1907 Serial
No. 359,707.

1. In a bark removing machine, a revolving drum adapt-
ed to receive blocks of wood, comprising a cvlindrical
block-supporting side wail and end walls to which it Is
attached, a plurality of block engaging ribs having bark-
removing edges arranged V-shaped and extended from the
middle of the .side wall to its opposite ends, diagonally to
its axis and pointed In the direction of rotation of 'the
drum, and inwardly projecting means on the interior of
the end walls of the drum for engaging and moving the
blocks inward, substantially as described.

2. In a bark removing machine, a revolving drum adapt-
ed to receive blocks of wood, comprising a cvlindrical block-
supporting side wall and end walls to which It Is at-
tached, a plurality of block-engaging ribs having bark-re-
moving edges arranged V-shaped and extending from the
middle of the side wall to its opposite ends, diagonally to
its axis and pointed In the direction of rotation of 'the
drum, a plurality of block engaging ribs having bark-re-
moving edges, nrrangi'd on the interior of the end walls of
the drum which engage the blocks and move them inward
and also rem-.ve the bark therefrom, suhstantlallv as de-
scribed.
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3. In a bark-removing machine, a rcTolvlbg drum adapt

ed to receive blocks of wood, comprising; an Imperforate

cylindrical side wall and end walls to whulj it is attaoli'd,

a plurality of block-engaging rlhs having l>arlc niiixving

edges arranged V-shaped and extemled fmoi the middle of

the tide wall to Its opposite ends dlagon»lly to Its axis

and pointed in the direction of rotation of the drum, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a bark removing machine a revolvitig drum adapt

"ed to receive blocks of wood, comprising a cylindrical

block-supporting side wall and end walls to which it is

attached, a plurality of pairs of 1 .tik'n u.lmally ctirv.d L-

angle iron strips attached to the iut-nor ot said side wall.

arranged V-shaped and extended from th^ middle of the

side wall to Its opposite ends, in a direction diagonal to

Its axis and pointed in the dir»»ction of rotation of the

drum, the Inner ends of the strips of <3ach pair being

mltered whereby they may be abutted together, one por-

tion of each strip bearing on the side wail and the other

portion projecting inwardly to engage the blocks and re-

move the bark therefrom, substantially as described.

5. In a bark-removing machine, a revolvljig drum adapt

ed to receive blocks of wood comprising a ctlindrical hiock-

supporting side wall and end walls to which It is attached,

a plurality of pairs of longitudinally curvrd L-angle iron

strips attached to the Interior of said side wall, arranged V-

shaped and extended from the middle of the side wall to Its

opposite ends, in a direction diagonal tr> Its axis and

pointed In the direction of rotation of the driim. the inner

ends of the strips of each pair being tiiittr.Kl whereby they

may t>e abutted together, one portion of each strip bearing

on the side wall and the other portion proj*'cting inwardly

to engage the hlocks and remove the t)ark therefrom, and

a plurality of L angle Iron strips attache<l to the Interior

of the end walls adjacent the outer end^ of the strips

on the side wall, one portion of each strip hearing on the

end wall and the other portion thereof proi»'Cting inwardly

to engage the blocks and r-move the t>ark therefrom, sub-

stantially as described.

[Claims 6 and T not printed in the Gazette.]

8 89,293. roIRSK M.XHKER. EvKRitrr H. B.^rsey.

Springfield. Mass. Kii.tl .Vug. 5, U^oT. .Serial .No. ;>>7.J18.

889.204. ADJLST.\BLE WINDOW - SHADE FIXTURE.
Harbv Bbe.vizeb. Omaha. Nebr. Filed Apr. 15. 1907.

Serial No. 368.227.

1. la a course marker of the class described, a tubular
base-piece, angular elements secured to the base-piece at

dlegonally opposite points thereof, a paael transversely

located of the base piece, and means for seturlng the panel

to the base-piece, and bracing means extanding from the

panel to the angular elements, as describe^.

2. In a course marker of the class described in comblna
tion with the tubular base piece thereof. I)racket3 secured

to the base-piece and provided with means for supporting

a flagstaflf, each bracket provided with metns for securing

the anchoring devices, a transversely located framework, a

panel secured to the framework, and means for removably
retaining the framework on the tubular t)ase piece, and
means »>xtending from the panel to the bnacket pieces for

i->taiaing the panel against movement endwise of the

marker, as described.

3. .\ course marker having In combination with the

tubular base-piece thereof, brack^'ts secured to said base-

piece, a transverse framework, connecting means between
the Nrackets and framework, a transverse element, as h.

a weight secured to the transversa' eU-nietit. wlierehv the

coMr«" marker is rendered stable.

^- 4

1. .V device of the class described cooiprMlIC guides

having ways and a plurality of upenitiga atciifcd to oppo-

site sides of a window frame, slides mounted in said guides

having their u|)per ends provided with a half turn to form
supporting brackets and their lower ends reduced to form

a handle and provided with a tooth to engage In said open-

ings, and adjustable means connecting said brackets.

2. \ device of the class described comprising guides se-

cured to opposite sides of a window frame, slides having

their upfK-r ends provided with a half turn to form brack-

ets adapted to support a shade roller and curtain pole

and an adjustable means connecting said brackets.

.'?, A device of the class described comprising guides pro-

vided with a plurality of ojK-nlngs and s<M'ured to op|>o-

site sides of a window frame and running the full length

thereof, slides mounted in said guides having their lower

ends reduced and pmvlded with a tooth adapted to work
In s.-iid openings, and an adjustable tueans having connec-

tion with said slidea.

88»,21t5. ENDGATE FOR WAGONS. Ch.vrlb* E. Ca«-

Roi.t,. Hamler, Ohio. Filed Apr. 2fi. 1907. Serial No.

.;7u, !_'»).

1. \n end gate removably hinged at Its lower end to a

wagon body, a hinge plate or lever fulcrumed at the top of

the wagon body on each side of said end gate and bavin,:

a downwardly projecting end at the rear, and a jointtii

brace pivoted to each upper corner of the end gate and to

the downwardly projecting end of each hinge plate, said

hinge plates or levers adapted to hook over the end gate

when the latter is folded for locking it closed at the top

and plvotally supvwrting it when swung out at the bottom

2. .\n end-gate removably hinged at its lower end to a

wagon body, a binge bar projecting from each side of said

•nd-gate near its upper end, a hinge plate or lever ful-

•rumed at the top of and within the wagon bo<ly on each

side of said end gate and arranged to bear on the top of

the rear end of the wagon and extend over it with a down-
ward projection, and a 'olnted brace pivoted to each hinge

l);ir and fi> each of said downward projections, said liinse

I09I

plates or levers upholding the end-gate and pivotaliy sap-
porting it when swung open at the bottom.

3. An end-gate removably hinged to the bottom of a
wagon, a hinge plate or lever pivoted to the top of the
wagon on each side of the end gate, each of said hinge
plates having a flat face to bear on the top of the wagon
body and a downwardly projecting end extending outside
the same, a Juinfed brace pivoted to the projecting end of
each hinge plate and to the side of the end-gate near the
top and adapted to fold against the end gate when the
latter is closed at the top, and hang suspended from said
hinge plate and support the end-gate when the latter is

opened at the bottom.

296. END -GATE FASTENER.
JoHX A. Carter, Ashervllle. Kans.
Serial No. 379.293.

Leon Carter and
Filed June 15. 1907.

1. An end gate comprising a pair of hinged sections, an
extension carried by one of the sections and having the ex-

tremity thereof notched, a sleeve reciving the notched
end of the extension, an arm projecting from the oppo-
site section and designed to be received within the said
notch, a locking lever plvotally connected to the arm and
provided with a cam for engaging the sleeve, and means
carried by the extension for holding the lever in an op-
erative position.

2. An end gate comprising a pair of hinged sections, an
extension carried by one of the sections, a sleeve receiving
the ead portion of the extension, a lever carried by the
opposite section of the end gate and provided with a cam
enga;:iiig the sleeve, and a catch carried by the extension
for hdliiing the locking lever in an operative position.

3 An end gate comprising a pair of hinged sections, an
extension carried by one of the sections, a sleeve receiving
the end portion of the extension and formed upon its outer
side with an enlargement, a lever carried by the opposite
section and provided with a cam designed to engage the
enlargement of the sleeve, and a spring catch mounted
upon the extension and operating to engage the locking
lever.

889,297. CLUTCH I»RIVI.\(; DEVICE. John M. Dalt,
Chicago 111 Filed Mar JT. 1905. Serial No. 252,'543.

I

w h."..

iniii

SJIi.l

enii

shaft

part.

part

said.

111 a device of the character described, a shaft, a
1 carried thereby and having a smooth periphery, an
lo..«. jy carried on the shaft, a . lutcli part pivoted to
.inn and ad.ipled to frict ioiiallv engage the periph-
fn'> of 111,, wheel, a member loosely mounted on the
.
adjustable connections b<'tween member nnd clutch-

aiid means for rocking the member and tlierehy Im-
movenient to wheel and sliaft through tlie pawl afore-

2. In a device of the character descrllied, a thaft, a
wheel carried thereby having a smooth periphery, an arm
loosely carried on the shaft, a clutch-part pivoted to said
arm and adapted to frictionally engage the peripheral face
of the wheel, a member loosely mounted on the shaft, ad-
justable connections between member and clutch-part, a
lever for actuating the member, and a flexible connection
between the said member and lever.

3. In a device of the character described, a shaft, a
wheel carried thereby having a smooth periphery, an arm
loosely carried on the shaft, a clutch-part pivoted to said
arm and adapted to frictionally engage the peripheral
face of the wheel, a member loosely mounted on the shaft;
adjustable connections between member and clutch-part, a
lever for actuating the member, and an adjustable connec-
tion between the said member and lever.

4. In a device of the character described, a shaft, a
wheel carried thereby and having a smooth periphery, an
arm loose on the shaft, a clutch part pivoted to the arm
and adapted to frictionally engage the peripheral face of
aid wheel, a segment-disk loose on the shaft, a link
pivoted at one end to the segment disk and its opposite end
pivoted to the clutch-part, and means for actuating the
said segment-disk.

5. In a device of the character described, a shaft, a
wheel carried thereby and having a smooth periphery, an
arm loose on the shaft, a clutch part pivoted to the arm
and adapted to frictionally engage the peripheral face of
said wheel, a segment-disk loose on the shaft provided
with a grooved edge, a link having a pivotal connection
with the segment-disk and with said clutch-part, a lever.
and a flexible connection between the segment-disk and
lever, said flexible connection having a portion lying In
the groove aforesaid of the segment disk.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.298. STO\ K LEG. Cleveland G. Davis. Manistee,
Mich. Filed Dec. 28, 1907. Serial No. 408.417.

1. In combination with a stove leg. a device of the cljar-
acter describ«'d comprising a spring supporting arm plvot-
ally connected at one end to the stove leg. a disk secured
to the other end of .said arm. and a caster mounted on the
disk, said device being designed to be wedged between the
pivoted end of the arm and the upper end of the stove leg,
as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a stove leg, a device of the char-
acter described comprising, a bolt secured to the stove leg,

a spring supporting arm formed at one end with a sleeve
mounted on aald bolt, a disk secured to the other end of
the arm and designed for operative engagement with the
foot of the stove leg. and a caster attached to the disk.
said device being adapted to be wedged between the upper
end of the stove leg and the bolt whereby to hold the
caster in an inoperative positi(m. as and for the purpose
set forth.

889.290. BOILER FI,IF lU.uWER. Albert S. Dillon,
Kansas City. Mo., assignor, by mesne assignments, of
one-half to Ernest R. Gates. K.nnsas City, Kans. Filed
Oct. 26, 1906. Serial No. 340,702.
1. The combination with ,t tubular boiler: of a blower

for a plurality of its flues, said blower consisting of a
hollow casting connected at Its rear with a valved steam
pipe and having Its front wall provided with holes adapt-
ed to register simultaneously with said flues, and a
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gprfader within the cagtlDK tapering fro«i a point be

tw»^n said holes to a point adjacent the Inlet from said

steam pip*?.

2. The combination with a tubular boiler: of a blower

for Its flues adapted to be arranged adjacent one end

thereof and consisting of one casting comprising a t>o98

communicating with a steam-pipe, side *^alls diverging

from said l»o98. a front wall connecting laid side walls

and provided with holes on lines radiating from the axis

of said boss to points to register with tke flues in the

Niller, and a spreader extending rearwardly from the

Inner surface of the front wall and taperfing towards its

rer.r terminal

3. The combination with a tubular hollar; of a blower

for Its flues adapted to be arranged adjacent one end

thereof and consisting of one casting coi^prislng a boss

communicating with a steam pipe, side vails diverging

from said boss, and a front wall connecting said side walls

and provided with holes on lines radlatlnif from the axis

of said tioss to points to register with the flues In the

boiler.

8S»..'^00. SLIME SAVING DEVICE FOR ORE-CONTEN-
TU.^TORS. Bekt E. Dlwjan, Tellurldte. Colo. Filed

Mar. 19. 1007. Serial No. .363. 19S.

1 The combination of a stationary frtme. a movable

frHine. a concentrator table arranged uf>an said moyable

frnme. a pair of cross bars arranged abov* the table and

;iavin_' their ends formed with threaded apertures, nuts

arruiiired upon the main frame, upright screw rods having

centrally arran^red flattened enlargements ,nnd oppositely

«»irew threaile«1 ends, their upper ends l^iog engaged with

niertures in the cross bars and their lowet ends with said

nuts, a slime skimming device arranged Bbove the table

and having a Y i^haped body, one of its branches being

trough shaped to provide a discharee spoilt and Its other

two hranchos iieing angular in cross section and baring

horizontal flanges engaced with the bottom faces of said

cross bars, and bolts securing said flanges to the cross

bars, sul stantlally as set forth.

2. The comUination with a movable are concentrator

frame and its table, of a stationary slime Iklmmlng device

and a flexible element between one end of said device and

•iaid concentrator for preventing the pulpi upon the table

from passing around said end of the skimming device.

;;. The combination with a movable are concentrator

frame and its table, of a stationary frame, a slime skim-

ming device carried by .said stationary frame and arranged

al ove said table, and a deflector carried by said stationary

frame and arranged above the table to direct the pulp

thereon into said skimming device

4. The combination with a movable ore concentrator

frame and Its table, of a stationary frame, a slime skim-

ming device carried by said stationary frame and arrauged

above said table, and a deflector yleldably connected to

said stationary frame and arranged alwve the table In

advance of said skimming device to direct the pulp upon

the table Into said device.

5. The combination with a concentrator having a sta-

tionary frame and a movable frame carrying a concen-

trating table, of a slime skimming device to co-act with

said table, said device having a spout and diverging de

flector arms, means for supporting said device from said

stationary frame and flexible connections t)etween the

ends of said deflector arms and said movable frame.

[Claim f> not printed In the OnEcfte.]

SS9.301. SHOE F.VSTENER. Epward Elms. Iowa Falls.

Iowa. Filed Aug. 30, lOOfi. Serial No. 331^.050,

1. .\ shoe fastener, comprising a contact plate on the

inside of the shoe top having a threaded shank projected

therefrom, such shank being located near one end of said

contact plate and adapted to pass through the material

of the shoe, a coll spring about said shank liearlng upon

such material and over said contact plate and having a

laterally extending uptllted end adapte<l to bear upon

such material over the extension of said contact plate,

said coll spring removably secured to sail shank.

2. A shoe fastener, comjirislng a flat hen de<l threaded

stud, a contact plate seated about said stud inside of the

shoe-top and having an extension at one side, said stud

adapted to pass through the material of the shoe top and

said contact plate to contact with the inner surface of

the said material, a coll spring about said stud adapted

to t)ear against the outside of said material over said ex-

tension, and means for adjustably compressing said spring

upon said material and contact plate and for securing it

aliout snlJ stud.

889,30i:. BOILER FLIE CLEANER. Andbe.vs Gk^'.s

VALD, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Joseph J. Zlmmer

mann. Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Mar. 16. 1908. Serial No.

4 21..'.•'.»>.

1. A ijoiler flue cleaner comprising a vertically dis-

posed header, a horliontal lead pipe extending forward

of the boiler head, plugs fitted In the lead pipe, whereby

separate divisions are formed therein, series of perforated

depending tubes extending from said lead pipe, branch-

pipes connecting the divisions of the aforesaid lead pipe

with the header, and an Independent controlling-valve for

each branch pipe Interposed between the header and

branch pipes.

2, \ bollcr-flii« cleaner having a vertically disposed

header, a lead-pipe extending from tb« lower terminal of

the header, the lead-pipe comprising a series of sections

connected by screw -threaded plugs whereby separate di-

visions are formed therein, series of perforated depend-
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Ing tulies extending from said lead pipe, branch pipes con-

ne-'tint: tlio divisions of the aforesaid lead pipe with the

pull and push springs coiin.ctod with the disk and with

the lever.

^TT^^TT^

header, and an iii(l.'i'»'"dent controlling valve for each

branch pipe inferfiosed between the header and branch-

pipes.

889.303. WAC.ON-DUMP
111 Filed Feb 2.*;. 1907

SA.MrKL GrTH. Washington.

Serial No. 359.313.

1. .\n elevator and conveyer, and means connected to

each and connecting one with the other and through and

by which said conveyer is permitted to bodily shift length-

wise relative to said elevator

2. In combination with a wagon dump of an .levator

and conveyer, means connected to both said elevator and

conveyer and connecting one with the other, said means

being capable of adjustment relative to each of the de-

scribed memb«»rs by which to permit longitudinal move-

mt'nt of the conveyer relative to the elevator

.{. An elevator and conveyer, a sin;:le means at each

side thereof for connecting them, and connected plvotally

with each and by the adjustment of which the conveyer is

movable ioni.'itudinally with respect to the elevator.

4. .\n el.vator and convev.r. a single means at each side

thereof for connecting them, such means having pivotal

connection with each and having adjustment on one of

th'in tiy which to permit longitudinal raovenient of the

other relative thereto

.'>. .\n elevator and conveyer, and means attached to

each of the members by which to connect one with the

other, such means being adjustable on and relative to

both members by which to permit adjustment of said mem-

bers relatively and devices for securing the said means to

one of the members after adjustment

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette ]

889.304. DEVICE FOR 0VERCOMlN(i DEAD-CENTERS
.lAMEs B. Hamric and I)AMi:r> C. Chitw(K)D. Coliins-

ville. Ala. Filed Oct. 2. 1907. Serial No. ;U»fi.6(»3.

1. The combination with a fly wheel of a disk, a lever

fulcrnmed thereon, a pitman connected with the lever, and

2. The combination with a fly wheel, of a disk secured

thereto, a lever fulcrumed Intermediate of its ends upon

the dlsl<. a pitman connected with one end of the lever,

and springs for returning the lever to its normal position

after having been shifted by movement of the pitman.

3. The combination with a fly wheel, of a disk provided

with two oppctsitely disposed slots the centers of curva-

ture of which are eccentric to the axis of the disk, a lever

fulcrumed upon the disk having extensions projecting

through the slots, a pair of springs arranged in one of

the slots to oppose the motion of one of the extensions, a

spring upon the disk engaging with the other extension of

the lever, and a pitman connected with the lever.

4 The combination with a fly wheel, of a disk pro-

vided with two oppositely disposed slots the centers of

curvature of which are eccentric to the axis of the disk, a

lever fulcrumed upon the disk having extensions project-

ing through the slots, a pair of springs arranged In one of

the slots to oppose the motion of one of the extensions, a

spring upon the rear of the disk engaging with the other

extension of the lever, and a pitman connected with the

lever.

88»,805. RFVERSINC; TIMER AND I tlSTRIBl TEB.

JOHX O. Heinze, .Ir. Lowell, Mass. Filed Nov. 30,

1906. Serial No. :i4ri,f>61.

*iH H, "i

1. An induction coll used in connection with a gas en-

gine, and having a core of ma;:netic material : a primary

winding thereon; a vibrator connected 10 said primary

winding to interrupt an electrical current through said

primary winding; a battery; two battery terminals con-

nected to said battery; two primary terminals connected

with said primary winding; the battery terminals and

I the primary terminals, in arrangement, being alternate;

two reversing current segments mounted upon a shaft,

driven by said engine, whereby each of the battery ter-

minals may be connected to one of the two primary

terminals, and then to the other of said primary terminals ;

all designed for the purpose of causing tne regular auto-

matic reverse of the several connections and the direction

* of the current through the primary winding to prevent
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ih- f..rmation of a teat and a pit la the oantacts of the

vlbratur. throui^h which the primary current passes.

•J. An induction coll used in connection with a gas en-

gine, and having a core of ma^Tietlc mateiltl ;
a primary

windlni? thereon ; a vibrator connected to said primary

winding to Interrupt an electrical current through said

primary winding ; a battery : two battery terminals con-

nected to said bafterv: two primary termirjal^ connected

with s«ald primary winding; the battery terminals, and the

primary- terminals. In arrangement being a}t.Tnato ;
two

reversing current sHgmenta mounted upon a shaft, driven

by said engine, wh^r.by each of the battery terminals may

be connected to one of the two primary terminals, and

then to the other of said primary terminals ;
a s.-ondary

wlnditi:; wound ab<^ut said core and said primary winding ;

all d.'suML'd for the purpose of inducing in the secondary

winding high voltage curr-nfs having the sam- fn-

quency and Intensity therein

3. An induction coll used in connection with a gas en

fine. «n<l having a core of magnetic materiBl :
a primary

winding thereon ; a vit)rator connectfd to said primary

winding to interrupt an electrical curn-nt through said

primary winding: a battery; two t)attery terminals con

nected to said battery ; two primary terminals connected

wlfh said primary winding; the battery terminals, and the

primary terminals. In arrangement, being alt.-rnate :
two

reversing current segments mounted upon a shaft driven

by said engine, wher^-by each of the battery terminals may 1

be conn.>cre«l to on.' of the two primary terminals, and
j

then to the other of said primary terminals ;
a s.-condar\

winding, wound about said core and said prtmary winding'.

and grounded : a sparltlng device which is grounded ;
and

means whereby the secondary winding ma« be connected

to the insulated metallic portion of the spariiing device,

whereby there may be formed at the spafit gap of «aid

sparking device, sparks having substantially the same

heat intensity and frequency.
| j

4 An Induction coll used In connection with a gas en

gine. and having a cor^ of magnotic matt-rial :
a primary

winding thereon : a vibrator connected t.i said primary

winding to interrupt an electrical ctirrent through said

primary winding; a battery; two batt."ry terminals con

nected to said lottery ; two primary frmijials connected

with said primary winding; In arrangeni.nit the battery

terminals, alternating with the primary terminals; two

reversing current s.-gmenfs mounted upon fc shaft, driven

by said engine, whereby each of the battery terminals may

be connected to one of the two primary terminals and

then with the other of said primary terniinuls, a s^.-ondary

winding wound about said core and said primary winding.

and ground.Hl ; a series of grounded sparking devices, a

series of distributing terminals each of which is electric

ally connected with the insulated portion .jf its respective

sparking device; a distributing arm electrlrnlly connected

to said secondary winding ; means whereby said distributing

arm is operatively connected to said shaft operating the re-

versing current segments; said dlstrlbutin*; terminals be

Ing arranged In their relation to the distributing arm. so

that the distributing arm successively eogages the dis-

tributing terminals when the battery curj-ent Is flowing

through the primary winding.

5. .V shaft of n gas engine, mounted in a casing: revers-

ing segments mounted on said shaft and Insulated there-

from ; a distributing arm mounted upon said shaft and

insulated therefrom ; battery terminals an<t primary termi-

nals, ait.rnateiy arranaed within said cast, and Insulated

therefrom, and adapted to be engage,! t)» said reversing

current segments; distributing terminals (u.unted In said

case, insulated therefrom, and designed to be succe.sslvely

engaged by sabl distributing arm ; a high toltage terminal

mount. Ml in said ca.se and insulated therefrom: and a con-

necting arm. whereby elf-ctrical conne.tion may be made

between said high voltage terminal and *ild distributing

arm : said distributing segments, the battery terminals,

and the primary terminals, all bein_' so arranged that an

electrical current may flow through the prtmary terminals

in one direction, and then in an opposite direction, while

the distributing arm is in conta.t with any one of the

distributing terminals

!*«i9.;?05. SOAP T'lSTRIBTTER FOR TOILET USE.

John W. Hokfm.vn and ciiari.ks (i. Mixsox. ihlcago.

111. Filed .Tune 11. 1!»<»T Serial No. 378.423.

1. In u soap distributer for toilet use. a -"ipply chamber

for containing a mass of plastic soap and having an out-

let port ; a piston chamber adapted for c<immunlcatlon

with the supply chaml>er port ; means for subjecting the

mass of soap In the supply chamber to pressure for feed-

ing the soap from the latter into the piston chamt>er : a

piston for opening and closing the supiily chamber port,

and a movable abutment ..pp""'"*' 'he piston, both being

arranged within the plst.in chamber; and means for

normally and relatively spacing the piston and abutment

in [losiiiou to provide chamber space for receiving a charge

of soap from the supply chamber, the piston being movable

forward for closing the supi)Iy port and moving the charge

against the abutment to a discharge duct or port con-

nected with the piston chamber, and the abutment being

movable under pressure of the advancing charge to an es

tent to cause it to pass the said dis<barge duct and form

a Jaw at one side thereof: the other jaw being form.-d by

the advancing piston, and the plastic soap being squeezed

Into and through the discharge duct by the squeeilng

action of the Jaws formed by the abutment and piston.

2. In a soap distributer for toilet use. a supply chamber

having a removable cap: a plunger arranged within the

supply chamber; a spring arranged between the plunger

and the cap, the plunger being constructed with a threaded

stem arranged to extend and move lonititudinally tlirough

an opening In the cap. and being provided with an adjust

able nut which can be adjusted for relatively drawing to-

gether the plunger and cap and then reveij^ely adjusted so as

to permit free and constant downward pressure on the part

of the plunger: and means for receiving soap from the sup

ply chamber successively in charges or portions and suc-

cessively ejecting such charges or portions In stick form

In position for the us.-r

.'{. In a soap distributer for toilet [.urposex. a piston

chamber containing a piston and a shifting abutment mem-

ber having it? face opposite the piston face forming an

abutment jaw :
movable connection t>.-tween the shifting

abutment member and the piston in-rniitting the two to

relatlvelv move apart to a limited extent, and in alterna-

tion therewith to relatively close together: stop means for

limiting the extent of movement in one dire<-tlon on the

part of the abutment member; a spring backing the abut-

ment memt>er and having its expansive action in di-

rection toward the piston ; and means for supplying plastic

soap between the piston and abutment when these mem-

bers ari' in normal poslri<.n

4 In a soap distributer, a supply chamber for contain-

ing a mass of plastic soap: a delivery chamber for re-

ceiving soap from the supply chamber and having a dls

charge duet for the discharge of soap from the delivery

i chamber; a [usron and an abutment within the delivery
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chamber with their relatively opposite faces inclined or

beveled for forming Jaw faces for sciueeiing soap between

them out through the discharge duct of the delivery cham-

ber when the piston is forced toward the abutment

5 In a soap distributer, a piston chamber having an

outlet duct and containing a piston and a reciprocating

abutment forward of the piston face, the piston and the

abutment being relatively movable apart to receive a

portion of plastic soap between them, and relatively mov-

able together to squeeze out the plastic soap when the

same is over the outlet duct, and the relatively opposite

abutment faces Ix-ing inclined to converge upwardly from

the outlet duct.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette,]

gage said slot, whereby the rise and fall of said landing

platform will move said rail section about Its pivotal

center.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.] -.

8 8 9.307. CAGER AM. AUTOMATIC SUMP GUARD.

Grant Holmes. Danville, 111., assignor to Robert Holmes

& Brothers, Danville, 111., a Corix.ration of Illinois.

Filed M.ir Di. l'.»0^ Serial No. 421,374.

a^o 3nM PROCESS and compound for treating
MANTLES. Maecis H. Hilinos, Allegheny. Pa., as-

signor of one-balf to William H. Osborne, Richmond

borough. New York, N. Y. Filed May 13. 1907. Serial

No. 373,292.

1. The process of treating mantles after completed in

their regular course of manufacture to Increase their

durabiiitv and capacity for incandescence and which con-

sists of burning off their coaling and of siirinkling directly

onto them, while in position for use, a powder which is

capable of adhering to the material of the mantle and of

l>ecomlng incandescent.

2. The process of treating mantles after completed in

their regular course of manufacture to increase their

durabiiitv and capacity for incandescence and which con

slsts of burning off their coating and of applying to them

when placed In position f..r use. a powder consisting of a

mixture of common salt. lime, alum and borax.

3. A compound for treating mantles and which is to be

applied to them when ready for use to Increase their

durability and capacity for incandescence, the same con-

sisting of a powder composed of common salt. lime, alum

and borax.

4. A compound for treating n-antles and which is to be

applied to them when ready for use to increase their

durability and capacity for incandescence, the same con-

sisting of a powder composed of M'^c common salt. 4<>'^c

lime, 5% alum and 5'/, borax, and matter added to give

color.

1 \ device of the chUSCtK dwcribed comprising a rail

section pivot all V supported at a point between Its ends

and having the portions thereof lying on opposite sides of

Its pivotal center extending at an angle one to another,

and means for moving said rail section about its pivotal

center. , .
,

«> In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a track and a hoisting cage, of a rail section

plvotallv supported at a point between the ends thereof

and having Its opposite end portlon.s extending at an an-

gle one to another, and means actuated by the rise and fall

of said cage for moving said rail section about its plvoUl

center. ^ .
,

3 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion, with a track, a hoisting cage, and a movable landing

platform for said hoisting cage, of a rail section plvotally

supported at a point between the ends thereof and having

its opposite end portions extending at an angle one to the

other, an.i means for connecting said pivotal rail section

to said landing platform, whereby said rail section will be

moved about Its pivotal center by the rise or fall of

said landing platform.

4. In a device of the character described, th« combina-

tion, with a track, a hoisting cage, and a movable landing

platform for said hoisting cage, of a rail section plvotally

supported at a point between the ends thereof and having

its opposite end portions extending at an angle one to

the other, and a bar plvotally connected at one end to

said landing platform and loosely connected at its oppo-

site end to said rail section, whereby said rail section will

be moved at)out Its pivotal center by the rise and fall of

aaid landing platform.

5. In a device of the character descrllied. tlie ronibina

tion. with a track, a hoisting cage, and a movable lauding

platform for said hoisting cage, of a rail section plvotally

supported at a point between the ends thereof and having

Its opposite end portions extending at an angle one to

the other, a l>ar plvotally connected at one end to said

landing platform and having a slot at its opposite end.

nnd a bolt carried by said rail section and adapted to en-

889 309. ROTARY SCRUBBING MACHINE. Thomas R

Jenkins, .Tr.. Baltimore. Md. Filed Aug 17. 1906. Se-

rial No. 3.30.960.

1 \ rotar\ scrubbing machine having a circular brush:

a driving wheel around which the brush is to be revolved:

a yoke sustained bv the driving wheel ; a gear at the side

of the voke and revolved by the said driving wheel
;
a sec-

ond gear covering the yoke and driving wheel and meshing

with the tlrst named gear: and rods sustained by the sec-

ond gear and loosely connecting the circular brush.

2 A rotary scrubbing machine having a brush, a central

dri'nig wheel around which the brush is to be revolved:

a y..ke sustained by the central driving wheel gears re-

volved by the said central driving wheel ;
means for yield-

ingly sustaining the brush from one of said gears
;
a bracket

extending laterallv from a point above the central driving

whet>l and having a revolving support at its outer end and

an operating rod plvotally connected to said bracket.

3 A rotary scrubbing machine having a brush, a central

driving wheel around which the brush is to be revolved ;
a

yoke sustained by the driving wheel and having a stem

projecting therefrom ; a gear sustained at the side of the

yoke and revolved by the driving wheel: another gear

mounted on the yoke stem and covering the yoke and driv-

ing wheel and meshing with said first named gear: and

rods supported by and radiating from the gear on the

voke stem and yieldingly sustaining the brush.
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4 A rotary •cmbblng machine having a l>r\igh, a rontral

driving wh*^l around which the brush U to be re'volved .

a tubular shaft extending through the driving wheel : a

yoke sustained by the tubular shaft ; a vortical gear at the

end of said shaft and beyond the yok»> ; a Imlt extending

through the tubular shaft and holding the ».>rtical g'-ar in

engagement with the end thereof, a horizontal gear sus-

tained on top of the yoke and covering th.» driving wheel

and meshing with the gear at the end of tha tubular shaft.

and rods sustained by the horiiontal gear and having

their lower end-* connected with the bru^h

o. A rotary scrubbing machine having a circular brush :

k single central driving wheel around whlcb the brush re-

TOlves ; a yoke sustained by the central driving wheel

geftrs revolved by the said central driving wheel ; arms

projecting laterally from one of said gears and having

screw-threaded perforations in their outer ends; screw-

threaded rods adjustable in the perforations of said arms

and having their lower ends loosely connected with the

brush ; coilnd springs encircling said rods, and means on

the rods for varying the pressure of said springs.

•?. In a machine for braiding strips of sheet m.i ferial In

the form of a tube, two series of reels, meehanlsra for mov-

ing each series In an opposite direction to that of the other,

a mandrel npon which to braid the fabric, a plurality of

feed-rolls adapted to preaa sjild fabric against said man

drel. and me.h.inism for revolving said fee<l rolls about

said mandrel. %v tier^i.v said fabrie is fed off ..f said man-

drel.

8 89.3 10. DRTVK ATT.^rilMENT FOR VEHICLE-

WHEELS. JosKPH H. .1 .Ayr IV. St. Loeis. Mo Filed

May 14, 1907. Serial No .^7.3.t>S8.

1. A #MAm of the class described, comprising a cap. a

aa»ge fbnHd Intefrml with said cap. said cap placed over

one half of the hub and retained in position to the s[X)kes

of the vehicle by means of saiil tlange, a second flange

formed Integral with the cap. an externally screw threaded

shoulder formed on the cap. and a sprocktt wheel remov-

ably attached to the cap. substantially as specified.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a cap In

combination with a vehicle wheel, a flange located on one

end and forin.-d integral with the cap wh*rpl>y the same

Is rigidly held in position upon the hub by the rivets which

retain the spokes In position upon the hub. a second tlange

formed integral with the cap forming a sho»lder. a sprocket

wheel located upon the shoulder and supported by the

flange, and a set screw extending throngti the flange to

contact with the sprocket wheel for additiooally lockinj, the

same in po>iirion upon the cap. sulistantiajly as specified.

888,311. MA< HINE FUR BRAIlUNi; Tl HILAR
FABRIC. L<n IS A. Junes, Cambridge. Masa.. as.signor

to American Circular Loom Company. Chelsea. Mass..

n Corporation of Maine. Filed June I'T. 1906. Serial

No. 3-';'.,54 9.

1. In a machine for braiding strips of sheet material in

the form of a ttitie. two series of reels, mecti.inlam for mov-

ing each series in an opposite direction to that of the other,

a mandrel upon which to braid the fabric, a corrugated

fee<l-ro!l adapted to press said fabric against said mandrel,

:ind mechanism to revolve said feeii-roll HK>ut said man-

drel, whereby saiti fabric Is fed off of said mandrel.

•2. In a machine for braiding strips of sheet material In

the form of a tube, two series of reels, mechanism for mov-

ing each series in an i>pp<)8ite direction to that of the other,

a tai>ered mandrel upon which to braid the fabric, a cor

rugated feed-roll adapted to press said fabric against said

maii'lrel. and mechanism to revolve said feed roll al)Out

sail! mandrel, whereby said fabric is fed off of said man-

drel.

i In a machine for braiding strips of sheet materl.il in

the form of a tube, two series of reels, mechanism for mov

Ing each series in an opj>r>site direction to that of the other,

a mandrel npon which to braid the fabric, a plurality >'(

feed rolls adapted to press said fabric against said man-

drel, mechanism f^r revolving said feed rolls about said

mandrel, whereby said fabric is fed off of said mandrel,

and means for varying the pressure of s.ild feed rnWs

against said fabric.

.1. In a tubular braiding machine, a tuide plate provided

with two sinuous intersecting g\iide slots, two series of

reel carriers, each series adapted to .-ngage, respectively,

one of said guide slots, reel standards journaled to oscillate

about vertical axes on said reel carriers, reels joiirnaled

on said reel standards with their axes In a snbsiantially

horizontal plane, a mandrel upon which to braid the fabric,

a plurality of feed-rolls adapted to press said fabric

against said mandrel, the axes of said rolls located at an

angle to the axis of said mandrel, and mechanism for re-

volving said feed rolls alK>ut said mandrel, whereby said

fabric Is fed off of said mandrel.

[Claims to 26 not printed in the Oaiefte.]

889,312. EXl'ANKED METAL. Jrt.n s Kahn, Detroit,

Mich., assignor to Trussed Concrete Steel Company. De-

troit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan Filed I>ec. 15,

1906. Serial No. 347.9r>l Renewed Feb. 17. 190^ Se-

rial No. 416, ."^87.

1 Expanded metal comprising rods and ties connecting

the same, the ro<l8 and tiea being In one plane.

2. Expanded metal comprising parallel rods, and ties

connecting the same, one face of all the parts being in one

plane.
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3. Expanded metal comprising rods and tie* connecting

the same, the r< ds and ties lielng in the same plane and

integral, all the ties between adjacent rods toeing parallel

to each other.

889,313. ELLirsOCRAril. Jamks T. Kellet, West

Rush. N. Y. FlleJ Aug. 17, 1907. Serial No. 389,015.

1 \n ellipsograph. Including a rod, a compaBS. and an

attachment for holding one leg of the compass substan-

tially i>arallel to said rod. said attachment being rigidly

connected to one and sUdably and rotatably cnnected to

the other.

2 An ellipsograph, comprising a rod. a compass, and an

att'acbment for holding one leg of the compass substan-

tlallv parallel to said rod. sat-l attachment iK-ing rigidly

but detachably connected to said compass and slidably con

nected to said rod.

:c An ellipsograph, comprising a rod. a compass, an at

tachment for securing one leg of the compass to said rod,

said atta.hment having a body portion rigidly secured to

one leg of the compass, and tw-o collars at opposite ends of

aald lM.<ly portion and slidably -mounted up(.n said rod.

4, An attachment for securing one meml>er rotatably

and slidablv to another member, comprising a b^.dy portion

formed of sheet meUl and having collars at opposite ends

thereof and integral therewith for slidably engaging with

one of said memUTs. and a clamp on the opposite side of

aald ixdy for rigidly securing the attachment t.> the other

Of aald meml)ers. said clamp being formed of a plurality

of lugs Integral with said body ix)rtion and bent outwardly

therefrom, and a set s<-rew carried by one of said lugs.

ni4 rrZZI.K. Chaki.ks S L. Kennedy, North Eas-

ton, Mass. Filed Jan. 2, 1907. Serial No. 350,365.

3. In a puiEle the combination with a casing circular in

croaa section, of a teeter extending longitudinally of said

casing, pivotally mounted therein and having seats there-

on, and a plurality of balls loosely confined within the cas-

ing.

4. In a puzzle, the combinuti<'n with a casing circular In

cross section, of a band secured to the inner wall of the

casing, a teeter extending longitudinally of the casing and

pivotally supported by said band, said teeter having seats

therein and a plurality of balls loosely confined within the

casing.

889,315. APPARATUS FOR COUPLING PIPES. Daniel

M. Kenton. Bradford. Pa., assignor of one-half to James

B. Etherlngton. Bradford. Pa. Filed May 31. 1907. Se-

rial No. 376.642.

1. In a puzzle, the combination with a asing, of a

teeter pivotally mounted therein and having a i.lurallty

Of seats and a plurality of balls loosely conflned within

the casing, the space l>etween the sides of the teeter and

the sides of the casing Uung less than the diameter of the

balls, and the distance lH?tween the pivotal point of the

teeter and the top of the casing l)€ing only a little greater

than the diameter of the balls whereby when the teeter Is

in inclined position a ball on the upper end thereof has en-

gagement with the top of the casing.

2. In a puzzle the comhinatlon with a casing having a

con( aved upi)er side, of a teeter extending longitudinallv

of the casing, pivotally mounted therein and provided at

each end with a seat, and two balls within the casing.

1. In an apparatus for coupling two sections of pipe the

heads thereof containing rings of compressible packing,

yokes adapted to be secured to each of said sections, com-

bined with means for compressing said packing, and means

for drawing said yokes towards each other and introducing

the plain end of one of the sections within the packing

ring In the head of the other while said packing is being

compressed.

2. In an apparatus for coupling two sections of pipe the

heads thereof containing rings of compressible packing, a

yoke adapted to be secured to one section, a second yoke

adapted to be secured to the other section, screws engaging

with each of said yokes, combined with means for com-

pressing said packing, and means for turning said screws

and drawing the plain end of one of said sections within

the packing ring In the head of the other while said pack-

ing is being compressed.

.-? In an apparatus for coupling two sections of pipe, the

heads thereof containing annular rings of compressible

packing, yokes adapted to be secured to each of the two

sections, 'inserting slips constructed to cover the Interior

surface of said packing, combined with means for drawing

said yokes toward each other and Inserting the plain end

of one of the sections within the said slips In the head of

the other.

4. In an apparatus for coupling two sections of pipe,

yokes oppositely arranged and adapted to be secured to

each of said sections, screw threaded openings In said

yokes extending parallel to the axis of the pipe, double

screws engaging with said openings, combined with means

for simultaneously turning said screws .ind drawing said

sections together,

5. In an apparatus for coupling two sections of pipe,

yokes oppositely arranged and adapted to be secured to

each of said sections, screw threaded openings in said

yokes extending parallel to the axis of the pipe, double

screws engaging with said openings, combined with means

for simultaneously turning said screws and evenly draw-

ing said sections together.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 9,316. DOOR BELL Nevin B Le Fevre. Ix.ndon,

England. Filed r>ec. 27. 1905. Serial No. 20.-i.464.

The combination with a door-handle of a plate fixed to

the door, an ordinary spring-actuated alarm bell mounted

adjustably on the said plate and having an operating knob

the depression of which sets the bell ringing, an arm

mounted on the door handle spindle, a flange formed r»n

the free end of the said arm adapted to act upon the oper-
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. w««h nf the bell wh-n th? handle Is turned in either

r^'r a:d?%Hn...oU adapted to prevent the return

o The combination with a device m«mt«d tO O*^'"""-;

..f-a ItatloHBry fran... means for anchoring the fran_ in

p ace „ lever vleldlnRlv fuh rumed thereto, cranlc me^Uan^

tm for reciprooatinK said lever, driving mechanUm for

op"ratin« the'crank n^echanisn.. a
^^^-^'^\Z":Z^ZT

lever, said pitman having .vl-ldln.' connection with the de

vice to l>e driven.

of the said arm t. U. normal position whea the h.nd.e

b«3 been tnrned to a suffi.i^-nt extent.

M. Filed Mar. 25. 1!>0T. Serial No. 364,ol.>.

1 The device herein d.-.Tlbe*l oumprising a frame a

dr'ir^. shaft ournaled therein, a lever yieldlu.ly ful-

drhine ''°*; "
^^ mechanism for reciprocating'

^r^veVronaecTlon; between the driving shaft and

rlnU mechanism, and ch.tch m.,hanism on the driving

ZufTr controlling the op-r.ui.n -f th. ,
rank mechanism.

889 3 19 NUT-LOOK. E1..-1 ah H Martin. T.kamah.

Ne^r Filed Jan. .. 1908. S.>riai N.. 4n,.,Jl.»

...i,h thP recording anfl reprodufing

fr,"rr.™u:;;° ;^. " .. -«. ... .- p-, .0..

iwe.rre.l-rv. <l.-vu, h.vln.; . ..»l.>-t ...tf.u-e Ou«h .l.b

'"r;. ^^.tltto'-wUh ,he rec„rj,.. .n. re„r,*,c,a,

_,, ™ ^f . elesr.pbooe. .n el.cu.jm.BMt h.vltiK . pole

."
e^r re.r.°Ke devlie «.ed .bere.o .nd fl'.sb .Ub the end

surface thereof.

[Claims 6 to i:'. n-t printed In the (.azette.]

A bol, ..n.a,in. nut interiorly threaded «" "- "; "^^

...rernallv threaded extension, said ext.-nst.n pr, .ded

^ith kerfs and formed with a smooth tap.rln.' p..rt...u

:omllned with a compressor nut having internsl ti^.-ada

disDOSed oppositely to the threads of th. Indt nut and ex

tndTng par' wav through said nu,. and an — '- P;«

. ting ring formed a, the end of said nut larger lu dinm-

Ver than the diam^t.-r of the threads thereon for engage-

ment with said tapering portion of th- extension.

RR9 3-0 WVGON-BOX FASTENER Cltde E. Meol«-

";'; and WILL..M C. n..HNr.n. Bridgeport. Nebr. Hied

g89Sl<» POWER MECHANISM. Charl«,s E, M vRsn.u.L

^Lestershlre. N. Y. Filed Mar. 15. 19^.7. ferial No.

Ivn operating mechanism comprising a f^^^^^-
^t^^^,

for anchoring th. frame to a stationary support, a driving

•haft ournaled therein adapted to be actuated by a prlm»

mot r a lever vieldinglv fulcrumed to the frame, a crank

m ant.m Ik- reciprocating said lever. ---';-,,^^-

tween the driving shaft and crank mechanism, and clutch

LeXuL >n ttw driving shaft for controlling the opera-

tlon of th- crank lu-'chaulsm.
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to the other end of the chain and hold the same around

th*- other end of the cross t^ar. n support for said latch

plate, and means for holding said lat( h plate securely in

difr.r.nt a.ljusted positions in Its 8upp<irt.

• V wagon l>ox of the character described, embodying

^id'e tM.ards and a loose board bottom, one of said side

i.imrds l..ing provided with a loop, a cross bar having one

...,,1 r.-8tlng in said loop and extending across the bottom

to the opposite side board, a chain or cable secured at one

end to said last named side board, a supporting plate se-

cured to the said aid.' board and provided witli guide loops,

a latch plate movable vertically In said loops and pro-

vided at Its lower end with a hook adapted to engage the

free end of the chain to secure It around the other end of

the croas l)ar. said latch plate being provided In one edge

with teeth, a detent secured to the supporting plate and

designed to .ngage the teeth of the latch plate, and a pin

projecting from the supporting plate.

tact, a lamp receiving collar, and means within the walls

of said cup for retaining said collar In position therein.

CHAIN RAMMER FOR <;USS. JoHS F. MeioS

andlaoBERT P. Stcit. Soulh Hethlebem. Pa., assignors

to Bethlehem Steel Company. South Bethlehem, Pa., a

lorporatlon of Pennsylvania Flle^ Sept. 11, 1907. Se-

rial No. 392,346.

1. A rammer for guns comprising a rammer head, a

main chain, and a suiiable guy independent of and ar-

ranged to travel with the main chain

•2. A rammer for guns comprising a rammer iiead. a

ma'ln chain, a guy independent of tlie main chain and ar-

ranged to prevent the main chain from flexing, and means

for moving said guy and chain simultaneously

3. A rammer for guns comprising a rammer head, a

main .imin. a guy arranged to prevent the main chain

11.m Hexing, and m<an8 for moving said guy and chain

Miiuiltaiieously. the main chain being connected centrally

10 tiie rammer head and the guy b<"ing connected to the

rammer head above the main chain

4. .\ rammer for guns comprising a rammer bead, a

main chain adapted to flex in one direction only, a guy

chain to prevent flexing of the projecting portion of the

rammer, sprocket wheels over which said chains pass, and

iii.ans for driving said sprocket wheels simultaneously at

properly related speeds

.". A rammer for guns comprising a rammer head, a

main chain Cfmnected with the rammer head and consist-

ing In a series of pivotally connected non Interlocking

links provided with abutting faces, and a guy connected

with the rammer head, the operative portions of the said

main chain and guy being at an angle to each other.

H'taims (3 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

2. A device for preventing siiort-clrcttltllig of electric

lamps, comprising a cup portion of non-rondacting mate-

rial said cup being provided with draining apertures

through its bottom portion, raised feet or bosses on which

the same may stand, a center contact, a lamp receiving

collar, and means within the walls of said cup for retain-

ing said collar in position therein.

3 A device for preventing short-circuiting of electric

lamps, comprising a cup portion of non conducting mate-

rial, a lamp receiving collar of conducting material having

portions of its wall bent outward to form retaining ears,

the walls of said cup being provided with apertures to re-

ceive said ears, and means within the walls of said cup

for engaging said ears to retain said collar in position in

the cup.

4. A device for preventing short ( ircuiting of electric

lamps comprising a cup portion of non conducting mate-

rial said cup Ndng provided with draining apertures

through its bottom portion, raised feet or bosses on which

the same mav stand, a center contact, a lamp receiving

collar of conducting material having portions of Its wall

bent outward to form retaining ears, and means within the

walls of said cup for engaging said ears to retain said

collar in position in the cup

5. A device for preventing short circuiting of electric

lamps comprising a cup portit.n of non-conducting mate-

rial, a center contact to which a conductor wire may t.e

connected, a lamp receiving collar, a contact plate to

which a second conductor wire may be connected, a screw

within the walls of the cup for retaining said plate, a sec-

ond screw within the walls of said cup threaded into said

collar for retaining the same in the cup. both of -^aid

screws being electrically connected to serve as a -on

ductor from the last named wire to the side of the lamp.

[Clalirs 6 to 8 not i.rinted in the Gazette.]

889.323. MIXlNt; DEVICE. Willia.vi S. Morgan, An-

tlgo, Wis Filed -Mr •-'•-'. 1007. Serial No. 369.589.

Andrew A. Moffitt,

/! lltOT Serial No.
889.321'. LAMP RECEPTACLE.

Providence. R. I. Filed May
;'m1 .743.

1. A device for preventing short-circuiting of electric

lami)s. comprising a cup portion of non conducting mate-

rial, raised feet on which the cup may stand, a center con-

1. .\ device of the character descrllK»d comprising a

casing, a tubular meml>er within the casing. l>enrlng mem

hers within the casing and adjacent the ends of the tubu-

lar rtemler. m^ans for detachahly securing said meml.er«

within the casing, agitating devices revolubly mounte<l

l.ptween said members, and means within one of the niem-

lers for taking up wear upon the agitating devices.

2. A device of the character descrliiefl comprising a <as-

ing liaving an ai>erture in the wall thereof, a transparent

tubular memlier within the casing and closing said aper-

ture, bearing memLers within the casing and adjacent the
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s .: and spH .-<i apart by the tubular taeraber. means

.l«-r:i. tuiiiiy seiuring said bearlnj? members within the

cu- :.- u'ltatlnj; devices revulubl.v mounted between said

members and adjacent the aperture within tb.' cHalng. and

means within one of the memlers for taklni; up wear upon

the aRitatlng devices.

889324. COMHINED COT AND BATH tm Robert

L. llcCOBO, I.nkp City, Iowa, and .Iameu I!. McCokd,

Durban. Natal. Filed De<-. I'S, l!>Ofl Seri>l No. 349.887.

1. In a combined cot and bath tub. mailng; clamping

frames, a length of fabric secured l-etweea said frames,

and means to hold said frames In a clampini} position, sub-

stantlallr as shown and descrit)e(l.

2. In a combined cnt and barh tub. a b!is« frame having

a channel therein, a clamping frame shap^nl to fit in said

channel, a length of fabric secured bet wee* said frames.

and means to hold the frnnips in a clampin.: position, sub-

stantially as shown and (les(•^i^ed.

3. In a combined cot and bath tub. a basa frame liavins

a continuous V shai)ed channel therein, a frame V-sh.it>ed

in cross-section to tit said Imse frame, a length of fabric

secured between said frames, and means to hold the

frames In a clamping position, sub.stantially as shown ami

described.

4. In a combined cot and bath tub, a ahanneUM base

frame havinz lers secure.! thereto, a cienipiiii: frame

shaped to fit in -aid channel base frame, a Ifniith of fabric

secured betwcHU said iranu-s, and means to U^ld the frames

in a clampln;: position, substantially as ahown a;i<i de-

scribed

.5. In a combined cot an.l l)ath tub. a twst frame re<-

tangular shape and f.-rme-l with a continuous V shaped

channel, legs »ecure<l to said frame, a rectaingulnr frame

V shaped In cross section to tit said base frame, a length

of fabric secured tietween said frames, and mean.s to hold

the frames in a cl.amplng position, substantially as shown

and descrlbetl

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazet e.]

889.325. r' Ml' ATTACHMKNT
Cork. Ohio. Filed Aiil- ."^'V V.mit

Tli"MA,s Mc-Nvl,l.Y.

Serin No. 3JK>,746.

The combination of the fixed cylinder pr.ividcd with pis

ton. rotl. and valves, the fulcrum brace ^t jh-^' <w ivele.J

upon said cylinder, the lever ful. ruined uii'>|i ,aid i-st and

the float attaclievl to said lever, as set foitH.

88ft 3 2« KAHTHIIANm.INt; MAiMUNK (isc.inL.

N.,ISLER. Indianapolis, Ind. Filed r>ec U, 1007. Se-

rin 1 No. 40fi,4.t4

1. The combination, in an earth handling machine, of a

Biippcrtlng shaft, traction dririni: \vhe«'ls jiountetl on the

ends of said shaft, a carrier frame mounted on said shaft

between said wheels, driving means connected with one of

the traction driving wheels for driving said carrier, means

for throwing said driving means Into and out of encage

ment with said driving wheel, loading devices for throw

Ing the material on to the carrier, means connected with

the other traction driving whetd for operating said loadini;

means, and means for throwing said operating means intu

and out of engagement with said driving wheel.

2. The combination, in an earth handling machine, of

a main axle, traction driving wheels mounted on the ends

of said axle, a carrier frame mounted on said axle hf-

tweeu said driving wheels, shafts mounte<l on said frame

near Its ends, whwls on said shaft ujion which an endless

carrier is directly mounted, tracks on the carrier frame

intermediate said wheels, and an endless carrier having

antl friction tru<'ks mounted ui)on and passing over said

wheels and said tra' k>

3. The combination, in an earth handling machine, with

an endless carrier, of 11 cans for delivering material to said

rarrler consisting of shovels plvotally mounted on a crank

shaft, stay r<Kl3 for holding the shovels from complete

revolution on said crank shafts, and means for revolving

said crank shaft and thereby i;!vini.' said shovels a recipro-

cating.' movement
4. The conil'ination. In an cMrth handlln;: machine, of a

main axle, traction driving wheels mountetl on the ends

of said axle, an endless carrier also mounte<l on sjild axle,

means actuate<l by one of said traction ilriving wheeN

for drivint: said endless carrier, sliovelini: devices mount-

ed on said machine In proximity to the rect-ivinc end of

said carrier, and an operative drlvlnu .onrie. tion Ijetween

said shoveiin.' devices and the other of said traction driv-

ing wheels
.'. The combination. In an earth handling machine, of

an endless carrier, means for driving the same, devices for

throwing the material onto suld carrier me.ins for operat-

ing the same mechanically, and a scrapin:: and leveling

ittachment arranged in proximity to said material tbrow-

inu' ilevices

[Claims f) and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

899.327. nAND-THUFAKING LOOM SIHTTLK. P^vio

L. NciRKis and William B. Brown, Westminster, S. C.

Filed Jan, 8, 1908. Serial No. 400, K62.

1 A shuttle having formed th.-reln a r>obbln-recelvl«g

chamU'r. a thread-guiding slut leaditu' from said diamber

to the side of the shuttle, a horlsonta; sl..f .Mmmunlcatlng

wltli said thread truiding slot, and a thread delivery eye ex-

tending laterally through one side of the shuttle and com-

municating with the horizontal slot, said shuttle having n

transverse recess sifunte<l above said horirontal slot and

communicating with both said slot and the delivery eye.

and a pin at the outer terminus of said delivery eye and

forming one side of tlie latter, said pin extending atn^ve

the slot and termlnatliu- within said recess.
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2. A shuttle having formed therein a liobbln-receivlng

chaml>er. a chamber tj, a thread passage connecting the

two chaiiiU'rs and a thread-delivery eye leading from the

chamlwr t5. an open thread-guiding slot leading Into the

thread passage and extending to the side of the shuttle,

and a horlrontal slot connecting said thread-guiding slot

with the thread delivery eye. said shuttle having u traus-

v.rse re.ess communicating both with the thread-delivery

eye and the horizontal slot, a vertically-arranged pin 13 at

the end of the thread delivery eye, the end of which pin Is

received In the transverse recess, and a felt friction ma-

terial within the chamber G.

8».ttt- ADDHFS.si.m; MAi HI.m:. Charles Owen.s

«nd Alkxandkk LiLt, riiatuiuooga, Tenn, ; said Lyle

assignor to Dwlght 1'. Montague. Chattanooga, Tenn.

Filed June 2, 1906. Serial No, 319.974.

1. In combination In a machine of the class described,

a stencil carrier or drum, a platen, means for feeding the

magazines or other articles to the stencil carrier and

plnten, driving mechanism, means controlling the same and

operated l>y contact with the magazine, and means for

positively forcing the maiiazine Into contact with the said

means, substantially as describ.Ml

2. In combination In a machine of the class described,

a stencil carrier, a platen, means for feeding the magazines

or other articles thereto, driving mechanism and means

for controlling the same by contact with the magazine,

and means for grippliiL- tb.- magazine and forcing the same

positively against the sai«l lontrolllng means, substantially

as described,

3. In combination in a machine of the class described,

n stencil carrier, a i>laten. driving means therefor, control

ling means, mean- f. 1 f.'.iiing the magazines to the stencil

carrier and platen, arul a reverser for engaging the maga-

zine and iK)sitively forcing the same Into contact with the

controlling means, sul)st«iitiaily as descrilwd

4. In combination In a machine of the < lass described,

means for feeding the magazines or other articles to be ad-

dressed, addressing means, driving means therefor, con-

trolling means for the driv.na nie( banlsra. and a reverser

for engaging the magazines as fed by the feeding means

and turning the same to positively engage the controlling

means, substantially as descrlltt'd.

:> In combination In n macbtne of the class described.

addressiiiL' means, drlvlnkr me<hanlsm. controlling means.

a t'l-d Land, means for positively engaging a magazine and

f,,,.)!!- 1 1,1- saiiii- a^ialiist the controlling means, said en-

j;a.'ini; ni.-.in- iia\ink.' a i>ortion to arrest further progress

of the maijaz.n.-- i.eiiii; f'-il until its return to normal po-

sition, substantially as described.

[CKilms t> to 2S not printed In the <;azette.l

88 9.3 20. ATTACHMENT FOR SEED - I'LANTERS
Charley O. 1'allas. Barnesville, Minn. Filed June 20,

1907. Serial No. 381,455.

In combination, a hopper, delivery cupa carried thereby,

forcing wheels within the cups having openliisi bebeeth

the wheels, plates clamped to the cups around the open-

ings forming guldeways, plates movable In the guldeways

for closing the openings of the cup, a rod secured to the

plate, a strap on the rod, and an operating handle pivoted

to the hopper passing loosely between the strap of the rod

for moving the rod.

889,330. WIRE- LAAWlN(i MAi IIINK. AxTox Peab-

80N, Palmer. Mass. Filed Dec, 14. I'.»u7. Serial No.

406.5S4.

1. In a wire drawing mnchine. the combination of a

conical wire drawing drum having attached thereto at Its

base a conical cooling pulley, an elliptical vat adapted to

contain a liquid, a reel therein, a guide attached to said

vat by means of hinges so that the said g\iide may be Im-

mersed In said liquid, a die box placed between the said

drum and pulley and the said reel and guide, dies placed

therein at different horizontal planes through which dies

the wire passes successively from the said reel to the said

pulley and from the said guide to the said drum, substan

tlally as described.

2. In a wire drawing machine, the combination with a

vertical wire drawing drum of pulleys attached thereto at

Its base, a vat adapted to contain a liquid, a reel in said

vat, a guide attached to said vat, a die box placed betweeu

the said drum and pulleys and the said reel and guide, dies

placed therein at different horizontal planes, substantially

as shown, for the purpose specified.

889,331. SNARE-DRUM ^ alextixe Platz, Jr.. Toledo.

Ohio. Filed Mar. 7, 1006, Serial No. 304.016.

The combination with a snare formed of vijiiial wir" and

having hook shaped win . nds, of a fixed b- ad and clump-
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log plates connected thereto, and a mo'^'able head and

clamping plarc n.nnfctid thereto. tok:.'th.-p with means for

"moTlng «alfl movatil.- h*'ad.

8S9.332. INI>KX GUII'K. James H R*Kr>. Newtonville.

Mass. Filed Mar. 2."?, 1907. .*<erlal No :'.«4.105. '

1. The combination of an index tfuide. a holder consist-

ing of an imperforate doubled strip of fl'Silblf and trans-

parent material secured to the Ruide witfc its folded por-

tion projecrins; beyond the edge of the i|uldp. forming a

transparent op.-n .-nded pocket, a removable stiff.'ning core

Insertt-d in said pocket, and an index slip interposed b.»

tween the core and the wall of said poctaet. substantially

at set forth.

2. The combination of an Index-guide. » holder consist-

ing of a doublpd strip of celluloid secur«"d to opposite sides

of the guide, the fold of the strip projedttng beyond the

edge of the guide and forming a transp«r«>nt open-ended

pocket, a removable stiffening core Insert.tl in said pocket.

and an index slip interposed between the 'Mre and thp wall

of said pocket, substantially as set forth.j

4 In a varmblf sp»>tMl jiowit iransmisslon mechanism,

in c<>mblnati<ni. a near ciint- rotntable on Its axis, a narrow

longitudinally movable slide of the same width through-

out Its length in the cone constituting a portion of the

gear surface thereof, a gear In mesh with the cone and

axially adjustable in a direction parallel to the slant of

the .-one. and a cam adapted to engage the said slide to

shift the same, as set forth.

5. In a variable speed power transmission mechanism,

in combination, a gear cone rotatable on its axis, a narrow

longitudinally movable slide of the same width through-

out its length in the cone constituting a portion of the

gear surface thereof, an axially adjustable gear in mesh

with the cone and having its axis parallel to the slant of

the cone, a pair of cams adapted to engage the said slide

to shift the same in opposite directions, anil means for

throwing either cum at will into engagement with the

slide, as set forth.

[t Malms 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

88»,8S8. V.VKI.VHLE SI'KP:D TOWER TR.VNSMISSION

MECHANISM. (;rsT.\F L. Ree.nstierna. Edgewater,

N. J , assignor to R-W Speed Variator Co.. a Corpora-

tion of N.'w Yorit P'iled May 14. 1*07 Serial No.

373.582

1 In a variable speed power transmission mechanism,

in combination, a rotatable gear-cone having a narrow

longitudinally movable slide of the sam« width through-

out Its len^'th ; a gear in mesh with the rone, and adjust

able longitudinally on its axis; and means for shiffini:

the said longitudinally movable slide of the cone when the

gear is in engagement with such slide ; us set forth

2. In a variable speed power tranaml»sion mechanism.

in combination, a rotatable gtar cone, a narrow slide of

the same width thnjughout its length movable longitudi-

nally In the cone and constituting a portion of the gear-

surface thereof, a near in mesh with the tone and movable

axially in a direction parallel to the slant of the cone, and

means for actuating the said slide wh«u the gear is in

engagement with the same, as set forth

;;. In a variable spee<l power t ransmipsiun mechanism,

in combination, a giar-cone rotatable oa its axis, a nar

row longitudinally movalile slide of the same width

throughout its length In the cone constituting a portion

of the gear surface thereof, a gear in mash with the cone

and axially adjustable in a direction paiiallel to the slant

of the cone, and manually controlled tneens for actuating

said slide, as s.-t forth.

889,334. ARMOR FOR TIKES. Fra.vk E. Re.mark. Ak-

ron. Ohio Filed Nov. 21. li>0« Serial No. :J44.484.

.\ chain armor for tires formed of a plurality of rows of

links circumferenfially dlspose<l with respe<:t to the tire

of the wheel, each of the links of said rows of links sub-

•tantially rectangular In contour and having rounded

corners, the end portions of each of said links bent al>ove

the plane in which is positioned the Intermediate portb-n.

each of the links of each row with the exception of the

links of each outer row Interlocking with four adjacent

links, each of the links of the outer row interlocking with

three adjacent links, said links gradually increasing in

width and length towards the center of the armor.

889.33S. HEO BOTT<»M F.VHUIC He.vry Ruh.abdson,

I'hicago. Ill . assignor to Michael K Mannan, «"hicago,

111. Filed Aug. 23, 1905. Serial No. 27.').4-.'ri

1. A bed-bottom fabric of the class de9crib«'d. including

a plurality of longitudinal rows of diamond shaped bent
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wire units disposed in axial allnement. the sides of said

unit being laterally offset relatively to the plane of the

fabric at points coincident with the angles formed by the

oppositely inclined portions of the sides, and laterally ad-

jacent units in the fabric being directly interlinked at

such laterally offset points, substantially as described

2. A bed-bottom fabric of the class described, Including

a plurality of longitudinal rows of diamond-shaped bent

wire units terminating in integral hooks and eyes at their

opposite ends, respectively, whereby they are connected in

axial allnement, the sides of said units being laterally off

set relatively to the plane of the fabric at points coinci-

dent with the angles formed by the oppositely Inclined

portions of the sides, and laterally adjacent units in the

fabric being directly Interlinked at such laterally offset

points, substantially as described

.'^ .V wire mattress composed of a plurality of diamond-

shaped links having oppositely arranged crimps formed in

the upper and under sides of the obtuse angular portions

thereof and each link provided at Its closed end with a

crimp and terminating at Its open end in hooks, the oppo-

sitely arranged crimps of each link crossing and Inter-

locking with counterpart crimps In like links arranged on

each side thereof, and the hooks of each link engaging

the crimps in the closed end of the link contiguous thereto.

989^30. MANURE LOADER John D Ribtveld, Cor-

SBLILS DlBLBMAN, and WiEGERT D. KlETTELD. PellE,

Iowa. Filed Dec. 3, 1906. Serial No 346.055.

'^W

receiving platform to normally stand substantially at

right angles thereto, jointed arms connecting the dump
ing platform and the said pivoted arms, said joints capable

of folding in one direction only, means for elevating the

pivoted arms, stops on the frame to engage the jointed

arms when the platforms approach ttieir dumping posi-

tions and a spring for automatically starting the pivoted

arms on their return movement.
5. A manure loader, comprising a number of longitudi-

nal runners, cross braces connecting them, means for at-

taching draft animals to said runners, four pulleys sup
ported at the upper ends of said rear uprights, a series of

forward uprights connected to the runners, a number of

rollers supported by said forward uprights, pivoted arms
connected with the rear uprights and extended forwardly

beyond the forward uprights, a platform fixed to the for

ward ends thereof, four pulleys connected to the forward
ends of said pivoted arms, a swingle-tree, two ropes con-

nected therewith, one for each end of the loader and each

passed first over one of the upper pulleys, then down-
wardly and forwardly over one of the rollers, then under

one of the pulleys on the pivoted arms, then upwardly
and rearwardly over another roller, then over one of the

pulleys on the rear uprights, then downwardly and for

wardly over another roller, then under another pulley on

the pivoted arms, then upwardly and rearwardly over an

other roller and finally attached to the rear uprights.

1. In a manure loader, the combination of a frame, arms
pivoted to ttie frame, a receiving platform fixed to the

arms, a dumping platform pivotally connected with the

arms adjacent to the receiving platform, jointed braces for

the dumping platform, means for jointly elevating the

arms and means for breaking the joints of the jointed

braces when the platforms approach their dumping posi-

tions.

2. In a manure loader, the combination of a frame, arms

pivoted to the frame, a receiving platform fixed to the

arms, a dumping platform pivotally connected with the

arms adjacent to the receiving platform, jointed braces for

the dumping platform, means for jointly elevating the

arms and means for automatically breaking the joints of

the jointed l>races when the platforms approach their

dumping positions.

3. A manure loader, comprising a frame, arms pivoted

to the frame, a receiving platform fixed to the outer ends

of the arms, a dumping platform pivoted adjacent to the

receiving platform to normally stand substantially at right

angles thereto, jointed arms connecting the dumping plat-

form and the said pivoted arms, said joints capable of

folding in one direction only, means for elevating the 1

pivoted arms and stops on the frame to engage the jointed I

arms when the platforms approach their dumping posi-

tions

4 .\ manure loader, comprising a frame, arms pivoted

to the frame, a receiving platform fixed to the outer ends

of the arms, a dumping platform pivoted adjacent to the
,
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889,337. CHURN-OPERATING MECHANISM Edward
Rii.EY, Agency. Mo. Filed July 2,'". 1907 Serial No.

385.174.

An improved churn operating device comprising a

frame, a shaft mounted near the top of the frame, gear

wheels on the ends of said shaft, an operating handle on

one of said gear wheels, idler pinions mounted on the

frame below said gear wheels, and in mesh therewith, gear

wheels mounted on the frame below said Idlers and in

mesh therewith, a pitman connected with each of the lat-

ter gear wheels and extended downwardly, two channel

bars fixed to the Inner faces of the main frame members,

guide blocks slidingly mounted in said channel bars, jour-

nals fixed to the guide blocks and extended outwardly

througii the channel bars and having said pitman at-

tached thereto, a churn body supporting frame comprising

side pieces fixed to the said guide blocks and extended be-

low them, a base fixed to the lower ends of said side pieces.

a collar hirged to the top of one of said side pieces, a set

screw in the opposite ind of tlie collar to connect it with

the other side piece, and a churn body designed to be

mounted on the base, and provided with a cover designed

to enter said collar.

889.388. IGNITER. George J. Schiltz, New York, N. Y .

assignor to Benjamin Briscoe. Tarrytown, N. Y. Filed

Feb. 26, 1907. Serial No. 359,422.

1 In an ignition device, the combination,with a shell

having a central opening and carrying a plurality of
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gparklng points, a body of Insulating material located

within the openlnst of said shell but being of less area

than said op^nlnu. sparking points carried by said Insulat-

ing material for coSperatlon with the eparklng points

carried bj the shell, said body of Insulating material car-

rying: a translucnr flange of insulatlnf material, and

means for securing said flange to said shall.

2 In an Ignition device, the combination with a shell,

of a body of insulation located within said shell and hav-

ing a portion extending substantially in line with the end

of said shell, and a portion extending Heyond said end,

sparking points carried by said body of Insulation mate-

rial at each of said portions, and sparklag points respec-

tively cooperative with these carried by tfce shell.

3 The combination with a metallic shefll, of a plurality

of sparking points carried by the shell and occupying

different planes longitudinally of the said shell, an insula-

tion member located within said shell and having one

portion of its end extending farther longitudinally of the

shell than an adjacent portion, a sparking point carried by

each of said portions of the said insulation member and

occupying different planes longitudinally of the said mem-

ber for cooperation with the respective sparking points

carried by thp shpll. and means for connecting the spark-

ing points carri<»d by the insulation memlK'r with their re-

spective electrical circuits.

8S9..".nf). LUBRICATING APPARATrS. Kk.vt SHAFiniB,

Evanston. 111. Filed Feb 1. lf>08. Sarlal No. 413,734.

1. The combination with a case containing lubricating

oil. of mechanism within the case to be lubricated by

aald oil and serving to agitate the oil to bring It Into con-

tact with working parts, a source of supply for the oil.

there being a passage Intervening between the source of

supply and the case for the passage o| oil to the case,

a valve In said passage, float mechanism controlled by tne

oil which has passed from said source of supply by the

valve for controlling the operative position of the valve.

the valve having a stem, said float being adjustable along the

stem, and means for guarding the said mechanism against

the agitation of the oil within the case, said means being

in the form of a chamber located within the case Into

which the oil Is led from the oil supply and from which

the oil Is discharged Into the ca.se. the place of discharge

of the oil from the chamber to the ca»e being disposed

sufficiently away from the normal level of the oil within

the case to prevent communication of tl»e agitation of the

oil within the- case to the oil within tha chamber.

2 The combination with a case containing labricating

oil. of mechanism within the case to be Inbricated by said

oil and serving to agitate the oil to bring it Into contact

with working parts, a source of supply for the oil. there

being a passage intervening between the source of supply

and the cas»> for the pas.sage of oil to the case, a valve In

said passage, float mechanism controlled by the oU which

has passed from said source of supply by the valve for con-

trolling the operative position of the valve, and means for

guarding the said mechanism against the agitation of the

oil within the case, said means being in the form of a

rhambt-r located within the ca.se into which the oil is led

from the oil .supply and from which the oil Is discharged

into the ca.se, the place of discharge of the oil from the

chamber to the case being disposed sufliciently away from

the normal level of the oil within the case to prevent com-

munication of the agitation of the oil within the caR»> to

the oil within the chamber.

3. The combination with a case containing lubricat-

ing oil. of mechanism within the case to be lubricated by

said oil and serving to agitate the oil to bring it Into con-

tact with working parts, a source of supply for the oil,

there being a passage Intervoning between the source of

supply and the case for the passage of oil to the case, a

valve In said passage, mechanism controlled by the oil

which has passed from said source of supply by the valve

for controlling t^ie operative position of the valve, and

means for guarding the said mechanism against the aglU-

tlon of the oil within the case, said means being in the

form of a chamber located within the case Into which the

oil Is led from the oil supply and from which the oil la

discharged into the case, the place of discharge of the oil

from the chamber to the case being disposed sufliciently

away from the normal level of the oil within the case to

prevent communlcatlnn of the agitation of the oil within

the case to the oil within the chamber

4. The combination with a ca.se containing lubricating

oil. of mechanism within the case to i^e lubricated by said

oil and serving to agitate the oil to bring it Into contact

with working parts, a source of supply for the oil. there

being a passage intervening between the source of supply

and the case for the passage of oil to the case, a valve In

said pas.sage. float mechanism controlled by the oil which

has passed from said source of supply by the valve for

controlling the operative position of the valve, the valve

having a stem, said float being adjustable along the stem,

and means for guarding the .said mechanism against the

agitation of the oil within the ca.se. said m^ans being In

the form of a chamber into which the oil Is led from the

oil supply and from which the oil Is discharged Into the

ca.se. the place of discharge of the oil from the chamber to

the ca.se b»'lng disposed sufficiently away from the normal

level of the oil within the case to prevf-nf communica-

tion of the agitation of the oil within the case to the oil

within the chamber.

5. The combination with a case containing lubricating

oil. of mechanism within the case to be lubricated by said

oil and serving to agitate the oil to bring it Into contact

with working parts, a source of supply for the oil, there

being a passage intervening between the source of supply

and the case for the passage of oil to the case, a valve in

said passage, float mechanism controlled by the oil which

has passed from said source of supply by the valve for con-

trolling the operative position of the valve, and means for

guarding the said mechanism against the agitation of the

oil within the case, said means being In the form of a

chamber Into which the oil is led from the oil supply

and from which the oil Is discharged into the case, the

place of dlscharce of the oil from the chamb<^r to the

case being disposed sufliciently away from the normal

level of the oil within the case to prevent communication

of the agitation of the oil within the case to the oil within

the chamber.

[Claims 6 to 1.^ not printed In the Gasette.]

8 89,3 40. CARD SUPPORTING DEVICE. Edward L.

Shkkwwd, Rldgewood, N. J. Filed Apr. 18, 1906.

Serial No. 312,328.

1. A card-support and follower, consisting of an element

1

provided with a recess In one margin, a slide-way extend-

i Ing longitudinally through said element, a screw plate, a
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screw having threaded engagement with said plate and

extending into said recess, a wedge-shaped block swlveled

on said screw and clamp bars located in said slide-way and

adapted to be engaged by said block.

I

2. A card-support and follower consisting of an element

having a marginal recess, a slldeway extending through

said element, a screw plate attached to the element, a

screw having threaded engagement with said plate, a

wedge-shaped block swlveled on said screw, clamp bars ar-

ranged In said slldeway and engaging said block, and re-

taining means for said clamp-bars.

3 A card-support and follower consisting of an element

having a marginal recess, a slldeway extending longitudi-

nally through said element, a screw-plate secured to the

upper margin of said element, a thumb screw having

threaded engagement with said screw plate and extending

into said marginal recess, a wedge-shaped block swlveled

upon said screw, rectangular clamp-bars arranged in said

slldeway and adapted to be engaged by said block, and re-

taining means for said clamp-bars.

4. A card support and follower consisting of an ele-

ment formed of two blocks placed in apposition and pro-

vided with channels In their contiguous faces, said chan-

nels registering with each other to form a slide way. lock-

ing-bars arranged in said slide way and provided with fric-

tion shoes, a tie plate for securing the said blocks in appo-

sition, a thumb screw having threaded engagement with

said tie-plate and a wedge block swlveled on said screw

and adapted to project said locking bars.

5. A card-support and follower consisting of an element

formed of two blocks placed In apposition and provided

with channels In their contiguous faces, said channels

registering to form a slide-way, locking bars arranged In

said slide-way, a wedge block adapted to engage and pro-

ject said locking bars and a thumb screw having a swivel

connection with said wedge block.

removing the pattern, reassembling the sections, coating

the inner surface of the mold with plumbago, electro-plat-

ing the said surface to form a shell of electroplated metal

with the design thereon, and finally filling said shell with a

backing material, substantially as set forth.

889.842. AUTOMATIC BELT-GUIDE. Howard F. Sxt-

DKR, Newton. Iowa, assignor to Fred L. Maytag. New-

ton. Iowa. Uil.-d Mar. 14, 1904, Serial No. 197.935.

889,341. ROLL AND PROCESS OF MAKING SAME.

Frank SurMAV, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed .luly 20, 1897.

Serial No. 645,260.

1. The combination in a roll for printing or other pur

poses, of the central mandrel, a metallic shell surrounding

said mandrel, annular disks or shoulders forming heads

for the finished roll carried by said mandrel, and a plaster

composition fllllng material Interposed between the man

drel. said heads and the shell, said fllllng material serving

as a solid backing for the shell and as a means of k<'yinK

the shell to the mandrel, substantially as described.

2. The combination In a roll for printing or other pur-

poses, of the central mandrel, an embossed shell formed by

electro-plating, said mandrel having at Its ends annular

disks or shoulders forming heads for the finished roll, and

a plastic filling material Interposed between the shell and

the mandrel, said fllllng material serving as a solid t>ack

Ing for the shell of the roll and also as a means of secur-

ing the shell to the mandrel, one of said heads having

openings for the Introduction of said fllllng material, sub-

stantially as described.

3. The process herein described of making rolls, said

process consisting In first making a pattern core with a

design thereon, mounting said pattern In a casing made In

two or more sectlon.s, with plates between the sections ex-

tending to said pattern, pouring wax or equivalent mate-

rial l)etween the casing and the pattern to form a mold,

detaching the sections of the casing with the mold thereon.

1. An automatic belt guide, comprising a base, a plv-

otally mounted roller support Inclined relative to the

base, a guide roller In said support designed to be swung

on its pivot by the operation of the belt which passes over

It. means for limiting the swinging movement of the guide

roller, springing means designed to normally hold the guide

roller midway between Its extreme limits of movement, and

safety rollers mounted on the upper portions of said roller

support and at the ends of the guide roller, for the pur-

poses stated.

2. In an automatic belt guide, a base, a support capable

of being adjusted at any angle relative to said base, a

roller support pivotally mounted In said support, a roller

mounted in the roller support, means attached to the sup-

port, and springing means attached to the support for

normally holding the roller support mid-way between its

extreme limits of movement.

3. In an automatic belt guide, a base, a support adjust-

ably mounted In an Inclined position relative to said base,

a roller support pivotaily mounted in said support, a

roller mounted In the roller support, adjustable means at-

tached to the support, and springing means attached to

the support for normally holding the roller support mid-

way between its extreme limits of movement.

4. In an automatic t)elt guide, a base, a support adjust-

ably mounted in an inclined position relative to said base,

a roller support pivotally mounted in said support, a

roller mounted In the roller support, means attached to

the support for limiting the pivotal movement of the roller

support, springing means attached to the support for nor-

mally holdlns: the roller support mid-way between its ex-

treme limits of movement, and a safety roller mounted at

each end of the guide roller.

5. In an automatic belt guide, a base, a support adjust-

ably mounted In an inclined position relative to said base,

a roller supiport pivotally mounted in said support, a roller

mounted In the roller support, adjustable means at

tached to the support for limiting the pivotal movement of

the roller sui)port. springing means attached to the sup-

port for normally holding the roller support mid-way be-

tween its extreme limits of movement, and a safety roller

I

mounted at each end of the guide roller.

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.] -

S 8 9 , 3 4 3 . AUTOMATIC MAIL - BAG E.TECTOR AND

I

RECEIVER. George W. Somekville. Sawtelle. Cnl.,

i assignor of one-half to B. Schultheiss. Los Angeles, Cal.

i Filed Dec. 31, 1907. Serial No 408, S42.

j
1. Means for transferring mall to or from a moving car,

1 comprising a track means, a carrier movable thereon, a
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rotary cnemb^r yieldingly supported oti the carrier pro-

vided with means for holding a mall !>og. and operating

mean'i on the car for drawing the carrier ali^ng with the

car In the motion of the latter.

*2 Means for tran^^ferrl^g raall to or from a movins car,

comprislnst track means pxtendlnx [inrnllel with the car

trark, a carrier movable on said track means and provided

with nn axis, a spool tht-reon. providf^d with a mall bag

receptacle, means for locking the spool with the recptacle

In operative position relative to the c$r, springs at the

ends of the r»»ceptacl»^ to take up shock, op^Tating m^'ans

on the car to engage with th*' carrier to draw th»» latter

with the ear in the motion of the latt«r. and means for

automatically disengaging the carrier from the op.'rating

means.
:! Means for transferring mall to or from a moving

car. comprising track means extending parallel witli the

car track, a carrier movable on said tradk means and pro-

Tlded with mail receiving means, operai:ing means on the

car to engage with the carrier to draw the latter with th«»

car In the motion of the latter, and mtjan.s controlled by

the weight of the mail bag for automatically disengaging

the carrier from the operating means.

4. Means for transferring mall to or ftom a moving car.

comprising a track means, a mall receHer movable longi-

tudinally thereon and movable transversely of the track,

and means on the car for propelling the receiver along

with the car. .said receiver having means for engaging the

operating means, and releasable thereftom by motion of

the receiver transversely of the track.

.") Means for transferring mail to or from a moving car.

comprising track means extending parallel with the car

track, a carrier movable longitudinally on said track

means, a member rotatably mounted on naid carrier, a re-

ceiver supported by said member, an operating means on a

mail car and means on the said rotated member to be en-

gaged by said operating means, and to be released there-

from by thp rotation of said member
[Claims tj to 11 not printed In the <ia<ette.

]

8 8 9.344 TYPE-WRITIN<; M.vrHIXE. Bcrxham C.

Sticksky. Elizabeth. N. J. Filed May 24. 1904. Serial

No. 209.432.

^llllililillill'ljllllll!!!?'"

1 In a fri'nr strik- wriMii;; machine, flhe combination of

a system of levers and a systeru "f ki'VK tiorne upon said

levers : said keys being symmetriraiiy airranged In banks.

but being variously offset from said levers In a manner
such that the order of the keys differs from the order of

the levers and so that levers for lnfrequ>»nt letters or char-

acters occur In all cases immediately Hetween levers for

frequent letters that are often written In Immediate suc-

cession ; a system of types lying close together substan-

tially in the order of said lev»>rs, a systam of pivoted bars

carrying said types ; and means for eiinbllng said levers

to operate said type bars. i

2. In a front strike writing machine, the combination of

a system of levers lying side by side and spaced with sub-

stantial uniformity ; banks of keys tlie<l upon said levers,

the keys In the several banks being arnansjed at substan-

tially uniform Intervals, hut being generally offset from

said levers, some being offset to one side and others to the

other side of their levers. In a manner such that the order

of the keys differs from the order of the levers and so that

levers for Infrequent letters or characters generally occur

immediately between levers for frequent letters that are

often written In Immediate succession ; a system of types

lying close together substantially In the order of said

levers : a system of pivoted bars carrying said types ; and
means for enabling said levers to operate said type bars

.?. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a sys-

tem of keys regularly disposed in four banks : the keys in

the rear bank having substantially the order 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9-. the keys In the next bank having substantially the

order QWERTY V I O P, the keys In the next bank
having substantially the order A S E) F G H J K L : . and

the keys In the front bank having substantially the order

Z X C V B N M . ; levers bearing said keys and havlnit

substantially the order Q .\ 2 W Z S 3 E X D C 4 R .'j F
V T (; n '5 V 7 H N J r 8 M K I 9. O - L V : . said keys

being variously offset from said levers to effect the speci-

fied difference between the order of the keys and the order

of the levers; a s>stem of types lying closely together and
having substantially the same order as said b>vers ; bars

upon which the types are carried : and connections from
the levers to the type bars.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

system of levers mounted side by side at substantially

uniform internals, of a system of keys arranged in hank-i

and flxed upon said levers and offset therefrom In such a

manner that the order of the keys differs from the order

of the levers : said keys generally being offset from the

levers, to such an extent that the centers of the keys fall

midway between the levers, and several of the keys having

an extra offset, each of the latter keys having its center

midway between the levers that adjoin Its own lever : a

system of types lying closely together and having substan-

tially the same order as said levers ; t)ars upon which the

types are carried ; and connections from the levers to the

type bars.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

system of levers mounted side by side, of a system of keys

arranged in four banks and flxed upon said levers but off-

set variously therefrom In such n manner that the order of

the keys differs from the order of the levers and so that In

some Instances less than three and in other Instances more

than three levers Intervene between the levers of adjoining

keys in the same bank : a system of types lying closely

together and having substantially the same order as said

levers ; bars upon which the types are carried : and con-

nections from the levers to the type bars.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.34" WHISTLE FrRDtNAND Sthais-S. New York.

N. Y. Filed July 6. 1907. Serial No. 382. 4n.'?

1 .\ siren whistle ndnpt«'d for in«frti.in ini'i a hmu or

casing, comprising a h»'ad having openings, a rotatable

cupped disk, a casing for said head and said disk, said

head being provided with an alr-cbamber In communica-

tion with the openings therein and adjacent to the cups

of said disk.

2. \ siren-whistle adapted for insertion Into a horn or

casing, comprising a head having openings, a rotatable

cupped disk, a casing for said head and said disk, said

head being provided with an air chamber In communica-

tion with the openings therein and adjacent to the cups of

said disk, said disk being provided with a pivot pin having

a point In one end adapted to enter a bearing In said cas

Ing. the other end of said pivot-pin belne rotatablv sup-

ported by said head.
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889,340.

Ohio.

EYEM.\GNET
Filed Mav 1. 1!»01

Harold Thomasskx, r>ayton.

Serial No. 371.317.

openings therein to receive supporting means, inwardly

projecting tonguea and Inwardly projecting ledges and

meane: for adjusting the protectors to the shoes of skaters.

A bipolar eye magnet comprising two solenoids, the

COr«fi of which extend beyond the ends of the solenoids and

converge to a point, and the other ends of which are Joined

by an Integral piece lying on the outside of the solenoids.

and a lilork of non eondticting material attached to said

united portion of the cores to form a handle for the manip-

ulation of the Implement

889.347. M.ML WRAITER. Ix.ii.s Vecchio. New York,

N. T. Filed Sept. 7, 1907. Serial No. 391,753.

3. Shoe protectors comprising elastic blocks havlng^

openings therein to receive supporting means. Inwardly

projecting tongues at the bottom of the blocks for holding

the blocks to the skates and Inwardly projecting ledges nt

the top of the blocks and means for adjusting the pro-

tectors to the foot wear of the skaters.

4. Protectors comprising elastic blocks having openings

therein to receive supporting means, and tongues project-

ing Inwardly from the bottom of the blocks for holding

the blocks to the skates, the said blocks provided upon the

Inner faces thereof with concave cut away portions and a

ledge projecting inwardly and above the concave cut away
portions adapted to rest upon the upper surfaces of the

Klioes of the skaters and means for holding the protectors

to the skates and foi adjusting the protectors to the shoes

of skater*.

1. A flexible sheet for forming a package wrapper or a

mailing tube, said sheet l>elng provided with two opposite

parallel edges and with two opposite parallel diagonal

edges and said sheet l>elng also provided at Its outer cor

trt with flexible fastening devices.

2. A flexible sheet for forming a package wrapper or a

mailing tube, said sheet being provided with two opposite

[larallel edges and with two opposite parallel diagonal

t-dges and said sheet being also provided at Its outer cor-

ners with fastening devices, consisting of tapes or cords

connected therewith.

8 8 9 , 3 4 <5 SHOE - PROTECTOR FOR SKATES. Ade

LAiDE Wksmng, Ix)S Angeles, Cal. Filed Aug. 2^>, 19tK5.

Serial No. 332,544.

1 A protector comprising an elastic block portion hav-

ing an elongated slot therein to receive supporting means,

a horizontally pn^jectlng tongue, for holding the protector

to the skate and means for adjusting the protector to the

foot wear of the skater.

2. Shoe protectors comprising yielding blocks having

889.349. GREENHOUSE- BENCH. John Wilson. Short

Hills. N. J., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments,

to Wllson-Hoyt idmpnny. Short Hills. N. J., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial No.

384,686.

.e_-4._^/-^ _

1. A greenhouse provided with a plurality of benches

comprising tables having suitable supports and provided

with bottoms having parallel slots or openings therein and

having surrounding retalnlng-walls. said benches being

•eparated longitudinally and transversely by raised plat

forms or walks arranged l)elow said benches, all of said

parts l>eing composed of reinforced concrete and being of

monolithic construction.

2. A greenhouse provided with longitudinally-arranged

l>enche8 comprising retalnlng-tables provided with bottoms

having slots or openings therein and also provided with

surrounding retalnlng-walls. said benches being Increased

in height from one side of the greenhouse to the other and

being separated longitudinally and transversely by plat-

forms or walks arranged below said tables, all of said

parts being composed of reinforced concrete.

3. A greenhouse provided with longitudinally-arranged

l)enches having suitable supports and provided with bot-

toms having slots or openings therein and surrounding

retaining walls, said benches being separated longitudinally

and transversely by platforms or walks arranged below the

top thereof, and said benches being also Increased Id

height from one side of the greenhouse to the other, all

of said parts being composed of reinforced concrete.'

4. A bench for a greenhouse having suitable supports,

the top having parallel slots therein, the said slots extend-

ing from one support to another, with longitudinal wires

extendinc between the slots, all of the parts being com-

posed of reinforced concrete and of monolithic construc-

tion.
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5 A bench for a greenhouse, having Suitable support*.

tbe top having parallel slots therein, the »ald slots extend-

ing with interruption from one support to another, with

longitudinal wires extending between the slots iind trans-

verse wires extendlns between the ends of the slots. Inter

mediate the supports, all of the parts btlnu composed of

reinforced con.-rete and of monolithic construction.

[Claims 6 to '^ not printed In the Gai«tte. ]

J,SOO. CREAM - SKI'ARATOR. OsrAB Anpebson. Ar-

llnirton. N J., assignor to National Dairy Machine Com

pany, New-.irk. S. J., a Corporation of Hew .Jersey. Fileil

Feb. 1. l»«'-l. Serial No. 191.467.

1 In a centrifugal creamer, a rotatatole bowl provided

with a main liquid chamber, means for introducing fluids

Into one end of the chamber and outlets for separated

liquids at the other ^nd of the chamber, and a creaui col

lectins liner therein consisting of a hollow sleeve having

the horizontal cross-section of a conTei polygon, said

liner comprising a plurality of continuous series of facets,

the facets of each series adjacent one another, orrespond-

ing facets of adjacent series mechanically united and In-

clined m opposite directions with respect to the ails of the

sleeve, said sleeve having perforations in proximity to the

aplc-s of the f,vramld.<» formed by said facets and having

other perforations in proximity to the aenters of the base-

lines of said facets

2 In a centrinigal creamer, a rotattble bowl provided

with a main liquid chamber, means for introducing fluids

into one end of th° chamber and with outlets for sepa

rated liquids at the other end of the chtmber. a cream-col-

lecting liner, and a filler therein having a plurality of

series of facets, the facets of adjacent sfries inclined oppo

sltely with respect to the axis of the flUer. said filler hav-

ing also a plurality of vertical flow passaires leading up-

ward from near the bases of said facet! toward the outlet

for light liquid.

8 8 9.351 * OMBINED BED AND COUCH. John L.

Blake. Kansas City. Mo. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Geneva Furniture Manufacturing Company,

Geneva. N Y, a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept.

30. 1904. Serial No. 226,647.

the bed-frame, a seat member and a back member plvotally

connected together and to said support, and an equalizing

member pivoted to the bed frame and to one of said mem-

bers.

•J. In a combined bed and couch, th.- combination with

the bed-frame, of two .supporting m.'mbers pivoted to the

bed-frame, a seat member and a buck member plvotally

connected to each other and to said supporting members,

and movable to and fro therewith, and means by which

said supporting members are laterally swung when the

seat and back members are swung on said supporting mem-

bers.

A. In a combined bed and couch, the combination with

the be<^frame. of two supporting members pivoted to the

bed-frame, a 8.^at member and a back member plvotally

connected to each other and to said supporting in.-mbers.

and movable to and fro therewith, and an equalizing

member pivoted to said bed-frame and to one of said seat

and back members.

4. In a combined bed and couch, the combination with

the bed-frame of two rocker arms pivoted at their lower

ends to the bed-frame, a seat member and a back member

plvotally connected to each other aad to the upper ends

respectively of said bars, and two equalizing arms pivoted

respectively to the bed-frame and to one of said seat and

back members.

5. In a combined bed and couch, the ctjmbinatlon with

the bed-frame, of a laterally movable support pivoted to

the bed frame, a seat member and a back member pivoted

to said support and pivoted to each other so as to swing

from a position at right angles to each other to a posi-

tion In the same plane with each other, means for releas-

ably locking the seat and back members in the position

at right angles to each other, and means for laterally

swinging said support when the seat and back members

are swung on said support.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gawtte.]

889 .i52. MAGNIFYING-GL.\SS Fuei> Bold. Ix>8 An-

geles, Cal. Filed Jan. 13, 190S. Serial No. 410.485.

r "^

1. A device of the class described, comprising a plvptally

mounted lens, and a second U-ns mounted within the pivot

of said first named \>-ax

2. A magnifying gla.ss comprising a case, a hollow pivot

mounted in said i-ase. a lens mount. -d on said pivot, a lens

within said pivot, and a bushing adapted to fit within said

pivot and over said lens

:?. A magnifying glass .omprislng a case, a sleeve mount-

ed within said case, a frame rotatlvely mounteil on said

sleeve, a lens mounted In said frame, a lens within said

sleeve! and a bushing adapted to fit uv. r said inns and hold

thf> same in said sleeve

1. In a combined bed and couch, tlie combination with

the bed-frame, of a laterally movable support pivoted to

889 353 CALCULATING MACHINE. Kdwabd J Rbandt.

Watertown. Wis. Filed June 5. 1907 Serial No.

377.332.

1. A calculating machine comprising a series of spring

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, means for

actuating the rockers, nxis In connection with the cranks

of the rockers, spring-controlled levers having segmental

rack-enda. arms controlled by the rods and plvotally con-

nected to the levers, an arbor, pinlon.s loose on the arbor

in mesh with the rack-ends of said levers, units register-

wheels loose on said arbor, ratchetand pawl mechanism

connecting the register - wheels with the pinions, other

register-wheels In multiplying train with each of those

aforesaid, means for tilting and temporarily latching the

aforesaid rockers out of normal position aingly and in va-
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rlouB combinations to thereby set one or more of the afore-

said arms In working position, a lever-and spring con-

trolled slide-frame to which said arms In working posi

tlon are opposed, and means in conjunction with said

frame for unlatching the tilted rocker or rockers.

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, edgewise

plates having rocker-opposing feet and spring-supported

push-button shanks, spring-controlled latches engageahle

with notches of depressed shanks, a spring-controlled re-

tractor for all the latches, a spring-controlled push-stem

operative on depression to actuate the latch-retractor, rods

in connection with the cranks of the rockers, spring-con-

trolled levers having segmental rack-ends, arms controlled

by the rods and plvotally connected to the levers, an arbor,

pinions on the arbor to mesh with the rack-ends of said

levers, units register-wheels loose on said arbor, pawl and-

ratchet mechanlam connecting the register-wheels with the

piiilons. other register-wheels in multiplying train with

each of those aforesaid, a lever-and-sprlng-controUed slide

frame operative on any one or more of the aforesaid arms

adjusted out of normal position, and means in conjunction

with said frame for actuating said latch-retractor.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

2 A calculating machine comprlalng a series of spring

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, means for

actuating the rockers, a rod in connection with the crank

of each rocker, spring-controlled levers having segmental

rack-ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvotally con-

nected to the levers, an arbor, pinions loose on the arbor

in mesh with the rack-enda of saio levers, units register-

wheels loose on said arbor, ratchet-and-pawl mechanism

connecting the reglater-wheela with the pinions, other reg-

ister-wheels in multiplying train with each of those afore-

said, means for tilting and temporarily latching the afore-

said rockers out of normal position singly and In various

combinations to thereby set one or more of the aforesaid

arms In working position, a levcr-and-sprlng controlled

slide-frame to which said arms in working position are op-

posed, means In conjunction with said frame for unlatch-

ing the tilted rocker or rockers, and means for setting all

the register-wheels to have the cipher-character of each at

the reading point.

3. In a calculating machine, a series of spring - con-

trolled rockers each provided with a crank, means for actu-

ating the same, a rod In connection with a crank of each

rocker, spring-controlled levers having segmental rack

ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvotally connected

to tile levers, an arbor, pinions loose on the same in mesh

with the rack-ends of said levers, units register-wheels

loose on said arbor, ratchet and-pawl mechanism connect-

ing the register wheels with the pinions, other register

wheels In multiplying train with each of those aforesaid.

detents engageahle with notches of the several register-

wheels, means for tilting and temporarily latching the

aforesaid rockers out of normal position singly and In

various combinations to thereby set one or more of the

aforesaid arms In working position, a lever and spring con-

trolled slide-frame to which said arms In working position

are opposed, and means in connection with said frame

for unlatching the tilted rocker or rockers.

4. A calculating machine comprising a series of spring-

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, edgewise

plates having rocker-opposing feet and sprlng-sujiported

push-button shanks, spring-controlled latches engageahle

with notches of depressed shanks, a spring controlled re-

tractor for all the latches, rods In connection with the

cranks of the rockers, spring-controlled levers having seg-

mental rack-ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvot-

ally connected to the levers, an arbor, pinions loose on the

arbor in mesh with the rack-ends of said levers, .units

register-wheels loose on said arbor, pawl-and-ratchet mech-

anism connecting the register wbeela with the pinions,

other register-wheels In multiplying train with each of

those aforesaid, a lever-and-sprlng controlled slide frame

operative on any one or more of the aforesaid arms ad-

justed out of normal position, and means in conjunction

with said frame for actuating the aforesaid latch retractor.

5 A calculating machine comprising a series of sprlng-

889 354 PROCESS FOR FEEDING MOLTEN GLASS FOB

MAKING GLASS INSULATORS OR SIMILAR ARTI-

CLES. Hknht M. Brookkibld. New York, N. Y.. as-

signor to Brookfleld Glass Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed June 13, 1906. Serial No. 321,446.

^^, ../. ji... . /./.y.:^

1 The process of feeding molten glass from a furnace

for the manufacture of glass insulators or other similar

small glass articles, which consists In first causing the

molten glass to flow from the furnace in a relatively large

stream, sufficiently large to prevent the clogging of such

stream as It starts to flow over the relatively cool surface*

of the outlet from the furnace, heating such furnaces by

means of the flow of such relatively large stream, and there-

after reducing the amount of such flow to suitable propor-

tions for the manufacture of such articles.

2. The process of feeding molten glass from a furnace

for the manufacture of glass Insulators or other similar

small glass articles, which consists in first causing the

molten glass to flow from the furnace In a relatively large

stream, sufficiently large to prevent the clogging of such

stream as It starts to flow over the relatively cool surfaces

of the outlet from the furnace, heating such surfaces by

means of the flow of such relatively large stream, and

thereafter regiilating the amount of such flow In accordance

with the conditions of fluidity and temperature of the

glass to enable a proper flow to be maintained for the

manufacture of such articles.

889.355. THERMOSTAT Pkabodt A. Bbown. Denver,

Colo. Filed Sept. 4. 1906. Serial No. 333.044.

1. A thermostat comprising an element composed of

two substances possessing the properties of expansion and

contraction In unequal degrees, an electrical circuit, two

movable devices carrying contacts located in the circuit,

the said devices being arranged to be simultaneously acted

on by one of the substances to cause the said device* to

move whereby their contacts are made to approach each

other for the purpose of closing the circuit.

2 A thermostat comprising an element composed of

two substancea posaesaing the qualities of expansion and

<ontractlon in unequal degrees, an electrical circuit, two

movable devices carrying contacts located In the circuit,

the said devices being arranged to be slmultaneoualy acted

on by one of the said substances to Impart to the said
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5. A henrh for a (rrwnhouse, havln| suitable supports,

tlie top having parallel slots therelu, tl>e said slots extend-

ing with Interruptlnn from one supiwtt to another, with

longitudinal wires extendini; between the sl'.ts and trans-

verse wires extending between the ends of the slots. Inter-

mediate the supports, all of the parts belna ci>mpo3ed of

reinforied conirete .and of monolithic construction.

[Claims 6 to J not printed In the G»rette.]

CREAM - SKl'AKATt)K. 0>».-ar Andkbson. Ar-

nngtoTi. N. J.. assis;nor to National Dairy Machine Com-

pany. Newark, N. J., a Corporation o( New Jersey. Filed

Feb. 1. ir»n4. Serial No. 191.467.

1. In a Cfntrlfu;ial creamer, a rotatable bowl provided

with a main liquid chamber, means Tor Introducing fluids

Into one end of the chaml^r and outlets for separated

liquids at the other end of the chamber, and a cr^aiii col-

lecting liner therein consisting of a Hollow sleeve having

the horizontal cross-section of a cinvt-x p«lygon. said

liner comprising a plurality of continuous series of facets,

the facets of each series adjacent one anothtr, r^>rre8pond-

ing facets of adjacent series mechanically united and In-

clined In opposite directions with respect to the axis of the

sleeve, said sleeve having perforations in proximity to the

apices of the pyramids formed by said f.icets and having

other perforations In proximity to the centers of the base-

lines of said facets.

2, In a cenrrtfugal -reamer, a rotatable bowl provided

•with a main liquid chamber, means for Introducing fluids

Into one end of th" chamber and with outlets for sepa-

rated liquids at the other end of the ehamt)er. a cream-col-

lecting liner, .ind a filler therein having a plurality of

series of facets, the facets of adjaemt series inclined oppo-

sitely with respert to the axis of the filler, sai'l filler hav-

ing also a plurality of vertical flow passages leading up-

ward from near the bases of said facets toward the outlet

for light liquid.

the bed-frame, a seat member and a back member pivotally

connected together and to said support, and an equalizing

member pivoted to the bed-frame and to one of said mem-

bers.

2. In a combined bed and couch, the combination with

the bed-frame, of two supporting members pivoted to the

bed-frame, a seat member and a back member plvotally

connected to each other and to said supporting members,

and movable to and fro therewith, and means by which

said supporting members are laterally swung when the

seat and back members are swung on said supporting mem-

bers.

3. In a combined bed and couch, the combination with

the be<i-frame, of two supporting members jiivoted to the

bed-frame, a seat member and a back member plvotally

connected to each other and to said supporting members,

and movable to and fro therewith, and an equalizing

member pivoted lo said bed-frame and to one of said seat

and back members.

4. In a combined b»>d and couch, the combination with

the bed frame of two rocker arms pivoted at their lower

ends to the bed frame, a seat member and a back member

plvotally connected to each other aad to the upper ends

respectively of said bars, and two equalizing arms pivoted

respectively to the bed-frame and to one of said seat and

back members.
5. In a combined bed and couch, the combination with

the bed frame, of a laterally movable support pivoted to

the bed frame, a seat member and a back member pivoted

to said support and pivoted to each other so as to swing

from a position at right angles to each other to a posi-

tion In the same plane with each other, means for releas-

ably locking the seat and back members In the position

at right angles to each other, and means for laterally

swinging said support when the seat and back members

are swung on said support.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,.352. MAGNIFyiNG-GL-\SS. Fred Bold. Los An-

geles, Cal. Filed Jan. 13, 190R. Serial No. 410.485.

S 8 9. 35 1 fOMBINEI* BED AND COUCH. John L.

Bl.vke. Kansas City. Mo. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Geneva Furniture Mantifacturing t ompany,

Geneva, N, Y . a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept.

30, 1904. Serial No. 226,647.

1 .A. device of the class described, comprising a plvotally

mounted lens, and a second lens mounted within the pivot

<jf said tlrst named lens

2. A magnifying glass comprising a case, a hollow pivot

mounted In said case, a lens mounted on said pivot, a lens

within said pivot, and a bushing adapted to fit within said

pivot and over salil lens.

3. A magnifying glass comprising a case, a sleeve mount-

ed within said case, a frame rotatlvely mounted on said

sleeve, a lens mounted In said frame, a lens within said

sleeve, and a bushing adapted to fit over said lens and hold

the same In said sle.ve.

1. In a combined bed and couch, the combination with

the bed-frame, of a laterally movable support pivoted to

889.35.1 rALCrLATINO MACHINE. Edward J Brandt,

Watertown. Wis. Filed June .1, m07. Serial No.

377..332.

1. .\ calculating machine comprising a series of spring-

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, means for

actuating the rocki-^-s. rods in connection with the cranks

of the rockers, spring-controlled levers having segmental

rack-ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvotally con

nected to the levers, an artxir. pinions loos*^ on the arbor

in mesh with the rack-ends of said levers, units reglst.'r-

wheels loos*:- on said arbor, ratchet and pawl mechanism

connecting the register - wheels with the pinions, other

register wheels In multiplying train with each of those

aforesaid, means for tilting and temporarily latching the

aforesaid rockers out of normal position singly and in va-
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rious combinations to thereby set one or more of ^be afore-

said arms In working position, a lever-andsprlng cor^-

trolled slide-frame to which said arms in working posl^

tlon are opposed, and means In conjunction with said

frame for unlatching the tilted rocker or rockers.

t

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, edgewise

plates having rocker-opposlng feet and spring-supported

pushbutton shanks, spring-controlled 'atches engageabl

with notches of depressed shanks, a «P"°P-<^^°''°";^^,r!,

"actor for all the latches, a spring-controlled P"«b-«tem

operative on depression to actuate the latch-retractor, rods

in connection with the cranks of the rockers. BPrinS---

rolled levers having segmental rack-ends, arms contro led

iy the rods and plvotally connected to the
^^Y^^/^^f^^

pinions on the arbor to mesh with the rack-ends of said

fevers, units register-wheels loose on said ^rbor pawl^and^

ratchet mechanism connecting the reg.ster-wheels with the

pltilons, other register-wheels In multiplying train w t

h

each of those aforesaid, a lever-and-sprlng-controlled slide

?rame operative on any one or more of the aforesaid arms

adjusted out of normal position, and means In conjunction

with said frame for actuating said latch-retractor.

[Claims G to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

o \ calculating machine comprising a series of spring-

controlled rockers each provided with a crai^k

°^^»°«^«J
actuating the rockers, a rod In connection with the crank

^f each rocker. sprlngcontroUed levers having segmental

rack-ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvotally con-

nected to the levers, an arbor, pinions loose on the arbor

,n mesh with the rack-ends of said levers, units regis er-

wheels loose on said arbor, ratchet-and pawl mechanism

cnnnecting the register-wheels with the Pinlons. other reg-

ister-wheels in multiplying train with each of those afore-

«ild. means for tilting and temporarily latching the afore-

said rockers out of normal position singly and In various

combinations to thereby set one or more of the aforesaid

arms in working position, a lever-and-spring controlled

slide-frame to which said arms In working position are op-
|

posed, means In conjunction with said frame for unlatch^

ing the tilted rocker or rockers, and means for setting al

the register wheels to have the cipher-character of each at

the reading point.

3 In a calculating machine, a series of spring - con-

trolled rockers each provided with a crank, means for actu-

ating the same, a rod In connection with a crank of each

rocker spring-controlled levers having segmental raclc^

ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvotally connected

to the levers, an arbor, pinions loose on the same in mesh
|

with the rack-ends of said levers, units register-wheels ,

loose on said arbor, ratchet-and-pawl mechanism connect-

ing the register wheels with the pinions, other register- I

wheels in multiplying train with each of those aforesaid,

detents engageable with notches of the several jegistcr-

wheels means for tilting and temporarily latching the

aforesaid rockers out of normal position singly and In

various combinations to thereby set one or more of the

aforesaid arms in working position, a lever and spring con-

trolled slide-frame to which said arms In working position

are opposed, and means In connection with said frame

for unlatching the tilted rocker or rockers.

4 \ calculating machine comprising a series of spring-

controlled rockers each provided with a crank, edgewise

plates having rocker opposing feet and spring supported

push-button shanks, spring-controlled latches engageable

with notches of depressed shanks, a spring controlled re

tractor for all the latches, rods In connection with the

cranks of the rockers, spring-controlled levers having seg-

mental rack ends, arms controlled by the rods and plvot-

allv connected to the levers, an arbor, pinions loose on the

arl'K)r in mesh with the rack-ends of said levers, Ainlts

register-wheels loose on said arbor, pawland-ratchet mech-

anism connecting the register wheels with the pinions^

other register-wheels In multiplying ^^'^l^, ^''^

''"'?;'J^
those aforesaid, a lever-andsprlng controlled slide frame

operative on any one or more of the aforesaid arms ad-

lusted out of normal position, and means In conjunction

with said frame for actuating the aforesaid latch-retractor

5 A calculating machine comprising a series of spring-

889 354 PROCESS FOR FEEDING MOLTEN GLASS FOB

MVKING GLASS INSULATORS OR SIMIL..R ARTI-

CLES Hknet M. Bkookhbld. New \ork. N. Y.. as-

signor to Brookfleld Glass Company, a Corporation of

nS York. Filed June 13. 1906 Serial No. 321,446,

1 The process of feeding molten glass from a furnace

for the manufacture of glass insulators or other similar

small glass articles, which consists in first causing the

motten glass to flow from the furnace In a relatively large

Stream, sufficiently large to prevent the clogging of such

stream as it starts to flow over the relatively cool surfaces

of the outlet from the furnace, heating such furnaces by

means of the flow of such relatively large stream, and there-

after reducing the amount of such flow to suitable propor-

tions for the manufacture of such articles.

o The process of feeding molten glass from a furnace

for the manufacture of glass Insulators or other similar

small glass articles, which consists in first causing the

molten glass to flow from the furnace in a relatively large

stream, sufficiently large to prevent the clogging of such

stream as it starts to flow over the relatively cool surfaces

of the outlet from the furnace, heating such surfaces by

means of the flow of such relatively large stream^ and

thereafter regulating the amount of such flow In accord.'ince

with the conditions of fluidity and temperature of he

^•lass to enable a proper flow to be maintained for the

manufacture of such articles.

S89 355 THERMOSTAT Peabodt A. Brown. Denver,

Colo Filed Sept. 4, 1906. Serial No. 333.044.

1 A thermostat comprising an element composed of

two substances possessing the properties of expansion and

contraction in unequal degrees, an electrical circul ,
two

movable devices carrying contacts located in the circuit,

the said devices being arranged to be simultaneously acted

on bv one of the substances to cause the said devices to

move whereby their contacts are made to approach each

other for the purpose of closing the circuit.

o A thermostat comprising an element composed of

two substances possessing the qualities of expansion and

1

contraction In unequal degrees, an electrical circuit, two

'

movable devices carrying contacts located In the circuit

the said devices being arranged to be simultaneously acted

1 on bv one of the said substances to Impart to the said
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devices .1 ^Wen movement whereby their contacts are ptrmlt predetprmlned numbers of operntlons of snid pr!nt-

made to approach each other for the purpose of rlosinji lajj device,

the circuit, and sprlnjifs connected with the said devices

and under tension tu give them an opposite movement

when opposite thermal conditions exist.

3. The combination with a stationary supprrt and two

electrical clrcuks, of an element composed of a tube and

a rod surroundetl thoreUy. the parts being connected iind

the rod protruding' from^he tube, two devi<»8 pivotally

mounted on the protruding extremity of the ro«. one of the

said devices carrylnk; contacts located In the respective

clrctiit3, and the other of the said devices carrying a con-

tact connected to t>e placed In either circuit according to

thermal conditions, springs connecting the eald devices

with the stationary support and under tenilon to give

them a certain movement, the said tube forming a stop

to limit the movement of the devices under the influence

of the springs, and also serving to act on the said devices

to give them an opposite movement.
1

gh9.356. GUARI' FOR FISHHOOKS.
PKSTTiR. Racine, Wis Filed .Tan. 24,

353..S70.

CHAtLES R. Cah-

1907. Serial No.

2. In a prlntlnc devi<e. printing or stamping mechan-

ism, a locking (U«vlce adapted to be moved by each opera-

tion of the printing mechanism, and means fur setting

jaid lix-kinc (l.-\-i(e for a predetermlne<l nuuiU'r of opera-

tions.

3. In combination, printing or stamping mechanism, a

movable locking device for limiting the numt)er of printing

or stamping operations, and means for setting said kx-klng

device at different Initial positions to permit predeter-

mined numbers of operations of said printing or stamping

mechanism.
4 In combination, printing or stamping mechanism.

means for limiting the n\imt>er of operations of said mech

anlsm, said means comprising a movable memt>er adapte<l

to be set in an initial position and to \ye moved at each

operation of the printing or stamping mechanism until it

reaches a position where It prevents further operations of

the printing or stamping mechanism.
.' In a printing device, printing or. stamping mechnn

Ism, a longitudinally movable locking member adapted to

!k> moved at each operation of the printing mechanism, and

means for setting said locking member at different posi

tions for different numbers of operations of the printing

mechanism.
[Claims 6 to 37 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 9,358. CUT OUT MECHANISM FOR ELECTRIC
ALLY OPERATED MACHINES. Gcorok 8. Conger

and Chahles rEAHCK. New York. N Y ,
assignors to

Eltyplc Manufacturing Company. New York, N, Y., a

Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Dec. 27. 1»0G.

Scrta! No. .•^49.630.

In combination with a lisb hook having a ti«rb. a guard

formed of a piece of wire lient into a riosed li>op, said loop

being I'ent transversely central of its length to form an

upper and a lower inclined member the end of which lower

member engages over said barb and the sides of which

project outwardly from the hook, the point of the hook

alining with said transverse bent portion. sal(J upper mem

l,er constituting a shelf or shed which overlies the point

of the hook and extends therebeyond and which protects

said point and further acts as an abutment Co be engaged

by the mouth or head of the fish and moved downwardly

therebv to free the lower meml)er of said hart, and a rub

ter secured to the upper memter and to the lK»ok body.

<>«f>..^57 STAMP PRINTING DEVICE. Fit^VK C. Cab

ROLL. Palnesvllie. Ohio. Filed May 11. 19('7 Serial No

373.170.

1 In a printing device, a traveling locking member

adapted to be set at different initial positions so as to

1. Cut o\n mechanism for maintaining the machine

actuating rurrent during short intervals In the use of the
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machine and for atopping the aaid current during long in-

tervals comprising a movable contact piece for making

and breaking circuit, a rotary wheel movable through

space for operating the contact piece, means for rotating

the said wheel and means for moving the said wheel

through space.

2. Cut-out mechanism for maintaining the machine ac-

tuating current during short intervals in the use of the

machine and for stopping the said current during long In-

tervals comi r - li- :i movable contact piece for making

and breaking cin :it. a rotary wheel for operating the con-

tact piece, a swinging arm forming a support for the wheel,

a driving: i.iiib'ti ,ind means for operating the swinging

firm to 1 I.I OH lb.' -aid wheel Into and out of engagement

with the pinion.

3. Cut out mechanUm for maintaining the machine ac-

tuating current during short Intervals In the use of the

machine an.l f • -topping the said current during long In-

tervals compn-ioK " movable contact piece for making

and breaking circuit, a spring actuated rotary wheel for

operating the contact piece, a movable wheel support,

means for rotating the wheel and means for moving the

wheel into and out of engagement with its rotating means.

controlled means for governing the dischargf of said

liquid, substantially as described.

fi. In a power generating system, a rotary prime mover

constructed to be operated by fluid under varying bead.

and provided with a series of rings of buckets or vanes of

various diameters, a valve controlling the supply of fluid

to each of the rings of buckets or vanes, and a valve con-

trolled by fluid pressure and constructed to automatically

open the valve supplying fluid to that ring of buckets or

vanes which will give the highest efficiency at a given

pressure, substantially as described,

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gaiette.]

8 8 9,360. GEAR-CALCULATOR Hlgh W. Fellows,

Cabuenga. Cal. Filed Oct. 11. 1007. Serial No. 397,027.

889,359. POWER-DEVELOPING APPARATUS. ABTHDB

C. Eastwood. Cleveland. Ohio Filed June 29, 1906.

Serial No. 324.102.

1. A system consistiUL' of a sour(. capable of supplying

llguld under a varying prt-hsure. a prime mover comprising

a shaft, a plurality of rings of buckets or vanes of different

diameters carried by said shaft, with means for automatic

ally directing the liciuld from said source to different ones

of said rings of vanes as its pressure varies, substantially

as descrltM'd.

2. A rotary prime mover having connected to it a source

of fluid under a varying pressure, said prime mover includ-

ing a plurality of rings of vanes or buekets of different

diameters, and nutomatic means for supplying !i()uld 10

that ring of buckets or vanes which will give the highest

efficiency at the then existing head or pressure, substan

tially as described.

3. In a rotar\ [irime mover designed for operation by a

fluid under varying pressure, the combination of a series of

rings of buckets or vr.nes of different diameters, and means

controlled by the pr.'«s\irc of the fluid for selecting the ring

of buckets or vanes to which liquid is to be supplied, sub-

stantially as described

4 In a system for developing power, the combination of

ii chflnil'er for conte.inin;; a t>o«ly of liquid, a pi-ton in the

chamtwr capable of floating on the liquid therein, a liquid

operated prime mover connected to the chamber, means for

supplylni; irns tinder pressure to said chamber and causing

it to act on said piston 'herein, a device whereby the pis-

ton is caused to control such supply of gas. and pressure

1, A gear calculator comiuis.ng two arms forming a

square, an angle plate having an Intersection point slldable

on one arm, linear graduations on each arm with pitch

subdivisions, a blade with an edge extending across said

Intersection point and angularly across the graduations on

the other arm. and an adjustable cross bar on the blade

with pitch graduations.

2. A gear calculator comprising two arms forming a

square, an angle plate having an Intersection point slldable

on one arm. a plurality of ro^»-s of linear graduations on each

arm with pitch subdivisions, the rows of graduations on

one arm commencing from a common line which Intersects

said Intersection point, the rows of graduations on the

other arm commencing respectively from the lines of the

first specified rows, a blade with an edge extending across

said intersection point and angularly across the first speci-

fied rows, and a cross bar on the blade provided with a plu-

rality of sets of pitch graduations.

'J, \ gear calculator comprising two arms forming a

square, an angle plate having an intersection point slldable

on one arm, linear graduations on each arm with pitch

subdivisions, a blade with an edge (Extending across said

intersection point and angularly across the graduations on

the other arm, and an adjustable cross bar on the blade

with pitch graduations, the blade having linear gradua-

tions which commence from said Intersection point.

4. A gear calculator comprising two arms forming a

square, an angle plate having an intersection point slldable

on one arm. linear graduations on each arm with pitch

subdivisions, a blade adjustable on the angle plate

to cause either of its edges to intersect said intersect lop

point, the blade extending angularly across the other arm.

f. .\ gear calculator comprising two arms forming a

I square, an angle plate having an intersection point slldable

on one arm, linear graduations on each arm with pitch

!
subdivisions, a blade adjustable on the angle plate to cause

either of its edges to lntersi>ct said Intersection point, the

blade extending' angularly across the ot'ier arm, and a

blade bar slldabb ,ind reversible on tie blade and laving

a plurality of sets of pitch gr''('iia'ions <u eac'i face.

j
[Claims to in not printed in the Gazette.]
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8 S 9 , 3 6 1 . SUTl-RE AND LIGATURE CONTAINER
Howard A. Flanders, Boston, Mass, assignor to The
Kandall-Faichney Company, Boston, Mass , a Corpora-

tion of Massachusetts Filed Jan 12, 1906. Serial No.

'J95.7 89.

1. As an articlt' of manufacture, a hrrmetlcally closed

transparent package containing a surgical appliance In

fluid and provided with external indelible characters de-

scriptive of the nature of the appliance atd the size thereof.

2. As an article of manufacture, a transparent package

having hermetically closed ends and containing a surgical

appliance in fluid and having its exterior surface etched

to provide indelible characters descriptive of the nature of

the appliance and the size thereof.

889,:^62. SPEED-CHANGING MECHANISM Walter O
Fos3. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of fotir-flfths to George

Link. Frederick C. Brunhouse, Philip G Lang, and

Ralph E Brunhouse, Philadelphia. P». Filed Jan. 21,

190<« Serial No. 411,947.

1. A p<iwer shaft, an axle, a plurality of Interchange-

able power transml.s.sion mechanisms slldably mounted

upon said axle, ^ach m»'chanism consliTing of a driving

disk, beve! g"ar and clutch, and a clutch on said power

shaft adapted to >^ngage either of the clutches of said

power transmission mechanisms, subftantlally as de

scribed. |

2 \ power shift, an axle, a plurality of Interchange

able power transmission mechanisms, each mechanism con-

sisting of a driving dMk. bevel gear and clutch, guide-rods

and brackets adapted to slldably support said power trans-

mission mechanisms upon said axle, salfl power transmis-

sion mechanisms being adapted to slide Upon said axle and

guide rods Into a position opposite the end of said power

shaft and a clutch on said power shaft adapted to engage

either of the clutr-hes of said power traasmlsslon mechan

isms when so brought info position, sxibstantially as de-

scribed.

,3. In combination with a power shaft and axle, a high-

speed transmission mechanism adjustaljly mounted upon

said axle, an Intermediate speed transrolsslon mechanism

adjustably mounted upon said axle, means for positively

coupling either of said mechanisms to said power shaft, a

low-speed transmission mechanism and reverse gear Inte-

i:ral therewith mounted free upon said axle, and means

for actuating either said low-speed transmission mechan-

ism or said reverse gear from said power shaft, said means

consisting of the bevel gears 32 and 31. clutch 34, shaft

29, gears 3.'S and 38, and clutches 28 and 23, substantially

as described. 1

889,363. MOWER. Fuedirick W. Gaefckk, Ottawa, III.,

Filed .\pr 24. 1907 Serial No. .370.032.

In a lawn mower, a handle carrying spaced side plates

constituting a frame, a transverse shaft journaled in said

side plates and carrying traction wheels, a stationary

cutting knife supported between said side plates, a cutting

knife imposed on said stationary knife for transverse re-

ciprocating movement, stub shafts Journaled In said side

plates and provided at their Inner ends with cam disks,

cam disks fixed upon said reciprocating knife and contact-

ing with said first named cam disks, said cam disks being

arranged to move said reciprocating knife alternately In

opposite directions, and gearing Interposed between said

stub shafts and said traction wheels to drive the former

from the latter

889,364. WATCHCASE. William .1 G arm vkh. Eaat To-

ronto. Ontario, Canada. Filed .\i>r 22. 1907. Serial

No. 369.606.

1. X watch case having the glass t)ezel and center and

pendant formed integnil . the back lid or cover remov-

ably secured In place ; a ring or dust-band, provided with

a hole, and removably held within the watch case between

the lid or cover and the gla.ns tx-zel and at>utting the cen-

ter, thus providing the watch case with a ring of substan-

tially solid metal so as to prevent the dinging or damaging

of the perimeter of the edge of same ; a sleeve provided at

its upper end with spring members fDrnied by slitting the

upper portion of said sleeve for a suitabU- distance, this

hole In said ring or dust band where It is removably held ;

slppve resting within the pendant and extending Into the

the crown, and a winding or s«>ttlng bar associated with

said crown and designed to be moved thereby longitudi-

nally and axlally within said sleeve and suitably construct-

ed so that the said spring meml>er8 may co-act therewith

so as to allow for the necessary movement of said winding

and setting bar ; said winding and setting bar snugly fit-

ting said sleeve the required distance above and below the

bottom of said silts so as to prevent the passage of dust

between these parts

2. A watch caae having the glass bezel and center and

pendant formed Integral : the back lid or cover removably

secured In place ; a ring or dust band, provided with a cen-

trally-directed hole, and another hole opening thereinto

from one of Its sides, and removably held within the watch

case l>etween the lid or cover and the glass bezel and abut-

ting the center, thus providing the watch case with a

ring of substantially »oMd metal so as to prevent the dlng-
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ing or damaging of the edge of same : a sleeve Provhied at

l,s upper end with spring members formed by slitting the

upper portion of said sleeve for a suitable distance, and

provided in Its side near its lower end with a hole, thia

sleeve resting within the pendant and extending Into the

centrallv-directed hole In said ring or dust-band where

It is removably held ; the crown, and a winding or setting

bar associated with said crown and designed to be moved

thereby longitudinally and axlally within said sleeve and

suitably constructed so that said spring member may co-

act therewith so as to allow for the necessary movement of

.aid winding and setting bar ; said winding and setting bar

snugly fitting said sleeve the required distance above and

below the lH)ttom of said silts so as to prevent the passage

of dust between these parts, and a screw resting in the

hole opening from the side of said dust band or ring and

extending Into the hole In the lower end of said sleeve

whereby the sleeve and winding bar and crown are secured

In place.

,-? In a watch case, the combination of a sleeve pro-

vided at its upper end with spring members formed by

slitting the upper end of said sleeve for a suitable dis-

tance and a winding and setting bar designed to have

longitudinal and axial movement within said sleeve and

constructed with upper and lower annular notches with

which Is designed to co-act the ends of said spring

member, the said winding and setting bar snugly fitting

said sleeve the required distance above and below the bot-

tom of said silts so as to prevent the passage of dust be-

tween these parts.

4 In a watch case, the combination of a sleeve provided

at Its upper portion with spring memlxrs formed by slit-

ting the upper portion of said sleeve for a suitable dis-

tance, and a winding and setting bar designed to have

longitudinal and axial movement within said sleeve and

suitably constructed so that the said spring; members may

co-act therewith so as to allow for the n.<'. ssary movement

of said winding and setting bar, the said winding and set-

ting bar snugly fitting said sleeve the required distance

above and below the bottom of said slits so as to prevent

the passage of dust between those parts.

."i In a watch case, the combination of a ring or dust-

band provided with a hole: a sleeve snugly fitting said

hole and designed to be removably held therein and pro-

vided at Its upper portion with spring members formed by

slitting the sleeve for the desired distance, and a winding

and setting bar designed to have longitudinal and axial

movement within said sl.^eve and suitably constructed so

that the said spring members may co act therewith so as

to allow for the necessary movement of said winding and

setting bar. the said winding and setting bar snugly fit-

ting said sleeve the requlr.-d distance above and below

the bottom of said slits so as to prevent the passage of

dust between these parts

[Claim 6 not printed In the (iazette.]

a pivoted catch arranged to enter said notch and lock said

latch In its closed position.

4 \ door closer comprising a base 4 adapted to be se-

cured on the door casing, a downwardly projecting bracket

5 mounted on said base and having a vertical recess and

a downwardly curved upper edge at Its outer end. a latch

pivoted within the recess in said bracket and having arms

8 and 9 with a recess between them, the arm 8 being up-

wardlv curved and normally projecting above the upper

edge of said bracket, and the arm 9 having its outer end

normally flush with said edge, a flat spring mounted in the

upper part of said base and having Its lower end adapted

to bear on the curved end of said arm 8 and slide thereon

when said latch is oscillated and a pin mounted on the

door and arranged to ride on the upper edge of said bracket

when the door Is closed and engage said arm 8 and tilt

said latch to a vertical position and erter the recess be-

tween said arms 8 and 9 and be yieldingly held therein

by tlie tension of said spring engaging said arm 8, sub-

stantially as described.

6 A door closer comprising a base adapted to be secured

to the door frame and having a vertical recess and a down-

wardly curved edge, a latch pivoted within said recess and

having arms with a recess between them, one of said arms

being uixwardly curved and normally projecting above said

curved edge, and the other arm having its outer end nor-

mally flush with said edge, a spring mounted in the upper

part'of said base and having its lower end adapted to bear

on the curved end of said first named arm and slide there-

on when said latch is oscillated, and a pin mounted on the

door and arranged to ride on said curved edge when the

door Is closed and .ngage said first named arm and tilt

.said latch to a vertical position and enter the recess be-

tween said arms and be yieldingly held therein by the

1
tension of said spring engaging one of said arms, substan-

tially as described.

8 8 9.365. DOOR OR GATE SUPPORT AND CL08BB.

ALMON J. Gray. St. Paul. Minn. Kil-d .Tuly 22, 1904.

Serial No. 217,729

1. The combination, with a door frame, of a bracket

secured thereon and having a curved edge, a pin provided

on the door and adapted to engage said edge and be ele-

vated with the door ther^-by. and a spring actuated latch

mounted on said bracket and over which latch said pin

passes to engage and hold said pin.

2 A pivoted spring actuated latch having a suitable

socket, a pin adapted to trip said latch and enter said

socket and be held therein by the tension of said spring

when the door Is closed and released automatically when

force Is applied to open the door, and means for locking

said latch In Its closed position.

3. A door or gate support and closer, comprising a piv-

oted spring actuated latch having arms with a socket or

space N'tween them and a notch or recess, a pin adapted

to trip said latch and enter the space between said arms

and be held therein when the door Is closed and released

automatically when force is applied to open the door, and ,

889 366. FURNACE. Ja<'ob Greis. Wiesbaden, GiTmrny.

Filed Jan. 23, 1907. Serial No. 353,651.

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a furnace and its door ; of a fan and Its driving
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T
turbtne mounted on ^Id door, an annular healins conduit

in the periphery of *akl fan, an air nozzle adapted dls-

hargeVnto said furnace, a communication fr«m sad fan

o said air dozzIp. means for supplying steam to said an^

nular o.nduit and thus heating the air In tbe fan. and

means for leading steam from said annular coadult to sa>d

'"''''°n a device of the character described, tbe comblna

tiou with a furnace and furnace door: of a fan and it.

driving turbine mounted on said door, an annchir heating

conduit in the periphery of said fan. air and steam nozzles

adapted to discharge into said furnace, a coa^mnn.ranon

leading from the fan to the air nozzle, a coa.munu-at on

leading from the annular heating conduit In tl,e fan to the

.team nozzle, a communication leading from ,ald annular

heating conduit to said turbine and means for supplying

Bteam to said annular heating conduit

". In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a furnace and furnace door ; of a fan and its

driving turbine mounted on said door, an annular heating

conduit in the periphery of said fan. an air nf«zle adapted

to discharze into said furnace, a communication from sa d

^an to said air nozzle, means for supplying steam to said

.annular heating conduit and thus heating tbr a.r in the

fan means for leading steam from said annular conduit

to said turbine and automatic means for dlscr«tinulng the

*„pp!y of steam to said annular heating conduit after a

curtain Interval of time.

4 In a device of the character described, the combina

Mon with a furnace and furnace door: of a fan and Its

driving turbine mounted on said door, an anqular heating

conduit in the periphery of said fan. air and «team nozzles

adapted to discharge into said furnace, a communication

leadin.' from the fan to the air nozzle, a communication

leading from the annular conduit in the fan to the steam

nozzle a communication leading from said anaular conduit

to said turbine, means for supplying steam to said annular

conduit and automatic means for discontinuing the supply

of steam to said annular conduit after a certain interval

of time.

r.. In a device of the character described, the combina

'tion of a furnace and furnace door: of a fan and its drlv

ing turbine mounted on said door, an annular heatln:: con

dult in the periphery of said fan. an air nozzle adapted

to discharge int.. said furnace, a comrauniciit ion fn.m

<ald fan to said air nozzle, means for supplying steam

to said annular b-ating conduit, means for leading

steam from said conduit to said turbine, a valv.^ adapt-

^•d to control th*- supply of steam to said annular conduit.

a rotatable screw threaded drum, a valve r-ontrol lever

adfipted to trav.'l in and be operated by the threaded por-

tion of said rotatable drum and mean« for Impardng rota

tion to said drum
[Claims C, to s* not printed In the Gazette.l

formed In the Inner end of the slide bars, and a spring cam

device attached at one end to the cover body and passed

through the loops of the slide bars and operatlvely con-

nected with a rotatable handle for jointly operating the

slide bars

J. In a pot cover, a cover t>ody. a number of slide bars

mounted thereon, having hooka at the outer ends, and a

sprlnii cam device, operatlvely connected with the slide

bars and the cover bcnly and adapted to move the slide

bars Jointly inwardly and outwardly and to hold them in

firm contact with the rim of tbe vessel even though it is

not perfectly roun^

8 8 9 . 3 6 S . NORMAL-SIRFACE TR.VNSFF.R T.VBLE.

Charles G. Hawlet. Chicago. Ill . assignor to Frederick

A. Gale. Chicago. 111. Filed S. pt .'4. 190« Serial No

335.886.

880.3ftT r"'T rOVER. Kyvv I Hansen.

P'iled .luly 1':. 19<'T. Serial No. r^JS.^BlS.

Exlra. Iowa.

1 In a pot cover, a cover body, a nutrber of side bars

mounted ther-on having hooks at their outpr ends, loops '

1 The Improvements herein described comprising a plu-

rality of transfer table rails, in combination with a lUi

rality of other rails traversing tiie surface containing said

transfer table rail, all said rails being sunken In the

ground with their tops substantially flush with the surface

thereof, a transfer table, and a plurality of stall or stub

tracks having permanently Inclined ends to register with

said transfer table, substantially as described.

2. The improvements herein described comprising a

plurality of relatively transverse stub track rails and

transfer table rails respectively above and below a given

horizontal plane, a transfer table to move on said transfer

table rails and the ends of said stub track rails being up-

wardly inclined and thus permanently supported adjacent

to the marginal transfer table rails, substantially as de

scribed

:^ The Improvements herein described comprising a

plurality of relatively transverse stub track rails and

transfer table rails, said stub track rails being Inclined up

wardly adjacent to the marginal transfer table rails, in

combination with means fixing said stub track rails In In

dined position, and a transfer table provided with rails

adapted to register with said stub track rails, substan

tially as described.

4 The Improvements herein described comprising a

plurality of transfer table rails laid In the ground. In

combination with a plurality of track rails also laid in the

ground and traversing said transfer table rails, a transfer

table adapted to move on said transfer table rails, a phi

rality of stub or stall tracks wherewith said table is

adapted to register and terminating adjacent to said mar

ginal transfer table rails, and elevating or wedge blocks

provided alongside the rails which traverse the transfer

table rails, adjacent to said marginal rails and adapted to

t>e set upon said traversing rails to cause them to register

wifli said table, substantially as described.

." The Improvements herein described comprising a

plurality of transfer table rails. In combination with track

rails which cross the surface occupied by said transfer

table rails, a transfer table which Is movable on said trans

fer table rails, and wedge blocks or shoes hinged alongside

I
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the traversing rails adjacent to the marginal transfer

table rails, whereby said traversing rails may be opened or

made to register with said table, substantially as de-

soribed.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

form at the side of the platform and rigidly connected

thereto, and circular bearings for said structure and plat-

form ; substantially a.s described.

88 9.3 69. NORMAL SIRFACE TRANSFER-TABLE.

Charlbs O. HAWI.KY. Chicago, 111 ,
assignor to Frederick

A. Gale, Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. 24. 1906. Serial No.

335.887.

t
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f
tlons each composed of lon»ritudlnal memboni and a sup-

^Xrmember' provided with a roller bearla«. .ubstan-

torn Tabl. surface, circular tracks laid th.r.ia wUh their

top" in he plane of the bottoms of the yard track., aud

1 mm table comf>ri..iaK a plurality of self -'^^^'"-'^
;;^-

*
on, each composed of longitudinal meml.ers and a sup-

'plmnrmember provided with a roller ^--'- ^^^
^^^

^le roll returning means, substantially as rt*cribed

5 The combination with conv.r.in. yard tracks of a

turn table surface, circular tracks laid therein with their

ops in the plane of the bottom of the yard tracks and a

Zn table comprising a plurality of section., each com-

plin, longitudinal channeled rail m-mbers tnd a trans-

r.rse supporting; member, substantially as described.

, lalms 6 to 27 not printed in the Caz.-tte.l

<!Rft^7^ POLE-SUPPORTIBB. MMacCA Hickbt. New

^'t-frk.N.?. alitor of one-ha.f to Thomas LewesJUley.

New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. l.J. 100.

392.8O0.

Serial No.

ABLE
g89 37'> NORMAL-STRF.xrE TFRN-TABLE Charles

Th.w:;.v. rhica.o. 111., assignor to
f-'^-'<-i^^-,^f

^'

Chicago. 111. Filed Oct 1. 190G. Serial No. 33b,854.

1 The improvements herein described compr sIng a

nluralltv of circular tracks and a plurality of radial rail-

road tracks in combination with a centrally pivoted turn

UMe^mp'ri^ia. parallel -^-supportln. members. -means

flPTiblv connecting the same, and a plurality of rolling

c;n;aJt supports 'interposed between said stringers and

said circular rails, substantially as described.

• The improvements herein described comprising a

Plurality of circular rails concentrically arranged In

combination with a centrally pivoted turn table comprising

uuably joined parallel "H supporting mern^rs pa rs o

blocks which support respective
^'^'>''\^''^l; ''X\ll

balls for each block between the same aad the circular

tracks, substantially as described.
. ,„„ „

3 The improvements herein described comprising a

plurality of concentric rails and a center pOst. in combina^

tion with a turn table held by said post and composed of

parallel rallsupportlng stringers, means flexibly connect-
|

fnTsaid stringers. Mocks whereon said stringers are e

cured said blocks being positioned above respective rails,

and balls Interposed between said blocks and rails, sub-

stantially as described.
, , „

4 The improvements herein described comprising a

plurality of concentric rails «nd a enter post, in comb Ina^

Uon with a turn table held by said post and composed of

P^raire rall-supportlng str.igers. means flexibly connecting

said Stringers, blocks whereon sa... stringer, -secured

aaid blocks being positioned above respe.-t.ve rails, balls

Tr rollers interposed b^Mween each block .nd its rail and

a return race upon each said block, substantially as de-

'"'!^"'The improvements herein describe* comprising a

nluralltv of concentric rails and a center post. In com-

b nition with a turn table held by said p-mt and compo ed

'parallel rail-supporting stringers, m.ans connecting

said stringers, blocks whereon said stringers are secured

-

said blocks being positioned ab-ve respective rails balls

or tlet^lnterpos^ between each block and Its rail, and

a returrrac. upon each said block. sut*tantlally as de-

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 K pole supporter, comprising a stationary L-shaped

supporting member provided with means whereby It may

be suspended, a plate connected with said supporting mem-

ber and movable In relation thereto, said plate be ng pro-

vided with a head, and a pole provided with a slot for re-

celvlng said head. „k„,
2 A pole supporter, comprising a supporting member,

a plate mounted upon said supporting member and pro-

vided with a substantially T-shaped head, a pole provided

with a slot for receiving said head.
'^^^''^^'f^l^'^'Z^^

upon said supporting member and provided with a head^

and a second pole provided with a slot for receiving said

last-mentioned head. .h.n^,<
H V pole supporter, comprising a substantially L-«haped

supporting member provided with a curved portion for

engaging a molding, a plate mounted upon said support-

^g member and pivoted relatively thereto.,sald plat
^^-

ing provided with a head, a pole provided with a slot fo

receiving said head, a second plate mounted upon sa Id

supporting member and provided with a head, and a pole

provided with a slot for receiving said last-mentlone<l

4 The combination of a platform, means for con-

necting to the bottom thereof a curtain pole to be sup-

ported a plate mounted upon said platform and movable

angularly In relation thereto, and means for connecting

a second pole to said last-mentioned plate.

5 The combination of a substantially L-ahaped support-

ing member, a hook connected therewith and movable

relatively thereto for the purpose of supporting said L-

'haped meml>er from a molding or the like, means for

connecting said L-shaped member to a wall ifependently

of said hook and said molding, and mechanism for con^

neoting to said L shaped member a pole to be supported

thereby.

889 374. OVEHSHOK FASTKNKR
dgden. Utah. Filed May :U, H»<>T.

.TuSEPH HOPStiV,

Serial No. 37«.«!tl.

1 In a device of the class described, the combination of

an eve adapted to be plvotally mounted upon an oversboe^

a lever permanently secured to said eye and h*;'"-'^

sllda.le engagement therewith, and a hook adapted to be

tcu d t'> a shoe, said lever serving to force said eye o
v

r

X eud of said hook and resting In said hook when sa>d

eye is mounted in position thereupon.

Junk 2, 1908.
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o in a device of the class described, the comt,ln*tlon

of-an^ye plvotally mounted upon an oversho^^^^^^^^^

st: ';:rierrrin: morbl/se^ured to said eye by me.ns

ir.deway and means for securing said lever to an over-

'^7' A device of the class described, comprising a bracket

mntllra clip secured to an overshoe and presenting
constituting a tup He«.uitv^

sippve a lever
. Bi,.pve an eye plvotally mounted In said 8lee%e. a

5 I device of the class described, comprising a member

V, , .Hin secured to an over-shoe and presenting a
having ;^''P/7;;f.^,,y counted in said sleeve, a lever

said h"k when said eye Is mounted In position thereupon.

A A sole sewing machine having starting and stopping

Janf a trealle for controlling the same, an operating

h«n a cam thereon, a moistening device having a valve.

f e u cran" connect'ed therewith, a link or rod slldably

. -T J^ifh «ald bell crank, and means to move said

""'"Tt.mn, o, tbe .JP. dMcrlbea b»v,Bg a» operating

,nto position to be engaged by said cam to close said

substantially as shown and
^'f

"'t^f^- „ ., ,

[Claims 6 to 2-' not printed in the Gazette.]

889.876. HOLLOW RUBBER ARTICLE "AVING SEAMS.

IBWIN F KEPLEE. Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. t.

Golirlch company. Akron. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Aug. 4. 1905. Serial No. 272.* 2..

889 875 CHANNEI^VfOISTENING DEVICE FOR SOLE

SEWING OR FASTENING MACHINES. William H.

l^rEE. Swampscott. Mass.. assignor, by ---
-';^^;

ments, to Thomas G. Plant. Boston, Mass. I- Ued June

5. 1906. Serial No 320.2R0.

m »nhstantlallv as shown and described,
nnlsm. «"^'«^*°""''^..

,. ,^._ ,,^,cribed comprising stitching

«" "
tl,V m.ch,n. .»<! hold It contl.fou. r o,>en

iMh" stitching mechanism, substantially as shown and de-

"Ta machine of the type described comprising stitching

ISlohln. op<T.t,d t„e.n. tor clo.ipg »ld v.W.. ^uMt.u.

tially as shown and described.

1 V rubber bag l>odv composed of two parts of similar

r:'°:>pr,ordrr',r,T;r.:f;of'L'rs:,
;ir"4r^.rt ,,e,n. o. the «o.e .-«.... .-^».-

out of the area of maximum lending.

3. A rubber bag body composed of two parts
"^

«

* „.v,i/-h i<5 larcer than the other, the larger

'

?„„jl umn.llj folded romrorclBg .trip valc.nlr.d to .be

To bag .Ides along tbe Itlslde of the edte.

rued June 10. 1907. Serial
>°-'*-^;f„ ,,,,„, „„^

' .*
"'°

r;1nrn,Ted% rmlng a marginal ,ocUe,

::irz birr edg . », ».. .- .--j,.-,

;:tfn"er':i':,';";"-»^»:.^-
L.et pomon .o

""''
TcoTn «rd comprising a .Ingle piece of thin, .le.lble

"-"'""
rr,'or",rgredr of'°tra„"d rrd,;.

:Srd,r;rdCabr;tlr^ or c„. ..egra, .Itb^

i

I'^oln-'tVrp-atrSordlfg^b'e-m^ i'tbln tbe llmlt. „,

"
3 ""coin card comprising a single piece of tbln. tle.lble

1 „„'„„\:Tng eentra, apertnre. ^J^-^Z^^.T^
rren,"^n::'rX''..^er'Z e'd'es Tf coin, placed o„r .aid

I apertures.
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+
4. A coin card .-omprising a single piec of thin, flexible

material having an Inturned edge forming a flange under

which the 'dges of coins may be placed, inwardly extend-

ing ars or clips integral with the body af the card and

adapted to be reversely bent over the uncovered edges of

said coins, central apertures and ears or clips Integral with

the body of thp card and radiating ontw»rdly therefrom

for holding coins In the middle portion of the card.

c

lej

.-.. A coin card comprisui^t a single she»"C of thin, flexible

metal having an laturned edge formmg a marginal

socket portion for holding the edges of coin.s. said metal

sheet also having a marginal series of ar)ertures adjacent

the Inturned edge and central apertures, adjustable ears

or clips integral with the body of the she«t an.l pitendlng

Inward from the marginal apertures, ani similar ^ars or

clips radiating outward from the central apertures.

889.37'^. WINDOW SASEI. Okie E. KSiGHr and Eabl

W. K.vioHT, Burnsville. W. Va. Flle4 Mar. 2-5, l!>oT.

Serial No. 364,383.

tion of a bar or rod. means for partially punching the par-

tially severed portion, ra.-ans for completing the severance

of the partially punched portion, means for completing th^

punching of the severed portion and means for compressinij

and finally shaping the punched blank.

•1. In a machine for the manufacture of nuts. wasli»>i«.

etc.. the combination of means for holding the l>ars against

lateral movement two slides, having their adjacent .-nd^

recessed to form an Inclosing matrix, means for shifting

one of said slides transversely ofthe bar and toward the

other end to partially sever the bar and Inclose the par-

tially severed portion and means for simultaneously shift-

ing both slides In reversal of the movement nf th.> rirst

slide thereby completely severing the bar or rod

3. In a machine for the manufacture of nuts, washers,

etc.. the combination of a lateral support for a bar, a ma-

trix", a punch, means for shifting said matrix in one .llrec-

tion to partially sever a bar or rod and bring the partially

severed section into line with the punch, and means for

shifting the matrix In the opposite dire.-tion to complete

the severance of the bar or rod

4. In a machine for the manufacture of nuts. whsIlts.

etc.. the combination of a lateral support for the bar, a

matrix, means for feeding a bar or rod into said matrix, a

punch and plunger arranged eccentric to the liuf of feed of

I the bar or rod. means for shifting the matrix In one direc-

tion Into allnement with the punch and plunger, mean-^ for

operating punch and plunger and means for shifting the

matrix In a reverse direction.

5. In a machine for the manufacture of nuts, washers,

etc., the combination of a lateral support for a l>ar or rod.

a matrix, means for feeding a bar or rod into -said m.itrix

in one direction to partially sever the bar or ro<l and i>rlng

the partially severed portion Into allnement with the

punch, a shaping matrix, means for shifting the movable

I matrix in the opposite direction Into allnem.>nt with the

shaping matrix, a punch extending Into said matrix, and

a .ompressing plunger and m<»ans for rpciiu-o' mi 1115 ^a'J

plunger.

(Claims a to 10 not printed In the r.azette.]

In a window sash, side bars formed With l.jngltudinal

gro<jves to receive the edges of a pane of glass and a lower

cross bar formed at its ends with longitudinal grooves to

r»>LV!ve the edges of said pane and being in registry with

said arst named grooves, said cross bar being formed be-

tween Its ends with a centrally located channel com-

municating with said grooves, and with the low.-r face of

said cross bar. said cross bar having its end portions ex

tended wholly through the side bars, th« grooves in s.ild

cross bar extending to the end faces thereof.

889380. BATTERY SCREEN -FRAME FOR QUARTZ-
MILLS. RoBEKT E L. Lampso.v. Jamestown. Cal. Filed

j^ept. 3, 1907. Serial No. 391.037.

889,379. NTLT- MACHINE. Frederick I.alknkr. I'itts

burg, I'a , a^Nitnor fo .Wt^iy Nut i liolt i runiiain
.

I'itta-

burg. i'a. Filed Feb Serial Ko. 3U0.1:::;.

1. In

etc . the

1. In a device of the charact.r descri;)»-d a luain frame.

strips along one .vlge and both ends of the face of said

main frame, the inner edgo of said strips being beveled In-

ward, auxiliary frames having outwardly beveled edges

adapted to be Inserted under said first named bev.-led edges.

means lo,l?lne them In such position and screens disposed

between .said main and auxiliary frames as described.

1
2. A main frame, an auxiliary frame, means removably

'

loc"king one end and side of said auxiliary fram.- to said

main fram^. blocks on said main frame, said block> '.^ink,'

wedge shaped and having their Inner edges beveled inward.

keys disposed Intermediate said blocks and one side of said

auxiliary frame, said keys being wedge shaped and bev.'le.l

to conform to and lock under said blocks, and a screen dis

a machine for the mannfartur. of nuts, washers, posed intermediate said main and auxiliary frames, as de-

comblnatlon of means for partially severing n por- scribed.
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889,881. LOOM-SHUTTLE. Oranm LilNDST, New Bed-

ford. Mass. Filed Oct. 10, 1906. Serial No. 338,219.

In a loom shuttlf. the comliinatioii with the body of the

shuttle having a recess for the bobbin and Us spindle and

also having a recess in its bottom, said spindle having a

head at its inner end ; of a locking device for cooperation

with the head of the spindle to hold the latter In operative

position, said device being composed of a single piece of

material and at one end engaging the head of the bobbin

with its opposite end formed to lie In the recess In the bot-

tom of the shuttle body : a spring engaging the head of the

spindle ; a bolt passed through said spring and the shuttle

body and terminating In the recess In the bottom of the

latter : and a nut disposed in said recess for cooperation

with said bolt to secure the spring and said device against

displacement.

889,382. HEATING SYSTEM .Iamks J. Lawler, Mount

Vernon, N. Y. Filed Mar. 18. 1907. Serial No. 302.865.

1. In a steam heating system, a steam generator, a draft

door therefor, a radiator, a steam supply jupe and a retam

pipe both in communication with the generator and radi-

ator, and an nir discharge pipe in communication with said

return pipe having a thermostatic device Interposed therein

adapted to be operated by steam in the air discharjre pipe,

an air valve arranged to control the passage through the

air discharge pipe, means connected to and operable by

said thermostatic device for operating the said draft door

and regulating the draft to the generator and closing said

air valve.

2. In a steam heating system, a steam generator, a draft

controlling dour therefor, a radiator, a supply pipe and a

return jiipe establishing a circuit between the generator

and the radiator, an air outlet valve In communication

with the return pipe, a thermostatic device Interposed be-

tween the radiator and the air outlet valve, and means

optrated tiy said thermostatic device for closing the atr

valve and simultaneously operating the draft door for regu-

lating the draft of the generator when the return pipe is

freed of air.

:i. In a steam hinting system, a steam generator, a draft

controlling door therefor, a steam radiator, a supply pipe

and a main return pipe establishing a circuit between the

generator and the radiator, an air discharge pipe having a

thermostatic device therein adapted to be operated by

steam in the air discharge pipe, an air outlet valve ar

ranged to control the passage through said air discharge

pipe, the said thermostatic device in the air discharge pipe

acting in Its expansion and contraction to automatically

134 O. Q.—74

close the air outlet valve when the return pipe has been

freed of air and simultaneously operate the draft door to

regulate the draft of the generator.

4. In a steam heating system, a steam generator, a draft

controlling door therefor, a steam radiator, a steam supply

pipe and a return pipe establishing a circuit between the

generator and the radiator, an air discharge pipe having a

thermostatic device interposed therein adapted to be oper-

ated by steam in said air discharge pipe, a normally open

air outlet valve arranged to control the passage through

said air discharge pipe, and means operable through the

medium of said thermostatic device and acting simulta-

neously to close the air outlet valve and operate the draft

door to regulate the draft of the steam generator.

5. In a steam heating system, a steam generator, a draft

,
door therefor, and a steam radiator, a steam supply pipe

and a steam return pipe establishing a circuit between the

generator and the radiator, an air outlet valve in communi-

cation with the return pipe, and a thermostatic regulator

acting under the action of steam to close the air outlet

valve and simultaneously operate the draft door to regu-

late the draft of the generator.

889,383, PROTECTIVE SLUG. Sanpord D. Leland.

Winchester, Mass.. assignor to United Shoe Msu-hinery

Company, Boston, Mass., a Corporation of New .Jersey.

Filed Jan. 18. 1902. Serial No. 90,237.

1. A protective slug compiising a head and a centrally

depending shank, a portion of the head being substantially

In the vertical plane of the shank, said head being curved

from substantially the median line of the shank to its

ends to present a contracted mouth opposite one side of

the shank.

2. A protective slug, comprising a bead and a centrally

depending shank of uniform thickness, a portion of the

bead being substantially in the vertical plane of the shank,

said shank being In excess of the heicht of the he.Td. said

head being curved from substantially the median line of

the shank to its ends to present a contracted mouth oppo-

site one side of the shank, tlie ends of the curved parts

of the bead lx>ing Inclined in the same direction from the

vertical plane of the shank and occupying positions at the

same side of said shank.

I 889,384. NEWSI'AI'EU VKNDIN i MACHINE. Charles
H. Mark. Los Angeles. Cal. Filed July 23, 1907. Se-

rial No. .385.216.

1. In a paper vending machine, a paper compartment,

a carrier slldable along a wall thereof and having a ledge,

a pair of pivoted presser arms bearing on the ledge, an

operating lever having a coin abutment, and a coin chute

for Conducting a coin to the top of the presser arms and

under the coin abutment.

2. In a paper vending machine, a paper compartment,

a carrier slldable along a wall thereof and having a
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ledge, a pair of pivoted presser arms bearing on the ledge,

an operating I'^ver having a coin abutment, e coin chute

for coD.inctini; a ...in t.> the top of the pres*r arms and

under the coin abutment, and a ^rate on the operating lever

curved concentric with the pivot there..f for closini; the

discharge end of the chute when the operating lev^r Is

depressed

.

3 In a paper vending machine, a paptT compartment.

a carrier slidable along a wall th.-re-.f and having a le<lge.

a pair of pivoted presser arms l^earlng on the ledge, an op

eratlng lever having a coin abutment, and n coin chute

for conducting a coin to the top of the pre8$er arms and

under the coin abutment, said ledge t^iug .'tit away at a

central point to allow the coin to drop therethrough when

the ends of the presser arms have swung apart sufficiently.

4 In a paper vending machine, a paper compartment,

a carrier slidable along a wall thereof and having a ledge.

a pair of pivoted presser arms tearing on the ledge, an

operating lever having a coin abutment, a coin chute for

conducting a coin to the top of the presHer arms and under

the coin abutment, and a link with Its upper end pivoted

to the operating lever and having its lower end slotted and

engaging a stud on the carrier.

5 In a paper vending machine, a paper compartment,

a carrier slidable along a wall thereof and having a le<lge.

a pair of pivoted presser arms bearing on the ledge, an

operating lever having a coin abutment, a ooln chute f..r

conducting a coin to the top of the presser arms and

under the coin abutment, and springs for elevating the

carrier and operating lever.

4. In combination with the vessel, a support secured

thereto, a sounding devl.e supported on said support for

swinging and pr.ivide<l with a toothed segment, and an In-

dicator mechanism Including a pinion In mesh with said

toothed segment, for the purpose s;)eilfle<l

-, In .-oniMnation with the vessel, a supi-ort projecting

outwardlv therefrom, a carrier rotaiiM.^ ;ii mnted on said

support. 'a soun.llng device swincln-iv ...mected to said

carrier and provldwi with a tooth.il se-ment. and an In-

(llrat-- mechanism supportini on -ai>! .iirrler including a

pinion in mesh with the t.>orl.e<l s..-ni.Mit of said sounding

device, for the purpose specified.

[Claims P. to •_•! not printed In the Gazette.]

*<H9.3.H«;. ST.MK LATHI. W u.rfM h Mkhl, Waltham.

Mass.. assignor to K. Howanl Wit. h Company. River-

side. N. .1.. a Corporation of .New .lersey. Filed Oct.

9, 1SH>6. Serial No. ;{38. 110.

889.385. S. 'LNIiLN'; HEVICE.

tie. Wash., assignor of one half to Charles Ellet. Seattle,

Wash. Filed Apr. -.'L'. IW:

James V M.utTis. Seat-

to Charles Ellet. S

Serial No. 369.708.

1 In combination with the vessel, a sujiport projecting

outwardlv from one end thereof, and a aoundlng device

comprising an arm swlnglngly supported on said support

80 that it can be» elevated and lowered, the lower portion

of said arm extending at an angle to tha upper portion

thereof, whereby when the arm Is swung to an elevated

position, the lower portion thereof will extend beneath

the vessel In a substantially horizontal plane.

'2. In combination with the vessel, a 8ui>port projecting

outwardlv therefrom, a track on said support, a carrier

rotatablv engaged on said track for swinging at substan

tially right angles to the longitudinal axl» of said vessel,

and a sounding device swlnglngly connected to said carrier.

.-? in combination with the vessel, a support projecting

outwardlv therefrom, a carrier rotatably mounted on said

support, "a sounding device connected to said carrier, and

an indicator mmprislng a dial and pointer snipported en-

tirely on said carrier and related to said sounding device

to Indicate the soundings thereof.

1. In a staff lathe, the combination with two slides

placed one above the other and carrying a cutter and ar-

ranged to move independently of each other, of a cam

lever engaging said slides and fulcrumed on an eccentric,

and rotating cams engaging said lever for operating said

slides, substantially as (lescrn«»d.

2. In a staff lathe, the combination with two recipro-

cating slides placed one above the other and carrying a

cutter and arranged to move Independently of each other,

of a cam lever engaging each of said slides and each ful-

crumed on an eccentric, and rotating cams engaging said

levers for operating said slides, substantially as descrlt^d.

:>, In a staff lathe, the combination with reciprocating

slides placed one aN.ve the other and carrying a cutter

and arranged to move Independently of each .)ther, of cam

levers fulcrnmed on eccentrics and having their shorter

arms engaging with slides, and rotating cams engaging the

longer arms of said levers for operating said slides, sub-

stantially as described.

4 In a staff lathe, the combination with reciprocating

slides placed one above the other and carrying a cutter

and arranged to move Independently of each other, of cam

levers mounted on movable fulcrums and engaging said

slides, and rotating cams engaging sai.i cam levers, sub-

stantiallv as descrU)ed.

:> In a staff lathe, the combination with reclpr.n-ating

slides placed one al...ve the other and carrying a cutter

and arranged to move Independently of each ..ther. of cam

levers engaging said slides, shifting levers provide,! with

eccentrics on which said .am levers are fulcnime.l. rotat-

ing cams engaging said cam levers and means f.r ..perat-

ing said shifting levers, sul^tantlally as de«crlt>ed.

;
[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]
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889.387. MARINE CABLEWAY. THOMAS 8. MlLLSm,

South Orange, N. J. Filed June 20, 1904. Serial No.

213,S39.

889.S88. RETURN FLUE BOILER. William Moran,
Wc«t MlDDeapolls, Minn. Filed Aug. 10. 1906. Serial

No. 330,039.

>rj

1. In combination, a t.>wing l>oat. a t.'wed boat, a

tow-ilne. an elevated rope forming a trackway attached
(

to the towing boat passing over and being supported by a 1

pulley on the towed boat and extending astern of said
|

pulley to a tension take up device, a transit motor pro-

vided with two winding drums located on the towing boat,

a transit rope and a load carriage : said transit rope lead- !

Ing from one drum to the hxtd carriage, thence to the

towed boat and forming a loop al>out a tension carriage

and returning by an approximately parallel route to the re-

maining drum of the transit motor : said two drums hav-

ing a frlctlonal driving engagement between the same.

1'. In a conveying device, in combination, a nmln cable

or trackway, a load carriage traveling thereon, a transit

rope for moving the load carriage to and fro on said cable

or trackway, a pair of drums for driving said transit rope

having frlctlonal driving engagement with each other, a

tension carriage containing a pulley about which the said

transit rope forms a loop, a counterpoise acting on said

tension carriage in opposition to the pull of said transit

rope.

3. In a conveying apimratus. lu combination, two rela-

tively movable supports, a trackway, a load carriage

traveling on said trackway, a transit rope, means for ac-

tuating said rope, a tension carriage connected to said i

transit rope and adapted to nK.ve along the trackway, and

means for maintaining tension upon the tension carriage.

4 In a conveying apparatus, two relatively movable

8upp<.ri». a tra.kway iK-tween said supports, a carriage for

said trackway, a transit rope having two branches, a

transit motor containing two relatively movable actuators,

one for each branch of the rope, and a tension device mov
able along said trackway and operating upon said transit

rope adapted t<; accommodate the same to relative move-
;

ments of said support.
|

5. In combination a towing boat, a towed boat, a tow

line connecting said boats, a transit rope, a transit motor

for the tranbit rope acting substantially as a unit, and

adapted to accommodate Itself to varlatl.ms durlni: normal

operation, said transit m<itor being adapted to pay out

and take in said transit rope to permit the latter to ac-

commodate Itself to variations in the tow line.

flre-box are cylindrical at their upper and lower p.irtlons

but have flattened front and rear walls, of water tul>es ex

tended transversely through said fire box and exposed to

the flame within the fire-box. flues extended transversely

through said boiler shell and through said water tubes.

the ends of said tubes and flues t>eing seated in the flattened

front and rear plates of the flre-box and boiler shell re

spectlveiy. a flame chamber connecting the upper portion

of said fire-box to one end of said flues, and a smoke-box

Into which the other end of said flues open, substantially

as described.

2. The combination with an upright boiler shell and an

upright fire-box concentrically located within the same

but spaced apart to afford a surrounding water leg. of

water tubes extended transversely through said fire-l...x

and exposed to the flame within the fire box. flues extended

transversely through said txdier shell and axlally through

the corresponding water tubes, which flues have enlarged

rear ends of at least as large diameter as the tubes, a

flame chaml^er attached to and projecting outward from

said boiler shell and ojioning Into one end of said flues, a

plurality of relatively short flues connecting the upper

portion of said flre box to the ujiper portion of said flame

chaml)er, and a smoke Ik.x attached to and projecting out-

ward from said boiler shell and Into which the other ends

.if said flues open, substantially as described.

'A. The combination with a boiler shell and a flre-tK>x

within said shell, which boiler shell and flre-box are cy-

lindrical at their upper and lower porti.ms but have flat-

tened front and rear walls, of water tubes extending trans

versely through said fire box and with their body portions

exposed to the flames within the fire-l>ox and with their

ends secured to the flattene<l front and rear plates therefif.

flues extended transversely through said boiler shell and

axlally through said tubes, which flues have enlarged rear

ends, the ends of said flues tx>lng seated in the flattened

front and rear plates of said l>oiler shell, a flame chamber

secured to and projecting from the rear portion of said

boiler shell and communicating with the rear ends of said

flues, flues connecting the upper portion of said fire-t>ox to

the upper portion of said flame chamber, and a smoke-box

connected to and projecting forward from said boiler shell

and Into which the front ends of said flues open, said

smoke-box having ati outlet smoke stack or flue, substan-

tially as described.

889,389. VENDING MACHINE. J. .hn W. Murray. Chi-

cago, III., assignor of one-half to Walter G. Well and

one-half to Lewis W. Petersen. Chicago, 111. Filed Feb.

11, 1907. Serial No. 3.56,788.

1. The combination with an upright boiler shell and an

upright firebox within the s.Tme. which boiler shell and

1. In a vending machine, the combination of a rotatable

meml>er. means for preventing the rotation of said member
In one direction, a pawl normally urged into position for

f.reventing the rotation of said member In the opposite
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direction, a coin chute, a lever plvotally mounted n^r

.a r pawl, having movement relatively thereof and on-

nected therewith, said lever havU,, an «"" /^'''^^ °^:

TarVald coin chute and ad.nr.,! r. s. s-fted t-.u^h the

weight of a coin from aald :w f r .„ v... .aUl pawl .0

as to permit the rotation of -1 l .:•"' -'•

2 In a vending machine, ri.- o,n. n.;,tl a .f a rotatable

member, meaua for preventing the r< u: :-

>J

^''''

"^^r
la one direction, a pawl normally urued .nc position for

preventing the rotation of said member In the opp-^ite

direction, a coin chute, a lever havin.- pUural movement

relatively of .aid pawl and .-onnected theroxvith. «aid lever

having an arm extending near said <oin chjte and adapted

to be shifted through the weight of a coin from said chue

for moving said pawl so as to permit the rotation of said

member, yielding means adapte^i to limit tbe movement of

said lever through the weight of such rolt. so as to pie-

vent the complete discharge of said coin from said co n

chute, and mechnnism adapted through the rotation of sad

member to cau.e a fnrth.r shifting of said lever for dls-

charging the coin
. ^ ,

3 In a vending machine, the combination of a caslnc,

a member rotatal-ly mounted on a vertically disposed ails,

a pawl pivotally mounted on said casln|; and normally

urged into engagement with said member for preventing

the rotation thereof, a coin chute, a lever pivotally mount^

M on said casing, having movement relatively of said pawl

and adapted to shift said pawl to permit the rotation uf

said memt-^-r. said lever having an arm «itendlng across

the path of a coin in said coin chute and adapted through

the weight -f such coin to shift said pawl, a spring'

adapted to enijaue said lever and prevent the complete

discharge of the coin from said coin chute, and means on

said member adapted to engage said pawl and thereby

shift said lever so as to discharge such coin when said

member is r( tatcd
,„,.,Kia

4 lu a vendln- machine, the comblnatiim of a rotatable

member having thereon a shoulder, a pawl normally urged

into engagement with saul should-r to prevent rotation of

said member, a coin chute, a lever having movement rela^

tlvelv of said p:.w: Hid adapted to shift said pawl out of

such'en^ja^ement with said shoulder and Having an arm ex^

tendin- arross the path of a coin along said chute and

adapted through the weight of the coin to cause said

le.er t shift said pawl, a spring a.la,rte.l to resist the

movement of said lever and check the fall of the coin, and

means on said member adapted to further shift said lever

through the rotation of said member an-J release the coin.

", In a vendlns machine, the cumbinadon of a rotatable

member having there.m a shoulder, a pawl normally urged

into encasement with said shoulder to prevent the rotation

of said member, a coin chute, a lever having movement

relatlvelv of said pawl and adapted to shift said paw.

out of such engagement with said shoulder, and having an

arm extending across the path of a cola alone said chute

and adapted through the weisht of the coin to cause said

lever to shift said pawl, a spring adapted to resist the

movement of said lever and check the fall of the coin.

and a proie.rlon on said member adapt»l through engage-

ment with said pawl during the rotati.in of said member

to further shift said lever and release tUe coin.

[Claims C} t" in not [.rinre<l in the (larette.]

ment with relation to said attaching mean, and said car-

rier.

•i /"

J Vn advertising' device comprising an endless belt, a

plurality of slotted advertising cards, and securing means

engaging the slots of said cards to permit a sliding move-

ment of the cards with relation to said belt.

4 In an advertising device, a pair of endless parallel

traveling spro<-ket chains, a band or belt of flexible ma-

terial located between said two lines of chains and at

tached to both, a series of advertising cards adapted to l>e

ittachetl to said '•••it, means for removably attaching said

cards to said band or belt, means for adjusting the ten-

sion of said belt, a bracket for covering the chains and the

outer edges of said .-arda, said bracket being provided with

a lip to engage the f«ce of said cards and support the same

together with the belt and chain from sagvrlni:, and means

for driving said belt.

5 In an advertising device, a pair of endless parallel

traveling sprocket chains, a band or belt of tleilble ma

terial located between said chains and attached to both

forming substantially a single belt with a flexible center,

said belt t)elnc adapted to run double, the two parts pass-

ing in opposite directions, a series of advertising cards

adapted to t)e attached to said central belt to follow the

same closely over its course, means on said belt for remov-

ably attaching said cards thereto, said cards being con-

stn'icted to permit a slight longitudinal motion with rela-

tion to said attaching means and \>e\t. while following the

turns of the belt, means for driving said belt, and m-ans

I

for preventing the same from snirzlng

I

[Claims 6 to 10 not printwl in the dnx.ette.]

889.391 .
HORSE-BLANKET Fkank L. Naqel. Norwalk.

Ohio. Filed Mar. R, lOOM. Serial No. 419.474.

TR.WKI.IN'; .vrtVHHTISINO .VPP.XRATT'S.

'lUNtEL J. McOsKKit. Providence. U. l. Filed Aug. 16.

190«. Serial No. .'530. s3;?.

1 \n advertising device comprising an endless belt,

a pluralUv of advertising cards, and m*ans for removably

attaching said cards to said belt, said cards being con-

structed to permit n longitudinal sliding movement with

relation to said attaching means and said belt.

•^ \n advertising devi.'e comprising a pair of parallel

sprocket chains, a flexible carrier ualting said chains,

means for driving said <-hains. a plurality of advertising

cards and means passed through said aards for removably

attaching the latter to said flexible carrier, said card.s

Ivelng constructed to permit a longitudinal sliding raove-

1 The combination with a horse blanket, of outer and

Inner flaps, one adapted to be folded over the other to

cover the inclosed surface of the animal closely, a fasten-

ing device for the Inner extremity of the inner flap, one

portion of which Is secured to the upper and outer edge of

the Inner flap, and the other portion of which Is located

in the Inner side of the blanket, and means located ex-

ternally of the blanket for adjusting the Inner portion of

the fastening device aforesaid.

> The combination, with outer and Inner flaps -f .i

d.)uble breasted blanket, of adjusting and independent

fastening devices for the said flaps, comprising straps ad-

justable upon the outer surface of the blanket, the strap

'or the Inner flap passing through the blanket, a fastening

d.vlce for the inner flap adapted to secure the end of the

flap to the inner end of said adjustable strap, and a fasten-

ing device for said outer flap adapted to s.-cure the outer

edge thereof to the adjustable strap for the outer flap

1 3 In a double breaste<l blanket, the combination with
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Inner and outer flaps, of ft friction buckle for minute ad-

justment on each side of the blanket, a strap for each

buckle adjustable therein, the strap for the inner flap

passing through the blanket, and an Independent fasten-

ing device for each flap extremity, one portion of each

fastening device being upon one of said straps and the

other portion being upon the edge of each flap.

889.392. HAY-LOADEB. He.nby M. Neuhaus, Susan-

vUle. Cal. Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Serial No. 891.434.

In a hay loader, the combination with a frame and

wheels for moving It over the ground of a fork adapted to

pass beneath the hay. and means for raking the hay com-

prising a rake, an operative connection between said rake

and a wheel whereby as the frame moves, the rake is al-

ternately retracted and advanced, and guiding mechanism

for the rake arranged automatically to maintain the front

end of said rake in a lower position while being retracted

and to maintain it raised while the rake Is advanced,

comprising upper and lower longitudinal grooves, rollers

carried bj the rake and movable In said grooves, and auto-

matic means for raising the front rollers Into the upper

grooves when the rake arrives at the rear end of Its re-

ciprocation and permitting them to drop when the rake

arrives at the front end thereof, and means comprising

pivoted lifters and devices carried by said rake and adapt-

ed to engage said lifters to lift said devices In the rear-

ward movement of rake to move said front rollers into the

upper grooTes, substantially as described.

8 8 9.393. MAUKIN(; Id-VKK K(iK WATCHMEN'S
CLOCKS. ABRAHAM A Nk\\man. Chicago, 111. Filed

Dec. 4. 1906. Serial No :;4t>.'JT4.

1. The combination with a matrix, of a key-guide op-

poaed to the matrix, a key adapted to engage the key-

guide and having a ch.iracter adapted to cofiperate with

the matrix, a spring oj, polite the key-guide, said spring

being bent into a substantially S-shaped form, one end of

which 1« «:nitably -iiipporfed, the opposite end being adapted

to enguge a ii.rtion of said key.

•_'. The combination with a matrix, a plate opposite the

matrix having a perforation through which a key can

operate, a key-guide beneath the plate and adapted to re-

ceive a key having a character to engage the matrix, a

spring t)eneath the plate and having one end secured there-

to, said spring being led first away from the key-guide In a

curve, thence toward the key guide, and thence away from

the key guide, the portion of said spring adjacent to said

key guide being adapted to engage a portion of said key.

.T The comldnation with a matrix and a plate beneath

the same, of n projecting pin on the plate adapted to pre-

vent the engagement of any key with the matrix unless

such key Is provided with a suitable opening for the en

trance of said pin

889.394. POISON WARNING BOTTLE. ToBV Nkwma.n.

Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Apr. 10. 1907. Serial No. 367,462.

1. A poison bottle provided with outwardly-projecting

prick points, a stopper, and a wire fastened to the stopper

and adapted to engage the prick points.

2. A bottle provided with ext.rior prick points, a stop-

per In the bottle, a pivot in the stopper, and a wire pivoted

thereby to the stopper and adapted to engage one or more

of the prick points.

8 8 9.395. TOWER. La Vki:m: W. Ncyi's. Chicago. 111.

Filed July 13. 100.''.. Serial No. 260. .".."4

1. A tower having nn upwardly extending three-post

supporting arm, and three downwardly extending three

post legs.

2. A tower having supporting legs, and Interconnected

bracing bars secured thereto, said bars Intersecting each

other at the points of Interconneition,

3. A tower having three supporting legs provided with a

plurality of intersecting and interconnected bracing bars.

4. A tower having a plurality of three-post supporting

legs provided with intersecting bracing bars, each of said

bars connecting a i.ost <if one kg with a post of anoth-r

leg.

5. A tower having a plurality of tbr-e-post supporting

legs provided with bracing bars secured at their ends to

two posts of each leg. and Intersecting each other at inter-

mediate points.

889.396. BRIDLE BIT riiii.ir S. O'Neii- Colo. Iowa.

' Filed May 14, IHOO. Serial No .Tl(j.«i8.''.

' 1. In a bridle, two side straps, a ring at the lower end of

! each side strap, a chain passing through said rings and de-

' signed to be placed in the mouth of an animal, a ring at
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the rings at the ends of the chain to be placed In the mouth

of the animal, rings at the ends of said second chain to

which reins are designed to be attached, and means for

detH-hably connecting the chain that is designed to pass

beneath the animal's Jaw.

2. IQ a brldif. tw.> side straps, a rln« at the lower end

of each side strap, a chain passing through said rings and

designed to be placed in the mouth of an animal, a ring

at each ^nd of said chain, a second chain designed to pass

beneath the iow^r jaw of the animal, which passes through

the rings at the ends of the chain to be plaaed In the mouth

of the animal, rings at the ends of said >econd chain to

which reins arp designed to be attached, tfce chain that is

designed to pass beneath the animal's Jaw being separable

at its central portion, a hook on one end thereof, and a

ring on the other <»nd to be detachably cosnnected to said

hook.

889,397. DEVICE FOR T'SE IN PLAYING GOLF OR

SIMILAR GAMES. Nei-son O'Shai'-.K-vksst, Berlin,

Germany Filed Feb. IT. 1906. Serial No. 301, 68U.

0,0

1. As a means for the purp'jse set fortli. a glovo barlDg

weights applif^d thereto, and adapted to.be worn by the

player I

2. As a means for th»> purpose set fortfc. a glove having

a plurality of weights, .'a.^h weight Independently attached

to the glove.

.^. As a means for the purpose set fortb. a glove having

weights attached thereto and arranged ia transverse rows

out of the line of the knuckles of the hand.

4. As a means for the purpose set forth, n glove having

weights attached thereto, and a covering for concealing thp

weights.

piston slots or ways, said pistons being adapted to bear

against said antifriction rollers in their reciprocating

movement.

,889,399. ADJUSTABLE SHADE-SUTPORT. Chablbs

D. RiDENOt R, Shawnt»e, Ohio, assignor of one third to

Phillip -V. McLiuiKiilin and one third tu John Bullock,

Shawnee. Ohio. Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Serial No. 391.457.

A shadp support comprising two fl.at bars, having angled

ends, one end l)elng provided with a slot and the other

with an .penlng to receive the shade, the other ends of

said liars t>ent back upon loops surrounding said bars

forming a sliding connection betwe«>n the sanif. said bars

being provided with slots adjacent their angle<i ends. In

which are secured supporting members adapted to be se-

cared to the window frame.

8 8 9.400. LINOTYPE MACHINE John It Rckjbbs.

Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to Mergenthnler Linotype

Company, a Corporation of .New York

1908. Serial No. 417,098.

Filed Feb. 21.

889 398 ROTARY COMPRESSOR. Ca$sius C. Palmer.

New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 14. 190.5. Serial No. 287,219.

In a rotary compressor, the comblnatlo* of a casing hav

Ing Inlet and outlet portions, a rotating aihaft eccentrically

mounted therein, a rotary piston disk carried by said shaft

and having slots or ways formed therein, pistons sliding In

said slots or ways, and antifriction pollers located In

1 In a llnecastinic ina.lmiH .,f she clus.s described,

means for advancing the ,on,i,osed line to and beyond the

rastin^- position, meiins for autMmatlcally arresting the

movement of said parts when tb.- line is in the cfisting

position and means controllable by the operator at will

for arresting the action of the line advancing devices be-

'

fore the line reaches the .-astlng position without arresting

the action of the asseml^ling and casting mechanisms.

2 In a line casting machine, an endless chain provided

with a line carrying tinker, means for driving the chain,

means for throwing Its driving devices out of action inde-

pendently of the other parts when the line reaches the

casting position, and means controllable by the operator

, at will to cause an earlier action of the aut.)matlc devices;
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whereby said devices may be cadMd to arrest the line
\

•ooner or later, as required.

3. In a line casting machine, the endless chain, F. and
j

the line carrying finger carried thereby, in combination

with the chain actuating mechanism, inrluding a driving

clutch, a cam wheret)y the line is normally arrested in the

casting position during the casting operation, and con-

trollable means fi>r advancing the action of the cam.
|

whereby the line may t^- arrested and held in advance of
,

the casting position, and during the movements of the

casting parts, and thereafter advanced for distribution. I

4 In a line casting madiine. tlie endless chain, the line-

carrying finger, and the line confining Jaw. in combina-

tion with the cam and connections for actuating the Jaw,

the cam and clutch connections for driving the chain, and

the clutch-controlling lever provided with a member mov-

able at win to engage the cam : whereby the line may be

arrested and the jaw left open until after the casting oper-

ation, and thus the line distributed without having a cast

taken therefrom.

5, in a machine of the class described, the line carrying

finger. Its actuating chain, the clutch and Intermediate

mechanism for driving the chain, the clutch controlling

lever, the cam to actuate said lever, the swinging arm. L,

mounted on the lever to cooperate with the cam, and the

foot lever, i', connected with said arm.

IClalm 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,401. INDKX-CUTTING M.UJillNE. Fbedbrick P.

R08BACK. Benton Harbor. Mich. Filed July 15. 1907.

Serial No. 383.745.

having a frlctlon-drlve geared to said reciprocating mem

ber. a pinion on said shaft engaging the rack, a stop rack

on the carriage having its teeth uniformly spaced apart,

a lever fulcrumed on the frame and engaging at one end

with said cam. and n wheel rotatably mounted on the

opposite end of the lever and provided with stop-teeth in

rows to engage with the stop rack, the spaces between the

teeth In each row thereof forming equal divisions of the

space between adjacent teeth of the stop-rack, for the

purpose set forth.

4. In an index-cutting machine, the combination with a

frame, of a drive shaft Journaled thereon contalniui; a

crank section and carrying a cam, a cutter on the frame

havinu a vertically reciprocating memlK»r connected with

said crank, a track, a carriage for the work movable on

the track, a rack on said carriage, a feed-shaft having

a frlctlon-drlve geared to said reciprocating member, a

pinion on said shaft and a lever for actuating said brake-

device engaging the rack, a stop-rack on the carriage hav-

ing its teeth uniformly spaced apart, a spring-retracted

lever fulcrumed on the frame and engaging at its lower

end with said cam. an extension on the upper end of the

lever, a wheel rotatably mounted on said lever and pro-

vided with stop teeth In rows to engage with the stop rack

and with a blank space, the spaces U'tween the teeth in

each row thereof forming equal divisions of the space be-

tween adjacent teeth of the stop rack, a second stop-rack

on the carriage consisting of a bar with depending teeth

adjustable up.m it to vary their distances apart, and a

stop-tooth adjustably supported on said lever-extension

to engage with said second stop-rack, for the purpose set

forth.

5. In an index cutting machine, the combination w ith a

reciprocating member having a cutter, of a track, a car-

riage for the work movable on the track, a feed shaft hav-

ing a rack and pinion connection with the carriage, stop-

mechanism cooperating with the carriage to pro<luce

step by-step movement thereof, and a brake-device on the

feed shaft and a lever for actuating said brake device,

for the purpose set forth.

[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.402. (ARUIA'JF AND ATTOMOBILE BODY.

Maubick J. ROTHSCHILD. New York. N. Y., assignor to

Rothschild & Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation

of New York. Filed Sept. 16. 1007. Serial No. 39.3.001,

1. In an index cut tin 1: machine, the combination with a

reciprocating member having a cutter, of a carriage for

the work movable on the track, a feed shaft, a track,

geared to the carriage, a stop rack on the carriage, and a

rotatably mounted wheel provided with stop teeth in rows

and movable into and out of the path of said rack, the

•paces between teeth in each row thereof forming equal

divisions of the space between adjacent teeth of the stop-

rack, for the purpose set forth.

2. In an Index-cutting machine, the combination with a

reciprocating member having a cutter, of a track, a car

rlage for the work movable on the track, a feed-shaft

geared to the carriage, a stop rack on the carriage having

uniformly spaced teeth, a rotatably mounted wheel pro-

vlde<l with stop tt»eth In rows, and with a blank space, the

spaces between the teeth in each row thereof forming

equal divisions of the extent of space l.etween adjanent

teeth of the st,,p rack, a s.'.ond stop rack on the carriage

comprising t t -ir with te.'th adjustable upon It to vary

their distan.es apart, an.l a stop tooth movable Into and

out of the path of said second rack, for the purpose set

forth,

.3. In an index cutting m.Tchine. the combination with a

frame, of a drive shaft journaled thereon containing a

crank section and (-arrying a cam, a cutter on the frame

having a vertically reciprocating memlier cmiiected with

said crank section, a track, a carriage for the work mov-

able on the track, a rack on said carriage, a feed shaft

1. The coniMiiiitloii with a frame or siippori, of a body

I covering or sheeting therefor, and a bar conforming to the

shape of said frame an.l secured to said coverins: by per-

manent flexion of the edge of the latter.

2. The combination with a frame or support, of a lK>dy

covering or sheetini: tlierefor. a bar conforming to the

shape of said frame and secured to said covering by per-

manent flexion of the edge of the latter, and means for

securing said bar to said frame.

3. The combination with a covering or sheeting, of

a bar having a groove and conforming to the shape of the

edge of said covering, and secured to said covering by per-

manent flexion of the edge of said covering along the

groove of said bar.

4. The combination with a body frame having an off

set thereon, a covering secured to said frame below said

off set. a bar conforming in shape to said frame and lo-

cated l>elow said off-set. a covering or sheeting connected

to said bar, and means for securing said bar to said frame.
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3BING.RS9,40n ONE-PIECE BUCKLE FOR WEBBING. Pribkd

A. Rcss, Greenwich, and Ji»h\ B. Rrss. Bh>>lton, i^'onn.

ContlnaatloD of applications Serial No. 3H 1,424, flled

June 29, 1907, and Serial No. 405.505, filed Dec. 7,

1907. This application flled Apr. 2. 1908. Serial No
424.706

1 The combination with a sheet metal buckle having

a slot therein, of a running wpbbini? having its extremity

secured to the front side thereof by turninK over the lower

edge and presslne thp same down aoro.'<s «aid extremity,

then runninc upwardly over the front surface of the

buckip below said .^lot presenting a substantially flush sur-

face and rearwardly and downwardly over the lower edge

of said s!or. thf>n forwardly and upwardly through said

slot ovpr the first mentiunod portion of the wft)bing. the

Bald buckle having an integral part thereof arranged to

co-act with the underlying portion of fljp webbing to

grip said runniui; portion when the webblnf is under ten-

sion.

J Thp combination with a sheet metal bucklo having

a transverse slot therein, of a downwardly running web-

bing passing forwardly therethrough and then upwardly

on the ^^^a^ side of thp buckle passing again through said

slot and having its extremity secured to the front side of

the buckle beneath said first mentioned downwardly run-

ning portion, the uppnr fdge of said slot being arranged

to co-act with the portion passing over tl>p lowpr edge

thereof to grip said downwardly running portion wh.-n

the webbing Is under tension.

3. The combination with a sheet metal t)iickl.' having: a

transverse slot therein, of a downwardly running webbing

passing forwardiy therethrough over the front portion

thereof below said slot and then upwardly on th» ri'ar

side of the bu'-kle passing again through .'lald slot bpn^ath

.said downwardly running portion and having its extr»'mity

secured to the front side of the buckle bj turning over

and pressing down a portion thereof across th'' surface of

said extremity, the upper edge of said slot co acting with

the portion passing ov^r the lower edge thertof to grip said

downwardly running portion when th>' webbing is under

tension.

4. The combination with a one i>iece t)a''k!o having a

transverse slot therein, of a downwardly running web-

bing passing forwardly therethrough over th> lower front

portion of said buckle, then upwardly over th'' lower

roar portion thereof and having its extremity stretched

over the lower edge of said slot and S( cnr^d to the front

surface of the buckl->, th'^ fiitir» Niwi^r jiortion of the

buckle being pmt)racpil :» tw.'pn 'h- Iwwi-t forward and

rear reaches of said weboing and the upp«r edge of said

slot being arrang^Ml to co-act with thp wDbing stretched

over the lower edgo thereof to grip said running portion

when the webbing is iindpr tpnsion

5. The combination with a on^' pifo- i.iickle having a

transverse slot therein, of a downwardly rtjnnlng webbing
passing forwardly therethrough over the lawpr front por-

tion of the buckle, then upwardly ovt-r thp lower rear por-

tion thereof and having ir.s .>xtremity stretched over the

lower edge of said slot and secured to thp fi-ont surface of

the buckle by turning over a portion thprpof and pressing

the same down acro.ss the surface r,f said extremity, the en-

tirp lower portion of the buckle being prabraced between

the lower reaches of uld webbing and the upper edge of

said slot being arranged to co-act with the part of the

webbing stretched over the lower edge thereof to grip said

downwardly running portion when the webbing la under

tension.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oasette.]

889,404. POITAL FOLDER Walter F. Sattdbrs. Tren-

ton, Mich. Filed Aug. 1, 1907. Serial No. 386,800.

1. The heriin dpsrri!"d [.ostal folder comprising a boAj

formed of a plurality of intpgral sections, a side section

adapted to corrpspond t.. .ow of thp spctloiis on the body,

an extension at onp pnd of thp body integral with the l)ody

and side section, a similar extension integral with the

opposite end of the body and adapted to be secured to the

opposite end of said section, the two upper sections of the

body bping adapted to fold bptwpen tho lower section of

the body and the side seption and nipans to secure the fold-

ing sections In their folded position.

2. A postal folder of thp class dpscribed comprising a

body portion susceptible of being folded In sections, a sidp

section adapted to extend parallel with one of the sectif>ns

of the body, whereby when the upper sections of the l)ody

are folded together and inserted between the lower section

of the body and the sidp spction. said folded sections will

be In alinement with the lower portion of ttie body and the

side section and inemt>ers connecting flu- side section and

lower portion of the body, said members l)eing adapted to

fold inwardly and secure the folding sections between the

lower section and the side section.

,3. .\ postal folder of the class described comprising a

body portion, a pocket at one end of said body portion

adapted to receive the remainder of said body when folded,

inwardly folding ronnecting memt)prs at the ends of said

pockets adapted to engage the folding portions of the body

and retain the .same in the pocket, and means extending

from one of the folding sections whereby said sections

may be readily withdrawn from the pocket.

H.'sSt,405. BUTTONHOLE-PKOTKCTOR. LboV
Haltimorp, Md Filed Dec. 11. 1907. Serial No. 406,041.

y/

. J

\ fabric provided with a buttonhole comprising an

elastic cord, a cover provided over the cord, and means

securing the cord in the button-hole, substantially as de-

scribed.
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880.400. DRAPING
BADOH, Aurora, 111

380.422.

MACHINE. 8iM0«L 8. Bbnctk-

Flled June 24, 1907. Serial No.

the rolls for maintaming the latter horizontal when the

said member is supported by the suspending means.

3. In a device for changing rolls, a horizontal member

having at each end a socket to contain the wabblers of two

rolls, means for suspending the said member, lugs In the

said member to guide the wabblers, and means for main-

taining the rolls horizontal when the said member Is sup-

ported bv the suspending means.

4. In a device for changing rolls, a horizontal member

having a socket at each end to contain the end portions

of two rolls, means for suspending the said member, and

means whereby the suspending means may be adjusted

longitudinally of the rolls.

5. In a device for changing rolls, a horizontal member

having a socket at each end to contain the end portions of

two rolls, a clevis, a loop arranged to form a seat for the

said member and having its ends secured to the clevis,

and means for adjusting the clevis longitudinally of the

said member.

1 In a draping machine, the combination of the upper

and lower plates forming a platform, a disk between said

plate« an arm revoluble on said disk, an adjustable up-

right carried by said arm. a draping rod secured thereto,

and an upright centering device secured to the aforesaid

upper plate, substantially as described.

2 In a draping machine, the combination of an upper

and a lower plate forming a base upon which the skirt

wearer stands, a disk between said plates, a vertically ex-

tending centering device adjustably secured to the upper

plate an arm revoluble on the aforesaid disk, the afore-

said centering device being adjusted so that said arm

movps in a path eccentric to the center of the skirt, and a

draping bar carried by said arm over which the skirt is

drnped. substantially as described.

.-{ In a draping ninchin<- the combination of the upper

and lower plates forming a platform, a disk between said

plates a centering device extending upwardly from the

upper plafp. and means for holding- said centering device

In adjusted position, an arm revolving on the aforesaid

disk and in a path eccentric to the center of the skirt being

draped, an upright carried t>y the aforesaid arm and ad-

justable longitudinally thereon, and a draping bar ver-

tically adjustable on the aforesaid upright, substantially as

described.

889 407 DEVICE FOR CHANGING ROLLS. H«NRT C.

s'haw. C.lenshnw Vn Filed Oct. 21. 1907. Serial No.

398,317.

889 408 SAFETY DEVICE FOR MINE CAGES. Charlbs

I SHBWAN. Plymouth. Pa. Flled Nov. 22. 1907. Serial

No. 403,357.

1 In a device for haii;:ing rolls, a horizontal member

having at each end a socket to contain the end portions of

two rolls, means for suspending the said member, and

means for maintaining the rolls horizontal when the said

member is supported tiy said suspendini: means

2. In a device for changing rolls, a horizontal member

having at each end a socket to contain the end portions of

two rolls, means engagealile with the said end portions of

1. The combination, with a mine cage, and its guides:

of a vertically slldable frame carried by the said cage, a

llftlng-rope. a pair of jaws pivoted at their lower ends to

the said frame, slldable stops carried by the said frame

and normally holding the upper end portions of the said

jaws in engagement with the said lifting-rope, safety-

clutch mechanism for engaging with the said cage guides

operatlvely connected with the said stops, and means for

sliding the said frame and applying the said clutch mech-

anism automatically when the cage is detached from the

llftlng-rope

2 The comtunation. with a mine cage, and its guides.

of a vertically slidable frame caried by the said cage, a

lifting rope, a spring for depressing the said frame when

the cage is detached from its lifting rope, a pair of jaws

pivoted to the said frame, spring pressed stops for nor-

mally holdine the said jaws In engagement with the lift-

ing rope, and safety-clutch mechanism for engaging the

said cage-guides operatlvely c(mnpctpd with the said frame.

3. The combination, with a mine cagp. and its guides:

of a vertlcallv slidable frame carried by the said cage, a

lifting-rope, a spring for depressing the said frame when

the cage is detached from its lifting rope, clamping-jaws

carried by the said frame, sprinir pressed tappet rods slid-

able in the said frame and provided witii stops which nor-

mally hold the said jaws in engagement with the lifting-

rope, safety-clutch mechanism for . ii.::iL'ing the said

cage-guides connected to the said tame t r-is. and a sta-
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tlonary tappet arranged In the path of the said tappet-

rods.

4 The combination, with a mine caije. and Its ijuidps ;

of a main frame secured to the said cafe, a Uftlnx-rope a

slidable frame movable vertically In th« said main frame,

a "(prinjf for depresstni; the said slidabla frame In the said

main frame, clampln<?-jaw8 for the llftlngrope pivoted

to the said slidable frame, sprlng-pressad tappet-rods slid

abl.^ In the said frames and provided with stops which nor-

mally hold the said jaws in engaKement with the lifting-

rope, safety-clutch mechanism for enKaflng the said cage-

gnldes connected to the said tappetrod«, and a stationary

tappet for actuating the said tappet-rod.s.

.' The combination, with a mine cage provided with a

cr'i8.splece. and guides for the said cage; of a main frame

secured above the said crosspiece, an auxiliary frame slid-

able in the said main frame and proflded with a stem

which projects below thp said crosspleoe, a spring for de-

;.- <-i;n^ the said auxiliary frame conaected to the said

St. :ii and arranged below the said crcaspiece. a Uftlng-

rope. Jaws for coupling the said auxiliary frame to the

lifting-rope, spring-pressed tappet-rods jlldable In the said

frura.^s and provided with stops which normally hold the

said jaws In »^ngagfment with the llftlng-rope, safety-

clutch mechanism for engaging the said cage-guides con-

nected to the said tapp«>t rods, and a stationary tappet

arranged in the path of the said tappet-rods.

88 9.4 09 AUTOMATIC CENTER • PUNCH Fb.4\k

PpAr.DiNr,, Providence, R. I . assignor to Brown 4 Sharps

Manufacturing Company. Providence, R I Filed Oct.

2t5. 19iM Serial No 2.'?0.ir»0.

Z *i

c'^

the hammer, a knob on the outer end of the stem whereby

a rotatable movement of the knob moves the face of the

hammer toward or from the adjacent end of the punch

rod, means for t-xertlng a .spring tension on the stem,

and means for preventing the hammer from turning; in the

handle, as described.

:?. In an automatic center punch, the combination of a

handle n, a tip b. a pum^h rod c having the removable

pointed end c', the washer c*, the coiled spring c* and

the cap c*, a cylindrical hammer e having the recess e*,

tb<> slot e', the reces.s c', th»" spring e* secured by the

scrpw e* and having the Inwardly bent end r*, the screw-

threaded central hole e'' merging into the circular chamber

e*. the stem / having thp scrpw threaded portion /', the

cylindrical head /* the end of which forms tht> face /», the

knob /* on the outer "nd of thP stom. tlip pawl {j, the

spring h, and thp colU-d spring i, as described.

1. In an automatic -euter punch, a spring pressed

punch rod, a pointed <-nd removably H»fured to the punch

rod, a spring actuat.'d hammer, ra-'an* fi:>r automatically

operating the hammer, means for regulating the blow of

the hammer consisting of a stem screw-threadfd through

the hammfr. a head on the end of the stem the end of

which forms the face of the hammer, whereby a rotatable

movement of the stem moves the head toward or from

the adjacent end of the punch rod, and means for prevent

Ing the hammer from rofatink', as described.

2. The combination with an automatic center punch

having a hollow cylindrical handle closed at one end, a

tip screw-threaded into the open end of the handle, a

spring pressed punch rod extending through the tip. a

pointed end removably secured to the punch rod. a spring

actuated hammer in the handle, of means for regulating

the blow of the hammer consisting of a stem screw-

threaded through the hammer and extending through an

aperture In the closed end of the handle, a head on the

Inner end of the stem the end of which forms the face of

S8 9.4 10. TRUNK-STRAT FASTENER OrviLLE A.

Stoxeman, Philadelphia, Pa , assignor of one-fourth to

Samuel D. Moles and one-fourth to Stella S Moles.

Pomona. Cal.. and one-fourth to Helen D Jewell,

Corona, lal Filed Dec. 2»! 1906. Serial No. 349.892.

1 The herein descril^'d t)uckl.-. comprising a frame

embodying two spaced side members, and a lip portion

connecting said side memtiers Together at one end. said

side members being forni''il near their outer ends with a

transversely extending connecting bar and with rear-

wardly opening curved sockets in their inner walls be-

yond said bar. and a tongue consisting of a channeled

plate adapted to tit between the side members of the

frame, said tongue being provided with end extensions

formed with outstanding lugs adapted to be Inserted In

the sockets so as to form pivots for the swinging of the

tongue between the side members, means for securing a

rope to the tongue, and means for detachahly securing the

tongue at its entl opposite the lugs to the frame, with the

lower end of the plate portion of the tongue extending In

contact with the edge of the connecting rross bar of the

side members of the frame, as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The herein described buckle, comprising a frame

embodying two .spaced side menil)ers and a connecting lip

portion, said lip portion being formed with eyes for

the reception of a strap or rope, the side members of the

frame being formed at their outer ends with oppositely

facing rearwardly opening sockets, a cross bar connecting

said side members together contiguous to said sockets,

a latch mounted in the lip portion of the frame, a chan-

neled tongue adapted to tit between the side members of

the frame and formed at one end with outstanding lugs

adapted to be Inserted for pivotal movement in the re-

spective sockets of the frame members, the latch being

adapted to engage the opposite end of said tongue and the

tongue being formed with a flange arranged to abut

against the lip portion to limit the movement of the tongue

within the frame, and means carried by the tongue for

securing a rope or the like thereto.
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889 411 SHOE LAST OR FORM. Alfred W. Sutheb-

lInd. Lynn. Mass. Filed Aug. 9. 1907. Serial No.

.387,818.

2. A glazing strip comprising a metallic strip having a

sharpened edge arranged to embed in the rail, and a Inter-

1 A hinged shoe last or form comprising a fore part

and a heel part made out of a single block divided trans-

Tersely Into two members and cut in such manner that the

fore part has for a portion of its width a rearwardly ex-

tending lug with convex end and for the remaining portion

of Its width a concave recess, and a heel part having a

concave recess to receive the lug of the fore part and a

convex lug to fit the recess in the fore part and a pintle

which extends horizontally through both lugs, a portion of

the upper side of the block being cut away to permit short-

ening of the last by movement on the pintle.

" \ hinged shoe last or form comprising a fore part

and a heel part made out of a single block cut transversely

and longitudinally In such a manner that the fore part has

for a portion of Its width a rearwardly extending lug with

convex en.l and for the remaining portion of Its width a

concave recess, and a heel part having a concave recess to

receive the lag of the fore part and a convex lug to fit the

recess In the fore part and a pintle which extends horizon-

tallv through both lugs, a portion of the upper side of the

blo<"k being cut awav to permit shortening of the last by

movement on the pintle, the adjacent ends of the fore part

and the heel part having sides which engage each other

below the lugs to limit the hinge movement of the two

members with relation to each other

3 A hinged shoe last or form comprising a fore part

having for a portion of Its width a rearwardly extending

lug which Is convexly curved In side elevation and has for

ft portion of Its width a recess which Is Inwardly curved In

side elevation, and a heel part having a curved lug which

fits In the said recess In the fore part and having a curved

recess In which fits the lug of the fore part, and a horizon-

tal pintle connection between the said lugs whereby one of

said members is adapted to turn with relation to the other

to shorten the last.

4. A hinged shoe last or form comprising a solid tore

part having at Its rear end transversely of a portion of Its

width from one side and Intermediate the top and bottom

a rearxvardlv extending lug which is convexly curved In

side elevation on the arc of a circle, the rear end of the

fore part having for the remaining portion of Its width a

concaved recess curv-d in side elevation on the arc of a

Circle of the same diameter as said lug and a solid heel

part having at its forward end a convexly curved lug which

fits into said recess in the fore part and having a concaved

recess in which fits the lug of the fore part, each of said

lugs fitting within its cooperating roncaved recess, a single

horizontal pintle passing through both of said lugs, the

adjacent ends of the fore part and heel part below the said

lugs engaging with each other when the last Is In Its nor-

mal position, and the adjacent ends of the fore part and

heel part above said lugs being cut back to form a space

between them when the last Is in its normal position,

whereby one of said members is adapted to be turned pn

the pintle with relation to the other to shorten the last.

889 412. GLAZINO-STRIP. Wilmam F TeN-NEY. Port

Allegany, Pa. Filed June 12. 1907 Serial No. S78.602.

1. As a new article of manufacture, a glazing strip com-

prising a flat strip of thin metal, and a strip of yleldable

Blight Iv absorbent material cemented to one face thereof

ally compressible cushioning strip secured to said metallic

strip.

889,413. WINDMILL. Holland G. Tuckeb. Hereford,

Tex., assignor to William J. Luna. Hereford. Tex. Filed

Sept. 4. 1907. Serial No. .S91.2<t4.

1 A wind wheel comprising a relatively fixed ring, vanes

plvotally secured thereto, another movable ring equal in

diameter to the fixed ring and to which the vanes are also

plvotally secured, lever arms connecting the two rings

being plvotally connected to the fixed ring and tending to

move the other ring circumferentlally and axially with re-

lation to the fixed ring, springs carried by the fixed ring

and connected to the lever arms and tending to move the

vanes into operative position, weighted arms movable in

the direction at right angles to said lever arms and con-

nected thereto and tending under the action of centrifugal

force to move the vanes Into inoperative position against

the action of the springs, and means for adjusting the

vanes comprising a movable collar on the wheel shaft, bell

,rank levers connected to said collar, links extending from

the bell crank levers to the weighted arms, another beil

crank lever connected to the sleeve, and connections from

the last-named bell crank lever for the manual operation

of the same.
o \ wind wheel comprising a shaft, a hub mounted

thJreon. arms radiating from the hub. spaced pairs of con-

centric rings fast on said arms, spokes fast at their inner

ends between the spaced rings and extending radially be

yond the outermost ring, other spaced rings fast on the

spokes concentric with and exterior to the spaced rings

fast to the hub. vanes carried by the spaced rings fast on

the spokes, and means for shifting the vanes into and out

of operative position.

.S A wind-wheel comprising a shaft, a wheel frame com-

posed of a hub mounted on the shaft, radiating arms on

said hub. spaced pairs of concentric rings fast on said

arms spokes fast between the members of the pairs of

rings and radiating from the hub and other connecting

rings fast to said spokes, vanes plvotally connected to the

I rings fast to the spokes, another ring fast to the vanes and
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moTable with relation to the wheel frame both axlally and

clrcumferentlally, springs fast on the whe«l frame and

tending to move the vanf<controIling ring In a direction to

move the vanes Into op.^ratlve position, and a centrifugal

governor controlling the relatively movabl.^ ring In oppo-

sition to the action of the springs. 1

880.414. STOCK AND SALES REGISTER.

Ttlek. Frt^mont, Ohio. Filed Jan. 10, 190P

410,258.

Edward R.

Serial No.

2 In a chain making machine, means for forming eyes

In a link blank, clamping m-an^ embodying eye enKftslng

members, means for coacting with the clamping device

for upsetting the Intermediate portion of the link. Rnd

moans for Juxtaposing the displaced stock over the inter-

mediate portion of the link.

1 A stock and sales register comprising a removable

block upon which Is folded an expandihle reoord strip, and

to which, said strip at its inner end Is made fast
;
a die-

formed or struck-up bed made to receive and support said

block said bed having fimrers which spring from its upper

surface made to receive and hold the same: a recessed

cover which Is hinged to said bed and is madr to cover and

protect said strip, sai.l cover having n slot cat in one of its

edges made to receive and permit the draft of said strip,

together with an extensior. of said bed "vpr which said

strip Is drawn, said extension being made with flanges and

slots for receiving and guiding the edges of tald strip; all

of which said finirffs. .•xrension. and flanges, are made in-

tegral with said bed ; means for holding tha cover closed ;

and means for securing *ald register in place, all in com-

bination.
•_>. A stock and sales register comprislnp a removable

block, together with means adapted to carrj- and pay out

as required, an eipandible record strip ; a die-formed or

struck-up bed made to receive and support «iid block, said

bed having fingers which spring from its upper surface,

made to receive and hold the same : a r-f-ssed cov.-r which

Is hinged to said bed and is made to cover and protect said

strip, said cover having a slot cut In one of tts edges, made

to receive and permit the draft of said strip ;
together

with an extension of said bed over whictt said strip Is

drawn, said extension being made with flanges and slots

for receiving and guiding the edges of said strip
:

all of

which said fingers, extension, and flanges, are made In-

tegra! with said bed ; means for holding the cover closed,

and m^ans for securing said register in place, all in com-

bination.

3. In a stock and sales register a die-formed or struck-

ap bed piece; with fingers springing out tderefrom adapt-

ed to receive and hold a card .>r block, and bavlne an ex-

tension thereof, the edge* nf which are flanged and made

to form a slot adapted to receive and guide a. moving strip,

said fingers and flanges being formed upon one side of said

bed and its extensions, and said b»-d and eStenslons being

provided with certain uther fincers which a,re formed upon

the opposite side thereof, wheret.y said !>'Kister may be

held In place upon the lid or cover of a l).jx. all of which

fingers, extension, and flanges, are made Integral with said

bed : and a recessed cover hinged thereto, s$id cover bavins

a slot formed In one of Its edges, adapte<| to receive and

permit to be drawn said moving strip ; and means for ho!,i

Ing said cover closed when shut, all In eoiahinatlon.

3. In a sheet metal chain machine the combination with

eye forming and blank severing punches, of a tool and die

block for .'nK'tiKinn th.' blank, fold.-rs to engage the faces

of the edge of the blank interm.diate of the eyes to de-

flect them at an ani;le, and mechanism for closing in said

deflected edt:"> of tli-- blank to reinforce the same inter-

mediate of the said eyes.

4. In a she«-t m.tal chain machine the combination with

eye forming and blank severing dies, of a tool the face of

which Is of a shape and size substantially corresponding

with that of the blank, and teats upon the face of said

tool to engage the eyes of the blank in a way to center

the same, a pair of formers to engage the intermediate side

edges of the t.lank to throw it against the two sides of the

tool and means for closing said deflected edges In and upon

the main stock.

f). In a sheet metal chain ina-hine. the combination

with means for holding a link blank in its proper position.

of reciprocatory means adapted to engage and deflect the

edge.s of such "blank intermediate the eye portions, and

means for subsequently engaging said turned edges of the

l.lank and bending the same over and upon the body of

the blank.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 9 4 16. SPRING DIVIDERS AND CALU'ERS. A.n-

DRKW F. Voss, San 1-ranclsco, Cal. Filed Feb. 21. 1908.

Serial No 417, 14.^

f
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889 415 CHAIN -MACHINE. Frank t Vavder' rx.K.

Waterhury, Conn. Filed Apr. 28, 1003. Serial No.

l.')4.t54T.

1. In a chain making ma<hine. link-clamping mechanism,

reciprocatory means movable in one direction for displac-

ing the fntermediate portion of the link, afid reciprocatory

means movable in the opposite direction for positioning

the displaced stock over the said Intermeiiate portion.

1 in a tool of the character described, the combination

of a pair of legs plTOted together, toggle members connect

ing the legs means normally tending to open the legs, and

means passing through the pivot and connecting with the

toggle members to close the legs

2. In a tool of the character described, the combination
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of a pair of legs pivoted together, means tending normally

to open the legs, and means including a pair of toggle

members connected with the legs, operative to close the
i

legs. ^, ^, \

a In a tool of the character described, the combination

of a pair of legs pivoted together, a toggle having Its mem- I

bers connected with the legs, a rod connected with the con-

nected ends of the toggle members and passing through

the pivot of the legs, said rod having a threaded portion,

a nut on said threaded portion, a fixed abutment with

which said nut coSperates to bend the toggle members, and

means operative on the legs to hold them normally open.

4. In a tool of the character described, the combination

of a pair of legs pivoted together, toggle members con-

pivot of the IcKs and tbrouah the spring, a fixed sleeve sur-

rounding the rod and a follower nut on the rod and abut-

ting against the sleeve

5. in a tool of the character described, the combination

of a pair of legs pivoted together, toggle members con-

nected to the legs, a spring to open the legs, and means

connected with the toggle members to close the legs, said

last-named means including a rod passing through the

pivot of the legs and through the spring, a fixed sleeve sur-

rounding the rod. and a follower nut on the rod and abut-

ting against the sleeve.

880,41T. GAS -MOTOR ENGINE Ctii.\ B Wattlm,

Providence. R. I., assignor to Providence (ias Motor

Company. Providence, R. I., a Corporation of Rhode

Island. Filed June 12. 1906. Serial No. 321,357.

1. A gas engine havini: an -uter annular cylinder, an

inner circular cylinder of smalbr diameter arranged con-

centric therewith, pistons fitted to the cylinders, intake

and exhaust ralves connected to each cylinder, a gov-

ernor, and mechanism Intermediate one of said valves and

the governor, whereby on the engine attaining an excessive
|

speed the said valve is opened automatically and the power

of the engine reduced to one cylinder.

2. A gas engine having an outer annular cylinder, an

inner circular cylinder of smaller diameter arranged con-

centric therewith, pistons fitted to the cylinders. Intake

and exhaust valves connected to the outer annular cyl-

inder. Intake and exhaust valves connected to the inner

circular cylinder, an electric switch, a governor, and mech-

anism operatlvely connecting the exhaust valve on the

outer annular cylinder with the governor, whereby on the

engine attaining an excessive speed the exhaust valve and

pwltch are opened automatically and the i>ower of the

engine reduced to the power of one cylinder, as described.

3. A gas engine having an outer annular cylinder, an

Inner circular cylinder of smaller diameter arranged con

c-entric therewith, pistons fitted to the cylinders, intake

and exhaust valves connected to the outer annular cylin-

der. Intake and exhaust valves connected to the inner cir-

cular cylinder, a governor, mechanism operntively con-

necting" the exhaust valve on the outer annular cylinder

with the governor, and mechanism operatlvely connecting

the exhaust valve on the outer annular cylinder with a

le%^er. whereby the exhaust valve Is opene<l or closed auto-

matically or by operating the lever, for the purpose as de-
\

scribed.

4. The combination with a gas engine having an outer I

annular cylinder, an inner circular cylinder of smaller dl

ameter arranged concentric therewith, pistons fitted to the

cylinders. Intake and exhaust valves connected to each

cylinder and a governor, of an automatic exhaust valve

opening mechanism comprising a short horizontal arm 11

in which the lower end of the governor sleeve Is rotatably

secured, a veritcal arm 12 pivotally secured at its upper end

to the arm 11. a toggle lever 13 pivotally secured to a

fixed stud, a toggle lever 15 having the slot 16, and the L-

shaped end 17 in which Is the slot 18 pivotally supported

at Its L-shaped end by a pin 19 on a fixed stud and extend-

ing through the slot IC and pivotally secured together at

their adjoining ends and to the lower end of the arm 12

by a pin 21. a horizontal bar 22 having the cam shaped end

-3 reciprocally supported In bearings in a position to

bring the cam end 23 under the stem of the exhaust valve

on the outer annular cylinder, a block 26 having the pin 27

and a set bolt adjustably secured to the bar 22 by the set

bolt In a position for the pin 27 to enter the slot 18 in the

L-shaped end of the toggle lever 15, whereby the exhaust

valve is opened or closed automatically for the purpose as

described.

5 The combination with a gas engine having an outer

annular cylinder, an inner circular cylinder of smaller

diameter arranged concentric therewith, pistons fitted to

the cylinders, intake and exhaust valves connected to each

cylinder, and a governor, of an automatic exhaust valve

opening mechanism comprising a short horizontal arm 11.

In which the lower end of the governor sleeve is rotatably

secured, a vertical arm 12 pivotally secured to the arm 11,

a toggle lever 13 pivotally secured to a fixed stud, a toggle

lever 15 having the slot 16 and the L-shaped end 17 in

which Is the slot 18 pivotally supported at its L-shaped

end by a pin 19 on a fixed stud through the slot 16 and

plvotallv secured together at their adjoining ends and to

the .'nd" of the arm 12 by a pin 21. a horizontal bar 22

having the cam-shaped end 23 reciprocally supported In

bearings in a position to bring the cam end 23 under the

stem of the exhaust valve on the outer annular cylinder,

a block 2(5 having the pin 27 and a set bolt adjustably se-

cured to the bar 22 by the set bolt in a position for the

pin 27 to enter the slot 18 In the L-shaped end of the

toggle lever l.".. a bell crank lever 29 having the vertical

arm 30 and the horizontal arm 31 in the end of which is

a slot 32 pivotally secured to a fixed stud In a position for

the pin 21 in the" toggle lovers to enter the slot 32 In the

arm 31. a weight 34 secured to a rod 35 which is pivotally

secured at its upper end to the end of the arm 30 of the

bell crank lever, a bar 36 having a cam-shaped end 37

reclprocallv supported In bearings In a position to bring

the cam end 37 under the stem of the exhaust valve, a foot

lever 38 pivotally secured to the opposite end of the bar 36

and to a fixed support, and a coiled spring 40 attached to

the bar and to a fixed support, whereby the exhaust valve

is opened or closed automatically or by the lever 38 for

the purpose as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.418. APPAR.\TrS FOR TRE.\TING NIGHT SOIL.

kc Earnest T. Welcume. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

Sept. 12. 1907. Serial No. 392,427.

1 In apparatus of the class described, a drying oven

adapted for receiving a car. a furnace, a boiler heated by

said furnace and having means for heating said oven, and

a conduit or conduits leading from said oven to said

furnace.

2. In apparatus of the class described, a drying oven

adapted for receiving a Car. a furnace, a conduit directly

connecting said oven and furnace, and a c-ondenser connect-

ed with said oven.

3 In apparatus of the class described, a drying oven

adapted for receiving a car. a furnace, a boiler heated by

said furnace and having means for heating said oven, a

condenser, and a conduit leading from said oven io said

condenser.

4 In apparatus of the class described, an oven, a fur-

nace, a condenser, a conduit leading from said oven to said
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condenser. arnJ :tn ;n(if!""n'l''nt r!ir»M't conduit leading from

said oven to said furnace.

5. In apparatus of tho class described, «n oven, a com-

bustion chamber, a boiler acted upon by the products of

combustion in said chamber and having m*>Bna for heating

said OTen. a conduit leading from said oven to said com-

bustion chamber, a second conduit leading from said oven

to said combustion chamber, and condenalnx mechanism

connected with said second conduir

[Claims 6 to S nor print-'d in th^' Gazette]

8i8i.419. SUPPORT Fuft I AWN HOSE. Lawrence E.

Whtti^ky. rarrha!,'o. .Mu. KUed May 2^,

No. 3 19, -'7 4.

, 1906. Serial

A garden-hose support fat>ri>ated uf wife spirally bent

Into a close coll intermediate Its ends forming a substan-

tially horlrontal continuous opening, and the remaining

portion of the wire twisted together to fbrm a straight

continuous shank with an end arranged to enter the

ground and to form radially arranged laterally-extending

portions abovM said end arranged to rest on the surface of

the ground. In comhination with means tssoclated with

said opening for clamping a hose.

889.420. CAKTHIIi'.K FOR FNErMATlC TRANSMIS-
SION -TIHKS FuANkLiN H. WoLEVKt. Chlcago. 111..

assignor to The Illinois Pneumatic Trtnsmlsslon Co..

Chicago. 111., a Corporatio;i of South Dakota. Filed

Sept 21, lf»OT. Serial No. 393.906.

--'•>•

< /3

Uit-

.UI M

_' .\ piieiiiiatlc despatch tube cartridge provided with a

swinv;in_' cijidf- iii.'iiiIkt comprising an elongated rectan

gulai platf. til.' ;..nt;fr ;ixi9 of which Is parallel with the

n^is of the cartridge, and hinged at Ita Inner corners to the

wall of the cartrldir*' to swing towards and from the side

of the cartri.U''' -^a: 1 ..-ulde member being provldod at Its

outer or free coiiumv «ith fnlarirements or knobs

3. A pneumati' lif'-pntch tul>e cartridge comprising two

telescopic meml)er8 one of which is provided with a mov-

able guide memhcr adnjited for engagement wltli a guide

groove of a despat t; ti f-, and means controlled liy move-

ment of said juidc im-mli.T for locking tlie telescopic mem-
l)ers together

4. A pneiimatic despatch txibe cartridge comprising tw .

telescopic members one of which Is provided with a swing-

ing iruide member which Is adapte<l to project laterally

therefrom and to l>e swung Inwardly towards the side of

the .same and means controlled by the movt-ment ..f said

swinging mera(>er for locking snld telescopic members to-

gether

o. A pneumatic despatch tut>e cartridge comprlsini; two
telescopic members, the outer one of which is provided

with a swinging guide niem!)er which Is adapted to project

laterally therefrom and to he swung Inwardly towards the

side of the saiii'", and a rib .swinging with said guide mem
tier extending through an opening in the outer member and
designed for locking oogagement with the Inner member

[Claims 6 nnd 7 rii>t printe<l in the Gasette.]

1. .V pn»'umatic despatch tuti.- cartruU" provid>-d with a

g^inftag gultle memU'r comprising an clcmgated rectan-

gular plate, the longer axis of which is parallel with the

axis of the cartridi:e. and hinge<l at its inner corners to

the wall of the cartridge t<i swim: towarcfc and from the

side of the cartridge

8S9.4LM CI'I-INARY TIME INI'KWTOR S^lCliaLB.
Wolfe. Rol>ert Lee, Tex., assignor of one-fourtb to John
Bradley and one-fourth to Mary D Bradley, Cold

Springs. Okla Fil.-d May :.'7, 1907. Serial No.

376,006.

1. In apparatus i^f tii^ rliaracter described the comblna

tlon with a swiveled lever, and a support therefor ;
of

utensil engaging means carried by the lever, adjustable

means upon the lever for swinging the lever vertically t<<

raise the utensil and its contents when reduced to a pre-

determined weight, and normally supported gravity oper-

ated means relcasfd by said movement of the lever for

automatically swinging the lever and utensil horUon

tally immediately subsequent to the raising of the utensil

2. In apparatus of the character described the combina-

tion with a swiveled lever and a support therefor : of

utensil engaging means carried by the lever, means adjust-

ably mounted upon tht> lever for swinging the levr ver-

tically to raise the utensil and Its contents when the

weight thereof Is reduced to a predetermined amount, nor

mally supported gravity oi)erated means released by said

movement of the lever for automatically swinging the lever

and utensil horiiontally. and a revoluble alarm actuating

device operare<l by said movement of the gravity operated

means.
:'.. \n apparatus of the class described comprising a

fixed bar, an upright standard, a swiveled lever interme-

diately supportf'd thereon and carrying a movable weight

on one arm. means on the opposite arm for suspending a

vessel adapted to hold a liquid, a trip device at the oppo-

site .'nd of the liar for rtstralninif a source of power and a

connection between said lever and the source of power
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4 An apparatus of the class described comprising a bar,

a hinged standard on one end and a trip device on the op-

positeend. a levr Intermediately supported on said stand-

ard carrving an adjustable weight on one arm. and means

on the other arm for sus^pending a vessel adapted to hold

a liquid, a weight forming a part of said trip device adapt-

ed to be held in unstaMe o<,uililirium. and a flexible con-

nection between said l.ver and said last mentioned weight.

5 An apparatus of ib- l:.ss .lescrH.e<l comprising a bar,

a standard hinged to one end. a lever pivoted to said stand-

ard by a swiveled connection intermediate its ends, an ad-

justable weight carried by one arm of said lever, a suspend-

ing means for a vessel adapted to hold liquid attached to

the end of the other arm, a weight held in unstable equilib-

rium on an Inclined supi)ort. a Heilble connection attached

to said weight and to the weighted arm of said lever, and

an alarm device operatwl by the fall of said weight.

889 422. AXLE BOX. Ernest .T. \V(X.d. Bromwlch, and

OEOKr.E Carson, Hull. England Filed Oct. 8. 1907. Se-

rial No. 396.453.

a spring arranged to normally contract said bellows and

adapted when vielding to permit them to expand under

gas pressure to maintain pressure upon their gas contents,

substantially as described.

2 The combination with the suction pipe for the pump-

ing element of a gas engine or the like and a supply pipe

for gas under pressure, of freely contractile bellows com-

municating with said pipes, and a spring arranged to

contract said t>ellows and ada,ned to yield under gas pres

sure in the bellows to permit the latter to expand and

which maintains pressure on the -as contents, substan-

tiallv as describe*!.

3 \u antl fluctuator for i;as pressure service pli>es

comprising bellows freely contractile and h!»ving a spring

operating to collapse them and adapted to maintain pres-

sure on their gaseous contents, and a gas connection serv-

ing at an Inlet and outlet and constructed to constitute

a spur connection in respect to the gas supply, substan-

tially as descrll>ed.

\n axle box, for rolling stock, having a circular front

portion and a floor which sl-pes towards said circular

front portion, a trav aN.ve said floor and provided with

{.ercolation openings, and a plurality of lubricant collect-

ing means l.-adlng to said tray, in combination with an

axle Journal within the box below said tray and with a ro-

tatabie thin spring metal disk secured to the end of said

table thin spring metal disk secured to the end of said

journal and having the part alx.ve the Journal adjacent the

lobricant collecting means aforesaid, and formed to ac-

commodate itself to end movement of the Journal.

8 8 9.423. ANTIFLICTIATOR FOR GAS SERVICE

PIPES William M Woop. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

U<t. 17, UH)4. Serial No. 1'1.'S.715.

889 4^4 SPR\YIN<; NOZZLE S.\Mi el 11. Auams. Ful-

ford. near York, England. Filed Apr. 23, 1907. Serial

No. 369.875.

1 \ spraving nozzle provided with a stationary spray-

ing head having a downwardly directed face formed with

upwardly and outwardly indined. symmetrically arranged

radUl grooves and intervening triangular surfaces, said

intervening triangular surfaces being convexly curved, for

the purpose set forth.

" A spraving nozzle comprising a shell and a station-

ary spraving head located In advance of the discharge

opening of the shell and provided on Its Inner side with a

deflecting face formed with upwardly and outwardly in-

clined avmmetrlcallv arranged radial grooves, and Inter-

vening triangular surfaces, said Intervening triangular

surfaces l*ing convexly curve<l and means for adjusting

said head toward and from the discharge opening of the

shell.

889 425. FLOW CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR FLUSH-

IN3-TANKS. Franklin Allen. Lowell, Mass. Filed

May l.'^. 19(t7. Serial No. S7.S.226.

1. An antl fluctuator for n gas service pipe comprising

tallows freely contractile and having gas connections, and i

1 In a flow controlling device for flushing tanks, in

combination, the supporting rod adapted to be secured

across the top of a tank, a block having a transverse bear-

ing and also having a hole to receive the said supporting-

rod' and fitted on the latter, means to adjustably secure

the' block upon the rod in the required position length-

wise of the latter, and the latch or latching device having

the jonrnai portion fitted to the said transverse tearing

the detent arm adapted to engage the operating lever of

the outlet valve, and the disengaging arm adapted for en-

gagement with the float rod or wire.

2. In a flow controlling device for flushing tanks, in
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combination, the support Ins rod adapted to be secured

across the top of a tank, a block having a transverse hear-

ing, and also having a hole to receive the said 8upp<jrt

InK-ri-id. and fitted on the latter, means to adjustably se-

cure the block upon the rod In the required position

lengtbwlM of the latter, and the latch or latching device

having the Journalportion fitted to tlie said transverse

bearing, the detent arm adapted to eni}ace the operating

lever of the outlet-valve, and the dlsene»i?ln>: arna adapted

for engagement with the float rod or wire, the said arms

being relatively adjustable angularly to enable the time

of disengagement to be varie^l.

889,426. ROTAHV MOTOR. AxEr. H Arovs. Interna-

tional Falls. Minn. Filed Sept. 19, 1907. Serial No.

393.649.
J

1. A rotary motor comprising a disk having radially

extending piston blades, a pressure chamber through which

the piston-blades travel and having inlets and outlets,

means for feathering the bla<les outslie the chamber, a

closure for the end of the chamt^r adjacent the Inlet, said

closure comprising a pair of Inwardly swinging normally

closed doors engageable by the edges of the piston-blades

to open, and means for turning the sides of the piston

blades to the pressure Inside the chamber.
'2. A rotary motor •uiDpri-iinir i dilk having radially

extending wedire shasied pi.mon M;iilt'>. i pressure chaml)er

through which the piston liladea travel and having Inlets

and outlets, means for feathering the lilades outside the

chamber, a closure for the end of the chamber adjacent

the Inlet, said closure comprising ,1 pair of Inwardly

swinging normally closed doors »'ng!ig4able by the edges

of the piston-blades to open, and mea»8 for turning the

sides of the piston-blades to the pressure inside the cham
ber.

889,427. HOD. William >', \ yy{\\
,

Painesvllle, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 1905. Seriu

outer faces of the folded body portion and secured thereto

by the narrow terminal edges of said body portion bent

downwardly engaging said folded portions and forming a

reinforcement to said !)ody portion.

As an improved article ')f manufactiire. a receptacle of

the class deacrib^nl. constructed from a single sheet of

metal having a body portion formed witji parallel sides for

a portion of its length and with one end convexed with

the center of the convexed portion extended into a rela-

tively narrow tongue and thp oth^r 'nd of the body of less

width than the body constituting the eqd of the receptacle

when folded, said body portion and tUe terminal tongue

bpnt along th>' longitudinal center thereof and said re-

dtioed portion being bpnt at Its luncture with the body of

the plate and folded in reverse angular lines against the

889,428. WOODWORKING MACHINE. Joh.v S. Babnes,

North Wilkesboro, N C, assignor of one-third to E. W
Trogdon and one-third to Forest Furnltiirc Company,

North Wilkesboro, N. C. Fil»-d Apr 26. 1907. Serial

No. 370,380.

•7
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of different Intensity adapted to spread the arc over the

hearth. ^ »„
4 In an electric furnace, a pair of electrodes, means to

produce an arc between the ends of the Utter, a hearth

beneath both electrodes having a channel therein surround-

IQK said ends, a plurality of steps concentric with the

channel, means to feed material onto the stepa. and means

to spread the arc over the material.

5 In an electric furnace, a channeled annular hearth, a

pair of electrodes having their ends extending over the

center thereof, means for feeding raw maiterlal onto the

hearth means to produce an arc between the electrodes,

and magnets mounted centrally of the hearth adapted to

spread the arc over the hearth.

[Claims 8 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

said agitator devices being provided on the perforated

part of the screen cylinder between the blast fan and the

s ictlon fan. whereby said agitator devices maintain the

threshed grain In a loose open condition for the clrcula

tlon of air currents established by the blast and suction

fans.

889 432 SPARK-PLUG. GBOBoa J. Blum, Chicago, 111.,

aMlgnor to Armstrong Blum Manufactarlng Company.

Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Feb. 7.

1906. Serial No. 299.933.

1 In a «!>ark plug, in combination, an electromagnet;

a fixed contact ; a movable contact ; a flnper for carrying

said movable contact : a sectional shaft between the sec-

tions of which said finger Is clamped ; and an armature

clamped to said shaft.

2 In a spark plvie. in combination, ao electromagnet;

a fixed contact ; a movable contact ; a finger for carrying

said movable contact; a shaft to which said finger Is

clamped an armature provided with two supporting

arms ; and a clamping bolt extending through said arms

and said shaft.

3 In a spark plug, in combination, at electromagnet ;

a fixed contact ; a finger carrying a second contact ;
a shaft

comprising two memV>ers adapted to clamp said finger

between them, an armature; and means <or clamping said

armature to said shaft-members.

4. In a spark plug. In combination, an electromagnet;

a flxttl nontnct : a flneer carrying a second contact
;
a sec-

tional shaft between the sections of which said finger Is

clampe.1; an armature; and a clamping bolt extending

through said shaft and engaging said ar«iature.

5. In a spark plug. In combination, a body portion hav-

ing two alin-'d scrf»w threaded openings therein ;
a shaft

comprising two screws lying In said openings; a finger

adapted to l« clamped between the ends of said screws

and carrying a contact; means for lo»gltudlnalIy com-

pressing said screws ; a stationary contact : an electro

magnet In circuit with said contacts ; and an armature

fixed with relation to said shaft.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the fJaeette.

]

2. In a grain separator, a casing, a tailings trough ad-

jacent to the rear part of said casing, a rotaUble screen

within said casing, said screen having openings In the

plane of the tailings trough for the exit of Ulllngs to

said trough, means operated by the screen and working

In said trough for elevating the tailings, an elevator for

receiving the tailings from said trough, and a suction fan

In cooperative relation to the rear end of said screen for

exhausting air therefrom.

3. In a threshing machine, a main casing provided

with a tailings trough, a hood at the rear part of

said casing, a screen cylinder extending lengthwise of said

casing and Into said hood, the rear part of said screen cyl-

inder having slots In the vertical plane of the tailings

trough, means for rotating the screen cylinder, threshing

mechanism adapted to supply grain to the front part of

the screen cylinder, and means whereby air Is caused to

circulate through the screen cylinder.

4 In a machine of the class described, an external sta-

tionary casing, a revoluble perforated cylinder within said

casing, said cylinder having near the rear part thereof,

radial slots for the escH[)e of tailings therefrom, thresh-

ing mechanism adjacent to a front part of said cylinder,

exhaust mechanism adjacent to the rear part of said cyl

Inder. and a tailings trough Incasing the rear part of the

slotted cylinder.

'j. In a machine of the class described, a stationary cas-

ing a revoluble perforated cylinder operating therein,

means for rotating said cylinder and a conical perforated

screen Intermediate the cylinder and the casing

[Claims 8 to IJ not printed In the Gazette ]

KS9 434 CORN HOLDKR Ja. giBS Bt st.anoby. New

York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 15. 1907. Serial No. 402,i:48.

M8.433. GRAIN SEPAR.\TOR Wu.LUVf A. Brkwstth.

Edmonton. .Mberta. Canada. Filed May 13. 1907. Se

rial No. .•:7?..:U1.

1. In a machine of the cla.ss described, the combination

of an externa! casing, a screen cylinder having an Imper

forate front portion, threshing mechanism adjacent to said

imperforate front portion of the screen cylinder, a blast

fan for supplvlng air directly to the front part of said

screen cvl Inder, means for bodily rotatlflg said screen cyl

inder. a suction fan In cooperative relation to the rear

portion of the screen cylinder, the axis of rotation of the

suction fan being substantially coincident with the axis

of rotation of the screen cylinder, -nd Internal agitator

devices secured to and rotating with tfce screen cylinder,

' ,1

1 A com holder comprising a trough having end walls

with slots open at their upper ends, crossed legs on which

said trough Is supported, a longitudinal scraper projecting

Inwardlv at one of the edges of the trough body, handles

adapted to extend through said slots and provided with

knobs to hold them and with prongs to engage the corn,

and supports for said handles, located exteriorly of the

trough near Its ends, on opposite sides of the trough.

2 \ corn holder comprising a trough having end walls

with slots open at their upper ends, a longitudinal scraper

I projecting Inwardly at one of the edges of the trough

'

bodv and handles adapted to extend through said slots

' and" provided with prongs to engage the ends of the corn.

3 \ com holder comprising a trough having end walls
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with slots open at their upper ends, and handles adapted

to extend through aald sloU and provided with prongs to

engage the corn.

4. A corn holder comprising a trough having vertical

guides at Its ends, and handles movable up and down in

engagement with said guides and provided with prongs to

engage the corn,

5. A corn holder comprising a trough, handles for hold

ing an ear of corn supported in said trough, and supports

located on the outside of the trough, for holding said

handles when not In use.

[Claim 8 not printed In the r.azette.]

4. A purse or other article having an elastic clip se-

cured thereto pivotally.

5. A purse or other article provided with a double clip

the central portion of which Is attached to said article.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

889,436. FOUNTAIN-PEN. JACgcBS Bdstanobt, New

York, N. Y Filed Dec. 21, 1907. Serial No. 407,481.

1. The combination of two pens arranged in alinement

with each other In the writing position, with thi'ir nibs

extending In opposite directions, a double cap for holding

the pens In parallel when not In use. with their nibs

pointing In the same direction, and a clip connected with

said double cap and disposed symmetrically with respect

to a line drawn centrally between the cap sections.

2. The combination of two pens one of which ha.** a

socket at the end opposite to the nib. to receive the corre-

sponding end of the other pen so that the pens will be

alint-d with their nibs extending In opposite directions,

and a double cap for holding the pens parallel when not In

(ue.

889,4:<rt FASTENER .1 accjies MrsTANOBY, New York,

N Y Filed Dec. 23, 1907. Serial No. 407,612.

889,437. POWER-DRUM GEARING Chari.es F Calla-

han, Pasadena. Cal. Filed Jan, 16. 1908. Serial No.

411,171.

1. In combination with a purse or other article, an

elastic clip secured thereto and having a t.^nd-ncy tn n-

turn to an engagement with said article, and a fastening

bar secured within a pocket and beveled at both edges.

'.'. In combination with a purse or other article, an

elastic clip secured thereto and having a tendency to re-

turn to an engagement with said article, and a fastening

bar secured within a pocket and beveled at the upper

edge.

3. A purse or other article having an elastic clip se-

cured thereto, said clip having a transverse cylindrical re-

taining portion.

1. In combination with the propeller shaft, a drum

mounted transversely thereof, a gear at one end of the

drum, a sleeve slldable on the propeller shaft, a pair of

b.'vcl gfars on said sleeve, a yoke pivotally supported

on the propeller shaft, a shaft journaled In said yoke, a

goar on the latter shaft adapted to be engaged by either

of said first named bevel gears, another shaft connected

by a universal Joint with the latter shaft, a rotating sleeve

in which the last named shaft Is slidably mounted, and

a spur gear on said rotating sleeve meshing with the gear

uu said drum,
•2. In combination with the propeller shaft, a drum

mounted transversely thereof, a gear at one end of the

drum, a sleeve slldable on the propeller shaft, a pair of

bevel gears on said sleeve, a yoke pivotally supported on

the propeller shaft, a shaft Journaled In said yoke, a gear

on the latter shaft adapted to be engaged by eith.-r of said

first named bevel gears, another shaft connected by a

universal Joint with the latter shaft, a rotating sleeve In

which the last named shaft is slidably mounted, a spur

gear on said rotating sleeve meshing with the gear on said

drum, a bevel gear on said rotating siet-ve, a pinion

meshing with the last named bevel gear, and a vertical

shaft extending to the deck of the automobile and support-

ing said pinion and adapted to receive crank means above

the deck of the car in Its upper end for rotating It.

880,488. ANNEALING-BOX. Lolis J, Campbell. Jacob

M. Paris, and Frank Seigh. Youngstown. Ohio. Filed

Aug. 14. 1907 Serial No. 388.469.

1. .\n annealing box. having its sides composed of a

series of channel bars. L-bars on whose horizontal mem-

ber the said sides rest and horizontal bands secured edge-

wise to the vertical member of the L-bars and. the lower

portions of the ends.
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2. An annealing twx, haring Ita sidet compofkjd of a

serlea of channel bars. L-bar« on wboM horlxontal mem-

Uer the aald side* rest horlsontal bands secured edgewise

to the vertical member of the L-bara anfl, the lower por-

tions of the ends, and horiiontal baae-platea beneath

tbe L-bars.

:? An annealing box, having Its sldet composed of a

series of channel bars, Lbars on whose horizontal mem-

Nt the said sides rest horizontal bands secured edgewise

to the lower portions of the sides and ends, horizontal

base-plates beneath the U-bars, and vertical plates on the

outt>r sides of said L-bars.

889,439. ROTARY ENGINE. George H. Cabter, New
York, N. Y , assignor of one-fourth to Thomas Collins,

Richmond. Hill, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 7, 1907

SerUl No. 391.750.

1. .K rotary engine comprising a pistoo chamber, a ro-

tary piston In said chamber, and a pair of rotary abut-

ments projecting Into said chamber at approximate right

angles with respect to each other, the aaes of said abut-

ments being out of parallelism with the »xls of the piston.

2. \ rotary engine comprising a plstqn chamber, a ro-

tary piston In said chamber having a pair of oppositely

disposed blades, and a pair of rotary abutments projecting

partly into said piston chamber and having oppositely dis-

posed openings therein for the passage of the blades of

said piston, the axes of said abutments being out of par-

allelism with the axis of said piston.

3. A rotary engine comprising a piston chamber, a ro-

tary piston In said chamber having a pair of oppositely

disposed blades, and a pair of rotary abutments projecting

partly into said piston chamber and having oppositely dis-

posed openings therein for the passage of the blades of said

piston, -said rotary abutment.? being armnged at approxi-

mate right angles with respect to each other.

4 A rotary engine having a piston (Shamber. a rotary

piston in said chamber having a pair of oppositely dis-

posed blades, a pair of rotary abutments extending par-

tially Into said piston chamber at right angles to each

other, each of said abutments having a pair of oppositely

disposed blade openings therein, and means for rotating

each abutment once during each complete rotation of the

piston

5. A rotary engine comprising an annular piston cham-

ber, a rotary piston In said chaml)er having a pair of op-

positely disposed blades, a pair of rotary nbutments pro-

jecting into said piston chamber at approximate right

angles to each other, the axes of said abutments being out

of parallelism with the axis of said piston and means for

alternately admitting fluid pressure to said piston chamber

at different points adjacent said abutme»ts

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

bedded within the body portion, whereby the reinforcement

lies adjacent the inner surface of the body portion at Its

greater axis and adjacent Its outer surface at Its shorter

axis.

880.441 RAILW.^Y SWITCH C.\i.vi.v F rHRtSTopHSR.

Ashevllle, N. C FH»d Dec. 14. 1907. Serial No. 406,515.

1. The combination with parallel alternately operatln/

depresslble members ; of a switch tongue, a rock shaft, ad

justable means for transmitting motion from said shaft to

the tongue, and adjustable means operated by the depres

slon of either member for actuating the shaft and raising

the other member.
2. The combination with parallel alternately operating

adjustable depressible members ; of a switch tongue, a

rock shaft, means for transmitting motion from the shaft

to the tongue, a gear connected to said shaft, means oper

ated by the depression of either member for actuating the

gear and raising the other member, and portable spring

supported shoes disposed to contact with the respettlve

depresslble members to actuate the same.

3. The combination with parallel alternately oper.iting

depressible members and guides therefor ; of a switch

tongue, a rock shaft, a rock bar movable with said shaft,

means operated by the rock bar for shifting the switch

tongue in a plane Intersecting the plane of movement of

the rock bar. a second rock bar. connections between said

bar and the depressible meml)ers. and means for trans-

mitting motion from said rock bar to the rock shaft

4. In mechanism of the character described the combina-

tion with parallel rock bars, a shaft movable with one of

the bars, and means for transmitting motion to said shaft

from the other bar : of alternately oi)erating depresslble

members connected to one of the rock bars, and means

operated by the other rock bar for actuating a switch

tongue.

5. In mechanism of the character described the combina-

tion with a rock shaft, a switch tongue, and means oper-

ated by the shaft for shifting the tongue : of alternately

operating depressible members, means for transmitting

motion from said members to the shaft, each of said de-

presslble members being plvotally mounted upon the mo-

tion transmitting means, and guards disposed along oppo-

site portions of the depresslble members.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

Chablcs H.

1906. Serial
889,440. REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE

Cabtlidob. La Grange. 111. Filed Oct. 31

No. 341.453.

\ conduit comprising an elliptical b<idy portion of Inl

tlally plaatlc material, and a circular reinforcement em- i space to form an annular Inclosure, protective apparatus

889,442. CABLE-TERMINAL. Frank B. Cook, Chicago.

ill. Filed Nov. 2, 1907. Serial No. 400,390.

1. A cable terminal comprising two concentric drum-

shaped portions providing an annular space therebetween,

top and bottom plates covering the ends of the annular
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carried within the annular Inclosure. Insulators carried by

the said top plate outside of the annular inclosure. means

for accommodating cable conductors and aerial conductors

leading to the annular inclosure. and suitable brackets

carried bv the said bottom plate for mounting the cable

terminal in place, the outer said drum beinfr movable to ex-

pose the protective apparatus when desired.

when drawn down to press the paper upon a negative,

electro-magnets for operating the cover, electric lamps

within the l>ox. and a distributer of electric current adapt-

ed to operate the lamps and the said electro-magnets as

set forth.

2. A table terminal comprising two concentric drum

shaped portions providing an annular space therebetween,

fixed plates closing the ends of the said annular space, pro-

tective devices carried within the said annular space, the
^

outer drum-shaped portion being movable to expose the

protective devices, and means for suitably mounting the

whole in place.

;; A cable terminal comprising two concentric drum-

shaped portions providing an annular space therebetween,

the said annular space being closed at Its ends, protective

devices carried within the said annular space and mounted

to the inner drum-shaped portion, the outer drum-shaped

portion being movable relatively to the remainder of the

terminal to expose the protective devices, and means for ;

suitably mounting the whole In place.

4 A cable terminal comprising two concentric drum-

shaped portions providing an annular space therebetween.

the said annular space having Its ends closed, protective

devices carried within the annular space and mounted to

the inner drum-shaped portion, the outer drum shaped

portion being movable to expose the protective devices,

suitable guides for the movable drum-shaped portion, a

distributing strip carried within the said annular space

and mounted to one of the said guides, suitable means for

leading cable conductors and aerial conductors Into the

said annular space, means for holding the movable drum

shaped portion in place, and means for suitably mounting

the cable terminal.

r.. A cable terminal comprising a circular disk carrying

insulator knobs around Its outer edge, two concentric drum-

shaped portions extending below the circular disk to pro-

vide an annular Inclosure for protective devices, suitable

protective devices for the said annular Inclosure. means

for closing the lower end of the said annular Inclosure.

the outer drum-shaped portion being movable downward to

open the said annular Inclosure. an annular drip extend-

ing t)elow the said circular disk and within the lower end

of which the upper end of the outer drum shaped portion

extends when the latter is fully raised, and suitable means

for holding the said outer drum-shaped portion in this

raised position.

; Claims 6 to n not printed in the Gazette.]

3. The combination of a box. a cover normally held

raised therefrom, an air cushion fixed to said cover and

adapted when drawn down to press the paper upon a

negative, electro-magnets for operating the cover, electric

lamps within the box. and a distributer of electric cur-

rent adapted to operate the lamps and the aald electro-

magnets, said distributer comprising a truncated cone cov-

ered with a metallic conductor movably arranged brushes

l)earlng on the cone, a strip of Insulating material arranged

on the cone longitudinally from the base towards the

apex to produce varying durations of conductivity accord-

ing as the brushes are moved towards the base or the

apex of the cone.

^ 8 9 . 4 4 4 . MODUL.\TING ATTACHMENT FOR AUTO-

MATIC PIANOS. Thomas Dan<ji;aud, New York. N. Y..

assignor to Autoplano Company. New York. N. '^
.
a

Corporation of New York. Filed May 26. 1905. Serial

No. 262.424.

8 8 9.443. PHOTOGRAPHIC-PRINTING APPARATUS.

.ADBIEX CoTTii.LON. .\snl?res, France. Filed .Ian. 29,

1907. Serial No. 354.771.

1. The combination of a box. a cover normally held

raised therefrom, an air cushion fixed to said cover and

adapted when drawn down to press the paper upon a nega-

tive, electro majmets for operating the cover, electric

lamps within the box. and a distributer of electric current

adapted to operate the lamps and the said electro-magnets

as set forth.

2. The combination of a box. a cover, and compression

springs arranged to normally hold the cover raised from

the box. an air cushion fixed to the said cover and adapted

1. In a muscial Instrument, the combination of pneu-

matic striking devices, pneumatic means controlled by

variations of tue air tensions acting on said striking de-

vices for modulating or softening the effects of part of

said striking devices, and external yielding means for

preventing the operation of the modulating means when

the striking devices are operated under low air tensions.

2. In a musical instrument, the combination with strik-

ing devices of a piano action and a main wind-chest, 1.'

means for modulating or softening the effects prod t.ed

therebv. said means being controlled by variations 'i the

air tensions In the main wind-chest, and means :or en-

tirely preventing the operation of the modulating means

when said air tensions are sufficiently low I0 cause the

action to be played softly, and for yielding when the air

tension Is high enough to cause the actJf n to be played

loudly so as to permit said modulating or softening means

to act to Its full capacity.

3. In a musical Instrument, the combination of a wind-

chest a movable hammer rest rail, an operating pneumatic

connected therewith for operafin« said rail, means for
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connecting said operatlni? pneumatic with the wind chest,

and separate yielding means for boldlnf the operating

pneumatic In normal Inoperative position In opposition to

the tension of the wind-chest and thus preventing the

operation of said pneumatic when the wind-chest Is oper-

atini? the Instrument under light air tensions, whereby
said operating pneumatic will fail to act In proportion to

the air tensions, said yielding means being of such strength

as to be entirely overcome when the wind-chest Is oper-

ating the Instrument under heavy air tanslons whereby
the pneumatic will operate said rail in proportion to the

air tensions whf-n said air tensions are heavy.

4. In a musical Instrument, the combination of a mov-
ablt' hammer rest rail, a pneumatic for moving said rest-

rail toward the strings, a spring for normally holding

said pneumatic open so as to leave the rail at its maximum
distance from the strings, said spring being of such
strength that It will not be materially stretched by the

ordinary light playing air tensions operating the said pneu-

matic but that Its resiliency will be sufficiently overcome
by the ordinary heavy playing air tensions employed for

pnxlu.lng accf^nted eflffcts to permit thf pneumatic to

move said hammer restrall In proportiot to said heary
air tensions.

5 In a musical Instrument, the combination of a pneu-
matic, a slotted link depending therefrom, a hammer rest-

rail having a projection loosely engaged by said link

whereby the operation of the link In on* direction will

movp the hammer r>"8t rail, and a spring connected with
said pneumatic for retarding Its motion under low air I

tensions but of such strpngth that under high air tensions
[

the pneumatic will overcome the resistance of the spring.

[Claims t> to 9 not printed in the tiazerte.

]

8 8 9.445 rNErM.\TIC ACTION FOR MT:SIC.\L IN-
STRUMENTS Th..m.\s Danqlarli. N.w York, N. Y..

assignor to The .Vutoplano Company, a t'orporatlon of
N>w York. Filed Nov. 29, 1905. S.>rial >'o. 289.572.

1. In a musical ia.strument, the combination of an
actuating pneumatic, a passage therefroc a pouch or

diaphragm con.<ttltutlng part of one wall of said passage
and having one side constantly exposed to the atmospheric
air, whereby the position of the pouch will be controlled

by the air tension in said passage, and means operated
by the pouch for controlling the flow of air along said

passage.

2. In a musical Instrument, the combination of a suction

chest, an actuating pneumatic, a passage connecting said

chest and pneumatic, a pouch or diaphragm constituting a

part of one wall of said passage and having Its outside

-constantly exposed to the atmospheric air, whereby the

position of said pouch will be controlled by the air ten-

sion in said passage, and a valve carried by said pouch and

adapted to control the flow of air along said passage from
the pneumatic to the suction chest.

3. In a musical instrumt'nt. the combination of an actu-

ating pneumatic having a passagt* therefrom, a partition
in said passage, a pouch located over said partition, a
valve connected with said pouch and adapted to regulate

the flow of air over said partition, a movable support for

said valve, and means for regulating the normal position

thereof.

4. In a muBclal Instrument, the combination of an actu-

ating pneumatic, a valve for regulating the supply of air

therefrom, a movable support for said valve, a spring
for regulating the normal position of the support, and
means for regulating the tension of the spring.

5. In a musical instrument, the combination of a plu-

rality of actuating pneumatics, a regulating valve for

each pneumatic, resilient means for supporting each of

said valves in open position, pneumatically controlled

means for positively opening said valves, and manually
operated means for positively opening a plurality of valves
simultaneously

[Claims !} to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,446. SAW LOO NIGGER. Wylt E. Dow.vino, Ovett,
Miss. Filed Jan. 31, 1907. Serial No. 365.166.

A saw log nigger comprising a vertically disposed guide,

a propeller t>ar mounted for longitudinal movi-ment along

.said guide and having teeth on its side away from

the guide, opposite sets of blnate guides, a beam extend-

ing between the opposite sets of blnate guides, a cross pin

carried by the beam and lying l)etween the guides of the

opposite sets of blnate guides, each set of blnate guides

having a stop located In the path of the cross pin for

limiting the downward movement of the beam, balls at-

tached to the propeller bar and the beam nnd engaging

each other and being disp'is<Ml substantially at right angles

to each other, a toothed bar mounted upon the l)eam at a

point Intermediate of the ends thereof, the fuil of said

beam lying over the upper end of the propeller and directly

opposite the first said gtilde a gear wheel meshing with

the teeth of the propeller and a continuously rotating

shlftable shaft having means for operating the gear wheel

at Intervals.

8 8 9.447. INTERCHANGEABLE COMPASS POINT.
JoRANN EichmCllkr. Nuremberg. Germany. Filed

Oct. 11, 1907. Serial No. 396,946

1. In combination, a compass leg provided with a foot

having a bore and an Indented portion projecting Into

said bore, said foot also having a transversely disposed

recess, a threaded compass needle fitting said bore with a

limited clearance and provided with a flattened surface

adapted for engagement with said Indented portion, a nut

having threaded engagement with said needle and fitting
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said recess with a clearance relatively reduced with re-

spect to the clearance afforded said needle in said bore.

and a set screw mounted in said foot and engaging said

nut and acting therethrough to force the flattened surface

of said needle Into engagement with said Indented portion

and effect engagement of said nut with said recess to lock

said needle In its adjusted pi>8ltion and prevent engage-

ment between threaded portions of said needle and the

wall of said bore.

roof, a strip of rubber of semi circular cross-BectKn se-

cured on top of said roof and a strip of sheet metal of s<ml-

( In ular cross-section secured on top of said strip of ruliber,

said rubber serving as an insulating medium between said

screws and third rail and said strip of sheet metal, the

sides of said roof extending downwardly so as to almost

completely inclose said third rail.

^

2. In combination, a compass leg, a threaded compass

neetlle provided with an unthreaded engaging portion, said

let l>elng provided with means for receiving said needle

and also wlili a device adapted to engage said unthreaded

portion to prevent rotation of said needle, a member opera-

tively connected with said needle and associated with

said means for effecting adjustment of said needle, and an

Instrumentality cooperating with said niemt)er and act

Ing therethrough to force said unthreaded portion into en-

gagement with said device, the parts being so arranged

that said memt>er will engage said means to lock said

neetlle in Its adjusted iKisitlon without engagement be-

tween the threadeil portions of said needle and said means.

;?. In combination, a compass leg provided with a foot

having a l«.re and stationary Integrally formed means for

preventing rotation of a needle, said foot having a trans-

versely disposed recess, a threaded compass needle fitting

said bore loosely and provided with a flattened surface

adapted to l>e engaged by said means, a nut having

threaded engagement with said needle and fitting said re-

cess, and a set screw mounted in said foot and engaging

said nut to fone said flattened surface into engagement

with said means, the parts lieing so arranged that engage-

ment between said nut and recess and said flattened sur-

face and means to lock said needle in its adjusted position

will maintain tiie threaded portions of the needle out of

contact with said font

889.448. THIRDKAIL ELECTRIC-RAILWAY SYSTEM.

John F. Feeley. Blgtlmber, Mont. Filed July 16, 1907.

Serial No, 3S4,009.

889,449 CHEESE - CUTTER. Richard Flemmino, Jr.,

New Orleans, La. Filed July 30, 1907. Serial No.

386,224.

In a third rail system, a metal strip forming the base,

a housing of wood composed of a vertical part having an

enlarged base secured to said strip and an overhanging

roof of substantial semicircular form, a third rail having

a convex top face to register with and secured to the high-

est point of the concave under face of said roof, screws ex-

tending through said third rail and partially into said

1. In a cheese cutter, the combination of a statlonarx

base, a rotatable cheese plate mounted thereon, a cutting

blade mounted to swing above said cheese plate, a gage

plate secured adjacent said base and provided with a plu-

rality of juxtaposed graduated runs adapted each to re

ceive" a gage block adjustal)ly therein, a stop plate, and

means formed upon each of said gage blocks adapted to re-

movably hold said stop plate thereon, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a cheese ctitter, tlie combination of a stationary

base, a rotatable cheese plate mounted thereon, brackets

secured and upstanding from said base outside said cheese

plate, a rotatable shaft journaled between said brackets.

a cutting blade secured upon said rotatable shaft, and a

handle for said cutting blade having longitudinal sliding

engagement with the same, substantially as described.

3. In a cheese cutter, the combination of a stationary

base, a rotatalile cheese plate mounted thereon, a cutting

blade mounted to swing above said cheese plate and pro-

vided with a longitudinal slot, and a handle therefor pro-

vided with clamping screws engaging within said slot, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a cheese cutter, the combination of a stationary

base, a rotatable cheese plate mounted thereon, a cutting

Made mounted to swing above said cheese plate, a curved

gage plate secured adjacent said base and provided with a

plurality of juxtaposed parallel slots conforming to the

curve thereof and constituting runs adapted each to re-

ceive a gage block adjustably therein, said plate being grad-

uated along the material thereof adjacent each of said

runs, and a stop plate, each of said gage blocks being pro-

vided with a slot adapted to removably receive a portion

of said stop plate, substantially as described.

889.450. TIMING DEVICE FOR JUMP - SPARK IGNI-

TION SYSTEMS. William D. Foke.man. Chicago. 111.

Filed July 5. 1907. Serial No. 382.226.

1. In a timlngdevlce of the character described, the

combination with a rotary member and an adJusUble sta-

tionary member provided with electrical contact-pieces, of

a brush carried by said rotary member, and a contect-

cleaner slldably supported on said rotary member to be

movable relative thereto,

2. In a timing-device of the character described, the

combination with a rotary member and an adjusUble sta-
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tlonary memt/er provided with electrical contact pieces, of

a brush and a spring pressed contart-cieaner supported on

said rotary member

&89.451. ArT<.>MATIC WAGONBRAKF:.
VER, Fort Wayne. Ind. F'ilfd Mar I"

No. 306.111'.

(^ H.\KLES 0.\R-

n»Ort. Serial

1 lo apparatus of the class describe, a supporting
t»eam having a vertical guide at each of its ends, oppo-
sitely disposed brake levers In pivotal ctnnectlon at the
respective outer ends of the beam, each lerer having a ver-
tical post at Its outer end ; a swinging a»m In connection
with each of said posts, the shanks of tlje arm extending
in the corresponding guide ; a brake shoe having a curved
end aud oppositely disposed friction facea. pivoted in con-
nection with the coirespondtng arm ; a shaft having actu-
ating relation with the Inner ends of the lavers, and having
also a spring In connection therewith acting to hold
the shaft in forward position ; a bellcrank pivoted at
each end of the beam, adapted to engage and lift the cor-
responding arm : an operating rod havltg actuating re-

laUon with the bellcranks ; a tumbling block in pivotal re-

lation with the coupling pole, having actuating relation
with the operating rod and shaft to movfl the former for-

ward and the latter backward
; and a doubletree in mov-

able connection with the tongue of the wagon and having
actuating connection with the tumbling block.

2 In apparatus of the class described, two oppositely

3. In a timing <levice of the character described, the

eomblnatiun with a rotary member and an adjustable sta-

tionary member provided with electric contact pieces, of

a brush and a contact cleaner composed of metal gauze

carried by and insulated from the rotary member to

cooperate with said contact-pieces, for the purptise set

forth

4 In a timing-device of the character described, the

comolnation with a rotary member and aa adjustable mem-
ber provided with electrical contact-places, of a brush

carried by said rotary member, a socket-member of Insulat-

ing material confined in the rotary member, and a metallic

contact-cleaner In said socket, for the purpose set forth.

5. In a timinti-devlce of the character described, the

combiLation with a rotary member and ao adjustable sta-

tionary memt)er provided with electrical contact pieces, of

a brush and .1 contact-cleaner carried by the rotary mem-
ber and spring pressed to extend them against said con-

tact-pieces, for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 and T not printed In the Gazette.]

disposed brake levers, each pivoted near its outer end and
having an arm in connection therewith ; a brake shcx^ in

connection with the arm ; a shaft in actuating relation

with said levers and having a spring In connection there-

with to hold the same In forward position : and a tum-
bling block plvotally mounted, having actuating connec-
tion with the draft rig of the vehicle and being adapted to

engage said shaft and aetuate the same
3. In an automatic wagon brake two oppositely dis-

posed pivoted levers having' vertli-ally swinging arms in

pivotal connection therewith respectively
; a brake shoe in

connection with said arms adapted to engage the cor

responding wheel of the wagon ; pivoted bellcranks suit-

ably supported and adapted to respectively engage and lift

said arms; a shaft having actuatlnc relation with the
levers and having a spring connection therewith to hold
the same in forward position ; an operating rod in actuat-
ing relation with the l>ellcranks ; and a tumbling block in

connection with the draft rig of the wagon to be actuated
thereby, the said tumbling hNx'k being adapted to actuate
the shaft and rod.

4 In an automatic wagon brake a pivoted lever having
a vertical post at its outer end : a vertical swinging arm
pivoted near the top of the post, and having a depending
lug near Its opposite end : a locking bolt pivoted to the
post at a point beneath the pivotal connection of the
arm therewith, the forward end of the bolt extending
loosely through the depending lug; and a brake shoe hav-
ing a curved end and oppositely disposed friction faces,

the said shoe being pivoted In connection with the arm.
and adapted to become engaged by said twit when the
arm is In lowermost position , and means to actuate the
lever.

S.SD.4ui: .VPr.VR.XTlS FOR CHANGING SHITTLES IN
LOOMS Geoiji; (Jkpi'ert. I'resden. Germany. Filed
Oct. 18. 1905. Serial No. 283.205.

1. In an apparatus for automatically changing shuttles

in looms, the combination with a batten, of a shuttle box
movably mounted on said batten, a fixed shuttle box.

means for normally holding said movable shuttle box In

Its Initial position on said batten, a shuttle magazine,
means for shifting said movable shuttle box from its Inl

tial to Its forward position on said batten to effect a

transfer of a shuttle from the magazine to the movable
shuttle box, and means operative upon a shuttle entering

the fixed shuttle box for actuating the last aforesaid

means.
2. In an apparatus for automatically changing shuttles

In looms, the combination with a batten, of a shuttle box
movably mounted on the said batten, a fired shuttle box,

means for normally holding the movable shuttle box In its

normal position, a drive shaft, a mechanical moving de-

vice loosely mounted on said drive shaft, means for coup-

ling the said mechanical moving device to the drive shaft,

means for actuating the last aforesaid means, means
through which the said mechanical moving device operates

to shift the said movable shuttle box on the said batten,

and means for passing a fresh shuttle to the movable
shuttle box, substantially as described.

3. In an apparatus for automatically changing shuttles

in looms, the combination with a batten, of a shuttle box

movably mounted on the said batten, a fixed shuttle box.
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springs for normally holding the movable shuttle box In

its normal position, a drive shaft, a mechanical moving

device loosely mounted on said drive shaft, a coupling for

connecting the said mechanical moving device 10 the said

drive shaft, means operative upon an empty shuttle pass

ing Into the said fixed shuttle box for actuating the said

coupling, means through which the said mechanical mov-

ing device operates to move the said movaiile shuttle box

on the said batten, and means for past^ing a fresh shuttle

into the movable shuttle box. substantially as described.

4. In an apparatus for automatically changing shuttles

in looms, the combination with a batten, of a shuttle box

movably mounted on the said batten, a fixed shuttle box.

springs for normally holding said movable shuttle box in

its normal position, a shaft, u cam disk loosely mounted

on said shaft, means through which the said cam disk op-

erates to move the said movable shuttle box on said bat-

ten, and means for passing a fresh shuttle into the mov-

able shuttle l>oi. substantially as described.

5. In an apparatus for automatically changing the

shuttles In looms, the combination with a batten, a shuttle

box movably mounted on the said batten, a fixed shuttle

box, springs for normally holding said movable shuttle box

In Its normal position, a drive shaft, a cam disk loosely

springs for normally holding said movable shuttle box in

its normal position, a drive shaft, a cam disk loosely

mounted on said drive shaft, means for coupling the said

cam disk to the drive shaft, means through which the said

cam operates to move the said movable shuttle box on the

said iiatten. and means for passing a fresh shuttle Into the

movable shuttle box. substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 2" not printed in the Gazette.]

888.453 Itfxni STtiP .lisKiH GER80N. New Haven.

Conn. Filed l>er 26. U»«'T Serial No. 408.107.

The combination with a door having a groove 3 thereon ;

of a plate 7 of greater width than said groove secured to

said door so as to cover said groove and having an aper-

ture s therein with a lug tt upon one side thereof; a t>olt

4 movable about Its axis and endwise in said groove and

having an arm 5 thereon which projects through said

aperture and In one position of said bolt rests upon said

lug; and a spring 6 lying within said groove l>etween the

t nd wftl! thereof and said bolt.

h8!^454 RAIL-JOINT Hokatiu G. Gillmuh, Hath, Me.

Filed Nov. 2, 1906 Serial No. ,341.732.

serrations upon the said side bar ; and bolts and nuts for

drawing the parts together and securing them in position ;

for substantially the purposes set forth.

4. A rail joint comprising the rails; side bars, each hav-

ing grooves or serrations upon their outer surfaces; a rail

chair at each side of the joint, said chairs each having a

base and an upright with ribs or serrations adapted to en-

gage with the grooves or serrations upon the said side bar;

and bolts and nuts for drawing the parts together and se-

curing them in position : for substantially the purposes set

forth.

6. .\ rail joint comprising the rails, flanged fish bars, a

side bar or side bars of less length than the said fish bars

constructed to engage with the flanges of a fish bar. one or

more blocks engaging with flanges of the fish bar beyond

the ends of the side bar or side bars, and bolts and nuts for

drawing the parts togetUer and securing them in position,

for substantially the purposes set forth.

[Claims 6 to 1^ cot printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 9,455. EYELET. I'ehlev R. Glass. Quincy. Mass.

Filed Feb. 20. 1905. Serial No. 246,458.

tf"
A covered eyelet having a hollow shank provided at the

top with a lateral flange having a convex upper surface

and a concave lower surface, and a coating of thin sheet

celluloid of substantially uniform thickness conforming

to the upper surface of the flange, the eyelet being pro-

vided along its upper, inner surface with a shoulder

against which the celluloid coating is adapted to bear to

prevent the same from coming (>ff.

889.456. METALLIC TIE. William GoU)ie, Wllklns-

biirg. Pa. Filed Nov. 12, 1900. Serial No. 343,067.

•»-!«=
=si_

1. A rail chair formed with a base and an upright hav

ing ribs or serrations adapted to engage with similar

grooves or serrations of a side bar.

2. A side bar for rail joints having grooves or serrations

adapted to engage with the ribs <'r serrations of an up

right of a rail chair.

3. .\ rail joint comprising the rails : side bars, one of

which is formed with grooves or serrations upon its outer

surface ; a rail chair having a bas*- and an upright with

ribs or serrations adapted to ^-ngage with the grooves or

1. A metallic tie having a vertical web portion and out-

wardly extending base flanges set at a slight downward

Incline and having a downwardly extending central girder

portion bent therein.

2. A metallic tie having a vertical portion provided

with base flanges extending outwardly and at a slight

downward incline to a line close to the outer edges there-

of, and having beyond said line upwardly curved outer

edges to aid In tamping, and having the central portion

of the tie narrower than the base flanges

3. A metallic tie formed of a vertical web portion and

downwardly and outwardly projecting base flanges form-

ing trough sections extending under and on each side of

the rails, the central portion of the tie between said trough

sections t>einp narrower than the trough sections and the

portions of the trough sections outside of the rails being

longer than the jHirtlons of the trough sections between

the rails.

4 A metallic fie formed of a vertical web and outwardly

extending base flanges set at a slight downward Incline

and having central girder portions bent downwardly there-

in, the distance between the ends of the ties and the cen-

tral point of the rail supports thereon being greater than

the distance N-tween the central points of the rail sup-

ports and the central girder portion.

:,. .\ metallic tie formed of an inverted T bar and rail

supports riveted to the web portion thereof and having

depressed seats to reeeive the rail base

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]
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889,4S7. METALLIC TIE. William Goldik. Wllkins-

barg, I'a. Filed Dec. 10, 1»06. Serial Sn. 347.103.

r - '

<»IHIIH ' J *'

If

1. A metallic tie Iiavlng Its main element consisting of

a tlan^e*] t>eai!i. and iiavlng Inverted trnujjh sliape*! sec-

tions secured at eacti end tiiereof and extending ou iK.th

sides of the rail, eacli such trough section being formed

with sides extendiokc outwardly and at a slight downward

Incline und havinz a more extended surfaae on the outer

side of the rail than on the inner side thertof.

2. A metallic tie having its main elemenlt consisting of

!i flanged f*am and having secured to tiie base flanges

theretjf at each pnd Inverted trough shaped sections with

sides extending; outwardly and at a slight downward in-

cline close to the outer edges thereof and h»vlng upwardly

curved outer edues.

3. .V metallic tie having Its main element consisting of

a flanged beam and having secured to tlje base flanges

thereof at each end inverted trough-shaped sections, said

trough-shaped sections having the central portions thereof

Sent downwardly at each end to form depending llpa.

4 .V metallic tie having its main element consisting of

a tlanged {.earn anil having secured to tHe base flanges

thereof at each end Inverted trough-shaped sections, said

trough shaped sections having the central portions there-

of XxfiM downwardly at the end to form depending lips,

said depending lips lieing narrower than the width of the

base flanges of the main beam and the trough sections

thereby providing supporting lips extending beyond the

depending flanges t>ent from Its body.

."> .\ metallic tie formed of a flanged btam having it'

upper flanges of substantially the same width and of

greater <ectinri than Its lower flanges, a-ul havin;; sections

«e<-urt»<i t" the uniler face of the lower flanges and -up

porting the same
[^Ifllms ») to 9 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

8Sn,458. APRICOT CUTTER Robert "I.^d, F.deu Vale,

Cal., assignor of one-half to John .Tones. Kden Vule, Cal.

Filed .lulv 24. TOO.',. Serial No 271.065.

A device of the kind described comprislnig a clamp, par-

allel lugs carried by the clamp, and a bifurcated plate

fixed between the said lugs, and having two fixed, dlverg-

Ini; and forwardly extending cutting blade*.

889.459. STOP FOR ENGINES. Thomas Grikte and

JAME3 MiiBRissEv. Perth Amboy, N. J Filed Aug. 14,

1907. Serial No 388.511.

1. An automatic stop device comprtsinij a governor, a

valve mechanism, a connecting rod therebetween. In two

sections, means for normally causing said sections to act

in unison, adjustable spring means tendinf to operate the

valve section of said rod independently, and means for trip-

ping the connection between said rod sections, said means

consisting of an operator carried by the rod. a member
carrying an adjustable stop depending therefrom, and a

bracket fixed to the governor post, in the path of said stop

to co<}perate therewith.

2. An automatic stop device comprising a governor, a

valve mechanism, a connecting rod therebetween in two

sections, means for normally causing said sections to act

in unison, adjustable spring means tending to operate the

valve section of said rod independently, and means for trip-

ping the connection between said rod sections, said means

consisting of a lever movable with the rod, an adjustable

abutment depending therefrom and a fixed stop arranged

In the path of said abutment.

3. An automatic stop attachment for Corliss engines

and the like, comprising a sectional connecting rod be-

tween the governor and valve mechanism, a hollow cylin-

der adapted to t>e adjusted upon one section of said rod

and to have telescopic t-nKagement with the other section,

lin adjustable abutment on the second section of said rod,

a spring on said latter section arranged to be compressed

(jptween an end of said cylinder and said abutment, a de

vice to normally hold the rod sections lucked together and

means to trip said holding device upon excessive longitudi-

nal movement of the r<xl.

4. An automatic stop device for Corliss engines anil the

like, comprising a sectional connecting rod between the

governor and valve me<'hanlsm. means tending to mov>> the

valve section of said rod Independently, a lock for normally

causing the movement of the rod sections together and a

trip for said lock arranged to be operated by excessive

movement of said rod, said trip consisting of a projecting

lever, a pin normally spring pressed Into the path of said

lever, and means to hold said pin retracted at option.

5. An automatic stop device for Corliss engines and the

like, comprising a sectional connecting rod between the

governor and valve mechanism, means tending to move the

valve section of said rod Independently, a lock for normally

causing the movement of the rod sections together and a

trip for said lock arranged to be operated by excessive

movement of said rod. said trip consisting of a projecting

lever, a stop normally held In the path of said lever, but

arranged to be retracted at option, a device to hold said

stop when in retracted position, said device arranged to be

disengaged by contact with said lever to again allow said

stop to assume Its operative position.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,460. ENGINE. Malcolm L. Harris. Chicago, ill

Filed Apr. 10. 1907. Serial No. 367.364.

1. The combination with a casing having a port, of a

vapor propelled rotary member movable within the casing,

valve gearing embodying a rotating valve-actuating device

driven by said vapor-propelled rotary member, and connect-

ing devices running therefrom to the valve, and means for

shifting one portion of said valve gearing to alter the

movement of the valve with reference to the port, and

means for moving another portion of the valve gearing to

cause said valve to uncover said port at a fixed time with

reference to the movement of said vapor-propelled rotary

member.
2. The combination with a casing having a port, of a
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vapor-propelled rotary member movable within the casing,

a valve adapted to control the port, valve gearing embody-

ing a rotating valve-actuating device driven by the vapor

propelled rotary member, and connecting devices running

therefrom to the valve, and means for giving one move-

ment to a portion of the valve gearing to alter the move-

ment of the valve with reference to the port and for also

rotating said rotating valve-actuating device with refer-

ence to the vapor propelled rotary member, to cause the

valve to uncover the port at the same time with reference

to the movement of the vapor propelled rotary member

and to cover the port at different times with reference

thereto.

/'
/i

fiber passes to the surface of the cylinder, and a remov-

able longitudinal rib set In the groove .m said cylinder for

determining the division point of the lint deposited thereon.

3. The combinntlon with a casing having a port, of a

vHpor-propelled rotary meml)er movable within the casing.

a reciprocating valve adapted to control the port, a valve-

operating eccentric driven by said vapor-propelled rotary

member connections between said eccentric and said valve

and means for rotating said eccentric with reference to

said vapor-propelled rotary member and for shifting the

position of parts of the valve mechanism to bring the valve

into position to uncover the port at the same time, but to

cover It at different times.

4. The combination with a casing having a port, of a

vapor propelled rotary member movable within the casing,

a reciprocating valve adapted to control the port, meana

for reciprocating the valve through a constant stroke,

means for shifting the position of the stroke of the valve

with reference to the port, and means for so varying the

timing of the reciprocations nf the valve with reference

to the vapor propelled rotary member as to cause It to open

the port at the same time with reference to the movement

thereof, but to close the port at different times with refer-

ence to the movement thereof.

5. The combination with a casing having a port, of a

vapor propelled rotary member movable within the casing.

a reciprocating valve adapted to control the port, valve

gearing embodying an eccentric rotated by -the vapor-pro-

pelled member, and means for Imparting movement having

two components to parts of the valve gear, one component

of said motion operating to shift the limits of the recipro-

cations of the valve and the other component being a ro-

tary movement of the eccentric with reference to the vapor

propelled rotary member, whereby the valve is made to

uncover the port at the same time with reference to the

movement of said vapor-propelled rotary member, what-

ever be the limits of movement of the valve.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

2. In a llnter bat machine, the combination with a

grooved condenser cylinder of a flue through which the

fiber passes to the surface of the cylinder, a removable lon-

gitudinal rib set in said groove, and a spring device In said

groove.

3 The combination with a grooved condenser cylinder,

of a roller hung above the same, and a longitudinal rib

removably inserted In the groove In the cylinder and In-

tended to obstruct the deposit of cotton along the longitu-

dinal line m order to enable the easy division of the cot-

ton sheet into convenient lengths.

4, In a llnter bat machine, the combination with a

grooved condenser cylinder, of a flue through which the

fiber passes to the surface of the cylinder, removable means

«et in the said groove of the cylinder for the purpose of

determining the division point of the lint deposited thereon,

said means Including a yielding device.

5. In a llnter bat machine, the combination with a

grooved condenser cylinder, of a flue through which the

fiber passes to the surface of the cylinder, a removable lon-

gitudinal rib In said groove, and means for determining

the width of the cotton sheet consisting of circumferential

strips on the cylinder.

[Claim G not printed in the Gazette.]

889,462. VETERINARY Tf>OTH-FILE. Loris P. Helm.

Baraboo, Wis. Filed Mar. 30, 1908. Serial No. 424,182.

8 8 9.461. MACHINE FOR MAKING LINTER-BAT8
Louis W. Haskell, New York. N. Y., and Joseph David-

son, Atlanta. Ga. Filed June 6, 1905. Serial No. 263,908.

1. In a llnter bat machine, the combination with a

grooved condenser cylinder, of a fiue throagh which the

1. In a veterinary tooth file, the combination of a hol-

low handle having a pear ca.se at its rear end. a recipro-

catory rod guided longitudinally and held against turning

In said handle, a file blade connected and movable with the

forward end of the rod. a shaft extending rearward from

the said gear case, a flexible shaft connected with the rear

portion of the first mentioned shaft, and means interme-

diate the first mentioned shaft and the rod for converting

the rotary motion of the shaft Into reciprocatory motion

and moving the rod forward and back.

2 In a veterinary tooth file, the combination of a hol-

low handle having a gear case at its rear end. a nipple

fixed to and extending from the gear case at a point dia-

metrically opposite the handle, a reciprocatory rod guided

longitudinally and held against turning in the handle, a

file holder on the forward end of said rod, a file blade de-

tachably secured in said holder, a longitudinal shaft Jour-

naled and held against rearward movement in said nipple.

a flexible shaft connected with the rear end of the first

mentioned shaft, a miter gear fixed on the first mentioned

shaft and arranged In the gear case, a miter gear disposed

at a right angle to and Intermeshed with the first men-

tioned miter gear and also arranged In the gear case, and

a pitman rod intermediate the second mentioned miter

gear and the reciprocatory rod.

3. The combination In a veterinary tooth file, of a tubu-

i lar handle, a rod guided longitudinally and held against
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turning in said handle, a file blade holder fixed to the for-

ward end of the said rod and having inwardly directed side

flanges, a file blade remoTably arranged ID said holder, a

»et screw bearing in the back of the holder and against

the blade, and means for reciprocating the said rod. file

blade holder and the file blade

,463. TROLLEY
maroneok, N Y

390,819

WHKEL. R<«BEBT F.

Filed Aui;. '^O. VM~.
Henne.
Serial

Ma
No.

1. In a troUej, the combination of a barp comprising

a forked portion, a shaft connecting the arms of the forked

portion, a trolley wheel journaled upon th« shaft and mov-

able longitudinally thereon, plungers sljdably mounted

upon the shaft and engaging opposite sides of tb* trolley

wheel, coil springs surrounding the shaft upon opposite

sides of the trolley wheel and interposed between the be-

fore mentioned plungers and the arms o( the harp, and

hoods carried by the plungers for protecting the springs.

2. In ft trolley, the combination of a harp comprising

a forked portion, a shaft connecting tfce arms of the

forked portion of the harp, a trolley wheel ournaled

upon the shaft and movable longitudinally there n. plun-

gers slidably mounted upon the shaft and eugag; ig oppo-

site sides of the trolley wheel, coll springs surrounding the

shaft upon opposite sides of the trolley wheel and Inter-

posed between thf plungers and tlie arms of tlie Larp, and

hoods carried by the piungfis. the said hoods having an in-

verted U shaped cross section and cxtandiug over the

springs and the arms of the forketl jj. rtloj <if the harp.

889,464. MACHINE FOU E.M .\V.\TI^<; TUNNELS.
OKttGE W. Jackson, Chicago. III. Fllfil l'e< 6. 1907.

Serial No. 405,419.

1. A tunnel excavating m.Tchine comprising a wheeled

frame, a carriage mounted r.n said frame, means for shift-

ing the carriage forwardly and rearwardly on the frame,

a cutter carrying arm mounted at one eni on said frame,

a cutter carried by the free end of said arm, a motor car-

ried by said arm for operating the cutter, and means for

imparting both a vertical and horizontal swinging move-

ment to said arm.

2 A tunnel excavating machine comprising a wheeled

frame, a carriage mounted on said frame, rack and pinion

mechanism for shifting the carriage forv»ardly and rear-

wardly on said frame, a cutter carrying arm mounted at

c ne end on the carriage, a motor carried by the arm for

operating said cutter and means for imparting both a

horizontal and vertical swinging movoment to said arm.

?.. A tunnel ex(av;itlng machine comprising a wheeled

frame, a carriage mounted on the frame, means for shift-

ing said carriage from front to rear of the frame compris-

ing a rack on the carriage, a shaft on the wheeled frame
carrying a pinion meshing with the rack, a worm-gear
mechanism for rotating said shaft, a cutter carrying

arm mounted on the carriage, means for Imparting both a

vertical and a horizontal swinging movement to said arm,

a cutter carried by the free end of said arm. and a motor
also carried by the arm and operatlvely connected with the

cutter.

4. A tunnel excavating machine comprising a wheeled

frame, a carriage mounted on said frame, means Tor shift-

ing the carriage forwnrdly and rearwardly on said frame,

a horizontally rotative turn table mounted on said car-

riage, a vertically swlngiug cutter carrying arm mounted
on said turn-table, a cutter carried by the free end of the

arm and a motor carried also by said arm and operatlvely

connected with said cutter

5. The combination with a supporting frame, of a

horizontally and vertically swinging arm mounted thereon,

a cutter carried by the free end of said arm, and a motor
for operating said cutter and carried by the arm oil the

side of its horizontal pivot remote from said cutter, where-
by the motor and the rear end of the arm tend to counter-

)ialance the end of the arm which carries the cutter.

[Claims 6 to 1- not printed in the tiazette.j

sv9.4tJ5. MOLDING - MACHINE Thomas H Kkllek
and John A. Uaxh, Lancaster. Menrv B Kelleu, I'hlia-

delphla, and Jii.u s H. Keller, Lltitz, Fa., assignors of

eight twentieths to said Thomas H. Keller, eight-twen-

tieths to said John .\. Haas, two-twentieths to said

Henry B. Keller, and two^twentieths to said Julius U.

Keller. Filed May 9. 1906. Serial No 316.012. Re-

newed May 31. 1907. Serial No. 376.501.

1 A molding machine provided with a flattening d^ vice

for tlattening a lump of the material to press out air and

gases, a turning device for turning up the edges of the ma-

terial, a rolling and pressing device for rolling the material

in one direction and simultaneously pressing it. a second

rolling and pressing device for rolling the material In a

reverse direction and simultaneously pressing it, and driv-

ing means for Imparting motion to the various devices to

treat the material In the sequence given.

2. A molding machine provided with a plurality of roll-

lug and pressing devices, of which one device for rolling

a sheet of material Into a roll rolls the sheet In one direc-

tion and simultaneously presses it. and the other device

subsequently rolls the sheet in the opposite direction and

simultaneously presses it.

i
3. A molding machine provided with rolling devices for

rolling a sheet of material into a roll, of which one rolls

the sheet In one direction and the other subsequently rolls

the sheet in the opposite direction, to unroll the twist

given to the sheet by the first rolling device.

4. A molding machine provided with a rolling and press-

ing devi'-e for rolling a sheet of material into a roll In one

direction and simultaneously pressing It, and a rolling de-

vice for subsequently rolling the sheet In the opposite dl-

lection to unr(>ll the twist iriven to the sheet during the

i first rolling action.

JlNE 2, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1147

5. A molding machine provided with a turning device

c.mprlslng a straight traveling surface, and a roller hav-

,ug a convex peripheral face between which and the said

surface passes the material to be treated

[Claims 6 to 42 not printed In the Gazette.]

rewind valve controlling the passage between the exhaust

chamber and the rewind chaml>er. a pneumatic for open-

ing the rewind-valve controlled by the pneumatic action,

an automatic locking device for retaining said pneumatic

in its collapsed condition and a second pneumatic for re-

leasing said locking device, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to K- not printed in the Gazette.]

>,466 SPEED-REGULATOR FOR AUTOMATIC MU-

SICAL INSTRUMENTS El gene de Kleist. North

Tonawanda. N. Y Filed Jan 13, 1906. Serial No.

295,916.

889 467 EXPRESSION DEVICE FOR PNEUMATIC MU-

SIC \L INSTRUMENTS El gene de Kleist. North

Tonawanda. N Y. Filed June 1'^. 1906. Serial

322.164.

No.

1 In a speed regulator for a pneumatic musical Instru-

ment, the combination of an air motor, a case containing

an exhaust chaml)er, a regulating chamber connected with

tlie exhaust chamber and a rewind chamber connected with

said exhaust and regulating chambers, one of the two last-

named chambers communicating with the air-motor, a

regulating valve controlling the passage l>etween the ex-

haust chamber and the regulating chamber, a rewind valve

controlling the passage lietween the exhaust chaml>er and

the rewind chamber, and means for operating said valves,

substantially as set forth.

2. In a speed regulator for a pneumatic musical Instru-

ment, the combination of a pneumatic action, an air mo-

tor, a case containing an exhaust chamber, a regulating ,

chamber connected with the exhaust chamber and a rewind

chamt)er connected with said exhaust and regulating cham-

bers, the motor being connected with said regulating

chamber, a regulating valve controlling th^ passag- be-

tween the exhaust chamber and the regulating chamber,

a rewind valve controlling the passage between the ex-

haust chamber and the rewind chamber, and an operating

pneumatic for the rewind valve controlled by the pneu-

matic action, substantially as set forth.

3. In a speed regulator for the air motor of pneumatic

musical Instrument, the combination of a pneumatic ac-

tion, a case containing an exhaust chamber, a regulating

chamlier connected with the exhaust chamber and a re-

wind chamber connected with said exhaust and regulating

chaml)er8, a regulating valve controlling the passnge be-

tween the exliaust chamt>er and the regulating chamber,

a rewind valve controlling the passage between the ex-

haust chamber and the rewind chamber, a pneumatic for

opening the rewind valve controUetl by the pneumatic ac-

tion, means f<.r retaining the rewind valve In its open posi-

tion! and means for releasing said retaining means, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4 In a speed regulator for the air motor of a pneumatic

musical Instrument, the combination of a pneumatic ac-

tion, a case containing an exhaust chamber, a regulating

chamber connected with the exhaust chamber and a re-

wind chaml)er connected with said exhaust and regulating

chaml>ers, a regulating valve controlling the passage be-

tween the exhaust chamber and the regulating chamber,

a rewind valve controlling the passage between the ex

haust chamber and the rewind chamber, a pneumatic for

opening the rewind valve controlled by the pneumatic ac-

tion, an automatic locking device for retaining said pneu-

matic In Its collapsed condition, and a releasing device-

acting upon said locking device, substantially as :et forth

5. In a speed regulator for the air motor of a pneumatic

musical instrument, the combination of a pneumatic ac-

tion, a case containing an exhaust chamber, a regulating

chamber connected with the exhaust chamber and a re

wind chamber connected with said exhaust and regulatlne

chambers, a regulating valve controlling the passage be

tween the exhaust chamber and the regulating chnmber. a

1. A device for controlling the air tension of pneumatic

musical instruments, comprising a case having a plu-

ral itv of flushing ports and a plurality of corresponding

regulating ports, valves controlling said regulating ports

and having resistance devices of different tensions, valves

controlling said flushing ports, and means for operating

said flushing valves, substantially as set forth.

2. A device for controlling the air tension of pneumatic

musical instruments, comprising a case containing a plu-

rality of Independent flushing chambers each having an

Inlet" or flushing port and an outlet or regulating port,

valves controlling the r-spective regulating ports and hav-

ing resistance devices of different tensions, individual

valves controlling said flushing ports, and means for oper-

ating the last nnme<l valves, substantially as set forth

3. A device for controlling the air tension of pneumatic

musical instruments, comprising a ca.se having a plurality

of flushing ports and a plurality of corresponding regu-

lating ports, valves controlling said regulating ports and

having resistance devices of different tensions, valves con-

trolling said flushing ports, and pneumatics for operating

said flushing valves, substantially as set forth

4 A device for controlling the air tension of pneumatic

musical Instruments, comprising a case containing a regu-

lating chamber and a plurality of flushing chambers con-

nected with the regulating chamber by individual regu-

lating ports, each flushing chamber also having a flushing

port automatic valves controlling said regulating ports

and having closing springs of different grades of resistance,

valves controlling said flushing ports, and means for oper-

ating the last-named valves, substantially as set forth.

5 A device for controlling the air tension of pneumatic

musical Instruments, comprising a case containing a regu-

lating chamber and a plurality of flushing chambers con-

i
nected with the regulating chamber by Individual regulat-

ing ports, each flushing chamber also having a flushing

port, bridge pieces extending across the regulating ports,

valves controlling said regulating ports and having stems

which pass through said bridge pieces, adjusting nuts

1 mounted on said stems, resistance springs applied to said
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valve stems between the bridge plecps and said nuts, and

valves controlling %aid fliishlnK ports, substantially as set

forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed !n the Cfazette. ]

889,468. 8ANDING-MACHINE. Frankhn L. Lane. B«-

lolt. Wis., assignor to The Berlin Machine Works. Belolt,

Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. File<J May 31. 1907.

Serial No. 378.«83.

1. In a 8andin_- ;.! 1- tiin.'. the comhiuation with a lower

UBdlog drum, of an upper sandint: 'Ifuni, suspended

bearings In which the ends of said upper drum a^^> jour-

naled. means for imparting an endwise reciprocating move-

ment to said drums, means for 9lniultan>'0usly raising or

lowering said bearinRS, and means for independently rais-

ing and lowering saM bearings, substantially a.s described.

2. In a sanding machine, the conibination with upper
and lower sanding drums, of upper and lower feed rolls

on either side of said sanding drums, and realliently yield-

able upper presser - bars cooperating with said sanding

drums and feed rolls, substantially as described.

3. In a sanding machine, the combination with upper

and lower sanding drums, of upper and lower feed rolls

on either side of said s.indlng drums, and resillently

yleldable upper presser-bars partially •mhrscing said upper
feed rolls and adapted to engage the material to be dressed

'•n either side of the latter, substantially ts described.

s 89, 4 69. .^JKINALING SYSTEM FOR RAII.W.WS.
Chable.s H IjiY. .Jersey City. N .1 . tssignor to The
Union Switch & Signal ("orapany. Swlssvale, Pa., a Cor-

poration of I'ennsylvanla. Filed Feb. 2^, 1908. Serial

No. 4ia067.

d.

In a sijiualing system, the combination with a series of

closed track circuits each cora[)rislng a relay having a

single front contact and an armature, a raJlway signal for

each block section, and a signaling circuit for each railway

signal comprising an inde[).>ndent sourc.> of current and
the single contact points of two or mone relays of the

closed track circuits.

lower ends positioned parallel with th" inner .-nds of the

strings and engaging the corners of said waist, fastening

means extending through the inner ends of the strings.

889,470. APRON .loHN O Lyons, Ta.oraa. Wash. Filed

.Tune 2.5, 190T. Serial No. .TSO.TOl

.Vs a new article of manufactur-^. an apron comprising

a bib provided at its upp^-r end with two corners, each

corner havlnc an upwardly f.^tendini: loop secured at

its lower end thereto, a ring secured in each loop,

a waist integral with and below said bib. said waist

provided with a pair of horizontal, rearwardly extending

comers, apron-strings fixedly s«>cured at thplr Inner ends to

the corners of said waist, shoulder straps having their

shoulder-straps and the corners of the waist and securing

all of said portions together, and said shoulder straps de-

tachably secured at their upper ends to said rings

880, 4 7 1 R.\ir.WAY K Air. FASTENING DEVICE.
Oborge Mai k.\y, Washington, 1). C. Filed June 19,

1907. Serial No. 379,717,

A rail fastening device comprising a holding plate, a
d.'fachabb' rail I'mragini,' rn»'inber fitted therein and pro-

vide<l with an ap-rtiire in the upper portion, keepers for

securing said member in the plate, and a securing key

in said aperture and engaging the keepers.

S89,472. AMUSEMENT APPARATT'S Albert MAt.aiN,

New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. IT, 1907. Serial No.

393,.'?47.

XKKI>^'
1 In an arnusenT'nt apimr.'itus. th>' combination with

a way designed for a movinii vehicle, of a revolving wheel

having pivoted h<K)kine dfvices for transferring the ve-

hicle from one part of the way to another part thereof

J. In an amusement apfiaratus. the combination with

a railway having a lowpr section and an upper section,

of a revolving wheel, and means consisting of pivoted

hooking devices on the latter for engaging and lifting

JUNK 2, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1149

a c!ir froni th. lower section to the upper section of the

railway

'A In an amusement apparatus, the combination of the

lower track, the upper track, the cars, a revolving wheel,

and means on the latter for engaging the cars and lifting

them from the lower track to the upper track.

4. In an aiiuisemt-nt afiparatus, the combination with a

railway, of cars movable thereon, and a revolving wheel,

having pivoted pendent hr>oklng devices for automatically

engaging the cars.

.') The combination in an amusement apparatus, of a
railway and Its cars, and a revolving wheel having plTOted

hooking devices adapted to automatically engage parts of

the car.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.473. CURTAIN POLE. Annie Mahr, Invercarglll,

New Zealand Filed Sept. 18, 1905. Serial No. 278,999.

/
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tering the lower head, a pipe connecting the lower end of

the equallzt>r with said second circulating tube, a casing

Inclosing the equalizer, and a flue connecting the top of

the shell with the h©ttom of said caalng, substantially as

speclfled.
I

889.47'
Cheney,

3T6.03T.

MOTOR MECHANISM. AISTIN E MiLLBB.

Wash. Filed May 27. 1907. Serial No.

.«/

1. In mechanism of the class described, a reservoir for

storing gases under pressure, an explosion chamber in

communication therewith, an atr comprising cylinder, a

plunder therein, a motor having an Inlet port connected to

the reservoir, means for operatively conttectlng the motor

to the plunger, and a liquid fuel meastrlng means con

trolling communication between the pumping cylinder and

ih^ explosion chamber.

J In combination, an ^-xploslon chartber, a pump for

compressing and forcing air thereinto, a ported valve con-

trolling communication between the compressor and the

explosion chamber, means for supplying liquid fuel to the

port of said valve when thp latter Is in t position to shut

off communication between the pumping means and the

explosion chamber, and means for moving the valve to

open position as the pump nears the limit of its compres-

sion stroke

3. In combination, an explosion chamber, an air pump-

ing means, a ported valve between the two, the port of

said valve forming a fuel feeding chamber, and means for

moving the valve to open position as the pump nears the

limit of its compression movement.

4. In combination, an explosion chamlKT. an air pump-

Ins and comprpsslnK mf>ans, a valve bet^fpen th*> two, said

valvp havins a port for dellvpring a mpaaured quantity of

liquid fuel to thp explosion chamber, anfl means for turn-

ing said port to open and close commonlcatlon between

th" pumpine m^ans and the explosion chamber, and moans

for moving the valve to oppn position ae the pump n^ars

the limit of Its compression movement.

5. In combination, an explosion chamber having an en-

trance port at onp pnd. mpan.s for compressing a charge of

air and directing the samp through th< port, means for

delivering Into the port a measured charge of liquid fuel

to be carrlpd with thp air Into the explosion chamber, and

means for pl.icing "said p<irt in communication with thp ex-

plosion chamber as the comprpsslng moans nears the limit

of its compression movement.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the OaEette.]

889,478 SAW-SET Ch.\rles E Miixer and Lobkszo

D. Metcai.f. Whatcom county. Wash. Eiled May 27.

1907. Serial No. 376.024.

1. A saw-set comprising a punch menjbpr having a side

face adapted, when in use, to lie agalnjt the side of the

saw tooth being set, and having a tooth-setting Incline

above said facp, and an opposed anvil member supported

from and freely movable longitudinally of said punch

member.
2. A saw-set comprising a punch member having a side

face adapted, when In use. to lie agalngt the side of the

saw tooth being set, and also having a tooth-aettlng In-

cline above said face, and an anvil member In the form of

a stirrup surrounding said punch member and free to slide

thereon.

3 A saw set comprising a punch member having a

tooth-setting Incline on one side, an anvil mombpr In the

form of a stirrup surrounding said punch momber and

fre«" to slid.' thereon, and means for controlling the

amount of said sliding movement to thereby control the

amount of set.

889,479. MACHINE FOR PRODUCING GAMES. Thomas
W. MoBRELL, Bloomflpld. N. J Filed Apr. 8. 1907 Se-

rial No 367.121.

1 An apparatus for making cames comprising a bed for

supporting thp came strip, means for feeding said strip.

rolls for forming indentations at the Inside of the flanges

of the strip, means for adjusting said rolls with reference

to the bed to suit cames of different sizes, said means com-

prising an adjustable frame upon which the rolls are

mounted, and an adjustable supporting roller adapted to

coiiperate with said rolls In forming the Indentations, said

roller being mounted on an auxiliary frame carried by the

first named frame and adjustable therein.

2. In a metal r. tiling apparatus, a bed for supporting the

blank, a roll for forming the blank, means for adjusting

said roll with reference to the bed to suit blanks of differ-

ent sizes, said means comprising an adjustable frame upon

which the roll is mounted, and an adjustable supporting

roller adapted to cooperate with said roll in forming the

blank, said roller being mounted on an auxiliary frame

carried by the first named frame and adjustable therein.

3. An apparatus for making cames comprising a support-

ing bed, guides comprising rollers engaging the edges of the

flanges of the came strip, supports for the rollers laterally

adjustable upon said bed, means for feeding the came

strip, said feeding means al.so producing indentations In

the web of the strip, rolls for forming Indentations at the

inside of the flanges of the strip, means for adjusting said

rolls with reference to the bed, and an adjustable support-

ing i-oUer adapted to cooperate with said rolls.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination

j

of a main frame, an auxiliary frame vertically adjustable

with respect to said main frame, and a third frame ver-

\ tically adjustable with respect to said auxiliary frame.

said last two frames supporting respectively an external

: support for the traveling strip and means for indenting

1 the inner surfaces of the flanges thereof.
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T). In a came making machine, a bed. laterally adjust-

able guide rollers for the came strip mounted upon said

bed, a pair of fluted rolls mounted upon axes arranged

perpendicular to said bed adapted to enter the channels

In the came strip and Indent the heart thereof, said rolls

being positively driven whereby they form feeding means

for the came strip, and means for Indenting the Inner faces

of the flanges of the came strip comprising two sets of

rolls, each set consisting of a supporting roll and a pair of

toothed indenting rolls, cooperating therewith, said indent-

ing rolls adapted to project into the channels upon each

side of the heart of the came strip respectively, said sets

of rolls being vertically adjustable with reference to the

bed and the supporting and toothed rolls of each set being

relatively vertically adjustable.

889,480 HORN FOR TALKING-MACHINES. Stamis-

i.Af.s Moss. I'hiladelphla. Pn.. assignor to Shelp 4 Van-

dergrlft. Inc.. Philadelphiii. Pa. Filed Apr. 0, 1908. Se-

rial No. 42.^.3fltV

tachably supported at one end of the casing, a grindstone,

a shaft supporting the grindstone and Joumaled In said

bearing, a hanger supported by said bearing, and a ver-

tically adjustable liquid receptacle connected with said

hanger and into which the lower portion of the grindstone

extends

1. A horn for talking machines comprising a conically

tapering body composed of a single layer of Individual

wooden strips previously bent Into permanent shape both

longitudinally and transversely, the longitudinal edges of

said strips being beveled radially of the horn throughout

their length to present adjacent faces coincident through-

out, and means to hold said strips In assembled relation

edge to edge.

2. A horn for talking machines comprising a conically

tapered body composed of a single layer of Individual

wooden strips previously bent Into permanent shape both

longitudinally and transversely and glued together edge to

edge, the longitudinal edges of said strips being beveled

radially of the horn throughout their length to present

plane surfaces coincident throughout.

3. A horn for talking machines comprising a conically

tapered body portion composed of a single layer of Indi-

vidual wooden strips previously bent Into shape both longi-

tudinally and transversely, the longitudinal edges of said

strips being beveled radially of the horn throughout their

length to present contacting plane faces coincident

throughout, the said radial plane faces of adjoining strips

being glued together, the exterior surface of the horn be-

ing provided with an encircling band or tape.

4. A horn for talking machines comprising a single se-

ries of tapering wooden strips bent in both a longitudinal

and transverse direction, and having edge faces coincident

throughout and provided with an exterior encircling groove,

and a textile band or tape passing around the horn and

seated In said encircling groove.

.">. A horn for talking machines comprising a single se-

ries of tapering wooden strips bent in both a longitudinal

and transverse direction and glued together edge to edge

said edges having faces coincident throughout, a band or

tape passing around said horn, and means secured to said

band or tape for supporting the horn.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 9,481. GRINDSTONE .\TTACHMENT TnoMAS J

MrarHT. New Bedford. Mass. Filed Mar. 7, 1908.

Serial No. 419.712.

1 The combination with the casing and power devices

of a machine of the class described, of a shaft bearing de

134 0. G.—76

2. The combination with the casing and power devices

of a machine of the class described, of a shaft bearing de-

tachably supported at the discharge end of the casing, a

grindstone, a shaft supporting the grindstone and jour-

naled in said bearing and in the bearing at the opposite

end of the casing, and connected with the power devices

of the machine to be rotated thereby, a hanger depending

from the shaft bearing at the discharge end of the casing,

and a support adjustably connected with said hanger.

3. The combination with the casing and power devices

of a machine of the class described, of a shaft l>earlng de-

tachably supported by the discharge end of the casing, a

grindstone, a shaft supporting the grindstone and jour-

naled in said bearing and in the bearing at the opposite

end of the casing, and connected with the power devices

of the machine to be rotated thereby, a hanger connected

with the shaft bearing at the discharge end of the casing

and having a longitudinally extending slot formed in its

l>ody, a liquid receptacle adapted to receive the lower por-

tion of the grindstone, and a bolt extending from said re-

ceptacle through the slot in the banger and adapted to be

secured at any desired position in said slot.

4 The combination with the casing and power devices

of a machine of the class described, of a shaft t>earlng de-

tachably supported by the discharge end of the casing, a

grindstone, a shaft supporting the grindstone and Jour-

naled in said bearing and In the bearing at the opposite

end of the casing, and connected with the power devices

of the machine to be rotated thereby, a liquid receptacle

adapted to receive the lower portion of the grindstone, and

a longitudinally extensible support, one member of which
is connected with the shaft bearing at the discharge end of

the machine casing.

5. The combination with the casing and power devices

of a machine of the class described, of a shaft bearing hav-

ing a disk-like flange at one end, a sleeve surrounding the

bearing and engaging the machine casing to hold the bear-

ing against the discharge end of the casing, a grindstone, a

shaft supporting the grindstone and mounted in said bear-

ing, and a liquid receptacle into which the lower portion of

the grindstone extends.

889,482. ELECTRIC SIGNALING SYSTEM. Francis L.

O'Oeya.n. South Framington, Mass.. assignor of one-

half to Hiram Stanley Marsh, Cambridge. Mass. Filed

Jan. 8. 1908. Serial No. 409.867.

1. In a railway signaling system, the combination of a

signal, a motor for actuating the same, a track relay for

closing the motor circuit, and an electro magnet in the

motor circuit having an armature adapted to break the

motor circuit at the track relay after the signal has been

actuated.
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2. Iq a railway signaling system, the combination of a

signal, a motor for actuating the same, a track relay for
|

closing th^ motor circuit, and an electro-magnet In the
|

motor circuit adapted to engage and retra« the armature
j

of the track relay to break the motor circuit after the

signal has been actuated

8 8 9.4 H4. STOP DEVICE FOR SLIDING SASHES.
CtntKiit H. Parkkh. Arlington. N. J., assignor to John

Wallace Baker, Stamford, Conn. Filed Feb. 2, 1»06.

Serial No. 299,109.

't{ ifj^'

.3. In a railway signaling system, the combination of a

signa;. a motor for actuating the same, a track relay for

clor<mg the motor circuit, switch mechanlBin controlled by

the motor for opening the motor circuit phea the signal

has been actuated, and an ele.tro- magnet in the motor cir-

cuit for restoring the armature of the track relay and

breaking the motor circuit at said track relay.

4. In a railway signaling system, the combination of a

signal, a motor for actuating the same, a track relay for

closing the motor circuit, an electro-magnet In the motor

circuit having an armature adapted to break the motor

circuit at the track relay when the signal has been actu-

ated, and a relay in the motor circuit adapted to close a

shunt about the track relay contacts In tbe motor circuit

to prevent the signal being left In Inoperative relation

upon temporary cessation of current in tHe motor clrcalt.

5. In a railway signaling system, the combination of a

signal, a motor for actuating the same, a track relay for

closing the motor circuit, an electro-magqet in the motor

circuit adapted to engage and retract the armature of the

track relay to break the motor circuit when the signal txas

been actuated, and a relay In the motor circuit adapted to

clos.' a shunt about the track relay contacts In the motor

circuit to prevent the signal being left in Inoperative rela-

tion upon temporary cessation of current In the motor

circuit.

[Claims « to 1-' not printed In the Oaiette.]

889,483. WINDOW SWINGING DEVICE. GsOBai H.

PA.BKEK. Arlington. N. J., assignor to John Wallace

Baker. Stamford. Conn. Filed Feb. i. 1906. Serial

No. 299,1 on r

In a device of the class descrit)ed. la combination, a

frame, a sash, and a hinge i)ermanently secured to the

frame which normally lies in an inoperative position be-

'ween the front stop of the frame and the sash a wing of

which Is adapted to be moved outwardly to a position to

lie engaged by means fixed upon the sash when said sash Is

slid downwardly, thereby effecting a temporary swinging

T pivotal connection between the sash and the frame,

.nabllng the sash to be swung Inwardly therefrom.

— I

In combination, a pair of sliding sashes, a casing se-

cured to the upper rail of one of said sashes, a bolt mount-

ed to slide in said casing having at one end a pair of up-

wardly extending posts, said posts havintt outwardly in

cllned end portions, a headed niemtier located upon the

other sash adapted to be received between said posts and

be eulded therebetween by said outwardly Inclined por

tions. and a locking screw adapted to slide said bolt and

lock the same In an extended or retracted position.

8.S9.485. RAILWAY SWITCH. John I Rkynoi.ds. Cle-

burne. Tex Filed Sept. IT, 1907. Serial No. 393,272.

XTL^O-Q

1. In combination with converging rails of a railroad

track, movable means for causing a vehicle moving on

certain of the rails to pass over said rails to the- remaining

rails, a portion of said moving means being movable ver

tlcally with relation to the rails.

2. In combination with converging rails of a railroad

track, movable means for causing a vehicle moving on cer

tain of the rails to pass over said rails to the remaining

rails, a portion of said moving means being movable ver

tlcally with relation to the rails, a second portion of the

movable means being movable transversely with relation

to the rails.

3. In combination with converging rails of a railroad

track means for causing a vehicle moving on certain of

the rails to pass over s^ald rails to the remaining rails,

and means for bridging the space between the rails where

said vehicle passes over one rail to the other,

4 In combination with converging rails of a railroad

track means for causing a vehicle moving on certain of

the rails to pass over said rails to the remaining rails,

and movable means for bridging the space between the

rails where said vehicle passes over one rail to the other.

5 In combination with converging rails of a railroad

track means for causing a vehicle moving on certain of

the rails to pass over said rails to the remaining rails.

and vertically movable means for bridging the space be

tween the rails where said vehicle passes over one rail to

the other.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]
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889.486. COLTER. Bkhnard Ross, New Albany, Ind.

Filed Dec. 31. 1907. Serial No. 408,729.

££T
J

1. A colter attachment coinpiisinK an arm. means lo-

cated at one end for connecting the arm to an implement,

a colter disk mounted for rotation at the other end of the

arn) and a cross bar movinted upon the arm at a point In-

terme<llate of the ends ther<K)f.

2. A colter attachment comprising an arm. means for

connecting the same with an Implement, a bearing located

at the end of the arm. an axle having an Intermediate

diametrically reduced portion which Is Journaled In said

bearing and beinc provided with non-circular diametric-

ally re<luced portions with concentrically arranced exter-

nally threaded extremities, disks having centra! openings

which receive the uon circular portions of the axle and

clanipinp washers and nuts mounted upon the threaded

extremities of the axle and adapted to hold the disks In

po8ltl<m upon the non-circular portions of the axle and In

rigid relation with the axle.

88 9,4 87. CARBURETER FOR INTERNAL COMBI'S-

TION ENGINES. Joseph C. Schneblk. Dayton. Ohio,

assignor of one-half to Theodore C. Schneble. Dayton,

Ohio. Filed May 28, 1907. Serial No. 376,100.

1. In a carbureter, the combination with a cylindrical

air cnamher and a fuel nozzle located axlally therein, of

an annular air valve provided with a skirt from Its central

opening surrounding the fuel nozzle when the air valve is

closed, a central needle valve controlling the opening In

the nozzle, and rotating cams for operating the air valve

and the fuel valve, simultaneously, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a carbureter, the combination with a cylindrical

air chamber and a fuel nozzle located axlally therein, of an

annular air valve provided with a skirt from Its central

opening surrounding the fuel nozzle when the air valve

is closed, a central needle valve controlling the opening in

the nozzle rotating cams for moving both valves and means

for adjusting the relative movement of the air and fuel

valves, substantially as set forth.

3. In a carbureter, the combination with a cylindrical

air chamber and a fuel noszle located axlally therein, of

an annular air valve having a cylindrical skirt surround-

ing the fuel nozzle when the air valve Is closed, a needle

fuel valve passing axlally through the air valve, rods

extending from the fuel valve and air valve through the

top of the carbureter, and cams acting simultaneously

upon both sets of rods to move the valves together, sutx-

siantlally as set forth.

4. In a carbureter, the combination with a cylindrical

air chamber and a fuel nozzle located axlally therein, of

an annular air valve having a cylindrical skirt surround-

ing the fuel nozzle when the air valve Is closed, a needle

fuel valve passing axlally through the air valve, rods ex-

tending from the fuel valve and air valve through the top

of the carbureter, and relatively adjustable cams acting

simultaneously upon both sets of rods to move the valves

together, substantially as set forth.

5. In a carbureter, the combination with fuel and air

valves, of spring rods moving such valves in one direction,

a cam shaft located between parts connected with said

valves, and Independent relatively adjustable cams car-

ried by said cam shaft and bearing on such valve parts

against the spring pressure, such cams being nested or

overlapping so as to bear centrally with respect to tiie

axis of the carbureter, substantially as set forth.

889,488. STUMP AND TREE PILLER. Stephe.n M.

Smith, Boise, Idaho. Filed Mar. 26, 1908. Serial No.

423,351.

> .-^^

In an apparatus of the character described, the combina-

tion with a running block, of a standing block, a cable

reeved through said blocks, a third block connected to

the running end of the cable adjacent to the running

block, the cable extending from said standing block

through said third block, a fourth block bent upon the

cable between the second and third blocks, said cable ex-

tending from the third block and reeved through the fourth

hlock. a fifth block bent upon the cable between the third

and fourth blocks and the cable reeved through said fifth

block.

889.489. SHOCK-ABSORBER FOR VEHICLE-WHEELS.
William E. Sskdikkr. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar.

16, 1907. Serial No. 362,670.

1. A shock absorber for vehicle wheels comprising a

resilient ctuhioc Interpoaed between the main axle and

its wheel, a stub axle bearing the wheel and a lever mov-

able with reference to the stub axle and main axle and

reacting against the r«Bllient cushion.

2. A shock absorber comprising a resilient cushion, an
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tlif
axle a r^talnpr for rh»* rushlon formed upon tlkf ml*, a

wheel bearing pivorally mountf^ with respect to the axle,

and a lever plvotally arranged with r^fprence to the axle

and thp whpel bearlnu and arranged to bear against the re-

silient cushion.

3 In a device of the riass speoitied. in combination an

axle a wheel bearing pivoted thereto, a lever pivoted to

the axle and having a loose connection with the wheel

bearing, and a resilient .-nshlon interposed between the

lever and the axle

4 In a device of the ola.ss specified, an axle provided

with a bifurcated end. a lever pivoted in the opening of

said end. an axle bearing pivoted to said lever, and a re-

Blltent cushion Intermediate the lever and the axle.

5 In a device of the class specified, an axle having a

bifurcated end, a lever pivoted therein and proTided with

a recess an axle bearing pivoted within said n-ces.s. and

extends, a bell-crank lever fulcrumed between the walls

and having one arm connected with the valve stem. .1

gilded slidable plate movable Ijetween the double walU,

a link connecting the se-und arm of the bell-crank with

the slide, and a pusher rod connecting the compressible side

of the can with the slide

resilient means for limiting the movement of

?ith reference to the axle

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the ijazette.l

889 490. GUY. STRETCHER. AND CLAMP.

SwoBTFiOBR, Newark. N. J. Filed July 27. 11

No. 328,000.

Seokob F.

9<>6. Serial

the lever

1 A combined gay. rtretcher and rlnmp comDrlslng two

Dlates Joined at one end to constitute clamps, the other

ends terminating In circnlar heads, at right angles to the

plates that are united by means of projections on one

entering notches In the other and a bolt binding them to^

gPther to form an eye for an eye-bolt, the central parts of

the plates forming a space for a spindle, a guy-winding

spindle having bearings In the plates, splnile locking

means consisting of a pawl socketed In a chamber in one

of the plates opening into the bearing of the spindle, and

sockets In the spindle for engagement with the pawl.

•> In a combined guy. stretcher and clamp the com-

bination of two plates broadened at one end and grooved

to form a clamp, formed at the other end to connect with

an eye-bolt and bound together by a bolt, space In the

central parts of the plates for a guy-wlndlng spindle, a

guywlndlng spindle having bearings in the plates, a cham-

ber in one of the plates opening into the bearing of the

spindle a paw! in said chamber having a socket-bearing In

the end of the chamber, sockets In the spindle for engage-

ment with the pawl, a head on the spindle for the applica-

tion of a wrench, and a washer under said head to partly

cover the chamber for the pawl. ,

889 492 GATE-FASTENER. Theodobb J. Thompson.

Lakeside. Nebr Filed Jan. 25. 1908. Serial No. 412.661.

889.491. OILCAN. Henrv A. Tkllehso>». Oakland,

Cal. Filed Nov. 28. lWM^. Serial No 34.5..-JIT.

1 .\ mite fastener comprising a bracket fastened to a

fence post and extending above the same, a hand lever ful-

crumed intert-cUlate Its ends on the upper end of said

brn.ket. ;\a elongated metal loop adapted to fit over the

gate post and having a projection pivoted to the shorter

arm of said lever In such manner that the gate post is

drawn towards the fence post or relieved from strain as

the hand lever Is moved toward or away from said gate

and means on said lever adapted to lift said loop over said

gate post.

2 A gate fastener comprising a bracket fastene<l to a

fence post and extending above the same, a hand lever ful

crumed Intermediate Its ends on the upper end of said

bracket an elongated metal loop adapted to fit over the

Riite post and having a projection pivoted to the shorter

arm of said lever In such manner that the gate post is

drawn towards the fence post or relieved from strain as

the hand lever Is moved toward or a«ay from said gate,

and a lug on said lever adapted to extend beneath said

loop and raise the snme.

^89 493 Al'PARATrS FOB RAISING SUNKEN VES

SELS Staxislaw J. Urbanski. South Chicago. III.

Filed Dec. 10. 1906. Serial No. 347.079.

The combination with n can having a screw threaded

nt>enlng and an elastic compressible side, of a discharge

nozT.le having a hollow screw threaded bas* fitting the

can opening, a valve closable within the noxzl* and having

t stem extending Into the can. parallel double walls at-

tached to the nosxle base, between which the valve stem

1 A boat provld.Hl with Instrumentalities for faellitat

ing the engaaei'enr and raising of the snme when suL

merged conslsti-ij ,,f many crapple encaclng devices dis

persed over the top, Ix.ttom. .ind sides of the boat where-

py some of said devbes will occupy a position readily ac-

cessible from above the boat Irrespective of the position

of the boat, said devices comprising a plurality of ban-Is

encircling the Iwat at many points throughout its length,

and a plurality of rings carried by each of said bands.
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2. A boat provided with Instrumentalities 'or fadliut-

ing the engagement and raising of the sam. when sub-

merged consisting of many grapple engaging devices dis-

persed over the top, bottom and sides of the b<.)at whereby

some of said devices will occupy a position readily ac-

cessible from above the boat Irrespective of the position

of the boat, said devices comprising a band encircling the

boat, and a plurality of rings carried by the band.

3. A lK)at provided with instrumentalities for facillUt-

Ing the engagement and raising of the same when sub

merged consisting of many grapple engajrlng devices dls-

pereed orer the wrface of the boat whereby some of said

devices will occupy n position readily accessible from

above the boat irrespective of the position of the boat,

said devices comprising a band encircling the boat and a

plurality of rings carried by the band.

680,494. COLLATSIBLE TRESTLE. I'kter F. Van

Hald««, Sharon. I'a. Filed Nov. 18, 1907. Serial No.

402.719.

1. A collapsible trestle, comprising a body portion,

brackets plvotally connected tu the l-ody portion to swing

longitudinally thereof, and legs carried by said brackets,

the said legs being plvotally connected to the brackets to

swing transversely of the body portion and underneath

the bodv portion thereof, the legs being formed with up

ward extensions adapted to abut against two side faces

and downwardly facing portions of the body portion,

whereby the latter will limit the outward movement of the

legs as a whole and the outward spreading movement of

the respective legs.

2. A collapsible trestle comprising a body portion em

bodving spaced members, laterally extending brackets

formed with longitudinal webs extending upwardly be

tween the spaced members of the body portion and pivoted

thereto to swing longitudinally thereof, and legs plvotally

connected to the respective brackets and adapted to swing

transversely of the bcKly portion, the legs being formed

with upward extensions and the lower and two side faces

of the bodv portion l)elng arranged for engagement with

said upward extensions so as to limit the outward move-

ment of the brackets and the outward movement of the

legs.

2. A buckle comprising a frame made of wire formed

into a closed loop at the bottom of the frame, the upper

boundary of said loop being formed by bending the side

wires of the loop inwardly beyond each other and dispos-

ing the wires thus bent side by side to afford an unbroken

clamping surface whose thickness from top to bottom Is

substantially equal to the gage of the wire itself whereby

said upper part of the loop will afford an unbroken and

resUiently yielding clamping surface, the ends of the wire

being then bent at points beyond the sides of the loop up-

wardly and inwardly to form respectively a passage for

the webbing and pintles, and a clamping lever pivoted

around said pintles and having at Its lower edge a clamp-

ing Up adapted In closed position to coact with said clamp-

ing surface.

8 8 9.496. SWEEPING ATTACHMENT FOR FLOOR-

SCRAPP:RS. John B. Ackermann. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Filed Aug. :n, 1907. Serial No. SOO.Sfil.

880 40.^. SISPENDER-BITKLE. Geobge A. Weld. Win-

chester, Mass. Filed Pec. IP. 1907. Serial No. 407,180.

1 A buckle made from wire and comprising a closed

loop at the bottom, a space for the webbing above said

loop pintles formed by the extreme ends of the wire Im

medlatelv beyond snld space, and a clamping lever pivoted

to said pintles, the wire being bent to form the bottom

and ends of the loop, the free ends of the wire being then

bent and extended inwardly beyond each other and in the

snme horizontal plane, said ends being then bent upwardly

in planes beyond the ends of the loop and thence inwardly

to form said pintles, whereoy the top of the loop will afford

n resUiently yielding clamping surface to coact with said

clamping lever.

1 In combination with a floor scraper, a brush movably

attached thereto, and means for automatically raising and

lowering the brush.

2 In combination with a floor scraper, a brush plvoUlly

connected thereto and adapted to engage the floor when

lowered, and means for alternately raising and lowering

the brush as the scraper is reciprocated.

3. In combination with a floor scraper having supporting

wheels and a cutter, a brush movably mounted on the

scraper, means for llmiUng the upward movement of the

brush, and shoes connected to the brush and frlctlonally

engaging the wheels to vertically adjust the brush.

4. In combination with a floor scraper having supporting

wheels and provided with a cutter, a yoke pivoted at the

axis of the wheels, a brush attached to the yoke, means

for adjusting the brush toward and from the wheels, shoes

connected to the brush and frlctlonally engaging the

wheels, and means for limiting the upward movement of

the yoke.

5. In combination with a floor scraper having supporting

wheels and a cutter, a yoke pivoted at the axis of the

wheels, a brush, bolts connecting the brush and yoke, elas-

tic washers between the brush and yoke, shoes attached

to the brush and frlctlonally engaging the wheels, and

stops to engage the yoke and limit Its upward movement.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

889,497. CAR-BOLSTER. John Allison, Dravosburg.

I'a., assignor to Pittsburgh Equipment Company, Pitts-

burg, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Jan.

31. 1908. Serial No. 413,665.

1. A bolster having a top member, a bottom-member, and

an end-member having a laterally extending opening, said

bottom-member having an end passed through the opening

and bent back into engagement with the end-member.

2. A bolster having a top-member, a bottom-member, and

an end-member having column-guides formed Integral

therewith and provided with a laterally extending opening,

said bottom-member having an end passed through the

opening and bent back into engagement with the eud-mem-

ber.
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3. A bolster having a top-member, a bottdm-member, an

end member to receive the top and bottom-members pro-

vided with column-guides, and a plate interposed between

the column-guides and an end of the top-member.

4. A bolster having a top-member, a bottotn-member, an
end-memher formed with a laterally extending opening, an
end of the bottom-member passed through the opening, side-

members formed on the end-member, and a plate Interposed

between the said side-members and an end ot the top-mem-
ber.

0. A bolster having a top member, a bottom-member, an
end-member formed with a laterally extendiitg opening, an
end of the bottom-member passed through the opening, and
a memtter over which the end Is bent.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.l

I

889,498. BOTTLE. Jame.s C. Andih.son, Washington,
D. C. Filed June 12, 1907. Serial No .178,543.

1. A bottle having an exterior circumferential rib at its

upper extremity and provided with a sheet metal collar se-

cured upon the exterior rib by compression and adapted to

receive an expansible closure device, in combination with

a soft sheet metal gasket interposed between the collar and

the surface of the bottle and adapted to fce compressed

during the application of the collar upon the bottle, as

hereinbefore set forth.

2. A bottle provided with a sheet metal flollar adapted

to receive a closure device and secured in fixed and per-

manent relation with the neck of the bottU, in combina-

tion with a soft sheet metal gasket located between the

neck of the bottle and the sheet metal coUai and adapted

to be compressed during the application of tke sheet metal

collar upon the neck of the bottle, substantltlly as herein-

before set forth.

3. In combination with a bottle provided with a hard

metal collar secured In air and gas-tight relation with the

neck thereof and having Its Interior surface slightly con-

verging downwardly and adapted to receive a closure de-

vice ; a hollow sheet metal closure device baving a wall

normally corresponding In taper with the convergrlng sur-

face of the bard metal collar, and having Its lower end
open and Its upper end closed by an Integral head, substan-

tially as hereinbefore set forth.

4. In combination with a bottle provided with a hard
metal collar secured In air and gas-tight relation with the

neck of the same, and with Its inner wall converging In a

downward direction ; a sheet metal closure device having

an open bottom and a wall normally corresponding In taper

with the converging surface of the hard metal collar and
closed at Its upper end by an integral head slightly con-

caved, substantially as hereinbefore set forth.

5. A bottle having an exterior circumferential rib at Its

upper extremity and recessed at Its Inner extremity and
provided with a hard metal collar secured i> air and gas-

tight relation with the neck of the bottle and having Its

interior wall In allnpmpnt with the Interior nurface of the

neck of the bottip, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,499. BOTTLE J.tviES C. .Xndersov. Washington,

D. C Fllod June 12. 1907. Serial No 378,544.

1 In combination with a bottle provided at its upper
extremity with a hard mptal collar secured In air tight re-

lation therewith and having Its interior extremity turned

downwardly and In contact with the Inner eurface of the

neck of the bottle and converging upwardly ; a sheet

metal closure device having an oppn upper and and an in-

tegral closed bottom and adapted to make a close contact

with the converging Interior wall of the hard metal col-

lar, substantially as and for the purpose set forth

2. In combination with a bottle, a sheet metal closure

device adapted to be expanded Into sealing contact with

the bottle neck and formed with an open upper end and
an integral closed bottom at Its lower end. and having an
outwardly projecting shoulder Intermediate the upper and
lower extremities, adapted to limit the vertical movement
of the closure device within the bottle neck, as hereinbe-

fore set forth.

3. In combination with a bottle ; a sheet metal closure

device baving an open upper end and an Integral closed

bottom of greater area than the cross section of the body,

and provided with an Independent expansible sheet metal

disk also of greater superficial area than the cross-sec

tion of the body of the closure device, sutmtantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

889,500 BOTTLE. J.iMBS (' ANi>i:R.soN, Washington.
D C. Filed June 12. 1 907. Serial No. 378.546.

1 In combination with a bottle having the Inner surface

of the neck terminating In an unbroken upward taper, a

sheet metal cap having an Inner wall Interlocked with the

tapered surface of the bottle neck, substantially as here-

inbefore set forth.

2. In combination with a bottle having the Inner sur

face of the neck terminating In an unbroken upward

taper, a sheet metal cap embracing the outer surface and

upper extremity of the bottle neck and Interlocked with

the Inner converging extremity thereof, substantially as

hereinbefore set forth.

3. In combination with a bottle having the Interior sur

face of the neck terminating In an unbroken upward

taper, and having an annular rib on the outer extremity ;

a sheet metal cap having a depressed central portion se-

cured In sealed relation with the Inner upwardly tapered

extremity of the bottle neck and an outer rim portion

embracing the exterior rib on the bottle neck and extend-

ing vertically below the same, substantially «« and for the

purpose set forth.

4. In combination with a bottle having the Inner sur

face of the neck terminating In an unbroken upward

taper ; and a sheet metal cap formed with a central de-

pressed portion adapted to enter the neck of the bottle

and to be expanded against the converging tapered sur-

face thereof and having a lateral and vertical rim : a soft

metal gasket Interposed between the sheet metal cap and

the Inner and outer surfaces of the bottle neck, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

5 In combination with a bottle having the Interior sur-

face of the neck terminating In an unbroken upward taper

and having on Its exterior extremity a circumferential

rib : a sheet metal cap secured In air and liquid tight re-
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latlon with the Interior tapered surface of the bottle and

having an overhanging rim extending In a vertical line be-

low the circumferential rib. substantially as and for the

purpose set forth,

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,501. BOBBIN HOLDER FOR SEWING-MACHINE
SHUTTLES. HiNBY A. Bates, MIddletown, Conn.

Filed Oct. 1, 1907. Serial No. 395,325.

1 The combination with the circular bobbin case, a

central tubular arbor formed therewith and a spring

adapted to fit over said tubular arbor and bear against the

Inner surface of the bobbin case, of a bobbin case holder

circular and of usual character, a pin occupying a central

position with reference to the bobbin case holder, and a

shouldered base at the union of the pin therewith, with a

bearing surface in a plane substantially parallel with that

of the thread bobbin, which base Is of a diameter greater

than the pin and substantially equal to the diameter of

the paper tube center of the thread bobbin performing the

function of keeping the thread bobbin well within the bob-

bin case

2 The combination with the circular bobbin case adapt-

ed to receive a thread bobbin, a central tubular arbor

formed therewith and a spring adapted to fit over said

tubular arbor and bear against the Inner surface of the

bobbin case, of a bobbin case holder circular and of usual

character, a central pin formed therewith and over which

the tubular arbor of the bobbin case Is adapted to pass In

connecting the parts, and a device located at the opposite

side of the bobbin case to that occupied by said spring and

adapted to be slipped over the pin of the bobbin case

holder and to be forced to place around the base of the

same, and which device is of a diameter substantially

equal to that of the paper tube center of the thread twb-

bln and which Is adapted to keep the thread bobbin well

within the bobbin case.

.?. The combination with the circular bobbin case and a

central tubular arbor formed therewith, a spring adapted

to fit over said tubular arbor and to bear against the inner

surface of the bobbin case, of a bobbin case holder, circular

and of usual character, a pin occupying a central position

with reference to the bobbin case holder and a shouldered

base of the latter to which the pin Is secured and which

base is of slightly greater diameter than that of the pin

with a bearing surface In a plane substantially parallel

with that of the thread bobbin, and an annular member

adapted to be slipped over the pin and to be forced to

place and frtctlonally held to the shouldered base and

which annular member la of a diameter substantially

equal to that of the paper tube center of the thr'Sd bobbin,

said annular member performing the function of Iteeplng

the thread bobbin well within the bobbin case

4. The combination with the bobbin case and a central

tubular arbor formed therewith, a spring adapted to fit

over said arbor and to bear against the Inner surface of

the bobbin case and a coactlng collar surrounding said

tubular arbor, of a bobbin case holder circular and of

usual character, a pin occupying a suitable position with

reference to the bobbin case holder and a shouldered base

of the latter to which the pin Is secured and which base Is

of slightly greater diameter than that of the pin. and an

annular member In the form of a central perforated

flanged disk / adapted to be passed over the central pin of

the bobbin case holder and to be forced down over the

shouldered base b' and said disk being of a diameter

slightly less than the internal diameter of the bobbin case

so as with the bobbin case, to completely envelop the

thread bobbin as well as to keep the same well within the

bobbin case.

889,502. FLYING-MACHINE. Decatir D. Beatty. San

Francisco. Cal. Filed Sept. 20, 1907. Serial No. 393,838.

1. In a flying machine, a frame, a single centrally dls

posed aeroplane, a rudder at the rear end thereof, a pair

of sets of aeroplanes, one arranged at each side of the

central plane, and propellers arranged In advance of and

adjacent the ends of said sets of planes

2. In a flying machine, a frame, a single centrally

located aeroplane, a rudder at the rear end thereof, a pair

of sets of aeroplanes arranged one at each side of the

central plane, propellers disposed In advance of the sets

of aeroplanes, a car suspended from the frame, and a motor

mechanism carried by the car and connected to the pro-

pellers.

3 In a flying machine, a single centrally located aero-

plane, a rudder at the rear end thereof, a pair of sets of

aeroplanes located one at each side of the central plane,

each set comprising a plurality of superposed planes

which are disposed at a right angle to the length of the

central plane, and a frame composed of hinged sections

arranged to permit folding of the sets of planes Into par-

allel relation

4. In a flying machine, a hinged frame, a single cen-

trally located aeroplane having Its forward end of reduced

width, a rudder at the rear end of said frame, a pair of

sets of aeroplanes carried by hinged sections of the frame,

each set comprising a plurality of superposed planes nor-

mally disposed with their length at a right angle to the

length of the central plane, said sets of planes being fold-

able into the spaces formed at the sides of the reduced

portion of the central plane

5. In a flying machine, a frame, a single centrally ar

ranged aeroplane carried thereby, a pair of sets of a- ro

planes disposed one at each side of the central plane, each

set comprising a plurality of superposed planes, hinged

supports for some of said superposed planes, springs tend

Ing normally to hold the hinged planes In parallel relation

with the remaining planes, a car, and a plane operating

means extending from the car to the hinged planes to

thereby permit alteration of the angle of the latter.

[Claims « to s not printed in the Gazette ]

'

SR9.50.'^ SELECTIVE PRINTING MECHAmSM Ev

WIN n Belknap. East Orange. N J Filed Aug. 3.

IP07 Serial No. 386.950,

1 The combination of an inking mechanism, a series of

stencil cards, mechanism for feeding said cards to said

Inking mechanism, and means causing said Inking mech

anism to operate only as certain cards are fed through.

2. The combination of an inking mechanism, a blank

feeding mechanism, a series of stencil cards, mechanism

for feeding said stencil cards through the inking mech
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aniam one after tbe other and means catsing said blank

feeding and Inking mechanisms to operate only when cer-

tain of the cards are fed through.

3. The combination of an inking mechanism, a series of

stencil cards, mechanism for feeding said oards to said Ink-

ing mechanism, and means causing said laking mechanism
to operaTe only as certain cards are fad through, said

m>-ans comprising a normally dlsengagecl clutch in the

driving gear of the Inking mechanism, and devices co-

operating with the stencil card within the grasp of the

inking mechanism to cause the clutch elements to engage

only when certain of said cards are within the grasp of

tbe inking mechanism.

4. The combination of an Inking mechanism, a series of

stencil cards, mechanism for feeding said cards to said

Inking mechanism, and electrically controlled means caus-

ing said Inking mechanism to operate only as certain cards

are fed through.

5. The combination of an Inking mechanism, a series of

stencil cards, having differently arranged cut-away por-

tions, mechanism for feeding all of said tarda to the ink-

ing mechanism, and means cooperating with the cut-

away portions of some of the cards to eause the inking

mechanism to operate only when those particular cards are

fed to it.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Garatte.]

889.504. CAR FENDER. Algust J. B«KO. Chicago, 111.

Filed June 22. 1907. Serial No. 380,365.

side frames, two arms plvotally secured, to the car having

their forward ends loosely fitting Into said two hollow

side frames so as to be free to be withdrawn and discon-

nected therefrom and an apron having sliding and support-

ing eni,'ai;ement with said horUontal portion.

5. In a fender, a horliontal portion having two side

frames capable of having rods inserted and withdrawn

from the rear so that said side frames and said rods are

free to be separated and disconnected, two arms plvotally

secured to the car having their front ends terminating

in rods loosely fitting Into said two side frames and an

apron having sliding and* supporting engagement with

said hori/.cnral portion

Ltlalms ti to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

I In a fender, a horizontal portion having two rear-

wardly e.Ttendlna arms bent upward and plvotally se-

cured to the car and an apron having sliding and support-

ing enKai.'em>'nt with said horizontal portion.

J In a fender, a horizontal portion hiving two hollow

side frames, two arms plvotally secured to the car having

their forward ends loosely fitting Into said two hollow

side frames .so as to be free to be withdrawn and discon-

nected therefrom and means for supporting said horizontal

portion.
' In a fender, a horizontal portion having two side

frames capable of having rods inserted and withdrawn so

that said side frames and said rods are free to be sepa-

rated and disconnected, two arms plvotaUy secured to the

rtLT having their front ends terminating in rods loosely

fitting into said two side frames, and means for supporting

said horizontal portion

4 In a fender, a horizontal portion having two hollow

889,505. FISH-HOOK. Albert K Hi.nubnhsiiibb, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Filed June 8, 1907. Serial No, 377,848.

1. .V fish hook, comprising a main hot)k for engaging bait,

a pair of trailing hooks connected therewith, and means

for giving the trailing hooks a tendency to move toward

each other with preaaure to clasp the bait therebetween.

2. A flsh hook, comprising a main hook for engaging

bait, a pair of trailing hooks, and spring means connecting

the trailing hooks with the main hook for causing the

trailing hooks to spring together and press against the

sides of the bait.

3. A flsh hook, comprising a main hook for engaging

bait, a pair of trailing hooks, and spring wire connectors

connecting the trailing hooks with the main hook and

adapted to press the trailing hooks against the sides of the

bait.

4. A flsh hook, comprising a main hook for engaging

bait, a pair of apring connecting wires connected with the

shank of the main hook ahead of its bend, and a pair of

trailing hooks connected with the connecting wires and

adapted to bear on opposite sides of the bait.

5. A flsh hook, comprising a weedleas main hook for en-

gaging bait, a pair of spring wire connectors connected

with the main hook, and trailing hooks secured to the

connectors and adapted to bear on opposite sides of the

bait near the rear end thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaaette.

]

889.B06. RT.XiKER .Iesse I. Brim. New Virginia. Iowa.

Filed .\ug. 24, 1907. Serial No. 390.067.

In a stacker, a derrick, arms plvotally mounted upon

the stacker, a cradle mounted upon said arms and having

two sets of tines one of which Is pivoted to the other, slid-

ing blocks mounted upon the pivoted tines and adapted to

engage relatively fixed parts of the cradle and a tackle

operating over the derrick for elevating the cradle.
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889.507. CLEANING DEVICE FOR PRINTING-CHAINS.
GBoRtiE .\ Chambers. West Hoboken, N. J . assignor to

The F'ollard Ailing Manufacturing Co.. New York. N. Y..

a Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 9, 1907. Serial

No. .^67,286.

r In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with means for supporting and winding up the web,

of a movable member on which the web is passed, a brush

arranged to engage the web on said member, means for re-

ciprocating the brush, a brush rotatabiy supported adja-

cent the supporting member to engage the web passing

around the movable member beyond the reclprocatory

brush, means for rotating said brush, means for supplying

cleaning liquid to the reclprocatory brush, and means for

directing a stream of liquid onto the treated web passing

between the support and the winding up means.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with means for supporting and winding up the web.

of a supporting drum rotatabiy mounted around which the

web is passed, a brush arranged to engage the web passing

around the drum, means for reciprocating the brush

parallel with the axis of the drum, a brush rotatabiy sup-

ported adjacent the drum to engage the web passing

around the drum beyond the reclprocatory brush, means

for rotating said bruah, and means for directing a stream

of water onto the web passing between the drum and the

winding up means
:f In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a supply roll, a winding-up roll, means for driving

the winding up roll, a slotted drum for engaging the print-

ing chain at Its hinge p<^irtlons. means for rotating the

drum, a pivoted lever on which the brush is mounted, a

drum carrying a cam slot, the lever having a roller engaged

by the walls of the cam slot in the drum whereby the

brush is reciprocated parallel with the axis of the chain

drum, a rotary brush adjacent the chain drum for engag-

ing the printing chain, and means for driving the rotary

brush.

4. In a device of the character described, the comblna

tion of a supply roll, a winding up roll, means for driving

the winding up roll, a slotted drum for engaging the print

ing chain at Its hinge portions, means for rotating the

drum, a brush arranged to engage the chain passing around

the drum, a pivoted lever on which the brush is mounted, a

drum carrying a cam slot, the lever having a roller en-

gaged by the walls of the cam slot In the drum whereby

the brush is reciprocated parallel with the axis of the

chain drum, a rotary brush adjacent the chain drum for

engaging the printing chain, means for driving the rotary

brush, means for supplying water to the reclprocatory

brush, and means for directing a stream of water onto the

[irintlng chain passing between the chain drum and the

winding-up means.

889.508. COMBINED VENTILATED RPXEPTACLE ANP
STOOL. Ida Compton. Chicago. 111. Filed July 25,

1907. Serial No 385.429

In a device of the class described the combination of a

bin shaped receptacle, screen sections fitted into the sidei

thereof, a hinged cover fitting over the top of said recep-

^C

tacle, and a sliding leaf adapted to be closed inside of said

cover.

889.509. DOMESTIC COOKING VESSEL. 4^0NZ0 W.

Ceam. Haverhill. Mass Filed Sept. 27. 19W. Serial

No. 336,488.

1. A receptacle having a top opening provided with a

pouring lip in combination with a pivoted cover balanced

normally to close said opening, engaging the receptacle to

limit its closing movement, adapted to open automatically

to permit the liquid to flow therein, and having a series of

strainer openings formed therethrough, and a valve plate

for closing said strainer openings connected to said cover,

substantially as described.

2. A receptacle having a top opening provided with a

pouring lip at one side, and means for normally closing

said opening comprising a main valve adapted to open

automatically to permit flow in one direction, and a sup-

plemental valve adapted to open automatically to permit

flow in the opposite direction, substantially as described.

3. A receptacle having a top opening provided with a

pouring lip at one side, a pivoted cover normally closing

said opening and movable to permit flow Into said recep-

tacle, said cover having an opening therethrough, and

having a valve for normally closing said opening and mov-

able to permit flow therethrough from the receptacle, sub-

stantially as described.

4. A receptacle having a top opening, a removable ciffer

for closing said opening plvotally supported at each side

thereof and intermediate its ends, one member of each piv-

oted support being provided with a pivot lug and the other

with an open slot adapted to receive said lug. substantially

as described.

5 A receptacle having a pouring lip at one side thereof

and a top opening, and a removable cover for closing said

opening, plvotally supported at each side thereof and in-

termediate its ends, one member of each pivotal support

being provided with a pivot lug and the other with an open

slot, inclined upwardly from said pouring lip and adapted

to receive said pivot lug, substantially as described
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8 8 9 5 10 RAILWAY CAR BRAKE - SHOE St.th A.

Cbone. New York. N. Y. F11*k1 Mar. 17. 100« Serial

No. 421,594.

chored In said body and at Its opposite (>d){08 between lt»

ct^nter and ends belni; furmt'd with bevel-edged rccc«W«

1 A brake-aho*' having a cast m.-tal body aad plate back,

said back having. b*>tween Ita center and ends, inwardly

depressed edge portions over which the c»st-metal ex-

tends and the outpr edges of which portions are Integral

with the plate ; substantially aa set forth.

J .V brake shoe having a cast-metal bo4y and plate

ba.k. said back having at Its opposite edges, between Its

cent,>r and ends, inwardly depressed portlotw over which

th»' -ast metal extends and the outer edges of which por-

tions are Integral with the plate :
subataatlally as set

forth.

3. A brake-shoe having a cast-metal body and a plate

back united thereto, said back having head-Beats at each

side of Its center and at Its ends and said back between

said middle and pnd seats being depressed to clear the

brake-shoe head : substantially as set forth.

4 A brake-shoe having a cast metal body and a plate

back united thereto and being less in width than said

bo<ir. said back having head-seats at each side of Its cen-

ter and at Its ends and said back and the edje portions of

said body between said middle and end seats being corre-

spondingly depressed to clear the brake-shoe head :
sub-

stantially as set forth.

5. .V brake-shoe having a cast-metal bodj and a plate

back united thereto, said back having at opposite edges,

between its center and ends. Inwardly depressed uncut por-

tions forming recesses Into which the cast t»etal extends ;

substantially as set forth.

[Claim '^ not printed in the Gazette.)

Into which

forth.

the east metal extends ;
substantially as aet

889.512 REEL FOR RUCHINli. VEILING. AND LIKE

FABRICS. William R Dklanbt, New York. N. Y.

Filed 8ept. IS, 1906 Serial No 3H5,115

8 8 9.511. RAILWAY C.\R BRAKE SH<)E. Seth A.

Crone, New York. N. Y Filed Mar. 17. 1908. Serial

No. 421.595

1. .\ brake-shoe having a cast-metal body and a plate

back united thereto, said back between Its center and ends

having edge portions which are beveled, without projecting

Inwardly Into said body, to permit the cast metal to ex-

tend over them ; substantially as set forth.

2. A brake-shoe having a cast-metal body and a plate

back united thereto, .said back between Its c«nter and ends

having its opposite edge portions beveled, without project-

ing Inwardly Into said body, to permit the cast metal to

extend over them : substantially as set forth.

3. A brake-shoe having a cast-metal bo<ty and a plate

back, said back at Its center and ends baring parts an

chored in said body and at Its opposite edfles between Its

center and ends being beveled to permit th9 cast metal to

extend over them : substantially as set fortb.

4. A brake shoe having a cast metal body and a plate

back, said back at Its center and ends having parts an-

1. As an improved artlcl- of manufacture, a reel of the

class described having lis framework Integrally con-

structed of a one-piece sheet or blank of foldable material,

said blank comprising a flat central portion forming the

transverse body-web and having at Its opposite side edges

wings forming when folded the sides projecting above and

below the body web portion, said wings having an exten-

sion secured to the face of the body web at the longitudi-

nal side-edge portion thereof

2. As an Improved article of manufacture, a reel of the

cla'ss described having Its framework Integrally con-

structed of a one-piece sheet or blank of foldable material,

said blank comprising a flat central portion forming the

transverse body web and having at Its opposite side-edges

wings forming when folded the sides projecting above and

below the body web portion, said wings having an exten-

sion secured to tbe face of the body web at the longitudi-

nal side-edge portion thereof, and said body-web having Its

end-edges turned and curved to form rounded edges and

secured to the face of the web at the transverse end edge

portion thereof, whereby the central body web portion of

the blank Is reinforced.

3. An Improved reel of the class described, having a

body web formed of a single sheet or blank of stiff foldable

material having Its transverse end edges turned and

curved to form curvi<d or rounded terminals at the r.>-

spectlve ends of said body web. and having sides fornu>d

by folded extensions of said sheet or blank and projecting

at the longitudinal side edges of the web-portlon beyond

the body-web in a plane at right angles to the plane of the

web.
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4. An ImproTed reel of the class described, comprising a

body-web having curved or rounded end-edges and sides

and formed of a one piece shwt or blank of foldable mate-

rial, the body web being formed by the central or main

portion of the blank, the curved or rounded end edges be-

ing formed by the ends of snid central or main portion.

and the sides being formed by folded wings carried by said

central or main portion.

5. An Improved reel of the class described, having a

body-web and sides formed of a one-piece sheet or blank

of foldable mat.Tial. said blank comprising a central or

main portion forming the body w.-b, and side wings car-

rying extension-strips and having longitudinal fold lines

In the main portion of the wing and between the wing and

the body-web and Ix-tween tlie wing and Its extension, sub-

stantially as set forth

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

889.513 PLUG-CUTTING MACHINE. Edward E Elder

and John O. Pool. Lynn. Mass.. assignors to National

Bung Manufacturing Company. Portland. Me
.
a Corpo-

ration of Maine. Filed Mar. 27. 1905. Serial No.

252.320.

1 In a plug making machine, the combination with a

chute and means for feeding blanks ihefthrough with

their edges In contact, said chute having a curved exten-

sion causing the blanks to make a partial turn in their

passages therethrough, means for pushing a blank, as It

emerges from the end of said curved extension, trans-

versely to the plane of Its movement through said chute

to a dlCferent plane, to expose Its edges, and a blank

transferring or carrying device reciprocating across the

plane of movement of the blanks in the wild chute and

also across the plane of movement of the said pushing

means, and arranged to engage the corners of a blank

which has been forced away from the said extension.

2. In a plug making machine, the combination with a

chute and means for feeding blanks therethrough with

their side edges In contact, said chute having a curved

extension causing the blanks to make a partial turn In

their passag'' therethrough, means for pushing a blank.

as It emerg.s from the end of said curved extension, trans

versely to the plane of Its movement through said chute

to a dlfTerent plane, to .-xpose Its .-dges. a blank transf.T

ring or carrying device reciprocating across the plane of

movement of th.- blanks In the said chute and also across

the plane of mov.nnent of the said pushing means, and

arranged to engage the corners of a blank which has N^en

forced away from the said extension, and means for throw-

ing the said blank transferring or carrying device Into and

out of operation while the machine Is running.

3. In a plug cutting machine, the combination with a

cutting device comprising a hollow cutter and a co-

operating punch, of operating means for the said cutting

device, a yieldingly mounted dlscharcing rod or ejector

within said hollow cutter and longitudinally movable

relatively thereto, said discharging rod or ejector, In co-

operation with said punch, serving as a clamp to hold the

blanks for the cutting operation, a guideway through

which the blanks are fed. a lifting and clamping device

>,.v wi.ich the blanks are Individually seized as they emerge

ir-in said guideway and moved from the line of said gutde-

wav and momentarily clamped, and a reciprocating trans-

ferr 11^- "T carrying device which .-ugages the blanks while

thus lined and clamped and carries them forward to the

said cutting devic
4 In a plug cutting machine, the combination with a

cutting d.vlcc comprising a hollow cutter and a cooper-

ating punch, of op.Tating moans for the said cutting de-

vice, a yieldingly mounted discharging i;od or ejector with-

in said hollow cutter and longitudinally movable relatively

thereto, said discharging rod or ejector, in cooperation

with said punch, s.rvlng as a clamp to hold the blanks

for the cutting operation, a guideway through which the

blanks are fed. a lifting and clamping device by which the

blanks are Individually seized as they emerge from said

guid.'way and moved from the line of said guideway and

momentarily clamped, a reciprocating transferring or

carrying device which engages the blanks while thus lifted

and clamped and carries them forward to the said cutting

device, and means for throwing the said blank transferring

or carrying device Into and out of operation while the ma-

chine Is running.

5. In a machine of the character specified, the combina-

tion with a cutter, of a feed for the blanks, means for re-

ceiving the blanks as they are fed and separating them

from the line of their feed, a reciprocating carrier adapted

to grip said blanks when separated as aforesaid and carry

them to the cutter, a lever operating said reciprocating

carrier, cams positively operating said lever both forward

and backward or towards and away from said cutter, and

m.ans whereby the cam serving to move said lever in the

dlrwtion of said cutter may be manually thrown Into an

Inoperative position during the operation of said machine.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 9,514. GEARING. John Fair. Newport News. Va.

Filed Dec. 12. 1906. Serial No. .347.545.

1. In mechanism of the class described the combination

of a pair of shafts, a friction element for each shaft, a

countershaft, friction elements carried by the counter-

shaft to engage those of the first mentioned shafts, a

movable bearing for said counter shaft adapting it to be

shifted laterally, the cam coactlng with such bearing to

shift the counter shaft, a lever arm connected to the cam.

and a lever connected to said lever arm to operate the

latter.

2. The combination of a pair of shafts, a friction ele-

ment for each shaft, a counter-shaft, friction elements car-

ried by the counter-shaft to engage those of the first men-

tioned shafts, a shlftable bearing for such countershaft,

a cam coacting with the shlftable bearing to shift the

i counter-shaft transversely, a lever arm connected to the

cam. and means for operating said lever.

A. In mechanism of the class described the combination

of a pair of shafts, a friction element for .'ach shaft, a

j
countershaft, friction elements carried by the counter-
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shaft to enjfaife those of the first mtntiooed shafts, a

shlftabie bearing for the counter-shaft, t. plvotally mount-

ed bearing, a cam plvotally connected thereto and coacting

with the shlftable bearing to operate tht* latter, and means
to operate said cam.

889,515, EDUCATIONAL DEVICE. Julia A. Foley. I

Philadelphia. Pa Filed Nov. 19. 1907. Serial No
402,880.

1. An educational device comprising a main portion,

portions removably secured to the malt portion to form
a holder and bearing different characters, and a series of

detachfd parts adapted to be removably secured in the

bolder and bearing characters having a visual relation to

the characters on the holder. substantUHy as described.

-. An educational device comprising » holder provided*
with characters and a series of detached parts adapted to

be removably secured In the holder and Rearing characters
Identical with the characters on the holder, substantially

as described.

'.. In an educational device, the combtoatlon with a flat

main portion of sheet material, of flat retaining devices of

similar material having a plurality of characters Indicated
thereon, means for fastening the retaining devices to the
main portion and a plurality of separate cards baring
thereon characters bearing a visual relation to the char-
acters on the retaining devices and adapted to be inserted
between the main portion and the retaining devices and
held by frlctlonal contact, substantially as described.

4. In an educational device, the combtcation with a flat

main portion, of flat retaining devices Having a plurality
of characters indicated thereon, means for fastening the
retaining devlcfs to the main portion at Intervals, and a
plurality of separate cards having thereon characters bear-
ing a visual relation to the characters on the retaining
devices and adapted to be inserted between the main por-
tion and the retaining devices, and the fastening means,
and held by frlctlonal contact, substantially as described.

5 .\n educational device comprising a receptacle, the
bottom of which Is provided with a plueallty of retaining
dpvlces bearing characters thereon, a plumllty of separate
devices having characters thereon bearing a visual rela-

tion to the characters on the retaining devices, the said
separate devices beinj: adapted to be inserted between the
retaining devices and the main portion, and removed
therefrom independently of each other, and a cover for
said receptacle, substantially as described.

889,516. INJECTOlt-C.VRBONATOR. John H. FdX. New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 25, 1906. Serial No. 3i:i.508.

1. An apparatus for carbonating watar, comprising the
following means for thrice mingling the gas and water,
first, an injector supplied with gas and water, second, a
receptacle containing horizontal perforated partitions with
the mixture of gas and water from the HJector introduced
below such partitions, and rising througfc the perforations
of the pans during the discharging movement to be mingled
the second time thereby, and third, the receptacle having
a ga.s-space in the top and a draft tube extended from the

bottom of the receptacle upward through the pans with
the perforation in the gas-space above the water, and the

free gas entering directly from such gas-space into the

drawing-tube and mingling with the water in its discharge
from the receptacle, whereby the continued accumulation
of gas in the said gas-space is pri'vented. and the gas in

such space is utilized whenever water is drawn from the

receptacle.

2. \d apparatus for cartionatlng water, comprising a
receptacle for the carbonated water having at the tK)ttom

the carbonated water outlet ) and inlet g' for the mixed
gas and water, the injector connected to the said inlet

and composed of the pipe c with valve-seat a* screwed
inside the same and provided with check valve b'. the pipe

c having the gas-inlet a .screwed upon one end and the gas-

nozzle d screwed within the opposite end. and the T fitting

d' screwed upon the outside of the same forming the

water-chamber e around the nozzle d with water-inlet / at

the side, and the tapering gas outlet g secured upon the T-
flttlng and surrounding the point of the gas-nozzle d, the

pipe c forming a small reservoir of gas between the nozzle

d and the check-valve b. to supply the current of water
with gas until the pressure in the chamber is suitably

diminished.

'i. In a cartKtnating apparatus, the combination, with
the cylindrical receptacle A for carbonating the water, of

a series of perforated sheet-metal pans formed from square
blanks a little larger than the pans, each pan having four

legs and each leg having its edges sloped downwardly and
terminating in a point, and such points turned inwardly
to form flat feet to support the several pans upon one
another.

889.517, ROTARY DISPLAY STAND.
KEN. New York. N, Y. Filed Apr 6.

425.305.

Charlbs L Geb-
1908. Serial No,

1. A rotary display stand, comprising a rotatablo shaft,

, a series of horizontal transparent shelves surrounding said
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shaft, rotaUble electric lights between the shelves, and

means for successively connecting said lights to a source

of electricity, substantially as specified.

2. A rotary display stand comprising a rotatable shaft,

perforated transparent shelves carried thereby, chains en-

gaging the shelves, arms engaging the chains, clusters of

lights carried by the arms Intermediate the shelves, and

means for successively connecting said clusters to a source

of electricity, sul'stiintlclly as specified

S89,618. BINDER FOR ( OMPRESSING FUEL. Wil-

liam F. Giles, Chester. Pa , assi^inor of one-half to

Frederick C, Norris, Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. 11, 1907.

Serial No. 396,945.

1. As a novel binder for compressing fuel a composition

consisting of a hot paste prepared from common Hour and

water, and a hot aqueous solution of sulfate of iron.

2. As a novel hinder for compressinj: fuel a composition

consisting of a paste prepared from substantially 8 lbs. of

common flour and 72 lbs of wati-r. and 1 lb. of sulfate of

iron dissolved in about 16 lbs, of water

3. The process of producing a binder composition for

compressing fuel consisting in stirring common flour into

a small ijuantity of water of ordinary temperature, then

adding a larger quantity of hot water, preparing sepa-

rately a hot solution of sulfate of iron, adding same to the

mixture of flour and water, and raising the temperature

of the whole mixture to the boiling point.

4. The process of producing a binder composition for

compressing fuel consisting In preparing a paste from sub-

stantially S lbs. of common flour and 72 lbs. of water by

stirring the flour into a small quantity of water of ordi-

nary temperature, adding the balance of the water In a

boiling condition, preparing separately a. solution of about

1 11), of ferrous sulfate in about 16 lbs. of water while

heating same to about 190' F . adding the hot solution of

ferrous sulfate to the hot paste, and raising the temper-

ature of the whole mixture to the boiling point.

889,519 DISPLAY -CABINET
York. Pa Filed July 24. 190?

David F. OreevawaLT,
Serial No, 385.365.

the shafts from rotative movement, a pair of sprocket

wheels carried by each shaft, upper sprocket wheels at the

top of the cabinet, link belts passing around the sprocket

wheels, and fabric carrying rollers supported by said link

belts.

3. A display cabinet having vertical partitions dividing

it into compartments of different width, each of said par-

titions being provided with openings or recesses, a pair of

bars arranged to slide within said openings, the outer ends

of said bars being turned at a right angle to form terminal

arms, roll supporting brackets carried by said arms, and a

display device having alining recesses for the reception of

said arms.

4. .^n apparatus of the class described, a cabinet. link

belts arranged therein, supports for the belts, fabric carry-

ing rolls, endwise movai'le pintles at the ends of said rolls.

springs normally projecting said pintles, and means for

locking said pintles within the ends of the rolls.

5. In a device of the class described, a fabric carrying

roll having an end recess, n slidable pintle arranged in

the recess, a spring bar projecting the pintle, and a lock-

ing pin for holding said pintle within the recess.

889,520 WALL -DECORATING MACHINE. Kkanz J.

Gdthbil, Port Huron, Mich. Filed July 20, 1907. Se-

rial No. 384,680

1. \ display cabinet having a transparent front wall, a

plurality of pairs of endless belts arranged therein, tele-

scopic shafts, a pair of sprocket wheels mounted on each

shaft and around which the link belts pass, and a shaft

operating means arranged outside the casing and adapted

for connection to any of said shafts.

2. A display cabinet having a transparent front wall.

telescopic shafts arranged In the lower portion of the

cabinet and extending beyond one end thereof, toothed

wheels mounted on said shafts, an operating crank, a pawl

carried thereby and adjustable Into engagement with any

one of the wheels, independent locking means for holding

1. A wall decorating machine comprising centrifugal

projecting means acting in a perpendicular plane, cen

trifo;;al means adapted to feed the projecting means, and

means adapted to move said projecting means across a

wall in parallel relation thereto and to the plane of action.

2. A wall decorating machine comprising centrifugal

projecting means acting in a perpendicular plane, cen-

trifugal means adapted to feed dlfTerent colored powders

to the projecting means in parallel vertical planes, and

means adapted to move said projecting means across a

wall in parallel relation thereto and to the plane of action.

3 \ wall decorating machine comprising a centrlfugally

acting projecting brush, centrifugal means adapted to

apply different colored powders to the periphery thereof in

parallel, contiguous bands and adjustable means adapted

to direct the discharge of the brush in a horizontal plane,

4. A wall decorating machine comprising a centrlfugally

acting projecting brush discharging laterally in a substan-

tially horizontal plane, centrifugal means adapted to apply

dlfTerently colored .powder to the brush periphery in

parallel, contiguous bands, and means adapted to move

the brush and feeding means bodily across a wall in the

plane of centrifugal action.

5. A wall decorajtlng machine comprising a centrlfugally

acting projecting fcrush discharging laterally in a su(>stan-

tially horizontal plane, centrifugal means adapted to apply

dlfTerently colored powder to the brush periphery in

parallel, contiguous bands, and means adapted to move

the brush and feeding means bodily stoss a wall in the

plane of centrifugal action, and means to rotate the brush

and feeding means.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette ]
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889,521. FLEXIBLE SHAFT. Albert L. (Iale. Marengo,

111. FUed July 18. 1906. Serial No. 326,665.

}

1. A flexible shaft formed of plvotally coanected links or

sections, a sheath in which the .shaft Is incn.sed and wear-

ing parts al the central parts of the respective links or

sections and aranited to turn in unison therewith and pro-

jecting' from said links or sections for engagement with the

Inner wail of said sheath.

2. A flexible shaft formed of plTotally connected links or

Motions each made in cylindrical form at its central part,

a sheath in which the shaft is incased, and wearing parts

arranKed to turn in unison with the links or st-ctlons and

proJ«'ctini; in annular form from the central parts of the

links or sections for engajjement with the inner wall of

said sheath.

:i. .V flexible shaft formed of plvotally connected links or

sections each made in cylindrical form at Its central part,

a sh^-ath In which the shaft is Incased, and wearing parts

formf'd from sections of fiber tubing on the central parts

of th*» links or sections, and secured to turn in unison

therewith and projecting in annular form^from the cen-

tral portions of the links or sections for en^jagement upon

the walls of said sheath.

4. The combination of a flexible shaft having driving

means, a sheath inclosing said shaft, means, located at the

driven end of the shaft for sapportlng the sheath, and a

reinforce at the supported end of the shaft and formed of

a coiled metal strip arranged outside the sheath and hav-

ing the spaces between its colls gradually Itcreased at one

end. whereby said colls at that end of the reinforce are

causj'd to stand at gradually Increasing djstances apart,

mt-asured lengtiiwiso nf rhc shaft.

889.522. ELECTRIC INDUCTION-FURNACE.
HioRTH, Chrlstianla. Norway Filed laa '-

rial No. 409,071.

Karl A. F.

1908. Se-

1 In an electric Induction furnace, a spiral-like smelt-

ing channel the .-nds of the windings of which are con-

ductlveiy connected to each other.

'2. In an electric Induction furnace, a magnetizable core,

means to create magnetic fluxes In the said core, a smelt-

ing channel suroundlng said core and havlag two or more

turns one Inside of the other, and means to electrically

connect the Inn^r and outer end of said cliannel.

3. In an electric-induction furnace, a spiral-like smelt-

ing channel having a plurality of turns, the ends of the

Inner and of the outer convolutions of the channel being

connected by a depression passing under tke Intermediate

portions of the channel

8 8 9,523 ADJl'ST.VBLE STOP - COCK. FaA.vciS M.

MoLLiDAY. Glade Mills. Pa Filed Apr. 10. 1906. Se-

rial No. 310,952.

1. In a device of the kind described, the combination

with a valve casing provided with a tapt-rlng opening in-

termediate the Inlet and outlet ports and having a waste

passage communicating therewith, and a bridge formed

integral with the casing on the top and provided with an

opening, of a hollow tap'^ring plug arrange4 In said taper-

ing opening and provided with oppositely disposed vertl-
,

cal slots forming a horizontal passage, a wrench receiving

liead formed ou oof end uf said ping and a threaded re-

cess formed on the otht'r end. a threaded bolt secured in

said threaded recess provided with a reduced end extend-

ing through the opening of the bridge and having a trans

v"rs»> b<3re i-xtcnding t (i.Ti-tiirongii in a plane above the

bridge, and a pin arranged in said bure for lucking said

plug in said casing.

^
2 In a device of the kind described, the combiiiaiiim

with a valve casing provided with a tapering opening and
having an Integral bridge extending upwardly and across

said tapering opening, and provided with an opening, of

a tapering plug arranged In .said op»>ning and provided

with a threaded recess, a bolt arranged In said recess pro-

vided with a reduced end extending through the opening
in the bridgp. and linking a transverse bore formed there-

in, and a pin s^-cured in said bore for lix-klng said plug in

said opening.

889,524 ([RB. I>RAIN, AND lONDlIT Robert T
H()<)PEii, Youngstown, Ohio. Filed July 19, 1907 Se-

rial No. 384.595

The herein described combined curb, drain and conduit,

provided with longitudinally extending openings for the

reception of wires, pipes and the like, and formed with a

rearwardly sloping upper surface constituting a drain or

gutter and with a curb portion extending along the upper

surface at the rear side thereof and In a higher plane

than the said drain surface and also formed at Its front

with a horizontally extending upwardly facing shoulder.

and at Its rear with a corresponding shoulder In a higher

plane than the first named shoulder, said two shoulders

being designed to insure a perfect alinement of the struc

ture with the street and sidewalk pavings

889.525. CURTAIN • FIXTURE. Charles I.. Hopkivs,

Chicago, 111., assignor to The Curtain Supply Company,

Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey Filed Sept.

22, 1906. Serial No. .135,676.

1. The combination with a stick, of outwardly spring-

pressed heads at the ends of said stick, a roller mounted

to have rotary movement In the upper end of a head,

another roller mounted to have both rotary and bodily

movement In and oblUjuely of the lower end of said liead,

and longitudinally movable means Interposed between said

rollers and adapted to be normally gripped therebetween

and thereby to brake said rollers, for the purpose set forth.
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2. The combination with a stick, of heads carried there-

by, means for tlirusting said heads outward, a pair of roll

ers In each of tlie heads, bearings for said rollers, said

bearings being adapted to cause the rollers to move toward

each other when both of said rollers are pressed against

an opposing surface, and means interposed between said

rollers and adapted to be gripped tlierebetween and to

normally prevent rotation of said rollers.

3. The combination of a sUck. a head at the end of said

stick, means for prewilng aald head outward, a pair of

rollers mounted In said head, said rollers being spaced

apart nnd arran>.'ed to approach each other when moved

inward in said head, and an elongated member inter-

posed iMtween said n.Uers and adapted to be normally

pressed upon by both of said rollers, one at each end

thereof, whereby the rotation of said rollers is prevented.

4 Ttie combination of a stick, elongated heads at the

ends thereof, elongated bearings in the ends of said heads,

said bearings being Inclined with relation to the direction

of movement of the head along a window frame, rollers

supported In said bearings, and means in each of said

iieads having movement lengthwise of said head and nor-

mally engaging a roller at each of Its ends, for the pur-

pose set forth.

5. The combination of a stick, heads at the ends there-

of, a pair of rollers mounted in each of said heads, elon-

gated bearings for said rollers, said bearings being inellned

relatively to each other, and means interposed between

said rollers and adapted to engage both of said rollers

wlien the latter are pressed t(»ward the inner ends of their

t)earlngs, whereby said rollers are hraked against rotation.

889,526. DESK ATTACHMENT FOR CHAIRS Fred

James. Mitchell, S. D Filed Dec 14, 1907. Serial No.

406,526.

ally connecting the frame and braces to a support, and

means for simultaneously locking the frame and braces in

extended positions.

4. in a desk attachment the combination with an ex-

tensible frame, extensible braces plvotally wnue^ted

thereto, and means for detachably and pivotaliy connecting

the frame and braces to a support ; of means for locking

the frame and braces in extended positions, a desk sec-

tion carried by the frame, and a foldable leaf connected to

said section.

5. The combination with a desk section ; of an extensible

frame connected to said section, extensible braces pivot-

ally connected to the frame, means for pivotaliy and de-

tachably connecting the frame and braces to a support, a

leaf hlngedly connected to the desk section, and means

carried by the leaf for detachably engaging the frame to

•upport the leaf,

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A desk attachment comprising a telescopic frame,

telescopic braces plvotally connected thereto, a desk sec

tlon carried by the frame, and means for plvotally connect

ing the frame and brace sections to a supporting structure

2 A desk attachment comprising a longitudinally ad

justable frame, longitudinally adjustable braces plvotally

connected thereto, a desk section carried by the frame.

means for pivotaliy connecting the frame and braces to a

supporting structure, and means for simultaneously lock-

ing the frame and braces in. or unlocking them from, ad-

justed positions

8. A desk attachment comprising an extensible frame,

extensible braces plvotally connected thereto, a desk sec

tlon carried by the frame, means for detachably and pivot

889,527. SHOCK- (iATHERER. Fkkd James, Mitchell,

s'. D. Filed Dec. 28, 1907. Serial No. 40H.412.

1. A shock gatherer comprising orbitally moving base

Impaling tines and orbitally moving head impaling tines,

2. A shock gatherer comprising orbitally moving base

Impaling tines, orbitally moving head impaling tines, said

tines moving at different rates of speed,

3. A shock gatherer comprising orbitally moving base

impaling tines and orbitally moving head Impaling tines.

said tines being so arranged as to simultaneously impale

the shock and the head impaling tines withdraw from the

shock prior to the withdrawal of the base impaling tines

therefrom.

4. A shock gatherer comi)rising orbitally moving base

impaling tines and orbitally moving head Impaling tines,

each set of said tines being so mounted as to rotate about

an axis when in the act of Impaling or withdrawing from

the shock.

5. A shock gatherer comprising orbitally moving base

impaling tines, orbitally moving head impaling tines and

means for adjusting the head impaling tines with relation

to the base impaling tines.

[1 laims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,528. SPEED -CONTROLLING MECHANISM FOR
AUTOMOBILES. Thomas B. JErrEEY. Kenosha. Wis.

Filed Jan. 12, 1907. Serial No. 351,934.

1. In a motor-driven vehicle, a motor for propelling the

vehicle at various speeds, a motor-controller, a speed Indi-

cator driven in time relation with said motor so as to show

the speed at which the vehicle is traveling, operative con-

nections between said controller and said Indicator for

causing the controller to be actuated upon variations In

the speed, said indicator Including relatively movable co-

operative dial and index members located within reach of

an occupant of the vehicle, and said latter members being

so arranged that relative movements may be effected be-

tween them by such occupant.

2. In a motor-driven vehicle, a motor for propelling the

vehicle at various speeds, a motor-controller, a device driven

In time relation with respect to said motor, connections
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b«tween'8ald controller and said device for eaaalng the

latter to operate the controller according to the speed, rela-

tively movable co<5peratlng Index and dial members located

within reach of an occupant of the vehicle, and operative

connections between said device and said members for pro-

ducing relative movements of said members.

angle to the first and second lines, all of said lines adapt

Ing said flaps to be easily torn away when said mailable

3. In a motor-driven vehicle, a motor for propelling the

vehicle at various speeds, a motor-controller, a device

driven In time relation with respect to said motor, con-

nections between said controller and said device for caus-

ing the latter to operate the controller according to the

speed relatively movable cooperating Index and dial mem-
|

bers located within reach of an occupant of the vehicle,

operative connections between said device anfl said mem-

bers for producing relative movements of sa5d members.

and said members being so arranged that relative move-

ments between said members may be effected by such oc-

cupant. . ^,

4 In a motor-driven vehicle, an Internal combustion

engine for propelling the vehicle at various speeds, a con-

f.aier for regulating the charge, a device driven In time

relation with respect to said engine, connections between

said controller and said device for causing the latter to

operate the controller according to the speed at the engine,

relatively movable cooperating Index and dial memben

located within reach of an occupant of the vehicle, and

operative connections between said device and said mem-

bers for producing relative movements of 8al4 membera.

.5 In a motor-driven vehicle, an Internal combaatton

engine for propelling the vehicle at various speeds, a con-

troller for regulating the charge, a device dflven In time

relation with reapect to said engine, connections between

said controller and said device for canslng the latter to

operate the controller according to the apeed «f the engine,

relatively movable cooperating Index and dial m«mb«n

located within reach of an occupant of the Vehicle, oper-

ative connections between said device and «ald members

for producing relative movements of said aembera, and

said members being so arranged that relatl^ movemeBts

between said members may be effected by sail occnpant.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oasette.l
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f
oath-piecp with a point outside th«' how!, vklre-chambers

dlTldlDg sai.l Jucts midway, and h." -k v i;v.» in said valve

chambers.
3. In a smoker's pipe havinK twin ducts one of which

concerts the month piece with the bowl and the other the

mouth-piece with a point outside the bowl, valve-chambers

dlvidiDK said ducts midway, and check valves In said valve-

chambers ; the check-valve In said first duct adapted to

permit pas.sage of air only from the bowl to the mouth-

piece, and the valve In said second duct glvbitc passage of

air only from said mouth-piece to th>' outer air

4. In a smoker's pipe havln;; twin du' t» in the -itf-m

thereof leading from the mouthpiece, one to the bowl, and

the other to a point our>id>' the l)owl. the »tera being re-

cessed to cut said ducts midway formln^i ?al ve-chambers

separated by a partition, m-ans .-ovprinj? -said valve-cham-

bers, and valves Inserted in said valve-chaibbers. each of

said valves comprising a tube Inserted into the respective

ducts and having on its other end a ball closing the orifice

thereof.

5. A Bmoking-plpe having twin ducts In th» stem thereof,

one leading from the mouthpiece to the bowl and the other

from the mouth-piece to a point outside tlie bowl ; said

stem being cut away or recessed to intercept the respective

ducts midway thereof forming valve chamb.rs i^r recesses:

a valve In each of said valve-chambers comprising a tube

having one end Inserted into the respective ducts and the

other end normally covered by a ralsable ciosCre-piece : and

a U-shaped clip over the outside of said stert covering and

closing said valve chambers and resillently enga<,'ing re-

cesses in said stem.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette ]

8 8 9.53S. .vrTOJJ.\Th: CYLINDER V.\LVE. J.vmes

Mastom,
350.918.

to rest and trave! upon the line wire, a carrier frame having

open ends supported by said wheels, and a parcel recep-

fn'-le removably arranL'ed with said frame

Clairton. I'a Filed Jan. i>. 11X17. Serial No

IN . ,^ ^ f A

^ >

The combination with a iiair of steam r>iin<l.Ts of an

engine, of a duplex draining mechanism ea.:h comraunlcat-

in- with an ngiiie eylinder, each of said m«<-haiiisms f^om-

prisinj a pair of drain cylinders arranged In longitudinal

alintment and having the oppo(»ing heads tlieriof formed

with Inlet nipples, pipes for connecting said nippb'S to-

gether, each '•( said drain cylinders formed with an outlet

port at a point interraediafe the ends there^jf ami further

provided witii a vertically ex'>-nding tubrlar exteriorly

threaded conn-ction adapted to engage with the engine

cylinder whereby communication Is "Stabllnhed between a

pair of drain cylinders and an engine cylinder, a piston

mounteu in each of the drain cylinders and recessed inter-

mediate the ends th-reof. a spring mounted In ear-h of the

drain cylinders and bearing against the respective pistion

therein, combined with a transversely exf-ndin.; pipe

branch communii-af ing with the pipe conn^-tii'iis l..oween

the nipples, a fluid pressure supply pipe communicating

with sa.d pipe branch and means for <'ontftilling the sup

ply of pressure to said supply pipe.

889.5.'lf^ P.\i;K.\i;f: - (WKRIER. CiiARt-ts .1 Mii.i.f.h.

Minneapolis, Minn Filed .Ian 4 I'.mM. Serial No.

IST.'VJI.

1 In a store service apparatus, th-^ combination with a

way. of a frani'^ having wlie»^is to travel upon said way,

and a rest or support and a pan adapted ro contain ar

tides of a bulky nature removably arranged upon said

rest, and means on the sides and ends of said frame for

preventing 'he accidental dlslodgment of said pan

2 A package carrU-r eomprising suitable wheels adapted

3. A package carri.r foniprlslng tirackets and wheels

mounted thereon and adapted to rest and travel upon the

line wire, a carri-T fram^' supported at eaeli end by

said lira 'ktts sai.l fran^- haxing op.-n ends, and a parcel

receptacle ada;'r..l t. !.• inserted Into said frame and re-

moved therefrom through said open ends

4. A parcel carrier comprising a skeleton frame having

an open end. side bars connecting the heads or ends of

said frani''. a pan fitting within said frame and removable

through said op.'n end. and wheels carried by said" frame

and adapted to rtst and travel upon tlu- lln>> wire.

5. In a parcel carrier, the combination, with a frame

baring an open end and carrying whet-ls. and a bar ex-

tending across said f-nd. "( a r'M-ipfaib> or [lan rem<.»vably

arranged within said frame

[Claims 6 to IM not printed in the Gazette.]

889,537. PACKAGE *AKIUi:u Chuuk
JuHX F. Canney. Mmn-apolis. .Minn

1904. Serial No. lIl-'.TGf^.

.1 M I i.i.i 1; and

Filed June 16,

1. The comblnniiou. with a package carrier shank pro-

vided with notches or recesses, of dogs pivoted on said

sliank and having their low.-r ends resting by gravity upon

the edges of said notch, s. and a h.-ad liaving a socket to

receive said sliank. and sitriiig pr.'ss.-d plung.rs to enter

said notches.

•2. The combination, with a package carrier having a

depending shank provided with opp<^sitely arrang.-d

notches, of dogs pivoted on said shank above said notches

and resting by gravity u^xm the edges of said notches, a

head having a socket to receive said sliauk. and oppositely

arrang.-d spring pressed plungers adapted to raise said

dogs and enter said so.-k.'ts. for the purpose specified

3. The combination, with a carrier shank provided with

notches or recesses, of d.igs pivoted on sabl shank above

said notches, stop pin- [provided on said shank above said

dogs to limit their upward movenient, a bead having a

socket to r.-cei\e said sliank. and spring pr.>ssed lUung.rs

mounted in said head and arranged to enter said notches,

substantially as deseribed.

4 A device of th- .iass d>'S<'rlbed comprising two CO-
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opernttng members, one having plungers and the other re-

ocases to receive them, and gravity dogs arranged to nor-

mally cover said r.'Ct sses but adapted to !)e raised to allow

said plungers to enter them, substantiall.\ as described

r.. A device of the class described, comprising a shank

having a notch, a head movable on said shank, sliding lock-

ing means carried by said head and adapted to ent.>r said

notch, and m< aiis for guiding said locking means past said

notch when said head is lowered after being raised to a

predetermined point a'.' v. -aid notch.

[Claims 6 to 10 n f print, l in the Gazette.]

889.538. STORE SF.U VI* K, AI'IVVHATIS. Chaeles J.

M11.1.ER. Minneapolis, Minn Filed May 22. 1905. Se-

rial No. 261.525.

---^;

1 .V paekage .arri.r coin,.ris,ug d.pending
^""f »"^J

support connecting said ends and wheels adapted o rest

and travel upon the line vmp or .nv. a tray or pan looselj

testing upon said support and adapted to receive and

ransport articles of a bulky nature, said pan being re^

movable from said support at each end of the carrier, and

a locking device provided at each end of said pan

o A package carrier comprising a support having wheels

adlpted to rest and travel upon the way, a P'^'^^R;/;^

ceptacle carried by said .support and removable at each end

thereof, and locking -le vices provl.led at eaeh end of said

receptacle, said devices automatUally locking each end

of said receptacle against accidental vertical movement

but allowing the removal of -the receptacle at either end

of the 8upp<irt when the locking device at that end Is re-

leased, substantially «« described.

5 \ package carrier comprising a support having wheels

adapted to rest and trav.l upon the way. a package re-

ceptacle carried by said support, pivoted handles provided

on each end of said receptacle and normally engaging

stops on said support to limit the vertical movement of

said receptacle, and the handle at each end of said re-

ceptacle becoming rebns.d and allowing the withdrawal

Of the receptacle from its support upon the releasing of

the handle at one end of sai.l support and the movement

of the receptacle toward that <nd, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A package carrier comprising a frame having wheels

adapted to rest and travel upou the way and having bars

upon each side of the middle of said frame and raised

above the bottom thereof, there being an unobstructed

space iK'tween the inner ends of said bars, a pan (ittlng

within said frame, and handles pivoted on the ends of

said pan and adapted to pass through the unobstructed

space l>etween said bars when said pan is moved length-

wise, and said handles having laterally extending lugs

that project und.r said bars iind limit vertif-al movement

of said pan

5. In a store service apparatus, the combination, with a

carrier, of a package receptacle fitting therein and remov-

able at eltle r end, and l.>cklng devices arranged to prevent

premature movement of said receptacle, said locking de-

vices allowing removal of said receptacle by releasing the

locking device at either end and moving the receptacle

toward that end

[Claims C to 8 not printed In the Oazette.]

889,530 niNGf:. RiCH.\RD J. M>-Ki;. New York.

Filed Apr. 19. 1I»07. Serial No. ;;t)H.103.

N Y,

1. A hinge comprising two strap members, trunnions

at one end of one of said strap members, side and end

l)earlngs at one end of the other stra]. member adapted

to receive the said trunnions, and a spring cut from the

metal of the latter strap member for normally maintain-

ing the said trunnions in the said bearings.

2. A hinge comprising two strap members, the one pro-

vided with trunnions at one end thereof and the other

with slideways having bearings at the bases thereof

adapted to receive the said trunnions, and a yielding stop

for holding the trunnions in position.

3. A hinge comprising two strap members, the one

provided with trunnions at one end thereof and the other

with slide-ways having bearings at the bases thereof

adapted to receive the said trunnions, and a spring con-

nected to the said other >trap memlxT and adapt. -d at its

extremity to normally bear against the end of the first

aforesaid strap member adjacent to the trunnions thereon

to maintain the same in position within the said bearings.

889.540. M.VGAZINE F< iR UIFI.ES J"HN Mt e.s and

JOB.v H. Matthews, Northcote. near Melbourne. Vi<-

toria. Australia, assignors to The .New .\ustralian Rifle

Company. Proprietary, Limited. Melbourne, .\ustralia.

Filed Aug. 2{K 1907. Serial No. .".Hd.ti.'iti.

In a magazine for rihes a vertically sliding platform or

carrier normally held in its raised position by a spring

in combination with a lever having one arm arranged

to bear upon -said spring and a retaining spring or catch,

to engage and hold said lever.

889.541. CRUTCH. Gbobge H McCo.well. Houston.

Pa. Filed Mar. 25, 1908. Serial No. 42:r!.l88.

The Improvements in crutche«, oonsistlDg of the oniteh

proper, the lower end of which Is provided with an opea-

iBg for receiving and containing an adjustable fang or
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creeper; a cylinder secured in th^ crutch Which is pro-

vided with openings for re<vlvin.' rh- i; j-r '>r flattened

end of the fang, recesses form'Ml in shh! f:\nii which are

adapted to en^axe with a pin In the cylinder. t.,::ether with

a sprlnK carried In and by said r-yllnder for holding the

fang or creeper Into engaKement with said twin, iind means

for limiting the vertical movement of the fapg or creeper,

all substantially as shown and described.

889 542 ELECTROMEDK.VI. BATTEKV Klmisd T.

Otto Jersey City. N, J., assignor to Ott* Manufactur-

ing Company, Jersey City, N. J., a Corp..raT; .n of New

Jersey. Filed Aug, 15, 1907, Serial No >v:..u.

formed therein, a movable double head locking bolt ar-

ranged In said casing, pins carried by the sides of said

locking bolt and adapted to engage in said slots, spring

pressed tumblers arranged at the sides of said locking bolt,

said tumblers having notched openings formed therein for

engaging the pins of said bolt, and a key adapted to be In-

serted In said casing for elevating said tumbler and mov-

ing said bolt.

tKmKmiiii»''/«im'''/m/mim^m)jmvm^

I An elfctru in.-.li. al 'mtt.TV cuinprislug a cahln.>t hav

ing upper and l^w-r ..-. f i-n-*. a coil and operating cell,

and an electrode -r a--.-ss,,ry romparfm».nr formed in

part by th.^ wnlH of the cabinet and by "i^- "f said elec-

trodes.
' \n eUM-tP. m.'dical battery comprising' a rabin-r hav-

InJ upper and Iow.t s.x-tions hinged together, a vlhrat-r

"coil and operating cell s.-cured to the lowf-r or ba.se sec-

tion and a cnmpartm.-nt triangular In shiape In the up-

p,.r .s..,U.>n fnniuvl in part by the walls thereof and t,y

one of said f'l»<-tn)des

3. An electro-medical batf.ry .v)niprisinj.' a ba-*.'. a vi-

brator coll and operating cell, and m.-aas f r s. urlng

said cell to said base, which ni.^ans mmprisp a .Up en-

gaging the rim of said cell, and a ^t uidar! -ngaglng one

of the poles thereof, said clip and said ^^endard f rming

part of the circuit of the battery

4. An electro-medical battery comprising a cabinet hav-

ing upper and lower sections, a coil and operating cell

secured to the lower section, and an electrode or accessory

compartment formed In part by the upp.r s.-rtion and

one of said electrodes, the securing meann for said oper-

ating cell forming part of the circuit of t|e battery.

5. An electro medical battery comprising a cabinet hav-

ing upper and lower sertlons, a coll an* operating cell

secured to the lower section, an electrofle or accessory

compartment formed In part by the upi)er section and

one of said electrodes, and means for aut6matlcally open-

ing the electric circuit upon the closing ol the cabinet.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

:?. A lock comprising a casing, a locking bolt arranged In

said casing, pins carried by \\v -Id- th.Tt-of and adapi-d to

movably support said bolt, tuinbi. rs arraiik'-'d at th.- -ides

of said bolt for engaging said pins, and a key adapted to

be Inserted In said casing for moving -^aid nimbbT-* and

said bolt.

889.r>44. SASinirKIt ATI.VC. MKi IIANISM. Wii.maM

F. I'i..\ss, N.w York. .N. Y. Filed Apr. Ki. 1907. Serial

No. .i67,930.

889..'^43. LOCK. Tehodobe Ozorozt. f'oftti Braddock,

Pa. Filed Mar. 12. 1908. Serial No. 44).6e7.

1 A lock comprising a casintr -al a-^ing having slots

formed therein, a double headed . kitu- l-lt arranged to

mov»> in said casing, a guide arranged within said casing

f.>r supporting the Inner ends of said lodking bolt, oppo-

sitely disposed pins carried by said bolt a^d extending Into

the slots of said casing, a plurality of tumt'K-rs arranged

upon each side of said locking bolt, said Tumi.bT-. having

op,.ninirs f.-rmed th.T-ln for said guide, suld tumblers hav-

ing oblong notrhed openings for the pins of said bolt.

springs arranged in said casing for nurmBlly holding said

tutnblers in engagement with said guide and said pins, and

a key adapted to be Inserted In said .-ajing f-r simulta-

neously raising said tumblers and nioviiv;; said bolt, sub-

stantially as described

2. A lock comprising a casing, said caping having slots

1. Sash operating nwchanlsm comprising parallel sub-

gtantlally inflexible reciprocating rods, links connecting

them with the sash, n flexible connection between the two

reciprocating rods at each end thereof, one of said connec-

tions being In the same vertical plane as the rods, and a

gtiiding support for each of said flexible connections.

' Sash op'THTing m.. bantsm comprising parallel sub-

sta'ntlallv Intl-xibb- r.>, ipr.cating rods, links connecting

them with the sash, a Metlble connection between the two

reciprocating P-ds at -ach end thereof, one of sal.l con

nections being In the san.e vertical plane as the rods, a

guiding support for each of said tl-xiblo connections, and

means for acttiatlng one .,f sal.I !'.\i!.!- .onnectlons to pull

the reciprocating rods in opposite directions.

?,. Sash operating mechanism comprising parallel recip-

rocating members, a link r.mne.ting each of said recipro-

cating meml)era with the sash, the conne.-tlon with the

sash being at opposite sides thereof, said links being ad-

justable In length, and fixedly connected with the reclpro-
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eating members, and means for actuating said recipro-

cating members in opposite directions.

4. Sash operating mechanism comprising parallel recip-

rocating members, a link connecting each of said recipro-

cating members with the sash, the connection with the

sash being at opposite sides thereof, said links being ad-

justable In length and fixedly connected with the recipro-

cating members, a flexible connection between the two

reciprocating members at each end thereof, a guiding sup-

port for each of said flexible connections, and means for

actuating one of said flexible connections to pull the recip-

rocating members in opposite directions.

of the machine, a single main gear wheel meshing with all

of the worker gear wheels, and means for driving said

main gear wheel, substantially as described.

889,545. MAILCRANE. Ira H. Pringle. Whistler, Ala.

Filed Oct. 2, 1907. Serial No. 395.608.

1. lu a mail . rane. the combination of a standard, a ver-

tical rod Journaled upon the upiwr portion of the standard,

a lateral arm plvotally connected to the vertical rod, a

spring normally tending to swing the lateral arm upwardly,

a second lateral arm projecting from the standard below

the first mentioned lateral arm and mounted to revolve

about a horizontal axis, and a stop for limiting the swing-

ing movement of the second mentioned lateral arm.

2. In a mail crane, the combination .f a standard, a

frame at the upiKT end of the standard a vertical rod

Journaled within the frame, a rounded protuberance at the

base of the frame upon which the lower end of the vertical

rod rests, a lateral arm carried by the vertical rod. a

bracket projecting from the standard, a second arm pivot-

ally mounted upon the bracket to swing about a horizontal

axis, the said second arm being adapted to cooperate with

the first mentlont-d arm and being provided with a stop to

limit its swinging movement.

3. In a mall crane, the combination of a standard, a

frame at the upper end of the standard comprising verti-

cally spaced bars having alining openings therein, a verti

cal rod journaled within the said openings, a rounded pro-

tuberance at the base of the frame upon which the vertical

rod rests, a lateral arm carried by the vertical rod. a

bracket projecting from the standard, and a second arm

plvotally mounted upon the bracket to swing about a hori-

zontal axis and cofiperatlng with the first mentioned arm.

the said aecond arm being provided with a stop for limiting

its swinging movement.

889.54 6 GARNET MACHINK .Iosiah K. Proctor.

Philadelphia. I'a . assignor to Smith & Furbush Machine

Company. Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Aug. t:. lltofl. Serial No. 328,864.

1. The combination in a gurnet machine, of a main

toothed cylinder, means for driving the same, a series of

workers of pra(ti<ally the same diameter working In con-

Junction with the main cylinder, gear wheels on the

spindles of each worker, said gear wheels being of de-

creasing diameter from the feed end to the discharge end

2. The combination in a garnet machine, of a main cyl-

inder, a series of workers acting in conjunction therewith,

a gear wheel on the sinndle of earh worker, s^aid gear

wheels decreasing in size from the feed end to the dis-

charge end of the machine so that the peripheral speed uf

the workers will be Increased as the material moves for-

ward, a bearing fi>r the main cylinder, a gear wheel mount-

ed eccentrically on said bearing and meshing with the gear

wheels of the workers, with means for driving said main

gear wheel, substantially as described

3. The combination in a garnet machine, of a main cyl-

inder, a aeries of workers acting in conjunction therewith,

a gear wheel on the spindle of each worker, said gear

wheels graded to produce Increasing peripheral speed of

the workers, from the feed end to the discharge end of the

machine, a bearing for the main cylinder, a gear wheel

carried by said bearing and mesliing with the wheels on

the workers, with means on the bearing for adjusting the

main gear wheel in respect to the worker gear wheels with-

out adjusting tlie main cylinder, substantially as described.

4. The combination in a garnet machine, of a main cyl-

inder, a series of workers acting in conjunction therewith.

a gear wheel on the spindle of each worker, .said gear

wheels gradually Increasing in diameter from the feed end

to the discharge end of the machine, a gear wheel meshing

with all the worker gear wheels, and an adjustable eccen-

tric bearing for the said gear wheel, f^ubstantially as de-

scribed,

5. The combination in a garnet machine, of a main cyl-

inder, bearings therefor, a series of workers, having in-

creasing peripheral speed, a gear wheel on the spindle of

each worker, a pear wheel common to all the workers, two

eccentric sleeves mounted on one of the bearings for the

main cylinder and acting as the bearings for the main gear

wheel, said eccentric sleeves being adjustable one In re-

spect to the other and also In respect to the bearing, and

means for locking the sleeves in the position to which they

are adjusted, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in tli<' (Jazette.l

889.547. DIE-CASTlN*; ArP.\Il.\TT S Aivkht G. U.u h

and Lawre.ntjc Olsen, Indianapolis, Iixi .
assign. .rs to

.\merican Die Casting Company. Indianapolis, hid.

Filed Apr. 20. 1!»07. Serial No .U'.".*..';!"*;.

1. In a die casting apparatus, the combination with a

crucible, a charging cylinder, means connecting said

charging cylinder and said crucible, and a die situated

under and contacting said charging cylinder, of a fluid

pressure and a molten met.1l supplying means, and a lever

common to both said means whereby the molten metal and

the fluid pressure are alternately admitted into and ex-

hausted from said charging cylinder

2. In a <lie casting apparatus, ttn^ co:nt)ination with a

crucible, a removable die. a co.iling block supporting said

die. a charging cylinder situated between said crucible

and said die. and means conn, 'ihl' said crucible and said

charging cylinder, of inbt and ..ntlet valves situaie<l

within said charging cylinder for controlling the suiiply
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and th«« flisrhark'e of t\f molten metal luto and oat of

naid charuin- .^ :ind»»r. a tlnid preswurp Kiipplvink: means

connected ' -I't •harztc-' cylinder and mi-ans situated

exteriorly i-:' -.i. 1 liar»'inz I'viiiHler .ii[niii"ii '" said tiuld

preMore supplyinj: in.ans and said charjin.- \::ndtr

valres whereby the fluid pr.ssure siipplyini; iu^hiis aii.l rh-

chartrinjj cylinder valves are op.-rated alternately to first

admit the molten metal, then thf fluid undt^r pressure,

then discharge the molten mital and tinalljf exhaust the

flul^ pressure.

said m. inh^T a tutit extending throu«li sau! U-aring. and

a h()..i< siuip--.| lu-ad carried by said l>olt. an eccentric

revoliii)lv mounted upun xaid bearing, a handle carri.-d

by said eccentric, a

.cc^ntrtr. an<l a irnp:

adapted I" '.p-'iai*' in

irrlppin^' ja'A
,

ni' vable momb»T supported by said

Mill.' jaw (^arrifd by .said member and
. :n!uuition with the first mentioned

3. In a die castlns; apparams, th- comhicatinu with a

crucible, a cbaru'ln*: cylind^-r havinir a N.ttDm m^tal dis-

cliarftnir openlni: a sp^-ur onn-cting »al<! crucible and

KAid charetnif cyllndMr havinir its outlet and pmj.ctlng

Interiorly of said .-hareing cylinder, a r-movable die

situated under said charcinu '-ylind.T o|>enin(?. a die

support, and m-ans for clamping said di.' to the bot-

'tom ..f said charging cylinder, of a fluid pressure supply-

In-' ni.ans, a fluid pressure i-ontrolling uapans. a mntal

chariTlnt: valve on the outlet .-nd of said spout, a metal

dls.bark'lnK valve over the bottom op^-ning nf said charg

Ing cylinder, and means common to sai<l fluid pressure

controlling in-aus and said molt.n 111. tal .'imn;ini.' and

dis<'harglng valves whereby the in..lr.'ii m^ral Is rtr^-t

admitted info said .barging cylhid^-r. next rhe fluid pres-

sure, then the molt»-n metal is dlscharired therefrom, and

Anally, the fluid pr-ssiire Is exhausted

4. In a die casting' ai>paratu!i. the comblnatlun with a

crucible, a charging cylinder having an outlet opening at

its bn-e. a die situated under said base .ip.'nlnK. and a

die clamping ni-ans. nf L-ravity . b.sinu \-alves situated

within »ald charging cylinder, a fluid pres»<ure supplying

means connect. -d Jo the latter, a thr--.- hmv valve ..on

nected to said fluid pressure supplying rn.aas an. I
situated

exteriorly of said charging cylinder, a b ; i.u.'cted to

said thrt-e-way valve, and means on sa I cooper-

ating with said three-way valve an. I sai.l irravity valves

to o;)erate each alternately.

5. lu a die i-asting apparatus, the combination with a

crucible, a charging cylinder, a die. and an agitating

means situated within said charging cjlludsr for agitating

the molten metal contained therein, of an iqlet and an out-

let valv.' situated within said chargink' .ylinder for con-

troilin;; the flow of the molten metal thereluti. and there-

from, a fluid pre8.sure supply controlling iii.ans situated

exteriorly of said charging cylinder, a .mjui rolling levr

coinmuu t.. said fluid pressure supply coutrolliiig means

and said <liark:ing .ylinder valv.s.

[CUiuiu G to 11 n.>t printed in the liazeite.J

2. A bed clotches fastener comprising a stationary mem-

ber, a gripping jaw carried thereby, a bearing carried by

said member, an eccentric movably mounted upon said

hearing, a movable m.inlHr supported by said eccentric,

a gripping Jaw carritMl by said movable member, and

means for operating said eccentric.

3. The combination with a bed or gripping rod, of a

stationary gripping member, a bolt extending through said

member, a hook-shaped head carried by said bolt for en

gaging said rod, an eccentric movably carried by said sta-

tionary member, a movable k.'rlpping member supported

from said eccentric, neans ; .r m.-vlng said eccentric, and

means for retaining sanl >..lt lu said stationary member.

4. A bed clothes fastener comprising a stationary

member having a gripping jaw, means carried l)y said

member for securing the same to a bed, an eccentric

revolubly mount. -d .>n ili.' stationary member and pro-

vided with a handle, and a movable gripping member

eml>odyin;; a i:rip|)lnu Jaw. a strap encircling the eccentric,

and a shank conne.tlng the jaw and strap, said movable

member actuated b> said .c.niric to move the gripping

Jaw thereof towards and away from the gripping Jaw .f

the stationary member.

hNy.54{». MSl'L.W t»U C.VMrAIi.-N BLrro.N KDWiRD

H. BoT, Nashville. Tenn.. assignor to National Novelty

Advertising (onipany. a I'orporation of Tennessee,

nied July 18, 1!M>7. Serial No. 384.457.

ssu.:,4,^. CLOTH KS-F.VSTK.NKH 1 f.m liisl.icv. Brv>ok

Tille, I'a. Filed l>ec. -UK I'.hiT s^tmI No. 4'tN.'it;,'>.

1. A l>ed clothes fastener emtxid.v.n.' a stationary mem-

ber, a gripping Jaw carrie<l thereby. 1 . ir 11.' arried by

1 The herein described display or campaign button.

consist ini: of a base plate provided with upper and lower

transverse sb.ts. a hooked pin extending through said

slots, and provided with an ofrset portion, a slide provided

with upper and lower slots through which the base plate

extends, the said slide being formed with a slotted tongue,

;i sprini; .-onnected at one .^nd to the offBet portion of the

h..oked pin and at its oth. r nd to the said tongue, and a

string also attached to said fon^rue and adapted to draw

the slide downwardly atainst the t.-nsion .>f the sprint'.

•J. The herein described itisplay tmtton .•.nsisting .>f a

base plate, a book.-d oin *.. Mired to said base plate at the

rear thereof an.l formed with an ofTset portion, a slide

prov.d.-.i with upper and lower slots through whi. li -a ul

i,a>.- p'.at.' eMfuds. and with a lower extension in wliieh

the low.rm- si slot i- formed, the said slide belni; f.irraed

In said extension wiUi a slotted i.^iiltu. a pull spring con-
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nected at one end to the ofTset portion of the hooked pin

and at its other end to the said tongue, and a string also

attached to said tongue and adapted to draw the slide

downwardly against the tension of the spring.

«80 550 NECKTIE- HOI. 1)I:R. James C. Ryan, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Filed Mar. 23, 1003. Serial No. 149,130.

2. A sighting device comprising a front-sight formed

of a mirror having a dark sight mark thereon, and a rear-

^'

(T'
™yjl

Sight having a sight mark the image of which on said

mirror is concentric with said front sight mark and sur-

rounds the latter with a light margin or edge.

1. A tie holder having the flattened loop A=, A, A^. form-

ing the space S. adapted to receive the shank of the collar

tmtton, the said loop being adapted to retain the said

collar button shank within said loop, when so located, by

friction between the device and the front of the collar

and the back of the head of the collar button, the tie

holder being adapted to be readily removable from the

button, the tie holder being provided with the outward

bends D, having the vertically downward extending arms

E terminating near the line of the lower edge of the col-

lar and free nt said lower ends, the lower portion of^these

arms lying In advance of the curved parts A=. A. A", and

adapted to receive the tie pieces, between the parts A*.

A, A=. and the arms E, and means for uniting the parts

A*. A^ respectively to the upper ends of the arms E, E,

substantially as and for the purposes specified.

2. A tie holder having the flattened loop A. forming

the space S. and whose arms at their upper ends approach

and form the narrower space S=. and having the upper

bends B. continued from the arms A=. A^. and the lower

bends C continued from the bends B, and the upper bends

D continued from the bends C. and extended forward, and

the arms E extending from the bends D downward and

without the curved part of the holder, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

3. A tie holder, liaving the loop A, forming the space

S. and its arms A=, A=, approaching each other and form-

ing the space S=. and provided at each side with the bends

P, and C, and the bend I>, continued lu the hanging arm

E. the loop A and bends B and C forming a curved part

conforming to the curve assumed by the collar when In

use, but the bend D extending diagonally forward from

that curve, and the arms E, hanging forward and without

the curved part of the holder, substantially as and for

the purposes specified.

4. A tie holder having the loop A. forming the space S,

and Its arms .\-. .\-. approaching each other and forming

the ^pace S^, and provided at each side with the bend B.

and the bend D. continued In the hanging arm E. the

loop A and bend B conforming to the curve assumed by the

collar when In use, but the bend D extending diagonally

forward from that curve, and the arms E. hanging forward

and without the curved part of the holder, substantially

as and for the purposes specified.

T). A tie holder having the loop A, forming the space S,

and its arms A». A-. approaching each other and forming

the space 8", and provided at each side with the bend B.

and the bend I>. continued In the hanging arm E. the

loop A and bend B conforming to the curve assumed by

the collar when In use. but the bend I) extending forward

from that curve, and the arms K. hanging forward and

without the curved part of the holder, the holder being

made of wire, and the loop A. A--. A», and the adjacent
[

portions of the bends B being flattened, substantially as

and for the purposes specified.

889.552. LINOTYPE MACHINE. W1LLI.4.M H. Schauf,

^Iontreal. Quebec. Canada, assignor to Toronto Type

Foundry Company. Limited. Toronto, Canada, a Cor-

poration of Canada. Filed Sept. 13. Ilt05. Serial No.

278.239.

889.551. SIGHT FOR FIRE.KRMS. Friedbich A. SCHANZ.

Dresden. Germany. Filed Oct. 1, 1907. Serial No.

395.375.

1. A slfbting device comprising a front-sight formed of

a mirror having a sight mark thereon, and a rear-sight

having a sight mark the Image of which surrounds the

front sight mark with n martin or edge.

1. In a linotype machine, the combination of the keys,

the escapements, and an operative connection between

each key and the corresponding escapement consisting of

two members and means to preserve a fixed relation be-

tween said members until the matrix is released and to

permit relative movement I. t ween said members after the

matrix is released.

2. In a linotype machine, the combination of the keys,

the escapements, and an operative connection between each

key and Its corresponding escapement consisting of a two-

part key rod and means between the two parts of the key

rod to hold said parts in a substantially fixed relation to

each other as they move to release the matrix and to per-

mit relative movement of the same after the release of

the matrix.

3. In a linotype machine, the combination of the keys,

the escapements, and an operative connection between

each key and Its corresponding escnp.nient onsisting of

two members and a sprint: connecting said members to

preserve a fixed relation b.iween said members during

the release of the matrix and then to permit the relative

movement of said members.

4. In a linotype machine, the combination of the keys,

the escapements, and an operative connection between

each key and its corresjKindlng escapement consisting of

two members and a yielding connection between said mem-

bers, said yielding connection being stiff enough to hold

said members in a fixed relation to each other during the

release of the matrix and then yielding to permit rela-

tive movement between said members
,"'». In a linotype machine, the combination with a key,

of mechanism f..r releasiiii: a matrix, -aid mechanism in-

cluding a spring Interposed betwe.n two members thereof

adapted to hold said memb. r* in a -^nbstanti.'vlly fixed re-

lation to each other during the release of the matrix.

I
Claims to i:; not printed in the Gazette.]
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889.553. MECHANISM FOR ISt: IN THI: PHKl'ARA
TION OF IMCTFRE-MOLDINGS. I'lCTriiK FRAMKS.
AND THE LIKE. Cmiustian E. SkckFokd. (.'incln-

natl, Ohio. Filed Aug .•^. 1>J05. Serial Ho. 1'76,129.

1. In a machine for enabling moldings to W held while

being coated, the holder provided with fao'>a. with means

for receiving the holder and with adjustabh- clamps for

holding the molding to tli-' holder and said clamps adapted

to overlap the molding to t)e held, and means for enabling

the clamp fo be adjusted to the length of the molding.

substantially as and for the purposes specifled.

2. In a machine for enabling moldings to be coated, a

rotatable holder, and the clamp having the rib F* located

In a slot of the holder, a flange at the edge of the rib. a

finger piece E. E' at the face of the holder and a bolt for

uniting the separate parts of the clamp, sutstantially as

and for the purposes specified

.3. In a machine for enat)ling moldings to be coated, a

rotatable holder, and the clamp, having a lip at the inner

or back side of the holder, and a dt'vice as .1 fastened to

the holder and engaging the lU) of the clamp, substan-

tially as and for the purposes specified.

4. In a machine for enabling moldings toi be c<jated, a

rotatable holder, and the clamp having the piece F com-

posed of the rib F'* adapted to enter a slot In the holder.

and with the flanges V-. one at each side of the r>'ar edge

of the ril>. and the finger piece at the front -vi.b' if the rib

and connecting bolt, substantially as and fur the purposes

specified.

5. In a machine for enabling moldings tu be coated, a

rotatable holder, and the clamp having the piece F com-

posed of the rib F* adapted to enter a slot In the holder,

and with the flanges F*, one at each side of the rear edge

of the rib, and the finger piece at the froi^t side of the

rib and connecting bolt, and the securing pi^ J fastened

to the holder, and having a fiango, for engaging a flange

of the clamp, for Iceeping the latter to th^ holder, sub-

stantially as and for the purposes specified.

ISlalms 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.

889.554. SANItl'.U'KUIN'. .MAiHINK. .I-iis 1' Si\i

MON8, San Francisco. Cal., assignor tu lldiron. Kiekard

ft McCone, San Francisco, Cal., a Coriiorttiuti of Call

fomia. Filed Aug, 29. 1907. Serial No r,;>()..-.st5.

1 In lonibination with the drum of a Hand papering
machine, a pair of gripper-rolls rotatably mounted in the
drum and adapted to receive and clnrap thf ends of the

paper between them: and means actinu on said rolls for

imposing constant yielding rotative pressute to compen-
sate for the expansion and contraction of tlhe paper and
to keep it under constant tension.

I

2. In combinatioti with the drum of a Mind pap<Ting
machine, a pair of giipper-rolls rotatably ntounted in the

drum and adapted to receive and clamp th^ ends of the
paiH^r betwe.n them; and springs connect|>d with said

rolls for Imposing upon them constant yie ding rotative

pressure to compensate for the expansion and contrac-

tion of the paper and to keep it under constant tension.

3. In combination with the drum of a sandpapering
machine, a pair of gripper-rolls rotatably mounted in the

drum and adapted to receive and clamp the ends of the

paper between them, said rolls having projecting lugs

;

collar-pins pivoted to said lugs; lugs In the drum through

which the other ends of the collar-pins play ; and springs

on the coUar-plns disposed to impose on the rolls a con-

stant yielding rotative pressure, to compensate for the ex-

pansion and contraction of the paper and to keep it under
constant tension.

4. In combination with the drum of a sand papering

machioe, a pair of gripper-rolls rotatably mounted in the

drum and adapted to receive and clamp the ends of the

paper between th<m, said rolls having at one portion of

their circumference correspondingly disposed flat sides, to

form an entrance slot for the ends of the paper ; and
springs connected with said rolls for imposing upon them
constant yielding rotative pressure, to compensate for

the e.xpanslon and contraction of the paper and to keep

it under constant tension

5. In comliination wlili the drum of a sand papering
machine, a pair of gripper rolls rotatalily niounte<l in the

drum and adapted lo p'' . i\.. and lamp tlie ends of the

paper between th>'iii. saiil 11 Is havinj; at one portion of

their circumference correspondingly disposed flat sides, to

form an entrance slot for the ends of the paper: moans
for eflT'^'ctlug the rotation of the rolls in unison, to initially

receive and clamp the paper ; and springs connected with

said rolls fur Imposing upon them constant yielding rota-

tive pressure, to compensate for the expansion and con-

traction of the paper and to ket'p it under eunstMut ten-

sion.

[Claims tj to ^ not printed in the Gazette.]

889,555. (;RINr>lNi;M.\CHINE. Oeoroe M. SinBHIAII,

Aurora, Ind. Filed July ::, 1907. Serial No. 881,M7.

1. In a machine of the class described, a series of re-

volving blades, a coiiperating series of relatively station-

ary blades, a knife secured Immediately above said sta-

tionary blades with Its edge adjacent to the path of travel

of the ends of said revolving blades, means to adjust said

knif" and stationary blades towards and nway from said

r>v living blades, and means to yieldingly hold said knife

and stationary blades In operative position.

2. In a m.T 't-;iie of the class described, a rotating shaft,

a series of .iNks ^. Mired thereon, a plurality of hammer
blades, loos»'ly pivot<-d between each pair of said disks, a

second shaft parallel to said rotating shaft, a series of

relatively stationary blades secured thereto and projecting

between the paths of travel of said hammer blades, a knife
i secured Immediately above said stationary blades with Its

! edge adjacent to the paths of travel of the ends of said

hammer blades, means to adjust said second shaft towards
and away from said rotating shaft, and breakable means to

normally hold said second shaft from turning.

j

889.556. ci*; \K riP i'l'KlMi: vPoR. AfofSTrs W.

I

8TSPHEN.S, Waltham, Mass Fil.d .N'lV. 8, 1907. Serial

I

No. 401,215.

I

A cigar perforator composed of a rod of penetrable mate-

t rial, having a solid tw^dy portion, and longer and shorter
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extensions at opposite ends of the body portion and inte-

gral therewith, said extensions having oppositely opening

cavities, and a perforating pin having its shank driven

into the penetrable material of the body, and its point pro-

jecting from the body into the cavity of the shorter exten-

sion, the said shorter extension and pin serving as a cigar

perforator, while the longer extension serves as a handle

for the perforator and ali»o as a storage receptacle.

889.557. BAG HOLDER. Edward M. Sutton. Wellsburg.

W. Va Filed Oct. 10, 1907. Serial No. 396,782.

projecting within the air chamber and provided in its

Inner end with an air inlet port in constant open com-

munication therewith and in its outer end with a dis-

charge port communicating with an outlet from the

casing under control of the valve, a seat for the valve pro-

vided with an opening, a hydrocarbon supply nozzle con-

centrically arranged In said opening, and means for ro-

Utorlly adjusting the valve, said valve forming the mixing

chamber and provided with an opening adapted to be reg-

istered with the opening in the seat of the valve. •

1. laa bag-holder, a stand, and a series of bag supports

•napcaded therefrom, said supports being plvotally at-

tached to aald stand and arranged in superposed rela

tion, each support overlying the top of the package of bags

contained in the next support therebelow, each support

consisting of a single wire bent to form supporting ter-

minals, parallel downwardly and fc.rwardly inclined

members for embracing a package on opposite edges, and

a rest portion on which the package is supported.

2. In a bag holder, a supporting stand, and a plurality

of bag-supports plvotally suspended from said stand, said

supports being arranged in snp-rposed relation, each sup-

port overlying the top of tie i^ackage of bags contained

in the next support tb.r.bel.w en!) support consisting

of a single wire bent to form a Lh-" ii.lai'.'d for having the

bottom of a package rest thereon, sld. n. ni.ers for hold-

ing the package against lateral displai . m.m. and support-

ing members or terminals

3. In a bag-holder, a supporting stand, and a plurality

of bag-supports plvotally suspended from said stand, said

supports being arrang.'d In superp<ised relation, each sup-

port consistini: •'
it wire bent to form a base for support-

ing the bottom of 11 i^ik kaue. guard members for preventing

forward displacement of the package, side members for

holding the package against lat.ral displacement, and in-

wardly directed terminals against which the top of the

packak'e rests

4. In a bag holder for holding a plurality of packages of

bags of varying sizes, a supporting element which is off-

set at different points gradually reducing its width from

bottom to top. and a i)lurality of bat' receptacles of vary-

ing sizes plvotally suspended from said supporting element,

said receptacles beinc so arranged that they hang In

sui>erpo8ed relation, one overlying another, exposing the

bag-bottoma, each receptacle consisting of a base on which

the bags rest, side members for preventing lateral dis-

placement of the bags, and terminals in pivotal engage-

ment with said suiM^'Tt itii; element.

889.558. CAUIUUKTEK ILum e T THOMAS. Lansing.

Mich., assignor to Reo Car Co . I^insing. Mich., a Cor-

poration of Michigan. Filed Nov. l.*}, 1905. Serial No.

286.993.

1. The combination with a cnslnir of an air and a con

2. The combination with a casing forming an air and a

float chamber, of a hollow valve projecting within the air

chamber and provided in its Inner end with an air inlet

port and In its outer end with a discharge port, a seat for

the valve provided with a circular opening, a spraying

nozzle extending concentrically Into said opening and sup-

plying the hydrocarbon, and a corresponding port in the

valve adapted to register with said opening, said valve

forming the mixing chamber and provided with means for

rotatorily adjusting it.

3. The combination with a casing forming an air and a

constant level float chamber, the air chamber being pro-

vided with lateral Inlet and outlet arms, a mixing chamber

rotatorily adjustably seated in the outlet arm and pro-

jecting inwardly into the air chamber, the casing being

provided witli inwardly projecting walls forming a seat for

the mixing chamber within the air chamber, a spraying

nozzle projectini: upwardly in the alV chamber against the

underside of said seat, there being an opening In said seat

concentric with the nozzle and a corresponding opening In

the mixing chamber adapted to register therewith, and a

discharge outlet in the outer end of the mixing chamber.

4. The combination with a casing forming an air and a

constant level float chamber, the air chamber beinc pro-

vided with lateral Inlet and outlet arms at right angles

to each other, a cylindrical mixing chamber rotatorily ad

Justably seated In the outlet arm and projecting inwardly

Into the air chaml)er. the casing l>eing provided with

inwardly projecting walls forming a seat therefor within

the air chamber, a spraying nozzle at the bottom of the

air chaml>er and projecting upwardly against the under

side of said seat, there being a circular opening in said

seat concentric with the spraying nozzle and a correspond

Ing opening In the mixing chamber, a discharge port in

the outer end of the mixing chamber and air inb t ports in

the inner end of said chamber.

889.559. rROTKCTOR Foil TllIKI" HAILS OF RAIL-

WAY SYSTEMS. .To-sEPH N. Tomlinson. Vlneland,

N. J. Filed Dec. 10. lOOr,. Serial No. .'i48.513.

slant level float chamber formed therein, a hollow valve i and a roofing for the rai!

1. In combination with the third rail of an electric sys-

tem, a series of shoes made of insulatini.' material provided

with grooves in which the rail is seaie<l, insulating blocks

carried by the rail and extending within the said grooves,

said blocks contacting with the end walls of ^aid grooves.
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2. In combination with the thinl rali of an - Uctrlo sys

tern, a serlea of shoes made of Insnlatltif? inatiriil provided

with grooves In which the rail Is seat.il ln<ul<itlnR blocks

carried by the rail and fitendlUK within th.- said urooves,

said blocks contacting with the end walN ( said urooves

and a rooting for the rail formed wiih ou. ; Ui lasulatlng

blocks.

880,560. GRAIN I'UIF.K. Fba.nk J. Tm LU Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed May ::7. I'JOT. Serial -No. ;{p,M»T.

xJrw-

1. The combination with a rasing and a .imveyer in the

bottom of aald casing for carrying away tHe material re-

moved from the stock, of a perforated doum rotatlvely

mounted within said casing and adapted to receive the

grain at one end and to discharge the sam* at the other

end. and a blast pipe terminating in a perHorated section

located within said drum, substantially as .Jesorihed.

•J. The combination with a casing havlas an air dis-

charge stack at Its upper i>ortlon and a -tuv. sr at Its

lower portion, of a pair of reversely Inollnetl p.rf.rate ro-

tary drums, the upper drum being arrun-Ml t I sobaru'e

Into the lower drum, and a blast pipe irMm- p-rtorated

branches extended axlally Into said twn ;
- iry drums, sub-

stantially as described

,T The combination with a oaslns liavn^- an endless

conveyer Jn Its bottom for carrying; iwrty tb.e nmrerlal re-

moved from the stock, and an air dlxinr^. -trnk at its

upi>er portion, of a perforate inclined Inirn. rotatlvely

mounted within said casing and adapte.i to receive grain

at one end and discharge the same at it-; other end. «ald

drum having Internal lifting tlishts. and a t.last pipe ter-

minating In a perforated section located within said drum

and extending axlally thereof, substantial!} as described.

4. The combination with a casing, >f l [lerf. irate In-

clined drum within s.ild msing, adapted to r Ive grain

at one end and disrhaii,"' fhe "ame at Its other ^nd, antl

friction devices .-ru-i^iiu' "I'h !!)•> •^r.-ri. r portion of the

upper end of sa,.l Iruiii. :o :uta':v.'iy -.hMm rf the upper

end of said drum, a shaft mounted on said casing and con

nected TO the lower end of said drum for mpporting and

rotating the same, and a blast pipe t.Tnili.iitinc in a per-

forated section extending axlally throu.'h Paid drum and

connected to the Inner end of snid shaft l>.v- a swivel coup

ling, substantially as described

[.otentiai and is operated in a reverse direction when the

differeme of p<nential is destroyed.

J. In a signaling system, the combination with a plural-

ity of block sections, both track rails of a block section

l>elng Insulated at Its ends from the track rails of the ad-

jacent block sections, a slkinallng current for each block

section, the signaling current In one block section flowing

In a direction opposite to the rtow of the signaling current

in an adjacent block section whereby a difference of poten-

tial is maintained at the ends of two block sections be-

tween the track rails of the two block sections, a relay be-

tween two block st-.tions 'operated by such difference of

potential to close a signaling circuit and operated to open

the signaling circuit when such difference of potential is

destroyed.
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Thcllet, Edu'ewood. Pa .
issj^nor to Thf T'nion Switch

Jt Signal Company. Swissvaie. I'a., a Corporation .>f

Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 3. 1906. Serl|al No. 303.945.

1. In a signaling system, the cniMnatlon' with two block

•ectlons the track rails of on,, s., r;, „ >„.in2 Insulated at its

ends from the track rails of the ad)a. .ur M'>ck section, of a

signaling current fl'^wlnc in the mils of ,.;i,--h Mo.'k section.

in such directions a* to maintain a dilTcreiice of potential

'between the track rails of thf tuo i.lock s,.,flons at the

points of Insulation, a relav for -ah Mock se<-tion and n

relay at each point of Insulation the armature of which is

opPTrtf-d in ' ne direction '>y th.^ maintained difr-renoe of

3. In an electric nUlWsy iTatMD. source of current of

one character, vehicle* opented thereby, a circuit for said

current formed In part by the tru. k rails and conducting

the said current In one direction the track rails being each

divided by Insulation to form hi ><k sections, reactance

bonds the colls of which are conn, cted across the track

rails of the block sections, conductors connecting the mid-

dle points of adjacent colls, a signaling current for each

block section, flowing In opposite directions in the track

rails, and said signaling curr.nts maintaining a dlfT'THii.

.

of potential at the points of insulation l.etw^-en -i.e tni -k

rails of adjacent 8e<-tions. u railway slgnai , ntroj.d from

oa<-h signaling current, and means located nt Insulation

points and operated as to one movement by the difference

of potential between adjacent Idock sections and operated

as to another movement wh<'n such difference of potential

Is destroyed for also controlling the railway signals.

4 In a signalluk: system, the <nmhtnation of two block

sections, both track rails of one hlock section being Insu-

lated at its ends from the track rail- of the other section.

an alternating signaling current for each block section

the flow of the sl^itiKlini; 'iivnt in block section at any

one Instant being opposite lo the rlow of the signaling cur-

rent in the other blcxk section at the same Instant, wh.-re-

by a diCfer-nce of signaling c iirrent i>otentlal is maintained

lietween the rails at the adjacent .'nds of the block sec-

tions, and a relay device operate.l as lo ,,ne of its move-

ments l>y the said difference of pot.-ntial and operated as

to another .f its movements when -aid difference of poten-

tial Is destroyed.

.", in a signaling sy-teni tlie combination of two Ul.ick

sections, both track rails of one IWock se.'tion l.eiu^; in- i-

lated at Its ends from the track rails of the oilit-r se. uou,

an alternating signaling curr.nt for each block section the

flow of the signaling current in one Mock >wctlon at any

one instant being opposite to the flow of the signaling
>

ir

rent in the other block section at the same instant, where

by a difference of signaling current potential Is maintained

l.ctwe.n the rails at the adjacent ends of the block sec-

ti.ins, and a relay device comprising field and aiin.ifiire

cuiU one terminal of the field coll t>em;; conn.- t.-.l to .,ne

rail of a block section and one terminal of the armature

coll being conn-or,.d with the other rail of the same block

s,-ction and th.' other terminals being connected with the

truck rails of the other blo.-k section, and snid r.iav heln^

operated as to one of its mi>vements by said dlff'Tence of

potential and operated as to another of its mov.'m.'nts

when said difference <if potential is in any wm\ destroyed.

[Claims tJ to 9 not printed In the (lazetfe )
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6 8 9,0 6 2. 8EES.4.W. Jay H. Wagner. Bucyrus. Ohio.

Filed Oct. 8, 1907. Serial No, 396,485.

889,565. H.^IR-CRIMPER. .\LBEBT WiLCOX, Wheeling.

W. Va, Filed Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No. 395,253.

S

In a device of the character described, a trestle, a rock-

ing beam mounted on the trestle, seat frames pivoted to

the outer portions of the beam, said frames depending be-

neath the beam, and bars plvotally secured at one end to

the trestle and at their opposite end portb.ns to the de-

pending portions of the seat frames, said end portions pro-

jecting beyond the seat frames, said projecting portions

being resilient.

889 563 rBEPAUINt; FI.NK lAKTb LES OF IRON

OXID FOR ISE IN BLAST Fl ll.N.VCES. Utley

Wedoe, Ardmore. la Filed Nov. 13. 1907. Serial No.

402.014.

1 The mode h. rein d-scrll^ed of preparing relatively

flne particles of Iron ...^id for use in furnaces, said mode

consisting In mixing said particles with lime In order to

take up moisture and act as a tlui, and then subjecting

the mixture to combined h- at and a.-itatlon to form the

same Into lumps or nodules

2. The mode herein described of pr.punng relatively

fine particles of iron oxid for use in furnaces, said mode

consisting in mixing said particles with air-slaked lime

in order to take up moisture and act as a flux, and then

subjecting said mixture to combined heat and agitation

lo cause It to form lumps or nodules.

889,564. TAKE-UP Ml' IIWISM FOR LOOMS.

A. WENirr. South Euclid, Ohio. Filed Jan. 22,

Serial No. 353.462.

ADAM
1907.

1. A device of the class described comprising a pair of

members connected In fixed relation, and a third member

pivoted between the first mentioned members, the said

third member being concaved longitudinally throughout

its entire length and having its edges convexed.

2. A device of the class described comprising a pair of

flat-sided members connected In fixed relation, and a third

member pivoted between the first mentioned members,

the said third member being concaved longitudinally and

throughout Us entln length and along its middle.

3. \ device of the class described comf)rising a pair of

members connected In fixed relation, and a third memt>er

pivoted between the said first mentioned members, the

said third memlier l>elng of less thickness at its middle

and throughout its entire length than adjacent its .dges

4. K device of the class described comprising a pair of

members connected In fixed relation, and a third member

pivoted between the said first mentioned members, the

said third member being of less thickness at Its middle

and throughout Its entire length than adjacent Its edges.

the tald member having Its said edires rounded throughout

their extent

5. A device of the class described comprisinL' a pair

of members connected in fixed relation, and a third mem-

ber pivoted lietwe.ti the first mentioned members, the last

mentioned member being grooved lonL'itudinally throughout

Its sides.

889.566. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Alfreu .S.. Wuhlaler,

New York. N, Y. Filed June 25. 1907. Serial No.

380.735.

The combination with a b.om frame, and a cloth roll

therein having a shaft extending through one side of the

frame and provi.ied with a ratchet wheel at Its outer end,

of a combined drum and vxorm wheel lo<.-se on the shaft

between the side of ih.' frame and the ratchet wheel,

the drum havlni: a pawl enga;:inu- the ratchet wheel, and

a worm shaft having a worm ent'agea!)le with the worm

wheel, the worm shaft b<ing pivoted at one end to the

Sid. o'f th.- frame and m..valile at the other end to engage

or .!!-• luaj. th. w..rm wh.Md.

1. In an electric switch or cut-out. the .ombination.

with the opposing contacts, of a mercury cntaining vacu-

um-tube swlveled Intermedlat.ly of its l.ngth t.. move In

the plane of said contacts nml arran;:.'d to ingage at its

ends with the latter

2. In an electric switch or cut-out. the coml.inati..n.

with the opposing rontacts. of a swlveled vacuum tube to

establish electrical communication betw.'en said contacts.

said vacuum-tube being partly lilled with m.Tcury and

provldeil with sealed in electrodes, and metallic .n.i cai's

to coact with said contacts.

3. In an electric switch or cut-out, the combination,

with the opposing contacts, of a vacuum tube swiveled

between the same, said tube being partly filled with mer-

cury and pn.vided with sealed In electrode, an.l n,.

talllc end cai.s to coact with said contacts.

4. In an el.^trlc switch or cut out. the combination of

a foundation plat.' having a so.ket. ...ntacts ncunied at

either side .f said s..cket. a mercur> .-.nialning vacuum-

tube to establish ele.trical communication betwen said

contacts and a ring embracini: said tube and having a

pivot turning in said socket an.l a thumb-piece by which

said tube may !>. turned.
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6. In an electric •witch or cut out, the (Jomhinatlon of

a foandation-plate bsTlnK a depr»'salon and an upstandlnK
rim encircling the same, contacts applU-d to the inn.T
surface of said rim at diamefrlcallj opposite points, and
a mercury-containing vacuum-tube to el'5<-trlcally con-

nect said contacts swlveled to said plate within said de-

pression.

[Claim Q not printed In the Gazette.]
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889.567. 8YSTKM OF KI.ECTRIC.^L DISTRIBUTION.
Joseph L. Wm, .dbuuxjf:. Philadelphia. I'a. P'iied Oct.

2, 1907. Serial No. .395,517.

within .said outer compartment and having an openlri)?

I'orrespondlnK In size to and retfisterinR with the op.'nin){

in said outer compartment and a strip of rt-sllient mate-
rial carried by one end of .tald cigarette holdinK compart
ment in such position as to be capable of being jtressed

against the casing, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

fc I. S-

> r.. r -
^^

HL-^™

1. iu combination an alternating current circuit, a di-

rect current source, transforming apparatus connected be-

tween the alternating current circuit and the direct cur-
rent source, and means for controlling tht transfer of
current between the transforming apparatus and the alter-

nating current circuit, said means respon.il v.3 to only such
component of the current In the alternatinf current cir-

cuit as bears a predetermined phase relation to the voltage
of said circuit.

2. In combination an alternating current circuit com-
pensating means connected to said circuit and adapted to
deliver to and receive from said circuit altprnatlng cur-

.
rent, and regulating mean^j adapted to control both the
amount and phase relation of the current transferred be-
tween said circuit and the compensating m»ans, said regu-
lating means responsive both to the amount end phase re-
lation of the current in the alternating current circuit.

3. An alternating current circuit, compensating means
connected to said circuit and adapted to deliver to and
receive from said circuit alternating current, one regu-
lator adapted to control the transfer of en« rpy between
the compensating means and the circuit aad responsive
to the energy component of current In the circuit, and a
second regulator adapted to control the transfer of watt-
less current between the compensating means and the
circuit and respon.^^ive to the wattless component current
in the circuit.

4. .Vn alternating current circuit, a source of alternat-
ing current connected to the circuit and provided with n
field winding, a magnetic circuit, means for inducing in

the magnetic circuit, n magnetic flu.i proportional to the
voltage of the alternating current circuit, a conducting
coll Independently supported In the path of the magnetic
flux, means for transmitting through the coil current
corresponding in amount and phase relation to the cur-
rent In the alternating current circuit, and means re-
sponsive to the force exerted on the coil by the flux and

J. \ flexible cigarette box embodying • ctuAng harlng
a rib at the front end thereof, an onter eomiwrtment
slidably mounted therein an<l having an elongated-opening
formed in the top thereof, a flexible cigarette holding com-
partment slidably arranged within said outer compart-
ment and having an opening In its top corresponding In
size to and registering wiili the oiiening in the top of .said

outer compartment, means carried by said cigarette hold-
ing compartment In such p<isltlon as to be capable of l)e-

Ing pressed into frictlonal engagement with said casing,
and means carried by said outer compartment for enfcrnge-

ment with the rib of the casing' to limit the outward
movement of said outer o^mpartment.

3. .\ hox embodying a flexible casing, an outer compart-
ment slidably mounted therein, a flexible Inner compart-
ment slidably arranged within said outer compartment,
said compartments having registering openings In the top
thereof, means for Limiting the outward movement of
said outer compartment, and means carried by the inner
compartment and located In such position as to be capable
of being pressed Into frictlonal engagement with said
casing whereby the outer compartment may be with-
drawn independently of the Inner compartment.

889.569. CONCRETE COMPOSITION FOR BUILDING
MATKKI.\I. HKKM.4V S .Vt.HKEiiiT. St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Sept. 13. 1907. Serial No. 31)2,«45.

J--

\ building material ooBpwltion containing cement, salt
and a.sbestos pulp, finely pulverized saw dust and sill.ious

sand.

vsM .".70 T.A.PKM.\K KtMKi! I), .\ykks, Jones Station,
I'a. Filed .\ue. lt>. Ilt07. Serial No. 388,837.

adapted to control the How of current in the
of the source.

9eld winding

889.568. CIG.VRKTTF ROX ASD r.\SE. Oeobgb AL-
BKECHT. rittsburu. I'a. Filed July 20, H!)07. Serial
No. 384,690.

1. A cigarette box consisting i.f a flexible cjaslng having
a rib at the front end thereof an outer Compartment
sUdabljr-mounted In said casing and flavinc »n elongated
opening formed in the top thereof, a depending rim carried
by the rear end of said compartment for engaging said rib,

a handle carried by the outer end of said ao in part ment,
a flexible cigarette holding compartment slidably-mounted ^

A device of the type Set fiirtb comprising a casing In-

cluding: a detachable side wall. axl>"; mounted transversely
of said casine. a tcmthed wheel nmunted on one of said
axles, a flat coll spriui; having conuection with said wheel
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and said last named axle, a reel mounted on the other of

said axles, a tape measure carried by said reel and movable

Into and out of said casing, a pinion carried at one side

of said reel and In mesh with said toothed wheel, a spring

pressed pivoted lever having an extension formed with a

spur to engage the periphery of said toothed wheel, and

a stem for moving said lever against the tension of said

spring as and for the purpose set forth.

889 671 FIRNACF CHARGING MECHANISM. David

. BAKEB, I'hiladelphla. I'a. Filed May 18, 1906. Serial

No. 317.422.

stationary reticulated plate, another reticulated plate hav-

ing Its face rotatable in contact with that of said sta-

tionary plate, and means by which said last-named plate

la rotated and the material forced throuirb both of said

plates.

3 In a cheese-masbinc machine, the combination of a

screen, a second sen en. means to rotate the second screen.

and means to simultaneously press it against the first.

4. In a cheese mashing macblne. having a casing and a

feed-screw therein, a screen applied to the discharge end of

the casing, a second screen, means for pressing the sec-

ond screen against the first screen, and means for rotating

the second screen.

5. In a cheese-mashing machine having a casing and a

feed-screw therein, provided at its discharge end with a

socket, the combination of a screen at the discharge end of

the casing, a second screen, a shanlt secured to the second

screen and engaging the socltet of the feed screw, and a

spring interposed between the feedscrew and the second

screen.

1. In a furnace chargini: mechanism, the combination of

a receiving hopper, a vertically movable gas seal, a horl-

z..ntal lever pivoted between its ends, a stem connecting

the lever with the bell, a retarding mechanism, connections

between the retarding m.'chanism and the lever formed to

permit the lever to be moved independently of the retard-

ing mechanism on the opening of the bell and constructed

to automatically clutch the retarding mechanism to the

lever when the bell closes.

2. The combination with a hopper and a liell having a

vertical stem, of a counter-balanced lever connected at its

inner end to said stem, a racic bar depending from the

lever, a fly wheel, a loose pinion engaged by the rack bar.

and means for clutching the fly wheel to the pinion on the

downward movement of the rack bar and releasing the

same on the upward movement of the rack bar.

889.573. PROCESS OF MAKING CARBON CHLORIDS,

Ac. Hb.nrt S. Ki..\rKMORE, Mount Vernon. N. Y. Filed

Jan. 12, 1903. Serial No. 138.7:^.

1. The process of making carbon hallds which consists

In exposing a carbonaceous substance to the action of halo-

gen-generating composition under reacting conditions.

2. The process of making carbon hallds which consists

in exposing a carbid to the action of a halogen generating

composition under reacting conditions.

3. The process of making carbon hallds whbh consists

In exposing a metallic carbid to the action of a halogen-

generating composition under reacting conditions.

4. 'ine process of making carbon hallds which consists

In exposing hydrogen carbid to the action of a halogen-

generating composition under reacting conditions.

5 The process of making carbon hallds which consists

In exposing acetylene to the action of halogen generating

composition under reacting conditions and maintaining

the temperature below the dissociating point of the carbon

halld desired.

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.574. LFBRirATOH. Georce W. Bi..\nk. W'llklnsburg,

Pa. Filed Oct. 19, 1907. Serial No. 398,177.

889 572. MACHINE FOR MASHING CHEESE. Edward

BiOCS, West New Brighton. N. Y. Filed July 10, 1907.

Serial No. 384,r>24.

1. In a cheese-mashing machine, the combination of a

stationary reticulated plate, and a second reticulated plate

rotatable In contact therewith.

2. In a cheese-raashlng machine, the combination of a

1. The combination with a truck and the flanged wheels

thereof, of a support carried by said truck, brackets car-

ried b.v said support, arms pholaliy connected to said

brackets, cylindrical reservoirs carried by said arms, de-

tachable heads carried by said reservoirs, one of said heads

having openings formed therein and a concavity for receiv-

ing the flange of a wh.-el, pistons mounted in said reser-

voirs, means for simultaneously moving said pistons and

•aid reservoirs, means for preventing a receding movement

of said pistons, and means for normally retaining said

arms In a horizontal position.

2. The combination with a wheeled truck, of brackets

supported from said truck, arms pivotally connected to

said brackets, reservoirs carried by said arms, one end of

each of said reservoirs having openings formed therein and

a concavity for receiving the flange of a wheel, pistons

mounted in said reservoirs, means for simultaneously mov-
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IDK >*tii(i plstona and said resenroirs for lubrjoatlng the

wheels of the truck, means for prerentlng a rpe^in« move-

ment of said platons. and mean* for normally retaining

taH arms in a horizontal position.
J

3. The combination with a truck and the flaiiKed wheels

thereof, of brackets supported from said truck, irms pivot-

ally carried by said brackets, lubricant nsprvoirs carried

b.v said arms, detachable heads carried b.v said r.-s.rvnirs.

one of said heads having a plurality of opfnlt^'s formed

therein, and pistons arranged in sal.l ns.Tv ir- 'nr feed-

ing the contents thereof from said ^v^..^% . - i; .ans for

simultaneously moving said res^rv urs an.! -iul i'
-• ns.

means for preventing a recedini: nMv.'m-'nt of siiid pist-ns.

and means for normally holding ^aid re9ervoir8|out of con-

tact with said wheels.

4 The combination with a truck and the flagged wheels

thereof, of cylindrical reservoirs plvotally supported from

said trucks, and adapted to engage said wh.H-ls. pistons

arranged in said reservoirs for feeding the contents there-

of on to said wheels, mt-ans for simultan.nusly moving

said pistons, and said reservoirs, and means for normally

holding said reservoirs out of engagement with said

5. The combination with a truck and the wbr-ls thereof,

of lubricant reservoirs plvotally support^ adjacent to

said wheels and adapted to contact therewith, pistons

located in said reservoirs for forcing lubricant therefrom.

means for simultaneously moving sal.l pl>^toB« an.l ^aid

reservoirs, and means for normally holdlns sa^J roserv.jirs

out of contact with said wheels.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in th<» Gazette.!

with the connecting pipe or the connecting pipe with the

vent pipe accordingly as the valve is turned ;
two cylin-

ders one of which has connection with the supply pipe and

which contains a pop valve, the other cylinder of which

contains a movable piston and has communication with

the former cylinder above said pop-valve ; and a weighted

lever in connection with the former valve, the said piston

having means in connection therewith to engage and bold

said lever In uppermost position.

889.576. SWING. Allen P. Boiek. Goshen, Ind. Filed

May 21. 1006. Serial No. 317,955.

8 8 9.57 5. riis'nur.iTiNt; syste.m r«»i

AtuscsTrs Bowshi:. F rt Wayne. Ind. F

1906. Serial No. 324.303.

•A
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i LIQUIDS,
led July 2.

1 In apparatus of the class described, n closed reservoir

for liquid having in connection therewith a distributing

pipe for the discharge of liquid contained therein ;
a closed

expansion tank at the upper end of the distributing pipe

and having free communication therewith ; la connecting

pipe leading to and connecting with the res^volr ;
an air

snpplv pipe having means In connection therewith for the

Bupplv of air under pressure: a v.>n' pipe; ^valve adapt-

ed to afford either communication N.-tween IJhe air supply

pipe and connecting pipe or botwpen the cchnecting pipe

and vent pipe accordingly as the valve is tnrn-^ :
a welght-

f>d lever In connection with said valvp : n m-vahle piston

having a rod in connection therewith a.la^ted to engage

with said lever and hold the same In upi.-roi -r position;

and a pop valve adapted to be operated b.v air rr-.m the

supply pipe, and havlni; means In connection therewith to

conduct air. passing- the pop valve, to sabl Oisf.n to actu-

ate th«' latt-T.

2. In apparatus of the clas^ .i-^cr! .•.!, a |os.^.l reservoir

for liquid in .-ombinatlon wit,, ai.parani-^ :-r supplying

air thereto under pressure-, which apparatus n-^i-ts of a

supply pipe, vent pipp and -onn-ctin.- pm,- tr.-'tti.-r with a

vnlvp having ports for connecting .-itti.T tl>^• -uppi.v pipe

-fi.

•>^L--

1 The combination of a "nitaiiH ua^p ; a seat carrying

frame ; shafts or axles ; carrying wheels for said seat car-

rying frame, secured to said axles: downwardly curved

tracks or ways on said seat carrying frame, arranged on

said carrvlng wheels ; a foot rest ; wheels or rollers by

which said foot rest is carried, secured on said shafts or

axles : and straps arranged In pairs connected to said f.-.ot

rest and to said carrying wheels therefor, said straps being

passed around said wheels from opposite directions, for

the purpose specified.

•> The combination of a suitable base; a seat carrying

frame : shafts or axles ; carrying wheels for said seat car^

rylng frame secured to said axles: tracks or ways on said

•eat carrying frame, arranged on said carrying wheels; a

foot rest • wheels or rollers by which said foot rest is car-

ried secured on said «hnfts or axles; and straps arranged

m pairs connected to said foot rest and to said carrying

wheels therefor, sai.l ^rr.ps being passed around said

wheels from opposite clir.. iL^ns. for the purpose specified.

3 The combination of a suitable base; a seat carrying

frame; shafts or axles; stationary bearings for said axles

carrying wheels for said seat carrying frame secured to

said axles: a foot rest; wheels or rollers by which said

foot rest Is carried, secured on said shafts or axles
:
and

straps arranged In pairs connected to said foot rest and to

said carrying wheels therefor, said straps being passed

around said wheels from opposite directions, for the pur-

pose specified. ,„i„„
4 The combination of a suitable base ; a seat carrying

frame • shafts or axles ; stationary bearings for said axles :

1 carrying wheels for said seat carrying frame secured to

' said axles; downwardly curved tracks or ways on said

seat carrying frame, arranged on said carrying wheels; a

foot rest- wheels or rollers by which sai.l foot rest is car-

ried secured on said shafts or axl.-s : and driving connec-

tion's for said foot rest to said axles, for the purpose specl-

^"^l' The combination of a suitable base: a seat carrying

frame ; shafts or axles ; carrying wheels for said seat car-

rying frame secured to said axles: tracks or ways on said

seat carrying frame, arranged on said carrying wheels: a

foot rest ; wheels or rollers by which said foot rest Is car-

ried secured on said shafts or axles : and driving connec-

tion's f.r said foot rest to said axles, for the purpose speci-

fied. ^ ^ ,

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]
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889,577. COMBINED SCHOOL DESK AND SEAT.

C. Brooke. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 1. 1907

rlal No. 360.013.

John
. 8e-

arm support, an offset armrest bracket having horizontal

flanges providing a slide recess, a back having a side frame

formed with a forwardly projecting lug. and a hinge arm.

an adjustable plate secured between the flanges of the arm-

rest bracket and pivoted to the lug of the side frame, and

a connecting link pivoted to the seat-arm support and to

the hinge arm of the side frame.

1 A desk body comprising sid.- pieces, a back, a top

having a horizontal stud at Its free edge, a shelf having a

dep«.ndlng stud at Its free edge and extending to a point

about half wav l>eneath the top so as to provide a book

box. In connection with the top. sides and back, and

a corer hinged to the underside of the top over the free

edM of the shelf, for closing the box. having a pivoted

catch for upholding the cover by its free edge from the

stud on the free edge of the top or securing It by Its free

edge to the stud on the free edge of the shelf

2 The combination of a top having pivot pins at Its

outer corners, and depending slotted Inner slides, secured

to the top beneath the ends thereof, a supi-lemental top

having depending slotted outer slides secured thereto

l>,.ncath the ends thereof and receiving the pivot pins and

fixed slotted arms at right angles to the supplemental top.

bolts extending through the Inner slides and through the

Blotted arms, and fixed and movable washers having trans-

verse rlhs and mount, d np.>n the bolts at the outer side

of the slotted arms.

3. The combination of a top having pivot pins at Its

outer corners and depending slotted inner slides secured

to the top beneath the ends thereof, a supplemental top

having depending slotted outer slides secured thereto

ixneath the ends thereof and receiving the pivot pins and

fixed slotted arms at right angles to the supplemental top.

bolts extending through the inner slides and through the

slotted arms, and fixed and movable washers having trans-

verse ribs and mounted upon the bolts at the outer side of

the slotted arms ; the movable washers being provided with

lever arms.

4 The combination of a top having pivot pins at Its

outer corners, and depending slotted Inner slides, a supple-

mental top having depending slotted outer slides, receiving

the pivot pins and slotted arms at right angles to the sup-

plemental top, bolts extending through the Inner slides

and through the slotted arms, curved guide plates mounted

upon the bolts at the Inner side of the Inner slides, and

fixed and movable washers having transverse ribs and

mounted upon the bolta at the outer side of the slotted

arms.

5. The combination of a top having pivot pins at us

outer corners, and d.p. ndln;: ^lotted Inner slides, a sup-

plemental top having- d.piH i.i: -lotted outer slides re-

ceiving the pivot pins nn l -i tt.d arms at right angles

to the supplemental top, iult- extending through the Inner

slides and through the slotted arms, curved guide plates

mounted upon the holts at the Inner side of the Inner

slides, and fixed and movable washers having transverse

ribs and mounted upon the bolts at the outer side of the

lotted arms ; the movable washers hplns provided with

lever arms.

o \n assemblv chair comprising a standard having a

parr of horizontal flanges at Its upper end providing a slide

recess and a bolt hole between the flanges, a back having a

forwardly projecting lug provided with a pivot hole, an

adjustable plate having a horizontal bolt slot, and a piv.,t

hole at its rear end and fitting between the flanges, n bolt

extending thr..vu'!i thp bolt hole and bolt slot having a

binding nut. and a pivot pin connecting the adjustable

plate with the forwardly projecting lug.

8 A.n aasembiv cliair compriKing a standard having a

pair of horizontal flangps at its upper end providing a

slide recess and a b..lt bole between the flange., a back

having a forwardi.v proj-ctin^- lu;; provided with a p.vot

hole, an adjustable plate having a horizontal bolt slot, and

a pivot hole at Its rear end and tittinL- l«.tween and over-

lapping the flanges, a bolt extending thr..ugh the bolt hole

and bolt slot having a binding nut. an.l a pivot pin con-

necting the adjustable plat, with the fonvar.Uy projecting

lug

4 \n a-semblv chair comprising a standard having a

pair of horiz..ntal eurved flanges at its upper end providing

a slide recess and a bolt bole between the flanges, a back

having a forwardh projecting lug provided with a pivot

hole an adjustable curved plate having a horizontal bolt

slot.' and a pivot hole at its rear end and flttinir between

the flanges, a bolt extendinii through the bolt hole and bolt

slot having a binding nut. and a pivot pin connecting the

adjustable plate with the forwardly projecting lug.

5 \n assemblv chair comprisinir standar.ls havlnc seat-

arm supports, seat arms having outwardly pro.lecttng

tubular studs, a '.a.-k. side frames secured to the back and

bavlng Inirs pivoted to the standards, and offset hinge

arms cnnectlnL- links pivoted to the outer side of the

hinge arms at their rear ends, and l>olts pivoting the for-

ward ends of the connecting links to the tubular studs.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.578. ASSEMBI.YCH.MR. John C. Brooke. Cincin-

nati. Ohio. Filed Mar 1. IOO7 Serial No .360.014.

1. chair comprising a standard consisting of a plate.

an offset sent arm support, a seat arm pivoted to the seat-

889 579 SCHOOL DESK AND SEAT. JOHN C Brooke.

Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed May 29. 1907. Serial No.

376.40.".
.

- .

1 A school desk comprising a side frame having a fixed

lower part a plate providing an upper part having super-

posed bolt holes in Its upper end. and means for securing

the upper part to the lower part, a desk body having a side

niece formed with superposed horizontal bolt slots and

clamping bolts extending through the horizontal bolt slots

and through the bolt holes for securing the desk bodv ad-

justablv to the upper part of the side frame.

-> \ school dpsk comprising a side frame having a fixed

lower part formed with parallel vertical inner flanges

1 providing a slide recess, and a vertical bolt slot between

I
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the Inner flanges, a plate providing a shlftatile upper part

fitting In the slide recess between the InntT flanKfs and

having superposed bolt holes In Its low»>r t»d r^Kist^riuK

with the vertical bolt slot, and superposed (..ilt lioit>s In

Its upper end and clamping bolts extfnillng through

the vertical bolt slot and through the Iowit bolt holes,

for securing the upp^>r part at the dpsir.-il hflzht upon

the lower part, a deslc body having a sidf pifce form^-d

with superposed horizontal bolt slots f%m\ clamping'

bolts extending through the horizontal belt slots and

through the upp^r bolt holos for securinjj tht> dcsli body

adjustably to the upp*-r parr of th^ sid*' fnime.

side of the leg respectively and having their lower ends

bent Inwardly to form a foot rest, a shaft tiij'd to one of

said strips and extending laterally therefrom, a wheel

mounted at the end of said shaft, and means for securing

said skate to the leg, substantially as described.

'iy

iir

3. A oombln»-d school dfsk and s.'at comprising a side

frame having a fixed lower part, a plate provlditik; an upper

part, and means for securing the upper part to tlie lower

part, a bracket arm secured to the upper part and having a

pair of parallel horizontal flanges providlnf a horizontal

slide recess betwe.-n them and a bolt hole in Tlie horizontal

slide recess, a seat bracket having an inn-ir arm formed

with a horizontal bolt slot with which the tjolt hole r^iiis-

ters and fitting in the horizontal slide riMvs^ and a clamp

Ing bolt extending through the horizontal bolt slot and

through the bolt hole for securing the inner arm in desired

position upon the bracket arm
j

4. .\ combined school desk and seat comprising a side

frame having a fixed lower part formed with parallel ver-

tical Inner flanges providing a slide recess, and a vertical

bolt slot between the inner flanges, a plate providing a

shlftable upper part fitting in the slide r»>cfp8 betw^-en the

Inner flaoires and havini: superpos.'il !..i!t hoK's In its

lower end regl.stering with the v.rtii:il t]olt slot, and

clamping bolts extending through the v.'rtical bolt slot and

throiigh the holt holt-s for securing thf upper part at '

desired height upon the lower part, a hrai-k»-r urm secured

to the upper part and having a pair of [laralle! horl-

lontal flanges providing a horizontal slide recess ho

tween them and a bolt hole in the horizon'Bl I'.iil.- r"'-'-'-'

a seat bracket having an inn»>r arm forint'tl with a hori-

zontal t>oit slot with which the bolt liol.- r«'gi-ittrs and fit-

ting In the horizontal slide recess, and a clamping bolt

extending through the horizontal bolt slot atid throin:b the

twit hole for securing the inner arm In dfslr>'d positinn

upon the bracket arm.

5. A combined school desk and seat cnnjprislni; a side

frame having a fixed lower part formeil vrith a vertical

bolt slot, a pl:ire providing a shiftahle upppr part having

superposed bolt holes In its lower end resiistering with the

vertical t>olt slot and superposed bolt holQs in Its upper

end. a desk body having a side piece fornwd with super-

posed horizontal bolt slot.^. with which the upper bolt

holes register, a bracket arm secured to the upper part,

having a bolt hole, a seat bracket liaving an inner arm
formed with a horizontal bolt slot with which the bolt

holes In the bracket arm reirister, ani limping t>olts ex-

tending through the bolt slots and bolt iiolaa.

889..5S0. ROr.I.KU .'^K.VTF: H11..MER (Aiu-ssuv, Harvard.

111. Filed Nov. 4, 1907. Serial No 4H«i.,%!t.V

1. \ one wheeled roller skate comprising a pair of verti-

cally disposed metal strips adapted to fit the front and

2. .V one wheeled roller skate comprising a metal strip

adapted to fit the outside of the leg from a point near the

knee to the sole of the foot and bent Inwardly at the bot-

tom to form a foot rest, a second metal strip adapted to

fit the front of the leg from a point sliglitly below the

knee to ttie unkle and ili.nce bent outwardly and around

the side of the f..ot tu meet the lower end of the first said

Strip and to which it is riveted, a short shaft extending

laterally from said front strip, a wheel mounted on said

sliaft. and means for attaching the skate to the leg. sub-

stantially as described.

889,581 WRENCH. Eabl C. Carpkxtkh. Itraddock, Pa.

Filed Mar 14, 1908. Serial No 421.139.

1 \ wrench comprising a channel shaped shank, a fixed

jaw carried thereby, a sleeve or handle mounted upon the

lower -nd of said shank, a toothed bar movably mounted

in sal 1 sluink. a movable Jaw adjustably mounted upon

said shank and adapted to be engaged by said toothed bar.

a rod movably mounted in said sliank, links connecting

said rod and said toothed t)ar. a strap pivotally connected

to said handle and to said ro.l. a lid carried by said strap

for closing the lower end of said liandle. and means carried

l)y said handle for engaging said strap and retaining said

lid in a liosed position

•_• .V wrench comprising r slmnk. u fixed Jaw carried

thereby, a handle mounted upon said sliank. a toothed bar

movably m. Minted in said shank, a Jaw adjustably mounted

upon said stiank and adapted to l)e engage.l by said toothed

bar, a rod arranijed in said shank for moving said bar, a

lid pivotally carried iiy the lower end of said handle for

moving said rod, and means for locking said lid in a

cloned position.

:? .V wrench comprising a shank, a fixed Jaw carried

thereby, a toothed bar movably mounted in said shank.
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an adjustable jaw arranged upon said shank and adapted

to be engaged by said bar. a rod arranged In said shank

for moving said toothed bar. and a pivoted lid arranged

at the lower end of said shank for shifting said rod.

889 582 TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Hk.vry P. Clausbn,

Chicago. 111., assignor to American Electric Telephone

Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation. Filed Nov. 15,

1{M>2. Serial No. i:'.1.4T2.

h^ 1 11 --'—1 /

jM

1 The oomb.uution with a telephone line and a connec-

tion terminal therefor normally not In operative relation

with the line, of a connecting plug and cord circuit to co-

operate with said line, a supervisory signal controlling

mVgnet hh.I a battery associated with said cord-clrcult. a

telephone transmitter and a switch at the subscriber s sta-

tion, and means controlled over a strand of said cord cir-

cuit bv the Insertion of the plug into the Jack for placing

the Jack in operative relation with the line, whereby talk-

ing current la furnished to said transmitter and said mag-

net is placed under the control of the subscriber, a ring-

ing circuit including both sides of the subscriber's line In

series said supervisory signal means .omprlslng an arma^

ture. an energizing circuit for causing the attraction of

said armature, said energizing circuit Including both sides

of the telephone line, and a line signal adapted to be re-

tired If the calling subscriber hangs up his receiver before

the operator answers the call.

o The combination with a telephone line and a connec-

tion terminal theref..r normally not in operative relation

with said line, of a connecting plug and cord circuit adapt-

ed to cooperate with said line, a supervisory signal con-

trolling magnet and a battery associated with said cord

circuit a switch at the subscribers station, and means

controlled bv the insertion of the plug into the Jack for

placing said Jack In operative relation with the line,

wherebv said signal controllink: magnet is placed under

the control of the subscriber tl,e system being free from

ground connections at the subscribers' stations, whereby

both sides of the subscrllH^rs' lines are used for signaling

and ringing and talking purposes, and any calling sub-

scribers' station receiving tiattery current at all times
,

before the operator answers, or until the line circuit at

such station is again opened, substantially as described.

3 The combination with a telephone line, and a con-

nection terminal in the form of a spring jack normally not

In operative relation with the line, of a cord circuit and a

connectine i^lug. a central source of current associated
j

with said line and circuit to furnish talking current to the
,

sut.statlons. and means including said source of current
;

and actuated over a strand of said cord circuit by the In-
|

sertion of said plug in the Jack for placing said ja»k in

operative relation with said line, a ringiiTg circuit includ

ing both sides of the subscribers line In series, said super-

vlsorv signal means comprisiuL' an armature, nn energiz-

ing circuit for causing the attraction of said armature. .

said energizing circuit including both sides of the telephone I

line and a line signal adapted to be retired if the calling

subscrit.er hangs up his receiver iH-fore the operator

answers the call.

4. The combination with a telephone line and a connec-
i

134 0. G.— 78

tlon terminal in the form of a spring Jack normally not in

operative relation with said line, ..f a cord circuit and con-

necting plug. superv,s<.ry signaling apparatus associated

with said circuit, a central source of current «<sociated

with said line and circuit to operate said supervisory appa-

ratus, and a relav adapted to be energized from said source

to place said Jack In operative relation with the line when

said plug Is inserted into said Jack the system l)eing free

from ground connections at the subscribers' stations,

wherebv both sides of the subscribers' lines are used for

signaling and ringing and talking purposes, and any call-

ing subscriber's station receiving battery current at all

times before the operator answers, or until the line circuit

at such station is again opened, substantially as described.

5 The combination with a telephone line and a connec-

tion terminal in the form of a spring Jack, of a connecting

plug and a cord circuit, a central source of current asso-

ciated with said line and circuit to furnish current for

talking purposes, supervisory signal apparatus associated

with the cord circuit and operated from said source of

current, and a relay actuated from said source over a

Strand of said cord circuit by the insertion of said plug

into and Its withdrawal from said jack for controlling the

operative relation of said Jack with said line, a ringing

circuit Including both sides of the subscriber's line in

aeries said supervisorv signal means comprisins: an arma-

ture an energizing circuit for causing the attraction of

said armature, said energizing circuit including both sides

of the telephone line, and a line signal adapted to be re-

tired if the calling sut)scriber hangs up his receiver before

the operator answers the call

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Cazette.]

889 583 ROTAUV F.NCINP: KREPERirK A. Ci.evei.a.vd,

New York, N. Y. Filed .\pr. 9. U»OS. Serial No. 425.990.

1 In a rotary engine, in combination, a casing pro-

vided with a cvllndrlcal chamt>er, a cylinder core posi-

tioned in said chamber and provided with a plurality of

projections from the periphery thereof, a plurality of

abutting cores arranged and adapted to rotate in con

iunction with said cylinder core and to separate that

portion of the cylindrical chamber outside of said cylinder

core into a plurality of steam chambers, a plurality of

valves each adapted conversely to admit the steam to

either end of one of said steam chambers to cause a ro-

tation of said cylinder core in either direction, and a

pluralitv of exhaust valves positioned and arranged to

operate "conversely in pairs in conjunction with said last

named valves to permit the exhaust of the steam from the

opposite end of said steam chambers.

2 In a rotary engine, in comi'lnation. a casing pro-

vided with a cylindrical chamber, a cylinder core posi-

tioned in said chamber and provided with a plurality of

pro.1ections from the periphery thereof, a plurality of

abutting cores arranged and adapted to rotate in con-
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Junction with said cylinder core and to H^parate that

portion of the eylindrlcal chamb»-r outside of said cylinder

core into a plurality of stt-am chanibvrs. a plurality of

rotary admission valves positioned iniertuedlary of said

abutting cores adapted to be rotated at a pred-t.rmin.d

relative apt^d simultaneously with said cylinder tore, a

plurality of valve casings each arranged to operate in

conjunction with one of said admission valves and a<lai.t-

ed conversely to cause the steam to be admitted to either

end of aald steam chambt.T8 to cause a rutatiun of said

cylinder core in eithi-r direction, and a plurality of ex-

haust valves po-iitioned and arranged to operate conversely

In pairs In conjunctiuu with said last nanj.d valves to

permit the exhaust of the steam from the ouposite end of

said steam chamber. I

3. In a rotary engine. In coml>ination, i casing pro-

vided with a cylindrical chamber, a cylindtT core posi-

tioned in said chamt>er and pro. id. d with a plurality of

projections from the periphery thereof, a plunality of abut-

ting cores arranged and adapted to rotate in conjunction

with said cylinder core and to s.-parate tl.iit portion of

the cylindrical chamber outside of said cylinder core into

a plurality of steam rhambers. each of said abutting

cores being provided with a chamber on on« side thereof

Into which steam may h^- admitt^•d to hold said core in

contact with said cylinder core, a plurality ii valves each

adapted to control the admission of steam 00 one of said

last named chambers, and a plurality of valves adapted

to control the admission of steam to said sitam ciinnib.rs

to cause a rotation of said cylinder cof

4. In a rotary engine. In combination, « casin;; pro-

vided with a cylindrical chamber, a cyllna*r core posi-

tioned in said chamber and provided with a phira!ii\ of

projections from the periphery thereof, a plurality of

abutting cores arranged and adapted to rotate In con-

junction with said cylinder core and to separate that por-

tion of the cylindrical chamber outside of said rylinder

core Into a plurality of steam . hamlHTs. Mach of said
,

abutting cores being provided with a chamb»r on one aide'

I

thereof Into which steam may be adnvtte<l to hold said ,

core In contact with said cyllnd.-r core, « filnrality of

valves each adapted to control the admission of steam
]

to one of said last named chambers, and conversely to 1

control the exhaust from said steam chambers, and a plu- .

rality of valves adapted to control the admission of steam
I

to said steam chambers to cause a rotation of said cyltn-
|

der cores. I 1

5. In a rotary engine. In combination, a cfcslng pro- I

vlded with a cylindrical chamber, a cyllnrier core posl-
!

tloned in said chamber and provided with a plurality

of projections from the periphery thereof, a plurality of

abutting cores arrane^d and adapted to fot.it.' in con-

junction with said cylinder core and to s.^pnrar.. that

portion of the cylindrical chamber outside of said cylin-

der core into a plurality of steam chamber*, each of said

ahuttine cores being provided with a '-tiamber on one

side thereof Into which steam may i>»' admitted to hold

said core in contact with said cylinder core, a plurality

of valves arranged and adapted to operate conversely

In pairs, one to control the admission of steam to said

Inst named chamber and the other to contPol the exhaust

from said steam chamb>^r. and a plurality of valves

adapted to control the admission of steamj to said steam

chambers to cause a rotation of said cylinder core.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the CazeHe.]

Tided with a plurality of slots extending tangentlally

with respe.t to the inner e<lge of the washer, said slots

forming a circumferenilaily .-xtendiug series of ears, said

ears separated from each other by a segment shaped por-

tion forming the inner wall of the slot. In combination

with a bolt and a nut mountt-d thereon, said bolt adapted

to receive said ring and said wash.r. tliese latter inter-

posed bctwacD the nut and tlie object through Which th«

bolt extends, the forwardly extendlni: protabeimnceB of

the ring adapted to engage the object and the ears formed

by said slots adapted to engage the nut. said slots pro-

viding means whereby pairs of ears can h>- U-nt to engage

the corners of the nut with the vertical edges of the nut

extending b»'twecn thf pairs of ears

889,584. NUT I.orK Jk.mf.s FI. Colkit^. I.lndsey. Pa.,

assignor of one-third tu ,lntin H. Fink. I'unxsutawney,

Pa Filed Dec. 11. 1906. Serial No. 34T|,2S8.

.V nut lock comprising a split ring having each of its

faces flattened and further provided with oppositely dis-

posed protuberances projecting from each of the faces of

the ring, said protuberances extendiukt transversely and

of a length etjua! to the width of th.-ir respective faces

and each of which Is provided with h knife edge, and a

^ washer of greater diameter than and •u^ai.'ini; the out-

wardly extended projections of the ring, said washer pro-

889.5S5. TIKF: - »".\SK. I.f.wis i.. v .»>k. iK'irolt, Mich.

Filed May 24. 1907 Serial No. 375.494.

1. In combination with the circular concavsd h«#f P^»t

of a receptacle, a half rirnilar coneaved cover part btafed

to said body part and pr •\;.i.(l with staples near Its ends,

a second ha.- circular mh ,iv..l .o\>r I'srt hinged to said

body part and provid.d witb hol'S adapted to engage

over said staples, bolt membf'rs carried by said staples

and adapted to w retract^-d within the walls thereof, a

spring KT [>ro.i'ctiui: said bolt members and thumb

latches for r>'ira tiiu' said boli members. substantiall,\ as

described.

2. In combination with a circular concaved body part

of a receptacle, a half circular concave<| cover part hinged

to said body part and provided with staph-s. a second half

circular concaved cover part hinged to said body part

adapted to overlap at its ends the first mentioned half

circular cover and provid.<l at Its overlapping end parts

with holes to engage over said staples, bolt members

located within said staples and adapted to N- retracted

thereinto and projf-cted therefrom, and the said staples

being provided with apertur.'S for the insertion there-

through of a padlock, substantially as describ«'d.

889.586. .V.'^I-M.VL-CAKRIER Shki.to.v L. CoOK. Golden

City. Mo Filed Nov. 22, 1907 Serial No 40.S..'59.5

1. In an animal carrier, the combination with a handle.

of coOperatini: jaws pivoted thereto for embracing the

I

body of an animal and having oppositely dlspose<l trans

verse slf)ts, a jaw swintring mcmi>er mounted in said slots

and reciprocative thtrein lengthwise of said handle and

wh.>n reciprocated .ngak'iuL' and swinging said jaws to

I
and from the closed iK>sitlon, said meml>er having re-
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cesses adapted to engage said Jaws and hold them in the

closed position, a lever pivoted to said handle, means by

which the jaw swinging memlxr Is moved in one direc-

tion when the lever Is swung In one direction, and a

spring for moving said jaw engaging member In the oppo-

site direction.

draft-eye formed witli uniform spherical recesses for

reception of said [.acking. of teeth projecting Inwardly

from the sides of th.- draft eye and dispostni to bite into

the external surface of the packing to positively retain

said packing in the draft-eye.

•J.. Ill an auuual currier, the couibiuatlou witli a handle,

of cooperating jasv s pivot. d thereto for .lubraciui: the

body of an animal, a bracket secured to sai.1 handle, a

iaw engaging memb.>r slidable on said bracket ieugthwise

of said handle and provid.d with means, when recipro-

cated, for swinging said jaws to and from the dosed posl-

.tlon. a lever pivoted to said lumdl.'. means connecting

said lever and said jaw swinging member by which said

member is moved in one direction when the lever is

swune. a spring for forcinc the said member In the oppo-

site direction, said jaw swiuelnu: member having means

adapted to engage and hold said jaws in the closed posi-

tion, and a supporflni: hook secured to said handl.'

3. In an aniiual .arrler. the combination with a handle,

of co<)pe ratine jaws pivot. ^d thereto for embracing the

body of an animal, a bracket secured to said handle

and having two holes parallel with said handle, a jaw

Bwlncing memb.r laving a traiisv.>rse portion engaging

opposite Jaws and provld-.i with a U-shaped portion re-

clprocatlvely mounted in sabl holes, a spring enclrcllns:

said U si ap.-d portion and liavlng Its ends s.-cured to said

bracket for moving the jaw swinging member in one di-

rection, a lever pivoted to said handle, and means con-

necting said lever and said jaw swiniting member by

which, when th.' lever is swung In the proper direction,

the jaw swinuiuK mnmber will be moved in a direction

opposite to wliicb it is moved by said spring

4. In an animal carrier, the combination with a handle.

of a supporting hook secured thereto, cooperating jaws

pivoted to the handle for embracing the body of an

animal, a bracket secured to the handle, a jaw engaging

member slidably reciiirocativ(> on said bracket lengthwise

if said handle and having means, when reciprocated, for

swiuiring the jawsto and from the closed position, a lever

pivoted to said handle, a rod connecting said lever and

said jaw engaging member by which said ni.'mber is

forced in one direction, a sprini; connected to said bracket

for for. iu>: said member In the opposite direction, and

means connecting the jaws and jaw engaging member

when the jaws an- in the closed position for holding said

jaws from swinging away from each other.

2. In combination with the coupling-pin. th.- diaft-eye

provided with teeth projecting inwardly fr.>m the sides

thereof, and the packing extending across the teeth and

terminating In ami rattlim; cushions at the sides of the

draft -eye.

889.588. CWi Kth.^n I 1'.>dds, Chicago. Ill .
assignor

to The Pullman Company, Chicago. Ill . a r.-rporation

of Illinois. Filed .Tune 7. 1907. Serial No. 377.759.

1. .\ Stake for a railway car comprising; a in. luher sub-

stantially U-shape In cross section, and a substantially

flat plate fastened to the flanges of said member and clos-

ing Its open side, substantially as described.

2. In a railway car. the combination of a stake of sub-

stantia. .y U sV.ape in cross section, and a substantially

flat plate of less length than said stake fastened to the

flanges thereof and closing the open side of the stake for

a portion of its length, substantially as described.

3. In a railway car. the combination of a stake of sub-

stantially U-shape In cross section, and a substantially

flat plate of less length than said stake fastened to the

flanges thereof and closing the open side of the stak.' f..r

a portion of its length, the part of the stake not covered

by said plate b.inc offset to bring its surface and that of

the plate substantially (lush, substantially as described.

4. In a railway car. the combinati.n of a body bolster,

a safety chain, an anchor for said chain, and means con-

necting said anctior to said body l.idster. substantially as

described.

5. In a railway car. the combination of a body bolster,

an end sill, a safety chain, an anchor for said cliaiu fas-

tened to said end sill, and means connecting said anchor

to said body bolster, substantially as descritxd.

[Claims 6 to 11 not print. -d in the fiazette.]

888,B87. THILL roiPLINt;. David W Cophland, Syra-

cuse, N. V Filed .luly 17. 1907. Serial No. 384,151.

1. The combination, with the coupline pin formed with

a spherical enlanrement. the packing forme.l with uni-

form internal and external spherii-al surfac s. and the 1

889,589. TIN-TRANSFERRING M.\CHINE. ADisrn C.

DONILL, Canonsburg, Pa. Filed D.c. 30. 1907. Serial

No. 408.068

1. In a machine of the type described embodylns:

frames, an adjustable shaft journaled in s.iid frames, a

plurality of manipulating wiieels mounted upon said

Shaft, each wheel comprising a plurality of radially dis-

posed horseshoe magnets: a plurality of adjustable guide

strips mount. d l>etween said frames, a guide plate mount-

ed between said frames at the lower ends of said cuide

strips, a gear wh..l carried by snid shaft, an adiuMat.le

gear wheel member carried by one of said frames, a gear
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wheel revolably cirrled by »*ld memtMr and meshing

with the first mentioned gear wheel, and tneans for Im-

parting a rotary movpment to said ^.-ar wjieels. substan-

tially as described.

889.591. AUTOMATIC GATE. Frank T Fat. Woodhnll.

111. Filed Sept. 12. 1907. Serial No. 392.472.

o In a machine of the ryp^ dKsorib-d emU.dylng

frames, a plurality of manipulating wh^-ln journal-d U-

tween said frames, each wheel comprising radially dis-

posed horseshoe magnets, adjustable uuKV strips arranged

iK-tween said frames and the low^r .n.l^ .f «aid 'trips.

m.ans for adjusting said wheels vertically with r.Iatu.n

to «aid frames, and means for imparting ,a rotary move-

ment to said wheels '

S K machine of the type des,-rit..-d -mb-lvintf frames.

a pluralltv of manipulatini: wh..U (.unmUd between

.aid frame's, magnets carried by wh.. N. ,.i-Ms.able .M.lde

strip- and means for adjusting <aid mMnipulatinir wheeU.

889 590. ADVERTlSlNLi AIT.VKATI S. Willia.m i.

DisLasy. Cleveland. Ohio, n-i.-n r tf .John A. iJin-

nert. Cleveland. Ohio. FiUd Mn.- T. U<"*V Serial No.

320.514.

1 The combination with a hinge post, of a trlangu-

lar-shapf'd supporting and carrying crane the upright

base of which is hinged to said gate post, a gate proper

provided with straps which are disposed in difr.-rent posi-

tions thereon, a pivoted link connection bitwe.n the apex

of the triangular-shaped crane and one of said straps, a

> pivotal link connection between the base of said crane

and the other of said straps means for limiting the

-winKlng movement of said links In one direction to re-

tain the gate In an elevat»Kl position, and a guide for said

gate.

2. The combination with a hinge post, of a triangular

shaped supporting and carrying crane the upright base

of which is hinged to said hinge p.-t a -Ht- proper hav-

ing a pivotal connection with said .'rane .-..mprislnv' n- n,-

for lifting the irate vertlrally and a stop for li"M:n.- '

gate In Its llfte.l posit i-.n. and a k'ulde for the said irate

comprisint' a standard arranged in a parallel plane with

the uprlitht base of the crane and havink' a b-'lt connec-

tion therewith carrying antifriction rollers.

889.592. TELEGKAIH SYSTEM Stephin \< FlKLD.

Stockbrldge. Mass. Filed Irti. -4 U"»7. SSerlal No.

353,904.

r~7—

^

1 The combination of a rotaiaole rol.,t member having

a sight opening', a rotatable 8hleldmeml*-r partially hld-

IBS the color member, means for k'ivini: relatively d.ff-r-

est rotations to the two members, and a stationary third

member located behin.l the color memt.er and perio«lt.all>

visible through It

'» The combination ..f a col,,r disk, a screen disk hav

mg a portion through which the .-olor disk may be seen,

means for rotating said two ,llsks and tnovln« one rela

tivelv to the other, said color disk Having' a portion

throuzh which rays of '.ik-ht jm- and a stationary third

member located behind the .o ..r disk and p«>nodically

visible through It.

?. The combination of a color disk htvint: s^'ht open

ings therein, a shield, means for rotating ^nl'1 ^hi-''' «"''

color disk and allowinir one to move with reference to the

other a stationarv supporting plate i.arallel therewith

and adapted to carrv a facing perb-dically visible through

the color disk

4. The combinati-n of a rotatable shift, a wheel loose

thereon, a wheel of different size rigid on the shaft, an

idler Engaging the two wheels, to rotate the loose wheel

at a different speed from the shaft, a rolor disk carried

by fhe loose wheel, and a screen carrie-l by the shaft

"

', The combination of a motor, a wheel rigid on the

shaft thereof, a wheel loose on said shaft, an idler having

one portion of its periphery engaging one wheel and an

other p<>rtlon the other wheel, said peripheries being of

different diameters to give a differenf sj^hn! a hub on said

loose wheel, a n-it screwed ..nto said hub, a color disk

surrounding said bub -lamped '.v -aid nut, ami a shbOd

carried by s«ld shaft

[Claims 6 to .'< not printed in the Oajptte.]

-3

-^ r

1 In a telegraph system having a plurality of stations

all include.l in the same continuous line circuit, relays

and circuit opening keys at the respective stations, and

« local in.lucfive shunt at each station and bridged di-

rectly across the kev thereat, buut not including the local

relay, and a short circuiting shunt for bridging the key

and the inductive shunt when desired

J In a telegraph system having a plurnlltv of ^tati'Tis

all' included in the same continuous line circuit, relays

and circuit opening keys at the n s,,ective stations, a

local Inductive shunt having an inm ere bridged directly

across the kev at each station, b.it not including the local

relay and an additional winding on -iflid core Included

m the line circuit both when tt,e local kev is ..pened and

closed.

:? In a teb.graph sv«tem having a pluralifv of stntL.ns

all included in the same continuous line circuit, relavs

and circuit opening keys at the respective stati<.ns. a local

Inductive shunt having an iron core bridged direcfl.v

across the kev at each station but not incl.idlng the local

relay wherebv said inductance Is directly in the line cir-

cuit when the key is ..p..ned. but not when the kev is

, closed an additional wln<11ng on said core included in

! the line circuit both when the local key Is opened and

closed and a short circuiting shunt for bridging the key,

said Inductive shunt and said additional winding when

desired, hut not shunting the local relay.
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59. NL-T-IOCK. John C. F.CSCHM.NN. Lltltz. 889.590. COOP. M.lton CFb.ts. Lor.ine, III. Filed

•a Filed L 19. 1907. Serial No. 407.227. Dec 3. 1906. Ser.al No. 346.119.

1 \ complete spring washer made of a single piece of

Bheet metal having a central bolt perforation and a flat

circular portion surrounding said perforation, of ears

stamped up from said circular portion and '«rm'°f »°

integral part thereof, said washer being provided with a

plurality of radial border Incisions extending up to said

flat circular portion forming wings, said wings being

curved and bent at an angle to said flat portion to give

Bald washer a cone-shaped conformation, the edges of 1

each wing portion being serrated and bent at an angle to

said wing portions to form an approximately cylindrical

gripping flange as disclosed

-> \ complete spring washer made of a single piece of

Bh^t metal having a central bolt perforation and a flat

circular portion surrounding said perforation, of ears

stamped up from said circular portion and forming an in-

tegral part thereof, snld washer being provided with a

pluralltv of radial border Incisions extending up to said

flat circular portion forming wings, said wings being

curved and bent at an angle to said flat portion to give

said washer a cone-shaped conformation, the edges of each

wing portion being serrated and bent at an angle to said

wing portions to form an approximately cylindrical

gripping flange, and a nut having angled faced seatlngs

adapted to be engaged by said ears, all arranged as dls-

closed.

889 594. TAG HOLDER. LOds FoCRME. Kansas City.

Mo. Filed Jan. 29. 1900. Serial No. 298,390.

The combination «iih a i-x, of . ,..ate hinged thereto,

in which plate Is fonn.d an op. ning, a series of prongs

Integral with and projecting rearwardly from the rear

side of the plate, one of which prongs is provided on Its

opposite sides with recesses, and a spring catch arranged

In the face of the box and which is adapted to engage In

the recesses In the prong when the plate Is swung against

the face of the box.

1 A coop of the type described embodying side and end

walls* a pair of said walls being movable one relative to

the other, one of the movable* walls having Inwardly fold-

ed, substantially U-shaped edge flanges and the other be-

ing provided with right angularly out-turned edge flanges

designed for Interlocking engagement with said U-shaped

flanges to form an Interlocking joint connection for pre-

venting movement of the movable wall In one direction,

and means Independent of said flanges for flxlng the

relatively movable wall against movement In the opposite

direction and to hold the flanges In interlocking engage-

ment.

2. A coop of the type described embodying side and end

walls, a pair of said walls being movable one relative to

the other, one of the movable walls having Inwardly

folded, substantially U-shaped edge flanges and the other

being provided with right - angularly out - turned edge

flanges designed for interlocking engagement with the

first-named flanges to prevent movement of the mov-

able wall In one direction, and movable members Inde-

pendent of said flanges for fixing the relatively movable

wall against movement in the opposite direction and to

hold the flanges In Interlocking engagement.

3. A coop of the type described comprising end walls

having right-angularly out-turned edge flanges, side walls

having Inwardly folded, substantially U-shaped edge

flanges designed for Interlocking engagement with the

flrst-named flanees to form an interlocking connection be-

tween the walN and prevent relative movement thereof

in one direction, removable rods extended through the

side walls in rear of the end walls for flxlng the latter

against movement. In the other direction and to hold the

flanges In engagement. Inturned flanges formed on the

lower edges of a pair of said walls, a base or bottom piece

arranged to rest on said inturned flanges, and means

for loosely pivoting the edge.s of the base piece to the

lower edges of the side and end walls, thus adapting the

parts to fold one upon another.

8 89.59 5. ROOFING TILK. .Imseih Fbeund, Crystal

City. Mo. Filed May 10. 1907, Serial No. 372,861.

f »

' gf¥frr*'^-"-"'°^

7

J
1 \ rooting tile having a groove on its under side near

the' bottom, the surfa,.. of tile each side of the groove

being in the same plane and the l>ody of the tile each side

of the groove Ixdng of increased thickness, the tile being

provided with a transverse rib at Its upper end

2. A rooflng tile having a groove on its under side near

the bottom, the surface of tile each side of the groove

being In the same plane and the body of the tile each side

of the groove being of increased thickness, the Increase

above the groove being gradual for the purpose described.

889.597, KMKUGENtY DOIT F«HI DRAFT TIMBERS
OF RAILWAY FREIGHT < ARS. Thomas J. (i.kNNON.

Shawnee. Okla. Filed .Vpr. IT.. U>07, Serial No.

368.437.

#1 ib'b
" #b

A device of the kind described consisting of a metal

saddle adapted to fit one or more draft sills, the said sad

die having outwardly extending angled end portions, a

metal plate arranged transversely beneath a draft timl>er

and parallel to said saddle, the end portions of the plate

projecting beyond the sides of the draft timber and regis-

tering with the angled portions of the saddle, straight

holts passing through the angled portions of the saddle

and through the projecting end portions of the plate, nuts

arranged upon the ends of said bolts, and an emergency

bolt passing through the draft timber, the draft sill, the

saddle yoke and the said plate the said bolt having a

shoulder formed adjacent its b.wer . nd, the said plate

bearing against said shoulder, aud a nut working upon

the bolt upon the under side of said plate and opposite

the shoulder. i
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ftflfi588 SCALE i'R MKTER Leo D r.oFt and HeR-

^fx O. SP.O.. ViCsbur,. Mich FUed Ma^ H. 19m.

S*?rUl No. 373,1

ritl r: ia,, -d :. rcLiv:,.v .n«a.e said nx.d St,.,.

a" the ec P acle revolves. «aid ..op« t>..ia« adapted ,o

;tJnJa«e to permit the turning of the reoepta.-U- on is

o "when tre weight of the liquid actuates the scale

Sam; and\ supply .pout adap.-d to •"-»-«; ^^^^^.^^

t.e r..arward wall, of the ^^'^P;-:;;;-^";::
n h^e

the compartm.mt!< an- in their reulvinv p«.niu.

ower enS of said recptarle ^xt.ndln, into the res^-rrol

In the b^'ttum of the .aid chan.l>er. wh.Tohv Its movetnent

is retarded, for the purpose sperlfled.

[naim^ •• to «< not printfd In the Gazette.]

• BO Kfifi CFSSPOOL. DR.XIN. AND DISTRIBI TEU.

"g^ur^ B. GO^F cldeo. N. J. Filed Dec. 23. 1007.

Serial No. 407.R39.

1 The combination of a ca.in«. the luw»r Portion of

L..^ onri ft <»uDplv »pout having a sloMlKe aem i

^ra'd^hamber, whereby Its movement I, retarded, for

^n^Xr^o^in^^ron of a casln. the lo.er portion of

nVarr;^,.:;Xr::ih;r:^:;:j'^:^^-^^
Tarn ::rd-r cI U lel^. provided with a plurality of

, ^ia^X compartments separated by radially arranged

nartuTon wall, a nxed .top; a plurality of stop, on satd

receptacle adapted to ^uccsslv.ly en«a,e said flx-d stop

i; h r cepracle revolves, said stops beln, adapted to dis^

"
Ja^ to I^rmlt the tnrnln. of th. recpt^.le on >t.. p vot

when the welu'ht of the liquid actuates the scale b.-am

r. ,nnnlv spout the low.r .nd of sal4 receptacle ei-

Jendln; n tbeTeservolr ,n the bottom of said chamher.

whereby Its movement is retarded, for the purpose sped- 1

"'^'
Tbe combination of a pivoted scale bfam .

:.
ro.epta^

cle revotublv moaoted on said scale beam, sa d receptacU.

blinK provided with a plurality of tri««^. ar compart^

men^s separated bv radially arran-^iB^l partition wa Is
^

a

fixed stop a plurality of stops ..n <:.id receptacle adapted

Jo sncce^lvelv en.nu'.> said flx<^d stop a, the re.optac e

revoTves said-stops b.in. adapted to di.-r.a.e to perml

be urnln. of the receptacle on its pivot when the w.l.

of the material actuates the scale b-an.; and a supply

°D«ut having a slot-like delivory opening adapted to dis-

charge a^last the rearward walls of th. receptacle com^

psrment?when the compartments are 1» th.lr rece,vlne

no^ition. for the purpose specified. I

, ,^^„..

4 The .ombinarlon of a pivot.d scale t>esm a r^'cepta

He r.-volnhlv mounr.-d on said scale t.esm. said receptacle

^ling provided with a olurallty of trl,n.uUr comp rt-

llll separated by rndiallv arraneed parntlon walls_

r Led .top: a plnr.litv of stops on said receptacle

adapted ,o successlvelv ..n.a.e said fixed «^-P
"Jf^

JlZtTcle revolves, arrati.n^d so that the rear^-ard walls

ofthe ompartm.nts ar. in si.bstantlallv vertical p««^-

t ons when th. compartments are in tHelr receiving po-

mn, he said stops b. inc adapted to dlseneage to

P rmi the turl. o'f the receptacle o,i Its pivot when

the w^l.ht of the material actuates the s.-ale b-am
.

and

a SUi.ply spout, for the purpose speclfle<;.

.„ ,in a aor.in.larv v.'>i.sel in commu-
1 V nrlmarv receptacle, a seconuHi^

opening to a common point of deposit.

. V prlmarv receptacle, a secondary vessel in con^tnu^

,„ . commoD point o( a.poM,. .nd « •l'.'" 1"1- '" •»'"

'*r V receptacle, a secondary vessel having openings

near ts upper end for the flow of liquid material from

"lid r ceptacle Into said vessel, a vault beneath said re^

ntacle an outlet from the receptacle Into the vault, a

"onduit from said vessel into the vault, and valves con-

1
ro ng h t,;:. from the receptacle and vessel Into the

! vatill 'aid calves being disposed beneath the receptacle.

"^^'r;:;-r;%eceptacle. a secondary v^.s..i with o^^

l„,,s „ ,ve the bottom of said receptacle and In com-

, Jtion therewith an outlet valve for said receptacle,
munieation therewun.

^^^

:z:z\z xiXo-. »' -.„» «in. ,.,»p..-.. -o ..p»"

into said vault

i [rialms .5 to s not printed in the Gazette.]

«saroo KNOrKWWN T.VBLE Loris OaArMUxra,
,
8S9.t.oo K->»" »>'

pr.^.B R Smith. I>etrolt,

, homon,.. apt«T ..r..K.... -a lower cro.. .^r.c.. .
xt. „a-
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ins to a common c, nter line, one of tald standards bar-

ing tenons and dowel pins on the extremity of Its bracket

and divergent undercut shouldered arms on the brace, the

other standard bracket ends being each halved and

apertured to Interlock with one of said tenons and dowel

pins, and the other braces each havlnu a halved end en-

gaging one of the undercut shouldered arms, wings on each

brace with oblique sides abutting the adjacent wings and

forming therewith a circular disk, a flanged shield de-

tachably locking said wings together, and a top supported

on the standards above the brackets.

cular shield having a peripheral flange adapted to close

over and lock the wings together, a top removably se-

cured on the stan.lards above the brackets and a shelf de-

tachably secured to the standards^ between the braces and

brackets.

5 A table comprising a plurality of standards having

horizontal upper tirackets and lower cross braces extend-

ing to a common center line, one of said standards having

tenons and dowel pins on the extremity of its bracket

and divergent undtrcut shouldered arms on the brace.

the other standard bracket ends being each halved and

apertured to interlock with one of said tenons and dowel

pins, and the other braces each having a halved end en-

gaging one of the undercut shouldered arms, a wing on

each brace with oblique sides abutting the adjacent wings

and forming therewith a circular disk, a flaneed shield

detachably locking said wings together, lugs on the outer

upper extremities of each standard provided with mar-

ginal ears, a top plate resting on said lugs between the

ears, ledges on the standards between the braces and

brackets provided with marginal ears and a shelf on the

ledges between the ears.

.S89.601. C.KH DOOR FASTENER. Clement <;. H.\r-

BINGTON. Maplewood. Mo . assignor to American Car &

Foundrv Company. St Louis. Mo., a Torporatlon of

New Jersey. Filed Jan 31. lOOS. Serial No. 411^.574.

o A table comprising a plurality of standards having

horisontal upper brackets and lower cross-braces extend-

ing to a common center line, one of said standards hav-

ing tenons and dowel pins on the extremity of It.

bracket and divergent undercut shouldered arms on the

brace the other standard bracket ends being each halved

and apertured to interlock with one of said tenons and

dowel [.ins. and the other braces each having a ha ved
j

end engaging one of the undercut shouldered arms, wings

on each brace wltb oblique sides abutting the adjacent

wings and forming therewith a circular disk, a flanged

shield detachablv locklnL' said wings together, a top sup-
;

ported on the standards above the brackets and a shelf
,

detachably secured to the standards between the braces

and brackets. .... 1

3 \ table comprising a plurality of standards having

horizontal upper brackets and lower cross braces extend-

ing to a common center line, one of said standards hav-

ing tenons and dowel pins on the extremity of Its bracket

and divergent undercut shouldered arms on the brace

the other standard bracket ends beiug each halved and

apertured to Interlock with one of said tenons and dowel

pins and the other braes each having a halved end en-

gaging one of the undercut shouldered arms, a wing on

each brace with oblique sides abutting the a.ljacent wings,

and forming therewith a circular disk, a flanged shield

detachablv locking said wings together, a top removabl.v

secured on the standards al.-.ve the brackets and a shelf

detachablv secured to the standards between the braces

and brackets, the upper face of each tenon and lower face

of the corresponding arm on the first standard being

longitudinally convergent and the mating faces of the

bracket and brace ends of the other standards being cor-

respondingly beveled, said coactlng faces being adapted

to draw the parts to seat when assembled.

4 A table comprising a plurality of standards having

horizontal upper brackets and lower cross-braces extend-

ing to a common center line, one of said standards hav-

ing tenons and dowel pins on the extremity of Us

bracket and divergent undercut shouldered arms on the

brace, the other standard bracket ends being each halved

and ap'-rtured to interlock with one of sr.id tenons and

fiowel pins, and the other braces each having a halved

end engaging one of the undercut shouldered arms, a

wine on each brace with oblique sides abutting the ad.1a-

cent wings, and forming therewith a circular disk, a clr-

A car door fastener comprising a cast metal hasp pro-

vided with an enlarged portion In which an opening Is

formed, a laterally projecting flange at tbe upper side of

said opening, a seal pin projecting downwardly from said

flange into said opening and provided with a slot for re-

ceiving a removable seal, and laterally projecting flanges

at the sides of said_ opening provided with slots through

which the seal Is adapted to pass; substantially as de-

scribed.

889.602. CAR -TRUCK Kiiw.uiu H. H.^^F.K. Houston,

Tex. Filed June 1, 1907. Serial No. 376.880.

1 In a car truck, a jiair of transversely disposed com-

pensating or eqtiulizing bars, said bars being pivotally

connected together, links at the ends of said bars, one

pair of said links being supported upon the bolster, and

the other pair up<m a sujiporting bar connected to a plat-

form under the bolster.

2 In a car truck, the combination of a bolster, n pair of

compensating or equalizing bars pivotally connected to-

gether and supported by links attached to the top of the

bolster, said bars being supported upon links connected

to a platform under the bolster.

3 In a car truck, a bolster, a platform under the

bolster, supporting bars connected to the top of the
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bolster. e<juall2ers plvotally connected togetlter and pro-

vided with links supported upon the bolster, fend support-

in); bars on said platform to whl.-h tl..' .^.lualiz^-r* aro

connected by links.

4 Compensating or equalizing bars for car trucks cm,

prising flat bars plvotally secured together and haviii^'

links pivoted to their outer ends, one pair of said links

being supported upon the bolster and the otrter pair upon

a cross bar on the platform und-T the bolsr.-r.

5 In a car truck, the combination of a i)<»lst.r. a plat

form supported under the bolster. supportiOk.' .'.lualizinL-

bars connected to the upper side of the bolster, cross puis

extending through said supportln*; bar and provi.i.M w.'ii

reduced ends, bar links plvotally connerte.l t .ir'i.'r,

links connected to the ends of said eciualizitii; \»u-< -lil

links being connected to the r.-duoed ends lof the cross

pins, supporting bars hairing lugs at their olpposlte ends,

and links connected to the equalizink,- bars pi,,! plvotally

connoted to said lugs.

889B0.3 DTMP-WAOON. JmivW lUvw .<[. 1', iMwlns-

Tille. N. Y. Filed Sept. 24. 1907. Serial No. 394. .338.

strip of material, and means formed integrally with said

upper tongue and said sweat-leather for holding the sev-

eral parts in operative position.

" A stirrup-leather comprising upp^^r and lower tongues

an"l an Intermediate sweat-leather formed from a single

>.rn, of material, and straps formed integrally with said

upi>er tongue and said sweat leather for holding the sev-

eral parts In operative position.

3 \ stirrup leather comprising upper and lower tongues

and an Intermediate sweat-leather formed from a single

strip of material, said upper tongue being of less extent

than said lower tongue and provided with a pair of in-

tegral transverse straps, and an integral transverse strap

formed upon said sweat-leather, and serving with said

tirst mentioned straps to retain the several parts in oper-

ative position

4 A stirrup leather comprising a sweat-leather pro-

vided' with integral tongues at its upper and lower ends.

and with a transverse strap, and a pair of transverse

straps formed on the upper tongue, said upper tongue be-

ing adapted to be bent downwardly, and said lower tongue

to be bent upwardly, and passed through the straps upon

the sweat -leather and the upper tongue.

1. A door operating VMhanism for dumri wagons com

prising a chain havlnit one end connected to|the door and

Its other end connected to a fixed anchora«e r>n the wagon,

and a lever provided with a bearing engaging the Inter-

mediate portion of the chain

2. A door op.Tatin-' -i- li:in;<m '^r .i.iiiM. ua.'..n^ com-

prising a chain haviu_- -n- -n.! ronn.'. i-i •,, tIi- ,l,,or and

its other end connected to a fixed an.h. ri.- .n th.> wa^-n.

a movable sheav • ML , .n^asin- V.w nterrae.liate por-

tion of the Cham, u. ! i.-a:;^ : ; u.^^mii- <:ii'! i'll'T m one

direction.

3. In a dump wau'-n. a .lump l>«x having; laterally swing-

lug bottom doors, s..parate rhains, .a.-h having one end

connected to a fixed anch. -a.- n tli- wagoi^ and »t8 other

end connected to one of tli' 1 .is ;

tlon of the latter, separate movat :•

Ing the Interemedlate portion of on.

for forcing said elements in one direct ioii to close the

doors, and separate detents for holding said elements In

their operative position.

r controlling the ac-

•n.-nt:-, ea'-h ennag-

o'l the chains, means

8S9.604, STIRRUP -I.EATHEU Wai.teH M Hevi.EY.

Bradley. Ala, Filed .I'lnp 'JT. 1907. S^Tifel No. 3S1.120.

889 605 TYPE WRITING MACHINE. Ai.i.i.v W Hewitt.

Bogota. N. J., assignor to Underw.wd Typewriter Com-

pany. New York. N. Y.. a Corp*.ratlon of New Jersey.

Filed Oct. 25. 1905. S«'rial No. 284.305.

1, A stirrup 1-ather ^..luprisini: usip.-r iiu.l hivvr tongu-s

au.l au inr-'rui.'.liat^' swat learh-r foriu-d fr-m a single

1 In a tvpewrlting machin.-. the combination of a

platen, means for feeding paper line by line around the

platen and independent Intermittently operative means

mounted awav from the platen for supporting one end

au.l Irawlng the other end of a paper strip line by line

around the platen while the latter Is stationary; said

platpn l>elng revoluble while the paper strip remains sta-

tionary.
•^ In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and means for feeding paper line by line

around the platen, of a revoluble device mounted away

from the platen for drawing a strip of paper around the

plat, n and awav therefrom, and Intermittently operative

means for turning said strip feeding device step by step

to effect line feeding of said strip while the platen Is sta-

tionary ; the platen being revoluble independently of said

strip and said strip feeding device.

3 In a tvpewrlting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and means for feeding paper line by

line around the platen, of a device for supporting a roll

of pappr ribbun. a revoluble device for drawing said ribbon

around said plat.-n. and Intermittently operative mech-

anism for operating s.,,.! r-vohlble devlee wblle the platen

is statlonarv: sabl par'- b-lng s,> r.-lated that the rib-

bon luHv pass fp.m ^.Ml -,pi.,r,;„.- device around the

platen .luil '.a k i.. said .Irawiii^- .l.-vlce,

4 III I r\p.-uiiting niai-hin-, 'he pombinaii..n with a

r..v:.liibi.- plaUMi nti.l m.^aiis f,,r f.-.ling pap.T linn by line

around th- i^lai.'U. ..f a ,\.-Mr. for supporting a roll of

narrow pup-r ni.'-ti, a r..voiui,b> device for drawing

said ribbon around saul plai-n an. I
;nt..rmlttently oper-

ative me.Lanism for operating saM r..v..iubl.- device while

June 2, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. II91

the platen is stationary ; said parts being so related that

the paper ribbon may pass from said supporting device

around the platen, and back to said drawing device; and

said platen being revoluble Independently of said ribbon

and said drawing device.

6 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and means for feeding paper line by line

around the platen, of a device for supporting a roll of

paper ribbon, and a pawl and ratchet mechanism for

drawing said ribbon line by line around the platen when

the latter Is stationary ; said platen being revoluble In-

dependently of said riblwn while said pawl and ratchet

mechanism remains stationary.

(Claims to 30 not printed In the Gazette.]

trlbuter and each provided with radially supported agi-

tators complementarlly disposed and obliquely extending

m opposite directions, and means for actuating said dis

trlbuter and for simultaneously but oppositely revolving

the shafts.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.!

889606 BLENDING -MArillNE. George J. Hicks.

Ardsley. N. Y. Filed Apr. 4, 1906. Serial No. 309,753.

889,607. BEER- cut )L.i:r. EiMtR B. HooAN, Chicago.

111., assignor to The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Com-

pany, New Y<iik N v.. a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

June 8, 1907. > i lai No. 377.854.

1 In a ma. bin.. ..f th. . harart.r d.-scribed. the com-

bination with a tank having a suitable discharge, of an

endless di-frtbut. r within said tank and embodying upper

and lower pa.sses. of agitating means between said passes

operative to lift, overturn and effect a back and forth

tumbling movement of the material acted upon by the dis-

tributer said agitating means comprising oppositely ro-

tating elements each provided with a plurality of striking

surfaces set at diff. r.nt ni,Ll.- '. • a.h other and at differ-

ent angles to th- .iir.'.t;..ii .<( r..ia'ion.
|

• 2 In a machin.' ..f the charaeter deserib.d. the combina-

tion with a tank having a suitable discharge, of a screen-

ing device at the Mipply portion of said tank for the de-

livery of screened material within the latter, an endless

distributer within said tank emb-.dying upper and lower

passes, agitating means betw.xn said pass-s for lifting,

overturning and effecting a i.ack and forth tumbling move-

ment of the screened material, said means comprising op-

positely rotating elements ea.b provided with a plurality

of striking surfaces said surfaces being disposed at differ-

ent angles to each other and at dlflTerent angles to the di-

rection of rotation and actuating means for the screening

device, distributer, and the said means within the latter.

3. In a machin.^ of the character described, the com-

bination with a tank having a suitable discharge, of an

endless distributer within tlic tank and providing a mov-

able distributing part. h..rlzontal shafts below said part

and each provided with radially supported agitators com-

plementarlly dlsp<ised and obliquely extending In oppo-

«iT.. .lir.-ctlons, and actuating iii-ans for said distributers

and r..tating said shafts in opix'Sit.. dir.'-tions.

4 In a ma.hlne of the charnd. r .1, <cr!—d. the combina-

tion with a tank having a suitabb' .lis, tiarge. of a screen-

ing device delivering to the supply portion of the tank, an

endless flexible distributer within the latter and presenting

a movable distributing part, horizontal shafts below said

part and each provided with radially sup(>orted agitators

complementarlly disposed and obliquely extending in op-

posite directions, and actuating means for the screening

device, distributer and shafts

.1 In a machine of the diaracier des.ribe.l. the com-

binati.m wltli a tank having an inlet and a suitable dls

charge, of an endless distrll)uter within .said tank, hort-

Eoutal shafts interpose,] between the passes of the dls-

(LAl^-

In a beer cooler, the combination, witli a cabin, t pro-

vided with suitable supports for a removable ice box :
and

an ice box adapted to contain cooling coils and to slide for-

ward on said supports, of a vertically slidable and remov-

able faucet-carrying part F; the whole arranged and oper-

ating so that after the detachment of the [.art F. the ice

box can be slid forward and then removed from the cabinet

889 60N l.Wir HAN«.KH. William R Hulcumbe. U. S.

\rmv assign. .r of one-half t.. John S. Jones. Jefferson

Barracks. Mo. Filed Jan, i:.. IVHJT. Serial No. 352,350.

Renewed Apr. 8, 1908. Serial No. 425.887.

1. In a lamp hanger, a frame having Insulated bars, a

shaft rotatablv mounted in said frame and having insu-

lated sections, notches In one of said sections, a helical

spring having one end secured to a stationary part of the

hanger and the other end to said shaft, a pawl pivoted on

said frame and adapted to engage and disengage said
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notchw and condactor wires adapted to be wound on said

shaft by the coiling up of said spring, one oC «ald wn-

duotnrs being connect«>d to on*- of the shaft sfotions and

the other conductor to the other shaft seotl.«i, nubstan-

tlally as described.

2. In a lamp hanger, a frame having insulated bars, a

shaft rotatably mounted in said frame and having Insu-

lated section.'^. tK-tch^-s in one of said sections, ft casing se-

cured to one of said bars and encircling said sbaft. a heli-

cal spring located In said casing and having one >nd se

cured to the casing and the other end to said sfcaft. a pawl

pivoted on said frani^ and adapted to engage ami disengage

said notches and conductor wires adapted to 1* wound on

said shaft by the colling up of said spring, on^ of said con-

ductors being connected to one of the shaft sections and

the other conductor to the other shaft section, substan-

tially as described.

3. In a lamp hanger, a frame having ins^iat.-d l):irs.

each having a hori2ontal and a vertical member, a shaft

rotatablv m. unted in the vertical members of said frame

and having insulated sections, a thimble coneecting said

sections, notches In one of said ^-ctlons. a caiing secured

to one of said bars and encircling said shaft, a h*>iical

spring located in said casing and having on*- end secured

to the casing and the other end to said shaft, a pawl piv-

oted on one of the vertical members of said frame and

adapted to engage and disengage said notches and conduc-

tor wires adapted to be wound on said shaft by the colling

up of said spring, one of said conductors beiag connected

to one of the shaft s^-ction-i and the other conductor to the

other shaft section, substantially as described.

4. In a lamp hank'fr. a frame having in-ailated bar-^,

each having a horizontal and a vertical mt-rajber. a shaft

rotatably mount.'d in the vertical members «t said frame

and having insulat-d sections, a thimble- <•. nnpcting said

sections, notches In one of said sections, a ht-lical spring

having one ,-ad s^'cur.-d to a stationary part of the hanger

and the other end to said shaft, a pawl pivoted on said

frame and adaptpd to ^ngagp and disengage said notches

«ad conductor wires adapted to be wound on taid shaft by

«fe»eolling up of said spring, one of said conductors being

connected to one of the -haft sections and ttte other con-

ductor to the other shaft section, substantially as described.

portion an overflow pipp attached removably to the top of

said support, an annular c.llar s.-ated removably on said

tapered portion and having a gro<,ve receiving said gnlde-

bar and a set-screw in said collar engaging said tapered

portion, with an arm rigid "n said collar and a valve on

said seat with a stem gulde<l by said arm.

3. In a Bushing valve, the combination of a valve body

member with a valve-seat therein, the body m.mber having

a valve guide support fonne.1 integral therewith, the sup-

port t«»lng hollow with the Interior thereof In communica-

tion with the Interior of the body member below said valve-

seat a portion of said support being tai>ered externally

and having a guide bar formed Integrally on said tapered

portion, the Interior of said tapered portion having wrew

threads, an overflow pipe having screw threads connected

to the threads of the support, an annular collar seated re-

movablv on the tapered portion and having a groove re-

ceiving the guide-bar. and a set-screw In said collar encag-

ing the tapered porti..n of the support, with an arm rigid

on said collar, and a valve on said seat with a -tern guided

tiy said arm.

KN9,610. LOCK FOR I.P:VKKS &• .
Wn I lAM nnvscHEiD.

Elmlra. N. Y. Filed .Sept. JT, VJvl. Serial No. ;u*4,Sh5.

8 8 9.60!>. Fl.rsHING - V.\LVE OriDE. I Charles L.

HoLDEX. Indianapolis. In.l . assignor of one-half to

Knight k Jillson Company, Indianapolis, lud., a Corpo-

ration of Indikna. Filed Jan. 1:7. um. Serial No.

298,157.

1. In a flushing valve, the combination of a valve body

member with a valve-seat therein, the body member having

a valve guide support formed Integral therewith, the sup-

port being hollow with the Interior thereof to communica

tlon with the Interior of the body member below said valve

seat, a portion of said support being tapered externally

and having a guide-bar formed Integrally 01 said tapered

portion, and an annular collar seated removably on said

tapered portion and having a groove receiving said guide-

bar, with an arm rigid on said collar, and a valve on said

seat with a stem guided by said arm.

2. In a flushing valve, the combination oj a valve body

member with a valve seat therein, the body itember having

a Talve guide support formed integral ther.-with. the sup-

port being hollow with the interior thereof in communica-

tion with the interior of the l)ody mem()er t>e|ow said valve-

seat, a portion of said support being tai>ered externally

and having a guide bar formed integrally on said tapered

1 The combination, witb u lever and a serrated seg-

ment, of a latch-block adapted to slide upon the lever and

proTi'ded with ..ne or more teeth to engage corresponding

teeth on the .segment, a cam pivotally mounted on the lever

and adapted to move the latch block into and out of en-

gagement with the segment, and means on the lever for

Imparting a partial rotation bacis and forth to the cum to

actuate the latch, the point of actuating contact between

the cam and latchblo<-k being thrown past centers, when

the latch is In engaging position, to lock the latch in -aid

position.

2 The combination, with a U-v. r mii.I a serrated seg-

ment, of a recessed latch block adapted to slide upon the

lever and provided with one i.r more teeth to engage corre-

sponding teeth on the segment, a cam in said recess pivot-

ally mounted upon a pin which projects from the lever

throiik'h a slot in the latch block, said cam and recess hav-

ing engaging surfaces whereby the back and forth motions

of the cam will move the latch block Into and out of en-

gagement with the segment, and whereby the latch-block

will be locked by the cam in Its engaging i.osition. and

means on the lever for actuating the cam.

S.HL.Hll. W.VTEKl'KUOFl.NiJ M.XTKHIAL FOR .\K1T

FICI.VI. FCKL. .lOHN W IvKUV, Killsburg. I'a
.
and

Charles .M. Linthjclm, Sudbrook Park, .VId. Flle<l

I\ine 1 r.«»7. Serial No. ,'176,851.

1 V waterproofing material for artificial fuel consist-

ing of tar and pitch combined with lime or plaster of
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parte, and black oxld of manganese mixed together, with

the qunntltv of tar and pitch predominating.

2 A waterproofing material for artificial fuel consist-

ing of tar an.l pitch. i'A parts, lime or plaster of parls.

4 parts, and black oiid of manganese IJ parts.

880 61'' ARTIFICIAL FT'EL. JOHN W lT»«T, DUls-

burg. Pa., and Charle.s M. Linttiiccm, Sudbrook Park,

Md Filed ,Tnne 1, ll>07. Serial No. 376,852.

1 .\n artificial fuel comprising a base or body material

combined with limestone or gypfum. Mnck o,ld of manga-

nese and molasses, mixed In suitable proportions.

2, An artificial fuel comprising the following ingredi-

ents mixed in the proportions mimed: a base or body ma^

terinl. I'M"' parts; limestone or gypsum. l.".<> parts; black

oxld of manganese, 10 parts, and molasses, 'JO parts.

3. An artificial fuel comprising a IkxIv of crushed hard

or soft coal or culm, limestone or gypsum, black oxld of

manganese, and molasses mixed In suitable proportions.

4 Kn artificial fuel consisting of a base or body mate-

rial limestone or gypsum, bla. k oxld of manganese, and

molasses mixed In suitable proi^rilons and molded Into

brlnuets, and a waterproofing material applied to said

briquets and consisting of tar and pitch, lime or plaster

of parls, and manganese mixed in suitable proportions.

embroidery, which conslBts In attaching

Bide of the fabric a paper having a pattern

to the upfter

oiilined tbere-

19.613. UAiLWAYi'AR. Charles H Jaegbr. New

Tork, N. Y. Filed Apr ft. 19(i7. Serial No. 367,158.
889.613.

1. A device of the character described Including a car

iKxlv. partitions mounted therein, passageways In said

partitions, passageways Ijetween said partitions dividing

•aid car into three sections, two of said sections having

moonted therein a plurality of seating devices, supports

therefor, said supi-ortini: means N-lng on the same hori-

zontal plane with said seMliiig devices

2 A devl<-e of the character described In.luding a car

body, partitions mounts! therein dividing the same into

a general passageway and two seating sections, a plural-

ity of bicycle seats mounted in each of said seating sec-

tions on the same tiorlzontal plane, and supports for said

senilse.ulng devices

8 A (U-vlce of the character described Inrlnding a car

body, partitions mounte.l therein dividing the siime Into a

general passageway and two seating sections, entrances

and exits forme«l between said partitions, a plurality

of bicycle seats mountinl in said seating sections on the

same "horizontal plane, supi^.rts for said semlaeatlng de-

vices, and means for adjusting the positions of said bi-

cycle seats.

4 A device of the character described Including a car

body, partitions mounte<l fberem. passage-ways forme<l

in said partitions, bicycle seats mounted adjacent to the

side walls of said car lK>dy and said partitions, means for

supporting said bicycle seats and a backboard adapted

to form a back for said semlseating devices.

on, next stitching the pattern outline through he paper

and fabric, next removing the paper, and finaly filling

out the outline with the ordinary embroidery stitch.

889,615. LOCK
Feb. 26, 1907.

Ravdai.i. Johnson. Houston. Tex.

Ser"al No. 359.378.

Filed

889.614. AI:T NFEni.EWtiRK Pktra Johvsbn, Sagola.

Mich. Filed Mar. ii. 191'h. Serial -No. 419.940.

1 An improvement In the art of ornamenting frail

and d«lJcate textile fabrics, such as silk chiffon, by hand

embrolderv. which consists In attaching to the fabric a

paper having a pattern outlined thereon, next stitching

the pattern outline upon the fabric, next removing the

paper, and finally filling out the outline with the ordinary

embroidery stitch.

" An Improvement in the art of ornamenting frail

and delicate textile fabrics, such as silk chiffon, by hand

1. The combination of a casing, spaced coin and key

chutes therein, a bolt passing through one wall of the

casing, a locking detent mounted to gravitate to locking

position and disposed between the bolt and the key chute

and arranged with one end disposed within the latter, a

coin-actuated member pivotally mounted betwe»'n the

chutes and having a portion dispo.sed within the coin

chute and weighted to gravitate to normal position, a

pivotally mounted key supporting memlMr tending to

gravitate to normal position and engaging the first men-

tioned member whereby each member serves to hold the

other In normal position, said members being so di.sposed

as to be actuated solely by the weight of a coin, and a

key cooperating with the serond member for unlocking the

detent and holding the same in unlocked position while

the members are in normal jiosltlon.

o In a lock, tlie combination of a casing, a key chute

therein having opposite walls slotted, a coin chute having

one of its walls slotted, a notched bolt in the casing, a de-

tent having a tooth at one end to engage the notch of the

bolt and arranged with its opposite end projecting into the

key chute through one of its slots, an actuator fulcrtimed

betwe*'n the chutes and having one end extending through

the slot of the coin chute for actuation by a coin, a ful

crumed trigger connected with the actuator and provided

with a projection extending Into the key chute through

one of Its slots, and a key provided with a projection ar-

ranced to engage that of the trigger for holding the key

In engagement with the detent.

3 In a lock a casing having an opening, a key chute in

the'casing having the word •Closed" on its rear wall at

a point opposite the opening, a key having the word

1 "Open" on its front to be disclosed throuch the opening
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of the casing, a bolt, a detent arranged to hold the bolt

locked when the word •Closed" Is exp..s.<l chn.vuli the

opening and to unlock the bolt when the word open"

Is exposed, and a coin-actuated means far relaasably sus-

pending the key In a position to hold the detent in open

position.

4. In a lock, the coajbinatlon of a casing for -.; :i; ite

coin and key chutes, a bolt, a gravitating deti-nt r-r ; -k-

Ing the bolt, a check k-y for holding the detent in unlock-

ing position, a coin actuated memher pivoted an.l over-

balanced to return to normal position by gravity, and a

second member actuat-d by th.> first memb.r atd returned

by gravltv to normal position and arranged t.^ hold the

key m a ipositlon to retain the d.-tent out of .•nL'a»:ement

with the bolt.

5. In a lock, the comtiination of i casing having sepa-

. rate coin and kev chutes, a bolt mounted in tbe casing, a

detent located above the bolt and having ono end over-

balanced to gravitate to lock position, a check k.v mov-

able through the key slot and adapted to engHi.-' n- 'il

of the detent for raising the heavier end there^jf ..ur .f n

gagement with the bolt, a pivoted member adapted to

automaticallv return to normal position by lt iv ;' md ar-

ranged to Jiold the key in a position to retain l..' l.t •:.• in

unlocking relation to the bolt, and a pivot.-l . 'i actu-

ated member permanently cngngins th • flr-r m- muer and

cooperating therewith to return l y ^v:^^n^ •» normal po-

sition to be actuated by a coin. 1

end of the slot, a dog-engaging tbouldcr oppoMd to the

abutm.nt and located between the said abntment and

outer face, a stake pivotally connected with the support

within the slot, and adapted to bear on the abutment

when in Its operative position, and a dog pivoted to the

stake, and adapted to engage the shoulder and hold the

stake in its operative position, the stake being adapted

to swing downwardly In the slot from said position,

(Claim 6 not printed in th« Gazette.]

8 89.6 16. LOG-CARHIKR AND STAKi: tHHRKFOR.

X.\THANiEL M. Jones. Hangor. and Le.n.\kJ 15 Br^aNT.

Lincoln. Me. Filed July 23. 1907, S.rial So. 385.154.

to.

It

S
.-17
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41^

889.617. LINOTYl'K .MA< III.M: 1'avid S, Kenxkdt.

Brooklyn, X. Y.. assignor to M.rg.nthaler Linotype Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 13. 1908.

Serial No. 42:). 7 80.

1. A stake attachment Wpttrtag a reinforcing mem-

ber adapted for attachment to a Wipportlng t<.dy. and pro

Tided with a stake abutment, and with a dog engaging

shoulder opposed to said abutment, and a stak" pivoted to

said member, and provided with a dog adapted to engage

said shoulder, and hold the stak- against the abutment

2. A stake attachment comprising a reinforcing mera(>er

adapted for attachment to a supporting body, and provided

with a slot, the inn^r end of which forms a stake abut-

ment, depending ears at opposit>> sid>'s of ' '»•• slur, and a

shoulder opposed to said stop, a stake piv..tffl to said ears

at a point below the plate, and a dog pivot-d to the stake

and adapted to engage said shoulder and hold the stake

against the ahutm.'nt

:> A i)ortable support having a stake abutment, and a

dog ugatfing shoulder opposed to said abutment, a stake

,,:\',.^,1 to tht" support, and adapted to liear against the

M iiMiieut wh.'u in its op^rativ^' position, and a dog pivoted

to the stak.> and adapted to ngage said shoulder when

the stake comes tn a bparin*: on the abutinett

4, A iwriabie support having a dog-engafing shoulder.

a stake plvot-d to the support, and a dog pivoted to the

sraiie. and adapt.-d to .-ngage th.' should.-r, suld dog having

a fac.' separat.'d from the support by a tool-receiving

space, the shoulder being located at the outpr side of the

st.tk.>, so that the dog acts as a strut to .jppose outward

uiovement of the stake

,". A portabb' support having a slot extending inwardly

from its outer face, said slot being open both at the top

and !)ottoiu of th^ supp<5rt, a stake-abutment at the Inner

1, In a aiaehine ot tiip clasa deterlbed. a knife wiper

and a guided rod bv ubirh It is carried. In comliinatlon

with a sliding actuating member C and an mt.rni.Mliit.-

lever for communicating motion from said memb.r to the

rod. said lever furm.-d to positiv.-ly engag.- the sliding

member during the reijuir.d movem.nt of the knif.- In

both directions, and also form.'d to p.-rmit the continued

movement of the slid.- while th.' kniT' remains at rest In

one p<)-iti ri

2, In com'ination wiih the wiper-carrying rod and the

elevator-slide C provided with a stud or roller H, the in-

term.'diai" lever C, conn.-t.'.l at ori" .-nd with the rod

and having the opposite .'iid provid.'d with a notch g'

and surface y-\- whereby the elevator is enabled to move

the wip-r positively In both directions, and the wiper

permitr.'d -
- r- uiain at rest during a portion of the move-

ment of th" :'' Ht..r

3, Th.' kiiif'- \M|MUt; at tachni.'ti t for a linotype machine,

comprising a wiper carrying ro<i i; and a lever G connected

therewith, said lever having one end provided with the

notch y' and surface (f.

SSOei"- \1.\ ilM I SING DEVICE. THEotxiBE Kharas.

Omaha. Nebr. Filed ,Iune 2:, 1907 Serial No. 380..363.

« /* « .^

1 In an advertising <levlce, the combination with sup-

porting rollers, and belts disposed therearound, of trans-

verse members connecting said belts, said members each

having a longitudinal slot, and a display eb'ment having

an enlarged edge held in said slot.

•> In an adv.'rtlsing d.-vlce, th.' combination with

supporting-rollers, and b.>lts disposed therearound. of

transverse members connecting .said belts, each of said
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members comprising ribs having plates attached to op-

posite sides thereof, and each plate having its side edges

curved toward the complementary edges of the other, said

edges being disposed in separated relation, whereby a

pocket is formed adapted to retain the edge of a display

element,

3. In an advertising device, a display-element holder

comprising a rib and plates attached to the opposite sides

thereof, each plate having Its side edges curved toward the

complementarv edges of the other and said edges being dls-

IK)»ed In separated relation whereby a pocket is formed

adapted to retain the enlarged edge of a display-element.

889,619. CUSHIONING DEVICE. Frederick O. Kil-

OOBB, Minneapolis. Minn., assignor to Kllgore Manufac-

turing Company. Oldtown. Me., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Mar. 18, 1907. Serial No. 362.816.

with said piston for permitting the passage of fluid from

one side of said piston to the other, and for forming a

closed chamber between said piston and the end of its

cylinder, and means for varying the size of the c!(,s,.,l

chamber, substantially as descrll)ed,

5. In an apparatus of the class describe<l. in combina-

tion, two cylindrical meml^ers movable one within the

other and one of which is provided with openings in it,

a piston In one of said members having Its piston ro<i con

nected with the other of said nieml>ers. and pieces of anti

friction material inserted into the openings in one of siiid

members and making contact with the other of said mem-

bers, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette,]

889,620. GARMENT SrrrORT.
burg, Pa. Filed Nov. 24. 1906.

Rosa Klein, Titts-

Serlal No. 344. 8G6.

1 In nn apparatus of the < lass described, in combina-

tion, a (^linder clos.'d at one end and open at its other,

a secon.l .vlin.ier provided with heads and movable In

the first mentioned cylinder, a piston in said second cylin-

der having a piston rcxl extended through one of said

heads and secure<l to the first mentioned cylinder, ports

or openings in said secmd cylinder arranged out of line

with one another, a jn< ket loose on said second cylinder

and provided with a groov.- or channel to permit of the

passage of fluid from one side of the piston to the other,

said Jacket being movable on its cylinder to vary the

length of the fluid cushion forme<l l.etween said piston

and nn end of Its cylinder, substantially as descril.ed.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, in combi-

nation, a cylinder closed at one end and open at its other,

a second cylinder provld..<l with heads and movable In the

first mentioned cylinder, a piston in said second cylinder

havlAg a piston rod extended through one of said heads

and aecur..*! to the first mentioned cylinder, ports or

openings In said second cylinder arranged out of line

with one another, and means to close said iwrts or open-

ings to form closwl chambers of different sizes or capacl-

tlM between said piston and a head of its cylinder, sub-

stantially as de8crll>ed,

?,. In an apparatus of the class descrllwMl. In combi-

nation, two memlK-rs movable one within the other, a

piston in one of said meml>er8 having its piston rod con-

nected with the other of said memlH»rs, means conperntlng

with said piston for permitting the passage of fluid from

one side of said piston to the other, and for forming closed

Chambers at opposite sides of said piston, and means for

varying the size of said closed chambers to adjust the

device to difTer.'iit sprint: action, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In an apparatus of the class described. In combi-

nation, two members movable one within the other, a

piston In one of said memb.Ts bavin;; Its piston rod con-

nected with the otti.T of sitbl m.'nii.'-s, ip-ans cooperating

The combination with a corset and shoulder straps

for suspending the same, of a waist band so disposed with

respect to the corset as to provide a continuous poitiun

at the front of the corset, said band having separated

end portions, means for detachably connecting the ends

of the band to the iK.ttom of the rear of the lacing edges

of the corset, a plurality of V shaped strips secured to

and depending from the front of the corset and surround-

ing the front portion of the band for detachably suspend-

ing the same, an apron secured to and depending from the

front edge of the forward j.ortlon of the band, stocking

supporters secured to the lower e<lge of th.' a(>ron. a two

part bandage having Its rear end detachably secured to

the rear ends of said band, a suspension device depending

from the apron, and a safety pin carri.xl by the front

end of the bandage for detachably securing the forward

end of the bandage to the suspension device.

889,621. METALLIC TIE AND RAIL FASTENER.

Frank Kloisnitzeh. Herman, Pa. Filed July 0, 1907.

.Serial No, 382,5.3.5,

1, In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the ComWnatlon

with rails, of a tie consisting of a sheet of metal having

reduced ends, said sheet of metal being l^nt to a cylin-

drical form with depending ends, splice bars secured to

said tie, said splice bars comprising sleeves, saddle plates

carried by some of said sleeves for supporting said rails.

and means for securing .said splice bars to said rails.

2. In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the combinatl(.n

wUh rails, of n cylindrical tie. splice bars secured to

said tie. said splice bars emlKxlying sleeves, saddle plates

carried by some of said slevees for supporting said rails.

and means for securing snid splb-e bars to said rails.
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of the casing, a bolt, a d»'t.-nt arranged to hold the bolt

locked when the word ' t.'lo.s.'d " is exposed through the

opening and to unlock the bolt when the word " Open "

N exposed, and a coin ai'tuated means for reljasably sus-

pending the key in a posit i.jn to hold the det^-nt in open

position.

4. In a lock, the combination of a ca.slng tor separate

coin and key chutes, a !>olt. a gravitating detent for lock-

ing the holt! a ch^M-k key tor holding the detent in unlock-

ing position, a coin actuated member pivote* an.i over-

balanced to return to normal position by gravity, and a

second m^mbe^ actuated by the first member a»d returned

hv gravity to normal position and arranged to hold the

key In a positlnu to retain the detent out of engag.-ment

with the bolt.

5. In a lock, th- cimbinatlon of a casing fcaving sepa-

.rate coin and key chutes, a bolt mounted in the casing, a

detent located abov^ the bolt and having oa^' end over-

balanced to gravitate to lock position, a che<-k key mov-

able through the key slot and adapted to engage one end

of the det^'nt for raising the heavier end thereof out of en-

gagetfient with the holt, a pivoted member adapted to

automaticallv return to normal position by gravity and ar-

ranged toxoid the key in a position to retain Che detent in

unlo.i<ini: r.-lation to the i.olt. and a pivote« coin actu-

ated ui-in-ier permanently engaging the first member and

c.).-.per:uing therewith to r.'turn by gravity to normal po-

sition r-i l-e a'-tuated by a coin.
,

8 8 9 . 6 1 tS I.<)«;-rARHIER .\ND STAKE THEREFOR.
Nathaniel M. Jone.s. Bangor, and Leonabi* B. Brva.vt.

Lincoln. M Fibd July j:;. 1907. Serial .No. :{>*-). 154.

end of the slot, a dog engaging shoulder opposed to the

abutment and locat.-d between the said abutment and

outer face, a stake pivotally connected with the support

within the slot, and adapted to bear on the abutment

when in Its operative position, and a dog pivoted to the

stake, and ada!)ted to engage the shoulder and hold the

stake in its operative position, the stake t)eing adapted

to swing downwardly In the slot from saitl p.isitlon.

[Claim ij not printed in th« (jazett^-

S.S9.61T. LINOTYl'E MAiUl-NE I'.oiuS Kknnki.v.

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Mergenthaler Liuot,\[>e i om-

pany. a Corporation of New York Filed Mar l.'.. WiOH.

Serial No. 4Ja,7S5>.

_/?
6-u

l±

1 .^ siak- atta iiiueiu oinprlsing a reintorclng mem-

b.-r adaiit^d for attrt' hm.'iu to a supporting tnody. and pro-

vide* with a stak»- abutriient, and with a dog engaging

shouldtT .)p{K)se,l to <ai<l ahTitment, and a stake pivoted to

.said member, and provided with a dog adapted to engage

saiil -ihoulder, and hold the *take against the abutment.

J. A stake attachment comprising a reinforcing member

adapted for atta<hn;ent to a supporting body, and provided

with a slot, the inner end of which forms a stake abut-

ment, depending ears ar opposite sides of tie slot, and a

shoulder opposed ro said stop, a stake pivoted to said ears

at a point below the plate, and a dog pivoted to the stake

and adapted to engage said shoulder and hold the stake

against the abatm.>nt.

:; A portable support having a stake-abutment, and a

dog engaging shoubler opposed to said abuttnent, a stake

pivoted to'the support, and adapted to bear against the

al)Utment when in its operative position, and a dog pivoted

tu the stake and adapted to engage said shoulder when

the stake comes to a bearing on the abutmeat.

4. A [wrtable support having a dog-engaflng shoulder,

a stake pivot.-d to the support, and a dog pivoted to the

stake, and adapted to engage the shoulder, said dog having

a face separated from the support by a tool-receiving

spac-e, the shoulder being located at the ouoer side of the

stake, so that the dog acts as a strut to oppose outward

movement of the stake.

.-.. A portable support having a slot extending Inwardly

from its outer face, said slot being open both at the top

and b<rttom of the support, a stake-abutment at the Inner

1 In a machine of the class described, a knife wiper

and a guided rod by which It is carried, in combination

with a sliding actuating menil>er C and an intermediate

lever for communicating motion from said memb.-r to the

rod. said lever fornaed to positively engage the sliding

member during the re.iulred movement of the knif** in

both directions, and also formed to permit the continued

movement of the slide while th.- knif' r-malns nt rest in

one position.

2. In combination with the wiper carrying rod and the

elerator-allde C provided with a stud or roller H. the In-

termediate lever ti connected at one end with the rod

and having the opposite end provided with a notch a'

and surface g'' ; whereby the elevator is enalib'd to move

the wiper positively In both directions, and the wiper

permitted to remain at rest during a portion of the move-

ment of the elfvjitor

3. The knlf'' wipiuk.' attachment for a linotype maihine

comprising a « ip^r .arrx Ing rod E and a lever i. conne.-te.l

therewith. sHid lever bavun: one end provided with the

notcli V and surface yv

889.61^. ADVFRTISINfi HEVICE.

Omaha. Nebr. Filed .June 22, 1907

The<>cv>be BIhakas.

Serial No. 880,803.

^ ** /W ^ /« « ^

1. In an advertising device, the combination with sup-

porting rollers, and belts disposed therearound, of trans-

verse members connecting said belts, said members each

having a longitudinal slot, and a display element having

an enlarged edge held In said slot.

2. In an adv.-rtlsing device, the combination with

supporting rollers, and belts disposed therearound. o?

transverse members connecting said belts, each of said
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members comprising ribs having plates attached to op-

posite sides thereof, and each plate having its side edges

curved toward the complementary e<lges of the other, said

edges being disposed in separated relation, whereby a

pocket is formed adapted to retain the edge of a display

element.

3. In an advertising device, a display-element bolder

comprising a rib and plates attached to the opposite sides

thereof, each plate having its side edges curved toward the

complementary edges of the other and said edges l)elng dis-

posed In separated relation whereby a pocket is formed

adapted to n-taln the enlarged edge of a display-element.

880,619. ((SHKiNINi; I>EVI(E Frederk K O. KiL-

OOBM. Minneapolis. Minn . assignor to KHgore Manufac-

turing Company, oldtown. Me., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Mar. IX. I'toT. Serial No. :itT2.SlO.

1. In aa appaimtns of the class descrlt:>ed. In combina-

tion, a CTllnder elOMd at one end and open at Us other.

a second cylinder provided with heads and movable in

the first mentioned cylinder, a piston in said second cylin

der hnvint' a piston r<xl extended through one of said

heads an<l secnrj-il to the first mentioned cylinder, ports

or openings in said second cylinder arrange<l out of line

with one another, a jacket loose on said second cylinder

and provlde<l with a grtHive or channel to permit of the

passage of fiuld from one side of the piston to the other,

said jacket being movable on its cylinder to vary the

length of the fluid cushion formed between said piston

and an end of Its cylinder, substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus of the class described. In combi-

nation, a cylinder <1os<h1 at one end and open at its other,

a second cylinder provlde<l with beads and movable in the

first mentioned cylinder, a piston in said second cylinder

having a piston rod extended through one of said beads

and se<iir<Hl to the first nientlone<l cylinder, ports or

openings In said second cylinder arranged out of line

with one another, and means to close said [torts or open

Ings to form closed chaml>ers of different sizes or capaci-

ties between said piston and a head of Its cylinder, sub-

^tantially as descriU'd.

;*.. In an apparatus of the class descril»e<l, in combi-

nation, two members movable one within the other, a

piston In one of said memt>ers having Its piston rod con-

nected with the other of said meml)ers. means coilperatlng

with said piston for permitting the passage of fluid from

one side of said piston to the other, and for forming closed

chamlters at opposite sides of said piston, and means for

varying the size of said closed chambers to adjust the

device to different spring action, substantially as de

.icrilied.

4. In an apparatus of the class descrlts'd. in comb!

nation, two members movable one within the other, a

piston In one of said members having its piston r<Kl <<(n

necte<l with the other of said memljers. means cooi)erating

with said piston for permitting the passage of fluid from

one side of said piston to the other, and for forming a

closed chamlter between said piston and the end of Its

cylinder, and means for varying the size of the closed

chamber, substantially as descril)ed.

5. In an apparatus of the class descrll>ed, in combina-

tion, two cylindrical memliers mfivable one within the

other and one of which Is provided with openings in it,

a piston in one of said meml>er8 having its piston rod con-

nected with the other of said memiiers, and pieces of anti-

friction material Inserted Into the openings in one of said

members and making contact with the other of said mem-

bers, substantially as described.

[Claims (5 to 9 not printed in the (iazette.]

889.620. GARMENT sri'I'ORT. Rosa Klein, Pitts-

burg, Pa. Filed Nov. 24. 1906. Serial No. 344,btJ6.

The combination with a corset and shoulder straps

for susr>ending the same, of a waist band so disposed with

respect to the corset as to provide a continuous portion

at the front of the corset, said l>and having separated

end iKirtlons, means for detachably connecting the ends

of the band to the twttom of the rear of the lacing edges

of ttie corset, a plurality of V shaped strips secured to

and depending from the front of the corset and surround-

ing the front portion of the band for detachably suspend-

ing the same, nn apron secured to and depending from the

front edge of the forward portion of the band, stocking

supporters secured to the lower edge of the apron, a two

part bandage having its rear end detachably secured to

the rear ends of said band, a suspension de\ice def^ending

from the apron, and a safety pin carried by the front

end of the Vmndage for detachably securing the forward

end of the bandage to the suspension device.

88 9.62 1. METALLIC TIE AND RAIL FASTENER.
Frank Kloi smtzer, Herman, Pa. Filed July G, 1907.

Serial No. 382,535.

VWI^F

I

1, In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the combination

with rails, of a tie consisting of a sheet of metal having

reduced ends, said sheet of metal l>eing lient to a cylin

drical form with depending ends, splice bars securetl to

said tie. said splice bars comprising sleeves, saddle plates
' carried by some of said sleeves for supporting said rails,

and means for securing said splice bars to said rails.

I 2. In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the combinati(in

I

with rails, of a cylindrical tie. splice bars secured to

i said tie. said splice bars embodying sleeves, saddle plates

carried by some of said slevees for supporting said rails.

i
and means for securing .said splice bars to said rails.
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889.822. STEAM EN3INE.
Kv Kiled J'lue 1". 1907.

Ebvin H. K>aBp. Goddard.

Serial No. 378.6T7.

1. In an engine of the class described, the combination

with a cylinder, and a drlvlnsj shaft ; of a plnrallty of

pistons in said cylinder two of which are fljed together

and the other movable Independently t>etwetn the fixed

pistons, and means to direct steam Into s»ld cylinder.

whereby the live and expanded steam may be employed to

drive said pl.-»tnns and rotate the driving shaft.

2. In an engine r,f the class desrrU)e<l. the combination

with a cylinder, a driving shaft and cranks on said drlv

Ini? shaft; of a plurality of pistons in said cylinder two

of which are flxe<l to move together and the other to move

independently between the fixed pistons, meaas to connect

said pNtons to the cranks, means to direct steam between

said pistons and additional means to dirett expinde-l

steam Into each end of said cylinder and against the end

piston.
I

.3. In an ensine of the c\:\h» descrlli^Hi, the combination

with a cylinder and a driving shaft ; of a trio of pistons

in said cylinder, one of which Is movable Independently

of the remaining pistons, means to operatlvely connect

said pistons to the driving shaft, a steam chent above said

cylinder, a plurality of ports b*'tween said steam chest

and cylinder, means to intermittently direct steam through

nald ports and between the two end pistons and the Inter-

mediate piston, an auxiliary chest, a duct t)etween said

first menrionetl chest and auxiliary chest to convey the

expanded steam Into the atixiliary chest and means to al

ternately convey said expanded steam to opposite ends

of the cylinder and into engagement with the end pistons.

4 In an engine of the ci.iss d-^scrlled. the combination

with a cylinder ; of a pair of pistons adapted to reciprocate

In opopalte ends of said cylinder, an in.lepetidently mov

able piston t>etween said end pistons, a ste»m chest for

said cylinder, means to alternately dir^'ct live steam to op-

posite sides of the central piston, an autillary chest.

means to convey the expanded steam from opposite sides

of the central piston to the auxiliary chest and additional

Mans to alternately direct the expanded staam from the

auxiliary chest to opposite ends of the cylinder.

5. The combination with a cylinder ; of a pair of pis

trtns fixed together and adapted to reciprocate in oppo

Bite ends of said cylinder, an Independently movable pis

ton lietween said end pistons, a steam chest for said cylin

der. a port adja<ent each end of said steam chest adapted

to direct steam between the two end pistons and at oppo

site sides of the lnde[>endently movable plstoo ;ind a valve

In said steam chest adapted to alternately open and close

said ports and means to convey the expanded steam from

between saiil pl.stons to oprwi'ife ends of the cylinder.

[Claims t"". to s not printed In the r.azette.l

ner face of the frame sides, to partially close the opening

in the rear end of the fram.'. means for yieldingly holding

the frame against the ice, and means for preventing aide-

wise movement of the frame.

P-]r~t3
r'

881>.«2.; ATT.\rHMHNT FOR ICE - PLOWS. SAMrii.

KvFi-HT. Petoskey. Mich Filed June 14, 1907. Serial

No .•^,T'«.r»>NS

1 The combination, with an ice-plow. Its beam, and a

pair of rearwardly extending handU^s secnreil to the beam,

of a kerf-fllllng attachment carried by the b*am and com-

prlsini: a rearwardly-tapered open ended frame having Its

sides arranged at right-angles to its body portion, to direct

the Ice shavings into the kerf cut by the plow, a pair of

oppositely-disposed wedge shaped blocks secured to the In-

2. The combhiatlon with an Ice plow, its beam, and a

pair of rearwarilly extending handles secured to the beam.

of a kerf flllini; attachment carried by the t>eam and com-

prising a r.^arwardly tap'Ted open .-nded fram^ having Its

sides arrange.! at right angles to Its body portion, to direct

the Ice shavings into the kerf cut by the Ice plow, a pair

of oppositely disposed wedge-shaped blocks secured to the

inner face of the frame sides, to partially close the opening

in the rear end of the frame, a dei>endlng member secured

to the body-portion of the frame between said blocks, to

level the flIU'd kerf, m.-ans for yieldingly holding the frame

against the ice, and means for preventing sidewlse move-

ment of the frame.

.V The combination, with an Ice-plow, its beam, and a

pair of rearwardly extending handles secured to the beam,

of a kerf filling attachment carried by the beam and com-

prising a rearwardly tapered open-ended frame having its

sides arranged at right angles to the body portion, to direct

the ice shavings into the kerf cut by the plow, a plate se-

cured to the undf-r face of the frame at the forward end

thereof, said plate having depending ~; !•-
1
ringed in

spaced relation to and parallel with the .idj.in lit sidfs of

the frame, a pair of oppositely-disposed wedge-shaped

blocks stMured to the inner face of the frame sides rear-

wardly of said blocks, to partially close the opening In the

T'^ar end of the frame, means for yieldingly holding the

frame against the surface of the Ice, and mean« for pre-

venting sidewise movement of the frara>>

4. The combination, with an ice-plow, its beam, and n

pair of rearwardly extending handles secured to the beam,

of a transversely disposed board carried by the handles,

and provided with a central openine means for holding

said board against displacement, a kerf tilling attachment

comprising a r-arwardly tapered open »'nded frame ha\ ing

its sides arranged at right angles to Its body portion, to

direct the ice shavings Into the kerf cut by the plow, the

t»ody portion of said frame having an opening formed

therethrough In allnement with the first-mentioned open-

ing, a vertical rod extending at opp.islte ends through said

openings, resilient means carrb^d bv said rod and bearing

at opposite ends against said board and the bodv portion

of said frame, to yieldingly hold the frame aicninst the sur-

face of the Ice. and means for preventing sidewlse move-

ment of'said frame
.•>. The combination, with an ice plow. Its beam, and a

pair of rearwardly extending handles se.ii red to the hpam,

of a transversely dispost-d board carried liy the handb's

and provided with a central opening. me«ns for holding

said b.iard against displacement, a kerf filllnt' attachment

comprising a rearwardly tai>ered open ended frame having

Its sides arranged at right-angles to its bf>dy portion, to

direct the Ice-shavlnga Into the kerf ctit by the plow, the

body portion of the said frame having an oj>enlng formed

therethrough in allnement with the first-mentioned open-

ing, a vertical rf>d extending at opposite ends through said

openings, resilient means carrifd by said rrvd and bearing

at opposite ends against said board and the body portion

of said frame, to yieldingly hol.l the frame against the sur-

fai^e of the ice, a pair of oppositely disposed wdtre shaped

tilocks secured to the Inner face of the frame sides, to par-

tially close th«^ opening In the rear end of the frame, and

means for preventing sidewise movement of the frame.

, [Claims »1 to *< not printed In the (JnTette 1
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889.624. .M<I>t)MINAL SUPPORTER. Kathebixe engaging the cam. a gear wheel, a post adjustably mounted
KoEB.vEB, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 20, 1906. Se- , on the gear wheel and operatlvely connected to the plun-
rlal No. 335,429. ' ger. and means controlled by the gear wheel for laterally

shifting the carriage, substantially as specified.

.A>i an Improved article of manufactur". the supporter
herein de»<ribed, comprising c-entral unstlff.-ned gores nar-
rower at the top than at the bottom, a binder connecting
the central gores and concealing the Junction thereof,

wider gores on the outer sld.'s of said central gores and
slightly narrower at the top than at the bottom with their

upper ends curved downwardly away from the central
gores, binders connecting the central and side gores and
conversing from the lower portion to the upper portion
towards each other, narrower gores toward the ends of
salil xiipp.irter. binders between the same and the side
gore^. a continuous upper binder connected with the gores
and with the transverse binders, a lower hinder connected
with the lower portions .)f said gores and transverse
binders to form an integral pocket, said upper and lower
binders conforming to the shape of the gores, the upper
binder bidng of greater length than the lower binder, and
fast.-ning straps formed separate from and attached to the
ends of said supporter whereby the shape of said pocket
may be varied according to requirements.

88 9.0 25. TELEMETER. Ai.bert KOxig and Emil
DOxiTZ, Jena. Germany, assignors to The Firm of Carl
Zeiss, Jena, Germany. Filed June 2.3, 1906. Serial No.
323,164.

A telemeter consisting of two telescopes and a device for

translating one of the telescope Images in the direction of
the base line, a single ocular being provided for both tele-

scopes, a sejiaratlug prism system separating the two Image
fields with a straight boundary line perpendicular to the
base line and the total prism combination of the instru-

ment reerecting one telescope Image completely and the
other only with respect to the base line.

8 8 9,626. LETTERING APPARATUS. Charles K.
Krieoer and Hb.vby C. Evely.v, New York. N. Y. Filed
Sept. 7. 1907. Serial No. 391.825.
1. In a lettering H|ii>aratiis. a fram(>. a carriage movable

in the frame, a type wheel journaled In the carriage, a type
carried by the type-wheel, a cam secured to the type-wheel,
a plunger engaging the cam, a gearwheel operable by the
plunger, a ra.k .ngaged by the gear wheel, and means on
the frame for adjusting the rack, substantially as specified.

2. In a lettering apparatus, a frame, a carriage movable
in the frame, a type wheel Journaled in the carriage, types
of different widths carried by the typ.-wbeel. a cam se-

cured thereto and having teeth of different heights, and
means controlled by said teeth for laterally shifting the
carriage according to the widths of the types, substan-
tially as sf)ecifled.

3. In a lettering apparatus, a frame, a carriage movable
in the frame, a type-wheel Journaled in the carriage, types
carried by the type-wheel, a cam secured thereto, a plunger

4. In a lettering ai)paratus. u frame, a carriage movable
In the frame, a type wheel journaled in the carriage, a cam
secured to the type-wheel, a spring-Influenced plunger en
gaging the cam. a gear wheel, a post adjustably secured to
the gear wheel, a link connecting the plunger to the post, a
rack operatlvely connected to the gear wheel, and means
on the frame for adiustinp the rack, substantlallv as speci-
fied.

889,627. HEFin(;KHATIN<; APPARATUS Lehman
Lkvt, Chicago. 111., assignor tu Scbwarzschlld 6s. Sulz-
berger Co., New York, N. Y . a Corporation of New
York Filed Apr, 2. If+ue, Serial No. 300,450.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a compartment having an admission and a dis-
charge passage, and a plurality of substantially parallel
curtains within said compartment and disposed obliquely
to a direct line between said admission and discharge pas-
sages, said curtains being adapt.il to be wet with a cool-
ing medium whereby to cool th.' air and create an air
current through said compartments and passages, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a feed pipe, and sul)8tantially-parallel perforated
discharge pipes connected with said feed pipe and pro-
jecting therefrom at an oblique angle, whereby a cooling
m<>dlum fed to said discharge pipes by said feed pipe is de
llvered through the perforations, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a feed pipe, substantially-parallel perforated dis-

charge pipes connected with said feed pipe and projecting
therefrom at an obllijue angle, and a distributing curtain
hung on each of said discharge pipes, whereby a cooling
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medium fed to said dIscharKe pipes by said f(»ed pipe is

df-liveff-d throiigli the perforations to the distributing cur-

tnins. subHtantially as described.

4. In a dfviee of the character described, the combina-

tion of a feed pip*-. sul)stantially-parallel perforated dis-

charge pipes connected with said feed pipe acd projecting

therefrom at an oblitjuf angle and a dlstrilMiting curtain

associated with each of ^aid discharge pipes, whereby a

cooling medium ffd to said discharge pipes by said feed

pipe Is delivered through the perforations of $aid discharge

pipes to th.' di-itrlt)utlng curtains, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In a device uf the character descrit>ed. the <'omblna-

tlon of a feed pipe, substantially parallel ilibcharge pipes

connected with said feed pipe and projecting therefrom at

an oblique angle, said discharge pipes having perforations

on their under sides, and a distributing curtain for each

of said discharge pipes, each curtain having a hem within

which its discharge pipe fits. wherel)y a <-«K>ling medium

fed to said discharge [)U)es through said fe»d pipe is de-

livered to the curtains through the perforations of the dis-

charge pipes, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the <;azetti».l

889.628. CHECK-OI'KR.VTKl) FEKDKR FOR VENDING-
MACHINES ANt) THE LIKE. H.\k«y NfAUG.iLis. Chi-

- cage. 111. Filed Apr. 11. li»<'T. Serial N^. ;'.»;T,»U>5.

1. In a device of the class descrilied. a ctsing. a chute

therein. H i.atfle pivotally arranged in said ctiute, and a

check having a plurality of slots to engage different parts

of the baffle and tu he passed by the same into the chute.

•_'. A check operated feeder for vending machines and the

like, comprising a feed chute, a pivot bolt arranged in said

chute, a rectangular baffle frame pivotally mounted mid-

way between its ends on said i)olt to obstruct the feed

slot at the upper end of said chute, a check having formed

therein a plurality of notches adapted to U" engaged with

the ends of said battie frame and with the pivot bolt to

turn thereon with said baffle frame and thereby pass

through the slot and into the feed chute, snbstantlally as

de9crlt)ed.

889.6-9. CATCHER FOR METAL PLATEg. Arthik J.

M.vsKREV. Chester. W. Va Filed Nov 4, 190T. Serial

No. 400.449.

1 in a catcher for metal plates, the romfclnatlon with a

tinning pot. of housings, two parallel shafts journaled in

^aid housings over the discharge rolls of the tinning pot.

A plurality of circular disks mounted on said shafts,

yieldable sheet-grasping teeth carried iiy said disks, guides

for directing a sheet through said <llsks. an incline<l chute

on which the sheet is actuated to fall, and Weans for driv-

ing said shafts.

2. In a catcher for metal plates, the combination with a

tinning pot. of suitably mounted housings, two parall'd

shafts journaled in said housings over the discharge rolls

of the tinning pot. a plurality of circular disks flied on

said shafts, said disks tn^ng arranged In oppositely-dis-

posed pairs, spring pressed sheet engaging teeth carried by

said disks, guides carried by said shafts, a sheet guiding

arm on one of said shafts, an Inclined chute, and driving

means for said shafts.

3. In a catcher for metal plates, the combination with a

tinning pot. of suitably mounted housings, t«u parallel

shafts journaled in said housings over the discharge rolls

of the tinning pot, a plurality of circular disks fixed on

said shafts, sabi disks being arranged in oppositely-dis-

posed pairs, spring press.'d teeth carried by said disks,

said teeth being arranged to normally meet as they rise

Hl»ove the point of contact of the discharge roils of the

tinning pot. guides for directing the sheet to said disks,

an inclined chute on which the sheet is adapted to fall, and

driving mechanism for said shafts.

4. In a catcher for metal plates, the combination with

a tinning jKjt, of suitably mounted housings, two parallel

shafts journaled In said housings over the discharge rolla

of the tinning pot. a plurality of circular disks fixed on

said shafts, said disks being arranged in oppositely-dis-

posed pairs, pivoted teeth carried by said disks, said teeth

being arranged to normally meet as they ri.se above the

point of contact of the dtseharge rolls of the tinning pot.

a chute to which a sheet is directed from said disks, and

driving mechanism for said shafts.

:>. In a catcher for metal [>lates. the combination with a

tinning pot. of suitably mounted liouslngs. two parallel

hafts Journaled in said housings, a plurality of circular

disks fixed on said shafts, said disks being arranged in op-

positely-disposed pairs, pivoted teeth carried by said disks,

aald teeth being adapted for yieldingly grasjiing a sheet of

metal as it rises from the discharge rolls of the tinning

l>ot guides for directing sheets from the pot to said disks.

<i chute to which said sheets are delivered, and mechanism

for driving said shafts.

[Claims ••. to 1.'. nut printed in the Gazette.]

889.630. BOLT-OI'ERATING AND Al ToMATK' I.o.K-

ING MECHANISM. .Ioun MEtKur.. Wllklnsburg. I'a.

Filed June I'T, 1907. Serial No. 381,168.

1. The combination of a fixed plate provided with a

guide, an operated memi>er provided with means for re-

ceiving a thrust longitudinally, and a T shaped cam pro-

Tided with means for engaging the giikle on said |ilate

and operable by a single thrust In the direction of move-

ment of the operated member to unlock, move longitudi-

nally, and lock said operated member.

2. The coml>lnatlon of a meml)er provided with guiding

means, an operated member movable longitudinally rela-

tively to said guide carrying meml)er and having a re<ess

In one side thereof, an oi)eratlng tnember loosely disposed

In the recess of said operated member and movalfle inde-

pendently relatively thereto, and means carried by said

operating memli*»r for eiigagea:»*nt with said guldlag means

for moving said operated memt>er longitudinally and loek-

Inc it In one of Its extreme positions.

:; The comWnation of a casing jirovlded with guiding

means having a recess extending longitudinally thereof, a

t.olt slldable in said casing and having a recess In one side

thereof, and a notch In one wall of said recess registering

with the recess in said casing, a T-shaped operating mem-

ber, arranged in the recess In said bolt with Its stem pro-

jected through the notch In the l.olt and the recess in the
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casing, and provided with a finger piece, and means carried

by said operating member for engagement with said guid-

ing means for moving said bolt back and forth and locking

it in its extreme positions.

4. The coml)inatlon of a guide casing having a recess

extending longitudinally thereof, a bolt slldable in said

casing and liaving a recess in one side thereof, and a notch

In one wall of said recess registering with the recess in

said casing, a T-shaped operating member arranged In the

recess In said bolt with its stem projected through the

notch in the bolt and the recess in the casing, and having

the outer edge of its head curved longitudinally, longitudi-

nally-spaced studs projecting from one face of said operat-

ing member, said casing having longitudinally-spaced slots

inclined downwardly toward each other for engagement

by said studs whereby said bolt may be moved longitudi-

nally l)ack and forth and locked In its extreme positions.

5. The combination of a guide member having spaced

•lots inclined downwardly toward each other and provided

with communicating slots or notches at the upper ends

thereof, an operated member slldable In said guide mem-

ber and having a recess in one side thereof, an operating

meml)er arranged in the recess of said operated member,

and having longitudinally spaced studs extending through

said recess into the slots In said guide member and a

handle for moving said operating member, whereby .said

operated member Is moved back and forth, and one of said

studs being adapted to engage one of said notches and

lock the operated member in its extreme position.

,631. HlNOBu John Mirbat. Lonerock, Iowa Filed

July 6. 1906. Serial No. :2t5^,433.

latch and arranged to engage said notches : the shoulders

p on the latch, said shoulder being bent forward from the

metal forming the latch : and the spring j* tensloned

against the shoulder, said spring l>eing arranged on the

face of the plate.

.\ hinge comprising, in combination, an attaching plate

provided with upper and lower spaced knuckles having

mutually-adjacent curved faces converging towards each

other, and with a recess formed therein between the Inner

portions of the knuckles, said knuckles having alining

passages formed therethrough, a pair of plates adapted for

attachment to a door and provided with horizontally ex-

tending wings having vertical angular openings alining

with the passages In said knuckles, a pintle siidably and

revolubly engaged in said passages and having angular

end portions engaged in said openings, a screw engaged

In the pintle between the knuckles, and a roller mounted

upon the screw and located for engagement of the curved

face of either knuckle, said recess having Its bottom di-

rected inwardly and downwardly Into the plate for the

reception of said roller.

889,6.'?2 TYPE-WRITER. John W. Pacl, Kittannlng.

Pa Filed July 5, 1906. Serial No. 324.904.

1 In a typewriter, the combination of a plate arranged

to carry a marginal stop, said plate being provided with a

series of notches ; a marginal stop arranged on said plate

comprising a plate } having the ears f extending over

and engaging the plate carrying the marginal stop : the

latch f* arranged on the plate / ,• the pin /» carried by the

134 O. G.—79

p»<Si^J^_><*~J"

2. In a typewriter, the combination of the platen having

the printing point in view : a scale for indicating the po-

sition of the platen carried by the carriage: a marginal

stop carried by the scale ; means for adjusting the stop

on the scale, the printing point on the platen, and the

corresponding point on the scale being simultaneously in

view ; and mechanism cooperating with said parts to per-

mit of the adjustment of the stop on the scale correspond-

ing to the printing point while both the desired stopping

point on the platen and the corresponding point on the

scale are in view.

H. In a typewriter, the combination of a platen with a

printing point normally in view ; a basket arranged for a

• front strike " on the platen ; a scale carried with the

platen: a marginal stop arranged on the scale: and a

frame stop arranged In the path of the marginal stop,

said frame stop being placed within the segment of a cir-

cle of which the basket forms the arc printing point, scale,

marginal stop and frame stop being simultaneously in

view.

4. In a typewriter, the combination with a platen : of

a type basket in the form of a segment : type bars in the

basket arranged to strike at the front of the platen : a

carriage ; a stop on the carriage ; a line lock actuated by

the stop : a release mechanism for said line lock and an

operating button arranged at the platen end of the basket

directly above and on said mechanism, said button being

centrally located with relation to the segment in front

of and directly below printing point on platen.

5. In a typewriter, the combination with the carriage

scale carried by the carriage ; of a universal bar ; devices

locking said universal bar against action : and adjustable

means on the scale for actuating said devices.

[Claims G to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.633. APPARATUS FOR FORMING ARTIFICIAL

BUILDING BLOCKS. Albert A. Paclv. Voungstown,

Ohio. Filed Feb. 26. 1907. Serial No .•i.')9.520.

In an apparatus of the class described, a supporting

frame, a horizontally-disposed shaft Journaled upon the

top thereof and provided with an enlarged spur wheel, a
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horltontally-dlsposed shaft mounted upon the top of the

fram^ and provided with a spur wheel meshing with and

of less diameter than the flrat mentioned spur wheel, a

horizontally-disposed shaft mounted upon tUe top of the

frame and provided with a spur wheel meshing with and of

1^^8 diameter than the second mentioned spur wheel, a

,-^ank handl-- carried by the laat mentioned shaft, a beveled

»;ear mounted upon the first mentioned shaft, a vertically-

disposed shaft Journaled In said frame and having Its

upper end formed with a beveled gear meshing with the

other beveled «ear. a transversely-shlftable plate arranged

within the frame near the bottom thereof, transversely-

extending supporting guides for said plate, an eccentric

conn»'cted to said vertically-extending shaft, and a link

connection between the eccentric and said plate.

drum and provided with converging walls, spring actuated

mechanism for rotating the drum, a governor for regulat

Ing the speed of rotation of the drum, and a lever and

cam for starting and stopping said mechanism

889 634 DEVICE FOR DELIVERING MAIL. IBVISO

E. Patne. Rockefeller, 111. Filed Feb. 27. 1908. Serial

No. 417,992.

JU

1 K mall bag delivering apparatus, including a bag

holder hinged to a car, a pivoted horisontaJ arm adapted

to support said holder In operative posltl<«. a receiving

receptacle arranged adjacent to the car tr»ck and a trtp

bar attached to said receptacle and adapted to engage said
|

pivoted arm.
» „_

•-« \ mall bag delivering apparatus. Including a tray

hinged to the side of a car. an arm pivoted to the car and

adapted to support said tray In operative position, a

hinged receiving receptacle arranged adjaaent to the car
1

track counter weights for the receptacle, and arms at-

tached to the receptacle and adapted to e»gage the tray

supporting arm
3 In a mail bag delivering apparatus, the combination

,

with a car, of a bag holding tray hinged to the side of

«ald car resilient arms attached to the car and engaging

the trav a horizontal arm pivoted to the c»r and adapted

to hold" the tray in extended position, a hlDged receptacle

arranged adjacent to the car track, counter weights for

the receptacle, and trip arms pivoted to tha receptacle and

arranged to project into the path of said horizontal arm.

4 In a mall bag delivering apparatus, the combination

w'fh a car nf a trav htneed to the side cif the car, said

tray having upturned margins, resilient firms secured to

the car and engairing said tray, a reslUenit bag retaining

arm pivoted to th- '•ar. a supporting arm for the tray, said

arm n,lapre<l to ^wini: horizontally a hiniT'tl receptacle ar-

rank:-d adjacnt to the car track, pivoted trip bars at-

tached to the receptacle and arrang.T] t.. i>roject into the

path of said tray supporting arm. and maans for locking

gatd bars in operative position

5 In a mall bag delivering apparatus, tli." combination

with a car. of a bag holder consisting of a tray hinged to

the side of said car. resilient arm.s t.-n<Ung to hold the

tray In inoperative position, a sprin:.- h.M bag retaining

arm having pivotal conn-nnion with th>- car. m-ans for

restoring the tray to Its operativ. position, a supporting

arm for the tray, said arm adapted to swing horizontally,

a hinged receiving receptacle arranged adjacent to the

car track, trip bars attached to th^- r.^epitacle. means for

moving said bars into and out of the ;.ath of said support-

ing arm and means for locking said bar-* wh-n adjusted.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in fhe (iajette.]

2. In a fly trap, a bait drum, spring actuated mechanism

for rotating said drum, means for regulating the speed

of said drum, a start and stop lever, a cam for actuating

said lever and a fly trap mounted upon the frame alwve

the drum and provided with a baffle and a hinged door.

889 836 BOTTLE CLOSIKE. Henky V. Robmts. Bos-

ton Mass., assignor to Charles H. doddard. Boston.

Mass Filed Sept. r.. 1907. Serial No. 391.424.

1 In a !>ottle closure, a stopper hnving a neck and

shoulder, combined with a spider having resilient legs,

and tongues on the spider preventing passa^-e of the shoul-

der of the stopper !.eyond the spider, substantially as de-

scribed.
•^ The romblnatiun with a U)ttle huvin.;; a seat, ..f a

sto'pper resting on the seat, a spider frlctlonally retained

In the bottle neck bavin.- tongues embracing the stopper,

said stopper hnvin;; a shoulder touching the tongues to

limit motion of the stopper from Its seat, substantially as

described

3 In a bottle closure. :\ stopper having a neck and a

shoulder at the extremity -f the neck, combined with a

spider Arranged atwut the neck of the stopper, said spider

having devices to frlctlonally locate It In a bottle and

means on the spider limiting motion of the stopper, sub-

stantially as described.

889.635. FI.YTii.MV Ruhert I- K.vmskv. Ennls, Tex.

Filed Sept 17. 1U"'T. Serial No. :v.t3,:a,3

1. A fly trap comprising a frame, a bait drum jour-

naled therein, an Inlet chamber above the bait drum, a

wire cloth f>affle supported upon the Crnme above the

889 637. STOOL. William F. Rowelu Salem Depot.

N FI Filed June 12, 1007. Serial No. 378,606.

V device of the type set forth, comprising a stationary

tubular member, a supporting base therefor, a rod within

said member having its lower end dlsrH>»ed on said base.
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said rod helng formed at its upper end with a head, a nut

threaded upon said lower end. a spring Imposed on sa d

nut and surrounding said rml, a sleeve surrounding said

rod between said spring and said head, a tubular seat post

889.639. BLASTING -CARTRIDGE.

Cologne, Germany. Filed Mar. 13.

362,214.

Peter Selbach.

1907. Serial No.

disposed within said member, and bearing "P^'""*
*J^«

„pp,er end of said spring, a seat adjustably carried by said

noBt said tubular meml>er being formed with a lonKUudl-

nal slot and a gt.lde pin carried by said post and projected

through said slot.

889.638. ENVELOP FASTENER. Edwin E^ RrNTON.

Pasadena. Cal. Filed .Tan 9. 1907. Serial No 3.'il,493.

1 The combination with an envelop, "f a fastener

therefor comprising a metallic outer plate adapt.»<l to be

attncheil to the envelop and provided with a headed stud,

and a metallic Inner plate adapted to be attached to the

Inner face of the back of the envelop and provided with a

series of sectoral spring tongues having their Inner ends

blunted to form a central opening through which said

stud Is adapted to be forced, to lock said plates together,

said tongues being disposed at an angle to the Inner plate.

converging toward the axis of the stud and bearing against

the inner face of the stud head when the plates are In

position, wherebv said tongues will be forced to buckle

outwardly against the envelop back, to tear the same when

said plates are dlsencaged

2 The combination with an envelop, of a fastener

therefor comprising n metallic outer plate adapted to be

attached to the flap of the envelop and provided with a

headed stud, and a metallic Inner plate adapted to be at-

tached to the Inner face of the back of the envelop and pro-

vided with a series of sectoral spring tongues havinc their

Inner ends blunted to form a central opening through

which said stud is adapted to l>e forced, to lock said plates

toeether. said tonirues l^aring against the Inner face of

the stud head when the [dates are In position, whereby

Bald toneues will be forced to buckle outwardly against

the envelop back, to tear the same when said plates are

dlseni:aL-e<l. and a depending peripheral flange formed

upon said Inner plate, said flange having a width approxl-

matelv equal to the length of said stud, to permit the stud

and tont'ues to Interlock without coming into contact

with an obstruction within the envelop.

1 In a blasting cartridge, the combination with a sub-

stantially cvllndrical metallic case open and internally

screw-thr.-aded at the wide end. of explosive and a deto-

nator in said metallic case, conducting wires connected

with said detonator, and a screw plug fitting In the screw-

threaded open end of said metallic case and adapted to

compress said explosive for avoiding air-spaces. It being

provided with a bore filled with packing material for said

conducting wires
" In a blasting cartridge for blasting operations un-

der water the combination with a substantially cylin-

drical metallic case open and internally screw-threaded

at the wide end. of explosive and a detonator In said

metallic case, conducting wires connected with said deto

nator a screw plug fitting in the acrew-threaded open

end of said metallic case and adapted to compress said

explosive for avoiding air-spaces. It being provided with

a bore filled with packing material for said conducting

wires and drawing means attached to said screw-plug

for withdrawing the cartridge from Its bore-hole If re-

quired.
,

3 In a blasting cartridge for blasting operations und. r

water the combination with a substantially cylindrical

metallic case open and Internally screw-threaded at the

wide end of explosive and a detonator In said metallic

case conducting wires connected with said detonator, a

screw-plug fitting In the screw threaded open end of said

metallic case and adapted to con„>ress said explosive for

avoiding air-spaces, it being provided with a bore and a

stufflng-box filled with packing material for said conduct

Ing wires and chains attached to said screw plug for

withdrawing the cartridge from Its bore-hole if required

4 In a blasting cartridge for blasting op-rations under

water the combination with a substantially cylindrical

metallic case open and Int-rnallv scr-w-threaded at the

wide end of explosive and a detonator In said metallic

case conducting wires connected with said detonator, a

screw-plug fitting in the screw-threaded open end of said

metallic case and adapted to compr.'ss said explosive for

avoiding air-spaces. It being provided with a l>ore and a

stuffingbox filled with packing material for said condtict-

Ing wires drawing means attached to said screw-phig for

1
withdrawing the cartridge from Its bore-hole if required.

' and floats at the other ends of said drawing means for

showing whether an explosion has taken place or not

n In a blasting cartridge for blasting operations und. r

water the combination with a substantially cvllndrical

metallic case op.n and Internally screw threaded at the

'wide end of explosive and a detonator In said metallic

case conducting wires connected with said detonator, a

screw plug fitting In the screw threaded open end of said

. metallic case and adapted to compress said explosive fot
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avoldlnss alr-Bpacps. It being provided with a bore and a

stuffing lH>x filled with packing material fof said conduct-

IDK wires, chains attached to said screw plug for with-

drawing the cartridge from Its bore-hole If required, and

floats at the other ends of aald chains for showing

wheth'T an fxploslon has taken plac^ or n.»t

the discharge openings for accelerating

passage of the smoke and ga-*.s. said com

889 640 E \R MLFFI.PIK. Thomas H SIierman. Trav-

erse City. Mich Filed Apr 1><. 1907. Serial No.

369.035.

1 K muffler including a body portion, a backing cover-

ing the outer face of the body portion and formed of a

single length of flexible material extending the entire

height of the body of the muffler and having Us Interme-

diate portion folded over the upper longitudinal edge of

said body portion and thence extended downwardly and

.^^.cured to the Inner face of the body portion by a row of

stitching, the upper longitudinal edge of the backing be-

ing extended vertically beyond the row of stitching to

pn>duce a flexible connecting web the fre« edge of which

!s provided with a continuous depending «upporting strip

disposed on the outer face of the connecting w^b and

adapted to engage th*^ sweat band of a hat.

2. \ muffler Including a body portion having continu-

ous upper and lower longitudinal edge« and provided

with a roughened inner face, a backing covering the outer

face of the body portion and formed of a single length of

fabric extending the entire height of the body of the

muffler and having its intermediate portion folded over

the upper longitudinal edge of said iKidy portion and

thence extended downwardly and secured to the Inner face

of the body portion by a row of stltchini|. the upper lon-

gitudinal edge of the backing being extended vertically

' beyond the row of stitching to produce a flexible connect-

ing web. the free edge of which is provided with a con-

tinuous deppnding supporting strip ext-^oding the entire

length of the Ix'dy portion and dl8po8e<l on the otiter face

of the backing for engagement with tti- tiw.>ar Imnd of a

bat.

the downward
mon flue being

arranged above the level of said boilers, substantially as

described.

i,M2. AERI.VI. RAILWAY Singleton Y. Swbb.nkt,

EUMUloke, Vn Filed May 2^. 1907. Serial No. 376.145.

889,641. SMOKE-rONST'MER Robkut R SHtPLEY.

Chicago. Ill Filed .Tuly 11. 1907. Serial No. 383.36."?.

A plurality of boilers and their furnaces. In comblna

tlon with a separate flue leading from aach of said fur-

naces, a common flue Into which said flues discharge, a

stack in communication with said common flue, dampers

arranged In said common flue b*>twepn the entrances of

said separate flues, downtakes leading from between said

entrances and so arranged that the smoke and gas from

each boiler furnace Is discharged Into the furnace of the

next succeeding boiler and a vaived fluid pressure nossle

in each of said downtakes hetw.pn th" common flae and

1. In an aerial railroad, the combination of a track

of partly rigid rails and partly cables, and carriers adapt-

ed thereto and provided with wheels each having a tread

adapted to the rail and an annular groov adapted to the

cable part of the track.

2. The combination In an aerial railway of a track '-on

sisting of parallel rigid rails and parallel cables and car-

riers having wheels, each wheel adapted to both the

rigid and cable portions of the track.

:V The combination In an aerial railway of a track con-

sisting of parallel rigid rails and parallel cables, the

latter on diCTerent vertical planes from the rails, and car-

riers having axles, each axle cnrrylnL- a pair of wheels,

and each wheel having an annular tr.'ad adapted to the

rail portion of the track and at the side thereof an an

nular groove adapted to the cable portion of the track

4. In an elevated syst.'m. the combination with a rail

way of a cable way having Its ends fixed, said rail and

cable-way forming a continuous track for a car. and l)elng

located in different horizontal planes at their Junction

J). In an elevated system, the combination of rail way

and a cable-way Joined to form a continuous track for a

rar. said rail way and cable way having a common support

at their junction and being located In different hori-

zontal planes.

I

[Claims to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

889 643 CELL-rASE MACHINE. Oeorgk W Swift.

Jr.. Bordentown. N .1. Filed May 1.',. 1903. Serial No.

157.269.

1. In a cell case machine, the combination with means

arranged to progress a paper web which Is perforated

with a series of slots. In straight transverse allnement

in said web : mechanism arranged to divide said web lon-

gitudinally in strips : a series of pairs of feed rollers, each

pair arranged to separately engage one of said strips and

twist It at right angles to the plane of the web; respective
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matrices, through which said strips are fed, arranged
to flex the edges of said strips Independently of the body
portion thereof : stationary shear blades respectively ad
Joining the discharge ends of said matrices ; movable
shear blades respectively In operative relation with said
stationary blades ; cutting edges on said blades coincident
with the edges of said matrices ; and, means arranged
to 8lmultane<iusly ojierate said movable shear blade to

shear said longitudinal strips. In definite relation to the
feeding operation, substantially as set forth.

Tni r

2 In 11 cell case machine, the combination with means
arranged to progress a paper web which is perforated
with a series of slots. In straight transverse allnement In
said web; mechanism arranged to divide said web longl-
tadlnally in strips

; mechani.sni arranged to twist said
trips at right angles to the plane of the web, comprising
a series of pairs of feed rollers, each pair separately en
gaging one of said strips ; a series of stationary matrices
respectively ndaptwl to receive said strips ; a curved chute
arranged to present transverse strips in engagement with
said longitudinal strips; and, mechanism arranged to
shear said longitudinal strips between said chute and
aid matrices, substantially as set forth.

3. In a ceil case machine, the combination with means
arranged to progress a paper web which Is perforated
with series of slots. In straight transverse allnement in
said web; mechanism arranged to divide paid web ion
gifudinally In strips

; mechanism arranged to twist said
strl[)s at right angles to the plane of said web, comprising
a series of pairs of feed rollers, each pair separately en
gaging one of said strips; a series of stationary matrices
respectively adapted to receive said strips and flex the
later In their passage therethrough

; a curved chute ar
ranged to deliver transverse strips In engagement with
said longitudinal strips; mechanism arranged to shear
said longitudinal strips between said chute and said
matrices; and. means arranged to positively discharge
the sheared cell case fabric by continuous engagement
therewith, substantially as set forth.

4. In a cell case machine, the combination with means
arranged to progress a paper web which Is perforated
with a series of slots, in straight transverse allnement In
aid web; mechanism to divide said web longitudinally
In strips

; mechanism arranged to twist said strips at
right angles to the plane of said web, comprising a series
of pairs of feed rollers, each pair separately engaging one I

of said strips ; a series of stationary matrices respectively
Biiapted to receive and flex said strips; a curved chute I

arranged to present transverse strips for engagement
with said longitudinal strips ; and, mechanism arranged
to shear said longitudinal strips between said feed rollers
and said chute, In definite relation to the feeding opera-
tion, substantially as set forth. '

r.. In a cell case machine, the combination with means
i

arranged to progress a paper web which Is perforated
with a series of slots, in straight transverse allnement in
said web; mechanism to divide said web longitudinally in
strips

; mechanism arranged to twist said strips at right
angles to the plane of said web, comprising a series of
pairs of feed rollers, each pair separately engaging one of

|

said strips ; a series of stationary matrices respectively
adapted to receive and flex said strips ; a transversely
curved chute arranged to present transverse strips for
engagement with said longitudinal strips ; and, mechan
Ism arranged to shear said longitudinal strips between
said feed rollers and said chute, in definite relation to
the feeding operation, comprising a pair of shear blades
for each of said longltudin.Tl strips, each pair comprising
a stationary blade and a movable blade; and means oper-
atively connecting all of said movable shear blades, sub-
stantially as set forth.

[Claims G to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.644. ATTACHMENT FOR GUNS. GftZA Szembeey,
New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 23. 1907. Serial No.
403,545.

1. In a gun. the combination with a barrel having an
opening near to its Inner end. of a knife located In said
opening and adapted to protrude through the same.

2. In a gun, the combination with a barrel having an
opening, of a knife locate<l in said opening and adapted to

protrude through the same, and operating means for said
knife.

3. In a gun, the combination with a barrel having an
opening, of a knife located In said opening and normally
out of the path of the bullet, and means adapted to force
said knife in the path of the bullet.

889.645. RAIL-JOINT. William Taylok. Emoryville,
W. Va. Filed Dec. 18, 1905. Serial No. 292,200.

A railway-rail Joint consisting of a Joining section or
member having a ball and web corresponding In form to
the same parts of the ends of the rails, combined with
the rails between which the said Joining member Is placed.
the latter being provided with the flsh plates formed inte-
gral with the ball and web portions and extending longi-
tudinally along the sides of the ends of both rails, the
Joining member being free of supporting means below the
web.

8 8 9.646. CUTTER -BAR P'OR HARVESTING - MA-
CHINES. Oscar C. TrsxEB. Hiawatha, Kans. Filed
Oct. 4. 1907. Serial No. 39.'i,946.

1. .\ cutter bar for harvesting machines comprising a
finger plate, guard fingers attached thereto each having a
transverse slot, the forward end of said slot having an
undercut recess and the floor thereof being provided with
a transverse groove, and a forwardly projecting recess
communicating therewith, a bar fitted Into the grooves
and having forwardly projecting lugs fitted Into the for-
wardly projecting recesses of all the guard fingers, and
ledger [.lates fastened to said bar above said lugs and
having their forward ends l>eveled to fit the undercut
recesses. i
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:t2. A cutter bar for harvesting machine^ compiiaiBg a

flnger plate, guard fingers attached theret^ each having

a transverse slot, the forward end of said jsiot having an

undercut recess and the floor thereof pDvided with a

transverse groove and a forwardly projecting recess com-

municating therewith, a rib projecting aj).)ve the floor

of the slot at the rear of said groove, a bar fitted into

the grooves and having forwardly projecllng lugs fitted

Into the forwardly projecting recesses of

Hngers. and leilger plates fastened to said

lugs and having their forward ends bev iled to fit the

undercut recesses, and means at each eoi of the cutter

bar for holding the ledger plate bar In position.

3 A cutter bar for harvesting machln^ comprising a

anger plate, guard fingers attached there(to each having

a transverse slot, said slot having an unde^ut recess at Its

forward end and extending entirely across <be guard finger,

a transverse groove In the floor of the ^lot, and a for

wardly projecting recess In the center Hie of the guard

finger communicating therewith, a rib on the iruard finger

at the rear of said slot, a bar fitted into the tjroovps and

having forwardly projecting lugs fitting into the forwardly

projertlDiC recesses, and ledger plat.-s having their for-

ward -^nds l#vele<l, nn.l fastened to said bar above said

lugs.

4. A cutter bar for harvesting machines .omprisln;; a

finger plate, guard fingers attache<l rhnrtto each having

a transverse slot, a removable bar havlni,- spared for

wardly projecting lugs, ledger-plates fasrpn^'d to the bar

and lugs, said bar and ledger-plates adapted to be inserted

In the transverse slots of thp -ua;-.! r\:i^^>T'*. and a spring

pin connection at each end of the cutter i^ar for fastening

said ledger bar thereto.

2. A fence-post comprlalng. In combination, a hollow

metal casing having its front face open, a non-metallic core

fitted within the interior of the casing and exposed through

the open face thereof, fence-wire fasteners secured to the

exposed face of the core, a metal cover disposed directly

against the exposed face of the core and the adjacent edges

of the casing, said casing, core, and cover being provided

with registering openings, and bolts fitted in said openings

to fasten the core, casing, and cover together.

3. A fence-post comprising. In combination, a hollow

metal casing having its entire front face open and provided

at the top and bottom of said face with forwardly project-

ing lips, a non metallic core fitted within the Interior of

the casing and exposed through the open face thereof,

fence wlri' fasteners secured to the exposed face of the core.

and a metal cover plate disposed directly against said face

and secured to the core and casing, the opposite ends of

said plate flttlnj: airaiiist said lips.

4 A r-n >' p ~r [iiprislng, in combination, a hollow

meta. a-wi^ !.a\;ii-' ;ts front face open, a non-metallic

core fitted within the Interior of the casing and exposed

through the open face thereof, fence wire fasteners se-

cured to the exposed face of the core, and a metal plate

secured to the casing and core, to cover the exposed face of

the latter, the Inner face of said plate being provided with

seats Into which said fasteners are adapted to project.

5. A fence-post comprising, in combination, a hollow

metal casing having its front face open, a non-metallic core

fitted within the interior of the casing and exposed through

the open face thereof, fence-wire fasteners secured to the

exposed face of the core, and a metal plate secured to the

I asing and core, to cover the exposed face of the latter, the

inner face of said plate being provided with transverse

channels into which said fasteners are adapted to project.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette.l

889,647. FENCE-POST. Geor.,e H W \\<i' I.^raine, 111.

Filed Dec. 9. 1907 S.-ria! .Vo. 4o,-,.sl2,

889,t548. STEAM-TRAl'. Robert Waro, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed July 15, 1907. Serial No. 383,724.

."^

1. A fence-post comprising, in comhinatlon, a hollow

metal casing having its front fac*- open, a non-metallic core

Itted within the Interior of the casing and exposed through

the open face thereof, fence-wire fasteners secured to the

exposed face of the core, and a metal plate secured to the

casing and core, to cover the exposed faoe of the latter.

1. A float valve comprising a nipple, a sleeve fitted there-

in, an apertured hood In threaded connection with the nip-

ple, guides in the hood, a reclprocative plunger fitted In the

kruldes and adapted to seat upon the sleeve, an ear project-

inir from said hood, a slotted lever pivoted to the ear,

means connecting th^' plunger and lever, and a bridge-piece

carried by the lever arranged to abut said ear.

2. A steam-trap comprising a closed casing having inlet

and outlet openings, a nipple secured to the outlet opening

having a valvesf-at therein, a hood in connection with the

nipple, a plunger valve-closure carried by the hood, an ear

projecting from the hood, a float lever pivoted to the ear.

a bridge piece extending from the lever arranged to abut

said ear, an adjustable spindle in threaded engagement with

the casing alined with the bridge piecf. and means con-

necting the fioat-lever and plunger valve.

H89.849. POWER FAN. George W. Weiss. New York,

N. Y. Filed May 5. 1906 Serial No. .•115.383.

1. A power fan comprising a supporting standard, a

bracket rotatably mounted thereon for adjustment In a
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horlioaul plane, a fan operating shaft journaled on said

bracket, a second bracket pivotally supported on the stand-

ard, a driving shaft journaled on said bracket and geared

to the fan operating shaft, means on said driving shaft to

receive rotatory movement, a spring to move said pivoted

bracket in one direction, and means to move It in another

direction against the force of the spring.

the shuttle boiea, swinging plates hinged to the lay and

extending across said pieces, a rock shaft carried by the

lay and having arms located behind and In the path of said

plates and also having a dagger, a shifter to start or stop

the machine, and latch devices controlling the shifter and

actuated by the dagger.

2 A p.iwcr fan cmprisiiii: a ^npiiortini: -standard, a

bracket rotatalilN m.mnfd lh.rH.,n fnr adjustment In a

horizontal plane, a fan operating: shaft Journaled on said

bracket, a second bracket plvotally supported on the stand-

ard, a driving shaft j..urnaled on said bracket, a driving

belt connecting said shafts, means on 8.ald driving shaft to

receive rotary movement, a spring to move said pivoted

bracket in one direction, means to move it in another direc-

tion against the force of the spring, and a spring actuated

pulley mounted .>n said second bracket and engaging said

belt to maintain automatically the same taut Irrespective

of the adjustment of said bracket.

.3. A power fan coni|.risint: a supporting standard, a fan

carrying shaft journaled at the upper portion thereof and

means whereby It Is adjustable with relation thereto into

dllferent angular iKjsltlons, a bracket movubly mounted on

the standard at a point below said shaft the movement of

said bracket b.ing Independent of the adjustment of the

fan carrying shaft, a driving shaft journaled on said

bracket and geared to drive the fan carrying shaft, a spring

to move the bracket In one direction, and means to move it

in another direction against the force of the spring.

4. In a power fan. a stand.ird, a bracket rotatably

mounted thereon for adjustment in a horizontal plane, a

horliontal extension to said bracket, a sleeve mounted on

said extrn-i^ M -A fnii -haft i.iirnaled on the sleeve, said

gleeve beiiii: ...tataM-- ah..nt said extension to permit ad-

justment of the fan shaft in a vertical plane, and means

for securing said sleeve In adjusted position.

5. A power fan. comprising a supporting standard, a ro-

tarv shaft having a fan attached thereto, a bracket carry-

ing said shaft and havini; an adjustable connection with

the standard said connection permitting adjustment Inde

pendent of the fan carrying shaft, n bracket pivotaily con-

nected to the .standard, a driving shaft carried by said

bracket and having a pulley for engagement with an actu-

ating part, a belt operatively connecting said driving shaft

with the fan-carrying shaft, and means comprising a

spring and an adjustable screw fnr moving the said bracket

to shift the pulley of the supported driving shaft to and

from an operative position for engagement with its actu-

ating part.

1

/^

r-7T

-^t

^
2. In a stop mechanism for looms, in combination, a

shuttle box, a pivoted binder located in the rear wall of

each shuttle box and arranged to be pushed back by the

shuttle when it enters the box. a rock shaft extending

across under the lay and having a projecting arm behind

each shuttle box and also having a forwardly-extending

dagger, a swinging plate carried by the lay and located be-

hind each shuttle box and arranged to he struck by the

binder when it is pushed back and to strike the arm and

rock the shaft to lift the dagger, a sliding bolt mounted on

the frame of the machine in front of the lay and having a

projection extending into the path of the dagger and ar-

ranged to be struck thereby when the dagger Is depressed

and to be missed when the dagger is lifted, a bent latch

lever pivoted on the frame and having an upright arm at

the rear end which is struck by ib- bolt when the latter is

advanced, a shifter pole extending horizontally across the

front of the machine and having a projection engaged by

the latch lever, and means connected to the shifter pole

to start and stop the main shaft of the machine, said

means including a spring arranged to operate the same to

stop the machine when the latch Is released.

8 8 0.661.. HKRRY-BOX. Hbrman Alwes. Eureka

Springs. .\rk Filed Apr 2. I9f>7. Serial No. 366,024.

In a t^crrv b..x. a wall or body having overlapping end

flaps provided with registering slots uear their upper and

lower edges. In combination with a flexible metallic fasten-

ing member provided Intermediate Its ends with double

portions extended through the registering slots and bent

down upon the adjacent flap, the terminal ends of the

fastening member being bent adjacent to the edges of the

flaps and inserted between the latter.

HHU.i',',n_ STOP MECII.ANISM FOR LOOMS. Adam A.

We.ndt. South Euclid. Ohio. Filed Jan. 22. 1007 Se-

rial No. 353,453.

1. In a stop mechanism for looms. In combination, a lay

having opposite shuttle boxes, pivoted binding pieces in

889.652. GAS-METER. James R. ARMSTRONCi, I'ittsburf,

Pa. Filed June 15, 1907. Serial No. 379.124.

1 The combination of an inlet chamber, measuring

chambers having ports opening Into the bottom of the inlet

chamber, a diaphragm separating the measuring cham

bers an outlet, a slide valve In the bottom of the Inlet

chamber for controlling the passage of gas therefrom to

the measuring chambers and from the latter to the out

let and mechanism located within one of the measuring

chambers for operatively connecting the diaphragm and

valve. ^ , , ,

•^ The combination of measuring chambers, an inlet

chamber having ports in its bottom communicating with
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the measurtng ehamb«»ra, an outlet, a yalve for controlling

the passage of gas from the Inlet chamber to tke measur-

ing chambers and from the latter to the outlet, a dia-

phragm separating the measuring chambers, a crank-shaft

within one of the measuring chamb^'rs and ©peratively

connected to the diaphragm, and a rod within said meas-

uring chamber and extended from the crank shiift toward

the port opening into the Inlet chamber and there con-

nected to the valve.

889.653. POTATO-DIGGER. Robekt Blaib, Chicago.

III. Filed Sept. 16. 1907. Serial No. .392.1tfll.

2. In a potato digger, a frame mounted upon wheels in

combination with a shovel blade fixed to the forward end

of said frame, a plurality of parallel endless conveyer belts

extending upwardly and rearwardly 'rom said shovel, a

plurality of bars arranged at Intervals across said con

veyer belt and connected thereto, said t>ars being provided

with upturned flanges having serrated edges, the rear

edge of said shovel blade being correspondingly serrated,

substantially as described

3. In a potato digger, a frame mounted upon wlu-els, in

combination with a shovel blade fixed to the forward end

of said frame, a bar arranged above said blade and adapted

to catch and hold the stork and weeds until the potatoes

are removed from the stock and an endless conveyer com-

prising a plurality of t>ndli-ss belts and a plurality of

transverse members fixed to said belts and spacing them

apart, said memt)er8 comprising a metal bar riveted to

said belts and provided with an upturned flange having a

serrated edge adapted to remove the potatoes from the

stock, substantially as described.

3. In a meter, the combination of two mea,«;urlng cham-

bears. a diaphragm forming a movable wall between the

chambers, a hinge member connected to and movable with

the diaphragm, a "rank shaft connected to and adapted to

be rotated by the hinge member, gas Inlets »nd outlets

for the measuring chambers, and a slide valve operatlvely

connected to the crank shaft for controlling thf ga.s inlets

and outlets.

4 In a meter, the combination of measuring chambers,

a gas inlet and an outlet, a valve for controlling com-

munication between each chamber and the Inlet and out-

let, a diaphragm, a crank shaft in one of the chambers and

operatlvely connected to the diaphragm, and a rod within

the shaft-contained chamber and connecting the shaft and

valve

5. In a meter, the combination of measuring chambers,

an Inlet chamber having ports communicating with the

measuring chambers and also a slot opening Into one

of the chambers, a slide valve in the inlet liiamber for

controlling the ports, the valve having an extension for

covering said slot, a diaphragm, and means located wholly

within one of the measuring chambers an(J operative

through the slot for connecting the valve and diaphragm.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,654. POT-^TO-PL-XNTER. Robkrt Blair, ihlcago,

111. Flle<l Sept. !'•., l'.)')7 Serial No. 393,077.

1 In a potato digger, a frame, a pair of side frame

members extending from the forward to the rear end of

the machine In combination with a shovel blade arranged

between the forward ends of said side members and hav-

ing vertical side portions by which It Is secured to said

side memt)ers said side portions extending above said mem-
bers, a bar arranged above said blade and secured to the

upper ends of the side portions thereof an(J means for

regulating the position of said blade and said bar with

r'Mfltlon to the surface of the ground, substantially as de-

scribed.

1 In a device of the class described, a suitable frame

and a furrow op«'ner. In combination with a seed barrel

mounted for rotation in said frame, means for rotating

said barrel, a dlschargf opening In said t>arrcl. a plate

plvotally mounted on said barr«-l and normally closing said

opening and forming with the walls of said opening a set-d

pockt't, a flexible spring arm connected at one end to said

barrel and by a rod at the other end to said plate, and

means for depressing said arm at regular Intervals to

open said pocket, and a furrow closer

2. In a device of the class de8crll)ed. a suitable frame,

provided with a furrow opener and a furrow clos«'r. In

combination with a seed barrel mounted for rotation

in said frame, means for rotating said barrel, a discharge

opening in said barrel, a plate pivota-lly mounted on said

barrel and normally closing said opening, said plate

forming with the walls of said opening a seed pocket, an

arm connected at one end to said barrel and at the other

end to said plate, and means upon said frame for de-

pressing said arm at regular intervals to open said pocket,

substantially as described

:i. In a device of the class described, a frame, in com-

bination with a furrow opener, a seed barrel mounted

for rotation in said frame, a discharge opening therein, a

plate plvotally mounted on said barrel and nurnially

closing said opening, said plate forming with the walls

i of said opening a seed pocket of sufficient size to hold but

i
one seed, means for guiding a seed into said po<'ket and

preventing arching of the seed and means for opening

said pocket at regular intervals, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a device of the class described, a suitable frame

provided with a furrow opener and a furrow closer, in

combination with a seed barrel mounted for rotation In

said frame, means for rotating said barrel, a discharge

opening In said barrel, the lower wall of said opening

when In discharge position being outwardly Inclined, a

plate normally closing said opening and forming with said

inclined wall a seed pocket, said plate being pivoted upon

aa axis extending transversely across said opening and

means for swinging said plate upon said axis at regular

Intervals to open said pocket, substantially as descrU)ed.

1 5. In a device of the class described, a suitable frame
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and a furrow opener in combination with a seed barrel

mounted for rotation in said frame, said barrel being

formed of a plurality of slats and a pair of end members,

means for rotating said barrel, a discharge opening In said

barrel, the lower wall of said opening when In discharge

position being outwardly Inclined, a plate normally clos-

ing said opening and pivoted upon an axis extending trans

versely across said opening, said plate having a curved

end forming with said Inclined wall, a seed pocket to hold

one seed, a flange arranged upon each side of said opening

and adapted to guide the seed into said pocket and means

for swinging said plate upon Its axis at regular intervals

to open the pocket, substantially as described.

(Claim tj not printed in the (iazette. ;

ings. and fastening means extending through the block

and plate for holding the same together, with the plate In

contact with the under faces of the heads of the teeth.

889,655. I1E1>DLE FRAME Chables E Brigqs, AshU
bula, Ohio. Filed Feb. 26, 1907. Serial No. 359,380.

1 In a heddle frame, heddle rods supported by said

frame, Intermediate Jaws surrounding said rods normally

out of contact therewith and forming a slot, and heddles

on said rods freely passing said Jaws, whereby the said

heddles can move freely the entire length on said rods.

"2. In a heddle frame. Jaws carried thereby, and having

a passage between the same, heddle rods supported by

said frame to provide a space on all sides between the

rods and said Jaws, and heddles carried by said rods and

freely movable the entire length thereon and through said

passage.

3. In a heddle frame, heddle rods, the ends of which pass

openings In said frame, springs connected with said frame

and each having an opening for the reception of the said

rods, and springs adjacent said first mentioned springs

adapted to hold said rods In said openings.

4 In a heddle frame, heddle rods, the ends of which

pass openings in said frame, a spring support for said rods

and springs against which the ends of said rods abut to

normally prevent displacement of the same

5. In a heddle frame, heddle rods, the ends of which

pass openings In said frame, a spring support for said rods

and springs against which the ends of said rods abut to

normally prevent displacement of the same. Jaws carried

by said frame and having a passage between them, and

said heddle rods being supported by said springs to pro-

vide a space on all sides between the said rods and said

Jaws, and heddles carried by said rods and freely movable

thereon and through said passage.

889.656. RAKE. Ada S. Burckhaltkr. Barnwell, S. C.

Filed Oct. 8. 1907. Serial No. 396.519.

1. A rake Including a head constructed of a solid block

of wood having a series of seats formed In Its under

face, a sheet metal plate disposed against said face and

provided with a series of openings registering with said

seats, the diameter of the openings being less than that

of the seats, a series of teeth having their heads fitted In

said seats and their stems pro.1ectlng through said open

2. A rake comprising, in combination, a head con-

structed of a solid block of wood having a series of seats

formed In its under face, a sheet metal plate disposed

against said face and provided with a series of openings

registering with said seats, the diameter of the openings

being less than that of the seats, a series of teeth having

their heads fitted in said seats and their stems projecting

through said openings, fastening means extending through

the block and plate for holding the same together, with

the plate In contact with the under faces of the heads of

the teeth, a metallic socket provided at Its lower end with

a pair of diverging arms having their free ends inserted

between the rear edges of the block and plate and riveted

to the latter at such point, and a handle having Its lower

end fitted In said socket.

889^657. WASHING-MACHINE. John T. Burkhard,

Lewisville. Ohio. Filed May 16. 1907. Serial No. 373,929.

A washing machine comprising a receptacle having a

curved bottom, provided with transverse rubbing blocks.

side rails Imposed upon the upper edges of the side walls

of said receptacle and formed with centrally located bear-

ing plates, and a rubber comprising side pieces having

curved lower edges, transverse rubbing blocks supported

therebetween In curved series and coacting with said first

named blocks, vertical posts supported from said side

pieces, and formed at their lower ends with longitudinal

slots, a pin projected through said slots and having its

ends engaged in said bearing plates, arms pivoted between

their ends at the upper ends of said posts, a handle pro-

vided at the rear ends of said arms, and arms formed at

their lower ends with openings surrounding said pin and

at their upper ends pivoted to the projecting front ends

of said first named arms, one of said posts being provided

with a rack quadrant, and a spring pressed displaceable

pawl provided upon the adjacent arm pivoted thereto for

engagement with said quadrant.

889,658. FOLDING GUN-REST. Samckl L. BtRNAt gh,

Jr.. Enterprise. Greg. Filed May 28, 1907. Serial No.

376,185

1. Means to be secured to the body and arm for sup-

porting the arm In raised or extended position, the same

comprising plrotally connected body and arm s ctlons.

interlocking means between the two sections for holding

I the arm section extended, and a flexible guard positively
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connected at Its ends to the respective sections, and

adapted to extend across the angle formed between them

when the arm section Is raised.

•^ In a support of the charact^-r specified, the combina-

tion of members having? end portions tlattenefl and adapt-

ed to overlap, one of the uieml)er3 being provided with two

openings, a pivot fastening for connecting tbe two mem-

bers and adapted to pass through one of the two openings

in the member having a pair of openings according to the

relative position of said member whether rigHt or left, and

each member having a shoulder to engage the eitremity

of the opposite member and having an edg9 portion cut

away in line with the pivot fastening to admit of the two

membars folding close upon each other

3. In combination, a hip section, a (>ody s«.-tion having

both swivel and pivotal connection with thp hip section

to admit of said body section swinging laOerally or be-

ing turned to any angular position, and an arm section

pivotally connected with the upper portion of the body

section to fold thereon, or to be extended aad Interlocked

therewith to support the arm in raised position.

4 A gun support comprising a hip section provided

with means for attaching the same to the body, a bracket

having pivotal connection with the hip section, a body

section connected with said bracket to tarn relatively

about a vertical axis and having shouldered portions to

engage the wings or members of the bracket, and an arm

section having pivotal connection with the body section.

8 8 9.659. KT.E<TRirALLY OPERATED PHOTO-

GRAPHIC Al'I'-VKATTS. WiLLi.\M A. Ch.^mberlain.

Sunbury, Pa. Filed Jan. 25. 1906. SerHl No. 297. S49.

supply pipe, a valve Interposed In the pipe, a sparking de-

vice, a camera shutter, connections l*»tween the valve

and the armature for opening the former, and means for

operating the sparking device and the shutter slmulU-

neously with the opening of said valve.

4. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with an electro magnet and its armature, of a cumera

shutter, a sparking device and a valve, connection be-

tween said shutter and said armature for opening the

former, and means for operating the sparking device and

the valve simultaneously with the oi>enlng of the shutter.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an electro magnet and Its armature, of u con-

tact memt.er associated with said electromagnet, a second

contact member assoclate<l with said armature, a fuel

supply valve, connections l)etween said valve and said ar-

mature for operating the former, a powder receptacle, a

camera shutter, and means associated with said armature

for releasing said shutter.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

889 660 KEIN HITCHING DEVICE. W.u.teb E. Co-

LBN80, Gallup. N. Mei. Filed Feb. 11. 1907. Serial

No. 356,764.

\ reln-hltching device comprising a vehicle and Its

lK)dy. combined with a wheel hub. a gear collar on the

Inner end of the hu!>. a slotted hanger connected with the

l)Ottom of the Ixxlv. a .second hani:er also connected with

t^e bottom of the b.idy and provided in its lower end with

an eye a winding shaft supported at Its Inner end in the

eye of the second hanger and resting at Its outer part

in the slot of the first hanger, a gear on the outer end

of the shaft adapted to l>e lower«l into and raiseil out of

operation with the gear collar, a bell crank fulcrumed on

the wagon twx, a link connected at one end with the wlnd-

I ing shaft and at the other end with one arm of the bell

! crank a rod connected at its rear end to the other end

of tbe bell crank and at its other end with an .operating

and locking lever, and flexible means connected at one

end with the winding shaft and adapted to have the reins

connected with Its other end

8S9 661 ART OF C<).\T1N i HOUKS AND EYES AND

APP\RATI"S THEREFOR. Wii.Li.^M M CORTIIKI.L,

Chicago. HI., assignor to F. M. Waterman. Chicago. III.

Filed Oct. 11. l!t<'7 SPr'nl ^''^ 397.016.

1 In a device of the character descrlbe4 the combina-

tion with an electric magnet and Its armature, a camera

shutter, and a valve, of means for slmultatteously operat-

ing tbe shutter and the valve.

•' In a device of the character descrlbeij the combina-

tion with an electro magnet and its armature, a camera

shutter a valve, and a sparking device, of means for si-

multaneously operating the shutter, valve and sparking

i In a device of the character describe* the combina-

tion with an electro magnet and Us armature, of a gas

1 The Improvement In the art of coating hooks, eyes,

or the like, which consists In separately supporting them

on a movable support spraying enamel or sln^ilar coating

material In finely divided condition onto such separately

moving articles, and subsequently baking.

o The improvement In the art of coating hooks and

ev^i or the like, which consists In moving -'^'h articles

separately suspended through a chamt.er, spraying liquid
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enamel In divided condition onto such articles, and mov-

ing the sprayed articles through a heated chamber.

3. In apparatus for coating hooks, eyes, or the like, a

moving support for such articles, means for separately

hanging such articles on snid moving support means for

spraying the coating material onto the separate hanging

articles, and a heating chamber for baking the same.

4. In apparatus for enameling hooks and eyes, a sup-

porting wire, means for moving the wire longitudinally

with hooks or eyes hung thereon, means for spraying

enamel or the like onto said moving articles, and means

for fixing the sprayed material thereon.

5. In apparatus for enameling hooks, eyes, or the like,

a supporting wire, means for moving the wire longitudi-

nally, means for automntically hanging books or eyes at

Intervals on the moving wire, means for spraying enamel

or the like onto the moving articles, and a heating cham-

ber for baking the coated articles.

[Claim* 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,664. SEPARATING SYSTEM. Thomas T. Crozier,

Bellalre. Ohio. Filed Feb. 1, 1908. Serial No. 413,906.

8 8 9.662. SURGICAL INSTRUMENT. Ctbbkids N.

CorLTER. Traverse City. Mich. Filed Apr. 26, 1907.

Serial No. 370,472.

7€^

1. A surgical instrument comprising a pair of spaced

vacuum cups, a bridge piece slldably engaged by said cups,

and means for adjusting: the cups relatively to each other.

2. A surgical Instrument comprising a pair of spaced

vacuum cups, a bridge piece to which the cups are slld-

ably connected for adjustment toward and from each other,

and Independent means for adjusting each cup and main-

taining the same in adjusted position.

3. A surgical Instrument comprising a bridge piece, a

pair of spaced vacuum cups slldably connected with the

bridge-piece for adjustment toward and from each other.

and an adjusting screw for independently adjusting each

cap.

4. A surgical Instrument comprising a pair of spaced

vacuum cups provided with guide shanks, a bridge piece

having a guide slot receiving said shanks, whereby the

cups are mounted for sliding adjustment toward and from

each other, and means engaging said shanks for adjust-

ing the cups.

5. A surgical Instrument comprising an elongated bar

or bridge piece, a pair of spaced vacuum cups movable

longitudinally along said bridge-piece for adjustment to-

ward and from each other, and adjusting and securing

means for said cups

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,663. HUSKING MITTEN. John W, Covert. Rarl-

tan. III. Filed June 20. 1907. Serial No. 380,943.

1. A mitten having a plurality of parallel strips of flexi-

ble material stitched thereto midway of their longitudinal

edges, the said edges of the adjacent strips l)eing in loose

contact with each other and turned outward to form ribs

for tbe purpose specified.

2. A mitten comprising a body portion provided with a

thumb cot. one of the faces of the body portion and the

Inner side of the thumb cot having a plurality of parallel

strips of flexible material stitched thereto midway of

their longitudinal edges, the said edges of the adjacent

strips t)elng In loose contact with each other and turned

outward to form ribs.

1. In a water purification system for ice-plants, the

combination with a float tank, of a series of separating

tanks adapted to be Interposed between a condenser and

the float tank, a plF>e for delivering water from the con-

denser to the first tank in the series, a pipe connecting

each tank with the next in series, a pipe for delivering

water from the last tank In series to said float tank,

means for preventing siphonic action In the last mentioned

pipe, a pump for forcing water from said float tank to a

reboller, a pressure separating tank interposed l>etween

said pump and the relxiiler, an oil tank, and pipes leading

from each of said separating tanks to said oil tank.

2. In a water purification system for ice plants, the

combination with a float tank, of a series of separating

tanks adapted to be interposed between a condenser and

the float tank, a pipe for delivering water from the con-

denser to the first tank In the series, n pipe connecting

each tank with the next In series, a pipe for delivering

water from the last tank In series to said float tank,

means for preventing siphonic action In the last-men-

tioned pipe, a pump for forcing w:iter from said float

tank to a reboller, a pressure separating' tank Interposed

between said pump and the rel>oller. an oil tank to which

oil collected In the tops of said separating tanks is de-

livered, and oil cooling means interposed between said

separating tanks and said oil tanks.

3. In a device of the character described, a series of

separating tanks adapted to be Interposed l)etween an

alembic and a receiving tank, a receiving pipe leading

from the alembic to the first tank In the series, overflow

pipes leading from each tank to the next succeedini: tank

of the series, means for preventing siphonic action In

said pipe, a pump for forcing water from the receiving

tank to a reNiiler. a jiressure separator Interposed be-

tween said receiving tank and said reboller. an oil tank,

and pipes leading from each of the separating tanks and

from the pressure sejtarator to said oil tank.

4. In a device of the character described, a series of

separatintr ranks adapted to \ye interposed between an

alembic and a receiving tank, a receiving pipe leading from

the alembic to the first tank in the series, overflow pipes

leading from each tank to the next succeeding tank of the

series, means for preventing siphonic action In said pipe,

a pump for forcing water from the receiving tank to a

reboller. a pressure separator Interposed l)etween said re-

ceiving tank and said reboller, an oil tank, pipes leading

i from each of the separating tanks and from the pressure

separator to said oil tank, and a cooling device asosclated

j
with the last mentioned pipes.

Ti. In a device of the character described, a series of

separating tanks adapted to be Interposed between an

alembic and a receiving tank, a receiving pipe leading

from the alembic to the first tank in the series, overfiow

pipes leading from each tank to the next succeeding tank

of the series, means for preventing siphonic action In said

pil)e. a pump for forcing water from the receiving tank

to a rel>oller, a pressure separator Interposed between

said receiving tank and said reboller. an oil tank to which

oil collected In the separating tanks and In the pressure

separator Is conveyed, and means for cooling said oil In

Its passage to said oil tank.

1
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]
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889.865. ENOINE-HOUSE DOOR CATCH ' I>Avir) E.

Damfman. Heading. Pa. Filed Nov 1. lOOT Serial

No. 400.307.

Nov. 1, 1»07.

/2-

.4

?
In a Are ensine house door rntrh a plate havlnic a right

aogled catch at Ita top adapted to be secured to the door,

a hanger secured to the door Jamb In line wlttj said catch,

an ear formed on said hanger, a bar plvotally and adjust-

ably monnted on siiid ear and adapted to engage said

ratch at its furwrd 'nd. said ear and bar having a plu-

rality of perforatiuns for relative adjustment, a longitu-

dinally adjustat>!e weight located on the eear end of

said bar. an adjustable stop on said hanger adapted to

limit the upward movement of the forward end of said

\'HT and means for releasing said catch.

889.666. NUTMEG (JUATER. William II. Iiavidson.

Boston, .Mass; Filed Aug. :.'3. 1907. Serial No 389,808.

' to a longitudinal central edge from a vanishing point

abovp the low.T fnd and thence widening to a point near

the head and terminating in shoulders that Incline from

tht» outer sides of the fins downward to the sides of the

1 \ nutmeg grater comprising an elongafe<1 nutmeg
reservoir adapted to hold a row of nutmegs, luod having a

grater casing offset from one side of the body of the reser-

voir, and communicating therewith, a rotary grating wheel

Journaled in said casing, and having a portion of Its

periphery projecting into the reservoir, a resilient presser

plate within the reservoir, and attached at one end to

one of the walls thereof, the free end of the plate being

niirmally pressed toward the grating wheel, and adapted

to yieldingly hold the inner nutmeg of the row against the

periphery of the wheel, the projection of tha wheel Into

the reservoir tielng such that the wheel is adapted to en-

kTHge I succeeding nutmeg, and draw the same Into the

space between the presser plate and the grating wheel,

the spring being arranged to exert pressure Iq a direction

transverse to the row of nutmegs, whereby Its range of

movement is reduced to the minimum.
2. \ grater comprising a casing, a rotary grating wheel

composed of a shaft Journaled In the ends of the casing,

and serrated disks mounted side by side on the shaft, and
having radial corrugations forming sinuous peripheries,

the corrugations of continuous disks being abutted to-

gether, whereby radial pockets are formed between said

disks, which pockets alternately receive and discbarge
the grated material, and means for pressing a material

to be grated against the periphery of the grating wheel.

8M9.667 RAILWAY-SPIKE. Johanna N D»aemkl. Fre-

mont. Nebr Filed Mar. 25. 1907 Serial No 364,:!73.

\ railroad spike having its point sharpened by beveling

from front to rear, and flns formed on its sides extending
from its front and rear edges on outwardly inclined lines

shank proper, giving to the points or ends of the shoul-

ders a sharp pike like form that extend upward and out-

wardly, the shank above the shoulders and below the head

having the form of a short neck.

889,66S. CALCULATING-MACHINE. Emory S EnsIon.

NewtonvUle. Mass., assignor to F^nsign Manufacturing

Company. Boston, Mass.. a Corporation of Massachu-

setts. Filed Apr. 26, 1007. Serial No. 370,437.

1. In a calculating machine, an epicycle cylindrical

meter, a cylindrical multiplier-meter, means for operating

the meter, means whereby the multiplier-meter is operated

by the meter when the meter is operated, a sight orifice

for the meter, and an Independent sight orifice for the

multiplier meter.

2. In a calculating machine, an epicycle cylindrical

meter, addlng-keys, adding plates operable by the addlng-

keys, a numeral on each of said adding plates, means for

operating the meter against the adding plates, and an In-

dicator In the form of a reflector for showing a series of

numerals representing the depressed adding plates and
their respective adding keys.

3. In a calculating machine, an epicycle cylindri< al

meter, adding keys, adding plates operable by the adding-

keys, operating means for carrying the meter against the

adding plates, an adder bar for starting the operating

means and a release-bar below and extending parallel with

the adder-bar for resetting the addlng-keys.

4. In a calculating machine, an epicycle cylindrical

I
meter, several series of adding plates, a series of addlng-

keys for each series of adding plates and all of the series

parallel with each other, a series of multiplylng-keys par

allel with the several series of adding keys and each of

the keys of all the series of both adding and multiplying

keys t)earlng the same numeral being In the same horl-

I zontal row. driving mechanism for carrying the meter

June 2, 190S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. laii

against the adding plates, and multiplying mechanism

operated by the luultiiily ing keys for regulating the opera-

tion of the driving mechanism.

5. In a calculating machine, an epicycle cylindrical

meter capable of occupying a plurality of lateral posi-

tions : addlng-keys. adding plates operated by the addlng-

keys. a driving shaft, mectianism for revolving the meter

by its driving shaft around the inner side of the adding

plates, a multiplier meter operated by the meter, a de-

presslble lever 269 for resetting the multiplier meter and

adapted to reset the meter If held depressed while the

meter is revolved when In its extreme left hand lateral

position by Its driving shaft around the Inner side of the

adding plates.

[Claims 6 to 79 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.669 SWAB FOR PISTON RODS. James W. Evens.

Birmingham. Ala Filed Aug. 6, 1907. Berlal No. 387.263.

I rotatable in the said single guide device of the supporting:

]

means, the loop being freely adjustable in opposite lateral

directions with relation to the supporting means.

2. In a veterinary parturition Instrument, a supporting

means, and a continuous adjustable loop freely rotatable

in one end of the supporting means.

3. In a veterinary parturition instrument, a supporting

means having a single guide device at one end. a loop

loosely carried by and slidable through a single guide de-

vice of the said means, and a grip device movable inde-

pendently of the supporting means and having the termi-

nals of the members of the loop secured thereto in spaced

relation.

4. In a veterinary parturition instrument, a supporting

means having a single guide device at one end. and a re

sllient grasping means loosely movable In a single guide

device of the said means and having a loop at one ex-

tremity and a grip device at the opposite extremity inde-

pendent of the supporting means.

1. A reversible swab involving movably connected seg-

mental members with packing therein and channels at op-

posite ends

2. \ reversible swab Involving movably connected seg-

mental members with packing therein and open channels

at opposite ends, a part of the channels having perforate

bottom.s.

3. A reversible swab Involving movably connected seg-

mental members with packing therein and open channels

at opposite ends, a part of the channels having perforate

bottoms in reverse positions.

4. .\ reversible swab Involving movably connected seg-

mental members with inner and outer flanges at opposite

ends forming lubricant receiving channels, the outer

flanges having lips, and a packing held by and exposed

through the inner portions of the members.
,'1 .\ reversible swab involving movably connected seg-

mental members with inner and outer flanges and chan-

nels at opposite ends, and a packing in the members, com-

bined with a pi.ston rod having spanner nuts, the segments

taking up the distance between the nuts and the latter pre-

vented from working loose by the flanges.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.670. VETERINAKV PAKTl KITION INSTRUMENT.
RoTCB Faihchild. Unawa, Iowa. Filed Aug. 6. 1907.

Serial No. 387,325.

889.671. TOTAL-PRINTING MECHANISM FOR LIST-

ING-MACHINES. IX'KK p:. Felt and Chables P. Wet-

MORB. Chicago, 111., assignors to Comptograph Company.

Chicago. III., a Corporation of Illinois Filed Sept. 17.

1903. Serial No. 17;'.,o.54

1. X tabulating machine wherein are combined a print-

ing mechanism adapted to print the numbers tabulated and

also to print the totals, and a main operating device act-

ing to cause the printing of the numbers tabulated and

to set the printing mechanism for printing the totals

2. \ tabulating machine wherein are combined a print-

ing mechanism embracing type segments for printing the

numbers tabulated, and also adapted to print the totals,

and a main operating device acting to cau.se the printing

of the tabulated numbers and also acting to set the type

segments for total printing.

3. The combination in a tabulating machine, of answer

printing mechanism embodying denominational type seg-

ments, a movable member for transmitting motion to the

answer printing mechanism, a device for regulating the

setting of said type segments, and a main operating lever

mechanically connected to said movable member and regu-

lating device and actuating both of them.

4. \ tabulating machine wherein are combined numeral

wheels upon which the numbers tabulated are added, an

answer printing mechanism embracing type segments,

means acting to set said segments in accordance with the

totals upon the wheels, and a main operating lever act-

ing l>oth to actuate said wheels in adding the tabulated

numbers and to actuate said setting nvans for total print-

ing.

5. The tabulating mech.anism provided with a printing

mechanism adapted to print both the numl»ers tabulated

and the answers, a main operating device actuating the

printing mechanism In both said operations and means

for setting the printing mechanism for answer printing.

said means being actuated by said lever

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a veterinary parturition iu.Ntrument. a rigid sup-

porting means having a single guide device at one end, and

a continuous loop of resilient material freely slidable and

889.672. BUNDLE CARRIER AND DROPPER FOR HAR-
VESTING-MACHINES. Hknry Ferris and Hoeace E

Dikeman. Ardoch, N. D. Filed Apr 1.", 1907. Serial

No. .367.959.

1. The combination with a harvester frame, of a bundle

carrier hinged thereto for vertical movement and a ground
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wheel at the outer side of said oarrifr for sopportlng thp

same on thp ground

•^ The combination with a harvester frame and a bundle

carrier of a txmrd at the inner side of the frame of the

carrier and arms connecting said board with the frame

of the harvester said Nmrd being hinged to said arms

3 The combination with a harvester frama and a bundle

carrier, of a board at the carrier frame, arms secured to

the harvester frame and braces connecting Wld arms and

hinged board said board being hinged to saifl arms.

4 The combination with a harvester frame and a bundle

carrier of a board at thp inner side of the carrier frame,

means connecting said board and the carrier frame with

the harvester frame, said board hinged to said means and

a whppl at the outer side ot the carrier frame for sup-

porting the latter on the ground.

5. The combination with a harvester frame and a bundle

carrier connected therewith, of a board at the Inner side

of th.' bundlp carrier frame and a vertically adjustable

board secured to the tlrst mentioned board

[riaims f=) to rt not printed In the Gazett^.]

frames and aerrfng to prevent endwise movement of the

same on the chains a» described.

5. The combination with rectangular frames and screens

proper secured then-on, of transverse connecting bars, par-

allel chainn. composed of links Jointed together and some

of them having right angular clasps 7 formed of metal

pieces extending over the sides of said frames, and wedges

7* Inserted between the ends of said clasps and the upper

sides of the frames whereby the latter are held detachably,

as shown and described.

«H9 674 ADVERTISING DEVICE. William Fkaskr.

Escanaba, Mich. Filed .\ug 15, 190«. Serial No.

380 659 Renewed Nov. 25. 1907. Serial No. 403.695.

j,«73. ORE-SCREEN. Frank Franz. Burke. Idaho.

Piled .Vug 27 1907. Serial No. 390,270.

1 The Improved endless screen aproi comprising a

series of sections formed of screens proper ^nd rectangular

wooden frames upon which such screens >^re secured, and

cross bars and parallel chains which sal^ bars connect,

the chains being formed of flat links to w|hlch the screen

frames are attached, the ends of the fraipes abutting as

shown and described.

2. The combination with a series of screen sections com^

prising rectangular frames and screens

thereto, of parallel chains having links provided with
proper secured

detachably en-

the latter abut-
clasplng mepbers 7 projecting over and

gaging the sides of the frames, the ends of

ting, and sheet metal plates 9 overlying th|p Joints between

the frames, and vertical side guides 10 ai shown and de

8crlb«Hl

3. The endless screen apron composed of rectangular

wooden screen frames, and parallel chains composed of

slotted links Jointed together, some of said links having

Inwardly projecting lugs and clasps r extending up-

ward and over the side edges of said frames, and bars

extending between and rigidly connectlnjg the chains as

described.

4 The combination of a series of rectangular screen

sections and parallel chains formed of ,-.,meeting bars

and slotted links Jointed together and having integral

clasps 7 that embrace the sides of said frames and stops

formed on said bars and engaging the ertds of the screen

1 .\s an improved article of manufacture, an advcrtH-

Ing device consisting of a disk or wheel having a cpntT*!

opening therein, a retainer secured to the outer face of

the disk or wheel, having that portion which is opposite

the opening In the disk or wh.M>l outwardly remove<l thpre-

from and provided with an aperture in horizontal allnc-

ment with the opening In said disk or wheel, and a cord

passed from the insid.- of the disk or wheel through the

opening therein and the aperturp In the retainer, said crd

being provided with an enlargement at its outer end

" \s an improved article of manufacture, an advertis-

ing device consisting of a disk or wheel provided with a

cpntral opening, a cord passed from the Inside out through

the said opening, having Its outer end enlarged, and a

rptalning device extending from the outer face of the

,v: 1 .,r disk, which retaining device holds the outer

stretch of cord In axial allnement with said wh-pl or

disk.
, .,

.^ \« an improved article of manufacture, an advertis-

ing device consisting of a wheel or disk having a central

opening therein, a retaining device secured to the outer

face of the wheel or hub around its opening, the central

portion of the retaining device being removed some dis-

tance from the outer face of the wheel and provided with

an aperture In horizontal allnement with the central por-

tion of the opening In the disk or wheel, and a cord having

one end free and the other end passed from the Inside of

the disk or wheel through the opening therein and through

the aperture In the said retaining device, the outer end

,
of the said cord having an enlargement which bears upon

the said retaining device for the purposes described.

4 As an Improved article of manufacture, an advertis-

ing device, consisting of a disk or wheel having a central

opening forming a bearing and a cord extending through

the bearing, the bearing of the disk being extended In a

direction opposite to the direction of the tractive force

exerted upon the cord, said cord having an enlargement

beyond said bearing whereby to retain It in position.

889 675 CUTTER BAB FOR MOWERS. 4c Danibl R.

GLKZEN. Center Lisle. N. Y. Filed Dec. 17, 1907. Se-

rial No. 406,917

1 The combination with a knife bar. of guards having

upstanding flat sided bosses, a giiard bar having corre-

spondlnglv shaped holes to receive said bosses, fastener

buttons on said bosses for securing the guard bar and

guards together and means for locking said buttons.
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2 The combination with a knife bar. of guards having

upstanding flat sided bosses, a guard bar having corre-

spondingly shaped holes to receive said bosses, fastener

buttons on said bosses for securing the guard bar and

guards together and spring locking pins for locking said

buttons.

3. The combination with a knife bar, of guards having

upstanding bosses, a guard bar having correspondingly

shaped holes to receive said bosses, fastener buttons on

said iMissea for securing the guards and guard l)ar to-

gether, scythe buttons having apertured wings to receive

aid bosses and adapted to be held under the fastener

buttons and means for locking the fastener buttons.

4. The combination with a knife bar. of guards having

upstanding b<.)sses. a guard bar having correspondingly

shaped holes to receive said bosses, fastener buttons on

said bosses for fastening the guard bar and guards, and

oppositely projecting abutment lugs on the guards which

meet beneath the knife sections

889,676. LOCOMOTIVE. Lot is Goos, Jr.. Atlantic City.

N. J. Filed Mar. 24, 1906. Serial No. 307.862.

exhaust passages, and into tlje clearance space at the cyl-

inder ends, and a reciprocating piston valve working in

the steam chest and adapted to bring the steam port at

one end and the angled steam port at the same end Into

communication and to simultaneously bring the angled

steam port at the opposite end of the cylinder into com-

munication with the inner end of the adjacent exhaust

passage.

889,677. PAWL -LIFT FOR SAWMILL SET - WORKS
Mont Harris. Copper Valley. Va., assignor of one-half

to Henry R. Klpps, Christ lansburg, Va. Filed Sept. 30,

1907. Serial No .'595.217.

1. .\n engine of t!- i^md described, comprising a cyl-

inder and u steam cliesi. said ( ylindcr and steam chest

being parallel to each other and foriued in three detach-

able sections, said sections consisting; of a central section

and two duplicate end s..ii.,ns t;. . riiral section being

cut out In both the cylui-b r and s!, .ir.. :.. st. a drive arm

extending through and working In the opening in the cyl-

inder section, en'-' in-s carried by the said arm, pistons

carried by the s..; 1 astlngs, and working respectively In

the end sections of the cylinder, an arm extending into the

steam chest, through the said opening, said arm having an

opening formed in its inner end, hollow valve stems car-

ried by opposite sides of said arm and alining with the

opening In the arm and piston valves carried by the

said stems, the said steam chest and cylinder sections

being provided with suitable inlet and exhaust passages

controlled by the said piston valves

2. A cylinder comprising a central and outer sections

detachably secured together, the central section being

longitudinally cut out at the bottom, a drive arm working

In said cut out portion, castings detachably secured to

opposite sides of said drive arm, pistons carried by the

castings and working respectively In the end sections,

and means for alternately admitting and exhausting

steam from the same end sections.

3. In an engine of the kind described, a cylinder and a

tMUB chest arranged parallel to each other, a boiler

saddle supported thereby, the said boiler saddle having a

steam Inlet therein, and the steam chest being provided at

each end with a steam port having direct communication

with the steam inlet formed In the boiler saddle, said

steam chest having also exhaust passages opening Into

the steam chest adjacent the ends and exhausting sub-

Btantlally midway the ends of the steam chest, the said

steam chest and cylinders being provided with angled

steam ports opening into the steam chest between the

first mentioned steam ports and the Inner ends of the

1. In sawniiU set works, a ratchet-wlieel, an actuating-

pawl. stop pawls, and a device for lifting all of the pawls

from said wheel simultaneously, comprising a lever engag-

ing the stop pawls, crank engaging the actuatlng-pawl,

links and levers pivoted together and pivotally connect-

ing the crank with the said pawMever. a spiral spring ex-

panding against the pawl lever, and a push rod for com-

pressing the spring.

2. -Vn attachment for sawmill set works comprising a

ratchet-wheel, an actuatlng-pawl. stop pawls, a crank jour-

naled In the yoke of the set works and engaging the ac-

tuatlng-pawl. a sjiring controlled lever engaging the stop-

pawls, a lever pivoted centrally and having one end con-

nected with said pawl-lever, connections between the other

end of said pivoted lever and the said crank, and means

for operating the said pawl lever and the crank simul-

taneously.

3. An attachment for sawmill set-works comprising a

ratchet wheel, an actuatlng-pawl. stop-pawls, a yoke, a

crank journaled In the yoke to lift the actual ing-pawl. a

lever to lift the stop pawls, a lever pivoted centrally and

connected to the said stop-pawl lever, connections l>p-

tween the centrally pivoted lever and the crani<. n spring

Interposed between the yoke and the stop-pawl-lever. and

a push rod for operating the spring whereby all the pav Is

are lifted simultaneously.

4. In sawmill set - works, the combination, with a

ratchet-wheel, its actuating pawl, and Its stop-pawls, of

means for lifting all of the pawls out of engagement with

the wheel simultaneously, comprising a crank engaging

the actuating pawl, an arm to which said crank is fixed,

a lever engaging the stop pnwls. a lever pivoted centrally.

a link pivotally connecting this lever with the said pawl-

engaging lever, a link pivotally connecting the said arm

with the said pivoted lever, a spring expanding against

the pawl-lever, and a push-rod for compressing the spring.

6. In sawmill set-works, the combination, with a

ratchet-wbnel. an actuating pawl, and stop pawls, of

means for operating all of said pawls simultaneously,

comprising a spring controlled lever, a pivoted lever con-

'

nected to the spring-controlled lever, a crank having an

arm secured thereto, a link having a central set off and

I

pivotally connecting the said pivoted lever and the said

arm. and a suitable push-rod for operating the sprlng-

I

controlled lever and the crank simultaneously.

f [Claim n not printed In the Gazette.]
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889.6T8. SHOCK-ABSORBER FOR SELP^rROPELLEr)

VEHICLES Charles B. Hatkiei.o, ("nrtland. N. Y.

a88l(?nor to Hatrtfld Motor Vehicle Coai[niny, Cortland.

N. Y., a Corporation of NV'w York. FlU'-l Nov J.S. 19M.

Serial No. 344 T:J^t

1. Tn combination with the body and ruaning g^ar uf a

vehicle, a motor on the body, an endless belt for trans-

mitting motion from the motor to one at the traction

wheels, a rook-arm pivoted near the axis of the wheel, a

roller on the rock arm rereivlng and guiding the belt, and

means for rockini: said arm to press the roller against the

belt with sufficient force to deflect a portion thereof from

a direct line to resist upward thrust or rebound of the

body of the vehicle.

_>. A shock absorber for self-propelled vehicles, in com-

bination with the rear axle of the vehicle, and traction

wheels joumaled on the axle, a sprocket wheel rotating

with one of the traction wheels, a body and a spring In-

terposed between the body and rear axle for supporting

the body, a driving shaft mounted on the body and pro-

vided with a sprocket wheel, a sprocket cUaln connecting

the sprocket wheels, a rock arm and fixed bearings there-

for, secured to the axle, said rock-arm belnf provided with

a bearing engaging the under side of the sprocket chain,

and a spring for rocking the arm upwardly and pressing

said bearing against the under side of the chain with

sufficient force to deflect the latter upwardly from a

straight line

.'5. In combination with the running gear of a vehicle,

said running gear being provided with a rear axle and

traction wheels, a motor on the body, means including a

belt for transmitting motion from the motor to one of the

traction wheels, and a rock arm having ane end plTOted

near the axle and its other end provided with a bearing

and spring pressed upwardly to force said bearing against

the underside of the belt with sufficient pressure to de-

flect said side '>f the belt upwardly from a straight line

whereby rhe upward movement of the body relative to the

running gear f-nds to straighten the lower side of the

belt ri^'ainst rhe teti-^ion of the upwardly spring pressed

arm
4 In 'Combination with the running zear and body of

a vehicle, and an interposed spring for supporting the

body, a motor on the body, means including a belt for

transmitting morion from the motor to one of the trae

tlon wheels of the running gear, a rock trra having one

pnd pivoted near the axle of the running gear, and Its

other end provided with ft bearing encaping the under

side of the belt, and yielding means for pressing said rock-

arm and bearing upwardly with sufficient pressure to de

flef^t the under side of the belt from a straight line

889. (^TO SELF PROPELLED VEFUCLE. Chart.es B

Hatfielp. Portland. N. Y.. assignor to Hatfield Motor

Vehicle Company. Cortland. N. Y.. a Corporation of New

York, Filed .Ian. 2fi. 1907. Serial No. .l')4..'^0S

In a self-propelled vehicle, a body and a running gear

having a traction wheel, a liquid hydrocarbon engine

mounted on the body of the vehicle and provided with op-

posed cylinders arranged transversely of the body, said

engine having a crank shaft extending lengthwise of the

body, a friction disk .secured directly to the crank shaft

and provided with a central AmUiic r«»t concentric with

its axis, the friction face of th« floating rest tteing coin

cldent with the remaining portion of the fri-ti'.n face of

the driving disk, a shaft mounted transversely on the

b<xly parallel with the friction face of tlie .Inviug disk.

a second fri-tion disk rotating with the sh.ift in perma-

nent contact with the friction face of the driving di.sk

and movable ailally. means for moving said serond disk

.ixially In a diametric line across the f.Tce uf the driving-

disk, and means for transmitting motion from the shaft

to the traction wheel

sk9..;mi I'ul.lSHlN'. MACHIM-: '!iuti,;K, 1. Hawks,

.Ashtabula, Ohio. Filed July 29. 1907. Serial No.

:',sf, o.".!>

1 The eombinatiiin. with a polishing belt, of a pair of

wheels over wliirh said tielt is passed, a fan mounted

on one of said wheels and .adapted to draw the dust from

said l)elt. and a housing for said fan and wheel.

2 The comblnatiiin. with a polishing belt, of a pair of

wheels over which said lielt Is pass«>d. one of said wheels

having a fiange at one edge, a fan secured to said flange,

and a housing for said fan and wheel.

ri. The eutnt-ination, with a polishing belt, of a pair

of wheels over which said t>elt is passe<l. a fan niotinte<l

on one of said wheels, a housing for said fan and wheel,

and a flared hood on said housing extending over the

belt for the ptirpose speelflt^i,

4, The fomliination, with a polishing belt, of a pair

of wheels over which said belt is passed, ,i fan nioiinte<l

on one of said wheels and adapted to draw the dust from

said l>elt. a housing for said fan and wheel, and vanex

secured to the Interior of saiil housing and extendinu'

inwardly near to the l)elt for the purpose sp<vlfted

r,. The fombination. with a polishinj; V>elr, of a pair

of wheels over whi<h said belt is pas.se.l, a fan mounted

on one of said wheels, and a housini: for sild fan and

wheel having a slot in one end for admitting air

[Claims •'> to ;» not printed In tlie Gazette,]

889.681 MILK COOLER Pebkie Hay now by mar

rlage Perrte Davis.* Mineral Wells, Tex Filed Dec.

_'l. 190(). Serial No. :?4H,0r)0

In combination, a pair of up[.er and lower eyllndrlcal

casings of e<iual diameter, each having a door, the top of

the upper casing l)eing conical and the top of the lower

casing having a peripheral flange to form a tray, a pair

of vertical side bars rigidly connecting the two casings,

a plurality of trays secured to the side bars at points

between the casings, a water tank, a central post or bar

• connecting rhe Ivittom of the tank to the ronlcal top of
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the upper casing and forming a suspension means, a ! cage, and a guard disk secured upon the baffle plug, said

valved water nozzle leading from the bottom of the tank,

a flanged rod depending from the center of the lower

casing, and a fabric Jacket surrounding the casings and

trays, the upper end of the Jacket being gathered around

and secured to the post or bar and the lower end of the

Jacket being secured to the flanged rod and being thereby

held from displacement.

889.682. BOTTLE NE(K AND ATTAt'.HMENT THERE-
FOR. Davison S. Haynes, Evansvllle, Ind. Filed July

22. 1907. Serial No. 384.969.

1 An attachment for a bottle neck, embodying a lining

shell, a valve seat block secured in the lining shell having

an opening forming a valve seat, a longitudinally grooved

lining tube secured on the lower portion of the valve seat

block, said block having air passages therein that are op-

posite the grooves in the lining tu1)e. a hall valve nor-

mally seated over said opening in the valve seat blook. a

spring pressing the valve upon its seat, and a batfle plug

having devious passages therein and secured in the lining

shell above the valve,

2, .\n attachment for a lx>ttle neck, embodying a lining

shell fitting into the neck, means for securing said shell

In the neck, a valve seat block fixed in the shield interme-

diate its cuds, a longitudinally and exteriorly grooved

inner lining tube secured by one end on the lower end of

the valve seat block and by its contact with the main

lining shell, forming sp.iced vertical air ducts, the valve

seat block having a corresiionding number of air passages

therein that register with the air ducts, a ball valve, a

spring, a valve cage on the valve seat block, the spring

pressing l)etween the top of the cage and the ball valve,

a baffle plug secured in the lining shell above the valve

134 0. G.—80

plug having devious liquid and air passages therein.

3. A bottle neck having an upwardly and outwardly

flaring Interior formation, producing an annular shoulder

in the neck near its pouring end, a like shoulder in the neck

near its Junction with the bottle body and a cylindrical wall

snrface extended between the flaring formation and the

lower shoulder, in coml>ination with an attachment for

preventing the refilling of the bottle, embodying a pliable

joint tube In the neck between the shoulders therein, a

metal lining shell in the joint tube having a flared upi)er

end that engages the top edge thereof below the upper

shoulder, said shell containing means adapted for prevent-

ing the Introduction of liquid into the bottle down through

the neck.

889.683. MACHINE- FRAME. Edward F. Heddebich,

Flora. Ind., assignor to The Dairy Cream Separator

Co.. Lebanon. Ind.. a Ccfrporation. Filed Apr. 20, 1907.

Serial No. 369.229.

1. In a machine frame of the character described, the

combination with a hollow body portion, of an adjustable

cross bar on the lower part of said hollow body portion,

and a base hinged upon the body portion below said cross

bar.

2. In a machine frame of the character described, the

combination with a cylindrical hollow body portion hav-

ing a tiared lower end, and a recessed base portion hinged

on said flared end of the body portion, of a cross bar. said

flared end of the body portion having lugs thereon on which

the cross bar is seated, and means for adjustably securing

the cross bar on said lugs.

889,684 BRICK-CI'TTINO MACHINE Hermann Hecss.

Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The C. W, Raymond Co., Day-

ton, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Oct. 28. 1907.

Serial No. 399,404.

1, In a hrick-cuttlng machine, the coml)ination with

means for advancing a clay bar. of a rotatable reel carry-

ing a series of cutters to cut said bar Into bricks, a mem-

ber carrying a series of rollers and rotatable on the axis

of the reel, a spur wheel rotatable upon an axis eccentric
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to that of the rpel. a series of individual ctms fixed to

::J^/w?ee. aa. adap.d to
^^^^^^^ ^J^'^r^r^Z

Tr 1^- nan.ed .pur-wheel, and a ^^'^
P-'^^^JJ-f,

.aid m.,>saring pulley and .uppornng the day bar

movable thereby. n,,.vinL' » bar
•• Id a brlck-cutlliis machine, means ht »"""• " °"

o( plL.le materia, in a horizontal P'«- « ","';' 7,°

:rl^rar'r:::.:rr,r/;:i";nrirri rj

":-.-.'t'it*in?iol'.^^p;.;;>-.,.^->",»---;

-";:ie'ar;:^ i: "o^:r\'tir ::l'.;
" rr... ..i.^^^.^;

m,ilpv a rotatat.le reel carrying a mti.-n or cuxier».

-rei-o-n s---' «»,;- :r,;;a;aVr» ToS,:^

;^';"/apr'.^ranV...^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ - --

»

17;" rnrt^e" r.rnrPU,le.v ...l en,.... tb.

"I' rn'r'ma".-^,,";;:*:, ,pec„.ed. a earner „,ppor,^

tbeabart „< the
---'".^f,"' ^ „';: '..d;, pulley, .

-j;^T.^7iZ;^:£^...-;;^,:;;:,---;

rbr:tm". :n'::i.:Tur x;. :-:„.. .... ..r^. ..

-

„,ler .heel, an
;•«-;[;;; ,'»„;;rj J, „:J7he «rr..,

°'.''t;forc'.'r"rer to npp!.r. the ae.ere.l piece, o, th.

and the otr-camer lu "^^f
off carrier,

pla.tlc material -hlle bel«8 "'""""
^ ll.Zl cam

•rre"Jl?=rr.iri%er""-"r.ntU-er.h\same,
Bubstantially as speolftfd

said keys the said actuating deTlces being bodily movable

: d':nga.. the Httua.lng <»-icea r-, the .ey-nd to

move the actuating d.-vioes out of the path of the key

board for the removal thereof, or for replacing .t ,n posl-

''T
\" pUvrpLo priivMea with a removable ...yboard

having its" W..VS provided at the underside with open

lZ.r. actuating devices ea.h having a headed rod for

reTvabl. connection with a corresponding ''eePer -d

movable support carrying the said
"^^J

"« ^/^ ^/i;;
„A Hi -•..nn.ct the said rods and the aala keepers.

^^r*^r ;.av: irprrvtded wi,h a removable keyboard

having us" kevs provided at th. und-rside with open

keJpors actuaung devices each having a headed rod for

rrovabirconne.-tlon with a corresponding keeper, a uu>v^

M , nnort cirrving the said actuating devices, and a

;x;:d ^^Idewa.; for said support to slide in a hoHzontal

and vertical direction.

[. ulms to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

889 6M SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS Ai^B«T

^iTsoN. Lincoln. HI. Filed Jan. 9. 1908. Serial No.

409.946.

RS9 6^5 PLKVERPIANO. GEOEQB Hockman New York.

*'• ^-
FU;'d Mar. 12. 1908. Serial No. 420.711.

1 K plaver piano provided with a keyboard, actuating

devices hav-ing connections for -—
"'V'^^^.r TaTd aT-tu

the kevs and a removable support carrying the .said actu

at ng devices to permit of disengaging the said co-n-tlo-

ri^ thP kevs and to mov-- the connectlots out of the path

TfThe key board ^hen placing the latter In position on

rhe- niano or removing It therefrom.

• V olav-r piano provided with a k-y board, having

.
'

«nS ac uating devices removably .^unected with the

'^^Id kevs. th ald'actuatlng devices b.ing bodily movable

t! ^.engage the actuating devices froa> the keys.

'^
\ pX.r piano provided with a key

^-'^^^^^f^l^^^^
Woy«,"aad actu..t!ng devices removably connected with th.

1 m a safety device for elevator^ the combination with

the ca^ or cage, cable and uprtfbts or ri«d«». of a strip

m. unt d on tS car and adapted to have a -rtical move^

Lnt cam plates pivotally connected at one end to «ild

s r^o links or bars pivoted to the other ends of said cam-

p ates and ^o the cage, a pivoted lever connected at one

eid to the vertically movable strip, and provided with a

weight at Its other end. and a chain connected to he

Te |h .nd of the lever and to the lifting cable of the

Tage and adapted to hold the weighted end of the lever

'^'''Tn^a safetv device for elevators, the combination,

with the car or cage, the hoisting and lowering device com^

rising a "reader plat... cab,, and connecting chains, and

the uprights or guides between which the car or cage

travels o? a vertically movable strip mounted above the

^r or cag.. b-'tw-n the uprights, camplates at opposite

^des of the uprights and pivotally connected at one end

o the aforesaid strip, links or bars connected to the oute

Inds of the cam-plates and to the car or cn.-e. a leNe,

n" ted on top of'h. car or cage and pivotally connected

at its inner end to tb- ...i,,. a weight on the outer end o

the lever and a chain ...r.n..cted to the weighted end of

the lever'a"d to the spreader of the hoisting and lowering

device, substantially as shown and described.

3 In a .afctv device for elevators, the combination with

the cage the cable and uprights between which the cage

trlveTs of a strip U. cams IT pivoted thereto, bars 18

onnectlng the cams to the car. a lev.r .. pivote atone

end to the strip, a weight at the outer end of the lever

a spring jr, connected to the weighted end of the l^ver
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and to the car or cage, and a chain 27 connected to said

weighted end of the lever and to the cable and adapted

to hold the weighted end of the lever elevated, as herein

shown and described.

889,687. RAILWAY-TIE. John H. Hdick. Salisbury,

N. C. FlkHl Sept. 14, 1906. Serial No. 3.34.623. Re-

nr.w(^d Julv 2.3. 1907. Serial No. 385,141.

1. A railway cross tie consisting of a plurality of hol-

low sections consisting of concrete, a wooden core for en-

gaging In the sections, and a metal tie rod extended along

the sections and having Its ends turned downward to en-

gage with the ends of the tie

2. A railway cross tie consisting of a plurality of sep-

arate tubular sections, a core for passing through the sec-

tions, the said core having a preserving material, and sul-

fur surrounding the core.

3. A railway tie consisting or a plurality of tubular

sections of concrete, the said sections being longitudinally

channeled at the top, a tie rod engaging In the chan-

nel and having Its ends turned downward to engage the

ends of the tie, the outer section of the tie being also

provided with spike perforations, and a wooden core pass-

ing through the sections.

4. A railway cross tie consisting of a plurality of sec-

tions of concrete material, the said sections being tubular

and longitudinally channeled at the top. a tie rod for

engaging in the channels, a creosoted core of wood pass-

ing through the sections, and a packing of sulfur sur-

rounding the core.

S89,6SS. FASTKNINC HKVIt K FOR WAOON END-

OATE8 AND THE LIKE .h>iis lit fkman, Omaha,

Nebr. Filed Feb. 25, 1907. Serial No. 359,231.

1. In combination with the sides of a wagon body,

plates having slots formed in their outer ends secured

to said sides, said plates being formed with conical shaped

d.-pressions on their outer faces, said slots extending to

the center of said depressions, a rod having portions ex-

tending in said slots, a conical shaped head Integral with

one end of the rod seating in one of said depressions and

having means extending in the slot of said d-pression to

hold said head against rotation, and a nut having a handle

secured thereto and having a conical shaped head engag-

ing In the other conical shaped depression

2. In combination with the sides of a wagon, plates se-

cured to said sides having cone-shaped depressions In their

outer faces and substantially horizontal slots extending

from the cent'r of said depressions through th.- outer

ends of the plat.s. a rod to be received in said slots, a

cone shaped h. :ol rigidly secured to one end of said rod

and stating in on., of said cone-shaped depressions, a pro-

jection carried on the periphery of said cone shaped head

of a thickness to be received in the slot of said depression,

said projection holding said head against rotary movement

by engagement with the top and bottom walls formed by

said slot, and a nut having a cone-shaped head to seat

in the other cone-shaped depressitm and a handle on the

nut.

889.689. FOOT-WARMER ATTACHMENT FOR li.VDI-

ATORS. James E. Jones. Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Dec.

27, 1905. Serial No. 293,452.

The comblnatioD with a radiator having pipes con-

nected into its opposite ends, valves In said radiator pipes.

a foot warmer comprising a hollow shell, said shell pro-

vided with an upper and lower wall connected by internal

partitions alternately spared from th.' opposite ends of

the shell, said partitions separating the parts of a con-

tinuous passage through said shell, pipes connecting the

ends of said internal passage at the diagonally opposite

corners of said shell with said radiator pipes beyond the

valves of the latter, valves provided in said foot-warmer

pipes whereby the heating medium may be conducted

through the radiator or through the foot warmer and feet

for supporting said shell above the floor and with said

walls in Inclined positions.

889,690, 1- llli; riU<K SKiNAL
York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 22, 1907.

John Kenlon, New
Serial No. 389.668,

1. In a truck signal apparatus, in combination, a de-

pressible tillerman's seat, a depressible driver's seat, an

alarm, means for ringing said alarm controlled by said

<lriver's seat, an annunciator for the driver, and means

for operating said annunciator controlled by said tiller-

man's seat

2. In a truck signal apparatus, in combination, a de-

pressible tillerman's seat, a depressible driver's seat,

means for indicating to the tlllerman when the driver is

seated, and means f<ir disconnecting said last means con-

trolled by said tillerman's seat.

8. In a truck signal apparatus, in combination, a de-

preMibie drivers seat, a depressible tlllerman s seat,

a circuit closed by said driver's seat and including a signal

device for the tlllerman, a second circuit closed by said

tillerman's seat, and including a signal device for the

driver, and means for breaking said first circuit when

said tillerman's seat is depressed.

4. In a truck signal apparatus, in combination, a de-

pressible driver's seat, a depressible tlllerman s seat, a

circuit closed by the depression of said driver's seat and

normally held closed by said tillerman's seat, an alarm in-

cluded in said circuit, means for breaking said circuit by

the depressing of said tillerman's seat, a second circuit

controlled at said tillerman's seat, and including an an-

nunciator for the driver.
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+
,691. GAMECHOKER.
Mo. Filed Apr. 3. ltK»7.

Chable.s H. Ke*.sler, Odessa,

Serial Xo. 3«6.127.

1. A device of the kind described, comprising a pole, a

loop carried by an end of the pole, a spring Having one end

secured to the pole, said spring working parallel to one

side of the loop, an eye carried by the pole and upon the

side of the loop opposite that upon which tha .-^prlnc worlis.

and a rod connected to the free end of the spring and work-

ing through said eye.

2. The combination with a pole provide^ with spaced

loops at one end. of a sprini; secured to said loops working

between said loopri, a lever mounted "H said pole and a

rod connectink.' the free end of said spring tf> said lever.

3. The combination with a pole, of a pair >>t loops se-

cured in one end of said pole, a wire spring necured to said

loops provided with a free end working between said loop,

a lever mountfd on said pole adjacent its other end. and a

rod slidably mounted on said pole connecting the lever and

the free end of the spring.

4. The combination with a pole, of spacefl loops secured

In one end of the lever, a colled wire spring having one

end secured around said loop adjacent tht pole, and its

free end arranged between said loops, a rod llidably mount-

ed on said pole connected to the free end ol said spring, a

sleeve secured un said pole adjacent its othar end provided

with apertured ears, and a lever mounted la said ears con-

nected to said rod. for the purpose describeil.

889,892. rAVING-BLOCK. Henry .V Kratzeb, Clear-

field. Pa. Filed Dec. 19, 1907, Serial Na 407,188.

:^a=£=£e±z5::3

propeller arranged at the center ot buoyancy of the said

upper section, and means for operating the propeller.

1. .A. roadway comprising paving blocks, each block haT-

Ing a V-shaped side and a straight side opposite the V-

shaped side, the roadway being laid in twc block courses,

with the V-shaped side ot the blocks in one course receiv-

ing adjacent ends of the blocks In the other course.

2. A roadway comprising transverse courses of paving

blocks, each course consisting of two rows of blocks break-

ing Joints and Interlocked at their inner sitles. the joint of

the two rows of blocks extending in a zlgxag form trans-

versely of the roadway.

3. A roadway comprising transverse cfwrses of paving

blocks, each course being formed of two transverse rows

of interlocked blocks breaking joints, each block having a

straight outer side and a V-shaped inner nide, one-half of

the inner side of a block in one r^w flttinc the correspond-

ing half of the inner side of the block in the other row.

®'l^l <^*?sa

2. An airship, comprising an upper buoyant section, and

a car section suspended from the upper buoyant section

and arranged below the center of buoyancy of the said up-

per section, aeroplanes carried by the upper section, a pro-

peller arranced at the center ot buoyancy of the upper sec-

tion, and means for operating the propeller.

3. An air ship, comprising an upper buoyant section, and

a lower car section suspended from the upper section below

the center of buoyancy of the said upper section, a pro-

peller carried bv and arranged at the center of buoyancy

of the upper section, aeroplanes carried by the upper sec-

tion and which are adapted to support the lower section

when the propeller is in motion, and means for operating

the propeller.

4. An air-ship, coiiiprising an upper buoyant section, a

car suspended therefrom and arranged below the center of

buoyancy of the said upper section, aeroplanes carried by

the upper section, a propeller arranged at the center of

buoyancy of the upper section, skegs arranged adjacent to

the longitudinal edges of the aeroplanes and adapted to

prevent lateral deflection of the air when the ship is navi-

gating, and means for operating the propeller

5. An air ship, comprising an upper buoyant section,

aeroplanes carried thereby, a propeller arranged at the

center of buoyancy of the upper section, and a car sus

pended from the upper section and arranged below the

center of buoyancy of said upper section and below the

center of falling resistance.

IClalnis 6 to J,'" not printed in the Gazette.]

889 6!>4. SMOKE ITRIKIKR .\ND FUME - ARRESTER
Thomas E. Laubebt, Hutte. Mont Kited Aug. 15, 1907.

Serial No. 388,593.

889.693. AIR SHIP Simon Lake. Bridgeport. Conn.

Filftd Dec. 20, 1907. Serial No. 407.34-1

1. An alr-ship, comprising an upper buoyant section, and

a c«r section, aeroplanes carried by the tipper section, a

1. In a fume arre^fr in cnmhinatinn. a -prlnkler hav-

ing a vertically disposed casing, an ejector extending down-

wardly through said shell and having Its lower edge dis-

posed near the low.T end of said shell, a sprinklinu pipe In

the upper portion of sai.l eje.tor, and from which a spray

mav descend with the descenriing current of smoke, said

sprinkler having a bath through which the gases pass be-

fore ascending In said shell, means for withdrawing the

smoke from the upper portion of said shell, a baffle flange

above the end of said Bprinkling pipe, and a conical nozzle

within said shell and below said sprinkling pipe for concen-

trating the smoke and spray as they descend toward said

bath.

2. In a fume arrester, in combination, a sprinkler hav-

iBff a vertically disposed shell, an ejector .having a head

seating on the upper end of said shell, and a sleeve extend-

ing downwardly therein, a sprinkling pipe in the upper

part of said sleeve, a baffle flange in the Interior of said

sleeve above said pipe and tending to concentrate the de-

scending current upon the spray from said pipe, a cone

within said sleeve below said pipe tending to mix the spray

and smoke, said ejector having a bath on the lower part

thereof through which the smoke must pass, and means for

withdrawing the smoke from the upper part of said shell.

3. In a smoke purifier, in combination, a sprinkler hav-

ing a bath therein, a washer also having a bath therein,

an ejector within said sprinkler and adapted to pass the

•moke through said first mentioned bath, means for spray-

ing the smoke within the said ejector, means for with-

drawing the smoke from said sprinkler, a pipe extending

downwardly Into said washer and through which the

smoke is forced from said sprinkler, said pipe having a

horizontal plate attached to the lower end thereof below

the level of said second-named bath, and means for with-

drawing the deposits from said baths.

889.606. BROODER-HOUSE. Geobqb H. Lkk, Omaha.

Nebr. Filed May 24. 1907. Serial No. 375.444.

8 8 9,695. WHEEL-RETAINER AND ATTACHMENT
SUPPORT Frederick W. Lechnkr, Wenona. 111.

Filed Jan. *«. lOOS. Serial No. 400.863.

1. In combination, an axle, a wheel mounted thereon.

H plljel retaining collar on said axle, a key for retaining

fb« collar, means carried by said collar for normally re-

taining the key, Jind n normally depending arm or handle

carried by said collar.

2. In combination, an axle, a collar mounted thereon,

a key in engageiuent with said axle adjacent to the end

of the collar and serving to retain the collar iu position,

a depending arm or handle carried by said collar and nor-

mally preventing rotation thereof, and means carried

by said collar for preventing the removal of said key. save

when snid arm or handle and said collar are rotated to

bring the former in a substantially upright position.

3. In combination, an axle, a collar on said axle, a ver-

ticnlly-movatile key in engagement with said axle adja

cent to the end thereof and serving to retain said collar.

a key retaining plate carried by said collar and normally

adjacent to the upper end of said key. and a depending

arm or handle carried by said collar and normally pre-

venting the rotation thereof, said key being removable

only when said arm or handle is raised to a substantially

upright position.

4. in combination, an axle, a collar mounted thereon,

a vertically-movable key in ennagement with said axle, ad-

jacent to the end thereof and serving to retain said collar,

means carried by said collar and extending outwardly

above the end of the key for normally preventing the ver-

tical movement thereof, and means carrle<l by said collar

for normally preventing the rotation thereof, said collar

being removable by rotating the same to bring the key-

retaining means out of Its normal position above said key.

1. A brooder house having a plurality of apartments

for the chicks, movable hovers mounted in said apartments

and adapted to l>e supported in a raise<l position to expose

the floors of said apartments, and movable screens on

each side of said hovers and spacing said hovers from the

side walls of said apartments.

L'. A brooder house having a passage with apartments

formed at the sides thereof, hovers attached at one end

remote from said passage In said apartments, and having

their free ends adjacent to said passage, and means for

holding the free ends of said hovers in an elevated posi-

tion, said means l>eing within reach from said passage.

3. A brooder house having a passage with apartments

formed at the sides thereof, hovers hinged within said

apartments and having hoods projecting Into said passage,

heating devices In said passage under said hoods, and

means for holding said hovers In a raised position within

reach from said passage.

4. A brooder house having a passage and a plurality

of apartments arranged In tiers near said passage, hovers

in said apartments heating devices in said passage, and

hoods carried by said hovers projecting into said passage

over said heating devices.

r.. A brooder house having a passage, a plurality of

apartments having a wall separating them from said pas-

sage, hovers movably mounted In said apartments and

adapted to be held raised therein, said wall having open-

ings opposite said hovers, said hovers having flues extend-

ing through said openings into said passage, and means

at said openings adapted to close the same when said

hovers are raised.

889,697. INCUBATOR. George H. Lee. Omaha. Nebr.

Filed June 25, 1907. Serial No. 380,740.

UN/*

1. An incubator lK)dy having an ege chamber with a

ventilating tul>e passing therefrom, a flue leading Into said

body, a hood having an opening l>elow and communicating

with said flue, a chimney from which heated gases escape

in an upward direction into the interior of said hood,

whereby an upward air current is induced within said

hood, and entering through the said opening of said hood.

and a damper regulating said opening, said ventilating

tul>e being connected with said hoo<l to withdraw foul air

from said egg chamber.

2. An incubator bt>dy having a double wall, a diaphr.igm

dividing said body into an egg chamber and a beating
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chamber, and passing Into said double wall, and cleats

within said double wall securlnkc the edge* of said dia-

phragm.
3. An Incubator having a chimney at the Hide thereof to

receive a lamp, a ho(xi surrounding said chimney with

openings at the base thereof and having a laterally ex-

tending tube projecting into the Incubator, said chimney

being open above and delivering an upward current of

gaaes Into said hood, inducing an upwari dnift of air

through said hood and through said opening, and an an-

nular damper at the base of said hood, regulating the de-

gree of opening of said openings, said incnibator having

an egg chamber communicating with said lio<xl. whereby

the upward draft in said hood wir.hilrawi the foul air

from said egg chamber.

arms composed of Jointed sections, a pair of flexible oper-

ating members for each arm. and drums of differential

889.698. GRATE. Jambs Lees. Montreal

•da. Filed Oct. 10. 1907. Serial No. 390,

Quebec. Can-

825.

1. In a grate, a plurality of parallel imrt. each nf said

bars having continuou.'* rows of vertical arc shaped re-

cesses extending from top to bottom in a .'<i(le wall

and tK),<»se9 at the top of the other sida wall of cor-

responding arc shape in cn^s.s section and in continuous

rows, said l>osses having a slight taper and Inwardly

Inclined shoulders at their lower ends forming glancing

walls In the air pa.ssages through said grate, substantially

as described.

2. In a grate, a plurality of parallel bans, each of said

bars having a central vertical groove forming an arc-

shaped recess in one of Its side walls, and flat surfaces

to each side of said recess and a sticcestaon of vertical

grooves In the same side wall l)etween the upper edge of

said flat surfaces and the ends of the biu forming arc-

8hape<l recesses extending from the bottoto to the top of

the bar. and a central flat surfaced proJe«-tion from the

upper portion of the reverse side wall of the bar adapted

to engage the central flat surfaces of a neighboring bar.

said projection having an abruptly sloping shoulder at Its

lower end and a succession of bosses, arc-shaped In cross

section, and having abr\iptly sloping shoulders at their

lower end and extending from the upper portion of said

reverse side of the bar l)etween said central boss and the

ends, said sloping shoulders forming glancing walls In the

upward passage for the flow of air through said grate

and said bars In arrangement forming an upper and flush

fuel surface having a succession of arc sUaped apertures

between the center thereof and the ends of the bars.

889,099. LO.VMNG .\rPARATT'S Witi-I.^M *' LIPS-

COMB. Crockett. Tex. Filed Sept. 13. 1907 Serial No.

392.6J54.

1. A L-ader emU>dylng a pair of oppositely mounted

articulated arms capable of t)elng flexed tolengagf and dis

engage a load.

2. .\ loader emtK>dying arriculatt>d arms oppositely

mounted for movemfnt in substantially thf same plane

and connected for simultaneous flexing action for loading.

3. A loader embodying cooperatively arranged arms

composed of joint.^d sections, and devices for flexing the

arms to proxlmatn and separate thfMr fr"^ ends to r^cplve

and discharge a load

4. A loader eml>odying cr>r,peTatively arranged arms

capable of a flf.xlng action for loading and discharging and

having flexible tension mpmbt^rs connf<ted thert'to for

flexing them, and drums roaperating with the tension

members to wind on^ m-mht-r and unwind another member

, for flexing the arms.

5. .\ loader embodying a pair uf CM.\per»tlvely arranged

diameters cooperating' with the respective operating mem
bers of each arm

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Cazette.]

889,700. WALL-PLUG. Ctril Lovki-y. Webster. Mass..

assignor to Victor D Paplneau. Webster, Mass Filed

May 13, 1907. Serial No 373.333.

1. The combination with a wall plug having resilient

sides, of a small headless wire extending from the outer

face there<if and held In position by said resilient sides

of the plug to indicate the position of the plug when in

the wall.

2. \ wall plug having transversely corrugated sides.

and corrugations having two sets of inwardly projecting

lips extending entirely acros.s the surface of the wall

plug and localed In the troughs of the corrugations, one

set being longer than the other and inclined In the di-

rection in which the nail is to he driven into the plug,

and the other set being shorter and at a less acute angle

to the surface of the plug, in combination with a small

wire adapted to be removably held by said longer lips and

to be released therefrom when a nail Is driven between

said lips.

3. A wall plug having transversely corrugated sides,

the corrugations having two sets of inwardly projecting

lips extending entirely across the surface of the wall plug

anu located in the troughs of the corrugations, one set

being longer than the other and inclined in the direction in

which the nail Is to be driven Into the plug and the other

set l>elng shorter and at a less acute angle to the surface

of the plug, whereby t)oth sets of lips strengthen the plug.

4 .\ wall plug having two sets of Inwardly projecting

lips extending entirely across the surface of the wall-

plug, one set being longer than the other and Inclined

In the direction in which the nail is to be driven Into the

plug, and the other set i)eink.' shorter and at a less acute

angle to the surface of the plug, whereby both sets of

lips strengthen the plug

5. .-V wall plug formed of resilient material having con-

tinuous Inwardly extending, oppositely disposed lips on

the inner surfaces thereof, each extending substantially

, across the same at an angle to the surfaces of the plug
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and connecting the opposite edges thereof, whereby said

lips serve as ribs to strengthen the plug by tending to re-

stot any force from within which would tend to push the

walls of the plug outwardly.

(Claim 6 not printed In the (Jarette.]

889 701. APPARATUS FOR DI8INTEGR.\TING FUEL-

OIL Harry Luck«nbach, San Francisco, Cal., as-

signor to William H. Kelly, San Francisco, Cal. Filed

June 21. iwn.'i Serial No. 266,353.

plate, a plate slldably connected to the base plate and

carrying a pin, a rod passing through the head of the pin.

a clamp adjustable upon the end of the rod, a lever piv-

oted upon the pin and adapted to bear upon a stationary

projection carried by the fixed plate, for the purpose of

shifting the movable plate and spring means for throw-

ing the movable plate downwardly as set forth.

889.703. STEAM-ENGINE. HiLMOB E. LrNDGREN, Fort

Crook. Nebr. Filed July 1. 1907. Serial No. 381,780.

In au apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination with a hollow body, of a nozzle therein for dis-

charging compressed air. a pipe for feeding oil opening

in front of said nozzle, a pipe connected to said hollow

t>ody and a .il-l s'lt,^- iu said pipe tapering towards its

discharge • ,,,1, ....,1 nwi.i.. with flattened surfaces, substan-

tially as described.

889 70'» VTTvrHMENT FOR IdUMS. Albert C. hVXh

iNOTO>. Ishpemlng. Mich. Filed Mar. 12, 1906. Serial

No. 305,704.

1 .\ device of the kind described comprising a plate,

a threaded rod slidable with respect to the plate and

carrying the snare clamp, a pin carried by the plate, and

the cam lever adapted to engage said pin and to slide the

rod longitudinally with respect to the plate

2. .\ device of the kind described comprising a plate, a

second plate slldatile upon the first mentioned plate, a

snare clamp, a threaded adjusting rod supported from

the sliding plate and working thrtiugh the snare clamp,

and means for sliding the slidable plate

3. A device of the kind described comprising a base

plate, a slotted plate slidable uiwn the base plate, pins

carried t)y the Irnse plate and projecting in the said slots, a

pin carried l>y the sliding plate, a cam lever pivoted upon

said last mentioned pin and in engagement with one of the

pins of the base plate, a spring connected at one end, to

the pin of the sliding plate and at opposite end to the

other pin of the base plate, a rod turning in the head

of the pin upon which the lever is mounted, and a snare

clamp adjustable upon the threaded end of the rod,

said snare clamp bearing upon the lower portion of the

base plate.

4. A device of the kind described comprising a base

plate, a plate slidable on the base plate, a pin carried by

the l)a.se plate, a lever having a cam pivoted on the slidable

plate, said cam being adapted to engage the pin, a snare

clamp, a rod threaded therein and means connecting the

rod to the slidable plate

5. A device of the kind described comprising a base

-* Afc r-

1. The combination with an engine cylinder, opposed

pistons working therein a steam chest plate on said cylin-

der, and a steam chest on said plate, said plate having

three ports, the central port communicating with the cyl-

inder centrally thereof and the extreme ports communi-

cating therewith at its ends, of a rocking valve in said

steam chest and constructed to cooperate with the wall

of said chest to aflford independent inlet and exhaust

steam passages, said valve being formed with an enlarged

upper bore communicating with the exhaust steam pas-

sage, and with a reduced lower bore, said valve being

formed with four ports, extending from the lower face

alternately to the outer surface thereof and to the sur-

face of said lower bore and formed to register with the

ports of said plate, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The combination with an engine cylinder, opposed

pistons therein and a steam chest having three ports, the

central port communicating with the engine cylinder cen-

trally thereof, and the extreme ports communicating with

the respective ends of said cylinder, of a rocking valve in

said steam chest shaped to co-act with the walls thereof

to afford independent inlet and exhaust passages, said

valve being provided with four alternately arranged Inlet

and rxlmusi ports communicating with said respective

passages the two Intermediate ports of said valve being

designed for register alternately with the central port of

said steam chest and the two extreme ports being designed

for registry alternately with the adjacent extreme ports of

said steam chest as and for the purpose set forth.

889,704. SELF ALINING HEARING FtiR SIL\FTING.

William B. Maih, Kettering, England. Filed June 17,

1P07. Serial No. 379.414.

1. A self-allnlng bearing for shafting comprising, in

combination, a bearing proper, a ring or housing in which

said bearing is situated, a pair of levers between which

1 said ring or hou.slng is rotatably mounted, and a bracket
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t
or Mle-plate wearing the bearing in position and on which

said l«Ter8 are plTOted.

2. A self-allning bearing for shafting comprising, in

combination, a bearing prop«>r. a ring or iiouslng in which

said bearing is situated having a pair of trunnions or

pivots tht>reon. a pair of levers having seats for the re-

ception of said trunnions or pivots, and a bracket or sole-

plate on which said levers ar^ pivoted and which secures

the bearing in place.

v.. A self-alinlng bearing tor shafting comprising, in

combination, a bearing proper, a ring or housing in which

said bearing is situated having a pair of trunnions or

pivots thereon, a pair of levers having seats for the re-

ception of said trunnions or pivots, a bracket or sole-plate

on which said levers arp pivoted and which secures the

l)earing In place, and m>-an-i for rontrolllnj: the endwise

motion of the shaft.

I

889.705. LOCK-NUT. John M. Mathis and Ell M.

Staggs. Sterling City. Tex. Filed Nov. 6, 1907. Serial

No. 400.949.

889.706. HOPPER MECHANISM John C Mertkns.

Chicago. 111., assignor of one-half to Jostph Hanreddy,

Chicago, 111. Filed July 6. 1907. Serial No .382.441.

1. \ nut provided with an opening through one side

thereof, a locking pin movable in said opening and secured

to the nut by a spring conm^ction which sets In a groove

in the side of the nut and lies flush therewith, and a pin

operating pry or lever loosely mounted on the spring con-

nection and having a fulcrum shoulder movable into and

out of engagement with an angle or corner of the nut.

2. .V nut provided with an opening through one side

thereof, a locking pin movable in said opening and pro-

vided with a notch in its inner end and secured to the

nut by a spring connection which sets in a groove in the

side of the nut and lies flush therewith, anij a pin operat-

ing pry or lever loosely mounted on the spring connection

and having a fulcrum shoulder movable into and out of

.-ngagt-ment with an angle or corner of the nut, substan-

tial! v as described.

1. In me-chanisiii of the general class described, the

combiniUion of a hopper having Its discharge opening

above the ground level, mechanism for raising the hopper,

means for automatically unclutchlng such rtechanism, and

a hand actuated brake for r'^eulating th9 return move-

ment of the hopper, substantially «" described.

2. In mechanism of the general class described, the

'combination of a hopper shaft, a hopper ri^dly secured to

the hopper shaft, a pow^-r shaft a clutch mechanism for

regiilannii thf tran-iinission of now»r from thp power shaft

to the hopper shaft, automatic trip mechanism on the

hopper shaft for releasing the clutch mechanism when the

hopp.r has reached Its uppermost position, and a hand

actuated brake mechanism for regulating the return move-

ment of the hopper, substantially as described.

3. In mechanism of the general class df^scribed. the

combination of a hopper shaft, a hojippr rigidly secured

to the hopper shaft, a power shaft, a clutch mechanism for

rt-gulatlng thf transmission of power from the power

shaft to the hopper shaft, automatic trip mechanism on

th.' hopp.r shaft for rt'lcasing the clutch mechanism

when the hopper has r.'Hche.l its uppermost position, a

brake wheel on the hopper shaft, a iianJ brake surround

Ing the brake wheel, and a brake lever for actuating the

hand actuated tirake for regulating the return movement

of the lever, substantially as descrlbt^d

4. In mechanism of the general cla.sa described, the

combination of a hopper shaft, a hopper rigidly secured to

thp shaft and comprising a rear cross wall, side walls and

a bottom, the latter b^iug flush with the ground when the

hopper is lowered, a p<jwer shaft, a clutch mechanism

adapted to regulate the transmission from the power shaft

to the hopper shaft, releasing mechanism on the hopper

shaft adapte<l to automatically release the clutch when the

hopper has reached its highest position, and a hand actu-

ated brake for regulating the return movement of the

hopper, substantially as described.

n. In mechanism of the general class described, the

combination of a hopper shaft, a hopper rigidly secured

to the shaft and comprising a rear cross wall, side walls

and a bottom, the latter being flush with the ground

when the hopper is lowered, a power shaft, a clutch mech-

anism adapted to regulate the transmission from the

power shaft to the hopper shaft, releasing mechanism on

the hopper shaft adapted to automatically release the

clutch when the hopper has reached its highest position, a

brake for regulating the return movement of the hopper,

and a brake wheel on the hopper sliaft. a oand brake sur

rounding the l.rake wheel a lever for actuating the band

brake for regulating the return mnvpment of the hopper,

substantially as described

889.707. HALTER ROPE. Henkv A. Mk n. .Maples, N. Y.

Filed Mav 1. 1907. Serial No. 371,343.

1. A haitir .omprising a rope, a hook secured to one

end of the rope and consisting of a single piece of metal

doubled centrally on Itself to form an attaching eye and

having Its extremities bent into helical colls extending Into

opposite directions and having their adjacent convolutions

permanently spaced apart a distance e<iual to the thickness

of the rope, the diameter of each coll being greater than

the diameter of the rope for permitting free movement of

the latter, and an adjustable member on the rope for co-

operatlni: with the said hook to prevent slipping of the

latter

2 .\ halter comprising .1 rope, a device attached to one

end thereof, and provided with oppositely disposed hooks,

and a second device on the rope co,-,perating with the flrst

device for preventing slipping of the latter along the rope.

.'^. .\ halter comprising a rope or the like, a hook device

attached to one end there<if and comprislni; a lenifth of

wire bent into an eye and having oppo-^ltely dlspi)se<i -iplral

shaped hooks adapted to he engaged with the body portion

of the rope and means permanently attached to the rope

for preventing the hooks from sMp[.ini; alont' the same
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4 A halter comprising a rope or the like, a hook device

permanentl.v attached thereto and provided with oppo-

sitely disposed engaging hooks and an antl-slipplng device

comprising a single length of wire bent Into a bar portion

and terminal eyes through which the rope Is passed.

889,708. HOG - TANK. Vly.sses G- Migneret. Jnllan,

Nebr. Filed Sept. 25. 1907. Serial No. 394.541.

1. An animal chute or drive-way having a removable

floor section, a tank under said floor section, a trap door

over paid tank at the front end of such floor section, means

to lock and unlock said trap door, such locking and unlock-

ing means including a lever adapted also for u.se In oper

ating the trap door, and a gate disposed in the said chute

or drive-way at a point immediately to the rear of said

trap door, said gate being hung at its upper side and when
the trap door is in a closed position closing against the

rear end of said trap door.

2. An animal chute or driveway having a removable

floor section, a tank under said floor section, a trap door

over such tank, at the front end of said floor section, •

spring bar connected to the trap door to normally dispose

and maintain the same In horizontal position, and a cam
block on one side of the chute to coact with such spring

bar to lock such trap door in closed position.

t8t,709. (;OLFBALL. Fkank H Mi s.;av. Berfield. Bridge

of Weir. Scotland Filed Apr. 7. 1906. Serial No. 310.517.

1. A playing t>all having an expanded core of thin elastic

material, an incompressible liquid filling said expanded

core and a layer of elastic rnKterla! under tension surround-

ing said core.

2. A playing ball having an expanded core of thin elastic

material, a wrapping of elastic tape or thread under ten-

sion over said core, and an incompressible liquid filling

said expanded core.

its ends with a marginal flange, a cap for closing one end

of the casing and formed for en^agpnient with said flange

889.710. WRENCH. Charles O. Moblky. Brooklyn. N. T.

Filed Sept. 20, 1904. Serial No. 225,251. Renewed Mar.

11. 1908. Serial No. 420.449.

In a device of the class described, a shank provided at Its

forward end with a hollow casing, a ratchet rinc rotatively

arranged In the casing and having an end wall provided

with a guide slot, the opposite marginal edge'^ of said slot

being grooved to produce parallel guides, a imir of co-

operating relatively movable clamping members disposed

in said slot and having cam portions projecting Into the

ring, said clamping members having their side edges

grooved to form guides for cooperation with those In the

ring, a cam head rotatively arranged in the ring and hav-

ing cam portions formed to co.'.perate with those on the

clamping members for positively moving the same to and

from clamping position, said head being provided between

to hold the parts in aMembled relation, and

ed for operation by the shank to rotate the

889,711. LATHEI»0(;
N. J. Filed May 2, 11»07

.Tamks MrC.\RT

Serial No. 371

a dog connect-

ratchet ring.

HV. riainfield.

,4 33.

1. A lathe dog having a socket in the tail thereof adapt-

ed to hold the shank of a tool, and having a seat for the

tail center opposite said socket.

2. A lathe dog having a socket in the tall thereof adapt-

ed to receive the shank of a tool, and having an opening

In said tall opposite said socket, adapted to be applied

to the dead center of the lathe, the body of said dog hav-

ing means for attaching u removable fastening thereto.

3. A Inthe dog having a tail with a socket formed in

one end thereof, and an opening in the opposite end of

Mid tail adapted to l)e applied to the dead center of the

lathe, said dog having a bfKly with means formed thereon

for removably engaging a bolt head, and a removable l>o!t

having a head adapted to attach to said dog

4. A lathe dog having a body and a tail, said tail having

a socket in one end thereof adapted to receive the shank

of a tool, and having an opening in the other end of said

tall adapted to l>e applied to the dead center of the lathe,

said body having a tee slot formed therein, and a remov-

able l>olt having its head in said tee slot and adnpted

to connect with the tall stock.

5. A lathe dog having a tail with a socket formed H one

end thert-of. and liaving an opening opposite said socket

adapted to l>e applie<l to the tail center of the lathe, said

dog liaving a substantlMlly flat face adapted to seat

against the face of the tis)l rest, and means for clamping

the same upon the face of the tool rest.

889,712. PRESSURE-GOVERNOR. William McClavb,

Scranton. Pa., assignor to McClave Brooks Company,

Scranton. Pa., a Corf)oration of Pennsylvania. Filed

Mar. 13, 190G. Serial No. 30r..s99.

1. In a pressure governor, the combination with a

steam supply pipe and a balanced valve for governing the

flow therein, of an electro magnet connected with and

adapted to actuate said valve, a main circuit for said
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magnet, a plTote<l arm interposed In said circuit and dis-

posed substantially horizontally and uvprt>nlanre<l on Its

.pivot for retaining the circuit normally open, an electro

magnet for swinging said arm upon Its pivot for closing

said circuit, a local circuit for said seoond mentioned

electro magnet, a relatively long pendent arm Interposed

in the local circuit and pivoted at its upper end in position

for banging normally in the line of gravitation and adapt-

ed to swing upon Its pivot out of sucb line for malcing tbe

said local circuit and to swing bark to saii line for break-

ing «ald circuit, and a gage connected to said pendent

arm substantially at Its upper end and adapted for swing-

ing the arm out of the line of gravitation relative to the

pressure in said steam pipe supply.

889,713. BLOWER. William McClatb,

assignor to Mcriave Brooks Company.

n Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Serial No. 391.495.

Scranton, Pa..

Scranton, Pa.,

Sept. 5. 1907.

2. In ;i i>r«'ssure governor, tbe combination with a

pressure supply pipe and a valve for governing the flow

therein, of a spring connected with said vnlve for retain-

ing the same normally In an open condition, means ad

justably supporting said spring for varying the tension

thereof, a solenoid for moving said valve in a direction

opposing the pressure of the spring, the core of said s<^ilen-

old being formed in sections, means for adjusting onp of

said sections for varying the degree of pjil of the solen-

oid Independently of the spring, and a gage for controlling

the circuit of the solenoid.

3. In a pressure governor, the combination with a

steam supply pip*' and a valve for govjtning the flow

therein, of an electro magnet of relatively high resistance

for actuating said valve, a main circuit tot said magnet, a

pivoted arm Interposed In said circuit aQ<i disposed sub

stantlally horizontal and adapted to have one of Its ends

swung vprtically for opening and closln< itie said main
clrcviit. an armature connected with said arm. an electro

magnet adapte<l to operate said armature for swinging

said arm for closing the said main circuit, a local circuit

for said second mentlone<l electro magnet, a relatively

long pendent arm pivoted at its upper end and adapted to

be swung upon its pivot for breaking and making the said

local circuit at Its lower end. the said relatively long

pendent arm being su8pende<l normally in the line of gravl-

tariou and when so suspended retaining the local circuit

in a broken condition, and a gage connecte<1 with the said

pendent arm contiguous to the pivot thereof for swinging

the arm relative to the pressure In said staam supply pipe.

4. In a pressure governor, the combination with a steam

pi[H' and a valve for governing tlip flow thpr^in. of a

spring connected with said valve for normally rptaining

the same in an open condition, a solenoid having Its helix

fixed with respect to the valve and its cor** ronnectod to

the valve, means for varying the tension of said spring

indpppndf ntly of th»> solenoid. m«'ans in(fc'p»'ndpnt of the

spring adjustable within the helix for varying th^ pull of

said Corp. and a gagp for governing th.- circuit of said

helix.

rl^ .M.

i J

1. In a stpam blowt-r duct, the combination of an In-

take portion and a relatively long discharge noizle. the

Intake portion converging inwardly for som.» dlstanci- and

then merging into the dischargi' nozzle which discbarge

nozzle flarps longitudinally away from the merging point

Its entire b-ngtli. a hollow annulus disposed within the

intake portion, and means for .supplying th»- annulus with

steam, said annulus being provided with two series of

discharge openings for steam Jfts. one series discharging

in lines whii-h keep thf longitudinal axes of tbe spvfral

jets parallel with the longitudinal axis of the discharge

nozzle, the flare of the disctiarge nozzle being In a ratio

proportionate to the expansion of the lines of force of

the said steam jets, the other series of jets being directed

In converging lines toward tbe longitudinal axis of the

nozzle.

2. In a steam blower duct, the combination of an In-

fake portion and a relatively long iliscliarge nozzle merg-

ing into the Inner end thereof, and flaring longitudinally

from tbe point of merger throughout its .ntire length, a

hollow annulus disposed within the intake portion, means

for supplying steam to the annulus. said annulus t>eing

provided with two series of discharge openings of steam,

one series discharging in lines converging to the longi-

tudinal axis of the dlsctiarge nozzle, and tbe other series

of Jets discharging in lines adapting the outer sides of

their expanding lines of force to conform substantially

to tbe longitudinally flaring lines of the discharge nozzle

for the entire length thereof.

3. In a blower, the combination with an intake bell,

of an annulus formed for discharging steam into the bell,

means for supplying steam to said annulus. a valve cas-

ing open to the atmosphere and communicating with said

annulus, said casing being formed with an internal bore,

a spring disposed within the bore, the free end of the

valve casing being formed with lugs retaining the spring

in position, the valve casing being formed with a valve

seat, a valve within the valve casing adapted at times to

rest upon said seat under steam pressure, and a spring

for said valve disposed for normally maintaining the valve

off of its seat, the spring l)elng disposed for moving the

valve in a direction opposing the pressure of the steam

within the annulus.

4. The combination with an intake steam blower duct,

of an annulus adapted to discharge Into the bell, means

for supplying steam to said annulus, a valve casing com-

municating with the annulus and opening to the atmos-

phere, a valve within said casing, a spring normally maln-

tainins; said valve open, and means adapted to apply tbe

pressure of the steam to close the valve when the pressure

of steam exceeds the sprinkr pressure

,") The combination with an intake steam blower duct

of an annulus formed for discharging steam Into the bell,

means for supplying steam to said annulus. a valve casing

communicating with said annulus and open to the at-

mosphere and formed with a valve seat, and a valve with-

in said casinir adapted to prevent escape of steam when

held upon Its seat by steam pressure, a spring for mov-

JUNK 2, 190S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. '2^5

mg the valve Inwardly when the stMrn pressure falls be-
]

for said wheels, said wheels and said frame being Inde-
'^ '

. .,.- .._i^ *!.. •_ ' ^ .1- .«,^^«^1a saiH minrda heinz normally out of
low the tension of the spring, and means to limit the in

ward movement of the valve.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,714. BUTTON OH H.MXiK. .Ia.mes B. McDonald,

Nashville, Tenn. Filed .\ug. 1. 1907. Serial No. 386,564.

1. A button comprising a sliell having an inturned rim,

a back plate having Its ends confined under said rim. fas-

tening means carried by said back plate, tbe button hav-

ing a slot formed in its face, a double slide adapted to have

its front portion protrude through the said slot, the back

plate having Inturned edges to form a guideway for the

rear portion of the slide, a retracting spring connected

t>etwpcn the back plate and the top of the slide, and means

for actuating the slide connected to the rear portion thereof.

2. Thp combination with a hollow shell having a slot

in the face thereof, of a double slide adapted to have Its

front portion projected tlirougli said slot, a back plate

having angular corner extensions secured to tbe shell and

provided with inturned parallel sides to form n guideway

for the slide, the back plate having an Inwardly project-

ing lug at its upper end. a spring connected to the slide

and caught over said lug, and a depending connection for

operating the slide.

8S0.7ir> TUOI.T.EY

Filed Dec. 7, 1907.

Earl 1) Peeksto.ve, Chicago, 111.

Serial No. 405.528.

pendently movable, said guards being normally out of

engagement with each other and overlapping.

4. In a trolley, a pole, a frame mounted to swing upon

said pole In the plane of the same, a plurality of wheels

carried by said frame at separated points thereof and

bodily movable with n sp.ct to each other, means for re-

sisting the movement of each of said wheels, means for

holding said frame in a normal position, and guards

mounted upon said frame adjacent to each of said wheels.

said guards being positioned Intermediate said wheels and

below tbe tops thereof.

5. In a trolley, a pole, a plurality of wheels carried by

said pole, and means for operatlvely connecting said

wheels whereby one controls tbe other, said pole having

means" for operating said connecting means whereby said

pole controls said wheels.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,716. CLBANING- MACHINE Delmee E. Prkston,

Chicago, III., assignor to Wolf. Sayer & Holler, Inc.,

Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Apr. 16,

1906. Serial No. 311,895.

1. In a trolley, a pole, a plurality of wheels carried by

said pole, and guards, each arranged adjacent to one of

said wheels and extending toward tbe other, said guards

being normally out of engagement and overlapping

2. In a trolley, a pole, a frame mounted to swing upon

said pole and having a plurality of trolley wheels, said

wheels t)elng movable Independently of one another and

being mounted to swing transversely of the plane of said

pole, said frame being arranged to swing In the plane of

said pole, a counterbalance for holding said frame In a

normal position, and guards carried by .said frame and

each adjacent to one of said wheels, said guards extend-

ing toward a point intermediate said wheels and over-

lapping

."J. In a trolley, a pole, a frame mounted upon said pole,

a plurality of wheels carried by said frame, and guards

1. In a cleaning machine, an endless traveling carrier,

holders on tbe said carrier, a revoluble brush a!>ove the

carrier for engaging the articles held on the said holders,

a cushioned resistance plate below the carrier opposite the

said brush, the holders and their articles passing between

the brush and the resistance plate, and pairs of revoluble

brushes in tbe rear of the said single brush and Its re-

sistance plate, one pair of brushes being mounted on

vertical pivots and tlie other pair on iiorizontal pivots

the said carrier and its holders passing between the

brushes of eacli pair.

2. In a cleaning machine, an endless traveling carrier,

holden? on the said carrier, a yieldingly mounted and revo-

luble brush for engaging the articles held on the said hold-

ers, a cushioned resistance plate opposite the said brush,

the holders and their articles passing between the brush

and the resistance plate, pairs of yieldingly mounted and

revoluble brushes in the rear of the said single brush and

its resistance plate, the said carrier and its holder passing

between tbe brushes of each pair, one pair of brushes

engaging tbe top and bottom of the carrier and tbe other

pair of hru.sbes engaging the sides thereof, a drive shaft.

and means for operating the carrier and brushes from

said shaft.

3. In a cleaning machine, an endless traveling carrier,

holders on the said carrier, a revoluble brush for engaging

the articles held on the said holders, a cushioned resist

ance plate opposite the said brush, the holders and their

articles passing l)etween the brush and the resistance

plate, pairs of revoluble brushes in the rear of the said

single brush and Its resistance plate, the said carrier and

its holders passing between the brushes of each pair,

one pair of brushes engaging the top and bottom of the

carrier and the other pair of brushes engaging the sides

thereof, and a plurality of sinceing burners adjacent to

the path of travel of the said endless carrier at different

points in the path of said carrier.
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4. In a cleaning machine, a carrier, ami pairs of revolu-

ble brushes, one pair being mounted on vertical pivots at

opposite sides of the carrier and the other pair on hori-

Bontal pivots, one below and the other above the carrier,

each brush being, provided with side flanges projecting

beyond the brush iraterlal thereof

5. In a cleaning machine, an endl'ss i^arritr formed of

chains connected by bars, holders for the arti<'l-s on the

bars of the carrier, a vieldlngly mounted plate below the

carrier pairs of revoluble brushes, one pair t>«ing mounted

on vertical axes and the other pair on horizontal axes,

and a brush in front of the pairs of brushes on vertical I

%xes and above the endless carrier opposite the yielding

plate, each brush having radially proJectin| bunches of

brush material and side flanges projecting beyond the

brush material thereof.

[t'lalm 6 not printed In the Oazette. ]

889,717. TCHiL FOR HOLDING SHEETS OF ABRAD-
INC^AND POLISHING MATERIAL. Mkbtov o. Ran-

dall and Alexander J. Camnbell, Los Angeles, Cal.

Filed Aug. 6. 1907. Serial No. ;i87,37S.

1. The improved tool for the purpose specified compris-

Inc a r>odv portion having a longitudinal radial groove.

an<i a slidabU' clumpinu' plate arranged on one side of

such groove and adapted to slide lengthwi*'. means for

guldink' the plate away from the opposite rdce of the

groove when pushing In one direction and for guiding

It towards the same when forced In the oppoilte direction,

said piate belntr arranged on the outer side of the twdy

and thus forming a continuation of its circomference. as

shown and described

2. The Improved Ukj\ for thf purpose specified compris-

ing' the tapered body having a longitudinal radial groove

2, surface grooves 3 and 4 on opposite aides of the radial

groove, a plate fixed In the surface groove .3, and its edge

being fltish with that of the radial groovq. a clamping

plate arranged in the opposite surface grooTe 4 and pro-

vided with Inclined slots, screws passing through such

slots and serving to secure the clamping plate to the body

cif the tool and also for guiding the same towards or away
from the opposite edge of the fixed plate, botli plat»'s form-

ing practically a smooth continuation of t

the body, substantially as described.

le surface of

889.718. AITGMATIC I»rMI'IN(; CAR James W.
Reed. Berwind, Colo. Filed Mar. 2«. 1W6 Serial No.

't^'

the sides In place, and cams fixed at a predetermined

dumping point for releasing the sides and cams acting

directly on the sides to return them to a locked position

by the movement of the car on the track.

4. In a dumping car. hinged sides, locking bars carrying

locking fingers for locking the sides in place, an arm pro-

jecting upwardly from one of the locking bars, and a

second arm projecting downwardly from the same bar

for disengaging the fingers from the sides.

.') In a dumping car. hinged sides, locking bars carrying

locking fingers for locking the sides In place, an arm pro-

jecting upwardly, from one of the locking bars, means for

locking the arm in place, and a second arm projecting

di)wnwardly from the same bar for disengaging the fingers

from the sides.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.719. CHEi K-BOOK. Fr-\nk C. Rhodes, New York,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 10, 1907. Serial No. 405.842.

1. In a dumping oar. hinged side portion.'*, locking bars

for locking the side portions in place, lacking fingers

carried by the bars, and automatic ni'-ans for revolving

said bars axially to disengage the flng-rs from the side

portions,

2. In a dumping ear. movable side portinne, locking bars

having locking' flnjiers transversely joiirnaled on the car

for loeking thf side portions in place, mijans for auto-

matically operating the bars to unlock the side portions,

an-l '-ams for returning them to a locked rx^sltion.

:'.. In a dumping ear. movable sides, means for locking

1 .\ check book having a plurality of stubs with checks

attached thereto, a plurality of entry sheets disposed

through the Uidy of said book between said stubs to re-

ceive the entries corresponding to said checks, and a flap

of stiff material movably attached to said book, which

may be laid over th»' used stubs to form a backing for

said entry sheets.

2. .\ check lK>ok having a plurality of stubs with checks,

a plurality of entry sheets disposed between the said

stubs to receive the entries corresponding to a plurality

of said checks, a front cover, and a fla[) of stiff material

attached to the edge of said cover and which may be laid

over the used stubs to f(irm a backing for said entry

checks.

889.720. VEHICLE - BRAKE Thomas Robino. Haile-

ton. Pa Filed Nov, 27. 1907. Serial No 404.061,

1 In a vehicle brake, the combination with a wheel, of

a brake lever for engaging the hub of the wheel, a shaft,

means for operating the brake lever from tli.- shaft, means

for operating the shaft, a lever for engaging the hub of

the wheel to lock the same, and a connection between the

shaft and lever, whereby the lever is permitted to m"\e

into locking engagement with the hub when the brake has

t.een fully applied,

L' In a vehicle brake, the combination with a wheel

having a hub provided with notches, of a pivoted brake

lever for engaging the hub, a shaft, a cam on the shaft

for operaiink; the brake lever, a pivoted and spring pressed

lever adapted to enirage the notches of the hub, and a

connection between the shaft and said lever to permit the

lever to engage a notch of the hub when the brake has

been fully applied.

?. In a vehicle brake, the combination with a wheel

having its hub provided with notches, of a pivoted brake

lever for engaging the hub. a shaft, a cam on the shaft

for operating the brake lever, a pivoted and spring pressed
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lerer for nicakrlng the notches of the hub, a drum on the

•haft, and h slexil.le connection winding on the drum and

connected with the le\.r

4. In a vehicle brake, a pivoted brake shoe, a support

therefor adapted for attachment to an axle of a vehicle,

the Inner end portion of the shoe being shorter than Its 1

outer or body portion, a shaft Journaled in said support,
,

a cam carried by the shaft adapted for engagement with

the shorter end of the brake, a sprocket secured to the
J

shaft, a second sprocket adapted to be mounted upon the

vehicle, a belt connecting the sprockets, and means for

manually rofatlng the said second sprocket.

5, In a vehicle brake, a sleeve fitted for attachment to

the hub of a wheel, a support adapted for attachment

to the axle upon which the hub Is mounted, a brake shoe

pivoted upon the said support for movement to and from

the said sleeve, having a shorter end extending at one side

of the support, and a body portion adapted to extend over

the sleeve, a shaft mounted to revolve relatively to the

sleeve, a cam carried by the shaft adapted for engagement

with the short end of the brake shoe, means for manually

rotating the shaft, a locking device for the sleeve, and

means for controlling said locking device by the rotation

of said shaft.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette,]

3. As a new article of manufacture, a safety attach-

ment for whiflletrees consisting of a bar or member adapt-

ed to fit against the lower face of a pole and provided

with a central perforation to receive the central pivot

of a doubletree, and substantially S-shaped supports

formed Integral with and extending upwardly from the

ends of the said l)ar or member and having upper and l.iwer

loops to receive and embrace the ends of the doubletree

at the central portions of the swingletrees, said supports

being also provided with openings for the pivots of the

swingletrees.

889,721. COMBINED COAT. HAT. AND UMBRELLA
HANGER. JosBPH S. Robinson. Gaffney. S, C. Filed

Feb. 17. 1908. Serial No. 416.285.

1 As an article of manufacture, a combined coat,

hat and umbrella hanger comprising a single piece of

wire bent to form two hooks and one extreme end of the

wire terminating In a fastener for securing the hook to

the wall, and the other extreme end bent forwardly into

approximately the plane of one of the hooks to afford a

support for an umbrella or other article.

•_'. .\s an article of manufacture, a combined hanger

made of a single piece of material, comprising book mem-
bers and an arm formed from the material of one hook

member passing around the material of the other hook

member, said arm adapted to hold an umbrella or other

article between It and one of the hook members.

8 8 9,7 22. SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR WHIFFLE-
TREES Hans L. Rt ep. Butterfleld, Minn Filed Sept.

17. 1907. Serial No. 398.289.

1. The combination of a pole, a doubletree located

wholly above and pivoted to the upper face of the pole,

swingletrees pivoted to the doubletree and arranged be-

neath the end portions of the same and located in the

same horizontal plane as the pole to centralize the draft,

of a safety attachment comprising a bar or member cen-

trally pivoted to the lower face of the pole, and end sup-

ports formed integral with and extending upwardly from

the bar or member and recelvint: and embracing the

swlncletrees and the ends of the doubletrees at the piv-

otal points of the said swingletrees

2. The combination with a pole, a doubletree, and
swingletrees located below the doubletree, of a safety

attachment comprising a bar or member centrally pivoted

to the lower face of the pole, end supports rigid with the

bar or member and having upper and lower loops receiv-

ing the doubletree and the swingletrees. and pivots pierc-

ing the doubletree, the swinsletrees and the supports

4, The combination with a pole, a doubletree, and

swingletrees located beneath the doubletree, of a safety

attachment comprising a bar or member pivoted to the

lower face of the pole, and substantially S-shaped lermi

nal supports consisting of upper loops open at the front

and receiving the ends of the doubletree, and lower loops

open at the back and receiving the swingletrees, and piv-

ots securing the doubletree and the swingletree to the

supports.

T, A safety attachment for poles and whlffletrees com-

prising a centrally pivoted bar or member, and terminal

supports integral with the bar or member and having

reversely arranged loops adapted to receive swingletrees

and the ends of a doubletree at the pivotal points of the

swingletrees.

[Claim fi not printed In the Gazette.]

889,723. ("ASTING DEVICE. Philip ScHwiCKAar, New
York, N. Y. Filed May 14. 1907. Serial No .•^73.644.

1, A casting device comprising a reservoir for receiving

the molten metal, a purifying receptacle having a well

provided with an inlet and an outlet, the inlet being con-

nected with the said reservoir for the molten metal to

flow from the reservoir into the well, the said inlet being

above the level of the bottom of the reservoir and well

arranged to cause a whirl of the molten metal in the well.

2, A casting device comprising a reservoir for receiv-

ing the molten metal, a purifyine receptacle having a well

provided with an Inlet and an outlet, the inlet being con-

nected with the reservoir to permit the molten metal to

flow from the reservoir into the well, the outlet leading

to the pouring hole of the mold, the bottom of the said
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Inlet being above the bottotu »f th.- res^rv^ir and the bot-

toms of both the inlt-t and the outlet belnjf abuv-' the bot-

tom of the well.

3. A casting device provided with a purifying r^'ct'ptacle

having a circular well provided with spaced inlet chan-

nels for connection with a molten metal supply, the inlet

channels being at angles one to the cjther. and one

of the Inlet channels being arranged tanKentially. the

said well having an outlet channel leading tangentlally

from the well approximately ur a point directly opposite

the tangential Inlet channel.

4. A casting device provided with a purifying receptacle

having a circular well provided witli spared inl.t chan

nels for connection with a molt.-n metnl scpply. the Inlet

channels being at angles one to the other, the base of the

purifying receptacle projecting beyond tha entrance ends

of the said inlet channels.

5. A casting device provided with a purifying rtce[itacle

having a circular well provide<l with spao'd inlet chan-

nels for connection with a molten metal supply, the inlet

channels being at angles one to the other, the ba.se of the

purifying receptacle projecting b«»yond tlH entrance ends

of the said inlet channels, and the top of the base pro-

jection being flush with the bottoms of the naid inlet chan-

nels.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the ila/.erri' ]

889.724. BUILDI.NG LIGHT. Philip Sci

York, N. Y Filed Aug. 2, I'JO". Serial

r K

WICKABT, New
No. 386.788.

^ J>^

1. .V buildini; liuht comprising a support formed of sets

of 8uperimp<is>'d spaced bars at rlirht angl.s one to the

other, gla.ss lights havin;; shoulders for enuauing each

get of bars, and a plastic binding material filling the

paces between the glass lights embeddini; the said bars.

2. A building light, cotnprUiug a sup[)<>rt, glass lights

having square lower ends supported on tUe said support

and projecting above and below the saiae. said s<)uare

ends contacting with the adjacent lights to form a con-

tinuous glass surface and a binding nrnterial In which the

support is completely embedded and whi<h tills tlie spaces

between the sides of the lights.

3. A glass light having a conical upper portion and a

square bottom portion, forming with the paid upper por

tlon. a supporting shoulder, and a s, ctmil supporting

shoulder on the conical upper portion

4. A glass light having a conical upper [lortlon and •
square l>ottom portion, forming with the said upper portion

a supporting shoulder, and a second supfxirtlng shoulder

on the conical upper portion, the ccrn'Ti of the square

bottom portions being chamfered

6. A glass light having a conical uppef portion and a

square bottom portion, forming with the paid upper por

tion a supporting shoulder, and a second supporting

shoulder on the conical upper portion. th>i corners of the

square bottom portions being chamfered and the under

side of the bottom portion being recessed.

889,T_'5 .Vliyr.Vl.I.h RAII KoAl) . HOS.S-TIK .VND CON-
.VKCTIO.N" F<>|: HAII S ON TIES. M.idONlfS Sh.^ner.

Bethlehem. I'a 1-ii.d .\pr. 19, \^^.
369,080

Serial No

of said gro.iv-s with undercut lugs overhanging said

grooves, said lugs being adapted to engage the outer

faces of the webs of the rails, said tie being provided with

recesses at the inner ends of said grooves, said recesses

having their outer faces undercut, and their inner faces

beveled, and clamping bars witliin the grooves, said

clamjilng bars having a portion arranged tH>neath the rail

and upon which the base of the rail rests, and a portion

for engaging the Inner face of the web of the rail, the

inner end of said t)ar being beveled and provided with a

hook for engaging the umiercut face of the recess, and
wedges in the recesses for engaging said leveled ends of

the bars.

1. A railroad tie, having in its upper face longitudinal

alined grooves, and provided at the outer ends of the

grooves with lugs overhanging said grooves, and adapted

to engage the outer face of the web of the rail, bars in

the grot^ves, said bars being provided with portions un-

derlying the rail and upon which the l)ase of the rail

rests, and with portions engaging the Inner face of the web
of the rail, and means engaging the inner ends of the

bars for forcing tliem against the rail

:?. .\ railroad tie having In the upper face tliereof longi-

tudinal alined grooves, said tie being provided with over-

hanging lugs at the outer ends of the grooves for engag-

ing tlie outer face of the web of the rail, clamping bars

within the grooves and upon which the base of the rail

rest.s, said bars t)elng provided with projections for en-

gaging the Inner faces of the web of the rail, and meani
for clamping said bars in plac.-

4. .\ railroad tie having its sid>-s and l)ottiim concave.

the iKJttom tx'ing provided at the ends and center with

transverse ribs, a lug at each end of the tie on the upper

surface thereof for engaging the outer side of the rail,

clamping bars for engaging the inner faces of the webs

of the rails, and means fi.r s.'<-urlng said clamping bars

in place

Ti. K tie tiavlng its sides nnd bottom concave, the bot-

tom being provided with transverse ribs at its ends and
center, said tie bt^ng provided on Its upper face with lugs

near the ends thereof for engaging the outer faces of the

webs of the rails. an<l means in connection with the tie

for engaging the inner faces of the rails to clamp said

rails against the lugs.

'Claims <\ to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 .V metallic railroad tie provided In its upper face

with longitudinal alined grooves, and at the outer ends

HSii,T-t'. IIOSE-CLAMT lli'WAiui H Shvkman, Battle

Creek, Mich. Filed Oct. 19. 1907. Serial No. 398,200.

1 The herein described hose clamp comprising a

stamped metal body provided with ears, a channel adja-

cent one of the ears and a guard covering said channel,

said guard being Integral with the body at each end of

the channel but separated therefrom on the sides, an<l a

tongue extending from the opposite end of the body and

adapted to bridge the space between the ears and engage

In said channel under said guard

_'. A hose clamp comprising a t)ody stamped from metal

and having out turned perforated ears on Its ends, a

channel arljacent one of the ears, a guard covering said

channel and integrally connected with the body at Its

ends but separated therefrom on the sides, and a hole in

the body adjacent the opposite ear ; with a tongue formed

of a separate piece of metal having one end passed

through 3a;d hole and bent over and clamped upon the

outside of the body, the free end of said tongue extending

across the space h<'tween the ears and engaging the saifT

channel.
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3 The herein described hose clamp comprising a me-

tallic body stamped from suitable metal and provided

with out-turned perforated ears on its ends, a hole In the

body adjacent one ear. a channel in the body adjacent the

opposite ear. a guard for said channel Integral with but

partially severed from the body, a tongue concavo-convex

in cross section having one end secured in said hole and

Its free end extended across the space between the ears

and entering the guarded channel.

4 The herein described hose clamp comprising a me-

tallic body stamped from suitable metal and provided with

out-turned perforated ears on its ends, vise engaging pro-

jections adjacent the ears stamped up from the body of

the clamp, a hole in the body adjacent one ear, a channel

m the body adjacent the opposite ear. a guard for said

channel Integral with but partially severed from the body,

a tongue concavo-convex in cross section having one end

secured in said hole and its free end extended across the

space between the ears and entering the guarded channel.

part and acting between the same and a collar or other

suitable abutment on said rod, and the upper extremity

of said rod being free and adapted to be operatively en-

gaged by or connected with a reclprocatory power ham-

mer or other repeating power mechanism.

889,727. MAIL -BOX, .Joseph A. Siegfried. Monmouth,

111. Filed Nov. 25. 1907. Serial No. 403.664.

1 A mall box. comprising a hollow body, • door secur-

able on one end of said body, a pusher rod sUdable In the

body through a wall on the other end theroef that closes

said end. and a plunger disk mounted upon the end of the

pusher-rod that is within the body,

2, A mall box. comprising a cylindrical hollow body, a

door hinged upon one end of said body for its closure,

releasable means for securing the door closed, a fixed wall

closing (he other end of th-' body, a pusher-rod slidable

through a central perforation in said wall, and a plunger-

disk secured upon the end of the pusher-rod that is with-

in the hollow l)ody.

3. A mall box, comprising a cylindrical hollow body,

bracket-frames thereon for securing said body upon a

stable support, a door hinged upon one end of said body

for its closure, locking means for securing the door

closed, a centrally perforated wall fixed at the opposite

ends of the hollow body, a pusher rod reciprocal in said

perforation, and a plunger disk secured upon the end of

the pusher rod tlmt is within the liollow box body.

88».728. APPAR.XTIS on TOOL FOR REDUCING THE

ENDS OF BOILEK FLl KS W.\lteb A. Skin.ner. Ma

con. Ga., assignor of one half to Robert Augustus

McCord. Macon, Ca. Filed Sept. 23, 1907. Serial No.

394.153.

1. A portable flue reducing machine comprising a tool-

stock or standard having a projecting toe at Its foot and

an overhanging upper part, a stationary reducing die

seated on said t(H' and securt-d to said standard, a co act-

ing reclprocatory die guided on said standard and having

a shank or plunger rod working In a guide-opening or

bearing therefor In said overhanging part, a colled ex-

pansion spring Inclosing said rod above said overhanging

2 In an apparatus of the cliaracter described, the com-

bination of a tool stock or standard having an upper over-

hanging part, co-acting flue-reducing dies arranged on

the face of said standard, the lower die being fixedly at-

tached thereto, the upper reclprocatory die riding on the

face of said standard and having a key and slot connection

therewith, said reclprocatory die having a vertical shank

or plunger rod working in a guide-opening or bearing

therefor in the said overhanging part, said rod adapted to

be operated by a power-hammer or repeating power ma

chine, and a spring acting on said rod for retracting tlie

same after each operation of said power-hammer

3. In an apparatus of the charact.T described, the com-

bination of the standard, a stationary die secured thereto,

and a co-acting reclprocatory die riding against the face

of said standard, said reclprocatory die having a shank

or plunger rod, .said standard having an overhanging

part with a guide opening therein for said rod. and a re

movable bushing secured in said opening, said rod working

in said bushing and thereby holding said die against the

standard, the arrangement being such that the recipro

catory die with Its shank or plunger-rod can be withdrawn

by lifting said bushing out of Its opening, the latter being

large enough to allow inclining the rod to move the reclp-

rocatorv die past the stationary die,

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination with the standard having an angular foot and

an upper overhanging part, a stationary die fitted In the

angle of the foot and detachably secured to the face of the

standard by a single fastening lK.lt. and a co acting reclp-

rocatory die guided on said standard and having a shank

or rod working In a guide-opening In said overhanging

part, and means allowing detachment of said upper die,

whei^eby both dies can be detached for replacement.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of the standard, a stationary die affixed thereto,

and a co-acting movable die working thereon, said stand-

ard having a socket in Its face confronting the opening

between the dies, a gageplate seated In said socket, and

an adjusting screw extending l.ack from said gage plate

and tapped through the standard.

889 729 REVOLVING TOY, Tho.m.^s F, Slater, Chee-

terfconn. Filed Oct. 2, 1907. Serial No. 395.628.

A toy consisting of a platform ; wheels upon which the

same is mounted ; posts mounted upon said platform, one

of said posts being provided with a screw -eye in its upper

end and the other of said posts having its upper end

slotted : drums rotatably mounted upon said posts
;

a

transverse shaft one end of which is mounted in said

8cre\x eve and the other end of which Is mounted In the
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Blotted end of one of wid posts: and roUerl mounted on
' and a back connecting said aides, said back having a re-

ald BhAfts: said drams being betw^^n said wh.'els and duced upper end. a body strap provided with adjusting de-

vices, said body strap being secured to kp<^p'>rs (..-hind the

rollers and transmitting to the latter the roljary motion of

the former.

,730. PUOTOMETER. Victor H. SlI.vack. Phila-

delphia, Pa . assiifnor to Th^ Pennsylvania Gas Globe

LUht rompanv, Philadelphia. Pa., a corporation of

P.nn^vlvania. FiK-.l Mar Irt. I'MS. Serl»l No 4-21,:UO

1. The combination of a bar and carriage of a photom-

eter with a lamp attached to the carriage and adapted

to illuminate the scaU-. meana independent of the bar and

carriage tor lighting and *>xtlngui8hlng the lamp, and slid

able connections bt^tw->en said means and lamp whereby

the carriage is fref- to be moved, substantially aa de-

scribed.

J. The combination with the scale and carriage of a

photometer of collectors carried by the carriage, a lamp

carried by the carriage and adapted to Illuminate the

scale, a circuit between the lamp and collectors, rails with

which the collectors have movable contact, and means

for energizing and deenerglzlng the rails to light and ex-

tinguish the lamp, substantially as described.

^. The combination with the support, scale bar and

movable carriage of a photometer with a lamp and col-

lectors electrically interconnected and carried by the

carriage, of rails which coSperate with the collectors, and

a push button carried by the support and having con-

nections for energizing and deenergizlng the rails, sub-

stantially as described.

4 The combination with the scale bar, fixed support

and movable rarriaire ot a photometer uf an electric

switch carrie<1 by the fixed support, a lamp carried by

the carriage and adapted to Illuminate the scale, and

electrical connections interposed between the lamp and

switch and including; slidable collectors, substantially as

described.

hack of a chair, and a leg strap passed across and through

openings in the sides of a chair and provided with adjust-

ing devices.

8 8 9.732. PISTON. William S.vyder and Reibem I.

MiMCB, Montgomery. Mich. Filed Nov. 18, 1907. Se-

rial No. 402.717.

1. In combination with the body of a piston or like

part, a -sectional nu'talllc packing encircling the same and

having the ends of the sections spaced apart, and an an

nular flexible connection between the metallic packing sec-

tions and the said piston, said flexible connection having

thickened portions to till the spaces formed between the

adjacent ends of the metallic packing sections

2. As a new article of manufacture, a cup packing of

flexible material having its rim portion outwardly thick-

ened at Intervals, and wear pieces secured to the outer

surface of said rim and arranged between the thickened

portions thereof.

889. T'U. P{IOTO(;raPHERS .XPPLIAN'CE. Etta N
Smith. Red i^ak. lown Fil-<1 Jm.' 21. 1907. Serla!

No 3.S0.142

The herein describ.-d ap;>i;;in<'.> for photographers' use

comprising a chair mounted on i'^i^-; said legs being se-

cured to a bas-'. a clamp for securing said Ija.s.' to a table.

said chair having outwardly and upwardly extending sides.

^89,7.33 WATER BALANCED PIMP. Henht M. Spi-

NOLLA, San Andreas. Cal. Filed Sept. 6. 1907. Serial

No. 391,830.

A pump of the character described, comprising an in-

take provided with a foot valve and formed above said

valve with two branches, cylinders connected at their ad

joining ends with the respe<-tlve branches. Inlet valves

controlling communication between the branches of the

Intake pipe and the adjoining ends of the cylinders, dis

charge pipes connected to the outer ends of the respective

cylinders and extending upwardly therefrom, pipes leading

from the inner ends of the respective cylinders to the op-

posite discharge pipe, outlet valves controlling communi-

cation between the inner ends of the cylinders and said

last named pipes, pistons inountnd to reciprocate in th^

respective cylinders, a piston rod extending from one cylin-

der to the other and connectinir together said pistons, and

other pistons mounted to reciprocate in the upwardly ex-

tending portions of the discharge pipes, and means for

JCNK 2, 1908.
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alternately actuating the said pistons, each of said dis-

charge pipes being provided at its upper end with a dis-

charge opening, and near Its lower end with a gate-valve,

substantially as shown and described.

8M,784. LOCK. Henry H T -wnk. New York. N. Y..

assignor to The Yale k Towne Manufacturing Company.

Stamford. Conn. Filed Nov. 5. 190C. Serial No. 342.098.

said plate, a plate slldingly mounted at one end and pivot-

ally connected to said dogging lever, the said slulin^' piate

being provided with a fence, and a series of tumblers

adjacent to the sliding plate, each tumbler having a gate

for the reception of the fence on the sliding plate.

889 735 STALL FOR AMMAlS Wiiiiam M. Undkr-

HILL. Oconto. Wis. Filed Apr. IG. 1907. Serial No.

368.501.

*;-4fei^

1 In a lock, the combination with an escutcheon plate

and a sliding bolt, of a dog adapted to be moved so that a

p,irt thereof will project into the path of movement of the

bolt, a plate pivotally connected to said dog and having a

fence, and a tumbler having a gate within which the fence

on the plate moves.

•J In a lock the comt)ination with an escutcheon plate

im.i a bolt slldingly mounted on said plate, of a dog pivoted

to said plate, and adapted to be turned so that a part

thereof will project into the path of movement of the bolt,

a plate pivotally connected to said dog and having a fence,

and a series of tumblers each having a gate within which

the fence on the plate moves.

3. In a lock, the combination with an escutcheon plate,

and a sliding bolt mounted thereon, of a dog pivoted to

said plate and adapted to be turned so that a part thereof

will project Into the path of movement of the bolt, a slid-

ing plate pivotally connected to said dog and provided

with a fence, and a series of pivoted tumblers each having

a gate within which the fence on the sliding plate moves.

all of said parts being carried by the escutcheon plate.

4, The combination with an escutcheon plate and a

sliding bolt carried thereby, of a dogging lever pivoted to

134 O. O.— 81

Ji~ "a^i^^-

1 In a cow stall, the combination with a floor fur the

stall, and a gutter arranged transversely at the rear edge

of the floor, of a chute board, and a supporting frame

therefor, said frame comprising posts erected on the floor

close to the gutter, a transverse spacing bar extended be-

tween the upper ends of said posts, and hinge joints be-

tween the posts and lower portions of side bars on the

chute board.
" In a cow stall, the combination with a floor for the

stall and a gutter transversely disposed at the rear edge

of the floor, of a supporting' frame consisting of two

posts erected closely to the forward ed^-e of the gutter.

arms on the posts, a transverse spacing bar joining upper

ends of said posts, and a chute board, comprising: a flat

plate side bars on said plate having legs projected be-

low the chute board, and hinge joints between lower ends

Of said legs and the outer ends of the arms.

3 In a cow stall, the combination with a staU having

a cross bar on upi>er portions of the sides of said stall, of

a rockably supported chute board, flexible connections ex-

tended from the chute board to the cross bar and detach-

ablv connected therewith, and contractile springs e.xtend^

ed'from the flexible connections to a suitable portion of

the stall, and exerting their tension on said flexible con-

nectlons.

4 In a cow stall, the combination with a stall having a

cross bar on upper portions of side walls thereof, of a

rockablv supported chute board, flexible connections

changeably secured at their ends on the chute board and

on the cross bar. springs exerting their cmtractile force

on the flexible connections, and chains extended from said

connections to the structure of the stall at points below

the springs.

5 The combination with a cow stall havm;: spae.nl si.ie

walls two upright rear stanchions supporting said side

walls' a cross bar on the upper portions of said stan-

chions and flexible connections movably secured at their

upper ends upon said cross bar at different points thereon,

of a chute board supported for rocking adjustment at the

rear end of the stall, and means for securing the lower

ends of the flexible connection upon the chute board at

selected points, whereby said flexible connections are

caused to have contact with the sides of an animal occupy-

ing the stall.

889 736 NOSERING. Ch.^ri-es B. Wagner. .Tr
,

Bur-

lington, Wis. Filed Feb. IS. 1908. Serial No. 4l6.r.uS.

1 \ nose ring comprising hinged sections, the free end

of one of the sections being extended ..utwardly while the

free end of the opposite section is formed with an eye

designed to receive the said outwardly extended end of

the first mentioned section.

o \ nose ring comprising a pair of hinged sections,

the free end of one of the sections being e.xtended out-
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wardiv while the free end of ih- opposir.. -• M n Is formed

with an eye designed to recHve th*« ^a 1
...:rw«rrtly ex-

tending end of the firs' ni. ntiun-.l tlon

holding the two s^-ctlons in pni:a<Hm^nt with

889.T3T

N. y
FlRE-SHIELFt Damd S Wat

Filed Aug. 2. 1907. S4^rial N"
sc X

3J8

( nd a key for

each other.

valvP a dlscharzp mpans n manually operated valve to

.control auch discharge meana. and a aprlug normally

closing such valve fwiid vessel further provided with a

plunger therein to vary the effectlye capacity thereof and

a stem to operate aald plunger and passing through the

opposite end of such veasel.

•> \ measuring device of the class described comprising

a vessel closed at one end. provided at such end with a

neck for Insertion In the mouth of a bottle, a valve to cut

oir such neck, a discharge meana. and a valve to control

such discharge means, a cap to cover the opposite end of

said vessel and provided with a threaded opening and a

plunger In said vessel to vary the effective capacity there-

of and havtng a threaded stem for operating In the

threaded opening In said cap.

Canastota,

5.736.

1 V lire shinld f'.r belt opening's runsisUiu' ''' a body

of fire proof material having a belt opening therethrough.

a belt in said openini.'. self closing closur- for said open-

ing adapted to close against said belt, and a fusible detent

for holding said closure open

- In combination with a floor having t belt opening

therethrough, a belt in the opening, a fire shield se.-ured

to and projecting downwardly from the unfler side of the

floor around the belt and floor opening, said shield hav-

ing a belt opening therethrough and providM with a mov-

able closure therefor, fusible means for holding the clo-

sure iu its open position, and means for dosing said clo-

sure against the belt when the fusible holding means is

destroyed.

3 In combination with a floor having a belt opening

an.1 a belt in the opening, a box-like Are sUield secured to

and proJecUag downwardly from the under side of the

floor around said opening and adjac-nt p-.rtion of the l)elt.

and itself provided with a belt opening therethrough, a

selfcloaing gate for the opening in the shbihl and adapted

to close against the belt and a heat destructible detent for

holding the gate In Its open position

Hammond. Ind. Kihd .\ug 17. T.">T

S89.007.

8S9 739 WOODWORKING-MACHINE. Willis B. Wood-

buff. Cadiz. Ky. Filed Jun. 27. 1907. 8«rUl No. 381,046.

Wkber,
rial No.

^^^mh
^9 M^ W

»^
S

I'.

1 A. measure of the class .b^s. m.^d co«iprls!ng a vessel

Clooed at om—i'.' -nds. provid.d nt one end with a neck

for insertion m a mouth of a bottle, a manually operated

ralve to cut off such neck, a sprln.- normall.v closing such

1 \ wood working marhlnp comprisine a frame, tipper

and lower pairs of oppositely arranged t>earings. slldtble

verticallv m the frame, a horizontal cutter shaft Journaled

in each of the pairs, springs for supporting the lower pair

of bearings, said upper bearings being provided each with

an upwardlv extending screw threaded rod, a bevel gear OU

the upper end of each r,^. brackets arranged on each side

of the frame, swinging frames connected with the brackets.

a shaft Journaled in the swinging frames, provided with

s.,v..l gears for engaging th.^ bevel gears of the rods, a

two'.irt nu' -onnected with the brackets for engaging

..a, h of the rods, a stepped r„ne pulley on the transverse

shaft, a stud shaft journuled in the frame, a stepped cone

pullev on the stud s!,aft, a belt connecting the P>"l;y'- »

driving shaft, a conn., tlon between the driving abaft and

the stud shaft, and neans for reversing the connection

wherebv to drive the stnd -haft in opposite directions.

«> \"wood working m.i hine. comprising a frame, upper

and lower cutter shafts .::nHled in the frame, springs

supporting said lower simit. .a.d upper ^'^«f' l^"^;"*X
nected therewith upwardly extending screw threaded rods.

bevel gears on the free en. I ~ :
'1;

'"

on each side of the frame, -wingin.-

the brackets, a shaft Journaled In

and provided with bevel gears for •

of the rods, a two-part nut on

the adjacent rod. a stepped cone pulley on 'he -tu.^

shaft a stud shaft Journaled In the frame, a s,,.[m...,1

pulley on the stud shaft, a belt connecting the pulleys, a

driving shaft, a connection between the driving shaft an.l

the stud shaft, and meana for reversing the connection

whereby to drive said shafts In opposite directions.

3 A wood working machine, comprising a main frame,

upper and lower horizontal cutter shafts Journaled In the

frame, springs for supporting said lower shaft, means for

moving said upper shaft toward and fmm the lower shaft

said means comprising upwardly extending screw threaded

rods In connection with the .n.ls ,f the shaft, bevel gears

on the upper ends of tlw r .1- > ^l.:>ft iournaled trans-

versely of the frame and provM.,! w.-h l.— l ge.rs for

engaging the bevel gears of the i-.ds, a rix.-i nu engaging

each of the rods, a stepped cone pulley on the transverse

shaft a stud shaft S>.,:n;Ued n -he f.-imr^ n =-.-^rpe,l cone

pulley on the stud sh,f .1 '..^t ...n:o. tin. .!.e ;'''•>-•»

driving shaft, a connect;. ,n berween the .Inv.ng shaft and

the stud shaft, and means f .r rvrsing the connection

wlierebv to drive the stud si.nft !n i..„.si-e directions,

i
4 \"wo<.d working machine, comprising a main frame.

tipper and lower pairs of oppositely arranged bearings

' ~ :irr:i iiged

..... , an- •.•! with

':•• ^w llg'tlt: ?' :i
''''

ij lUg lie' I't VCi L''- 1

:

•.rtcket for engaiim-
rse

one
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sUdable vertically In the main frame, a borliontal cutter

shaft Journaled in each of the pairs, each of said bearings

being provided with depending portions, pattern engaging

rollers Journaled In the depending portions and parallel

with the cutter shafts, springs for supporting the lower

pair of bearings, said upper bearings being provided each

with an upwardlv extending screw threaded rod. a bevel

gear on the upper end of each rod. brackets arranged on

each side of the main frame, swinging frames connected

with the brackets, a shaft Journaled In the swinging

frames and provided with bevel gears for engaging the

bevel gears of the r.xls. a two part nut connected with the

brackets engaging each of the rods, a stepped cone pulley

on the transverse shaft, a stud shaft journaled In the

frame a stepped cone pulley on the stud shaft, a belt

connecting the pulleys, a driving shaft, a connection be-

tween the driving shaft and the stud shaft, and means for

reversing the connection whereby to drive the stud shaft

In opposite directions.

5 A wood working machine, comprising n main frame,

upper and lower cutter shafts Journaled in the frame,

springs supporting said lower shaft, said upper shaft hav-

ing connected therewith upwardly extending screw thread-

ed rods, bevel pears on the free ends of the rods, brackets

arranged on each side of the main frame, swinging frames

connected with th.. brackets, a shaft journaled In the

.winging frames and provided with bevel gears for en-

paging the bevel gears of ttie rods, a two-part nut on each

bracket for engaging the ndjacent rod, a stepped cone pul-

ley on the transverse shaft, a stud shaft journaled In the

frame a stepped cone pulley on the stud shaft, a belt con-

necting the pulleys ft driving shaft, a connection between

the driving shaft and the stud shaft, and means for re-

versing the connection wiier.by t.. drive shaft In opposite

directions.

[Claims 6 to l-" n..t j.rlnted in the Gazette.]

889,741. FOLDING SAFE. Fobbest Additon. Flowery

Branch. Ga. Filed Aug. 17. 1906. Serial No. 331.046.

889 740. STUFFING-BOX. Jou.v C. Yolno. Plymouth,

Pa. Filed Oct. 14, 1907. Serial No. 397.427.

F^.

A folding safe consisting of a back formed In one piece,

sides each side being formed In two pieces, and hinged to

fall inwardlv upon the back and upon themselves, a front

formed in one piece and hinged to the sides, said front

being cut out at the top and bottom, and cut out trans-

versely across its c liter. do,,rs hinged In the top and bot-

tom cut out portions, and a drawer adapted to slide through

the central cut out portion.

889 742 Ki:iN HOLI»ER AND TIGHTENER FOR VEHI-

CLES. Jacob Altmeyeb, East Spokane, Wash. Filed

May 7, 1907. Serial No. .372,413.

In a stuffing box, the combination with a shaft cylinder

having a recess In Its Inner face near one end thereof, a

square flange on the outer face of said recessed end. a

cylindrical gland member fitting within said recess and

having an annular recess in Its outer end. a gasket ar-

ranged between the Inner end of said gland member and

the rear wall of said recess, a square flange on said gland

member, bolts connecting the flanges of said cylinder and

^-lan.l niemb'T a shaft running through both, a gasket ar-

ranged !n the recess of the gland member flush with the

enter fa.e thereof, a washer overlapping the gasket of the

dand member and fitting the shaft, said washer overlying

the O/inged end of the gland member, a metal annulus

clamping the gasket within the gland member by pressure

upon the washer, bolts passing through the annulus and

the washer to clamp the parts In position, a fluid packing

chamt>er formed In the gland member between the sepa-

rated gaskets, and an oil cup carried by said member to

feed said chamber.

1 In combination with the axle of a vehicle, and the

wheels thereon, a shaft mounted on said axle consisting of

two parts Joined by a universal joint, the driving reins

secured to the shaft, means to straighten said shaft or to

break It at the Joint aforesaid, and gearing to connect the

shaft and the wheels, substantially as shown and described.

- In combination with the axle of a vehicle, and the

wh'eels thereon, gear wheels secured to the hubs of the

wheels, a shaft mounted on said axle consisting of two

parts Joined bv a universal Joint, pinions on the ends of

the shaft, the driving reins secured to the shaft, means to

break said shaft at the joint to throw the pinions out of

mesh with the gear wheels, and means to straighten the

shaft so as to throw the pinions Into mesh with the gear

wheels, substantially as shown and described^

3 In conkldnatlon with the axle of a vehicle, and the

wheels thereon, gear wheels secured to the h"bs of the

wheels arms secured to the axle having elongated holes

therein, a shaft fragment mounted in the hole In each

arm said shaft fragments joined by a universal Joint, a

pinion sectired to the free end of each shaft fragment and

adapted to mesh with one of the gear wheels on the hubs

the driving reins secured to the shaft, means to break sad

shaft at the Joint to throw the pinions out of mesh with

the gear wheels, and means to straighten the shaft so as

to throw the pinions Into mesh with the gear wheels, sub-

stantially as shown and described.

4 In combination with the axle of a vehicle, and the

wheels thereon, gear wheels secured to the hubs of the

1 wheels arms secured to the axle having elongated hole*
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therein a shaft fragment mounted In the hole In each arm.

said shaft fragments joined by a universal jiint. a pinion

secured to the free end of each shaft fra«m.-nt and adapted

to mesh with one of the gear wheels on the hubs, the driv-

ing reins secured to the shaft, a coil spring to normally

hold the shaft broken at th^ universal Joint so that the

pinions are out of mesh with the sear whr-els. means to

straighten the shaft a«.un.t th^ reslllenrf. of the spring so

as to throw the pini-ns Into mesh with the ..-.-ar wheels.

and a spring damp to hold the shaft in a stri«ight position,

substantially as shown and des.ribed.

5 In combination with th- axle ..f a vHi.le. and the

wheels thereon, Rear wheels serur^-d to th^' hubs of the

wheels arms secured to the axle having Hc-ngat-'d holes

therein a shaft fragment m.mnt-d In the hole in each arm.

said shaft fragments joined by a universal JMnt. a pinion

mounted on the free end of .-ach shaft fragment having

ratchets on their outer ends, a pin on the outer end of

each shaft fragment to engage the ratchet On the pinion,

a spring engaging the other end of 'h- pinbin to hold the

ratchet and pin In engagement, a c ;! <pr;n- secured to the

shaft and the axle to normally hoM tii.' sfwft broken at

the universal joint so that the pinions are not in mesh

with the gear wheels, a flexible member secured to the

shaft to straighten the shaft against the re»lllence of the

spring aforesaid so that the pini-ns m-.b with th.. i,-ar

wheels, and a spring clamp to hold the >liafc srrau'h;. u.d.

substantially as shown and described.

tlally submerged within said bath. in«:hanl«m for moving

said receptacles relatively to said bath, and means con

t reliable at will for removing some of said receptacles and

replacing them by others while -al.l merhatilsm is In

motion.

889.743. NOTE BOOK .AND COI'Y HOLDEt?

AVIS. Allegheny. Pa. Flle<1 Tune 28, 190f:.

381J2S9.

Harrt W.
Serial No.

1 The combination of a notebook, with a ropy holder at-

tachment therefor, and an endless flexible element connect-

ed with the covers of the book for holdint: the latter open

and arranged to hold the attachment in t.l.ite

2 In a device of the class descri>.ed. the combination

of "two hingedly connected stiff members, one having aper-

tures adjacent its free end. and the other notches in its

edges, and an endless flexible element passlps through the

apertures of one member and adapted to be engaged In

corresponding recesses of the other memberl

.". The combination of a notebook. w(th means for

holding the book with the cover elements thereof opene.l

nt an angle to each ot'....- m 1 i dcvb-e r^:tovably held in

place by the said me,;,, r; l ...p.Tatm.' ^v•:th said means

for forming a copy holder.

4. The combination of a notP'.ook provldM with stiff

covers, one cover hnvui,- spa -cd notches, with a flexible

element attached to i;- f tlie covers and adapte<i to he

engaged in any of the no', hcs of the other cover for hold-

ing the covers turned back toward each other in inclined

position.

5. The combination .if two stiff .over el^iments hingedly

connected, one element having apertures adjacent the outer

covers thereof an en.lless cord passing through the aper-

tures of tne said elements, and means on the other element

at the side edges thereof to which the c'ird is n.Unstably

and detachably connected for holdln_- the elements turned

back toward each other In different angular positions.

[Claims to not printetl in the Ciazette.J

2 \ plating apparatus comprising in electrolytic fluid,

a re<eptacle to be loaded with articles to be plated, mech-

anism for moving said receptacle continuously so as to

thoroughly expose articles contained within said recep-

tacle to the action of said electrolytic bath, and mechanism

controllable bv movements of said receptacle for disen-

gaging the latter from said mechanism whereby it is car-

3 The combination of an electrolytic bath, endless mem-

bers disposed adjacent thereto, means for propelling said

endless meml.ers, revoluble drums to be connected with

said endless meml^rs. and mechanism controllable by

movements of said revoluble drum for disengaging said

revoluble drums from said endless members.

4 The combination of an electrolytic bath, at, .idiess

member movable relatively thereto, means for adjusting

the tension of said endless member, and a receptacle to be

connected with said endless nicmb-r and partially sub-

merged within said bath.

5 The combination of an electrolytic bath, an Incline

disposed partially therein, a receptacle for containing ar-

ticles to be plated, endless members disposed adjacent to

said bath, and flights connected with said endle.ss memt-ers

for the purpose of forcing said receptacles up said Incline.

[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 89 74 o KNOCKDOWN CULVERT. Fred S. Bkach

and FiT( H H. Be.vch. Charlotte, Mich. Filed Sept. 6.

1905. Serial No. 277,168.

889.744. PLATIN'; Al'l'-Vl! AT'S C!..\i:aNi e C. B.irKfS,

New York, N. Y . assignor to Zucker 4 I.«vett 4 Loeb Co..

New York. N V. Ftle<l Au- l.V li<«»T. Serial No

as.S. 641.

1. In a plating apparatus, the comt)lnation of an elec

trolytic bath, a plurality of receptacles adHptetl to be par-

V knock down culvert including a plurality of substan-

tially semi cvllndrical circumfeientlally corrugated sec-

tions having their opposite longitudinal edges provlde.1

with -paced recesses deflnlng lnterme<liate locking lugs

adapted to engage the lugs of an adjacent section when the

several sections are assembled to form a culvert, said lugs

being curved transversely to conform to the circumferen-

tial corrugations of an adjacent section with their free

ends alternatelv off -set. said sections being arranged to

break Joint with the lugs on one section engaging the lugs

,,f two adjacent se<-tlons and with the transversely curved

portions of the lugs l^ariiig against the circumferential

corrugations on the interior and exterior walls of said

sections.
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889.746. WKH FI:EDIN0 ROLLS. Hesey F. Bechman,

Battle Creek. Mich .
assignor to Duplex Printing Press

Company, Battle < r.-.k Mich., a Corporation of Michi-

gan. Filed Aug. 30, 1VXI7. Serial No. 390,749.

1 In a web printing press, the combination of a roll

haMiu two sections, one of said sections l*lng fast to the

roll shaft and the other loose thereon, means for driving

said shaft, a gear on said shaft l)e8lde the loose section,

and changeable gearing between such gear and the loose

section whereby the latter is driven from the shaft of the

roll at a different speed

_ In a web luintlng press, the combination of a web

feeding roll, and a web delivery roll each having a plural-

ity of sections, means whereby the sections of the feed

roll mav be driven at the same or at different speeds and

gearing l.etween the respective sections of the feed roll

and the similar sections of the delivery roll.

,74: KAII.WAV FKiii; (lEORGE L. Bell. Elk Val-

ley, Tenn. Filed Jan. 13, 190!^. Serial No. 410,610.

The railway frog h.^rcin shown and described consist-

ing of a bi'd plate, a pair of frog wings r.-stlng thereon,

one of said winirs having a longitudinal recess at the

bend therein, a froi: point consisting of two rails converg-

ing to a point, said point resting on the bed plate be-

tween the frog wings, a pivot plate secured to the heel of

the two rails forming the point to provide a broad sup-

porting base for the heel of the point, a pintle passed

through said pivot plate and engaged In the tie to pivot

the point in place, an anchor block secured to one of the

ties adjn..iit on.' of the wings, a bolt adjustably held In

said anchor block and having an eye at the Inner end. a

headed bolt engaged In the point with Its shank project-

ing through the adjoining wing, said last named bolt also

having an eye. and a spring having Its ends engaged in

the eyes of the two bolts and exerting its tension to draw

the point over seated In the recess in the frog wing.

2. The combination of an under frame of a car having

a cross-bar at the head and longltndinal l>ars. an opening

or aperture in the said cross-bar. a drawbar passing

through the said opening and having lateral displacement

therein, a coupling head on the said drawbar, a spring

adapted to maintain the drawbar yieldingly in the longi-

tudinal direction with respect to the said under frame,

lateral springs resting on the longitudinal tiars and ex-

tending outwards, bolts each having two heads one of

which engages the outer end of a lateral spring and the

other engages the Inner face of the longitudinal !>ar. and

chains connecting the inner ends of the bolts with the

draw bar.

889,74^. Slll'TTEH I.o* K IIarkv H Hl.v k. Wilmlng

ton, Del. Filed Aug. 31, ii>(i7. Serial No. .SyO.804.

1. The combination with a swinging shutter and a

keeper arranged adjacent said shutter, a rod carried trans

Tersely by the shutter and movable longitudinally, and an

angle bolt adjustably mounted upon an end portion of

said rod for engagement with the keeper

2. The combination with a window shutter recessed

upon its hinged edge and upon its outer face and having

a passage connecting the recesses, a rod passing through

and movable In said pas.sage. and projecting from the edge

recess, a spring in said recess for holding said rod in Us

normal position an angle bolt carried by the rod and pro-

jecting from one side of the rod into the other recess.

and a keeper secured adjacent to said shutter and adapted

to enter the last niention(>d recess when the shutter Is

swung open and to be engaged by said bolt.

889. T48. T>K \\V BAH OF CAR-COUPLINGS. rx)CI8

BoiaAULT, l'ari«. France Filed fv-c 12. 1906. Serial

No. 347.40.%

1 In a car und.r frame, the combination of two fixed

longitudinal bars, a draft l)ar movable betwren the said

bars, lateral springs resting on the longitudinal bars and

extending outwardly, rods each having two heads one of

which engages the outer end of a lateral spring and the

other enirages the Inner face of a longitudinal bar, and

chains connectlni: the inner ends of the said rods with

the said draft bar.

889,750 SPOOL ATTAfllMHNT. LoLisE J. Bonar, In-

dianapolis. Ind. Filed Nov, 16, 1907, Serial No,

402.517.

/ 3

1, A spool attachment comprising an attaching plate

having an arcuate outer edge, and a thread holding spring

I arm extending lengthwise of the outer edge of said plate

' and described on an arc of greater radius than the said

I
outer edge.
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•-'. A spool attarhni«»nt comprising; nn attaching plate

harinK a rurvfd out«»r edgf. a curvtnl t!ir*'ad holding

spring arm extPndlDK Icnpthwlse of said cunod outer edge

and diveritlnsr therefrom, and a thrond mti tr at or near

thf junction t>»twff'n the arm and attaching

S89.7ol. B.AG-HOLDEK. Charles L. Br)Nt. I^s Angeles,

Cal. P'lled Jan. 28, 1907 S«rlal No. 35-1.580.

rx
i^r-=''^^ ^

plate.

1. .V bag holder comprising [uiir? of int'TluLkiiiic mem-
bers arranged in a common hori^ontai plMan, .mi nif'uis

for causing relative longitudinal horiznnt;il m.iv.in. nt --

tween said members In right lines ro int-rli>ik aud unlock

thf 8!im.\

2. A bag-holder comprisiu^ pairs of int. r!o. kinu dep»»nd-

Ing Jaw membf>rs arranged in a common hoPi/Mnf :il plane,

means for holding one memt>er of ench pair stationary, and

means for simultaneously moving the oth^r ni>>mhers longi-

tudinally, horizontally. In ri^ht lln.-s. !.> inter!. n^k and un

lock said members.
3. A bag holder consisrink; of a fram^-. 1 carrifr com-

prising two rods slidable in -said fram.\ two law tn^mbers

on each of said rods, and i iw mt-rnhpr*! fa^r^n'^d on said

frame to interlock with th.' jaw m.'mt>f>r« of -^aid carrier.

4. .V bag-holder comprising a fratue. a carritT slidable

on said (ram>^ stationary Jaw memb^^rs at ttje rear of said

frame provided with rearwardly projecting lugs. Jaw mt>m-

bers on the carrier providir'd with openings to receive said

lugs, stationary jaw member.-* at the front of the frame

provided with openings, and law members t>n the carrier

provided with forwardly-projertlng lugs tn enter th^- open-

ings of said stationary Jaw 'ii-ni'MT*.

5. .\ bag-holder rompri-ii-ii; a frame, stationary inw

members on said frame, i f>arrj'r longitudinally slidable

jaw members on said carrier to interlock with the Jaw

members of the frame, a ^haft on the framt. a handle on

the shaft, and connections connecting th.' ihaft with the

carrier to operate the same.

[Claims f) to 14 not printed in the I'.azettf ]

889.752. MACHINE FOR INSERTING FASTENINGS.
Thomas Brigos, Leicester. England, asslijnor to United

Shoe Machinery Company, Pater^on. N. J., a Corpora-

tion of New .Tersey. Filed .Tuly 7. lO^C. Serial No.

1. The combination, with a plurality of sources of

fastening fupply. a fastening receiver and a fastening

guide leading from each source to said receiwr <ald guide,;

and receiver being relatively movable, of Rn awl and a

driver, actuating mechanisms ffor said Instnanied parts.

and means controlled by the movement of one of -^ald parts

after the work has been moved into fastening r'Cciving

position for changing the relative positions of said guides

and receiver.

2. The combination, with a plurality jnf sources of

fastening supply, a fastening ret-eiver and a fastening

guide leading from each source to said receiver, said

glides and receiver being relatively movable, of an awl and

.1 driver, actuating mechanisms for said last named [larts,

means actuated by the movement of one of said parts

after the work has been moved Into fasttning-recelvin^

position for changing the relative positions of said guides

and receiver, and m>ans under control of ttje operator for

determining when the change Is to ocnir.

.'?. The combination, with a plurality of sources of

fastening supply, a fastening receiver and a fastening

guide leading from each source to said receiver, said

guides and receiver being relatively movable, of an awl

and a driver, actuating mechanisms for said last-named

parts, means actuated by the movement of one of said

parts after the work has t>een moved Into fastening-receiv-

ing position for changing the relative positions of said

guides and receiver, and means under control of the opera-

tor for determining when the change is to occur and the

nature of the change.

-*^.:5S:

4 The combination, with a plurality of sources of

fastening siippiy. a fastening receiver and a fastening

guide liallng from each source to «ald receiver, said guides

and receiver being relatively movable, of actuating mech-

anism constr\icted and arranged to effect a relative move-

ment between said guides and receiver, an awl and a

driver, actuating mechanisms for said la.stnnmed iiarts,

and means controlled by the movement of one of said

parts after ttie work has been moved into fastening-receiv-

ing position for operating said first named actuating mech-

anism.

5. The combination, with a plurality of sources of

fastening supply, a fastening receiver and a fastening

guide leading from each source to said receiver, said guides

and receiver being relatively moval)le. of actuating mech-

anism constructed and arranged to effect a relative move-

ment between said guides and receiver, an awl and a

driver, actuating mechanisms for said last namei! p.irts.

and yieldingly mounted means controlled by the mov.m. nt

of one of said parts for operating said tir-t named actuat-

ing mechanism.
[Claims to 14 not printed In the Gazette.}

889.753. LABEL AFFlXINt; MACHINE. Jesse M.
Bkowv. Boston, Mass.. assignor to Boston Bottle Wiring

A Labeling Company. Boston. Mass.. a Cfirporatlon of

Maine. Filed Apr. 21, 190T. Serial No. Srt9.<t:'.u.

1. In a lat>el atlixing machine, in combination, a con

sfantly driven puller-, a main shaft, a clutch thereon, a

shifter, a trip contiecte.l to said shifter, and means for

.
automatically locking said shifter during a portion of the

j

cycle of operation

2. In a label affixing machine. In combination, a con-

stantly driven pulley, a main shaft whereon said pulley is

loosely mounted, a clutch ke.\ed on said shaft and capalWe

of being loiked to said pulley by the lateral stilfting of the

latter, a shiftei- for engaging the pulley, a trip connected

to said shifter, and means for automatically locking said

shifter during a portion of the cycle of operation.

I

3. The combination with a main op.Tatinz shaft, of a

chifch thereon and a pulley, one fust and the other loose,

a shift, r for locking said clutch and pulley, a trip arm
conn'ct-d to said shifter, and means for automatically

, 'ocking said shifter during a portion of the cycle of opera-

t tlon.
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4. The combination In a bottle-labeling machine, with

the main-operating shaft, of a clutch fast thereon having

pivoted dogs, a driven pulley having a flange with which

said dogs are designed to engage at one end when acted

upon at their other ends by said pulley, a fixed cam. a

shifter having a cam surface for engaging said fixed cam.

said shifter being designed to cause said pulley to engage

said dogs, and a trip for said shifter.

5. The combination with a main operating shaft, a

clutch thereon and a pulley, one fast and the other loose,

of a shifter for locking said clutch and pulley, a trip con-

nected to said shifter, a cam actuated by the rotation of

said main shaft, and a link designed to be engaged by said

cam. said link being connected to said shifter.

[Claims 6 to 2G not printed in the Gazette.]

889,754. LAlun. AFFIXING MA<HINE. Jesse M.

Bbown. Boston. Ma-s a^>i>;nor to Boston Bottle Wiring

A Labeling Company. Boston, Mass., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed I»ec. 23, I'.ioT. Serial No. 407,776.

ports for such rollers, and means for adjusting said sup-

ports so as to place said roUers closer to or farther from

each other.

5. In a label-affixing machine, an apron against which a

bottle and a pasted label are designed to be pressed, spring-

actuated rollers to which said apron is secured, supports

for such rollers comprising two pivoted arms, means tend-

ing to draw said arms toward each other, and a latch for

holding said arms in fixed relation to each other.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,755. NUT-LOCK. John J. Brown, Bastrop, La., as-

signor of one-half to II. .1. Brodnax. Monroe. La. Filed

Sept. 13. 1907. Serial No. 392,787.

1 hi a label-affixing machine, an apron against which

a bottle and pasted label are designed to be pressed, roller

bearings for such apron, and fixed supports for such bear-

" In a labelaflixlng machine, an apron against which a

bottle and pasted label are designed to be pressed, roller

bearings for such apron, fixed supports for such bearlng^s

and means for adjusting such supports so as to place said

bearings closer to or farther from each other.

3 In a label rimxing niachine. an apron against which

a bottle and pasted label are .lesigned to be pressed

spring-actuated rollers to whi. h said apron is secured, and

fixed su). ports for such rollers.

4 In a lab. I affixing machine, an apron against whlcn a

bottle and pasted label are designed to be pressed, spring-

actuated rollers to which said apron is secured, fixed sup-

A nut lock comprising ihi^ comhination with a threaded

bolt having the threads then^of unlnt. rrupted :
of a nut

adapted to take on said bolt, said nut having a cavity ex-

tending laterally therethrough the entire width thereof

communicating with the bore thereof, a dog having one

end plvotally mounted within the cavity and having a de-

pending edged tooth at its opposite end at right angles

thereto, a hollow extension arranged on one edge of the

nut the bore of the extension communicating with the

cavity above the pawl therein, said bore being threaded,

and a bolt threaded within said l>ore contacting with the

pawl adjacent the depending tuoth for causing the edged

tooth of the pawl to l)ite the threads of the bolt.

889,756. CUSHION. Juskih S P.i Iv.u kk. Illverslde, Ala.

Filed Mar. 29, 1907. Serial No ;;f„'-j.360.

in a support of the character set forth, the combination

with a plurality of compressible tuluilar supporting sec-

tions located side by side, with tJieir lutcrmediate por-

tions In substantial contact, of a cont Unions ibxi! le cover

of compressible material extending over the diR. rent sec-

tions and having depending portions titled snugly be-

tween and engaged with the adjacent tube sections, said

portions and cover being secured to each section and

holding said sections against separation, and said cover

constituting the tread surface for said support, the depend-

ing portions furthermcre terminating at the contacting

portions of the tubular section, having the lower parts

of said sections spaced apart to permit their compression

and distortion and the ce.ns.-.pi. nt movement of the lower

sides toward each other

8 8 9.757. MACIIINK I-.'U .;.M-HK!MNG COTTON-

SQUARES. Kaki. S BiMiN';. Moulton. Tex. Filed

Oct 1. 1907. Serial No :",',*'., :180.

1 \ device of the class d. scribed, comprising a frame.

an axle joumal.d on the frame, wheels on the ends of the

axle brackets on the frame, a fan comprising a shaft

provided with vanes jonrnaled on the hracl;ets, a casing

provided with an outlet inclosing the fan, an inlet pipe

in connecti,.n uith the casing:, said pipe passing to the
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4-

rear of the machin- an.l divi-llni: Into branches, said

branches leading to the sid-s of th^ fmnu' anrt t^rminatini;

in an enlarged mouth, a pair of c-o aotitii; rolls journaled

on the frame in front of the fan caslnk.', a »ra'Ue container

'-a.lin^' from the outlet of the casing to the rolls and

.jp.'Ding therebetween, a drivlnu' connect U.n t.»>tween the

axle and the fan shaft, and a driving' conn.-rH.m Wr^^-*'n

the fan shaft and the roils.

" \ device of the clasa described, comprising a frame,

a fan casing supporT.-d on the frame, a fan comi>rlsln^

a ahaft provided with vanes Journaied in thg casing, said

casici beinc provided with an Inlet and an outlet, a pipe

connected with the inlet and passing to th« rear of the

frame and dividing into branches, said braoches loading

to the -^ld.^s of th^. frame and terminating ia an enlarged

mouth, roUa Journaled on the frame in front of the fan

ca^ag a gauz- contain.-r leading from th- outlet of the

rasing to the rolls and opening therebetw.en. a driving

connection between the axle and the fan shaft, and a driv-

ing connection between the fan shaft and the rolls

:? \ device of th.> class described, compriping a frame,

wheels for supporting the frame, a fan biasing on the

frame, a fan in th- casing, an inlet pipe In connection

with th^ casing, said pipe passing to th.. rvar of the

machine and dividing into branches, the l»ranches lead-

ing to the aides of the frame and terminating In an en-

larged mouth, rolls journaled on the frame ip front of the

asing. a gauze container leading from th^ casing to the

rolls and opening theret,etween. means for driving the

fan and means for driving the rolls.
(

4 \ device of thf- class described, f-omprtslng a wheel

Mipported frame, a fan on the frame, a . aiding inclosing

the fan an inlet pipe leading to the casing, nn outlet pipe

of perforate material leading from the casing, a pair of

rollers at the outer end of the outlet, meats f-r driving

the rolls, and means for driving the fan.

portions and annular int. :h^i -m-....v,.. ;,r the lower termi-

nation of each of the .apenug end puitiuns. a permanent

end piece or closure nf waterproofed paper comprising

a circHilar disk, a tapered annular flange extending from

said disk and tapered to a greater degree than the taper

of the end portions, an<i an annular projecting bead at the

juncture of the tiange an-l disk forming an annular en-

largement of rolling or curving outline ;
said end piece

being adapted to be per.nar.etitly secured in place in one

end of the bodv bv first n..ist.ning the tapered end por-

tion of the body, then fit tint: ttie end piece in position

in said end portion with tlie bead sprung into the inte-

rior groove In said end. and Unall.v forming a groove m
the telescoped tapered tiange and end portion l>elow the

interlocking annular groove and l>ead, and a removable

end piece or closure of waterproofed paper •nmpnsing

a circular disk, a tapered annular tiange extending from

said disk and tapered to a greater degree than the taperd

end portion of the body and an annular bead at the Junc-

ture of the disk and flange ; said end piece being adapted

to be removably fitted in place with the bead sprung Into

the annular groove ami the tapered flange telescoped Into

the tapered end portion, and one of the tapered end por-

tions Of aaid body having a portion cut away to expose

the removable tapere<l en<l piece to afford a finger grasp

f,,r the convenient removal of said end piece, substan-

tially as set forth.

889758. P.vrFR Ml I.K H« >TTI.i: .J"Hv J Bikkk, Buf-

falo. N. v.. a.sslgnor of one half to Mariana Monroe.

Buffalo, N Y. Filed Apr U, Uto,5. Serial .No L>55.669.

In a device of the claM de»erlb«l, a cylindrical body

of water proofed paper h*Tlllf oppclteit tapered end

s.S9 75f> FI..V.N<;E. I'OLK B\MM, Strathcona. .Alberta,

Canada. Filed Sept. 23. 1907. Serial No. 394.169.

1 In comblMtlon with a wheel, a inoval>!e flange ntted

to a side thereof, an.l tension springs normally exerting

a pressure upon said flange to hold it in a given posit on

and adapted to permit said flange to yield when passing

over an obstruction without tending to lift the wheel

o In combination, a wheel, a plate placed against one

side of the wheel and projecting t.*"yond the tread thereof

to form a flange, means for secning said p. .He to the

wheel without binding the same, and tension sj, rings nor-

mally exerting :. pre.- , re upon said plate to hold It In

given position and .L.Nd to permit the same to yield

when passing uver au . .truction without tending to lift

the wheel.
. ,

3 In combination, a wheel, a plate secured to a side

thereof and free to move, said plate having a flange at

or near Its Inner edge, a ring secured to the same side of

the wheel as the plate, and tension springs interposed be

tween said rim and the flange of the plate and atiactie.)

thereto ^ ,, ,.„ „

4 In combination, a wheel having a hollow side, a

ni ate secured to the hollow side of the wheel and free to

uiove tension sprin-.-s norm:iny exerting a pressure to

.,,,,1 ^,,,1 p'ltc 11 a -ven j..-. ion. and a support or filling

piece secured to ,h. i . .^ - l
• of said wheel and forming

a support for the luue: i-rtion of the aforementioned

plate.

889 760 SWITCH HITTON. Chaules A CLUtK, Hart

ford. Conn. Filed Oct. 24. 1907. Serial No. 398.887.

1 \ switch buttr.n hMvJM_- n.enis f.,r attachment to a

switch spindle and a scries of r.s;;,c„t leaves forming a

cushion intermediate the button and its attaching means.
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consisting of a plurality of spring leaves, and a spring
,

plug passing therethrough. ^, ^ ^ . jy _M

3 A VVtlA button having a retainer provided with a

chambw. a prlng plug located within said charal^r. a se-

ries of spring plates mounte.l upon said plug, and means

for retaining said plates.

4 \ switch button having a re<-ess, a spring plug located

therein a plurnliiv of spring leaves mounted on said

plug, and means for retaining said leaves within the recess^

5 A switch button having a recess, a spring plug located

therein a series ..f spring leaves appurtenant to said

spring plug, bearing plates interme<liate the adjacent

spring leaves, and means for retaining the spring leaves

and bearing plates within the recess.

889 761 COAT. Wiua.km T. Connob and Clemens HM8.

Rochester, N. Y.. assignors to Joseph I). Steefel. Her-

man D. Strauss, and William T. Connor, comprising the

firm of Steefel. Strauss and Connor, Rochester, N. Y.

Filed Mar 17. 1908. Serial No. 421.740.

1 A coat, provided witli a collar, said collar being

fastened to said coat at the back but separated therefrom

at the front for a considerable distance, said coat collar

being provided on the outside of Its inner fold with a plu-

rality of fastening devices, and the body of said coat being

provided on Its Inside just above the lapel with a plurality

of fastening devices, any one of which is adapted to engage

any one of the fastening devices on the coat collar, said

coat being provided with buttons and button boles, where-

by said coat may be worn as a storm coat or as an ordl

nary coat, sunstantially as described.

2, A coat, provide 1 with a collar, said collar being

fastened to said coat at the back but separated therefrom

nt the front for a considerable distance, said coat collar

being provided on the outside of Its Inner fold with n

plurality of fastening devices, and the botly of said coat

being proTided on Its Inside Just above the lapel with a

plurality of fastening devices, any one of which Is adapt-

ed to engage any one of the fastening devices on the coat

collar, said coat being provided with buttons and button

holes, the ends of said collar l>elng provided with fastening

devices adapte<i to t)e engaged with each other, whereby

said coat may be worn as « storm coot or as an ordinary

coat, substantially ns descrll)ed.

1. In drums, tiie coint'ination with tlie Ixniy thereof, of

a hoop const ru<ted in two members having a space be-

tween them, tlie inner memtjer having Its edges curved

' outwardly and toward each otlier, and the outer meml>er

having its edges over lying the e<lges of the Inner mem

ber, and the edges of the outer memlwM- l>eing curved

In a reverse direction to the corresponding edges of the

Inner member.
2. In drums, a metal hoop constructed in tw.> meml^^rs.

comprising an Inner member having its upper and its lower

edges curved outwardly and toward each other, and an

outer member having Its upper and lower edges curved

over the corresponding edges of the Inner nieml^r. the

upper and lower edges of the said outer member being

curved In a reverse direction to tlie corresponding edges

of the Inner member.

3. In drums, a metal hoop constructed in two meml^rs.

comprising an inner member having its tipper and its lower

edges curved outwardly and toward each ottier. and an

outer meml.er having its upper and lower edges curved

over the corresponding edges of tlie inner meml>er. the upper

and lower edges of the said outer memt:er being curved in

a reverse direction to the corresponding edges of the

Inner member, and a head, the marginal portion whereof

Is received and held between tiie opposing lower edges

of the two said memliers of tlie hoop.

4. The combination of an inner hoop meml»er of stiff

sheet material, an outer hoop meml)er of like material

spaced from the inner Loop memtter. each hoop meml)er

having an e<lge flange, with the edje flange of one of the

hoop mem!>ers overlying the edge flange of the other hoop

member, and a drum head secured i>etween said flanges.

5. The combination of an Inner hoop member having Its

edges turned outwardly, of an outer hoop member having

Its edges turned inwardly and Inclosing the edges of the

inner hoop member, a drum body arranged on the Inside of

the hoop meml>ers. and a drum head covering one end of

the body with Its margin. sec;;re<l between adjacent edges

of the hoop menil ers.

[Claims 6 to lU not printed in the jazetie.]

889.763. riTM.vN. Oeoege A. Ck.\m, Argentine. Kans

Filed Feb. 1. 1907. Serial No. 355.249.

A structur. of the cliaracter described comprising a rod.

blocks connected to said rod. and a rotary element having

cross grooves therein constructed in shape to the cross

sectional contour of the blocks, each of said blocks being

provided on Its opposite sides with flanges, having adja-

cent channels and further with semicircular enlargements

having adjacent channels, the terminals of the blocks be-

ing substantially cylindrical, said flanges serving to slld-

ably engage the opposite upper surfaces of the said ele-

ment, and said channels adjacent to the flanges serving

to slidably engage the edges of the cross grooves of the

rotary element, substantially as specified.
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8M.7M. NUT-LOCK. Thomas W. Cr()4ier. Chrlstlans-

bnitr* Va.. aaslgnor of one fourth to George VV. Mitchell

and one-fourth to William Wall, Chrlstlansburg, Va.

Filed Feb. 29. 1908. Strlal No. 4l8,:)nii

1. A nut and bolt lock comprisini; a wasli.r ha\iu^' a

bolt receiving: aperture and a recess in cne face of the

washer and opening Into said ap^Tture, and a key mov-

able bodily In one direction witliin the necesses radially

of the apertur*", -ai^l k>> l,rtviu_' r.M.riied siirfa'TS fur pro-

jecting beyond t . r -isf.l fa • if rii.' \»a,-ili>[- and into

the bolt apertm- r- s .Mtively.

2. In a nut and tiMit lock comprlsinif a *ashrr tiavlnj: a

bolt receiving opening, one face of said wtt^iit-r having an

angular recess with as inclined botttmi. said recess open-

ing into the bolt openlnir. and a wnliie like locking key
movable t)odlly within th.^- r>'>>ss radiaily iif rhe bolt open-

ing and havirn; r.f>-th disposed to pr< .'f-t into the bolt

opening
3. In a nut I'x'k the < "mhinarion wit h a wash'-r ha vini: a

bolt re living iipening tht-rf'in. th>Te beintf an ancnlar re-

OMS in one face of the washtr and comnunicarinK' with

Uild opening, the bottom wall of th^ r^-ci's-i bein;: incliu-'d :

of a wedgf like key movablf b-idily within the recess

radially of the opening ami ilispused tn be deflected by
the Inclined wail Int^ the opening, that .n<l (^f the key
movable into the opening being provided with bolt engag-
ing teotb.

4. In a nut lock the combination with ;» washer having
a bolt receivini; <»pening. there b»'ing an a|ii:Mlar r>'oess In

one face of tiie wasiu r and ciiminunlc'ntink: with «ald

opening, the bottom wall uf the recess b»lni: Inclined: of
a wedge-Ilke key slidable bodily iip<jn and disposed to be
deflected longitudinally by said indinid well, said key be-

ing moiiable bodily in one direction radially i.f the bolt

opening and having tevth upon one end and (me face for
engagement with a bolt and nut rt'sp.-criv.My.

5. The combination with a l>olt ati.l a tmt thereon; of
a washer having an opening and n: m' (j in the bolt
and having an angular recess in on. fac. . ..uiinunlcatlng
with the bolt opening, said recess being provided with an
inclined bottom wall, and a locking key mjovahly mounted
upon the inclined wall of the recess and having teeth for
engagement with the bolt and nut respectively, said key
being bodily movable In one direction rail^lly of the bolt
opening.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.7i'..>. THERM.VL EI.FATniC VT.AR:
mtER. Underwood. N. D. Filed May 1

No. 373,108.

Lloyd Cta-
1907. Serial

?X
ŷs

1. The conitiinati.in uf a suiip.irTini; nu'iBt'«T having' <'n.>

end bent back upon itself, a ti-at rfsponji\ Ifnient se-

cured to the supporting n:"inNT and provided with a

•ocket. a lever havinc a ball at .nf end encagini; in th»

oeket. means f >r adjust.nbly niomitin/ the lever "n the

bent-back portion of the said supp,,rf int' member, and a

clrcult-closlni: 'Ifvicp controil.ri b\- rUf l^ver.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a supporting structure, a heat responsive element

mounted thereon, a circuit closer mounted on the struc-

ture, a lever connected with the closer and heat respon-

sive device, a member on which the lever Is fulcrumed,

means for adjustably mounting the member on the sup-

porting structure, and a ball and socket connection t>e-

tween the lever and heat responsive device.

3. In a device of the class de8crll)ed. the combination of

a supporting member, a heat responsive device fixed

thereon, a circuit closer on the member, a lever arranged
to transmit motion from the device to the closer, a screw
having a bore and engaging In a threaded opening In the
member, a pin disposed in the bore of the screw to permit
the latter to turn Independently , an da pivot on the pin

to form the fulcrum of the lever.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a strip of metal l>ent back on itself and having threaded
apertures at Its ends, a heat responsive device, a circuit

closer mounted In one of the said apertures, a lever ex-

tending from the circuit closer to the heat responsive de-

vice, means for Insulating one end of the lever from the
circuit closer, a ball and socket connection between the
other end of the lever and heat responsive device, and
means in the other threaded opening for adjustably mount-
ing the lever.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a supporting member having a threaded opening at one
end and the opposite end bent downwardly, a heat-re-
sponsive device supported on the meml)er and disposed
between the body portion of the latter and the backwardly-
bent extremity, a hollow screw on the said extremity, a
pin mounted In the hollow of the screw for permitting
the latter to rotate Independently of the pin. a levt-r

hingedly connected with the pin to be adjusted by the
screw and having one end bearing against the heat-re-
sponsive device and the opposite end disposed adjacent
the opening of the member, and a circuit closer remov-
ably supported in the opening and actuated by the said
lever.

SS9.766. KITCHEN-CABINET. William
Louisville. Ky.. and Vibgil O. Bossek.
Filed Nov. 11. 190T. Serial No. 401,708.

II. ClRTtrE,

Dallas. Tex.

1. In a kitchen cabinet, the combination of a bin hav-

ing a lower outlet extremity, the valve plate Into which

said bin extends, the valve plate t>elng provided with

a segmental slot, a valve closely held against the under

side of the plate and outlet extremity of the bin and

provided with an angular shank extending through and
movable In the said slot, fulcrum means connected to

the rear extriinit> .if the valve and valve plate, and

an upwardly projecting aeltatur s,>, tired to the valve

and consisting of an elongated wire loop rising from near

one side edge of the valve and also operating to limit

the movement of the valve In opposite directions and to

Indicate when the valvf is fully closed and fully open.

•_' In a kit -hen cabinet, the combination of a bin having

a lower outlet t-xtremify. a valv plate Into which said

Win extends, th-' valve pla'.' tH-ini; provided with a seg-

mental slot, a valvH closely h^'\^^ ai;alnst the underside of

the plnfe and outlet extremity i>f the bin and provided

with an .nngnlar shank extending through and movable in

the said slot, and a fulcrum means cdiineoted to the rear

extremity of the valve and vulve plate

3. In a kitchen cabinet, a bin. n vulvo plate into which
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the lower outlet extremity of the bin extends, the said

valve plate having a .segmental slot in its front portion,

and a valve closely held against the underside of the

plate and the outlet extremity of the bin and provided

with an angular shank movably extending through the

slot. ^, ^
4. In a kitchen cabinet, a bin. a valve plate into which

the lower outlet extremity of the bin extends, said valve

plate having a segmental slot In its front portion, a valve

closely held against the underside of the plate and outlet

extremity of the bin and provided with an angular shank

movably extending through the slot, and an agitator se-

cured to the val\^- and movable therewith, the agitator

being located adjacent to one side edge of the valve and

serving also as a stop means to limit the opposite move-

ments of the valve.

S. In a kitchen cabinet, a bin, a valve plate having a

socket in which the lower extremity of the bin extends,

the said valve plate ha\'lng a segmental slot in its front

portion In advance of the socket, and a valve closely held

against the under side of the plate and outlet extremity

of the bin and provided with an angular shank movably

extending through the said slot and outwardly beyond the

front edge of the valve plate and terminating in a grip

device which is readily accessible from the front of the

cabinet,

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

faces of said shoes and offsets having different angles of

Inclination, rollers interposed between said Inclined faces,

and means for longitudinally adjusting the rod, substan-

tially as described.

889,769. CHANGE SI'EED GEARING. Jules L. Diditr,

St. Cloud, France. Filed .Tan. 28, 1907. Serial No.

354,527.

889.767. IRO,MNG-BOARD. Thomas A. Davis. Flndlay.

111. Filed Aug. 8, 1906. Serial No. 329,676.

An Ironing l>onrd having transverse cleats on the under

face thereof, a frame comprising side members connected

at one end by a cross bar, said cross bar hinged to one end

of the board, legs pivoted between the sides of the frame,

said legs connected by cross braces and a connecting bar

at the upper ends of the legs, one of the cleats on the un

der face of the board to be engaged by the connecting bar

on the upper end of the legs, a brace hinged to another of

the cleats, a depending lug on the free end of said brace, a

stop plate secured at the Junction of the cross braces of

the legs below the pivotal point thereof to be engaged by

the lug on the brace to lock the parts extended.

88 9,7 6 8. LOCKING MECHANISM FOR MACHINE-
TOOLS. Adolph L. De Leecw. Hamilton. Ohio, as-

signor to The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company. Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Oct. 7. 1907.

Serial No. 396,240.

1. .V member to be locked, two or more clamping shoes.

an operating rod. the n«d and shoes having opposing in-

clines, and Interposed bearing devices, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a machine of the class described, a support, an

arm removably held therein, locking shoes held In each

end of the support and bearing against the arm. a rod hav-

ing tapered <;(Tsets adfacent to the shoes, hearing rollers

Interposed between said offsets and shoes, and means for

longitudinally adjusting the said rod In said support, sub-

stantially as desrrU>ed.

3. In a machine of the class described, a support, an

arm removably held therein ii b^ckine shoe held In each

end of the support and liearlng against the arm. a rod hav-

ing tapered offsets adjacent to the shoes, the opposing

1. A change speed L-iiring comprising driving and

driven elemenis. mutinn transmitting devices operatively

connected to the respe,ti\. . lements. and n pair of rela-

tively movable platen arranged to frictionally engaee the

motion transmitting devices between them and form a di-

rect driving connection between said eleinents.

2. A change speed gearing comprising driving and

driven shafts, revoluble motion transmitting devices op-

eratively connected to the respective shafts for effecting

rotation of the latter at different relative speeds, and a

pair of plates for non rotatably holding said motion trans-

mitting devices to form a direct driving connection be-

tween the shafts.

3. A change speed gearing comprising driving and

driven shafts, a pair of plates arranged axlally thereon, a

set of planetary motion transmitting devices joumaled on

the axles carried by one of the plates and having an oper-

ative connection with the shafts, and means for proxi-

mating said plates to non-revolubly hold said motion trans-

mitting devices between them and form a direct driving

connection between the shafts.

4. A change speed gearing comprising driving and

driven shafts, a pair of plates centered axially of the

shafts, one of the plates havine a set of axles thereon,

pinions Joumaled on said axles and having an operative

connection with said shaft.s. and means for proximating

the plates to frictionally enuape the pinions to prevent

rotation thereof and form a direct driving connection be-

tween the shafts.

5. A change speed gearing comiu-ising driving and

driven shafts, a pair of plates mounted so as to permit

relative axial movement, and a set of planetary pinions

interposed between the plates and Journaled on one of

the latter, said pinions having an operative connection

with said shafts for effecting rotation of the shafts at dif-

ferent relative speeds, and means for proximating the

plates to non rct.ntahly hold the pinions and form a direct

driving connection between the shafts.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette,]
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889 770 TKNSION DEVICE FOR SHOE-LACES. Roy 889.772. CIGAR-WRAlTKH CT TTIN<; MA.HINE^ AL-

DoROTHY ConcoDullv, Wash. Filed Oct. 2.!, 1007. Se- bebt Du Bbcl. Cincinnati. Ohio. as.mK'nor f. The Miller.

I 1 Tsi« ^fi«-'i(» I^'" Brul and Peters Manufacturing Company, Clncln-
"*' '

natl. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. FlUd Apr 27, 1907.

Serial No. 370,5Sr».

>—

1. A tension device for a boot or shoe, having m.ans for

holding the shoe lace, and means for hoUliOK -^aid tension

device In a normal position maintainins; tension in the

shoe lace, said tension device being adapted to be opened

to produce slack In the shoe lace. I

2. A shoe bavins a tension device, consisting of mem-

bers foldln? near the 'opposing edges of the upper of said

shoe, auti having guiding means for the Ihoe lace, said

members normally lying flat upon the side of the shoe to

maintain the tension In the shoe lace and adapted to fold

forwardly to release the tension of the sho^ lace when the

shoe Is to be romoved.

3. A tension device adapted to be attached to a boot or

shoe, comprising a plurality of levers normally lying close

against the upp»t and projecting outwardly from a central

line, said levers having means at their outer ends for en-

gaging the shoe lace.

4. .\ tension device adapted to be attached to a boot or

shoe, comprising a plurality of pivoted levers projecting

away from a c»>ntral line, and having eye-s formed at the

outer r-wU ther-of through which the sh.* lace may be

passed, and m^-ans tending to hold said levers closed

against the upp*'r of the shoe.

5. .A. shoe having a tension device attached thereto, said

device, comprising a plurality of studs attached along the

forward edge of the upper, levers plvotaiy attached to

said studs respectively, and having eyes formed in the

outer free ends thereof through which the shoe lace may

pass, and springs attached to said studs and engaging

said levers, .said springs affording means for normally

holding said levers in a folded or closed position.

889.771 S.VW - SWAGE. August DrvI^s. Houghton,

Mich. Flb-d .Vug 5. 1907 Serial No. :'.t«7,M71.

' '
'

1

\ saw swag*- comprising a frame bar' provided with

m.-ans for engaging th.' .saw to position the bar, said bar

having at its upper end a longitudinal slot, and a swage

block provld»-d on its front with a ynrtical groove In

which slides the end of the fram.' t>ar, a .set screw trav-

ersing' th.' slut of the frame bar and thfaded into the

swage block, the upi)er end of said bloek t^-jng formed into

a poll and the lower end being provided with flat sur-

faces arranged at an ohfu?^

purpose set forth

ani:lf to oach oth-r for the

1. In a cigar wrapper cutting machine, the combination

with a rotary cutter and a platen of a suction chamber

below th" i.laten. and a flanged cutting plate movable tele-

scoplcally in one wall of said suction chamber.

2. In a cigar wrapper cutting machine, the combination

with a suction chamber of a plat.-n forming one wall

thereof, and a cutting plate provided with flanges where-

by it is adapted to be moved telescoplcally within said

platen

3. In a <-i;:ar wra;jpiT rnttini: machine, th>' combiiiatiiju

with a suction < hainti.r ami a rotary cutter mounted

abovt' the suction chamb.r, of a platen forming one wall

of said chambor, a (langfd cutting plat*- telescoplcally mov-

able relative to 8ai<l plat. n. and means for moving said

cutting plate toward and from said rotary cutter.

4. In a cigar wrapper cutting machine, the combination

with a suction cbamber. of a platen forming one wall

thereof, and a cutting plate mounti>d In such manner as

to be movable to and from the plane of said platen wKh-

out breaking the suction existing within said suction

cbamber.

6. In a cigar wrapper cutting machin.'. th mblnation

with a platen, of a plate movable to and from the plane

of the platen, a vertically movable meml)er, and a pair

of levers engaged by and extending In opposite directions

from the vertically movable meml)er, ftilcrumed Inter-

mediate their ends, and connected with th.' [.late to move

the latter.

[Claims »> to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,773. CI'J AK Nlojip Vapolbon Du Bbcl, Cincinnati.

Ohio. Filed Nov. 19, 1907. Serial No. 402,837.

1 III a ci-'ar mold, a lower member having Its cavity

si'ctioos -i.paratfd In part and connected in part
,

the

separation extending throughout the area of the outer

j

portions, from base to top, of the sections, and the. con-

' nection lielng confined to the intermediate portion

2. In a cigar mold, a b.w.'r member having its cavity

sections separated in part and connected in part : the

1 separation extending throughout the area of the outer
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portions, from baae to top. and completely across the base

portion of the aectloM and the connection being con-

fined to the Intermediate portion.

8 In a cigar mold, a lower member having Its cavity

sections separated In part and connected In part; the

separation extending throughout the area of the outer

portions, from base to top of the sections, and the con^

nection being confined to the Intermediate portion, said

connection embodying a tying as well as a spacing means.

4 In a cigar mold, a lower member having its cavity

sections separated In part and connected by Integral por-

tions of the sections In part ; the separation extending

throughout the area of the outer portions, from base to

top. of the sections and the connection being confined to

the Intermediate portion.

5 In a cigar mold, a lower member having the cavity

sections separated throughout their walls except at the

Intermediate portions of opposed walls and there provided

with connecting means.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

tlon of a cylinder; an Inlet pipe entering said cylinder:

an outlet pipe from said cylinder; a valve in each of said

pipes ; a pipe coll supported In the cylinder : a tank ; a horl-

7ontallv flattened receptacle : a feed pipe adapted to conduct

water from the tank to said receptacle ; a feed pipe adapted

to conduct water from the said receptacle to the pipe coll

;

a pipe adapted to conduct water from the pipe coil to the

tank ; a pipe adapted to conduct cold water from a street

mam under pressure Into the cylinder; a valve In the last

named pipe; a case or hood having an open bottom and ex-

tending over the cylinder to Inclose the same
;
a gas pipe

;

and a burner upon the gas pipe in proxmlty to said recep-

tacle but near the open bottom of said case or hood.

889 774. CIGAU .\1UL1>. N.u-oLEON Do Bbul, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Nov. 19, 1907. Serial No. 402.838.

1 In a i-iir in. 11 a lower member comprising a suit-

able l.a.km.: an. I s, imrately formed cavity sections se-

cured to said backing with thdr opposed walls spaced

apart, throughout the gr.-aier part of their opposed areas,

but abutting at snitabl.' points to space the walls

2 In a cigar mold a lower member comprising a suit-

abl^e backing, s.-paratoly formed cavity sections with walls

Inclined Inwardlv and downwardly and suitably secured

upon said backing with th.ir upper edges In abutment for

a portion of the length thereof.

3 In a cigar mold a lower member comprising a suit-

able backing and separately formed cavity sections with

walls Inclined Inwardly and downwardly secured upon said

backing with their upper edges in abutment and having

their abutting edges cut away for a portion of the length

thereof ; to leave the ends of the cavity walls flexible.

889 775. WATER HEATING AITARATITS. FlUNK Dc-

pui.s, rawtucket. Fkki.eri* k E. Page, Providence, and

George H. Page, Pawtucket. R. I. Filed .Tune 24, 1907.

Serial No. 3.«<0.f).'}4.

1. In a water heating system, the combination of a

cylinder having an outlet pi[.e and a valve therein, a feed

pipe entering said cylinder to conduct water thereto from

n street main, a pipe coll In the cylinder, a hot-water tank,

a feed pipe from the tank to said coll having a portion

thereof horizontally tlatten.si. a return pipe from the coll

to the tank, a gas pipe, a burner on the gas pipe In prox-

imity with the flattened portion of the second named feed

pipe, and a case over said cylinder to conduct the heat

of said burner to the exterior surfaces of the cylinder.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a cylinder having an outlet pipe and a valve there-

in, a feed pipe ent.'ring said cylinder to conduct cold water

thereto, a pipe coil in the cylinder, a hot-water tank, a feed

pipe from the tank to the coll. a return pipe from the

roll to the tank, n gas pipe, a case inclosing said cylinder,

and a burner on the gas pipe within said case but beneath

the cylinder and In proximity with the last named feed

pipe.

3. in an jipparatiis of the class described, the comblna-

4. In an apparatus of the clM« «8Mrlbe«. tlweoinMnn-

tlon of a cylinder ; an outlet pipe for tlie eylloder; an out

let pipe from the cvllnder ; a valve in each of said pipes;

a pipe coll support'ed in the cylinder: a tank; a horizon-

tally flattened receptacle ; a feed pipe adjusted to conduct

water from the tank to said receptacle : a feed pipe adapte.i

to conduct water from said receptacle to the pipe coll;

a pipe adapted to conduct water from the pipe coll to the

tank- a pipe adapted to con.iuct cold water under pressure

from a street main into the cylinder; a valve In the last

named pipe ; a case or hood having an open bottom and ex-

tending over the cylinder to inclose the same; a gas

pipe • a burner on the gas pipe in proximity with said flat-

tened receptacle, but near the bottom of the hood or case;

a valve In the gas pipe having a handle; a handle on the

valve of the cold water pipe from the street main :
and a

link pivoted at Its ends to said handles, respectively, a^d

adapted to operate said two last named valves in unison.

5 In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a cylinder ; a pipe adapted to conduct cold water

from a street main with said cylinder ; a tank : a pipe coll

supported m the cylinder ; a feed pipe adapted to conduct

water from the tank to the pipe coll ; a pipe adapted to

conduct water from the pipe coil to the tank: an ^ectro-

magnetlccoll supporf^l beneath the cylinder, and said

coll having Its two poles extending into the latter, and a

case or hood having an open bottom and extending over

the cylinder.

889 776 TROLLEY WIRE SPLICER. H.^khy G. Dyer,

Gloucester City. N. J., assignor of one ha. f
to William

J. Van Meter, Gloucester City. N. J. Fileii Sept. 11,

1907. Serial No. 392.600.

AS }* * t*

1 In a troHev wire splicer, a body having shoulders

thereon tubes suitably connected with said body and abut-

ting on said shoulders, each of said tubes having a suit-

able bore to receive an end of a conductor, jaws situated

within said tubes adapted to grasp the conductor, and re-

taining guides for said .laws.
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2. In a trolley wire splicer, n !>o.l}-, ttil>es ttiT*'"". '"«''h

havln? a suitable l)ore to receive an ftui of n <-on<ltirt -r.

Jaws situated within said tul)e8 adapted to ^rasp th^ i^..n-

ductor. and retnlnine guides within said t\X\^a for said

Jaws
3. In a troiley wire splicer. tub«>s eacli having a suit-

able bore to receive an end of a conductor. Jnws within

said tubea, retalnlnc guides for said juws, and ra^ans for

forcing the Jaws against the trolley wire to In^-k the same

In position.

4. In a trolley wire splicer, tut^es each haviiu a suit-

able bore to receive an end of a conductor, a plurality of

eparate jaws within said tubes, retaining iraides for said

Jaws, and mt-ans for forcing the jaws ai;ain»t the trolley

wire to lock the same in position

5. In a trolley wire splicer, a body. tul)es thereon, each

having a suitable bore to receive an end of a conductor,

a plurality of separate jaws within said tubes, retalntna:

gnides for said jaws, and means on opposite side-; of said

body for forcing the jnws nffninst the trolley wire to l.xk

the same In position

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.777 R.XII. ROAD-TIE. John Ebim.kk and I?f.rnard

A. Steinke. Botklns. Ohio. Filed Nov. .', 1907. Serial

No. 400.S26.

:iim;.U'I-s ,at the

{;i'i^.'d '.t'twtfvi

i">, and uif'aus

1 A railroad tie comprising supporting blorks. a con

nectlng strap having depressed portions seated within

one face of each block, each of the depresseij portions ter

mlnatlng in upstanding* means for preventing lateral dls

placement of rails upon the depress^! [X)rtl'ju. and means

for securing a rail upon each depresst^l portion of the

strap and between said upstanding meansJ

2. In a raHroad tie the combination with supporting'

blocks having recesses in the upper far.'s thereof, said re

c«8se« terminating short of the ends if t:.>^ Mocks; of a con-

necting strap having depressed porti.i;- -.MCt'd within the

recesses, said portions having retauKi. .;

ends thereof, rail engagln.' i.'\ - .- .:;

and disposed to l>ear against ::> «:i . i

within each block for securing said devices |and the strap

to the block. I

3. In a railroad tie the combination with supporting

blocks having recesses in the upper faces thjereof and ter

minatlng short of the ends of the blocks : of a connecting

strap having depressed portions seated within the recesses

and provided at their ends with shoulderf constituting

abutments, bolts embedded within the blocks and extending

through the depressed portions of the strita, and rail en-

eaginz devices upon the depressed portion^ of the strap

and engaged by the straps, said devices ahtittlng against

the shoulders.

4. In a railroad tie the combination wLth supjwrtlng

blocks and a connecting strap secured therein : of rail en-

gaging devices each constituting a plate, a jrall flange en-

gaging tongtie. and an enlargment at onie end of the

tongue for engagement with the notch of a jflsh plate.

5. In a railroad tie the combination with supporting

blocks having recesses In their upper faces
J
of a connect-

ing «trap having depresse<1 portions seaf^<l within the

recesses, a U-holt embedded within each jblock and ex-

tending through the depressed portion of l^e strap upon

the block, oppo-iltely disposed rail engaging devlfps ui>on

each depressed portion and engaged liy tlie h<>lt. and a

cushioning material upon each depressed pftrtlon and '•*'

tween the devices thereon.

889.77.S. WORK HOLDER. John J. Eh.viasx. Irvlngton,

N. J. Filed Aug. 17, lft07. Serial No. 3SS,967.

A^'-^f^^

1. An article of tlie kind described comprising a spring

clamping member, an arm secured to the top thereof and

bent Into a loop portion and extending above the clamp-

ing member, a clasp on the end of the arm and means for

opening and closing the clasp.

'J .Vn article of the kind descrlt>ed comprNing a clamp-

ing member made of spring metal, an arm s.'cured to the

t'.j, thereof and extending Into a loop and then bent back

upon Itself, and a clasp on th*- projecting end of the arm.

the clasp being thus elevatc<l at'ove the iMainping nu'tnl)»'r.

3. An article of the kind described comprising a flat

metallic spring clamping meint>er. a wire arm projp'-ting

from the top thereof transversely of the clamping mem-

ber and formed into a loop and then bent hack upon itself

atK)ve the clamping member, a clasp on the elevated end

of the arm, the clasp having a tubular portion attached

to the arm, a pair of spring Jaws secureii to the tubular

portion, the jaws having slots therein, and a rivet pa-<sing

through the perforations and having heads on the outside

of the spring arms.

4. An article of the kind de-icriUtl ciMiprl-ing a < lamp-

ing meint*^ f.-rmed into a spring arch having outwardly

turnetl ends, a wire arm secured to the top of the .lamping

meml>er and forming a liorlzontally arranged U shaped

iiipp'Tf. a clasp on the projecting end of the arm. the

, lasji . ..n.-^lstlng of a pair of spring arms, and means slid-

ing in the spring arms to cause them to shut.

889.779. LAMP AND BURNER. Charles F. Fkllows.

West Chelmsford. Mass. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial

No. 384,570.

1 The conihinatlon with a lamp burner, anri a supply

tube therefor: of an automatically feeding reservoir com-

prising a body, said body being open at Its upper end, an

annular collar extending upwardly from the bottom of

<a!d body having a plurality of perforations therethrough,

a seat on said collar, an opening in the bottom of said body
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below said seat, a downwardly extending collar on said

body connected to said supply tube and having a closure

at Its lower end to form a chamber, an apertured basket

in said chamber, a valve in said basket: an oil reservoir

adapted to be seated In .said body, a valve seat in the bot-

tom of said oil reservoir, an extension on said seat having

an opening at its lower edge, a cross bar In said extension.

a valve stem mounted in said cross bar. a valve at one end

of said stem, a head at the opposite end thereof, a spring

disposed on said stem Intermediate the head and cross bar

whereby said valve Is normally held in closed position and

means to secure said body to a wall.

2, The combination with a burner: of an oil supply

reservoir comprising a body, said body being open at its

upper end, a collar In the botom of said body having per-

forations therethrough, a seat on said collar, an opening

in the bottom of said body, a chamber on said bottom, a

supply tube connecting said chamber and burner, a basket

m said chamber, a valve in said basket, an oil reservoir

adapted to be seated In said body, a valve seated in the

bottom of said oil res-.TV.dr. an extension on said seat hav-

ing an outwardly curved portion at it.^* lower edge, a cross-

bar in said extension, a valve stem mounted on said cross-

bar, a valve at the upper end of said stem adapted to be

normally retained In said seat, a head at the lower end

thereof, a spring disposed on said stem Intermediate the

head and crossbar, said stem normally reaching beyond

said extension whereby when said oil reservoir Is seated In

said body, said stem will engage said sent on the collar and

the valve opened, and means to secure said body to a wall.

site sides of the box when the cover is closed whereby the

cover is automatically centered with respect to the box as

It is closed.

5. In a car journal box. the combination with a box hav-

ing Inwardly extending lugs provided with inclined sur-

faces, of a cover for said box and a latching device attached

to the interior of the cov.r and having spring-pressed

latches the ends of which are provided with inclined sur-

faces adapted to impinge and slide upon the Inclined sur-

faces of the lugs as the cover Is closed whereby the cover

is automatically centered as it Is closed.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.780. DUST PROOF SELF - LOCKING JOURNAL-

BOX COVKH .Tamks W. Gibnet, Buffalo, N, Y,, as-

signor to W. P. Taylor Company. Buffalo. N. Y„ a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed Oct. 16, 1907. Serial No.

397.731.

889.781. GRADER. Andrkw B Gkodaes,

Filed Sept, 3u, 1907. Serial No. .•}95,237.

Arthur. N. D.

1 Id a grader, the combination of a concavo-convex disk

having a scalloped periphery, said disk being mounted

upon the frame uf the ma.hine. a mntor mounted on the

frame of the machine, and means for r.datlng said disk

2. In combination with a grader pr.ivided with an .le-

vator a disk having a scalloped periphery, means for

mounting said disk at the side of the elevator, and means

for rotating said disk, substantially as described.

889.782. SPRING - WHEEL. Stlvkstfk W. Higgixs,

Detroit Mich., assignor of one half to Frank H. Farns-

worth. Detroit. Mich. Filed May 31. 1907. Serial No,

376,491.

1. In a car journal box. the combination with a box hav-

ing inwardly extending lugs. „f a cover for said box and a I

latching device attached to about midway of the Interior

of the cover and having si)ring pressed latches adapted to

engage the Inwardly projecting lugs of the box whereby

the cover is both automatically locked and centered with

respect to aald box.

2, In a car journal box. the combination with a box hav-

ing inwardly extending lug«. of a cover for said box and a

latching device for securing the cover to said box consist-

ing of a spring and two opposed latches mounted at the
|

opposite ends of said spring and adapted to engage the
|

Inwardly e.^tendlng higs whereby the cover is automatic-

ally locked and centered with respect to the box.

3, In a car journal box, the combination with a box bav-

in.- Interior lugs on opposite sides thereof, of a cover for

said box and a latching device attached to about midway

of the Interior of the cover and having oppositely tensloned

spring latches adapted to engage the Interior lugs of the

cover when said cover Is closed whereby the cover Is auto-

matlcally centered and locked with respect to the box.
]

4. In a car journal box, the combinntion with a box, a

cover for said box and a cover spring, of a latching device

for seeuring the cover to said box which Is entirely Inde-

pendent of the cover spring and consists of two opposed

sprlng-tensioned lat< h members adapted to engage oppo-

1 A vehicle wheel comprising a hub. a rim normally

concentric with the hub. having inturned marginal flanges,

a plurality of closed spring metal loops interposed between

the hub and rim. In close-pressed contact with each other

and the hub and rim, and a pair of parallel flanges adjust-

ably secured on the hub on each side of the springs adapt-

ed "to frictlonally engage the edges of the springs for a

major portion of their extent.

2. A vehicle wheel comprising a hub, a nm normally

concentric with the hub, having Inturned marginal flanges,

a pluralitv of closed loops of flat-spring metal, interposed

between the hub and rim. In close-pressed tangential con-

tact with each other and the hub and the rim. and a pair

of flanges secured on the hub adapted to frictlonally en-

gage the edges of the •sprints for a maV-r portion of their

3, A vehicle wheel comprlslnK n tni'. jirovided with a

central collar and parallel retaining flanges on either side

of the collar, a rim normally concentric with the collar

having Inturned flaring marginal flanges, and a plurality

of closed spring U-ops h-ld in compression between the col-

lar and inner periphery of the rim in close contact with

each other, snld springs having wedged frlctlonal engage-
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«nt with the rim flanges, and frictlonal slfdlng engage-

ment for a greater portion of their extent with the hab

flanges.

4. A vehicle wheel coniprisiDi; a hub. provM-'d with a

central collar and parallel retaining flanges on either side

of the collar, a rim normally concentric with the collar hav-

ing inturned flaring marginal tlannes. and a plurality of

closed loops of flat spring metal held In < ..an'ression be-

tween the collar and inner periphery of the rim In close

contact with each other, said loops having independent

frictlonal engagement with the tiaring rim rtanices and

frictlonal sliding engagement for a greater portmn of their

extent with said hub flanges.
j

5. A vehicle wheel comprising a hub. proivided with a

central collar and parallel retainlnij flanges an either side

of the collar, a rim normally conifntric with the collar,

having Inturned flaring marginal flanges, a plurality of

closed loops of flat spring metal, held in compression be-

tween the collar and inner periphery of the rim in close

contact with each other, said loops having iadepend-nt.

marginal wedging frictlonal engagement with the flaring

rim and frictlonal sliding engagement for a greater portl. n

of their extent with said hub Hanges. and me^na to adjust-

ably secure said hub flanges In such frktiona) engagement.

ICUlms 6 to l:: not printed in the (iazetta.J
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chlnea, comprising parallel aide members prorlded with a

series of apertures therein, connecting end members se

cured to the front faces of the side members, transverse

members fixed to the side members Ixjtween the ends of the

frame, removable transverse members adapted to be lo-

cated between the fixed transverse members, being pro-

vided with apertures at their ends, the end portions of all

of the transverse members engaging with the front faces

of the side members and flush with the end members, the

surfaces between the ends of said transverse members b«-

Ing rearwardly depressed from the front, the backs of said

surfaces being flush with the rear faces of the side mem-

bers, spring clips for the members of the frame, and re-

movable retaining devices for the removable members.

889.783. SHUTTLE M.VCHINE F.MBROIDEKY FRA.ME.

Hexry HocHREt teskr. West Hoboken. N J Filed Oct.

15. 1907. Serial No. .S97.478.

«^9.784. TELEGRAPH SYSTEM. Charles K. Jones.

Qulncy 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, of thirty

one-hundredths to Railway Telegraph Automatic Signal

Co a Corporation of South Dakota. Filed Aug. 17.

1903. Serial No. 169.693. Renewed Sept. 12. 1907.

Serial No. 392,669.

1. An embroidery frame for shuttle embroidery ma-

chines, comprising parallel side members connecting fixed

end menibfrs. ttx'-d transverse menib»Ts int.Tuifdiate of

the end numbers, removable transv.'rse nu-nibers between

the fixed transverse members, said transverse meml)er8

intermediate of the end members being depressed l)etween

their points of connection with the .side niemlters. means

for adjustably securing the removable transverse members

to the side members of the frame, and spring clips that

straddle the side and transverse memt)ers of the frame.

J. .Vn embroidery frame for shuttle embroidery ma-

chines, comprising parallel sale memWrs. connecting end

members secured to the front faces of the side members,

fixed m.^mbers interrafdlate of tlie ''nd mrmtvrs secured

to said side tueiiil)ers, removable members li)cated iietween

said fixed lnteriiie<llate nieml)ers, means fop adjustably se-

curing the removable members to the side members of the

frame, the front faces of the fixed members and the re-

movabb' m<'mi>trs at their ''nds b.-ing rluslt with the corre-

sp<3nding faces of the end m-'mt>''rs. said fixed and remov-

able intermediate membt^rs having their front faces de-

pressed between the opposing edges of th<j side memt)ers.

said depressed portions at the back being flush with the

corresponding portions of the side memtiers of the frame,

and spring clips for the members of the frame

3. An embroidery frame for shuttle ambroldery ma-

1 K telegraph system, comprising a relay-controlled

magnet, an armature therefor, circuit closing devices actu-

ated by said armature for closing the circuit through said

magnet, a main line, a switch l.oard therein, a ground con-

nection and a grounding plug connected with said circuit-

closing devices. In combination with a grounding switch

comprising two stationary contacts connected with said

magnet and ground connection respectively, and two con-

tacts movable in between said stationary contacts and In-

sulated from each other and connected respectively with

said circuit-closing devices and relay.

•> V telegraph svst.-m. comprising a relay-controlled

ma'gnet an armature th.refor. circuit-closing devices con-

sisting of a movable lever and two stationary contacts,

said lever being adapted to be actuated by said armature

for closing the circuit through said magnet, a main line, a

switch board therein, a ground connection and a ground-

ing plug connected with one of the said members of said

circuit closing devices, in combination with a grounding-

switch comprising two stationary contacts connected with

said magnet and ground connection respectively, and two

movable contacts arranged l)etween the two last said sta-

tionarv contacts and Insulated from each other and con-

nected r.'spectively with said relay and one of the mem-

bers of said circuit-closing devices

.S. .V telegraph system, comprising a relay-controlled

magnet, an armature therefor, circuit-closing devices con-

net, an armature therefor, circuit-closing devices con-

slating of a movable lever and two stationary contacts,

said lever being adapted to be acfuated by said armature

for closing the circuit through said magnet, a main line, a

switch U>ard therein, a ground connection and a grounding

plug connected with said circuit dosing devices, in com-

bination with a grounding switch comprising two sta-

tionary contacts connected with said magnet and ground

.-onnection respectively and two movable contacts ar-

ranged berween the last said stationary contacts and Insu-

lated from each other and connected respectively with said

relay and one of the members of said circuit closing de-

vices, an electric signal and an energizing circuit therefor,

including said circuit closing device*.
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4 A telegraph svstem. comprUlng a main line, a relay-

controlled electromagnet, an armature therefor, circuit-

closing devices included In the circuit of said magnet and

adapted to be actuated by said armature, a disk, means for

rotating said disk and a support for said armature on wld

disk arranged normally to one side of the vertical diameter

°T'\ tHegraph system, comprising in combination a inaln

„ne. two stationary contacts, a '*rcuit-closer o^cmato^

between said contacts and comprising a thin spring se^

^r^ to one end ther..f and a P-J-^'^
/'"'^^^^^^J^

spring, an electro magnet, an armature therefor adapted

o impinge said spring for oscillating said circuU-clo^r a

thl.-d 'stationary contact, a contact point «« -'<^ ^^
"J^

adapted to engage said third contact, a c rcu t for said

magnet. Including said first stationary contacts and con^

nected with the main line, the operators ^''-J/^^/^^^J

with the main line, and a shunt circuit around said key

including said armature and third stationary contact.

IClalm 6 not prlntetl in the Cazette.]

wardly extending lug on Its free end. a frame adapted to

be connected to the track-rail and provided with a gulde-

wav therein for said slide-bar. and having a detachable

hood thereon that partially covers said slide-bar. substan-

tially as described.

8 89 7 86 CONNECTOR FOR ELECTRIC WIRES.

CHABLBS J G. Keiner. Baltimore. Md.. assignor to

Universal Railway Supply Company, a t'orporatlon of

Maryland. Filed Oct. 18, 1906. Serial No. 339.450.

8«0 TH- SWITCH TllK. .WlNli DEVICE FOR STREET

RAILWAY .AKS. W.LM-.v, A. JoNES. Muncie nd

assignor of twothlrds to George R. J°°f
»"f,

^^

'!^';,^,

D. Webster. Muncle. Ind. Filed Jan. 24. VMS. Serial

No. 412,519.

1 A .witch-throwing device of the kind described com- '

prlalng a frame adapted to be s,>cured on the underside of

The car-platform, a ,.air of shift bars having forwardly ex^

tending ends disponed at an angle to each other each of 1

said shift bars having a forward upright provided with

a foot-plate, and having also a rear upright, the former '

being supported plvotally and slldingly and the latter being

vertically and transversely movable in the said frame, a

spring to yieldingly strain each of said ^l^i/^'f;** "P"
!

wardlv, and a spring to strain the rear ends of said shift- .

bars toward each other, a slide-bar seated in a frame lo-
[

cated between the track rails to engage the point-rail, and
,

having a lug thereon to be engii.e.i bv said shift-bars, sub-
|

Btantially as described.
,^ ^ ^„

o V switch-throwing device of the kind described, com-

nrrsing a frame adapted to l>e se<ur.Hl to the underside of

the car platform and having vertical forwar.l and rear

lu.usings therein, a pair of shift bars having forwardly ex^

tending ends dlsix.sed at an angle t.. eachother each of

Kald shift-bars having a forward upright provide*! w th a

foot plate and having also a rear upright, the former being

supported plvotally and slldingly In the said forward bous-

ing and the latter, each having a bead thereon, and being

ver'tlcallv and transversely movable in curvilinear slots

orovided in the rear housing, a l.-ose-fltt ing ring engaged b.v

ich of sal.l re,,r uprights, the said rings being connected

tontker bv a spring, and a coll spring around each of said

rear uprights having its end to l^ar against the loose-

flttlng ring and the underside of said head, a slide t'ar hav-

ing connection with the point rail and seated in a frame

rigidlv secured between the track rails, and having an up-

wardly extended lug thereon to i.e engaged by the said

shift liars, substantially as describe<l.

.T In switch throwing devices of the kind descril>ed a

slide imr e-juipment for the point rail, consisting of a bar

having lugs thereon to engage the lateral edges of tlie

point rail said bar being adapted to pass through a suitable

Lrforation and recess provided therefor in the web and

the filler of the adjacent track rail, and having an up-

134 O. G.—82

1 An electric wire connector having a socket „.en.ber

and a plug-member ; an insulating covering around each of

Lid menTbers and the adjoining ends of said coverings

having intermeshlng fingers and means for engaging the

fingers on the two coverings to hold the members together^

. An electric wire connector having a socket-member

and a plug member: wires attached to said members; an

nsu.at'ng covering aroun.l each of said -'nbers^-^^

coverings having fingers and each finger being provided

with an exterior groove which latter when the two mem-

jrs are Joln.Hl, will register and form a continuous cir^

cumferential groove around the two members, and mean

erendTng around the grooves of all of said fingers to hold

the. coverings and members together.

3 Tn electric wire connector having a Bucket-member

nrovidi at one end with fingers ; a wire connected to sa d

Tket-member ; a plug member having a yielding plug to

e^ter the socketmimber and also having fingers to inter-

mih iM:h the fingers of .he socket -

--f-/^ -;;;:;,
nected to the plug-member, and means engaging the fingers

of both members to Imk the two together.

4 An electric wire connector having a socket membe

provid^ atone end with longitudinally exteud.ng metal

Sngers a wire connected to said socket member ;
an Insu-

Ute^c;ver7ng around sahl socket-member and also hav ng

fln^rs that project over and cover the metal fingers of the

Icket-.pliK -ember having a plug to enter t».e socket

Tn insulating covering for said P'»P-°^^°^»*^^/"f
'''t' ^J"'

'

ing fingers to project .,etween and intermesh with the fln-

f the socket covering: a wire connected to the plug-

i

'.^;^r. anrn'l: for securing the Intermeshlng fingers

'

of the two lnsulat.><l coverings together.

K8fl-87 MFVNS Vnn l>i:ODUCING TELEGR.vrHIC

ph'^la Va assignor of one-half to ^VUliam^L Lat^a

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 5. 1905. Serial No.

239,802.

In a device of the class described, three keys, means for

one kev to move a tape a predetermined space, means for

the second key to m<.ve a taiu. n predetermined longer

space, means for the third key to select the space for the

other two kevs and means for the first named two keys

to punch holes m said tape, the third key provided with

means to select the punch to be operated.
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889.788. ELECTRIC TR-\N8MI8SI0N "F TNTELLI-

GEXCE IsiDOtt K1T8EE, PhlUdelphia. 1 m. i~- -u r of

one-half to William J. Latta. Philadelpbia. Ta Filed

-Oct. 28. 1905. Serial No. 284,901.

' c.

1. A line of transmission, a series of transmitting and

rwelTlng statlolia f'-r snr-l lin^'. the \\n- .•.niprlslng two

conductor* twlated in Intimat-' rflatloii. the stations In

series between one of said c n<! 1 tts, in comMnation with

terminals for said line, said tt-rmluals comptlsink' twisted

wires inductively related to. but C(>nductivelj indKi»n'lent

from each othf-r.

2. In electric tran.smu'.'^ion. a liru- rMinprUiUk.' twn con-

ductors Inductively related to. bur conduct hvly in>b'i>*ti'l-

ent from each other, a s.-ries of stations for said lin. a:i !

two terminal devices for said lin^. each of said d^-vi. .-

comprising two conductors conductively ind-^pend^-nt frum

each other, but Inductively related to each other.

5. In combination with means adapted to raise the

temperature of a restricted area through the Incoming

impulses, a gaseous medium in the region of said area and

means to operate through the expansion ot said gaseous

medium a local circuit containing translating device.

[Claims 6 to 1.*? not printed In the Gazette.]

889.790. TELEGRAPHY. IsiDOB Kitsee. Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Xov. 17. 11*08. Serial No. 343.82tJ.

to each ott

889.789. TELEciUAl'HY. IsiD<>a Kit.see I'hiladelphia,

Pa. Filed Nov 9. 19<T6. Serial No. 342.fl(79.

l"

1. In telegraphy, means to receive Impu 9*'s and traiUh

late the same, said means embracing means op-ratlvely r^

lated to the receiving circuit to raise the temperature of a

restricted area, an explosive medium In tha region of said

area and a local circuit adapted to be op -rated through

the explosions of said medium, said local cl^ult embracing

-translating device.
" Means to receive aii^l translat. t.;.-^! tphlc impulses,

said means comprising: m.^ans to crpat- h,\^h t..mp»M-ature

through the IncommK lmpiil.-*.-s. an exiiloHiv.. medium in

the region of said hiKh t.-mp^^rature. a cuuductor adapted

to be actuated through th.' .xplosion of said m^-dium and

a local circuit confainin_' translating di'vire adapted to be

made and broken through ih.- m-v^ment of said conductor.

3 In wireless telegraphy, a r^civini; device coaiprlsini,'

an explosive chamber a valve for said ch4mt,.>r, two ter-

minals In said chamber, one terminal coiui-ct-d to one

part and the second terminal conn.-, ted to th- other part

of a receiving circuit a localized trans;titini: l.vi •.- in

operative rplatiou to the valve of said eipl.,sive clia-.ni.er

and means to carry in said explosive chaaiber an Intlam-

mable material adapted to he inflamed throuch the Im-

pulses fceive.i rhrouKh the natviral medium.

4 111 c'omtjlnation with a teletfraphic rfceivln>{ device.

a local circuit adapted to i^ operated thivugh eM')"*i"ns

due to the heating effect of the incoming impulses.

t In telegraphy, a receiving circuit and means to alter-

nately make and destroy an air-gap between two terminals

of said receiving circuit lndep«ndent of the action of the

transmitting means, in combination with a localized

circuit adapted to be operated thnm^'li the heating effect

of the Incoming impulses over-bridging said air gap.

2. In telegraphy, a receiving device comprising two

receiving terminals, at least one of said terminals being

movable, and means to alternately bring said terminals

Into and out of contact with each other for the formation

of an air gap independent of the action of the trans-

mitting means. In combination with a localized circuit

adapted to be operated thmugh the heating effect of the

incoming Impulses over l)rldglng said air-gap.

3. In combination witli two recelMuk: terminals pro-

vided with an air gap. automatic iu.aii> t- alternately

and in quick succession destroy and make said air gap

Independent of the aetlon of the transmittmi: means

and localized translating device a.'.apte.l t. ' p. rated

through the movement of a conductor due to th !.. it.ug

efTe.-ts "f th'- . l.-'-Trlc ener>r>' over lirtdnini; said .i;r.:a;

4 1., , ,.,;. MiaM-i; with ree.-ivini.' terminals pr-v ided

with ai; aK.;ai' . ,•: t r • ma jnet )- iiiean« to alternately

make aild des"tl•o^ sa.l air.-ap independent of the action

of the transmitting m.ans said air ;:ap Inclosed In a cham-

.f vvhiih are adapted to he oper-

..(T.-ct "t the Incoming impulses.

!]«• device comprising an Inclos-

il :i losure, means to Introduce an

111 said inclosure and means to auto-

.l..str..\ the eap tietwe..n said terml-

'h.' ^a- 11 f.aits

at ::i-

h.-i

5. .V t.:.v;ai

ure. tertuma.s

Inflaiui: a'.' !::•

raatlcally mak.

nals.

[Claims 6 to 10 not prlnte

all''

hi the (;a7ette.J

889.791. WIRELKS.s; TKl.H'.K.UllV IsiDOR KiTSEE.

Dec. -1. 1906. Serial No.
Pa. Filed

wltti a receiving device wherein

II ,f a kiaseous medium a localized

,;erated. means to heat said gasf-ous

,t the heatln«' menus of the Incoming

Philadelpbia

34S.970.

1. In romliiiiati'ii

through the expuii-i'

translating devh • is

medium indepemi. nt

'"rTn combination with a re. ..mu.' device wherein

through the expansion of a gaseous medium a l^«"«e^

translating device is operated, means to enforce the heat-

ing effect of the Incoming impulses, said means comprls-

liig means to generate locally lm|.ulses adapted to enforce

the Impulses transmitted.

3 In combination with a tele.raphle re.elvinir de^lce

wherein the heating effeet of the incomln;; impu.ses Is

made to expand or inflame an Intlammahle me li mu. means
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to raise the temperature of said Inflammable medium Inde-

|)endent of the Incoming impulses and means to enforce

the heating effect of said Impulses.

=0

4. In combination with means to explode gases through

Incoming telegraphic Impulses, means to raise the temi)er-

ature of said gases Independent of said impulses to a de-

gree short of the degree necessary for said explosion.

6. In combination with means to explode gases through

tlie heating effect of the incoming telegraphic Impulses,

means to Increase said heating effect through the enforc-

ing of said Impulses with Impulses locally generated.

889.792. TELEGRAPHY. Isifkir Kitsee. Philadelphia,

Pn. Filed Dec. 21. 190«. Serial No. 348.977.

1. A detector for electro-magnetic waves comprising two
series of metallic plates, the surfa.e ,f one series provided

Wltli an oxld. the smf.i • <i the se. ..nd series In its me-

tallic state, the plates uf one series alternating with the

plates of the second series ; a plate of one series connected

to one terminal of the incoming cln uit and a plate of the

second seiles connecle<l to the other terminal and means
operati^ely related to said two series to translate the in-

coming; Impulses.

J In «irvi.-ss leleirt•a|)liv a defe<-t or comprising a series

of inei^i.ii. |.ates 111 loose ..niact with each other, part

of said plates provided with oxhiized surface and the

siirface of part uf said plates In its metallic state; a plate

with oxidized surface alternating with a plate the surface

of which Is metallic, a ground connection for one of said

plates and an antenna for the other of said plates and a

recorder shunting all of said i>lates.

3. In wireless telegraphy a detector comprising two
series of metallic plates, the surface of one series oxidized,

the surface of the other series in its metallic state: the

plates of one series intervening l.etween the plates of the

second aeries, an antenna connected to a plate of one series

and a ground connected with a plate of the second series,

and means to translate the Incoming Impulses, said means
comprising a shunt around both series of plates and a
translating device in said shunt.

889.793. TANK. Amkkw A Kr.\mkr, Kansas City. Mo.

Filed Apr. 22, 1907. Serial No. .S89.fi(»9.

1. \ wnk having Its upp<r edtre r»'inforced by a split

tube, a coupling member enua^iini: the interior walls of the

tube at the abutflns: emls thereof, and a clamping tnember

embracing the exterior walls of the tube and having its

opposite longitudinal edges spaced apart and secured to

the Interior and exterior walls of the tank.

2. A tank having its ipiM'i edge reinforced by a split

tube, a coupling member engaging the Interior walls of the

tube at the abutting ends thereof, a clamping member em-

bracing the exterior of the tube and having its adjacent

ends bent laterally to form attaching flanges for engage-

ment with the interior and exterior walls of the tank, re-

spectively, and fastening devices piercing said flanges.

3. A tank having its upper edge reinforced by a split

tube, a tubular coupling memlier engaging the interior

walls of the tube at the abutting ends thereof and provided

with a longitudinal slot for the reception of the vertical

wall of the tank, a clamping memlter embracing the exte-

rior of the tuhe tind fastened to the adjacent walls of the

tank, and fastening devices extending through the clamp-

ing and coupling members and piercing the vertical wall

of the tank.

889,794. \ALVE MECIlANIS.M FuR WATER ELEVA-
TORS. JOHN' L. L.xTTA. Hickory, N. C, assignor to

Latta & Martin Pump Co.. Hickory. N. C. Filed June
26, 1907. Serial No. .S.*<0.919.

1. In apparatus of the class descril eii. a luain air valve.

a casiii.; within wliich tlie valve is arrantre"!. a cjiupressed

air pij-e connected to the casing;, a vahe lor cjntrolling

the movement of the main valve, an air driven motor for

actuatini; the ...nt tolling valve, means for connecting the

motor to a s. ,;!,,. of compressed air supply under a pres-

sure greater than thsit suiiplied to the main air valve, and
means for directing a portion of the exhaust fmm the

motor Into said pipe.

2. In apparatus of the class deseri'*»(i. ,1 nialn air valve,

a casing within wlilch the valve is arranged, a compressed
air pipe leading to the casing a reducing valve In said

pipe, a valve for controlling the movement of the main
valve and a valve actuating motor connected in a by-pass

of the main compresswl air pipe, the l^y-pass connections

with the pipe t>elng In advance of the reducing valve.

3. In apparatus of the class descril>ed. a main air valve,

a casing within which the valve is nrr.inKed. a compressed
air pipe lea<iing to the casintr. a \alve for controlling the

movement of the main valve, an air driven motor for actu-

ating the controlling valve, moans Including n reducing

valve for Buppl.\ inu the motor with air tinder pressure

greater tlian that delivered to said casing, means for di-

recting a portion of the exlinust from the motor to the

valve casing to actuate tlo main valve, and means for

directing the remainder of the exhaust from the motor
into said compressed air pipe.

4. In apparatus of the class described, a main air valve.

a casing within which the valve is arranged, a compressed

air pipe leadini: to the casing, a reducing valve in the air

pipe, a valve for controllini: tlie movement of the main
valve, a controlling valve actuating motor, means for di-

verting a portion of the air from the pipe to the motor
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T
In advance of the reducing v«lve. and mean* for returning

a portion of the exhaust fmm the mot..r r.. the pipe be-

tw-een the reducing valve and the casing

5 In apparatus of the class descril .• l, a Buiin air valve,

a casing within which the valve Is arrang«l a compressed

air pipe leading to th^ oisins. a redunnk,' valve In said

nine a valve for cuncrolUn« the movem.'nt ..f the main

air valve, a ported casing for said cntrolHtk.' valve, ducts

leading fmm ^uch ports to the main valve casing, means

In the laain valve casing and operated $y air paaalng

through such d)!Cts fur moving the main valve, an air

driven motor for actuating the controllln« valve, means

for connecting the motor to the compres*-! air i-lpe In

advance of the reducing valve, and means for directing the

exhaust from the motor to the main compres.sed air pipe

at a point beyond the reducing valve. i

[Claims to 12 not printed in the Cazet e.]

8R9,T95. ROOFINt; nUAiKET. Jamks I.ohiK.i.

eouver. British I'olumbia. Canada. Fil-d oct. 17,

Serial No. .397.826.

Van-

1907.

1. A scaffold bracket composed of a

bean wire doubled intermediately of Its

said doubled portion Ix-nt upwardly and

single piece of

ends and with

then forwardly

to form a foot rest, and provided with an extension to

am: roof engaging

A : v>

project under a cours*^ of -

spurs formed at the ends of ~;t

->
«L scaffold bracket hm^.s..! of a single piece of

heavy steel wire havin:: h^ • nds bent to form loops and

extended inwardly townnl . ach other, tjie terminals of

said ends being pointed iind bent it nn an^rle to form

spurs to engage a roof, and one ..f said looped .nds Ix-ing

bent upwardly and then forwardly to form a foot rest

support.

3. A scaffold bracket composed of a single piece of

heavy wire doubled intermediately of lt| ends and with

said doubled portion bent upwardly and forwardly to form

a foot rest support and provided with an extension to

project under a course of shingles. r.K.f ent'aL'ing spurs

formed at the ends of said wire, and a flip securing the

members of the extension together to refader the bracket

more rigid.
|

889.796. CONCRETK SKWKR CONSTttlCTlON. Bur-

ton LowTHEK. Kansas City. Mo. assiirtior to Moechel &

Lowther Engineering Co.. Kansas City. Mo., a Corpora-

tion of Missouri. Filed Mar. 3, 1^08. Serial No.

419.05.'}.

t

1. Con'-rete .s.'wer constructl-m. comprising invert sec

tlons arranged endwise together and provided with re-

inforce rods projecting upwardly beyond the upper pd;.'es

of said sections, side sections resting edgewise upon the

upper edges of the invert sections and ,,r. vide.l in their

adjacent edges and outer sides with gr-.v s receiving the

upwardly projecting reinforce rods of the invert sections,

cap sections between and resting on the upper ends of the

side sections and provided with grooves in their meeting

edges and outer sides registering with the grooves of the

side sections, and arch-shaped rods occupying the register-

ing grooves of the side and cap sections and secured at

their lower ends to the upper ends of th- reinforce ro<l3

of the invert sections.

2. Concrete sewer construction, compri-ing invert sec-

tions arranged endwise together and provided with rein-

force rods projecting upwardly beyond the upper edges of

.said sections, side sections resting edgewise upon the

upper edges of the invert sections and provided In their

adjacent edges and outer sides with grooves receiving

the upwardly projecting reinforce rods of the invert sec-

tions, cap sections between and resting on the upper ends

of the side sections and provided with irrooves in their

meeting edges and outer si.les registerlni: with the

grooves of the side sect Urns, arch shaped rods occupying

the registering grooves of the side and cap sections and

secured at their lower ends to the upner ends of the rHn-

force rods of the invert sections, and a binder material

fllling the grooves occupied by said arch-shaped reinforce

rods.

3. Concrete sewer con«f ru.t ion. comprising invert sec-

tions arranged endwise tou'etber and provided with rein-

force rwls projecting upwardly beyond the upper edges

of said sections, side sections resting edg«wlse upon the

upper edges of the invert sections and provided in their

adiacent edges and outer sides with grooves receiving

the upwardly projecting reinforce rods of the Invert sec-

tions, cap sections hefwcn and restlnsr on the upper ends

of the side sections and provided wlfli grooves In their

meeting edges and outer sides registering with the

grooves of the side sections, arch shaped rrxls occupying

the registering grooves of the side and cap sections and

secured at their lower ends to the upper ends of the rein-

force rods of the invert sections, a series of reinforce

rods extending longitudinally of the sewer construction

through the side and cap sections and underlying the

arch shaped reinforce rods and terminating in outwardly

projecting hooks within the grooves occtipled by said arch-

shaped relnfore.' n.ds and binder material fllling the

grooves occupi. d '••> -Mid ar.il st.aped rods and the hook

ends of the longitudinal ro.ls

4 Concrete sewer construction, comprising invert sec-

tions arranged endwise together and provided with rein-

force rods projecting upwardly beyond the upper edges

of said sections, side sections resting edgewise upon the

upper edges of the Invert sections and provided In their

ad'acent edges and outer sides with grooves receiving the

up'wardlv projecting reinforce rods of the Invert sections,

cap sections fitting on and connecting the upper ends of

the side sections and provided with transverse grooves

alined with the grooves of the side sections receiving

the reinforce rods of the invert sections and with longi-

tudinal grooves communicating with the longitudinal

grooves of the side sections, longitudinal rods extending

through the side and cap sections and terminating In

outwardly projecting hooks, arch-shaped rods engaging

the longitudinal rods within the grooves receiving the In-

vert section rods and having their lower ends interlocked

with the upper enda of the latter, and hinder material

fllling the last named grooves and the longitudinal

grooves.

5. A concrete aewer construction, comprising Invert

ectlons fitting endwise together and provided at their

meeting edg«s and inner sides with transverse grooves

and at their upper edges and Inner sides with longi-

tudinal grooves communlcallng with the transverse

grooves, side sections arranged endwise together and rest

Ing upon and breaking joint with the invert sections and

provided at their lower edges and inner sides with longi-

tudinal grooves communicating with the grooves of the

invert sc. tlons and provided In their outer sides and

\
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meeting edges with transverse grooves, and with longi-

tudinal grooves In their outer sides and upper edges, cap

sections resting upon the side sections and provided with

transverse grooves connecting the opposite transverse

grooves of the side sections and with longitudinal grooves

opening into the longitudinal grooves of the side sec-

tions and into their own transverse grooves and the trans-

verse grooves of the side sections, arch shaped rods oc-

cupvlng the transverse grooves of the cap and «'d«. sec-

tions, substantially U shaped reinforce rods embedded in

the invert sections attd interlocked at their upper ends

with said arch shaped rods, longitudinal rods extending

through the side and cap sections and lying between the

bases of the transvers.. .r..„ves and said Interlocl^ed rods

and provided n, oppos,.. s.i.s of the latter w h out-

wardly projecting hooks. n.,.i !mder material fllling the

various grooves to bind the s. , tious firmly together.

[Claim 6 not printed in ttie Cazette.j

sistlng of a metal plate having Integral therewith on its

inner face two tubular posts of equal caliber throughout

for fitting in sockets provided therefor in the door and

door-jamb, said posts standing at right angles to the

planes of said plates, each post having at Its inner end an

889 797 STREET SWEKrER. Richard I. Maddbn. St.

Louis, Mo. Filed Sept. 21. 1007. Serial No. 393.919.

1 In a street sweeper, a wagon body, a broom auto-

matlcallv rotated against the surface passed over by the

travel of the wagon, an endless conveyer positioned to

receive the sw.epings from the broom, a chute, a scraper

for directing the swe.plngs from the conveyer Into said

chute, and means for delivering the material from the

chute into the body, substantially as set forth.

> In a street sweep.r. a wagon body, a broom auto-

matically rotated against tbe surface passed over by the

travel of the wagon, an endless conveyer positioned to re-

ceive the sweepings from the broom and normally travel-

ing along the surface swept by the broom, means for dis

engaging the conveyer from the surface passed over, a

chute a scraper for directing the sweepings from the con-

vever Into said chute, and means for delivering the mate-

ria! from the chute into tin- wagon body, substantially as

get forth.

3 In a street sweeper, a wagon body, a broom auto-

matlcallv rotated against the surface passed over by the

travel of the wagon, a vertically oscillating frame coupled

to the rear truck of the wagon, an endless belt conveyer

mounted on said frame and having a section of its lower

lap passing under the broom, the latter being mounted on

the oscillating frame, suitable gearing for actuating said

broom and belt conveyer from the axle of the rear truck,

a scraper engaging the lower lap of the belt-conveyer at

a point bevond the broom, a chute for receiving the dirt

removed bv the scraper, a bucket conveyer in the chute

for directing the material into the wagon-body, a series of

Idlers or pullevs for the belt conveyer, the pulley adja-

cent to the scraper being spool shaped to allow the dirt to

pass onward to the scraper, substantially as set forth.

integral cb.sure ai.ertured f.u- the reception of a securing-

screw each plate having formed Integral therewith an

outwardU -extending lug. one of said lugs bearing a ver-

tical pin" on Its upper face and the other having an eye

therethrougli for ilie reception of said vertical pin.

889 799 PROCESS F( »K THE ArPROXIMATE SEPA-

RATION OF REACTION PRODICTS RESCLTlNG

FROM THE SILFONATION OF AROMATIC BODIES.

Walthbb MiKKscH. Nledersedlitz. near Dresden, Ger-

many. Filed Feb. 9, 1907. Serial No. 356,631. (Speci-

mens.)

Ma,79R niNOE William .\. Makkkv. MoundsvlUe.

W Va Filed Feb 2!^. U»(HV Serial No :;nj..V.'>.

m a surface hinge for doors and the like, two comple-

mentary hinge members, one member being adapted for

securing to the face of a door and the other member to

the corresponding face of a door jamb, each member con

1 The herein described process for obtaining a mixture

containing aromatic sulfonic acids and their salts of al-

kali metals which consists in mixing the reaction product

of sulfonatlon with an alkali salt of a mineral acid and

cautiously heating the mixture until it separates Into two

layers containing respectively the blsulfate of the alkali

and the sulfo-compounds.

2 The herein descrllied process for obtaining a mixture

containing aromatic sulfonic adds and their salts of al-

Icali metals which consists in mixing an undiluted reaction

product of sulfonatlon with an alkali salt of a mineral acid

and cautiouslv heating the mixture until It separates into

two layers containing respectively the blsulfate of the al-

kali and the sulfo-compounds.

3 The herein described process for obtaining a mixture

containing aromatic sulfonic acids and their salts of al-

kali metals which consists in mixing a reaction product

of sulfonatlon with an alkali salt suitable for A-^'ng the

acids formed, and cautiously heating the mixture until It

separates into two layers containing respectively the bl-

sulfate of the alkali and the sulfo compounds.

4 The herein described process for obtaining a mixture

containing aromatic sulfonic acids and their salts of al-

kali metals from the reaction products of sulfonatlon con-

taining sulfuric acid, which consists in mixing with the

said products a salt of an alkali which will fix the acids

produced and cautiously heating the mixture until It sepa-

rates Into two layers containing respectively the blsulfate

of the alkali and the sulfo-compounds.
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S 8 9, 8 00. FERTILIZEB- DISTRIBUTER. Henry A.

MrBRT and James W. Evans. Dawson. T«\ Filed Oct.

16. 190T. Sprial No. 397.673.

plate metal projecting outwardly beyond the hollow foun-

dation, the gussets and attachments connectInK the pro-

jecting flange to the steady hollow floating foundation and

to the superstructure, and the superstnioturf. all con-

structed and operating connectedly stil'Stantlally as here-

lnb«fore il-scrlhed

•J. The stfady ti'iating <itr\iitiir.' coiislstlnt: of the hol-

low flange, the tJange of platt» metal projecting outwardly

beyond the hollow flange, said flange of plate metal being

rendered rigid by gussets and attachments connecting the

tlangf of plate metal to the h.ilUiw tlaukre and to the sui>t?r-

structure. the gussets, the super-tructiire consisting of

arched ribs, cross-memhers, ties, bulk heads, and .overlng

of metallic plate, substantially as hereinbefore described.

3. The steady floating structure consisting; of the com-

bination of the lower part thereof containing material for

loading the foundation, the flange of metallic plate con-

nected by latticed bars with the loaded bottom of the de-

vice from which the said flange projects, substantially as

hereinbefore described.

1, lu a fertilizer dlstrlbut-r. a .-asin- i»rovlded at its

upper forward end with an inlet and at Its low^r rear end

with an outlet, the bottom wall of the casing .eini; in-

clined toward said outlet, a rotary breaking cylinder ar-

ranged in the casing Immediately below the inlet, a mtary

distributing wheel Journaled on the frame |..-low the out-

let, upper and lower sets of sj.aced breaking blades ar-

ranged within the casing ^.^tween the brenking cylinder

and outlet, said blades being arransed to form an Inclined

perforated shelf to feed the material downward and for-

ward to the top of the inclined bottom and beinc spaced

at their Inner edges, a breaking wheel comprising an axle

journaled on the frame Ix-tween the sets of breaking blades

and provided with a series of spirally arrati','ed lingers to

move between the blades of the sets, meani foi- attaching

the casing to a vehicle, means for driving i^ie shaft of the

spirally bladed breaking wheel, gearing f.if transmitting

power from said shaft to the first named i:- akin.' wheel,

and means for transmitting power fr .in said \\\i--\ to the

lower distributing wheel.

2. In a fertilizer distributer, a casing prtivid-'d with in-

Jet and outlet openings, and havlni: an Inclln.ii bottom

leading downwardly and rearwardly to the outlet opening.

front and rear sets of dlsintegrntlng blades disposed within

the casing, said blades being arranged at a downward and

forward angle to effect the feed of the material to the

upper portion of the inclined bottom, a pulverlzinij wheel

having Its axis disposed between the inner and.s of the sets

of blades tfnd providetl with spirally arratikred lingers to

move therebetween, and means for driving $aid wheel.

o In a fertllU'-r distributer, a casing provided at its

upper forward end with an inlet and at Its lower rear end

with an outlet, the bottom wall of the casing being inclined

toward said outlet, a rear set of stationary breaking l)lades

arranged within the casing between the inlet and bottom

wall, a front set of stationary breaking Ijlades arranged

below said rear set and above the upper p.irtlon of the in-

clined bottom, said blades being respectively Inclined down-

wardly and ipwardly to lie in the same locllned plane, a

shaft arrang-Hl between the inner ends «if the sets of

breaking blades, nod spiral flnsers ,,n sal4 shaft adapted

to rotate between the br-aking lilades. and means for driv

ing said shaft.

SSO.'sni. STE.VDY Fr,(\KTING STRl'CTTjRE. Wit.I.tam

E. -MiuBAY. Los .Vngeles. Tal. Filed Mif M. irt06. Se-

rial No. 3.30,479. Renewed Oct. 3ri. I'.NiT Serial No.

399.944.

889,802. VALVE. Lawre.nce S. Na.sh, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No. 389,994.

1. The steady flontlne strtietur*-. r. nsisting of the com-

binatioD of the holb.w flat fianne foundation, the flange of

1. A valve comprising a cyUadrlcal shell having • <ttM-

metrically disposed Imperforate diaphragm, apertBiad at

intervals on each side of the diaphragm.

2. A valve r,.nii'r!^intr a cylindrical shell having a dia-

metrically disposed Imperforate diaphragm, transversely

slotted at intervals on each side of the diaphragm.

3. X valve comprising a cylindrical shell and a diamet-

rically disposed imperforate diaphragm secured therein ex-

tending throughout Its length, said .shell being provided

with a plurality of transverse slots (m each side of the

diaphragm, extending from edge to edge thereof.

4. A valve comprising a cylindrical shell and a diamet-

rically disposed Imperforate diaphragm secured therein ex

tending throughout Its length, said shell being provided

with a phirality -f narrow peripheral transverse sbus

spaced at regular and frequent Intervals in parallel planes

perpendicular to the axis of the valve on each side of the

diaphragm, extending from edge to edge (hereof.

.'.. \ valve comprising a cylindrical shell and a diamet-

rically disposed Imperforate diaphragm secured therein ex-

tending- throughout its length, -aid shell l)eing provided

with a plurality of narrow peripheral transverse -lots

spaced at regular and fre<iuent intervals In parallel planes

perpendicular to the axis of the valve on each si,ie of ilie

diaphragm, extending from edge to edge th.reof. tiie -b^ts

on opposite sides of the diaphragm being In allnement with

ea< h other.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.803. SUPPORT FOR ELECTRICAL 7^'T>tiT0R8.

FKANCTS B. H. Pa.ne. Buffalo. N. Y., assignor to Niag-

ara, Lockport and Ontario Power Company, « ^^^^o^-

tlon of New York. Filed June 20. ipmv Serial No.

322.533.

bodT portion having its tall end entirely open to permit

the'unrestrlcted passage of water therethrough.

o \n artificial minnow, embodying a body portion, a

head 'portion, and a tall portion, said head portion having

an open mouth communicating freely with said body por-

tion said bodv portion having Its tall end entirely open

to permit the unrestricted passage of water tberethrough

and said 'tail portion being formed integral with said body

portion and being coextensive in width with one of the

side portions of said body portion.

K89 8 05 .\TTACHMENT VOli VEHICLE-WHEELS.

CHESTER C PHELPS. Salt Lake City. Utah. Filed Oct.

26, 1907. Serial No. :;99.207.

1 V high tension line conductor, two Insulators to

which said conductor is attached and a fixed contact orm-

ing part of an electric circuit and so located as to be

electrically connecteil to the conductor when It becomes

disconnected from either of the Insulators
„.„,,.„

•' In n high tension transmLssion line, two insulators

sul'tablv supported, a line wire connected to both of said

'^sulators i> as to be supported by either. -<^;
-°J;«

forming part of an electric circuit and arranged »<> ""''e

engagement with the line wire when the support afforded

by one of the insulators falls. ,„.„^
3 In a high tension transmissbm line, two Insulators

sultablv supported, a line wire directly attached to one

of said insulators, a short cotuluctor electrically and me-

chanically connected to the line wire and attached to the

other of said insulators, the two insulators and said con^

ductor being so arrang.d .hat the line wire or attached

conductor will move when one of the insulating supports

falls and a contact in the line of said movement included

In a'clrcult bv contact with the conductor or line wire.

4 In a high tension transmission line, a line wire, a

con. act forming part of an electric circuit, two i'""""'';"

attached to said line wire and adapted to independently

support the same In .lectrlcal connection with said con^

tact but cooperatively maintaining said wire disconnected

electrically therefrom

5 In a high tension transmission line, a line wire, an

insulating support therefor, an auxiliary Insulating sujh

port a connecting conductor attached thereto and to the

iVne wire, and a gro,.nded contact in the line of movement

of the line-wire or connecting conductor when one of the

supports for the line wire falls.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette]

889 804. ARTIFICIAL R.UT Ee.nest A. Pfi.leoer. Ak-

ron, Ohio, assignor to The E. .V, Pflueger company,

\kron, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio, Filed Mar. 5,

1908. Serial No. 419.324.

1 \„ artificial mlimow, embodying a body portion, and

a head portion, said head iH^rtion havtn*: an open mouth

communicating freely vlth said body portion, and said

1 \u attacbnient for the holding nuts of hub* COtn-

prislng a central eoUar adapted to bear detacbably orer

he nut and closely engaging the same and P'-^^'*'*^^ ^''^^^

arms at the sides extending outwardly therefrom and bent

in opposite directi.ms and thence inwanlly in spaced rela-

tion to the collar and thence outwardly in opposite di-

rections a plate having a central opening adapted to en-

circle the hub and connected to the outwardly extending

portions of said arms, and means for detachably connect-

ing said collar to the nut,

. Vn attachment for the holding nuts of hubs com-

pri'sing a central collar adapted to hear detachably over

the nut and closely engaging the same and P'-->d-d -nh

arms at the sides extending outwardly therefrom and bent

in opposite directions and thence inwardly in spaced re-

lation to the collar and thence outwardly in opposite di-

rections, a plate having n central opening adapted to en-

drcle the hub and connected to the outwardly extend-

ing portions of said arms, a cap bearing over the inwardU

extending portions of said arms and bearing by its inner

e^ges upoi said plate, and means for detachably con

nectlng said collar to the nut
„ v v .,^™

T vn attachment for the holding nuts of hubs com-

prising a central collar adapted to bear detachably over

?he nut and closely engaging the same and provided with

arms extending In opposite directions therefrom, and a

Jlate having a central aperture adapted to bear over the

outer portion of a wheel hub and connected to said a,ms^

Tnd means for detachably connecting said collar to a hub

""4
-\n attachment for the holding nuts of hnbs com-

prising a central collar adapted to bear detachably over

^h nut and closelv engaging the same and provided with

rms xtendlng In opposite directions therefrom^ a
,

a e

having a central ap-rmro adapted to bear over the outer

no ion of the wheel bub and connected to said arms, a

ca" connected to said plate and inclosing the aperture

therein and also inclosing the collar and Its ntit and the

projecUng Portion of the hub. and means for detachably

connecting said collar to a hub nut.

««OSO« SMOKFCONPrMTNG .\pr.\R.VTUS. Frank-

^r\.\ Rr^n.^ndianapolis, Ind., assignor of one-third to

•eorge K Sehofleld and one-third to Roben H. .oke-

falr Indianapolis. Ind Flb.d .Tune 24, 1907. Serial

Tlfasmoke consuming apparatus, the eomblnatlon

I
with a furnaee, a bridge wall having a concaved front side

la d e<,n.aved side being directed toward and over the
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rear portion of the Are of the furnace, and a blast plix'

situated In tJbe front of the concavt>d side of said bridRp wall

and having a series of blast openings arranged at intt-rvals

apart from said pip-', said pipe situated on a level with

the top of said grate of the furnace and ctKiperatlng with

said bridge wall, "f a steam Jet-pipe cooperating with s.iid

bridge wall ami said blast pipe to concentrate the un-

consumed products .if combustion and havinp a' series of

Jet openings arranged at Intervals apart ahiing said pipe

an.l directed toward said rear blast pipe

2. In a smoke consuming apparatus, the combination

with a furnace, a blast pipe situated at thq rear of said

furnace on a level with the grate thereof having a series

of blast openings distributed at intervals apart, and a

rear arched grate projecting over said blast pipe to pro-

tect the latter from the fire, of a steam jet pipe having

jet opf.nlngs arranged at Intervals apart. Bald jet pipe

C" p-raing with said blast pipe and situated at the front

in'.r.-r p.^rtion <>i said furnace above the letel of the fire

thi-ri-i'f

3. In a smoke consuming apparatus, thtj combination

with a furnac*- i Nriilgewrtll having its top aide portion

concaved, said ..ii-av.d side portion bein^ directed to

ward and over the rear portion of the fir*, a batHe ex-

tending across and projecting from the face of said con-

caveil Oil-La and situated above the level of the rear

portion of the fire of the furnace, and s twyer situated

In front of said concaved surface of said beidge wall and

on a level with the top of the grate of the furnace, of a

steam Jet-pipe cooperating with said twyer and said con

caved bridge-wall situated at the front interior portion

of said furnace above the level of the tire tber.of

889.807

N. Y.

PACKIN';. rnAKi.Es H REYN<>ii)«, RodMater,

Filed Feb. 1-t. H,«J>. Serial No. 4l5,8M.

^

suspendetl from a -.iiigie warp thread and having a wide

warp receiving MuMitrig and a narrower elongattnl entrance

wire bent inward l^-iwe.'n the top ami b.ittoni of the de-

tector, a fixed supporting l.ar on which the detectors are

vertically movable, and a stoi, on the bar above the upper

ends of the entrance openings of said detectors and of

greater wi<lth than 8ai<l entrance opening, to limit up-

ward movement of the detectors.

1. The herein des.rit/ed packing, consisting of a com-

pressed mixture > f : I'lis asliestos with suitable vulcaniz

Ing material and i 1 vi led with a protective coating of a

suitable electro!) 1 ;i > deposited metal, substantially as

descriheil

2 The herein described packing consisting of a com

presseii and vulcanized mixture i>( librous a8t)e8to8 with

sulfur, litharge and rubber, and provided with a protective

coating of a suitable electrolytically deposited metal, sub-

stantially as described.

SHO.'^OSi, WARP STOP M*>T10N FOR LOOMS ALOVW)

F. RH'i.^des. Hopedale, Mass . assignor t^ Iira[)er Tom-

pany, H<ipedale. Mass , a ('orp<iratlon of Maine. Filed

Aug. 13. l!>OT. Serial No. 3S.h.;?2o

1. In a loom. In combination, a plurality of series of de-

tectors, each detector being suspended from a single warp-

tbread and having opposite interior shoulders between Its

top and bottom, a support for and on which the detectors

of each series are vertically movable, and an enlargement

on each support above the detector shouldars to limit up

ward movement of the detectors.
J

2. In a loom, in combination, a series or detectors each

?,. In a loom, in cinhination. a series of detectors

each suspended from a single warp thread and formt^l of

wire bent inwanl b.Twe.'ii the top and bottom of the de-

tector to form opp<islte interior shoulders, leaving a wide

opening at the top of the detector and a narrower elon

gatetl entrance thereto from its l>ottora. a flxe<l sup;x>rt on

which the detectors are vertically slidable. and an enlarge

ment on the support above the detector shoulders, to

cooperate with the latter and limit upward movement

of the detectors.

4. In a loom. In combination, a (ilurallty of series of de-

tectors, each detector t>elrig suspended from a single warp-

thread and having opposite Interior shoulders li»'twe«'n its

top and bottom, a support for and on which the detectors

of each series are vertically movable, an enlarged head on

the top of each support, to cooperate with the shoulders of

and limit upward movement of a detector, and a normally

vibrating feeler to engage a release<l dete<-tor, the bottom

of the detector support extending close to the feeler path,

to support the release<l detector adjacent the point of en-

gagement by the feeler

.", In a i.iom. In roniMnat ion. a series of detectors each

suspended from a single warp thread and having a wide

warp receiving opening and a narrower elongated entrance

leading thereto |..ngltudlnally from the bottom of the de-

tector, a fixed supporting bar on which the detectors are

verticallv movable, and an enlarg.Hl head on the top of the

bar of greater cross section tlian tbe width of the entrance

openings in the detectors, sai.l head co,ii>eratlng with the

lower ends of the warp receiving openings to limit up-

ward movement of the detectors, the bar below the head

extending through the entrance openings of the detectors.

[Claims t5 to 9 not printed in the <;a7.ette.l

889.809. rHlTi: Kmii. W Kitteb. Chicago, III. Filed

Fe!, 4. I'.'oT Serial .No. 3.5."). 560.

1 Tn a d«Tlc« of tbe cUm descrlbecl, the combination

with a N>dy member baTing aa opening therethrough, of a

frame member movable toward and from salil oj>enlng. and

i an adjustable chute bottom adapted, when said frame la

June 2, 1908.
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mored outwardly, to lie alK^ve the same to enable material

to be discharged above said frame onto said l.ott,.m

2 In a device of the class descrltHHi, the combination

with a iKKlv member having an opening therethrough, of a

frame mem'ber movable toward and from sahi opening, an

adjustable chute b<ntom adapteni. when said frame Is

moved outwardly to lie atn.ve the same to enable material

to be discharged alK^ve said frame onto said bottom, and

a locking device having complemental elements afforded

upon the Uxly meml*r and said bottom to lock the bottom

In position, said bottom having engagement with the said

frame, thereby to hol.l the frame In a closed position when

the bottom element is locke<1.
,,„„*.„„

8 In a device of the class descrit.e<i. the comhlnatlon

with a r>ody member having an opening therethr.mgh. of a

frame memN^r movable toward and from said opening, an

adjustal hute l-ott-.m adapted, when said fraine Is

moved outwardlv. to lie above the same to enable material

to be discharged above said frame onto said l.ottom. and

side chute members carried by the said frame and

cooperating with said bottom memt>er.
K..»fion

4 In a device of the class descrlt^ed, the combination

with a b<Klv memt>er having an opening therethrough, of a

frame n.em'her movable toward and from said opening, an

adjustable chute bottom adapted, when said
^^^^l ^^

moved ..ntwardly. to He above the same to enable material

to be dlscharge<1 above said frame onto said bottom, a lock-

ing device having complemental elements afforded upon

the body member and said U.ttou, to lock In position said

bottom having engagement with the said frame thereby to

hold the frame In a close<l position when the tottom ele^

ment Is locked, and said chute meml.ers carried by tbe

sal.1 frame and co.".perntlng with said bottom '^nuuber.

-
In a device of the class describe.!, the combination

with a l>..dv memlK-r having an opening therethrough. <.f a

frame meml>er adapted to swing toward and from said

opening, and an adjustable chute bottom adapted, when

.rTd frame Is swung ouiwanlly, to lie above the same

enable material to U- discharg»Hl al^ive said frame onto

said bottom.

trialuLS to IS not priuteil In the Cazette.J

889 810 Mi:i»I«ATIN<; ANl' MASSAGING APPLI-

ANCE. HK.NUV UuBiNsoN. Waco. Tex. Filed Jan. 4,

1908. Serial No 409,342.

and having a longitudinal bore, a pair of cup shaped mem

bers and a collar connecting said cup shaped meml^rs

adapted to receive the receptacle and the neck of the bulb.

3 In a medicating appliance, tlie combination with a

bulb and a notzle therefor : of a pair of oppositely disposed

cup-shaped members the edge of one of which Is provided

with depressions and a collar connecting said members

adapted to receive one end of the bulb.

4 \ medicating appliance, comprising a pair of cup-

shaped members, the edge of one of which is provided with

depres8h>ns. a collar connecting said cup shaped meml.ers

and means adapted to enter the collar and close the same.

889 sil SEi'AUATOR Henry RiDDiCK. Dallas, Oreg.

Filed Dec. 10. 1907. Serial No. 405,843.

In a separator of the class described, the combination

with a frame, a vertically disposed hopper on said frame

having an inclined lower end and an opening at the lower

edge of said inclined end wall and a chute extending alx)ve

and below said opening: of a series of screen ^^^^^^^^
low said chute, flexible straps at each end of said frame.

means to adjust one end of the frames on the supporting

straps, screens In said frames, a driving shaft for said

frames, eccentrics on said shaft, a pitman for each of said

eccentrics. 1^11 crank levers for the upwardly and down

wardlv extending pitmen, links extending from said levers

to their respective s.reen frame, the remaining pitman

being directly engage<l with its respective frame, said ec-

centrics being arranged in unis.m on the shaft, whereby-

said screen frames will U- osclllate.1 in opi«.sltion t.) each

other and means to convey the product from one screen to

tbe next succeeding screen.

889 812 MT'TIl'LE SOCKET FOR EI.ECTRI* l.AMl'S.

FEANK J. RissKLt., New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 18.

1907. Serial No. 407.074.

1 In a medicating aj.pllance of the class described, the

combination with a bulb having a neck and an opening in

tbe neck ; of a tubular receptacle having one of Its ends

closed and openings in the closed end, a circular cap adapt-

ed to enter the opposite end of the receptacle, a shoulder

on the cap adaptetl to engage the end of the receptacle

and a nozxle extending through said cap and the project-

ing end thereof adapte<l t, enter the oi-ening In the bulb,

said nozzle having a longitudinal bore therethrough,

2 A medicating appliance of the class described, com-

prising tbe ron.bination with a bulb having a neck and an

opening through the neck: of a receptacle having one of

Us ends closed and oi>enings In the dosed end, a cir.nlar

cap adapted to fit the opposite end of the receptacle, a

noxzle adapted to extend through the opening in the bulb

1 A multiple socket having a canopy, with a plurality

of sockets supported in the canopy and two conductmg

pieces electrically connected one to one set of socket lamp

contacts and the other to the other set of socket la^r con-

tacts said two conducting pieces l>eing supported inde-

pendentlv of each other by the insulating portions of t lie

Sets, and at the same time serving to hold the sockets

In place In the canopy.
•> \ multiple socket having a canopy, with a plurallt^

„f "sockets supported In the caiu.py and two conducting
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•^\
r'.njrs electrlcallv connected one to one set of ^ket lamp

contacts and the other to the other set of sockft lamp con-

tacts, said two condnctlng rlnes being supported Inde-

pendently of each other by the insulating portions of the

sockets, and at the same time serving to holdj the sockets

In place in the canopy.

3. A multiple socket having a canopy, wltH a plurality

of sockets supported In the canopy and two conducting

metallic wire rlnjrs electrically connected one to one set of

socket lamp contacts and the other to the *ther set of

iocket lamp contacts, said two conducting m^-tallic wire

rings bein? supported Independently of each t>iher by the

Insulating portions of the sockets, one of th^ wire rings

having portions extending Into the sockets t^ form lamp

contacts.

4. A multiple socket having a canopy witH a plurality

of sockets Inserted from within through openings in the

canopy and having shoulders to bear on the canopy and

two conducting pieces electrically connected o^e to one set

of socket lamp contacts and the other to the {other set of

socket lamp contacts and mechanically holding the sockets

In place.

5. A multiple socket having a canopy wltl| a plurality

of sockets harlng Insulating bodies Inserted from within

through openings in the canopy and having jshoulders to

bear on the canopy and two conducting plece^ electrically

connected to the respective socket lamp tettmlnals and

mechanically holding the sockets In place.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazettej.]

levers for Illuminating said screens during th« time they

occupy a predetermined position only.

889.813. GOLD - SAVIN*; AI'PAUATr.^ LOCis Sachse,

Los Angeles. Cal.' Filed June 10. 1905. Serial No.Los Angeles,

265.490.

An amalgamating bos provided with a iletachable mer

cury container roller bearings entirely Inside said con-

tainer, a shaft mounted in sakl bearings, flisks on said

shaft spaced apart by washers and a nut screwed un said

shaft and clamping said disks and washers.

889,81-t. Ar»VKHTI.SINw APr.VKAlIS. WlLM.iU J.

Sawyer, Wembley. Eu^claml. Fiied .Mar. J7, 190S. Se-

rial No. 421.854. i

1. The combination of a number of soreebs adapted to

bear advertisements or the like, a number of rollers con-

trolling said screens and so connected witS said screens

that the latter hanjc in vertical plan.-s .-ae directly In

front of another, a pair of separate barrels for each roller.

a pair of flexible connections wound :n .pi ,,t;ite directions

upon said barrels, a number of levei> p.; u^tad si.if by side

and movable about a common ails, said ;W xible connec-

tions being secured to said levers, said b-rers being ar-

ranged In pairs, and mechanism for actuatlnK' said levers

in succession for the purpose of causioK said curtain- >r

screens to be alrernately inwert'd into and raised out of a

predetermined exposed position. I

J Tbe combination of a number of screens adapted to

hear advertisements or tt:e like, a number nf rollers con-

trolllne said screens and so connected with said scri»ens

that the Litter bane in vertical planes otie directly In

front of another, a pair of separate barrels for each roller.

a pair of fle.tlble connections wound In opr»oslte direc-

tions upon said barrels, a ntimlier of levers mounted side

bv side and movable about a common axis, said flexible con-

nections lieini: sec!ire<l to said levers. mech;jnlsm for caus-

ing said levers to oscillate, said levers twiOk: arranged In

pairs, and nierbanisiii co-a<'fint: with mov»ments of saifl

3 The combination of a plurality of rollers, each roller

being provided with a pair of barrels, flexible connections

wound opiK)9ltely upon said barrels, a screen connected

with each roller and adapted to be wound thereupon and

unwound therefrom, said barrels overlapping each other

and spaced at progressively Increased distances from the

median line of the rollers, substantially as described.

4 The combination of a plurality of rollers, a screen

partially wound upon each roller for the purpose of dls

playing advertising matter, a pair of barrels for each of

said rollers, a flexible connection for each barrel, said flexi-

ble connections being arranged In pairs, and wound In

opposite directions upon said Imrrels. levers connected

with said connections for turning said barrels and said

rollers, and a weight for counterbalancing each screen.

5 The combination of a plurality of rollers, screens

mounted thereupon and adapted to be wound and un-

wound a pair of barrels for each roller, a pair of flexible

connections wound in oi-posite directions upon said bar-

rels levers connected with said flexible connections, and a

plurality of cams arrantjwl in predetermined positions

relatively to each other for the purpose of actuating. In

progreaalve order, said levera.

.S.S9 815. MACHINE FOFt FIN1SHIN<; AND SELVAG-

ING WIRE FABRIC'S. " >tto S. hmid. FeuerbachStutt-

gart Germany, Filed May 1'4, li'<i7. Serial No. 375.471.

1 In a machine of the class described, a frame, and a

pair of relatively adjustalile mechanisms .arri-nl tbf'rel y.

each of such mechanisms Including a table se< tion. a f.ib-

rlc gripper, and a twister

2. In a machine of the class des<'rii«Hl, a frame, imd a

pair ? relatlvelv adjustable mechanisms carrUnl thereby,

each of such me.hanisma including a falTic fee^ling device,

a table, a twister, and actuatini: m.-ans fur the feeding

device ,ind the twister

,'^, In a machine of the class descrilrf'<l. a twister, a st.'p

by step feeding device for presentlni: the crossed wiims

snccsslvpiy to the twister, and automatic means for en-
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gaging and clamping the wires adjacent the twisting mech-

anism. ^ ,

4 In a machine of the class described, a frame, a pair

of twisters, twister carrying and operating means adjust-

able on the frame to vary the distance between them, and

a sectional fabric supporting table, one section of the table

being connected to and movable with each of the twisters.

5 In apparatus of the clasa de9crll.ed. a twister head,

a supporting table having an opening therein, a recessed

clamp plate, and an Inclining clamping meml)er arranged to

pass through the opening In the plate and enter the recess,

said clamp serving to engage and hold the wire fabric

against the clamp plate.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Garette,]

880»816. CAR Cori'LING. Pall Schmidt, Dortmund.

Germany. Filed Apr. 8. 1907. Serial No 307.018.

1 \ car coupler comprising a draw-head, a knuckle

wlnglnglv mounted In said head and having a tall-piece,

a swinging locking lever having a shoulder normally engag-

ing the tall piece to lock the knu- kle In its closed position,

a double-armed lever plvotally mounted In the head and

having a part engaging the knuckle, a spring tending to

awing the double armed lever to cause it to open the

knuckle means for swinging the locking lever out of the

path of the tall piece of the knuckle to permit the knuckle

to open, and a pawl having a part adapted to engage the

locking lever to hold said lever in its retracted position

and having a part adapted to be engaged by the double

armed lever during the opening movement of the knuckle

to release the locking lever from the pawl and permit the

locking lever to return to locking position.

•-> \ car coupler comprising a draw-head, a knuckle

swlnglngly mounted In said head and having a tall piece,

a swinging locking lever having a shoulder normally en-

gaging the tall-piece to lock the knuckle in its closed posi-

tion, a spring tending to hold the locking lever in the posl

tlon to lock the knuckle, a double armed lever plvotally

mounted In the draw-head, a connection l>etween the

knuckle and the double armed lever causltig them to swing

together, a spring tending to swing the double armed lever

to cause It to open the knuckle, an operating rod for swing-

ing the locking lever out of the path of the tall piece to

permit the double armed lever to open the knuckle through

the medium of Its spring, and a spring-pressed pawl hav-

ing a pair of projections one of which is adapted to engage

the locking lever to hold said lever In Its retracted posi-

tion and the other of which Is adapted to be engaged by

the double armed lever during the opening movement of

the knuckle to move the first named projection out of the

path of the locking lever and permit said lever to be re-

turned by Its spring to locking position.

tightening pawl carried by the lever and having Its free

end adapted to engage the said steps, a part of the pawl op-

posite the free end projecting beyond the lever and ar-

ranged to engage n part to \^e tightened,

2. A tightening device comprising a base having one of

Its faces flat, the opposite face being provided with steps,

a lever fulcrumed on the said base, and a tightening pawl

fukrumed on the said lever and having Its free end engag-

ing the said steps, a part of the pawl projecting beyond

the lever, the outer face of said projecting part of the

pawl being constructed to engage a part to be tightened.

3. A tightening device comprising a base having * flat

lower face, the top of said base Iteing provided near one

end with a recess forming a seat, steps rising from the top

of the base, a lever having a pivot end seated In the said

recess In the top of the base, and a tightening pawl ful-

crumed on the said lever near the top thereof, and having

its free end arranged to engage the said steps, the said

pawl rising on the steps as the lever Is swung upward, the

top of the pawl extending above the top of the lever for

of the lever for engaging n part to be tightened.

4. A tightening device comprising a base, having a flat

face steps on its opposite face, a lever mounted to swing

on the base toward and from the stepped face, the steps

rising In the direction of the fulcrum of the lever, and a

tightening pawl fulcrumed on the lever and having Its

free end extending adjacent to the inner surface of the

lever and adapted to engage the said steps, the pawl hav-

ing a portion extending outward beyond the outer surface

of the lever for engaging a part to be tightened.

5 The combination with a hook bar for holding the sec-

tions of a flask together, of a tightening device adapted to

be Interposed l>etween the flask and a member of the hook

bar the said tightening device comprising a base, a lever

fulcrumed on the base, steps on the base, and a tightening

pawl fulcrumed on the lever, the free end of the pawl

I being arranged to engage the said steps, a part of the pawl

extending beyond the lever to engage the said meml^r of

the hook bar. for the purpose set forth,

[Claim G not pritited in the Gazette.]

889 818. METALLIC SHIM. I. K. '.kokoe C. Sherman.

Geneva N. Y.. assignor of one half to Maurice Moore.

Geneva N. Y. Filed Nov 10. If.OT Serial No. 402,-.56.

889 817 TIGHTENING DEVICE. I'hiup Schwickaht.

Xew York. N, Y. Filed June 21. 1907. Serial No.

880.065.

J?

C

^ J)

\. A tightening <ievice comprising a base having steps

thereon, a lever mounted to swing on the base, and a

1 \ shingle, comprising a ..>,iy portion having upper

and lower flanges bent in opposite directions from each

other, a side flange overlapping the shingle and having a

nail strip, the upper flan., .o.r npping said side flange a

side flange lx.nt In the oopo-a- duectlon from the flrs

named side flange having its ends cut away whereby it is

capable of being received over the opposite side flange of

a second shingle, the lower flange having one end cut

awav which portion of the flange extends down over the

lower flange of the adjoining shingle and the lower flange

of the ahlngle interlocking with the upper flange of the

'> K Shingle comprising .n 1 -dy portion having upper

and lower flanges beur in opposite directions from each

other, a side flange l,aving its tipper end closed overlapping

the shingle, another side flange underlapplng the shingle

in the opposite direction from the first named flange, said

flange having one end ct,t away so as not to come into con^

tact with tbe closed end wben Interlocked with the first

nniv,..d side flnnge of the se-ond shingle, and the lower

flange of the shingle interlocl<lng with the upper flange

of the lower shingle,

3 \ shingle, comprising a Iwdy portion, flanges at the

top and bottom and bent in opposite directions from each

other a side flange having its upper end closed overlap-
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pin, the .blngle tM .op fl..«. b.l« "'«'»'"»";
'"J

."'^

w,„ ,„„r,ocki.. with ">;
'-;v:::'^:

:,-,., ;,: .„„;,„«i
second shtnKle. and the I ^ " -•

to overlap the upper flau^f ui !..• .
.«•! >h"i>~'»

4 \ shingle, compri8iDg a body portion hav .,.

and lower flanges, the upper flange bent over tb-

;Sd the lower flange under the shingle, a ' ^e «an

Its upper end closed overlapping the shin;:!... T!

flan^eX.ng higher at one end to overlap t..,.

and permit the Interlocking of the lower tin,

u

other shingle with said upper flange. «";*^^7 »
,,_ ,^

nnderlaoDlng the shingle In the opposite direct mn r

the fl^t side flange, said flange having one en.l cut awaj

,0 flsTot to come into contact with the closediend when

Interlocking with the opposite side flange of jhe second

shingle.

a direction parallel with Its axis combined with a key

board and operative connections whereby when a ke> Is

^Sted the corresponding matrix bar U moved uponjald

™rTto bring that one of its matrices, corresponding

with the depresid key. opposite the molding point.

shin:,'!'"

liiivini;

;i';"':

:', 111-''

lit' an

riani-'e

in

88 9.8 19. FENCi: CLAMi'

Petersburg. Ky.. assignor of

Petersburg. Ky. Filed .Vug

388.5-J4.

Wll :.i V\I l; FH'iTWKLL.

ii.' lialf to S<»ion F'.arly.

14, 1907. ISerlal No.

R. 1« a typecasting ma.i,u,.., au a.lju.table matrix car-

ried i?pJo2*tS a plurality of matrix carriers movable

^er "Tnd each having a plurality of ,.a,rl . ru.lng

nart of the same font and ail matrices b-.n. -"M" to

i

:sre°fe,:;;oV.„"*:'iM' :^-.";,t I::;;:"- -o}^^^

rier is operated the support is first adjusted «°<1 »be "^
named carrier Is moved to bring the last named matrix

to molding location.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gaiette.]

A fence clamp cciiil»rtato« a pair of m"ml.ers one pro-

vided with openings and the other provided u,rh keepe«i

to extend through such openings and having >
t- a re-

inforce strip on the last mentioned member !.iiv:n_- -iMies

wedge shaped keys In such guide to engau"- th. <> - -i

the keepers to clamp said m-mb.r. to-'-th-r. u-uidm.' d"

vices on the last mentlon-d memb' r and a rv! •"»"-^'^^«

said kevs together, bavin*: arms ;.ra..n-' In -^aid gu de

devices and further provided with stops t.. i '
'ii tne

said guiding devices to prevent said arms imui being

withdrawn. |

889 8>1 STRETClIKK FOR TROUSERS. ^^^^^^ \
8M TH. Shelbyvllle. Ky .

assignor to «-;««, ".^""^
J,*

Company. ShelbyvlUe. Ky. Filed Aug. 28. 190.. Serial

No. 390.527.

8 89 8"0 TYl'K-rAPTINr. MAruINFI OnnrR V.

V.ocRDSso.N. New York. N. Y .
a...i.'nnr to < >ddur Mann-

facturlng Company. New York. N Y a Corporation of

West Virginia. Filed June J'J. 190.. Serial No.

1 In a tvpecastlng machine, a matrix cirrier support

Bouted to "rock about an axis and a plurality of matrix

ban mounted to move endwise thereon, in a| direction par

allel with its axis to bring a selected matrix on a bar op-

posite a molding point.

" In A typecasting machine, a matrix .carrier supp-tt

mo'unr.d to 'rock about an axis and a plurality of matrU

bar« mounted to independently move end«'ise thereon in

a direction parallel with Its axis to t.rin.- a selected

matrix opposite the molding point.

\ m a tvpecastlng machine, a matrix earner support

mounted to "rock about an axis, a plurality of matrix bar.

"ach having matrices of the same font anfl movable end

S^ on the support in a dir-.tion parallel ^ith its axis to

brlniT a sebx-ted matrix to the molding: poiat

4 In a tvpe.-astinw' machine, a matrix carrier support

mounted to "rock about an axis and a plumlUy of matr x

Tars minted to independently slide endwise thereon In

ii^:;r=:si^:r;;s^t:;fSn^
Zl with the other section, a movable clampin. bar upon

June 2, 1908.
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one end of each section, a spring connectloa be ween one

end of each movable bar and the adjoining portion of the

section, said connection being fixedly secured to the sec-

tion and bar, a yoke hlngedly connected to each section

for embracing the movable bar. and means co acting with

each yoke for engaging the movable bar to clamp upon

an object upon the stretcher.

" \ trousers stretcher comprising hlngedly connected

frame sections, a fixed clamping bar on each section, a

movable clamping bar on each section, a yoke arranged to

engage the movable clamping bar. and a wedge block In-

sertlble between the yoke and movable clamping bar to

force the latter to clamping position.

8K9 8'>'> UoUi Si UAIKK CH.^BLES II. SxvDER. Perci-

val, Iowa. Filed Feb. 6. 1908. Serial No. 414.597.

ranged one in rear of the other and provided with up-

wardly projecting standards and beams for said standards

composed of bars bent between their ends forming side

bars lapping on opposite sides of their standards and

fitted thereto, and draft links in the bent forward ends of

the said beams, substantially as set forth.

5 The combination in a road scraper of the opposite

sections having blades and means for adjusting the same

to different angles, brackets mounted on said sections and

provided with laterally opening loops, a seat bar held in

said loops, and a draft beam extending across the front

end of said sections, and connected therewith, substan-

tially as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

889 82,3. CAKl'KT SWEEPER AND CLEANER. J-^MES

M. 8PANGLKR. Canton, Ohio. Filed Sept. 14. lf>07. Se-

rial No. 392,863.

1 The improved road scraper herein described, com-

prising a pair of sections each side by side, each section

i-aving blades arranged one in rear of the other and pro-

vlded with upwardly projecting Intermediate and side

standards, beams connecting their respective standards

and pivoted thereto, links pivoted to and connecting the

intermediate standards above the beam thereof and pro-

vided with clasps opening upwardly, adjusting slides piv-

oted at their lower ends to the beams of the Intermediate

tandards and Inclining thence upwardly and rearwardl>-^

and wstlng in the clasps of their respective links, said

adjusting slides and links having coincident openings, and

a pin oi>eratlng in said openings, brackets projecting up-

wardly from the opposite sections and provided al»ove the

same with laterally opening loops, a seat, a seat bar sup-

porting the seat and held In said laterally opening loops.

an e<,uall7.er bar extending in advance of the opposite sec^

tlons. and chains connecting said bar with the beams of

the opposite sections, substantially as set forth

2 In a scraper substantially as described the comblna

tlon of a series of blades arranged one in rear of the

other and provided each with an intermediate upwardly

projecting standard and with upwardly projecting stand

ards on opposite sides thereof, beams extending between

and pivoted to their respective standards, links pivoted to

and extending b"tween the intermediate standards, and

above the beam tb.nof. and an adjusting slide between

the beam and links of the irm rm-diate standard whereby

to secure the same in diff. I'lit adjustm-nts. substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination In a road scraper with the blades

arranged In series one in rear of the other and provided

with upwardly projecting intermediate and side standards,

beams pivoted to and connecting their respective side

Standards, a bi am pivoted to and connecting the Inter

mediate standards, a link connecting said Intermediate

standards ab<ne the beam thereof, said link being pro-

vld»Hl with an upwardly opening clasp, an adjusting slide

piyoted to the beam of the intermediate standards and

fitting in said clasp, and means for securing the said slide

in different adjustm. nt> to the link, substantially as set

forth.

4. A road scraper comprisinc a series of blades ar-

1. In a sweeper, the combination with a casing formed

with a centrally disposed opening In its bottom, a bearing

extending over" the opening, a vertical shaft journaled In

the bearing, a fan mounted on the vertical shaft, a flat

housing which tapers toward the front and located under

the casing which communicates with the centrally dis-

posed opening, said housing extending beyond the casing

and formed with an elongated opening In its bottom at the

widest portion, a brush mounted In the extended end of

the housing adjacent the elongated opening, means com-

municating with the side of the casing for receiving the

dust laden air. and means for revolving the brush.

2. In a sweeper, the combination with a casing formed

with a central opening in Its bottom and also formed with

an opening In Its side, a vertically disposed shaft mounted

In the casing, a fan fast on the shaft, a housing located

under the casing and extending forward of the latter

where it is enlarged and open at its bottom beyond the

opening In the casing, the rear of the housing communi-

cating with the opening in the bottom of the casing, a gear

on the vertical shaft, a counter shaft extending through

the casing, a gear on the counter shaft which meshes

with the gear on the vertical shaft, a second gear on the

outer end of the counter shaft, a revolving sweeper mount-

ed In the forward enlarged portion of the housing, a gear

on the sweeper which meshes with the second gear on the

counter shaft, and a receptacle communicating with the

opening in the side of the casing to receive the dust laden

air.

889.824 \I r.VRA ITS FOR PRESSING AND FORMING
GARMF.N'I'S. J.aciibM. Stktn. Washington. D.C. Filed

Mar. 7, iiM»8. Serial No. 419.722.

1. The combination with a presser form having the con-

figuration of a shoulder, of a presser Implement having Its

operative face concaved longitudinally and transversely

and conforming sul)stantially to the configuration of the

presser form.

2. As a new article, a presser implement baving its

operative face concaved longitudinally and nansversely
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and coaformlng substantial!}- to the

shoulder portion of a garment.

configuration of the

3. In a device of the class described, a U. (iv-* havlnR one

end terminating in a flaring portion to provide a collar

pressing surface and having its other end termJnarlns.' In a

flarlne portion to provide a pronounced shoulfl-r pressing

surface with the portion of the body l.otwe»ii .ai.i ends

concaved at the top to correspond with th- ,!.-pi -si p.> in

a garment between the collar and the slmulder th^r-.f.

means for reversibly supporting said body. aa>i a presser

implement with its operative surface coucav^l longit idl-

nally and transversely to correspond substatMary "itb

the operative surface of the body.

4. A device of the class described com!Ti-;D,' a presser

form having the configuration of a l«)w sh iiidered gar-

ment at one end and a high shouldered gartiient at the

other end with the portion of the presser form between

the ends concaved at the top to correspond td the depres-

sion of the garment between the collar and afioulder por-

tions thereof, means for reversibly supporting j said presser

form, and a presser Implement having an operating surface

concaved longitudinally and transversely an^ conforming

substantially to the configuration of the pressor form.

-.. An Implement of the class described (Comprising a

body having an operating surface concaved l4ngltudlnally

and transversely and conforming at one end kubstantlally

to the configuration of a low shouldered garment and con-

forming at the other end substantially to thi( configura-

tion of a high shouldered garment with th< portion be-

tween the ends conforming to the garment ""'

shoulders and collar thereof.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.

between the

889.S20. FILLING -luKK fuR I.'-oMS Edwari. S.

Stimpsox. Hoi)edale. Mass.. assiji) : t I'Lip-r Com-

pany. Hopedale, Mass.. a Corporation vi Maine. Filed

Mar. 6. 1907. Serial No. .360,811.

880.826. DERRICK. Alexa.ndeb T.wlob, Jr.. Minneapo-

lis, Minn., assignor of two-ninths to Alfred W. Turner,

two-ninths to Oscar Johnson, and two-ninths to Charles

G. Edmund. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Nov. 30. 1907.

Serial No. 404,607.

.»f.<.;
I

^-i'
I

J3

1. In a derrick, the combination with a frame, of a mut
revolubly mounted In the frame, spaced shafta Joamaled

upon the frame, connections between the shafts for rota-

tion thereof in opposite directions, gears carried by the

shafts, a shaft Journaled upon the frame and arranged for

movement bodily with respect thereto, a gear carried by

said movable shaft for movement therewith into alternate

engagement with the first named gears, said movable shaft

bflDK arranged to He at times with its gear out of engage-

ment with both of the first named gears, brackets mounted

in the frame, a vertical shaft Journaled in the brackets,

Intermeshlng bevel gears carried by the vertical and mov-

able shafts, drums carried by the vertical shaft and the

mast respectively, and a cable engaged with the drums.

2. A driving and reversing mechanism for derrick masts

comprising spaced shafts, supports for said shafts, a shaft

Journaled between the first named shafts and arranged

for pivotal movement toward and away from said shafts,

gears carried by the first named shafts, a gear carried by

the central shaft for -movement therewith Into alternate

engagement with the first named gears, connections be-

tween the first named shafts for rotation thereof In oppo-

site directions, a shaft journaled at right angles to the

central shaft, gear connections between said shaft and

the central shaft, said third named shaft being arranged

for operative connection with a derrick mast.

889.827. ELASTIC WOVEN BAND.\GE. Wilhelm J.

Telfel. Stuttgart, Germany. Filed July 26, 1905. Se-

rial No. 271,393.

1. As an article of manufacture, a tilling- rork compris-

ing a body portion, a plurality of tines rlgl lly connected

at their lower ends, and a tall, the tall, tl les and rigid

connection being Integral and secured to the body portion,

said tines being crimped or corrugated.

2. As an article of manufacture, a fllUnk-fork hdvlu^'

tines crimped or corrugated. I

3. As an article of manufacture, a fililng'jfork compris-

ing a cast metal body, and attached sheit-metal tines

formed in one piece and crimped or corrugated.

4. As an article of manufacture, a filllnK4fork compris-

ing a cast metal body, and attached tines if sheet-metal

crimped or corrugated and Integrally connected at their

lower ends.

An elastic ribbon bandagp consisting of alternate warp

threads tightly twisted In the same direction and Inter-

mediate warp threads tightly twisted in the opposite dlrec

tion. and a continuous weft thread which Is passed around

the outermost warp threads to form a selvage.

June 2, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1261

889,828. DEVICE FOR CURING EDIBLE MATTER.

Chahles B. Teescott, San Francisco. Cal.. assignor to

Samuel Elmore. Astoria, Oreg. Filed June 4. 1907. Se-

rial No. 377,276.

ting-edges separated by an intermediate groove or depres-

sion, and the following tooth having one cutting-edge at

1. In a device for curing edible matter, a curing apart-

ment, a combined cooling, purifying and drying chamber

communicating therewith at the top thereof, and a source

of smoke-supply exterior of the curing-apartment and com-

municating with said chamber.

2. In a device for curling edible matter, a curing-apart-

ment, a combined cooling, purifying, and drying chamber

communicating therewith at the top thereof, means dis-

posed beneath the chamber for catching the drip there-

from, and a source of smoke supply exterior of the curing-

apartment and communieatlnc wnh said chamber.

3. In a device for curing edible matter, a curing-apart-

ment, a combined cooling, purifying and drying chaml>er

communicating therewith at the top thereof, and a source

of smoke-supply exterior of the curing-apartment and

communicating therewith and with said chamber.

4. In a device for curing edible matter, a curing-apart-

ment, a combined cooling, purifying and drying chamber

communicating therewith at the top thertKjf, means dis-

posed l.eneath said chamber and extending thereacross for

catching the drip therefrom, and exit-means communicat-

ing with the drip-catch means for carrying off drip.

5. In a device for curing edible matter, a curing ai)art-

ment. a combined smoke cooling, purifying and drying

chamber communicating therewith at the top thereof, a

supplemental drying and cooling chamber also communi-

cating with the curing-apartment at the top thereof, and a

source of smoke-supply exterior of the curing-apartment

and communicating with the cooling, purifying and drying

ciiamber.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

its end, and other cutting-edges diverging from said end

cutting-edge.

889.830. GRINDING Di:VICP: FOR 8H.VRrFNING THE
ROTARY ( IRiILAii KNIVES OF MEAT-SLICING MA-

CHINES AN1> THE LIKE. Wilhelmus A. van Beb-

KEL, Rotterdam, Netherlands. Filed July 27, 1905. Se-

rial No. 271.513.

889.829. Mll.l.lNG-ClTTER. AiGt'.sT L. Valentine

and Cabl G. Ikhi . Hartford, Conn., assignors to Pratt

& Whitney Coiiipanx Hartford. Conn., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Fllerl Apr 18. 1906. Serial No. 312.405.

J \ t,„ ,,f th. iasi« (i. scribed, comprising a disk hav-

ing sets Hi 11.1 .piifMiii te.ili. each tooth of one set bein;;

grooved and provided with cutting-edges on the sides of

the groove, and enrb tooth of the other set having a main

cutting-edge opp.^sji, the i;n...ve of the preceding tootb,

and also having' r\iuiiiR • rt^'es diverting from said main

cutting-edge

2. .\ milling cutler i.^iuprlsiuc a di^k having teeth con-

centric with Us axis, and alternately disposed substan-

tially as described, one tooth being provided with two cut-

1. A grlndmi; dt vie. for sharpening the rotary circular

knife of a slicing' machine, comprising a freely revoluble

grinding wheel, a spindle support ini: said wheel, springs

on said spindle hearin>: ncainst opposite sides of the

wheel, a supjiort for i lo spindle having a socket, a bed

plate, a pin on - liil Ited plate on which the socket of the

support Is movably mounted, and means for holding the

support and socket on the said pin in either one of two

positions, to hring ibo ^rrinding wheel in engagement with

either the inn.T or outer portions of the rotary circular

knife.

2. A grindinf: dfvi., f..r shari>ening the rotary knife of

a slicing: macliin.- comprising a freely revoluble adjustable

grinding; wli. . 1 s,t In motion by contact with the knife,

supports H!i(i '..a ring's for said wheel Including a spindle

for the latt. r nuans for holding the wheel out of contact

with the knife, and n •ms engaging opposite sides of the

wheel for holding tin- .atier in contact with different por-

tions of the knife, the latter means engaging the spindle.

3. A grinding device for sharpening the rotary circular

knife of a slicing machine, comprising a freely revoluble

grinding wheel set In motion by frlctlonal nmtact with
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said knife. adJastaWe supi-rt. an,l l.^arlnKs for th^^ wheel,

a spindle on which the vMi.-l i. lat.rHlly m-vaM.- In oppo-

site directions, and means on the Hpin.lU- .-nu'i.-'in:; okik^

,ite sides of the wheel for malntalninK yiH,Un| contact of

the wheel against either <u\>- of the knif.v

4 \ grlndlnK device fur circular kuiv.-* . r.i!.o,\,vin^ a

,upi>ort having means for revolubly mounting' ih,- kmf.-. a

shaft supporting a revoluble srindin« wl.^.-l :.P'< '
'• "t

movement laterally in two dir.-ctions along sa;tl
^l""';'

J-*^

enable Its opposite sides to bear apiinst .-ither sl.l.. of ht

knife and means for n^latively a^ljusting the gnndlng

wheel m a direction substantially parallel to the plane of

the knife.
, , ,

5 V grinding device for shanunm,: tlu- n^tnry knifn uf

a dicing machine, consisting of h grinding Misk rotat-.l t,>

frk-tional contact with the knif.v t..Mnngs for said d.-^k, a

support for the bearings, a l^d pbu-- Laving pins project

mg therefrom, one pin adapr. .1 ... art as a Ciude for th-

sxippirt. another as a stop, and tw.. oth.Ts a^ holdmg .1.-

vices for the support, and m..ans for adjii.^tic« said sup

port on the first pin.

[Claims 6 to 21 not prinf.l in th.' waz-'tte.]

" X furnace having a s..,i..s of fltM-hoKling poU ar-

rang.Ml to mov. through said furnace rocc«wlye1y. • draw-

ing station to wtiirh the pots ar- movable, and means for

returning the P^-^ to the entrance end of the furnace; sub-

stantiallv as d.-scribe*!.

S89 83 1 M1:a.NS for ATTArHIN<i ASBKSTOS

SHeVtHIN^; to STUtrrt-RAL FlCVMKWORK.

CHAHLEs E. WALE. North W.les. V. .ss.^-n^or to Keas^

bey A Mattison Company. Atnl-l-r. !'a m <
on-ration of

Pennsvlvanla. Filed Feb. 4. Uh.T Serial No .......•-M.

; \ furna.-,. having a series of pots. n,.-an> for rn..v..ng

ti,.. [„,,^ ^u.ve>.,siv,.lv throogli the furnace, an.l a -o s.^ f

drawing stati..!,- 'o which the pots are inovah.c
.
.sul::,um-

tlally as descriixii

4 A furnace having a track extending therethrough, a

erles of trucks or carriages having i^ts mounte I thereon

and movable through the furnace, and a drawing station

at one point in the track; substantially as .lescrltied.

5 A glass melting furnace comprising a heating cham-

ber' a series of pots at.l n,.;.ns ,,, n.ove the pots through

the furnace In succession. atM ,. drawing station In the

path of the pots.

IClalms 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

889833. SAFETY .\TTArnMKNT FOR ELEVATORS.

DvNiCL K. Wallingfuki.. ludiunapolls, Ind. Hied Aug.

13, 1906. Serial No. 330.392.

ture. the combination of ja supporting
|

Its of overlapped asbestos Isheathlng of1. In a struct

framework: sheets of overlapped

considerable area overlying the ««iie. the .,v»rlapping por

tlons coinciding In position with the elements .f the frame-

work • and wires pa.ssing through the ovirlapping por-

tions and secured to the framew,,rk wher.i v -h. sam- - e-

ntent serves to .secure said portions tu each other and a, so

to the framework.
•^ In a structure, the combination of ja surP^rtlnz

ftamework; sheets of overlapped asbestos 1

sheathing of

considerable area overlying the same :
bevele^l metal wash^

ers seated In corresponding recesses In the outer of said

sheets- and wires passing through said waslv-rs and sheet.

and around the elements of said fratnework f.r se, „rlng

said sheets thereto by twisting together. wHer.l.y t.goten-

ing of the wires forces the l^-veied wastters the more

deeply into said recesses tiuis forming tight joints obviat-

ing the necessity of an „verlying sheet.

• In a structure, the comhinaiion of a supp-o-ting

framework; sheets of overlapped -'
-"'V'^p*^'""^,"I

eonslderable area overlying the same; a wire loop, t^lce

piercing said overlapping portions and al,o -rn'undin^

an eletnent of the Iramework and secure<l by twisting its

ends at the Insi.le of the framework ; and n^-ans «"rround

ing said wire whe-.^' v a t .h' loint is forme<l around said

^'e at.d the ne.-..<- . ^a. .vrlving sheet i. obviated.

ss'ts"' METHOD «'F AM> AlTAKATIp FOK I)HA\^

IN-.'i'.lLASS. FKANK I. M W.;.sw,.KrH, nttsburg ra.

assignor to Window .;!ass Mn^hin.. ' ""P'lnV. I'ltts burg,

Fa .a Corporation of New .lersey Filed .July 9. 10(H,.

S«»rlal No, :5'J.">.
-•'"

r Vfurnace having a series „f glass holding pots or

receptacles, means for movmg said p. .is sncessive >

Uro^gh the fu.na.-e .-hanU.er. and a drawing stat ,n to

wh^l^thepo,saretn..v..d;su:.statUlallya,des.-rit^l.

1 In a safetv device for elevators, the ,
..mMnat. .n with

,!,.. hoisting cables theret.f. an elevator lar. a pair .1 de^

pen.ling opi.nsli.g pawls situated on opposing sides of sa d

car means cnn... tin.- ~a;d ai les and said pawls to retain

the latter in normal dis.ngag.d p.,>Mion, spring rods con-

nected at the.r outer .nds t„ .aid paw s. ell springs sur-

rounding said spring n ds a thrust Moek «*'"«'-»
'>«JY^^"

said springs, and a snp,..r.M,g eve l-.lt to wh ch said

snrin ' thrust hlock Is hingedly connected, of a pair of op^

posing r... ks sttuate.1 in the vertical plane .,f travel of said

pawls si des wherein said racks are slidably 8upp<-.rted.

,,,d an air cushioning cylinder sitnate<l to receive the

thrust of sai.l slidahle rai-ks

' m a safety device for Hevators, the comhination with

the h.usting . ahles thereof, an elevator car, a pair of op-

posing .lep.uiding pawls situated on opr-sing sides of said

car. opposing bell crank levers one of the l.ver arms of

each of which Is connected to said cables u.dep.ndent con-

necting rods connecting each one of said opposing pawls

, and said bell-crank lever arms, spring mds c„nn.cte<l at
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their outer ends one to each of said pawls, springs sur

rounding said rods, a spring thrust block situated between

said springs and connected thereto, an eye lK)lt to which

said spring thrust block Is hingedly connected, and a coll

sp; :ig Inclosing casing secured on said thrust block, of

vertlcallv extending rack guides situated adjacent to the

Ides of the elevat.>r car directly opposite the pawls there-

of, racks slidably snpp.ut.d n said rack guides. P'stons on

the ends ..f s,,id r o ks an cushioning cylinders situated

under the Mt u, > nis ..f said racks wherein said pistons

operate to cushion th- h - • .it of the car. its contents and

the racks, and count,: -a-tive springs situated within

said cushioning cyllnd. 1- and beneath the pistons thereof.

vice further comprising a spray head with which the noz

rie Is connected, distinct passages formed in said head and

1,0th communicating at one extremity with the nozzle, the

said head helag provided with oppositely dlspose<l lateral

projections having longitudinal openings with which the

Inner extremities of the passage.s in the spray head re-

spectlvelv communicate, regulating screws entering said

openings' for controlling the passage of fluid thereto, and

a bolt passing through the said head at right angles to the

screws, the said bolt being provided with passages commu-

nicating with the resijectlve openings of the head, and

means for supplying air and liquid to the respective pas-

sages In the bolt for the purpose set forth.

9»M4 LOCK -HINGE. Joseph A. Waters. Washing-

ton D C. assignor of one-half to Joseph Mathy, Hot

Sept. 28, 1906. Serial No.
Springs.

336,535.

Ark. Filed

889 886 COW-TAIL HOLDER. Lobes G. Webb. Fort

Atkinson, Wis. Filed Oct. IT. 1907. Serial No. 397.870.

The coBbtaaUoD with a shutter hinge, the stationary

part therwf harlng a circular disk on its arm around the

hinge pivot ; of a removable locking plate adapted to l)e se-

cured to the shutter adjacent said disk, with Its end pro

jecting toward and adapted to travel beneath the circular

disk and to prevent the shutter from being lifted off the

hinge pivot, suhstantially as described.

889 835. SIUAVING ATTA. H.MENT FOR FERCUSS-

IVE TOOLS. Daniel S. Waigh. Denver. Colo., as-

slirnor to The Her Rock Drill Manufacturing Company.

llSver. Colo. Filed July -'O. 1900. Serial No. 327.020.

1 A cow tail holder comprising a curved sheet metal

plate, a clamping spring secured at one end of sa.d plate

and adapted to coact therewith to hold the end of the

, cow's tali and a fastening strap slidably connected w.tl)

the underside of the plate and adapted to buckle a.ouud

the leg of the person milking to hold said plate in position,

substantially as described.
, , ,

i

-^ \ cow tall holder comprising a plate, a haii shape.i

clamping meml>er formed from a single piece '" /!";"';

wire bent mldwav between its ends Into the form of a ball

or loop, the ends of which are inserted through apertures

formed In one end of said plate, said ends lH.ing bent ,.ver

and clenched to the end of the plate, whereby said spring

clamp is secured to the latter, spring coils formed In the

ends of said loop or bail adjacent to the points where the

same Is secured to the plate, whereby the t)ail shaped end

of the clamping member is held down into engagement with

said plate and co-acts therewith to form the tail engag

lug clamp, and nn attaching strap secured to the other

side of said plate, whereby the latter is adapted to be at-

tached to the leg of the person milking.

889 837. SAWDUST COLLKCTOi; AND CONVEYER.

Jesse A. Weimer. M- Henry. Md. Filed Jan. 3. 1908.

Serial No. 409.133.

1 The combination with a motive fluid actuated per-

cussive t.H.l of a spraying devi.-e connected with the body of

the t.>ol and providnl with a spray .lischarge nozzle pro-

tru.ling l.'von.l the forward extremity of the too' lK>dy «

delivery head connected with the nozzle and provided with

two passages iK^th of which communicate at one extremity

with the nozzle while their opposite extremities terminate

in distinct passages, a holt passing through said head and

nrovld.Hl with passages which cummunicate with the pas-

gages formed in the delivery head, means fur delivering

air and water to the respective last named passages, and

adjustable means for regulating the s:nrl supplv of air and

^"''^The combination with a motive fluid actuate*! i^er-

cusslve tool, of a spraying device mounted on the tool and

having a sprav discharge nozzle projecting beyond the for-

ward extremity of the b-nly of the tool, said spraying de

i:uo.c, sr!

1 In a convever for sawdust, shavings and other light

waste from wood working machinery in which conveyer
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the force of gravity is utilized, a box having »n ..pen en-

larged end adapted to receive the waste from « tool. .,ich

a» a saw. plan«r or the like, and a .Jeliverv en.l lea.iluK

to a pit or other point of discharge, combined with .1 steam

exhaust pipe having lt« outer end extending Into 8«W e^^
,

larged end of said box to a i>..int f>eyond th«t at which
|

the waste Is receive.l therein, substantially as s.>t forth

•> In a conveyer for sawdust, shavings and other light

wa'ste from woo<l woricinK machinery in whUli conveyer

the force of gravity is utilized, a b<ix havii.:; an open

enlareed end adapted to receive the waste fmm a tool, such

as a saw. planer or the like, and haviuK a delivery end or

portion of gradually increasing area leading to a pit or

other point of discharge, combine,! with a sttam exhaust

pipe having its outer end extending Into said «nlarge<l end

of said box to a point beyond that at which the waste is

re<-eived therein, substantially as set forth.

3 fn a convever for sawdust, shavings ani other light

waste from woo<l working machinery in which conveyer

the force of gravity is utilized, a box having an open en-

larged end arranged substantially on a level with the floor

of a mill so as to receive the waste from a tool, such a» •
|

saw planer or the like, said box being provided with a

deliverv end leading to a pit or other point of d.s.harge.

combined with a steam exhaust pipe provided »lth an outer

end extending Into said enlarged end and lying substan

tlally at the bottom of said box. so as to Induce a suction

below the waste received Into said Nix and tbus farllltate

Its passage to the point of discharge, substantially as set

forth I ^^ ,, . .

4 In a .x.nvever f-r -sawdust, shavings anH other light

waste from wood working machinery in which conveyer

the force of gravity Is utilized, a box having an open en

larged end arrange<l substantially on a level with the tloor

of a mill so as to receive the waste from a tool, such as a

saw planer or the like, said box t.elng provbM with a de-

liverv end or portion of gradually Increasing area, leading

to a pit or other point of discharge, combined with a steam

exhaust pipe provlde<l with an outer end extending into

said enlarged end and lying substantially .it the bottom

of said box. so as to Induce a suction l.elow the waste

recelve<l Into said box and thus facilitate its pas.sage to the

point of discharge, substantially as set fortli.

5 In a convever for sawdust, shavings attd other light

waate from wood working machinery in wtich conveyer

th« force of gravity is utilized, a box havlnfe an open en

larged end arrange<l substantially on a level with the floor

of a mill so as to receive the waste from a t:ool. sur-h as a

saw planer or the like, said box being provlfle<1 with a de

llverv end leading to a pit or other point of discharge.

combined with a steam exhaust pipe havlni- its outer end

extending into said enlarge<i end of said h.ix to a point

beyond that at which the waste Is received therein and

lying substantially at the bottom of said bra. so as to In-

duce a suction below the waste received Into said-'boi and

thus facilitate its passage to the point of ^Ischarge. sub

stantlally as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (".azette.

]

the ends of the lever and the rock shaft, a platform sus-

pended from the side arms of the looped lever, a

removable gate carried by the rock-shaft, a weight con-

ne<te<l at one end to a tie. and a spring detachably con

necting the other end of tiie weight to the gate.

2 A stock guard comprising journal brackets secured

to the foot of the rails, a rock shaft journaled In said

brackets a looped lever having Its central portion pivoted

l«neath the rails and Its side portions extending parallel

to the rails flexible connections between the ends of the

lever and the rock shaft, a platform suspen.le<l l^tween

the side arms of the lever, a removable gate carried by the

rock shaft a weight vieldlngly connected to the gate, and

connections anchorin;; the weight and allowing limited

motion thereof

889.H3«. C.VTTLE OlARD. Marshali. R. Wilhite

Nashville. Tenn.

398,613.

Filed Oct. 22. 1901

\t

/? ?*^

-^p^%r4^^y4^^1I-i

889 S39 SELF-PROI'ELLED VEHICLE. John Wilkin-

son Syracuse. N. Y .
assignor to H. H. Franklin Manu-

facturing (.-ompany. Syra.use. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New York. Filed Mar. 11, 1904. Serial No. 197.664.

Serial Mo.

1. .\ cattle guard comprising journal ^rackets remov-

ably clamped to the foot of the rails, a Hock shaft jour-

naled in such brackets, a looped lever having Its central

portion pivoted beneath the rails and having sl.le arms

extending parallel to the rails, flexible conqectlons between

1 In a vehicle, the combination of the running gear, an

internal-combustion engine provided with a plurality of

air-cooled cvllnders and with pistons movable therein, and

a crank shaft common to all of the cylinders, the cylinders

being arranged side bv side lengthwise of said shaft and

in substantially upright planes at the front of the run-

nin • g.ar and each being provided with external radiating

projections and power transmitting means connecting the

running g-ar and the engine for propelling the vehicle

substantially as and for the purpose described.

" In a vehicle, the combination of the running gear, an

int'ernal-combustlon engine provided with a plurality of

air-cooled cylinders and with pistons movable therein, a

crank-shaft common to all of the cylinders, the cylinders

being arranged side by side lengthwise of said shaft and

in substantially upright planes at the front of the run-

ning gear, and each being provided with external radiating

projections, and a single Inlet-passage connected inde

nendently to the cylinders, and power-transmitting means

connecting the running gear and the engine for propelling

the vehicle, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3 In a vehicle the combination of the running gear, an

Internal-combustion engine provided with a plurality of

air-cooled unjacketed cylinders and with pistons movable

therein, a crank shaft common to all of the cylinders the

cylinders being arranged side by side lengthwise of said

shaft and in substantially upright planes at the front of

the running gear, and a single Inlet passage connected in-

dependently to the cylinders, and power - transmitting

means connecting the running gear and the engine for

propelling the vehicle, substantially as and for the purpo.e

4 In a motor-vehicle of the explosion-motor type, the

combination of the running gear, a battery of engines ar-

ranged at the front of the running gear. Including a casing

common to all of the engines, air-cooled vertically ar-

ranged cylinders supported upon the top of the casing,

and each provided with external radiating projections, a

crank shaft iournaled in the casing, and connections be-

tween the pistons of the engines and the shaft, and power-

transmitting mechanism interposed between the runnlrig

gear and the shaft for propelling the vehicle, substantially

1 as and for the purpose set forth.
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5 In a motor-vehicle of the explosion-motor type, the

combination with a frame and supporting wheels; of a

battery of engines arranged In a rectilinear line across a

front portion of the frame, Including a casing common to

all of the engines, equidistant ly spaced vertically-arranged

cylinders supported upon the top of the casing, each of

said cylinders being unjacketed and provided with external

radiating projections, a crank shaft journaled In the ends

of the casing, and cnnectlons between the pistons of the

engines and the shaft, and transmltting-mechanism Inter-

posed between the shaft and the wheels, substantially as

and for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

J,840. SPLICE-BAR. Davis Ambbose. Louisville, Ky.

Filed July 31. 1907. Serial No. 386,419.

2. In a dynamo electric machine, field pole cores, and a

continuous connecting pole tube of para-magnetic material.

attenuated in thickness between the pole cores, and pre-

senting an uninterrupted, cylindrical interior surface.

3. In a dynamo electric machine, field pole cores and a

continuous connecting tube of paramagnetic material, ex-

teriorly flattened between the pole cores and at such flat-

tened joints attenuated to prevent short-circuiting of the

pole core.

4 In a dynamo electric machine, field pole cores, and a

connecting c<.ntinuous pole tube of paramagnetic material,

presenting interiorlv a truly cylindrical unbroken surface,

such tube exteriorly interfittlng in self-sustaining relation

with the pole cores, and being attenuated to extreme thin-

ness between said pole cores.

5 In a dynamo electric machine, a field frame struc-

ture comprising a continuous field ring and inwardly pro-

jecting pole cores integral therewith, said pole cores being

arcuate at their inner surfaces, field coils surrounding the

cores and a pole tube of paramagnetic material. Interiorly

cylindrical, interfittlng snugly in said arcuate surfaces of

the pole cores, for retention by said cores and to support

the field windings upon said cores, the pole tube being at-

tenuated to extreme thinness between the pole cores.

[Claim not printed in the Gazette.]

1 \. splice bar having a longitudinal chamber in its up-

per side for the reception of the bases of rails and provid-

ing overhanging flanges to bear on the rail base flanges.

the bottom of said chamber being inclined longitudinally,

a closure at one end of the chamber, a wedge key in such

chamber supported on the bottom thereof and bearing di-

rectly under the bottoms of the rails and a spring bearing

l>etween the said closure and one end of the wedge key.

2 A splice bar having a longitudinal chamber in Its up-

per side for the reception of the bases of rails and provid-

ing overhanging flanges to bear on the rail base flanges,

the bottom of said chamber being Inclined longitudinally.

a removable closure at one end of the chamber, a wedge

key in said chamber supported on the bottom thereof and

bearing directly under the bottoms of the rails, and a

spring bearing between the said closure and one end of the

wedge key.

3 \ splice bar having a longitudinal chamber In Its up-

per side for the reception of the bases of rails and provid-

ing overhanging flanges to bear on the rail base flanges the

bottom of said chamber being inclined longitudinally, a

closure at one end of the chamber, a wedge key in such

chamber supported on the l)ottom thereof and bearing di-

rectly under the bottoms of the rails and a spring bearing

between the said closure and one end of the wedge key,

said wedge key having serrations on its lower side to

bite into the surface formed by the inclined bottom of the

chamber.

889 841. I.YNAMO ELECTRIC MACHINE. VINCENT G.

APPLE. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to Dayton Electrical

Manufacturing Co.. a Corporation of Ohio. Filed May

11. 1907. Serial No. 373.055.

889,842. CLAMP. Hakky .7. Akn-u-P. Lebanon. Pa. Filed

Jan. 18, 1908. Serial No. 411.474.

1 In a dynamo electric machine, field pole cores, and a

continuous connecting pole tube of paramagnetic material,

attenuated between the pole cores.

1 A joiner'.-^ clamp comprising a shank provided with a

fixed head, a clamping jaw muvable on said shank through-

out Its length and adapted t- be automatically clamped to

said shank when in adjusted position, a cottperating jaw

having a limited movement in line with the shank and a

tilting movement of the outer end. means for moving said

co6i>eratlng jaw supported by said fixed head, and a slide

adjustable on the shank for movement to or from said

fixed head supporting the inner end of the tilting jaw.

2 A joiner's clamp comprising a shank provided with a

rixed head, a clamping jaw movat^le on said shank through-

out its length and adapted to be automatically clamped to

said shank when in adjusted position, a cooperating jaw

having a limited movement, means of moving said co-

operating jaw supported on said fixed head, and a slide

adjustable to and from said fixed head on the shank hav

Ing a slot therein for supporting a rearward extension on

the inner end of said cooperating jaw.

3 \ joiner's clamp comjirising a shank provided with a

fixed head, a clamping jaw movable thereon throughout Its

length, a coSperatlng jaw having a limited movement par

allel to the shank and also a tilting movement at its outer

end a device for regulating the angle of said tilting move-

ment means for moving said jaw. supported on said fixed

head and a longitudinaliy slidable plate on the under side

of said cooperating jaw adapted to be moved l>eyond the

outer end thereof,

4 \ joiner's clamp comiuising a shank and a jaw mo^

able thereon a head fixed to said shank and projecting

perpendicularly therefrom, a stem vertically slidable In bi

opening in the end of said bracket, means for Imparting a

limited movement to said stem, a co.iperating jaw univer-

sally connected to the lower end of said stem, a guide

mou'nted on the shank adjustable to an.l from said head

and having a support for the rearward extension on the

Inner end of said cofiperating jaw, a sliding plate on the

operative face of said jaw adapted to move endwise beyond
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the co^'^peratlDi,' ja*-. iiul m-'aiis for ia-t>'u|n« said plate

when moved to th>- position dtwlrnd.

5. A Jolaers ri;imi) having a straiRh't st^ck and a tix-'d

head, a Jaw movable lonKltudinally th>'reon. u .-.".peratiukc

jaw baviDg a limited movemf-nt, nu'ans foe moving said

co>|>eratlng jaw supported nn said fixed head and ar-

ranged to permit movement ..f the jaw tr iQsvHrs.'ly with

resiwct to the shank, a rearwanl extension '••u • a -li vide of

said jaw havint; h U shaped slot therein ;ui adiu-tii.ie

slide on the shank liavinn a forward -xtr'tislnu and a pin

passing throu>;h said extension, slot, m rt>' shank sides

and the U-shaped siots in the jaw .'xt.'nsioni wherebv said

cooperating jaw may Ik? adjusted transvtjrseiy of said

shank. 1

2. .\.s an article of manufacture, a sheet metal plate

hnvtn-' d.p.ndlnK reinforcing flanifes along Its oppoalte

n.ir.'Mi^ spaed reinforcing strips located against the

uiid. r si.l. of the plate and disposed between and trans

889.843. BILLIARD
HABOLD <; B.\RRETT,

H. Lee. tiak I'ark II

382.768.

AND OTHER
Wllmette. 111.

Fil.'d .lulv >*

C.^Mi: T.UU.E.
assignor to John
l!>a7 Sierial No.

1. The combination with a zmw tab!.' Uavini; a top, a

cloth covering said top and havini; its nuiri;lns d^n^*""*!

ing at the edges of the table-top, ami rail.s located at tli^-

edges of the table-top contiguous to the laar^lns of said

cloth, of metallic bars interposed betw^.-n the dep.-nding

margins of th^ cloth and the edges of th-j table top and

equipped with outwardly projecting, dowuwardly turn-d

teeth extending' throuifh said margins of tfc.' . lotii

2. The combination wi'li a irame tal)l" having a top.

rails and iMoth. of a tn.'i.ilii

and havinii intf-trrally foriii

wardly pointed clotli .niriti.'iti.

3. In a kfanif table, the

body, thf tackiiu' strip, th--

the rails removalily '-onn-'cti

.ar appli.Ml to tb.-- ta>)le top

1 oiitwardly struck down

.ih!.;iia"oti «|lh the table-

sup. rp.'-"d table-top slab,

1 with said slat), and the

versely of the flanges, and eyes located above the plate

and having shanks passlni; through the same and engaged

with the ends of the strips, said eyes constituting means

for securing the strips to the plate and also constituting'

means for fastening the supportimr m.^ans f.. saM plat*-.

8S9.845 .^KT OK SIMTL.VTlN(i RARK, rilEnorS,

.\NI) OTHER STONES. \Vii.Li.\M D Dknton and Rob-

ert W Denton, Wellesley, Mass Filed Feb 26, 1906.

Serial No. .303.112.

cloth covering said slab and having us • di;-' margins

turned down over the edges of the slab, of a metallic bar

secured to the tacklng-strlp and .-.luipptd with down-

turned teeth, .said margins of the iot;. lassinii outside

of said bar and hooked onto said teeth

4 Thf- foiubinatlon of a table body, a, talib' top pro-

jecting; beyond said body to form a ledgei a toothed bar

appli^'d to said leds:.', a cloth covering' said tabb- top and

having its mar^'ins turned downwanlly •vt-v said !mr and

engaging th>> ti-'eth thereof, and r"in-.v:i'ii.' Mshion rails

applii-d to the table top and shielding' saij tooth .d bar.

5 The combination with the top. rails and cloth of a

game table, of adjustable toothed bars \<-hose teeth en-

gage the margins of said cloth, for the purpose set forth.

f( laims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gaiotte.]

1 ibat improvement In the art of simulating rare,

precious and other stones, which consists In so mounting

a section of an insect's wing having the Imitative color-

ings or designs as to define an unbroken definite area of

the wing, destroy tb.- Identity of the winL- as such, and

produc*- a jewel like effect.

•^ That Improvement In the art of simulating rare,

precious and other ston.-s. which consists In mounting a

section of an inserts win« having the imitation colorings

,,r d.-sikfii beneath a transpan-nt display front, and de-

HninK' an unbroken symmetrical area of the wing thus

mount.'l by m-ans ..f a setting or frame having a sight

opening, .so as to destroy the Identity of th.' win.- as .such,

and produce a jewel like effect.

3 As a n-w article of manufacture, an imitation jew-l

simulating rar.-. precious and other stones, comprising

a mounting havln« a sight opening, and a section of an

,ns..(t s wlHL' so arrantfed on said mounting: as to expose

through said sight oi.fnmg an unbroken definite area of

the wing, destroy the Identity of the wing as such, and

give a jewel like effect.

I. As a new article of manufacture, an Imitation jewel

simulating rare, precious, and other stones, comprising

a mounting having a sight opening, and a section of an

insect's wing of regular geometrical form arrang.ni In

said mounting so as to expose an unbroken definite area

of the wing through said sight opening, destroy the Iden-

tity of the wing, as such, and giv.. a Jewel-like effect.

SHEET MET.Vl. .<IIKI.F. HiAiRV L Be.vCH,

Toshocton. Ohio lil.-l s.-i.i. 15. 19f)«. Serial No.

:?:U.780.

1 .\s an arti.lr of manufacture, a slieet metal plate

having depending r.unfoning flanges al^ng its opposite

margins, spaced reinforcing strips loca^e<l against the

under side of the plat^' and disposed beti-.'»-n and trans

versely of the flanges, and supporting m»*ans including df

Ticea that pa.ss downwardly through tbr plate and ar.'

engaged with the strips.

889,846. HOT MR SMuK E CONSIMIN*; FfRNACE.

f'r.wk Fishkis. LX's Moln.s, Io%va Fibd Mav 18. 1907.

Serial No. ,'{74.5 IS.

1. In a furnace, a fire pot having a .
,,rni.us»jon bam

ber on Its top. an extension and passageway for produ'-ts

of combustion in the rear and lower portion of the Are

j

pot extending rearwards, a pipe conn.'<t.Ml with th.- r.-ar

j
end of said passageway projecting upwards, a s.eond pipe

I projecting upward from said passageway and commnni

rating with thf .;ombii''t|on chamber, a damper in said

, pipe, and a f. nd.r .x!. uding downward and forward from
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the top of the extension and rear passageway, to operate

as set forth.

flij
WoT r~m [jMnjifl^^rTJi^'irMB^

•' In a furnace, a fire pot having a combustion cham-
1

ber on Its top. an extension and passageway for products
:

of combustion In the rear and lower portion of the fire
|

pot extending rearwards, a pipe connected with the rear

end of said passageway projecting upwards, a second pipe

projecting upward from said passageway and connected

with the combustion chamber, a fender extending down-

ward and forward from the top of the extension and rear

passageway and a damper In the second pipe, a radiator

pipe on top of the combustion chamber communicating

with the pipe projecting upward from the passageway at

the lower portion of the fire pot, to operate as set forth.

:\ In a furnace, a fire pot. n grate under the fire pot,

a passageway for products of combustion In rear of the

combustion chamber and grate, a pipe communicating with

said passageway and the upper portion of the combustion

chamber and a fender in th. said passageway, to operate

as set forth.

4 A furnace comprising a fire pot having a combustion

chamber on its top. a grate, an extension and passageway

for products of combustion in the rear of the grate and

lower portion of the fire pot extending rearwards, a

pipe connected with the rear end of said passageway pro-

jecting upwards, a second pipe projecting upward from

said passageway and connected with the combustion

chamber, a fender extending downward and forward from

the top of the extension and rear passageway and a dam-

per In the second pipe, a radiator pipe on top of the com-

bustion -hamber r.unmunicating with the pipe projecting

upward at th.' b-w.-r porti..n of the fire pot. a damper In

the radiator pip.' and a hing^-d door in the bottom of the

rear extension and passageway, to operate as set forth.

applying of said chocks for discharging sand to the rear

of the chocks.

3 In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with the wheel-chocks, vibratory links supporting said

chocks a lever, operative connections b.twe.n the lev.r

and said links, a spring tending to nuiintain said chocks

in disengaged positions, of devices operative with the ap^

Diving of said chocks for discharging sand to the rear of

the chocks, said devices comprising sand receptacles, tubes

leading therefrom, oscillatory valves in said tubes, lever-

handles to said valves, and connections betwe.n said

links and the lever handles.
•

,
. .,

4 In apparatus of th.- class described, the combination

of a car-bodv. a truck thereof, and a pair of chocks sever-

allv formed" with an arc-shap.'d wheel-engaging face, a

tongue luot Hiding therelnfront. and a downwardly .-s-

tending flange, with links suspending said chocks from

the truck, a frame conn.-cted with said links, n lever, a

draw-bar conn.-rting the lever with said frame and a

spring acting to retain said chocks in disengaged condl-

^^S In apparatus of tli. .lass described, the combination

with a .artru.k a pair of chocks, links connected with

' the truck and supporting said chocks, means for actuat-

ing said links to move said chocks from their normally

inoperative positions Into engaged positions, and spring-

,
controlled means for restoring the chocks to such inoper-

ative positions when said link actuating m-ans nr- dls-

I
engaged.

I 889 848 \PPARATUS FOR SECIRING COMPRESSED

BALES WITH WIRE Fbf.p M. Giddinos. Galesburg,

i 111. Filed Nov. 2.'^, 1907. Serial No. 403,533.

889 847 RAILWAY OAR CHOCK BRAKE. JoHS E.

Gabriel. Seattb Wash Filed r»ec. 17. 1907. Serial

No. 406.866.

1 in apparatus of th- elass described, the combination

of a car b.Hiv. a truck thereof, a pair of chocks several y

formed witt, an arc shaped wh.-ebengaging face, links

suspending said ch..cks fr..m the truck, a frame c^'nnooted

with said links, a lever, a draw-bar connecting tho lever

wi.b sai.l frame, and a spring a.-ting to r.-tain said chocks

in ihs. ngag.-d condition
• In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with the wheel chocks, vibratory links supporting said

chocks a lev. r. <,p.-ratlve connections t.ctween the leTer

•Bd said links, a spring tending to maintain said chocks

in dis.ngag.Ml positions, of devices operativ.- with the

1. In a device of the natur.' described, v.rticnlly and

longitudinally movable wire twisting means

2 A device of the nature described including wire-

twlsting means adapted to have both vertical and lon-

gitudinal movement with relation to the press box.

3 In a device of the nature described, vertically and

longitudlnallv movable wire-twisting means, said mean^

adapted to receive the last named movement from means

actuated by the material being baled.

4 In a device of the nature described, vertically an.l

longitudinally movable wire-twisting m-ans. said means

adapted to receive the last named movement from means

actuated bv means acted on by the plunger

5 m combination, a carriage, twisting mechanism

carried thereby, a support for the carriage, means when-

by it mav have vertical movement in either direction

with relation to said support, and means whereby the sup-

port may have horizontal movement

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

889 849 CR <kTE .Toun Hkttrich. irand Island. Nebr.,

t^XgaoT of one-half to Gilbert Vnnskike. (Jrand Island.

Nebr Filed Aug. 9. 1907. Serial No. .^'^7.79.'i

1 A crate of the class descrU^Hl. comprising a frame-

1 work composed of a plurality of hoops, each made In three
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sections, two of the sections belnk: hinged t4 the ends of

the other section, the free ends of said first named sections

overlapping, and one being provided with n pin and the

other with an opening through which the pio passf's. sai«l

pin Ijeing provi.U'-l ulth an op^ninc. ami n cotter pin

traversing th. i-n n. ^lav-s c,>nn.><tin| the corn-

spending se.v .n< .;• il,.' ;.....pH. sai.i stav.-s Uoini; 9par»-<l

apart from eaoii >>tl.cr, a ba^ .Dmprislni: m <be»'t of fabric

material provided with a plurality of rows .>r spi. .'.1 -^lots.

and a plurality of fustenlna devices coniprism- an arc

sharxHl U>Ay portion and a threaded stem, th.- I..«ly por

tlon b.in.' v( a length corresponding to the Icniith of a slot

of the bag. and adapted to be introduced therethrough

and turned at right angles to the length of the slot, the

threaded stem traversing an o[,enUi^' In the stave, and a

nut threaded on the stem whereby to draw the Nxly por

tlon of the device toward the stave to clamp the fabri

material between sabl Nxly portion and the »;tave.

the ends of the sheet being adapted to be broogtat together

and tied to form an Inclosure. said sheet being provided

with a plurality of slots, and means for securing the sheet

to the frame, comprising a plurality of fastening devices,

each consisting of an arc shaped body of a length corre-

sponding to a slot, and a stem, the body being adapted to

be Introduced through a slot and turned at right angles

thereto, the stem traversing an opening In a stave, and

means engaging the stem to draw said body portion to

ward the stave, to clamp the sheet between the stave ami

the body portion of the fastener.

[Claims •) to 9 not print. <l in the Gazette.]

889,M0. COMBINATION .t'lKl' LAPLKR AND WASH-
BENCH WITH Hi(>NlN«; HOAKI* ATTA.TIMKNT.
Wkslet H. Johnson. Old Forge. N. V .

assittnor to

Henry H. TIppltt. Jordan, N. Y. Filed July .31, 1907.

Serial No. 386.441.

2 ^ crate of the class describe<l. comprising a frame

composed of a plurality of hoops, each of said hoops com-

prising a plurality of hinged sections, sta^^es connecting

the corresponding sections of the respective boops. a sheet

of fabric material pr..vlded with a plurality of rows of

spaced slots, and a plurality of fastening (Jevlces for se-

curing th- sheet to the inner face of the fnime. said fas-

tening devices each comprising an arc shaped body por-

tion and a threaded stem, the b<xly portion being of a

length corresponding to the length of a slot of the bag,
^

and adapted to be introduced therethrough and turned

at right angles to the length of the slot, the threaded

stem traversin,' ui .y.^^nSu^ In the stave, and a, nut thread

ed on the stem wheret.y to draw the bo<1y portion of the

device toward the stave to clamp the fabric material be-

tween said iTody portion and the stave.

3 A crate of the class de8crlb«-d. comptlsiug a frame

composed of a plurality of hoops, staves connecting the

hoops with -acli other, said staves being spaced apart

from each oth-r, a sheet of fabric material arranged

within the crate with Its edges overlappin*;. the ends of

the sheet being adapted to b«- brought togt-ther and tied

to form an inclosure. said sheet being pmvided with a

plurality of rows of parallel slots, and means for connect-

ing the' sheet with the crate, said means comprising a

plurality of fastening devices, each comprising an arc

shaped "body of a length corresponding to a slot of the

sheet, and a threaded stem, the body belni? adapted to be

Introduced through a slot and turned at right angles

thereto, the thr.-aded stem traversing an opening In the

stave, and a nut on the stem, whereby to draw said body

portion toward the stave to clamp the b^g between the

stave and the body portion. !

4. .\ crate of the class described, comprising a cylin-

drical collapsible frame, a sheet of fabric material ar-

ranged within the frame, said sheet having Its free edges

overlapping, the ends of the sheet being adapted to be

brought together, and tied to form an Inclosure, said

sheet being provided with a plurality of parallel slots,

and means for securing the sheet to the frftme. comprising

a plurality of fastening devices, each comprising an arc

shaped body of a length corresponding to a slot of the

sheet, and a threaded stem, the b<idy being adapted to be

Introduced through a slot and turned »t right angles

thereto, the threaded stem traversing aa opening In a

stave, and a nut on the stem, whereby to draw said body

portion toward the stave to clamp the stave between the

stave and the body portion.

5 .\ crate of the class described, comprising a cylin-

drical frame, a sheet of fabric material »rranged within

the frame, said sheet having Its free edges overlapping.

1. A comblu.-.l «ash bench and step ladder comprising

a body portion consisting of side bars and steps connect

ing them together, legs plvotally connected to said body

portion, braces plvotally connected to said body portion,

said hrac.-< and on- pair of said legs having co acting

devices wh.r-t.v -aid braes may be connected detachably

to said legs either n.-ar the outer or near the Inner ends

of said legs, and braces plvotally connected to the said

body portion and detachably connected to the other i>air

of legs to support the latter In an angular position with

reference to such bo<ly portion

2. A combined wash bench and step lailder <oniprislng

a itody portion consisting of side bars and steps connect-

ing them together, brackets attached to said body portion

near the ends thereof and projecting from on.' side there-

of, legs plvotally connected to such brackets, long braces

plvotally conn.'cted to certain of such brackets near one

end of the bo.ly portion, said braces and legs near the

opposite .'nd of such body portion having co acting de-

vices to attach such braces to such legs to points near

either the outer or the Inner ends thereof, and short braces

plvotally connected to said body portion and detachably

connected to th.' other legs.

S89,851. CLOTH FINISHINC; MACHINK Thoma.s B
Kazanji.\n. Jersey City. N. J. Filed Apr 19. 1J>07.

Serial No. 369.09rt.

1. The combination with a support, of a series of press

ing rollers, an apron adapted to travel upon said rollers.

a series of heated rollers rotating In one direction and co-

' acting with said first apron and said pressing rollers, a

second apron adapted to pass i)etween the first heated

roller and one of the pressing rollers, means for moistening

said second apron, and rotatable brushes rotating In ttie

same direction as said heated rollers and adapted to coop-

erate with said first apron

2. The combination with a support, of a series of press

I
Ing rollers located In one plane and journaled In said sup

! port, an apron adapted to travel upon said rollers, series

I
of heated rollers rotating In the same direction and coOp-
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erating with said apron and said pressing rollers^ a wet

apron adapted to pass between the first heated and one of

said Dressing rollers, and rotatable brushes rotating In the

:;meTitlon as said heated rollers and adapted to cobp-

erate with said first apron.

BMIIKO MFAN8 FOR AUTOMATICALLY INDICATING

T*TA1N HK'.vnVK 1-..SIT10NS OF CHNS OR THE

IlKF TO Kvni ..TllKU W.M-iK I' Kii.ROY. Hatch

End. England, assignor to himself, and Kvershed & Mg-

noles LlmUe<l, ."hlswlck, England, a f-P^-^lo" of

(;reat Hrltaln. Filed Mar, 23, 1007. Serial No. 364,196,

eer three electrical conductors, connecting the said signal-

ing devices to the said electrical circuits means for con-

noting the said electrical circuits to a source of electrical

energv and switch mechanism operated by the guns or

turrets adapted to close the circuit or circuits between the

source of electric energy and the corresponding signaling

device or devices placed adjacent to the gun whenever the

said gun Is traine<1 in a position such as to endanger by Its

fire another gun, other guns, or their mounting or mount-

'T' Means for automatically signaling certain positions

of a gun or guns relative to another gun or other guns

consisting of In c<.mbina.ion, signaling devices situated at

^ch gun position, electrical circuits adapted to connect

^e said signaling devices to a source of electric energy

and switches controlling the said signaling devices having

contacts relating to the subdivisions of the danger angles

of mutual interference and adapted to make such contacts

bv increments of movement caused by the train ng of he

guns coincident with the limits of each subdivision of the

danger angles, and to close the circuit of the appropriateS ng device belonging to any gun which Is trained

wfthln a subdivision of Its -endangering- angle whenever

Tnother gun Is or other guns are trained witb.n the corre-

sponding subdivision of Its •• endangere<l angle.

889 853. INDICATOR. Davega Levy, New Haven. Conn.

Filed Apr. 11. 1907. Serial No. 367,538,

1 Means for automatically signaling certain positions

of a gun or guns i.Iatn.- to another gun or other guns con-

Itm^ of in combina.b.n electric switches controlling

e tctrfc signaling devices, tneans operated by the train ng

m^^ment of the guns f„r working said switches when the

eun or guns are within danger angles of mutual mter-

ference, signaling devWes situated at each gun posit on.

and electric circuits connecting the signaling devices

through the electric switches «i.h a source of electric

energv the electric switches Inking arranged to cose the

circuits of the signaling device Ih-I. nging to that gun only

which Is liable to damage an adjacent gun or guns.

2 Means for automatically signaling certain positions

of a gun or guns relative to another gun or other guns con-

sisting of in c.mblnatl.ui two sets of cam stirfaces moving

with the gun, one set of surfaces being relative to the posi-

tions of the gt.n to endanger another gun or other guns

another set of surfaces lH>ing relative to the positions of

danger from another gun or other guns, electric switches

fixed relative to the axis of rotation of the guns and oper-

ated bv the said cam surfaces, signaling devices In prox-

imltv to each gt,n or set of guns, and electric circuits con-

necting said signaling devices through the said switches

with a source of electric energy.

< Means for automatically signaling certain positions

of"a gun ..r guns relative to another gun or other guns.

consisting of In combination, signaling devices placed in

proximity to the gun and adapted each to Indicate one

of two distinct kinds or regions of danger from gun fire

electrical circuits so arranged that distinctive signals are

given bv the signaling <levl<e or devices tn each turret cor-

responding to the aforesaid two kinds or regions of dan-

1 In an Indicator, the combination with a ba.e mem^

her- of a plvotally mounted finger: a plvotally tuounte<

lever engaging said finger between its pivot mounting and

he free e.,d thereof, means for varying the rlctu.na en^

gagement of both pivot mountings: and '•"tHrlv adjustable

spring mechanisms for varying the ^ero position of said

finger and lever.
. , , , „

o In an Indicator, the .ombination with the base m. .u

ber'l
• of the finger VA and lever U having pivot Is^arlngs :

screws 12 and 17 for adjusting snid pivot bearings; cora^

panlon springs 7 an.l T- .n.a.ing a fixed part on said

iever; and a pressure finger m for shifting the position of

said springs.

889 854 CHIUN - MOTOR. Addi.s E. Linton. St. I'aul.

Ark assignor of one third to Thomas Jacob (lUstrap

and one third to John Reuben Alvey, ^St. Faul. Ark,

Filed Sept. 1<>. 1!»07. Serial No, 393.075.

1 m a motor the combination of a frame comprising

top and bottom plates, and uprights connecting the plates.
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ad Ia stud shaft Joiirnaled in the top plate and provided with

a pinion on its upper end, upwardly extefiding supports

secured to the top plate, a crosa pin connecting the free

ends of these supports, a shaft journaled 1^ the supports,

a collar secured to the shafts, disks secur*! to the shaft

on either side of the collar, and for engaginf opposite sides

of the pinion, a semicircular series of geat- teeth on the

inner face of one disk at the outer margin thereof, a semi-

circular series of gear teeth on the inner f^e of the other

disk at the outer margin thereof, and oppoisitely disposed

with respect to the teeth on the first named disk, a pinion

on the shaft, a counter shaft journaled in the supports

at«ove the first named shaft, a gear wheel
i
secured to the

counter shaft and meshing with the pinion on the first

mimed shaft, an arl>or on the counter shaft, a coil spring

secured at one end to the arbor and at the other end to the

cross pin, a crank arm connected with the arbor a ratchet

wheel secured to the arbcr, and adjacent to the gear wheel,

and a spring pressed pawl on the gear wheel for engaging

the teeth of the ratchet wheel.

2. In a motor, the combination of a fr4nie comprising

top and' bottom plates and uprights connecting the plates,

a stud shaft journaled in the top plate iui<| provided with

a pinion on Its upper end, upWardly extending supports

secured to the top plate, a cross pin connecting the free

ends of the supports, a shaft Journaled In the supports, a

collar secured to the shaft, disks >ecurp'! t 'he shaft on

either side of the collar and for engagin.; .ipdsite sides of

lue pinion, a semicircular series of gear teeth on the inner

face of one disk at the outer margin theeeof. a semicir-

cular series of gear teeth on the inner fae«» of the other

disk' at the outer margin thereof miu! ,.ppositcly disposed

with respect to the teeth of the tirst named disk, a pinion

on the shaft, a counter shaft journaled In the supports

above the first named shaft, a gear wheel secured t" the

counter shaft, and meshing with the pinicn on th*' tiist

named shaft, an arbor on the counter shaflt, a coll spring

secured at one end to the arbor and at th.- ir'i. r end to the

cross pin. and means connecting the arii. ><n<\ gear wheel

whereby the unwinding of thf spring inny iftuate said L'ear

wheel.

3. In a motor the combination of a frame comprising

top and bottom plates and uprights ronn»*i'Ting the plates,

a stud shaft journaled In the top plate and privlded with a

pinion on its upper end, upwardly extending supports se-

cured to the top plate, a cross pin connectltg the free ends

of the supports, a shaft journaled in th<> suj.p.irts, a collar

secured to the shaft, disks secured to rh.> <r\aft .n either

side of the c-oliar. and for engaging opin ^Ito sides of the

pinion, a semicircular series of gear teeth oft the inner face

of one disk at the outer margin ther.-f a semielrcular

series of gear teeth on the inner fare ,.f rh»' other disk

at the outer margin thereof and oppositely disposed with

respect to the teeth of the first named disk, a counter

shaft journale<l In the supports abovn the first named

shaft, an arbor on the counter shaft, a coll spring for

actuating the arbor, connections between the art-ir and

the counter shaft whereby the unwinding >f the spring

may drive the counter shaft, and l•oIln^''ril>ns f>etwe<»n the

counter shaft and the disk t^-aring <li;ifr for acniatini; the

same.

4. In a motor the combination of a frame, a stud shaft

Journaled in the frame and provided with a pinion at its

upper end. supports on the frame, a shaft Jonrnale<l in the

supports, a collar secured to the shaft, fjlsks seeured to

the shaft on either side of the collar and ^or engaging op-

j>osite Bides of the pinion, a semiclrculat series of gear

teeth on the inner face of one disk at t1|e outer margin

therec'f. a semicircular series of gear teeth on the inner

face of the other disk at the outer margin thereof and op

positely disposed with respect to the tefth of the first

named disk, a counter shaft journaled In the supports

above the first named shaft, an arl)or on tlje counter shaft,

a coil spring for actuating the art>or. means connecting

the arbor and the counter shaft wheref v rhe inwlnding of

the spring may actuate said shaft, and n.' tn- whereliy mo-

tion of the counter shaft may be impartetl

Ing shaft.

889.855. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. John C. Mc-
Laughlin, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Underwood

Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 22, 1907. Serial No.

398,599.

a*
J3 33

~^Mji,

lo the disk bear

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and a notched wheel connected thereto,

of a crank mounted to swing about the axis of said

notched wheel, a dog carried by said crank for engaging

with said notched wheel, said dog normally disengaged

from the wheel, a pin upon said dog. a circular guiding

wall for engaging said pin to retain said dog in engagement

with said notched wheel, said wall provided with an

elongated recess, a latch covering the leading portion of

said recess, and means to cause the pin to enter said recess

back of said latch : said latch being releasable by a for-

ward movement of said crank.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and a notched wheel connected thereto, of

a crank mounted to swing about the axis of saifl notched

wheel, a dog carried by said crank for engaging with said

notched wheel, said dog normally disengaged from the

wheel, a pin upon said dog. a circular guiding wall for

engaging said pin to retain said dog In engagement with

said notched wheel, said wall provided with an elongated

recess, a latch covering the leading portion of said recess,

and means to cause the pin to enter said recess back of

said latch ; the recess l>eing formed with a cam portion to

enable the crank in its initial movement to force said pin

to force aside said latch and engage the dog with a notch

i of the wheel.

W. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

I revoluble platen and a notched wheel connected thereto,

of a crank mounted to swing about the axis of said

I

notched wheel, a dog carried by said crank for engaging

I with said notched wheel, said dog normally disengaged

from the wheel, a pin or projection upon said <log. a fixed

disk having a circular guiding wall for engaging said pin

to retain said dog in engagement with said notched wheel,

said wall provided with an elongated recess, a latch

pivoted to said disk and normally caused by a spring to

close the leading end of said recess, said latch forming a

i substantial continuation of said circular guiding wall, and

a spring provided ufton said disk in the path of said pin to

force the latter during the return movement of said

crank to enter said recess back of said latch: the recess

provided at its leading end with a cam to cause the pin

I

to force the latch aside and engage the dog with a notch

of the wheel.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination witli a

revoluble platen, of a notched wheel connected thereto, a

crank movable about the axis of said notched wheel, a

dog mounted upon said crank, means limiting the recipro-

cation of the crank, means to engage the dog with one of

the notches of the wheel, means to maintain ihe dog in

operative engagement with said notch during both for-

ward and backward throws of the crank, and a latch de-

vice for causing the dog to remain longer in said notch at

the return stroke than at the first stroke of the crank, to

cff.Mt a substantially greater thrf)W of the wheel and

plat, n during the return stroke than during the first

I

stroke of the crank.
' .'. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen, of a notched wheel connected thereto, a

crank movable about the axis of said notched wheel, a dog

mounted upon said crank, means limiting the reciprocation

of the crank, means to engage the dog with one of the

notches of the wheel, means to maintain the dog in opera-
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tlve engagement with said notch while the crank Is re

ciprocated. and a latch device for causing the dog to skip

one or more notches or teeth of the wheel at the initial

portion of the Initial stroke of the crank, to render the

backward rotation of the platen correspondingly shorter
^

than the forward rotation thereof.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gatette.]

889.R5«. COMBINED ANGLE - BAR NUT - LOCK AND

B\«<E- PLATE FOR RAIL JOINTS. Henry N. Nor-

THOKF. Columbus. Ohio. Filed Sept. 12. 1907. Serial

No. 392.486.

1 V locking bar for rail joints comprising a longi

tudinallv extending plate having locking recesses In its

upper edge adapted to receive the nuts, end flanges and a

central flange extending outwardly from the lower edge

of the plate to provide means for securing the said plate

to the ties and a centrally located member projecting up-

wardlv fn.m th.^ upper edge of the plate to engage the

rail flange and said plate also having sirenghtenlng ribs

extending longitudinally of the plate and in line with the

locking recesses sultstanflally as described.

•• V locking bar for rail joints comprising a longl-

tudinallv extending plate having locking recesses In Its

upper edge adapted to receive the nuts, end flanges and a

central flange extending outwardly from the lower edge

of the plate to provide means for securing the said plate

to the ties and a centrally located member projecting up-

wardly from tlie upper edge of the plate to engage the

rail flance and said plate also having strengthening ribs

extending longitudinally of the plate and In line with the

locking recesses, a plate having a projecting rib extending

upwardlv on one of the sides of the plate providing means

for holding the locking bar secure in position substantially

as described.

of voltaic arcs the combination, of a furnace chamber, an

Inner electrode, an outer electrode concentric therewith,

a ring shaped iron core, an energizing coll In the said core,

means for connecting the said coil In series to the arcs

between the said electrodes, and means for moving gases

through the said furnace chamber, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

5 In an electric furnace for treating gases by means

of voltaic arcs the combination, of a furnace chamber, an

inner electrode, an outer electrode concentric therewith, an

energizing coll around the latter consisting of a spirally

wound ribbon-shaped cable, and means for moving gases

through the said furnace chamber, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 H 9 . 8 5 8 . FOLM N . M..CHINE FOR COLLARS^ &c

Oeoboe Rbece. Wollaston, Mass.. assignor to Reece

STng SLhlne Con^pany, Portland Me^ Fi^d Nov

9. 1900, Serial No. 35,942. Renewed Feb. 20, 190A se

rial No'. 144..329.

- _ „ - „ f" a'J r - «>•^

d\

889 857. ELECTRIC FURNACE. Albf.bt J. Petersson.

Alhy. Sweden. Filed Apr. 13. 1906. Serial No. 311.40..

1 In an electric furnace for treating gases by means of

voltaic arcs the combination, of a furnace chamber, an

inner central elejctrode, an outer electrode concentric there-

with means around the furnace for creating a magnetic

field m the space within the said outer electrode, and

means for moving gases through the said furnace chamber,

substantlallv as and for the purp.ose set forth.

2 In an electric furnace for treating gases by means of

voltaic arcs the combination, of a furnace chaml*r. an in-

ner central electrode, an outer electrode concentric there-

with a ring-shaped iron-core around the furnace, means

for energizing the said iron-core, and means for moving

gases throi!gh the said furnace chamber, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth

.3 In an electric furnace for treating gases by means of

voltaic arcs the combination, of a furnace chamber, an

inner central electrode, an outer electrode concentric

therewith, an energizing coil around the said outer elec-

trode means for connecting the said coil in series to the

arc between the said electrodes, the said coil forming an

Inductive resistance for the arcs, and means for moving

gases through the said furnace chamber, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth.

4. In an electrical furnace for treating gases by means

1 In a machine for folding" collars and the like, a die

or former comprising a supporting carrier extending ma

^er ical plane and independent holders, provided with

Ihe blade portions of the die. all standing on edge and

nest«^ solidlv and compactly together in tr^utual contact

th oughlt their length an.l provided with overhanging

portions whereby the pressure strains l.rought upon the die

are mutually sustained by all of said Parts.

2 In a machine for folding collars and the like, a die

or former comprising a supporting plate, recessed longl-

tud nlny at one side, a carrier formed to fit said recess

and i^ounted to slide longtitudinally therein, one forming

portion of the die being carried and moved with said ca-

ller a second forming portion of the die mounted on but

having movement independent of said first mentioned

'T'^n a'llchlne for folding collars and the liKe. . die or

former made up of a plurality of parts n^"^-'">- ^^ ;'^^

for contracting lengthwise and for moving up and i «n

dissimultaneously. said parts including a main su,.,.o.tm^

J ate a plurality of holders, each provided wuh .. t„>nnng

portion of the die proper, and means
^^•/«'T-^T.^i e

holders the said mentioned parts being placed edge...se

venlcailv an.l held together si.le by side in « --P^^*

form for giving mutual support and solidity to the die in

Us^arious operations, and means for independently oper-

HtlnE said parts.

1 4 In a machine f..r folding collars and the like, a die or

former comprising two die holders, forming portions car-

ried by said respective holders, said holders having con-

tracting flat surfaces extending substantially in a v. rtical

. plane, a carrier frame for supporting the die as a whole

a cam bar mounted ab..ve one of said holders and provuied

with cam surfaces. coi,perating parts carried by said frame

'

for engaging sai.l cam surfaces, and means for giving

1 relative shifting movement to said cam bar and said co-

operating parts for monng the adjacent hold-r and its

forming portion vertic-ally.

r, In a machine for folding collars and the like, a die or

former comprising a frame, a plate support mounted mov-

ablv in said frame and .lepending vertically below the

frame, a plurality of holders, each provided with a die

,
portion, and mounted compactly at a vertical side of said

plate support, m.-ans for shifting said plate support in

said frame, and means for shifting said holders rela-

I

tivelv to said plate support.

1
[Claims C to i:: not printed in the Gazette.]
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889,869, ENGINE. CHABLca 0. Rcjbebtso:^. Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor of one - half to Emil Majrk.v. Philadel-

phia. Pa. Continuation of application Serial No.

295,227, filed Jan. 9, 1906. This application filed June

22. 1907. Serial No. 380,225.

1. lu an engine, the cumbinatitin with th«.' frunif. the

cn>-"; shaft, the crank, and the piston, of an nrm pivot-

ally connected to the pist.m and having a plvoUl and slid-

ing connection with the crank, and an arm rigidly mount-

ed on the crank and pivotally conn •. r. ! to the first nam.-<1

arm. whereby pres.sure airainst th-' pi^tim in one direction

will cause the crank to turn mori- thini tialf a revolution.

J. In an engine, the cotnliination with fh«^ frame having'

a iiuitleway ther^-in. the crank shaft the criuik ami the pis

ton. of an arm pivotally connected ro the piston, an arm

rotatahly mounted on the crank and pivotally connected

to the first named arm, a cross-head fittc<l to <aid (fuide-

way. and mean-; connecting said arms with r!i.' r >s-i-head

whereby pressure against the piston in "tn- Jirei'tmn will,

cause the crank to turn more than lialf a revolution.

structed to extend between the cords for preventing twist-

ed cords running on the pulley.

4. A shade fixture bracket having an attaching base or

foot at one end, said bracket having an opening and pro-

vided with laterally extending flanges forming side walls

for said opening, a shade-cord pulley supported by said

walls, the walls extending beyond the pulley to form

guards at both ends thereof to prevent shade-cords leaving

the pulley, a cord separator extending through one of

said walls and constructed to extend across the path of

and between the cords, and a projection on one end of the

bracket for supporting a guide rod.

5. .\ shade fixture bracket having an attaching base or

foot at one end, an opening In the body of the bracket

having laterally extending side walls, a pulley supported

by said walls and the walls extending beyond the pulley

to form guards at both ends thereof to prevent the cords

leaving the pulley, a projection on one end of the bracket,

a guide rod extending through said projection, and a cord

separator engaging the rod and extending through one

side wall and across the path of the cords.

889,860. WINI><)\V Sli.vl'i; Ili>I.l»ER.

wi.\. Pittsburg. Pa. Filed M.iv M. 1

376.811.

IS.iAC S. Shxs-
907. Serial No.

889,861. I'ROCESS OK .MKiK i:iM/.I.M. .\i.uebt E.

Smith and Jusei-h K. Mili.ikkn. iMirht .n. Mus. Filed

<t<-t ii'. 1906. S«'rlai No. ;{;!".», Itt'),') i Specim.ns. i

1 In the process of mercerizing fibrous cellulose mate-

rials, treating the unmercerizei] innt.-rial with the crude

solution produced by reactiuk; .n • Pilose with an alkali

tlon of viscose an<l with an alkali

2. In the process of mercerizing fibrous cellulose mate-

rials, treating the unmercerized material with a crude

viscose solution and with an alkali.

3. In the process of mercerizing fibrous cellulose mate-

rials, treating the material successively with a crude solu-

tion of viscose and with an alkali.

889,862. CAR -FENDER. Joseph M. Smith. Worcester,

Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Worcester

Railway Supply Company. Worcester, Mass.. a Corpo-

ration, Filed June 10. 1907. Serial No. 378,272.

;^g^^2_i_£'

1. \ shade fixture hracket provided with a shade cord

pulley, and a cord separator arranged to extend b»'tween

the shade cords to prevent twisted cords running on the

pulley,

2. A shade fixture bracket having an attaching base or

foot at one end. a projection at the opposite end of the

bracket for supporting one end of a guide pod. said bracket

having an opening and provided with laterally extending

flanges forming the .«lde walls of the opening, and a pulley

In said opening and supported by said flaoges. the flanges

extending beyond the pulley to form guards at both ends

thereof.

3. \ shade fixture bracket having an attaching base or

foot, said bracket having an opening and provided with

laterally extending flanges forming side walls for said

opening, a pulley In said opening «ui>ported by said

flanges, the flanges extending b.>yond th>' pulley to form

guards at both ends thereof, and a cord separator con-

1 In a car fender, the combination of a swinging frame,

resilient means for swinging the frame ab^ut a [ilvot in

one direction, movable means for pr-^venting thp frame

from so swinging, and resilient means for disengaging the

movable means when the frame Is to be swung In the re-

verse direction.

2. In a car fender, ih- I'Minbinat i..n of a shaft, a fend-

ing frame mounted thereon, resilient means for swinging

the frame and shaft ahuut the axis of the shaft, a wheel

mounted on the shaft having a notch therein, a pawl for

engaging said notch, and a spring normally tending to

force the pawl out of the notch

3. In a car fender, the combination of a supixirt, a shaft

journaled thereon, a fending frame carried by the shaft, a

spring secured to said shaft and wi>\ind around It, the

opposite end of the spring being connected with the sup-

port, said spring tending to rotate the shaft, a wheel on

the shaft having a plurality of notches therein, a pawl

pivoted on the support for engaging said notches, and a

spring mounted on the support and adapted to force said

pawl out of the notches to enable the first named spring

to rotate the shaft.

4. In a car fender, the combination of a swinging frame,

a resilient net connected with said frame and tending to

swing the frame about Its pivot In one direction, a wheel

having a notch In Its periphery and movable with the

frame, a pawl engaging said notch, and a spring for forc-

ing the pawl out of the notch.

5 In a fender, the combination of a swinging frame, a

resilient net connected with the frame and tending to

swing the frame about Its pivot In one direction, movable

means for preventing the frame from so swinging, and

resilient means for disengaging the movable means when

the frame Is to be swung In the reverse direction.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gaiette.)

chutes to assist In supporting the same, a receptacle hav-

ing an auxiliary receptacle adapted to project below and

be connected to the under side at the top of each chute,

said auxiliary receptacle being parallel with the bottom

of the chute and joining the main receptacle at a point

above the lowest point of the main receptacle, and means

for adJusUbly connecting said receptacles to the rods,

the formation of the receptacle and auxiliary receptacle

causing an eddy In the auxiliary receptacle, for the pur-

pose set forth.

889 86 5. DUMPING - CAR. Willi.\.m W. Wallace,

Kn'oxvllle. Tenn. Filed Oct. 8, 1907. Serial No. 396,445.

889 863 STAND FOR HOLDING MANUSCRIPIS OR

WRITING OR DRAWING PATTERNS. Otto TzscHACH-

MWN Forst. Lausltz. Germany. F"iled Apr. 18. 1906.

Serial No. 312,417, Renewed May 4. 1908. Serial No.

430.855.

p r i r P

In a stand for holding writing or drawing patterns con-

aUtlng of a front and a back plate hinged together at their

upper edges by means of an endless string loop drawn

through both plates, a ridge being provided on the Inside of

the back plate, the stand when opened, being held in such

opened position bv means of a bottom plate hinged to the

bottom edge of the front plate and leaning on said ridge

on the Inside of the back plate, said bottom plate being

held In Its opened position by means of a string loop pass-

ing through said front and back plates and said bottom

plate, as described

889,864. CONCENTU.VTOH OR WASHER FOR PRE
,

CI0U8 METALS. Oliver H. Wape. Boston, Mass., as-
,

slgnor of one-third to Peter P. Porter, Boston, Mass.

Filed Feb. 28. 1907. Serial No. 359.946.

1 In an apparatus of this character, having a series of

chutes arranged In zlg zag inclined order, of a support

for each chute connected to the upper end thereof, and con-

sisting of a receptacle having Its mouth above the upper

end of the chute and its bt)ttom below and beyond the end

of the chute, and an auxiliary receptacle carried by the

main receptacle and Joining the bottom of the main recep-

tacle at a point above the lowest point of the main re-

ceptacle, said auxiliary receptacle having its bottom below

and parallel with the ui.imt end of the chute, for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. In an apparatus of this character, the comiilnatlon of

a frame, a hopper connected to the upper end thereof,

rods connected to opposite sides within the frame, two

binders connected to the remaining two sides within the

frame, a series of chutes, adjustable means connected

to the binders and adapted to engage the sides of the

1. In n dumping car, the combination with a truck of a

load carrying body supported for tilting action upon

the truck and having a movable side door, of means for

pivotally supporting the movable door ;
an articulated

door closing device pivotally attached to the lower end

portion of the door and also pivotally attached to the

door upholding means, and a projection or stop device on

the body arranged for engaging and bending the door clos-

ing device when the car body is righted, the said door clos-

ing device being arranged for holding the door closed

when in l)ent p<sltion. and being maintained in such bent

position by the stop device when the car body is in normal

or horizontal position.

2. In a dumping car. a tilting body: a movable side

door; a door arm pivotally atta.hed at its outer end to the

upper portion of the door and pivotally attached at its In-.

ner end to an end of the car body : an articulated door

closing and locking device comprising a lever articulated

between Its ends and having Its Inner end pivi>tn1ly at-

tached to the door arm and having its outer end pivotally

attached to the lower portion of the movable door, and a

atop for engaging and niaintaining said articulated lever

In a bent condition when the car body is in normal posi-

tion, and for releasing the articulated lever and permitting

It to drop Into a straightened condition when the car body

Is tilted, the lower portion of the door being normally held

closed by the articulated lever when the latter is main-

tained In bent condition.

3. In a dumping car, a tilting car body ; a movable side

door therefor: an upper door arm having its opposite end

portions respectively pivoted to the upper end portion of

the door and to an end of the car liody ; a vibratory prop

device pivoted to and depending from the upper door arm :

a car truck upon which the vibratory prop is sustained

during the dumping action : a door closing and locking

device comprising an articulated lever having one sec-

tion pivotally attache<l at its inner end to the upper door

arm. and having the outer end of its other section piv

otally attached to the lower snd portion of the door; a

stop device on the car end for engaging and causing the

articulated lever to bend and draw inwardly the lower

portion of the door, and for descending with the down-

wardly tilting car portum in dumping to permit the ar-

ticulated lever to straighten out and thereby lengthen pro-

portionatelv to the outward movement of the door: the

said vibratorv prop i.eing provided with a stop for limit-

ing downward bending of the articulated lever after the

' latter has arrived at a straightened out condition.
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4 In a dumping car. a ttltlng body having' h movable

side gate or door for opening and closing th.> load recepta

cle provided by the car body : means for pitotally •sup-

porting the movable door; a door closing device conslstlnkr

of an articulated lever Jointed between it-* .nfl^ and ha^

log Its inner end plvotally connected with tU.^ car body

and having its outer end plvotally connect.-l with the mov-

able door, and means fur holding the articulated lever In

a bent condition when the car body is In loading posi-

tion and for releasing and allowing the articulated lever

to straighten out when the car body is tilted Jrom normal

to dumping position. I

5 In a dumping car. a tilting body havfcg movable

side doors plvotally supported on upper door
f
rms having

their inner ends pivoted to upper end portions bf the body :

.winging props pivoted to and depen.lin.- fr.jm the door

arms; and locking levers each comprism- mh Inner sec-

tion pivoted to one of the door arms. a. 1 „, outer sec-

tion pivoted to a lower end portion -t ..n. of the side

doors.

[rialm 6 not printed In the r.azette.l

plunger and cooperating with a movable checking cylinder

rarrled bv the motor.
.- The' combination with a movable car body and a re-

ciprocatorv motor cylinder for actuating the car body, of

1 pair of "interconnected cylinders, and plungers cooperat-

ing with said cylinders to control the movement of the car

body Independently of the motor.

[Claims 6 to 1ft not printed in the Gawtte.]

889 867. WU.vri'lNGMA. IIINK. Miltom H. Ballard.

Lvnn. Mass.. assignor to Tripp Fruit Wrapping Mach ne

Co . San Francisco. Cal.. a Corporation of Maine. Hied

Apr. 15, 1007. Serial No. .•i68.240.

889.866. I>UMPINGC.\R <aRL P

N J assignor to M. H. Treadwell Company

poratlon of New York. Filed June 10. 1901.

378,056.

ASTB0M. Orange,

a Cor-

Serial No.

1 The combination with a nir t-dy and a supportini;

fnnne prorWed with racks for tilting the <}ar body as it

travels transversely of the support, of a m-.U.r mounted to

actuate the car body, a gear carried by the car body and

engaging one of said racks, and a pin carrlftd by the gear

and -n^raged bv said motor, said pin being eccentrically

located with respect to the axis of the said fear, and mov-

ing in a vertically slotted part of said motor.

• \ car body mounted to tilt and travel laterally. In

combination with a laterally traveling motor for imparting

to the oar its laterally traveling: movement, means for

tilting the car during its traveling movemant, and a plu-

rality uf eccentric actuating connections carried by the

car tNMly and intercbangeal.le slotted means for directly

connecting the motor with one or the other of said actuat-

ing connections, aocordiuk: to the direction in whirh the

car body is to be moved from a central position.

3 The combination with a tilting car body and motor

means for actuating the .-ar Nudy compr'^ing a reclpro-

catory motor, of fluid oheckin« means independent of the

motor and effective throughout the entire movement of

the car bodv. said fluid checkinL' mt'ans cutuprising a plu

rality of reversely arranged interconnected cylinders and

[)lungers. ., . ,

4 The combination with a tilting and laterally movable

car body and motor means for actuating the car body

comprising a ncipro<-atory m-itor, ..f a Kulde bar for one

side of the mof.r and a second guide for the other side of

the motor, said seiond guide being furme.l as a stationary

1 In a wrapping machine, the cmbinati-n with wraiv

plng-devlces and a cutting d-vice f.,r the paper ad ustalde

toward and from the wrapping .bvices, uf exten^iWle en-

gaging-devices for the paper In front of said cutting device.

which extend in a horizontal plane from one to the other

side of the wrapping-devices and which are separated to

eneage the edges of the strip of paper, means for operating

said engaging devices Intermittingly. and means for oper-

ating said cutting-device while the en.'aging-devlces are at

rest, substantially as dfscril>ed.

o In a wrapping machine, the cmbination with wrap-

ping devices, a fe,.ding device for the paper and a cutting-

device for the paper, adjustable toward and from the wrap-

ping devices, of extensible engaging devices for the paper

in front of said cutting-device which extends in a horiz-n

tal plane from one to the other side of the wrappmg^devices

and which are separated to engage the edges of th*" ^tr p

of paper, means for operating saKl feeding device and said

engaging-devices simultaneously, and means for opera Ing

said cuttlng-devlce while the feeding device and engaging-

devices are at rest, substantially as described

? In a wrapping machine, the cmbinati.m with wj.ip-

plng-devices, a cutting device for the paper, a frame bear-

ng said cutting device which is adjustable toward and

from the wrapping devices, of extensible engaging devl.es

for the paper in front of said cuttlng-devlce. which extend

m a horizontal plane from one to the other side of he

wrapping-devices and which are separated to engage he

edges of the strip of paper, stationary supports fo he

outer ends of said engaging-devices at one side of the

wrapping devices, and supports for the Inner ends of said

engaging devices, borne by the frame bearing the cutti.|g-

.levlce. and means for operating said engaging devices n-

termittlnglv. and means for operating said cuttlrig device

whUe the e'ngaging devl,-es are at rest, substantially as de-

4 In a wrapping machine, the combination with wrap-

ping devices, a feeding device for the paper, a cutting-

Sevlce for the paper, and frame bearing said feedlng-devlce

and cutting-device, adjustable toward and from the wrnp^

i ping device of extensible engaging-devices in front of saul
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cuttlng-devlce which extend in a horizontal plane from

one to the other side of the wrapping-devices and which

are separated to engage the edge, of the strip of paper,

stationary supports for the outer ends of said engaging-

devices at one aide of the wrapping-devices, and supports

for the inner ends of said engaging devices borne by the

adjustable frame bearing the feedlng-devlce and cuttlng-

devlce. means for operating said feedlng-devlce and said

engaging-devices simultaneously, and means for operating

said cuttlng-devlce while the feedlng-devlce and engaging-

devices are at rest, substantially as described.

5 In a wrapping machine, the combination with wrap-

ping-devices and a cutting device for the paper, adjustable

toward and from the wrapping-devices, and movable en-

gaging-bands for the paper In front of said cuttlng-devlce

for conveying the paper to the wrapping-devices, the en-

gaging-portions of which are extensible to correspond with

the different positions of adjustment of the cuttlng-devlce,

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

faced clutch slidably connected to the drill spi»dle. gear

Ing for forming a forward and reverse connection between

the supplemental shaft and last mentioned gear on the

drill spindle, a driving shaft, and a driving connection be-

tween the supplemental shaft and the driving shaft.

5 In a drilling machine. In combination, a suitable

frame, a vertically arranged drill spindle, a supplemental

shaft a gear rotatably connected with the supplemental

shaft' a gear adapted to have a driving connection with

the drill spindle, an intermediate gear in constant mesh

with the gear on the supplemental shaft, moans for moving

; the intermediate gear into mesh with the gear for the drill

spindle, a driving shaft, and a driving connection between

the driving shaft and supplemental shaft.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,869. COTTON-SEEl. lUl.LEli. Hardy L. Catiiev,

Erlck, Okla. Filed .luly 2.->, 1S>07. Serial No. 385.546.

889,868. GEARING. John 8. Babnes. Rockford 111., as-

alMor to W F. & John Barnes Company. Rockford. III.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 12. 1907. Serial

No. 383,530.

1 In a drilling machine, in combination, a suitable

frame, a vertically arranged drill spindle, a supplementa

shaft a gear connectl.... between the supplemental shaft

and drill spindle, a driving shaft, and a .Iriving connect on

between the driving shaft and supplemental shaft, the

drill spindle, supplemental shaft and driving shaft located

In substniitlally the same plane.

2 In a drilling machine, in combination, a suitable

frame a vertically arranged drill spindle, a supplementa

.haft a forward gear connection between the supplemental

shaft" and drill spindle, a reverse gear connection between

the supplemental shaft and drill spindle, a driving shaft,

and a gear connection between the driving shaft and sup-

plemental shaft, the drill spindle, supplemental shaft and

driving shaft located in substantially the same plane

3 lu a drilling machine, in combination, a suitable

frame a vertically arranged drill spindle, a supplemental

shaft a gear connection between the supplemental shaft

and drill spindle, a driving shaft, a driving c<.nnection be-

tween the driving shaft and supplemental shaft, a counter

shaft, and a driving contirctlon between the eounter shaft

an.l driving shaft, the drill spindle, supplemental shaft,

driving shaft and counter shaft located In substantially

the same plane

4 In a drilling machine, in combination, a suitable

frame a vertically arranged drill spindle, a supplenaental

shaft a spur gear loosely mounted on the drill spindle and

having a clutch face, a spur gear fixedly connected with

the supplemental shaft and in constant mesh with the

Rear on the drill spindle, another spur gear loosely mount-

ed on the drill spindle and having a clutch face, a double

1 k cotton hulling machine, comprising a ca«'°g' *

breas't, a series of ribs separating the casing from the

breast a feed bed mounted in the breast, a series of saws

mo;nted in the casing and projecting through the spaces

between the ribs into the breast, an Inclined endless apron

mounted in the breast with Its lower stretch running in a

Straight line away from the ribs, means for ituparting a

traveling movement to the apron, and means for driving

I" saws, the entrance opening or front of the breast being

unobstructed between the apron and feed bed.

o A cotton hulling machine, comprising a •^/'''^K. a

bre'ist a series of ribs separating the casing from the

b a : afeed bed mounted in the breast, a series of saws

mounted In the casing projecting through the spaces be-

Tween the ribs into the breast, means for driving said

sTws an inclined endless apron mounted in the breas

wlTh one roller located in close proximity to the saws and

Tibs and with us lower stretch running in a straight line

away fronT the said ribs and saws, said apron embodying

Tsefles of transverse slits, and means for Imparting move-

meTt toihe apron, the entrance opening or front ;^-
breast being unobstructed between the apron and feed b. d^

3 A cotton hulling machine, comprising a casing a

breas a series of ribs separating the casing from the

breast a series of saws mounted in the casing and project-

ing hrough the spaces between the ribs into the breast^

t^oans for driving the saws, an inclined endless apron

mounted In the breast with its lower --^ch -n^ng in

straight line awav from the ribs, means for imparting n

avellng movement to the apron, and a feed bed moun ed

Tb breast and forming with the lower stretch of th

apron an entrance opening for the front of the br a

Xich is entirelv unobstructed from the saws ""t^ard .^

between the bed and apron, the apron being outwardly

diverging with respect to the bed as a whole.

4 \ cotton hulling machine, comprising a '«->nc. «

breast a series of ribs separating the casing trova th.

reas a series of saws mounted in the casing and projec -

ng hrough the spaces between the ribs into the breast^

1 means for driving the saws, a feed bed mounted in the

/
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breast, an Inclined endless apron mounted In the breast

above the feed bed and embodying a series of transverse

slats, the lower stretch of the apron rvinnlnK in a straiRht

line away from the ribs and the apron (ilverutim outwardly

from the bed as a whole, the space betwe.n the bod and

apron belnK pntirely unobstructed or unrestricted, and

means for imparting a traveling movem.nr to the apron.

3. A3. A switch button havlm: n r.-.-s. a spring plug

located therein, a plurality of sprint: ui.iiil»-rs nf stihstan-

tlally elliptical form arranged upon said s|irini: phi*: and

means for retaining said spring members within the r.-css.

1,870. RP:INKc>[{(K1' W.VLL. .\.VTOlvt z. Chiooo,

Cairo. Egvpt. urik-'ina! application filed Oct. 4. 1906,

Serial No." 337. 4.'.'^ I>ivided and this application filed

Nov. 25, 1907. Serial No. 403,794.
j

3

889,872. STOI'I'KU ' >H i I.osriii: loR BOTTLES AND
THE LIKE. Paul Conbad, Chicago, 111. Filed May '23.

1907. Serial No. 375.270.

-^ 3

1. In reinforced construction, the cnmldnation with the

Bide walls space<i apart, of fliling matt'rial t)etween said

walls, strenifthenini; rods within said walls, and tie bolts

connecting the strfnsth.ninn rods of opposite walls

2. In reinforced construction, the comUination with two

sets of parallel an^le imns adapted to contain filling ma-

terial between them, of cross bars connecting said irons,

and tie bolts connectintc the cross bars of th« two sets

3. In reinforced construction, the comhination with the

side walls formed of blocks, >>t tilliug material between

said wi\;;s. Innjitudinal strengthening metal bars for said

w,i:;-. cr •-- bars attached to said loniiitintina! 'kif-^, and

tie bults C'.im-'ctint' the cross bars of oiipnsitc -^iil.' vvaii-

4. In rt;iif -r. •'! .nn-tructicn. the comt)inBtlon with the

side w.i;.- f'.ru;-.! -f bl..cks. of tlliin.,' matorial between

said w :i;i-- >'.ii-';- i.linal sr r.'Mcth.'uint; niftal bars fur said

of said walls, vertical bar- within said w^ll at intervals

attached to said angle irons, and tie bolts t-onnecting the

vertical bars of opposite side walls.
|

5. In reinforced construction, the conibinlatb>n with the

side walls composed of bricks, of a thin lay.r .)f cement

covering said walUs. longitudinally >trengthening anirle

irons in said walls, vertical bars within said walls attached

to said angle irons, tie bolts connectiuk' Mv vertical bars

of opposite walls, and a cement ...ini"'-<iti'Ui rillin- the

space between said walls.

1 A liuttle .losur.' or stopper affording an inner and

an 'Ut.r s.al an I having a convex portion adapted to

yield upward!;.

2. -X. stopp-r "T rlusnre havini: a iH.rtic.n f" s.^al airainst

the rim of the neck uf a bottle both Inside and outside

thereof, a central conical upwardly yielding portion and a

lining covering the entire inner face of the closure.

3. A dfvlce of the class d.s,ril>-d having paralbd ipor-

tlons affording a chann.l tti.r.'t>.tw.Mn and a resilient

portion forcing the parallel portions oppositely to clamp

the neck of a bottle therebetween

4. .\ bottle seal or closure havini: a < hannel to receive

the top of the neck of th- bottl.. th-r-in and resilient

means adapted to clamp thr closure to conform to the

neck of the bottle and affording a double seal for smd

bottle.

r> \ closure or stopper coniprisin« an outer downturned

flange, an inner parallel portion, a transy. rs.' portion con-

necting: the same at corresponding edg.s and a rosiuent

portion integral with the Inner portion acting to force

said ttange and parallel portion to firmly seal against the

outside and inside of the neck of the bottle respectively.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

ss!(.>»t:; llMHROil. Hi ssKi.i. 11 !'\\("N. I.'omlnater,

Mass. Original application tili'd Mar -M. 1!>07. Serial

\.) .-'.H.S.GSO. KlvidtKl and this application filed Dec. 4,

I'.tuT. Serial No. 4(»5,12r>.

8S9.ST1. SWITCH-BTTTON. Charles A. Cl.\kk. Hart-

ford. Conn. Original application filed Oct. 24. l'.»nT.

Serial No. 398,887 l>lvlded and this application riled

Feb. 15, 1908. Serial No. 416.147

1. A switch button having a recess, a spring plug

located therein, curved spring leaves arranged in pairs

and with their curvatures opposed andi in .ins for re

tainlng said spring leaves within the receap

2. X switch button havini: a recess, a spriii;: pluc

located therein, curved sprini: leaves arrange<l in pairs

and with their curvaturfs opposed, bearing plat>s Inter-

mediate the said oppos..<i spring leaves, and lueans for re-

tainin.- said l^av-s and t>.'arini; plat.-s within th- recess.

1 As a n.-w article of manufacture, an npproxiniatrtjT

annular hair roll forme<l of Inherently ela>;tir material;

an.l means secured to and carried by the roll upon the In-

ner circumference thereof, for engaging the hair

2. .V hair roll annular in ci>ntonr and formed of in-

herently elastic fMlirb-

3. .\ hair roll of annular contour, formed of liib-T. iitly

elastic wire fabric.

4 A hair roll of substantially annular contour, f rm-d

of Inherently elastic material; Hn<i hair .ncMirlni: means

carried thereby.

5. \ hair-roll formed of a braided tubular elastl.- wire

fabric having Its ends Joined to form an annulus
;
and

a plurality of combs secured to the Inner circumference

thereof

[Claims to 14 not printed in the Oazette.l
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889.874. DEVICE FOR SEALING BOTTLES Feank

D.NOMAN. Baltimore. Md.. assignor «' °°^-;^'' ^_^''»^

E. Donaldson. Baltimore. Md. Filed Jan. 27. 1908. Se-

rial No. 412,786.

1 \ metallic boitb' sealing cap having a continuous

topsurface and a pendent bottle-neck engaging d- vice ex-

tending continuously downwardly from the marginal edge

of the top surface of the cap. a metallic plate In said cap^-
[

said plate being concavo-convex from its marginal edge

at one side to the marginal edge at Its diamet rlcally-opp^

Bite side, and a flat sealing disk also In the cap beneath he

metallic plate and havnii: its marginal edge confronting

the pendent bottle n-ck rngai:ing d.vice
v, , „ „

2 The combination «..h a sb,. t n„ tal cap having a

too' and a pendent bottle n.ck .niraL'ing device at the

e<ie of said top, ..f a flat sealm. .l.^k in said -«P "°d »

S^nd disk interposed between the cap top «°d '"t
sealing disk, said second disk havltig a depressed por on

which cxmfronts the central tla. ,.ortlon of the sealing

disk

•.The combination with a sheet-metal cap hajing a

top and a pendent bottle-neck engaging device at the edge

of said top, of a flat sealing disk in ^aid cap and having

Its marginal edge unsupported again.^t upward pressur^

and a metallic disk Interposed between the fiat disk and

cap-top and having a depressed central P^--^'^" /"''^^^^

marginal edge of said metallic disk being normally spaced

from the marginal edge of the sealing disk.

4 The combination with a sealing device having an an-

nular flange memt.er. of a flat sealing disk within the

flange-member and supporte<1 at its bottom side by said

flange member, and a concavo-convex metal Portion en^

clrcle<i by the flange-member and having position above

the flat sealing disk.

with a transTersely disposed flattened head adapted to

project within the cylindrical chamber to co6perate with

the abutment upon the rotor, the said valve being formed

with a passage for the fluid medium.

3 In a roUry engine, the combination of a casing pro-

Tided with a cvllndrlcal chamber and also with a valve

chamber, a rotor mounted within the cylindrical chamber,

an abutment carried by the rotor, a cylindrical slide valve

mounted within the valve chamber and provided at one

end with a transversely disposed flattened head adapted

to project within the cylindrical chamber to cooperate

with the abutment upon the rotor and at its opposite end

with a stem, the said valve being formed with a passage

for the fluid pressure medium, and a plate closing the

valve chamber and coSperating with the stem to guide

the valve in its m.)vements.
.v. ., .*,

4 In a rotarv engine of the character described, the

combination of a casing, a rotor mounted within the cas-

ing abutments carried by the rotor, slide valves moun ed

upon the casing for cooperating with the abutments, plug

valves for controlling the admission of fluid pressure to

the slide valves, a disk mounted upon the casing, crank

arms carried by the plug valves, means connecting the

crank arms to eccentric portions of the disk, and means

for operating the disk to control the plug valves.

5 A rotarv engine comprising a casing, a rotor mount-

ed within the casing means for revolving the rotor, and

concentric packing rings at the end of the rotor one of

,
the packing rings being carried by the casing and the op-

! poslte packing ring by ibe rotor

[Claim 6 not printed in tb. (Jazette.]

889 876 STENt^ILINO- MACHINE Chart.es Gibbs,

New York N Y. assignor to Underwood Typewriter

Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New Jer-

sey. Filed Dec. 2. 1907. Serial No 404.(56.

•M^B ROTARY ENGINE. John K. Gerrich, Han-

ger Pa assignor of one-half to George W. Miller. Han-

over', I'a. Filed Oct. 30. 1907. Serial No. 399,842.

M'

"

1 in a roiars . luine the combination of a casing, a

rotor mounted within the casing, an abutment carried by

the rotor, a slide valve mounted within the casing and

provided with a head adapted to cooperate with the

abutment, the said slide valve being formed with a pas-

sage for the fluid medium, and spring pressed packing

meml,.>r« at the end and sides of the head of the valve.

• In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing pro-

vided with a cvllndrlcal chamber and also with a valve

chamber, a rotor mounted within the cylindrical chamber,

an abutment carried by the rotor, and a cylindrical slide

Tslve mounted within the valve chamb<>r and provided

-O

1 In a atencUlng machine, the combination with a

frame and a atencll cylinder entirely open at one end. of

a gear upon the other end of the cylinder, and a shaft ex-

tending along the cylinder and carrying at one end a

Undle and a stop and at the other end a second gear in

mesh with said gear and of the same diameter «« the lat-

ter ; a cooperating stop being provided upon the frame-

'''*o'',n a stenciling machine, the combination with a

frame and a stencil cylinder entirely open at one end of

a g^ar upon the other end of the cylinder, the latter sup^

Sorted oniy at its rear end, and a shaft extending along

f^e cvHnder and carrying at one end a handle atjd stop

and at the other end a s...ond gear In mesh with said

*Tln a stenciling machine, the combination with a

frame and a stencil .ylinder entirely open at one end and

havTng at the other end an axle whereby It Is wholly sup-

^rted upon the frame, of a gear upon said axle, and a

^Ift expending along the cylinder and carrying at one

nd a handle and at the other end a ---.d .-r o -s».

with said Ke«r the axle beinL' .iournaled in a boss pro

:ded ;^n'The framework, and the gear being moused

upon an end of said axle which projects frotn he bos

^

4 In a stenciling machine, the combination with a

frame having at one end a standard, of an axle ourna ed

in said standard and projecting at its outer end ^^-^^^^

standard, a stencil cylinder open at one end aud .it the
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i
other end having an Interna, hub se ui-l ,., seM ;ixl. and

driving means upon said projecting onrt ^f ^aicl axl-

5 In a stenciling machine, the romliiiuition with a

frame having at one end a standard, of ao axl- Jour-

naled in said standard and projecting at its out-r ond

from said standard, a stencil cylinder op.n at on. -nd

and at the other end having an internal hah s-cured to

said axle a gear upon said projecting -nd -f laid axl.., and

a shaft extending along the cylinder a:i 1
irrv.n- at one

end a handle and at the other • t,d a < iM >.-ar m m-sh

with said gear.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed m the (,;v/..tt..l

Samiel Greene.s. t'oughkeepsle.
88».87T. GARMENT.

N. Y. Filed Jan. 29, 1908. Serial No. 41.^.183.

rotate said .haft, spring actuated dog* In the path of

said lever adapted to alternately engage the lever and

hold It In its adjusted position.
, . v. ,

2 The combination with a releasing device having a

lever to operate the same; of looking dogs In the path of

said lever whereby when the lever Is moved In e'ther di-

rection It will be engaged by one of said dogs and held n

its adjusted position, and additional means to move said

I dog Into engagement with the lever.

' a The combination with an Inclosure :
of nn animal

securing and holding device, a shaft extending through

one wall of said inclosure, arms on said shaft and rigid

therewith, means to connect said arms with the an mal

securing device, means on the outer surface of said wall to

rotate said shaft and spring actuated means whereby

Mid securing device may be retained In lt« operative

position. , .

4 The .'omblnation with an inclosure: of ».. ainmal

securing; and iioldlng device, a shaft extendi..^ through

one wall of said Inclosure. arms on «nid «.haft. means to

connect said arms with the animal - .nn.- device, a door

for said Inclosure. a latch on said d.n.r and means on the

outer surface of said wall to simultaneously rotate said

shaft and n'l''as*> said latch.

5 The combination with an Inclosure: of an animal

securing and holding d-vu-e. a shaft extending througl,

one wall of said Inclosure. arms on said shaft and rigid

therewith means to connect snid nrm« with th- animal

securing device, a spring op-n-d d,. r for said inclosure.

a latch on said door a k.-.-p.>r for said latch, means on the

outer surface of said wall to simultaneously rotate said

shaft and release said latch from Its keeper and addl

tlonal means whereby said securing device may l>e re-

tained in Its operative position.

[t'lalm 6 not printed In the Oazette 1

In a garment, the combination of a bod.r portion folded

upon Itself so as to form a numb.>r of plaits, said plaits

being spaced substantially equidistant, such garment be-

ing provided, adjacent to each of said plaits, with a

plurality of holes disposed n •
ti .i

!'-'•
^'"'' V

, /,
;'

plait, and a lacing member .t:...!-.! -hr.M.h ^a.d holes

for the purpose of contracting and .nlanzlag said garment

at the plaits, said garment beinc r. v. r<i'd. so that when

worn in one position said lacing m. i.r. : is visible, and

when worn In another position said lacin. ui-mber Is con-

cealed. 1

889 878 VMM \I. RELEASING DEVICe] H.os J. Han

.SON. Racine. Wis. Filed N^v n 10<HV Serial No.

342,213.

889 879. WIRE-STRETCHER Harvet H. H^"'"

Hknby C. Habris. Cowgtll. Mo., assignor, of one-half to

Laura F. Harris and Thomas S. Harris, CowglU. Mo.

Filed Aug. 3. 1907. Serial No. 386.957.

U The combination with an animal ^^^.-uring and bold-

iu- device- of a shaft, arms on th- shaft adapted to en-

^.,1'.. rh- securing and holding: d-vice. a lever adapted to

\ wire stretcher comprising a frame, having an end por-

tion of triang^ilar form and the opposite end portion consist-

ng of spaced n,..n,b..-^ i.aving slots extended
'"-"f

^7-

heir ends, an > ^
'.^'vlng swivel connection with the

outer end of said frame, a windless having journals mount-

ed In the slots forn>ed In the ends of said frame members^

blocks closing the op.n end of said slot.s. ratchet wheels

fast to the journals, an operating fork having slot, ex^

ended inward from the ends of Its members and adapted

to revive the outer end of the aforesaid Journals, blocks

cLing the open ends of said slots, the Inner sides of said

fork^ members being cut away to provide teeth for co-

oi^rTtlon w„h th.. teeth of the ratchet wheels, det-n

nJ^Ts pivoted to the spaced members of the frame and

aJIpJed to cooperate with the teeth of the said ratchet

whi^ru shaped springs for said detent pawls having on.

end fast thereto and the opposite end crimped, pins ap

nli.d to the spaced members of the frame and cooperating

'

with the crimped ends of said springs to hold the pawN

,.ither in or out of operative position, means for connecting

the windlass to the part to he subj.-t.d to t.n.ion. and

' means for imparting an oscillatory movement to the oper-

I ating fork.
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MB3M. WIRE FENCE CLAMP. Habtbt H. Haebis and

Hbxry C. Hakuis, Cowglll, Mo., assignor, of one-half to

I>aura F. Harris and Thomas S. Harris. Cowglll, Mo.

Filed Nov. 27, 1907. Serial No. 404.080.

1
>

1 \ fence clamp comprising relatively movable mem-

l>ers. cooperating Jaws secured to the respective members,

and pins adapted to extend across the space formed be-

tween the Jaws to retain the wire or like part to be sub-

jected to tension from casual displacement from between

the said Jaws.

•1. In a f<'nce clamp, the combination of a member hav-

ing spaced portions, a cooperating member arranged be-

tween said spaced portions. Jaws spanning the space be-

tween the spaced portion of the first member and se-

cured thereto, cooperating Jaws secured to the member ar-

ranged between said spaced portions, and means for posi-

tively moving the two members to effect movement of the

Jaws towards or from one another.

3. A fence clamp comprising a member having a groove,

a second member slidably mounted in said groove, Jaws

secured to the first meml)er uiwn opposite sides of the

groove formed therein, coilperating Jaws secured to the

slldabl- member, and means for moving the slidable mem-

ber In the groove either to cause the Jaws to open or close.

row ; an Intermediate member or ring resting on said plate

provided with a seat for said ring and held In position by

said clips: and means for locking said spinning ring to

said Intermediate member.

4. The combination with a spinning ring, a supporting

plate, and an intermediate member between the last two:

of a plurality of clips having pins adapted to enter a plu-

ralltv of depressions in said intermediate member and

adapted to engage the lower flange of the spinning ring

:

and means for holding said Intermiedlate member, on said

supporting plate.

5 The combination with a spinning ring: of a ring

rail provided with an opening: a split ring rigidly held In

position In said opening provided with a peripheral groove

In its inner face : a ring or plate adapted to engage said

groove and provided with radial clips: and a weighted

member iwsltloned by said clips adapted for slight hori-

zontal movement and provided with a seat for said spin-

ning ring which Is rigidly secured to said weighted mem-

ber and movable therewith.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

880.881. RING- SIINN1.N<; .VNI» TWISTING APPARA

TUS. Erwin Havpkn. Uoston. Mass.. assignor to Hay-

den Machlnerv Company, i'ortland, Me., a Corporation

of Maine. Filed Apr. 3. 1906. Serial No. 309.668.

889,882. SEWIN<; M.\« HlNi: FoK FINISHING Bl'T-

TOn'hOI-E riFCKS. &I-. IlEUBrKT E. Hill. Haverhill.

Mass assignoi to The Heece Button Hole Machine

Companv. Boston. Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed

Mar. 26, 1908. Serial No. 423,326.

1. The combination with a spinning ring ; of a supporting

plate provided with a plurality of perforations: a plurality

of clips provided with holding I'ins co acting with said

perforations : an intermediate member or ring on said plate

beld In position by said dips and provided with a seat for

said ring; and means for looiting said spinning rlnc to said

Intermediate nuinb.r

2. The combination with a spinning ring: of a sup-

porting plate provided with a plurality of clips adjust-

able toward and from the axis thereof to accommodate said

plate to different sizes of spinning rings; an intermediate

n.emb.-r or ring resting on said plate provided with a seat

for the spinning ring and lield in position by said adjust-

nhW clips . and means for locking said spinning ring to

«aid intermediate meml)er.

3 The combination with a spinning ring; of a support-

ing plate provided with a plurality of perforations in a

plurality of rows ; a plurality of clips provided with hold-

int: iiirnib.Ts adapted to engage the perforations of any

V.'A (>. G.—84

1 The combination, with a grooved throat-plate, and a

l)ender to intermltiingly bend the work Into the groove,

of stitch-forming mechanism including two parallel, .ne-

IKilnted needles, a horizontally reciprocating needle bar on

which the needles are mounted, and means to reciprocate

the needle-bar. feeding mechanism acting in the direction

of the length of the n^^les. and means governed by said

feeding mechanism to effect tlie operation of the bender.

2 In a sewing machine, means to iutermlttingly form

l)ends In the work, stitch forming mechanism Including

two parallel, eve-pointed needles, a needle bar on which

they are mounted, fixed l>earings for the needle bar. and

means to reciprocate the needle-bar at right angles to tlie

iHinds formed in the work and to thrust the needles into

such R'uds. combined with feeding mechanism acting in

the direction of the length of the needles, said feeding

mechanism governing the operation of the bending means

3 In a sewing-machine, the combination with a plate

having a grtK.ve. and a l)ender to inlermlttlngly l)eud th-

work into the groove, of fe«-ding mechanism, means gov

erned thereby to effect tlie operation of the tn^nder. and

stltch-formlng mechanism including two needles mounted

side l)y side, and means to reclpr..cate them in a path

transverse t., the groove, to enter the l>ends fornuNl in

the work
4 in a sewing-machine, a grooved throat plate, stitch

forming me.hanism. including two needles mounted side

by side, means to reciprocate the needles In a horizontal

path transverse to the groove, a l>en<ler to intermittlngly

press the work Into the groove of the throat plate, a fee,l

imr. and means governed by movement thereof to effect

reciprocation of the l)ender

5. in a sewing machine, a -roov<^ throat-plate, a

lieiider-carrler plvotally mounted adjacent the throat plate.

„n arm extended laterally from the carrier and having a

downturned l>ender alcove the groove in said throat-plate,

a spring to act upon the carrier to depress the 1)ender

:ind cause it to bend the work l^etween it and the throat-
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Plate feedlDic mecbani«m. Including a feed bar. and a roll

on the bender arm above the feed bar, to lift the bender

intermlttlngly while i>ermittlnK feed of the work, corn

blned with stitch formine mechanism, Indudlne hori-

zontally reclprorMrin*: needles to enter the 'lends formed

In the work.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the I'.Hzette

889 883 WIND OPERATED r>VSAMO. Ejiil J. JOHN

SON. Madrid. Iowa. Filed Aug. 31. 1W7. Serial No.

390.909.

fixed to the armature hub, and conductors for connecting

the collector rings with the commutator sections.

4 In a device of the class described, the combination

of a shaft, a hub mounted on the shaft, a disk shaped

web connected with the hub. brackets un one side of said

web wind wheel' blades fixed to said brackets, a dynamo

field nuikinet on the other side of said web, a second hub

mounted on the shaft, a disk shaped web thereon, a dy-

namo armature core on said web arranged in position to

overlap and coact with the said dynamo field magnet,

wind wheel blades fixed to said dynamo armature core, and

a flange on the dynamo armature core arranged In position

overlapping the flange of the dynamo field magnet, to

form a rain tight Joint between them.

8M,884. INSl'LATOR.
assignor of one-half t'

Filed June 9, 1906.

M Harrison Strong, Ozark, Mo.,

SMiMiii .n K. Bronson, Ozark, Mo.

v,.ria, N- .J1.022.

1 In a device of the class describe.1. tlie combination

of a shaft, a hub mounted on the shaft, b disk shaped

web connected with the hub and having brackets on one
;

side wind wheel blades fixed to said brackets, a dynamo
|

field on the other side of said web, a sei'ond hul mounted

on the shaft, a disk-shaped web thereon, a dynai.io arma ,

ture on said disk shaped web overlapi-ing the cynamo
j

field and a flange on the armature web overlappine the

periphery c4 the disk shaped web on the iebl. to form a

^

rain tltiht joint between them.
K.^.ri.ni

o In a device of the Hass describe<l. t&e combination 1

of a shaft, a huh mounteil on the shaft, a disk shaped web

connected with the hub and having brackets on one side

wind-wheel M;ides fixed to said brackets, it dynamo field

on the other side of said web. a second hub mounted on

the shaft a disk shaped web thereon, a dytiiirao armature

on said disk shaped web overlapping the dynamo field, a

flange on the armature web overlapping tUe periphery of

the disk shaped web on the field, to form a rain tight

joint between them, a stationary cireuiar casing adjacent

to the field web, a rim carried by the field web to overlap

said casing, and form a rain tight Joint therewith, current

collecting devices contained within said casing, and wind-

wheel blades fixed to the armature core and oppositely

disposed relative to the blades on the field core

3 In a device of the class described, the combination

of a shaft a hub rotatably mounted on the shaft and hav

Ing two current collecting rings thereon insulated from

the hub a casing fixed to a stationary support and sur

rounding said rings, current collectors flxad to the casing

to engage said rings a disk shape<l web fljed to said hub.

a rim on said web t.. overlap the end of said casing and

forjn a rain tight loint therewith, a dveamo field fixed

to one side of the web. brnckers fixe<! t,i the other side

of the web wind wheel blades fixed to said brackets, com

mutator brushes fixed to the web. condactors extending

from said commutator '.rushes to said collector rings, a

second hub rotatably mounte.1 upon th« shaft, a disk

shapeii we^ thereon, a dvnamo armature on said disk

shaj.ed web overlapping said field, a rim in said armature

overlapping the periphery of the web of the field, two

collector rings fixed to the armature web, a commutator

An Insulator comprising a frame formed from a blank

of sheet metal shape<l to present a pair of side plates hav-

ing bearing openings and a base plate provided with trans-

versely projecting perforated .-.r-, pit.iU- Mrranged in the

bearing opening and extend.-,! tran.v.i-ely through the

frame between the side plates, a pair of grooved insulat

Ing rollers arranged In the frame and Journaled for rota

tlon respectively on said pintles, the latter being provided

with heads to bear on one of the side plates, and retaining

pins entere<l transversely through the pintles to bear

on the other side plate and adapted for securing the

pintles removably In place.

REISSUES.

losoi PROCESS FOR MANUFAtTTRINO CEMENT
"from lU. VST FURNACE SLAG. HBINRICH COLLOSEL'S,

B..rlin .iermanv. assignor to William Ross Warren.

New York N Y and Edward John Vavasour Earle, Lon-

don. England. Filed Feb. 29. 1908. Serial No. 418,621.

Original No. 837.918. dated Dec. 11. 190«. Serial No.

•251.446.
, ^

1 The process herein d.-scrU.ed uf manufacturing ce-

ment from blast-ftirnace slag, which consists in treating

freshly-prepared hot liquid blast furns.e slag ''•th « solu^

tlon of any water-solublr salt of the earthy oxld-formlng

metals and without any further addition

•> The process of manufacturing cement fmm blast-

furnace slag which consists In «''""'^ "^^
^''''f'

^P'";

pared hot liquid blast furnace slag with relatively small

l^uantltles of the solntlun of any water soluble salt ..f the

earthy oxid forming metals and without any further addi-

I °s' The process ..f manufacturing c^-m.-nt frnm blast-

furnace slag which consists In acting upon fr..sbly pre-

pared hot liquid blast. furnace slag with a solution of any

water-soluhl.- salt of the earthy oxld forming ni-"'"'-^be

slag being largely In ex.-ess of said solution, and without

any further addition, and then allnwing th- product to

"^"T The process of manufacturing cement from blast-

furnace slag which consists In acting upon freshlypre-

narod hot liquid blast-furnace slag with a solution of any

wat.r-soluble salt of the earthy oxld forming metals, m.st

,,.fielent in the composition of the slag, the s ag t^^lng

largely In excess, and without anv furtb.-r addition and

allowing the product to cool.

5. The proceM of manufacturing cement from blast-

furnace slag which consists in acting upon freshly-pre-

pared hot liquia blast-furnace slag with so much of a solu-

tion of any water-soluble salt of the earthy oxld-formlng

metals, the slag being largely in excess, as to avoid chill-

ing of the slag during the operation, and without any fur-

ther addition, and then allowing the product to cool.

[Claims 6 to not printed In the Gazette.]

crease or diminish the size of said opening, and means

for operating said lip by the movement of the cap-valve,

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

12,802. OIL-BURNI:k Milton .\. Fksler, Berkeley,

Cal.. assignor of forty-five one-hundredtha to Donley

C. Gray, Tulare county, Cal. Filed Jan. 21, 1907. Se-

rial No. 353,406. Original No. 791,617, dated June 6,

1905, Serial No. 210,999.

1. In a jet for oil burners, the combination with a noi-

zle. of a longitudinally movable cap valve fitting over aaid

nozzle, a needle movable in said nozzle, for the purpose set

forth, a rockable arm pivotally secured to said Jet and hav-

ing connections with the valve or cap and needle, whereby

the cap and needle are mov.Ml together when the arm Is

rock, d nnd n regulating device so connected with said

arm as i m \. the same upon the manipulation of said

device, substant tally as descril>ed.

2. In a jet for oil burners, the combination with a noz-

zle, having a movable end portion, a sUdable cap valve

fitting over said nozzje, a needle movable in said nozzle,

connections betwcn the needle and cap valve whereby

they are moved together and means carried by the cap

for engaging the movable end portion of the nozzle to

diminish the opening therein when desired, substantially

as described.

3. In a jet for oil burners, the combination with a noz-

zle, having a movable end portion, a needle working In

said nozzle for the purpose described, a slldable cap-valve

fitting over said nozzle, and having an opening therein

registering with the opening in th.- nozzle, a movable

lip working In said cap valv.' and adapted to Increase

or diminish the size "f th.' opening therein, means

for operating said lip by movement of the cap, means

carried by th.' cap valv,' adapt, hI to engage the movable

portion of the nozzle for th.' purpose described, and con-

nections between said need!.' and cap-valve whereby they

are moved together, substiini ially a>; and for the purpose

set forth.

4. In a jet for ollbnrn, rs, tti.' combination with suit-

able oil and steam supplies, of a nozzle having steam and

oil passages, means for controlling the adiiitssi.'n of steam

to the nozzl.', a slldable cap valve fitting ov.t said noz-

zle and operating to control ih." passHge ,if oil through the

nozzle and having an oi>enlng th.T.'in, a movable lip work-

ing In said cap valve and adapt. "d to Increase or diminish

th.' size of the opening in said cap valve, and means for

automatleally oi>erating sai.l cap substantially as de-

scribed

,'). In a jet for oil burners, tlu' combination with suit-

able steam and oil supplies, of a nozzle having steam and

oil passages therethrough, m.'ans for controlling the ad-

mission of steam to said nozzl.'. a cap valve fitting over

said nozzle and operating to control the passag.' of oil

through the nozzle, and having an opening th.'reln, a

movable lip w.>rking in said .ai) valve and adapted to In-

12,803. MiniloD OF DETINNING TIN SCRAP. Mkhe

DiTH Lkitch, .'ipringfleld. Mass., assignor to Metal Proc-

ess Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed .\pr.

14, 1908. Serial No. 427,093. Original application filed

Nov. 30, 1906. Serial No. 345,815. Divided and appli-

cation filed May 17, 1907, Serial No. ;;74,131. Renewed

Jan. 10, 1908, Serial No. 410,199. Original No. 883,411,

dated Mar. 31, 1908.

1. The process of detinnlng tin scrap whi.h consists In

surrounding the scrap alternat.ly with dry chloriu gas and

with anhydrous stannic chlorid

2. The process of detinning tin scrap which consists

In surrounding lh<' scrap with anhydrous stannic chlorid

while in a closed chamber and thereby expelling the gases

from said chamber ami then withdrawing said stannic

chlorid and surrounding said scrap with anhydrous chlorln

gas.

3. Tli,' proccs- .if (1. tinning tin scrap, which consists In

surrounding the tin scrap with anhydrous chltuin gas in

a closed chamber and expelling said gas by surrounding

said scrap wdth anhydrous stannic chlorid.

4. The process of detinning tin scrap, which consists

In surrounding the tin scrap with anhydrous .hlorln gas

In a closed chamber and expelling said gas by surrounding

said scrap with anhydrous stannic chlorid and then creat-

ing a vacuum within the chamlKT containing said scrap.

5. The process of detinning tin scrap, which consists

in surrounding the tin scrap with anhydrous chlorln gas

in a closed chamber and exp.lling said gas by surrounding

said scrap with anhydrous stannic chlorid, then creating

a vacuum within the chamber containing said scrap and

then cooling said chamber so as to condense any vapors

therein.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the tJazette.]

12.^04 WI.NDMILL. Hkkbkkt H. Macmhkk. Kendall-

vlUe. Ind.. assignor to Flint & Walling Manufacturing

Company, Kendallvllle. Ind., a Corporation of Indiana.

Filed Apr. 27. 190K. Serial No. 429,550. Original No.

882. H44. dated Mar. 24. l!i;>.H, Serial No. 351.422.

1. A windmill comprising a rotatable member, a pitman

connected to the member, a reciprocal rod, a forked walk-

ing beam embracing the pitman and rod to prevent lateral

or twisting movements, and a common pivot connection

between the pitman, the rod and the walking beam.

; 2. A windmill comjirislng a fulcrum, a reciprocable
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driven rod. a driving pitman connected thereto, a doubly

forked walking tH>ani carried by th^ fulcTuat and m.-ans

carried by tbe b.'am and pivotally enuHKink: lit a

point th^ pitman and rod.

iniiiiDn

-p-f >

3 A Windmill cuiuprisinw' a m.Hintin^' a ^wlveled sup-

port tHereOB having a b.'ariag, a ^;'':t mounted in the

bearinr a windwheel to drive ,h.. shaft, a stem sus-

taining frame carried by the supi.ort and n.ovaoie rela-

tively thereto, and a stem connected ,.) th. frame and ex-

tending into the support at)d rnountm. t„ i,..ld the support

In position. , ,

4 \ windmill comprisnu' a swiv. '...l snpp-rt. a pivot, d

rudder mount^-d on th.^ support, a fork-.l on., pi"'- !'>voted

brack.-t carried bv the support, a link dir.-ctly .-otin-ctlng

the rudder and one arm of th. bracket, and a flexible mem-

ber connected to th- oth.-r arm of the bracl|et and extend

inz through th^ swivel support. I ^ . ^^

5 V windmill comprising,' a windwtu-el. a shaft there

for'a swlvoled supiKirt tor th." shaft, a .louble ring washer

interposed between the wheH and support leaving register

ing dished portions and balls therein, and t shield for the

washer.
[Claim ^^ not printed in the Gazette

1->S0-. R[ HMKOKKF TOIL. J-h.n MiIntyke. Jersey

"city N J Filed Feb -21. 1908. SerlRl No. 417.-'0.>5.

(Original No. T'..0,xM, dat.d Aug. H. IpO.'*. Snrial No.

contact portions at all times In the same straight line

registering ,„.sl„on and a fastening device for securing

the bar in pla... in the said hearing after the desired ad-

justment is made.

3 V Ruhmkorff coil !,rovid..d «ith a spring armature

lever carrying a contact portion a Nar carrying a contact

portion for enKaK-m.nt bv tl,. said armature contact por-

tTon. a bearing for th- sani Sar to .ll.le in and for holding

the bar against turnlni;. nid n spring pressing against the

bar at the end opposite the one carrying,' the contact-

portion
, . ,

1 ^ Kuh.nk -rff coll comprising a coli cylinder carrying

the primarv and secondary wlr.s and th. . „r. .
a spring

armature-lever fixed at one .-n.i and ,:.rrMn« at its free

end an armature locar.d •

; ,

-ne tb. >ai,l ere. a conta«

portion on the said anuatui. : .^. r. mt.r.n.diate the fixed

end and the said armature, a bar siidabie at an angle to-

ward and from r!;,. ..'.! nrnnuur. !• ver „nd carrying a

contact portion uppo.,,,. ,:,. ^aM uu.iMn.. lever o^ntact

portion, and means for the bar to slide in and to bold it

against rotation, to maintain the faces of the said contact

portions at all times in the same straight line registering

position. ,, _, ,

5 \ Ruhmkorff coil comprising a coll-cyllnd.r carrying

the primary and secondary wires and the core, a spring

armature-lever fixed at one end and carrying at Its free

end an armature located opposite the said core, a contact

portion on the said armature-lever, intermediate the fixed

end and the said armature, a bar Midable at an angle to-

ward and from the said armatur. .
r and carrying a con

tact portion opposite th. ^.1 d u.uaiure lever contact por-

tion means for the bar i. -.M. in and to hold It against

rotation to maintain the faces of tbe s.ud contact iK)rtion*

at all times In the same straight iine reglsterinc position.

and means for holding the said armature and armature-

lever m position while adjusting t!ie said bar ;i. the due.'

tion of Its length.

rClalma 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

. 806. l'\. KINO FOR riSiONRODB. AUGUOT C.

VcH^KFEK ' 'elwein. Iowa, assignor of one half to Walter

P Chrysler Oelwein. Iowa. Filed Mar. 16. 1908. Se-

rial No. 4-'l,.-.r>.'5. orielna! No. 871.068. date.i Nov. Vi,

HM^T. Serial No .'^tin.Ofi:'..

1 ^ Ruhmkorff coil provided with a spring armature-

I.vercarrving a contact portion, a bar arranged at an

angle to the said armature-lever and carrying a contact

portion for engagement by the said armature contact por

Hon and a bearing for the said bar to slide in and for

holding the i,ar against turning, to maintain the faces of

the said contact portions at all times in the same stralght-

'".: rRuhmkor^cr provided with a spring armature-

l.ver" carrying a contact portion, a bar arranged at an

Tze to the said armature-lever and carrying a contact

f>^rtion for engagement by the said armature contact por-

r. Tl^aring for the said bar to slide in and for holding

he i.ar again't turning to maintain the faces of the said

1 \ piston rod packing comprising at least two sma,.

acgments and at least two large segment.s. the larger s-g-

me^s having pockets or rec-es.ses therein of uniform curva-

"re.rconf<' tiding to, he se.^ion of a sphere.an.i the smaller

legments fitting ,n said r sses tbe packing presenting

interiorly a substantw.llv .outmuous wall, and being ev

terloriv of eone form

X piston rod packing comprising at least two s„,all

.eg'ments and at least two large segments, the larger seg

ments having recess.s to receive the smaller segments, and

the ends of the larger segments being s.,u«re,i off an.l

separated from each other to provide clearance spa.-.

he outer faces of both the inner and outer segments being

apered and the segments mating to present internally a

i

sXstantlalh continuous wall and ..eing externallv of

I conical form.

Jl'NK 2, 1908.
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3 The combination, of a cylinder, a piston rod extend-

ing through said cylinder, a divided conical packing arotind

said rod the reduced end of the packing facing the cylin-

der said packing being composed of Inner and outer seg-

ments which have tapering meeting faces, fixed means

against which the packing abuts when under the operation

of steam pressure, and a follower cone between the cyl-

inder and packing to receive the latter.

4 The combination, of a cylinder, a piston rod extend-

ing through the said cylinder, a divided conical packing

around the said rod. the reduced end of the packing facing

the cylinder, said packing being composed of inner and

outer segments which have tapering meeting faces, fixed

means against wbi.h the packing abuts when under the

operation of steam pressure, a follower cone between the

cvllnder and packing to receive the latter, and a spring

to act against the follower cone to prevent shifting of the

packing when the pressure is off.

5 The combination, of a cylinder, a piston rod project-

inc through the head of the cylinder, a divided conical

packing surrounding the rod. a follower cone to recelye

Mid pa. king, and a vibrating cup provided with a bushing

surrounding the rod and against which said packing abuts.

[Claims 6 to I'i not printed in the (iazette.]

39 331. STOVE. Geoboe E. riCKUP. Newark. tMiio, as

slgnor to The Wehrle Company. Newark. Ohio, a Cor

poratlon of Ohio. Filed Apr. 3. 1908. Serial No.

425,066. Term of patent ~ years.

DESIGNS.

39.329. MEPAT. OR H.VIK;E. ^^^^^^ V ''*'*'i5;4 Ml'
cngo. HI. Filed Mar. W. 1908. Serial No. 424,291.

Term of patent 7 \ears.

The ornamental design for n medal or badge as shown.

39.130 CLOCK HOLDER OR PTPPORT Lot 18 V.

AB0N80N. Newark. N. .1. Filed Mar. 14, 1908. Serial

No. 421,273. Term of patent 7 years.

{^ I

The ornamentRl design for n stove, as shown.

89^2. STOVE. GKOR.iE E. ricKtr, Newark, Ohio, as-

•inor to The Wehrle Company. Newark. Ohio, a Cor-

Filed Apr tV lf>OS. Serial No.
poratlon of Ohio.

42.'i..''M4. Term of patent vears.

The ornamental design for a clock bolder or support, a*

shown.
The ornamental desi^-n for n stove, as shown.
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39 33.-? yriiSK'-F. Fdw vKh Kvr/ (n.kr Chicago. 111. 39.334. KNIT FABRIC. Chablbb Hknet Fbinch, Can-

Flle<i \Ia- 1- 1*"-. Serial .No 4JJ,i;-l Term of pat- ton. Mass.. assignor to French k Ward. New York.

LI /vp'-r. N. Y.. aFlrm. Filed Feb. 28. 1 no ^ Serial No 41^403.

Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental .lesign for a furtiace. as shcjwn The ornamental design for a knit fabric as shown.

TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 2 1908

, ..ariTQ havP been adludged entitled to registration under rne

acJoT^ruIJ^^^a ;^otararp:.Se.ni cLpUaoce wun secUon e o. sa. act.

Said section provides: mor^c

..A„y person W.O ^Ueves -' "OuM
^

^-agec, .y t.e ^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

may oppose the «-"«
f
^^

""^^daTs^f erTl e P^^^^^^^
'^^ ^^^'^ ^""^ht to be

the Patent Office within '^Irty da>s aftCT the puDuc
^.^^.^ ^^^^

reslstered. which said notice of opposition shall be veriiiea "H
_^ ,

last proviso of section 6 of said act. which is as follows:

..Ld provided further. That nothing ----".P-^ ^!-SS^^:^^
mark used by the applicant or his Predecessors or by ""O^e jro

^^^^^^^ ^^

mark Is derived, In commerce with
*°[«8"""Ss°ve"s^fs a trade-mark of the

^ir^^rprrdrssr fro^^-"" ^Vd^v^ed^ for ten years next pr.

ceding the passage of this act.

section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:
^^

>.0n filing notice of opposition t^ tne registration^o^a^rade^mar^ten^^^

Ber No. 13.150. (CLASS ::6. ME..8URING AND SCIEN-

TIFIC APPLIANCES.) H. C. White Co., North Ben-

nington. Vt Fllfd P.-pt :W, 1905

ALADDIN
j'nrtuula, description o.f ,;..,!« -Stereoscopes and

Graphoscopes.

Ser No 26.820, (CL.\SS 6. CHEMICALS. MKl 'niM.h.

AND Pn.XRM.^CEfTlCAL PREPARATIONS U kx-

AM.F.R V PoEHL, Lucka, near Mv^\c. (Iprmany. Hied

Mar 7, litOT.

Lactalexin

P^rUeular denrriplion of pood^ —Prophylactic I'rod-

acts DerlTed From Milk.

^.,r N,. i:4M Ml.ASS 4»-. F(>m I .S .\ND INGREDI-

"' ENT^ "i" K(»ni..^ • MAN..CKJKE Poo.vjiAJEE & Sons,

Pornt'.av !n,iia Fll.^d Mar 1. 1906. Used ten years.
Ser No 25.821. (CLASS 6 r.lKMHALS, MEDK INES.

InD PHARMACEUTICAL PKEPAKATIONS. i -M-EX^

Mar. 7. 1907.

Immunisin

Partivulor description o/ j,ood«.-Prophylaotic Prod-

acts I»erlved From MUk.

rnrtvuhn ,/,.-Mpf.on „/ .;-.od«.—Chutncy. *;or No 26 67R. (CLASS 21, ELECTRICAL Al'PARA-

TtS MACHINES, AND SCPPLIES.) Thf. P.oneR

ELErTRiC COMP.^NT. Youn^^st own .
Ohio Fil.'d Apr 1.,.

S..r N<K M.867. (CLASS 2:?. CLTLEin MA> H I M. 1,

\Nb TOOLS. AND P.VRTS THERE(»K ^
Ihk >

hii-

LINOTON TOOL COMPANY, LIMITED. Wol vefhampt CD. Lng

land. Filed Dec 7, 1906.

1907

4^
Partirul.r </< «cript<#» •/ Oood-.-Hoes. 8pade». ShoTels.

ricks, Wood-Splitting Wedges, Crowbars, Mining-Bars.

Coffee-Diggers. HammerP. TrowelP. and 1- "rki^

The bodT of the shield Leinir r-d,
r:^^M,.^n

Particular description oi ...'/* Tncnnde.nent Electric

Lamps.
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S<.r No. 2»^ T%« (CLASS 6. rHEMICALS. MFtHOINES,

AND rn VUMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS* ABMIN

Mirth. Hfidingsfeld. near Wiirzburk'. <;prmany Filed

Ser. No. 29,006. (CLASS 48. MMT i:\TH.VCTS AND
LIQUORS.) YoNKEBS Brewery. Yonk. r^ N. Y. Filed

.lulv 24. 1907.

Apr. IT, 1907.

.Tabanah

Particular iwirtfr 0/ yoo(/« -A Salvp V^cA as an

Insect Repellent .

Ser.'No. 28.092. (tl.ASS 4^ MALT EXTRACTS AM'
LIQUORS.) E.M.Ki vM' SiHMiri Br'Wi} to. Fountain

Springs. Pa. Filfi f m- 1 :. U'"i7

i;ntiruh}>- hscription of good$.-—Ale, Beer, Porter, ADd

Stouf

Spr No. 29.973 mI.AS.^ -! rnP:Mn AI.S. MKI 'Ml N KS,

ANr> PHARMAt-EITri-AL P R K P A R A r M > N S ,

Wright's Im-i.^s \ K'.ki vbi.k Phi i '<\n-\^\. NfW York.

N Y. Filed S.-pr 14, H»<i7 r«''<l '-'n yars.

Th« tradf-mark lieinc a tian<i of distinctly ilk'ht.T colur

tban the body of thf^ hottlf

f'.irtirul'ir' flemrrtption '.' ./oo./« LagPF - 8f>»^r. W^iss

Brt-r, Alt', and Port.r

S.- No 2^.^i\ 't'LASS 17 TOBAtTO PBOr>r<-TS

Merchants (kiar ('ompany. Birmlntrhani, Alabama

F:'^d .July 17. 1907

rartirulnr defcriptton of i/<,o(l» -\ Remedy for Gon-

orrhea. (Jleet. Strictures, and Analogous Complaints of

the ur^'ans nf i ..n'ratlon.

^r.nv: ROB TAYLOR.^

f'arficuidr deacnptiiin ol ijoodg — t"i)?ars.

Ser No .".1. 974 (CLASS ti. (HKM 1CAL8, MFl 'ICl N KS.

AND PILVRMACEITICAL P R E P A R A T I O N S )

Wriuht s Indian Vf..;etabi.e Pii.i. CnMPAvr, New York,

N. V Fil.Ml S.'pt 14, 19n7 T'sed ten years

S^r No, 2S,87S mLASS 47 WINFS, FXCFPT MEDI-

i'ATED,! Ht f;<i <;<'i.DsrHMiDT. Los Ank:"l»P. Cal Filed

July 19, 1907.

l-arnrular d<$Cf-iptwn o/ ijoodt An Elixir of Opium

Used as a Remedy to Pr.Kluc." Sle*>p and Composure, to Re-

lieve Pain and Irritation. Nervous Excitempnt. and Mor-

bid Irritability of Body and Mind, and to Allay Convul-

8iv.' and Spasmodic .Vctlons.

rarttcular descitption ',> :;',.,'/>< -Win'S.

Ser, No, 30.r>0f! rL.vs.s 4 AHR,VSIVE. I>ETER<;ENT,

AND POl.ISHINi. M,\TFK1,\I.S > ,«lK xiEUdLACET Bar-

van. ;ess Tkk m sk \ FuatiK. Sto'-kholni, Sweden FiW'l

Oct. 9, iyu7.

VADEMECUM

Particular detcnption of i/'n^ds S.iaps

Ser, No, 31.2'J«5 n LASS -'." LOCKS AND SAFES.)

The E, T. Fkmm Lock Co. I.ancast.r Pa Filed Not.

18, 1907.

Ser No _'9,"<'' CLASS 4'« M\I.T KXTH,\CTS ,VND

LIwT'ORS V. vKKK-^ Hre^ekv, Y.nk-r-, N V Filed

,Iu!v J4, I9''i7 f •1 t--n \*-!\rs.

/'

?
r-n ri. i«.'-j; '/'.>"' ij>'' 'I 'ij goods.—Ale, P,. . f. Pori*

Stout.

and
Pnrtirulnr /le*''rtption of aoods Looks,

June 2, 190b. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 12^7

Ser No 31.413. (CLASS 6. CIUM ICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PIMRMACFT-TICAL PREI'ARATIONS. i THE

G. W. ScH.MiL. Mfg, CO.. Carthape. N. Y. Filed Nov.

27. 1907.

Ser. No. 32.490. (CLASS 22 GAMES. TOYS. AND SPORT-

ING GOODS.) Thoma.s ScBiTCHi.v. Atlanta. Ga, Hied

Jan. 30. 1908.

Rl)N-U-WILE
Particular d>sr,,ption <.1 r7ood« --Mechanical Block Puz-

zles.

rartirulnr dtsmptwn oj {/<""'" CouRh-Drops.

Ser. No. 31,691. u LASS 4-; FuuDS AND P'«REDI-

ENTS of FOODS. I
AiniH> \Valtos, New iork, >. i.

Filed Dec. 12, 1907.

DIGESTA
ra,tuulnr ,/,,.,. p/.oM >.' o-.o,;.. - -\Vhole-Wheat Biscuit.

Ser No 32 593. .CLASS G rilKMKALS. MEDICINES.

\Nd' PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.VTIONS i Frank

M ED^v^HI.^ TN.rf-rnnuth. Ohio, Polled Feb. 5, 1908.

OIL

"n ^
Particular dfxrnpiwn of .yood* -Tablets Containing

Olive-Oil and Constituting a Remedy for Diseases of the

Liver.

Ser. No r;i.7Sl .CLASS 4G PX>Or'S AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) RuHARDSON A Ruhbi.ns Co, Dover.

IH-I P'iled Dec. 17. 1907.

Ser No 32.6^6, .CLASS 1, RAW DR PARTLY PRE-

PARED MATERIALS,. Rt ssi: & BiK.iKss. Memphis,

Tenn. Filed Feb. 10. 1908,

m.
rnrtuulnr di.rr^.Uun ui „<.,ds rann..! Pre«>rved.

and Pickled Meats. P..ultry. <;am... Fruits. Vegetables.

Fish, and Sh.ll Fish, and Canned and Preserved Soups

and Plum Puddings,

^. r No :;J211 (CLASS 39, il.OTHING.i HiLL NeCK-

wfAK C... Atlanta, Ca, Filed .Ian 14. 1908.

Partuular d(><eription of f/ood«.—Lumber and Logs, i In-

ferior Grades i

Ser No, 32.687, .CLASS 1 RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-

PARED MATERIALS I RrssF, & Bt bgkss. Memphis,

Tenn, Filed Feb, 10. 1908,

V'n-iV:>'
Particular descriplioi,

(Prime Grades.)

./ goods.—Lumber and Lops,

M;.

Particular dr»rHptu,n of f/oo«f».—Mens Underwear

Fr. Ill I.iii'ii M'i-liii. C..ii..n, aiol Knit (Joods.

Ser. No. 32.688. i CLASS 4^. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF F0OT»S.. FHr.uis A Br".. .T.'ffers<.nvi!!e. Ind.

Filed Feb. 10. 1908.

R«r. No. 32,245. .CLASS ... MFSItaI INSTRUMENTS

AND SUPPLIES. 1 P.Ai 1 K iV Di hus. h.midt. Markneu-

kirchen. Germany. Filed .Ian 10. 1908.

Immortelles

I'l'ti.uUn df.-'irtptton of 'j&o(/«—Musical StriDRS. }'a,U'ula: ,l.s, ription nf floodx - Wheat Breakf.M<t Fond.
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aer. No." 32.751. (CLASS 4''.

ENTS OF FOOfiS > A.mkrian Bekt St tAU '

York. N V Filed Feb. 13. VJV

F.M)i.s AM' iN<iRKi.i- ^'"^ >^"
••^•3-^..;*;i:-^.!:!;.!'

N̂^«'''%.
Partus lai deacription of yoo./.i - -r?.->n Sncnr

miFMK'AT.S MFDiriNBS,

VNI. I'HARMACKrTI. AI. PR Kl'AR ATI- 'NS i Th«

I.K .1 H M. F.KAS MKl.I. INK f..Ml'ASV, St L.^-iis, Mo.

Fii.'.l Mar. 'J. l'.'"'^

YOLUNIC
Partkulai ./.•*,•, i;.«on of j/ood*.— I. inlments.

loops ANI' INiiRFDI-
NewSer. No. 32,752. (CLASS +•;

ENTS OF FOODS.) Amkk!' an Bi:;i:i >'J'.ak L"

York N V Filed Feb. l-!, V.<m. Used m years

Ser No 3:J.1©0. (CLASS 6. riiKMi> Al s, MIDICIHM,

.\ND PHAR>[ACFTTirAI. lM{i: 1' \ K A IlONR) TWt

Vebno Co., MilwHuk. \\ li;,,l Mi: 4, 1908.

^.

Partiruhir deacription of v'""i' ^ l-latt...! oval I mche

or Trtt.U't I'repared Sperlally h< a l-nl.- f.-r the Stomach.

Liver ;in.l K:dn.v<i. and ,1 Hl.".d I'uriti.r.

Ser. No. 33.179. (CLASS i; ILVHI 'WAKF AM. PLI MB

INO AND STEAM irrTIN<; SI ITLIKS .
Kuwin B

STIMP80N CoMTAN.. N-v V rk. N V lil.d Mar. 5.

1908.

Particular -ie.»rM;<fio'i 'jf yoo-ij*— Beet Sugar.

Ser No :;2Tt3.^ ('LASS IJ MA.SONRY MATERIALS ) rarttrvlar deacripti.n nf .;oo,/, Ulv-T. Withers, and

"*"BKRVH.rKD FK:f:in.AKM>KR. Sehewalng, Mich, Filed Feb. i.a, In^: Studs.

14, VJVS.

<.r No 33.188. (CLASS :i4 HEATlNii. LIGHTING.

\NI) VENTILATING Al'I'ARATfS, NOT INCLri'ING

ELFGTHI« AL MM'ARATIS i Bi ' k s St.nk \ lUNOK

Cmmpany, Sf L..n(s. M.. Filed Mar .-.. I'.t'is

rirtuular denrription of yooJ.*. "-Composition for Fac- years

inx \V ,od^. CoverlDi: Floors, and for Making Tiles. Bri-

quet:'. I'lat'^s. and other ornamental Artl<i'-s

MARMORITE d teh

Set No 3" 876 (CLASS .V BAGGAGE, HORSE EQUIP-

\IFNTS I'ORTFOLIOS.AND POCKET BOOKS , N-RTH

i .L DD MAN-t FAiTt Ri.VG Co\li'A>v, New Britain. Tonn.

Filed Feb. IH. V.»^'<

Royal
r.n-frul.ir ,l..,ription of good^. Bridie-Bit.. Stlrraps.

Sp.irs, Harness Buckles, Harness-Rings, T^'-rr-ts, Ds. Swiv

eU, and Harn.ss-Hooks. 1

<Hr No :'..i"j:; .CI.ASS 4'-. Fools ANK INGREDI-

ENTS OF FooPS 1 THK R.avi. Ui-slKDi i Extract

Co., Dayton, i>hio Filed Feb. -27. 1908.

I'nrticul'ii- ihHitiption

Ranges, Heatinif-St'ives,

,f ,,,ii,flii (.Hikini.' Stoves.

Heating Api>arat>is, Coal Stoves.

Coke-Stoves. Wood Stoves, Gas Stov..;,

Oasolene-Stove-i

Alcohol Sti.v.'.;. and

Ser No 33.299, (CLASS .{9 CLOTHING
,% r... N.w Y.)rk. N V Filed Mar 11.1908.

p.irticular dei^cription '.f goo'ix - VUv^viiMi Extracts

M & W
ZVV. y\ i..i--^-^ •• •

-
Na.mh'k.; AG,,. N.w York. N Y Filed Mar

Particular dv^aiptio» of <jo<>'l^ -Men's Overcoats.

June 2, 19 'S.
U, S PATENT OFFICE. 1289

Ser No, 33,451. (GLASS 40 F.A.NCY GOODS. FURNISH-

INGS, AND NorioNS 1 .\i.B«ET 8. Edvtabds, New

York N Y Fil.<! Mar is, l'.K)8.

Ser. No. 33.658. (CLASS 3'.'. CLOTHING.) NLu.ame

iBftNK. New Y,,rk. N Y. Filed ^L.r I'tV l!»<iv

Particular dexrr.ptiun of ;joods Collar Stiffeners or particular ,h.^rnptvn, of yood^.-^'or^ets.

Supporters.

,-
. , < vvT> TVrRFDT Ser No 33 6Sf). .CLASS G. CHEMICALS, MKIUCINES,

Ser. No. 33.493. (CLASS iC /''''
"-^.^/V.^p.^^fi 1 ^'aND PHAH^' ^'EI^TICAL PREPAR.^TIONS ,

Hkshv
ENTS OF FOODS,) I hk .I.,h> NMli>. L^APOEAaED

^-^V.UIw.k. F„.t IMttsburi.', Pa. Filed Mar 27,

Milk Co.. HlRhland. L.i Fnd M^ir 20. 1908. F, LAfPK.NKoKN. Ea-^t Pittsburg,

1908.

EI^SIE

Partiruhir dtKcrtplion of yooi/*'.- - Iiak;ng I'owder.

fmrHcuUi, drxrnption of gooda.— "Sink, Evaporated Milk.

Condens.d Milk .Malted Milk, and Aerated Milk.

Ser No 33,52.'; ( CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, M El '1( 1 NES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) THE

POMPBIAN Company, Washington. D C. Filed Mar 21,

1908.

OLIVKRIM
Partvuhir drMrnption of ;,o<,d.<* A General Tonlc, Hair-

Tonlc, Liniineut, atnl l.i,th Wa>li

Ser No .".:! C'e,! -CLASS r, cilFM ICALS. MEIUCINES,

AND PILXUMACEITICAL I'KEl'AUATIGNS. 1
(ifMRUE

W. SCHI-M'I.KU. Washington, !• C Fil.'d Mar 27. 190S.

Ser No. 33.527. (CLASS A>\ FOoHS AND INGREDI-

ENTS <iF F<V)DS.) Umtkd 1>k!o cmtaw. Boston,

Mass Filed Mar 21, VM>^.

MERRY WIDOW
Partii-ul'ir ilt.^rripiinn of (joodf —Candles and Choco-

lates.

Ser. No. 33.560 o'LASS 3-t. CLOTHING •
JONATHAN

P, Grosvex.iu. Worcester, Mass. Filed Mar. 23. 1908.

Partxcular dtm'ripiton of goodx—\ Corn Remover

y^
Particular imM»««'"i "/ .';ood«,—Leather and Cloth

Shoes and Slipper*,

Ser No 3.'i7r,4, .class 12. MAS(.NRY MATERIALS.)

The Chati in.i. Mko. Co., Cincinnati. - »hio Filed Mar.

30, 1908.

Ser No a.H,(>:!:i (CLASS 39. CLOTHlVLi Inteb.va-

TIONAI. (^.Ks^.T Cn,. Aurora. 111. Filed Mar 25, 1908.

ParticuU, dfxcripUon of .oroods.— Rooflng-raper.

I'>ir1i,^l(ir ,liMcrij,tion of (jood'< Corse ts

Ser No 33 657. .CLASS 39. (T.OTHING., Mala me

iBfixE. New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 26. 1908.

Ser No 33 796 (CLASS 4.--. BEVERAGES. NON-ALCO

H.?I ir.' RED R<.CK SrH.NG WATKB Co., Spring Valley.

N .1. Filed Apr. 1. 19ns.

^
frirtirul'ir dixrriptioii of floods Corsets

PartUulo' d,xrriptinn of ,;oo,/^ --Aerated and Still

Water.
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8«r So. 33.829. (CLASS 46. FOODS ANH INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) R. C. WtLLTAMS & Co. N v Y rk.

N. Y. Filed Apr. 3. 1908. T<«»<1 ten yoar-^.
^

Particulai dutcription of goods.—Coffee.

Ser No 33 940. <CLAS8 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

ANDPHARMATFUTICAL PREP.VRATIONS. t ALBERT

RorxDSTRt-oi. Dallas. Tex. Fil.-d Apr. 8. 1908.

Ser No 33 Ml 'I. ASS;. KXPLOSIVES. FI REARMS.

EQUIPMENTS. ANI' rRn.IErTILES >
Elbkhi H

Searle. Springfield. Mass. Fi..,l Apr .3.
1^"S.

:yi

Particular de$cription of f/oo«I«.~ Spniii: A"iat^'<1 Air-

Rifles.

Particular d€tcriptioH of pood*.- Har Foods.

Ser. No. 33.971. (CLASS .U! MfSl.A F INSTRFMFNTS

ANI> STTrLlES-i J.K'''\'- I'"M^ * Su.s.s. New lurk.

N, V Fii»'d Apr. 9. 1908.

8«.r No. 33.87rt. .CLASS 4»;. FOODS AND IN(;REDF

ENTS OF FOODS > Fb.^mk Food C(>Mr.iNY Limitep,

\Van^Nw..rth. Fnt'land Fil^d Apr. 6. 100^.

lACIA

Particular drx, Mpri.,,. nf .j.,„.ii.- Foods for Infants and

Invalids.

r.nt\ruhn ,/,.rr,,,rioM nf i;ood«.—Pianos and Pianos

with Ini.Ti.T riiiv.r-

cjfr No 34(ir.' mL.VSS.; rHEMIFALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHAKMArKLlM AL PREPARATIONS.* RoLLA

\V i-.RAM.s. Nashvillr. Tonn. Filed Apr H. 190S.

8«.r. No. :'..'..r.i;. .CLASS 39 CLOTHINiLt MaxKkiss,

Brook!>n. N Y FU^d Apr T. 1908. ^
rnrticuUv de^rrxptu.n nt (joods A Medicine for I real-

ment of Piles and Eczema. Face- Powder, Skin Foods. Cold-

Crf.am. P-tnade. Hair Tonic, and Sapposltorles.

I';rtirul<,r flfi><-nf,tt.,r, of yoo^i.* ^ Over^kirt s and Pettl-

coati; "f Cftron, Siik. and Mixed Fabrics. i

ger. N.. .33,92.3 .CLASS 37 P.VPER AND STATION-

ERY Thk (KKTKK-CRi -MK c. [jMiTEi.. Toronto, Can-

ada, .jnd Nia^MPH Falls, N Y File.1 Apr. T, 190S.

PUC

Particulai discriffti'm uf .;o<,./< -Manifi>lding-Books.

<..r No 3-JO-JJ , CLASS 19 VEHICLES, NOT INCLFD-

ING EN(;INES I Ro, KKORl, AtToMnPIl.E A.ND EM.I.SB

Co.. Rockford. 111. Filed Apr. 11. 1908.

/'.nf,.u/'M <hHCiivtiiin '>t guod»- Automobiles.

St. No. 33,924. .CLASS 37. PAPKR AND STATION-

ERY.) The Carter-Crvme Co. Limitko T..ronto, Can-

.nda. and Niaeara Falls. N Y Filed Apr. 7. 190S.

PARAGON PLIC

Particular dt»vriptit)n of .;..•.'/< -MrtnifoidinKBcwjks.

' Ser No 34 031. .CLASS 46. FOODS AND INC.RFDI-

KNTS OF FOODS I Sa.jinaw Milling Company. Saj?t-

navv "Mich. Filed Apr. 11. 1908. Used ten years.

UNCLESAM
rnrtirulnr df-«', iptwn of goodn -Wheat-Flour.

Ser. N<k 33.9.3.-. .iLASSt". CHFMli'AI.S. MEDICINES.

.\ND PHARM.VCEr TICAL PRFP.VR.V T loNS > R.'B

ertson Company. Chi. -ml-... li:. Fii-d \pr 7. 190^.

MAJESTIC

j'.!,tuu',.i< ,h",,i,iion of fltoorf*.—An lot.rnal Remedy

for F;h>"imati~ni

Ser No 34 033 ..LASS 17. TOPACCO PR(.DrcTS)

Si>REN S .VDAM.s. Plainf^eld. N. .1 Filed Apr 11. I'M^^.

CACHOO.
I'mfi'uhn dmrrlpllon of (/oodx - SnufT.

June 2, 1908.
U. S PATENT OFFICE. I291

Ser No 34,044. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PH.\RMACEUTICAL PREPAR.\TIONS.) A^ A.

Vantine k CO.. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 13. 1908.

r'TTi

{*^---\

Particular deacriptiun of good»—To\Wt Waters.

Ser No 34.151. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.* Chas. CHIP

MANS Sons. Easton. Pa. Filed Apr. 16. 1908.

Particular deaaipUon of «7oorf«—Hosiery.

Ser No. 34.078. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Grimble & Co.. Limited. London.

Eiiglaud. Filed Apr. 14. 1908.

Ser No 34 161. (CLASS 13. H.VRDW.VRE AND PLUMB-

ING \ND STE.Oi-FITTING SUPPLIES, i H. B. SHER-

MAN MANCFACTrmNO Company. Battle Creek. MlcU.

Filed Apr. 16. 1908.

SIMPLEX

si
Particulor detcription of i;oo<i».-—Vinegar

Particular description of yood«.—Nails and Roofing-

Nails.

Ser No 34 191 .CLASS O Clli:MICALS. MEDICINES,

VND PHARMAiEUTlCAL PREP.\R.\TIONS. i Odor-

No Chemical Company. Boston. Mass. Filed Apr. 17.

1908.

Ser No. 34.086. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) IMPORTERS «'OFKEE CO. LTD.. NeW

Orleans. La. Filed Apr. 14, 1908.

j^GKSON SOIARE

Particular description of goods —\ Compound of Coffee

and Chicory.

Ser No. 34.098. (CLASS iT I ,
ncvcCO PUODUCmi

•^^j,p,.j,, ,^.p <v>M.ANV, LiMiiKo. London, England.

ru..d Apr. 14. 190V.

AIOULLA
l:nt,.ul,n d'i<r,,i>tx:n of [wods Tobacco. Cigars, and

ClmUHtteS.

BUCCALINE
Particular desniplion of goods—X Deodorizer and Dis-

infectant for the Mouth and Nose.

SerN., ;4!17 . CLASS H CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
'

XND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) ROBBBT

m",,, i,THR..i-. Fufaula. Ala Filed Apr. 15, 1908. Used

I. .11 vars

^.iXWh[yg

PAINLESS

Ser No. 34 "T . I. ASS 19. VEHICLES. NOT INCLUD-

ING EN<;iNKS . iHK ATLANTIC Company. .Vmesbury.

Mass. Filed .\pr iv. 1908.

Gurnet
I'articuUu dvscriptwn of yo'-'i» —Rowum-Skiffs, Dories,

and Motor Boats

Ser. No. 34,20R (CLASS 4.; FOODS AND INGREDl

ENTS OF FOODS t Shkrman p,K.ts & Co., Chicago.

HI FiS.d Apr l'^, 1908.

SALADA
Particuhii dex'iiiilmn uf </',',dx — Cffee.

Ser. No. 34.210. (CLASS 4t; FOuDS AND INCREDI

ENTS OF FOOOS I KEMPER Mill \ Klev.^tur Co..

Kansas citN. Mo. Filed Apr l v. I9«iv

Eye Water
rorticular denfriptmn uf ijoiidit Fye Water.

S.r No. :;4,14n .CLASS 4.'. HK\ KK A<JES. NON-ALCO-

HOLIC. ) .lA.'oH S Park. C.)vaii--i.>\v n M'l V'.\''\ \!>r.

l,',. 190S

Mi&Ol
Particular description of poods -.V Non Alcoholic Car-

bonated iieverage and a i-onceutrated Syrup for Making
j

the Same.

I'lVtU'tihii ilesrriptvin u< O'lodx

Grits.

>ri)m'';il and Corn
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8er. No. 34,220

AND PHABMACE
MSTKR &

rnrMirXLS MF.DiriNES. I S^r. No. 34.371. (CLASS «. CH KM I.M.S M KI -M M S.

t^^T.\;:n^U:, V """.'ap; .. ion. S A H„„M,.. N..V.. To.. S.. ....... M. ....

WIZARD

Parfin«Jar de«cr<ptio» 0/ yoo.i^ - M.utliu

Cough-Drops.

,
Compound

8«.r No. 34.2:-!*' I'lASS 1 HAW uK r \K II.V I'RE-

pi.RED"MAl l.i;: \I> H ^V (MNMiN ^ S-v, Inc.,

BiDKhamton. n ^ K;l-! Apr .'n,
1
;.0s

Aijr, .•,._,

Particular description of j;oo«i».—Oyster-Shells. »
lai

Shells, and Grits for Poultry.

/,/rfi. ,//-/» dPKcrtiitinn n> <;n...L< A R.-m.'.ly for the

Ncrv.'s imd .\orvuU8 I'isurdtTs

8er. No. 34.381. (CLASS :;t. rvi'KU and srvTiON-

EBY.) Thi'Mas F SfKii;<;, Baltimor.-, Mil Fih<l Xfr.

25. 1908.

/'ar/irti/ar (liSi iiptiun uj ijuuds.—ToUel I'ap'jr.

S«>r No 34.-J0. M-L.KSS 4 AHRASIVK. nKTKHCKNT,
,

AND POLISHIN<-. MaTKKUIS Hk'Ss HR-rHKKs!^^
^,^ ,^ ^_

^ ,ri.ASS 1« AOR I. r I.TIK A I. \M»
:ring CoMrvsv. Kan-.:i- City, M> ti^d

j ,^ [ jj y M A' ' H I N FH V AM ' !' \ UTS TH KRF.OF 1 ThrM.\NLrACTr(

Apr. 23, 1908. Collins Ccmp^w r,,ilinsvill.'. > "tm FilH.l .Vpr 60,

1908. Used ten jtars

'•umMU*

/'.irf..u;./r ,y«'^.r.pfi'm of f/ood*.—Pln« . Hipl l'(irt.^

Th»T.->f,

ParH'uhir ,/.,*. r,p;,.,ri ,' 7'.'"/« — M^'ta 1
I'MUii

8er No :U \:>\ m I.ASS I
>^ vuKicri.TrUAl. A.SD

DAIRY MA. [IINFRV .\M' FAIMS THFREOF.) TH«

Collins Cmi-wv, Ccilinsviilr. <"iiii Fi!*--! Apr. 30.

1908. Used ttn yarn

COLLINS
i;nti.-u!.n /- k,-- ,,, r ,„n of i;ood».—Plows .>n.l IMrts

Thereof.
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TRADE-MARKS
REGISTERED JUNE 2, 1908.

6 9.247. DISINFECTANTS AND ANTISEPTICS. Chem-

18. Hf WfHKt nmiERSTIKG OESELLSrit.^FT MIT BES( HRANK-

TKK livKT- \ . I' i-iihiirR, Oermany.

Fil... '

i M "'^ Serial No. 32,182. PUBLISHED
MAKt H .>;. r.H^..

69.248. LEAD-PENCILS. Eagle Pencil Company, New

York, N. Y.

Filed February 7. 1908. Serial No. 32,662. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 190».

69.249. LEAD-PENCILS ANDCOLORED PENCILS. A.W.

Faher, Stein, Germany.

Filetl January 2, 1907. Serial No. 24.377. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 19<i'^

69.250. LEAD Ih.M 11..- AND COLORED PENCILS. A.W.

Faber, Stein, Germany.

Filed January 2, 1907. Serial No. 24.378. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

69.251. ARTIFICIALLY-COLORED WOOD. Willlam A.

Hall, New York. N. Y.

Filed February 18, 1908. Serial No. 32,841. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

69.252. MIM.R'».\Kli Tlunrv ,v <n-TKRHRinGE, New York,

N Y
Filed February 15, 1908. Serial No. 32.799. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.253. SALVES. EUE Lacotte. Cherry VaUey, Pa.

Filed jMnuHry 6. 1908. Serial No. 32.0«>6. PUBLISHED
MARf-HSl, 1908.

69.254. CORN-STARCH. National Starch Company, Jersey

City, N. J., and New York. N. Y.

Filed February 20, 1908. Serial No. 32.891. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 1908.

69.^65. FLOWER, VEGETABLE, FARM, AND FIELD
SEEDS. T. W. Wood A Sons, Richmond, Va.

Filed January 27. 1908. Serial No. 32,4fi6. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908

69,256. REMEDY FOR INFECTIVE DISEASES. The B.

F. COPELAND Co.. Boston, Mass.

Filed January 21. 11"^ Srrial No. 32.351. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

69.367. CHALK CRAYONS. Euzabeth B. Brady, LoweU,

M«-.*

Fil.'.i Ii.-. ember 9. 1907. Serial No. 31.632. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

69.258, SALICYLIC ESTERS OF Mil % ! - \ND OF AL-

COHOLS. Chemisc HE Fabrik vos Ml ;^^ aktien-Ge-

SELLScUArr, Radebeul, near Dresden, Germany.

Filed June 2, 190ti. Serial No. 19,990. PUBLISHED MARCH
31,1908.

69.259, PILE REMEDY. Daup C. Depk, Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed January 31, 1908. Serial No. 32,510. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31. 1908.

69 261, WTI.^KPTIC HYGIENIC POWDER. JaMES D.

Dk Witt, Eaaton, Pa.

Filed February 10, 1908. Serial No. 32,681. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

69,261, WRITINCr-P Al'KK. FKfci-tRUK O. Hanson, Hol-

Vdkp, Mti^s

File.1 Ffl.ruary s, 1<.»08. Serial No. 32,663. PUBLISHED
MAK( H ,11 mV'

69 262, WKiriNi. lAlhi; Kkederick O. Hanson, Hol-

vcikc, .Mm..*."

Kilf>,l F.'(.ruHry ^, lv«»^ .>prmi No. 32,664. PUBLISHED
M \ Ki H Si. I'Ki*^.

69.263. WRITING-PAPER. Frederick O. Hanson, Hol-

yoke, Mass.

Filed February 8, 1908. Serial No. 32,666. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31. li»C»8.

69.264. WKITI.NG-I'.VIKK. Fkedeeick O. Hanson, Hol-

yoke, Mass.

Filed F. r larv 8, 1908. Serial No. 32,6fi7. PIRI.ISHFD
MARCH M. \\»^^

69.266. HEAPAi Iip;-WAFERS. Edw. Carter Lyti f H«lti-

more, Md.

FUed January J4 u*(>^. Serial No. 32.413. PIH! I-IU l'

MARCH 31, 1908.

6 9.2 66. AXTTSFPTir PRESERVATIVE COMPoCND.
COUN S. M( KiNNE> .N. w York, N. Y.

Filed February 8, 1908. Serial No. 32,659. I'l HIIsiiKD

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.267. SOLUTION <»K HYDROGEN PEROXII' IN WA-
TER. E. Merik, Darmstadt, Germany.

File-! Dpoemt^T 5, 1907. Serial No. 31,583. PI BLl<HELi

M \ !•.' H .<! !l*<i^.

69.268. w \-in M.-BLUE. The Sawyer Cry.'-t.m Hue
Com IAN V, lioslnu. Mass.

Filed February 15, 1908. Serial No. 32,782. I'l iM.J,-HKD

MARCH 31, 190>'

69.269. PFRFCMK.-^ FiMi ToILET USE, So( t a 1'koi.ti

CuiMco. Farmacci. v. Hkktklli & C, Milan, Italy,

Filed F.lTiiiirv -. If^fis, .Serial No. 32,616. ITHIISHED
MARCH .-il- li«i^

69.270. CEHT \ IN FOODS. Armour Packing Company, Jer-

sey City, N. J.. Kansas City, Kans,, and Kansas City, Mo.

I

Filed March 1,19<H.. .<enal No. 17,449. PC BLISHED MARCH
]

31, 1908.

69.271. BEER. A. Schreibkb Brewing Co., Btillalo, N. Y.

I Filed February 1, 1908. Serial No. 32,522. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

' 69.272. SM0KEDSAKPINF:S. John Pra.^m ant. ^taviinger,

Norway.

! Filed December 5, 1907. Serial No. 31.576. rnuiMiFD
MARCH 31. 1908.

69.273. SMOKED SARDINES. John Hkaai i .vm ,
,-t«VHnper,

Norway.
Filed December 5, 1907. Serial Nc. 31,578. I'LliLlsHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.274. FLOURS MADE FROM WHEAT ANI' in'K, The

Crete Mills, Crete, Nebr.

Filed January 11, 1908. Serial No. 32,178. ITHl.I.^HKD

MARCH 31, 1908.

!

69.275. CERTAIN Fue<D.-. Tut FkankTea A. mu e(, o..( m-

i cinnatl, Ohio.

Filed Febnmry 4, 1m(»K. Serial No. 32,576. PTRLL-HFli

i

MARCH 31, !i*«>^

69.276. CANM l> FRUITS AND VEGETAHLKS AND
DRIFD FHCITS Tff '. H Fl.n kin(;fh Cc, .'^an .!o(-e,

Cal.

Filed December !*>, l\M\: ,-.Tia! No. 31.WH<. Pl'BLlSHED
MAKf'H ,^1. !<*(»,

69.277. ArT'i.M.'HII.K N'KHK I.F,-. Ti.f I.ANsr.F.N Com-

pany, Newark. N. J,

Filed ,Tunc Z^. ]W;,. Sena! No. 8,86^. i'l BLl.^HFD MARCH
31, 19(»>,

69.278. PROPELLERS FOR BdAT-- M. Farlanj. F.'INDRY

A Mai hine Co . Trenton, N .'

Filed January 9, 1908. .^^enal No. 32,150. irKLl!-HEl>

MARCH 31, 1908.
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OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUM 2. I 9c 8,

W,379.
WHKAT-FLOUB. M^^-Tt^T^to Roll.k Mill. •«-

PANY. Montevideo, Mlim.
^^ i.hkDMMO H

Filed July 30, 1906. --r.H. N- '

69.280. \\iii--^T-^'

Filed May Iti, 1907. ^«r.Hi N^- - A-^

Filed July 1- ly*

rS'p^^'^r ,3, ..«: .„,., NO. 3...*:. .•MBLl.MK,.

File«l Jamuir;, -*,

F^^'^^ary 20, ^m Sena. No. 3.^ PtBM^HKP

MAKCHSl.!^-
^^^,^ SAUCES.JTH. So.KK

69285. MKAT n
\, .^u-- - f .

FUed January li. 1^*- -'^-- "^ ''•'^•

V(\RCH 31. 1908.

69.286. <
^^^'^

'

''

^^'-
4 1908 Serial No. 32.073. V" HI.I<HKI'

Filed Janu«r>- 4, l«». tseriui

MARCH 10, 1908.
v,r„sFRs ^<jn- *" '•^'^

69.287. LINFN Hn.F. va.H.K. Mk.s.k

den.Mass. j., j^, fLBLISHKl
Filed January S, 1908. serial >o

^

69.288. i^^'^ ^ '

Mass. ^, , V-,, r'1'7 IMBl.I-HKO
l.-,l.>.l

fanaar\ », IW^

' -«^« .'^•r':r,.r"v. ..,.„ .....,,-,

:;:;'x,;>'k..k«ku: ,.. -.
^^ -'"'

, V- ... %' .rk S ^ .

KuKlana.anU N.-* - r*. .

pf H I.I-H K D

File«l S'vem'>^r 4. >
»"•'

69. 293. ^'' "^T^' '" ^ ^

Hr..,.lclyn. N "i
. - v, <' - w priU.I.^HFO

Y,^[ tVtir.iary ..>, l^-"^-
*^'

69,293 \'' ^T^' ". ^
I

Brooklyn. S. "» ,- ptBI.ISHKD
p,le.l Fet.ruary 13, V.*^ -*""'' ^" ''

'

'

'

^;^ KSAMKI.K. V1KT.U. W.Ua- T nr -^tkw .HT ^ . - .

MoundsviUe. VV. Na-
prBLI.-'H K D

Kile.1 Febniars l'^. 1.^"

.296. thKTH.Ul--'^
,.wn,1Nort..!t,Va .i-harles-

,.,NY,Jerse>Clt>.N.J.. «><•
Montgomery, -Ma..

t „ V! C Savannah and .\iiani», «•

, .sv. Jersey . u> NJ^.R'chm'
Montgomery-, Ala.:

' n S C Savannah and .Vtiania.

:':",;'"';r,..rKK ..u, .«»... .n...~. B.m™o„.

69 ^^^'
7"vcuy N ^

i^^;;;;;ia;iNor.,a.,va.rharies-

rr. r^l^^anlh -1 .Ulanta. ..a .

Mont.nne,-y. Ala.:

,>.rham, S C. and Memphis Teun.
.^,,^,^.11

File*! March l.V. 1906. ..enal N- 1
,

,-.-

31 IWX.

Ml
, , , ..„ 30 484. PUBLISHED

FiUvl October 8. 1907. >enal No. 30.««.

MAKrH31.1908.
^,,, ,vn <iHOES F. W. BaEER.

69 300. LEATHER BOOTS AND SHOE.s.

Frt;:::^r 1908. Senal N0.3..041.
published

r:""">TpoW0KREORNoN-WAS„AlUKW..LL-

^-- rir';;oS^/r^^-----
Pi;,.,l tebniary 10, iw». i>rii»»

69 302.
LKATUKK.^UoES.^ND BOOTS. H.F.C.Do^K.

.,,,„.. ^ SOS Chicago, 111. ^^ PUBLISHED
K;|,>1 Unuarj- 18, i»»- •-^"»

"
I
MA lit H .n. 1908.

.„ ir,-,,rR Nev
^ '9303 CERTAIN CEREAL FOODS. FRANK Ft LLER, Nev.

New \orW
j

^ ^^^ ^ ,-
__^ PUBLISHED

p,le,l l).Neml)er 2, 190o. »en»'

S.,VKMHKK20,190ti.

69.3,H.
INVESTMENTroMPuLNU- . l.vk. s k K- 0..te«.

Waterhury. ConJi.
•

, vn TO 563 IH Ul.l.-ilKD

m,.,l ,,ot.,t.,.r 12. 1907. serial No. 30,5Oi.

M.VKlH (; '."^'^
^, ,-^. „-.

39305, l.KvrHKK HKMiN'. U. ..k-.^s vm.

:9rr:iS. -O CHEWINO TOBACCO. T.. J. K

'z..H>* Tub... >o CO.. Toledo. On.o. ,„h,I>HFP
Piled F.hniarv 20. 1908. .--rial No. 32.889

Pile.1 Fehrnary .. 1'.*^^

:;3':;';'k',::u-worosok nu-Tn..-H,.s. Ro.

„,,,KKRt.s ,...l/.prn,near<,nnma .^^ ,,,Hl.l-nKI.

PUM "..t..UT . !*- >-^"*' ^^ --

MARCH 31 iy<)^

69.309. KN'.INK-M.RI'^ '
H

pUBl.l>HFI)
F,le<l .lannarv ^, iy<)^ >'-"-'i' •^' '- '^

MARCH n l'*^'^

69.310. ','>! b-BU.I..

'*^"^''
. V, ,00- serial No. 31.89:. I'MMT.-^HFD

Pile.! I>.H-eml*-r :•< 1907. senmi

MARCH U 1"^^

e9 3n
^VoMKN^I.K^n.KK.UuK> THK^,M«^.s.H...,T

P,L:rt:^::V"'t.''^-nal no. 32,1.. 1>.BU>HKU

M\HCH n, 1V^<».^

,„.,,S PMMKING SMM'l.lK^ ^^,,I.vM<,^E

69,312. '
Kia.vlN 1

'

HR.ssWoKKS.urand — ''^^^
j, , ^H.^llKD MVH. M

p.UMMav J i""- -''"' N"--">^'-

*' ''*"^

, , ^ I VIM IF- \V,.L\F-k[Sf
. , LI' r VI N PI I MIU N'. -illi.it-

^'^«;..W.,KK....ra,idKa,„d.M..U „^^„,„mvKMI
pae.l Ma> i. mi:- >«'-'al N^p -..^

..U. 1^»
,,,

69,314. .

-<-"-
*sre:;,r".:'"""n" .•r;;'.' '..kd

Filed February 6, »«». S*-^"^'
"

MARCH oi. !'*>''•

Junk 2, 190.S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. I2Q5

69.315. CERTAIN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SUP-

PLIES. Jamks Bellak'8 Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 28, 1908. Serial No. 32,476. PUBLISHED
MARCH 31, 1908.

69.316. CERTAIN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SUP-

PLIES. James Bellak's Sons, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 28, 1906. Serial No. 32,477. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.317. CORSETS. The Ceown Corset Company, New York,

Filed February 21, 1908. Serial No. 32,922. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.318. CORSETS. The Crown corsft Company, New York.

\. Y.

Filed February 21, 1908. Serial No. 32,925. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.319. CERTAIN TEXTILES. John V. Farwell Company,

Chicago, 111. _
Filed May 23, 1907. Senal No. 27,613. PUBLISHED MARCH

31, 1908.

69.320. PISTON-ROD AND MACHINERY PACKING. Mt7L-

CONROY Company, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 22. 1908. Serial No. 32,366. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31. 1908.

69.321. CONDENSEDJMILK. NestU akP ANOtO-SWTSS

CONDENSED iMiLK Cc, Cbsm scd Vev€y, Switreriard. er.d

London, England.^

Filed November 2. 1905. Serial No. 14.198. rUBLI.-nhD

MARCH 31, 1908.

69322. CONDENSED MILK. Nestle and ANGro-Swi.«8

Condensed Miuc Co., rham and Vevey, Switrerland. and

London, England.

Filed November 2. liKi.'i. Senal No 14 IW. PrBI.I.<HKD

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.323. OVERALLS Swfft, "rr .i > >
><«• ^o^^- ^f^^"

burgh, and Wapi-.n^ers Falls. N '.Y ; Joliet, H! .
.'.nd lirn,,K-

lyn, N. Y.

FUed February 2<!, im. Serial No. 32,892. PUBII-HFD

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.324. C0NDEN.5FD Mil K. Wa-s-ne CorNXT Conpfn-H'

Milk Co.. Rochpf<ter and (Hitano Center. N. ^^

FUed Februar%- 24 \^)>^. ?onal No. 32.947. 11 Hl.l.-HFD

MARCH 31, !(•<•».

69.325. CERT.MN 5'IFCE GOOD.-. Wt.NDT Br.-tiifr.s New

"York, N. Y.

Filed January 18. •190«. .Serial No. 32.298. PIBM-HFD
MARCH 31, 1908.

134 O. O.—85
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LABELS
REGISTERED JUNE 2, 1908.

9.) a-va. Nkttwahl,14,225- roi^-.- "BARNEY." Tor Cigars.

'

Altoona. Pa. Filed April 10, 1908.

14,226,- 7"t/;' TWILIGHT TEA •
< For Tefc.) C. W AN-

'

TRIM A .^ONS, Richmond, Va. Filed May 5, 1908.

14 22'' -^t^'' FFI ICE LUN'A." •, r or lUBan Macaroni.)
'

b13Ile.<.^'cal..ndr.v. Int.. New York, N.Y. Filed April23,

1908.

14 228.- Tttle:
• FOLI> UP THE TUBE AS CREAM 13 USED."

'

(For Dental Ciram Colgate A Co., New York, N. Y. Filed

Apnl 2T, 1908.

U,229.--TitU •HAriVARD-YAI.F.-PKIN( ETON I REW8
'

B.ATII POWDER I For Bath-Powder ! JuanoJL^Di

ZeabaULT, Cleveland. ')hi(<. Filed April '-, 1908.

14.230.- ri<;^- KI.INGHOFFERS METAL POLl.'^H." (For
'

Met&l-Polush.) Harry Kusr.iiorrr.n. Hoboken, N J. Vliea

Mav 1. 1908.

PRINTS

REGISTERED JUNE 2, IQOS

2 282 — r«te- "BELTFAST." (For Mens Baits . (
olumbia

LiATHiR Goods MT'q. Co.. New York. N. Y. Filed May o-

' 1««.
I

1J83. -^»<'<'- "THE MAN> GARTER." 'For Garters ^ A.

Stei.s .t CO., Chicago, 111. Filed May 2, 190S.

2 2 34 -nti«.- "O-SULLIVAN'S NEW LIVE RUBBER

HEELS." (For Rubber H pels Tfie Ma.ss.m hu.setts En-

iRAViN-o COMPANY, Boston, Mass. Filed March 26, 1908.

2 285.-Titie: 'HOR.^E MEDICINES." (For Horse and Dor

Reme<lies^ Dr. A, C Dasif.l.s. Isr) . Boston. Mass Filed

Apnl 17, 1908.

2 286,-rW<r.- "A B'-RNl-VG TEST OF KEROSENE " For

Kerosene-Oil.) Marshall ':)il Comp.^nv, Marshdlltcwn.

Iowa. Filed Apnl 20, 1908.

2,287.- n^i^.- "JAP ROSE SOAP TRAN.^PARENT " (For

Soap. Jamf.s - Kirk .C- « r,
. Chicago, Hi. Filed Apn! 30,

1908.

2 2SB.-TitU: "JAP ROSE SOAP (TRANSPARENT " For

Soap. I James > Kirk ^ Co., Chicago. Ill File.! April M,

1906.

2 089 - TitU: "JAP ROSE SOAP (TRANSPARENT)." (For
"

.-;.,ap . James S. Kirk & Co., ChwaRO. 111. FiWl April .30,

l*fr.

2 990-rt(i<" "JAP ROSE SOAP (TRANSPARENT •
For

'"
.>oap James S Kirk & Co., Chicago. 111. FiUvl April 30,

I'XW.

291 -^TUU- JAP ROSE SOAP TRANSPARENT)." fFor

Snap.. Jame.s S. Kirk A i <^
,
Chicago, lU. File<l Apnl .-«).

1908.

ogo -rttir- "JAP ROSE SOAP .TRANSPARENT;." rFor
''"'

Soap.) JAMEsIS. KIM & Co., Chicago, 111. Filed April ,^0.

1908.

9 0Q3 -r,<ir- "JAP ROSE SOAP (TRANSPARENT)." (For

soap James S Kirk A Co., Chicago, 111 Filed April 30,

l',i08.

994 - Titlf ••TAP ROSE SOAP (TRANSPARENT)." fFor
^

Soap. JamesIS KIRK A CO.. Chicago, 111- Filed Aprii 30.

l'»8.
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DECISIONS
OF THE

coivdinyiiissionsrER- oip i^j^tehstts
AND OF

UNITED STATES COURTS IX P.VTENT CASES.

COMMISSIONER'S DECISIONS.

In hk John C. Dowd & Company.

Decided March W. 1908.

Trade-Marks—Copy or Application—When Granted.

A petition for a copy of an application for reg!!>t ration of a

trademark l>r u.<te in a suit between the applicant and petitioner

will be denied when not accompanied by a certificate of the

judge before whom the suit is pending.

Mr A. Hell \falrnv\y<m for J. C. Dowd & Company.

Messrs MacLeod, ''alirr. Copelnnd <( fhke for The

Florence Mf^. ('<.

Moore, Comrnr.-iAiOTi.rr.-

This is a petition l.y J. C. Dvv,d & Company for a

certified copy of application filed .\pril 3, 1905, by

The Florence Manufacturing Company for the reris-

t ration of the word? "Keep-Clean" a.« a trade-mark

for t.iilet-hrushp?.

It is stated tliat The llorence Manufacturing Com-

panv hiu' l)rovu:ht suit ag-ainst the petitioner alleging

that It has the exclusive right to the use of the words

'Keep-Clean' ujxm toilet-bnishes, reciting that the

same had V)een registered in the Patent Office by the

aaid company and tliat it has introduced in evidence

.\8 part of its pnxifs the ( ertiticate of it.« reeistration,

date<l May 11, 1R87.

It is further state<i tliat the Examiner of Trade-

Marks, heint; calh^i as a witncR'' in this case, testified,

by perniisfiion of the ('oinniissiinicr of Patents, as t-o

the filing on April 3, U«).'). under the act of 1906. of

an appliration for registration of the f=iame mark and

that the records would slmw that reei.-tration had not

htH'ii granted on this application.

It is allcgod that the proceedings of The Florence

Manufacturing Company in ita efforts to obtain regis-

tration on the later appln atinn are a inatcnal part of

till' defense of tin- defendant in the above-referred -to

.siuit.

It is well settled that copies of pendiiiR applications

for patents or abandone(l applications will not be fur-

nished to strangers to the record except when the

judge before whom a suit is pending certifies that a

copy of the application would be matorial and rele-

vant for the party requesting the 8:\inp

It is r(Hi ionized that there is a difference between

applications for the registration of trade-marks and

for patents on inventions, in that a tradp-mark must

LVol, 134.

have been m public use before the application is filed;

but it is not believed that ihis difference justifies a

departure from the rule requiring a certificate of the

judge before wlioiu the suit is {'ending.

The petition is denied.

Martin v. GooDRtM /'. Dyson v. Latttc; ant Ooor-

muM.

PATENT INTERFERENCE.

Derided May It. :90S.

1. Interference-Sevfral l'AETir,«—.Tr-NioR Party Failing to

Overcome Filing Datfs of Ai 1 Pap. tie.";— Right to Take

Te.stimont.

v\ here in .an interference t.)etwpen several parties the pre-

liminary statement of the junior party fails to overcome the

filing date of the senior party, but does- overcome the',filing"date

01 an intermediate party ar.d such :unior party raises the ques-

tion of the operativene>s of the senior party's device'and is en-

titled to arpue such question at hnal neannp. Held that it is

proper to assign such junior party lime to take testimony on

the question of priority and. also, upon sufficient showing, upon

the question of the operativeness of the ."seniorj party's device.

All questions relating to priority should !>e tried out ir, one pro-

ceeding an<i not pie(-enie«l.

2. Same—An kal—Motion to Take iFSTiMoNY—Showing.

No api)eal lies from a favorat'le decision of the Examiner of

Interferences upon the sulliciency of the showing in support of

'a motion to take testimony or. the question of the ope.rative-

ness of another party's devic ••

PETtTT»N A NO A rPE At on motion.

telephone system.

Mfssrs. liulkliij it- Durand ii'T Martin.

Messrs. Church & J\ich for Goodrum.

Mr. Tfios. H. Ftrguson and -V- Lrroy D. KeUonq

for Dyson.

Meigrs. Church[& Rich for Lattig.and Gooanim.

Moore, Commissioner:

This case- i« before me for consideration of a petition

by Lattig and doodruin and an appeal by Martin.

Latlig and CTi>o(iniiii petition from the action of the

Examiner of Interfortnct-.e aK^ignine Martin a time'^in

which to take testimony and giving him permission to

take evidence as to the inoperativeness of the stnicturos

diBcloeed by (Tmidrum and by Lattie and (T<XMirum.

"^Itappear? from th<^ record that the preliminary state-

ment of Martin failed to allege a date of conception

prior to tne nnng dat.- of I^ttig and^Goodrum. and he

was ordered to show caii.«e why judgment on the record

should not be rendtred against him. In reepont^e
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thereto he filed.a motion to diseolve, alU«gmg that the

IppU^tlns of Goodrum and of Latt.g and (K.jdrunj
appurauu

devices. This motmn wa« denied

^rmfiTtrLk^ u«timony for the purp... ... ™.al.-

ETa-e ,nopemivene« of the struc.ur., J.-. l^eJ

at final hearing the moperalivn.-^ of the devices o

^m would be entitled to take testimony conc^nung

L 0" ;Mha. .h.. who,,. „,a.t..r nugUt bo --"-'-
u ^„ In hw decision of Febniary 21, 19<J». ne

|

2tu h«' Man,' haa n,«ie suoh a *ow™ a,

tuM c„Ule h.. t„ .a.e te,u™onv un,^r . .. ...^

Petiuoner ^ -- .^^ ."^^^ :„^, Rule 130, but
rizht to V)e heard at tmai ukah^b

o-^r^on^^p

con.ena. that ho w.H be p..t to great delay ana e,pen»

If Martit, ., alU.w.1 to ta.e <-..-> ^-tf"
r;u,rrra;;r:::h:.M-.nanyheM.op-

''''^"
circumstances m this case are <l''i<«

'""'f
"

th!!^ in the case of H,u.a v. «>„.,™„6 v ftu,,. «.,^

r> loan r. 1689 ) where 1 state<i . {

K„^/T8, 128 U.
''/''"''^'^^^^.^ti.e first contest would be

la ca-* Hewitts petition wasj^^t^t^^* ^^^^,, ^^,1 Kogers^

between Weintraub an>i
^'^^.f^l°.. to contest prioritv with the

?hen^he winning partvwoud^^eoccm^^^ v by

lunior party. Hewitt. The '^'^^^^)f.^..u< be the statutory nght

Iward of priority and in «*<i.h
there »miU^Mtn ^* ^^^^^^

ofaDPeal Hewitt contends t^**,*^"*'!-^!!;,!^^*. This conten-

°LlXuld therefore t^ two *paraepro«eding^
ean establish

tior. IS erroneous. !'-,'^'^*' "^*, ^ht to make the claims, the

that R.>gers and
"«';'",,'j*o7pdontvn his favor as against the

judgment will be an -i^^^'' °' PXtes but one contest, and that

lenior party. The rul-^;'^nt^plates b^^^
^^^ q'^^^T^VM.'rit;

leading to an award of P"'^"t> '

;,i»,ne in an award of priority

j|??-mattpr of two conte.-<ts. each resuUingjn^an
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^t of

?«r;:„r:rLt- aS" aiscreiou is apparent .

iL o.i r. om. Mss. Dec., 151,) where s,m,lar ^ue^

ttons were involvea and similar conclus>o„, reaohe.1 h;

ieEraminer of Interferences, i, was held on appeal

that

"Vr'^'lsons sinular to those statea ,n tho above ae-

eil^^ becanse'all matters relat.ng t,, pnonty

J^M be tried out in the one pn^eedtng. (and it is

.rae.'Uon of rewry. ^-^-j;-'::::^

-S^-I^^uje^^--—
testimony under R.^e UO^

^'^
'

,^ ^„„.

eMar\- to consi.ler in this case wnei
„.,itiert to

^ect^nw^thh^^r.^^^-;;;;;;^^^,,^.
uke testimony on the qiieeU n v^

^^ ^^ ^^
out auch a showing, brom tUe aeci

^^^^ ^^^^

^*^'
. .i^r, /^f aottinc time.s for taking

It is well «ttk»d that the c|ueat on ^V-^ttinM

^

^^^ ^^

testimony rests within the discretmn
r/.n.f.n*.r. v Vr-

ferences. Oood/«iioj£_ v. JoUv'^-)^^^^
„, the nght • one of the

St-'to taike blmoW Btan'is on the same footing.

Martin has appeale<l from the decision ot the Lx-

ani ner of iLrtereuce. denying his motion to transmit

reTnten-erence to the Pnmar>- Examiner and tosus-

'ts?aTedt;ieE.aminerof Interferences, the inter-

fere hi Ln before the Pnmao^ Kxanuner^sin^e

the de<-isinn oi the Commissioner of Jul> 31. UO.^ re

e^ed t.. m the motion, and no good reason ^^ «hown or

su'enduig proceedings and transmitting the motion

''

''I'he d^'sion of the Examiner of Interierences on

Vlitin'tpi^al is affirmed, and the petition of La t,^

anT^ruodnim from the action of the Examiner ot Inter-

1 fercnces is denied.

Ex PARTE WlI.LUM F M IN KHAN.

APPLICATION FOR V.\TENT.

Decided May 19.1908.

_»,«. QinMiT'TRK—Rubber Stamp
-'*"''

rn^ntsroirappLtion should be actually sigried by
Anxendments to an appu

^^^ ^^^ ^^ equivalent

wruS'linll -vmlndm^nts signed by means of a ruhher

stamp wiU not ^« accepted.

On petition. ^^„^^^^,„,k.

ilessr,^ Hazard <fr Strange for the apphc^ant.

Billings, Asi^islant Commuswrwr:

This IS a petition from the action of the Ex^;^"'"^"^

JX to accept an anicndment having affixed th..^^^

the hrm-name of the attorney impressed by a rubber

''\Te amendment, to an application for a patent are

far too formal and important documents to justify their

acceptance if .igned only by means of a rubber stamp.

I To accept suclfpapers would open the door to the

10 acctpi 11
irreetilarities in the prosecution

"r:r,rca',o^:;a;t^nt. Amendment. t„a„ap.

Itat!" *oul.l be actually signed by the appl.cant

^; to attorney with pen and ink or equivalent w„„ng

material.

The petition is denied.

IM RE N.KTTONAL ThEMICVL COMPANY.

Derided May tt. 190S.

,
TK.nE-M..KKS-ASS.OK«.TS NOT CONVKTIXO TH. OOOO-

\va. or ^^^^^^Xn;::^^ that a registered

Section 10 of the
^^"f^-f^*;^' ration of which application

trade-mark o-
--VjssC.^J in connection with the good-

Has been made shall f* a^^'K^* ^ ^^ „ g^jy such

will of the business In which the mark i» ^»*^ »"<^

nil^ents which are recordable In this Of«ce.
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2. Same—Assignments or Territorial Rightb—Not Recoiid-

ABLE.

Section 2 and section 10 of the Trade-Mark Act construed and

Held not to provide for the recording of a papter purporting to

grant a mere territorial right to the use of a trade-mark.

In the m.vtter of the jietition of the National Chem-

ical Company that certain assignments of trade-mark

be recorded in the Patent Office.

Mt»)(rs. ifilo B. Stevens d- Company for the petitioner.

Billings, Assistant Commissioner:

This is a petition that certain trade-mark assignments

be record e<i.

It appears that on February 29. 1908, the petitioner

filed certain aaeignments relating to a trade-mark reg-

istered to James A. Dacus, the certificate of registra-

tion being No. 42,63»i. and dated May 17, i'AH. The

Chief of the Assignment Division refused to record

these papers and returneil them to the petitioner.

These assignments, eight in number, are filed with the

petition, as well as three others relating to the same

tra<^le-mark.

Of these papers the first, which is signed by Jamee

A. Dacus. puq>orts to convey to certain parties named

therein a one-third interest in said trade-nuirk with the

right to make and sell the article to which the trade-

mark is applied in any .State east of the Mississippi

River and to sell the right to sell State and county

rights to make and sell the article.

Eight of the remaining papers, some of which are

signed by the parties named in the first, purport to

convey the interest of the parties signing the same in

the tra<le-inark to the petitioner, together with their

rights under the same and their g(««i-wil] and the right

to use the trade-mark.

The other two papers are signed by an officer of a

•State court and juirjiort to convey to each of the parties

named therein a one-sixth interest in the trade-mark,

the papers stating that the transfer is made by order of

the court.

.Section 10 of the Tra<le-Mark Act of 1905 is as follows:

Sec. 10. That pvpry rpgistered trade mark, and every mark for

the re^stratHM, nf which appiicat u>r: tihs t*f>n made, together with
the application fur rt'^rist rutidi; of ilif same, shall be assignable in

connection with the good-will of the biLsloeas In which the mark is

used. Such a.'^signment must !*> by an instrument in writing and
duly acknowledged according to the law« of the countrv or State
in which the same is executed, fjuch assigrunent shall be void as

against any subseouent purcha.^T for a valuable consideration,
without notice. unlesH it is n<corde<l in the I'atent OfBce within
three months from date thereof. The Commissioner shall keep a
rword of such assignments.

Clearly this section makes a trade-mark assignable

only in connection with the good-will of the business in

which it is use(l, and it is only "such" an assignment

that the Commissioner is directed to record.

The paper signed by James A. Dacus does not purpf>rt

to convey the good-will of the business and for that

reason was 7)roperiy held to l)e unrecordable.

Furthermore, this pajier only puri>orts to convey a

right to use the mark and make the article in a limited

territor\- and to sell to others the right to use it on goods

manufactured by them. The primary purpose of a

trade-mark is to denote ownership or nn^rin. If the

mark is used by various persons in varmu? jicalities on

gocKls of their individual manufacture, then it fails to

accomplish this puqmse.

\Miile the law does not in terms forbid the recorda-

tion of such an aasignment, it is believed that the clear

[Vol. 134.

(

intent of the statute is that such assignment should not

be recorded. Section 2 provides that the applicant for

the registration of a mark shall make oath that he or

the firna or corj>oration in whose behalf he applies is the

owner of the mark and that no other person, firm, or cor-

poration has the right to use such mark. Section 10

provides that a registered mark or a mark for the regis-

tration of which application has been ma^ie shall be

assignable in connecti<m with the gocnl-will of the busi-

ness in which it is used. Taking these sections to-

gether, it is believed that a paper purporting to grant a

mere territorial right to the use of a mark is not record-

able.

The papers signed by J. H. Evans and Elizabeth J.

Evans, by James L. Douglass and Eva L. Douglass,

by H. C. iloward and S. A, Howard, by R. \V, Sanford

and C. P. Simonton, by T. J. Dacus, by William R.

Howard and Eliza Howard, by Jame,fi R. Cothran and

Bertha Cothran, and by E. W. West and Pearl Dacus

West appear to be in recordable form so far as they

attempt to convey their gcxid-will. Taking these pa-

pers, however, in connection with the paper signed by

James A. Dacus, it is evident that each of them refers

to territorial rights and neither individually nor col-

lectively IS the good-will of the business in which the

mark is used conveyed thereby. For this reason these

papers are not recordable.

The two pajiers signed by T, Boyd, a master in chan-

cery, are not recordable, for the reason that they do not

purport to convey the g(K>d-will of the business in which

the mark is used and for the further reascm that they do

not sufficiently identify the mark, as they do not give

the number of the (ertihcate of registration and the

date thereof. 1 Rule 03. Trade-Mark Rules.)

The petition is denied.

DECISIONS OP THE U. S, COURTS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Battle Creek S.\mt.\riim Comp.vny, Limited, v.

P\ I.l.ER.

Decided Febrvary 18, 190S.

1. Trade-Marks—Opposition—Leave to Amend.
A demurrer to a notice of opposition having been sustained

by the Examiner of Interferences on the ground that the oppo-

nent did not allege that it had used the mark on goods of sub-

stantially the same descriptive properties as applicant's, the ap-

propriate time to ask leave to amend was when the demurrer

wai: sustained, and when the ca,se came before the Commissioner

on appeal it was discretionary with him to allow or to refuse the

leave to amend.

2. Same -Same— • Health Food" Descriptive.

The words " Health Food" as applied to bread, crackers, etc.,

are clearly descriptive of the goods with which they are used and

cannot be appropriated and registered as a technical trade-mark

.

3. Same—Same—Necessary Allegations.

It Is not sufficient for an opponent to say that he telieves he

would lie damaged by the registration of applicant's mark. He
must allege some fact showing an interest in the subject-matter

from which damage might be inferred.

4 Same-Same— Same.

.\ party who has not used a mark as a trade-mark upon goods

of H like description to applicant's cAn suffer no damage from its

registration by the latter. iMcIlhenny s Son v. AVic Iberia Ex.

tract of Tabotco Pepper Co., 133 O. O, «t5,) and a notice of oppo-

sition which alleges merely that the opponent used the mark in

Its advert i.'iing-mattfer is demurrat>le.

No. 5.1
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Mr F. L. ffuippell and Mr. U(is A. Eiwl for the

appellant.

Mr F-ntz V. Brieten for the appellee.

Shkpard, /..
i 1-

Frank Fuller, on December 2, 1905, filpd an appli-

cation for the registration of a trademark . .insisting of

the words Health ImkxI." alleguig that the same had

been used by him continuously since the \»-ar 1S74 as

a trade-mark applied to bread, crackers, wafers, -tl k^.

puffa, biscuits and buns made of wheat-floitr, and al.-u

of mixed wheat and oat flour, etc. It haa been dis-

played on the packaijea containing the gocKde.

This trade-mark was allowed as entitled to registra-

tion under what is .ailed the -ron-ypar- .lawse" or

pa)viso of section 3 of the Trade-Mark A. t « F-bruary

20 1906 and publi.ation was ordered and made as

required' by section 6 of said act. On Detember 16,

1906, the Battle Creek Sanitarium (;ompan,y Limited,

of Battle Creek. Michigan, filed it.« oppo.viu>n to the

regi.<ration of the said trade-mark. Th- .Tuuids ul

this opposition are substantially as follows;!

1 The Battle >n*k Saintarimn Company. Limit*!, is enRa^ed

U^rSv'SaSl m "h. WH,'«f..tare an/.ale of fo.>is. opponent

Vvtn^^m^^rtlr the worls • Health K..0.I
'
or w,,rl.s ot^^nul^l

import, and nav- a-!;^'^
% ThA t i ^ltve<J that th^ r^-^-

mark t)«cau9e descriptive.

This opposition was demurred to by Filler, on the

following grounds:
•... _ ^-.,-« nrtt »tA.tj»fa(ni »iitfici«nt tao ronstitute a

1, The oppos'tlon does not state faa "'
^ ^^^^ ^^^^

can.-* of action. 2- The opjwsition ^^_ > « ^^^^ 3
th,. opponent ''Oo'^iJ^J^J^^^o^^he op^^^ if t^ue ^^ould not

the ^tue it=^"P^'^« P;-;^! ^'fn^^, wVrpSrrl or receptacles
t'0".-onla^>..^M^^prnt.^p^

:,T^ S i^^-taomlly'The same de^riptive properties as those set

forth in the registration.

The Examiner of Interferences overruled groimds 1,

o and 4 of the demurrer, but sustained grojmds 3 and o.

Without asking leave to amend the allegj^tions of the

opp.«ition to which the said objection.-^ .applied the

opponent app*>aled to the ( ommi^ioner, The <.om-
,

xnissioner athnned the decision and denied the oppo-
,

nent leave to amend the opposition in brder that it
j

might allege the use of the trade-mark V.iv- it up-.n its

merchandise. TIil- objection was called |to the atlen-

t.,n ot the opponent by the 1.1th ,<rround of demurrer,

and the appropriate time to ask leave t^ amend was

when the Examiner of Interferences sustained that

ground of the demurrer. When the c^^ came betore

the Oommi-^ioner ou appeal it wu. di.-. rHionary with

him to allow or to refuse the leave to amend. I nder

the conditions stated there was no abuse of that discre-

tion and we need not pau^e to consider whether .such

an a^uendment. setting up a new ground oi opposition,

would be equivalent to a new opposition, and therefore

nut p."nni«ible because the period within whi.h opp.>-

aition can be made had elapsed.

It is true, as contended by the appellant, that the

words -Health Foo<i" cannot be appropriated and

registered as a technical trade-mark, because they are

dearlv descriptive of the g.xHis with which they are

used
.

' (Trade-Mark Act, sec. 5. The right t^^ register

13 claimed under the -ten-years" proviso of the same

section, which rea<ls as follows:

ind provxded further That nothing; herein ahall prevent the

reei^raUon of anv mark used by the applicant or hi« P"»<l*^''«f>"-

,?r bvTho.« from whom the title i« derived. In eommerw ^uh

ore Ln^tTons.,r among the *verai States, or with Indian trO-'s^

which was in actual and exclusive use as a trademark of the ap-

plicant or h"s prPde<*s.ors from whom he derived title for ten

years next preceding the passage of this act.

In construing this proviso, in a recent .aw, it was

said by Mr. Justice McCumas:

The list oroviso of section .5, as amended and pa.ssed wa.s not

.nin led o^p?ovl.le for the registration of technical trade-.na ks

for such marks had t«en oare.1 for elsewhere in this act This pro-

viso Mrmitted the registration of marks, not m either of the

oUsJfSibited byThis section, if such marks were in actual

and^'cWe lite as a trade-mark for ten years next preceding

fh^ r^sa^ of the act. In respect of technical trade-marks, thi.s

pro^^o^« al.sofuS useless.^ t was intended to save ther.^ht

of reinstration to the marks descrit«d m the proviso 1 he .section

hiT?rohTS the registration of i™n^«^%'
"/, f-*"\'»'«"^,™^^^^^^

and nubhc insignia as trade-marks, no matter how long the same

^d Cn he?orV%f1stered. and the Pro^*'" o"'>' "^*"''";|
,J^^

ritht of r«ri9tratlon to marks not within either of the prohibited

elfs*8 Wuch marlrhad t-een In art.ial and exclusive use as a

Smlrriunng the ten vears -^ PTc"r3 r-^^aWo'
the act. 'InreOihn.flflti Co -Z: AVP I) C , 1. J, 1. . ,

see. also,

Natural Food Co v WiUtam>. Present term.)

WTien an application for rp-istration is nia«le under

the said pn.vis.-., it is the duty ..f the Commi.ssionor t<,

determine whether the applicant has brought his .laim

withm its terms. He reprej*>nts the general public

interest in such matters as he d.-es in the case of appli-

cations for patents. If satistie^l of the truth uf the rep-

resentations, as he was in the matter of Fuller' s Hppli-

cation, it was his duty to order publication. Within

thirty days after this publication

—

anv person who t^-lieves he wfMild I* damaged by the'Vg^^
o?a i?^rTmav oppose the SH.ne t.v filing uotic* of the sam.,rt«ttaf

the grounds thereof • • • (Sec.b.)

It is not suthcient for the opp^:>nent to say that he

believes he wnuld be damages! .
He must allege some

fact showing an interest in the subject-matter from

which damage might be inferred. If he has not used

the mark as a trade-mark uix.n go<^ds ..f a like descnp-

ti..n he can suffer no damage from its regi.stration by

another. ^^Mcllhennys Son v. New Iberia Extract oj

Tabasco Pepper Co. Present tenu.)

There is no such allegation in this oppomtion. The

alleviation is that the oppunent --uses in it* advertising

matter the words -Health FlxkI' or words of similar pur-

port "and has*) used them for about twenty-eight years.

No trade-mark right grows out of the mere invention

or discoverv of the w.ni or symbol, but out of its use

as such. <'Trad>'-Mark (ase3, KX) U. S., 82, 94.) To

ronstitute a trade-mark use, the mark must be attached

„r applied to the goods. ( Columbia Mill Co. v. Alcorn,

150 U. S., 460, 4G4.) Property in it can only be ac-

quired by the actual application of it u^ gwxls of a cer-

tain class, s.. that it sen^-es to indicate the origin of the

1

goods, that IS to say. identify them with the particular

'

manufacturer -ir trader, and to ^listinguish them from

'

similar goods. ( U. S. v. Braun. 39 Fe<l. Rep.. 775; 28

Encyc. L., p. 346.) The mere a«lvertisement of the

i words or sv'mbol without application Uy the gocxis them-

I selves is insufficient to constitute a tra<ie-mark. As

I this is all that wa.-* <daime.l in the oppisition. the Com-

1 missioner was nght in sustaining the demurrer to it on
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that ground. As this is sufficient to dispose of the case,

it may be remarked of the paragraph setting up the

decision of the circuit court of appeals in Fuller v. Huff

(104 Fe<l. Rep., 141 1 that the de<ree of that court is

not pleade<l as decisive of the question involved here;

nor could it avail the opix)sition if it had been so

pleaded. Fuller sued Huff, who represented the Battle

Creek Sanitarium Company. a])parent]y. not for the

infnngement of a trade-mark, but for unfair competi-

tion in tratle, and obtaine<l a decree against him. In

discussing the case, the court said that the words would

not constitute a technical trade-mark because descrip-

tive; and in tliis it was undoubtedly correct. But the

question of tnuie-mark was not involved, and Fuller,

as we have seen, is not asking for registration, on that

ground, but under the '-fen-years clau.se" ur proviso.

The decision appealed from will be affirmed, and this

decision certihed to the t^'om missioner of Patents as

required by law It is so ordere<l. Affirmed.

[yol. 134. ISifi. 5.]

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

In re ."^HirrELEK asd Krischk.

P.\TE\T APPEAL.

Df'idfd April tO, 1$0S.

1. .Application—Subjeit-Matter Disclosed in Prior Pat-

ent—Not CoNTINtATU'N,

An application filed within one year after the grant of a patent

disclosing thf" subje«'t-ma iter of such application is not a continu-

ation of the appli(!atioii on which such patent was granted and

is not entitled to the l>eiie(it of the date of such prior application.

.\lthough the claim.s of the second application were made in the

prior application, on which the patent was granted, and could

have been divided out therefrom, and the dateid the prior appli-

cation could have l-een thus secured, when tlie patent was

grante<J the application w as merged in the patent, the proceeding

was closed, and there was nothing to l>e continued.

2. Same -DocTRi.vE ok Continuing .Ki'Plicatiu.ns Not to uk

Extended.
The rule which i>ermits a divisional application to relate bade

to the filing dateof thPMngiiial, which also 'liscloses its subject-

matter, as long as it ri'maiiis ofien in the Patent OfRoe is a very

lilieral one that sometimes works hardship upon Intermediate

Inventors, and It ought not to be extended to cases not clearly

within it.

Mr. J. L. Norris, Jr., for the appellant.

Mr. Webster S. Ruchnan for the Commissioner of

Patents.

Shepard, J.:

Tliis is an appeal from the decision of the Com-

nii.ssioiier of Patents denying an application for a

patent, having the following claims:

I. The ht'rein-descril)ed composition of matter consisting of

insoluble casein an<i formaldehyde.
? Asa new manufacture a material consisting of insoluble non-

ab.sorljeni casein and eharacterired by hardness and tenacity.

3. Solid. non-alisorl>ent casein.

i. Solid CH.sein. capal>le of resisting the action of water.

5. Solid casein, characterized by toughness and elasticity

(j. Solid, non absorl^ent casein, characterized by toughness and
elastii'itv.

7. Solid. non-absorl>ent casein of substantially uniform density,

characteri7.e<l by toughness and elasticity.

H. .\sa new manufacture, plates, hoards or blocks of solid casein,

characterized by toughness and to some extent by flexibility and
resilienf*

W. .\s a new manufacture, waterproof or non-ab8ort)€nt plates,

boards or blw^ks of solid ca.sein. ctiaracterized by toughness and
to some extent by flexibility and resilience.

II). .\s a new manufacture, hardened, solid, hydrated casein,

character! 7.ed by toughness, resilience, and substantially uniform
density, and the particles of which have been compacted by a
shrinking together of the mass In drving

II. As a new manufacture an article made of some known sub-

stance coated with a material consisting of insoluble casein and
characterized bv hardness, tenacity and resistance to water.

[Vol. 134.

12. As a new manufacture an article made of some known sub-
stance impregnated with a material consisting of insoluble casein

and characterized by hardness, tenacity and resistance to water.

The record shows that these applicants filed an appli-

cation October 20, 1897, which contained claims for

the process of manufacturing water-resisting products

from casein, and also the product of said process.

The Primary Examiner held that as there were sepa-

rate inventions, a patent could not issue for both under

the rules of the Office, and that the applicants must

limit their claims to one or the other of the inventions.

They complied with this rule by limiting their claims

to the process, and a patent was issued to them therefor

on April 3, ItKK). On April 2, 1901, they filed the

present application for patent for the said product

claiming the same as a division of the original applica-

tion. It also appears that the applicants had applied

for a British patent while the original application was

pending and obtained the same on February 15, 1898,

which covered both the process and the product of that

application.

The divisional application having been allowed, an

interference was declared between them and one

William Hall on an application hied May 13. 1899.

The Examiner of Interferences, and in turn, the

Examiners-iu-tTiief awarded priority to Spitteler and

ELrische. On appeal to the CommisKioner, he refused

to decide the question of priority; and dissolved the

interference. The reason assigned was that as the

British patent to Spitteler and Krisihe had been issued

and published more than two years before the date of

their second application, it was a bar to the issue of

patent to them thereon under the provisions of section

48^6, Revised Statutes.

t)n return of the application to the Primary Ex-

aminer, it was denied by him, and his denial was

affirmed on appeal to llie Examiners-in-Chief. Both
of these tribunals held tliat the question of applicants'

right to a patent had been settled by the Commis-
sioner's decision in the interference. On appeal there-

from, the present Commissioner adhered to the opinion

of his predeceswjr, and affirmed the decision denying

the patent. From that decision this appeal has been

prosecuted.

The contention of the applicants was that the present

application must be regarded as a division of the origi-

nal application, and hence as a continuation of the

same because it had been filed within a year from the

last action of the Office on said original application,

namely, the issue of the patent thereon.

In denying that contention, the Commissioner relied

on liis fonner decision in the case of in re Wagner, on

June 26, 1902. In that decision it was said:

The present application is a division of an application filed June
30. I8W9. nearly a year after the grant of patent for the apparatus.
Under these circumstances it must V>e held that the present appli-
cation cannot ^e considered as a division of the application which
resulted in the patent of July 12. 1X98, since there Is no continuity
l>et ween them. After this patent was issued there was a period of
nearlv one year in which, so far as the records of this Ofl^oe show,
no effort w-as made by the applicant to secure a patent on the
process. » • • it is evident that if there is a period l)etween
the two applications during which neither one of them could under
anycircumstanoes be considered by the Office, there is such a break
in the continuity of the two that one cannot be a division of the
other.

The question has never been decided by this court.

Although in re Wagner was appealed to this court its

decision turned upon another point, i/n re Wagner,

105 O. G., 1783; 22 App. D. C, 267.

j

No. 5.J
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This court haa held in other cases that where an origi-

nal application disclosing two inventions that have

been declared 9ep)arate and distinct, is pending in the

Office, a divisional application is to be regarded as a

continuation of the first, so as to give the applicant the

benefit of the filing date of the same. {Duxyta v. Rice,

126 O. G., 1357; 28 App. D. C, 423, 425, and cases

cited; see also Lot: v Kenny, present tenn. •
Had the

applicants filed their second application ae a division

Ml the first, before the issue of the patent thereon, they

would have brought themselves within the rule estab-

1 ished by the foregoing decisions. But havtnt; amended

that application so as to coniorm to the ruling of the

Examiner, it was merged in the patent issued thereon.

After that there was no application pending in the

Office as a foundation for division. The proceeding

having been closed by the issue of the pateot, there was

nothing to be continued. The rule whioh permits a

divisional application to relate back to the filing date

of the original which also discloses its subject-matter,

as long as it remains open in the Patent Offlce, is a ver>-

liberal one that sometimes works hardship upon inter-

mediate inventors, and it ought not to be extended to

cases not clearly within it.

The applicants further contend that they are entitled

to relate back to the date of the original application by

virtue of the provisions of section 4894, Revised Stat-

utes. That section provides that:

The final act of issuing the patent is not an action in

the case, aa contemplated in section 4894, calling for. or

authorizing further prosecution of the appli( ation, but

is the final evidence of the successful termination of

the prosecution. P^)r the same reason that there was

no longer a pending application for division, there wae

none for prosecution.

The Commissioner was right in treating the present

application a.« an original one, and subjecting it to the

same rule that would apply in the case of any other

applicant of the same date.

The decision will be affirmed, and this decision cer-

tified to the (ommisaiuner of Patents aa required by-

law. It is 80 ordered. AflBrmed.

AU applications for patents shall be completed and prepared for

examination within one year alter the flJlng of the application, and

in default thereof, or upon failure of the applicant Co prosecute the

game within one year after action therein of which notice shall Have

been irlven to the applicant, they shall be regarded as abandoned

by the parties thereto, unless it be shown to the satisfaction of the

Commissioner of Patents that such delay was unavoidable.

It is arei.ied that the issue of the patent on the original

application was action therein." aa contemplated by

this section, and that the divisional application was a

prosecutii <n of the same within one year thereafter. We

do not think that the conditions presented by this case

are within the contemplation of the section. It neces-

sarily occurs that applicants for patents meet often with

objections before their applications are properly pre-

pared for allowance, which call for changes and amend-

ments to obviate the same. In all such cases the statute

gives the applicant one year after notice within which to

continue the prosecution of his applicatioo. When the

application has been allowed and the applicant fails to

pay the patent fee within six months aft«r notice, his

case comes under the provisions of section 4897, Re-

vised Statutes, which fixes the time within, and the

conditions upon which he may renew his application.

iCain V. Park, S^ O. G., 797, 14 App. D. C, 42, 46.:

On the other hand, when the applicant pays his fee

and receives his patent the purpose of his application is

accomplished it:= prosecution has come to an end.

[Vol 134.

AMENDMENTS TO PATENT LAWS.

(PUBLK No. 132.]

[H. U 1JH41.]

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and ninety-slx of

the Revised Statutes.

Be U enacted by the Senate and Houie of Representntxf a nt ih<

United States of America in Congress assembled. That section

forty-eight hundred and ninety-six of the Revised Statutes be. and

the same is hereby, amended so that the section shall read as

follows; ^ .

"Sec. 4896. When any person, having made any new invention

or discovery for which a patent might have been granted, dies

before a patent Is granted the right of applying for and obtaining

the patent shall devolve on hisexecutororadministrator. in trust

for the heirs-at-law of the deceased, in case he shall have died intes-

tate or if he shall have left a will disposing of the same, then In

trust for his devisees in as full maimer and on the same terms and

conditions as the same might have been claimed or enjoyed by him

In his lifetime; and when any person having made any new inven-

tion or discovery for which a patent might have been granted tie-

comes insane before a patent Is granted the right of applying for

and obtaining the patent shall devolve on his legally-appointed

guardian, conservator, or representative in trust lor his estate In

as full manner and on the same terms and conditions as the same

might have tteen claimed or enjoyed by him while sane; and when

the application is made by such legal representatives the oath or

affirmation required to !« made shall be so varied in form that

it can be made by them The executor or administrator duly

authorlred under the law of any foreign country to administer

upon the estate of the deceased inventor shall, In case the sairt

inventor was not domiciled In the United States at the time of his

death have the right to apply for and obtain the patent. The

authority of such foreign executor or administrator shall l-e

proved by certificate of a diplomatic or consular officer of the

United States.
" The foregoing section, a.s to insanepersons, is to cover all ap-

plications now on file in the Patent Office or which may L« here-

after made.
'

Approved. May 2.3, liOS.

(Pimuc—No. liX]

fH. R. 17703.]

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and eighty-five of

the Revised Statutes.

Be U enacted by the Senate and House of Revresentatiies ol the

United States of America in Congress assemHed, That section

forty-eight hundred and eighty-flve of the Revised Statutes t*.

and the same Is hereby, amended to read as follows:
.

, , ,

•Sec 4885. Every patent shall issue within a penod of three

months from the date of the payment of the tm} fee, which fee

shall be paid not later than six months from the time at which the

application was passed and allowed and notice thereof wa.« sent to

the applicant or his agent; and if the final fee is not paid within

that period the patent shall t* withheld
"

Approved, May 23, 190«.
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APPLICATIONS UNDEE EXAMINATION.

CondUion at Clote 0/ Bimne** June i, 130%.

o
z.

244

ITJ

2lX^

Divlsloni and subjects of tnren-

tlon.

OMcst npw appU- c 3
(»lion anil old- S^
"It action by up- v j,

I>|icant awaitinp -=_ J
i)t;i( p action. — =

X ^^

-• *New. ~ aAtntnded

XXXV.
Cla.sps:

378

17'J

379

Buckles. Buttons, and

Car !, Picture, and Sipi

Exh'Mtinif: Garment-Support-

"is: Sijirn&ls: Toilet,

III .Knnealm^ and Tcnvperinj?.

CoatiOkT vs-th M.'tal, Elwtro-

fht'ini-trv Metal- K " n n ! i ng .

Metalliirk'v. Shaping ! 1 u I d

Metal
XVII Clutches: Linotyping; Ma-

tri.x- Makmn; Nut and Boll

Locks, I'rmtmK.
XXXI \K-oho! Ammonia,W ater,

and Wood Dist, nation; Char-

coal and Coke; Gas, Heating

and Illuminating. Hides, Skins,

and I^-alher: Liquid Coatini?

Compositions. Mineral C) i 1 s .

Oil.s. Fats, and Glue; ^^ ater

Purifiration.
, r^ , ,. ,,

X.KXVlll \rtesianand Oil \Neu.s,

Bottles and lars. Care of Live

Stock KducMtional .\pplunces;

Fishing and Trapping; .-stution-

erv, .^tone- Working.
XXXlV. Kailwavs, Railway-
hrakes Kailwav Rollmg->tock

XX .\rtifii lal Liml>9; Builders

Uar'iware, Dentistry, L<x-ks and

latche.s. Safes, Undertaking

Will \ -oustu-s. C o 1 n - H a n -

Hing H-f.logv; Re*-or!ers

Mtv 1 ' Mar. 12 731

May 16 Feb. 24 37S

M«:, .vpr. IsO

Mttv .\pr U) 3St)

Tirne-Controlling

144

147

327

R • g 1 s t e r s;

Me«'Vian;<ni.

X X I\' Vpparel .Kpparel Appara-

tus Sfwing-Machines; Surgery

XXIX 1 .•iw^ring Fire-F.scap»'«.

\{iMi(s, Wheelwright-

Mil y

May

May

May
La!

.- W.
l-.Villg

ifkint:

»len Buddings;
Wood-Turning;
Woodworking-

Fcb.

Mar

M.tr

Apr.

Feb.

2ii 618

21 JilT

19 275

2

21

347

518

lio

232

313

iz:

27S

332
247

»pr.

.*pr.

W.x-l

T'xds.
XVIII In:e<'tors and Lje<nors;

Stean. and Vacuum t'lmips;

^t^•al;i-B .UT'*, rite.am-Eugmcs;

Stc.tin K.n^ine Valves.

V Bon»*un.lmg; Harvesters. Jew-

Irv M'lsh

VIII' Beds; Chairs Furniture;

K;t.'hen md Table Articles.

-itore K:;riiiturf

IV Bridges. O.nveyers; Crane.s

an'l Derricks K x > a v h t m g ;

H'-isting llvdraulic Engme»T-

ing. Iron Structures. Loading

and Unloading lowers

I Kences, Harrows nnd Diggers;

Clows feeders and I'lanters;

Trees riants, and Flowers.

XII. Elevators, Journal - Boxes,

Luhriration, Machine Elements.

I*ulleys and Shafting

XXX 11. Carhonating Beverages.

bisT»'nsing Beverages. Dispens-

ing-Cans Vf^ti'llh >hipping and

Storing Vpss.'is i'.ackagmg Liq-

uids; Refrigeration.

X Carnages and Wagons Apr
XXII. Air-Ciun.s, Catapults,

Targets A m m unit
Explosive Devices

Buovs, Firearms,

Apr. 2y Mar > 296

Mar

F-d.

1,3 TT-

11 498

t-
f pr Apr

Applications Under Examination—Continued.

Dlvlflons and subjects of lnv«n-

tiou.

Oldest n«w appli-

cation and oili-

est action bya(>-
plicant awaiting
office action.

! Amended New.
iZ

280 XL Baggage Check-Controlled

Apparatus. Cloth, I^-ather, and
Runf>er Ret-eptftcles Ders.-^u

and Collection Receptai U's 1- itu-

\rts Lighting- Fixture" i'«. h-

and Article larrier- I'mi-'I"

leg
,

S7»'Cl,il HrtS-pt/l' 1'

U lell Kf.Tl

Apr. 14 Mar. 11 680

age
Rei-eptac

May 11 Apr. 21 219 I

142

352

375

312

382

152

1^

128

307

1,54

308

Flre-
Mo-

.ipr. 25 Apr 14 372

2.'. Apr. 1 300

4'4

Apr. 23 Jan. 2 517

318

2t>4

and
n n and

Boats and
Marine Pro-

puNion Ordnani* Railway-

Rails and loints Railway-Ties

and Fasteners. Ship*

VI Bleju'hing and Dyeing, t hem-

icals E.xplosives Fertilizers,

Medicines; Preserving. Sugar

and Salt

XXXNI Curtains, .^hades, and

Sc'rt*ns, Drafting. Driers; En-

graving: Mea.sunng Instru-
ments, Wind-Wheels.

Apr. 17

Mar
Mar

6<V)

>dO

Apr. 16 Apr. 8 340

Apr 1" Apr. 8
I

Sift

ml

105

i

ri

329

107

315

238

109

f»'Cl,ll K.'.S'pt/l' I'S

an.l l'a» kages ^V leii Kf-.v}-

tacles

IX. Air and (ias I'umps
Extinguisher- Hy^iraulic

tors, Pnmps. .Sowerage.

XL I. Railway Draft Appliances;

Resilient Tiren and Wheels

X X V 1 1 Brushm- and Sorut.lnng

tirinding and Polishing. Laun-

Irv \S ashing Apuaratus-

Vll, I. allies and Tons. Mechanical

.Motors optics I'aper Manufac-

tures \ eloripedes

.XX VI II. Internal <'om bust ion
Engines. Miscellaneous Heating

Plants.
.XXX Fluid- Pressure Regulators;

Lamps and i las- V ittmgs; Liq-

uid rtiid «.>i.seo:> K w'l Burners-

Tviie-Wnlinkr Ma.li.nfs

XX.X HI. Cutlerv D .

.
m e s t i r

I'ooking Vfssfls Kle<trii- Signal-

ing fcfieclncitv. Medical ami

Surgical Fireproof Buildings;

Mftsonrv Tents, Canopies, I m-
brWlas ,ind Canes,

II H^- lulturf Dairy; I-abel-

Affixers. Pajter Kile- and Bind-

ers. Pneuinalu's. Prc-.si's, St. 're-

Service; Tobacco.
XIV Compound Tools: Cutting
*
and Punching Sheets and Bars;

Farrierv; Metal- Bending Met il-

Ornamenting; She*-! -Metal
Wire, Miking: Tools; W ir»-

\\ orkmg
XL Boot all i Sti.*- MaMng, Boots,

.-^hof.-, ail 1 l.fgginkrs

I
E>elet. and R i

". ' '

I

Harness, leather Mniiu:

Nailing and Stapling. Wl

I
Whip Vpparatus

XV. Bread, Pastry, and
tion Making, dating
Glass; llsdrauli. Lime and

' Cement; Laminated Sheets and
Fabrics: Pajier Making; Paving;

Photography, Plastu BU>ck and
Earthenware .\pparalus. I'Us-

tic C<>tnp<isltions; Plastics.

XXI Brakes and Oins: Carding;

Cloth-Finishing; Cordage. Felt

and Fur; Knitting and Netting.

Silk; Spinning: Weaving.
XXVI. Electric Heating and
Rheostats, Elwtrii- Railways:

Ele<'tricit> .
I feneration. Motive

Power
XXXI.X Baths and Closets;
Water Distribution

XIll. Arms, Projwtiles. and Kx-

plnsive Charges. .Making. Metal-

\\ orking, "to.

XX.X\"II Fle<trir Lighting; Elec-

tricity. ( oiidiutor- Electricity,

(ieneral Vuplicatioiis

X.XV. Butrhering. Mills; Thresh-

ing; Vegelalile (utters and
Crushers.

XIX. Furnaces: Heating and
Cooking Stoves, Liquid and was-

eous Fuel. Stovea and Fur-

Apr. 13 Mar. 24 27$

Apr.

Apr.

10

8

Nov. 25

Apr, 6

705

427

Apr s Feb. 27 378

Apr.

Apr.

Jan. 17 609

Feb. 1 3«>4

Apr. 1 Mar. 6 .150

Apr. 1 Jan 28 423

Button,
-.t t.iig.

:m. r..r''s;

hips and

,
Confec-

Fuel:

Mar. 27 Jan. 16 416

Mar. 26 Mar. 9 427

Mar. 25 Mar. 19 822

Mar. 24 Jan. 2 589

Mar. 9 Mar. 3 416

Mar.
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haust ports alternately, a cap secured t< said valve cas^

Ing a spring mounted In said cap and Operative against

the smaller end of said valve In a manner to move the

same from Its seat In said casing.
,

5 \j,tartlng mechanism for gas eniilnes comprising,

m combination, an engine frame, a cam ^haft mounted In

bearings upon said frame, a rotary, conlcfcl valve keyed to

Mid shaft In a manner to rotate therewith and be lon-

gitudinally movable thereon, the smaller fnd of said valve

extending bevond the end of said shaft and Inclosing the

same a valve casing secured to said feanie and having

said 'valves mounted therein, said casing having Inlet and

outlet ports communicating with a s..urie of compressed

air supply and the engine cylinder, respejrtlvely. and Inlet

and outlet exhaust ports communicating) with the engine

rvlinder and atmosphere. reHpn-ctlvely. ^\d valve having

an annular channel thnt communicates ith said air and

exhaust p-Kts alternately, a cap secure.) t-. -Hid valve cas-

ing a spring pre-..ed Iwit m. n-.Ued in ^iM .p and oper-

ative against the smaller end of said valre in a manner to

move the same from Its seat In said casing, and means for

withdrawing said bolt from contact wlthj said valve.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printwl !n th- •-..izatte.)

trols the Inlet of fluid to said cylinder, said cylinder hav-

ing two exhaust ports, one of said ports being controlled

by one of said pistons nnd one by the other.
"

5 In a gas engine, a cylinder adapted to contain two

pistons and having wparate gas and air Inlet ports located

at points therein about where the pistons will rest at the

end of their strokes, and two pistons In said cylinder, each

of which travels over a gas and an air Inlet port and con-

trols the Inlet of fluid thereto, one of said pistons serving

to compress air In one end of said cylinder and one serv-

ing to compress gas in the other end thereof, said cylinder

having conduits In Its wall through which said air and

gas may be led to said Inlet ports.

[Claims 6 to 44 not printed In the Gazette.]

»Rfl888 CLOTHES -LINE -REELING DEVICE. Ca»I'

TSlJcH (S..ha. Nebr. Filed Oct. 25. 1D07. Serial

No. 399,144.

S89 887 n.\S ENT.INE. Fh.ok XI. .\$nLtv. New York.

N Y assign, r of one-half to Wllllajm A. Armstrong,

i'hlladelphla. Ta. Flle<l Mn- \'X IW." Serial

:j05.845.

No.

In a clothes line r.-.-l rhe ,,,ml.ination with a casing, of

means for securing shM ..sing to a (ixed support, a rota-

tive reel mounted In said .Hslni: n pawl and ratchet con-

nection between said reel an.l sai.l casing, there being an

opening formed throoch th- fr-nt wall of the casing, a

pair of horliontally disposed r-.llers extending entirely

across the opening of said casing, one of said rollers being

located at the lower side of said opening and the other of

said rollers being located at the upper side of said open-

ing a pair of hearing i.lat.w „Mured to said casing In

which said rollers nr- |.M,rnHkHl the -iter portions of

said plates being bent t,,wHnl oach other aii.i inwi.rdly be-

tween the rollers to form i >iitjirt flanges.

889.8W. roWP:UTU.\NSMISSI<iN I'EVirE. Joseph E.

Ba«bett. I'etrolt. Mich, assiirnnr of one third to Harry

J. Ferrell and one - third to .John 11. (onnor. l»etrolt.

Mlr'i VWM .Kiig '-"<. V.to" S'Tial No. 390,483.

1 In a ga« engine, comprising.' a ylin.b-r liavln^ two air

Inlet porta. -two gat Inlet i.orts ,n.l tw.. .xhaust p-.rts two

platoDS in said cylinder, each of whioh rontr..is , m.^ .r -,atn

gas Inlet ports, one of said air inlet port^ an.l ^n. .i saul

exhaust ports for the purpose set forth

- In a gas engine, a cylinder adapted to ruutain two

pistons and having separate u.-.s and air inlet p..rts located

at points therein about wher^ the pistims will rest at the

end of their strokes, and two pistons lo said cylinder. »-ach

of which trav'i- -ver a .'•is an.l ii;i air Inlet port an<l -.n

trols the inl.T - f iV.'d '- -''-1 • vlindpr sai.l cylinder hav-

ing ;.n .-xliausf i-rt 'hr.Mi.-h ^vhi<!, the pr.slu.'ts ..f c.m-

i.usti.'n mav be lilterated.

? In a btas engine, a cylin.hT mlapt.-,! to c.ntaln two

pjsf.ns an.l havinu' separate ;.'as and uir Inlet p..rts located

at points therein al...ut where the pistons will rest at the

en.l of their strokes, an.l two pistons in said cylln.ler each

,,f uhi.h travels over a .as an.l an air inlet port and .-.m

trols the inlet of rlui.l to sai.l < ylin.ler. said cylinder hav-

Ine an exhaust p..rt o ntrollnl by one of said plst.>ns

4 In a lias enijine, a .-ylinder a.lapte.l to contain two

plst..ns an.l having separate «as an.l air Inlet ports l..ratel

'«t p..lnts therein alH.ut where tlu^ pst. ns svill rest at the

..n.l of their sir. l<ev.. an.l tw>. pisto,,.- it, ~ai ! . vlin.ler. eich

of which travels over a L-a^ ai..l an ..r in:et p.,rt and con

1 In an aniomohile, a motor, a .Irlve shaft, a friction

disk a ... 'pllti^; on the drive shaft having a part movable

longitudinally .-n sail shaft, a universal Joint hetween the

motor an.l .Irive -but, ne,,ns for -ll.linkr the m.-vahle part

of said c..uplin«. a driven shaft, a sll.l.Me friction wheel

on the driv.Mi shaft, an.l means for shlftlnc sai.l fri.nlon

wheel with rela(i.>n to said fri. lion disk

•' In nn .•iiitom..l.ile. a motor, a drive ^hnft. a unlver-

sil'couplin- l.etween the drive shaft atid motor, a friction

disk a coupling on the ,lrlv,. shaft havin.- a lon-ltudlnally

mov'ahle part, vie'.lahle mems f r maintalnim: -li.! ..Mip-

llnir In ..ne i«.slflon. train;a!ls .-,,r!ate,l meanv. to, sii.ling

the movahle part of the ro.ipllrii: a:.'airst -ai.l yieldahle

meins. a dnvn -^h.aft a sl.laMe fri.Hon «1 ' mounted

„n said driv..;, shaft a-ol M,..M.s f..r -hiiiii.. - ;d fricth.n

wheel with r-lallon -o sai.l fi i' tion .llsk.
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3. In an automobile, a motor, a drive shaft, a friction

disk, a drlren shaft, a slldable friction wheel mounted

on the driven shaft, a two part coupling mechanism, one

part fixedly connected with the drive shaft, the other

part slldable upon the drive shaft and connected directly

with the friction disk, means for sliding the slldable part

of the coupling to force the friction disk into driving con-

tact with the friction wheel, ami means for shifting the

friction wheel on the driven shaft with respect to the

friction disk.

4. In an automobile, a motor, a drive shaft, a friction

disk, a driven shaft, a slldable friction wheel moiinted on

the driven shaft, a two-part coupling mechanism, one part

fixedly connected with the drive shaft, the Other part slid

able upon the drive shaft and connected directly with the

friction disk, means for sll.llnjz the slldable part of the

coupling to force the friction disk Into driving contact

with the friction wheel, means for drawing the slldable

part of the coupling Into engagement with the other part

thereof to separate the disk from the friction wheel when

tb« operating means of the slldable part of the coupling

la released, iind means for shifting the friction wheel on

the driven shaft with respect to the friction disk.

5. In nn automobile, a motor, a drive shaft, a friction

disk, a driven shaft, a sliding friction wheel mounted on

the driven shaft, a two part coupling mechanism, one part

fixedly connected with the drive shaft, the other adapted

to slide ui)on the shaft and connected directly with the

friction disk, means for sliding the slldable part of the

coupling to force the friction disk into driving contact

with the friction wheel, means consisting of a plurality

of springs for drawing the slldahie part of the coupling

Into engagement wltli the other part of the coupling to

separate the disk from the frhtlon wheel when the control-

ling means is released, an.l means for shifting the friction

wheel on the driven i»liaft with respect to the friction disk.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

|».880. GUN CLEANING ROD. IIarkv B. B.\s.s. Yu-

kon. Okla. Filed Sept. IT,. 1907 Serial No. 393,202.

3. A cleaning rod having one end thereof provided with

a finger piece and its opposite end formed with a spiral

groove, there being a transverse slot formed In the rod

at each end of the spiral groove, one of said slots being

spaced from the groove and the other Intersected by said

,
groove, and a strip of flexible material having one end

! thereof threaded through the lower slot, and an interme-

diate portion sealed within and curved to conform to the

spiral groove, the termiual of said flexible strip being

extended transversely through the adjacent slot.

1. A elMMlat W* tmwimg a spiral groow formed In the

walU th«r«of for th* r#e*ptlon »f a cleantoff medium, there

balac *lots form.- 1 In tlu' r.sl f.ir anchoring the opposite

ends of th>" . l-'aniiiv medium, one of said slots being In-

tersectefl h> th.' spiral gr.iovc at the active end of the rod.

2. A cleaning rtxl having one end thereof provided with

a finger i)lece and its opposite end formed with a spiral

groove exten<ling approximately one third the length of

the rod for the recepti.>n of a cleanint nie<iiuni there l)elng

transverse si. its f.iruu'd in the ro<l for anchoring the oppo

site en. Is of the cleaning medium, one of said slots being

.lisp..se.l Utween tlie finger piece nnd the adjacent end

of the t'ro..ve and the otli.'r intersected ly said groove at

the active end of the ro l

889,89 1. METHOD OF IHKl'.UtlNG CARBON AR-

TICLES. Tetee M. Bennie. Niagara Falls, N. Y.. as-

signor to National Carbon Company, a Corporation of

New .lersey. Filed July 11. 1907. Serial No. 383.219.

1. The metboA «f llMipIng hard carbon articles, which

comprises the step of locally softening the articles in those

portions where the material Is to be removed for the pro-

duction of the finlshetl form.

2. The method of sliaping hard carbon articles which

comprises as a step the l.>cal application of softening or

graphitizing conditions to the parts or portions of the ar-

ticle which it is desired to remove and removing such

parts or portions.

3. The method of pr.xiucini; hard .arhou sli.apes which

conaists in producing graphitizing conditions locally upon

a hard carbon article and removing the materia! thus

graphltized.

4. The method of pr.^paring hard carbon articles for ma
cblnlng, which comprises drawing an electric arc to the

surface of said article alonsr the path which Is to be sub-

aequently cut away.

r>. The method of pn-parini: liar.i cai'hon artich-s

hapini: which comiirises softening the portion to ]u,->

away by hii:h heat jirodnced hy the electric current

[Claims f) t.) ^ not printed in the Gazette.]

for

.ait

8 8 9,891; riKE H.\I{ AITI.!. .\HI.F. F< 'K STK.VM-

BOILBR and (nili:K FritNA^'KS. Er-wwui- HtNMS.
Astley Bridge, B.jltou. Knglaud. Filed June I'J. ll'UG.

Serial No. .•?2 1,388.

1. in a bar head f.>r hollow tire bars throuph which air

Is forced the combination with a central tapering portion

A of circular cross secti.)D. of a flaring trumpet shapes!

mouth H of ajiproximately oval form and an additional

portion (" of nppr.)ximately oval form substantially as

descrilicd.

2. In a bar head for hollow fire bars through which

air is f..ri..l the ..unbination with a main portion the

shape •; wlii.h gradually alters from a circular section

at the neck to an approximately oval section of greater

area at the end without increasing in width, of a flaring

Bhape<l mouth I! of ai>proxlniately oval form, substan

tlallv as descrihed
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889.893. LEADING OR SLUGGING DEVICE. Ankre.v

J. Bentox. Washington. D. C, asaJKm.r to I.anst..n

Monotype Machine- tompany, Philadelphia, Pa. a <
or-

poratlon ot Virginia. Fil^d Feb. r.». l'.K)7 Serial N-.

368,176.

1 In combination with the movable jrHlley blade of a

composing machine »urh as descrlbod. a self contained

leading attachment including a support, a fe»'dln>? raech-

ani»m and a delivery chute the latter cMipU-d with the

galley bln'de and feeding devices for transmitting m-.tion

from one to the other. I

•J In combination with the movable gfill-'y l>lad»- of a

compo«lng machine such as described, a s.lf oontained

leading attachment provided with an o-^aiUatory delivery

chut.' rnL-iu'lng said galley blad.'. a iiu.i)lemental galley

blade carried by said chute, and a rnairazine and a lead

feeding mechanism th^ Utf.T roupl.-d with and actuated

by the delivery chute.

3. In a leading attachment for comi^osiii;,' umchin's,

the combination of the f..nowin;: eU-mpnts. to wit
;

a

magaiine ; an ejector: and a delivery chute pivotally sup-

ported and coupled with tli.' .•j-.'tnr to actuate the latt^T

4. In a leadinu' attachment i'. r composing machines, the

combination of the following el.ment«i. ta wit : a pivotally

supported delivery chute: a nm-'azin.' [.iovhI-I with a de-

livery gate or passage; an .j-.tor .,i.;...*ir' •<;ih! .|. livery

gate or passage: and actuating- il.'vi,.> for laid ejector

coupled with the delivery chut.'

5. In a leading attachment for -.^mpoilni: machines, the

combination of the following : m. t •-, to wit; a i)lvoted

delivery chute provided with a .-upi... ui. otal galley blade;

and a feeding mechanism delivering lead| to said chute.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Ust/fltej

end recess, of a itev fitting into said key way. a screw that

engages said recess and has a head that engages the end

of the kcv, thp inner end of the screw being partially

sever.'d and means t.-ndlng to forre the severed portion

away from the body portion

'^ The combination » ith a stuift having a k^y-way at

one side an<l a serew hole In its .nd. of a key fitting Into

said kev wav. a screw for said scr.>w hole having a liead

to engage the end of said key. and means for locking

said screw in position.

3. The combination with a shaft having a side key way

and an end screw hol^. a pinion mounted on said shaft

and having a compbmentary key way and a k. y partially

located In each key-way. of a screw for said scr.w hole

having a head that fits against the pinion and the key. and

moans for Dcking the s.-rew against rotative m..vement

4. Th.> combination with a shaft having a tai..'red end

provided with a side key way and an end serew hobv and

a pinion having a k.-y way and an annular end r.'.-.-s
,

f

a key that fits th.- two k.-y ways, a screw for lU<- screw

I hole the head of which is locat.^d In the annular recess

In the pinion and r.-sts against tbe outer end of tlie key

I and means for locking the screw against rotative move-

,
ment.

.-, The combination with a shaft having a tapered .'Ud

provided with an -nd screw lioie. a [dnlon and means -..r

locking the pinion against rotative movement on the

Shaft, of a screw in said screw hole having a partially

sev. red end and a h .ad that fits against the outer end of

the pinion, and a s.t scr-w that ext..«ds longitudinally

through th.' body portion of the main screw and Impinges

against its severed end portion.

889,894. CLAMPING DEVICE. Han
Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to Westing i

Manufacturing Company, a i'orporat

vanla. Filed July 9. 1900. Serial N

G. Berentsbx,
ouse Electric k
Ion of Pennsyl-

1n. 32.').29i;.

889,895. VALVE. Fbederick C. BLAJirii mu. an 1 Philip

G. Dablino, Bridgeport. Conn., assignors to The Con-

solidated Safety Valve Company. Bridgeport, Conn., a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Nov. 9. 1907. Se-

rial No. 401.469.

1. The combination with a shaft has-.m; a tap.rfd end

provided with a k-y way at on^- sid- au« a screw Threaded

1 In a safety valv. a valve casing provided with a

valve seat, a valve co„pcn.tin_' with said valve seat, a

spring casing having an annular skirt projecting toward

said valve; said valve having' a llan.'r outside of and In

sliding engagement with said annular skirt, an adjusting

ring surrounding and adjac nt to the ,.uter lip of the valve,

and provided with a nm . xtendinL' upwardly beyond the

lower en.l of the flange of said valv, th^ flange and rim

constituting a flaring nozzle to facllitat.- free tlow of steam

after It leaves the valv.- s.at. and means to s».t sa!<l adjust-

ing ring in anv determined position

• In a safetv valve, a valve casing provldod wMli a

valve seat a valvn coiiperatlng with said valve s^'flf. a

spring casing motinted on said valv.^ casing, a muffl.^r

mounted on sabl spring casing, said spring casing having

an annular skiit proj.-cting toward said valve and said

valve having a flange outside of and In sliding .'ngage-

ment with said annular skirt, an adjusting ring si»r-
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rounding and adjacent to the outer lip of the flange and

provided with a rim exten.iing beyond the lower end of

the flange of said valve, the flange and rlm constituting

a llarlng nozzle to facilitate free flow of steam after it

leaves the valve seat, and means to set said adjusting

ring in any determined position.

3. In a safety valve, a valve casing provided with a

valve seat, a spring operated valve .-ofiperatlng with said

valve seat, a spring casing mounted on said valve casing.

a muffler mounted on said spring easing said spring casing

having an annul.i! skirt proifctlng toward said valve and

said valve haviuk' a flange outside of and In sliding en-

gageni.'nt with said annular skirt, the outer surface of

said flange being a cylindrical extension substantially

equal In diameter to the extreme outer portion of said

valve, an adjusting ring surrounding and adjacent to the

outer lip of the valve and provided with a rim extending

upwardly beyond the lower end of the flange of said valve,

the flange and rlm constituting a flaring nozale to facili-

tate free flow of steam after it leaves the valve seat, and

means to set said adjusting ring In any determined posi-

tion.

4. In a safety valve, a valve casing provided with a

valve seat, a valve co«peratlng with said valve seat, a

spring casing mounted on said valve casing and having an

annular skirt projecting toward said valve, a muffler

mounted on said spring casing, steam passages between

the outer depending wall and the annular skirt of said

spring casing, passages from said steam passage to said

muffler, said valve having a flange projecting into said

steam passage and outside of and in sliding engagement

with said annular skirt, an adjusting ring surrounding

and adjacent to the outer lip of the valve and provided

with a rlm extending upwardly beyond the lower end of

the flange of said valve, the flange and rlm constituting a

flaring nozzle to facilitate free flow of steam after it leave*

the valve seat, and means to set said adjusting ring in

any determined position. .

889.896. UEVOLVING TYPE CABINET
Brajnerd, Athens, Pa. Filed Jan. 30.

No. 413.447.

Charles P.

1908. Serial

tween the heads and disposed at an angle to each other to

form substantia!] v triangular shap.-d corner pockets, tray

receiving guides secured to the partitions, shplves dis-

posed within the corner pockets, radiating reinfor.ing

bars secured to the upper and lo«er heads of the body

portion, the reinforcing bars of the upper head l«dng inter-

posed between the latter and the flange of the upper bear-

ing, and diagonal braces each having one end thereof ex-

tending through the flange and the adjacent reinforcing

bar and its opposite end extended through the lower head

and adjacent reinforcing bar. and antifriction balls inter-

posed between the upper bearings and the adjacent end

of the shaft and the lower bearing and the standard.

3. A cabinet Including a shaft, a body portion mounted

for rotation on the shaft and comprising spaced heads

provided with vertically alined bearings for the reception

of the shaft, a plurality of sets of partitions Interposed

between the heads, the partitions of adjacent sets being

disposed at an angle to each other to form substantially

triangular corner pockets, shelves disposed within said

pocket, angle irons connecting the partitions with the up-

per and lower heads, tray supporting guides secured to the

partitions, diagonal braces surrounding the shaft and

secured to the upper and lower heads of the body portion.

brackets depending from the lower head of the l>ody por-

tion, and traction wheels mounted for rotation in the

brackets.

889,897. MECHANISM 1 « 'H OPKRATING VAKIAHLE
RATIO-GEARINH;. Swinfen Ruamley Moore. Loud 11.

England. Filed Dec. 8, 1906. Serial No. 346,928.

fr:rC

1. .Mechanism for operating the velocity ratio gearing

of motor road vehicles comprising two bars pivoted so as

to swing in the same plane, extensions of said bars sliding

in fixed relation to the said bars, a pivoted operating lever

engaging the free ends of the said extensions, and a slot-

ted plate adapted to act as a guide for the operating lever

us set forth.

2. In operating mechanism for velocity ratio gearing

of motor road vehicles the combination vt two bars pivoted

so as to swing in the same plane, telescopic extensions of

said bars, a pivoted operating lever engaging the free ends

of said telescopic extensions, rigid extensions of said bars

to transmit the movement thereof, and a slotted plate

adapted to net as a guide for the operating lever as set

forth.

1. A cabinet including a standard, a shaft mounted In

the standard, a body portion mounted for rotation on the

shaft and comprising spaced Imperforate heads each pro-

vided with a bearing for the reception of the shaft, parti-

tions interposed between the heads and disposed at an

angle to each other to form corner pockets, tray receiving

brackets secured to the partitions, and braces each having

one end thereof se<ured to the bearing of the upper head

and its opposite end extended fhiough the lower head at

the inner ends of the partitions

2. .\. cabinet Including a standard, a .^haft disposed

within the standard, a body portion mounted for rotation

on the shaft and comprising spaced b'li 1- a bearing

mounted on the upper head and provide<l \\ i !. ,1 laterally

extending flange, there being a socket formed in the bear-

ing for the reception of the adjacent end of the shaft, a

bearing secured to the lower head and disposed in aline-

ment with the upper bearing, partitions interposed be-

889,S98. TUAI'-NEST. Allen B. Buown. Ipswich, S. D.

Filed Nov. IS. ll>07. Serial No. 4u2,T14.

^ S/ y^^

A trap nest comprising a l>ox having a self-closing door

provided with a hole, and a prop for holding the door
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^ a l.ter.1 projection adapted to act as a .to|.

889,899
daysburg

ICE CREAM MOLD.
Pa. Filed July l'.>.

Blair W
190T. Serial >

Br^wn, Holll-

0. 384.5T2.

h-. ,.hA/.k« and having blanks registering with

Tr.-=i:;j.~s:-r.-:;3..

and rlg^sterlng with the corresponding P-"ons of Jhe

atatement blanks, said blind being arranged to expose a

•plX of the ckecks so that the check may receive origi-

nal writing on the p<.irtlon so exposed

^„ ,c, cr«». moid -"p"""' "7::;,".3 "H""

„W 'nd pi... .a.p^ .0 .«.«. ""' '»-«"',

-rn^^?^r^>-^^^^--^^-"

^89 901 CAN -OPENER. Martin Bi sh. Monroe. N. Y.

Filed Nov. 16. 1907. Serial No. 402.401.

'y^&

1 In a can opener the combination with a handle com-

1 prilng tw. ^r^.le. rods connected toi^ther at their ou *r

,
end« and provided thereat with a P'- PrM

^ '"^

havln.' .^iH^v.s nt -PP-s'te »lde« monnt..! ..r ^^''
'

^

[ slide thereon, one of said rod« !.M^.n. ,.
.^-ru-^

"V '

„^
sons and the Hle*n-e sliding t»>ere..n havmg an in ...a,

tea? sprmg provided with u projection ,o engage .aid de-

1 orUsirns and a .-utter plvotally conne<-..Hl to the si., v

•^Tln a can opener, the combination wi.b a »">""«;;'";

prising two parlllel ro<ls connected together .t , h.lr outer

ends and provided thereat with a pivot prod, of a pla e

havng slaves at opposite .Ide. mounted on the rods to

,

:;;r^hereon said P-e^v,,... Integra e^f^prln.^^

I

cutter pivoted t«tween the .... ^.- n.i
i

> on Its back for engaging sa.l l-af -; w>^

8 8 9.902. VAHIABI^ - SPEED PULLEY. Abchibald

r.i.L ar

Filed Jan. 2. 1908.

a pa
1 vn accountln;; *4,i.aratus comprising a|page of checks.

j:Linr/" rr:.''
r".

... -. .•- "-
'^^'

^vu accounting apparatus .. .ni'nsin^ .
'"r.-'!in^"saill

a page ruled and d.-unat-M f- .

t n^

^ ^^
nftizf of checks, a b-uid -i- !"''-"

'

"" .,1.1

carbon sheet N^ween the page of •
1.". W^

^ ^ '
''

**mccounnn. apparatus comprising a page of check«^

„ n«;e ruled and .loslenated for statement* underlying the

i in ac.-ounring apiwratuH .M-nii.ri-in- n p.i-' • "ecK .

„,..ts h.vin. ..ten,l.l margin, a masi.
''^

^
;'.;-

^^ ^of
,, ,,e<,i... .aid mask Wu.. -•--;' _;^': '/Xr..^ en-

the pa*:^ of cb.'cks m p^M-mit of th^ m iki..

I. A variable s,>eed pulley having a P'-allty of segtuen-

tal sections, each of said sections having a rib or web^

wiicrhas an inclined face of Bubstantially the width o

The rib "ch faces taken collectively f--'- -', ;;^:.;*

P Lllke structure and a disk mounte«l In axial lino ^Ith

;;;:, interrtted by a step or steps against which said

"^'
'ThVcombination with a variable speed puU-v n,Hde

.p-of^rnL^r Of --i--rx\rrd\red'''u;;;
raX'tirtTthrX -« -^^ - the purpose set

, '^''^The combination In the rear wheel of * ^•"O*^;^'^
3 The como

^^^^^^^ sections, rods

. J.thfadUtlJrrtheC.^'
-^tlons. a sup.K,rtlng ring
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•ecured to the wheel through which said rods pass, and a

belt rim divided Into sections corresponding to the pulley

sections, the rim sections being secured to the outer ends

of the rods, as set forth.

4. A variable speed pulley having a plurality of seg-

mental sections, each section having an oblique face of

subetantlally the width of the section so that the several

sections form an Internal cone like structure, and means

acting against said faces for expanding said pulley, one of

said parts having a step or steps whereby variations of

speed may be obtained. •

889.90.'{. GATE -OPENING MECHANISM John' T.

Cannon, New Athens, Ohio. Filed Feb. 18. 1908. Se-

rial No. 416,506.

j»a

and secur. tli. ..jjeratlng bar In either of Its two extreme

positions, and gate actuating means adapted to effect re-

lease of the latches preliminary to moving the operating

bar.

889,904. SHEET -METAL POCKET TOBACCO-BOX.
William J. Chambers, Chicago. 111., assignor to Ameri-

can Can Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed July 12. 1907. Serial No. 383.375.

/<'/',

1. In combination, a gate, a latch mechanism for seciir-

Ing the gate when closed, a swinging arm. connecting

means lietween said arm and latch mechanism, a pivoted

operating bar. i-onix-rting means between the operating bar

and said arm. a guide, latches mounted upon the operating

bar and adapted to tnirai;.' with said guide to secure the

gate when open or shut iii.i actuating means for said

operating bar and latclu-s ai,.l adapted to Initially release

the latches preliminary to effecting movement of the

operating bar to swing the gate open or closed.

2. In combination, a gate, a latch mechanism therefor,

a swinging arm having connection with the latch mechan

Ism. a pivoted operating bar having connection with said

arm. a guide, latches mountetl upon the operating bar and

adapted to engage with said guide to secure the gate when

open or shut, a T lever pivoted to the operating bar and

having Its nrmH cnnnc. ted with said latches, a gate ac-

tuating means for direct connection with the said T lever

to Initially effect a release of the operating bar pre-

liminary to moving the same to release the gate and swing

the same either open or shut.

3. In combination, a post, a gate hinged to said post, an

arm having pivotal connection with the gate post and hav-

ing connection with the gate, an operating bar mounted

to swing in a plane about at a rlglit anele to the plane of

the gate wli.-n .Mos<'<i. .'D.ipcratiut' guide means between

the opcraiiiii: Lar nii.l irato post, a link between the oper-

ating bar and said arm. lockin;: means for securing the

operating l>ar In the reijuire<l position, and gate actuating

means adapted to operate the lock means to release said

operating bar and inove the same positively In either di-

rection

A In . Mnil.lnaii.n. a p-^t a i:atp hinged to said post, an

arm having pivotal 1.11 ti. 11 with the gate post and hav-

ing connection witli t!:.' uate, a bar attached to the gate

post and forming a -ui!. moans applied to the operating

bar and enga>:inu th.' vn.i .;!ildc bar. latches applied to the

operating bar ami a.lapt.'.l to engage with the guide bar
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removable therefrom after the head U seaiuH,! to the body

and integral jfuWe lips on the Inside of '^aid head for said

slide, Bub«tantlally as specified.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazetta]

8 89 905. I'KKFORATEI) NOTE SHE F.T FOR AUTO-

MATIC MT-Sir-I'LAYINO INSTRUMENTS Mf.lvii.l.

CLABK. Chicago. 111. FiU-d Jun^ 7. 1U07. Serial No.

377.094.
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fastened to the back of th^ ««at and securely extending

over the topg of the l)Ott..m Md^ bars of the rittld fram-s,

and Inclined supporting bloolcs for the bottom of th.^ side

bars of the sldp frames as and for the purpose ape.ttied.

4 The combination with the top havinf? the rigid si<le

frames having holes in the bottom lower coraers of the con

verging bottom and front sides and inwardly extending

lugs having off set projections provided with holes oppo

site the holes in the .omers. and supporting brackets hav-

ing the side bars provided with laterally extending pins or

trunnion, extending into the oppositely ^« holes In the

corners of the side frames and lugs as and for the purpose

specified.
,

.

.', The combination with the top having the rigid aide

frames having holes In the bottom lower corners of the

.unverging bottom and front sides and inw»rdly extending

lugs having off set projections provided wtth holes oppo-

site the boles in the corners, and supportinu brackets hav-

ing the side bars provided with laterally extending pins or

trunnions extending into the oppositely s«t h"''''* '° ^^e

corners of the aide frames and lugs, and supplemental lugs

designed to extend between and hold ihti sides of the

brackets rigid when the top is up or down and yet allow

when the top Is thrown forwnrdly from the back of the

side bars being pressed together as and tor the purpose

specified.
|

889 910. DOUK Hermann F. Ccntz. New York. N Y. as-

signor bv direct and mesne assignments, of one half to

\lol8 Standt and one-half to Joseph .\ Benl.sch. New

York N Y Filed Julv 12, 190T. Serial No. 383,439.

of vertical strips, hinge straps .et dUgonallT acroM said

strips and attached thereto, a sUtlonary curved track, a

curved guide for the door sections, a roller attached to the

outer end of each of the door sections, said rollers being

upon the track, pivoted spindles arranged to support the

inner ends of the ddor sections, a mechanical connection be-

tween said spindles, and a latch for connecting the Inner

ends of the door sections.

5 A door comprising a i-lurality of vertical strips en-

gaging with one another, hinge-straps set diagonally across

sai.l strips and attached thereto, a stationary track, a

roller up..n the track and attached to the door and ar-

rnnged to support one end of the door, and a spring actu-

ated spindle arranged to support tlie other end of the door

and to wind the door upon Itself when the door Is opened.

[Claims « and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.911. SYSTEM OF DISTRIBI'TION FOR DIRECT

CURRENT. Fkeukbick r>.iRLiN(iTON. Pittsburg. Pa..

assignor to Westlnghouse Electric k Manufacturing

Company, a Corporation of PennsylvaniM Filed June

:.-.. 1906. Serial No. 323.368.

1 V pair of door sections, each compiflslng a plurality

of vertical strips, hinge straps set dlagotally across said

strips and attached thereto, a stationary curved track, a

curved guide for the door sections, a roll«r attached to the

outer end of each of the door sections, said rollers being

upon the track, pivoted spindles arrange! to support the

inner ends of the door sections, and a mechanical connec-

tion between said spindles.

o \ pair of door sections, each comprising a plurality

of 'vertical strips, hinge-straps set diag.«ally across said

strips and attached thereto, a stationary curved track, a

curved guide for the door sections, a roll«r attached to the

outer end of each of the door sections, paid rollers being

upon the track, pivoted spindles arrang«d to support the

inner ends of the door sections, a shaft between the two

spindles and gears connecting the .spindles with the shaft

3 \ pair of door sections, each comprising a plurality

of vertical strips, hinge straps set diagonally across said

strips and attached thereto, a stationary curved track, a

curved guide for the door sections, a roller attached to the

outer end of each of the door sections, said rollers being

upon the track, pivoted spindles arranged to support the

inner ends of the d.-or sections, a shaft between the two

spindles, gears connecting- the spindles with the shaft, aild

a locking device for the shaft

4 A pair of door sections, each comprising a pluralit\

P

|T!?W5W

\ at«»ae y A
^

^
1 The combination with two or more dynanvo-electrlc

machines mechanically coupled together and electrically

connected In s.^rles relation, of a translating device con-

nected between terminals of one or more of the machines,

and means for Insulaflmr one or more of the nvichlnes

from the others and also from the ground.

2 The combination with two or more dynnmo ebrtrlc

machines mechanically coupled together and ekctrually

connected In series relation, of a translating device con-

nected between the terminals of one or more of the ma-

chines, and means for similarly and simultaneously vary-

in" the field strengths of the machines.

3 The combination with two or more dynamo electric

machines mechanically coupled together and electrically

connected In series relation, and field magnet windings

therefor connected In series relation, of means for siml^

larlv and simultaneously adjusting the field strengths of

the "machines, and a translating device connected between

the terminals of one or more of the machines

4 The combination with one or more motors and one or

more generators mechanically coupled together and elec-

trically connected In series relation, of a translating de-

vice connected between the terminals of one or more of the

generators, the motor or motors being insulated from the

generator or generators and from the ground

r, The combination with two or more dynamo-electric

machines mechanically coupled together and electrically

connected In series relation, of means for similarly and

.imultaneouslv adjusting the field strengths of the ma^

chines means for independently adjusting the field strength

of at lea.st one of the machines, and a translating device

connected between the terminals of one or more of the ma-

chines.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

fi«0.012. CFTOFF FOR TANKS AND THE LlKK

Jamks M. D.wis, Nocona. Tex. Filed June 18. 1907.

Serial No. .'?70.<V.'fi

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a plate having an opening therein, a sleeve received

bv the openlni: in the plate, a standard projecting from

the plate a lever plvotallv mounted upon the standard at

a point between Its ends, one end of the lever having an

opening therein, an operating cable applied to the opposite

, end of the lever, a valve loosely connected to the lever and
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cooperating with an end of the sleeve, an arm projecting

through the opening In the lever, and a spring carried by

the arm and engaging the lever to hold the valve normally

upon its seat.

2. In !i tank valve, the combination of a pair of plates

provided wlitj corresponding openings and adapted to fit

against opposite sides of the tank bottom, a sleeve extend-

ing through the corresponding openings In the plates,

means cooperating with the sleeve to clamp the plates In

position, a standard projecting from the Inner plate, a

lever pivoted at a point between its ends upon the stand-

ard, a valve cooperating with an end of the sleeve, a clip

carried by the valve and loosely connected to the lever, and

means mounted upon the Inner plate and cooperating with

the lever to hold the valve normally upon Its seat.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a pair of plates formed with corresponding open-

ings, a sleeve received within the openings, one end of the

sleeve constituting a valve seat, a U shaped standard ap-

plied to one of the plates and carrying a pivot pin, a valve

cottperating with the valve seat, a clip applied to the valve

and carrying a pivot pin. a lever, a strap applied to the

lever and formed with crimped portions designed to receive

the before mentioned pivot inns, one end of the lever being

formed with an elongated opening, an arm projecting

within the opening, and a spring carried by the arm and

engaging the lever to hold the valve normally upon its

seat.

889.913. TYPE rOMl'DSIN<; M.\tH!NE. John M.

LK>vE, Washington, L>. C, and John s IU.ncroft and

Maubitz C. Indahl, Philadelphia. Pa., assignors to

Lanston Monotype Machine Company, Philadelphia. Pa.,

a Corporation of Virginia. Filed Apr. 22, 1907. Serial

No. 369,625.

1. A tyr>e composing or setting mechanism adapted to

set up separate type In llpeg and to assemble successive

llnea In column form provided with means for cutting

out or discharging an assembled line of type, to prevent

its aasoclation with the column of matter.

2. -V type composing or setting mechanism provided

with line forming and line assembling devices and In

combination therewith means for diverting a composed

line from the line assembling devices and discharging the

same.

3. A type composing or setting mechanism provided

with means for setting up lines of type and assembling

successive lines in column form and In combination

therewith means for cutting out or suspending the func-

tions of the line assembling devices to permit the re-

moval of a line.

4. In a type composing or setting mechanism adajned

to set up separate type In lines and to assemble successive

lines in column form end in combination therewith means

for automatically diverting an assembled line from the

column.

5. In a type composing mechanism provided with line

assembling channel, line carrier, line transferrer and gal-

ley and in combination therewith, means for retaining the

line transfer in advanced position, to open the line chan-

nel for the discharge of the type contained therein.

[Claims G to 37 not printed in the Gazette.]

889.914. WINDlNc; .\N1> KKWINDING MI.i ll.\MSM
FOR PKHKdK.VTKD MISH SHEETS Fk.vncIS W.

DRAPErt. Di'troit. Mich., assignor 10 Earrand Organ Com-
pany. iJetrolf, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

June 17, 1005. Serial No. 265,820.

1 The combination with a wooden tracker box. of a

winding roll and rewinding spindle arranged In parallel

relation and in substantially the same plane, bearings

therefor, metal strips on opposite sides of said tracker

box carrying and conni-cting all of said bearings, and

holding the same In rigid relation to each other

2. The combination with a winding roll and a rewind-

ing spindle, of a bearing for said roll, two separated

bearings. for said spindle, and an Integral metallic strip

carrying said bearings and forming a rigid tie between

said roil and spindle

3. The comtiinailon with a winding roil and a rewind

ing spindle, of a metallic strip extending between said

roll and spindle and having an int.gral return l)ent ex-

tension, and alined bearings for said spindle carried by

said strip and return bent extension.

4. The combination with a winding roll and alined r.

winding spindles, of a pair of return bent metallic strips.

a pair of separated bearings for each of said spindles.

one pair of bearings being carried by each of said strips,

and a wooden tracker box u[»ori opposite ends of whicli

said return bent strips are mounted.

.^. The combination with a tracker box. of n winding

spindle revolubly mounted at one end of said box. n trans-

versely apertured spindle at the opposite end of said box.

separated bearings in wbi h the latter sjiindle is slidably

secured. an<l a spring engaging the aperture In said spindle

for the purpose described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

8 8 9.9 15. KEEUKiEUATOR SHIPPING - POX EuR
CRABS. SnF.R.M.\N DavDEN. Crisfleld. Md. Filed July

16. Ht07. Serial No. :^84.017

1. A shipping box consisting of a bottom and incUisin'Z

walls, a metal lining for the bottom and walls of the Im.x.
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said Unirij? consistlni; of a bottom, end antl side plecps.

the said side pieces having tHjttom flan>?ea conflned be-

tween the b-'ftotu lining an<l the bottom of the box, and

also having Inwardly -xtended side flangea conflned be

tween the end walls of the box and th*' end pleoea of the

Uninn. and strips s»'<-nred to the side walla of the box

and having th^-ir ends abutting against the end pieces of

the linlng-

2. A shipping' t>ox havini? a m^-tal linlnt for the bot-

tom and sides of the box. a centrally dlspos^-d cooling tank

subdividing the l)ox Into end spacva, said coojini; tank hav-

ing openings in its bottom to register with openings In

the bottom of the lining and box, and haTin^; tubes ex

tended from the bottom f'> pass thruu>;h tU-- op.uin>;s uf

the bottom lining; and box. strips at npin.sit.' sldt-s of

the cooling tank and attached to the lower porticjns of the

Bides of the box fur ti.^rs of trays supported upon one an-

other and upon th^- strips, the sid^s of the trays adjacent

to the cooling tauk being lower than the r^iairnug three

sides of the trays.

wardly flowing current of air around the low.r edge of

said hood in proximity Uj thp ImjwI

4. In a device of the character described, the combina

Hon with a dlscharg.' conduit, of a U<,*\ supported i;bove

said conduit, a hood arranji.-d al..>v.' said bowl, a v.nt pi[).-

leadin;; fn.m said hood and m.'ans for maintaining a flow

of wat.T ovpr the out^-r surfac- of said h.>od, said h.H>d

b.'ing so slightly spac.-d from said bowl tiiat the draft

through the vent pipe and hood will maintain an inwardly

flowing curr.-nt of air around the Ihw.t .Mlg.' ..f said hood

in proximity to the bowl

5 In a device of the character d.-scrlbed, the coml.ina

tlon with a bowl having a plurality of pockets formed

therein, of partitions spacing each of said pockets from

the othf-r of said po.kcts, a hood arrang'-d ov.-r said l)owl

and spaced th.T»-froni. a vent pli>e leading from said hood,

means for maintaining a flow of water over the outer sur

face of said hood, and a ».•<,nd hood ov.'rhanglng the

first namt'd hood, tturp heinc an air passugp adapt»>d to

conduct impure air from said hist ruini.d hood to the In-

terior of said v»"nt plp»'

[Claims 6 to »< not print. d in tti.' iltzette.l

889.91T. LATRINE <'L0SP:T fiAvir. a Kbinoek, Colnm-

bus. Ohio, assignor to The Columhus Heating k Venti-

lating t'ompany. Columhiis, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed May 1". 1907 Serial N<' :i74,4«3.

889,910 TKINAI.. David A. F.Bisf.ER, Columbus. Ohio,

assignor to The Columbus Heating 4 Ventilating Com-

pany, Columbus, Ohio, a Corporation ol o^ilo

Mav 1«. 1907. Serial No. 374.46--'.

Fil^

1. In a devlct- of the character describe*, the combina

tlon with a bowl, of a hood arranged over »ald bowl and a

vent pipe leading from said hood, said hood bein;.' so

slightly spacvd from the bowl that the dr»ft through th*'

vent pipe and hood will maintain an in-wardly flowing

current of air around the lowpr edge of the hood in prox

unity to the bowl

ij

'

In a device of the character descrlbt-d, the combina-

tion wifli a bowl, of a hood arranijed ovtr said bowl, a

vent pipe leading from said hood and means for main

taluing a llow of water over the outer nurfaci? of said

hood, said hoo<l being so slightly spaced from said bowl

that thf draft through the vent pipe and bood will main-

tain an inwardly flowing current of air atound the lower

pdg" of tht^ hood in proximity to the bowl.

:; In a devi.T of the character described, the combina-

tion with a Niwl. of a hood arranged over said bowl, par-

titions forming a plurality of pockets In s«ld bowl, a vent

pipe leading from the hood, means for maintaining a flow

of water over the outer surface of said hoixl. said hood be-

ing so slightly spaced from the bowl that th*- draft

throagb the vent pipe and hood will maintain an in

1 A latrine cl.«et comprising a conduit. Individual over-

flowing troughs arranged adjacent each closet, means for

supplying water to said trou:;hs. and means for flushing

the main conduit, the means for suppiyini: water to the

trough compr.sing a longitudinally exten<linu- main pu^e

and transverse branch pipes, the latter pipes dls.harglng

Into the troughs.
!• A latrine closet comprising a conduit. Individual over-

flowing troughs arranged adjacent ea.h rloset. means for

upplylng water to said troughs, means for flushing the

main "conduit, an air conduit to which all of the closets are

connected, and a vent pipe leading from said conduit, the

means for supph inir water to the trough comprising a lon-

gitudinally extending main pipe and transverse branch

pipes the latter pipes discharglni; Into the troughs

3. A latrine closet comprising a conduit having its Iwt-

tom provided with a sudden depression whi. Ii terminates

in a gradual rise iK^neath each of the closets

4. A latrine closet fomprlslng a condu t having its bot-

t,)m provided with a sud W-n depression which terminates

in a gradual rise U-neaih each of the closets, nrid means

for flushing said conduit.

.',. A latrine closet comprising a conduit having its bot-

tom provided with a sudden depression which terminates

In a gradual rise t>eneath each of the closets, means for

flushing said conduit, individual overflowed troughs ar-

rangeil aloni; the sides of the conduit adjacent each of the

closets, and means f.ir supplying w.iter to said troughs.

[Claim t) not printed in the Gazette.)

889,018. COPYING CLOTH FOR TYPE WRITKR PLAT-

ENS. ABTin K J. Farmtr. Detndt. Midi. Filed Feb IS,

I

1907. Serial No. 35S.(),H'J.

I

1. The combination with n revohible platen > f a type

writing machine, of a copying covering 1. osely surrounding

r and wholly supported and driven by said platen.
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2. The combination with the revolnhle platen of a type- |
889.920. SANl> BHICK MACHINE. P^rrru

^^J-^^^^-
wrltlng machine, of an endless copying covering loosely

]

TEB. Tacoma. Wash lUed Oct. 4. 190b. berlal No.

surrounding and wholly supported by and driven from said 337,340.

platen.

3. The combination with a revoluble platen of a type-

writing machine, of n copying covering conslstinc of an

endless band of greater length than the circumference of

the platen surrounding and wholly supported by and

driven from said platen, said band being composed of a

layer of fal>rl<- Impregnated with coloring matter and a

stiff flexible hacking' wcured to the fabric.

889,919. FLY PAPtIK liuLl'KIt ROBERT E. FEE, Ma-

rlon. Ind. Filed Oct. 9. 1907. Serial No. 396,578.

1 A fly paper holder composed of two sections slldably

connected together, means for clamping the edge of the

paper carried by said sections, and means normally tending

to separate said se.tl.nis. whereby the paper will be held

under tension

2. A wire frame composed of two sections adjustably

connected together, means f< r suspending the frame form-

ing a part \>( each section and operating to force them

apart, and clamping nouis carried by the opposite sides

of the frame.

8. A wire frame composed of two sections made up of

cross-wires and longitudinal wires Joined at their intersec-

tions, each of said cross wires being made In two pieces

with an eye formed on each piece In embrace with the other

piece, whereby the sections may be adjusted to and from

each other, and clamping means carried by each section.

4. A wire frame compo8e<l of two sections adjustably

connected together and having hooks at one end thereof, a

ball for suspending the frame operating to separate said

sections, and a clamp carried on each section at the oppo-

site sides of the frame.

5. A fly paper holder comprising a wire frame composed

of longitudinal wires and cross wires connected together

at their Intersections, each of said cross wires being made

in two plwes adjustably connected together and dividing

the frame into two sections, a clamping wire connected to

the cross wires of the frame on each section, and means for

mrmally f<urinL' the clamping wires toward the cross-

wires,

I
Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Uazette.]

1. In combination with a brick forming device having a

reciprocating part, a mixing device, a water tank, a tilting

dipper as&oclated witli the water tank and adapted to dis-

charge water Into the mixing device in measured quanti-

ties, and connections from the reciprocating part to the

dipper whereby the same is Intermittently tilted.

2. In brick making apparatus, the combination of a brick

forming device having a reciprocating part, with a series

of hoppers for the dry ingredients, measuring devices in

said hoppers, a rotatable shaft connected with said measur-

ing devices, a mixing and conveying device Into which the

material Is discharged from said hoppers, a water tank, a

tilting dipper associated with the water tank, a trough to

receive the water fr< m the dipper, a connection from the

trough to the measuring and conveying device, and connec-

tions from the reciprocating part of the brick f' rming de-

vice to said rotating snaft and said dipper for intermit-

tently rotating said shaft and tilting said dipper.

3. in brick making apparatus, the combination of a

brick forming device having a reciprocating part, with a

series of measuring devices for measuring the dry ingredi-

ent, a common driving shaft to ojierate the same, a water

tank, a water measuring device associated therewith, a

connection between the reciprocating part and the water

measuring device comprising a pivoted arm. a ratchet de-

vice on the driving shaft for the measuring device, and a

pawl on such pivoted arm.

889,921. cm HN IiA.'^HER. Epwakp .\ Ihanki.in. Aus-

tin, Tex. Piled Sept 30, 1907. Serial No. ;H;i,'.2<!(i.

^^ Jf

1. A chtirn d'sher Including n tubular member, a sup

porting ring surrounding said member, radiating blades

connecting the ring and tnlnilar member and i.rovided

with semi clr( iilar inclined wings having perforations

therein, said wintrs l>elug disposed within the confines of

the rlnc. mil projections foru.ed on the blades and extend-

ing laterally beyond the exterior walls of the support InL-

ring at the lower rim of ttie latter.

2, -V churn dasher including a tuhuhir meml>er, a sup-
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porting rlni; sorroandlBK mM mtmlMr, tadlattnt; blades

connecting the ring and tobalar neiabgr und having their

ends cut away to form a shoulder adapte<l to bear against

the Interior walls of the 3upiM)rtin« rintf. said shoulders

defining terminal projections extending laterally beyond

the exterior walls of the rlnt; at the I'lwer rim of the

latter, and wln«s formed intPKral witii tlie blades be

tweea the terminal projections and the tut>ular member

and having perforations formed therein, jald wines Iteing

Inclined downwardly and arranged entirely within the

confines of the supporting ring

;{. A churn dasher including a tntnilar Bienil>er. a single

supiortlng ring surrounding the tnt)ui»r menitier and

having its Interior walls smooth and unoljstnicted and its

exterior walls provide I with reinforcing ribs, a plurality

of radiating blades connecting the sii[){ie)rting ring and

tubular neintior and having their outer ends cut away

to produie shoulders adapte<l to !>ear against the interior

wails of the supporting ring at the iowt-r Hire thereof, the

terminals of said blades leing extendwl hiterally Ue-ieath

and beyond the exterior walls of the supi-rtini; ring at

the lower reinforcing rib. and semicircular .iilargements

formed Integral with the blades l>etween die tcirnln il pro

jectlons and the tubular member, said wind's I'eing inclined

downwardly and provide<l with o{)cnings disposed concen-

tric with the curved walls of said wings.

perforation, a tubular lance carried by said Inward extend-

ing arm. in line with the handle and having an open rear

end. a looi>er blade extending through said lance and bar-

ing a stem portion extending through the perforation of

the operating flange Into the hollow handle, a retracting

spring for said blade located within the hollow handle,

aud a spring catch device for said looper blade capable

of being released by said operating tlan^i'

."). In a rug machine, a hniulle having a Iraciiet. a car-

rying fran:e having spring branches connected to said

l)racket. said liranches liaving o\itward deflected portions

terminating in a presser ftM)t. a slide device having move-

ment over said carrying frame and havint: an inwanl ex-

tending arm at Its outer end, a tubular hiuce carried by

said inward extending arm. In line with the handle and

having an open rear end. a looper blade extending through

said lance, a retracting spring for said blade, a spring

catch device for said blade capable of release by said slide

device, and an outward extending loop arm for the yarn,

carried by said slide device.

[Claims G to 8 not printed In the (iazette.

]

889.921". M.MHINK FOR M.\KIN J RT«;S J"HN K <;aR-

RETT. New ;iasgow. Nova Scotia. Canada. Kilwl May

8, 1907. Serial No. 37'J.4S7.

1 In a riikT machine, a hollow handle, t carr.viiii: frame

connected thereto, a slide device bavins mov.'ment over

said carrying frame, and provided with an inward extend-

ing arm at its outer end. a tubular lance carrleil by said

inward extending arm, said tubular ianre tielng in line

with the hamlle and having an open reiir end. a looper

blade extending through said lance ami having a stem

portion extending into a h<iilow handle, a retracting

spring for said blade lo<-ated within the handle, and a

catch device for said lilade capable of release by said

slide device

iV In a rug machine, a handle, a carrying frame con-

nected thereto an.l having the body them'of oTset to one

side of sai'i handle, a slide device havin|: movement over

said carrying frame, and provided at its forward end w-ith

!\n Inward extending arm and at its rear end with an op-

erating finnge having a perforation, a tubular lance having

connection at its rear end with said inward extending

arrn. and bavins an open rear end. a loojicr Made extend

ing through sal.i lance, having a stem portion eng.iging

ttie perforation of said operating flange and provided with

a seat in the handle, said stem portion liaving a l>earlng

piece located forward of the operating fl:in::e. a retracting

spring for the looker blade and a catcU device for said

blade capable of reeaae by said slide device.

3 In a rug machine, a hollow handle, a '-.irrying frame

connected thereto, a slide device havin.* movement over

said carrying frame, an inward extendinsj arm at its outer

end. and nn operating flange at its inner end. a ttibular

lance carrle<l by said inward extending trm. in line with

the handle and having an open rear end. a lo<j[)er blade

exMndlng throu-jh said lame and having a stem portion

extending into the hollow handle, a retnacting spring for

said blade located within the handle, and a catch de-

vice for said blade capable of release by said slide device.

4. In a rug machine, a hollow handlg. a bracket upon

said handle, a carrying frame having spring branches

connected to s'^id bracket, and a presser foot, a

slide devii-e having movement ov>'r saUl carrylnir

frame an inward extending arm at its outer end.

and an operating flange at Its inner end provided with a

889.023.

N. Y.

HAIR PIN. .T.xMEs K. Mackett. New York,

Filed June 6, 1007. Serial No. 377.S68.

.V hair pin. having' a i^ong t-xtendlng Iroin the head

thereof and forme<l with suitable lonjftttJdlnfll corruga-

tions, said prong having a longitudinal bore leading from

an arc siui[)»Ml recess in the head to a p<)cket in proximity

to the point of the prong and an orifice through the inner

wall of said proni: from a point below the apex of a cor-

riigation to the upper end of said pocket, and a spring

wire ro<l curved at the upper end to the conformation

of the l-eil of said recess and extending downwardly

through said bore into said pocket and having a barb at

the lower end adapted to project outwardly through said

orltlce and spring Inwardly Into said p'>cket. substantially

as describetl.

s-^!•024. W.VSniNC MACHINE. W.\I.tkk S. HAMILTON

and IvMKS R Williams. Houston. Tex. Filed .Tune 22,

r.ioT >frial No .'{so.,•!•_'<».

// ,. ^|t:^_:^v

1 A washing machine comprising a n-ceptarl.-. a revo

hiMe clothes holder therein, an unilulatlng trark within

the reiepta<Ie. [Leans carrldl by tb*- liolder and movable
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upon the track for supporting the holder within the re-

ceptacle, and guard rails above and concentric with the

depressed i>ortions of the track for positively directing

the holder downward during the rotation thereof.

2 A washing machine comprising a receptacle or tub.

a perforated clothes holder or basket suspended within

said tub. means for oscillating said basket about a ver-

tical axis, nn undulating track within said receptacle

and attached to Its walls, spaced rollers on said basket

mounted on said track and adapted to raise and lower

said basket as It Is oscillated, and an adjustable disk for

holding the clothes in the basket.

889 925. SHADE-ROLLER BRACKET. John T. Hamp-

ton and RoHKRT E. L. Eagle. England. Ark. nied Dec.

24, 1907. Serial No. 407.059.

justably connected with the top of a base, a rocker hinged

to the frame to swing horizontally, a frame fixed to the top

of the vertically projecting frame to extend horizontally

and a spring connected with the end thereof and with the

end of the rocker, arranged and combined to operate in

the manner set forth, for the purposes stated.

3 In a target trap, the combination with the fixed

frame, of a throwing arm pivoted thereto, a crank arm

secured >0 said throwing arm. a rocker pivoted on a sub-

stantially vertical axis to .said frame, a spring connected

with said rocker and with said crank arm. a pulling device

connected with the rocker whereby said spring Is put under

tension, a trigger engaging with the throwing arm. a

cam arm pivoted to said frame and lying In the path of

said rocker, and a cord connecting said trigger and said

cam arm.

889 927. Arn»MOBILE TIRE CASING. Chakles L.

HiooiNS, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed Apr. 6, 1906.

SerUl No. 310,337.

1 \ shade roller bracket comprising a flat plate having

a slotted n.ck and an op.-nlng for the roller pintle, a screw

stem fitted in said slotted neck, and a collar movable on

said neck for holding the screw stem fixed.

•> V shade roller bracket comprising a flat plate having

an'opening for the toller pintle and a neck slotted at its

end a screw stem having an end fitted In said slot, and a

coll'ar adapted to be screwed on said neck to fasten the

screw stem In said slot and to change the effective length

of said neck.

3 \ shade roller bracket comprising a flat elliptical

plate having an opening for the pintle of a shade roller and

a threaded neck projecting from the edge thereof, said neck

having a slot made in its end. a screw stem formed with a

flat head end to enter said slot, and a collar having a flat

face perpendicular to the axis of the stem screwed on said

neck to hold said stem fixed and to change the distance

between said pintle opening and the plane of the flat face

of the collar or nut. said flat face adapted to bear against

the face of a window frame.

889 926 TABOBT-TRAP Jons W. Hai ghawout. Fort

I>wlge Iowa, assignor to The Cleveland Cartridge and

Target Co.. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Jan. 27. lOO.'.. Serial No 242.970.

1. In a target trap, a base having a plurality of ratchet

teeth at its circumference and top, two pins projecting out-

wards below the ratchet teeth, an upright or standard

adjustably connected with the top of the l)ase and a pawl

carrier pivoted thereto, the lower end of the pawl carrier

extended to engage the pins projecting from the l>ase, a

ball weight on the upper end of the pawl carrier and a

pin projecting from the standard to engage the pawl car-

rier, arranged and combined to operate in the manner set

forth for the pnrposes stated.

2. In a target trap, a frame projecting vertically and ad-

134 0. G.—87

1. In the manufacture of coverings for tire casings aud

the like, cemrnting a strip of leather with Its side edges

skived to a layer of " frlctioned stock '. cementing a pair

of narrow strips of " friction.d stock" along such skived

edges, coating the exposed surfaces of " frlctioned stock
•

with uncured rubber, and finally vulcanizing the whole.

2. In the manufacture of coverings for tire casings and

the like, cementing an intertread with its side edges skived

to a layer of " frlctioned stock ". cementing a pair of nar-

row strips of " frlctioned stock " along such skived edges,

stitching the said strips in place, folding a portion of each

strip over the lines of stitching, coating the exposed sur-

faces of " frlctioned stock" with uucured rubber, securing

an outer fr.ad upon the exterior of the intertread. and

finally vulcanizing the whole.

3. An out.T wall of a tire comprising a layer of 'frlc-

tioned stock ", a strip of leather cemented to such layer

along the middle thereof, strips of " frlctioned stock " ex-

tending along the edges of such leather strip and over-

lapping the portions contiguous thereto of the " frlctioned

Stock ", lines of stitching connecting the said layer the in-

tertread and last mentioned strips together, a coating of

vulcanized rut>ber covering the exposed outer surfaces of

the •• friction.'d stock ". an outer tread, and means secur-

ing the latter upon the exterior of the Intertread

4. An outer wall of a tire comprising a layer of " frlc-

tioned stock ". a strip of leather cemented to such layer

along the mid.ile thereof and having its side edges skived,

strips of " frlctioned stock " cemented to the skived edges

of such leather strip and overlapping the portions contigu-

ous thereto of the "frlctioned stock", lines of stitching

connecting the said layer the intertread and last mentioned

I strips together, such lines of stitching ..vieniling along the

'

inner edges of the skived portions and adiacent to the

outer edges thereof and such strips being folded over the

said lines of stitching, a coating of uncured rublier cover-

ing the exposed outer surfaces of the "frlctioned stock",

an outer tread, and means securing tlie lati.r upon the

' exterior of the intertn'fld.

I 5. An outer wall of a tire comprising a lav.r of frlc-
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tloned sroolt " n strip of leather cementpd to such layer

alonK the mldilU" thtTHof, strips of " frlctioned stork " ex-

tendlni? aloni? th.- f-dges of such leathern atrip and ovor-

lapplng the portions contiguous thereto of the " frlctloaed

stock ". lines of stitching connecting the nald layt^r the

intertread and last . mentioned strips together, a coating

of vulcanized rubber covering the expos»>d outtT surfaces

of the • frlctloned stock ". an outer tread and means se-

curing the latter upon the exterior of the Intyrtreart

889,928. TIMK ALARM. George Hi>ga>». Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 16. r.H)T. Serial No. 4iJ2,550.

1. In a device of the cla« •••erlbed, n receptncle for

water, a hose commualeatively eoha#cted to said receptacle

a portion of said hose provided with perfmrations and ar-

ranged to be fastened at)out the limb of a person a valve

to control the flow of water through said hose and a clock

movement mechanism to control the opening of said valve.

•2. In a device of the flass described a hose a valve nor-

mally held open by a spring to control thf flow of water

through said hose, a catch to hold said valve closed

against the tension of *ui.l spring, a clock work me.-han-

ism to trip said catch and a loop on said hose provided

with perforations arranged to be placed about a limb of

a person.

/! In a device of the class described, a hose adapt^'d to

be fastened to th^ person of the u.ser. and having perfora-

tions giving e>;,"ipe to the water, a water receptacle for

supplying water to said hose, and means under the con-

trol of a time mov-jment for admitting the water to the

hose.

889.920 EI.E' TKOI.YTK' METF.K. (;anK«.E IIij<jKHa.u

and Sydney H. Holden, Birmingham, Kngland. Filed

Nov. 20, 1905. Serial No. 2'^s,29t5

1. An electricity meter: comprising In combination an

electrolytic cell. Including an electrolyte, a depolarizing

electrode, and a gas evolving electrode; and means for

measurlni: the gas evolved at said electrode, as set forth.

2. An electrolytic meter having a st^irage of ^as and a

depolarUing ele<trode consisting In an electrode capable of

absorbing the said gas, partly Immersed In electrolyte and

partly in the storage of gas ; as set forth

A An electrolytle meter, comprising in combination a

cell, electrolyte and iras under pressure In said eell, an elec

trode capable of absorbing said gas partly Immersed in

said eleitrolytH, and a ens measuring chanii^r, as set

fort!)

4. An ele'f.-oiytii' nifter comprising in comhinatbin a

cell, electrolyte anil hydrogen in said cell, an electrode ca-

pable of absorbing hydrogen partly Immersed In said elec-

trolyte, thus forming a depolarizing electrode and a gas

measuring ibaml>er. as set forth.

5. An electrolytic meter, comprising in combination a

cell, ele.-tr'.'- T.. and gas In said cell, an electrode capable

• if :!;.s..i' ;; _' -aid gas partly Immersed In said electrolyte, a

measuriug cliaint>er, a c,,rine< tlon between the lower ends

of said cell and said measuring chamber, said cell and

measuring chamber l)elng mounted on a hinge, as and for

the purfK)ses described.

[Claim »> not printed in the Gazette.]

ft89,930 U .KSHING MA' IllNK Johan Hi ehnkk. Ham
mond, In.l, assignor to Hans Kraut Manufacturing

Company, Chicago, 111

No. 379.012.

Filed .June 11. 190T Serial

1. The combination of an oscillating tub having a flat

bottom, a presaer extending across the tub at the middle

thereof and having a hinge connection at the top to an ex-

terior support and a pivotal connection at the bottom to

the aides of the tub, a bed lo<-ated In the tub and extending

at an Inclination downwardly from e.-ich end thereof to-

ward the pivot of the presaer, and s ipportlng springs under

the bed, at each end theretjf

2. The combination of an oscillating tub. a presser sup-

ported In the middle thereof, a lever exteriorly s\ipported

above the tub, a bed connected at its opposite ends to the

ends of the lever and arranged to ru( k within and relative

to the tub toward and from tbe [,r.s«Hr

889.931. ELECTUK AI. rUANSKOltMEK Svrvn E. JO-

HANNESES, rittsburg. I'a . assignor to Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Tennsylvanla Filed Mar. :!, UH)*^ Serial No. .'!()4.114.

1. A transformer comprlslug a set of parallel-connected

coils and another set of colls having one terminal con-

nected to corre8p<tnding points of the parallel connected

colls, the members of the two sets of colls t)elng alternately

disposed witli r«>ference to each other

2. The cornttinatlon with a transformer comprising two

sets of colls, the members of the respective sets l)elng ar-

ranged alternately with reference to each other and those

I

of one set being connected In parallel relation, of means

for connecting one terminal of th*« other set of coils to cor-

responding points of the [larallel <-(innected colls

I 3. The coml'inatioti with a transformer comprising two
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•eta of colla. the members of the respective sets being ar-

ranged alternately with reference to each other and those

of one set being connected In parallel relation, of means

for connecting one terminal of the other set of colls to cor-

responding points of the parallel - connected coils, and

means for making circuit connection to corresponding

points of tlie parallel-connected coils.

4 A transf..rnier comprising a set of subdivided paral-

lel-connected colls and a set of series connected colls sym-

metrically disposed with reference to each other, one ter-

minal of the series connecte<i set of colls being connected

to any desired corresponding subdivisions of all of tbe

colls of the other set.

5. The combination with an electrical supply circuit and

a translating device, of a transformer comprising a set of

coils having their corresponding terminals and a plurality

of corresponding Intermediate points connected together

In parallel and another set of colls having one terminal

connected to one side of tbe supply clrctiit and another ter-

minal adapted for connection to corresponding end and In-

termetliate points in the colls of the other set, and means

for making adjustable connection between the translating

device and the parallel connected coils.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette,]

889,932. LEAD TENCH. Jon.s B Kkn s v. Geneva. N. Y.

Filed .Tan, 27. 190H. Serial No 412,HhJ.

«,

1, The Combination with a lead pencil having a rubber

tip, of an inner fixed sleeve provided throughout its length

with an external screw thread, an outer Internally thread-

ed adjustable sleeve having engagement with snid inner

sleeve, and provided at Its outer end with an anntilar in-

ward extending flange having a bracing cylindrical sleeve

extension of an internal diameter which is the same as the

diameter of the rubier tip and capable of close bracing en-

gagement with said tip.

2. The combination with a lead pencil havlni: a rubt>er

tip, of an inner sleeve separated from the end of the pencil

by an Interval, and provided throughout Its length with an

internal 8( rew thread, an outer externally threaded sleeve

having engagement with said inner sleeve and provided at

Its outer end with an annular inward extending flange

having a short sleeve extension of the same diameter as

the inner sleeve, capable of close engagement with the rub-

ber tip, and of l>eing withdrawn into said interval at the

end of the pencil.

8 8 9,93 3. TONGUE THICK FOR DISK HARROWS,
Moses W. Kolns, Columbus, Ohio! assignor to The

Ohio Manufacturing Company, Upper Sandusky. Ohio,

an Ohio Corporation. Filed .Tun- IM. IPOT Serial No.

380,394.

1 In a tongue truck of the ciiaract.r described, the

combination, with an implement to be guided, and a stul>

tongue therefor, of a frame comprising a vertical standard

having a longitudinal bearing extending through the en-

tire length thereof, a connecting bolt mounted in said

bearing and having Itn upp>r end connected to said stub

tongue, a rigid brace having one end connected to the

lower end of said bolt and its other end connected to said

stub tongue, ground wheels for said frame, a tongue adapt-

ed to be secured thereto, and a draft hitch connected to

said truck at a point In front of said frame.

2. in a tongue truck, a frame comprising a vertical

member liaving Its lower portion bifurcated, a forwardly

extending socket secured near the upper end thereof and

having its lower portion cut away, a tongue pivotally

mounted in sail <o,k. t, a draft hitch secured to the up-

per side of said soclvct near the forward end thereof, and

ground wheels supporting said frame.

3. In a tongue truck, an Integral frame comprising a

vertical standard 1 aving a longittidinal aperture, a bifur-

cated portion, the arms of said bifurcated portion being

provided with bearings, an axle mounted in said bearings,

ground wheels mounted on said axle, a projection extend-

ing forwardly from the uiii'cr portion of said vertical

Standard, downwardly extending side members having

their upper e.lges sectired to said projection and their rear

edges secured to said v( rtlca! standard, a tongue pivoted

near the lower edt'es of said side members, and means for

securini: a draft bitch to said projection.

Aiwovr w
1906. Serial

889,9.34. LOG - LOADING APUARATTS
Klrz. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed May 25.

No. 202.2.34.

1 In loading apparatus, tbe combination of a frame

for supporting hoisting mechanism, means for forming a

fixed support for said frame, wheels for rendering such

frame movable upon a track and nvans for drawing said

wheels upward between the ends of said frame and for

lowering said wheels and drawing the sane- beneath the

fixed supports

2. In a loading apparatus, the comtilnation of a frame

for carrying hoisting mechanism, means for forming a

fixed support for said frame, devices for rendering such

!
frame movable upon a track and means cooperating with

said devices whereby the bodily movement of said devices

toward the ends of the frame will raise the fixed snpport

I Into Inoperative position

I 3. In loading apparatus, a fram- !.oi«tinu mechanism

^ carried thereby, fixed supporting means secured to the
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frame and adapted to normally form a flx'l sniport for

the apparatus, and traction devices adBipUi] t > itf raised

to an Inoperative position within the frani-' and to be

lowered and moved Into position beneath

port to raise the apparatus and permit it t

upon a track

3. As a new article of manufacture, a (rarment hanger

comprlsins a curved support ln){ bar. a central suaponalon

hook therefor, clamping plates arranged below the bar,

• a?) plate having its longittidlnal Intermediate portion

'•n' oiifwardlv and thence upwardly and the upper edge

;"ir'i .n th-Tt-of formed with a plurality of slots, a pair

of Uiw shap'd springs at each end portion of the bar, a

fastening (onntiUng the intermediate portions of each

pair of spnnL's and the upper end portions of such

springs tx'in;.' passed through an opening In the bar and

bent outwardly at the upper extremities thereby securlug

them to the bar. each spring of the pairs aforesaid hav-

ing Its lower end jwrtion passed through a slot In the out-

wardly bent Intermediate portion of an adjacent clamp-

ing plate and the lower extremity of such spring being

permanently secured to said plate near the lower edge of

the latter.

. , -w ..1/4. :w. .rj^r^

4. In loading apparatus, the combiniition of a frame
|

for carrying hoisting meohanlsm. flxed supporting mem-
j

bers secured to said frame and adapted normally to form
|

a flxed support for the apparatus, wheals for rendering I

the apparatus movable upon a track ani means adjacent I

to said wheels and adapted to engag^ said supporting

members when the wheels are drawn into operative posi-

tion to raise the apparatus and render \t\ movable.

.5. In hol.stlng apparatus, the combinntlon of a frame

adapted to span a track and provided with flxed support-

ing members, wheels for rendering the apparatus movable

upon a track, axles upon which said wheels are secured,

means for shifting said axles Iwdlly wir|h said wheels en-

gaging the track and meml>ers engaged Jiy said axles dur-

ing said shifting, wherehy the frame 1^ raised and ren-

dered movable.

[I lalms r> to 12 not printed in the Oaiette.l

889.9.35. G.\RM^NT- HANGER. .Andkks K Lar.son,

Provo. Utah. Filed Nov. 2.% 1907. atrial No. 403,537.

1 In a j.'!irment hanger, the combination of a main sup-

porting bar, clamp plates arranged beldw said bar, each

plate liaving its intermediate longltud nal portion bent

outwardly and thence upwardly, the uawardly bent por-

tion being pri>vided with a plurality ofl slots, and a pair

of bow shap'd sprinirs at each end of thie bar. the springs

of each pair fii_'a_-in:; ftv <lamp plates a| the intermediate

outwardly bent portions of tiif li", r and n.ar the lower

edge portions thereof and beini; s.. u 1 tii. r^'to.

2. In a garment hanger, the combination of a main sup-

porting l>ar having suspcnsii n m'^•1n^ t!i.>n'for. clamp

plates arranged t>elow said tptir. •.» li ;> i' i-omprlsing a

body the intermediaf- in.-.' id; rial p.iftion of which Is

bent outwardly and th.ii'.' upwardly, v^hereby the upper

(»<lge portion'^ fir-' spa^' d from one anothrr. said upper end

portions of th-' f'rtf.-^ !>''in.; lir^-^ d-'d with slots at in-

tervals, and s!-r!:i_' -",;>;i. rt iiL- ::]• rr.;i.>ni attached to the

Imr and connected with tfi-' piat.-s to ''Hise clamping co-

• >p.-ratl(>n of the latter.

889.9:^6 BROWN SULFUR DYE ANO TROCESS OF
MAKING SAME. Georo List, OfTenbachon the-Main.

Germany, assignor to the Corporation of ("hemische

Fabrik Grieshelm Electron. Frankfort-on the Main, Ger-

many. Filed Feb. 24, 1908. Serial No. 417.29.1.

1 The process of manufacturing brown sulfur dyea

consisting of melting together aromatic metadlnltro com-

pounds of the general formula :

C.n,—X— (NO,),.

wherein X means

n.cH)MciNH.r,H».NH.c,n«.CHfc—8—

.

with glycerin and alkaline polysnlflds.

2. As new articles of manufacture the sulfur dye-

stufTs obtained by melting together aromatic metadlnltro

compounds of the general formula

c«n,—X— (NO,),

wherein X means

H,CHfcCl,NH.C,ni.NH.C,n«,CHfc— 8,

with glycerin and alkaline polysulflds, being gray brown
powders, dissolving In form of their rough melts In water

with brown color, from which solutions the dyestuflTs are

precipitated In brown flakes by addition of hydrochloric

acid, and dyeing iinmordanted cotton brown shades from

a bath containing sodium sulfld.

;{. The process of manufuacturing brown sulfur dye-

Stuffs consisting In melting together dinltrochlorbonzene

with glycerin and alkaline polysulflds.

4. As new articles of manufacture the sulfur dyestuflfs

obtained by melting together dlnltrochlort)eniene with

gylcerln and alkaline polysulflds. being gray brown pow-

ders, dissolving In form of their rough melts readily In

water with brown color, from which solutions the dye-

stuffs are precipitated in brown flakes on addition of hy-

drochloric acid, and dyeing unmordanted cotton brown

shades from a bath containing sodium sulfld.

889,937. ELECTRODE FOR ARC LAMPS. Oborob M.

Little, littshurg, I'n.. assignor to Westlnghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Penn-

sylvania, Filed May 10. 1900. Serial No. 316,131,

1 \n II'- lamp electrode composed of copper and Iron,

2. .\n iiri- ianip electrode comprising a riKl of iron and

strips of lopper eml)«HMe<l tliereln.
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3, An arc lamp electrode comprising a plurality of layers

composed alternately of Iron and copper.

4, An arc lump electrode comprising a plural tty of layers

composed alternately of a metal the fused oxid of which

Is a conductor and a metal the fused oxld of which Is a

non conductor when cold.

889,938. SLICING MECHANISM. ROBERT H. LiTTUB.

Chicago. III. Filed Apr. 29. 1907, Serial No, 370,875.

1. A device of the class descrllied Including an oscillat-

ing shaft a having two arms (j. two reciprocating cutters,

one In engagement with each arm throughout the prede-

termined range of travel of the associate cutter, each arm

and Its associate cutter being adapted to separate their en-

gagement when said arm Is moved outwardly nway from

the associate cutter beyond a predetermined limit, guides

for the reciprocating cutters, and supporting means for

the aforesaid elements,

2. A feeding mechanism Including a needle or penetrat-

ing element that Is adapted to I* Inserted within material

to be fed. a rack bar for forcing the material along said

element, means for effect Ini: ttie movement of the bar

with respect to said element, said means Including an ac

tuHtlng pawl for engagement with the rack bar. and sup-

porting means for the aforesaid elements.

3. A device of the class descrU)ed Including a cutter

for slicing material, a feeding mechanism Including a

needle or penetrating element that Is adapted to be In-

serted within materi.il to be fed. a rack bar for forcing

the material along said element toward the cutter, mech-

anism for operating the cutter, means for effecting the

movement of the bar with respect to said element, said

means Including an actuating pawl for engagement with

the rack bar, and supporting means for the aforesaid

elements.

4. A device of the class described Including an oscil-

lating shaft a having two arms y. two reciprocating cut-

ters, one In engagement with each arm throughout the

predetermined range of travel of the associate cutter,

each arm and Its associate cutter being adapted to sepa-

rate their eniragernent when said arm Is moved outwardly

away from the associate cutter l>eyond a predetermined

limit, guides for the reciprocating cutters, feeding mechan-

ism operated by said shaft, and supporting means for the

aforesaid elements.

5. A fee<llng mocluinism incliidiui: 11 needle or penetrat-

ing element that is adapted to l>e inserted witiiin material

to be fed. cutting or suMivlding mechanism for operating

upon said material, mechanism for Intermittently feeding

the fiiaterial along the needle or penetrating element to

ward the aforesaid mechanism, and supporting means for

the aforesaid e'ements.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

the pole supporting the hose from suitable conveyer mech-

anism to between the forming and winding rollers, as and

for the purpose specified.

B89.939. IIOSK MAKING MACHINE. .Toskph S. II

Lovett. Trenton. N. J., assignor of one third to Theo

2. In a hose making machine, the combination with the

winding and forming rollers, of mechanism for raising

the pole vertically out of the grooved rollers forming part

of the conveyer mechanism and then carrying the pole

Into the machine l>etween the winding and fnrnilng rollers,

as and for the piirimse specified.

3. In a hose making machine, the comtiinntion with

the winding and forming rollers, of a tnlile. means for

raising the table vertically, a notched block longitudinally

movable of the table and automatic means for Imparting

such movement to the block by the rising of the table, as

and for the purpose specified.

4. In a hose making machine, the combination with the

winding and forming rollers, of an air cylinder, piston

and piston ro<l. a tal)le supported by the piston rod, a

notched block held in guides on the table and means for

moving the block longitudinally of the table operated by

the rising of the table, as and for the purpose specified.

5. In a hose making machine, the combination with the

winding and the forming rollers, of a vertical air cylinder,

piston and piston rod. a horizontal cylinder, piston and

piston rod mounted on the vertical piston, a table secured

to the horizontal cylinder, a notched block movable in

guides In the table, a grooved wheel motinted in l>earing8

at one end of the table, a cord connected to the wheel and

to the block, an Idler wheel, a cord connected to the block

and depending over the Idler wheel, a weight secured to

the depending cord, a sprocket wheel connected to the

grooved wheel, a sprocket chain suitably secured at one

end to a suitable portion of the machine and connected

to the horizontal piston at the other end and designed to

engage with the sprocket wheel, as and for the purpose

speclfieil.

[Claims 6 to i:i not printed in the Gazette.]

889,940. 11:KL>INJ MECHANISM FOR HOSE MAKIN3
MACHINES, Joseph S, H. Lovett. Trenton, N. J.,

assignor of one-third to Theodore Pesslnger Payne, New-

ark, N. J., and one third to William Wallace Near, To-

ronto. Canada Filed Nov. 20, 1907. Serial No.

403.105.

1. A feeding ine( hanisiii for iiose makin;; iiiachlnes com-

prising a series of revoluble rollers suitably supported

dore Pesslnger p'ayne. Newark. N, J., and one third to
i
and journaled. and interme^liate lK>lt conveyers suitably

William Wallace Near, Toronto, Canada. Filed Nov. 20.

llKiT. Serial No. 403.104.

1. In a hose making machine, the combination with the

winding and forming rollers, of mechanism for carrying

supported and driven, and menus for transferring the can-

vas from the rollers to the belts, as and f^.r the purpose

specified.

2. A feeding mei hanlsm for hose making machines com-
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T
prtiint; a series of revoluble belts, a series f rcToltible ,

rollers arraneed lonkjltudlnally t>etween, and alternately
|

with the beit3 and menns for trnnsferrlng thP eanras from

the rollers to thP l>elta ks and for the piirixiwe specified.

3. A feeding mechanism for hose making machines, com-

prising 1 "lain frame, end standards capable of vertical

movement in the framp. rollers Journaled In the standards,

means for imparting vertical movement to the standards.

and revoluble belts arranged between aach pair of rollers,

us and for the purpose specified. I

4. A feedinj? mechanism for hose making machines com-

prlslHK a main frame, end standards capable of vertical

movement In the frame, rollers Journaled In the standards.

cams supporting such standards and designed to lower

the same, belts l<K-«ted between the rollers and means

for revolving the belts upon the lowering of tbe standards

as and for tbe purpose specified.

5. In a feeding mechanism for hose maklqg machines,

the combination with the main frame having vertical end

tearings and the standards provided with depending stems,

held !n the vertical bearings In the frame, rollers Journaled

In the standanls. means for revolving the rollers as the

canvas is fed there^.n. nipans for depressing the standards

upon the completion of the lateral feed of th» canvas and

means for conveying the canvas longitudinally upon the

depression of the rollers as and for the purpose specified.

[( iainis fl to 1+ n-f printed in the Gazette,!

said port at times, means for telescopbally moving said

movable barrel along th.- stationary t.arrel. an off-tak'-

spout formed with said stationary barr.'l to cooperate

with the discharge port ther»-of, and partially embrace

the movable barrel, and means for limiting the telesmplc

movement «( sueh movable barrel in one dlr-ctlon.

4 The combination with the stationary barrel having

a seat, and having a chamber within the same, and a

valved'port communicating with the chamber, of a mov-

able barrel telescoping over the stationary barrel and hav-

ing a portion to engage the seat thereof when in one posi-

tion, said stationary barrel having a plain surfaced por-

tion and a threaded portion, said movable barrel having

corresponding plain and threaded surfaced portions, a

turn wheel carried by such movable barrel, all being ar-

ranged substantially as shown and described.

r> The combination with the stationary barrel having

a seat, and having a chamber within the same, and a

valved port communicating with the chamber, of a mov-

able barrel telescoping over the stationary barrel and hav-

ing a portion to engage the seat thereof when in one posi-

tion, said stationary barrel having a plain surfaced por-

tl(.n and a threaded portion, said movable barrel having

.orrespondlng plain and threaded surfaced portions, a

turn wheel carried by such movable barrel, and an off-

take spout formed with the stationary barrel and par-

tially surrounding the m-ivabb- barrel to c.K.perate with

I the dlschark'e p^irt of the stationary barrel, substantially

' as shown and described.

88PM1 VAI.VE. Thomas W. Lowb. Winnipeg. Mani-

toba. » anada. Filed Sept. 24, 1907. Serial No. 394..360.

889 942 SL1I>ING IK)OR FASTKNKR Jr.HN W. MaBIT».

Springfield, Ohio. Filed Oct. 4, l!*n7 Serial No.

395.821.

1 \ valTe comprising a stationary cylindrical barrel

having a valre port and a valve seat, of a movable cylin-

drical barrel tel^scopically held over said Ktattonary cy-

lindrical barrel and adapted to be moved ovef the discharge

port therein to close the same, said cylindrical barrels

having a threaded engagement with one another through-

out a portion of their length, and a spout f,.rraed with the

stationary barrel and cooperating with the outlet aper-

ture thereof.

2 The combination with the stationary barrel, means

for' securing said Imrr.-l to a boiler or other receptacle,

said stationary barrel having an Internal chamber and an

outlet port communicating therewith and provided with

a seat, a movable barrel telescoping over $ald Stationary

barrel, and adapted to rest on said seat to close said

port at times, means for telescoplcally moving said mov-

able barrel along the stationary barrel, and an offtake

spout formed with said stationary barrel to cooperate with

the dis.-harg.' port th^'reof, and partially embrace the mov-

able barrel, substantially as shown and described.

3 The combination with the stationary barrel, means

for'se<:urlng .said barrel to a boiler or other receptacle,

said stationary barrel having an Internal chamber and

an outlet port communicating therewith and provided

with a seat, a movable barrel telescoplne over said sta-

tionary barrel, and adapted to rest on sabl seat to close

1 \ door fastener of the character descriln'd compris-

ing a pair of spring pressed Jaws having .orrespon.linc

recesses In their adjacent faces, means carried by each of

said jaws for closing the o.iter ends of said recesses, and

a keeper adapted to -xtend between said Jaws and enter

•aid recesses.

•J. .V door fastener of the class cles.ribcd comprising a

pal'r of spring-pressed jaws having th-ir adjacent far.s

beveled at the forward ends ther.>of and provided with cor

responding re.esses in the r^-ar of said h. veled portions,

flanges extending over the outer ends of said recesses and

l)eyf,nd the edges of said beveled portions, and a k.-ep.-r

adapted to extend between said Jaws and enter said re-

cesses.

;? A door fastener of the character described compris-

ing a pair of jaws having their adjacent faces cut away

at points removed from the outer edges of said faces to

form beveled portions at the forward ends of said Jaws

Hnd to form recesses In the rear of said beveled portions.

and a keeper adapted to extend between said Jaws and to

enter said recesses
,. .. .u

4 In a door fastener of the character described, the

combination, with a pair of spring pressed Jaws having

corresponding recesses In the adjacent faces thereof, nnd

a keeper adapted to extend between said jaws and enier

said recesses, of a shaft extending transversely to said

jaws beneath the same and having a projection adapted to

be moved between said jaws when said shaft is rotated.

5 In a door fastener of the character described, tbe

combination, with a pair of spring preswd Jaws having

corresponding recess, s in the adjacent faces thereof, and

i a keeper adapted to extend between said Jaws and ent. r

1 said re.esses. of a shaft mounted beneath said Jaws, .x
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tending transversely thereof and having a wedge-shaped

projection adapted to extend between said jaws and move

them apart when said shaft is rotated.

(Claims to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8»,fi4 3. APPARATUS FOR LAYING WALLS OF
BUILI'ING-BLOCKS. Clawson M. Maddux, Muncle,

Ind. Filed Feb. 2. 1907. Serial No. 355,.356.

'ii''',\j3L
.J*

U

1. An Implement for gaging the extent of mortar be-

tween building blocks while building a wall, which Imple-

ment includes frame plates adapted to tit about the face

of a block, and check-bars on the inner surfaces of said

plates for predetermining the extent of mortar between

the blocks.

2, An Implement for gaging the extent of mortar be-

tween building blocks while building a wall, which Imple-

ment Includes a skeleton frame adapted to fit about the

face of a block, and check bars on two opposite Inner sur-

faces of said frame, said bars having a thickness substan-

tially the same as tbe desired space between the blocks,

3. An Implement for gaging the extent of mortar be-

tween building l>locks while building a wall, which Imple-

ment includ.s a skeleton frame adapted to fit about the

face of a block, and check-bars on two opposite surfaces

of said frame, said bars having a thickness substantially

the same as the desired space between the blocks, and a

handle secured to the frame.

4, An Implement for gaging the extent of mortar be-

tween building blocks while building a wall, which Imple-

ment Includes a skeleton frame adapted to fit about the

face of a block, and removable check bars on two oppo-

site Inner surfaces of said frame, said bars having a thick-

ness substantially the same as the desired space between

tbe blocks

5. An Implement to facilitate the construction of walls

of building blocks comprising an angular frame having a

handle thereon, the transverse members of the frame be-

iDf of a depth less than that of the sides of the frame,

cbeck-bars removably ,secured to the Inner faces of the

sides of the frame, substantially as described.

[Claim ^> not printed In the Oazette.]

889,944 ROTARY MOTOR ruART.FS G. Mavlu, llazle-

ton. I'a. Filed Nov. 20, 1U05. Serial No. 288,236.

2, A rotary motor, comprising a casing provided in Its

wall with a spiral post having an enlarged Inlet chamber

and a contracted outlet, and a piston drum mounted In

the casing and provided on its periphery with annular

flanges forming with the casing a plurality of chambers,

and blades so arranged in the chambers as to cause a

tangential or elg-eag passing of the motive agent through

the chambers, the division wall of the spiral port being

approximately opposite the center of the said chambers.

889,945. BREEDING-STOCK. Daniel. E. Miller. West

Alexandria. Ohio. Filed May 4, 1906. Serial No. 315,268.

A breeding stock having sides, an adjustable floor hinged

at one end, a rocker shaft supporting the fipor at the other

end whereby It may be raised or lowered, shelves hinged to

the inner sides of the stock, a removable bar for closing

the rear end of the stock, keepers mounted adjacent the

forward end of the sides and a bar adjustably secured In

the keepers to lengthen and shorten the stock, all substan-

tially as shown and for the pufposes specified.

889,946. SKATE. John C. Millee, Chicago, 111.

June 17. 1907, Serial No. :n9,428.

Filed

1. In a skate, the combinution with a foot-plate, of two

polygonal rollers Journaled beneath said foot plate and an

endless chain mounted on said rollers, the length of the

links of the chain conforming to the length of the flat

faces of the rollers.

2. In a skate, the combination with a foot-plate, of two

rollers Journaled beneath said foot plate, and an endless

chain mounted on said rollers, each of the links of said

chain being provided at one end with two longitudinally-

extending ears and at the other end with a longitudinally-

extending rounded portion adapted to fit between the lon-

gltudlnally-oitendlng ears of an adjacent similar link, the

exterior face of each link being solid so that the chain pre-

sents to the floor a solid even face.

1 .\ rotary motor, comprising a casing provided In Its

wall with a spiral port having an enlarged Inlet chamber

and a contracted outlet, and a piston drum mounted to

revolve In the casing, said drum being provided on its

periphery with a series of annular flanges forming with

the casing a plurality of annular chambers, pairs of blades

on the flanges opposite each other, and blades on the pe

rlphery of the drum between the pairs of blades and of a

length approximately equal to the distance between the

opposing ends of the said pairs of blades.

8 89.94 7, SEED-PLANTING MACHINE. HorackH,

MiLLKB, Lyndon. Vt. Filed Aug. 30, 1907. Serial No.

390,841.

1. A seed planting machine, comprising. In part, a hop-

per; a rotatable, seed-feeding mechanism disposed In prox-

imity thereto and comprising, in part, an annular, gear-

carrying member having an exterior, circumferential

groove ; and removable lugs carried by the hopper and en-

gaging in said groove.

2. A seed planting machine, comprising. In part, a boi)-

per ; a rotatable, seed-feeding mechanism disposed in prox-

imity thereto and comprising, in part, an annular, gear-

carrying member having an exterior, circumferential

groove ; removable, slotted lugs carried by the hopper and
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engaging In said grooTe ; and aet-Bcrews projecting through

said slots and into said hopper.

Tig. ip
3. A seed-planting machine, comprising, ip part, a hop-

per: a rotatable. seed-feeding mechanism disposed In prox-

imity thereto and comprising, in part, an annular, gear-

carrying member having au exterior, oircumferentitil

groove; an annular seed-feeding ring, provided with feed-

ing pockets, secured to said gear carrying member; and

removable lugs carried by the hopper and eagaging in said

groove.

4. A seed-planting machine, c-mnirHing. ta part, a hop-

per; a rotatable, seed-feeding nierhnnism dUposed in prox-

imity thereto and comprifing. in part, an annular, gear

carrying member having an .-xfrior, cir.-uaiferentlal

groove; an annular seed feeding nni.'. pr^vi-le,] with feed-

ing-pockets, secured to said kjear carrying inem'.er
.

a plate

removably carried by said hopper and dispensed parallel to

and against and terminating short ..f ttie t.'P of said ring;

and removable lugs carrJei^ l,y the hopper and engagin;: in

said groove.

5. A seed-planting machine. , ..mpri-^ink'. In part, a h.'p

per; a rotatable, seed feeding nie.lianism dipposed in prox-

imity thereto and comprising, in part, an annular, gear-

carrying meml)er having an exteriMr, circumferential

groove; an annular seed feeding ring, pmvlded with feed

ing-pocket!». s«>cured t" ^a\'\ aear-carrying niemiier
;
a glass

plate removably carried dy said hopper Mnd disposed par

allel to and against iind terminating sh..rt of the top of

said ring; and remova!)|e lugs carried by the hopper and

engaging in said groove.

[Claims >j to S not printed in the Gazette.]

8M.M& BELT OR APRON AIUISTING bR SHIFTING
MECH.\NISM SivKRT MoE. Chicago, fl!. Filed ,Iune

27, 1907. .Serial No. 381,041.

movable longitudinally the apron, an inclined ratchet bar

engaged thereon having serrated edges, a head operatlvely

connected with the thrust rod and having teeth to engage

on the ratchet bar when adjusted thereto by said thrust

rod, means reciprocating said head and a roller, bearing

on the belt or apron, and connected with the slide bar and

adapted for adjustment to vary Its angularity with the

belt.

3. A belt or apron guiding apparatus embracing a thrust

rod movable transversely the belt or apron by engagement

with Its edges, a slide bar movable longitudinally the

apron, a ratchet bar engaged thereon and directed obliquely

with the belt and having serrated edges, a head connected

with the thrust rod and having teeth to engage on the

ratchet bar when adjusted thereto by the thrust rod, a

bell crank reciprocating the said head, a roller bearing In

the belt or apron, and positively connected with the slide

bar and adapted for adjustment to vary the angularity

with the belt.

4. A belt or apron guiding apparatus embracing a thrust

rod or adjusting rod movable transversely the belt or

apron, slide bars movable longitudinally the apron, a

ratchet bar having serrated edges engaged thereon, a head

operatively connected with the adjusting bar and having

teeth to engage on the ratchet bar when adjusted by the

adjusting bar. means reciprocating said head and a roller

bearing on the belt or apron and connected with the slide

bars and adapted for adjustment to vary the angularity

with the belt.

.") In a mechanism of the class described a belt, a roller

engaging the same and adjustable thereto obliquely, a

slide bar secured on the frame and positively connected

with the bearing for the adjusting roller, a serrated bar

connected with the slide bar, a continuously reciprocating

head engaged thereon for engagement with the serrated

har and means operated by the belt for adjusting said

head Into or out of engagement with said serrated bar.

[Claim* 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.)

S8»,949. ROTAKV ITMI' MAiRirE Mi>«)Rb. Melbourne,

and .Ii>n\ Ml ku.W. (leelong West. Victoria, .\ustralla.

Filed .luly 1-- 15>0« Serial No. :VJ.',S04.

1. A belt or apron .-iiiding apparatus embracing a thrust

rod movable tr:insvers,-iy the ()elt or apron by engagement

therewith wtieii >.ur of true, slide l.ars ino-valde longitudi-

nally the apron, a ratchet bar engaged thefeon having ser-

rated edges. .1 lie:id operatlvely connected with the thrust

rod and having teeth to engaixe the ratchet* on the ratchet

bar when the ttirust rod H shifted, meaoa reciprocating

aid head and a r. ller. bearing on the belt or apron, and

connected with the slide bar and adapted for adjustment

therei-iv to vary its anarularlty with the belt.

I .\ !>elt or apron guiding apparatus erabraring a thrust

ro.l movable transversely the belt or ai)fon. a slide bar

Tn a pump, a {)air <<t brackets. ..Rch bracket having a

stuthng l.ix and a glaml in eaeh siumngboi. a tK>ss on the

Inner side of each Ira. kei. a shoulder on each boss, a cover

plate for eMch l)nss, a leather washer having an enlarged

end and rialning said cover plate in place, a plate se-

curing said washer in i.l.i— find a b-king ring surround-

ing the enlarged portion of smd wii^^her. in combin.itlon

witli a casing r..iatat>ly supported between said brackets, a

.Miction disk rotatable with the casing, tuliular suction

and discbaru'e spindles ...niiected with said disk, and a

driving timk'u- edtni.'ct.-d with said casing and with said

disk.

<< ^ . 9 5 . TICKKT lli>I.I>i:i{ Francis A. Morrisom,

I'hlladelphia. Pa. Filed Nov l.'.. 1006. Serial No. :{4.'^.4«2.

.\ ticket holder consisting of a plate provided at one

pair of opposite sides with notches formed In the plate

itself for the accommodation of the fingers and with pro-
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jectlng edge walls facing one face of the plate and notched

In correspondence with the notches of the plate and con-
,

stltutlng supports on which to detach tickets and said plate

provided at the other pair of opposite sides with eara

the plug, a lever fulcrumed upon the tube and a link plr-

otally connecting the lever with the sheeve and adapted

/^

or clips which overlie end portions of the above mentioned

face of the plate to receive beneath It folded coupon tick-

ets, substantially as described.

to assume a position substantially in allnement with the

fulcrum of the lever.

889 953. BRAKF MKCHANISM. Maiaulm McLennan.

Monroe. Wash. Filed Dec. 9, 1907. Serial No. 405,832.

889.951. SHOCKSIIIFTKR HUB. John Muir. Belth,

Scotland. Filed Apr. 27. 1906. Serial No. 313,965.

1. The Improved mechanism for absorbing shocks trans-

mitted from the periphery of a wheel to Its center, con-

sisting of a ball chamber surrounding the central hub and

containing a number of balls, rollers or other rotatable

elements superimposed In layers upon one another and

having a free space within the chamber ; said rotatable

elements so superimposed as to receive and distribute

tti. ~b. .ks by slipping over one another, substantially as

descrilii'd.

2. The Improved shock nbsortiing hub for wheels of

road or rail vehicles comprising a ball chamber formed

between two freely movable steel sleeves, the outer of

which receives the thrust transmitted from the rim of the

wheel.

3. In a shock dlssii)ating hub the combination of a

wheel hub. steel sleeves separated from one another by a

ball-containing space in which the balls are free to move

on one another as described, flanges between which said

leeTes work, and wheel spokes whose thrust Is received

bj the outer sleeve, as and for the purj>o8e described.

889.052. BARRKL TAP AND FAUCET. Daniel J. Mc-

OlMLBT and Wy')N F Ronar. Gypsum. Colo. Filed Oct.

1907. Serial No 307. R70.

In combination with a plug havint' a spring actuated

valve, a sleeve adapted to engage the plug, a tube passing

through the sleeve and adapted to engage the valve of

1 In combination with the truck and brake mechanism

thereof Inchidlng winding shaft projecting outwardly from

the side of said truck, a ratchet mechanism comprising a

ratchet wheel fixed to the projecting end p. rtion of said

winding shaft and a rotatal)le carrier In which said ratchet

wheel is arrani:ed. said carrier being provided with dogs

engaged with said ratchet wheel and being formed with a

aocket. and a handle removably arranged in the socket of

said carrier.

2 In combination with the truck and the brake mechan-

ism thereof Including a winding shaft projecting out-

wardly from one side of said truck, the projecting end por-

tion oV said winding shaft beln'-- angular In cross section

and formed with t. shoulder, a ratchet wheel arranged on

the projectinu end portl.m of sa d winding shaft, a nut se-

curing said ratchet wheel against the shoulder of said

winding shaft, said ratchet wheel having untoothed end

portions, a housing rotatahly supported on the end portion

of said ratchet wheel, dogs carried by said lioushii: nor-

mally engaging said ratchet wheel, said housing bein^' pro-

vided with a socket, and a handle removal>ly sectired in the

socket of said housing.

3. In comblntition with the truck and the brake mechan-

ism thereof including n winding shaft projecting out-

wardly from one side of said truck, the projecting end por-

tion of said winding shaft being angular In cross section

and formed with a shoulder, a ratchet wheel arranged on

the projecting end portion of said windiiiL- sh.nfr n ntit se

curing said ratchet wheel ag.alnst the sb-^, def , f said

winding shaft, said ratchet wheel havlni: nnto.dhed end

portions, a housing formed in longitudinal sect'ons rota-

tahly supported on tiie end portions of said ratchet wheel.

the said sections of said housing being formed in their

contiguous faces with recesses, doirs pivoted In the reeesses

'

of the sections of said housing and arranged to enirage said

ratchet wheel, the outer of the sections of said housing l>e-

Ing formed with an opening tnrough which said nut can be

removed, means removat>ly securinc the sections of said

housing toL-ettier. and a handle secured to sahl housing

4. In combination with the winding shaft of a brake

mechanism, a ratchet wheel thereon, a hotisin-' In whicli

said ratchet wheel is arranged, said hotislni: i>eine formed

In longitudinal sections formed with oivenin'_'s through
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which Mid shaft projects, a nut on said sha;ft for prevent

Ing displacement r.f said ratchet wheel, pawb In said hous-

IDK eaiiAging said ratchet wheel. 3ald housing' ]>eins formed

with a socket, and a handle secured in smU socket.

fulcrum, and printing keys adapted to move said stnsle

means to operate upon said l»vor at any on*- of said dis-

tances.

,954 ^^ pi: WRITl.Nd MArniNE STefams Niel-

sen. New York. N. Y . Hs.sUnor to The Monarch Type-

writer Company. Syracuse, N. Y.. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Feh. 4. HK>5. Serial No. '244,195.

1. In « typewriting machine, the combioiitlon of a rib-

bon vibrator, a lever connected thereto foe operating the

same, a link, means for actuating said link, means for

maintaining said link In enganement with the operating le-

ver at a ftxed distance from the fulcrum of the latter, and

means separately connected to said vibrator for altering

the throw of said vibrator while said link Is so maintained

In engagement with the operating lever.

2. In a typewriting mactiine. the combinatli>n of a rib

bon vibrator, a lever for operating the same, an universal

bar. a link constantly connected with said universal bar

and with said operating lever, a second operating lever nor-

mally disconnected from said link, and means for opera-

tively conne.-ting said second operating lever with said

link and thereby altering the throw of the ribbon vibrator.

3. In a typewriting machine, the combloatlon of a rib-

bon vibrator, a pair of relatively movable levers for oper-

ating the same, a link, and means for actaatlng the link,

said link being adapted to operate one or both of said le-

vers and thereby to throw the ribbon vibrator different dis-

tances.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combUatlon of a rib-

bon vibrator, a plurality of relatively morable levers for

operating the same, a link for actuating *iid levers, said

link being constantly engaged with only one of said levers.

an universal bar connected with said link and adapted to

move It. and printing key levers adapted to actuate said

universal bar.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combiration of a rib-

bon vibrator, a pair of relatively movable Iftvers for operat-

ing the same, said levers having different fulcrum points.

,1 single means ad'apted to throw each of said levers a fixed

distance, and means for .'ausing -aid siu>:le means to act

upon one or simultaneously upon both ot said levers to

throw the ribbon vibrator different distan'cs

[Claims 6 to 35 not printed in the i.:i7,f?ttc
1

1,965. TYl'K WRITING MACHINE. Btkkanus Niel-

sen. New York. N Y., assignor to The Monarch Type-

writer Company. Syracuse. N, Y., a Cor|>oratlon of New

York Filed Mar. 2. 1905, Serial No. 248.062. Renewed

May 27, 1»<»T Serial No. .US. 882.

1. In a typewriting machine, the c<jmbination of print-

ing keys, a ribbon vibrator, a single lever for operating said

vibrator, a single link movable by the printing keys for cp-

eratlng said lever, means for maintalnlnf said link In n

fixed relation with said lever, and m^-Ana for altering suld

fixed relation by moving said link longirudinally of said

lever.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib

bon vibrator, a single lever for op.Tatin« said vibrator, a

single means movable longitudinally of aad adapted to t»-

set to operate upon said l^ver at desired distances from its

:; In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib-

bon vibrator, a single lever for operating the same, a key

actuated universal bar. a single link connected with said

universal bar, said link being movable longitudinally of

and adapted to be set to operate upon said lever at one

time to throw said vibrator a predetermined distance and

being adapted to be set to op«'rate upon said lever at an-

other time to throw said vibrator a dlfTerent predeter

mined distance, and printing keys adapted to move said

link.

4 In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib-

bon vibrator, a sing!»- lever for operating the same, a key

actuated universal bar. a single link connected with said

imiv.Tsal bar, said link t>elng movable longitudinally of

and adapted to t>e set to t>e operative upon said lever to

throw said vllirator dlfr»Tent predetermined distances.

printing keys adapted to move said link, and hand actu-

ated means for altering and fixing the pred'terralned dis-

tance to which the vibrator Is thrown

5. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib-

bon vibrator, a single lever for operating the same, a link,

means for causing said link to operate automatically

upon said lever at progressively Increasing and decreas-

ing distances from the fulcrum of said levr. means for

throwing out of operative relation said automatic means

and for fixing the relation between said link and said

lever, and means for altering said fixed relation at will.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gazette.]

889,956. INSUL-VTOR John I' Nik. .now, Pittsburg.

Pa. Filed May 11. 1906. Serial No. :n6.374. Renewed

July 30, 1907.' St^rlal No ,H86,243.

1 In an insulator, the .-ombinaiion of a core, means for

connecting a transmission line to the core, a collar aur-

rounding the core, insulating material Interposed ixtwe. n

the collar and the core, a sleeve of Insulating material

slipi>»'d over the core, a cover secured to the collar, and a
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not acrewed upon the core and coftperatlng with the be-

fore mentioned cover to hold the sleeve in poaltlon.

2. In an Insulator, the combination of a core having a

conical enlargement at one end thereof, means for con-

necting a transmission line to the opposite end, a collar

fitting over the conical enlarL-cnicnt and having a tapered

formation. Insulating material Interposed b<-tween the

collar and the core, a second layer of Insulating material

surrounding the collar, a sleeve of Insulating material

slipped over the core, the space between the said sleeve

and the second layer of insulating material being filled

with cement, a cover fitting upon the flSred end of the

collar and provided with means for engaging with one

end of the before mentioned Insulating sleeve, the said

cover operating to force the conical enlargement of the

core within the collar and compress the Insulating mate-

rial between the two members, and a nut screwed upon

th« opposite end of the rod and co.iperating with the cover

to hold the insulating sleeve In position.

_3. .\n Insulator comprising a core provided with an en-

larged end. a collar surrounding and substantially con-

forming to the enlarged end of the core, an Insulating

cover for said collar extending over the inner and outer

face thereof and continuously around the smaller end of

the collar, an Inner insulHtlne layer Interposed between

the collar and the enlarged end of the core and extending

beyond the smaller end of the collar and closely enclr-

cllnif the core, an outer Insulating layer surrounding the

collar and extending around the smaller end thereof and

closely encircling the extended portion of the inner layer,

and a cover screwing on said collar. Insulating material

being provided between the end of the core and said cover.

4 An Insulator, comi)rislng a core, a collar surround-

ing a portion of said core, an insulating layer Interposed

between the core and the collar, another Insulating layer

encircling the collar, both of said layers extending be-

yond the collar and the first named layer encircling the

core while the other layer encircles that portion of the

first named layer which encircles the core, a sleeve sur

rounding the said layers of Insulating material, a cover

secured to snid collar and adapted to engage with one end

of said sleeve, and a nut screwed on one end of said core

and engaging the opposite end of said sleeve.

5 .An Insulator, comprising a core, a collar surrounding

a portion of the core, an Insulating layer 5 Interposed be-

tween the core and the collar, another Insulating layer 7

encircling the collar, both of said layers extending be-

yond the collar and one encircling the core while the

other encircles that portion of the layer .^ which en-

circles the core, a sleeve surrounding the several layers of

Insulating material, a cover secured to aald collar and
adapted to envrage with one end of said sleeve, and a nut

secured on said core and engaging the opposite end of

said sleeve.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.!

means for operating said carrier and means for progressing

aald vehicle.

4. In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehicle havln- a

l>ody receptacle divided longitudinally into compartments,

a carrier having longitudinal rows of buckets, each row

adapted to receive gathered cotton from the hands of an

operator and to deliver the same into a compartment,

means for actuating said (airier and means for progress-

ing the vehicle.

5. In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehicle having

a body receptacle provided with a downwardly Inclined

rear end, a roller arranged at the lower edce of said rear

end, a roller arranged at the upi>er edge of said rear end.

a carrier extending the transverse width of said rear end

and operating over said rollers, means for actuating said

carrier, and means for progressing said vehicle.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 8 9.958. MACHINE F<»U tJATHEKING COTTON.
James F. O'Suai ijune.s.sy. New York, N. Y., assignor to

Nelson t>"ShaughnesBy, Vienna, Austria-Hungary. Filed

Nov, 4, 1907. Serial No. 400,4*14.

T^:

MM67. COTTON - GATHERING MACHINK Jamks F.

O'SHAtfiiiNnssv. New York, N. Y. Filed .Tiily 8. ]f>07.

Serial No. 3H2.81(».

1 In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehicle having

a body receptacle, and a vertically Inclined rear end. a car

rier operating over such Inclined rear end and adapted to

receive the cotton as picked from the cotton stalks and to

deliver the same Into the body receptacle, means for oper-

ating said carrier, and means for progressing the vehicle.

2. In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehicle having a

body receptacle, a carrier operating vertically uy) the rear

end there<if and adapted to receive the picked cotton and

to deliver the same Into said receptacle, a transverse par

tltlon plate arranged in said receptacle to prevent the de-

livered cotton from being swept out by said carrier, means
for operating said carrier and means for progressing said

vehicle.

3. In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehUIe having a

body receptacle divid»Kl longitudinally Into compartments.

a <'airier luivinv means to deliver to each compartment.

1. In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehicle adapted

to be advanced along the cotton rows, and having a body

receptacle. In comblnatlim with a horizontal frame extend

Ing laterally from the side of snid l)ody receptacle, trailini;

carriers extendlnir rearwardly from said horizontal frame

and operating t)etween adjacent rows of cotton stalks, sa d

trailing carriers adapted to receive the cotton when picked

and to deliver the same upon said horizontal frame and

means for <onveying the cotton from said horizontal frame

to and delivering the same Into said body receptacle.

2. In a machine for gathering cotton, a vehicle adapted

to be advanced along the cotton rows, and having a body

receptacle, in combination with a horlzf>ntal frame extend-

ing laterally from the side of said receptacle, a carrier

operating thereon and delivering Into the receptacle,

frames conne<'ted to the rear edge or side of said hori-

zontal frame and trailing rearwardly therefrom, carriers

operating on said trallins: frames and deli\ering to said

first mentioned carriers, and means for operatinc said car-

riers,

3. In a niachitie for i:ather n;: o tioii, a vehicle, adapted

to be advanced along the cotton rows, and having a b<x)y

receptacle. In combination with a horizontal frame extend

Ing laterally from the side of said receptacle, a carrier

uiounted on said frame, and operatinir horizontally len^'th

wise thereof, guides for deflecting said <arrler vertically
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along the side of said receptacle, and gutd^ for deflectln?

said carrier Inwardly over the top edge of |9ald receptacle,

and means for operating said carrier.

4. In a machine for gatherinK c^itton. a vehicle adapted

to be advanced along the cotton rows. an(| bavins: a body

receptacle. In combination with a horizontal frame extend-

ing laterally from the side of nahl recepltacle, a carrier

mounted on said frame and opHratini; horlfcnntaliy length

wise thereof, guides for deflectinj; said (artier vertically

along the side of said receptacle an.1 i;uUl»s for deflecting

said carrier inwardly over the top edii^- of said receptacle,

a shield for the vertically extending part of said carrier,

and means for operating said carrier

5. In a machine for gathering cotton. >\ vf>!il. l,> adapted

to be advanced along the cotton rows. an<J having a IkkIv

receptacle, and trailing carriers extending rearwardly and

downwardly from the rear end of and delivering into said

receptacle. In combination with a horizotital carrier ex-

tending laterally from the side of said re<^ptacle. and ar-

ranged to deliver Into said receptacle.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

2. In running gear for vehicles, a pair of steering

wheels, a pair of supporting wheels to the rear of the

steering wheels, the members of said supporting wheels

being arranged out of transverse allnement and one of said

wheels lieing mounted to swing toward and away from the

longitudinal central axis of the running gear, and means

connected with said swinging wheel and with the steering

wheels whereby the said wheel Is swung simultaneously

with the swinging of the steering wheels and In the oppo-

site direction to compensate for lateral drag.

889.959. Arr.^H.KTl S FOR C ATHi;itI N'

;

James F. O'SfiAiLiUNESSY. New \.<v\i. S V

13. 1908. Serial No. 415.677. '

CUTTON.
Filed Feb.

1 In an apparatus f.r gathorin;; cotton, a vehicle hav-

ing a receptacle, frames extending freely from the end of

the vehicle, and spaced apart t.) a-oomni'vlate a row of

cotton stalks therebetween, horizoiually flxrendin;: frames

forming extensions of said first mention»^l frames, carriers

mounted on said frames and operatin.' alon.- the same and

the horizontal extensions there,, f -aid virripr^ <leiver!nt:

Into said receptacle, and means f-r a. iMtln^- *nid arriers.

2. In an apparatus for gathering r.,tton, a vehicle hav-

ing a receptacle, a frame trailing from the. rear end of said

receptacle, an auxiliary frame pivote<l to the lower nr trail-

ing end of said first mentlone<l frame, and forming a hori-

zontal extension thereof, a carrier operating along said

frame and its extension, and delivering Itito said recepta-

cle, and means for actuating said carrier.

3. In an apparat\i8 for gathering cottoti. a vehicle hay-

ing a receptacle, a frame rrailing from tlia rear end of said

receptacle, an auxUiarv fianu- piv..teil tu the trailing end

of said first mentioned frame, and forniing a horizontal

extension thereof, deflecting rollers carriers by said auxll

lary frame, a carrier operating along said frames and en

gaged by said deflecting rollers, said carrier delivering Into

said receptacle and means for act'iaring wald carrier.

4 In an apparatus for gatheriui; .Mrt.in, a vehicle hav-

ing a r-ceptad.'. a frair*' trailing from th« rear end of said

receptacle, ami a.omni, dated between tdjacent rows of

cotton stalks, an .auxiliary frame pivcitt-d to the trailing

end of said tir<t nientb ned frame, and forming a hori

sontal cxtensii 11 tlier»>of. detlfcting rollers carrie<l at the

forward end of sa d auxiliary frame, a carrier o[>erating

along said frames and engaged at its edges by said de-

flecting rollers iM -uide .t detlect the same from one to the

Other of said f •- -aid carrier de!lv.«rin'-' into the re-

ceptacle, and iiie.iii- I'-'V actuating saidsaid rajTier

bsO.Of.ii HI NNI.M; (.K.\K Fill: VF.HD l.FS. Is.\Ar K

r.vi.MKU. Middletown. Conn. File<l N'.jv 20, 1907. Se-

rial No. 4U2.!>54.

1. In running gear for vehicles in wbi'h the members

of a pair of wheels to the rear "f a pair of -teering wheels

are arranged out of transverse aline

swln.iing a rear wheel out of Its normal

sate f -r lateral drag in turning a curve.

inent. means for

plane to c.impen

3. In running gear for vehicles, the c<mibinati,ui with a

forward fixed axle and wheels hinged to the axle to swing

t.ward and away from the longitudinal axis of the run-

ning gear, of axles to the rear of said fixed axle, a drive

wheel pivoted to one of said axles to swing toward and

away from the longitudinal axis of the runnini; :;ear. and

means for siniultane.iusly swinging the wheels ou the two

axles.

4. In running gear for vehicles, the combination with a

fixed axle and a driving wheel hinged to the said axle to

swing toward and away from the longitudinal axis of the

running gear, of a driving gear having a laterally variable

interlocking engagement with the drive wheel whereby the

driving gear may be maintained In the same plane during

the tilting movement of the drive wheel without disengag-

ing the driving gear from the drive wheel.

.'. In running gear for vehicles, the combination with a

fixed .axle and a drive wheel hinged to the axle to swing

toward and away from the longitudinal axis of the run-

ning »'ear. ••( a driving gear wheel rotatably supix-rted on

ttie swiiiKii. _ear frame In proximity to the drive wheel.

the said gear wheel and the drive wheel being provided,

the one with concave teeth and the other with convex

teeth for engaging the said concave teeth for effecting

a laterally varlalde interlocking engagement between the

driving gear and the drive whe«d.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette. 1

889.961. WINt 11 oli. lin: l.IKi: It'K 1 SF WITH
rORDSOK ROl'KS srH.IKi T To 1 FNSION I?ektr.\M

I'EKCiv.vi.. Balham. U;ndon. England. Filed Oct. 1,

1907. Serial No. 395.382.

1. In a self sustaining winch or boisting apparatus the

combination of a s< rewed shaft rotatably mounted in the

casing or framing of the winch or the like, a clutch con-

sisting of a fixed part and a movable part disposed around

the screwed shaft and provided with a screwed portion

engaging with the screwed part of tb.e shaft, and an oper

ating member loosely mounted on the outer end of ttie

shaft and engaging with cut away or slotted parts In the

shaft and In the movable part of the clutch, said cut-

away or slotted parts being sueh as to allow of an Initial

rotation nf the movable i.art of the clutch on the screwed

shaft during winding and an Initial rotation of the shaft

within the movat^le part of the clutch during unwinding.

after which Initial innvment^ the shaft, the movable

part of the clutch and t'le mj,. rating member rotate to-

gether to effect windini; ami unwiniUng. -i\ibstantially as

describ.Ml herein

•J. In a self sust.ilning win<-h or hnistlng apparattis the

combination of a screwed shaft rotatably mounted In the

rasing or framing of the winch or the iik.'. a gripping

surface on the casing or framing, a drum dlspos.d anoind

the screwed shaft and provided with a gripping surfa.e

, adai.ted to CO act with a corre»i>on<ling gripping surface
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on said casing or framing, a screwed part In said drum

engaging with the screwed portion on the shaft, and an

operating member or crank loosely mounted on the outer

end of the screwed shaft and engaging with cut-away or

slotted portions In the shaft and drum, substantially as

described herein.

889.963. MERCTRY SWITCH FOR R.MI-W.WS -\ND

THE LIKE. Robert I'feil, Grunewald, near Herlin.

Germany, assignor to Siemens k Halske, A. G., Berlin,

Germany, a Corporation of Germany. Filed .Tan 6,

1908. Serial No. 409.585.

S. in a winch for us. with a cord or the like subjected

to tension the combination of a casing consisting of a

base and a cap or cover removably secured to said base, a

drum supported at Its Inner end on a boss on the base of

the casing and provided at Its outer end witli a boss fit-

ting a bearing In the cap of the casing, a screwed portion

in said drum, a screwed shaft supported at its Inner end

by the base of the casing, engaging with the screwed

portion In the drum and having In its outer end a trans-

verse slot, an operating lever provided with a rib which

extends across Its boss and Is adapted to engage with the

transverse slot In the outer end of the screwed shaft, a

cut-away portion In the outer boss of the drum, and a

friction device Interposed between the screwed shaft and

the casing, substantially as described herein.

889,962. B.\KERS KNE.VDING-TROUGH. Gi stav

PBBCHBL. Stettin. Germany. Filed Aug. 30, 1906. Se-

rial No. 332,592.

1. In combination, a bak. r s kneading trtuigh. a sup-

porting piece on said trougb. ,1 heel piece on said support

Ing i)lece, a holder adapted to engage above In the said

supporting piece, and l>elow with said hH.'l piece, a fixed

rack, and a plurality of hooks on said holder adapted to

engage wltti the fixed rack.

J In < onibination, the bakers knea<ling trough a, the

supporting frame 6 fixed upon said trough, the slotted

and holed projection c on said frame, the heel piece e on

said frame, the holder / recessed at h to receive the heel

piece e. the studs a on said holder adapted to engage In

the holed of the frame h. the fixed rack k. and the hooks i

on the holder f adapted to engage at the desired height

with the nings of the said rack k.

1. A mercury switch, for operation by a vehicle passing

along a railway, comprising a receptacle containing mer-

cury, a diaphragm In the receptacle contacting the ni. r

cury. a rail-actuated plunger for moving said diaphragm,

and a circuit-closing device In said receptacle adapted to

be contacted by the mercury, in combination with a sec-

ond circuit-closing device In said receptacle normally

contacting the mercury, for the purpose of controlling

the level of the mercury In said receptacle.

2. .\ mercury switch, for op.-ration by a vehicle passing

along a railway, comprising a receptacle containing mer

curv, a diaphragm in the receptacle containing the mer-

cury, a rail actuated plunger for moving said diaphragm,

and" a contact In said receptacle adapted to be contacted

by the mercury. In combination with a second contact In

said receptacle normally contacting the mercury, and

electric means for controlling a signal electrically con-

nected with said second contact and the mercury, the

arrangement being such that the circuit through the

second contact must be closed In order to make conditions

of working necessary for the unimpeded passage of a ve-

hicle.

3. A mercury switch, for operation by a vehicle passing

along a rallwnv, comprising a receptacle containing mer-

cury, a diaphragm in the receptacle containing the mer-

cury a rail actuated plunger for moving said diaphragm.

and" a contact In said receptacle adapt<»d to be contacted

by the mercurv. in combination with a second contact in

said receptacle normally contacting the mercury, a signal

coupling, electric block apparatus mechanism, and a bat-

tery for" opera tlni: the signal coupling In series with one

another and electrically connected with said plunger.

whereby a current cannot be sent through said signal coup-

ling to operate the signal unless the second contact con-

tacts the mercury In the receptacle.

4 A mercurv switch, for operation by a vehicle passing

along a railwav. comprising a switch-box containing

mer.urv. partitions in said box dividing the same Into

compartments communicating with one another and one

above the other, a diaphragm closing one end of the lowest

compartment, a rail actuated plunger on said diaphragm

and a contact In the highest compartment normally above

I

the mercurv. in combination with a second contact in a

' compartment normally contacting the mercury, whereby

when said plunger Is temporarily depressed mercury Is

temporarily sent into contact with the former contact and

then flows away from the second noniact. as set forth.

i 5. A mercury switch, for operation by a vehicle passing

along a railway, comprising a receptacle containing mer-

cury a pipe carrying a cup connecting with the bottom of
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thp r-'"<'pran!j (ial<i cup having a small ttole In the 8am«».

a diaphragm rlo«in»? one t-nd of thp receptacle, a rail-actu

ated plunn'T on said diaphragm and a contact In said

cup normally above tht^ mercury. In combination with a

second pipe cumnuinlcating with the bottom of tlie form»T

pipe and a sfCDnd contact in thf latter pipe normally con-

tacting the mercury, the arrangement b>'ing such that

when the plunger U temporarily depressed the mercury

is forced Into aald cup and temporarily oontacft the con-

tact therein, whereas the contact of the se.-ond contact

with the mercury is then temporarily broken, ax set forth.

I

889,96 4 I llKK.Vl'KITIC .\l'I'Ali.iTUS. Thomas
Powell. Ixis Angeles, Cal Filed Aug. 121, 1905 Serial

No. 27.'5.1ft3.

1 A therapeutic apparatus comprising hot and cold

water supply means, a ctiamber providi-d with a ther-

mometer, a valve controlling comraanicatjon from the hot

and cold water supply separately and conjointly to said

chamber, outlet means lending from said chamber com-

prising two outlet tubes and a valve coatrolling the con

nection to said tul)e8 alf»Tnatively

2. A therapeiific apparatus comprising hot and cold

wat.T supply mean'<. a chamber provided with a ther-

nioni.'tt'r. a vaive '<jnt rolling communication from ttie hot

and cold water supply separately and conjointly to said

chamber, outlet means leading from said chamber com-

prising two outlet tubes and a valve controlling the con-

nection to said tubes alternativ»'ly. one of said outlet

tubes being provided with an applicator tnd with a waste
connection therefrom, and the other of s^id tut>es serving

as a direct waste connection.
i

3 .\ therapeutic apparatus comprising hot and cold

water supply ni'-ans. a chamber proviiled with a ther-

mometer, a valv. controlling communication from the hot

and cold wafer supply separately and conjointly to said

chamber, outlet means K^ading from said chamber com-

prising two outlef tubes and a valve controlling th«" con-

nection to said fnties alternatively one of said outlet

tubes being provided with i\ part presenting an extended

surface for applif-ation of the heat of tht water and with

a waste connection therefrom, and the other of said tubes
serving as a direct waste connection. I

4. .A. therapeiirlr apparatus comprlsltg hot and cold

water supply m»'ans, a chamber provided with a ther

mometer. a valve controlling coramuni'^ation from the hot

and cold water siipply soparafely and conjointly to said

chamber, outlet means leading from said chamber com-
prising two outlet tubes and a valve coat rolling the con-

nection to said tubes alternatively, one of said outlet

tabes being provided with a colled part presenting an ex-

tended surface for application of the heat of the water
and with a^drainaire connection therefrom, and the other

of said tubes serving as a direct dralnaef connection

5 A therapeutic apparatus comprising hot and cold

water supply means, a valve having an outlet connected

b.T the valve to the said supply means alternatively or

conjointly, said valve beln? movable to vary the propor-

tions of hot and cold water passing therethrough, means

for Indicating the temperature of the water bo passing,

delivery and waste conduits, and a second valv.^ control

ling connection from tlie tlrst named valve to the aald con-

duits alternatively

[riaims rt and T not printed In the Gazette.]

889.966. DEVICE FOR INSERTING FATS, *c., INTO
MP:.VTS .Vndrkw O. Ra.smcsskn. Stoughton, Wis.

Filed July -'0. 1907. Serial No. 384,681.

A tool of ttotfMCrlbed class, comprising a needle shaped

member prOTkled with an interior longitudinally extend-

ing carlty and divided longitudinally along Its central

axis. Intermediate of Its ends, into two separable aectlons,

a socketed end portion on one of said sections adapted

to loosely receive one end of the other section and having

a pointed extremity, a handle portion at the outer end of

the other section, unconnected witti the pointed section,

and provided with a shoulder opiioning the inner end of

the pointed section, whereby said sfctions may be initially

separated at the handle end. both laternlly and longitudi-

nally ;—one of said sections being provided with a cutting

edge on one side along the line of divlsi<iri, adapted, when
the sections are l)rought together with a shearing more-
ment. to cut off projecting portions of the '-ont.nts of snld

cavity.

8 8 9.966 I'I\()T SikKW FoK SHKARS Cari. W.
Racsch and Frldbi' k f S. n warz, Jr.. Brldesburg,

Fa. Filed Dec. 19, r.'"., S. r;H So. 348,520. Renewed
Nov. 5. 19f>7. Serial No 4iMj,861.

1. .\ pivot for sliears and ttie like cousiatiug of an In-

ternally threaded^ sle.v. . a flange formed upon said

sleeve, a headed screw adapted to thread Into the sleeve,

said screw having Internal threads of opposite pitch from

Its external threads and a locking: screw adapted to thread

Into the first named screw and be jammed against the

flange of the sieev whereby the purls will bi- loclced In

any adjustment, as s(»e.iri.>d

2. .\n adjustable pivot consisting of a sleeve, threads

formed in the interior of said sleeve, a flange formed upon

one end of the sleeve, a screw having external threads

adapted to encage the Internal threads of the sleeve. In-

ternal threads formed In said screw of opposite pitch

from ttie external threads of said screw, a head formed

upon tlie siT'W and a loclting screw, the threads of which

are adapted to mutiac the Internal threads of the first

nanieil srrew sai<l loekini: screw having a head adapted

to be jammed airalnst th- flange of the sleeve, as and for

the purpose set forth

«! S 9 ft 6 7 KEYFASTFNKU I.^wrkvck f; Reppklt..

Kansas City, Mo. Filed Aug 6. 1907. Serial No 3«7.26n.

1. In a key fastener, the combination with a support.

havlnc a transversely divided, ring like portion adapted

to receive therethrough the key, said rlnir like portion

having a slot through which the shank of the key may
pass, of a member rotatlvely mounted In said ring like

portion and having a peripheral notcti to receive and hold

the key shank, said notary member being rotatnble to and

from a prsition in which said notch and slot will register

' with eaeh other, and reh.asahle means for holdluk' said
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rotary member In the locked position In which said notch

and slot do not register with each other.

2. In a key fastener, the combination with a support

having a transverse hole extending therethrough and hav-

ing a peripheral slot extending from the edges of the sup-

port to said hole and adapted to receive therethrough the

shank of a key, of a rotary memt>er mounted on said sup-

port and having a peripheral notch for receiving and hold-

ing the key against rotation, said notch registering with

the said slot when the rotary memlier is moved to the

open position, a locking member movable to and from a

position In which it will engage and hold the rotary mem-

ber In the locked position, and a spring for normally forc-

ing said locking member Into engagement with said rotary

member.
3. In a k..\ fastener, the combination with a support,

having a tubular sliank and a ring like portion having a

Riot transversely dividing said ring like portion, of a

rotary disk mounted in said ring like portion and provided

with a peripheral notch adapted, when the rotary mem-

ber is in the open position, to register with said slot, said

notch b«'ing adapted to receive tlie key .ntiring said slot

and prevent its turning, a bolt slldably mounted In said

tubular sliank and provided with means for engaging and

holding said rotary member when said rotary member is

in the locked position, and a spring located in said sliank

and normally forcing said bolt Into a position In which

the bolt will engage said rotary disk.

4. In a key fastener, the combination with a support

having n tubular shank and a ring like portion having a

slot trausversely dividing said ring like portion, of a ro-

Ury disk mounted in said ring like portion and provided

with a periptierai notch for receiving a key to prevent

Us turning, said notch registering with said slot when the

rotary member is in the open position, said rotary mem-

ber having a recess, a bolt slidabie lu and out of said

recess when the rotary memlxr is in the locked position,

said bolt being mounted in said shank and having means

by which it may be withdrawn from said recess, a spring

for forcing said bolt Into said recess, and means for secur-

ing said support to a door or other object.

889,968. COTTON HARVESTER. William E. Rickey,

Rocky. Okla. Filed June 15. 1907. Serial No. 379.208.

means for rotating said cylinder, a series of shafts mount-

ed m said cylinder, for a partial turnuig movement rela-

tive thereto, a series of stalk stripping teeth carried by

each of said shafts, arms secured to the respective shafts.

rollers carried by said arms, track ways and supports

therefor, said track-ways having circular portions con-

centric with the cylinder and other portions, one of wliich

curves reversely from one end of the cylindrical portion

and thence extends downwardly and again inwardly, and

finally downwardly and rearwardly and communicates

with the other end of the cylindrical portion

2. In a cotton harvester, a stalk stripping cylinder, con-

•istlng of a supporting and actuating shaft, circular heads

carried thereby, and a reticulated body portion, a series

of rods Journaled in said heads to turn about their longi-

tudinal axes, a series of stalk stripping teeth carried by

each of said rods, track ways mounted within the ends of

the cylinder, a support for said track-ways, arms secured

to the respective rods, and rollers carried by said arms

and having movement in said track-ways.

3. In a cotton harvester, the combinaticm of a liorl-

zontally-disposed revoluble cylinder, a support on which

said cylinder is mounted, means for rotating said cylinder.

a series of rods mounted In said cylinder for a partial

turning movement relative thereto, stalk stripping teeth

carried by said rods, arms secured to the respective rods.

and stationary track wa.vs and supports therefor, said

trackwavs having circular portions concentric with the

cylinder and other portions, one of which curves reversely

from one end of the cylindrical portion and thence

extends downwardly and again Inwardly and finally

downwardly and rearwardly. and communicates with the

other end of the cylindrical portion, said arms being

guided In said track-way and being longer than the dis-

tance between the track-ways and the cylinder, as and for

the purpose set forth

4. In a cotton harvester, the combination of a horl-

Eontallv-disposed revoluble cylinder, a support therefor,

means "for rotating said cylinder, a series of rods mounted

in said cvlinder for a partial turning movement relative

thereto, a series of stalk stripping teeth carried by each

of said rods, a transversely extending conveyer mounted

In the rear of the cylinder and close to the same near the

upper plane thereof, means for holding said rods with the

teeth projecting from the cylinder, and means for auto-

matlcallv turning said rods In a direction to throw the

teeth sharply upwardly and hold them In a vertical posi-

tion when passing the conveyer and for restoring the rods

: to normal position.

5. In a cotton harvester, a stalk stripping cylinder com-

prising a supporting and actuating shaft, circular heads

carried thereby and a reticulated body portion, a series

of rods mounted in said heads, and stalk stripping teeth

carried by said rods and projecting out through the body

of said cylinder

889.960. CLASP. Lotus H. RosstiCK. Llndenhurst. N Y.,

assignor to Kossuck Manufacturing Company, Chicago.

111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed May 16, 1907.

Serial No. 373.942.
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t!\«» r'Cpprafl>». said cup havlnu a small hole In the same,

a diffphragm oinsini? one end of the receptacle, a rail-actu

ated pluOK'T on said diaphrajcm and a contact In said

cup normally above the mercury. In combination with a

second pipe cfimmuni'-arini; with the bottow of tlie former

pipe and a s.'i '.nil •intact in tiie latter pipe normally con-

tacting the mercury, the arrangement ftfing sucli that

when the plunger is temporarily depresm-d the mercury
Is forced Into said cup and remjx>rarlly contact*! the con-

tact therein, whereas the contact of the s»^c(in<l contact

with the mercury Is then temporarily brolflen. as set forth.

8 8 9.964 THKRAl'ECTIC APrARAfTUS Thomas
Powell. Imh Angel. -h. Tal Filed Auir 21. lOO." Serial

No. 275.19:^.

for Indicating the tempei«tur»' of the wafer so paaslnK.

delivery and waste coadtllts. and a second valve control-

ling connection from the first-named vnlve to the said con-

duits alternatively.

[Claims ti and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. A therapeutic apparatus comprUlnf hot and cold

water supply means, a ciiamber provided with a ther-

mometer, a valve controlling commonicatitin from the hot

and cold water .supply separately and ctmjointly to said

chamber, outlet means leading from salfl chamber com-

prlsing-two outlet tubes and a valve controlling the con

nection to said tubes alternatively.

2. .\ therapeutic apparatus comprlslnir hot and cold

water supply means, a chamber provided with a ther-

mometer, a valve rr.ntrolling communication from the hot

and'cold water supply separately and conjointly to said

chamt>er. outlet means leading from said chamber com-
prising two nutlet tubes and a valve controlling the con-

nection to said tubes alternatively, onu of said outlet

tubes being provided with an applicator and with a waste
connection therefrom, and the other of said tubes serving

as a direct waste connection.

3 .\ therapeutic apparatus comprising hot antl cold

water supply means, a chamber provided with a ther-

mometer, a valve controlling communication from the hot

and cold water supply separately and coinjointly to said

chamber, outlet means leading from said chamber com-
prising two outlet tubes and a valve controlling the con-

nection to said tutx'S alternatively on« of said outlet

tubes being provided with a part presenting an extended
surface for application of the heat of the wafer and with
a waste connection therefrom, and the otfeer of aaid tubes

serrlng as a direct waste connection

4. .A. therapeutic apparatus comprising hot and cold

water supply means, a chamber provided with a ther-

mometer, a valve controlling communication from the hot

and cold water supply separately and c<jnJo!ntIy to said

chamber, outlet means leading from said chamber com-
prising two outlet tubes and a valve controlling the con-

nection to said tubes alternatively. on« of said outlet

tubea being provided with a colled part nresenting an ex-

tended snrface for application of the h«mt of the water
and with a drainage connection therefroTp, and the other
of said tubea serving as a direct dralnag<i connection.

5. A therapeutic apparatus comprising hot and cold

water supply means, a valve having an outlet connected

by the yalve to the said supply means alternatively or

conjointly, said valve being movable to vary the propor-

tions of hot and cold water passing thenethrotigh. means

889,965. DEVICE FOR INSP:RTING FATS, Ac, INTO
MK.VTS Andrkw O R.ASMi .ssen, Stoughton, Wis.

Filed July 20. 1907.' Serial No. 384.681.

A tool of the described class, coiin/risirig a needle shaped

member provided with an interior longitudinally extend-

ing cavity and divided longitudinally along Its central

axis, intermediate of its ends, into two separable sections,

a socketed end portion on one of said sections a<lapted

to loosely receive one end of the other section and having

a pointed extremity, a handle portion at the outer end of

the other section, unconnected with tlie pointed section,

and provided with a shoulder opiM)Hing the inner end of

the pointed section, whereby said sections may be Initially

separated at the handle end. both laterally and longitudi-

nally ;—one of said sections being provided with a cutting

edge on one side along the line of division, adapted, when
the sections are brought together with a shearing move-
ment, to cut off projecting portions of the contents of said

cavity.

SS 9,060 riVOT SCRKW FuR .SHE.VRS. Cart. W.
Ratsch and Fkkdbick .1. Schwarz, Jr.. Bridesburg,

Pa. Filed Dec. 19. 1906, Serial No. 348,520. Renewed
Nov -,. lOiiT. Serial No. 400.861.

1. A pivot for shears and the lilte con.sisting of an in-

ternally threaded^ sleeve, a fiauge formed upon said

sleeve, a headed screw adapted to thread Into the sleeve,

said screw having infernal threads of opposite pitch from

its external threads and a locking screw adapted to thread

into the first named screw and f>e jammed against the

flange of the sleeve whereiiv the parts will b*- locked In

any adjustment, as specified

2 An adjustable pivot consisting of a sle«>ve. threads

formed In the interior of said sleeve, a flange formed upon

one end of the sleeve, a screw having external threads

adapted to engage the Infernal threads of the sleeve. In-

ternal threads formed In said screw of opposite pitch

from the pxternal threads of said screw, a head formed

upon the screw and a locking screw, the threads of which

are adapted to engage the internal threads of the first

named screw, said locking screw having a head adapted

to be Jammed against the flange of the sleeve, as and for

the purpose set forth

«? « 9 . 9 6 7 KEY FASTENKR LvwRKsrn C, Reppbll.

Kansas City, Mo. Filed Aug. 6. 1907. Serial No. 387,260.

1. In a key fastener, the combination with a support,

having a transversely divided, ring like portion adapted

to receive therethrough the key. said ring like portion

having a slot through which the shank of the key may
pass, of a member rotatlvely mounted In said ring-like

portion and having a peripheral notch to receive and hold

the key shank, said rotary member being rotafable to and

from a position in which said notch and slot will register

with each other, and relcasable means for holding said
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rotary memlier in the locked position in which said notch

and slot do not register with each other.

2. In a key fastener, the combination with a support

having a transverse hole extending therethrough and hav-

ing a peripheral slot extending from the edges of the sup-

port to said hole and adapted to receive therethrough the

shank of a key. of a rotary member mounted ou said sup-

port and having a peripheral notch for receiving and hold-

ing the key against rotati.ui. said notch registering with

the said slot when the rotary member is moved to the

open position, a locking member movable to and from a

position In which it will engage and hold the rotary mem-

ber in the locked position, and a spring for normally forc-

ing said locking member into engagement with said rotary

member.
'A. In a key fastener, the combination witli a support,

having a tubular shank and a ring like portion having a

slot transversely dividing said ring like portion, of a

rotary disk mounted In said ring-like portion and provided

with a peripheral notch adapted, when the rotary mem

ber Is In the opeu position, to register with said slot, said

notch U^ing adapted to receive the key entering said slot

and prevent its turning, a bolt slidably mounted in said

tubular shank and provided with means for engaging and

holding said rotary member when said rotary member is

in the locked position. au<l a spring located in said shank

and normally forcing said bolt Into a position In which

the bolt will engage said rotary disk.

4. In a key fastener, the combination with a support

having a tubular shank and a ring-like portion having a

slot transversely dividing said ring like portion, of a ro

tary disk mounted in said ring like portion and provided

with a peripheral notch for receiving a key to prevent

Its turning, said notch registering with said slot wheu the

rotary member is In the open position, said rotary mem-

ber having a recess, a bolt sUdable In and out of said

recess when the rotary meml)er Is in the locked position,

said bolt being mounted in said shank and having menus

by which it may be withdrawn from said recess, a spring

for forcing said Injlt into said recess, and means for secur-

ing said support to a door or other object.

means for rotating said cylinder, a series of shafts mount-

ed In said cylinder, for a partial turning movement rela-

tive thereto, a series of stalk stripping teeth carried by

each of said shafts, arms s<>cured to the respective shafts.

rollers carried l^y said arms, track ways and supports

therefor, said track-ways having circular portions con-

centric with the cylinder and other portions, one of which

curves reversely from one end of the cylindrical portion

and thence extends downwardly and again inwardly, and

finally downwardly and rearwardly and communicates

with the other end of the cylindrical portion.

2. In a cotton harvester, a stalk stripping cylinder, con-

Istlng of a supporting and actuating shaft, circular heads

carried thereby, and a reticulated body portion, a series

of rods Journaled in said heads to turn about their longi-

tudinal axes, a series of stalk stripping teeth carried by

each of said rods, track ways nuMinted within the ends of

the cylinder, a support for said track ways, arms secured

to the respective rods, and rollers carried by said arms

and having movement in said track-ways.

3. In a cotton harvester, the combination of a hori-

zontally-disposed revoluble cylinder, a support on wlilch

said cylinder is mounted, means for rotating said cylinder,

a series of rods mounted in said cylinder for a partial

turning movement relative thereto, stalk stripping teeth

carried by said rods, arms secured to the respective rods,

and stationary track ways and supports therefor, said

trackways having circular portions concentric with the

cylinder and other portions, one of which curves reversely

from one end of the cylindrical portion and thence

extends downwardly and again Inwardly and finally

downwardly and rearwardly, and communicates with the

other end of the cylindrical portion, said arms being

i:uided In said track-way and being longer than the dis-

tance b«'tween the track-ways and the cylinder, as and for

the purpose set forth.

4. In a cotton harvester, the combination of a hori-

zontally-disposed revoluble cylinder, a support therefor.

means "for rotating said cylinder, a series of rods mounted

in said cylinder for a partial turning movement relative

thereto, a series of stalk stripping teeth carried by each

of said rods, a transvers<dy extending conveyer mounted

In the rear of the cylinder and close to the same near the

upper plane thereof, means for holding said r.>ds with the

teeth projecting from the cylinder, and means for auto-

maticallv fuming said rods In a direction to throw the

teeth sharply upwardly and hold them in a vertical posi-

tion when passing the conveyer and for restoring the rods

I

to normal position.

5. In a cotton harvester, a stalk stripping cylinder com-

prising a supporting and actuating shaft, circular heads

carried therebv and a reticulated body portion, a series

of rods mounted in said heads, and stalk stripping feefh

' carried by said rods and projecting out through the body

of said cylinder.

880,908 COTTON HARVESTER. William E. Rickey.

Rocky. Okla. Filed June IT.. 1907. Serial No. 379,208.

8S9.969. CLASP. Loms H. RossuCK. Llndenhurst. N Y.,

assignor t.. Rossuck Manufacturing Company. Chicago.

III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed May IC, 1907.

Serial No. 373.942.

1. In a cotton harvester, the combination of a hori-

zontally disposed revoluble cylinder, a support therefor, '

1. In a clasp, the combination with a clip comprising

two side portions united by an integral end portion, one

of said side portions having an opening therethrough, of

a U-shaped spring located within said clip and having a

rib formed thereon, an oscillating lever extending through

the opening In said clip and having a tongue adapted to

engage and compress said spring, said tongue having a

notch adapted to straddle said rib and thereby hold said
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BDrlng within said clip when compressed, "^ald clip having

a notch In which said rib la re.eived when the spring U

expanded. .
,

2 In a cla.«»p. the combination with a clip comprising

two aide portions united by an Inteiiral md portion, one

of said aide portions having an opening therethrouRh and

the other of said side portions having InwaiMly projecting

points, of a U-shaped spring locat^nl within said clip, an

oscillatlnjf lever extending through an openiru m said clip

and having a tongue adapted to en«..«e s:»,d spring and

force the Interposed mat-rial of a garm-nt a^-ainst said

points, the outer end of said L-v-r hein;: urv.d t.. .
xt.nd

around and He within an opening in th.- end [...rtinn or

said clip when said lever is oscillated to |rip the inter-

posed material.

I

8S9.971

Levi

1907.

nvUNFSS MOTION DEVTCB FOR LOOMS.

K Su;--i!!io, Providence, B. I. Filed June 8,

Serial No. 377,897.

889 970 STT-MP ANT* lUtlSll CUTTING MACHINE.

Thor RLST.4D. Cisco. MlnD. Filed Apr. i;:!. 190t>. Se-

rial No. 3ia,166.

1. A device of the kind described, compijlslng a wheeled

carried by the
frame adapted to travel, a rotary sweep

frame and a horizontally cutting saw operitively connect-

ed with the sweep, and operative connection between the

sweep and the supporting wheels

2. A device of the kind describ.'d. comprisin.- a frame

with supporting traction wheels, n r f;ir> -w p carri-d

by the frame, a saw operatlvely ronn.ci. .1 with th- sweep.

and a clutch mei-hanlsm for connecting the! sweep with one

or more of the traction wheeN. <- i-^ t,, ,a-v.. 11.
•

r both

sides of the machine forward w -n d— .--.l ni 1
t!..r.' y

feed the saw forward

3. A device 'of the kind described, comprising a frame

with supporting wheels, a r farv <we. p arrled by the

frame, a saw operatlveiy connected vir

clufchmochnnlsm for connecting the s\\«

more of the supporting wheels so as to it

sides of the machine forward when d-'r

operated mechanism for feeding the sa*

forward motion of the machine is -itter

stopped.

4. A machine of the kind described, mad- up <'f a front

main frame, a smaller rear frame and a frame arm con-

necting said frames and being low enou»:h for borses to

walk across It. a rotary sweep carried by the front frame,

a reciprocating horizontally guided saw -xt.-nding later-

ally from the rear frame, speed Increaslnj: means connect-

ing said saw with the sweep and traction wheels support

ing the machin.'. and operated by the sv^^—p, wheroby the

saw Is bofh op.Tnt.-d and fed forward Uy i he turning of

the swt'-p.

5 .\ macliine .,f th- kind described, tiavin- -;;ipp-.rting

wheels and a fram- carri-d thereby, a sjw at on- side of

the frame, a rotary sw-p carried by the fram- and means

conn-ctlng the saw and the supp..rting wh.-Is with the

sw-p. so that-th- h..r<- up-rating the swe.^p travels In

advancing splrnN

[Claims ''. to not print-d in tli- (;az--»tt- ]

the sweep, a

',1 with one or

V- nn- or l)oth

'I. n!i(l a hand-

fi.rward wh-n
too Blow or

1 In an automatic textile loom having a plurality of

warp-carrving harness sections, and shuttles for placing

weft-yarns or threads between the warps, the combina-

tion therewith of a plurality of traveling endless pattern-

chains arranged contiguous to one another and extending

.ubstantiallv the length of the harness, each chain l.eing

composed of units varying In height arranged and linked

together in a predetermined order, swinging levers actu-

ated and controlled by said chains and Jointed to the har-

ness sections for Intermittingly moving the latter to shed

the warp varns. and movable reed sections for forcing or

beatm- the shuttle-delivered weft threads Into the fabric.

2 In a loom of the character described, a harness-

motion device consisting of a plurality of suitably guided

alining main harness-sections divided transv.rs.ly Into

Individual sub-sections, a mechanically actuated endless

pattern-chain for each set of sub sections of the main har-

nesses comprising a series of transversely arranged par-

allel units varying in height and linked together In a

predetermined order, and suitably supported la erally

separated s.lf dropping vibrating lev-rs in continuous

frlctional engag-ment with the units of said chain and

operatlveiy connected with the corresponding sub sections

of the harnesses. . ^ ^ ,.

.•i In a harness-motion device for looms of the character

described, the combination of a plurality of vertically

guided harness sections extending transversely of the

loom a corresponding number of suitably supi>orted alin-

ing endless pattern-chains located below said harnesses

having the links of each chain constructed and arranged

to form a connected series, the several chains b.dng posi-

tioned so that the corresponding members thereof are

adapted to follow one another circumferentlally in true

paths, means for actuating the sev-ral chains in unison,

and pivoted lev-rs op-ratlv-ly conn-cted with the harness-

sections and being In fri^'tb-nal .ngag-m-nt with the

chain links wh-r-hy vibricry n>nv-m-nt. ar- imparted to

the levers and harnesses

4 In a harness motion device for looms of the char-

acter described, the combination with a plurality of vertl-

callv guld..d parallel heddle-carrylng harness ««'Ctlons.

h h> links 1 jointed thereto and snl.ably mounted horl-

zontflUv disposed laterally s-pnrated swinging levers g

i.,int-d to the tower ends of said links, of a posit Iv-ly

revoluhle sprocket wheel, and an ''"'^'^^''^ /""^P"""^' ?!

multiple pattern-chain H mounted on said whee said

chain consisting of a plurality of s.rles o -'^ably ar-

ranged connected thin units or links varying in height

having said levers normally resting upon and adapt-d to

I
t,e vlbrat-d bv th- links of the moving chain.
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8«9 972 DISTRIBUTING NOZZLE. AuobsTfS SCHMIDT,

In.lianapoUs. Ind. Filed July 19, 1907. Serial No.

:{S4.4'.>;i

Jecting pins passing through said slots and secured, one

In each reservoir, each pin being secured in its reservoir

so that it will be readily removed, each reservoir being

provided with an aperture normally closed by its pin. and

adapted to be opened upon the removal of the pin, for

fllllng.

1 Tn a nozzle of the charitci. r described comprising a

holb.w si. II provided with long narrow slots through

which sheets of water of lik- d. gree may discharge, a

T«lve for controlling the in:' t tu said nozzle, a fusible

locking device Including the frame, extensions on said

frame, said extensions provided with slots having their

opposite sides and ends cut on a taper, overlapping plates

provided with registering apertures plTOtally secured to

said extensions and resting In the said slots, blocks adapt-

ed to be Inserted into said registering apertures and fusi-

ble metal to hold said blocks In said apertur.s

•J The combination, with a nozzle comprising a hollow

sh. 11 provided with long narrow slots arranged to overlap

on- III !'-r. a valve to normally close the Inlet to said

nozzi, and provided with a valve-stem adapted to extend

centrally through and to the exterior of said nozzle, an

adjustable means adapted to take over said valve stem

and to form a base for securing the valve supporting

plates, plates pivotally secured to said adjustable means

and adapted to normally support tlie valve, non fusible

blocks extending through said supporting plates and

adapted to normally hold them together and fusible

metal to hold said blocks In position.

3. The combination, with a nozzle comprising a hollow

hell provided with long narrow slots which are arranged

to oTerlap one another, a valve within said nozzle adapt-

ed to normally close the inl-t thereto and provided with

a valve stem adapted to extend centrally through and to

the exterior of said nozzle, an adjustable means engaging

said nozzle and adapted both to tak.' over said valve-stem

an<l form a bas(> for securing tlie valve supporting plates,

means for changing the relationship of the nozzle and said

adjustalde means, the latt-r means being provided with

registering slots cut on ohli<)ue planes, valve supporting

plati'S pivotally arranged within the oblique slots and

adapted to normally overlap i>ach other and support the

valve, said plates lieing provided with registering aper-

tures, non fusible blocks adapted to be Introduced into

sa^d registering apertures In both plates, to normally hold

said plates In contact with each other and fusible metal to

hold said blocks within the npertures of said plates.

4. The herein described fountain p-n comprising two

reservoirs, a single casing for the reservoirs, the pen

points of the reservoirs pointing in the same direction, a

rocking member, gearing coune-nnu th- reservoirs com-

prising double links, each pair .-f d. nbl- links connecting

It to the rocking memlwr at ou. -nd hiuI to the reservoir

at the other end.

5. The herein described fountain pen. comprising two

reservoirs, a single casing for the reservoirs, the pen

points of the reservoirs pointing in the same direction,

a rocking member, gearing connecting the reservoirs com-

prising double links, each pair of double links connected

to the locking m-mb-r at one end. and to a reservoir at

the other -nd. and a knee plate for the links

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

889,974. FlSllING-RKEL. Frank Schreidt. Mansfield,

Ohio. Filed .Vug. 19. 1907. Serial No. 389,318.

88ft. 97.^. FOUNTAIN PKN. Daniel W. Schnf.bbk, Rich-

mond Hill. N. Y Filed Jan. 16, 1908. Serial No.

411.068.

1. The herein described fountain pen. comprising two

independent reservoirs adapted to be freely reciprocated,

a single casing, and means to reciprocate the reservoirs

within the casing, the pen points of each Independent

reservoir pointing in the same direction.

2. The herein described fountain pen, comprising two

Indep-nd-nt reservoirs, a single casing for the reservoirs,

the pen points of the res-rvolrs pointing In the same direc-

tion, a removable oi>-n ended slei'v- At one end of the

casing, and a pen and pen stock for -iich reservoir,

;! The herein d-scrib-d fouiitj;iu p-n. eomprisine a cas-

ing two independent reservoirs, means for reciprocating

the same, pen points for the reservoirs pointing In the

same direction, said casing being provided with slots, pro-

134 O. G,—88

I 1. In a fishing reel comprising a twti-part casing, a

' shaft journaled in said casing, a spool secured thereto.

I

an auxiliary shaft Journaled to said casing, a si.-eve slid-

ahly fitted to said auxiliary shaft provided with clutch

I members, a cap. variable speed gearing mounted on the
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clutCBcasing and cap and provided with clutch memtx^rs to

en»j;a«e with clutch memtHTS of tbt» 9le»?ve to Impart vari-

able spt'ed to th" spo<l, an operating handle to reciprocate

the sleeve fur the purpose set forth.

2. In a Ashing reel comprising a two-part casing, a

shaft, a spool joarnalf-il within sairl casing and mounted

apoa said shaft, an auxiliary shaft, a cap. different size

gearing mounted on said casing and cap, an operating

handle, a clutch mechanism adapt. 'd to be alt'-rnat.Hy

thrown !n and out of engagement with said gearing

through fh>> medium of said operating hnirdl<- to change

the speed of the spool

3. In a fishing reel the combination of a two part cas-

ing, a shaft mounted upon th-^ casing wltti on^ end pro-

jecting therefrom, two pinions carried !iy said shaft, an

auxiliary shaft mounted on said casim: parallel with

said main shaft, two pinions carried by said auxiliary

shaft. Intermediate pinions meshing with the pinions

mounted on the above named shafts, a olutcti mechanism

slidably mounted on one of said shafts and adapt>d to

engage with said gearini:.

4. In a fishing reel, a easing, shafts mounted on said

casing, a spool mounted on one shaft, different size gear-

ing mounted on said shafts and spaced apart, a clutch

mounted on one of said shafts and interposed between

said gearing, intermediate gears to Impart movement from

one shaft to the other, an operating handle, means to

throw said clutch in and out of enga;:'«nient with the

different size gearing to increase or decreasr the speed of

the spool and to permit Independent rotati.in of the spool

for casting purposes

5. In a fishing reel, a eai^lng, a reops>jed portion ma 1-

integral with the said cn<ing. an axis Journab-d In sabl

cflslns and recessed portion, a pinion secured on said axis,

a spool s«^cured to said axis, a shaft Journaled to one ilde

of said axl-*, a pinion mounted on said shaft, wings made
Integral with said pinion an Intermediate pinion secured

to said casino:, a sbt-ve iiaving wings made Inteerral there-

with slidably mounted on said shaft, a lefer secured on

said shaft, means for reciproi'aflng the said sb^eye

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette,]

88 9,975 AI'P.AR.VTIS FOR TH\WINr, FROZEN
GROUND, Ac. Cuari.es Schweizek. Maplewood. Mass.,

assignor to American Heating Company, Boston, Mass.,

a Corporation of Maine. Filed Aug. 1^ 1901. Serial

No. 70,M1.

chimney, an open-bottomed llue connecting said ca.sing and

chimney, and comprising a corrugated distance plate,

and a receptacle for heating materials disposed on said

distance-plate.

1, [a an ip;- . r I'u^ of the character Idescrlbed. the

combination of an open-bottomed ca.;ing. a grate therein,

a chimney, and a receptacle for heating nuterial disposed

between said casing and chimney, snbsrintlally as de-

scribed

2. In an apparatus of the character de-.cr;bed. the com-

bination of an open-bottomed casing, a ^rate ther'in, a

chimney, an open-bottomed tlue conrectlog said casing

and chimney and comprising a distance plate, and a recep-

tacle for heating materials constructed uy he positioned

on said distance-plate, substantially as degcrihed

'< In an apparatus of the character de»<tribed. the om

blnatlon of an open-bottomed casing, a crate therein, a

'^^0 07^^ FT'RNACE. Charie.s S<hwei7.er, KaptowOOd,
Mass., assignor to .\merlcHn Heating Company, BoctOB,

Mass.. a Corporation of Maino Filed May 9, 1903. Se-

rial No l.'>ti.-»'»4.

1. In A boiler-furnace, the couibaiation of a lire box.

means constructed to supply air for combustion, pahsa^'eg

arranged to shunt a portion of the products of conit>ii>

tlon directly from the firebox to the boiler, alr-pas--ag. s

disposed in tiie walls of the fire box and provi<le,i with

apertures arranged to permit admixture of air wifli such

shunted portion of the products, spaced, hollow perforated

blocks arranged in the path of the remaining products,

and an air pipe connecting said air passages and spa<-ed,

hollow blocks, whereby air is intimately intermingled with

such products during their passage through the spaced

blocks

2 In a boiler furnace, the combination of a fire box,

means onstnictcd to supply nir for combustion, passagea

arranged to shunt a portion of the products of combustion

directly from the tire box to the l)oiler, air passages dis-

posed in x\"- walls of tlie tire box and provided with aper-

tures arranged to permit admixture of air with such

shunted portion of the products, spaced, hollow perforated

blocks arranged in the path of the remaining products,

an air-distributing chamber extending beneath and com-

municatlnc with tiie hollow blocks, and conduits connect-

ing said air passag's and the said alrdlstribut ing cham-

b«'r

:v In a boiler-furnace, the combination of a tire box,

means constructed to stipply air for comb'istlon, passages

arranged to shunt a portion of the products of combus-

tion directly from the fire-box to the boiler, air passages

disposed in the walls of the fire-box and provided with

apertures arranged to permit admixture of air with such

shunted portion of the products, a passage arranged to

lead the remaining products from the flre-box through

the boiler-tubes and alonL' the boiler shell, spaced, hollow,

Literally perforated blocks arranged In the path of such

remaining products, means constructed to Intermingle air

with such remaining products durlni: their passage

throuirh said blocks, and a damper disposed In the passage

and ctmstructed to direct such remaining products either

through the boiler-tubes or along Its shell.

•^vn 077 LOCK. JoH.v H. Shaw, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to Sargent A Company. New Haven, Conn., a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed .\ug l.'i. i:>Ofi Se-

rial No. S.-^O .S<»1.

1. In a lock, the combination with a movable bolt ; of

the casing of a cylinder lock : a rotary key barrel ; a sleeve

loosely mounted In said casing on said barrel : tumbler

mechanism in sabl casing, sleeve and barrel for locking

said sleeve and barrel to rotate together or separately; a

oiinectlon b.fwecn said barrel and bolt for retracting said

bolt upon the rotation of said barrel ; a device for locking

said barrel against rotation : and mechanism operated by

said sleeve for releasing said locking device, substantially

as described.

across the open parts of the meshes and joined to the

wires forming the open meshes and of a length equal to

the toul length of the glass sheet.

2. In a lock, the combination with a movable bolt ; of the

casing of a cylinder lock ; a rotary key barrel ; a sleeve

loosely mounted In said casing on said barrel ;
tumbler

mechanism In said casing, sleeve and barrel for locking

aaid sleeve and barrel to rotate together or separately; a

leTer for retracting said bolt; means for operating said

lever up<»n the rotation of said barrel ; a device for locking

aid lever against rotation : and mechanism operated by

said sleere for releasing said locking device, substantially

as described

3. In a lock, the combination wlili a movable bolt; of

the casing of a cylinder lock ; a rotary key barrel ; a sleeve

loosely mounted In sjiid casing on said barrel ; tumbler

Becbanlsm in said casing, sleeve and barrel for locking

said aleeve and barrel to rotate together or separately ; a

connection between said barrel and bolt for retracting said

bolt upon the rotation of said barrel ; a sliding catch for

locking said barrel against rotation ; and mechanism op-

erated by said sleeve for releasing said sliding catch, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a cylinder loik, the combination with the casing;

of a rotary key barrel ; a sleeve loosely mounted in said

casing on said l)arrel ; a member rotated by said barrel and

capable of a limited rotary movement Independent of said

barrel; and tumi)ler mechanism In said casing, sleeve and

barrel for locking said sleeve and barrel to rotate to-

gether or separately, substantially as described.

5. In a cylinder lock, the combination with the casing;

of a rotary key barrel : a sleeve loosely mounted in said

casing on said barrel a spindle secured to said barrel to

rotate therewith, and capable of a limited rotary move-

ment Independent of said barrel ; and tutnbler mechanism

In said casing, sleeve and barrel for locking said sleeve

and barrel to rotate together or separately, substantially

as described.

[Claims R and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

S89.978. WlRi: • GI..ASS. Abno Shuma.n. Connellsvllle,

Pa., assignor to The Continuous Glass Press Company,

a Corporation of Pennsylvania Filed Aug 10, 1906.

Serial No. 3-'!».97tV

1. A sheet of wire glass having a meUii center formed

of an open hexagonal mesh combined with a series of

parallel straight wires united to the wires forming the

hexagonal mesh and dividing said octagonal meshes for

supporting the weight of the glass when held vertically at

the top.

J A sheet of wire glass having a metal center formed

of open mesh wire combined with parallel wires extending

across the open parts of the meshes and embedded through-

out the full length of the glass.

3. .V sheet of wire glass ba\ing a metal center formed

of open mesh wire combined with parallel wires extending

offitl

il

A. \ sheet of wire glass having a metal center formed

of hexagonal meshes the connecting wires of which are

twisted together, combined with a series of parallel longi-

tudinal wires dividing the meshes and tied In place by the

twisted portions and completely embedded in the glass

throughout its length.

5. A sheet of wire glass having a metal center composed

of a series of wire portions connected together and diag-

onally arranged to form an open mesh, combined with lon-

gitudinal parallel straight wires arranged across the open

meshes and wholly embedded in the glass to constitute

part of the metal center.

889,979. BATH-TUB. Eloenk H. Sloman, Detroit. Mich.,

assignor to Seamless Steel Bath Tub Company, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Apr. 1."). 1907.

Serial No. 368,249.

1. The combination with a sh.et metal bath tub and

Its leg. of an Integral outstanding flange forced up from

the surface of the bottom thereof, and forming the means

for holding the leg to the tub.

2. The combination with a sheet metal bath tub and its

leg, of a plurality of securing flanges forced up fi'om the

surface of the bottom thereof, and with whicti a portion of

the leg engages, and is secured to the tub thereby.

889,980. t .VN OPENER. Archibald G. Snowdon, West-

mount. Quebec. Canada. Filed Aug. 21. 1907. Serial

No. 389.588.

1. K can opener, comprising a handle, a bar sliding

therein and having a piercing point at its front end. a

suitable cutting edge, a member forming a common holder

having said handle rigidly secured thereto and extending

rearwardly therefrom and said cutting edge extending

therefrom below said handle and rigidly secured and means

for securing the aforesaid parts in said holder, substan-

tially as described.

2. A can opener, c<imprislng a handle, a bar having a

piercing point at its front end and sliding in said handle.
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a slotted bracket supporting said handle >n said bar, a

knife blade supported by said bracket, an<^ means for se-

curing said parts together substantially aa( described.

3. A can opener, comprising a handle leaving a closed

top side, a bar sliding within said bandl^ and having a

piercing point at the front end an! a longitudinal slot

therethrough for the greater portion of Its'length. a knife

blade having a suitable cutting edge, a bracket supporting

said handle, bar and knlf^ blade, and a pin extending

through said handle and through said longitudinal slot

and securing said knife and handle togeth^-k-, substantially

as described.
i

4. A can opener, comprising a handle leaving a closed

top. an open underside, longitudinal chanbels formed at

each side thereof and an orifice therethrough adjacent to

its front end. a bar having a suitable piercing point at Its

front end and longitudinal slot therethjrough for the

greater portion of its length and sliding ii^ said channels,

a knife blade having a centrally threaded orifice In its l)ody

portion and a blade portion converging to a boint, a bracket

substantially U shaped and having slots p ailnement in

the sides corresponding in dimensions to thw outside meas-

urements of said handle and receiving thK' frout end of

said handle, and slots in ailnement in the sides corre-

sponding in dimensions to thf nie;i>ni'm"ars of the body

portion of said knife and rec>-ivinE; said (...ily portion, and

a screw inserted through said oriii. .: in the handle between

the sides of said bracket and r^a. hiiii; into said threaded

orifice In said knife and holdin»; said knife f.curely to said

handle, substantially as descril>ed.

I

880,M1. HAT.
Aug. 22, 1907.

John .1 Ssvuer. Chlc4go, 111. Filed

Serial No. 389.619.

im
In a har, the combination of a plain ri

a central aperture, an annular flange

aperture, a flat disk concentric with sa

guiar standards fixed to said rim and

disk alwve the rim.

provided with

siirrounding said

ii rim, and an

lupporting said

889.9 82. EASEL-FRAME. Sam ki Steinberg. New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 24, 1908. SeriaJ No 412.416.

88 9,9 83. CORN HI'SKINQ MACHINE. Charlm E.

Storm, Trowbridge, 111. Filed Mar. 21, 1907. Serial

No. 363,637.

An eaael frame compr^sinx a frame, i-'-tainlne plates

secured to the sides of said frame, each of said r.taininK

plates comprisin:; a base plate, the center of which is

tw^nt to provide a broad bearing reoss. t top plate both

ends of which are made to engage said ba»e plate, one end

of said top plate beinsr made integral to one end of said

base plate, the center of said top plate t>eln:; curved

above the bearing recess In <al(l base plflte and providfd

on one edge with projectins luirs and a suppnrt havink'

t>ent ends rtttlng into 8al<l bearini: r.c.^is.s and held In

engagenv nt by the frame at the bark <)t said recesses,

the vertical arms of said support Nine adapted to en-

gage tlie projecting lugs on said top plate.

1 In a corn husking machine, two pairs of longitudi-

nally extending horizontal husking rolls set side by side,

troughs mounted above the said pairs of rolls respec-

tively and In communication therewith, there being an

opening establishing communication between the rtar

ends of said troughs, a sprocket carrier ranging longitudi-

nally of the trough with one stretch in one trough and

the other stretch In the other, means for driving the said

carrier whereby the ears will be carried rearwardly and

forwardly in the other trough so as to receive husking

action from both pairs of rolls, an endless reticulated

apron mounted underneath both pairs of rolls and travel-

ing transversely thereof, and means for actuating said

apron.

J In a corn husking machine, the combination of two

pairs of longitudinally extending husking rolls set side

by side, troughs mounted above the said pairs of rolls re-

spectively and In communication therewith, there being an

opening establlshlnc lommunlcation between the rear ends

of said troughs, means for conveying the corn rearwardly

In one trough and thence to the other trough and for-

wardly In the latter so as to receive the action of both

pairs of husking rolls, a driving connection between the

two pairs of husking rolls, an endless apron mounted

underneath both pairs of husking rolls and arranged to

travel transversely thereof, means for driving said apron,

and a driving connection from said apron to one of the

husking rolls.

.".. .\ corn husklne machine comprising a traveling

framework, husking rolls mounted therein and extending

longitudinally tbert^of an endless apron mounted In the

framework underneath the husking rolls and arranged to

travel transversely thereof, roller supports for said apron

journaled in the fram.-work. means for driving one of

said supporting' rolbrs, ii spro.ki-t wheel mounted at the

rear of the machine on the rear • nd of said driven roller,

a similar wheel on the rear end of one of the husking

rolls, a irtnrlni: connection between said rolls, a sprocket

chain extending around said sprocket wheels whereby to

drive the rolls over the driven roller of the endless apron,

a sprocket carrier mounted In the trim.work and adapt. -d

to carry the corn along the rolls, said carrier Including

the sprocket wheels, one of which is at the rear end of

the machine, said wheels being horizontally disposed, a

verticallv disposed shaft on which the rear sprocket

wheel of the carrier Is mounted, a bevel pinion gear on

the front end of said shaft, another bevel pinion meshing

with the first named t)evel pinion, a horizontally dis-

» posed stub shaft mounted In the framework find carrying
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said last named bevel pinion on Its front end, and a

sprocket wheel on the rear end of said stub shaft, said

sprocket wheel being engaged by the sprocket chain first

mentioned whereby to drive the sprocket carrier.

889,984. RAILWAY BRAKE. Alfbkd L. Stbeetkr, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Aug. 5, 1907. Serial No. 387.070.

^«*'

/^ ^ ^vi

1. A resillator comprising tension members constructed

and arranged to play lengthwise relatively to each other

and adapted for attachment to parts of a brake gear,

stops on said tension members, a spring Inserted between

said stops and means self-contained In one tension mem-

ber of said resillator whereby said spring can be main-

tained under an Initial compression without varying the

operative length of the resillator.

2. A resillator comprising tension members constructed

and arranged to play lengthwise relatively to each other

and adapted for attachment to parts of a brake gear, stops

on said tension members, a spring Inserted between said

stops and adjustable means self contained in one of said

tension members whereby said spring can be maintained

under an Initial compression without varying the op-

erative length of the resillator.

3. A resillator comprising a rod. a sleeve which sur-

rounds said rod. provided with longitudinal slots, a stop

pin secured In said rod which projects outwardly through

the slots In said sleeve, a stop on said sleeve at a dis-

tance from said stop pin. and a compression spring In-

serted between said stop pin and stop.

4. A resillator comprising a rod, a sleeve which sur-

rounds said rod. provided with longitudinal slots, a stop

pin secured in said rod which projects outwardly through

the slots In said sleeve, an adjustable stop on said sleeve

at a distance from said stop pin and a spring Inserted be-

tween said stop pin and adjustable stop.

5. A resillator comprising a rod. a sleeve which sur-

rounds said rod, provided with longitudinal slots, a stop

pin secured In said rod which projects through the slots

in said sleeve, a nut threaded to said sleeve at a dis-

tance from said "top pin, and a spring Inserted between

said stop pin and nut.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette 1

8 89,985. VOTINt; M.VCHINE. William H. STRONG,

Sardinia. N. Y . assignor, by mesne assignments, to

U. S. Standard Voting Machine Co., Rochester, N. Y., a

Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 29, 1898. Serial

No. 668.442.

of a plurality of terminally disconnected. Independently

movable locking bolts, and a spreader for each voting key

and having a slldable Interlocking engagement therewith

and Interposed between the contiguous extremities of two

adjacent locking bolts, each spreader being movable with

Its voting key transversely of and between the adjacent

bolt ends, and also movable with the bolts independently

and transversely of the key without affecting its slldable

Interlocking engagement therewith, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a voting machine, the combination with the tally

mechanisms and individual keys for operatinc the same,

of a plurality of horizontal series of disconnected alined

locking bolts, spreading elements having slldable Interlock-

ing connection with the keys so as to be movable therewith

and also Independently thereof, said spreading elements

being adapted to work between the contiguous extremities

of adjacent locking bolts, devices for connecting the bolts

of any number of series for movement In unison to permit

a plurality of keys within the area of the connected series

to be operated, and locking means for securing said devices

in fixed position to convert them Into stops for the bolts

associated therewith, substantially as set forth.

3. In a voting machine, the combination with movable

parts and tally mechanisms, of locklngbolts arranged In

series In operative relation with said movable parts, spread-

ers carried and actuated by said movable parts, for longi-

tudinally adjusting the bolts, tilting stops In the paths of

the terminal locking-holts of the series to communicate

motion from those of one series to those of another, and

a separate locking pin associated with each stop, to secure

it in a fixed position, substantially as specified.

4. In a voting machine, the combination of voting-keys

and tally mechanisms, locklngbolts arranged in series

transversely to the motion of the voting-keys, said keys

being provided with slots arranged parallel with the lock-

ing-bolts, spreaders Interposed between the contiguous ex-

tremities of adjacent locking-holts and having lugs fitted

In the slots of the voting keys, and movable means for com-

municating motion from the terminal bolt of one series to

the terminal bolt of the contiguous series, substantially as

specified.

5. The combination in a voting machine, of a plurality

of rows or series of ballot Indicators, a corresponding plu-

rality of rows of registering mechanisms therefor, a plural-

ity of interlocking mechanisms one for each row of indi-

cators arranged parallel therewith and adapted to permit

the simultaneous or successive oi>eratlon to voted position

of only a predetermined number of indicators in a row,

each indicator operating separately upon and remaining in

engagement with Its Interlocking mechanism when moved

to voting position and each row of Indicators and Its Inter-

locking mechanLsm constituting a group, means for limit-

ing the movement of the interlocking mechanism In each

row and means for connecting a plurality of said rows of

interlocking mechanism^ in a continuous series to form a

multkandidate group.

[Claims 6 to 70 not printed in the Gazette.]

w

889,986. MII.K RECEPTACLF. Ei.mkb Z. Taylor, I^n-

don, England, assignor to Mono Service Vessels, Limited,

London, England. Filed Apr. 12, 1907. Serial No.

367,874.

1. A paper vessel having the upper margin of its wall

folded inwardly against the Inner face of said wall to form

a reinforced marginal portion, the two parts constituting

said marginal portion being bent outwardly to form an an-

nular recess thereby serving to aff'.rd an Interlocking en-

gagement between said parts, and a lid adapted to seat in

the recess of the inwardly bent portion, said lid and in-

wardly bent portion coilperating with each other whereby

the lid Is held In place by the inwardly bent portion and

whereby the lid serves to maintain the inwardly bent por-

tion in interlocking engagement with the wall of the ves.sel.

2. A paper vessel having the ujiper margin of its wall

folded inwardly against the inner face of said wall to fnrm

1 In a voting machine, the combination with the tally
, a reinforced marginal portion, said folded margin and wall

mechanisms, and the voting keys for operating the same. 1 being bent outwardly to form an annular recess at a point
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above the fr-n^ iiiHn;in of -iaid folded portion and afford an

Inttrlocklnx engagement between the inwardly folded mar-

gin and said wall, and a lid seated in the marRlnal r.cess.

said lid and margin poiiperatlng with each other whereby

the marulnal portion holds the lid In plact and whereby

the lid holds the mamln In interlocking reljatlon with the

wall of the vessel.

M 10 IZ

fur lockinit the rock-shafr iiii.l a buffer carried by the car

and operatlvely connected to the locklntj means to releas.-

the same.

3. A fender comprising a pivoted ftnder frame, a rock-

shaft operatlvply connected to the fender frame, a levr on

the rock shaft, a latch engageable with the lever, an.l a

buffer operalivcly connected to the latrh for wlthdriiwlDj

the same from the Ifvcr.

4. A fender comprising a pivoted fend.r frame, a rock-

shaft operatlvely connected to the f^-nder frame, a lever on

the rock-shaft, a latch eniiaKeable with the lever, and

means for withdrawing the latch.

5. A fender comprising a pivoted fender frame including

a pair of beams and a cross-bar connecting the same, a

rock-shaft having a loop through which the cross bar ex-

tends, means for locking the rock shaft, and means fur re-

leasing the same.

IClalms 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

8 8 9,988. FILTERl.NCi APPARATUS. Clabence R.

Thompson, Minneapolis, Minn. KUed Mar. 30, 1907.

Serial No. .^efS.Kll.

3. A paper vessel having the upper mai^gfn of Its wall

folded Inwardly against the Inner face of sajd wall to form

a reinforced marginal portion, said folded raargin and wall

being bent outwardly to form an annular rtccss at a point

between the upper reinforced margin of th4 vessel and the

lower free margin of said folded portion thereby affordln,'

Interlocking engaging parts for said wall and marginal

portion, said reinforced portion being bent dutwardly above

said recess with respect to the wall of the vessel thereby

causing the inwardly bent marcinal portion to form a

shoulder below said recess, and a lid seated In said recess,

said Ud and inwardly folded portion coopemtlng with each

other whereby the lid is secured in place and whereby the

lid serves to hold the Inwardly folded margin in Interlock

ing relation with the wall of the v^'ssel.

4. An article of mnnufa 'tiir^- .-oinprlslnp a v^'ssel hav-

ing the upper marKin of its wnll WH;Uena<l on a vertical

line and on adjacent an- ilir Mn-s .on verging toward said

vertical line whereby a spout may l.e torrced l>y pressing

outwardly on said weakened portion

5. An article of manufacture comprlsIt»g a vessel hav-

ing the upper margin of its wall wakened whereby a spout

may be formed by pressing- -itwirl'v -n said weakened

portion.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]:ette

880,987. rr.MHINKl) FI:NI>I:R AM» MKAKK. Hekm.\n

W. Ten Br. "KK. Milwaukee, Wis. l-'ilt^d Sept. .3. 1907.

Serial No. 391,252.

1. K riltcrinsj apparatus .omprislng In "eMBWnation a

funnel containing filtering material, a r««ld»«ble cover

therefor extendlnc over the outer edue of said funnel And

an inlet conduit through said cover the dls< harte end of

g&id conduit being lower th.in the upi^r edge of said funnel.

2. \ filtering apparatu.'* comprising in combination a

fannel containing filtering material, a removable cover

therefor extending over th»' .>iiter edge of the funnel, a re-

ceptacle, a tube connecting .said r.'ceptacle and funnel, the

end of said tube extending through said ever to a point

below the upper edge of said funnel.

;989. TRANSFORMER RKOI'LATOR Wilbi k H

THO.Mrs(».v, Wilklnsburg. I'a , assignor to \Ve.stln;.'tiouse

Electric A Manufacturing iompany. a Corporal tou of

Pennsylvania. Filed June 26, 190rt Serial .No. 323.306.

1. K car-fender comprising a pivottd fender-frame, a

rock shaft operatlvely connected to the fender - frame,

means for looking the rock shaft, and a buffer carried by

the car and operatlvely r..nn.M:ted to the locking meaus to

release the same

2. A fender comprislnir a pivoted fender-frame, n nvk-

•hflft carrying a loop .Ninne.-red to the fender- frame, means

plurality of symmetrically disposed colls which are mount-

ed to revolve around the axis of the core and each of which

surrounds the core wall

2. In a regulating transformer, the combination with a

hollow cylindrical core member, of a shaft the center line

of which substantially coincides with the ails of the

cylinder, and pairs of coils which surround the core

wall and are supported by the shaft.

3. In a regulating transformer, the combination with

a hollow cylindrical core member, a shaft the axis of

which substantially coincides with the axis of the cylinder,

and pairs of colls which surround the ere wall, of means

for rotatably mounting the colls upon the shaft.

4. In a regulating transformer, the combination with

a pair of concentric, magnetizable cylinders, and a sup-

porting base therefor, of two pairs of colls which lon-

gitudinally surround the Inner magnetizable cylinder wall

and are mounted to revolve about Its axis.

5. In a regulating transformer, the combination with

concentric magnetizable cylinders and a shaft mounted

at their common axis, of coils which longitudinally en-

circle the Inner cylindrical core wall and are mounted to

revolve around the shaft.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

889.990. MECHANICAL STOKER. Harold P. Tippbtt.

Columbus, Ohio. Filed Sept. 18, 1905. Serial No.

278.846.

aire cylinder having a sui)ply port, an ( xhaust port, ports

having' communication with the fluid operated means

and a Mast port having communication with the fluid pres-

sure distrlbutinc means, a piston valve working in the

cylinder arranged to .stablish communication between

the supply port and the blast port and also to establish

communication between the supply port and one of the

ports having communb-ation with the fluid operated means

and between the exhaust port and the other port having

communication with said ra.'ans prior to .•stnblishlng com-

munication between the supply port and the blast port,

and means for operating said valves.

3. In a mechanical stoker, n combustion chamber, fuel

feeding ui.ans. fluid operated means for operating said fu.'l

feeding means, fluid pressure means for distributing fuel in

the combustion chamber, means for controlling the sup-

ply and exhaust fluid to and from the fluid operated means

and the fluid pressure means, and revolving means oper-

ating the controlling means to cause the same to supply

fluid to the fluid operated means during the first quarter

of the revolution of the revolving means to operate the

fuel feeding means, to supply fluid to the said fluid oper-

1
ated means to return the feeding means during the sec-

ond, and to hold the said feeding means against operation

during the third and fourth (juarters of the revolution of

said revolving means, aud to supply fluid to the fluid pres-

i sure distributing means during the third quarter of the

revolution.

1. In a regulating transformer, the combination with a

stationary hollow cylindrical and magnetizable core, of a

1. In a mechanical stoker, the combination with a fur-

nace and the combustion chamber thereof, of means for

feeding fuel to the combustion chamber, fluid operated

means for operating the fuel feeding means, fluid pressure

means for distributing the fuel in the combustion chamber,

aud fluid controlling means comprising a piston valve cyl-

inder having a supply port, an exhaust port, ports having

communication with the fluid operated means and a blast

port having communication with the fluid pressure dis-

tributing means, and a piston valve working in the cylin-

der arranged to establish communication between the sup-

ply I'ort and the blast port and also arranged to estab-

lish communication between the supply port and one

of the ports having communication with the fluid oper-

ated means and between the exhaust port and the other

port having communication with said means prior to

establishing comriiunleation between the supply port and

the blast port

•J In a merhiinleal stoker, the combination with a fur-

nace aud the combustion chamber then-of. of means for

feeding fuel to the combustion chamber, fluid operated

means for op<>ratlng the fuel feeding means, fluid pressure

means for distributing the fuel In the r.)mbustton cham-

ber, and a fluid controlling means comprising a I'iston

889,991. ENOBIB. Alton F Towlk. Colorado Springs,

Colo. Filed May 29, 1907. Serial No. 876,400.

1. In an engine of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a casing member for motive fluid, of a re-

clprocatory cylinder member located In the casing mem-

ber, an oppositely in.. vat. 1. r.riprocntnry piston memi>er

located In the cylind. r in. mb.-r, m.^ans connecting the

cylinder and piston members to effect their opposite move-

ments, and means for admitting motive fluid from the

casing member into the cylin-br member to cause the

opposite movements of said cylinder and piston members.

2. In an engine of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a casini: member for motive fluid, of a re-

dprocatorv cylinder member located in the casing member

and permitting the motive fluid to flow freely pa-t it to

both ends of the casing member, an oppositely movable

redprocatorv piston member located in the cylinder mem-

ber, means "for admitting motive fluid into the cylinder

member, and valve mechanism controlling said admission.

W. In an engine of the rharncter set forth, the com-

bination with a casing member for motive fluid, of means

for admitting motive fluid into the casing member, a re-

clprocatory cylinder member located In the casing m-ra

ber a reciprocatory piston member located In the cylinder

member, means for admitting motive fluid from the casing

member' Into the cylinder member, and valve mechanism

controlling such admission, said valve mechanism being

located in the casinc memb.r between adjacent portions

of the casing and cylinder walls

4 In an engine of the character set forth, the com-

bination with a stationary steam chest, of a reciprocatory

cylinder located therein and of a less cross sectional area

than the same, said cylinder having ports at Its ends that

communicate with the Interior of the steam chest, a re-

dprocatorv piston located in the cylinder, means for

supplying motive fluid to the st.am chest, and valve

mechanism located In the chest and controllinc the ports

of the cylinder

5. In an ••nglne of the character set forth, the com-

I
blnatloE with a stationary casinc constituting a steam
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chest, of means for admitting motive fluid to said stavn

chest, a reclprocatory cylinder located In, the caatng or

chest and of less diameter than the sam4, said cylinder

having ports at Its ends that communicate with the in-

terior of the casing or chest, a reciprooa|tory piston lo-

cated in the cylinder, ralve mechanism loiat.'d in the caa-
j

ing or chest and interposed between the saine and the cyl-

inder for controlling the cylinder ports, an engine shaft

having oppositely disposed cranits, plsto» and cylinder

rods connected respectively to the pistotj and cylinder,

said rods projecting from the casing or stt^am chest and
having connections with the cranks, and actuating meani
for the valve mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the <;a/. ttv]

889.092. VACUUM BOTTLE AND CASI
Van Wve, New York. N. Y. Filed Oct.

rial No. 396,983.

G. (.ARRT P.

11, 1»07. 8e-

y/ /^ /S /I

1. A vacuum L»ottle comprising' t'* > parts of easily

breatiable material having a vacuum spa • between them,

and a casing mounted th. r.'^n -ianl borrie being provided

with a sealing teut : an .1 i<m -ipiM.rt to sustain said

bottle within the casing, ainl [ii.aii-; to huM said support

free from contact with said teat

2. A vacuum bottle and casin;;, said t.ottl.- comprising

two parts of easily br»»alfablp material havini; a vai"!ium

space betwet-n them, and li casing mount-id tht^reon, said

casing having a projection in ilie bottom tfcereof, an elas-

tic support mounted ar'>und sai<l projei^fion, and said

t>ottl»' being mounted on said -Jiipp^irr. and also being

cushioned within said casino'

.'?. .\ vacuum hottie and a-iin:;, -iaiii bottle comprising
two parts of easily br-akaii!'' mat. rial, an ^dastic support
t'l -I'^'ain «i;d 'nrr;. within th.> rasin^'. an<l an ela.stlc

w i>;..r 111 >:.n'.d i^' 'u. .^n the lip i.f th>> bottle and the cas-

iDi.'. said easin_' bein^r free from (nntact s\-ith the necic of

said t'i'ttle

i A va,'\iu!!i bottle comprising two parts of easily

breaiiable material with a vacuum space between them,

and a easing of two readily separable parts mounted there-

on, said bottle being elasticall.v supjioried within said cas-

ing, and a washer mounted between the lip of said bottle

and said casing.

5. .\ vacuum bottle eoniprising an outer and inner part

of easily brealtable material connected at the lip. a sup-

port mounted centrally between the bases of said parts, a

casing mounted on said bottle, an elastic support mounted
In the base of said casing and engaging the outer part

adjacent to said support between the parts, and means to

hold the outer support In position

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaz^atte.]

>' '. MACHINE FOR TESTING ROPES. John A.

v \ ,HAN and William M. Epto.v, Johannesburg, Trans-

vaal, assignors to George Cradock, Bolton Lodge, Bolton

Percy, Yorkshire, England,

rial No. 390,396.

/

Filed Aug. 27. 1907. Se-

Jl.

V-.

1. In a testing machine of the class apeclfled, the com-
bination of means for subjecting the specimen to measur-
able and regulata»ie tension, a plurality of loose pulley*

about which the specimen Is lapped, means for holding said

pulleys with their axes In flxed relation to one another,

and means Independent of the tensioning means for recip-

rocating said pulley holding means.

2. In a testing machine of the class specified, the com-
bination of means for subjecting the specimen to measur-

able and regulatable tension, pulleys about which the speci-

men is lapped, means for reciprocating said pulleys, means
for holding the specimen and for applying torsion thereto.

3. In a testing machine of the class de8crll)ed, the com-

bination of a bed, a table slldauly mounted thereon, means
for reciprocating the table, a counter for recording the re-

ciprocations, loose pulleys atlapted to be secured to the ta-

ble about which pulleys the specimen is lapped, flexibly

mounted grips for the specimen and means for applying

tension to the specimen tbniijih the grips.

4. In a testlns; machine of the class descril)ed, the com-

bination of a 'eii, a table slidably mounted thereon, means
for reclprocatiiu' ;' • '

i le a counter for recording the re-

ciprocations, loose
J

J
!f\s adapted to be secured to the ta-

ble aboat which pulleys the specimen is lapped, flexibly

mounted grips f i tie sp.rimen. means for applying ten-

sion to the sp.'. ;:iie!i ti,;o ijh tlie «rlps. one of said grips

being capable of rotn; ii ' t\\isr the specimen and means
for locking such rotatable grip.

5. In a testing machine of the class de8crit)ed, the com-

bination of a bed, a table slidably mounted thereon, means
for reciprocating the table, a counter for recording the re-

ciprocations, loose pulleys adapted to be secured to the ta-

ble, about which pulleys the specimen Is lap|>ed. flexibly

mounted grips for the specimen, means for applying ten-

sion to the specimen through the grips, one of said grips

being capable of rotation to twist the specimen, means for

locking such rotatable grip and an Indicator for measuring

the twist Im parte.) t.i the specimen.

I

889.001. rOMIilNHIi W .\.sill'.i),\Itl> AND CLOTIIES-
PO( N1>KK Anna ."<. W.tos vv.,u in, River Falls. Wis.

l-iled May 17. 1007 Serial No. .•^74,210.

1, In a device of tl,.' e;:i-;s .l.-siTib.'-i i!ie combination

with side bars, a cb'tb.-' ii'"nidi!i^ > fiaiiiber formed with a

I central outwardly ext.'i. I ii_' tlange, means anchoring said

flange t»et\\een the Inner s:d<s .f -al.! -^Ide bars, and valved

I
openings in said cbaniU'r \\"<\i ..[i">lt." sides of said

flange.

2. In a device of the class des.ribed, ttu' ..•niblna t ion

' with side bars. ..f a .l.>thes poun.lln;; (iiamber .if sheet

metal bent to form the .hamU'r aiul a central outwardly

extending tlange doubled upon itself, the adjacent ends of

said side bars being formed with longitudinal slots to re-

ceive said llan;;e. and a red extendinc tbroiu'li the doubled

~ end of said tlaiu-e and c.>nnectii.g said sidi' bars

W. In a di'vi.e '>f the class descrllx'd, the combination

, with side bars, of a clothes pounding chamber provided

' with an outwardly extending central tl.nu'e ibuibled upon
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Itself and anchored In the adjacent ends of said 8i4e bars,

a rod extending through the doubled end of said flange and

said side bars, and braces connecting the adjacent sides of

said chamber and side bars.

gular displacement of the wheel from its normal plane, and

a bearing for a distant point of the shaft.

3. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a carrying

wheel, a driving shaft having a driving connection there-

with and taking lateral stresses therefrom, a bearing en-

gaging the hub of the wheel and capable of resisting angu-

lar displacement of the wheel from Its normal plane, and

a bearing for a distant point of the shaft.

4. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a carrying

wheel, a shaft rigidly connected thereto, a bearing engag-

ing the hub of the wheel and capable of resisting angular

displacement of the wheel from Its normal plane, and a

bearing for a distant point of the shaft.

5. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a carrying

wheel, a shaft having a driving connection therewith and

taking lateral stresses therefrom, a bearing engaging the

hub of the wheel and capable of resisting angular displace-

ment of the wheel from its normal plane, and a bearing

for a distant point of the shaft.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Gaiette.]

8S9.n9.'>. ROTARY ENGINE. John B. Walkek, Punx-

utawney. Pa. Filed Mas 23, 1906. Serial No. 318.421,

1. In a rotary engine the driving shaft running In ad-

justable tai>er bearings and cyllndrlcally hollow suflJclent

to have journiiletl therein a flxed shaft and supplied with

a stuffing box substantially as shown and descrllted.

2. In a rotary engine, n fixed shaft journaled through

the running shaft, with a crank at the end to hold It In a

fixed poslt.on. and a crank at the other end with a wrist-

pin In It at the center of the cylinder, said pin l>eing adapt-

ed to have Journaled thereon the wlnga or valves, substan-

tially as shown and described.

W. In a rotary engine, the flxed shaft threaded at one

end and projecting through a support from the base and

supplied with nuts one at each side of the support for the

purpose described and shown.

889,997. FLOOR AND CEILING PLATE. Albert R.

Wells. Southington, Conn. Filed Mar. 5. 1908. Serial

No. 419,389.

A floor and celling plate comprising two parts each

formed with a serai circular flange, the flange of one mem-

ber formed with hooks, a spring engaged with said flange

and having It.s ends passed l)eneath said hooks, the ends

of the members overlapped and one member formed with

a post and the other with a perforated lip adapted to en-

gage therewith, the opposite ends of the members adapted

to be interlocked, the said lip former! with a beveled wl^e

adapted to extend beneath the said spring, substantially

as described.

889,996. AUTOMOBILE. Ge<u<..k A Weidkly. Indianap-

olis. Ind., assignor of one-half to Harold O. Smith, In-

dianapolis, Ind. Filed June 1, 1907. Serial No. 376,824.

889,998. C<»MniN'; M Ai^HTNE. Alfred Wenxing and

c'hahlks II. <Jf;i.\i 11 Miilhausen, Germany, assignors

to Elsisslsche Mas. '. imMmu Gesellschaft, Miilhausen,

Alsace, r.ermany. 1 ii.d .luly 15, 1905. Serial No.

269.857.

1. In a moti;r vehicle, the combiiiati..ii. with the driving

shaft, of a carrying wheel mounted upon said shaft and

lUkTing a rotative engagement therewith, of a bearing en-

gaging bt)th the sluift and wheel, and a second bearing for

said shaft.

2. In a mctor vehicle, the combination of a carrying

wheel, a driving shaft rigidly connected thereto, a bearing

ent'aglng the hub of the wheel and capable of resisting an-

1. In a Heilmann combing machiae. the c.>mbinatlnn of

a rotary comb, a nii.per for gripping the tuft, a feed device

combined therewith, a picking ccmib arranged in front

of the nipper and the said feed device, and means for con-

trolling said feed device so as to produce n backward

movement of the comt>ed tuft into the nipper to hn ex-

tent approximately ecjuiil to the distance from the nipper

to the point of the tuft issuing from the nipper where

said tuft ceases to be properly coml^ by the rotary

comb, iuid to subsequently cause a forward movement of

the tuft corresponding to the degree of backw.ird move-

ment and that of the additional normal feed.

2. In a lleilmann .•..inblng machine, the combination

of .1 r.dary comb, a nipper for grii-jdng the tuft, a feed
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devlc* combined therewith, a picklnR eotnh arrnnged In

front of the nipper and the »ald feed (Jevii e. and means
for controllln< said feed device, said rontrolllng means
comprising « lever F. a cam r> for oparatln? such lever

to produce the ordinary advance of the material, a second

cam H and a lever 3 to whtch the lever F is articulated,

such cam H and lever O belnjt adapted to [iroduce a (With-

drawal and an additional advancement of the material.

Buhstantially as set forth

.S In a Ileilmann combing machine, the combination

of a rotary comb, a nipper for grtpplnf the tuft, a fee<l

device combined therewith, a picking comb arranared in

front of tlie nii>;>er and the said feed devbe. and means
for controlling said feed device so as to produce a back

ward movement of the combed tuft Into the nipper to an

extent approximately equal to the distance from the

nipper to the point of the tuft l»«uing from the

nipper where said tuft ceases to be properly oi'ml'e.l by

the rotary comb, and to subsequently cause a forward
movement of the tuft corresponding to the degree of back

ward movement and that of the additional normal fetnl,

said controlling means l)eing rutjnected to the picking

comb so as to cause this latter xi> p.irtlolpate in ItM mo
tlODS.

4. In a Hellniann combing inaiiiine, the combination

of a rotary comb, a ulpfier for srliipinj} the tuft, a feed

device combined therewith, a picking (jomb arranged in

front of the nipper and the said feed ievlce. and means
for controlling said feed device so as to proilnce a ba.k-

ward movement of the tuft into the nipper to an extent

approximately e<inal to its Improperly comtied portion

and to 8ubsf<|iiently ca>ise a forward movement of the

tuft corresponding to the degree of backward movement
and that of the normal feed, said controlling; means com-

prising two mechanisms one of which it aii.ipte<l to pro

duce the or(Jinary forward motion of the material, and
the other a backward and corresponding additional for-

ward motion of the material, said mecUanlsuis l)eing ca-

pable of adjustment to enable the advance of the material

as well as Its backward motion to be repulated Independ-

ently.

889.999. G.\<JE Foli ADJUSTING SEL\FT BE.XRINGS.
SiL.K.s S. Wilcox, Sanitaria Springs. }i. Y. F"lled Nov.
4, 1907. Serial No. 400.471.

1. In a gage for adjusting shaft Seariak's the comMna
tlon of a horizontal rod two vertical adjustable rrxls lu

adjustment with sal.l horizontal r<>d -the means of ad
JuRtment being metal sockets with horizontal and vertical

opentnirs, so that the vertical ro<ls may pass by the hori
zontal rod : said sockets havini; thumb screws for the pur-
pose of tightening against the rods so adjustably posi-

tioned, and holding them at any fixed point as they pass
one another : a third vertical rod adjestable vertically

or horizontally along the horizontal ro<1 and means for

holding said third vertical rod In an adjusted position

over the shaft, so that Its lower point end will rest upon
the outer surface of the shaft.

2 In a gage for adjusting shaft t«^arinKS. the horizontal

ro<i three vertical v^ln of equal length paving adjustable

conne«tlon with said horizontal rod, and so conne<'ted as

to be flrmljr secured at any given point along the hori

zontal rod. said horizontal rod capable of l)eing raised

or lowered to any given point along the perpendicular
rods, and means to there fasten it in firm connection with
the perpendicular rods so as to be at right angles with
said r<xls : said horizontal rod mounting upon It adjust

ably, the middle vertical rod of equal length with the
other vertical nnls, which vertical ri>d is capaWe of being
raised or b)wored, or moved laterally to any given posi-

tion and capable of there being firmly securefl and held

In position to the surface of the shaft lestini: In the

l^earings and of the center line of said shaft resting in its

licarincs. and capable of being so positioned that the lower
end of said vertical rod will rest upon the surface of the

shaft mentioned.

3. In a gat:e for adjusting shaft bearings a horizontal

rod. two rods of e<]ual length having on ibeir surface

graduation scale marks, each of said rods having adjust-

able connection with said horizontal rod. at right angles

thereto, and while thus held vertically, capable of t»elng

moved to any given point along the horizontal rod. saiii

horizontal rod being movable up or down Bald vertical

rods while In connection with them, and there tlrmly

se<Mire<1 In said adjusted position at riuht angles with said

vertical ro<ls and a third vertical rrxl. said horizontal ri>d

having ailjustable connection with said third vertical rod

connected in a similar manner as the two rods first men-
tioned ; snid rods all bein:: so positioned and held In con-

nection with each other that the third vertical rod c.in

be raised or lowered over the center line of the shaft

resting In the bearings and there rest upon the surface

of the shaft; said rods also united when belnn inverted

and placed over the box cap inverte<l. the two vertical rods

will rest upon the shoulders of the box cap. and the third

or central vertical rod will extend down Into the Inverted

box cap. and indicate the amount of adjustment necessary

between the bearings and said shaft.

890.000. -WVNINO FIXTT'KK. Joseph Wit^KiNSON,

Sprlngfleid, Ohio. Filed Nov. 8. 1907. Serial No.

401.220.

1. .\ fixture of the character descrilwd comprising a

base adapted to be secured to a flat surface, a support for

an awning rod carrle<l thereby. an<l a hook secured to said

base at a point t>eneath said support and Independent

thereof and having its free end in substnutially the same
plane with said base.

2. A fixture of the i-haracter descrilied comprising a

base adapted to be seoure<l to a flat surfai e, a support

for an awning ro<l carried thereby, and hooks secured

to said base extending outwardly therefrom on ofiposlte

aides of said supiwrt. thence Inwardly to a point In sul)-

stantlally the same plane with said base.

.'{. A fixture of the character descrlbetl coraprisini: a

base adapted to be soctired to a flat surface, a support

for an awning rod carried by one end thereof, and books

extendlnir outwardly on opposite sides of the other end

thereof and having their free ends In sulistantially the

same plane with said base.

4. In a fixture of the character de«crlt)ed. the combina-

tion, with a base adapted to be secured to a supporting

surface, a proje<-tlon extending outwardly from said base

and having a bearing re<e«s, a detachable closure for

said l>earing recess, and a book having one end secured

to said base near said proje<-tion and Independent thereof

and having lt« other end near said supporting surface

5. A fixture of the character described comprising a
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base, a projection on said base having a downwardly In-

cllned upper surface provided with a bearing recess, a

bolt carried by said base, a detachable closure for said

bearing recess having au aperture adapted to receive aald

bolt, a nut for said l>olt. and a hook carried by said base.

[Claims and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

tag means, and means controlled by the exit of the vehicle

from the block for operating said electromagnetic releasing

means.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.001 K1>E< THIC SAFETY AND ALARM SYSTEM

FOR RAILROADS. Herbert I' Williams and Marcts

Lbonahd, Vermillion. Kans. ; said Leonard assignor to

said Williams. Filed Apr. IS. 1907. Serial No. 368,909.

890,002. GRAIN -DOOR FOR CARS. Walteu S Wil

LiAMS. Clinton. 111., assignor of one third to William

Hastings and one third to Charles W. I'lfer. Clinton. 111.

Filed Nov. '27, 1907. Serial No. 404,011.

m-

fe *'

1. .\n electric safety f;.\stem comprising block sections,

vehi-les traveline thereover, electromagnetic braking and

alarming means thereon, means for automatically partially

completing the circuit of said electromagnetic braking and

alarming means on a vehicle when entering a block, and

means becoming oi>eratlve on the entrance of another ve- I

hide in the block to fully complete the circuits of the elec-

tromagnetic braking and alarming means for both vehicles.
.

2. In an electric safety system for railroads, the combl-
j

nation with grounded track rails divided Into block sec-

tions, of contact strips located adjacent said rails, electro-

magnetic braking and aiarminu means carried t>y the ve-

hicles traveling over said rails, means for partially com-

pleting a circuit of the electromagnetic braking and alarm-

Inc means of the vehicle first entering the block, means

for fully comi-leting the circuits of the electromagnetic

braking and alarming means upon the entrance of a sec-

ond train Into the block, and means becoming operative

upon the exit of either train from the block to break the

circuits.

^^. lu an electrical safety system, the combination with

grounded track rails divided into blocks, of contact strips

located adjacent thereto, electromagnetic braking and

alarming means carried by vehicles adapted to travel over

said rails, contact brushes adapted to engage said contact

strips and carried by the vehicles, means operated by the

vehicle first entering the block for partially closing the cir-

cuit of Its electromagnetic braking and alarming means,

and means operated upon the exit of said vehicle from the

block to restore said circuit completing means to normal.

4. In an electric safety syxfem. the combination with

grounded track rails dlvide<l Into blocks, of electromag-

netic braking and alarming means carried by vehicles

adapted to travel over said rails, circuit connections for

said electromagnetic braking and alarming means, means

operated In the travel of a vehicle to partially complete

the circuits for said electromagnetic braking and alarming

means, and a tripping lever for completing the circuit of

said electromagnetic braking and alarmlni; means which is

operated as the vehicle leaves the block.

5. In an electric safety system, the couib nation with

grounde.i track rails divided Into blocks electromagnetic

braking and alarming means carried by vehicles traveling

over said rails, circuit connections for said electromagnetic

braking and alarming means, a tripping lever operated by

the vehicle for partially completing the circuits thereof

upon the entrance of said vehicle Into the block, a trip

pin;,' lever operated by the entrance of a .second vehicle

into the block for fully completing the circuits of the elec-

tromagnetic braking and alarming means on both vehicles

electromagnetic releasing means for said circuit complet-

1 in a car grain door, the combination with a car body

and Its door frame, of a door section having a swinging

connection with one side of said car door frame, a second

or outer door section having a hinge connection with said

first mentioned door section, a door section above said

hinged sections, said upper door section also having a

swinging support from one side of said car doorway, and a

locking bar pivoted to one of said hinged door sections and

adapted to prevent the outward movement of said door

sections when said bar is In an upright position.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a car having a doorway of a vertically extend-

ing hinge n^d located at one side of said door frame and

inside of said door frame but slightly In advance of the

edge of the door frame, a door hinged to said hinge rod.

a second door hingedly connected to the outer edge of the

first named door, tlie free edge of the last named door be-

ing adapted to He upon the inner side of the door frame

when the door la in Its closed position, a third door of such

length as to entirely span the door-way said third do^ir

being hingedly supported upon the hinge rod and a pivoted

locking bar mounted upon the outer face of one of the

lower doors the free end of which is adapttxl to enter lock-

ing recesses formed in the door frame.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a car having a door way of a vertically extend-

ing hinge rod located at one side of said door frame and

Inside of said door frame but slightly in advance of the

edge of the door frame, a door hinged to said hinge rod. a

second door hinge<11y connected to the outer edge of the

first named door, the free edge of the last named d<.or

1 being adapted to He upon the Inner side of the door frame

when the door is in its closed position, a third door of

such length as to entirely span the door way. sal.l third

door being hingedly supported upon the hinge rod. a pivot-

ed locking bar mounted upon the outer face of one of the

lower doors the free end of which Is adapted to enter lo.k-

Ing recesses formed in the door frame, the binge connec-

tion of the lower doors with the hinge rod having an in-

clined lower surface, and an inclined bearing plate with

which said surface coacts to slightly elevate the doors as

they are swune into the car

890.003. SHTRT. John V. Wilson, Trov, N. Y.. assignor

to Interstate Shirt and Collar Company, Troy, N Y ,

a Corporation of Maine. Filed Feb. 19. 1906. Serial

No 301. 7HS.

An open-front shirt having a soft Iwdy. and a stiff

bosom formed of a plurality of plies of fabric, ail of the

bosom-piles and the body having their edges adjacent to

the front opening inturned and secured together by a

run seam and a line of «tltchlng adjacent thereto, certain
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of the boBom-plles having Intermediate portions

•titchlDg to the body, and all of the

ecured by

bos^m-pliea having

Junk 9. 1908.

ber. a felly plate, and a plug entering a mortise In the

felly throiijjh an aperture In the plute. siuh plug provid-

ing a thrust l>earlng for the NIf and having a shoulder

bearing on the felly plate and l)elng fixed ugalnat rotation

in the plate.

[Claim not printed In the (Jatette.]

their outer edges tntnrned and stitched t<|gether an.l free

from the body.

880.004. SrOKE FOR VHHK I.K WIIKHI.S. .TosEPn C.

Wise. Hlllsboro. Iowa. Filed Sept. 2p, IDOT Serial

No. 394.191.

890.005. DEVICE FOR CXTCHINC, GOTJ>-FIMN<J8. 4kC.

Edwin P. Wright. Richmond, Va. Filed Feb. 5, 1008.

Serial No. 414.;W2.

1. In an apparatus for retairin:; a veh cle wheel having

a severed spoke. In combination, a sleeve for covering the

end of the spoke, a shoe ensageable with the end of the

spoke adjustably mounted with the sleev* and an expand-

ing bolt adapted to react between the slejevp an.1 the felly

of the wheel.

2. In combination, an Internally threaded sleeve, a

screw plug running In the- sleeve and lormlni with the

wall of the sleeve adjacent to one end tWere'if a socket of

adjustable depth, and a rotatable sere-* bolt projecting

from the farther end of the sleeve, fori the purpose set

forth.

3. In a wheel comprising a spoke and a mortised felly,

in combination, a socketed meml)er engigeable with the

end'of the spoke, an expanding bolt carried by such mem-

ber, a plug engngeable with a mortise In the felly and

providing a thrust bearing for the bolt, tfie contacting sur-

faces of the plug and the bolt l>ein;,' provided respectively

with intercalating elevated and depress*! portions adapt-

ed to yieldingly lock such meml>ers ajrailnst relatlv.- rota-

tion, means for preventing rotation of tht plui.', ami means

for preventing rotation of the socketed niemt)er.

4 In a wheel comprising a spoke and a m<)rtlse<l felly.

In comi'inatic.n. a socketed memlier eni^ageable with the

end of the spikf, an oxpandln;; bolt carried by such mem

ber. a plu:; t^tu' i-*'.i' i-' '^''ti ;* mortise in the felly and

provldln.,' a thr ;^r :,.'ir;n.; fur the bolt.;and a felly plate

adapted to prevtnit rotation of the plug Und to receive the

thrust of the Ix'lt

5. In a wheel compri^in;; a spoke an. I a mortl8e<1 felly.

in combination, a *ovkPttHl memt>er t-n^aseahle with the

end of tlie spoke, an expanding t"ilr carried by such mem-

1. A device for catching gold filings, etc.. comprising a

pan, and a perforated top or cover located above the bot-

tom of the pan.

2. A device for catching gold filings, etc.. comprising a

pan. and a perforated top or cover located above the bot-

tom of the pan and below the upper ends of the sides of

said pan. the up;>er ends of said sides forming a retaining

wall around the perforated top.

3. A device for catching gold. etc.. comprKIng a pan, a

perforated top or cover therefor sildably engaging the pan,

and a rod .secured to the cover at one end and having tbe

other end bent for engagement with an end wall of the pan.

4. A device for catching gold filings, etc.. comprising a

pan, a top or cover located above the bottom of the pan

and provided with perforations and a row of op.-nlni;s. and

posts rising from the l>ottom of the pan and adapted to

cover said openings when the cover Is In place.

5. A device for catching gold filings, etc.. comprising a

pan. a perforated cover tli.r- for. and means for supporting

the pan in slldable engagement with a bench.

ICIalma 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.UO6, TFUIU.NK Wii.i.iAM*.) Wuiomt. San Kranclsco,

Cal assignor to Th^ W.-llman S.'mv.t Moixan Company,

Cleveland. Ohio. Fil-d .Ian. 7, IDUT. Serial So. 351.159.

1 \ niH.hi niiTisIng a rotary element havlnc an an

nulnr s.ti.'s .f t.u^k.T*! thereon, a nozzle liavin- a lat.ral,

rectangular Jet ontl.^t, means for d»-t1.'<tin- «at.-r throuu-h

said lateral Jet oiiil't and malnfalnln,' the rectanunlar

shape of said jet, anl m.-ans for adjusting the deflecting

mf-ans to cmtrol th.- i.assaat- of water throii-h the rec

taniinlrtr let oiith-t, and to <-lost> said r.-. tan-ular jet outlet

2' A turbine, comprising a rotary .l.m.nt having two

sets of annularly arranged axlally disposed buckets there

on. a nozzle betwwn the two sets of buckets and h;i\lng

lateral re. tannular Jet outlet.s, and means for dividing the

stream Usiilni; from the nozzle Into two rectaoirnlar Jets

and dir>Mtuu' s,ibl ;.r- axiaiiy auiiin^t the sets of buckets

ati.l lurnn^ for adju^nni,' the t tilrkii.'s-. of said rectangular

jets wiiliout cliunglug the shape iht-v'jf-
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S. In a turbine, the combination with a rotary element

having two annular sets of buckets thereon, of a nozzle

between the two sets of buckets, having rectangular Jet out-

lets, a wedge deflector dividing the stream from the nozale

Into two rectangular Jets and deflecting them against the

two sets of buckets and means for adjusting said wedge

relatively to the Jet outlets.

4. In a turbine, the combination with a rotary element

having two annular sets of buckets thereon, of a water

main, nozzles connected with the main and located between

the sets of bu( kets said nozzles having lateral rectangular

jet outlets, wedge deflectors at the ends of the nozzles

dividing the stream Into two re<-tangular jets and direct-

ing the Jets against the respective sets of buckets and

means for adjusting said wedve.

5. In a turbine, the combination with a rotary element

having two anniilar sets of buckets thereon, of a water

main, nozzles connected with the main and located between

the sets of buckets, each of said nozzlea havlnsi lateral rec-

tangular jet outlets, adjustable wedge deflectors in the

ends of the respective nn/yles dividing the streams Into

two jets and dlrectin,- it.m aj.'ainst the seta of buckets,

and means for simultaneously adjusting the wedges rel-

atively to tbe jet outlets of the nozzle*.

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

said spreading' !neiij!)er will always have a level surface to

operate on; substantially as described.

4. .\n apparatus for the purpose described, comprising a

plvotally mounted receptacle having its front end open.

means for Introducing ore Into the rear end of said recep-

tacle, a belt provided with flexible flaps that travel longi-

tudinally through said receptacle for spreading the ore

over the bottom thereof to separate the metallic particles

from the gangue, and means for lowering tbe rear end of

said receptacle and cutting off the supply of ore nutomatic-

aliy ; sulistantially as described.

5. An apparatus of the character described, comiirising

a trough-shaped receptacle having Its front end open and

plvotally connected to a stationary support, means for In-

troducing ore into the rear end of said receptacle, a belt

provided with flexible flaps which travel longitudinally

through said receptacle for spreading the ore over the bot-

tom thereof, and means independent of the weight of the

ore in said receptacle for moving the rear end of said re-

ceptacle downwardly so that said agitators will have a

level surface to operate on ; substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

800.007. All AU.\rUS FOR CONCENTRATING ORES.

Ett.NKST WiKi>ACK. Baxter Springs, Kans. Filed Atig.

16, 1007. Serial No. 388,889,

890,008. LETTER-FILE. Thilip 11. Yaw.m.^n. Rochester.

N. Y.. assignor to Yawman & Erbe Manufacturing Com-

pany. Rochester, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed June 3. 1901. Serial No. 62.864.

(̂;li

Nr^^i'

1. \n ai'paratus for concentrating ores comprising a

trough-shaped receptacle plvotally connected at its front

end t't a support, means for Introducing the ore into said

receptacle, a member traveling through said receptacle for

separating the metallic particles of the ore from the

gangue, means for moving the rear end of said receptacle

downwardly so that said traveling member will always

have a level surface to operate on. and automatic means

actuated hy the downward movement of said receptacle for

cutting off tbe supply of ore to the receptacle and for dis-

charging the contents of the receptacle; substantially as

described.

2. Au apparatus for the purpose described, comprising a

trougb-siinped receptacle plvotally connected at its front

end to a stationary support, means for Introducing ore Into

said re{e|itacle. a movable member provided with flexible

flaps foi spreading the ore over the bottom of the recep-

tacle to separate the metallic particles from the gangue,

and meati> Independent of the ore for moving the rear end

of said r.'ptacle downwardly so that the spreading mem-

ber will ^l\^ay8 have an approximately level surface to

travel ovi 1 ; substantially as described.

3. An apparatus of the character described, comprising

a trough-shaped receptacle having Its front end open and

plvotally mounted at Its front end on a fixed support,

means for Introducing ore Into said receptacle, a member

traveling longitudinally throu','h said receptacle and pro-

vided with flexible flaps for spreading the ore over the bot-

tom thereof to separate the metallic particles from the

faogae. and automatic means independent of the ore for

moving the rear end of the receptacle downwardly so that

1. In a letter case, the combination with a collapsible

tubular shell, overlapping end flaps, one of which consti-

tutes an outer flap and extends from one side of the shell

to the other and a hook member on the free edge of said

flap, having an end extending laterally of said edge and

carrying a downwardly extending hook at its free end. of

a latch member n the side of the shell having an end In-

terlocking the end of tbe hook.

2. In a file case, the combination with a collapsible tubu-

lar shell comprising side panels and a lockint: member on

one panel having a liooked end arrantxed within the outer

face and end of said panel, of a flap on the opposing panel

and a similar member on the flap extending laterally of

the edge of the flap and bavin.' a downwardly extending

hook at Its end arranged beyond the inner face of the flap

to engage the corresponding end of the other member

3. In a letter file, the combination with a body having

side panels and top and bottom panels, one of the side

panels having an end flap provided with an aperture at

the base of the panel, a catch member on said side panel

having an engaging end lying in the aperture and a second

flap on the opposite side panel adapted to overlap the first

mentioned flap, of a locking member on the outside flap

extending transversely of the edge thereof and having a

hook at the end of the transversely extending portion to

enter Into said aperture and cooperate with the catch mem-

ber.

4. The combination wiih a knock-down file case em-

bodying a shell having side panels and t'.it and bottom

panels, one of said panels having an end flap and provided

with an aperture extendinc into the base of the panel and

flap, of a catch member on said side panel having an end

lying In the portion of the aperture in the base of tbe

panel, a second flap on the opposing side panel and a lock-

ing member thereon having an end extending laterally

from the flap and a downwardly extending hook member at
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the end of the laterally extending portion adapted to ex-

tend int') ?*aid apfrtiire and cooperate wltb th>' catch.

5. The coniblnatlun with a knock down letter tile em

bodying a shell having side panels and top and bottom

panels and en<l flaps on the side panels, one of the latter

being provided with an aperture, the end portions of which

lie In the panel and end flap, of a plate attached to said

panel having a h^ioked end lying In the end of the aper-

tur--. a similar plate secured to the outer face of th<' end

flap of the opposing panel, having an eqd extending lat

erally of the edu*" of the latter and carrying a hook adapt-

ed to enter said aperture and engage the other plate.

890,000. SASII-LOiK William ZavdRb. Chi-ago. IlL

nied Oct. 8, 1907. Serial No, 31t»5.4Sl.

r^-'^

J

J
y/

y

I

1. .V ?a«h fastener comprisini; a pla?f adapted to be se-

cured to the side member of a window sash and "f siiffl

clent length to project beyond one edi:'- of th" same, and

a wedge-shaped body plvotally secun''! to the plate and

movable about Its pivot Into and out of niJ'Tatlve relation

to the other window sash.

2. A sash fastener comprlsini; a plaff^ adapttil to t>o se-

cured to the side member of a window sn^.'i. said plate

having projecting lugs formed on it>i ;.>\v. r >'d;;e and a

tongue also formed on Its lower edge ami projecting in a

direction opposite the direction of proj»Mtion of the lugs,

and a wedge-shaped txKly pivotally connecttni to the tongue

on the plate an<l movable about the same to a position

In ensagement with the lugs or to a poiifion out of en

gagement thfrewith

3. .\ window sash fastener compn.sin^ a plate having

projecting lugs farmed on its lower edge and a tongue also

on its lower •d^" pn.J-rtlng in a direcni^ii ojiposite that

of the luk.'>'. a:. 1 i .\ .!;:> ihaped body having a side bracket

formed thereon and a tongue forme<l on said bra'-ket, said

tongue being pivotally connected to th^ tongue on the

pJate.

4. A s-asli lo'k comprising a plate adapif-'d to be secured

to the sidt' uienioer of a sash, said plat>> having a down-
wardly projecting tongui' with lui;s "U "ach side thereof

and another tonttue projeiting in a dir . tion at rl;:ht an-

gles to the first named tongue and oppo^jfly to said lugs,

and a wedge-shaped body having its wide f^nd cut away to

straddle the downwardly projecting tongue on the plate,

said wedge-shap'd body also haviuk: a snli' bracket with a

tongue pivotally and permanently secutfil to the last-

named tongue on the plate

890,010. .VM.M.i . \.M \ loK t:MiLL,OL'8 Z. ZiEGi>BK, Cen-

rralla, Uasii FM-.t May \.\. U><i7. Serial No. .'ITS, 395.

1. An amaiktamator • ouipriwing a rotalable amalgamat-

ing drum, a chamber Into which the ^rum discharges.

means for elevating tnlUncs from the drtm to a point of

exit, a pocket in the cliamber for receiving amalgam or

free mercury carried out of the drum by th.' tailings and

means for closiu-' the po<k»-t to said cUamber when the

amalgam or frt'>' mer^ ur\ is removed.

2 .Vn amaicaiiiaior coiiiprisinK' a r')tHtable amalga-

mating drum, a ctlaml)^•^ into which the drum discharges,

means for elevating tailings from the drum to a point of

exit, and a po< k^^t in tlj" chamber for nveivlng amalgam

or fr'-e mercury carried out of the drum by the tailings,

said pock-'t hflng provided with two 8pai'4.d valves for per-

mitting th» removal of Its contents.

"^ Kr\ amaliramator comprlslnir a rotatabl*' amaleamat-
ing drum, a chaml>er into which the drum discharges, a

screw elevator for elevating and dlslntejjrating: the tail-

ings, and a pook-'t in said chamber offset with relation

to the elevator and b»'low the same, for collectlns amalKsm
or fre<» mercury contained in said tallincs

4. .\n amalk'Hniator con.sistlng of a rotatable drum of

greatest dlamt-t.r at the center and gradually narrowing

In diameter toward th>' inlet and outlet ends, longitudinal

lifting ribs on the inner walls of the drum, and a worm
conveyer extending from the widest portion of the drum
to the exit opening, said conveyer prou'resslvely lesaening

In diameter from the widest portion of ttie drum toward
the exit opening

5. .\n amalgamator comprising a roiat,it)le drum, a

chamber Into which the tailings from the drum are dis-

charged, an elevator for lifting the c<^ntents of the cham-
ber to an exit opening, means for infroducintt water Into

said amalgamator, and means for returnlUL' the water to

the receiving end of the amalgamator drum after It has
I n discharged from the exit end thereof.

[v'laims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,011. REiNFonrrn roNrnETE slab, anton f.

Anderson, Steger, 111 Filed June 15, 1907. Serial No.

379,145.

1 .V r''iuforeed i-oucrete sidewalk slab comprising a

thin center portion, depending marginal p.irtions. straight

metal reinforce members In rectangular relation and ar-

rank'ed in said marginal portion with their upper surfaces

on a plane with the mid hei.;ht of the slab center, and with

their ends In abutting unattached relation and a sheet of

wire fabric restinu loosely on the top of said reinforce mem-
t)ers and embedded In the slab center, for the purpose

set forth.

2. A reinforced concrete sidewalk slab comprising a

thin center portion, depending marginal portions, straight

tubular reinforce members In rectangular relation and ar-

ranged In s.aid niar>;inal portions with their upper sur-

faces on a plane with the mid hei;;ht of the slab center,

and with their ends In abutting unattached relation and a

sheet of wire fabric resting loosely on the top of said

reinforce members and 'mbedded In the slab center, for

the purpose set forth.

sittt.oij. PERCUSSION ROCK-DRILL. Uobkkt .V.npkk-

SON, JohannesbuTk,', Transvaal. Filed Jan. 23, 1908.

Serial No. 41-'..'i57.

1 .V percussive rock drill having a plurality of cutting

• dfc'' s, k.''iiding faces formed at the peripheral extremities

thereof; the points of the cutting edges being unsym-
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metrically arranged and the guiding faces being symmet-

rically arranged.

2. .\ percussive rock drill having a plurality of cutting

edges and guide faces formed at the peripheral extremi-

ties thereof; the points of the cutting edges being unsym-

metrlcally arranged, the guide faces being symmetrically

arranged and the aiik:!. s of the cutting edges t)elng differ-

ently disixis. (i relativ. !\ to the axis of the drill.

3. In a ptrcussiv. ro, k drill a plurality of cutting edges

and a plurality of guiding faces disposed at the peripheral

, \tr. iiiitirs thereof, said cutting edges being unequally

~ia .1 and said guldlng faces being equally spaced, sub-

stantially as described.

the water-line and with its axis approximately parallel to

the same.

890,013. RAILWAY-SWITCH LOCK. Llotd S. Atkin-

son, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Sept. 4. 1907. Serial No.

391,327.

• 1

1^ ^j u

1. In a switch and lo(k movement, a draw bar sectired

to the switch points, a plate pivotally secured to said draw

bar, stop means foi- said plate, and means t.i swing said

plate out of engagement with said stop means and to move

said draw bar.

2. In a switch and lock movement, a draw bar attached

to the switch points, a plate pivotally attached to said

draw bar, a resilient stop adapted to prevent the move-

ment of said plate to move said draw bar longitudinally,

means to swing said plate out of eni:agement with said

stop, and means to limit the swinging motion of said plate.

3. In a switch and lock movement, a draw bar secured to

the switch points, a plate pivotally secured to said draw-

bar, a roller mounted on said plate, the central line

through said roller and said pivotal point being parallel to

the line of motion of said draw bar. a resilient stop adapt-

ed to contact with said roller and prevent the longitudinal

movement of said draw bar. a bar pivotally connected to

said plate, stop means on said bar and said plate adapted

to limit the relative swingln;: motion of the same, and an

operating rod pivoted to said bar out of line with the

pivot of said plate on said draw bar and of said last named

bar on said plate.

2. An exhaust muffler for motor boats, coinpntiing an ex-

haust pipe and a conical noxzle ; said nozzle lieing connect-

ed at Its forward, smaller end to said exhaust pipe, and

aid nozzle standing clear of the hull and being submerged

below the water-line and approximaiely parallel to it.

3. An exhaust muffler for motor boats, comprising a pipe

connected at one end to the exhaust orifice of the motor

and at the other end terminating outside the hull near the

stern and connected to the small, forward end of a sub-

merged conical, outwardly and rearwardly discharging

noKzle In contact at one end only with the hull, and \vln se

axis is approximately par.illel to the water line.

4. A combination of an ex'iaust pipe connecting with the

exhaust orlflce of a marine motor, of a relief valve at a

point In said pipe above the water-line, for the purpose of

dlscharKinK all or a part of the gases to the atmosphere,

and a submerged, rearwardly - discbart'lng conical nozzle

connected to the extremity of the said exhaust pipe an^l

standing clear of the hull, said exhaust nozzle being sub

merged below the water line with Its axis approximately

parallel to it.

890,015. SPARK AHllKSTKR. Ri DOLF A. Bender and

WILLIAM F. SCUU.MULKO. San Antonio, Tex. Filed Nov.

18, 1907. Serial No. 402.«74.

890.014. MTI FI.KU OK K.XH.UST DKVI'K FOR MA-

RINE M<»ri »US, Ai.vAH Bauboi R. Swans Island. Me.

Filed July 26. 190t?. Serial No. 327.902.

1 .\ nozzle for the exhaust pipe of motor boats, havlnjr

one end adapted to connect with said exhaust pipe and the

other end terminating with a conical, outwardly flaring

.and rearwardly dlschar-inL- mouth piece submerged below

1. In 1 OMWmtlWli "iih a stack, n tube ret-eived in the

upper portlOfl tt«r«of and formed with a tlange seating on

the top, a cylinder havlnj: Ux lined ends, a flange secured

to one of said ends and secured to said first named flange.

a second cylinder havliii: a peripheral projection received

In the top end of the first cylinder and having its projet

-

tlon seating on the end thereof, a guide ring In said second

cylinder, a coll of tubing open at the top and bottom there-

of, a deflei tor iiaving a cone shaped under face overlying

the top end of said coil of tubing, links connectlnsr said

coll of tubing, said deflector and said guide ring, and means

connected to said deflector to raise and lower the parts.

2. In combination with a stack, a cylinder thereon, a sec-

ond cylinder of less diameter than the first secured to said

first cylinder, a enide ring in the second cylinder, a coil of

tubing having Its top and Iwttom open, the Iwttom of said

coll engaging the base of the first cylinder and formtni: a

closure therefor, means for coiinectiuL' said coll to said

guide ring, and means for raising and lowering s.nid coll

said rlnjr acting as a trnlde for sttld coll In its up and down

movement
3. In combination with a stack a cylinder ttiere<u), a sec-

ond cylinder of less diameter than the first secured to the
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^
top of the latter, a coll of tubing open at Itk top and bot-

tom, a deflector overlying the top of .aid c^ll and spaced

therefrom, a guide ring slldlngly mounted u said second

cylinder, llnka connected at their top. to sa d rm« ami at

their bottoms to the top of said coll of tubing, said links

extending through said deflector .ind Mu^ .-.innected there^

to a pulley In the second cylinder, a I.'v.t luvot.'d at the

bwe of the stack, and a pair of cables one of whU h is .on-

nected to one end of said lever and to the base of said

coll of tubln? and the other of which is ootonected to the

other end of said lever passes upward rhm^^rh the central

space between the colls then through said deflector over

said pulley and finally secured to said deflector.

aid last named ball-bearing member and to hold the same

In adj i-'-i ;- ri.,n. and sviltnble nntl friction balls.

5 Tlie ...uibinatlon with a wheel and axle, of rotating

ball-bearing meml>ers carried by the wheel, non-rotjitlng

ball-bearing members carried by the axle, one of said non-

rotating members being fixed on the axle nearer Its outer

end the other being longitudinally movable on said axle.

farther from Its end. a screw-threaded collar disposed on

said axle and engaging In a recess In said longitudinally-

movable meml>er for adjusting the same toward and away

from said fixed member, and suitable antifriction balls.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.)

«t90 0l6. ItAl-I. r.KARiNG AXLE. Fked I

cago. III. Filed Apr. 8. 1»07. Serial No.

Bby-vnt. Chl-

367.086.

, 890 017 SAFETY PROTECTOR FOR ANGLERS' BAIT,

HOOKS. LIKES. OK THE LIKE. Edward J. B.

Bdcklb. Whitby. England. Filed Nov. 20. 1900. Se-

rial No. 345.197.

1 The combination uith a wheel of an ijile. a ball bear-

ing member fixed on the outer end of said alxle. a longltudl-.

nally-movable but nonrotatable ball b.-arln.- member ar-

ranged on said axle facing said .Ued l-alll-earing memh.,-

and farther from the end of the axle, a -'"''•'";;;;'';;'.'"

said axle and disposed within a recess ir» said longitudi-

nally movable member, a series of ba!U n,n,>l„.' on each

of said ball-bearing members, and .orresi.jndu.g •"l'-^*'*-

ing members carried by the wheel and nuntlng therewith.

• The combination with an axle and h-el, of a ball-

l,earlng meml>er fixed on said axle near it. .h.t ^nd. a sec-

ond ball-bearing member arranged on sail txie i>^<^\^« ^^}^

fixed ball-bearing member and farther f. ai the end of the

axle a collar having threaded enKa»:."m^.i»t with said axle

and being disposed In a reoess In said ^.••vM Sail bearing'

member, whereby the same may Ix" a.l isr-.l touar.i nn.i

away from said fixed ball-bearln,- m-m ..,r, ,

.n-si.on.Lug

ball-bearing memlK-rs carr!-l !>v tn- -> I. ai;a a ..er.o^ ot

antifriction balls betwe.n .. t. r t... !*11 l.earlng mem-

bers on the wheel and the corresponding hjall bearing mem-

hers on the axle. - #

3 The combination with a wheel and »xle. of a pair of

ball-t)earlng members tarried by the wheel a pair of corre-

sponding ball-bearing members non-rotattbly arranged on

the axle, one of said last-named ball beating members be-

ing fixed on the axle toward Its outer end.) the other of sa Id

members being located farther from thel end of the axle

and longitudinally movable on tt... .v!. o -liar threaded

on said axle and engaging In a :— ss Lu said lon^-itudi

nally-movable member, means for prevetotlng rotation of

said member on the axle, said means comprising a proje.

tion on one of the parts and a corresponding recess forme^l

m the other of said parts, and a series of Wntl friction balls

engaging with said ball bearing meml>eri.

4 The combination with a wheel and ^xle. of ball bear

Ing members carried by the wheel and rotating therewith,

a non-rotating ball-bearing member an-aiu-^d on said axle

near the outer end thereof, means a.t:r,r..,l to have screw-

threaded engagement with said axle an 1 t > retaiu saM n,>n.

rotating ballbearing member In fixed p- *m.'n -" ,"';"';

another balM^aring member arran.-.l .-, """ /'^'^ ";."';

,ald non-rotating ballbearing mem-.- i
a -v.lh.r haMn.

'threaded engagement with said axle andjadapte.i ro enga^-.

A Mfety protector for anglers' bait, hooks, lures, or the

like comprising a case or box A hinged at one side and

provided with a clasp E. at the other side, for fastening

the case or box when closed, said box having a circular

aperture C. formed at one end thereof, for allowing a pas-

sage therethrough for the bait. gimp, gut or the like to

project therefrom, and a blunted hook D secured, towards

the' other end, on the outside of the lower part of said

case or box, by which It can \>e suspended or attached

to the reel or rings of an anglers rod, all In combination

as shown and described.

H90 018 DOSP: STOI'I'EK. Abthik W. Birt, Roselle

Park. N. J. Filed Oct. 1, 1906. Serial No. .136,838.

1 V dose stopper compostnl ..f a .ork adapted to fit in

the neck of a bottle, and a measuring tube extending

through said cork, and provided with apertures, one

adapted to operate as an Inlet, located In that part of

the tube intended to lie below the cork and within the

bottle and the other a.lapted to operate as an outlet.

located in that part of the tut>e intended to lie at.ove the

cork and without the bottle, said stopper being provided

with a vent passage independent of the main passage

through the measuring tul>e. iKjth the vent and the outer

tut^ aperture t.elng adapte.l to be readily closed, all com-

I

blned substantially as set forth.

I

o \ dose stopper, .ornposed of a cork adapted to fit In

the'neck of a bottle, a measurln-.' tutH> extending through

said cork and provlde<l with a small inlet at one end and

a mouth at the other end. said stop,>er being provided with

, a vent passaue In-lependent of the main passage through
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the Bwasurlng tul)e. and means for closing said independ-

ent vent passage, all combined substantially as set forth.

3. A dose stopper, composed of a cork adapted to fit in

the neck of a bottle, a measuring tul>e extending through

said cork, and having a body which Is enlarged l>elow said

cork, and provided with a neck which is smaller in diam-

eter than the liody. also a small inlet at one end and a

mouth at the other end. said stopper lielng provided with

a vent passage independent of the main passage through

the measuring tul*. and means for closing said independ-

ent vent passage, all substantially as set forth.

4. A dose stopper, composed of a cork adapted to fit In

the neck of a bottle, a measuring tube extending through

said cork and to a point near the side of the t>ottle and

provided with a small inlet at the point near the side of

the bottle and a mouth at the other end. said stopper being

provided with a vent passage Independent of the main

passage through the measuring tube, and means for closing

said Independent vent passage, all combined substantially

as set forth.

5. A dose stopper, composed of a cork adapted to fit In

the neck of a Untie, a measuring tut* extending through

aid cork and provided with a small Inlet at one end and

a mouth at the other end. and a l>ody constructed to hold

a predetermined (piantlty of liquid, said stopper l>eing pro-

vided witli a vent passage independent of the main pas-

sage through the measuring tube, and rnt-ans for closing

said Independent vent passage, all combined substantially

as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (iazette.]

890,019. TEMrORAKY BINDER OR LOOSB-SnEET
HOLDER. Harry F. Bishon(j. Kalamazoo, Mich., as

slenor to Kalamaroo Ixwse I^af Binder Company. Kal-

amazoo. Mi<b.. a Corporation. Filed .luly .SI, 1905. Se-

Hal No. 272,033.

cross-bar; a threaded block adjustably secured to said

cross-bar for connecting the same to said shaft
:
a rock-

shaft arranged parallel with said threaded shaft
;

a cam

carried by said cross bar adapted to throw said threaded

block Into engagement with said threaded shaft, controlled

by said rockshaft : and a spring connected to said cover

and to said cross bar for retracting the same, for the pur-

pose specified.

4. The combination of the covers : binding cords con-

nected to one of said covers; a crossbar to which the

ends of snid binding cords are secured, arranged In the

opposite cover: a screwthreaded shaft for adjusting said

cross-bar; a threaded block adjustably secured to said

crossbar for connecting the same to said shaft; a rock-

shaft arranged parallel with said threaded shaft: a cam

carried by said cross bar adapted to throw said threaded

block Into engagement with said threaded shaft, con-

trolled by said rockshaft ; and means for retracting said

cross bar when released from snid screw shaft, for the

purpose specified

5. The combination of the covers ; clamping bars piv-

otally connected to said covers : binding cords connected

to one of snid covers and arranged through said clamping

bars; a crossbar to which the ends of said binding cords

are secured, arranged in the opposite cover : a screw shaft

for adjusting said bar ; a threaded block adjustably se-

cured to said crossbar for securing the same to said

shaft : means for shifting the said block into and out of

engagement with said screw shaft : and a spring connected

to said cover and to said cross bar for retracting the same

when relea.sed from said shaft, for the purpose specified

[Claims to IT not printed in the Gaiette.]

890,020. TEMPORARY BINDER OR LOOSE-SHEET

HOLDER. IUrky F. Bishosg. Kalamazoo. Mich., as-

signor to Kalamazoo Loose Leaf Binder Company. Kal-

amazoo, Mich. Filed Mar. 7. 1907. Serial No. :^6L129.

1. The combination of the covers; clamping bars plv

otally connected to said covers : a binding cord connected

to one of said covers and arranged through said clamping

bars; a crossbar to which the ends of said binding cords

are secured, arranged .in the opposite cover; a screw-

threaded shaft for adjusting said bar ; a threaded block

adjustably secured to said cross bar for securing the

same to said shaft; a rockshaft arranged parallel with

said threade.l shaft : a cam carried by said cross bar

adapted to throw said threaded block Into engagement with

said threaded shaft, controlled by said rockshaft; and a

spring connecto<l to said cover and to said crossbar for

retracting the same, for the purpose specified

2. The combination of the covers; binding cords con-

nected to one of said covers ; a cross bar to which the

ends of said binding cords are secured, arranged In the

opposite cover: a screwthreade<l shaft for adjusting said

cross-bar ; a threaded block adjustably secured to said 1

crom-bar for connecting the same to said shaft ; a rec-

tangular rockshaft arranged parallel with said threaded

shaft; a cam carried by said crossbar adapted to throw

said threadeii lilock into engagement with said threaded

shaft, slldalily mounted on said rockshaft; and a spring

connected to said cover and to said cross bar for retract-

ing the same, for the purpose specified.

:t. The combination of the covers; binding cords con-

nected to one of said covers : a cross bar to which the

ends of said binding cords are secured, arranged In the

opposite cover : .1 «( rewthreaded shaft for adjusting said

1.34 O. G.—89

1. In a temporary binder or i^jose sheet holder, the com-

bination of the covers, comprising the outer portions and

the Inner chaml>ercd portions, said inner chambered por

tlons being formed of pieces of sheet metal folded to form

the chaml>ers ; end pieces for said chambered portions

;

Inwardly projecting rigid hinge members on the Inner

ends of said covers; clamping bars plvotally motmted on

said hinge members ; binding cords arranged through said

clamping bars and the inner ends of said covers ; a bear-

ing block over which snid binding cords are looped ar-

ranged in one of said cover chambers: a screw arranged

In the opposite cover chamber parallel with the said

clamping bars ; bearings for said screw formed In the said

end pieces for the chaml>ered cover sections, said screw

being arranged through one of the said end pieces: a nut

to which said binding cords are securetl arranged on said

screw : and guide pulleys nrrange<l in the cover chamber

containing said screw for guiding said binding cords to

said nut whereby they are simultflneonsly tightened or

loosened by the manipulation of the screw.

2. In a temporary binder or loose sheet holder, the com-

hlnailon of the covers, comprising the outer portions and

the Inner chaml>ered portions, said inner chambered por-

tions l)eing formed of pieces of sheet metal folded to

form the chambers; inwardly projecting rigid hinge mem-

l»ers on the Inner ends of said covers; clamping bars plv-

otallymounted on said hinge members: binding cords ar-

ranged through said clamping t^ars and the inner ends of

said covers: a liearlng block over wbich said binding cords
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•K loop«J arranjted In one of said cover chambers
;
a

screw arranged In the opposite cover chaiDt>er parallel

with the said clamping bars ; a nut to whlcl» said binding

cords are secured arranged on said screw : and guide pul-

leys arranged In the cover chara!.er containing said screw

for guiding said binding cords to said nut whereby they

are simultaneously tightened or loosened by the manlpula

tlon of the screw.

3. In a temporary binder or loose sheet holder, the oom-

blnation of the covers, comprising th* OMter por

tlons and the Inner chambered portion* said Inner

chambered portions being formed uf pieces of sheet

metal folded to form the charat>ers . end pie.es for said

chambered portions: inwardly projecting rltfid hlntre mem-

bers on the Inner ends of said covers; clan^plng bars plv-

otaily-motinted on said hinge members ;
binding cords ar-

ranged through said clamping bars and connected to

one of said covers; a screw arranged in the opposite cover

chamber parallel with the said clamping bars; bearings

for said screw formed in the said end pieces for the cham-

bered cover sections, said screw being arrnnged through

one of the said end pieces ; a nut to which said binding

cords are secured arranged on said screw ;
and guide pul-

leys arranged in the cover chamber contalaing said screw

for guiding said binding cords to said nuf whereby they

are simultaneously tightened or loosened by the manipula-

tion of the screw.

4 In a temporary binder or loose sheet hiolder. the com-

bination of the covers, comprising the outar portions and

the Inner chamf)ereil portions, said Inner portions being

formed of pieces of sheet metal folded to form the cham-

bers • inwardly projecting rigid hinge members on the

inner ends of said covers; clamping bars plvotaliy-

mounted on s.ai.l hinge members : binding cords arranged

through said clamping bars and connected to one of said

covers ; a screw arranged In the opposite cover chamber

parallel with the said clamping bars ; a nut to which said

binding cords are securefl arranged on said screws; and

guide pullevs arranged In the cover chai»l.er containing

said screw for guiding said binding cords to said nut

whereby they are simultaneously tightened or loosened

by the manipulation of the screw.

5 In a temporary binder or loose sheet holder, the

combination of the covers, comprising the ont^r portions

and the inner chambered portions, said inner chambered

portions being formed of pieces of sheet metal folded

to form the chambers: end pieces for said chambered por-

tions; clamplntr bars pivotally connected to said covers;

binding cords arranged through said clamping bars and

the Inner ends of said covers; a l>earing lilock over which

said binding cords are looped arranged in one of said cover

chambers : a screw arranged In the opposite cover chamber

parallel with the said clamping bars :
l*arings for said

screw formed In thf said end pieces for chambered cover

sections, said scrfw being arranged through one of the

said end pieces: a nut to which said bbding cords are

secured on said .screw : and guide pulleys arranged In the

cover chamber containing said screw for guiding said

binding cords to said nut whereby they are simultaneously

tightened or loost^ned by the manipulation of the screw.

[Claims 6 to J." not printed In the r.aziette.

;

yielding substantially uniform tension on said drag In

any position of the sections relatively.

3. A device of the character described, comprising two

pivotally connected elevator sections, a drag th.-rein and

means pivoted on one of the sections and having connec-

tion with the drag f-arrying mechanism of the other sec-

tion and operated automatically when and as either sec-

tion Is changed In position relative to Its neighbor, for

maintaining a substantially uniform tension on said drag.

4. A device of the character described comprising ele-

vator sections pivoted with relation to one another, n drag

therein, members within the sections at sutistantially the

pivots thereof beneath which the upper stretch of the drag

runs for holding it in operative position upon the bottom

of the elevator, means beneath the elevator and the said

pivot point for the under stretch of the drag, and me.ins

connected at one end to one of the sectlon.s and at the

other to the drag carrying mechanism of the other section,

and operated by movement of either section for automatic-

ally taking up or loosening the drag for the purposes

described.

5 In a device of the character described, an elevator of

two pivotally connected sections, a shaft and its wheels

located at each end of the elevator, a drag carried by the

shafts means connected to one of the sections and indl-

rectlv connected to the drag-moving shaft of the other

section for automatically and positively shifting said

shaft in one direction to take up the slack In the drag, said

shiftahie shaft being free to voluntarily shift In the oppo-

site direction to permit the drag to slacken between its

extremities substantially as set forth and for the pur-

poses described.

[Tlaims « to 26 not printed In the <;aEette.]

890 022 ORAIN-DT-MP. .losriH E. ( ami. Washington.

Ill assignor to Camp Bros., & Co.. Metamora, 111., a

Corporation of Illinois Filed .Tune 15, 1905. Serial No.

265,301.

890 021. PORTABLE GRAIN-ELEVATOR. Joseph E.

Camp. Washington. 111., assignor to Camp Bros. & Co.,

Metamora, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 8,

1905. Serial No. 254,998.

1 In a device of the class described, an elevator of two

pivotally connected sections, a single (Jraj? for running

through both sections, means for carrying the drag, and

means connected to one of the sections and having yield-

ing relation with the drag-carrying means of the other

section for automatically maintaining a substantially uni-

form tension of the drag in any posltloa of said sections

relatively.
_ , ^ „

2 A device of the class described, comprising pivotally

connected elevator sections, a drag for the elevator and

means connecting the drag carrying meckanlsm of one sec-

tlon with the other section for automatically keeping a

1 In a wagon dump, a portable platform, devices car-

ried by the platform for engaging the front end of a wagon,

a liquid pressure cylinder and piston supported by the

platform, a pump carried by the platform and arranged

to force liquid Into said cylinder, a source of liquid supply

connected with the pump, means whereby proper move-

ment of the piston lifts said devices, and valve controlled

means for discharging liquid from the cylinder.

2 In a porUble wagon dump a hydraulic pump and

means In connection therewith for raising the front wheels

of the wagon, means for automatically Interrupting the

raising movement, and other means for permitting the
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wagon and Iti raising means to lower Independent of the

pumping meftBs,

3. In a portable wagon dump, a continuously acting

hydraulic pump and means in connection therewith for

raising the front -wheels of the wagon, means for auto-

matically Interrupting the raising movement and the

means for permitting the wagon to lower Independent of

the said continuously acting pumping means. i

4. In a portable grain dump, lifting means for dumping !

the wagon, hydraulic means for raising such lifting means,

means for arresting the upward movement of the wagon,

and other means for permitting the wagon to lower at a

faster speed than that at which It Is raised.

5. In a portable grain dump, lifting means for dumping

the wagon, means operated by hydraulic pressure for raising

such lifting means, means In connection with s;ild pres-

sure means for automatically arresting the upward move-

ment of the wagon, and other means also In connection

with the pressure for causing the wagon to be lowered.

IClalm 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

cured m a recess In the middle of the edge length of the

block and having at each end other contact members of the

gage said cross arm being offset from the center of that

portion of It which fits the recess of the block so that It

may be reversed in the recess to throw the two contact

members carried on the cross piece toward one end or the

other of the anvil block.

890.025. NOSE-PIECE FOR EYEGLASSES AND SPEC-

TACLES. Walter A. Coatks. Providence. K. 1. Filed

June 22. 1907. Serial No. 380,279.

890,023. AUTOMATIC FOLDING CLOTHES-HANGER.
Marion H. Cazikr and Albtn P. Dike, Chicago. lU.

Filed Dec. 29, 1908. Serial No. 350,010.

1. In a foldable coat hanger, garment supporting arms

secured to e.ich other by a pivotal attachment, a clip slld-

ably mounted on one arm and adapted to engage the other

arm against depression, and means for limiting the move-

ment of said slldable clip on said arms.

2. In a foldable coat hanger, garment supporting arms

secured to each other by a pivotal attachment, a clip slld-

ably mounted on one arm and adapted to engage the other

arm against depression, and means for engaging said clip

with the pivotal attachment whereby Its movement on

said arms is limited.

3. In a foldable coat hanger, arms pivotally attached to

each other, a clip slidably mounted on one arm, and a lug

on the dip adapted to engage the other arm and hold the

two in operative position.

4. In a foldable coat hanger, garment supporting arms,

a slotted clip slldable on one arm to engage the other arm,

and a rivet passing through the arms and the slot in the

clip to seciire them in operative relation.

5. In a foldable coat hanger, garment supporting arms

pivoted together, a clip mounted thereon, a suspending

hook pivoted to the arms and adapted by movement to en-

gage said clip and move it into operative relation to the

arms.

[Claims r> to r> not printed In the Gazette.]

1. A nose piece of U-form consisting of a core of base

metal constructed to have a comparatively thick middle

portion and reduced extremities forming shoulders at their

Juncture with said middle portion, said shoulders being

beveled, and a gold covering for said core which Incloses

the middle part and its extremities, said covering engag-

ing said shoulders.

2. A nose piece of U-foim consisting of a core of base

metal constructed to have a comparatively thick middle

portion and end portions of less diameter than the middle

portion, thin connecting portions l>etween the middle and

end portions fc-rming shoulders in conjunction with each

of the latter, and a gold covering which incloses all of

said portions and engages said shoulders.

3. A nose piece of U-form embodying a core constructed

to have a thick middle portion and reduced parts on op-

posite sides thereof which form shoulders In conjunction

with the middle portion, and a gold covering for said core

having portions engaging said shoulders, said covering be-

ing of greatest thickness at points surrounding said re-

duced parts,

890,026. MAIL-CARRIER. Chakles B Crabtree. Man-

chester. 111. Filed Oct. 2, 190fi. Serial No. 3;iT,110.

>- "''> yj

890,024. COMBINED SAW SET AND GAGE. Albert

CHAMPEAf, Vancouver, British Columbia. Canada. Filed

Aug. 26, 1907. Serial No. 390,206.

In a saw setting anvil block, the combination with a

block, of gage contact members projecting from the edge of

the block at each end, and a cross piece removably se-

1 In a device of the kind described, a car having com-

partments, means for discharging mail from said com-

partments and means arranged adjacent the path of travel

of the car for delivering mall thereto, the top of the car

having a sunken portion to receive said maU.

•' \n electrlcallv propelled mail car. a longitudinally

arranged trollev pole pivoted off its center of gravity, up-

rights carried by said pole on opposite sides of the pivotal

point wheels carried by said uprights, said wheels alter-

nately engaging a trolley line wire, and means carried by

the car for gripping and holding an end of the trolley

pole at a predetermined point, to change the relative posi-

tions of the wheels and reverse direction of the car.

\\ \n automatic mall carrier comprising a car, a re-

versible motor, a track for the car. a line wire, a trolley

pole having Its ends extending from the ends of the car,

uprights carried by said projecting pole ends, trolley

wheels on said uprights, the trolley pole being pivoted

near its center of gravity, one trolley wheel being nor-

mally disengaged from the wire, means arranged at the

end of the track for rocking the pole on Its pivotal point
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and brln«in« the last mpntloned trolley wheel Into en-

gag^-m^^nt with the line wire, and means carried by the car

for hoidlii« Mild wheel In engagement with tHe wire, and

thf other trolley wheel off of the wire.

4 \ device of the kind described comprislnff an elevated

earner having a plurality of compartments therein, adapt-

ed to contain mail matter, a plurality of receptacles ar-

ranged below the path of travel of th.- car, a Hiding cover

for ^ach of said receptacles, a weighted lever, a link con-

necting said lever to the cov^-r. meana carried by the car

adapted to strike and throw said lever out of its normal

position thereby opening a receptacle, and means for auto-

matically dlscharglni? Into each of said receptacles mail

matter from one of the said compartments of the car.

5 A. device of the kind described comprising a car adapt-

ed to "carry mail matter, a receiving box arranged adjacent

the car route, means carried by aaid receptacle for open-

InR the same, and means carried by the car aflapted to en-

gare and operate raid openlnK means, means for auto-

matically delivering; mail from one of the bote*. Into said

receptacle, a pivoted box adapted to receive mall matter

and suspended In a plane above that In which the car

travHs means for normally holding the said pivoted box

in a hoHsontal position and means carried by the car

adapted to strike said box holding means and release the

box. thereby discharging mail matter from the box Into

the car, as the car passes beneath It.
,

890 027 DE^'ICE FOR REMOVING BOTTLE - CAPS.

r'rBTis L. CRtvER. Chicago, 111. Filed May 1. 1907. Se-

rial So :^71,2S.^.

flectora being slightly shorter than the one In front of it.

a chamber for coal located at the mouth of the Are b<3X.

means for supplying coal to said chamber through the top

thereof, means for supplying compressed air to said cham

ber to blow the said coal therefrom, a second pipe located

at the rear of the ash pit and discharging toward said

1 v. tool for removing bottle caps comprising a body

portion adapted to be grasped between ^""/'«*"" ;'
^J^

hand, and an Impaling pin extending out from '^'I'd ^^^

portion and a suspending ring formed integral with a

piece of wire lying within the body portion and held from

turning with relation thereto.

• \ tool for removing bottle caps having- a body por-

tion adapted to be grasped between the flng-rs of the hand

and comprising two substantially-circular plates; a sub-

stantlallv semicircular wire lying betweett said plates

an impaiing pin at one .nd of said wlr. extending out

from said body p-.rtion. and a suspending ring at the other

^"•5'
K tool for removing bottle caps having a t.ody por-

tion adapted to he grasp.-d between the tlngars of the hand

and comprising a plate having an annular groove therein :

a d'sk fitting over said plate and closing laid groove
;
a

substantial! V semi-circular wire lying wlthlD said groove:

a curved Impaling pin formed integral with one end of

said wire and extending out from said body portion
:
and

a suspending ring formed inr.gral with the other end of

said wire.

deflectors, a hinged closure for the mouth of the coal cham-

ber, and a lever connected to said hinged closure, said

lever passing through the upper wall of the chamber and

then through the rear wall thereof to the exterior of the

furnace.

890 0'.nt MASSAGE INSTRUMENT. William H D*

Camp. Von Wayne. Ind. Filed June 29. 1906 Serial

No. .3-J4.023.

890 0''8 FINE-FUEL FURNACE. Daniel Cidwobth.

Shelburne. Mass Filpd Sept. 27, 1907 Serial No.

.394.851.

1. In a fine fuel furnace, the combinatjon with a flre

box. and an ash pit of a grate separating tl»e flre box from

the ash pit, a plurality of deflectors carried by said grate

and depending Into the ash pit, the lower ends of said de-

flectors being curved rearwardly and each of raid deflec-

tors b-^ing slightly shorter than the one IB front of It. a

chamber for coal, means for supplying coaipressed air to

said chamber, and a second pipe located at the rear of

the aah pit and discharging toward said desflectors.

2. In a fine fuel furnace, the comblnaClon with a flre

box and an aah pit. of a grate separating the flre box from

the ash pit. a plurality of deflectors carrlad by said i?rate

and depending Into the ash pit. the lower ends of said

d^fl-^'^tors being rearwardlv carved and e»ch of said de-

1 In a massage instrument, a h.^ad having therein a

rotatable shaft ; an actuating meml..>r in pivotal conneo

fion with the shaft and having a ball in fixed relation

therewith and which normally rang.-s in line witti the

axial center of the sliaft ; a gyratory momber in sup-

ported relation with the h^ad and In line with the axial

center of said shaft and having at Its Inner end a cup

which engages with said ball to be actuated thereby
;

a

cylinder loosely mounted upon the shaft and ranging

within the nead: a sliding key having connection with

the cylinder and actuating relation with the actuating

member adapted to tilt the latter; and means for adjust-

ing said cylinder.
•> In a massage instrument, a head having a hollow

foi^ard end: a cover fitting the hollow end of the head :

a rotatable shaft mounted in the head: a tilting actuating

member In pivotal connection with the rotatable shaft
:
a

gyratory member mounted In said cover and having con

n'pctlon with the actuating member to be driven thereby:

and means in connection with the shaft to tilt fhp actu-

ating member
3 In a massage Instniment, a rotatable shaft ; a gyrn

torF member mounted with Its axial center normally In

, line with that of the shaft, the said member having n
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socket at Its luwT end : an actuating member pivotally

connected with the shaft and having a ball normally held

In line with the axis thereof and which extends Into the

socket of the gyratory member; and means to press said

actuating member to move the ball out of line with the

axis of the ahaft.

4. In a massage Instrument, a head having in connec-

tion therewith a gyratory member and tilting actuating

member therefor: a movable cylinder In the head having

means In connection therewith to tilt the actuating mem-

ber : and an adjusting rod having an eccentric pin thereon

which engages the cylinder and Is adapted to adjust the

latter when the rod is turned, and having alsu meana to

hold the rod In adjusted positions.

880,030. ELECTRIC RAILWAY BOND. .Tohn DOLAN.

Dayton. Ohio. F'iled June 15, 1906. Serial No.

.'>2 1.800.

boppen. Bald gable housing providing a longitudinal cen-

tral dlatributing flue : a fan located between said rows of

hoppers and communicating with said distributing flue ;

and a dumping floor above said gable housing.

4. A kiln house having a first floor : two rows of hop-

pers on said first floor, said hoppers having inclined sides :

a gable housing extending longitudinally and centrally

within said building and forming a continuation of the

Inclined sides of said hoi.perf^. said gable housing pro-

viding a longitudinal central distributing flue: a fan lo-

' cated on said first floor between said rows of hoppers and

;
communicating with said distributing flue : and a dumping

floor above said gaMe housing and constituting the sec-

ond floor of the hou'ie

5. .\ kiln house having a gable housing therein extend-

ing longitudinally and centrally within the house and pro-

viding a longitudinal central distributing flue: air sup-

plying means connected with said distributing flue, said

gable housing having openings in Its opposite sides ; a

closure for each of said openings pivoted at Its upper

end to said gable housing : and a weight mounted upon

the inner side of said closure and adjustable toward and

away from the upper end of the closure.

A rail bond composed of laminated strips having

solidified terminals each of which has two Integrally-

Joined non apertured lugs adapted to unite the bond ter-

minals to adjacent ends of rails by compressing said lugs

into openings in the rails provided therefor, the lengths

of said lugs being approximately equal to the portions of

the rails penetrated thereby, and each of said lugs being

provided at its base with a surrounding shoulder by

means of which suitable space Is provided between the

bond terminals and the rails for the application of solder.

M0,081. MALTING -KILN John F. Dornkeld, Chi

cag». 111. Fll«d June 15. 1906. Serial No. :?21,876.

/ i

>, /

1 A kiln house having a flrst floor : means located cen-

trally of said first floor for passing heated air through

the building: malt hoppers on said flrst floor at opposite

sides of said means : and a dumping floor constituting

the second floor of the kiln.

L'. A kiln house having a flrst floor ; a mixing fan upon

said floor and located centrally thereof: means for sup-

plying air to said fan : a distributing flue extending lon-

gitudinally of the building above said fan :
hoppers on

said flrst floor at opposite sides of said fan and below

aid distributing flue; and a dumping floor constituting

the necond fl«.w>r of the house

I'.. \ kiln house having two rows of hoppers therein,

said hoppers having inclined sides; a gnlile housing ex-

Tending longitudinally and centrally wltliln said building

and forming a continuation of the inclined sides of said

890,032. UNIT-BAR FOR CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
Julian O. Ellinger, New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 18,

190C. Serial No. 335.112.

••'
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8 9 0.033. REINFORCEMENT FOR COKCRETE CON-

STHTCTION. Julias O. Ellingku, New York. N. Y.

Fi:ed Mar. 4. 1»07. Serial No. 360,310.

dlnal reinforcing: bars or tension members arranged on

each Bide thereof, of an open web InteRral with the said

tension members connecting the same and formed to con-

stitute a series of arched shear members extending trans-

versely from the tension members and lonifltudlnally ex-

tendlDK strip connecting the crowns of the arche<l mem-

ber*, said shear members and strip all engaging flatwise

the main body of the concrete.

1. A reinforcement for concrete and other material hav-

ing at each side thereof a tension member composed of a

plurality of rods or bars and an apertured web connecting

the same with each other, between their ends and extend-

ing along one of said bars, and separately farmed arms ar-

ranged between said side members and arch«d between the

same, having their ends projecting through the apertures

In the webs thereof.

2. A reinforcement for concrete and other material hav-

ing at each side thereof a tension member composed of a

plurality of rods or bars and an apertured web connecting

the same with each other, between their ends and extend

tng along one of said bars and separately farmed arms ar

ran^'ed between said side members and arched l)etween the

same, having their ends projecting through the apertures

in the webs thereof and bent to position the reinforce

ment in the form.

3. A reinforcement for concrete and other material, hav

ing sidi' members each composed of a pluraJity of rods or

bars in different planes, and an apertured web connecting

the same with each other, between their ends and extend

ing along the lower bar. and separately formed arms ar-

ranged In arched loops between said side members and

having their ends projecting through the apertures in the

webs thereof

4. A reinforcement for concrete and other material, hav

Ing side meml*rs each composed of a plurality of rods or

bars in different pianes, and an apertured iseb connecting

the same with each other, l^tween their ends and extend-

ing along the lower bar and separately formed arms ar-

ran^-eil In arched loops between said side members and

having their ends projecting through the apertures In the

webs thereof and bent to position the reinforcement In the

form.

5 A reinforcement for concrete and othec material, hav

ing side members t-ach composed of a plurality of rods or

bars in different piaues, and an apertured web connecting

the same with each other, between their ends and extend-

ing along the lower bar, and separately formed arms ar-

ranged in arched lo<3ps between said side members and hav-

ing their ends projecting through the apertures In the

webs thereof and variously bent to position the side mem-

bers with respect to each other and In the form

[Claims »i to 1-' not printed In the Gatette.]

3. In a unitary reinforcing frame for a concrete or

cementltlous Ixxly. the combination with a plurality of

main longitudinal bars at each side thereof, arranged In

different horizontal planes and connected with each other

throughout a portion only of their length, of an open web

connecting the lower bars with each other and constitut-

ing a series of arched shear members which extend trans-

versely of the frame and engage flatwise the main body of

the concrete.

4. In a unitary reinforcing frame for a concrete or

cementltlous body, the combination with a plurality of

main longitudinal bars at each side thereof, arranged In

different horliontal planes and provided with an Integral

web which connect with each other the bars at the respec

five sides, each end of one bar at each side of the frame

bent upward, of an Integral open web connecting the lower

bars with earh other and constituting a series of arched

shear memb.-rs which .-.xtfud tran.sverscly of the frame

and engage flatwise the main body of the concr.-ti'.

5. A unit frame for reinforcing concrete and other ma

terial. comprising longitudinally extending side memt»ers.

each provlde<l with r.xis or bars and a web connecting the

rods or bars with eaeti other throughout a portion of the

length thereof, the ends of one of said rods or bars bent

divergently to a plane above said weti
;
and a series of

straps extending transversely of the frame and having

their ends fixedly connected to the side memlwTs, said

straps being so dl8p<:)fled as to t* adapted to encircle the

main portion of the concrete and to support the frame

therefrom and have a llatwise engagement therewith.

[Claim tJ not printed In the liazette. 1

800.034 UNIT FRAME FOR rONCRETE CONSTRUC-

TION. JrLiA!* O. ELLtNGEK. Ncw York. N Y. Filed

Mar* 4. 1907 Serial No. .'^60,:^11.

1. In a unitary reinforcement means far a concrete or

cementltlons body, the combination with main longitu-

dinal reinforcing bars or tension members arranged on

each side thereof, of an open web connectUg the same and

constituting a series of arched shear members extending

transversely from the tension members and connected at

their crowoB by a longitudinal strip, said shear members

and strip all engaging flatwise the main body of the con-

*> In a unitary reinforcing means for a concrete or

cementltlous body, the combination wltfc main lon^ltu-

8 9 0,035. REINFORCEMENT FOR CONCRETE CON-

STRUCTION. JiLiA.v O. Elli.nokr, New York, N. Y.

Filed May 14. 1!>«»7 Serial No. 373.633.

1. In a reinforcing means for concrete construction, a

reinforcing girder comprising longitudinal rtxls or bars or

tension meml)ers, and a shear member, said shear member

composed of a network -f longitudinal and transverse

rods or arms fixedly united to each other at their places

of Intersection, said network arched between the tension

members and suitably secured thereto

2. In a reinforcement for concrete constnictJon. a pln-

rallty of spaced reinforcing girders, each comprising Ion

gitudlnal rods or bars or tension members and a network

composed of a connected series of rods or arms bent Into

arch forms between the tension members and suitably se-

'

cured thereto, said network having Its elements fixedly

united with each other at their places of Intersection, and

a second netting extending from one reinforcing girder to
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another and fixedly connected thereto and having Its ele-

ments fixedly united to each other at the places of inter-

section.

3. A reinforcement for concrete construction consisting

of a plurality of space<l reinforcing girders, each having a

series of arched rods or arms, and tension members to

which the same are secured, longitudinally extending rods

or arms connecting the arch rods, a netting extending

from one to another between the arched rods, resting on

the longitudinal rods, and additional rf>d8 or arms at the

junctions of the arched rods and netting, for attaching

the same to each other.

4 In a reinforcement for concrete construction, a plu-

rality of .spaced reinforcing girders each comprising longi-

tudinal rods or bars forming tension members, and a net-

work composed of a series of rods or arms bent Into arch

forms between the tension members and provided with a

longitudinal connecting rod or arm which Is fixedly united

to the other rods of the network at the places of intersec-

tion, a second netting extending from one girder to an-

other and resting on said longitudinal rods, and additional

rods or arms at the Junction of the arched rods and net-

ting, for attaching the same to each other.

6. A reinforcement for concrete construction, consisting

of a series of spaced girders, said girders being formed of

a pair of side members and a shear meml>er consisting of

a series of vertical loops formed of bent rods or arms and

longitudinally extending rods or arms connecting the

same with each other, said bent rods having their ends se

cured to the side meml)er8. a netting or mesh extending

from one girder to the other and formed of a series of lon-

gitudinal rods, and rods or arms extending under the loops

arms welded together, said netting resting upon said lon-

gitudinal rods, and rods or arms extending under the loops

and over the rods of the mesh to secure the said mesh to

the girders.

[Claims to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.08 6. REINFORCEMENT FOR CONCRETE CON-
STRUCTION. JiLiAN O. Elli.nger, New York, N. Y.

Filed July 5, 1907. Serial No. 382,155.

1. A reinforcement for concrete comprising longitu-

dinal memt>ers at the sides thereof, and a series of con-

tinuous hoops, each extending transversely of the rein-

forcement and adapted to Inclose the main portion of the

concrete and attached to the side members, and means con-

necting the hoops with each other and extending longitu-

dinally of the reinforcement and fixedly united to said

hoops.

2. A reinforcement for concrete comprising longltu

dlnal memt)ers at the sides thereof, loops or stirrups con

nected with said members and located outside thereof and

extending transversely of the reinforcement, each of said

loops or stirrups having means which connects Its limbs

with each other, forming hoops adapted to Inclose the

main tuKly of the concrete on all four sides, and means ex-

tending longitudinally of the reinforcement, arranged on

each side thereof and fixedly united to the side limbs of

the hooi)s and forming therewith a mesh or netting.

3. A reinforcing frame for concrete, comprising a pair

of rixls or bars extending longitudinally of the frame and
arranged at each side thereof, one rod or bar of each pair

having its ends bent to a plane above that of the other

rod or l>ar thereof, to form compression elements, and
shear elements comprising hoops which extend trans-

versely of the frame and are adapted to Inclose the main
body of the concrete on all four sides and are fixedly con-

nected with the longitudinal rods or bars and with the

compression elements, said shear elements provided with

longlttidlnal connecting rods which are fixedly tjnlted to

the hoops and are arranged at each side of the frame.

4. A reinforcing frame for concrete, comprising a plu-

rality of rods or bars at the sides of the frame, a series

of hoops extending transversely of the frame and adapted

to inclose the main body of the concrete on four sides, and

having eyes which connect them with .the rods or bars, and

means connecting the hoops with each other and fixedly

united thereto and extending longitudinally of the frame.

T). A reinforcing frame for concrete, comprising a plu-

rality of rods or bars at each side thereof extending longi-

tudinally of the frame, means connecting the rods or bars

at the respective sides of the frame with each other, and
shear members having limbs which are arranged at the

sides of said rods or bars and are provided with trans-

verse elements which extend through said connecting

means, said shear members being closed on four sides and

extending above and below the longitudinal rods or bars

and adapted to Inclose the main portion of the concrete.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.037. TYPE - WRITING MACHINE. Jacob Felbel.

New York. N. Y., assignor to Union Typewriter Com-
pany, Jersey City, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Nov. 21. 1906. Serial No. 344,455.

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

ribbon having a plurality of printing fields, of means for

automatically vibrating the ribbon so as to move different

wldthwise portions of one of the printing fields to and
from the printing point at printing operation ; hand-actu-

ated means operative to render said vibrating means inop-

erative at will ; and hand actuated means oiieratlve at will

to position the ribbon with another of its printing fields at

the printing point.

2. in a typewriting machine, the combination with a

ribbon having a plurality of printing fields, of a ribbon

carrier : finger keys ; connections between said finger keys

and said ribbon carrier, which connections are operative

to move the ribbon carrier when the finger keys are actu-

ated so as to bring different wldthwise portions of one of

said ribbon fields Into use : means for displacing one por-

tion of said connections relatively to another so that actu-

ation of the finger keys will be inoperative to transmit mo-

tion to the ribbon carrier : and means operative to set said

ribbon carrier to bring another printing field of said ribbon

into use

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

ribbon having a plurality of printing fields : of a vibratory

ribi>on carrier : actuating means therefor comprising a

link and a lever normally connected together; automatic

means for varying the point of connection between said

link and lever to vary the throw of the ribbon carrier and
use the ribbon wldthwise In one of said fields; means for

disconnecting said link and said lever at will ; and means
for moving said ribbon carrier at will so as to bring

another of said fields of the ribbon opposite the printing

point.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

ribbon having a plurality of printing fields; of a vibratory

ribbon carrier : actuating means therefor comprising a

link and a lever normally connected together; automatic

means for varying the point of connection between said

link and lever to vary the throw of the ribbon carrier and
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use the ribbon widthwise in one of said fleldp ;
means for

dficonneoting said link and said lever at will, said means

comprising a slidatile member, a camming njember opera-

tive thereon, a finger piece, and connections between said

finger piece and said camming member, aad means for

moving said ribbon carrier at will so as to bring another

of said Helds of the ribbon opposite the printing point.

.1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

ribbon having a plurality of printing fields; Of a vibratory

ribbon carrier ; actuating means therefor comprising a Unit

and a lever normally connected together : automatic means

for varying the point of connection between said link and

lever to vary the throw of the ribbon carrier and use the

ribbon widthwise in one of said fields : meaas for discon-

necting said link from said lever at will ; and means for

moving said ribbon carrier at will so as to Iring another

of said fields of the ribbon opposite the printing point, said

last named means comprljiing a shifting member or finger

operative on said lever, a finger piece, and connections be-

tween said finger and said finger piece.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.J

890.03S AUTOMATIC STOP-MOTION FOa KNITTING
MACHINES. Richard Filtz and At>raED I^ke. Kings-

ton. Ontario. Canada Filed May u'3, 1907. Serial No.

3T5.19.3.

pa.sses. means for rotating said stripper when pre.ssure is

applied thereto, wherel>y said thread is released from said

thread wire, and devices controlled by said slide for stop-

ping the knitting machine.

4 in a stop motion for knitting machines. In combina-

tion with a belt sliipper and a brake, a pivoted thread wire

controlling the same held in raised position by the knitting

thread, and a waste stripjter through which said thread

passes, and means for rotating said stripper when pressure

IS applied thereto, wtieretiy said thread is relea.sed from

said thread wire

5. In a stop motion for knitting machines, in combina-

tion with a belt shipper and a brake, a pivoted thread wire

controlling the same held in raLsed position by the knit-

ting thread, and a rockable and rotatftt)le waste stripper

through which said thread passes, a spring normally tend-

ing to rotate .said stripper, and means preventing such

rotation but arranged when pressure i.s applied to said

stripper to permit rotation thereof, whereliy the knitting

thread is released from engagement with the thread wire.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

,S90.039. MACHINE FUK -MOLDING CONCRETE OR
CEMENT BRICK. John 8. Fish. South Bend, Ind.

Filed Apr. J5, 1907. Serial No. 370,25d.

1. In a stop motion for knitting machines, a laterally
|

movable slide, a spring for operating said slide, a pivoted
i

trigger, and means co.lperating therewith far holding said '

spring compressed in position to op«rate said slide, a ver

tlcally sliding weight in proximity to said trigger, a lever

having an arm encaeing said weight and holding the same

m its raised position a pivoteii thread wire held in raised
,

position by the knitting thread, an arm on said wire ar- '

ranged when said wire is relea.sed to contact said weight

supporting lever to relea.se said weight whereby said trig-

ger is tripped, and devices controlled by said slide for stop-

ping the knitting machine.

•J. In a stop motion for knitting machines, a laterally

movable slide, a spring for operating said ailde. a pivoted

trigger and means co»>p*'rating therewith far holding said

spring comprea.sed in position to operate said slide, a piv-

oted thread wire held in raised position h^ the knitting

thread, connections between said wire and said trigger

whereby when said wire is released said trigger Is tripped,

'a waste stripper through which said thread passes, means

for rotating said stripper when pressure is applied there-

to, whereby said thread is released from sajd thread wire,

and devices controlled by said allde for stopping the knit-

ting machine.

3. In a stop motion for knitting machines, a laterally

movable slide, a spring for operating said »llde. a pivoted

trigger, and means coiiptTating therewith for holding said

spring compres.sed in position to operate s^id slide, a ver-

tically sliding weitrht in proximity to said trigger, a lever

having an arm engaging said weight and holding the same

In its raised position, a pivoted thread wlr9 held in raised

position by the knittlne thread, an arm oa said wire ar-

ranged when said wire is released to contact said weight

supporting lever to release said weight whereby said trig-

ger is tripped, a waste stripper through whjch said thread

1. .\ machine for molding concrete or cement bricks com-

prising a frame, a mold mounted upon the frame Including

a fixed side, a swinging side member and a swinging top

member, an operating handle, and means for slmulta-

neoualy swinging the swinging aide and top members out

of operative position.

2. A machine for molding concrete or cement bricks com-

prising a frame, a mold mounted upon the frame Including

a fixed aide, the fixed side having silts, a swinging side

member and a swinging top member for the mold, a header

slldably mounted upon the frame In the rear of the mold

and provided with partition members adapted to be pro-

jected Into and out of the mold through the silts of said

fixed member, an operating handle, and connections be-

tween the swinging side member, the header, and the oper-

ating handle to shift the swinging side member and header

toward and away from each other.

3. .\ machine for molding concrete or cement bricks

comprising a frame, a mold mounted upon the frame In

eluding a fixed side, the fixed side having slits, a swinging

side member, a swinging top member for the mold, a header

slldably mounted upon the frame In the rear of the mold

and provided with partition members adapted to be pro-

jected Into and out of the mold through the silts of said

fixed side member, an operating handle, connections be-

tween the swinging side member, the header, and the oper-

ating handle to shift the swinging side member, and header
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toward and away from each other, a treadle, and locking

and compressing levers having connection with the treadle

for engagement with the top member to pull the latter

down tightly upon the mold to compress the material

therein.

4. A machine for molding concrete or cement bricks

comprising a frame, a mold mounted upon the frame In-

cluding a fixed side, the fixed side having slits, a swinging

side member, a fixed top member for the mold, a header

slldably mounted upon the frame In the rear of the mold

and provided with partition members adapted to be pro-

jected Into and out of the mold through the silts of said

fixed side member, an operating handle, connections be-

tween the swinging side member, the header, and the oper-

ating handle to shift the springing side member and header

toward and away from each other, and means constructed

and arranged to exert a downward pull upon the top mem-

ber to lock the same upon the mold and compress the ma-

terial therein.

.'«. .\ machine for molding concrete or cement bricks

comprising a frame, a mold mounted upon the frame In-

cluding a fixed side having slits, a swinging aide member.

a swinging top member for the mold, a header slldably

mounted upon the frame in the rear of the mold and pro-

vided with partition members adapted to be projected Into

and out of the mold thiough the slits of said fixed side

members, means having connection with the swinging

side member, the header, and the operating handle to

shift the swinging side member and header toward and

away from each other, a spring actuated treadle, and lock-

ing levers having connection with the treadle upon the

opposite side of the machine for engagement with opt>osite

ends of the top member to exert a downward pull upon the

latter to lock it and compress the material within the

mold.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazette.]

t

8 90,04 0. DRAFTING INSTRUMENT. Fitzhcgh C.

Flynt, Pensacola. Fla Filed Mar, 18, 1907. Serial

No. 362.866.

1. The combination, in a drafting instrument, of a flat

bar having a groove and a straight edge, the said straight

edge being formed by the edge of the fiat bar parallel to

the groove ; two stop screws on the straight edge to prop-

erly limit the motion of a frame along said straight edge
,

fastenings on the flat bar for a measuring scale, the fasten-

ings having a horizontal screw at one end of the flat bar,

the svTiw pressing against the end of the scale nearest the

zero point, and a spring pressing the other end of the

scale, the fastenings being arranged to make the scale ad-

justable with regard to an Index and also to make the

scale removalile ; measuring scales having a zero point

near one end and suitable divisions, these scales to be held

along the aforesaid straight edge by the said fastenings;

a prick pin located near the end of the flat bar nearest

the zero point of the scale ; a spring to keep the prick pin

lifted except when pressed down , a side spring on the flat

bar ne.ir the end farthest from the zero point of the scale ;

a prick pin. arranged to be lifted and lowered, passing

vertically tlirouph the end of the side spring and a screw

passing horizontally through the side spring near Its end,

pressing against the side of the flat bar and arranged to

cause, when turned, slow rotation of the Instrument when

the prick pin is raised.

2. The combination, in a drafting instrument, of a frame

properly shaped carrying the combination, as follows ; a

rolling protractor having a projection to strike a stop

spring and having means of adjustment relative to the

pivot about which it rolls ; a stop spring to set the pro-

tractor at zero ; a pivot pin with prick point arranged to

be lifted and lowered so that when lifted the frame can

be moved to new positions and when lowered it forms a

fixed pivot around which the protractor rolls and the

frame slides ; a vernier to be used in reading angles on the

protractor ; flat springs to support the vernier ; means of

pressing the vernier against the protractor to act as a

clamp ; two rulers having changeable mea.suring scales

and at right angles to each other, the lines of the ruling

edges intersecting at the aforesaid pivot pin, one of the

rulers being parallel to the axis of the rolling protractor

and to the straight edge of a flat bar along which the

frame slides; an index to indicate distances on a scale as

the frame is moved along the said straight edge ; a prick

pin to be pressed and prevent the frame turning about the

pivot ; a spring to keep the prick pin lifted except when
pressed down ; a spring to engage in a groove In a flat

bar and thereby hold the frame in proper sliding contact

with the straight edge of the flat bar, the spring thus

s<Tving to connect the two dependent combinations, also as

part of the combination Imt not carried by the frame a

flat bar having a groove and a straight edge.

8 9 0,041. CLASP. OvE L. Gammelgajled. Attleboro,

Mass., assignor to .1 M. Fisher and Company. Attleboro,

Mass.. a Copartnership. Filed I»ec. 30, 1907. Serial No.

408,497.

1. A clasp comprising a U-shaped frame, one member of

which Is provided with an opening through It, a bar across

said opening, a spring plate adapted to fit Into said frame,

the middle portion of said plate being removed at the

point where the same Is adapted to bend, a retaining book

In said [)late for engaging s.Tld cross-bar, and a lever for

operating one member of said plate to open and close the

clasp

2. A clasp comprising a U shaped frame, one member of

which is provided with an opening through It. a bar across

said tipening, n spring plate adapted to fit Into said frame,

the middle portion of said plate being removed at the

point where the same is adapted to bend forming two

resilient connecting side arms, a spring tongue in one mem-
l)er of said plate, a retaining hook on the free end of said

tongue fur engaging said cross bar, and a lever for oper-

ating one member of said plate to open and close the clasp.

890,042. AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION
INSTRUMENT. John (Jell. London, England. Filed

Aug. 12, 1907. Serial No. 388.233.

1. In combination in t.pparatus of the class described a

main key-action comprising the key levers pivoted Inter-

mediate of their length and arranged side by side, the pins

at the ends of each of said levers operated thereby and co-

operating with the perforated tape and a secondary key-

action arranged at an angle to the first key-action and ad-
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Jacent to rear ends of said levers whereby the nnlform

plTOtal movement of the key levers of the m«ln key-a- tion

will effect the reversal movements of the stcondary key

action and contacts controlled by the secondary key-action,

gubBtantially as .lescrlbed.

2 In combination In apparatus of the class described, a

main key-action comprising a pair of key-le^•er8 arranced

side by side, pins iit the front ends of salfl levers coop-

erating with the perforated tape and operated by said

main key-levers, and a single secondary key-lever arranged

substantially at right angles to the main key-levers ad-

jacent tbelr rear ends and operated thereby so that the

uniform movement nf the main key-levers In their vertical

planes will effect reversal movement of the single sec-

ondary key-lever and suitable contacts controlled by the

said secondary key lever, substantially as described.

?>. In combination In apparatus of the claBs described, a
|

pair of main kev levers, a substantially T shaped sec-

»ndarv key-lever arranged with Its head portion extending

across the ends of the main lever at subataBtlally a right

angle thereto and operated thereby, pins actuated by the
|

mam kev-levers and cooperating with the perforated tape,

and electrical contacts which are closed by the movement

r,f the stem portion of the T shaped secondary lever, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In combination in apparatus of the claps described, a

pair of main kev-levers arranged side by side, means for

operating the same, pins at the front end of said levers

acting on the tape and operated by said mato key-levers, a

secondary key-lever of T shape arranged substantially at

a right angle to the main key-levers, electrical contacts to

be closed by the stem of said T-shaped secondary key-lever,

and a jockey roller and spring-arm carrying the same for

controlling the movement of the secondary key lever, sub-

stantially as described.

5. In combination in apparatus of the class described, a

pair of main key-ievers, means for operatinj the same con-

sisting of the cam for operating the ieverl one way and

having an abrupt shoulder and spring means for giving

the lever movement in the opposite direction, pins oper-

ated by the said main key-levers, a secondary key-action,

and electrical contacts controlled thereby, the key-ievers

of the main key-action having a striking or hammer action

upon the secondary key-action, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.

]

890,043. lH<W-POI.l
NACK, Sprtogfleld. Mass

No. 381,029.

SHlN<i KEVK'E. Jf

spraying elements being kept In constant motion by the

flow of fluid through the perforations.

Joseph M. Oe
1-iietl June 1'7. 1907. Serial

2 In water distribution, a perforated fluid conductor.

and substantially U shaped spraying elements, circular in

cross section, loosely mounted In the [)erforatlons and pro-

Tided with terminal stops adapted to bear against the In-

terior walls of the conductor for limiting the outward

movement of the spraying elements, said spraying elements

being kept In constant motion by the flow of fluid through

the perforations

3. In water distribution, a perforated fluid conductor,

and spraying elements loosely mounted In said perfora-

tions and each formed of a single piece of wire bent Into

substantially U shape to form converging spring arms ter-

minating in laterally extending stop fingers adapted to

bear against the Interior walls of the conductor, said

spraying elements being kept in constant motion by the

flow of fluid through the perforations

4. In water distribution, a perforated fluid conductor,

and spraying elements loosely mounted In the perfora-

tions in said conductor and each formed of a single piece

of wire bent to form converging si)rlng arms terminating

In laterallv extending stop fingers adapted to bear against

the interior walls of the conductor for limiting the out-

ward movement of the spraying elements, the distance be-

tween the arms being less than the diameter of the per-

forations whereby the spraying elements are kept In con-

stant motion by the flow of fluid through the perforations.

.-,. In water distribution, a main supply pipe, perforated

branch pipes communicating therewith, spraying elements

loosely mounted In said perforations and each formed of a

single piece of wire t>ent into substantially inverted U

shape to form spring arms terminating In laterally extend-

ing stop fingers adapted to t.ear against the Interior walls

of the branch pipes, said spraying .•iements being kept in

constant motion by the flow of fluid through the perfora-

tions in the brancli pipes, and means for controlling the

flow of fluid from t!ie supply pipe to said branch pipes.

In a polishing device of the class describe*!, a handle

element, a polishing element secured to one side of the

same, the opposite side having premanentiy attache<l there

to and at one end a daulier element and .it the opposite

end a receptacle for containing the polishing material.

said receptacle .omprlsing a box-like structure, the cover

portion of which is secured to the handle element and the

bottom portion l>eing uppermost, as described.

890.045. BO.\T. Ch.^ki.es E. Granrosk. Philadelphia,

I'a. Filed Nov. 11, 1!>07. Serial No. 401.5.'>5.

s o 4 4 SYSTEM IRRIGATION ANT> SPRINKLER.

Thom.^s K r.oDBKY. Waldo. Fla Flle« Dec. 30, 1907.

Serial No. 40»*.832.

1. In water distribution, a perforated fluid conductor,

and substantially U shaped spraying elements loosely

mounted In the perforations and provided with spring

arms terminating In laterally extending stop fingers adapt-

ed to bear against the Interior walls of the conductor, said

1 The boat provided with oppositely curved wells to

each side of its keel, curved boards working In said wells

and bars connected to said boards for operating said

boards . ,, »

2 A boat hull provided with oppositely curved wells to

each side of its keel adjacent Its bow, of curved boards
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slidably mounted In said wells, the curvature of said boards

corresponding to said wells, bars connected to said boards

provided with spaced openings, pins adapted to extend

through said openings for securing said boards In said

wells, and handles formed on the upper end of said bars

for the purpose set forth.

draw-off pipe in the settling tank adapted to supply the fil-

ter, and means to keep the draw-off pipe always under wa-

ter and to close it when the level In the settling tank fulls,

substantially as described.

890.040. NEEDLE- VENPING MACHINE. Frank W.

Green. Danbury, Conn. Filed July 16, 1906. Serial No.

326,325.

1 A vending machine comprising a plurality of cliutes

locate<l adjacent each other, and a single drum mounted to

oscillate adjacent the delivery ends of said chutes and hav-

ing Its periphery provided with means for simultaneously

engaging and removing the lowermost articles In all of the

chutes.

2. A vending machine comprising a plurality of chutes

located adjacent each other, and a single drum mounted

to oscillate adjacent the delivery ends of said chutes, the

periphery of said drum being provided with a single recess

to simultaneously engage and remove the lowermost arti-

cles contained In all of the chutes.

3. A vending machine comprising a plurality of chutes

of different contours to contain articles of different char-

acteristics, and a single drum mounted to oscillate adja-

cent the delivery ends of said chutes, the periphery of said

drum being provided with a single recess to simultaneously

engage and remove the lowermost articles contained In all

of the chutes.

4. A vending machine comprising a plurality of chutes

located adjacent each other, and a single drum mounted to

oscillate adjacent the delivery ends <if all of said chutes,

the periphery of said drum t>eing provided with a flattened

portion forming a recess to simultaneously engage and re

move the lowermost articles contained in all of the chutes.

5. A vending machine comprising a plurality of chutes

located adjacent each other, a single drum mounted to os-

cillate adjacent the delivery ends of said chutes and having

its periphery provided with means for simultaneously en-

gaging and removing the lowermost articles contained In

all of the chutes, means for oscillating said drum In a di-

rection to discharge said articles, and means for returning

said drum to Its normal position.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]
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2. In water purifying apparatus, the combination with

an elevated settling tank, of an Intake comprising a pipe

with a system of perforated branch pipes near the surface

of the water, a valve In the pipe and a float operating the

valve to close the intake pipe when the water falls in said

tank.

3. In water purlfylns apparatus a single treatment tank

comprising a series of compartments placed In succession

one alHive another and communicating directly together un-

der continuous head, means for maintaining an upward

flow through said compartments, means for Introducing

chemical solutions under head Into the bottoms of each of

said compartments, and means to draw off the water from

the top of the top compartment provided with an auto-

matic valve to prevent the entry of air when the flow

stops.

4. The combination of a series of superimposed treat-

ment tanks, a main water supply and means operated by

said supply to Introduce chemical solutions under head

therein, a filter, means to draw water from the top com-

partment to the filter and a device to prevent the entry of

air Into the draw-off pipe when the flow stops, substan-

tially as set forth.

5. In water purifying apparatus the combination with

1 a continuous tower series of treatment tanks communicat-

ing one above another, inchidine a settling tank at the top.

of a water Inlet at the base of the tower and a motor op-

erated thereby, stirring devices In said compartments op-

erated by said motor, chemical supply tanks, and pumps

forcinff the <'heniical Into the treatment tanks and operated

by said water motor, and a governing valve for the motor

operated by a float in the settling tank, substantially as

de8crlt>ed.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

.890,047. WATER PURIFYING APPARATIS. John C.

W. Gbeth. Pittsburg. I'a., assignor to Wm. B. Scalfe &

Sons Company, Pittsburg, Pa., a Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Jan. 11, 1907. Serial No SSl.Sfi.-S.

1. In continuous water purifying apparatus the combl

nation with a filter and an elevated settling tank, of a

890,048. APPARATUS FOR IIOLI>IN(; AND DISPENS-

ING AIR-TIGHT CANNED GOODS, Ac. Jacob M.

Gboce. Parkersburg. W. Va. Filed July 29. 1907. Se-

rial No. 386,033.

An apparatus for storing and dispensing canned or pre-

served goods, consisting of a receptacle, a follower or

plunger mounted therein, a stem to said plunger extending

through the lid of said receptacle, a casing having thread-

ed connection with the btittom of the receptacle and about

an exit opening therein, a rotatable cut-off valve mounted-

ed within said casing and provided with a diametrically

disposed opening, a stem to said valve for rotating the lat-
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t«r, a handle ap..n sai.l vaive stem, a cap fittefl to the end

casino- an.l thr-uiih which said valve 3tem passes, a

statiuns. support ing-po«t« Incated along the railway at

suitable distances apart between the stations, a pivoted

supportinu arm on the supporting post adapted to be dls

posed at an inclination towards the track, a signal device

slidably mounted on the supportln« arm. a catch for hold-

ing the signal device temporarily at the upper end of the

supporting arm. electro magnets for releasing the catch,

and electric switches at the stations comprlsetl iu the

electric circuit.

I
5. A signaling device for railways, comprising signal

! stations, supporting posts located along the railway at

i

suitable distances apart and each provideil with a housing

at Its upp«>r end a supporting arm pivoted In the bousing

I

and adapted to t^ disposed ut an inclination towards the

I track, a signal blade slidably mounted on the supporting

i
arm. a catch for holding the signal blade temporarily

at the upper end of the .supporting arm and within the

housing, electrically operated means for tripping the

catch, and electric -wltthes at the stations comprlse<l In

the electric circuit, substantially as herein shown and de-

scribed.

threaded Land upon said casing, and a cup haling threaded

C0Dnecti>-'n with said band, as set forth.

ELECTRIC SItiNAL FOR RAILW.\YS. JOSEPH

N Y. Filed Oct. 31, 1907. Serial
H. Ol"NN, Cortland,

No. 400.041.

u
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bearing In the sawl frame, and an endless apr<in carried by

the said pair of r^.llers and operating to pr.'ss the material

against the said bottom roller.

5. The combination, with a stationary .-i'jpp.rf. and a

bottom roller Journaled therein and provided with means

for revolvlni? It : of a plv(jted frame which Is adjustable

clrcumferentialiy of the said bottom roller, a pair of rollers

bearing In the said frame, an endless apron carried by the

said pair of rollers and operating to press the material

against the said t>ottom roller, fullers arranged to one side

of the said bottom rollT. and a sprins; -prt^ss.d Hrkf-rin

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

apnon

June 9, igow.

roller arranged interme<late of the said fa

said apron or leather.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Garette.l

lers and the

8 9 0.066. WAGON-BOX. ILuiRT J. H(»BIN8. Crystal

Springs. Kans. Filed Dec. 8. 1907. Serial No. 404.925.

890,006. WATER
HOLHSS. New York,

No. 366.283.

FLISHINO DF.VICE

N. y. Filed Apr. 4,

Geohge H.

1907. Serial

J3

OC

1. In a water flushing device, a portable support, a noz-

zle carrier mounted on said support, a rutatable control-

ling member mounted for movement and oarrled by the

support, a connection between said r'tatalile controlling

member and said nozzle carrier, whereby to Impart hori-

zontal pivotal movement to said carrier, means guided

by the said rotatable controlling memt>er and having slid

Ing movement thereon, a connection !)etwe^n said means

and the carrier whereby to impart vertical rocking move-

ment to said carrier, and an operating meml^r common to
,

said rotatable controlling member and said means guided
,

thereby.

2. In a water flushing 8evioe. a ;.->rM : < ii ;o:t. a shoe

located beneath the support, a nozz;e i:. s.uj si.oe. a shaft

pivotally connected with the shoe to move the same upon

the arc of a circle. Independent arms siiia'1%- mounted

upon the shaft, pivotally connected with iiif siioe at each

side of its connection with the said shaft, and a lever opera-

tlvely connected with the shaft and said artns, whereby to

sufficiently vertically ro. k the shoe to raise ..r depress the

delivery end of the nozzle in addition to Impartini: thereto

the said movement on the arc of a circle, laid Individual

movement t)elng brought about by different movements of

the said lever.

3. In a water dushlng device, a ptirtable nupport. a noz-

zle carrier located beneath the said support, means for

imparting a horizontal pivotal movement to the carrier,

and means for imparting a vertical rocklnj: movement to

the said carrier, a hose si'.pporting arm pivoted beneath the

main support, a stirrup at the rear end of the said support,

a nozzle adapted to the carrier and a hose connected with

the nozzle and enga:.Mni; with the said pivctal supporting

arm. the rear end of the hose resting in said stirrup, that

portion of the hose t)etween its pivoted supporting arm and

the nozzle being given a substantially S-sh«ped curve.

4. In a water flushing device, a wheel lupport. a shoe

located beneath the said support, and positioned quite close

to the ground, and a shaft pivotally connected to the said

shoe and extending up through the said support, roller

bearings for the shaft, operating arms located one at each

side of the shaft, link connections between the said arms

and the shoe at opposite sides of Its pivotal connection

with the shaft, a guide for the upper ends irf the said arms

carried by the shaft, a lever fulcrumed on the upper end of

the shaft, and link connections Itetween said arms and the

said lever, a nozzle located within the salfl shoe a length

of hose connected with the nozzle and a pitotally mounted

support for the said hose.

1. A wagon box havini; the rear end of Its bottom pro-

vided with parallel longitudinal slots, a cross bar secured

to the bottom and provided with a longitudinal groove or

channel In communication with said slots, an nd t'ate piv-

oted to the sides of the boi and providt'd with depending

apertured bars to work in the lonirltudlnai slots and pro-

ject Into the groove or channel of the underlying cross bar.

a slide bar in said groove or channel provided with arms

engat'lng the apertured bars, and yielding means for hold-

ing said arms in engagement with said bars.

2. A wagon box having the rear end of Its bottom pro-

vided with parallel longitudinal slots, a cross bar secured

to the bottom and provided with a l'>ngitudinal groove or

channel In communication with said slots, an end gate piv-

oted to the sides of the hoi and provided with depending

apertured bars to work in the loncltudin.Tl slots and pro-

ject into the groove or channel of tlie undfrlylng cross bar.

a slide bar In aald grojve or channel provided with arms

engaging the apertured bars, yielding means for holding

said arms In engagement with said bars, and a lever ful-

crumed on the wagon Nix and pivoted to the slide bar to

effect the withdrawal of its arms from said apertured bars.

3. A wajron l>ox provided with an end ante comprising n

lower section and an upper section hinged together, a

catch pivoted to the lower section and provided with a bev-

eled upper end and ri;.Md as to forward movein.-nt at such

end, a sprlne resisting rearward movement of said end of

the catch, and an apertured spring latch secured to the up-

per section and adapted wlien tlie said s»'<'tion is folded

rearward and downward to engaire the upi>er end of the

catch and Interlock therewith and when moved rearwardly

and upwardly to overcome the resistance of said spring and

move the upper end of said catch rearwardly until disen-

gaged therefrom.

4. A wagon 1k)X, comprising a bottom having longitudi-

nal slots in Its rear end. side boards provided with notches

In their upper ed?es and near their rear ends, rearwardly

opening angle plates s«'<-ured to the inner sides of the side

boards forward of said n.)tche8. clips secured to the outer

sides of the side boards, extension side boards provided

with depending stakes to engnu'e aald clips and with

notches In their lower edges and extending from their rear

ends to the front sides of the notches In the upper edk-es

of the first named side boards, forwardly opening angle

plates secured to the inner sides of the extension side

bt^ards rearward of the notches in the upper edge of the

first-named side boards, an end gate comprising a lower

section and an upper section hinged together, pivots pro-

jecting laterally from thp upper end of the lower section

and engaging the notches In the upper edges of the first-

named side bars, angle irons projecting forwardly from

the ends of the said lower section and engaging the rear-

wardly disposed angle plates of the first-named side boards.

angle Irons secured to the rear side and ends of the upper

section of the end gate and engaging the forwardly dis-

posed angle plates of the extension side boards, apertured

bars depending from the lower section of the end gate

through the slots of the bottom, a transverse slide bar be-

I low the bottom and suitably supported and provided with

i arms projecting in the same direction, a spring engaging
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bar to force said arms yieldingly Into the said aper-

tunA bars, and a lever fulcrumed on the wagon box and

pivoted to one end of said slide bar, for the purpose set

forth.

gas valve: and connections for said gas valv^^ to said inlet

valve, whereby said gas valve is controlled by said inlet

valve, for the purpose specified.

IClalms 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.057. COMBINATION GAS AND WATER VALVE.

Hkbbert S. HtMPHBEY. Kalamazoo. Mich. Filed July

10. 1906. Serial No. .^2.').524.

il " "

8 9 0.058. TROLLEY. Samuel D. Hu.vt. Youngstown.

Ohio. Filed Oct. 9. 1907. Serial No. 396,569.

1. The combination of a valve ca;sing having a supply

passage, a circulation passage, and an outlet passage, said

casing also having an Inlet valve chamber and a circulation

valve chamber therein, and a port opening into said inlet

valve chamber at one side thereof; a piston inlet valve; a

cylindrical circulation valve carried by said piston valve;

a block having an inclin.'d Inner face arranged in said

port; a stem thr.-aded into said block whereby the same

may be adjusted to adjust the Inlet valve port
;
a gas

valve ; and connections for said gas valve to said inlet

valve, whereby said gas valve Is controlled by said inlet

valve, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination of a valve casing having a supply

passage, a circulation passage, and an outlet passage, said

casing also having an Inlet valve chamber and a circula-

tion valve chambi-r therein, and a port opening into said

Inlet valve chamber at one side thereof ; a piston inlet

valve: a cylindrical circulation valve carried by said pis-

ton valve: a block having an Inclined Inner face arranged

in said port ; means for adjusting said I'lock ; a gas valve;

and connections for said gas valve to said inlet valve,

whereby said gas valve is controlled by said inlet valve, for

the purpose si>ecifled.

,"?. The combination of a valve casing having a supply

passage, a circulation passage, and an outlet passage, said

casing also having an Inlet valve chamber and a circula-

tion valvp chamber therein, and a port opening Into said

Inlet valvp chamber at one side thereof; a piston inlet

valve: a cylindrical circulation valve carried by said pis-

ton valve: a block having an inilined inner face arranged

in said port ; a stem threaded Into said block whereby the

same may be adjusted to adjust the InU't valve port, for

the purpose specified

4. The combination of a valve casing having a supply

passage, a circulation passage, and an outlet passage, said

casing also having an Inlet valve chamber and a circula-

tion valve chamber therein, and a port opening into said

inlet valve chamber at one side thereof ; a piston inlet

valve: a cylindrical circulation valve carried by said pis-

ton valve: a block having an inclined Inner face arranged

In said port : means for adjusting said block, for the pur-

pose specified.

n. The combination of a valve casing having a supply

passage, a circulation passage, and an outlet passage, said

casing also having an inlet valve chamber and a circula-

tion valve chamber therein : a piston inlet valve : a cylin-

drical circulation valve carried by said piston valve: a

^V^iP

1. In a trolley system, the combination with the main

feed wire and auxiliary side wires, of a trolley head having

a main trollev element engaging beneath the main feed

wire, and a pair of separate supplemental trolley wheels

arranged to engage the auxiliary wir.s at the upper side of

the latter.
•> In a trolley system, the combination with a main feed

wire and auxiliary wir.'s. of a trolley head having spools

for engagement with the main wire, and a pair of sup-

plemental wheels for engagement with the auxiliary wires.

3 in a trollev system, the combination with a main feed

wire and auxiliary side wires, of a trolley head having a

pair of upright rotatable spools, and a pair of oppositely

located supplemental trolley wheels.

4. In a trolley system, the combination with a main feed

wire and auxiliary wir.-s arranged b^low the latter, of a

trolley head having a pair of upright rotatable spools,

and below the plane of the latter also having a pair of

oppositely located supplemental trolley wheels.

890 059 GOLD-SAVING MACHINE. Thomas IUssky,

Hollywood, Cal. Filed Aug. 20. 1907. Serial No. 389.338.

i* //

1. In a gold saving machine a concentrator pan having

a corrugated bottom provided with perforations In the

apices near the ends thereof, said bottom being turned up-

wardly at the ends beyond the perforations :
and means to

move said pan horizontally in the directions that the cor-

rugations run.

2. In a gold saving machine a concentrator comprising

two pans having corrugated bottoms, the top pan having

perforations In the apices of the corrugations near the

ends of the pan and the lower pan having perforations In

the apices of the corrugations near the center of the pan,

the bottoms of said pans at the ends thereof being slanted

upwardly, the upper pan being superposed, and adapted to

discharge into the lower pan : and means to move said

pans horizontally and longitudinally.
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3 K gold saving machine comprising a t>nk, haying

tracks on the side thereof near the top ;
concettrator pans

in said tank mounted to travel on said traces, said con-

centrator pans being arranged In pairs one pan above the

other and having longitudinally corrugated bottoms the

ends of which slope upwardly, said pans haTlng perfora^

tlon. m the apices of the corrugations, the upper pans of

each pair having the perforations near the ands adapted

to discharge into the lower pan, and the lower pan of each

pair having the perforations near the center; and means

to move said pans horizontally and longitudinally.

4 In a gold saving machine a plurality of concentrator

pans arranged in pairs one pan above the other, said pans

having corrugated bottoms the ends of which slope up-

wardlv and having perforations in the apices of the corm-

sjation., th^ upper pans of each pair having the perfora-

tions near the ends adapted to discharge Into the lower

pan and the lower pair having the corrugations near he

center ; and means to vibrate said pans in the direction

that the corrugations run.

5 In a gold saving machine comprising a tank having

tracks on the side thereof n^-ar the top ;
concentrator pans

in said tank mounted to travel on said tracks, said con-

centrator pans being arranged In pairs one pan above the

other with longitudinally corrugated bottom! the ends of

which slope upwardly ; said pans having parforations In

the apices of the corrugations, the upper pan. of each pair

having the perforations near the ends adapted to discharge

into the lower pan, and the lower pan of each pair having

the perforations near the center ;
means to move said pans

on said track : and a conveyer in the end of wld tank.

rod and bearing against saM loop and designed to move

the latch .-.Hi rearwardly In the loop, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

«qo .>Qn CIGARETTE. Thomas T. HLXCHursov. Newark,

N J Filed Feb. 7. 1906. Serial No. 300,016. (Model.)

- In a ma.-lnne of the character descrilnMl. the combina-

tion of a traveling support or framework, arms plvotally

mounted thereon to swing In vertical planes, the front

free ends of said arms l.elng provided with hangers, a

scoop plvotally mounted upon hangers and located be-

rween the same, means for raising and lowering the arms

with the scoop, a p-st secured to and projecting up^

wardly from one side of the scoop, a latch rod connected

to said post and extending rearwardly therefrom, and

means for r,i;idly --onnectlng the said latch rod to one of

said arms, whereby to hold th^ s.-oop against turning' on

the hangers

3 In a ma.'hine of the character described, the comMna

tlon of a framework, traveling wheels upon whh h said

framework Is mounted, a fmnt aile mounted in the frame-

work and adapted to be driven upon the forward move-

ment of the wheels, a drum mounted on said axle, a detent

ind ratchet adapte-l to hold said drum against bu. kward

movement, means for freeing the detent from th- drum,

means for coupling and uncoupling the drum from the

axle arms plvotally mounted at their rear ends on the

framework t- swing in verthal planes, standards project-

ing upwardly from the front of the framework, a pulley

Journaled in the upper ends of said standards, a cable

secured at one end to the free end of the arms, said arms

being conn^-cted together for simultaneous movement, the

other end of said cable being mounted to wind on the

drum a scoop plvotally mounted uiK)n the front ends of

said arms, and means for rigidly connecting' said s,-.><,i, to

one of the arms, whereby to prevent the scoop from tilt-

ing.

A cigarette havlnu' an approximately unlf'^rm cross-aec-

tlon throughout and provided at one end with an ignition

disk Hxtendina entirely around the same and projecting

sufflciently at the sid^s so as to extend bej-ond the maxi-

mum periphery of the cigarette and covering the entire end

of the cigarette, whereby in withdrawing the cigarette

from a bni prnvid<Mi with an Igniting strip upon its inner

surface and adjacent its open end. son>e portion of the ig-

nition disk will strike the ignitins strip causinK the igni-

tion of the whole disk and simultaneously the ignition of

the end of the cigarette

890.062. WINDOW FA.siKNKU

Portland, Me. Filed Nov. 21.', I'.x'

FB.4NK C. Johnson,

. Serial No. 403,274.

890.Hrtl LOADER .Iohn E. .Iarbok. R*d Cloud, Nebr.

Filed Oct. 29. 1907 Serial No. 399,7,".l,

1 la a machine of the character described, the combina-

tion of a framework, vertically movable arms plvotally

mounted on the framework, a scoop plvotally mounted be

tween the free ends of said arms, means for raising and

lowering the arms on the framework, the scoop being pro-

vided with an upwardly extending post, a guide loop se-

cured to and projecting upwardly from one of the arms,

a latch rod mounted to slide through said loop and con-

nected at Its front end to the post, said latch rod being

provided with a keeper and the loop being provided with a

cross pin designed for engagement with aaid keeper, and

an ..tpanslon spring secured to the rear rnd of said latch ^

^ storm window fastener .omprlsin*: an ansle iron one

part adapted to rest against the storm window ^rame and

'he other to en.age the window casing, the latter part be

ng provided with an elongated slot, the whole l>elng so

nroDortloned that the fastener when not in use may be

Lv'S^ backward and it.wa.d until the part which Is adapt-

ed to engage the window casing rests flat against the w r

Sw frame and a s.rew adapted to pass through the slot

into the frame, whereby the fastener may be secured to

the sash in both position* without entirely removing the

screw
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890,063, ENGRAVERS CI-VMP. Chablks M. Jones,

North Yakima. Wash. Filed Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No.

390.f>65.

closing siilti tiiihinf. two cylinders mounted concenti ii all.v

at the real «if said cHsinc so as to form an annular pas-

sage, passages formed in said casing and communicatiDg

re8pe<'tively with the annular passage and with the In-

terior of 111*- Inner cylinder and a cook whereby pressure

water is admliled to <ine (,r the other passage according to

whether it Is desired to feed forward the drill or withdraw

the same.

In" an engrav.i - damp, a pair of oppositely disposed

blocks, pedestals mounted upon said blocks, said i>ede8tal8

being provided with an elongated re<'-- \ ndrlcai In

cross section ixt.tHlIio; from the top ther.-..f downward, a

pin on the uii" ; fi ! 'ah of faid pe<lestal8, work hold

Ing Jaws each ju vid.-.l witli an elongated stud arranged

to lie In snid n. ts*. and further provided with a series

of openings concentric to said stud adapted to receive the

pin on said pedestal, said stud being of greater length than

said pin, whereby the jaws may be llfte<l from the pin

and rotated without removini: tb.-m from the pedestals.

890.064. BOGIE-TRUCK. .T.vmes H Keiderlino, Bound-

brook. N. J. Filed Feb. 28, 190G. Serial No. 303,355.

1 A till, k .if til.- type described comprising a lower

frani.'. a swiv.-l [.late attached thereto and provided with

an annular raceway, an upper frame having a swivel

plate attached theret>eneath and provlde<l with an annu-

lar raceway opposed to the first named raceway, anti-

friction balls HrraiiKe^l between said plates within the

ra<fwa\-. i.ariiiL's HttH.hed U'neath the lower frame, roll-

ers on whivii the tiink is arranged for travel, and axles

extended longitudinally through said rollers and having

termlnnl Journals disposed for rotation In said liearings.

2. A truck of the type descrlt»ed comprlsin« an upper

and a lower fraiiiH. caib consisting of side bars provide<l

with sockets, and end burs having tenons fltteil in said

sfMkets. coupling iiins extended through the side bars and

tenons, a turn talile Interposed l)etween the frames and

(or.iprlsing a pair of swivel plates provldtni with central

l)earing oj^enlngs and with opposed raceways, a pintle con-

ue<tlng said plates, anti friction devices disposed In the

raceways bf-twecn the plates, and rotary transporting

memliers arranged l)eneath the lower frame and on which

the triK-k travels.

890.<><Tr. KOI K DIUI.I. Mosks Kem.ow. I'enrhynden-

draeth. Knglami Orlkrinal apliiation filed Nov. 9. 1906.

Serial No :'.42. •'..'<•> Divided and this application filed

Apr. 1. 11" iT S.Tial No. .'?»5S.79N

1 In a rotary rock drill the combination, witli a drill

tubt'. a piston nioimtwl at the rt-ar extremity of said tube

iUKi a turbliif whot'l for rniatini; snid tulM'. of a cnsing In-

i;{4 O. <J. '.Hi

J

2. In a rotary rock-drill, th<' combination, with a turbine,

jfearing driven "by said turbiti.' .mikI a drill tul«- casiiu; ro-

tated by said Rearing, of a drill tul)e formed witli an an-

gular i>erlplieral surface and housed within said casing, a

piston at the rear extn-mlty of said drill-tube, and a ma-

chine casing comprising a front iiart forming tlii> ;:ear

J

case, an interm.Niijitf part forming with the gear case a

turbine rliamlier. and ,1 rear part formed with main supply

and dlscharg.' passac.-s and with [lassages for conveying

I water to the rear and t.i the front of said drill-tube piston.

' 3. In a rotary rock-drill, the combination, with a lur-

j

hlne. gearinir driven by said turbine and a driil-tui'e casing

rotated by said gearing, of 11 drill tul>e formed with an an-

gular peripheral siirfai . and housed within said casin::. a

piston at the rear extremity of said drill tube, a spring-con-

troIled-.valve mounte<l in sai<l pistun, and a machine casing

comprising a front part forming; liie gear case, an inter-

mediate part forming with the gear case a turbine cham-

lier. and a rear part formed with main sup|>ly and dis-

charge pa.ssages and witli passages for conveyin>; water to

the rear and to the front of said drill tube piston.

890.066. ALARM (LorK liKi-ituE Kern. Peru. III., as-

signor to The Western (lock Maniifactnrln-j: Company.

La Salle, ill., a Coriioration of Illinois. Filed .Ian. 6.

1908. Serial No. 4ny.453.

1. Ill an alarm, the combination of a protective case

having ail cpening therein, a hell enveloping said case, a

hammer operative througli said opening to strike the bell,

a shut ofr slide operative over said opening, a dial plate

having projections, a movement fastened to said projec-

tions, a fiont riiii.'. » case stem and legs, said dial plate

l>elng held U'tween the case and front by said stem and

legs.

2. In an abiiin (li.ck. the combination of a protective

case haviuL- a rearwardly projecting edge, an opening in
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aid ca8€, a bell enveloping Bald case, a hannrier (,p«>ratlve
|

through said opening to strike the bell, a ehut-off slide

operative over said openinK. a dial plate hnvinir [in>jec
,

tlons. a movement fastened to said pr'«,i»"M..ti-<, n front I

ring mounted on said edge, a case stem arvl I-'.'- -<a 1
Hal

plate being held between the case an<l frmit v sai.l -tern

and legs. . J
•I. In an alarm clock, the combination of a protective

case having a projecting rim. an opening In said case, a

bell enveloping said case, a hammer operative! through said

opening to strike the bell, a shut off slide n^perative over

said opening, a dial plate h.ivinj? projections, a rnojement

fastened to said projections, a front ring, a -"ase stem and

legs, said dial plate being held between the aise and front

by said stem and legs.

4. In an alarm clock, a protective rase htvlng a faced

portion with a rearwardly projecting etlt,'e, a front ring

mounted on said edge, with means for fastening said ring

to said edge, ah opening in said case, a i)ell eaveloplng said

case, a hammer operative through said opei^lng to strike

the bell, a shut-off slide operative over said opening, a dial

plate having projections, held between said ftnnt rin^ and

said protective case, and a movenieut fasteneil to sai>l pro

jections

5. In an alarm .'iork. a prote«:tive case hsving a faced

portion with a rearwardly projecting ediie. a front ring

mounted on said edge, with means for fasteolni; said ring

to said edge, said means comprising the case stern and the

legs, an opening in said case, a bell envel..p|ii^' said case,

a hammer operative through saitl opeiiiiu' T(j strike the

bell, a shut •)! slide operative over said oflcning, a dial

plate having projections, held between said front ring and

said protective case, ami a movement fasten**! t' <n\i\ pro-

jections.

[Claima 6 and 7 not printp<l In the <iazette. ]

890.0«T FT KN.\( K I>OOK. ('iiari.es <; V Kiso, Chi-

cago, III. Filed Jan. 15. 1904. Serial No. ISO, 140

and a cap, of a clamping device comprising two clamping

wire members united by a coll of a single turn that di-

minishes In diameter under stress, and which forms an ex-

clusive central bearing on said cap, said clamping device

terminating In Inwardly extending opposing fingers that

project at right angles to the line of movement of said

clamp when turned to a fastening position.

1. In a furnace door, a d'or casting, a fltje brick or tile

lining for the Inner surface thereof, and tneans for de-

tachably mounting said lining uiH.n said 1 r 'astlng. said

door casting having lugs upon tlie inner -.Mif i •• tb.;.- f 'r,

oCPiet the Are brick or tile lining from confi t wt;, -n b

Inner surface, said door casting having psrii; nn- or

flanges projecting vertically across the outer fa. .• tiitieoi'.

all combined and arranged as and for the purpose .set forth.

;.'. In a furnace d<M)r. a door casting', i liniti:: for the

inner surface of said casting, means for rffsettiug said

lining from contact with the Inner surface |of the casting

to form a space theret)€tween, and means ifraii.;i'd on the

outer surface of the door casting for diss i.n'!:i- the heat

of said castlnc

3. la a furnace door, a door casting:, a iinin.' for the

Inner surface of said casting and ni'-.-uis for iffsettlng said

lining from contact witu the inner siirf i •• if said casting,

said casting having vertically arran^itil -.(ntably spaced

ribs or fins on the outer surface thereof to jform channels

whereby the casting Is prevented from overjieatlng.

4. In a furnace door, a casting having lufs on the inner

surface thereof and vertically arranged paraUel tins on the

outer surface thereof, in combination wUb i lining for the

Inner .surface of the casting, said lugs serMn;; to off set

said lining from cotita. t with the Inner surface of ttie door.

R9A.06.S. .lAR • CLOSTTIE. P.^i.t..\<^ Ksi'-wi.ton, Wash-

ington. D. C. Filed Jan. 2.'-., IboT Seri»i No. .^14.010.

1 In a bottle, jar or the like, the r. t:i' l-iiti ,n with the

neck thereof havlnij externally inclined vnay bearing faces.

2. The combination with a jar provided with Inclined

ways, a cover and a clamp fastening means, the latter com-

prising a single continuous piece of metal colled upon Itself

centrally at a point lnterme<llate of its ends to provide an

exclusive central bearing portion that diminishes In diam-

eter under stress, ^ald clamp fastening means also hav-

ing arms extending In substantially the same plane In op-

posite directions, the outer portions of each arm being

bent into a vertical plane, while the free ends of said arms

are bent inwardly to form fingers to engage with the in-

clined ways at right angles to the Incltnntinn of the ways,

substantially as described.

3. The combination with a jar provided with Inclined

ways, a cover and a fastening means, the latter comprising

a single length of metal colled upon Itself to form a single

turn centrally at a point Intermediate of Its ends to pro-

vide an exclusive central bearing portion that contracts In

diameter when subjected to stress, and arms extending In

substantially the same horizontal plane In opposite <llrec

tlons, the outer portions f 'h. b arm being t>ent into a

vertical plane In sulwtantial alinement with the convolu-

tions of the single-turn coll, while the ends thereof are

bent towards each other In a snbst.intially horizontal plane

to provide engaging fingers, sut>stantially as descrll«><l

4. The combination with a jar provid»>d with Inclined

bearing faces, of a cover having a central recess or l>ear-

ing, and a fastener whose ends are bent In opposite direc-

tions to project Inwardly towards each other, and whose

central portion is looped In a single convolution to produce

a central depending coll, to provid.

bearing, that contracts in diam. '•

strain, in the turning of said clai..i

scribed.

r>. The combinatloi' with a jar provided with Inclined

ways of a cover and a fastener, the latter comprising lever

arms radially extending, whose ends are bent Inwardly and

In a mann r t , project towards each other In substantially

the same p and whose central portion Is looped In a

single turn to produce a central coll that is adapte<I to

bear centrally and exclusively on the cover and to yield in

a manner to diminish Its diameter and thereby Increase

the tension and resistante capacity of said coll. as well as

to lengthen the lever arms, substantially as described.

[Claims rt and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

Ill exclusive central

k i.'ii subjected to

tbsiuntlally as de-

890.009 FK-VCTl-RK .VPP.VRATIS FUU STKKTt lllNG

I'.VUTS OF THF> HUMAN BODY .M.*x Koehleb, Ho-

henlohehiitte, Germany. Filed \pr 17, 1907. Serial

No. ao>»,755.

1 In a fracnirc apparatu- Hic -Mnibi riat i..n of the bed

I carrying the rollers, with Tli. parali. 1 1. s.rs pivoted to
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bars upon both sides of the bed frame, substantially as
described.

2. In a fracture apparatus the combination of the bed
carrying the rollers, with the parallel levers pivoted to
bars upon both sides of the bed frame and with the adjust-
ing gear to regulate the height of the bed and retain It

always In a horizontal position, substantially as described.
3. In a fracture apparatus the combination of the bed

carrying the rollers, with the parallel levers pivoted to
bars upon both sides of the bed frame and with the ad-
Justing gear to regulate the height of the bed and retain
it always In a horizontal position, all the various parts
of device being detachably connected to each other, sub-
stantially as described.

89*>.U70. AUTOMATIC GAS SUPPLY CUT-OFF. John
KotMEA-s, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 21, 1907. Se-
rial No. 389,45.^

1. A device for automatically cutting off the supply of
gas comprising a* cylinder having an Inlet and an outlet
port and a valve carrying piston mounted for movement
in the cylinder the valve and piston being adapted to
simultaneously open or close the said inlet and outlet
ports respectively.

2. A device for automatically rutting off the suf)ply of
gas comprising a cylinder having an Inlet and an outlet
port, a valve carrying piston mounted for movement in
the cylinder the valve and piston being adapted to simul
taneously open or close the said inlet and outlet ports
respectively, and means for automatically raising the pis-
ton to close the ports when the gas has dropped below a
predetermined pressure.

3. A device for autoniatically cutting off the supply of
gas comprising a cylinder having an Inlet and an outlet
port, a valve carrying piston mounted for movement In
the cylinder the valve and piston being adapted to simul-
taneously open or close the said inlet and outlet ports
respectively and means comprising springs for automatic-
ally raising the piston to close the ports when the gas has
dropped below a predetermined pressure.

4. A device for automatically cutting off the supply of
gas comprising a cylinder bavinkr an Inlet and an outlet
port, a valve carrying piston mounted for movement In
the cylinder the valve and piston being adapted to simul-
taneously open or close the said inlet and outlet ports
respectively and springs secured below and pressing up-
ward against said piston for automatically raising It to
close the ports \\!,.ii the sras has dropped below a pre-
determined pressure

5. A device for nutoniat ically <-uttinu off the supply of
gas comprising a cylinder having an inlet and an outlet
port, a valve carryini; piston mounted for movement In
the cylinder the valve and piston being adapted to simul
taneously open or close the said Inlet and outlet ports 1

respectively, and springs secured below and pressing up-
ward against said piston for automatically raising it to

close the ports when the gas has dropped below a pre-
determined pressure, and adjusting screws supporting
said springs for varying the pressure of the springs
against the piston.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaiette.]

8 9 0.071. SAFETY-DOOR FOR ELEVATORS. John
Kreubikl, Detroit, Mich. Filed July 31, 1907. Serial
No. 386,339.

1. The combination with an elevator shaft, self-latching
closures therein, a car operated In the shaft by a hoist, a
controller in the car for the hoist, and an exit closure in
the car, of automatic means Interlocking the car and exit
closures when the car is at a shaft landing, adapted to
unlatch and open the shaft closure when the car closure
Is opened, and automatic means adapted to hold the car
closure shut when the controller is in operative position
and to lock the controller in its neutral position when the
car closure is opened

2. In an elevator car. a controller, a door, a locking
member connected to the controller, a stop on the door
that Is engaged by the locking member when the door is
closed and the controller in operative position, and a
stop pin on the member that Is engaged by the door when
the latter Is opened and the controller in neutral position.

3. In an elevator car. a controller, a door, a locking
member moving with the controller, a stop on the door
engaged by the member when the door is closed and the
controller in operative position, a stop-pin on the member
and a ledge on the door engagini: the stop pin wtmn the
door Is open.

4. In an elevator car. a slide door, a stop on the rear
margin thereof, a controller, a plate pivoted on the car
and connected to the controller, that engages the stop
when the controller Is in operative position, n ledge on the
door, and a stop-pin on the plate engaged by the ledge
when the door is opened.

5. In an elevator car. a controller, a slidinp door, a
stop thereon, a locking plate pivoted to the car in rear of
the stop when the door is closed, adapted to be moved by
the controller into the path of the stop when the con-
troller Is In operative position and to clear the stop when
the controller Is in neutral position, a ledge on the door,
and a stop-pin on the plate over which the ledge slides
when the door Is opened.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette ]

S90.072. FALL-ROPE CARRIER Asher I.ambkrt. New-
ark, N. J. Filed July 9, 1907 Seri.nl No .•',S2.919

1. In a conveyer system, a rope carrier consisting of a
frame or support a wheel or sheave bavine two separated
flanges to eni:at:e fbe track; a circular mw of interior
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lo<%t(>dteeth on said wheel, a wheel or sheave locfited between
the flanees of the flr«t wheel to engage t\f haul rope;

toothed hubs for said wtx-fl ^ni^aKine thf* interior teeth

of the rtrst wheel and nn-an.'* ft>r independt-ntjv supporting

Mild wheels in said frame.

2. In a conveyer s.v.«tem a rope carrier otfaalstin^' of a

frame or support, a whtn-l or sheave TiaTtfg tw<> deep.

8e[)aratpd flanRfs to fn>rage the track, a circular row of

Interior teeth for eacli f1iiii_'' "ii -iaid wheel, a wheel or

sheave located between the rIaiiK''--' f>f the irit wheel to

engage the haul rope, toothed hubs for saul wfieel meshin):

with the teeth on the tianired wjieel aiiil ici-ans for in-

dependently supporting the said wheels m ^aiil frame.

3. In a conveyer system a rope carrier cotjsi.sting of a

frame or support, a wheel or sheave havioir twh deep.

separated flanges, a circular row of Int.ri.'r 'ett!, f..r • aeh

flange, two disks forniini: fixed hearink's f^r said ilan.-es.

a wheel or sheave located betwtH'n the said tUinii's tias ini:

a radius shorter than the radius of saiil disks and ec-

gearing for said wheel enKSgink; the mw^ nf interi'T

teeth In the flanges.

4. In a conveyer system a rope carrier bavin- i frame

or support combined with a propelling: device . .m-iisiini: of

a pair of fixed, separated disks, a rutatine flHni.'e "ii 'ach

disk, said flanges entrauini: the track, a i:r'"iv.il wheel

engaifin;; the haul rope, said wheel belm: l"'^it.<i between

said flaiic's. and cm: irearini: connectin:.' shM wheel and
said r!ani:es

.". Ill a <-onveypr system h P'lpe (arri''r liaviiiL' a frame

or support combined with a iiropellim: d.vie. ..n-ii-Jt ing

of a pair of fixed, separat.'d disks, a ri>tafln;: rlainjf on

each disk, said flanires .ntrat'in:: the rrar-k. a i:rooved

wheel of shorter radius tiian said disks anfl e.,- ^rearing

connecting said wheel and flanges.

f Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,07^?. F.M.I RmF'F: 1 \KKIKR \ stikk I* mhekt. New-
ark. N. .1 Filed .Tul.v '.i r.mT Serial .No :;s'j.'.f_'<i

1. In a conveyer the . Miuiiinatii>n witli tbe traek nf a

rope carrier having a frame or support, a pmpellint; wheel

in said frani'-. said wheel having two '^ontaet faces at

re«p*rtlvf!> difT' :• ut radial db»tances an(J means for

presslnkf the track into engagement with the face of longer

radius and the haul mpe into engagement with the face of

shorter radius, said means consisting of a grooved wheel,

a frame or support therefor, and a spring tendinir to draw
said frames in a predetermined direction.

2., In a conveyer the combination with tt; t ra k of a

rope carrier having a frame or support coii-^isting of two

parallel plates txdted together, a propelling whe^-l in -aid

frame, said wheel having two contact fa^ 's at r.sp.. ?
1
vlv

diflTeretit radial distan<es. and means for pr'sUn*; the track

into .iiuai.'eiiient with the face of longer radius and the

haul rope into eu^'agenient with the face of stiorter ra-

dius, said means cotisisting of a gnxjved whs 1. a separate

frame tlieref.>r l.'cated l).'fwt>en the plates nf tlie first

named frame, an adjaating device connecting said frames
and an adjustable spring for controlling said device.

S-f?

.*:. In a Conveyer the combination with the track of a

rope carrier having a frame or supixirt, a propelling wheel

Id said frame having two flanges forming a contact face

for the track, a groovfHl contact face between said flanges

of shorter radius, a grooved wheel located Ix'tween said

flanges a frame to support thr last named wheel, and
means for adjustably connecting said frames

4. In a conveyer the combination with the track of a

rope carrier having a frame or support consisting of two
parallel plates b<dted together, a i)ropelllng wheel in said

frame, said wheel having two contact faces at respectively

different radial distances, and means for pressing the

track Into engagement with 'he face of longer radius and

the haul rope Into engagem. ut with the face of shorter

radius, said means consi«iiii_' n( a trrooved wheel, a sepa-

rate frame ther«'for Io<-at.-d between the plates of the flrst

named frame, an adjusting device connet-fing said frames.

Slid a wparntf exterior support for said adjtistinir device.

.s:in,(i7J. K.VKK. Sa.mi ki. 1' l.KHi n. Cuntou. (Jliio. l-'lled

Sept. :{. 1{M>T. Serial No. ,^91.ln•_».

As an ttnproved article of manufacture, a rake conslst-

Im: of :i corniirated rake head provided with a lateral in-

teirral f!anc> . iinil convexo-concave rake teeth extended

from the eorrucatlons in the rake head, substantially as

and for the purj)08e specified.

.Hyo.t»75 .MILK INT. - STOOL. Peder Libak, Andrew
WiNDES, and I'KiTER WiNDE.N, Madella, Minn. Filed

.\pr 10. ifHis s.Mal No. 42fi..'?65.

1. .\ milklrii: -t .; comprising a closed case, a pail

therein for holding milk, and a tube having a receiving

mouth at one end and extending at its other end through

-aid case and above said pall.

_'. .\ milking stool comprising a cl«8«'d case, means for

tle.xibly supporting a pall therein, and a tube opening

through one side of said stool into the same and having a

mouth adapted to receive milk direct from a row and dis-

charge It into the pall within the st(X)l.

3. .V. milkiiik' stool coniprisjii;; a closed i-ase provld«»d

with a tight closure, means for flexibly supporting a pall

therein and a pipe movably mounted on one side of said

stool, its inner end arranged to overlie a pall In the stool

and its outer end provided with a receiving mouth for milk.

J^

i. .\ milkiu;; .-tool comiiiisiii!.' a h»ed case provided

with a tightly fitting top, gimhals m said stool to carry

a pail, a two part separable tube fiexihly supported at one

side of said stool one end of which extends within the

same and above said gimbals and the other end project-

ing beyond the sto<d and fitted with n receiving mouth for

milk.
.'. .\ milkinc stool ' ..mpi-isiiii: a (lose<l case, means

therein for .vieldint:l.\ sui.porting a pail, a tube provided

with a spherical hearing projeeting inwardly through one

side of said stool, a plate provided with a seat for said

spherical tx'arlng fastened to stiid sto4ii. and a tube hav-

ing a receiving niontli ndaided to be removably attached

to said flrst named pipe

[(Maims •', and 7 not printed in the CJazette.]

800,076. WHlilNi. !>]{ IdtWViNt; P.\CKET. Bartow
8. IxiBDELi.. Chicago, 111 Filed Dec. 11, 1907. Serial

No. 406,092.

'f

^f t\^ i

9^ Ir

»-(/

In combiBAtlon, a writing packet consisting of an en-

velop and copy holder, copy and pi act ice paper, said copy

holder being a long, narrow, thin receptacle closed at one

end and open at the other and positioned at the mouth of

the envelop exten<link' from end to end of the same and

"having n portion along its edge save at the ends of said

holder cut away and removed and a similar portion of the

envelop contiguous to and i)arallel with the copy holder

cut away and removed so that a copy and a sufficient

amount of practice paper for its transcription will be

exposed, -ulistaiitiall.\ as descril>ed.

890.077. PII.CtT F(»I< l,u(( iM( ill VKS .\ND TIIK LIKE.

Bi HNS I». I,o( KWiioD. Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Apr. 30,

190H. Serial No. 430,117.

1. \ metallic pilot for a locr»moflve. comprlalng n hori

zontal bottom bar and a series of Inclined bars adapted

respectively, to l)e fixed at one end to the horizontal bar

and at the other end to interlock with the end sill of the

locomotive, substantijiil.'i as descrlhed.

2. \ metallic [lilot for a locomotive, comprising a liori

zontal bottom bar and a series of inclined burs adajietl

respectively, to l>e fixed at one end to the horizontal l>ar

and at the other end to Interlock with the end sill of the

locomotive, and means for fixing the interlocking portions

of the Inclined lars to the end sill, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. A in.'tallic pilot for a locomotive, comprising a lioii-

sontal l>ottom liar aixl a series of inclined liars liaving

re8pe<'tivel.v. ai one end a font adaiifed to l>ear on, and

fixed to ilie Imrizontal har. and at the otlier end a suit-

able memlier adajited to engage in a correspondingly

shaped receptacle in the end sill of the locomotive, and

means for fixing the said memher to the end sill, suh-tan

tlally as described

4. \ metallic |)iloi for a locomotive, comprising; a liorl-

zontal bottom Imr and a series of incline<l hars liaviiii; re-

spectively, at one end a foot jidapled to War oti. and fixed

to the horizontal bar. the said foot having a rear depend-

ing lug adapted t.. en-:iL.'e tlie corresponding edge of the

horizontal bai. and mean- fni iixing the inclined bars to

the en<l sill of the locomoti\e. suhst.nntlally as descril>ed.

890,078. I'mtCKSS F<»Ii THE THdliT ( TION <>F SOAT
rOWDEH \Vii,UKi..M L(KiN(;, Hanover, (ieimany. as-

signor to Tlie Firm of Gebr. Korting .\ktlengesellscliaft.

K<irtings(|orf. near Hanover, (iermany. File<l N(

i;»(»7. ."serial No. 4<tl,71'!t.

1 1.

1. .V proiess for j iiMiiicing soap i>owder comprising the

piiK-ing of the soap.v mass in a container, heating and

moisteniiii: with steam under pressure, blowing off the

soapy mass wtiile the pressure within the container is

maintained

2. A pro<ess for prodiK in-: soap powder, cominisin;: the

placing of the soap.\ mass in a container, healing the

same under pressure !> steam passed from below, blowing

off the tieattMl mass while the stetim pressure is still

maintained, subtsantialiy as descril>e<i

890,u7it. M.\t HINK \V\l MAKlNt; OLIVEOII. Ihtek

E. Maooini, Los Anaeles. Cal. Filed Au;: I'c 1!>07.

Serial No. .'?K8,7S0.

1. In a machine for making olive oil. in combination, a

hopper, cnishiii;; means to operate tlierein. an inclosed

tank underneath said hoi.|,er and commnnicatins: there

with, suitable outlets hein- provided for said tank, and

a double gate for conlrollin;: exit from one of s.iid outlets,

said gate comprising an inner foraminated slide and an

independently movable outer imperforate slide

2. In a machine for making olive oil. in comliinat ion.

t
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a hopper, crushing means In said hopper, an inclosed agi-

tating chamber beneath said hopper and communicating

therewith, means for agitating olives In said' chamlxr to

separate the pulp and pi^s, a pit receptm !*> t^ri* i' j
-^lid

agitating chaml>er and communicating therewi- !:i nns

of small openings lulapted.to admit pits only o '
i .ms

adapted to deliver mixed pulp and water fio^ tlie upper

portion of the agitating chamber, outlet means commu
nicating with the lower portion of said pit re<eptacle, and

a delivery tank beneath said outlets and adapt id to receive

the discharge coming from lK)th of said outlet means.

i. In a machine for making olive oil. In fombluation.

a tank Inclosed on all sides, a transverse partition in said

tank dividing the same in upper and lower ichambers, a

hopper above said tank and communicating therewith,

crushing means In said hopper, agitating niearn in said

upi)er chamber, a vertical shnfr pxtnniitnp through '.(oth of

said chambers to operate salil a-;t,iMnj rti>'.»ns nid said

crushing meana, means l)elow ttu' •« r -hunlit^r f >r o[>er

ating said shaft, and a delivery tauk ;ucait>d, adjacent to

and at a lower level than both of said cha^nbers, there

being outlet means to deliver Mi>> in\'.iiMl ij^oiafed upon

from both of said chambers t- -n l .l.iiv>Tv tank.

4. A machine for making olive oil provl(lf'<l with a plu-

rality nf superposed tanks, crushing means in ono (jf said

tanks, a^'itatlni; means In another nf said Duilts, .iinl a

common shaft to oi)eratP said crushlni; nuMiis and said

agitating means.

5. In a machine for making olive oil, In c<Ynblnatlon. a

hopper provided with a rise in the center of the bottom
thereof, a tank beneath said hopper and supporting the

same, an upright shaft, a hou.sini; fir said shj'' a*. 'tiding

nearly to the top of said tank, stirrluK arm.-+ a!tai.he*i to

said shaft above said housing, crushing meatis operating

In said hopper and attached to said shaft ab^ive said rise.

and means beneath said tank for rotating said shaft.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,080. HOOK AND EYK. Anna G. Mi
gon. Mich. Filed r>ec. 31. 1906, Serial No.

newed Dec. 12, 1»07. Serial No. 406.204.

I LEK. Miiske

; 50.1 it He

,r^

890.081. INCUBATOR. Gkoboi: W. Mwbb
Kans. FMled Jan. 14, 1908, S«>rial No. 410.

•».^j m

. I'araoDS.

779.

A fastening device comprising a hook member having at-

taching portions, and a bill, said bill beine Joiner! to said

atrachlns? portions ^y substantially transverse hinrtiires.

and an t»yp memlH»r presentlnc a front n-oss Tiar and side

portions, said siilf portions •mi; ;irM\i,i.-.i with r»»<'e8ses

to rpi'>'ivt> fhf hiM'k menit)er at s.iid intiituf'is, thf latter

beini; riniiiy spati'<l in said ri-. »'<*. and sajii cross bar

flrmly contactlni; -;aid 'm;; w h.'n ^aid •%.• infinU'r anci said

hook in<Mii*>fr art' in ii'iiui.ti lasifii^-d [Dslti'm.

1. An Incubator comprising a casing a circular cover for

the same having a central opening provided with an up-

wardly projecting flangp. a cap resting upon said flange

and closing said opening and provided with a central hole

and ventilation holes, an Incandescent lamp within the In-

cubator, and a socket carrying the same and depending

through the hole in the cap.

2. -Vn Incubator, comprising a casing, a circular cover

for the same having a central opening provided with an
upwardly projecting flange, a cap resting on said flange

and closing said opening and provided with a central hole

and ventilation holes, an incandescent lamp within the In-

cnbator, a socket carrying the same and depending through'

the hole In the cap, and a water cup supported within the

incubator above the bottom thereof.

3. .\n incubator, comprising a casing, a circular cover

for the same having a central opening provided with an
upwardly projecting flange, a cap resting on said flange and

closing said opening and provided with a central hole and

ventilation holes, an incandescent lamp within the incu-

bator, a socket carrying the same and depending through

the hole in the cap. and a water cup suspende<i from the

cap btdow the lamp.

4. An incubator, comprising a casing, having' a double

insulated bottom and a wall doubled and lnsulate<l for

nearly Us full height and provided with perforations

above said doubled Insulated portion, a cover fitting

upon the casing and provided with a depending flange

fitting snugly within the casing and equipped with cor

responding holes and provided also with a central open-

ing and an upwardly projwting flange surrounding the

same, a cap fitting upon said flange and closing said

central opening, an incandescent lamp depending from

said cap within the incubator, and a water cup suspended

from the cap below the lamp.

5. An Incubator, comprising a casing having a double

Insulated bottom and a wall doubled and Insulated for

nearly Its full height and provided with perforations

above said doubled Insulated portion, a cover fitting upon

the casing and provided with a dep<'nding flange fitting

snugly within the casing and e<]uipped with corresponding

holes an! t: ild also with a central opening and an

upward) j ;

• 11^; flange surrounding the same, a cap

fitting upon said flange and closing said central opening,

an Incandescciit lamp depending from said cap within the

Incubator, arms depending from said cap, a plate secured

to the lower end of said arms, and a water cup supported

on said plate.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.082 w Iliri I Kl KEE-HOOK. Lewi.s Mobg.w. Man-
cheater <ikhi , assignor of one-half to James Jay War-

nock. Manchester. Okla Filed Apr 2.3, 1907. Serial

No, .1«9,864

.V whiffictr'-c hook coiiiprisiiii.' a cap, a loni:itudinally

slotted shank extending therebeyond, a sprlni; strip plvot-

' ally mounted upon said cap and having a b.veled head In-

.sertlble through th>' «lf't. said strip l)elni; shai)ed to spring

i

the head automaticat!\ iiit" ••nkraircment with one wall of

the slot to lock it against wi'lidrnwa! therefrom, and stop

i shoulders extending laterally from the spring strip and

Junk 9, 1908. U, S. PATENT OFFICE. 4373

perpendicularly to the path of movement of the head, said

shoulders being designed to loosely rest upon the shank

and to slide thereon during the movement of the

into or out of engagement with the wall of the slot.

bead

890.083. RATCHET-COUl'LING. THOMAS W. Morgan,

Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to Wilbur W. Marsh, Waterloo,

Iowa. Filed .May 11. 1907. Serial No. 373.183.

In combination, a shaft having a toothed outer face and

having an outwardly projecting spindle, a Imnd-wheel

rotatably seated on said spindle and provided with a bear-

ing-hole on Its Inner side, the outer side of said band-wheel

having a hub provided on Its outer face with teeth, a

compression spring in said bearing-hole, a slidable pin In

aid b«>arlng-h«le upon said spring, said pin adapt»>d to

engage a tooth on the outer face of said shaft when

said band wheel Is rotated In one direction, and be disen-

gaged therefrom when rotated In the reverse direction, a

crank having a h\ih rotatably seated on said spindle and

such hub having a bearlng-holc In Its Inner face, a com-

pression-spring seated In said bearing hole and a slidable

pin seated In said hole upon said spring, said pin adapted

to engage a tooth on said band wheel hub when the crank

Is rotated In one direction and to disengage therefrom

when the crank's rotation is arrested.

890,084. PROCESS F* di HIE PRODUCTION OF ALU-

MINIUM OX ID Fk.^vk W. Morris, Victoria, British

Columbia, Canada Filed Mar. i:i, 1907. Serial No.

362.218.

1. A process for the production of aluminium oxld, com-

prising the electrolytic prinluction of aluminium hydrate

In a cell having a solution of a salt of an alkali metal In

the cathode compartment and sulfate of aluminium with

its commonly associated Impurities In the anode compart-

ment, the evaporation and calcination of the solution of

the hydrate of aluniiniiiin and alkali hydrate resulting

from such electrolytic action and the separation of alu-

minium oxld therefrom by Hxlvlatlon.

2. As a process for the production of aluminium oxid,

th. .i.c'r.lvi 1' ]! ..duel i,.ii of nliiminium hydrate in a cell

ha^ iiiK 11 "-"lui i..n •! .1 salt i.f.an alkali metal In the cathode

compartment and s\ilfatc ..f alnmininin with its commonly

associated impurities In the anode compartment, the

evaporation and calcination of the solution of the hydrate

of aluminium and alkali hydrate resulting, and the sepa-

ration of aluminium oxid therefrom.

3. A process for the production of aluminium oxid. com-

prising the electrolytic production of aluminium hydrate

in a cell having a solution of common salt in the cathode

compartment and sulfate of aluminium with its commonly

associated impurities in the anwle compartment, the

evaporation and calcination of the solution of the hydrate

of aluminium and caustic soda resulting from such elec-

trolytic action and the separation of the aluminium oxid

therefrom by llxlviatlon.

4. A process for the production of aluminium oxid, com-

prising the electrolytic production of aluminium hydrate in

a cell having a solution of common salt in the cailiode

compartment and sulfa^te of aluminium with its commonly

associated impurities In the anode comimrtment. the

evaporation and calcination of the solution of the hydrate

of aluminium and caustic soda resulting, and the separa-

tion of the aluminium oxld therefrom.

5. \ process of the class described, consisting in treat

Ing aluminlferous material with sulfuric acid to form

aluminium sulfate, then eleetrolytically treating said alu-

minium sulfate in the pr. s. uce of a suitable electrolyte to

produce aluminium hydrate substantially as specified.

[Claims (3 to 11 not printed in the Cazette.]

890.085. MF.XNS FOR TESTIMi WIRES OR WIKF
ROPES. CiiAKLKS F. S. Mei A.N.v. Johanneshnrg. and

RicHABD C0L8ON, Belfast, Transvaal. Filed Jan. 10,

1906, Serial No, 295,354.

1. In apparatus of the nature specified, a testing coil

constructed in halves, means for making electrical connec-

tion between the ends of the wires of the coll and means

for clamping the halves together round the article to be

tested.

2. In ai)paratus of the nature Indicated, the combina-

tion with the testing coil slit longitudlnnlly of noncon-

ducting material placed in said silt, and an instrument for

recordlnL' variations In the electrical current passing

through th< ...il, caused by variations in the cross sec-

tional area of the article l>elng tested, by electro magnetic

Induction, substantially as described.

3. In (i!.|..naiMs of ihe nature indicated, the combina-

tion with the testing coil formed in halves longitudinally.

InsulatniL' material place<l between the halves, means for

making electrical connection between the ends of the wires

of the coll. means for connecting the halves of the coll to

clamp it round the article to be tested, and an instrument

for indicatlii'-' virintions in the (iirrent pnsslntr Tlir.nigh
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T
the coil vv\ag to variations in the rross sootional arPH of

the article beInK tested, by electro magnetic Induction

4. Apparatus of the nature lndicatP<l cmpcisint' «n •U-c

tro-matfnetic ••>li through which the article ti- l)e t.-ste<l is

«in»e<l to pass, an instrument for recording variatinns in

the current passing through the coil, caused b.v variati-ms

In the cross sectional area of the article t^lng teste<l, b.v

electro- magnetic induction, and an instrument for record

Ing any variations in the voltage of the current passinx

througli the coil

5. In apparatus '-f the nature Indicated, the combina-

tion with a tubular electro-magnetic coil tbroUfh which

the article to i.e teste<l is ca\isetl to pass, .)f means for

yieldingly supporting the -oil round the artirle to be test

ed, and means for pnKlucing a current in said coil.

[rialm-' -'• tnd 7 nut printed in the (iarette 1

M1M>086. KOT.MtV MIXKK KoK rONCftKTE. Tail

Ol„s..N. Stoughton. Wis. Filed L>ec. M, HHI7. Serial

No. 4»»K.T»>1<.

countercheck, and a regulating button carrie<l thereby

an.l h.,Hte«l »o as to be engaged by the sprini: snt.stan

I lall\ as specitind.

1, In a rotary mixer, the combination of A support, two

sets of groove<i antl friction rollers, a mixing drum hav-

ing open ends and a Hlllng opening interm9<llate Its ends,

.losures for the ends of the drum and said filling opening.

tlange<* rings upon the drum to engage said rollers, one of

said tlnnged rings t.eing arranged a suitable distance from

the outer end of the drum, ring gears upon the drum, a

Hrive shaft in said support, pinions upon said shaft in

mesh with said gears, an apertured conceqtrlc projection

up4.n the closure at the inner end of the drum, a loose

sleeve upon said projection, oppositely projecting levers

pivoted on the support and links connecting the Inner ends

of said levers to said sleeve, substantially as described.

.'. In a rotary mixer, the combination of a support,

grooved antifriction rollers thereon, a mixing drum, a

band up<in the drtim suitably distant fr.)i» its outer end

and provided with an annular flange to eng»ge the grooves

in said rollers and means at the inner end cf the drum for

elevating the same
;5. In a rc)tary mixer, the combination of a s\ipp<irt,

grtxn-ed antl friction rollers thereon, a mixing drtim. a

band upon the drum suitably distant froir its outer end

and provided witli an annular tiange to engage the

grooves in .<aid rollers, a concentric proj«ction upon the

innt-r end of the drum, a lever and a link Connected to the

lever and loosely engage<l with said concentric projection,

4. In a rotary mixer, the combination of a support, a

drum rotatably mounted thereon and adapted to tilt end-

wise, a concentric projection at one end of the dnim, a

sleeve loosely mountt^l on said projection, a pair of trans

versely disposed levers pivoted Intermediate their ends on

opposite sides of the support and a pair nf <'rosse<l links

havini.' their ur'pcr ends plvote^l to said jleeve and their

lower ends lo.^sely plvote<l to the inner emls of said levers.

::. \ piano a.Hon picvidwl with a slotted jack, a t*nt

pring seate<i tlieppiii and liaving an upper and a lowvr

arm. means for adjusting the iK)wer of the upi»'r arm, a

cotinter check, and a regulating button carrie<l thereby and

lo<ate<1 so as to !» .•ni.'age<| by the upr)er spring arm, sub-

gtantlMllv as si„-.itifd.

8JXi.0S,S. CVKK I'Ki ilKf "H>K .J.kmes M. OvkrshineR.

Chicago, 111 File<i Feb. :\. l^OS. Serial .No. 4i:i,99d,

As a new article of manufacture, a cuff protc tor r.>rnied

from a single circular sheet of flexible rubU r-like material

molde<l into a t)<)wl shape<l form, and provided witli n

wrist-hole in the base thereof In eccentrb- relation tb.Te

to. the outer and inner edges of said prote. tor tiavlng an

enlargtHl cross section and t)elng for^l^>d intct'ial with th.'

protector.

SOO.O^T PI.\N(^ ArTIO.N. UoBKRT Oi>piTZ, Koblenx.

Germany FIUhI F>b. U">. 10(17 Serial No. 3.'i7.6»)l

1 .V piano action provide<l with a jark, a spring carrle<l

thcr-'by. means for adjusting the power cf the spring, a

800. OHO. FKEI> <'<»NTH(tI-LINi; MKfHANlSM FnU

MA<;aZ1NRS AM" TUF l.IKK (•n\Ki.KS OWK.NS,

ChattanrHiga, Tenn, Filed Mar, 14. U'O.!. Serial No.

:!(>.!, or,,!. Renewed Oct. 30, 1907. Serial No 3!>!I,h.-,4.

1 In combination, a fe«'d drum arraiii;c.i to supp<irt the

forward [lortion of the maga/.in.>. ui.aii~ arn.-.l by i lie

feed drum for engaging the inat:a/ines, controlling means

engaging tlie (lile of magazines and arranged opposite the

fee<l drum with a space between for the pas.sage of the

iragazines. •-.liil controlling means consisting of a wheel

having teeth or projections thereon and adjustable re-

leaser means to cover more or less of said teetli or pro-

jections and shield them from the pile of niagazin.'s. sub-

stantially as descrilxd

•J In ronit'lnation a fe.Ml drum having means to engage

the magazines, a roiit rolling rafeiiet arranged opposite

the fee<l drum, means for rotating the rat(tiet step by

step, and releaser means to shield more or less of the

ratcliet teeth in res(H-ct to the pile of nia.Mi'iiies, substan

tlally as desc-ribeil

:!. In combination, the fe.ii druni. carrvln;: means t.) en

gage the magazine a ratchet whe.>l arrangetl opi>oalte the

drum with a space l«-tween for the j.assage of the maga

zines. said ratchet wheel having its teeth adapteil to ob-
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struct the forward movement of the magaxines, means

engaging the said ratchet teeth for operating the ratchet,

and releaser meanH to cover more or less of the ratchet

teeth In respect to the pile of magazines. subBtantially as

described.

4. In combination, the feed dnim. carrying means to

engage the magazine, a ratchet wheel arranged opposite

the drum with a space lK>twe«'n for the passage of the

magazines, said ratchet wheel having Its teeth adapted

to obstruct the forward movem.nt of the magazines,

means engaging the said ratchet teeth for oi>erating the

ratchet, and releaser means to cover more or less of the

ratchet teeth In resi)ect to the pile of magazines, said re-

leaser means being adjustable alM>ut the axis of the

ratchet, substantially as descrlb»Hl

5. In combination, a feed drum, an adjustable supjwrt

for the rear portion of the pile of magazines, a ratchet

wheel arrangeil oi)posite the feed .Irnni .iiid l>etween which

and the feeil drum the magii/.lne> pa-- means for operat-

ing the ratchet and a releaser adapted to shield more

or less of the ratchet teeth in lesjrt'i t to the pile of maga-

zines, sulwtantially as descritied.

(Claims (i ami 7 not printe<l in the (.azette.]

StMi.'*!"! STKAM <.KNKU,\r<il! ,lniiN t '. P.^KKEK. Fhll-

adelphla. I'a. original application filed .Ian. 8. 1J»01.

Serial No, 41,850. Divided in part and this application

file<l I>ec. It'.. 1!M>4 Serial No •_':{",0K4.

1. In a steam generator, a steam and water chamber, a

diaphragm therein dividing said chamber Into two com-

partments, one of said compartments having a pocket com-

municating with the other of s.ild compartments, water

circulating and steam generating ti!t>es connecting said

compartments, and mechanism for controlling the commu-

nication between anid comjjartments, substantially as

specified.

2. In a ste.im generator, n steam and water dium. a

diaphragm dlvi<ln.- ^.lid <lrum Into an upi)er and lower

compartment foi ^leam and water respectively, a port and

a pocket through which said compartments communicate,

and an iMi'maii. x.ilve for controlling said port so that

water 1- permiiiel t.. How from said upper into said lower

compartment and Is prevented from tlowmi: in the reverse

direction, substantially as si>ecltie<I

3. In a steam generator, a steam and wnter drnm. and

a diaphragm dividing said drum Into an upper and hwer

compartment, said upper compartment having a depen<l

Ing pocket between an end of said drum and said lower

compartment, substantially as specified.

4. In a steam generator, a steam and water (iruni. a dia-

phragm dividing said drnm into an upper .and lowei- com-

partment, said upper compartment having a depending

pocket between an end of said drum and sai<i lower com-

partment, an upper and a lower port through which said

pocket and lower compart tnent communicate, and auto-

matic valves for controllln;; vaid ixirts. substantially as

specified.

5. In a steam generator, a drum having a water com-

partment and a steam compartment, a set of tul>e8. a

down take connecting said water compartment with said

tubes, and an upcast connecting said ttdtes with said

steam compartment IndeiK-ndently of said water eompart-

ment, substantially as s|>e( itk^l

(Claims 6 to 21 not i.rinted in tlie ;azette.l

8 90,09 1. DKII.L lUil'E COUPLING. Wali^CE W.

Parmetf.r. i:idre<i. Pa Filed .\pr 15, 1907. Serial No.

:i»)8,282.

1. A couplin-' devUe of tlie type de.s<ribe<l comprising

a casing having an internal .hamls'r of reduced diameter

at Its Inner end. said casing i- ii_ : .rmed for engagement

with a t<«d and having an oi-ening or I... re to accommodate

an oi)erating rope, a <ore arrangf'd in said chaml^r and

having a longitudinal bore through which the rope ex-

tends, a pair of coi.perating d.implng members arranged

within the cor<' and having spiral grooves to conform to

the spiral twist of the rope, and a clamping plate secured

to the end of the core and adajiteil to co.lperate with the

latter to clamp the loose strands of the cooper.iting ropes

extending around the outer end of the core

2. A coupling device of the class des( rii ed comprising a

casing having an internal chaml>er conically ta|>ered from

Its outer towar<l its inner end. said casing t>tMng formed

for engagement with a drill tool and provided with a rope

receiving t>ore leading from said chamber, a hollow core

arranged within and conically tapered to conform to said

chamber, said core being provide<l with a longitudinal

opening to receive the rope and at its outer end with trans

verse grooves f.>rtning seats, a pair of cooperating clamp

Ing members arranged within Hie core and having spiral

grooves to receive and tit tlie t\\iste<l strands of the rope.

the clamping members and inner walls of the core being

corres|.ondingl\ tapereii to cause a clamping action of the
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members and a clamplnR plate attached 4o the end of

the core for securlnK within the grooves the loose terminal

trands of the cooperating rope.
j

3. A coupling device of the clasa describe^ comprising a

casing having an Internal chamber, a hollow core fitted

against movement In one direction within, the chamber.

Mid core consisting of a pair of component sections,

means for detachably connecting said sections together,

a rope extended Into the casing and througli the core and

provided at the outer en<l of the latter with ii pliirallty

of loose strands, cooperating clamping menit-^rs arranged

In the core and Internally groove<t t . tit rhe twisted

strands of the rope, the clamping men' .i-^ mM inner walls

of the core being tapered to cause a ; imini: i. tion of the

members under movement :ii hi.' .lic'^irn t'lo loose

strands of the rope being lulapted ti .'vi'dI uuund the

adjacent end of the core, and a clamiiin,' ;.LaT.> removably

attached to the latter for clampitu' .iij-'M-'iti-iit with snffl

strands.

890,092. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR CpTTON GINS.

Fb.\sk I^iielii?. Wellston. okla FII.hI ^,'p\. -J.T. 1907.

Serial No. 394,127.

V-

June 9, 190H.

Is raised, an adjustable bracket supporting the lower ten-

sion-pulley, and a spring pressed lever arm supported by

said bracket and supiM.rtlng the upper tension pulley, the

spring preHsure preserving an even tension on the belt.

890.093. WARP -STOP -MOTION MECHANISM. Wil-

liam C. Pbbht. Charlestown. K. I. Filed Apr. 4, 1907.

Serial No. 366.407.

1. The combination of the larger dr:\ 'O pili'V G. an

MldleMi driving belt entiasini: «ai(l pui') it.-' -imaller

driven palley H engii«ed l.y ;i l-.p .u- r-vir- .urv.. .,f the

ongoing run of said l)elt. and a U^li t ichf'iini-' id;'' •'!

gaging the ongoing run of said bt>lt In ailiii;" f -,\\>\

pulley H. the latter pulley being locai'-l h-mt tli.> main

pulley (J and near the off going run •>{ rb-' i"'!! u"'l be-

tween the latter and Idler, ilu'ri-i'v pn.vldin;.' nearly a

complete lap of the l)elt around tiie driven pulleys.

2. The combination of tlie main driven pulley •;, un

endless driving belt engaging the ^.une. a be\t tiuhi.'iiui^

Idler below said pulley .nsruL'iii-' the on goitg slack run of

the belt, the pulley 11 eiii;;u.><l hy a loop o^ reverse curve

of the belt between said idler and pulley (i.ia horizontally

disposed Intermediately fulcrumed lever ^those one arm

carries said idler, a rock-shaft having an arm connected

by a link or links with the opi>osit»" arm nf ..said I.v.t f.>r

moving the latter up an<l down and a lever .inn riuid

with said rock shaft for operating the latter, md me.ms

for ii 'dim: said lever arm In position.

.; liif combination with the end!*--;-; 'Irivuii: t"'lt and

pulley driven thereby. • •;• • i •!_'! '. runi,' hller. a lever

carrying said Idler and adapii'<l tu m..va the same for

tightening or slackening the i»elt. the fnlrriam of said lever

having a fixed l>earing at one side and an ndjnstable l¥>ar

Ing at the other side for adjusting the i.U>'r t.. train the

belt thereon.

4. The rnmMnatlon "f the saw-shaft. rji>' hinirtHl ruU-

bOX adapted to !>«• raided and hiwf-red relativf tu the saw-

Shafi. a pl'ker r-i;>T th^THin mrrled 'T and movable

with the roll 1m i\-, an »'nd!ess drivini; •M p.uisin^' around

pulleys therfl'or <iii t lu' saw^ti.afi and piiker roller shaft.

and tension-pulleys ofTset alnive the iin-' ..f ..mii.ts .d said

shafts over wliich the runs of said i.ir pass wh-'ietiy

the belt Is automatically tlghtene<l when the r..!! l.o\ is

lowerwl and autnmatieallv slncicened when the r.dl box

1. As a new article of manufacture, a flat detector for

warp-stop motion mechanisms, oblong In shape and pro-

Tided with an opening off center toward Its forward end

adapted to receive an axial support, and having Its for-

ward upper edge longitudinally bifurcated to receive the

warp thread.

2. .\8 a new article of manufacture, a flat detector for

warp stop motion mechanisms, oblong In shape and pro-

vided with an opening off renter toward Its forward end

adapted to receive an axial support, provided also with

channel upon the upper margin of one end to receive the

warp thread, and provided with a cavity upon the opposite

end adapted to engage a support.

3. In a warp stop motion mechanism, a series of flat de-

tectors each having Its upper edge longitudinally bifur-

cated to receive a warp thread, whereby the indicator Is

normally held in Inoperative position, an axial supiK)rt

loosely extending through the detectors off renter and

stopping means for the me<hanl8m operated by or through

the abnormal positioning of a detector.

4. lu n warp stop motion mechanism, an axial detector

support, flat detectors loosely mounted u\Mm the axial siip-

p<irt and provided with channels upon their upper margins

to receive the warp threads which normally maintain the

detectors in inoiK»ratlve i>osltion. a rotary shaft adapted

to cooperate with an al)normally positioned detector, and

stopping means for the mechanism ofHrated by or through

the engagement of the rotary shaft v^ith an abnormally po-

sitioned detector.

5. In a warp stop motion mechanism, an axial detector

support, detectors loosely mounted off center upon the axial

support an<l adai'i.Ml to receive the warp threads upon

their ends whereby the dete<tors are normally held In hori-

zontal position, a rotating sliaft mounted ndjacont the de-

tectors and adapted to Ix' engaged and stopped by the re-

lease of a detector, and stopping Instrumentalities actuated

by the stopping of the shaft.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Oaxette.l

890.094. 1:A11.\V\V SIGNAL APPARATUS. Ch.^hles

A. PiTT.s, Calialian. Cal. Filed Aug. 19. 1907. Serial

No. 389,230.

1 In a railway signal apparatus, a movable member lo-

(ated at one side of the railway truck, a traveling meml)er

carried upon a train and designed to operate the movable

fnemt)er. a p«iwer storing means, connections betv^een the

movable member and the jwwer-storlng means, operated by
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the engagement of the train member with the movable

meml)er located at the side of the railway track, an electric

circuit extending to a distant point, a circuit making and

breaking mechanism arrauged to give a predetermined code

signal, and means for coupling the power-storing mechan-

ism to the signal-transmitting mechanism for operation of

the latter by the return of the power-storing mechanism to

Its Initial position.

2. In a railway signal apparatus, a algnal-transmittlng

means comprising a power-storing derlce actuated by a

passing train, a circuit closer controlled by said jjower-

Btoring device for transmitting electric impulses represent-

ing code signals over a suitable electric circuit, and a re-

tarding device for regulating the speed of action of the

power-storing device, said retarding device having a uni-

form action of retardation throughout the entire range of

active movement of the said power storing device.

3. In a railway signal apparatus, a power-storing device,

means iocatt>il along tlie side of the railway track and con-

necttHl to the power storing device for the actuation of the

latter by a passing train, means for restoring the train actu-

ated connections to normal position, means for transmit-

ting electric Impulses representing code signals over a suit-

able electric circuit under tlie control of the power storing

device, and a retarder bavin;: a uniform action of retarda-

tion on said power storing device throughout the entire

range of the active movement of the latter.

4. In a railway signal apparatus, a weighted arm actu-

ated by the passage of a railway train, a gear wheel, a

pawl and-ratchet connection l>etween the weighted arm

and gear wheel active in one direction only, a signal trans-

mitting wheel geared to the gear wheel, electric circuit ter-

minals In the path of the slKnal transmitting wheel, an

otlier wheel <ouple<l to the gear wheel and provided with

radially projecting pins, and a pendulum escapement for

said last named wheel.

5. In a railway signal apparatus, a weighted arm. con-

nections between the same and trip mechanism adjacent

to the railway track, a gear wheel, a pawl-and-ratchet con-

nection between the weighted arm and the gear wheel, ac-

tlye In one direction only, n signal disk, circuit terminals

adjacent to said signal disk, means on said signal disk

for closing the circuit terminals a predetermined number of

times In succession, and a governor device comprising a

wheel geared to the gear wheel and provided with radially

projecting pins or teeth, and a pendulum escapement there-

for.

loops adapted to encircle the straps respectively, and

gather their wider portions whereby the overhanging of

rf
*

the cap's sides may l>e regulated, said Viand and straps

adapted to pass under the cidn and cover the ears.

890,096. IMPLEMENT FOR CHOPPING OR THINNING
OUT COTTON. Andeksun Redding, Bollngbroke. Ga.

Filed Aug. 6, 1907. Serial No. 387,342.

S90,0n.''> HEAI>-<JKAU. l>n i.s K.kiUNER, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed I»ec. 22, 1900. Serial No. 349.0.'i6.

A cap of the character described, comprising a lx)dy por-

tion bavins: a band covering the back and side portions

thereof, and i lapNd to hold said portions In erect posi-

tion: said band tt rininating In straps adapted to overlap

on the crown of ilie (ap. said straps being of greater width

adjacent the band and Iiiivhil' loops at their ends, said

1. In an Implement of the character descril^ed. a frame

liaviug side bars, bearing brackets carried by said side

bars, a disk journaled between said bearing brackets and

formed in Its periphery with radial sockets, said disk being

also formed with transverse apertures Intersecting 'said .

sockets, arms radially slldable in said sockets and formed

with longitudinal series of transverse apertures adapted

to aline with those In the disk, fastening bolts passed

through the alining apertures to adjustably secure the

arms In the disk, cups carried by the outer ends of the

arms and adapted to engage the ground, and covering

shovels arranged on opposite sides of the frame and having

their standards connected to said side bars, substantially

as descrllied.

2. In an Implement of the character describe*!, a frame

having side bars, a pair of bearing brackets formed at their

upper ends with bearings and at tlieir lower ends with an

enlargement, the latter Udng formed with a pivot opening

and a series of apertures arranged concentric with said

pivot opening, pivot Iwlts passed through said pivot open-

ings and the side bars of the frame to pivotally mount the

brackets thereon, aojustlng bolts passed through the side

bars of the frame and certain of the apertures In the en-

largements of the brackets to secure the latter In adjusted

angular positions, a wheel mounted for rotation In the

bearings at the upper ends of the brackets, radial arms

upon the wheel provided at their outer ends with cups to

engage the ground, and covering shovels arrang<-d on op-

posite sides of the frame and having their standards se-

cured to said side bars, substantially as de«rris.'d.
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89(».<>97. SHOE ANr> ROOT SCRAPER
KFN and Maikh f: F Kmeskkn. I»a.vt(.n. Ohio

Mav 6. 1907. Serial No. 372.065.

bFFlCIAL GAZETTE .
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f Cr.nRc.T. Rors- I the bolster, a brace strap Integral with said portion of the

plate Intermediate said wings bent at an angle near Its
Filed

upp«>r . ud and fa.st.ued to the upright portion of the plate,

as set forth.

800.090. rARBCKETKU. Hkmu Ul H.viii's..N. Walthani,

Maaa. Filed Miir. 1«. U»07. Serial No. 362.719.

1. In a shoe nnd ^KK)t scrapfv. tli.- ..iii''iiirtti,.ii .f tiu-

bearing-bliK k« adapted to be connecteti c 1
-U'\<. and each

provided with a so< ket ; the soraper-hlad.' ihmvhMv raount-

ed by means of trunnions In the sockets ..f <:\u\ lK«aring-

blocks: so that said scraper-blade will rest 1 ^' said step

when in oi)erative position, and helnw said -^t.-p wIumi in an

inoperative position: all substantially in th.' mann.r and

for the piiriM'-.-- 'l.->i ; li'i-il

2. Th^- .(iiiiMn.iti.in m a sh. .• and lxi"t scrai.er. of the

bearing' M." k-*, .•a.-u [ir-vnl.-.l with a so.n..t an a.'tuating

ni.K;- :.<.at,..i :!i th^ -Mk^-t >{ on.' of said h.-arint:-Mo<'ks ;

oa.- 'I' said L-^'arinj; hl.wks b.'inic provid.'<l with a r«>ops8
;
a

scraper-blade provld.-<l vs'.th trunnions, iiu' "f said trim

nlons adapted to hear ak,'aUist tho actuathik: nu-ans in said

sock.'t of one of the tK^arink' hlorks wh.'n said Made Is

raised: and a hij; on one of the trunnloqs adapted to en-

Bnge said recens. when said scraper hlade is riise.l and to

be disengajced from said re.ess when said s.raperMade is

down : all substantially as set forth

,3. The herein descriUnl shoe and tio.it s(rai)er havini;

bearing blocks, each .>f whi.h is prn\i<l»d with a si,<ket.

one of which Is provid»Hl with a si,>t ..r rt". ess
;
a resilient

member adapte<l to !» inserte.l and rest within the socket

of one of said liearint: iilocks : a scra[*'r tilade provlde<i

witli trunnhais .me of which is adapte<l tc rest in and bear

against sai t rc^iii..nr iiiemi'er, while ttie other or opposite

trunnion is adnpte,! r.. rest in said socket of the opposite

bearing Li" k and i- ;.r. vided with a det«nr adapted to en-

gage and rest within said si.,r, said soraperM.ide Ueint'

further pr-vidtsl with a straiirht edged scraper, and also

angular-edged scrai>ers : ^ir.sranf ially as set t..rth

+ .V shoe and t>oot scraper cMniiirising the fnllowini; eU-

iiients. to wit: a iH'aring hlo.k providetl with a straight

socket; a l)e«ring block provide<l with a |io<ket and havini.'

a slot In its inner end : a spring ailapte<i to rest in the

straight socket: and a scraper dlade pruv ided with trun-

nions, one of which is ndapt.tl t.. he actuaf'Nl Iv said

spring, while the other trunnion w prMvi«led witti a detent

adaiied to rest In said slot when in its oiieririvc position;

Si ist.inrlatly In the manner and for the biirpo.ses set forth.

89«>.09H. BOLSTER - STAKE Fni: SLEI'IIIS William

F. R.iKTToKii Konnel.v. Minn I'iled Jan :>0, 1908. Se-

rial No u:'..4.''.'

A bolster comprising an upri-iit piate .,( metal which

Has its opjHisite edges bent to f.^rui wipirs dcsigne.1 to be

fi^T.-ncd If their lower ends to the opposite faces of tlie

, >rcr a p.'rtion of the plate intert»e<1late the wings

-..ing '»Mit at right angles to the nprifht i)ortion of the

plate and d-sit'ned t,. U.- hdd flat a_MinsT the npper face of

1 In a carbureter the combination of an automatically

closing valve and an eiastically motinted adjustat-le stop

therefor, limiting the oin-nlng of the valve, said stop l>eing

at H distance from the close.l p,,sirion and engaging the

valve onlv when the valv.- ;< "p.ii

2. In a .arlnireter. In . .uiiiuna t ion. a valve adapted to

close downward: a relatively weak spring pressing It con-

stantlv toward its cL.scd position: and a relatively strong

spring acting' in ih. sani. dirc-tion and normally dlsen-

gage<l. position«'<l to engage It at the dealre<l limit of us

upward travel

:', In a carbureter. In combination, a valve adapted to

chise downward: a spring susiK-nded above It. normally

not engag.sl with it : and an element from whi.h the

spring Is suspen<le<l, adjustable on the carbureter to vary-

ing distances from the ciost^l position of the valve.

4 In a carhureier. In conihlnat ion, a valve adapted to

close d.-wnward the upi^r part of the carbureter having

cxtcrnallv a helical cam of steep pitch and internally a

hollow axial space ; a cap fitting externally thereon closing

the hollow space, and engaging the cam ;
and a spring de-

pending from the cap Into said hollow. In position to en-

cai.'e. and limit the lift of. the valve

-, In a carbureter. In combination, a valve a<lapted to

close doNMisvard: a helical spring depending above it, limit-

ing its opening: and a buffer held by the spring at Its

lower end: there being in the part Joined to the spring a

circular groove which the final convolution of the spring

fits eiastically. thereby holding said part and the spring

together detachably.

800,100, SI'EEI* INDHATOK AM' ItL' < 'lU tKH. Ai.-

rsiD Shepukk, Jersey City, N .1 assignor of one-half

to James A. Hudson. New York. N. Y. lUe.l .June 1.

l',>0.-,. Serial No. 26:^.222

1. In a speed Indicator and recorder. In combination.

means for intermittently fee<ling a record receiver In ac-

cordance with distances or movements to l.e re<(M-ded : a

driving connection for actuating the feeillng means from

fliH de\ ic- whose s|ieeds and innvenients are to he re-
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corded ; a puncturing device ; means for getting It trans-

veraely to the direction of the feed of the record receiver,

and relatively to the speeds to l)e recorded ;
and means for

causing the puncturing device to pierce the record receiver

during its Intervals of rest.

890 101. SCREEN FOR FROJECTING AIIAKATLS.

ALFRED L. SiMi'Sox, New York. N. Y.. assignor to Ida L

Simpson. New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 15. 1907. Serial

No. 388.742,

•' A movement and si)eed reorder, c.mprlslng a record

receiving strip mnrke.1 longitudinally to indicate rates of

speed and marked transversely to Indicate distances or

movements to be recorded ; means for intermittently feed-

ing the strip In uniformity with the units of the distances

or movements to Ik- record.'<l : a puncturing device; means

for setting It In different positb.ns athwart the strip;

means for causing It to pierce the strip to produce per-

manent records thereon of distances or movements and

the rate of speed at each unit of measurements ;
and driv-

ing connections for actuating the feeding means and the

puncturing device

3 \ movement and speed recorder, comprising a record

receiving strip having longitudinal and transverse Indicat-

ing lines- a tahle over which the strip is fed ;
a feeding

device at one end of the table for feeding the strip over

the table in conformity with the units of distances to be

recorded: a puncturing device normally Iwated l>eneath

the table; means for setting and means for actuating the

puncturing de^ Ice to cause it to move transversely to the

strip and i. pass through an oi>enlng In the table and

pt.ncture the strip in iKjsltions to Indicate the rates of

speetls and ilie units of movements.

4. A in-wnient .'ind spe.si recorder. comprisiiiL' a record

receiving strip having longitudinal und transxerse indicat-

ing lines; a table over which the strip is fed ; a feeding

device at one end of the table for feeding the strip over

the table in conformity with the units of distances to be

recorded; a friction guide through which the strip passes

as It Is drawn to the table : a puncturing device normally

locattMl iKU.eaih the talde : means for setting and means for

actuating the puncturing dex ice to cause It to move trans-

versely to the strip and to pass through an oi>ening In the

table and puncture the strip In positions to indicate the

rates of speed and the units of movements.

.">. In a movement ami spe«Hl re.order. In combination, a

receptacle adapted t,. Ic.i.i a record receiving strip In roll

form; a tabl.' aUow tlo receptacle; a friction guide

through which the sinii passes as it la drawn on to the

tahle at one end : a feed r.iier and a pressure roller at the

other end of the tahle lieiweeii which the strip Is fed ; a

receptacle for holding tlie strip as it passes from the feed

roller; means for uniformly intermittently actuating the

fee<l roller in accordance with the degrees of movements

to l»e re.-ord.Kl : a mnkui- .levice normally located l)eneath

the table near tl ipo>ite ^n.l to the feed roller: means

for setting and means for actuating the marking device to

cause If to pass iluough a slot in the tahle and mark the

strip,

[Claims 6 to 24 not prlnt.il in the Gazette.]

1 \ screen for projected images consisting of a base of

suitable material, and a metallic coating of the character

2 A screen for projected images consisting of a base of

suitable material, and a coating of metallic particles of the

character specified.
, ., „*

3 \ screen for projected images consisting of a base of

suitable material, and a coating of powdered aluminum.

4 A screen for projected images consisting of a Imse of

suitable material, and a colored, metallic coating of the

character specified.

X90 102 SHEET METAl. HANDLE. I'.vrKiiK 1>. Skauex,

Syracuse. N. Y. Filed Feb 15. 1008. Serial No. 414.o83.

1 The coml.maiioTi in a handle for receptacles, of a sup-

porting Pl.it. and a pendent hand grasp, the latter consist-

ing of sheet metal bent to form inwardly projecting trun-

nions, and the plate having at ea»h side two bearing edges

X 1/ on different planes and lines at right angles to each

other one for contact with the side arm of the handle

when the latter i- raised and the other for supporting the

trunnion.

2 The combination In a .handle for boxes, of a hand-

grasp having a cross-bar. side arms and Inwardly extend-

ing trunnions, a supporting plate having a central trans-

verse bridge section extending at the ends to form elevated

end sections, and a Hat section intermediate the end sec-

tions extending f the lower edge and with side flan 'es

bent to form bearing edges j. j/. at right aui^tes ,,n different

planes and serving as l.eannL's for the irMim^n^ 'U the

side arms, as set forth.

3 The comhmHtiou in a handle, of a supporting plate

and a hand grasp .-onsisting of one piece of metal bent to

form side arms and a cross bar. each side arm having edge

flanges, and shaped and bent at the outer end to form a

hollow Inwardly projecting trunnion.

4 The within described hand-grasp for handles consist-

ing of a single piece of metal shaped and bent to form a

cross-bar, side arms with edge flanges, and Inwardly pro-

jecting hollow trunnions.
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890.103. LOCK FOR PISTOXRINGS M
LlVAS. Poughkeepsle, N. V. Filed Aiu- 1

No. 38S.224.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE June 9, 1908.

AEL H. 8OL-

1J07. Serial

1 The combination with a circumferen ially grooved

piston having a recess formed in one wall of said gr<^^*-^ »'

a pressure ring In said groove, and a lock

edges, a aeries of staggeredly arruiced pins, and a series

of numbered pockets at the lower end of the base
;
of two

short posts that extend up through the rear end of the base

and form supports for the said rear end. two other posU

hlngedly connected to the short posts, means for fixedly

holding the said two other posts in vertical poslUon on

the short posts and a series of transversely disposed and

oppositely and downwardly Inclined runways secured be-

tween the hinged posts, the said runways each having a

discharge opening at the lower end for the purpose de-

scribed.

for said ring

adapted to At In said recess, the bottom of tfce lock and of

the recess being constructed with obstruction-, to prpvpnt

the passage of the gases.

•> The combination with a clrcumf.r-'ntially trru-.N.,}

piston having a ro.-e^s formed in on.- wall of tli- ijroovy.

and shoulders formed In the bottom of the recess, a pres-

sure ring m said groove, a loclc socure.l ttu-r»ro at one end

and adapted to fit in said recess, tlie inn.-r edge of ttie lock

being provided with shoulders and r-cess.-s to correspond

with the bottom of the recess ui the piston.

.-{ The combination with a rircumftTentially grooved

piston having a recess formed in nn.> wall of said groovf.

the ends of said recess being provided with a shoulder and

a sub-recess, a pressure ring In said groove, a locking plate

rigidly secured at oti.. ...M f .n.. -nd .f said ring and

adapted to fit In the r--^ in th- rylind^r. U.- ends of said

plate being each provided with a shoul.ler and a recess.

4 The combination with a clrcumfer-atially i;r.H,ved

piston having a r.M-ess furm-d in one wall r.f said «r..ove.

having the en.N - :; ;: ^M-d with a rectai»*:ular shoulder

and a sub-reces.>. aa L ^h-u-d pressure rin^- f..r said ijroove

having a notch In Its inner edge of on.- end. ;ind i loclfink;

plate rigidly secured to the notched end ..f said rink: and

provided with a projection for fittinu in raid n..trh. the

endH of such plate being each provided with a projection

and a recess for enu-airine with the shouldtr and recessed

ends of the recess in th.' piston.

5 r>i.. ,-..ni!.ina!i"n with a idston provWed with u cir-

cnmf.-^'n'ia: ^t-.x-, vsiih r. ••esses In its bottom and hav-

ing' I ^11 .uldered recess In one wall, an Inner and an outer

ni .' r-. -Hid groove, the Inn.T rlnK being provided with

i.^r.^,' ..[IS for fitting in the r-cess in the bottom of said

groove, springs in saiM '.•••••^^.^ t^ r f..r .in^ ihe int^er ring

outward, and a shouM.r.d :..ck s.^, ur^d f. ..n- .nd of the

out-T rins and adapted to fit In said shouldered re. ess.

[Claim ^^ not printed In the Gazette.]

890.104. G.\MF. .U'l'AK.\TIS

City, 111. Filed Aug. I'J, ltK)7,

Wii.i.iAW Tkkhy, Pearl

Serial -No. ;jM8,2;i8.

8 9 0.105. TYING MECHANISM FOR HARVESTERS.

William H. Tilson. Plalnvlew, Tex. Filed May 6, 1907.

Serial No. 372, 15S.

1 \ mechanism as described comprising a twine ^^'
a knotter and a needle, means for actuating the same. saW

needle having a twine receiving groove located at its

periphery and extending along its entire length.

o V mechanism as described comprising a twine holder,

knotter and needh«. means for actuating said parts and a

stripper for the knotter actuated by the twlneholder.

3 \ mechanism as described comprising a needle, a

twine holder and a knotter. a breast plate supported adja-

,..nt the twine holder and knotter and having a needle

,lut a plate mounted upon the breast plate and having a

,i.,t,hed portion spaced from the breast plate and lying

adjacent the knotter In a plane at a right angle to the

shaft thereof.

4 \ mechanism as described comprising a needl., a

twin, holder and knotter. a breast plate having a needle

slot provided with an ogee extremity, a stripper plvotally

mounted upon the plate and having a twine receiving

notch located adjacent the knotter, the end of the knotter

normally lying adjacent the end of the ogee extremity of

the needle slot.
i , ,»,

5 A mechanism as described comprising a twine holder.

a knotter and needle, means for operating the said parts.

a pivoted stripper having a twine receiving notch, a knife

mounted upon the stripper and means carried by the twine

holder for actuating the stripper.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890 106. ROLLER BEARING. David L. Tschantz. Can-

ton Ohio. Filed Aug. S. VMM Serial No. 387.61-.

A combination in the game apparatus ..f th.> character

described, with an inclined base having ve^tl.-ally projected i

1 In a roller-bearing, cup m. n.t.ers provided with cup

s€.ctlons said cup sections provi.led with s.rew threaded

"..xtenslons. cups or collars adjustably attached to the

screw thr.ad.-d extensions of the cup sections, cone-sleeves

each having opi.osit-ly in.llncd peripheries, there being a

^'r..ov.^ !o.at.^d between the oppositely Inclined peripheries

,,i- .ach .one shM-ve, roller cages and sets of rollers

June 9, 1908.
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journaled In the cages, the rollers being Inclined In op-

posite directions, substantially as and for the purpose

specified.
, , ,, J

2 In a roller bearing, a sleeve, its periphery Inclined

in opposite directions and provided with a groove between

the oppositely Inclined portions of the sleeve, a roller

cage, consisting of rings connected together, rollers jour-

naled in the rings, said rollers consisting of sets Inclined

m opposite directions, and cups adjustably connected to-

gether and adapted to surround the rollers, substantially

as and for the purpose specified.

3 In a roller bearing, the combination of oppositely in-

clined cone sleeves, relatively fixed bearing cups and rela-

tively adjustable bearing cups connected to the fixed bear-

ing cups, roller cages consisting of rings, rollers jour-

naled In the rings, said rollers consisting of annular sets

inclined In opposite directions arranged in endwise rela-

tion to each other and rings adjustably connected to the

relatively adjustable bearing cups, substantially as and

for the purpose specified

4 In a roller bearing, the combination of oppositely

inclined cone-sleeves, relatively fixed bearing cups and

relatively adjustable bearing cups connected to the rela-

tively fixed l)earlng cups, roller cages consisting of rings,

rollers Journaled in the rings, said rollers consisting of

annular sets Inclined in opposite directions arranged In end-

wise relation with each other, rings adjustably connected

to the relatlvelv adjustable bearing cups, and the outer

bearing cup constituting a dust cap. substantially as and

for the purpose specified.

u In a roller bearing of the class described, a cage con-

sisting of rings spaced from each other, rollers Journaled

In the rings and the Inner reduced ends or bearings of said

rollers aluitt.d against .ach other, a sleeve and bearing

cups said roU.rs locat.-.l between said bearing cups and

sleeve, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890 108 PNEUMATIC RIVETER. Wilbeb H. Van Sickel,

Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Thos. H. Dallett Co.. a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 7. 1906. SerUI

No. 310.422.

880.107. POWER TRANSMISSION MECHANISM. Ben-

NKTT Van Dkcab. Syracuse. N. Y. Filed June 25. 1906.

Serial No. 323.290.

t iher jaw, a pi-.-ssur-^ ilevice foroper-

-. 1m .n^; jias-au<-. one from the source

another 10 the jaw oi>erating device.

rivet, r. a valve casing in which said

a valv.- in said casing controlling the

tlie i.r.ssiir. supply and the riveter

1. In a pow.r transmit imu mechanism, an eplcycUc

train having two separately revoluble planetary wheels

traveling In different concentric deferents, one deriving

rotary motion from the other

2. In a power transmitting mechanism, two planetary

wh'eels revolving on different axes, and connected for simul-

taneous rotation.

3. In a power transmitting mechanism, an epicycllc

train having two separately r.voluble planetary wheels trav-

eling in different concentric deferents and connected for

simultaneous rotation in the same direction.

4. In a power transmitting mechanism, an epicycllc

train having two planet wheels mounted on axes at dif-

ferent distances from the axis of the deferents In which

they travel, one planet wheel being eccentrically connected

to the other.

.'>. In a power transmitting mechanism, a fixed annulus,

a planet wheel moving a!".iit the annulus and deriving

motion therefrom, means for moving the planet wheel

around Its deferent, and a second planet wheel connected

to and moving witli the first named planet wheel, but re-

volving on a different axis.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette]

1. In a riveting machine, in .•oiiihina!i..n. laws pivoted

together mterm.-dlat.- of their length, a pneumatic riveter

carried by the low r portion of one Jaw. an anvil carried by

the lower porii'U •!

atlng said jawv 1 1,.

of pressure Buppi.\

.

and another to tin-

passages terminate,

connection l).'tw.>en

and jaw-oiH-rating device, means wh.ieti\ the valve In Its

movement in on.- direction first connects tie- jaw-operating

device with the pr.-ssure siii.i>!y passap.^ and then connects

the riveter passas.- with the pr.ssur.' sui^i.ly, and means to

maintain connection between the pressure supply and the

said Jaw-operating device during connection l.etw.-.-n the

pressure supply and the rlv.ter.

2. In a maciiine of the character described, the combina-

tion with the pivoted Jaws, the riveter and the jawoperat-

ing device, there being passages, one to the riv.ter. another

to the jaw operating device and another from the pressure

supply, of a valve casing in wliich said passages terminate,

a valve In said casing, liaving passages adapted in the

movement of the valve to first connect the pressure supply

with the jaw operating device paswige and then to connect

the said jaw-operating device passage and riveter passage

with the pressure supply.

3. In a machine of the characi. r d. -crihed. the ...mhi-

natlon with the pivoted jaws, the riv.t.r and tlu- jaw

operating device, there being passages one to the riveter.

another to the jaw-operating device and another from the

pressure supply, of a valve casing in which said passages

terminate, said valve casing having an exhaust, a valve in

said casing having passages adapted in the movement of the

valve in one direction to first connect the pressure supply

with the jaw-operating device passage and then to connect

the Jaw-operating device passage and riveter passage with

the pressure supply and in the movement in the other

direction to cmnect th.- jaw operating device passage

with the exhaust.

4. In a machine of the character described, in comhina-

tlon with the jnws pivoted together, intermediate of their

length, and carrying at their lower ends. r.si>ectlvely. the

riveter and the anvil, of a cylinder between said jaws above

said pivot and connected to one of said jaws, a piston piv

oted to the other jaw. there being passages one from said

cylinder, another passage from said riveter, and another

from pressure supi)ly. a valve casinp in which said pas-

sages terminate, a valve in said casing adapted, in its

movement, to successively connect said pressure supply with

the cylinder passage and simultaneously with the riveter

passage and the cylinder passage.
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^ In « ma, Irn.' -f ft." > In.rH.t.T .l.w.riLvd. in combina-

tion Tu r; a"-. P.vor.... n....th..r in-.rmedUt. of th.lr

r^th and carryio. nt th.-lr low.-- -nds. -P^.tively the

H^^e and the anvil, -f a -ylind.T
^-^^--J^'l^^

Rbove Mid piTot. and o.nn.Mt.M to on., of .4id )>^^^. a

Suton^lot^ to th. other Jaw. th.re beln. >"»-;'«-•
^J^CJld cy.lnd..,-, ano,h.r from .aid nvet.^^ .nd a„..t e

from Hource of ,.r.-ss,.r- supply, a valv.- .•a.u« ui vMii< n

I^c7,.al.e. r.-nuinate, said valv. .-asin. hav.n, an ex^

Taus a valv.. in said casing adapted in the ,auv.m..nt n

.mssaee with the cvlind.r pa^-'Uk:.' an.l with th. rivet, r

:;""'
Tnd m the other du-.rion ro mh s.lveiy .ut off

^"nrectlon between the i,re.sure .u„p,v .;;-«-- [^
riveter paswage and the oiinatr p<i

cylinder passage with the e-ihausf.

iriaims 6 to 9 not print. -1 in the ..a/etr.. J

!

890.109. I i:!;i>ii- U'.im:i

Ohio. Filed S.pt J-. l'"'

( K. .VlUance,

112.

.aid credit slip holdlne leaver rods connected to Mid

r dit HlU holdln. leaves. an.l .lotted platea. the rod. «>-

to said credit «l.p holdlnK leaves e.tendln. through

,„.. slots of the slotted plates, and said slotted plates ,m^

I'allv connected to one of the credit sU„ i>oldn>. l-avea.

sMhst'antially as a.>d for the purpose sp.ctie,

.-. In a credit rahin-t of ,)>. .lass ,l,.<.r,..e.l. th..
.
om

-

l.inat ion of a cabinet frame, sa.d .alnn-t fa.ue provided

M, an inclined cn-dlt sHp hold,,., l-af support, a -erle,

. ..dit slip holdin. i. ave. ,,..,a,.,a.,,y mounted upon the

inclined supix.rt. slot,..! pia-~ l.-'-ally attach.>d to one

f he seruJ of cr..di, slM ..- Laves the r.-tnanU...

Laves of the series «lldably and .n.-aUy conne. M o

.aid slotted plate, and wel.hfd '--
'

"'•'•-

/'^.J
'„

'^^

Hin..d support and extended a....v. ,a,.l ^uppoM. -">•«"

adapted to be act.int.^d in o„. ,1w..-.i..m ^^ .a-h leaf o
adapted to w "

,
.^ ^,^ .,,:.-iaiUially as and

the s«'ries of credit slip iioinini. 1 u\ -.

for the puri.ose sp.M-iti...l
^„,„t»„l

[Claims .; t., V not pnt.t.-d in the Gazette.!

, in a credit cabin-t of th.. .lass des.rSbed. a cabinet

fraJpr^v del with an inclin.-.l base, bars carri.-d by sa^

STan? plvotally connect..! thereto, said bar. provided

wlfh weights located below th.. has.-, a s»ri..s o cr-MlU

^ 1 hTidinL b.av.s removublv mounted up.^n the inclined

K
"^

an 1, t VplH..-s P.votally attach.-d to one of the

base, and sl-tt. 1
pia

1 remaining

::f„';c,M'.o "he 1..'.. .-.- »ubM.„,„..v .. .»„ ,o,

"".Z'TZ^n'L,^^'. . .1 '".-:• -;•".»'

cre'd, .I.P holding i™v... . ...m-r. (-r .Hid ''••;' '"^

« ..?.«i
". ",.. ...H...rl, «ald ..»r. ..x..Td.-d al....- »»d

r;"e:";:r;:::s^;;:;^.ovid..d.-t.w.^..^a^

slotted plates pivotally at,ach..d t„ '- -^ '

:,"
^ i

holdln. leaves and the -"'^"'^'^^ ''''»,/
.'J,,

pivotally and sli.lably conm^t.^d to ^'>'' "";\7' f
'''*

J^.i^.^^
•-, ,n a cr..dit cabinet of the .-lass d..s.r.be.l.

Y,*"'" ,

frame a s.-rles of cr..dit slip holding leav.* provided «1 h

rS? said rods provlde.l with rollers, a support for said

^.m s p boldin. leaves, weighted bars pivoted to the

rf «nd adapted to be actuated by t».e movement of

:be':;edit i
holdln. leaves In one dir....ion^ and plates

,r i wit 1 spa 1 elon^-ated slots, thr rods extended

t^iroul th 1. and said plates plvot.Uy attached to

one of th. seri..- of credit sHp holdln. leav-.s. substan

fra,n. a -rU of cfedit slip holdin. leavs, a support for

, ,
. iMi.d l>..c -4 19<HJ, S.'rlal No. .i49,.H)l,

T'" composiMon for pavements comprising « mixture

of limestone. lUnestone dust and crude min.ral oi. of th.

''r\';;:„ ., .omprlsmg a pluramy of ...vers of dir

femtt ,ua.. nals. one of said layers comprising \"' V

Z

iMlmestone. lim..st.,ne dnst and crude mineral oil of the

'^TVp^-ement .n.p^ --- -<• '«>-•- '^«'-»' cotnposed of

a mlxtun of litn. ..... .ui. stone dust and crude Texas oM.

^nd an ini. rn,..dia.e filling of broken stone disposed be-

tween the irt\- i^ ;if..r>.said

'T V paveu. ni on.pnsin. -wo layers each comPosed o

. m'xture of limestone, limestone dust and crude Texas

in and an intermediate fllllng composed In i>art of o^ -

nirv broken stone and In part of M... n limestone dls-

posed between the layers aforesanl

'

5 .V pavement comprising a f'>''"''''''«°,
•^"^„„V!f"

dlspoJ thereon co„,p..s...l ..f Um. --ne. "n^" «-
^^;';;

and crude Texas oil. a sup-rpos-.d laver of ha^dJ>roWen

.tone of determinate .a... a layer '-"'--^ ^/^ '^,-'^

limestone of a smaller ga^-e an.l a Inye, ,up..s..d of a

ture of limestone, limestone dust and cru.l.^ o,,

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the C.axette.]

HO„in WKKN.-H FKK..KK..KK VVaI.D.n. N>orcester.

m1 as uM.or to Ualden Manufacturing Company^

Worc..st:.r,Mass a . -rporation of Massacht.setts. Filed

Ai)r -'•'.. lUOf.. Serial No. :n 3.822.

,^ Y 'J2

, The combination of a movable Jaw '>«^-'«« -j;""^.

ap..rtt.res therein, and a longitudlnaUy «;--:tZn/

iiTwbLr;^ ^r:;^ ^rs;;;, hand,,, seet... m.o

engagement with said teeth
,,,,,,, ,,.. r-

t'xh. o..n».m..l..n . . a •'.' .I«" "";",-,'.„,

and tie- other of wbi.-li en.'a;:es said teeth.

June 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1383

890 112 CAKHVINO AND PRESSING APrVRATUS.

CHARLES 8. WnKK.i.wBiGHT. lUlstol, H. 1. FlKd Feb. 8,

1907. Serial No. 356,484.

890,113. NECKTIE
New York, N. V

363.475.

SUPPORT.
FilfMl Mar.

Willi.^M

20, 1»«7.

H \V I LSON,

Serial No.

1 In a carrvlng and pressing apparatus adapted to con-

vey and press" material saturated with and accompanied

bv water, the combination with a water-tight cylinder

and carrying screw, of an adjustable knife set In a plane

transverse to the axis of the screw and curved to con
,

form to the transverse form of the screw and adapted to
i

operate with the screw thread edge of said screw upon

material fed forward by the screw, and a frame for said '

knife also water tijiht and air tight.

2. In carrvlng and pressing apparatus ndapt^d to con-

vey' and pr.'ss material saturated witli and accompanied

h\ wat.r. iiH- .....iiMnaMon with a water tight cylinder

and a carrvinf sm w working within said cylinder, of an

adjustable "knife having' its blade extending transversely

to the axis of tie s, lew and adapted to co.iperate with

the periphery of the latter upon the material moved

through the cvllnder by the screw.

3 In a conveying and pressing apparatus adapted to

convev and prew material saturated with and accompanied

by water, the combination with a water-tight cylinder and

carrying screw, and an entrance i.lpe to said cylinder, of

a knife adapted to op.. rate with the s. rew thread edge of

said carrying screw upon material fed forward by said

s.rew. and a frame for said knife, one side of which Is a

part of the casting forming said entrance pipe, while the

other side Is bolted to said first side and to said conveying

cylinder, the two sides being surmounted by a cap which

is provided with a hand screw rigidly secured to said

knife

4. In a currv niK and iiressiiiL- apparatus adapted to con-

Tey and press material saturated wirh and accompanied

by water, th.. . omblnatlon with a watertight cylinder

provided Willi a .anvinu screw filling the Inner periphery

of said cvllnder. and perforated j.lat.s let into said cyl-

Ind.r and adjustable to and from said screw, of means for

adjusting said plates, consisting of blocks with Inclined

fac.-s. scr.ws adapted to draw bask or push forward the

lower of said blocks. b..v..l L'..ars on the outer ends of said

screws, and other bevel g-nrs upon a .rank shaft at right

angl.s to said screws.

.',. In a conveying and pressing apparatus adapted to

convey and press material saturated with and accom-

panied by water, the combination with a water tight cyl-

inder provided with a carrying screw filling the inner pe-

riphery of said cylinder, of perforated plates furnished at

each end with a strength.-nlng and supporting rib l..ngth-

wlse of the )ilat..s and crosswise of the cyllnd.r and adapt-

ed to be l.t into the periphery of said cylinder, and blocks

with Inclined faces, each said rib resting upon one of said

blocks the inclined face of which rests upon the inclined

face of a similarlv inclined hlo< k

[Claims f, tc 11 not prini.d In the Gazette.]

1.34 O. G.—91

1. A necktie support comiirising two flexible strips hav-

ing a narrow center portion and wide ends, and secured

together adjacent the ends, one of said strii.s haviiif; a de-

lK»ndlng extension, sutistantially as describ.Hl.

•' A necktie supiwrt comprising two tlexibl.. strips hav-

ing a narrow center portion and wide ends, and secur.ni

together adjacent the ends, one of said strips having a de-

|H.ndlng resilient extension, substantially as de8cril)ed.

.•? A necktie suiiport comprising two flexible strips se-

cured together at their ends, one <if said sirii-s having a

depending extension adapte<l to f-.rm a core for a knot,

substantlallv as d.-s< rihed

4 A ne<-kti.. suppo, i ...n, prising tNso llexiMe Strips se-

cured together at th.ir • n.ls, on., of sai.i strips having a

depending extension adapted to form a core for a knot and

the other strip having means adapted to enirape a button.

sulmtantlally as des.rilKHl

.-, \ ne.ktie supfwrt .omprlslng two flexilile stni-s se-

cured together at their ends, one of said strips having a

.lependlng extension adnpte.1 to form a core for a knot.

and the other strip .arrying a clip adapted to engage a

button and having a dep."n.ling supporting extension, sub

stantlally as descrll^Ml

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

890 114 MArilINK FOR FEEDING STIUl'S I.ino.^n

*C. WING, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar, 26. 1907. Serial

No. 364.570.

1. In a device fte feedlag stripe from a pile, the combl

nation of a rooreWe fteed-snrface arranged to engage th..

lower strip, a movable member cotiperating with the feed

surface to engage the strip, and a movable stop devi.e

permitting a comparatively slight movement of the co-

operating member in the direction of the feed

2. In a device for feeding strips from a pile, the rombi

nation of a movable feed surface arranged to engage the

lower strip, a nK.vai>le memlKT co-iperatlng with the feed-

surface to -ngage the strip, a stop device permitting a

comparatively slight movement of the co(".perating member

in the direction .)t the fee<l. and means lor moving such

member in tlie reverse direction.

3. In a device for feeding strips from a pile, the combi-

nation of a movable fee<i surface of soft rubber arrangetl

to engage the lower strii>. a movable member of soft rub

l>er cooperating with the fe.^ surface to adxan.e the strip,

a stop device permitting a (..mparatively slight movement

of the co<>i)eratlng nienilK>r in the direction of the feed,

and means for m..ving the stop device In the reverse dl-

lectlon

4. In a device f<jr feeding stripe from a pile, the combl-
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natlMl of » movable feed surfare overntlm; la a i^laiu. to

««•-, the lower atrip, a movable member having a .uvex

PoJmTd cooperating with the fe.-d surfa, • - •
Hdvauc. the

s^rVp. a stop device permitting a co„,pa, ,t>ve,y slli^h

movement of the cooperating member in th- dlr., n„n of

the feed, and means for movinK the step devi.- in t„- re-

'"^In T'dev^ce for feeding- strips from a pilt, the combi-

nation of an endless belt of ...ft rul,i.'r arran^ to engage

the lower strip, a roller of soft rubber cooperating with

the belt to advance the strip, and a stop devlfle permitting

a comparatively slight movement of the rollerjln the dlrec-

tlon of the feed.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed ui the (.az.tt^l

890.11'^ RAIL-FA8TBNBB. J^f/*;'^,,^^' ^''1»^*

I,sa.,uah. Wash . assignor of one-half to PhUo M. Wil-

liams. Seattle. Wash. Filed May 22. lOoT. Serial No.

375,065.

890.115. VENDINO-MA<MnNK ^'-"'^•=^,^/ ':''"*^^
boken. N. J. Filed Mar. 13, 1906. Serial No. 305.M0,

, V .lanu.iu.- device for track rails comprisln,? a cen^

tral v.>.b provided wl,h win^s extending aloPK « Portion of

,t. lateral e«lire., «tuds e.UendlnR inwardly from said

wine«. and a ^'-rew extendin^f through said web.
"

,n comi.inanun w,th a track rail, a ross tie having

a faternl flange at its top, and a «heet of resilient material

l,^tween said rail and said tie. nf a device for .lampm^ the

rail to the tie, and conHistin»j ..f a mender adapted to en-

gage the rail flanue upon the ..p and the tleHan.'es from

their under sides, and ,.-..- '. ': r M.e memt*r and to

ciuJe U ,o effect such cn„a..-.ment^ w,th the respe- tive

*^°^l'n combination with a track rail and a cross tie hav-

ing lateral flanges, of meani for securing said ra 1
to he

tie and comprising a member provided with a -'; -;^'^

at one end a nose adapted to overlie a tJan«e uf the ra L

studs projecting Inwardly from wings formed uput. said

web a screw passing thr.m.h tl,e web and impln^rlng

against said cross-tie for tilting the meml.r to -'•"•- "^'^

n^ to engage the track rail flange, and a lo. k nut for

securing said screw In enu-a-'ed position.

John T. Aistin,
aift.117 CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER.

Hartford. Conn., assignor to Au.stin O'-K*^,*-""^"^;

Hartford. Conn., a Corporation of Maine. Hied Nov.

30, 1906. S<>rlal No. 345..'iS7.

1 ID a vending machine, a slide having J coin receiving

charal.er. and adapted to move inwardly, means for Intro-

ducrng a coin Into said chamber, a plvotedllever arranged

to be brought into operative relation *.h t he slide

through the medium of the coin, an arm rivoie,! to said

lever and a rotatable carrier for receiving ^rticL ^ ., mer-

chandise, provided with a plurality of plns or p. •

r ons

adapted to be engaged by said arm, to hria^ ah-- >
par-

tial rotation of the carrier .vhen .aid .M-ie ,s move<i n-

ward after the lever and slid, have u-en i«-ou.d>t into op-

erative relation through the nuMliMm of tHe ro,n, the en^i

of said lever being s,> n.,,' ..•..! .< - pr....nt the rise of

|

the coin upon the opera t.n -t n • ~'id-
,

'> In a vending machine, a slide ad.i; :

*- •' : ^^'i 1°

wa'rdlv and provided with a coin re.e.vnu- .haml^r, means

for lutroducine a coin Into said chamber, a pivoted lever

one end of which extends uno said con. r -iving cham-

ber an arm pivoted to the other end of said '.-v-m-, a ro

tatable carrier for receiving articles .f mer.hattdl.se^pro

vide.1 svith 1 plurality of pins or projeeti.ms adapted for

enk-a-ement with said arm to brin« about a partial rota-

tion of the .HiroM-. when said slide is pusHed inward after

.,„,, ,as ^e..,, iuti-..du<-ed into the coin r*'eiviiii; charain'r

a,i,i 'i
'o^,,.,..o;.„i ,„.. ,aid levor H.!apt-d to ..j.-t fh- cin

f,,„u the ;..,n r.M-eivlng clrunU-r after the sli.le has U^n

'"'"'lu I v..ndh..- machine. & rotatable earner adapted to

ie<-eive arti. :e. of inerchandise and provided with a pin

rallty of luus or pro.,e,ti..ns. a p.vot.^1 lever, an arm pivot

•d to said lever and hav.ut: a project u.o adapted to en

Kaze one of the pins of the earner and l*in« further pro^

yldetl with an extension adapter! to enkia^e another pin of

the carrier at the same time that the prrjection is in en-

.^...'Miuent with the rirst name^l pin. and laeans for raus,..^

,,i,l lever and arm to partially rotate saifl -arrier through

tlie aiediuni of a coin.

1 1 blower having in combination a caslnjt. and a ro-

tary 'an member within the casing provided with blade,

disposed in an annular space in the casing and an annular

wail perforated for admitting the air to the blades

o ^xcentrifu^al blower having In combination a casltig.

..nd a fan member mounted for rotation
^'^/J'^ J-^*;-.;",

,,udin« an annular blade chamb.r provided v^ith *alls

for excluding the air at the lateral sides of the blade charn-

r, and having a perforated .ail for «^-'-'"«/^^; «;7
of air to the .hamber outwardly from the center of rota-

"T In a centrifugal blower, the combination of a easing,

a pair of side plates revolving within the casing, blades

Jur.-d between and ^-inln^ the side plates and a per-

f„rated mn.r rim r..,ov,n-- with the side plate, and pro

v,ded with perforations for admit ".n. the air to he blades.

4 In a eeutrifugal l-h.wr, th- .o.ut.uiati^^-i of a easing.

a pair of side plates, a perforated nm Jounnu- the ou er

^d'es of the side plates, and blades — >
V'\^'\^'* !!

and extending outwardly towards the sa d rim. f"^ ^aUng

a space between the oufr -nds of .he blades and the p.r-

forated rim.
, ,

, 5. In a centrifugal blower, the combination of a ca< n^.
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a pair of aide plates rotating.' within the casing, blades

sect.red between and rotating with the side platen the

said blades being spaced un-qualiy around the axis of

rotation.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the 'iaiette.J

890.119. COMBINKP CKJAR - CUTTER AND MATCH-

SAFE. ABUAH IV BE.NNETT, Opellka. Ala. Filed Apr.

30, 1906. Serial No. 314.5.*t2.

890.118. MAILCATCHIN.. A.M. LKLIVERING ME-^\8.

OLL.K B.ATTV. Atlanta. t;a
. a-i^^J)"^ «'

T\Tl<^i.l
James M. McKnlght. Atlanta. Ga. Filed Oct. 14. 1907.

Serial No. 397,418.

1 In a mall ba.- rat. huu- m..nns for railways, an arm

shaped to en.a.- .ui.l r. tain a mail sa, K. a v.r.ical pivotal

support for said arm, a easln.- housluL' said vertical pivot,

a spring surrounding the pivot within the easini: and ron^

nected to the pivot and easing, and a sprin,; eateh .arried

bv the casing and arranged to en^ra.-e the pivotal support

when In a position to dirwr the mail ha.- ratehtnc arm

awav from the railroad traek
•^"

In a mall bag catching means for railuavs. an arm

,haped to env'ML-e and retain a mall sa.k. a vertual pivotal

support for said arm, a casing housing said vertical pivot,

a spring surrounding the plvo, within the casing and con^

nected to the pivot and cHsin. a spring catch w.th.n he

casing arraniJ.-l to en^raK- th. piv.aal support when the

mail bag .atehln. arm is n.ov..,i ,., a position away from

the railroad track, an-i m.ans for diseuL-aL-in^' the catch

from the pivotal support.

:^ In a mall bag catehlnK means lor railways, a catch-

ing arm l>ent at a point Intermediate of Its length Into

an open loop to receive the mail ha.', a latch member car^

ried bv the arm for IcK-klng the mail ba;: in the loop, and

an elastlcallv yielding catch for en^av'lng one end of

another mall' bag to be carried by s.nid mail ba^- catching

device for delivery to another arm

4 In a mall bag catching means for railways, a catch-

ing' arm bent to form an open loop Intermediate of Its

length said arm being rotatable about a longitudinal axis,

a support for said arm. means for ioeking the arm In posi-

tion with the loop projertme horizontally on either side

of the axis of the arm. an.l two opposed spring catches

fast on said am. l.e,on.l th. loo;, and projecting in the

direction of said loo|.

6 i„ H mail bag eatcbini: means for railways, a catch-

Ine arm i- ni to form an op-" 1""^ intermediate of Its

l.nL'th said arm b-ln^- ntataMe about a lonftltudlnal axis.

a support for said arm. m.ans for l..cklni: the arm In posi-

tion with the l.u.p i.n.j.M-tinj: horiE..ni ally on either side

of the axis of the arm. two opposed spring catches fast

on aald arm bevond the l.M.p and projecting In the direc-

tion of said loop, and a latch bar pivoted at Its center

to aald arm so that its ends will successively extend across

the open end of the loop, and a coactlng member for said

latch bar for locking it yieldingly in position across the

loop.

[Claims 6 to 9 not irintpd In the (^azette.J

1 \ match <«afe provided with a flexible ejector plate

and ways for d.^fl.'eting the mov.ment of the upper portion

of said plate.
, .

2 In a single delivery mat.h saf. . a v.Ttieally m.^vable

flexible ejector plate and ways for deflectinL- the movement

of the upper portion of said plate.

3 m a match safe having a discharge opening in the

front wall thereof, a vertically movable flexible ejector

plate positioned In r.-ar of the front wall, and means for

caualng the d.'tlection of the upper portion of said de-

flector plate at the end of its upward travel.

4 The .•..mbinaiion in a match safe having a discharge

opening In the fr.mt wall thereof, of guid.'ways in the

side walls .xtendtng upwardly and forwardly into proxim-

ity to the diseharpe opening, an.l a flexibl- ejector plate

slldably secured In said guidewa^s

5 In a combined cigar cutter and match safe, a tlexible

ejector plate for effe. iin« th.. delivery of matches from the

safe means for deflect inK the mov.m.nt of the upper por-

tion' of said plate a pivot. d cutter, and a single lever for

actuating said ejector plate and cutter.

[Claims 6 to VI n..t print, d in the Gazette.]

S90r'n TYPE WUITIN". M.Vt HINK. Th.^ki-ks .1 H.-np.

Syracuse N \ . assi>rn..r to The Monarch Typewriter

Company'. Syracuse. N. Y , a rorj.oration of New York,

Filed .Ttily 7. liM'.".. S.rial No. 268,071.

'^sr;

1 In a tvpewriting ma.hine. the combination of a

platen, a platen h.ad fixed to one end of the plat.n, a line

spacing wheel that Is adapted to turn with the platen or

to afford a turning of th.. pla„ n relatively thereto, levers

for pressing the line spacini: whe..] axially of the pla en

into contact with the platen lua-l. an.l means operating

on said levers to release their pressure,

•> In a tvpewritini: machine, the combinatinn .^f a

nla^ten a platen head fixed to one end of the platen, a line

spacing whe..l that Is adapted to turn with the platen or to

afford a turning of the platen n^iatively thereto, and hand

actuated means fixed au-ainst rotation in.lependently of

the platen but movable lontrttudinally th.reof for efT..cting

a tnovement of th,. Ih... s,,nMn. w t,.el axiallv of the p aten

and into and out of frieth-nal lo, king engag. ti.. nt with the

platen head ..,.,„ f o

3 In a tvpewriting macliin.., the combination of a

platen, a pla'ten head fix.-d to .me -.nd of the plat*""- « ""^

spacing ratchet wheel that is adapted t., turn w th the

platen or to afford a turning' of the plat..n relatively

thereto and independently of the line spacing means, and

levers contained within the platen an.l ext.nding longl-

tudlnallv thereof and which roOperate with the line spae-
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isg ratcbf t wheel, to effect a movement theret>f axially of

the platen to force the line spacinj: wh.>el into and oat of

enitairement with the platan heart

4 In a tvpewritlns inachin.'. it Mmbinatiun ..f a

platen, a platen head tlxed to one end <.f the platen, a

line spacini? wheel that is adapted to turn with the platen

or to afford a turninjc of th- platen relatlrely thereto,

levers contained within th-- platen and extendini; lon-

gitudinally thereof and which coiip'^rat.- with the line

npacins wheel to effect a movement th.-r.-f axially

of the platen, to force the line spacInK wheel into and -mt

of t-ngajfement with Xh*- platen head, and a hnrd cntroll.d

wedtrlnif device that co6p.rates with <m>l l.-vers to ac-

tuate them.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a

platen, a fixed platen head, a line spacing ^hcl that Is

adapted to turn with the platen or 10 affnnl a turning of

the platen relatively thereto, levers c.mtaincil within the

platen and extending longitudinally thcr.of ^nd which co-

operate with the line spacing whc.-l to effect .i movement

thereof axially of the platen, to for.e ibe line spacing

wheel into and out of engagement with the platen tiead.

a wedging device that moves longitudinally i)f the platen

and cooperates with said levers to actuate them, a tinger

wheel, and means for actuating said wedging device hy a

movement of 4he finger wh.'el axially of the ,,,hi.u

[Claims 6 to 1.''. not printed in the Gazette.

.S90,121. AITOMATIf VALVE FOli I'lMl'S I'ML

Bmnnek. iMisseldorf. and Orro HoFFM.^hs. Freiburg.

Germanv. Filed Dec. 1^4, 1!m>T. Serial No 407 !.«0.

holds all the f, rrner from releasing, an arm connected with

aald latch >ind n .rmallv contacting at an acute angle at its

free end with .said frame, a ring penetrated by said arm,

and means for pulling upon said ring, whereby the wlth-

,lrawal of said ring from said arm disengages said latch

from said connections and permits the hooks to drop the

object which they may be supporting.

1. A device of the character desciihed. <omiPiisi!u' a

valve seat, a platform spa.ed therefrom to form an Inter

venlng discharge slot, and a dished valve U.dy supported

by the platform In its movement towards the seat, said

valve body being so held as t<rtv flexible in n r>.)rtlon of Its

area which in seating contacts with the platfurm. snhstan-

llally as specified.

2. A device of the character descrlt^d. uniprisin:: a

valTe seat, a support spaced therefrom to f.rni an Inter-

Tenlng discharge slot, a dished resilient valve t-,dy project-

ing movably over the e<ige of the support »nd means for

securing said valve body centrally to said sui.pnrt -uhstan

tially as specified.
j

85HM22. OAS- UK<.( l.AK'K Fkvnk .M. Hiu-ks. .New

'York, N. Y. File<l Nov. 1. 1'.»<'T. Serial >'o. 4(H».295.

In a gas regulator a thin fiat and perforate. l needle valve

embodying a body part of nnlform thiclciifss thmughout

and a tapered end. a threaded stem having a conical sur-

face wnlch works within the perforation in the valve,

means to prevent disconnection t)etwpen tii.- stem and the

valve and a spring which maintains c>ii'.i-ct t.vt\\e»-n the

valve and the stem.

2 The combination in a harness supi«Mt. of a support-

ing frame. piTOted h.M.ks at the ends thereof, a latch, con-

nections »)etween said hooks and latch whereby the latter

holds all the former from releasing, oblique arms rigid

with said latch, projections fr-.n said frame t^twtH'n which

the ends of said arms n.. rmallv rest, resilient means hold-

ing said latch and arm.s in such normal position, a ring

iK'netrated bv one of said arms, and a strap depending

from said ring: whereby a cnllntied pull upon said strap

acts to release said latch and free itself and said ring from

said arm. , „„ ,#
•< The comhinati..n w,th a suitable supporting frame, of

a h.H.k iiivoted to one extremity thereof, a hook pivoted at

another point, a nd h-cklng the first named lo«-k from

release a latch hol.ling sal.l rod from action, and connec-

tions tH>tween said r.Kl and the s«.cond named book <auslng

said rnd to a.'t when the latter is furced down after the re-

lease of said latch.

4 11 e eoml.ination with a tube suitably supp«.rted. of a

ho,.k pivoted at one end there..f and having a locking-

notch, a rod movable in said tulH- .in.l adapted for engage^

rnent with sal.l notch, a latch normally holding '"'d '«<»

from m..vemen,. a plni„n. one or more hooks rigid there-

with, and bcKrings f,.r said pinion ;
said rod r.elng formed

with rack teeth uiesbmg with said pinion.

-, The ..n>Mnatlon with a tube suitably supporte.1. of a

hoi.k pivoted at one end thereof and having a locking

notch a rod movable in said tube and a.lapted for engage-

„,ent 'with said notch, a late h normally holding said rod

from movement, a casting fixed to the opposite end o said

I ,„b^ a rockshaft having hearings in said casting hooks

supp<.rted hv said shaft, a.id a pinl.n tlxe.l upon said rock-

shaft ; sai.l rod l>eing formed with rack teeth meshing with

said pinion.

[Claims .', and T ii-t printed In the (.ar.ette.J

890,12.3. 1)KT.V> HAIU.K HARNESS - SFPPORT. Oscar

M C.\ui.KT'.N. S'lmerviUe. Mass . assignor of one-half to

Albert Uobart. 1 amhrldire. Mas- Fi!e,i Apr Itl. li">«i.

.>4erial No. 311.9JT

^ The combination In a harness support, of a siipport-

II,.- fianie, pivoted hooks at the ends thereof, a latch, '-on

nefiions l.etsveen sai.l hooks and latch whfrel.y the lat»er

890 1"! MINK KT.KVATOK Wiiiiam iiiannon. Dea

MoUies. Iowa Filed Mar 12. VMM\ Serial N... .-{05.568.

1 In a device of the class des,riN>d. the combination of

an elevator cage, a platform tiltingly mounted in the cage,

an elevator guide terminating at the .lumping point, two

r,,llers fixed to the tilting platform and extended outwardly

beyond the side of the ca-e, and In engagement with the

opposite sides of said guide, and weighte.l levers pivoted

in the path ..f the dumping platform and arranged to t>e

engaged bv the dumping piatf..rm when the rollers reach

the end ..f the guhle to thereby tilt the platform, and to

yield snffllentiv when engaged by the tilting platform to

prevent breakage and un.lue strain up-n the parts, and

means for holding said welichfed levers in elevated p.JBl

">
In a devl.-e of the , lass descriln'd. the combination .->f

an'elevator .-age. a tilting platf..rm on the cage, the sides
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of the cage being formed with segmental slots centered

at the tilting point of the platform, two rollera fixed to

each side of the tilting platform and projected through

said segmental slots, an elevator guide terminating at the

dumping point, and having said rollers in engagement

with Its opposite Bides, the tilting platform being provided

with upright sides extciidc.i to points above said slots, one

of said sides being curved from its ends downwardly and

toward Its center, two «.ighted levers arranged in the

path of the tilting platform, each provided with a roller

designed to l»e engaged hy one of the ends of the curved

side of the tilting platf.)rm. and means for Independently

supporting sail «ei-i,ted levers in elevated positions.

with a reinforced abutment formed at Its upper edge by

bending back the meUl removed from said recess and hav-

ing connected to said head a strap adapted to pass through

said slot and formed with an end provided with a plurality

of locking notches to cooperate with said locking recess.

890.126. PROCESS OF MANUFACTIRING EXPANDED
METAL. Fkancls H. Crittall. Hralntree, England.

Filed Feb. 17. 1908. Serial No. 416.233.

3. An elevator cage formed with segmental slots In Its

sides, a tilting platform mounted in the cage, a vertical

guide adjacent to the cage and two rollers supported by

the tilting platform passed thr.iugh the segmental slot and

Bupi>orted by the edges of the slot and In engagement with

the opposite sides of the guide

4. An elevator cage, a tilting platform therein, a guide

for holding the platform In position In the cage, said guide

terminating at the dumping point, said platform having

one edge projecting U"y"'H» i'"' c^^^- « weighted lever In

the path of the platform and capable of swinging up

wardly and a hook carried by the cage to engage and ele-

vate the lever after the lever has been engaged by the tilt-

ing platform.

1. The process of manufacturing expanded metal, con-

sisting In forming In a sheet parallel, longitudinal rows of

silts with the junctions between the ends of the silts of

each row arranged between the slits of the adjacent r.iws.

then turning the junctions bodily out of the plane of the

sheet without materially deforming them and subsequently

expanding the sheet.

2. The process of maniifa( tiiriiig expan(icd metal, con-

sisting in forming in a sh.'Ct parallel, longitudinal rows of

silts with the junctions between the ends of the slits of

each row arrange.! between the slits of the adjacent rows,

then turning the junctions bodily out of the plane of the

sheet to causse two of the strips connt-cted with each June

tlon to occupy a plane above the remaining two strips and

subsequently expanding the sheet to spread simultaneously

all the meshes thereof.

3. The process of manufacturiug expanded m.ial con-

sisting in forming in a sheet parallel longitudinal rows of

silts the junction-s between the ends of the slits of each

row being beiwe.'U the slits of the adjacent rows, then

turning the junctions out of the plane of the sheet, all the

junctions in one transverse row being turned in the same

direction while all the junctions of the two adjacent trans-

verse rows are turn.'.l in the other direction and finally ex-

panding the sheet

890.127. MACHINE FOR MANlFArTIHINO EXPAND-

Er> METAL. Fkancis H. Ckittali.. iJrainiree. England.

Filed Feb. 17. 1908. Serial No. 416,234.

890 125. CABLE -CLIP. Stewaut H. Crampton. New

York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 30. 1907. Serial No. 399.967.

a

1 The sh.'et metal cable clip having a head provided
|

with a slot and doubled reinforced shoulders at the upper

edge of said slot formed by doubling over the metal re-

move.l from said slot against the metal of the head, there
|

being a h.cking recess in said head commimicatlng with

the upp.T edge of said slot and provided with a doubled

r.inforced abutment formed at its upper .-dge hs doubling

back tb.' metal retuoved from said re, ess against th.' metal
,

of the h.'ad. an.l having connected to said h.'ad an inl.gral
I

strap adapted to pass through said sl..t and formed with a

doubled stiffened end and provided with a plurality of
^

locking notches in said d.uibled end to cooperate with said
|

locking recess.

2. The sheet metal cable clip having a he.id pKivided

with a slot and reinforced shoulders at the upper edge of

said slot formed by bending over the metal removed fruu.
,

said slot, there being a locking recess in said head com-

municating with the upper edge ..f said slot and provided

1. The combination of means for forming in a sheet .'f

metal parallel, longitudinal rows of slits, means for turning

the junctions between the ends of the slits of each row to

cause them to i>roject from opp.isite sides of the plane of

the sheet and means for subse.juenily expanding the sheet.

2. The combination of means for forming in a sheet of

metal parallel longitudinal rows of sills, means for turning

the juncti.ms between the ends of the slits of each row

out of the plane of the sh.'et to cause each junction to pr.v

ject from opposite sides of the jilane of the sheet, all the

junctl.'us in one transverse r.iw being turned In the same

directi.pn while all the junctions of the two adjacent trans-

verse r..ws are turned in the other direction, and means

for expanding the sheet

3. The combination < f mean- for forming in a sheet of

metal parallel longitudinal row- of silts, a pair of rolls

with over lapping s.iw like teeth adapted to engage with the

Mlges of the juncti.ms between the ends of the slits of each

row. and means for expanding the sheet.

4 I he combination of means for forming In a sheet of

metal parallel longitudinal rows of slits, a pair of rolls

with saw like teeth mount.-d and a.laiited to engage with

the edges of the Junctions between the ends of the silts of
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each row to tnm sal*! Jnnctions <n opposite dlrertl.ins out

of th*. plane of the iheet. alternftte teeth enntxlng re*<pe,-

tiv^Iv with the rlcht an.l U-ft h»nc\ edges of the Junctl.-ns.

an<l means for expanding the •hvet.

,-. The L-omblnatlon .^f m.-an-. for forming to a sheet of

metal parallel l.mKitu.linal r..ws ,.f silts, a |.alr -f rolls

with saw like tf-eth adapted to enKatje with the edges of

the Junctions between the en.ls of the slits of **aeh row,

each tooth harlng on one side a plane radial surface whiln

the other side la rounded and beveled, and means for ex

panding the she^t. ,

LClaims 6 to 12 not printed m the liazette.l

890 128 EXTKNSION rsTOVEPIPE LENGTH Henry

J. D^MKL, Kendall, Mont Filed O't. "J-l, I'm,; Serixl

No. 399.069.

luble beaters loeated in the r-ar of the endleH« apiun and

having an upwardlv and rearwardiy lnciine.1 arranire

ment and adapte<l to t>e rotated In the same dire, tinn.

a v-paratlnsr shoe locnte.l I-"Imw the dlscharee end ..f said

endless apr-n and below the said revolnhle t->aters. a fan

located In front of the shoe and below the aforesaid end-

less apron and adapted to direct a blast of air tbrouL'h

the shoe and t^tween the said revoluble heaters, a i.late ,,r

ranued at^ve the fan and below the said endless n,,ron

and Inclined upward and rearward and termln,iin.t: in

a rearwardiv and dowuwardl.v curved detlertloh' portion

extended over the shoe, and an upwardly and r-arwardlv

Inclined deflector arran^-ed l.dow the re<-elvlnK end of the

shoe and the said curved detleeting end portion.

1 \ device of the charaiter described. ' comprising a

'^ngth of stovepipe, a flared tliimble secured to one end of

said stovepipe, and provided with outwandl.v extendinij

lu^'s I .^oUar sli,ilni:lv mounted on the stovapipe. said col-

lar ^e-ng provid.'d with lugs formed with apertures ex-

tending ther.'f.rou^h. ^aid lugs feeing in aJinement with

those of the^hnn' :•• .-.id- rod< -eur.Ml to the luu'S of the

tlared thimble and i^n.u, ting through th- apertui-s of the

lugs on the collar, uM. m..h>^ f.-r holding tl.e movable col

lar rigidly to the -ud. i-ds a- dlff. r-nl points along their

length.
^

• V device of the character described, cmprlsing a

len'gth of stovepii.e. a thimble secured t" .*ie end of said

stovepipe and f.ume<l with outwardly extending lugs, said

lugs being formed with apertures extendintj therethrouu'h,

a collar mounted for longitudinal movement on said stove

pipe said collar being provld-d with outwardly eit.-nding

lugs formed with thread-d apertures extending th.T.'

through, said lu.'s '-mg in alinem-nt with those of the

thimble, and thi-.d-d ^'uM- mds journab*l in the aper-

tures in the lags of the thimble, said rods being designed

to operatively engage the threads of the apertures of the

'movable collar as and for the purpose set furth.

3 A device of the chara.fr descrii.ed, eompri-ing a

1-iigth of stovepipe provided at one end witb a tlared thim

t.... form.-d with outwardly extending lugs, a collar mount-

ed for longitudinal mov^-ment on said stotepipe and pro

Tided with lugs in alluem. nt with those ,.f the tlar.-d thim

ble said lugs being forrn.d with threaded apertures ex-

fending therethrough and thr-ad-d guide rods journaled

Ht one end in the lugs of the tlared thimble and provided

near their journaied ends with tini.'-r u-rips formed with

trausvrselv ext-ndln^ hoU.> therein, said »ulde rods being

de.iu-n.-d too[,era:iN ^ n.-age the threa.is of the apertures

of the movable collar :.s and for fli^ purpo»e set f.>rth.

890 l-^n T1IHESHIN<; MArmNF rilOM.*.=? Drr..i>f,

larned. Kans. Filed Sept '.'.i, IWrt Serial No .S.'?R..^4:V

1 m a machine of the charart-r speeifted. the comblna

ti,.n of a threshing m.-hanism an npwurdly and rear-

wardiy Incline,! endless apron havlna its lower iH)rtlon ex

ided beneath the thr-shing tn-rhanism. a series of revo

2. In a machine of the character sp- itbd 'b
^

•-

tlon of a threshing mechanlam. an upwardly and ivar-

wardly Inclined endless apron having its lower portion ex-

tended l>eneath the threshing mechanism, a series of revo-

luble beaters locate<l In the rear of the endless apron

and having an upward an.l rearward inclined arrange-

m-nt and a.lapted to be rotate<l m th- same direction, a

separating shoe located below the <lisr|,arge end of said

endless apron and below the said revoluble beaters, a fan

ln,.ate<l in f.-nt of the shoe and i-b^w the aforesaid end-

less apron and adapted to dlrert a blast of air through

the shoe and l^lween the said revoluble NmLts. an up-

wardU and r-arwardly ln(llne<1 plate arran:.'.-d above the

fan and beb-w the said endless apron and having it-* upper

end curved dou n^^ a-i ^ v and extend--.! over t h- sh..- a

transverse co„v.,ver n, adv ,n -f the fan and at the

lower front end of the .1, , upwnrdl^ and rearwardiy

lnellne<l defle<tor be|o« the shoe and In front of said eon-

vev.-r and between It and the fan to act In conjunction

with the curved end of the sabl detle,tor. and a return

-rain b.,nrd at the dlschar.-e -nd of the machine and 1*-

U,vs the r.voluble beaters and l.etween them and the npp«"r

rear end of the shfK?. leaving a space UHween the suld

era in board and the shoe for the discharge of chaff and

liuht particles.

890 130 WA nil: 1111 ^TKi: Robkkt Farrkm, Cleveland.

Ohio. Kib-d .l.ii> 1. li'"T. Serial No. 381.692.

1 The combination with a radiator having nn upright

, nliatlng section, of a water heating attachment connect

.,, thereto for circulation of the heating fluid and having

„ ,„„r ...• .pa..-d uprl.-bt h-aders extending closely .M^slde

the radiator section, said h.ad.-rs forming th- end walls

and said section forming on- side wall of the heat
.
loun

,>er a plate se<-ured to the headers and fornung the other

side wall thereof, tubes ..xtend.nu a. ro.. said ebamt-»r.

t,etween the headers, and a burner under said tubes

• The combination with a radiator having upri^'ht sec

tions of a svRter heating atta.hment runne,-te.l thereto for

rircubition of the he-uing tinid and having- a l-air of -pa-d

„prlght headers standing l.-Hlde one of '" '<» "*•' '

";";^

wiih a heatiUL' chamber ther-bet ween, one wall ..f the

heating chamt--r being fornuMl by the se<tlon. and a r-mov-

.,,,,.. i,,a,e fornnn.- t> Iher wall of the chamt-r and con-

nected at op,«.slte .sK-es to the headers

5 The eomblnation with a radiator, of a water heating

atta.hment .onnected thereto for Hrmlatlon of the heat-

ing fluid and havin. a pair of .pa,e,l head-rs with vertica

flanges along the same, said hea-lers standing upright

tenr
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bMide the radhitor which forma one wall of the heating

chamber, and a plate forming the other wall of the cham-

ber and engaging the flanges and slldable up and down

thereon.

890 131 SHOE HOLI>ER. Chri.stiax A. Fischkb,

Grand Forka, N. D. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial No.

384,589.

1. The combination of a base, a foot form carried by

the base, a swinging foot plate mounted ui>on the base and

adapted to hang in an inoperative p«.slilon or to be swung

Into cofiperallve relation to the foot form.

2. The coniblnatbui of n base, a fo<it form carrle<l by the

base, a swinging foot plate carried by the »>a«e. means

for locking the swinging foot plate In an operative posi-

tion, and a clamp mounte<l upon the foot plate.

3. The combination of a base, a foot form carried by

the base, a pair of spa. .-d tlaiiL-es projecting from the base,

and a swin~1uj foot ide.c leielvtKl between the spaced

flanges and adapted to coftperate with the foot form, the

said foot pie<e having an Interlocking connection with the

flange* whereby it .an I* lo<ke<l In an operative position.

4. The combination of a base, a foot form carried by

the base, apace.l flanges projecting from the base, a mem-

tier connecting the flanges a swinglni: foot piece received

l.etwt»eii the flani:es and having a piv.Unl and sliding con-

nection therewith, the said f(M>t piece being adapted to co

opera e with the foot form and being held In an operatlx-e

position with respect to the said foot form when moved

to throw an end thereof in engagement with the meml>er

connecting the flanges,

5. The combination of a base, a foot form carried by the

base, spaced flanges projecting from the base and provided

with alota, a memlier connecting the flanges, a swinging

foot piece recelvPil between the flanges and provided with

projections operating within the sb.ts. the said f.M.t piece

being adapted to be held In an op«>rative position with re-

spect to the foot form when the projections are ni.>\ed

within the slots to throw an end of the foot piece In en-

gagement with the menil>er cmnectlng the flanges.

[Claims 6 to 1- not primed in the Gazette.]

890,132. HAND REST. William Flattkri', Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed .Tan. 13, 1908. Serial No. 410,531.

1. A hand rest comprising a cooc«TO-convei body, pro-

vided with oppositely disposed openings and grooves, a

bo«8 formed on the convex surface of the Viody. an anti-

friction ball mounted in said l>os8, and an elastic band

provided with hooks, adapted to fit in the openings and

grooves of the body for securing said body on the hand.

2. A hand rest comprising an oval concavo-convex body,

provided with oppositely disposed openings, adjacent the

side edges, a 1m>s8 formed <'u i!i-' •••nvex surface of the

body to one side of the center, provided with a bore ex-

tending through said body, an antifriction ball arranged

in said bore, a idug se.ured In said bore from the Inner

side of said body for se.nring said ball in place, and an

elastic band adapted to extend around the wrist, pro-

vided with hooks at Its ends, adapted to fit in the .ipen

Ings of the body for securing said U>dy over the joint of

the hand.

890,133 r;()\i;KNitK Lk-miel L. Gaghagks. Newton.

Iowa lib.! \u^' 14. lOO.-S. Serial No. 274,214.

1. In a device of the character described the combiua

Hon of a driving shaft, a conveyer operated thereby, a

driven shaft conn.etcd with said driving shaft, a ban.l

wheel rotafably m«uint-d on said driv.-n shaft, a band

encircling said wheel, two operating rods connected with

aald band, a r.vck shaft for reciprocating one of said rods,

said shaft being provided with a plurality of depending

Angers located over said conv«yer. whereby an excess of

material advanc-d by the conveyer will eneau'e said fingers

to oscillate the rock shaft, thereby tii:bi.iiing 'h.' said

band, and a centrifugal d.-vice op.'rativ.ly cuin-ci-d with

said driving shaft and the other op'-rating rod for tighten-

ing the band when ib- driving shaft attains a iired.-ter-

mlned speed.

2. In a device of the character de8crlb«.'d the c.uubina
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each row fo turn .aid Jnnctlons In opposite directions out

of the plane of the she^t. alternate teeth ensMlng respeo-

tivPlT with the rUht and left hnnd edge« of tbe Junctions,

an.l means for eipandinjj the sh»-et.

-, The romhlnatlorr .^t means for forminK to a sheet of

nit.ti ,,:>!.> !>-n-.Mtn.lmal rows of sllt:^, a pair of rolh

with <Hw ,:k.- r-.th a.lH,.r.'d to enjtaKe with the edj?es of

the Jnactions between the ends of the slit, •f each row.

each tooth harlng on one side a plane radial wrface while

tbe other ^ide is rounded and beveled, and means for ei

panding the sheet.

ICrklms 6 to 12 not piiut^-d in the Gazettt-.J

luble beaters located In the r-ar of th^ endl.-ss apron and

havine an upwardly and r.-arwurdly IncinM Hrranire

ment and adapte<l to t)e rotated In the same dire, tion

a s.-paratlnK shoe locate<l l.elow the discharee end "f s:,id

endlesa apron »nd below the said revohiMe bent.Ts. a fan

located In front of the shoe and below the aforesaid end-

less apron and adaj.ted to direct a Mast of air thronth

the shoe and V^tween the said revoluble beaterx. a piaf Mr

ranged atK^ve the fan ,.nd t*low the said endless apron

and inclined upward and rearward and tfrmlnat iiit' In

a rearwardlv and downwardly curved dPllertln^: portion

extended over the shoe, and an upwardly an.l r.-arwardlv

Inclined deflector arranged V*-low the re<-eivlng end of the

shoe and the said curved deflecting end portion.

890 128. KJCTKNSDN STOVFiyPE LENGTH Henby

J. Damkl. Kendal!. Mont Filed Oct. 24. I'-MiT, .-^eriMl

No. .Sitfto^t*.

1 V .Uvlce of the characfr described, t'omprlsing a

l^n«th of stovepipe, a Uar-ul thimble sheared to one end of

said stovepipe, and provided with outwardly eitendin«

luj?'* a cellar slhllnsly mounted on the stovepipe, said col-

lar being provld.Ml with la>js formed with apertures ei-

tendln>{ therethrouLih. -aid Iuks hein« In alinement with

those of the rhimM- .".id.' r-.K s..,ur.d to the lu.'S of the

flared thimble ml pro;.. tin« through th. apertures of the

lugs on th.. -:' :.r uM in.MHs for liul,lin« tUe movable col-

lar rk'ldly to th- gui.l- rods :it .tlfr.r.^nt poirts along their

"•"
V device of the chirn.-t»"r d.worit.ed. comprising a

len'gth of stov».piiH.. a thirnM- s.^nr^.d to .«ie end of said

stovepipe and form^-d with outwardly .xtending lugs, said

lugs being form.'d with apertures extending therethrough,

a collar mounted for longitudinal movement on said stove

Pipv said collar t»-ln« provld.'d with outwardly extending

l„gs' form.d with thrpa.l.'d apertures extending there

J,,..
,j„., ^a'd hi 's helng In alinement with those of th."

,v'l,„h^.'' aad thi-..I.Ml u'uid.- rods journal^*! in the ap.-r-

tu-.-^ in the lugs of the thimble, said rods being destan.Ml

to operative V en^'a»:e the threads of the a|..-rture8 of the

niovahl- collar as and for the purpose set forth.

3 \ device of the character described, comprising a

length of stovepipe provided at one end witb a flared thlm

ble fonae4 with outwardly eitendlnR lugs, a collar mount

ed for longitudinal movement on said stovepii.e and pro

ytded with lugs in allnem.nt with those of the flared thim

ble said lugs tH'iuK formed with threaded ap.Tturps ex-

tending the-rethroukrh and thn^ad.-d guide rods journaled

at one end in the lugs of the flared thimlde and provided

near their journaled ends with tin;;.-r u-rips formed with

trausverselv eitendlnc holes th.-retn. said guide rods being

,l...un-d toop-ratis.lv • n;:age the threa.ls of the apertures

of the movahl^ collar ms and for rh- puriK.»e set forth.

2 In a machine of the character specified, the

tlon of a fhr.-shini: m.-rhanism. an upwardly and re«r-

wardly Inclin.Ml »-ndle-.s apron having; lis lown- iH.rtL.n .x-

tended l.eneath the threshing mechanism, a s.ri.-s ..f revo-

luble Iwaters locate,! li. the rear of the endless apron

and having an upw.rd and rearward Inclined arrange-

ment and ad:.pt.-i •. '.• '.'-l i" 'f'" •'^">"'

''T'i""" .^

separating sh,^ N-ar,-.! U-.,w .be discharge end of said

endless ai,ron and t..'low tbe s.-.l,! revoluble N>ar^.s n ' u,

located In f.-nl ..f tl.c st„.e and !.-low the Mfnr-s.-u.l
.
n,l

1^«^ apron .in.l nd..,.--! to ,lir.-f a blast of air thr..u.-l,

the shoo and h.M « c^n the smI.I rHvolublc U-at.o-s an m).

wardU and r-arvvanlly ln.Hn.-.l plate arranir-d al.oVH th^

fan and below the said ondless apron and having' it- upper

^nd ctirved downwardly and cxt.-n.l.Ml over tlo- sh.»- s

transverse --onvyer in M.Uance of the fan and ,at the

lower front end of the h!„.o. an upwnrdU an.l rearwnrdly

Inclined deflector helou the sb.-e and in fr^nt of said con-

veyer and hetu.-e„ it and th^ fan t,, act In conjunction

with the curve*! end of the said ^leflector. and a return

urain board at the dis.har.-e end ..f the machine and be-

l,,w the revoluble beaters ,,,.1 '..Mven them an.l the upper

rear en.l of the shm-. leawn.' a space l.>tween the said

era in board and the shoe foi -he discharge of chaff and

lii;ht p.irticleB.

890 1-^0 TIIKKSIIIN*; M.VflllNF Tiio m.ks I>i .;an.

larned Kans Filed Sept 2H. IfWrt. S^-rial No X1R..'^4.T

1 In a machine of the character s,,f.<MtVd. the corabina

!i.,n of A tbr^sblnir me.hanlsm. an upwardly and rear-

wardlv incline,! endless apron having Us lower p-irtlon ex

tended 'eneath the thresbinu' meehanlstn a series of revo

MOO 13.» W.VTK K IIK.VTKU Ro.tKRT FARii«)f. Cleveland.

Ohio Filed .luly 1. HH.T Serial No. :IS1.692.

1 The combination with a radiator having an upright

,.„,ia,inu. se,tlon. of a water heatln.' attachment connect-

..1 thereto for circulation of tl... h-atl,..- Muld and having

„ pair of spa..Hl uprl.'bt benders extending ,
b.-ely Wslde

the radiator section, said headers formln< th- end walls

and said secth.n forn.ln. on., shle wall of the heat cham-

,K.r a plate secure.! to tbe headers and f..rmlng the other

shle wall ther^^f. tuhes extending across said chamber.

l^tween the headers and a horner under sahl tulK..^

o The combination with a radiator havlni: upright sec-

tions of a water heatinu attachment cu.ne, t.M thereto for

eirculation of the hea.lnu' finhl and bavin.' a pair of spaced

nprU'hf headers stand, n. U^si.le one of -''' -';'7;-

wlih a beat in.' chamU-r ther-'het ween, one wall of the

hP.,tin.' chamtH.r belnw f-rn-e.! by the section, an.l a rem..v.

,,„l.. plate f„r.nln.' th.. ..ther wall of tbe chamt-r and con-

ne.-ted at ..pi«-''H- '^l'-""' '" """ '"''"'"'''

•t The .•omblnati.m with a radiator, of a water heatlt..'

atta.bment .-..nnecte.! thereto f..r clrcula.i.m of th. heat^

in. fluid and bavin, a ,>air of spa. e,l hea.lers with verti.a

, flanges along tb. san.e sal.l bea.brs stan-lln. upright
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beside the radiator which t.inus one wall of the heating

chamber, and a plate forming the other wall of the cham-

i
'" A

ber and engaging the flani;.- and sUdable up and down

thereon.

890 13 1 SHUK H«)LI»ER. Chbistiax A. Fischkb.

Grand Forks. N. D. Filed July 19. 1907. Serial No.

384,589.

1. The combination of a base, a foot form carried by

the ba-.. a -wiiL'ing foot plate niomited upon the base and

adapttKl to haiu 111 an inoperative posit i..n or to be swung

Into co<\perative relation to the foot form.

2 The (..uiblnati..n .f a ba^e a fo,it form carried by the

base, n su Inci.u.' f....t pin-' ..a.ro.i l>y the l«se, means

for locking the s\\ inL-iti!.' f....t pa'.- n, an operative posi-

tion, and a clamp ni-.unt.'.i up. .11 the loot plate.

3. The conibltinth.n of a i.ase. a foot form carried by

the base, a pair ..f spH..»Hl fl.-niL-.s proj«»ctinL' from the base,

and a swinplnL- f....t pb-e ,...elv,><l between the spaced

flanges and adai.te.l t.. co.-.peraie with the foot form, the

said foot ple<-e baviuL' an interlo. kini; ronnection with the

flanges whereby it .an t>e bx ke<i in an operative position.

4 Tbe .onitiinHtl..ii of a I.ase. a f.x.t form carried by

the base, spa.eil flan.'es pr.>jecilnu fioin the base, a mera-

U^r .onnectlim the tlan.-es a swlnglni; foot piece received

between the flani;es an.l baving a i)iv..tal and sliding con-

nectb.n therewith the nai.! f.n.t ple<e In-ing adapted to co-

opera-e with (!>-• f'«'t form and being held in an operative

position with respect to the sal.l foot form when movetl

to throw .in .'inl thereof in eni:ae»»ment wifh the memlier

connect Ini: the (lanees

o. The combination ..f a bas*-. a foot form carried by the

base, spaced flanges projecting from the base .and provided

with slotJS, a member connecting the flanges, a swinging

foot piece received Irf-tween the flanges and provided with

projections oi>eraflnu within the sb.ts. the said foot piece

being adapted to be held in an .operative position with re

8pe«t to the foot form when the projections are mov^
within the slots to throw an end of the f.>ot piece in en-

gagement with the memlter connecting tlie flanges.

[Claims ! to 1- not i.riuted In the i.azette.]

890,132. II.WD REST WiLMAM Fl.vttebv. Philadel

phla. Pa. Filed .Tan l.t. 190S. Serial No. 410.531.

1. A hand rest comprising a concavo-onvei body, pro-

vided with oppositely disposed openings and groOTM, a

bom formed on the convex surface of the l>ody. an anti-

friction ball mounted in said t)088, and an elastic band

provided with hooks, adapte<l to fit in the openings and

grooves of the body for securing said body on the hand.

2. A hand rest comprising an oval concavo-convex body,

provided with oppositely disposed .»penings. adjacent the

side edges, a l>oss f.irmed .ui the .-.uivex surface of the

body to one side of the center, provided with a bore ex-

tending through said body, an anti-friction ball arranged

in said bore, a plug secured in said bore from the inner

side of said b.xly for se. iiriim said bail in place, and an

elastic band adapted to extend arouu.l the wrist, pro

vlded with hooks at its en.ls. adapted to fit in the open

ings of the Lsiy for se.airiiii; sal.l body over the joint of

the hand.

890.133. GOVERNoli
Iowa. Fil.-.l \u- 14

l.KMtEi; L. G.IGIIAGKX, NcWtOU,

V.Hi,-, S.'rlal No 271. --'U.

1. In a d.'vlce of fb.' character d.<scribed th.> oinbina

tlon of a driving shaft, a conveyer oi.-rat.d tb.reby. a

' driven shaft conn.'ct.'d with said drlvinj.' shaft
.

a hand

wheel r.itatably ni-.unt.'d ou said driven shaft. .. band

I
enclrclini: said wh...'l. two oiwratlng rods ..inn...ti.d with

' said ban.i. n r<..'k shaft for reclpro.-ating oil- .'f said rods.

said shaft being provided with a plurality ..f d.'i-en.lin,;

Angers lo.'ated ..ver said couv.-y.-r. wber.'by an excels of

material advan.-ed by ilie convey.T will engai:e said finu'crs

I
to oscillate the rock shaft, thereby tightening.' th.' said

band, an.l a .-entriftigal d.vice operatlvely connect.-d wltli

said driving shaft and the other ..p.-rafinc rod for tight'>n

Ing the ban.i wh. n the drirint: shaft n'tains a predeter-

mined speed.

2. In a device of the character descrlbtMl the conilina
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tlon of a drivlnK shaft, a conveyer opfTataa th»»ret>y. a

driven ^hatt connectod with said driving; <liHfr. a band

wheel rotataWy nii)unt<-d on said drivrn shaft, a hand

encircling' sai<l wli.. I. two uperatin;: rods cijiiiii'm t.il with

•aid band, s r) k *' Hft f.ir rtM'iprocatink: on.- of sahl r.'.is,

said shaft bfiri,; pi 'Vidcd with a plurality of d.-p. inliug

flnsera located over said conveyer, whtTt-hv an .x. I'-i-* of

material advari -id t,v tli.' i-onveyt-r will enga.*'' s-iid lin-

gers to oscillat.' til.- ri.'k shaft. tli.T.-hy t|k;tit.'uiin; the

said band, a centrifuiial ^ov.Tn.^r. and a cUar loosely

mounted on the shnft <.f said cov.rnor ami connected to

the other operatiu- •! whereby th'' iiainl will bo tight-

ened when the driviin.' sliafr nifMiii< t pr-d.-t.-nnined

speed.

890.134. ALARM < I.ih K \ ai.kkf,

rineton, Conn Fil.'l Mar 1>'., I'JOS.

8. GiiLL.vRD. Tor-

Serial No. 4:il.."^53.

flap intermediate of the tabs, as and for the purpose set

forth.

1. .Alarm mechanism comprism.' ;t !" k Tain, .in elec-

trically operat.Hl alarm, a contact op.ratink' 'levi' moved

by the clock tram, and a contact actuat.it in ni.v at a

speed greater tluin that of its op.Taiink' flevicc to iii"

mentariiy clos.- th'' •lr<-uit of th>' alarm

2.'.\larm in.ctiMnism comprisinit a clncl. a bt^ll, an

electric circuit for rh.' bell, a <'ontact op.'ratin;: d-'vice

moved by the clock train and a contact actuated at a

speed ,'rfat'T than ftiat of its opcratini; (l.'\|r,. ti. ncuu' ii

tarily dose tli.- alarm circuit.

3. .\larm mechanism comprlsink: a cluck, a !)ell. an

electric circuit for the tifll, a contact op*?ratini; device

moved by the dock train, ahd a contact actiiat.-d u> move

at a speed ^trt-ar.T than that of Its operatini; device to

close the circuit of the bell lonir enout;h finl> to allow

the bell to strike once

4. Alarm mechanism comprisinj; a clock, tn electrically

operatf'd alarm, a ontact lever connected with the alarm

circuit, a contact also connected with The alarm circuit,

and a contact operatlns: device movd hy the clock train

which engages said contact lever and move* it ;it an ac-

celerated speeil fo traverse the conta 't atnl ej,i-ie tlie alarm

circuit momentarily only

5. Alarm mechanism comprisini; a io. k, en 'lectrically

operated alarm, a lever operated by the clock and another

lever operated by said first mentioned lever which is in

eluded In the alarm circtiit and opens ami i lories it.

(riaims f'l tn ! 4 not printed in tic- i ia/.etr.i. ]

,\ii>. Villi W,Tt.suM.i,',.") r.vKii i.i.Eu Ki i.YN <; liii.i.ii.

Dhio Filed I>ec n. l!to7. Serial No 4d«'.,ns'.i

1 .V device of the character described, coniiprising a base.

a flap mounted upon the base and formed near Its foot

portion with laterally eitendinu tah~ and .in elastic

band secured to the base and enifa::ed with the tahs so as

to exert tension to hold the latter in aniridur relation to

the flap and to tlie fiase. whereby to maintain th.' r1a[) in an

ere<'t position on the base

2. .V device of the chanicter described conip!i«iin;: a

base, a flap mounted upon the has. ainl firmed n.-ar it-;

foot portion with laterally extendlnir tabs. Hnd an el.T«ii,-

band secured to tic has*' and en;,'a;,'ed wi'ti the rahs ;o

as to extert its ten-^ion to hohi the latter iti angular rela

tion to the flap, and said elastic band being secured to the

3. A device of the character described comprising a

base formed with spaced openings and slit ted to form a

tongue arranged to lead Into the otx-nings. a flap mounted

upon the base and formed near Its foot portion with lat-

erally e.xtondlng tabs and intermediate of the tabs with a

tongue, and an elastic band engaged with the tabs and

intermediate of the tabs with the tongue of the flap, said

i>and iMdng adapted to be passed beneath the tongue of

the liase Into the respective openings, as and for the

purpose set forth.

4. .V devic»- of the cliaracter descrll>ed, comprising a

base, a flap mounted upon the base and formed ne^r Its

foot portion with laterally extending tabs having a

hinged connection with the flap, and an elastic band se-

cured to the base and engaged with the tabs so as to

exert Its tension to swinu' the latter Inwardly and hold

them In angular relation t > the flap and to the l)ase.

whereby to maintain the flap In erect position upon the

base.

K90.136. REt'EITACLE AND HANOER FOR CLOTH
INO J<»HN \V. Gil. MORE, New York. N. Y., assignor to

t'rouch & Fitzg.M-ald. a «"orporation of New York. Filed

FMc. 12, 1903. Serial No. 184.«.^4.

1 In a receptacle for garments, the conibinaiion of a

hanger frame: a swinging support for said frame se-

cured to the frame and to the Interior of the receptacle.

whereby the frame may be swung Into and out of the re-

cepta< le ; rods carried by said frame ;
garment hangers

having hooks for the removable atta( hment of the hangers

to said rods: and means carried within the receptacle to

lock the hauk'cr ho,.ks from displacement from said njds

when said frame Is swung into the ree,.piacl.'

L' III a receptacle for kMrneii!-.. the cumljina t hui .if a

1 auk'er frame: a swlmrm-' -111 Tt for said frame se-

cured to the frame and to the interior of the receptacle,

whereby the frame may l>e swung Into and out of the re-

ceptacle ; means to hold the frame in position when It Is

swung out of the receptacle; rods carried by said frame;

;:arment hangers having hooks for the removable attach-

ment of the lian^ers to said ro<ls ; and means carri.-d with-

in the receptacle to lock the hanger hooks from displace-

ment from said rods when said frame is swung into said

r-'ceptacle.

3. In a receptacle for garments, the combination of a
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hanger frame ; a rigid swinging support plvotaliy secured

to said frame and to the Interior of the receptacle, where

by the frame may t>e swuntr into and out of the receptacle

;

rods carried by ^aii .r.nw .
.:annent hangers having

hooks for the reniovahle atta. hmeiu of the bangers to said

rods; and means carried with 111 the receptacle to lock the

hanger hooks from displacement fiui said rods when said

frame Is swung into said recpiiole

4. In a receptacle for garments, the combination of a

hanger frame; a swinging support for the frame com-

prising rods plvotaliy mounte<l at their lower ends within

tlte receptacle and plvotaliy connected at their upper ends

with said frame, whereby the frame may he swung Into

and out of the receptacle; means carried within the recep-

tacle to hold the frame In place when It Is swung out of

the receptacle; rods carried liy saWi frame; garment hang-

ers having hooks for the removable atta. hment of hangers

to said rods; and means carried within the receptacle to

lock the hang.r hooks from displacement from said rods

when said frame Is swung Into said receptacle.

5 In a trunk, the combination of a trunk body
;

a

hanger frame ; .1 swinging supiv.rt for the frame compris-

ing rods plvotallv mounted at their lower ends within the

trunk and plvotaliy connected at their upper ends with

said frame, whereby the frame may be swung Into and

out of the trunk-body: a tray hinged to the trunk-body

on one side whereby said tray may be swung Into or out

of said trunk body so as to coiip.erate with said hanger

frame In confining the contents of the trunk or so as to

give free access to the trunk Interior; and a trunkdld

hinged to the trunk lw>dy on the side opposite said tray,

[Claim G not printed In the (Jazette.]

890 137 CIRCUI^TINt; DEVICE. Egbert H. Gold,

Chicago. Til. Filed .Tan. 30. 1005. Serial No. 243.362.

source of supply, an automatic steam trap conue<tei1 to

the other end of said conduit, a circulating device in the

water circulatory system, a heater connected with the

steam conduit and in operative contact with the water cir-

culatory system, a suitable motor located in said conduit

l)etween said heater and said trap and adapted to be oper-

ated by the flow of steam through said conduit, all so ar-

ranged that the motor will he automatically stopped when

the effectiveness of the heater to circulate the water is in-

creaseil to a certain point and operative connections be-

tween the motor and the circulating device.

4. In a beating apparatus, the combination of a hot

water circulatory system, with a source of steam supply,

a conduit for the steam connected at one end with the

source of supply, an automatic steam trap connected to the

other end of said conduit, a circulating device In the

water circulatory system, a heater connected with the

steam conduit and in operative contact with the water

circulatory system, a suitable motor located In said con

duit l>etween said heater and said trap adapted to he op.

erated by the flow of steam through said omduit and a

clutch arranged to automatically connect the circulating

device with the motor wlien the nuitor reaches and main-

tains a given minimum speed and to automatically discon-

nect the circulating device whenev.-r the motor drops be-

low such speed.

5. The combination with a system of pipes for circulat

Ing heated water, of a coil of pipes wherein such water is

heated, a coil of steam pipes arranged so that the water in

the water coll Is heatwl hy the steatn passing through the

steam pipes, a steam inlet pipe, a motor connected there-

with, a propeller casing arranged in said water circulatory

system, a propeller therein adai.ted to t)e driven by the

inotor, said propeller casing being of greater diameter than

the diameter of the pipes of the water circulating system,

a steam jacket around said propeller casing, and connec-

tions betwen the exhaust of tlie motor and the jacket and

l>etween the jacket and the steam coils, wliereby the ex-

haust from the motor is first brought into contact with the

relatively large and cold c.cndensing surface of the pro-

peller casing and afterwards [lasses to the steam colls.

1. The eomWnntion with a fluid beating system, of an

engine, a mechanical circulator Interposed In said system.

means for supply iuL- a motor fluid under high temperature

o aa to actuate said engine, a .cndensing jacket in opera-

tive contact with a portion of said system, means for con-

dticting the exhaust from said engine to said Jacket, and a

clutch mechanism Interposed between said engine and said

circulator and arranged to automatically connect said cir-

culator with said engine whenever said engine attains a

given speed, and to automatically disconnect the engine

from said circulator wh-nexe, the engine drops below a

given speed.

2. The combination witli a cin iilatlng system, of a fluid

heater In operative .ciua • tie resvnli. a mechanical cir-

culator Interpcseil in said s\-teni a lu.ctor arranged to op-

erate said circulator, means for conveying a heating fluid

under pressure to said motor so as to actuate the same,

means for conducting said heating fluid from the exhaust

of said inotor to said fluid heater, and a clutch arranged to

automatically connect said circulator with said motor

whenever the motor reaches and maintains a given speed,

and to automatically disconnwt the motor from the cir-

culator whenever the mi tor drops Ivelow a given speed.

3. In a heating ap|)a!atU8. the combination of a hot

water circulatory system, with a source of supply of steam,

a conduit for the steam connected at one end with the

890.13S 1IK.\I1N<; SVSIKM
cago. ill. Hied .May -1. ItX'ti.

KoHKHi H. Gold. Chl-

Serial No. 31S.015.

1. The comhination with ii radiating' s\si.ui. a supply

pipe and a trap communicating with tlie radiating system

said trap comprising a drip pipe, a valve to dose said drip

pipe, a blow-off pipe, and a valve for said blow-off pipe, of

an attachment connecK-d with said trap said attadiment

comprising a casing having tiierein a valve diamt.ei com-

municating with said supply pipe and with th.- radiating

system and an outlet chamU'r communicat in;: with the

blow-off pil>e. an inlet valve in said valve diaml^r to shut

off communication hetweeii the supply pipe and the radiat-
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Ing system, and a thenBO«t«tl<r d^-vlrp in tha ...tlft cham-

ber to contr<^l said Inlft valvp

2. Th^ comhlnatl.in with a radiatinu' syxtf"!!!, a •<up[ily

pipe and a trap communtcatini? with tli«* railiatinjc syptpm

aid trap comprising a drip pipe, a valve to elfwe said <1rlp

pipe, a blow off pifH', ami a valve for said tilew off pipe, of

an attachment conne<-te<l with said trap «K|d attarhmenr

comprlslne a 'iMins having therein a valve rhaniher com

munlcatinc with said supply pipe and with the radlatlne

system and an outlet chamber connected with the blow-off

plp«'. an inlet vhIvp in said valve chamber to shut off com-

munication berwf'H rh.- supply pipe and the radiating sys-

tem, and a th»»rmost!itlc device in the outUt chamber to

control said Inlet valv. said Attachment eotataMy (con-

nected with the trap

3. The combinatl.in with a radiating system, a supply

pipe and a trap crmnected with the radiating system and

comprising an inner drip pipe and an outer blow off piix*.

of an attachment comprising a casing surrounding said

blow-off and drip pipes and having a valve <-haml)er com-

munic.itlng with the sripply pipe and thp radiating sys-

tem an<l an ontlet chamber connected witli the blow-off

pipe, an inlet valve In the valve chamber to shut off com-

munication ^^tween the supply pipe and the radiating sys-

tem, and a rhermostatlc device In said outlet chaml'^'r to

o|)erate said inlet valve

4. The combination with a radiating system, of a su|i|ily

pipe, .in "Xhausr pipe, a drip pipe leading frotn the pxhaust

plp<" a v:ilv.' to automatically closf the drip pipe, a blow

off plpt- leading from the exhaust pipe, a Talve to close

said blow .iff piri'" a casing attached to and having cham-

bers In communication with the blo.woff pipe and the inlet

end of the radiating -vst^^m, r-spe'-tlvdy. ^n in:.>t valv^ in

s;i ! H^ing til .'..fiTr-'.i •';;' tb w of heating 8uid from the

xnj.iiiv ;,![!•. in. I I 't-.TMiostiiti'' device in smd .-using and

In comiiiuiii. :iti..n \\:rh fht> M.iw off i)ipe to .ip»'i;it.' the In-

let valve.

5. Tlie combination with a radiating svst».|ii. . f a supply

pipe, an exhaust pipe, a drip pipe leading frotn th.- nxhaust

pipe, a valve to automatically c!.>»e the drip plp»v a Mow-

off pipe leading from the exhaust pipe bet n<i the drli>

pipe, a valve to close said blow off pipe a casing attached

to and having chambers In communication *ith the blow-

off pipe and the inlet end of the radiating sv-;f. ;;; '••ii^c-

tlvely. an Inlet valve in said casing to contr-.. tti. rl.isv of

heating fluid from the supply pipe, and a thl-rmostatlc de-

vice In said casing and In communication wt^h the hlow-oflf

pipe to oj)erate the inlet valvp

[Claims > and 7 n..t printeit in fiu- 'Jazi'tte ]

890.139. HYDRAl Lie CO.W KVHR Li rkiK.K H. G«1F-

FITH. Seattle, Wash. Filed .fun- _M. 1!)0(7. Serial No.

:iM0.4T2.

with an ofi^'ning in its bottntn. a gate for closing said open-

ing, said gate fwii\g proviiled with an Internally threaded

lug, a s<Tew engaging said lug. a nozzle arranged wltbin

the pliie and dlre<'ted acr.isa the tmttora of the hopper

opening, and means communicating with said nozzle for

i.imlucting water tf) the latter

4. The combination with a pipe .•onv-'vcr. of a hopper

inounte<l thereon anil having a illscharge .)i)enlng through

which excavated material is deponited within the pipe, and
means .-arrb-d by the hopper f.'r Introdu. Ing a i»'t ..f water

within the pli»'

1. The combination with u |iip«- an.l ,1 li.i(.|i.':- huvinu' a

discharge o[>ening c<>mmunl.;itinj with the Intcri.ir .f tl .

pipe, of means to closf -oi.h op»inlng. and means fur in

troducing a i«'t ..f wMter within the |iipe jind to rbe leir of

said opening

J The conil.hiHti.'n \\ Ah a pip.v '.r !i lp)iip»'i- provided

wirh an o|i^ning iti it* bott..m n g;iff for 'I. fing said 'p^'U

ing. means for adjustalily moving saiil gat«. a nozzb- ar

range<l within th-" pipe and .lirj'i'tiHl iiir.>ss the tiottom of

the hopp.T opening, Hud tueans . mimuni. utiiig wirh s;\ id

nozzlf f.>i- condu.-ting water to rhe latt.T

^^ The cimhlnatlon with a [lipe, of m liopi)*^ providt-fl

890,140. KLl 1:

Hrashear, Mo.

THIMIil.K ii.vi:KSCE L, HiVDERSOJt.

KUed June JL;. VJVl . Serial No. 378,623.

I lit H 1. \ 1. . .f the character described. tb«

ii.in of a iluc thimble, a clamping ring arranged adjacent

the ni.juth of the flue thimble, and retaining strips project-

ing beyond the flue ttilmble an.l .Migiikjiig tli.' .ianiping

ring, tlie said retaining strips .•xt.Mi.iing 1 in;itnilin;illy

along the flue thimble and being rigidly >< • nr"<i to the

same, the rear ends of tlie strips being pi-ovldcd with

lateral projections to engage the rear face of tlie wall

wliile intermediate portions of the retaining strips are

formed with stops for engaging the front .jf the wall,

2. In a device of the character de8crll>e<l. the combina-

tion of a flue thimble, a clamping ring arranged adjacent

the mouth of the thimble, and retaining strips formetl by

doubling a strip of sheet material upon Itself and extend-

ing beyond the flue thimble to form loops for receiving the

clamping ring, the said retaining strips extending longitu-

dinally along the flue thimble and being secured thereto,

the rear end of each of the strips being provided with a

lateral projection to engage the rear face of the wall,

while an Intermediate portion of each of the strips Is

crimped for engagement with the front face of the wall.

890,141. BOTTLE STOI'PKR t:E<>Ki; Kikkiuj.^ard, New
York, N. Y,. assignor to Imperial Stopi)er i'ompany, a

lorporation of Maine. Filed Apr. 1, 1908. Serial No.

424..'!.'..

1. A bottle stopper comprising n .up liaving 11 d. pend-

ing flange adapted to pass over an.l .iigage ttie .'Xterlor

of the n.i k .if the bottle, and .'ontaining a pa. king disk of

I. ss .lliim.t.r than the internal diameter of the cap tint of

lt. liter diam.ter ttian the h<.r.' of the t)ottle. substantially

ii-i .le-''ril>ed

J. V tM)ttle Stopper .iiniprlslng n .ap having a depend-

ing flange adapted t.i pass .n.-r ami engage the exterl. r

of the iii'ck of the bottb', Huil i'.)ntiiining a [ni -king disk

la' ing a diameter sntistantlally les^ than flu- 1 xteriial

iliamet.r of the moutli of the bottle and greater ttitin the

hore of the bottle

'',. \ t>oftle "itopiter comprising a .'ap having a depend

ing flange adapted to pass ov r and .'ngage with the ex-

t'Tlor of the ne<-k .>f ttie bottle, and cmtalning a packing

iMsk c..ne. nfrleallv arranged and s cured t>i.'reln, whi.h

, (Ii«k is !i.lapt..l t.i r>"^r .>n the f..p of th.' inner i.ort|..ns ..r
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Borface only, of the lip of the bottle when the cap Is ap

piled thereto,

4 A bottle stopper comprising a cap having a depend-

ing flange adapted to pass over and engage the exterior of

the neck of tlie bottle, a paekiiig disk located inside of the

cap and of less diameter than the interior of the cap, the

metal of the cap being set inward tr> grip and hold the

packing disk in place.

890,142, SorNI»BOX FOK TA1.K1N<; MACHINES.

Thomas Kkakmeb. Philadelphia, I'a ,
assignor to Haw-

thorne A Sheble Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia,

I'a., a Corporation of lVuns> Ivania, Filed Oct. 7, 1907.

Serial No. 396,135,

a plate-Uke extension of the handle and bristles longer at

the rim and outer pointed end of the brush than In the

center and rear end thereof, forming a shallow cavity in

the acting surface of the brush tapering off to nothing at

the point of the brush.

1. The combination of a sound box having an outer wall.

• resilient member within said wall, and a diaphragm sup-

ported on said member with its edge out of contact with

said WMll, said diaphragm having a rib therein coacting

with sjiid numtvr to prevent movement of the diaphragm

In the plane In which It lies, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of a sound box having an outer wall,

a rubber ring within said wall, a ridge on the sound-box

to retain said ring in posit bui. and a diaphragm supported

on said ring with Its edge out of contact with said wall,

aid diaphragm having a rib therein close to Its outer

edge coa.iing with said memlH'r to prevent movement of

tb« diaphragm in the plane in which it lies, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination of a sound b<ix having a wail and

shaped to provide a surface within the box adjacent to

said wall for supporting a .ii.M-li'a-"'' «""' « diaphragm

supported on said surface. -,11. 1 .liapl.ragm liaving a rib

therein coacting with a part of the box stnicture to pre-

clude movement of the diniihragm In the plane In which It

Ilea to carry Its edge into engagement with said wall of

the box, aubstantially as set forth.

890.14:'. HUI .^H FOK . l.KAM.N*; AKTIFICIAL SETS

OF Ti;i:TlI F.I i;kv Ki 7.ZKR. Dresden, Germany, as-

signor to Klewe & Co In. .'rporated. New Haven, Conn.,

a Firm. Flbd .June T,. I '.«••;. Serial No. 320.255.

890.144. AUTOMATIC.VI.LY iONTKOLLING ELECTRIC
MOTORS. Hakky W, I.eo.nakp. Brouxvllle. N. Y. Origi-

nal applications filed Feb. 6, 1897, Serial No, 622,269,

and Jan. 28, 1902, Serial No. 91,577. Divided and this

application filed Jan. 5. 19Uo. Serial No. 137.804.

kr
E

O^HOf

1. The combination with a main source of electric

energy, a motor to be controlled, a dynamo electric ma-

chine supplying energy to said motor, a second motor op-

erated by energy from the main source for driving said

dynamo, and means controlled by the amount of energy

taken by said s.-<'ond motor from the main source for

changing the resistance in one element of said dynamo

electric machine.

2. The combination with a main source of electric

energy, a motor to be controlled, a dynamo electric ma-

chine supplying energy to said motor, a second motor fip-

erated by energy from the main source for driving

said dynamo, and means controlled by the amount of

energy taken by said second motor from the main source

for conirolllng the field excitation of said dynamo to vary

the energy supplied to the motor to be controlled.

3. The coml'i nation with a main source of electric

energy, a mot<.r to be controlled, a dynamo electric ma-

chine supplying energy to said motor, a second motor op-

erated by energy from the main source for driving said

dynamo, an<l an electro responsive device controlled by the

amount of energy taken by said second motor from the

main source for controlling the energy delivered to the

motor to be coiiir.>lled.

4. The comliinntion with a main source of electric

energy, a m.tor !. !).• ...ntrolled. a dynamo electric ma-

chlne'supplying .n.rgy to said m..t.ir. a second motor op

erated by energy from the main source for driving said

dynamo, and an electro responsive device controlled by

the amount of energy tak.n by said .second motor from the

main source for controlling the field excitation of said

dynamo to vary tlie . iiergy supplied to the mot..r to be

controlled.

.1 The comtiination with a main source nf electric

energy, a motor to be cmt r..ll.'d. a dynamo electric ma-

chine supplying energy to said motor, a second motor op-

erated by energy from the main source for driving said

dvnamo. a rheostat for r.i:ulating the field of said dynamo,

and an electro responsive device for operating said rheo-

Btat, said device being connert.d in s.'ri.s with the nrma-

ture of the second motor

[Claims 6 to «2 not printe.l in the (;azette.l

In an article of the character describ<'d. a handle bar-

ing n flat ho.. f shaped brush at .me end thereof comprising

8f>0 1t" I'KVICE FOR HOLr>lNG WATCHES Fbkd-

KKi. K l.iNf.NER. Chicago. Ill Filed Sept. 13. 1007, Se-

rial No :?;t2.7.%3.

The herein described

pockets comprising a

portion, and n spring tongue projecting from one end of

the plate and forming a loop for the watch ring, said

d.vi.-e f.ir holding watches In

ilate having a central cut away
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tongue having a curved portiou normal iy .|isi...s,mI within
;

the cut-away portion, and a curved tt-niiimil ''nd extend-

'• J y

said e«caf)em<'ni [nr twuii-m and means for wtndinc the

spring n« by thi- aoiiou ..f tli.> spring m'.

tuK beyond the plate, said \A\w r-dng s« cured inside a

pocket.

890,146. Wf{P:.\«H J"HN R. I.ON'.. .\kn>Ti. Ohi" Filed !

Feb. 10, lyos. tM-rial No 41.">,04rj.

1. .V wrench comprising a handle l>ar liaving a Jaw at

Its outer end and a tapered working portion next to «ald

Jaw. an inner Jaw slldably mounted directly up<in said bar

and having a taper, d shank, and a vok« slidaliL- as to

both Jaws and op.ratlvely locking said parts, the said

handle-bar and inn.r Jaw and Its shank having smooth

conuct faces, and the said shank having a continuous

taper from said Inner jaw to its extremity.

2. \ wrench having a handle-bar witb a jaw on its

outer end and the out.r dge of said har tapered t..\vard

said Jaw. a jaw with a reversely tapered shank mounted

on said bar and a slidable yoke uniting s»id part.s.

:', .V wrench having a handle-bar with a tapering out.r

end having a Jaw integral therewith, a J»w member slid

ably mounted on said bar and having a ihank of gr^-ater

tap«'r than said liar extending in the opposite direction

to the ta[i"r .n the bar. and a onflning yoke about said

parts.

4. A wrencli .ompnsnig a handle-bar having a tapere.l

outer* portion and a Jaw rigid with the outer end thereof,

a s.-parat.' jaw ni.nit...r mounted on said Iwr and havlUK a

abank tapering to sniall-r dinieusions from the Jaw thereon

to Its extremity, and a yoke in which Ixjth the said handle

bar and jaw member are slidably mounted

.-, A wrench having a handle-bar with a tap.-re.l outer

edx" and straight inner edge, a jaw mrmber having a

tapered shank extending rearward from the face of the

jaw thereon, and a s v,. slidably conn.»<Mlng smd parts

across their tapere<l portions and widest nt-xt to said jaws.

[Claims ri to 1.'. nr)t printed In the dazttte.

)

890.147 MK.ril.V.NKAl. IMOVHK FOR I MSIT-.W! NTJ

.\DVI:RT1SK.MF;.NTS Fv bkti- M r.. w. .Sew York,

N Y Filed Oct. ^4. Vm>1. Serial No Fi.s.rtSO.

1 In a device of the class described, till' combination of

the wei, ,/, the driving roll h\ gearing fjr actuating said

roll, the spring m-', for actuating said geerlng. means for

winding said spring, an esca|»':iient mechanism for con-

trolling said Winding means, a spring »'. for actuating

•2, In a device of the class described, the comtyinatlon of

the web a. the driving roll h'. the spring m^ for actuating

said roll, means for locking said spring, means for wind-

ing .said spring while :.., ked means for releasing said

spring at certain pre.let.,mined iwrio.ls of time, an es

capement mechanism to control said be kini; ;ind reb-asing

of the sprini: "r- fie- -pring n' to actu.iie said ocapement

m.'chani-iii and iiieiin- for winding the spring n* by the

action of the spring 'm-

3, In a device of the class described the combination

of a movable web, gearing for moving said web. the spring

m- for actuating said gearing, an eb-ctro magnet for wind-

ing th.- spring m». a circuit breaker to control said electro

magnet, an ornpemenl nie, liani-m to control said circuit

breaker, a -pring a' to actuate said escapement mechan-

ism, and ge.iruit; whereby the spring « is wound by the

net ion of tie spring n\-.

4 In a .levic,. of the class described, the coiubinatioii .f

a movable web, gearing for niiiving said web. the spring

m- for actuating said gearing, means for winding the

spring m-. an escapement me, hanisin for controlling -said

winding means. tli>> spring n- for nctiiming said escape-

ment mechanism and means for winding the spring w« sub-

stantially as described.

.'.. In a device of the class described the combination of

the web a, the driving roll h\ gearing for moving and re-

versing the direction of motion of the roll h .
the spring

m' for actuating said gearing, an electro magnet for wind-

ing the spring "i- in escai)ement mechanism for control-

ling said electro riiagiiet the vpniig n' f..r Hciu./iing said

escapement nieibanism mid in'iin> foi windiii*; lie .Nprmg

n* substantial!) as described.

M'lalm 6 not printe<| In the Gazette.

1

s;h. 14> Il.VKI»KNlNij Ai'l'.Ut.V 11 .^. Ai.nLiii U M.^CH-

i.KT, Fllzabeth. N. J. Filed Apr. a. 1907. Serial No.

--»

1 .\ hardening apparatus cinprlsiiig a tank ii foraml-

nous barrel in said lank. tne-,ins f .r revolving said barrel.

a hopper discharging Int.. sal.l i.Mirel. sabl barrel having

provision for causing the arti. ie^ r.-.e|v.-d from said li..p

per t.i travel to the other .•nd ..f tli.- bnrvl. an .l.'v:iting
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chain harltig a series of liquid straining buckets Into
|

which Mdd barrel discharges, means for causing said chain

to ascend from the tank, a hopper Into which said buckets

discharge, and a discharge conduit leading from the last-

mentioned hopper.

•1. A hardening apparatus comprising a tank, a foraml-

nous barrel In said tank, imans for . nusing articles de-

livered into one end of the barrel, to travel to the other

end thereof and discharge therefrom, and means for rais-

ing the discbargeti articles from the tank

a. A hardening apparatus comprising a tank, a forami-

nous barrel mounted for revolution in said tank, and

having its floor inclined from its receiving end to its dis-

charge end, and means for receiving and raising the dis-

charged articles from the tank.

4. A hardening apparatus comprising a tank, a prone

barrel In said tank mount. d to revolve upon an inclined

axis, means for discharging articles into said barrel at its

upper end. and m.ans at the lower end of the barrel to re-

ceive the arti.bs and reniov. tb.in from the tank; said

barrel being open to permit free circulation of liquid there-

through.

5. A hardening apparatus comprising a tank, a foraml-

nous barrel to aald t«nk, means for discharging articles

into one end of said barrel, means for causing the arti-

cles to travel to the other end of said barrel, and means

for removing the articles from the tank.

[Claims to .11 not printed in the Gazette.]

and extending through the oth.-r and provided with .t

head, two or more implements pivoted on each pin an.i

provided with heels extending b.-yimd the handle and

curved toward opposite sides thereof, interlocking rlb«^

and grooves on the plates and implements, forked slides

on the plates adapted to engage with the heads on the

pins, and provided with longitudinal slots, and rivets

fixed in said side plai.^s nn.i engaging with said slots.

890,151. MACHINF F-Ut LOADING SHOCKS INTO

WAGONS. Gk"k.;k M.\rshai.i., Fremont, Nebr. Filed

Feb. 27, 1908. Serial No 41><,031.

.S90,149. CHKKEN-BROODFH Fkiku Mmiikr, Utica,

111. Filed Jan. 29, 1908. Serial No. 413,158.

1. .\. chicken broixler conii.rising a box like structure 1

provided with an entrance opening, ventilating op.-nings.

and a detachable cover, a detachalde screen floor sup-

ported above th.' b..tt..ni of the box, a detachable imper-

forate plate shorter at the front side than the box bottom

and provided with a duster of r.gularly spa. ed narrow

cloth part- p.nd.tit ih.refrotn and facing t..ward the

front of the b.ix. and means for supporting said plate

within the box with said p.'Udent parts clear of the screen

floor an.l .bar ..f tin- front wall ..f th.' txn.

2. .V cluck, n br....der comprising a b.ix like structure

provided with a h..rizontal partitmn sh.-rt.'r at the front

sbb' than lb.- b..x bottom, an .niratic.' opening In the

fr'.ut sid.' and N.iiiilating op.nings abov the partition

In proximity to the fr.mt side, in combination with a

cluster of regularly spaced cloth strips suspended from

the under side of the partition aitd .xtending d.iwnwardly

nearly to the box bottom, sabl strips being extended par-

allel with the front wall of the box and slitted from the

bottom upwardly to the partition, the arrangem.nt being

such aa to provide air space within the box extending horl-

lontally ander sal.l dust, r and vertically between it and

the front wall of the l>oy to the space above the partition.

8 90 160 COM IMDUND TOOL. Wkbsteb L. Mabbi,e,

Gladatone. Mich. Fibd S.pt lb. U'OT. Serial No.

393,090.

1. Mechanism for loading shocks, coia|^riilB# a wmg«»

having longitudinal tracks arranged on OpposttS «Wm of

the wag..n l)eIow the top, the crane-carrying frame bridg-

ing th.' wagon supported on said tracks and movable

thereon longitudinally of the wagon, a horizontally ar-

ranged crane-arm pivotally cimnected with said frame,

block and tackle mechanism carried by the arm. and

means for connecting the block and tackle mechanism with

a shock.

2. The combination with a wagon body of longitudinal

tracks on opposite sides thereof below the top of the body,

a crane .-arrying frame comprising uprights and a cross-

piece connecting them, means for connecting said up-

rights with the tracks to enable them to move Itack and

forth thereon, a swinging crane arm pivotally connected

with the cross-piece of the frame, hoisting devices car-

ried by said swinging arm. and m.>ans for detachably con-

necting the hoisting devi.-es with a shock.

3 The combination with a wag..n body, of longitudinal

tracks on opposite sides thereof, a crane-carrying frame

bridging the wagon body supported on and adapted to

slide back and forth on said tracks, a swinging crane arm

plvotallv c.nnected with th.' .rane,-arrying frame, hoist-

ing devices carried by said crane arm. m.ans for detach-

ablv connecting the hoisting devices with a shock, rails

within the wagon body on opposite sides thereof, and a

platform adapted to slide back and f..rlh on these rails.

A comi...und io,.l cniprising a handle consisting of two

resilient side plat.s a space block between th.iu at the

nii.idle, plv.,t pins .H.'h fixed n.'ar one end of one plate

890 152. TOOL FOK tONSTH ITTINt ; AND REPAIR-

INg'wIRE fences Gilbert M M.xson. I^'rry, Iowa.

Filed Sept. 7, 1907. Serial No. 391,782.

1 A tool of the class described comprising two mem-

bera each formed of sh.et m.'tal and .-omprising a handle,

two'disk shaped iwrtl.ms integral with the handle, and

two Jaw portions Int.-gral with the disk shaped portions,

a reinforcing piece for each meml)er. each reinforcing piece

comprising a central disk shaped poriion. a jaw portion,

and a handle extension, a piv..t pin pass.-d through all of

said disk shaped portions, and m.-ans for connecting the

Jaw portions of each member witb each other.

2 \ tool of the class described comprising two tool

members each formed of sheet metal and comprising a

handle portion substantially U shaped in cross section,

having at one end two disks, and also having beyond the

disks two jaw portions, a reinforcing piece for each mem-

ber comprising a central disk shaped portion formed with
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wire cutting notches at its -I'l'^^. an iiit'^cral jaw ^xtnn-

ion and an integral bandln t'xtension, both of said ex-

tensions being offset laterally In the sama direction and
said handle extension t>elng Inserted within th-' U <lia()ed

handle portion of the sheet metal nifmb»T», and thp Jaw
extensions t)eing insetted between thp jaw pxtensiuns of

the sheet metal members, two d>>tachablt" jaw iiu-inbi-rs

for each Jaw Inserted between the sheet metal jaw por-

tions and the reinforcing jaw portion, meats for connect-

ing all of the jaw portions of each m(>nit>''r. and a pivot

pin extending through all of the disk sha|h>d portions ot

both members.

'^. A tool of tlM das* 4es'Ttb*H) .omprislne two tf>ol

raemb«^r8, each foriMd af •h*'<>t m^tal and rotnprlslnkr n

handle portion substantially u shaped In cross spctlon,

having at one end two disks, and also havlnu heyond th<»

disks two Jaw p<irtions. a rf^liiforelns; piwe for oach mem
ber cimiprlstnff a central di^k shap»>d portl'in fi'rtne<l with

wire cutfinc notches at Its sides, an integi-al Jaw exten-

sion and an integral handle extension. tM>th of said ex-

ron^ions being off set laternlly In the same direction, and

laid liandle .extension belnL: insort.Ml withlti the U shajn-d

handle portions of the sheet mi'inl nifmb^-ns. and the Jaw
extension beinz inserted between thf jaw fxtenskms of

the sheet metal member*, twn dftachabie jaw mrnibers

for each jaw In^^tTt. d '••fw ••ii the shfft piotnl jaw por-

tions and the reinf'ir, in.' jaw portion, means for con-

necting all of the jaw portions of .'ai-h nu'mb'T and a (livot

pin extending through all of th-' disk sha[><'d portion-; of

both members, the handl** >'xtens!ons of the rtinforMng

members being provid.d on thflr inner f»dR9s wlih notches

for use In twisting wire, said lun>T edges tjeini.' -^o shap<xl

as to come together when the Jaw portions iire together

a valve at the app«r end of said pipe, the opening through

the ring t>eing of such a sise in relation to the pump bar-

890.15.1. FIRF, EXTINCnSHKR .lAMts G m.vstin.

Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 11, lt»o7 SeriBl No 401,602.

1. In a Are extinguisher, the comfdnatiori with an outer

casing for containing the extinguislilag cmnpound. of an

inner casing removably mounted therein at*i comprising a

pamp barrel, a piston movably mounted within said sec-

ond casing, a pipe connected to said sei^^)nd easing near it.s

lower end and terminating at Its upper end near the top of

said second .-aiim,' !i \ <:v- ir the upper end of such pipe,

and a deilver\ !•';•• :'Ha-.ii mliacent to the wall of the

outer casing and ; r '\ .l-'d wiih a valve :^i its end which
extends throvigh -a.^l a-!-!,'

2. In a rtre exTins'Mi>lier. the .'onildnatiou with a casing,

of a ring mmin'ed upon the upper side of the casing and
provided with an ipeiiing rl,,-!-..! hf ueh. cam plates spaced

apart and secm'ed to the ;r!n> : suiface of the ring and
projectlnic into the <ipeiiing. a jilati' provided on its lower

side with projecting cam piate>i adapted to coilperate with

the first mentioned earn [ilates to loolt the plate over the

opening in the ring, said plate being also provided with an

opening, a pump harrel mounted in the (jp»'nlng, a piston

In said pump, n i>lpe connecttMl near the lower end of said

barrel and extending nearly to the top of the casing and

rel and pipe that the pump harrfl and pipe may l>e removed

therethrough.

890,154. FIRE EXTINGTISHKR
Chicago, III. Filed Dec. 2.< lfX>T

JA.MES G. MaSTIN,
Serial No. 407,725.

1. lu a fire extinguisher, the comhiuatiou with a casing,

of a pump comprising a barr-l and piston removably

mounted within th'' i-H^iiikr, a tu'^e fnrii:.-d ii\ a >:i'->-t of

metal bent into U shaped f.,rm and attachecj at it^* i itigi-

tudinal edges to the side of the pump barrel, said barrel

being provided with an opening near Its lower end which

connects the barrel and tube, said tube being provided with

an opening near the top thereof and a valve for controlling

the passage of air therethrough.
•_' In a Are extinguisher, the comhlnatlMn with a casing,

of a ring mounted upon the upper end of the casing and

provided with an opening therethrough, a flller-plug. a

pump barrel centrally mounted In the filler p. i;.-. said tiller-

plug being provided with a channel in its lower portion, a

nibb.r washer mounted in said channel, a circumferential

shoulder on the ring, said shoulder being provided with a

bead on its upper surface and on Its lower side with a cam
surface, and levers pivoted to the filler plug and having

engaging portions adapted to engage the catii shoulders to

lock the filler ping in r»ositlon.

.'l In a tlf extinguisher ttie combination with a casing,

of a pump coniprisliii; a barrel and piston removably

June 9, 1906. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1397

mounted In the eulnc, a tube formed by a sheet of metal

bent longitudinally and attached at its lower edges to the

sides of the pump barrel, said barrel being provided with

an opening a short distance above Us lower end which con-

nects the barrel and tube, said tube being provided with an

opening near the top thereof, and a valve for controlling

the passage of air therethrough.

$90,155. FIRE-EXTINGUISHER James G. Mastin,

Chicago. III. Filed Feb. 5, 1908. Serial No. 414,386.

Into the outer end thereof having an Inwardly facing

spherical surface which cooperates with said outwardly

facing spherical surface to provide a socket to receive said

head or ball, the parts being so arranged that the Inner

end of the continuously rotative or driving shaft is capable

of a rising and falling movement and impaits through the

continuous rotation thereof a rotary reclprocatory move-

ment to the driven shaft.

1. In u file exiiugui-^hei. the combination with a casing,

of a cap for closing the casitig a tuiiup comprising a barrel

and a piston, mounted upon the cap, a pipe connected to

the barrel near its lower end and extending upwardly Into

the cap. a valve mounted In the cap for controlling the up-

per end of the pipe, and a delivery pipe mounted upon the

cap and leading from the lower portion of the casing to

the exterior.

2. In a Are extingul>^her, the combination with a casing.

of a pump mounted therein, said pump comprising a barrel,

a pipe forming a piston rod, a double piston mounted on

the lower end of the rod comprising opi)osltely disposed

cup sections, the pipe being provided with an opening In Its

lower end extending into the space between the cup sec-

tions, a connection leading from the Wottom of the pump

barrel Into the upper portion of the casing and a second

connection leading from the upper portion of the barrel

Into the casing and valves controlling tiie connections.

3. In a fire extinguisher, the combination with a casing,

of a cap for closing the casing, a delivery pipe extending

from the lower portion of the casing through the cap, a

pump barrel mounted In the cap. a pipe forming a piston

rod mounted in the pump barrel, a handle on the outer end

of the piston rod provided with openings extending there

through and communicating with the upper end of the pis-

ton rod, a piston on the lower end of the piston rod, the

piston rod being provided with an opening on one side

whereby air can pass Into the pump barrel on one side of

the piston, said pump barrel being provided with an open-

ing on the other side of the piston communicating with the

interior of the casing and a valve for controlling said open-

ing.

8 9 0.156. MEOH-ANICM. MOVEMENT. GcSTAV N.

MCTKS, St r.o.iis M.I assignor to The Benbow-Brammer

Mnnnfacturloi: 1 .mipany, St. Louis. Mo., a Corporation

of Missouri Filed Aug. 10, lUOG. Serial No. 329,994.

1. In a mechanical movement, the comi>lnatlon with a

bearing frame. .,f a driving wheel provided with an elon-

KMied tubular hub ritatively mounted in the frame, a

driven -loift capable of rotary reclprocatory motion, a

contlnu.aisly mtaiive driving shaft, and intermeshlng

gears on the driving and driven shafts, said continuously

rotative shaft being provided on its outer end with a ball

or head and being adapted to be Inserted through the hub

from the outer end of the latter, the hub being provided

with an internal, outwardly facing spherical surface adapt-

ed for engagement by said hea.i. and with a part extending

2. In a mechanical movement, the combination with a

bearing frame, of a driving wheel provided with an el.m-

gated tubular hub rotatively mounted in said frame, a

driven shaft mounted in said frame and capable of rotary

reclprocatory movement, a rotative driving shaft extend-

ing at one end into said hollow hub and provided between

the ends of the hub with a head or t)all non-rotatively

fixed to said htib, said hub being provided between its ends

with an internal apt-rtured flange through which said drlT-

ing shaft exteuds and with an outwardly facing spherical

surface engaging said head, a nut entering the outer end

of said hub and having detachable connection therewith

and provide<i in its Inner end with a spherical surface

which cooperates with the outwardly facing spherical sur-

face of said flange 10 provide a socket for said head or ball

of the driving shaft, thereby constituting a joint between

the shaft and hub i)ermltting the inner end of the shaft to

rise and fall, and intermeshlng gears on the driving shaft

and the driven shaft for imimriing to the latter a rotary

reclprocatory movement through the continuous rotation

of the driving shaft.

3. In a mechanical movement, the corabinniKm with a

bearing frame, of a driving wheel provided with an elon-

gated tubular hub rotatively mounted in said frame, said

hub Including a sleeve that Is removably mounted In the

wheel, a driven shaft capable of rotary reciprocating move-

,
ment,'a driving shaft extending into said removable sleeve

i
of the hub and connected with said sleeve by a ball and

socket joint located within the sleeve between the ends

thereof, and Intermeshlng gears on said driven shaft and

' the driving shaft for imparting a rotary reclprocatory

i

movement to the driven shaft through the continuous ro-

i
tatlon of the driving shaft.

4. In a mechanical movement, the combination with a

'

bearing frame, of a driving wheel provided with an elon-

1

gated tubular hub rotatively mounted in the frame, said

huh Including a sleeve that is removably mounted in the

wheel, antifriction rollers interimsed l>etween said hub and

bearing, a driven shaft apab,. of rotary reclprocatory

1 movement, a driving sh.>!t extending into said removable

sleeve of the hub and connected with said sleeve by a ball

and socket Joint located within the sle. v.. between the ends

thereof and intermeshlng gear- n ilie driven shaft and

driving shaft for imparting a rotary reclprocatory motion

i
to the driven shaft through the continuous rotation of the

' driving shaft.

5. In a mechanical mov.ment. the combination with a

bearing frame, of a driving wheel provnied with an elon-

gated tubular hub rf>tatively m..unted in the frame, said

' hub including a sleeve which is mount, d in tiie wheel.
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means remomAly and non-rotatively fixing the sl.'fve In

the whe^l, a driven shaft capable of rotary re<i[)ro<-atnry

motion, a drivinK shaft pxtending Into s»id removable

sleeve of the hub and connected with said sleeve l)y a ball

and socket Joint l-xated within the slepve between the ends

thereof, and iniermeshing gears on rh^' driven shaft and

driving shaft for Imparting a rotary recipp'icatory motion

to the driven shaft throiuh the continuous rotation of the

driving shaft.

890,157 APPARATrs FmK i.ha1>IN«; <'ARS Thomas

S. Miller. South uran«.\ and .Ii.skph H i>pkinson,

Montelalr, X. J. Filed Auj?. IS. I'.n.l s. rial No.

189.862.

1. In a log-loadmj nia.-tun.' ilie comt)ination witu a 'on-

veyuiee, of a log loader movably motint.d th.-r-on and

provided with means adapted to propel s^id conveyance

while thus mounted thereon. I

2. In a loir loaiiiiii; machine, the comhinafion with a con-

veyance, of a lou' loader, slidably mounted thereon, and

provided with means adapted, wliib^ said limii>r is r>^sting

upon said conveyance, to propfl tlie same

?,. In a log loading machine the comliitiation with a

bflsf frame adapted to h." mov.-d from on-- ear to an adja-

cent car, of m.'rtns mount. •<! upon said fnun.' for propel-

ling said -ars while said frani" is resting' upon one of the

same,

4. In combination, a portable platform, b-i-'s therefor

adapted for supporting it ov.r a car and R movable con-

nection of said legs with said platform whrreby said legs

may !)e mov.d from a lateral to a longittidiaal position

.1. In combination, a portable platform. Itirs adapted for

supportini: it over a car and a movai)li' connfi'tion be-

tween said l"-'-; ami -^aid pi.rtable platform wlur'tiv said

legs mav ':.. ~H'ni_- froni a position at the sld.'s ..f «ald

car platform ' a p..sition at the ends tht-n'of

[Claims ; to Ki nor printed in the Cazette.]

890,1.".'^. rORTU'.li: !>KKKH K Tikincks S Mii.i.er.

South Orange, and .InsF.ru H. Dukissos. Moutclair.

N .1 Filed Nov. 14. lOO;?. Serial No I8l._'04.

2. In eomblnation. a derrick, a car free to move r.la

tively to said derrick along a railway track beneatli the

same, supports for said d.-rriek not obstructing said move-

ment of said car and mecliaiii«iii w In r. Ii.\ the car may be

raised b<Mllly to p.rmlt of He i.a-«>a.:.- of other cars be-

neath said derrick.

.1. In combination, a d.rriclt and its engine, a car free

to move relatively to said derrick and engine along a rail-

way track beneath the same, supports for said derrick and

engine not obstnicting .said movement of said car. mechan-

ism whereby said car may be raise<i bodily to permit of

the passage of other cars l)eneath said derrick and engine.

4. In combination, a derricli. a car free to move rela-

tively to said derrick along a railway track beneath the

same, supports for said derrick mi oi.structlng said move-

ment of said car, mechanism inierpos.-d between said der-

rick and said car whereby said derrick is raised upon said

car and mechanism wber.by said car may be raised bodily

to permit of tlie pas.sage of other cars under said derrick.

5. In combination, a derrick, a car free to move rela-

tively to said derrick along a railway track bt>neath the

same, supports for said derrick not obstructing said move-

ments of said car. a traction nuchanlsm on said car, a

motor mounted ui)on the derrick and adapted to \>o con-

nected with said traction mechanism and mechanism

whereby said car may be raised bodily to permit of the

paaaage of other cars under said derrick

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. .V d.-rrii-k pro\ld.Ml witli -iiipports p-Tniitting of the

passage of cars beneath its platform, and liaving its boom

projecting from one end of said platform, in combination

with a boom projecting from the opposite end of said

platform whereby a car may be lifted bodily in stich posl

lion as to counterbalan'*' 'h" loads handled t>y said der-

rick.

890.1.'.0 I'ORT.MU.K ld;Ul{h K IHmmvs S Millbr.

South Drange. and Joseph H Iiukinscn. Montelalr.

N. J. Filed Nov. 18. 1903. Serial No. 181.714.

1 In combiuaiion. an .nt'iii'- and us sui>i>orting plat

form, a derrick, a .ar f r- • to niov. flativiy to said plat-

form on a railroad track iHUieatb tli. ^aiii.\ supports with

which sai.i platform is rigidly ronii.rird and wlilch sup-

port the same without ot>stru<-t ing said movement of thf

car, and in.-ctianism int.Tpovied t»t\v..n said engin.' |ilal-

form and said car, wher.l>,\ Hi. • ii-'iio- plaif.'rin is rai.s.'d

upon the car.

2. In a log loading machin.' the combination of a d.r

rick fram.' having a derrick mounted ther.-on. a hoisting

engine attached to said frame, a car horizontally movable

ti'rough said frame, and lifting m.-cbanism Intfrpos.'d be-

rw.'.'ii sai.l d.'rriek fraiii.- and lar. wliereby said d.>rrlrk

fram.^ is load.'d onto tlie ear

:; Tb.' .-..nibination of holstini: ai>parat>is. -iupports for

the sam.' adapted to stra.ldl.' a car, a sill adapt. "il to rest

on said car, vertical guides on the hoisting apparatus plat

form for said sill, and mechanism wber.'by said sill Is

forced downward
4 Tb'- ronibinaiion with a fram. .

of a lioistinu' ami ron-

v.'ving aiiiiar.aiiis carried therehy, an .MLMne. longliudl-

naliy disp.>sed m.nibers movable in said frame, and ni.'ans

connecting with the engine for Imparting a vertical move,

ment to the loni:itudinall.\ di^^p. ^..1 ni.-mbers to l-.wer the

lattiT to support the said irauie upon a vehicle, or the like.

.'. The combination of a frame, a hoisting apparatus

carried therehy, supports f.ir said frame adapted to strad-

dle a car. medianism for ..v»-rating the hoisting apparatus.

power transmitting means between the mechanism and
the car for Imparting motion to the car from the mechan-
ism, and vertically movable means within said frame

adapted, wlien lowered, to support the frame and its parts

upon the car,

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

8 9 0.100. rUOCKSS OF REMOVING GOLD. SILVER,
COPPER, AND PLATINUM FROM LEAD ALLOYS.
William M<'RRIs<)n, Ik>8 Moines, Iowa. Filed Apr. 18,

1907. Serial No. .•5tJS,,S92,

1. The process of separating gold from alloys, which

consists In melting the same, in combination with zinc,

and a material that will melt and form a tlux before the

zinc volatilizes, and then permitting the material to cool.

2. The process of separating gold from alloys, which

consists In melting the same In combination with zinc and
a material that will melt and form a flux before the zinc

\olatilizes, then agitating the mat. rial and permitting It

to cool.

3. The process of separating gold from lead alloys of

gold, which consists in melting the same. In combination

with zinc and a material that will melt and form a flux at

a temperature lower than the volatllizin;; point of the

zinc, and then permitting It to cool.

4. The process of separating gold from lead alloys of

gold, which consists in melting tlie same, in combination

with zinc and a material tliat will melt and form a flux at

a temperature low.-r than the volatilizing point of the

zinc, then agltatiiii: it and permitting It to cool.

5. The process of s.pn rating gold from lead alloys of

gold, which consists in melting the same In combination

with zinc and cyanld of potash, an.i then permitting It to

cool.

[Claims 6 to 24 n. t print, d in the Gazette.]

1,161 1? ASS DRT'M BEATKR. L.^wre.nce A. MCELLKK,
Kankakee. 111. Filed Sept J.s. UmiC. Serial No. 3.36.6.16.

1. The combination with a drum rim. a clamp secured

thereto, said clamp being provided with forwardly extend-

ink" arms and a socket, a sleeve pivotally field between said

arms, a beater rod held in the sleeve, and a spring in the

so< ket bearing on the rod.

2. A device of the kind described comprising a clamp

adapted to fit a drum rim. arms extending from the clamp,

set screws working through said arms, a sleeve tield l>e-

tween said screws, upwardly and downwardly extending

rods held In said sleeve, a beater carried by the down-
wardly extending rod. a sleeve carried by the upwardly
extending rod and at right angles thereto, and a cymbal

beater rod carried by the last mentioned sleeve.

3. A device of the kind deseribed comprising a clamp

. 134 O. G.—92

having projecting arms, a socket and projecting guides in

advance of the socket, a sleeve between the arms, set

screws working through the arms and engaging the sleeve,

a beater rod adjustably held in the sleeve and depending

between the guides, and a spring seated in the socket and

bearing on the rod.

4. A device of the kind described comprising a rim clamp,

a sleeve pivotally held by said clamp, a depending beater

rod carried by the sleeve, an upwardly extending rod car-

ried by the sleeve and angled at Its upper end. a split

sleeve carried by the angled portion of the rod, and a cym-

bal beater rod carried by the split sleeve, as and for the

purpose set forth.

890,162. MACHINE FOR GRAINING WOOD. Charles
W. McNZ, Detroit, Mich. Filed Jan 14, 1907. Serial

No. 352.285.

1. In a graining machine, the combination with a revo-

luble wood pattern, of a transfer roll rotating In peripheral

contact with said wood pattern, means for adjusting said

transfer roll about the axis of said pattern, and automatic

means for feeding the work with the surface to be fed

turned upward and in contact with said transfer roll,

2. In a graining machine, the combination of a revoluble

wood pattern, a transfer roll rotating in contact with said

pattern, means for adjusting said transfer roll about the

axis of said pattern, a presser roll beneath said transfer

roll, and means for vertically adjusting said presser roll.

3. In a graining machine, the combination with a revo-

luble wood pattern, of a transfer roll rotating in contact

therewith, and means for adjusting said transfer roll about

the axis of said pattern, for the purpose described.

4. In a graining machine, the combination with a revo-

luble wood pattern, of a transfer roll normally located be-

neath said pattern, and rotating in contact therewith, and
means whereby said transfer roll may be adjusted about

the axis of said pattern roll, for the purpose described.

5. In a graining machine, the combination with a revo-

luble wood pattern, of a transfer roll rotating in contact

therewith, a hanger for said transfer roll adjustable about

the axis of said pattern, and means for adjusting said

transfer roll and said hanger towards or from said wood
pattern, for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 0,163. LOAD- RECEIVER FOR HOISTING AND
CONVEYING MECHANISMS. William M, Myfrs and
Gecirgk W. Hi.nton, St. Joseph. Mo. ; said Hinton as-

signor to said Myers. Filed Feb, 17. 1908. Serial No.

416.273.

1. In a load receiver fif the class described, a k.ad re-

ceiver comprising a pair of relatively movable l.iad carry-

ing sections, adapted to grapple and carry a load and two
pairs of crossed levers having their lower end portions se-

cured to said sections, as shown : a cross bar. having one
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to -^ald cros^ bar an<1 th*" nppT end of each rod provided ,

with a collar secured thereon : In oomhlnatloTi with a hori-

zontal weUht bar, mounted freely on said tertlcal rods,

and adapted to travel thereon, and be gnlded therfby. for

operating Mid load re.-elTlnR sections; contertlng rod^,

p'vofallv connecting the ends of said weight bar with the

upper PDda of said levers ; a head frame, frf^^ly mounted

on said vertical rods, and adapted to travel thereon
.

de-

tachable attaching mean.. In said head frarn*. for detach-

ably attachim; the same to said weight biir
:
operating

means for operating -aid detachable attaching means, and

a hoisting means for a hoistln- cable, by wUich said load

receiver Is adapted to be hoisted.

Ing matprlal. and a protecting cap on top of the Jar to

cover the sp.iUni? material and disk.

890 165. CHIRN. Onrxn .1 Neai.. Colfax, Wash.

June 1. 1907. Serial No. r?7fl,7r>'<.

Filed

^

o In a load receiver of the class described, a bead

frame; a drum, rutatably mounted In the apper end por

Uon of said frame ; a hoisting cable, attached to said

drum; a shoulder olamp. secured on said cable; a head

for said drum, provided with notches In the periphery

thereof; a retaining pawl, adapted to engage said notches,

and a spring, for e'.astlcally holding said p»wl In said en-

gagement ; toK.ther with a pulley, rotatalily mounted In

said frame, and around which said cable Is passed, and

two other pulleys, mounted In a suitable carriage, and

over which said cable Is carried.

3 In a load receiver of the class described, a head

frame; a latch lever, plvotally mounted in said frame and

provided with a hook on the lower end thereof; two L

•haped levers, plvotally mounted In said head frame, and

having their lower ends adapted to elastlcally press the

upper portion of said latch lever, une at opposite sides

thereof; two stop studs, secured In said frame, for stop-

ping the downward movement of the outer ends of said L

Bhaped levers, and springs, for normally drawing said outer

ends downward upon said stop studs. '

y0^

4

r^l

<;0 \^i FRUIT.T\R 'I-OSURE. .T..jiv C McKkaS,

'ivanhoe, Okla. Filed Sept. 12. U»07 Serial No .•^92.,-iOS.

1 In a jar closure, the combination of a jar having an

extension at Its top. provided with an Internal screw

thread with a disk de>*lgned to screw lnt<i the said exten-

sion said disk being provided with a central slot to receive

an instrument for turning It. and said dUk. together with

the extension Into which it Is screwed. b*ing designed to

form a chamber to receive sealing material.

•2 In a Jar c'.o«Mrp comprising a jar bo(Jy having an ex-

tension thereon, -crew threaded both InteniMlly and exter-

nally a flat disk provided with a central ilot of a slie and

shape to receive a knife blade, said disk and the extension

adjacent thereto being designed to form a receptacle for

geallng material, and a screw cap monnt-^l upon the Jar to

engage the external screw threads on sail extension

3 In a Jar closure, the combination of a Jar provided

with an Internal screw thread, a disk designed to screw

K churn comprising a supporting frame liavlng two

spaced uprights, a socket fastened to each upright near Its

iower end a slldable pivot pin extending through each

socket and upright and having means on said sockets for

fastening the ,.ins In flx-l position, a receptacle pivoted

dlrectlv on said pins at diametrically opposite points and

close to its bottom, an upright arm ttxed to one side of the

churn in a plane at a right angle to the plane passing

through said pivot pins, a horizontal shaft journaled in

said uprights parallel to the axes of the pivot pins and

above said receptacle, said shaft having a crank Interme-

diate said uprights, a churn dasher plvotally connected to

said crank, a connecting rod pivoted at Its ends respec-

tively to the crank and to ,aid upright arm. and means for

rotating said crank shaft to simultaneously operate the

churn dasher and rock the receptacle on Its pivot pins.

HOC 166 VF.HKI.K POLE Charles W. Nkedi.kr. .\tlan

tic. Iowa Filed .vug .^1. 11.07 serial No. 3<>0.9'25.

1 \n improvd vehicle pole comprising a hollow rear

pole section, curved upwardly and then forwardly from

1 Its rear end. and formed with straps on Its forward end at

Jl^E 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1401

Its top and bottom, a forward pole section comprising a

sheet metal cover, a wooden filler in the cover, said

wooden filler projected beyond the rear end of the sheet

metal cover, and Into the hollow rear pole section, Its top

edge at the rear end being curved and Its lower edge

straight, so that It may be extended a considerable dis-

tance into the rear pole section without being bent, said

sheet metal cover on the forward pole section being ex-

tended between the straps on the rear pole section, and a

bolt passed through said straps through the sheet metal

cover, and through the wooden filler.

2. An Improved vehicle pole comprising a hoflow rear

pole section, curved upwardly and then forwardly from

Its rear •n<l and formed with straps on its forward end at

Its top and bottom, a forward pole section comprising a

sheet metal cover, a wooden filler In the cover, said wooden

filler projected beyond the rear end of the sheet metal

cover, and into the hollow rear [K>le section, its top edge

at the rear end being curved and its lower edge straight,

so that It may be extended a considerable distance Into

the rear pole section without being bent, said sheet metal

cover on the forward pole section being extended between

the straps on the rear pole section, a bolt passed through

said straps through the sheet metal cover, and through

the wooden filler, braces at the sides of the pole, and bolts

passed through said braces, one of them being extended

through the forward pole section, the otlu-r through the

rear pole section, both l>olt8 being extended through the

wooden filler.

890,167. VEHICLE POLE. Chari.es \V Nkkcle.s. Atlan-

tic. Iowa. Filed Aug. 31. Ii»<i7. Serial No. 390,926.

*tr^^ -j"^""' --'-•'-'

In the path of the pin, IrrespectlTe of the movement of said

bell crank lever.

In a device of the class described, the combination of a

TChlcle pole hound, a rear pole section fixed to the pole

houad and extended forward and upward, and having its

forward end beveled, a forward pole section comprising a

sheet metal tube tapered from Its rear to Its forward end,

aid 8he«t luetal tube extending rearwardly from the bev-

eled portion of the rear pole section, a wooden filler in the

sheet metal tube having a tapered rear end designed to flt

against the tapered forward end of the rear pole sec-

tion, bolts passed through the said sheet metal tube and

through both the forward and rear pole sections, a metal

Btrap bolted to the rear pole section and extending under

the forward pole section, a lM)lt passed through the for-

ward poie section and through said strap, and two braces

fixed to the pole hound and extended adjacent to the rear

end of the forward pole section, the said bolts that pass

through the forward and rear pole sections being also ex-

tended through said braces.

890.168. CALCULATING MACHINE Aita Newmav,

Webster City, Iowa. Filed Aug 31. 1907 Serial No.

890,890.

1 In a calculating machine, the combination of a num-

ber of adding wheels, a total carrying mechanism for each

adding wheel comprising a cam connected with the adding

whe.'l. a rack, a spring for normally elevating said rack,

a pin connected with the rack, a lever pivoted at its upper

end ami having Its lower end normally In position to en-

gage said pin and prevent upward movement of the ratk.

a bfll crank lever arranged In position to be engaged by

said cam. means Interposed between the bell crank lever

and the first mentioned lever whereby the first mentioned

lever is normally retained within the path of the pin on

the rack, and whereby when the bell crank lever Is oper-

ated by the cam. the first mentioned lever may be moved

out of the path of the said pin. a spring actuated key.

and means interposed l>etween the key and said lever,

whereby when the key is depressed, the lever will be held

2. in a calculating machine, the combination of a num-

ber of rows of key bars, each row bearing consecutively ar-

ranged digits beginning with 1 and ending with 9, and a

second set of digits on each row. the digits on the first

row to the right being consecutively arranged, and be-

ginning with 1 on the 9 key and ending with 9 on the 1

key. and the second set of digits on each of the other

rows of keys beginning with on the 9 key and ending

with 8 on the 1 key. adding mechanism arranged to be

actuated by said keys, total carrying mechanism arranged

for automatic operation by the adding mechanism, and a

kev bar arranged for holding the carrying mechanism In-

operative.

890,rl69. BUTTER - CL'TTER. William H. Nuack and

Adolph G. Noack, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Oct. 7. 1907,

Serial No. 396.241.

1. In butter cutters, a supr>ort adapted to be fixed to a

table or the like and having a molding box nt Its top and

a receiving table at Its bottom and means to cut the bntter

horizontally and vertically.

2. A bntter cutter provided with a box at its top adapt-

ed to mold butter into .solid blocks, a receiving table be-

neath said box and CTitters between said table and box at

right angles to each other adapted to slice the butter ver-

tically and horizontally respectively.

3. A butter cutter having a molding box for the butter

provided with a slldable removable bottom and wire cut-

ters fixed at the bottom of said box beneath said cutter,

and a plunger In said box.

4. A butter cutter comprising a support and a molding

box thereon having a slldable removable bottom, and a

fixed table beneath said box and separate therefrom. In

combinatl<in with a slldable cutter frame provided with

horizontally arranged wires adapted to traverse the space

between said box and table and cut the butter horizontally,

and a plunger in said box.

5. A butter cutter having a box for butter provided with

a removable bottom and fixed cutting wires beneath said

bottom, a table beneath said box to receive the butter from

the box. and a plunger In said box. in combination with a

cutter comprising a frame having horizontal cutting wires

and adapted to slide over said table and a plain cutting

surface between said box and table.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]
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8 9 0.170. TICKET ISSUING AND RHCORDING MA-

CHINE. John F. Ohmeb, Dayton. OHio. assignor to

Ohmer Fare Register Company. Rocbestpr, N. Y. Filed

Not. 4. 1905. Serial No. 285.933.

^-y

neously with the Issuance of a tlckpt to Impart movement

to said actuator and the counter with which It Is placed In

operative r»'ldtion

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed In the GaMtte.]

890.171. FARE-REGISTER .I'lii.v F. Ohmkh, Dayton,

Ohio, and Edward Sekbkrs, Portland. Oreg.. assignors

to Ohmer Fare Register Company. Dayton. Ohio. Filed

Jan. 28. 1907. Serial No. .'^4.550.

1. In a machine of the type specifltd. ti.-ket feeding

mechanism adapted to feed a ticket strip up.-n which are

previously printed a series of uniform ti.-kets. a punch for

Idetuifving upon .-ach ticket prior to the -iHTatlon of the '

ticket feeding iiu-chanlsm. the value th.'rM.,f, a series of

detail counters upon which each class or viilue of ticket is

registered, an Indicator to indicate the value of each ticket

independently of the ticket Itself, and means for simulta-

neously actuating the indicator to indicate the value of

each ticket to be Issued and for placing the tl-ket feeding

mechanism and a selected counter In opesatlve relation.

J. In a machine of the type spectfted. ticket feeding

m^'chanism for feeding a continuous strip of printed tickets.

a punch for perforating said tickets to indicate thereon

the fare values thereof, a series of d.-t»ll counters upon

which are registered the ticket of eaoh fare or value.

means for establishing an operative" r-lttion t^^tw-en the

ticket-feeding mechanism and a selected detail >-ounter.

and means for simultaneously actuatint? said selected de-

tail counter during the operation of issuing a ticket.

3. In a machine of the type specitt^d. an indicator to

Indicate the fare values of tickets issue.), a series of detail

roiinters to register the tickets Issued. )v series of punches

to punch the fare values upon the tickets as shown on the

indicator, and to punch the destinatbin on the tickets,

means for feeding tickets from a continuous strip, a total

counter to count all the tickets irrespective of their fares

or values, and means actuated by the ticket-feeding mech-

anism for simultancusly actuating one of the detW coun-

tnrs and the to*al counter

4. In a machine of the type specirted, t s.-ries of counters

to register the different fares or tlcket$. an actuating de-

vice on the shaft of each counter, a rotating actuator com-

mon to all of said counter actuating davices and movable

Into operative relation therewith, mtans for simulta-

neously indicating a fare or ticket to he registered on a

selected counter and for moving said actuator into an

operative relation with the actuating .levlce of a selected

counter, and means for operating said actuator when so

mov»Mi. j

5, In n machine of the type specified, a series of detail

counters grouped around a common axis, an individual-

actuating device on the shaft of each counter, said actu-

ating devices being out of alinement with each other, an

actuator common to all of said counter-actuating devices

and adapted to be shifted into operative relation with the

actuating device of any counter selected for operation,

means for so shifting said actuator to such position, ticket

feeding mechanism, and means operated thereby simulta

1. In a registering machine, a plurality of specific fare

counters, means for selecting a specific counter to be oper-

ated, operative means through which the counter selected

Is operated, and a rocklnvc Indicator actuated by the means

through which each Individual selected counter is operated,

and Indicating the fare registered simultaneously with the

registration thereof

2 In a registering machine, a plurality of specific fare

counters, means for selecting a specific counter to be oper-

ated, individual devices for operating the counter selected.

a rocking fare indicator, and means actuated by the Indi-

vidual operating device of the selected counter and where-

by the fare registered Is simultaneously indicated hy said

rocking Indicator.

3 In ,1 registering machine, a plurality of specific fare

counters, an individual operating meml>er for each counter,

a selective device adapted to be brought Into operative re-

lation with a selected counter, means f.^r actuating said

selective device to move the Individual operating member

of the selected counter, a rocking fare indicator, and means

engaged bv said individual operating member of each

counter to actuate said rocking fare Indicator to a position

to Indicate the fan- registered.

4 In a registering machine, a plurality of specific fare

counters, an Individual operating member for each counter,

a selective device adapt.-d to be brouKht into operative re-

lation with the individual operating member of the select-

ed counter, means for setting said s..lectlve device, m-ans

for operating said selective device to impart otK-ratlng

movement to the Individual operating member of the se-

le.ted counter, a permanent Indicator, and means for rock-

ing said permanent indicator through the movement of the

individual operating member of the selected counter and

whereby the fare of said selected counter Is Indicated

simultaneously with Its registration.

f). In a reiilstering machine, a plurality of specific fare

counters an individual operating member for each counter,

means for actuating each Individual operating member

Independentlv. a permanent indicator to exhibit the fares

I of each counter, a cam plate controlling the movement of

said Indicator, and means on the Individual operating

members of the counters for tripping .said cam plate to

rock the Indicator to a position to Indicate the fare of the

counter actuated

i [Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]
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800,172. DOOR rOCK. PArt. PArKKFOTH. New Britain,

Conn., assignor to Russell A Erwin Manufacturing Com-

pany. New Britain, Conn . a Corporation of Connecticut

Filed Nov. 19, 1904. Serial No. 233,408.

1. In a lock mechanism, the combination of a bolt oper-

able in either direction by a key Inserted from the outer

Bide of the lock only, and a second bolt operable in either

direction by a key inserted from the outer side of the lock

and also operable In either direction by a different key in-

serted from the inner side of the lock, and means of con-

nection between said bolts whereby said first bolt when

extended may be drawn by the projection of said second

bolt.

2. In a lock mechanism, the combination of a bolt, a

series of tumblers cooperating therewith and operable by

a key inserted from the outer side of the lock, and tumbler

alining mechanism comprising a supplemental tumbler

and a tilting lever cooperating with said series of tumblers

whereby said bolt may be operated by a different key in-

serted from the Inner side of said lock only.

'A. In a lock, the combination of two locking bolts,

means for permitting the operation of either of said bolts

hy a grand master key, one of said bolts being operable by

a master key or a pass key inserted at the outer side of

the lock, the other bolt being operable by a pass key Insert

ed from the inner side of the lock, means for preventing

the operation of the master key when one of the bolts Is

extended, means for permitting the retraction of one of

said bolts by the pa.ss key inserted In the Inner side of the

lock In case said bolt has been extended by the operation

of the grand-master-key in the outer side of the lock, all

of said means cooperating to permit the retraction of

either bolt by the grand-master-key Inserted In the outer

Bide of the lock whether either bolt has been previously

extended by the master or pass key.

4. In a lock mechanism, the combination of a bolt, a

series of tumblers coilperattng therewith and operable by a

key Inserted from the outer side of the lock, and alining

mechanism comprising a supplemental tumbler, a tilting

lever and a rod coacting therewith and cooperating with

said series of tumblers whereby said bolt may be drawn

by a key Inserted from the Inner side of said lo<k

."). In a lock, the combination of a bolt operable t)y a

key inserted from the outer aide and operable by a different

key Inserted from the Inner side, and means for preventing

the operation of the key from the inner side when the bolt

has been extended by the key from the outer side.

[Claims fi to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

front axle and the said sleeve respectively and having

spherical backs on a common center, a ball socket in which

the said gear wheels are mounted to turn, the said socket

t>eing provided at opposite sides with hollow flaring trun-

nions, a frame secured to the body of the vehicle and hav-

ing spaced parallel bearings in which said trunnions are

mounted to turn, the said front axle and sleeve extending

freely through the openings In the hollow trunnions, a

spider within the said socket and carrying pinions In

mesh with the said gear wheels, the said spider being ro-

tated by the said socket and driving means connected

with the outer end of one of said trunnions for rotating

the said socket.

890,173. MOTOR- VEHICLE Jonatha.n Phillips and

William \. Phillips, Randolph, Wis. Filed .^ug. 3,

1906 Serial No. 329,033

1. .\ driving gear for motor vehicles comprising a front

aile, a clutch connected with the front axle for rotating

one of the front wheels, a sleeve mounted to turn loosely

on the front axle and provided with a clutch for rotating

the other front wheel, gear wheels secured to the said

2. A driving and steering gear for motor vehicles com-

prising a front axle carrying one of the front wheels, a

sleeve on the axle carrying the other front wheel, a uni-

versal driving connection for the said front axle and

sleeve to drive the same and to allow the axle and sleeve

to rock In any desired direction, a segmental rack jour-

naled at Its ends on the said front axle and sleeve, a driv-

ing pinion In mesh with the said rack and under the con-

trol of the operator, and a bearing for the said rack and

fulcrumed on the shaft of the said pinion.

3 In a driving and steering gear for motor vehicles the

combination with a front axle carrying one of the front

wheels, a sleeve on the axle carrying the other front wheel,

and a universal driving connection for the said front axle

and sleeve to drive the same and to allow the sleeve and

axle to rock in any desired direction, of a segmental rack

journaled at its ends on the said front axle and sleeve

respectively, the said rack being provided with teeth on

its upper face, a driving pinion in mesh with the teeth of

said rack and under the control of the operator, friction

rollers on which the under side of said rack rests, and an

arm fulcrumed on the shaft of said pinion and carrying

said friction rollers

4. .\ driving and steering gear for motor vehicles, com-

prising a front axle carrying one of the front wheels, a

sleeve on the axle carrying the other front wheel, a frame

secured to the lower part of the body of the vehicle at the

front thereof, a universal driving connection for the said

front axle and sleeve and carried by said frame, a seg-

mental rack journaled at Its ends on the said front axle

and sleeve respectively and extending at the rear of said

frame, the said rack having teeth on Its upper face, a

shaft Journaled in bearings on the said frame, a pinion on

said shaft and in mesh with the rack, the said pinion be-

ing under the control of the operator, and a member ful-

crumed on said pinion shaft and having arms provided at

their ends with friction rollers engaging the under face of

said rack.

5. A driving gear for motor vehicles, comprising a front

axle, a clutch connected with the front axle for rotating

one of the front wheels, a sleeve mounted to turn loosely

on the front axle and provided with a clutch for rotating

the other front wheel, gear wheels secured to the said

front axle and the said sleeve respectively and having

spherical backs on a common center, a ball socket in which

the said gear wheels are mounted to turn, the said socket

being provided at opposite sides with hollow flaring trun-

nions, bearings in which the trunnions are mounted to

turn, the said front axle and sleeve extending freely
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through the openings In the trunnions, a aplder within

the said socket and carrvuiif pinions in m.^sii with the

Mid g"ar wheels, the said spider being rotat-d by the said

socket driving mfana connected with one of the said trun

nlons 'for rotating the socket, and a 8te.>nng device con-

nected with the said axle and sleeve for steering the

vehicle.

thereby of an iBDMr pt^feti^ »•»« connected to said

member by bolts pasfliDK tifbtly thnmgh spring corrugated

plates carried by tlie door plate.

[Claim 6 not luiiitf-d Ui the Gazette.]

8MaT4. WIRE - STRETCHKR William F. RicH.viiDS.

r, Iowa. Filed Mar IS, 1907. Serial -No. 362,967.

1 In a wir- str-^tcher having a frame aad hooked arm.-*

for Vn.'a«lng a p^^st. a pointed projection on each of said

arms adapted to be driven firmly Into the post to hold the

device in operative position, and luga on Mid arms adapt-

ed to be struck to dLsengage the device from the post.

o In a wire stretcher having a frame composed of two

sld'es and two frame supporting arms, each having a forked

end with hx)p8 on the forks detachably connected with the

adjacent sides of the frame, a pointed projection on the

free end of each supporting arm extended in a direction

toward the frame and a lug at the top of each arm near

the pointed projection for driving the pointed projection

away frorr. a post.

8t0 175 DOOR FOR FURNACES XhD THE LIKE.

HANS RiEs. Munich. Germany. Filed July 9. 1907. Se

rial No. 382.887. .

890 176 M.VNURE SCK.vrER .John D. Rietybld. Cor-

.NELIL-8 DIBLKMAN. and \Vl&.ERT U. RlETVELD. Pclla.

Iowa. Filed Dec. 3. 1906 Serial No. 346.054.

1 In a door for furnaces and the like, the combination

with a flexible d .or plate of a closing meaaber and yielding

preaaure inemt)er9 disponed between tbe door plate aad the

closing member.
2 In a door for furnao-s and the like, the combination

with a closing member of a flexible door plate oonnfcted

to said member, and of brackets a»oant«d on or near the

flanged edges of the door plate, said brackets cooperating

with yielding pressure members disposed between ibe door

plate and the closing memt.er.

3 In a door for furna.'rs and the lik«, the o<«blnatlon

with a closing member ..f a tiexlble door piate carried by

the said HM'mber un.l of »in inner protectlre ahleld plvot-

R;iy connected to said BBetnber.

4 In a d'>or for furnaces an.l the like, the combination

with a closing member and a flexible «oor plate carriwl

thereby of an inner protective shield connected to said

metaber bv bolts passing tightly through tbe door plate

-, In a d.H>r for furnaces and the like, the combination

M-ith a closing member and a flexible floor plate carried

1 A manure scraper, comprising a frame, a s.raper

blade extended transversely of the frame and in. lined up-

wardly and r.srwardly. niimem at the sides thereof ei-

tending forwardlv b^'vond the scraper blade and shaped to

retain material in front of the scraper blade and a yield

ink' pressure devi.-e ten.linK to tilt the fur*ar.l ends of the

runners upwardly
' K manure scraiver. comprlFlng a frame, a s.-rsi-er

blade extended transversely of the frame, runners fixed to

the ends of the scraper blade and projected f.-rwardly

therefrom and manually operat.-d means for jointly ad

Justing the forward ends of the runners and the scraper

blade r^-latlve to the ground surface

- 3 K manure scraper, comprising a forward axle, sup-

porting wheels thereon, a frame conne^^ed with the axle,

s caster wheel at the rear end of the frame, runners pl^ot-

allT connected with the axle and extended forwardly, «

.craper blade fix -d to the runners midway between the

sxle and the forward ends thereof, an arm extended up

wardlT from the scraper blade, a spring connected with

Mid arm and normally tending to elevate the forward

ends of the runners and manually operated means for ad^

Justing the for^-ard ends of the runners up and down and

for holding same In different positions of adjustment

4 A manure scraper, comprising a frame, a scraper

blade extended across the frame, runners connected to the

ends of the scraper, blade, draft arms adjustably --on

nected at their inner ends with the scraper Made, said

arms e.xtended outwardly beyond the scraper blade aud

a swingle tree at the outer end of each arm.

5 \ manure »craper. comprising a frame siipported on

wheels a pair of runners pWoted to said frame and ex

tended forwardly, a scraper blade fixed to the ninners

midway between their forward and rear ends, two arms

vertically adjustable at their rear ends with relation to

the blades and having their outer ends extended boynud

the runners and swlnifle trees connected to the outer ends

thereof.

[Halm 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

«90 177 I. INOTVl'E MACHINE. .InHS H Rogebs.

Brooklyn N V. asslt-nor to Mergent h.Tler Linotype

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan 14,

1908. Serial No. 410.734.

1 In a line casting machine, the combination of a mold,

matrlc«>s, means for prein-ntlng the matrlcea In fnmt of

the mold means for determining tl»e i«Hi«itudlnal adjust

meat of the matrices In relation to the mold, and inter-

medlste means to insure corr.-»pondlijg adjustments In

the pres.ntlng and alining ilevlces

Junk 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT QFFipE. 1405

2. In a line casting machine, the combination of a mold,

matrices cooperating therewith, means for presenting the

matricis to the mold, an adjustable keeper plate to aline

the matrices In relation lu the mold, and means controlled

by the keeper plate and acting in turn to control the ma-

trii-preseUtiLg means.

lapping surfaces to deflect the passing matrices, substan-

tially as shown
3. In combination with a series of variously notched

matrices and means for guiding them endwise to a sepa-

rator, a separator having tongues with oppositely inclined

surfaces adapted to enter the notches, substantially as

shown; whereby a matrix deflected by a surface inclined

in one direction, is prevented from encountering the oppo-

sitely Inclined surface.

4.' The combination of a series of matrices notched sub-

stantially as described, means fdr guiding them, and suc-

cessive separators arranged In the path of the matrices,

each having reversely Inclined surfaces substantially as

shown , whereby the matrices are divided into two groups

and these groups again divided.

6, In combination, two parallel magazines having cor-

respondingly arranged channels, a distributer adapted to

release corresponding matrices for the two magazines at a

common point, an intermediate deflector arranged to sepa-

rate the matrices laterally according to font, and means

for guiding the separated matrices to the corresponding

channels of the respective magazines.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

8. In combination, a mold B. an adjustable keeper-plate

C. a movable matrix carrier E, and a stop for said carrier

controlled by the keeper.

4. .As an improvement In Mergenthaler machinei^, the

movable mold B, the keeper C adjustable thereon, the

matrices adapted to engage the keeper, the matrix-elevator

or carrier E. a stepped stop G to limit the mcve-ment of

the elevator, and means whereby the keeper adjusts the

stop.

6. The mold, the adjustable keeper, and the matrix-ele-

vator E, in combination with the stepped atop for the ele-

vntor, and the levers U and 1 through which the stop Is

actuated from the keeper.

[Claims t) to 9 not printed in the iJazette.]

890.179. LAMP-BURNER (iEuttoE H. Rolfes. St. Louis.

Mo., assignor to Handlan-Buek Manufacturing Com-

pany, St. Louis. Mo., a ••orporation. Filed ,lan. L', IOCS.

Serial No. 408,915.

In a lamp burner, a wick tube, a frame surrounding

said wick tube and Including air directing members, and

heat radiating plates embracing said air directing members

and partially spaced apart therefrom to provide air cham-

bers between the air directing members and plates, sub-

atantially as set forth.

Roni-S IINOTYI'FMXCUINF John R. ROGSRS, ' 890.180. STOCK - CHUTE. Crandall W. Roseckans.
'

Br;oki;n, N Y aJsigno-r Linotype
^

Lunda. Ohio. Filed June 26. 1907. Serial No. .m931.

(ompany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb. 20,

1908. Serial .No. 416,873.

1. In a line casting machine, a matrix separator having

reversely inclini-d overlapping surfaces, substantially as

shown ; whereby it is adapted to deflect passing matrices

right or left, according to form.

2. In combination with matrices containing variant

notches, a fixed deflector having oppositely inclined over-

1. A stock chute comprising a runway having vertical

sides and a fixed bottom, an Inclined bottom hinged to one

of the vertical sides, studs located at the vertical sides of

the chute and adapted to support the edges of the hinged

bottom and being supported by the fixed bottom.

2. A stock chute comprising a runway having vertical

sides and a fixed bottom, an inclined bottom hinged to

one of the sides, studs located at the vertical sides of the

Chute and supported by the fixed bottom and adapted to

support the edges of the hinged bottom, an upright at-

tached to the sides to which the hinged bottom Is hinged

and a catch pivoted upon said upright and adapted to en-

gage the edge of the hinged iKittom,

3. A stock chute comprising a runway having vertical

sides and a fixed bottom, an Inclined bottom hinged to

one of the sides, an upright attached to the side of the
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runway to which the Inclined bottom Is attached, a block

attached to said upright, a tackl*- passing through said

block and being attached to the inclined bottom in the

vicinity of the tri^c edge thereof, a cleat attached to the

chute "a catch mmintpd upon the upright and adnpted to

engage the free fd«e of the hinged bottom and studs lo-

cated at the vertical sides of the chutn and supported by

the fliHd bottom and adapted to support the edges of the

hinged bottom.

i

890181. SrBJKrTSgUARlNd GAGE. VEtsov RuYLK.

Paterson. N. J. Filed Nov. 1. 1!>05. Serial No. :;85.381.

v/ <«

1 \ subject s<iuarlng gagp comprising a suitable sup-

port a horizontally rockable member locate* on one face

of the support, a horizontally sliding memtier located on

the opposite side of the support and means for positively

arresting the movement of the said rockabie member with

reference to the sliding member.
' \ subject squaring gage comprising a horizontally

rockabie member, a member provided wltU a vertically

rockabie arm and means for adjusting tti^> position of

the hortzontally rockabie member at dlff.T.'Dt angles to

the vertlcallv rockabie arm.

.1. A subject squaring gage comprising a horizontally

rockabie member, a member provided with an arm ar-

ranged to rock vertically and a stop for positively limiting

the horizontally rockabie member at right angles to the

vertically rocking arm

4. A subject squaring gage comprising a horizontally

rockabie member and a longitudinally sliding member pro-

vided with a vertically swinging arm and means for ad-

justing the said horizontally rockabie member into a po-

sition at right angles to the said vertically swinging arm.

at an obtuse angle to said vertically swinging arm and at

an acute angle to the said vertically swinging arm.

5. A subj^-ct squaring gage comprising a track provided

with means for spacing It from the table, a horizontally

rockabie member pivoted below the track, a horizontally

sliding member mounted In the track and means for ad-

justing the ni.>nitHTs with relation to each other.

[Claims 6 and 7 nut printed in the Gazette]

opposite section carries a lug received within thp cam slot

to admit of the rail engaging means being brought Into a

close contact with the rails when the chair sections are

moved with respect to each other, the said sections being

provided with overlapping portions having openings there-

in arranged to register at successive positions of the sec-

tions, and fa8t.'nlng members adaptod to cooperate with

the openings to lock the sections against movement.

2. In a rail joint, the combination of the rails, a chair

secTlon comprising a ba.se plate fitting along the rails and

provid.'d with a wing bearing against one side of the rails,

the said base plate being formed with a longitudinal slot

arranged at an angi^' ^I'th resp.-ct to the axis of thf- rails.

a second chair section comprising a base plate fitting

against th^ first mentioned base plate and provided with a

wing bearing against the opposite side of the rails, the

second mention.-d base plate being formed with a lug

which cooperates with the before mentioned slot to draw

the wings closely against opposite sides of the rails, the

overlapping portions of the two plafps being provided with

a series of openings so arranged as to register at suc-

cessive positions of the two plat»>s as one of th.-m is

moved with respect to tho opposite on-', and fast.ning

members pass.'d through the r»-glsterlng openings.

3 In a rail Joint, the combination of rails, a chair sec-

tion comprising a base plate formed with a wing which

bears against one side of the rails and provided with a

longitudinal slot arranged at an angle with respect to the

axis of the rails, a second chair section comprising a sec-

ond base plate fitting against the first mentioned base

plate and formed with a wing bearing against the opposite

side of the rails, the second mentioned base plate being

provided with a lug which cooperates with the slot to

draw the wings closely against opposite sides of the ralLs.

one of the overlapping portions of the two base plates be-

ing formed with slots arranged at an angle corresponding

to the angle of the first mentioned slots, while the oppo-

site base plate is provided with openings corresponding to

the second mentioned slots, fastening members pa.sslng

through the openings and the slots, and means for holding

the two chair sections against relative longitudinal move-

ment.

sfK)18.3 MAGNETIC CIRCUIT BRKAKKR. Ralph Scott,

New Brunswick. N. J., a.ssignor to Scott Electrical

Equipment Company, a Corporation of Maine. Filed

Jan. 17. 1906. Serial No. '296,449.

890.182. RAIT. JOINT. I'ktkr II S- ulcoel, Klllbuck,

Ohio. Filed Sept. 5, 10. i7. Serial No. 391,516.

rr -r

E
_ -

-J

•

1 A chair for rail Joints comprising a pair of comple-

mental sections each provided with rail engaging means,

one of the sections being formed with a caai slot white the

1 In a magnetic circuit breaker, a tubular casing hav-

ing conducting heads or terminals, a tubular support, a

spring for impelling the support longitudinally within aald

casing meiins for holding said spring in such impelling

relation within the casing, means for establishing a con-

tinuous circuit therethrough when In such relation, and

magnetic means for releasing said support to move longl

tudlnally of the casing.

June 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1407

2. In a magnetic circuit breaker, a tubular casing hav-

ing conducting heads or terminals, a movable element

within said casing and adapted to contact with one head,

a spring secured to said element and to the other head,

said spring constituting a part of the electric circuit

whereby It produces a magnetic field, and means for re-

leasing said element whereby It Is drawn downward by

Mtfd spring, whereby the spring tension, gravity, and

magnetic force, combine to exert a force upon said mov-

able element.

3. In a magnetic circuit breaker, a tubular casing hav-

ing conducting heads or terminals, a movable element

within said casing having a carbon pencil adapted to

make electric contact with one head, spring means for

projecting .said carbon pencil from the element, a spring

secured to said movable element and fastened to the other

head and forming part of the electric circuit, whereby it

produces a magnetic field, and means for releasing said

element whereby It is drawn downward by said spring

whereby the spring tension, gravity, and magnetic force

combine to exert a force upon said movable element.

4. In a magnetic circuit breaker, a tubular casing hav-

ing conducting heads or terminals, a tubular support with-

in said casing, a solenoid upon said support, a spring

fixed to said support, said solenoid and spring forming

part of the electric circuit, and means acted on by said

solenoid for releasing said support.

T,. A magnetic circuit breaker having a tubular body of

Insulating material and having metallic caps, adapted to

be received upon a panel board, an element movable

longitudinally In said tubular body, a spring connected

to said movable element and to one of said caps for Im-

parting a rectilinear movement longitudinally of the body

to said element, a detent for maintaining the movalile

element In electrical contact with the other cap, said de-

tent and element being wholly inclosed within said tubular

body whereby the pressure due to the expansion of the

gases therein Is retained in said tubular body to assist In

extinguishing an arc therein, and means displaced by an

excessive current between the caps for releasing said

detent and permitting the movable element to break the

circuit.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

ing frame at the rear end of said bar, a crank shaft mount-

ed in the outer end of said frame, a harrow supported by

the rear end of said crank shaft, a pedal mounted on the

forward end of said bar. pulleys on said frame, a chain

running from a pedal over said pulleys to the crank-

shaft for elevating and lowering It. an arm extending lat-

erally from the forward end of said crank-shaft, a chain

connection between the outer end of the arm and the har-

row and between the outer end of said arm and forward

part of the plow beam.

890.184. HARROW ATTACHMENT FUR I'LOWS. Sam-

lEL Seitner. Jr.. Roann. Ind. Filed Feb. 14, 1907.

Serial No. 357,388.

/s

8 9 0,185. CORN-HUSKING MACHINE. Wii.mamH.

Sells, Buffalo. N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Peerless llusker Company. Fredonla. N. Y. Filed Jan.

20, 1906. Serial No. :i96,922.

1. The combination with a plow, of a frame, a crank

shaft with one [.ortion mounted in said frame longitudi-

nally thereof and extending rearwardly therefrom and

with another portion extending laterally from the rear end

of said longitudinal portion, a harrow suspended from the

laterally extending portion of the shaft, and a pedal

operated means connected with said frame for turning

said harrow supporting portion from a horizontal to a

vertical position behind said frame.

2. The combination with a plow, of a bar secured to the

beam thereof and extending rearward, a laterally extend-

ing frame at the rear end of said bar. a crankshaft

mounted In the outer end of said frame, a harrow sup-

ported by the rear end of said crank shaft, a pedal mount-

ed on the forward end of said bar. pulleys on said frame.

and a chain running from the pedal over said pulleys to

the crank-shaft for elevating and lowering the harrow.

3. The combination with a plow, of a bar secured to the

beam thereof and extending rearward, a laterally extend-

1. A corn husking machine comprising a pair of co-

operating husking rollers, a feed table arranged on one

side of said rollers and composed of longitudinal bars

which are separated by intervening slots, a feed belt pro-

vided with teeth movable through said slots and oper-

ating to move the corn lengthwise thereon to said rollers

and in a position parallel with the latter, and a stationary

guide or abutment having Inclined bars arranged above the

receiving portion of said table, substantially as set forth.

2. A corn husking machine comprising: a pair of co-

operating husking rollers, a feed table arranged on one

side of the husking rollers and composed of a plurality of

bars, a feed belt having teeth projecting through spaces

between said bars and adapted to propel the ears of corn

to the husking rollers In a position parallel thereto, a.id a

guide composed of a plate arranged above the receiving

portion of said table and inclined bars extending from the

rear end of said plate downwardly and forwardly to the

bars of the table, substantially as «et forth.

3. .\ corn husking machine comprlslntr a shredding de-

vice which Is constructed and operates to loosen up the

husks of the ear of corn at the tip end thereof, and means

for carrying the corn laterally with its end past said

shredding device, substantially as set forth.

4. A corn husking machine comprising a carrier con-

structed and operating to carry the ears of corn laterally,

and a shredding device arranged in the path of the tips of

the ears of corn and having a plurality of members which

are adapted to engage with said tips and shred them, sub-

stanflnliv as set forth.

5 A corn husking machine having means operating to

shred the husks at the tip end of the corn, means oper-

ating to strip the husks from the corn, a feed device

wherebv the corn Is moved past said means which shred

the husks and to said means which strip the husks, and a

delivery device whereby the corn Is moved past said means

which 'strip the husks and discharge the same therefrom,

substantially as set forth,

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.1R6 SHELL-RETAINER FOR BREAKDOWN GUNS.

Jcsr.PH Singer. Los Angeles. Cal Filed Aug. 16. 1906.

Serial No. 330,892.

A shot gun shell chamber having a recess extending

longitudinally in Its wall, and communicating at one end
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with the shell chambtr through an opening in said wall,

the outer wall of said recess being provided with a hole,

in ••ombination with a spring member of spring wire, t)ent

in V-shape. the recess being of correspondlag shape, one

, nJ of the spring member being bent to form a h^-ad to ex-

^^

bearing device having a bearing at one side and at Its In-

ner end, mold sides having Journals thereon mounted In

the side bearings of the bearing devices and mold ends

having Journals thereon mounted in the end bearings of

the bearing device and means for locking the sides and

ends together

8©0 188. FRICTION SHOE FOB SELF FLAYING MU-

SICAL INSTKl-MKNTS Ikvino B. Smith, Philadel-

phia. Pa., asHlgnor to P:iM-trelle Company. Phlladelphl*.

Pa., a Corporation of Pennajlvanla. Filed May 3, 1806.

Serial No. 3 18.069.

tend from the rec^'89 through the said opeiilng Into the

shell chamber, and the other end of the spring member I

being bent to engage said hole In the outar wall of the

rece*a, to retain the spring member In plac«.

890,187. ARTIFICI.\L-STONE M.VCHINE. Joii.s .\.

SUALLBT, Des Moines. Iowa, assignor of one-half to

J. M. Tr'ulln, Panora. I-wa Filed .Ian li:>. 1&07. Se-

rial No. 353.987.

/ v^

1 \ frlctlonsboe for self playing musical Instruments

consisting of a body portion having a laterally projecting

base, and a separable foot portion detachably connected to

said base and having a convex active face.

•> A frlctlonsboe for self playing musical Instruments

conMstmg of a body portion having a laterally projecting

ba^e a separable fo"t having a convex active face, and

a tongue and groovt connection t)etw.-en said foot and

base.

U \ friction shoe for self playing musical Instruments

consisting uf a body portion having mean- at its upper

end for plvotally supporting the sam^, a separate foot por-

tion having a conve.v active face provided with a facing

of friction material, means for separau.y cowiectlng aald

portions, means for accurately positioning said portions

Jhen assembled, and releasable m»-ans for m*lntalnJng

the connection of said portions
'

4 A friction shoe for self playing musical instruments,

consisting of a body portion, a separate foot portion slid

ably connected tbento and provided with a stop, and a

convex active face and rel.-asable means cooperating with

said stop for maintaining the connection of said portions.

5 \ friction shoe for self playing musical instruments,

consisting of a skeleton body portion con.^tructed of sheet-

metal and provided with a laterally projecting baae a foot

portion separably conn^ct.d to said base, and having a

convex active face and r.leasable means for maintaining

such connection.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

'1. In an artiflcUl stone machine, the cumbioatlon of a

frame having recesses formed at the top of its corners, a

bearlug device slidlngly mounteil In each rece«« and

formed with a longitudinal slot, a bolt f(»r each bearing

device extended through aald slot and Into the frame, each

bearing device having a bearing at one side and another at

its inner end. mold sides having journals tbereon mounted

in the side beArtngs of the bearing devices, mold ends hav-

ing Journals thereon ouounted in the end bearings of the

l).aring devices, and means for locking the mold sides and

ends together.

2. In an artiflcial stone machine, th^ conabLnaJion of

a frame, a number of vertically arranged guide rods sup-

ported in the frame, a core bearing plate •Udlixgly mount

ed oa the guide rods, a number of racJt b»rs fixed to said

core bearing plate, two ahafts extending transversely

across the machine frame, segmental racks fixed to each

shaft and extended inwardly toward th» center of the

frame and In mesh with the said rack bars, means for

connecting the shafts to rock th^-m in unison, a lever

fixed to one of the shafts for rocking it, a Itone supporting

plate resting on top of said guide rods, the top of said

frame at Its corners being provided with receaeea, a bear-

Ini; .K'vice slidingly mounted in eaoh recess and having a

longitudinal slot, a bolt extended through said slot Into

the frame for adjustably securing the bearing device, each

S90 1^^> PLUMBERS AND TINNER'S PORTABLE

FURN\rE Peteb E. Snow. Denver. Colo., assignor to

Ada E. Snow. Denver, Colo. Filed Sept. 21, 1907. Se-

rial No. 394,005.

. -^

1 In the construction of a plumber's or tinner's furnace,

a top-plate and a closed hood. In combination with a

burner-chamber, a tank or reservoir constructed with and

bearing upright supporting rods, and a carrying-bail ;
the

top-piate being provided with a large central hole and hav-

ing a series of slotted holes arranged around the said cen-

tral hole, but at some distance from It. said plate being

\
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provided with means of attaching it to the tops of the said
;

supporting ro.l8 raised upon the said reservoir of the fur-

nace, and being further provided with means uf attaching

the said burner chamber to the lower surface of the plate,

and being also provided with means for attaching the said

carrvlngbail to carry the furnace as a whole; and the

cl...,ed hood designed and constructed so that its lower

ednes will nt snugly about the outer edges of the said

Plate an.l ext.iul some distance below its lower surface, this

aald hood l^eing pr.pvlded with a truncated conical hlnged-

top. turmouuted by a low chimney, and having In one part

of the lower edkte of the hinged top a hole with hinged flap-

cover the said plate and hood totether beln^ d-signed and

conittruLted to .onutitute a heatlnu chamber wherein burn

Ing ga.ses. bv ui-ans of the draft indueed by the low chim-

ney and the series of slotted h.iles. will be thoroughly mixed

with air and completely c-nsumed. substantially as and

for the purposes described.

•J. in a plumber's or tlnn. r's furnace, the roml)1nattO«

Into a heatlnt; chamber of a top-plate and el,,s.d hood,

together with l.urner-cham»>«r. a tank or reserv.lr con-

etructed with and bearing upon Its upper part upright sup-

porting rods, the t.,p plate being fixed upon the tops of the

said supporting rods, and being constructed with a large

central hole and a series of slotted holes arranged at s/nne

dl^tHnce from the said lartje central hole, and having the

burner chamber attached to the lower surface of the said

plate. Inclosing the said large central hole, but wholly

within the line of the said series of slotted holes ;
and the

closed hood rising above the said top-plate and fitting

down closely about the outer edges of the said plate and

extending well below its lower surface, this hood having a

truncated .onlcal hlnced top, surmounted by a low chlm

nev and the lower ed^-e of the said hingedtop being pro-

vided in one part with a b.-le covered by a hinged flap,

substantially »» ""'^ ''"" ^^^ purposes described.

3. In the construction of plumbers' and tinners' fur-

naces, a top-plate and closed hood, together In comblnar

tlon with a burner-chamber, a carryln«-ball for the fur-

nace as a whole, and a reservoir or tank constructed with

and bearing upon its upper part upright supporting roda

;

the top-plate being provided with a large central aperture

with irrepularly formed edge* consisting of elongations of

parts of the edges out into the area of the aperture itself,

and also with a series of slotted holes wider nt the lower

urface of the plate than at the top, and arranged about

the central aperture, but at some distance from it, said

plate being further provided with means of attachment

upon the tops of the said upright supporting rods borne

upon the said reservoir or tank of the furnace, and being

also provided with means of attaching the said burner-

Chamber to the lower surface of the plate itself so that

the top of the said burner chHml)er shall be directly below

and intlobe the large central aperture, but so that the

outer edges . f Paid burner chamber are atlU well within

the line of the t»erles of slotted holes, and said plate being

further provided with means of attaching the said carry

tng ball for the furnace as a whole ; and the dosed houd

being raised upon the said plate, with Its lower edges llt-

tiag snugly to the edges of the plate and extending some

distance below its lower surface, the said hood being fur-

ther provided with a truncated conical hinged top. sur-

mounted by a chimney, and having In one part of the

lower edge of the said hinged top a hole provided with a

hinged (Up-cover. the two said parts, the plate and the

closed hood, together forming a heating chamber, sulistan

tlally as and for the purposes described.

4. In the construction of a plumber's and tinners fur-

nace, a heating chajnl>er, composed by a top piate and n

cloned hood, in construction and combination with a re»er

voir or tank (instructed with and bearing upright sup

jx.rtlng rod^. and a carrying-ball for the furnace as a

whole, and a burner-chamber ; the top-plate having a large

central hole with Irregularly formed edges produced by

elongations of parta of the said edges out Into the area of

the hole, and designed to hold an ordinary melting-pot In

place upon the plate, but without filling up or covering

the entire area of the said hole, saW top plate being fur-

ther <onstructed with a series of slotted-holes arranged In

the plate and piercing Its entire body at some distance

from and concentric with the said central hole, so that a

considerable area of solid plate intervenes between the

edges of the central hole and the edges of the slotted-holea,

the said plate also having a means of attachment to the

tops of the said supporting rods borne upon the tank or

reservoir, and also means of attachment for the said carry-

ing-ball for the furnace as a whole, together with means of

attachment for the said burner-chamber so that the latter

may be placed and fixed below and flush with the lower

surface of the said top-plate, to inclose the large central

hole, but so as to leave the *rles of slotted-holes without

the burner chamber ; and the closed hood comprising two

parts, a body and a truncated conical hinged-top, the lower

edges of the body fitting snugly around the outer edges of

the said top-plate and extending some distance below Its

lower surface, the said hinged-top being lined with asbes-

tos and surmounted by a low chimney, and having In one

part of Its lower edge a hole provided with a hinged flap-

cover, substantially as and for the purposes described.

890.190. MP:ANS FOR AUTOMATICALLY WEIGHING
POWDERY SUBSTANCES. Ai.beut F. H. Stephens,

Camborne, England. Filed Mar. 9. 1907. Serial No.

361.526. •

In apparatus for automatically weighing powdery sub-

stances the combination with a supply hopper discharging

over the goods scale pan, of an electro-magnet having a

vibrating armature arranged to tap the side of said hopper

to effect the separation of the particles of the material

until the desired weight of material has fallen Into the

goods scale pan. and a grid or sieve at the outlet of said

hopper for the purpose of limiting or controlling the flow

of material therefrom, substantially as described.

890 191. ANTISKIDDING DEVICE. Edwin B. Stimp-

80N, New York, N. Y., assignor to P:dwin B, Stimpson

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed L>ec, 1,

1906. Serial No. 345.901.

An antl skidding rivet for tires comprising a head and

shank the shank projecting from the bottom of said head,

and the head having sides adapted to project high above

the tire-material wlien the rivet Is set in said material,

8aid head being adapted to ride buoyantly in set-poHltion

on the tlre-materlai without cutUng, and having for this

purpose a bottom extending laterally from the shank on all

sides and a peripheral portion being that portion where
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the periphery of the head works against the tlr>' material,

and which everywhere around the head hus a lonx. round-

ing, non-abrupt profile connecting the bottomland aides of

the head

8 9 0,192. FOLDING ROCKING - CHAIR. Geoeqe W.

Stombauoh, Cambridge City, Ind. Filed Nov. 20, 1907.

Serial No. 402,973.

.A. folding rocklng-chalr comprising a pair of main stand-

ards, a back connecting the standards, a seat pivoted at Its

rear between the standards, a pair of rockers, a pair of

supports hinged to the standards, a rung coonectlng said

supports and upon which the seat rests at Its forward por

tlon. cushion means encircling said rung, each said rocker

being provided with a longitudinal slot, each said standard

having a vertical slot at its lower end, and L-shaped links

connecting the lower ends of the standards with the rock-

ers, one end of each of said links being plvot«d In the slot

In the standard and the other ?nd pivoted In the slot In

the rocker.

passing through said member and said cap, a pane held

within said member by said fasteners and said tongues,

and stays secured to said members and extending across

the same In substantial oontnrt with said panes, a bot-

tom hinged to said back and engaging the stays secured

to said sides during Its folding movement and a plurality

of differently spaced resilient candle holders hinged to

said bottom and having their ends hinged to a connector

mounted In said back.

2. The folding lantern comprising a back, a bottom

and sides hinged to said back and a front hinged to said

sides, said sides havitiL' pan-'s, and guldt- stays motinfed

diagonally in said sides in substantial cnnta.-t with said

panes to guide said bottom as It la folded inward against

said back.

3. The folding lantern comprising a supporting mem-

ber, movable members hinged to the lateral edg.s of said

supporting member and a folding member hingfd to said

supporting member to move between said movable mem-

bers as it Is folded, a pane In one of said movable mem-

t)er8 and a guide on the Inner face of said movable mem-

ber adjacent said pane to guide said folding member ns

It moves past said movabb^ member
4. The folding lantern comprising a back, a bottom

hinged to said back, a plurality of resilient candle holder

members hlngt-d t<i said bottom and spaced apart at

varying distances and a connector hinged to said l)ack

and to said candle holder mt-mbers to maintain them In

substantially parallel position.

5. The folding lantfrn comprising a back, a bottom

hinged to said back and a plurality of holding members

pivoted to said bottom and spaced apart to accommodate

articles of different size b»nween the adjacent holding

members and a connei-tor pivoted to said back and said

holding members.

[Claims 6 to 1.5 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 0,193 FOr,I)lNG L.VNTERN Chabl»s H. Stove-

bridge. New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 11, J907. Serial

No. 405,986. •

1. The folding lantern comprising a bacH having edge

flanges, a main pintle extending substantially around wild

back and having Its ends secured thereto to strengthen

said flanges, sides hinged to said main pintle, a front

hinged to said sides by removable pintles, said front and

each of said sides being a member formed from sheet

metal and having lateral edge portions folded back to

form hinges and secured In position by Integral tongues

and having a cap provided with an edge flange engaging

the top of said member and held thereto by fasteners

890,194. RECEPT.\CLF Walter W. Strong, Chicago,

III Fil.-d Sept. 30. 1905 Serial No. 280,742.

A receptacle for a fountain syringe and hot water

bottle, comprising a box, a hook on one wall of the box

to support the syringe, a support for the tubing of the

syringe arranged laterally with respect to the hook and

having the upper sldf conv.-x and the lower side concave,

a flange projecting alK>ve the upper surface of the sup-

port, and a hook beneath the support arranged so that the

curved end of the water bottle when supported upon the

hook will be received under the concave side of the sup-

port, substantially as and for the purpose described.

890,195. TELEGRAI'HONE. Harve R Sti art. Wheel-

ing, W. Va Filed Sept 24, 1907. Serial No. 394,1'93.

1. In combination with a recording and reproducing

medium mounted to have a great.>r lln.-al movement at

some portions of Its surface than at others, a magnet hav-

ing an elongated pole face coflperafing with the said me-

dium, and means for angularly displacing said pole face

with respect to the direction of movement of the medium

In passing from portions of one velocity of movement to

those of another.

2. In a telegraphone. a rotatable disk, a recording and

reproducing magnet having an elongated pole face, and

means for moving said magnet from the circumference

to the center of the disk or vice versa and angularly dis-

placing It with respect to Its magnetic path on the disk

during such movement.
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3. In a telegraphone, a rotatable disk, a magnet mor-

able over the surface thereof, and means for angularly

displacing said magnet with respect to the direction of

its magnetic path on the disk.

4. In a telegraphone, a rotatable disk, a magnet having

a pole face formed to trace a broader path upon the disk

In one angular position than in another, means for mov-

ing the magnet over the face of the disk as the disk ro-

tates, and means for displacing said pole face angularly

during such movement.

5. In a telegraphone, a uniformly rotating disk, a

magnet movable over the surface thereof, said magnet

having an elongated pole face, and means for angularly

displacing said pole face during said movement.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

which are Insulated, a track circuit for each track section,

a source of alternating current supply for each track cir-

cuit, a source of current for propelling the cars, the

track rails of the track sections forming a return path

therefor, and means between adjacent track sections for

permitting proi^ulsion current to pass from the track rails

of one track section 1o the track rails of another track sec-

tion, and having a magnetic circuit composed of more than

one substance.
'

890 196 TOBACCO - PACKAGE. Joh.n W SlRBRiO,

Montclalr, N. J. Filed Nov. 25, 1907. Serial No.

403,824.

1 .\ [inckage of the character described having a

sponge cup of substantially the Interior diameter of the

package and adapted to be held therein by frlctlonal

contact with the wall of the package.

2. A package of the character described having a

sponge cup the edge of which Is curled or bent over to pro-

vide a surface adapted to l>ear against the wall of the

package and be held therein by frlctlonal contact with

said wall

3. A package of the character described having a bell-

sbaped cup. a spring secured on the Interior <>( said cup, a

•ponge adapted to be held by said spring, said cup having

its edge curled or bent over to provide a surface adapted

to b««r against the wall of the package and be held there-

in by frlctlonal contact with said wall.

890,197. SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR RAILWAYS. IX)UIS H.

TiiiLLEN, Edg.wood Park. Ph.. assignor to The Union

Switch A Signal Company. Swissvale. Pa., a Corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Aug, 22. 1904. Serial No.

221,772. Renewed Sept. 26, lOO-l. Serial No. 280.176.

1. In a signaling system for electric railways, the com-

bination with a plurality of track sections, both rails of

ĵ3_̂
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2. In a signaling system for electric railways, the com-

bination with a plurality of track sections, both rails of

which are Insulated, a track circuit for each track section.

a source of alternating current supply for each track cir-

cuit, a source of current for propelling the cars, the track

rails of the track sections forming a return path therefor.

and means between adjacent track se.tions for permitting

propulsion current to pass from the track rails of one

track section to the track rails of another track section

and having a magnetic circuit composed partly of metal

and partly of another substance.

3. In a signaling system for electric railways, the com

btnatlon with a plurality of track sections, both rails of

which are Insulated, a track circuit for each track section,

a source of alternating current supply for each track cir-

cuit, a source of current for propelling the cars, the track

rails of the track sections forming a return path therefor.

and means between adjacent track sections for permitting

propulsion current to pass from the track rails of one

track section to the track rails of another track section,

and having a magnetic circuit composed partly of a mag-

netic substance and partly of a non magnetic substance.

4. In a signaling system for electric railways, the com-

bination with a plurality of track sections. l)oth rails of

which are Insulated, a track circuit for each track sec-

tion, a source of alternating current supply for each track

clrctilt. a source of current for propelling the cars, the

track rails of the track sections forming a return path

therefor, and means between adjacent track sections for

permitting the propulsion current to pass from the track

rails of one track section to the track rails of another

track section, and having a magnetic circuit composed of

substances of different permeabilities.

5. In a signaling system for electric railways, the com-

bination with a plurality of track sections, both rails of

which are insulated, a tra<k circuit for each track section,

a source of current for propelling the cars, the track rails

of the track sections forming a return path therefor, and

means between adjacent track sections for permitting the

propulsion current to pass from the track rails of one

track section to the track rails of another track section.

and having a magnetic circuit composed of substance of

low permeability and a substance of high permeability.

[Claims G to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

S90.198. ELECTRIC RAILWAY. Loris H. Tm llen,
'

Edgewood. Pa., assignor to The T'nion Switch & Signal

Company, Swissvale. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Mar. 2. 1906. Serial No. 303.774.

In combination with two sections of a working con-

ductor of an electric railway, of an indicator for indicat-

ing the potential condition of the two sections, a circuit

for said Indicator, a relay for controlling said circuit com-
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prising two windings, one being In circuit with one section

and a return for the current In the section, and the other

*
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membtsr carried by the fram.\ and a lever pivoted to the

frame and havini? Its free end In engagement with the

toothed portion of the Index member and Its Intermediate

portion di-Hposed to be engaged and moved by the revolu-

ble member at '^ach revolution thereof whereby to effect

a movement of the Index-member, substantially as de-

scribed.
'

4. In combination, a frame, a rotary measuring-drum.

A revoluble member actuated by the drum, a toothed index-

member having a ledge formed thereon, a Itver pivoted to

thp frame and disposed to be acted on by the revoluble

member at each r^'volutlon thereof to effect an oscillation

of such lever and to act directly on the toothed portion of

the index-member to move it a predetermiaed distance at

each osclUatiun of the lever, and a ftng.>r pivoted to the

frame and normally engaging the revoluble member to

lock It against movement, said finger b^'i^g adapted to be

engaged and raised from locking engagement with the

revoluble - member by the ledge on the Index - member

when the index m-'mUnr is muvd to indicat*' a measure-

ment to be made, substantially as described

5. In combination, a frame, a measuriag drum, a ro-

tary member having movement communicated thereto

from the drum, a !>in fixedly projecting from said member,

a lever fulcrum»-d to the fram»> and having intermittent

oscillatory movements communicated thereto by the pin

as it revolvfs, and an index-member movable by the oscil-

lations of the lever to indicate the niKintlty of material

measured.

[Clalma 6 and 7 not printed in the (Jazet^e.]

?

Jaws, said Jaws having ngaging faces extending In planes

tangent to the shaft

4. The combination of a clutch member provided with a

V shaped annular groove, a co.iptrat ing clutrh member

provided near its periphery with an annular wedge-shapod

rib, an axially movable ring carried by said first clutch

member and adapted to engage the peripheral portion of

said cooperating clutch member to force the rib portion

thereof Into engagement with the V shaped groove, sub-

stantially as dfscribed.

5. The combination of two clutch members one of which

Is provided with an annular enlart'ement at Its periphery,

the I'ther mfmi)»'r being formed with an annular channel

or recess inclosing the sa;d Hnniilar enlarirement on three

sides, and means for contracting said Inclosing member

in an axial direction to cause It to grip the three sides of

said annular enlargement of the opposing member.

[»,laim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

890,207. I'doK rnKt K I^amdW .Wderson, I.a Fayette.

Ind . a.ssignor to Judson L. Mott, Laporte, Ind Filed

.July :;5, 1907. Serial No. :{85.476.

890.i:0«. CLUTl'H. J.\mes K. Willcox, Maiden, Mass

Filed Not. 21, 1906. Serial No. 344,421

1. A device of the class described embfacing sectional

shaft members, a clutch member havint; universal joint

connection with one of said shaft membenK, a co.ipf'rating

clutch member secured to the other shaft m'-mber and pro-

vided with annular friction faces angularly disposed with

relation to each other to engage an anaular portion of

said first shaft member

2. A device of the class deseritH'd embracing in cnmbi

nation sectional shaft members, a clutch member having

universal joint ronnection with on.- of said shaft members.

the engaging faces of said Joint being formed in planes

tangential to the shaft, a co.>perating clntch member se-

cured to fhe other shaft member and provided with an-

nular faces to engage an annular [mrtion of said first

shaft member
3 In a device of the class described tht combination of

the shaft section, a clutch member loosely mounted on said

shaft section, a collar fixed to said shaft section, said

clutch member and said collar having lo<:«ely interlocking

/• ft

The combination with a springcloalag door of an alr-

cushlonlng mechanism for checking the closing moTement

of th<» door that Is disengaged from the door during the

latter part of the opening and first part of the closing

mov.ment of the door, means on the door for operating

said mechanism during the first part of the opening move-

ment and the last part of the .losing movement of the

door, a push lug secured to the door adapted to engage

the piston rod during the latter part of the closing move-

ment of the door, and a spring that tends to force the air

cylinder and piston rod towards the door.

890,208. IMIAKV (JASENtllNE. Feeiiekick H. Arns-

BLBGKR, Stockton, Cal. Filed Oct. 22, 1906. Serial No.

340,117.

In a rotarv explosive .iiKln.', a drum, an Inlet port, and

an outlet port for said drum, a drive shaft journaled

therein, a drive wheel mounted on said shaft within the

drum and provided with peripheral pockets, shoulders on

the periphery of the drive wheel adjacent each pocket, a

compression chamber mounted on the drum, a piston there

in. connections between said piston and the drive shaft, an

.x'ploslon rhamber In communication with the drum and

with the compression chamber, check valves controlling

the admission of explosive fluid from the compression

chamber to the explosion chamber, a check valve control-

line the admission of the fluid from the explosion chamber

to the drum, and adjustable packing plates carried on the

inner wall of the drum BtK)ve and below the inlet port

thereof, substantially as described.
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8 9 0.209. HAY RAKE AND LOADER.
Baibd, Deep Ulver. Iowa Filed May 21,

No. 374,974.

Cha&lss W.
1907. Serial

nation with a driving and driven member, of a split ring

fitted between said members and having a beveled end. a

shoe fitted against said l)evel end. a screw seated in the

ring for adjusting said shoe with relation to the end of

the ring, a lever fitted intermediate of and engaging the

Shoe and adjacent end of ring, a pin and slide rod to

operate the lever, and a casing to inciose the clutch hav-

ing a hole through which the screw may be adjusted.

1. In • hay rake and loader, the combination of sup-

porting wheels, a frame mounted thereon, a series of rake

bars above the frame, a cross bar for connecting the

rake bars, a guide arm capable of up and down movement,

having said cross bar slldlngly mounted thereon, a cam op-

eratlvely connected with the supporting wheels, a lever op-

erated bv said cam and connected with said guide bar. ,

and means for Imparting a longitudinal movement to the
j

rake bars

2. In a hnv rake and loader, the combination of a frame

comprising longitudinal slats, supporting wheels for the

frame, a sprocket wheel operated by the supporting wheels,

a cam connected with the sprocket wheel, a crank shaft

above the slats, means for operatinc the crank shaft from

the said sprocket wheel, a series of rake bars above the

slats, means operated by the said crank shaft for impart-

ing a longitudinal movement to the rake bars, a guide arm

plvotally supported at its forward end, a cross bar connect-

ing the rake bars and mounted upon said guide arm. a le-

ver operatlvely connected with the said cam. and a link

pivoted to the lever and to said guide bar

S. In a hay rake and loader, the combination of a

frame, slats carried by the frame, an axle for supporting

the frame, ground wheels on the axle, two sets of al-

ternatolv arranged rake bars, rake teeth at their ends,

and elevating teeth throughout their body portions.

two cross bars, each connected with all of the rake bars

of one set, means for slldlngly supporting the upper ends

of the rake bars above the slats, a sprocket wheel fixed to

the axle and having a cam groove in -ar-h side, a crank

shaft mounted above the rake bars, and having two oppo-

sitely disposed crank bars thereon, a sprocket wheel con-

nected with said crank shaft, a chain for connecting said

sprocket wheels, an arm on each of said crank arms, con-

nected with one of said cross bars, a guide arm for each

cross bar adjustably pivoted at Its forward end. and ex-

tended downwardly and rearwardly. two levers, each hav-

ing a roller, one roller entering the cam groove on the

outer face of the sprocket and the other the cam groove on

the Inner face thereof, and a link connecting each lever

with the corresponding guide bar that supports the cross

bar of the rake bars

3. In a friction clutch of the class described, the combi-

nation with a driving and driven member, of a split ring

fitted between said members and having a pocket upon

inside of one end with a beveled side wall, a shoe fitted in

the said pocket and having a beveled end to engage the

bevel side of pocket, a screw passing through the ring and

shoe for adjusting the latter with relation to the ring, a

lever fitted intermediate of shoe and adjacent end of ring,

and a pin and slide rod to operate the lever.

4. In a friction clutch of the class described, the combi-

nation with a driving and driven member, of a split ring

fitted between said members and having a transverse

groove in one end. a lever fitted Intermediate of ends of

said ring and having a rib upon one side to engage said

groove, to retain the lever in position between the ends of

ring, a pin to engage the said lever and means to operate

the pin.

890.211. M.vrillNE-TGOL-OrERATING MECH.\NISM.

Stanl«t H. Bl-li>arp. Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to

The Bullard Machine Tool Company. Bridgeport. Conn.,

a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed July ?., 1907. Se-

rial No. 382.103.

890.210. FRICTION-CLUTCH. Edward P. Billard. Jr .

Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to The Bullard Machine Tool

Company. Bridgeport. Conn., a Corporation of Connecti-

cut. Filed .lune 1. 1907. Serial No. 376,839.

1. In a friction clutch of the class described, the combi-

nation with a driving and driven member, of a split ring

fitted between said members and having a beveled end, a

shoe fitted against said bevel end, a screw seated in the

ring for adjusting said shoe with relation to the end of

ring, a lever fitted intermediate of and engaging the shoe

and adjacent end of the ring, and a pin and slide rod to

operate the l«ver.

2. In a friction clutch of the class described, the combl-

134 O. G.—93

1. The combination of a series of clutches, a brake, a

shaft for operating both the clutches and brake and means

for holding said shaft in a position to engage the brake.

2. The combination of a series of clutches, a brake con-

nected therewith, a shaft adapted to be rotated to engage

the clutches and to swing to set the brake, and means for

holding said shaft in a position to lock the brake.
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3 The combination of a aeries of clutcheu, a brak. con-

nerted therewith, a shaft adapted to be rotated to enKaK.

the clutches and to swing to set the brak^ and a spring

actuated pin to engage the shaft and hold It In position to

lock the brake.
4 , ,„ , »

4 The combination with two sets of u-ars f..r drlMnn a

machine, of separate shafts for operatinvc earh set of gears

number bearing means carried by one shaft thereon^ and

an indicator carried by the other shaft to Oe operated and

read In connection with the number bearing means

-, The combination with two sets of g.wrs for driving

a machine, of separate shafts for -P"«'«°Vffthereon
gears, number bearing means carri. d bv -nf shaft thereon,

and an Indicator carried by the orh.r shaft to be oper-

ated and read In connection with the sumber bearing

' means, and means for operating the two ihafts.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

arm secured to said vertical arm below said guide roll* and

having sheaves thereon on opposite sides of the Tsrtlcal

arm and horizontal arms extending laterally from the car-

riage on opposite sides thereof and provided at their ends

with vertical guide rolls opposite each other.

890 214 SAFETY DEVICE FOR STOPPING RAILWAY-

TRAINS. Thomas T. Chalonkb, New York. N. Y. Filed

Feb. 1. 1908. Serial No. 413.817.

o Q - 1 " FUEL - IGNITING DEVlCEj Francesco S.

CAMSE.'provldence. U I Filed .Ian 14. 1D0« Serial

No. 410.759.

. devb-e .,t ti.. .-hara.t.T d-scrib-d romprisin« a port-

able tubular frame adapte.l to be readily Inserted into the

„h pU of a stove, said frame bein. provided with a p n-

ralltv of adjustable gas burners adapted to pas.s up be

"een the grate bars, a tube connected to said frame pro-

iTded with openings, a gas jet nozzle in .*.id tube adapted

to draw in sufficient air to cause a blue Pame when bu n-

ing a flexible supply pipe connected to said tub.^ and a

vertically adjustable standard for supporting ««"!
^^^'"^

m said pit whereby the coal in th^ sto^v may be ignited

without the use of kindlings.

890 "^13 GUIDE FOR WARP - WINDING MACHINES.

r:bert G. CAMPBF.IX. Greeusboro. N. G. assignor of one-

half to reasar Cone, Greensboro, N.

1907. Serial No. 351.469.

Filed .Ian. U,

I

:

In a warp winding machine, an oppositely spirally

grooved shaft, a fixed rod a laterally movable transverse

carriage connected to said shaft, and having an arm ex-

tending therefrom and engaging the fixed rod to prevent

the carriage turning on the shaft, a vertical arm extending

from the carriage having horizontal guide rolls on opposite

sides of the arm and loops above the rolls, a hortiontal

1 In a safety device for stopping railway trains, a mov-

able arm provided with buffers or cushioning means com-

prising a metallic contacting surface on each of Its sides,

carried by and projecting outside the train, whereby It Is

adapted by either of Its sides to contact with and be moved

by a set stationary stop bar and be moved either way from

a central position without injurlons shocks ;
In combina-

tion with the brake system of the train ;
and means con-

necting the arm to a controlling device of the brake system.

• In a safety device for stopping railway trains, an arm

carn.d bv and projecting outside the train adapted to be

rocked from - ,.ntral or normal position by contacting with

a s.t stationary stop bar; a tappet conn. ,. .1 to and

moved in unison with the arm; a forked lev. r actuated

by the tappet and shaped to be moved Its full distance

when the arm and tappet rock through the smallest arc

of th.Mr movements, and to be retained In such position

when the arm and tappet are moved through a greater

ar- in combination with the brake system of a tra n ,

and' means connecting the forked lever to the controlling

device of the brake syst-m.

.3 In a safety device for stopping railway trains, an

arm carried by and projecting outside the train adapted

to be rocked In either direction from central or normal

position by contacting with a set stationary stop bar; a

tappet connected to and moved In unison with the arm
;
a

forked lever actuated by the tappet and shaped to be

moved Its full distance In either direction when the arm

and tappet rock through the smallest arcs of their move-

ment.s, and to be retained In such position when the arm

and tappet are moved through greater arcs
;

In combina-

tion with the brake system of a train
;

^^^'^''^^/'''Z'.t.
Ing the fork.d lever to the controlling device of the brake

'^VTn a saf.tv .l^^vlc for stopping railway trains, a

movable arm provided with ^-'f^^'" °^/"'"""°'"; "7"',

carried bv and projecting outside the train, wh.-reby It Is

adapted to contact with and be moved by a set stationary

stop bar without injurious shocks; in eomblnation w,th a

tappet connected to and moved in unison -"" j^; «""J
forked lever actuated by the tappet and moved Into fixed

positions in opposite directions and held In such positions

by further movements of the tapp-t ;
the brake systotn of

1
the train : and m-ans conn-ctine the forked lever to a

controlling device of the brake system
, , . „„

"

', In a safetv device for stopping railway trains, an

arm carried bv and rmjectinu- outsld. th. train adapted

to be rocked In either direction from central or normal posi-

tion by contacting with a set stationary stop bar ;
a tappet

connected to and mov^d In unison with the arm ;
a forked

lever actuated bv the tappet and shaped to l>e moved Its

full distance In either dlre.-tlon when the arm and tappet

rock through the smallest arcs of th.lr movem.^nts and

, to be retained In such position when thp arm and tappet

Junk 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 14:7

are moved through greater arcs; In combination with a

t«Bettlng hand lever connected to or forming a part of the

forked lever, and a locking device for holding It In normal

Inoperative position ; the automatic brake system of the

train provided with a double acting controlling valve;

and a link connecting the forked lever to said controlling

valve.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.215. FLYING-MACHINE. Olivbb K. Chancs. Mln

neapolis, Minn. Filed Nov. 4, 1907. Serial No. 400,482.

8 9 0,216. ART OF PURIFYING RUBBER. Haebt O.

Chotb, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Jan. 11. 1907. Serial

No. 361.868.

1. The process of purifying rubber which

treating the same with a compound solvent

acetone and methyl acetate.

2. The process of purifying rubber which

treating the same with a compound solvent

methyl acetone and methyl acetate.

3. The process of purifying rubber which

treating the same with a compound solvent

methyl acetone and an acetic ester.

4. The process of purifying rubber which

treating the same with a compound solvent

a ketone and an acetic ester.

5. The process of purifying ruljber which

treating the same with a compound solvent

acetone and nn acetic ester.

[Claims tJ to '26 not printed in the Gazette.

consists in

comprising

consists in

comprising

consists in

comprising

consists in

comprising

consi.st8 in

comprising

1

1. In a flying machin. . tlie combination with an arched

skeleton frame Including curved metal ribs and an an-

nular rib secured to the outer ends of said ribs, which rim

la approximately V-shaped in cross section, of upper and

lower bag-forming sheets attached to said annular rim,

and a support located below said bag and suspended from

said annular rim. substantially as d.scrlhed

2. In a flying machine, the combination with an arched

skeleton frame comprising curved ribs and an annular

metal rim. of n tubular column extending vertically

through said bag and s(>cured to the Inner ends of said

ribs, guy rods or connections between said annular rim

and the upper end of said tubular column, a propeller

shaft extending through said tubular column and provided

at Its upper end with a propeller, a support located below

said bag and suspended from said anntilar rim. an approxi-

mately horizontal propeller shaft carried by said support

and provided with a propeller, a rudder-blade carried by

said support, and a mot.ir carried by said support and

having connections to said proi)eller shafts for rotating the

same, substantially as described.

3. In a flying machine, the combination with an arched

skeleton frame comprising curved ribs and an annular

metal rim that Is approximately V-shnped in cross-section,

of a gas bag havinu upper and lower sheets connected to

said annular rim. a tubular column extended through said

bag and connected to the Inner ends of said ribs, said bag

having a collapsible tube 7 secured to said tubular column

n.ar the top of the bag. a propeller shaft extended through

saiil tubular column and provided with a propeller at Its

upper enil. a platform located below and suspended from

said annular rim and from said tubular column, horizontal

propeller shafts carried by said platform and provided

with propellers, a pair of rudders carried by said plat-

form and connected for parallel swinging movements, a

motor carried by said platform and havlnt' driving con-

nections to said propeller shafts, deflecting wings pivot-

ally connected to the front and rear edges of said plat-

form, and means for Imparting slmultan.'ous upward and

downward pivotal movements to said deflecting wings, sub-

stantially as (i. s,Tibed

l» 9 , 2 1 7 . .\UT OF PTUIFYING RUBBER. Il.Mun O.

Chdtb, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Oct. 21, 1907. Serial

No. 398.384.

1. In the purification of rubber, the process which com-

prises producing a compound solvent containing an acetic

ester and an alcohol and extracting rubber with the same.

2. In the purification of rubber, the process which com-

prises producing a compound solvent containing ethyl

acetate ethyl alcohol and extracting rubber with the same.

3. In the purification of rubber, the process which com-

prises mixing an alcohol with an acetic ester derived from

such alcohol and extracting rubber with the compound

solvent so formed.

4. In the purification of rubber, the process which com-

prises mixing ethyl alcohol with ethyl acetate and extract-

ing rubber with the compound solvent so formed.

5. In the purification of rubber, the process which com-

prises extracting rubb< r with a compound solvent con

talntnc an alcohol and an acetic ester.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 90.2 18. CHUTE. Edwin J. Cochran. Sterling. 111.

Filed Mar 0, 1908. Serial No. 410.904.

1. .>i device of the class named, comprising a cast-metal

frame, trl angular shaped In side-elevation, and provided
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with a retaining flantje : a door, hinged to Bald flange, so

as to open upwardly ; a hook, on the outer face of said

door, adapted to engage with a locking means on said

flange, to hold said door In elevated position ; a sheet-

metal chute, attached to said frame ; and means for lock-

ing said door In closed position, substantially as described.

2. .V device of the class named, comprlslQg a cast-metal

frame, triangular In elevation, and provided with a retain-

ing flange : a door, hinged to said flange, ao as to open

upwardly ; a lug. supported on said flange ; a hook, secured

to the outer face of said door, and adapted to engage said

lag. to lock said door In opened position ; a sheet-metal

chute, attached to such frame ; a chain, secured at Its

outer end to the Inner face of said door; tnd means for

fastening the Inner end of said chain, substantially as

shown and set forth.
,

890,219 GRIDIRON. Jamks A. Cook. East Brldgewater.

Mass Filed Jan. 2. 1908. Serial No. 409,081.

A folding gridiron having detachable leav^-s. parh leaf

ha%ink; at its r^ar end a loop pxtendlnu upward serving,

singly, a.** guards for holding the article which Is being

cooked, and together as detachable hinge piece's; a loop

extf-ndlng upward from the front wire of the upper leaf

through which the wires of the handle of said leaf pass

to thf- rear wire to which they are attached ; the wire*

of the said handle are yieldingly h^'ld l\v the said loop;

a handle attached to the lower leaf and liaving notched

standards, the notches b*>ing adapted to tpi.'ak'>- with the

yielding wires of the handle of the upper l*af and holding

the leaves at the desired distance apart ;
lubstantiaUy as

and for the purpose set forth

890,220. elkctuuma(;netic sniNAi. Controlling
DEVICE. FIB.NRY M. Crane, New York. N V assignor

to Western Electric Company, Chicago, ill , a Corpora

tlon of Illinois. Filed .Ian. 29. 1906. Serial No. 29.S.317.

2. The combination with a magnet having two gaps In

its magnetic circuit, of an armature for said magnet re-

sponsive to current therein adapted to close one of said

gaps, and a second armature for said magnet, respiinslve

upon the closure of said gap, to an increase of current In

said magnet, the closure of said second gap being effected

Jointly by said armatures.

3. The combination with an electromagnet havlni: two

windings, of two armatures included in the magnetlr cir-

cuit of the magnet, said circuit having an air gap between

the core of the magnet and one of said armatures, and a

second air gap between said armatures, one of said arma-

tures being arranged to respond while both of said gaps

are open to a current In one of the windings of said mag-

net to close said first mentioned gap, and sjiUl other arma-

ture being arranged to respond to an lncrea.se in the mag-

netic flux In said circuit produced by the closure of said

first mentioned gap and the current In both said windings.

4. The combination with an electromagnet having two

windings, of two armatures pivoted to swing In planes

perpendicular to each other and included in the magnetic

circuit of said magnet, said circuit having two air gaps

therein, one of said armatures being responsive to current

In one of said windings to close one of said gaps, and said

other armature being responsive to the Increased magnetic

flux due to the closure of said gap and to current In both

of said windings to close said other gap.

5. In an electric signal controlling device, the combina-

tion with an electromagnet, of an armature for said mag-

net responsive to current therein, said armature wlien at

tracted closing a gap in the magnetic circuit of said mag-

net, a second armature for said magnet also controlling a

cap In the magnetic circuit, the free end of said armature

lying adjacent said first mentioned armature, said second

armature being adapted to respond upon the closure of

said first mentioned macetlc cap to an Increase of current

in said magnet, thereupon encacinc said first mentioned

armature to close the second magnetic cap and complete

the maenetic circuit of the macnet. and mechanism con-

trolled by said armatures

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,221. PAPER-("()ATIN(^i MACHINE. Frank B David-

son and Wii,LiA.M GoROKs. Marseilles, 111 .
assignors to

Howe and Davidson Company, East Orange, N. J., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Nov 5. 1906. Serial

No. ;;42,0S9.

«• j» > jr*

1. The combination with a macnet havjng two gaps in

its magnetic circuit, of an armature for paid magnet re-

sponsive to current therein while botli caps are open, said

armature being adapted in its attractive movement to

close one of said gaps, and a second armature for said

magnet unresponsive while both gaps are open to the cur-

rent operating said other armature, said lecond armature

being adapted to respond, upon the closure of said gap

by said first mentioned armature to an inOTease of current

In said magnet and to close said other cap.

1. \ paper coating machine comprising a machine

frame, two opposing rolls, one located above the other, the

lower roll being mounted In bearings on the machine

frame, horizontally arranged supporting arms pivoted to

the machine frame and provided with l)earlng8 for said

upper roll, the machine frame and said supporting arms

being provided with contacting surfaces adapted to limit

the approach of the upper to the lower roll.

2. A paper coating machine comprising a machine

frame, two opposing rolls, one located above the other, the

lower roll being mounted In l)earings on the machine

frame, horliontally arranged supporting arms pivoted to

I the machine frame and provided with bearings for said

June 9. 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1419

upper roll, and a reservoir for supplying coating material

to the upper roll mounted on said arms

I! A paper coating machine comprising a machine

frame, two opposing rolls, one located above the other, the

lower roll being mounted In bearings on the machine

frame, horizontally arranged supporting arms pivoted to

the machine frame and provided with bearings for said

upper roll, a receptacle for coating liquid located on the

machine frame below the lower roll, and a n-servolr for

supplying coating liquid to the upper roll mounted on the

said supporting arms.

4. .\ paper coating machine comprising a machine

frame, two opposing rolls, one located above the other, the

lower roll being mounted on bearings on the machine

frame, horizontally arranged supporting arms pivoted to

the machine frame and provided with bearings for the

upper roll, a receptacle for coating liquid located below

the lower roll, a feed-regulating roll mounted on the ma-

chine frame and bearing against the upwardly moving

side of the lower roll, and positively acting means for

adjustinc said feed-regulating roll relatively to the said

lower roll.

5. A paper coating machine comprising a machine

frame, two opposing rolls, one located above the other, the

lower roll being mounted on bearings on the machine

frame, horizontally arranged supporting arms pivoted to

the machine frame and provided with bearings for said

upper roll, a receptacle for coating liquid located below

the lower roll, a cleaning scraper for the upper roll mount-

ed on said arms at the upwardly moving side of said upper

roll, and a cleaning scraper for the lower roll mounted on

the machine frame at the downwardly moving side of said

lower roll.

[Claims 6 to ."il not printed in the Gazette.]

from the felly, a corrugated rim between the tire and felly,

a series of leaf springs with their ends corrugated, and

placed in engagement with said corrugated rim. and their

central portions arched and In engagement with the ad-

22. PAPER - BOARD BOX Fkank B Davidson.

Marseilles, 111 . assignor to Howe and Davidson Com-

pany. F:ast Orance. N. J . a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Jan .Tl. 1907. Serial No. 355.076.

rr^'-- ^,

4^^-

In a i>aper box, two walls meeting at an angle, a termi-

nal flap intecral with one of the walls and which Is folded

against the inner face of said wall, triangular folding flaps

on the meeting edges of said walls, one of said flaps oc-

cupying the space between the terminal flap bearing wall

and the terminal flap thereon and the other resting against

the outer face of the other wall, and an Integral extension

flap on the end of the terminal flap which Is folded at

rlcht angles to said terminal flap and rests against the

Inner face of said latter wall.

jacent portions of the wheel, side plates for Inclosing the

spring, and rivets for connecting the side plates, said

rivets being so disposed as to engage the springs and pre-

vent their movement around the wheel.

890,224. DUMP-CAR. Frank L>itchfield, Montreal.

Qnebec, Canada. Filed Nov. 22. 1907. Serial No.

403,284.

890.223. SPRING-WHEEL. Bknjamin F. Diffenbaugh,

Creston, Iowa. Filed Mar. 2. 1907. Serial No. 360.219.

1. In a spring wheel, the combination of a felly, a cor-

rugated rim on the felly, a tire spaced apart from the felly

and a series of leaf springs with their central portions en-

gaging the tire and their ends corrugated and placed in

engagement with the said corrugated rim.

'_'. In a spring wheel, the combination of a felly, a cor-

riicated rim on the felly, a tire spaced apart from the felly,

a series of leaf springs with their central portions encag-

ing the tire and their ends corrugated and placed in en-

gacement with the said corrugated rim, side plates for in-

closing the springs and rivets for connectlnc the side

plates, said rivets serving to hold the sprincs acainst

movement around the tire

3. A spring wheel comprising a felly, a fire spaced apart

1. In a car of the class described, a hinged dumping

door forming a portion of the bottom of the car. a pivoted

lever mounted near the outer end of said door, a shaft

operating In a slot near the Inner end of said door, a flexi-

ble connection between the shaft and said lever, and means

for locking said door in closed position.

2. In a car of the class described, a hinged dumping
door, a lever pivoted near one end of said door, a shaft

rotatably mounted near the opposite end of said door,

mechanism connecting said shaft and lever, and means for

raising the free end of said lever to close the door and

lock same In position.

3. In a car of the class described, a hinged dumping
door forming a portion of the bottom of the car, a lever

pivoted near one end of said door, a contact member se-

cured to said door, a flexible member secured to said

lever and means for raising the free end of said lever to

close the door and lock same in position.

4. In a car of the class described, a hinged dumping
door, a lever pivoted near the outer end of said door, a

contact member secured to said door and adapted to rest

on the lever, a shaft mounted near the Inner end of said

door, and means for operating said lever to open or dose

the door.

.1. In a car of the class descriU'd. a hinged dumping
door, a lever plvotally mounted near one end of said door.
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dqor
a slldable contact nvmb-r ojiin^cting said d^or and lever,

and a flexible m.>.-hani.sm for operatlnu salrt levrr to open

or oloae the door.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazcttt ]

890,225. GEARING. Charles H. Eix.kktun, Taton, Iowa.

Filed July Kl, 1907. Serial No. 38.'?,t512.

parallel with said beam and baying Its ends rev..hihly

supported by said sides of the frame, a bevel gear carried

by said second shaft In mesh with said first named bevel

K'ear, a radial arm carried by said second shaft, a lever

at the front of the frame, and a rod connecUng said lever

.and arm.

1. In a device of th- clas.'J described, the <3omblnation of

an agitator shaft, two flexible strap membens rtxed to and

wound upon the agitator sliaft. and extended In opposite

directions therefrom, a slide bar liavin« said strap mem-

bers attached to it, an operating- l-v. r. and means for con-

necting the operating lever with the slide bar

2. In a device of the class described, the aombination of

an agitator shaft, two flexible strap members tUed to and

wound upon the agitator shaft and eitendfd in opposite

directions therefrom, a slide bar liaving said strap mem-

bers attached to it, an operating lever, and means for con-

necting the operating lever with the slide bar. said means

comprising an arm pivoted to the operating shaft, and the

hook thereon detaehably connected with the slide bar.

S. In a device of the cluss described, the fombination of

an agitatftr shaft, a casing to Inclose the upper end thereof,

two pulleys tlx.'d to the agitator shaft, a fleilble strap

fixed to and w-.und up-.n each pulley, said straps extended

outwardly through the casing in opposite directions, a

slide bar mounted in said casing, two collars adjustably

mounted on the slide bar and having arm» thereon, said

straps being detachably connected with nald arms, an

operating levr. and means for connecting the operating

lever with the slide bar

890,2 26. G.V(;t: LIFTER FOK CORN ri..VNTERS

Vbthlr C G.vrvtcr, Newton, Iowa, assignor to WUdraan

M. Woods. Newton. l"wa Filed Oct. 13, 1907. Serial

No. 398,024.

~i*

ITe

890, „,_27 .\P1'.\U.\TT S FOR IREATING LIQUIDS.

Wliliam F. M. Goss. I.n Fayette, Ind.. assignor to

Fnlted States Distillation Company, Indianapolis, Ind.,

a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Dec. 23, 1901. Serial

No. 86.922.

In combination with the frame of a e-orn planter em-

body parallel sides and a cross f-onnecting beam, a

vertical standard .secured at its upp.r end to said beam

and at Its lower end being formed with a hollow cylindri-

cal member disposed at right angles to said beam, a short

shaft journaled in said member and carrying a bevel gear

on its Inner end. a bar secured to the outer extremity of

said shaft and carrying a marker, a secooC shaft disposed ,

1 The combination with a plurality of receptacles or

ohambe/s for the liquid, of a feed system consisting of

coils H'. H2 and H' arrange<l in the chambers or recepta-

cles and opening Into the same, and conn-cflng pipes

connecting the colls of the several < hambers, substantially

as set forth.

2. The combination with a plurality of receptacles or

chamt)er8 for the liquid, of a feed system consisting of

pipes arranged In the several chambers and between the

same so as to form a single continuous duct, and means

for opening such duet at each chamber, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination with a plurality of receptaeles or

chambers for the liquid, of a feed system extending to the

several ehambers so as to form a continuous duct for the

liquid, openings for supplying each chamber from such

system, and valve meclianism for controlling said open-

ings, substantially as described

4 The combination with a plurality of receptacles or

chaml>ers for the liquid, of a feed system consisting of

pipes associated with and extended between the several

chambers so as to form a continuous duct for the Ihiuld,

openings in said pipes at each chamber, and valve mech-

anisms for euntrolling said opening's, said mechanisms

being arranged to admit li(]tild from said duct Into any

chamber when the level thereof falls below a predeter-

mined point, substantially as described.

5 The eomblnatlon with a plurality of receptacles or

chambers for the liquid, of a feed system consisting of

pipes associated with and extended between the s.vral

chambers, the pipes assoeiated with the chambers being

arranged from top to bottom thereof, and being provided

with apertures near their outlet ends, and valve mechan-

isms controlling said apertures, substantially as described

[Claims to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

890 228. T.VRGET Gkoriik K II'-itk. Roseburg, Oreg

FUed Oct <<, 190« Serial No 3:is.ii:'.»<.

1 A tanr-t stand comprising a cabinet, a r-rn-vable

backing of fibrous material contained In said cabinet and

a plate of metal secured to the Inner side of the back of

the cabinet behind said removable barking spaced apart

therefrom, said fibrous material servlns: to impede the pro-

jectile and the plate of metal to stop it so that It falls

through the space between the fibrous material and the

plate of metal, substantially as shown and described

2 A target stand comprising a cabinet, strips secured

to'the inner side of the ends of the cabinet and spaced
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apart. lengths of timber removably and replaceably in-

serted between the spaced apart strips, and a plate of

metal secured over the Inner side of the back of the cabi-

net behind said lengths of timber, substantially as shown

and described.

f

3. A target stand comprising a cabinet, a removable

backing of fibrous material contained in said cabinet, a

plate of metal secured to the Inner side of the back of the

cabinet behind said removable backing spaced apart there-

from, and a drawer in the lower portion of the cabinet,

said fibrous material serving to Impede the projectile and

the plate of metal to stop It so that It falls through the

space between the fibrous material and the plate of metal

to the drawer aforesaid, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

4. A target stand comprising a cabinet, strips secured

to the Inner side of the ends of the cabinet and spaced

apart, lengths of timber removably and replaceably In-

serted between the spaced apart strips, a plate of metal

secured to the Inner side of the back of the cabinet be-

hind said lengths of timber, and a drawer In the lower por-

tion of the cabinet, substantially as shown and described.

5. In combination with targets for indoor ranges, a

wind flag for Indicating the velocity of a hypothetical cur-

rent of air consisting of a standard, a plate of metal pivot-

ally seeured to said standard, a toothed segment secured

to said plate of metal, and a stop secured to the standard

to engage said segment, substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

(Claims 6 to not printed in the Gazette.]

carbonaceous material connecting the fuel-chamber with

said stack, for the purpose set forth.

2. An ore-furnace comprising an ore-stack, a carbona-

ceous-fuel-burning furnace having a section of Its wall

composed of solid carbonaceous material, and a flue com-

posed of like material connecting said section of the fur-

nace-wall with said stack, for the purpose set forth.

3. An ore-furnace comprising an ore-stack, a carbona-

ceous-fuel-burnlng furnace and a connecting flue between

them, the bosh-section of said stack, the flue and the

furnace-wall at the connection therewith of the flue being

composed of solid carbonaceous material, for the purpose

set forth.

4. An ore-furnace comprising an ore-stack, a carbona-

ceous-fuel-burning furnace having a section of Its wall

composed of solid carbonaceous material, a flue of like

material connecting said section of the furnace-wall with

said stack, and a water-jacketed heat-Insulated twyer pro-

jecting Into the furnace-chamber through and beyond the

Inner surface of the wall thereof at said flue, for the pur-

pose set forth.

8 9 0.230. METHOD OF DEPHOSPHORIZING ORES.

John T. Jon«8, Iron Mountain. Mich., assignor of one-

half to George A. St. (Mair. Duluth. Minn. Filed Dec.

' 23, 1907. Serial No. 407,769.

890.229 ORE UKl>l'ClN<^i FT'RNACE. John T, Jones,

Iron Mountain. .Mich., assignor of one half to George A.

St. Clair, Duluth. Minn Filed Dec. 23, 1907. Serial

No. 407.768.

1. The method of dephosphorizing ore. which consists

In subjecting a mass thereof under confinement to the

action of reducing gas, at a reducing temperature insuflS-

clent to bind phosphorus to the metal, and introducing

Into the mass, while being thus subjected, fre.^h hydrocar-

bon fuel.

2. The method of dephosphorizing ore. which consists In

subjecting a mass thereof under confinement to the action

of reducing gas, at a reducing temperature lnsufl3clent to

bind phosphorus to the metal and forcing coal Into the

mass while it is being thus subjected.

3. The method of dephosphorizing ore which consists In

subjecting a confined and slowly descending column there-

of to the reducing action of reducing gas Introduced into

the lower part of the column, the temperature of the gas

being Insufficient to bind phosphorus to the metal, and

forcing Into the descending column at a point near which

reduction reaches completion, fresh hydrocarbon fuel.

1. An ore furnace comprising an ore-stack, a carbona-

ceous fuel burning furnace, and a flue composed of solid

890.231. METHOD OF TREATING ORE. John T. Jones,

Iron Mountain, Mich., assignor of one-half to (ieorge A.

St. Clair, Duluth, Minn Filed Dec. 23, 1907. Serial

No. 407.770.

1. The method of treating ore containing sulfur, nine

and Iron, which consists In successively subjecting said

ore to the action of hot fuel gas at relatively lower and

higher temperature to flrst burn out the sulfur and then
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olatllUe the iino. and recoTering the zinc by condensa-

tion.

2 The method of tri-atiag ore euntalniog sulfur, zinc

and Iron, which consists In first subjection said ore to

the action of prases from carbonaceous fuel at a tempera-

ture sufficient to burn out the sulfur but insufficient to

volatilise the zinc, then subjectinj; the sulfur-treed ore to

the action of similar nasea at a hUher temperature surti

dent to volatilize the zinc, and condensing the zinc-fumes,

for the purpose set forth.

3. The method of treating ore eontalnltg sulfur, zinc

and iron, which consists in tlrst subjecting said ore to the

action of gases from carbonaceous fuel at a temperature

sufficient to burn out the sulfur but Insufficient to volatil-

ize the zinc, and introducing air into the ore to enhance

the burning of the sulfur, then subjecting the sulfnr-freed

ore to the action of similar gases at a hlgHer temperature

sufficient to volatilize the zinc but Insufficient to melt the

iron, condensing the zinc fumes to reeover the zinc, and

savini: the iron-containin;: remnant of fh>" ore.

890,232. ORE SMKLTING FUUNAiK .tons T JosKS.

Iron Mountain. Mich , assignor of one half to George A.

St. Clair. Duluth. Minn. Filed Dec. 23. 1907. Serial

No, 407.772.

stack rises and through which it discharges Into the rhnm

ber. and a flue forming neck leading from said fuel fur

nace, at a point al>out midway between its upper and lower

ends, into said chamber and stack near their junction, for

the purpose sit forth.

2. In an ore-smelting furnace, the combination of a car-

bonaceous-fuel burning furnace, an ore stack, a chamber

beneath and of greater crose-necttonal dimensions than

the stack, said chamber having a sloping roof from which

the stack rises and throuL'h which It discharges into the

chamb.>r, and a flue-forming neck of solid carbonaceous

material leadirii: from said fuel furnace Into said chamber

and stack near their junction, for the purpose set forth.

:5. In an ore smelting furnace, the combination of a car-

bonaceous fuel burning furnac. an ore slack, a chamber

beneath and of greater eross sectional dimensions than the

stack, said rham(>er having a r<>of from which the stack

rises and through which It discharges into the chamber,

and a flue-forming neck of solid carbonaceous material

leading from said fuel furnace, at a point about midway be-

tw.-en its upper and lower ends. Into said chamber and

stack near their Junction, for the purpose s.-t forth

4. In an ore smelting furnace, the combination of a car-

bonaceous fuel burning furna<e. an ore-stack, a chamber

beneath and of greater cross-sectional dimensions than

the stack, said chamber having a rwf from wbicti tli.-

stack rises and through which it dlscharees Into the cham-

ber, op^nlnes In opposite walls of said chamber and ram

devices working in said openings, and a flue connection

l)etween the fuel furnac and said chamb.T and stack

near their junction, for the purpose set forth

.1 In an ore smelting furnace, the combination of a car

bonac'ous fuel burnlnkT furnac... an ore-stack, a chamber

beneath and of greater i-ross sectional dimensions than the

stack, said chamber havlnit a nxif from which the stack

rises and through which It discharges into the chamber,

openings In opposite walls of said chamb.T and ram-de-

vices working in said openings, and a flue forming neck of

solid carbona-iMuis niaterlal conne.-tlng said fuel-furnace

from a point about midway between Its ends with said

chamb.-r n^'ar its Minction with the stack, for the purpose

set forth.

S90.2ri.T METHOD i>r I tKIMIOSl'HOK IZI N< J .\M » RK

DTTING IRON ORK. .Imhv T .Imnks. Iron Mountain.

Mich . assignor of one-half to G..,rL.'- \. St. Clair. I'u

luth. Minn. Filed Dec. 23, 1007. S-rlnl No 407.77.''..

1 The method of treating finely divid.d Iron ore to

pliminafe its phosphor content, which consists In briquet-

Ing the ore with a mixture containing lime and subjecting

the bri.iueted mixture to the action of a reducing gas at a

temperature sufficient to reduce the Iron to a metallic

state btit insufficient to melt the ore or flux the lime, and

causing .separation from the Iron of the residual materials

of said mlxtur.-

2. The herein described method of reducing and de-

phosphorizing finely divided iron ore. which consists In

forming the ore Into cement briquets containing lime, and

subjecting the briquets to the action of a reducing gas at

a temperature sufficient to reduce and agglomerate the

Iron particles, but insufficient to hind the phosphorus to

the Iron or flux the lime.

3 The herein described method of rfducing and d'--

phosphorlzing finely divid.^d Iron ore. which consists in

brln'ieting the ore with a binding mixture of lime and clay

and subjecting the brlfpiets to the action of a reducing gas

a temperature sufficient to reduce and agglomerate the

Iron particles but insufficient to bind the phosphorus to

the Iron or flux the lime

: In an ore-smelting furnace, the combination of a

carbonaceous-fuel burning furnace, an ore-stack, a cham-

ber beneath and of gr-'ater cross sectional dimensions than

:he stack, said chamber having a roof from which the
<

890,234. METHOD OF TREATING IRON ORES John

T. Jones. Iron Mountain. Mich . assignor of one-half to

George A. St. Clair. Duluth. Minn Filed Mar. 10, 1908.

Serial No. 420.272.

1 The method of treating ore, which ronsists in first

subjecting th." or.-, under d.'oxidi/ing conditions, to a

temperatur" that wll! reduc.> iron oxids to m.'talMc Iron
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m «poiig«-fonn without rendering the slag-making con-

stltnents fluid, then subjecting the reduced ore to a higher

femi>erature to render fluid the slag-making constituents

but not the metallic iron, and causing the molten material

to free Itself by gravity, then separating the slag and un-

melted Iron.

with a gas passage through it. drying and hardening

the block and then subjecting the block to the reducing

action of a hot reducing gas. to deoxidize the metallic

2. The m.-thod of tr.ating ore which coiMiatS In first

subjecting the ore. under deoxidizing conditions, to a

temperaturu that will free the phosphoric acid without

binding it to the Iron, tlien to a temperature of a degree

and for a period sufficient to reduce Iron oxlds to metallic

iron in sponge form without rendering the slag-making

constituents fluid, tiien suiijectlng the reduced ore to a

higher temperature to render fluid the slag making con-

stituents but not the metallic Iron, and causing the molten

material to free itself by gravity, then separating the slag

and unmelted Iron.

3. The method of treating iron or., which consists In

first subjecting the ore, under deoxidizing conditions, to a

temperature that will reduce Iron oxlds to metallic Iron In

sponge-form without rendering the slag making constitu-

ents fluid, then subjecting the reduced ore to a higher

temperature to render fluid the slag making constituents

but not the metallic iron, and causing the molten mate-

rial to free Itself by gravity, then removing the slag and

subjecting the iron to a vtijl higher temperature, for the

purpose set forth.

4. The method of treating iron ore. which consists In

first subjecting the ore. under deoxidizing conditions, to a

temperature that will reduce iron oxlds to metallic Iron

In sponge-form without rendering the slag making constit-

uents fluid, then subjecting the reduced ore to a higher

temperature to render fluid the slag-making constituents

but not the metallic Iron, and causing the molten mate-

rial to free Itself by gravity, then removing the slag and

subjecting tti> iron to a melting temperature to render It

fu'f.

6. The method of treating iron ore, which consists In

flTBt subjecting the ore under deoxidizing conditions to a

temperature that will reduce Iron oxlds to metallic iron,

without rendering th. slag making constituents fluid,

then subjecting the reduced ore wltli a small percentage

of oxld of Iron, to a higher temperature to render fluid

the slag making constituents without melting the metallic

iron, the oxld of Iron uniting with the other slag making

constituents to reduce the melting point of the slag.

[Claim f> not printed in the Gazette.]

890.235. METHOD OF FORMIN<; IN(;OTS. JOHN T.

Jones, Iron Mountain. Mich , assignor of one-half to

George A. St. riair. Duluth. Minn. Filed Mar. 10,

1908. Serial No 420.27:'.

1. The method of forming an Ingot which consists in

molding a sufficiently large mass of ore, with which Is

incorporated a cementitlous binder. Into a block, drying

and hardening the block and then subjecting the block to

the reducing action of hot reducing gas. to deoxidize the

metallic oxids wltliout first disintegrating the slag mak-

ing constituents of the ore. and cause the reduced metal

constituent to agglom.Tate within the block.

2. The method of forming an Ingot which consists In

molding a sufficiently large mass of ore. with which is

Incorporated a cement It ious hinder. Into a block formed

oxlds without first disintegrating the slaig making con-

stituents of the ore, and cause the reduced metal con-

stituent to agglomerate within the block.

890.236. FEED FOR WELL - DRILLING APP.^RATUS.

ROBEBT C. JdNEs, New Cumberland, W. Va. Filed Feb.

11, 1908. Serial No. 415.428.

1. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a walking b.ara and a temper-screw suspended

therefrom: of screw actuating mechanism, means operated

by the fall of the drilling tools for setting said mechanism,

and means automatically operating upon the relaxation of

the tools for actuating said mechanism to pay out the

acrew.

2. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a walking beam : of a temper-screw suspended

therefrom, means for rotating the screw, hydraulic mech-

anism operated by the fall of the drilling tools for set-

ting said mechanism, and automatically operating means

for actuating said mechanism upon the relaxation of the

tools for rotating the screw.

3. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with a walking beam, a cylinder suspended therefrom,

a temper screw, a support therefor, and means for con-

fining a fluid between the support and cylinder; of screw

rotating mechanism including a piston disposed to be ac-

tuated by the confined fluid upon the dropping of the

drilling tools to set the mechanism, and means for auto-

matically actuating said mechanism to pay out the screw

upon the relaxation of the tools.

4. In a device of the character described the comblna-
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tlon with a waUia»< b-am. a r.-lativ.-iy tlxed element car-

ried thereby, a relatively movable clement, and means for

conflnlng a fluid between said elements; of • temper-

screw supported by one of the elem->nt8. actuating mechan-

ism disposed to be set by the conrined fluid upon the drop-

ping of the drilling tools, and means for aiifomatloaKy

actuating said mechanism up.-n the relaxation of the tools

for paying out the screw.

5 In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with cooperating relatively fixed and relatively

movable fluid forcing means, and a walking? beam support-

ing the same; of a temper-screw carried by otje of sa d

fluid forcing means, screw feeding mechanism disposed to

be set by the confined fluid upon the dropping of the

drilling tools, and means for automatically actuatlnR said

mechanism to pay out the screw durtnu' the relaxation of

the tools. . , ,, .

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the (.azptte

pressurf . hamber, a mercury seal between said two cham-

bers, au atmospheric pressure chamber above the dia-

phragm, and a mercury catching chamber above said first

mention^'d atmospheric pressure chamber and discharging

downwardly therein and In communication with the cham-

890 237. WATER -nFATEH Bkrnaro A

Richmond, Ind. Filed Auk. :;1. IWT. Serial :

KVNMKPOHU
389.423.S>.

bcr above the diaphragm, whereby said mercury catching

chamber will catch all mercury particles that may be

blown from the mercury seal and prevent the same from

entering the chamber above the diaphragm aiid being de.

posited on the diaphragm substantially as set forth.

890.3M. VALTB DEVICE FOR HEATING SYSTEMS.

JOHw' H. KtwiALy. Boston. Mass.. assignor, by mesne

a.sslgnments. to Andrew (1. Paul, Boston. Mass. Filed

Apr 10, I'tO.l Serial No. 152.008.

//

K water heatpr comprising an elongated water tank

which U round in cross section having meats wh.T.'by

water may be Injected thereinto and means ^thereby the

water may be withdrawn therefrom, a concavo convex

permanent bottom for the tank located abov« the lower

end thereof forming a combustion chamber, a permanent

top for the tank, a heat-dome secured on the top, a plu-

rality of permanent plain heat - flues extending longitudi-

nally through the tank and connecting nv top and

the bottom and connecting the interior nf th- combus-

tion chamber with the Interior of the h.at dome, a

single gas burner located in the combustion baml.er, ;ind

means including a damper movable In a horiaontal plane

on a vertical pivot and a valved flue connected with said

dome, all substantially as shown and described and for the

purposes set forth.

Kentov. Ai
890 238. GAS-REGULATOR. C'RNEr.ns P. Kentcv. An

d.-rson. Ind .
issignor to Kenton Regulator Company,

Anderson. Ind . a Copartnership. Filed Oct. 4. 1907.

S-rial No. 3',t.'..s4S.

1. A gas regulator provided with a diaphragm and a

low pressur'' chamber below the diaphragm, an atmos-

pheric .^hamber above the diaphragm, an outlet passage-

way leading from the low pressure chambef that is In

communication with the chamber above the ilaphragm. a

mercurv seal between the low pressure chamber and the

outlet and below the passageway to the chaml>>r above the

diaphragm, and means for preventing the mercury from

pa.sslng into the chamber above the diaphragm and de-

positing upon the diaphragm.

2 A^ gas regulator provided with a diaphragm, a low

prt'ssuTH chamL.r below the diaphragm, an atmospheric

pressure chamb.-r separated by a partition ftora the low

1 A valve device comprising a v ilve casing, a discharge

,,ort for the water, a valve piece controlling the port, a

iluid pres.sure motor controlling the valve piece, the casing

lu.ing provided with a fluid pressure chamber on one side

of the motor, an etiuallzlng passage connecting the fluid

,,ressure chamlH.r and the Inlet side of the valve adapted

f. permit the flow through it of air and steam and some

water a .s«'cond passage conn-M-ting th.^ fluid pressure

chamber with an escape pipe, and adapted to be restricted

in capacity when the motor Is raised.

o X valve d.'vice comprising a valve casing, a discharge

port for the wat-r. a valve piece controlling the port, a

fluid pressure motor controlling the valve piece, the ca.slng

Uelng provided with a fluid pressure chamber on one side

,,f the motor, an equalizing passage connecting the fluid

pressure chamber and the Inlet sld. of the valve adapted

to permit the flow through It of air and steam and some

wat.r a second pa.ssage connecting the fluid pressnn-

rhamb.^r with an escape pipe, and so arranged as to be

connected with the lower part of the fluid pressure charn-

iH-r and restricted In .apaclty. when the motor is raised,

substantially as set forth.

?, \ valve device comprising a valve casing, a discharge

port for the water, a valve pl.-ce controlling the port, a

lUiid pressure motor controlling the valve piece, the caslrig

being provided with a fluid pressure chamber on one side

of the motor, an equalizing passage through the motor

connecting the fluid pressure chamber and the inlet side

of the valve and adapted to be sealed by an accumulation

. of liquid in -h^ casing, a second passage through the
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motor connecting the fltild presmire chamber with the dis-

charge pipe, the second passage being smaller than the :

equalizing passage and of such a size as to permit the
i

escape of air but to retard the escape of water, and being

adapted to be restricted in capacity when the motor Is

raised, substantially as set forth.

4 A valve device comprising a valve casing, a discharge

port for the water, a valve piece controlling the port, a

fluid pressure motor controlling the valve piece, the casing

being proTlded with a fluid pressure chamber on one side

of the motor, an e<iuallzing passage connecting the fluid

pressure chamber and the Inlet side of the valve adapted

to permit the flow through It of the air and steam and

some water, a projection supported by the casing, a sec-

ond passage between the projection and the motor connect-

ing the fluid pressure chamber with an escape pipe, and

said projection adapted to restrict said passage when the

motor rises, substantially as set forth.

r> A valve device comprising a valve casing, a discharge

port for the water, a valve piece controlling the port, a

fluid pressure motor controlling the valve pieces, the cas-

ing being provided with a fluid pressure chamber on one

side of the motor, an equalizing passage connecting the

fluid pressure chamb.r and the inlet side of the valve

adapted to permit the flow through it of air and steam and

some water, a second passage through the motor connect^

Ing the fluid pressure chamber with an escape pipe, and

a plug supported by the casing and projecting into the

second passage, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.241. CLASP. Jay K. Livinosto.v. Casey. 111. Filed

Aug. 1, 1907. Serial No. 386,666.

890 240 FABRIC-STRETCHER. Eknst KB.^HNSTOvra.

Milwaukee. Wis Filed Nov. 24. 1906. Serial No. 344,827.

1. A garm.iit supi>orter comprising a ImagM iy)vlded

with a pair of arms having terminal eyes and wltt stops

above the eyes, a bar having its terminals engaged with

the eyes, a clasp supported by the bar and provided with a

slot and with a seat, and a slide having a tongue to en-

gage the Blot, and a keeper to engage the seat, and being

held spaced from the clasp by the stops.

2. A garment supporter comprising a hanger provided

with an eye or lo<ip and with a pair of arms having ter-

minal eyes and transverse stops above the eyes, a bar hav-

ing reduced terminals to engage the eyes, a clasp sup-

ported by the bar and provided with a slot and with a

seat, and a slide having a tongue to engage the slot and

a keeper to engage the seat and being held spaced from

the clasp by the stops.

3. .\. garment supporter comprising a hanger provided

with an eye or loop and with a pair of bars having eyes

and stops"above the eyes, a bar having its terminals en-

gaged with the eyes, a clasp supported by the bar and

provided with a slot and with a seat, and a slide project-

ing through the opening In the hanger and having a tongue

to engage the seat, and being limited in its movements

relatively to the clasp by the walls of the slot and by the

bars.

890,242. CALIPERS, .hms H. Londick. Alma, Mich.

Filed Aug. 2:}, 1907. Serial No. 389,778.

1 \ fabric stretcher comprising an ansular frame pro-

vided with braces and stringers, a pair of partly beveled

pin-studded bars on the frame, another pair of similar

bars crossing those aforesaid clear of the beveled pin studded

portions of same, guides in connection with frame-braces,

nut-sleeve brackets depending from an under pin-bar in

sliding engagement with the guides, screw-spindles engag-

ing the sleeves of the brackets, a crank-spindle in gear

with those aforesaid, other guides in connection with a

side-rail and stringers of the frame, brackets similar to

those aforesaid in sliding engagement with the latter

guides and suspended from an upper pin-bar. screw-

splndles engaging the nut - sleeves of the latter brackets,

and a crank-splndle in gear with the latter screw-splndles.

2. A fabric-stretcher comprising an angular frame pro-

vided with braces and stringers, a pair of partly beveled

pin-studded bars on the frame, another pair of similar

bars crossing those aforesaid clear of the beveled pin-

studded portions of same, guides in connection with frame-

braces, nut-sleeve brackets depending from an under pin-

bar in sliding engagement with the guides, screw-spindles

engaging the sleeves of the brackets, a crank spindle in

gear with those aforesaid, other guides In connection with

side rails and stringers of the frame, brackets similar to

thos«" aforesaid in sliding ..ngagement with the latter

guides and suspended from the upper pin bars, screw-spin-

dles engaging the nut sleeves of the latter brackets, and

crank spindles In gear with the latter screw-splndles.

1. In a caliper, the combination of a frame comprising

a tubular handle provided at one end with a fixed jaw.

bushings In the opposite ends of the handle, a push rod

reciprocatinglv supported in said bushings and provided

Intermediate said uushings with an enlarged screw-thread-

ed portion, a pinion journaled in a transverse ai)erture in

the frame and cooperating with the screw-threaded por-

tion of the pu6<h rod to f<.rm a rack and pinion engagement

therewith, disks adjustably secured to the sides of the

pinion and rotating therewith, there being a circular en-

largement on the handle forming recesses to receive the

dlsls. a scale on the enlargement extending peripherally

around one of the disk.s. the disk having an index and car-

rying a vernier for the scale.

2. In n caliper, the combination of a frame iirovided

with ti dial, the frame having a longitudinal bore and a

transverse bore in the center of the dial, a pinion Journaled

in said transverse bore and carrying the index of the

dial, said pinion having hubs of larger diameter than the

pinion and forming the bearings of the pinion, and a cylin-

drical push rod slidingly supported in the longitudinal bore

of the frame, the frame being provided with removable

bushings in the ends of the bore and the push rod being
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pruvided with a cylindrical fnlarjfement engaging with

the cylindrical bore of the frame, said push rod and pinion

being provided with spiral teeth adapted to mesh and re-

volve the pinion by the endwise movement of the push rod,

th.- teeth of th^- push rod being formed on the enlarged

portion of the push rod and forming integral parts of a

Bcrew-thread.

:i. In a calipt^r. the combination with the frame provided

with two annular dials on opposite sides of the frame, said

frame provided with a longitudinal bore and with a trans-

verse bore in thf» center of the dials, a pinioD having hubs

of larger diameter than the pinion and rotatlvely aupport-

\ns th^> pinion in the transv^-rse bore. Indicating disks

adjustably secured to the hubs of the pinions and a cylln-

drkal push rod endwise movably supported In the lon-

gitudinal bore of th^ frame, said push rod and said pinion

being provided with spiral teeth adapted to mesh with each

other and revolve the pinion In the longitudinal movement

of the push rod.

4. In a caliper, the combination with the frame pro-

vided with a longitudinal bore, a cylindrical push rod In

said bore, bushings in the ends of the bore forming guide

bearlnt's in which th.^ ptish rod Is adapted to be moved end-

wise and an eccentric locking collar upon the push rod

seated In a rec^•ss in one of the bushings and provided

with means for manual operation, provision being made to

hold the eccentric collar in Its seat againat endwise dis-

placement by the movement of the push rod and to hold

the push rod In position against rotative naovement.

5. In a caliper, the combination with the frame having

a tubular handle portion of a cylindrical push rod slidlngly

guided in the handle portion, screw -bushings in the ends

of the handle portion forming guide bearings for the push

rod. an eccentric locking collar upon the push rod seated

in a recess in on- of said bushings, and a finger piece on

the collar for manually operating the sanie, the bushing

being provided with a slot into which the linger piece en

gages.

890,243. DOOR lI.\N<iF.R TU.\*K WiL.i.i.iM Locdbn.

Fairfield. Iowa. Filed Mar. 10. 190S. Serial No. 4:;0.156

890,244. MAGNET- WINDING MACHINE. Frederick

H. LovuRiDGB, Chicago. Ill . aaslgnor to Western Electric

Company, Chicago, III , a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. IT. 1903. Serial No ISa.O'.'O.

\
Tl£}

1. In door hancf-r tracks, the combinatiot of a C shaped

rail with a -bracket having a head constroctpd to slip In

and turn and tiiiht.-n in the rail

2. In door han»:er tracks, the combination of a C shaped

rai'l with a brack?' having a rectangular shaped head con-

structed to slip in and turn and tighten in th^ rail.

3. In door hanger tracks, th.' combination of a C shaped

rail with a bracket having a head with oppositely dis-

posed curved faces on each end and con»tructed to slip

in and turn and tighten in the rail.

4. In door hanger tracks, the comblnatiooQ of a C shaped

rail with a bracket havini; a main part adapted to be se-

cured to a wall and having a neck formed on said part ex-

tending at substantially rleht angles thereto and a head

formed on the end of said ne.-k substantially parallel with

the main part and constructed to slip l« and turn and

tighten in the rail.

5. In door hanger track.*, the combinatlin of a C shaped

rail with a bracket having a main part adapted to be se-

cur-^d to a wall having a n*>ck formed on said part and ex-

tending at substantially right angles ther«-to and a head

formed on the end of said neck substantially parallel with

the main part, said head havlnif oppositely disposed curved

faces whereby it is adapf'^d to slip In and t'lrn and tighten

In the rail.

fClalms fi an'l ' not printed In the Ga^tte.]

^^•^^\mgmmi'^fKil

1 In a spool winding machine, the combination with

spool rotating mechanism, of a centrally grooved guiding

roller for applving the wire to the spool, traverse mech-

anism for reciprocating said guiding roller, said mech-

anism being adapted to delay the reversal of the guiding

roller at the limit of Its traverse during a definite number

of revolutions of the spool.

2. In a winding machine, the combination with spool-

rot"atlng mechanism, of a grooved guiding roller for apply-

ing the wire to the .spool, a pivoted arm carrying said

roller, a reciprocating carriage upon which said arm Is

mounted, a spring acting upon said arm to press the roller

against th^ .spool, said arm being raised by the engagement

of the roller with the spool as the latter Increases its diam-

eter, a rotatable cam mounted upon the carriage, acting

upon said arm. and means for advancing said cam as the

arm is raised, to prevent retrogression of the roller.

:\ In a magnet winding machine, the combination with

a spool-rotating mechanism, of a grooved guiding roller

arranged to press airainst the rotating spool while apply-

ing the wire thereto, reversible traverse mechanism adapt-

ed to reciprocate the roller along the spool, said mechanism

being arranged to delay the return travel of the guiding

roller at the corners of the spool, mechanism adapted to

prevent such delay during the winding of the initial layer,

means for yieldingly pressing the guiding roller Inward to-

ward the axis of the spool, and retaining mechanism

brought into action after the winding of the Initial layer,

adapted to hold said guiding roller against inward move-

ment after It has been moved outward by the addition

of successive layers to the spool.

4 The combination with spool-rotating mechanism, of a

guide for applying the wire to the spool, a guide carriage,

reversible driving mechanism for reciprocating said guide

carriage, a reversing lever controlling said mechanism, a

relatively-movable cam plate and roller connected with

said reversing lever to operate the same, said cam plate

having two longitudinal grooves and connecting cross

grooves, providing a quadrilateral path for the roller ar-

ranged to travel therein, a spring arranged to throw the

roller as it reaches th*" end of each longitudinal groove

through the cross ifri>ove, whereby the reversing lever Is

actuated, and means for reciprocating the cam plate rela

tlvely to the roller in the reciprocation of the guide car

riage.

5. A tension device for windlni: machines, comprising a

reel from which the wlrp is unwound, a tension arm con-

trolled by the wire being unwound, said tension arm being

I

adapted to be swung on its pivot under the pull of the

1 wire, a stopping brake for the reel made operative by said

June 9, 1908.
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tension arm In Its position of rest, and a
«^;»«°«

J*"^*

for said reel also controlled by said tension arm. the pres

sure of said regulating brake b.lng ^-^/^^'^ ^f;^^^
'^

the advance of the arm under the pull of the wire.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890 245. DREDGING APPARATUS.

Washington. D. C. Filed Mar. 6.

419.421.

David
1908.

P. MOOBB,
Serial No.

2 In a machine of the class described, a cabinet haviiig

a f ont opening, a glass cover arranged in front of said

Jro^t opening, a mirror located behind the glass cover and

above the front opening, a carrier having display cards^

^d means f.r exhibiting one display card directly through

J^e glass cover, and at the same time exhibiting a second

card in the mirror and from thence through the glass

cover.

1. In a dredging apparatu.s. the combination of a duct,

a head mounted upon the lower end.
--^^^'^^l^f.^^^l^^l

,ng centrally through said head Into the duct^ and ets pro-

jecting into and around said nozzle, as and for the pur

"? ^;\Tedging apparatus, the comi>ination of a duct,

j

a head mounted upon the lower end. means ^or submerg-

ing said head and duct mounted In the extreme lo^r end

If'the head, a main nozzle extending centrally through

said head and Into the duct, and Jets projecting into and

around said nozzle, as and for the purpose set forth.

a in a dredging apparatus, the combination with a sup^

port, of a duct having an entrance and a discharge nd. a

5^ad mounted at the discharge end. a nozzle carried In

t^e head and extending from Its bottom Into the lower end

S the duct, said head being provided with a chamber

around the upper end of the nozzle. Jets Projecting into

said nozzle, and a Jet mounted In the ^-hamber and mount^

ed to direct a discharge into the duct around the upper

end of the nozzle. ,., ^

4 In a dredging apparatus, the combination with a sup-

port of a duct having an entrance and a dlscha.-ge end. a

Lead mounted at the entrance end. a nozzle carried in the

head and .xtcndlng from its bottom Into the lower end of

the duct, said bead l>elng provided with a chamber around

the upper end of the nozzle, means for projecting a fluid

under pressure Into said nozzle, means surrounding the

nozzle within the chamber for projecting a fluid tinder

pressure Into the duct around the nozzle, and means for

submerging the head and duct.
., » „„^ „»

5 In a dredge, the combination with a duct and ex-

terior pressure fluid supply ducts, of a head l^a^;l°« «

tapered nozzle emptying Into the first duct and having Its

flaring end toward the bottom, and means mounted in the

nozzle and connected with the proper fluid
P^^'^^f^^^lf'rlt

ducts for inducing a current In the nozzle toward the first

duct. ^ »i 1

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

3 In a machine of the class described, a cabinet havliig

a front opening, a glass cover arran^^ed in front of said

?ront opening, a mirror located behind the glass cover and

above the front opening, a carrier having display cards^

^tops for retaining two of said cards In « P-'^»- ^2^";7^
one of them will be exhibited directly through the glass

cover and the other will be exhibited by reflection in the

mirror, and means for intermittently operating said car-

rier.

800 247 IGNITING MECHANISM FOR INTERNAI^

^MBUSTlON KN(;iNES. Clab.nce A. Mvees. Feed-

EBICK W. HAAS, Jr.. and Alvah A. Myees. Chicago, III.

Filed Mar. 7, 1908. Serial No. 419.794.

:-^

89 24 6 ELECTRO -AUTOMATIC ADVERTISING-

M\CH1NE Ct^KiNCE Myers and Alonzo H. Bt rch-

.RD Houston. Tex., assignors to Bruce r>et'-><^h K™«
City Kansas. Filed Apr. «. 1907. Serial No. 366 S.il

1 In a machine of the class described, a cabinet having

a front opening and top and bottom rests, an inclosed glass

cover projected beyond and surrounding the ^^ont ^n^

sides of said opening, an Inclined mirror located within

the upper pari of said cover above said opening, and an

endless Indicator carrier having a successive series of self^

adiustlng display cards, cooperating with said top and

bottom rests, and one .,f whb h cards is adapted to be re-

flected in said mirror.

1 m a sparking apparatus for Internal ^^^ustion en-

gines the clblnatlon with a plug having a threaded body,

of eimrodc shafts Journaled in said body to have oscil-

lato V and rotary movements, rotary and oscillatory elec^

trodes carried bv said shafts, a driving connection for

rotf t ng one of said shafts, a spring carried by the outer

ndc7the oscillatory shaft for holding the electrode ad-

vvnce 1 with a vielding presure. a cap inclosing the outer

enS of the plug, and a packing gland through which the

rotary shaff projects from the cap, substantially as de-

'"""'*^n a sparking apparatus for Internal combustion en^

gln'es the combination with a plug body having a threaded

projeirtion and electrode shafts journaled in said body and
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having electrodes at their Inner ends, of »n Insulating

bashing for one of said shafts, a spring mount.-d on the

outer end of the other of said shafts, a cap in.losing the

outer end of said last mentioned shaft and having a gland

through which the other shaft projects frum thp cap. and

a rotating driving connection for said last mfptlnn>>(i shaft.

3. In a sparlting apparatus for int^'rnal c<im()iMtl..n en-

gines, the combination with a plug body h;ivit< a threaded

projection adapted to extend throutrh th- (jyllnder wall,

and shafts Journaled In said plug body and having elec-

trodes on their inner ends, of an insulating Lushing for

one of said shafts, a spring carried by the out»>r »-nd of the

other of said shafts for holding its electrode advanced

with a yielding pressure, a cap Inclosing th« outer end of

said last mentioned shaft, a gland through wbirh tho other

shaft projects, an Insulating gasiiet btUween sul.l cap and

plug, and a rotating driving connection for the last men-

tioned shaft, substantially as described.

I

«90.250. ANNE.\LING-FIJRNACE. HCOH L. Thompson.

Waterburv. Conn. Filed May 19. 1905. Serial No.

-til. 106. Renewed Nov. 16, 1007. Serial No. 402,531.

8 9 0.248. FENCE - POST. Joseph H. N .rri.s. South

Whitley, Ind. Filed July 8, 1907. Serl.il No. .-^s-.tu:

1. The combination with a fence structure of staples

carried by said strncture. and locking keys passing through

said staples and formed with convolutions to accommodate

wire strands, each key having means contaating with the

structure to prevent the rotation thereof, j

2. The combination with a fence structire of staples

carried by said structure, and locking keys passini; through

said staples and formed with convolutions t.i accommodate

wire strands, each key having an end formad Into a hook

extending at right angles to the convolutions and contact-

ing with the structure to prevent rotation of the keys

•80^9. PROCESS OF ORTVININO WRY. TIN FROM
CRUDE TIN OR TIN ALLOYS KLKv TKOLVTirAI.LY

Otto Stii.neb, Crefeld, Germany. Filed Mm li>. 19<>7

Serial No. 388.036.

^^

u

1. The method of obtalnin:; pur- tin froei rrude tin or

tin alloys which consists in electrolytlctlly dissolving'

the crude tin In a solution of an alkali sultid and simul-

taneously plating out the tin upon a cathode of pure tin.

and maintaining an electrical tension of less than 2

volts t)etween the electrodes.

2. The method of obtaining pur- tin fropi crude tin or

tin alloys which consists In electrolytlcally dissolving

the crude tin In a solution of an alkali stilftd and simul-

taneously plating out the tin upon a cathode of pure tin.

maintainini: an electrical tension of less than 0.2 volts

between the electrodes, regenerating the electrolyte by

adding some sulfur ther-to and r-uslnu' It to elertrolyze

fresh anodes.

3. The method of obtaining tin from crude tin or

tin alloys which consists In trejitini.' the Impure tin as an

anode in an e!e-trolyte composed of an alkaline sulfid

solution, depositing the tin upon a cathode having a

pure tin surface, raalntalnlne the tension between the

electrodes at less than i» 2 volts, and keeping the electro-

lyte qiilescent in order to avoid disturbing the mud de-

posited In the bottom of the bath, removing the anode

residues, regenerating the electrolyte by adding sulfur

thereto and nuofni: it to electroKze fresh anodes.

1. In combination with a retort, a movable body pro-

vided with a chamber movable to a position open to the

ifmosphere, then to a position closed to the atmosphere

and retort, and then to a position open to the retort, and

means for expelling oxidlzlnj; atmosphere from the cham-

ber while in said closed position

2. In combination, with a retort, a rotatable body pro-

vided with a charging chamber movable to a position

open to the atmosphere, then to a position closed to at-

mosphere and retort, and then to a position open to the

retort, and means for expelling oxidizing atmosphere from

the chamber while in said closed position

.^. In combination with a retort, a fixed casing Inclos-

ing the receiving aperture of the retort, a rotatable body

Inclosed In said casing, provided with a chamber movable,

from a position In which the chamber Is open to the out-

side atmosphere, to a position closed from the outside at-

mosphere, and the retort, and then to a position open to

the retort, and means for expelling oxldtrln? atmosphere

from the chamber while in the said closed position.

4 In combination with a retort, a fixed casing Inclosing

the receiving aperture of the retort, a rotatable body In-

closed in .said casln_-. provided with a chamber movable,

from a position In which the chamber Is open to the out-

side atmosphere, 'o a position closed from the outside at-

mosphere and the retort, and then to a position open to

the retort, means for expelling oxidizing atmosphere

from the chamber while in the said closed position, and

automat ie nu-ans operated relatively to the rotatable body

for controlling the delivery of stock to the movable

chamber.
5. In combination with a retort, a (Ixed casing inclosing

the receivlni: aperture of the retort, a rotatable body in

closed In said caslnir. provided with a chamber movable,

from a position In which the chamber is open to the out-

side atmosphere, to a position closed from the outside at-

mosphere and the retort, and then to a position open to

the retort, means for expelling oxidizing atmosphere from

the chamber while In the said closed position, and means

for maintaining a movable seal between the rotatable

body and the fixed casing

[Claims I', rtnd 7 not printed In the Gaiette.

]

SOrT^Sl VNNEALING-FT-RNACE HfOH L. Thompson.

w'aterbury. Coon. Filed May 20, 1905. Serial No.

261. ."^41.

1 In combination with an Hnnejillnc furnace, a chamber

adapted to communicate with the furnace, means for open-

ing and closlnt' rommtinl .ation between the chamber and

furnace, means for openlni: and closing said chamber to

the outside atmospher- and means for displacinir the

oxidizing atmosphere In the chamber by a non-oxIdlzlng

agent l)efore opening It to the furnace.

o In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort

and a preliminary <-harglng chamber therefor, provided

with movable cates and an air exit and means for Intro-

ducing a non oxidizing ak'-nt to exhaust the oxidizing at-

mosphere from said chamber after It has received the

metal and before It delivers to the retort

:', In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort

and a preliminary charging chamber therefor, having a

movable gate, and means controlled by the movable gate 890,253. FOLDING
<^A««^t«f "

,^,"/J!,^f̂ ^,^;:i '^Z
for introducing a non oxidizing agent to said chamber to pleton. Mass.. ksslgnor to Bay State Metal Wheel Com

expel the oxidizing atmosphere from said chamber after

it has received the metal and before It delivers to the

retort.

pany. East Templeton, Mass., a Corporation of Massa-

chusetts. Filed Oct. 4, 1907. Serial No. 395,912.

4. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort

and a preliminary charging chamber therefor, having a

movable gate, means for introducing a non-oxldlzlng agent

to said chamber to expel the oxidizing atmosphere from

said chamber after It has received the metal and before

it delivers to the retort, and a conveyer controlled by the

movable gate.

5. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort

and a preliminary charging member therefor, having a

pair of movable gates, means for introducing a non-oxldlz-

lng agent to said chamber to expel the oxidizing atmos-

phere from said chamber after It has received the metal

and before It delivers to the retort, and automatic means

for locking either gate closed while the other gate is open.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.252. ANNEALING-FURNACE. HcGH L. Thompson.

Waterbury. Conn. Filed Jan. 22, 1908. Serial No.

412.049.

1 In an auneuliug furnace the combination of a retort,

an air lock connected therewith, and means for closing

the n tort cliamber and air lock chamber from the outside

atmosphere and also from each other, comprising a plu-

rality of gates formed of yielding material, adapted to

permit the passage of the metal to bo annealed without

undue leak of gas, said gates being so directed with re-

spect to a chamber as to have an efficiency of closure

relative to the above atmospheric pressure therein.

2. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort

and an air lock connected therewith, means for closing

the ends of the retort and of the air lock, comprising gates

of flexible or yielding material adapted to permit the pas-

sage of metal without permitting the leak of gas, said

gates being so directed that the pressure In a chamber

will contribute to the efficiency of closure of its gates.

:i In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort,

an air lock eonnerted therewith, and means for closing

erff-h end of the retort and each end of the air lock, com-

prising cor.perating gates of flexible material having their

free ends directed Inwardly toward th- chambers they are

adapted to close, and arranged to be afferted as to eflB-

clency of closure by the pressure In said chamber.

1. In a folding carriage, the combination of a seat-

frame, wheel-carrying frames pivoted thereto, and adapted

to swing laterally to retract and project the wheels, each

wheel-carrying frame having a screw, and means connect-

ed with the seat frame for acting on the said screws to

retract and project the wheels.

2. in a folding carriage, the combination of a seat-

frame, wheel-carrying frames pivoted thereto, and adapt-

ed to swing laterally to retract and project the wheels,

each wheel-carrying frame having a screw, nuts movable

on said screws to retract and project the wheels, and

means carried by the seat frame for moving said nuts.

3. In a folding carriage, the combination of a seat-

frame, wheel carrying frames pivoted thereto, and adapt-

ed to swing laterally to retract and project the wheels.

each wheel-carrying frame having a screw, levers fui-

crnmed on the seat-frame, and nuts connected with the

said levers and movable on the screws to retract and pro-

ject the wheels.

4. In a folding carriage, the combination of A seat-

frame, wheel-carrying frames pivoted thereto, and adapt-

ed to swing laterally to retract and project the wheels,

each wheel-carrying frame having a screw, levers ful-

crumed on the seat frame, nuts adapted to engage said

screws to retract and project the wheels, and links con-

necting the nuts with the levers.

5. In a folding carriage, the combination of a seat-

frame, wheel-carrying frames pivoted thereto, and adapt-

ed to swing laterally to retract and project the wheels,

each wheel carrying frame having a screw, levers ful-

crumed on the seat-frame, nuts connected with the levers

and movable by the latter on the screws to retract and pro-

ject the wheels, and means for locking said levers with the

nuts In their wheel-projecting position.

[Claims 6 to n not printed In the Gazette.]

8 90.25 4 PROCESS OF MAKING LAKES Ernst

Ui.EiCHS, Elbcrfeld, Germany, assignor to The Firm of

Wfllflng, Dahl & Co. Actlengesellschaft, Barmen, (Jer-

many. Filed Sept. 4, 1007. Serial No. ,'?01,:i5r..

1. Process of manufacturing lakes which consists in

forming the mixture of the dry alkaline earth or heavy

metal salts of azo colors containing one or more sulfo-

groups with a substrata and grinding the same in a dry

state.

2. A process for making lakes which consists in taking

the dry alkaline earths or heavy metal salts of azo-color

containing one or more sulfo-groups adding thereto gradu-

ally a substrata while grinding the mixture In the dry

state.
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800^55 INCLOSED FT'SE. FaEDEBiCK H. Wrston, Jr.,

and Frank C. De Ueameb. Schenectady, N. Y .
assignors

to General Electric Company, a Corporation of New

York. Filed Dec. 6, 1904. Serial No. 235,111.

1 In an Inclosed fusp, the combination with the Insu-

lating tube, of a cap closing the end of the tube and hav-

ing a flange extending ovpr the outer surface thereof, a

contact member extending through the end of said cap.

and having portions extending laterally toward the walls

of said tube and connecting m-ans extending through the

flange of the cap. the walls of the tube and angaglng said

^^''^
In an Inclosed fuse, the combination with the Insu-

lating tube of a cap closing the end of the tube and hav-

ing & flange extending over the outer surface thereof, a

contact member extending through said cap and provided

with leg portions adapted to engage the inner surface of

said tul>e and screws extending through the flange of the

cap. the walls of the tube and the legs of said contact

member.
3 In an Inclosed fuse, the combination with the Insu-

lating tube, of a cap closing the end of the tube and hav-

ing a flange extending over the outer surface thereof, a

contact member extending through said cap. a reinforcing

Btrlp secured to said contact member and engaging the In-

ner surface of the tube, and connectors extending through

the flange of the cap. the walls of the tube end the outer

ends of the reinforcing strip

4 In an Inclosed fuse, the cnmblnation with the tube, of

an end cap. a reinforcing strip Inside said tube, a blade

projecting from the end of the tube and sercured to said

strip, and a fusible element attached to said blade.

5 In an Inclosed fuse, the combination with the tube,

of an end cap having a slot, a reinforcing strip Inside

said tube, a fusible element, a blade having a wide por-

tion provided with lugs passing through s4id strip, and

screws extending through the cap, tube ;ind strip.

4 A culvert, the lengths of which are composed of hall

sections made of corrugated sheet metal and having a

flanged plate secured to one edge whereby to form a socket

to receive an edge of the other half section, and adjustable

fastening means for securing the half sections together.

5 A culvert composed of corrugated sheet metal half

sections, all of which are alike, a flanged plate secured to

one side edge of each half section, hooked bolts adapted to

be connected with the adjacent edges of said half sections.

and nuts thereon for drawing them up to secure the half

sections together.

>1>0 257. DRAWING INSTRUMENT. Wy.ntord O Bekek,

Wellington. New Zealand. Filed Apr. IS. 190«. Serial

No. 31 J, 437.

890,256. CULVERT. J.-hs S. B.^yer. Warden, Pa. Filed

Jan. 20. 1908. Serial No. 411,748.

1. A culvert, each section of which is made of sheet

metal having a flanged plate secured at on* edge whereby

to form a socket to receive an edge of the next .section,

bolts for fastening the said adjacent edges, and means for

tightening said Iwlts whereby to draw the stctlons securely

together.

2. A culvert, each section of which is made of corru

gated sheet metal having a flanged plate secured at one

edge whereby to form a socket to receive an edge of the

next section, bolts for fastening the said adjacent edges,

and means for tightening said bolts whereby to draw the

sections securely together.

3. A culvert, the lengths of which are composed of half

sections made of sheet metal and having a flanged plate

secured to one edge whereby to form a socket to receive an

edge of the other half section, and adjujtable fastening

means for securing the half sections together.

V,

1 The combination In an Instrument for drawing nu-

merals and letters of the alphabet of a plate marked with

Mmlcircles struck from a center near the upper edge of

the plate and with radial lines across the semicircles and

with a scale along the upper edge thereof, an Index finger

Integral with a slotted ruler having a pointed end and

pivoted to the plate at the centen of the semicircles, one

edge of the slot being In the same straight line as one edge

of the index finger, a bridge piece across the slot having

indicating points within the slot, all the said points being

in the same straight line as the said edges, a series of

rounded corners arranged In pairs at the entrance of and

between gaps provided at each end of the plate and a

turned up edge at the bottom of the plate substantially as

set forth.

2. The combination in an Instrument for drawing nu-

merals and letters of the alphabet of a plate marked with

semicircles struck from a center near the upper edge of

the plate and with radial lines across the semicircles and

with a scale along the upper edge thereof, an index finger

Integral with a slotted ruler having a pointed end and

pivoted to the plate at the center of the semicircles, one

edge of the slot being In the same straight line as one edge

of the index finger, a bridge piece across the slot having

Indicating points within the slot all the said points being

in the same straight line as the said edges, substantially

as set forth.

890.258. COMBINATION -TOOL. William S BrRRi.<«.

Richardson. Tex., assignor of one-half to .lames K. Har-

ri.s. Richardson. Tex. Filed Aug. 17. 1907. Serial No.

389 019.

\ tool of the class described comprising a cylindrical

bar having one end thereof flattened to produce a sh.mk

of angular cross sectional formation, said shank being

bent at an angle to the longitudinal plane of the bar and

thence deflected laterally and provided with a V shaped

recess constituting a claw, the metal at the angle of de

flection being thickened and spread laterally to form ;,

fulcrum and an enlargement formed Integral with and

extending transversely of the bar at the bent end thereof

and having its central portion provided with a circum

ferentlal bearing face disposed in longitudinal allnement

with and forming in effect a continuation of the cylln-

l drical portion of the bar. said enlargement extending an
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equal distance on opposite sides of the cylindrical bar to

form a maul and having Its side walls between the circum-

ferential bearing face and the adjacent ends of the maul

Inclined to [irodiice driving heads of different sizes, the

t"iirint' fac' of the enlargement on the fulcrum side of the

890,261. RECORDING-PEN. Clement C. Clawson. Flag-

town. N. J. Original application filed Oct. 1, 1908,

Serial No. 336.923. Divided and this application filed

Mar 16, 1907. Serial No. 362,704.

fffif hatmg projected beyond the thickened portion of the

daw for eoatact with the ground, the opposite longitudinal

edges of the shank between the claw and maul being con-

Terged on like angles in the direction of said maul.

8 9 0,259. GAME PIECE. William A. Calla.va.n.

Jersey City. N. J. Filed Feb. 16. 11K)7. Serial No. 357,621.

1. A recording ]>'U jirovlded with a lower level reser-

voir, the feeding of the Ink from which reservoir to the

pen is effected through jolting or other movement bodily

of the reservoir, substantially as described.

2. A recording pen having an ink reservoir with a com-

paratively large, as opposed to a capillary, pen feed open-

ing above the bottom and below the top of the reservoir,

substantially as described.

:<,. \ recording pen having a lower level ink reservoir

which Is provided with a pen feed opening and an eleva-

tion under and in proximity to the pen feed opening and

which also has ink spaces on opposite sides of said eleva-

tion, substantially as described

4. A recording pen having an ink reservoir with Ink

spaces whose bottoms meet like the sides of an Inverted V.

the pen feed opening being located at about the apex of

the V, substantially as described.

5. A recording pen having a horizontally disposed elon-

gated lower level ink reservoir with the pen proper i^ro-

Jectlng horizontally therefrom at right angles to the length

of the said reservoir, substantially as described.

[Claims G to 8 not printed in the <'.azette ]

A game piece comprising a flat disk, the faces of the

<]lBk being each subdivided Into a central circular space

bearing a numeral and surrounded by segmental spaces,

alternate segmental spaces lieing subdivided by arcs into

outer spaces and inner spaces one of which bears a pic-

torial representation while the other bears the name of the

pictorial representation, and the segmental spaces be-

tween the said subdivided segmental spaces bearing let-

ters of the alphabet.

8 9 0,260. COTTON CHOPPER. Thomas B. CATLrrr,

Farmlngton. Ill Filed May 20, 1907. Serial No. 374,697.

890,262. SECTIONAL BOX. Oscae G. Collier. Falrbury,

Nebr. Filed Apr. 13, 1907. Serial No. 368.105.

A chopper comprising a wheel journaled in a frame, a

stationary volute disk mounted upon the frame, concen-

tric with the wheel, a series of hoes pivoted upon the

spokes of the wheel and operatlvely engaging the disk,

springs attached to the hoes and extending transversely

through the wheel, and means located upon the opposite

side of the wheel from the hoes for adjusting the tension

of the springs.

134 O. G.—94

1. In combination, a series of box sections placed one

upon the other, a series of hinge members connecting

said box sections, each hinge member being of approxi

mately U form and having eyes near the ends of the

side members, and having the end extensions beyond the

eyes passed through a side of the box sections and clenched.

the closed end of one member being fitted in the eyes of

the adjacent member, and fastenings connecting the side

members of the hinge members with the box sections near

their closed ends.

2. In combination, a series of box sections placed one

upon the other, a series of like hinge members connecting

the box sections, each hinge member being of approxi-

mately U form with its side members slightly converged

towards their extremities and provided near their ends

with eyes and having extensions beyond the eyes, the

hinge members being arranged with their eyes short of one

edge of the respective box sections to which they are

attached and having their closed ends projected beyond

the opposite edge of the box sections and received in the

eyes of the adjacent mating hinge members, the said ei-

,
tensions of the hinge side members being passed through
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the respective box sections and clenched, and staple* con-

nectlni? the hinge members near their closed ends with

the box sections, the terminal hinge members being bent

over the top and under the bottom b x sections, re-

spectively, and Sfcurt'd thereto.

890,263. LINOTYPE-MACHINE. Francis B. CoNVBasi,

Jr., Cleveland. Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Mergenthaler Linotype rompany. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Nov .1. 1903, Serial No. 179,98L Renewed

Mar. 12, 1907. Serial No. 361.976.

£-att
3^

1. In a linotype machine, the combination, with matrices

having casting characters In opposite faces, of means for

assembling them either end up as desired In a line.

J. In a linotype machine, the combination of matrices

having casting characters in different faces, and a variable

fulcrum around which the matrices turn to present either

character.

:i. In a linotype machine, the combination of matrices

having casting chara^jtcrs in diCTerent facts, finger keys

for causing the assemblage thereof, and a hand-operated

shift for causing the matrices to turn anfl thus present

either character at will.

4. In a linotype machine, the combination of matrices

having casting characters in opposite faces, and means

for giving the matrices a quarter turn in either direction

to pr»'8ent either face in an assembled line of matrices.

!5. In a linotype machine, the combination of matrices

having casting charactt-rs in different faces, means for as-

sembling the .^nme In a line, and means for turning them

as they are b-in;: as,>''mi>l»^d to present either character.

[Claims 6 to ;;i not printed In the Gazette.]

890.264. TVrE-DISTRIBUTING MACHINE. Fba.vcis B.

Converse, Jr., Cleveland, Ohio, assignoB, by mesne as-

signments, to Mergenthaler Linotype Company, a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed .Ian. 16, 1904. Serial No.

189,288.

1. In a distributing machine, in combination carriers

adapted to convey type, selectors capable of movement In

the direction of travel of the type and adapted to enter the

path of the type in advance of the type to be selected

thereby and be moved or not with the type according to

whether the type fit the wards of the selectors, and eject-

ing mechanism governed by such movement of the selec-

tors.

2. In a distributing machine, in combination, selectors

capable of movement in the direction of travel of the type

and adapted to enter the path of the typt and be moved

or not with the type when the wards of the selectors

do not or do correspond respectively with the type, eject-

ing mechanism governed by such movement of the se-

lectors, and means for withdrawing the selectors from

the path of the type.

S. In a dlstrlbntlnjf machine. In combination carriers

adapted to move type along a race way. selectors capable

of movement in the direction of travel of the type and

adapted to enter the path of the type and be moved or

not with the type according to whether the type fit the

wards of the selectors, and mechanism adapted to actuate

the ejectors corresponding to the selected type.

4 In a distributing niaeliitie. in combination carriers

adapted to move type ali.ni,' a rai-f wa.v. ejectors, an ejector

bar adapted to actuate the selected ejectors, and a series

of selectors having wards adapted when in the path of the

type to be moved or not in the direction of travel of the

type according to the nicking of the type, to select the

ejectors for action.

5. In a distributing machine, in combination carriers

adapted to move type along a race-way. ejectors, an ejector

bar adapted to drive the selected ejectors, and a series of

selectors having wards adapted when in the path of the

type to be moved or not according to the nicking of the

type to select the ejectors for action, and means for mov-

ing .said wards into and out of the path of the type.

[Claims 6 to 89 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.26-.. KISTKIIUTIN.; MACHINE. Fh.vncihB.Con-

VKRSE. Jr.. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor, by mesne assign

ments. to Mergenthaler Linotype Company, a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed Feb. 1, 1906. Serial No.

298,9.55.

..^^

1. In a distributing mechanism, the combination of

type receiving channels, a type carrier, a spring pressed

follower tending to eject the type, and means for alter-

nately holding the follower ngalnst and releasing It to

the action of its spring for each receiving channel.

2. In distributing meihnnlsra. the ccmbinatlon of a

carrier, a spring pressed follower therein, means for re

straining the movement of the follower, means for tempo

rarlly and periodically releasing such follower, and means

whereby such release becomes effectual when the typf t)e

longs to the channel adjacent thereto.

3. In a distributing mechanism, the combination of a

type carrier, means tending to eject the type from the car-

rier, means periodically retaining and releasing the eject-

ing means, and seleiting mechanism adapted to render

the ejecting means effective when the type corresponds

therewith
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4. In distributing mechanism, the combination of a

type carrier, means t.nding to eject the type therefrom,

mechanism adapted to periodically release said means to

action, and selecting mechanism determining whether

such release Is effective to eject the type.

5. In distributing mechanism, the combination of a

spring pressed follower, means for temporarily and peri-

odically releasing the same, and a selector controlling

the movement of the follower and allowing It when re-

leased to move to a position preventing reengagement of

the releasing device.

[Claims 6 to 35 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.266. MATRIX ASSEMBLING AND DISTRIBUTING
MACHINE. Francis B. Converse. Jr.. New Haven,

Conn., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Mergenthaler

Linotype Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Sept 17 1906. Serial No. 334,850.

^,!:>;tjiii!irv': .\;j,v

I

890,267. HAIR -DRYING APPAR.\TUS. Eomond

DESLOT, Paris. France. Filed Feb. 4. 1907. Serial No.

355,630.

1. The combination with m.ntrices having characters In

opposite edges, of a magazine adapted to contain such

matrices, mechanism for distributing the matrices Into the

magazine In a definite position, means for discharging

a matrix therefrom, and controlletl mechanism for turn-

ing It or not as desired.

2. The combination with a series of matrices, a maga-

zine wherein the matrices are sustained one up<m another

end to end. means for discharging the matrices individu-

ally from the lower end of the magazine, and mechanism

controllable by the operator for turning the discharged

matrices through substantially 180 degrees when re<iulred

;

whereby the matrices may be delivered to the line either

In the position which tliey occupy in the magazine, or in

an Inverted position, at will.

3. Matrices each having characters In opposite edges. In

combination with a magazine wherein said matrices are

stored on end in a column, means for releasing the mat-

rices one at a time from the bottom of the column, and

manually controllable mechanism for definitely turning

the releaseil matrices end for end : whereby matrices ver-

tically arranged in the magazine may be caused to present

one character or the other in line at the will of the oper-

ator.

4. The combination with matrices having characters

In opposite faces, of a magazine adapted to contain such

matrices end to end. means for discharging a matrix, and

controlled mechanism adapte<i to turn the matrix through

substantially l^o degrees to cause the matrix to stand

other end up with reference to Its position in the maga-

zine after discharge.

6. The combination with matrices having characters in

opposite faces, of a magazin'^ adapted to contain such mat-

rices on end one aiiove the other In a column, means for

rele.Tslng the bottom ninfrlx. and controlled mechanism

adapte<l to turn the matrix through substantially 180 de-

grees to' cause the matrix to stand other end up with

reference to Its p<islti(m In the magazine after release.

[Claims 6 to 61 not printed in the Gazette.]

A portable hair drying apparatus, comprising a casing,

a heat producer contained therein, a rotary air propeller

disposed to receive the heat from the heat producer, a

yielding or movable heat delivery conduit adapted to re-

ceive the heated air from the propeller and direct It as

desired, and means for rotating the propeller comprising

a large hand wheel and a plurality of gear wheels, where-

by the momentum of the rotating parts will permit the

operator to let go the hand wheel for short Intervals

without Interrupting the delivery of hot air.

890,268. IMPLEMENT FOR FOHMINC; TRENCHES
AND ROLLING SOIL. Hans Erickson. Brldger,

Wyo. Filed Nov. 16, 1907. Serial No. 402,549.

An Implement as described comprising a frame provided

with a draft yoke, a roller Journaled in said yoke to rotate

abont the axis and having peripheral fianges, a second yoke

pivoted for movement about the axis of the roller and lying

in advance thereof and within said draft yoke, shovels at-

tached to the second yoke located in advance of the flanges

of the rollers, a lever fulcrumed upon the frame in ad-

vance of the second yoke, a latch bar carried by said lever,

a quadrant held In the path of said latch bar adapted to

be engaged thereby, links connecting said lever with said

yoke arranged to limit the downward motion of said

shovels and permit slight upward motion thereof.

8»0,269. SORTING MECHANISM FOR LINOTYPE-MA-
CHINES. JdSEPH Fkokhlich. New York. N. Y., as-

signor to Mergenthaler Linotype Company, a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed June 10. 1907. Serial No.

378.270.

1. In a sorting device for a linotype machine, a matrix-

feeding means comprising a positioning means for engag-

ing a slot In each matrix the depth of the slot correspond-

ing to the thickness of the matrix, an ejector, means for

moving the ejector, means for supporting a line of matrices

and pressing them toward the po.sltlonlng means so that
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the first matrix is engaged thereby, and means for disen-

gaging the first matrix from the positioning means, where-

by it U brought Into the path of the ejector.

2 In a sorting dfvii-e for a linotype machlCe, a matrix-

feeding in.'ans comprising a positioning means for engag-

ing surcessiveiy in each matrix a depression of such depth

that the thickness of the matrices measured from the bot-

tom of the depression shall be a constant quantity, an

ejector, means for r'-dprocating the ejector longitudinally

of the machine, means for supporting a Una of matrices

and pressing them toward thp positioning nieans so that

the first matrix of the line is engaged thereby, and means

for dis.>ngaglng the tirst matrix from the positioning means

whereby it is brought into the path of the ejector.

:\ In a sorting device for a linotype machine, means

for conveying matrices to a plurality of channels, and a

cut oCr shouldpr. m^ans for pressing a line of matrices

against the shoulder so that the first matrix is engaged

thereby, an ejector, mians for cutting off th« first matrix

from the line and disengaging it from the cut-off shoulder

and bringing it into the path of the ejector, and a stop

shoulder by which the matrices of the line are restrained

from forward movement and means for actuating the

ejector to bring the matrix cut off Into engagement with

the conveying means.

4. In a sorting device for a linotype machine, means for

conveying matrices to a plurality of channel*, and a posi-

tioning means, means for supporting a lln« of matrices

and pressing them against the positioning means so that

the first matrix is engaged thereby, an ejectoj. a depressor,

»nd means for actuating the depressor to tisengage the

first matrix from the positioning means thereby cutting

it off from the line and bringing It Into the path of the

ejector, means properly timed for actuating the ejector

to present the matrix cut off to the conveying means to be

operatively engaged thereby.

5. In a sorting device for linotype machUe, a support,

means for conveying matrices along the support, a pla-

rallty of channels in the path of the matrices, a cut-off

shoulder, means for pressing a line of matrices against the

shoulder so that the first matrix is engageU thereby, an

ejector, a depressor, means for actuating th» depressor to

disengage the first matrix from the cat-off skoolder to cut

it off from the line and to press the matrtx against the

support, and means for actuating the ejector to present

the matrix to the conveying means to be o|)eratively en-

gaged thereby.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Qaxettie.

]

3. In a controller for gaaol«ne engines, the combination

with a rotary contact-wheel, of a collar frlctlonally

mounted on a support, a shiftable lever supported by said

collar, a contact device pivoted to the lever and In yield

ing engagement with the periphery of the oontactwheol.

and a spring for causing such yielding engagement.

^^Kr^

4 In a controller for gasolene engines, the combination

with a rotary contact wheel, of a collar frlctlonally

mounted on a support, a shiftable lever supported by said

collar, a contact device pivoted at one end to the levtr and

having a roller engaging the periphery of the contact

wheel, and a spring on the lever engaging the free end of

the pivoted contact device to press the roller thereof

against the contact-whfel. substantially as shown and de-

scribed.

.". In a controller for gasoU-ne engines, a rotary contact

wheel comprising a metal core having an annular flangf>

at onf end an.l contact pieces at the Inner side of said

flange and projecting l.»-yond the outer edge thert-of. and

segmental fiber blocks .secured to the flange between the

contact pieces with their peripheries disposed beyond the

flange and continuous with the outer ends of said contact

pieces, substantially as shown.

[Claim « nut printe<l in the Gazette.

]

S90.271 COAT -HANGER. Boniface A. Gbasbebgek.

Richmond. Va. Filed Jan. 25. 1908. Serial No. 412,672.

890.270. CONTROLLER FOR GASOLENE - ENGINES.

John E. Gilson. Port Washington. Wi*. assignor to

Gilson Manufacturing Company, Port Washington, Wis.,

a Corporation. Filed Jan. f5, 1908. Serial No. 409,495.

1. In a controller for gasolene engines, the combination

with a rotary contact-wheel, of a shiftablt lever, a car-

rier yieldingly supported on the lever, a contact device on

the carrier insulated therefrom and adapted to engage the

contact-wheel, and a spring actuating the carrier to press

the conuct device in yielding engagement with the contact-

wheel.

2. In a controller for gasolene engines, the combination

with a roUry contact-wheel, of a shiftable Itver. a contact

device pivoted thereto and having a roller In engagement

with the periphery of the contact-wheel, and a spring

Interposed between the lever and contact device to press

the latter in yielding engagement with the contact-wheel.

1. A garment hanger comprising a transverse bar. and

a shoulder-piece mounted upon each end of the bar. the

said shoulder pieces being adapted to swing about two

axes at right angles to each other.

2. A garment hanger comprising a supporting frame

and shoulder pieces adjustable upon the frame so as to

be moved toward or away from each other, the said shoul

der pieces being mounted to swing about two axes at

angles to each other.

3. In a garment hanger, the combination of a sup-

porting frame, clips plvotally connected to the frame, and

a shoulder-piece plvotally mounted upon each of the clips

to swing about an axis at right angles to that of the clip.

890.272. GAS-ENGINE. WiixiAM J. Griffith. Flint.

Mich. Filed June 3, 1907. Serial No. 376.936.

1. The combination of a power cylinder, a power piston

therein, a pump cylinder and pump piston therein, a hol-

I low piston rod common to said pistons and communicating

I with the interior of both the said cylinders, and means
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for controlling the passage through said piston rod, for

the purpose described.

noHle, a distributer situated below the said nozzle and

adapted to receive falling liquid, a grating situated below

the said distributer and tubes constituting a grating situ-

ated above the said pulverizer and adapted for passage of

supplementary air. substantially as described.

2. In a two-cycle gus tnjj;ine. the combination of a power

cylinder, a power piston therein, a pump cylinder, a pump

piston therein, a hollow piston rod common to both of

said pistons and opening through said pistons, a puppet

valve located on the power piston to control the opening

from said piston rod. an exhaust apparatus adapted to

relieve the pressure of explosion at the end of the power

stroke, substantially as and for the purpose described.

3. In a two cycle gas engine having a piston thtrein. a

pump cylinder located below said engine, a piston in said

cylinder having a hollow piston rod extending therefrom

and adjacent to a wall of said gas engine, said piston hav-

ing the off set S" therein and extending through and se-

cured to the piston of the gas engine, for the purpose de-

scribed.

4. In a two cycle gas engine having a cylinder and a

piston therein, a pump cylinder having a piston therein.

means for connecting said pistons together, a pus.sage ex-

tending between said cylinders through the means for con

necting said pistons together, and means for controlling

said passage, for the purpose described.

890.273 CARBTRETER. Pail Haack aud Heinrich

MiNZEBT, Berlin, Germany, assignors to The Corpora-

tion of Flinsch k Co.. Frankfort on the-Main, Germany.

Filed Dec. 13, 1907. Serial No. 406.266.

1. A carbureter for liquid combustibles comprising a

chamber, a nozzle within the said chamber and adapted

for Issue of the liquid, a pulverizer situated above the said

nozzle, a distributer situated below the said nozzle and

adapted to receive falling liquid, and perforated tubes,

constituting a grating situated below the said distributer

and adapted for passage of the air to be carbureted, sub-

stantially as described.

2. .\ carbureter for liquid combustibles comprising a

chamber, a nozzle within the said chamber and adapted

for Issue of the liquid, a pulverizer situated above the said

890,274. PEN. Alfred Hall. Chicago. III., assignor to

American Sales Company. San Francisco, Cal., a Corpo-

ration of California Filed May 8, 1905. Serial No.

259,339.

1. In a pen of the class described, an ink barrel, a tubu-

lar tip connected with said ink barrel, a collar surrounding

said barrel and tip and holdinj; them in frictional contact.

a ruling or drawing wheel Journaled in said tip and a

valve for regulating the supply of ink to said wheel, sub-

stantially as described.

2. A pen comprising an ink barrel, a tubular casing se-

cured to said ink barrel, said rasing having outside and

inside circumferential shoulders, a tip having an outer

circumferential shoulder, a collar holding the tip and

casing In frictional contact, a drawing wheel Journaled in

the end of said tip, and a valve for regulating the supply

of Ink to the drawing wheel, substantially as described.

3. A pen comprising an Ink barrel, a tubular tip, a col-

lar surrounding said tip and body portion and adapted to

hold the same in frictional contact, said tip having an

elongated portion bifurcated at the end thereof, a wheel

journaled in the forks of said bifurcation, a valve seat In

said elongated portion and a valve stem supported Inside

of the body portion of said pen, substantially as described.

4. A pen comprising an ink barrel, a tubular tip remov-

ably arranged in said barrel, means for holding said tip

and barrel In frictional contact, said tip having an elon-

gated portion bifurcated at the end thereof, a wheel Jour-

naled in the forks of said bifurcation, a valve seat in said

elongated portion, a valve stem and valve head, the valve

head having vertical grooves in the outer periphery there-

of, substantially as described.

890,275. CORN-HUSKING AND FODDER-SHREDDING
MACHINE. Joseph R. Hall, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed

Apr. 4, 1907. Serial No. 366,312.

-'» •K. -•

1. In a corn husking machine, a pair of snap roils.

means for feeding the stalks horizontally into the snap

rolls, a plate projecting upwardly and forwardly from the

upper snap roll with vertical slots therein, fingers mounted

above the snap rolls and with their lower ends projecting

I through the slots In said plate, and means above the snap
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rolls for giviDi: th<> pq.Is of said flnRers a paratollc move-

ment for forcing the stalks In b-twpen the snap mils, sub-

gtantially as set forth.

2. In a corn husking machine, a pair of pnap rolls,

means for feeding th.' stalks horizontally thereto, n plate

prnjertlng upward ancJ forward from the upi>er snap roll

with vertical slots therein, a crank shaft m,.anted above

the upper snap roll, and fingers mounted on said shaft

that project and operate through the sluts in said plate

for forcing the stalk.s downward to the snaj) rolls.

3. In a corn husking machine, a pair of snap rolls, a

crank shaft mounted above the snap rolls, fingers ful-

cnimed between their ends on the .rank shaft with the

end Inclined forwardly and upwardly and loogltudlnally

slots In the rear end of each finger, and a stationary rod

extending through the slots in said fingers, whareby as the

shaft rotates, the forward ends of the flng«rs will be

moved downwardly towards the snap rolls.

4. In a corn husking machine, snap rolls, a platform

horliontally disposed In front of the snap rolU, longltudl

nally extending guide-ways upon said platform, push bars

reclprorable In said guide-ways, narrow plate$ extending

from said platform to a point near the snap rolls upon

which the advanc'ng ends of said push bars operate, and

conveyers between said guide-ways.

r>. In a corn uusklng machine, snap raJls, a horizontally

disposed platform In front of the snap rolls with longitu-

dinal slots therein, guide-ways mounted on said platform

over said slots, push bars mounted In said guide-ways with

their rear ends rectangular, narrow plates exttndlng from

said platform under the rear ends of said push bars to a

point near the snap rolls, endless conveyers between said

guide-ways, a crank shaft under said platform, and con

necting bars from said crank shaft to said posh rods for

actuating the same.

therebeyond, said saucer shaped portion seating on the

upper edge of said casing, said projecting portion having

at Its edge an upstanding flange which Is formed with a

bend adjacent to and lying in contact with said pipe.

890,277. SLACK -AIUrSTER. James M Hikis and

Jonx S. B.\R.NEB, Albany, N. Y. Filed Jan. 28, 1908.

Serial No. 413.014.

890.276. COMBINED CESSPOOL AND RAIN - SPOUT

CONNECTION. Willia.m A. Harnett. Philadelphia.

Pa., assignor to Frances A. Harnett, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed June 18. 1907. Serial No. .-UO.flOO.

1. As a new article of manufacture a cesa pool comprls-*

Ing a casing, open at Its upper end and having an incUaed

bottom, and a pipe at one side of the casing having an

opening above the lower end of said inclined bottom and

communicating with the casing, said pipe being arranged

to have a portion thereof at one side of the casing forming

a continuation of the wall of the casing.

2. As a new article of manufacture a cess pool compris-

ing a casing, open at its upper end and having an Inclined

bottom and a vertical pipe disposed wholly at one side of

said casing having an opening above the lower end of said

Inclined bottom and communicating with the casing, said

pipe forming a part of the vertical wall of said casing.

.3. As a new article of manufacture a cess pool compris-

ing a casing, open at its upper end and having an inclined

bottom, a vertical pipe disposed at one side of the casing

and formln« one wall thereof, said pipe having an opening

in communication with the casing and above the lower end

of the Inclined bottom and a displaceable cov«r comprising

a saucer shaped portion and a portion projecting there-

beyond, said saucer shaped portion seating on the upper

edge of said casing, said projecting portion having Its edge

adjacent said pipe shaped to conform to and lying In con-

tact with said pipe.

4. As a new article of manufacture, « cess pool compris-

ing a casing, open at Its upper end and havlag an inclined

bottom, a vertical pipe disposed at one side of the casing

and forming one wall thereof, said pipe havlag an opening

In communication with the casing and above the lower

end of the Inclined bottom and a displaceaUle cover com

prising a saucer shaped portion, and a portion projecting .

1. The combination with brake applying and releasing

mechanism, including primary and sefondary brake npply-

ing levers and a connecting brake rod therefor, of means

for automatically taking up the slack in said mechanism,

comprisinc an adjusting rod connected to one of the brake

applying levers by a lost-motion device having a range

equivalent to the normal movement of the brake shi^s on

appUcatb.n and release, mechanism connecting the ad-

justing rod to the other brake applying lever adapted to

permit a relative movement t)etweeii the adjusting' rod and

said lever on an excessive appllcjitionmovement of the

brakes and to prevent such relative movement on release,

whereby the reach of the adjusting rod Is changed In pro-

portion to the slack in the mechanism, a takenp bar. and

mechanism for adjustably conne<-tinc the secondary lever

to the take-up bar. comprising a lever-arm fulcruraed on

the secondary lever and a gripping collar carried by said

arm through whifh the take up bar passes, and which is

normally held In gripping engagement with the bar by the

turning of the lever-arm on its fubrum, whereby the ad-

justing-rod. by virtue of Its changed reach actuates the

secondary lever to take up the alack In the system :
sub-

stantially as descril>ed

2. The combination with brake applying and releasing

mechanism, including primary and secondary brake apply-

ing levers and a connecting brake rod therefor, of means

for automatically taking up the slack In said mechanism,

rompristng an adjusting hkI connected to one of the !)rake

applying levers by a lost-motion device having a range

equivalent to the normal movement of the brake shoes on

application and release, merhanlsm connecting the ad-

justing-rod to the other brake applying lever adapted to

(>ermlt a relative movement between the adjusting rod and

said lever on an excessive application-movement of the

brakes and to prevent such relative movement on release.

whereby the reach of the adjusting rod is changed In pro-

portion' to the slack In the mechanism, a take-up bar. and

mechanism for adjustably connecting the secondary lever

to the take up bar. comprising a lever arm fulcrumed on

the secondary lever, a gripping collar carried by said arm

through which the take up bar [.iisses, and which is nor-

mallv held In gripping engagement with the bar by 'he

turning of the lever-arm on its fulcrum, and a stop which

limits the turning of the lever arm on its fulcrum in one

direction only to permit the gripping collar to move freely

on the take-up bar In that direction, whereby the adjust-

ing rod, by virtue of its changed reach actuates the sec-

ondary lever to take up the slac k in the system ;
sulmtan-

tlally as described.

3. The combination with brake applying and releasing

mechanism, including primary and secondary brake apply-

ing levers and a connecting brake rml therefor, of means

for automatically taking up the shirk In said mechanism,

comprising an adjusting ro<i connected to one of the brake

applying levers l>y a lost motion device having a range

equivalent to the normal movement of the brake shoes on

application and relea.se. a lever arm fulcrumed to the other

lever, and a grippln;: collar carried by said lever arm and

through which the adjusting n d pusses, whereby a rela-

tive movement l«>tween the adjusting rod and the friction

grip on an cx.essive application m..vement of the brakes is
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permitted, and Buch relative movement on release is pre-
1

vented, to thereby change the reach of the adjusting-rod

In proportion to the slack In the system, a take up bar.

and mechanism for adjustably connecting the secondary

lever to the take up bar comprising a lever arm fulcrumed

on the said lever, and a gripping collar carried by said

arm. through which the take-up bar passes, and which la

normally held in gripping engagement with the bar by the

turning of the lever-arm on its fulcrum, whereby the ad-

justing-rod, by virtue of Its .hanged reach, actuates the

secondary lever to take up the slack In the system ;
sub-

stantlallv as described.

4. The combination with brake applying and releasing

mechanism, including primary and secondary brake apply-

ing levers and a connecting brake rod therefor, of meant

for automatically taking up the slack in said mechanism,

comprising an adjusting-r. d connected to one of the brake

applying levers by a lost-motion device having a range

equivalent to the normal movement of the brake shoes on

application and release, a lever arm fulcrumed to the other

lever, and a gripping collar carried by said lever-arm and

through which the adjusting rod passes, whereby a rela-

tive movement between the adjusting-rod and the friction

grip on an excessive application-movement of the brakes Is

permitted, and such relative movement on release is pre-

vented, to thereby change the reach of the adjusting rod

In proportion to the slack In the system, a take up bar,

and mechanism for adjustably connecting the secondary

lever to the take-up bar comprising a lever arm fulcrumed

on the secondary lever, an.l a gripping collar carried by

said arm through which the take up bar passes, and which

is normally held in gripping engagement with the bar by

the turning of the lever-arm on its fulcrum, whereby the

adjusting r<xl. by virtue of Its chanced reach, actuates the

secondary lever to take up the slack in the system, and a

spring connection between said lever - arms at opposite

Bides of their fuicrums ; substantially as described.

r^. A gravity friction grip for connecting the parts of

slack take up merhanlsm for brake systems, comprising a

lever arm fulcrumed on one of the connected parts, a grip-

ping collar carried by said lever-arm and through which

the other connected part passes, and a guiding extension

from the said lever arm having the cheek pieces f; sub-

stantially as described.

[Claim tl not printed in the tiazette.]

8 9 0.278. DETACHABLE POLE FOK VEHICLES.

Moniz HIH.SCH and Carl Greil. Rled. Austria-Hungary.

Filed June 11. 1907. Serial No. 378.376.

890.279. APPARATIS FOR crTTINO THE EDGES OF

LAWNS AND THE LIKE. John Hoare. Belfast. New

Zealand. Filed Apr. :J3. IO07. Serial No, 369,740

1. For the purpose indicated In combination, a tubular

standard, an angled bracket fixed to the foot of the stand-

ard, a blade rigidly secured to the bracket, a corresponding

vertically reciprocating blade pivoted near its end to the

first blade, a rod passing through the standard a link con-

necting the rod and connected to the second Made, and

means for operating the rod, substantially as set forth.

2. For the purpose Indicated in combination, a tubular

standard, an angled bracket at the foot of the standard, a

blade fixed to the bracket, a corresponding blade pivoted

to the first blade, a rod passing through the standard and

connected to the second blade, a handle fixed to the top of

the standard, a second handle fixed to the top of the rod,

a spiral spring surrounding the rod and located between

the handles plates fixed to the ends of the first handle, and

screws passing through slots in the plates and into the

ends of the second handle, substantially as set forth.

890.2 80. WELL -DRILLING MACHINE. Henry L.

Hoi)PENGARNEB. Shirley, W. Va. Filed Apr. 20. 1907.

Serial No. 369.317.

L
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1. The combination of the pole, the pole shoe, a device

normally locking the pole and pole shoe together, a

treadle, a lever, said device being connected with the

treadle and the locking device and having its connection

with one of them a longitudinally yielding one, and means

for fulcruming the lever on the pole shoe, said means being

connected with the lever between said locking device and

the treadle and the lever being shlftable laterally on said

means, substantially is described.

1. The combination of the pole, the pole shoe, a device

normally locking the pole and pole shoe together, a

treadle, a lever, said lever being connected with the

treadle and the locking device and having its connection

with one of them a longitudinally yielding one, and means

for fulcruming the lever on the pole shoe, said means being

connected with the lever between said locking device and

the treadle and said lever being shlftable longitudinally

thereon, stibstantially as described.

The herein described well drilling machine comprising a

frame-work, a transverse shaft 6 journaled thereon, a

drive pulley 9 rigid with the shaft, a pinion 10 loose upon

the shaft and provided with a half clutch 11, a sleeve 12

rotatahle with the shaft and slidable thereon, the said

sleeve being formed with a half clutch 13 matching the

half clutch 11. a cross bar 27, a shipper lever 25 pivoted

upon the cross bar 27 and engaging the sleeve 12 to move

the half clutch 13 Into and out of engagement with the

half clutch 11, a second shaft 14 disposed parallel to the

shaft 6, a gear wheel 10« mounted upon the shaft 14 and

meshing with the pinion 10, a brake mechanism coSperat-

ing with the shaft 14, a post 22 projecting from the frame-

work, a walking beam 21 mounted upon the post, a crank

24 rigid with the abaft 6, a pitman 23 for detachably con-

necting the crank 24 to the walking beam during the

,
drilling operation, a shaft 40 Journaled upon the frame-
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work parallel to the betorp mentioned shaft nn<\ provided

with a crank 41 for spuddlns. a se^-ond crank 42 rigid

with the shaft 40. a pitman 44 for connectinR the cranks

43 and 24 during the spudillng operation, a fourth shaft

30 parallel to the before mt>ntione<l shafts and provided

with a sand reel, one end of the shaft 30 beinp journale<i

in the frame-work while the opposite end is journaled in

the lever 32, a pulley 33* upon the shaft 30, a hrake block

34 mounted upon the frame- work on one side of the said

pulley, means for operating the lever 32 on one end of

the frame-work for throwing the pulley 33« either Into

contact with the brake block 34 or the pulley upon the

shaft 6. and a snatch block 45 at one end of the frame-

work to receive the operHtlng cable iluring ttj-' spudding

operation.

vator and one of the eround wheels, a abaft, sprocket

wheels of different tllametfTs fast to said abaft, connecting

means !>etween the other tTound wheel and one of said

sprocket wheels, and conn-ctinK means between the other

sprocket wheel and the aforesaid drum.

890.281. F.\STENER FOR SHADE-BR.XCKtTS CabL
j

Joseph. Bayonn-', N. J., assignor of one-half to Fred-

erick J. Kloes, Jersey City, N. J. Filed Oct. 30. 1907.

Serial No. 399.850.

41
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the walls of which form a throat therein. » screw thread-

ed r.>d secured In said channel and having • portion of its

screw thread projecting outwardly throuRh the throat, a

sliding jaw on the beam, a cylindrical member journaled

therein transversely to the screw threaded rod and pro-

vided with screw threads upon its middle portion form-

ing a rack and pinion engagement with the screw thread-

ed rod. and an indicator carried by the sliding jaw and ac-

tuated by the member.

2. The combination of a beam having a fixed Jaw and

provided upon its lower side with a longlCudlnal channel

of circular cross-section the walls of which form a con

tracted throat therein, a screw threaded rod rotatlvely

adjustably secured In said channel and liavlng portions

of its threads projecting outwardly through said throat,

a sliding jaw on the beam, a cylindrical tnaraber journaled

therein transversely to the screwthreadod rod and pro-

vtded with screw threads upon Its middle portion forming

a rack and pinion engagpm.-nt with th" screw threaded

rod, and an indicator carried by the slldini| jaw and actu-

ated by the member.

sections comprising a plurality of connected strips of

wood having the grain thereof running crosswise of the

length of the strips, the holes In said section extending

substantially in the dlre<tton of the grain of the strips

In which they are located, substantially as set forth.

890,288. TRACKER-BOARD Foil MISKWL INSTRU
MENTS. Christian Makrtes. Jr., North Tonawanda.

N. Y. Filed Feb. 1.3. Ifi0«. Serial No. 415.636.

1. A tracker-board comprising upper and lower sections

provided with boles, and an Intermediate Bectlon connect-

ing said upper and lower sections and composed of a plu-

rality of connected strips provided with Ijoles registering

with the holes in the upper and lower sections to form

continuous air ducts, the holes In each strip of said inter-

mediate section extending in substantially the direction

of the grain of said strip, substantially as set forth.

2. A tracker board comprising an Intetmedlate section

composed of a plurality of connected strips having the

grain running crosswise thereof and eacjh having holes

therein extending substantially In the direction of Its

grain, and sections connected to said Intermediate section

and provided with holes joining the oppoalte ends of said

holes In the Intermediate section to forni continuous air

ducts, substantially as set forth.

3. A tracker board comprising an upper section provided

with a single row of holes, a lower section provided with

a plurality of rows of holes, and an Intermediate section

connecting said upper and lower sectionB and composed

of a plurality of connected strips of wood each provided

with a row of holes Joining the holes of one row of the

lower section with holes In the upper section and extend-

ing substantially In the direction of the grain of said strip,

substantially as set forth.

4. A tracker-board comprising upper. lower and Inter-

mediate connected sections, said upper section having a

single row of holes, said lower section hiving three rows

of holes, and said Intermediate section b«lng composed of

three connected Inner strips of wood with the grain run-

ning crosswise thereof and each having a row of holes

substantially parallel with Its grain and joining the holes

of one rojv of the lower section with hales In the upper

section, and outer or face strips t)etwe€n which said Inner

strips are located, substantially as set forth.

5 A tracker board comprising connected sections with

registering holes forming continuous air ducts, one of said

890.2«9 OXYGEN ClTTING APPARATUS. Hknrt P.

Merriam, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 30. 1907. Serial

No. 399.971

1. In oxygen cutting apparatus, a fuel pipe having a

check valve, a connectfd vaporizer and fuel passage pro-

vided with cylindrical gauze strainers through which the

vaporized fuel passes, a burner nozzle connecting with

said fuel passage through an adjustable burner valve, a

burner tube cooperating witli said burner nozzle and hav-

ing an annular air inlet opening around said nozzle and

a burner tip within said vaporizer, a head having a tip.

an adjustable noizle mounted therein to form an adjust-

able conical heater jet, a cutter Jet within said heater jet

and communicating with an oxygen pa.ssage in «ai<l nozzle,

a mixer having an adjustat)le fuel valve connected with

said fuel passage and a shield and fuel openings leading

Into a mixing pas.sage with which the oxygen inlet Jet

communicates, said mixing passage being connected with

the heater jet by an annular passage around said nozzle,

a handle provided with a valve casing, a control valve

and connected controller mounted in said casing, a cutter

pipe connected to said nozzle and said casing, a heater

pipe connected to said mixer and said casing, an adjust-

able heater valve mounted In said control valve to con-

trol the heating fluid passing therethrough, there being a

constricted cutter port In said control valve cooperating

with said cutter pipe and wide heater and admission

porta In said valve communicating with said heater pipe

and an oxygen inlet.

2. In oxygen cutting apparatus, a fuel pipe having a

check valve, a connected vaporizer and fuel pa.ssage pro-

vided with gauze strainers through which the vaporized

fuel passes, a burner nozzle connecting with said fuel pas-

sage through an adjustable burner valve, a burner tube co-

operating with said burner nozzle and having an air Inlet

adjacent thereto and a burner tip within said vaporizer,

a head having a tip, a nozzle mounted therein to form an

annular heater jet. a cutter Jet within said heater Jet and

communicating with an oxygen passage In said nozzle, a

mixer having an adjustable fuel valve connected with said

fuel passage, a handle provided with a casing, a control

valve mounted In said casing, a cutter pipe connected to

said nozzle and casing, a heater pipe connected to said

mixer and casing, an adjustable heater valve mounted In

said control valve to control the heating fluid passing

therethrough, there being a constricted cutter port in

said control valve cooperating with said cutter pipe and

wide heater and admission ports In said valve communi-

cating with said heater pipe and an oxygen Inlet.

3. In oxygen cutting apparatus, a fuel pipe, a connected

vaporizer and fuel passage, a burner nozzle connecting

with said fuel passage through an adjustable burner valve.

a burner tube cooperating with said nozzle and said

vaporizer and having an air Inlet opening adjacent said

nozzle, a head having a tip. an adjustable nozzle mounted

therein to form an adjustable annular heater jet. a cut-

ter Jet within said heater Jet. a valve casing, a control

valve In said casing, a cutter pipe connected to said noz-

, zle and said casing, a heater pipe connected to said mixer
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and said casing, an adjustable heater valve mounted In

said control valve to control the heating fluid passing

therethrough, there being a constricted cutter port in said

control valve cooperating with said cutter pipe and a wide

heater port communicating with said heater pipe.

4. In oxygen cutting apparatus, a fuel pipe having a

check valve, a conne.ted vaporizer and fuel passage pro-

vided with gauze strainers through which the vaporized

fuel passes, a burner nozzle connecting with said fuel pas-

sage through an adjustable burner valve, a burner tube

co6perating with said burner nozzle and having an air In-

let adjacent thereto and a burner tip within said vapo-

rizer, a head having a tip. a nozzle mounted therein to

form an annular beater jet. a cutter jet within said heater

Jet and communicating with an oxygen passage In said noz-

zle, a mixer having an adjustable fuel valve connected with

said fuel passage, a handle provided with a casing, a con-

trol valve mounted in said casing, a cutter pipe connected

to said nozzle and casing, a beater pipe connected to said

mixer and casing, there being a constricted cutter port in

said control valve cooperating with said cutter pipe and

wide heater and admission ports In said valve communi-

cating with said heater pipe and an oxygen inlet.

5. In oxygen cutting apparatus, a fuel pipe, a con-

nected vaporizer and fuel passage, a burner nozzle con-

necting with said fuel passage through an adjustable

burner valve, a burner tube cooperating with said nozzle

and said vaporizer and having an air inlet opening adja-

cent said nozzle, a head having a tip. an adjustable noz-

zle mounted therein to form an adjustable annular heater

jet. a futter Jet within said heater jet, a valve casing, a

control valve in said casing, a cutter pipe connected to

said nozzle and said casing, a heater pipe connected to

said mixer and said casing, there being a constricted

cutter port in said control valve cociperatlng with said

cutter pipe and a wide heater port communicating with

said heater pipe.

[Claims to 12 not printed in the dazette.]

cavities of said blocks and provided with laterally-ex-

tending notched-heads, said pawls normally engaging with

said peripheral flanges and holding said notched heads

out of engagement with said ratchet-teeth

3. A hand truck, comprising sidebars, axle-supportlng-

blocks secured thereto and provided with cavities sur-

rounded by flanges, an axle-shaft mounted in said blocks.

truck-wheels mounted on said shaft and each provided

with a ratchetliub adjacent to said blocks, and gravity

pawls plvotallymounted within the planes of said flanges.

said pawls, terminating at one end in a laterally-extend-

ing end adapted to engage with said ratchet-hub when the

truck Is elevated and at the other in a counterweight

adapted to engage with said flanges and disengage said

laterally extending end when the truck is in its trans-

porting or horizontal position.

4. A hand-truck, comprising a frame carrying axle-sup-

portlng-blocks provided with peripheral flanges, an axle-

shaft mount(Hl In said blocks, truck-wheels mounted on

said shaft and each provided with a ratchet-hub adja-

cent to said blocks, and gravity-pawls pivotally-secured to

said blocks within the planes of said flanges, said pawls

being provided with counter-weights adapted to engage

with said peripheral flanges and hold said pawls out of

engagement with said ratchet-hubs when the truck is

moved to its transporting position.

8 9 0.290 HAND-TRT'CK. Herbert R. Moff. Salem.

Ohio. Filed Feb 28, 1908. Serial No. 418.217.

1. A hand truck, comprising a frame provided with

axle-supporting blocks having cavities surrounded by pe-

ripheral flanges, an axle-shaft carried In the lower ends of

said blocks, truck-wheels mounted on said shaft and pro

vlded with ratchet-teeth, and gravity pawls plvotally-

mounted and poised In the cavities of said blocks and pro-

vided with laterally-extending ends, said pawls engaging

with said ratchet-teeth when the truck is moved to Its ele-

vated or load-receiving position and moving out of engage

ment therewith and into engagement with said peripheral

flanges when the truck Is moved to a substantially borl

zontal or transporting position.

2. In a hand-truck, the combination with a pair of

axle-supportlng-blocks provided with cavities in their In-

ner sides surrounded by peripheral flanges and carrying

an axle shaft, and truck-wheels mounted on said shaft

and provided with ratchet-teeth adjacent to said support

Ing blocks ; of gravity pawls plvotallymounted In said

890.291. RAILROAD-CROSSING. Clement S. Mossor.

SeavUle, N. J. Filed Jan. 11. 1907. Serial No. .351,751.

1. In a crossing. Intersecting tracks, movable memt)er8

mounted at the intersection thereof, and means on the

same track for rotating said members in opposite direc-

tions.

2. In a crossing, intersecting tracks, movable members

mounted at the intersections thereof, means coactlng with

the wheels of a car before it reaches the crossing to ro-

tate said members In one direction, and means coacting

with the wheels of the car after It passes the crossing for

returning said members to their normal position.

3. In a crossing. Intersecting tracks, track members ro-

tatably mounted at such Intersections and normally

registering with the tracks In one direction, means co-

acting with a car for causing said members to register

with a track In a different direction, and means coacting

with the same car for causing said members to return to

their normal position.

4. In a crossing. Intersecting tracks, track members ro-

tatably mounted at such intersections and normally reg-

istering with the tracks in one direction, gears carried by

said members, rack arms coacting with said gears, links

pivoted to said arms, a cross piece pivoted to said links, a

shaft on which said cross piece Is fixedly mounted, and

means on opposite sides of the crossing coacting with the

wheels of the car to rotate said shaft In opposite direc-

tions.

r,. In a crossing. Intersecting tracks, track members ro-

tatably mounted at such intersections and normally reg-

isteririg with the tracks In one direction, gears carried by

said members, rack arms coacting with said gears, a shaft

to which said rack arms are operatlvely connected, a

pullev mounted on said shaft, conductors secured to said

pulley and passing therearound in reverse directions,

means on one side of the crossing coacting with one of

said conductors and the wheels of the car to cause said

members to register with the tracks In a different direc-

tion, and means on the opposite side of the crossing co-

acting with the wheels of the car and the other of said

conductors for causing said members to return to their

I
normal position.
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890.292. BELT CONVEYER SYSTEM Jcseph

NBTTK. Providence. R I Filed Feb. 17. 1908.

No. 416.204.

B. Mo-
Serlal

stationary board or member for slldably supporting the

upper «lde of the nuxillary belt, the drlvlns aide of the

latter being materially lengthened so as tn adapt it to au-

tomatically fold or wrap Itself partly around the articles

being conveyed, and m<'chaniam for propelling the two

belts at a subatantially uniform rate of speed

890.29.-?. METHOD OF CASTING .\RTICLES. DanikL

J. Mlr.na.ve. Kirkwood, Mo. Filed I>ec. 24, 1906. Se-

rial No. 349,294.

1. In a belt-conveyer system, the eombitatlon with a

suitably supported flexible linkless endl^-es main con-

Teyer belt, and m-ans for propelling the saoae, of an aux-

iliary flexible- UnliU-s-s endless fellow conveyer-belt mount-

ed above and having Its working portion oB run normally

supported by and directly superposed upon the upper

working part or run of said main b^-lt and also arranged

to be propelled at sub^antlally the same rate of speod as

the main-belt; the said working portion of the auxiliary

belt member having Increased slackness or surplus stock

at its lower end whereby it is capable of automatically

flexing so as to adapt itself to successively receive and

partly Infold articles or packages varying in siz*' dis-

posed at int.Tvals along the adja.-ent wording surface of

the main-belt

2. In a belt-conveyer system, the combination of an

endless flexible linkless main conveyerbt-lt, an endless
,

flexible linkless auxiliary conveyer-belt having its driving
j

or working side in continuous dlr'-ct contact with and sup

ported by the upper or driving side of said main b'Mt. and

means for propelling the two belts in unison at a substan-

tially uniform ratf> of speed: the said lower or driving

side of the auxiliary b^lt member being materially longer

and slacker than its other or normally slack side portion

so as to provide means or allow for the taking up of the

belt by the articles or packages whll^ they are being con-

vved up the incline, thf auxiliary b»>lt at th>> sam*- time

approximately conforming to the outline of the artlclps

being conveyed.

:i In a belt conveyer system, the combination of an

endless flexible and pliable main lower belt and an endless

upper flexible and pliable auxiliary convcjier belt member

having the proximate portions of the two belts In actual

normal frictional contact with each other aind constituting

the driving sides or runs of the belts between which the

articles to be transported are Introduced, conveyed and dis-

charged : the driving side of the main-belt being substan-

tially flat and taut, and having the lower or feed end por-

tion of the upper belt provided with an excess amount of

surplus stock whereby the belt is rendered capable of

approximately adapting Itself to the 8hap« of the various

articles being conveyed and hold them in place while they

art- being transported, and means for propelling the

belts at a substantially uniform rate of speed.

4. In a conveyer l)elt system, the combination of a

suitably supported endless main conveyer belt arranged In

horizontal and Inclined planes, a tension or take-up device

for said belt, an endU^ss auxiliary conve.v*>r-belt disposed

above and substantially parallel with the inclined portion

of said main belt, the lower side of thp auxiliary belt and

the upper side of the main belt constituting the working

or driving sides apd hoine In continuous normal contact

with each other and capablf of yielding to as to receive

individual articles between them, and having the lower

portion. ?>», of the auxiliary belt extending in a loose man-

ner at the receiving en<l of the runway (fhereby the belt

Is capable of approximately conforming tp thf outline of

the articles belni: convpypd. mf>ans for varying the tension

of the auxiliary b«»lt. and means for driving both lielts at

a substantially uniform rate of speed

,"5. In a belt-conTcvf r system. th>> combination of an In-

clined endless convpyt>r-h»'lr having its upp^r or driving

side supported on friction rollers spaced to prevent It

from sagirini:. an -'ndlpss auxiliary convpfpr bp|t motintpd

abovp and substantially psirallpl with sail main belt hav-

ing Its lower or driving side rpsfiok' upon and supportpd

hy dlrert contact with the driving side ot|the main belt, a

The method of making cast sheets of glass which con-

sists In conveying a mass of molten glass Into an air tight

chamber, exhausting air from said chamber to creute a

vacuum or partial vacuum therein, dumping said mass of

molten glass onto a casting table and thereafter spreading

said mass over said table and subjecting It to pressure to

form a sheet : subsUntlally as described.

890,294 D.^MPER REOri..\TOR .Iame.s B McCai qhkt.

Pawtucket, R. I. Filed Jan. 10, 1908, Serial No. 410,192.

I
V

1. Tn a damper-regulator for a boiler, the combination

with a time-clock baring an auxiliary mechanism, a stem

for winding said me.hanism, and an hour-.settlng dial, re-

spectively, of a bracket adapted to lie secured to a celling

and having a support for said clock, said bracket having

means to permit adjusting said clock In a fixed position,

and also having an inte;rral extension from Its clock sup-

port : a depending trip lever pivoted on the extension of

said bracket and arranged to be held In an Inclined tem-

poral position by the stem of the winding mechanism, and

said levpr having an integral yoke formed at Its lower

end : a cross bar having connection with the dampers of a

boiler: a saddle piece adapted to be secured on said bar;

and a latch-arm having one end pivoted on said saddle-

piece and Its free end to engage In the yoke of said lever.
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2. In combination with a pivotally mounted croas-bar

having chain connections with the ash-pan damper and

moke-pipe damper of a boiler, the herein described device,

comprising a bracket constructed In substantially two

members, one member In tubular form and adapted to be

ecured to a ceiling and the other member movably mount-

ed In the stationary member, and second member having

a divided band and also a lateral extension ; means to se-

cure both members of said bracket together; a time-clock

ecured by the band of said bracket and having an aux-

iliary mechanism, a stem for winding said mechanism,

and an hour-setting dial, rfspectlvely ; a swinging lever

depending from the extension of said bracket and having

Ita free portion inclined toward the clock and adapted to

be held temporarily by the stem of the winding-mechan-

ism ; a saddle secured on the boiler cross bar : and a

latch-arm pivoted on said saddle and having its free end

to engage the free end of said Ipver.

3. In combination with a pivoted cross bar having chain

connections with the ash-pan damper and smoke-pipe

damper of a boiler, of a device for regulating said dampers,

comprising an adjustable bracket supported from the ceil-

ing and having a lateral extension ; a time-clock mounted

In the adjustable portion of said bracket, and said clock

having an auxiliary mechanism actuated by the tlme-

niechanism : a stem for winding the auxiliary mechanism

and said stem provided with a cross-rod made fast In its

outer end, and also an hour-setting dial, respectively; a

trip-lever pivoted on and depending from the extension of

said bracket, said lever having an Integral flange to rest

upon the rod 'if said stem, and said lever having a yoke

formed at its lower end thereof: a saddle-piece secured on

the cross-bar of the boiler ; and a latch-arm pivoted on

said saddle-piece and Its free end to engage In the yoke of

said lever, all arranged substantially as shown and for

the purpose specified.

890.295. LUBRICATOR. Elijah McCoy. Detroit. Mich.,

assignor to Penberthy Injector Co.. Detroit, Mich., a

Corporation of Michigan. Filed Mar. 11. 190T Serial

No. 361,643.

enlarged part of the pressure passage in the shank of the

Bight fitting.

2. In a lubricator, the combination with an oil recep-

tacle, of a fitting upon which It is mounted, the fitting

provided with a pressure passage and with an oil duct ter-

minating in a nipple at the lower end of the fitting, a tube

in the pressure passage extending upward in the receptacle.

a sight fitting provided with a sight chamtter secured to

the lower end of the other fitting with said nipple extend-

ing downward In the chamber, and also formed with a

curved pressure passage opening Into the end of the pres-

sure passage in the fitting above and extending around at

one side of the sight chamber, said sight fitting provided

at its lower end with a shank having an axial passage

which Is curved laterally and reduced in diameter at Its

upper end to meet the lower end of and form a part of the

pressure passage In the fitting and with an oil duct open-

ing through the wall of the passage In .said shank.

1. In a lubricator, the combination with an oil recep

tacle, of a fitting upon which it Is mounted, the fitting

provided with a pressure passage and with an oil duct

terminating In a nipple at the lower end of the fitting, a

tube in the pressure passage extending upward In the re-

ceptacle, a sight fitting secured to the lower end of the

other fitting and provided with a sight chamber Into

which the nipple projects, and with a curved pressure

passage opening Into the end of the pressure passage in

the fitting above and extending around at one side of the

sight chamber, said sight fitting provided with a shank

having an axial passage which Is curved laterally and re-

duced In diameter at Its upper end to meet the lower end

of and form a part of the pressure passage In the fitting,

and with an oil duct for the discharge of oil from the said

sight chamber, said duct having a contracted lower end

opening through the curved wall on the upper end of the

890,296. MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. Oscar H. Newman.

Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Sept. 12, 1906. Serial No.

334,359.

1. A musical Instrument comprising movable fret bars,

a plurality of frets on each fret bar, a string on each fret

bar, the pitch of which is changed by fingering in the usual

manner, and a string sounding means for each string op-

erated by the corresponding fret bar.

2. A musical instrument comprising a sound board,

movable fret bars, a plurality of frets for each bar, a

string on each fret bar, the pitch of which la changed by

fingering In the usual manner, each fret bar having a pick

»nd actuating means therefor operated by the movement

of the fret bar to sound the string, stop pins to limit the

movement of the fret bars, a groove In each fret bar to

assist the player to control and operate the said fret bar,

each fret bar being provided with a roller between It and

the sound board to assist the player to operate the said

fret bar to sound the associated strings.

3. A musical instrument comprising a sound board.

movable fret bars, a plurality of frets for each bar, a

string on each fret bar, the pitch of which Is changed by

fingering in the usual manner, a pick and actuating means

therefor adjacent to each string operated by the movement

of the corresponding fret bar to sound the string, stop pins

to limit the movement of the fret bars, a groove In each

fret bar to assist the player to control and operate the said

fret bar. each fret bar being provided with a roller be-

tween It and the sound board to assist the player to oper-

ate the said fret bar to sound the associated strings.

4. A musical Instrument comprising a sound board,

movable fret bars, a plurality of frets for each bar, a

string on each fret bar, the pitch of which is changed by
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Aagerlng In the usual manner, a pick for iach ttring pro-

TMed with a plvotod actuating means oi.rii;)rlBteg « mem-
ber pivoted to tht» correapondlni? fret bar and said mf-an-*

being operated by th>» rafivement of the ^Jlld fret l)ar. a

roller means for each fret bar to assist th-- player to oper-

ate the said fret bar.

5. A musical Instrument comprising' a <(junil board,

movable frt>t bars, a plurality of frets for »'iich bar. strinj^s

on the fret bars, the pitches of which tre chanijed by

flngerlnK in the usual manner, a groove it each fret bar,

a roller for eacn fret !)ar. stop pins for thf fret bars, and

means operated by each fret bar to soumj the associated

:ftrinif.

890,297. MUSICAL INSTRIMENT. Osc>k H. Newma.?!,

L08 .\ngeie8. Cal. Filed Dec. 29, 19<>6. Serial No.

35O,O40i.

1. The combination, in a musical ln»trument, of a

sound board, bars, a plurality of frets on tach bar, a pair

of strings on each bar, sound posts on which the bars are

movably mounted said posts being secured to the sound

board, a hammer for each pair of stringy provided with

operating means adjacent to the corresponding bar and

operated thereby.

2. The combination in a musical lnstrur»ent. of a sound

board, bars, a plurality of frets on each bar, a pair of

strings on each bar. an extension spring for each bar

secured to the sound board to regulate the pressure on

said bar and to assist the player to fret and sound the

strings, sound posts on which the bars are movably mount-

ed said posts b^-inK sf^ctired to the sound t>oard, a hammer
for each pair of strings, a spring for each hammer, inter-

posed between the hammer and the hammen* bar to lighten

and quicken the stroke of the hammer oft the strings, a

block on each bar cooperating with the hummer means to

sound the strings when the said bar is depressed

3. The combination in a musical initrument, of a

sound board, bars, a plurality of frets on each bar, a pair

of strings on each bar, sound posts, on which the bars are

movably mounted, said post being secure to the sound

l)oard, a hammer for each pair of strings, vacii hammer Is

provided with a bridle which is secured ro the correspond-

ing bar to regulate the stroke of the hammtr on the strings

to sound the strings by operating the said bar.

4. The combination, in a musical instruaient, of a sound

board, bars, an extension spring for eachj bar secured to

the sound board, sound posts secured to tpe sound board,

on which the bars are movably mounted, a plurality of

frets on each bar, a pair of strings on each bar, a pivoted

hammer for each pair of strings, operated by the move-

ment of the said bar

bat disconnected therefrom and means in connection with

aid platform and extension for supporting one upon the

other as the platform rises. STibstantlally as set forth.

89 0,2 98. SP^WINC, MACHINE CABINET. John O
I'KTTKY, Belvidere. 111., assignor to National Sewing

Machine Co., Belvidere, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Oct. H, U)0\1. Serial No. lJ6,10o

1. In a sewing machine cabinet the combination of a

hinged lid, a depressible platform, a d'luble convoluble

drum, a flexible connection between one coavolution of said

drum and said platform and an operative connection be-

tween the other convolution of said drum and said lid.

substantially as set forth.

2. In a sewing machine cabinet the ctmbinatlon of a

depressible platform for supporting the sewina machine

head, an extension for said platform movable therewith

,S. In a s.wing machine cabinet the combination of a

hinged platform adapted to be depressed at its free edge,

an extension for said platform movable therewith but dis-

connected therefrom, means on said platform for engaging

under and raising said extension and means for guiding

said extension, substantially as set forth

4 In a sewing mactilne cabinet the combination of a

hinged platform having a rabbet formed along its free

edge, a platform extension movable with and disconnected

from said platform and having a flange adapted to en-

gage over said rabbet, and means for lailding said exten-

sion into a horirontal position wh.ti raised t)y said first

rabbet, substantially as set forth.

5. In a sewing machine cabinet, the combination of a

hinged lid, a depresalble platform, a pair of eccentric

drums operatlvely connected, the greatest diameter of said

drums being disposed In opposite directions, a flexible con-

nection between one of s.iid drums and the platform, and

an operative connection between the other drum and the

lid.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,299. AUTOMATIC RECt'LATION FOE DYNAMO-
ELECTRIC MACHINES Fkrdina.nd Porsche, Vienna.

Austria-Hungary Filed Apr 4, 1903. Serial No. 151.077.

1. In combination with a motor car. an explosion en-

gine, a dynamo comprising a rotary armature secured to

the crank shaft of the explosion engine, a field magnet

normally held stationary but movable upon variations of

attractive powers acting between said magnet and the

armature, the said magnet pivotally mounted on a hollow

I
sleeve secured to an immovable bracket, an arm passing

through the said sleeve, means to secure one end of the

said arm to the magnet, means to steady the movements

c of the other ejid of said arm, and means controlled by the
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magnet, for causing a decrease of the magnetic flux with

an increasing car resistance and for causing an Increase

of the magnetic tlui with a decreasing car resistance,

whereby to keep constant the output of the dynamo while

altering the voltage and the current intensity, substan-

tially as described.

2. In combination with a motor car. an explosion en-

gine, a dynamo comprising a rotary armature secured to

tbe crank shaft of the explosion engine, a field magnet

normally held stationary but movable upon variations of

attractive powers acting between said magnet and the

armature, the said magnet pivotally mounted on a hollow

sleeve secured to an immovable bracket, an arm passing

through the said sleeve, means to secure one end of the

aid arm to the magnet, means controlled by the other end

of the said arm, for causing a decrease of the magnetic flux

with an Increasing car resistance and for causinc an increase

of the magnetic flux witli a decreasing car resistance,

whereby to keep constant the spe.'d and output of explo-

tlon engine and dynamo while altering the voltage and

the current Intensity, substantially as described.

890,3 00. ENVELOP OPENER OR PAPER-CUTTER.
ALEXA.NDER H. Rei.nhold, Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. 7,

liK»7 Serial No. 306.162.

In a combined envelop clipping machine and paper

fnlgM. the combination of a hollow weight, a reciprocal

iaz tnlte contained therein, means fixed to the knife

whereby its possible travel within the casing Is limited,

means within said weight for yieldingly holding the knife

In shearing position with respect to a complementary fixed

shearing portion of said casing, and means for yieldingly

holding said knife at the upper limit of its possible travel

within aaid casing, substantially as described.

comprising in combination a vertical tank, means for sup-

plying water to l>e purified to the bottom of said tank,

means for maintaining a plurality of layers of baryta in said

tank, means for sub-dividing the water fed to said tank

Into a plurality of streams, means for passing each stream

through its associated baryta layer, means for discharging

each of said streams of water after treatment with tmryta.

and means for regulating the dlsctiarge of one or more of

said streams.

3. An apparatus for purifying water by means of baryta,

comprlsint: in combination a vertical tank, means for sup-

plying water to ix' purified to the iKittoin of said tank,

means for maintaining a plurality of layers of baryta in

said tank, means for subdividing the water fed to said

tank Into a plurality of streams, means for passing each

stream through its associated baryta, means for discharg-

ing each of said streams of water to a common filter.

means for regulating the discharge of one or more of said

streams, and means for filtering the water so dlsch:irj;od.

4. In a water purifying apparatus, the combination of a

reaction tank, means for supplying a reagent to said tank,

a plurality of decanting chambers located within said

tank, and means independendent of said reagent supplying

means for supplying to each of said chamber a part of the

water to be purified.

5. In a water purifying apparatus, the combination of a

vertical tank, adapted to contain a plurality of layers of a

reagent, a plurality of decanting chambers located within

said tank, and means for separately supplying to each of

said chambers a [lart of the water to be purified.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 90,30 1. APPARATUS FOR PURIFYING WATER.
Hans Rkisebt, Cologne, Germany, assignor to Hans

Itelsert Company, a Corporation of Germany. Filed

Mav 12. 1906. Serial No. 316,420.

1. In an apparatus for purifying water, the combination

of a vertical tank, means for maintaining a i)lurallty of

layers of baryta in said tank, means for supplying water

to be purified to the bottom of said tank, and means for

subdividing the stream of water supplied to the tank

whereby each stream passes through Its associated layer.

2. In apparatus for purifying water by means of baryta.

890,302, JAU AND BOTTLE CLOSURE. Paul L. Roe-

DiGEE, Pleasantvllle, N. J. Filed Nov. 6, 1907. Serial

No. 400.923.

1. A cap having a top. a continuous side rim, and se-

curing lips, the latter l>eing continuous from the lower

edge of said rim and turned Inwardly and having up-

wardly crimped portions forming crowns having extended

bearing surfaces to engage locking flanges on a jar or like

receptacle, said crimped portions extending continuously

from said lower edge of the rim.

2. A cap formed of a top, a continuous n.rrugnted side

rim and securing lii)s, the latter being integral with and

continued from the Lower edge of said rim and extended

Inwardly and havinc upwardly crimped portions forming

extended-lnwardly projecting bearing surfaces for engage-

ment with coSperatlng locking flanges on a jar or like

receptacle said crimped portions extending continuously

from the lower edge of the rim.

890,303. DISTRIBUTER FOR LINOTYPE - MACHINES.
John R. Rogers. New York, N. Y . assignor to Mergen-

thaler Linotype Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed Dec 12, 1907. Serial No. 406.165.

1. A distributer-bar of V-sectlon provided with suc-

cessive groups of matrix sustaining teeth b. (/. Ac. sep-

arated by intermediate unto<ithed portions ?/' . whereby the

bar is adapted to repeatedly sustain and release a matrix

carried along It.

2. In combination, with matrices provided with dis-

tributing teeth in their upper ends, a distributer-bar of V-

sectlon having successive groups of teeth h, h'. kc. and

intermediate untoothed portions ?/ ; whereby a matrix

carried along the bar will l)e repeatedly suspended and re-

leased thereby.

3. A distributer-bar having successive groups of teeth

I b, b', &< . adapted to engage and suspend the matrices, and
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UBtoothed portions between said groups. In combination

with stationnry matrix supporting brliljjes >>{ variant

forms l(5cated beneath the untoothed portions of the bars

with spaces b«'tw.-pn tht^m ; whereby matrices of variant

forms advanced between the bar and the bridges are sup-

ported alternately at the upper and low-r ends but per-

mitted to fall between the different bridges according to

form

t A distributer bar bavins teeth '/, '/.' kr.. and Inter-

mediate spaces, In combination with un<lerlylnK bridges H,

H'. Ac, differing in form.

5. In a distributing mechanism, a seriee of matrli-Bup-

portln? bridges H. H .
4c. . having ribs * differently ar-

ranged on the respective bridges, in comtrfnatlon with an

overlying distributer bar having longitudinal teeth adapted

to release the matrices when passing over the bridges

;

whereby matrices of different fonts differing in form as

between the fonts may be separated and delivered to dif-

ferent points.

[Claims 6 to 4:5 not printed In the tJajette.]

890.304. CONFUMENT - HOLDER. AdoLPH RoscNBrKG,

Chicago. 111. Filed .Inly 16. 1907. Serial No. 383,998.

8 9 0.305. HANDLE FOR BASKETS OR THE LIKE
David R. Sacxders, Columbus. Miss. Filed Feb 9.

1907. Serial No 356.591.

1. The combination of a receptacle, a pair of balls ap

plied to the receptacle, and a handle Interposed between

intermediate portions of the ttails and provided upon Its

opposite longitudinal sides with recessed portions to re-

ceive the balls, corresponding portions of the balls at

each end of the handle being twisted together to produce

an Interlocking connection lietween the same and to main-

tain the balls In engagement with the handle.

2. The combination of a receptacle, a pair of balls ap

plied to the receptacle, spaced portions of each bail being

loclied to corresjMindlng portions of the opposite bail, and

a handle interposed i^'tweon the balls Intermediate the

locked portions thereof, the said handle l)elng provided

upon opposite sides with grooves for receiving the t)alls.

3. The combination of a receptacle, a pair of balls ap

piled to the receptacle, spaced portions of each ball V<elng

twisted about corresponding portions of the opposite bail.

and a handle Interposed between the balls Intermediate

the twisted portions thereof, said handle being formed

upon Its opposite faces with grooves designed to receive

the balls.

890,306. TAKINCIDOWN AITARATUS FOR GLASS
CYLINDERS. Locis R. Schmehtz. Jeannette. I'a as

slgnor, by mesne assignments, to Window Glass Machine

Company. Pittsburg. Pa., a Corporation of New .Jersey

Filed Mar 20. 190«. Serial No. 307.001.

1. A closure of the character descrltieil ''omprtsing a

pair of perforated disks connected by a neck having an

opening therein, ears projecting from th9 said neck upon

opposite sides of the opening, a spring strip extending

across the opening and located between the ears, and a

swinging closure plvotally mounted between the ears and

provided with an extension engaging tbe spring which

serves to hold the swinging closure against either of the

disks.

2. A closure of the character described comprising a

pair of perforated disks connected by a ne^k having an

opening therein, portions of the disks b«Ing pressed out-

wardly, a spring strip extending across tlje opening In the

neck, the said strip being located between the spaced ears

and "the ends of the strip being adapted to engage the out-

wardly pressed portions of the disks to hold the strip

against displacement, and a swinging closure plvotally

mounted between the eara and adapted to be held against

cither of the disks by means of the sprinf strip.

i jLit II II It iR-'—^
1. The combination with vertical glass drawing appa

ratus having a drawing device, and means for raising and

lowering the same, of a co<'5peratlve take down comprising

a cable extending betwe««n fixed points, a gripping device

mounted on the cable, and mechanism for changing the

length of the cable between the fixed points :
substantially

as described.

2. The combination with vertical glass drawing appa-

ratus having a drawing device, and means for raising and

lowering the same, of a cooperative take down comprising

a cable fastened at one end at a fixed point, and extending

over a pulley to a movable member, and a gripping device
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mounted on the cable l)etwe€n the fixed points ;
substan-

tially as described.

3. The combination with vertical glass drawing appa-

ratus having a drawing device, and means for raising and

lowering the same, of a co<5peratlve take-down comprising

a cable having one end secured at a fixed point adjacent to

the cylinder, and thence extending outwardly over a pul-

ley to a take up device, and a grlpper having a trolley

movable on the cable; substantially as described.

4. The combination with vertical glass drawing appa-

ratus having a drawing device, and means for raising and

lowering the same, of a co«peratlve take-down comprising

a flexible cable extending between two points, gripping

devices on the cable, and mechanism for slacking away the

cable between the fixed points : substantially as de9cril>ed.

5. The coml)lnatlon with glass drawing apparatus hav

Ing a vertically-movable bait cage, an operating station, a

cable having a taking down device, and mechanism nt the

station arranged to control the bait cage and the cable

takedown device: substantially as described.

890,308. FENCE-POST. William H. H. Scothorn. Ash-

ville. Ohio Filed Feb. 19, 1906. Serial No. 301,820.

890,307. OBJECT RECEIVER. Joseph Schmitz, San

rranclsro. Cal. Filed Feb. 24. 1908. Serial No. 417,320.

1. In a mall liag catcher, the combination with 11 pivoted

arm. of a catcher having sides and horizontally projecting

tines, a latch to secure the catcher in a given position and

a staple carried by tlie catcher and adapted to hold the

mall bag In place on the receiver when it has been caught.

2. In a mail bag catcher, a pivoted arm secured to a

car. a receiver secured to the arm and having a series

of forwardly projecting forks or tines, means secured to

the arm to hold the bag on the catcher, and a second re-

ceiver a duplicate of the first plvote«l to the latter and

adapted to deliver a mall bag to a platform said second

receiver being In the rear of the first and having Its tines

projecting In the opposite direction.

:!. In a mall bag receiver, n pivoted arm secured to a

car. a receiver secured to the arm. means carried by the

arm to lock a mail bag on the receiver, and a .second re-

ceiver pivoted to the first and projecting In the opposite

direction.

4. In a mall l>ng receiver, a pivoted arm secured to the

car, a receiver secured to the arm, means for locking a

mall l)ag on the receiver when the same has been caught

by it. a second receiver hinged to the first and adapted to

fold thereover, said second receiver projecting In the op-

posite direction from the first and adapted to deliver a

bag wlien the first receiver catches one, said second re-

ceiver also tiavlng a means to secure a bag to It prior to Its

being caught by the station platform.

5. In a mall bag receiver, the combination of an arm

hinged to a car, a receiver having forwardly projecting

tines, means to secure and hold the arm at right angles

with the side of the car, means to secure the mall bag

to the receiver when the same has been caught, and a

second hinged receiver a duplicate of the first one extend-

ing to the rear thereof and adapted to discharge one mall

bag when the said first hinged receiver Is receiving another

mall bag.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.] '

134 0. G.--95

1. The combination with the body of a fence post, a

wire clutch, a square-shouldered bolt and nut, attaching

said clutch to a face of said post and holding a wire In

the groove of said clutch, of an iron running lengthwise

of said post and adapted to engage a face of the square

ahoulders of said lx)lt, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination with the body of a fence post, a

clutch having a groove In Its surface adapted to engage

the surface of a wire and an aperture adapted to engage

a bolt, a square-shouldered l>olt and nut attaching said

clutch to said post and holding a wire In said groove, an

Iron bar running lengthwise of said post adapted to engage

a face of the square shoulders of said bolt, of a fence wire

held In place by said clutch, bolt and nut, substantially

as set forth.

890.309. BLANK -GUMMING MACHINE. Philip S.

Smith, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed July 19, 1904. Serial

No. 217.182.

1. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with a blank support, and an adhesive applying

means having movement relative to each other, said means

comprising a head provided with arms having adhesive

applying strips adjustably mounted thereon and arranged

to apply adhesive to opposite edges of a blank, of a recip-

rocating member, a 8trl[ii)er block detachably secured to

said meml>er. and arranged within the space Ixiunded by

said applying strips and having an area substantially co-

extensive therewith, said block having a movement inde-

pendent of the applying means whereby It Is brought Into

engagement with the blank prior to the application of the

adlieslve to the blank, and means to remove the block from

engagement with the blank after the adhesive has Iteen

applied to the latter.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with a blank support and an adhesive applying

means having relative movement toward and away from

each other, said means comprising a head provided with

arms having adhesive applying strips adjustably mounted

thereon and arranged to apply adhesive to opposite edges
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of a blank, a reclprocatory meana moving across the path

of movement of Bald head to supply adhesive to the strips

carrlpd thereby, ot a reclprocatory memDer, a stripper

block (letachably sf<ured to said member, and arranged

within the space Ixiunded by said applying; itrips and hav-

ing an area substantially coextensive therewith, said block

having a movement Independent of the applying means

whereby It is brought Into engagement witb a blank prior

to the application of the adhesive to the blank, nnd means

to remove the block from engagement with the blank after

the adhesive has been applied to the latter.

3. In a marhlne of the character described, a blank sup-

port, adhesive applying means movable toward and away

from the support, and means to hold the blank during the

application of adhesive, said means being actuated by the

applying means
4. In a machine of the character described, a bl.ink sup-

port, adhesive applying devices movable toward and away

from the support, a blank holding meajis. supporting

means to maintain said holding means reiaoved from the

blank, and means whereby the applying devices control the

supporting means.

5. In a machine of the character described, a blank sup-

port, reciprocating adhesive applying mechanism moving

toward and away from the support, blank holding means

also movable toward and away from the support, locking

means to maintain said holding means normally removed

from the support, and means carried by the applying

mechanism and cooperating with the locking means to re-

lease the holding means on the downward stroke of the

applying mchanism.
[Claims H to 12 not printed In the Gazette

]

mlng boards at their tipper ends, a shelf supported on said

upper ends, shelves supported on the extended ends of the

sills, cross rods connected to the lower portions of the re-

890.310. SANDING API'ARATT'S FOR TROLLEY-CARS
AND THE LIKE. Charles Svtder. Manayunk, Pa.

Filed Apr. 15. 1907. Serial No. 368.174.

In a sanding apparatus, a sand bus. a delivery pipe lead-

ing int'i one end thereof, a partition secured to said pnd of

thp N)X so jis to have its lower end register with said pipe,

the top end of the partition terminating Ijelow the top of

the box so as to provide a constricted pasiage in conjunc-

tion therewith, a pair of horizontal air pipes leading Into

the opposite 'nd of the box. said pipes t>elng spa^fnl apart

and being arranged so that one is adjacent the top <if the

box. and the other is adjacent the bottom of the box. and

means for supplying ''ompressed air to eai;h of said pipes.

8 9 0.31 1 F'ORT.xnLE SNAI' BENCH William G.

Stockha-vc. I'Ljua. Ohio. Filed Dec. 7. 190« Serial

No. 346,783.

A portable snap bench for molders' u*. ccpnsisting of

angle iron front legs having vertically extending lower

portions, oblique upper portions extending towards each

other, and a horizontally extending portion integrally con-

necting the said upper portions, similarly constructed

rear legs, front and rear angle iron sills connected to the

horlxontally extending portions of the leg8 and extending

beyond the same to the planes of the lower portions of the

legs, ramming boards supported on said bIHs, angle Iron

strips extending underneath the inner edges of said

boards, angle Iron strips extending underneath the outer

edges of said boards, the rear ends of said last-named

strips being extended upward and thenct over the ram-

spectlve front and rear legs, and braces secured at one end

to the ends of the sills and at their other ends formed with

eyes fhro\igh which said rods extend.

890,312. SURFACING
Cuyahotra Falls, Ohio

419.554.

MACHINE. JOHX
Filed Mar. fi. 1908.

F. Stoll,

Serial No.

I A self propelled s\irfaclng machine 'oinprlsliig a

truck, m^ans carried by the truck for propelling it. a

frame depj^nding from the end of said truck, a bearing se-

cured to the frame, a horizontal shaft In said U>arint'. a

crank carried by said shaft, a link connectfHl to said crank,

a bearing secured to the side of sai<l frame, a shaft

mounted In said bearing, an upwardly-extending rocking

arm on said shaft plvotally connected to said link, a de-

pending rocking arm on said shaft, an adjustable carrier

supported by said frame, a carrier head provided with a

surfacing tool mounted for transverse reciprocal motion in

said carrier, and a link connecting said carrier head with

said depending rockhig arm wht-rt-by motion Is communi-

cated to said surfacing tool

2. A self-propelled surfacing machine comprising a

truck, means carried by the truck for propelling It, a

frame depending from the end of said truck, a bearing so

cured to said frame, a horizontal shaft mounte<l in said

bearing connected with said propelling means, a yoke

mounted for vertical movement on the rear face of said

frame, a carrier mounted on said yoke movable theiewith,

a surfacing tool carrying head mounted in said carrier

arranged to reciprocate transversely with respect to the

truck, and means for conveying motion from said shaft to

said carrier head.

3. A self propel le<1 surfacing machine comprising a

truck, means carried by the truck for propelling it, a

frame provided with guldeways on said truck, a bearing

secured to said frame, a horizontal shaft mounted in said

bearing In said frame, a yoke mounte<1 in said guldeways,

means for vertically adjusting said yoke, a carrier secured

on said yoke, a carrier head provided with a surfacing tool

mounted for transverse reciprocal motion in said carrier,

and means for communicating motion from said shaft to

said carrier head.

4. A self-propelled surfacing machine comprising a

truck, means carried by the truck for propelling it. a

frame depending from the end of said truck, a bearing se-

cured to said frame, a horizontal shaft mounted In said

bearing, guldeways formed in said frame, a vertically-
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shlftable yoke mounted in said guldeways. a carrier plT-

otally secured on said yoke, a carrier head provided with

a surfacing tool mounted for transverse reciprocal motion

In said carrier, and means for communicating motion from

said shaft to said carrier head.

5. A self-propelled surfacing machine comprising a

truck, means carried by the truck for propelling it, a

frame provided with guldeways depending from the end

of said truck, a liearlng secured to said frame, a horizontal

shaft mounted in said bearing, a vertically-shlftable yoke

provided with depending arms mounted In said cuideways,

a carrier pivoted on one of the arms of said yoke, an ad-

justing screw carried by said frame engaging said yoke for

vertically adjusting the same, a carrier pivoted on one of

the arms of said yoke, adjusting means connecting the

other arm of said yoke with said carrier, and a carrier

head provided with a surfacing tool mounted for trans-

verse reciprocal motion In said carrier, and means for com-

municating motion from said shaft to said carrier head.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

for closing the chamber from the retort at one end, and

at the other end from the outside atmosphere, while the

metal passes therethrough.

890.313. Al'TOMATK^ SELF-IGNITING GAS-BURNER.
Otto Strii.ler. New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half

to F. J Oscar Scoda. New York. N. Y. Filed July 21,

1905. Serial No. 270,736.

1. In a gas igniting device, the combination of a burner,

a pilot tube having a self Igniting body adjacent to the

burn<>r. a cock having an angular passage for controlling

thp admission of the gas to both the burner and tube, a

stop, a projection carried by the cock adapted to contact

with said stop wb<>n th»» cock is revolved to bring the

angular passage in eommunicaf Ion with said tube, and

means providing for a limited longitudinal movement of

the cock wherpby the projection may override the stop and

bring the said angular pa.ssage into communication with

the burner by the further revolution of the cock

2. In combination with a gas burner, a self-lgnitlng de-

vice therefor, a cock having a passage for controlling the

admission of the gas to !>oth the burner and Ignition de

vice, a stop, a projection carried by the cock adapted to

contact with said stop when the passage is In communl
cation with said device, and means providing for a limited

longitudinal movement of the cock whereby the projection

may override the stop and bring the said passage into com-

munication with the burner.

3. In combination with a gas burner, a self igniting de-

vice therefor, a cock having a passage for controlling the

admission of the gas to both the burner and Ignition de-

vice, means obstructing the further movement of the cock

when the said passage is in communication with said de-

vice, and a spring normally forcing the cock to its seat

and permitting of the same to be longitudinally moved
against the tension thereof whereby the cock may be

moved beyond said obstructing means and bring the said

passage into communication with the burner.

890,314. ANNEALING-FURNACE. HcQH L. Thompson,
Waterbury. Conn. Filed May 27, 1905. Serial No.

262,544. Renewed Nov 7, 1907. Serial No. 401,164.

1. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort,

a charging c^ambe^ delivering thereto, and a gate of

yielding material for maintaining the chamber closed

from the retort while the metal to be treated passes there-

through.

2. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort,

a charging chamber delivering thereto, and flexible gates

3. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort,

a charging chamber delivering thereto, flexible gates for

closing the chamber from the retort at one end. and at the

other end from the outside atmosphere, while the metal

passes therethrough, and means for displacing the oxidiz-

ing atmosphere In the charging chamber by a non-oxidizing

agent.

4. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort,

a charging chamber delivering thereto, and cooperating

gates provided with yielding material at their contact

edges to close about the metal passing therebetween, for

maintaining a continuous seal between the charging cham-

bsr and the retort.

B. In an annealing furnace, the combination of a retort,

a charging chamber delivering thereto, cooperating gates

for closing the charging chamber from the retort at one

end, and from the outside atmosphere at the other end,

said gates provided at their contacting edges with a yield-

ing material for closing around the metal passing there-

between to maintain a continuous seal, and means for dis-

placing the oxidizing atmosphere in the charging chamber

by a non-oxldlzing agent.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,315. LIQUID- AGIT.\TOR. John Valiqlette and

Michael Vai.iqcette, Cumming"s Bridge. Ontario. Can-

ada. Filed Sept. 28. 1907. Serial No. 394,999.

1. .\n improved agitator for mixtures employed to treat

solid substances, comprising a plurality of chains extend-

ing into the mixture, paddles thereon, and means for

preventing the solid substances contacting with the chain,

as and for the purpose specified.

2. .\n improved agitator for the liquid employed to

treat hides comprising a suitable vat. a chain running

along the ends and bottom of the vat. means for support-

ing and rotating the same, paddles on the chains, and

partitions at each end preventing the hides contacting

with the chains, as and for the purpose specified.

3. An improved agitator for treating hides comprising

a suitable vat. means on the side thereof for suspending

the hides vertically In the vat, chains extending along the

end and bottom of the vat, means for supporting and

rotating the same, paddles on the chains and partitions

preventing the hides contacting with the chains, as and

for the purpose specified.
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4. An Improved agitator for tanning proceMes, compris-

ing a suitable vat, bars extending along the side of the

Mim^. to which the books on the hides are adapted to be

connected, chains extending along the ends and bottom

of the vat, means for supporting and rotating the chains,

paddles on the chains, and partitions preventing the hides

contacting with the chains, as and for the purpose specified.

track, a drawing device a carrlagt' movable on the track

and having grips for the cylinder, a connection between

the carriage and the drawing device, and mean.s for auto-

matically disengaging such connection ; substantially as

described.

J.890,.'^1« TAKE-DOWN APPARATUS FOR QLASS CYL-

INDK:R9. Frank L Wadsworth, Pittsburg, Pa., as-

signor to Window Glass Machine Company, Pittsburg,

Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey, Fll<»d Mny 10. 1906.

Serial No. 316,049.

jjLH n 111 1"^
1. In a take-down d'>vlce for glass cylinders a drawing

device, an inclined track, adjacent to the drawing device,

and a frame movabl«> on the track having frips for the

cylinder : substantially as described.

2. In a take-down device for glass cylinders a drawing

device, an Inclined track, adjacent to the drtwlng device,

a frame movable along the track, grlppers mounted on the

frame, and mechanism for positively moving the frame

aJong the track in at least one direction ;
suDstantlally as

described.

3. In a take down device for glass cylinders a drawing

device, an inclined track adjacent to the drawing device,

a frame movable" along th.- track, grlppers mounted on the

frame, and connections for positively movUg the frame

along the track In both directions; substaatially as de-

scribed.

4. In a take-down device for class cylinders, a drawing

device, a track and movable frame having grip devices, and

connections arranged to move said frame simultaneously

with the movement of the drawing device :
substantially as

described.

5. In a take-down device for glass cylinders, a drawing

device a track, a frame movable along the track having

grlppers, and connections arranged to move the frame si-

multaneously with the downward movement of the draw-

ing device ; substantially as described

[Claims 6 to 40 not printed in the iJaiett^.]

s aescrioea 1

3ted in the liazetta.]

890.317. TAKE-DOWN APPARATUS FOR GLASS CYI^

INDERS. Fra.vk L. O. Waosworth. Pittsburg. Pa.,

assignor to Window Gla^s Machine Company. Pittsburg.

Pa , a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 10, 1906.

Serial No. 316,050. I

1. In a take-down device for gla.is cylinders a drawing

device, an inclined double track between the members of

which the cylinder Is drawn and lowered, and a carriage

movable on the track and having grips for the cylinder ;

substantially as described.

2. In a take-down device for glass cylinders, an Inclined

double track between the members of whicb the cylinder

la drawn and lowered, a drawing device a carriage movable

along the track, and having grlppers for tha cylinder, and

a connection between the carriage and the drawing device ;

substantially as described

3 In a take-down device for glass cylinders, an inclined

4. In a take down device for glass cylinders, an Inclined

track, a drawing device a carriage movable on thp track

and having grips for the cylinder, a connection between

the carriage and the drawing device, and means for auto-

matically pngnk:ing and disengaging such connection at

predetermined points in the movement of the cage :
sub-

stantially as df'scribed.

5. In a take down device for glass cylinders, a drawing

device supporting a blow pipe connection or bait, a take-

down device having grips for the cylinder, and means for

checking the movement of the cylinder relative to the

taking-down device to thereby effect the disconnection of

the blowpipe cunnoctlon or bait from the drawing device

at a predetermined point In Its downward movement;

substantially as described

[Claims 6 to '2'A not printed In the Gazette.]

890.31S. DUMPING WAGON. Hiram II. Wal.sh. Little

Ferry. N. J. Filed Dec. 10, 1906. Serial No. 347.169

1. The comhlnatlnn of the wagon body having a gate

permitting the discharge of its load, a rotary shaft, oper-

ative connecting means t>etween the shaft and the gate, a

manually operated controlling device, a ratchet on the

shaft, a pawl on said device, means for manually control-

ling the pawl, and another pawl pivoted Independently of

said device and relatively In advance, and projecting Into

the path of forward movement, of the other pawl whereby

to be thereby engaged and caused to disengage the ratchet,

substantially as described

2. The combination of the wagon bo<ly having a gate

permitting the discharge of Its load, a rotary shaft, oper-

ative connecting means between the shaft and the gate, a

manually operated controlling device, a ratchet on the

shaft, a pawl on said device, means for manually control

ling the pawl, another pawl pivoted independently of said

device and projecting Into the path of forward movement

of the other pawl whereby to be thereby engaged and

caused to disengage the ratchet, and a band brake having

a projection extending Into the path of forward movement

of a portion of said controlling device, snbstanfiallv as de-

t scribed.
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3. The combination of a wagon body, a rotary shaft, a

part to be actuated from said shaft, a flexible connection

connecting said part and the shaft, a controlling device, a

ratchet on the shaft, a pawl on said device adapted to en-

gage the ratchet to effect the relative advance of the shaft,

means for controlling the pawl, and anotlier pawl pivoted

Independently of said device and adapted to engmge said

ratchet to prevent reverse movement of the shaft, said

other pawl projecting Into the path of forward movement

of the first named pawl whereby to be thereby engaged

and caused to disengage the ratchet, substantially as de-

scribed.

between Its ends, the crank-shaft, gearing, comprising a

rack and pinion, connecting said rocking structure with

the crank shaft, and flexible connections connecting said

rocking structure with the shuttle driving rack, substan-

tially as described.

8 9 0,319. LADDER RUNG AND SOCKET. Lewis E.

Wells, Little Hocking, Ohio. Filed Mar. 25. 1907. Se-

rial No. 364.276.

KA

1. A socket for securing the ends of a round of a ladder

to the side rails comprising two similar parts each forming

one-half of a socket of larger diameter interiorly at Its

outer than at its Inner end. gradually tapering from the

outer to the Inner end, a laterally extended foot plate

being formed on the onter end of each pair of parts, ex-

tending In opposite directions and in the same plane and

perforations formed through the foot plate and side of the

socket part.

2. A socket for securing the ends of the round of a lad-

der to the side rails, consisting of a split socket having an

Interior diameter prndually tapering from Its outer to Its

Inner end, and each split part being provided with a foot-

plate extending In the same plane but In opposite direc-

tions.

3. In a ladder, the combination of the side-rails and

rounds, of a socket device for attaching each end of each

round to the side rails, the said rails being imperforate at

the ends of the rounds, the socket device comprising two

parts, each forming one half of the socket, the latter being

of larger diameter interiorly at its outer than at Its Inner

end and tapering gradually Inward from the outer end, an

angular foot plate being formed on the outer end of each

part adapted to fit on the Inner face of the side rail and

jH-rforated to receive a screw to fasten It to the rail, the

end of the round received In the socket being tapered cor-

reBp<jndingly to the taper of the socket, and the socket

being inset in the end to bring Its outside surface flush

with the outside of the adjacent part of the round.

4. In a ladder, the combination of the side rails and

rounds, of a socket-device for attaching each end of each

round to the side-rails, the said rails being imperforate at

the ends of the rounds, the socket device comprising two

parts, each forming one half of the socket, the latter being

of larger diameter interiorly at its outer than at its Inner

end and tapering gradually Inward from the outer end, a

foot plate being connected with each part and extending

therefrom in opposite directions but in the same [ilane to

fit on the Inner face of the side rail and perforated to re-

ceive a screw fastened to the rail, the end of the round re-

celTed In the socket being tapered correspondingly to the

taper of the socket, and the socket being inset in the end

to bring Its outside surface flush with the outside of the

adjacent part of the round.

2. In a narrow-ware loom, the combination of the frame,

the lay or batten structure, the shuttle-driving rack ar-

ranged In said lay structure, a rocking structure, the

crank-shaft, means for transmitting the power from the

crank shaft to said rocking structure comprising a rotary

shaft, a cam on said rotary shaft, a rack controlled by the

cam and a pinion engaging the rack and carried by said

rocking structure, and flexible connections connecting said

rocking structure with the shuttle-driving rack, substan

tially as described.

890.321. STEAM - TIPPLE. Frekman R. Wili.son. Jr.,

Worthlngton. Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed July 13. 1904. Serial No. 216,4.^3.

890,320. NARROW-WARE LOOM. Adoli'H Widmer and

Samubl Widmeu, Paterson, N J. Filed Dec. 21, 1907.

Serial No. 407,571.

1. In a narrow ware loom, the combination of the frame.

the lay or batten structure, the shuttle driving rack ar-

ranged in said lay structure, a rocking structure fulcrumed

1. In a car unloading apparatus, the combination of a

track, means for holding a car against forward movement
thereon, and a stop for holding the car against backward

movement comprising a bracket I", a stop bar pivoted to

said bracket and arranged to engage with an axle of the

car. and a spring for holding the stop bar In position, and

at the same time allowing it to yield to the forward move-

ment of a car, substantially as set forth.

2. In a car unloading apparatus, the combination of the

track, the cylinder and the piston arranged to transmit

power to the car to elevate it. means arranged at the

front end of the car for preventing It from moving forward

and means also arranged at the front end of the car for

holding It against movement backward while It Is being

elevated, substantially as described.

3. In a car unloading apparatus, the combination of the

track, the cylinder and piston adapted to transmit power

for elevating the car. means for holding the car against

forward movement and the automatically acting yielding

stop for holding the car against backward movement while

It is being elevated, substantially as described.

4. In a car unloading apparatus, the combination of the

car track, the piston for transmitting power to the car to

elevate it. the cylinder containing the piston, means for

delivering steam at a relatively reduced pressure to the

cylinder and against the piston when it is near the lower

end of Its path and for delivering steam at a relatively

greater pressure after it has engaged with the car. sub-

stantially as set forth.
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5. lo a car unloading apparatus, the combination of

the track, the piston adapted to engage with a car there-

on, and transmit power thereto to elevate It. the cylinder
containing the pi.ston, a duct having a relatively reduced
communication with the piston chamber when the piston

l3 near the end of its path and relatively increased com-
munication therewith after the piston hat traveled over
part of its path, substantially as set forth,

i Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,322.

Rasml
Serial

APPARATUS FOR TRISECTION OF ANGLES.
.s Aakklot. Voiden. Norway Filed Sept. 12, 1907.

No. ,392.524,

1. In an apparatus for trisecting angles, the combina-

tion with a pair of plvotaliy connected rule members, of a
third rule member pivoted to each member of said pair at

a point equidistant from their common fulcrum and slld-

able upon one member of said pair, and a fourth rule mem-
ber carried by and having one edge perpendicular to one
rule member of said pair, substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus for trisecting angles, the combina-
tion with a pair of plvotaliy connected rule members, of a

third rule member plvotaliy connected to one member of

the said pair and plvotaliy and alidably connected to the

other member of .said pair at points equidistant from their

common fulcrum, and a fourth rule member carried by

an.l having one edge perpendicular to one Pule member of

'4!iid pair, substantially as described.

li. In an apparatus for trisecting angles, the combina-

tion with a pair of plvotaliy connected rule members, of a

third rule member formed Integrally with One member of

said pair, and a fourth rule member plvotaliy and slldably

connected to one member of said pair at a point equidis-

tant from their common fulcrum, said third rule member
having one edge perpendicular to one of tbe members of

said pair of rule members.

890,323. TONGUESWITCH
ton. Pa. Filed Oct. 2, 190'

Charles A. .\ldkn.

Serial No. 895.609.

Steel-

1. In a tongue switch, the side rails between which is

formed the tongiiv groove and the interposed tongue, said

tongue and on<" of sai-i rails having interprojectlng parts.

2. In a tongue switch, the side rails between which is

formed the tongue groove and the interposed tongue, said

tongue and one of said rails having Interprojectlng, andu-
latlng parts.

890,324. CATTLE GUARD. Mtbick R. Allen. Lewls-

burg. Tenn. Filed Sept. 4. 1906. Serial No. 333,262.

In a cattle guard, the combination with tbe ties and tbe

track rails, of series of brackets secured to relatively ex-

treme side faces of two of said ties, collars carried by each

bracket and in allnement as a series, said (Xtliars lying In

contact with the adjacent side faces of th« ties and pro-

jecting slightly above the same, transverse rock shafts
journaled In the collars of each respective series and
guard plates secured to the upper sides of each of said

rock shafts, said guard plates being arranged in series of

three, disposed between and at each side of the rails and
being each formed with slotted openings surrounding the

ipxg^ ^.
projecting upper portions nf said collars, said guard plates

having major projecting portions adapted in normal posi-

tion to rest upon the upper faces of said ties and having
minor projecting portions at one side of said shafts, un-

supported, said major projecting portions extending to-

wards one another.

*<90,325. FT'RNACE r>O0R OPENER AND CLOSER
Lewis .\ndrbws, Apopka, Fla. Filed Mar, 1, 1907. Se
rial No. 360,089

The combination with a furnnce door hinged to swine

to the left of the furnace In opening, of a horizontally

disposed shaft extending parallel with the furnace and lo-

cated to the left of the furnace door, an arm connected to

the end of the shaft next to the furnace and Inclined up

wardly towards the door, a link loosely connected at one

end with said arm and at the other end loosely connected

with the door, a spring encircling the horizontally disposed

shaft and adapted to be placed under tension In rotating

the shaft to open the door and In Its recoil to rotate said

shaft to close the door, and a foot lever connected with

the end of the horizontally disposed shaft farthest removed
from the door for swinging the door to the left and plac-

ing said spring under tension, substantially as descrlt>ed.

890.326. SWITCH OPERATING MECHANISM. JoHS
P. Blackwood, Athens Ohio. Filed July 6, 1907. Se-

rial No. 382,449.

1. A switch operating mechanism of the class described

comprising. In combination with a switch, a switch rod

formed of two sections which are movable longitudinally

with respect to each other, a latch engageable with one of

the switch rod sections when the switch Is In open position

to hold the switch In the position stated, a trip de-

vice designed for engagement by a trip on an engine,

connection l)etween the trip device and the latch for

disengaging the latter from the switch rod section when
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the trip is so engaged, a pair of rollers Journaled upon

flxtHl bearings. b<'aring8 carried by one of the switch

rails and presented toward the last named rollers, rollers

journaled in the bearings, a wedge block received between

the two sets of rollers and adapted when moved in one

direction to move the last nnmed set from the first named

set and to close the switch, and connection between the

trip and the wedge block whereby the latter will be

moved as stated when the trip Is engaged by the trip on

the engine.

«»©

2. .\ switch operating mechanism of the class described

comprising, in combination with a switch, a pwitch rod

formed of two sections one of which Is movable longitudi-

nally with resj)ect to the other, a latch engageable with

one of tbe switch rod sections when the switch is in open

position for the purpose of holding the switch in such

position, a trip device arranged for engagement by a trip

on an engine, means operating to move the switch to closed

position when the trip is so engaged, connection between

the trip and the latch for disengaging the latter from the

switch rod prior to movement of the switch, and means for

holding said latch disengaged.

3 A switch operating mechanism of the class described

comprising. In combination with a switch, a switch rf>d

formed of two sections one of which is movable longitudi-

nally with respect to the other, a latch engageable with

the movnt)le switch rod section when the switch Is in open

position for the purpose of holding the switch In such po-

sition, a mounting In which the latch works, a spring upon

the latch for holding It In such engagement, a trip device

arranged for engagement by a trip on an engine, means

operating to move the switch to closed position when the

trip Is so engaged, connection between the trip and the

latch for moving the latter against the tension of the

spring and out of engagement of the switch rod sections

prior to moving of the switch, and means carried by the

latch and coiiperating with its mounting for holding said

latch disengaged.

4. .\ .switch operating mechanism of the class described

comprising, in combination with a switch, n switch rod

formed of two sections one of which Is movable longitu-

dinally with respect to the other, a latch engageable with

the movable switch rod section when the switch Is In open

position for the purpose of holding the switch in such

position, a mounting in which the latch works, a spring

upon the latob for holding it in such engagement, a trip

device arranged for engagement by a trip on an engine.

means operating to move the switch to closed position

when the trip is so engaged, connection between the trip

and tbe latch for moving the latter against the tension

of the spring and out of engagement of the switch rod sec-

tions prior to moving of the switch, and a spring catch car-

ried by the latch and cooperating with Its mounting for

holding said latch disengaged.

5 A switch operating mechanism of the class described

comprising, in combination with a switch, a switch rod

formed of two sections one of which Is movable longitudi-

nally with respect to the other, a casing, fixed rollers Jour-

naled within the casing, rollers carried by the point of the

switch and extending within the casing, a wedge engaged

between the fixed rollers and the rollers carried by the

switch point, a trip device, a flexible connection between

the wedge and said trip device, a casing supported by the

two switch rod sections and movable therewith, and means

operable by the movement of said casing for setting said

trip device.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 0,327. HAND PIPE CUTTER, THREADER, AND
WRENCH. Peiskch Blim, New York, N. Y. Filed

Sept. 20, 1907. Serial No. 393,852.

1. .\ pipe fitter's tool having two hand-levers Jointed

together, a cutter arm pivoted upon one of the levers, and

the other lever having a jaw to support the pipe lo be cut

and having a link connected with the cutter arm, where-

t v the cutter Is moved toward the Juw when the hand-

levers are pressed together.

2. A pipe fitter's tool having two hand-levers Jointed

together, a cutter-arm pivoted upon one of the levers, and

the other lever having a jaw and a roller to support the

pipe to be cut, and having a link connected with the cut-

ter-arm for pressing the cutter toward said roller.

3. A pipe fitter's tool having two hand-levers Jointed

together, a cutter-arm pivoted upon one of the levers, and

the other lever having a Jaw to support the pipe to be cut

and having upon Its free end n roller to support the pipe

and a link extended to the cutter arm to actuate the cutter.

4. A pipe fitter's tool having two hand-levers Jointed

together, a cutter arm pivoted upon one of the levers and

the other lever having a Jaw to support the pipe to be cut

and having a link connected with the cutter-arm. and the

main lever and the cutter arm having extensions beyond

their pivoted point of conjunction provided with pipe

wrench Jaws.

6. A pipe fitter's tool having two hand-levers Jointed

together, n cutter-arm pivoted upon one of the levers and

actuated by connection to the other lever, and a thread-

ingdieholder fitted between the lever-arms and engaged

therewith by a pin and clamping buttons.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.3 2 8. ANTICREEPER FOR RAILS. Adolphts
BoNZ.\NO, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 31, 1907. Se-

rial No 390,944.

The combination In an antl creeping device for railway

rails, of a rail, two ties, a bar bent to form a central ver-

tical section and horizontal end sections, a block engaging

one base flange of the rail between the ties, a hooked bolt
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engagln? the other base flange of the rail and passing

through the block and through an opening in the vertical
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a stamp severing and affixlng-devire. means for feeding

the stamp band thereto, a tut^ through whlrh the record-

ing band passes and having a hole, and a punch operating

on the recording band through the hole In the tube, and

actuated by the severing and affixing device.

portion of the bar, and means for securing the bar to the

ties, substantially as described.

890.329. MEAT PRES.S John I' RaowK. South Tar-

mouth. Mass. Filed Sept. 16. 1907. Serial No. 393.012.

1 A press comprising a yoke constructed to support a

pan. a cross bar mounted In the yoke, and a pressure lever

plvotally mounted on the cross bar. said lever having a

cam end provided with a series of flat surfaces arranged

to enaage a platen in the pan and lock the pressure lever

in any one of a number of different posltloas.

2. A press comprising a yoke consisting of a metal plate

constructed to extend beneath and support the bottom of

a pan and having resilient upwardly bent ends provlde<l

with a series of holes, a cross bnr provldeil with hooks at

Its ends adapted to enter any one of said series of h^les.

and a pressure device mounted on the cross bar arrange<l

to exert pressure on a platen In the pan.

89 0.3 30. STAMP - AFFIXER. ZachaRY T Bkown.

Thompson. Fa Filed I'ec. 21. 1907. Serial No 407,516.

800.331. CLEAN -OUT ArPLIANCE. John Bdcklkt,

Everett, and Joskph W. Bccklet. Chelsea. Mass Filed

Apr. 16. 1907. Serial No. 368,607.

1. A stamp nfflxpv comprising a drum which Is divided

Into two sections one of which receives a band of stamps,

and the other a recording band, a stamp severing and

afllxins-devfce. means for feeding the stamp band thereto.

meat>8 for moistening stamps, and a punch operating on

the recordlng-banil and arr\iated by the severing and

affixlng-devlce.

2. A stamp afllxer comprising a drum Which Is divided

Into tw.' sections one of which receives a band of stamps

and the other n recordin.; band, stamp mcistening means.

a stamp-severing and affixing device, a pair of feed rollers

receiving said bands therebetween, and a punch operating

on the recording-band and actuated by the severlngdevlce.

3. A stamp-aflHier comprising a drum which Is divided

Into two sections one of which receives a band of stamps

and the other a recording-band, stamp moistening means.

1 An appliance of the character state<l, comprising a

hand-hole frame having a cover seat and an internal abut-

ment opposed to the seat, a cover formed to bear on the

seat, t)eil crank levers fulcrumed on the cover and having

shorter arms adapted to engage the abutment, and longer

arms extending from the shorter arms toward the cover.

and means between the longer arms for forcing the hmger

arms outwardly from the center of the cover, to engage

the shorter arms with the abutment, said means having

provisions for locking the levers in their at.utment engag-

ing positions.

2. An appliance of the character statwl, comprismi; a

hand hole frame having a cover seat and an Internal abut-

ment opposed to the seat, a cover form.-d to bear on the

seat, bell crank levers fulcrumed on the cover and having

shorter arms adapted to engage the abutment, and longer

arms extending from the shorter arms toward the cover,

and a toggle engaged with the outer ends of the longer

arms and adapted to force said arms outwardly from the

center of the cover, said toggle, when extended, locking

the levers In their abutment engaging poslfionB.

:i. An appliance "f the character stnte<l. comprlslnj? a

hand hole frame having a cover seat and an Internal abut-

ment opposed to said ser.t, a c.ver formed to bear on the

seat, levers fulcrumed on the cover, and having shorter

arms adapted to engage the abutment, and longer arms ex-

tending from the shorter arms toward the cover, a toggle

engage<l with the outer ends of the longer arms and

adapted to force said arras outwardly from the center of

the cover, said toggle, when extended, locking the levers

In their abutment engaging positions, and a handle carried

by said toggle whereby force may t>e applied to extend

and contract the toggle

4. An appliance of the character stated, comprising a

hand-hole frame having a cover seat and an internal abut-

ment opposed to said seat, a cover forme<l to bear on the

seat, levers fulcrumed on the cover and having shorter

arms adapted to engage tb.e abutment, and longer arms ex-

tending from the shorter arms toward the cover, and a

toggle composed of links Jointed together and to the outer

ends of the longer arms, and adapted when extended, to

force the longer arms outwardly from the center of the

cover, and to lock the levers in their abutment engaging

position, one of said links being adjustable to vary the ex-

tension of the toggle.

5. An appliance of the character stated, comprising a

hand-hole frame having a cover seat and an internal abut-

ment opposed to said seat, a cover formed to t.ear on the

seat, levers f\ilcrumed on the cover, and having outer and

inner arms, and a toggle composed of a blfurcate<l link

Jointed to oup of the levers, a nut Jointed to the arms of

the bifurcated link, and an adjustable link comp.'sed of an

outer section Jointed to the other lever, and an Inner sec-

tion having a screw thread engaged with the nut. the

inner section In-ing Independently rotatable to vary the

L length of the link.
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890,832. COOLING DEVICE. Edwin Bdbhoeic, Hobo-

ken. N. J. Filed Aug. 6, 1906. Serial No. 329,302.

A cooling device embodying a frame, a series of cooling

pans carrlp<l thereby each provided with perforations In

its bottom, and a series of spraying members, for each pan

each consisting of n horizontal top section of rectangular

contour having Its upper face secured to the under face of

said pan and having angular side sections, the securing

means for said top section engaging said top section and

the pan bottom.

890.333. VARIABLE-SPEED MECHANISM. Nicholas

D. «"n.\Rn and MrRU.\v Siiiiiirv (Inclnnatl. Ohio, as-

signors to Thi' Lodg'- A; Sliipl.v Machine Tool Company,

Cincinnati, (»hio, a Corporation. Filed .lune 24, 1907.

Serial No. .^^0,617.

^—^AJ

and means for shifting each cone, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In a variable speed device, two shafts, means for

moving the same to and from one another, a slidable cone

pulley wheel on each shaft, a belt maintained in a con-

stant plane, means for shifting each cone, and means for

simultaneously shifting said opposing cones intermittently

In step movements, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.334. VARIABLE-SPEED MECHANISM. Nicholas

D. Chari-) and Mcrray Shipi-ey. Cincinnati. Ohio, as-

signors to The Lodge A: Shipley Ma.hinc Tool Company.

Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation Filed June 24. 1907

Serial No. 380,618,

I* 1ft i^ ,<-

1. In a variable speed device, two shafts, a cone of pulley

wheels slidable on each shaft, a belt, means for holding it

In a constant plane, and means for laterally shifting the

said cones, whereby the speeds obtainable are equal In

number to the square of the number of pulleys comprised

in one of the cones, substantially as described.

2. In a variable speed device, two shaft.**, a cone of

pulley wheels slidable on each shaft, a belt, means for hold-

ing it in a constant plane, means fur laterally shifting

the said cones, whereby the speeds obtainable are equal in

number to the square of the number of pulleys comprised

in one of the cones, and means for keeping the belt taut,

substantially as described.

3. In a variable speed device, two shafts, a cone of

pulley wheels slidable on each shaft, a belt means for

holding it in a constant plane, means for laterally shift-

ing the said cones, whereby the speeds obtainable are equal

in number to the s(iuare of the number of pulleys comprised

in one of the cones, and means for keeping the belt taut,

substantially as described.

4. In a variable speed device, two shafts, means for mov-

ing the same to and from one another, a slidable pulley

wheel on each shaft, a belt maintained In a constant plane.

1. In a varialile speed device, two shafts, telescoping

pulleys adapted to turn with and slide on each shaft, a belt,

means for holding the belt in a constant plane, and means

for slmultanwusly shifting the Individual members of

said opposing sets of pulleys into and out of telescopic re-

lation, substantially as described.

2. in a variable speed device, two shafts, telescoping

pulleys on each shaft, means for simultaneously telescop-

ing the pulleys on one shaft and unteiescoping the pulleys

on the other shaft, a belt, and means for holding it In a

constant plane relative to the shifting pulleys, substan-

tially as described.

:v In a variable speed device, two shafts, telescoping

pulleys adapted to turn with and slide on said shafts, a

belt, means for holding the same in a constant plane, and

means for simultaneously shifting the opposing pulleys

substantially as described.

4. In a variable speed device, two shafts, fixed pulleys

and larger diameter telescoping pulleys, adapted to turn

with and slide on each shaft, a l)elt. means for holding

the belt in a constant plane, an actuating shaft, connec-

tions between said shaft and the Individual pulley mem-

bers, and means for rotating said shaft, whereby the

pulleys In relatively opposing sets are telescoped and un-

telescoped simultaneously into serial operative connec-

tion with the belt to produce gradually Increasing and

decreasing ratios of speed, substantially as described.

5. In a variable speed device, two shafts, fixed pulleys

and larger telescoping pulleys, adapted to turn therewith

and slide thereon, and means adapted to telescope the

pulleys on one shaft while unteiescoping the pulleys on

the other shaft, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

SOO.SS.I. GAS-ENGINE. Philip 8. Clacs, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Mar. IS. 1907 Serial No. 3r.2.R2r..

1. In a gas engine having a cylinder provided with an

exhaust port, the combination of means for opening and

closing the exhaust port before and after the end of the

» power stroke and holding said exhaust port closed toward
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the end of the puw^r strukp. and means for Introducing

an eiplnslre mixture Into the cylinder toward the end of

the power stroke when said exhaust port Is closed.

with a tip approximately •pfcerlcal In Its longitudinal sec-

tion and approximately polnonal In Its cross section, and

a connected link provided with an Integral socket at one

end. said socket correspondin*: in form with the sides

of said tip.

:i In a flexil)le shaft, the .-ombination of a series or

similar connected links, each of said links having at one

end a tip substantially polygonal In cross section and hav-

ing curved sides In Its lonifltudlnal section and having at

its opposite end an Integral socket Inclosing the tip of

the next adjacent link, said socket having Its Inn^r wall

corresponding substantially to the polygonal sides of ^aid

tip and having the opening at the outer edge of said socket

smaller than said tip to prevent the removal of the tip

from the socket.

4 In a flexible shaft, the combination of two connected

links of similar form and united by an articulated Joint,

consisting of a tip on the end of one link having substan-

tially polvgonal sides and an Inclosing so.-ket on the end

of the other link and Integral therewith with its sides

corresponding in form to the sides of th.' (ip

' In a gas engine, the combination of a cylinder having

an'exhaust port and an inlet port through the wall of the

same a piston provided with a passage openiag above and

at the periphery of the same adapted to register with so

as to open, and pass by so that said piston shall close

Mid exhaust port toward the end of the power stroke, said

miet port being so located that the piston sh»ll pass over

said port toward the end of said stroke, leaving said port

^^T [Q a gas engine, the combination of a cylinder, a

piston adapted to reciprocate therein, an inlet port in

said cylinder, means for compressing an exploUve mixture,

Mid engine being provided with a passage for conveying

the compressed explosive mixture to the cylinder through

said inlet port, a non-return valve located in said passage

and adapted to op..n toward said Inlet port, said engine

being provided with a second passage adapted to convey

explosive mixture to the cylinder through said Inlet port.

and means for opening and closing said second passage.

4 In a gas engine, a cylinder having an exhaust and an

Inlet port, means for compressing the explosive mixture,

said engine being provided with a passage adapted to con-

vey the explosive mixture to the cylinder through said

inlet port a non return valve in said passage, and means

for opening and closing said exhaust port before the end

of the working stroke, said Inlet port being tdapted to be

opened at the end of the working stroke of the piston.

r> In a gas engine, a cylinder having an ejhaust and an

inlet port, means for compressing: the explosive mixture,

said engine being provided with a passage adapted to con-

vey the eiploslvH mixture to the cylinder through said in-

let port a non-return valve in said passage, means for

opening and closing said .'xhaust port before the end of

the working stroke, means for opening the Inlet port at

the end of the working stroke of the piston, a second pas-

sage for conveying the explosive mixture to ^aid cylinder,

and means for opening said second passage at the end of

the working stroke of th.- t^ngine

890 ViB FLEXIBLE SHAFT. Georgk H. C.iatks. Worces-

ter, Mass. Filed Sept. 12, 1906. Serial No. 334,360.

8 9 0.337. M.VNUFACTIRE OF (OMI'ODND INGOTS.

William H. i'onnkll. rittsburg. I'a. Filed Sept. --'T.

190". Serial No. 394, "s";}.

1 In a flexible shaft, the combination with a series of

connected links having articulated joints consisting of a

tip polygonal In cross section located within the corre-

sponding socket integral with the connected link, whereby

the rotary motion of one link Is Imparted to Its connected

link, said socket having its walls corresponding In form

with the polygonal sides of said tip.

2. In a flexible shaft, the combination of » link provided

1 \s an improvement In the art of making compound

ingots the method herein described which consists In di-

viding a bodv of homogeneous metal into a plurality of

streams, changing the chararter of one or more of said

streams and simultaneously introducing said streams into

a mold side hy side, but distinct.

'> \8 an Improvement In the art of making compound

Ingots, the method herein described which consists In

dividing a body of homogeneous metal Into a plurality of

streams adding an alloy to one or more of said streams

and simultaneously Introducing said streams Into a mold

side by side but distinct.

3 \s an improvement In the art of making' compound

Ingots the method herein described which consists In di

vldlng a stream of metal as It flows from a res.rvolr Into

a plurality of streams, changing the character of the

metal in one or more of the streams and Introducing said

streams simultaneously into a mold side by side but dis-

tinct.

890 338 AUTOMATIC STOP FOR PHONOGRAPHS
Charles P. Cook, Plymouth. Conn. Filed Oct. 12. 1907

Serial No. 397.202.

1 In an automatic stop mechanism for phonographs, the

combination with a base plate and means to secure It In

place of an upright bracket secured to the said base plate.

a trip lever journaled In said bracket for oscillation In a

1
vertical plane, one end of the trip lever being turned at
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aii angle to the main part thereof, a screw adjustably

mounted in said lever end and lying substantially parallel

with said main part, a starting lever clamp having a

catch to cooperate with said trip lever and a finger piece,

resilient means normally tending to rock the trip lever on

its pivot In one direction, and means normally tending to

draw the said starting lever clamp toward said bracket

upon oscillation of the trip lever In the opposite direc-

tion, substantially as set forth.

If'

27 i5 fi M jg

2. In combination with a phonograph havinj; a frame

member, a starting lever, and reproducer arm. of an au

tomatlc stop mechanism therefor comprising a base plate,

means to secure the same to said frame member, a trip

lever pivoted for oscillation, one end of said lever being

notched and the other being upturned at an angle to the

main portion thereof, a screw mounted in said upturned

end and lying in the path of said reproducer arm, a clamp

adjustably secured to said starting lever and having a

catch to cooperate with the notch aforesaid to hold the

clamp and Its lever in one position, and a spring attached

to said clamp tending normally to draw said clamp and

lever out of said position upon the occasion of contact of

the reproducer arm with the said screw.

3. In an automatic stop mechanism for phonographs,

the combination of a brack. 't, a trip U-ver pivoted thereto,

one end of the said lever having a notch and the other end

being turned at an angle to the main body portion thereof,

a U shaped clamp having at one end a catch to cooperate

with the notch aforesaid, means to adjustably secure the

clamp to a part to be moved, means to cause the trip

lever to oscillate on Its pivot, and a spring attached at

one end to the said clamp and at the other end to the said

bracket whereby on the occasion of the aforesaid oscilla-

tion of the lever to cause the release of the catch, the

clamp Is quickly moved.

4. The combination with a phonograph embodying a re-

producer arm and starting lever, of stop mechanism com-

prising a clamp secured to the starting lever, and hHvlng

an oppositely extending catch and finger piece, a spring

connected with the clamp, and a trip lever engaging the

catch of the clamp, to hold the spring under tension and

th.' starting levfr inoperative, and arranged for actuation

by the reproducer arm to release the clamp and permit

stopping of the machine by the starting lever.

890,339. NI'T • LOCK. John W. Cooper, Boston, Mass.

Filed Aug 24, 1907. Serial No. 3S9,991

gular form and gradually deepening from Its outer to its

inner end the side walls of the recess being arranged at a

right angle to each other, and having the wall separating

the recess and bolt opening comparatively thin and bend-

able and Increased in width from the bottom of the recess

towards the outer open side thereof and having a rib or

projection upon the side of said bendablc wall facing the

said recess and adapted to brace the said wall and to in-

sure proper application of the blow expended for pressing

the aforemention.d bendable wall into the groove of the

rod or bolt.

2. In combination, a rod or bolt having longitudinal

grooves in Its sides intersecting the threads thereof, and a

nut having a threaded opening to receive the said rod or

bolt, and having triangular shaped recesses In Its outer

Bide opposite the corners, each of said recesses being sepa-

rated from the threaded bolt opening hy a bendable wall

provided with a centrally disposed tapered rib on the side

facing the recess to brace said wall and receive the blow

expended to press the said bendable wall into a groove of

the bolt or rod, and having the side walls of the recess ar-

ranged relatively at a right angle to engage with adjacent

sides of a square punch to direct the same and to prevent

slipping and enable either of the four corners of the punch

being used.

890,.340. IWPER - TRIMMING MACHINE. George H.

Davis, West Orange, N. J., assignor to Standard Music

Roll Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Nov. 21, 1906, Serial No. 344,410, Renewed Nov. 21,

1907. Serial No 403.191.

1. In a lock nut. the combination of a rod or bolt having

a groove Intersecting Us threaded portion, and a nut

mounted upon the threaded portion of the rod or bolt and

having a recess In Its outer face of approximately trlan-

1. In a machine of the character described, a delivery

spool, a receiving roll, a gear wheel on the shaft of each

said spool and said roll, edge-trlmmlng means for a strip

or web, a longitudinally movable stub shaft, and a gear

on said shaft adapted to be brought into m.^sh with either

the gear on the delivery spool or the gear on the receiving

roll.

2. In a machin.- of the character described, a delivery

spool, a rec.'ivint; roll, means for rotating the receiving

roll and edge trimming means for a strip or web compris-

I
ing a sectional bed roll the sections of which are of equal

dlami'ter and rotary cutters cooperating with the end sec-

tions of the said bed roll.

3. In a machine of the character described, a delivery

spool, a receiving roll, means for rotating the receiving

roll, edge-trlmmlng means for a strip or web comprising

Intergeared shafts carrying, respectively, a sectional bed

roll and a pair of rotating cutters cor.perating with the

end sections of said bed rolls.

4. In a machine of the character described, a delivery

spool, a receiving roll, means for rotating the receiving

roll, and edge trimming means for a strip or web com

prising two shafts one having a pair of rotary cutters ad-

justably mounted thereon and the other provided with a

sleeve and adjustable collars at opposite ends thereof co-

operating with the said cutters.

6. In a machine of the character described, a delivery

spool, a receiving roll, means common to both said spool

and roll for positively rotating either Independently of

the other, and rotary edge-trlmmlng means for a strip or

\
web comprising a pair of parallel shafts, a pair of cutters

adjustably mounted upon one of said shafts, a sleeve and

a pair of collars adjustably mounted upon the other shaft,

J
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette,]
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890.341. MlSirAl,
III. Filed Mar 31

BELL. 3<>HS C Deaoas. Chicago,

1906. Serial No. 309.151.

Ing at their opposite edge* bpyond the strips of wood lear-

Ing dust collecting Interspaces betwnen the layers of felt

at their margins, and a stout band passed centrally about

the ends and sides of the device between their opposite

edges.

1. A musical bell that im iud.'S in its formation a reso-

nating tube provided with a diaphragm in Its interior that

18 extended across and transverse to the length of the

tube between points of the tube dl9i)lace4 longitudlnauj

of the tube, said tube b.'ing thereby divided into chambers

that extend loneltiidinaUy of the tubes past each other.

2. .V musical bell that includes in Its formation a reso-

nating tube provided with a zlg zag diaphragm in Its In-

terior that Is extended acros-s and transveree to the length

of the tube betwef^n point.s of the tube displaced longi-

tudinally of the tubf. said tube being thertby divided Into

Chambers that xf-nd longitudinally of th^) tube past each

other

3. .1 niusii'al b-li that lu.ludvs in Its tarmatlon a reso-

nating tub.' iir')vi,l.Ml with a dia[ihragm In Its interior

that Is extended arruss nnd transv.Tse to the length of the

tube between points of th*" tube displaced longitudinally of

the tube, said tu>'.' t)"ing th.'r.-by divldei into chambers

that extend lunsitudinally of the tube past each other, said

tube being op'-n. and a suun<liag [>lat.> looat.'d before the

open portion of the tubt.

4. A musical bell that includes in its formation a reso-

nating tube having a zig zag diaphragm that separates

its interior Into two overlapping spaces, and sounding

plates located before said tube, which tube Is provided

with openings where said sounding plates are disposed.

,-.. A musical bell that Includes in its formation a reso-

nating tube provided with a zig-zag diaphragm in its in-

terior that Is extended across and transverse to the length

of the tube between points of the tube displaced longi-

tudinally of the tube, said tube being theneby divided Into

chambers that extend longitudinally of the tube past each

other, said tube being open, and a sounding plate located

before the open portion of the tube.

[Claims 6 tu 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.34J BLACKBOARD KRASER.
Ashland. Ohio. Filed June 2S. 1907.

i-:rwARD p. DZXS,

Serial No. 381.280.

8tO,343. BOW FOR WATCHES. Chables L. Deix)I.lieb,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Dubois Watch Case Co.,

Brooklyn. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec.

18, 1907. Serial No. 406.986.

1. A watch bow adapted to pivotally suspend a watch

body said bow being prOTlded w ith means for direct attach-

ment thereof to a garment.

2. A watch bow adapted to pivotally suspend a watch

body, and provided with means for direct attachment

thereof to a garment said means rf)mprising a pin tongue

hinged at one end to said bow and a catch disposed on

said bow and adapted to engage and hold the other end of

said hinged tongue.

3. \ watch bow adapted to pivotally suspend a watch

body, said bow being laterally expanded and provided with

means for direct attachment thereof to a garment.

4. A watch bow adapted to pivotally suspend a watch

body, and comprising loops one of which is provided with

a pin tongue hinged thereto and another with a catch for

engaging and holding said pin tongue in closed position.

890.344. VARIABLE-SPEED MECHANISM. AI-Mi'.vd J.

DoKBBELiNo. Claude, Tex Filed .Kug. 27. 1907. Serial

No. 390.340.

A blackboard eraser comprising alternate strips of felt

r.nd wood secured firmly together the strips of felt extend-

The combination of a shaft, a wheel mounted on said

shaft, a cone shapf'd friction spool provided in its ba.se

rim with a groove, a friction band mounted in said groove

and bearing against one face of said wheel, the tapered

end of said spool being al.so formed with a grooved collar,

a bracket 19. a shifting yoke pivotally mounted on said

< bracket and encircling the grooved collar, a link rod con-

nected at one end to the yoke, a rod upon which said

spool Is spllned. the rod extending in line with said link

rod. a hand lever connected to the other end of said link

rod! and supports for the rod on which the spool is mount-

ed one of said suiiports consisting of a leaf spring pro-

vided with a bearing in which the said rod is Journaled

and exerting tension to press the spool Into engagement

with the wheel, said leaf spring being in allnement with

the shifting yoke, and a bracket to which the lower end of

, said leaf spring is secured.
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890,845. CHURN. Doteb R. Dbommoxb, Arbela, Mo.

Filed Aug. 1.3, 1907. Serial No. 388.356.

The combination, with a churn body, of a removable cy-

lindrical casing disposed directly upon the mouth of the

churn body and closed at opposite ends; a stationary

horizontarpartitinn pinfe disposed within the interior of

the casing and dividing the latter into an upper and a lower

flDBpartment ; a vertical shaft lournaled at opposite ends

In said casing and extending Intermediate its ends through

an opening formed in said partition plate; a gear carried

by said shaft and disposed within the lower compartment ;

a series of vertical dasher shafts having their upper ends

extending through alining openings formed in the lower

end of the , aslng and In the partition plate, each dasher

•haft being provided with a gear In mesh with said flrst-

mentloned gear; a pair of collars carried by each dasher

abaft and disposed against opposite faces of said partition

plate for preventing endwise movement of said shaft
;
and

means for rotntlnn said vprti<al shaft

4. In a device of the character described, a frame formed

of clips, the ends of which are normally separated, rigid

stays or braces connecting said clips, a cover for said

frame, rearwardly extending tlaps. a flexible extension be-

yond the upper clip, and flexible pieces extending below the

lower clip.

5. In a device of the character described, a frame formed

of clips, rigid connections between said clips, the ends of

which are held apart, a cover for said frame, flexible ex-

tensions depending below the lower clip, and a flexible

guaset extending between said extensions and covering the

instep.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (lazette.]

890.346. LECGINO. Charles W. Dillks, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Nov. 26. 1907. Serial No. 403,859.

^a:

890.347. SHUTTLE- ACTT-ATINc; MECHANISM FOR

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINES. Lewis F. Falks,

Walpole, Mass. Filed Oct. 22, 1904. Serial No. 229.604.

1. In a device of the character described, a frame formed

of clips, rigid stays or braces connecting the same, a cover

for said frame, and flexible flaps extending rearwardly be-

yond the frame, the openings of which latter are situated

at the rear.

2. In a device of the character described, a frame formed

of clips, rigid stays or t-races c<innectlng the same, the ends

of said clips at the rear t)elng normally separatetl, a <over

for said frame, flexible flaps extending rearwardly there-

from, and flexible extensions extending downwardly below

the lower clip.

3 In a device of the character described, a frame formed

of clips, rigid stays or braces connecting the same, the

ends of said clips at the rear being normally separated, a

cover for said frame, rearwardly extending flexible flaps,

and connecting means carried by said flaps

1. In a lockstitch sewing machine, a shuttle; an annu-

lar raceway therefor; a gear having a bearing at one side

and a lateral projection at the other side, said lateral pro-

jection engaging the shuttle : a rolling member on said

projection : means for rotating said gear to produce a re-

olving movement of said projection ; and means for caus-

ing the rolling member on said projection to rotate thereon

during such revolving movement

2. In a multiple needle lock stitch sewing machine, a

series of shuttles ; an annular raceway for each shuttle :

a support for each raceway longitudinally adjustable with

relation to the machine frame ; gears bearing in said sup-

ports adjacent to said raceways; rolling members con-

nected with and projecting laterally from said gears into

said raceways to propel the shuttles therein ; a driving

shaft parallel to the axis of the several gear- ; and driving

gears spllned on the shafts and bearing in the supports.

890,348. SHAVING BIUSH. I'avii. FrL:x. Glasgow,

Scotland. Veiled Sept. IT. 1007. Serial No. 393, .358.

'

1 In brushes for shaving or other purposes, the com-

bination comprising a shell containing a spring, a clamp-

ing device adapted to grip a prepared tuft of bristles and

I carried bv said shell, a compressing sheath slidably secured
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to said shell and acted on by the said spring, and a bay

oner joint connection between said shell und compressing

sheath, substantially as described.

2. In brushf's for shaving or other purposes, the com-

bination comprlsini; a shell, a stem secured therein carry-

ing a clamping device adapted to grip a prepared tuft of

bristles, a compressing sheath sliding upon said shell, and
a bayonet Joint connection between said sljell and sheath,

substantially :is described.

3. In brushes for shaving or other purposes a shell, a

clamping device carried thereby, a sheatlj longitudinally

movable on said shell to actuate said clamping device and
means for locking said sheath and shell when the clamp
Ing device Is closed, substantially as described.

890,349. ALARM SKINAL MECHANISM Ellswokth
E. Flora and Robert J. Zokqk, Chicago. II!.. assignors

to Zorge Safety Railway Equipment t^ompany. a Cor-

poration of Illinois. Filed June 19. 1W)7. Serial No.

379,791.

>n -^

1. The combination with a track, of torpedo placing

mechanism roraprising a carrier, torpedo holders mounted
thereon, and riieaus for projecting the torpedo holders,

comprising; a m.ikrnet held ejector, and menns for actuat-

ing the magnet to bring it again Into engagement with Its

armature after the ejector has begun lt« movement of

ejection.

'1 In means of the character described, the combination
of !i rotary carrier, a series of slides mounted thereon,

a larri.'r actuating' m'>mb^>r. a slidf-actuating member, a

ma^in-'t controlling th*- slld^'actuatlng ni*>mber, a gear

train serving to actuatf said memb^-rs and said mag-
net, an electric motor, and eIectro-magn«tlc controlling

means for said motor^

3 In means of the character described, Che combination
of a carrier, a series of torpedo holders mounted thereon,

a carrier-actuating member, a holder actuating member, an
electric motor geared to said members, and electro mag-
netic controlling means for said motor.

4. In means of the character described, the combination
of a carrier, torpedo holders mounted thereon, a carrier-

actuating member, a holder actuating member, a gear
train serving to actuate said members, an electric motor
serving to actuate said gear train, electro magnetic con-

trolling means for said motor, a clutch controlling the
carrier actuating member, and automatic artuatlng tueans

for said clutch.

5. In means of the character described, the combination
of a rotary carrifT. a series of torpedo slidfs mounted
thereon, a carrier-actuating member, a slide actuating
member, means for preventing complete Ini^ard movement
of a slide after projection thereof in the ervent of non-ex-
plosion of the torpedo, a clutch controUlnjj the carrier-ac-

tuating memb*'r. clutch operating means controlled by the

ejected slide, and means for operating the carripr actuat-

ing member through the medium of said dutch when the

clutch Is thrown to the operative position

[Clnlms 6 to 22 not printed In the Garette ]

890,350. SAFETY RAZOR. Wilmam R. Fowler. Baltl

more. Md. Filed .Inn. 4. 190S. Serial No. 409.248.

f '

1. A safety razor having a body part comprising a blade-

seat provided at one end with a stationary hook, a handle,

and a safety gtuird consisting of a series of parallel end-

less bars all having a bend and said bars connecting l>e-

tween the blade-seat and handle ; a lever pivoted nt the

back of the seat and carrying a clamp hook which curves

to the front of the seat-end opposite said stationary hook.

and a blade held to its position on the seat by the station-

ary hook and the clamp-hook on the lever.

2. A safety razor consisting of three pieces, the first

piece comprising a straight flat handle, a blade seat which
has an inclined position at an angle of about forty five

degrees with respect to said handle, and said blade seat

and handle directly connected by a parallel bar safety-

guard having a curved bend, 13. adjoining the said seat

and a reversely-curved bend adjoining the handle ; the

second piece comprising a razor-blade secured on said

seat with the cutting-edge of the blade nearest to the said

handle ; and the third piece comprising n lever

890.351.

Kans.

BUTTER MOLI»
Fllpd May 9, 190?.

f-DwiN K. Fhank. Topeka,
Serial No. 372.7K8.

1. A butter mold comprising the combination of a base,

side pieces hinged thereto and provided with grooves and

marking seams, end pieces fitting Into said grooves, and

hooka Integrally and solidly secnreil to the tops of the

respective end pieces and adapted to overlap the upper

edges of the side pieces and to embrace the outer sides

thereof, substantially as set forth

2. A butter-mold comprising the combination of a base.

Bide piece* hinged thereto and provided with grooves on

their Inner faces, separate and detached end pieces fitting

into said grooves, and hooks rigidly secured to the end

pieces and extending out over the upp>er edges of the re-

spective side-pieces and embracing their outer faces, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. A butter mold comprising the combination of a solid

Integral Iwse, a side piece mounted on and hinged to each
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side thereof and provided with oppositely disposed grooves

at each end on their Inner faces, separate and detached

end pieces fitting Into said gnxives. and hooks rigidly and

solldlv se<ured to the upper edges of the end pieces, said

hooks extending out over the upper txlges of the respective

side pieces and emtirncing their outer faces, substantially

as set forth

890,352. I'iJlLTRY AND ANIMAL FEEDING DEVICE.
Isaac M. Fredrick, Perkasie, Pa. Filed May 22, 1907.

Serial No. 375,104.

1 In an automatic feeding device of the character

stated, n feed distrll)utiiig member, a motor, gearing for

rotating said moml>er operatlvely connected with said

motor, and means cooperating with said gearing for regu-

lating the speed of said feed distributing member.

2 In an automatic feeding device of the character

stated, a feed distributing meiiil)er. means for rotating the

same, a motor operatlvely connected with said rotating

means, and means co.'.peratlng with the rotating means

for regulating the speed of rotation of said member.

3. .\n automatic feeding device of the character stated,

comprising a fee<l distrilniting member, its shaft, a motor.

gearing f<ir rotating said shaft, a cord operatlvely con-

nected with the motor for giving motion to said gearing,

and means engaging said <-urd to regulate the sj.eed with

which said meml)er rotates.

4. In an a\itomatic fee<llnK device of the character

stated, a feed supply, a vertically disposed shaft, a feed

distributing nieml)er in communication with the outlet ol

said supply, gearing for rotating said memlier and means

adjustable on the shaft of said member for controlling lt«

speed of rotation.

5. In an automatic feeding device of the character

stated, a vertically dlspose<l shaft, a fee<l supply, a hori-

zontally disposed feed distributing member carried by said

shaft In communication with the outlet of said supply,

gearing for rotating said meml>er. and means pivotally

mounted on the shaft of said member for controlling the

speed of said member.

[Claims fi to 1,^ not printed in the Gazette.]

890.353 MAIL BAG CATCHER. George W. Gagk, Sr.,

Epplng, N. H. Filed Feb. 14, 1908. Serial No. 415,909.

1. A mall bag catcher comprising a swinging stop mem-
t)er. a yieldable cushioning member and a cam member

carried by the swinging stop member and adapted to en-

gage said cushioning member
2. .\ mall bag catcher comprising a swinging stop mem-

ber, a slldably mounted cushioning member and a cam
member actuated by the swinging stop member and adapt-

ed to engage said cushioning member.

3. A mall bag catcher comprising a swinging member, a

cylinder, a piston In the latter, a spring for actuating said

piston in one direction and operative connections between

the piston and said member.

4. A mail bag catcher comprising a swinging member.

a cylinder, a piston In the latter, a spring for actuating

said piston In one direction, a head actuated by said piston

and a cam piece or arm carried by said member and

adapted to co act with said head.

5. A mail bag catcher comprising a support, an upright

stop member pivoted at it.s lower end upon said support

and adapted to swing to either side of the perpendicular,

an air tight cylinder, ft piston therein, a rod for the latter.

a guide for said rod. a coil spring upon the rod. a cross

head upon the rod and a cam piece or arm carried by said

swinging stop member and adapted to co act with said

cross head.

[Claims 6 to Iti not printed In the Gazette.]

890,354. MILK-PAIL HOLDER AmoTSE A. Giard. Big

Falls. Minn. Filed Nov, 13. 19ti7. Serial No. 4u2.020.

1. The herein-described milk pail holder comprising a

cross bar, side bars secured to the cross bar and provided

with outwardly extending arms, a hoop secured to the side

bars, and a bar pivoted to the cross bar as and for the

purpose set forth.

2. The herein-described milk pail holder comprising a

cross-bar, side bars secured to the cross bar and provided

with outwardly extending arms, a hoop pivotally secured

to the side bars, and a bar pivoted to the cross-bar. as and

for the purfiose set forth.

890.355. CENTRIFUGAL PT'MP Osi ar Gueiuz. San

Francisco. Cal. Filed Jan. 8. 1907. Serial No. 351.297.

1. In a centrifugal pumii. the combination, with a casing

and a runner rotatable therein, of a chamber in advance of

said runner and communicating with the inlet and outlet

of said runner, and means within said chaml)er to control

such communication.

2. In a centrifugal pump, the combination, with a cas-

ing and a runner rotatable therein, of a chamber In ad-

vance of said runner and communicating directly with the

I

inlet and outlet of said runner, and means within said

i chamber to control such communication.
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3. In a centrifugal pump, the combination, with a caa-

Ing and a runner rotatable thfr^ln. of an annular chamber

In advance of said runner and communicating with the In-

let and outlet therv-of. and means to control auch communi-

cation from the exterior of the casing.

5. In a sprinkler stop, the combination of a head, and

a bearing arm, a hinged plate pivotally connected with the

bearing arm. plates connecting the hinged plates and head,

and means in the bearing arm and engaging the hinged

member for adjutslng the arm and hinged member.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 9 0.357. F.VSTENEB FOR PHOTOGR-VPH-FRAMES

WITH PLUSII B.vrKS. John Hasselbrino, New Yorlc.

N. Y. Filed Sept. 13. 190T Serial No 39J.n44

4. In a centrifugal pump, the combinatldn. with a cas-

ing and a runner rotatable therein, of an annular chamber

In advance of staid runner adjacent the peripheral portion

thereof and in direct communication by tnnular spaces

with the inlet and outlet of said runner, and means to con-

trol such communication.

5. in a centrifugal pump, the combination of a casing

having water-wavs, a runner rotatable in aaid casing and

.-ommunicating at it.s i.eripheral portion with said water-

ways, said runner having a suction inlat. counter-bal-

ancing-chambers at the rear of said runner, an annular

chamber in advance of said runner and communicating

with the inlet and outlet thereof, and adjustable means to

control such communication.

[Claims to '-'O not printed in the Oaz^ttf.]

890 356. STOP FOR SPRINKLER-nE.VDS. Charles L.

Gbodk. Providence, R I. Filed Aug \<i. 1907. Serial

No. 388,917.

1 The comblnatlim. with a metallic- frame provided with

bent-ovir lugs at the upper and Iow.t rear portions, of a

back provided with a recess at its upper end corresponding

with the b.nt-over lug of the frame, and a pivoted catch-

plate adapted to be placed under the lug for retaining the

back in poslti'm In the frame.

2. The combination, with a metallic photograph-frame

provided with bent over lugs at the upper and lower r.'ar

odges of the same, of a back fitting Into the frame and

provided with a rec-ss at Its upper end corresponding with

the bent over lug at th- upper end of the frame, and a catch

plate pivoted to the brt< k at one i*lde of said recess and

provided with a raised |M)rtlon or bead for placing the

atch under the lug or removing it so as to clear the same.

890,358. TYPE WRITING M \<niNE. Wii.i.iam F Hkl-

MOND, Hartford, Tonn , assi^jnor to Underwood Type-

writer Company, New York, N. Y . a Corporation of

New Jersey Filed Oct. 21, 1907. Serial No. 398,306.

1 In a sprinkler stop, the combination of a head, a

bearing arm, and interlocking plates intermediate the head

aqd bearing arm for disconnecting the hea« and arm under

a predetermined degree of temperature

2. In a sprinkler stop, the combination of a head, a

bearing arm, and over lapping plates conaecting the head

and bearing arm, and solder between tfce faces of two

or more of the plates.

3. In a sprinkler stop, the combination of a head, a

bearing arm, and a series of inter engaging plates pivotally

fixed to the bearing arm and connected with the head, and

solder between two or more of the plates.

4. In a sprinkler stop, the combination of a supporting

plate a stophead mounted upon one end Of the plate, ears

upon' the supporting plate, a hinged plate, lugs upon the

hinged plate engaging the ears, a bearing arm, a pivot

member connecting the hinged plate and bearing arm,

means for frlctlonally engaging the supporting plate and

hinged plate, and a locking plate soldered to the hinged

plate and engaging the friction engaging means.

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with n

revoluble platen and pressure rolls running thereon nnd

divided into front and rear sets, each set having an axle, of

a yoke guided upon the platen frame for movement toward-

and away from the platen, and having open slots to en-

gage said axles to guide all of said rollers, and releasable

means for pressing the rollers against the platen
:
said

axles being detachable from said yoke.

2 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

revoluble platen and pressure rolls running Iher.^on and

divided Into front and rear sets, each set having an axle,

of yokes having slots to engage rods extending along said

platen frame, to guide the yokes for movpment towards

and away from the platen, said yokes having means to en

gage said axles to press and guide all of said rollers, and

releasable means for pressing the yokes toward the platen.

3 In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen and a plurality of pressure rollers, of a key oper

ated rock-shaft provided with a cam. a spring, and means

for enabling said spring to press said rollers against the

platen ; said spring having a part to engage said cam to

be depressed thereby to roller-releasing position.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen and a set of pressure rollers, of a key operated rock-

I shaft extending along the platen and provided with cams.
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spring fingers mounted upon the platen frame and extend

Ing along the platen, the tips of said fingers being engage-

able by said cams, and devices actuated by said springs
|

to pre.ss the rolls against the platen ; said springs being

releasable by the action of said cams thereon during the

rocking of said shaft.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen and a set of pressure rollers, of spring fingers

mounted upon the platen frame and extending along the

platen, yokes cngageable by said spring fingers and ex-

tending to the roller* to press the latter against the

platen, tips provided upon the ends of said fingers, the

latter extending past .said yokes, and a key operated shaft

extending along the platen and provided with cams to en-

gage said tips to release said springs and lock them In

Ineffective positions.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.359 WHEEI.RARROW. Arthib O. nrBBARD, Min-

neapolis. Minn I'iled May 17, 1907. Serial No. 374,281.

1. A wheel barrow having side rails converging toward

their forward ends and provided with suitable handles at

their rear ends, a tray supported on said rails, the for-

ward ends of said rails projecting beyond said tray, a U-

shaped yoke secured to the forward ends of said rails, said

yoke having bearings In Its rear portion, a wheel Journaied

in said bearings between said rails, and said yoke having

an upwardly turned nose projecting beyond the ends of

said rails and on which no.se the barrow is tilted to dis-

charge its load.

2. .V wheel barrow comprising a tray and rails whereon

said tray Is mounted, the forward ends of said rails pro-

jecting beyond the forward portion of said tray, a yoke

secured to said rails and having loops formed in its rear

ends, a pin removably fitting within said loops, a wheel

mounted on said pin and the forward end of said yoke

projecting beyond said rails and the periphery of said

wheel and having an upwardly turned nose for the purpose

specified.

8 9 0,360. RAILWAY SWITCH AND SIGNAL TRACK
TRIP. Chari.ks M. Hirst. Rawlins, Wyo Filed Oct.

1, 1906. Serial No. 330,988.

]. In a track trip. In combination, a pair of levers each

having one of its ends pivoted to a fixed support, a link

connecting the free ends of the levers, a pair of crank

shafts united to swing together, and operative connection

134 O. G—96

between the wrist pin of each crank shaft and the free

end of one of the levers.

2. In a track trip, in combination, a pair of contact

levers each having one of its ends pivoted to a fixed sup-

port, a contact link connecting the free ends of the levers,

IX crank shaft, and operative connection between the wrist

pin of the crank shaft and the free end of one of the levers.

3. In a track trip, in combination, a pair of contact

levers each having one of Its ends pivoted to a fixed sup-

port, the free ends of the levers being directed toward each

other, a contact link connecting the free ends of the levers,

a crank shaft, and a link connecting the free end of one

of the levers with the wrist pin of the shaft.

4. In a track trip, in combination, a pair of levers each

having one of its ends pivoted to a tixed support, a jointed

link connecting the free ends of the levers, a plurality of

crank shafts united to swing together, and operative con-

nection between the wrist pin of one of the shafts and the

free end of one of the levers and between the wrist pin of

one of the shafts and the link joint.

6. In a track trip. In combination, a pair of levers each

having one of Its ends pivoted to a fixed support, a jointed

link connecting the free ends of the levers, a crank shaft.

and operative connection between tli<' wrist pin of the

haft and the link Joint.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 9 0,361 . TYPE - WRITING MACHINE Chables E.

Kellet, Clarksburg, W Va.. assignor to T'nderwood

Typewriter Company, New York. N. Y., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed July 12, 1907. Serial No.

383,426.

1. In a typewriting machine provided with a platen, a

platen frame and a paper shelf In rear of the platen, the

combination of a rail In rear of said paper shelf and ex-

tending therealong. a carrier mounted on said rail, an arm

extending from said carrier forwardly over the top edge of

the shelf, a gage upon said arm to guide the side edge of

the paper, means upon said carrier to grip said rail, and a

finger piece to release said gripping means,

2. In a typewriting machine provided with a platen, a

platen frame, and a paper shelf in rear of the platen, the

combination of a rail mounted upttn the rear of the paper

shelf and extending therealong, and a guide forward of

the paper shelf for the side edge of the paper, said guide

having means extending back over the top edge of the

paper shelf and engaging said rail to support the guide

and enable the latter to be adjusted along the platen.

3. In a typewriting machine provided with a platen, a

platen frame, and a paper shelf in rear of the platen, the

combination of a rail mounted upon the rear of the paper

shelf and extending therealong, a guide forward of the

paper shelf for the side edge of the paper, said guide hav-

ing means extending back over the top edge of the paper

1 shelf and engaging said rail to support the guide and
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enable the latter to b« adjusted along the platen, a finger

piece mounted over the top edge of the pajjer shelf, and

rail-gripping means releaaable by said finger piece.

4 In a typewriting machine provided with a platen, a

platen frame and a paper shelf In rear of the platen, the

combination of !i rail mounted upon the reae of the paper

shelf and extending therealong, a paper-gul<le forward of

the paper shelf, said guide having means extending back

over the top ed«e of the paper shelf and engaging said rail

to support the guide and enable the latter t» be adjusted

along the platen, a brake, a spring pressing said brake

against a ftied part to prevent accidental displacement of

the guide along said rail, and a key to release said brake.

5. In a typewriting machine provided with a platen, a

platen frame and a paper shelf in the rear of the platen,

the combination of a rail mounted upon tlje rear of the

paper shelf and extending therealong. a paper guide for-

ward of the paper shelf for the side edge of the paper,

said guide having means extending back over the top edge

of the paper shelf to engage said rail to support the guide

and enable the latter to be adjusted along the platen, a

lever pivoted upon said guide and extending over the top

edge of the paper shelf, a spring pressing said lever

against a fixed part to prevent accidental displacement of

the guide along said rail, and a key upon said lever to

swing the same away from said fixed device to release said

guide. .

890.362. TIRE - PROTECTING DEVICE. Leonard H.

KINN.1ED. Harrlsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half to Rollln

S. Chamberlin, Harrlsburg. Fa. Filed Nov. 14. 1904.

Serial No. 232,554. Renewed July 8, 1907. Serial No.

382.473.

shield being composed of separable parts and Its edges

being formed on different parts.

5. A tlre-protectlng device comprising a stiff annular

shield whose Internal diameter at each edge Is less than

the external diameter of the tire Inflated. an<l which en-

velops more than om' half of the external surface of the

tire, and normally makes contact with the tire alonk: th.'

edges and between the edges of the shield, said shield

being composed of separable parts and Its edges being

formed on different part.s

[Claims G tu 14 riot printed in the Gazette.]

1 A tire-protectini.' device comprising a stiff annular

shield whose internal diameter at each edge Is less than

the external diameter of the tire Inflated, and which nor-

mally makes contact along its edges with both sides of the

tire and between its edges with the outermost portion of

the tire, and whose internal surface recede* from the tire

on each side of the Innermost portion of the shield, the

stiff material of the shield Increasing In thlckneas from

the edges to the outermost portion of the shield.

2. A tlre-protectlng device comprising a stiff Inex-

panalble annular shield whose Internal diameter at each

edge is less than the external diameter of tbe tire Inflated,

and which envelops more than one half ©f the external

surface of the tire, and normally makes contact with the

tire along the edges and midway between the edges of the

shield, the stiff material of the shield being divided Into

separable parts.

3. A tlre-protectlng device comprising » stiff annular

shield whose Internal diameter at each edge la less than

the external diameter of the tire Inflated, and which en-

velops more than one half of the external surface of the

tire, and normally makes contact with th« tire along the

edges and midway between the edges of the shield, and

whose internal surface recedes from the tire on each side

af the Innermost portion of the shield.

4. A tlre-protectlng device comprising a stiff annular

shield whoae Internal diameter at each e<Jge la lesa than

the external diameter of the tire Inflated, and which nor-

mally makes contact along Its edges with both lidefl of the

tire and between Its edges with the outermost portion of

the tire and whose internal surface recedes from the tire

on each side of tbe Innermost portion of the shield, said

H 9 0,3 63. HOOK- AND- EYE FASTENER. Adolphb

Klein. Pittsburg. Pa. Flle<1 .Tan 16. 190S. Serial No.

411.061.

1. A member of a honk and eye fastener, made of a

single piece of material having a pointed and slltted end

forming anchoring prongs, the said strip of material pro-

vided Intermediate its ends with outwardly extending

prongs, the said anchoring prongs being twisted together

adjacent the said outwardly extending prongs.

2. A member of a hook and eye fastener made of a

single piece of material having a pointed and slltted end

forming a plurality of anchoring prongs adapted to l>e in-

serted through a piece of material and clenched against

one side thereof, and anchoring prongs projecting from

said strip adapted to engage with the opi)oslte side of said

piece of material.

890.364. BUTTON Henky R. Kohlwbyeh. Pittsburg,

Pa. Filed Oct. 10. 1907. Serial No. 396.741.

1 A button embodying a circular rt^ces.sed body, a shank

carried thereby, a diaphragm mounted In said recessed

body, a rod movably mounted In said shank, a spring sur-

rounding said rod within said recessed body, a tilting head

plvotally mounted upon the end of said shank, a stirrup

carried by said head and connecting with said rod, said

shank having a recess formed therein for receiving the

edge of said head when said head is tilted.

2. A button comprising a recessed body having an Inte-

gral shank, a diaphragm arranged In said body, a rod ex-

tending through said shank, a tilting head plvotally

mounted upon said shank and connecting with said rod,

said shank having a recess formed therein to receive the

edge of said head, and means arranged within said body

for normally holding said head parallel thereto.

3. A button comprising a body provided with a recess, a

shank carried by said body, a rod extending through said

shank, a head provided with a stirrup with which said rod

Is operatlvely connected, a diaphragm secured within the

recess of said body, a cup carried by the lower end of said

rod and bearing against said diaphragm, and a spring ar-

ranged on the rod for normally holding the diaphragm In

extended position.

•00,866. CROSS-HEAD FOR SHAFT MINES.
liAONDSON. Goldfleld. Nov. Filed Aug 23, 1901

No. 389,832.

Carl A.

. Serial

1. The combination of a hoisting cable, a head secured

thereto, a sliding crosshead. a single device pivoted to

swing laterally "n the crosshead and having a bifurcated

part fully embracing the cable beneath the head, a single

fixed stop, and mechanism connected to the pivoted device

and engaging the stop for disconnecting the pivoted device

from the cable and head.

2. The combination of a hoisting cable, a sliding cross-

head having a cable passage, a head secured to the cable.

a device having a bifurcated shank embracing the lower

portion of the crosshead and pivoted thereto, the lower

end of the device projected laterally and bifurcated to

fully embrace the cable beneath the said head and bear

upwardly thereagaln.st. and means operating at one side

only of the crosshead for dlsenjjaglng the pivoted device

from the cable and head.

890,386. CLOSURE FOR BAGS. Thomas Masahan,
New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 29, 1908 Serial No. 413,217.

1. In combination, a bag; a removable split-tube pro-

vided with a cut out In its side, said tube being adapted

to be inserted endwise on the bag straddling the sides

thereof at Its mouth : and a metal suspension-hanger plv-

otally secured to a ply of the bag and adapted to be pivot-

ed into and out of the cut-out In the side of the tube when

said tube Is on the bag. said cut-out being adapted In

depth to receive the hanger without substantial leverage

thereon due to contact with the tube when the hanger Is

In the cut-out and Is suspending the bag.

2. In combination, a bag ; a removable split-tube pro-

vided with a cut-out, said tube being adapted to be insert-

ed endwise on the bag straddling the sides thereof at Its

mouth ; and a bag-suspending hanger secured to the bag

and movable into and out of the cut-out In the tube, when
said tube Is on the bag, said hanger when located In the

cut-out having Its free end substantially central over the

top of the tube.

3. In combination, a bag ; a removable split tube pro-

vided with a cut-out, said tube being adapted to be insert-

ed on the bag straddling the sides thereof at Its mouth ; a

pair of plates on opposite sides of one ply of the bag near

Its mouth, secured together through said ply ; and a sus-

pension hanger secured to the outside plate receivable Into

the cut-out In the tube above which its free end Is adapt-

ed to projf ct to suspend the bag ; and an article-support-

ing device on the inside plate within the bag.

890,367. RAIL-BOND, George .\. Mead and Charlkk R.

Sturdkvant, Mansfield, Ohio, assignors to The Ohio

Brass Company. Mansfield. Ohio, a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Nov. 2."^.. 1904. Serial No. 234.114.

1. A rail bond having a terminal, said terminal pro-

vided with a raised rib extending adjacent the ends there-

of and along the lower edge to form a recess or seat which,

when the terminal Is applied to the surface of a rail or

other part to be bonded. Is closed along the lower edge

thereof and open along the upper edge thereof to receive

solder.

2. A rail bond having a terminal, said terminal pro-

vided with a cavity In the Inner vertical face thereof, the

upper side of said cavity being open for the admission of

solder, and the edges of said cavity adjacent the rail being

formed in the same plane so as to be parallel with and

rest flat against the side of the rail, whereby there is

formed between the side of the rail and the terminal a

cavity for the reception of a body of solder which may

be poured Into the cavity through the said opening at tbt

top.

8 90,3 68. COMBINED GATE HINGE AND LATCH.
Samcei> Montgomery, Loogootee, Ind. Filed Dec. 7,

1906. Serial No. 346,700.

/^-^

The combination, with a pair of gate posts and a gate

movable therebetween, the gate including end posts and

horizontal bars connecting the same, of combined hinge

and latch connections between the corresponding end posts

and gate posts comprising an upper and a lower eye bolt

secured to each end post and to the adjacent gate post and

adapted to be brought into allnoment with each other, the

upper eye bolt of each end post having dual eyes disposed

one above the other in spaced relation, to receive the upper

eye bolt of the adjacent gate post therebetween, to prevent

the gate when closed from l>elng lifted off Its hinges, a ver-

tically movable rod carried by each end post and having

Its ends bent to form pintles adapted to engage the eyes of

said eye bolts, an angle lever pivoted to each end of one of

the horizontal bars of the gate and Including a vertical

arm and a horizontal arm. the last mentioned arm of each

lever being plvotally connected to the adjacent rod Inter-

mediate the ends thereof, a rack secured to each end of the

above mentioned horizontal bar. a dog-carrying lever se-

cured to the vertical arm of each angle lever and adapted

for engagement with the adjacent rack, and a guide strap

secured to each end of one of the horizontal bars of the

gate and engaged with the vertical arm of the adjacent

angle lever, to limit the movement thereof.
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8 9 0,369. 3HKLF BRACKET. James V. McKin.vet.

Plttsburj?. Pa., assizor to McKinney Manufacturing

Company. Pittsburg. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylrania.

F'.led Apr. 13, 1908. Serial No. 426.760

1 la A i.rackPt. the combination of a brace comprising

a single piece of plate metal, the inner portion of the plat>>

being bent to form a tubular portion abutting at its ends

aKaln^t the inner faces of the wail plate and ehelf plate of

the bracket, and the .,uter portion of said pl«te being of a

single thiclcness of metal.
.

•' m a bracket, the combination of a braee comprising

a s'ingie piece of plate metal, the Inner portion of the plate

being bent to form a tubular portion abuttltig at Its end

against the Inner faces of the wall plate and shelf plate of

gaid bracket, and the free edge of the Inne. portion cor

responding substantially to the line of the b«nd of the op-

posite side of the tubular portion.

3 In a bracket, the combination of a brace comprl.sing

a single piece of arch shaped plate metal, the circumfer-

ential portion of the plate being bent to form a tubular

portion abutting against the Itiner faces of the wail plate

and shelf plate, and the outer portion of the ^plate being of

a single thickness of metal.

frame, a platen revolubly mounted thereon, and a paper

shelf extending upwardly and rearwardly from the phiren.

the combination of a pair of fixed standards erected upon

the platen frame, a sheet supporting board extending up-

wardly and rearwardly from the platen and hinK-ed Ik-

tween Its top and bottom edges upon said standards, means

being provided to cause automatic movement of the top

edge of the board downwardly and back of said paper shelf

and of the bottom edge of the board upwardly to give ac-

cess to the rear side of the platen, and a latch to prevent

the sheet-supporting board from making such movement.

4. In a typ<'writing machine provided with a revoluble

platen an<l a paper shelf In rear thereof, the combination

with a sheet supporting board etxending upwardly and

rearwardly from the top of the platen, of siippoits whereon

said board is hinged between its top and bottom edges, so

that the part above the hinge overbalances the part below

the hinge, and so that the upper part of the t>oard may

swing downwardly behind the paper shelf while the lower

part of the board swings m-wardty to give access to the

rear of the platen, an.i m lat'b to restrain the swinging of

the board.

-J In a typewriting machine provld-d with a revoluble

platen and a paper shelf In rear thereof, the combination

with a sheet-supporting board extending upwardly and

rearwardly from the top of the platen, of supports whereon

said board is hinged between Its top and bottom edges, so

that the part above the hinge overbalances the part below

the hinge, to cause the upper part of the board to swing

downwardly behind the paper shelf and the lower part of

the board to swing upwardly to give access to the rear of

the platen, means frictlonally opposing the swinging move-

ment of said N.ard. and a latch to restrain the board from

making such movement.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.

1

89 370 TYPE -WRITING MACHINE. J"HS C.

McI^coHLi.v, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Underwood

Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Feb 26. 1907. Serial No. 359,451.

H90 .371. RIBBON - ROLL CL-\SP OR GUARD Thomas

H O Hkien. Fond du I^c Wis. Filed Sept 6. 1905.

Serial No. 277.263.

1 In 11 typewriting; machine and in comtjlnatlon. a revo-

luble platen, a pivotally mounted sheet-supporting board

extending upwardly and rearwardly from the upper front

side of said platen, and a latch to hold said board In nor-

mal position .said board being over-balanced at Its top so as

to automatically swln? to an inclined position In rear of

said platen when released, from the control of said latch.

> In a typewriting machine provided With a revoluble

pla'ten the combination of a sheet-supporticg board extend-

ing upwardly and rearwardly from the upper front side of

the platen, means being provided to cans* the lower por-

tion of said board to swing upwardly and rearwardly to

give access to the rear of the platen, and a latch for pre-

venting such swinging movement.

.3. In a typewriting machine provided with a platen

1 The combination with a ribbon roll. Inriudlng a rib-

bon-layer and a paper layer, of a tubular member, means

effective for securing said tubular member to said ribbon-

roll and a guide slot In said tubular member adapted to

receive said ribbon layer and of less width than said paper-

layer said tubular member adapted to receive said secur-

ing means for connecting It to said ribbon roll.

•^ The combination with a ribbon roll. Including a rib-

bon-layer and a paper-layer, of a tubular member equipped

with spring hooks for Its attachment to said roll and a

guide slot In said tubular member adapted to receive said

ribbon-layer and of less width than said paper layer, said

tubular member adapted to receive said spring hooks.

3 The combination with a ribbon roll. Including a rib-

bon-layer and a pa;>or layer, of a tubular member having

means for its attachment to said roll, embracing tapered

looped portions Insertlble in betwen the layers of said roll

and a guide slot In said tubular member adapted to receive

said ribbon-layer and of less width than said paper layer,

said tubular member adapted to allow Its roll-attaching

means to be Inserted thereinto.

4 The combination with a rlbbon-r.>ll, Including a rib-

bon-layer and a paper layer, of a flat-tube having a .slot,

and means for the attachment of said tube to a ribbon^

roll said slot providing for the passage therethrough of

the ribbon end. separate from the paper-atrip bearing the

""

V^The combination with a ribbon-roll, including a rib-

bon-layer and a paper-layer, of a flat tube having a slot

and spring-loops or hooks connected to said tube and

adapted to be applied to a ribbon-roll, said slot adapted to

receive and permit the passage therethrough of the ribbon-

end, separate from the strip of paper bearing the ribbon

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.872. TYPE -WHITING MACHINE. Robert J. Obb,

New York, N. Y.. assignor to Underwood Typewriter

Company, New York, N. Y.. a Corporatiou of New Jersey.

Filed June 22, 1907. Serial No. 380,ir,6.

1. In n typewriting machine, the combination of •

platen, a platen frame, a rod fixed In the platen frame

above the platen, an arm mouiite<1 on said rod against rota-

tion and extending rearwardly therefrom to support and

guide the paper at Its side edge, and a paper guiding finger

rotatable on said rod and exfendini; forwardiy therefrom

and curving down around the front of the platen ; said arm

and finger belns coupled together for simultaneous adjust-

ment along said rod.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen frame and a rod fixed In said platen frame, of a

spring pressed paper guiding finger journaled upon said rod

and extending forwardiy therefrom, a side guide mounted

upon said rod and extending rearwardly therefrom and

having a spur or key to fit a key-way In said rod to pre-

vent rotation of the side guide on the rod. and also having

a curyed alot. and means engaging the curved slot to cou-

ple the side guide and the paper guide finger together, the

paper guiding finder being rotatable on the rod. and said

paper-ifuiding finger and said side guide being adjustable

together along said rod.

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen, a platen frame, and a rod fixed In said platen frame.

of a bracket swiveled on said rod. a paper guiding finger

attached to said bracket and extending forwardiy, the

bracket at Its point of attachment to said finger being off

set to approximately the width of said finger, a side guide

mounted upon said rod and extending rearwardly there

from and having an Inclined paper-supporting fiange. said

side guide also having means to prevent rotation of the

same on said rod. and means for coupling the side guide

to the bracket to permit movement of the paper-guiding

finger Into and out of contact with the platen, and to per-

mit adjustment of said paper-guldlng finger and side guide

together along said rod.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a

platen, a platen frame, a rod having a key way and fixed

In the platen frame ends slightly above and in rear of said

platen, a bracket swiveled on said rod. a paper guiding

finger attached to said bracket and extending forwardiy.

the bracket at Its point of attachment to the paper-guldlng

finger being offset to approximately the width of tlie finger,

an arm also mounted upon said rod and extending rear-

wardly therefrom, said arm having a paper supporting

flange at Its rear end. and also having a spur or key fitting

the key-way in said rod to prevent rotation of said guide

thereon, and a curved slot formed In said arm. means

extending through said slot for coupling the arm to the

bracket, said slot permitting the rotation of the bracket

on the rod Independently of the arm. and the arm and

bracket being adjustable together along the rod ; said arm

being offset at Its point of coupling with the bracket so

as to aline with said bracket.

."j. In a tyi)ewrltlng machine, the combination with a

platen, and a platen frame, of a rod mounted upon said

platen frame and extending along the upper rear side of

the platen, an arm mounted upon said rod and extending

backwardly for guiding the side edge of the paper, said

arm being adjustable along the rod. and a paper guiding

finger pivotally connected to said arm. and extending for-

wardiy and downwardly from the pivot around the front

of the platen, the finger being movable about its pivot

upwardly from the platen, and the finger and arm being

adjustable together along the rod : a spring b<>ing provided

for pressing the finger towards the platen.

890,373. POLE. Robert S. Okb. Allegheny, Pa. Filed

Oct. 9, 1907. Serial No 396.640.

1. A pole comprising a base, a bracket-supporting cap

having a bracket socket, an intervening body portion of

concrete abutting against said base and cap respectively

and tension members connected with the cap and base and

passing through the concrete, substantially as set forth.

2. A pole comprising a base, a bracket-supporting cap

having a bracket socket, an intervening hollow body por-

tion of concrete abutting against said base and cap re-

spectively and tension members connected with the cap

and base and passing through the concrete, substantially

as set forth.

3. A pole consisting of a supporting base adapted to be

secured to a foundation, a hollow pole member of concrete

supported on the base and provided with a terminal cap

having a socket adapted to support a lamp bracket, and

tension members connected with the base and cap and

passing through the walls of the hollow pole member, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The combination of a base having an upper flanged

supporting portion, a hollow cylindrical pole member of

concrete mounted on said base and provided with a termi-

nal cap having a bracket-attaching socket and metallic

tension members extending through the wall of the pole

member and connected with the flange of the base and

with the bottom portion of the cap, substantially as 8<'t

forth.

ft. In a pole, the combination of a tapering tubular body

portion of concrete, a supporting base at the lower end of

the pole, a supplemental bracket supporting element con-

stituting a top terminal at the other end of the pole, and

tension bars extending through the wall of the tubular

body portion and through the base and said supplemental

• terminal element respectively and secured thereto, aub-

stantlally as set forth.

I

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the fJa/.ette.]

890.374. CABLE-SWITCH. Edward H. Pryor, Medina,

N. Y. Filed July 16, 1907. Serial No. 384,021.

1. A cable switch comprising a pair of separab!- mem-

bers, and means to secure them together and on opposite
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3ld.-8 of a -supporting cable, one of such m^mtxTS having

an Inclined portion provided with means whereby an In

(5lined cable may be attached thereto, and i laterally ex

tending guiding portion to direct the supporting hooks of

an electric-conducting cable along the inclined portion

and onto the said supporting cable.

2. A cable switch having two arms cunwrging in one

direction, one of such arms being adapted to He against

and engage a supporting cable, the other beiag adapted for

the attachment of a guiding cable thereto and prew^nting

an inclined and laterally extending guide to direct the

supporting hooks of an electric conducting cable from the

guiding cable onto the supporting cable

8. A cable switch adapted to engage and li':' supported

by a supporting cable and provided with a pair of arms,

one to lie parallel with such supporting cable and the

other to He at an angle thereto, the last Mentioned arm

having means for the attachment of a. guidlag cable there-

to and presenting a guide to direct the supporting hooks

of an electric conducting cable along the angularly dis-

posed arm and onto the supporting cable

4. A cable switch adapted to engage and lie supported

by a supporting cabh' and provided with a pair of arms,

one to lie parallel with such supporting cable and the

other to He at an angle thereto, the last-mentioned arm

having means for the attachment of a guiding cable

to and presenting a guide to direct the supporting hooks of

an electrh: conducting cable along such angularly dis-

posed arm and onto the supporting cable, stld arms being

separable, and having recesses In their opposing sides to

receive the supporting cable, and means to detachably

secure such arms together

5. A cable switch adapted to engage and He supported

by a supporting cable and provided with a pair of arms,

one to He parallel with such supporting cable and the

other to lie at an angle thereto, the last-mentioned arm

having means for the attachment of a guiding cable

ther^"to and presenting a guide to direct the supporting

hooks of an electric conducting cable along Buch angularly

disposed arm and onto the supporting cable, said arms

being separable, and having recesses In their opposing

sides to receive the supporting cable, and mtans to detach-

ably secure such arms together, such arms being further

provided with registering openings for the reception of a

device to secure such switch to a pole or other support.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette. 1

890,375. SWING. Fkanci.s P, Rathbone. Bed Oak, Iowa.

. Filed May 27. 1905. Serial No 262,WO.

the carrying frames, the forward ends of said chairs being

supported on the pivotal connection of the rockers and foot

platform, and the rear ends of said chairs being supported

solely by the rockers forward of their connection by the

hangers.

890.376. MILKING-MACHINE. Ambrose Uidp. Wal-

puku. New Zealand Filed .Ian 28. 1908. Serial No.

413.003.

A swing comprising a stationary supporting frame, car-

rying frames rigidly connected to and supported above the

stationary frame, a foot platform, said platform including

side bars disposed outwardly beyond the ac^acent members

of the stationary supporting frame, platfotm hangers con-

necting the ends of said foot platform with the Inner ends

of a carrying frame, rockers plvotally connected at their

forward ends between the respective ends »f the foot plat-

form, said rockers extending beyond the ends of said plat- !

form, hangers connecting the free ends of the rockers and

the outer ends of the carrying frame, and chairs overlying 1

1, In milking machines, a teat cup having an outer cas

Ing and an inner Inflatable lining formed with a wall in-

creasing in thickness towards Its bottom end, but of uni-

form Internal diameter, and with three projecting ribs

extending down its inside surface at uniform clrcumfer

entlal distances apart, substantially as specified.

2 In milking machines, the combination with a teat cup

having an outer casing and an Inner Inflatable lining

formed with a wall Increasing In thickness towards Its

bottom end. but of uniform Internal diameter and with

three projecting ribs extending down Its Inside surface at

uniform circumferential distances apart, of a vacuum

pipe connection leading to the Inside of the Inner lining,

a pulsator pipe connection leading to the space around the

inner lining, a cylinder open at one end and In communi-

cation with the pulsator pipe at its closed end, a piston

and piston rod within such cylinder, a pivoted valve

mounted within the vacuum pipe connection, a crank

arm upon the valves pivot, adapted when turned, to close

the valve, and connected to the piston rod and means for

retaining the valve In a normally open condition, sub

stantlally as specified

3. In milking machines, the combination with a teat cup

having an outer casing and an Inner inflatable lining

formed with a wall Increasing In thickness towards Its

bottom end, but of uniform internal diameter and with

three projecting ribs extending down Its Inside surface at

uniform circumferential distances apart, of means for

alternately connecting the space between the Inner lining

and casing with the atmosphere, and a vacuum source

such means consisting of a flat disk having two apertures

therein communicating respectively with a connection

leading to the vacuum, and with the space around the teat

cup lining, and a wheel rotating against the face of the

disk and having a passage in Its surface, adjacent to the

disk, adapted at a point In the wheel's revolution, to

connect the two apertures together, and having an aper-

ture through it, which at a point in the wheel's revolution

Is adapted to coincide with the aperture in the disk that

is In communication with the space around the teat cup.

substantially as specified.

890,377. ALARM SWITCH. ANOanw C Saxb. Wlnsted.

Conn., assignor to Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Comijany, a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Mar 14. 1908. Se-

rial No. 421,030.

1. In an alarm clock, an alarm bell and hammer there-

for, a switch mounted at the center of the back of said
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clock and adapted to render said alarm inoperative, and

attaching means for said switch constructed and arranged

to l-av.' an aperture for the hand set at t;al<1 center

2. In an alarm clock, an alarm bell and hammer there-

for, a switch mounted at the center of the back of said

clock and adapted to render said alarm inoperative, and

a hollow rivet for attaching said switch arranged to

leave an aperture for the mounting of the hand set at said

center

3. In an alarm clock, an alarm bell and hammer there-

for, a switch mounted at the center of the back of said

clock and adapted to render said alarm Inoperative, and

an attaching rivet between said switch and back struck

up from one of said parts and constructed to leave an

aperture for the mounting of the hand set at said center.

4. In an alarm clock, an alarm bell and hammer there-

for, the back plate of said clock having an aperture at the

center thereof, and a switch to render said alarm inoper-

ative having a rivet drawn up therefrom and upset In said

aperture, leaving free passagf- for the hand set at said

center

5. In an alarm clock, an alarm bell and hammer there-

for, and an alarm switch centrally mounted at the back of

said clock, attaching means for said switch constructed to

leave an aperture for the handset at said center and

means at the outer extremity of said switch to prevent

displacement thereof from its operative path.

[Claims 6 to S not printed In the Gazette.]

890.378. CULTIVATOR. Alfred G. ScHtJNZEL, Pitts-

burg. Pa Filed .fan 18. 190S Serial No 411,511.

teeth carried by said sets of cross bars, the teeth of one

set of bars being arranged out of line with the teeth of

the other set of bars, handles supported by said beam, and

means arranged above said beam and connecting with said

heads for shifting the heads on the beam and shoulder ad-

justing said cross bars and side frames

3, .'V. cultivator comprising a beam, side frames pivot-

ally connected thereto, a plurality of adjustable blades

carried by said side frames, a pair of heads slldably

mounted upon said beam, a strap connecting said heads

whereby they move In unison, cross bars connecting each

head with said side frames, a plurality of adjustable teeth

carried by said bars, handles supported by said beam, and

means arranged above said beam and connected to said

strap for shifting the heads on the beam and thereby

adjusting the cross bars and side frames

4. A cultivator comprising a l>eam, side frames pivot-

ally connected thereto, a plurality of adjustable blades

carried by said side frames, a pair of heads slldably

mounted upon said beam, a strap connecting said heads,

cross bars connecting said heads with said side frames, a

plurality of adjustable teeth carried by said cross bars,

and means arranged above said beam and connected with

the heads for shifting the latter on the beam and thereby

adjusting the cross bars and side frames

890,379. PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPING APPARATUS.
Ai>LTS Sherrtck, Lima, Ohio. Filed Aug. 17, 1907. Se-

rial No. 388,993.

1. A cultivator of the type described embodying a cen

ter beam, and an adjustable wheel carried by the forward

end of said beam, an adjustable plow blade carried at the

rear end of said beam, side frames plvotally connected to

the forward end of said beam, a plurality of adjustable

cutter blades carried by said side frames, heads slldably

mounted upon said beam near the rear end thereof.

sets of cross bars connecting said heads with said side

frames, a plurality of adjustable teeth carried by said

cross bars, the teeth of one set of bars being arranged out

of line with the teeth of the other set of bars, an operaring

li'ver arranged above said beam and connected to said

heads for shifting the latter on the beam, handles sup-

ported from said beam, and means to retain said operating

lever in a fixed position.

2. A cultivator of the type described comprising a cen

ter beam, a wheel adjustably supported at the forward

end of said beam, side frames plvotally connected to the

forward end of said beam, a plurality of cutter blades ad-

justably supported by said side frames, heads slldably

mounted upon said beam, sets of cross bars connecting

said heads with said side frames, a plurality of adjustable

1 A photographic developing tank having means there-

in extending continuously from the upper part to approxi-

mately the bottom of the tank for supporting the sensi-

tized medium at an incline relatively to the plane of the

bottom of the tank.

2. A photographic developing tank having means there-

in extending continuously from the top to approximately

the bottom of the tank for supporting the sensitized me-

dium at an incline relatively to the plane of the bottom of

the tank and with the lower edge of the said medium

spaced above the bottom to provide a passage for the solu-

tion.

3. In a photographic apparatus of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a tank for the solution, of

sets of racks having inwardly projecting ribs extending

continuously from the upper part to approximately the

bottom of the tank and forming channels spaced longi-

tudinally of the tank and lying In planes inclined rela-

tively to the plane of the bottom of the tank and adapted

to receive the sensitised medium.

4. In a photographic apparatus of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a suitable tank for the solu-

tion, of sets of plate receiving racks arranged in the oppo-

site longitudinal walls of the tank, each rack being com-

posed of a set of Inwardly projecting ribs extending con-

tinuously from the top to a point adjacent to the bottom

of the tank and having laterally turned portions forming

rests for spacing the lower edges of the plates above the

bottom of the tank.

5. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combi-

nation with a tank for the solution, of supporting racks

for the sensitized medium extending partially across the

Interior of the tank and continuous from the top to ap-

proximately the bottom of the tank and forming a set of

channels Inclined relatively to the plane of the bottom of

the tank

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]
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890.380. DEVELOPING-TANK. Alltn Shbrbick. Lima,

Ohio. Fll^dJan. 17, 1908. Serial No. 411. ;50tV

positioned adjawnf the tree ends of the flanRPS. said bars

being connected by arms, said arms being located adja-

cent the ends of the side flanges of the platform and cen-

trally of the remaining flange.

1. A developing tank embodying a pafr of racks pro-

vided With horizontally extending plate receiving chan-

nels having their opposing walls inclined in substantially

the same direction and capable of slmultuneously accom-

modating a plurality of plates of different sizes.

2. A photographic developing tank provided with a pair

of racks having sets of horizontally extending channels

to receive the upper and lower edges of the plates, the

channels in one rack having their opposing walls inclined

toward one end of the tank and the walls of the other

rack being Inclined toward the opposite tnd of the tank.

the channels being arranged to simultaneously accommo

date a plurality of plates of different dimensions.

.3. A developing tank of the class described provided

with a pair of upper and lower racks having a series of

parallel horizontally extending channels to cooperate with

the upper and lower edges of the plates, the opposite walls

of the channels being Inclined obliquely relatively in the

same direction to the plane of the bottom of the tank for

supporting a plurality of plates simultaneously and in

inclined position within the tank.
|

4 A developing; tank of the class described having a

removable plate-carrying frame, the latter embodying a

pair of upper and lower racks having channels extending

parallel to the bottom of the tank, the walls of the chan-

nels being approximately parallel and Inclined at sub-

stantially the same angle relatively to tbe bottom of the

tank and adapted to simultaneously receive a plurality of

plates of different sizes and in inclined position.

5. .\ developing tank provided with a removable plate-

carrying frame embodying a pair of upper and lower racks

having channels with the walls thereof similarly inclined

and adapted to simultaneously support a plurality of

plates within the tank, and a light and liquid tight cover

adapted to fit and close the tank.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaseitte.]

890,382. CLASP FOR G.\RMENT SUPPORTERS. John

M. SiNiB, New York, N Y . assignor to Venus Manu-

facturing Co., New York v V . a Corporation of New
York. Filed May 25, lUuT. Serial No. 375,674.

890.381. COMBINED ASSORTING-TABLE AND RACK.

Harry H. Shllts. Cherry Creek. N V Filed Feb. 7.

1908. Serial No. 414.826.

/./•

A i;arraent clasp comprising primary and secondary

spring Jaws, and a lever pivoted to the secondary Jaw and

adapted t<, Interlock with the primary jaw to hold said

Jaws closed, said lever being adapted to fold in closed

position over upon the seron-lary Jaw. the free end of the

lever and the said secondary Jaw being relatively formed

to limit the closing movement of said lever and provide

an intervening nail or finger space for the free engage-

ment of the thumb or finger with said lever and Its move-

ment to a jaw-opening position.

SOO.SS.-?. BELT ATTACIIMP:NT fi.^RKNrE E Smith.

New Britain, Conn., as-^^ignor to North * Judd Mann

facturlng v'ompany. New Britain, Conn., a Corporation

of Connecticut. Filed Dec. 17, 1907 Serial No 406,878.

V*-

1. in a belt attachment, the coml)inatlon with a front

plate of a tubular back bar having perforated ends bent

at an angle thereto, a tongue on said bar. oppositely dis-

posed ears projecting from the edges of said plate engag-

ing the bar end perforations, and nibs struck up on snld

bar keeping said tongue In position.

•2. In a belt attachment, the combination with a front

plate of a tubular back bar having perforated ends bent at

an angle thereto, a tongue on said bar, and ears on the

front plate engaging in the perforations of said bar to

secure the latter to the front plate.

:\. In a belt attachment, the combination with a front

plate, of a back bar having a central tubular portion and

having flat perforated stlrrup-llke ends bent at an angle

to the body of said bar, said front plafe having a part

thereof engaging in each perforation and rigidly connect-

ing the back bar to the rear of said plate.

4. In a belt attachment In combination, a front plate a

back bar having perforated stirrup like ends b«'nt at an

angle thereto, a tongue on said bar. means to limit the

lateral movement of said tongue thereon, and means car-

ried by the front plate and engaging said stirrup-llke ends

to secure the bar to the rear of said front plate.

In a device of the character described, the combination

of a platform. Inclined flanges at the ends and one side

of said platform and means to support said platform; of a

rack arranged along the edges of said platform, said rack

comprising parallel spaced bar* carrlefl by the platform

supporting means, said bars being arranged on different

horizontal and vertical planes, the lo^^vrmost bars being

890, ."584 Gl'ARD RAIL CLAMP. Christopher Swit/.er

and Fre[)RV> K Si ndm.kn. Do.' Run. Mo Filed F.'b. 28.

1907. Serial No. .'i.'iO.ROl.

1. A device of the class described comprisin;; a ::uard

rail engaging brace having a depending shank, n trans-

versely disposed clamping m^'niber provided with an open-

ing through wliicti the shank imsses. said damping mem-

ber being also provided nf on<' '-nd with means for t-ngag-

ing the main rail, an'l a locking d.vlce piercing the shank
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and engaging the clamping member for retaining the same

is engagement with the guard rail.

2. In a feed-cutter, a slotted housing, fixed feed and

auxiliary rollers mounted in the housing, and upper feed

and auxiliary rollers having trunnions extending through

Blots provided in the housing ; the combination of links

having vertically elongated eyes fitted over the upper feed

and auxiliary roller trunnions, retaining-straps In pivotal-

connection with the housing, the straps being provided

with looped ends fitted over the trunnions of the upper

auxiliary roller, grooved collars loosely mounted upon the

upper feed roller trunnions, stirrups fitted In the collar-

grooves, and a yielding tension device, whereby pressure

Is exerted upon said upper feed-roller independent of the

auxiliary feed-roller.

2. A device of the class described comprising a guard

rail engaging brace having a depending shank, a trans-

versely disposed clamping member provided with an open-

ing tlirough which the shank passes, said clamping mem-

ber being provided at one end witii means for engaging the

main rail and having a projecting portion at th.' otlier end

for engaging the said brace, and a locking device piercing

the shank and engaging the clamping member for retain-

ing the same in engagement with the guard rail brace.

3. A device of the class described comprisinc a guard

rail brace having a depending shank, an intermediate rail-

engaging member also provided with a depending shank, a

transversely disposed clamping member provided at one '

end with a rail-engaging Jaw to receive the main rail and

having an upwardly extending lip at the other end for

eni-'aglng the guard rail brace, and a key piercing the said

shank and extending along the lower face of the clamping

member.
4. \ device of the class described comprising a guard

rail brace consisting of a base plate arranged to be sup-

ported by the cross ties and having an Inner engaging por-

tion arranged to fit over and engage the bottom flange of

a guard rail, and a plurality of upwardly projecting wings

arranged to engage the guard rail at the side thereof, said

brace being provided with a depending shank, a trans-

versely disposed clamping member provided at one end

with means for engaging the guard rail brace and having

means at the other end for engaging a main rail, a central

rail-engaging device for engaging both the main and guard

rails and provided with a depending shank, and means for

connecting the depending shanks of the guard rail brace

and the central rail-engaging device to tbe clamping mem-

l)er.

."i .\ device of the class described comprising a guard

rail brace consisting of a base plate arranged to be sup-

ported by the cross ties and having an Inner engaging por-

tion arranged to fit over and engage the bottom flanize of

a guard rail, and a plurality of upwardly projecting wings

arranged to engage the guard rail at the side thereof,

said brace being provided with a depending shank, a trans-

versely disposed clamping member provided at one end

with means for engaging the guard rail brace and having

means at the other end for engaging a main rail, said

member having an opening through which the said shank

passes, and means for connecting the said shank to the

snld member.

3. In a feed-cutter, provided with a slotted housing,

fixed feed and auxiliary rollers mounted in the housing.

upper feed and auxiliary rollers having trunnions extend-

ing through the housing slots, the combination of links

having eyes fitted over the trunnions of the upper feed

and auxiliary rollers, collars carried by the upper feed

roller trunnions, spring bars carried by the feed-cutter,

stirrups connecting the spring bars and collars, driving

means for the upper auxiliary roller In connection with

the upper feed-roller, a stud carried by said housing, a

spaclng-llnk connecting the stud and trunnion of said up-

per feed-roller, and a driven gear-wheel mounted upon

said stud in gear-connection with the aforesaid upper feed-

roller.

890,386. BROOM-CORN BREAKER AND TABLER. Wil-

liam E. Welch, Matioon, 111. Filed June 4, 1907. Se-

rial No. 377,231.

8M,M6. FEED ri'TTER. William Thirman. Plymouth,

Wla. Filed Jan. \:<. 1908. Serial No. 410,5.58.

1. In a feed-cutter, a slotted housing, fixed feed and

avixiliarv rollers mounted in the housing, and upper feed

and auxiliary rollers having trunnions extending through

slots provided in the housing: the combination of links

having eyes fitted ov.-r the upper feed and auxiliary roller

trunnions, grooved collars loosely mounted upon the upper

feed-roller trunnions, stirrups fitted In the collar-grooves, , *„ki<.-

Ind a V elding tension device secured to the stirrups, ' 1. The combination In a broom corn breaker and tabler.

whereb> p sure is exerted upon said upper feed-roller of a main frame, rotary breaking moans
^l^-^^^ll^f^^

TndepeVnt of the anxlliary feed-roller. site sides of the main frame, and rotary stalk gathering
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devices also arran^jed at opposite sides of tfce main frame

and .Jisposed above tlie breaking means.

2. The combination in a broom-corn breafcer and tabler.

of breaking means, means for gathering broom corn stalks
1

Into position to be engaged by the breaking means, means

for guiding rows of broom-corn stalks to the gathering

means, and means for holding the next outer rows of

broom rorn stalks out of the reach of the gathering means. .

.-^ Th.» combination In a broom-com breaker and tabler,

of breaking means, means for gathering broom-corn stalks

Into position to b- *>ngaged by the breaking means, means

for pulding rows of broom-corn stalks to the gathering

means, means for holding the next outer rows of broom-

corn stalks out of the reach of the gathering means, and

means for separating rows of broom corn stalks as the

machine progresses between the same

-t. In a broom-corn breaker and tabler, tke combination

of a main frame having arms at its sides, wljeels for break-

ing broom-com stalks against said arms, rotary devices

arranged above the wheels for gathering broom com stalks

to the wheels, arched guides connected to and arranged

at opposite sides of the main frame, rods carried by the

outer portions of said arched guides and arranged to de-

flect broom-corn stalks in toward the rotary gathering

devices, and rods also carried by the outer portions of the

arched guides and arranged to hold outer rows of broom-

corn stalks out of the reach of the rotary gathering de-

Ices.

5 In a broom-corn breaker and tabler, the combination

of a main frame having arms at its sides, wheels for break-

ing broom-corn stalks against said arms, rotary devices ar-

ranged above the wheels for gathering broom-com stalks

to the whe«ls, arched guides connected to and arranged at

opposite sides of the main frame, rods carried by the outer

portions of said arched guides and arranged to deflect

broom-corn stalks in toward the rotary gathering devices,

rods also carried by the outer portions of the arched

. guides and arranged to hold outer rows of broom corn

stalks out of the reach of the rotary gathering devices, and

a V shaped separator carried by the Inner portions of the

upright guides and arranged at a height t» enter between

rows of broom corn stalks and separate or divide the same

incident to the progrt'ss of the maciiine.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette ]

its ends to the ends of said flexible member, said block of

l.ss width than the length of the arched portion of the

slioe and adapted when in position to abut against the

890.387. LID FOR COOKING UTEN8IL3 AND SIMILAR
RErFPTAiLF.S H.iRRY L. Whiti and Fr.*m is .1.

ROGESs, Wheeling. VV. Va. Filed Feb. L8. 190S. Serial

No. 416,612.

The combination with a utensil lid having an openlnji,

formed therein, of a casing adapted to fit in said opening,

said casing having a plurality of openings formed therein.

gauze arranged over said openings, an absorbent material

within said casing, and a handle pivoted upon said lid

for supporting said casing within said lid. substantially

as described. :

^

heel of the shoe, said shoulders when the block is in posi-

tion extending transversely with respect to the sole of the

shoe.

890,389 C0UNTP:RBALANCING ATTACHMENT FOR

PUMPS. John M. Wilson, Seneca, Nebr. Filed May

28. 1907. Serial No. 376,154.

8 9 0.388 SHOE ATTACHMENT. CBarlks Wilcox.

Rochester, Pa. Filed Nov. 8, 1907. Sartal No. 401, 'J41.

A shoe attachment for the purpose set forth, comprising

a clamping member consisting of a rectangular block hav-

ing its lower face formed with a longitudinally-extending

Inverted V-shaped groove, the walls of said groove pro-

vided with a series of longitudinally-extending stepped

shoulders of a length equal to the length of the block, a

relatively wide flexible member secured Intermediate Its

ends to the upper face of the block, and a relatively nar-

row coupling strap fixedly secured at points Intermediate

m a counterbalancing attachment for windmill oper-

ated pumps, the combination with a pump having a rod

extended upward from the pump and provided at a point

Intermediate of the ends of the extended portion with a

rear bearing notch and having an angular notch located at

the front edge of the extended portion a short distance

above the bearing notch and forming a stop shoulder, a

windmill pump rod connected with and extending upward

from the said rod. an arm having a bifurcated portion

straddling the rod of the pump and engaging the shoulder

of the front notch and extending upwardly and outwardly

therefrom, a fastening device piercing the sides of the hi

furcated portion of the arm and arranged in the said bear-

ing notch and securing the arm to the rod of the pump,

a pulley located at one side of the windmill pump rod at

a point above the said arm. a flexible connection arranged

on the pulley and having Inner and outer portions, the

Inner portion being connected with the said arm and

spaced from the said rods and arranged In parallelism

therewith to exert a vertical pull on the said arm, and a

weight connected with the outer portion of the flexible

connection.

890 390 BAKER'S TOOL Gborok F Zisn. L>erry. Pa.

Filed July .30, 1907 Serial No 386,202

1 A pie bakers tool embodying a crimping member, and

a rotatable cutting device carried by the crimping member

, and embodying a plurality of spring pressed cutting arms
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adapted to over-lap the edge of and normally maintained

against the pie pan.

2. A pie baker's tool embodying an annular crimping

member, a supporting disk carried thereby, and a rotatable

cutting device mounted upon said disk and embodying a

plurality of spring pressed cutting arms of a lengtli as to

overlap the edge of and normally maintained against the

pie pan.

3. A pie-baker's tool comprising a ring indented on its

under surface and connected by radial arms to a central

disk, and a cutter consisting of a frame pivotally at-

tached to said central disk, and depending cutt.rs over-

lapping the outer edge of aald ring.

4 .\ pie baker's tool comprising a ring indented on its

under surface, and connected by radial arms to a central

disk, and a cutter consisting of a frame plvotall.v attached

to said central disk and depending cutting arms over-

lapping the outer edge of said ring. said, cutting arms hav-

ing spring connections with the said frame

890,391. MAIL CATCHING AND DELIVERING APPA-

RATUS. Jf)HN Q .\L)AMS, West Tnlon, Iowa. Filed

Dec. 20, 1907. Serial No. 407.447.

"-'y.-yM

a revoluble piston located within the casing, plates bolted

to the sides of said casing, one of said plates having an

annular chamber opening on the piston, said piston having

a plurality of radially disposed steam inlet passages open-

ing on the Impact teeth, said piston having a plurality of

In combination with a mall receiving and delivering ap

paratus carried by a car. said delivering and receiving ap-

paratus comprising a slidable frame, the frame having

mail-bag receiving and delivering apparatus at ••ach of Us

ends and arranged to extend at times outwardly of the car

and at times Inwardly thereof, of a delivering apparatus

located adjacent the car and comprising a plurality of

Bwlngs, said swings having means for co-engagemeut with

the receiving and delivering apparatus carried by the car.

8 9 0.392 ROTARY ENGINE. John Q. Adams, West

Union, Iowa. Filed Jan. 13, 1908 Serial No. 410,628.

1. In a rotary engine, the combination with a stationary

annular casing having steam Impact teeth on Its Inner

periphery, plates bolted to the sides of ^ald casing, one of

said plates having an annular chamber opening within the

casing, of a piston revolubly mounted within the casing

and having a plurality of angular steam Inlet passages

opening on the Impact teeth, aald piston having a plurality

of exhaust ports located adjacent the outer ends of said

passages and opening Into the annular chamber, a steam

exhaust pipe connected with the annular chamber and a

source of steam supply connected with the annular pas

sages.

2. A rotary engine comprising a stationary annular

casing having steam impact teeth on Its Inner periphery.

exhaust ports located adjacent the outer ends of said

steam inlet passag.s and opening onto the teeth and into

the annular chamber respectively, a steam exhaust pipe

connected with said annular chamber, and a source of

steam supply connected with said steam inlet passages.

890,393. RAILWAY SWITCH. William W. Addington.

Independence. Kans. Filed Aug. 27, 1907. Serial No.

390,373.

^^

1. In combination with movable switch elements, pairs

of vertically movable train operated toggle bars at oppo-

site sides of the track, one bar of each pair having a de-

pending arm. bell cranks respectively connected to the

said arm, an operating oscillating element, and rods con-

necting said bell crank to said operating oscillating ele-

ment, connections between said rods and such elements

being at opposite sides of tlif pivot of said element.

2. In combination with fixed rails, movable switch

points, a bar connecting such switch points together,

si)ring (ip.rated means secured to said bar and movable

with said bar and switch points to lock the latter to one of

the fixed mils when said switch points are set in either

position, means to actuate the switch points, and operat-

ing means carried by said bar and for the said spring lock-

ing means actuated by the switch point actuating means,

for the purpose set forth.

3. in combination with movable switch points and fixed

rails, a bar connecting such switch points together, spring

catches carried by the bar to engage the bases of said fixed

rails according to the direction of movement of said bar,

operating devices for the said spring catches and an oper-

ating rod connected to said operating devices and also

to the said bars, said operating rod having lost motion

with reference to said bar.

890,394 ADJUSTING APPARATUS FOR INSTRUMENTS
OF PRECISION. Heinrich Ahrens, Halle-on-the-Saale.

Germany. Filed Apr. 13, 1905, Serial No 255.436.

Renewed Apr. 30, 1908. Serial No 430,154

An adjusting device of the class described comprising a

I case, radial cheeka carried thereby, an Interchangeable

I
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cone for actuating *ald checks, a not c motable on said

case, a non-rotatable rlnK carried by said niit. and a pin

8 9 0.397. APPARATUS FOR EXTRACTING HONEY.

LEONID48 W. AVA.NT. Atascosa. Tl'i. Filed Jan. 14,

1908. Serial No. 410,781.

earrtotf by said rim?, said pin bf ins; conni'Ct^d to the cone.

gaiMrtaBtlally as described.

890.395. BERKY-BOX HERMAN' ALWES. EfX reka Springs.

Ark. Filed .Tan 2f.. 1907 Serial No. 354,286.

f

The combination with a box Including a wall having

overlapped termlnala formed with registenng notches, of

a clip compri.sing a metallic strip formed with means to

engage one wall terminal In allnement f^lth the notch

therein, the ends of the strip being adapted to register

with the alined notches of the respective terminals and

bent to embrace both of said wall terminals, said bent

portion resting In the registering notches of the respective

terminals.

JOHANES A.N8©0,396. RAIL- FASTENER. Johanes Andbbsos, Hat-

ton. N. D. Filed May 14. 1907. Serial No. 373,526.

1 V be.' hive provided with parallel stationary honey

chambers and alternating hollow partitions, a removable

suction box adapt..d to tU said hollow partitions, means

for creating a suction in said box, and means for ruptur-

ing the ends of the honey ceils.

•> \ bee hive provided with parallel stationary honey

chlmb^-rs formed of stationary perforated plates, remov-

able imperforate- plates arranged outside of the honey

chambers and closing the perforations In Its walls and

means for d.-tachably s»-ourlns: said imperforate plates In

nosttion.

3 \ bee hive comprl.-*inn vrtlcal h..n.-y ,-ompartm.>nt»

formed of perforate.1 stationary walls, hollow partitions.

removable Imperforate plates arranged In the hollow parti

tlons outsld.^ of said walls and closing the perforations in

the same, spacing devl.-.-s for holding said Imperforate

plates In position, and means for closing the tops and bot-

toms of the hollow partitions

4 A bee hive comprlslnit vertical hon.-y compartments

formed of p«>rforated stationary walls, hollow partitions,

removable Imperforate plates arranged In the hollow

partitions outside of said walls and closing the perfora-

tions In the same, sparing devices for holding said imper-

forate plates in position, means for closing thp tops and

bottoms of the hollow partitions, and wax starter sheets

applied to the perforated walls of the honey compartments

and within the same, said starter sheets having p*«rfora-

tlons coinciding with the perforations of the walls of the

honev compartments.
5 "\ means for extracting honey from hives without

disturbing the comb, comprising a hive having covered

openings In the end of the sam.' and hollow partitions

within coinciding with said op»^nlngs, an Insertlble suction

box fitting therein, a suction hose and suction pump con-

nected therewith and a subjacent honey receiver arranged

at the outlet end of the hose

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

890 398 WINDOW SCREEN Wu.i.iam J Baker. New-

pi)rt. Ky. Filed Oct 3, 1907 Serial No. 395,722.

.V rail fastener of th^ type set forth aomprislng a bed

block constructed with an overhanging lip, with an open-

ing at a point opposite to said lip, said opening having an

inward extension communicating with tfce lower face of

said bed block, a clamp disposed In said opening and hav-

ing an Inwardly pointing Up confronting said last named

lip and an extension formed to engage In the extension of

said opening, a key disposed in said opening bearing

against the outer face of said clamp, said key being con-

structed with a shoulder at one side thereof, and a dls-

placeable spring pressed latch member for engagement

with said shoulder.

1 In a window screen, a sheet metal frame section, com-

prising a base and parallel side portions, the upper ends of

which are bent at right angles to the side portions, the

bent over end of one side portion projecting toward that

of the other side portion, one of said ends overlapping the

i other said ends being provided with portions lying In
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the same plane and other portions lying in different

parallel planes, and a wire screen member clamped by

said frame section, substantially as shown and described.

2. In a window srn»en, a sheet metal frame section,
j

comprising a base and paralb'l side portions, the upper

ends of which are bent at right angles to the side portions.
!

the bent over end of one side portion projecting toward

that of the other side portion, one of said ends over-lap-

plng the other, said ends being provided with portions
;

lying In the same plane and other i>ortlons lying In differ-

ent parallel planes, and the bottom l>eing formed of a plu-

rality of parts, one of said parts formed Integrally with

one Bide portion and the other part formed integrally

with the other side portion, and a wire srreen member

clamped by said frame section, substantially as shown and

described.

3. In a window screen, a sheet metal frame section

formed of two parts, each having a base portion and a

side portion and a top portion bent over at right angles

to the side portion, one of said parts adapted to fit into

the other part with the base portions of each part super-

imposed and the top portions of each part overlapping

one another, said top portions each having Its edge bent

over to He In a plane between the over lapping top por-

tions of the resppcflvo sheet m»'tal parts and a wire screen

member clamped by the two parts of the frame section,

substantially as shown and dpscrlbed.

4. A window screen composed of sheet metal sections

said sections oach bflne formed in two parts each of said

parts havlni: a side and top. and bottom portions bent at

substantially right angles to said sides, one of said parts

fitting within the other, each of said parts having the

edge of their top and bottom portions bent over whereby

when the parts are fitted together the bent over edges of

the bottom portion of each part will He in a different plane

than the remainder of said bottom portions, and a wire

scre.'n menilx^r clamped by said parts, substantially as

shown and described

5. A window screen composed of sections earli consist-

ing of a plurality of sheet metal parts, each of said parts

havlne n side and top. and bottom portions bent at sub-

stanfially rl;rht angles to said sides, one of said parts

flttlni: within the other, each of said parts having the

edce of their top and bottom portions bent over whereby

when the parts are fitted together the b«'nt over edges of

the bottom portion of each part will He In a different plane

than the remainder of said bottom portions, the bent over

edges of the top portions will lie In a plane between those

containing the remainder of the top portions of the parts,

and a wire screen member clamped by said parts, suhsfan

tially as shown and described

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

with the seat, and a member for holding the valve In the

neck, said member being separate from the velve seat and

connected therewith by the said means and held In posi-

tion by the latter.

2. A non-refillable bottle comprising a neck havinc an

annular groove, a valve seat, a valve cooperating with the

seat, a member for limiting the movement of the valve.

and a common means for holding the member and seat in

position.

3. A non-reflllable bottle, comprising a bottle neck, a

valve seat therein, a valve cociperating with the seat, a

perforated member for perinitilng the liquid to pass out of

the neck and serving as a stop for the valve, springs at-

tached to the seat and arranged to anchor the seat and

member In the neck,

4. A non-refillable bottle comprising a neck, a stopper

therefor, a valve seat, a valve, an apertured disk above the

seat and serving as a stop for the valve, resilient members

attached to the seat and removably connected with the

disk, and means engaged by the members for holding the

disk and seat In position.

5. A non reflllable bottle comprising a neck having an

annular groove and a swell below the groove, a valve seat

fitting the neck at the bottom end of the swell, a ball valve

for the seat, an apertured disk provided with pockets open-

ing at the periphery and bottom of the disk, resilient mem-

bers attached to the seat and having laterally bent ends ex-

tending through the pockets of the disk and engaging the

annular groove of the neck, and a stopper for the neck.

[Claims C and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.399, NON REFILLABLE-BOTTLE STOPPER.
8. Barnes. Suffern. N. Y. Filed Sept 20. 1907,

No. 393,842.

Frank
Serial

1. K non reflllable buttle comprising a neck bavins an
Internal annular groove, a valve seat fitted In the neck,

means attached to the seat and engaging In the groovi'

for holding the seat in position, a ball vaJve cooperating

890,400. LUBRIC.VTOR FOR VEHICLES. George Bab-

THOi.D. Jr., Steubenville, Ohio Filed Feb. 26, 1908. Se-

rial No. 417,923,

1. In a lubricator, the combination of an axle having an

Inclined port formed therein, a lubricant receptacle se-

cured to said axle and communicating with said port, a

casing loosely mounted In said receptacle, a rock shaft ar-

ranged In said casing, and an agitator carried by said

rock shaft and extending Into said port, substantially as,

and for the purpose described,

2. In a lubricator, the combination of an axle carrying a

spindle and having an Inclined port formed therein

terminating at the periphery of the spindle thereof, a

lubricant receptacle mounted upon said axle and communi-
cating with said port, a rock-shaft arranged In said re-

ceptacle, and a feeder-rod carried by said rock-shaft and

extending Into said port, substantially as described.

3. In a lubricator, the combination with an axle havini:

a port formed therein, of a lubricant receptacle located

upon said axle having an angularly-extending sleeve pro-

jecting into said port, a rock-shaft within the receptacle,

supporting means for said shaft, and a feeder-rod carried

by the shaft and extending into said port.

8 9 , -1 1 . PEANUT-STEMMER. .Iesse T Bk.vthall.

Ahoskle, N. C. Filed .Ian. 12. 1906. Serial No. 295.743.

1. In a peanut stemmer, and In combination, a rela-

tively long open rectangular frame, friction rollers Jour-

naled at the comers thereof, a relatively short rectangular

frame resting on the rollers, the bottom of said short

frame being composed of a series of longitudinally ar-

ranged transversely spaced slats, a plurality of mandrels

Journaled transversely of the lower frame and spaced
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apart from each other, spaced stemming devices wcured

to the mandrfla, each device comprisinu » disk having

•ipon the periphery thereof spaced teeth, th« points of the

teeth being within the circumference of the circle whose

radius is equal to the distance from the center of the

disk to the hei'U of th^ te^-th. means for vibrating the

upper frame toward and from the 8temmini| devices, com-

prising a shaft Journaled In the lower frame and having

a .-ranked portion, an arm hinged to the upper frame and

pivoted on the cranked portion, and raeanp for rotating

the shaft and the mandrels.

r

2 In a peanut stemmer and in comblntticn, an open

lower rectangular frame, friction rollers »t the corners

thereof, a vibrating upper rectangular frame resting upon

the rollers, the bottom of said upper frame being com-

posed of a plurality of series of longltudl»ally arranged

spaced slats, the members of each series being staggered

with respect to the members of the preceding series, a

mandrel journaled in the lower frame adjacent to each

series, stemming devices on the mandrels corresponding

to the openings between the slats and projecting there-

through, and means for vibrating the upper frame towards

and from the stemming devices.

:i. In a peanut stemming device, the combination with

the frame, of a plurality of mandrels jotjrnaled In the

frame, stemming devices on the mandrels, each compris-

ing a disk provided on its periphery with spaced teeth,

thp points of the teeth being within the periphery of the

clrrlp whose center is the center of the disk and whose

radius is equal to the distance from the center of the disk

to the heel of The teeth, means for receiving the vines,

and means for vibratint; said receiving means towards

and from the stemming devices.

4. In a peanut st.>mmor. a stemming device comprising

n disk provided on its periphery with a plurality of teeth,

said teeth being Inclined to radii of the disks, and hav-

ing their front <^>U^^ straight, the edges af the adjacent

tf>*>th meetins; at an acute angle, and the points of the

teeth being nearer the centers of the disks than the

heels thereof, and the spaces between the teeth being of a

width at the widest part approximately equal to that of

the teeth

5. In a peanut stfrnm^r. a stemming device comprising

a disk provided on Its periphery with a plurality of

spac^'d te^Th having straizht front edges, the heels of the

te.-th boing farther from the centers of thei disk than the

points thereof, whereby to form a guard for the point, and

the edges of the adjacent teeth meeting iit an acute angle

whereby to exert a wedging action on the stem.

890 4 02 M-VCHINE FOR INTROr>UrlNG PACKETS
INTO P.VPER OR OTHER I.IKE CVPS OR CASES
Edward L. Bract. Scotland NVck. N. C , assignor to

Richard Harvey Wright. Purham, N. C. Filed Dec. 30,

1907. Serial No 40«<.»J94.

1 .V machine for Introducing packets iato paper cups

comprising an Intprmittinslv rotating' recessed carrier

wheel, a horizontal guide way located on .'ach side of said

whepl. the recesses in said wheel conm>ctlng the gnlde

ways together, a plunger In each znlde \?ay. means for

rpciprocatln? the plungers In succession, mflans for feeding

paper cups to the recesses In the whe^l. and means for

ft-edlng packets Into the horizontal guide way, one of said

plunsrTs placing the paper cup Info posltlnn for receiving

the packets and the other forcing the packet Into such cup.

2. A machine for Introducing packets Into paper cups

comprising a horizontal guide way. an tntermlttlngly ro-

tating recessed carrier wheel intersecting the said guide

way, means for feeding paper cups to the recesses in the

wheel, means for feeding packets to the guide way, a re-

ciprocating plunger in the guide way for placing the paper

cup into position for receiving the packets, a second re-

ciprocating piungtT in said guldt- way for forcing the

packet into the said cup. and means for reciprocating said

plungers, said means consisting of cams, means for rotat-

ing the cam.s, arms pivoted at one end, toothed sectors on

the other ends of said arms, toothed wheels engaging with

the said sectors, arms connected to the plungers and os-

cillated by said toothed wheels, and rollers on the sector

carrying arms engaging with the cams.

.3. A machine for introducing packets into paper cupt<

comprising a horizontal guide way. an intermlttingly ro

tatlng recessed carrier wheel Intersecting said guide way,

means for feeding paper cups to the recesses In said wheel,

means for feeding packets to the horizontal guide way. a

reciprocating plunger in the guide way for placing the

paper cups into position for receiving the packets, a sec-

ond plunger In the guide way for forcing the packet Into

the paper cup, and means for holding the open end of the

paper cups distended, said means consisting of spring

blades secured to the end of the guide way adjacent th«'

carrier wheel over which the open end of the paper cup is

forced by the reciprocating plung»'r.

4. A machine for Introducing packets Into paper cups

comprising a horizontal guide way, Inclined blades s»^-

cured to one end of said guide way on the two sides and

the top thereof, and a flat spring blade secured to the bot

tom thereof, said blades forming a continuation of the

guide way. said lower blade having a slot therein, means

for forcing the open ^nd of the paper cup over said blades,

said cup containing a card, a plunger sliding In said guide

way and forcing the packet Into said cup. a spring latch

secured to said plunger and having Its end arranged to

enter the slot In the lowt^r bladp so as to force the card

into the cup.

8 9 0,403 TIME CONTROLLED ELECTRIC SWITCH.
Richard B Brai kr. Richmond. Va. Filed I>ec. 9, 1007.

Serial No 40S.770

1 .\ device of thf character described comprising a

switch for throwing on and off electric current, mechan

Ism for operating said switch, a plurality of hammers for

operating said mei'hanism. said hammers t>elng formed

with an enlarged end portion and a contact portion, and

alarm clocks formed with hammers secured to the alarm

mechanism thereof for engaging the contact portion of
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890,404 SAFETY GAS - COCK. Haeky E. Beockman,
Sioux <'lty, Iowa, assignor of one-half to J. H. Jones,

Sioux City, Iowa. Filed Mar l."?. 1908. Serial No.

420,829.

said first mentioned hammers, each of said second men
tioned hamniers being adapted to operate at predeter

mined initTvals. '

2. A device of the character descrH>ed comprising a

switch, mechanism for operating said switch, a catch for

holding said mechanism against operation, said catch
!

comprising a housing formed with a deflecting portion, a
[

plvotally mounted hook member formed with a projection, '

means for holding said hook member in operative position

and a plvotally mounted hammer adapted to strike said

projection for moving said hook for disengaging the hook

from said switch operating means, and means for operat-

ing said hammer.
3. A device of the character described comprising a

witch, means for throwing the same on, means for throw-

ing the same off. catches for holding against movement
said means, said catches being formed of a housing, a

hook memlM-r bent upon Itself for forming a contact por-

tion, a journal member, a lever member, and means for

normally holding the hook member in operative position,

and time controlled hammers adapted to engage fald lever

members for moting said hooks for permitting the opera-

tion of said switch, said hammers operating at predeter-

mined Intervals.

4. A device of the character described, comprising a

switch, springs positioned on each side of said switch,

means operated by said springs for throwing said switch,

a catch positioned on each side of said switch for engaging

said means, a plvotally mounted hammer positioned on

each side of said switch and adapted to strike said catch

for releasing said means, said means when released throw-

ing said switch, and a plurality of clocks adapted to cause

said hammer to strike said catches at predetermined

times.

and a thermostatic rod formed with an offset lower end and

with an opposite extremity arranged close to the burner

and to the free extremity of the detent, and means for

securing the offset lower end of the rod to the supply pipe.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a supply pipe and burner, of a turning plug ar-

ranged to control the supply of gas from the pipe to the

burner, a detent carried by said plug and mounted to os-

cillate In a plane at right angles to the axis of the plug, a

thermostatic rod formed with an offset lower end and with

an opposite extremity arranged close to the burner and to

the free extremity of the detent, the lower offset end of the

rod being looped, and means securing the offset and

looped lower end of the rod to the supply pipe.

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a supply P'P^ and burner, of a turning plug con

trolling the supply of gas from the pipe to the burner, a

lever secured to the plug and having arms projecting in

opposite directions therefrom, a contractile spring secured

to one of said arms and exerting a Tension thereon to

automatically turn the plug to a closed position, the other

arm of said lever being returned upon Itself with Its ex-

tremity projecting upwardly and disposed so as to os-

cillate In a vertical plane at right angles to the axis of the

plug, a thermostatic rod and means for supporting the

same In proximity to the burner, said rod being provided

with a lateral extremity arranged close to the extremity

of the detent, a pull-cord secured to the said other arm of

the lever, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a device of the character de8cribed.\the combina-
tion with a supply pipe and burner, of a turning plug ar-

ranged to control the supply of gas from the pipe to the

burner, a detent carried by said plug and mounted to os-

cillate In a plane at right angles to the axis of the plug.

890,405. CLEANING-MACHINE. Robert C. Clark. Ta-

coma. Wash. Filed Sept. 3, 1907. Serial No. 391.112.

In a scouring machine the combination of a motor

frame : a wheel having vanes formed thereon, and mounted
within said frame, said frame being provided with a pas-

sage adapted to convey a fluid under pressure against the

vanes and thereby rotate the wheel ; a shaft secured to

said rotating wheel ; a scouring means secured to the end

of said rotating shaft ; a waste pipe secured to said

frame and surrounding said shaft, and extending from

the frame to the scouring means, and adapted to convey

the fluid from the motor to and around the scouring

means ; a spraying attachment secured to said waste pipe,

and adapted to spray the fluid on the rotating scouring

means : and a protective shield loosely mounted on the

waste pipe and surrounding the scouring means, substan-

tially as and for the purpose specified.

890,406. SAFETY-RAZOR. Lyman H. Cobb, Fltchburg,

Mass . assignor to Mary Elizabeth Johnson, trustee,

Fltchburg, Mass. Filed Oct. 5, 1906. Serial No.

337,528.

13 10
IS ;-

J

t

1. In a safety razor, the combination with a handle, of

a bed plate for supporting a cutting blade, a clamping
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plate for holding the cutting blade against the bed plate,

said clamping plate being provided with % lug parallel

with said bed plate, and a spring betweea said lug and

said bfd plate.

2. The combination in a safety razor, af a handle, a

head supported on one end of said handle, and comprising

a sprtng actuated clamping plate, and a bed plate for hold-

ing a cutting platp. said handle having a curved section

between the Nxly portion of the handle anj the head.

,!. The combination In a safety razor, oif a handle, a

bed plate attached to one end of said handle for support-

ing a cutting blade, said handle having a curved section

adjacent to sai'l h'-ad, whereby said head Is held at an

oblique angle to the axis of said handle, and with the

axis of said handle ext-ended passing through said head

between the cutting ed;:e of the blade and the end of the

handle.

4. The combination, in a saf-ty razor. (Jf a handle, a

bed plate attached to the end of said han(De. a clampinj^

plate, bent over -one edge of said bed plate and having a

lug parallel with said bed plate, and a spiral spring be-

tween said luii and said bed plate, with It.s tension ap-

plied to draw the clamping plate toward said bed plate.

5. In a safety razor, the combination of % bed plate for

supporting a cutting blade, a clamping pUte for holding

the cutting blade against the bed plate, and a spring

operatlvely connected with both of said plates and ar-

ranged to draw said plates together

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the r.azettp ]

tween said sides and outsMe Mid side rails, and coupling

means connecting the said Bides and liars, the said rails

being slotted for the passage of said c»upllng means.

[Claims 8 to 9 not printed in the Cazette.]

S90.40S. r.VCKING Jo.skph F. Combe, Roseburg, Oreg.

Filed .June 13. 1907. Serial No. 378,834.

890,407 INV.XI.in-BED Gkorob B. ColIes. Flarrlman.

Tenn Filed Sept. VI, 1907. Serial No. 392.515.

1. A bed the body of which comprises side rails, a foot

and a bottom both stationary with respect to said side

rails, and a sectional bottom for the bed. said side rails

being hollow, and one of the sections of the bottom hav-

ing sides fitted in said hollow side rails for endwise move-

m-^nt and also having an end adapted to occupy a posi-

tion substantially In line with said foot.

2. A bed having side rails, a head and % foot to which

said side rails are connected, and a sectional bottom, the

side rails being hollow and one of the sections of the bot-

tom having sides fitted in the hollow side rails for end-

wise mov-ment. the foot having slots for the pa.ssage of

said sides. -and said slots being positioned to receive the

end of said movable bottom .section to bring said end In

vertical alinoment with said foot.
|

X. .V bed having side rails a sectional tiottom. the side

rails being hollow, and one of the sections of the bottom

having sides fitted In the hollow side rails for endwise

rucn-ement. and said section of the bottom having bars

located outside said side rails, means connecting said bars

and sides, and woven wire material extending between

said ars.

4 .V. bed having side rails, a bottom member provided

with sides, said side rails slidingly receiving said sides,

and the bottom member al.so having fabric supporting

bars, and coupling means between the respective sides and

bars.

5. .\ bed having tubular side rails, a bottom member

provided with sides slidingly fitted in said side rails, said

bottom member also having fabric-supporting bars be-

1. A packing ring oomprlHinu a key section having out-

wardly converging ends, and a pair of opposing curved

ections of unequal length, said curved sections each hav-

ing at one end an inclined inner face respectively parallel

with the outwardly converging ends of the key section,

the longer curved section having an arm forming the por-

tion of the ring opposite said key section, the end of said

arm and the adjacent end of the shorter curved section

being formed for a lapping sliding engagement

2. .\ packing ring comprising a key section having

outwardly converging ends, and a pair of curved sections

of unequal length, each provided at one end with an in-

clined Inner face parallel with one of such ends of the

key sections, the longer section having an inner face at

the opposite end disposed at an angle to Its Inclined In-

ner face, and the shorter section having an outer face

slidably related to the last mentioned inner face of the

longer section and overlapped thereby

,3. A packing ring comprising a pair of curved arms

of unequal length, one abutting against the other at one

end and disposed In overlapping slidable relation thereto,

such curved arms having outwardly converging inner

faces at their opposite ends, and a key section disposed

between such faces and having ends slidably engaged

by and parallel with such faces.

4. S. packing ring comprising a key section having op-

positely Inclined faces at one end converging outwardly

toward a line intersecting the axis of the circle formed by

the Inner side of such packing ring, and a pair of curved

sections of unequal length, each having at one end an in-

clined inner face parallel with and to bear against one of

such faces of the key section, the l.mger curved section

having an inner face at Its opposite end disposed at right

angles to such line and the shorter curved sections hav-

ing one end abutting against, overlapped by and parallel

with such end of the longer curved section.

890.409. PRESS FOR THK MOLDING OF BICYCLE

AND OTHER TIRES. William H. Cox, Eccles, Eng-

land. Filed .luly 0. 1907. Serial No. 382,52-3.

In a tire press, an annulus or ring provided with a pe-

ripheral annular chamber open at the outer side, an annu

lar Inflatable tube within said chamber, a pipe carried by

the annulus and communicating with said inflatable tube

whereby the same may be Inflated, an annular cushion

within said chamber surrounding the Inflatable tube and

engaging the same, and a hollow annular mold adapted to

encircle the annulus. substantially as described.

890.410. BOTTLE. Kathehink Ctlveb. West Jordan,

Utah. Filed July 31, 1907. Serial No. 386,403.

J

1. A bottle comprising :in approximately rectangular

body having a concavo-convex front face, a mouth at one

of the upper corners of the body located below the top sur-

face and inwardly from the front and at one end of the

concavo convex wall of the bottle, and a stopper In the

mouth disposed below the top surface of the body.

2. A bottle comprising an approximately rectangular

body having a curved front wall extending short of the tup

of the bottle to provide a corner recess, a conical mouth at

the recess and extending upwardly to a point short of the

body and located at one end of the wall, and a stopper in

the mouth located below the top surface and Inwardly

from the side ,'ind front faces of the body.

890,411. RANGE-INDICATOR FOR ORDNANCE. Ar-

THi'B T. Dawson. Westminster, and James Horne. Bar-

row in Furness, England, assignors to Vickers Sons &
Maxim Limited, Westminster, England. Filed Mar. 15,

1905. Serial No. 250,308.

1. A variable range Indicating apparatus consisting in

the combination of means for initially setting the appara-

tus to the range and speed of movement l)etween a gun

and its target, and of means for continuously actuating

said apparatus and causing It to automatically Indicate

any alteration that takes place In the range due to relative

movement between the gun and Its target, for the purpose

specified.

2. A variable range indicating apparatus consisting In

the combination of a member bearing range indications, a

member for identifying any of the range Indications,

means for causing continuous relative movement between

these two members, means for initially setting the two

members to a particular Indication corresponding with the
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range that exists between a pun and Us target when the

apparatus is started working, and means for varying the

speed and direction of the relative movement between the

two raemlvers according to the speed at which the range

changes, substantially as described.

3. A variable range indicating apparatus consisting in

the combination of a member bearing range indications, a

pointer, means for causing continuous relative movement

between said member and pointer, means for Initially set-

ting the indication between said member and pointer to

correspond with the range existing t)etween a gun and Its

target when the apparatus Is started working, and means

for varying the speed and direction of the relative move-

ment between the said member, and pointer according to

the speed at which the range changes substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A variable range Indicating apparatus consisting in

the combination of a meml>er l^arlng range indications, a

pointer, means for causing said pointer to continuously

move with respect to the said member, means for Initially

setting the Indication between said meml>er and the pointer

to correspond with the range existing between a gun and

its target when the apparatus is started working, and

means for varying the speed and direction of movement of

the pointer according to the speed at which the range

changes substantially as described.

5. A variable range Indicating apparatus consisting In

the combination of a member bearing range Indications.

a pointer, a clock movement for causing continuous rela-

tive movement t>etween said member and the pointer.

means for initially setting the Indication between said

member and the pointer to correspond with the range exist-

ing between a gun and its target when the clock move-

ment Is started working, and means for varying the speed

and direction of the relative movement between the said

memt>er and the pointer according to the speed at which

the range changes substantially as described.

[Claims fi to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.412. I'l'MP - KETTLE. Fai l r»EHNE, Halle, Ger-

many. Filed Sept. 11, 1907. Serial No. .'592,403.

The combination with the non-return valve casing of

suction pipes, of a covering disk, and a plurality of super-

Imposed rings connected to one another and to the said

valve casing, the rings forming In common with the cover-

ing disk the chamber of the pump strainer, and the said

rings having opposite zigzag edges to form correspondingly

shaped passages between their contiguous edges when as-

sembled to form the wall of the strainer, the rings being

displaceable with relation to each other within certain

limits without producing clrcumferentlally straight slots

therebetween.

890,413. ANIMAL-TRAP. Gottlieb A. Dejino, Cameron.

Wis. Filed Apr. 11, 1908. Serial No. 426,584.

1, An animal trap including spring pressed Impaling

jaws, a support secured to one of said jaws and provided

with an angularly disposed arm. a platform pivotally

mounted on the arm. and a trigger extending in front of

one of the jaws and bearing against the platform near the

pivoted end thereof for locking the jaws In open position.

2. An animal trap Including spring pressed impaling

jaws, a bar secured to one of the jaws and having an elon-

gated slot formed therein for the reception of the adjacent
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Jaw, wild bar b^ing provided with a laterally extending

a-m a platform plvotally mounted on wld arm and having

lungitudlnally disposed slots formed thereia for the re-

ception of the Jaws, and a trigger eitendln| In front of

onp of the jaw. an.l !.earlng against the platform near

the pivoted end thereof for locking the jaw* In open po-

itlOD.

ranged flush therowtth, the Inferior walla of the sleeve be-

ing unobstructed throughout th^lr entire length to form

a smooth bearing surface for engagement with a hose.

t!uT.' l).>ing a longitudinally disposed slot extending the

..ntire length of tlu> ^l-v- and Intersecting the annular

collar and a plurality of spaced longitudinal r.-.vKs.^3

formed In the threaded walU of the sleeve on each side

of the slot and extending fn-m the Inner end of the collar

to and opening througb the reduced end of the sleeve, the

3 vn animal trap Including spring pressfed jaws, a bar

secured to one of said jaws, and having a slot formed

therein for the reception of the adjacent jafr, the free end

of said bar being provided with a laterally extending arm

terminating In an over-hanging hook, a platform plvoully

mounted on the arm and having elongate* .lots formed

therein for the reception of the Jaws, and a trigger piv-

otal !v mounted on the hook and extending In front of one

of the jaws for engagement with the platform near the

pivoted end thereof thereby to lock the Jaws in open po-

sition.
_, , ,,

4 \n animal trap Including spring pressed Impaling

jaws connected by an Intermediate coll. lupportlng feet

carried by the laws, a bar secured to one of said Jaws and

having a' slot formed therein for the reception of the ad-

jacent jaw. the free end of said arm being provided with

a laterallv extending arm terminating in »n over hanging

hook a platform pivotally mounted on said arm and hav-

ing longitudinal slots formed therein for the reception of

the Jaws and a trigger pivoUlly mounted on the hook and

extending in front of one of the jaws for engagement with

the platform near the pivoted end thereof thereby to lock

the Jaws in open position.

5. An animal trap including spring pressed Impaling

laws, a bar farmed of a single piece of wire having an In-

termediate portion thereof coiled around one of the Jaws

and thence intertwisted and spaced apart to form an elon-

gated slot for the reception of the adJaceBt jaw. the wire

being thence Intertwisted and extended upwardly to form

a vertically disposed arm. one end of th« wire after the

arm is formed being extended laterally to produce a

horizontally disposed arm terminating in an over hanging

hook, a pan pivotally mounted on the horizontal arm and

having longitudinal slots formed therein for the recep-

tion of the jaws, and a trigger pivotally mounted on the

over-hanging h-ok and extending In front of one of the

jaws for engagement with the platform tear the pivoted

end thereof thereby to hold the jaws la open position.

[Claims 6 to ** not printed in the Gazette 1

walls of said recpssps being arranged parallel with each

other and dlsv^>sed at right angles to the transverse axis

of the sleeve, one of said recesses being arranged In aline

ment with tlie vertical slot, and a clamping collar having

Its interior walls threaded for engagement with the

threads on the exterior walls of the sleeve and having Its

exterior surface roughened, the threads on the sleeve be

tween the spaced recesses being continuous and unob-

structed.

890 415. MAIL-B.\G H.\Nr)LING APPAR-VTUS. .Ief-

TERSON D. DuWELU Springfield, 111. Filed Mar. X 1008.

Serial No. 418,981.

8iH)414 H08E<:LAMP William T. Vt Wobth. Bor-

dentown, N J. Filed .June 2^,. 1W6. lAerlal No. 32.3.504.

\ hose coupling comprising a sleeve formed from a

Ingle piece of metal and having Its side walls of uniform

thickness throughout but tapered towards one end of the

sleeve to form a truncated cone and provided with exterior

threads which terminate short of the opposite end of said

sleeve to form an annular collar having » smooth exterior

surface disposed In allnement with the threads and ar-

1 In a mail bag delivering device, the combination of a

car a track pivoted at Its forward end thereto and mov-

able at Its rear end laterally and vertically with respect

to the car a plate connecting with the rear end of the

track and extending thence Into the car. means connected

with the plate for moving the track out and In. a sup-

porting device extending between the rear end of the track

and the car a bag carrier movable along the track and

having a bodv portion and a saddle pivoted thereto, and

having a projecting tongue adapted to abut the track, and

tilt the saddle to eject a bag when the carrier Is In its

lowermost position, meana for retracting the carrier, a

spring under compression and acting upon the carrier

when the latter is in its starting position, and latching

devices for holding the carrier In such position, substa:,

tlally as set forth.

<> A mall bag delivering device comprising a track, and

a carrier movable along the track and comprising a body

portion and a saddle mounted thereon and adapted to tilt

» to discharge a bag. .
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3. In a mall bag delivering device the combination of «

track and a bag carrier movable thereon, and having a

tilting saddle whereby to eject a bag.

4 A mall bag discharging; device comprising a track,

and a bag carrier movable thenon and comprising a body

portion and a saddle pivoted thereto, and having a pro-

jecting tongue adapted to engage an abutment whereby to

tilt the saddle and discharge a bag. substantially as set

forth.

5. The combination of a car. a track alongside of and

Inclining outwardly away from the car. and a bag carrier

movable along the track and having bag ejecting means.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.!

890.416. NON-REFILI.AMLE HOTTl.E. Robert Eichmll-

tKB, Waterbury. Conn,, assignor of four tenths to John F.

McGrath and one tenth to William E. Dcrlgon. Water-

bury. Conn. Hied Nov. 27. 15WT Serial No. 404.113.

Mid chamber causes the steam to Intimately contact with

the cooling surface of said chaml>er. and the condensed

water la removed through said conduits.

1. In combination a bottle semi cylindrical pieces mount-

ed In the neck of said bottle, each of said pieces being pro-

vided near Its lower edge with Internal semi annular

grooves, a valve plate provided with a central perforation

and eccentric perforations and resting In said grooves, a

valve movable on said plate, a pin secured to said valve

and passing through said central perforation a spring en-

gaging said pin to hold said valve closed and projections

on said semicircular pieces to protect said valve from

manipulation.
'2. In combination, a bottle, a pair of semi cylindrical

pieces fitted In the neck thereof, each of said pieces being

provided with a semi annular groove In the lower inner

edge thereof, a circular valve plate fitted In said grooves,

and provided with central,and radial perforations In said

plate, a valve on said plate covering said perforations, a

downwardly extending pin fastened to said valve and pro-

jecting through said central perforation, an enlarge-

ment on the lower end of said pin, an X-shaped perforated

spring on said pin b-arlng against said enlargeiuent and

against said plate, a ball In said bottle adapted when

the bottle Is inverted to fall against the enlarged end

of said pin, thereby to open said valve against the

action of said spring, and plate - like lugs projecting

from the Inner sides of said semi cylindrical pieces, each

lug projecting beyond the axes of said seml-cyllndrlcal

plece«.

2. The combination of a condenser chamber comprising

a plurality of annular tubes having an opening for the

admission <if steam and an emission opening, with water-

cooling means adjacent to the same, the side of said cham-

ber being concave in the direction of the flow of the

steam In the same, whereby the centrifugal force of the

steam entering said chamber causes the steam to Inti-

mately contact with the cooling surface of said chamber.

3, The combination of a condenser chamber comprising

a plurality of annular tubes having an opening for the ad-

mission of steam and an emission opening, with water-

cooling means adjacent to the same, the side of said cham-

ber tvelng concave in the direction of the flow of the steam

In the same and having cavities or slots in the same, and

conduits conimunicating with said slots, whereby the

centnfu;:al force of the steam entering said chaml>er

causes the steam to intimately contact with the cooling

surface of said chamber, and the condensed water is re-

moved through said conduits

4 The combination of a condenser chamber comprising

a plurality of annular tubes having an opening for the

admission of steam and an emission opening, with water-

cooling means adjacent to the same, the side of said cham-

ber being concave in the direction of the flow of the steam

In the same and provided with ribs parallel to the direc-

tion of flow of the steam, whereby the condensing sur-

! fnro Is Increased.
," The combination of a condenser chamber comprising

a plurality of annular concentric tubes closely adjoining

one another and provided with water-separating slots

and channels arranged concentrically therewith, said

tubes being provided with steam admission and emission

opening's and conduits communicating with the latter,

with water-cooling means adjacent to the same, substan-

tially as descrltHKl.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,418. WOOD - DISTILLING APPARATUS. Zion E.

FiVEASH and Charlib B. Leonard. Rawles Springs,

Miss. Filed Dec. 20, 190.5. Serial No LTt:',,;;f,r,

890,417. SURFACE CONDENSER. Wilhelm H. Etbb-

MANN. Wilmersdorf. near Berlin. Germany. Filed Dec.

10, lOort. Serial No. 347.15.'!.

1. The combination of a conden,ser chamber having an

opening for the admission of steam and an emission open-

ing, with water-co<^dlng means adjacent to the same, the

side of said chamber being concave In the direction of

the flow of the steam In the same, and having cavities or

slots In the same, and conduits communicating with said

Blots, whereby the centrifugal force of the steam entering

i^_- r - prr-'i ' *

1. In a still of the character described, the combination

with a retort chamber, of means for feeding material

thereto, said means including a chute located above the

chamber and a conveyer delivering to the chute, said con-

veyer comprising a trough having Inclined sides located

over said chute and having an open bottom that communi-

cates with the chute, and 8 conveyer flii-'ht moving in the

trough over the open Iwttom but exceeding the width of

said bottom.
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2. In a still of the character described, the combination

with a retort chamber set at an inclination and having

a dlRcharife oppnlng In its lower end. of nieans for feed-

ing material to the iipptr end of the chamber, and means

for convoylni? thf> refuse from the lower end of the cham-

Der, said latter means comprising a trough located ex-

teriorly of the chamber and receiving thf material di-

rectly from the discharge opening, and an endless flight

operating In the trough and Inl^luding scraper slats dis-

posed transversely of and operating through the trough.

3. In a still of the character described, the combination

with a retort chamber, of a steam conducting heater pipe

extending longitudinally within the same ajid comprising

upper and lower sections, the upper sectioa being imper-

forate and the lower section having perforations, and a

distillate conducting pipe connected to the upper portion

of the chamber.

4. In a stlU of the character described, tUe combination

with a retort chamber disposed at an Inclination and

having an upper supply Inlet and a lower refuse discharge,

of closures for said Inlet and discharge, a fceater pipe ex-

tending within the chamber longitudinally along the lower

side thereof And having its lower portion perforate, said

pipe being disposed t)elow the Inlet and ui»charge, and a

distillate conducting pipe communicating with the upper

portion of the chamber

5. In a still of the character described, the combination

with a retort chamber disposed at an inclination and hav-

ing an upper supply Inlet and a lower refuse discharge, of

means for supplying material to the chamber through the

upper inlet, said means Including a conveyer, a refuse

conveyer disposed exteriorly of the chambet t)elow the dis-

charge, a heater pipe extending longitudinally through

the chamber along the lower side thereof apd through the

end walls beneath the Inlet and discharne. said heater

pipe having Its lower portion perforate amj Its upper por-

tion imperforate, and a distillate conducting pipe com-

municating with the upper portion of tha chamber

end portion in the recess and extending beneath the bridge

piece and abutting at one extremity against one end wall

of the recess, said leaf spring having lU opposite end

I

IB0.419 BRIL>I.P:-BIT BKoroRD W. Fuehe.st. Memphis,

T^nn Filed Jan 1^2, 1908. Serial No. 4r2.:20.l.

J^'jf'^

A bridle bit conaprising side plates having elongated

curved slots therein, a mouth bit fixed to aald plates hold-

ing the same spaced apart, each of said Hots having an

offset, a movable bar mounted m said slats and adapted

to be thrown infi said offset, whereby the under side of

the lower jaw ><{ an animal may be gripped thereby, as

set forth.

^^

»e

s-i

portions curved upwardly and outwardly of the recess and

arranged for engagement of Its outwardly extending ex-

tremity with a nut to be locked.

890.421. TROLLEY WHEEL SUPPORT JOHN H. Otosg,

Norwalk, Ohio. Filed Oct. in, IWfl Serial No. 338.201.

890.420. NUT .\ND BOLT LOCK. Joh;< D. Fret. I'on

tlnental, Ohio. Filed Nov. 6. 1907. Serial No. 400.904.

1 .V nut-locking device as shown and described com-

prising the washer 15 having the recess \% therein and

having the bridge piece 19 extending acro»a the recess be-

tween the ends tlrerwf and In j«paced relation to the bot-

tom of the recess, and the leaf spring -0 having one end

portion engaged beneath the bridge pieoe and abutting

at its extremity against one end wall of the recess, said

leaf spring having the upwardly curved pt)rtion 21 at the

opposite side of the bridge piece from the and of the recesa

against which the opposite extremity of the leaf spring

abuts.

2. .\. nut-locking device comprising a masher having a

recess therein at one side of and exten<Ung tangentlally

of the central opening of the washer, said recess terminat-

ing short of the periphery of the washer, a brldgeplece

extending transversely of the recess and located between

the end walls thereof, and a leaf -spring engaged with one

"^^^^^^^

1. .\ trolley pole comprising a horUontally rotatable

base, parallel longitudinal pole members pivoted thereto at

their lower ends, a trolley head pivoted to the upper ends

of said parallel pole members, the lines connecting the

pivots In the head being parallel with the lines connecting

the pivots In the ba.se. one pole member being adapted to

fold within the other and a trolley harp pivoted In said

trolley head, the «xls of said harp pivot being normally

parallel with the lines ronnecting the pivots of the pole

members In the base and head, and a spring tension de-

vice for the pole arranged to place the pole under greater

tension when turned to run ^)rward or backward than

when reversed and not in use, substantially as described.

2. K trolley pole comprising a base, longitudinal parallel

barsor pole members, pivotal connections for each pole mem-

ber with said base, one s<>t of pivots being above the other

set, a trolley head, pivotal connections for each pole mem-

ber therewith, the lines connecting the pivots of the ad-

jacent pair of arms being parallel with the lines connect-

ing the corresponding pivots thereof with the base, a

trolley harp pivoted In the head for lateral movement, the

pivotal ails thereof being parallel with the lines connect-

ing the upper and lower pivotal points of the said parallel

pole members, one of the said pole members being adapted

to fold within the other member, and the said trolleys and

harp being adapted to rise to approximately a vertical po-

sition when the pole members are pulled back of the ver-

tical position, substantially as described.

:? .\ trolley pole comprising a base, a trolley head lon-

gitudinal parallel |:>ole members pivoted In said base and

head, the connecting lines between said pivots at head and

base being parallel, a harp pivoted In said head for lateral

movement and provided with a wheel, the pivotal axis of

said harp being parallel to said lines connecting the pivotal

I points of said parallel pole members, a projecting tongue
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for said harp, equalizing springs for said tongue, and ten-

sion springs for said trolley pole arranged to give the maxi-

mum tension to the pole when the pole Is in the Inclined
1

position going forward, but to have a reduced but positive

tension thereon when the pole members are bent backward,

substantially as described.

4. A trolley pole comprising a base, upper and lower par

allel members pivoted thereto at their lower en,is, the piv-

otal points for the upper member being above the pivotal

points for the other member, a trolley head, pivotal points

therein for said members arranged on parallel lines to lines

connecting the pivotal points in the base, a trolley wheel

and a harp pivoted In the head, the pivotal axis thereof be-

ing parallel to the lines connecting the pivotal points of

the memb«-rs in the head, a recess In the head, a tongue on

the harp adapted to extend into said recess. e()uallztng

springs between said tongue and head, and projecting

parts of said trolley head adapted to enter the trolley

wheel groove, substantially as described.

5. A trollev pole comprising a base, longitudinal parallel

bars, pivoted "thereto in upper and lower pole members, one

member above the other, a trolley head plvotally secured

to the uii|>er end of said parallel members, the lines of

said pivots being parallel to the lines of the pivots In the

base, and the lower member adapted to fold within the

upper member, a trolley harp and trolley pivoted for lat-

eral movement In .said head, extended lower extremities

for the upper member, and springs connecting said lower

extremities with the lower member at points upon the op-

posite side of the base, whereby the maximum tension Is

obtained when the pole Is Inclined for use. substantially as

described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,422. THREE TIE STEP-UP RAIL JOINT. Geoboe

L. Hai.i.. New York. N. Y., assignor to The National

Railway Materials Company. New York. N. Y.. a Cor-

poration of New York Filed Dec. 21, 1906. Serial No.

348.8R4.

slstlng of a longitudinal vertical web formed at Its upper

edge with a rail head supporting surface, said web being

enlarged for a portion of its length to support the head of

the small rail, each of said bars being formed at the lower

edge of the web with an outward and downward extending

flange adapted to fit over the base of the rails, and a base

support formed Integral with the outer edge of said flange

and extending back under the flange and the web and

adapted to tit under the rail, said base support being cor-

rugated to form rail supports of different heights, and ter-

minating short of the ends of the flange to adapt it to en-

gage the ties and serve as an anti-creeping device.

4. A splice bar for step-up rail joints comprising a longi-

tudinal vertical web formed at its upper edge -with a rail

head supporting surface, said web being enlarged for a

portion of Its length to support the head of the smaller

rail, said bar being formed at the lower edge of the web

with an outward and downward extending flange adapted

to fit over the base of the rails, and a base support Integral

with the outer edge of said flange extending back under the

flange and the vertical web. and adapted to fit under the

rails, said base support being corrugated to form rail sup-

ports of different heights.

5. A splice bar for step-up rail joints comprising a longi-

tudinal vertical web formed at Its upper edge with a rail

head supporting surface, said web being enlarged for a por-

tion of its length to support the head of the smaller rail,

said bar being formed at the lower edge of the web with

an outward and downward extending flange adapted to fit

over the base of the rails, and a base support formed In-

tegral with the outer edge of said flange and extending

back under the flange and the vertical web and adapted to

fit under the rail, said base support being of uniform thick-

ness of metal throughout and corrugated to form rail sup-

ports of different heights and terminating short of the ends

of the flange to adapt it to engage the ties and serve as an

antl creeping device.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 9 0.423. SANITARY VAULT.
Toledo. Ohio. Filed Jau 7, 1004.

NuBLE W. Hartman.
Serial No. 188,004.

1 A step up rail Joint comprising two splice bars, each

consisting of a longitudinal vertical web formed at Its

upper edge with a rail head supporting surface, said web

being vertically enlarged for a portion of Its length to sup

port the head of the smaller rail, each of said bars being

formed at the lower edge of the web with an outward and

downward extending flange adapted to fit over the base of

the rails, and a base support formed Integral with the

outer edge of said flange of one of the splice bars at the

middle thereof and shorter than the splice bars, that por-

tion of the base support below the enlarged part of the web

being corrugated and extending back under the flange and the

web adapted to fit under the rail, the upper surface of said

base support below the enlarged portion of the web being

higher than the other part thereof, whereby the base of the

smaller rail is raised above the base of the larger rail.

2. S. step up joint comprising two splice bars each con

slating of a longitudinal vertical web formed at its upper

edge with a rail head supporting surface, said web being

enlarged for a portion of Its length to support the head

of the smaller rail, each of said bars being formed at the

lower edge of the web with an outward and downward ex

tending flange adapted to fit over the base of the rails, and

a base support formed Integral with the outer edge of said

flange and extending back under the flange and the web

and adapted to fit under the rail, said base support being

of e()ual thickness throughout and corrugated to form rail

supports of different heights.

3. A step-up Joint comprising two splice bars each con

1. In a device of the described character, a hopper, a

down pipe connected to the top of the hopper, a drain-

pipe leading Into the hopper near Its top, a sewer-plpe

leading from the bottom of the hojiper. an overflow pipe

leading from near the top of the hopper to said sewer-plpe,

and a valve In the outlet at the bottom of the hopper,

2. In a device of the described character, a hopper formed

of a single Integral piece and having a flanged top

adapted to receive the end of a down pipe, having also a

contracted bottom adapted to enter the mouth of a sewer

pipe, having also a side opening adapted to receive the end

of a drain pipe, and having a spud or boss adapted to enter

the mouth of an overflow pipe.

3. In a device of the described character, a hopper con-

nected at top with a down-pipe, and at Its contracted bot-
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torn with a <!f'W"r pipe, thf oontraotfd end of the hopper

forming a valv—**at, an aiitoiiiatically olosing ralve on

said vaive-seat, means for actuatini? the vnlve, a trap In

<ald sewer-pipe, an overHow pipe conneotp*! at ita upper

end with the up[>er part of the hopper and at Its lower end

with said trap, and a downwardly Inr-lln.-d drain pipe con-

nected with the hopper helow the Ifvel of the Inlet"nd of

the overJ3ow-pipe.

and left hand screw, the spring lever attached to the

screw and adapt«»d to Interlock with the 8*»rtor.

890.424. CIGAR case: William I. IIknRy Dallas. Tex.

Filed Apr. -JT. IftOT. Serial No. .^70,^W5.
,

1 A cylindrical cigar package i-omprHlng a pair of

spaced dlaks. a hollow core open at hoth <>nd9 to which

both disks are secured, a cigar containing pouch strip

wound upon the core, and a continuous unbroken cylin-

drical casing extending over the disk anfl inclosing the

pouch strip, th»' ^nd3 of th.' .-asins beinsf approximatelj

flush with the outer faces of the dl9k:4.

2. A cigar pacicaK<' oomprisins; a pair of disks, each hav-

in»; a central opentn?. a hollow core connecting the disks in

aiinement with the opening?*, a cigar comtaining r>ouch

strip wound ui>on the core, and an open p«ded cylindrical

casing fitting over the peripheries of the dfska and wholly

inclosing and projecting said pouch strip.

.3. A cigar package comprising a hollow core, a pair of

end disks seojred to the core, a cigar containing pouch

strip wound around the core, and an ofx^n end^d cylin-

drical casing extending over the peripheries of the disks

and inclosing wholly and protecting the pouch strip, the

pnds of said ca.sing being flush with the outer faces of the

disks.

4. .\ cigar pacttagf comprising a cor«>. a cigar containing

pouch strip wound thereon, and a separate numeral bear-

ing indicating strip wound with the pouch strip, the nu-

merals being disposed opposite the pouches.

5. A cigar package comprising a hollow cylindrical core

opf'n at its ends, end disks non-detachably connected to

and surroundine the ends of the core, ami an imperforate

concentric cylindrical closure constitutind the peripheral

portion of th»' package and removably mqunted upon the

pdges of thp disks.

[Claim tj not printed In the Gazette.]

89e,425. LINOTYPE MACHINE Thojias S no\t.\NS.

Brooklyn. N. Y , assignor t<> Mergenthaler Linotype Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York. Fileil Mar. 24, 1908.

Serial No. 4i.'2.935.

1. In combination with a snpportlng-frame. a knife-bear

Ing plate gnlded therein, a right and left-band screw con

netting lald parts, and means for turaltg the screw to

and securing It In definite positions

_'. In combination with a frame A, A', the plate D pro-

vided with the guide E, the knife C secured to said plate,

the right and left-hand screw connecting the frame and

plate, the lerer attached to the screw and meana for lock-

Inij the lever In predetermined {wsltions.

.•i In combination with a frame provided with a sector

plate and the knlfe-benrlng plate guided thei^ln, the right

4. In combination with a frame, a sliding support for

the knife mounted thereon, a screw for moving the knife-

support, a lever for turning the screw, a stationary plate

to which the lever lo<k8, and n graduated plate on the

lever.

5. In combination with a slldiu;: meml>€r supporting the

knife and the screw for moving saiil member, the spring

arm or lever attached to the screw and provided with a

toothed plate, and a sector plate havini; studs or teeth to

interlock vvlth the plate on the lever.

(Claim »j not printed In the Gazette.]

•890.426. PICK. Joskih M mmebln, Jr.. Rutledge, Iowa.

Filed Dec. 18. 1907. Serial No. 406,724.

^̂

1. The combination of a blade snd ft handle, one of oakl

parts having a channel and the other having a proJe( tton

to slldlngly fit said channel, one end of the channel being

open and the other end closed, the channel and the projec

tlon extending longitudinally of the blade, and means for

holding the forward end of said projection against the

closed end of the channel.

2. The combination of a blade and a handle, one of snld

parts having a projection and the other of said parts hav

ing a channel to slldlngly receive the projection, the pro-

jection having a wedge portion, and means for moving the

projection In an endwise direction to wedge-seat It in said

channel.

3. The combination of a blade having a projection on its

inner aide, a handle having a channel to slldlngly receive

said projection, one end of the channel being open and the

other end closed, and a screw tapped through and extend

Ing diagonally of the handle to force one end of the pro-

jection against the closed end of the channel.

4. The combination of a blade having a projection on

Its Inner side, substantially T-shaped In cross section, a

handle having a channel substantially correspondingly

1 shaped in cross section to receive said projection, one p.ir-
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tlon of the projection having an extension, and one end of

the channel beinj; closed and huvluK an under -cut portion

to receive said extension, and means acting asiainst the

projection to hold the blade against said closed end.

5 The combination of a blade having a substantially

T-shnped proje.-tlon on the inner side there.. f. a handle

provided with a ferrule, the ferrule having a channel

shaped to agree cross sectlonally substantially with that

of the projection and to receive the latter, one end of the

channel being closed and the other end open, and a screw

extending angtilarlv of the ferrule to hold one end of the

pixjjection against said closed end. the projection having

a recess to receive one end of the screw.

890 427 COLD-STORAGE CONSTRUCTION. AndrA

Javev. New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 22. 1906. Serial

No. 331,668.

1 In a cold storage construction, an inner cold room

havlnc a wall composed of Insulating material, a chaml»er

surrounding the sides and top of said eld room, the walls

of said chamber being Inclosed by the walls of a building,

and means for regulating the temperature and causing a

irculation of air in said chamber.
•' in a cold storat-e construction, an inner cold room

having a wall compos-d of Insulating material, a chamber

surrounding the sides and top of said cold room, the walls

of said chamber being <omposed of removable panels and

said walls being Inclosed by the walls of a building, and

means for regulating the temperature and causing a circu-

lation of air In said chamber

another, wherebv parallel truss systems are provided, and

direct transverse connecting memlK?rs Integrally uniting

the perpendicular and Inclined elements of each couple

together, said elements and members embracing a plural-

ity of lonjzltudinal bars and resisting separation thereof

with the entire tensile strength of the transverse members.

3. In a reinforced concrete structure, the combination

of a plurnlltv of longitudinal tension bars spaced apart

from wich other, and shear bars bent to form three sides

of an embracing structure within which at least two of

the longitudinal members are included ; the outer elements

at one end of snld shear bars being Inclined to the longitu-

dinal bars and lying in one plane wliich includes one of

the longitudinal bars, forming therewith a truss having

Intermediate vertical concrete struts ; the elements at the

opposite ends of the shear bars being In a different plane,

parallel to the first-named plane, with another longitudinal

bar and perpendicular thereto, forming therewith a truss

having intermediate Inclined concrete struts ; and the in-

termediate members of the shear bars extending straight

from one plane to the other and IwndinK the truss struc-

tures together.

4. In a reinforced concrete structure, a longitudinal ten-

sion bar, a shear bar bent at an angle so as to form a verti-

cal and an inclined tension element, engaging the longi-

tudinal bar at the bend, and an integral wedge formed on

one of the li:irs coactlng with the other bar at the point

of engagement, to prevent relative motion.

^. In a reinforced concrete structure, the combination of

longitudinal tension bars and transverse shear bars bent

to Inclose a bar and to form meml)ers extending through-

out nearly the entire thickness of the concrete, certain of

said members being Inclined and the others l>elng jierpen-

dicular with respect to the longitudinal bars and the In

dined members longitudinally overlapping the adjacent

perpendicular members, said shear bars having protuber-

ances at the bends and the longitudinal bars having skits

to receive said protuberances, the longitudinal bars being

enlarged at the points where the slots are formed, whereby

the tensile strength of these bars Is preserved and anchor-

ing enlargements are provided.

[Claims to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.429. HAVES TROUGH HANGER. Ch.vbi.es P M.*

HOOD. Lvnchburg. Va.. assignor of one half to William

B. MuUer. Norfolk, Va Filed Aug. 16, 1907. Serial

No. 388,880.

800 4''8 REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.

John W. Li.nzee. Jr , Boston. Mass. Filed Mar. 29,

1907. Serial No. 365,347.

1 In a reinforced concrete structure, the combination

of a plurality of longitudinal tension bars in the same hori-

zontal plane, and shear bar elements In different vertical

longitudinal planes, the elements In one of the vertical

planes being vertical and those in another plane being In

cllned and the adjacent vertical and inclined elements In

the different planes l*lng connected by Integral horUontal

traverse connecting members beneath the longitudinal

bars- the said construction forming parallel truss sys

terns" bonded together by the connecting members.

• In n reinforced concrete structure, the combination of

a plurality of longitudinal tension bars In one plane, shear

bar elements respectively perpendicular and inclined with

respect to said longitudinal bars arranged in separated

longitudinal parallel planes perpendicular to the first-

named plane, the perpendicular shear bar elements being

in one of the parallel planes and the inclined meml»ers in

1 A hanger comprising a plurality of wires twisted to

form a stem and bent to form oppositely extending lateral

arms, said wires being spaced and bent twice at right

angles near the terminals of said arms to form lorked

ends with square shoulders for engagement with the inner

faces of the trough when applied, and individual tines

adapted to pass through the trough and be bent there-

against.
> The combination of an eaves trough having spaced

apertures in its opposite edges, a hanger prorided with

oppositely extending lateral arms arranged transversely

of said trough, each arm having a forked end with the

tines of the fork beht in opposite directions at an anda to

the arm, to form shoulders for engaging the inner faces
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zt.of the opposite sides of said trongh after the tines have

been passed through the apertures in said trough, said

tines being b^-nt at an angle on the out«r fac<> of said

trough.

UO,430. POISON-DISTRIBUTER. John Wa.w, Grldley,

Cal Filed Mar .'.. 1908. Serial No. 419,383.

1. In a poison distributer for rats or mice, and the

like, an elongated casing having an uninterrupted channel

therethrough, a decoy bait box therein, and an open

poison box adjaot:'nt thereto.

2. In a poison distributer for rats, mict and the like,

an flongatfd casing, a di'coy bait box therein, a lid there-

for, a door for the casing, means carried by the door to

lock the lid of the said decoy bait box, and an open poison

box arranged adjacent said decoy box.

3 In a poison distributer for rats, mict and the like,

an open ended casing tapering from its center toward each

end and being centrally apertured. a decoy bait box ar-

ranged adjacent the center, a lid therefor, a door for said

casing arranged to close the aperture by which access is

obtained to the interior of the casing, a lug on said door

adapted to lock the lid of the decoy bait box. an open

poison box arranged adjacent the decoy bpx, and a lock

for the door.

890,431. STOPCOCK He.nry fl. MARti.v, Maryvlile,

Mo. Filed Jan. 31. 1»08. Serial No. 4L3,695.

1 In a stop cock, the combination with a casing hav-

ing a seat and provided with 4 cut out portion or annular
groove above the upper end of the seat and greater In

diameter than the seat, of a turning plug itovably mount-
ed within the seat and provided at Its upoer end with a

cut out portion or annular recess that merges with the

said cut out portion or groove of the casing to form an
annular oil well or channel around the upper end of

the plug, a vertleal opening located in the upper portion

of the plug, passages In the plug which connect the said

vertical opening with the said annular reopss, and a clo-

sure for the vertical opening and annular oil well.

2. In a stop cock, the combination with a casing hav-

ing a seat and provided at)Ove the upper end o^he seat

with an annular cut out portion or groov«, of a turning
plug movably mounted within the seat, the upper end
thereof extending beyond the top of the »»at, a cut out

portion or annular recess formed in the upper end of the

plug, said cut out portion or recess merging with the cut

out portion or groove of the easing to form an annnlar
oil well or channel around the upper end at the plug and
communicating with the seat, a threaded opening extend-

ing downwardly in the plug from the top, a plurality of

transverse passages connecting the said opening with

the annular oil well or channel, a washer mounted on the

casing and around the upper end of the plug and closing

the oil well or channel, and a screw mounted within the

vertical opening for aecarlng the cover and ping In their

relative positions.

H. In a stop cock, the r.imttlnation with a rasing having

a seat and provided with a mit mit portion or annular
groove above the upper end of the seat and greater in

diameter than the seat, of a turning plug movably mount-

ed within the seat and provided at its upper end with a

cut out portion or annular recess that merges with the

said cut out portion or groove of the casing to form an

annular oil well or channel around the upper end of the

plug, said aunular oil well or channel communicating
with the upper end of the sent, a washer forming a cover

for the oil well or channel and fltttvl on the upper part of

the casing and the upper end of the plug, and a screw

for holding the washer In place, saiil screw engaging the

plug.

890,432 WET PROCESS OF RECOVERING ANTIMONY
IN .\ PTRF STATE FROM ORES. ( ONCENTR.XTES,
TAII.IN«;S. AND SLIMES CONTAINING IT. Joh.n R.

Mas.son, Wandong. Victoria. Australia. Polled Aug. 2,

1907. Serial No. .•?86.«31.

1. In a process for the purpose specified chlorldizlng

sulfld of antimony when mixed with sand or the like by

means of a stream of chlorin gas and washing out the

resulting chlorld of antimony and afterwards precipitat-

ing antimony in a pure state by the addition of a more
electro poaitlvn metal.

2. The herein de.scribed process consisting In dissolving

the antlmonlal contents nf the material with a solution of

a caustic alkali, reeoverlni; the antimony in solution as

sulfld of antimony by the addition of sulfuric acid thereto,

chlorldizlng the precipitated sulfld of antimony with

chlorin gas. washing out the chlorld of antimony and
preclpitatinK the antimony contained In the solution as

pure antimiiny by intioduc-ing pleees of a more electro

positive metal.

S90.433. SEWAiJE DISPOSAL APPARATT'S Wii.t,iA\i

C. Matthia.s. Reading Pa . assignor to Oliver M Weand.

Reading Pn. Filed Mar 10. 1908. Serial No. 422.153.

1. In a sewfiee filtration system having a series of sta-

tionary sprinkling nozzles, distributer conduits thereto

and a main supply conduit, a dosing apparatus compris-

ing a reservoir having a storage c(vmii.irtment and con-

duit, and a dosing compartment and cr.ndult. said dosing

conduit being in communication with said storage conduit

through two separate valves and with a distributer con

dult through a third valve, and float operated mechanism

for automatically operating said valves to produce an

Intermittent varying head flow to the sprinklers substan-

tially as set forth.

2. In a sewage filtration system having a series of sta-

tionary sprinkling nozzles, distributer conduits theret.T

and a main supply conduit, a dosing apparatus compris-

ing a reservoir having a storage compartment and con-

duit, an overflow compartment, and a dosing compartment
and conduit, said dosing conduit being in communication

with said storage conduit through two separate valves and

with a distributer conduit through a third valve, and said

overflow compartment tvelng In communication with a dis-

tributer conduit, and float operated mechanism for auto-

matically operating said valves to pr<jduce an intermittent

varying head flow to the sprinklers subatantlally oa set

forth.

3. In a dosing apparatus for sewage-Blter sprinklers the

combination with a reservoir having a storage compart-
ment and conduit and a dosing cumpartment and conduit.

and separate connections t>etween said conduits each pro-

;
vided with a controlling valve, an automatic operating

I mechanism for said valv«»a comprising a float chamber and
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float therein, a rocker shaft operatively connected to both

of said valves and provided with a fixed crank arm. and a

float connected arm and a weighted lever both loosely

mounte^l on said shaft; said weighted lever being swung

In opp-.slte directions over the dead center by the corre-

sponding movements of the fl..at connected arm and there-

after engaging snld crank arm to reversely operate the

connected valves substantially as set forth.

4. In a dosing apparatus for sew.age fllter sprinklers

the combination with a reservoir having a storage com-

partment and conduit and a dosing compartment and con-

duit, and separate connections between said conduits each

pr..v'i(lefl with ,1 cuntrolliug valve, an automatic operating

mechanism for said valves comprising a float chamt>er and

float therein, a rocker shaft operatively connectetl to both

of said valves and provided with a fixed crank arm, a float-

connw ted arm and 11 weighted lever both loosely mounted

on said shaft, and stop devices fur limiting the turning

movements of the shaft ; said weltihted lever being swung

in opposite directions over the dead center by the corre-

sponding movements of the fioat-c. nnected arm and there-

after engaging said crank arm to reversely operate the

connected valves substantially as set forth.

5. In a dosing' apparatus for sewage-filter sprinklers the

combination with a reservoir having a storage compart-

ment and conduit and a dosing compartment and conduit.

and separate connections between said conduits each pro-

vided with a controlling valve, an automatic operating

mechanism for said valves comprising a fioat chamtier and

float therein, a rocker shait operatively connected to both

of said valves and provided with a crank arm and a coun-

ter balance arm both loosely mounted on said shaft :
said

weighted lever being swung in opposite directions over the

dead center by the corresponding movements of the float-

connected arm and thereafter engaging said crank arm to

reversely operate the connected valves substantially as set

forth.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

890 435. BULLDOZER. Henkv C. Milliks. Hammond,

Ind.. assignor to Simplex Railway Appliance Company,

Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Dec. 30.

1907. Serial No. 408,639.

890,4,'14 TOP LIFT. Be.vjami.v F. Mayo, Salem. Mass.,

assignor to United Shoe Machinery Company. Paterson,

N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 17.

1907. Serial No. 352.736.

/*

'P^
3—-o

^

1 As an article of manufacture, a leather top lift, the

rear edge of which comprises a portion adjacent the tread

face substantially perpendicular to said face and a second

portion at an angle to said face.

2. As an article of manufacture, a top lift, the edge of

which at the rear and sides comprises a beveled upper por-

tion and a relatively narrow portion substantially perpen-

dicular to the tread face forming a sharp square corner

with said face.

,V As an article of manufacture, a leather top lift, the

e<lge of which comprises a beveled upper portion and a

relatively narrow portion adjacent the tread face substan-

tially perpendicular to said face and arranged and shaped

to serve as a guide in the trimming of the heel.

4. As an article of manufacture, a^top lift, the edge of

which at the rear and sides comprises' a beveled upper por-

tion, and a relatively narrow portion substantially perpen-

dicular to the tread face, the Inclination of the beveleil

portion lielng greatest at the rear of the lift and diminish-

ing toward its breast.

5. As an article of manufacture, a top lift, compressed

and condensed by great pressure both upon Its faces and

its edges, the edge at the rear being formed with a portion

substantially perpendicular to the tread face and a second

portion at an angle thereto.

IClalms 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

1 In a bulldozer for manufacturing car bolsters, brake-

beams, and the like, the combination of a main l^ or sup-

port, an abutment against which the compression member

of the bolster or brake beam Is adapted to bear, a presser

slldable on said main bed toward and from said abutment

and adapted to press the tension member of the bolster or

brake-beam Into shape, means to recpirocate said presser.

knuckles hinged on said presser and adapted to l«nd the

ends of tlie tension member of the bolster or brake-beam

around the ends of the compression member, and fluld^

actuated- means to turn said knuckles carried by said

presser. substantially as described.

2 In a bulldozer for manufacturing car bolsters, brake-

t)erm8 and the like, the combination of a main- bed or sup-

port, an abutment against which the compression memt>er

of the twister or brake l)eam is adapted to bear, a recipro-

cating main bmlv on said bed or support, a center-block on

the front of said main body, arms hinged to said center-

block knuckles hinged to said arms, and fluid-operated

knuckle-actuating means fastened to said arms, whereby

the tension member of the car bolster or brake-beam may

iH? pressed Into shape and its ends bent around the ends of

the compression member, substantially as described.

3. In a bulldozer for manufacturing car bolsters, brake-

beams and the like, the combination of a main bed or sup-

port, an abutment against which the compression member

of the iK.lster or brake beam Is adapted to bear, a main

body slldable on said bed or support toward and from said

abutment, a center-block on the front of said body, arms

hinged to said center-block, knuckles hinged to said arms,

fluid operated knuckle-actual ing means fastened to said

arms, and wedges between said knuckle actuating means

and the main sliding body, whereby the tension member of

a car bolster or brake beam may be pressed into shape and

its ends bent around the ends of the compression member,

substantially as described.

4. In a bulldozer for manufacturing car tv)lsters. brake-

beams, and the like, the combination of a main be<l or sup-

port, an abutment against which the compression member

of the bolster or brake-beam is adapted to l»ear. a presser

slldable on said main bed toward and from said abutment

and adapted to press the tension member of the bolster or

braket>eam Into shape, means to reciprocate said presser,

knuckles hinged on said presser and adapted to bend the

ends of the tension member of the bolster or brake l)eam

around the ends of the compression member, fluid-actuated

means carried by said presser and adapted to turn said

knuckles, and means to simultaneously control the opera-

tion of said fluid actuated means, substantially as de-

scrll>ed.

r>. In a bulldozer for manufacturing car bolsters, brake-

beams, and the like, the combination of a main lied or sup-

port, an abutment against which the compression member

of said Iwlster or brake beam is adapted to bear, a main

bf)dy slldable on said bed or support toward and from said

abutment, a center-block attached to the front of said slld-

able body, one or more shims or filler-blocks between said

slldable main bo6y and said center-block, arms hinged to

i said center block, knuckles hinged on said arms, fluld-oper-

1 ated kuuckle-actuatlne means fastened to said arms.
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W.IIS.. betw«*en said knuckle-nmjartng meine and «ald

mala •IMlng body, and means a<1ju8t«l)ly oonneotln? said

knuckle-ac-matlng means to said we<ig^» permitting

changes of their angular relation, gubstai^tially as de-

scribed.

[Claim 6 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

2. In a railway car-truck, the comtiinatlon of a side-

frame, one or more sprlnjfs supported hr said side-frame.

a bolst.>r support sustained by said spring or springs and

having one ur mor^ guiding lugs cooperating with one face

890 436 MATCHRD FLOORIN'"- ruHiSTl.^x MOMMEO,

Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 11. iy07. Serial No. 397,003.

only of said side rraiu*'. h N.lst.-r r^stia^ on said boleter-

•upport. and a tonguo and ^pkah ctui.-ctlun betwe^m said

bolster and supp.irt to prev-nt l.-ngt dwis*' shifting of the

bolster, suostantlally as described.

1 In cimbination. two floor icembers. a kurclnal •*••

of one of the members being longitudinally groored and

backwardly Inclined above the groove, the top and Ix^tt.m

walls of the groove being substantially horlzuntal adja-

cent the base of the groove hthJ rtarinkr adja-^nt the mouth

of the gruove. and a marginal edge of the other fliwr mem-

ber r>eing substantially complementary In form,

2. In combination, two floor memt.ers, a marginal edge

of'one of the members being longitudinally gro-.ved and

\ackwardly Inclined ab<-)ve the groove, the Cop and bottom

walls of the groove being substantially horizontal adja-

cent the base of the groove ;ind flaring adjacent the mouth

of the iiroove, the flaring b<.ttom wall of ti»e groove being

continued to the lower surface of the flfn.r member, and a

marginal edge of the other floor member being substan-

tially complementary in form.

3. In combinatl.jn. two floor members adapted to be

juxtaposed in service, the contacting face of one of the

members being beveled and provided lnterm«<llate Its upper

an<l lower marginal edges with a tongue, the parts of the

beveled face above and below the tongue being substan-

tially parallel but out of allnement and the contacting

face of the other floor mernl)er being substantially comple-

mentary in form.

4 In combination, two floor members adapted to be

Juxtaposed in service, the contacting face of one of the

members being beveled and provided Intermediate Its upper

and lower marginal eds'S with a tongue, the parts of the

beveled face above and below the tongue being substan-

tially parallel but out of allnement and the contacting face

of the other floor memt>er being substantially complemen-

tary In form but being beveled above the grr>uve provided

for receiving the tongue of the first namad member to a

less degree than the corresponding part of the flrst-named

member.
o. la combination, two floor members adapted to be

juxtaposed in service, the contacting fact of one of the

members having a projecting tongue, the upper face of the

tongue being stihstantially horizontal adjacent its point

and upwardly inclined adjacent its base to provide a nall-

Ins surface, and the contacting face of tlje other member
being sjUstantialiy complementary In form.

800 438 LINE INDICATOR Charles O. Mctzenbero,

Frankfort, Ky Filed Aug 7. 1907. Serial No. 387.522.

\ Ir^-f
«

Syu.-4;;T TOLUMN-GUIDE fob (AR-TRIOKS. Charles

F. Mlbuay. Chicago, Hi ,
assignor to American Steel

Foundries. New York. N. V . a (orporation of New Jer-

sey Filed Dec. I'l. 1907. Serial No. 407.500

1. In a railway car-truck, the combination of a side-

frame, one or more springs supported by said side-frame, a

bolster support sustained by said spring or springs and

having one or more guiding lugs cooperating with one

face only of said side frame, and a bolstej having a trans-

verse groove on its under surface, said bolster-snpport

having a rib on its top face adapted to Bt In said trans-

verse groove and prevent lengthwise ihifting of the bol

-ter. Sill stantially as described.

1 .\ device of the character described comprisiug a

clamp a guide rod upon the clamp, a blade slidably mount-

ed upon said rod. and a colled sprint- <Udably .•ncircling

the rod and engaging the blade for adjust m.iit therewith

to maintain said blade in a prescribed position of adjust

ment.
•' \ device of the character described comprising a

clamp a guide rod carried thereby, a blade having eyes

slidably engaging said rod. and a colled spring pa.ssln^

through the eves and engaging the same and rod to main

tain the blade in a prescribed position of adjustment

:{ V device of the character described, comprising a

pair of elongated clamping strips adapted to engage the

free side edges of the cover and leaves of a book, a spring

connecting said strips and provided with expanding

; means a guide rod disposed longitudinally upon one of

'

the clamping strips, an indicating blade slidably mounted

at one end upon said rod and projecting laterally at one

«icle of said clamplpg strtps. and co-engaging means be-

tween the rod and blade for frlctlonally retaining the

latter In adjusted position.

4 \ device of the character described, comprisinc a

pair of elongated clamping strips, said strips being adapt

.d to engage the free edges of the cover and leaves o a

t>ook. a spring connecting said strips and Provlfd wl h

expanding means, a guide rod arranged lone udlnally

upon one of the strips, a blade extending laterally In one

direction from said rod and slidably mounted thereon, an

extension strip slidably mounted upon the blade and pro

i vbbd with operating means, and co-engaging means be-
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tween the rod and blade for fr^tlonally retaining the lat-

ter In adjusted position.

5 \ deylce of the character described comprising a

clamp, a guide rod thereon, an indicating blade having

spaced eyes slidably .ugaL-lnc the rod. and a colled spring

passing through and engaging the eyes and ^rl'»><^°«"y

engaging the rod to maintain the blade In a prescribed

position of adjustment.

IClalms 6 to 8 not printe.l In the Gasette.]

890 439 ACETYLENE GAB GENER.\TOR. James E.

MclNTiHE, Columbus, Ohio Filed Aug. 24, 1907. Se-

rial No. 390.019.

blades and a shifting lever constructed with branched and

spaced apart lower ends fulcrumed to the upright frame,

means for connecting these branched ends to the blades

and a weight mounted upon the upper end of said lever.

2 An oscillating wind motor comprising an upright

frame having a horizontal axis of oscillation and hinged

blades and a shifting lever constructed with branched and

spaced apart lower ends fulcrumed to the main frame.

means for connecting these branched ends to the blades

and a weight mounted upon the upper end of said lever,

the blades being arranged in two groups with separate con-

necting bars and the two branched ends of the lever Delng

separately connected to the two groups.

800 441 DOOR FASTENER. Thomas C. Nicholson,

Memphis. Tenn. Filed Nov. 19. 1907. Serial No.

402.890.

In a device of the character described, the combination

with a water supply tank, a generating tank, a gas supply

pipe leading from the generating tank through the top of

the water supplv tank and terminating near the bottom of

said water supply tank, a service pipe extending dowir

wardlv through the water supply lun»' and bavmg said

water" supply tank at the lower portion thereof, said serv-

ice pipe opening into the water supply tank near the top

thereof a pipe hading from the water supply tank Into

the generating tank, a valve located within said last

named pipe, a pipe leading into the top of the generating

tank and adapted to conduct calcium carbld to said tank.

a valve located within said pipe, and a second valve adapt-

vd to condu'-t wai.T under pressur^- to the casing of the

first named valve.

1 A door fastener of the class described comprising a

stop and guide frame open at its ends and a hinged bolt

slldable longitudinally in said frame, said bolt being pro-

vided at one end with a head for the purpose set forth.

said head being adapted to engage one end of the guide

and stop frame when said bolt is drawn in one direction,

one section of the bolt when said head is thus in contact

with one end of the stop and guide frame being foldable

against one side of said stop and guide frame.

2 A door fastener of the class described comprising

a atop and guide frame open at its ends and a hinged bolt

slldable longitudinally in said frame, said bolt being pro-

vided at one end with a head for the purpose set forth.

said bead being adapted to engage one end of the t-uide

and stop frame when said bolt Is drawn In one direction,

one section of the bolt when said head Is thus In contact

with one end of the stop and guide frame being foldable

against one side of said stop and guide frame, and a set

screw In one side of said stop and guide frame to engage

said bolt and secure the same aeainst longitudinal move-

ment.

890.442. SAFETY I'lN .VTTAtHMENT h eb Melsex.

New Kochclle. N. Y., assignor to Frederick W, Hoyt, N«.r

walk. Conn . and Frederick C, Gelger, East Orange,

N. J.' Filed Nov, 9. 1907. Serial No. 401,399.

890 440 OSCILLATING WIND - MOTOK DANIEL D.

MclNTTEE. Bucklln. Kans. Filed Jan 29. 1908. Serial

No. 413.191.

1 ^n oscillating wind motor comprising an upright

frame' having a horizontal axis of oaclUatlon and hinged

1 In a safety pin attachment, the . ombinatlon with

the hinged pin and the rigid hook, of an auxiliary spring

hook pivoted to the rigid hook and adapted to engage

around the latter and to be locked therewith, and a flange

or shoulder on said spring hook to engage the exposed

side of the pin and to lock It in the rigid hook.

•' In a safety pin attachment, the combination with

the hinged pin. having a notch at its pointed end, and the

rigid hook, of a spring hook pivoted to said rigid hook.
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a shoulder formf>d on said pivoted hook akd adapted to

enxagf the said notch to lock the exposed side of the pin.

and a bow extending laterally from said kook and lon-

gitudinally with the pin to embrace the pointed end of

the latter when locked.

890.44."?.' PIANO-CASE. Leti W. Nobcros9. Fort Worth.

Tex. Filed Sept. 11*. U>0«. Serial No. 334,320.

»

// :^_

1. An upright piano cashig Including a fall board ar-

ran>.'»'d to (old upward to open position, an upper panel

arranjied to fold downward over the fall board to form a

music rest, and an intermediate panel concaved to receive

the upper portion of the fall board when In open posi-

tion.

2. Aq upright piano casing Including an upper panel, a

fall board arranged to fold upward to open position, and

an intermt-diate panel concaved to receive the upper por-

tion of the fall board, said Intermediate panel being dis-

posed in a vertical plane to the rear of the vertical plane

of the upper pan^'l.

890.444 MUSK' REST FOR PIANOS. LKVi W. NOR-

CR.>s.s. Fort Worth. Tex. Filed Dec. 21. 1906. Serial

No. 348,960.

3. A mnsic rest comprising a music holding member, a

hanger at each end of the member provided with an eye for

receiving one of the extremities of the latter, a pintle

on each hanger, and braclsets each having an opening

for receiving one of the pintles.

4. A piano comprl.sing a frame having a hinged upper

panel adapted to form a desk, and a keyboard. In combina-

tion with a music r»>8t adjustable on the panel to different

heights above the keyboard and having two surfaces

adapted to hold music one In either position

5. .V piano comprising a frame having a hinged upper

panel adapted to form a desk, and a keyboard, in com-

bination with a music r^st comprising a mu.-*lc supporting

member, and means for mounting the member on the

panel to permit the member to swing to two different

music holding positions, said member having two surfaces

adapted to hold musH' .m.' In either position.

1. A piano having a hinged panel and a music rest

pivotally conniM-u-d to the rear side thereof, the axis of

the said pivotal connection being at a distance from the

rest, said rest being adapted to be swung Independently

of the movement of the panel through the arc of a circle

to bring the rest to two different music holding positions,

one of which Is adjacent to the lower edge of the panel

and the other above the longitudinal mediHl line thereof.

2. In a music rest for pianos, the combination of a sup-

porting memt)«r. a music holding bar atapted to rest

against the member in two different positions, hangers

attached to the ends of the bar, pintles on the hangers,

and brackets secured to the member and provided with

openings for receiving the said pintles.

890.44.5. RAILWAY SKJN.VI.ING KIT. OeOHQE P. Paive.

Fargo, N. D., i>.signor of one half to Wallace Gro^venor,

Casselton. N I> Kilfd .luly 20, 1907, Serial No. 384,703.

In a railway signaling kit. the combination with a

tubular case having a bottom and a displaceable cover, of

a horizontal partition within said case having marginal

perforations and a central opening, a sheath that extends

from said central opening of sjild horizontal partition to the

bottom of said case and adapte<l to receive a torpedo

holder, and said marginal ;>erforatlons adapted to hold

torches and a flag, siihstnntially as descrltted.

890.446 TRACTION - WHKEL. .M: kkm k E Peering,

Marcellus, Mich. Filed Aug. 3. 19U7. Serial No. 386.918.

1. In a traction wheel the combination with a rim: of

a plurality of antl-slipping devices movably connected to

the rim. guides therefor, and means for simultaneously

actuating the guides for retracting said devices Into the

rim.

2. In a traction wheel the combination with a rim ; of

a plurality of spring pressed antl slipping devices normally

projecting beyond the rim, guides therefor, and means for

simultaneously actuating the guides for retracting said

devices Into the rliji.

3. In a traction wheel the combination with a rim
;
of

a plurality of anti-sllpping devices, guides therefor, yield

able means coiiperatlng with the guides for holding said

i devices normally projected beyond tho rim. and means for
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simultaneously actuating the guides for retracting said

devices into the rim.

4 In a traction wheel the combination with a rim, of

a plurality of antl-sllpplng devices, guides therefor, yield-

able means cooperating with the guides for holding said

devices normally projected beyond the rim. means for si-

multaneously actuating the guides for retracting said de-

vices Into the rim. and means for separately locking said

devices in retracted position.

,'.. In a traction wheel the combination with a rim. and

a plurality of antl slipping devices extending through the

rim : of guides for said devices, revoluble means for simul-

taneously actuating the guides for retracting or projecting

s^d devices In relation to the rim. and means for locking

said revoluble means against movement.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

extending lateral arms each provided with an annular

groove and a U shaped link connected at Its return portion

to the free end of the band and having its arms formed

with eves pivotally engaging the grooves in the arms of the

lever, said link being adapted to straddle the support when

the lever is thrown back to band clamping position.

890 44T lASlENlNG. Ikkueruk H Pekrt, Beverly,

Mass., assignor to Vnii-d Shoe Machinery Company,

PatersoD. N. J. a Corporation of Nt-w Jersey. Filed

Apr. 14, 1906. Serial No. 311,662.

890 449 TT'RPENTINE- SCRAPER. George S. Pette

WAY and LOUIS W. Dival, Ocala, Fla. Filed Jan. 16,

1908. Serial No. 411,197.

c

1 A screw threaded fastening device comprising a body
|

portion having uv)on it an uninterrupted smooth sided

helical rib forming the thread, and having between the

turns of the rib an interrupted face.

2. As a n.'w article of manufacture, a screw wire having

a series of depressions formed in that portion of its sur-

face between the ribs forming the threads, each of said

doprfsslons having a nib or raised portion which projects

from its surfait".

3. As a ni'W article of manufacture, a screw wire having

a series of depressions form-'d in the surface of the spaces

b.-tween the threads, each of said depressions having a nib

or raised portion which projects from substantially the

center of its surface and is of a height substantially equal

to the depth of the d»•pr^ssion.

4. A screw threaded fastening device comprising a body

portion having upon it a smooth sided continuous helical

rib forming a thread, and having upon its surface !>etween

the turns of said thread a series of depressions, the edges

of said depressions forming obtuse angles with the surface

of said space, whereby when the device is Inserted into

stock the fibers thereof are merely forced aside and spring

back Into said depressions to form a locking means tfiX pre-

venting rotation of the device.

890 448 IRONING-BOARD Nei.me Pebrt. Saratoga

Springs. N. Y. Filed May 3. 1907. Serial No. 371,608.

1 A scraper, comprising a handle having a recess in one

ilde at Its upper end. a blade having Its shank secured In

said recess, a box fitting against the handle and said blade

and made In sections having side plates and bottom plates

overlapping each other and secured together, a yoke hav-

ing side bars extending along the opposite sides of the box

and secured thereto and also having a cross-bar extending

along the outer face of the back plate of the box and be-

tween the same and the blade and below the upper edge

of the box. the back plate of the latter being bent over the

said crossbar of the yoke, and against the blade, and

means securing the yoke In connection with the blade and

back plate of the box. all substantially as set forth.

2 A scraper, comprising a handle, a blade, a box along-

side the blade, and a bar extending between the blade and

box and below the upper edge of the box. said edge being

bent back over the said bar against the blade, substantially

as set forth.

\ A scraper comprising a handle, a box. a blade secured

to the handle alongside the box and extending above the

same, and a yoke embra.liiL' the box and secured to the

blade, substantially as set forth.

4 A scraper, comprising a box. a handle, a blade secured

to the handle, and a yoke having its side bars secured to

the box and Its crossbar secured to the box and to the

blade, substantially as set forth.

5 A scraper, comprising a box made in sections with

the side plates overlapping, a blade, and handle secured to

said box, and a voke having a cross bar, and side bars, the

latter extending across the joint between the side plates of

I the box. and means securing said side bars to the overlap-

ping plates of the l«x sections, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

In combination with an ironing board having an edge

groove, a band secured at one end to the board and adapted

for clamping the edge of a cover within the groove, a Re-

movable supporting pin having a sci;pw-threaded shank

engaging the board and formed with a bifurcated head pro-

vided with a pivot pin extending between the arms of the

bifurcation, a lever having a partially closed hook at one

end fitting in the bifurcation and pivotally engaging said

plD and provided in rear of said hooked end with oppositely

8 90,4 50. GAS SCRUBBING APPARATUS. PiERRl

PlIntinoa, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed May 31. 1904. Se-

rial No. 210.400.

1. A gas purifying apparatus, comprising a primary

washer, and a secondary washer consisting of two com-

partments, the top of the first of said compartments being

connected with the bottom of the second so as to permit

the flow of gas therethrough in series, means for periodic-

ally supplying fresh purifying liquid to the top of said sec-

ond compartment, a pump for supplying such liquid, after

it has passed through such second compartment, to the

first, and an overflow pipe connecting said primary washer

to said last-named compartment of the secondary washer.

2. A gas-purifying apparatus, comprising a primary

washer, a secondary washer consisting of two compart-

ments, a gas duct connecting the top of one of said com-
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Mrtments with the bottom of the other, meap. for perl

odlcally wipplvlnij fresh purifying liquid to tne of said

compartment.-, a pump f'-r supplying «uch Uqald. after It

ha^ passed thruuKh surh one compartment, to the other,

and an oyerflow pipe connecting said primary washer to

said last nam-^d compartment of the secondary washer.

I- I 2 In an apparatus for generating electrical osclllatloB*

by mf>.in«. of an »»iHctrlc arc or the like, an oscillation cir-

cuit an electrode In such circuit. anoth»-r electrrnle having

a thin coating constituting the actual electr.^le suhstance.

and means for renewing said coating continuously In ac-

cordance with the signals or vibrations to be transmitted.

t:^^\^^] '

3 K gaspurlfving apparatus, comprising a pritnarv

washer, provided with a liquid reservoir, a secondary

washer consisting of two compartments, a gaa conduit

connecting said primary washer with one of the compart-

ments of the secondary washer, a gas duct cqwiectlng the

top of one of said compartments with the bottom of the

other compartment, means for periodically supplying frwh

Durlfying liquid to one of said compartmenU. and a pump

for supplying such liquid, after it has passed through such

one compartment, to the other.

4 A gas-purifying apparatus, comprising a primary

washer, provided with a liquid reservoir, a secondary

washer consisting of two compartments, a gas conduit

connecting said primary washer with one of the compart-

ments of the secondary washer, a gas duct connecting the

top of one of said compartments with the Iwttom of the

other compartment, means for periodically supplying fresh

purlfving liquid to one of said compartment$, such means

consisting of a spray at the upper end of said compart-

ment communicating with a flushing tank, and means for

supplying such liquid, after It has passed through such

one compartment, to the other, such means crmsistlng of a

pump and a spray at the upper end of such other compart-

ment.

^mA5l. GENERATOR OF ELECTRIC OSCILL.-VTIONS.

Valdkmab 1'orL.sKN. Copenhagen. Denmark. Filed Feb.

1, 190S. Serial No. 413.839.

890.452. TRUSS John A. Remink. Oreenevllle. Tenn.

Filed Jan. LI. 1908. Serial No. 411 iil4

/

^f

-I
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2. In combinatioo. a motor, a main controller therefor.

a master controller for the main controller, a removable

hftndl>' for the master controller, and meaos whereby the

removal of said handle disconnects said maater controller.

3. In combination, a motor, a plurality, of controllers

therefor, said controllers being normally disconnected, a

removable han<lle for said controllers, and means whereby
patting said handle" in place on any one of the controllers

connects that controller.

fm
4 In combination, a motor, a main controller therefor,

a phirdlity of normally disconnected master controllers for

said main controller, a removable handle fior said master

controllers, and means whereby putting »aid handle In

place on any one of said master controllers connects that

controller.

5. In combination, a plurality of motors, a plurality of

normally disconnected controllers any one of which can

control all of said motors, an operating haadle which may
be placed on any of said controllers, and means whereby
putting said handle on any one of said oontrollers con-

nects that controller.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette ]

890.459. LIFTING-JACK. Willsam A. 3cc)TT. Joh.v J

King, and rH.\Hi.KS .1 Bruwn, Consul, Ala. Filed Oct

31, 1907. Serial No. 400.049.

1. A lifting jack comprising a U shaped base, the arms
of which are adapted to receive therebetween the end of a

tie, the body portion of the base being provided with a

recess and with a rounded portion having at each end
thereof a lug. a plate spring having one end received in the

recess and the other provided with spaoed bearings, a
notched arm pivoted between the bearing* and provided

with a lug for limiting the swinging motion thereof with
respect to the spring, and a pinch bar resting t>etween the

vertical lugs, and provided with a plurality of recesses for

engaging the rounded portion of the base.

-. A liftint: jack comprising a base provided with a

rt*ces3 and with a rounded portion having at each end
thereof a lug. a plate spring having one end received in the

recess and the other provided with spaaed bearings, a

notched arm pivoted between the bearings and provided

with a lug for limiting the swinging motion thereof with

respect to the spring, and a pinch bar resting between the

vertical lugs, and provided with a plurality of recesses for

engaging the rounded portion of the base.

3. A lifting jack comprising a base provided with a

recess and with a rounded portion haviag at each end

thereof a lug. a plate spring having one end received in the

recess, a notched arm pivoted to the end of the spring and

provided with a lug for limiting the swinging motion there-

of with respect to the spring, and a pinch bar resting be-

tween the vertical lugs and provided with a plurality of

recesses for engaging the rounded portion of the base.

4. A lifting Jack comprising a base provided with a seat,

a plate spring having on." end connected with the base, a

notched arm pivoted to the other end of the spring, and a

pinch bar provided with a recess for engaging the seat on

the base, the end of the bar being adapted for engagement

by the cwtches of the arm.
'». A lifting Jack comprising a ba.ie provided with a seat,

a plate spring connectfd with the base, a notched arm
connected with the spring, and a pinch bar having a recess

for engaging the seat and adapted to be engaged by the

notchas of the arm.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,460. BAKREL RKl'LACKR. Ai thob M. Smith. MIn

neapolis, Minn. Filed May 17, 1!»<»7. Serial No. 374,295.

1. \ tiarrel replacer comprising a frame having parallel

side portions with a crt>ss piece connecting them, said

frame being adapted to rest upon a flat surface and the

forward ends of said side pieces having downwardly turned

portions forming Iuks to bear on a vertical face and pre-

vent backward horizontal movement of said frame and said

side pieces having upright standards formed thereon with

bearings in the upp»-r ends of said standards, and a roller

having a concave face with Its ends journaled In said bear-

ings and said roller iuing adapted to receive the jx^rlphery

of a barrel and roll when the barrel is moved endwise, sub-

stantially as described.

J. 'I'he . iimbination, with a barn-l supporting rack, of a

barrel replacer comprising a frame adapted to rest on the

forward portion of said rack and movable from place to

place thereon, said frame having downwardly turned lugs

to '^ngage the rack and prevent backward movement of said

frame when a barrel Is being moved thereon, and a roller

having a concave surface Journaled on said frame and ar-

ranged to revolve when a barrel is moved backwardly or

forwardly on said rack, substantially as described.

890.401. TEMl'ORARY BED RAIL. Willi.\.m U. Smith,

Reed City. Mich. Filed Aug. 15. 1907. Serial No.

388,728.

1. The combination in a temporary bed rail of two

metallic strips pivoted together at the center and having
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apertures through the ends, and staples adjusted to pass
the ends through the apertures In the ends of the strips,

and thumb scr<'ws engaging the ends of the staples to se-

cure them to place, substantially as and for the purpose

et forth.

2. The combination In a temporary Ix'd rail of two
metal strips pivoted to^'.'iber at the center and having

apertures through the ends, staples adapted to engage the

lug8 of a t>edKtead, and passing through the apertures in

the ends of the strips, and short strips acting as washers
on the ends of the staples between the ends of the longi-

tudinal strips and the lugs, and a fabric washer l)etween

the vertical strips and the sides of the lugs.

3. In coniltlnatlon with the lugs of a metal bedstead,

two longitudinal strips having ajx-rfures In the ends, two
vertical strips having corres|)onding apertures in their

ends, staples arranged to engage the lugs and the aper-

tures thniugh the strips, and thumb screws engaging the

ends of the staples to clamp the strips solidly to the lugs,

substantia lly as shown and described, and for the pur-

pose set forth.

890.462. BUCKLE. Gei.r.je W. S.mithso.v, Madella.

Minn Filed Aug. 5. 10O7. Serial No. 3K7.124.

1. A buckle coniprlsini; a frame emiMMlying lateral guides

and transTerse clamps, oni- of which is provided with an

orifice, and a locking plate having a tongue to engage the

orifice and ears to engage the guides.

2. A buckle comprising a pair of clamping members and
a pair of guides disposed obll(|uely thereto, one of the

clamping memtters being provided with a plurality of ori-

fices, and a locking plate having ears to engage with the

guides and a tongue to engage the said orifices.

3. .V buckle comprising a pair of guides, a pair of

clamps connecting the guides, one of the clamps being pro-

vided with a plurality of orifices, a guard covering the

orifices, and a lo<'klng plate having ears to engage with the

guides and a tongue to engage the said orifices.

4. .V buckle comprising a pair of guides provided with

lateral keepers, a pair of clamps connecting the guides

one of which is provided with a plurality of orifices, and a

locking plate having lateral ears to work within the

keepers nnd a tongue to engage the orifices.

880.463. SVNTtr,\ri:UING M.VilllNE. EDf:.*R A. Son.r.a.

Sturgis, Mich. Filed June 27. I'.miT. Serial No. 381,109.

7 ^

1. In a sand papering machine of the abrading belt type

wherein the belt Is mounted upon band wheels and the

latter are mounted ujion shafts, a means for Imparting

n reciprocating movement to the abrasive belt, consisting

of a counter shaft, driving connections between the same

and the shaft of an adja<efit Imntl wh.el, and other connec-

tions t>etween the <-o\inter shaft and said hand wheel shaft

for Imparting reclprocatory movement to the latter in the

plane of Its axis of rotation.

2 In a sand pai>ering machine of the abrading belt type

wherein the iwlt is mounted upon hand wheels and the

latter are mounted upon shafts, a means for imparting re-

l.UO. G.—98

ciprocating movement to the abrasive belt, consisting of a

counter-shaft, driving connections between the latter and
an adjacent band wheel shaft, and other connections Ix'-

tween the counter-shaft and said band wheel shaft for

Imparting reclprocatory movement to the latter in the

plane of its axis of rotation, said last named connec-

tions comprising a cam wheel upon the countershaft,
a sleeve upon the adjacent band wheel shaft, a rock-lever

engaged by the cam wheel, and pivoted slip connections
between the sleeve and the rock-lever.

3. In a sand p«i>ering machine of the abrading bf\i type

wherein the belt Is mounted upon band wheels and the

latter are mounted upon shafts, a means for imparting
reciprocating movement to the abrasive belt, consisting of

a countershaft, a pulley upon the counter-shaft, a Ix^lt

connection between the shaft of an adjacent band wheel
and said pulley, and other connections betwicn the

counter-shaft and the adjacent band wheel shaft for im-

parting a reclprocatory movement to said hand wheel In

the plane of its axis of rotation at a slower speed than
the speed of rotation of sai<l i.and wheel shaft.

8 9 0.464. GLUING AND FOLDING M.vrillM: F< »K

FLEXIBLE BOXES. Edwin G. Staiok. Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed Feb. 23. 1905. Serial No. 246,840.

1. The combination, with a frame, of means for f«'eding

flexible box blanks therein, preliminary folders for rais-

ing the edges of the blanks, and revolving folders having
spirally arranged webs so disposed that the highest jiart

of the spiral In respect to the plane In which the blank is

to l)e folded will first engage the blank and the lower por-

tions of the spiral will be caused to progressively engage

the blank to fold it. substantially as described.

2. The combination, with a suitable frame, of means for

feeding flexible box blanks, and vertical folders having

spirally arranged wehs posit i<ined to engage the lower

faces of the blanks and progressively fold them over upon
the middle portions thereof, substantially as descriln-d.

3. In a machine for making flixible boxes, a vertical

folder havinj: a spirally arrant'ed web positioned thereon

to engage the lower face of a blank and progressively fold

the side of the blank, for the purpose specified.

4. In a machine for making flexible boxes, folders ar-

ranged In pairs and between which the blank passes, said

folders being provided with spirally arranged webs those

on the initial folders lieing shorter than the webs on the

succeeding folders, substantially as described.

5. In a machine for making; flexible boxes, the combina-

tion, with a frame, of the feed belts or cords therein.

folders operating uiwn each side of said lielts and having

spirally arranjred welis. and means for holding the mid-

dle portion of the blank down ui»on said belts, substan-

tially as described

[Claims 6 to 2«) not printed in the Gazette.]

890.46.'i riJoCESS OF MAKING CAMFIIENE. ARNOLD
Stkinkk. Basel. Switzerland, assiirnor to The Torpora-

tion of fhemlcal Works formerly Sandoz. Basel. Switzer-

land. Filed June 24. 1907. Serial No. 380,455.

1. The process of nianufacturlnt: camphene which con-

sists In heatinif. under pressure, pineue hydrochlorid to-
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fft-rhtT with alkali*^ In th.' j»r»'j«'n<v of arorOatk- sulfonic

add Halts and dlstUlIng off tlu- i.anii>li»-ii'' ^i'h st.am

2. The proceas of niaaufurturinK iampli.tv" whirh con

tats In hratlng. iin<l. r prfssurf. pin.'n*- hydr.xliloriii to-

gether with s...lrt iV- ill th^ prH!*.'ni>- of th^ s-xliuin sal!

of p-tolu.'Di- sulfoDK ariil .\wl .llsullln;.' off \hr ramiih.-u»'

with steam.

890.466. MOLK KnK T.VI'KU I N< ; fl I IMNKY CON-

RTRI't'TIoN. f.\Ki. Stiei.kk. (.'hUa«o, 111. Filed July

1. VJU'. Serial No ;5H1.7-_»9.

adapted to engage !<ftld sh.-lls

-ms d-'xrribed. thr comtilnatioii

1. In a device of the clas.s desml-.-d. tlU' .ombinatlon

with I -iipportirii: fratiu- romprisinu' inner and outer mem-

bers, rt.ljusrini.' N.Us pivotally ..•nk;">;''d on each memt>er. an

Inn.T HiKl an out.r shell supported on said iHilfs, an.l

hanjjers un -aid m.mh.rs adapted to enguite !<nld sh.-ils

at the tops

, 2. In a devil-.' "f 'h" rUi

with a supportiii;.' ivAm-. of an inn.T and an outer shell

thereon, comprlslnk: s.^in-ius, and ni.iuis rt«ljustul)ly sup

portinK the setriuents of .'acti sh.^li "ii tlo' fnini.-

a. In a device of the clasjt il.s. rih.'d, ttie muibma! ion

with an outer and un inn-r fram- in-inlMT. of thr-sKled

sockets pivotally ennH^-'-d on said in.nil*Ts. mljustini:

bolts In s.ud ^<ickets. an inn.-r and an outer sh.-ll .•ncH>:>-d

at their sides on said bolts, and radially aijustabb^ hanir

ers on said m.'int>ers adH|>t.-d to mipport rh- shells from

their tops.

4 In A devifv of t\u- 'lass d»-s(rib.'d, tlje .•oml>tnatj.in

\virl, ^ supporting frame of a plurality of iH)wardly taper

Ink' s.-u'iii>nttil spctlons thereon. an<! an adjustint: t>olt for

ea<ii s...'nt.nt pivotally supported on said frame adapted

to adjust said s.-<'ti<)ns with resiH><t to each other

5 In a d>'vic.' of the class described, tlje mmtunntion

with a -upporTinii frame ciimprisink: an inner and an

onter menr>.'r f adjusting bolts pivotally engajfed on

.-M'-li m.-mb. r a scirm^^ntal shell carried >m the tM>lts of

..Rrh m.'mb.T and adjustable hangers i.n said inemt>ers

a<l«!>r"d ro support the shells from their t>T>-'

[ilaims r> to \r> not printed in the (;azette 1

f>90,4f57 praNTINO-PRKSS. Jr.HvH Stunkmetz,

Grand Ha-..n. Mi.h Fib-d I»e. -jf,. !'.»(. 7 S.-rial No

4<>>J,2U>.

an arm loosely mounted on said shaft for actuating the

ink distributing rollers longitudinally, bearings upon these

arms enuatfinji the wheel, arms securely mounted upon the

shaft with on.- end enKanintJ flanjjes on the end of the Ink

rollers, and a pawl and ratchet conne<ted with the cam

\*he*>l to actuate the Ink roller below the Ink table.

_•. In combination with a printing press. Its frame,

re<-lprocatlng bed and Ink rollers, an oscillating cam

wh.fl. a shaft journaled upon the frame, an arm securely

ni.uinted upon the shaft and an arm lu.-.i^ mounted upon

the shaft, a bearing on each of said arms and engag-

ing the cam wheel, the loose arm extending beyond the

cam wheel and arranged to cause one set of Ink rollers

to reciprocate longitudinally, arms securely mounted on

the shaft and connected to cause other sets of Ink rollers

to reclpr.>cate longitudinally, a shaft carrying the cam

wheel, an Ink roller mounted on said shaft, a ratchet

wheel mounted on said shaft adjacent to the cam wheel

and revoluble therewith, a guide mounted with the cam

whetd, a shaft mounted In the frame, arms mounted on

said shaft, an Ink roller mounted <>n said arms, a roller

on the arms to engage the guide that is conne<-ted with

the cam wheel to raise and lower said aims.

.^. In combination with a printing press. Its frame, beil

and ink rollers, an oscillating cam wheel, a shaft revo-

luble In said cam wheel, an ink rr>ller on said shaft, a

ratchet whe«d mounted on the shaft, a guide mounted with

the cam wheel, a pawl mounted on said guide an.l engaging

the ratchet wheel, a lever mounted on the shaft and having

a lug for regulating the action of the pawl ujwn the

ratchet wheel, and arms carrying an ink roller and hav-

ing a roller eniraginL' the guide to raise and lower the Ink

roller.

» In combination with a printing press. Its frame. Ix'd.

and ink rollers, an oscillating cam wheel, a shaft carry-

ink.' said cam wheel and revolnbly mounted th.-rein. an

ink w.-ll mounted on said shaft, a guide and i)awl mounted

with ttw -am wheel, a ratchet wheel mounted on the shaft

and .-nuaire.! by the pawl, a lever mounti^d on the shaft

and havinc a lug in poslti<m to regulate the action of the

pawl upon til- rat.-hef. arms plvote<l at on.' .rid to the

frame, an ink rolb-r revolubly mounted in tto- other

,n.ls nf til. arms in position to l>e actuated by the guides

,,n fh « 'Min whe,.l t.. <-aus.' the said roll-r to oscillate

in a vertb-al plan-, a shaft journaled t.. the frame arms

motintHd tli.r.'on and engaging the cam wheel in su.li a

inann.T as to («^ made to usclllflt- at rit'ht nnirlcv th.ic-

with, arms mounted on this shaft and ...nn.- te,l with the

ink rolls rausliiif th.in t.. recipr.nat. as ft,.- shaft uscll-

lates

.-. Ill cnibltiafion with a pnnfinir pr.'ss and its frame,

bed and ink rollers, the upper si.i.. pie.-es of the frnmo

havlnc slots Therein, an oscillating cam wheel nioiinte<l

on th.. fraiii.' a shaft juurnab-d o„ th.' frame and made

to oscillat.- by th.. cam w tie.-l. arms on said -haft con-

nect.^ with the Ink rcdlers to cause them to r.-.iprocafe

as the shaft oscillates, bearings adjustably mounted in

th.' slots in th.. frani... form ink rolls m.uint..«l in said

bearings, a loniritudinally reciprocating distributing r.dler

m..tinted over said form Inklnc rollers, an arm mounted

on the shaft and having- a s..i:nient at its upper en<l with

a m)tch in iwwition to .-ii-a-e the re. ip.ocH ting distrilmt-

ini: roller and <au.se it to ,e. ipio, ate as t!ic shaft oscil-

lates, substanttnlly as shown and des.Tlbed.

1

roller

press

In combination with a printing press and Its ink

•s. an oscillating .am wheel, a shaft Journaled to th..

frame, nn arm securely attacln-<l to said shixft and

89 468. FENCK roNSTIUTTION. KihknSithee-

L.KSV. riattln. Mo Filed .Ian :5. 19o«. Serial No.

4<t<.i.i'19.

1 .V fence post pointed at its b<.tt.,m .uni and formed

into a s.aid load at its upper end an.l having a longl

tudlnalU extending chamlH.r, the opposed walls of the

chamler l^-luk' pr..vid..<l with horizontally extending

slots and provi,le,l with apertur.-s ab..v.. the slots, blocks

fitting l-'tw-H-n II pp.>se,l walls and slots dispose<l

intermediate the top an.l b..tt.,ni •nds th.-r-f and ar

rani:.'<l t.. r.'gist.T with the slot- ..f th.- p..st. and pivots

passing through th.' ai.ertures ..f tb.- p..-.t and ..xt.-nd.n-'

through each bb.ck at a [...int ab..v.. Its sl,,f. th.' -ai.l

blo.'ks being entirely dispos,.,l within ib.' said .lianiber.

JUNF. 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 14&7

2. A fence peat provided with a longitudinal chamber

open «t one side, the opposed walls thereof having horl-

tonal slots and apertures above and below the slots,

blocks within the chamber and having slots and aper-

tures arranged to register with those of the post, pivots

passing through the apertures alwve the slots, and re-

movable pins passing through the apertures below the

slots.

800,469. HINGE. Antojj A. .s\vt.\:»i.\. Muskegon, Mich.

Filed Aug. 15, 190«. Serial No. 330.676.

1. \ hinge ^-onstst^ng of two casings one of which Is to

1)0 8e<'ured to a door and the other to a door frame, a shaft

In one of said cmsiii;;s a spring cidled als)ut said shaft and

connected resiieci i\ .'iy to the shaft and to the casing, a

lever se<-nre<l i.. the proje<'ting end of the shaft, an arm
secured adjacent the other casing, a link lo<isely connected

to said arm and to the said lever, a cylinder arranged

within the other casing, a piston therein, a piston rod, an

arm secured adjacent the other casing, a slldaMe plate

connecteil to the [dston rod and a (•urve<l arm pivoted to

the said plate and to the arm last mentioned.

2. A device of the kind descrll>ed comprising a plate se-

cured to a dour, a plate secured to a door frame, a spring

actuated shaft carried hy one of the plates, a cylinder hav-

ing a piston arranged therein and carried hy the other

plate, a piston rod carried by the piston, arms carried by

the plates, a lever connecttnl to the shaft, a link pivotally

connecting said lever with the arm of the plate carried by

the door, and connecting means operatlvely connecting the

other arm ami piston rml

3. A door hinge conipiising two plates, a cylinder car-

ried by one plate, a rotatat»le shaft carried by the other

pinte, a spring wound by rotation of said shaft in one di-

rection, a le\er s..<ure(j to said shaft, links ct>nnecting said

lever with the plate carrying the cylinder, a piston in the

cylinder, a piston r*xl. and means iudeie-udent of the alaaft

and spring f.ir connecting the piston rod to the plate carry-

in.; Ilie shal't and spring.

4. A device of the kind described comprising a casing

secured to a door, a casing secured to a door fraine n 1 iiii;e

connecting said casing, a cylinder carried by on. ..t lii.

casings, the piston movable in said cylinder, a piston rod,

means pivotally <onnecting the said piston rod to the cas-

ing carried by the frame, a shaft Journaled transversely

In the casing upon the door frame, a spring adapted to be

wound by rotation of said shaft, a lever fixed upon said

shaft, an arm ciirrli>d by the casing upon the door, a link

pivotally connected to said arm and to the lever.

890.470. DRPMKIINO ArPARATUS. Hakrisos S. Taft,

•New York, N. Y.. and Ilukic TH.ivirsoN. Jr.. Honolulu,

Hawaii. Filed Jan. 13, 1908. Serial No. 410..'il2.

"an*"

1. The combination in a laterally movable dredge, of a

vertlcall.v adjustable dredL'lne instniinent. a diagram table

mounted on the dre.lj:.., a tracer movable over the diagram

table, and connections between the tracer and the dredg-

ing Instrument to change the position of the tracer in re-

lation to the table as the dredgini: instrument is raised or

lowere<l.

2. The c.irnbinatl.m in a lattMiilly movalile dredL-.'. of a

vertically adjustable dre<lging Instrument, a diagram table

mounte<1 on the dnvlgi.. a tracer movable over the diagram

table, and connections betw«»eii the tracer and the dredging

Instrument t.. change the position ..f tiie ira<-er in relation

to the table as the dredging instrument is rals»»<l or low-

ered, and means m.ninted on the dredge to disclose the

amount of lateral nio\-enient ..f tbe dre<lge.

H. The combination in a lat.'rahv movable dre'<li:e. ..f a

diagram table mounte<1 im the dri'iise. a tracer movable

over the diagram table, a pivot. -d lighting d.-vice and con-

ne<'tions therefrom to the tracer, to m..\e the tra<'er in re-

lation to the table as the anirul.-ir relation uf the dredge

and sighting device chances

4. The combination in a latt'i-.',ll\ m.NaMe dredge, of a

diagram table m.iunteii on the dr.'d^'.'. a tracer movable

over the diagram table, n pivoted .^^Ighting device and con-

nections therefrom to the tracer to move the tracer In re-

lation to the table as the niii;uli\r relation of the dredge

and sighting device changes, a veiibaily adjustable dre<lg-

ing Instrutnent. and connections therefrom to the tracer

to change the position of the tracer in relation 1.1 the table

as the dredging Instrument is raised or lowered.

5. The combination in a laterally movable dredge, of a

vertically adjustable dredgiim instrument, a diagram table

mounted on the dredge, a diagram board adjustably se-

cured to said table, a tracer mounted over said diagram

table, and conne<tlons between the tracer and the dredging

instrument to change the position of the tracer in relation

to the table as ttie dn-ili-'ing Instrument is raised or low-

ered.

[Claims 6 to .''._' not printeti in the <.azette.J

890.471. ld:TA("IlAUI,E SCRKEN-I>00RHIN»;E. Jason

C. Taylor. Willoughhy. Ohio. Filed r>ec. 18. 1907. Se-

rial No. 4417, n.%5.

1. The combination with a hinue of the character de-

scrlbetl comprisinir in its constru. t ion a slotted leaf, of a

securing plate, a stud projecting from the securing plate

and extending through the >lot of the said leaf, and a lock-

ing device der.'ichably engaging the siud and the leaf to

retain the latti'i on tlo' f. inner

2. The combination with a hinge of tlie character de-

scribed <^>mprisiIig in its con.-ti ut 1 ion a slotted leaf, of a
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w^ciirinii platf",

and fxtendlni;

vlded with a

ran kind on th*"

th*' -ilntted lea

11 mini iiri.j«'cTim; fr^ni thf sectirlnK plato

throiik'h the sinr ..f the -salil !faf and i»r>>-

l.r.>j.-.-tini; liiv'. and a !» klii« iiienit..-r ar-

stiid and (l-'ta. hatily Hn^'airiU-: th*' l"*-' ""<!

3 The combination with a hini:e nt th« .-hararter de-

-«,TilH><l comprUlns in I's c nstni. tion a slotted leaf, of a

Heourlni: plat.-, a stnd pmjertlni; fnini th.' r»p<-urlnk: plate

and ."xtt-ndins through th- sint of the sal« l.'af and pro-

vided with a prole.tln^' Ini;. and a lo-kinu nieml^r ar-

ranged on the «tud and provide.! with a •m fa. e for en-

leaKlnkT the *aid lu;; to clamp the slotttd leaf tik'htly

against the said «et iirlnki plate.

4. The combination with a hinge of the .haracter de-

scribed oomprlsini: In its construction a sl«.tte<l leaf, of a

securing plate, a stud projectini: from the securing plate

and extending thronk:h the slot of the le,»f and [.rovided

with a liiK, and a r.)tary locklnL' memtnT |)r"\ ide,! with a

key hole slot and detai'hahly arranne.l on rh- stnd. said

lo.klnx meraher beinj? also provided with a cam face for

enkrH«m« the stud to damp the leaf auain^t the securinc

plate.

5. The combination with a hlnt-e "f fl»e .
haracter <le

scrl^.ed cotnprisin- In its construction a s|otte<l leaf, of a

securing piate, a ^tud projectin*; from th« securiUL' plate

and eitendlnij through the slot of the le«f and provide,!

with a lu«, and a rotary bK-kini: memU-r deta<hably ar

ranijeil on the stud and having a cam face for enk-acinn the

lug, said locking member being pr-.vid.'d with a wrench re-

ceiving portion and having an operating arm.

(Claims t". to 11 not printed in the (iazefte. 1

8.9 <»
.

-t
Al'.irST.\lU.K l-ATTKUV FOR

'Mkhaki. Tki HAN. I'hllndelphia,

1800. Serial No. 13,049.

I'a. File<l

rO.VTS
.\pr. i>;.

armhole bars and transverse shoulder, breast, waist and

lx)ttom bars, all of said bars being made in se.tions ad

Justahle one upon the other wltliin the area deilned by

the periphery of the pattern so that none of said bars can

project t«eyond said |>erlphery. said intermediate vertical

bar l>eing rigidly c<)nnecte<l to the transverse lufast and

waist bars where It cnwues the same, swbsiani ialiy as de-

scribed.

890,473. VEHn'I,K STKF.HINti DKVU'E. Edwakd J,

- VraaL8T.\i., lUiffalo. N. Y. Filed Apr. 19. 1907, Serial

No. 369.081.

A pattern for the front NmIv of a c<.af roraprlslng front,

rear and intermediate vertical bars. nefk. shoulder and

1 In a steerlng-Kear for vehicles, the combinaiion with

a sf.-ering rod. and a dupl.-x male screw-thread thereon.

of two interiorly threaded nuts, one for each thread, one

nut being telescoped by an extension of the other nut. and

a swinging member actuated t)y said nuts.

.' In a steertng-gear for vehicles, the combination with

a st.-.ring rod. and a dupb'X screw thread thereon, of two

nuts, on- for .a. h tbr-ad. a fixed support for on-' nut, the

other niir i :.^. ..pini.' th.- latter, and a swinging member

actuated b\ -n'^ ii'H-

3. In a SI. .ring g. Ml for v.hlcles. the combination with

a steering rod. and a duplex screw tlir. ad outrolbd there-

by, of two nuts, ono for -ach thr-ad. on.' nut b.lng tele-

scoped by the other, m.ans for guiding th.' t.l.s, oping aec-

rlons, a "swinging ni.'m!.. r pivof.lh -• ir.d lo -n.' of said

nuts, and a link pivotali.v -. ur-d i.. said s«niuni».' m. inber

and to til.- otti.T of siild nuts.

4 In a st.'.rmg L'.ar for vehicles, the combination with

a st.-ering to,! and a duplex screw thread thereon, of two

Interiorly tbr.a<|.d batnber.'d m.'mbers forming nuts, one

of said members t.l.s.'opiuK the other, and both having

oll-contalning chamb.rs at their outer ends, and an oil

passage through which oil may be forced from one cham-

ber to the other by th.- action of said steering rod.

5. In a steering gear for vehicles, the combination with

a st.-erlng rod. and a duplex screw thread thereon, of two

Interlorlv thread.-<l chamb.r.Ml in.inb.rs foruiing nuts, one

of Mid m.'mbers i.-b-scoping tb.' oth.T. and both having

oil-containing chamb.rs at th.-lr outer ends, sab! st.'.'riug

rod having an op.-ning .'Xt.ndiiii: ib.r.-ihronL'b forming an

oil passagf li.tw.'.'n said chamb.rs.

iiiaini i; not printed in the (;azette.]

80<>,4T4 «uPV HOl.UKU «;rsTAK K. Wai.i is. I'ocatello.

Idaho, assignor to The Walltn Addressing Machine Manu

facturlng fompany. Kansas City. Mo., a Corporatb.n of

ArlKona. Filed .June L'tl, I'.tn: S.-rial No. .thu.l.sK.

A copy holder for linotype ma<b;n. - . omprising a frame.

a roller "adapted to carry a copy and inouut.'d to rotate in

the frame, said roller having a milled wheel for turning

the sam.-. arms pivot. -.1 t.. sai-l fram.' and carrying a
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graduated rule, and clasps or books engaging the bottom

only of the rule for holding a blank strip of cardboard

upon the rule, said cardboard permitting the upper edge

of the rule to be exposed to view above the card.

8it0.4T:.. I'UikKSS ul l'!{(.|.rCIXG GAS AND POWER.
Oeorob J. Wkiikis, Kansas City, Mo. Filed Apr. 25.

lOO,*?, Serial No. l.".4.J';4 U.iiewed r>ct. 28, 1907, Se-

rial No. ;{iH».:ut«.

1. The process consisting in passing air and steam

through burning fuel, washing ttie resulting gaseous prod-

ucts, mixing air with said products, exploding the mixture

in an engine, utilizing the h.-at of sucli explosion and the

heat derived from the gaseous products prior to their wash-

ing for generating steam used with the air In burning the

fuel, and utilizing |)ower derived from such explosion for

drawing the st. am ami air through the fuel.

2. The proc.ss roiisisting In passing air and steam up-

wardly through burning fii. 1. passing the resulting gaseous

products through water, mixing air with the washed prod-

ucts, exploding :h.' mixiur.- in an .nglno. utilizing the heat

of such explosion and the heat derived from the gaseous

products prior to their passing through water for generat-

ing the steam so used, and utilizing the power of such ex-

plosion for drawing tlie st.am and nlr through the fuel.

3. The process consisting in passing air and steam

through burning fuel, washing and scrubbing the resulting

gaseous products, mixing air with the said products, ex-

ploding the mixture In an .nglne. utilizing the heat of

such explosion an. I th.' li.-at derived from the gaseous

products prior to tludr washing for generating the steam

so used, and utilizing the power of such explosion for

drawing fti-' air an.i si-vim through the ftiel.

4 Th.' iir.i'.'ss r.iiisisi jiiji in drawing air and steam by

suction upwardly through burning fuel In a series of Im-

pulses, washing and scrubbing th.' resulting gas.-ous prod-

ucts, mixing air with said pro.lucts, exploding the mixture.

and utilizing the heat of such explosion and the heat de-

rived from the gaseous products prior to their washing for

generating the steam so used.

.'. The process consisting In passing air and steam up-

wardly through burning fu.'l In a series of Impulses, wash-

ing and scrubbing the resulting gaseous products, mixing

air with the washed and scrubbed products, exploding the

mixture, utilizing th.- heat of such explosion and the heat

derived from the gaseous products prior to their washing

for generating the steam so used, and utilizing the power

of such explosion for drawing the steam and air through

the burning fuel.

(Claim t) not printed in the Gazette.]

890,476. APPARATUS FOR GENERATING GAS. Geobge

J. \Vkiu:k. Kansas City. Mo. Filed Apr. 2S. 1903. Serial

No. 154,041:. Renewed Oct. 28, 1907. Serial No. 399,397.

1. In nn apparatus for producing power, the combina-

tion with a gas generating chamb.>r provided with an air

inlet, of a steam boiler connected with and discharging

Into the gas generating chamber, means for washing and

cooling the gas gi-n.'rated in tli.' gas generating chamb.-r.

an engine adapt.'d f'. be propelled by the said gas.'ous

products, means by which the engine causes st.am to l>e

generated In said boiler, means for conveying tb. gas from

111.' gas generating ctiamher to the engine, and ni.-ans by

which the .'ngine in running causes the gas to be convey«^<l

from the gas >;''n>'rating chamb.-r to the engln.-.

2. In an apparatus for producing power, the combina-

tion with a gas generating chamber provided with an air

inlet, of a st.-am boib-r < ..nne.t.'d witli and discharging

Into the gas generating .hamb.r. means for washing and

cooling the gas generated In the gas generating chamber,

a sup|)l.'m.'nial boiler also discliarging Into th.' gas gener-

ating <haml»-r. an engine ad.-ipted to t»e propelled by the

said gas, m.atis by which th.' engin.' causes st.-am to bt»

form.'d in th.' sui.plemental boiler, means for conveying

the gas fr..in t h.- gas generating chamber to the engine,

and means by whicli the engin.' causes the gas to be con-

veyed from till' gas g.-n.'rating chamber to the engine.

3. In an apparatus for producing power, the combina-

tion with a gas generating chamber provided with an air

Inlet, of a steam b.dler connected with and discharging

into the gas gen.'taling chamber, m.ans for washing

cooling and scrubbing the gas. a supplem.'nial boiler con-

nected with and discharging into the gas generating cham-

Iht. an engine adapted to be propelled by the said gas.

means by which the engine causes steam to be generated

in the supplemental Ixdler. means by which the gas causes

steam to be generated In the first named boiler, means for

conveying the gas from the gas generating chamber to the

engine, and means by which th.' engine in running causes

the said gas to be conveyed from the gas g«-ncrating cham-

ber to the engine,

4. In an apparatus for producing p.tw.r. th.- combi

nation with a gas generating chamber provided with an

air inlet, of a blow.r for forcing air into th.' said cliam-

l>er, a steam boiler provided with a steam space and a

passage adjacent to the steam space for the pas a con

ductor connecting the said passage with the gas g.n.rating

chamber, an outwardly oix-nlng valve controlling said con-

ductor, a conductor for steam leading from th. st.'am space

to and dlacharglng into the gas g.'uerating chamber, two

discharge openings in the steam tioller connected with the

passage therethrough, and a valve c.mirolling one of the

said discharge oi>enings

5. In an ap|)aratu8 for the production f.f power, the

combination with the gns g.nerating chamber, of the en-
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2ino rvMndfr c>nn-ctM with the w« neneratjng chaaiber.

a ^.Hr-r jHrk-r .m rhn ..n<1ne c-THnd.-r. a st-wiu N-iler <lls-

..Uu-n.- int.. thf gas ^.n-ratluk: rhan.b^t. means by

which hot water is conyeyo.J fn.m the water Jacket to the

boiler, ami means l.y which the exhaust Kai^es frnm the

cylinder are hnmRht int.. ,-..ntact with fh.- Ih.II.t

'

IClaimg 6 to 11 not printed in the <ia«ettal

890.477. COINTinU^U.ANriN.; i.KViri. Kni; l-l Nil's.

(;kok.;e f. WERNKK. ILatrice. Nel.r. File.l Way 14. 1907.

Serial Xo. 37:{,550.

1 m a pump .ii.a.-h.u.nt .f th.' .-lass .l..h,Tll..M. upi.er

and lower plate., ea.'h ,.n.vid..i witl> a .vutrally .lisp-.sed

opening r..r the pa.ssage ..f the phinu-.T P,.i -f th.- pump.

enuKllstaut vertically disposed M.nMar.ls :Miri..l t.y one

of the plates, the other plate 1 .-.vuik' -lui .i.nanily spa—i

openings f...r the pa^sa^e of shi.I standards. h-U. al springs

surr.jundin^' the stan.iards ai p-.mts betw*n !!..• phit.s^

au.l a plurality ..f s..ts ,.f ...pii-.listantly spao-d ...led

springs having th-u- t.-rmlnal arms sevurefl t,, the outer

^Mjrtlons of saul poif'—

•> In a pump d'tarliui- nt ..f the riass d.-s.ril.e.l, the

combination with a pair ,.f plates, of a plurBlity of spaced

standards carri.-.i .n .u- "f said plates, the ..pposite plat.,

having openings it the passau-e of said st»n.lards. coU.-d

compressi.^n spring's mounted on tlie staiwlards tn-tween

the plates, a .s.ri.s ..f k.-epers having oi.»-uings f-r the

passage of the staiidar.ls. securing Ix.its for the keep.-r8. a

double spring having a ontral l.M.p passiBg through the

kee!«.r, said spring U'ing h.-nt to form a pair of spaced

r,.ils. th.- terminal Minis b.^nv^ bent to form flat hooks, and

a pair of spa.>-d piv..i,..l clips carried by the otiier plate

and to whlcli said li.Miks are .-..nnected.

wax an.l i^lng free fioiii a. iue..us alkaline and aqueous

acid »..l«tions. and capable of yielding soft, yet tenacioua,

films having llttb- atlinlty for w.....l..n surfa.vs. upon the

..vap..r:iti..u ..r Ti.. ^. v,.„t -np.Trtelally thcn-fr-.m.

_• \ pamr au.l wiruish r-m.-ver .onsl^tiug of benzol,

phen.-l an.l wat. said wax h.'lng in .-omplete solution In

Hald mixture, and said mixture In-tng free fn.m ah-ohollc

wax preclpitants. and .-ai.abl.' of yielding s..ft, y-t tena-

cious, fllms. having little affluiiv f-r « h u surfaces,

upon th- evaporation of the solvent superficially there-

from
:?. A paint and varnisli r.ui.'vr .oiuprising wax ami a

pluralitv of wax solvents .•oniainini.' the benzene

ring- "."said mixture being free from s,,tli. l nt amounts

..f ^^ax pr.Mipltants t.. effect the precipitate „ ,.f said wax

at normal tempt.-ratun-s. and t)elng capabl.' of yielding

soft yet tenacious. Hlms. having little affinity for wooden

surfaces, upon the evap..ratlon of the solvent supertlcially

therefrom.

4 V paint and varnish rem..ver .M.nsisting of bentol,

phenol and paralBn wax. staid wax b.iug in . ..mplete solu-

tion m said mixfur-. and -ai.l mixture being fr.^- from

«,,ne..usalkalln.- and a.|U....us a.i.l solutions and being

fr.>e from wax pr.'.-ipitants in sufli-len' i:i: unt to effect

precipitation of sa..l wax. the said mixim. being capable

of yielding soft, yet tenacious, films, hav,ng little affinity

for"woo,U-n surfaces, upon the evap.i ..t ),.n of the solvent

-np.rtlciallv th.T.'fr'.m

.-, A i.amt and varnish r.inov.r .-onslstlng of one gallon

of l)en/,ol. one half i.. tlir-- .itiarters ..f a poun.l -f .-ar-

hoiH- acid rrvstals, an.l a|.proxlmat.-ly one half pound of

wax said wax beini; in ..-mpl.'te solution in said mixture.,

and said mixture beini: fr...^ fr..m wax pn-lpiiants. and

.apable of yielding soft. >.-t fnacious. tilms. having little

affinity f<.r w.M.den surfac.s, up<.n th.- evaporaii.'n of the

It.-nzol sup.Trt.-iallv th.r.-from.

,mM).4Mo THINK \Vh>iK\ <; Wiv.ws. Spoknn.v Wash.

Kll.'.l .lune l*.. r.'oT. Serial No. 37U,5><".

8y<).4T'^. HOKSK «<>I.l..\It 1{..1',KRT \V WniTsF.ii ami

\-HABLE9 B \V.\RI. Palisade. Nrbr Ftle.l .lun.. J'.'. li>07.

S.ria! No. :<H1.4t>4

\n attachm.nt for horse collars compr sing a r.lnforc-

ing device in th.' f..rm of a curved strip i.f spring metal,

terminal and central roll engaging .lipi. and bendable

lugs ..n the strip a.lapted t.. b- turned iewardly to m.-t

the ends ..f tile clips or outwardly In th^ ..pposite direc

tion from the clips.

«.M.4T1' r.VlNT ANI> V.VKNIsn KKMtlVKK J.-HV M

WiL.sos. Montclair, N J. and Henkv A. H.^kris. I...ng

Island rity. N V .
assignors to \Vilso« Company. New

V..rii, N. v.. a forp.. ration of New Jersey Fll.'d Feb ."..

1 ',Mis Serial No 41 4..1.!'^

1 A paint and varnish remover comprising benz.-l.

phenol an.l wax. said mixture being free Jn.m precipitat.Hl

1 V trunk substantially as hor.in .l.s.riU-d. having Its

both comprising a plurality of deta.habie sections titling

togt'ther c.^nbine.i witli fastenings for .-..nnectlng the s.-c

ti..ns t..geiher sai.i fast.uiugs (..-ing arranged within the

bodv and .-onKistiug es. (i -f « lever piv..l..l b.lw.- u :'s

ends to ..ne of the se.tb.ns, a h.s.k Ilk.' seat ..n i b-- •tb.T

section, a l«>lt c..nn.-te,l with one arm of th.- I-v.t an.l

branch.d f..r engagem.nt with the h.s.k Ilk- seat of t h.'

adjoining s.'.tion. and a latch .ngat'ing the other arm ..f

the lever for holding the sam-' in posltb.n with lii.

braii.hes ..f the tK.lt engaging with the h.«.k lik.- s.^at. an.l

Int.rm.'.liat.. fasL-nings ...nsintlng ..f b.H.ks ,,n ..ne s.-.ii,.i,

and studs f..r engagement th.rewith ..n the a.lj..luln-' s-c

ti..n ..f tlie trunk, substantially as s.'t f-rth.

2 \ trunk having its ImmIv c<,nsisting of detachable sec-

tions fitted together an.l fastenings within the t.<.dv and

comprising .-a.'h a lever piv,.te.l t., ..n.- ..f ib. sectL.ns, saul

lever lying aiong the inner side of its supporting s.-,tion

an.l swinclnk.' ..n its ,,i\.it in a plane parall-l with tiie face

th.reof. a t.olt connected with said lever, a s«-at ..n the ad

i

joining s.-eti..n f.-r engak-'einent by said bolt f..r locking tli.'

'

set'tions t..getlier. and lat.h engaged with the levr for

l..,bling the same in locked position with its bolt engaged

witli th- s^at ..f tiie a.ljoinlng se.tl.-n. substantially a-

[ set forth.
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890 481 TON<U'E PLATE. ElGENE M. W1N8LOW. low*

Falls, Iowa. Filed Dec. 10. 1907. Serial No. 403.862.

The ,..nibinaii..M with a wagon tongue, hounds for said

tongue and straps ab.v. and b.low said hounds between

which said tongu. 1- a<lapt.-.l t.. pass, said tongue having

a recess' In Its upper la. xt.n.iing beyond either side of

the upper strai- ; -.f a plat.- poslii..md within the recess

of the tongue, securing means passing thmugh the plate

on both Bides of the upper strap, and a socket Integral

with the plate depending through the tongue, said socket

terminating flush with the under surface of the tongue

above the lower strap.

sn0 4S2. CIRCUIT CLOSER AND BUKAKER. Ai-EX-

KM.ER WiNTON. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Sept. 15, 1904,

S.'rlal No. 224,r>84 i;.n. w..! Mar. 12, 1908. Serial

No, 420,695.

4. An . xpb.sive engine ignition syst.'m in.-iuding an

elongat.Kl nonc<.ndu. ting running surfac.-. an electrical

contact tiush therewith, the n..ncndurt ing surface having

a transversely arrang.-d groove Lr ih. puriM.s. .l.s.rib.-d,

and a movable contact member adapted tu trav-.l ou said

running surface and said contact

5. A commutator for exi.loslve engines, comprising a

plurality of separated contact p..ints arrange<l in the arc

of a circle, a non-conducting circular ninning siirfa.e ar-

range between said cntacts and flush therewith, the

running surface provided with transv.rse grooves cut

therein and located l)etweeu said -onia. ts, and a movable

contact member adapted to travel on said running sur-

face and said contacts.

890 488 FLYING-MACHINE. StaNISLAVS von WiszcEW-

8KY. New York, N. Y, Filed .lune 26. 1907. Serial No.

380,892.

V*

1. An exi.loslve .-ngine Igniti.m system Including an

annular non conducting conta.t running surface, an elec-

trical contact depress.'d tliereln and flush therewith, the

non-condu.tlng running surface cut away at the side of

the contact for tlie purpose described, and a roller con-

tact spring-held against and rolling on said running sur-

face, whereby th.- rolk-r contact travels smoothly across

shI.I cut awa\ iiortlon.

•> In a c..mmutHt..r. the <-omMnatlon wllh nn elect-rlc

Igniting circuit, of a tn.-tal disk electrically connected in

Mid circuit, a ring ..f insulating material secured to one

face of til.- ilisk. t.-rmlnais of said circuit embedded In

the rings and insulated from each other, a rotary shaft

Journal. -d in th.- disk an.l having ..ne end t.-rminatlng cen-

trallv within the ring, opp..slt.-ly proje.ting arms secnred

to th- inn.r .nd of the shaft and revolving within the

ring, a l.-v.r fub run)e<l ..n ..n.- arm and extending in oppo-

site dlrecth.ns fr..Tn its fulcrum, a sj.rlng .-onnectlng one

end of tlie 1. v.-r to the ..ther arm. and a n.ller jonrnaled

on th.- ..th.r .-nd of the lev.-r and traveling in c.ntact with

the inner face of the ring and its t.-rminals,

:; An explosive engin.- iL.'niti..n system, including a

pluralitv of .-lectrical . ..nta.-ts arranged with their .ngag

IHL' surfac.-s In th.- nr.- ..f a .ircl.-. a n..n-<'ondnrt ing rtin

nini: surfa.-e betw.-en th.-se contacts and arranged in ttie

nr. of a .ircle .-oincident with th.- arc of the engaging

surfaces of the .-..ntaits, the n.m conducting running sur

face .ut away at th. si.i.- "f .a.h ..f th.- .-..nta.ts for the

purp.'se describ.-d. and a spring h.-ld running or m.ivable

eleetrl.-al .ontact running ..n the non-conducting surface

and across the .ngaglug surfaces of the said electrical

c.inta.-ts.

1 In a ttvinL' machine th.- combination with a platform

haviiii; wh.-.ls and .-arrylng a motor, ..f an upright, a

lateral statb.nary shaft .-arri.-d by tl.p upright, ..s. lllaling

wings on th.- shaft, an.l m.-ans ..mn-ct.d with the motor

for operating th.- wings

2 In a t1\inu macliin.-, th- ...mbination with a m..vable

I.latform. of a nu.for. n forked upright, a lat.-ral stationary

Par ..r shaft, a tall at .-n.l .-f same, wings hlnt'.-d to the

bar. and means conne.-ting th.- mot..r with th.- wings to

cause them t.. oscillate

:; In a flying ma.hine. the combination with a forked

upright .arri.Ml by a m..val.l.' i.latf..rm. of a m..t..r ..n the

platform, a substantially horiy.<.ntal shaft .-arrl.-d by th-

ui.right. stnvs bra. ing th-- upright and shaft. ..scillatlng

arms on the shaft, a tall on th- shaft, an.l means con-

necting the arms with th.- motor s.. th.-y may 1.,- ..scil-

lat..l on th.- shaft.

4 In H tlving machine, the combination w ith a platform

havini: wh.-.-ls. of a forked upright, of a ni..tor, a cross

bar ..r shaft, a tail arms carrying swinging flai.s or sec-

tions segments on th- arms, a .rank arm ..p-rat.-d by

the motor, cords conn-.ting ..n.- ..f th.- .rank arms with

the arms to swing them .h.wnward. and c..r.is .connecting

the arms with tli- oth.r .rank arm to swing them upward.

5. In a flying nm.hin. . tli.- cnibiuaiion with a platform

having means for moving same along the ground, of a

motor on same, a forked upright, crank arms driv. u by

the m..t..r and carri^Kl by the fork, a lateral shaft car-

ried bv the upright, hinged arms carried by the shaft,

cords c.nnecting the crank arms with the arms so as to

oscillate them, braces connecting th. . nd- ..f the arms with

the shaft rcKls parall.l with the arms and strung between

the brac-s and the shaft, flaps susi-n.b-d fnaii the said

rods, and supporting r..ds c.-nnecting th.- arms with the

bra.-es and supp<.rtlng the flap cords.

800.484. APPAKATrS FOR ADMINISTERING OXT-

t;KN OR THE LIKE <;k..kge von Ach. N-wark, N 1.

Filed .Ian rt. 190H. Serial No. 400.425

1 Th.- combination with a gas cylind.-r. ..f n .l.-vii-e com-

prising an Inner storage tank and an -uter casinif with a

1 wat-r space between, means at the bottom of said device
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for mounting It upon the top of the cyllndl-r. mean8 for the bracket for holding the part* In operative or Inoper-

crndrtln* ga.! fnTsaid .yltnd.-r m saM stora..- tank, ,ulve ,H,Hitlon. and mean, pacing through the plow beam

and means for U-adlnit It fr^m said tank for usf.

•J. The comhination with a iras cyliiKi.-r "i' an 'hilt

casing having a bottom rlaiik:.' a.lapted to be st'at.'d .m

the top of said < yliiid>r a ums st..rat'«' tank In th.- ui.p^T

part of said casing' firmink' tti.T.'with an nunular wat-T

Jacket, means for conduct in>: uas from said cylinder to

said storage tank, ami means for icading: it from said
^

tank fur use
|

I

;i. In an apparatus fur administering uxjgen. the com-
]

blnatiun with a stura^'e tank, .>f a trire«-way cuui)link;.
|

concentric Inlet ;ind disdiar;;.- ducts ..xtcnaing from said

tank throUk'h on*' arni of said coupling and fnnnecting one

with each n{ ttie ..tli-r arnis. and means fop supplyinu zas

to and recelvini: kias from sai<l other arms nf the couplink'.

res[iei'rively

4 In an appanifus for administerink' osv>;en. the com-

bination of an inner u'as storat'e tank, an outer casink:

forming with said tank a water jacket, o.ncentrtc inlet

and discharjte ducts extending thr.Kiuh th-i walls of l.oili

said tank and outer casinn and forminti a tlnht joint with

both, and means for supplyin*; ^as to and re.'elvlni; gas

from said inUt and dlschart'e <lucts. respectively

.'. In an apparatus for a<lniinisterint; osyiten. the com

blnarl-.n of an inner i;a.s sforavte tank, an outer casing

formintf with said tank a water jacket, a pipe screwed into

the wall of said tank and formini; an litpervlous joint

therewith, a gasket uiii>n said pip.' hetwcB tlie tank and

outer casinu. a nut screwed u'p"n said pipe against the

outer ca-sini:. an inner pipe ieadlni; thruuKU said first men-

tioned pipe, and means for supplyink: iras to and reoeiv

ing icas from said pipes, respectively

[flalma « t<i 11 not printed in tlie i.aze|te.l

MM1.4H.- COMHINKK ( TI.TI VAT< tU .ANH KKKTILIZER
DISTUinrTKU "Jil.iiF.UT K. Ai.i'HiN, Mount Olive.

N. ('. Kileil .Ian •!. li>o«<. Serial No. 4(i'.<.."14

1 In a devi<e of the class descrit)e<l, the combination

with a supportlnir bracket, of a substantially U-sliaped

plow lieam straddlini; said bracket, a plow carried Ijy said

plow lieam, means enconipassini; the plov» l>eam and tlie

bracket for holdiim the parts In oi>erati»e position, and

nie.ins to prevent the displacement i>f the holdinc means.

•J In a device of the class descril>e<i, the combination

with a supportinsr bracket, of a substantially U-shaiied

plow beam straddling said bracket, a plow carried by the

plow beam, a retaining rint' surrounding the plow and the

bracket for the holdinir of parts in operative position, and

a bolt passing through the bracket and thf pkow beam for

holding the ring in position

:{. In a device of tlie class descrll>ed. the combination

with a supportiuk; bracket, of a U shaped plow b»'am strad

dling said bracket and pivoted thereto i pbiw carried by

said plow l)eam. means encorapassinij ilie plow beam and

^=^

for holding the encompassInK means from displacement In

either the operative or lno|«-rative positions of the parts.

s'.in.is.; I..VI1VS WmKKI'.dX .\1 KURD Andebson, Mln-

neaiM.lis. Minn n-slt'iior of one f<.urth to C.eorge <".

Harper and .ne fourth to Neis .1. Olson. Minneapolis,

Minn an 1 one fourth to Asahel G. Wedge. Detroit.

Minn I lied .lune JO, 10O7. Serial No. .381.5:;i.

A lady s work box . ..m|>rNint: 11 box l>ody havitiir a

cushion therein f..r ne..,|b-s and pins, a serlea of spool

spin<lles projtNtlnkT from the bottom of the box. a thread

c\ltter. and a needle threader, said needle tiueader coiu-

prlsini,' a guide nieml>er and thread book, said parts N-ini:

seciire<l to the Inner side of one end of the box. the upi>er

edtfe of the box serving as a guide for the needle In thread-

Ini; tlie same, snbstanf lally a-< iles( rlbetl

S0O.4K7. STKAM «)U H«»T WATKU MiilI.FR rnKlSTiAV

F. H.v.Hi.KU. rhlladelphia, I'a. Kiie<l I>e, It. 1!>07. Se-

rial No. 4i>»'..4ti;}.

1 In a iMiiler. a furnace having a body compose<l of in-

ner .ind outer walls forming' a water leg and a c.nibustion

chamber, a coil sup|iorte<i near tlie upper end of s.iid cham

tK-r and conne.'te<l at opposite ends with said water bv. a

baffle plate sup|Mirte<l ujxui the upper ends of said walls

with an oiienini: dlspose<l over saUl coll. a cl.mure llierefor.

and a dome supix.rted ..n the upiH-r ends of said walls.

i

said dome Ijeing formed of a plurality of detacbably con-

ne<ted members, the ui)per niemU-r liaving a closure re-

moved from and in line witii tlie cl(mure of gald baffle

I plate.
' 1'. In a boiler, a furnace liaviUL' a l"Kly com|Mise<l of in

ner and outer walls forminkr a water leg and a combustion

chamlier. a c,,Il support.Hl near the upi>er end of said chani

1 iKT and c.nnecied ^it ..pposlte ends with said water leg. a
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baffle plate supported upon the upper end of said Inner

wall and Inclined downward toward said coll and provided,

with an opening, and a removable closure for said opening.

diaphragm and having a valve chamber in its upper part

communicating with said suction-chest by means of an

opening forming a valve seat, a valve In said valve-cham-

ber coactlng with said valve-seat, and a top-plate placed

over said Intermediate block and closing said valve-cham-

ber with the exception of an openlni: above the valve.

890.489. GAS-GENERATOR. Johaxn G. L. Bobmann,

Charlottenburg. Germany. Filed May 20, 1907. Serial

No. 374.742.

3 In a lH>ller. a furnace having a body composed of In-

ner and outer walls formin;: a «ater leg and a combustion

chaml>er. a coll supi-rte.i near the npi.er end ..f said cham-

l)er and conne<ted at oppo.it. ei,,U with said water leg. a

baffle plate supported ui.oii tlie iipiier end of said Inner

wall and Inclined downward toward said coll and provided

with an oi>enlng, a removable closure for said opening,

said baffle idate havini; an openinu out of the plane of the

coll, and a dome supported above the Ijaffle plate and hav-

ing an outlet thn.utli wlilch the products of combustion

pass

4. in a lK>iler. a furiia. e havln;; 11 body with Inner and

outer walls formlni; a water lee and combustion chamlier.

a coll having conne<tlons at its upi>er and lower ends with

8ai<l water le^. a baffle plate at the upper end of said body

and having an opening over the ccdl. a removable closure

for said opening. 11 dome securtMl to said Ixsly and com-

prising detachablv united memt)er». the outer memlior hav-

ing an opening in vertical allnement with the opening in

the baffle plate, and a removable closure for said opening.

r.. In a lM>ller. a furnace having a b.Kly with inner and

outer wails forming a water leg and combustion cliaml>er,

a coll bavint' c.uinectlons at its up|)er and lower ends with

said water Wt:. a baffle plate at the upper end of said body

and having an o|Huilim "ver the coil, a rem..vable closure

for said opening, a dome secured to said l>ody and i-om-

prlslng detacbably united memlMTs, the outer memt>er hav-

ing an oi)eninu in vertl.al allnement with the opening In

the baffle plate, an<l a removable closure for said .tiienlng.

wild memliers baviuk: a lateral outlet and a l.atHe plate

tuivini: an op«>ning at one side of Its center for the passage

of tlie products of combustion.

iClaiin ti not printed in the (;a7.ette.]

890,488. rNKlMATir
TON, New \ork. N V

401. 411.

\ Al.\ 1: A( TloN. Hahby Baix-

FIUhI Nov '.». 1907. Serial No.

In a pneuniatb' valve action, the combination of a base-

plate provided with a depression, a dlaphra>;m extending

over said depression, an Intermediate block above the base

plate cut away ti> form a suction chest located over said

1. In a ga.- k:.
n.rator a fuel sliaft, having air inlet ports

at the top and a urate arranged adjacent to the lower end

thereof, an duct ion tin. for tb.> gas produced above said

grate, a water b,.iler sinr.uinding the lower jiart of said

shaft' and said eduction Hue, said boiler consisting of two

rlng-shajied members disposed one above the other, and

having a ring shaped slit betw.-en them surrounding the

lower end of said shaft and forming tli luction flue,

2. In a gas generator a fuel shaft having air inb't

ports at the top and a grate arranged ad.iaceiu to the lower

end thereof, an eduction flue f.,r the gas produced above

said grate, a water boiler surrounding the lower portion of

said shaft and said eduction flue, said boiler consisting:

of two ring-shaiied members arranged one above the other

and having a ring-shaped slit between tb.iu surrounding

the lower end of said shaft and forming said eduction

flue, said members being connected one wiili the other by

means of pipes passing through said slit.

3. In a gas generator a fuel shaft having air inlet iiorts

at the top and a grate arranged adjacent tu the lower end

thereof, an eduction tiue for the gas produced above said

grate a water boiler surrounding the lower part of said

shaft and said eduction flue, said boiler consisting of two

rlng-sha|)ed members arranged one above the other, and

having a ring-shaped silt bctw«H>n them surrounding the

lower end of said shaft and forming said eduction flue,

one of said members projecting into the interior of said

shaft and thereby forming a ring-shai>ed contraction of

said shaft

4. In a gas gen-^rator a fuel shaft having air inbt port> at

the topand a grate arranged adjacent to the lower end there-

of, an eduction tiue for the gas produced above said grate a

water boiler sUrroundiug the lower part of said shaft and

said eduction flue, said boiler consisting of two ring

shaped members arranged one above the other and having

a ring-shaped slit between them surrounding the lower end

of said shaft and forming said eduction flue, said members

being connected one with the other by means of pipes

passing through said slits, the u|>per ring-shaped member

projecting Into the interior of said shaft and forming a

ring-shaped contraction tliereof.

5. In a gas generator a fuel shaft having air inlet ports

at the top and a grate adjacent to the lower end thereof,

an eduction flue for the gas produced above said grate, a

water boiler surrounding the lower parts of said shaft and

said edu.tion flue, said boiler consisting of two ring-

shape,! members arrang.'d one ab<.ve the other, and having

a ring shaped slit between them and surrounding the lower

,.nd of said shaft and forming said eduction flue, one of

I said ring .«hape<i members projecting into the interior of
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said shaft and forminu a ring shaped contraction ther<H)f,

•aid ijrojeclinf? i>art b^-injt inclined to th«' Inside of said

shaft to cover pai-tiallv Th>' rinn -^hap-'d fntrance of said

silt.

[Claims '> to In not |.rintfd in the (Jajette.
]

800,490. SHOE I. A( 1: h ,\sti:NIN<;. ("baki.rs "\r. Bow-

jfAW, Lebanon, i'a. Filed Apr. -•:.•. 19<JT. Serial No.

3Q9.542.

t .

In combination with a shoe having laeim? ey.i. t< x tend-

ing in parallel rows uu .'ither side of the mi'I-p 1 shoe

fastener comprising a plate secured to the ipp.r ,lirtk:onal'v

to the parallel rows of eyelets and having h \v.(l>;f ^hap.-d

tongtie struck from the bo<ly thtr.of. to ft>rm in th*- pluf.'

a longitudinal slot, said tonK'ue having an upwardly de

flectiMi fre*- terminal portion and b.lni; of (.onipuund curva

ture throughout Its length to form in the rear of said

tonitue an inwardly bent portion adapted to seat in thf

slut within tti.' plane of the body portion and having In

the rear of siint inwardly l>^nt i)ortion aa outwardly i>»'nt

portion furnuim' a liUf rec-ivlng s[)«ee, and rivets at either

end of til*" iiody f^r attaching the platt- to the shoe, said

rivet.s iM'ing jjrojeotetl beyond the fac- of ilie plHt.' and iiro-

vlded at their out>T .nds with h.-ads. and said Ih' e nceiv-

ing space being arranged at right angl-s to the liody so aa

to receive the lacf from th.' upper eylet from thr opposite

side of the upper.

WK>.4!»1 MANIL.V MKMP FlBKlt S'l!{ I I'M M J MACHINK.
Kdwahd I.. Hka'Y and W.v^nk r Whb-.kn. Manila,

Philippine Islan<ls Ki!-'d Nov in, 11.0.-, Serial No.

•_>Kf..7fl9.

• 1. In a machin.- 'f the rliis-, -;p.M-itied, ih>' combination

of a primary and a s.-i-undarv » itihing whe»-l. feed rolls.

I'lmmon to th'> sabl priiuar\ ami sfcondary scutching

wh'-'Ms, arranK>(l "tw.'ii the same an(| adapted to feed

towards either s<utclung wheel the mat>3riai to be treated

and to hold the same during the action tliereon of either of

said scutching wheels, and means 'ppenited by the feed

rolls for removing the iieane<l tiller from the machine, sub

Btantially as s«'t forth.

2. In a machine of the class specirte<l the coml)lnation

of a primary and a secondary s<utchin>j wheel, feed rolls

between the scutching wheels adapted to feed the mate

rial to be trented first to the primary and then to the

secondary wheel, and mean- oper.ited Uy the feed rolls

for picking up tbe material tetwreu the feed rolls and the

secondary scutching wh. el and reiii..vin« it from the feed-

ing means, substantiall.v a- -et fortli.

3. In a machine of the . bi--^ speeirted, tli.> ..mliinatl<>n

of a main frame, a feed ti.ii>;li. a prMuar\ in.l a -.ee,,tulary

scutching wh.'el the perimeter of the latter t.. ini; in a

plane lower than that uf said feed trough, f'.,! rolls

common to said primary ami secondary xntrhing wheels

and arranged iM-tween the same and adapt. d to feed to-

wards either scutching wheel the material t<. tie treated

and ' hold the same during actiim th-Teun liv . iih. : and

uieatis rictuated through the uie»lluiii of the feed luil- for

removing the material frnm the >ec,,ndary scutching

wheel -:u!i^tantially as set forth

4. In a maehine of the class ^pecitle.l. a main driving

shaft, a scutehing wheel mounted thereon, a clutch mech-

anism on -a;d ~liaft CDmprlsing a sliding member and two

members :\'\ itrainst endwise movement, a sprocket wheel

attached to • i> ', tived member, feeding roll- for conveying

material to the ^rutching wheel and wlthilrawing It there-

from, a sproi k. t « heel on the shaft of each f»»ed roll, and

a sprocket chain extending between each feed roll sprocket

wheel to a sprocket on a ( lutch member, substantially as

set forth.

.'). In a machine of the class specified, the combination of

a main frame, a feed trough, a prlmarr and a secondary

scutching wheel the perimeter of the latter being In a

plane below that of said feed trough, feed rolls common

f" and associated with said scutching wheels anil having

a |)eripheral speed lower than that of the peripheries of

said scutching wheels, means for reversing said feed rolla,

means fi.r iruidinir material from the said feed rolls for

treat fiient hy the secondary scutching wheel, and means

acrnafed through the medium of the feed rolls for removing

the material from the secondnrv -cuchins: wheel, substan-

tially as set forth.

[t'laims « to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,402. M.Vi'UlNK poU MAKINti NiTLOrKINO
KEYS. .losKfH II Hi rrows. I?ro<kton. Mass

,

assignor

of one-half to I. F <;arfleld. MrucktMn, Ma-< Filed

Sept. 1."?, 1007. Serial No. .1J>J,»)7r>.

1 A maehine of the charaeter stated, comprising a

-trip iruide. means for intermittently feeding a strip along

ihe guide, a -harpeniiik: di' movable across the path of the

-trip edgewise if the latt. I and adapted to sever a waste

,,i..,e fr-in the fr.rward end of the strip, and thereby

sharpen -aid end. and means f.>r iiuti'liini: a key frowi the

shari>ened end portion of the strip

2. A machine of tlo- iharacter -tated. comprising a

<trip guide, means for intermittently feeding a strip aldiig

the guide, a shar|.ening die movaMe across the path of the
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strip edgewise of the latter, and adapted to m'ver a waste

piece from tio H-lvancing end of the strip, and thereliy

Bharpen the in,«Hi-d end ..f the strip, cooperating punch-

ing diea movable across the path of the strip .rosswlse

of the latter, and adapted u. -ever a key from the sharp-

ened end i>ortlon of the strip, and me, hani-m for succes-

sively operating the sliarpening die and ].umlilng dies,

.•{.In combination, a strip support and ^;uide, means for

fwdlng a strip Intermittently thereon, a sharix-ning die

movat)le edgewise of the strip acn-^s the path of the latter,

and adapted tp sever a waste pier, from the advancing end

of the strip, and thereby sharp, n -ni.l nd '" form an In-

denting edge, a pair of puuchin;: dl.- m-vable crosswise

of the strip across 1 h. [.ath thereof, and adapted to sever

a key from the strip, said Wev Includinc the «aid indenting

edge, and mechanism (< -ne.esslvely op.i,,tini: ^nl sharp-

ening die and punching dies,

4. In combination, a strip support and guid.'. means for

feeding a strip Intermittently thereon, a shari>ening die

movable edgewise of the strip across the path of the latter,

and adapted to sever a waste pbce from the advancing

end of the strip, and thereby sharpen said end. a pair of

punching dies movable crosswise of the strip across the

path thereof, and adapte.l t.. -. v.r from the strip a key.

Including th.- said shi,:;.Tied . nd. a reciprocating cross

head carrying th.- shari- luu;: die, and connections between

the cross head and the punching dies adapted to operate

said dies aft.-r the operatU.n of the ehHri>eninL' die.

.'.. In coml.inati.m, a strip -ui.p.iri ami vMiide. means for

feeding a strip Intermittently thereon, a sharpening

die movable edgewise of the strip, across the path of

the latter, and adapted to sever a waste piece from the

advancing .-nd .'f th.- strip, and th.-r.by sharpen said end.

a pair of pun.-hlng di.'s in.)vable cros-wis.. of the strip

across the path thereof, and adapted t,. -ver from the

strip a key, including the said sharpened .nd. a reciprocat-

ing crossliead .-arrying the sharpening die. and bell crank

levers c.uin.-de.l at the eud |..irtions with the crosahead

and punching dies, and pivoted to fixed supports between

said p..rtl.uis. wh.'rel..\ a mov.iii.nt of the crosshead In

one direction ..p.rat.-s the sharp.ning die, while an op-

posite movein. hi d the cros-hea.l ..perates the punch-

ing dies.

I
Claims t! to s not iirinteil in the liazette.]

890.49.'?. INI'ANSlON Itrr iiiaui.ks A. BtTi.rR, Bar-

tlesvllle, (»ii!a l"lle<l Sept. 4, 11»07. Serial No. 391,334.

*-5 n

2. An expansion bit comprislntr a l-nly having a Ion

gitxidinal slot dividing It Into two side nu-mlK'rs which are

provided with cutting edges, ami a wedce member tittint:

into said slot and provided with a cutting e<l^,'e

3. An expansion bit comprising a iKxiy havinj-- a h-n-

gltudinal slot dividing it int.. tw.. side memt«'rs pr..vid.Hl

with cutting edges, a wedge meml)er arranged within said

slot adapted to expand the side memWrs and provided

with a cutting edge, and d..g8 i)lvotally suspended from

the wedge member for withdrawing It from the side mem-

bers.

4. An expansion bit comprising a body having a lon-

gitudinal wedge shai>ed slot dividing it into two side mem-

l>ers and provld(><l with luttUm edges, a we'k'o meu.ber

within said slot adapt.-d to exp.and the side members and

having a cutting edge, and means for positively preventing

the further separation of said side m.-mln rs -.rheii fully fx-

pandeil by the said wedge member.

5. .\n expansion bit comprising a body having a Inn

gltudlnal wedge shaped slot dividing it Into two side mem-

bers, a wedge member fitting within said slot adapted to

expand the side members, means for positively preventing

the further separation of the side members when fully ex-

panded by the wedge meml^er, and means coactlng with

the last named means for i)reventing the complete removal

of the wedge member from between the side meml>ers.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette,]

890.494. CARBURETKR. Orra E Byron, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Aug. 13. 11K)7. Serial No. 388,301.

1 .\n expansion Lit e,,iiiprising a b.Kly having a tap.-r

Ini; ..i.eniiiu siil.staiitiHllv lon;:ltudinally arrange<1 and

<lividln>; tlie o.'.ly int.. two -id.- memtters whi.li are pro

vid.-il with .iittiiiL; edL'es. and a tapering eentral memlwr

fittiUL- within said openini: and having a cutting edge

a<lapte<l t.. ret'ister with tlie cutting e<lges of said side

meml^ers.

1. In a carbur.-ter. th.- . .mibinati..ii of a meniU'r pro-

vided with ports through whi. h air can pass, and a v.ilve

member provided with porti.ms f..r successively umover-

Ing said |>orf8 so as to permit the passage therethrough of

varying .piantifies of air. and a vacuum-controlled dia-

phrairm conn.-, ted with said valve member for actuating

the snni.

2. In a . iirhur.-ter. th.- combination of a large .ylinder

provlde.1 uith a p.ut. a small cylinder provided with a

port, a valve m.-mber pri-vi.led with a flange slldaMy

mounted within sai.i lartie cylinder and further pr..vid.-d

with a portion slidably mounted within s.nid small cylin-

der. Bald flanire and said small portion of said valve mem-

ber being adapted to nnc.ver said ports in a predeter-

mintxl order of smcesslKn. and va.iinim .-..ntrolied mechan-

ism for moving said valve member.

:( In a carlmreter. the I'omhination .d a lx)dy portion

pr vhl.-d with a main port and with an auxiliary port,

and a valve meml>er pr..vi<le<l with a portion noimally

covering sahl main port, and with an.xher portion nor-

mally overing said auxiliary port, .said portions of said

v.ilve member l>elng so positioned as to um over in suc-

cession said main port and said auxiliary port, and

vacuum coutroHefi mechanism counecie*! with said valve

member for moving the same.
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«a.>40-. POTATO- Brc; EXTEKMINAT..I: IIEXJAMIS , ply circuit therefor, and a controller for the motor ar-

CiELsov and Caspeb Caklson. onekama. Mi.h Filed ran.'ed to Tary the potential impreaaed thereon and In Its

Aug 15. 1907. Serial No. 388.605.- aiff.rent positions to make or break a ahunt around aald

fuse.

1 In a machlne^of the chara. t^r !• - :
il i frame, an

au.xillary l>ottom frame, rotary supi.ortiii.: aieans for said

frame Including a driven »liaft or ax!.- pnlrs of rollers

supported for rotation In the form.r m. d- i n.-d frame.

endless apron.s eulde<l over the roH.r< riro: -^ -.;;.i'"rted

adjacent to the front and rear ends f ti,- 'r mh. li i.. iial

braces relnforcluR said ar h--^. i,iv..!a)i> -I!; rred

brackets upon the ends of the fraiiK-. .sU-jti-d .xr.-i-^ion

arms connected with said brackets, means Ifor adjustably

connecting the brackets and extension arbs. reels sup-

ported for rotation In the extension aiiiirt mtans for trans-

mitting motion to the reels from the drjlven axle and

means for transmitting motion to the ^pron carrying

rollers from the driven axle.
i

2. In a machine of the class described, 4 frame, rotary

supporting means for said frame Including a driven shaft

or axle, pairs of rollers supported for rotation In the

frame, endless aprons _'mi.|.-.| .v.t the rolUrs. arches sup-

ported at the front and r-a; .-nds ,.f the iframe. diagonal

braces reinforcing si; I r li-s. oiie .f said braces being

formed with an extensh.n tua. ket havink: a terminal loop.

a longitudinal brace coinu-rrlni; the ar.hes. a curtain sus-

pende<l from said (trace, a li...«l IncliKlini: end curtains

upix-rted upon the arches. suital>ly supi^>rted reels ar

ranged for operation adjacent to th*- franiM. and means fir

transmitting motion to the reels and to rtie apron carry-

ing rollers from the driven axle

3. In a machine of th.- 'lass descrihwl, » frame, rotary

supporting means for sai<l frame, roll.-rs supported for

rotation in the frame and carrying: endU^i ii.iotis driven

In opposite directions, arches supported at ttu- front and

rear ends of the frame, a dividing curtain and a ho.xl in

eluding end curtains supported i,y th.' af li.-s. plvotally

supiK)rted brackets u\x>n the t^nds ..f tlie fr»mf. slotted ex-

tension arms connected with said hrackets. means for con-

necting the brackets and the extension arms adjustably

with the arches, reels »up|..irted for rotati..n by the ex-

tension arms, means for trjinsmltting motion to the reels

from the rotary supporting; means and nueans for trans

mlttlng motion to the apron carrying r<

rotary supporting means.

lers from said

890,496. PROTECTIVE I>K\ I. K 1 oK HI K( TRIC CIR-

CUITS. Hkrhkut W. Cuk.vkv. N r\v 1. Ohio, assignor

to Allls-Chalmers Cimpany. a t or;,, rutU.n of New Jer-

sey, and The Hullock Klectric Manufaifurlng Ctmiiany.

a Corporation of Ohio. File.l .Vpr jn. 18)07. Serial No.

37O.9.%0

1 In comhination. a transiafini; device, a controller

therefor, and a fuse for protectint' said f ninsia t in;: .levice

and arrange<l to carr.v dtff^-rent ^'urrents In proporti.m to

the total current s.ippn>'<l \\ li.'U the c..ntroil.'r is In dif-

ferent positions

2. In comhina'i .11, an electric motor a starting con-

troller therefor, an.l a protective dfvii.. for sai.t in. .tor ar-

ranged to carry different currents in pr..p..rtion t.i ttie

total current suppl.eil wiien ttu- .onfrolMr is in starting;

and runnlnc iM)sitions

3. In combination, an e|.., trie motor, a fuse in the sup-

ply circuit therefor, and a starting cotitroller for the

motor arranged when in a starting [M.sitioti. and then only

to shunt a part of the current ar.uiml 'he fuse

4. In comi'inatlon, an electric motor, a fuse In the sup-

5. In combination, an electric motor, a starting con-

troller therefor, a plurality of fuses, and connections

whereby the cdntroller when In a starting position com-

pletes the circuit through said fuses in parallel, and when

In running position cuts out part of said parallel-con-

nected fuses.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Oaiette.l

890,497. .'il'l'Ai: \ 1 1 > 1 '"^ KKFININ*; RUUBER.
MAfBiTE C. *i.AKK. Providence, il I Fihil Mar 28,

1907. Serial No. .iti.'.lW.

\r f ^ ji J J '

1. In an apparatus of the class descrilM-d. a trough mtfli-

l)er. gates dlvidlnc snld tn>ugh Into compartments. ABd

means for adju-iinK- Ml- angle of Inclination of said gates.

•J In an apparatu- ..f ili>. <-lass rl,scrll>.'(l. a trough mem-

l)er. gates dividing the same Into cimpart meuis. means

for adjusting the angle of Inclination of said gates, and

means for raising and lowering the gates.

;! In an apparatus of the class descriln-d. a trough,

means for dividing the same Into compartments, means for

supplying water to the trough at on.- end, and a conveyer

at the opposite end of the trough

4. A trough, means dividing said trough Into compart-

ments, a water supply at on-- end of the trough, a screen

located at the opposite end of the trough, a conveyer lo-

cated above said screen and means f..r raising and lower-

ing said conveyer.

5. In an apparatus of the class .l.s.rih.d. a trough,

means dividing the same into compartments, a water

supply for the trough, a conveyer at the opposite end of

the trough from the water supply, means for raising and

lowering the compartment-forming means, and m.-ans for

varying the angle of Inclination of sai.l .-ompartment-

formlng means.

I Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the (Jazette ]

890,498. Al'l'VKAirS FOR CI.K.VNSINU RIHMKR.

MaCKICE C. Ci.vrk rr..videii.-.., K I. Filed Mar. 28,

1907. Serial N.. :;<i:,.lvT

1. The combination of era. km:: in.', hanlsm a -' .ra_'.

tank, a conveyer located tx-tw.'.ti tli.^ . raikiiik' m-Hii/ini-ui

and the storage tank, an a. nl tank a wasli tank lo.at.'.l

I

adjacent to the acid tank, r-'tinini: m--. hanUm. and means

I

for conveying the mat. rial fr..m th.- a.i.i tank to the

I refining ni.-.iianism

_' The .-omhination «ifti ilie i-ra.-king or breaking me ti-

' anism, the storage tank.-, m.-ans f.ir conveying th.- mate-
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rial from the cracking mechanism to the storage tanks,

the acid tanks below the storage tanks, stirring mechan-

ism within the acid tanks, the wash tank adjacent to the

acid tank and adapt. -d to receive material therefrom,

agitating mechanism within the wash tank, refining mech-

anism, and means for conveying material from the wash

tank to the refining mechanism.

3. The combination with the cracking mechanism, con-

veying means for conveying material from the cracking

mechanism, a boiling tank, a wash tank located adjacent

to the boiling tank, refining mechanism, and means for

conveying the material from the wash tank to the refin-

ing mechanism.
4. The combination of a primary set of cracking rolls,

a secondary set of cracking rolls, means for conveying

material from the primary to the s<>condary set of crack-

ing rolls, a boiling tank, a wash tank, refining mechanism,

and means for conveying the material from the wash tank

to the refining mechanism.

5. The combination with the cracking rolls, conveying

mechanism for taking material therefrom, a horizontally

disposed conveyer, a storage tank l<M-ated adjacent to the

horizontal conveyer, a boiling tank beneath the storage

tank, stirring mechanism for the boiling tank, means for

washing the stock after It has l>een removed from the

boiling tank, and means for refining the stock.

(Claims H to 12 not printed In the Caeette.]

s«X».4»St. .VNv lloli PHO.IECTII.i:. Kdwis S. Cloich.

Seattle, Wash. Filed July 15, 1907. S«rlal No. 383,927.

M
^'JS^'*^

y ^ ^ ^ /

- .v-"A ^^^ " *
' ^-j^^ i/"^ '

'---'—**••*-•"•——'—*—•— * - ' r -

1. .V device of the type -.1 irih luprlslng a pro-

jectile, a part movable relatively to said projectile and

arranged to Im> directly acted upon by the projecting force,

an engaging member movably mounted on said projectile

and conniiied with said part, and means for attaching a

line asso(-iated with said member.

2. A device of the type set forth c<imprislng a projectile,

a part movable relatively to said projectile and arranged

to be directly acted upon by the projecting force, an

engaging memlK-r movably mounted on said proJectlli>.

and connected with said member, and means for attach-

ing a line related to said member for moving the same,

said means being movable ind'-pendi-ntly of said part.

3. .\ device of the type set forth comprising a project-

ile, an engaging nieml>er movably mounted on said pro-

jectile, a movable part arranged to be acted \ipon by the

proje<-ting force and asso.iated with said member to hold

the same from movement when said force acts, and means

for attaching a line to move the member.
4. -V device of the type set forth comprising a project-

ile, a part movable relatively to said projectile and ar-

ranged to Im- directly a.-ted upon by the proje<-ting force,

•O engaslag memlwr movably mounted on said projectile

and connected with said part : and means for attaching

a iin. iiio\al)le on said projectile to move said part.

.", A .|. \i . of th.. type set forth comprising a projectile,

a part moNahh r.-latively to said projectile and arranged

to be directly acted upon by the projecting force, an en-

gaging member swingably mounted on said projectile, a

bar having pivoted connections with said meml» i ami

secured to said part, and means for attaching a line mov
able on the projectile to move said l)ar.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.500. MACHINE FOR FOLDING SHEETS OF MICA.
Edwabd Cooper, Newton. Mass., assignor to American

Mica Company. Newton, Mass., a Corporation of Massa-

chusetts. Filed May 27, 1907. Serial No. 375,865.

>^-

4^

SIS^

S9

1. In a machine for folding sheets of mica or the like,

a supi)ortlng plate for the blank while being folded, a

clamp plate. which serves as a former en which the blank

Is to be folded, means for actuating said clamp plate, a

pair of oppositely disposed folding members, means for

actuating the folding meml>er8, a tension device connected

with each of said folding meml)er8, one of said tension

devices being more powerful than the other, whereby the

folding member having the weaker tension device will l>e

actuated before the other.

2. In a machine for folding sheets of mica or the like,

a vertically nio\al.le support for the blank, a clamp plate

which also serves as a former for the blank while being

folded and Is of less widtii tl»an the blank whiili is to l>e

folded, a spring seat for said support, a Ijed plate having

a recess adapted to receive said clamp plate when it Is de

pressed, vertically movable supports for said clamp plate,

each consisting of two meml>ers having slidable relation

with each other, springs which normally hold said two

members of each vertical support In fixed relation to each

other, said springs l>elng more i«>werful than the springs

for said supporting [)laie. mechanism for depressing said

vertical supports, oppositely disposed folding meml)ers for .

said blank, a flexible connection Unween said vertically

movable supports and said folding memlH^rs. whereby the

operation of said depressing mechanism will actuate said

folding members.

3. In a machine for folding sheets of mica or the like,

a vertically nio\.ihl'' supporting plate for the blank, a

spring seat for •• aid >u|i|K)rttng plate, a bed plate having a

rec..-- ;nl,i| I'! r receive said supporting i>late when it is

depref..He(i. a i .amp plate, vertically movable supports for

said clamp plate, each of said movable supports consisting

of two meml>er8 having slidable relation with each other,

springs which normally hold said two memlKTs in fixed re-

lation with each other and ar." more powerful than the

springs connected with sai<l vertical supi»orts, mechanism
whereby the same may l>e depressed, oppositely disposed

folding memlK-rs. a flexible connection lietween said ver-

tical supi)ort8 and each of said folding raemljcrs, whereby
the operation of said depressing mechanism will cause the

descent of said clamp against the blank upon the support-

ing plate and then cause the descent of the supporting

plate and blank dampiMl thereto until seated in the said

recess and the continued operation of the depressing mech-

anism will actuate said folding members, a tension device

connected with each of said folding: nienil)ers. one of said

tension devi(-es t»elng stronger ihati tlie ..ther. whereby the

folding member having the weak.-r t.-nsion device will l>€

actuated Itefore the f)iher. itie continued oi>erntlon of the
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depr.-tsiu^' mechanism ;if»T tlif first fnidibu; tnemt»"r tias

lume to a stop actuatini; the se.-t.nd f .Ullnij meniht-r

4. In a ma.-hine for folding: sheets »r mU-n <>r ftif like.

a vertically movable supporting plate for th«> blank, a

spring seat" for said supporting plate, a :...! plate having a

recess adapted to receive saM stipportin/ ma'.- when It Is

depressed, a clamp piar*- \>TM^:i;i\ ni-ai..!- -.uj.i.-i-t^ for

said clamp plate, ea.'h -f t.-n-l m-viVM- •<upp..rt. -.„sist-

ins of two members havln-- -^lidiM- relRTl.-n with e,irh

other. BprlDgS which nortnally hol.l said tw., meml^n-s in

fixed relation with each -rher and are mora i«.werful than

the springs connected with said v.rti. a! iuiiport.-<. a treadle

connecte<t with said vertical supports wlierehy the same

ma? be lepr.-'Hed opiMiMitely iit»iM>»e<l fiikllng members, a

flexible conneeth.n hvtween xaid vrtlcal supports and each

of said folding metnU^rs. whereby the depression of said

treadle will <Hiise the descent of said rlniiii) against the

blank upon the supporting iilate and thea cause the de-

scent of the supporting plate and Maiik clanipe.t thereto

until .'«eated In the said recess and the rcntlniu-d depres-

sion of the treadle will actuate said folding niemhers. a

tension device connected with en. li .f said fohling mem-

bers, one of said tensi.in devices twlng stronger than the

other, whereby the f<.ldlng raeml)er havinR the weaker ten-

sion device will be actuated l>efore ttf oth.-r. the continued

descent of the treadle after the tirst fuldlng niemU-r has

come to a stop actuating the second foldinfr meml>er.

.->. In a machine for folding shet^ts nf mica or the like.

a vertically movable supporting ]<::<> fir the blank, a

spring seat for said supjiortlug plai.-. a U^<J plate having a

recess adapted to receive said supporting plate when it Is

depressed, a clamp plate, vertically movalle supports for

said clamp plate, each of said movable stipi».rts consist

Ing of two members having sll<lal.le rehjtion with each

other, springs which normally hold said twn ni»'intK'rs In

fixed relation with each other and .u • more pnw.rful than

the springs connected with said v.-rtLa: ssi p.-ts. a treadle

connected with said vertical supports wt^^•r.•l^v the same

may be depressed, opposltelv disi...s,>d f-ljiuj members, a

flexible connection between - il \. li a: -app. if> and ea<h

of said folding meml>ers. wio-r- > th^ dej.ressiou of said

treadle will cause the des<eut of said elump against the

blank upon the supporting plate nil il'ii ;!)-<. the d.^

scent of the supporting plate and jiaiiii <iai]ip.<i thereio

until seated in the said recess and the continued depres-

sion of the treadle will actuate said folding members, a

weight having a flexible connection with elich of said fold

Ing members, the weight whir!, i- r,:i. •d with one of

the folding members being heavi. 1 tli;in i.'iat whic h Is con-

nected with the other, whereby the degression of said

treadle will actuate first the folding metuW-r which has

the lesser weight attached thereto, a stop which limits the

forward movement of said first r< Iding laemher. wiiereby

the continued depression of said treadle will actuate the

second of said folding memU'rs.

(Claims 6 to not prlnte.l in the f.azetjte.]

J llie combination, with a watch-case provided with

ars. on.' at each side of the i)endrtnt, of a (hatelalne-

hn- . Ii ompoeed of a lower hinged portion and an upper

swiveled portion, the swlvele<l portion l>eiii- provlde<1 with

means for atfa' hlng it to the garment.

.'i rtie .oinhlnatlon, with a watch-case of « char.-laine-

bro.M h hinge*! thereto and provided with swiveled fasten-

ing device for attaching the chatelalne-broo<'h directly to

the garment, and with an eye hinged to said swiveled de-

vice for suspending the chatelaine from a chain.

4. The combination, with a w ir h a~. of a chatelaine-

brooch formed of a lower poril.ii lilni:e<l to the watch-case

and an upper 8wivele<l portion pro\ ided with a hinged pin-

tongue at one side and a catch at the other sid-^ and with a

hinged eye on the swiveled ix.rtion.

890.501. niATKLAINK IUHmmII WAT^Il r».\Kt.K..s T..

DePuLLIKR. New York. .\. V ,
assignor |ii l»ui>ois Watrli

t^ase Company. Brooklyn. N. Y.. a Corjwratlon of New

York. Filed Jan. 3. 1908. Serial No 4">'.t.iyt;.

1. The comblnaiioii with 1 watch-ca*' pr"vlde<l witli

ears, of a chatelaine-br<MKli hinged to tlje same and pro-

vided with means swIveKxl to ibe hingt»l iM)rtion of the

clmtelainebroo<h for attaching It dlrectlj' to the gariu.-nt

8f>o..">02. snOElJVCINC, Sir 1
1 HERnEin- C. Dii.i.iard.

East Bangor. I'a. Filed M i v. imT Serial No. 372.078.

1. A lacing stud comprising a shank, a bill extending

laterally therefrom having Its outer edge inclined to the

length of the bill, a guard having one wall iiarallel with

the said edge to form a mouth and inclined downwardly

from the said wall, and an eyelet connecting the shank

and guard and adapte<l to secure the stud to the upper of

the shoe.

•J. A lacing stud consisting of an eyelet, a shank rising

therefrom, a bill extending laterally from the shank and

having a straight outer edge, a guard formed Integral with

the eyelet and provided with « straight wall spaced from

and disposed parallel with the said edge, the outer surface

of the guard sloping outwardly and downwardly from the

bin.

3, A lacing stud for shoes comprising a circular eyelet,

a shank rising therefrom, a laterally extending bill on the

shank, and a guard secured to the eyelet an»l separated

from the bill to form a mouth for receiving n lacing, the

bill and guard together forming an elliptical structure ar-

ranged eccenlrkally with respect to the eyelet.

80O.503. fp:ei>ini; mk<iianism i<»u ma< iiines for
FOLDING CULl.AUS AM- THK LIKK W.u.ter L.

Dixon. Boston, Mass. A<>-i^n<<r to Reece Folillng Ma-

chine Company. Boston. Ma.s^ . a Corporation of Maine,

Filed June If.. IIKC'. Serial No. Ill,Mil.

«^

1 In a niHchine for f, I. ling blanks f,,r cuffs or the like,

the wmbinatlon with m l.-d for sui.|H'rilng the blanks to

be folded, of a h<ildln-.' -onrrivance fitted to be moved in

the direetion i>f l)ut only part way to said bed. and then

back to a nortnal liiank re<-»'lvlng ix^sition. and (•onsiru<-ted

to hold a binlik near the crners ttiere<.f. whereby thf blank

is malnlalne<l snhstaniialh Ibii .luring the movement in

the direction of itie U-d wtnle having its .enter free to U-

en--a_'.-<l an.i .arrie.l l.y ttie t>lank retaining mechanism

hereinafter recited: n .-ans r.,r autoni 1 tically ..nisiiig said

holding contrivance to release tli.- hhink: a blank r-t.i ;a

Ing m.'.-banlsm adspted during th.^ .|cs,-..nf of h»u\ In. Iding

contrivan.e r.. c,,ni.' int.. piav U-fny.^ > he Intffr is rel-as.'d,

an.l Sill.! i.'iainin-' nif hani-m :i.l:ipt.'.! t.. i-arry the M:ink.

with its .il-es n..w free, t., f., Iding p. .sit ion \i\x>n the U'.i

;inil H rising nn.l b.werliig menitxM' ad«pte<l to co.ii»erate in

nirn .Piriim its des.-ent with sai.i ti..l.ling contrivance and

shUI blank retaining nuv hanism. sui.stantiall v f..r the pur-

p.'^e set f.irtli
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2 In a machine for folding cuff blanks or the like, the

combination with a bed for supporting the blanks to be

folded of a former movable from a normal blank receiving

position f.ward and from the be<l. a holding contrivance

cooperating with said former to hold the blank near the

corners thereof, said holding contrivance fitted to 1h- moved

from a normal blank receiving position toward and from

said bed. and adapted to be released from the blank l.efore

the latter Is In folding position, and movable retaining

mechanism coi.peratlng with said former for keeping the

blank In flxe<l relation to said former from the time the

blank is releaswl from sal.l holding contrivan.e until the

blank Is In folding position upon the l>ed.

3 In a machine for f.>ldlng cuff blanks or the like, the

combination with a U>d f .r >upp..rtlng the blanks to be

folded of a former movable fr..m a n..rmal blank receiving

position toward and from the bed. a holding contrivance

cooiH-rating with said former to hold the blank near the

corners thereof, said h.ddtng contrivance fitted to be moved

fn.m a normal blank receiving position toward and from

said bed. and adapted to l>e released from the blank before

the latter is In folding position, and movalde retaining

mechanism c.KiiH-rating with said former for keeping the

blank In fixed relation to said f..rmer from the time the

blank Is released from said holding contrivance until the

blank Is In folding position upon the l)ed. and automatic-

ally operated means for effecting the relea.se of said hold-

ing contrivance after the blank Is engaged by said retain-

ing mechanism.

4 In a machine for folding cuff blanks and the like, the

combination of a l>ed for supiwrtlng the blanks during

folding o|>eration8. a movable former for defining the folds

of the blanks upon said l>etl. a blank-holding contrivance

movable with the former and adapted, by cooi)eratlon

therewith, to hold the blanks by edge portions thereof, a

blank retaining mechanism adapted, also by cooperation

with the said former, to engage central portions of the

blanks, the said retaining mechanism coming automatically

Into play during the movement toward the l>ed of said

former, and a part for automatically effecting the release

of said holding contrivance after said retaining mechan-

ism has come Into play but In-fore the blanks have been

curried to folding position on the l>ed.

.">. In a machine of the kind descrll)ed, a bed, a device

adapted to move toward and from the IxkI to place a blank

upon the bed In position t.. Ih> foldiKl, said device being

provided with holding in. an- f..r .iigaging and holding the

blank during a porthi. .f it.< positioning movement, re-

taining mechanism f r .ngaging said blank while It U

held bv said hobllng means, means for automatically caus-

ing said holding m.ans to release the blank after It Is held

by said retaining mechanism.

(Claims r, t.. -1 not j.rinted in the Cazette.]

over the rolls having means for holding the articles to

be washed, rollers contacting with the opposite face^» of

the upper length of the belt and arranged lnterm.Hliate

said rolls, and means for axially reciprocating the rolbrs

contacting with that fac^ of the belt to which the articles

to be washed are applb d

.SO....MU. oNi: roAT srUI-ACK- FINISH. GfST.U-E

DossBLMAX and J.\mks S. Motteb, Chicago, 111., as-

signors to Adams and Elting Company. Chicago. 111., a

Corporation of Illlm)ls Filed Jan. 27. IIXC. Serial No.

242,963.

1. A composition of matier for finishing the surfaces

containing toluol, wax, and a solvent for the wax.

2. A composition of matter for finishing surfaces con-

tahilng toluol, wax. a solvent for the wax, a coloring In-

gredient, and asphaltuui

3. A composition of matier for flnlshing surfaces con-

taining toluol, carnauba wax, and a solvent for the wax.

4. A comiMisltlon of matter for flnlshing surfaces con-

taining toluol, wax. and turi>entine.

5. A composition of matter for finishing surfaces con-

taining toluol, carnauba wax. a solvent for the wax. and a

coloring Ingredient.

H'lalm not printed In the Gazette.]

o In a washing machine, a tank, an endless belt In

said tank to which the articles to be washed are applied,

means for driving the belt, a roller In contact with that

face of the belt which carries said articles, an operating

lever fulcrumed intermediate its bngth having a connec-

tion with the roller at one end and a slotted and grooved

head at Its opposite end. a driving shaft passing through

the slot of said head, a crank arm lixe<l 1.. tlie driving

shaft, and a block slldable In the groove of ih. head and

connected with the crank-arm.

3 In a washing machine, an endless belt having means

for holding the articles to be washed, means for driving

the belt rollers between which said belt passes, slldable

bearings In which certain of said rollers are Journaled

a driving-shaft, and an operating lever for actuating said

slldable bearings from the driving-shaft.

4 In a washing machine, a tank, rolls journaled near

the'opposlte ends ..f the tank, an endless belt carried by

the rolls rollers contacting with the under face of the

upper length of the belt, a corrugated roller contacting

with the upper face of the belt and arranged in the inter-

val between said rollers, slldable bearings in which the

corrugated roller Is journaled, an operating lever having

a grooved head and conne<ted with one of said bearings,

a driving-shaft, and a crank-arm carried by the driving-

shaft having a bearing block slldable In the groove of said

head. , , ..

5 In a washing machin.'. a tank, rolls journaled near the

opposite ends of the tank, an endless belt pa.sslng over the

rolls having means for applying the articles to be washed

thereto rollers contacting with the under face of the up-

per length of the belt, a roll arranged in the interval be-

tween said rollers and contacting with the upper face of

the belt bearings sitdably mounted. In which the said

roller is Journaled and longitudinally Immovable with

restiect thereto, a link fulcrumed to a fixed imlnt and con

nected to one of said bearings, an operating lever ful-

crumed at a fixed point and connected with the other

bearing, a driving-shaft, and means for actuating the oper-

ating lever from the driving shaft.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.5O«. Uttr 1 1.1; srt>rri:K. Feaxk J. F.\rSer. Seattle.

Wash., assignor of one-half to John J. Murray, Seattle.

Wash. Filed Oct. 23, 1907. vSerlal No. 398,809.

890,505. \VAS11IN<; MAilllNK. Emu, Eisemann. New

York. N \ Filed Nov. 8, 1907. Serial No. 401.203.

1 In ,1 cashing machine, a tank, rolls journaled near

he opp»-.site ends ..f the tank. ,in endless l>elt passing

1 v bottle stopper comprising a substantially flat body

or disk of pliable material, said disk having its marginal

portion bent ..r rolbxl ui-wardly and inwardly to Impart

to the stopper a cup form, the e<lge of the rolled margin

being Inturned into the body of the cup and forming a rim

of generallv circular form in cross-section and adapted

to IH- spread an.! crimped into a substantially triangular

form.
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^ A bottle neck provided with an annular i:roove hav-

ing a horiiontal bottom wall and hii ni-wMriliy an.l in-

wardly beveled top wall, said walN l.avinu' th.ir inner

edges "flush with the Inner wall of th. n. k m-l a -t.-pper

having a rolled rim spread Into th- .'rn,,v. snl rlinp.>d

into triangular form Into InterlockinK .ii^a^. in.nt with

said walls.

:i, A t>ottle net-k provided wiTh an annular u-r.M.vt- Hav-

ing a horlrontal bottom wall and an upwardly and in-

wardly beveled top wal|. and a stopp. r <>f piuiM- mat-rlal

comprising a body or disk r.-stinj; up..n th. hottom wall

and having an ui)wardly and inwardlv roll-l inn.r .dge

provided with a pendent flange, said •<U>- aa,l rIanL- t-'

Ing spread into the groove and Into interln(|iug .ngaK:

ment with said beveled top wall.

ably mounted on the mandrel for engagement with the

driving sleeve to force the packing Into position.

SOO.r^OT. ATTAlHMENT FOR TYPK
I'll INKS Fred V Gorin, ihUniro. Ill

H>o7. Serial No, Mrt0,334.

wr<iTiN(; MA
I^il.Ml Mar. 4.

1. In a typewriter or slalltf •«»».. tlH ~«»'l^''^

with an inking ribbon, of re#to Of &mm» oni rhich th« rtb-

bon may be wound and controlling means coC ?eratlyely re-

lated to the reels or drums and havln.- m v|,rlable move-

ment corresponding to the variable m..v. lu. ncs of the reels

or drums. ,11 „!««
•> in a typewriter or similar machine, th^ combination

with an Inking rlbl«n. of reels or drums on f hlch the rib-

bon may be wound and positive conrr.,nine means cnopera

tlvelv related to the reels or drums and having: a variar.ie

movement corresponding to the variable mo%-4'ments of the

reels or drums determined by the winding ht the rihtK>n

^''r^Ta' typewriter or similar machine, thi combination

with an Inking ribbon, of reels or drums on Which the rlb-

l,on may I* wound and controlling means cooperatively re-

lated to the reels or drums and having a [yredetermlned

variable movement corresponding to the variable move-

ment of the reels or drums.

4 In a typewriter or similar machine, the combination

with an Inking ribbon, of reels or drums on which the rib

bon Is adapted to be wound, and comiiensatlng controlling

means, embodying rollers or drums and lexlble means

adapted to be wound thereupon, coiiperatlvely related to

the said reels or drums on which the ribbon Is adapted to

be wound.
.-, In a tyi)ewrlter or similar machine, tie combination

with an Inking ribbon, of reels or drums on which the rlb-

lK.n Is adapted to l)e wound, and controllinii ^eans embody-

ing rollers or drums and flexible means »idapte<l to be

wound thereuiK)n. cooperatively relatwl to and having a

variable movement corresponding to the tarlable move-

ment of the reels or drums, on which the rlljbon Is adapted

to l»e wound.

inalms 6 to UO not printed In the Oazetle.]

800 .nns FACKIN*; TOOL. (UMii.K.s (iRi.HM.vM. rar-

teret. N. J. Filed .Jan. 29. 190H Serial iNo. 413.-.'.'il.

1 A packing tool, comprising a mandrel hnvini: means

at one end thereof for .entering the sanip In alinement

with a tube, a handle at the .opposite end >4 said mandrel.

a driving sleeve slldably mounted on said eiandrel for en-

gagement with the end of the packing, an In.l.wini: sle..ye

I slldnhlv mounted on snld driving sleeve for enirau-em.nt

'

with the outer surface of the packlnt-. and a hunnvr slid

2. A packing tool, comprising a mandrel for the pack-

ing material, menus for detachably st'curlng one end of the

packing cord thereto to facilitate the winding of the cord

aboat «*ld mandrel, and a driving sU-eve slldably mounted

on the mandrel, the o|>eratl..n of the latter serving to de-

tach the cord from said mandrel.

3. A packing tool, comprising a mandrel having an open

Ing In the side thereof, means within said mandrel and

adapted to extend through said oi>enlng. for engagement

with one end of a packing cord to hold the same In posl

tlon while said cord Is being wound about the mandrel, and

means for forcing said packing <ord off of said mandrel

and out of engagement with said fastening means.

4 A packing tool, comprising a hollow tube forming a

mandrel and having a slot In one side there«)f. a needle

within said tube and terminating adjacent sjild slot.

means for forcing said needle outward through said slot,

wherein It mav serve to retain In pi«ltlon the end of the

pa.kint' cord while the latter Is »)elng wound about the

mandrel, and means for forcing said packing off of said

mandrel out of engagement with said needle.

r. A packing tool, comprising a hollow tube forming a

mandrel and having a slot In one side thereof, a needle

within said tut>e and terminating adjacent said slot,

means movable longitudinally of said tul* for engagement

with said needle to force the latter outward through said

slot, whereby the end of the packing cord may \^ fastened

to the mandrel l)eneath the end of said neetlle. n driving

aieeve slldably mounted uix.n the mandrel, an inclosing

Hleeve slldably mounted upon said driving sleeve, and a

hammer slldablv mounted u|M)n said mandrel and adapted

to engage with .said driving sleeve, to force the packing

Into position.

,s.,u -,u'i \\ HKI.VP:. lliiiAM 11 AI.1-. South Thomaston.

Me. Filed Apr. 2."). 1007. Serial No. .'?70.20.^

1 Vn ax helve fastening, consisting of a helve having a

chamber formed in one of Its terminals, a member having

wedge-shaped arms which are Joined by a web. the Inner

walls of the said arms forming an acute angle with each

other at their outer terminals, the said walls being con-

tinued to form b.aring s.irfaces for a wedge nut. an outer

head to which a screw is s^-cured. the screw being adapted

to b*^ disposed between the wedge shaped arms of the mem

her at different angles, and n wndge nut adapted to fit the

•^ \n ax helve fastener, consisting of a rhamln-r formed

in "one of Its terminals, a memUr having w.-dge shaped

arms which Is adapted to fit the said chamber, an outer

....ad a serew which with the exception of Its head passes

through the outer head, the screw pivoting at Its head to
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^^^^;^^:^^^^^?^r^?^]^^^
angles, and a wedged nut which Is adapted to fit the screw

and bear against the wedge-shaped arms of the said mem

t).'r

r .-.? r

J S

in said case, a spring tending to move said hanger up-

wardly a pivoted arm connected with said hanger and

adapted to be folded upwardly thereby, and means for ad-

Justing the tension of said spring.

3 In a device of the class described, in combination, a

vertically elongated case, a bolt having its head mounted

m the upper wall of said case and adapted to be adjusted,

a nut on said bolt, a hanger guld»-d on said bolt, a spring

between said nut and said hanger, and an arm pivotally

mounted in said case and connected with said hanger,

whereby said spring tends to fold said arm uiiwardly

against said case.

4 In a device of the class described, in combination, a

vertically elongated case, a bolt disposed longitudlnally

therein and having thr^'ads. an ad.iusting nut on said

threads, a sirring seating on said ad.iiistlng nut, a hanger

guided on said bolt and on said nut. an arm pivotaliv at

tached to said case, and a link connecting said arm with

said hanger, whereby said spring tends to hold said arm In

a folded position.

3 An ai helve fastener, consisting of a chamber formed

in one of Its terminals, a member having wedge-shaped

arms which Is adapted to fit the said chamber, an outer

head a screw which with the exception of Its head passes

through the outer head, th. screw pivoting at its head to

permit It to form with the outer lu ad a plurality of

angles, the head of the screw engaging the outer head to

prevent Its relative rotary movement, and a wedge-shaped

nut which is adapted to fit the screw and b. ar against the

w.-dge sliai>.d arms uf the said memb.T
, , ^

4 An ax helve fastener, consisting of a chamber formed

in one of Its t. rmlnals, an outer head, a screw which with

the exception of Its head pas,s..s through the outer head,

the screw being loosely mounted at its head to permit it to

form with th.. uut.r h..ad a plurality of angles, the head

of the screw engaging with the outer head to prevent its

relative rotarv movement, and a wedge sl>nped nut which

is adapted to lit the screw and bear against the walls of

the chamber and having a wedging action therewith.

.5 \n ax h.'lve fastener, consisting of a chamb.T formed

in one of its terminals, an outer head, a screw which with

the exception of Its head passes through the outer head

the head of the screw being l(X.sely mounted, to permit It

to form with the outer head a plurality of angles, an an-

nular groove in the screw just b.-low the outer h.ad, a ring

adapted to fit in the said groove, and a wedge-shaped nut

which is adapted to fit the screw and bear aeainst the

^-ftlls of the rh.nraber and havini: a w-dging action there-

with,

890 510 HOOK. Bkrthal Dale Owen Havens, El Paso,

Tex. Filed Mar l'.» IW^ Serial No. 421.991.

890.511. l.KiTKi; H"I.I'1-H Hknhv Heim^z. Elkton.

S. D. Filed .Tuly li4. r."iT. Serial No, 385,327.

"19-

An apparatus comprislBg a frame having opposite

cross bars, one of which !« provided with hooks and the

other with bosses and links secured at one end to the lat-

ter cross bar and held by the bosses thereof from move-

ment along the side bar and arranged to engage with the

hooks or projections on the other cross bar. substantially

as set forth.

890 512 HIN<;i;n I-AST henry a. Henderso.v. Lynn.
"

Mass Filed .Tuly 23, 1907. Serial No. 385,157.

1 In a device of the class described, In combination, a

case an arm pivotally attached In the lower portion of

wild' case, a hanger within said case, a spring tending to

move said hanger, and a member connecting said hanger

• with said arm and adapted to fold said arm upwardly.

2. In a device of the class described. In combination, a

134 O. G.—99

1 A hinge for a transversely divided last comprising

two members articulately bonded, each member including

an anchoring plug adapted to enter a hole bored for its

rec-ption in the last, the said plugs being substantially

parallel when the hinge is extended, one member consti-

tuting a rigid stop for the other member and for the cor-

responding portion of the last, when the last is exteiided.

o \ hinge for a transversely divided last comprising

two anchoring plugs adapted to enter parallel holes bored

for their reception In a last, and a plate rigidly attached

to one plug and pivoted to the other plug, the last-men-

tioned plug constituting a rigid stop member for the plate

and for the corresponding portion of the last when the

last is extended.

3 \ hinge for a transversely divided last comprising

two anchoring plugs, one of which has a slot at one end.

and a plate rigidly attached to the other plug, and haTlng
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an par pivotpd In the naid slot and a should^ which beara

on the exterior of the slotted plug when the hinge la

"rffranaversely divided laat having a hole bored In Ita

for.part and a crr^^pondlng hole bored
\''\l''\^"l;^

«ald holes being parallel with each other when the la t Is

extended, and a hinge composed of two '^^'"bers articu^

lately bonded, each member including an aichoring plug

inserted In one of said holes, one of said plugs constitut-

ing a rigid stop for the other member, and ttte correspond-

ing parr of the last, when the last is extende«

5 A last having a hole bored in its foreptrt and a cor^

responding hole bored in its heel P"*'
«V^. o.raHve

parallel with each other when the last Is In Us operative

?orm a transverse cut formed between said Holes, and free

from angular otrsets or shoulders, and a h'°«^^^«'"P«,^,^. "^

.wo m.mh^^rs articulately bonded, each member Including

an anchoring plug Inserted in one of said holes, aald hinge

having complemental stops adapted to limit the extension

of the hinge and last

beater looaely hung within the latter, suction pipes con^

necting the ends of the pump and the dust box. one o said

pipes communicating with the dust l.ox in a plane below

that of the adjacent end of the beater, and the other com

municating with the dust box Immediately over the other

end of the beater, and a piston op.rahle in the pump cyl-

inder for alternately establishing suction in the suction

pipes, thus to effect simultaneously the removal of the

dust and the actuation of the beater.

•> \n apparatus of the class described, comprising an

open bottom dust box. a vibratory t>eater loosely hung

th>-reln. a pump, suction pipes connecting the ends of the

dust box and the pump, one of said pipes communicating

with the dust Nix in a plane l.elow that of the adjacent

end of the beater and the other communicating' with the

dust box Immediately over the other end of 'he t^ater^

and a dust collecting receptacle communicating with said

pump.

890.513. C.VBPET-FASTENER. •^^:;^«"»^- "V. ' Tr"
Ulerton, Iowa, assignor of onethlrd to pavld D Shlr-

lev and onethlrd to Otto Heydrlch. .Vllerton. Iowa.

Filed Kug 27, 1907. Serial No. 390.26S.

800 515 SVNITARY DISPLAY AND rOVEU ATTA.II
" MFNT FOR BARRELS. JARS. AND OTHER RECEPTA-

CLES. Ix)iis F. Kai.tw.*sskr. Belleville. Ill Filed

Feb 26. 1907 Serial No. .H59,S89.

1 V device of the class described. comi)rialng a plate

adapted to be placed beneath the carpet and P'-;^;'';;^^';'^

means whereby It may be secured to a floor, and with l>ear^

ings .paced apart longitudinally from ea<.h other, a rod

journaled in the bearings, said rod having Its ends poln e^d

and bent at an angU> to the rod. the central portion of the

rod being bent into an open loop, and said loop being ar-

ranged between the bearings, the adjacent ends of the

bearing* being notched to receive the sides of the loop

when said loop is in a horizontal position for the purpose

set forth, said bent portions being curved to pa.ss first

upwardly and th^n downwardly through the carpet when

the loop Is In a horizontal position

2 A device of the class described, comprising a plate

adapted to be placed beneath the carpet and to be attached

to a floor, said plate belr^ provided with longitudinally

alined bearings spaced apart from each other, a ro<l jour

naled in the bearings, means whereby to rotate the rod

said rod having Its ends pointed and curved and bent at

an angl- to the rod. and adapted to pass upwardly and

downwardly through the carpet when the rod is rotated,

and means for locking the rod with tUe bent portions

thereof in substantia! parallelism with tlie floor.

890.514 COMBINED CARPET - BEATER \SD DUST^

PUMP. .Joseph O. Johnson. San Francisco, Cal Miea

Jan 11. V.>m S-rial No 295.»'.22.

if 19 '" n "

1 An apparatus of the class described, comprising a

pump cylinder, an open-bottom dust box, a vibratory

1 \ di.splay device composed of a hollow body having a

transparent wall, a head attachable to a receptacle and

having an opening therein, a movable support and guide

for said device connected with the same and said head con-

structed to allow suid iHHly to be moved bodily to a p.-sl

tion to uncover the entire top of the receptacle and ad«l^^

ed to seat said body over said opening and support the

name wlun moved t,, its uncovering position and a hxed

support for the display device extended beyond the pe-

riphery of the receptacle.

2 In a display device for a receptacle, a head with an

opening therein, means for attaching said head to said re-

ceptacle, a display device composed of a hollow body hav^

mg a transparent wall, movable members
'^«f n';;;»^"-7«^

body with said head constructed to allow said t>ody to be

moved bodily to a position to uncover the entire top of the

receptacle and .adapted to seat said body over said openltig

and support It when moved to a position uncovering said

opening and a fixed support for the display device extend-

ed beyond the periphery of the receptacle.

3 A display device for a receptacle, the same having a

frame to which It Is attached, said frame desUned for non-

rotatable movable connection with the head of a re<-epta-

cle. and a fixed support for said device when moved Into

its outermost position said support being extended beyond

the periphery of th.- re'.^i.tacle

4 X display device attachable to a receptade and hay

inga transparent wall, a non-rotatahle frame movable

with said device, a guide for said frame in which it is

mounted to slide, and means movable with said fratne for

locking said device In Its position over an opening in the

receptacle. j v _„
5 \ display device attachable to a receptacle and hav

ing a "transparent wall, a non rotatable frame movable with

said device, a guide for said frame in which it is mounted

to slide means movable with said frame for locking said

device in It. position over an opening in the receptacle

and a support Independent of said guide beyond the wall

of the receptacle for supporting said device when moved

to Us uncovering position

[Claims 6 to K" not printed in the Gasett*.]
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8»0,616 AIR COOLING AND HUMIDIFYING APPA-

RATUS. JA.MES Kbllx, Providence. R. I. Filed Oct.

23, 1007. Serial No. 398.847.

I

6 In an air cooling and humidifying apparatus, the

combination of a vapor-distrlbuter, comprising the tubular-

member 2» having an enlarged head r» disposing n bevel

face as r*. and the collar e' provided with a threaded

opening formed concentric to the face of tlie head and said

collar having an Integral annular flange - made fast upon

the exterior surface of the head and provided with slotted

openings c' extending from the adjacent faces of both said

members.

890 517 SLOP JAR OR PAIL ( h.xri.es J. KiRCH. Ke-

okuk. Iowa IMled Apr. 21. 1906. Serial No. 313.043.

1 in an air cooling and humidifying apparatus, the

combination of a casting adaiited to be secured to a cell-

ing and said casting having a water passage communicat-

ing with a water cylinder and also an air passage com-

municating with an air cylinder, and said casting having

a duct leading from the water-cylinder and also a port

communicating with an air tul* of the air cylinder ;
a re-

m..vatile filter In each cylinder of the casting and each

filter star shaped In cross section ; a needle valve arranged

to close the duct of the water cylinder ; a washer of ab-

sorbent material beneath the valve of said needle anA

closing the port of said air tube ; shut-off cocks communi-

cating with the water and air passages of said casting;

a sprocket wheel secured on the stems of said cocks: a

sprocket wheel secured on I lie stem of said needle valve.

and an endless chain mounted on each of said wheels.

2 In an air cooling and humidifying apparatus, the

combination of a casting having a water supply and an air

supply said casting having a cylinder In open communi-

cation with the water supply and also a cylinder in open

communication with the air supply, and said casting hav-

ing a head extension provided with a duct for the cyl-

inder of the water supply and als.. a port in the extension

of Its head and communicating with the air supply
;

a

removable filter In each cylinder and each filter star-
j

shaped In cross section : means to secure each filter In the
j

casting; a shut off cock for the water supply: a shut-off

cock for the air supply : means to simultaneously open or

close both cocks: a needle-valve to seat against the water-

duct of the casting; means to retard the water pressure

between the duct and the port of the casting, and means

to open or close said needle valve

.-?. In an air cooling and humidifying apparatus, the

combination of a casting having a water supply and an

air supply, a cylinder communicating with the water sup

ply a cylinder communicating with the air supply, and a

head extension provided with a duct to receive the water

supply and also provi.led with a port communicating

with the air supply, resiiectlvely : shut off cocks; means

to permit the cocks to open or close together in regulating

the water and air supplies: a filter In each cylinder of

the castins: and each filter star shaped In cross-section: a

needle valve arranu'.^l to check the flow from the duct of

the casting ; a washer made of absorl)ent material inter

r>08ed between the valve of said needle and port of the cast

Ing : and means to regulate said valve.

4 In an air cooling and humidifying apparatus, the

combination of the casting A having a water supply and

an air supply respectively in open communication with

cylinders d, e, and a head-exfension-tube /. h. g. the head

being provided with a duct leading from the water cy!

Inder and also a port through the head extension and lead

Ing to the head extension tube ; a filter for each cylinder

and each filter .-omprising the frame ; havint' a series of

projecting strips p, and wire gauze k. and each filter dis-

posing a star shaped structure in cross section ;
the

needle o arranged to close the duct ; the washer q Inter-

posed between the duct and port ; and the cocks «. », pro-

vided with sprocket and pull-chain connection.

A device of the character described comprising a slop

Jar with a surrounding reinforcing bead on its upper edge.

a surrounding ledge below the bead, a frusto-conical rim

having its lower edge secured to the ledge, said ledge

being inclined upwardly and inwardly and away from the

top of the pall to provide a V shaped space therebetween,

a cover having an angular flange having one portion

mounted on the bead and the other portion extending

downwardly and against the upper portion of the Jar. said

conical rim extending above the bead to provide a com-

mode seat, and said rim having an incut which serves as

a pouring opening the lower edge of which serves to de-

termine the level of water contained in said V shaped

space, substantially as specified

890 518. CHAIN DOOR - CUECK. Joseph Kleidmann.

New York. N. Y.. a.sslgnor. by direct and mesne assign-

ments to'chafee Manufacturing Company. New York,

N Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed May 29, 1907.

Serial No. 376.251.

1 \ device of the class described, comprising a chain

iidupied to be permanently attached to the door frame and

having a plurality of holding eyes, and a holding bracket

adapted to be permanently secured to the door and having

a pivoted arm for engaging said eves, said arm being pro

vlded with a cam adapted to be operated to engage one

of said eyes, whereby said chain is drawn tMut when said

arm Is swung about its pivotal point

" \ device of the class described, comprising a cha.n

adapted to be attached to the door frame and having a

holding eye at the end thereof, and a second holding eye

intermediate of the length of said chain, and a holding

-bracket having a pivoted arm provided with a cam adapt-

ed to engage said holding eyes, said bracket having an

extension with a rec.-ss adapted to engage said arm to

hold the same In position, said arm being swung laterally
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when m engagement with wild recew. Mid cam having a

turow In the direction of said extension, whereby said

chain U drawn taut when said arm Is swuag about Its

pivotal point toward said extension.

3 \ device of the class described, comprlalng a chain

adapted to be attached to the door-frame a»d having a

holding eye at the end thereof and a second holding eye in-

termediate of the lenifth of said chain. an« a holding

bracket having a pivoted arm provided with m cam adapt-

ed to '^nsage said holding eyes, said bracket having an

extension with a re.^ess adapted to engage Bald arm to

hold the same In position, the throw of said cam being in

a direction away from the point of attachment of said

chain to the door frame, said recess being arfanged Inter-

mediate of said bracket and said arm. said cam having a

flange at the outer edge to hold said eyes In position.

890819 JOIMN"' I'lANK Wilfred R. Lansberry.

de« Moines. Iowa Filed Sept. 19. 1907. Sorial No.

393,734.

'> In a wrench, a boss, a handle, and a head, said parts

being formed of Integral complementary matched sections

having rabbeted Joints.

3 In a wrench, a handle formed of complementary

matched sections, the inner faces of said sections formed

with interlocking Joints, and means for securing the sec-

tions as one, said means being disposed at right angles to

the interlocking Joints.

4 In a wrench, a handle, a boss, and a head formed of

integral complementary matched sections with rabbeted

joints a shank received In corresponding recesses in the

inner faces of the sections of the handle, boss and head

a fixed Jaw. a movable Jaw and a scr^w n-ceived in said

boss with one end stepped on the shoulder of the head.

.- In a wrench, a fixed jaw. a movable Jaw. a sub-

stantially rectangular shank with rounded pdges con-

nected with said fixed Jaw, a handle having its Interior

corners similarlv rounded to receive the portion of the

shank with rounde-l edges, said handle being in sections

and having rabbeted locking meml-rs on the interior o.

the sides of said sections and fastening screws exteriorly

insertlble at right angles to the Joints of said members.

890^22 CHARGIvSUPl'LYlNG MEANS FOR INTER

N\I -COMBUSTION ENGINES Peter M. MacKaskie

Central Nev.. assignor of one-half to Key Pittman

Tonopah. Nev. Original sppllcation filed Feb. 14. lf>06.

Serial No. .300.997. Divided and this application filed

June 26. 1907. Serial No. 380.901.

A Joining plane comprising a straight ronner formed

with a bit recess, a euide blade adjustably mounted on

one side of the runner in front of the bit reoess. and a bit

ad'ustablv mounted, having a sharpened lower edge, tbe

'ront edi:'- r,f the bit being inclined from a transverse line

through the runn.'r r.arwardly. and to the left, the right

edge of the bit being contained Inside of the line of the

right side of the runner, and the left edge of the bit having

its forward corner projected outwardly bejond the run^

ner to form a smoothing edg^ at the forward corner of

said left side, and its left side inclined r-ar«ardly and to^

ward the center of the runner, the rear corner thereof

being inside of the line of the l^ft side of tile runner.

890.520. ROD PACKING
III. Filed Jan. 20. 1908.

• UN P I.KAM^EK. Chicago.

Serial No. 411,»^42.

1 V rod-packing consisting of tallow, graphite, hemp

fibers and lead particles, in about the proportions herein
,

get forth.

2. A rod packing, consisting of tallow, graphite, fibrous

hemp, and lea.l particles, compounded together Into a
j

plastic ma.s8 and then flll-'d into suitable casings

3. A rod packing consisting of tallow, graphite, fibrous '.

hemp and lead particles forming a plastic mass and a
|

pervious casing inclosing said mass and through which
j

said mass exudes.

890 521. WRENCH Bentamin- N Lehman, Salt Lake

City. Utah Filed Nov. 6. 1907. Serial No. 400,909.

.SB;

1. In a wrench, a boss and a head, said parts being

formed of Integral complementary matched sections hav-

ing rabbeted Joints.

1 In combination with an Internal combustion engine,

a tank having a transverse partition dividing it into an

upper air chamber and a lower chamber for liquid fuel,

an air pressure pipe leading from the air chamber to said

engine, a liquid fuel supply pip'> leading from the liquid

chamber to said engine, a trap pip*- connecting th- air

chamber and the fuel chamber and means for delivering

compressed air to said tank.

" In combination with an internal combustion engine,

a "tank having a tran.sverse partition dividing it into

an upper air chamber and a lower chamber for liquid

fuel an air pressure pipe leading from the air chamber to

said engine, a liquid fuel supply pipe leading from the

liquid chamber to said engine, a trap pipe leading through

said partition from said air chamber to said liquid rham-

ber and means for delivering compressed air to said tank.

3 In combination with an internal combustion engine,

a storage tank having an air chamber and a liquid fu*-!

chamber In communication with each other, an air pump

adapted to deliver air to said air chamU^r or to said

engine a liquid pump adapted to deliver liquid from said

liquid chamber to said engine and conduits establishing

communication between said engine and said air cham-

1 ber and between said engine and said oil chamber

4 In combination with an Internal combustion engine,

a tank a conduit from said tank to said engine, an air

pamp for creating air pressure within said tank to force

liquid through said conduit to the engine, means for de-

' llverlng air to said engine, and a liquid pump for with-

drawing liquid from said tank and delivering it to said

engine.

890 523 BOTTLE-STOPPER. Alexander E. Mardorf,

Denver. Colo. Filed Sept. 9. 1907 Serial No. 392.041

1 \ bottle closure comprising a shell, means carried

by the shell for engaging the neck of a bottle, a stopper

adapted to close the shell, means to maintain the stopper

June 9, 1908.
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normally in open position, and means for forcing the

i:topj.er into engMgement with the shell.

2. A bottle closure comprising a shell, an elastic member

carried by the shell and proportioned to engage the neck

of a bottle, a spring carried stopper arranged to remain

normally out of engagement with the shell, and means

to force the stopper Into engagement with and to close the

shell.

3 A bottle closure comprising a shell, an elastic ring

carried by the lower end of the shell, and proportioned

to engage the neck of a bottle, a stopper, and means to

maintain the said stopper In a closed relation with the

f'hell.

4 A. bottle closure comprising a shell open at each end,

and having an annular shoulder formed Internally adja-

cent the lower end of the shell, an elastic ring mounted

within the shell and In engagement with the shoulder,

an annular ring in engagement with the lower end of the

shell and adapted to maintain the elastic ring In opera-

tive position, an arm outstanding laterally from the upper

end of the shell, a spring mounted upon the arm. an elastic

copper carried by the spring and adapted to close the

upper end of the shell, and a lever pivoted upon the arm

and adapted to force the stopper into and maintain it

in closed relation to the shell.

8 fl 5 •> 4 PERFUMED STARCH AND PROCESS OF

M4K1NG THE SAME. William J. Marshall, New

York N Y assignor to himself and Isaac M Bird.

New "York. N. Y. and Frank E. Rowland, Brooklyn.

N Y Filed July 14. 1906 Serial No 326,257,

1
'

The process described of treating starch by mingling

tertiary butvl-toluene and equal parts of sulfuric acid and

nitric acid holding for several hours at a temperature of

about two hundred and ten degrees Fahrenheit, adding

alcohol, separating the crystals which form, dissolving

such crystals with essential oil In alcohol, applying the so-

lution to starch, and allowing time for its uniform distri-

bution all substantially as herein specified.

• The perfumed starch described comprising starch

uniformly permeated with an essential oil. and with a

fliative composed of the nltro derivatives of tertiary

butyl toluene and acid.

ed to fold upward and Inward, other opposing Intermedl

ate sections, upper and lower pivot rods for the last men-

tioned sections, the lower pivot rods being plvotally con

nected with the bottom section and the upper pivot rods

having sliding connection with the top section whereby

the said Intermediate sections may be folded inward and

downward, and links connecting the said upper and lower

pivot rods.

2 A folding crate or like receptacle, comprising a top

and a bottom section, opposing Intermediate sections hav-

ing upright members at the ends and at the center, the up-

right members extending at their ends within the top and

bottom sections, pivot rods extending through the upper

ends of said upright members and plvotally connecting

the same with the top section, the said intermediate sec-

tions being free at their lower ends, and arranged to fold

inward and upward, a transverse bar secured to the Inner

face of the bottom section, latches mounted to turn at

the ends of said transverse bar and adapted to engage the

inner faces of the said central upright members of the

intermediate sections, and other opposing intermediate

sections mounted to fold inward and downward, and each

having a pivotal connection with the bottom section and

a sliding connection with the top section.

:', A folding crate or like receptacle comprising a top and

a bottom section, opposing intermediate sections mount-

ed to fold Inward, other opposing intermediate sections,

upper and lower pivot rods for connecting each of the

last mentioned sections with the top and bottom sections,

and extending out through the side members of said top

and bottom sections, and links connecting the projecting

ends of said upper and lower pivot rods.

4 In a folding crate, a top section, a bottom section,

side sections plvotally connected with the top section, be-

ing free at their lower ends, end sections plvotally con-

nected at their lower ends with the bottom section and

slidablv and plvotally connected at their upper ends with

the upper section, links connecting the upper and lower

pivots of the end sections locking devices for the side sec-

tions located within the crate and exteriorly located lock-

ing m.-ans for securing the crate In folded position,

5 In a folding crate or like receptacle, a top section, a

bottom section, side sections plvotally connected with the

top section and free at their lower ends, end sections plv-

otallv connected at their lower ends with the bottom sec-

tion "and slldablv and plvotally connected at their upper

,.nds with the top section, a transverse bar secured to the

upper face of the bottom section near the central portion

thereof the said side sections having central upright bars

extending at their lower ends adjacent to the transvers-

bar an angular latch at each end of said transverse bar

and mounted to turn in guides secured to said bar. the sa d

latches being adapted to engage the Inner faces of the sal.

•entral upright bars to hold the side sections in vertical

position, and locking means for securing the crate in

folded position

[Claims R to 9 not printed in the Gazette,]

8 9 0,5 25. CRATE. Frank L. Mart, Chehalis. Wash

Filed Mar. 14. 1907. Serial No .362,299.

1 \ folding crate or like receptacle comprising a top and

bottom section, opposing intermediate sections mount-

HQ0 5"6 C0RRUG.\TINGMACH1NE Isaac W. NCMAN.

Canton Ohio, assignor to The Union Metal Post Com-

pany. Canton. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec.

18 1906. Serial No. 348.493.

1 In a corrugating machine of the class described, n

frame a tapered mandrel carried by the frame, a head

adapted to move along the mandrel, a series of bars car

ried by the head, a series of corrugating rolls Journaled to

said bars, a cam ring carried by the head and adapted to

oscillate with the movement of the head along the mandrel,

and the bars carried by the head adapted to be actuated

by the oscillation of the cam ring, substantially as and

for the purpose specified

•^ In a corrugating machine of the class described, a

frame a tapered mandrel adapted to swing In a hon

zonta! plane, a head movable along the mandrel, a series

of adjustable radial bars, said bars carried by the movable

head and provided with corrugating rolls, a cam ring car^

rled by the head and located around the radial bars and

means for Imparting an oscillating movement to the cam
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mandrel, substantially a. and for the purpo«e_speclfl.d. '^^^""^'"^^
f,, dlrertlnK a s..rle« of Intermittent air Im-

:i Ln a comnatum machine of the class de.crt .e.l a

frame, a mandrfl tapered throughout Its entire eng h

and adapted to swing in a horizontal plane a nead tn. -

v

ai,le aion. the mandrel, a series of
'^fi-^''^J'^'^\XTor

i,ars carried by the movable head and provided with cor-

rugating rolls and antifriction rolls, a cam rtag carried by

[hf head and located around the radial bam. said radial

bars provided with anti-friction roller*, and «aid cam rln.'

provided with cams adapted for engagement x^-ith the ant
1^

'rictlon rollers, and means tor imparting »n oHclllat ng

movement to the cam ring during the
^'^^T Z nnr

head upon the mandrel, substantially as anfl for the pur

^T fn^a o'ru.ating machine, a frame, a i,andrel adapt^

.d to swing in a horizontal plane, a cam fac0d ring loca ed

upon the mandrel, means for holding said oam faced ng

again.t longitudinal movement upon the mandrel, a ring

'oca ted against the cam faced ring, and means for oscll^

ating the cam faced ring by the swinging ^oremeuto

the mandrel, a head adapted to move alonf the mandrel.

said head provide,! with a series of radial bars, corrugat^

la« rolls carriM by the radial bars, and a ring provided

with tangent cam faces, said cam faces adapted o actu-

ate the radial bars, and means for oscillatluK the ring pro-

vided with the tang-nt cam faces, substantlelly as and for

the purpose speclrted
-

In a corrugating machine, the combination of a

frame, a mandr.-l, carried by the frame, said mandrel

adapted to swing in a horizontal plane, a bar provided

with a .-ounterhalance. bars provided with grooves, blocks

slidablv mounted in the gr^^oves, a head carried by the

blocks.' said hefld provided with a series of bars, corrugat-

ing rolls Jonrnaled at the Inner ends of the bars and

means of adjusting the length of the bars carrying the

corrucatin.' rolls, substantially a. and for the purpose

specllled.

[CUlms 6 to 20 not printed in the (;azetfe.]

pulses against and through the screen from tl>e upp-r side

thereof, said means romprlsing a piston in the cylinder,

and means for reciprocating the piston.

890 0-8 SIG.NAL-KECOBDER William O. Bebs. Den

ver Colo., assignor of one-half to Kersey C. Cosley. Den-

ver Colo. Filed May :JT. 1907 Serial No 375,869.

son 507 SCREENING APP.VR.VTT S EDwARn H NuT-

^R. Telluride. Colo Filed May 11. 1907. Serial No.

1
"

V device of the class described, comprising a screen,

means for delivering material to the screen, and means for

directing a series of Intermittent air impidses against and

through the screen from the upper side thereof

•• V device of the class described, comprising a screen.

me'ans for delivering material to the screen, and means for

directing a series of intermittent air Impalses against and

through the scr-n from the upper side thereof, said means

comprising a cylinder at one end of which the screen Is

supported, a pist -n in the cylinder, and means for recip-

rocating the piston

3 \ device of th.' '-lass described, comprising a movable

screen means for delivering material to the screen, and

means f-r dlre.-ting a series of Intermittent air Impulses

against nnd through the screen from the upper side there-

of said means comprising a cylinder at tme end of which

the screen is supp<irted. a piston in the cylinder, and means

for reciprocating the piston

4 .V device of the class described, comprising a cylinder.

1 In a signal recorder, the combination with clock

mechanism, having a signal record dial mounted to rotate

with the arbor of one of the hands of the said mechanism,

of a marking device mounted to engage the said dial, actu-

ating mechanism for a signal, and a suitable connection

between the said actuating mechanism and the said mark-

ing device, comprising an adjustable rod to which the

marker is pivoted, guides for said rod to engage, and a

sliding plate integral with said guides whereby as the sig-

nal is operated the marker Is actuated to change Its posi-

tion on the marking dial to indicate the operation o he

actuating mechanism, and means for locking
«fl<J

« >dlng

nlate m different positions so that the record dial will

register for more than one revolution, said locking means

automatically operated by the travel of the dial substan-

tiall^ as described

o'ln a "Ignal recorder, the combination with clock

me'chanlsm having a record dial connected to move with

the arbor of one of the hands of the clock, the said dial

being arranged adjacent the clock dial but not concealing

JL'NK9, 190?.
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,1,. l.lMr a mBrk.T iiiounlf<l to fne.ire the rpcordlng

„.rker form, an .ro on
'^YZ°i,rmLo r,<llu». .c.u.t.

.1,. ,„.. ,.ld „,ch.nl,m .n,i tb. marker « "^^' '^^'^^

'^^L.r^.y ... r,o,.a
-v"---,;r :::;i;" °l

the actuating mechanism, said conn<tu
'H,„s,oble

Hu-u™:„":Tn';\r.r.'TSnnr.H

the movement 01 tiit aciuanuji

one revolution substantially as described

3 The combination with a time recording motor hav-
,

,ng a record dial mounted on a rotatable part of the mo-

or a i^arklng device arranged to act on the record dial.

.7nr actuating the device, and a suitable operative

Connection rtweln^'the actuating mechanism and the said

marker wherehv as the said mechanism Is operated, he

"Vltlon of the marker is changed and the operation of the

^fd mechanism indicated on the record dial, and means

whereby the recrd dial may be used to Indicate the opera-

Tlln of the actuating device for more than one -v" "''"^^

said means comprising a sliding plate, and a P voted rod

wl^lch is operated by the travel of the dial and '« J^^P^'^

To lock said plate In different positions, substantially as

*'T?he combination with clock mechanism having a

record dial n.-un.ed thereon and having ;-''«7;;;" ^^^
responding with the time ^-^^^^'^'^-^ Z\VTjLe^
clock, the said dial being so arranged that *<«

J^^'''^^^^"
increase In the reverse order from the time div sions or

rbdT4l..ns on the clock face, the said record dUl being

mounted to rotate with a moving part of the clock and

Ti^arklng device mounted to engage the record dial and

L^t^ally under spring tension to change ^^^^^^^^^
ating mechanism for a signal, and a «" ' '^. ;^*"'f**

connection between the actuating mechanism and the

marker whereby as the said mechanism is oP;"
;f

' ^^^^^

Operating act will be Indicated on the record dial, sub

•^?';^rL:^.r:"fthe Cass described, the ..mbln^n

with a clock movement, of a record dial mounted to turn

with an arbor of the said movement, a marking ^'-l^-J-

ranged to act on the said dial, a spring acting on the said

ZT^Jio normally hold it a predetermined <^'Btance from

the center of n.tatlon. the said -asking devco in

mounted to reciprocate, actuating mechanism
^^^

J;;'*-"^

or other device, and a suitable connection betv^een th.

mark'r and the said mechanism whereby as the latter s

;?perate.l, the marker is actuated against
'^V'", L nor

spring, the latter serving to return the marker to Its nor^

mal r;.«ition as soon as the power ceases to act on the

actuating mechanism, substantially as described.

blocks inserted between the type ^^^
«^^^°«

^i^,^ j^

face of the assembled type arched form, a wedge oio

i: box at one end thereof and having ^flZs^Xl^e

member that- rests on the paper when the type surface is

rocked for printing matter thereon.

8 90 530 DEVICE FOR IDENTIFYING GARMENTS

'\nD HEADWEAR. Is^c S. B'-^J-*^-^^'
^^^^-

FUed June 12. 1907. Serial No. 378.483.

890 5"n HAND-STAMP. T..I.BKRT .T. Robison. Corwens-

vllle. P« Filed Oct 23. 1907. Serial No. 398,742.

'1
a

1 K device of the class described, comprising « ^hec^^
J

fastening means, a flexible connection between the check

and the fastening means, and a ^-^^T^S: l^'e Z'-
nectlon with the check, whereby the check may be sup

portld adjacent to the flrst-named fastening means or per-

mitted to depend therebelow.

2 A device of the class described, comprising a fasten-

In^ mtans a check having a hook connected thereto, and a

flexibl "onnection between the check and the fastening

mean -berebv the check may be supported adjacent to

The fastrmng means, or permitted to depend there below.

3 A device of the class described comprising a hanger

pin having a straight body portion pointed at its free end

as, ring coil on one end thereof, an off-set and nnvr coll at

the opposite end. a check having a hook connected thereto^

and a flexible connection between the check and pin where-

by tl- check may be supported adjacent to the pin, or per-

mitted to depend there below.

ftQo^'ii SPRING-CLIP. Finer. B. Sanders. Newington

''junction conn Filed Oct. 4, 1007. Serial No. 395.877.

L:^98«i

1^

1 A hand stamp. emlK.dylng a handle, n type holding

box' on one end of said handle and having Its lower edge

1 Tn combination, a leaf spring having notches In oppo^

site sides thereof and at diagonally disposed points, and a

cin having arms extending adjacent the opposite sides of

^he spring -id arms having inwardly extending ribs

adaDted to enter said notches in the spring.

T"n combination, a leaf spring having notches in oppo-

site' sides thereof and at diagonally disposed points, the
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mlnlmam distance between said notches b^ing not leas

than the distance between one notch and the side directly

opposite thereto, and a clip hartng arms extending adja-

cent the opposite sides of the aprlnjt. said ar»i8 having In-

wardly extending ribs adapted to enter the notches In the

spring. I

890.532 EXPLOSIVE-ENGINE, .\lpred P Schmcckm.
Denver, Colo. Filed Jan. 14, 190f>. Serial No 241.119.

f

1. In ,in '.\ploslvt? engine, the combination of a common

crank chamber, a charge Inlet therefor, a number of cylin-

ders connected therewith, each cylinder having an auxil

lary chamber provided with two ports commanlcating with

the cylinder, one port being at the inner extremity of the

cylindpr and the other in position to be uncovered when

the piston Is at its Inward limit of movement, for the

escape of the explosive mixture into the outer extremity

of the cylinder, the said mixture having be«n compressed

in the auxiliary chamber during the inward movement of

the pi.-^ton.

2. In a multiple cylinder two-cycle explosive engine, the

combination of the common crank chamber, a charge inlet

therefor, cylinders connected therewith, each cylinder hav-

ing an auxiliary chamber commanlcating with the cylinder

by two separated ports, one port being at the Inner ex-

tremity of the cylinder and open to allow the explosive

mixture to be compressed in the auxiliary cbamber during

the inward movement of the piston, and the other In posi-

tion to be uncovered when the piston is at or approxi-

mately at its Inward limit of movement, the cylinder com-

municating with the crank chamber by a suitable passage

when the piston is at Its outer limit of movement, the said

passage being closed at its cylinder end as the piston be-

gins its Inward stroke, each cylinder being also provided

with an exhaust passage open when the piston Is at its

inward limit of movement, but closed by the piston when

the latter begins its outward stroke.

3. In an explosive engine, the combination of a common
crank chamber, a charge inlet therefor, a craiik shaft pass-

ing through said chamber, two slotted yofces located In

the chamber and disposed at right angles to each other,

the crank of the shaft engaging the slots •f both yokes,

four cylinders connected with the opposite sides of the

crank chamber, and pistons in the cylinders, the stems of

the two pistons In each pair of oppositely locnted cylinders,

being rigidly comnected with one of the yokes, each cylin-

der having an auxiliary chamber provided with ports In

communication with the respective ends of its cylinder,

the Inner port being open to allow the explosive mixture

to be compressed in the auxiliary chamber during the In-

ward stroke of the piston, the outer port beitg closed until

the piston has completed or approximately completed Its

Inward stroke, the crank' chamber having a passage com-

municating with the cylinder when the piston Is at its

outward limit of movement, the said passage being cut off

from the cylinder at all other times.

4. In an explosive engine, the combination of a common
crank chamber, a charge inlet therefor, a number of cylin-

ders mounted thereon, pistons in the cylinders, each cyl-

inder having an auxiliary chamber communicating with

the cylinder by inner and outer ports, the outer porta being

controlled by the pistons, the last named ports being closed

except when the pistons are at or approximately at their

Inner limit of movement, the Inner port being In communi-

cation with the cylinder to allow the explosive mixture to

be compressed therein during the inward movement of the

piston, each cylinder having a passage communicating with

the crank chamber when the piston Is at Its outward

limit of movement, and an exhaust passage open when the

piston Is at or approximately at Its Inward limit of move-

ment, the arrangement being such that an explosion occurs

in each cylinder during each revolution.

5. In an explosive engine, the combination of a crank

chamber, a charge inlet therefor, a cylinder connected

therewith and having an auxiliary chamber provided with

two ports communicating with the cylinder, one port being

at the Inner extremity of the cylinder and the other In

position to be uncovered when the piston Is at or approxi-

mately at Its Inward limit of movement, for the escape of

the explosive mixture into the outer extremity of the cyl-

inder, the said mixture being compressed in the auxiliary

chamber during the Inward movement of the piston, the

crank chamber being In communication with the cylinder

when the piston is at or approximately at its outward limit

of movement, the cylinder, however, being at all other

times cut off from the crank chamber.

[Claims G to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,533. SPEED-REGILATING DEVICE .Xltred P
ScHMicKKK. Denver. Colo Filed Jan. 8, 1907. Serial

No. 351,329.

1. In speed regulating mechanism, the combination of

a llquld-contalning reservoir, a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, means located In the reservoir for circulating the

liquid therein as the driving shaft Is rotated, the said

means Including two cooperating members, one of which

is eccentrically mounted In the other, and slldable means

surrounding the outer member and Independent of the

shafts for controlling the exit port, whereby the passage

of liquid therethrough may be cut off to any degree de-

sired, for the purpose of regulating the speed of the driven

shaft as compared with that of the driving shaft, sub-

! stantlally as described

2. The combination with a driving and a driven shaft,

a llquld-contalning reservoir Into which both shafts pro-

ject, one of the said shafts having a casing forming a

chamber provided with Inlet and exit ports communicating

with the reservoir ; the other shaft having a cylindrical

part located within the chamber of the casing and eccen-

trically mounted thereon, the said cylindrical part being

provided with a blade slldable therein and adapted to

engage the inner wall of the casing on two opposite sides,

whereby as the cylinder is rotated within the casing the

liquid Is taken Into the casing chamber through one port

and exp)elled through the other port, and means for con-

trolling the exit port, whereby the passage of liquid there-

through may be cut off to any degree desired, for the pur-

1 pose of regulating the speed of the driven shaft as com-

JlTNK 9, 1908.
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pared with that of the driving shaft, substantially as de-

"'Tt speed controlling mechanism, the combination

with a dr vlng shaft, a driven shaft, a liquid-contain ng

Teser-lr in which tb. said shafts are Journa led^a cas ng

located in the reservoir and secured
'-,'^^\;; J^ni

'
Ind

the said casing forming a chamber and haviuK inb t and

Jt ports whereby its chamber Is In
<^--^^l-^^'ZVlZ

the reservoir, a cylinder secured to the other shaft and

ocateTwlthln the casing, the said cylinder ^-'n« eccen-

trlcaUy mounted within the casing chamber and tan-

lenmf trthe wall of snid chamber at a point between

he said ports, the said cylinder having an expansible

LJade wboLe opposite ed.es are constantly in engagement

wUh the innefwalls of the casing, un.l --; ^-J«-
trolling the exit port of the latter, substantiallj as de-

'"Tt speed controlling mechanism, the combination of

a driving device, a driven device, a liquidcontainrng reser-

voir n which the said devices are journaled. a casing lo-

^d in th reservoir and secured to one of the said de^

T^Jet the said casing forming a chamber and having

:^ -and exit ports whereby Us chamber Is in commune

.«tion with the reservoir, a cylinder secured t<. the other

ofsald devices and located within the said casing, the

iid cylinder being eccentrically mounted within the casmg

Thami tangential to the Inner wall of the casing at a

p^^n'^tween the said ports, the cylinder having members

Tormally pressed outwardly against the inner walls of

the casing on opposite sides, and means for controlling

the exit ports, substantially as described.
^. „„„„ I

5 "n speed -controlling mechanism, the combination

of a driving part, a driven part, a
^^^^-^^^^l^^/Z:^.

voir in which the said parts are Journaled, the ^a'd J our

nals having their axes in alinement. a casing '"cajed in

^he reservoir and secured to one of the said parts, he sa Id

aslng forming a chamber and having Inlet and exit por s

"TXZ chamber Is in communication with the 1
quid

^f the reservoir, a cvHnder secured to the Other of the

gild parts and located within the said casing, the said

cylinder being eccentrically mounted within ,he cas ng

chamber and tangential to the inner wall of the chamber

at a point between the said ports, the said cylinder having

a member movably mounted therein and engaging the In-

nerwaits of the chamber on opposite sides, the «ald mem-

ber Te^ng diametrically located In the cylinder, and suit-

able means for controlling the exit port of the casing.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (;nzette.]

^ ends Of the rods being bent at right-angles to said rod to

^rm anchors, the two portions of said rod being spac^

R„art and together with the anchors, embedded in the ce-

men "dy with the said loop only exposed to form means

wheLrythe weight may be suspended from Its upper

end. all substantially as set forth,

890 534 PHONOGR.^PH-HOKN. Hermann SchrOdkr,

New York. N. Y. Original application filed Mar^ -.

1907 Serial No. 360.158. Divided and this application

filed May 4, 1907. Serial No. 371.916.

_££

^^ v^^^^^^^.j.^^-^^;^^~^

o X window weight consisting of a non-Inclosed elon-

gated and solidified body of cementltlous material rein-

forcing means located longitudinally In the cement body

and comprising two metal rods spaced apart, anchoring

n'lnsTocated within the lower portion of t^e -tnent

body and formed by bending the lower ends of the rein-

forcing means out at right-angles thereto and means

whereby The weight may be suspended, which latter means

ronsists of a loop formed by the Integrally united uppe

ends of said rods, said loop being exposed at the upper

!nd and in the center of the weight, all subsUntially as

shown and described.

890 536 TURN-TABLE FOR INCUBATORS Cornk-

Lus V SN.D.EBR and JESSE DE WiTE WARE. Savanilah.

Ga. Filed Apr. 17. 1907. Serial No. 368.742.

J*

Sound amplifying and modifying means for phono-

graphs, embodying a tapered body portion elliptical in

cross section, upper and lower front and rear cross

bars secured at their ends only within the said body

portion and otherwise spaced from the walls thereof, tun^

ing pegs mounted In said cross bars and strings secured

to and stretched between the said pegs and extending lon-

gitudinally of the body portion.

George W Simmons.

16, 1907. Serial No.
890,5.35. WIN1X)W - WEIGHT.

Richmond. Ind, Filed Oct.

1 A window weight consisting of a solidified cement

body, a rod bent upon Itself forming a central loop, the

1 V trav attachment for Incubators consisting of ft

support, means for attaching the support to an Incubator,

and a turn table mounted on the said support,

^> \ tray attachment for Incubators comprising a sup-

port, means for connecting the support to an Incubator

kturn table pivoted upon the said support and mounted

for lateral movement to and from the Incubator,

3 In a tray attachment for Incubators, a support

hinged to an Incubator, a turn table pivoted upon said sup-

port and mounted for longitudinal movement to and from

the incubator, means for locking the turn table In adjust-

ed position, and means for supporting the said support

in horizontal position, which latter means may U> oper-

ated to permit the support and the table to drop to a per-

pendicular position.

4 In a trav attachment for Incubators, a frame, sup-

i porting arms plvotally connected with the frame, means
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for attaching the frame to an Inoubafor, and 'a tnrn table

mounted upon the frame and having slldlne and pivotal

adjustment relatively to the frame.

5. In a tray attachment for Incubators, a frame pro-

vided with an elongated opening, means for attaching the

frame to the Incubator at the t-xterlor thereof, supporting

arms for the frame, a turn table upon the upper face of

the frame, said turn table being provided with track side

bars, a pivot bolt for the turn table, extending through

the elongated opening in the frame, and meani for tighten-

ing and loosenini; the snid bolt wher^'by said turn t.nhle

is capable of rotation and lateral adjustment

[Claim 6 not printed In the (iazette ]

2. An envelop having a flap proylded with weakened

lines extending inwardly from the free edge thereof, and

a tab separate frum said flap and adapted to be »e<iired

to the portion of the flap between said lines as the en

velop Is sealed, said tab exten.llng Iteyond the edge of

the flap .ind serving as means whereby the portion be

tween the weakened lines may be torn away.

890J»7. STEAM SEr.VRATOR. Willia.m

Louisville, Ky Filed July 26. 1907.

385.599.

E. Stanley,
Serial No.

k A steam separator comprising a subsSantlally ver-

tical casing, having a steam inlet at its top and a steam

outlet in its bottom, a stand pi;>e of smaller diameter

than the casing and projecting upwardly from the bottom

Into the same and forming a continuation of the steam

outlet of the casing, and a tapering head Having a con

teal top and secured at its smaller end to tke end of the

stand pipe within the casing, said head b«lng provided

with a plurality of circumferential and downwardly di-

rected V shaped grooves and with upwardly and Inwardly

Incilneii apertures in the bottoms of said grooves, the

combined sectional area of the said openlnsas being about

twice the cross sectional area of the stand pipe.

2. A steam separator, comprising a substantially ver-

tical casing having a steam inlet in Its top and a steam

outlet In its bottom, a stand pipe of smaller diameter

than the casing and projecting from the t)Ottom Into the

same and forming a continuation of the steam outlet of

the casing, and a conical head open at its smaller end

and closed at the larger end and having its smaller end

secured to the end of the stand pipe within the casing,

said head being provided with a plurality of clrcumfer

entlal and downwardly directed grooves, tnd with up-

wardly and Inwardly inclined apertures in tihe bottoms of

Che grooves.

890.538. ENVEI.O
vllle. Fla Filed

1 .\n envelop hu

flaps having a tab

normally folded bac

other of said flaps

folded fab. and hnv

from the free edge

•of the tab when the

IV rL.\rDE B Stii>lwell. .lackson

Nov 27. 1907. Serial No. 404,015.

vlng a plurality of flapj. one of said

carried thereby at Its tree edge and

k upon the body of the flap, and the

adapted to be gummed across said

Ing weakened lines extending Inwardly

thereof and lying upon opposite sides

envelop Is sealed.

.'}. An envelop blank Including a Ixxly portion, oppo

sltely dlsposeil flaps, one of said flaps having a tab sepa-

rated from the body of the flap by a weakened line and

the other of said flaps having two weakened lines extend

Ing Inwardly from the free edge thereof and spaced apart

a distance approximately as great as the width of said

tab, and so di8p<ised as to lie upon opposite sides of the

tab when the blank is folded to form an envelop.

890.539. FIELD COIL SL ITORT. Emmett W Stlll.

Norwood. Ohio, assignor to The Bullock Electric Mnnu

facturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Mar.

9, 1905. Serial No. 240.193.

1 In a dynamo electric machine, a frame, a pole-piece

therein, a coil mounted on said pole piece, and a plate of

spring metal having tabs punched therefrom and t)ent out

of the plane of the plate alternately In opposite direc-

tions, said plate and tabs co<)perating with the coll and

frame to form a yielding support for the coil

2 In a dynamo electric machine, a frame, a field coll

mounted In said frame, and a coll support consisting of a

plate of spring metal having tabs punched therefrom

and bent out of the plane of the plate, said plate l>elng

located between the coll and frame, and an imperforate

plate located between the coll and the coll support.

3. In a dynamo electric machine, a frame carrying a

pole-piece, a coll surrounding said j>ole-plece. and a coll

support also surrounding said pole piece and located be

tween the coll and frame, said support consisting of a

plate of spring material having tabs punched therefrom

and bent out of the plane of the plate so as to form a

plurality of leaf sprlnifs which hold the coll firmly In place

on the pole piece.

4. A coll support consisting of a plate of spring metal

having a central oi>erlng to receive a pole piece, said

plate having tabs punched therefrom, said tabs being bent

out of the plane of .said plate alternately In opposite dl

rectlons.
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894,650.

J* 9 ri 9
1 / '

an arm adJusUbly secured to said frame -^d movable Ion

gltudlnally thereof, a die on said arm. a second arm car

fl^by said frame and rigid therewith, a secont^ die car^

rl^ bv Sid second arm and movable in a direction at an

anile to^he movement of said first die. and work carrying

means having three independent movements.

V taW« comprising a <l>vul:n- .Mil. cross bars arranjjS

,n ual« B^nred to said rail forming Intersecting crOM-

cLirTrnVnTs a fop for the table slblably connected to

r^ro s u'sand rail and divided into sectors, a pedestal

auached to the crossbars at their intersections for su^

ioting the table, leaves adapted to l^ stored In said

^:;;:rtmen,s and ,0 .* placed over them -tween the

meeting ed^es of the sectors for extending '^^

"J''«^

»

stop carried by one ..f said leaves adapted t„ eneage «
|

recess foraged In the head of the pe.lestal and prevent
:

longitudinal movement of the leaf In the -n^partment^
,

and <tops for limiting the m..vement ..f the remaining

leaves wb.-n stnre<l in the other compartments

890.541 niNDEH FOR LOOSE-LE.U- BOOKS CHES-

TER (i. Van BruF.N. I'rovo. Utah. Hied Aug. 20. 190..

Serial No. 389.397.

,t r' <• n<'^^'''",n '" ' <
-' <^

1 The combination with two cover boards, of two

clamping bars lapped crosswise and pivoted together at

their centers, clasping bands on the clamping bars, adapted

for closing them toward each other edgewise, and means

for connecting the ends of said bars with corresponding

ends of the cover boards.
v^ .. „#

•. The combination with two similar cover boards, of

two clamping bars, each flat In the body and having the

«lges thereof sloped toward the centers of the bars, said

b^ being lapped together crosswise and pivoted together

at their centers, a flange on one end of each bar. pro

lected laterallv therefrom and secured on one end of a

coTer board, perforated ears on the remaining ends of the

clamping bars, a pintle rod engaging said ears In their

perforations and secured upon the rear end of the other

cover board, and two clasping bands mounted on the

sloped edges of the clamping bars.

3 m a temporarv loose leaf binder of the character de-

scribed, two cover boards, two cros.sed and pivoted clamp-

ing bars secured by the ends thereof upon one cover board

,.nd hinged at the remaining ends on the other cover

board and n series of fllUng strips that may be placed

upon each other and between the cover board "t corre-

sponding ends thereof, for pressure on material to be held

i)etween the cover boards.

/ I ;

3. in an abrading machine, a frame, a "^''^'^''l^;/,;^'^';

l>elt having an abrasive surface and earned by said frame^

slid frame presenting a slot, an arm having a Projection

sHdablv arranged in said slot and movable longitudinally

of said belt, a removable die on said arm, a second arm

rlgidlv mounted upon s^iid frame and presenting a inem-

ber ttween the runs of said belt, a second die carried by

said member and movable transversely thereof, and wo k^

drying means movable toward said belt, longitudinally

of said belt and transversely of the same.

4 in an abrading machine, a frame carrying a movable^

flexible abrasive belt, a longitudinal member Pre-nt ng

an elongated opening and arranged substantially parallel

?o sad belt, a tnovable member having a socket mounted o

sHde upon said member and a projection engaging said

sot a die removably secured to said arm and engaging

!l"d belt and work-carrying means having three independ-

ent movements. A^^iKia
.-. m an abrading machine, a frame, a movable, flexible

U..It having an abrasive surface carried by said frame, an

'arm adjusubly secured to said ^--^ «
J^/^^;!';'^

mounted upon said arm and engaging sa Id belt, '^a'd arm

„elng free to move longitudinally of said belt^ said die

e ng located between the runs of said belt, and a secoi^d

dir'dlpted to engage said belt and adjustable transversely

*

TcTaims G to 20 not printed in the (Gazette.

]

890 643 FEEDING DEVICE FOR ITRNACES I TI.ET

^cSe Ardmore, Pa. Original application filed Oct.

04 Tie. Serial No. 340.:U7. Divided and this applica-

tion filed Aug. 5, 1907. Serial No. 387.243.

S90 542 ABRADING- MACHINE. Alpha V. WalkTO,
^

I^eomlnster. Mass. Filed May 15. 1907. Serial No.

1 In an abrading machine, a frame, a movable, flexible

belt having an abrasive surface and carried by said frame,

an arm adjustably secured to said frame, a die remov-

ablv mounted upon said arm and engaging said belt, sa d

arm being free to move longitudinally of said ^elt. said

,lie extending between the runs of said belt, a second die

adjustable transversely of said belt, and work carrying

means having three Independent movements.

•• In an abrading machine, a frame, a movable, flexible

bel't having an abrasive surface and carried by said frame.

1 The combination of a furnace with a receptacle

above the same having an outlet communicating with the

"
e.it ng chamber of the furnace, a valve closing said out^

etl lever from which said valve is suspended, a movable

arm above the receptacle, and a lever actuating lug mount^

ed upon said arm and movable thereupon Into operative

^%"°^h;C>ln:tlorof a fumace with a receptacle above

the same having an outlet communicating with the treat-
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Ing chamber of the furnace, a valve cloalng aald outlet, a

leTcr from which said valve is suspended, a naovable arm

above the receptacle, and a lever-actuating lug plvotally

mounted upon said arm.

3 Th^ combination of a furnace with a receptacle above

the same having an outlet communicating with the treating

chamber of the furnace, a valve closing said outlet, a lever

from which said valve is suspended, a movable arm above

th*' receptacle, and a l-vor-actuating lug pivoted to said

. arm so as to swing in a plane transverse to the direction

of movement of the arm.

4 The combination of a furnace with a receptacle above

the same having an outlet communicating with the treat

ing chamber of the furnace, a valve closing said outlet, a

valve • carrying lever having a detachable arm. and a

movable arm above the lever having a lug •ctlng upon

said detachable arm of the latter.

5 The combination of a furnace with a receptacle above

the same a plurality of passages from said receptacle

to the furnace, valves for said passages, a plurality of de-

vices for operating said valves, and means whereby the

valves and the operating devices therefor may be inde-

pendently rendered Inoperative
|

[Claim G not printed In the (iazette.] I

890 545 REINFORi INr; BAR ObobGB N WiLBOlf,

Philadelphia. I'a Filed July S, 1907. Serial No.

382.595.

890 544 PLANER-UOG. ALONZO W. WhitcOMB, Worces

ler Maw. Filed May 22. 1905 Serial No. 261.522.

A reinforcing bar. comprising a central web crossed by

a web formed Into a head intejcral therewith and having

two edges, said central web being also crossed by a web

formed Into a foot so as to approximate In cross section

an I beam, each edge of said head being bent downwardly

at intervals so as to present concavities and being bent

upwardly at other Intervals so as to present convexities,

said concavities upon each edge of said head being al-

ternated with the convexities upon the same edge thereof

said foot being likewise provided with convexities and

with concavities staggered relatively to each other, said

concavities and convexities of said head being staggered

relatively to said concavities and convexities of said foot.

and said foot being further provided with thickened por-

tions disposed upon opposite sides of said central web.

said thickened portion upon one side thereof being alter-

nated In position with said thickened portion on the oppo-

site side thereof so as to brace said central web.

890 54fi ROOK - DRII.I.INO EXPL09IVK ENGINE.

AcousT B WiTTMANN and (iEOR(JE L. RORK. r>enver,

Colo Filed Jan. 29. 1906. Serial No 298.425

1 m a self-clamping dog. the combination of a block, a

clamp-piece adapted to slide in a slot, and a connection

between the block and clamp piece swinging about an ails

near one of it.'? ends and serving to hold tbe block and

clamp-piece together, and to so clamp the clamp-piece as

to hold the dog against motion in one direction.

2 In a self-clamping dog. the combinatioO of a block.

a cTamp-piece. a separate connection i.etween the block and ,

clamp-plece swinging about an axis near one of its ends.
I

and a spring acting on the clamp piece, whereby the

swinging connection will tighten the clamp-pjece to clamp

the same against motion in one direction. |

3 In a self-clamping dog for metal planeris. the combi-

nation of a block, a clamp-piece fitting a slot in the planer

tabl^- a swinging connection between the block and clamp-

piece comprising a round-headed nut fitting a correspond-

•ng socket in one of said pieces, and a round-headed bolt

fitting a corresponding socket In the other af said pieces,

and a spring normally tending to tighten th« clamp-plece.

4. in a self clamping dog. the combination of a block,

a clamp-plece, a conn.-ction between the block and clamp-

piece adapted to swing on an axis near its end opposite

the clamp-plece, a spring normally tending to hold the

clamp-piece so that the swinging connection will clamp

the parts against motion in one direction, aod a releasing

handle to move toe clamp-piece back agalnit the tension

of its spring.

.5 In a self clamping dog for metal planers, the combi-

nation of a block, a clamp-plece fitting a slot in the planer

table a swinging connection between the block and clamp-

plece' comprising a round-headed bolt fitting a correspond-

ing sockets In one of said parts, a round-headed nut fitting

a corresponding socket in the other of said parts, a spring

normallv tending to move the clamp plec« so that the

swinging connection will clamp the parts against motion

in one direction, a rock shaft mounted in the block, a re-

leasing handle, and an operating fork secured on the op-

posite ends of the rock-shaft respectively for releasing

the clamp-plece when the dog is to be adjulted.

[Claims « to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 In a rock drilling explosive engine, the combination

of an explosion chamber, a hammer therein, means for

producing explosions automatically In the opp^^site ends

of the explosion chamber, whereby the explosive force Is

caused to act on the hammer from both "t'-*'"'"«^« °';;"

chamber, a piston connected to move in unison with the

hammer, a chamber In which said piston reciprocates^

valve mechanism coi-.peratlng with the piston whereby

the explosive mixture Is drawn into the piston chamber,

and expelled therefrom during the reciprocation of the

said piston, and suitable means for conducting the ex

pelled explosive mixture to the opposite ends of the explo-

sion chamber alternately.

2 In mechanism of the class described, the combina-

tion of an explosion chaml^-r. a hammer mounted to re-

ciprocate therein, a stem with which the hammer Is con-

nected a piston mounted on the stem and In allnement

with the hammer, a chamber In which said piston Is

located and within which It reciprocates, buffer heads

closing the opposite extremities of the piston chamber,

valve mechanism located adjacent the piston chamber per-

mitting the induction and eduction of the explosive mix

ture as the piston reciprocates, suitable means for con-

ducting the explosive mixture to the opposite extremities

of the explosion chamber, and means for Igniting the com-

pressed explosive mixture In the extremities of the explo-

sion chamber, substantially as described.

3 In mechanism of the class described, the combina-

tion of an explosion chamber, a hammer mounted to re-

ciprocate therein, a tappet In allnement with the ham-
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w&mmm
T' ,.r?or The explosive mixture, the said chamber

^r„ Ih, ...re. ot >h» .nil cl,»n,.«-r, Mof so Brr«>.««d

r «nl nf the Other chambers, the said other chambers

l^rn^ln foliuul "on with the explosion chamber for

^'^.Thr^omblJition .,r an ex„lo..on chaml.r provld^

with Induction and exhaust ports, a hammer ^'^-^'^^^

Teclpro^cate In the explosion cbami.r, a t..p,>et In-line-

ment with the hammer and arrnnge<l to i.e acted on

Ther ,.- "— ^- introducing explosive -Uture to the

exnosion chamber, whereby it is com,.re«sed In the ex-

uemlt les of the said chamber alternately, said ".^""^ »°^

c udinrvalve mechanism controlled by the reciprocation

of the hammer and means for igniting the explosive mlx^

ture In tie opposite extremities of the chami^r^ whereby

Ine hammer is reciprocated for the purpo^ set forth,

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (.azette.l

a different face, said means tending to swing the leave.

''".''rhirge'comprlsmg two leaves having a pintle plv^

otally conn'ecting them together, and a <!-'- P'^^^^
/

mounted on one of said leaves engaging
^-^^fjl^^'Jl

ferent face, said device tending to cause the leaves to

swing apart on the pintle
knuckles a

3 A hinge comprising tw., leaves havln« knuckle., a

Pintle Plvotally connecting the knuckles of the leaves to-

gether one 0/ said leaves having an arm lHter-">- P/"^

'e ting to the opposite side of the knuckle and a lat^h

nlvot^ to said arm adapted to engage the other leaf

with lt« outer and opposite face and tending to swing

the leaves apart on the pintle.

890 548. DETACHABLE POTATO AND VEGET.VHLE

ELEVATOR. ABTHta W. Wor.K. Hampton. Iowa Filed

June 29. 1907. Serial No. 381.520.

8 90,54 7. HINGE ^'^^^"^ ^^''''^^'''^J^'^r"'
vine. Pa. Filed Aug 10. 10()7. Serial No. 387.986.

1 A hinge comprising two leaves pivoted together, and

tneans movable l>etween said leaves engaging each with
.

1 In an elevator for potat-.es aod ..ther vegetables, a

for driving the supporting H-ci<..,s of th. conveye

from the axle of the base frame, and a draft device

the forward end of the base frame.

2 in an elevating device for vegetables ^nd the UWe^

a wheel supported base frame having an open forward

nd 'a^i i::.v^ng one side sill extending further orwa d

than the other, a draft device connected with the ^oi^ara

nd por i-B -of the side siUs of the base frame, an e^-

vntor frame extending from a point below one side sill

.?^heba"e frame upward and beyond the opposite s de

'sua crveve carried by the elevator frame, supporting

so ocket °"eels for tbe conveyer mounted in the elevato

'r me and means for driving the supporting sprock^

.; "els by the forward movement of the wheel supported

'"T In'Tn elevating device for vegetables and the like,

rl^ by the e.e^tor frame. » .hat. moubted lb he ex^

:l,„'of .be b..e frame and feared
"^^'I'f-

"'

suTa Sraft chain, the ends whereof are connected with

thP said arms an elevator frame that extends from a

00 nt^>ow the Short side sill, upward and beyond the

fong r^lde sill, a conveyer for the elevator frame, and
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meaM driven from the axle of the base frame tor driving
,

the said conveyer

5. In an elevatlne Aevice for vegetables and the liKe.

a base frame open at Its forward end and hii»in^' an ax

tension at one side, an axle Journaled In the base frame

and extendins over the extension thereof, supporting

wheels narried by the axle, caster wheels located at the

rear end of the said base frame, an elevator frame ex

twiding from a point below the one side of the frame up-
,

ward and" bevond the extension at the other aide of said I

frame sprorljet wheels mounted In the saM elevator
j

frame an endless \>e\x passed over the saW sprocket
!

wheels the sprocket wheels being at the top and at the

bottom of the conveyer, a shaft for the Mid upper

sprocket wheels, a loneltudinal shaft mounted In the ex-

tension of the base frame and eeared with th* said axle.

and a belt driven from said shaft, which belt l» in driving

connection with the shaft for the upper spro^.ket wheels.

^Clalm 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

piston valve arranged in said cylinder and adapted to

close the opening; in the diaphragm, a l\v pass connecting

the cylinder with the supply, an adju.^table valve for reg-

ulating and controlling the flow of water to the cylinder.

a valve controlling thn -xhaust of water from the cylinder

and means for shifting said valvos to permit the flow of

water to and from the cylinder.

800^9 \RTIFItI.\L H.\1T .Vlbert O Zamkl

eago.'lU. Filed July 11. 1907. Serial No. 383,268

Chi-

1 In an artiflclal bait, a shank having a hook, and a

guard carried by said shank and movable longitudinally

thereof for preventing thp fouling of said hook, said guard

presenting a rounded surfacf and constituting a lure.

2. In an artitlciai bait, a shank having a plural hook,

a guard arricd by said shank and movable longitudinally

thereof for pp'v. nting th^' fouling of said hook and con-

stituting a Iur>\ and a further lure attached to said shank

said guard present iri«' a rounded surface awl constituting

a lure.'

:v In an artificial bait, a shank having a plural hook,

a movable s|)herical guard for preventing tbe fouling of

said hook and constituting a lure, and a further lure at-

tached to said shank and projecting beyond said guard.

4 In an artificial tialt. a shank having a plural hook,

and a movable guard tor preventing fouling of said hook

and oonstitufing a lure, said guard being collapsible un-

der impact or pressure and presenting a rounded surface

of substantially spherical form

,'i. In an artitlciai bait, a shank having a plural hook,

and a guard for said hook adapted to collapse under Im-

pact or pressure, said guard having an opening at each end

to receive said shank, said openings permitting the sepa-

ration of said guard and said i^hank

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazetjte.J

89O,.n50. VALVK FOR ST.\Nr> PIPES. &c. EuwAttD V.

.VNDBUsoN, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of one-half to

t harles E Golden, Crafton, Pa Filed .\pr. 4. 1906.

Serial No. 3O0,S98.

1 .\ valve mechanism for stand pipes, ate. having In

combination a valve casing pnivlded with a diaphragm

having an opening therethrough, a cylinder In line with

said opening and forming a portion of the water-way. a

2. A valve mechanism for stand pipes etc. having In

combination a valve casing provided with a diaphragm

having an opening therethrough, a cylinder in line with

said opening and forming a portion of the water way, a

piston valve arranged in said cylinder and adapted to

close the opening in the diaphragm, a by oa>^s .uunecting

the cylinder with the supply, a valve having two outlet

ports and controlling the flow of water to the cylinder, an

automatic valve adapted to control the flow from one of

the valve ports to the cylinder, and a valve controlling

the exhaust of water from the cylinder

3 .V valve mechanism for stand pipes, etc. having in

combination a valve casing provided with a diaphragm

having an opening therethrough, a cylinder in line with

said opening and forming a portion of the water-way. a

piston valve arranged In said cylinder and adapted to

close the opening in the diaphragm, a by pass connecting

the cylinder with the supply, a valve controlling the flow

of water to the cylinder, an automatic valve for reducing

the flow of water to the cylinder and a valve controlling

the exhaust from the cylinder

4 .\ valve mechanism for stand pipes, etc. having In

combination a valve rasing provided with a diaphragm

having an opening therethrough, a cylinder in line with

said opening and forming a portion of the water-way. a

piston valve arrange.l In said cylinder and adapted to

close the opening In the diaphragm, a by-pass connecting

the cylinder with the supply, a valve having two ports

(eadlng to the cylinder, one of said ports being adjustable,

an automatic valve controlling one of said ports, and a

valve controlling the exhaust from the cylinder.

5 \ valve mechanism for stand pipes etc having In

combination a valve casing provided with a diaphragm

having an opening therethrough, a cylinder In line with

said opening and forming a portion of the waterway,

a piston valve arranged in said cylinder and adapted to

close the opening In the diaphragm, a by-pass connecting

the cylinder with the supply, an adjustable valve for

regulating and controlling the flow of water to the cyl-

inder and a valve controlling the exhaust of water from

the cylinder and means for simultaneously shifting said

valves, one to open and the other to closed position.

890 551 CULTIV.\TOR HOE. Oscar G. BANTtBT. Leb-

anon, Mo. Filed .Xpr. IT, 10<)6. Serial No. •'^12,147

\ hoe adapted to t>e used with different forms of hoe-

bars said hoe having longitudinally disposed side slots and

a transverse slot connecting said side slots, said side slots
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affording means for attaching clamping clips to clamp

said hoe to a hoe bar. said side slots also affording means

fM iaKrting the head of a bolt which may pass throagb

tnnsverse slot to attach said hoe to a hoe-bar.

890.552. FURN.\CE-GRATE. (harle.s E Bibb, Colo-

rado Springs, t'olo.. assignor of three fifths to David H.

Rice. Colorado Springs, Colo. Filed Mar 11. 1007. Se-

rial No. 3tn.840.

Mllilifel^^

IMMMMMJI
t^^

K
_ ^-^

// /f

gaging the bar on the Inside and forming a support for

the conduit, and a bridge piece engaging the conduit from

above and connected with the semi-circular part, sub-

stantially as described.

1. .\ hollow grate bar provided with a conduit for pass-

ing water through the bar. the said conduit being com-

posed of two parallel members communicating at their

rear extremities whereby the cooling water Is compelled

to flow the entire length of the bar in both directions, the

said conduit being distinct and separate from the grate

bar, and the latter being mounted to rotate with respect

to the conduit, substantially as described

2. The combination with a hollow grate liar, of a con-

duit located therein composed of two parallel members
communicating with each other at the rear, suitable

means for rigidly connecting the conduit members within

the hollow bar, comprising a semi-circular disk engaging

the grate bar on the inside and forming a support for

the pipes, a bridge piece engaging the pipes above, and

a cap screw connecting the semi-circular part to the bridge

piece, substantially as described.

."'>. The combination with a hollow grate bar. of a con-

duit located therein, and means for supporting the con-

duit within the hollow bar comprising a semicircular

disk engaging the bar on the Inside and forming a sup-

port for the conduit, a bridge piece engaging the conduit

from above and cap screws connecting the bridge piece

with the semi circular part.

4. The combination with a hollow grate bar. of a con-

duit located therein, means for supporting the conduit

within tbe hollow bar, comprising a Beml-circular disk en-

8 90,5 5 3. LOADING API'ARATUS. Pktek Bissen,

Stacyvlile, Iowa. Original application filed Feb. 23.

1907. Serial No. 358,887. Divided and this application

filed Oct. 18. 1907. Serial No. 398,051.

A derrick comprising spaced ground sills, posts mounted

In pairs on the sills, a pivot rod connecting the posts on

each sill at the top thereof, a pair of cross bars at each

end at the top between the posts of one sill and those of

the other, the bars of each pair being spaced apart at the

ends and connected to the said rods on each side of each

post.

8 9 0.554. COLLAPSIBLE WARDROBE.
Blackstoxe. Pittsfleld. N. H. Filed L>ct. 9.

No. 396.556.

Slmneb E.

1907. Serial

•-«

1. A wardrobe, comprising a back having a forwardly

projecting vertical flange at one edgi. a side hinged at

the opposite edge to swing Inwardly flat against the front

side of the back, an opposite side hinged to the front edge

of said flange to swing inwardly flat against the other

side, said flange having a width permitting the first men-

tioned side to fold in behind the second mentioned side

when the latter ^ folded In, a top pivoted at the upper

end of the back to close down flat over the back and tbe

two sides when folded together, each of said two sides

having an inwardly projecting frame at Its edges, a shelf

pivoted to and fitting snugly between the edges of the
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frame of one of the sides and baying a length to extend

between and fit against the opposite edges of the frame of

the opposite side when the wardrobe Is fully opened, and

means carried by the last mentioned side fonr detachably

engaging the free swinging end of the shelf to hold It In

horizontal position.
'
2. A wardrobe, comprising a back having a forwardly

projecting vertical flange at one edge, a side tinged at the

opposite fdge to swing Inwardly I3at against the front side

of the back, an opposite side hinged to the front edge of

said flange to swintc inwardly flat against the other side,

said flange having a width permitting the flt^it mentioned

side to fold ip behind the second mentioned aide when the

latter Is folded in, a top pivoted at the upp«r end of the

back to close down flat ovMr the back and Che two sides

when folded together, each of said two sides having an In-

wardly projecting frame at It.s edges, a shelf pivoted be-

tween the edges of the frame of one of the sides and hav-

ing a length to extend between the edges of the frame of

the opposite side when the wardrobe is fully opened, means

carried by the last mentioned aide for detach»bly engaging

the free swinging end of the shelf to hold it in horizontal

position, a bar mounted below said shelf In the frame of

one side, a rod extending from said bar and arranged to

swing again.^t the opposite side, and means for detachably

holding said rod in its raised position.

.•3. A wardrobe, comprising a back having a forwardiy

projecting vertical flange at one edge, a side hinged at the

opposite edge to swing iDwardly flat against the front side

of the back, an opposite side hinged to tUe front edge

of said flange to swing Inwardly flat against the other side,

said flange having a width permitting the flrst mentioned

side to fold in behind the second mentioned Ude when the

latter Is folded in. a top pivoted at the upper end of the

back to close down flat over the back and the two sides

when folded together, each of said two sides having an In-

wardly projecting frame at its edges, a shelf pivoted be-

tween t'he edges of the frame of one of the sides and hav-

ing a length to extend between the edges of the frame of

the opposite side when the wardrobe is fully opened,

means carried by the last mentioned side fbr detachably

engaging the free swinging end of the shelf to hold It In

horizontal position, and an umbrella ring Iwlveled hori-

zontally on a vertical pivoted bracket mounted on the

inner side of the frame of one of said sides

890.55".. FiADIATMR RirrrU.N" TRAI' ARTHi R L. Can

FfBLD and Byron E. Van Ai ke.v. Chicago, 111. Filed

Mar. --'i. 190::. Serial No. 0;>.448.

1. Valve mechanism for discharging air and water of

condeDaatlon from steam heating systems by differential :

pressure, comprising a float chamber, a liquid discharge

passage communicating therewith, a float for governing

said discharge passage, a conduit adapted to provide com-

munication between a radiator and said float chamber, a

liquid seal arranged to be sealed by the accumulation of i

water of condensation In said conduit, thereby increasing

the differential pressure on opposite sides of said liquid

seal, whereby a portion of the accumulated water of con-

densation Is forced Into said float chamber, an air dis-

charge passage arranged to discharge the air after it has

passed said liquid seal, said air discharge passage <Mm

munlcatlng with the liquid discharge pas.sage beyond

the float chamber, and automatic means for restricting

the flow of steam through said air discharge passage.

2. Valve mechanism for discharging air and water of

condensation from steam heating systems by differential

pressure, comprising a float chamber, a liquid discharge

passage communicating therewith, a float in said float

chamber, a valve rigidly attached to and moving with

said float for controlling said discharge passage, a eon

duit adapted to provide communication between a radiator

•md said float chamber, a liquid seal arranged to be sealed

i,y the accumulation of water of condensation In said

conduit, thereby Increasing the differential pressure on op-

posite sides of the liquid seal, whereby a portion of the

accumulated water of condensation Is forced into said

float chamber, and an air dls.-harge passage arranged to

discharge the air after It has passed said liquid seal, said

air discharge passage communicating with the liquid dis-

charge pas.sace beyond the float charatwr. and automatic

means for restricting the flow of steam from said air dis-

charge passage.

.3. Valve mechanism for discharging air and water of

condensation from steam heating systems by differential

pressure, comprising a float chamber, a liquid discharge

passage communicating therewith, a float for governing

said discharge passage, a conduit adapted to provide com

munication between a radiator and said float chamber, a

liquid seal arranged to be sealed by the accumulation of

water of condensation In said conduit, thereby Incren-^ing

the differential pressure on opposite sides of the said lli|uld

seal, whereby a portion of the accumulated water of con

densatlon Is forced into said float chamber, and an auto-

matically controlled air discharge pa.ssage arranged to

discharge the air after it has passed said liquid seal,

said air discharge passage communicating with the liquid

discharge passage beyond the float chamber,

4. Valve mechanism for discharging air and water of

condensation from steam heating systems by differential

pressure, comprising a float chamber, a liquid discharge

passage communicating therewith, a conduit adapted to

provide communication between a radiator and the liquid

float chamber, a float In said float chamber for govern-

ing said discharge passage, a weir In said conduit having

its lower edge substantially below the line of flotation of

the float and forming a liquid .seal arranged to be sealed

by the accumulation of water of condensation in said con-

duit, thereby Increasing the differential pressure on op-

posite sides of the liquid seal, whereby a t)ortlon of the

accumulated water of condensation is forced Into said float

chamber, and an automatically <-ontrolled air discharge

passage located beyond the float chamber and arranged to

discharge the air after It has passed said Ibjuld seal.

5. Valve mechanism for discharging air and water of

condensation from steam heating systems by differential

pressure, comprising a float chamber, a liquid discharge-

passage communicating therewith, a float for governing

said discharge passage, a conduit adapted to provide com-

munication between a radiator and said float chamber, a

liquid seal arranged to be sealed by the accumulation of

water of condensation In said conduit, thereby increasing

the differential pressure on opposite sides of the liquid

seal, whereby a portion of the accumulated water of con-

densation la forced Into said float chamber, and a thermo-

statically controlled air discharge passage located beyond

the float chamber and arranged to discharge the air after

It has passed said liquid seal.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette,]

890.656. WALL -BED. J<>h.v E. Chatkm. Los Angeles,

Cal. Filed Not. 19. 1906. Serial No. 344.157.

1. In a bed provided with cumulative tension means.

a frame constructed of bicycle tubing and flttlngs and
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comprising side rails, each formed of lower and upper sec-
,

tlonal bars .-^.-^i and 3«. respectively, the sections being

of hollow steel tubing connected together by T's and nip-

ples the latter forming uprights to hold the bottom and

top bars a distance apart to give rigidity to the frame

cross-bars 43, 47 and 48 held by flttlngs to form the head

and foot frames of the bedstead, Intermediate cross-bars

and rails 49 and 50 connected by T's with the side rails

of the bed and bv braces r,2 with the end bars 47. to which

the bed springs for the mattress may be attached, braces

84 extending from the cross-bars 49 at the wall end of

the bed to the top rail at such end, uprights 55 at said

wall end of the bed to support the top rail, a hinged fac ng

provided with a foot, a recessed wall to which said facing

Is hinged and resilient means In said recessed wall, flexible

means connecting said resilient means with the top rail

of the frame, and means detachably connecting the frame

with the facing.

with a slotted bottom and having a circumferential corru-

gation at either side of the rail platforms.

6 As an article of manufacture, a railway tie consist-

ing of a metal plate bent up into substantially box form

with tapered sides and having circumferential corruga-

tions at either side of the rail platforms.

[Claim a not printed in the Gazette.]

890 558 AMUSEMENT DEVICE. Wabees P. Damebos,

Springfield, Mo. Filed June 13, 1906. Serial No. 321.499.

•> A wall provided with a recess, a bed frame pivoted

to 'fold m the recess, lines fastened to the bed frame above

the pivot thereof and led thence under pulleys, said pul-

leys located at the rear bottom corners of the recess ;
said

lines led thence upwardly, cross-heads above said pulleys,

fastened to said lines, and two sets of three springs, the

spring of each set being of different lengths, said springs

being hung on the back wall of said recess, lines of differ^

ent lengths connecting the spring. of one pair with one of

the cross-heads, and like lines connecting the springs of

the other set of springs to the other cross-head.

890 557. KAILWAY-TIE Okob-.f. M. COTfi. Pittsburg.

Pa., assignor to Standard Steel Tie Company. Pittsburg.

Pa., a (".Tporatiiin of K^laware.

Serial N'-.'. 1u:i.4',h.

Filed Nov. 23, 1907.

1 As an article of manufacture, a railway tie consist-

ing of a metal plate bent up Into substantially box form

and clrcumferentlally corrugated

2 As an article of manufacture, a railway tie consist-

ing of a metal plate bent up Into substantially box form

clrcumferentially corrugated and provided with apertures

In the top thereof.

3 As an article of manufacture, a railway tie consist-

ing of a metal plate bent up Into substantially box form

with a circumferential corrugation at either side of the

rail platforms.

4 As an article of manufacture, a railway tie consist-

ing of a metal plate bent up Into substantially box form

134 O. G.—100

«• »

1 In a device of the character described, a base wheel,

means for rotating said wheel, fulcrum members carried

thereby levers or walking beams pivoted upon the fulcrum

members, means Including a sleeve pivotally connected

with the walking beams, a winding drum, and suitable

flexible connections for actuating the walking beams inde-

pendently of the rotation of the base wh-el, and passenger

vehicles carried by the levers or walking: beams.

o In a device of the character described, a base wheel

supported for rotation in an approximately horizontal

plane, means for rotating said wheel, fulcrum members

pivoted upon the base wheel, levers or walking beams piv-

oted upon the fulcrum members, means Including a sleeve

pivotallv connected with the walking beams, a winding

drum and suitable flexible connections for actuating the

walking beams Independently of the rotation of the base

wheel, and passenger vehicles carried by the levers or

walking beams.

3 In a device of the character described, a base wheel

supported fur rotation in an approximately horizontal

plane, means for rotating said wheel, fulcrum members

carried thereby, levers or walking beams pivoted upon the

fulcrum members, passenger vehicles carried at the outer

ends of the levers or walking beams, a vertically movable

member rotatable upon the axis of the base wheel, a wind-

ing drum, flexible connections between the winding drum

and the verticallv movable member, and connections be-

tween said vertically movable and rotatable member and

the Inner ends of the levers or walking beams.

4 In a device of the character described, a rotatable

member, a plurality of levers or walking beams carried

therebv a vertically slldable member supported for rota-

tion upon the axis of the rotatable member, means Includ-

ing a winding drum and flexible connections for effecting

adjustment of the vertically slidable member, and connec-

tions between said vertically slldable member and the

levers or walking beams.

5 In a device of the character described, an upright, a

base wheel supported for rotation, a spider vertically slld-

able upon the upright, a cage rotatable upon the spide.r

levers or walking beams carried by the base wheel, and

connections between said levers or walking beams and the

cage.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.] .

890 559 CUFF-HOLDER. Chables E. Ix-dp. Williams-

Dort Pa., assignor to M. S. Dodd and Geo. K. Erdman,

Wllllamsport, Pa. Filed Nov. 26, 1906. Serial No.

345,090. « ,. ,. .

1 As an article of manufacture, a cuff holder compris-

ing a flat zig zag shank having spring loops opening alter-

nately In opposite directions and having constricted open-

ings to receive a button and fastening means located at

each end of the zig-zag shank.
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" Vs \n article -f manufacture, a cuff holder consist

ingof a 'shank p.-rti.n rumprlslnR a continuous series of

flat loops form-d ..t a single piece of metal and having nar

rowed entrance openings, adjoining loops opening in oppo^

site directions, and fastening means located at each end of

said shank portion.

890 560 ACETYLENE- GAS -GENEKATiSc; Al'l'ARA

TUS ALFBED C. Einstein, St. Louis. Mr. assi^-nur to

The Eagle r.pnerator Company, St. Louis, M - a »
>rpo-

, \i ,>ri BMiprt Oct 27 1904. Serial No.
ration of Mis^miri. rnea wci. -i.

2^0.278.

front m.^mber of which ha» an aperture In line with the

tubular boss, the recessed portion extending down in a

plane below the tubular portion

2 A device of the character stat.^d. tliat cmi.ris.-s a

bodv formed of bendable cast metal having a tubular boss-

like projection. .1 front portion that .'Xt.-nds pendently

from the tubular Iwss, said front portion t)eing vertically

recessed, the recess extended ov.-r and l)elow the tubular

boss whf-rebv to provld.- a p.-ndent seat for the wire, and

an outer clamping memt)er. the said clamping member hav-

ing an aperture in alin-ment with the tubular boss, said

aperture and the boss being so arranged whereby to re

ceive a single spike for clamping the device to the boss,

and a wire within the seat of the device.

3 Thp combination with the post and the bolt having a

wedge shaped portion at one end, the said bolt being

adapted to pass and project through the post; of the

clutch device apertured at the upper end to slip on the

penetrating end of the bolt and having a vertically re-

cessed portion that is pendant from the apertured por-

tlon, for the purposes described.

4 The combination with the post and the bolt; of the

Clutch device formed of a main or body portion having an

apertured boss, the front vertically recessed portion hav-

ing an aperture that registers with the aperture in the

boss and a filling piece that seats In the recess and has

an aperture for registering with the other aperture where-

by the several parts .an be slipped onto the bolt, as set

forth.

890 56" CAR IXJOU. Kl..,au H ( .ii.i.ei.anu, .lackson,

Mich assignor to Universal Railway K<iulpment Com

pany',' .Tackson. Mich Filed May M. 1907. Serial No.

373.110.

i_

1 In an ar.tslene gas i:e„. rating apparatus, the com-

bination with a generating tank and a - ar&id holder pro-

vided at its lower end with a neck having an opening n

its side of a rotatable flat feed plate locatad beneath said

holder neck and upwardly Inclined from the solid part of

the neck to the opening in the neck
j

•^ In an acetylene gas u-eneratin^' apparatus, the com-

bination with n gen«»rating tank and a carMd holder pro-

vided at its low-r .nd with a neck having an opening in its

side of a rotar.r^:.' f 1 plate lo,.ated beneath said holder

neck and a wii..r • n.f.racing the solid part of the holder

neck and having am;, trending beyond the opening in the

neck; said feed p>ate ;.eing upwardly in.-lined from the

solid part of the neck to the opening in the neck.

3. In an acetylene gas generating apparatus, the com-

bination with a gas generating tank and a carbld holder

provided at its lower end with a neck having an opening in

its side of a rotatabl(» feed plate located beneath .said

holder neck, and a wiper b«.sely fitted to .lald holder neck

and having arms extending beyond the . opening in the

holder neck; each of said arms being provided at its bot-

tom with diverging wings resting upon thf^ feed plate.

4. A feeding nieehanism comprising a hopper, an In-

clined rotarv flat disk receiving the material from the hop-

per on Its lower half, and a wiper surrounding the lower

end of the hopper and having a pair of artiis spaced apart

to provide a passageway extending to the highest portion

of the disk and a discharge opening at the highest portion

of the disk.

890.561 VVIRECLT'TCH. H(iw.\Rt) FatlND, Lexington,

o'kla assignor of one-half to Walter ). Stevens. Lex-

ington okla. Filed Oct. 7, 1907. SerlJ^l No. 396.310.

'
1 \ device of the charaeter stated, which comprises

• body formed of a single piece, having a tubular boss-like

rear portion and a vertical recessed front portion, the

1 In I . ar door, the combination of a car door, support-

ing guide means therefor, locking means for securing the

door in an adjusted position, an operating bar for actuat-

ing the lock means provided In its length with a series

of openings which are transversely elongated, a keeper se-

eured to the door an.l having' s,.id operating bar slldable

therein and provided in opposite sides with transversely

elongated openings to register with any one of the series

of openings formed in said operating bar. and a lock pin

pr.,vlded at one end with a handle adapted to normally

hang pendent and hold thp lock pin In operative position,

and a projection at the opposite end of the lo.-k pin to

pass through registering openings of the keeper and oper-

ating bar and to b.- turned to sit cross-wise of said open-

ings and prevent withdrawal of the pin

•' In a car door, the combination of rods having pivotal

cnnectl.m at their upper ends with the car at or near

the upper end of the door opening, a vertically slldabie

door keepers secured to the upper corners of the do<,r

and having their inner sides open, said keepers receiv-

ing the aforesaid rods, oppositely disposed horizontal

cam levers pivoted to the ke^^.ers and closing the open
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sides thereof and adapted to grip the said rods and secure

the door (n an adjusted position, the inner ends of said

cam levers having longitudinal slots, an operating bar

slldable upon the door and having a cross head at its up-

per end. headed projections applied to opposite ends of the

cross head and operating In the slutted ends of the cam
levers, said oper.ii in;; Imr being provided with a series of

transversely elon;;aie(l openings, a keep«>r secured to the

door and receiving said op. rating bar and having trans-

versely elongated ojienings in opposite sides, and a lock

pin having a iirojection at one end to pass through regis-

tering openings of the operating bar and keeper and to

be turn, il to .^n ( ross wise of said openings to prevent

displacement of th.> lock pin in on-' direction, and a handle

at the opposite eml of said lock pin to normally hang
pendent.

890,663. MKHIOD OF TUKATING COPPER ORES.
J(_>HN T. JovK--. Iron M.'untain. Mich . assignor of one-

half to George .\ St *lair, I'uluth, Minn. Filed Feb.

6, 1908. Serial No. 414,527.

1. The metho<l of ir.atliig ore containing copper and

inm In non metallic form to recover the copper, which

romlBl In first subjecting the ore under reducing con-

ditions to a t.rui" ratur. that will reduce metal producing

constituents to a metallic state, and thereupon subject-

ing the reduced ore to a higher temperature sufficient to

render fluid the copper constituent without melting the

metallic Iron constituent and causing the said constituents

to separate from each other

2. The method of treating ore containing earthy matter

and Iron and copper in non metallic form to recover the

copper, which consists in first sutij.'.'ting the ore under

reducing conditions i.> a teiiiperaiur.' that will reduce

metal producing constituents to a metallic state, and

thereupon subjecting the reduced ore to a higher tempera-

ture sufficient to nnd-r fluid the copper and slag making
constituents without melting the metallic Iron constituent

and causing th.> molten constituents to separate from the

Iron and from each other.

890,564. UPHOLSTERY- MACHINE. Isaac Karpkn,

Chicago, 111., assignor to S. Karpen & Bros., Chicago,

111., a Corporation of West \ irirlnia. Continuation of

application Serial No. 341.584. dated Nov. 1. 1906. This

application filed Aug. 24. 1907. Serial No. 390,024.

]'. Till' c.iiiibination with a press, r in. nil*, r in a pad-

forming machine of a fastener-holder having fastener-

guides therein, and n withdrawable fastener retaining bar

crossing said guides

2. The combination with a presser m.'inber in a pad-

forming machine, of a series of guide-slots at one edge

of said member, and a retain<>r bar crossing said guide

slots.

3. The combination with a presser-element in a mat-

tress-forming machine, of a series of fastener guides ex-

tending across an edge of said element, and a pair of

withdrawable retainer-bars crossing said guides.

4. The combination with a follower board In a mat-

tress-forming machine, of fastener liolding means, com-

prising a bar applied to one edge of the follower board

and provided with a series of transverse fastener guides.

and retainers extending across said fastener-guides for

locking the fasteners therein, for the purpose set forth.

5. In means of the character set forth, the combination

with a presser-member, of fastener-holding means ap

piled to one edge thereof, comprising a member provided

with a series of transverse fastener-guides, and a pair

of withdrawable retainer-bars connected with said sec-

ond-named member serving to lock the fasteners in said

guides.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.565. CHANGE SrKi:i» AND REVERSING GEAR.
Chables B. King. I>.tr .it. Mich., assignor to Northern

Motor Car Compan\. l>.irolt. Mich., a Corporation of

Michigan. Filed Apr. 3, 1905. Serial No. 253.585.

1. The combination of a change speed mechanism hav-

ing adjustable connections to secure dlflferent speed ratios

and on adjustable connection to secure reverse motion, a

rod adapted to slide longitudinally to shift the connections

to secure different speed ratios and to rotate to actuate

the adjustable connection to secure the reverse action, a

second rod secured to the first rod so as to be free to

change Its position laterally, but restrained from rotation

relative to the first mentlontKl rod. means for shifting the

second rod laterally and longitudinally, said second rod

being provided with a laterally extending arm. and means

for restraining the motion of the outer end of said arm

laterally to said rod wliereby said r.>ds are turned about

their axis.

2. The combination of a change speed mechanism hav-

ing adjustable connections to secure different speed ratios

and an adjustable connection to secure reverse motion, a

rod adapted to slide longitudinally to shift the connections

to secure different speed ratios and to rotate to actuate

the adjustable connection to secure the reverse motion, a

second rod secured to the first rod so as to l>e free to

change Its position laterally, but restrained from rotation

relative to the first mentioned rod. an arm extending

laterally from said second rod. means for shifting said

rods longitudinally, a lug located adjacent to a portion of

the path of travel of said arm adapted to contact said

arm, and means foi shifting said second rod laterally

when adjacent to said lug, for the purpose described.

3. The combination of a r.id adapted to slide longi-

tudinally, to rotate, and to move laterally, means for shift-

ing said rod longitudinally and laterally, an arm extend-

ing laterally fr«>m said r.«i. and a stationary lug adjacent
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to a portion of the longitudinal path of Wld arm and

Hclapted to contact said arm.

4 The combination of a rotatable and slldable part W.

an arm C» extending from D«. a rod C^. the arm C» being

secur^-d to the rod C^ so aa to allow the Utter an inde-

pendent motion of rotation, an arm C» extending from the

rod C> a stationary lug E^ the arm (^ being adapted to

pass by the lug E^, in Its longitudinal movement, and to

contact It In Its lateral movement, for the purpose de-

scribed. ^ ,

5 In an automobile, the combination of a change speed

mechanism having a reverse gear, a steering post, a part

upon said steering' post adapted to slide longitudinally

thereof and to turn relative thereto, and me«ns connecting

said part with said change speed mechanism adapted to

operate one part of said mechanism whea said part is

moved In one way and another part of s^ld mechanism

when said part Is moved in the other way.

[Clalma 6 and 7 not printed in the liazette.]

t

with an axle, of a cone threaded thereon and provided

with a projection having an angular nut like head, a lock

ing member mounted on the axle, connections between the

locking member and the axle to prevent rotary movement

of the locking member, said locking member having a

socket to receive said nut like head and prevent rotation

of the cone, and means carried by the locking meml)er and

couperatlvelv engaging the cone projection to lock the cone

and the locking memlwr together to prevent longlfurllnal

movement thereof.

S90500. NTT l.OrK J-hs J. I.rcKEV, Ho.xl River.

Orcg.. assignor of one third to Ralph Ree«, Hood River.

Oreg.' Filed May 9, 1907. Serial No. 37:^659.

'^i - ^ - --1

3. In a device of the character set forth, the eomblaa-

tlon with an axle, of a cone threade<i thereon and prOT!d«d

with a projection terminating In an angular nut-like head,

a locking uiemi)er mounted on the axle, snld axle having a

longitudinal seat, said locking memt>er having a lug to

enter said longitudinal seat, said locking member havlnt

a socket or chaml>er to receive said angular head, said

locking raemlK^r abutting said cone, and means carried by

the locking member and cWlperatlvely engaging the projec-

tion of the cone to prevent longitudinal movement of the

locking member and cone.

1 The combination wuh a bolt having 'a longitudinal

gr^vland the nut, of a lo.king cap of greater 'eng h tha

chlmir between the reduced end thereof and the nut.

; soring loc^in. -''-'-^ '^'''^ ^^ '''' ^"^ '"' projecting '

within sild Chamber to engage the bolt, substantially as

^^rTbe"tom;7n':;i^n with the ^It bavin, a longitudinal

groove and the nut, of a locking cap of greater ieng^h^h^n

the nut said locking cap having one and of rP<J"ced

diameter to closely embrace the boU and the o her end

onn^ to receive and embrace the nut, said cap Inclosing

chalt^r titween the reduced end thereof and the nut a

pr?nT^ck^g -ember carried by the cap and projecting

within said chamber to engage the bolt, s«ld spring lock^

Tng met^ber held between the cap and the nut at one end

.,nd having its free end projected away frem the nut.

3 I Jt lock comprising a locking cap having an aper-

ture i^ ne end to closely embrace a bolt, and having a lug

It aa d aper^ured end to project toward the "'*' '

Ahe
the can and in a plane with said end. the other end of the

cap X"l>en and having angular walls to embrace a nut

L!fd cap having a portion of substantially frusto conical

"m extending from the apertured end toward the open

"dand means held within the cap and adapted to engage

,he bolt to prevent longitudinal movemeat of the cap In

one direction said cap having an aperture whereby access

« wldTocking means may t>e obtained, substantially as

shown and described.

S90.5BH F.VHRir CLEANING APPARATl S. HiraM

Maink. Indianapolis. Ind. Filed .Ian. 20, 1906. Serial

No. 296.951.

,0^ 3^7 -ONE - LOCK FOR BALL - BHARINGS. JOHN

J LrcKrv Hood River. Oreg., assignor of one-third to

Ralph Reed. Ho<xl River. Oreg. Filed May 9, 1907. Se-

rial No. 372,660.

1 In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with an axle provided with a longitudinally extend^

ng groove, of a cone threaded on the aale and provided

with a reiluced tubular extension having an angular head

and an annular groove, a locking member provided with a

tongue for engagement In the groove of the axle and with

an angular chamber for the reception of the angular head

„f said extension, and a pawl pivoted on the locking mem-

l^rand adapted to engage In the groove of said extension.

" In a device of the class set forth, the combination

1 Fabric .leaning apparatus Including a dosed reser-

voir for holding volatile detergent liquid, a . losed renova-

tor vessel in which to cleanse fabrics by means of the

liquid means for conveying the liquid under control from

the reservoir to the renovator vessel, means for returning

llqu'd under control from the renovator vessel to the reser-

voir means for conveying gaseous vapor from the renova-

tor vessel under control, means for converting the vapor

to liquid, and means for conveying the lu|ni'» ^h'-n pro-

duced from vapor to the reservoir.

•1 Fabric (leaning apparatus Including a closed reser-

voi^r for holding volatile liquid, a close^l renovator vessel

In which to cleanse fabrics by means of the liquid, means

for conveying the liquid under control from the reservoir

to the renovator vessel, means in the renovator vessel for

repeatedly replacing quantities of the liquid In the fabrics,

a condenser connected with the renovator vessel and also

with the reservoir, and a separator connecte<l with the

renovating vessel and the reservoir and also with ttie con-

denser

3. Fabric-cleaning apparatus Including a tightly-closed

vessel for holding detergent liquid, a fabric h.ilder In the

vessel for supporting fabrics In the liquid, means for re-

peatedly displacing quantities of the liquid In the fabri<s.

a reservoir for the detergent liquid, a duct between the

reservoir and the vessel having a valve therein, a heating-

coll in the vessel, and a vent valve for the vessel.
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4. Fabric-cleaning apparatus Including a tlghtly-cloaed

entel provided with an opening having a closure therefor,

the vessel being provided also with a packing-box and

gland, fabric pressing apparatus In the vessel and provided

with an operating shaft extending through the packlng-

l.ox and gland, a reservoir, a duct between the reservoir

and the vessel having a valve therein, a condenser having

communication with the vessel and the reservoir, a heat-

ing coll In the vessel, and a drain pipe connected with the

vessel provided with a valve.

5. Fabric-cleaning apparatus Including a closed renova-

tor vessel, a fabric-holder mounted rotatlvely In the

vessel and provided with a pair of doors at opposite sides

thereof, a slab movable In the fabric holder, means ex-

terior to the vessel for rotating the fabric-holder, a reser-

voir, and a duct itetween the reservoir and the vessel hav-

ing a valve therein,

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the c.azette.]

means for Introducing said charges successively into the

furnace ; and means for causing a plurality of said charges

to contain substantially equal volumes of voids.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,569. CHAR3ING DEVICE FOR BLAST FURNACES.

ARTHtR G. McKee. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor of one-

fourth to Frank K. Hoover and one fourth to Arthur J.

Mason. Chicago. 111. Filed .laii 1-'. 1905. Serial No.

240.731.

890.570. GUMMED PAPER AND PROCESS OF MAK-

ING THE SAME. Richard A. McLadrin. Mllllken-

park. Scotland. Filed Feb. 23. 1907. Serial No.

358.877.

1 In charging devices for Mast furnaces, the combina-

tion with means for forming a charge of stock comprising

a plurality of portions each distributed in a layer con-

centric with the furnace, the positions of similar parts of

different portions Wing varied: of means for Introducing

such charge as a whole Into the furnace

2. In charging devices for blast furnaces, the combina-

tion of a receptacle; means for depositing portions of

the charging material therein at Intervals of time; means

for shifting the position of said deposited material: and

means for distributing each portion over the entire crater

tt the furnace.

3. In charging devices for blast furnaces, the combina-

tion of a receptacle, means for depositing portions of the

charging material therein at intervals of time, each such

portion being deposited In a ring the center of which coin-

cides with the projected ails of the furnace: means for

shifting the position of said deposited material In a hori-

zontal plane around said axis: and means for Introduc-

ing Into the furnace a charge comprising a plurality of

such portions.

4. In charging devices for blast furnaces, the combina-

tion of a hopper : means for distributing each portion of

stock at intervals therein : and means for varying as

desired, relatively to the furnace circumference, the posl

tlons of similar parts of different portions.

-K In devices for uniformly distributing stock In blast

furnaces, the combination of a hopper: means for form

ing therein successively charges of stock each comprising

a plurality of portions, each such portion l)elng dlstrlb

uted In said hopper In a ring concentric with the furnace;

1. The herein described process of treating gummed

paper which consists In subjecting the same to pressure

between a smooth surface and a sharply engraved sur-

face, the gummed face of the paper l>elng adjacent to

the latter, whereby the gum on said surface Is corre-

spondingly roughened and Its surface tension thereby

eliminated, substantially as described.

2. The herein described process of treating gummed

paper which consists In subjecting the same to pressure

between a smooth surface and a sharply engraved sur

face, the gummed face of the paper being odjacent to the

latter, whereby the gum on said surface is corresp<ind-

tngly roughened and Its surface tension thereby elimi-

nated, and subsequently calendering the paper to remove

any resulting marks upon the ungummed surface of the

paper, substantially as descril)ed.

3. As a new article of manufacture, drummed paper

having the surface of the gum roughened to eliminate

the surface tension thereof, substantially as described.

890.571. GAS ENGINE. Ransom E. Olds and HoRArE

T Thomas, Lansing. Mich., assignors to Reo Motor -

Car Companv. Lansing. Mich., a Corporation of Michi-

gan. Filed .Tuly 10, 1907. Serial No. 382.976.

1. In a six cycle gas engine, an exhaust apparatus

adapted to relieve the pressure toward the end of the

working stroke, a second exhaust apparatus adapted to

convey the pro<luct8 of combustion remaining after the

gases" under pressure have been exhausted, and means

for holding said second exhaust apparatus open for the

Intake and discharge of the scavenger charge, for the

purpose descriived.

2 A six cycle gas engine, provided with nn exhaust

apparatus adapted to be opened near the end of the work

Ing stroke and with a second exhaust apparatus adapted

to remain open during the three strokes following the

working stroke.

3 In a six cvcle gas engine, the combination of a cyi-

Inder. having a port through the wall thereof, a piston

adapted to reciprocate In said cylinder, said port being so

located as to be covered by said piston except toward the

end of Its outer stroke, said engine t>einc provided with a

passage V. means for opening and closing the passage V

' adapted to hold said passage open during the exhaust

stroke, and the Inlet and discharge of the scavenger

, charge.
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X
4. A six cycle ga« >>ni?ine, provided with an exliaust

apparatus adapted to t)^ openp^l near the end of the

working stroke and having a conduit for the exhaust

gtMU, a non-return valvp located in said conduit, said

in a -(inKle plan^. and a plurality of vertical rib* connect-

ing the ends of the t)ody portion and arranjfed In spaced

relation to each other and to said sides, the entire upper

e<li.'t's of said ribs and of said nidcs mid ends belne adapt-

ed to contact with the bearing fa. .> of the journal.

4. A waste support for Journal twxes. comprisinkj au

<^)en topped body portion having its side and end walls

each provldetl with a plurality of vertical slots extending

upwardly from the lower edaies thereof, to form spaced

fingers, and its bottom wall slotted inwardly from the

end edges thereof, to form spaced members, the fingers

of each end wail being connected to tht- adjacent ends

of the meml>ers of the bottom wall.

5. A waste support for Journal boxes, comprising an

open-topped ixxiy portion having its side and end walls

each provided with a plurality of vertical slots extend-

ing upwardly from the lower edges thereof, to form spaced

fingers, and Its tK)ttom wall slotted inwardly from the

end (Mlges thereof, to form spaced memt)er8. the outer

members l>eing each provided with a centrally located

lateral extension, tlie fingers of each end wall being con-

nected to the adjacent ends of th»> members of the bottom

wall, and the middle finger of each side wall to the adja-

cent lateral extension.

[Claims 6 to S not printed In the <;azPtte.]

engine lioing aNo prMvi.le<J with a second ctlnust appa-

ratus adapted to remain open during the rjire^ strokes

followlntc the working stroke.

890,57;i. WASTE - Sn-PORT FOli .lolKNAL BuXKS.

Jambs S. Patten. Baltimore. Md ,
assignor of one-

fourth to Ui<'hard M Ituvall and three fourths to Mor-

ton Schaeffer. Baltimore, Md. Fiie«l .lune J, 1'."h; Se-

rial No. 319.936.

8 9 0.573. REI.VKOKiED CEMENT (»H CONCRETE
CATCH-BASIN AND SKWEK PIPE .loHN M Phe-

LAN. Jackson. Mich, asslk'iuir to Reinforced Concrete

Pipe Company. .lacks..n Mih, a torporatlon of Ohio.

Flle.I Mar '" r.»«>»i S.rial No. 304,582.

1. A waste support for journal boxes comprising an

open topped body portion having a plurality of vertical

members projecting upwardly from the ixrttom thereof,

the entire upper edges of said members and of the sides

and ends of said body portion being adapted to contact

with the Clearing face of the journal, said members being

arranged In spaced relation to each other and to said

sides.

•_'. A waste supp<jrt for journal boxes comprising an

open topped body portion having a plurality of vertical

members projecting upwardly from the bottom thereof.

the entire upper edges of said members anfl of the sides

and ends .if said Nxly portion r>eing adapted to contact

with ttie bearing face .if the journal, said nembers being

arranged in spaced relation to each other and to said

^Ides. and means for yieldingly holding the svipport with

said edges in such contact.

3. A waste support for journal boxes, comprising an

open topped b<xly portion having each sid^ lying wholly

1. The combinati..n with a .••ni.iit ..r .oncrete catch

basin, of a plurality of castings .•mb.Mlded in the side wall

of the said catch basin, the end porti..ns of said castings

being hollow, and ttie st.ps shaped as described and hav-

ing their ends siidably ni..unted In the h<.ll..w portion of

the castings as set forth

2. A cement or concrete cylindrical t>ody provided with

a plurality of castings embedded in its walls, each casting

having a hollow end portion and a solid connecting l)ar.

the Inner ends of the hollow end portions being contracted,

the steps or rungs having their ends bent and Inserted in

the hollow end portions of the castings, and means to pre-

vent the withdrawal of the said iwnt ends from tlie cast-

ings

3. The combination with a cement or concrete cyiin

drlcal body, of the metallic steps having end portions, and

the interirie.dlate curved portion, the curved portions of

said step corresponding with the curve of the cylindrical

body, and the castings inserted In the sides of the cylln

drlcal body and in which the end portion of the steps are

siidably mounted, as set forth

890 574. CHUCK. Chari.es 11 Phillips. Boston. Mass .

assignor of one-third to Ceorge W. Giddlngs. Boston.

Mass Original application filed Mar, 28, 1907. Serial

No. 364,975. Divided and this application filed Sejit

11, 1907. Serial No. 392,279

1. .V chuck having a body or shanlt portion, a drill re

4 celvlng portion, and means to pivot said drill receiving
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portion to the body portion so that said drlll-recelvlng
j

portion may swing for a limited distance In one direction
I

only and will be held rigidly from movement relative to

the body portion in all other directions.

2. A chuck comprising a body portion and a drlll-re-

celvlng portion, one of said portions having a groove In Its

end and the other having a tongue fitting the groove, and

a pivot passing through said tongue and the side walls of

the groove.

3. A chuck having a body portion provided at one end

with two parallel ears forming between them a groove, a

drlll-recelvlng portion having a tongue fitting between

said ears, and a pivot pin extending through the tongue

and ears, the ends of the ears having shoulders 20, 21 to

limit the swinging movement of the drill receiving portion.

4. A chuck comprising a body portion, a drill receiving

portion pivotally connected thereto, a stop to limit the

swinging movement of said drill receiving portion In one

direct i..n when said drill receiving portion is in line

axially wirt-. th. l.ody portion, and yielding means to hold

liald drill r.,<j'jiviug portion against said stop.

5. A Chuck comprising a l)ody portion provided at Its

end with two parallel ears 10 a drill-receiving portion

having a riti fitting Ntween said ears, and also provided

with two straight shoulders 19. a bolt pivotally connect-

ing said rib to said ear. the lower edge of each car being

formed with the two surfaces 20. 21 at an angle to each

other, and a spring acting on the two portions of the drill

and normally maintaining them in axial allnement with

each other with the surfaces 20 in allnement with the

shoulders 19.

a surface plane, a secondary sole secured to the side sur-

face of said stock and adjustable depthwise to project

below the sole thereof, a gage-sole underlying the main

sole and laterally adjustable thereof, and means for secur-

ing the latter sole directly to the under surface of the

stock, both of said secondary and gage-soles having open-

ings for a bit to cooperate therewith in the cutting opera-

tion.

3. A stock having a bit opening adapted for use as a

surface plane, a secondary sole secured to the side surface

of the stock and adjustable depthwlse to project below the

main sole thereof, a reversible gage-sole underlying the

said main sole, means for securing said sole in position,

both of said secondary and gage soles having bit openings

to cooperate with the bit in the cutting operation.

4. A stock having a bit opening and adapted for use as

a surface plane, a secondary sole secured to the side sur-

face of the stock and adjustable depthwlse to project be-

low the main sole thereof, a reversible gage-sole underly-

ing said main sole and adjustable laterally thereof, means

for securing said gage sole directly to the bottom of the

stock, both of said secondary and gage soles having open

Ings for a bit to coSperate therewitli in the cutting op. ra-

tion.

5. A stock having a bit opening and adapted for use as

a surface plane, a secondary sole secured to the side sur-

face of the stock and adjustable depthwlse thereof to pro-

ject between its main sole, a gage-sole underlying the

stock and adjustable vertically and laterally thereof, and

means for adjustably securing said gage-sole directly to

the under surface of the stock, both of said secondary and

main soles having bit openings to cooperate therewith in

the cutting operation

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

890,575. PLANE. .I.'HN I. Puis. .i.e. New Britain, Conn.

Filed Nov. 20, 1905. Serial No. 288,128.

1 .\ stock having a bit opening and adapted for use as

a surface plane, a secondary sole secured to tlie side sur-

face of said stock and adjustable depthwlse to project be-

low the main sole thereof, and a gage sole underlying said

main sole and adjustable laterally thereof, l>oth of said

secondary and gage soles having openings for the bit and

adapted to coSperate therewith In the cutting operation.

_' ,\ stock liavlng a bit opening and adapted for use as

890,576 RAILROAD SWITCH OPERATING MECHAN-
ISM. James T. Rama.je, Konawa, < >kla .

assignor of

one-half to J. T Mouldin. Louisville. Ky. FILd D. c 4.

1907. Serial No 405,059.

1. In combination, a movable switch point, a depressl-

ble sliding rod loosely connected to said switch point

and extending inwardly to the center of a railroad track,

a trunk having a vertical slot with an inclined bottom to

hold said sliding rod, a removable cover plate for said

trunk with a slotted boss on its inner end. said sliding rod

having an upwardly projecting finger extending through

and above said boss, and a spring to retain said sliding

rod normally In elevated position but permit tlie depres-

sion thereof.

2. In combination, a movable switch point, a depr.ssi

ble sliding rod loosely connected to a projection on said

switch point and extending inwardly to the center of a

railroad track, a trunk having a vertical slot with a bot-

tom inclined downwardly from the switch point to hold

said sliding rod, a removable cover plate for said trunk

with an upwardly projecting slotted boss on its inner end.

said sliding rod having a finger on its inner end extending

through and above said l>oss, a spring below said sliding

rod to hold It elevated an<l n plate covering the slot in said

boss through which plate the finger passes and which

moves laterally with said finger

3. In a switch operating mechanism, a movable switch

point and a depresslble sliding rod lf>oseIy connected to
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Mid switch point and extending towards tUe center of a

railroad traclc. said sliding rod having a linger projecting

upwardly above the plane of the track, oombined with

shoes mounted on a car to engage when depressed the

aforesaid finger one of said shoes having lt$ working sur-

face inclined in a direction opposite the like surface on

the other shoe, said shoes being lndependent:ly depressible.

4. In a switch operating mechanism, a movable switch

point, a sliding bar having an upstanding finger by means

of which said bar and switch point are moved, combined

with an adjustably st'cured spring arm on the bottom of

and at each side of a car at the front, an inK:lin»'d shoe on

each arm to act on said upstanding tlng^r on opposite sides

and normally h>>Id above the finger, and a jeprosstble bar

adjustably attar-hed to ^ach arm for lowering the shoe

thereon into position to »'ngage said flngt-r. saitl bars b.Mng

curved outwanlly at their central portions

'). Combined with a switch operating mechanism tiav-

Ing a finger projecting above the surface of the ground

for shifting the switch point, two shoes tirdted to a rar

each shoe having a working surface horizontally Inclined

In a direction opposite that of the other and a spring coll

b»'tw<»^n said w irkinii surfai-e and its point of attachment,

and a depr—'sihi.' tar atTnch.^<l to each shii.^ for lowfring

It into engagement with said projecting tln^t-r.

[Claim »". not prinre>d in the f'.azette. 1

890.57«; M.\rHINK FOR REMOVING RUBBER HOSE
FROM MANDRELS. Samlel J. Sit,r„ Buffalo, N. V.,

assignor of one half to Herbert H. Hewitt, BufTalo, N. Y.

P^ilf'd Jan. 8. 1908. S.Tial No. 409,772.

890.577 VENTIL.\TED I.AMIN.\TEI) CORE FOR DY-

NAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES. Walth J Richards.

Norwood. Ohio, assignor to .Xllls-Chalmers Company, a

Corporation of N»'w Jersey. Filed Oct. 31, 1906. Serial

No 341,374.

1 A core for dynamo-electric machine* comprising a

plurality of main laminse and groups of special laminie ar-

ranged at Intervals forming ventilating p^.ssageways, the

special lamlnsp having overlapping openings adjacent re-

spectively the outer and Inner peripheries of the core.

2 In a laminated core for dynamo-electric machines, a

plurality of main toothed laminae and a group of adjacent

flat lamin«e having teeth longer and narrower than the

teeth of the core so as to form deep slots at the periphery

of the core, said core being provided with ventilating

passageways communicating with said daep slots.

:\. In a toothed laminated core for dynamo-f>lectrlc

machlQt's, a plurality of main laminae slotted to receive

conductors, and a group of adjacent laminae having slots

deeper and wider than the slots of the main laminae, said

core being provided with axial ventilating passageways

and other passageways connecting said a-Vlal passageways

with said deep slots

4 .\ core for dynamo electric machines, comprising

main laminae slotted to receive conductors, and special

laminse formed to permit ventilation, said special laminae

comprising a group of laminae having 4lots within the

body of the cor*' and slotted at the periphery to receive

conductors, and a group of laminae having slots extending

Inward from the periphery and ov»r lapping the slots

of the other spt'cial laminse

.'. .V. core for dynamo electric machines comprising

main laminae slotted to receive conductors, a group of

special laminse having deeper slots and narrower teeth

than the main lamlnte. and a group of lamlne slotted

xo rf>celve armafurf conductors and ha\"ing slots In the

body of the core and overlapping the deep slots of the first

group of special laminae.

1 .\ luacuint' of tli.> character described, comprising a

plurality of rolls between which a mandrel with a hose

thereon may be mounted and means for Imparting revolu-

tion to said rolls, on*' of said rolls being provided with

ribs or projecting portions adapted to crowd the hosf>

lengthwise on its mandrel so as to loosen it therefrom.

2. A machine of the character described, comprising a plu-

rality of rolls bptween which a mandrel with a hose there-

on may be mounted and means for Imparting revolution to

said rolls, onp of said rolls being provided with reversely

arranged ribs or projections for crowding the hose length

wise of Its mandrel to loosen It therefrom.

3. A machine of the character described, comprising

a plurality of rolls between which a mandrel with a hose

thereon may be mounted, means for Imparting revolution

to said rolls, one of said rolls being provided with ribs or

projecting portions adapted to crowd the hose lengthwise

on Its mandrel so as to loos.-n It therefrom, and a pivoted

yoke for sustaining said last mentioned roll

4. A machine of the character described, comprising a

pair of bottom rolls, means for driving said rolls, a top

or pressure roll having Its surface provided with projec-

tions for crowding lengthwise the hose upon its mandrd

and means for raising and lowering said top or pressure

roll.

890.579. STALK STRIPPING MECHANISM FOR CORN-

HARVESTERS. Chari.e.s E. Storm. Trowbridge, III.

Original application filed Mar 21. 19<)7. Serial No.

363,»337. Divided and this application filed Oct. 1 'i.

1907. Serial No. 397.fi92.

1. In a corn harvesting machine, side guards and a

tongue between said guards, and a pointer pivotally

mounted Intermediate of Its ends on said tongue with

one end projecting forwardly therefrom, thp tongue be-

ing provided with a stop adapted for engagement with

said pointer to hold the latter in a deflected relation to

either side guard.

2. In a corn harvesting machine, and in combinati.m

with the stalk stripping and husking mechanisms, side

guards and a tongue between said guards, and a pointer

pivotally mounted on said tongue and projecting for-

wardly therefrom, said pointer being provided with a rear

forked f>nd and the tongue being provided with a stop

adapted for engagement with either of said forked mem-

bers.

3. .\ corn harvesting machine, comprising a support em-

bodying traveling wheels, feed mechanism Including a

pair of auger side guards, and a pair of feed chains mount-

ed above said guards and in juxtaposition thereto, means

for simultaneously driving said guards and chains, stalk

stripping mechanism at the rear of said chains, a trough

) within which said stripping mechanism Is mounted, means
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for diiving Mid stripping

tending longitudinally of

the bottom of said trough

mechanism, husking rollers ex-

the framework and located at

pans for feeding ears rear-

wardly along the husking rollers, and means for driving

the last named feeding means and hasUng rolls from one

of said traveling wheels.

890.580. 0PHTHAI.M(»MKT1;R .h'iis H. SCTCLIFTK,

London. England, assignor to (ieorge Culver Ltd., Lon-

don. England Filed .\iig 2.!. 1907. Serial No. 389.838.

the Image thus viewed comprising an auxiliary lens sys-

tem embodying a pair of crossed lenses each divided lon-

gitudinally* Into central and marginal portions movable

In relation to each other transversely to the ails of the

telescope.

5. In an ophthalmometer, a telescope provided with an

objective; a mire the reflection of which In the cornea

of the eye Is adapted to be viewed through said telescope ;

for producing a plurality of images thus viewed and ef-

fecting the approximation and separation of said images.

an auxiliary lens system arranged as a component of said

objective and composed of portions movable In relation

to each other transversely to the axis of said telescope

geared to one of said movable lens portions an index,

and to another of said portions a pointer adapted to move

over said Index to Indicate the relative movement of said

portions.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. In an ophtM*l»onieter. a telescope provided with an

objective; a mire the reflection of which In the cornea

of the eye Is adaptcnl to be viewed througli said telescope:

and for producing a phirallty of images thus viewed and

effecting the approxiiiuil ion and separation of said Images,

an auxiliary lens system arranged as a component of said

objective and composed of portions raoval)le in relation to

each otlier transversely to the axis of said telescope.

2. In an ophthalmometer, a telescope provided with an

objective, a mire the reflection of which in the cornea can

be viewed through said telescope: and for producing a plu-

rality of images of said mire, an auxiliary lens system

comprising a pair of lenses each divided Into a central

portion and m.Mru'inal portions moval)le relatively to said

central portion trausv.rsely to the axis of said telescope.

3. In an ophthalmometer, a telescop.' provided with an

objective, a mln> the reflection of which In the cornea can

be viewed through said telescoi>e : and. for doubling or

multiplying the image thus viewed, a pair of crossed cy-

lindrical lenses each divided longitudinally into central

and marginal portions movable in relation to each other

transversely to the axis of the telescope

4 In an ophthalmometer. In combination with a tele-

scope and a mire whose reflection in the eye can there-

through be viewed ; means for doubling or multiplying

890.581. VENTILATOR FOR HORSE BLANKETS AND
OTHER COVERINGS. Mark H. Wood, Providence,

R. I., assignor to Harrie S. Wood, Providence, R. I.

Filed Aug. 6, 1907. Serial No. 387,350.

A covering pr.-vlded with a ventilating opening therein,

a dome like disk with an outstanding attached rim en-

circling said opening and with a ventilating slot, the rim

being formed with a circular series of relatively closely

grouped apertures at its base and beyond said series with

another series of apertures, a piece of material extending

over the outer surface of the disk, except the slot thereof

and lapped under the attaching rim. stitching inserted

througli the rim and the lapped under edges of said ma-

terial such stitching extending through the Inner series

of apertures, and rivets or the like extending through the

covering and through the said under-lapped edge of the

material as well as the outer series of apertures, as and

for the purpose set forth.

890,882. SEWING-MACHINE. Rissel G. Woodward,

Waukegan. 111., assignor to The Union Special Sewing

Machine Companv. Chicago. Ill . a Corporation of Illi-

nois. Filed I>ec. 3, 1!^02. Serial No. 13:?. 734. Renewed

Mar. 5. 1908. Serial No. 419,392.

1 A sewing machine. Including In combination an Im-

plement, means for operating said Implement comprising

means for vibrating said implement, means for controlling

said vibrating means whereby the same Is rendered In-

active, and means for locking said Implement against

vibration when said vibrating means Is inactive; substan-

1 tiailv as described.
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2. A MWtef HiaclUne ln<-lu<llng In Cf>mbln»tion an Im

plement. means for operatlnw; said Implement comprising

a driving shaft, means operated from said (Jrlvlni? shaft

for vibrating said implement, means for coftnectInK and

disconnecting said vibrating means from said driving

shaft, and means for looking said Implement against vi-

bration when said vibrating means Is discoanected ; sub-

stantially as described.

3. A sewing machine Inciuding In combination an im

plement, means for operating said Implement comprising

a driving shaft, means operated from said driving shaft

for vibrating said Implement including a vibrating ele-

ment, means for connecting and dlsconnectlnf said vibrat-

ing means to said vibrating element, and means for lock-

ing said lmplemf>nt against vibration when disconnected

from said vibrating f lement : substantially as described.

4. A sewing machine Including In combination an Im-

plement, means for ojR'ratIng said Implement, <-ompri.sing

a driving shaft, an element continuously operated from

aid driving shaft, means for vibrating said implement.

Beans under the control of the operator for connecting

and disconnecting said vibrating means to said continu-

ously operated element, and means for locUlng said Im

plement against vibration, when said vibrating means Is

disconnected ; substantially as described.

5. A sewing machine Including In comblnntlon an Im-

plement, means for operating said implement, comprising

a driving shaft, an element continuously oscillated from

said driving shaft, means for vibrating said Implement,

means under the control of the operator fiir connecting

and disconnecting said vibrating means to said continu-

ously oscillated element, and means for locliing said im-

plement against vibration when said vibrating means Is

disconnected ; substantially as describ»Ml

[Claims 6 to 59 not printe<i in the (jazetOe.]

I

890,583. WOOl>\V(iRKIN<; MAiHINE. F&>bekt P. De
Rembs, Honma, La., assignor of one-half to Alfred T.

Gerrans. Honma, I,a. Filed Oct. 21, 19oT. Serial No.

398,496

1. A wood working machine comprising a frame, a plu

rallty of transversely extending knives fixed to a rota

table head, a rotatable and transversely extending shaft

carrying said head, a longitudinally extending and Ion

gitudlnally and vertically shiftable work holder arranged

in operative relation with respect to said knives, a plu-

rality of links pivotally connected at their npper ends to

said holder, the ajtertures in one link being in allnement

with the apertures in the othpr link, a plunallty of aper-

tured plates carrleil by the frame, the apertures In said

plates being in allnement with the apertures In the links.

and an adjustable means extending through the links and

plates for pivotally connecting the links to the frame and

constituting means In connection with saH plates and

links whereby the movement of the holder can be varied

with respect to the varied cutting stroke of the knives.

2. A woo<l working machine comprising a frame, a plu-

rality of transversely extending knives fixed to a rota-

table h^'ad, a rotatable and transversely extending shaft

carrying said head, a longUudlually extending and lon-

gitudinally and vertically shiftable work holder arranged

in operative relation with respect to said knives, a plu-

rality of links pivotally connected at their upper ends to

said holder, the apertures In one link being In allnement

with the apertures In the other link, a plurality of aper-

tured plates carruni by the frann', the aportures In said

plates bping in allnement with the apertures in the

links, and an adjustabl.^ means extending through the

links and platt-s for pivotally connecting the links to

tht' fram.' and constituting m>'ans In connection with said

plates and links wht-reby the movemfnf of the holder

can be varied with respect to the varied cutting stroke of

the knives, said adjustable means arranged at one side and

below the axis of said shaft.

:>. A wood working machine comprising a frame, a plu-

rality of transversely extending knives fixed to a rota-

table head, n rotatable and transversely extending shaft

carrying said head, a longitudinally extending and lon-

gitudinally and vertically shiftable work holder arranged

in operative relation with respect to said knlv.-s, a plu

rallty of links pivotally connected at their upper ends to

said holder, the apertures In one link being in allnement

with the .ipertiires In the other link, a plurality of aper-

tured plates carrie<l by the frame, the apertures In said

plates being In allnement with the apertures in the links,

an adjustable means extending through the links and

plates for pivotally connecting the links to the frame and

constituting means In connection with said plates and

links whereby the movement of the holder can l>e varied

with respect to the varied cutting stroke of the knives,

and means connected to the holder during the feed thereof

for retaining the holder elevated.

4. A wooil working machine comprising a frame, a plu-

rality of transversely extending knives fixed to a rota

table head, a rotatable and transversely extending shaft

carrying said head, a longitudinally extending and lon-

gitudinally and vertically shiftable work holder arrange.!

in operative relation with respect to said knives, a plu

rallty of links pivotally connected at their upper ends to

said holder, the apertures In one link l>eing In allnement

with the apertures In the other link, a plurality of aper-

tured plates carried by the frame, the apertures In said

plates l>elng In allnement with the apertures in the links,

an adjustable means extending through the links and

plates for pivotally connecting the links to the frame and

constituting means In connection with said plates and

links whereby the movement of the holder can be varied

with respect to the varied cutting stroke of the knives,

said adjustable means .'irrangtHl at one side and below the

axis of said shaft, and means connected to the holder dur-

ing the feed thereof for retaining the holder elevated.

5. A wood working machine comprising a frame, a plu-

rality of transversely extending knives flx«>d to a rota-

table head, a rotatable and transversely extending shaft

carrying said head, a longitudinally extending and lon-

gitudinally and vertically shiftable work holder arranged

In riperative relation with respect to said knives, a plu-

rality of links pivotally connected at their upper ends to

said holder, the apertures in one link UMnt' in allnement

with the apertures In the other link, a phirallty of aper-

tured plates carried by the frame, the apertures In said

plates !)eing in allnement with the apertures In the links,

an adjustable means extending through the links and

plates for pivotally connecting the links to the frame and

constituting means In connection with said plates and

links whereby the movement of the holder can be varied

with respect to the varied cutting stroke of the knives,

and means carrle<l by the holder for gaging the work with

respect to the varied cutting stroke of the knives.

[Claims 6 and 7 not primed In the (Jazette.]

8nO.-.v4 riJiw KSS (W extracting IRANIUM AND
VAN.\l>irM FltoM 0RP:S Herman F'i.eik and Wil-

LiA.\i G. Halda.vk, (iolden, and Edwin I. White. l»enver,

Colo. Original application filed June 18, 1907, Serial

No. 379,6.'j8 IMvided and this application filed Sept

30, 1907. Serial No. :{9.'i,31"»

1. The metho<l of treating ores containing \iranlum

) which consists In subjecting the ore to a solution of sul-
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furous add to extract uranium and heating the resulting

solution, thereby expelling sulfur dloxid and precipitating

uranium as basic sulfite.

" The method of treating ores containing uranium

which consists In subjecting the ore to a solution of sul-

furous add to extract uranium, heating the resulting solu-

tion to expel sulfur dioild and predpltate uranium as

basic sulfite. Igniting the predpltate, and recovering sulfur

dioxid.
,

.

3 The method of treating ores containing uranium and

vanadium which consists in subjecting the ore to a solu-

tion of sulfurous add to extract uranium and vanadium,

heating the resulting solution to expel sulfur dloxid and

precipitate uranium as basic suljte. and precipitating

vanadium from the residual solution by caustic lime.

4 The method of treating ores containing uranium or

vanadium which consists In subjecting the ore to a solu-

tion of sulfurous add under pressure to extract the values,

and recovering the values from the resulting solution.

the lower end of said frame, expansible clamp plates ar-

ranged beneath each laterally extended arm. means for

expanding said damp plates, and means for operating the

same by the initial movement of the lifting strain.

890,585. Ki:t:THARVESTER,
enrldge, Mich. Filed Aug. 17

William B. Fox, Breck-

1906. Serial No. 331,001.

1 A topping mechanism comprising a pair of normally

statlonarv rolls, a <arrler for feeding the vegetables head

first to the rolls, tripping mechanism associated with the

carrier and op*>rated by the passage of a vegetable along

the carrier, a clutch operated by the tripping mechanism

for setting the rolls In motion, a cutter, and means for con-

veying the beet to the cutter

2 A harvester comprising a pair of lifters, topping

me'chanlsm. the topping mcbanism comprising a pair of

rotating rolls, conveying means for receiving the vege-

tables lifted and discharging them, tops first, onto the

rolls, a cutter and carrier chains for movlnc the vegetables

toward the cutter.

3. A harvester comprising lifters, topping mechanism

comprising a pair of continuously rotating rolls, convey-

ing means for receiving the vegetables lifted and for dis-

charging them, tops first, onto the rolls, a cutter, carriers

for convevlng the vegetables toward the cutter, driving

mechanism for the carriers, and a trip mechanism con-

trolled by the passage of the vegetables for permitting the

Intermittent actuation of the carriers.

4 A harvester comprising lifting members, conveying

means for receiving the vegetables lifted, a topping mech-

anism onto which the vegetables are discharged from the

convever, the topping mechanism comprising continuously

rotating rolls, a cutter, carriers for bringing the vegeta-

bles to the cutter, and means operate.l by the passage of

the vegetable for automatically adjusting the cutter.

,1 V harvester comprising lifting members, conveying

means for receiving the vegetables lifted, a topping mech-

anism, onto which the vegetables are discharged from the

conveyer, the topping mechanism comprising continuously

rotating rolls, a cutter, carriers for bringing the vegetables

to the cutter, driving me( hanism for the carriers, a trip

mechanism actuated by the passage of a vegetable for per-

mitting the intermittent actuation of the driving mechan-

ism, and supports for the vegetables while engaging the

rolls.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

2, A machine for handling bricks, comprising a verti-

cally disposed frame, laterally extended arms carried by

the lower end of said frame, expansible clamp plates ar-

ranged beneath each laterally extended arm, means for

expanding said clamp plates, means for operating the same

by the initial movement of the lifting strain, and an indi-

vidual lifting spring Interposed In the train of the expand-

ing devices for each clamp plate.

3 A machine for handling bricks, comprising a verti-

cally disposed frame, laterally extended arms carried by

the lower end of said frame, expansible clamp plates ar-

ranged beneath each laterally extended arm, means for

expanding said clamp plates, means for operating the same

by the Initial movement of the lifting strain, an individual

lifting spring Interposed in the train of the expanding de-

vices for each clamp plate, and a horizontal lift bar con-

nected to and applying the lift strain simultaneously to

all of said lifting springs.

4 \ machine for handling bricks, comprising a vertical

frame of triangular shape having its apex at the upper

end, and laterally projecting lifting arms and clamping

plates at the lower ends, and offsetting and steadying

wings arranged at the upper end of the triangular frame.

5 A machine for handling bricks, comprising a vertical

frame, with laterally projecting lifting arras, clamping

plates at their lower ends, said plates being made of two

expansible members, a wedge shaped thrust bar arranged

to be projected between said expanding members, a hori-

zontal shaft having loose hubs with crank pins connected

to said thrust bars, and lifting devices arranged to rotate

said loose hubs.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

890 586 BRICK HANDLING MACHINE Wil.LiAM H.

Francis. Cherrwale. and (^harlks Francis, Independ-

ence, Kans, Filed Dec. 12, 1907. Serial No. 406,2.36,

1 A machine for handling bricks, cmprislng a verti-

cally disposed frame, laterally extended arms carried by

890.587. TIRK SHKINKEK. Western O. Makkham.

Friar Point. Miss., assignor of one-half to .1. .1. Slack.

Friar Point. Miss. Filed Oct. 27. 1905. Serial No.

284,734.

In a tire shrinker. the combination with a base, and

wheel supporting sections movable upon the base and ar-

ranged to damp the tire to be shrunk, of an inverted U-

shaped clamping member having Its legs straddling the

sides of the said sections and the sides of the base and

provided at their extremities with alining openings, levers

having their under edges of rack formation, said levers

being engaged through the openings and having their rack

edges CO acting with the lower edges of the openings, the

legs of the clamping member being of rack formation, dogs

pivoted to the levers and engageable Interchangeably with

the rack teeth of the legs of the damping member, and a
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damping screw threaded through the connecting portion of

the U shaped damping mt-mlier and adapted to bear against

r^

Xf

the felly of the wheel supported upon the wheel support-

ing sections substantially as described.

890,588. YEI-LOVV DYE. Emil Meyer, Elberfeld, Ger

many, a.ssi^'nor to Farbenfabriken vorm. Frledr. Bay»'r

& Co., Elberfeld, Germany, a Corporation of Germany.

Filed Feb. 1, 1908. Serial No. 413,902.

The h^-rein-descrlbed dyestuff obtainable by condensing

para-ohloroqulnaldin with phthalic anhydrid and treating

the quinophthalone thus obtained with sulfonating agents.

which prodU'-t is after being dried and pulverized In the

shape of its sodium salt a yellow powder eoluble in con-

centrated sulfuric acid with a yellow color and soluble in

water with a yellow color which turns reddish-yellow on

addition of dilute alkali, dyeing wool and silk from acid

baths greenish-yellow '(hades, substantially as described.

•80.589. TRANSMISSION - GEAR. ELi.fAH \V. Potts,

Detroit, Mich., assignor, by direct and mesne assign-

ments, of two-sixteenths to Albert W. Wadsworth, one

sixteenth to Samuel V. Bradley, one 9lxt»»enth to Louis

Cohn. and one-sixteenth to Theodore U Wiggins. De

troit, Mich. Filpd Jan. 2, 1906. Serial No. 294,124.

1. In a rranamlMion mechanism, the combination with

the driving shaft. '>f a ilriving gear wheel supported by but

rotatable independently of said shaft, gearing for driving

said gear wheel Indirectly at variable speeds, comprising

gear whevls rotatable in unison loosely mounted on the

driving shaft, means for locking said gear wheels to the

driving shaft, and means for connecting the driving gear

wheel directly to the driving shaft to afford a direct drive

and for disconnecting all of the gears of the mechanism
from the driving shaft.

2 In a transmission mechanism, the combination of the

driving shaft, a sleeve on the driving shaft a driving gear

carried on said sleeve, a counter shaft, a train of gears

connecting the driving and counter shafts, means for con-

necting the counter shaft with the sleeve on the driving

shaft, and means for locking said sleeve directly to the

driving shaft.

3. In a transmission mechanism, the coniliiiiation of the

motor shaft, a loose sleeve thereon, a driving gear on said

sleeve, means for locking the sleeve to the driving shaft

to effect a direct drive, a second sleeve loose dii the driving

shaft gear wheels fixed thereon, a counter shaft, gear

wheels loose on the counter shaft meshing with the gear

wtieels on said sleeve, means for locking the gear wheels

on the counter shaft independently thereto, means con-

necting the driving and counter shafts to reverse the rota-

tion of the latter, a ge'ar fixed on the counter shaft, a gear

normally loose ttn the sleeve carrying the driving gear,

means for Io<'klng the loose gear on said sleev.> thereto.

4. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of the

motor shaft, a sleeve rotatable on said shaft, gear wheels

upon said sleeve, a countershaft gear wheels loose thereon

meshing with tlie gear wheels on flie sleeve of the motor

shaft, means for locking the gear whe«'ls on the counter-

shaft Independently thereto, a second sleeve on the motor

shaft a driving wheel carried thereby, means connecting

the counter shaft with said last mentioned sl.-.ve for rotat-

ing il Indirectly through the sets of gears, and means for

connecting the sleeve carrying the driving wheel directly

to the motor shaft.

T). In a transmission mechanism, the combination of the

motor shaft, a driving wheel mounted thereon and inde-

pendently rotatable, gearing mounted upon said shaft,

means for connecting said gearing Indirectly to said wheel

to afford an indirect drive, means for connecting said

wheel to the motor shaft and disconnecting and rendering

idle the indirect driving gears.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

REISSUES.

12.807. FILTER. Edwi.n Bt kt. SU Oro. Mexico. Filed

Jan. 3. 1908. Serial No. 409,241. Original No. 842.764,

dated Jan. 29, 1907. Serial No. 334.624.

1. In a filter, a cylinder, trunnions carried by the cylin-

der, supports in whii-h the trunnions are journaled. a series

of filter mats contained in the cylinder, a pipe connecting

all of said mats, m^ans for -iupplying the cylinder with an

ore slime, and means for turning the cylinder to an in-

clined position on Its trunnions.

1. In, a filter, a casing, a plurality of filter mats con

talned In the casing, means f.jr supplying the casing with

an ore slime, and means for tilting the casing In an in-

clined position.

,';. In a filter, a casing, a floor at one end of the casing,

filter mats contained in the casing, means for supplying

the casing with a slime or the like, and means for tilting

the casing to an Inclined position.

4. In a filter, a cylindrical casing, a series of filter mits

contained therein, a solution pipe, means eonnecting all of

said mats to the solution pipe, a door at one end of the

casing, means for feeding slime to the casing at its

opposite end, and means for tilting the casing to an in-

clined position.

JfNE 9, 1908, U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1539

6. In a filter, a casing, trunnions carried by the casing,

a support In which the trunnions are Journaled, a series of

filter mats contained In the casing, a pipe with which all

of said mats communicate, means for tilting the casing

to an Inclined position, and means for opening one end of

the casing, as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

12,808. ICE MAKING APPARATUS. David J. Haven-

STBiTE. Newark. N. J., assignor, by mesne asslgnmento.

to Centerfreze Ice Process Company, a Corporation of

Arizona. Filed Dec. 14. 1907. Serial No. 406.574.

Original No. 842,147. dated Jan. 22. 1907. Serial No.

262.210.

plate, whereby an adherent cake of Ice may be formed en

tirely around the sides, ends and bottom of said freezing

plate and free from the tank, means for removing said

freezing plate and attached plate of Ice from the tank and

means detachably connected to said freezing plate for sup-

plying a thawing medium thereto for separating said ice

cake and said tut>es

5. The combination in an aiiparatus for making plate

Ice of a tank, a plurality of separate and Independent

freezing plates, each of which plates consists of a series of

separate depending tubes and adapted to be supported free

from the side and end walls and bottom of the tank and

means for circulating a freezing medium through the tubes

of said plates ; whereby may l>e formed on each freezing

plate a separate cake of ice surrounding the sides, ends

and bottom of the said tul)es and attached thereto and

free from the tank, and from the next adjacent ice cake.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

<• ' * '

1. In an ap^mtM for making ice, a tank for contain-

ing water to be frosea, a support, a plurality of separate

parallel tubes each connected at one end to said support

and each closed at Its outer end and means for circulating

a freezing medium through said tubes the said tubes being

diipoMd in said tank with their outer closed ends and pe-

ripheries entirely free from the inner surfaces of said

tank : whereby a single adherent cake of ice may be formed

between said tubes and around their immersed peripheries

and closed end and free at its bounding surfaces from said

tank surfaces,

2. In an apparatus for making plate Ice the combination

of a tank for containing water to be frozen, a support, a

plurality of separate parallel tubes each connected at one

end to said support and depending therefrom, and each

closed at Its outer end, means for raising said support and

tubes out of said tank and means for circulating a freez-

ing medium through said tubes; the said tubes being dis-

posed In said tank with their outer closed ends and pe-

ripheries entirely free from the inner surfaces of said

tank . whereby a single adherent cake of ice may be formed

between said tubes and around their immersed peripheries

and closed ends and free at its bounding surfaces from said

tank surfaces and whereby thereafter said tubes and said

adherent ice plate may be simultaneously removed from

said tank.

3, In an apparatus for making plate Ice, the combination

of a tank for containing water to be frozen, a support, a

plurality of separate parallel tubes each connected at one

end to said support and depending therefrom, and each

closed at Its outer end, means for raising said support and

tubes out of said tank, means for circulating a freezing

medium through said tubes and means for separating

said tubes and the Ice cake formed thereon : the said tubes

being disposed In said tank with their outer closed ends

and peripheries entirely free from the Inner surfaces of

said tank ; whereby a single adlierent cake of ice may be

formed between said tubes and around their immersed

peripheries and closed ends and free at its bounding sur-

faces from said tank surfaces and whereby thereafter said

tubes and said adherent ice cake may be simultaneously

removed from said tank and whereliy sal<l adherent ice

cake may be released from said tubes

4. In an apparatus for making plate ice, the combination

i.f a tank, a freezing plate consisting of a series of sepa-

rate depending tubes removal)ly supported in said tank, the

ends, sides and bottom of said freezing plate being entirely

free from the sides, ends and bottom of the tank, means for

circulating a freezing medium through the tubes of said

12,809. DIE FOR FORMING COLLARS. Henry C. Mil-

ler. Waterford. N. Y. Filed Apr. 2".. 1906. Serial No.

313.719. Original No. 793.011. dated June 20. 1905. Se-

rial No. 22n..'-.71.

'1 err; ^J1

III, '
'

, ' I . '

!!

1. A die for cutting collars or the like comprising two

end dies formed with a space between them, and an inter-

mediate die open at both ends next the inner ends of the

end dies and disconnected therefrom, the said intermediate

die being longer than the space l)etween the end dies.

2. A die for cutting collars or the like comprising two

end dies formed with a space between them, the adjacent

edges of said dies being straight and parallel with each

other, an intermediate die open at both ends next the

Inner ends and disconnected therefrom said intermediate

die being straight and parallel with the Inner ends of the

end dies and longer than the space between said latter dies.

3. A die for cutting collars or the like, comprising ad-

justable end dies having their inner edges straight and

spaced from each other, and a straight intermediate die

which cuts In allnement with the edges of the end dies.

the intermediate die being longer than the space between

the end dies.

4. K die for cutting collars or the like, comprising end

dies, means for adjusting said dies lengthwise to or from

each other and having their inner ends spaced from each

other, a straight Intermediate die which cuts in alinement

with the edges of the end dies, said straight intermediate

die being longer than the space between the two end dies.

and means for adjusting said die.

5. \ die for cutting collars or the like comprising a base,

two end dies of arbitrary outline, except at their inner ends

which are straight and spaced from each other, means for

adjusting the two end dies in alinement with each other.

and an Intermediate straight die distant from the end dies

and cutting parallel with the ends of said end dies, the

straight Intermediate die being longer than the space be-

1
tween the end dies.

I

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1->810 S\r KK.KIVIN'; UK<KPT.\.-I.K Ki.wis A.

"mcKoV. N-v ..:•:.,'lu^ !.a. Fll-1 Julv -. H'«'T Serial

No. 'AHl.'jy- >_'riKniiil No. ^l>>.-T>^. ilata.l Ajir. IT.

1906, Serial No. 281.063.

39 337 RHoornriN FRFi-KKirK W. Kooxz. Melrose.

Mrss filed May 5, li>"v s.rlai No. 431.055. Term

,,f ii;it.-nt 3i year*.

The ornamental design for a brooch pin. as shown.

38.888. BROOCH PIN
Mass Filed May 5,

n( p.Ufnt 31 years.

FKKnrniCK W. Kuo.N/., .Melrose,

l'.,')^ Serial No. 431,056. Term

1 In a dCTlet of the .tmract^'r dcsoribf'd. the combina-

tion of an apron provid...l wit!, a r-arwardiy-f-xtendlng

flange, a receptacU' ;.r..vuU.l wUh an inwarjly .xfriding

flange, the flan^- ..f -aM P.-ptaH- engaglnK thr t1an«.. of

said apron, wh- r-h-. sanl r-.-pta.'U. i. supported upon the

apron. . .

o ^ devlcp of 'h- rharacter di^scribed. comprising a

sub^tantlallv rlat ap.ron. a sharp.n.d flang. formed upon

the upper edg. of .aid apron, and a curved Uansjo formed

upon thP low.r .d^- of said apron, and a n>c..ptaclo en-

«K,„.- and supported upon the curved flange of said apron.

•; V device of the.haracter described, comprlsinkc an apron

provided with supporting means formed upon Its lower por-

tion and a slidable receptacle engaging aad suspended

upon said supporting: means, said receptacle moving longi^

tudlnaUv thereof and capable of being entirely removed

from said supporting means by sliding It off of the same at

one .'nd of said apron,

4 V ,levire of the character described, cinnprising an

apron provided with rtanged ends, penetrating n.eans

formed upon one of the longitudinal edges Of said apron

,-M supporMng means formed upon the opposite longi-

tudinal edge, and a longitudinally movable rec.>^taclo carried

by ^ai.l supporting means and capable of O-lng removed

entirelv from said apron at one of its ends.

'i In a device of the cla.ss described, the <Tmbination of

an apron provided with a hooked flange at its lower edge

of a receptacle havm^j upstanding hooked itteans adapted

and proportlou.M for e„t:a^euie„r with the tiange at

spaced points.

The .rn.nr.ental flesiirn for a bro^xh pin. as shown.

39..'i;Ui HK.\< KI.1.I' IvMKS .\

'Flle<l Apr JT, \'>"^ >i>'r\i\l So

ent 14 years.

DESIGNS.

39,3:!.')

N Y Fi

of p.iten:

BVI'<;F Willi-vm F. Fdw.vhos. Brooklyn,

19U8. Serial No. 4^6, aOs. Termd Apr.

\ears.

10,

The ..rnanieiif ai design for a badge as shown.

39.33*; BAIM.K .I-HN F. .Tohn^-.v. Hayflel.l, Iowa.

Filed -Vpr 7. 1'"'^ Serial No l.'.'.T!*:;. Term of pat-

ent 3i years

The ornamental de-ign for a NadL-e as »hown.

( owiK, Chesaw. Waah.

4:;ii,o79. Term of pat-

T"he oriiaiiieiual for .1 bracelet, as shown.

3 y . ;; 4 sfoon. F'ikk, <iK simil.vk

CH-VRLE-S .\. HKNNKT1-. WaHioKford. <'oiiti.

K Wallace & Son-. Mf^: i'

poratloii Filed .\pr -O

Term of patent 7 Neirv

AH ri'i.K

issi.nor to

Wallinu'ford. Couu., a I'or-

I'.ms Seiial No. 428.293.

,11 .i,,,, t-,,!. ,1 >iiM)()ii fork or sinular ar-
Th« omanientai de^u'o loi a spoou, luin.

tlcl«, M Shown.

June 9, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 15-4^

8 9.341. SPOON, FORK. OR SIMILAR ARTICLE.

John Clileb, Walllngford, Conn., assignor to Inter-

national Silver Co.. Merlden, Conti.. a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Apr. 27, 1908. Serial No. 429,580.

Term of patent 7 years.

3 9.34 3. SPOON, FORK, OR SIMILAR AUTHI-F

Walter H. Pebkins. Cheshire. Conn., asFigixr to

Waterbury Mfg, Co., Waterhury, Conn., a Corporation

Filed Apr. 27. 1908. Serial No. 429.551. Term of pat-

ent 7 years,

tTA

The ornamental design for a spoon, fork or similar ar

tide, as shown.

The omanientai lieslgn for a spt)ou, fork or similar ar-

ticle as shown.

39,344. BuX. I'EiiDiN.^Mi ScHOETTLE. Gcrmantown. I'a .

assignor to Pioneer Suspender Company, a Corporation

of Pennsylvania Filed Mar. 2:.. 190S. Serial No.

423,282. Term of patent 14 years.

39,34 2. Sl'iM.N. FoltK, oH SIMILAR ARTICLE,

John Cli i.kk. Wallingford. Conn, assignor to Inter-

n.iii .nal Silver Co., Merlden. Conn., a Corporation of

N,.« .Iei>e> Filed Apr. -'7, I'.Ki.s. Serial No. 429,581,

Term of pinent 7 years

The ornamental design for a box, as shown.

39.345 STRFFTLAML Chaki.ks P. M.4.ss.\rd. St. Jo-

seph. Mo. File<i Mar lit, 190^. Serial No. 422,189.

Term of patent 3J years.

The ornamental desl»:n for a spoon, fork or similar ar-

ticle as shown. The ornamental desii;ii for a street lamp, as shown.
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39 346 JACKET. William H. Wye. Needham, Mass.

Filed Mar. 19. 190'^ Serial No. 422,190 Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

39.348. RUa. John W Hill. New York, N. Y.. as-

slfrnor to .1. W. Dlmiok Company, New York, N. Y.. a

Corporation of Ne*. York. Filed -Vpr. 23. 190S. Serial

No. 428,880. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a rug as stiowa

89.849. RUG. John W. Hm i N*"a Y.rk N. Y.. aa-

Blraor to J. W. Dlmick ('.iiiiniN n. « ^ rk. N. Y., a

corporation of New York Fll.-l M 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428.881. Torni of patent 7 yca!.->.

The ornamental design for a Jacket as shown

39.347 NKCK SC.VUF .I-skih Mk.u.. Milwaukee. Wis

Filed Feb. 17, 190s. .^.-i i:il No. 410,429. Term of pat-

ent 3| years.

The ornamental design for a rue as shown.

39.350. RUG. John W Hill. New York. N. Y.. as

slinior to J. W. Dimlck Company. New \ork. N. \.. a

^'^^."atlon of New York. Filed ..pr. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428.882. T»>rm of patent .
ye.nrs.

The ornamental design for a ne- k soarf as shown. The ornamental design for a rng as shown.

J[-NK 9, 190.S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1543

39,851. RT-G. .Tohv W. Hill, New York, N. Y.. a»-

slnior to J. W. Dlmick Company. New \ork. N. Y.. a

Con)oratlon of New York. Filed Apr. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428.883. Term of patent 7 years.

39.354. RUG. John ^V Hill. New York. N. "i.. as-

signor to J. W. Kimick Company. New York. N. Y., a

Corporation of New York. Filed .\pr. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428,886. Term of patent 7 years

The nrniunental d.-sitn for a rug as shown. The ornament.il design for n nig as shown.

2.

l^nor
Corpors

No. 428.«<S4. T^rni of patt-nt 7 ypars.

RIO JOHN W HILL. New York. N Y.. as- 39,355. rug. John W. Hill. New 'i"^''- ^-^^ '

tl i' W Dlmick Companv, New York, N. Y.. a glgnor to J. W. Dlmick Company, New \ork. N. Y..

ationofNewYork Filed .Vpr. 23, 1908. Serial Cognation of New York. Filed ..pr 23. 1908. Ser

as-

a

rial

No. 428,887. Term of patent , years.

^^i^^^iti^^m

The ornaih.'nt;il design for a r<!g as shown. The ornamental design for a rwg as shown.

39 353 RUG Jmiv W. Hill, New York. N. Y.. as- 39,356. RUG. John W. Hill. New York, N. Y as-

''S.r to
."

W. Dimlck Companv. New York.^N. Y.._ a
|

,,^or to J.
^y;/^'^V:^.^Tr„"/;:r^:.' i^o,''- s'erU.

Corporation of New York. Filed .\pr. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428,885. Term of patent 1
years.

Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428,888.- Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a rug as shown.

134 0— 101

The ornamental design for a rug as shown.
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3fl,357. RUO. John- W. Hill. New York, N. T., as-

signor to J. W. Mmlck Company. New York, N. Y., a

Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 23, 1908. Serial

No. 42^,889. Term of patent 7 years.

39,359. RUj. Johv W. Hii.l. New Vork. N Y, as-

iignor to J. W. r>lralck (Drnpany. New York, N. Y, a

Corporation of New York Filed .^pr 23. 1008. Serial

No. 42S,v01. Term of patent 7 ypars.

The ornamenral design for a rug as shown. The ornainenni! ilPHitrn I'^r n v')£ ns ;!iiiwn.

39.358. RUf; .I'HN W Hill. New York. N. Y.. as

slgnor to J. W Mmlrk Company. New York. N. Y., a

Corporation of N*>w York. Filed Apr. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 428. S90. Term of patent 7 years.

:'.9,300. Rl'i; .loH.v W. Hii.i., New York, N Y., as

slgnor to .J \V. I)lmlck Company. N'-w York, N. Y.. a

Corporation of N>vv York. Fli»»,l .Vpr _':<. I'.X)^. Serl.il

No. 428.,M>2. r>'rm of patent 7 yoar-*

The ornamental desli?n for a rug as showTi, The ornamenr.ll d.'sikrn for a ni? a« shown.

pmiW"!!'!
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 0, 1908

The foUowlng trademarks have been adjudged entitled to registration under the

act or February 20. 1905, and are published In compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Anv person who beUeves he would be damaged by the. registration of a mark

r^p^nnnosP the same by filing notice of opposition, stating the grounds therefor, In

t^t^P«?pnt Offlcrwi^hm thirty days after the publication of the mark sought to be

egls^efed whfch sirn'ot^^o^f op^Uion shall be verified by the person fthng the

same before one of the officers mentioned in section two of this act. " fo ^o^^^®

S opposition is filed within said time the Commissioner shall issue a certificate of

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been "Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 5 of said act, which is as follows:

"And provided further. That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of any

mark used by the appUcant or his predecessors, or by those from whom title to t^e

mark Is derived, in commerce with foreign nations or among the several States or

^th Indian mbes which was in actual and exclusive use as a trade-mark of the

Sphcant or wrpr^decessors from whom he derived title for ten years next pre-

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten doUaxs."

Ser. NO. 4.00. ..I.ASS32. ^^HN'TIRl ANDUPHOL- .
Se. No^lO.47. ^^^^^.^^i?^^^? ^^^^^j;

8TERY.) l..-,s.n.,K P.llow Co.. Louisville. Ky.
™;-^;:f;^^^^^,„lf,^^,^.\,,, Louisville. Ky. Filed

Filed May 8, I'.tO;,. , ^
, ,_ ,f,,,-July 1 1. IOmj.

Parti' ut'ii (lnicyijitir.n of noods.—Paint.

Particular detcription of goods — Mattresses.

8^r No P84B. (CL.\SS fl. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACP:UTIC.a, PREPAR.\TI(>NS. ) Cen-

TraT Chemical Co., Indianapolis, Ind Fll-d July 6.

1905. Used ten years.

Celery-Vesce

Particular description of goods —A Tonic.

Ser. No. 16.013. MLASS 31. FILTERS AND REFRIG-

BBAT0R8.> IlERRIiK REFRHiERATOR & COLD STOBAGH

Company. Wntfrlno, lowa Filed Jan. S. lO^^O

Particular desaiption o) ^oods -Refrigerators.
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8*r No Irt0l4 iC-L-XSS 31. FILTERS AMD REFRIG- I Ser. No. 24.143 (CLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND

ERVTOIIS 1 HBERICK RKFRIGBRATOR k COLD STOBAQK
,

LIQUORS.. TRIE W. JONKS BREWING COMPANT. MrD

COMPA.NT Waterloo. Iowa. Filed Jan. 8, 1906. Uued Chester. N. H. Filed Dec. 19. 1906.

ten years.

Particular dex'-ription of yooda.—Refrigerators.

Ser No. :'0.225. 'CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOOI>S I Thomas L. Boyd, Chicago. 111.

Filed June 9. 1906.

^i0tM\Jb
Particular description of goods —Ham, Bacdn, and Lard.

S«r. No. 23.26S. (CLASS 23 CUTLERY. ML^CHINERY,

AND TOOLS, AND PARTS TFIEREOF.t THOMAg

Richardson Elli.v. Sheffield, England. FJled Nov. 12,

1906. Used ten years.

FOOTPRINT
Particvtar description of ijoods -Adzes, Axes. Augers,

Choppers, .^wls. Clmleta. Hand-I>rlll8. Rlnjers. Ratchet

and Like Braces and Bits, Mallets. Planes, Plane-Irons,

Chisels. Gouges. Drawing - Knives. Spokesfcaves, Tum-
Screws, Scrapers. Gravers. Levels. Scrlbers. Pliers.

Pincers, Nippers, Wlre-Cutters. Wrenches. SDanners. Lift-

ing-Jacks. Bench Screws. Holdfasts, Crampe. Soldering-

irons. Stocks and Dies and Taps, Pipe Cutters and Ex-

panders. Punches. Hammers. Anvils, Vises, Picks. Spades,

Shovels, Hoes, Hand-Rakes, Hay and Garden F'orks.

Trowels. Molders' Tools. Files, Ra.«ps, Saws and Saw-

Frames. Carving-Tools. Scissors. Shears. Razors. Can-

Openers. Knlvps, Forks, Farritrs' and Palqters' Knives,

and Pocket-Knlves.

Ser No. 23,269 iCr„\SS13. HARDWARE .iND PLUMB-
ING AND STEAM-FITTING SUPPLIES.) Thomas
Richardson Ki.i.iv. Sheffield. England. Rllt»d Nov. 12,

1906. Used ten years.
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S«r. No. 32,177. iCLASS23. CrXLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF > SociftT* IN-

DLSTBIEI.LE ET • U><MEKCI.\LE DE LA M0TO-tt£Vl, CarOUgC-

Acactas. Switzerland. Filed Jan. 11, 1908.

„i\loto-Reve
**

ParticuUir 'itat-ripfum of guod^ Sleam Engines. <;n9

Engines, and Explosh)n Engines.
,

Ser. No. 32.508. ULA.-5S38. PUBLKATK »NS , Kub-

EHT H. McCKE.iDV. I'lalnfield. N. J.. niKl New York.

N Y Filed Jan. 31, 1908.

Ser. No. 32.7fi.' (CLASS I?. CT'TLERY, MACIIINKRY.
AND TOOLS. AND I'AKTS THEREOF ) The Tniun
Fork ami Hok Co.\ir.4yY. Colnmtius, Ohio. Filed Feb.

14, 190.S.

Particular detcr'i'ti'n of good* —Hoes, Rakes, .Agricul-

tural Forks, and I'dtato Hook.s.

Particular deacription of yoodx. -.V Monthly Trade

Journal.

Ser. No. 32.512. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS. 1 ,T"H?* I.BAVITT. Boston. Ma** Filed Jan.

31. 1908.

Ser. No. 32.S21. (LASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY TRE-
I'AKKD M.VTEUI.ALS I E. Stee.n & llKL^TiiEii, Balti-

more, M'l Fl>d Ft'b 17, 1908.

'tHEHAifJvi&Y

J'at titular detcription of goods.—Baled Hay and Straw.

Ser. No. 32.880. (CLASS 49 DKSIlI.I.ED ALCOHOLIC
LlCjrORS. I Hn;o juld.schmiht. I.ua .\ngeles, CaL
Flle.l Fob •.'n, 1908.

TMI«009

P'lrtirular flescription of {;oo'Z«.— Straight Whlaky. PartiruUir 'Uscription of yo«<i«.—Straight and Blended

Blended Whisky, Straight Brandy, Bleuded Brandy, Brandies.

Straight Gin. Blended Gin. Straight Rum. Blended Rum,

Crx'ktalls. and Alcoholic Punch.

Ser Ni.. 32.537. iCLASS 49. DISTILLHl> ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS, t The Kinw.\ Co.MPA.Nr, Chicago. III. Filed

Feb. a. 1908.

Paiticuhir ihtrription of goods.— Straight Whiskies.

S^r No 32.746. (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
.VND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) S<^K-

RELL3 Dklg Cu.\ii'.v.NV, Hot Springs. Ark. Filed Feb. 13,

1908.

Ser. No. 32.S93. (CLASS 46. FOODS .\ND INOBBDI-
ENTS OF GOODS.) Scott & Comia.w, Norfolk. Va.

Filed Feb. 20, 1908.

(SLMAIBIIILIL
Particular descrtiitinn of goods.—Cheese.

Ser. No. 32.894. (CL.\SS 46 FOODS ANT) INGREDI-
ENTS OF GOODS.) Scott & Comimny. Norfolk. Va.

Filed Feb. 20, 1908.

Part\rul<ir rlfgcript i',n </f goods.— Bntter.

The belt and egg shaped figure being printed In red.

Pnrtirular dtscription of goods.—Medicinal Pllli for

Itlseases of the Liver.

Ser. No. 33.0.12. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) The
Dr. J H MiLe.w Meiui i.vE Cu>dr.^.NV. St. Loula, Mo.

Filed Feb 27. 1908.

Pnrticuli:r dffcription of good*.—Medicated Tablets De-

signed and Intended as a RenMdy for IndUrestlon and for

i
.Vllmentary and Stomach Disorders.

JCNE 9, I90S. U. S PATENT OFFICE. 1549

Filed Mar. 2. l'"'-

Partirulnr ,h xrr,j,ti<,n <,f <;oo'/« —Cuiarrh Powders, for

Medicines Designed and Intende<1 as Remedies for Coughs

and Colds and .Ml Diseases and .VfTectlons --f the Throat

and I lings for Tomes and BIo.kI I'nrlflers. for Metllrlnes

r.eslgned and Intended a^ Kerne<lle8 for All Diseases and

.XfTectlons of the I.lver and Kldnex ^. and for Eye Salves.

Porous Plasters*, and Condition powdnrs

Particulu! description of goods.—A Liquid TodIc for

the Blood.

Ser. No. 33.291. (CLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQUORS.) CoNsvMERS Brewing Compact, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Mar. 10, IW'^. Used ten years.

Ser No 3". 1'"* 'I.VSS'; cilFMK-AI.S. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMA-EUTK .M. PHFPAR.KTIONS. I PeR-

oxii.ent MANrrArrrRiNQ Compakt, St. Louis, Mo.

Fllfd Mar -', ^rK^^

r o d o I

r.ntiruiu, descriptu.n of ijoods-A Liquid Antiseptic,

Deodorant, and ".ermU-lde Used as a Mouth Wash.

Particular description of goods.—A\e. Beer, and Porter.

Ser No. 33.199. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.

AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF. 1
THE SlEESO

COMPA.VY. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6, 190h.

SircnQ
PatUcular detoription of yoof/*.—Mechiiuicai Alarm-

Whlrtlee.

Ser. No. 33,381. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) The Meatox Company. Sea Gate.

Coney Island, N. Y. Filed Mar. 13, 1908.

CHOCTOX

Particular description of goodt.—Chocolate - Flavored

Food Preparations in Tablet. Powdered, or Cake Form.

Ser No. 33.220. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING) Th« Mo»-

oA.v A.VUEBSON CO., Toledo, Ohio. Filed Mar. 6, 1908.

Ser. No. 33.364. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) O. F.

SrHMiD Chbmical Compa.vt, Jackson. Mich. Filed

Mar. 14, 1908.

Choleo>
lithine

ParticuUxr description of goods.—Medicine for the Treat-

ment of Gall-stone Diseases.

Particular ,1, .<icru'' '"" '>f poo'/c—Ladles' and MIbscb*

Shirt Waists.

Ser No. 33. -'40 .CLASS 12. M.KSONRY M.XTUniALS.)

The Bonnes Poeti.and Cement Comp.ov. Bonner

SprlngB, Kans., and Kansas City. Mo. Filed Mar. 7,

1908.

BoNMER Portland (LmewtCo-
iX> II«i» i»miA '

j
i ^^1w . I i lt.4ivU )MMp

Ser. No. 33.867. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, M.\CHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) SfNBEAM In-

candkscint Lamp Compani, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar.

14, 1908.

SUNBEAM

Particular description of £?&oJ*.— Incandescent Electric

Lamps.

Ser No. 33,446. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Shields

BEOS., Bombay, N. Y. Filed Mar. IS. 1908.

—POCAHONTAS—

Particular dencription of goods. I'ortland Cement. I-articular description of goods.—Moccasins.
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8er No. 33,407 .CL,\SS 1»3. PAINTS AMI PAINTERS'
MATERIALS. NOT INCLUI>ING OILS AND POL-

ISHES > The BaiDiiEPOBT \V.x)D Finishing Compant,

N w M'.iford, Conn Eil^-d Mar 20. lW)b. Tsed ten

years. 1

uc^/^TVME£ffi*^L^:
ii^dl>#^IU> n-'WK'F^M-'PW-^

ra
fi
'•'(

f\«

mmfurmtt

z
Tif^'^itt:'^'

I'artivuiar it''i<i ^ption of (joods — W.hmI I- illfis

Ser No. 33.52G. uLASS 2;^ (l TLERY. MArHINERY,

AND TOOLS, ANI' PARTS THEREOF > The Vim

Motor Ma.n! ka i
' ui.v; r..MfANv, Saii«lusky. Ohio.

Filed Mar. 21. l.>o•^

VIM

Partirulif 'ip^rription of yood.t - Oas-Enjfines and Gas-

Motors.

Ser. Nil. ^^'.'i-'T

LigU'iRS 1

cinnati. Ohio

(CLASS 48 MALT KXTRAiTS AND
The Ameritas Imamu.i i'-\U'any. Cin

Filed Mar. 23. I'JUb.

D IAMALT-

Ser No. .'^,^.606 .CLASS ^? CHEMirALS, MEDICINES.
AM) PHARMAC^EUTICAL PREPARATIONS ) Paul

F. De Fubd. I'asadena, Cal. Filed Mar 2r.. 1908.

.^'

.t\TR4

%
Particular deacription of rjoodt.—A Solid I 'rug Extra, t

Compoand Used for tlu' Miklngr of Ointments, Lotions.

<>rate.s, Plasters, an.l I'a-t.-- of Various Strenstha and

Therapeutic Qualities for th*- Fiternal Treatment of Dl.s-

eases of th^ Skin. Such a- I '•rmatiti.s. Eczema. Nettie-

Rash, Erythema. Herpe-,, Acne, I'M.iis, Fel.ms. Carbuncles,

Ulcers. Erysip»*las, ImpetU'... Sycosis, Ringworm. Scabies.

Psoriasis. Seborrheic Dandruff, Tinea, Pruritus, Burns.

Scald?!, Abra>lons. Traumatic and Surgical Wounds.

Ser. No. 88.«2«. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) MiCHAKi. O Keeffe. Boston. Ma >.

Filed Mar. 25, 1908.

Spices., -. - .

Powder, Cocoanut. Farina, Macaroni, SpaKhettl, Flavor-

ing Extracts. Preserves. Marmalade, and Honey

Ser. No 33.628 dl^ASS 4»>. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS I MiCHAEt. OKeefkk, Boston, Mass.

Filed Mar 2.".. li»OH.

sna^oci^

P'l) tH'u/'JI

as an Ingrei

-ucts.

Ser. No. 33,

Harwoop
1908.

,i,i,n!,tinr, of goods.—\ Male Extract Used

lent m the Making of Bread and Bread Prod-

Partirular dfxcnptwn of goods.—Canned Fruits, Canned

Vegetables. Canned. Dried, Salted, or Otherwise I'reserved

Fish. Condensed Milk. Dried Fruits, Mince-Meat, Corn

Starch. Wheat-Flour. Flavoring; Extracts. Molasses and

Cane Syrup, Sweet. Sour, and Mixed Pickles, and Catsup.

,'is4 ii'LASS .10 CI.DTHING • Beasley-

Shoe Co. In'' . Lynchburg, Va. Filed Mar. 24.

Ser No. 33.721 (CLASS 42 KNITTED. NETTED. AND
TEXTILE FABRICS.) The(-d<ir Sai.fner, New York.

N.Y. Filed Mar. 28. 1008.

Q^modora

{'articular desrtiijtion of good.* -Leather Boots and

Sh'.>es.
I'articMlar description of i/uods.—Cloth Dress Goods.

Jink 9, i90«S.
U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1551

Ser. No. 33.724. (CI ASS fi CIIEMKALS, MFDTC1NB8,

AND PHARMACEUTICAL l""Kj"AKATloN> (

LIAM SKOM. St. Louis, Mo. Filed Mar. 28. 1908.

WlL-

8er No. 33.779. (CLASS 46. FOODS ANr> INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Noethwesterv H-hekies CO.,

Seattle, Wash. Filed Apr. 1. 1908.

r^^
\<."-

particular d, scriptu.n of aood«.—Canned Salmon.

Particular deanipHon of ;7oor/*.—Salve.

Ser No 3ST54 (TLASS.! rH F.M I. ALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARM.CEUTI.AL PKEPARATIQNS.) J.

^svl^Vlt.^.^ Kenton. Ohio. Filed Mar. 30.

1908.

ser. NO. 33.807. (CLASS 6, CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL
''''^''^''f'^''^:^. [J^

SMITH COMPANY, Columbus. Ohio. Hied Api
.

.. 1908.

cv:mi

Particular dccH,^ f ••'•"•'^tJ?*^ vlr^
Buttum, Lumbago. 9Hati<'.. l>wp*y. !l«ir«l«ta. Paralfri^

and Nervous Prostration.

rim

ser. NO. 33,T(K). (^LASS 39. CLOTHING.) Robert

STEAHL. Brooklyn. N. V Filed Mar 30. 1908.

r.n-t,rulo, d..orription of goodt.—A. Blood Purifier

Ser. No. 33.854. (CLASS 46 FOnV< AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) GR..^K^^ eo i S. Hoentge.n CO.,

Council Bluffs. Iowa. Filed Apr. 4. 1008.

|i<>OUL

Particular description of ii"ods -

skirts of Cotton. Silk, and Mixed Fabrics.

Underskirts and Over-

Ser. No. 3:5,761. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED. AND

TEXTILE FABRICS * Passavast * Co..

n/y. Filed Mar. 30, 1908. Used ten years.

New York. rortxcular description of ,ood*.-Canued Fruits^ Canned

Vegetables, Canned Fish, Syrups, Jellies, and Dried Fruus.

a Cereal Breakfast FockI. Coffee, and Spices.

l^^'-'^.^l

ser. NO 33,865. .CLASS 46. FOODS ..ND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS. I
Blaxchard Mfg. & lanm>o co.,

Eastport. Me. Filed Apr. 4. 190S.

p,OSE-Bl)D

Particular desciiption of yoods.—Sardines.

c5frmani^
9 Metre's

Particular deacription of ffooda.-Velvei Ribbon.

Ser No 33,873. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Howard B. Ritchie. Boston. Mass.

Filed" Apr 6. 1008.

m
'S

Particular descripiiou of goods.—Canned Sardines.
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8er. No. 33,875. .CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGBEDI-

BNT8 OF FOODS.) Crystal Gelati-ne CuIBI'a.nt, Bos

ton. Md--^ Filed -Vpr. B, 1908.

Particular dtS'jriijtion of 'joods-—Gelatin.

S^r. No. 34.040. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FURNISH-

INGS AND NOTIONS.) H H M^' y A Co.. New

Y.'i-k, N. Y. Fil^'i .\f)r H, T.'us.

Ser N^ 1:^012 M'LASS 4 .VBRASIVE. DBTERGENT,

AM' FOLISHIN'". MATERIALS.' ADOLr Kreb.s, Mann-

heim. ' ."rTuany F;!p<1 .Vpr. T. 190S.
I'nrtuu'.ar c'c-'Mf/n-wi <,/ ;/.ji>(i^ — Wuriu-n's Uflt.s.

Ser. No. 34.057. (CLASS S9 CLOTHIN<;.) JCLU s KaT-

SER & Co., NVw Y'lrk N Y Fll'^d Apr 13. 100^ Fsed

tpn years.

Particular descrifUnn ',f !;o.,./.*.-Leathpr and Shoe

Polish.

Ser. No. 33.946 > CLASS 4.; F(J<>I>S AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF F<V">nS » The (^ilorado d
C«noD City, Colo. Filed Apr. S. 190s

eit^«*Hiu

.NNI.NQ Co.,

rurticul'ir ,UHrri})tion of jrooJa — PrescrveJ. Jams. Jel-

lies Tanned. Dried, Preseryed, and Prepared Fruits and

Vegetables. Appl" - Butter, Mince - Meat. PlCkles. Sauer-

Kraut, Flavoring Extracts, and Condiments.

Partirutar dflfcripti., rt nf <jnn(i>! - Knit Silk Glove's nn<1

Knit Cotton r.iuvcs.

Ser No. .'54.07(>. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) The Black Cat

PnLiSH C" . Buffalo, N Y. Filed Apr. 13. 1908.

Ser NV. .33 974. m^LASS 8. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.\TIONS. )
Charles

P, Si- DD.^aD, Chicago, III. Filed Apr. 9. 1908.

DENT-O-LETT
I'.vtvular df.icrtiUion of goods—Tooth Vov/der in Tab rarUruhir .!> ^rription of ijon,!s Shoe Polish,

let Form.
1

ser Nu 34 01,5. (CL.ASS42. KNITTED. NSTTED, AND Ser. No. 34.074. (CLASS 17 P ^B.UVO PRODDCrt.)

TEXTILE FABRICS.) MrKiHY Grast * Co.. San' Stk.klf, Wkpkles Co ,
Chicago, 111 1 iled Apr. 14. 1908.

Francisco, Cal. Filed Apr. 11. 1908.

I'artuul'ir dt.frrxpHon of ijnoiU - Cotton IMece Goods.

S.r No 34 0-24. (CL-\SS6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMAPEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) The

(-R.'SP.Y CHEMi'-AL Co., Brld(?f-port. Conn Filed Apr. 11. The bHckk'vound b'-lnc red and the edpes of the letters

19<»?<.

rarui liUir iff M^n ptton <,f <jon,li Tooth I'ow.l.-rs. Tooth-

pastes. Mouth Washes, and Breath Perfume*

gold.

f'.ntirut'ir ,!',<, -yiptii.n i>f yoo(i«.— Cigars

Ser No 34.124 1 CLASS .1 ELECTRICAL APPARA

TUS MArillNKS. AND SUPPLIES.) Drivek Harris

WIRE COMI ANV. Harrison. N J Filed .\pr ir,. IW^.

NICHROyE

f'Kticuhtr ,}>"€, iptton uf ./.;.,</« —Resistance Wire.

Junk 9, 1908. U. S PATENT OFFICE. 1^53

Ser No 34.159. fCLASS 23 CUTLERY. MACHINEBY.

AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF ^ Hknkt A. H«M-

PBL, Buffalo. N. y. Filed .\pr. V\ 1908. . .,

MONARCH

Par1,rulor d,.r,,!.iu,n of .aooJa—Printers' Quoina.

Ser. No. 34,205. (CLASS lo OILS AND GREASES NOT
INTENDED FOR FOOD. 1 Fhk Cincinnati Oil Works

CoMrAVY, Cincinnati. C»hio Filed Apr. IS. 1908.

SerNo. 34.1R7 .CLASS 39 CLOTHING) R. H. MaCT

& Co.. New York, N Y. Filed Apr IH, 1908.

}'„rtvnl'ir description of goodt.—Hosiery.

Ser.No.34.17o. .ri.ASS22 GAMES, TOYS. AND SPORT-

ING GOCiDS I Tin. Sit-Mu.N Hard Rt BbtK CuRPoeaxioN,

llndfe-oport, Conn. Filed Apr lO, 1908.

Particular Jf nfiption of goods.—Gasolene.

Ser. No. 34,206. CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES NOT
INTENDED F<>R FOOD. 1 The Cincinnati Oil Works

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio Filed Apr. 1.8. 1908.

Particuhir dccription uf yr^r,*/.*,.- Lubricating-Grease.

The heart, diamoiul. .uul upimt circnjlfir flgur^- are red

and the circular fitur.' «t the right blue.

Particular <lcs<yi],i,f,n of ooo<l» -Poker Chips.

SerNo34 1s3 (CLASS 17 TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)

CHARLES H. SwvKiK.^oi:u, .1 r . rtica, N. Y Filed Apr.

17, 190«<.

Ser. No. 34,215. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) C. H. Stewart, Rochester, N. Y,

Filed Apr. 18. 1908.

iS

Particular description of gnndf —Chewing-Gum.

R©SB BUD Ser. No 34.23.5. (CLASS 4eV FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Lisette Trunk, New York, N. Y.

Filed Apr. 2(», 1908.

Vnrticular ditcription of yoo(i«—Tobacco Scraps or

Clippings.

Ser. No. 34.204. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES NOT

INTENDED FOR FOOD.^ The Cincinnati On. W kks

CoMi-ANY, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Apr IS, 1908.

Fti
Particulor (Uscrpition of (joods — Jams, Jellies, Pre-

serves, Pickles, and Marmalade.

Ser. No. 34.247. (CLASS 39 CLOTHING > Chas.

Simon's Sons, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 21, 1908.

Poriirular description of yood*.—Lubrieatlng-OIL

> <

NIHON
Parficular description of P'-odn —Knitted Underwear

and Hosiery.
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S.r No 34091 (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE- S^r. No 34,a50. (CLASS 29 URomMS BRfSnES. AM.

P^RED MATERIALS.. Noeth-East CoiL Cohpany. DUSTERS. r,.KnvKR lU r t^mpwy Amst.rda:n.

Ashland an.l Palntsvllle, Ky., and Wllkea-Barre. Pa N V Filed Apr -4. lUUh.

Filed Apr. i::J, litOi^.

YELLOW JACKET
/'ir fKu/.:!r df«cripfior» of 'joods —Splint C^al. P'lrtir^lnr iif'»r, iptiim of good*.—Brooms.

S.r \o 34'>9-> (CLASS 4»J. FOODS AND IN" iREDl- Ser No .'^4..'?r.l r CLASS 20 RROOMS HRrsHKS. AM.

ENTS Of"fOO[.S , Niniv;er& FR..NTZ, PalevUle. Va. DUSTKHS >,m<;.vf.k I>.k^...m . .mivsv. Aiu>r. r!..;,,.

Filed Apr. 23. IL- >< ^^ >•"''••' '''' -' ^»'^^-

/'.jr'i'-uJar ./e«''ripfion of i;oo'/« —Canned Teu't^tables

/'•irn.u/fir ./*«. f i{»(i"n of goods —Brooms.

S^rNo34 20.' m-LASS«. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

\SD PHIKMACKITICAL PREPARATIONS.. CeoruE

F Iraoi. New York. N Y Filed Apr. 2n. 1908.

Pirticulir iJefription of goods —Baking fowders

S^T No 34..'.58. (CLASS 13. H.^RDWAR F AM > PLUMB-
IN«; AND STF.\M FITTINc; SIPPLIKS THOMAS
S.^vii.i. A Sons. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr 24. 1908.

I'sed t»-n vears

SAVILL
Partirul'ir <I''»'-riptii>n of ijuu'ln -FUix .iml Valves.

Ser No. .34.444 iM.ASS 4t; FOODS AND IN<;REIi!

ENTS OF FOODS > Rei.i.\bi.e Tea i"i). Ltd, Grand

Rapids. Mifh Fil"d .Vpr I"*. li»OS.

^^%e>.

^ %
Pi]rtu~ul<2r ilfxr-ripti'in Of gOOdS.— ("off.-.-

.Ser No. 34,33'< mT.ASS 4«. FOODS AMD INGREDI-

ENTS OF F<H»I>S MiLTO.N C. IliTKBS, Omaha. Nebr.

Filed Apr. .'4, iyu8.

JUNE
PASTURE

I'articvlar des'-rifiti'm of goods —Stock Food.

8«r. No. 34.44»'. i CLASS 46. FOODS AND INORFDI

ENTS OF P'OODS. i MacaMso Hkus , New Orleans.

La. Filed Apr. 28, 190S.

Ser. Nn 34.345 i CLASS 42 KNITTED. NETTED. AND
TEXTILE FABRICS John H MeyBr. New York,

N Y Filed .Vpr 24, 1908.

W0d^^^

Particuhir Je«.-npfinn of goods —Cotton Piece Goods Particular description of goods —Olive Uil.

JUM. ^v, 19*^S-
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PANT, Norfolk, Va Filed May 1, 190h.XND PHARMACECTICAI, PRLI ARATIONS. I
iB"'

CurrEYvn...E Mek, .^^•TU.. Co., Coffeyville, Khhs Filed

Apr 29, 1908.

SHAMROCK \N

,:^"^""<)j^

ParticuJar descipUnn of poorfr-BakingPowder.

Pariicular de.rr,pt..n -' ,.od. -Rough Lumber.

Dressed Lumber. Bundl. d 1 u.nher. and Ix,ose Lumber,

^r NO 34 471 (CLASS 46. FCH.DS AND INGRBDl-
* '

FNT'i OF FOODS . The Wii.mohe Ca.n.ninO COMPIHT,

D.n^;r. Colo: Filed Apr :;u. 1908. Used ten years.

„ , , /,, ,,nf.on nf r;ood«—Canned Fruiis and
'Parttcuhi' il'^'iW"""

Veeetables. Pork and P. an-^, and Catsup.

HTGiJiC COMPANY LTD., London. England Hied May

1, 190S.

ZANA

Porticulnr .U.;.pt.,n of ,ooda.-Carbonlc-Add Prepa-

rations for Paths. B.in. Mediclt^al Preparations for liu-

man Use.

Ser No. 34.547. .CLASS 4, ABRASIVE. DFTFKGENT.

AND POLISHING MATERIALS , F BacuT & CO..

Paris. France. Filed May 2, 1908.

c V -^4^03 aTV^S4r. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC

'":iQUoi;r O^o^^K. SnK.,,.EK & CO.. New Vor., N. T.

Filed May 1, 1908,

Partiiulnr diHcriptwn of ;,u,r„/. —Soaps.

o. v« ^Afti4 (CI \SS 4 ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,

BIO^DEAb
I'urtuulur dcxrriptujn of ;/o-/d« — S<iap.

/'./I W ulnr d'."' > iftu.n ,f goods.—Cocktails.

ser No 34 640 (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS,, ^^l.-

L AM PETEKMAN, New York, N Y Filed May ., 1908.

S.r No 34..520 (CLASS 21 FLFCTRl>Al,
l^'l"ft[

TTS MXCHINES AND SUPPLIES.) Ai.hekt *c .1. M.

"^E^:^ MAMKVTrK.vO COMPANY, Bo.,n„, Ma.s.

Filed May 1, Uh.S, Used fn y^ars.

irs larlicular descripiu,n of il

KKpeciaUv for r.estroylnK Bedbugs

Kn,;„oyed in Bl«*rle-B«llway Construction.
^

'-P^
•

Part^culur imor*9**^ of j/ood. -Electric In.ulato:
oorf*i — Insecticides Used
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TRADE-MARKS
REGISTERED JUNE 9, 1908.

69.326. PLATVPrnAlNS AND BRACELETS. ATJSTO.- and

FlJd Novln,,>cr 29. 1907. ^.^ria' So. 31.439. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.327. LEATHER-DRESSING. The Bafco Leather Past«

COMPAST, New York, N. Y

69.341. CERTAIN TOOLS AND TOOL PARTS. Geokg.

Nash Company, New York, N. Y.
tottttt^

Filed February 11. 1908. Serial No. 32.713. PLBLI8HED

APRIL 7. 1908.

69.342. CIGARS. Havana-American Company, New York,

K. Y.

FiSrVrnaT^^i: im' Senal No. 33.020. PUBLISHED
|

pu«, September 10. 1907. Serial No. 30.006. PUBLT.HFD

APRIL- 1908 !
APRII V.1008

fiQ^Clfi AVTISFPTICS. Baknks A ilii.i-E, PWladelphia, Pa.
j

69.343. STAIN xM' PAINT. The Hockadav Faint
(
o..

Fil'd Februar>'' 15. 1908. Serial No. 32.779. PUBLISHED

ArRIL7, 1908. „^„T>
69 329 NVTURAL SILICATES USED IN MANUFACTURE

FOR CLARIFYING OILS. J. Ba8LX« & Co.. Paris, France.

Filed November 5, 1907. Serial No. 31.011. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

6 9.330. LUBRICANTS, CONSISTING OF OILS AND

GREASES. AUGUSTUS Crane Buzbt, Philadelphia, Pa.

FiW March 2, 1908. Serial No. 33,120. PUBLISHED APRIL

7 1Q06.

69.331. CORN-OIL. Corn Products Reeining Company.

i«r«»v ritv N. J., and New York, N. Y.

FilS Jebnfary 21, 1908. Serial No. 32.915. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69.332. CERTAIN TABLE-SALT. Dento Chemical Com-

pany, Stockton, Cal.

Filed January 20, 1908. Serial No. 32,321. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69.333. REFINF.I- n r';-MT-M FOR ILLUMINATING

PURPOSES I \\ Hi N^t \'> ^ i
' ^ "^o-. I^c., Boston, Maae.

Filed June 26, 1905. Serial No. 9,092. PUBLISHED APRIL

7,1908.

69.334. CHEM!' AT- WomI. ^TF.iFNOTHFNER AND PRE.
'

«FI' V \TTVK. I'KTER (". Rfillt. In'r,an:i;>'i]ls. Ind.

Filed July J4, liW«.. Serial No. 21,109. I'UJM.ISHED APRIL

7.1908.

69.335. SEEDS, BULBS. AXP Fl ANT-' Washington J.

Smith, Canfield, Ohio.

Filed F.bnmry 26, 1908. Serial No. 33,014. PUBLISHED

APRIL :. ipas.

69.336. rA^H-CARlUKH,- \ND I'.VCKAG E-CARRIERS.

Mr 1 TVT ("arrifr in, Ctiirflpo. ni.

File,! .Unuarv 2, l',*rvs. S.nal N",. ^2 oav PUBLISHED APRIL

7 190S,

96 3 37, BALL -IV- A KIN-OS AND PAHTS THEREOF.

'pErr'^'HF \VAF?E'-rNi. MiNiTioNSFABRiKrN. Berlin. Ger-

F'>d Marrh 19. rXi:. <pna! N- 2i-. O-q. PT-RI,I3HED APRIL

7, 19<W.

69 338 PHINTIN'-. AND WHITING PAPFR TAiU.FT = ,

'PAOS, AND FNVKT.oPS, The Fa«t n^.RTV"Ri- Mast-

r^iTl-RlM'. CoMl ANY, BumsuiP. <'onn.

Filed FM.niary 2«, \m SPrial N-. .13.0.-1 PT-RIIMIFD

A PHI I. :, IWS.

69,339. ANTIFRICTION MKTAI.S The Ftre Smklti.vo

Co. Ltd., Tonbridge. England

^\ lohita, Kans. rr-nncuvn
Filed February 13, 1908. Serial No. 32,743. PLBLISHhD

APRIL'7, 1908.

69.34 4 BAIT -HOOKS. OUT LEADERS, AND TROUT-

Fl IFS Samuel Ilnw arth, Florissant, Colo-

FUed August 14, 1907. Serial No. 29,392. PUBLISHED APRIL

7 1908.

69.345. CERTAINPAINTERS' MATERIALS. Olimk John-

son .1 Co.. Providence. R. I. ,~,.vn
Filed Febniar^- 18. 1908. Serial No. 32.S4.-. I' P. I^ 1^

APRIL 7 190..

69.346. SURFACE-COATED PAPER. Loins Dejonge A

Co. , New York, N. Y. „ , t , t cn v n
I

FUed Fe',ruarv 2S, IW. Sorial No. 33,OixO. PlBl.ISHFD

I

APRIL 7, !'*>>

69 347 BITS. LINKS, CHAINS, CUTTER-HEADS AND
*

-rn;^ FOR COAL-CUTTING MACHINES OR MIN-

IS, ,-M A< H I NES. Morgan-Gardner Electric Co.. ( hi-

FlirFebruarv 24, V.m. Senal No. 32,959. PUBLISHED

APRIL7,19<>

69,348 . F.HTMN .ALLOYS AND ALLOYING MFTALS.

Edgar F. Prhe, Chicflgo, 111.

Filed August 2, 1907. S.nal No. 29.178. PIHIIMIF D APRIL

7,1906.

69.349. DRY MFTVl.LIC PAINT.-;. PRisrES MKTAi.ur

Paint Co.. Alleutown. Pa. „^^
Filed February 29. 1908. S..r..al Nn xr^. PUBLIsnFD

APRIL 7. 1908

69.350. VAHNI^ilF-. TWIN rTTV v^p.ni.= h Comfant, St.

PauI M inn

FUed February 20, m*. SPr;ai No, 32.89:,. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69.351. NON-INT0XICATIN(-, .ARBON.^TED BEVER-

\GF \vr,v«TA Brewing (o. Aupustft, Oa.

Filed T.ecem^.er 17. iW7. .-Serial No. 31.7r.7, PUBLISHED

MARCH a, IWS-

69.352. OI.FOMARGARTN. The BtANTON MAvrEArTrRiNO

(<1MT'*NT ^t Louis. Ml'

F,!.,l .Uriuarv «, !<^v. -Serial N'n, ,:V2.10n. PUBLISHED

APivH. 7. 1W^-

69.353. FLAVORING EXTRACTS. C. A. MrRPOfK Mro.

!
Cn. KansaP City, M«> ,^, ^^-r-r-n.-r.

Filed Febniary 6, 1908. Serial No. 32.W,. PI BLISHED

vwm/i October 17 1907 Serial No ?,OJ\U. PT'BLISHFTi \
.,.

.

. . v-v-T-T^ i-cnft a pt FRFiled uoioner i,, i>^
cq o^ ( j^^wrd jFRUITS AND ( ANNED \ EGETABLE8,

APRIL 7, 1908.
I

^i;p, KOODS AND uI.lVF-OIL. John M. CHAPMAN, New

69,340. CIGARS. The Fromherz-Beruzheimer f -mpant-
y r\ n y

'

^'hit-aP". I"- ,,„r-r^ .T.niT r.i^'^ Februaiv 1.=. 19<V!. Serial No. :i2.796. PUBLISHED
Flle<i March 4, 1908. Serial No. 33. i.>4. PUBLISHE D APRIL

|
J.IM FebruaTy

7, li«>^.
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69.355. CORNMEAL. Dahxke-Walkir Millino Co., Ualon
]

69,373. MEKINO UNDERWEAR. The MeducottCompakt.

City Tenn Windsor Locks, Conn.

Fded February U, lyO. S^riaJ No. 32,757. PUBLISHED Filed February 20, 1906. Serial No. 32.897. PUBLISHED

APRIL7. 190h.
' APRIL 7, 1908.

69 356 CVWED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Draper 69,374. LADIES' DRF,SS-WAI8T8 AND SHIRT-WAISTS.

A. HiRSCH, MiUord, Del.

File.l Fehpjary 25. 1908. Serial No. 32,990. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, ly08.

69.357. CANNED FRUIT.-^ AND VEGETABLES. Draper

A; HiRSi H, Mllfopl. DeL
Filed Febniary 25, iy<»ft. Serial No. 32,991. PI BLISUED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69.358. WHEAT-FLoUR. DuLUTH-SuPERioR Milujjq Co.,

Duluth, Mian.

Filed June 4, 1906. >enal No. 20,019. PUBLISHED APRIL
7.1908.

69.359. BEER. The F W. ( ook Brewing Co.. Evansville,

lad.

>amvel St hlein. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed J line 7, 1907. Serial No. r,962. PUBLISHED J ULY 23,

1907.

69.375. HAND STICK-FIREWORKS. Edward H Wagner,

New York, N. Y.

Filed November 4, 1907. Serial No. 30.983. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1906.

69.376. HAND srii K-FIREWORKS. Edward H Wagner,

New V'lrk, N Y.

Filed Novenil)er 4, 1907. Serial No. 30,884. ITbLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.377. TONICS. Barnes A Hn.i.K, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed February 17, 1908. .Serial No, 32,818. PUBLISHED

Filed Febnicirv J4. 1908. Serial No. 32,963, PUBLISHED APRIL 7. 1908.

.\PRIL 7, 1908. 69,378. ToNI*' MEDICI.NES. Bomi-Anca Company, Lowell.

69,360. CANNED FRUITS AND CANNED VEGETABLES, Mass.

COFFEE, A.N'DCATSUP. Howell A Bcrsk. Philadelphia,

Pa.

Filed February 25, 1908. Serial No. 32,994. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, iy08.

69,379. REMEDY FOR TIRED FEET, CORNS. AND BUN-
IONS. Elizabeth Churi hward, Detroit, Mich.

Filed November 25. 1907. Serial No. 31,344. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

Filed February 20, 1908. Serial No. 32.901. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

j

69.361. CANDIED POPCORN. McKnight A- wi)RRELL. Day-

ton, Ohio.

Filed April 20, 1907. Serial No. 2o,842. PUBLISH Kl> APRI L 69.380, LINIMENTS (harues E. Dcpell, Brooklyn, N. Y.

7^ 1906. Filed F»-bniary 18. 1908. Serial No. 32,839. PUBLISHED

69.362. EDIBLE FATS AND OILS. The N K. Fairbank I

APRIL 7, 1908.

Company, Chicago, IlL 69.381, REMEDY TO BE USED FOR DISEASES IN TUR-

Filed February 21, 1908. Serial No. 33.070. PUBLISHED
:

KEYS. C.rai, M. Evans, .Nashville, Mirh.

APRIL 7. 1908.
' F'le<l January 24, 1908. Serial No. 32.41.V PUBLISHED
A.PRIL 7, H«»»,

69.363. WHKATFLOUR. Sabina Flour .Mill Co,, Sabina,
I

,,tj,^ j

69.382. COAL. IlTNTER w. FiNi u,thicago, 111.

Filed February 20, 1908. Serial No. 32,909. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

I

69.364. BEER. The 3an Fran' isco Breweries Ltd., Lon-

don, England, and >an Francisco, Cai.

Filed February 15, 1908. Serial No. 32.791. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7. 1908.

69.365. SARDINES AND CANNED FISH. Strohmeter A

.A.RPK COMP.AXY, New York. N Y.

Filed March 2. 1908. .Serial N'^ .33.112. PUBLISHED APRIL
7, 1908.

69.366. ULTRAMARINE BLUE, Vereixigte Ultramarin-

FABRIKF.N A KTIE S-Cr F..-*E LLSt HAFT VORMALS LeVERKUS, ZELT-

ner a 1 onsokten in K<')LN am Riiein, Colofpia, Crermany.

Filed Deoemtjer 26, 1907. Serial No. 31.919. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.367. COATS, OVERCOATS, PANTS, AND VESTS. S,

Fein Brothers A Compa-NY, Milwaukee, Wis,

Filed February 14, 1908, Serial No. ,52.759. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.368. HOSIERY. Loins P. Haight, Muakepor, Mich.

File<I January 13, I'Vift. Serial No. 32.191. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

6 9.369, KNITTED AND NETTED UNDERWEAR AND
HOSIERY. John V. Farwell Company, Chicago, HI.

Filed May 23, 1907. Serial No. 27.614. PUBLISHED APRIL
7,1908. i

69.370. BROOMS AND BRUSHES The Joseph Lay Com-

pany, Ridgevllle. Ind.

File<I Februan.- 21, 1908. Serial No, 32,911. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908,

69.371. OVERALLS. Kahn .Manufa.tvring Company, Mo-

bile, Ala.

Filed October 21, PX)7 Serial No. 30.7f)3. PUBLISHED
DECEMBER 10. 1907

69.372. GUNPOWDER. Laeun A Rand Powder Company,

New York. N. Y., assignor to E. I. du Pont de Nemours

Powder Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed February 27. 1908. Serial No, 33,031. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

Filed December 28, 1907. -Serial No. 31,9KV PUBLISHED
MARCH 31,1908.

69.383. FERTILIZERS. Gkoruia Chemdal Wi.rk.s, Au-

gusta, Ga.

File<l December 17, 1W7. Serial No. 31,780. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.384. cHEMIt AI. PIPE-CLEANING PREPARATION.
Ma.xim ( hemd Ai I IMF ANY, New York, N. Y.

File<l February 15, U<n>>. Serial No. 32,788. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.385. PILLS. Dayid Mortimer, B ...it.. n, Mass.

Filed March 28, 1908. 8«rlAl So l5,31<.. P U i! I.ISHED APRIL
7, 1908.

69.386. TOILET POWDER FOR CLEANSING AND BEAI'-

TIFYINO THE .NAII..'^. LouiS SPIRO, .'•ew York, .N. Y.

Filed Decemlier 11. 1907. .Serial No. 31,666. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 190h.

69.387. CERT-M.N' MEDICINES. John Ionacus \ krbina,

Houston, Tex.

Filed May 21, 1907. .Serial No. 27 ,5<<0, PUBLISHED APRIL
7, 1908.

69.388. FERTILIZERS Vir.iima-Carouna chemk ai. Com-

pany, Jersey ( ity. N J Richmond and Norfclk, Va. Charles-

ton. S. C: Savannah and Atlanta, <'•&.. Montgomery. Ala.;

r>urham, N C, and Memphis, Tenn,

Filed March 6, 1906. Serial No 17,.'.76. PUBLISHED APRIL
7, 1908.

69.389. MEDICATED PREPARATION FOR THE HAIR,

SCALP, A.ND SKIN. Barclay A Barclay, .Vew York,

N Y.

FiWl February 13, 1908, .=;erial No. 32,7,39. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.390. CERTAIN FASTENING DEVICES. Thi Champion

.^AKETY Lo( K Company, Geneva*. Ohio.

Filed Febniary 28, 1908. Serial No. 33.072. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.391. WATCH-MOVEMENTS. Elgin National WATrH

Company, Elgin and Chicago, 111,

Filed Febniary 2.S, 1908. Serial No. 32,995. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.
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69.392. ANTISEPTK AND DISINFECTANT. Lamar A

Rankin Drug Co.. Atlanta, lia.

Filed January 8, 1908. Serial No. 32,133. PUBLISHED
.\PR1L 7, 1908.

69 393 RURMKR ROOFING. J. L. Lindsay, Richmond, Va.

FiU-.i' February 2U, 1908. Serial No. 32,883. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7. 1908.

69.394. SWITCHING AND CONTROLLING DEVICES FOR

ELE< TRIC { nu UlTS. MONITOR Manvfactvring Com-

pany. OF Baltimore (ity, Baltimore, Md.

Filed Febnmry 12, 1908. Serial No. 32,720. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, mo^

69.395. ( ERTAIN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS. Na-

tional India Rubber Co., Bristol, R. I.

Filed February 5, 1908. Serial No. 32.592. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69 396 POMADE. RuML AID A. OleshaK, Uniontown, Pa.

K.I..1' February 29, 1908. Serial No. 33,101. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.397. CERTAl.N ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. Socitxt

V.nonyme MontbaRBOn, Paris, France.

Filed September 20, 1907. Serial No. 30,099. PUBLISHED

Al'lUL 7, 1908.

6 9.39 8. CERTAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. SocifeTt

G£Nf.RALE UES HUILES ET FOURSITURES 1NDUSTRIELLI8

lOleo. Paris, France.

File.l August 19, 1907. Serial No. 29,470. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908,

69.399. INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC L.VMPS, The Sl>Ti-

beam In. andescent Lamp Company, .New York, N. Y.

Kile.1 Julys, 1906. Serial No. 20,731. PUBLISHED APRIL 7,

1906.

69.400. PURSES, POCKET - BOOKS, AND HAND-BAGS.
(Jay Bradt. New York, N. Y.

F,U.,1 January 27, 1908. Serial No. 33,443. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69.401. STOVES AND PARTS THEREOF. Buckwaltkr

Stove Co., Roversford, Pa.

Filed February' 10, 1908. Serial No. 32,685. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69 41)2 RIBBONS. Carson Pirie Scott <k Co., chioago. lU.

P.ul Eebruary 3, 1908. Serial No. 32,543. PUBLISHED

\P1UL7, 1908.

69.403. WEEKLY MAGAZINE. Louis S. Dabo, Atlantic

Citv. N. J.

FiU'd' February 5, 1908, Serial No. 32,588. PUBLISHED

APRIL :. UM»«.

69.404. HAIR-PINS. The De Long Hook and Ete Company,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 18, 1908. Serial No. 32,307. PUBLISHED
.Vl'RIL 7. 1908.

69.405. EXHATST BLOWN SIGNAL-HORNS. TllE EcHO

HoKN Co., Cleveland, <Jhio.

Filed January 27, 1908. Serial No. 32,441. PUBLISHED
\PHIL 7. \\n\x.

69.406. MEN'S AND BOYS' LEATHER BOOTS AND
SHOES. M. Levy's Sons, ShrevejK)rt, La.

File<l Febniary 24, 1908. Serial No. 32,960. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, lyti^.

69.407. RUBBER TIRES. MANUrACTVREBS Suppuej- H>.m-

PANY, Philudelfihia. I'a

Filed February 24 1S*on .mtihI No, 32.951. PUBLISHED

APRIL", 1908.

69.408. RUBBER TIRES. .Manvfac tvrlk;^ Svn LiEf Com-

pany. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Febniary 24, liK)8 Serial No, 32.952 PUBLISHED

APRIL 7 1908. '

69.409. FOUNDATIONS FOR LACE AND SIMILAR COL-

LARS. Natick Underwear Company, Spnnglleld, Mass.

Filed February 24, 1908. Serial No. 32,974 PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.410. WOVEN COTTON PLAIDS, Neuss, HE.>i.'<LEiN A Co.,

.

New York. N. Y.

Filed Febniary 4 I'^v-. S<'rial No. 32,557. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.411. VELVET RIBBONS. Wm. Openhym & Sons, New
'

York, N. Y.

FUed July 26, 1907. Serial No. 29,047. PUBLISHED APRIL

7,1908.

69.412. LADIES' HAIR-COMBS MADE OF PYROXYLIN
AND METAL. Pa< ifh Novelty Company, New York,

NY.
Filed February 17, 1908. .Serial No. 32,811. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

69.413. COMPOSITION TOOTH-FILLING. J. A. Sprague &

Company, Columbus. Ohio.

Filed January 29, 1908. .Serial No. 32,482. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.414. CERTAIN CONTRIVANCE OF HUMAN HAIR.

Mary E Thomp.'Jon, New York, N. Y.

Filed De<-erab(r y 1<»<I7 Serial No. 31,628. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.415. HAMES AND ATTACHMENTS THEREFOR. U.S.

Hame Company, Buffalo. N. Y.

FUed Febniary 27, 1908. .=ierial No. 33,051. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, I-Mis

69.416. PICKLED, CURED, AND SMOKED FISH. VinaL-

haven Fish Company, Vinalhaven, Me.

Filed February 12, 1908, Serial No. 32.728. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908,

69.417. LEATHER BOOTS AND SHOES. Williams-Mar-

vin Company, San Francisco, Cal.

Filed Febniary 19, 1908. .'Serial No, 32.8(8. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

6 9.418. SHOE-LACES. The Wood-Hare Company, New

York, N. Y,

Filed February 29. 1908. Serial No. 33,080. PUBLISHED
APRIL 7, 1908.

69.419. ASTRINGENTS FOR EXTERNAL AND INTER-
' NAL USE. Rio Chemical Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed February 21, 1908. Serial No. 32,920. PUBLISH K I'

APRIL 7, n«08.

69.420. ULTRAMARINE BLUE. Vereinigte Ultramarin-

fabriken Aktien-Gksellschaft vormals Leverkus, Zelt-

NER A CoNSORTEN, IN KOln AM Rheim. Cologne, Germany.

Filed December 26, 1907. Serial No. 31,920. PUBLISHED

APRIL 7, 1908.

134 O. G.—102
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LABELS
REGISTERED JUNE V», l908.

Knr ("iirarfl ) Joseph

! \! r'.l 24. \90>^.

14.331 - T'l'/^ •TORPEDO no VR

W Mi( HEL, Binghamton, N ^ F 1

U 232.-7"f7/?.- "NOBI.E RuSfKN K r Oiears ~ iixn'T

ds Co.. N-'* ^ :- N' V K;l^.l Nitty ^ 19(Vi

14,233,— ^«i'' SIIM'HII.IF' (KorCitiMr^) ^, hmiit ,v. f"<i

New York. N. V. File-l May 8, 1906.

14,234,- TUle: '•OLD Q." (For Cigars.) S( r^MWT \ Co.. New
York, X. Y Filed May 8, 1908.

H.235.-Titie: COMPI.FXION CK K AM 1" );iTV HK.\.\1>"

(For a Complexioii-t vt-nm fut 1 akiktiln \ Uovev (\>m

PANY, Lowell, Mass K.ie.i \\,r\l M. liKte.

H,236.-Tftlf "J B ACTRESS'S HEALTH AND BEAUTY
BATH POWDER (For a Bath- Powder.) Jvano L. De
Zeabault. ( leveland. Ohio. Filed April 14, 190k.

14.237.- rWr riORDON'S BITTERS." (For Bitters. ) Gor-

don UITTER.S Co., Jwrtey City, N J. Flted AprU 28. 190b.

14,238 -nrt*; ••8AN-VITA I.M'IAN i;h \1KI>Y." (ForaMe-

dicinal Compound or PrnprmUi > M<ilii in, whifh :•! ti Rem-

p«ly for .Nervous .\flection«. Nervous l)i- 1-- ttii ; S,r\ lus

Prostration and (or St. Vitus's Dance.) Euuenb Strvkk*,

BinehHtntMn V V Filed April 24, 1908.

U.2J9. l"i> N \HI;aGANSETT." (For Ribbed Shirts.)

E. D. ST. George to.. New York. N. Y. Filed AprU 16, 1908.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 9. 1908.

2,295 — TUU: 'aAYBOYSI WEAR SCOTT
CIAL.*" f For Overalls.) Joplix Overa

Un, Mo. Filed AprU 11, 1908.

S JOPLINSPE-
.L Com r o \ ' op-

n6!

DECISIONS
OF THE

colv^^v]:ISSXO^:^^E:E^ of i=j^tei:TTS
AND OF

UiMTKD STATES COURTS i.N l".\Ti:.\T CASES.

COMMISSIONER'S DEOISIONS,

lit.\\ in I \\ FISTRAUB.

Decided Ma], W. 1906.

iNTERrERKHCE— TESTIMOKY — .\l'.VIl>>;BIUTy OF TESTIMONY
GiviN IN Prior Tntvrfuck.s y

In an interference t»,t WW ! ![ mi. ! ! a witness te^tifl«»d to cer-

tain !n>'t-i I HttT III nr. i!;tprfir»'n('»- ',«>twe«'i. H and W.. he

deii.t-.! any kiihwI.'M^?.- i>i itu'.vi l«; !,•* }{fl(i lliMt r. and W.,

not l»-i!^' jjri vio. I ,'!. I.--! ,:;;-iiy in thp f<jniier iiittTfe fence can-

not be admit tt"l in ttic hitttr ixcfpt for the purpose of discred-

iting the wltnp's«

\nK\i tr'Mi Kxaminer of IntPfferences.

mfthkd or ELECTKirAi. tr^vi-M!-;'-:'^

.Vr ('Xarlfif A 'I'lrrv f^r Hfwui < iff. <ieoT(ie II.

Utockbnd'it ui cuuiit*ei.

Mr. Alberta. Davis for Weintraub. {Mr. AUxander

I > Liirit of ci.iin^'l ")

M' H I K K ' <>ni iinxyinntr:

Till,- 1,- un apiH'it! by Hewitt from the rlecusion of the

Kxaiuiner ^>i iiitfrlcrcnrpfl rofuHinp to accept the depo-

sition of .\»'L'-"n \\ llntrcr^ kri\cn m IiiNricrence No.

24,689. Hewitt v //I'/n-w. i ir uu> purpos*' other than

t" 'li-^cnMlit lii-j Icstmii'iiy L'lven m tVn' i>r<'.;.'nf iii-

r< ri'Tciicc. .itui irniu iii.it [>urtinn of th.' :<( l-uju j.:!aiit-

iHi: W'cintruuli - un'tMii to gupprc-^ l'.xhit)it No. 20, a

pnnit'ii ciipy nf Howitl'.- rcct.rii iti Inlcrlcrcnce No.

24 ti>'.*; al^i Muc^iiMn.- ;'i ! ! 1 i^t llic <i»'|Hi>ition of (.'apel.

1 1 ,i|'j'"-.ir- t !i,<t 1 ; "jcr-, \\ !ii i- .i w li in-- called in be-

^i.ilf "f Hewitt 111 tlio I'fc^.'nt intpffrrcncf w:;s interro-

tr.iicii 111 rc-'pcct fc .crtaiii licTivn-t nit if'iL- w hicii Hewitt

t.-tiiifi were made on Decemlier '24. 1901, at Cooper

It IB contended in behalf of Hewitt that since Rogers

was called as a witness in the present interference and

was susceptible to cross-examination by the adverse

party his deposition in the earlier inteiference should

be admitted for all ptirpo^eg under the provisions of

Rule 157, which read? in })art as follows:

Upon motion dnl> nuni'' Hnd eranted fsee Rule l.W> testimony
taken in an interfen-ncf priK-f^'line !-i)i\ It- i-*-,! i:, Mn\- <'tl,»-r or

1 '11 Xew \ irk lit V. aini he state,-, he Was

a.-^-i-teil liy liotrer-i. Ponjer^ wh" wa- expected to cor-

rnixirate Hewitt in levpci t to these lacts, which it 18

a!let;cii he had tehtitieil 1 1
1 i ii a jTior inlerfereni .• Hewitt

\. n<iiViiijt iiMwexiT (ii-i hui!.e(i aiiy r«'i ilic' tion of

the-'' tact-, aii<i when ( <intrcnte<l \\iih a cerlUiea copy

of hi.s testimony in the prinr inteilereni e still alleged

that he (iui not reuieuiU-r any it th>' facts there set out.

It appears that at tiie tune he N^a.- alleged t" have teeti-

tie<i m th>' earlier interierence he v,a,-an euiplovee of

Hewitt, hut hat- .-inc.- jcit lii,« enipl.>\ ami is hostile to

hiiu In view nt the.-**- circuiiistaiice.- the l-.xauiiner

ui InterfereiK ef adiiattiHl the ceitilied copy of la.- testi-

mony ill the earlier interference I'cr tlie yniryvis*' '! dis-

iTi-'litmk: hi.- te-niin ny m the pre.-eiit irt'-neren. e,

but 'ill li"t aihuit -u< h te-tiinoii\ lor all pu! pose-.

[Vol, 134.

in n>- r»'lf\ aiit Hi,,l iii;:le-subsequent interference prcK-wdm^;
rial, subject, howexfr, i< xUi- ng:.

recall witnesses whiis*> lifp,.-? , r
'

other testimony in rftintiMl nf tli« lifjiosii.uiis

It is p)ointe.| i.uf thill i!ie tejms of tin.- rule are .-ufh-

ciently broad t .elnni tl" testimony of witne.s-e> m an-

other proceedinu hetween parties who are not the sanie

or privy in interest a? these in the proceeding in which

it is Bou^'ht tc enter ihi- testimony. ThL« contention

is not believed to he well [dundtHi. The well-.-ettled

rule in the court ^f equity as to the admit^sum of te-ti-

mony is that a dep>osition taken in one proceeding may
not be intro(hice(i in another snit as a substitute fur the

oral tesiiiiinny nf witnest^e!- against one whu i.- ij"t a

party thereto, nor a jirivyto such party. i< ppAe au}

fact except the peiuiency of the proceeding in which

it wa- u--eil Amcrnini aniJ I'tmiish I'nc>i(lop(dia of

Lau . -a edamn. \<il. !», p :w'J . W njiiivre mi Eiidencf,

vol. 2, p. IT-'T. Rut.h<n<jrd v. (.tddcs. 71 \ . S., 220;

Taippan v. B,<rdsU'j. 77 U. S., 427.)

Rule 159 of the Hules of Practice in the T'nited States

Patent OHice provide.s that the established rules of evi-

dence should be applied strictly to all practice before

the I'atent (Mhce There i.« iki rea^^on for trreater

leniency in the manner "f pn-duc ing evidence m iiiter-

ference casen than in any pri>ceeding before a court of

equity. The fact that a I'arty ha? an opp>rtunity to

cross-exaniiTV' a -witness m respect to his fanner testi-

mony, given in a different yiroceeding. to which such

person is not a party, is imt sutiinent to waiTant the in-

troduction of --iich testinion> . «ince the circtinistances

attending the t^xannnat ioti must necessarily be different,

the same means for coniirnune or contradu tiiit: the tes-

timony of such witne^ises not ordinanl) 1 em^' available

at the time the later depusnion is tak«'n it is th.ere-

fore api'arent that iIh- onlvpurjM.M- jorwliii ii pogers ?

.lepi >sit loll cc>ul(i be a< In lit ted m this cas<' is lor the pui -

poee of discrediting his testimony m the prior iiiiener-

r-ncp under exception to the al)Ove rule made wiiere a

witness alter i>eing called is proved to Ik- hostile to liie

pait\' i'> w houi heissulipo'iiaed. i^ Tacama Rij. de Pouer

No.6,l"
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Compavii V. Hnys. 110 Fed Rep.. 496, ami cases cited

therein.)

The question? and anriwer? oi the (lep<)f4ti<>n of Capel,

Nos. 3 to 11. refer entirely to the taking << testimony in

the Heinlt V. Thovuis interference and to the introiluc-

tion of the record of that proreeding in tbi." <a^e For

the reajjon.*' ."tated >>y the Examiner of Interferences

thi.* matter is thought to be irrelevant to the present

iK>»ue.
I

The decision i>f the Examiner of Interferences ad-

mitting Rogers'? dep^^^ition in the interference of

lieu lit \. Thrnuig. for the purpK**of di?cr»'ditiiig hi? tes-

timony in the pres*^nt <af*e alone and -oppressing the

printed copy of Hewitts record m Interference No.

24.689 and the portion of
« 'apefs testimony referred

to, is right and i? atlirmed.

Ex PAKfK HaH( l..\Y AM) BaRJLAY.

.APPLICATION FOR REf.ISTR ATION OF TKAOF.-MAKK.

Decided May ie. 1908.
|

Trade-Marks-Actjon or Examiner RErrsiyr, tu Register

A Mark Sot Reviewable on Petition.

The lunion of the P:xaminer of Trade-Mark* ohjectinf? to the

specimens flle<l, upon the ground that they do not show the use

of the mArk claimed as a trade-mark, constitutes a refusal to

register the mark, which is reviewable uponapfwal and not upon

petition.
I

On petition.
j

TRADE-MARK FOR MEDIfATEP PREPARATToS FOR THE HAIR. S< Al-P,

ANP .>*KIN.

y{fiST». Julum I /^o(/>// d- Son for the applicants.

Bn.LlNr.s. Assistant i'oiiuin.i»ionrr:

This is a petition from the a<'tion of the Examiner of

Tra«.le-Mark9 objecting to the specimens tiled. ui>on the

ground that they do not show the u*" of the mark

claimed as a trade-mark. The specimens hied con-

Uin a fanciful picture over which appears the words

•Tricofero, O. Sea Compu esto Medicado. Del Professor

Alejandro <'. Rarry," and beneath it is a legend in

Spanish which, as freely translated by the Examiner.

is in part as follows:

Experience has proved that • Tricofero de B*rr>-' is a» effica-

cious for the cure of all external affections as liniments and rul s.

Tncofero almost infallibly preserves and renew* the hair, removes

all the impurities of the cranium, cures the infirmities of the hair

and reduces ail classes of tumors and inflammation, whether pro-

duce<l by accident or other causes.

The trade-mark sought to be registered, Tricofero

de Barry, " only api>ears on the specimen submitted in

the subject-matter above quoted. The record shows

that the Examiner repeatedly objected to these speci-

mens as not showing the use of the words Tricofero de

Barrv-'" aa a trade-mark. In response to these objec-

tions the applicant submitted in connection with a

communication dated April 7. BK)S

—

specimens of advertising which show that Tricofero de Barp'

19 the name under which the preparation is Isnown and sold in

Spanish- .\mer1can countries.

The Examiner also refused to accept these alleged

specimens as projjerly disclosing the uee of the trade-

mark.

Section 1 of the Tmde-Mark Art of February 21). 1905,

requires that in connection with the statement forming

a part of the application for the registr»tion of a trade-

rVoL 134.

mark the applicant shall file a drawing of the trade-

mark ."igned by the applicant or his attorney—

and such numt>er of specimens of the t rade-marlr. as act ually used,

as may be reiquired by the tdmniissioner of Tatents

Rule -22 of the TradeMark Rules, which were pro-

mulgated Augu.-^t 1. KHM;. reijuires that—

five sp.>cimi'ns or facsimiltw. wh.-n. from th.- mode of applying

or affixing Ih*- trad.-mark to thf goods, spwi mens cannot be

furnished; of thf tradc-innrk ss h. tuaily used upon the goods—

and—
A drawing of the trade-mark which shall be a facsimile of the same

as actually used upon the goo<l»—

shall be tiled with each application

It IS urged in behalf of {X'titioiier that there is no legal

authority for objecting to the specimens, providing the

applicant has tiled s[)eciinen8 showing the mark claimed .

as actually used, and the case in re Staruiard Under-

ground < 'able ( ompnmi. ^ \2^ O. (l, 05«, ) is cited in sup-

port of this contention. In that rase an appeal was

taken to the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia

from the decision of the Commissioner of Patents re-

fusinir the registration of a trade-mark upon the ground

that the mark shown an<i des< ribed in the ap|)lication

was not the mark whii h wiu? used upon the goods.

The s})ecimen8 showed the word Eclipse" printed

upMin a dark ba(kground repre.-<fnting a partial solar

eclipvse and underneath this dark background the

words Black Core." The drawing furnished as a part

of the application showed only the word -Eclipse."

In the consideration of that case the court said in part:

Vn examination of so much of the Trade-.Mark .Act of IWV.') as is

pertinent to the question under consideration discloses that the

applicant is r«quirBd to fiimish, among other things, a drawing

ofthe trade-mark. In addition he is obliged, if required by the

Commissioner of I'atents, to furnish such a nimi»*r of specimens

of the trade-mark as actually used as may l« called for If none

are called for he need furnish none U none are required his trade-

mark certificate will issue, and the validity of its registry- cannot

be invaliilate*! for that reason

The act Is silent as to the use to which the specimens are to t>e

put The drawing is manifest Iv to t* furnished for ohotolitho-

grapbic purpo.ses. It may I* that the sjiecimens may W re<iuired

for the purpose of showing ttiat the mark has act ually l>een ii«ed,

how atfixea to the goo-ls, and that the olaimeil mark actually

appears upon the sp»H-imens furnished It does not sef-m to us

that it is to l>e presumed that the sjiecimens are to t*> furnished in

order that the Commissioner of I'atents may pass upon the (jues-

tion as to how much of the matter which apjiears upon the spe<i-

men" constitutes the mark Nowhere in the act do we find any

power vestM in the Commissioner of I'atents to de<^ide for the

applicant the scope of hisclaimeil tradt-mark The Commissioner

is vested with power to determine, in the first in.stance. whether

the mark as descril^-d, shown and claimed, is subje«t t o appropn«-

tion bv the applicant and mav satisfy- himself as to whether the

trade-mark has f>een actually used m interstate or foreign com-

merce

It is evident from tlu- statement of the court aV)ove

quoted that the Comiiii.-isioner is vested with power to

determine in the first instance

—

whether th.' trade-mark has l)een actually u.sed in interstate and

foreign commerce

and it is obviously within the power of the Examiner

of Trade-Marks to determine from at^tual inspection of

the s^K'cimens presented as a part of the application for

registration whether an actual use of a tradc-iiuirk has

been establistted If he is of the opinion that the

specimens do not disclose an actual use of the trade-

mark by the applicant, it is within his authority to

refuse registration for that reason and for any other rea-

son which constitutes a bar to the regi.'^t ration of the

trade-mark claimefl The want of actual use of a

trade-mark by an applicant is ground for rejection, and

the action of the Examin«'r refusing to register a t rade-

mark for thus reason is one which is reviewable uj)on

apj)eal and not upjn petition.

The petition is dismi.sse<l.
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DECISIONS or THE U. S. COUETS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Brill et al. v. The Washington Rauway and Elec-

tric Co.

Decided January 8, 1S08.

Patents—iNmiNOEMKfT—Comity.
In a suit Inequity toenjoln the infrin^rement of certain patents

where it appeared that the question of their validity had been

decided adversely by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Third Circuit and that that decision had been followed

by two other courts In cases where the real parties In interest

were the same. Held that the court Wlow properly applied the

doctrine of comity in the absent* of some new and material de-

fense, an-l Its decree dismissing the bill of complaint affirmed.

Mr M'hdle Chureh and Mr Francis RawU for the

apj>ellants.

Messrs. Duell. Warfuid A- /'lu// for the appellee.

Per Curiam. After the former submission of this

cause a conclusion was reached, but Mr. Justice Mc-

Comas, to whom the preparation of the opinion had

been aasigned, died before it could be delivered and

the decree entered. The case has been resubmitted

by stipulation of the parties to the two remaining mem-

bers of the court. Their views remaining unchanged,

the opinion prepared by Mr Justice McCoinas is adopt-

ed and tiled as the opinion (.f the court. In accordance

therewith the decree will be affirmed with costs. It is

so ordered by the court.

The opinion, as prepared by Mr Justice McComas,

is as follow)^:

McCoMAS, J.:

This IS an appeal frt>m the decree of the court below

on final hearing upnin a bill filed by John A. Brill and

J. G. Brill Company to restrain the defendant. The

Washington Railway and Electric Company, from in-

fringing upon two Letters Patent to G. Martin Brill for

improvements in car-trucks and for an accounting.

The Letters Patent are Number 627,898, and the

claims in controversy therein are as follows:

\% The combination in a car-truck, of the side frames, the semi-

elliptic springs movably and resiliently susi>eiided from the side

frames, and a bolster secured to said springs, sut.staiitially as de-

8C ri tjt^i 1

SI The combination In a car-truck, of the side frames tlie seini-

elllpt ic springs, a cross- bolster resting on the senii-ellipt ic springs,

links and springs combined with said links said links deriv-

ing their support from the sl.lc frames and connectingtheends ol

the semi-elliptic springs with the side frames, substantially as de-

scrllied,

and Number 627,900, wherein the claims in contro-

versy are as follows

:

13 In a car-truck, the combination with the side fmines, of the

linkscomprising bolts pivoted iKAtwet'ntheirends.sHia links being

pivotally suspende<l from the side frames, longil udinHlly-<iisposed

seinl-elliptic •;prinps se<ured to the lowerend of said bolts, a cross-

bolster resting on said springs, and further springs inclu.ied in the

link susiM'nsion of ,said semi-elllptic springs, ,substant tally as de-

14 In,ii'ar truck, the combination with a si'ie frame, of t hi' cross-

bolster Mu-^iierxied l.e!ow the side frame »)y semi-elliptic spnngsand

pi vol h1 links, said links compnsing a pluraHty of se«'t ions ni votally

^.•, Mrcd t..t:cth.T and further springs combined with .-iald links »o

elrtsti,allv-»ii-ii..'tid HHKi semi-elliptic springs from the side frame,

Ij In a rar tnu k the Combination of the side frames, of the

cross-boUtfr susjK'iuled t.elow the side frames t y semi-elliptlc

springs and articulate and pivoted links, sai-i links .
oinprising a

pluralitvof sections pivotallvswnire.d together, and spiral springs

al.oiit and combined with said links to elastically -uswiid said

«.>ri;M>lliptlc springs from the side frames, substantially as de-

17 The combination in a car-truck having an upi^r chord ofthe

longitudinHllv-disposed semi-elliptic springs, a transverse boLster

s.Hiported upon said springs, links depending from and flexibly

supported on said upperchord and passing through pnlargedaper

tiire«< therein, said links Ijeing articulated l*'tw(*n their ends, the

ends of the .semi -elliptic springs being supported upon the lower

articulation of said links, substantially as descnt^d

[Vol. 134.

These patent* bear date of June 27, 1899, the latter

of the two patent* being divisional in its relation to

the former. The original ainilicalion was tiled July 3,

1897, and the divisional appluation November 9, 1897.

Both patents relate to improvement ^ m 'car-trucks

generally," but especially to trucks employed in pas-

senger service in connection with electric propulsion.

The bill was filed by John A. Brill, assignee of the

patent* and the J. G. Brill Company, manufacturers

of car-trucks in Philadelphia and exclusive licensees

under the patents.

The Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel Company of

Kingston. New York, manufactured the tiiM k- in con-

troversy and later passed over its plant and business to

it* successor, the Peckham Manufacturing Company.

It appears that the present suit is the tiflh which

ha* been instituted by the complainant*, the first

having been prosecuted by John A. Brill, assignee of

George M HriU, the patentee, without joining the J. G.

Brill Company, the cxclu.-ive licensee of the patent,

whi(hwa-< joined in the next two suits. All of these suits

involved alleged infringing constructions of the samt*

ty-pe a* the Peckham 14 B3 trucks and all of the claims

with which we are here concerned were involved in

the principal suit m which there was a linal adjudica-

tion.

In the order named these suits were instituted

against North Jersey Street Railway Coinjiany. in

the Cnited vStates Circuit Court for the District of

New Jersey; Peckham Motor Truck and Wheel Com-

pany el al. and Peckham Manufacturing Company et

al. in the United States Circuit Court for the Southern

District of New York; Anacostia and Potomac River

Railway Company, and the \\ ashington Railway and

f^lectric Company in the Supreme Court of the Dis-

trict of Columbia. The first-named suit proceeded to

final hearing. The decTee of the circuit court in favor

of John A. Brill was reversed by the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit and

the case wa-^ remanded to said circuit court of the

United States for the district of New Jersey with di-

rections to enter a decTee dismi.ssmg the bill of com-

plaint with costs. The said circuit court of appeals

decided that •claiin b^ (d' the Brill Patent No.'

627,898 and all the other claims in suit which rest ujion

the like combination" wa.> void for want of patentable

invention. ( laiiii.>^ l-< and 17 of L»'tters Patent No.

627. 9(X) were further declared not infringed. Claims

14 and 16 of the Letters Patent were not adjudicated.

Preliminary injunctions, which had been obtained

in the southern district of New York in the second and

third suits before mentioned, based upon the decision

of the circuit court in New Jersey in favor of complain-

ant were vacate<l and reverse<i upon appeal, the Cir-

cuit Court of the Southern District of New York and

the ( ircuit Court of Appeals of the Second Circuit hav-

ing by comity followed the decision and decree of the

Circuit Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit. The

suit against the Anacostia and Potomac River Railway

Company was discontinued.

It sufficiently appears from the record that the

present suit involves the same complainant*, the J. G.

Brill Company being one of a combination of several

corapanie* and liaving been in privity with Johu A.

No. 6.]
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Brill in the suit in the cirtniit court for New Jersey;

that the manufacturer of the alleged infriiieinp trucka

is and was the re-al defendant in each r-.t^e; that the

Peckham Manufarturini; Company in the f<uccec*)r to

the Pe( khini Motor and Wheel Company find that the

aame type of alleged infringing constructinn and the

same claim of the same Letter? Patent with the excep-

tion of claims 14 and 15 of Letters Patent No. t,i>7,',^K),

which were involved in the New Jersey fliit and a« to

which no decree wa-* entere<l are involvt-.l herein.

The complainanUi in this ciwse have p(roduc.-.l the

same expert, and. with some exception?, tlie same wit-

nesses who testified in the North Jersey suit, and all of

the testimony covers the same around The defend-

ant* herein have for the first time produre<l two v^-it-

nesses. alleged experts in Patent Office proree<iini:s.

and have cited additional patents as references. The

subject-matter of this suit was adjudicated by the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit The pres-

ent and prior cases are -^taces of the sam*3 .'..luroversy

between competing truck-builders

Ju.lge Bradff.rd in the court below in the North Jersey

suit justly remarked that it was adraitte.i on the part

of the complainant that unless thf suit hf maintaine<i

with respect to claim 13 it cannot he mamUuned .u^ to

anv of the claims of Patent No. •;_':. vs Thr same

admission and conclusion must be taktin a.s true of

claims 13 and 17 of Patent No. 621.m). be.-au-^n these

claims cover all that is m;iterial in this suit.

The patents in suit bflorised to an art in which very

manv patents have been granted for trucks adapted for

use with vehicles propelle<l by steam or horse power

and later, a-s electric motors have come into use, the

art of truck constnn ti .n. whether relatins* to car-trucks

genendly or to tru. ks employed in partsen^er service in

connection with electric propulsion, has with .-onvpn-

ient mo«lifications been applie<1 U) mo<i.'m uses.

The claims with which we are here < -ii> .rne<i m
Patent No. ^i27.S!ts. involve a truck-tramf ,

spring-links

suspending from the truck frame, serai-elliptic springs

connecting the link.-*, and me-ans .a bolster) for con-

necting' the semi-elliptic spnuirs with the car-body.

Claims 13, 14. 15 and 17 of Patent No. tijrr.lKX) embody

the same element but particularly relate|to the details

of spring -link construction, and this patent beine;

divisional, relates more specitic-ally to tht precise form

of link construction illu.-*trate<l therein.

In the speciticati-m of Patent No. 627 898 Brill dis-

claims the location of the spring-links an^ semi-elliptic

springs This dis. laiiner involves twH-> admissions

which app»-ar to preclude the c >mplain>nts' claim in

this controversy. It appt-ars that all of the claims of

rhc two patents in i'uit are invalid either tu-^ anticipate<l

m the prior art and lacking in patent^iblf invonti -n.

We stronglv incline to the opinion t!u»l tli'-s.- claims

disclose no pattnitable invention o\ek the Thyne

patent, an.l rhat it -iid not involve patenUible inven-

tion to substitute in the Th; ng combinuti -n -f ."ipnng-

supported tn.lster and non-*-l;istic hangars tiu' ."prmg-

hangers or spring-upp 'rted hangers n the Beach,

Haskins, Brill and ( urwen, or other patents, or at

least that the claims of Brills patents n»u.st be limited

to the specific form of hangers dischw*'<i in said patents

and when so limited in view of the prior art the <le-
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fendant'a structure does not infringe the claims in suit

under Brill's patent. We <lo not intend to disc-uss

these prr.poaitions, nor state the grounds which incline

us to adopt these conclusions.

In this protracte<l litigation we are convinced that

the claims of comity should b«' reganbnl and we should

n-Hpect thf d("ci.^ion of the Circuit Court of Appeal*

of the Third i ircuit which decide<l this controvt-rsy

advenw'ly to the appellant here W- stn)ngly incline

to agree with the opinion of Judg«- Acheron .spt-aking

for that tribunal The court bcl-.w followed that opin-

ion and decision. Th'- » inuit Court of App<-aJs of the

.Second Hrcuit appears to have followed it. Comity

applies only to questions which have been actually de-

cidf-d and which arot»e under the same fact.o. The able

and ingenuous argument of appellants' if)unsel has

faile<l to c-onvince us that there is a material difference

between the case we here review and that ileterrnined

by the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Thinl Circuit.

The real parties to each litigation are the same, the r»>al

questions involvtHi are the same; the difference in

witn^'Hses and in te*<tiinony are not enough to var\' the

conclusi<»n reache<l by that court. The additional ref-

erences and the testimony of Freeman ami ."zanders are

persuasive. As the Supreme Court hafi said in Matt,

Foot <t Co. V. Stou-r m. Co., (177 U. 8., 486, 489:)

The obliKation to follow the decisions of other courts In parent

ca.^s of course increases In proportion to the niimUT of ('<.im<

which hare passed upon the qiipstlon ani the ("nconlarvt' of

opuuon may nare been so tcen.ral h.^ to Uvoihh « , ontrdhnK hii-

thoritv. So, too, if a prior ,i!]!ir!ifu.ii hn- f..ii,i«.>.l a final hPHT-

ing ui>on pleadinRs and pr^of, ..;», ihIIv nfier m prot rai-tfl liti-

gation, greater weight should :f Kivt-ii le it than if ii wvrv umile

upon a motion for a preliminary iniunction. These are substan-

tially the views embodied In a nunU)er of well-considered cases in

the f-irciiit foiirts and Hrciilt courts of appeals. (Macbeth v.

(MhruifT .'A Fed. Rep., 1H9; EUctnc Uanufafturing Co v. tMiion

Flrctru- Co.. 61 Fed. Rep., 834; S. C, 18 U. S. .\pp., «M: Edti<^

Flfctnc Light Co. v. Beacon Vacuun Pump and Flectnr Co., M
Fe<l. Rep.. 678. and cases cited; Beach v. Hohfu >G Fed^Rep.. 91B:

.<f r , i\iV. 8. .\pp., (06: see. also. SewaU v. Witiion.2 De Oex. M.

A >i .'•2^£2.l

The appellants additional evidence here that the

truck in suit is the highc'St development of the art docs

not answer the argument of Jiulge Acheson. Uebe-

lacker. the patentee of the patent under which th(ide-

fendant justifies, it is true, teetitied to what may appt>ar

attempted piracy of the Brill constniction. although

the witn. ss .[ualilies his statement and says he did not

intend U) copy it. But the Circuit Court of Appeals

conclude<l that at the time the app«'llee s structure was

a<lopte«l it had the absolute right to make, use. and sell

the truck designed by Uebelacker for the Peckliam

Motor Truck and Wheel Company, and the witness

further testified that he was familiar with the Thyng

and IIa.Hkin»' patents and did not regard the spring ar-

rang<>ment of the Brill truck therefore as anything new

in the art. It is true that the relative importance of

differt^nt patents relied on in the New Jersey case and

ip this Uj show tliat tlie appellants' patents are invalid

or not infringed is differently valu«Hi in the two <iiffer-

ent suns It appears U) us that the New Jersey court

ha.- foun.l ciu.ugh to justify its concju.^ion that the pat-

entee Bnll made a sul)stitution which may have .*e-

curi-<l better results, but which did not involve inven-

tion; nor in our opinion did that court, err in holding

that the dis<lainier we before quote<l in a solemn con

fetieion of pnonty in favor of Bnll or « 'urwen or in con-

cluding that the only difference between the combina-

tion --hown and claime<l by Brill and Curwen and the

No. 6.1
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principal combination of the claims involved in that

suit (as in thisi wa<^ that the latter claims called for a

semi-elliptic .-spring for connecting the links, instead

of equalizing-bars, nor did the court err, in our opinion,

in sa\-ing that it was ol<l to u.-e ?emi-elliptic springs for

ci.nneeting ilo- links. If patentable invention is lack-

ing in the claims of the parent patent it a ppears that

the claims of the second patent must fall within the

claims of the first patent when bn>adly construed. At

least if claims 14 and 15 are valid when specifically con-

strued the appellee does not appear to have infringed

these claims.

We are convinctil that it was pniper and expedient

for the court below to apply the doctrine of comity t-

this caae, and that the decree of the court below dis-

misBiDg the bill of complaint in this cause should be

aflRrme<l with costs and it is so ordered. Affirmed.

Court of Appeals of the District of Coluabia.

Is HE S. C. Herb.'^t Imiortino Comp.\ny.

Decided Februciry 4, 1908.

1. Trade -Mark—ANTiciPATiGN—" Chancellor Club" and

Club."

Held that mark •Chancellor Club" for cockUUs so nearly

reaemblea the prior rcgistenni mark •Club Cocktails" for the

same goods as to be likely to cause confiision In the mind of the

public, and is therefore not registrable.

2. Same— REtiisTRABiMTV-DiscRETios or Commissionek.

The purpose of the act of 1905 is to prevent and not to promote

confusion, to piotwt and not to deceive the public. The lan-

irviage used empowers the Commissioner to exercise his discre-

tion as to whether a proposed mark should be registered, il in

his opinion Its registration will "be likely to cause confusion

or mistake in the mind of the public "or deceive purchasers,"

hrfls l)ound to reject it.

Mr. L. S. Bacon and Mr J H. Milans for the ap-

pellant.

Mr. Webster S. Ruckman for the Commissioner of

Patents.

RoBB. J.:

This is an a]ipeal from the decision of the Commis-

sioner of Patents refusing to register the words "Chan-

cellor Club'' a^ a tnwle-mark for cocktails, the decision

being based upon the conclusion that the words

—

as a mark for cocktails would be confuse* in the mind of the pur-

chasing public With the prior r«>gisf.red mark Club Cocktails"

for the same go<ids.

Section 'J of the Trade-Mark Act (33 St. at L., pt. 1,

724) ordains that every application for the registration

of a trade-mark shall contain a statement that no other

person, firm, corporation, or association, U) the best of

the applicant's knowledge and belief has the right to

use such mark

—

either in its identical form or in such near reeemblance thereto as

might !> calculalid to deceive—

and sedion 5 of said act ordains that the trade-mark

which so nearly resembles a n'g sten-d or known tradi^mark

owned and in use bv another, and appropnatt-d to merchandise

of the same descriptive proiHTties, &s to b.- likely to cause confu-

cion or mistake 111 the mmd of the public, or to de<eive purchasers,

shall not t>e registen-d.

The pun>*'se of the act was to prevent and not to

promote ct infusion; to protect and not to deceive the

public. The language u.-ed empowers the ( 'ommissioner

to exercise his discretion a^ to whether a prr)i>of>ed mark

should be registered. If in his opinion its registration

will "be likely to cause confusion or mi.etake in the

mind of the public" or "deceive purchasers," he is

bound to reject it. After full hearing, he has so found

in this case, and on the showing made here we are con-

tent with his decision.

Hmblrin ft al. v. Adams et nl. (125 Fed. Rep., 782)

sustains the view taken by the Commissioner. That

was a bill for infringement and to restrain unfair com-

petition in trade The petitioners ha<1 adopted and

used the tra<;le-mark ••Clul> Cocktails" prior to the

adoption and use by the defendants of the words •' Bos-

ton Club Cocktails." Judge Colt in a well-considered

opinion ruled that

—

the defendants should be r»>strained from the use of the word
•Club" as a distinguishing mark for their cocktails, upon the

ground of unfair competition in trade.

The court said

:

The complainants have built up an extensive trade m "clob

cocktails" not onlv m this country, hut in most of the foreign

markets of tne world. • • • Their use of their trade-name

since its adoption in 1892 has been continuous, uniform and noto-

rious. • • The complainants" goods have received a uni-

versal trade recogii tion. and m a bnvad coinnurcial sensi-. hav"

completely occufiied thf market < lul) cocktails" mean in the

trade only the cocktails mad.- by thi- complainant.^. * * *

\\ hile the form and color and Hpp<'aran(>e of difi'udants' labels

and the sire and color of their bottles areunlik" the complainant.';'.

it appears that the distiii^nshmg featun- by which complain-

ants' cocktails are coinmen-ially known resides in the word •Club"

and not in the dress of the goods.

If the words "Boston Club Cocktails" misled or de-

ceived the public because of the prior use of the words

"Club Cocktails" by another firm, we think it follows

that the use of the mark 'Chancellor Club Cocktails"

would be likely to result in similar confusion, and that,^

therefore, they should not be registered.

The decision of the Commissioner of Patents was

right, and is, therefore, affirmed. The clerk of the

court will certify this opinion and the proceedings in

this court to the Commissioner of Patents in accordance

with law, .\tfirmed.
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Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

Brown -FoRM.^N Company v. Beech Hiii Di.^^tiil-

iNO Company.

P.^TKNT .\rFEAI..

Decided March S, ISOS.

Trade-Marks—Registration—Exclusive Use.

Where the apr'ellant applied under the ten-year proviso of

the act of February 20. 1H0.5. for the registration of the words

"Old Tucker" as a trade-mark for whisky and it was shown

that the appellee had used the words 'J. C. Tucker" as a trade-

mark for whisky since .January li, 1902. Held that the appellaiit

is not entitled to register the mark since it had not had exclu-

sive use of its trade-mark for the statutory period.

Mr. A. E. Wallace for the appellant.

RoBB. J.:

This is an appeal by the Brown-Forman Company

from the decision of the Commissioner of Patents, in a

trade-inark-interierence caf>e. that it is not entitled to

register under the s(j-< ailed ten-years" clause the words

••Old Tucker" a^ a trade-mark for whi.sky.

The Commissicmer held that inasmuch as the Beech

Hill Distilling (^.nlpany. the junior party to the inter-

ference, hal usel the words -'J. C. Tucker" as atra le-

mark as early as .lanuary 15. li^cj. and the Brown-For-

man Company since December 1 . 1^»3, had acquiescetl

in such use, ai>j)ellant was not entitled to registration

under the ten-years' clause because it had not been the

exclusive user of the mark lor ten years prior to 1905.

5o. 6.1
,
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The application of the Beech Hill Distilline Company

waa for registration aa a techiiKiil tnui-'-niark This

application was denied, and thf apcliMiu arquieeretl

in the decision of the CoinmissiniuT

It is not denied that appellant us»'.| iln^ iiuirk I'-r \*-u

years prior to 1905, the ^'U- qiusiiMii t.oiiii.' whether its

use was exclusive withm th»- UH-aiunt: ! tlsf statute.

The originator and sole owiut nt tiu' BtH'< li Hill Dis-

tilling Company te9tifie<l that iie oriifinate.l the braiul

'•J. C. Tucker Kye" in December, I'K)!. and that he

first used it January 14, 1902, and that it- use ( ontinued

without interruption fmm that tinif. Th«' witness

produced simple labels and a bill .latr | .lamuiry 1902.

from the lithi>graphing company that innii-^h'' i this

first order of labels. The bookkeeper ci th.' rmnpaiiy

next testifie^l that she had been tMiipl .v i by th.' <
,111-

pany since December. 1901. .m<\ that ih.- l.ran.i or

trade-mark -J. C. Tu< ker Ky h.i.l 1 :i u.-*'- 1 <r>n-

tinuously by the company sinee .lamiary It, !'»<)- Slie

prtniuced the saleebook. -.vlih h .ikiI.K-J her t.. tlx dfli-

nitely the dat>' -f fhe fin*i s;ile. Ari-.thi>r winies.< testi-

fied that he ha I luanul'acture i .•a.-i»'s arul U.ttles t'nr the

company since the early .xpririkj ci" VMtl. unA that the

brand '] ' TrnkfT Ky*-" had \>^->-n us»'l f.ntiiiu-

ou.'^ly since that t nu'-

The president •>( th>' !ln.\vii-l''' 'rmar ('(iiniuiny a !-

nutted that lu- leartied ^i th.- u.-'f •>( the tru h'-inark

'•.J I' Tu<-ker l.y th.' lU'"i'h H :1! I U-'tiUnit: 1 niiipaiiy

in December l'*>'-\ aii'l that h>- wmtjc th.- r, .nipaiiy

alxmt the iiuitt.-r hut ma. h- fi'i turth.-r nhjectiuu there-

after

Th.' facts l.riiikj this r-j..<r withm the ruliiiirs iti Xatural

Food Co V \\'<lhani.< present term, and Worrester

Breinng Co. v A''/ff'T pr.-sent f.-riii Heeistrati.-u

was denied in bolli ia-se:< l^ecause ol aii ads.Ts*- us»- of

the mark.
|

The decision of the Conuui-^sinru'r w.is ntrht, and,

therefore, is affirme I The clerk of the - mirt will cer-

tify this opinion and the procee. lings .111 this court to

the Commiasioner of Patents, in accordance with law

Afhrmed.

it can b* made by them. The executor or adminigtrator duly

authoriied under the law of any foreign countrj- to adminipter

upon the estate of the deoeMcd inventor shall, in case the said

inventor was not domiciled In the I'nited States at the time of hii

death, have the right to apply for and obtain the patent. The
authontv of such foreign executor or administrator shall be

provwl by certiflcate of a diplomatic or consular ofDoer of the

Umted States.
"The fore;;oing seiotion. ss to insane persona, is to cover all Bp-

plications now on file in the Patent Office or which may be here-

after made.'
Approved. May 23. 1908.

AMENDMENTS TO PATENT LAWS.
• (Pl-BLic— No. 132.]

[II. R. 1.SH41 ]

[Pt3UC—No. 133.]

[H. R. 17703]

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and eighty-five of

the Revised Statutes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Houte of Revreientatiret of the

UniUd State* of America in Conffrei* attemhUd. That section

forty-eight hundred and eighty-five of the Revised Statutes be,

and the same is herebv, amended to read as follows:

••See. 4885. Every patent shall issue within a wriml of three

months from the date of the payment of th.- nrml fe*', which fe*

shall be paid not later than six months from the time at which the

application was [)a.ssf.l and allowed and notice thereof was sent to

the applicant or hit agent: and If the final fee I8 not paid within

that period the patent shall be withheld."

-Vpp roved. May 23. IWIK.

Defastmen't or the Interiur,

I'xiTKD ."States P.\tent orncE.
IIVM/tiiH/ron. D. C. June i, 1908.

The act ( Public—No Ml iK R. 21.2flOj. approve<l May 27,

19(*. entitled 'An act making appropnations for sundry civil

expenses of the Govenunent for the fiscal year ending June thir-

tieth, nineteen hundred and nine, and for other purposes." con-

tains the following amendment to section VXH of the Revised

Statutes, relating to the laws governing the I'nited States Patent

Office:

•In Ueu of the fees fixed by section forty-nine himdred and
thirty-four of the Revised Statutes for recording assignments.

aKi^'^""'iits. powers of attorney, or other papers in the Patent
' ilTi. . the followiiig shall hereafter »)e the rates:

Kor recording everv a.ssignment. power of attorney, or other

tm;«r, of three hundred wonls or under, one dollar; of over three

h iiidred and under one thousand words, two dollars; and foreach

iti'litional thousand words or fraction thereof, one dollar."
^

EDWARD B. MOORE.
Committioner.

mety-six ofAn act tu amenU s.Ttion fnrty-.'ijfht hun.lr'J mi'

the Revised ."Statutes.

Be it enadfci hy thf Sfnate arul How or R»iirfimlntt< >' ot the

United Stntm oj Amerxca in i oti(jTK< ^f.<' iihlni. 1 hat •<»'<-tion

forty-eight hundred and ninetv-.six f th-- K.'\i*-.l .statutes tie. and
the same is hereby, ajnend.-.i 10 that the ^ttmn shall read ac

follows:
"Sec. 4P86. When any p.'rsi.n, tiavinj? maile ar.v new invention

or discovery for which" a patent might hav.' ti.-»'n Krant.->i. .lie.>i

before a paf.-nt !•» ^runte*! the right of Hpplying f'T and ..titaining

the patei.t shall devi.lv.- on hi.s execiitor or ailittnustrHtor. in trust

for the heir-s-at-law of the d- cea.M'd, inra*' he shall have du'<l intes-

tate: or if he shall have left a will disposing .rf the .same, then m
trust for his levi.s»-« s m as full manner and on the same tenns and

conditions as th." sarii.' might have ()e«-n flaimetl or enjo>-e<i iiv him

in his lifetim.', und when any [n-rson haxing nuade sny new mveiv-

tion or disc-overv for which n patent might tmve been granted he-

comes insan.' t.'fore a pat.nt is grant.'.l the right of ai)plying for

and i.tdaimrg the patent shall devolve i>n his legallv-appointe-l

guardian con.servator, or repr. s.-ntative in tnist for his estate in

as full manner ari<i on the same terms and mmiitions a.s the same
might ha\-e lie<'n plaimed nr eiijiiye.! hy hiin while sane an<l wh.-n

the application is made hy siH'h legal r»'pres.'iltatl ves the oatti or

a'Jin'iation retpiired to he mad.- shall he so T«ned in fonn that
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Attorneys.

Department or the Intebior,

Initkk .States I'ATrsT Ornrt,
M''jKhin</ton. D. C.JuneS. iBOS.

This Office has been advis.-"! ly th.- .Se« ntary of the Interior of

the disbarment of the following attorneys from practice before

the Department or anv Bureau thereof: John W. Pugh. Downs,

Kans.. March 9. !'*'>» M W niter Miller. Philadelphia. I'a.. May

21. 1908; John M. Mason, ^^t•\<•^>< Mh-^< M.iv >: lyof*. Aaron D.

Eledge, SevierVllle. Tenn Mc : «i^ Martin H. O'Brien.

Plattsburg. N. Y.. May 27. l«i»«; All^-rt .) 1 ag.r Harrisburg. Pa..

June 2, 1908; John C. Johnston. Sterling. Kans.. June 2. 190H;

William J. Sexton, New Sharon. Iowa. June 2. 1908.

W. F. WOOLARD,
Chief Clerk.

Disclaimer,

^«i.9O0.-James ifacKaye.i r... r i^- M .-- Irocesb roK Peo-

DUCINO CHLORIDS OF CARBON. I a ten I !Hte<l Mumh 3, 1908.

Disclaimer filed June 1, 1908, by the aasigne«?s

Kilter their disclaimer:

\s not within the invention claini.-d in claims one to five of

said Letters I'atent to anv and allpn- e^-.. f,,r produclngchlorids

.drarhon in which the gas' mixed with .hlonn nnder the condi-

tions set out m said se\ era! claims r.'si'.s 1 1\ ,.h 1- -.ther than the

cartioii-t'earing gas ri-ferre<l to in the si«s;li,-alioii namely, inetn-

rtiie Cli, whetiier pure or. as in the o.-is.- of natural gas, mixesl

with other gases not materially interfering with the action of the

methane

No. 6 t

Paleuis N08. 890,590 to 891,224.
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XXII. Air-'iuns.
Target-i. \. ::. :ii

Explosive I>pvi.

Buovs, FiTf, M

I

Plow*
Trp*"?, P

XXVIIL
Kngines
PliUltS,

VI. Blea.'hin*;

irals K.xpl

IX. .\ir (in.

I

tors !'ii:;i[-

Olde.-ft new appii-
'•ation and oid-
e.st *ctl n by ap-
plicant awaithig
jffioe action.

s

Amended New.
^- St

XVII. Clutches: Linot\-ping: Ma-
trix-Making: Nut and Bolt
Locks: Pnntinj?.

XXXV. Buckles, Buttons, snd
ild.-ips: Card, Pictnrf'. ani >i^
E.xhibitine: r,annPnt-Support-
ers: Signals; Toilet.

III. Annealing and Tempering:
Coating with Metal; Electro-
chetnistrv Mptal-F o u n d i n g :

Metallurpv .Shaping Fluid
Metal.

XXIII. Acoustics: Co 1 n - H a n -

dllng: Horology: H<>.iirder*

Regi'tprs; Time-Controlling
NfK-lifinKin

X X X \'
1 1 1 .'i rtt'sian .in-l i ill WelU

Bottles and .Inrs: Care of I.ivp

.<to<'k. Educational .Vppliances.

Fishing and Trapping: Station-

ery, Stone-U orlcing.

X\'ill InjtH-tors and Ejector*

.^team an! \'acuum Punips
Steam- Boilers Steam- Engines.
Steam- Enirine Valve*.

XII. Ele%rttors: Journal - Boxes:
I.ubncation Maihine Eieinents,

Puilevs and Shafting.
XX.XI. Alcohol. .Ammonia. Water.
and Wr.od Distillation Char-
coal and (,'okt'. lias, Heating
and Illuminating, Hides. Skm.s.

and Leather: Liquid Coating
t'omposit;ons. Mineral '» i i s

.

(Mis. Fat.*, and lilue Water
Purification.

XX. Artifi'i:!! Linil's Builders"

Hardware, l>entistry: Lix'k's an 1

Latchf-s Safes, 'ndertaking
X \' X 1

\'
t ; H ; : 'A' I

. 1 li a . 1 w a ;.'
-

BraKP" i: i;!wav RoUing-Stock
XXXII ' dr-H n,it.n«; P>>j'.>'rag»'s

Dispensing' Bevnrages Disi>en-^-

ing-Can^ Metallic Shipping and
Storing \m>.4<31« Packaging Liq-

uids, Rf'fngerittion.

VIII Beds; Chairs: Furniture:
Kitchen :>nd Table Articlee;

Store Furniture.
V. Bookbinding; Harvesters: Jew-

elry: Music.
XXIX Coopering: Fire-Escape«;

I,adders; Hoofs: Wheelwrik-'ht-

Slachines; Woo<len Buildings.
Wood-Sawing: Wood-Turning;
Woodworking; Woo,! working-
Tools.

XXIV. Apparel: .Xppar*-! Vppara-
tus: .Sewing-Machmfs Siirir^ry.

X. Carnages and W ag"ii~

XX XVI. Curtains. Shadf*. and
Screens; Drafting Oners En-
graving, Measunnif Instru-
:iients \V,:i,!-\S h**!s

I\'. Bri Igv-s. I'onveyers. Cranes
and Dt-rri' K.>, Excavating
HoKsting; Hvdraulir Engineer-
ng Iron Structur>'s, Loading

T'wiirs,
I atapults, an

: i n . r ;
o n an 1

pulsion. i.irdnauc»' liailwi y-

K.^ils and Joints; Uailway-Ties
and Fasteners. Ships.
Feni'es Harfws and Diggers:

S«'«.'dHrs an'. Planters:
lant*. an'! Flowers.
Internal-CoTn b u s t i o n
Misi-ellaneous lleat;ng

ml DvMinii (."hem-
»ivu< Ffrtiluers;
'r»'s»-rv.ag. .•^Ukrar

I irts Pumps
!v Ira';:.

Af-rag".

Fire-
Slo-

May Jc Apr. 21 212

May 2'> Mir. Itj 740

May p Mar. 4 331

May 1.-, Mar. 19 2ti2

May 13 Apr. 25 40o

May ;^ Apr 14 290

M.iy Apr. 20 444

.May • .Vpr. 15 19o

May 6

M I N 6

Slav
!
6

May

Msv 2

Apr. 2 309

Feb. 20 604

Jan. 10 51S

Feb. 13 454

Mar 14 V9

M.y 2 Feb. ;?» 553

M.iy 1 Apr. y J42

May
Apr.

1 Mar. 18 602
30 Apr. 16 614

\pr 2S Apr. 16 393

1 .\pr :> Mar 21 5S1

Apr. 25 Apr. 8
i

316

Apr. ,23 Feb. 6 488

Apr.

Apr.

22 Apr. 13 387

I

21 Apr. ft
' 277

Apj)licatioM Under Examination—Continued.

6
z

375

312
,

352

Divisions and sut)Jects of inven-
tiOD.

280

106

128

164 I

154/

315

307

112

321

329

107

238

109

XXVII. Bruahing and tcrubbing:
Grinding and Polishing; Laun-
dry; Washing .Vpparatus.

VII. Gaines and To vs: Mechanical
Motors; Optica: I^apcr Manufac-
tures: Velocipedes.

XLI. Railway Draft .\ppllances;
Reailient Tires and Wheels.'

XL. Baggage; Check Controlled
.\pparatus; Cloth, Leather, and
Rubber Receptacles; Deposit
and Collection Rei'eptacles: Fine
Arts: Lighting-Fixturea; Pack-
age and -Vrticlt' » arriers; Paper
Receptaclea; Special Reoepta(.'les

and Packages; Wooden Recep-
tacles.

XXVI. Electric Heating and
Rheostats; Electric Railways;
Electricity, Generation; Motive
Power.

II. Bee Culture: Dairy: Label-
.\fBxers; Paper Files and Bind-
ers: Pneumatics; Presses; Store-
Service: Tobacco.

XX.XIII. Cutlery; D o m *• ^ t i c

Cooking Vessels; Ele<tru Signal-
ing; Electricity, Medical an 1

Surgical: Masonry ami Concrete
Structures: Tents, Canopie.*.
I'mlirellas, and Canes.

XXX. Fluid- Pressure Regulators
Lamps and (ias-K;tting« l.iq

uid and 'la,se<lu^ K i>-. Burner,-,
Type-Writing M.i. 1; !i>--

XV. Bread, l'!i-itr\ an; lonftH'

tion M.ir;!!*: '''oating Kufi
Glass: ilvlraiilh l.uiic an 1

Cement I.aminatf 1 "^h'vts and
Fabrics. Pafier Slaking Paving:
Photography Plastic Block and
Earthen»ar»- Vpp.irat'i- Plas-
tic Coni(Hi-tii 'H- Pla-iti.s.

XI. Boot a:. ! S!; .* Makirit.- Boot.s.

Shoes, and l.^-gginir-- Button,
Eyelet, an I K \ > t >»>ning.
Harness Lejtt:i»T ViMuaiactures.
Nailing and St.iphnkr w hips and
Whip .\pparatu.-..

XXV. Butchering: Mills: Thresh-
ing; Vegetable Cutters and
Crushers.

XIV. Compound Tools; Cutting
and Pimching Sheets and Bars:
Farriery: Metal- Bending: Metal-
Ornamenting; Sheet -Metal
Ware. Making: Tools; Wire-
Working.

XXI. Brakes and Gins; Carding;
Cloth- Finishing: Cordage: Felt

and Fur; Knitting and Netting;
Silk: Spinning; Weaving.

XX.Xl.X. Baths and Closets:
Water Distrilmtion.

XIII. Arms, Projectiles, and Ex-
plosive Charges, Making: Metal-
Working, etc.

XXXVII. Electric Lighting: Elec-
tricity, Conductors: Electricity,
General .Applications.

XIX. Furnaces: Heating and
Cooking Stoves. Liquid and (Jas-

eous l-uel: Stoves and Fur-
naces.

XVI. Telegraphy; Telepbony

m
GOldest new appli- § a

cation and old- w2
est action by ap- * v
plicant awaking 3^ J.
office action. Sis

Amended
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a boUer for sreneraring steam at the adinlssion ports of

«aid rotor, a cap over said receptacle inrlo^tiDK ''aid fnt'ine

and forminK a condenslnc chamt)»'r for ctirxlfn-iin;: sf.'«m

at the exhaust ports of said rotor, the edfe of -ai<\ holder

eiffndin;,' into said receptacle, and an annular 'li-<k v-
ering said water receptacle and prt'V»»ating th>' v^a'^r

rising In, but allowing condensed water to flow Into, the

receptacle, said disk carrying a plurality of ribs in> for

preventing water in the condensing: rharnhnr rotating.

[Claims to 8 not printed In the (iazejlte.]

Rf>0.5y2. rROTF:»TI\K I'K\|i 1; I'lR HIOH POT?:x-
TIAL SVSTKMS. Rn !iAk!> ait. i;. rliii. i.'rniany. a»-

sitmor to (Jeneral Electric i ,,tni.iiti\ sx Corporation of

New York. FiU-d Aug. 17. limi. .serial Xo. 3:50.974.

for connecting

the system to

-conducting ma-

1. The combination of a t;r"Uiiii>il recet)facle. a column
of liquid commnnicating therewith and connected to a line

conductor of an electrical sysr.m, and
column of lower resistance conniti<(l b<'t^reen said recep

tacle and said line conductor through a sfark gap.

2. Protective means for an electrical flistribution sys

tern comprising a metal receptacle containing liquid, a plu

rality of liquid columns hfld in sfparat^ tubes and con

necting with said rectptarl.'. and mean
said columns with s«>parate conductors <

be protected.

3. In a lightning arrester, a tube of no
terial containing a high resistance liiniid, an electrode

contacting with said liquid ntar the niid^U' of said tube,

and means for providing an automatic cir<iulatlon of liquid

through said tube.

4. A protective device « hii !: i-onsists of a I'hirality of

liquid columns held in nnniondii'tink; tii^ifs in'! -nnect-

ing with a common grounded receptacle, and im aus for

connecting said columns to s.parate electrical conductors
of the system to be prottct»'d

r». The combination of a stand pi|)e i-onfainin;: a high
resistance liquid, a plurality of high r'Si-TMn't' columns
supplied with liquid from *aid sraml pipi. a plurality of

low resistance coiinin-i -^uiipli-d with IJcjuld from said

stand-pipe, and •Ifctrical r'.iin''<tinnN fur intenn-'iliate

points on said columns
[Claims 6 and 7 not prlnr^il in rh.' i.na'tte.]

890.593. SYSTKM < <y 1 M S TU I HITH >N Albkrt H.

Armstkonu. 8cheue(. tady. .N. V.. assitnor to <ieneral

Electric Company, a Corporation of Npw York. Filed

Sept. 1.".. IfXiT SMiial N.> .'.02.663.

1. In a railway system o|>^rare<l by nlt«rnatlnkr current,

a trolley wire, a catenary susp»'nsion thefef.ir. and mMDS
for maintaining the catenary at a potentinl uppi-'xiniately

pqnal f'ur of)posife to that of rhe tmllpy \fir»'.

2. In a railway system operated by alternating current,

a trolley wire, a catenary for suspending the same. Insula-

tion l»etween the catenary and the trolley wire, and a

transformer through the colls of which the trolley and
catenary are connected to ground.

890.594. DT'MPIN*; BI'CKET Donald S. Barrows,
Indianapolis, Ind , assignor to The Insley Iron Works,
Indianapolis. Ind., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed

Apr. 4. 190M. Serial Xo. 42.5.132.

•--:o

1. The combination with an op«'nl)ottomed receptacle, of

a pair of closing doors therefor, each having upwardly ex-

tending sides plvotally connected to the receptacle, an
operating ball pivoted to the receptacle, and a pair of links

at each end of the receptacle, said links plvotally con-

nected to the ball on opposite sides of the axis thereof and
extended In opposite directions to and plvotally connected

with the sides of the doors.

2. The combination with an opentKiltomed receptacle, of

a pair of closing doors therefor, each having upwardly ex-

tending sides plvotally connected to the receptacle, an
operating bail pivoted to the receptacle, and a pair of

links at each end of the receptacle, said links plvotally

connected to the ball on opposite sides of the axis thereof

and extended In opposite dlrei-tlons to and plvotally con-

nected with the sides of the doors above and outside the

axes thereof.

890,50.'». EXPAXSION-EXOINE. Ell.swohth Belk.nap,

Polo. in. Filed Jan. 23, 1906. Serial No. 297,519.

1. In an expansion engine, the combination of two com-

^lanlon batteries of power cylinders standing at right

angle relation, each f>attery composed of a phirality of

cylinders gradually Increasing in dlametiT from the first

cylinder to the last, with the cyllnd»»rs in pairs and rhe

cylinder of each pair side by side ami thp two cylindtrs

tandem, for the cylinders of the rear pair of cylinders to

be Id end allnement with the cylinders of tlie front pair of

cylinders, a fluid pressure receiving chest for each i>fllr f

cylinders of the hafferv of cylinders, located herwi>«n and
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parallel with the cylinders and one chest in advance of the

other, a central circumferential fluid supply passage for

the Interior of each chest. Inner circumferential passages

in the connecting wall of each chest and its cylinders and

opening Into the Interior of the chest, one on each side of

the central circumferential fluid supply passage, outer

circumferential jiassages in the connecting wall of

each chest and its cylinders and opening Into the In-

terior of the chest one at each end of the chest, longltu

dinal passages In the connecting wall on each chest and Its

cylinders on one side, one pii--.m.' for each inner circum-

ferential passage of each pressure receiving chest, the

passages leading to opposite ends of the first cylinder of

the pair of power cylinders In the chest, a longitudinal

passage In the connecting wall of each chest and its cyl-

inders on one side, one passage for each outer circum-

ferential passage of the pressure receiving chest, the pas

sages leading to opposite ends of the second cylinder of the

pair of power cylinders of the chest, an exhaust port at

each end of the chest, a passage In the wall of the chest in

communication with the exhaust ports for Inducting and

eductlng pressure Into and from each pair of power cylin-

ders, a hollow piston valve for each chest, each valve

closed at each end and having an exterior circumferential

central passage, and a passage through its wall on each

side of the exterior passage and leading Into the Interior

of the valve for controlling the induction and eduction of

pressure Into and from the pair of power cylinders, and
means for reciprocating the valves In unison, substantially

as descrn>ed.

2. In an expansion engine, the cotniiinailon of two com-

panion batteries of power cylinders standing at right

angle relation, each battery composed of four cylinders

gradually increasing In diameter from the first cylinder to

the last, a fluid pressure receiving chest for each pair of

cylinders of the four cylinders, a central annular passage

in the Inner face of the wall of each pressure receiving

chest, a port leading Into the central passage, an annular

passage In the Inner face of the wall of each prossurt' re-

ceiving chest on each side of the central passage therein,

passages leading from the last named annular passages to

the opposltf ends of the power cylinders, an eduction port

at each end of each pressure receiving chest, an eduction

passage common to the two eduction ports of each pressure-

receiving chest, a hollow piston valve for each pressure-

receiving chest, an exterior circumferential passage for

each valve In communication with the central annular

passage of the chest, and a passage at each end of each

valve oi)enlng from the interior of the valve and adapted

to oi>en communication with the passages In the chest on

each side of the central passage, substantially as described.

3. Iti an expansion engine, the combination of two com-

panion batteries of power cylinders standing at right

angle relation, each battery conipose<l of four c.vllnders

gradually Increasing In diameter from the first cylinder to

the last an<l havinu t\\ i of the four cylinders In axial

allQement with en< ii cither, a piston In each jHJwer cylin-

der, a piston r> d < oimnon to two cylinders In axial al!ne-

ment, a cross head for tlie two piston rods, a pitman for

each cross head, a crank pin. a disk carrying the crank

pin, a driving shaft having the disk fixe<l thereon, a fluid

pressure-receiving chest for each pair of cylinders of the

four cylinders, passages leading to the opposite ends of

each cylindi'i- from the pressure receiving chest for induct-

ing and educting pressure Into and from the power cylin-

ders, and a hollow piston valve for each pressure-receiving

chest controlling the induction and eduction of pressure

Into and fr<mi the four cylinders, substantially as de-

8crll>ed.

4. In an expansion engine, the couihiuat ion of two com-

panion batteries of power cylinders standing at right

angle relation, each battery composed of four cylinders

gradually Increasing in diameter from the first cylinder to

the last and having two of the four cylinders In axial

allnement with each other, a piston In each power cylin-

der, a piston ro<l common to two cylinders In axial aliue-

ment. a cross head for ft two piston rods, a pitman for

each cross head, a crank pin. a disk carrying the crank

plu, a driving shaft having the disk fixed thereon, a fluid

pressure-receiving chest for each pair of cylinders of the

four cylinders, a central annular passage In the Inner fai-e

of the wall of the pressure-receiving chest, a port leading

into the central passage, an annular passage in the inner

face of the wall of the pressure-receiving chest on each

side of the central passage therein, passages leading from

each last named annular passage to the opposite ends of

the power cylinders, an eduction passage common to the

two eduction ports of each pressure-receiving chest, a

hollow piston valve for each pressure-receiving cylinder.

an exterior circumferential passage for each valve in com-
I munlcatlon with the central annular passage of the chest.

' and a passage at each end of each valve opening from the

Interior of the valve and adapted to 0{>en cdiumunication

i with the passages in the chest on each side of the central
' passage, substantially as described.

I

5. In an expansion engine, the combination of two com-

I

panlon batteries of power (vlinders standing at right

I
angle relation, each battery composed of four cylinders

I
gradually increasing in diameter from the first cylinder to

the last and having two of tlie four cylinders In axial
' allnement with each other, n pi>-toii in earli power cylin-

der, a piston rod common to \\\" lUinders in a.Mai aiine-

I

ment, a cross head for the two piston rods, a pitman f^r

each cross head, a crank pin, a disk carrying the crank

j

pin, a driving shaft liaving the disk fixed thereon, u

i fluid pres.sure-recelvlng chest for each pair of cylin-

ders of the four cylinders, a central annular passage In

the inner face of the wall of the pressure-receiving chest.

a port leading into the central passage, an annular pas-

sage In the Inner face of the wall of the pressure-receiving

chest on each side of the central passage therein, passages
leading from each last named annular passage to the op-

posite ends of the power cylinders, an eduction passage
common to the two eduction ports of each pressure-receiv-

ing chest, a hollow piston valve for each pressure-receiving
cylinder, an exterior circumferential passage for each
valve In communication with the central annular passage
of the che-i. a paHsaue at each end of each valve opening
from the interior of the valve and adajited to oi)en com-
munication with the pas.sages in the chest on each side of
the central passage, a piston rod for each hollow piston
valve, and an eccentric and connection for actuating the
piston valves through their respective piston rods, sub-
stantially as described.

[Claims tj and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,59t'>. DEVICi: F< Hi FILI.IN<; .VPPARATIS FOR
MAKIX<i I'ATTFU.NS IN L1X< »I.EL".\l. P.u L Kl.vi -

B.4CH, Bremen, Germany. Filed Aug. 6. 1906. Serial

No. 329.516.

miF'r^^
1. A device for tillini; appHances used In making lino-

leums In which the col "r coes tlirough the same compris-

ing in combination a frame, a sieve, nii^ans supporting said

sieve above .said frann . a pluri.lity of guide plates tinder

said sieve, a plurality of smoothing plates attached to

said frame, means adapted to oscillate said sieve, sul)stan-

tially as descrll>ed, for the purpose specified.

2. A device for flllinsi appliances used in making lino-

leums in which the [lalierii u^es through the same compris-

ing In combination a ti.ime. a sieve, means supportinit said

sieve above said frame, a i)lurailty of guide plates under

said sieve, a plurality of straight and curved smootbinu

plates attached to said frame, means adapted to oscillate

said sieve, substantially as described, for the puriw se

specified.
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3. A deriee for flllinff appllaii « n^-d m njikln? lino-

lenni in whlfh the pattern i:r.«»s Ttn.mirti rh.- « mh'- niprls-

Ing in comhinatlon a fraai«>. a sk>ve. tiptiiilc meai.s sup-
porting said aiere above said frame, n plnialit.v of pnide
plates under said sieve, a [ilnrxllry of «nif|i>rhine jilatt's at-

raohed to oaid frame, means H<la[ire<l t<i us«ji!«t>' said si^ve,

suhatantialty hh described, for th*' |MiriM.+> si>e<'lfled.

4. A device for fJlliny: appliances uh*-*\\ in maklni; llno-

leiima in which the patrern goes through tije same compris-
ing In combination a frame, a sieve, meant supporting said
sieve above said frame, a plurality of gtnde plates under
«aid sieve, a plurality of smoothing plates|attached to said
frame, a crank disk mounted revolubly ot said frame en-

eaglng said means supportint;; said sieve. ;i tootht*! wheel
engaging said crank disk whereby wli»»n h»»I<1 toothed wheel
is rotated said sieve Is oscillated, sul>s|tantlally as de-

•«'rll')ed for the purpose specified.

o. A device for filling appliances used
lenm In which the pattern goes through tie same comprls
ing in combination a frame, a sieve, flexible means sup-
porting said sieve above said frame, a p^irallty of truide

plates attached under said sieve, a plnrallty of smixithlng
plates adjustably attache<l to said frnnjf. a crank disk
mounted revolubly on said frame piicHiriiiL' said means sup-
porting said sieve, a toothed uhf'<'l t>:iun|;lng said crank-
disk whereby wht^n said toothed w h.»'l N k rir..) <aid slev*-

is oscillated, substantially as dfscrli-^d f i tiie purpose
specified.

in making llno-

gtK),,^?'? M WTftr: sfUKAUKU JnsKPti Bor>\. riano.
III., assi^uur tu Indcpf-ndent Harvester Company, I'lano,

111., a Corporation of Malnp. F'iled Fetj. 25, lUOT. Se-

rial No. 359.104

Indleaied, In <

their a|le; the

1 In a ipachlae for the purpose Indicated, In combina-
tion with the traction wheels and their a|le ; the feeding
mechanism and connections for operating it In both direc-

tions from the same rotative niov- in- nt i.f t)i.- >i\S ^;\:,\

means comprising a shaft which dnv. s rir !'•
. .1 [i_- m-. i

anism : two wheels loose tht-rt^on ; a clutch aul .'.k^ con-

necting one of said wheels with the ax' •
r' r ii,tnriou In

opposite direction from that of the axl- . i sj, rocket wheel
on the axle and a chain rh'T.from to the;other wheel on
said shaft for communicating rotation in jlhe same direc-

tion as the axle ; a clutch device on said ^haft connected
therewith for rotation and movable longitudinally thereon
for engaging said oppositely rotated loose Wheels ; devices
engak'ing the clutches respectively for ^hiffliiL' them : a

lever in control of the driver, and operating connection^
from such lever to the shifting devices olj l)oth clutches

2. In a machine for the purpose indicatpd. In comhlnn
tlon with the tra'-tion wheels and their ajle : a conveyer
and driving connections for operating it in both directions

from the same rotative movement of the nxile. said connec
tlon* comprising a conveyer driving sliaft arid the con
veyer-drlvlnc wh'-els thereon : two other wheels loose for

rotation on s.iid shaft : a clutch and gears connectintr one

of said whe»-ls with the axle for rotation Opposite to that

of the a.\\c : a <prockef wheel on the axje and a ihain
therefrom to the otter wheel on said shaft for conimnni-
cating rotation In the same direction as th«i axle; a clutch

device located on said shaft and means flor enlacing It

I

with the shaft for rotatioD. said clatcb device being moT-
j

able on the shaft for engagement alteraately with said
' oppositely rotated loose wheels on said shaft, the first-

mentioned clutch l»eing mounted for rotation with the
axle, and movable longitu<linally on the axle for en-

' gagement with and disengagement from the first wheel
I
of said gear train ; a clutch shifting lever for shifting

I
the clutch on the axle ; another clutch shifting lever
for shifting the clutch on the shaft ; means for operat-

)
ing said levers respectively, and yielding connections

I between said means adapted to permit the movement of
I the cltitch on the shaft for engagement of the gear train-
driven wheel to be delayed while the clutch on the axle is

becoming engaged with the gear train.

3. In a machine for the purpose Indicated. In combina-
tion with traction wheels and their axle : a conveyer and

1 Its driving shaft ; mechanism for communicating to said
driving shaft rotative movement in both directions from
the same rotative movement of the axle, consisting of two
wheels loose on said shaft for rotation ; a clutch mounted
on the shaft for rotation therewith between said looae
wheels : a clutch shifter for shifting It Into engagement
with either of said wheels; a train having Its flrnt wheel
on the axle for driving one of said loose wheels, the other
of said loose wheels being a sprocket wheel, and a sprocket
wheel on the axle and a chain therefrom for driving said
loiM«e .sprocket wheel ; a clutch mounted for rotation with
and sliding on the axle for engagement with and disen
gagement from said first wheel of the gear train : a lever
for shifting said clutch ; an operatint rod positively con-
nected with the last-mentioned clutch-operating lever;
another operating rod positively connected with the first-

mentione<l clutch operating lever ; stops on said rods and a
spring reacting between them for yieldingly communicatlnif
the movement of one to the other; said operating rods
having a slotted connection with each other for positive
movement of one by the other at the limits of the slot, and
means on the conveyer for actuatlnj one of said rods at
the limits of the conveyer's trav.d in each ilirectlon.

4. In a machine for the purpose indicated, in combina
tlon with traction wheels and their axle, a conveyer for
discharging the material and driving connections for op-

erating It in both directions from the same rotative move-
ment of the axle, conslstini: of a shaft and two wheels
loose on said shaft for rotation : a clutch mounted on the
shaft for rotation therewith b<'fween said loose wheels ; a
clntch-shlfter for shifting it Into en^'agement with either
of said wheels ; a train having its first wheel on the axle
for rotating one of said loose wheels In the opposite direc-
tion from the axle; means for communicatine rotative
movement from the axle to the other wheel In the same
direction as the axle ; a clutch mounted for rotation with
and sliding on the axle for engagement with and
disengagement from the first wheel of said cear train :

separate levers for shifting the two dutches respectively;
means for operating both said levers comprising yielding
connections between them and a spring operafluK at the
said yielding connection to transmit the lever-operatlnc
movement yi.ldlnifly to the clutch on said shaft, and a le-

ver mounted in position for operation by the driver opera-
tlvely connected with said chitch lever operating means

5. In a machine for the ptirpose indicated, in combina-
tion with the traction wheels; a feedlni: and .llstrlhntine

mechanism; Independent means for transmitting power
from the traction wheels to said mechanisms respectively,
said transmitting means for the feedlntr niechniilsm com-
prlsinir a driving shaft for said fe.dlm: ine,-hanl«ni : two
oppositely rotated loose wheels on said shaft : a clutch
device mounted on said shaft for rotation therewith and
movable longitudinally thereon, located between and
adapt. -d to be engaced with either of said oi>po«itely rotat-

ine wheels : a drivlnL' element rotated by a traction
wheel ; a train for drivlni: one of said two oppositely actu-

ated wheels: a clutcli for disengageal)ly enirai;lni: said

train with said traction-wheel-driven eleni>nt ; levers en-

i/airlnir the clutches respectively for shiftlrii: them : con-

nections for operating both said levers : means carried by
the feeding mechanism for encountering said connections
to move them in a directum for dlsen^'anini; the .lut'-hes.

said connections comprising a spring through which the

movement is communicated and which is put under ten-

sion by such encounter.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 0,599. F0LI>AI!IJ: KILE. Cii.\iti.Ks L. BacsH,
Bourne, Oreg, Filed May 6, 1907. Serial No. 372,086.

890,598. WELL STRAINER. Arthib M. Bbown, Hous-

ton. Tex., assignor of one-half to G. W. Stancliflf, Hons-

ton, Tex. Filed Dec. 12. 1907. Serial No. 406,226.

1. -V pipe having an inlet opening therethrough having

flat parallel side walls and in%vardly curved approximately

converging end walls, and a strainer secured in said

opening and consisting of a series of similar parallel abut-

ting bars having depressed Intermediate portions forming

the inlet slits, substantially as described.

2. A pipe having inlet openings therethrough, in combi-

nation with screens in said openings, each screen consisting

essentially of a series of parallel abutting separately

formed bars inserted In the opening and engaging the end

walls thereof and having reduced portions forming Inter-

vening inlet slits, and means extending across the outer

faces of the opposite bar ends in the opening and fixing

the series of bars therein. Substantially as described.

3. A pipe having an inlet opening therethrough formed

with converging end walls, in combination with a strainer

for said opening consisting of a series of parallel separate

bars inserted and secured In said opening and resting

against said end walls, said bars formed with abutting

end heads and with lnterm<"dlate depressed portions.

4. .V pipe having an elongated opening therethrough

with inwardly converging end walls, and flat parallel side

walls In combination with a series of parallel similar bars

at their ends fitting and secured on said end walls, the por-

tions of the bars between said end walls being separated

to form intervening Inlet slits.

5. -V strainer for pipes comprising a series of parallel

abutting bars adapted to be inserted and secured in an

inlet opening in a pipe, each bar formed with similar end

heads and transversely depressed at the opposite faces of

the Intermediate portion to form the Inwardly converging

inclined side faces, said end heads having inner converging

bearing faces, and being reduced at their outer edges.

[Claims to H» not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A rule including two sections, a hinge member car-

ried by each section, ears carried by one member in

spaced relation to each other, said member having a recess

therein communicating witli the space l-etwe. n the ears,

an ear carried by the other member and pivoted between

the first named ears, a block secured within the recess, a

spring tongue carried by the block and engaging the sec-

ond named ear. and a projection carried by the block and

in spaced parallel relation with the spring tongue and ar-

ranged to close a portion of the recess.

2. In a hinge for rulers, the combination with a member
Including spaced ears, of a member having an ear pivoted

between the first named ears, said first named member hav-

ing a recess therein communicating with the space between

the ears, a block secured within tlie recess, a spring tongue

carried by the block and engaging the second named ear,

and a projection carried by the block and In spaced rela-

tion to the spring tongue and arranged to close a portion

of the recess.

3. In a hinge for rulers, the combination with a member
including spaced ears and having a recess therein com-

municating with the space between the ears and extending

beyond said ears, of a second member having an ear piv-

oted between the first named ears, and a block secured in

the recess, said block having a spring tongue formed in-

tegral therewith and engaging the second named ear and
having a projection formed integral therewith and located

to close the portion of the recess beyond the ears.

890,600. COMPUTING MACHINE. Harry
Lawrence. Kans. Filed Feb. 4, 1907.

355,673.

10 'i

J. BlRTIS,

Serial No.

1. In a computing devuc. the combination with a casing

provided with a plurality of parallel slots, and furnished

with indicating characters arranged adjacent to said slots,

of a series of registering elements, each element consist-

ing of a rim having a reduced portion, a hub connected

to the rim by a web formed Integral with both rim and
hub. an internal gear carried on one rim upon one side

and a segmental gear carried upon the opposite side of

each element, means for transferring the movement of

each registering element to the next higher denomination,

and endless metal bands traveling around said reduced

portions of the registering elements, spaced pins at-

tached to said endless hands and projecting through said

slots in the casing.

2. .\ computing de\ice. including a series of registering

elements, each element composed of a rim. a hub connected

to the rim by a web. an internal gear <'arried by the rim.

endless metal bands traveling around said rim. spaced pins

attached to said endless bands, transfer shafts arranged

between adjacent registering eiemi-nts, pinions mounted
upon each of said shafts, one pinion engaging the internal

gear of a registering element and the other pinion adapted

to be engaged by the element of next lower denomination,

a casing plate provided with longitudinal parallel slots,

and Indicating characters arranged adjaient to said slots.

3. In a computing machine the combination wiyi the cas-

ing, of a number of wheels each wlieel composed of a rim

having a portion reduced in diameter and provided with

sprockets, a wet> connecting the rim and hub and formed

Integral therewith, an internal gear formed upon one mar-

gin of said rim. an Incomplete Internal gear carried upon
the other margin of the rim. a transfer element adapted

to engage the gears of adjacent wheels, a series of hamls

engaging the reduced portions of said number of wheels

and spaced pins attaclied to said bands and projecting

through slots in said casing.

4. In a computing device, the combination with the

casing of a series of registering elements composed <if a

rim having a reduced portion, a hub. a wei) connecting said

hub and rim and Joined integrally therewith, a complete

Internal gear formed in one margin of said rim and an in-

complete Internal gear formed in the otlier margin of said

rim, a series of endless flat metallic bauds traveling
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around and opprRtlvly engaging the faces of the reduced

portions of the rims, transfer shafts Jouinaled In posts

located between ii'l 1 ti- r. _ -!• rinj,' elements, a pinion

mounted upon un>- '-ii<l '•( .•iuiii shaft and encagine the

complete gear of one element, a toothed whff'l carried

up<in the other end of the shaft and adapt "(J m \>e engaged

by the Incomplete ^ear of another eleni'ir. ami a casing

plate provided with loni.'itiiilina! imrHll. 1 ;li.t> aii'l •li.Mires

arranged adjacent to said siutit.

5. In a computing machine, the comlurnt i' 11 with the

caslnjf. of a strles of registering elenc tit> ..ni|H.s..l of a

rim having a reduo>d portion, a Imb a %' .im tins:

said hub and rim. said hub, web an! run 'i-in.' f rmed

InteKrally. a complete Internal gear foriutil ni ii- ;iii'--'iii

of said rim. a series of endless flat metallii- IkupN r:;i\ ;ui.-

around and operatlvely en^'auMn^- th-- fa'--* ? '!i. r>iliRvd

portions of the rims, tran^t-r -^tiafts JMnrna) -il iii .supports

located betwe«'n adjacent r^ i:i-itHrin_' -l-ni'iits. a pinion

mounted upon one r 1 r 1 h shaft ninl •nija^.'ini: rlie com-

plete gear of one eh ii;:r 1
' "it heil wlif'l '•(|rrif'<l upon the

other end of the shaft ami alapred to be nsaged by the

element of lower denomination, a series of
' ;rrooved idlers

adapted to be en«aired by said endless baiidf, iind a easinc

plate provided with longitudinal parallel slots and fur

nished with columns of figures arranged upon opposite

sides of said slots.

890.601. wrNr>IN<;MA<HINE John G. Callax, Lynn.

Mass.. assiicnor ti> lieneral Klectric Company, a Coriw-

ratlon of New Yorlc. Filed Ian 1' I'C'" Serial No.

241.788.

4. In a winding machine, the combination of a power
shaft, a rotary supporting member on which the material

is to be wound, a rotary holder for the material to be

wound, means for connecting the power shaft In driving

relation to either the supporting member or holder, and

j

electrically-operated means for automatically dlsconnect-

j

ing the power shaft from said member after the latter

I
has made a predetermined nnmber of revolutions.

5. In a winding machine, the combination of a rotary

holder for the material to lie wound, a braking device

operating on the holder, means governing the braking de-

vice dependent on the tension of the material, a rotary

supporting member on which the material is to be wound,
means for driving the same, and electrically operated

means for automatically discontinuing the winding after

a predetermined number of turns have been wound.
[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

! In a windlnir machine, tlio coniMnation of n sup-

port ink; memtier on which the material i:J tu fie wound, a

holder for the material to be wouixi. m.-ajis f.,r wimlnu'

the material >» laiil supporting member, au'l eu-cf rii'aii.\

p'-raieil im'aiis f..i- .Mif otnatleally dlscont IriM !ti_' the winil

in:,' affe;- I preiietenn !
n--"! n'iint>er uf turn-, have been

_' III a witi'lini: nri'h:n>\ the I'.ini'ina t l-'ii of a p<Jwer

shaft. :: ruiarx support iiii^ meiii!>er nii which thf' iii.aterial

is to }•*' wDiinil. means for (•oniiectini; t\)>- ]h<\\f- shaft in

ilrivii).: rehifhiii thereto, a holder for th'- mateiial to be

w'latiil. and eie.tricallv opernted means f-.r ant imat ii-ally

iliseonne<'f jiikT the p.iwer »haft fmni -n\il mfni'er after the

latter lias niail>' a prei|.'rer-inine.l niim^c- nf ii>\iniit i'liis

.;, In ,1 «iniliti_' iiia'hin''. the .iimhin.irliin uf a [luwer

sh.aft. a r'it.ii-y srppoi-t in- meruhei- .)ti which th^- material

Is to h.- «-. unil. a rotar\ !iol,|.r f^T \\:<- matfrlal t.« t>e

wound, nieatis for inuiiei-tini: the power sli.ift iti drlvlnir

relation to either the siipportin;; meiiitwr or holder, ami

means for a'ltoiiiati.a 1 1 y dlsaonnertini; t!|e p.iwer shaft

fr-iiu said meinher if'er the latter has luide a predeter-

niineil niinifHT "f re\iihitii>ns.

S9O.602. SIZING CLASSIFIER. William L. Card and
FR.i\ris W. Bosto. r»enver. Colo., and Clarente I.

Gl.4ssbb<xik. Sau Francisco, Cal. Filed Sept. 24, 190T.

Serial No. 35H.35S.

1. In a sizing classifier, the combination of a launder

portion having a bottom of tapering vertical cross-section,

an expansion chamber, the launder being so disposed as to

deliver pulp partially stratified to the expansion chamber
without disturbance of the stratification, and a settling

chamber with which the expansion chamtier communicates.

2. In a sizing clasHlfler, the combination of a launtler

portion having a bottom of tapering vertical cross section,

an expansion chanilter, the laun<ler being so disposed as

to deliver pulp partially stratlfletl to the expansion cham-
ber without disturbance of the stratification, and a set

tllng chamber, the Ixittom of the expansion chamber hav-

ing a longitudinally disposed slot leadln»' Intu the settling

chamber.
3. In a sizing classifier, the comhiuatioii of a lniin<ler

portion having a Ixntom of <tapering vertical cross section.

!
an expansion chaml>er having a transversely Inclined lon-

irltudinally slotted Ixittom. the launder being so dlspo8e<l

as tc deliver pulp partially stratified to the expansion

chamlier without dlsturlinnce of the stratification. an<l a

I

settling chamber with which the expansion chamber com-

municates through Its slotted l«ottoui.

4. In a slzlnu: clas'^lfler. the combination of a launder

portion having a liottom of tapering vertical cross-section,

an expansinii cliauilter having a transversely lncllne<i lon-

i:itn(lin.i!'\ sl,,rfed metallic bottom, the Innn-ler being so

ilispnsjHi i~ : ' deliver partially stratified jiiilp to the ex-

pan-i"!! ihaiiil)er without dlstnrhance of the stratification.

ami a settling chamlter with which the expansion chani-

l)er communicates through Its slotted bottom.
' In a ^i'!n_' classifier, the combination of a launder

pMrii'iii ha\;n_' ,1 l)ottoni of fajxTing vertical cross sect Ion.

an expansion chnml^er having a transversely in. line 1 slot-

ted Ixittom. the launder t>elng so disposed as to <iellver

puli> partially stratified to the expansion chamber wlth-

1 out disturbance of the stratification an npsiandini; lon-
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gitudinally disposed dividing jetty arranged in the expan-

sion chamber, and a settling cham)>er with which the ex-

pansion chamber communicates through its slotted bottom.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.603. PROTECTING - SHIELD FOR LIGHT ORD-
N.XNCE. Ferdinand CHARnoN. Puteaux. France. Filed

Feb. 5. 1907. Serial No .'?5.'').9,'?7.

lL

1^1 'Vt:

"^
.
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cone provided with spiral blades and adapt'i to he driven

by said stream, said propeller lucreasiuK in size from the

twttom up 90 as to correspond with the slop-j uf the cone,

substantially as described.

3. In a separator or claa8lfl>r. the combination of a hol-

low Inverted cone, a pipe connected with tbe bottom of

said cone, and means for forcing the material under treat-

ment through said pipe, said cone being pirovlded with

valved discharge pipes at different heights] and having

rotatably mounted therein a propeller tiavlnsr spiral blades

of a pitch increasing from the bottom upw<ir.llv substan-

tially aa described.

4. In a separator or classifier, the com!

low cone provided with a dlscharc- -p' '.^

discharge pipes at different tieii.!'- >:: r

supplying material to the bott ::, > f < i;l >

pump for delivering the noateriu. thrnu.u

of spider frames mounted In said cutu'.

propeller mounted in -"aid spider fr;irii>-

being provided with spirailyarrang'-'i a:ri

creasing from the bottom upward, sui)^

scribed.

:i;iT :..; of a hul-

iiid with smlved
•'•.\ I pipe for

\i- I -ntrifugal

ipe. a pair

I rotatable

1 j.r..i...;!er

1 :.;'.'!i ;n-

I II' :.i

,

:i <U

890,607. FiAir.WAV .<l'i.N \r. AREA G. CLjiRK, Schenec-

tady. N. v.. as-iiKnor to iJeneral Electric Company, a

Corporation of .New York. Filed Oct. 14, h^T. Serial

No. 397,274.

.--7f
D-

^ 'U

1. In a signal, a movable arm. a drivinif iimt'-r tiierefor,

and' a quick-break switch for said motor "•,Mupri-ing a sta-

tionary contact and a contact carritd hy saifl arm. one of

said contacts compri.slng a pair of -ipruii: rtftK^rs and the

other being adapted to deflect and pass .n tht same side of

both fingers during in n*n,. iir n »• ilirv^crjf.n and to de-

flect and pass betwe.-n -ad :\\i^'-v- >i'\v:ii^ n.n-. .w.-'Ut In the

other direction.

2. In a signal, a movable arm. a driving motor therefor,

and a quickbr-ak switch for said motor compri.slng a sta-

tionary contact and a contaf't carried by saitl arm. one of

said contacts comprising a pair nf spring fingers lying

substantially parallel to the direction of movement and the

other having its -id-'S substantially parallel to. and on op-

posite sides of the ; : m. ..f said tink'ers and Its edtes bev-

eled so as to deflect one of said tlii^rrs to otie side or the

other according to the direction nf uiovmenc

3. In a signal, a movable arm. a drivlni,' niDtor there-

for, and a quick-break switch for said motor oinprislng a

stationary contact and a contact carried tiv said arm. one

of said contacts comprising n pair of spnnf rinners lying

substantially parallel to the direction of movement and

the other having its sides substantially paralbl to. and on

opposite sides of the plane of said ringers and its edt'es '>-v-

elcd at an acute angle to said plane, the relative niov.uient

of said contacts being sufficient to carry tpe latter con-

tact beyond both Angers In one direction aild !)eyond one

flncer only In the other direction.

4 In a signal, a movable arm. a driving motor therefor,

and a gulck-break switch for said motor comprising a sta-

tionary contact and a contact carried by sakd arm. one of

said contacts having a spring tinner ami ttv .'Jier '..-Ing

adapted to deflect and pass on opposite sides of saiil :ini:er

for different directions of movement.
|

r>. In a signal, a movabb> aim. a driving ttotor therefor.

and a <|uick-break switch for said motor comprising a sta-

tionary contact and a conta<t carried by saiid arm. one of

said contacts comprising two spring tinkers !jn<l the second

being adapted to deflect and pass on opposite sides of one

finger for different ilirections of moverneiit, the other fin-

ger remaining m enimcemenr with said >ec,j[id contact at

one extreme of the ranRe of movement

S&O.dOS. SEPARABLE GARMENT FASTENER. Ida 8

Cliff. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The De Long Hook
and Eye Company, Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of

West Virginia. Filed June 15, 1906. Serial No. 321,823.

A member of a stud and socket garment fastener which

is provided with an annular depression and openings lo-

cated at points substantially In the bottom of the said

depression and also with depressions In line with tbe said

openings and which extend transversely of the said annular

depression, the bottoms of the said transversely extending de-

pressions being substantially In the same plane as the

bottom of the said annular depression.

8 9 0.609. VALVE. John D. Coleman, Glenwood, 111.

Filed Mar. 18, 1907. Serial No. 362.909.

1. In a valve of the character described ; a body havlag

pipe openings In its opposite sides, and having therein •

tapered bore ; a tapered casing removably and non-rota-

tably arranged in said bore, and having therein passages

registering with the pipe openings In the body, and pro-

vided with valve seats surrounding said passages : a re-

movable plug closing the larger end of said bore ; two cir-

cular gates slldably and rotatably arranged In said casing,

and having faces for engagement with said seats, and pro-

vided on their adjacent faces with centrally located

sockets and annular grooves surrounding said sockets

;

shoes arranged In said sockets ; a wedge arranged between

the shoes; a bonnet secured to the end of the body oppo-

site the said plug; and a stem arranged In the bonnet,

and having on its Inner end a button arranged in the annu-

lar grooves In the gates.

J In a valve, a body having therein two pipe openings

and a bore, two Independently rotatable circular gates

slldably arranged In the bore for closing the said pipe

openings and each having formed In Its Inner face a cen-

tral socket and an annular groove, a Ixmnet arranged In

the end ')f the lore, a screw stem arranged in the bonnet

and having on its inner end a button arranged In said an-

nular groiives and having in Its inner end a longitudinal

bore, two Keml-s[>herlcal shoes arranged In said sockets

and having stems arranged In the said longitudinal bore

and having setnl-conlcal openings formed In their inner

faces opposite each other, and a wedge having a head fit-

ting the semi-conical op«'nlngs in the shoes and having Its

opposite end ailapted to engage the i.odv «(; r.i.v thf head

of the wedge will spread the shot's and the i:.i'' -- iihI close

the pipe openings when the screw stem Is screw ed Inwardly.

.".. In a valve, a body having therein two pipe ojienlngs

and a bore, two circular gates slldably nrrani.'»'d In the

bore for cbjsing the said pipe openings and each having
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formed In Its Inper face a socket and an annular gn>ove
surrounding said socket, a bonnet arranged In the end of

the bore, a screw stem arranged In the bonnet and having
on Its Inner end a button arranged in tbe said annular
grooves and adapted to engage the walls of the grooves
and rotate the gates In opposite directions, a sphere com-
posed of two separable seml-spherlcal sections seated In

the said sockets and having a flaring opening formed be-

tween them, and a wedge having one end arranged In said

flaring opening and having its opposite end extending be-

yond tbe i>erlpbery of the gates and adapted to engage tbe

body for the purpose described.

800.610. NON REFII.LAIU.E BOTTLE. Locis H. CoBT-
RIUHT, St. John. New Brunswick, Canada. Filed Sept.

24. 1907. Serial No. 394.4tK}.

1. A non-reflllable bottle, embodying a valve casing hav-
ing a valve seat and formed at Its upper edge with an out-

wardly projecting flange, a cage secured to said casing and
provided with openings establishing communication be-

tween the interior of the cage and the mouth of the bottle,

a collar surrounding said valve casing below the flange,

and a valve mounted within the casing and retained there-

in by said cage.

2. .\ non-reflllable bottle, embodying a valve casing pro-
vlde<l with a valve seat and formed at its upper edge with
an outwardly projecting flange, a cage secured to snid cas-

ing and provided with openings establishing communica-
tion between the Interior of the cage and the mouth of the
bottle, a resilient collar surrounding the valve casing be-

low the flange and holding said casing In the neck of the
l>ottle by frictlonal engagement effected by the compres-
sion of said collar, a valve mounted within the casing and
retained therein by said cage, and a washer within the
casing used In conjunction with said valve seat.

3. .\ non-reflllable bottle, embodying a valve casing hav-
ing In its bottom a valve seat and formed at Its upper
edge with an outwardly projecting flange, a cage secured
to said casing and provided with openings establishing
communication between the Interior of the cage and the
mouth of the bottle, a resilient collar surrounding the
valve casing below the flange and holding said casing In

the neck of the bpttle by frlctional engagement effected

by the compression of said (dilar, a valve mounted within
the casing and retained theiein by said cage, a washer
within the casing used in ( cm.lunction with the valve seat
and a ring within the casing holding the washer in place.

4. X non-reflllable bottle, embodying a valve casing hav-
ing in its bottom a valve seat and formed at Its upper edge
with an outwardly projecting flange, a cage secured to said
casing and provided with segmental openings establishing
communication between the interior of the cage and the
mouth of the bottle, a resilient collar surrounding the
valve casing below the flange and holding the casing in the
neck of the bottle by frlctional engagement effected by the
compression of said collar, a ball valve mounted within
the casing and retained therein by said cage, a washer
within the casing used In cimjunction with the valve seat,

a ring holding the washer In i>lace and forming an annular
shoulder, and a washer below and in registry with the seg-

mental openings In the cage, sjild last named washer being
supported on said shoulder.

5. A non-reflllable bottle, embodying a valve casing hav-
ing In Its bottom a valve seat and formed at its upper edge
with an outw!irdl.\ [iroiecting flange, a dome-shaped cage
secured to said casing and provided with openings estal>-

Ushlng communication betwe-ri the interior of the cage
and the mouth of the l.oitb

. a resilient collar surrounding
the valve casing below the flange and holding the casing
In the neck of the bottle, a valve mounted within the cas-
ing and retained therein by said cape, a washer within the
casing used In conjunction with the valve seat, a ring hold-
ing the washer In place and forming an annular shoulder,
a washer below and In registry with the segmental open-
ings In the cage, said last named washer being supported
on said shoulder.

890.G11. HAIRCLOTH FAHRIC Geuhge S. Cox. Fitz-
watertown. Pa., assignor to himself, and Walter S. Cox,
Philadelphia. Pa., trading as George S. Cox and Brother!
Filed Oct. 4, 1905. Serial No. 281,238.

a.icc/e/' a /3cae •

1. A horse hair fabric composed of warp of suitable ma-
terial and weft composed of picks of horse hair, each pick
of horse hair extending across the warp In a wave line.

2. A horse hair fabric composed of warp of suitable ma-
terial arranged In sets and a weft composed of picks of
horse hair arranged in sets, each set of hair picks being
interlaced with adjacent sets of warp so as to lie close
together In one set and be substantially separated in the
adjacent set.

.3. A horsehair fabric consisting of two series of sets of
warp in which the sets of the two series are arranged alter-
nately, each set consisting of a plurality of pairs of warp
threads forming sheds, and horse hair weft threads ar-
ranged In sets, the wefts of each set lying within a single
shed of one series of warp sets and a plurality of sheds of
the other series of warp sets.

4. .\ horse hair fabric consisting of two series of sets of
warp in which the sets of the two series are arranged al-
ternately, each set consisting of a plurality of pairs of
warp threads in which the warp threads of each pair are
crossed laterally to form sheds, and horse hair weft
threads arranged in sets, the wefts of each set lying with-
in a single shed of one series of warp sets and a plurality
of sheds of the other series of warp sets

5. A horse-hair fabric consisting of twn series of sets of
warp in which the sets of the two series are arranged alter-
nately, and two series of sets of horse-hair weft in which
the sets of the two series are arranged alternately, the
horse-hair in each set of the first series of weft being ar-
ranged in a single shed of the first series of warp, and in
different sheds of the second series of warp, and the horse-
hair In each set of the second series of weft being arranged
in a single shed of the second series of warp and in diflfer-

ent sheds of the first series of warp.
[Claims 6 to S not printed in the (Jazette.j

890.«12. HAIRCLOTH - LOOM (Ieorge S Cox. Fltz-
watertown. Pa . assignor to himself, and Walter S. Cox,
r'hiladelphla. Pa., trading as (Jeorge S. Cox and Brother.
Filed Sept. 12. 1}»06. Serial No. :{.S4.2firi.

1. In a loom, the combination with two vertically-ex-
tending heddle frames whose heddles are secured at one
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eod only, the beddles of one frame being wcured at tbeir

lower ends and the heddles uf the other frapie at their up-

per ends, of means to reciprocate either h*'i1<Sl»' frame verti-

cally above a median position while the ^ther h>'i|iile frame

is reciprocated vertically below a median p<.sltlon, ami

mean») to move at least one of the heddio fi^uiis lat»rall.v.

whereby a leno or plain weave will be forined dependent

upon which heddle frame Is reclprocaffil ni^v-- ni-l which

below, said median position.

-. In a loom, the cunibiuatinii with two verileally-ex-

tfndlng heddie frames whose heddles are iecured at one

end only, the heddles of one frame NMntr -itj^nr-ii at their

lowt-r ends and the heddles of thf otli>r fr!\in. at their

upper ends, of means op.Tatiii.,' to taov- • :'li> r heddlf

frame to brlnz tht> warp f-n casein ir t'VPs of it~ li-ilii!--; at a

higher level than thf wHr[)-fn^:!min>; •\'- if t!i«- h-ildlcs

of the other fram.'. ami to thereafter rei'ipif a'^' -a:l !i-'l

die frames in opposite directions to caus.' rli. \\:\ri> n

gagintc eyes of their respective heddles tol move toward

and from each other, and means to move at least one of

the heddle frames laterally, whereby a leno t>r plain weave

is formed dependent upon which heddlf fraine is raised to

the higher level, substantially as described. I

3. In a loom, the coniliination with tw^ vertically-ex-

tending heddle franu's whose lunldles art> tvcured at one

end only, the h»*d<llfs uf one frame l)»'ln ; -i^cured at their

lower ends and tho lieddles of the other ^rame at their

upper ends, of means of)erating to hrinjr th"^ wtirf •nKazing

ey»s of the heddl>'S of eitht^r fram'' at a tni(:i> ; .- v>-\ than

the warp engagiDt; cyt's of the heddles 'if tli-' ..rh.T frami-

'and to thereafter reciprocate at least 'jM'- li'ddie frame

to cause the warp engaglnK eyes of the li'i.i;-; of the

tipi»er frame to move successively downwardly and up-

wardly with relation to the warp engaging epes of the hed-

dles of the lower frame, and means to mo|f at least on<'

of the heddle frames laterally, whfrphy a l^-no or plain

weave Is formed dependent uiM/ti whi.h lifddle frame is

raised to the higher level, siilistantlaily as a--«'rlbed.

4. In a loom, the combination with two |. ilrs of heddle

frames whose heddles are secured at "ii>' • nd only, the

hecldles of one frame of each pair l.ins ^•>. 'ired at their

lower ends and the heddles of the .ith>r r'nui.' of the cor-

responding pair being secured i' 'h::- iiiinT ends, of

means to recipro<-att> either heddl- t'raui" >r a pair verti-

cally above a median position while the oth4r heddle frame

of the pair is r*'clprocated vt-rtlcally below In rafdlan posi-

tion, and means to simultaneously move latt-rally on** hud-

dle frame of ea<'h pair, substantially as described.

5. In a l<v)m. the combination with two tairs of heddle

frames whose heddles are .secured at one end only, the

heddles of one frame of each pair bejni: s"?e>ired at their

lower ends and flie heddles of the other I'r^iiiie of the cor-

respondii),' juiir i-ina secured at fh>ir upper ends, of

means operatinu to i.ring two heddle flanks, one of each

|)nlr, either to a higher level or to a lower level than the

other two-heddle frntnes. uuaiis ti thereafter move the ui'

per heddle frames successively downwardly and upwardly
and the lower heddle frames successively upwardly and
downw ardly. and means to move two heddle frames, one of

each pair, laterally with respect to the other two heddle
frames, substantially as described.

I Claims to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,61.1. .stuikim; r»i;viiE for douk loiks and
LATCHES. J.vMKs M Cvrr. Jersey City Heights. N. J.,

assignor of one third to Morris Harris and one-third

to Milton R. Levy. .Jersey City. X. J. Filed Oct. 2.

1907. Serial No. 395.499.

1. .V strilcer device for door locks comprising a part

provided with a face plate having a central longitudinal

opening, a second part adjustable longitudinally of the

first part back of the face plate, a third part mounted in

the second part and adjustable forwardly and backwardly

through the opening in the face plate, means for adjusting

the third part forwardly and backwardly through the open-

ing in the face plate, and devices for adjustinir the second

and third parts longitudinall \ of the tirst part

2. A striker device for do..r lo, k- omprisiiik' a part

provided with a face plate lia\iii^' a 'entral ioinjltudinal

opening, a second pan adjustable longitudinally of the

first part back of the face plate, a third part mounted
in the .second part aud adjustable forwardly and back-

wardly through the opening in the face plate, means for

adjusting the third part forwardly and backwardly through

the opening in the face plate, and devices for adjusting

the second and third parts Ioni.'itiidlnaIIy of the first part.

890.014. MRSIXG - W.VIST Irwin G. Cilver. New
York, X. Y. Filed Apr 24, IWl. Serial No. 369,906.

1. .\n outer garment for nursing mothers provided with

an opening over the breast, a covering flap for the opening

forming a part of said outer garm.nf and a nursing screen

of flexible fabric attached to the i:arineiit and adapt. d

to be concealed by tucking iin ih. ^'aruKiit or to Ue

drawn outward to serve as a ijr'ust concealing covering

during nursing, all arranged, substantially as descrilMMl so

as to hide the purpose of the garment w ln'ii the nui«!ii;i

opening is not used and to thoroui:hl.v prot.. t th" w-.i-.-v

from all exposiu'- while nurslnk:

2. .Vn outer garment for nursing mothers provided with

an opening over the breast, an exterior coveiiii;: tlap f>>r

said opening, ami a flexible curtain attached above said

opening and adapted to be tucked into the garment or

drawn out to serve as a breast concealing covering during

nursing, substantially as descrll)ed.

3. An outer garment for nursing mothers having an
opening over the breast, a covering flap therefor adapted

to be folded downward to uncover the opening, means for

securing said flap over the opening, and a nursing screen

of flexible fabric secured near the edge of said opening

and adapted to either tuck Into the garment or be drawn
forward and spread out to shield the breast during nurs-

ing, substantially as described.

890.615. AUTOMidUI.E. Albert G. Davis. Schenec-

tady. N. Y'., assignor to General Electric Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed 'Feb. 8, 1904. Serial

No. 192.479.

1. In a self propelled vehicle, in combination with the

frame thereof, a prime mover, an electric generator hav-

ing Its moving member mounted on the shaft of the prime

mover, an electric motor having its shaft In line with the

shaft of the prime mover, and an auxiliary frame sup-

porting said prime mover, said generator and said motor,

and suspended from the said vehicle fram<

2. In a self-propelled vehicle, in combination with the

main frame thereof, an auxiliary frame sup[>orted at three

points from said main frame, a prime n)over supported

from said auxiliary frame, an electric generator having

its stationary memt>er supported from said auxiliary

frame and its movable member mounted on the shaft of

said prime mover, and an electric motor supported from

said auxiliary frame and having its shaft in line with the

shaft of said prime mover.

3. In a self-propelled vehicle, a prime mover, an electric

generator driven thereby, an electric motor having a plu-

rality of ariuatiire windings, a switch adapted to connect

said generator to said motor and to vary the relative con-

nections of said motor witidlngs. nnd means for clutching

said motor to said prim. iif'\. r

4 In a self propelled vr !ii. ;> a prime mover, an electric

generator driven thereby, iid ei.ctric motor having a plu-

rality of armature windln^rs, and a controlling switch

adapted to connect said generator to said motor, to vary

the series-parallel connections of said motor and to vary

the field nmpere-turns of said motor

5. In a self-propelled vehicle, a prime mover, an electric

generator driven thereby, an electric motor having two
armature windings, a magnetic clut( h adapted when ener-

gized to clutch said motor to said prime mover, and a con-

trolling switch adapted to connect said generator to the

motor armature windings in series, then to weaken the

field of ttir motor then to connect tli. niotor armature
windings in parallel and to si rin::thi 11 the field of the

motor, thin to weaken again the field uf the motor, and
then to connect said generator to said magnetic clutch

and to open the circuit of the motor.

(Claims 6 to 4 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

W0.616. IJi'.KICATOR Frank M I».%vi«. Milwaukee.
Wis. assi;;nor to Pavis Manufacturing Company. Mil-

waukee. Wis . a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Sept.

10, 1906. Serial No. .S,S.^872.

1. In a lubricRtor, an oil reservoir, an outlet chamber
leading therefrom, a rod passing thrf>ugh the wall of the

outlet chamlter and having a shotildered reduced portion.

a stop on the rod. a sleeve slidable on the r-duced por-

tion of the rod between the stop and the shoulder, a cylin-

drical shell of spring metal surrounding and clasping

the sleeve and having spring fingers at its ends for en-

gaging the wall of the outlet chamber to prevent longi-

tudinal movement thereof, and means for reciprocating

the rod.

2. In a lubricator, an oil reservoir, an outlet cham-

ber leading therefrom, a rod passing through the wall of

the outlet chamber and having a shouldered reduced por-

tion, a stop on the rod. a sleeve slidable on the reduced

portion of the rod between the stop and the shoulder, a

split cylindrical shell of spring metal surrounding and

clasping the sleeve and having spring fingers at its ends

for engaging the wall of the outlet chamber and the wall

of the oil reservoir for preventing longitudinal movement
thereof, and means for reciprocating the rod.

3. In a lubricator, an oil reservoir having outlet cham-

bers leading therefrom, a shouldered rod passing through

the outlet chambers, sleeves slidably mounted on the rod

to move toward or away from the shoulders thereof, stops

carried by the rod for engaging the sleeves, means for re-

tarding the movement of the sleeves, a shaft journaled

In the oil reservoir, an eccentric carried by the shaft, a

slide having coihimn with the rod, shoulders on the

slide engaged \>} the eccentric and means for turning

the shaft.

4. In a lubricator, an oil reservoir having outlet cham-

bers leading therefrom, a pair of shouldered rods passing

through the walls of the outlet chambers, sleeves slid

ably mounted on the rods, stops on the rods for engaging

the sleeves, means for retarding the movement of the

sleeves, a shaft journaled in the oil reservoir, a slide hav-

ing a longitudinal slot through which the shaft passes,

arms on the slide engaging the rods, an eccentric on the

shaft, shoulders on the slide engaged by the eccentric, and

means for turning the shaft.

5. In a lubricator, an oil reservoir having outlet cham-

lM>r8 lead JUL' therefrom, a pair of shouldered rods passing

through tie walls of the outlet chambers, sleeves slidably

mounted on the rods, stops on the rods for engaging the

sleeves, means for retarding the movement of the sleeves,

a shaft journaled in the oil reservoir, a slide having a lon-

gitudinal slot through which the shaft passes, a slotted

guide on the slide, a guide post In the oil reservoir with

which said guide engages, arms on the slide engaging the

rods, an eccentric on the shaft, shoulders on the slide

engaged by the eccentric, and means for turning the shaft.

[Claims 6 to ft not printed in the Gazette.)

890.617. AI.TEliNATI.\<;crKUKNT MOTOR Max DftRi.

Vienna. .\ustria-lhiiigMry. assignor to Stanley Electric

Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of New .Jersey.

Filed L>ec !»!. ]!>02. Serial No. 135.404

1. In an alternating ctirrent motor, a jirimary \\inding

adapted to be connected to a source of current, a second-

ary winding provided with n commutator and brushes in

inductive relation thereto, n transformer having Its pri-

mary connected in series witti one of said windings, and a

magnetizing winding connected to the secondary of said

transformer.

2. In an Hlternnting current tnotor, a primary winding
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adapted ro be conu.-cted to a sour'p of curr-ot a -.mi)!v1

ary winding provided with a comimuator and iiru- i-- m

Inductive relation th.-reto, a transformer harlukr us i)ri-

mary connected In merles with on^ of said windinkis. aud

means for producinK with the ciirr^-nt in th.- p^-condary of

Raid transform.-r a mairnetizatinn of th." ni..tor ir au aniil.-

to the magnetization produced by said windmc-

i£_4rt

890. G 18. DEVICE FOR SlMNNINi; AM' TWISTING

TARN. DtsiKf: r>f;si'KAi:>Ki.LF.. Boston. M:i»- Fi!^-d May

19. 1906. Serial No. .'il7.6»l.

". A controlling device for a rotary traveler ring, em-

i 1 iiiK in Its construction a base provided with a series of

|H,,i<.i- !• iic.'sses whose bottoms are Inclined inwardly

and downwardly, a aerlea of roughened surfaced rolling

weights mounted therein so as to roll against the ring

wh. n at r St and to be repelled therefrom when th.- ring

;s m r -tatii'n. suostantlally as de«cTll)«'d

4. A controlling device for a lotary traveler ring, em

bracing a ba.se memb. r adapted to be secureil to the ring

rail and provided with a series of pockets having con-

cavely curved bottom walls, balls disposed in said pockets

and free to roll inwardly against the ring under the action

of gravity and outwardly away from the ring under the

centrifugal repulsion caused by the ring when rotating, sub-

stantially as described.

5. A device of the class described embracing au annular

base member provided with radial pockets about Its pe-

riphery, balls disposed in said recesses and free to roll

toward and away from the center, means for preventing

the accidental displacement of the balls from said re-

cesses, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

3. In an alternating current motor, a prlriary winding

adapted to be conncct.^d to a source of mrr.tu. a s<>cond-

ary winding provided with a commutator an.l inrushes In

Inductive relation thereto, a transform«T having its pri-

mary connected In series with one of said windings, and •

magiietlzing winding adapted to i)rodnce a magn. tization

of the motor at an angle to the tnagnetizatiw of th^ first

mentioned winding?! and conn^-c-r. d to th.- s.-rondary of said

transform>»r

4. In an alt.-rnaTing .-urr-nt motor, a i.riniarv winding

adapted to be conn, 'r.d to a sourc of current, a Sf-cond

ary winding provid-d with a comnnitntov .md bnisli.-s in

inductive relation th.>r.'to. a transform.t having ifs ^.rl-

mary connected In .series with -n. ^f ^aid w udings. a mag

netlzlng winding connected to 'U.' s nd.irv i.f said trans

former, and means for varying the amount .( irr. nt ilow

In the magnetizing winding.

r>. In an alternating current motor, a primary winding

adapted to be connected to a sour . r i-'tt i secondary

winding provided with a conminrat u- and lirushes. lu in-
|

ductlve relation thereto, a transformer havinjg its primary
,

connected in series with one of said winding!;, a magnetlz-
|

Ing winding connected to the secondary oJT said trans- i

former, and means for varying the amount land phase of
|

current In the magnetizing winding.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazetto.]

800.010. FOUNDATION-FASTENKH FOR HONEY SEC-

TIONS OF BEEim ES. Ei-BKKi 11. UtwKV. Great Har-

rington. Mass. Filed Oct. ^4. 1!M»7. Serial No. 398.999.

1. A device for spin niiii; \ irii th.' .ombina^ion witli a ro

tatable traveler ring, of a hoid.^r or hase provided with a

series of pockets, a series of r-illing weights adapted to li-'

la said pockets and having a uorinai t.'ndetii-y to roll to-

ward and into contact with the r-.ng to afford a yielding
j

lateral resistance to the ring. sul>stantlaUy np d.'scribed.
\

J. A device for spinning yarn the coml)mation with a

rotatable ring of a base provi<led with a series of sc'ioi>- '

like i^HJckets. a series of balls formed to practically flU said i

pockets from side to sid.-. a traveler ring p<*«ltioned inside

the circle of said balls whereby the repulsion of the air
j

particles from th- ring wh.'n in roratL.n art., to roll the
]

balls outwardly from the ring, sul'stantiailj as descrioed. 1

1. In a foundation fastener for honey sections, means

for supiorting a honey section and a heater plate mounted

for swinging movement In an arcuate path and movable

Into and out nf n honey section upou said supporting

means.
_• In a foundati.m fastener for honey sections, means

for supporting a honey se.ti.pn. a lever, a beater plate car-

ried by said lever and adapt.d to be swung Into and out of

a honev se. lion upon said siipi>orting means and means for

operat inu sa.d .
-v -v

3. In a foundation fa^t.n.r r.>r lion-'v se.-tion*. means

for supporting n honey section, a lever, a heat-r piat. car-

ried by said lever and movable Into and out of a honey

sectioti upon said supporting means and m.ans for ad-

1 listing said heater plate upon said lever

4 in a foundation fastener for hone\ sections, m-ans

lor -iipporrlng a honey section, a lever, a heater plate car-

ii..,l th.r.i.v and adapted to be swung Into and out of a

honev section up..n -a:! -i; :.Tt ing means, means for

operating said lever and a sto., for limiting the swinging

movement of said lever.

5. In a foundation fastener for honey sections, nuans

for supporting a honey section, a U-shaped lever having

its arms pivotaliy mounted and a heater plate carried t.y

the cross p.irtion of said lever and movable Into and out

of a hon..\ «..ction upon sanl sup[><)rtitig m.ans.

I Claims <; to -JT n..t prtnt.Mi in t he ( .a zeTf ]
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890.620 PROCESS AND .MM'AIiATTS FOR IN.TECTION
OF LigUlD FUELS INTO INTERNAL Ct>MBUSTION
ENGINES. RiDOLPH DiE.SEL. Munich. Germany. Filed
July 1. 1905. Serial No. 267,969.

1. .V pr..cs> of in.i.ctmg fuel into internal combustion
engines which consists in injecting a Jet of liquid fuel pre-

viously oxygenated. Into a body of compressed air In the

compression space of the engine.

2. A process of Injecting lltjuld fuel into internal com-
bustion engines which consists In oxygenating the fuel and
Injecting such oxygenated liquid through a restricted open-

ing directly Into a previously compressed gas within the

compression space of the engine

3. A process of injecting liquid liiel into Internal com-
bustion engines, which consists in compressing said fuel

and also air or oxygen forcing the latter In mechanically
divided particles through sai<l fuel for the puriwse of oxy-

genating sanii' and injecting th. file! thus saturated
directly into a body uf air in the compression space of

said engine.

4. A process of injecfing liquid fuel into Internal com-
bustion engines which consists In previously compressing
said fuel In a rei eptacle. Introducing air or oxygen Into

the t)<)ttoni of .ixygenated liquid receptacle and injecting

the said fuel t her.'from directly into a body of compressed
air in the comhustion chaml>er of said engine.

5. A process oi injecting liquid fuel into internal com-
bustion engines which consists In compressing air or oxy-
gen and Introducing the same Into a confined or closed fuel

r. . .pill. !. . further compressing the air or oxygen in said

rec.'piHcl.- by forcing fuel into the same, passing sul>di-

vidcd panicles of air or oxygen through said confined fuel

and then injecting the same Into a body of compressed
air within the compression space of the engine.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed in tlie Gazette.]

890.621. ciRi^lIT t'ONTRciLLING DEVICE. George
H. IV1RGELOH, Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to General
Electric (^ompany. n Corporation nf New York. Filed
Oct. 5. 1007. Serial No. 390,. 00.",,

1. \ starting rheostat comprising a resistance-varying
switch, an electromagnetic switch In series therewith,
means whereby said latter switch Is closed when the re-

sistance switch Is nioviHl towards rtinnlng position, and
means for controlling said electromagnetic switch when
the resistance switch Is lu the off position

-. A starting rheostat comprising a resistance-varying
switch, an electromagnetic switch in series therewith.

means whereby said latter switi-h Is closed by the initial

movement of the resistance switch, and means independent
of the position of the resistance switch for controlling the
electromagnetic switch.

.'!. .\ starting rheostat comprising a resistance varying
switch, an electromagnetic switch In series therewith,
an overload magnet controlling said electromagnetic

,

switch, means whereby said latter switch is closed when '

the resistance switch Is moved towards running position.

and means Independent of the current and of the posi-

tion of the resistance switch for controlling the electro-

magnetic switch.

4. .\ starting rheostat comprising a reslstanot-Tarylng
switch, an electromagnetic switch in series tberewith.
means whereby said latter switch Is operated when the
resistance switch Is moved towards running position.

means for controlling said electromagnetic switch when
the resistance switch is in the off position, and an over-

load magnet controlling said electromagnetic switch iu

all positions of the resistance switch.

5. A starting rheostat comprising a resistance varying
switch, an electromagnetic switch in series therewith,

means whereby said latter switch Is operated when the
resistance switch is moved towards running position.

means independent of the position of said resistance

switch for controlling the electromagnetic switch, and an
overload magnet controlling said electromagnetic switch
in all positions of the resistance switch.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed iu the Gazette.]

890,622. SYSTEM OF MOTOR CttNTItoL Edg.\R F.

DrTTON, .<rhenectady. N. Y.. assignor to (general Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb.

21, 1907. Serial No. 3.5.S.530.

1. In combination, an electric motor, a controlling
switch therefor, a source of mechanical ]>ower. means
controllable from a distance for connecting said switch
to said source for driving said switch in either direction,

a brake controllable from a distance for holding said
switch In any position, and means for nutomatically re

turning the switch to off position when released by said

brake.

2. In combination, an electric motor, a controlling
switch therefor, a source of mechanical power, reversible

gearing l>etween said source and said switch for driving
said switch in either direction, magnetic clutrhes control-

ling said gearing, a magnetic brake for said switch, means
for returning said switch automatically to off positl<.n.

and a master-switch controlling said clutches and brake.
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T.3. In comblnatlftn. an electrJc motor, la controlling

switch therefor, a source of mechanical p<i*er. rererslble

gearing between siald source and said swUrh f r Irlvlng

said switch In either direction, matjnetio chu !;• - con-

trolling Bald gearing, a magnetic )irak»» fi>r s.iid switch.

meflns for -""irninsr said switch automatically to off-

position. .1 ::; -'•I -witch controiliDK saidi clutches and

brake, and llmit-rtwitrlies for limit Inn ;int<)niatically the

movement of the motor controllliu sai.l i lutches and

brake.

4. In combination, an electric motor, a controlling

switch therefor, a source of mechanical power, reversible

gearing between said source and saitl •jwir«h for driving

said switch in either .lire<-tion. niiiineti. , hit. hfs con-

trolling said gearing, a magnetic hraice f'-r -aid -witch,

said switch Including contacts fur d.'.'r»^ri.'jzinK' said

clutches and energizing naid brake when rl\>- -witch is in

high-speed position, and mean" ('<r auronuitlcally return-

ing said switch to off position.

.%. In combination, an electric motor, a controlling

switch therefor, a source of mechanical powrer. reversible

gearing between said source and said switch for driving

"aid switch In either direction, magnetic clutches control-

ling said irearint'. a magnetic brak.' f r *al<T switch, means

for returning said switch auttuna:; ni \ ' 'HfT position, and

a self-opening master-switch ctmtroliin.' - ili dutches and

brake.

89 0.62 3. COMBINED FAUCET AND
Thomas J. Dter. Cincinnati. Ohio. F
S*»rlal Xo. 309.299.

lie)

OVERFLOW.
Apr. 2. IWKJ.

1. In a ciimbini'd faucet and uv.rt1.>w the combination

of a casting contairfing a hollow li>aii iilvi4»d into a fresh

water chamber and an overflow rhamber, the head having

ports leading into the fresh water chamber apd the over-

flow chamber, a discharge channel in the icasting leading

Into the overflow chamber and a fresh water -hannel in

the casting leading into the fresh wai>r tliaint" r. and a

valve for controlling the opening of the fr«sh water chan-

nel..

2. In a combined faucet and overtl-w ',. combination

of a casting consisting of i h .ll.w h. i\.i .o'aining a fresh

wafer chamber asd an o\ n!' w iiHnib'r, the head having

ports leading Into the fresh water chamlM-r and the over-

flow chamb«>r. a channel In the castini; I-aiiin;: from the

overflow chamber, hot and cold wafer ctianti^N in the cast-

ing leading into the fresh water chaint»«r and hot and

.cold water valves for controlling the openjing and closing
' of the hot and cold water channels.

.T In a combined faucet and overflow a casting consist-

ing of a pipe with hollow head at one end. the head divided

by an Internal dlaphrairm infn a fresh water diamher and

an overflow chamt)er. ports In the h'-ad 'nv^ning into the

fresh wafer chamber and the overflow chamU^r. the over-

tl. w 'tian;t"r communlcatini: with the iii{>e. separate hi>r

and cud wafer channels upon the interior <if the pip.-

communicatinkf with the fresh water chatnt'r and valves

in the head for rei:ulafing the openlnir an«I ciii«in«' of the

hot and cold water channels

vlded with a dlstlngrilshlng mark on tbe exterior thereof,

whereby the position of said opening may be determined.

an<l a "trip of fabric adherent to said tire body covering

said distinguishing mark.

890.625. APPARATT S FOR riRlNPING COAL. Thom.vs

A. Edison. Llewellyn Park, orange. N. J. Filed Nov.

27. 1906. Serial No. 345.329.

890.tVj4 \ Killi I.K xntK Kii\\ viiii I, l:.KSi,iiK. Akron.

*">hio. assiirnor to Th>' "JixMiy.'ar Tlr>' v*t RMhb<»r Com-

pany. Akron. <>hio. a tOrporation of '"liio Filed I>ec.

26. 1905. Serial No. 293.281.

A tire for vehicle wheels, consistinff of a cylindrical body

of elastic material provided with nn Mp^ainiT for the fire

retainiiii: ni-an" arraiik'-'d .••-•ent ricallv. and further i)ro-

1. In apparatus for grinding coal, the combination with

suitable grinding devices, means for presenting the ground

material to the effect of a blast of air. whereby the finer

portions of the ground material will \te separated there-

from, a settling chamber in which a pt>rtion of the fine

particles will be separated from the air currents by gravity

and a filter comprising a constantly tiioving wall of gran-

ular material presenting a cunstant resistance at all times,

substantially as and for the purposes set forth

2. In apparatus for grinding coal, the combination with

suitable devices for grinding the coal, means for presenting

tbe same to the effe<t of an air blast, a main settling

chamber to which the air currents with their load of fine

particles are directed, and In which the coarser portions

of such particles will ^e "epnrnted t>y gravity, a screen

through which the air i: .nt" pass from said settling

chamber, and an ni\ :;;i:'. seitllnk: chamber In which a

portion of the fine dust will l>e separated by gravity, a

filter through which the air currents pass and In which

the remaining portion of the fine dust will be separated.

and means for returning the material accumulating in the

main settling chamber to the grinding devices, substan

tlally as and for the purposes set forth.

•S. In apparatus for grinding coal, the comblnaii .n with

suitable devices for grinding the coal, means for presenting

the same to the effect of an air blast, a main settling chain

ber to which the air currents with their load of fine par

tides are dir.-cte<|, and in which the coarser portions of

such particles will be separated by gravity, a screen

through which the air c\irrents pass from said s.tiling

chami>er. an auxiliary s.-ttlln;r chamber in which a portion

of the fine dust will be separated by k'ravity. and a filter

comprising a moving wall of granular tnaterlal having a

constant r-ststance at all times, .substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

4. An apparatus 'for crindintr coal, comprising in com-

bination a i>air of grinding r-dls for L'rinding the coal,

means for presenting the ground coal to the effect of an

air blast by which the finer portiyns thereof will be car-

ried off. a main settling diainber. screens constituting the

side walls of said settling chaml»er. and a filter outside of

each of said screens, substantially as and for the purp..s.s

set forth.

5. An apparatus for grinding coal, comprislni: in com-
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bination a pair of grinding rolls for grinding the coal,

means for presenting tiie ground coal to the effect of an
air blast by which the finer portions thereof will be carried

off, a main settling chanilier. screens constituting the side

walls of saiil settling cliHuiber, and a filter presenting a
constant resistance nt nli limes, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.626. WINDOW. Oliver M. Edwards, Syracuse, N. Y.
Filed .Tan 18. 190.^. Serial No. 139,288.

1. In a window the c<iiiil'iuation. >ulp^'antially as set

forth, of a guideway, a Mi.sh adapted to Uiuvc in the guide-

way to open and dose the window, a series of individual

holding devices, each of w hidi is adapted to bear at a

beparate point to liold tlie sa.sli in the guideway, a portion

of which series Is adapted to control the sash by retarding

Its movement In the closing direction and another portion

of such series is provided wltli actuating means by which

the holding action of this latter portion is sufficiently re-

leased to permit the sash to move in opening and closing

the window.
2. In a window the combination, substantially as set

forth, of a guideway, a sash adapted to move in the guide-

way to open and close the window, a series of Individual

holding devices, each of which is adapted to bear at a

separate point to hold the sash in the guideway, a portion

of which series is adapted to bear with substantially

e<jual force In either direction of movement of the sash and

another portion of such series is provided with actuating

means by which the holding action of this latter portion

may be partially released to permit the sash to move In

opening and closing the window.

3. In a window the combination, substantially as set

forth, of a guideway, a sash adapted to move in the guide-

way, more tiian two individual holding devices adapted to

bear against the sash at different points, one point of bear-

ing for each device, one of which devices is provided with

a movable part having a beveled surface and actuating

means therefor, and a co-acting portion arranged substan-

tially in the direction ttie sash moves, with which such

movable part may fridionally bear, whereby the sash may
l>e released from the holding action of more than two hold-

ing devices when such movable part Is moved by the ac-

tuating means in one direction.

4. In a window the combination, substantially as set

forth, of a guideway. a sash adapted to move In the guide-

way to open and close the window, a series of individual

holding devices eacli of whidi is adapted to liear at a

separate point to hold the sash in the guideway a portion

of such series beini: mounted upon and carried by the sash

and another portion is mounted adjacent thereto, both por-

tions of such Series tending to move the sash sldewlse In

the guideway. one portion having actuating means by
which the liolding action of such portion of the series of

holding devices may be partially released to permit the

sash to move in opening and closing the window.
5. In a window the combination, substantially as set

forth, of a guideway, a sash adapted to move in the gulde-

way to open and close the window, a series of individual

h<ddlng devices each of which is adapted to bear at a
"eparate point to hold the sash in the guideway. a portion

of such series being mounted upon and carried by the sash
another portion is mounted adjacent to the sash, both por-

tions fending to move the sash sldewlse in the guideway
and are provided witli beveled l>earing surfaces, actuating
means, and coacting- portions arranged substantially in the

direction the sasti moves, wlierehy a portion of such series

of holding devices may be released upon the movement of

the ftctuatinir means and the movement of tiie sash In the
guideway contr<illed in tlie closing direction.

[Claims r, to 26 not printed In the Gazette.]
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890,627. MOTOR CONTROL FRiEtmrcH Eicheekg. Rer

lln, Germany, assignor to General Electric Company, a

Corporation of .New York. Filed Jan. 23, 1907. Serial

No. 353,648.

1. In combination with an alterua; .l.„ . an< ut motor
and a source of current therefor, a transformer ha\ing its

primary winding connected to the source, a second trans-

former having its secondary winding connected to the

motor, and means for connecting the other two windings

of the two transformers to different points on each other.

2. In combination with an alternating current motor
and a source of current therefor, a trausformir connected

on its primary side to tlie source and having more than
two secondary leads, a second transformer connected on
its secondary side to the motor and having more fiian two
primary leads, and switch contacts for connecting together

in different combinations the secondary leads of the first

transformer and the primary bads of the second trans

former.

3. In combination with an alternating current motor
and a source of current tiierefor. a transformer connected
to the scarce, a second transformer connected to the

motor, connections between said transformers, and switch
contacts arranged to vary the^ effective number of sec-

ondary turns of the first transformer and the effective

number of primary turns of the second transformer.

4. In combination with en alternating current motor
and a source of current therefor, a transformer having its

primary winding connected to the source, a second trans

former having its secondary winding connected to the

motor, and magnetically actuated switches arranged to
I connect ttie other two windings of the two transformers to

!
different points on each other

5. In combination with an alternjiting current motor
and a source of current therefor, a transformer connected

I on its primary side to the source and having more than
t two secondary bads, a second transff>rmrr connected on its

secondary side to the motor and having more than two
primary leads, and magnetically actimted switches ar-

ranged to connect together in different combinations the
secondary leads of the first transformer and the primary
leads of the second transformer.

[Claims fi and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

S90,628. I'lNClSMION, K'^kkkt R. Ellis. Memphis,
Tenn. Filed May 18, 1907. Serial No. 374.336.

A horse-shoe-shaped pin cushion having a bowed clamp-
ing spring arranged therein.

890.629. EGG-BEATER. .Tame.s IV Ijiwin. Milwaukee.
Wis. Filed July 27. 190«, Serial No. :V27M1S.

1. In an egg beater the combination of a plurality of

beater blades, an operating sliaft rigidly afl^xed at Its
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lower end to the upper end of said blades, an operaiinK

handle comprialnj? a tubular sleeve for the feceptlon ot

the upper end of the operating shaft and a transversa

tubular portion for the reception of the hand of the op^r-

at.)r formed integrally from a single piece of metal, a

spiral spring carried by said operating shaft Interposed

between the lower end of said handle and the. upper end

of said beater blades substantially as set forth.

:: In an e«g beater the combination of two sets of

b^'ater blades, each set comprising two bladies. said sets

being arranged at right angles to each other, and rigidly

connected together at their upper ends with »older and at

their lower ends by a rn>t. the lower end of said rivet

being adapted to s«>rve as a pivotal bearing for said blades,

an operating shaft rigidly affixed at Its lower end to and

terminating at the uiiper end of said blades, an operating

handle slidably attached to the upper end oC said operat-

ing shaft, and a spiral spring interposed between sai.l

blades and the lower end of said operating handle, sub

stantlally as and for the purpose specified.

3. In an egg beater the combination of two sets of

beater blades, each set comprising two blades, said sets

being arranged at right angles to each other, and rigidly

conne<'ted together at their upper ends with solder and

at their lower ends by a rivet, the lower end of said rivet

being adapted to serve as a pivotal bearing f(jr said blade^,

an operating shaft formed of two wires spirally Inter-

wound toijether. said shaft being rigidly Rffixed at Its

lower end to the upper end of said blades, an operating

handle comprising a. tubular sleeve for the reception of th-

upper enil of said operating shaft and transverse tubular

portion r'nr the reception of the hand of the operator

formed integrally frnnn a single piece of metal, said handle

beln.: -^Iidahly atra>he^ to the upper end of said operat-

ini: -liif and a spiral spring interposed between said

h!M.l-s iin.l said .'ti.Tating handle, all stibstactially as and

: >r fii'' porp"-^-' specified.

said contacts, a friction disk mounted on the motor shaft,

a friction wheel cooperating with said disk, and means

for supporting It, Including a shaft upon which It Is

splined, and means for moving said wheel along said shaft

and for slmultanet-usly changing the relative position of

said contacts.
o. In combinati.jn, an eb^ctric motor provided with a

rot'atlng shaft, a friction disk carried by said shaft, a

countershaft extendlnu' transversely to said motor shaft.

a friction wheel splined thereon, the periphery of said

wheel engaging the face of said disk, and means tending

to hold the friction wheel In an Initial position In which

its center Is in allnement with the axis of said armature

shaft, a lever controlling tlie -nerK'lzatl'.n of said motor,

and means for moving the friction wheel out of said Ini-

tial posltlcn and for simultaneously moving said lever into

the motor energizing position.

3. In comtiinatlon. an electric motor provided with a

rotating shaft, a friction disk carried by said shaft, a

countershaft extendlne transversely to said motor shaft.

a friction wheel splined thereon, the periphery of said

wheel entragln? the fa.-e of said disk, a sprlnir normally

holding the friction wheel In an Initial position in which

its center Is In allnement with the axis of said armature

shaft, a pair of r-ontacts controlling the motor "Irrult. a

spring normally holding the contacts In the position in

which to close the motor circuit, and a connection h*>-

tween said friction wheel and said coutarts whereby when

the wheel is moved Into Its Initial position the contacts

are opened

S',t0..3.U. SIGN-BOARD. JOSEPH K. Fitzcbbald. Spring-

field, Ohio. Filed May 20. 1907. Serial No. 374.670.

r

-W^WWl

890. «30. DRIVING MR<'IIANISM. Ge.ir.je \V. Kukek.

rittsfleld. Mass , a.ssignor to Stanley (J I Electric

Manufacturing t'ompany. a Corporation <rt New Jersey.

Filed June 24. 190.5. Serial No. 266.731.
,

1. lu combination, a hollow base, relatively movable

contacts located therein, a motor sop[K)rt*l thereon, the

circuit of which Is controlled by the relative position of

1. A sign board of the character described comprising a

plurality of separable sections having corresponding rear-

wardly extending projections on their adjacent ends,

means for securing said projections one to the other, and

means for supporting said sections In an upright position

o X sertton for a sitm board of the character described

comprislnc a frame, consisting of upright end members

formed of angle irons, having one flange extending parallel

with said frani^- nnd the other flange extending at right

angl-s th^r.to transverse members extending between said

nprieht nieti/.r-; and secured to the rear side of the tlrst

mentioned tianee. and a covring of facing material ex-

tending over the front of said frame and secured to said

upright members and to said transverse members

3. \ sign tK>ard of the character described comprising

a frame, a supporting member adnpfe<i to be secured to

the supporting surface, and means for plvotally connecting'

aid frame to snld supporting member

4 .V sign board of the character described comprising' a

frame, a supporting memb-r adapted to be secured to the

supporting surface, means for pivntnlly ronnecting said

frame to said supporting member, and means f.<r seeurln--

said frame in Its adjusted position

,"> A sIlt lio.Trd of the character described comprising.

a

frame a supporting member adapted to be secured to the

stipportinir s.irfare. means for plvoially conneetlne said

frame to said supporting member, and a hraee plvotally

connected at one end to said frame and secured at Its

opposite end to the supporting surface.

[Claim not printed In the flaiette.l
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byO,632. TICKET EJECTING AND REGISTERING DE-
]

VICE. IBIDOB Fi.iJEGKLMA."*. New York, N. Y. Filed Aug.

la, 1907. Serial No. 388,819.

^.-

I In combination with a niovalile ejector, a magazine

detachable therefrom, a lo( king d> vi< e adapted to lock said

ejector against movement, and a controlling device, having

tongues of different lengths carried by said magazine and

adapted to actuate said locking device, when said maga-

zine Is In position

2. In combination with a magazine adapted to retain

checks, a reciprocating ejector, a rotatable shaft adjacent

tlierelo, means carried by said shaft adapted to operate

ail Id ejector, a plurality of oppositely disposed ratchets

carried by said shaft, pawls adapted to • ngage said

ratchets one at a time, means adapted to automatically

throw said pawls to engage their adjacent ratchets, when
said ejector ha.s b<''n moved a predetermln* d distance In

either direction, and a locking device adapted to lock said

ejector, said locking device comprising a plurality of tum-

blers.

3. In comblnaibn with a mairazine adapted to retain

checks, a reciprocating ejector, a rotatable shaft adjacent

thereto, means carried by said shaft adapted to operate

aid ejector, a plurality of oppositely disposed ratchets

carried by saM shaft, pawls adapted to engage aald

ratchets one at a time, means adapted to automatically

throw said pawls to engage their adjacent ratchets, when
said ejector has been moved a predetermined distance In

either direction, said means constating of cams carried by

said ratchets, and a locking device adapted to lock said

ejector, said locking device comprising a plurality of tum-
blers.

4. In combination with a magazine adapted to retain

checks, an ejector comprising a reciprocating slide pro-

vided with a rack, a rotatable shaft, a seemental gear

carried by said shaft adapted to mesh with said rack,

a plurality of oppositely disposed ratchets carried by
said shaft, pawls adapted to engage said ratchets one

at a time, me.'uis adapted to nutomatieally throw said

pawls to engage their adjacent ratchets when said ejector

has been moved a predetermined distance in either direc-

tion, and a locking device adapted to lock said ejector,

said locking device comprising a plurality of tumblers.

5. In combination with a magazin'' adapted to retain

checks, an ejector comprising a reciproeatlng slide pro-

vided with a rack, a rotatable shaft, a segmental gear car-

ried by said shaft ada[if<Hl to mesh with said rack, a plu-

rality of loeklntr tumblers adapted to lock said slide

against movement w^hen said magazine and said ejector

are separated, and a master key carried by said magazine
adaptf^l to actuate said tumblers, to free said slide, when
said matrazlne Is In position

[Claims to 16 not printed in the Gazette.)

890.63.^. COLI.AI'SIBI.E PORTABLE BOX-OFFICE.
IRIDOR FnrBGai.MAN. New York. N Y. Filed Aug. 16.

1907. Rerlal No 38M.';20

1. In combination with a foldable box-otflce having a

window-opening, a money receptnele adjacent thereto, a

shelf plvotally mounted adjacent to said money receptacle

and adapted to extend over and protect the said money
receptacle, said shelf being adapted to swint: upwardly
and close saUJ window-opening

_' In combination with a foldahle box offle.- hnvinc n

window openinL'. a money receptacle adjacent thereto, said

window op.ninL' being provided in the sides thereof with

a vertical groo\e. a window shelf plvotally mounted In

said groove, whereby 8ai<l shelf is adapted to be moved
upwardly bodily and rotated to close said window-opening,

the Inner end of said shelf when said shelf Is in position

for use, being long enough to extend over and prcif. t said

money receptacle.

.̂.i^jt^^y 2_
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3. In combination with a foldahle box-oflSce having a

window-opening, a money receptacle adjacent thereto,

said window-opening being provided in the sides thereof

with a vertical gropve, a window sleif plvotally mounted
in said groove, whereby the said shelf is adapted to be

moved upwardly bodily and rotated to close said window-
opening, said shelf, when in use, being adapted to rest on
the sill of the window opening and to extend over and pro-

tect the money reeeptacle.

890,634. POWDER - CAN. Amasa F. Poote, New York.

N. Y. Filed May R. 1907 Serial No. 372,172.

1. A receptacle provided with an outlet, a stopper

adapted to hang at the edges of said outot, and a frame
comprising crossed staple like members secured together

and to the receptacle inclosing said stopper to limit its

outward movement and to guide the stopper as It slides

2. A receptacle provided with an outlet in its top wall,

a cone-like stopper adapted to hang at the edges of said

outlet, a neck attached to the receptacle over said outlet

and of greater area than the outlet to permit the stopper
to hang therefr<im. said neck being provided with an open-
ing, a frame comprising crossed staple like members se-

cured within said neck and Inclosing the stopper to limit

the outward movement of the stopper when the receptacle
Is inverted, and to permit powder to pass through the
frame past the stopper, and a enver fitted on said neck
and provided witli an opening adapted to register with the
opening of the neck.
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890.635. ELASTIC - FLUID TURBINE. (Jhahlm Fox.

gulncy. Mass.. assignor by mesne asalgnments, to

General Electric Company, a Corporation of New York.

P'lled Feb. 14. 19<^. Serial No. 301,036

OFFICIAL GAZETTE

1
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Blots, an inking roll mount. <! in .nald slots, and a printing

roll mounted in said casing adapted to bf engaged by the

said Inking roll, for the purpose dpscrlbed.

1. In an fla.«ric fluid lurbiu'-. the cumbinttion of a sup-

port, a plurality of buckpfs, a bucket supporting ba.se, a

device for anchorini: th*^ base with r^'sp.-ct to the support

at one point, and one or more other device! for attaching

the base to the support which permit it ti> freely expand

and contract.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine, the comblnnflon of a sup-

port, a bucket supporting base, a device for anchoring the

base, and one or more bolts for securing the base to the

support which are body-bound in the base and are loose

in the support

;!. In an elastic tluld turbine, the combination of a sup-

port, a bucket supporting bas.>. a screw thn-nded means for

securing the ha.se to the support, and a wall for preventing

the means from loosening.

4 In an elastic fluid turbine, the eorjitiinntion of a

bu.kef supporting base, a holder, a means securing the

base to the holder and permitting it to etpand and con

tract, a casing, and means securing the holder to the cas-

ing which permit the said holder and caslnl to expand and

contract Independently of each other

5 In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a

bucket supporting base, a holder, a means for locating the

position of the base with respect to the holder, and a

means for securing the base and holder which permit the

two to expand and contract Independently, a support for

the holder, and means uniting the hoMpr and support

whieh p.Tmit the two to expand and contraft independ-

ently

[Claims fl to is not printed in the (lazette.]z«t1

Sft0.63«. INSECTICIDE. Loris F FKirnE. Philadelphia.

Pa Filed -\pr I.";. ir>0<» Serial No 4'J7.173

The herein described Insecticide eonsisting of 44 per

cent, borax, 44 per cent of powdered commercial lye. r.

per cent, of snuff tobacco and '^ per cett. of powdered

alum.

890.6 3 7 PRINTING OR STaMPIN«; .VTT.VCHMENT
FOR P.\PER-nOLr)ING STANDS Emilia G.\llozzi.

New York, N, Y Filed' July 'J, lOOfi. Serial No. 324.482.

Renewed Nov 7. 1907. Serial No, 401.166.

1. The combination with a paper stand, of an arm plv-

Mtally connected thereto having an angled end, provided

with a threaded opening, an ear formed on said arm

provided with a threaded opening, a roil spring connecting

said arm with said stand, a bolt working in the openings

"f the end and ear. a casinu carried l.y said holt provided

with inclined slots In its sides, a printing roll mounted In

said casing, and an inking roll mounted in said inclined

slot, for the purpose described.

2 The combination with a stand, of an arm plvotallv

.innected thereto, provided with threade<l openings, a coll

spring connecting said arm to said stand, a bolt working

in said threaded openings of the arm. a casing secured to

the end of the bolt provided with sides having Inclined

vt

3. The combin.atlon with a stand, of a bracket secured

thereto, a downwardly projecting arm pivotally connected

to said bracket and having a lower angled end. and a

lateral ear intermediate the ends, said lateral end and

ear being provided with scr-w threaded openings, a thread-

ed bolt working In said openings, a colled spring connected

at one end to said pivoted arm. and at its other end to

said stand, and a casing carried by said bolt and provided

with a printing and inking roll substantially as described.

sf>0,«38 VARIAIU.K VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER Ed

WARD F Gehrkens. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to

(leneral Electric Company, a idrporation of New York,

Filed July 26, 1006, S.'rlal No. .327,915. Renewed Jan.

31, 1008. Serial No. 413.614.

1 In a variable- voltai;e i lausf.irm.T, a magnetic core,

the primary, and a magnetic member arranged to be moved

said secondary coil and fti.- vx)rti<)n of tiie core inclosed

th.-reby being movable in the plane of the coil away from

the primary, and a magnetic member arranged to be moved

Into the space vacated by said core portion

2, In a variable-voltage transformer, a magnetic core,

tiat primary and secondary coils side by side on said core,

said secondary coil and the portion of the core Inclosed

thereby being movable in the plane of the coll away from

the primary, and a magnetic member carried by the sec-

ondary coll adapted to be brought by the movement of the

coil into the space vacated by said core portion,

3 In a variable voltat'e transformer, an oj^n magnetic

core, a flat primary coil thereon, a flat secondary coil ad-

jacent to the primary and movable in its own plane Into

i and out of line with the primary coil, a mattnetif member
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carried within the secondary coil and adapted to complete

the magnetic circuit of thr primary coil when the second-

ary is in line tht'rewith. and a second magnetic member
carried outside the secondary coil and adapted to com-

plete the magnetic circuit of the primary coil when the

secondary Is out of line therewith.

4. .\ variabb'-vojtag"' transformer, a magnetic core, flat'

primary and secondary colls thereon, said secondary coil

and the portion of the core Inclosed thereby being movable

away from the primary In tlie plane of the secondary coll,

and a magnetic member secured to and movable with the

secondary coll adapted to complete a magnetic circuit for

the primary coil outside of the secondary coil.

5. In a variable voltage transformer, a magnetic core,

flat primary and secondary coils thereon, the secondary

coll and the portion of the core inclosed thereby being

movable In the plane of the coll away from the primary,

and a magnetic memlwr arranged to be moved Into posi-

tion to close a magnetic circuit for the primary coll out-

side of the secondary coil

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

I

690.640. REINFORt'EMENT FOR PAILS, BUCKETS. Ac.

Malcolm E. <;rav, Rochester. N. Y. Filed Nov. 13, 1905.

Serial No. 287. ui4.

fltCMIW MOV.VIU K CAR STEP. John Geppver, Chi-

cago. Ill Filed F.h 7, 1008. Serial No. 414,745,

1. In an extension step for cars and the like, the combi-

nation of uprights provided at their lower ends with a

step, a tie connecting the upper ends of the uprights ami

provided at Its ends with heads, guides applied to the

platform of the car and receiving the heads of the said

tie to support and direct the step In Its movements, and

means for throwing the step into operative position or

withdrawing the same so as not to t>e In the way
2. In an extension step for cars and the like, the combi-

nation of a step carrying frame comprising uprights hav-

ing outer rests at their lower ends to receive and support

the step, a tie connecting the upper ends of the uprights

and extended beyond the latter and terminating in heads.

guides secured to the underside of the platform and re-

ceiving the said heads, a levtr. conm-ctlng means between

said lever and the step carryintr frame for projecting the

latter, and a spring for retracting the steji and holding the

same out of the way when the lever Is not actuated,

8. In an extension step, a step carrying frame com-

prising uprights provided at their lower ends with rests

which project fiiitward. a tie connecting the upper ends of

the uprights and projecting beyond the same and termi-

nating in heads, all of said parts being of integral forma-

tion, a cross piece connecting the uprights intermediate

of their ends, an operating lever, a connecting rod or bar

between said operating lever and the cross piece, and

guides secured to the platform of the car and receiving the

heads at the ends of the tie forming a part of the step

carrying frame.

In a pail or bucket and In combination with the side

wall thereof and the bead or roll at Its upper edge; a re-

inforcing member extending both outside of and Inside of

the wail of the pail or bucket and formed around and en-

gaging the bead or roll at the top thereof and an ear for

a bail secured to the pail or bucket by rivets extending

through such reinforcing member and the side wall of the

pail or bucket, such reinforcing member adapted after

being formed up to be sprung into place over the upper

edge of the bucket with the central portion thereof engag-

ing such t>ead or roll.

890.641. CONCRETE MIXING APPARATUS. Peteb C.

IIain.s. Sr., Washington, D. C. Filed Mar, 31. 190S

Serial No. 424, .322.

1. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus, the

comMnation of a plurality of hoppers having botton\ open

Ings and adapted to be nested one within the other, means

for connecting the said hoppers in series to permit them to

be successively raised from their nested position, doors for

the bottom openings of said hoppers, and means carried by

and projecting from the doors of the upper hoppers for

contacting with a part pertaining to the hopper beneath

for closing said doors as the hoppers are nested together.

2. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus, the

combination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom open-

ings and adapted to be nested one within the other, means

for connecting said hoppers in series to permit them to

be siiccessively raised from their nested position, doors for

the iKittora openings of said hoppers, and door operating:

fins secured to the doors of the upper hopper for engaging

a part of the next lower hopper, and serving to close said

doors as the liop[>ers are nested together

3. In a concrete mixing and handling apparatus, the

combination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom open-

ings and adapted to be nested one within the other, means
for connecting said hoppers In series to permit them to

be successively raised from their nested position, doors

hinged to one side of the bottom openings of the upper hop-

pers, and door operating fins secured to said doors for en-

gaelng a part of the next lower hopper and serving to close

said doors as the hoppers are nested together.
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4 In a conTefi? mlxlDK and handliDf? tpparatas, the

combination of a plurality of hoppers having bottom open

Ings and adapted to be nested one within the other, means
for connecting naid hopp*>r8 In series to permit them to

be successively niised from their nested position, a bottom

ring secured about the bottom opening of each of said hop-

pers, and a bottom closlnk: door hinged to each of the rings

of the upper hoppers, and means to close said doors as th«

hoppor« art- nested

5. In a concrete mixing and handling tpparatus. the

combination of a pl'irality of hoppers havlnf bottom open-

InifB and adapted to be nested one within the other, means
for connecting said hoppers in erl*>s to permit them to

tye successively raised from their nested position, swinging

dotirs for closing the bottom openings of tjie api)er hop-

pers, snld doors being adapted to open automatically as the

hoppers are successively raised, and door operating flns se-

cured to the bottom of each of said doors to close the same
when the hoppers are nested.

j

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
|

800,64_' W.\SHING APPARATUS. CH.*RtES M. Harbi-
son and EiGENics C. Abmold, Monroe, (in. Filed May
16, 1907. Serial .\o. 373,891.

1. In washing apparatus, a containing vessel, a verti-

cally mova!)le clothes support arranged to te Immersed In

the water, said support receiving motion from the ebulli-

tion of the water, and means for guiding salfl support.

2. In washing apparatus, a containing vessel, a verti-

cally movable clothes support arranged to receive motion
from the ebiillltii>n of the water, said support having down
tarne<i flanges on its side forming a chamlier in which
steam may accuuiulate to elevate the support, means for

permitting the esoajie of the steam and allowing the sup-

port to fall, and means for guiding said support.

3. In apparatus of the class described, a (X)ntainlng ve«

sel. a clothes support having a downtumed marginal
flauge. said support having a plurality of guiding openings,

and vertically arranged members extending through said

openings.

4. In apparatus if the cla.<w described, a lioller having a
bottom, a plurality of water heating tubes arranged below
the bottom and communicating at one end with the lower
portion of the boiler, discharge tubes commtjnlcatlng with
the opposite ends of the water heating tubes and extending
upward within the boiler, said discharge tubes being pro
vided with perforations, a rlothes supporting plate having
openlnirs through which said tulies extend, the latter form-
ing guides for the plate during Its upward and downward
movement, said plate l)elng pr(>vlde<l with a downturned
Mange forming a steam chamber, and soap cotitalnLng tultes

f-arrled by the plate and arrange<l to permit the passage of

steam and water, the upper portion of the soap containing
tube being perforated.

S»0,843. TWO-CYCLE I.>rTERNAI. (MMBISTION EN-
GINE. Hbbbebt S. H.4ET. Madison, Wit. Filed July

13, 1907. Serial No. 3h3.H05

1. In a two cycle engine, a plurality of cylinders, each
having a working chamber and a compree»ion chamber,
•aid working chamber having Independent Inlet and ex-

haust -ports and said compression chamber bavlng a com-
mon Inlet and exhaiist port, pistons mountad within said

cylinders nod controlllne the Inlet and exhaust ports of the

working chamt)erH, conduits each tiavlng an inlet port and
connecting the Inlet port of each working chamber with
the port of the i-ompresulon chamber of another cylinder

and revohiMe ir.euns for controlling the inlet ports of all of

said conduits.

2. In a two cycle engine, a Btatlonarj crank shaft, a plu

rallty of cylinders radially moanted In respect thereto and
revoluhle about the same and each having a compression
chamber and a working rhamt)er. pistons mounte<l within
said cylinders and operatlveiy connected to snld shaft, and
a skeleton frame for supporting said cylinders, said frame
Including coriiHvt Idk coniiuita leading from the compres-
sion rhamher "f each cylinder to the working chaml)er of

the next successive one anrl radially disposed conduits join

Ing said connecting conduits lnterme<liate their ends
'A. In a two cycle engine, a stationary crank shaft, a plu

rallty ni cylinders radially mounte<l in respect thereto and
revolulile about the same and eaeh having a compression
chamber and a working chamber, pistons mounted within

snld cylinders and op)eratlvely connected to said shaft, a

skeleton frame for supporting said cylinders, said frame
including conne<'ting conduits leading from the compres-
sion chamber of each cylinder to the workiux cham!>er of

the next successive one and radially disposed conduits
joining said connecting conduits Intermediate their ends,

and a stationary valve plate having a chamber therein

adapted to comiiiunlrnte with said radial conduits In suc-

cession during the revolution of the engine

4 In a two cycle engine, a stationary crank shaft, a plu-

rality of cylinders radially disposed in respect thereto and
reroluble about said crank shaft and each having a com-
pression chamber and a working chaml>er, pistons operat

ing within said cylinders, conduits connecting said cylin-

ders whereiiy a fuel charge compressed In the compression
chamber of one cylinder may \ye delivered to the working
chamber of the next successive cylinder to be exploded
therein, and means whereby each cylinder may be rotated

through a portion of a revolution to reverse the connection

of the conduits and cause a reversal in the direction of ro-

tation of the engine

5. In a twocycie engine a crank shaft, a plurality of

cylinders radially mounted in resjiect thereto and each hav-

ing a compreMslon chamber and a working chamber, pistons

mounted within said cylinders and operatlveiy connected

to said shaft, and a skeleton frame for supporting said cyl-

inders, said frajne Including conduits leading from the com-
pression chanil>er of each cylinder to the working chamber
of the next successive one. and supply conduits communi-
cating with each of said connecting conduits Intermediate

Its ends.

[Claim C, not printed in the Garette.]

8 9 0,644. AITAKATCS FOR BLE.VCIIINO GRAIN.
William L Habvey and William Tweepalb, Chicago.

111. Filed Sept. 24. 1902. Serial Mo. 124,618.

1. A grain bleaching apparatus comprising a narrow,

vertical grain stack having a series of inlets and a series
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of exhaust ports In opposite sides thereof arranged to per-

mit the tranBver«se passage c)f bleaching fumes through all

portions of the stack. In combination with fume supply and

exhaust chambers arranged res|)ectively over said inlet and

exhaust ports and on opposite sides of the stack, a delivery

pipe fiT atlmltting bleaching fumes to said supply chamber,

nn exhaust pipe having a plurality of branches connected

at different points tu said exhaust chamber and a suction-

fan connected to said exhaust pipe.

2. A grain bleaching apparatus comprising a narrow,

vertical grain stack the interior of said Bta<k l>elng unob-

structed and its opposite side walls having a series of in-

let and outlet ports nrrangeii to permit the passage of

bleaching fumes transversely Ihrouch all I'ortlons of the

Stack, Inclined guard plates extending upw.irdly and out-

wardly from the lower edges of said ports, fume supply

and exhaust chamlK'rs arranged respectively on opposite

sides of snld stack and over said Inlet and exhaust ports,

means for delivering bleaching fumes to said supply cham-

ber, an exhaust pipe for withdrawing the fumes from said

exhaust chamber and valve mechanism at the bottom of

the stack for restricting the flow of grain throughout,

whereby said stack may be maintained filled with grain.

3. A grain bleaching apparatus comprising a vertically

disposed grain stack having openings in the sides thereof

and provided at its top with a hopper, a perforated pipe

within said hopper for moistening the grain therein, valve

mechanism for controlling the flow of grain through said

stack, a fume chamber arranged opposite the openings of

said stack, u pipe for delivering bleaching fumes to said

fume chamlter at one side of said stack and an exhaust

pipe and suction fan for drawing the bleaching fumes
through said grain stack and fume cbamlwr.

4. An apparatus for bleaching grain comprising a verti-

cally disposed grain stack .^ having openings a* in the op-

posite sides thereof, a casing F having fume admission and

exhaust chambers f and f at opposite sides of said stack,

a pipe g for delivering bleaching fumes to the admission

chamber f, nn exhaust pipe H provided with n plurality of

branches h, h' etc., for withdrawing the fumes from the ex

liaust chamber /', a suction fan connected to said exhaust

pipe, valve mechanism at the top and bottom of said grain

stack for controlling the flow of grain therethrough, a hop-

per at the top of said grain stack and a steam pipe for ad-

mitting steam to said hopper.

5. A grain bleaching apparatus comprising a narrow ver-

tically disposed grain stack having a series nf inlet and ex-

haust ports in the opposite sides thereof respectively and

arranged at different points from the top and the bottom

of the stack to permit the transverse passage of bleaching

fumes through all portions of the stack, iti combination

with means for supplying bleaching fumes to said Inlet

forts, means at the top of the stack for moistening the

contained grain and valve mechanism nt tiie tottom of the

•tack for restricting and controlling the flow of grain

through the same whereby said stack may be maintained

substantially full of grain.

IClalms 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,645. BBBAD AND VEGETABLE SLICER. Wll/-

LlAM HAna«l>. Lorain, Ohio. Filed Sept. 3, 1907. Se-

rial No. ,'591.(157.

In a sliccr, the combination with front and rear rods,

of a plurality of blades having holes in the ends through

which the rods extend, and clips comprising collars on

the rods having hooks extending over the back of the

blades, and set screws bearing against the rods.

890,646. SERVING-TRAY. Otto Heisk, Fischer Store,

Tex. Filed Jan. 26. lt»06. Serial No. 298,038.

.-^^

-Z? ,-S

^>lr"* T
u^'

.^'

\ device of the kind described comprising a supporting

stand, a tray having a plurality of depressions arranged

circularly, a continuous track carried by and connecting

the bottom portions of said depressions, and rollers upon

the stand adapted to engage the track.

890,647. TARGET-SPOTTER Robert 8. IIbsbt, Chat-

tanooga, Tenn. Filed July £5. 1907. Sertal No. 385,582.

1. A spotter for targets embodying a suitably colored

disk, and a pair of attaching arms arranged on oppoctte

sides thereof one of the arms being adapted to enter a
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perforation In the tarifet and both arms being adapted

to receive the matfTla! of the tarRet betweeti them.

2. A 8potrt>r f^r far^'ets fmbodjing a disk, and a pair

of attaching arms attached to and pitending substan

tlally parallel to the faces of the disk, tha free ends of

the arms belnn spao'-d to re'^>'lv.- th>' material of the targt't

betw^'.n them
3. A spotter for rartifts t^mbodylng a diak, a wir*- •x

tending throuj^h a nansvcrsie perforation In th^ disk and

havini,' Its ^-mls doubled to extend substantially parallel

to the opp"sit.' fa^'-'S of the disk, and a reinforcing band

extrndiuj transv.'rs.-ly through the disk and having por-

tions pr-ssf;^! a_'a:n-iT the opposite sides of the disk to

conline the arms in riif'd r>'lation to the disk.

890.648. CORN-GATHERING MACHINE. William
HiBB.s. I'lano, 111 . assignor to Independent Harvester

Company. Piano. 111., a Corporation of Main'" Filed

Jan. 2.-. 1907 fserial No. 354.01.^.

lu a com gailKTintf machin>\ in combination with

gathering arms and snapping rolls mounted thereon, an
adjusting strain r^d L-nnncctlng the forward end of one of

the gathering arms with the frame, and in^'ans for ad-

justing said rod to dftermin»» the spread or proximity of

the two arms and rolls.

S90.649. TR.VPNEST. \V.\bren- S. Hn.r^ Hyde Park,

Mass., assit'nor of on^-half t.) .lames F. Mooar. Hyd^
Park. Mass. Filed Apr l'. 1907. Serial No. 365,960J.

1. A trap n-'St eoniprt>iug a b"X provided wltli an open-

ing, arms pivoted adjac>>nt to said opening, and a closure

for the op»»nlng, said riosure being mounted on the arms
at points removed from the pivots and having opposite

edges alternately movable toward the bottom of the box.

J. .\ trap-nest havini: a nest compartment provided

with an entrance, a pivoted <-losure for the entrance, said

closure being adapted to swing over the plTotal axis and
to be held by gravity in its open and closed positions, and
means for locking the clusiiri* in the open p<T«iltlon.

3. The combination with a nest-box provided with an
t^ntrance. of a movable member adapted under the aitlon

of gravity, both to maintain the entrance open tu admit
a fiiwl and closed to prevent its exit

4 The <'oml)lnation with a nest l)ox provided with an

entranc'-. of a movable nif'niber adapted under the actiun

of gravity both to maintam the entrance open to admit
a fowl, and closed to prevent its exit, and means for posi-

tively securing the member against movement
5. A trap-nest having a nest compartmeut. a runway

leailing thereto, and a guard uiount-'d to swing longitudi-

nally of the runway and t(j move it Into close proximity

therewith at its outer portion, and means fur holding the

inner portion of the guard spaced fr<iin said runway to

furnish an entrance to the nest compartment and in a

position <<> idiitaet with an entering fowl

[tiaims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.650 COMBINED WARDROBE AND DISINFECTING-
CABINET. Anna S. HiTCHCfX-K. Franklin, Pa. Filed

.Ian. S. 1908. Serial No 400, rn^

1 In an article of the class specified, a cabinet com
posed of a suitable fabric, there being a door opening In

one side of said cabinet, staples secured to said fabric at

three sides of said opening and approximate to the edges

thereof, a curtain closure for said opening secured by

one of its edges, to the fahrli- of said cabinet approximate
to one side of said opening, there being eyelets in said

curtain positioned and adapted to reeelve said staples,

flaps adapted to overlap the free e<lges of said curtain

when the same Is in a closed position, there being eyelets

through said flaps adapted to receive said staples, a lace

adapted to pass through said eyelets for the purpose set

forth, and means wliereby said cabinet may l>e suspended
from a suitable support.

L'. In an article of the class specified, a cabinet com-
posed of a suitable fabrie. removable stretchers loeated at

the top and bottom of said cabinet, shelf poekets at-

tached to one wall of said cabinet upon the interior

thereof, there being openings through said wall Into said

shelf-pockets, in combination with frames or stretchers

adapted to enter said pockets, means for securing said

frames In said pockets, and means whereby said shelves

may be secvired In a horizontal position, for the purpose
set forth.

.'i. In a d-'vioe of the i-lass specified, a cabinet composed
of a suitable fabric, there l>eing a door opening on one

side of said cabinet, staples secured to said fabric approxi-

mate to three sides of said opening, a curtain closure for

said opening, .secured by one of Its edges to the fabric of

said cabinet approximate to one side of said opening,

there being eyelets through said curtain adapted and po

sltloned to receive said staples, flaps adapted to overlap

the edges of said curtain when the same is In the closed
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poaltlon. there being eyelets through said flaps also

adapted to Yecelve said staples, a lace adapted to pass
through said eyelets, for the purpose set forth, means
whereby said cabinet may be suspended. In combination
with a disinfectant generator adapted to be attached to

the bottom of said cabinet, for the purpose set forth.

890.6.'.! PHOTOGRAPHIC REFLECTOR. Sara Holm,
Chicago, HI. Filed Apr. 1. 1907. Sfrlal No. 365,656.

1. In a photographic reflector ; a multiplicity of light

reflecting plates of sheet metal, and means for foldably

attaching the same together at their adjacent edges.

'2. In a photograptiic reflector : a multiplicity of plates

of sheet metal, and means for foldably attaching the

same together at their adjacent edges, said plates having
a polished surface on one side and a matte surface on the

other.

3. In a photographic reflector: a multiplicity of light

reflecting plates of sheet metal, means for foldably at-

taching the plates together at their adjacent edges, and
means attacbable to the plates when extended for ad-

Justing the operative angle thereof.

4. In a photographic reflector; a multiplicity of light

reflecting plates of sheet metal, means for foldably attach-

ing the plates together at their adjacent edgt's, supports
detachably attachable to the free edges of the reflector,

and means for adjusting the operative angle thereof.

6. A photographic reflector comprising a multiplicity

of rectangular plates hinged together, supports by which
said plates may be alined In the same plane, means for

mutual engagement between the plates and the supi>ort8,.

and bracing means for supporting the apparatus at an
operative angle.

(Claims 8 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

880,«S2. HOSE R.\( K IIknry .T M How.^rd. Washing-
ton, D. C. Filed Nov -7. 1 OOfi Serial No. 345,336.

1. A hose rack Including a pair of arms, hose support-

ing members slldably mounted thereon and movable from
the arms during the removal of the hose, and a retaining

device supported at both ends and on to which said hose
supporting memtwrs pass when detached from the arms

'2. In a hose rack, a pair of arms, hose supporting

members slldably mounted thereon and movaiiI(> bodily

from the arms, and a r'talning mians sup[)ori.rl at both

ends and with which said ineniUers engage as they pass

from the arms.

3 In a hose rack, a pair of arms, hose supporting mem-
bers, slldably mounted ttiereon. and free to move beyond
the ends of the arms during the removal of the hose, and
a retainer the opposite ends of which are carried by one
of said arms, and with which said members engage as

they pass from the arms
4 In a hose rack, a pair of arms, hose supporting mem-

bers slldably mounted thereon, a flexible retainer with
which aald memlx'rs engage as they pass from the arms.

and supports with which the opposite ends of said re-

tainer engage.

5. In a hose rack, a pair of arms, hose supporting mem-
bers slldably mounted thereon, a flexible retainer having

its opposite ends secured to the ends of the arms and

adapted to receive said members as the hose is with-

drawn, and guiding eyes for the reception of the bight of

the retainer.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,653. MEANS FOR SIPPORTING FLEXIBLE HOSE.
Henry J. M. Howard. Washington. D. C. Filed Jan.

23, 1908. Serial No. 412,347.

yt'-

1. A means for supporting flexible hose embodying a

supporting arm free at one end. a series of hangers

freely suspended on said arm to move readily off the fretf

end of the same, and pliant hose suspenders depending

from the hangers

2. A means for supporting flexible hose in folds or

loops embodying a supporting arm free at one end. a

series of hangers freely suspended on said arm to move
readily oflf the free end of the same, and pliant sus-

penders connecting the hangers with the upper ends of

the loops of the hose.

3. A means for supporting flexible hose in folds or

loops embodying a supporting arm free at one end. a

series of hangers freely suspended on the arm to move
readily off the free end of the same, and pliant sus-

penders passing around the hose at the upper ends of the

loops and each having one reach connected with a hanger,
whereby the weight of the hose tightens the suspender
about the hose.

4. A means for supporting flexiMe hose in folds or

loops, embodying a supi>ortlng arm free at one end, a

series of rings forming hangers and freely suspended on
the arm to move readily off the free end of the same,
and pliant cords tied to and depending from said rings

to embrace the upper ends of the loops of hose.
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T
5. Ti

arm fr^e at one end, of a series of rings meunted on said

ariu and free to escape from the free end thereof, a pliant

hose suspender attached to each ring, and means for re-

taining the outpr^los^ ring In place against accidental

escape.

[Claims 6 to lu not printed in the Gaiett?.]

n a hose rack, the combination with the snpportlns: ' comblnatlcn with the sill, of rollers plvotally connected

to Bald sill and means to hold said rollers from moTlog

on their pivots.

890,054. MOTOB-VEHICLE. Hdssbll Hlff, Detroit.

Mich . assignor to Packard Motor Car CoMpany, r>etrolt,

Mich . a Corporation of West Virginia Filed Oct. 21,

1907. Serial No. 398,451.

1. In a motur vehicle, the combination with the frame,

of a baKKage rack plvotally attached to |the rear part

thereof, and steps attached to the spring hangers for

supporting said rack

2. la a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame.

of a baggage rack plvotally attached to the rear part

thereof, steps attached to the spring hangers for support-

ing said rack, ami means for clamping said rack to the

steps to hold it !n position.

3. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame,

of a baggage rack plvDtally attached to the rear part

thereof, and steps attached to the spring hangers fcr

supporting said rack, said step* being provided with side

notches and pivoted bolts on said rack adapted to flt

in said notches and clamp the parta In position.

4. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame,

of a baggage rack plvotally supported between the spring

hangers of the frame, and steps eitendiag horizontally

Inward from the ends of the hangers whereby the rack

can be raised on Its pivotal support up against a part of

the vehicle and will rest on the steps when in its lowered

position.

5. A step for the rear spring hanger of motor vehicles

comprising a main body portion, spncfd upwardly ex-

tending ears thenon provided with eyes to receive the

pin of the spring haneer, and a bolt adapted to engage

the hanger and key the step thereto.

'Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Qazetta ]

5. In an apparatus of the ebancter described, tb«

combination with the sill, of rollen, bearings for said

rollers plvotally attached to said sill and means to hold

said bearings from moving on their pivots.

LClaima 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.656. TABLE .MTACHMENT FOR CHAIRS. Ac.

Is.^AC N. JuHNSo.N-, Tipton. Ind. Fil..l Mar K'., 1908.

HetiBii No. 421,336.

8JK),t).'>5. DERRICK. Fat Hu.vt. New York. N. Y. Filed

Aug. 30, 1907 Serial No. 390,730.

1. In an apparatus of the character de«crll>ed, the

combination with the sill, of rollers connected therewith

normally inactive and means to render said rollers active.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the

combination with the mast and the sill, of rollers con

nected with said sill, and normally laactlve, braces

connected with said mast and adapted to be connected

with said sill, and means to render said rollers active
!

when said braces are connected with said aill. !

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the

combination with the mast and the sill, of rollers con-
|

nected with said sill, and normally laactive, braces !

plvotally connected with said mast and adapted to be
j

connected with said sill, and means to render said rollers !

active when said braces are connected with said sill.
'

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the '

1. The combination with a standard having a ball

thereon, a table top mounte<l upon the ball, and means

carried by said top for clamping the ball to secure the

top and standard against Independent movement; of op-

positely disposed standard engaging members, damping

plates, each of said plates having Jaws for engaging said

members and a support respectively, and means mounted

within the plates for adjusting the Jaws relative to each

other.

2. The combination with a standard and a table top

adjustably mounted thereon ; of oppositely disposed clamp-

ing plates, each plate having a Jaw adjacent each end,

semlspherical standard engaging devices mounted between

the Jaws at one end of the plates, members plvotally

mounted within the plates, and an adjusting screw

mounted within said members for shifting the plates rela-

tive to each other.

3. The combination with a standard and a table top,

and a universal connection between said top and standard ;

of oppositely disposed clamping plates, each plate having

a Jaw adjacent each end. one set of Jaws constituting

support engaging means, semlspherical standard engaging
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menil)€r« interposed between the other Jaws, nuts plTot- '

ally mounted within the plates, and an adjusting screw
engaging the nuts for shifting the plates relative to each
other.

4. The combination with a standard and a table top 1

adjustably mounted thereon ; of oppositely disposed stand-

ard engaging members, clamping plates, each of said plates

having jaws for engaging sjild members and a support
respectively, and means mounted within the plates for ad-

Justing the Jaws relative to each other.

5. The combination with a standard and a table top
adjustably mounted thereon ; of oppositely disposed stand-
ard engaging m. uibirs, clamping jilates, each of said plates
having Jaws for en^-aglng said members and a support
respectively, means for adjusting the jaws relative to each
other, and elastic means Interposed between the plates for
holding the Jaws at one end of the plate normally yield-

ingly upon the standard engaging members.
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.657. BOLTING -MACHINE. Ja.mes W. Johnstoji
and Charles E. Rllluanh, Aurora, Ind. Filed Apr.
24. 1906. Serial No. 313,477.

fr-X

1. A bolting machine comprising an f^pen ended sta-

tionary frame provided with a screening meKh, vibrating

wires rigidly secured to and spanning said frame and
closely associated with said mesh, pivoted levers carried

by said frame and loosely engaging said wires to vibrate

the same, pivoted vibrating members bxtsfiy engaging said

levers to rock the same upon their pivots, pivoted vibrating

elements loosely engaging said vibrating members and
means loosely engHiring said elements for vibrating the

same.

2. A bolting machine comprising an open stationary

frame provided with a screening mesh, vibrating wires
rigidly securtd to said frame and spanning said mesh In

cloaely associated relation, bell-crank levers mounted in

pairs In said frame with their horlsontal arms lying be-

neath said wires and fhelr vertical arms opposing one
another In spaced relation, oscillatory levers mounted on
pivots in said frame and extending between said opposing
arms of said bell crank-lever, and means loosely engaging
said oscillatory levers for rocking the same upon their

pivots to strike said bell crank-levers to agitate said wires
and said screening mesh, substantially as ilescribed

3. A bolting machine comprising an open stationary
frame provided with a screening mesh, vibrating wires
rigidly secured to said frame, and spanning said mesh In

closely associated relation, bell crank Ihv.ts mounted In

pairs In said irame with their horizontal arms lying be-

neath said wires and their vertical arms opposing one
another in spaced relation, oscillatory levers mounted on
pivots In said frame and extending between said opposing
arms of said N-ll crank levers, pivoted levers having yoke
frames at one end thereof loosely embracing said oscilla-

tory levers, and means loosely engaging the other ends of
said pivoted levers for rocking the same, substantially as
d"scrlbed.

In said openings each having a gear thereon within Its

casing and a disk or wheel on its Inner end, the outer end
of the shaft extending part way through an opening in

the casing, and means in the latter opening for forcing
the shaft yieldingly toward the adjacent shaft.

890.658. KNIFE POLISHING OR SHARPENING MA-
CHINE. HiNBT B. Keipkr. Lancaster. Pa. Filed Oct.
25. 1907. Serial No. 399,219.

1. The combination. In a machine of the character de-

scribed, of a frame-plate having curved ends with depres-
sions therein, gear casings mounted on said frame plate
each pivoted at one end and having at Its other end a set

screw engaging said depressions ; said casings having open-
ings therein to provide shaft bearings, and shafts Joumaled

2. In combination with the revoluble disks, a detach-
able substantially semi-cylindrical hood or cover independ-
ent of and removably supported upon the machine-frame
and having a longitudinal slot co-incident with the line

of separation of the disks, and an extension at one end
forming a receptacle for polishing material which may
escape from between the disks

3. In a machine of the character described a gear-casing
having a shaft Journaled therein carrying at one end a

disk having an abrading surface, its other end abutting a

spring fitting within an opening through the casing in

which said abutting end of the shaft is journaled, and an
adjusting screw entering the latter opening for varying
the tension of the spring, said casing having a pivotal

connection with the machine-frame, and means fc^r secur-

ing the casing in different positions so as to change the
angle of the disk in relation to an adjacent disk.

4. In combination with the machine-frame having a

main driving shaft journaled therein, n shaft having a
gear thereon meshing with a gear on said main driving-

shaft and having its bearings In n casing which has a piv-

otal connection with the machine-frame, and an adjusting
device whereby said shaft may be fixed in different posi-

tions with the disk or wheel thereon at an angle to an
adjacent disk or whf^l carried by a shaft similarly Jour-
naled on the opposite side of the machine

5. A pair of disks Journaled in bearings mounted on the
machine-frame, a main driving-shaft journaled below said

disks, and a rotary device on said main driving-shaft ar-

ranged between the confronting surfaces of the disks and
having recesses in its periphery adapted to collect and
carry pulverized cleaning material between the disks and
distribute It upon their confronting surfaces.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,t>59. TAMPING -MACHINE. Anton F. Kbllner,
Omaha. Nebr. Filed Sept. 10. 1907. Serial No. 392,158.

1. A tamping machine, comprising a suitably supported
outer frame, an Inner frame disposed within the vertical
plane of and vertically movable with relation to the outer
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frame: a rotatable shaft moanted upon tbe Inntr frame

and havini? a plurality of resilient, verttoally movable

tamplni; m»»ml>»'rs mount-'d thereon.

2. A rampintj maihlnf. comprising a suittbly supported

oater frame, an inner frame dl.nposed within the vertical

plane of and vertically movabl*' with r^-Iatiom to th«> outer

frame; a plurality of rotatable shaft.s muiinted upon the

Inner frame, each liavin>r a plurality of rt-ailL-ntly formed,

7ertlcallymovahl»' tamping mt-miHT!* mounted tliprt^on

3. A tampini; machine, comprising a sult»bly supported

outer fram>'. an inn-r fram.> connected with and vertically

movabU^ with relation to the .luter fraiiif. a mtatable

shaft mounted upon the inn.r frame and Ijavini; a crank

thereon : a downwardly-extending tampinkc m'-mber hav-

ing parallel sides disposed below the plan.' «'f -^aid craniv

;

a guide upon the inner frame haviu;; a i-onnectinn with

the parallf"! sid.-s of the downwardly f^xtt^tdlng tamping

member; a link disposed between and having its ends

plvotally m'>unr.d upon said crank and oae of the ends

of said downwardly-extending tamping meiaber.

4. A tamping machine, comprising a sulffcbly supported

outer frame, an inner frame connected wlrh and verti-

cally movable with relation to the outer fraw. a rotatable

shaft moMBt^'d upon th»' inn>T frame and havjni; a plurality

of cranks thf»r'"on ; a plurality of downwardly-extending

tamping members, each having parall.'l sides and disposed

below the plane of said cranks ; a guide upon the inner

frame and having a connection with the parallel sides

of .^ach of the downwardly extending tamoing members ;

links disposed between and having pivotal ecd connections

with said cranks and with the upper ends of said down-

wardly-extending tamping members.

.1. A tamping machine, comprising a suitably supported

outer frame, an inn'T frame connected with and vertically

movable with relation to the outer frame, rotatable shafts

mounted upon the inner frame and having cranks thereon ;

resillently-formed. downwardly-extending tamping mem-
bers, each having parallel sides, and disposed below the

horizontal plane of said cranks: guides upon the inner

frame and having connections with the parallel sides of

each of the resillently-formed downwardly extending tamp-

ing members ; links disposed between and having pivotal

>nd-connections with said cranks and with the upper ends

of said reslllently formed downwardly-extending tamping

members.
[Claims 6 to 1*^ n>>t printed in the Gazette.]

89".t]rj0 GATE LATCH. ALBERT S KenC. Kansas C

Kans. Filed June 24, 1907. Serial No. 380,627.

n»>wed Apr _'. 19o8. Serial No. 424.773

ity.

Re-

in a gate latch. th.> described latrh casf. provided with

a slot In each end thereof, in combination with two locking

rings, adapted to normally lock a ga**- stud between them;

and a stud plate, within said case; two studs on said

stud plate each of said studs adapted to lift one of said

rings; a thumb lt>vf>r In each of the slots of said case;

f^ach lever fulcrumed on the lower boundarj- of its respec-

tive slot, and adapted to lift the opposite end of said stud

plate, and thereby lift on<» of said studs and its respec-

tive locking ring.

8M,8^^ TELEGRAPHY Isid-.r KrrsEt, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor of on*- half t.i William .T Latta, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Apr 2;i 1906 Serial Ko 313,335.

1. In combination with a line of transmission compris-

ing two metallic legs, means for ont> of said legs to trans-

mit true reversals and means connected in multiple arc to

both of said legs to receive the same said first means com-

prising two sources of current connected In opposition as

to each other, one source of greater E. M F than the sec-

ond source.

2. In telegraphy an all metallic line, a series of trans-

mitting and receiving devices connected each at a different

point to said line, the receiving devices conm-cted In mul-

tiple arc with the Interposition of condensers as to the line.

the transmitting devices embracing sources of current

and a transmitting key and means to Insert said sources

in series as to the line.

3. In combination with a line of transmission compris-

ing two metallic legs. m*-ans Inserted in series at differ>'n'

points in one of said legs to transmit reversals, means in

multiplt^ arc to both of said U'gs to receive said reversals

said means comprising 11 polarized receiver in series with

a condenstT, and means to connect electrically said two

legs without the interposition of one or the other of said

transmitting means
4. In telegraphy a transmitting line, a series of stations

more or less apart, for such line, each station embracing

means to transmit true reversals, means to connect the

line directly or with the interposition of said transmitting

means ; and means to reit-ive true reversals, said receiving

means embraiing a iwlarized relay and a condenser c(jn-

nected In multipl*" arc as to the line.

890. «62 MILTISTAGF CE.VTRI FLGAL PUMP. C.vRL

Lac.kr. Haldwlnsvjll^ N Y Filed Mar 19, 1907. Se-

rial No. 363.20H,

JIJ »

I. Tn a centrifugal pump, a ca-if section forming one

sill-' of an Impeller chamber and having an integral but

smaller disk spaced apart from and united to the main

body by integral van^s forming water passages, portions of

said vanes and intervening space being disposed in a plan"

wholly at one sidf of said main body to permit cleaning

and smoothing of the sides of the wat^r passages

2 In a centrifugal pump, a case section comprising two

disks of une<iual diameters and spaced apart forming a

wat.'rway, the snialU-r disk and a considerable portion of

the waterway extending some distance tieyond the adjacent

side of the larger disk, and van.-s uniting said disks.

3. In a multi-stage centrifugal pump, opposite end and

intt'rraediate case st>ctlon« and f'Xtemal bolts clamping

said sections together, th^' intermediate sections dividing

the Interior of the case Into impeller compartments and

each comprising two disks of unequal diameters, the

smaller disk of each Intermediate section being spaced

apart some dlstanc- from the adjacent end of its largi^r
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disk forming an Intervening waterway, vanes uniting said

dlskf across the waterway, impellers in the impeller cham-

bers and connected for serial operation, each Impeller com-

prising a hub and vanes projecting therefrom, and rings

connecting the extreme outer ends of the Impeller vanes

and spaced apart forming intervening water passages.

S&0.663. FALL-ROPE CAKUlKR. ASHEB Lambkht, New-

ark. N. J. Filed July 9, 1907. Serial No. 382.918.

1. In a conveyer the coniiiuation of a track, a haul rope,

and a rope carrier consisting of a propelling wheel engag-

ing the under side of the track and the upper side of the

haul rope, a wheel engaging the upper side of the track,

and means for automatically varying the grip of said

wheels on said track.

2. In a conveyer the combination of a track, a liaul rope.

and a rope carrier consisting of a propelling wheel engag-

ing the under side of the track and the upper side of the

haul rope, a wheel engaging the upper side of the track,

means for supporting said wheels in operative position

and means for automatically varying the grip of said

wheels on said track

3. In a conveyer the combination of a track, a haul

rope, and a rope carrier consisting of a propelling wheel

engaging the under side of the track and the upper side

of the haul rope, a wheel engaging the upper side of the

track, means for supporting said wheels in operative posi-

tion consisting of a suitable frame ; a supplemental frame,

an adjustable connection between said frames and a spring

Imparting to said connection a tendency to draw said

frames In a predetermined direction and cause said wheels

to grip the track.

4. In a conveyer the combination of a track, a haul

rope and a rope carrier consisting of a propelling wheel

engaging the under side of the track and the upper side of

the haul rope, a wheel* engaging the upper side of the

track, a wheel engaging the under side of the haul rope,

means for supporting said wheels In operative position, a

supplemental frame engaging the last named wheel, an ad-

justable Connection between said frames and a sjiring im-

parting a normal bias to said connection.

5. In a conveyer the combination of a track, a haul

rope, and a rope carrier consisting of a propelling wheel

engaging the under side of the tra( k and the upper side of

the haul rope, a pair of wheels engaging the ui)[)er side

of the track, means for supporting all said wheels in oper-

ative position and means for automatically varying the

grip of said wheels on said track.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette]

890.664. TROLLEY-WHEEL. Thomas Langen, Brook-

lyn, N. y. Fib-d Apr s. 1907. Serial No. 366.899.

1. In a trolley wheel, disk shaped side members, a sepa-

rable tubular member between the side members and

adapted to connect them together, a member forming a

bearing for the axle, an oil space between the tubular

member and the bearing member, and a member surround-

ing the tul'ular member forming a renewable wearing

8u/face.

2. In a trolley wheel, side members shaped so as to

admit of a female screw thread in each side, a tubular

member threaded at each end and adapted to connect the

<:']•' riiembers l>y the screw thread, a bearing member, a

spai . !» tweeu the tubular member and the bearing member.

3. In a trolley wheel, similar side members, a connect-

ing member adapted to screw into each of the side mem-
t>ers, a member forming a wearing surface outside of the

connecting meml>er.

890.665. METHOD OF M.\KING MOLDS. Franklw
M. Lawrkncf., Portland, Me. Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Se-

rial No. 3,^^ 4S9

1. In the method of making molds consisting In pre-

paring from a single block pattern a primary and a sec-

ondary molding nowel Identical in form and structure, in

lining the primary nowel with a sheet of plastic material

coated to prevent adhesion by the cope and having the

thickness desired in the casting, in forming in the primary

nowel thus prepared a sand cope, and then assembling the

cope with the secondary nowel for casting In the usual

manner.

2. The method of making molds consisting in i>reparing

from a single block pattern twin primary and secondary

Identical sand nowels, in hardening the primary sand

nowel. in lining said primary nowel with a sheet of plastic

material treated as descril>ed and having the thickness

desired in the casting, in forming in the primary nowel

thus prepared a sand cope, and then assemblintr the said

cope with thp secondary nowel for casting.

3. The method of making molds consisting: in preparing

from a single block pattern twin primary and secondary

identical sand nowels, in hardening the surface of the

Iiriniary sand nowel with silicate of soda, in lining said

I>rlmary nowel with a sheet of plastic material treated as

described and having the thickness desired in the casting,

in forming In the primary nowel thus prepared a sand cope,

and then assembling the .said cope with the secondary

nowel for casting.

4. The method of making molds consisting In prepar-
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ing frona a single pattern a plarality of aand nowels
Identical In f')rin and structure. In lining' one of said

nowels with a plastic sheet, and In forming In said lined

sand nowel one or more sand copes.

890,666. BRAKE MECHANISM FOR SELrPROPELLED
VEHICLES. IlERMAX.v LxMP and Henby S. Baldwin,
Lynn, Mass , assijcnors to General Electric Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Aug. 7, 1905. Serial

No. 272,990.

1. In a motor car. the combination with s floating axle,

of a tubular axle ther>Miu having pins at ane end, and a

driving wheel on said floating aile having a brake flange

engaging with said pins.

2. In a motor car. the combination with t floating axle,

of a tubular a.xl-' thertHjn. a bearing for saifl tubular axle,

brake mechanism supported on said bearing, and a wb^el

on the end of said floating axle having a btiake drum.

3. In a motor car, the combination with t floating axle,

of a tubular axle thereon, a bearing for said tubular axle,

brake m-'chauism supported on said bearing, and a wheel

on the end of .said floating axle having a brake drum and
removably engaged with said driving axle.

4. In a motor car, the combination with a floating axle,

of a tubular drivin:; asle thert-on having cullars, a bear-

ing tVting bt'twt'en said collars, brake shoes pivoted on

said bearini:. a whcf! on th^ end of said floating axle

having its hub provided with a flange engaflng with said

driving axle, and a rim on said flange co<lperating with

sa! ' brake shoe's.

'). In a motor car. the combination with a floating axle,

of a tubular driving axle thereon, a box bearing for said

driving axl-' having a depending arm, brake shoes pivoted

on said arm, a toggle connecting the uppe» ends of said

shoes, a wheel having a hub provided with a flange re-

movably engaging with said driving axl.\ and a rim on

said flange surrounding said shoes.

890.667 WEATHER-SCREEN FOR MOTOB-VEHICLES.
Joseph Liv-ilet. Peckham, England. Filed May 6.

1907. Serial No. 372,225.

1. In a wind s<"reen for vehicles, a fixed bjwer part car-

ried by standards and an upper movable part centrally

mounted upon centers permanently fixed at the upper ends

of solid arms the lower end.s of which are ttoonted npon

centers permanently fixed upon the low^r flxed part and
means for fixing the arms at any d•?si^^'d abgle with the

lower fixed part and means for fixing the upper movable

part at any deslr-d angle with the arms substantlall.v
as herein shown and described and for tiie purpose stated

2. In a wind screen for vehicles a fixed lower part car-

ried by standards, an upper movable part overlapping
the lower part and plvotally mounted at the upper ends
of arms the lower ends of which are eccentrically and
plvotally mounted upon forwardly projecting offsets fruni
the lower fixed part, rearwardly projecting slotted offs.-ts

at the upper ends of th.' arms, set screws connected with
the upper part of the screen and traversed by the slots

and adapted to fix said upp.-r part with the bars, disks
formed on thf 1uw>t parts of the arms concentric with
the eccentric rivets and provided with concentric slot.s

set screws connected with the lower part of the screen
and traversed by th>' concentric slots and adapted to fix

the arms at any desired angle with relation to the lower
part of the scre.-n substantially as herein shown and de-
8crib>'d and for the purpose stated.

890.668. BANANA-CRATE.
City. Iowa Fll-'d Mar, 27

Mkhei.b LojiBAHDO. Mason
1907. iSerlal No. 364.884.

1. A crate comprising a fraiiif. a tiiUular envelop secured
within the frame and having its intermediate portion

spaced therefrom, said envelop consisting of connected
similar sections ^ach of said section.s having wings in-

tegral therewith and radiating therffnim. the correspond-
ing wings of the two sections being connected at their

'•nds to form loops, and means upon the frame for engaging
the loops and holding said loops taut.

2. A crate comprising a frame consisting of connected
longitudinal spring members, a ring loosely surrounding
said members, a tubular envelop within and secured to

the ends of the frame, said envelop consisting of similar

tubular sections connected at their ends, the end of each
"f said Sections having Integral wings radiating ther<-

from. the corresponding wings of the sections l>elng con-

nected to form loops, said lnops engaging and held taut

by the ring.

3. A crat*> comprising u fnimi' consisting of connected
longitudinal spring m.'mbers. a ring loosely surrounding
the middle portions of said members, a tubular envelop

within and secured to the ends of the frame, said envelop

consisting of similar tubular sectlims having longitudinal

silts In their adjoining end portions, said sections l>eliig

secured together adjacent the Inner ends of the silts, the

slit portions of the sections constituting wings Integra]

with the sections and radiating therefrom, the correspond-

ing wings of the tw.) sections being connected at thi-ir

outer ends to form loops, said loops extending around and
Held taut and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of

the envelop by the ring.

MtO.669. ANIURON. ABy.<n A. Iy<.w, Horseshoe, N. Y.

Filed June 10, 1907. Serial No. 378,077.

1. .\s an article of nuiunfacture an integral pair of re-

versible andirons consisting of tW') U shaped front and

rear members united by inclined side rails for the purpose S90.671. PNEUMATIC WHEEL FOR VEHICLES. Bbtce

described. -^ Macaulat, Eastbourne, and James A. F. Hall, Hamp-
den Park, near Eastbourne. England. Filed Aug. 12,

1907. Serial No. 3h8,220.

2. As an article of manufacture an Integral pair of re-

versible andirons consisting of two U-shaped front and
rear members united by Inclined side rails, the standards

of the U-shaped members extending above said inclined

side rails, for the purpose described.

3. A reversible device consisting of twin andirons rig-

idly connected together and formed with Inclined parallel

wood supporting members, having shoulders upon their

opposed inner surfaces for the support of the edges of the

screen, together with said screen, for the purpose set forth.

890.670. CIRCUIT-CLOSER FOR AUTOMATIC TRAIN-
STOPS. JosEi-H H. Lynch, Red Bank, N. J. FUed
May 2, l'.K)7. Serial No. 371,514.

1. The Combination of a \ertically movable shoe mounted

for vertical movement on a horizontally movable support

carried by a moving vehicle, and an obstruction on the

permanent way having surfaces disposed in vertical and

horizontal positions and adapted to raise the shoe and at

the same time move it laterally.

2. The combination of a horizontally and vertically

movable shoe on a vehicle and a composite obstruction on

the road-bed adapted to move the shoe sldewlse while at

the same time raising it.

3. The combination of n pivoted shoe on a vehicle, a

vertical rock shaft on which the shoe Is pivoted and an

operating arm connected to the shoe and engaging a buffer

spring by which the shoe and arm may be returned to

normal position after being raised, or displaced, and means
upon the permanent way for raising said arm during move-

ment of the vehicle.

4. The combination of a pivoted shoe, a rock shaft on

which thi' shoe is pivoted and adapted to turn In a plane

transverse to the plane of the movement of the shoe on Its

pivot, an arm loosely connected with said shoe, a spring

operating on said arm. and a guide engaged by the arm for

turning the rock shaft and shoe to position, and means
upon the permanent way for raising said shoe and arm
during movement of the vehicle.

6. The combination of the pivoted shoe, the rock shaft

upon which the shoe Is pivoted, the arm loosely connected

to the shoe and having a forked end loosely embracing the

rock shaft, and a spring engaging said arm and resisting

the movement of the shoe, as and for the purpose described.

[Claims G to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

The combination with that class of pneumatic wheel

wherein a supplementary trough shaped tire has Its

flanges outside the sides of the rim of the felly and wherein

the air-tube is situated between the rim or felly and the

bottom of the said trough shaped tire, of an outer thick-

ened tread, slanting pockets or recesses on or In the out-

side of the flanges of the supplementary tire, arms at-

tached so as to revolve with the wheel and having corre-

spondingly slanted outer ends -which enter ea.sily the said

pockets or recesses, resilient cushions at the bottom of the

pockets or recesses, and emergency blocks by which the

wheel and tire can be held rigidly to the wheel, substan-

tially as hereinbefore described.

890,672. FRICTION-CLUTCH. Epwakp D. Mackintosh.
New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to S. S. Hepworth
Company, New York. N Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Nov. 27. 1'.'05. Serial No. 2h:>.174.

1 In a friction clutch, a drum, two bands bearing on
the drum and pulling each on the other, and two anchor-

ages dividing between them the pull of the drum upon the

bands.

2. In a friction clutch, a drum between two anchorages,

and two bands bearing on the drum, held by the two
ancborag<Mi, «Bd pulling each on the other.

3. In a friction clutch, two anchorages, a drum, and two
bands pulling on the two anchorages and. in opposite par-

allel directions, on each other.
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890.67

ENGl

N. T..

Serial

FIFI. PfMP FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION
NES. .IvMEs I> Mai PHERSiiN, Providence, R. I.,

,or to American IHesel Engine Compaty, New York,

a Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 7. 1905.

No. 254. -'J7.

890,674. SAFETY DEVICE FOR INTERNAL-COMBUS-
TION ENGINES. Jauis D. Macphkrson, New York,

N Y.. aaslgnor to American Diesel Fniflne rompany.

New York, N Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed

Aug -'.•). 100*? Serial No. 331.JW59..

1. .Vn automatic fu^-l pump for internal combustion

engin-^!*. comprl.'^lni; a cylinder, a pumping plunger in on»>

end thereof and an induction valve at the other having

an extended stem projected through the end of said cyl

Inder. a valve U-vcr connected for operation with said

plunger and adapted to actuate said valve stem, an ad

Justable fulcrum for said \pv^-r and an engine governor

connected with said ful.rum to automatltally r.'gulate

the adjustment thereof.

2. In an automatic fuel pump for internal combustinn

engines, a eylind.r. a pumping plunger in ooe end thereof

and an induction valve at the other having Its valve stem

projected to the t-xterior thereof. In comhipatlon with a

transverse rock shaft, a valve lever fulcrueied eccentric

ally on said shaft iu engagt'ment with the said projected

valve st^'m. an .ngin.- driven govfrnor suittMy conn^ctt-d

to oscillate said rock shaft according to cljange in spet-d

thereof, and means for reciprocating sai(| plunger and

valve lever in unison

:V In a fuel pump for internal combustion engines, a

pumping cylinder having a positively actuated induction

valve, a transverse rock shaft located at oOe side of said

cylinder, a crank arm thereon extruding toward the cyl

inder and a valve operating lever eccentrically fulcrumed

on said rock-shaft and extending across said cylinder, in

combination with an .ngine governor and naeans connect-

ing the same with said crank arm.

4. In a fuel p\imp for infernal combustion engines, an

actuated induction valve having its stem projected to the

• exterior of the cylinder, a supporting: bracket on one side

of said cylinder, a valve lever shaft journtled therein, a

Talve lever eccentrically fulcrumed on s>ld shaft and

adapted to engage said projected stem, a talve operating

rod connected with the free end of said lever and means

controlled by the load on the engine for rocking said valve

lever shaft and thereby shifting the position of the ec-

centric fulcrum with respect to the said valve stem

5. In a fuel pump for internal combustion engines, a

cylinder, an aciuat*»d induction valve therein having Its

rtem extended to the exterior thereof, a bracket secured

to the side of said yllnder. a rock shaft Jofirnaled in said

bracket and a valve lever eccentrically fulcrumed on said

shaft, extending across the cylinder and adapted to en

L'age said extension, in combination with oaglne-controlled

means for rocking said rock shaft and a r^iMprocatlng op

prating ro<l connected with the free end of said valve

lever

[Claims ^) to -.5 ni>t printed in the Cazette/j

1 In a fuel pump f'>r Internal combustion engines, a

shifting ful -rum and valve actuating means mounted

there. m. in comtiination wltli an engine governor control-

ling the position of said fulcrum, and a safety device act-

ing upon said shifting fulcrtim and adapted to shift it

to its inoperative position upon the failure of said

governor

•J. In a fuel pump f^r Int.rnnl c.imliustion engines, a

rock-shaft forminir a ^fiifting fulcrum and valve actuating

means carried there. m, in cmtiinati.in with a weighted

.rank arm on said r."k <tiaft an.l an engine governor .'on

nected to said arm and adapted to shift the ful.-rum there

thr.iugh, the weight of said arm being arranged to shift

tile fulcrtim to inoperative position upon the disconnec-

tion (^f said governor therefrom
.'. In a fuel pump for Int.Tiial c.,mt>ustion engines, hav-

ing a shiftable rock shaft fulcr\jm and valve controlling

means mounted thereon, a safety attachment adapted to

1h" .-onnected to said rock shaft and having one end adapt-

ed to serve as a wei>;ht an<l the other adapted to serve hs

crank arm to be connected with an engine governor.

890.675. TODY'S HAT-FASTFNFR Isaac B Mai.m

STEAD. Worcester, Mass. Filed Nov. 26, 19o7 Serial

No 40.'^,972.

1. A hat fasten-'r. .'..miirising a plurally lined pin con

sistlng of a main tine having a head thereon, and a piece

.if wire coiled around and ricldly secured to said main

tine near its head, with the two outstanding portions bent

at an angle and forming supplementary tines at either

side thereof; in combination with a guard plate adapted

for attachment to a hat. having a row of holes there-

through for severally embracing the tines, and a notched

latch pivoted upon said guard plate and coacting there

with to prevent withdrawal of the pin when said latch is

ih.sed. l>ut permitting release of the pin when said latch

'n opened

Jt.NK 16, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE 1599

2. A lady'a bat fastener, comprising a furcated pin hav-

ing a main tine provided with a head at its outer end and
broadened at its point: supplemental tines at either side

thereof connected with said main tine near the head, an
attaching bar having holes for the several tines, the hole

for the main fine tM>ing of a sliape to accommodate the

passage of the broadened end. and a latch device carried

on said attaching bar and having a notch or recess that

coacfs with and closes said main opening to prevent with-

drawal of the broadened point of the main tine there-

from when the latch Is closed.

.*>. .\n endwise Insertible hat pin having a l)road flat

point of greater width than the tine, in combination
with a metal guard bar having an oblong hole for the pas-

sage of said broad point therethrough, and a latch member
having a side recess to receive the tine, but of less dimen-
sion than the broad point, said latch pivoted on the guard
to swing its recess into and from conjunction with the

pin, and means for frlctlonally retaining said latch at

closed position, substantially as set forth.

8 9 0,677. PUZZLE. William Marti.v. Perry. Okla.

Filed Mar. 4. 1!>0« Serial No 419.160.

890,676. CURRENT MOTOR. Robert L. Martin. Ocala.

Fla. Filed Oct. 14. 1905 Serial No. 282,8.11.

1. .V water motor and its carrier movable transversely

of a stream of water, whereby the motor can be moved
Into the current to operate the same, combined with a

gate movable toward the motor for the purpose of In-

creasing the pressure of the current and movable away
from the motor for the purpose of permitting Uie pas-

sage of craft between the motor and gate.

2. .1 water motor and its carrier movable transversely

of a stream of water from on. liank therpof combined with

an aitutment on said bank .111 «liich said carrier is mount-
ed, an abutment on tti.' oiip.iMt.' bank of said stream, and
a k'rtte mounted on ^aid - tid abutment atid movable
toward and from the motor

3. A wafer motor mounted to move bodily Into a stream
of water and from said stream from one bank of the latter,

a gate t.) move toward and from the motor from the op|X)-

slfe t>ank of said stream, and an operating member mount-
ed upon the first mentioned bank and operatively con-

nected with file i.'ate to move the latter back and forth.

4 A water motor and its carrier, the carrier l>elng

mounted to cause the motor to enter a stream of water or

leave the .same from one bank of said stream, a gate to

move toward and from the motor from the opposite bank
of said stream, an operating member for said gate, mount
.li upon the first mentioned bank, and mechanism operated
from the motor f<ir positively moving said carrier.

5. .\ wafer motor and its carrier, the latter being

mounted to cause the motor to move into and away from

the path of the current of a stream of water transversely

of said path, mechanism operable by the motor for bodily

moving the carrier, and means for stopping flie motion
of the carrier when the latter has mad.' n predetermined
Mivement

(Claims »j to 9 not printed iu the Gazette.]

134 O. G.—105

1. A puzzle comprising a cup having a pocket at "Its

center and having a plurality of receptacles formed of

pairs of U shaped ribs therewlthin. one rib of each pair

lying with one of its arms between the arms of the other

rib of said pair, and a plurality of movable bodies located

within the cup,

2. A puzzle comprising a cup having a pocket at its

center and having a plurality of receptacles formed of

pairs of U shaped ribs therewlthin one rib of each pair

having one of Its arms disposed between the arms of the

other rib of said pair, one rib of each pair having a de-

pression between its arms and a plurality of movable
bodies located within the cup.

3. A puzzle com|>rising a body portion having a lateral

handle and havini: ,1 r. < .
•;•< therein, a cup engaged In the

recess, said ci;| havint: .1 [^iirality of receptacles formed
of pairs of U shaped ribs, tlier.wittiiii. one rib of each
pair having one of its arms disposed between the arms
of the other rib, ami a plurality of movable bodies located

within the cup.

8 9 0.678. OPERATINO CONNECTMN InR FF.KAL-
HIDING PANELS. Ii 1 iav T. Mavek, New York, N.Y..

assignor to J. k C. Fischer. New York. N Y . a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed Oct. !'>. 1!»07. Serial No.

:!97.538.
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•Bd coonectPd with the panel, and adapted to he w-.und on i

tbe nnaller >=powl, a pneumatic connected with the flexible

connection, and a aprinK b^arin.; on the pnfumatlo for

restorlnK the samf to normal position when the panel Is

closed

5 In a mtislcal Instrum^'nt, the combination of a verti-

cal movable pan.-i. m.'ans connected therewith for cush-

ioning the opening motion thereof, yieldlnk: rseana Inside

the instrument enpairine the rear of the free end of the

panel when closed f<.r pushing the panel open, an-1 means

for holding the panel in .losed position, whereby when the

holding means is released, the said yielding means will

cause the panel to fly open.

[Claims Cy to U uor i>rinted in the Gazette
.^

I

latch bar to release the box In any adjustment of the

box. said tripping means being n..rmally out of engage-

ment with the latch bar to permit of the vertical ad-

justments of the box

890*^70. LIGHTNINO ARRESTER Ezra 3 Mkrkiam.

Schenectadv. N. V .
assignor to General Electric Com-

imny. a Corporation of New York Filed Nov. 'S. 1906.

Serial No. •342.46.'^.

1 A protective (i.vi.H' f..r an electrical conductor subject

to abnormal ohm.-- ..uipri-ing means for «stablishlng a

moving liquid resiMao^ e which is vaporlzable by the action

of a heavy discharge therethrough, and mean* for utilizing

the expansive action of vapor so pr.xluced to Interrupt the

flow of current from said conductor.

2. A protective device having means for establishing a

water jet to carry discharges from the line conductor, and

means for conflnink- the .xpanslve action of the water

when a heavy discharge is transmitted thereby.

3 \ protectivf devi.e comprising a close^J metal shell,

means for continuously projecting a liquid into said shell.

and a non-conductive tube surrounding aaid projected

liquid and forming a constricted opening from said shell.

4. .\ protective device comprising means for projecting

a stream of liquid against a conductor arranged for con

nection with the line to be protected, and a non-conducting

tube surroundlni: <au\ -tream to form a ronstrlcted

chamber.
.- In a protective device, the combination of m.'ans fcr

establishing a jet of liquid as a dlscharg<3 path for ab

normal current, and means for utilizing the vaporizing

action of a heavy discharge through said li.iuld to develop

a high velocity tilast assisting in the interruption of said

discharge !

[("'minis to ;• not i)rint*'d in the Gazette.]

2. A carrier, comprising a traveling supporting frame.

rods slldably mounted thereon, a dumping box carrb-d by

tbe rods, means for elevating the dumping box. a toothed

latch bar baking the box In Its upright position, and an

automatic trippint means on the supporting frame for

engaging and moving the toothed latch oar in any adju-^t

ment of the box for releasinir the box and permitting it

to dump, said tripping means being normally out of en-

gagement with the latch bar to permit of the vertical ad-

justment of the box.

A. A carrier, comprising a traveling supporting fram^

having vertical tubes, rods tf-lescoping within the tubes, n

dump box mounted on the rods, means for elevating the

dump box. a toothed latch bar for locking the dump box

In its upright position, a dog on the supporting frame

for engaging the te.tb of the latch bar. and automatic

trip mechanism conn.-rted with the dog for moving the

dog to relfa.s- th.' latch bar in any elevation of the dump

box said dou b-'inu' normally out of engag.-raent with the

lalrh bar to permit of vertical adjustments of the dump

box.

4. A carrier, comprising a traveling supporting frame,

rods slldal)lv connected tiier.-wlth. a dumping box sup-

ported bv the rods, means for elevating the tiox. a toothed

latch bar for locking the box in its upriirht position, a

bell crapk lever on the supporting frame, a swinging bar

connecteil therewith, a dog carried by the swinging bar

for engaging the teeth of the latch bar. m-ans for caus-

ing the dog to engage and disengage the teeth of the

latch bar, and means for swinging the bell crank I-v.t

for tripping the dumping box at any elevation thereof

',. K carrier, comprising a supporting frame, rods slld-

ably connected therewith, a dumping box mounted on the

rods, means for elevating the dumping box. a b.-ll crank

lever on the supporting frame, a swinging bar on the bell

crank lever, a dog carried by the swinging bar. a cam

sniide for the dog eausing It to engage and disengage the

teeth of the latch bar. and means for automatically swing-

ing the bell crank lever for releasing the dumpl-ng box in

any elevation thereof.

[Claims t; to ;• not printed In the Gazette.]

ROdrtsO. CARRIER. William Mitcheli. and .John E.

MiTCUELL. Milwaukee. Wis. Filed .June 24, 1907. Se-

rial No. 380.406.

1. A carrier, comprising a traveling supporting frame.

a box adjustably mounted thereon so as t» be raised or

lower^'d. a toothed latch bar for locking the box In Its

upright position, and an automatic tripping means carried

by the traveling support for engagin;: th(P teeth of the

^90681. BED -TAN. Margahkt M<x'HK Marble Rock,

Iowa. Filed Jan. 26. 1907. Serial No. 3.-,4.:i47

1 \ substantially annulnr inflatable bed pan having

toil and bottom sides joined together at their outer edges,

and a substantially vertical wall Joining their Inn.r edges,

a funnel shaped bottom, presenting an unobstructed pas-

sage throughout Its length, secured to the upper edges

only of the wall, and embodying front and rear oppositely

inclined flexible shields of different heights and that con-

stitute continuations of the bottom, and a drain tube form-

ing' an int.gral continuation of the bottom.

JUNH i6, 1908.
U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1601

" A substantlallv annular inflataWe bed pan baring

top'and bottom sides joined together at their outer edges,

and a substantially vertical wall joining their Inner edges.

an eversible funnel shaped bottom presenting an unob-

structed passag.- throughout Its length, secured to the

! 4 In a throttl^valve. the combination with a vaivr cas^

mg'and a slide-valve therein having a port ther-through. of

,
a supplemental valve carried by said slide-valve and adapt-

ed to close said port through the main valve, a sliding rack-

bar having means for successively engaging th. saul valves

a gear for engaging the teeth of the rack bar. a ro.k shaft

Journaled In the said valve-casing and means for rocking

aid shaft

5 In a throttle- valve, the combination with a vaive-cas-

iac and a main slide-valve therein having a port there^

ttj-ough. of walls rising from said main slide-valve and

having notches formed in their upper edges, a rack bar

slldlngly mounted in said notches and provided on its

lower edge with two projections, a supplemental slide-

valve on said main valve, said main-valve and slide valve

being adapted to be engaged successively by said projec^

tlons on said rack bar. a gear for engaging the teeth of

the rack-bar. and means for rotating said gear.

upper edfM only of the wall and embodying front and

r'ar oppoiltelv inclined flexible shields of different heights

and that constitute continuations of the »>o"om. and a

drain tube forming an Integral continuation of the bottom.

890.082
cine. Wis.

THROTTLE VAI>VE. Gk«»kgi; W. Mobbis,

Filed June 17. 1907. Serial No. 379.435.

Ra-

890,683. CANOI'V Hahhv C

Filed Aug. 13. 1!'<'7 Serial

MoKSi:. I'enn

No. 388,329.

Yan. N. Y.

1 ,„ a throtile valve, the combination with a valve caa-

in,. and a main slide valve therein having a port there^

tlu-on.h. of walls rising from said main slide-valve a bar

s Idin'lv .ui.ported on said walls and having a limited

;;; v:.m.:nt tLl.reon in the direction of travel of the said

valv, a supplemental slide-valve on said main valve adapt-

ed ,„ close said port in the main valve, means carried by

sai.l sliding bar adapted to successively move said valves,

and means for moving said sliding bar.

•> In a throttle-valve, the combination with a valve cas-

ing" and a mam slide valve therein having a port there-^

through of walls rising from said main slide-valve arid

having notches formed in their upper edges, a bar slldlngly

mounted in said notches, a supplemental slide-valve on

said mam valve, tueans earried by said sliding bar adap ed

to successively move said valves, and means for moving

said sliding bar.

.T In a throttle valvr., the combination with a valve cas-

ing and a slide valve therein having a port therethrough

„f a supplemental valve carried by said slide-valve and

..dai.ted to close said port through the main valve, a slid-

ing raek bar iuiving means for successively engaging the

.aid valves, a gear for engaging the teeth of the rack bar.

,,nd means for moving said gear.

1 In a canopy of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with spaced supporting standards, of a canopy top

located between the same, spreader bars for the top se-

cured thereto and each extending continuously across said

top each bar extending on opposite sides of the standards,

means for pivotally connecting the spreader bars to the

BUndards on an axis that passes through an intermediate

portion of the canopy t<.p. whereby uj^on the elevation of

one side of the canopy top. ti.e oi.posi.e side will be de-

pressed, and means for securing the top against swinging

movement. , , v,i„„
•> In a canopy of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a supr>ort. of spaced standards pivotally mounted

on the support, a canopy adjustably connected to the stand-

ards and locate.l between them, and means adjustably con-

necting the support and standards and located on the op-

posite side of the latter to the canopy for drawing the

upper portions of said standards apart to place tension on

the canopy.^^^^^
of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a support, of spaced standards pivotally mounted

on the support, a canopy connected to the standards and

located between them, means for relatively adjusting the

standards longitudinally of the canopy, and means for ad-

iustlng the standards transversely of the canopy.

4 In a canopv of the character set forth, the combina-

I tlon with relatively movable standards, of pivot mountings

'

therefor, a canopy top pivotally connected to the stand^

ards and located between the same, and cables secured to

the ui.per portions of the standards and extending out-

wardly in opposite directions therefrom, said cables con-

stituting means for drawing the same away from ea> h

other to place tension on the canopy top.

r, m a canopv of the character set forth, the comblna-

i

tlon with a boai. of swinging standards, eyes^ and hooks

detachablv secured in the eyes, the hooks and eyes being

\ secured to the boat and lower ends of the standards, a

i canopv top pivotally mounted upon the standards, and
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cable* connected to the ^<taniiar<1s for drawlbg the same
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Mw*j from each other ami tn-^reby plaiing ifiision on the

canopy top.

frialm-i ^5 to K> not print. -d in the (iazette.

890.684. .M'TAUA-n S VnR HKATINi;. CoOl.IN'i. .A..M)

PASTEUKI/.I.Vi; I,I(jII[)S .J.pirv I". .M-ii. 't^nal>uri?.

Ohio, assignor of oof-half to Krank Tv»*>n trnifon.

Ohio. Filed May 9. 1007. Serial No. .iTU.atiO.

1. In rtu apparatu-i for li.'Htinu or ruuiiiik; lii|inc!s. the

combination of a tal)lt» ovfr which thf liijuid is Latis.'il to

flow by gravity, means for heating or oooilnK said table.

means for supplying a shallow stream of Ihiulil to the head

of the tat)le and an endless belt having slats moving in the

dlrtH'tl'in of th<^ flow of the llijuid and serving to rt^gulat--

said flow

•J In apparatus for heating or cooling llquld.s. th^- <oai

blnation of a talil" ov.-r which the liquid is caused to How

by gravity, means for heating or cooling said tal)l»". means

for supplying a shallow stream of lliiuid to the head of tli.-

tablf and an endU'ss lielt having slat.s moving in the dir>-i'

tion <<( the flow of the li(iuid and serving to regulate said

flow, said slats conta<-ting with th»- surfac- of the taM.- so

a.4 to act also as scrapers therefor.

3. In apparatus for heating or cooling liqiiJds, the com-

bination of a tabU- ovf-r which the liquid is caused to flow

by gravity, means for heating or cooling the tabl''. and a

preliminary ht-ater or looler from which the liquid is dis

charged onto the table, said pr»>limlnary heater or cooler

consisting of a triple wall>»d trough providing a passage for

the liquid with chambers for the heating or c<K)ling agent

on each sidt» tht-reof wht-rt-hy the Ihjuid is troated in the

form of a thin film, and Is discharged in a slwllow stream

over ih'' head of the tabl*-

4. In apparatus for heating or cooling liipiids. th-- com-

bination of a table over which the liquid Is caused to flow

by gravity, means for regulating the flow of liquid over

said table, means for heating or cooling the table, and a

preliminary heater or cooler from which the li(juid is ilis-

charged onto the table, said preliminary h^'ater or cooler

consisting of a triple walled trough providing a passage

for the liquid with chamb<'rs for the heailag or cooling

agent on each side thereof whereby the Uiiuid is treated In

the form of a thin film, and is discharged in a shallow

stream over the head of the table.

5. In apparatus for pasteurizing liquids. th« combination

of a table over which the liquid is caused to tl«w by gravity,

means for regulating the tlow of liquid over said table,

means for supplying a shallow stream of liquid to the head

of the table, means for heating that portion of the table

which first receives the liquid, and means fur cooling the

following portion on the table

[('iaims > to 10 nor printed in the (^azettie.]ttje.]

890,685 LOrKI.N(i I)K\ K K FOR NITS Is.uvH Mur-
phy. -North Leominst.M-. .Mass Filed May ;». 11>07.

Serial No. ,S72,7HT.

1 In a locking device for nuts, the comDtnation with

n bolt and a nut therefor, of a locking plate, means for

preventing the movement of the same and nonrotatable

means carried by said plate for locking said nut, provided

with a rigid locking portion and held in said plate by said

nut In any position.

2 In a locking device for nuts, the conibioation with a

b4ilt and a nut therefor, of a locking plate, me«BS for pre-

venting the morement of the same and .-i non-rotatable key

carried by said plate provided with a rigid locking por-

tion, said portion being held in said plate by the nut in

any position

3. In a locking device for nuts, the combination, with a

bolt and a nut therefor, of a locking plate, means for pre-

venting the movement of the same, and a non-rotatalde

key carried by said plate provided with a rigid locking

portion, said portion being held In 'said plnte by the nut

in any position.

4. In a locking device for nuts, the c-omblnailon with a

bolt and a nut therefor, of a locking plate, means for pre-

venting the movement of the same, and a non rotatabie

key carried by said plate ',av!ii:j a ritid locking flange,

said locking flange being ii.'M in sai<l plate by the nut in

any position

5. In a locking device for nuts, the coiubinatii>u with a

bolt and a nut therefor, of a locking plate, means for pre-

venting the iii"\ e[ii.tit of the sani'- and a non rotaral)le

key, provided with a rigid lo<-klng flange, s.-ated in a le.

cess in said plate, said locking flange being held iti said

recess by the nut in any position

[I'laims 6 and 7 not printed in the (iazette.]

S90.686. GUN \V.U>

Filed Dec. 14, 1907

Wii.i.MM I. M^KKs. Industry. III.

.Serial No 4<>t; .'i,i7.

The combination with a cartridge shell having a crimped

edge, of a flat gun wad abutting against the edge and

having a guard projecting therebeyond.

890,687. SCISSORS. George R McAi.i.astbr. Rocllrter.
N. Y. Filed Sept. 30, 1907. Serial No. 395,080.

I The comt)inatlon with a tubular stock, open at ii-

end and providtxl with a rigid blade at the other, of a

second tflade pivoted relatively to the flrst at the same

end of the stock and having a shank lorii^n extending

in the direction i>f the latter and means f.ir lo.king the

said shank portion to the stork

2. The combination with a tubular stock, op.Mi at one

end and provided with a rigidly connected blade and a slut

adjacent thereto at the other, of a se«'i>nd blade pivoted

relatively to the flrst at the same end of the stock an<l

having a shank portion operating In the slot therein and

means for locking the said shank portion to the stock

3 The combination with a stock provided with a rigidly

connected blade at one end and with a slot adjacent there

to, of a se.'ond blade pivoted relatively to the flrst and

having a shank portion operating in the slot In the stock

means for locking said shank to the latter and a contri>!

ling member for the looking means nrrHiiifetl to slide upon

the stock.
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4 The romt.inntion with a tubular stock provided with

a Made and a slot adjacent thereto and an opening com-

municating with the slot, of a second blade pivoted rela-

tively to the first and having a shank portion operating

In the slot and means carried by said shank portion for

locking the latter to the sto<k and arranged within the

opening when the parts are locked together

5. The combination with a tubular stock provided with

a blade and a slot niljacent thereto and an opening com-

municating with the slot, ..f a second blade pivoted rela-

tively to the flrst and having a shank i-ortion operating

in the slot, a sliding catch carried by said sbnnk portion

for locking the latter to the stock and arranged within

the ov>enJng when the parts are locked together and a

button connected to the <atch and slidable upon the ex-

terior of the stock

[Claims rt to 1_' not printed in th.' i iazette.]

R90.6«8. sri»OL UUL1>KK
Ky. Filed Nov. 15, 1906.

s.ut.Mi M' Bride. Louisville.

Serial No. 343,590.

A sp.H.I holder comprising a plate provided with an

npwardiv projecting rectangular shaped boss adjacent one

fnd and a rectangular shaped tube secured over said boas

nn inverted U shaped arm having a rectangular shaped

meml>er provided with a longltvidinnl groove arranged In

said tub*', said tube being punched inwardly at its upper

end to form a stop, as and for the purpose set forth.

8!H».68it. CONVEYER. William L. McCabe. Seattle,

Wash. Filed Into 4. l'»o«". Serial No. 320.145.

and sliding Journal boxes for the shaft of one of the

drums of the main framework, spacing bars connecting

said Journal boxes, and driving gears connecting said

shafts for transmitting power from the main conveyer

belt to the auxiliary conveyer belt.

3 In a convever. the combination of a main conveyer

framework, an auxiliary conveyer framework spaced

therefrom, sliding journal boxes arranged at one end of

one of said conveyer frameworks, and similar journal

boxes arranged at the contiguous end of the other frame-

work, longitudinally extensible shafts connecting said

journal boxes, shafts journaled in said journal boxes,

drums carried by said shafts, conveyer belting supported

by said drums, means for (onveying power from one of

said shafts to the other, antl means for driving the belt-

ing of one t>f said drums.

4. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework

and a conveyer belt arranged therein, of a driving shaft

journaled In said framework, a plurality of gears splined

on said shaft, a second shaft journaled in said framework,

a plurality of gears fixed to said second shaft, means for

communicating power from one of the gears of the flrst

shaft to one of the gears of the second shaft, said power

communicating means being adapted to be adjusted for

transmitting power from any <me of the gears of the

flrst shaft to any one of the gears of the second shaft,

and means driven by the second shaft for actuating said

conveyer belt.

5. in a conveyer mechanism, the combination with a

framework and a drum journaled therein, of conveying

means actuated by said drum, a l)elt for driving said

drum, an Idler limiting said belt against vertical move-

ment, and grooved pulleys engaging the edges of said

belt for limiting the satne against edgewise movement.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

^ ~ „.

1 In a ronv.\er. the combinaii-m with a framework and

convevlng mechanism carried thereby, of a pair of stand-

ard- krranged beneath said framework, a shaft support-

ing said framework, and differential pulleys and chains

carried by said standards and supporting said shaft.

2. in a conveyer, the combination of a main conveyer

fra'mework. a conveyer belt arranged therein, end drums

larrytng said belt, means for driving one of said drums,

an auxiliarv conveyer framework spaced from the main

framework, a conveyer belt arranged in said au.xiliary

framework, drums arranged in said auxiliary framework

supporting the belt thereof, sliding journal boxes for the

-haft of one .'f the drums of the auxiliary framework.

8 90,690. SLIDING IH)()K FASTENEU. GiiuU.iEL.

McCallim. Newerf. I'a. Filed .Tune 3, 1907. Serial

No. 377.015.

1. The combination of a door way. a sliding door there-

for, a pair of independent brackets applied to the door

way. and a locking lever pivotally mounted upon the

do<lr and formed with an angular and offset handle portion

adapted to have an interlocking connection with either

of the brackets to lock the door either in an open or a

closed position.

2. The combination of a door way. a sliding door there-

for, a bracket applied to one side of the door way. a

second bracket applied to one end of the door way and

formed with a retaining plate, and a locking lever pivot-

ally mounted upon the door and adapted to be swung into

an interlocking connection with the flrst mentioned bracket

to hold the door in a closed position or to automat-

ically engage the retaining plate of the second men-

tioned bracket when the door is opened to retain the

door in such position.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a door way. a sliding door therefor, a bracket ap-

plied to the door way. a second bracket also applied to

the door way and formed with a beveled retaining plate,

and a locking lever mounted upon the door and adapted to

have an Interlocking connection with the first mentioned

bracket to hold the door in a closed position and to ride

upon the beveled portion of the retaining plate of the
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second mentioned bracket imd lato ea^aK'-iBent with

the said plate to lock the door In an opt>n position

4. In a device of the character d^-scribed. rh>' voniMina

tion of a door way. a slidini; door therefor, h :irn<k''t ap

piled to the door w:iy. a locklni; l«>vt>r mountf<l upon the

door and formed with an anRular portion adapted to have

an Interlocking connection with the bracket, knd a locking

pin mounted upon th*- brm kf t for holdlnij ili^ U'vt>r in

engagement therewith

5. In a device of the character deMcrlbfd, tht^ ooinhlna-

tloD of a door way, a sliding door therefor, h bracket ap-

plied to the door way. a locking lever pivoted upon the

door and adapited to hav*' an interlocking coanectlon with

the bracket, a locking pin mountfd upon the bracket for

holding the lever In engagement therewith, a wing project-

ing from the locking pin, and means cooperating with the

wing for preventing accidental displacement of the pin.

[Claims f! and 7 not printed in tlie Gazette.]

890.691. OILING DEVICE. Chari.ks D McCmntock.
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed July 10. 1907 Serial No.

384.553.

i-r*.

1. In a device of the character indicated a cup having

an outlet at Its lower end. a valve seat arranged In said

outlet, a valve rod adjustable relatively to saiid valve seat

and a series of hollow cones mounted on said valve rod.

2. In a device of the character indicated n cup having

an outlet at its lower end. a valv.- seat arranged In said

outlet, a cap arranged to screw onto said cup. a valve

rod secured to said cap and arranged to extend through

said valve seat, said valve rod being provided with a series

iif grooves which terminate above the end of said rod and

means for locking said cap against rotation

?,. In a device of the character indicated u cup having

an outlet at its lower end. a valve seat arranged in said

outlet, a cap arranged to screw onto the top of said cup

and a valve rod secured to said cap. said valve rod being

provi(ied with a series of pi«kets.

4 In i devioe of the chara( ter indicatetl n cup havini;

an outlet at its lower end, a valve seat arranged in said

outlet, a cap arranged to screw on the top of said cup and

a valve rod s»'cured to said cap and arranged to extend

down into said valve seat, said valve rod b«iug provided

with a series of grooves which terminate ab<»ve the end 0/

said rod and a series of pockets.

5. In a device of the character Indicated a cup having

an outlet at its lower end. a valve seat arranged In said

outlet, a cap arranged to screw on the top of said cup.

a valve rod secured to said cap and arranged to extend

through said valve seat and a series of cotifs adjustably

mounted on said valve rod.

IClatms tJ to s not printed In the Gazette ]

8 9 0.692. CYLINDER - BELIEF VALVE. Hkxbt W.
MrCoMBs. Worcester. Mass. Filed Sept. 26, 1907. Se-

rial No. .{it4,597.

1. The combination with a steam engine cylinder of vent

casings communicating with the cylinder ends and pro-

vided with vent op«^nings, check valves controlling said

vent openings, a tubular connection from one vent casing

to the other, two valves oppositely seating In said con

nection. the space tietween said oppositely seating valves

provided with a drain opening

2. The combination with a steam engine cylinder, of

vent casings communicating with the cylinder ends and

provided with vent openings, check valves controlling said

vent openings, a tubular connection from one vent casing

to the other, two valves oppositely seating In said connec-

tion, the s[)ace between said oppositely seating valves pro-

vided with a drain opening, and connections between said

oppositely seating valves to prevent their si^ntlng simul-

taneously.

3. The combination with a steam engine cylinder, of

vent casings communicating with the cylinder ends and

provided with vent openings, check valves controlling said

Tent openings, a tabular connection from one vent ca-ilng

to the other, two valves oppositely .seating In said connec-

tion, the space b.'tween said oppositely seating valves pro-

vided with a drain opening, connecticpns between said "P

posltely seating valves to prevent their seating sirnulta

neously, and connections from each of said vent casings at

the back of the check valves therein to a live steam space

normally under substantially boiler pressure.

4. The combination with a steam engine cylinder, of

vent casings communicating with the cylinder ends and

provided with vent openings, check valves controlling said

vent openings, a tubular connection from one vent I'aslng

to the other, two valves oppositely seating in said connec

tion. the space between aaid oppositely seating valves pro-

vided with a drain opening, connections between said op-

positely seating valves to [irevent their seating simulta-

neously, connections from each of said vent casings at the

back of the check valves therein to a live steam space

normally under substantially boiler pressure, supplemen-

tary vents from the vent casings hack "f the check valves

therein, and checks to control said vint~

5. The combination with a steam engine cylinder, of

vent casings communicating with the cylinder ends and

provided with vent openings, check valves controlling

said vent openings, a tubular connection from one vent cas-

ing to the other, two valves oppositely seating in said

tubular connection, the space between sabi opj>osltely seat

ing valves provided with a drain opening and an elastic

connection under compression between said oppositely seat-

ing valves.

:rialmg 6 to 22 not printed In the Gazette.)

S00,69:^ B.\RREI, SIIFI.F .Xt.BiRT O. McCOT, Versailles.

111. Filed July It), U»o7. Serial No. 384.020.

1 In a detachable shelf, the combination with a board.

or arms connected with the board for pivotal and sliding

i movement with respect thereto, said arms extending trans
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Tcnely of tli« board. Mid board having a concave rear-

ward edsc said anna harlag their rearward ends hooked

for engagement with the edge of a receptacle, said arms

being shlftable in their pivotal movement to move their

hooked ends bodily In arcs longitudinally of the board,

and being shlftable In their sliding movement to move

their hooked ends toward and away from the concave edge

of the board, said hooked ends lylnu- r.arwardly of the

concave edge of the board.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a board having a concave edge, of battens secured

against the under face of the board, said battens having

passages formed therethrough, arms disposed against the

under faces of the battens, bolts -ngaged in the battens

and extending therebelow, said arms having slots in

which the downwardly extending portions of the bolts

are engaged for pivotal and sliding movement of the arms

upon the bolts, nuts engaged with the bolts to hold the

arms upon the Ndts. said nuts being operable to impinge

against the arms to hold the latter against movement, said

arms having hooks lyin« ..ntwardly of the concave edge

of the board.

8 9 . « 9 8 . COMBINED SIGNAL AND SPRING-JACK.

Jambb L. McQcabbie, Oak Park, III., assignor to Western

Electric Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illi-

nois. Filed May 5. 1906. Serial No. .S15,295.

<^^^

890.604 PNETM.XTIC FUU KFYBOAHD MUSICAL IN-

STRl'MKNTS Rldolph H McUarot, London. Eng-

land. Filed .\ug 23. 1907. Serial No. 389,774.

1. The combination with an electromagnet, of a rock-

ing arm pivoted intermediate Its ends, a curved armature

carried by one end of said arm In position to be attracted

by said magnet to rock the arm, a signal carried by the

opposite end of said arm and displayed when the arm Is

rocked, a catch for holding said armature in Its attracted

position, a sprlngjack. and a plug adapted when inserted

In said sprlngjack to release said catch.

•J. The combination with an electromagnet, of a cen-

trally pivoted rocking arm. a curved armature carried by

one end of said arm In position to be attracted by said

magnet to rock the arm. a signal carried by the opposite

end of said arm and displayed when the arm is rocked, a

catch adapted to hold the armature In its attracted posi-

tion to maintain the signal displayed, a sprlngjack, and

a plug adapted when Inserted In said jack to flex one of

the springs of said jack to operate said catch and release

the armature and signal.

890,6M. BANDEAU. Rlth J. Nichols. Stillwater. Okla

Filed Aug. 20. 1906 Serial No. 331,330.

o*

1 In a kejl)oard musical instrument, a pair of pneu-

matics having a common wall and two movable walls lo-

cated one on either side of said common wall, said pneu-

matics being adapted to be Inflated and collapsed either

timultaneously or independently, and connections between

aid movable walls and Independent keys of the Instru-

ment, substantially as set forth.

2. In a keylward musical instrument, a pair of pneu-

matics having a common central wall, movable walls

hinged to opposite sides of said central wall and flexible

material s.'cure.l to said central and movable walls, said

central wall having openings therein leading to opposite

aides th.reof for the passage of air for Inflating and col-

lapsing said pneumatics either simultaneously or Inde-

pendently, and connections between said movable walls

and Independent keys of the instrument, substantially as

et fortb.

3. In a keyboard musical Instrument, a pair of pneu

matlcs having a common central wall provided with an

enlarged base, movable walls hinged to said base on op-

posite sides of the central wall and flexibl- material se-

cured to snld central and movable walls, said base having

op.fiink's th.Tefhrough leading to opposite sides of said

central wall for the passage of air for inflating and col-

lapsing said pneumatics either simultaneously or inde-

p.-ndently. and connections l)etween said movable walls

and independent keys of the instrument, substantially as

set forth

4. In a keyboard musical Instrument, a pair of pneu-

matics having a central common wall and movable walls

hinged thereto on opposite sides thereof, said pneumatics

being adapted to be Inflated and collapsed either simul-

taneously or independently, a pair of pivoted bell crank

levers each having one arm pivotally connected to one of

said movable walls, the other arms of said levers extend

Ing in opposite directions, and connections between said

last nam.-d arms and independent keys of the instrument,

suhstantlally as set forth.

1. A bandeau comprising a relatively stiff material, a

flexible material secured to the outer face of the stiff ma-

terial by a row of stitching adjacent the upper edge of

the flexible material, the flexible material being carried

under the lower edge of the stiff material and folded upon

itself upon the inner side of the stiff material, and ribbon

wire held In said folded portion of the flexible material and

stitched thereto.

2. .\ bandeau comprising a strip of relatively stiCf ma-

ter'lal. a strip of facing, and a strip of ribbon wire, the

ribbon wire and the lower edge of the flexible material

being stitched to the lower edge portion of the stiff ma-

terial and the upper edge of the facing being stitched

to the outer face of the stiff material, the flexible material

being folded over the inner face of the ribbon wire and

over the lower edge of the stiff material

3. A bandeau comprising a strip of buckram, a strip

of facing, and a strip of wire ribbon, the three being con-

nected by one row of stitching adjacent the lower edges

of the facing and the buckram, the facing and wire ribbon

being stitched to the lower edge portion of the buckram,

and the facing being brought over the wire ribbon and

under the buckram and then over Its outer face and se-

cured to said outer face, by a row of stitching extending

along the upper marginal portion of the facing.

,H90.697 PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR UNIPOLAR MA-

CHI-NES. J.\KiiB E. NoEGi-.EaATH, Schenectady. N. V .

assignor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 4, 1905. Serial No. 281.233.

1 In a unipolar dynamo-electric machine, a revolving

armature carrying a plurality of conductors, collector rings

connected to opposite ends of said conductors, brushes

bearing on said collector rings, conductors cross-connect-
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ing the bru8hf<i at "pposlte ends of thv armatur*' con-

ductors, protective d^-vices conrroU-^d by the flux surround-

Inti; said croM-connectlntj conductors, and means con-

trolled by said devices for npeninj; a circuit of thn ma
chine.

^M^'-y^^^-^-^J

'

J. In ii uni^Hilar dy nanio t-lj-ctrlc inachinf. a revolving

armatiirf carry iri_' a plurality of conductors, collector

rings ciinnectfd t^ opposite end.s of xaltl conductors.

brushes tn-arln;: on said collector rin^s. coatluctors cross-

connectinj: the hruHt>-s at opposite ^n^\•< •>( the armature

conductors, protfctivf devices comprising portions snr-

ronndinK said cross-connecting conductors «nd responsive

to the flux surrounding said conductors, atd means con-

trolled by said devies for opening a circuit of the ma-

chine.

*<90.69S. TRACE- CARRIKR ">i "K Olso.v. Banrroff,

Iowa. Filed Feb. 2X. I'.toT Serial No. r!.«iiR.S-45.

A trace carrier lonipnsini,' a skflfton fram*- adapted to

be securi'd to fh>' t)flck of the harness and having two in

«ardh ari-hed hooks adapted to suppf>rt the traces, a

rransvt'rsf har in fh«' frame, a vertical stud secured theri-

Ml, a coil-spring supported on the har and encircling the

stud, a tongue pivoted to the frame and lield in contact

with the hooks t>y the spring, and having a hollow cap in

housing the upp«r f'nd of the spring and serving as a push

button to bring tti«- tongue ovit of contact with the tnds of

fhf arched hooks

*i9ii.t5f>9 MF:TH0D of OPERATINT, INr>r( TION
MOTORS Ri'BERT H P.\RKER, Schenectfidy, N Y , as-

signor to general Electric ("ompany, a Corporation of

New York. Filed In-- 4, l^Of) Serial Nt> 2Vt"^l4.^

1 The metho<l of operating asynehronocsly an indui"

rion motor having both rotor and statj.r roil-wound.

v\ lii'-h consists in producing two rotating fields in said

iiK'tor. one rotating at synchronous spf^d aitli rrap.cr to

tile sfator and the other rotating in the opposite dlrec

tion flft a speed with respect to the stator corresponding

to the siip f)f the rotor below synchronous ipeed.

2. Ttie method of operating asynchronously uu induc-

tion motor having t>oth rotor and stator coil wound, whicii

consists in supplying polyphase currents to tlied p<jint8

on the windings of both members with the terminal con-

nections of one phase of rotor and stator relatively re-

versed so as to produce in the motor two rotary fields ro-

tating' 111 -^pai'e In opposite directions.

;;. The method of operating ii>.\ n, hronously an Induc-

tion motor having both rotor and staioi mil wound, which
consists In connecting fixed points on Ixith rotor and
stator windin;: in parallel to a source of polyphas*' cur-

rent with the terminal connections of one phase relatively

reversed •<o :i^ to produce in the motor two rotary flehN

rotating in sjiai-e in opposite directions.

4 Tli. method of operating an Induction motor having

hoTii rotor and sfator coil-wound. whl<'h consists In e>;ii\i>

lishing suitable connections for starting antl when the

motor has approached synchronous speed supplying alter-

nating current to tlied points on both windini:s whereby

two rotary fields are produced rotating in spa'e in op-

posite directions.

5. The method of operating an mdu'tjon mioI'T having

l>oth rotor and stator coll - wound, which consists in

starting the motor by supplying polyphase current to one

winding and short-circuiting the other and then supply-

ing polyphase currents to txith windings with the t.-r

minals of one phase of one winding relatively rev. rs.-d

so as to produce in the motor two rotary thids rotating

in space in opposite directions.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.700. C'AIMI.VNIH.INO APr.XR.VTlS. Wh.i.ia.m J.

PATTIRSON. F'ittsburg. I'a . assignor to Heyl & Patter-

son Incorporated. Pittsburg. Pa . a » orporatlon of Penn-

sylvania. Filed .Ian J4, 1908. Serial No. 4l:',459.

1. In an apparatus for handling min>' cars, ttie i-uml);na-

fion with an elevated structure and a shaft therein, of

an elevator in said shaft, a rtxed track leading from said

shaft to the dump, and feeding mechanism interposed be-

tween said shaft and the dump
•J. In apparatus for handling mine cars, the coraliina-

tlon with an elevated structure and a shaft therein, of an

elevator in said shaft, a downwardly inclined track h^ad

ing from said elevator, means for checking the movement

(if the cars beyond said inrline. a dump, and feeding

meelanism lo, ated N'tween said inclined track and said

dump
3. In an apparatus for handling mine cars, the combi

nation with an elevated structure and a shaft therein, of

i an elevator in said shaft, a downwardly inclined track

' leading from said elevator, an upwardly inclined track,

i a dump beyond said upwardly lncllne<l track, and feeding
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echanism located at said upwardly inclined track sec-

tion

4. In apparatus for handling mine cars, the combina-

tion with an elevated structure and a shaft therein, of an

elevator in said shaft, a downwardly Inclined track lead

ing from said elevator, an upwardly Inclined track, means

for checiting the movement of the car In said upwardly

Inclined track section, feeding mechanism located In said

upwardly Inclined track section, and a dump beyond said

upwardly Inclined track section

r. In apparatus for handling mine cars, the combina-

tion with an elevated structure and shaft therein, of an

elevator in said shaft, a track leading from said shaft to

the dump, an endless chain Interposed t>etween said ele-

vator and said dump, dogs on said chain In such position

with reference lo said track as to engage the cars and

feed them to said dump
[Claim 6 not printed In the Oaiette.]

890.70 1. DOOK STOP. Herman P.^ws.^t. Shelwygan,

Wis. Filed Mar. 2, 1908. Serial No. 418.095.

r^^

1. .\ door stop comprising a strip of metal bent to

form a bracket attachable to n support and having an end

and a side face thereof each provided with an aperture, a

buffer having n screw shank engngeahle with one or the

other of the apertures, and a clamp nut run on the shank.

2. .\ door stop comprising a strip of metal l)ent to form

a l)racket having end and side faces at right angles to each

other, converging and diverging stretches and outwardly

extending ears, these ears l>eing aperture*! for the passage

of fastening devices; and a buffer having a shank secured

to one or the other of said faces of the bracket.

;{. .\ door-step comprising a strip of metal bent to form

a bracket having end and side faces at right angles to each

other, converging and diverging stretches and outwardly

extending ears : these ears being apertured for the passage

of fastenlnt: devices; a rivet connecting said stretches

of the bracket, and a buffer having a shank secured to one

or the other of said faces of the bracket.

890.702. GUN.
Julv 24. lOnre

Orin II Peak. Parsons. Kans. Filed

Serial No. .'{27.525.

of a ponderable member directly pendent from a fixed s .p-

port. dependent for operation upon the recoil and rebound

of the gun to Interrupt the upward movement of the trig-

ger, and thereby to control the consecutive actuation of

the sears.

3. In a gun, the combinaiiton with a plurality of bar-

rels, the sears of its lock mechanism, and a single trig-

ger, of a sear actuating-member. and automatic means inde-

pendent of the said member for interrupting the upward

movement of the trigger and thereby controlling the con-

secutive actuation of the sears, said automatic means be-

ing dependent for operation upon the recoil and rebound

of the gun.

4. In a gun. the combination with a plurality of bar-

rels, the sears of its lock mechanism, and a single trig-

ger, of a trigger stop-piece, dependent for operation upon

the recoil and rebound of the gun. to Interrupt the upward

movement of the trigger, and thereby to control the con-

secutive actuation of the sears.

5. In a gun, the combination with a pUirallty of bar-

rels, the sears of Its lock mechanism, and a single trig-

ger, of an automatic trigger stop piece, dependent for op-

eration upon the recoil and rebound of the gun. to inter-

rupt the upward movement of the trigger, and thereby to

control the consecutive actuation of the .sears.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,703, CIGARETTE CASE. Harald C.

New York. N. Y. Flle<i May 20. 1907. Serial No.

.374,561.

1. In a ^'uii. the combination with a plurality of bar-

rels, the sears of Its ItK'k mechanism, and a single trigger,

of positive means upon a flxe<l support, dependent for op-

eration upon the recoil and rebotind of the gun, for inter-

rupting the upward movement of the trigger, and thereby

preventing immediate, consecutive operation of both sears,

2. In a gun. the comhlnatifon with a plurality of bar-

rels, the sears of its lock mechanism, and a single trigger.

yx

1. A cigarette case comprising a pair of hinged iids

forming a case, a cigarette holder secured to the hinge of

the lids, and means on the holder adjacent to the hinge

of the lids for engaging tlie lids at the hinge to limit their

outward movement, the limiting means acting to hold the

holder central to the lids when they are swung apart.

2. A cigarette case comprising a pair of hinged lids.

a holder within the lids and pivotally secured to the

hinge of the lids at the hinge, wings on the lids, and a

bracket secured to the holder and resting on the hinge and

having turned over ends to embrace the wing.s to limit

the movement of the lids.

3. A cigarette case comprising a pair of liinued lids, n

holder pivotally secure<l to the hinge of the lids, the holder

having an upwardly extending recess therein, a bracket

having a tubular post in the recess, a spring between the

post and the end of the recess, the bracket having turned

over ends, and a wing on each lid arranged to enter the

turned over ends of the bracket to hold the bracket cen-

tral to the hinge.

4. A cigarette case coniiiri>^inp a pair of hinger] lids, n

cigarette holder pivotally secured to the hinge of the lids,

a bracket on the holder, the bracket having turned over

ends, and wings on the lids arranged to enter the turned

over ends of the bracket to limit the movement of the

lids and to hold the holder central to the lids.

890.704, GAS riHIFIEir Octavk W Petek.sun. Chi

cago. 111. Filed Apr. r>. 1907. Serial No. ;uiti.r»r>7.

1. A purifier of the type set forth comprising a recep

tacle having a disjilaceahle closure, and foranilnous screen-

ing diaphragms therein adapted to be held in spaced rela-
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tlon by the filtering agent Interposed therel«tween, meann

for supporting the lowermost of said dla|)hr:\i:ms, -^aid

recepUcle being formed" with internally roncave bead,

and a split lock having angular InturneiJ ends frlrtionally

engaged in said l>ead. said ring having portion- .xr,.iii!lng

oa the receptacle interior so as to bear agaipst Hit- npi-er

most of said diaphragms.

seDiid (liai)hragm to retain the tlrst purifying agent in

position against movement and to hold said third dia-

phragm against its movement limit lug means.

[Claim 6 not printed iu the Uarette.

]

890,705. FOLDINGCHAIR Vito Pilia and Harris

BooKEK, California. I'a. Filed Oct. 26, 1907. Serial

No. 399.305.

2. A purifier embodyiin; a r»-.f'ptacle of cylindrical form

having an open upi)er end and a closed lower end, ^aid

receptacle aN^>ve its lower end and below its upper end

being formed with two concavo convex beads the lower of

which beads projects on the receptacle interior and the

upper of which projects without the re<eptac!c a dia-
'

phragm seating on the Inwer of said triads find formlm: in

conjunction with the lower ends of said receptacle a "e.li

ment chamber, a purifying agent on said diaphragm, a

second diaphragm on said agent, a second purlfyintr agent

on said second diaphragm, a third dlaphrajm i>n said sec

ond agent, a split ring engaging in the .fincave face of

.(I !'!.:• l>ead and projecting on the receptacle interior

•
, .•!.i_'.- said third diaphragm, and a ira.s bag bavin-,' an

anu'i ar mouth which is received over the .inter portion of
,

the net- end of said receptacle.

3. A i:as purltler consisting ')f a recepta !« of cylindrical

'form liaving an open upper end. a purifying agent In said

recept icIh. and a ruhi.er l.a« for closing -Biid upper end.

said iag having an annular mouth which engages over the

out-^r portion of said upper end and a body which extends

upwardly from said mouth.
,

4 .\ gas purltler which consists of a receptacle of elon-
j

gate<l form vertically ilisposed. said receiitacle ha'-lng a

closed lower end and an ..pen upper end. %. diaphragm in

said receptacle above the bottom thereof >nd forming in

conjunction therewith a sediment chamber, a pipe lea<ilng

into said chamber, a purifying agent on saH diaphragm, a

second diaphragm 'in sal.l agent, second purifying agent

on said second diaphragm, a third diaphragm on said sec

ond agent, said third diaphragm being l.)Cated below the

upper end if the re.'eptacle. a nipple letdlng Into said

receptacle between -;ai.l third diaphragm and the upi)er

end of the receptacle, and a closure for the .ipen eml con

sistlng of a frangible t)ag having Its montji re<-elved over

tiie upper end of the receptacle.

5. .V gas puritier comprising a receptacle having a

closed lower end. a foramlnous diaphrafm statlonarlly

supported above said closed end and forming a sediment

chamber in conjunction with the same, a purifying agent
'

in said receptacle seating on said .liaphragm. a second

foramlnous diaphragm seating on and supported by said

^rlfying agent a second purifying agent of woolly sub

-itance seating on said second diaphragm, a third forami

nous diaphragm at the top of said second purifying agent,

means to limit the upward movement of said third dia-

phragm, and a coll expansion spring bearing against said

1. A camp chair comprising a -^.' ii. fi.nt au.l rear legs and

a back all hinged to said seat and arrang. .! to fold tbere-

against, the rear legs b'ing jointed. an<l an adui-table brace

arranged to vary the angle of the members of said Jointed

legs with reference to each other.

2. A camp chair comprising a seat, front and rear legs

and a back all hinged thereto, the rear legs being Jointed,

a brace extending from the lower part of the rear legs to

the sents. and means for adjustably attaching said brace

to the seat.

3. A camp chair comin-ising a s.-at. front an.i rear legs

and a back all hinged to sal.l seat and arranged to fold

thereagalnst. the rear legs being jointed, an.i a l)race

hinged to the lower parts of the rear legs au.l having an

adjustable connection with the seat.

4 In a camp chair, the comblnati.m of a seat, front an.!

rear legs hinged to the said s.'at an.i arranged to f.d.l

thereagalnst. and a brace hinged to th. s.at and arranged

to swing sldewlse and arranged to engage the front legs

to hold the same upright

5. In a camp chair, the combination of a seat, a pair of

uprights hinged to the seat near its forward edge and ar-

ranged to swing backwardly, a table hinged to the upper

ends of said supports and having a detachable connection

to one thereof, and braces pivotally connected to said up

rights aiil arranged to have their free ends brought into

engagement wnii ili.- table and support the same.

IClaima 'J and 7 n.it printed In the dazette.]

s ..(U . 7 o .; MAt HINK FUK . .VSllNc, .VND 8BTTIXG
FRINTING-TYI'E. Josei'h 1'ink.i.. Montreal! sous-BoIs,

France. Filed .June -Jrt, li»«5. Serial No 2t>7.(>14.

1. In a typecasting and type setting machine, the com-

bination of a movable mold having a plurality .if .avitles

open at one side, a pump for injecting molten metal Into

said cavities. ni..val'le drums, matrices carried l.y said

drums and adapted to register with the mold cavities a

perforated registering strip, selectors and combinators

operated by the perforations of the registering strip and

.-ontrolling the movement of the matrix carrying drums.

a movable collector for closing the mold cavity during cast

ing and receiving th.- character cast, a conveyer for the

cast characters, a clip for receiving the characters from

the conveyer, a composing stick to receive the character

from said clip, a galley, and a pusher device for trans-

ferring a line of set type to the galley

2. In a type-casting machine, a mold having a plurality

of cavities, means for regulating the height of such cavi-

ties, vertically movable t)lades at the lower portion of

each cavity, treans for lowering one of said blades or both

for the purposes set forth, a stop device for holding one
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of the blades sUtlonarv when only the other blade is to ! Ing the upper ends of the tut)e8 to form a contlnuoua

be operated, and matriJes arranged to cooperate with said
;

hollow tube and securing the abutting ends of the water-

molds, each matrix having a stud of a height correspond-

ing to the thickness of the matrix.

^r^-e^^ f

3. In a type-casting machine, a matrix carrying drum

movable lengthwise of lU axis to effect a change of fonts,

and also mounted to turn for bringing the several charac-

ters into operative position. In combination with a mold

arranged to cooperate with the matrices, and mechanism

for turning the drum, said mechanism consisting of a

drive shaft, an mi. rnieduit. shaft driven thereby, ver-

tically disposed a.liusi.i!.;. Kiops .arrled by said Interme-

diate shaft in p..-:i. .uv , orr.v-|.<.n<iing to those of the mat-

rices upon •:.' -1: -1^ ,. \. 1- .li-|M.s.-d in registry with said

stops and iJupi. : \" •• <i. pi>-^..i mio the path of the

stops, each lever bearing projections, comblnator bars mov-

able In the direction of their length and arranged to sup-

I>ort the projections of said levers, said bars having holes

adapted to register with the lever projections, a registering

strip provided with holes adapted to register with those of

the bars, a flexible blade mounted on each bar, selector

levers, needles carried by said levers and pressed by said

blades, and an oscillating tappet arranged to strike those

flexible blades which correspond to needles that have en-

tered the perforations of the registering strip.

4. In a tyr>e-casting machine, a mold, a matrix-carrying

drum movable lengthwise of its axis and also mounted to

turn, abutments for arresting the movement of the drum

at various points, a registering strip having perforations,

needles adapted to enter said perforations, and selector

levers connected with said needles and adapted to control

the said abutments
,"1. In a type-casting machine, a mold having a cavity and

provided upon the front edge of said cavity with a projec-

tion directed toward the Interior of the cavity to produce

a chamfered edge on the type during casting, and a matrix

to cooperate with the mold.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the tiazette.]

» 9 , 7 U 7 . MFTHOK ( )F MAKING HORSE COLLARS.
Lkumabd J. I'.'WKKs, Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to The

Powers Manufacturing Company. Waterloo, Iowa. Filed

Feb. 28, 1907. Serial No. 35S>.83u.

The process of manufacturing a collar frame herein de-

scribed which consists in uniting one edge of a piece of

water proof material to the upper portion of each of the

outer side members of a pad cover, then folding back such

piece to register with the upper portion of such side-

member lying thereunder, then placing an under-covering

member upon each of the said outer side-members and

over said water proof piece, then uniting the longitudinal

curved edges only of such pieces together, thereafter turn

ing each of the tubular structures thus formed inside out

to bring all .if the edges of the material inside, then unit-

proof material together, thereafter stuflling said tubular

structure with any suitable material.

890.708. GARMENT. Joseph C. W. Rahn, Utlca. N. Y.

Filed Sept. 14. 1905. Serial No. 278.445.

K garment having a vertical opening through the waist

band or line and along the portion below said waist band,

a flap joining to the garment at the lower end of said open-

ing and extending upwardly to cover said opening and

loosely overlap lioth waist band ends at said opening,

means detacbably and adjustably securing the upper cor-

ners of the flap to said waist band ends, and adjustable

connecting lacing between said ends and the upper end of

said strap. >ul.>tani lally as described.

890,709. LIQUID-ACTUATED VIBRATOR. Clarencb

H. RicHWooD. Boston. Mass Filed .\pr 16. 1907. Se-

rial No. 368,542.

.V vibrator consisting of a hollow aiiproxfmntely ova!

casing having a rigidly united tubular handle extension

at its contracted portion, said casing having concentrically

within its enlarged portion a fixed axle having a screw

threaded opening In Its end and said casing having oii>-

of Its side walls provided with a hub having a tapere<i

opening communicating with said screw threaded axle

socket, an applicator provided with a tapered stem fitted

in said hub socket and screw engaging In the end opening

of said axle, a water propelled wheel mounted for rota-

tion on said axle and having an eccentrically located

. weight, a flexible water discharge conduit connected with
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Kald tubular handle exten»Jon and n watpi- supply con-

duit of smail-T diameter thaa said di«<hari.'i> conduit ex-

tended throujjh the latt»T and Into tI.. a-l^l^• and having

lt» delivery end tanir^-ntially dlrt-cttd ta^is-w Jsf rt-latlvely

to said wheel.
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the body of the bar for penetrating the front of the heel

of the ghw and a clamp slldable on the bar for adjustment

near Its other end for .'xt.mlinL' ovr and clamplni; the sole

of the shoe adjacent t.. Ai>- u„ thereof.

«9«»,T10. BALAN" 1N<; M A> m.NE. .U^s RiDDELL.

SchenectadT. N. Y.. assignor t" General Electric Com-

pany, a Corporation of N-w V rk Filed SJ'pt. 11. 1907.

S<'rlal Xo. 39--'.273.

1. In a balan. in-' inachin-v fh^• .•Mmtiinntion of a stand

ard. a tmlaneini: tat.!.', a pivotal moiintini: for the taWe on

The standard, m.-ans .,n tli.' standard f.>r supporting the

table In inoperative position, a hydraulic device for mov

intJ the table to op»Tativ.- tialanciiik' [H.sition nn its pivotal

mountink' and for movln>: it to r. sr ..n th- said supporting

means, and an indicatlnL' ni.^ hanisni a.-tuatefl by the table.

;;, In a balanrmi: raa.hm. 'b*- . 'iinliinatbjn >( a stand-

ard, a balanciuk: tabb'. m.an.s for stipportinj: the tabb' in

balancing' position for universal movement oo the standard

about a vertical axl». a support on the standard for the

table wh.-n in inop»rafive iK)sition. a hydraulic ram actlntt

on said means for raising thr fable to balaiuiiik' i>ositi..n

and lowering It to inoperative position, and an indbating

mechanism ai tuated by the table.

.;. In a balancing machine, the combinatiim of a stand-

ard, a balancing tabl-. pins on the standard and table

forming a pivot which supports the tat.l.' for universal

movenu-nt on the standard, a seat conc-utn.- with the

pivot, a hydraulic d»'viee for moving "ne of the pivot

pins to transfer the suipporr n{ the tat.i. fr^m the pivot

to the seat and vice versa an I an indi<af;ng m.^hanisra

actuated b> the table

4 In a balancin-' ma.tunf. th.- combinar icai .'f a stand-

ard, a pivot pin mounr.Ml for lungitudinal movem-'nt there-

in, a balancing table, a piv..t pin mount. «i ia th.- tatde and

cooperating with the first m.nti..ned pivot pin to support

the table for universal mov.ni. nt about a v.-rtical axis,

means for m.^ving th.- tirst pivot pin and an indicating

mechanism actuated t.y the table

r. In a balancink' machine, the rombinati^m of a stand

ard. a pivot pin mounted for longitudinal mt.v.'m.'nt there-

in, a t)alan.ing tat.).-, a pivot pin mounfi-«l in th.- table

which .-o.-.p.Tat.-s with the flrst m.nti.m.d pin f.. support

th.' table, on.- of the pins having a flat h.arlng surface for

•ngag.-ment with a spheri.al surfa.- on th» oth.-r. a seat

adja.-ent the engaging ends Mf ib,. pins. m.-»ns for moving

th.- first pivf.t pin to transfer th»- -upiMirt ..f the table from

if to the seat or vice versa, and an indicating mechanism

actuated by the table. I

[Claims f> to IT not printed In the Cnzet^e.l

2. A shoe tree coDSiating of a flat bar baring a point at

one end directed away from and in the plane of the body

for penetrating the front of the heel and a hook at the

other end for susp.-n.llng It. combined with a sliding plate

adjustable along tb-' t.ar between the point and hook and

havini: in- ans for .lamping the sole of the shoe at the toe

portion.

3. A shoe-tree consisting of sheet metal and comprising

a bar of uniform width and pointed at one end for attach

ment to the forward part of the heel of the shoe, combined

with a solid sliding plate having sides clam[ilng the edges

of the bar and provided with hook.-d portions integral

with the plate for clamping the sole ..f the shoe adjacent

to the toe portion

4. \ shoe tree consisting of a fiat bar having a point at

one end for penetrating the front of the heel of the shoe

and a roughened or ti>othed i>art S on the body of the bar

to create a frlctbm upon the under part of the sole of the

shoe, combined with a slldink: damp adjustably supported

by the side edges of the bar and adapted to ext<nid ..v.-r and

clamp the sole of the shoe down tipon the bar and the

roughened or toothed parts thereof

.-. .V shoe tre.' consisting of a flat rigid bar havini: a

IH.Jnt ar .)ne end directed away from and in a plan-- with

Th.- bar for penetrating the front of the heel of the shoe

and having a clamp for extending over and clamping the

s,,le of Th'' sho,. adjacent 1.. 'he to.- Thereof.

S90.T12. FAICl-rr. ALoNzn N. R<.>k N- w York, N.

Filed I>er. 26. 1906. Serial Xo. 34y..i.*>;;.

«9t».Tn SIIOKTRKK IIenti.e\ I. Rinkh.art. Camden.

X .1 and J.wiEs \V f»WE.\. I'hihidelpHia. I'a FiUnl

.Ian \\*. ItMiT S.-rial Xo :;.">:^.ni o

1 .\ sho«'-tre.- consisting of a flat nghl t.ar having a

p<.int at on.- .-nd dir»-ctf-d iiwa.\ fr.m and In the plane of

1 .\ self-clwtaig fauc.-T having a eaalng provided with a

discharge BOasle or pipe, a valv.- seat and a spring a.-tuat.-.l

valve for controlling the supply, and a reciprocating han

die operativelv connected with said valve and having Its

range of mov.-m.-nt confined to a point within the outer

end of the casing
•_• .\ self-closing faucet having a .-asing provi.led with a

dls< harge nozzle or pipe, a valve seat and a spring actuat.-.l

valv." controlling the supply, and a reciprocating handb-

op.ratively connected with said valve and m.^unted upon

and extending around said casing and having its range of

mov.-ment confined to n point within the outer end of the

<-asing

3. .A. self-closing faucet having a casing provided with

a discharge nozzle or pipe, a supply pipe connected with

th.- inn.-r .-nd of said casing, a valve seat and an .)Utwardly

..penlng valve for controlling said supply pipe, a spring

acting to k.ep the valv.- normally c1os»h1 on its seat, and a

handle connected operativelv with said valve and consist-

ing of an annular member sliding upon the exterior of

said casing so as to be grasp.-d by the fingers of the user

and a c.x'.peratlng thumb abutment.

4 .\ s.-if cl.)slng faucet provided with a casing having

The ouTer end thereof adapted to serve as a rest or fulcrum

f,,r Th- Thumb In drawing outwardly the handle, a dls-

.haru'.- n..zzle or pipe extending laterally from the casing,

a -^uppU pip<- .•mne.-t.-d with the inn.-r end of said casing.
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a valve-seat and an outwardlj-openlng valve for control-

ling said supplv-pipe, a spring acting to keep the valve

normally closed on Its seat, a sliding handle operatlvely

connected with said valve and extending to the exterior

of the said casing so as to be grasped by the fingers In

opening the faucet and a cooperating thumb-abutment.

5 A faucet comprising a valve casing provided with a

lateral pipe or nozzle, the two said parts being Integral

and consisting of sheet metal form.-d into shape, a valve

having a valve seat and located within said casing for

controlling the supply, and a handle connected operatlvely

with said valve for operating the valve.

[Claims « to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

plate, a bolt extending through the central stud and caster

wheel frame for holding the latter to the top plate, and

means for Imparting a rotary motion to the caster wheel.

[Claims 6 to 15 n-t i.rlnted In the Gazette.]

890 713 RIGGEKS TRUCK. John Rosa. Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed Apr. 25. 1906. Serial No. 313.542.

8 9 0.7 14. WASHIXG-MACHIXE. AdolphA.

MAN and David D. Rillman. Wathena. Kan.

June 12. 1907. Serial Xo. 378,630.

RfLL-
Flled
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and extending at right angles theretd aod two combs

placed parallel to the spindl*', one on eacll side thereof.

gaid combs having t^eth between which tHe ends of the

arms engage. 1

890.716. GaMK DKVirE Kvkrett Shi In. N-'W York,

N. T. Filed May 15. lf»OT Serial No. 3T3.741.

closed in an inclined position upon said ohiiqn,' members, a

hinge connecting the sections, a sealing strip fitting when

closf'd betwe»>n the posts, and hinge m.-mtx-rs connecting

it with the thrtshold and permitting it to open outward

and downward, whereby the low<'r section in opening is

permitted to .swing outward and then inward between the

p<.st- and then both sections an> permitted to swing In-

ward and upward beneath the car n of

1. A game device <-omprisiiu' a b«iard llll^^lng on its sur

face a plurality of oppos.'<l s.'parate cliamuls, each chan-

nel extending fmm a starting point to a tenuinatlon in an

opposite direction to the other, and a plurality of tialls

one for each channel adapted to roll along the same from

the starting point to the tfrmlnation

2. A game device comprising a board having on its sur-

face a plurality of opposed separate channels, each chan-

nel extending In an opposite direction to another from a

starting point, the end of each of .said channels gradually

rising to the level of the g>'n>-ral surface of the t>oard. said

board having terminal dei)ression9 each Undated at a dis-

tance from th^ end of its respective clianC'l. and a plu

ralltyof balls adapted to roll along th.' ihanni'ls

3. A game device comprising a board tiatiui: on its sur

face a plurality of opposed separate chanivls. each chan

nel extending from a starting point to a tetmination in an

opposite direction to the other, a she»-t of f.ranspar>-nt ma-

terial covering said channels at a disrunce above the

general plane of tli>' board, and a plurality of bails one for

each channel adapted to roll along the parn*- from tli'-

starting point to thf ti-rmination.

4. .V game dfvice comprising a tioard baring on its sur

face a picture of a human face, two oppos.-d s.parate

channels each extending from a starting point ov.r the

face of the board In a circuitous <-ourse. atd each extend-

ing in an opposite direction to the other, 'aid cbann'^ls en

circling the eyes of said fa v in oppositely dimt.d spirals

leading to a terminal point, and a »>all for each channel

adapted to roll therealong.

.".. .V game device comprising a tioanl havmi; on its sur-

face a picture of a human face, a plurality of [>airs of op

posed separate chanm^ls. the chann*'ls of ejch pair extend

Ing fr^im a starting point ov.-r the face of |he board to ad

jacf'nt ft'rnnnals and fmirclini: ttif f\HS of said face, and

each channel at said terminal rising gradually to the level

of the surface of the board

fi'lalms "^ and 7 not printed in ftu' Oaz^tte]

890.717. (JRAIN DOOR. Frank T S[..\vti>n. St. Joseph.

Mo., assignor to Bender Car I>i>or Campany, Kansas

City, Mo., a Corporation of .Vrizona Filed Mar. 23.

1W7. Serial No. 364.054

1. In a grain car door, the combination with the posts,

the threshold, and oblique members secured to the Inner

faces of the posts at their lower ends : of the door formed

in two sections, the uppermost »^xt''nding inside the posts

and the lowermost fitting between them atid resting when

2. In a grain car door, the combination with the po^ts,

the threshold, and oblique members secured to the inner

faces of the posts at their lower ends : of the door formed

in two sections, the uppermost extending inside the posts

and the lowermost fitting t)Otween them and resting in an

inclined position upon said oblique membe-s wh^n closed,

and a hinge connecting the sectlon.s. so as to fx-rmlt the

lower section in opt-ning to swing outward and then in-

ward between the posts, and then both sections to swing in-

ward and upward btn»>ath the car roof.

3. In a grain car door, the combination with the Tertlcal

posts and threshold, and a pair of oblique me ml)ers. secured

upon the threshold and t.. tbf lower portions of the posts

and havlnsr Inclined podc-t-i txtending along the inner faces

of said i)Osts from their inner sides to the outer corner of

the threshold ; of the door formed in two sections, the

uppermost .'.ttending inside the posts and the lowermost

fitting betwe.'n th.Mii and having side flanges engaging said

pockets when it is closed and stands In an ohliiiue position,

connections t).twe^"n the sections, and means for itfrnilt

ting them to swing in opening and closing

4. In a grain car door, the combination witli the posts

having rabbets on their inner edges, and oblique members

secured on the thr.-shold opposite the lower ends of the

posts and having pockets in their outer faces : of the door

formed in two sections, the uppermost extending inside the

posts and having outturned side flanges to engal.'^• said rab-

bets, and the low.-rmost b.-ing hinged to the uppermost and

narrower than thr dist nic- lietwe.-n the posts, and having

Inturned side Manges to engage said pockets, means for

locking the lower section closed and sealing the bottom of

the door, and a pivot." I support f(.r sustalnine the upper

section in positior. or permitting txith sections 1.) -iwing

Inward and uiiw.ird !>eneaiti the car roof

.'>. In a grain cir drM)r. the combination with the posts

having rabbets on their Inner edges, and obliqu.- members

secured on the threshold opjiosite the lower ends of the

posts . of the door formed in two sections, the uppermost

extending insii'*" rb-' |>osts and having outturned side

tiantes to engaire said rabbets, and the lowermost being

hinged to the uppermost and filling the distance iietween

the posts, and resting on the inclined faces of said mem

her when closed, a sealing strip hinged to the threshold and

deta. hably engaging the lower section for locking the

latter closed and sealing the bottom of the door. an<l a

pivotal support for sustaining the upper section in position

or permitting both sections to swing inward and upward

beneath the car roof

[Claim 6 not printed In the <;azette.]
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890 718. ClRCUIT-BREAKt:R. Abthck Smith. Schenec-

tady N Y. assignor to (ieneral Electric Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 24. 1906. Serial

No. 313.424.

automatic circuit breaker in series with said arm. and

means whereby it is tripped by said arm as the latter re-

turns to starting position.

1 In an electric switch, the combination with operating

means for opening and closing the switch, of a manually

operated controll.T for the operating fii.an- m.-vahi. to

effect the opening and the closing of the swit. h mean- for

normallv holding said controller in either of two positions

to indicate its last effective movement, an alarm, and

means for actuating the alarm when the position of the

switch fails to correspond to the last effective movement

of the controller.

2 In an electric switch, the corabinatiou with operating

means for opening an<l .losing the switch, of a manually

operated controller for said operating means movable to ef-

fect the opening and the closing of the switch, means for

normallv holding said controller In either of two positions

to Indicate its last effective movement, an alarm circuit

having a break closed when the controller is in one of said

positions, and means for closing another break in series

with the first when the position of the switch fails to cor-

respond to the position of the controller.

3. In an electric switch, the combination with electrical

operating means for opening and closing the switch, of a

manuallv operated controlling device for the circuit of said

operating means comprising fixed contacts, a movable con-

troller cooperating therewith and yieldingly held out of

engagement with the fixed contacts in a position adjacent

the contact last engaged by it. an alarm contact engaged

by the controller only In one of said positions, an alarm

circuit connected to said controller an.l to said alarm con-

tact, and a break in said alarm circuit closed when the

position of the switch fails to correspond to the position of

the controller.

4 The combination with n plurality of electric switches

and operating means for opening and closing each switch,

of a manually op^-rated controller for each operating means

movable to effect the opening and closing of the switch,

menus for normally holding each controller In either of two

positions to Indicate its last effective movement, an electric

circuit having a plurality of sets of breaks in parallel, each

set consisting of breaks in s.-ries, means for closing one set

of l>reaks when the position of any switch falls to corre-

spond to the last .ffective movement of its controller, and

an indicator actuated by the closing of said circuit.

syo.710. MOTOR-STARTING PANEL. Aktiur Smith..

Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to General Electric Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 17, 1907.

Serial No. 352.7.'i7.

1. The combination with a starting rheostat having a

spring-returned arm and a no-voltage magnet for retaining

the same In running position, of an automatic switch In

circuit with and operated Independently of said arm. and

means whereby said switch Is automatically opened during

the movement of the arm to starting position

2. The combination with a start inc rheostat having a

spring-returned arm and a no voltage magnet for retaining

the same in running position, of an automatic switch in

series with and operated independently of said arm. and

means whereby said switch is opened by the arm during

the return of the latter to starting position.

•^. The combination with a starting rheostat having a

controlling arm biased to an off position and a no voltage

magnet for retaining the same in running position, of au

4 The combination with a starting rheostat having a

spring-returned arm and a no voltage magnet for retaining

the same in running position, of an automatic magnetic

circuit breaker in series with the arm. and means whereby

it is tripped by the arm during the return of the latter to

starting position. ^ . ,

5 The combination with a rheostat provided with auto-

matic no-voltage release features, of an automatic over-

load circuit breaker arranged to be tripped as the con-

trolling element of the rheostat moves towards starting

position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890720 PRINTING rUESS I..-1 is W. Sot thgate,

Worcester. Mass . assignor to Tampbell Printing Press

& Manufacturing Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed May :il, 1805, Serial No.

551.281. Renewed Oct 14,1007. Serial No. 397.369

1 The combination of two three-page-wide, rotary, web

presses, devices arranged to bring ihe webs printed there-

by into a path two pages wide, and to associate he same,

and folding mechanism arranged centrally of this t* o-

page-wide path. .

2 The combination of two tl,ree page-wide, rotary. «eb

presses arranged in line, devices arranged to bring the

webs printed tiierehy Into a path two pages wide, and to

associate the same, and longitudinal folding mechanism

arranged centrally of this two page wide i.ath.

3 The combination of two three page wide rotary, weD

presses arranged in vertical line, slitting mectianism ar-

ranged to silt each web into a wide and a narrow section,

turning or deflecting devices arranged to bring all the sec-

tions of the webs into a path two pages wide, and to as-

sociate the same, and folding mechanism nivmged cen

trallv of said two-page wide path.

4 The combination of two rotary web presses, slitting

mechanism arranged to slit each web into a wide section

and a narrow section, and turning or deflecting devices ar-

ranged to turn or deflect the webs so that they will all he

in a two-page-wide path, and so that the rough or uncut

edge of each narrow section will coincide with one edge of

the wide sections, and so that the cut edges of the narrow

sections win be between the outer edges of the wide sec-

t.ons.
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5. Tli« combliuition of two three-page wlda, rotary web

presaes, littlns mechknlsm arranged to slit t>acli web Into

a wide section and a narrow s.'ctlon. and filming or de-

flecting devices arranged to turn the narrow gectlons over

or under the wide sections so that the cut ledges of the

narrow sections will lie in the nii.ldl.' of tie completed

paper.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in h. i.azette^]

2. The combination of a dynamo electric machine hav-

ing a multiphase exciting winding and a multiphase gen-

erating winding, a low fre<inenr,v ^xrltlng circuit con-

nected to said exciting windlnc. r -iistanoes In said ex-

citing circuit, and means responsive to the voltage of

said generating winding for controlling said resistances.

890.721. BALL15KAK1NG WIIKKL Wili^aM Sp.ibks.

Jackson. Mich., assienor to (l.orge A. McKeel k Com-

pany. Limited. Jackson. Mlrh . a Corporation of Michi-

gan. Filed r>ec. 11. 1907. Serial No. 406.018.

1. In a vehicle wh.el h.arini.'. a hub. a^sheve having a

cone-shaped end housed within and secured tjo the hub. an

axle, a thimble mounted on the end of tha axle havlni:

right and left screw threaded portion.^, an annular ball

cup en^iaging one of said screw-threaded p-irtlons of the

thlmbU'. a plurality of balls housed th.'rein and a nut en-

gaging the other serew-thr-aded portion of the thimble

and designed to bear against the end of th.' ball up

2. In a vehicle wheel bearing, a hub, a bI.-'v.- having

a cone-shaped end housed within and secured to the huh.

an axle, a thimble mounted on the end of Ww ax!- having'

right and left scr^-w thn-aded portions, an anii'ihir ball

cup engaging one of said screw threadfd portions of the

thimble, a plurality of balls housed within tli.' cup. a pair

of rings spaced apart supported in uroovfs formed In the

ball cup. a collar lodged Iwtween said rings, and a nut en-

gaging the other screw threaded portion of th.- thimble

and designed to l>.'ar against th.> end of the ball up

?, In a vehicle whe.'l bearing, a hub. a sl.'ev provided

with a cone-shaped .-nd hous.-d within and ».'cur»>d to the

hub, an axle, a thimble mounted on the end of the axle

having right and left sorew-threaded portluns formed on

Its outer fare, an annular ball cup encagiivi: one of said

screw-threaded portions of the thiml)lc. n plurality of

balls housed within the cup, contacting with the end of

the sleeve, and a nut enija^ing the other iK'rew threa<led

portion of the thimble and desikined r.. be$r a_'ain<t tiie

end of the ball cup

4. In a vehicle wheel bt>arini:. a hub. a -ileeve provided

with cone-shaped ends inclosed within and secured to the

hub. an axle cone, a thimble mounted on the end of the

axle havint' riirht ami left scr^-w threaded portions formed

on Its outer face, an annular ball cup engaging one of

said screw thr«»ade,l p. .prions of -the thimble, a plurality

of balls housed within the cup. a nut en»jaj!lng the other

screw-threaded portion of the thimble an.l designed to bear

apiinst the end of the cup. a collar sleeved on the axle

'cone at the inner end of the bearing bavins an annular

channel surrounding the axle adapted to »upport a plu-

rality of balls, and balls hou.sed within the foliar .ind con-

tacting with the inner end of the sle.-ve

3. The combination of a dynamo electric machine hav-

ing a multiphas*' exciting winding and a multiphase gen-

erating winding, a low frequency exciting circuit con-

nected to said exciting winding, voltage consuming de-

vices In said exciting circuit, and n vM.r^itor responsive to

the voltage of said generating w.ii In^ for controlling

>:!id voltage consuming devices.

S90.723. NECK-YOKE .VTT.VillMENT K.\v.mi.nl. K.

STEVEN.s. Sidney. Iowa. Filed Mar .lO, 1907. Serial No.

365,522.

The herein de8crit>ed neck yoke attachment comprising

an elongated base plate, coilperaiing arms carried by the

base plate in a parallel and spaced relation thereto, the

outer ends .f th.' arms being extended Inwardly and se-

cured to til.' i,n-' plat.- w liile the inner ends terminate In

knobs, one of said arms tiein;: lont'er than the opposite

arm. and the said iirins beii]>; deflected at an angle to the

jongitudliiii i\> f '! '"ise plate and being disposed

parall.-l • -> i!': m,. two knobs beiun located one

ovr tiie Mi!,.r 1 . .idiiiii -;' a ready .'nk-'aiienient or dlsen-

»'acement of a strap from tti.. at tacinn.'iit.

890,724. COLL.M'SIIU 1: SIHAINKK KOK FHllT, &c.

.VMY .M. STOCKiNfJ. Kast ((range, N. J. Filed Oct. 24,

1907. Serial No. .'i9S,«93.

e

890,722. RE(;rr..\TloN (»K IiV.\ \M( > KLl.t TUIi MV
CHINES. Ciiari.es IV Stein metz. .Schenectady. N V..

assignor to (;eneral P^lectric Company, a Corporation of

New York Filed Aug. 7. 1905, Serial Noi 272,983. Re-

newed Jan ."^l, 190>< >i.Tial No 4n.r,lf>.

1 The combination of a dynamo electric raaliine hav

Ing a multiphase exciting winding and a ituitlphase £>-n

eratlng winding, a low fre.iuency excltltjjj <'lrcult con

nected to said excitint: windink', voltage conjumlnir devices

In said excltinn circ\iit. and means responsive to variation

of voltage of sai<l L'eneratini; winding for .j^ontroiling said

voltage consuming' d.'vi •••*

I

\ fruit -trainer . ..niiinslni; a cllapslble frame com-

posed of posts a and pairs ,,f arms h. h. r. r. pivoted to the

respective posts, pivotal .-onn.-.-tlons between contiguous

• nds of correspon.lim; arms, a strainer bag having means

of susi>.>nslon from the upper parts of the post and a pro

tectlng env..|.)p or fabric inclosing 'he top and sides of the

frame and s,isp.tid.d from the u|ii)er ends of tlie post.
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8 9 0,725. VALVE - REMOVER Berndt A. Swknson.
rrovldence, K. I. Filed Feb. 24, 1908. Serial No'
417.260.

1. In a valve remover, the combination with the body,
of supporting means upon the upper portion of the body.
a forked member slldably mounted In the lower portion of
the Ijody. and cam means upon the body operatlvely con-
nected with the forked member for actuating said member.

2 In a valve remover, the combination with the t>ody,
of supporting means upon tlie upper portion of the body,
an .xtenslon upon the body, an operating cam mounted
upon the extension, a slldable block upon the body, opera
tire connections between the cam and the block, and a
forked member slldably mounted upon the body and fixed
to the block

t In a valve remover, the combination with the body,
of supporting means upon the upper portion of the body.
an extension upon the body, an operating cam mounted
upon the extension, a slldable block upon the body, a rod
connecting the cam and block, and a forked member slld-
ably mounted upon the body and fixed to the block

4 In a valve remover, the combination with the body,
of supporting means upon the upper portion of the body,
an extension upon the body, an operating cam mounted
upon the extension, a slldable block upon the body, a rod
connecting the cam and the block, means upon the rod for
adjusting the block with relation to the extension, and a
forked memt)er slldably mounted upon the body and fixed
to the block

•> in a valve remover, the combination with the i>ody,
of an engaging flange upon the upper portion of the body,
guides upon the lower portion of the body, an extension
upon the body comprising a base and side walls provided
with slots, an operating cam resting upon said base, a
pivot pin in the cam registering In the slots, a slldable
block upon the body below the extension provided with an
opening, a rod traversing the opening and pivoted at one
end to the pivot pin. an adjusting nut upon the rod
adapted to bear against the lower face of the block, a pro-
jection upon the block, and a fork member fixed to the pro-
jection and movable In the iruldes

[Claim fi not printed In the Uazette.]

890,726. WINDOW Clinto.n D T.vbob, Jersey City,
N. J., assignor to Tabor Sash Company, Newark, N. J.
Filed Feb 12, 1904. Serial No. 193,314.
1. .-V metal window frame comprising corner pieces each

of which has a top and side walls, a downwardly-opening
bolt recess In each side wall which is enlarged at its lower
end. and a pocket arranged on the Inner side of each side
wall In line with Its recess and having a clearance opening
In Its back, a hollow sill having a top and side walls which
fit at their opposite ends against the outer side of the
corresponding parts of the corner pieces, a bolt passing
through a side wall of the sill and the upper part of a bolt
recess and pocket In the side wall of a comer piece, nuts
arrauKed in said bolt within its respective pocket, a nut
retaining block arranged In the lower part of said pocket
and In the wide lower part of the bolt recess, substantially
as set forth

2. A metal window frame comprlslne a corner piece, a

vlded with an Internal flange arranged between said cor-
ner piece and plate, and means for connecting the corner
pieces and clamping plate, substantially as set forth.

3. .\ metal window-frame comprising a corner piece, a
Clamping plate faciiij,' the corner piece, a hollow Jamb pro-
vided with an Internal flange arranged between said cor-
ner piece and plate, dowels arraut'ed on the plate and
entering openings in said liaufe and crner piece, and
means for connecting the corner piece and damping plate,
•ubstantlally as set forth.

4. A metal window frame comprising a corner piece pro
vlded with a stud having a transverse opening, a clamping
plate provided with an opening which receivea said stud,
a hollow Jamb provided with an Internal flange arranged
between said corner piece and clamping plate, and a wedge
entering the opening of the stud and operating to draw
the corner piece and plate together, substantlallv as set
forth.

5. A metal window frame comprising a corner piece pro-
vided with a stud having a transverse opening, a clamping
plate provided with a curved part having an opening which
receives said .stud, a hollow Jamb having Internal flanges
arranged between the corner piece and plate, and a curved
wedge arranged in the oi.ening of the stud and t)earlng on
Its opposite sides a>:ainst the outer end of the stud and
the curved part of the clamping plate, substantiallv as set
forth,

[Claims 6 to 47 not printed in the Gazette.]

880,727. CIRCULAR SAW JOINTER AND SIDE FILER.
HOBBRT A. Todd. Massena, N. Y. Filed .Vug 8. 1907
Serial No. 387,69C

r.^vs/^"

,

" " ..».u. v..m, .,,:.,UK a eomer piece, a 1 1. In a mechanism of the class describe.^ « »«. „i.clamp.ng^plate facing the corner piece, a hollow Jamb pro- 1 comprising a cupshaped member havin^a s^^eja^^^
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890,728. GRADER. Haviland Tompki vs. Fairfield, 111. :

O. P. Patterson administrator of saifl Tompkins, de-

ceased. Filed Nov. 22. I'JOT. Serial No. 408,359.

face, another member hawini^ a saw enga^Sn^ face directly

opposed to the saw f^nijaKintf face of the cup shaped mem-
ber to clamp the saw. said second member also having

saw centerinii iii"ans cooperating with tha eye of the saw,

and a clamp screw for forcing the clamp members into op-

erative relation to the saw, and a tile holder mounted upon

the second named member of the clamp and movable about

the axis thereof

2. In mechani.<!m of th^' class described, a saw clamp

comprising a cup shaped member having a saw engaging

face, another meml>er having a saw .'nsiaglng fai-e dir'-ctly

opposed to the saw engaging face of the cup-shaped mem-
ber to clamp the saw, the second-named member also hav-

ing an axial hub or extension adapted to cooperate with

the eye of the saw to center said saw. und arranged to

enter said cup-shaped member, the 9econfl-name<l member

also having a peripheral flange spaced fr»m the saw. and

a file holding arm seated on the second-named member be-

tween the saw anil the flange on the said member.

3. In mechanism of the class described, a saw clamp.

an arm mounted thereon for rotation about the a.xis of t!u-

saw held by the clamp, and a block provided with means

for holding a file, and provided with through pa.s8a;:»>s at

right angles one to the other whereby the block may be

placed upon and adjusted longitudinally on the arm In

' positions at right angles one to the other.

4 In mechanism of the class described, a saw clamp,

an arm mounted thert'(jn for rotation about thf- axis «if the

saw held by the clamp and projecting radially with rela-

tion to the saw, and a block having through passages at

right angles to ^ach other for the arm, said block having a

recess on one side and a clamp plate cooperating with said

recess to clamp a file therein.

5. In mechanism of the class described, a clamp for a

saw to be treated, an arm mounted theneon for rotation

by thp axis of the saw held by the clamp and projecting

radially with relation to the saw but spaced therefrom, a

file holder carried by the arm. a handle also carried by

the arm and movable thereon, a gage plate carried by the

handle" and adjustable with relation to the adjacent face

of the saw, and a clamp screw for th-- gage plate also

serving as a clamp screw for the handle fo hold It to the

arm.

1. In a irrader or scraper comprising front and rear

boards cunn.'"'tp(l tntrethfr, a roller 'xttrndinc across be-

tween the boards, and means connected to opposite ends of

the roller to raise or lower the boards.

2 A grader or scraper comprising: front and rear boards

connected together, a roller exrendtukt across between
the boards, links connect>>d to the front board and to thf

ends of the roller, levers fulcrumed on the front board

and extending rearwardly over each end of the roller and
connected therffo, and ra<'ks projecting upwardly from the

rear board and with which the levers are engageable to

hold the roller In adjusted position.

'.'. \ grader or scraper comprising front and rpar

boards, bolts connecting the same, a curted iron the ends

of which extend across the top edge of tlie boards and aro

secured thereto, and the middle bowed portion of which

projects forwardly beyond the front board, a tongue plv-

otally connected to the front end of one of said bolts, and

a banger adjustable along the iron and supporting the

tongue.

8 9 0.729. BEARING FOR CAR-TRUCKS. Oliveu F.

Tra.nsci:. Alliance, Ohio. Piled Jan. 3. 1905. Serial

No. 239,506.

^. ._ f

1. A car-truck center-bearing comprising a center-pin,

upper and lower plates axially mounted thereon, there be

irig opposite recessfs ii> the plates having partitions with

radial faces between and substantially cylindrical an-

nular flangt's around the same, and truncated-cone shaped

rollers radially located in the opposing recesses and having

their outer ends rounded and adapted to bear full width

on the edges only of the tlanges, the bottoms of the re-

cesses being Inclined endwise to bear on the sides of the

rollers throughout their length and the radial faces of the

partitions being arranged to abut the sides of the rollers

and to rectify the allnement of the same when the truck

is rotated to the maximum degree

2. -V car-truck tx-arlng comprising upper and lower

plates with opposite recesses therein having partitions

with radial faces between and substantially cylindrical

annular tlanges around the same, and truncated - cone-

shaped rollers radially located In opposing recesses and

having their outer ends rounded and adapted to bear full

width on the edges only of the flanges, the bottoms of the

recesses being inclined endwl.se to bear on the sides of the

rollers throughout their length and the radial faces of the

partitions bfing arranged to abut tin- sides of the rollers

and to rectify the allnement of the same when the truck

is rotated to the maximum degree.

3. ,\ car truck twarlng comprising upper and lower

plates with opposite recesses therein having partitions

with radial faces between the same, and truncated-cone-

shaped rollers radially located in opposing recesses, the

bottoms of the recesses being Inclined endwise to bear on

the sides of the rollers throughout their length and the

radial faces of tlu' partitions being arrangfd to abut the

Ides of the rollers and to rectify the allnement of the

same when the truck is rotated to the maximum degree.

4 \ car truck bearing comprising upp'-r and lower

platt>8 with opposite recesses thiTfin havlnn substantially

cylindrical annular flanges around the same, and trun-

cated-cone-shaped rollers radially located In opposing re-

cesses and having their outer t-nds rounded and adapted

to bear full width on the edg»'s only of the flanires, the

bottoms of the recesses bf>lntf Inclined endwise to bear on

the sides of the rollers throughout their length.

8 9 0.7 30. VARIABLE - VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER
Matthbw O. Tkot. Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to

General Kl<»ctrlc Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed .July L*6. 1906. Serial No 3'J7.877. Renewed F.'b

5. 1908. Serial No. 414.449.

1 In a varlable-voltaee transformer, a magnetic core,

primary and secondary coils spaet-d apart on said core,

said core having a plvotally mounted portion adapted to

open by its movement the magnetic circuit threading both

rolls, and a rectlllnearly-movable magnetic member be-

tween said rolls adapted by Its movement to shunt the

tirlmary flux away from th<' secondary coll.

J In a variable-voltage transformer, a magnetic core,

primary and secondary coils spaced apart on said core.

said core having a plvotally mounted portion adapted to

oppn by Its movement the mairnetic circuit threading

both colls, a rectllinearly movable magnetic member be-
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tween said colls adapted by Its movement to shunt the
primary flux away from the secondary coil, and means for
moving said core portion and said member simultaneously

for said conductor arranged outside of said tube but In
Inductive relation to the conductor.

3. The combination of a mercury arc rectifier tube hav-
ing a mercury cathode and a plurality of anodes, an oxid-
coated conductor closed upon Itself and located In prox-
imity to the cathode, and a primary exciting winding ar-
ranged outside of said tube and in Inductive relation to
aid conductor

890.732. EXTENSION TAHLE LOCK. E-ftiL Ttdbn
H«Btlngs. Mich. Filed May 27, 1907. Serial No'
375,804. *

3 In a variable-voltage transformer, a magnetic core,
primary and secondary coils spaced apart on said core'
said core having a pivotally-mounted portion adapted to
open by Its movement the macn.-tic circuit threading both
colls, a rectlllnearly-movable magnetic member between
said coils adapted by Its movement to shunt the primary
flux away from the secondary coll. and operating means
m.Hhanically connected to both said core portion and said
member.

4. In a variable-voltage transformer, a magnetic core
primary and secondary coils spaced apart on said core'
said core having a plvotally mounted portion adapted to
open by its movement the magnetic circuit threading both
colls, a rectllinearly movable magnetic member between
said coils adapted by Its movement to shunt the primary
flux away from the secondary coll, an operating shaft, a
crank on said shaft connected to said core portion, and a
gear on said shaft conn.'cted to said meml)er.

5. In a variable voltag.' transformer, a magnetic core,
primary and secondary cils spaced apart on said core
two movable magnetic members arranged to vary the re-
luctances respectively of th.- matrn.Mlc circuit of the sec
ondary coll and of a magnetir circuit shunting said coll,
one of .said members being plvotally mounted and the
other rectillnearly-movabl.". and operating means mechan-
ically connected to both members.

[Claims P, and 7 not print. 'd in the Gazette.]

890,731. STARTING MERCURY VAPOR APPARATUS
Matthew O. Tkov, Srhenectady. N. Y., assignor to
General Electric Company, a Corporation of New York
Filed Sept. 27. 1907. .Serial No. 394,787.

1 The combination of an evacuated tube, a plurality of
electrodes therein, a closed conductor In proximity to one
of said electrodes, and Inductive means for bringing said
conductor to a luminous condition. 1

2. The combination of a mercury arc rectifier tube hav-
ing a mercury cathode and a plurality of anodes, a closed
conductor In proximity to the cathode, and an exciting coll

1

1. In an extension table, in combination with the table
top members, two sets of slides by which thev are con-
nected for extension and fillers adapted to be "interposed
between them

; a bridge connecting corresponding slides of
the two sets on each table member and means for locking
the two bridges together ; two cooperating devices carried
by the bridge and table top respectively of one table mem-
ber, which are engageable when the fillers are interposed,
for resisting relative extension of said top and bridge, and
means for moving one of the two engageable devices for
advancing the table top relatively to the bridge toward the
parting plane of the two table members.

2. In a pedestal extension table, In combination with
the table-top members and their respective pedestal mem-
bers, means for connecting eacli table top member to its
pedestal member extenslbly and fillers adapted to be inter-
posed when they are extended ; means for locking together
the pedestal members and cooperating devices carried re-
spectlvely by the top and pedestal of one table member
adapted to be engaged when fillers are interposed for re-
slsting relative extension of the top and pedestal member
and means for moving one of said engaged devices to ad-
vance the table top member relatively to the pedestal
member toward the parting plane of the table members.

.". In an extension table. In combination with the table
top members and the two sets of slides by which they are
connected for extension

: a bridge connecting correspond-
ing slides of the two sets on each table member

: means
for locking the two bridges together: a latch carried by
one table-top member; a device carried by the opposite
table top member adapted to be engaged by the latch ; a
device carried by the bridge of the same table member
which carries the latch adapted to be engaged by the latch
when the table top is extended relatively to the bridge to
limit such extension and means connected with the latch
carried by the same table top member for operating It
after It Is engaged for advancing the table fop member
relatively to the part on which the latch Is engaged and
for securing It at advanced position.

4. In a pedestal ext.-nsjon table, in combination with
the two table-top members and their respective pedestal
members, means by which they are extenslbly connected,
means for locking together the two table-top members
comprising a latch on one member and an engaging device
on the other, a device carried by the pedestal of the mem-
ber having the latch for cooperating with the latter to
resist extension of said member, In position for engage-
ment with the latch when the top is extended relatively
to the pedestal a predetermined distance ; fillers adapted
to be Inserted between the table top members when thev
are thus extended : a link carried by the latch-carrylng
member connected to the latch for longitudinal movement
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of the latter ; a spring operating on said link for thrusting

It toward the parting plan- of the table meiobers. the

latch having an offs^-t. and an abutment carried by the

•table top encountered by the offset la such thrusting

movecnent for disengaging the latch ; means for pulling the

link in the opposite direction, and a stop for limiting the

pivotal movement of the latch relative to the llttk.

5 In a pedestal extension table, in combination with

the' two table members comprising each a table top and

its pedeatal member , means by which the top aad pedesta.

member, are extensibly connected and by which the pedes-

tal members are extenslbly connected with <'»'^h other

.

means for locking together the pedestal member, ^-^'l"

J^^
table top members remain relatively extensible: cooperat-

ing devices on the two table top members adaptad to be en^

gaged one of said devices being movable on the table top

which carries It and means for so moving it to draw said

table-top members together when said devices ar^' en,.aged

and a device carried by the pedestal member pertaining to

the table top having said movable engaging dev ce adap ed

to be engaged by the latter when the table-top Is extend..!

relatively to the pedestal to limit such extension.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Cazette.]

890.733. KINDERGARTEN LOOM.

St. Louis, Mo. Filed Aug. 23. 1907

Jessie C- Ttsdall,

Serial No. 389.860.

1 \ kind-rgart.>n loom comprising a iiase provided with

notched warp combs, rods carried by ^'^'j*"^^;, ";^ .^,

sliding lav bar having openings through which «»'d rods

xtend and provided on its underneath side With no ches

to receive the warp of the mesh ;
substantially as de-

''
-^f kindergarten loom comprising a base, warp combs

mo'unted on said base adjacent the opposite tnds thereof,

and each consisting of a number of plies of reneering ar-

ranged with the grain running in opposite d'^ect'^n.

metal rods extending from the warp --omb at one end of

the >.a.se to that at the other end of the base and a lay bar

shdinglv mounted on said rods and provided on Its under-

neath side with notches to receive the warp of the mesh.

substantially as described.

therewith devices for wrapping tips upon cigarettes whl e

the other is mounted adjacent to said table; a movable

endless belt provided with cigarette retainers extending

from one drum to the other: and means for feeding the

.Igarettes from the table to said cigarette retainers

- The combination with a table; of two revoluble

drums one of which has secured thereto and revolving

therewith devices for wrapping tips upon cigarettes whl e

the other Is mounted adjacent to said table; a movable

.adless belt upon said drums : a plurality of pockets se-

cured thereto each adapted to retain a cigarette therein;

and means for feeding the cigarettes from the table to

said pockets. , .

,

3 The combination with a table: of two reroluble

drums one of which has secured thereto and revolving

therewith devices for wrapping tips upon cigarettes whl e

the other Is mounted adjacent to said table ;
a movable

endless metallic belt upon said drums :
a plurality of

pockets secured thereto each adapted to retain a cigarette

therein : and means for feeding the cigarettes from the

table to said pockets.

4 The combination with a table: of two revoluble

drums one of which has secured thereto and revolving

therewith devices for wrapping tips upon cigarettes an<t

both of which have transverse grooves therein
;

a movable

endless belt on said drums provided with cigarette re-

tainers and transv>.rse members secured to the und-r face

thereof adapted to engage said grooves in said drums;

means for revolving one of said drums; and means for

feeding cigarettes to said retainers from said table.

5 The combination with a table; of two revoluble

drums one of which has secured thereto and revolving

therewith devices for wrapping tips upon cigarettes and

each of which has transverse peripheral grooves therein

a movable endless t>elt on said drums provided with clga^

rette retainers and transvrse members secured to the

under face thereof adapted to fit said peripheral gro.>ves

,n said drums; means for revolving said drums
-^

ancl

m.ans for f-eding oUar.tt.s from said table ,o saM re-

talners

[.laims to 75 not printed In th. (.azette.l

8 9 7.5 LUBRICATING DEVICE. .HKST.a J Van

r^jais. Yankton. 8. D Filed Sept JO, 190^ Serial No

336.702.

890 734 MACHINE FOR APPLYING COftK TIPS TO

CIGARETTES James N. Tzibides, lioston. Mass.

FU-l Mar Jfi. 1907. Serial No. 364,5»)o.

I

L

1 The combination with a table; of two revoluble

drums one of which has secured thereto and revolving

i ±

1 The combination with « box, and a .ournal mounr^

therein of a reservoir adjnitmbly secured to said box and

ommunlcating with the Journal, and packing Interpose.l

between said Journal and the edge of the reservoir

.The combination of a box. and a Journal mounted

tbe'reln of a reservoir secured to said t>ox and oommuni^

eating with the Journal, packing interposed between he

.dg. .f illd reservoir and shaft, and m^ans for forcing

the reservior downward! v upon the packing.

% The combination .iri. a l-ox, an.l a i-^^^^^^^^^^'f.

therein of a reservoir adjustably secured to said box and

communicating with the Journal, packing Interposed b.^

ZTn V .dge of the reservoir and the Journal, and

means for forcing the lubricant out upon the journal

4 The combination with a i>ox. and a J-\-;' "->""';/

therein of a reservoir communicating with said journal,

e mint means Interposed between the ^^^^ "'
'tt- 7r::'-

voir and the journal, and means for regulating the pr.s

sure of said means upon th.' Journal
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5. The combination with a box. and a journal mounted
therein, of a reservoir adjustably and removably secured
to the box and communicating with the journal, and resili-

ent means Interposed between the edge of the reservoir

and the Journal.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1. A machine element comprising a supporting element
with integral projections extending from one of Its faces,

a perforated skeleton in engagement with said face, said

projections filling the perforations of the skeleton In part,

and a soft metal layer covering the side of the skeleton

opposite to that on which the supporting element is lo-

cated, said layer of soft metal liaving Integral projections

extending toward the supporting element and Into the

perforations of the skeleton so far as they are not filled

by the projections of the supporting element.

2. A machine element comprising a supporting element
with Integral projections extending from one of Its faces,

a j>erforated skeleton In engagement with said face, said

projections filling the perforations of the skeleton in part,

and a soft metal layer covering the side of the skeleton

opposite to that on which the supporting element is lo-

cated said layer of soft metal having Integral projections

extending toward the supporting element and into part of

the perforations of the skeleton.

3. .\ machine element comprising a layer of soft metal
having a continuous exposed surface adapted for engage-
ment with the moving part, a supporting element having
inti k'ral projections extending toward said layer of soft

metal, and a perforated skeleton embedded between the

said la.\'T of soft metal and the supporting element, the
perforations of said ski'leton l>elng filled partly by the
projections of the supporting element and partly by the
soft mefnl

890.737. V.VKIABLE RESISTANCE COIL IlKEBBBT A.

Wallate. New York. N. Y., assignor to The Union
!Swit<ti & Signal company. Swissvale. I'a . a Corpora-
tion of p. nn«ylvanla. Filed Aug. 9, 1907. Serial No.

387.806.

1. The combination with two wires forming part of an
electric circuit, of a metal post connected to on> of said

wires and being threaded, a spool of Insulatini: material

surrounding the post, a resistance coil wound on the spool

and having one terminal connected to the post and the

other terminal to the other wire and a metallic regulator

having a threaded opening to receive the threaded por-

tion of post, and said regulator also engaging the resist-

ance coll.

2 The combination with two track rails and a relav

890.736. JOURNAL -BEARING LINER. Mai Waon«b,
Wiesbaden. Germany. Filed Oct. 12, 1906. Serial No.

338.545.

electrically connected therewith of two wires leading

from the track rails, a metal post connected to one of said

wires and l>elng threaded, a spool of insulating material

surrounding the post, a resistance coil wound on the

spool and having one terminal connected to said post

and the other terminal to the other wire, a metiillic regu-

lator having a threaded opening to receive the threaded

portion of the post, and said regulator also engaging the

resistance coll, and a source of electric supply Included

In the circuit.

8 90.738. DETECTOR FOR WARI' STOP MOTION^;
John P. Wkbbkb, Lawrence. Mass., assignor to Draper
Company, Hopedale, Mass.. a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Apr. 20, 1907. Serial No. 369,190.

J—

10
As an article of manufacture, a thin, flat sheet-metal

warp-stop-motlon detector having straight longitudinal

edges from end to end and provided with an elongated slot

open at Its lower end and having parallel sides Incurved

at their upper ends at the entrance to a narrow, straight

and central prolongation of the slot, said prolongation

also having parallel sides.

890.739. DRIVING MECHANISM Harold R. Wellman,
Chicago. 111., assignor to General Incandescent Arc
Light Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Apr.

29, 1905. Serial No. 258.096.

1. In combination, a motor comprising a frame and a

revolving shaft, a friction disk carried at one end of said

revolving shaft, a counter shaft extending substantially
parallel to the face of said friction disk, a pulley on the
counter shaft the periphery of which engages the face of

said disk, a frame in which the counter shaft is Journaled.
plvotally connected to the motor frame to turn about an
axis parallel to the counter shaft, means for moving the
pulley In the direction of the axis of the counter shaft,

means tending to hold the pulley In an initial position,

and means for adjusting the initial position of the pulley.

2. In combination with a machine having a driven
shaft, of a treadle and a table or platform, an electric

motor comprising a revolving member and a frame, means
for securing said motor to said table with said revolving
shaft perpendicular to the driven shaft, a counter shaft
movably secured to the motor frame and parallel to the
driven shaft, a pulley splined on the counter shaft with its
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periphery enKaxing the face of said member remote from

the driven shaft, and a belt connecting thd counter shaft

and the driven shaft, the tension of aald |>elt regulating

the pressure of contact between th.' pull' y and said re-

volving member, and means connect ini: -aiij pulley to the

treadle whereby the oscillation of the l-Htcr moves the

pulley along the shaft on which It (3 splined.

8 9 0.741. SMOKER'S APPLIANCE. Clitton Wmt.
Poole. England. Filed Sept. 13. 1907. Serial No.

392.766.

890.740. MOVABLE-i'lCTLKE liEVh i; (Jcax.^v VVkst-

PHAL, Leipzig-Klelnzschocher. Germany Filed Aug. 14,

1907. Serial No. 388.549.
1. A smoker's appliance comprising a box, a Ud there-

for, means in the box for holding a pipe or cigar holder,

compartments in the box for containing smoking requi-

sites, said box having air openings therein and an open-

ing for the passage of the mouthpiece of the cigar holder

or pipe, and a cap covering the air openlnga.

2. A smoker's appliance comprising a box adapted to

hold a cigar holder or pipe, a lid for the box and a clip

detachably connected to the box for holding the pipe or

cigar holder on the box when the latter Is open.

1. In an illu.sion df'vice fmb«<lyin« a nipresj^ntatlon of

a tl?ur^^ with op-n mouth, the combination with th.' arm

movable to and from the mouth of the tleure, of an article

carrier concealed by sal<l arm. an artirl- carried thereby

exposed to view above Hakl arm, means fbr moving said

arm and carrier toij;ether toward the month and means

for movin? said arm and carrier r.'lativly to each other.

to cause the disappearance of th.- article when in prox-

imity to the open mouth.

2. In an illusion d.-vlce embodylni; th.' rf pr.s.ntat ion of
;

a figure with open mouth, the combination witti the arm
,

movable to and from the mouth, of an article carrier
|

concealed by said arm, an article carried thereby and
I

exposed above said arm, means for movinj: said arm and
|

carrier together toward the mouth, mean^^ for movinic said

arm and carrier relatively to each oth^r to cause the

article to disappear behind the arm when In proximity to

the mouth opening and a second article oarrler and arti-

cle carried ther.-t>y and means for causing said last named

article to appear in the mouth and remain there when the

first article disappears. i

:i In an illusion device embodying th^ representation

of a figure with open mouth, a movable arm, an article

carrier movable therewith and concealed thereby, an arti-

cle carried by the carrier and exposed to view above said

arm. means for causim: the relative movement of the arm

and carrier to cause the disappearance of th.- article I).'

hind the arm when in proximity to the mouth opening.

a movable carrier bearing the representation of a lowr

Jaw and means for causing said representation to appear

at and disappear from the mouth openinc

4 In an illusion device embodyinic a jriate bearing the

representation of a figure havink' an open mouth, a mov

able arm carried by said plate, an article carrier mounted

on said plate behind said arm and movable with said

arm, a portion of said carrier being widar than the arm.

an article carried by said carrier and exposed to view

above the arm. and a stop against which the widened por

tlon of the ^arri.'r abuts to arrest Its movement, wher.^by

the furth'T movement of th" arm will cause the article to

d!«app*'ar
- In an Illusion device, the combination with a plat.

,

bearing the representation of a figure wittj open mouth, an

arm pivoted on said plat.>. an article .-mrrbr pivoted on

said plate movable with said arm and having a portion

wider than said arm. an article carried fh-reby and stops

on the plate against which the widened portion of the

carrier abuts, to arrest its movement, whereby the con-

tinued movement of the arm will 'aus- 'lie article to dls

appear at one extreme of if-^ mov m-n' ml to appear at

the other extreme.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gai4tte 1

SM^742. LIQUID-GAGE. Gbobge E. Whitney. East

Boston, Mass , assignor, by mesne assignments, to Stan-

ley Motor Carriage Company, a (:orporatlon of Massa-

chusetts. Filed July 26, 1902. Serial No. 117,107.

1 In a liquid gage, a liquid chamber, a transparent

wall therefor and a reflecting surface within said cham-

ber presenting a portion Inclined a' an angle with said

wall In a vertical direction.

•J In a liquid gage, a liquid chamber, n transiJiir.nt

wall therefor and a laterally convex r.'tlectlng mirror

within said chamber having a surface opposed to said

wail and In predetermined relation thereto.

:? In a liquid gage, a liquid chamber, a transparent

wall therefor and a reflecting surface within said cham-

h.T and opposed to said wall, said reflecting surfac h.lng

curved in a vertical direction.

4. In a liquid gage, a liquid chamber, a transparent

wall th-'r.for and a reflector within said chamber having

a latHrally and vertically curved reflecting surface opposed

to said wall.
." In a liquid gage, a liquid chamber, a transparent

wall ther.'for and a reflecting surface within said ciiam-

her. said reflecting surface and a surface of said wall hav-

ing, a non parallel relation in a vertical relation.

(I'laims to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.743, woodworking; M.\rHINE. Mis WiNBBBO.

Frltshem, Ostersund, Sweden. Filed Apr 20, 1!>')T Se-

rial No. 370,861,

1 In a woodworking machine the combination of a

frame, a work-supporting table movably mounted In the

said frame, a slide mounted in the frame In such a man

1 ner as to be able to turn about an axis, a carrier slid-
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ably mounted In the said slide, a rotary spindle journaled

in the said carrier, a cutter carried by the said spindle,

means for reciprocating the carrier in the slide in a di-

rection toward and away from the work supporting table,

and means for intermittently feeding the work-support-

ing table, said means cooperating with the means for re-

ciprocating the carrier in such a manner that the feeding

of the table will take place during the last part of the

movement of the carrier away from and the first part of

the carrier toward the said table, substantially as and

for the purpose .set forth.

ZJt

Ing teeth in the part of the cross-support mounted In the

circular glide, a sector secured to the said shaft, an arm

mounted on the said shaft and adapted to be clamped to

any desired point of the circumference of the said sector,

and a cam reciprocating the said arm and, thereby, the

cross-support in such a manner that the cutter is moved

toward and away from the work-supporting table, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In a wood working machine the combination of a

frame, a work-supporting table movably mounted in the

said frame, a rotary cam operating the said table in such

a manner as to impart to the latter an intermittent feed-

ing movement, a circular slide mounted In the frame In

such a manner as to be able to turn about a central axis

parallel to the direction of the said movement of the table,

a cross-support one part of which is slldably mounted in

the said slide, a rotary spindle journaled in the other part

of the said cross-support, a cutter carried by the said

spindle, a pulley mounted on the latter in such a position

as to turn about Its middle plane, when the slide is turned

about Its center, and means for reciprocating the cross-

support In the slide in a direction toward and away from

the work supporting table, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

2. In a woodworking machine the combination of a

tnune, a work-supporting table movably mounted in the

said frame, a rotary cam operating the said table In such

a manner as to impart to the latter an int.rmlttent move-

ment, a circular slide mounted in the frame in such a

manner as to be able to turn about an axis parallel to the

direction of the said movement of the table, a carrier slid-

ahiy mounted In the said slide, a rotary spindle journaled

In the said carrier, a cutter carried by the said spindle,

and a cam for reciprocating the carrier in a direction to-

ward and away from the work supporting table, said cam

being placed in such a position relatively to the cam for

Int.Tiulttently feeding the table that the said feeding move-

ment of the cutter away from and the first part of the

movement of the cutter toward the said table, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

a. In a woodworking machine the combination of »

frame, a work-supporting table movably mounted In the

said frame, a rotary cam operating the said table in such

a manner as to impart to the latter an intermittent feed-

ing moMineut, a circular slide mounted In the frame in

such a manner as to be able to turn about a central axis

parallel to the direction of the said movement of the table,

a cross support one part of which Is slldably mounted In

the said slide, a rotary spindle Journaled in the other part

of the said cross support, a cutter carried by the said

spindle, a shaft Journal. d in the center of the circular

slide, a wheel secur.d to the said shaft, said wheel engag-

ing te.th In the part of the cross-support mounted In the

circular slid.', an arm attached to the said shaft, and

a cam reciprocating the said arm and. thereby, the cross-

support in such a manner that the cutter is moved toward

and away from the w(.rk supporting table, said cam being

placed in such a position relatively to the cam for inter-

mittently feeding the table that the said feeding move-

ment will take place during th.' last part of the movement

of the cutter away from and the first part of the move-

ment of the cutter toward th.- said talile, substantially as

and for the purpose set forth

4. In a wood-working machine the combination of a

frame, a work-supporting table movably mounted In the

said frame, a rotary cam operating the said table In such

a manner as to impart to the latter an intermittent feed-

ing movement, a circular slide mounted in the frame In

su' h a manner as to be able to turn about a centra! axis

parallel to the direction of tlie said movement of the table,

a cross-support one part of which Is slldably mounted in

the said slide, a rotary spindle journaled in the other

part of the said cross support, a cutter carried by the said

spindle, a shaft journaled in the center of the circular

slide, a wheel secured to the said shaft, said wheel engag-

890,744. SW.\B-STICK ATTAt^HMENT. EorAED Woll-

GiBN. Chicago, 111., assignor to Edward Katzinger tom-

pany. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois Filed

Mar. 7, 1908. Serial No, 419,627.

1. The combination of a swop-stick or handle, a ferrule

engaging over the end of the stick, means lor securing the

ferrule to the stick, a swop clamp, and a flexible element

having connection with the clamp and the ferrule securing

means for attaching the clamp to the end of the stick.

2. The combination of a swop stick or handle, a ferrule

engaging over the end of the stick, means for securing

the ferrule to the stick, a swop clamp, and a flexible ele-

ment having connection with the clamp and the ferrule

securing means for attaching the clamp to the stick, said

flexible member including a swivel joint beyond its point

of attachment to the stick.

3. In a device for the purpose set forth, the combina-

tion of a swop-stick or handle, a cap engaging over one

end of the stick, a fastening device provided with an eye

at one end and a shoulder adjacent the eye, said fastening

device being adapted to be inserted into the end of the

stick through the cap with the shoulder resting against

the cap and with the eye extending beyond the end of the

stick, a swop-clamp, and a flexible member, one end of

which is secured to the eye of the fastening device and

the other end to the clamp

4. In a device for the ptirpose set forth, the combina-

tion of a swop-stick, or handle, n cap engaging over one

end of the stick, a fastening device provided with an eye

at one end and a shoulder adjacent the eye, said fastening
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device being adapted to be Inserted Intol the end of the

stick through the cap with the shoulder resting against

the c«p and with the eye extending tK-yorwl the end of the

stick, a swop clamp, and a flexible member, one end of

which is secured to the eye of the fastening device and

the other end to the clamp, said flfxiMe nember Including

a swivel joint.

890.745. DRIER-CAR HANDLI.NG APpARATT'S. Jo-

seph Wtszynski. Blue Island. 111. Filt-d Mar. 30,

1908. Serial No. 424.165.

i

H
H
H

M
i^LE
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1. The combination of a pair of parallel kilns arranged

side by side, a wall between said kilns, a track ext'-ndlng

longitudinally through each of said kilns, a cable extend-

ing through saiil wall at a point a considerable distance

Inward from )n>- ^nd of the kiln and having its ends ex-

tending outward toward said end in different kilns, and a

winch located at said end and adapted fur hauling said

cable for moving cars on each of said tracks

2. The comtdnatinn of a pair of parallel kilns, tracks

extending longitudinally therethrough, a cable extending

into one end of one of said kilns, then acfoss to the other,

and back within .said other kiln to the corresponding end
thereof, suitable guiding means for said cable, a winch
adapted for hauling said cable In both directions, and
cars in said kilns adapted to be attached to said cable.

3. The combination of a pair of parallel kilns, a divid-

ing wall between them, tracks extending longitudinally

through said kilns, a cable extending into one end of one
kiln, through said wall and back alone th- other kiln to

the same end. a sheav" for iruiding saM cable through
said wall, attaching mt'ans at each end of said cable, a

winch located at the end of said kilns and adapted to

haul each end of said cable, cars on »aid tracks, and
means at the both ends of said cars adapted to engage said

cable attaching means and permit the cars to be moved
In each kiln and to be attached or detached from the cable

without requiring an operator to enter tfte kiln.

8 9 0.7 4 6. AUTOMATIC FREIGHT^ MECHANISM.
George W. Yolnkuax. Denver. Colo. Filed May
1907. Serial No. 375,849.

AS.*

1. In mechanism i>f tLif class described, the combina-

tion with a suitable frame work, of upper and lower
wheels journaled therein, endless cables engaging the

said wheels whuse peripheries are grooved to receive

them, carriages mounted on the said cables, and means for

clampinir «ai(l -arria-'es to said eaMe«i. ^aid ''lamping

means comprising a pair ot clamping members for each
cable, a rod passing through the said clamping member,
means fnr tightening the rod at the end of one clamping
member, and a spacing sleeve through which the rod

passes, the said sleeve engaging at its opposite ends the

other clamping member of each pair, and said carriages

having end bearings adapted to enter transverse recesses

formed In the peripheries of the wheels, the frame work
t>elng provided with channel bars forming guides for the

carriages on the down side of the apparatus and into

which the bearings of the carriages protrude,

2. The combination with upper and lower pairs of

wheels, of two endless cables s\iitably separated and en-

gaging the said wheels, carriages carried by the cables,

and means for clamping the carriages to the cables, said

clamping means comprising a pair of clamping memb-Ts
for each cable, a rod passing through the said clamping

members, means for tightening the rod at the end of one
clamplni: member, and a spacing sleeve through which the

rod passes, the said sleeve engaging at its opposite ends

the other clamping member of each pair, substantially as

described.

3. In apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with apper and lower pairs of wheels, of two endless

cables adapted to engage the wheels, and means for trans-

versely connecting the cables, comprising a pair of damp-
ing members for each cable, a rod passing through both

pairs of clamping members, means for tightening the rod

at the extremities of the outer clamping members, and a

spacing sleeve through which the rod passes, the ex-

tremities of the said sleeve engaging the Inner clamping
member of the two pairs, stibstantlally as described

4. In apparatus of the riass described, the combination

with upper and lower pairs of wheels, of two endless

cables adapted to engage the wheels, and means for trans-

versely connecting the cables, comprising a pair of clamp-

ing members for each cable, a rod passing through both

pairs of clamping members, means for tightening the rod

at the extremities of the outer clamping members, a spac-

ing sleeve throngh which the rod passes, the extremities

of the said sleeve engaging the inner clamping member of

the two pairs, and carriages mounted on the said cable con-

necting devices Intermediate their extremities, substan-

tially as described.

,"> In a carrier mechanism of the class described, the

combination with a governor, of upper and lower wheels

whose peripheries are provided with recesses suitably

spaced, endless cables suitably spaced and adapted to en-

gage the said wheels whose peripheries are also grooved

to receive the cables, carriages mounted on the cables and
provided with anti frictlonal bearings, adapted to enter

the recesses of said wheels, and means for clamping the

carriages to the cables, said clamplnt: means comprising

a pair of clamping members for ea<-h cable, a rod passing

through the said clamping members, means for tighten-

ing the rod at the end of one clamping member, and a

spacing sleeve through which the rod passes, the said

sleeve engaging at its opposite end the other clamping
member of each pair, substantially as described,

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette,]

890,747. FOUNTAIN-PEN. Albert F 7.\u\\. Washing-
ton. D. C. Filed Oct. 4, 1905. Serial No. 281,277.

1. .\ fountain pen, any portion of which is made of a

non-vltreous, transparent or translucent material and
having a non compressible barrel.

2. .\ fountain pen having a non compressible fountain

or barrel, any portion of which barrel Is made of a trans-

parent or translucent non vitreous material

.3. \ fountain pen having a non-compressible fountain

or barrel made of a transparent or translucent non-

vitreotis material
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4. A fountain pen comprising a non-compressible foun-

tain or barrel made of a transparent or translucent, non-

vitreous material, a pen carrying plug and a valve for al-

lowing the escape of the air while filling.

f>. \ fountain pen having a non compressible fountain

or barrel made of a transparent or translucent cellulose

material.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1

1,748. GOVERNOR .vllan C. Allan, Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct. 14. 1907. Serial No. 307.317.

1 In a governor, the combination of a revoluble mem-

ber adapted to be rotated by the engine or other machine

to be governed or controlled, a companion rotary member

In contact with the surface of and rotated by said revolu-

ble member, a mounting for said companion rotary mem-

ber permitting Its axis to be shifted to one side or the

other of the axis of said revoluble member and permitting

said companion member to travel lengthwise said revolu-

ble member, and means connected to the controlling mech-

anism of the engine or other device and governed by the

movement of said companion rotary member, substantially

as described.

'.'. In a governor, the combination of a revoluble mem-

t>er adapted to be rotated t>y the engine or other machine

to be governed or controlled, a companion rotary member

In contact with the surface of and rotated by said revolu-

ble member, a mounting for said companion rotary mem-

ber permitting its axis to be shifted to one side or the

other of the axis of said revoluble member and permitting

said companion member to travel lengthwise said revolu-

ble member, means acting on said companion rotary mem-

ber to shift Its axis to one side of the axis of said revolu-

ble member, and means connected to the controlling

mechanism of the engine or other device and governed

by the movement of said companion rotary member, sub-

stantially as described.

3. In a governor, the combination of a revoluble mem-

ber adapted to be rotated by the engine or other machine

to be governed or controlled, a companion rotary member

In contact with the s\irface of and rotated by said revolu-

ble member, a mounting for said companion rotary mem-

ber permitting its axis to be shifted to one side or the

other of the axis of said revoluble member and permit-

ting said companion member to travel lengthwise said

revoluble member, stops to limit the shifting of said com-

panion rotary meml)er on opposite sides of the ails of

said revoluble member, means tending to shift the axis of

said companion rotary member to one side of the axis of

said revoluble member, and means connected to the con-

trolling mechanism of the engine or other device and

governed by the movement of said companion rotary

member, substantially as described.

4. In a governor, the combination of a revoluble mem-

ber adapted to be rotated by the engine or other machine

to be governed or controlled, a companion rotary member

In contnet with the surface of and rotated by said revolu-

ble member, one of said members being a cone, a mount-

ing for said companion rotary member permitting Its

axis to be shifted to one side or the other of the axis of

said revoluble meml>er and permitting said companion

member to travel lengthwise said revoluble member, and

means connected to the controlling mechanism of the

engine or other device and governed by the movement of

said companion rotary member, substantially as described.

5. In a governor, the combination of a revoluble mem-

ber adapted to be rotated by the engine or other machine

to be governed or controlled, a companion rotary member

In contact with the surface of and rotated by said revolu-

ble member, one of said members being a cone, a mounting

for said companion rotary member permitting Its axis to

be shifted to one side or the other of the axis of said

revoluble member and permitting Its companion member

to travel lengthwise said revoluble member, means acting

on said companion rotary member to shift Its axis to one

side of the axis of said revoluble member, and mea-ns con-

nected to the controlling mechanism of the engine or otler

device and governed by the movement of said companion

rotary member, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.749. FILLING EXHAUSTION-INDirATING MECH-
ANISM FOR LOOMS. Fbanklin Allkn, Waltham,

Mass.. assignor to Draper Company. Hopodale. Mass.. a

Corporation of Maine. Filed Oct. 19, 1907. Serial No.

398.2.36.

1. In filling-exhaustion indicating mechanism for looms,

two adjacent and relatively movable members one of

which Is adapted to penetrate, and the other to Impinge

against, the filling mass In the shuttle until substantial ex-

haustion of the filling causes the penerating meml>er to en-

gage the carrier for the filling and he moved relatively to

the impinging member, a device to connect said members

to move in unison until substantial filling exhaustion, and

means operated by or through relative movement of said

members to control the operation of the loom.

2. In filling-exhaustion indicating mechanism for looms,

a member to Impinge Intermlttingly upon the filling mass

in the shuttle, an adjacent member to penetrate the filling

mass and move In unison with the impinging member until

substantial exhaustion of the filling, a latch to connect

said members for unison movement, means to engage and^

effect an Initial relative movement of the penetrating mem-

ber when substantial filling exhaustion occurs, to release

the latch, means acting through the latter when released

to amplify such relative movement of the impinging and

penetrating members, and filling-replenishing mechanism

operated by or through such amplified movement.

3. A controlling mechanism for looms, having two rela-

tively movable members one being adapted to Intermlt-

tingly Impinge against the other to penetrate the filling mass

In the shuttle, to effect unison movement of the members

until substantial filling exhaustion, means other than the

filling to thereupon effect a differential movement of said

members, and means operated by such differential move-

ment to cause the actuation of the controlling mechanism.

4. In a loom, a shuttle with a carrier having a mass of

fining wound thereon, filling-replenishing mechanism, and

means to control the time of its operation, including two

adjacent and yieldingly mounted, relatively movable mem-

bers one of which is adapted to penetrate and the other

to Impinge against the filling mass, a device to connect

said members to move in unison until substantial filling

exhaustion permits the penetrating member to engage

the carrier, such engagement disconnecting the members.

and means to thereupon effect an amplified dilTerential

movement of said members to cause the operation of the

controlling means.
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5 In a loom, a ^hurti- with a carri»T havitg a mass of

fllling wound th.^r-ou. filling r.-plenishlnR met-hanism, and

m*&n<t to control th.> tin..- of its ,.p»^ration. including two

adjacent and vieldingl.v-mount^d. relatively movabU- mem-

bers one of which is adapted to penetrate and the other to

impinge against the tilling mass, a spring-latch normally

connecting said members to move in wnisoe until upon

substantial fllling exhaustion the penetrating member en

gages the carrier, thereby releasing the latoU. and a -atn

codperatlng with the released latch to effect an amplified

differential movement of said members, to caase the opera

tion of the controlling means

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in xh" (iiizette.jl

890.751. TOBACCO-PIPE. FRANK F. AC8Ti!». Chicago,

III. Filed Feb. 5. 1907. Serial No. 355.901.

890750 HIDE-WORKING M.vrniNK .I-hn W. .VlsoX,

Lynn, Masj.. Filed Mar. l'. VM>: Serial No .3«-M74.

t :' of an enc
1 The combination with a hide support :' of an endless

carrier provided with a plurality of blades adapted to act

upon the hide on said support ;
means for moving said hide

support into and from its operative position :
and a de-

vice adapted to clamp a hide upon said support and hold

It in fixed position durini; the op-ration thereon of said

knives. ^ _,

2 The combination with a hide support; of an endless

curler provided with a plurality of blades adapted to act

VPOB the hide on said supi^rt . means for moving said hide

support into and from its operative position .
a clamping

device for retaining the hides in fixed position upon said

support during the action .f the bladeii thereon; and

means for automatically operating' said damping device

dur.Ui,' the movement of said hide support into its opera-

tiv.^ position.

.i The combination with a hide support pivoted lo a

fixed part of the frame; of an endless .jirrier provided

with a pluralltv of blades adapted to act upon the hide on

said support: and toggle me.hanism ind^ip^-ndent of the

pivots for said support and intermediate thireof for swing-

ing said .support about its pivot into a position to cooper-

ate- with said bladed apron carrier.

\ The combination with a hide sui.port pivoted to a

U.xed part of the frame; of an endless carrier provided

with a plurality of blades .uiapt.'d to act upon the hide on

said support: toggle mechanism independent of the pivots

for aald support and Intermediate thereof for moving said

support about Its pivot into a position to co.lperate with

said bladed carrier; and treadle mechanisui for operating

said toggle mechanism.

5 The combination with a hble ^uppfllrt pivoted to a

fixed part of the frame; of an . nd;.-^s carrier provided

with a plurality of blades adapted to a^t upon the hide

on said support ; mechanism for moving said support about

its pivot into a position to cwiperate \«ith .said bladed

carrier ; and a vieidin< bolster rigidly secured at one end

to th.' upper end of said pivoted hide support and extend-

ing over its working face with its !.,w.r fnd .llsconnected

then from.

[Claims fi to U not printed m the (iazette.]

1 ma tobacco pipe, the combination of a bowl, with

a stem, and a plug In the stem having an exterior groove

forming a smoke passage way and provided with a central

air duct, said plug provided with a part exterior to the

«tem. whereby the plug may be removed from the stem -

without disturbing the other parts of the pipe.

• In a tobacco pipe, the 'combination of a bowl, with a

stem having a bore terminating In a poeket, a plug in the

outer end of the bore, and a channel from the interior of

the bowl to the bore of the stem above the pocket, said

plug being formed with a circuitous smoke passage way

and an air duct, said air duct and passage way terminating

above the pocket.

3 In a tobacco pipe, the combination of a bowl, with a

tem having a bore, a channel leading from the interior of

the bowl to the bore in th.' stem, a removable plug in the

bore having a stnok.^ pas.aK- way formed therein, and a

bit off-set from the .t.iu >., as to permit the removal of the

plug therefrom with it- perforation coramuniratlng with

the smoke passage-way in the plug,

4 In a tobacco pipe, the combination of a bowl, with a

stem a plug in the stem, said plug formed with two

passage-wavs. a smoke passage-way and an air duct, said

air duct arranged so that when the pipe is drawn air will

be conducted Inwardly toward the bowl.

r> In a tobacco pipe, the combination of a bowl, with a

^tem ;in.l means within the stem for forming a helical

.<mok.- passMgr way „nd i.n air duct centrally of the smoke

passage way
[Claims H to '.» not printed In ttie <;a7.>'tte.]

800.752. TIRE SETTER Daniel Ballenokb. Carthage

Mo assignor of fifty-one one-hundredths to Benjamin

Halienger, Lamar. Mo., and forty nine one hundredths

to James N. Burns. Walter S. Morrow, and William I'.

Bums. Golden City. Mo. Filed May 2. 1907. Serial No.

371 461. Renewed May 11. 1908. Serial No. 432.278.

1 A device as described, comprising longitudinal parallel

side members provided with guide-ways, said parallel mem-

bers each having a fixed leg at one end and each sup-

ported at its op,,osite ..nd by means of a sectional leg.

1 one member of wh..-h i< fixed to «nd depends from its re-
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spectlve side member, and the other leg member being of

Inverted L-shape. with its upper horizontal arm pivoted

to said pendent fixed leg section, to permit said pendent

leg-sections to be swung Into parallelism with the hori-

zontal arms of said L-shaped leg-sections, thereby causing

said side members to assume a parallel position relative to

the vertical arms of said L-shaped leg-sections, when said

frame Is swung into a vertical position for immersing the

wheel, and means carried by said guide-ways for support-

ing the wheel In position upon said side members.

•J. A wheel tire setting device comprising parallel side

members provided with guide ways, a sildable wheel sup-

port arranged to move in said guide-ways, means for

actuating said sildable wheel support, said side members

each having at one end a fixed leg to rest upon the floor

or ground and each supported at Its opposite end by means

of a sectional leg. one leg section or member being fixed

to. and depending from Us respective side member, and the

other leg section or member being of inverted L-shape, with

its upper horizontal arm or portion standing at a right-

angle, and pivoted to the said pendent leg-section, and an Im-

mersing receptacle or trough provided with guide-ways

spaced therefrom, to receive the vertical arms of said L-

shaped leg-sections.

890,75.3. SHOULDER-PAD. David W. Bartkax, Carson,

La. Filed Feb. 26. 1908. Serial No. 417.871.

1, As a new article of manufacture, a pair of shoulder

pads adapted to be worn underneath the outer shirt or

shirt-waist of a person and each consisting of a tubu-

lar-shaped sleeve portion and shoulder portion which

carry several layers of padding, and members adapted to

pass across the back and chest of the person wearing the

pads for connecting said pads together: substantially as

described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a shoulder pad

adapted to be worn underneath an outer shirt or shirt-

waist and consisting of several layers of padding of grad-

ually Increasing dimensions lapped one upon the other

and cut to follow the lines of a person's shoulder, a

tabular-shaped sleeve portion and shoulder portion con-

nected together and joined to said layers of padding,

and elastic members connecting said pads together and

adapted to pass across the back and chest of the person

wearing the pads; substantially as described.

890,754. REGULATING DEVICE FOR GRAPHOPHONE
SOUND-BOXES. Stani.si.als Bkbkns, La Grange.

Ill , assignor of one-fourth to William J. Soper and

one-fourth to Peter J. Hiselman. Chicago, 111. Filed

.Ian. 8, 11K)8. Serial No. 4(i!t.st'>s.

1. The combination with a graphoiihone sound-box, of

a bracket mounted across one of its faces, a stylus-arm

pivotally mounted on the box and in engagement with

the diaphragtn, a spiral-spring connected at one of its

ends to the inner portion of the stylus-arm and movably

connected at Its other end to the bracket, and means to

regulate the tension of the spring.

2. The combination with a graphophone sound-box, of

a bracket mounted across one of Its faces, a stylos-arm

pivotally mounted on the box and In engagement with

the diaphragm, a screw-rod extended through the bracket

at about its middle, a spiral-spring connected at one of

its ends to the inner portion of the stylus arm and at its

other end to one end of the screw-rod, and an adjusting

nut on the other end of said rod.

3. The combination with a graphophone sound-box

having a sound-recelvlng-tube on one of Its faces and

provided on its other face with a diametrically disposed

bracket, of a stylus-arm pivotally mounted on the box

and in engagement with the diaphragm, a spiral-spring

connected at one of its ends to the Inner portion of the

stylus-arm and movably connected at its other end to

the bracket, a splral-sprinp located in the tube and in

engagement witii the diaphragm, and means to regulate

the tension of said springs.

4. The combination with a graphophone sound-box

having a sound - receiving tube on one of its faces and

provided on its other face with a diametrically disposed

bracket, of a stylus-arm pivotally mounted on the box and

in engagement with the diaphragm, a spiral spring con-

nected at one of its ends to the inner portion of the stylus-

arm and movably connected at its other end to the

bracket, means to regulate the tension of said spring, a

splral-sprlng located in the tube and in engagement at

one of its ends with the diaphragm, and another tube

adjustably secured in the sound-receiving tube to regu-

late the tension of the spring in said tube.

5. The combination with a grni»hophone sound box hav-

ing a sound-receiving tube on one of its faces and pro-

vided on its other face with a diametrically disposed

bracket, of a broken ring detachably secured on said tube

and having a projection near Its periphery, a stylus-arm

pivotally mounted on the box and In engagement with the

diaphragm, a splral-sprlng connected at one of its ends

to the Inner portion of the stylus-arm, and means at the

other end of said spring to adjust its tension.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,755. OIL -CAN ATTACHMENT. Henry W. Bow-

man and James W. Mills, BarbourvlUe, Ky. Filed

June 27. 1907. Serial No. 381,115.

r<~

The combination of an oil (an. having a funnel mounted

on the spout thereof, said funnel having a curved portion

3, a handle mounted on said can. a dog also mounted on

said can, and passing upward through a slot in said han-

dle, and adapted to engage said funnel, substantially as

described.
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890,756. OIL- TANK K-rkk: K BarNrvJE, Farmers-

llle. Cal. Filed July 30, 10<'»; Serial No. 328.370.

tX

1 The herein described means tn separet.-' the sand.
1

sediment and water from crude oil. comprislBK a tank hav- I

Ing on the bottom thereof a sand recept»r!f, th-^ said

sand receptacle being in <.p»'n communication with thf

oil tanlt ; a water chamber below the oil tank and ron-

nected with the sand chamber, the said water chamber

being provided with a ball valve having less specific grav-
,

Ity than water and a greater specific gravity than oil

2. In an apparatus of the character herein described.

a water chamber communicating with the oi! chamber

and being provided with a duplex ball valfe. one ball of

which has a less sp^-ciflc gravity than water and more

than oil. the other ball valve having th.- sam^' specific

gravity as oil.

.',. In an apparatus of the kind descril-eti. an .^1 tank,

rt ^and chambt-r in open communication with the tank,

a water chamber rommunicatlng with the sand chamber.

and a valve in said water chamber operath-e by the flow

of water Into the chamber to empty it.
|

4. In an apparatus of the kind described, an oil cham-

ber, a sand receptacle opening into the t)il chamber, a

water-chamber communicating with the *ind receptacle

by means of a pipe, said pipe extending into the sand re-

ceptacle and b'-ing downwardly bent therein, and a gravity

valve In the wnfr chamber substantially for thn purpose

set forth.

said discharge opening adapted to seat therein to pre-

vent an outward flow of fluid therethrough, said float

valve consisting of plural members buoyant in w.if.r but

precipltnlile in oil.

:; Th.' combination with a reservoir, of a drain pluir

communicating therewith, a valve cage on said plug pro-

jecting Into the reservoir, a spherical float valve tn said

cage adapted to seat and close the drain opening and a

drain cock In said plug.

4. The combination with a reservoir, of a drain plug

communicating therewith having a drain opening there-

through, a valve cagf mounted on th.' plug projecting Into

the reservoir, a plurality of spherical valves within said

cage in superimposfd relation, the lowermost valve being

adapted to clos.> th.' drain opening, said valve being buoy-

ant in wat.'r ami [.recipltabU- in oil. and a drain cock

in said plug

5. The combination with a reservoir adapted to con-

tain liquids of different specific gravity and having a

drain passage leading therefrom, of a float valvp adapted

to close said opening when Immersed In the lighter liq-

uid, said float valve being heavier upon one side than oo

the other.

890.758. M.\tniNK FOU I.RYING. SCOURING. AND
CLEANING GRAIN IIeshy I'. Ceockett. Battle Creek,

Mich . assignor to Alan.non M. Keeney. Augusta. Mich,

Filed Oct. 21, 1907. Serial No. 398.447.

890.7r.T AT TOMATIC OIL-CHECK FOR LT'BRirATOR

DRAIN P.\SSA<;ES William E. B»y.\nt. Detroit.

Mich., assignor to Miehigan Lubricator Co.. Detroit.

Mich., a Corporation of Mirhii.'nn Filefl .I-ily 1, !f)07.

Serial No. 381.«37.

1. The combination with a reservoir adapted to contain

liquids Of (llfTerent sp-'clfic gravity and having a drain

passage leading therefrom, of a float vaire consisting of

plural float members adapted to close saiid drain passage

when surrounded by the lighter liquid.

_ The combination with a r.'S.rvoir adapted to con-

tain water and oil in superimposed r.'lation and having

a discharge opening leading therefrom, of a float valve in

1. In a drier for drying, scouring and cleaning grains

the combination of superposed and alternately inclined

conical and perforated floors, a shaft in the axis of the

same, sweeps attached to the shaft. paddU^s attached to

the sweeps and inclined to radial lines, ehaiiis attached

to the paddles and engaging and tniversin/ the floors,

means for admitting and removing air. and in- aus for ad-

mitting grain and r.-moving the same.

1. In a dri.r for drying, scouring and cleaning grains

superposed and alternately inclined and perforated floors

each having openings at the lower part thereof to allow

the grain to pass to the floor below, means for stirring

and moving the grain downward on each floor, an Imper-

forate floor beneath the lower perforated floor, means for

admitting and removing air, means for removing dust

from the imperforate floor, means for removing grain, and

means for admitting grain.

."!. In a drier for drying, scouring and d.-aning grains

the combination of superposed alternately inclined p.-r-

forated and conical floors, each having openings at the

lower part for the escape of grain therefrom, an imper-

forate conical floor below the perforated floors, means for

admitting air, a rotative shaft in the axis of the floors,

sweeps attached to the shaft and traversing above each

floor, chains attached to said sweeps and traversing the

respective floors, means for admitting grain, means for

removing grain, and means for r-moving dust from the

lower part of th.- imperforate floor.
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4. In a drier for drying, scouring and cleaains grains,

the combination of a cylindrical case, radial sills of T Iron,

a band supporting the sills at their outer ends, collars

to which the inner ends of the sills are attached, seg-

mental plates attached to the sills and forming conical

floors, a shaft rotative In the collars, sweeps attached

to the shaft, means for stirring and moving grain at-

tached to the sweeps and traversing the plates, means for

admitting grain, means for admitting air, means for re-

moving grain, means for removing air, and means for ro-

tating the shaft.

5. In a drier for drying, scouring and cleaning grains

the combination of a cylindrical case, an iron band at the

periphery of the sections, radial sills of T Iron each hav-

ing Its horizontal member aiiutting against the horizontal

band and its vertbal menib.T exi.uded and b.'nt at right

angles and also secured to the band, and a collar in the

axis of the case, to which the inner ends of the sills are

secured.

[Clalma 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette,]

890.759. STENCIL-DUPLICATING Ari'AUATUS. Al-

bert B Dick, I^ke F'orest, 111 , assignor to A. B. Dick

Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Mar 'jr.. 100.'). Serial No. 251,984.

In a steni'il duplicating apparatus, the combination of

a drum, a member extending between the ends of the drum
and moving therewith, a flexible, non resilient stencllstub

having a fold therein Intermediate Its lateral edges, said

stub extending around said member, a' stencll-sheet, and
m.'ans for seruring the edges of the sheet to both the

lateral edges of said stub, substantially as set forth.

890,760. CLUTCH MECHANISM FOR RAILWAY-CAR
.VND LOCOMOTIVE WHEELS. JaME.s D. DONOVAN.
Kansas City, Mo, assignor of nn.'-thlrd to William F.

Davis and one third to Milton I* Davis. Kansas City,

Mo. Filed Sept. 6, U»07. Serial No. 391.592.

loosely mounted on the wheel, a friction clutch for coup-

ling said gear and wheel and means for operating said

clutch by fluid pressure, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a railway car or locomotive

wheel and axle whereon the wheel Is fixed, of a gear loosely

mounted on the axle adjacent the wheel. coSperatlng fric-

tion clutch members connected respectively to the gear

and to the wheel and means for operating said clutch

members by fluid pressure, substantially as described

4. The combination of a railway car or locomotive wheel

and axle whereon the wheel is fixed, said wh.-el having one

or more cylinders formed therein, pistons in said cyl-

inders, means for Introducing fluid under pressure into

said cylinders and a friction clutch operated thereby.

5. The combination of a railway car or locomotive

wheel and axle whereon the wheel is fixed, said wtieel hav-

ing one or more cylinders formed therein, pistons In said

cylinders, said wheel and axle having passages leading to

said cylinders, a tube Inserted in the end of said axle and
communicating with said passages for Introducing fluid

under pressure to said cylinders, a stuffing box about

said tube, and a clutch on said axle operated by said pis-

tons, substantially as described.

[Claims (S to U» not printed !n the Gazette.]

1. The combination with a car or locomotive wheel and
the axle whereon said wheel is fixed, of a gear loosely

held on said axle adjacent said wheel, cooperating clutch

members, one fixed to said gear and the other movably
mounted on said wheel and means for operating said mov-
able clutch member.

2. The combination with a railway car or locomotive
wheel and an ail." whereon th.' wheel Is fixed, a g.ar

890,761. LOOM FOR WEAVING TUBULAR FABRICS.
Clahe n. Drahek. Hoi)edale. Mass., assignor to Draper

Company, Hopedale. Mass. a Corporation of Maine
Filed June 3, 1907. Serial No. 376,953.

1. In a loonj for weaving tubular fabrics means to effect

the formation of a tubular shed, an upnglii rotatable

member concentric with the warp, a circular r.-ed, a ball

and socket connection between it and said upright mem-
ber, separate means on and fixedly connected with the

latter to cooperate with the reed near its periphery and
impart a gyratory movement to the reed, and a positively

operating device to restrain the reed from rotative move-
ment.

2. In a loom for weaving tubular fabrics, means to effect

the formation of a tubular shed, a vertical shaft and a

surrounding sleeve concentric with the warp, means to

rotate the shaft and sleeve in oppo«it.' directions, a circu

lar reed, a ball and socket supporting connection between
It and the sleeve permitting gyratory movement of the

reed, an actuator rotating with the sleeve and co.iperatlng

with the reed to gyrate the latter, and a positive connec-

tion between the rotating shaft and ilie reed to prevent ro-

tative movement of the latter.

3. In a loom for weaving tubular fabrics, m-'an.s to effect

the formation of a tubular shed, a vertical shaft and a

surrounding sleeve concentric with the warp, means to

rotate the shaft and sleeve in opposite directions, a circu-

lar reed, a supporting connection between it and the

sleeve, permitting gyratory movement of the reed, an actu
ator rotating with the sleeve and co''>per:iiing with the
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reed to gyrate the latter, a pinion on th|e rorating shaft,
|

and an internal gear carrifd b\ the reed and meshing with

the pinion, the engagement of the gear an(J i)ini<)n restrain-

ing the reed from rotative movement.
4. In a loom for weaving tvihvilar faliricii. means to effect

the formation of a tubular <h.><l. a VHrtlral shaft and a

surrounding sleeve concentric with the warp, means to I

rotate the shaft and sleeve In opposite directions, a cir-

cular reed, a ball and socket connection between it and the

sleeve, permitting gyratory mov>'ment of the reed while

the sleeve rotates, separate means positively connected

with the sleeve to gyrate the reed and (Jrive the shuttle

through the shed, a shuttle, and mean-i acting through
the shaft upon the reed to prevent rotative naovement of

the latter.

• 5. In a loom t'ur weaving tubular fabricti. means to form
a tubular shed, a circular ree«l. a rotating -support on

which the reed is mounted to gjrate. an actuator fixedly

connected with said support and having a traveling en-

gagement with the reed near its periphery to impart gyra-

tory movement therern. .inil means. Including a member
rotating oppositely to sun! -iupport, to coilperate with and
restrain the reed from rotative movement

[Claims 6 to 9 not [triuted in the Gazette.]

800.762. TRKATINIt OIL. .Jessk a Dikbs.

Pa. Filed Nov. 9, I'.to.'. Serial No. L'sfi,472.

I'ittsburg,

A.-i an improvement in the art of separating oil and
water the method herein described which consists in heat-

ing the mixed oil and water at a temperature above that at

which the vaporization would be at the rate of about one-

twentieth of a cubic fr>ot p>T sijuare foot of surface area
per hour at atmospheri.' [tr>'ssure, preventing any sub-

stantial vaporization and allowing the ail anii water to

cool below vaporizing teruperatur'', wh>npby the oil and
water are allowed to stratify in accordance with their rela

tive specific gravities.

890.763. ARC-LAMP. Richaed Flkm[?<g, Lynn, Mass.,

assignor to General Electric Company. $ Corporation of

New York. Filed May 18, 1904. Seriai No. 208.495.

1. In an arc lamp, a movable electrode

for moving it, a casing surrounding »ai0

and mechanism
mechanism, a

second caaiiig surrounding the first bat separated there-

from by a space through which the arc products can pass,

and a member connecting said casings, said member being
formed with a passage through it by means of which ttie

vrntllatlon of the mechanism is secured.

2 In an arc lamp, a movable electrode and mechanism
for moving It. a casing Inclosing said mechanism, a second
casins: «iirroiindlng the first but separated therefrom to

firm 1 -I .!.• through which the arc products can pass
from th iiiip. t)oth of said casings having apertures

formed in them, and a pipe or conduit connecting said

apertures.

3. In an arc lamp, the combination with a horizontal

partition, of a doable-walled Tertical annular casing

through which the vapors are drawn by natural draft and
in which they condense before their escape from the lamp,
suitat)le openings being provided for the ventilation of the

mfirior of tli>' lamp and the cooling of the itiniT wall of

the annular casing.

4. In combination in an arc lamp with a horizontal

I'artition above the arc, a double-walled annular casing
through which the vapors generated are forced to pass
before escaping from the lamp, perforations in tlie lower

and upper parts of said casing for said vapors, and tubular
lateral passages through the wall of the casing to admit
fresh air.

890.764. DREDGING APPARATUS. Ravdolph E. S:

Geare. New York, N. Y. Filed July 18, 1907. Serial

No. 384,341.

XX

1. An apparatus of the character described

a casing having its top and side walls Inclosed to proda«e
a chamber within it, and adapted to be lowered from a

float and to be completely submerged beneath the surface

of the water, a motor within the casing, means for supply-

ing energy to operate the motor, a pump driven from the

motor and also adapted to be submerged below the sur-

face of the water, and a discharge condalt extended from
the pump to a point above the surface of the water.

2. An apparatus of the character described comprising

a casing having its top and side walls inclosed to produce

a chamber within it, and adapted to be lowered from a

float and to be completely submerged beneath ttie surface

of the water, a motor within the casing, means for sup-

plying energy to operate the motor, a pump also inclo.sed

in the casing and driven from the motor, and a discharge

conduit extended from the pump to a point above the sur

face of the water.

3. An apparatus of the character described comprising

a rotary pump, an electric motor having an armature
shaft whereon the pump is mounted, an inclosure for

the motor, means for su[)plylng electrical energy to the

motor and a discharge conduit extended from the pump
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and adapted to be extended above the surface of the

water.

4. An apparatus of tho character described comprising

a rotary pump, an electric motor operatlvely connected

therewith, an inclosure for the motor, means for supplying

electric energy to the motor and means for maintaining

Increased pressure within said motor inclosure.

5. An apparatus of the character described comprising

a rotary pump, an electric motor operatlvely connected

therewith, an inclosure for the motor, means for supply-

ing electric energy to the motor and means for supplying

compressed air within the motor inclosure.

[Claims 6 to 11 not iirinted in the Gazette.]

890,765. API'.VR.VTIS I'OK SINKING CONCRETE
PILES. Frank B. Gh.bkfth, New York, N, Y., assignor

to Corrugated Concrete Pile Company of America, New
York, N. Y.. a Corporation of Maine. Filed May 5, 1905.

Serial No. 259,044.

1. A pile sinking device comprisins: a hollow fiuted

casing.

2. A pile sinking device comprising a hollow casing

having a non-circular cross section and a removable shoe

therefor.

3. A pile sinking device comprising a hollow casing and a

concrete fe.'ding pipe within said casing and having Its

discharge at ,1 predeteriiiin<ii distance from the end of the

casing.

4. A pile sinkini: dt'vlce comprising a hollow casing and
a concrete feeding' pip'- within said casing and having its

discharge at a tixfd distance from the end of the casing.

5. A pile sinking device comprising a hollow casing,

concrete feeding means within said casing and means per-

mitting the maintenance of a body of concrete at the

mouth of said casing dnrinir thi- witiidrawni thereof from
the earth.

[Claim > not printed In thi' tiazette.]

880,706. .MAIL BOX ihester K. Hanv, Columbus,

Ohio. Filed .Ian. 2. litOT S.-rial No. 350,525.

1. In a mail box, the combination with the main recep-

tacle, of a tray pivoted at one side of the Interior of the

box, a wall in the interior of the box. past and in prox-

imity to one face of whicli ttie open side of said tray op-

•rattS to pecmlt insertion of mall matter and to preclude

eotW of ttW hand to the box below said tray, a movable

cover within the main receptacle at the opposite side of

said wall, and means whereby said covr may be locked

closed

2. In a mail box. tlie combination with the main recep-

tacle and exterior lid pivoted thereto, of a tray pivoted

at one side of the interior of the box and connected to

said lid, a wall in the Interior of the box, past and In prox-

imity to one face of which the open side of said tray oper-

ates to permit insertion of mail matter and to preclude ac-

cess of the hand to the i>ox below said tray, a movable

cover within the main receptacle at the opposite side of

said wall, and means whereby said cover may l>p locked

closed.

3. In a mail box, the combination with the box. of a

cover, a mall receiving tray distinct from the cover but

connected thereto so as to swing therewith, and a posting

tray pivoted to the box independently of the cover and

the receiving tray and adapted to be engaged by the latter.

4. In a mail box. the combination with the main recep-

tacle, of a tray pivoted at one side of the interior of the

box. a movable wall in the interior of the box, past and

in proximity to one face of which the open side of said

tray operates to permit insertion of mail matter and to

preclude access of the hand to the box below said tray,

a cover within the main receptacle at the opposite side

of said wall, and means whereliy said wall may he locked

from movement
5. In a mail box, the combination with the box. of a

cover, a posting tray pivoted in the box and having a stop,

a mail receiving tray connected with the cover so as to

be swung thereby and adapted to engage the stop.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Ciazette ]

8 9 0,767. W.VTER - POWER ENHilNE. Mn h.\el

Hacghet, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Nov. 1, 1907. Serial

No. 400,202.

1. .\n engine of the character described, comprising a
' drive shaft, a plurality of cylinders having pistons which

,
are eccentrically connected to the drive shaft, an oscii-

i
lating stand-pipe having its lower end terminating adja-

cent one end of the cylinders, a slide mounted in sta-

I

tlonary guideways and provided with a flange that re-

I
ceives the lower end of the stand-pipe, and two sets of

automatically operated levers connected to the opposite

ends of said slide for actuating it to move the stand

i pipe Into allnement with one cylinder and thereafter into
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allnpni..nt with the other cylinder: substantially as de-

scribed.
. . «

2 \n engine of th*> rharactpr describ.'d. oomprlsinK a

drive shaft provided with cranks, a plurality cf cylinders

having pistons which arp connected to said cranks, an

oscillating stand-pipe which contains a (luantlty of water,

a slide connected to the low-r ^nd of said stand-pipe,

bell crank levers connected hy links to the opposite ends

of said slide, a flywheel on the drive shaft, and mech^

anlsm actuated by said flywheel for actuatlm said bell

crank levers to move said slide and thus carrj- the lower

end of the stand pipe Into alinement with .me cylinder

and thereafter into alinement with th^ oth-r cylinder :
sub-

stantially as described.

; \n engine of the character described, comprising a

drive shaft provided with cranks and a fly wheel, a plu-

rality of open-ended cylinders having pist..n» which are

connected to said cranks, an oscillating' stand pip^ hav-

ing Its lower end terminating adjacent the upp-r ends of

Mid cvllnders. a redpro.-ating slide mount^^ in guides

and connected to the lowr end of the stand pipe bel

crank levem connected by links to the oppoeite ends of

Mid slide straight levers adapted to be actuated by pro-

lections on the fly-wheel, and means for tranemlttlng the

movements of said straight levers to said bell cr*ok

levers ;
substantially as described.

section provided with a squared recess or socket, the tenon

adapted to fit Into said recess, mnans for turning said rod.

and means for locking said rod In au adjusted position

4 In a leaf turner, the -combination of a plvotally-

mounted. vertical rod. a horizontal arm secured at Its In-

ner end to said rod. a fl.it spring secured near Its Inner end

to said arm and extending parallel therewith, whereby

a sheet or page can be inserted or s.-cured h.-tween said

arm and spring, and means for holding said rod in an

adjusted position and automatically rotating th- same.

5 In a leaf turner, the combination of a frame and a

back a bearing carried !.y said fram.-. a U-arlng carried

by said back, a rod Joumaled at its lower end In th.>

bearing of said frame and at Us upper end in the b*'aring

of said back, said ro<l comprising an upper and a lower-

section, the top of the lower section and the bottom of

the upper section terminating contiguous to the top of

said fram.\ means for securing said sections against In-

depend.-nt. rotarv movement, sheet-securing means at-

tached tn th.> r.xl atwive said frame, means positioned

within said tram- for holding said rod In an adjusted

position, and means adapted to automatically rotat.' said

rod for bodily moving said sheet-securing means.

[Claims »> to 1:5 not printed in the «Jazette.]

8 90 768 MrSir LEAF TURNER Geo»GE W Hbn-

oai'cKS. Little Rock, .Vrk Filed July IT. 190T. Serial

No. 384. is;?

890.769 BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
ETT. Minu-'spolis. Minn Filed Mar

360.592 Renewed Oct. 21. 190"

William S Hew
4 1907. Serial No.

Serial No. 398.509.

fy //J

2f- _

\ In a leaf turner, the combination with a rapport, of

a holder supporting rod provided with a iin|»>r. carried by

said support, said finger comprising parallel portions ter-

minating at their outer ends in a loop <ir eye. flexible

means connect.-d to said loop and to said support, for nor-

mallv exerting a pull upon said holder su,.;.i-Mng rod. and

a catch provided with a hook or stop -n.-M.-liii: said tinger

for holding .said holder supporting rod ;ii a; adjusted po-

sition, and means fur actuating said catci^ for releasing

said finger

o In a leaf-turner, the combination witll a support, of

a 'od provided with a finger and carrying a leaf holder.

pivotallv mounted upon said support, of a catch carried by

and being capable of rotary movement up.«i said support

and normallv engaging said ting.>r. said ratch provided

with a stop or vertical portion formed thereon, the stop

normallv engaged by the finger when sal(J rod Is in an

adjusted position, and means for Imparting rotary move-

ni-nt to said catch for releasing said flng-r

; In a leaf turner, the c-imblnation wItt a support, of

a socti. nal rod carried by said support, one of the sections

of said rod provided with a squared t-non and the other

1 .V bridge composed of a series of concrete beams

having flat upper surfaces and reinforcing rods extending

lengthwise and cross wise thereof In said surfaces, and

said beams having webs depending from their under sides

and extending lengthwise of the beams, said webs having

curved lower edges and decreasing In depth from the mid-

dle toward each end. and rods embedded In said webs and

bowed or curved downwardly to coincide with the curve

of said webs, said rods having their ends anchored In th-

ends of the t>eams. and cross rods passing through hol.-s

provided m said b«^ams and having threaded .'nds and lock

nuts therefor and adapted when tightened to draw the

abutting edges of said beams snugly together, substan

tlallv as described.
•' V bridge composed of a s.-rles of beams of reinforced

concrete construction, said beams being substantially T-

shaped In cross section and adapted to \y^ placed side bv

side to form the roadway of the bridge and having under

surfaces at their ends to r.-st upon the bridge abutments

or piers, the outer h^ams .m each side having curbs

formed Integrallv therewith, and cross ro.ls fitting with

in holes m said beams and whereby the said beams may

be drawn snugly toe-ther to form s smooth continuous

roadway, substantially as described

3 V bridge comprising a s.-rles of beams having flat

upper surfaces and c.,mpos.-d of concret- having reln-

'orcing rods embedded therein and adapted to resist the

,-ru<.hlng strain, said b-ams having w.-l.s extending Length

wise thereof on the under side, and rods embedded In said

webs and curved or bowed downwardly and having their

ends anchored In the ends of said beams and said web

rods having a truss effect to r^-slst the longitudinal stress

or tension, and said beams having: cross webs at in

t.rvals extending from side to *ide and merging Into

said longitudinal webs, and said cross webs having hol.-s

.extending from side to side of the b^ams. and rods fitting

, within said holes and having threaded ends and lock
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nuts therefor, and adapted to draw the beams snugly to-

gether and form a continuous roadway, substantially as

described.

4. A bridge composed of a series of concrete beams ar-

ranged lengthwise of the roadway and each consisting of

a flat upper portion having reinforcing rods extending

lengthwise and transversely therein, and a web depending

from the under side of each beam and extending length-

wise thereof along its middle line, and a truss rod em-

bedded In said web and curved or bowed downwardly and

having its ends bent around the transverse reinforcing

rods at the ends of the beam, and the rods embedded in

said upper portion resisting the compression strain, and

the truss rods emt>edded in said webs resisting the tension

strain or stress, and said beams having holes extending

therethrough from side to side, and cross rods passing

through said holes and binding the edges of said beams

snugly together, whereby a continuous roadway will be

formed for the bridge.

5. A bridge span composed of a series of comparatively

narrow beams of reinforced concrete construction extend-

ing lengthwise of the bridge, there being a series of the

beams with contracting edges from side to side of the

bridge and each beam having a web depending from its

under side and extending lengthwise thereof along the

middle line of the beam, reinforcing and truss rods em-

bedded in said beam and web. and means preventing

lateral movement of the beams and the separation of

their contracting edges, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.770. FIXED -POL.XRITY SEPAR.\BLE ATTACH-
MENT-PLUG. Harvey HtBBELL. Bridgeport. Conn.

Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Serial No. 391.455.

1. In an attachment plug, the combination with contact

plates arranged In pairs, said pairs being placed at an
angle to each other, and a covering block having recesses

to receive the contact plates and slots at an angle to

each other leading Into said recesses, of a cap compris-

ing a block having recesses and slots leading into said

recesses, base plates In the rect-sses and knife blade con-

tacts extending through the slots, and a two-part cover

for the i-.iock having an opening for wires and covering

the attachment of the wires to the base plates.

2. A cap for attachment plugs comprising a porcelain

block having recesses In Its inner face and slots leading

Into said recesses, base plates secured In said recesses and
having knife blade contacts ixtendlng through the slots,

binding screws in the base plates and a two-part cover

for the block having an opening for the wires and corer-

ing the attachment of the wires to the binding screws.

3. \ cap for attachment plugs comprising a porcelain

block having recesses in Its Inner face and slots leading

into said recesses and lying at an angle to each other, for

the purpose set forth, base plates secured In said recesses

and having knife blade contacts extending through the

slots, binding screws in the base plates and a two-part

cover for the block having an opening for the wires and
covering the attachment of the wires to the binding

screws.

4. A cap for attachment jihigs comprising a porcelain

block having recesses In Its Inner face and slots leading

into said recesses, base plates secured In said recesses and

having knife blade contacts extending through the slots,

binding Bcri'ws In the bast- plates and a cover for the

block consisting of two parts, one of said parts receiving

the block and having an Inwardly turned flange against

which the block rests, and a screw thread at its Inner

end. and the other part being correspondingly threaded

to engage the first mentioned part and having an opening
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for the wires, an insulating lining and an insulating ring

in said opening.

6. A cap for attachment plugs comprising a porcelain

block having knife blade contacts extending therefrom

and binding screws, and a two-part metallic cover for

said block, one of said parts engaging the other part ex-

ternally and having an opening through which the wires

pass, and an insulating ring in said opening.

890.771. FLEXIBLE RECEPTACLE. Takao Iwa.nami,

Washington, D. C. Filed May 21. 1906. Serial No.

317,999.

1. .\ liquid receptacl.' having a body portion and a con-

tracted neck portion formed of flexible water proof mate-

rial capable of being folded with its bottom and sides In

parallel planes, and a closure attached hingedly to the

neck portion to hold the latter distended when in its

operative position and capable of being folded to occupy

a position in a plane parallel with the folded sides and

bottom.

2. A Ihjuld receptacle having n body portion and a con-

tracted neck portion formed of flexible water proof mate-

rial capable of being folded with its side and bottom por-

tions in parallel planes, the upper edge of the neck por-

tion being Inwardly turned to form a downwardly or in-

wardly facing shoulder, and a closure of rigid material

fitting snugly in and adapted to hold the neck portion

distended when said closure is in its normal position,

and being hlngt»dly connected with tiie neck portion to

fold In a plane parallel with said side and bottom por-

tions.

3. A liquid receptacle having a body portion and a

contracted neck portion formed of flexible water proof

material capable of being folded with the side and bot-

tom portions in parallel planes, the upper edge of the

neck portion being Inturned to form a downwardly or

inwardly facing shoulder, the Inwardly turned portion

being spaced from the adjacent walls of the neck por-

tion, and a rigid closure fitting In the neck portion and

adapted to hold the latter distended when In Its oper-

ative position, said closure having a tongue to engage be-

tween the inturned portion and th*' adjacent surface of

the neck and being hingedly connectt-d with tlie neck por-

tion to fold In a plane parallel with the sides and bottom

portions.

890.772. TRACK-DOOR FOR REFRIGERATORS Rich-
ard E. Jones. Hagerstown. Md. Filed Oct. 15. 1906.

Serial No. 3.HP.065.

1. An air tight compartment provided with a main-

door opening and a track-door opening, a main door and

a track door for closing the respective openings, a shaft

upon which the track door Is mounted, a swinging bail

adapted to be raised by the opening of the main door and
means for connecting said ball and shaft, as set forth.

2. The combination with a main door, a track door

mounted upon a shaft having a crank-arm at one end. a

rod connected to the said crank-arm. and a ball to which

the rod Is pivoted, said ball being so arranged with ref-

erence to the main door that the opening of said main
door serves to elevate the bail, as set forth.

3. A main door, a track door slotted as described, a
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shaft upon which the track door

having a crank-arm at one end.

crank-arm, a swinging ball to

s mounted, said shaft

a rod connected to 8ald

which the rod is con-

nected, and iin .>;. varln^; arm adapted to l>e connected to

the main door, and for the purposo of eLn-atini: the ball

when the said main door is opened, as set forth.

890.773. DRFAXiK. Geobge W. Kisc. Marlon. Ohio,

as.'.lgnor to The Marion Steam Shovel Conipany. Marlon,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. FiU>d Maj 26, 1905. Se-

rial No. 262,378.

box. and a correspondingly curved dladiarge chute se-

cured to said casting, inbatantlally as deacrlbcd.

5. In a dredge of the character described, the combina-

tion, with a rotary cylindrical screen or grizzly, of a dis-

tributing hopper Inclosing the lower portion of the grizzly

and comprising a plurality of sections, pach section hav-

ing side walls comprising substantially vertical upper por-

tions and lower portions converging downward at substan-

tially right angles to each other and terminating a short

distance apart below the grizzly, a bottom extending be-

tween the lower ends of said side walls, said side walls

being provided with gate-controlled discharge openings, a

wash pipe located within the grizzly, and a separate wash

pipe located at the top of the hopper outside of the grizzly

and arranged to wash the Inclined sides of the hopper.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

890 774. VEHICLE BRAKE-SHOE. Thero.n L. K.nmpp,

Woodstock. 111. Filed Mnr. 24. 1908. Serial No.

422.883.

1

1 In a dredge of the character descl-ibed. the com

blnatlon. with an endless bucket chain a grizzly and a

gauntree frame, of a pocket or housing carried by said

gauntree fram^' into which said chain discharges, said

pocket or housing having a discharge chute, and a sand

box or receptacle located In front of said chute and adapt-

ed to receive and retain a cushion of sand or the like,

substantially as described.

2 In a dredge of the character described, the combina-

tion, with an elevator, a grizzly and a gauntree frame

having an iru;losed housing provided with a .sand box or

receptacle to receive and retain a cushiott of sand or the

like, of a protective metal bar firmly mounted in the gaun-

tree frame and extending across the u[)iper edge of the

sand box. substantially as described.

3. In a dredge of the character descrilied, the combina-

tion with an endless bucket chain, a trltzly and a hous-

ing or pocket recpiving the discharge of *iid bucket chain

and provided with a sand box, of ledgep secured to the

inner side walls of the housing and extending diago-

nally downward to the sand box to receive and conduct

the splashings thereto, substantially as described.

4. In a dredge of the character descrltied. the combina-

tion, with an elevator, a grizzly and a Housing having a

sand box provided with a flat bottom and a discharge open-

ing therefor, of a saddle casting mounted on said hous-

ing at said discharge opening and curv«d so as to close

the lateral portions thereof above the bottom of the sand

1. In combination, a brake-beam, a hanger attached to

said beam, said hanger having an offstandlng arm, a

brake-shoe mounted on said arm. and a detachable plate

having adjustable interlocking adjustment with the arm,

said plate being provided with a stop engaging the shoe

to hold the latter at a predetermined adjustment.

2. In combination, a brake-beam, a supporting hanger

attached thereto and embodying a depending portion hav-

ing an outwardly extending arm. said arm being provided

with a seat therein and a projection in the length of

said seat, a detachable plate supported In the seat of the

arm and having openings any one of which Is adapted

to receive the aforesaid projection, a brake-shoe dis-

posed upon the arm of the hanger, a stop carried l>y the

aforesaid plate and engaging the brake-shoe, and clamp

means securing the brake-shoe in position upon the arm.

690,775. WRENCH .I.oiks F I^nsing. Fall River Mills,

Cal. Filed Dec IJ. I'."i7 Serial No. 406,163.

The combination with a stock having a plurality of

transversely extending teeth upon Its Inner edge, a fixed
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head at its upper end. and a guide block secured to the
stock and having a passage adjacent its outer end. said

guide block having a slot located between the stock and
said passage, of a Jaw slldably engaged with the stock and

« having a depending shank disposed in the passage formed
in the guide block, and a spring pressed pivoted dog
carried by the sliding Jaw. engaged with the teeth of

the stock.

890.776. DAMIKK FOR THE UPPER HARMONICS OF
alternating; KI,K("rRI<' CIRRENTS. Macbice Lk-
BLA.NC. Paris. France, assignor to Westinghouse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed Apr. 28, 1905. Serial No. 257,897.

1. All alternating current machine provided with an
unscreened very high-resistance harmonic damper circuit,

substantially as described.

2. An alternating current machine having a harmonic-
damper circuit made of a resistance sufficiently high to

effectively suppress upper harmonics, as herein defined,

and a winding in Inductive proximity thereto of a self-

induction which is made low for the Inw-frequency cur-

rents flowing therein but high for the currents of upper
harmonic frequency, whereby the winding does not act as
a screen for the damper, substantially as described.

3. A multipolar alternating current machine having
certain poles supplied with high resistance harmonic-dam-
per circuits and oilier poles supplied with low resistance

anti-hunting circuits, whereby the anti-hunting circuits

do not screen the harmonic-damper circuits, substan-
tially as described.

4. An alternating current machine supplied with a Cir-

cuit of a resistance sufflcientiy high to effectively suppress
the upper harnionics. as herein <leflned, substantially as
described.

5. An alternating; current machine supplied with a
squirrel-cage circuit iiimle of a resistance sufficiently high
to effectively suppress the upper harmonics, as herein de-

fined, substantially as'descrlbed.

ICIaim •! not printed in the i;,'izette.]

890.777. SlVl.rS FOR S(HM» RKl'RODUCINO
CHINES. Sami i;l Lkvi.v. Highland Park. Ill- Filed
Nov. 16. 1907. Serial No. 402.491.

1. A stylus for sound reproducing machines composed of

a sound-groove-engni;ini; [lortion consisting of a thin piece

of homy. homogeniou< matirial having one end approxi-

mately flat with th>' side- ii'i'roaching and merging into a

sound-groove-engaging iioini. and a stiaok composed of a

cylinder of metal receivitit the end of the piece of horny

material remote from the point thereof and flattened down
upon said horny material.

2. A stylus for sound reproducing machines composed of

a thin piece of (luill pointed at one end to engage a sound
record groove, and a cvlindrical shank piece, of metal.

receiving the othir nid of the (]uill and flattened to engage

the same.

8. A stylus for sound-reproducing machines having a

aonnd record groove fngairlne point of horny homogeneous
material and a shank portion of another material of more
rigid character than rli.' point portion.

890,778. ROAD-GRADER. WiNFiKLD S. Livexqood. Kan-
sas City. Mo., assignor to Smith & Sons Mfg. Co.. Kan
sas City, Mo. Filed Oct. 29, 1907. Serial No. 399.770.

1. In a grading-macblne. the ooBMnatlon of a scraper-

blade, and a rotary cutter carried at one end thereof, sub-

stantially as described.

2. In a gradlng-machine. the combination of a scraper-

blade, a rotary cutter carried at one end thereof, and
means for adjusting the scraper-blade and the rotary cut-

ter laterally to the line of advancement.
3. In a grading-machine, the combination of a scraper-

blade, a rotary cutter carried at one end thereof, and
means for raising and lowering the scraper blade and the

rotary cutter.

4. In a gradlng-machine, the combination of a scraper-

blade, a rotary cutter carried at one end thereof, and
means for changing the inclination of the scraper-bladp

and the rotary cutter.

5. In a gradlng-machine. the combination of a scraper
blade, a rotary cutter carried at one end thereof, and
means for adjusting the scraper-blade and the rotary cut-

ter to any desired angle with the line of advancement.
[Claim 6 not printed in the (Jazette ]

890,779. EYEGLASSES. George J. Lowres. Newark.
N. J., assignor to Lowres Optical Co.. a Corporation of

New .Jersey. Original applications filed Nov. 27. lOOfi.

Serial No. 345,279, and May IS. 1007. Serial No.

374.439. Divided and this application filed Oct. 30,

1907. Serial No. 399,824.

1. A mounting for eye-glas-ses comprising a rigid nose-

bridge, provided at its ends with pivot-members, a lens-

support plvotally connected with each pivot member, a

nose plate or gtiard extending from each lens support, said

lens-support being provided with a shank, and a lens con-

nected with each lens-support, all arranged to i>ermit of

an oscillatory movement of said lenses and said nose-

plates slrnultani'i)usly therewith In outward directions

from the normal Initial positions of said lenses and said

nose-plates, the pivotal movement of each nose-plate being
at one end of the same in contradistinction to a pivotal

movement of the nose-plate at a point midway between its

respective ends, and means for producing such pivotal

movements of the lenses, consisting of sjirings. I'ach spring

comprising a coil, a pair of upwardly extending end mem-
bers, and a loop on one of said members, said loop en-

circling said shank, and the oth<T end-member of said

spring bearing upon the rigid nose-bridge.

2. \ mounting for eye glasses comprising a rigid nose-

bridge pr<ivided at its ends with pivot-members, a lens-

support pivotally connected with each pivot-member, a

nose-plate or guard extending from each lens support, said

lens-support being provided with a shank, and a lens con-

nected with each lens su|iport. all arranged to permit of

an oscillatory movement of said lenses and said nose-plates

simultaneously thirewith in outward directions from the
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normal initial positions of said len-.^s and said nose plates,

the pivotal movpment of each no«<>-platP being at one end

of the same In contra distinction to a pivotal movement of
,

the nose-plate at a point midway betwe.-n its respective
|

ends, and means for producing such pivotal movements of

the lenses, consisting of springs, each spring comprising

a coll, a pair of upwardly extending end-members, and a

loop on one of said members, said loop t^neircling said

shank, and the other end-member of said spring l>^•a^ing

upon the rigid nose bridge, and mt-ans .n said Uns-supports

for limiting the oscillatory movements of sftid part.s.

3. A mounting for eyt>-glasses compri-^:n^ a ritjl.l nose-

bridge, provided at Its ends with piv^v ,1. ;ii ..!r> a •^irlng-

controUed lens-support plvotally iifi • l wirii ach

pivot member, a nose-plate or guard \- n ling from -ach
|

lens-support, said lens-support beiru :
rovlded with a •

shank, and a lens connected with eac:; 1- n> support, all ar-

ranged to permit of an osciliarory mov-MUfnt of said lenses

and said nose-plates simultaneously therewitlj in outward

directions from the normal Initial positions olf said lenses

and said nose-plates, the pivotal movement qf each nose-

plate being at one end of the same In contita-distinction

to a pivotal movement of the nose-plate at a point mid-

way between Its respective ends, and raeiins f«>r producing

such pivotal movements of the lenses, consistiag of springs.

each spring comprising a coll, a pair of iii'wanlly .-xfend-

Ing end-members, and a loop on one of said la'mU.rs .^aid

loop edcircUng said shank, and th'' oth.>r end member of

said spring b^^aring upon the rigid nose i>ridge.

4. A muunrinii for eye-glasses comprisink.' B rigid nose-

bridge, provided at its ends with pivot-numbers, a spring-

controlled lens - -support plvotally connected with each

pivot member, a nose-plate or guard extending from each

l>»ns support, said U^ns-support being provided with a shank

and a lens connected with each lens suppurr. all arranged

to permit of an oscillatory movement of said lenses and

said noae-plates simultaneously therewith in outward di-

reetloiM from the normal initial positions of said lenses

and said nose-plates, the pivotal movemi-nt of each nose-

plate being at one end of the same in contra distinction

to a pivotal movement of the nose-plate at a point mid-

way between its respective ends, and means for producing

such pivotal movements of the lenses, consisting of springs,

each spring comprising a coll. a pair of upwardly extend-

ing end-members, and a loop on one of said m^'mbers, said

loop encircling said shank, and the other p»d memt>er of

said spring bearing upon the rigid nose bri(ig«\ and means

on said lens supports for limiting th'> oscillatory move-

ments of s^d parts.

.*>. A mounting for eye-glasses comprising t nose-bridge,

a forwardly projecting member at each fad of said nose-

bridge, and a downwardly extending pivot-post connected

with each membtT. a pair of K'ns-studs. a b'lis carried by

each stud, a shank on each stud, each shank being pro-

vided with a screw-threaded socket, an elem.'nt mouated

upon each shank, each element comprising a pair of plates

and a sieeve-llke bearing, each bearing beiag adapted to

be mounted upon one of said pivot-posts, a pair of springs,

each spring having an end portion clamped between said

plates and a loop on said end-portion encircling the shank

of the stud, and each spring having another end portion

In engagement with a part of the nose-bridga, and a screw

screweil into the receiving socket of each stud for secur-

ing said parts in their assembled relation, suibstantlally as

and for the purposes set forth.

[("lalms ^^ to it not printed in the liazette,]

axis .,f said bearing Intersecting the rocking axis of the

hea>l substantlallv as described.

890,780. CRANK-I'LANER. Hkbman LuttKK and Eb.vst

A. Gi»e, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Sept. 22. 1905. Se-

rial No. 279.853.
' 1. In a crank planer the combination with the frame, a

reciprocating ram mounted thereon and a driving crank

joumaled In the frame, of a longitudinally slotted' rocker

arm pivoted at its upper end to said ram and having a

longitudinal stem at Its lower end. and a roaker head jour-

naled In said frame transversely to said arm and having

at right angles to the ails on which It rocks a bearing In

which said stem is fitted and adapted to move endwise, the

2. In a crank plane;- tin- iuml>iuaii.>[i witii the frame,

ram and actuating crank, of a rocker arm pivoted at Its

upper end to said ram and having a longitudinal cylin-

drical stem at Its lower end. and a rocker head having a

cylindrical bearing In which said stem Is fitted and movable

endwise and on each side of said stem a transverse Journal

bearing In the frame, substantially as described.

3. In a crank planer the combination with the frame,

ram and actuating crank, of a rocker arm pivoted at its

upper end to the ram and having a longitudinal stem at Its

|(3wer end. a rocker head having a liearing In which said

stem is fitted and movat)le endwise, and separate Journals

removably fitted In a transverse bore In said head and

projecting therefrom Into bearings In the sides of the

frame, the axis of the bore Intersecting the axis of said

earing substantially as described.

S90,7S1 ELECTRIC TRANSFORMER Lulls Maichb.

Paris. France Filed Sept. •_•:!. 1907. Serial No. 394.213.

i = c

\n electric transformer without magnetic core, of little

length but of large diameter, having the primary wind-

ing inclosed in the secondary winding.

8 9 0.782. SIZING-MACHINE. Georges Masi rel-Le-

CLERCQ, Roubalx, France. Filed Jan. 18, 1905. Serial

No. 241,58.'.

1. In sizing apparatus the combination with means for

applying size to the material, of a vertical chamber hav-

ing an outlet opening at the top and an Inlet opening at

the bottom, reels located in the upper and lower parts of

xaid chamber for conductinir the sized material up and

down through said chamber, and heating pipes, fans and

Inclined deflecting plates arranged In said chamt)er to

heat. Induce and direct an upflowing current of air later-

ally against the material and agitate the same In Its pas-

sage through said chamber. sul»8tantially as described

2. In slzlP'' apparatus the combination of a vertical

drying cham.. . having Inlet and outlet openings at the

lower and upper ends respectively means for conducting

the sired material up and down through said chamber

comprising an open reel over which the material passes

In the upper part of the chamber and which Is provided

with a heating pipe and with a fan adapted to drive off

moisture from the material passtnz over the reel, sub-

i stantlally as described.
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8. In sizing apparatus the combination with means

for ipplving size to the material, of a vertical chamber

having an outlet opening at the top and an Inlet opening

at the bottom, reels located In the upper and lower parts

of said chamber for conducting the sized material up and

down through said chamber, heating pipes, fans and In-

clined deflectors arranged In said chamber to heat. Induce

and direct an up-flowing current of air laterally against

the material and agitate the same In its passage through

said chamber, and galleries at the side of the chamber

for observing the operation of the apparatus and the con-

dition of the material therein, substantially as described.

«
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of the car floor and car truck, and a suitabl.v fonii.Mi cast-

iBg for attachment to the car truck on which is mounted
the switching cylinder 1. of a spring tt-nslonwl ••entering

Read 16 subtended to piston rod 7 and carrying switch arm
11 In such manner as to accoiiiniodatc a downward and
sldewlse movement of said arm. substaatlally as de-

scribed.

3. In an operating device for automatir swlti^hes, the
combination with a foot operated pi-<tMn. attarhed to the
car floor and connected by ga.s pipe and tlexlble hose, to a
switching cylinder carrying a sprini,' teniioned pi-ston.

and mounted on a suitable casting formed for attachment
to the car truck, of a swltchlni; arm 11 that is swivel
attached, by swivel 12, to casting i'. auj carrying an
adjustable switching pin 14, substantially as set forth.

8Mk78B. PEOTECTING DEVICE FOR TIRES. George
D. MooKtf, Worcester. Ma.ss. Fil.-d Jan. :?, 1007. Serial

No, 350,586.

1. la an arti i.' .)f the class described, the combination
of a terles of platfs arranged around the periphery there-

of on the surfa''*' oi a body of yielding Biat>Tial. said
plates being spaced apart and the yielding material ex
tending In the spaces betwet-n tliem .so as t© form a suIj

stantlally continuous surface with them, said plates being
arranged obliquely and in such manner as to break
Joints, a plurality of rivets extending inwarflly from each
plate, and washers embedded within the body of yielding
material and surrounded by said material, said rivets

passing through the plates and having their heads on the
outside of th» sam.^ and constituting antl nkldding pro-
jections.

2. An article of the class described formetl of resilient

material and having on the wearing surface thereof a

plurality of individually supported plates s^parateil from
each other, the resilient material extending into the
spaces between the plates and forming cusHl«ns betw^^^n
them, and metallic protecting plate.s locat^^d behind said
cushions.

.3. .Vn article of the cla.ss described formi-d mainly of
resilient material and having on the surface thereof a
plurality of individually supportt'd plat.s s.-joirafed from
each other, and a plurality of plates entirely separated
from the first named plates by the resilient material and
located within the body of the resilient matcrlai and
directly Inward from or behind the spaces between the
flrat named plates.

4. An article of the., class described. h»ving on its

surface a series of metallic plates spaced apart, means
embedded in tbf body of the article for holding said
plates In position, plates located intermedij»tely between
the first named plateg and their holding means and with-
in the spaces betwpen the first named plat^i for prf>tect-

Ing the inner portion of the article from puncture, and a
body of resilient material located b.'twt^*>n the outside
series of metallic plat»"s and said intermediate plates.

5. .\n article of the cla.ss described having protecting
plates on Its surface spaced from each orjier. wasliers
within the bo<ly of the article for holding -wild plates, a

aeries of plates located within the body of th»' article and
back of the spao-s bftw^en the first nameij plates, and
means also li>cated within the body between the washers
and the first nani'-d plar.'s for holding th>> iTond plates
in position

f Claim >' not printed in the flazette. ]

880,788. ""FTTTK FH!Er>Rii-H Mri.LEU. Pajerborn. Ger-
many. Filed June Ul. lt»07 Serial No :'.^0,099

In an automatic chuck the combination af a frame It

having recesses a, rolls having spiral gripping surfaces

and Journals r at each end ttersef, tlw Joumala at
end having b<>aring in the r«e«SSW •, and an laekiatlis
box rotatable on the frame k and having annular surfaces

r on which roll the j<.Kr!i.>i;

of the rolls for the purp. s.

t

' Mt the inner and outer ends
t forth.

890,787. LUBRICATOR. Elijah McCot, Detroit, Mich.
Filed July 15. 1907. Serial No. 383,756.

1 lu a condensation displacement lubricator, the com-
bination with the reservoir and Its Inlet arm, of a dis-

charge arm at the bottom of the reservoir and an exten-
sion thereon projecting upwardly through the bottom into
the space within the re.s.Tvr.ir. and forming a condensing
head adapted to be suppli>-d with water of condensation
from the steam admitted into the discharge arm

2 In a condensation displacement lubricator, the com-
bination with the reservoir and Its Inlet arm, of a dis-
charge arm at the bottom of the reservoir and an exten-
sion tljereon projecting upwardly through the bottom Into
the space within the reservoir, said extension provided
with a steam space in communication with the steam In

the discharge arm and with a water space in communica-
tion with the steam space and adapted to be supplied with
water of condensation therefrom.

3. In a condensation displacement lubricator, the com-
bination with the reservoir and its Inlet arm. of a dis-
ciiarge arm at the bottom of the reservoir and an exten-
sion thereon projecting upwardly through the bottom into
the space within the reservoir, said extension being hol-
low and divided by a vertical partition or dam Into a
steam space communicating witli the steam space In the
discharge arm and a water space communicating with the
steam space at the top of the partition and adapted to be
supplied with water of condensation from the steam space.

4. In a condensation displacement lubricator, the com-
bination with the reservoir and Its Inlet arm. of a dis-

charge arm at the bottom of the reservoir, an extension
thereon projecting upwardly through the bottom Into the
space within the reservoir and provided with a water
space adapted to be supplied with the water of condensa-
tion from the steam admitted Into the discharge arm and
a sight feed chamber in the discharge arm at the bottom
of said water space and communicating with the lubri-
cant in the reservoir.

5 In a condensation displacement lubricator, the com-
bination with the reservoir and Its inlet arm, of a dis-

charge arm provided with a condensing head projecting

upwardly through the bottom of the reservoir into the

space within the reservoir and adapted to l>e supplied

with water of condensation from the steam in the dis-

charge arm. a sight feed chamber In the discharge arm be-

low said condensing head in communication with the lu-

bricant in the reservoir and adapted to discharge the same
through the condensing head into the discharge arm.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,788. UKTORT. Charles F. McKenna, New York,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 22. 1903. Serial No. 153.761. He
newed Sept. 30. 1907. Serial No. 395.181.

1. The combination of a closed chamber comprising a

vessel and a removable cover therefor, an electric heater

within said chamber, a gas receiver, and tubular connec-

tion between the cover of said chamber and said receiver,

substantially as described.

2. The combination of an upright column having a ves-

sel at the top thereof, and a cupped electric heating de-

vice at the top of said column, the terminals of said

heater passing out through the said column, with a re-

movable cover for said vessel.

3. The combination of a vessel, an electric heater and

holder within the vessel, the terminals of said heater

passing out through the bottom of the vessel, an inlet

tube provided with a stop-cock, and a dome or cover for

said vessel, said dome or cover having an outlet for the

vessel or chamber, substantially as described.

890,789. lllLLl.XKli HKIL'GE. Ek.skst A. Nklkon. Syra-

cuse. N. y., ii^^ii;ii r to George M. Stevenson, Syracuse,

N. Y. Filed Sept. 22, 1906. Serial No. 335.786.

1. \ billiard-bridge consisting of an elongated frame

formed with a central aperture for the attachment of a

handle and having two converging sides provided with op-

positely arranged recesses of substantially uniform depth,

the wider end of the frame provided with a pair of re-

cesses of corresponding depth, and the narrow end of said

frame provided with a single recess arranged on a line

passing centrally between the recesses in the wider end.

all of said recesses constituting cue-rests adapting the

frame to be placed with either end or either side resting

upon billiard-table and shaped to fit the cushion of the

table so as to allow the frame to rest steadily on the said

cushion In any of the aforesaid positions as set forth and

shown.
2. A billiard bridge consisting of a skeleton frame

formed with a handle-receiving ring In the center of said

frame, bars extending radially in opposite directions from

said ring, segments of different lengths intersected at

their centers by the said radial bars, convergent bars ex-

tending from the ends of the segments to the ring, a

V-shaped projection on the central portion of the large seg-

ment, elongated loops extending obliquely from said seg-

ment adjacent to the projection thereon, and similar loops

diverging from the center of the smaller segment as set

forth and shown.

890,790. YM^OC^VSDE. Georce e. O'Connor, Stark,

N. H., assignor to The Sheffield Car Company, Three

Rivers, Mich. Filed Dec. 11, 1907. Serial No. 406,107.

1. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of a frame, comprising side rails arranged in pairs

connected by cross-pieces: a pair of tr:iction wheels; a

crank shaft arranged transversely of said frame and In

front of the rear traction wheel : driving connections for

said crank shaft to the rear traction wheel : a hand lever

arranged t)etween the side rails of said frame : a pair of

pitman rods arranged on each side of the frame, connected

to said crank shaft ; a pivot rod for connecting said pit-

man rods to said hand lever ; a pair of bell-crank foot

levers arranged so that one of their arms projects rear-

wardly and the other downwardly, the rearwardiy-pro-

Jecting arms being provided with foot-pieces and the down-

wardly-projecting arms having a plurality of holes there-

in; hangers on which said foot levers are pivotally

mounted, adjustably mounted on the bottom side rails of

the frame ; and coupling links for said foot levers to

said pitman rods, said links being made up of adjustably-

connected members, said members being provided with

hooks, one of which is adapted to be engaged in said holes

in said foot lever arms, and the other with the said

pivot rod of said pitman rods.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of a frame, comprising side rails arranged In pairs

connected by cross-pieces ; a pair of traction wheels ; a

crank shaft arranged transversely of said frame and in

front of the rear traction wheel ; driving connections for

said crank shaft to the rear traction wheel ; a hand
lever arranged between the side rails of said frame : a

pair of pitman rods arranged on each side of the frame,

connected to said crank shaft ; a pivot rod for connecting

said pitman rods to said hand lever ; a pair of bell-crank

foot levers arranged so that one of their arms projects

rearwardly and the other downwardly, the rearwardly-

projecting arms being provided with foot-pieces : and
coupling links for said foot levers to said pitman rods,

said links being connected to the downwardly-projecting

arms of said foot levers.

j
3. In a structure of the class described, the comblna-

j

tion of a frame, comprising side rails arranged in pairs

connected by cross pieces ; traction wheels ; a hand lever ;

driving connections therefor to one ftf the traction wheels;
' a pair of bell crank levers arranged so that one of their

1 arms projects rearwardly and the other downwardly, the
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trearwardly-projectlng arms being provided ^Ith foot pieces

aD(l the downwardly-projecting arms havini; a plurality of

boles therein ; haniters on which said foot levers art» piv

otally moonted. adjustably mounted on tbe bottom side

rails of tbe frame; and coupling links for said foot

levers to said band levers. <Hid links heltsr made up of

two adjustably-connected members, said members being

provided with hooks, one of which is adapted to be

engaged in said holes In said foot lever arms, and the

other with the said hand lever.

4. In a structure of the class descrlbeij, the combina-

tion of a frame.* comprising side rails aininged In pairs

connected by cross-pieces; traction wheels; a hand lever;

driving connections therefor to one of the traction wheels ;

a pair of bell-crank ft)Ot levers arranged po that one of

their arms projects rearwardly and the other downwardly,
the rearwardly-projpcting arms being provided with foot-

plecea ; hangers un which said foot levers are pivotally

mounted : and coupling links for said foot levers to said

hand levers, said link.s b'^ing connected to the downwardly-
projecting arms of said foot levers.

5. In a structure of the class descrU>t'<i the combina-

tion of a frame ; traction wheels : a hand lever ; driving

connections therefor to one of said traction wheels ; a

pair of bell-crank foot levers arranged so tliat one of their

arms projects rearwardly and the other downwardly, the

rearwardly-projpcting arms being provided with foot pieces

and the downwardly-projecting arms havinj a plurality of

holes therein ; adjustable hangers on wfcich said foot

levers are pivotally mounted ; and couplinij links for said

foot levers to said hand lever, said links being made up
of adjustably-connected members, said memJ)ers being pro-

vided with hooks, one of which is adapte<l to be eniraged

in said holes in said foot lever arms, ami th>' other with
the said hand levers.

[Claims to {• not printed in the Gazette.

^

890.791. TRENCH-EXCAVATOR. GEoRr.i W Pabsoxs.
Newton, Iowa, asaignor to The G. W. I'arsons Com-
pany, Newton, Iowa, a Corporation of Io\a. Filed Mar.
5. 1906. Serial No. 304.197.

1. In a trench excavator, a tractor, digging mechanism
carried by the tractor ami means for tiltlns the di^'iring

mechanism relative to the tractor.

1'. In a trenih excavator, a tractor, digging meriianism
carried by the tractor, means for tilting tha digging mech-
anism relative to the tractor ami means fur rnising and
tawerlng the dlgcing mechanism.

3, In a trench excavator, a tractor, digging mechanism
carried by the tractor, means for tilting the diii^'lng mech-
anism relative to the tra^'tor. riu'ans fnr rilsing and low-

ering the digging mechanism .iinl rufans for sujiji.irtlng

same in various positions.

4. In a trench excavator, a tractor, a frame carried

by the tractor, digging mechanism supported in the

frame and means connecting the tractor and dkgf^r frame
whereby they may be tilted relative to each other

5 In a trench excavator, a traL-tor, a frame, dieging
mechanism supported In the frame, tilting mechanism ar-

ranged to oscilate laterally of the tractor and means for

connecting the tractor and frame
j

[Claims 6 to 41 not printed in the (hizet?tte.l

890,792. TRr)rSER.'5. .\dolphl-s O. PEjNt, Chicago. 111.

Filed Apr. 1. liK)?. Serial No. .365.flfi4

1. .\ pair of trousers provided with split or open side

seams backed by braid, substan'ialiv as sipt forth.

2. Trousers having leg portions, each of said leg por-

tions l>€ing folded upon Itself and thereafter pressed to

form a crease, and a row of stitching extending longi-

tudinally of the folded portions along a line removed
from the folded edge, whereby a permanent crease is pro-

vided at said folded edge, substantially as described.

3. Trousers having leg portions, each of said leg por-

tions being folded upon Itself at opposite points and
stitched longitudinally of the folded portions along a line

removed from the folded edge, to form a reinforced creas-

ing rib, substantially as described.

890,793. ROTARY ENGINE. Ji)SEPH C. Pfeiffeb, East
.Columbus, Ohio. Filed May 20, 1907. Serial No. 374,553.

1. In a rotary aBfine. the combination of the cylinder

structure haviaif Its outer part radially extending valve

chambers having flat valve seats and supply and exhaust

pas.sagps opening at said seats, a rotary piston in said cyl-

inder or polygonal form In cross section and having round-

'>d corners working on th>' inner sides of the cylinder, a

radially reciprocating valve in each of said valve cham-

bers, said valves each having a supply and an exhaust port

each open at its ends only, said ports cooperating respec-

tively with the supply and exhaust passages of the valve

seats, substantially as described.

2. In a rotary engine, the combination of the cylinder

structure having at its outer part radially extending valve

chambers having flat seats and supply and exhaust pas-

sages opening at said seats, a rotary piston in said cylin-

der of polygonal form In cross section and having rounded
rorners working on the Inner sides of the cylinder, a

radially reciprocating valve In each of said valve chambers,

said valves each having a supply and an exhaust port each

open at its ends only, said ports cooperating respectively

with the supply and exhaust pAMHises of the valve seats,

and a branch passage 13 leading from the supply into tbe

outer portion of the valve chamber beyond the valve, sub-

stantially as described.
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«>0.794. PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM. Ebick W. PBTsasoN,

Kenosha, Wis. Filed Apr. 15. 1907. Serial No. 368,356.

1. In a picture exhibitor, a case provided with an open-

ing, a support therein. Hanged side pieces and retaining

walls upon said support each side piece being cut away at

one end, holders on said support arranged in two parallel

series, each holder having its bottom extended to fit under

the flanges of said side plates travelers reciprocally mount-

ed at the ends of said series, a hook pivotally mounted on

each traveler, a stop on the hook for engaging with the

retaining wall and tjie end of the hook being rounded and

adapted to be passed through said cut-away portion of the

side pieces, and a lever pivotally-mounted In the case and

connected at Its ends with said travelers and having one

end extended to form a handle, and a pusher for each

series.

2. In a picture exhlldtor. a case provided with a base

and an opening, a support on the base, inner and outer

flanged side pieces and retaining walls on tbe support, the

ends of the inner side pieces terminating at a distance

from the retaining walls, holders on said support arranged

in parallel series, each holder having its bottom extended

to fit under the flanges of said side plates rods at the ends

of the support, travelers mounted thereon, each traveler

being provided with a hook, a lever pivotally mounted in

the case, links for connecting the ends of the levers to said

travelers, and a pusher for each series adapted to be actu-

ated by said lever.

3. In a picture exhibitor, a case provided with an open-

ing, a support therein, holders on the supports arranged

in parallel series, a traveler at each end of said series, a

lever for actuating said carriers in unison, and a pusher

for each series comprising a reciprocating rod. and a plate

secured to the outer end thereof, and a link and toggles

for actuating said pushers by means of said lever.

4. In a picture exhibitor, a case provided with an open-

ing and a support, holders on the support, arranged In

parallel series, a travib r for i-ach end of said series, a

lever pivotally-mounted in the case and connected at its

ends to said travelers, a pusher for each scries comprising

a reciprocating rod having a plate at one end and having

its other end bent into a substantial U-shape. cross pieces

for supporting said rod, a spring from the bent end of each

rod to the adjacent cross piece, a projection upon each rod,

a lever adapted to engage with said projection, and means
connected with the first-mentioned lever for actuating tbe

other lever just prior to the termlDatlon of its movement
In one direction.

r.. In a picture exhibitor, a case provided with an open-

ing and a support, holders on the support arranged in par-

allel series, travelers at the ends of said series, provided

with means for engaging said holders, a lever pivotally

mounted In the case and connected at its ends with said

travelers, a pusher for each series, a lever for actuating

said pushers, toggles connected at one end with said last-

mentioned lever and with the t>ottom of the case, and a

link pivotally connected with the connected ends of said

toggles at one end and with the flrst-mentloned lever ad-

jacent to Its plvotiil point at the other end.

800.795. BOILER TUBE OR FLUE CUTTER. Feed-

rich W. PCTSCH. Salina. Kans. Filed Nov. 25, 1907.

Serial No. 403.780.

1. A tube or tlue cutter embracing a tubular guide mem-
ber having a guide opening leading from its bore and re-

duced end portions, a tubular sleeve fitted on the outer

end portion of th»' guide member, said sleeve having

a series of peripheral teeth formed on its outer face, an

annulus mounted for rotation at the inner end of the

guide member, the internal diameter of said annulus cor-

responding with the greatest diameter of said sleeve, a

carrier arranged for movement in the guide opening, a

cutting disk rotatably mounted in the carrier, a handle

fixed to one end of the guide member, means for adjusting

the carrier, and yieidable retaining means for the carrier.

2. A device of the character specified, embracing a tubu-

lar guide member formed with a guide optning in its wall,

a tubular member loosely fitted to one end of the guide

member, said tubular member being formed with a series

of peripheral teeth, an annulus of greater diameter than

the guide member mounted for rotation at the opposite end

of the latter, a handle fixed to one end of the guide mem-
ber, an adjusting spindle having an intermediate out-

wardly increasing tapered portion for sJidably engaging the

carrier to adjust it In the guide opening and yieidable re-

taining means for the carrier.

3. A tube or flue cutter, embracing a tubular guide

member having a guide opening leading from its bore and
longitudinal slots leading from the wall of its opening, a

carrier arranged for movement in the guide opening, an
axle extending through the carrier, the ends of the axle

projecting beyond the same and fitting in the slots of the

guide member, a tubular sleeve formed with a series of

peripheral teeth loosely fitted to one end of the guide

member, an annulus mounted for rotation at the opposite

end of the guide memt)er. said sleeve and annulus consti-

tuting bearings for the guide member, a disk fitted at

the outer end of the sleeve, an adjusting spindle having a

threaded stem to screw through said disk an outwardly
Increasing and tapered portion at the end of its stem for

slldably engaging under tbe carrier and yieidable retaining

means for the carrier.

890,796. KOAL» GRADING MACHINE. Robert C. Rkd-

PATH, Olathe, Kans. Filed Oct. 23, 1907. Serial No.

398,855.

1. A road grading machine, comprising a pair of drag

frames, a cross plank bridging the space between and piv-

otally connected to said frames, connections connected to-

gether at their front or inner ends and at their outer ends

to the drag frames forward of the cross plank, and a pair

of rearwardly diverging caldes connected at tbeir front ends

to the inner ends of the connection and to the cross plank

at their rear ends

2. A road grading machine, comprising a pair of drag

frames, a cross plank bridging the space between and piv-

otally connected to said frames, connections connected to-

gether at their front or inner ends and at their outer ends

to the drag frames forward of the cross plank, a pair of

rearwardly diverging cables connected at their front ends

to the Inner ends of the connections and to the crosa plank

at their rear ends, and means to pay out or take up said

cables simultaneously.
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3. A road gindiDg machine. comiTNint: h pair of drag

frames, a cross plank bridging thf -^pa - !u twf»n and piv

otally connected to said frames, connections connected to

gether at their front or Inner ends and at their outer ends

to the drag frames forward of the cross plank, a pair of

rearwardly diverging cables connected at their front -•mis

to the Inner ends of the connections and to tha cross plank

at their rear ends, and a drag frame rear'(»ard of and

coupled to the cross plank and adapted to o(perate upon

that portion of the roadway between the nivoted drag

frames.

rf l» * f V*

4. A road grading maLhm.-, comprising a pair of drag

frames, i cross plank brbUing the space betw^een and plv-

otally connected to said frames, connections (jonnected to-

gether at their front or inner ends and at their outer ends

to the drag frames forward of the cross plaok, a pair of

rearwardly diverging cables connected at thelx front ends

to the inn*r ends of the connections and to the cross plank

at their rear ends, and a cutting disk movable with each

drag frame.

.J. A road grading machine, comprising a ^air of drag

frames, a cross plank bridging the space between and piv-

otally connected to said frames, connections connected to-

gether at their front or inner ends and at their outer ends

to the drag frames forward of the cross plaak. a pair of

rearwardly diverging cables connected at their front ends

to the inner ends of the connections and to the cross

plank at their rear ends, and cutting disks movable with

the drag frames and longitudinally adjustable thereof.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,197. LLEVATUU 8AFKTY I-EVICE

Rice. Sewlckley, Pa. Filed June 4, 1906

ni 9.982.

George B.

Serial No.

and rotated by contact with one of the strip*, bolts

through the wheel, weights plTOtally mounted OB the oppo-

site ends of each bolt, independent springs holdlny the

weights of each pair normally at opposite sides of a radius

through their bolt, two pivoted plates standing respec-

tively In the planes of the weights at opposite sides of the

wh^-el. and connections between said device and plates

whereby the movement of either of the latter will trip

th.' former and permit the settling of the grips.

L*. The comliinatinn with an elevator shaft having ver-

tical strips, the car, spring actuated Jaws thereon for grip-

ping the strips, and an electrical device for normally

holding said Jaws open ; of a governor wheel carried by

the car and rotated by contact with one of the strips, bolts

through the w.beel. weights plvotally mounted on the op-

posite ends of each bolt. Independent springs holding the

weights of each pair normally at opposite sides of a ra-

dius through their bolt, circuit breakers standing respec-

tively In the planes of the weights at each side of the

wheel, and a circuit Including said electrical device and

both the circuit breakers in series

3. The combination with an elevator shaft having ver-

tical strips, the car. jaws thtr.<ai adapted to grip said

strips, mt'ihanism for actual m.: sal djaws. and an elec-

trical device for normally holding said mechanism inoper-

ative ; of arms pivoted on the car, a governor wheel Jour-

naled in the outer >'nda and rotated by contact with an

upright bar of the shaft, a spring actuating said arms to

throw the wheel Into operative position, devices on the

wheel movable radially under centrifugal force, a circuit-

breaker adapted to be operated by any of said devices when

projected, and a circuit Including said circuit-breaker and

said electrical (I'Vic-'

4. The combination with an elevator shaft having ver-

tical strips, the car. jaws thereon adapted to grip said

strips, mechanism for actuating said Jaws, and an elec-

trical device for normally holding said mechanism In-

operative ; of a frame pivoted on the car. a governor wheel

therein and resting against an upright bar of the shaft,

a series of oppositely disposed weights pivoted in said

wheel and adapted to be swung outward under centrif-

ugal force, switch plates pivoted on said frame in the

path of said weights when projected, sockets witli which

said plates normally contact, and a circuit Including said

electrical device and both tue switch plates and their

sockets in series.

8 9 0.798. HORSESHOE-CAI.K Samuel II. Rob»»T«,

Jollet. 111. Filed May 23, 1907. Serial No. 375,273.

1 The combination with an elevator shaft having ver-

tical strips, the car. spring actuated jaws thereon for

gripping the strips, and a devlco for normally holding

said jaws open ; "f a governor wheel carried by the car '

1. \ horae-shoe calk comprising a body having a weld-

ing lug on one face, said welding lug being undercut at one

side, and an inclined surface located opposite the undercut

part of said lug and sloping toward said undercut so as to

force the metal of the shoe Into said undercut during the

act of drIvinK the welding lug Into the shoe.

2. .Vs an article of manufaeture, a horse-shoe calk pro-

Tided with an undercut and pointed projection adapted

to be driven Into a horse-shoe, and further provided with

an inclined projection having its adjacent side sloping

toward said undercut so as to force the metal of the shoe

into said undercut when said projections are driven Into

the shoe.

3. .\s an article of manufacture, a horse shiH- calk pro-

Tided with a pair of adjacent projections of less width

than that of the calk and adapted to l>e driven into a

horseshoe, one of said projections beini: undercut at the

side adjacent the other, and said other projection being

so shaped as to force the metal of the shoe Into said un-

dercut when said projections are driven into the shoe

4. A horse-shoe calk comprising a body part having on
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one face two welding lugs, one of said lugs having therein

a recess opposed to the other lug and said other lug hav-

ing an Inclined face opposed to said recess and adapted
when said lugs are driven Into a horse-shoe to cause the

metal of the shoe t^ enter said recess and prevent said

lug from becoming loosened.

5. As an article of manufacture, a horseshoe calk pro-

vided with a pair of adjacent projections, one of which is

longer than the other, said longer projection being under-

cut In that side which Is adjacent to the other projection,

and said other projection being so shaped as to force the

metal of a shoe to enter said undercut when said projec-

tions are driven into the shoe.

890,799 Mi:.\.N.S i'OK IWSTENING GLASS PLATES
IN SHOW-CASES AND STORE-FRONTS. Robeet P.

RoBi^--"S :iiid T'liis II (JiiiTTNEK. ( leveland, Ohio, as-

signors mi .1,. -ixih to .\morllus Rogers and one-sixth

to I. W. Pence. CleTeland, Ohio. Filed Nov. 4, 1907.

Serial No. 400,603.

1. In show windows and cases, glass plates having

smooth straight edges bearing directly against each other

their entire depth, and means uniting said plates consist-

ing of glass fasteners extending across the Intersecting

edges of said plates and having flat facing surfaces ce-

mented to the plates, whereby transparent connections are

provided for said plates and no notching or other special

preparation of the plates to unite them is required.

2. A glass plate fastener for windows and show cases

having engaging faces provided with depressions In their

middle and flat bearing surfaces about said depressions

and having channels a' leading from the outside Into said

depres.slous. substantially as described.

3. (ila.s^ plates arranged edge to edge and angular

fasteners consisting of glass and having flat engaging

faces cemented to said plates and beveled edges outside

next to said plates deepening the cement at that point,

said fasteners having each an uncemented depression

within Its otherwise flat surface and an air channel lead-

ing to said depression.

3. A device of the class described comprising a clamp

provided at opposite sides with spaced guides having re-

cesses, pins or prongs slldable in the guides, and a sub-

stantially U shaped loop connected with the pins or prongs

and provided at opposite sides with bowed portions ar-

ranged to extend Into the recesses for retaining the pins

or prongs In en;;agement. the said loop being also adapted

to engage the inner ends of the guides for holding the pins

or prongs out of engagement.
4. A device of the class described comprising a clamp

composed of two sides or jaws, one of the sides or jaws
belpg provided with a projecting lug or stop and having

an opening formed by cutting the lug or stop from the

material of the clamp and bending the cut portion out-

wardly, a spring tongue extending from the other jaw to

the said opening, pins or prongs slldable on the exterior

of the Jaw having the lug, and a loop connecting the pins

or prongs and arranged to be engaged by the said lug,

whereby the movement of the pins or prongs is limited in

one direction.

5. A device of the class described comprising a clamp
provided at opposite sides with exterior guides, spaced

pins or prongs slldable in the guides, and a connecting

device for the pins or prongs arranged to frictionally en-

gage the exterior faces of the guides at different points

for holding the pins or prongs in and out of engagement.
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,800. NBOLTIE-FASTENER. Willi.\M T. Robi.nson,

New York, N. T., assignor of one-half to Harry A. Bate-

uiau. New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 29, 1907. Serial No.

370,840.

•'»
/.<

1. A device of the class described comprising a clamp
composed of two sides or jaws, one of the sides or Jaws
being provided with a projecting lug or stop formed by

cutting the Jaw and bending the cut portion outwardly
to provide an opening, the other Jaw being provided with

a spring tongue extending towards the rear end of the

clamp and having its free end located at the said opening.

and slldable fastening means mounted on the clamp and
having Its movement In one direction limited by the pro-

jecting lug or stop.

2. .V device of the class described comprising a clamp
provided at opposite sides with exterior guides, pins or

prongs slldable In the guides, an Inwardly extending loop

connerting the pins or prongs and provided with bends

forming projecting portions for engaging the guides for

holding the pins or prongs In or out of engagement.

890,801. ATTACHMENT FOR BIT BRACES. John A.

Schmidt, Baffalo, N, Y. Filed Nov. 8, 1907, Serial No.

401,295.

f^-T^jsTT-

1. The combination with a bit-brace, of a supporting-

member secured to the head of said bit-brace and having

a bit-socket rotatably connected with the bit-socket of

said bit-brace.

2. The combination with a bit-brace, and a supporting-

bar having one end detachably secured to said bit brace

and its other end provided with a bit-socket and a shank
to which said socket Is secured, said shank having connec-

tion with the bit-socket of said bit-brace.

3. The combination with a bit-brace, of a supporting-

bar having one end detachably secured to said bit-brace

and Its other end provided with a housing, a shank revo-

luble In said housing, a bit-socket on said shank, a unl-

Tcrsal joint rotatable with said shank, and connection be-

tween said universal Joint and the bit-socket of the bit-

brace.

4. The combination with a bit-brace, of a supporting-

bar having one end detachably secured to said bit brace

and its other end jtrovided with a housing having an open

portion, a shank revoluble in said housing, a bit socket

on said shauk. a universal Joint in the open portion of

said housing and supported by said shank, and a tapered

I shank on said universal-joint projecting from said housing

and adapted to be secured in the bit socket of the bit-

brace.

5. The combination with a bit brace, of an angular sup-

portlng-har liaving a clamp at one end adapted to clpmp
around the head of said bit-brace and a bit-socket rota-

tably held to Its other end. and means of connection be-

tween said bit-socket and the hit-socket of the bitbrace.

I [Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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890,802. ELEVATOR. Charlbs D Skebbbgbr, Yonkere.

N. Y. Piled Nov. 8. 1902. Serial No iao,.')0.?. Renewed

Oct. 25. 1905. Serial No. 284.;?21.

I

1. In a device of the class described, a 4tep having Its

tread surface expansible and contractlble throughout Its

entire length.

'2. In a device of the class described, a ittp having its

tread surface expansible and contract Ibli- and of tin-

broken continuity.

3. In a device of the class described, tbe combination

with the tracks, of the carriers havlnu' tti^ir upper sur-

faces expansible and contractlble througliout their entire

lengths, and means for automatically expanding or con-

tracting said surfaces at certain points of the tracks.

4. In a device of the rlass described, tbf combination

with a wheel-base having' the ri^id standards thereon. f>f

the sliding standards mounted therein and movable to

and from tlie rikiid standards, plates connecting said

standards and forming the basis of a carrying surface,

and lazy-tong connections b»'tween said sttndards

5. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the wheel-base having the rigid standards thereon.

of the sliding standards supported tht-r'-ot and movable

to and from the rigid standanls. overlapping: plates con-

nectlns: said standards and constituting tti'' basis of a

carryint: surface, and lazy-tong cunnectionf between said

standards.

[Claims 6 to 32 not printed ii

responding to the Dumt>er per unit of time of vibrations

designed for such body, and then tuning the latter until

its loudness and qaallty of sound show it has reached Its

true pitch.

890,804. SCAFFOLD-CLAMP William Shkaks. Kvans-

ton. III. Filed Nov. 12, 1906, Serial No. 343.174. Re-

newed Feb. 3, 1908. Serial No. 414,060.

in the Cazetfe.

890,803. -MIIHOD OF TUNING. Mel\1i

, Arlington Heights, and George B. Sin

Mass., assignors to Choralcelo Manufactt^ri

a Corporation of Maine. Filed \uk.'

No. 273.204.

.V L. Se\ku\

IR, Winthrop,

ng (ompany.
1905. Serial

1. In a scaffold-clamp, in combination, a stirrup adapt-

ed to embrace the scaffold-upright, said stirrup liaving

its arms provided with inclined slots whose upper ends

are positioned to overlie the sides of said upright, a

bracket secured to said stirrup, and a roller operating in

said slots to en_Mg'' th»^ face of -said upright, substantially

as specified.

J. In ii si'affold clarni) ;ii -ot)!!. mat ion. a stirrup adapt

(•d to .'mbrace the sc.'ilTold upright, said stirrup having

its arms provided with incllnfd skits wtiose upper i^nds

are positioned to overlit- the siil. s <,{ said upright, a

bracket secured to said stirrup, aii'l a toothed rolU'r op

erating in said slots to engage the face of aald upright,

substantially as specified.

3. In a scaffold clamp, in combination, a stirrup adapt-

'd to embrace the scaffold-upright, said stirrup having Its

arms provided with inclined button-hole slots whose up-

per ends are positioned to overlie the sides of said upright,

a bracket secured to said stirrup, and a roller operating

in said slots to engage the face of said upright, substan-

tially as specified.

4. In a scaffold-clamp, in combination, a stlrr\ip adapt-

ed to embrace the scaffold-upright, said stirrup having its

arms provided with inclined button-hole slots whose up-

per ends are positioned to ovelle tbe sides of said upright,

a bracket secured to said stirrup, and a toothed roller op-

erating In said slots to engaL'e the face of said upright,

substantially as specified

5. In a scaffold-clamp, in combination, a stirrup adapt-

ed to embrace the scaffold-upright, said stirrup having Its

arms provided with inclined slots whose upper ends are

positioned to overlie the sides of said upright, a bracket

secured to said stirrup, and a roller having retaining

knobs on its ends and operating in said slots to engage

the face of said upright, sut>stantlally as specified.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the fJazette.]

1. The herein de Abed method of tun iilt a vitirating

magnetii-aily sensitive body, which consistii in producing

in close proximity to the same, magnetic pulsations corre-

sponding to the number per unit of time designed for

such body, and then tuning the latter until it responds

to the said ma*rnetic pulsations with Its maxiraum loud-

ness.

2. The herein desrribf<l m^'thod of tuning a vibrating

magnetically sensitive body, which consistp in producing

in clos»' proximity to siT^h body rnai:n>'fli" pulsations mr-

890.80,' PRF:SSI:I> .^TKHr, .I()lKN"Ar.-BOX FOR RAII^
\V.\Y C.\RS WiLLi.wi H SniNN. Carnegie. Pa. Filed

Aug. 22. 1907. Serial No HsK.fiis

1. In a pressed steel journa: t'ox having a body portion,

a reinforcing plate adapted to be secured to the top of the

Siox. and haviuK a hinge lug and a lug plate provided with

depending flanges.

2. In a presst'd steel journal \»>\ having a body portion,

a reinforcing plate adapted to be secured to the top of the

box, said plate having side depending flanges and an up-

wardly extending hinge flangf, and a lug plate adapted to be

secured to the reinforcing plate and having depending

flanges.

3. In a pressed steel journal tiox, A plate adapted to be

Junk i6, 1908. U. S. PATEiNT OFFICE. 1643

secured to tbe body of the box and baring a binge log. a

plate adapted to be secured to the other plate, and pro-

vided wltb a depi'uiiin^ ihuige extending across tbe front

thereof.

the middle of said liar to press the same towards the cyl-

inder, a handle extending from said Interjionent to thi'

side of the machine, and a screw for adjusting said sup-

port to Increase or diminish the pressure of the roll against

the cylinder.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,807. STENCILING-MACHINE. Stephen T. Smith,

Jr., Stamford, Conn., assignor to Underwood Typewriter

Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New
Jersey.

'

Filed Mar. 13. 1908. Serial No. 420.882.

890,800. STENCILING-MACHINE .Stkphkn T. Smith,

Jr., Stamford. Conn., assignor to Underwood Typewriter

Company, New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed I>ec. 5, 1907. Serial No. 405.137.

/J
f

(
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cured to Mid cyliBder end and surround!*); the rod, a re-

movable ftland rigidly secured ajralnst lotuitudinal movp
ment in the outer end of the head-pie<e. a packlnij for the
rod Insertible into the headpiece throuiit th.- inritr .nd
thereof, a spring abutment carried by the cylinder, and a
spring interposed between the abutment and the packing,
said packing being exposed to the fluid pressure within
the cylinder.

nally, comprising a rotary and axially movable ring con-
centric with the series of bolts and directly engaging all
the bolts.

2. The combination svirli the cyUnd»T and a rod mov-
able therein and extending Ijeyond one end thereof, of a
head-piece secured to the end of the cylltder, a packing
for the rod insertible into the headpiece from its inner
end without removing the head piece from the rod, a pack-
ing gland in the outer end of the head piee.^. and the re-

taining pins for holding the uland riirldlv against longi-

tudinal movement.
3. The combination with th>' cjlind. r tind a rod mov-

able therein and extending beyond one end thereof, of a
headpiece secured to the end of the cyliqder. a pa.kinu
for the rod insertible into the head-piece from Irs Inner
end without removing the head piece from the rod, a pack-
ing gland in the outer end of the head pl>?e>\ and the re-

taining pins for holding the L'land rijid'-/ airainst longi-
tudinal and rotary movements.

4. In a rod packing, the combination of th^- hex. the
gland, the packing, a spring abutmtnt. aad h. tw .n the
abutment and packing a plurality i.f springs .a:; mi ireu
ate form and consisting of a s.ries of r>v r^' d >;pirals.

890.809. REFRIGEBATING APPAR.\TTJi Almkrjv R
SpaAOiK, Sacramento, Cal., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to L. A. Roy. Chicago. 111. Filed June 29. 1905
Serial No. 267,654.

j

A device for circulating the air in cold storage cham-
bers comprising a horizontal hi.iwtT main, a flexible pipe
having connection with one end thereof, a Mower having
Its discharge nozzle connected to the other end, a flexible
pipe connected to the intake of rhe blower, a coil in said
main, a pipe 14 carried on th.' -said main jiad having one
end connected to the coll near the blower and extending
•alwtantlally the full length of the main, b flexible pipe
having connection with the other end of .said pipe 14 and
a pipe 3 also connected to the coll near th« blower.

2. In a clutch, the combination of co-acting surfaces,
including a movable Jaw, a collar, a series of bolts con-
nected to the Jaw. and slidably connected with the col-

lar, said collar being provided with screw threads, and a

threaded ring or nut engaging the collar threads and en
gaging all the bolts so as to move them longitudinally by
its rotation.

3. In a clutch, the combination of co-acting surfaces,
including a movable Jaw. a series of bolts connected to
said Jaw, a collar having openings through which the
bolts are slidably movable, and a rotatable adjusting de-
vice mounted on the collar and engaging all the bolts.

4. In a clutch, the combination of co acting surfaces,
including a movable Jaw. a series of bolts connected to
said jaw, a collar having openings through which the
bolts are slidably movable, a rotatable adjusting device
mounted on the collar and engaging all the tu.irs. and
means to lock said collar against rotation.

5. In a clutch, the combination of co-acting surfaces,
including a movable Jaw, a series of bolts connected to

said Jaw, a collar having slots in its periphery, in which
the bolts are slidably seated, and a rotatable adjusting
ring mounted on said collar and projecting Into a notch or
recess in each bolt.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 0,811. BACK FOR UI'RltniT PIANOS August
Btahl. New York, N. Y., assignor to William Tonk k
Bro., New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Feb. 17. 10n<; Serial \o. 416,166.

8 9 0.810. FRirTION-CI.rTCH. HuWAko R. Stack.s. 1. An upright piano having a sounding board, a wrest
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Geo. V.i Cresson Co., plank, and an oblique metal brace sunk into the wrest
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar .-^O. lOOS. Serial No. plank and extending across the sounding board, substan-
*-*• l'*-'^- rlally as specifi.-d

1. In a clutch, the combination of co-acting surfaces. 2. An upright piano having a sounding board, a wrest
Including a movable jaw, a collar, a series <if bolts rigidly plank extending along the top thereof, a rail extending
connected to the jaw and slidably connected with the col- along the bottom thereof, and an ohliqii,. metal brace sunk
lar and means f„r equally m..vin^. ,il the l^lts longitudl- ^ into said wrest plank and rail, substantially as specified
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3. Ad upright piano having a sounding board, a wrest

plank, an iron piano-frame, an oblique metal brace sunk I

Into the wrest plank, and a plate secured to the brace

and bolted to the Iron piano-frame, substantially as speci-

fied.

4. An upright piano having a sounding board, a wrest

plank, a pair of intersecting oblique metal braces sunk

Into the wrest plank, a plate connected to the braces at

their point of intersection, an Iron piano-frame, and bolts

connecting said plate to said frame, substantially as

gpecifled.

5. An upright piano having a sounding board, a wrest

plank, a pair of intersecting oblique metal braces sunk

Into the wrest plank, a pair of end braces flanking the

oblique braces, and means for attaching said end braces

to said oblique braces, substantially as specified.

890,812. ENVELOP-SEALER Lola O. Stassart, Port-

land. Oreg., assignor to Sanitary Envelope Sealer Com-
pany, Portland. Oreg . a Corporation of Oregon. Piled

Apr. 24, 1907. Serial No. 370,114.

1. .\ sealer comprising a (auk having a crimped por-

tion in its under side, a moistening pad arranged under

said crimped portion, nnd converging plates carried by

the tank for sealing ttie article.

2. A sealer comprising a tank having a forwardly pro-

jecting plate carrying a roller, a moistening pad arranged

under said tank and a tongue projecting under said tank

from one side

3. A sealer comprising a plate having a tank formed

on one end and a semi circular portion formed on the

other end, a roller mounted under said semi-circular por-

tion, a moistening pad arranged under said tank, and a

tongue projecting under said plate from one side and out

to the rear of said tank

4. The combination with a tank, having an opening In

its bottom, of an angle plate secured to one end of said

tank and extending under said tank provided with ser-

rated flanged sides, a pad arranged between said flanges

extending up into said opetiintr of the tank, and converg-

ing plates carried by the tank for pre.ssing the flap and

envelop together, after lieing moistened.

rs The combination witli a tank, of a moistening pad

arraiii-'ed under said tank and spaced therefrom, a plate

project iiii: forwardly from said tank provided with a semi-

circular portion the ends of wldch are provided with de-

pending apertured lars. an axle mounted in said earn

carrying a roller, nnd a tongue projecting under said

plate from one side, and to tije rear of the tank.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

said cavity, then placing a flint glass disk upon the sec-

tion of crown glass directly over said countersink, and

then welding the crown glass section and the flint glass

disk together by heating them until the flint glass disk

settles down into and fills said countersink.

2. The method of making bifocal lenses, the same con-

sisting In blowing crown glass into a hollow mold having

a rounded cavity or countersink in its inner side, then cut-

ting a section from the crown glass on a line surrounding

said cavity, then placing a flint glass disk upon the section

of crown glass directly over said countersink, then weld-

ing the crown glass section and the flint glass disk to-

gether by heating them until the flint glass disk settles

down into and fills said countersink, and then grindiiig

the bifocal blank thus produced into a bifocal lens.

3. The method of making bifocal lenses, the same con-

sisting in blowing flint glass into a hollow mold hav-

ing an inwardly projecting rounded portion on its inner

side, then cutting a section—usually termed a disk

—

from the blown glass on a line surrounding said projec-

tion, then placing said flint glass disk upon a crown glass

section having a countersink In its upper side and directly

underlying the flint glass disk, and then welding the crown

glass section and the flint glass disk together by heating

them until the flint glass disk settles down into and fills

the countersink,

4. The method of making bifocal lenses, the same con-

sisting in blowing flint glass into a hollow mold having

an inwardly projecting rounded portion on/ its inner side,

then cutting a section— usually termed a disk—from the

blown glass on a line surrounding said projection, then

placing said flint glass disk upon a crown glass section

having a countersink in its upper side and directly under-

lying the flint glass disk, then welding the crown glass

section and the flint glass disk together by heating them
until the flint glass disk settles down into and fills the

countersink, and then grinding the bifocal blank thus

produced into a bifocal lens.

5. The method of making bifocal lenses, the same con-

sisting in blowing crown glass into a hollow mold having

a rounded cavity or countersink in its inner side, then

cutting a section from the crown glass on a line surround-

ing said cavity, then blowing flint glass into a hollow mold

having an inwaroiy projecting rounded portion of sharper

radius or curve tlian said countersink, then cutting a sec-

tion

—

usually termed a disk -from the flint glass on a

line surrounding said projection thi>n placing the flint

glass disk with its convex side down upon the crown

glass section directly over and depending partially into

said countersink, and then welding the crown glass sec-

tion and the flint glass disk together by heating them

until the flint glass disk settles down into and completely

fills the countersink.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,813. MKTTTOn OF M.VKlNO BIFOCAL LENSES.
Harold .T Stkah. Kansas City. Mo., assignor, by direct

and m<>n( assiirnments. to The Stead Lens Company,
Kansas City. Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed

July 12, 1907. Serial No. 383,528.

1 The metliod of making bifocal lenses, the same con-

sisting In blowing crown glass into a hollow mold having

a rounded cavity or countersink in Its inner side, then cut-

ting a section from the crown glass on a line surrounding

890,814. VOTING - MACHINE. William H. Stkoxo,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to U. S. Standard Voting Ma-

chine Company, Rochester. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New York. Original application filed Jan. 29. 1898.

Serial No. 668.442. Divided and this application filed

Dec. 3, 1906. Serial No. 345,995.

1. In a voting machine, the combination with a casing

having at its rear side a normally-closed compartment
separated from the l)ody-portion of the interior of the cas-
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Injf by an inspection partition provii.,! w rh inspectlon-
opt-nlnRs. tally mechanisms hou.s«>d In froar of said par-
tition and having indicating disks arrank'fil r*»spfctively

for exposure through said inspection opfniii,*:s. voting-keys
operatlvciy connected respectively with th" tally mech-
anisms, Interlocking devices including serifs of l)olt8 for

actuation by the voting-keys, tlltini; stops arran^'t^d at the
extremities of the series of bolts for oiini!Buni<:irin>; mo-
tion from those of one series to thos*" of another, and
locklng-ptns accessible in rear of said partition, for en-
gaging sockets in the stops to secure then* In fixed posi-

tions, substantially as specified.
{

2. In a voting machine, the casing havine at Its n-ar
side a partition, tally mechanisms hou.'^fd in front of said
partition, voting keys operatlvely conn.<t.>d respectively
with the tally mechanisms, locking bolts ccjCperating with
the voting-keys, tilting stops arranged at the txtr.'mities

of th>> series of bolts for communicatin« motion from
those of one series to those of anothf>r. and l.ickini: pins
accesible in rear of said partition for engaijing soi kets in

said stops to secure them in Cued positions, .sulwtMntially

as described.

^. In a voting machine, the combination with tally

mechanisms, of voting-keys operatlvely connected with
the tally mechanisms, fixed stops, and lockln;; pawls car-

ried by the voting keys for engagement with said stops,

and provided with trips In the paths of wliich said stops
are disposed, to move the pawls into lo-^kiag engagement
with the stops.

4. In a votini: nia'^hin-', the (-omt>lniU itm with tally

mecluinisms. of vr)ting keys operatlvely ''onnected with
the tally mechanisms, fixed stops, and locking pawls car-
ried respectively by the voting keys for eni|agement with
aid fixed stops, and provided contiguous to their fulcrums
with trips for engaging the stops to thmw the pawls Into

•gagement therewith, substantially as -ipeolfied

5. In a voting machine, the combination with tally

mechanisms, and voting keys operatlvely connected there-

with, of fixed stops, locking pawU carried by the voting-
keys having shoulders for engagement with i&ui stops, and
provided with trips for engaging the stops to throw the
shoulders thereof Into engagement with th.> .stops, and a
trip-frame for contact with the pawls to UsenK-UH'e them
from the stops, substantially as specified

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not prlnt<»d in the liazetteij

I

centrifugal governor having circuit connections arranged
to reestablish the Ignition circuit through said timer when
the engine falls below a predetermined speed, substan-
tially as described.

- .\n Ignition mechanism for an explosive engine com-
prising an engine driven timer shaft, a timer made up
of two principal parts, one of which is carried by said
shaft and the other of which Is In the form of a case and
IS mounted for adjustment around the axis of said shaft,
which case is composed of interlapped metallic and In-

sulating materials, an Ignition circuit including the
metallic portion of said timer case and a relatively fixed
contact, which fixed contact Is adapted to be engaged with
the Insulating portion of said timer case to break the cir-

cuit and to be engaged with the Interlapped metallic por-
tion thereof to close the circuit, and an engine driven
centrifugal governor having circuit connections arranged
to rei^stablish the ignition circuit through said timer when
the engine falls below a predetermined speed, substan-
tially as described.

3. The combination with an explosive engine, of elec-
tric Ignition mechanism comprising a timer having con-
tacts arranged to break the ignition circuit when said
timer Is adjusted for an excessive amount of lead, an
engine driven timer shaft carrying the movable contact
of said timer, a centrifugal governor carried by said timer
shaft, and a relatively fixed annular contact and circuit
connections cooperating with said governor and arranged
to reestablish the Ignition circuit througli said timer when
the engine speed falls below a predetermined point, sub-
stantially as described.

890.816. METAL BR.VKE. William A. Tarrant, Duen-
weg. and Thomas H Tarrant, Prosperity. Mo. as-
si.'nors of one-third to Martin Lown, Duenweg, Mo.
File.l Aug. 8, 1907. Serial No. 387,738.

8 9 0,815. REVERSING DEVICE FOR
ENGINES. Charlis M. Stroud, Ha4tin-
Filed May 9. 1907. Serial No. 372,774

EXPLOSIVE
.\Imii

lH
Uik:.

1. In a metal bending maclilne, a frame having legs

provided with elongated openings, a stationary member
on the frame, a movable member acting In conjunction
with the stationary member, said stationary member com-
prising adjustable parts, a gage frame, teeth on the edges
of the elongated openings, and a gage frame slldable In
the openings and adjustable on the teeth

2. In a metal bending machine, a stationary member,
legs for supporting the stationary member, said legs hav-
ing elongated openings provided with teeth, a movable
member acting In conjunction with the stationary mem-
ber and a gage frame movable In the teeth of the legs.

1. The coniliinar inn wit!, an -xploslve engine, of elec-

tric ignition mechanism comprising a tlnjer having a
fotatlvely adjustable case and contacts arraaged to break
the ignition circuit when the said timer caae Is adjusted
for an •xcessive amount of lead, and an engine driven

890,8 17, .V.M.MAI. I'ljKK .Io.skih \V. Tarpley and
Enos T. Lister. McKnlght. Okla. Filed Aug. 8. 1907.
Serial No. :\^7 TI'^

1 An nnima! poke comprising a nose-recelvlng hoop.
pins .ii,;a.;>ii t!irougli the sides of the hoop, fence en-
cagin*; in. mbers pivoted upon the outer portions of the
[lins. plates pivoted upon the Inner portions of the pins,

ami attachini: ni -ans ser'ired to the plates.

2. .Vn animal i>nk- .(uprising a nose-receiving hoop,
adjustable points . ngaged in the hoop to project there-

wit bin. members |)i voted upon the sides of the hoop and
extending al)ove and below the pivot points, the lower
portions of said members being weighted, said members
tiaving their extremities turned forwardly. rearwardly
extending plates connected with the li.iop and attaching
means connected with th.' pla'.'s
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8. An animal poke comprising a nose-recelvlng hoop,
pins engaged In the upper portion of the hoop to extend
therewlthln. pivot pins engaged through the sides of the

^A^^
hoop, vertically extending members pivoted between their

ends upon the pivot pins, and attaching means connected
with the hoop.

890,818. GARBAGE-PAIL. Isaiah H Taylor, Phila-

delphia. I'a. Filed Aug 2, 1906. Serial No. 328.830.

1. The combination of the pail, a cover for the pail, a

threaded socket secured to. and projecting from, the under
side of the said cover, a concaved perforated receptacle

having a screw threaded stiid projecting from the Inner

surface thereof and adiipi.d to fit the threaded socket on

the cover, and a pi- > .f ahsorln-nt material fitted snugly

artiund ^;i!i! --ind .ind ad.iiited to contain a suitable dis-

infectant.

2. The combination of t!ie pail, a cover for the pail, a

threaded socket having h i!nni.'e at its upper end by means
of which It is secured to the under side of the cover, a

concaved perforated receptacle, a threaded stud having a

flange at Its lower end by means of which it Is secured

to the said receptacle, and adapted to fit the threaded
socket, and a piece of absorbent material within said re-

ceptacle fitted snuL'lv :ir'und the said stud and adapted
to contain a sultabi. .li-iiifi-ctant.

890.819. Kl.A.><riC- FLIII> lIur.l.NE. Elihc Thom-
son, Swampscott, Mass., assignor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb. 17,

1906. Serial No. .SOI.579.

1 In an elastic fluid turbine, tlie combination of a cas-

ing, a wiieel within tiie casing liaving rows of buckets

and I ircnmferential grooves in its periphery between aaid

134 O. G.—108

rowa, iiit.'rmediate buckets between the rows of wheel
buckets, means on said Intermediate buckets which co-

operates with the grooves In the wheel to reduce leakage,

and a device for discharging fluid against the buckets.

2. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a sup-

port, a row of t)uckets mounted on the support, a cover

for the buckets having a projection thereon, and ni.ans

located on opposite sides of the projection for securing
It to the buckets.

3. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a cas

ing, a wheel within the casing having rows of buckets
and circumferential grooves In Its periphery between said

rows. Intermediate buckets between the rows of wheel
buckets, means on said Intermediate buckets which co-

operates with the grooves in the wheel to reduce leak-

age, and a device for discharging fluid against flie buckets,

the axis of which is inclined toward the wheel axis to

reduce the effect of centrifugal action on the fluid.

4. In an elastic fluid turbine, the comt)iuation of a sup-

port, a row of buckets mounted on the support, a cov.r

for the buckets having a projection thereon, means located

on opposite sides of the projection for securing it to the
buckets, and a device for discharging fluid against the

buckets, the axis of which Is Inclined to the plane of the
wheel and also to Its axis.

5. In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a cas-

ing, a wheel having rows of liuckets. a cover for each row
having projections thereon extending transversely of the
wheel axle, projections carried by the casing which ex-

tend between the cover projections to reduce leakage. In-

termediate buckets between each two rows of wheel
buckets, projections on said intermediate buckets which
cooperate with tiie wheel to reduce leakage, and a device
for discharging fluid against the buckets.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

890,820. EYE SHADE Erxest B. Thomson, Miami. Fla.,

assignor of one half to Walter Mucklow. Jacksonville,
Fla. Filed .lune 6, 19(M. Serial No. 211,349.

The combination with a supporting frame, of a pair of

shields 8e<?ured thereto at points removed from their

rear ends and below the transverse medial line of the
frame, the rear edges of the shields being adapted to con-

form to the ctirvature of the face below the lower eyelids.

thus to surround only the lower portion "of the eyes, the

shields being constructed wholly of wire gauze the mesh
of which Is close enough to prevent tlie passage of direct

or reflected light rays without Interfering with downward
vision, and being dispos. d in a practically horizontal

plane whereby forward ni>d Ijii.ral vision will be unob-

structed.

800,821. KYK <ir.\Kll ilENKV M. TiLESTON,
111. Filed June 16, 1906. Serial No. 321.975.

Chicago.

1. In an eye guard the combination of a flexible frame
comprising a flat body portion lying in one plane and a
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bnlglDit portion the edges of which ar" in a dlffprent plan*-

from the body portion, such body pDitioii belnfc prMvii1.><l

with ap»-rtur«'fl with rin;.'s PMsp^'Otlvf ly provided with out

wardiy extending tlanifi's at each end thereof, lenses.

an! ai'^ans f^r -^.i-urimc fhe lens*'* to the outwardly .'X

teu'liru' rlarii.'^'* f • a-- rini;!<. eaoh rlnx tieiiiiic arranged

to be b'-!'i in one of the apertures In th>* frame by fric-

tional ••iijakT' ment within It.-* aperture.

•2. In i;i y guard, a frame of flexible material pro

vidf'd with ap»'rfures for carrying rln^s oc \vhli:h ruiirs

are mount-d Ifn-^es, and such frame provided witli Hlots

and overlappinjts at the corn»*rs to make the framf adja-

cent to the aptTtures for the rings stand out from the

face, rings provided with outwardly fitendlng rtanges at

the edgefe thereof, lenses In the rings, m-ani to hold a lens

at one end of a ring, the apertures In the franu- rttting

over the rings to cause the rings to pmtrud- b>»yond

the frame ; substantially as desorttied

890,822. THERAPFITir VIBR.VToRY .xPF-XRATCS.

John M. TotBTti. and Oeokge I Hix..v\, London. Kng-

land. Filed May 12, 1905, Spria! No .HWi.lls

- -r-i tK^'-'' ^-rx^''^- t' '^tr

"5?^t

1. Apparatus for producing vibrations. Oscillations, or

the like for therapeutic, hygienic or .similar purposes,

comprising a hand grip, an operating shaft passing longi

tudlnally therethrough, a hand crank on tlje outer end of

said shaft, a gear wheel on the other end. 9 train of gear-

ing driven thereby comj)rlslng three paralflel plates sup-

porting two pairs of pinions and wheels tile center plate

being bent and slotted so that one whetl ean project

through the slot and engage a pinion on th» opposite side,

and a vibrating member driven by said gear substantially

as set forth.

2. Apparatus for predueing vibrations, .isclllatlons or

the like, for therapeutic, hygienic or similar purposes

comprising a hand grip, an operating shaft passing longi-

tudinally therethrough, a hand crank on the outer en<l

of »ald shaft, a gear wheel on the other end, a train of

gearing driven thereby comprising three parallel jilates

supporting two pairs of pinions and wheels the center

plate being bent and slotted so that one wheel can pro

Ject through thw slot and engage a plnloa on the oppo

site side, a spherical casing inclosing said pear and made

In halves and a vibrating member driven by said gear,

substantially as set forth.
j

3. Apparatus for producing vibrations, bsclllations, or

the like for therapeutic, hygienic or similar purposes,

comprising a hand grip, an operating shaft passing longi-

tudinally therethrough, a hand crank on tHe outer end of

said shaft, a gear wheel on the other ecd, a train of

gearing engaging therewith, a spindle (Irlven by said

gearing and two disks mounted on sali spindle hav-

ing their centers of gravity eccentric to the axis of the

spindle, m^ans for adjusting the relatU-m positions of

the disks and a guard Inclosing the diski and provided

with a cushioned <niter surface, substantially as set forth.

4. .\n apparatus for producing vibrat!<TBis. comprising

a spindle, means for rotating the splnflle. two disks

mounted on said spindle having their centers of gravity

eccentric to the axis of t!ie spindle, mid means for ad-

justing the relative positions of the dlskjs. one of said

disks having a scale marked thereon and the other disk

having a small Indicating hole therein coliperatlng with

said scale for Indicating the amount o( adiustment of the

disks.

!•: \ .\1.\ 1; FOK (iKADUATIXG RELEASE.
tRVER. Wilklnsliurg, I'a assignor to The
.\lr Hrake t'ompauy, I'lttsburg. Pa., a

f Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 13, 1905. Se-

rial No, 282,573.

890.823. TRIPI.
W.ALTER V T
Westlnghouse
Corporation o

1. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

main valve, of a graduating valve and piston having an

independent movement relative to the main valve for

controlling the brake cylinder exhaust, and a movable

abutment or piston subject to brake cylinder presatire for

operating said graduating valve.

2. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

main valve, and a graduating valve having an Independent

relative movement for controlling the brake cylinder ex-

haust, of a piston subject to train pipe pressure for op-

erating said valves, and a movable abutment subject to

brake cylinder pressure for operating sahi LTMduatiiig

valve to close the brake cylinder exhauat.

3. Id a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

main valve having hrake cylinder exhaust ports, of a

graduating valve having an independent movement rela

tive to the main valve for controlling said ports, and a

piston subject to brake cylinder pressure for operating

said graduating valve.

4. .\ triple valve device comprising a main valve and a

graduating valve for controlling the supply and release

ports to and from the brake cylinder, a piston for operat-

ing said valves in response to variations In train pipe

pressure, and means operated by a reduction in lirako» cyl-

inder pressure for moving said graduating valve to close

the brake cylinder exhaust.

5 A triple valve device comprising a main valve and a

graduating valve for controlling the supply and relea.se

()orts to and from the brake cylinder, a piston for operat-

ing-said valves In response to variations In train pii^e

pressure, and a i>lsfon subject to the opposing pressures

of the brake cylinder and a chamber for moviiii: -aid

graduating valve to close the iirake cylinder exhaust.

[Claims G to 10 not printed In the dazette.

]

890.824. i;R.V1)UATIN<; triple N.aLVK \V,\i,ter V.

TCRNER, WUklnsburg. Pa., assignor to The Westing-

house .Mr Brake Tompany, Pittsburg, i'a., a Corporation

of Pennsylvania Filed Oct Jn, lOO.'S. Serla'l No.

283.592.

1. .V triple valve device having n slide valve for con-

trolling the exhaust from the brake cylinder, and means

for Increasing the frlctional resistance of the slide valve

upon Its seat at a certain point of its travel,

2. .\ triple valve device having a slide valve for con-

trolling the exhaus' from the brake cylinder, and means

for exposing a portion of the slide valve to lower or at-

mospheric pressure at a crt.iin ; nt of its travel to In-

crease the frlctional resisianc.

3. A triple valve device having a slide valve for con-

trolling the exhaust from the brake cylinder, and an ad-

i dliional cavity with an atmospheric port for increasing

JrxE [6, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1649

the frlctional resistance of the valve at a certain point of

Its travel.

4. A triple valvi- di'vice having a slide valve for con-

trolling the exhaunt from the brake cylinder, means for

supplying compressed air from uu additional source to

the auxiliary reservoir side of the triple valve piston In

the release position of the valve, and means for Increasing

the frlctional resistance of the valve at a point of its

travel in which the brake i.\ Under exhaust is closed.

5. A triple valve d. \ i.e comprising a piston subject to

the opposing pressures ,jf the train pipe and auxiliary

reservoir, a slide valve operated by the piston for control-

ling the brake cylinder exhaust, a port for admitting com-

pressed air from an additional source to the auxiliary

reservoir side of the piston iu the release position of

the valve, and means for exposing an additional area

of the valve to atmospheric pressure in a position in

which the brake cylinder exhaust port and the additional

supply port are closi-d

[Claims 6 to ;• not printed In the Gazette.]

MHi sj.-, WIKK .^TRETrHHR, Sa.mpsox Tver. Grape-

land, lex FllfHl F.>t» 2i>. 1W8 Serial No 416.938.

J3

n

In a wire stretcher, a clamp for wire fabric, an operat-

ing screw shaft with a smooth forward portion having

a rounded end : a plate with a rounded cavity ;idapted to

re<eive the rounded end of the screw shaft, and hold the

plate against a fenc** po«t ; a traveling sleeve threaded on

said screw shaft ; hook c( nnections connected to said

traveling sleeve, and adapted to extend on one side of

said fence post and engage with said wire fabric clamii.

a second sleeve mounted on the said smooth forward part

of the screw shaft In advance of said traveling sleeve;

a collar fixed on said smooth portion of the screw shaft

against which said s<H!ond sleeve abuts ; and short hook

connections connected to said second sleeve, and adapted

to extend on the opposite side of the fence post from the

first hook connection-s and to engage with said fence post.

990.826 HF < RKEPKR. Joseph E. Ut>SH. Altoona, !

Pa Filed Nov :{0. 1907. Serial No. 404. .%82.
,

1 An Ice crt'CfxT consisting of a tK>dy portion pro

vided with CM Iks. h<>el engaging sptirs or prongs carried 4

at the frnnt and rear ends of said body portion, a de-

taching clip carried at the rear of said body portion and

formed Integral with said rear spurs or prongs, and a

holding plnte carried by the heel and adapted to co(ip-

erate with the rear spurs or prongs.

^v'

^0C J^ _ iT^liL :.i

2. An Ice creeper consisting of a body portion provided

with calks, heel engaging spurs or prongs carried at the

front and rear ends of said body portion, a detaching clip

carried at the rear of the said body portion and formed

Integral with the said rear spurs or prongs, and a holding

plate provided with keeper notches coilperating with the

rear spurs or prongs

3. An ice creeper consisting of n body jiortion the front

and rear ends of which are provided with Integral heel-

engaging spurs or prongs, a detaching clip carried at the

rear of the body portion and fc^rmed Integral with the

rear spurs or prongs, and a holding plate carried by

the heel and provided with keeper notches cooperating

with said rear spurs or prongs.

4. An Ice creeper consisting of a body portion provided

with calks, an upstanding gu.nrd at the front of said body

portion the end of which is bifurcated and bent at right

angles thereto to form heel eng.ti:ing spurs, the rear of

said body jjortion being upturned and bent upon itself to

form a spring loop, and an upstanding wall intt^gral

with said spring loop and terminating in an inclined de-

taching clip, the edges of said wall being slitted to form

heel engaging spurs.

890,827. RATTKRY. .\i.(a.pn T. VitiNEito.N. Providence.

R. I., assignor of one-half to Herbert B Vlgneron. Provi-

dence. H I, Filed .Ian, l*!. liX'T Serial -No .•i52,528.

1. A battery cell comprising a casing having two con-

tact poles the connecting surface of each of said poles

being located In n rec«'S9ed portion formed In the casing

of said cell whereliy com'sp<iiiding projections are re-

quired to enter said recesses 10 contact with said poles.

2. An electric battery comprising a <aslng, a plurality

of battery cells In said casing both of the contact poles

of each cell being located in recesses formed in the

casings thereof, and electric conductors located In the

battery casing comprising jirojections adapted to protrude

into the said recesses to contact with said poles to com-

plete the circuit.

3. An electric battery comprising a casing, a plurality

of battery cells In said casing b 'tl, "f the contact poles

of each cell being located In reci --c- f rmed in the cas-

ings there. if, and electric conductors located in the bat-

tery casing comprising projections adapted to protrude

Into the said recesses to contact with said [Kiles to com-

plete the circuit. !iud me:ins on the battery casing and

said cells for indicating Ilie proper position of the cells

within the caaiBS.
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8W,828. COIN CONTROLLED AI'PARATTTS FOR PRE-
PAYMENT GASMETERS ANH THE LIKE Benja-

MiM O. Wagoneb. F'hiladelphla. Pa. Original applica-

tion filed May 11. 1905. Serial No. :

and this application filed Aug. 1,

386.503.

2r.!t,|t.U IHvlded

1907 Serial No.

in appiirat IS of the typ^ ip.'cirt»»d the- ."Cmblnati"n nf

a ri'vohible coin holder coDstructPd rn •xpo.'^e a oiin at

its eiiat^s and to support the coin at Its t)ast'. a sprini; car

rled tiy th*' h'Wder and adapf^Ml to »-nijhKP the coin l>.Mo\v

the center thereof, a follower provided with a pin dis-

posed in the path uf the cnin wiifn the latter has been

pushed forward and upwmil. a liHt^nt arranged in th*-

path of the coin and ai:ainst whirh thf ciin lucks to

prevent retrograde m(>vfin»'tit "t the h'^ldtr and said d»»-

tent having an inclined face leading up to it ami whi<h

face Is arranged to push the coin in rt'sptct to thf spring.

whereby the coin Is moved forward and upward toward

the shank of thf pin. substantially as desiTib.d

890.829, E.WELOP MACHINE. Ezra P WaikkhoLse,
Worcester. .Mass . a.tsignor of one-half to ^"orcfster En-

velope Company, a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed

July 5, 1904. Serial No. L'15,405.

1 In an t^nv^lop machine, the combination with the

creasf'r plate, of an arm or arras for supporting the en-

velop blank over the opening in the creaser plate, and
m^^ans for moving said arms

.' In an envi-lop maohin>', thp combination with the

creaser platp. of a rocking arm or arms for aopporting the

envelop blank over the opening in the creawr plate, and
means for rocking said arms.

3. In an envelop machine, the combination with a

creaser plate, of a movable arm or arms for supporting

the envelop blank over the opening in the creaser plate

and a plate on said arm or arms, and mi'ans for moving
said arms.

4. In an envelop iiih' l;;u>'. the corni)ination with a

creaser plate, of a rocking arm or arms supp<irtpd on the

under side of the creaser plate, to sujiport the envelop

blank over the opening in the creaser plate, and to move
down with the envelop blank into the folding bo.x. and to

b^ moved out of tti.' path of the blank, anii imans for rock-

ing said arm.s

5. In an envelop tuacliine. the combination with the

folding-bed, of rocking nippers t-i ntriran\ niouiifed and
located at the rear of the foUllng bed, sanl nipp. rs adapted

to engage the edge of the envelop blank, and hold the

same on the folding-t>ed. and nu-ans for rocking said

nippers.

890.830. AUTOMATIC E.IECTIN(; PENHOLDER, Rob-

ert H. WiLSOir, Ketchikan. Alaska. Filed Sept. 16,

1007. Serial No. 393,161.

y/ c /til i'" **

ji

1 In an ej.Tf im; penliolder. thr t'oriiMnation with a
I'ore of a sle.'Vf surrounding the core ami anaiiged for

rutation thereupon, said sleeve and core being arranged

for the engagement of a pen nib ther>bet ween, said sleeve

having a eut away portion, and iruaus for moving a p«'n

nib outwardly through the cut away portion of the sleeve,

when the sle«*ve ia moved to bring the cut away portion

into a predetermined position.

1' In an ejecting penholder, tiie combination with a

core, of ;i ^l..\-' r'-\ ni'iiiv .n;:it.'r'ii witti the core, said

sleeve havin.- a 'ur awny portion tti^fin, said sleeve

and core beiiii,' arranged for engagement of a pen nib there-

between, sa I -1. ve being rotatable to bring Its cut away
portion into ;i..sitlon for passage of the pen nib there-

through, and a spring arranged to move the pen nib

through tile .-ut away portion of the sleeve.

3. .\ penholder comprising a handle, a core fixed upon

one end of tli.' handle, said handle including portions ly-

ing in spaced relation to the inner end of the core, a

sleeve revolubly engaged witli tlie core, said sleeve hav-

ing Its Inner portions turned inwardly .nnd lying in the

space between the core and the tiandle. said core and

sleeve being arranged to receive and hold a pen nib there-

between, said, sleeve being coiistrueted and arranged to

lie at times in position to permit of disengagement of the

nib and at times out of such position, and means for auto-

matically disengaging the nib.

4. In a penholder of the da.ss des.TitwMl. the eomtiina-

tion with a handle having a reduct il fMpward portion, of

a core having a passage in wiiich the reduced forward

portion of the handle Is fixed, said handle lying with its

unreduced portion in spaced relation to the inner end of

the core, and a sleeve revolubly engaged with the core and

having a flange at its Inner end engaged bi-tween the un

reduced portions of the handle and the eore. said sleeve

being constructed and arranged to lie at times in position

to hold a nib between it and the eore, and at times out

of siK'h positkin

5. .\n ejecting penholder comprising a hanrlle. a hollow

core carried by the handbv said enre having aii opening

Therein communicating "with the interior theri>of. .n spring

formed of a piece of wire bent to produce spaced legs nnd

a connecting bight, said spring being engaged within the

core and having one of Its legs bent laterally at its free

extremity to extend outwardly through tiie opening of

the core, and a sleeve movably engaged with the core and

arranged to lie at times in position to extend over the

outer end of the spring, to hold the latter under tension.
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890,831. AUTOMATIC TBAIN-PIPE COUPLING. Rob-
ert E. Adrbom, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Westinghouse
Automatic Air & Steam Coupler Company, St. Louis,

Mo., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. .31, 1006.
Serial No. 341,421.

1. In a train pipe coupling, a coupler head having a

lateral opening, a curved spring for clamping said head
with a counterpart coupling bead, guide flanges and a
bufling flange for engaging the spring of a counterpart
coupling head,

2. In a train pipe coupling, a coupler head having a

lateral opening, a curved clamping spring connected to

the head and having its forward end bent outward, guide
flanges and an inclined buffing flange formed on the head
for engaging tli^' flaring end of the clamping spring of a

counterpart coupling head,

3 In a train pipe coupling, a coupler head having a

lateral opening with a gasket, and a shoulder having an
inclined face, the gaskets In counterpart coupling heads
being arranged to register with concentric engagement
at the time that the same contact together in coupling.

4. In a train pipe coupling, a coupler head having a

lateral opining with a gasket, and a shoulder having an
Inclined face, the center of the gasket opening being

slight 1\ forward of the center of the inclined face of the

shoulder.

5. The conrt)lnatlon with a car coupler, of a train pipe

coupling, and means adapted to be attached to the ordi-

nary knuckle pin of the car coupler for supporting the for-

ward portion of the pipe coupling.

[I'laims c^ to ** not printed in the Cazette.]

8M,8S2. DRY CLOSET. George W .Mkri ;ht. Harrls-

borg. Pa. Filed June 18, 1906. Serial No 322,224.

In combination in a device of the character described, a

deposit cliamber, a reservoir In communication there-

with, a chute projecting from the reservoir within the

de[(osit chamber, said chute having its sides at one end
bent to form ears, said ears Udng away from the end of

the chute, securing means for the cliute i)asslng through
the ears and an obstruction positioned in front of the
chute within the deposit chaml.ier.

8M,88S. 8TOCKIN(;tirniNG MACHINE. William J.

AHOnso.N, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov. 8, 1906. Se-

rial No. .342.468.

1. The combination of a frame, a bar pivotally sup-

ported on the frame, a guide, a plunger operative In the

guide and attached to the bar. means for oscillating said

bar to longitudinally move the plunger, and a tubular
structure open at both ends, with means for supporting
said structure in line with the plunger, substantially as

described,

2. The combination of a frame, a shaft having a cam.
a pivoted bar on the fratne placed to he oscillated by said

cam, a weight on one end of said bar. a plunger acted on
by the opposite end of the bar, with means for guiding the

plunger, and a tubular structure supported in the line of

movement of said plunger, substantially as described.

3. The combination of a roclprocatory plunger, a rotary
structure having mounted on it a series of tubes movable
into line with the plunger, means for Intermittently turn-
ing said structure, and means for holding it immovable
after each turning Impulse, substantially as described.

4. The combination of a pliuiL-'V truHns for reciprocat-
ing the same, a rotary strucinn h.iviiiL- mounted on it a
series of tubes open at botli ends and movalde into line

with the plunger, a device for intermittently turning the
said structure, and means for holding the structure im-
movable with one of the tubes in line with the plunger
after each turning impulse. sut)stantially as described.

890,834. HALTER OR HIOAD STALL FOR BREACH

Y

STOCK. Ac. JuH.v M, .VriKKiu ry. Nevada, Mo Filed
Nov. 29, 1907. Serial No 40 4.473.

1. An animal poke comprising' a frame, a lever secured
to one end of the frame, a spur secured to the opposite
end of said frame, a neck straii secured to the lever, a
head strap, and a pivotal connection between the head
strap and frame,

2. An animal poke compri-ing a frame, a spur secured
to the forward emi of th(' fram. . a lever rigidly secJred to

the rear end of the frame, a neck strap carried by the
lever, a head straji, and a pivotal connection l)etW4'en the
head strap and an intermediate portion of the frame,

3. An animal poke comprising a frame, a spur secured
to the forward end of said frame, springs spaced laterally

from the forward end of said frame, a lever rigidly secured
to the frame, a neck straj) carried by the lever, uprights
pivotally mounted on the frame, and a head strap carried

by the uprights. .
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4 Au anima; ;.i'ke comprising a fraiu- having spac'd

sldf- members tlif t^nds of which are lient flownwanily to

form d.p*ndln)£ nrm-i. a lever rigidly spcur-d to the frame

between said arm-, a spur jwcured to tiie forward end of

the frame, a tif-ck sinip carri»-d by xh^ Ifvp. uprights piv-

otally mounted on the side memt)ors of th« fram.'. and a

head strap connected with the upritjhts.

o. An animal poke comprising 1 <iippurtlnc frame hav-

ing spaced side members, the end:* of whuh ar.^ bent down-

wardly to form depending arms havini; th«>lr intermediate

portions oCTset and thence extend. d duvwiwanlly to form

terminal attaching Angers, a lerer dUposefl l)etween and

rigidly secured to the attaching ttngera,
,
a neck strap

carried by the lever, a spur secured to the forward end of

the frame, uprights plvotally mounted on the -\'\>- members

of the frame, and a head strap carried by th- ipiights.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazejtte.

)

«90.S35. FLY -SHUTTLE MOTION.
Henrietta. -N. C. Filed Oct. J-', 1906.

Ed<>ar H. Babeb,

Ser al No. .340,052.

In a lotrii !ay an upper m>'mber provid.'d with a lin?l-

tudin.ll slot mi-\ a lownr nvmber parallel to said upp^r

memUT anl }>r'>v;ded with a slot, a picker head slidable

In said longitudinil slot, a T-shaped uuidf pivoted to said

picker head and tiavlng a perforati'in >\i''ijdlrii.' from end

to end of the i)«rt formed by th.' arns of the T shaped

part, a picker-stick pivoted in. un.l pas-in- ttir..ii>jh the

siot of said lower member and projecting int.. s,iid perfora

tlon and a -(inri.; f.i-i.'ued to the lowr end of said picker-

stick and to said lower member.

890.836. GOLF-CLUB. Hui'ii. Bk.vi k I,.iii,i..n. Kugland.

Filed .SOT. 28, 1906. Serial No. 34.'.. .'.>s,

1. A golf club pr.iviilftl \vith a h.'ad ha»inK a recess In

Its face, and strands wound under t.-nsi..n and extending

over the recess to form ttif striking' fa. f the club.

2. A golf club provided witli a ii.a.i having a recess In

Its face, and strands of wir.^ woinn! ini!.;- t.-n- -.n extend-

ing over the recess and forming th • ^trikju^,' ij.ce of the

club.

3. .V ;;oIf .lull provide with a striking fice forned of ft

pluralitN of i.'ngths of wire in u state of teBtioB, each

length of wire h.ing wound Into a nun^'r of strands

transverse to th.>sf of the other lenirrh and horh ends

being mounted upon a rigid sup[)ort.

4. A golf club provided with a head hating a recess in

its fdc. and strands formed of a h'Ugth of wire wound
under tension and extending over the re^^ss. th.' run of

th.- wire h.-iai; in a dir.^ction transversrlr of th^- length of

the bead.
•". .V i;olf club provid.d with a h.-ad hating a recess in

its face, and strands of wire woutid nn.l.-r t.'nsion extend-

ing over the recess, the run ..f rht- ^trau'li- being parallel

with the length of the h.-ad

iClaims fi to '.» not printed in the Gazette.]

880,837. I'RINTKH 8 GAGE. Gkob-.k M Reasi.et, Mon-

roe. N f Fll'd Sept. -7. rto7. Serial No. 394.891.

.\ printers gage to be fitted to the ilanKe of the work

table of a Job printini; pr.ss. the sain- .-onsisting of a

rectangular block and a strip bent upon its. !f to provide a

shank and a clamp member, the shank i.eini; Jitt.-d against

and secured to an edge of the block and the said clamp

member being opposite to and spaced from an edge of the

block and cooperating therewith to grip the flange of the

work table when the gage Is fitted thereto.

8«io> ^e MULTIPLE TOOL HOLDEK. FaEPERlCK .T.

Hhv AER. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Oct. 31, 1907. Serial

No. 400.127.

1 Iii a multiple tool holder, the cunjUination of upper

and lower poit.s c nstructed to re<'eiv.' a plurality of tool*

therebetwi-.n. a .iiiral '-lampink' bolt extending through

the plates eq>1 forming a pi\ot ih.r.-for -. r.u bolts cou

nectlng the plates n.-ar tli.- ..utvr edk'. s tti.Teof. and

clamping screws tapped tluMUkch the upper plate and

adapted to bear on th.- tools

2 In a multiple to<.l hobler, in rotribiiiat i'.ii a central

boit. upper ami lower (ilaf.-- bavin;; a spa. iiu' sleeve at

the center and rotatahle .m saol 1.. it, - n-w l.oits .-onnect-

ing the plates near the oui.-r edt' s th.-r.-.f. th*.' l.'Wer plate

having a plurality of groov.s In the upp. r face thereof ar-

ranged symm.trically arouii.l th. -ent r and clamping

bolts tapped through th.' upper plar.- ov- r tlie grooves.

890.839. OrKRATI.NG MK* H.VNISM FOR SAWMILLS.
.T.iHV N Bttnwvr.KK. S'lUhuta. .Miss Fil.'d .Mar. IW,

i;»u7, ."^'-rial No .'••'ii'..-'. 1

1. In ft ftteftm-feed mechanism for sawmills a reclp-

rocable member, a standard disposed in proximity to said
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member, and an operating-lever controlling the move-

ment of said member, said lever t>elng adapted to be

mounted in either of two bearings In said standard and.

when mounted In both said bearings, to be locked against

movement.
2. In a steam-feed mechanism for sawmills, a reclp-

rocable meml)er. a standard disposed In proximity to said

meml)er, and an operating lever controlling the movement
of said member, said lever being adapted to be mounted
in either of two bearings in ~a .! standard and. when
mounted in both said bearings, to be locked against move-

ment, said lever being provided with a foot engaging
said member.

3. In a steam feed mechanism for sawmills, a recip-

rocable member, a standard disposed in proximity to said

member and provided, at its top, with a horizontally-dis-

posed extension, and an operating lever controlling the

movement of said member, said lever being adapted to

be mounted in either of two beariuKS In said extension.

4. In a steam-feed mechanism for sawmills, a reclp-

rocable member, a standard disposed in proximity to said

memlier and provided, at its i.ip, with a forked or bifur-

cated extension horizontally disposed, and an operating-

lever «)ntrolllng the movement of said member, said lever

being adapted to be mounted in either of two bearings in

said extension.

r>. In a steam feed mechanism tor sawmills, a reclp-

rocable member carrying collars near its top. a standard

disposed in proximity to said member and provided, at its

top. with a forked or bifurcated extension horizontally

arranged and straddling the member, and an operating-

lever controlling the movement of said member, said lever

being adapted to be mounted In either of two bearings in

said extension.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,840. POLE - CHANGER William E. Butler and
Morgan L. Lane. Omaha. Nebr. Filed Mar. 11. 1908.

Serial No. 420,463.

1. A means for transmitting to the ringing circuits of

telephone lines different types of current impulses from a

constant curr. nt source, comprising circuits individually

and positively coupled to the respective sides of the cur-

rent source, and means for coupling either the positive or

negfttire side of the current source to the said other cir-

cuit and the respective other aide of the current source to

ground.

2. A pole changer for transmitting to the ringing cir-

cuits of telephone lines different types of current Im-

pulses from ft constant current source comprising three

contact plates one of which is connected to ground, con-

tact brushes connected to the opposite poles of the con

slant current source, each brush being adapted to make
contact with the ground plate and with a respective one of

the other plates, circuit connections from each end of the

current source to a respective line circuit, and circuit

mnkliit,' and br-'akiti;: iiM-ans in each of said connections.

8. .\ pole changer for transmitting to the ringing cir-

cuits of telephone lines different types of current Impulses

from a constant current source comprising a commutator
having three contact plates insulated one from the other

with one of the end plates overlapping the intermediate

plate and approaching the other end plate as closely ns

does the intermediate plate, two spaced brushes arranged

to engage each intermediate plate, and a respective one of

the end plates when the commutator is moved longitudl-

nftlly, ft constant current source connected at each end to

a respective end of the current source, circuit conn.-ctlons

leading from the mrrent source, circuit makin>: and l.nak-

Ing means for each of said connections, and ni. aus for

moving the commutator to and fro under the brushes.

4. A pole chan^rer for transmitting to the ringing sur-

face of telephone lines different types of current Impulses

from a constant current source comprising a commutator

having three contact plates Insulated one from the other

with one of the end plates overlapping the Intermediate

plate and approaching the other end plate as closely as

does the Intermediate plate, a brush adapted to make
contact with the Intermediate plate and with a respective

one of the end plates and connected to one side of the con-

stant current source, another brush adapted to make con-

tact with the intermediate plate and the respective other

one of the end plates and connected to the other side of the

constant current source, a third brush adapted to make
contact with either of the end plates, and means for

coupling up the brushes Independently into respective

circuits.

5. A means for Independently transmitting to the ring-

ing circuits of telephone lines, positive, negative and al-

ternating current Impulses from a single constant current

source, comprising a commutator composed of three con-

ducting blocks insulated one from the other with the end

blocks in as close relation to each other as the interme-

diate block, a ground connection from the intermediate

block, means for imparting a to and fro longitudinal move-

ment to the commutator, two spaced brushes arranged to

make contact with the Intermediate block and the respec-

tive one of the end blocks under the different movements

of the commutator, circuit connections between the s.Tid

two brushes and the respective ends of a constant current

source and also to line, circuit inakin;: and breaking de-

vices 'n the connections to line, another brush adapted to

make contact with the end blocks m accordance with the

position of the commutator, a circuit connection from

the last-named brush to the line, and a circuit making and

breaking deTlce in the last named connection.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.841. VISE. William E. Canedy, Chicago Heights,

III., as.«lgnor to F. H. Ayer Manufacturing Co.. Chicago

Heights, III. Filed .Tune 7, Tto7 Serial No. 377,786.

1. A vise Including co-acting clamping jaws, racks se-

cured to the inner fii'-es of said Jaws an.] having their
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free ends arranged to b^nr asralnst the lonjdtndina! pdgp><

of the matins jaws and j>rovid»>d with Intermesliing

teeth, and means for operatlntj the Jaws.

2. A vise including co-ai-tlng clamping laws, a rack

secured to each Jaw and em()rrt(ln« the matini? Jaw. said

racks t>elng provid»'d with intprmeshlnK tp«>th. means for

operating the jaws, and means for limiting the expansible

movement of the lower ends of said jaws.

3. A vise including o-aoting clamping Jaws, a jok-^ se-

cured to the lower end of each clamping jaw and pro-

vided with spa(-e<l arras adapted to embrace the longitu-

dinal faces of the riri!:i.enr jaw and Intertneshing teeth

formed on the arm- .>i -ail y .k"s

4 .\ vise inr'ii.l).-!.' ... ii'-tini; rlam[iing Jaws, a rack se-

i urod to each jaA :iad embracing the adjicent Jaw, an

arm extending vertically from one rack and adapted to

engage the adjacent raik for limiting the lateral move-

ment of said racks, and means tor operating the jaws.

5. A vise including co-acting clamping Jaws, yukf-s se-

cured to the lower ends of said jaws and provided with

spaced arms having longitudinal reinforciag flanges, in

termeshing teeth formed on said arms, a prcjjeoii"n ex

tending vertically from one of the arms ami b*'ariug

against the reinforcing flange of the adjaicenr iirin for

limiting the lateral movement of the yokes. »nd means for

operating the jaws.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prints, 1 in the Gazettfe.]

f

8 9 0.842 ri.AVICULAR APPARATTS
CHE.\iH.v\t. Denver, Colo. Filled Sept :i",

No. 395,279.

RliIIAKD H.

I'JUT, Serial

1 In c^aTicular apparatus, a base plat>'. li shoulder sup-

porting crutch, and an adjustable means foi" engaging the

front portion of the crutch to throw the sboulder back.

2. In clavk-nbir apparatus, a base platp, a pivotally

mounted shoulder supporting crutch, an aqjustable brace

connecting the front portion of the crutch to the base

plate.

3. In clavicular apparatus, a base plite. a tiltable

crutch carried therel>y. and means for tlltlrn,' the crutLh

to throw the shoulder back.

4. In clavicular apparatus, a body sniipMrt base ar-

ranged to be placed at either side of tb..' b"dy. a <"iyjtch

carried by the base, and an adjustal'l nu ans en.'aging

the front portion of the crutch to throw tli-' shnuid^r back.

5. In clavicular apparatus, a body support base, a

swlveled crutch, an adjusting means carried by the crutch

and arranged to engage the base at either of two points

to effect backward mivenient of either th< right or left

shoulder.
J

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

I

bearings rigidly carried by said frame, axles having ver-

tical portions journaled In said sleeve bearings, wheels

mounted on said axles, and a movable rear seat frame
rigidly secured to said vertical portions of said axle above

and t>elow said sleeve bearings and adapted to control the

guiding of said wheels by its movement with relation to

said stationary frame, substantially as described.

2. A cultivator of the character described, comprising

a stationary frame, shovels carried thereby, vertical sleeve

bearings rigidly carried <>\ snid frame axles having verti-

cal portions journaled 111 said sleeve bearings, wheels

moanted on said axles, ani a movable seat frame com-

prisinir > "iivt'ri.'itii; birs ;i i-i aiis:'-'! at each side of said

stationary lr;ini.- :iu.! a r-ar s..;it bar pivotally connected

at its end to 'ti.- a! niin^ •mkIs of said converging bars,

the spaced en.l- .-f -ani cuuv.rKiag bars t>eing rigidly se-

cared to snid axles above and below said sleeve bearings,

said movable -at frani'' t>eing adaiite<l to control the

guiding of sniii uli'-ls by its movement with relation to

said stationary fram.-. as described.

3. In a cultivator of the character described, a main

frame comprising transverse bars carrying wheel bearings,

side bars converging at their forward ends, a central

tongue secured upon said transverse bars and between

said converging ends of said bars and extending for-

wardly thereof, an arch shaped member secured below

said tongue and extt-ndlng from both sides thereof within

said frame, adjustable shovel frames pivotally mounted

on said arch shaped member on both sides of said tongue.

crank shafts journaled between said tongue and said side

bars on both sides of said tongue, foot levers pivotally

mounted on said transverse bars and having pivotal con-

nection with said crank shafts for Independently rocking

the same, and a seat frame mounted rearwardly of said

main frame, substantially as described.

890,84:!. CULTIVATOR. Mklvii-LE R. CoLt. Shenan.iaih. '

Iowa, assignor of one-half to Earl R. Ferguson. Slunan

doah. Iowa. Filed May 4. 1907. Serial No. .'iTl.idl

1. \ cultivator of the character de.s<rll>«'d. comprising

<\ srarl iiarx frame, shovels carried thereby, I vertical sle.ve t

890.844. RECORDING - MANOMETER Frkdebick N.

CoxNET. Providence. R. I. Filed Feb. 2, 1907. Serial

No. .-^55,417.

1. In a device of the character described, the comblna

tlon of a main pipe, a pair of adjacent receptacles, a ro

tatable shaft adapted to pass from one receptacle Into

the other, and means In both of said receptacles adapted to

act upon said sliaft to rotate the same, said means being

«ctuated by the difference. In pressure at two points in

said main.

2. in a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a main pipe, a pair of adjacent receptacles, a

dividing wall between said receptacles, a rotatable shaft

adapted to pass through said wall to communicate with

each of said receptacles, and means In both of said recep-

tacles actuated by the difference In pressure at two points

in said pipe adapted to act upon said shaft t > rotate the

same.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a main pipe, a pair of adjacent receptacles, a ro-

tatable shaft adapted to pass from one receptacle Into

the other, and a float In each of said receptacles adapted

to act upon said shaft to rotate the same, said floats be-

ing controlle<l in their action by the difference in pressure

at two points In salrl main.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a main pipe, a pair of adjacent receptacles, a

<li\;ding wall between said receptacles, a rotatable shaft
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adapted to pass through said wall to communicate with

•ach of said receptacles, means In both of dald recep-

tacles actuated by the difference In pressure at two points

in said pipe adapted to act upon said shaft to rotate the

aame, and means actuated by said shaft for showing the

amount of water which passes through said main.

I

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a main pipe, a pair of adjacent receptacles adapted

to retain fluids of different pressures, a float in each recep-

tacle, a wall between said two receptacles to separate the

pressures, and a rotatable shaft for transmitting the

motion of said floats, said shaft being adapted to pass

through said wall into each of said receptacles wh?reby

both floats may engage and act upon it.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.845. M.VII.HM, DELIVERER. LcciAN B. Cox. Nor-

folk, Va. Filed Oct. 23, 1907. Se-lal No. 398.806.

1. A mall bag deliverer comprising a support, and a

bag holder embodying horizontal arms and a vertical up-

right, said upright being journaled on the support and

adapted to swing on a horizontal axis, substantially as

described.

2. .\ mall bag deliverer comprising a support detach-

ably connected to a car, and a bag holder comprising pro-

jecting spring arms and an upright connecting portion

journaled to turn on a horizontal axis on said support,

substantially as described.

3. A mail bag deliverer comprising a support, a socket

plate by means of which said support Is detachably con-

nected to a car. a bag holder embodying bag engaging

arms and an upright connecting portion wlilch is Journaled

to turn on a horizontal axis on the support, and nleans

fur hobllnn 'b.' b&ii hobl..r in its operative position.

4. A mall bag deliverer comprising a support, a socketed

plate whereby said support is detachably mounted on a

car, a bag holder comprising projecting arm and an up-

right connecting portion journaled on said support and

capable of being swung on a horizontal axis, and means

on said socket plate for engaging the upright portion of

the bfig holder, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

5. The combination with a mail bag deliverer, of a

crane, comprising a post, a crane arm having a slotted

connection therewith, and a drop brace interposed be-

tween the post and arm.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,846. TRANSPORTING-RECEPTACLE. Charles H,

Cbonk, Curtis, Nebr. Filed Apr. 1, 1907. Serial No.

3G5.775.

1. A device of the cliarait. r d. s. ril>ed comprising par-

allel guides rigidly ci'iin.M-t.d at nne eno. superposed

normally non-contracting supiM ris interposed between and

sUdably mounted on the guides, resilient connections l>e-

tween each support. and its ^'uides, and a receptacle

mounted upon and movable with the upper support.

2. In a device of the character described the combina-

tion with rigidly connected parallel guides ; of superposed

supports interposed between and slidably mounted on the

guides, said supports l)eiug normally out of contact and

disposed at angles to each other, separat. sprinc hangers

connecting the supports with the respective guides, and

a receptacle mounted upon the lyiper >*tipports.

3. In a device of the character described the comlilna-

tlon with parallel rigidly connected guides; of superposed

supports interposed between and slidably mount. d on

the guides, said supports being normally out of contact, a

resilient hanger connecting each guide with one end of one

of the supports, a receptacle mounted upon the upi>er sup-

port and held against lateral movement by the guides, and

a handle carried by the guides.

4. An article of the class described comprising a re-

movable receptacle, a supporting bar thereunder on which

said receptacle rests, springs for sustaining said support-

ing bar. a second supporting i)ar below the first and in-

dependent thereof, and springs for sustaining said sec-

ond supporting bar.

5. An article of the class described comprising' a trans-

portable frame, springs suspended therefrom and sus-

I talnlng a cross bar. a receptacle upheld by said cross bar,

i and a second spring sustained cross bar below tlie first

I mentioned one.

890,847. bU»IN(; GAGK OK M.\HKKU Wii.i.i.v.M DlCK-

MAN, Grlnnell, Kans. Filed Sept. 30. 1907. Serial No.

395.177

1. A clap board or sidin^' marker, comprising a body

having extending from one end two pairs of longitudinally

disposed spaced i)rongs. each pair having their inner faces

Inclin*^ inwardly

2. .\ clapl>oar'i or siding' inaik.T. havinsj: extending
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f
from one end a pair of longitudinally spactd pron;:s. and

also from saiu -»Qd and spaced laterally frc m said proDis

a second pair of lonifitudlnaUy -ipai-fd pr'intrs. the inner

faces of each pair of pronkcs li»»ine inclln-^il Jnwardly.

890,84S SCREW TEIREADIM, MACHINE JOSEPH O.

Dixo.v and Ekvin S Mimukri, Hanover. I'a , assismors

to Mummprt. Wolf & I>i.\on Co., Hanover. I'a . a F"lrm.

Filed .Ian 17, 1907 St-rial No no2,7»)7.

1. In a sor'.'w thr>'ading machine, the combination with

the die-head having radial recesses or wavH^ of die-holders

slidably mounted in -^aid recesses or w ;i,> s, means for

radially moving the die-holders, a shiftahle rini; aitachfd

to said means, a threaded rinj; rotatahl? en;.'ai;inK the

shlftable rintr. a threaded ring with whuJj the thread of

the n:)tatabl>' rin^- ••niraKes. means for locking said rin^s

together, and means fur moving them laterally

2 In a screw threading' machine, the combination with

the die-head havim: a rearwardly projectiag hub and ra-

dial recesses or ways in Its face, of die holders slidably

mounted In said recesses or ways, means fur radially mov-

ing the die holders, a laterally shlftable rinij connf'Cted

to said means and having a flange *li(labl« upon the bub

of the die-head, said flange having an annular recess, a

ring having an Inwardly prnj.-rring flanga rotatably en-

gaging the annular : • »; r hannt'l and provided with a

thread, a band -ihiftaiii'. m' inr.-i ^n a tlxed support and

having a thread wirh a in. U the thread of the rotatable

ring engages, and lu- aiis fur operating the shlftable band.
',y In a screw threading' machine, the combination with

the die-head harlni; radial recesses or wuys In its face,

of dle-holdtr-^ -: laNi- in <:\\'\ recesses or ways and each

having an lu^ l;n>'l surface, cam-blo.-ks slidably engaging
the Inclined surfacMsi of the die h"!d.Ts. a laterally mov-

able ring to wtii'h the earn blocks are secured, a ring ro-

tatably eniiaging thf laterally movable ring and having

a thread, a ring shlftable laterally up'ii a support and

having a thread with which the thread '4 tbe rotatable

ring ''ngages to adjust sai<l rotatable rin.; laterally, means

for lacking the threadfd rings tigvther. und means for

operating the shiffabb" rin.'

4. In a scrpw threading riia''hin>' the combination with

the dle-he«d having a work-opening, nf die-holders mount-

ed In the aie-head and movable with respect to the work-

opening, a lat'ialiy movable ring and connfctlons for mov-

ing the die-holders, a ring rotatably engaging the laterally

movable ring, a -(tationary support, a ring shlftable later-

ally upon th- support, and connecting means operative

upon rotation of the rotalabl- ring for adjusting ttn' r<'la-

tlve positions of the shlftable and rotatable rings, substan-

tially as ^hown and for the purposf -^et forth

.'i. In ;i machine of the cbara<i'r descrltifd. the com-

blnati ';i w r!, a slide having' a buit h..b' therein, a bolt

slidably i li^ajiug the bolt hob- in tbe slide and having

teeth at one end and threaded at the other end. a multi-

ple die connected to the t)olt and rotatable thtT.with. a

rack-plate secured to the slide and with whbii ih, t..th

on the bolt alidably engage, and a nut tbr>a(i<i on the

other end of the bolt to clamp the parts together.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printec* In the Gazette.]

890,849. FLOOR SCRAPE

R

Conn. Filed July S, 1907.

I'ETER D08CH, Bridgeport,

Serial No. 382,139.

1. In a floor scraper a entper head provided with a

plurality of knives, means to clamp the knives rigidly

in the head, a handle, a truck on the handle, and means

whereby the head may be adjusted relative to the handle

to bring the e<lge of any knife into operation

2. In a flo<>r scraper, a scraper head made In two parts

which together have sufHclent weight to effect tbe cutting

action of the knives, a plurality of knives, cl.impiug Imlts

to draw the parts of the scraper head toiiefber, surfaces

upon the two parts of tlie head l)etweeu which the knives

are clamped, a handle, a truck upon the hanjile and me.iiis

whereby the handle may \>e adjusted relative to the head,

whereby the edge of any knife may !)e brouirht into of)er-

ative position.

3. A floor scraper comprising a beatl carrying a scrap-

ing knife, a handle and a release bar adjacent to and be-

hind the cutting edge of the knife, whereby the cutting

edg." mav he withdrawn from the floor by lifting on the

handle and the shaving caused ro iin out upon the sur-

fil, . ther'-'.f

4 .\ ll"<,r scraper comprising a iieiid carrying a scrap-

ing knife, a handle and a release bar a^ljacent to and

l^hlnd the cutting edge of the knife, whereby the cutting

• di-'e may be withdrawn from the floor and the shaving

caused to run out upon the surface thereof, and means

which clamp the knife and engage with the release bar,

whereby It Is likewise clamped In position

5. In a floor scraper, a scraper head composed of two

parts, a double edged knife adapted to he clamped between

the two parts of the head, a recess In the Interior of the

head extending laterally of the knife In which the non

used edge of the knife may be received and protecte<l and

means to clamp the knife lietween the two parts of the

head.

[Claims to 18 not printed !n the Gazette.]

8 9 0,850. TELErHONIC PROTEXTTOR AGAINST
ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS. Cklio DrA, Huenos

Ayres. Argentina. Filed Nov 30. 1906. Serial No.

.345.7.S2.

1. In a telephone protector a bobbin comp<istHl of a

. nueleus of metal, an Insulated conductor wound around
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said nucleus, a second Insulated conductor wound around

that first-named, a third Insulated conductor wound

around that second named and also wound in the opposite

direction around its first winding, a fifth winding around

that last mentioned and in continuation of that second-

named; a sixth winding around the fifth and In continu-

ation of the first nameil winding, and a telephone in cir-

cuit with the conductor of the second and third windings.

N ZJN'

2. In a telephone protector, a bobbin composed of a

nucleus of metal, an Insulated conductor wound around

said nucleus, a second Insulated conductor wound around

that first named, a third Insulated conductor wound

around that second named and also wound in the opposite

direction around Its first winding, a fifth winding around

that last-mentioned and In continuation of that second-

named, and a sixth windlntr around the fifth and in con-

tinuation of the first named winding, the conductor of the

second and third windings being electrically connected at

'their extremities,

8 9 0,851. ELECTRIC METER AND SERVICE BOX.

Charles G. Dt kfee. Rochester, N. Y. Filed June 3,

1907. Serial No. ^77,035.

'm 1

Hill ** *-•! >*Ln '
.

1 In a device of the character described, a service box

and a gutter U^\ secure.l adjacent to each other and each

provide<l with a cover, tbe gutter box being open at one

end and substantially U shaped and having a cover sup-

port adjacent to its open end and the walls at the ends of

its legs perforated and the ends of the cover therefor pro-

videtl with lugs for entering said perforations, the other

end of said cover U'lng adapted to rest ujxin said support

adjacent to the service box, and the cover of the service

l>ox l>elng provided with projections for engaging with the

last mentioned end of the gutter box and preventing its

removal, and means for locking tbe cover of the service

J. in a gutt.T box. a substant Lilly U-8hai)ed base having

wails upon the .utside and the foiw.ird end of each leg

arid u c'irve<l wall at the Ixittom of thi- Inner portion of the

U the walls at tbe ends of the legs being perforated, and

a substamlaoy U shaped cover, the ends of the legs l>elng

provided Willi projections for encaging with said perfo

rations, and the sides of th-' legs near the base l>eing

provided with lui-'s for engaging with the outside walls

of said bgs the portion of the cover between said lugs

l>eing adapted to rest upon said curved wall.

890,862. CARRIA3E FOR ROPEWAYS. Wilhelm El-

UNQKN, Cologne Lindenthal, Germany. Filed .Un. 28,

1908. Serial No. 41.3.109.

b d
\

e 4' b

fl (I " (' 'I (i

1. A rope-way carriage comprising a plurality of trucks,

wheels of dlBferent diameters mounted In said trucks and

a bolster connecting the trucks and below the upper edges

of the larger wheels.

2. A rope way carriage comprising a plurality of trucks,

wheels mounted in said trucks, the wheels in one of the

trucks of different diameter, a bolster pivotally connect-

ing the trucks and lying below the upper edge of the

wheel of largest diameter.

3. A rope-way carriage comprising two truiks. two

wheels of different diameter mounted in each of said

trucks, a bolster connecting said trucks and extending

over the smaller wheels and below the plane of the upper

edge of the larger wheels.

890.853. ArPARATT'S FUR SOLDERING CHAIN LINKS.

Max Fesslkk, Pforzheim, Germany. Filed July 11,

1907. Serial No. 383.361.

vl.S^' *

Tk

.\pparatus for continuously shutting the joints of the

links of a chain of solder cored wire, comprising In com-

bination, a vessel of soldering fluid, a heating contrivance.

two eyes through which the chain passes after having been

drawn through said fluid and exposed to heat, means for

Imparting n rotary motion to tbe pbce of chain for the

time being ioc:'. t.'d ii.>t\v.en said eyes, a pair of rollers for

drawing the chain through the said apparatus, a vessel of

protective material, a second pair of rollers for drawing

the chain through said material, and means for heating the

chain for tbe purpose of melting the core, substantially as

described.

800,854. CLEAT. Chasi.es K. F.-te, Salida. Colo Filed

Feb. 9. 1907. Serial No. 3:.t;,.'.84.

1. A cleat comprising a base, one end being offset from

the base and adapted to have a rope wound thereon, and

a spring clamp forme<l by returning the opposite end of

the base, the said clamp being arranged in coi'peratlve re-

i lation to the before mentioned offset end of the base.
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2. A cleat formed of a single strip of material, an

Intermediate portion of the strip constltutin|; a base while

one end thereof Is offset from the base and adapted to havf-

a rope wound thereon, the opposite end of ttie strip being

f

0ii

looped for the purpose specified ami the ^'xtl^•mlt.v of the

said looped end being extcnd-Hl parallel to the base and co-

operating therewith to form a clamp arr^ngfd In coopera-

tive relation to the before mtntioned offset tmd.

CULINARY AI'PARATTS Wiixiwi S. Hada-

WAY. Jr.. EUist Orangf'. N .1 . assignor to Hadaway
,

Electric Heating * Knjfineering Co.. a C^Tporation of

New York F'iU^d lulv r.. 1907. Serial Na 3s2.;i94

1. The combination with a fiuid-coDtainiag vessel, and
external means for Imparting heat thereto, of a heat-

Insulatlng barrier located within the vessel for determin

Ing the fluid circulation.

J. The combination with a duid contain.Ck vessel, and
external means for imparting heat thereto, of an air tight

annular chamlier located within the vesstl and dividinn

the fluid so as to det'Tmine Its circulation

3. The combination with a fluid con tain In k vfssel and

external means for imparting heat to the side walls of the

vessel near its bottom, of an air tight annular chamber lo

cated wltliin the vessel adjacent to the hejted walls and

slightly removed therefrom, said chambei! dividing the

liquid so as to determine Its circulation.

4 The combination with an Inner receiitacle, a fluid-

containing vessel in which the receptacle is suspended, an

external means for imparting heat to the vessel, of means

for dividing the llcjuid to produce a r^^hitlvely thin film

adjacent to the heated wall of the vess.-j.

5. The combination with an Inner receptacle, a fluid

containing vessel of materially greater depth than the

inner receptacle and In which the latter Is suspended,

thereby producing a reservoir at the bottom of the fluid-

containing vessel, and an external means for imparting
heat to the vessel, of means for sci il'\ :dlng the liquid in

the reservoir as to produce a thiu u.m adjacent to its

heated wall.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,856. ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICE. William S.

Hadawat, Jr., East Orange. N. J., assignor to Hadaway
Electric Heating k Engineering Co., a Corporation of

New York. Filed July 3, 1907. Serial No. 382,395.

1. A resistance element ci)iii[iris:ni; a conducting ribbon

having a plurality of irroop^ "f sluts alternately open at

opposite edges, said tniiip^ being separated by material

lengths of ribbon having a relatively large current-con-

c^ucting capacity.

2. A resistance element comprising a conducting ribbon

having a plurality of groups of lateral slots alternately

open at opposite edges to Increase the length of the cur

rent conducting path therethrough, said groups being sepa-

rated by material lengths of ribbon having a relatively

larye current-conducting capacity

',i. A resistance unit comprisitikr a cvnducting ribbon

wound Into a flattened helix and provided with a plu-

rality of groups of slots successively open at opposite

edges of the ribbon, said groups being separated by mate-

rial lengths of ribbon having a relatively large current-

conducting capacity and forming the bends of the flattened

helix.

4. A resistance unit comprising an insulutinn plate an 1

a conducting ribbon wound thereon in tlie fm ni <<( a flat

tened helix and slotted to provide a zigzag path for the

current, said slots being only disposed between the bends

of the flattened helix.

5. A resistance unit comprising a notched insulating

plate, a conducting ribbon wound around the plate into

a flattened helix, said ribbon tiaving iow-reaistance sec-

tions at the bends of the helix hikI a pair of thin Insulat-

ing plates fltted to the respective siiles of the helix.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the (Jazette.]

890.867. Cfl.I.N AU'i M'l'AK A IM S \\;IllvM S. Hada-
WAT, Jr. East Orange. N J , assikriMr 'o Hadaway Elec-

tric Heating 4 F'ngineering «'oiiipaii\ a idrporation of

New York liled Sept. 2«, 190T. Serial No. 394. "•J4

1. In a heating devtr-e rhe .-ntiibinntlon with a fluid-

contalnin;.' v.'ss, ; a ». •inil s .'^v.
: w.'hin -.\id fluid-con-

taining vessel, a third vessel sii-;i. ml d ill the second

v.'ssel. and means for supporting ihr third vessel at

different heights, of means for heating the inside wall of

the second vessel.

2 In a heating device, the combination with a fluid con-

taining vessel, a second vessel within said fltiid <'ontalning

vessel having double walls to form a fluid tight compart-

ment ill The first vessel, a third vessel suspended wltliln

The se<'ond v-'ssei and means for supporting the third ves-

sel at different heights to raise the liquid level In the first
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esael above and to permit it to sink below the edge of the

second vessel, of electric heating coils within the fluid

tight compartment and adjacent to Its Inside wall.

of rods of substantially uniform thickness assembled side

by side between the cover plates of the box, and a strip

of resistance material threaded back and forth between

the rods and Insulated from the box and from the rods

5. An electric heating device comprising a box or frame

having cover plates of heat-conducting material, and ter-

minal members secured to one end, a plurality of rods of

substantially uniform thickness and of different widths

disposed within the box between the cover plates, the

wider rods being located near the center of the box. and

a strip of resistance material slotted to provide a zigzag

path for electric curr^t. the ends of the strip being se-

cured to the terminals of the device and the bo^y of the

strip being threaded through the spaces formed between

the rods and insulated from the rods and from the t>ox.

3. In a culinary device, the combination with a fluid-

containing outer receptacle having an inlet port and an

over-flow pipe, an inner receptacle, and means for sus-

pending the same at different heights within the outer

receptacle and an intermediate partition of heat-lnsu-

latlng material which forms a relatively thin film of

liquid about the inner receptacle, of means dependent upon

the position of the Inner receptacle for either permitting

or preventing a free circulation between the liquid film

and the body of the ihiuid in the outer receptacle.

4, In a culinary device, the combination with a fluid-

contalnlnc pot or receptacle liaving an inlet port and

•n OTer-llow pipe, a sleeve fitted Into the bottom of the

receptacle, a second vessel located within the first ves-

sel and secured to the inner end of the sleeve and a third

vessel suspended within the second vessel to form a thin

liquid film l>etween its outer wall and the Intermediate

vessel, and means for supporting the inner ve.ssel at dif-

ferent heights, of electric heating colls located adjacent

to the Inner wall of the Intermediate vessel, and means

dependent upon the position of the inner receptacle for

either permitting or preventing a free circulation be-

tween the llqald film and the body of the liquid In the

outer receptacle.

ELECTRIC HKATINi; I'KVICE. William S.

RlBAWAY, Jr.. East Oiange. N .1 assignor to Hada-

way Electric Heating A: Kii:;ineering Company,

poratlon of New York I"ib<1 Sept. 26, 1907.

No. 394,745.

n Cor-

Serial

1/ o

890.859. CONVERTIBLE BED-SEAT. Thoma- i Har-

Ria, New York, N. Y.. assignor to himself and Robert

A. Eifert, New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 19, 1907. Serial

No. 389,302.

1. A heating device comprising a plurality of rods of

different widibs assembled side by side, and means lo-

cated hei«..ii The rods for Imparting heat thereto.

_' A ha'iiiL- device comprising a pUiraiity of rods of

>- iSstant ia 1 y uniform thickness and of different widths

a.-semt'led side by side with the wider rods nearest the

middle, and means located between the rods for impart-

ing heat thereto.

.'t \ii electric heating device comprising a plurality of

rods disposed side by side, and a resistance strip which

extends back and forth between the rods and is insulated

from them.

4 .\n electric heating device comprising a relatively

flat frame or box of heat conducting material, a plurality

''y

1. In a convertible bed seat of the character designated,

the combination of vertical end members coupled together

by Intervening horizontal members and formed with

curved parallel edges, and hinged feet, one on each of

said end members, adapted to support the same in either

an upright or recumlnnt position, for the purpose de-

scribed.

2. in a convertible bed seat of the character designated,

the combination of vertical end members coupled together

by Intervening horizontal members and formed with

curved parallel edges, hinged feet, one on each of said

end members, adapted to support the same in either an

upright or recumbent position, and a flexible connection

attached to each of ^&iA hinged feet, whereby the latter

may be simultaneously drawn inward to allow the said

end members to be turned on their curved edges, for the

purpose described.

3. In a convertible bed seat of the character desig-

nated, the combination of vertical end memlwrs coupled

together by horizontal members and formed with curved

parallel edges, hinged feet, one on each end member,

adapted to support the same in either an upright or a re-

cumbent position, a sprint bed frame attached to and be-

tween the said end meml>ers in such relation thereto that

when in the recumbent position the bed spring frame

will occupy a horizontal plane and when In the upright

position It will occupy a plane inclined upward toward

the rear of the device, for the purpose described.

4. In a convertible bed seat of the character desig-

nated, the combination of vertical end members coupled

together by horizontal members and formed with curved

parallel edges, hinged feet, one on each end member,

adapted to support the same in either an upright or re-

cumbent position, a spring btnl frame attached to and be-

tween the said end members In such relation thereto that

when In the recumbent position the bed siirlng frame will

occupy a horizontal plane and when in the upright \<o-

sition it will occupy* a plane inclined upward toward the

rear of the device, and means for suspending bedding ver-

tically In the space behind said bed spring frame when
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tlM drrlce la In Its npright position, for the purpose de-

Mrtbed.
5. In a conv>Ttil>ie b^d s«'at of th^ cfiaractiT desig-

nated, the comt)inatlon of the vertical nad members

formed with parallel curved edges, hinged feet, one on

each end memt>er. adapted to support the lame In either

•B opright or recumt>ent position, a horizontal member de-

tachahlv mount. •.! upon and between said etii members, a

spring b'^d frame .J.-ta'habl y mnunt-d upoa and between

gabl .-nd merab»'rs. ami a seat also detacfcably mounted

up<iu and betwef'n said end members, whereby the parts

of the device may be readily separated and assembled for

the purpose descrit)eil

(t'lalms »j and 7 not printed in the Gazette j

8 90.8 60. SELF AIiJTSTIN'; R< •TTIJe - CLOSITRE.

He.vby C. Harness, New Koch.-lU-. N Y
!

Filed (»ct. 3,

llto". Serial No. 39.',741.

2. An oven shelf, comprising the tbtlt proper, a skel**-

ton support formed of a central btarlng member liaviuk:

I

lateral extending arms therefrom and longitudinal slots

j
through said arm-' iirnl -^ide or outer ni.-mb.rs having legs

secured to said ann^ tiin! li iustaitle thereon to the extent

of the length of said sb'ti- and rest pieces extending from

the extremities of said legs along suitabU' brarkcts in an

oven.

3. An oven sh.'If. rumpristtig tin- sh.^lf pr^.p'T baving a

central pivot pin extending downwardly from its mi b'r-

side and a skeb'ton support having a .'.ntral bearing un m-

ber and a journal orifice in said bearing ni.ni()er receiving

the said pivot pin and arms .•xfondlni.' iaii-rally from each

side of said orltlce. said arms bavin*: a U shaped longitudi-

nal groove in their under sides and slots therethrough ex-

tending for the greater part of their length and T shaped

side or outer m.'iiib.rs each of said m-nil>'rH bavin- a bolt

hole therethr.iu^'h at the inner end of the central leg and

suitable bolts extending through said bolt holes and ad

Justably securing said legs to said arms

1. A self adjusting closure for buttl.'S. Jars and the like

comprising a permanent barrel portion comprising two

vertical walls arranged within the neck of the bottle. Jar

or the like, a removable barrel portion rortprising a ver-

tical wall arranged within the said [vrman. nt barrel por-

tion, a coil spring interposed between on. « ' the walls of

the permanent barrel portion and tti'> -.ai vrrtbal wall

of the removable barrel portion, a wash.r nn said rnmov-

able barrel portion, a cai> on said wash.r and interlock-

ing means between said cap and said removable barrel

portion for securely holdin.- th- cap In position. sut)stan-

tially as described

2. A self adjusting closure f..r bottlfs. Jars and th^- like

comprising a p.'rraanent barr»l portion arrang>-<l within

the neck of the bottle, jar or the like, a r<jmovable barrel

portion comprising a v^rTlcal wall arranfed within the

said permanent barr^'l portion, a spring In engagement

with each of said barrel portions for reslUently holding

the removable barrel portion within the said permanent

barrel portion, and means for -losing the said remov-

able barrel portion, substantially as <lescrlt>ed

3. A self adjusting closure for bottles, jars and the

like comprlsin;; a permanent portion arrnng.'d within the

neck of the bottle. Jar op rh.' \ik.<-. a removable portion

inserted within the said permanent portion and reslUently

held therein, and a cap or closure for Intertocking engage-

ment with the said removable portion for closing the

same, substantially as described

890.861 OVEN - SHELF. William L tt.>f;o. Portland,

Me assignor of one-half to .John Rrown. Montreal,

(^anada Filed Feb. 24. 190S. Serial No 417,416.

Vn ovfn shelf, comprising thf shelf proper and a sup

formed of a central t)earing meml>er having later-

'xtendlng amis and side or outer members having

inwardly extending legs fnni suitaMe r»st pieces, said

legs i)eing secured to said arms and longlttidinally adjust-

able thereon

1

port

ali\

8»0.86J \M.\ K I'ETFK B .loHNSox. Chlcago, III., as-

signor of one-half to lames R Cralg. Thayer. Ind.

Filed Nov. 24. 1906. Serial No .U4.H7'.t

.V valv.' comprising a -Hslnk: having p..rtfi at opposite

ends and a third port t Ic r. !>• lu •
. ti. a valve stem having

crank arms within the casing, disks arranged to open ijjnd

close the ports at said opposite ends of the casing, said

disks being connected to the cranks and sprlni-'s bearing

behind the disks.

890.863 UTILIZING LIPP.MANN PllOTOORAPHS.
.VrrifST KAnt.rR and Joh.wnes I.ehm.vnn. .lena. (ier-

many. assii^-n^rs to The Firm of t'arl Zeiss, ,Iena. Ger-

many Filf<i Sept. 3, 1907 S.-rial No 391,098.

•r

1. In an appliance for reproducing Llppmann photo-

graphs by means of reflected light the combination with a

photograph holder uf a lens system, the axis of which is

perpendicular to the plane of the photograph.

J In an applianrr f,,r r.'produ.-ing I.ippiuann photo-

graphs by means of r>-t1.-cted light the combination with a

photograph holder of a lens system, the axis of which is

pf rpendicular to th.' i.ian.- of the photograph and a i)or

turn of wbicli Is ad;.'f. !!' t.. the photograph to serve as the

illuminating lens system

3. In an appliance for reproducing Lippmauu photo-

JLNK l6, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. ibOi

graphs by means of reflected light the combination with

a photograph holder of a lens system, the axis of which Is

perpendicular to the plane of the photograph and an en-

trance pupil arranged approximately in the focal plane of

the said system.

4. In a binocular appliance for producing a virtual

Image of a Llppmann photograph by m-ans of reflected

light, the combination with a photograph liolder of a lens

system, the axis of which Is perpendicular to the plane of

the photograph, a left and a right entrance pupil and

means for locating the ey.s. the pupils and the eyes lying

approximately In the foa: pl.iiie of the lens system and

the distance from the v. rural plane through the axis of

the said system being approximately the same for the left

eye and the right entrance pui>ll and for the right eye and

the left entrance pupil

890.864. FILTKK (»K Si. KEEN 1 N(. M.\l H IN L, Maucei.

Lamukt. Paris, France. Filed May :•., 1907, Serial No.

371,708.

1 In a filtering apparatus for recovery of fibers in the

manufacture of paper, an endless belt and means for Im-

parting an Intermittent advance movement thereto, means

for dittrlbuilng upon the upper surface of the belt liquid

charged with materials to be s.parated and recovered,

means for removing drops of water retained by capillarity

on the lower surface of said belt and comprising slats 10

and 24. and means for subsequently removing the solid

materials retained upon the upper surface of said belt.

2. In a filtering apparatus for recovery of fibers In the

manufacture of paper, an endless belt and means for im-

parting an intermittent advance movement thereto, and

comprising a drum .''1. a belt 30 frictionally engaging

said drum, a sjiring 32 connected with one end of said

belt, a rod 29 connected with the other end of said belt

and a crank for reciprocating said rod. the whole co-

operating to havf the belt .iiL'iige with and advance said

drum when moving in om' direction only and to return

without engaging said drum.

the lay for engaging and retarding the ends of the yarn

on the bobbins, whereby the same will he brought more

surely Into contact with the stripping device.

890,865. IPiMHlN STK1PI'1:K FOR WEFT-REPLENlSH-
INC. LOOMS. FuKi'KUH \V Mooke, Millhury, Mass.,

assignor to Draper Company, Ilopedale. Mass.. a Corpo-

ration of Maine. Filed Apr. 15. 1907. Serial No.

368,180.

1. The combination with a weft replenishing loom, of

means mounted on the frame thereof for stripping yarn

from the bobbins as they are discharged from the shuttle,

and a clearer located in position to engage the loose ends

of the yarn to retard the same and lay the yarn upon

said stripping means during the descent of the bobbin.

2. The combination with a loom having a frame, a main
shaft and a lay, of means operated by the main shaft and
mounted nn the frame for stripping yarn from the bobbins

a< tl;e\ ari' discharged from the shuttle, and a clearer on

the lay for engaging and ri'tarding the end of the yarn on

the bobbin.

3. The combination with a loom having a lay, of means
on the loom for stripping yarn from the bobbins as they

are discharged from the shuttle, and a clearer cloth on

/^
"'iilir iiiiiiiiiiiniiiT'ii'

4. The combination with a weft replenishing loom, of a

bobbin stripper therefor, and means located in position to

engage loose ends of the yarn on the bobbins as they are

discharged for retarding said loose ends, said means belnu

so located as to cause said ends to engage said stripper,

5. The combination with a weft replenishing loom, of

a yarn stripper for the bobbins thereof comprising a spin-

dle, and a bobbin removably mounted thereon and provided

with a cloth surface for enga-^inc the yarn.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,866. CONTACT BOX FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Gborge n. McFeaters, Johnstown, Pa., assignor to

The Lorain Steel Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed June 6. 1905. Serial No. 263,933.

^^''fjL^^^^^S^-j::^-' /.

1. In a contact box for electric railways, a \»<x with

a cup therein, the box cover, a frame sum unding the cup

below, a supporting flange, and means to secure the frame

to the cover. In combinatlrm with a movable contact with-

in the cup. and a flexible conductor connected to the

contact.

2. In a contact liox for electric rniiways. a bos provided

with a cover, a two part cup therein, each part having a

horizontal abutting flange, a frame supporting the cup

l>eneath the flange, and suspended from the box cover in

combination with a movable contact within the cup, and

a flexible conductor secured to the contact.

3. In a contact box for electric railways, a box provided

with a cover, a two part cup therein, each having a hori-

zontal abutting flange, a frame supporting the cup beneath

the flange, and suspended from the hoi cover, screws ex-

tending through the flanges and engaging the frame, in

' combination with lu movable contact, and a flexiljle con-

1 ductor secured to the contact.
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4. In a contact box for ploctrlc railways, « box provided

with a cover, a two part .up within th.- lh. havine a

movable contact secured t.. n flexible ,-.,n.lurt..r therpin. a

frame supporting the cup. and ^-.•urpd to the .ovfr, and

mean:* whereby the cup sections ar- necufd in .aoh .tiier

and to the frame.

5. In a contact box for .^le.-trir railway-, a i.-x [.mvuled

with a cover, a cup of Insulating material within the box,

and a condurtin- ti!'is embedded in The npu^r portion of

the cup. a m-vai: ntact secured to a tl.-xlble conductor

within the c :p ml i in-tallic i-over in ele,!triral connec-

tion with thf i'l'ig and the box cover

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in t'l^ (inzett^.J

890.86.S.

Nebr.

MACniNK.890,867. TYPE WKITIN";

Lauqhlis. Jersey City. N. .1 .
assi-n-r c

Typewriter Company, New Vurls. N Y . • '
-r

'
of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 2. I'J'js. Serial N-. 4m9,044

HS 0, Mc-

ration

A- ?<\-^^'^J/

1. In a typewntiniJ maclune. the c.niitdoat inn with a

revoluble platen and resular line spacing d. vices ther-fur.

of a pressure mil to run upon the platen, and an auxil

iary mechanism for rotatins; the platen b-Tw-en entries.

said auxiliary mechanism including a bv.^r, and means

operated by said lever to release said i.r.-*!!-- roll while

the platen remains stationary

2 'In a typewritini: mactiine, the oomlutiation with a

revolubie platen, of a line spacing wheel connected there-

to a >ever and pawl to advance said wheel and platen, a

pressure roll to run upon the platen, and ttteans operated

by said lever to release said pre.ssure roll aher the platen

la advanced by the Icv.t

:! In a typewritui-' machine, the combitiation with a

revoluble platen, a ratchet wheel cunnectefl thereto, and

a pressure ruU tu run thereon, of a lever, a pawl operated

by the lever to drive said ratchet wheel and platen, means

fur dlsengajflng the pawl from the ratchet wheel upon

the completion of the platen movement, nad means oper

'ated by the lever during the final portion of its stroke

after siirh disenk,'ai:.'ment to cast off said pressure roil.

4 In a tv;). 'A r:!:n„' machine, the cymbination with a

revoluble platen and a pressure roll to run there. )n, of

a ratchet wheel connected to said platen, of a lev^r. a

paw! normally oat of en>.'ai.'ement with sai.l ratchet wlieel

and movable by said levr to en:at:e aa.l rotate said

ratchet wheel, means for .natilin- said lefer during the

nnal port!' n of it- initial strolie <.•, r-'l-as? said i^ressure

roll, and means for c!T..ctint.' dxconnc ti..p of the pawl

from the ratchet wheel durins; the roll rtlcaslng action

of the lever.

:i. In a typewritini; machine, the cuuiblnation with a

revoluble platen and a pressure' roll to ru» there.in. of a

lever, a pawl ju voted thereto, a ratchet wheel connected

to the platen, means normally holding s»id pawl away

from said ratchet wheel, means operattd during the

initial lever movement to discon&ect the pawl from the

ratchet wheel aft^r turnink.' the platen, and means turned

bv the initial stroke of the lever after such disconnection

to release the pressure roll,

[Claims 6 to l'> not printed in the r.azette ]

RF.KRIi.EH.VTOR. LooAX McRetxolds. Edgar,

Filed July 14, 11>06. S.rial No. 326.208.

A refrigerat itii: api'ii m los unpn-lny a frame, a fabric

wall for the frame, a tank oio-.iy sent.-d upon the upper

end of the frame, said t.ink hi\int:
i

• rforations In Its

sides, the bottom plate of the tank I'ing extended to

provide an endless trough of V stiape in cross section,

said trough having perforations in its apex, said perfora-

tions belntr po-itlon.d beneath the jverforatlons of the

tank, spring \a,v- ,ictinc ni <-onjunction with the per-

forations of the tank, a porti.m of the frame of the refric-

erator being Iteveb-d to receive one of the inclined walls

of the trough whereby to supp<irt the tank and dispose the

same above th»- "nd of tii.' fabric wall and an endless

trough secured to th.' frHiic- and iind.TiN ill;.' the b)wer

edge of the fabric wall, said trouuh havini: iin inner wall

disposed In rear of and 'xtiiidlni; alxjve the lower edge

of the fabric.

gjK)>»'>ft MFTITOD OF riRAWING -,I,.\SS RcXJKB S.

I'K,\sE, .Vlie-lieny, I'a., assl>tnor to .M.fueh M I.ee, trus-

tee, I'lttsburg, I'a. Filed Sejit s, I9n4 Serial No.

•2-_';!,71'-', Renewed Oct. 9, 1907. Serial No. 39C,f.tt2.

1 The BMthod of f(^rmin« liodies from a molten bnth,

which consists In forming a preliminary binly and an in-

closing body from the bath, expanding: the preliminary

body. an<l iiieru'itu: i' «ith the inclosing body.

::. The metbo<l ! f. inilng lx>dles from a molten bath,

which consists In forming a preliminary body and a plu-

rality of Inclosing bodies from the l>ath, expanding the

preliminary l>ody, and merging It successively with the

Inclosing bo<lles

sbii.sTo, Bi;\ i:i. ';K.\R < ii\iii,ks .I Ubko, Philadelphia.

I'a. Filed June 28, 19t>4. Serial No. 214,509.

1 .V l>evei ):ear, having a to<)ihe<l fjn-e of sheet metal,

and a web extending from said face rearward beneath the

I teeth and thence Inward, as sot forth.

June i6, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1663

2. A bevel-gear, having a toothed face of sheet metal.

•ad a separate back secure<l to said face and extending

forward beneath the teeth and thence Inward, as set forth.

3. A l)evel-gear, having a toothed face of sheet metal,

and a separate back secured to said face and having a

series of projections which fit within the teeth, as set

forth.

4. A l)evel gear, having a toothed face of sheet metal.

a separate back, and n marginal flange which extends

from said face over the e<lge of said tiack, as set forth.

5. A lievel-gear, having a toothed face of sheet metal,

a separate back having a series of projections which fit

within the teeth, and a marginal flange which extends

from said face over the edge of said back, as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.871. KEY BOLT. Edoab Reed, Denver, Colo. Filed

Jan. 29. 190S. Serial No. 41,S,.307,

A keyhole guard eniltodying a threaded shank having

a lug adjacent to one end to engage with the Interior of

a lock, a follower loosely and rotatably mounted on the

shank, and a thumb nut threade<l on the shank and

adapted to clamp the follower against the key-hole of a

door lock.

890.872. n 1 F HUTToN. JtiSEF Pejchar. Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Mar. 20. 1906. Serial No. 307,012.

1. A cuff button comiuisinj: a pair of converging outer

bars, a meml)er rigidly connecting the bars together and
two pairs of projections on the button, the projections of

each pair bein>: adapted to engage the ends of the button-

hole to prevent movement of the button.

2. A cuff tiutfon '-oniprising a pair of narrow converg-

ing outer lais a (onuecting uieml»er integral with the

bars and a jiair of inwardly extending projections on each

of said liars independent of the connecting memlier and
each projection l)elng adapted to engage with an end of

the button hole.

8 9 0.87.i HARP FASTENER. Albert W. Rubixsox,

Sierra Blanca. Tex. Filed July 16, 1907. Serial No.

383.997.

In a locking device, the combina-tlon of a pair of com-

plsmental locking members, a swinging member provided

with a shank pivot ally mounted upon one of the locking

134 O. O.—109

members, the said swinging member being adapted to en-

gage the opposite locking member to hold the two locking

members in engagement with e&ch other and the shank of

the swinging member being depressed, and a swinging de-

tent designed to engage the depressed portion of the shank
to hold the said swinging member in an operative position.

890,874. BOTTLE. Litfallah G. Sabbag. Boston. Mass.,

assignor of two-thirds to Thomas S. N. Maloof, Boston,

Mass. Filed Oct. 5, 1907. Serial No. 396,036.

As a new article of manufacture, a bottle, the neck of

which Is devoid of exterior holding projections and having

a stopper receiving opening polygonal in cross section and

elongated in the direction of the length of the bottle neck,

said opening flaring sharply outward to prevent frlctional

retention of a stopper, and stopper retaining wires molded

into the wall of the bottle neck with their ends [irotruding

therefrom and adapted to be secured together over and to

retain a stopper in the neck and to be separated for the re-

moval of the stopper.

890.875. AWNING AND DUST-SCREBN FOR VEHICLES.

Henri S. Samiel, Paisley, Scotland. Filed .\vr l^,

1907. Serial No. 368,925.

r ^ r'

1. The combination of a vehicle, a rear frame pirot.illy

connected thereto, means for holding the frame in an up-

right or in an inclined position, additional frames re-

movably held uiiright in the vehicle, a rotatalde roller

extending across the rear of the vehicle, lueans for .sup-
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porting the roller, a Bheet wound on said roller and ex-

tensible therefrom, and accuriug aieans crtcrl-d by the

hPet wh^-rebv it maj be .ecured over the vefcicle to form

an awning or to the rear frame to form a dujt guard.

" The combination of a vehicle, a rear framo piv..tally

connected thereto. mean< for holding th.- fram.. in an up-

right or In the inclined position, additional frnmes remov-

ably held upright in the vphlcle. a rotataUle roller ex-

extendlng across the rear of the vehicle, meanj for support-

ing the roller, a sheet wound on slid roll.r and extensible

therefrom, means for turning the roller at mtIU. and se-

curing means- carried by the sh.-et whereby it may be

secured over the vehicle to form an awnlnf and to the

rear frame to form a dust guard.

3 The combination of a vehicle, a rear frtrae plvotally

connected thereto, means for holding the tfram- In an

upright or In an Inclined p<JsltIon. addltlontl frames re-

movably held upright In the vehicle, a rotatal.le roller

eitendinz across the rear of the vehlrle. meanp for supnort-

ing the roller, a sheet wound on said rolb^r and esten>,ib,e

therefrom, means for turnins: the roller at w|ll. means for

fixing the roller at any position, and securiag means car-

ried by the sheet whereby it may be seoure.l over the ve-

hicle to form an awning and to the rear frame to form a

dust guard.
, » ,,

4. The combination of a vehicle, a rear frame plvotally

connected thereto, means for holding the frame in an up-

right or in an Inclined position, additional frames remov-

ably held upright in the vehicle, a rotatal.le roller extend-

ing across the rear of the vehicle, m.^ans fur supporting

the roller, a sheet wound on said roll.r and extensible

therefrom, means for turning the rolUr at v»ill. means for

fixing. the roller at any position, securing means earrled

by the sheet whereby it may l)o secured over the frame to

form an awning or to th- rnar frame to form a dust

guard, a folding wind screen at the front of the vehicle

and means for supporting the sheet over tti^- wind screen

when folded.

-). The combination of a vehicle, a rear frame plvotally

connected thereto, means for holding the fnime in an up-

right or In an Inclined position, additional frames remov-

ably held uprteht in the vehicle, a rotatable roller extend-

-.ns arrosa the rear of the vehiele. means for supporting

the roller, a sheet wound on said roller and ext.-n«lhle

therefrom, means for turning the roller at rdl, means for

-fixing the roller ai any position, aecurlnsj iivans carried

by the sheet whereby It may be secured over the frames to

'idrm an awning or to the rear frame to foroi a dust giiard

at the front of the vehicle, means for supporting the sheet

ovr the wind screen when folded, and adjustable means

for connecting the front of the sheet with che front of the

vehicle.

(Claiins'0 to 1" not printed in the ilaz^tte.]

3. In apparatus for washing or concentrating coal, ores,

etc.. the combination of a trough bodily movable to and fro

transverse to Its longitudinal axis and a revolving spiral

ribbon convever supi.orted longitudinally therein and par-

taking of its transversely reciprocating movement and

forming a series of dams or riffles within the trough.

4. In apparatus for washing or concentrating coal. ores,

etc.. the coml)lnatlon of a trough mounted to rock bodily

to and fro transverse to Its longitudinal axis, and a re-

volving spiral ribbon conveyer supported longitudinally

therein and partaking of Its rocking motion and forming a

series of transverse dams or riffles within the trough.

5. In apparatus for washlng-or concentrating coal. ores,

etc . the coml)lnatlon of a trough bodily movable to and

fro transverse to Its longitudinal axis and a revolving

spiral ribbon conveyer supported longitudinally therein

and partaking of Its transversely reciprocating m<^ement

and forming a series of dams or riffles within the trough,

said spiral conveyer having wings formed of different

depths.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

890 RT7 LOOSE-LEAF BOoK. Frederick von Schle-

o'ell. Chicago, III. Filed I»ec 6. 1007. Serial No.

405,324.

890.8T6. COAL AND OUH WASllKR oR (OVrF-NTRA-

TOR. WLLLIAU L. SCAiKE. Allegheny. |'a. Filed July

28. 1900. Serial No. 328, 1S2.

'IT

1 lu apparatus for washing or concentrating cndl. ores,

etc the combination .f a trou«h t.odily movable to and

fro 'transverse to Its lon>fitudinal axis. »nd a conveyer

supi)orted longitudinally in the ir..u«h and partaking of its

transversely reclprocatins,' mov.inent and formm^ n ^.Ties

of transverse dams or riiP.es.

- •> In apparatus for washing or concentrating coal. ores.

etc" the .omblniition of a trough mounted to rock bodily

to and fro transverse to Us longitudinal axis, and a con

vever supported longitudinally In th- tr..u»th and p.irtak-

lac 0« Its trnnsv-rseiy reriproe-iMm: mov»uient and form-

lag a •en«« of transverse d.ims o;- vv'\^-<.

1 V loos., leaf Look, ...mprlsln.; in r,.nil)inatlon a top

cover' a bottom cover, a bark hln^'e-l at its lower edge to

the inn.r edge of the bottom cover, quadrant-shaped tele-

scopir horns projecting respectively from the upper edge

of the back and from the bottom cover at points away

from Its inner edge approximately equaling the width of

the back, means for preventing the leaves on the horn

from threading over the upper end portions thereof which

are substantially at right angles to the back and means

for holding the hinged cover In Its normal or right angle

position, substantially as specified.

•^ \ loose leaf bo^ik, comprising In combination a top

cover a bottom cover, a back hinged at its lower edge to

the Inner edge of the bottom cover, quadrant shaped tele-

scopic horns projecting respectively from the upper edge

of the back and from the bottom cover at points away

from its Inner edge approximately equaling the width of

the back, an.l means for holding the hinged cover In Its

normal or right angle i>osltlon. said hinged back having

a reversely curved flange at Its upper edge, substantially

as specified.

•j \ loose leaf book, comprising in combination a top

cover." a bottom cover, a back hm.. l h' ,'^ .w.r edge to

the inner edge of the bottom cu,. . . .
ol. ,n; shaped tele-

scopic horns projecting respectively from the upper edge

of the back and from the bottom cover at points away

from its Inner edge approximately equaling the width of

the back, means for preventing the leaves on the horn

from threading over the upper end portions thereof which

are substantially at right angles to the back and said bot-

tom cover and hinged back having inferengaglng devices

for locking the hinged back in lis normal position, sub-

stantially as specified.

4 V loose leaf book, comprising in combination a top

cover" a bottom cover, a ba.k hinged at Its lower edge to

th. inner edge of the bottom cover, quadrant shap.^d tele-
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sooplc boms projecting respectively from the upper edge

of the back and from the t)ottom cover at points away
from its inner edge approximately equaling the width of

the back, said back having a flange at Its upper edge to

prevent the leaves from threading over the end portions

of the horns adjacent thereto and said bottom cover and

hinged back having interengaglng devices for locking the

hinged back In its normal position, consisting of a lock-

ing lip on the hinged back and a movable latch on the bot-

tom cover, substantially as specified.

5. In a loose leaf book, the combination with a twttom

cover furnished with curved leaf holding horns projecting

upwardly therefrom at points away from its Inner edge,

of a back hinged at Its lower edge to the inner edge of

said bottom cover, and provld.'d at Its upper edge with

curved leaf holding horns said back having a flange at

Its upper edge to prevent the leaves from threading over

the end portions of the horns adjacent thereto, substan-

tially as specified.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.878. INTKRMESMINO WIRE FABRIC. Malcoi.M

HcofOALE. Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Aug. 26, 1904. Se-

rial No. 222,344.

"^3=;'^t^

As an article of manufacture, a fabric composed of

crossed spiral wires woven together, the respective spiral

wires forming u fabric having a thickness of approxi-

mately twice the thickness of each Intersecting wire, said

wires crossing at sutistautially the center of the bends of

the engaging' wires

890.879. MlnllANKAL V ARI AlU.K TU \NgMIS8lON
MECHANISM. Bkrnabd E. Scriven and William C.

SiiiTH. Stretford. Kntiland Filed N,.v P, 1906. Serial

No. 342,716.

1. In a mechanical Narial i> transmission .mechanism, an

expanding and contracting pulley comprising a central

grooved shaft capable of moving endwise, a pinion mount-

ed on an 1 imaging snid shaft, tubular shafts surround-

ing the ciiiiia! shaft, disks on said tubular shafts, slotted

disks secured to the first named disks, a series of toothed

rods passing through the slot In the disks and engag-

ing with the pinion on the central shaft, and belt con-

tacts on the outer ends of the rods.

2. In a mechanical variable transmission mechanism,

an expanding and contracting pulley comprising a cen-

tral grooved shaft capable of moving endwise, a pinion

mounted on and engaging the said shaft, tubular shafts

surrounding the central shaft, disks on said tubular

shafts, a central slotted boss secured to the disks, a

series of toothed rods passing through the slots In the

boss, Blotted disks secured to the first named disks, a

series of toothed rods passing through the slots of the

second named disks and engaging the pinion of the central

shafts, and belt contacts on the outer ends of the rods.

3. In a mechanical variable transmission mechanism,

an expanding and contracting pulley consisting of a
grooved shaft, a pinion mounted on said shaft and en-

gaging the grooves thereof, a slotted pulley mounted on

the shaft erabracini: the pinion, rods extending within the

openings of the pulley having teeth engaeinsr the pinion

of the shaft, and belt contacts on the rods

4. .V mechanical variahlf transmission merlianism com-

prising a pair of grooved central shafts, tubular shafts

surrounding each of said central shafts, a worm on one

of said tubular shafts, expansion pulleys carried by said

tubular shafts, belt pulleys mounted on the tutjular shafts.

beatings for supporting the shafts, a tubular stay rod.

a cross head coupling tin' central shafts together, a rack

carried by the said rod and coupled to the cross head, a

bracket pivoted to the said rod. a shaft carried by said

bracket, a pinion on the shaft for ent'acing the rack, said

ahaft being provided witli a worm wheel to engage with a

worm on oni' of the tubular sliafts. and means for causing

the worm wheel to engag.' with the worm.

6. A mechanical variiible transmission m.-ibanism 00m-

prislng a pair of grooved central shafts, fuhular shafts

surrounding each of said central sli.iits, expansion pul-

leys carried by said tutiular shafts, I. .'It pulleys mounted

on the tubular shafts, bearings lor supporting the shafts,

a tubular stay r<Kl. a ii-oss head eoup;ing th.- c.-uiral

shafts together, a worm on one of said tubular shafts, a

rack carried by the stay rod and coupled to the cross

bead, a bracket pivoted to the stay rod. a shaft carried

by said bracket, a pinion on said shaft for engaging with

the rack, a worm wht;ei on said shaft to engage with

the worm on one of the tubular shafts, a second shaft

carried by the bracket, a worm-wheel on the second shaft

to engage with the worm on th. tuhula; >haft, a sprocket

wheel and ( hain nn-chauism fo: .-<:, ui-- : .u-j. the two shafts

together, means for causing the worm wheels to engage

with the worm, and a siiring and rod device connected

with the bracket for holding the latter In Its normal po-

BitlMl.

890,880. GRATF FDR STOVES. Edward Senn. Egg
Harbor City. .N. J. Filed July 17. 190(J. Serial No.

n2fi.535.

In a cooking-stove, tli.' eomhination. with th.' eoml.us-

tlon-chamber. of ijuides apjilied interiorly to opposite

walls of said chainli-r, a grate having walls at opposite

ends, ribs on said walls of the ^'rate moval'i. in said

guides, a rod extending longitudinally of th-- tiate and

having its ends protruding through the eud-walls thereof
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•o RS to be pilded in Mid jruldes without projecting ex-

teriorly of the combustion-chambor. atxl m»an<* actlnt; on

said longitudinal r'»! wh>-r»hy th.' _'rnt.- ix nu>vo<J in jialii

guides.

8 9 0.<<^1. HOTATABLE SriNl'I.K AM> BOBBIN.
Chables a. Smith. Ho^tedale. Mass., assifnor to I^raper

Company, Hopedale, Mas.s., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Aug. 27. 1007. Serial No. 390.310.

1. The combination, with a rotaraiile spindle piu\ j.lf.l

with centrlfugally acting clutching membenB to drive the

bobbin, n cyHn(lri''al enlargement fixedly aunintfM l>elow

aald members, and positive <?onnertions l^etw^en the lower

ends of said nieiii>'ers and the enlarseuient. effecting their

rotation with the !»pindle while permitting limited radial

movf>ment. of a Lot. 1, in having its butt b-ir^d to receive

said enlargement with a steadying fit and provided with

an Internal chamber of less diameter to receive and l>e

engaged by the upper ends of the clutchiOtr rnetnliers to

drive the bobbin.

2. The combination, with a rotatahle spindle provided

with centrlfugally acting, transversely segmental clutch-

ing members surrounding the spindle and n<1apted to Inter

nally enj^ge and drive the bobbin, a cylinrirlcal enlarge

ment fixed '>n the spindle and provided with an annular

recess to receive loosely the lower ends of said meiotiers

an<i radial pins loosely connecting the low«r ends of said

members and said enlargement, of a l«>Miin having its

bore at the butt of a diameter to receive said enlargement

with a steadying fit and reduced in diameter above to r*'

celve and be engaged by the clutching members when

thrown outward by centrifugal action, to drive the bobbin

In unison with the spindle.

."i. The combination, with a rotatable 3Blndb> provided

with centrlfugally acting and transversely segmental bob-

bin clutching members, a cylindrical enlargement fixed

on the spindle and having an aiwinlar r»Tvss to loosely

receive the lower ends of -iM !ii>'mbers. and connections

between the lower ends of said iiiemlierx and the enlarge-

ment, of a bobbin counterbored at Its butt to present inter-

nal cylindrical portions of difff'rent d' in,.>tt'rs. the lower

portion of larger diameter receiving tiip ftilartrement with

a steadying fit and the upper portion, of smaller diam-

eter, receiving and helng acted upon by the upper ends

of the clutching members to drive the bobbin, the outer

wall of the annular recess acting upon the clutching

members to limit outward radial movement thereof when

the spindle Is running bare.

terlal and shaped to correspond with the articles to be

plated, supporting wires In said form and electrical con-

nections with the supporting wires.

I
•

800,882! PLATINC-RACK. Henry V. $mith. Bridge

port. Conn., assignor of one half to feugene H. H.

Smith. Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Oct. 2^ 1007. Serial

No. 309.546.

1. \ plating rack comprising a plurali^ ^f forms shaped

to correspond with the inner faces of thq articles to be

plated and provided with supporting wlrfs. a frame by

which the Torms are carried and electrical connections

with the supporting wires

2. .V plating rack comprising .a plurality of forms made
of insulating material and provided with sijnportlng wires,

said forms l)elng shaped to correspond with the Inner faces

of the articles to be plated, a frame by whl<h the forms

are carried, insulating material on the frame and elec-

trical connections with the supporting wire*.

^. A plating rack comprising forms ha»;nir supporting

wires for the articles to lie plated, a f; inie by which the

forms are carried and insulating inaiLrial ou the frame

to prevent deposition of metal thereon. \

4 -V form for eIt»ctro]i!atprs' Mse maile of insulating ma

«->

5. A form for electroplaters' use having a convex face

to correspond with the IkjwI of a spoon and a shank to

correspond with the handle of a spoon, supporting wirea

by which the spoon Is carried and electrical connections

with the supporting wires.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the tJazette.

]

890.883. BI'RNER NIPri.K rKI(Ki:i; AND CLEANSER.
S.vMfEL Spiller, Rockhampton. (Queensland, Australia,

assignor of one-half to Fklward Stamp. Rockhampton,

Australia. Filed l>ec. 31, 1906. Serial No. 3.')0.173.

1. A tool sheath, a blade plvottnl thereto and adapted

to be Inclosed therein, said blade having a portion folded

upon Itself and wires held by said folded portion.

2. A tool sheath, a blade pivoted thereto, said blade

having a portion folded upon Itself, a screw for regulat-

ing the position of the folded portion relative to the

blade and wires adjustably held by said folded portion.

3. A tool sheath having one side higher than the other,

and one end wider than the other, and a blade or bar piv-

oted to It, and adapted to l>e Inclosed therein, a fold In the

blade, and a cleaning meml)er held by the said fold as

descrlljed.

4. .\ device of the class descrll)ed comprising a blade

having a portion folded upon Itself, said folded portion

having holes therein and cleaning wires passing through

the holes and held by said folded portion.

890.884. THREADCUTTING TKMli.K FOR LOOMS.
Edward S. Stimpson. Ilopedale. Mass, assignor to

Draper Company. Ilopetlale. Mass., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Aug. 13. 1907. Serial No. 388.318.

1. A loom-temple having a roll rotatably mounte<l

therein, a fixed blade at onp end of the roll, a co^>perat-
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Ing movable cutter, and a bearing for and upon which It

Is slidable, locate<l al>ove the axis of rotation of the roll

and on the exterior of the temple.

2. A loom-temple having a po<i slotted at one end, a

roll, a cap. a fixed blade within the slot, a co5peratlng

movable blade, and a t>earing upon which It Is slidable,

located on the top of the cap.

3. A loom temple provided with a fixed blade, a co-

operating blade capable of rocking and longitudinal move-

ments, and separate bearings for said Made, upon which

It rocks and slides, resp.'( tlvely, lM)th l>earlngs being on

the exterior of the temple.

4. A reciprocating temple provided with a fixed blade,

combinwl with a co.iperatlng movable blade, two separate

bearings on the exterior of the temple, .ui which said mov-

able blade may rock and slide, respectively, and a member

connected with the said blade and by or through which It

Is moved.

5. In a loom lempie. a head having roll-bearlngs at Its

ends, a roll Journale<l therein, a fixe<l cutting blade at one

end of the roll, a coiiperatlng movable blade, a blade car-

rier upturned to overhang the adjacent roll journal, and

a bearing on the top of the temple head upon which the

blade carrier Is slidable to effect cooperation of the blades.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

supports at Its lower end and at Its upper end with a cap

which rests upon said pivot : a ring removably and ad-

justably held upon the upper end of said pipe and pro-

800.885. DEVICE FOR TURNING NURSING NirFLFS.

Ernest L. Stuart and Stephen A Con.ne, New Ham-

burg, N. Y. Filed Apr. 27, 1006. Serial No. 314,107.

1. .\ dfvice of the kind described comprising a rod hav-

ing a b.arlug surface at on.> end. and a prong projecting

therefrom.

2. A device of the kind d.s.rilM'd <-om|irisini: a rod hav-

ing a flange or collar at on.- .'nd, a prong projecting from

the flange, a sleeve held upon tli.- prong, said sleeve being

shorter than tlie prong, thereby permitting the latter to

extend beyond the ends of the sleeves for the purpose

specified.

3. .V device of the kind d.scrib.-d comprising a rod hav-

ing one end bent to provid.' a tiandb-. and its opposite end

provided with a flangr or collar, a prong extending from

the flange or collar, and a rubber sleeve held upon the

prong, said sleeve being shorter ttian the prong, thereby

permitting the prong to extend b.>ond the end of the

ajpeve substantially as specified.

4. A device of the class dcscribe<i constructed of a piece

of wire which is bent spirally at one end at right angles

to the longitudinal axis of the body portion of the wire,

and at its opposite .nd to provide a flange or collar from

which extends the cml of the wire to provide a prong, and

a sleeve held upon tti. prong.

8 0,886. DISPLAY - STAND. Feed W. Woelz and

Georc.e W Woblz, Appleton, Wis Filed Dec. 20, 1007.

Serial No 407.411.

1. A display stand consisting of a central supporting

post the upper end of which Is formed with a pivot; a

pipe through which said post extends, sabi pipe being pro-

vided at Its lower end with a scrb-s of radially-disposed

cardholder supports and at its upper end with a cap

wliich rests upon said pivot, said upper end being thread-

ed a ring mounted on said pip-' at its upper end below

said cap. said ring being provided with a second series of

radially-disposed cardholder supports: locking' nuts which

removahlv and adjustably hold said ring in place upon

said pipes upper end; and cardholders mounted In said

card-holder supp<irts

2. A display stand consisting of a central supporting

post the upper end of which Is formed with a pivot ; a

pipe through wlilch said post extends, said pipe being

formed with a series of radially extending cardholder

t' /
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G XLVCHINE.
•'lied Jan. 24,

890.888. CALCULATING AND RECORDI!
tnAXK S. Baldwi.v. . Br<x>klyn. N. Y.

1907. Serial No. 35.3,863.

-iff'"T^—'ji n.^Z

1. A calculatiuK machine coniprixin^ a reslst-rinK iuhcIi

knlsm and a r't-ordlng mfcliani.sm. Including printing

wheelu and principal actuating wlieels constructed to be

moved In one direction for even numbers 4nd In the op-

posite direction for inld numbers starting from common
central points, r.nd means for actuating said whe^Ms In

opposite directions for tlie purpose speclfledl

2. A n-acliine of tlie character described comprising a

registering mechanism which includes n plurality of

numeral wheels, a primary rotatable and I laterally-mov-

able calculating wheel, a wheel intermediale the numeral

wheel and primary calciil(»tini; wheel and adapted to mesh

with both primary calculating wheels having different

widths of teeth arranged on opposite slde^ of a circum-

ferential space, means for holding the nb-.is with the

cireumfenntlal spacp opposite the Inr : a. 1 ir- wheels,

and means for independently moving these |)rimary wheels

laterally in both directions to bring one ori more teeth in

line with the intermediate wheels, and me|ns adapted to

rotat^ the primary wheels as and for tUe purpose de

scribed.

3. A machine of the character described^ comprising a

registering mechanism which Includes ai plurality of

numeral wheels, a primary rotatable and laterally-mov-

able calculating wheel for each numeral wjlieel. an inter-

mediate wheel adapted to mesh with l>oth t He primary and

the numeral wheels, the primary wheels provided with a

plurality of different widths of teeth arran|:ed at the side

of a neutral or untoothed portion, means fur hokling the

primary whe»'ls normally with the neuinil ^r untoothed

portion in a line with t!ie intermediate wlierU. and means

for moving the primary wheels laterally various distances

for the purpose described, and means (of rotating the

primary wheels, the parts crxlperating substantially as

and for the purpose set forth

4. .\ m-^rhanlsm of the character descritted. ciiiiprislne

a registering me'-hanism which includes a iilurality <>(

numeral wheels, an lnternie(iiat»' w '••..i f,,r -arh numeral

wheel adapted to mesh therewith, a rotatable and lat-

erally-movable primary wheel for each Intermediate wheel,

the primary wheels havinir different widths ..f teefh ai*-

ranged at the side of a neutral on untnotlaji juint or por-

tion, a horizontally-arranired swlnsini: tifcr operatlvely

connected with each of the primary wheeds. and a plu-

rality of keys for movinc the swlni:lnir t>ar different dis-

tances and thus moving the primary wheel laterally cor-

respondins: d!stanc>< t<>r the purpose descrllK'd. and means
for rot.ifiuk' the primary wl Is. I

.' A ma-hiiie / the I'haracter deserlbeij cuniprislng a

plurality of iiiaieral wheels, an Intermediate wi 1 fur

each numeral whe.'l. an^l ad.tpted to misli therewith, a

rotatable and laterally movable primary iiTheel for each

Intermediate wheel, the primary wheels hsvlnir different

widths of teeth arranged at the side of n neutral or nn
toothed point or portion thereof for the purpose iescrlbe.l.

an •Iftngated swin_'in.: l>ar "peratively conii'<<-ted \\\'h each

of the primary w he. N {,<r movini; them literalh. nnd a

plurality of ke> •< for movinkr the «w Incln^ bar dlffer'n'

distances, and thus niovini; its priniarv wheel laterii',

correspondlnn distances for the purpose ilescribed. ami
means for rota'in^' the primary wheels.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the r;flzt.ir»
]

8 9 0,8 89. PLOW. Abram L. Covet and William N.

Gbeek. St. Paal. Nebr. ; said Greer assignor to said

Covey. Filed Aug. 6. 1907. Serial No. .387.352.

The combination of a plow embodying a land-side, sahl

land-side being formed In Its base edge with a recess, and
a laterally projecting shelf extending Inwardly from the

upper wall of said recess, of a blade formed with two
angularly disposed forward edges and rearwardly diverg-

ing wings, said blade being plvotally connected to the

shelf to swing horizontally in the said recess with one
wing projecting rearwardly on the Inner side of the land-

side and the other wing projecting rearwardly on the

outer side of the land-side, the forward edge of the blade

adjacent said last-named wing being beveled to form a

cutting edge, said blade being formed at the juncture of

said wings with an arc shaped slot, and a pin secured to

the shelf and accommodated in said slot, as and for the

purpose set forth.

890,S90. BASE - BALL - GAME APrARATLS. Willi.oi
O. Dappi.vo, Auburn, N. Y. Filed Sept. IT. 1906. Se-

rial No. .334,958.

1. In a base ball game apparatus, a recording Indicator

composed of two dislcs centrally pivoted together, perfora-

tions representing bast-s on one di^k. ml m.-, n- on the

other disk to register with the pei :'.: h; ioii~ i -.how the

bases occupied.

2. In a base ball game apparatus, a recording indicator

composed of two disks centrally pivoted together, a series

of numbers on one of the disks designating bases, and a

portion of the other disk cut away to correspond with the

space occupied by the numbers.

3. In a base ball game apparatus, a recording Indicator

composed of two disks centrally pivoted together, a series

of numbers near the periphery of one disk to Indicate the

bases, and the jHTlphery of the other disk cut away to

correspond with the space occupied by the numbers.

4. In a base ball gnm- ipi.Miti-i « re.nrdlng indicator

composed of an upper iroi i h.U'i- ili-k centrally pivoted

together, a diaijrammatic representation of a base ball

fleht 'in the upper disk, perforations In the upper disk at

the ha-ies. .ind colored portions on fh. 1 .wer disk disposed

at intervals to sh'iw fhr'"ieh 'h perf' ''„f i, ,,.< jn the upper
disk nhen any 'f ih-- 'cise< ire .... . uj.i.m.].

.") In a base ball 4>tine apparatus, a recording indicator

. niii..^..! . f MM .]>: 1! .1 a lower disk centrally pivoted
• , ' 1.. r, 1 .] !_• I , : representation of a base ball

held on the ufiper ilisk. perforations In the upper dNk at

ha.ses. and a colored p<irtlon on the lower disk i" show a

player at bat regardless of the record at the bases.

|<"lnif!is •; anfl 7 not prinfe<l in the i;fl7e(fe.]

890.891. INSULATOR PIN. Conrad J. Dorff, Chicago,
111., assignor to Fredric Greer. Chicago, III. Filed Nov.
IS. 1907. Serial No. 402.679.

1. An insulator pin comprising a supporting member of

channel form : two screw sections having an attaching por-

tion securi>d to said supporting member : a lug attached to

one of said screw-sections and extending at a right angle
therewith and lying between the flanges of said support-
ing member : a lug attached to the other screw-.section and
extending at an aniile therewith, said last mentioned lug

having a reduced end lying within an opening in said

supporting member; and shoulders on the last mentioned
lug.

2; An integral sheet metal blank for the screw portion
of an insulator pin consisting of two parts adapted to

form substantially semlcylindrlcal screw-sections ; an In-

termediate portion connecting said first mentioned parts;
and a lug on each of said tlrst mentioned parts,

.3. An insulator pin comprising a supporting memlier

;

and two tapering screw sections yieldingly attached to

said supporting member at the smaller end of said

sections.

4. An Insulator pin cumprlsinu a supporting member
having a recess in one end : two screw-sections having
an intermediate connecting portion lying within said re-

cess, the walls of said recess being riveted to hold said

Intermediate connecting portion in place ; and means at

the opposite ends of said screw se, ih n-< adapted to engage
said supporting member to pre\eiit r.itational displace-

ment of said sections.

5, An insulator pin com[irising a supporting member
in channel form ; two screw sections yieldingly attached to

said supporting member at one end ; a lug on one of said
screw sections lying l>etween the flanges of said support-
ing member: and a lug on the other section lying with-
in an opening in said supporting? member. .

[Claim not printed in the Gazette.]

890.802. I Ism.N*; HKKL I.kov F. Docglass, San Ra-
fael,' Cal. Filed Feb, 23, 1907. Serial No. 358,783.

1. In .1 fishing reel the combination with a spool and
crank -^hift of means for connectinir nml disconnecting
the cT.iiik -:;aft ;»nd the spool comprising a shaft and a

clutch nieij.iier. said shaft and said clutch member being

fixed with respect to said sp,,,)i. a longitudinally mov-
able engaging member revolubly mounted on said shaft,

and a revolving cam mounted on said engaging member,
but in slight frictlonal contact therewith, means rigid

relatively to said shaft to cause said cam to move said

engaging member longitudinally to engage and disenga.u'e

said clutch member when said cam Is revolved, and means
for transmitting rotary motion from said crank shaft to

said engaging member.
2, In a fishing reel the combination with a plate having

an opening therein, a rotatable spool and a clutch nlember
on one side thereof, winding mechanism and a casing for
the winding mechanism secured over said opening upon
the other side thereof, of a (rank shaft passing through
said casing, and means for connecting and disconnecting
said crank shaft with said spool, comprising a longitu-
dinally movable and revolubly engaging member and means
actuated by the rotation of the crank shaft to cause the
said engaging member to engage said clutch member and
rotate the spool.

.tlV

3. In a fishing reel the combination with a spool and
a winding element, of means for connecting and disconnect-
ing the spool and the winding element, comprising a shaft
and a clutch member rotatable with said spool, a longitu-
dinally movable engaging member revoluble thereon, a re-

volving cam mounted on said engaging member and in

slight frictlonal contact therewith, means rigid relatively
to said shaft to cause .said cam to move said en,'airing
member longitudinally to engage and disengage said clutch
member when said cam Is revolved, and means for trans-
mitting rotary motion from said winding element to said
engaging member.

4. In a fishing reel the combination with a spool and a
winding element, of a shaft revoluble with said spool,
a longitudinally movable engaging member revolubly
mounted on said shaft, a revoluble cam mounted on said
engaging member, but in slight frictlonal contact there-
with, and a fixed meml>er engaging said cam whereby the
positive rotation of the windlug element will cause the
latter to be connected with the spool and the unwinding
of the spool will cause the latter element to be discon-
nected from the binding element.

5. In a fishing reel the combination witli a ^nriing cle-

ment and a spool, of a shaft and a clutch iiiemler revo-
luble with said spool, a longitudinally mo\ ;.',:,

. i;_:,.ii,,;

member revolubly mounted on said shaft, a i:-\-jl\iU); cam
having a spiral groove in the periphery thereof revolubly
mounted on said engaging member, hut in slight frictlonal
contact therewith, means for transmitting riitary motion
from the winding element to said engaging member, a
rigid member projecting Into the spiral groove of said cum
to move the latter together with said engaging member
longitudinally to connect said spool and winding element
when the latter is rotated in a positive direction, and to
disconnect said spool and wlndini: t hment ^vhen the spool
is rotated In a reverse direction.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

KlGENE E>,<iLE.sru.N,

1. 1007. Serial No.

890.893. W INI- Mtn 1;N IT.Ml
Columbus. Ohio. Filed May
371,262.

In a device of the character described, the comhinatbui
with a stipportlng t^wer. of a swinging platform mounted
upon said tower, a hollow shaft rotatably mounted uiwn
said platform, a plurality of radial arms secured to said
hollow shaft, a tilting frame located between each p.alr

of said radial arms, a plurality of vanes fixedly se( nred
to said tilting frames, a wind disk slidalily monnteil upon
the hollow shaft, connections between .--aiil wind disk :ind

said vanes, a spring which noimally forces said disk into

such position as to hold the vanes into the wind, a rudder
vane carried by said swintring platform, a pnnip. drhin:;
connections between said pnmp and the holh.w shaft, a
rod which pa.sses through the hollow shaft and N con
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nected to the wiii.l . li.sk. a pulley mounted upon the rodder
vane, a 9e<-oDd piii>y tnounted adjacent the cenfrnl por-

tion of the swinxln;; p..irform. a tlejilhle «)ni)p(.Tlon which
Is connected to the rod and pas.^es first oter the pulley of

the rudder vane, then o^er the pulley that Is mounteti
upon the tilting platform and then pa.-ises downwardly

J*?S^

^f.o.s'M BIT F:XTF.NI>FK. WiLLr.\.\i H Fiirh\rt and
'.E'lKwK \V. LEti.NAur). Lancaster, I'a. Filed Feb. 11,

1908. Serial No. 415. L's5.

^—

'

.» -^ I

1. -V bit exr>^nll^>r of the class descrilxMl, romprisln..; a

bar, an eniartieinent formetl upon one end of said bar. a

tapered socket fumieil within .'<ald eniaruenient and pierced

by longltudin.i: slot* extending through tine walls of said
socket, the outer surface of .said bar provided with jjrooves

extending longitudinally upon opp<i8ite sides thereof, and
comniunlcatiii^' with said slot.s, grlppinf; jaws srrew-
threaded upon their rear end.s and foiiaed with semi-
circular arm.'!. siid.-iMv mounted within paid slots and
grooves, a circular tlan^'e<l casing emlirnric.' the enlarge-
ment of said r'.>d and retahiimj said jaws tlierein. and
means for operating said jaws.

J. .V bit e.xt.'nder of the class descril>e<l, comprising a

bar, an enlar:r»'ment formed upon one end of s.iii! bar. a

tapered socket funned within said enlargement open 'Ui Its

larger end. said enlargement pierced transversely '.y lon-

gltiidinal slots in tlu- walls of said socket, recesses extend
Ing longltudlna'.Iv i^.n the surface of njjposite sides of
said enlargen:"!!! ind •ommunicatlng with said slots.

gripping Jaws fDrmcii wirh screw threads upon their rear
ends and forii;ed with Sf'mt circular arms, s.iid gripi^ing

jaws slidably mounted within said slots and grooves, a

circular flangetl cnsinz embracing ttu' eni.irgenient of said

rod and retaining sai<i jaws therein, an Internal screw-
threade<l sleeve embracing said rod with its teeth In en-
gagement with the teeth of said jaws, a collar surrounding
s.-iid ro<l and retained t!:«^!-ein in close contact with said
sleeve, for tije purpose set forth.

coiitact

through said tower, a receptacle secured to the lower end
of the flexible member, a receptacle into which the pump
Is adapted to discharge, and an overflow pipe leading from
this last named receptacle and discharging Into the tirst

named receptacle.

890,895. I'YROMETER. Th.^ulfs FfiRV. Paris, France
Filed Apr. 1. 1907. Serial No .1f..-.T74.

1. .V self contained portable pyrometer utilizing for the
j

measurement of temperature the heating e|Tecr of the fo i

cused radiation emitted by a hot object, the combination
^\!tl; a casing, means for focusing the radiation entering
at one end of the casing, an eye piece through which the
position of the focus may be determined, a body formed
of metals having different coefficients of expansion located
nt the focus and exposed to the focused radiation, and an
indicator mechanically connected for operation by the ex-
pansion and contraction of said body, said body having
a field exposed to the radiation, of less area than the area
of the Image of the hot object when the radiation is fo-
cused on the body.

JL *»

S. In a pyrometer utilizing for the measurement of the
tenperature the beating effect of the focused radiation
emitted by a hot object, the combination with means for
focusing the rays of radiant energy, a bo<iy formetl of
metals having different coefficients of expansion located
at the focus of the rays, an Indicator mechanically con-
nected for operation by the expansion and o;! ,.m-i
of said body, and menus whereby the fo( use<l i.i,. pi-^
iiu- !',ioi^'h the field In which the U'dy Is .xpos,>,| are
a''^oiie.i ind transmitted to the body by condudlon

.'. In a pyrometer utilizing for the measurement of
temperature the heating effect of the fo.usH 1 raliitlon
emitted by a hot object, the combination with m.M-is for
foc\islng the rays of radiant energy, a shield located at
the focus of the rays and having one absorl)ent face and a
temperature Indicating d.\ 1

.• .1111".!. hI with and heated
by conduction from said shield

4. In a pyrometer utilizing for the meusuiement of
temperature the heating effect of the focuseil radiation
emitted by a hot object, the combination with means for

focusing the rays of radiant energy, a shield located at
tlie fo<'iis of the rays and having one face absorbent and
the other reflecting, and a temperature Indtc.atlng device
.1 --0.1a ted with and screened by said sbi.':,| f:-Mn the ac-

tion of rays other than those concentrated In the field of
the indicating device.

•'. In a pyrometer utilizing for the ine.isurement of
temperature the heating effect of this f.)cuse<l radiation
emitte<l by a hot oltject. the combination with means for

focusing the rays of radiant eneiiry. an expansible tK>dy

located at the focus of the rays, an indl<-afor controlle<l

thereby, and a shield locafe<i In proximity to the expansi-
ble body on the side tliereof removed from the focusing
means, said shield having an area of approximately the
area of the expansible body.

[Claims (', and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

.S90.s;»»!. I'HorF.'^,'^ FOR SOLDKRINfi (1 1 .\ 1 .N LINKS.
M\x Fessi.eh. I'forzhelm, Germany. Original applica-

tion filed .Jn'.v 11 l'.»i>7. Serial No. .38.3..S«1. I>lv|de<l

and tills flppi itioii filed Dec. 10. 1907. Serial .No.

407.109.

The process of continuously shutting the Joints of the
links of a chain of solder-cored wire, consisting in wetting
the links with a soldering fluid, evaporating the adhering
moisture, removing the soldering salt crystals from the

parts ritber tli.iu the f.-ices of the Joints, pasxiui: thex'baii!

through a protective mass, ami heating th.- chain until

the core rnelis and shuts the Joints, subst;i nt lally as de-

scribtfl.

S9O.«!07 <; ami: Mi).\RI>. Rui.LANO FoHHKsr. I'liiladel-

phla. I'a Filed (Vt. 7. 1907 Serial No. .?9«.2S.').

1 .\ game board Iinvlnir a wide and a narrow end. the

wide end being semi I'ircular in sliape and the narrow end
having straight sbl.s api>roaching eacli other, a ledge

around t!ie edge of the iionrd anct provided with "penings

June 16, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 167
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at Intervals, pockets coincident with the openings, a num-
ber of posts at the wide end of the board, said posts be-

ing fastened at the top of the ledge and bent to overhang
the game board and a net carried by the posts and also
overhanging the board about the wide end thereof.

2. A game board having a wide and a narrow end, the
wide end l)elng semicircular in shape and the narrow end
having straight sides approaihlng each other, a ledge
around the edge of the board i)rovided with openings at
intervals, pockets coincident with tlie openings, an over-

hanging net guard for tlie wide end of the board, and a
finger rest at the narrow end of the board elastlcaliy

yielding In a vertical direction.

800,888. li'iii AIM i; lIRE-ESiWPE. Euoene G. Oail-
LAC, Jonesport, M Filed .\pr. 4. 1907. Serial No.
366.363.

1 In a portable fire escape, the combination of a frame
comprising two members provided with holes near th(>ir

respective ends and a cross bar connecting said members
Intermediate of the ends of the same, and a rope provided
with loops at Its resi>ectlve ends, said rope passing through
the holes of both members and crossing gald cross bar at

both sides thereof, and a life |„ it attached to one side of

the frame.

3. In a portable fire escape, the combination of a frame
comprising two members provided with holes near their

respective ends and a cross-bar connecting said members
Iritermediate of the ends of the same, a rope passing

through the holes of botli memb.Ts and crossing said

cross-bar at both sides thereof, and a life-belt and attach-
ing means for the device connected, one with the rope and
the other with the frame.

3. A portable fire-escape consisting of a frame having
two members connected by a cross bar, one side member
of which is provided with a longitudinal slot, both side-

members provided near their ends with eyes for the pas-

sage of a rope, a rope passed through one opening In the
member containing the slot, down and through the eye
In the lower end of the opposite member, up and through
the top eye in the same member, and down and through
the eye in the member containing the slot, said rope cross-

ing the cross bar of the frame, nt both sides thereof, and
a life belt carried by the frame and movable from one end
of the slot therein to the other.

890,899. ELASTIC MEANS. Louis A. Garchet. Paris,

France. Original application filed Feb. 5. 1907. Serial

No. 355,947. Divided and thi.s application filed Aug. 5,

1907. Serial No. 387.216.

1. An elastic device destined to work under trac-

tion, which is composed of two parts, one of whicli is

flexible and Inextenslble and destined to exclusively sup-

port the fractional effort, and of wliicb, the other, which
gives the elasticity, works under compression

2. .\n elastic cable composed of a great number of in

extensible threads between which from place to place 1 .im-

pressible elastic cores of much larger diameter then the

cable are Inclosed, the threads of the cable being securely
tied up closeto the perli>hery of each of said cores in such
a manner that they adopt the inflated shape of the cores.

3. An elastic fiat belt composed of two sheets of suitable

flexible but inextenslble material, which are superiiosed

and united through numerous transverse stltchlngs, and
of rubber cylinders inclosed one between two adjacent
stltchlngs of the flat cables.

890,900. i:xrL(>.*<IVE SHELL. MicHAEi. W. c;ii..\i.\KriN.

U. S. Navy, assignor to E W, Bliss Company, Brook-
lyn, N. y., a I'urporation of West Virginia Filed Oct.

12, 1905. Serial No. js2.479.

1. -V prajMtBe having a removable fuse, such fuse

having meant tor positively engaging a tool or the like

adapted to withdraw it from Its seat, such projectile and
fuse havin_' surfaces fitting closely together, such sur-
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teee* b^Bg to disposed with relation to the direction of

aaoTcment of the foae duriae withdrawal jthat they sepa-

rate laterally as the fuse leaves its m-at.

'2 A projectile harlng a socket and a fuse removably
SfiitHii in Hald socket, the contactinK walla of said parts

t^'int' tap-red so that their surfaces sebarate laterally

as ';i.' :'4s.' It-aves Its Sf-at. -said fuse hajvin^ nif-aus for

positively rn^iik'tUk; a tool ..r the like, whtreby It may be

withdrawn from itn socket.

3. A projectile having a socket, and a fuse removably

Mated in said socket, the contacting walls of said parts

being smooth and tapered so that their surfaces sepa-

rat.> lat.TaI!v as rh.^ fuse leaves its seat, ^aid fuse having
Hi. ans : r p. siriv»"ly engaging a tool or tl^e like, whereby

..r .v.r .irawn from its socket.

+ \ projectile having a socket, and a

seated in* said socket, the contacting walls of said parts

being tapered so that their surfaces separate laterally

as the fuse leaves Its seat, and said fuse

banging part adapted for engagement wttb an extract-

ing tool whereby such fuse may be wlthprawn from Its

socket.

5. A projectile having a socket, and a

seated In said sr>ckpt, the contacting wnljs of said parts

being tapered so that their surfaces separate laterally

as the fuse leaves Its seat, and sail fn-e having means
located at Its outer end for ensr-iirlnj; a w|ilidrawing tool.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the (;az(^tte.

]

fuse removably

fuse removably

890.5HU M \i HI.NK l"(iK .MAKIN(; (AN* (imki.es W.
Gi:\Hv\i U'lme. X. V.. assignor t.i lltliM [ndiistrlal

Company. Home. N. Y.. n ("ij' r.it i. r of .New York.

Filed June 11, 1903. Serial N" l>'.<i,;«74

1. In a machine of the class des<'ribe<l. In mblnatlon,

a traveling carrier, means thereon for reetilvin,- and hold-

log blanks to be operated upon, a pair nf swinging Jaws
adapted to be clamped upon the eiids of the blanks held

by said flrst-mentioned means, and meani for operating

both of said Jaws from one side of the path of travel of

said carrier. !

2. In a machine of the class described. In combination,

a traveling carrier, means •').•••. -nr; f-T rer.-iving and hold-

ing blanks to l)e operate J ip'ju. a pair f swinging Jaws
adapted to be clamped nfK>n the ends of the blanks held

by said first mentl n'l means, and meanf for operating

both of said Jn^^ s fr^n one side of the paltb of travel of

said i-arrier at the same tini-

3. In a m:ichlne nf tlie el.iss iJescrifie.) |n •n!''' 'i-u inn.

a travei'n,' earrier, a series of ftxetl j.aws h ...in ,.!,;,», .(j

to receive and hold blanks to be .iperate.i up.,-, i ; i
• .f

swincing lialf Jaws pivoted on a sjilndie al .p"nr .'i-h

si'ie nf the flied jaws, a le\-.T at the eiul of said spiiwlle

and '"am svirfaces ennnected f'l the franiewnrk at wne side

of tiie machine adapted to untrdl the ni<»vemen! nf said

swinging jaws.

4. In a machine of the class described, a traveling car-

rier, a fixed blank holding Jaw 8upt>orted thereon, a com-
plementary swinging Jaw plvote<l adjacent thereto, arms
connected to said swinging Jaw, and adjustable cam sur

faces arranged In the path of said arms whereby during
the travel of the carrier the position of said swinging Jaw
with reference to said fixed Jaw may l>e automatically

regulated.

5. In a machine of the class described. In combination,

a traveling carrier, a flxeil blank holding jaw supported
thereon a swinging jaw pivoted adjacent thereto, a

double-armed lever mounted upon the pivot of said swing-

ing Jaw and cam surfaces in position to engage the arms
of said double-armed lever for rocking the swinging Jaw
on Its pivot during the travel of said carrier.

[Claims 6 to 93 not printed In the < Gazette.]

890,902. PAVEMENT AM) METHOD OF MAKING THE
S.\ME. Walter E. H.^ss.im, Worcester. Mass.. assignor

Y'ork. N. Y'., assignor to Castle Braid Company, a Cor-
poration of .Massachusetts. Filed June 20, 1907. Se-

rial No. 379.913.

1. A pavement comprising a compact layer of stones,

a wire netting thereon, a layer of stones above the wire
netting, and grouting uniting said layers of stones and
wire netting.

2. .V pavement comprising a compressed layer of small

stones, a wire netting thereon, and a layer of similar

stones above the wire netting, said layers being com
pressed approximately to the same depth In a dry state,

whereby said wire netting is located substantially cen-

trally In the pavement, the top layer being thereby com-
pressed Into the wire netting so as to provide indenta-

tions which constitute means for anchoring the wire net

ting between said layers of stones.

3. Tbe method of making a paving which consists In

providing a layer of stones, compressing said layer while

In a dry state, locating the wire netting above the layer,

applying a second layer of stones of a similar character

above the wire netting and compressing said second layer

while In a dry state on the wire netting so as to project

the bottom stones of the second layer Into the netting,

and finally pouring a grouting over said stones and per-

mitting the grouting to run down through both layers so

that when It hardens it will unite the two layers of stones

to the wire netting.

S90,903. ORNAMENTAL HOLDER AND METHOD OF
PRODUCINfl THE SAME. Herm.w II.^wley. New
York. N. Y.. assignor to Castle Braid Company, a Cor-

poration of New Y'ork. Filed Apr. 20, 1907. Serial

No. 369.20fi.

1. The method of producing an ornamental holder

which consists in first braiding around a mold and then

around a tube closed at one end strands of any desired

material working toward the open end and contlnfting

until the braid exceeds the length of the tutie. severing

the braid at a point beyond the open end of the tube, and

then tucking the free end of the l>rald Into the open >inl

•" •

'
• I

:' •• to form a fold, whereby the tension of the

striiiis ilra«s the fold Into contact with the bore of the

tu!#

-. \ weather strip consisting of a narrow piece of re-

in;; a tul)e closed at one •in!, a mold adjacent s.nid end and

a braid covering surrounding said tube, the <overlng being

June i6, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. ib73

longer than the tube and having Its cut end tucked with-
in the tube as a fold and held In contact with tbe bore

thereof by the elasticity or tension of the strands of the
braid.

890.904. WEATHER STH IP. Peter L. IIedberg, Chi-

cago, III., assignor to Chicago Metal Weather Strip

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Dec. 7. 1907. Serial No. 405,502.

1. .\ weather strip consisting of n narrow |)lece of re-

silient material comprising a body portion having at one
of Its edges a loop provided with a leaf spring extending
from said loop outwardly and toward the other edge of

the body portion and provided at Its free edye with a
deflected flange.

2. A weather strip consisting of a narrow piece of re

sillent material comprising a bo<ly jiortion having a longi-

tudinal groove and a leaf-spring extending from one of

the edges of the body portion and outwardly therefrom
and toward its other edge, said leaf spring having at its

free edge a deflected flange to fit In said groove.

3. A weather strip consisting of u narrow piece of re-

silient material coni|)rislng a lK>wed bo<ly portion having
a longitudinally extending groove and a leaf spring ex-

tending from one of the edges of the body portion out-

wardly and toward its other edge, said spring having at

Its free edge a deflected flange to fit In said groove.
4. .^ weather strip consisting of a narrow piece of re-

silient material comprising a bowed body portion hpvlng
a longitudinal groove and a loop at one of its edges ex
tending to one side of the plane of the body portion, said
loop having a leaf spring provided nt its free edge with a

deflected flange to fit In said groove.

8tM>.lH»5. PINITIVE DEVICE. John R. Hi.vtox. Cash-
mere, Wash. Filed May 2S, 1}K)7. Serial No. 376,193.
1. .V device of the typ«' set forth comprising doors

mounted for movement towards and away from one an-
other, electro-magnetically controlled latch members for
sustaining said doors In their open position, means for

forcing said doors towards one another when released by
said latch members, a stationary contact, a source of

electrical supply connected therewith and with the electro-

magnets of said latch members, a yieldable body, a con-
tact carried thereby, and adapted for engagement with
said stationary contact, and circuits connecting said last

named contact and said electro-magnets.

2. A device of the type set forth comprising doors
mounted for movement towards and away from one an-
other, a source of electrical supply, a circuit connected
therewith, a floor plate designed to close said circuit when 1

depressed nnder the weight of a body, electromagnetlcally

controlled devices Interposed in said circuit for holding
said doors in open position, said electro magnets being

operable to release said doors when said circuit is closed,

and means for forcing said doors toward one another when
released by .said eli-ctro-magnets.

890.906. CLASSHIJi; Jame.s B. IIomies. Santa Mon-
ica. Cal. Filed May 7. 1906. Serial No. .'515,700.

1. In an ore classifier, a snies of tanks arranged in

descending order and each provided with a discharge out-

let In Its bottom, a valved water supply pipe communicat-
ing with the bottom of each tank, means for feeding ore
to the supply pipe for the upper tank, and an overflow pipe
In each tank, the upper end of which Is near the top of the
tank and the lower end communicates with the supply
pipe to the next succeeding tank between the valve of
said pipe and said succ(»eding tank.

2. In an ore classifier, a series of tanks arranged In de-

scending order, and each provided with a discharge outlet

In the bottom, a valved water supply pii)e communicating
with the bottom of each tank, the inner end of which is

provided with a i>erforated chamber, means for feeding ore
to the supply pipe for the upper tank, an overflow pipe
In each tank, the upper end of which is near the top of
the tank, and the lower end communicates with the supply
pipe to the next succeeding tank, between the valve of
said pipe and said succeeding tank, and adjustable means
for constricting the upper portion of said tanks adjacent
to the upper ends of said outlet pipes.

3. In an ore classifier, a series of tanks rirran;:ed In de-

scending order and each provided with a discharge outlet
in its bottom, a valved water supply communicating with
the bottom of each tank, the inner end of which is pro-

vldi^d with a perforated chamber, means for feeding ore to

the supply pipe for the upper tank, an outlet pipe In each
tank, the upi:>er end of which is near the top of the tank
and adjacent to the lower side, and the lower end extends
through the bottom of the tank and communicates with
the supply pipe to the next succeedint; tank between the
valve for said pii>e and said succeedin;; tank nri': ' de-
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Hector plate plvotally secured in each tnak adjacent to

Its upper Bide and near said chamber, tluj upper end of

8ald deflector Ixln^f movable toward and from the upper

edge of said lower side of the tank.

4. In an ore classifier, a series of tanks trraiiL-^'d in de-

scendlnK order and each provided with a dl- harire outlet

In Its bottom, a water supply pip-' in-vil'! .>.;; valved

branches, one branch leading to .1 h mk i. i
1

i '' ided

•t Its inner end with a perfonvd i;-- : :: it. r. means for

feeding ore to the first branch l..t\\.«u us valve and the

upper tank, an overflow pipe from each t»ni£ above said

distributer and communicatini; with th. [;{>• t' .r th.- n.>xt

succeeding tanlt between its valv unl sail rank, and

adjustable means for constricting th.> taok adjacent to

said outlet.

5. In an ore classlfler. a series of ranks arraniT'-d in de

scending ord^r. each provided wirh a dlschar^" outlet

In its bottom, and each adapt.nl to dlscbargt> its over-

flow into the next lower tank, a wat.>r supply pipe pro-

vided with valved branches comnuinicarlng with said

tanks, one branch leading to each »ank with its inn.r

end provided with a p.Tfurated distributer. lu^-ans for feed-

ing ore to the first bran<-h tietwf-.ii its valv-i and the upper

tanif. and a tra]. at th.' i.ottuni if tb.^ series to receive

the overflow from the bottom tank.

89O.0OT. WIRK STK.VK ,IITi:NIN' i .V.ND fOIMNG MA-
CHINE. Ri'BKKT L. llnitsi.Kv. F""rt Worth. Tex. Filed

Mar. 27, 1907. Serial No. 3<U,T'.tH

1. A wir- siuraliriiT ma'iiin-' '-omprisln-' R frani' .
ni^ans

for feedin-' wir" t" said tna'-iiln.', a forni.-r r^" ;v:n_' the

wire and revolvim: about tli.- w;r" and carr);!!,- adjust-

able blocks and a pull-'v coop.Tanu.- thor«\vith. a hollow

guiding-shaft carrying .said forin.T and r ivm.' thK-

formed spiral wire th.-r.-from. and means for 'ii'in„' the

formed spiral Into iinf rm lengths.

2. .V wire splraling machine comprising a franv-. -neans

for feeding wlrt- to the machine, a fomi.T r- •.•.;:!„' the

wire and revolving about the wire and <5irryin«' adjust-

able blocks for varying th.' tliiiht of th« spiral of thp

wire, a hollow guiding sliaft .Mrrring said f.prni.-r and

receiving the formed spiral wii- ther'from. and ni.ans

for cutting the wire Into uniform lengths.

3. A wire spiraiing machim- having m.^ens fr.p f.^eding

wire to the nMfehine. a former rfceivim: tli- wlr.- and re-

volving about the wire and carrying m.:»iis for innding

the wire and m.'ans for causing variati.ms n Mi- tiight of

the spiral of the wire, and means for drivin- -aid f.>rmer.

4. A wire spiraiing machine having m.>Bns for feeding

wire to the machine, a former rwMvin.' 'b. wir- and re-

volving about the wire and carrying' il ist.i I m.-ans

for varying the flight and th.* diam.i. r of rli.' spiral of

wire, and means for driving said'form.T

5. A wire spiraiing machine having notins for feeding

wire to the machine, a former receivin.: 'li" wire and re-

volving about the win- and carrying b.arin.: blocks and

a pulley therein co<Speratin-' with said blacks, and means

for driving the said former

[Claims G and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.908. TKiKI'iniM I 'I li Ij "li Ut Y William R.

lU-NTER. Kankak- i. I"i;.d Oct. II lH<-»7 Serial

No. 397.260.

A directory attachment for telephones comprising an

Inclosing housing having a view gap In it.s side and a plu-

rality of loops at on.' .-nd. a cylindrical directory jour-

naled In said housing, means for rotating said cylinder,

and means for connecting the housing to a telephone, the

same comprising a stirrup shape clip the vertical members

f^:;;:^;^::^

/^
,ir„-.-.-.-i.

of which are forked for engagement respectively with an

attaching screw on the telephone and with the loops on

the bousing, substantially as set forth.

890,909. DREDOE. Charles C. Jacobs. Chicago. III.,

assignor to F. C. Austin Drainage Excavator Company,

Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed June 2t}.

1907. Serial No. 380.973.

1. In a dredge, the eoabbMtlon of a boat, a trackwny

hinged to said boat and Bb«p*d in part at least to con-

form to the desired Inclination of the bank, an excavat-

ing bucket adapted to travel on said trackway, and means

to actuate said bucket, substantially as described.

2. In a dredge, the combination of a boat, a vertically-

adjustable trackway hinged to said boat and shaped in

part at least to conform to the desired inclination of the

bank, an excavating l)ucket adapted to travel on said

trackway, and means to actuate said bucket, substan

tially as de8crU)ed.

.S. In a dredge, the combination of a boat, a trackway

having a horizontal portion and a part shaped to conform

to the desired Inclination of the bank hing.'d to said boat,

an excavating bucket adapted to travel on said trackway,

and means to actuate said bucket, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a dredge, the combination of n boat, a trackway

mounted on said boat so as to swing laterally and shaped

in part at least to conform to the desired Inclination of

the bank, an excavating bucket adapted to travel on said

trackway, and means to actuate said bucket, substan-

tially as described.

5. In a dredge, the combination of a boat, a turntable

on said boat, a guiding trackway mounted on said turn-

table, means to rotate said turntalile. an excavating shovel

adapted to travel on said trackway, and means to actuate

said shovel, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]
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8 9 0.910. BOTTLE-STOPPER. Gbobo Kirkegaaed,

New York, N. Y.. assignor to imperial Stopper Company,

a Corporation of Maine. Filed Sept. 10, 1907. Serial

No. 392,131.

r

A bottle stopper comprising a cap containing a packing

disk and having a flaring rim provided with indentations

forming holding lugs and located wholly within the bor-

ders of said rim, the rim also having radial grooves or

folds extending from said indentations to the other edge

of the rim and being narrower than the indentations them-

selves, substantially as descrlbedi

890.911. PRINTING TELEGRAPHY. IsiDOR Kttsee.

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Dec. 19, 1905. Serial No.

292,520. .

1. In submarine telegraphy the method of actuating a

printing device at a receiving station, which consists in

causing to be selected, through Impulses of a like duration

and intensity, following each other In unequal succession,

the rwiuired printing type and causing through an addi-

tional impulse the receiving mechanism to return to its

normal position.

2. In submarine printing telegraphy means to transmit

Impulses of the same duration and intensity but alter-

nately of opposite direction and means at the receiving

station to print for each three of said impulses received

the desired character, In combination with means to re-

turn the receiving mechanism through an additional ar-

rived impulse to Its normal condition.

3. In submarine telegraphy means at the transmitting

station to transmit a combination of three Impulses, the

Impulses following each other in unequal succession, and

means to transmit a fourth Impulse apart from said three

impulses. In combination with means at the receiving

station to select and print the desired character through

said Impulses and return the mechanism to Its normal

position.

4. In printing telegraphy, a transmitting and receiv-

ing station, the transmitting station provided with means

to transmit impulses following each other in unequal suc-

cession, the impulses of the same duration, and means to

transmit one Impulse apart from the first named Impulses ;

the receiving station provided with means to select and

print the desired character through the first named Im-

pulses and provided with means to return the printing

mechanism to Its normal position through the second

named Impulse.

890,912. SOr»A-FOtNTAIN. Charles F. Kuez, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Filed Oct. 25. 1907. Serial No. 399,120.

1. A soda fountain comprising a counter; a chamber

arranged at the inner side of the counter for receiving an

Ice-cream-contalnlng can or the like and ice ; another

chamber arranged at one side and extending a suitable

distance below the first-mentioned chamber and In com-

munication a suitable distance above Its bottom with the

said first-mentioned chamber ; a liquid - supply pipe ex-

tending Into and colled within the lower portion of the

second-mentioned chamber below the aforesaid outlet and

thence rising upwardly to tin- place from which liquid

is to be drawn ther.from. and a drain-pipe having its

receiving and communicating with the second-mentioned

chamber and arranged above the coiled portion of the

said pipe.

2. A soda fountain coinprising a counter: a chamber

arranged at the inner side of the counter for receiving

an ice-cream-laden can or tUe like and ice. which chamber

has an outlet at its lower end ; another chamber arranged

at one side of and extending a suitable distance below the

first-mentioned chamber and In communication with the

aforesaid outlet: a liquid-supply pipe extending Into and

colled within the lower portion of the second mentioned

chamber below the said outlet and thence rising upwardly

to the place from which liquid Is to be dra%vn therefrom,

and a drain-pipe having its receiving end communicating

with the second-mentioned chamber and arranged above

the colled portion of the said pipe.

3. A soda fountain comprising a counter : a chamlier

arranged at the inner side of the counter for receiving an

Ice-cream-laden can or the like and Ice. which chamber

has an outlet at its lower end ; another chamber arranged

at one side of and extending a suitable distance below the

first-mentioned chamber and In communication with the

aforesaid outlet : a liquid-supply pipe extending into and

coiled within the lower portion of the second-mentioned

chamber below the said outlet and thence rising upwardly

to the place from which liquid Is to be drawn therefrom,

and a drainpipe having Its receiving end communicating

with the second-mentioned chamber and substantially in

line horizontally with the aforesaid outlet.

4. A soda fountain comprising a counter; a chamber

arranged at the inner side of the counter for receiving an

Ice-cream-laden can or the like and Ice ; a pipe-cooling

chamber arranged at one side of and extending a suitable

distance below the first-mentioned chamber and in com-

munication a suitable distance above its bottom with the

first-mentioned chamber at the lower end of the first-

mentioned chamber: a liquid-supply pipe extending into

and coiled within the lower portion of the second-men-

tioned chamber below the point at which the said second-

mentioned chamber communicates with the first men-

tioned chamber and risini: upwardly to the place from

which liquid is to be drawn therefrom, and a crushed-ice-

supply chamber arranged above the plpe-coollng chamber

and provided with a water-discharging outlet communi-

cating with th. pipe-cooling chamber.

5. In a soda f infnin. the combination, with a plpe-

coollng chamber, arjl a liquid-supply pipe extending into
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and colled within the lower portion of the said chamber

and thence rising upwardly to fh- pin - frmi which liquid

is to he drawn therefrom, of a .Iri.n
i

i|>- laving Its re-

ceiving end communicating with the pIpe-co<J!lng chamber

at the level of a body of cooling liquid to be main-

tained In the said chamber : a crushed-lce-pupply cham-

ber arranged above the pipe-cooling chamber and pro-

vided with an outlet at which water resulting from melt-

ing of ice within the said ice-supplying chamber passes

Into the plpe-coollng chamber, and another Icp-recelvlng

chamber arranged at one sid«* of the pl[>e cooling chamber

and provided at its lower end with an outli^t il:~ ' n-.ing

Into the plpe-coollng chamber, and rhe last m.-nr' :i.J ice-

holdlng chamber being arriint'^-.l fir .nomi; r .ve the

lower end of the plpecoolinit charuluT to lO'Hte its said

outlet substantially In line horizonrally with the receiving

end of the aforesaid drainpipe.

890.913. AMALGAM - PRESS. Asthimk J I-eveqie.

L«ad, S. D. Filed June 4. IO07. .Serial Nto. 377.266.

1. A device of lUe character desoriU^l cnmiirlsini; a

^•dy having an attaching plate atid upper and lower

spared projections, the lower one tieing forme<l with a

vertically extending cylindrical bore and an liiiet i)i)ening

intermediate Its ends, a nut carried by the upper projec-

tion, a screw arranst^d In sal I nut, a phiot'er upon the

screw to work In -;aii| 'iure. ;\ r<»movaU!e apertur»'ii -losure

for the lower end i<f said bore and a stralnlCi.' or tilteiiiu'

material interposetl between said closure and the lower

end of the lower projection, sub.stantlally a« described.

J A device of th*" character described comprising.' a

b<><l.v, having an atta.hlng plate and upper %n<\ lower pro-

jections, the lower piojertlou having a vertically extfnd

Ing cylindrical bore and an inlet openins; iuterme<1l«te Its

ends, the upper projection bavins an opetilnir In allne-

ment with said bore, a removable nut in thf opening of

the upper projection, a screw to work Irj said nut. a

plunger swlveled upon the screw and adafited to reclpro

cate In said bc)re, a screw closure for the low»'r end of

said Nire said closure being provided with dlscharef

openings aii'l a screening or fllteriii,; materia! Interposp,!

between said closurt* and the lower en<l of the lower pro-

jection, substantially as descrlt>ed.

2. The combination with a base plate having a groove

In one face thereof, one wall of the groove being perpen-

dicular and the other wall being undercut; of a rail In-

sertlble downward Into the groove and Into engagement

with the undercut wall of the groove and against the

perpendicular wall, an extension upon the base and

sUd.i.M RAILWAY - UAir. CFIAH; .^la^ F Lkwis.

Kansas City, Kans. rire<l May 17. l',*"; s^'rial No.

374. l**!.

1. A rail chair comprlsint; a base plate having a rail

receiving groove in the upper face thereof, one wall of

the groove being disposed to lap one base rtan^i^ of a rail.

the other wall of said ero<ive beUii; [ieri)»'!i<llcii;:ir. a por

tlon of said t)eri>endicular wall bein^' extended npw.inl to

constitute an abutment, a brace dlspo>.t>«l to lap the

groove and bearinz upon the extenui.m, sail hrarc having

a shoul.ler dl^p"S,Kl to bear against th" tbutment. and

means extendiue through th<» extension ami lira^.^ for se

curln.' the brace upon the extension.

above said perpendicular wall, said extension constitut-

ing an abutment disposed atwve the base flange of the

rail, a brace bearing against the rail and upon the exten-

alon. said brace having a shoulder bearing against the

abutment, and means extending through the base plate

for binding the brace upon the extension.

890.'J15. BELT SlIIl-TEH. F.'Iank

apolls, Minn. Filed Dec. 28. 1907.

L. Llcke. Mlnne-

Serlal No. 408.425.

I .V belt shifting device comprising a rock shaft, a

liaml piece or lever for oscillating the same, a pair of

(lamping blocks bolted to said shaft and having seats en-

gaging said shaft, and a belt shifting loop, the prongs of

which art' secured to said clamping blwks but are capable

of endwise adjustm-nts with respect thereto, substantially

as described.

2. A belt shifting device, comprising a rock shaft, a

hand piece or lever for oscillating the same, a pair of

clamping blocks having toothed seats engaging said shaft,

a belt shifting loop, the prontrs of which are t.-li'scoped

into seats In said clamping blocks and have exposed por-

tions adjacent to sail -ii.-ift capable of being clamped

against the same, and nutted bolts passed through said

clampin- blocks and clamping the same and the prongs

of said shifting loop on said shaft, whereby the said parts

ar>^ ri-'Mlv 'ut adjustably se.'ureil together, substantially

as (iesr> 1 : i-d

3. A belt shifting device comprising a r.). k shaft, a

hand-piece or lever by means of which it may h-- os. ill;it.-d.

in upper l)elt shifting loop rigidly secured to sail r.., k

shaft, and a lower belt shifting loop pivotally mouin-Hl

on said shaft, substantially as described

4. The combination with reversely arranged upper and

lower stepp«Hi pulleys, and a \>e\t running thereon, of a

lelt shifting device comprislug a rock shaft a hand piece or

. I
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lerer for oaclllatlng the same, an upper belt shifting loop

•ecured to said shaft and engageable with the upper por-

tion of the upwardly moving side of said belt, and a lower

belt shifting loop pivotally mounted on aald shaft and
engageable with the lower portlou of the downwardly mov-
ing side of said belt, substantially as described.

S90,916. SIGNAL-TOWER. .Tohn- H. Makklev. Peoria,

111. Filed Oct. 2. 1906. Serial No. 337,124.

1. In cuiiibiuaiioii. a tower, a lamp retainer and mech-

anism for elevating the same into the said tower, and a

guide-head reciprocally mounted In the tower with which

aid retainer has a locking engaj;enient as the same Is

elevated or lowered In the tower and while retained at

the upper end thereof.

2. In comtiinatlon, a tower, a guide-head mounted to

bare vertical movement only In .said tower, a lamp re-

tainer, and means for elevating said lamp retainer to the

top of said tower and during such movement engage itself

with said guide head and simultaneously elevate the same
therewith.

8. In combination, a tower, a guide-head vertically mov-

able In said tower, means for sustaining and guiding the

movement of said guide head, a lamp retainer, and mech-

anism for raising and lowering the lamp retainer In said

tower, the said lamp retalnei adapted to engage and be

retained in locking engagement with said guide-head when
In the said tower.

4. In combination, the draw of a bridge, a tower sup-

ported by the chords thereof, a guide head adapted to

have vertical movement In said tower, a lamp retainer, a

cable for elevating or lowering the said lamp retainer Into

the said tower, said lamp retainer adapted to engage and

have a locking connection with the guide-head when In the

tower, and mechanism for operating the said cable, the

same l)elng suitably supported on the draw within easy

reach of an operator.

5. In combination, the draw of a bridge, a tower sup-

ported by the chords thereof, a guide-head adapted to

have vertical movement In said tower, means for sustain-

ing and guiding the movement of said guide head, a lamp
retainer, means for elevating and lowering said retainer

in said tower, said retainer provided with means adapted

to engage the said guide head, whereby the guide head

and retainer will have simultaneous movement In the

tower and be retained In locking engagement when ele-

vated In the tower.

[Claims G to 23 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,917. GRAVITY-t'AliRIi.K Hi Ft s P. M.^THEws and
CuART.KS H. LiSTKK. St. I'aul. Minn., assignors to

Mathews Gravity Carrier t'omitany, St. Paul. Minn., a

Corporation of Minnesota. Filed Nov. 6, 1903. Serial

No L'S.'i.ptls U.nr\v.<l Mar 6, 1908. Serial No.

419,.^71

1. A gravity carrier comprising side rails, rods connect-

ing said rails at Intervals, mrtal rollers having flanged

ends and ways and balls fitting therein, cones mounted on

said rods and having bearing surfaces, and between which

surfaces and said ways said balls are arranged.

2. A gravity carrier comprising side rails and means

connecting them at intervals, and rollers having anti-

friction bearings at their ends upon said connecting means

and forming a way over which comparatively small arti-

cles such as brick may be transported, said rollers being

of substantially uniform diameter between their ends and

extending above the tops of said rails, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. A gravity carrier comprising side rails and rods cou

necting them and rollers composed of tubing having anti-

friction uearlngs at their ends on said rods, said rollers

having narrow annular rims or flanges formed thereon at

their ends and projecting above the tops of said rails and

forming carrying surfaces for packages of greater width

than the length of said rollers, substantially as described.

4. .\^ gravity carrier comprising side rails, rods connect-

ing said rails at Intervals, cones mounted on said rods,

and rollers having ball bearings at their ends on said

cones and forming an antlfrb-tlon way or surface for

transporting articles by gravity, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. A gravity carrier comprising side rails and rods

connecting them and rollers composed of steel tubing ar-

ranged between said rails and having antifriction l>ear-

Ings on said rods, said rollers being sutficiently near to-

gether to allow small articles, such as brick, to be trans-

ported thereover by gravity, substantially as described.

[Claims to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,918. ROT.UiY LNGINE. Ulissis G. MAVbtKitY, Lex-

ington, Okla., assignor of one-fourth to .Tames Jenkins.

Lexington, Okla. Filed Mar 20. 1908. Serial No.

423,473.

\

1. In a rotary ongin- . a two-part casing inclosm;^ an

annular piston chamber and surrounding steam chest with

ports comnuniicating betw-.-n the steam cliest and the pis-

ton chamber at Intervals, combined with a rotator mount-

ed within the casing and comprising a disk body and a

aeries of peripherally carried pistons operable in said pis-

ton chamber, together with means for admitting working

agent into the steam chest, means for exhausting the

working agent from the steam chamber, said last named

means comprising a passage In the casing at the lower-

most part of the piston chamber to 8<^'rve as a working

agent exhaust and a drain for the piston chaiuber said

casing being parted in ihe central vertical longitudinal

plane of the engine.

2. A rotary engine comprising a two part casing, means

for securing the parts of the casing together, said casing

parts Inclosing an annular chest closed throughout a por-
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tion of its lentrtta, and an annular pistoq chamber aar-

rounded by the stpam chest, to>fi'flipr with a rotator disk

chamber, combined with a rotatr.r ns Mnitrii m siii'! "i^.tig

and comprialns a disk mounted iu -jai'l di-k rliaini'T, and

a series of pistons at the periphery of salri disk and op-

erable In said piston chamber, said casin|; having ports

between the steam chest and thf piston > Jiamlnr to pro-

ject the steam against the piston nnd havhij; an exhaust

port from the piston chamber, and an inlt't port to the

steam chest. I

^. A rotar.v en^'ine comprlsinjr a two-parl casing, means
for securing the parts of the casing togetlJpr, said casing

parts Inclosing an annular steam chest closed through a

portion of Its length, and an ahnnlar pistoto rhamber sur-

rounded by the steam chest t(-i._'e»hfr «iT'< a ri>rator disk
'

chamber, combined with a ;' mI'T :;i miV'I n said casing.
|

and comprising a disk moiintid in saul il.sk chamber, and !

a series of pistons carried at the perlplieiy of said disk ,

and operable In said piston chamber, said casing having
ports between the steam chest and the pislon chamber to

project the steam against the piston and ! having an ex-

haust port from the piston chamber, an iniet port to the
j

team chest, a shaft upon which said rotalor is mounted, 1

said rotator having a hub portion, and ~aia casing having

bearings for said hub portion

presslble members and arranged a suitable distance be-

low the upper ends of the depresslble members ; springs

confined within the said boxes and under the said depressl-

ble memb«'rs and acting to retain the lutt.-r in tlielr up-

per and normal position, and means for locking the said

depre^slhli' members In their depressed position.

5 In ;i ii'.old making machine, laterally spaced d>iir>ssi-

ble i:. !'.; "^ arranged to be depressed by the mold hot

tom duriii^' the placing of a mold In position preparatory

to freeing the moid from a pattern embedded In the top

of the material with wliich the flask of the mold Is

rammed ; iHJxes affording lateral bearing to the said de-

presslble memlHTs an<l arranged a suitable distance below

the upper ends of the dt-presslble members ; spiral springs

confined within the boxes under the said depresslble

members and acting to retain the latter In their upper

and normal position : a head bearing the said boxes and
arranged a suitable distance below the upper ends of the

depresslble members, which head Is adapted to be lowered,

and means for locking the depresslble members In their

depressed position.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.919. MOLD-M.\KI.N(; M.VCill.NE. Hesrv M. Muldeb,
Bedford. Ohio., Filed Aug. 26. 1907. Serial No. 390.226.

1. In a mold making machine, lattrally apaced depressl-

ble members arranged to be depressed bjj the mold-bot-

tom during the placing of a mold in posltOon preparatory

to freeing the mold from a pattern emlnddid in the top of

the material with which the flask of the mold is rammed;
means arrnnn'Ml under the said depressihlf members and
acting to ! 'in *i!' said depresslble members in their up-

per and nortna ;
~ Mon. and means for lucking the said

depresslble mtu.: :> in their depressed position.

2. In a mold-making machine, laterally spaced depressl-

ble members arranged to be depressed bj tlic mold-bot-

tom during the placing of a mold In position pr* paratory

to freeing the mold from a patr.ru embe(|ded in the top

of the material with which tlie tlask ojf tiie mold Is

rammed; springs arranged undtT !!.» said depresslble

memt>ers and acting to retain the ;att r in tli'ir uppiT and

normal position; supports for the ~p:iii_'s. which supports

are adapted to be lowered, and ni>ans for locking the said

depresslble members In their depressed position

3. In a mold-making machine, laterally -ipacd depressl-

ble memliei> arranged to be depress.d by tiie mold Ij"'

tom during the placing of a mold in position preiiar.Uory

to freeing tise mold from a pattern embedded in t!ie 'op of

the materia! wstli which the tiask of the tiuild is rami:i.d:

boxi's affordiiu' ;a'.-ral hearing to the .siiid depr-^-iiide

ni' lu'i. rs and arran:.-'<l a suitable distancn below the up-

per .'nds of rt:e d'pressible memb.-rs : means acting to

retain the said '1. iu-essilile memtters in tlieir upper and

normal position ; a h. ad supporting' the (laid boxes an<l

adapted to be lowered, and m^'ans for Licking the said

depresslble members In their depressed position

4. In a mold-makin:.' niaclune, laterall\ -tiaetd deprevsi-

ble members .trranued to !ie depressed \rf the mold !-ot-

tom durin/ th.' p.a-ini.- : a mohl m jiomtlon prejiaratory

to freeing rlie mol>l from a patt.rn ir.'"'.J,i.'ri in the top

of the material with which tt:- 'l.i-k «t' the mold is

rammed; boxes alTordin.- l.-it-rai b-aring |o the said '!'

890.920. RETI'RN-B.\I.I.. Juhn V .Nkwbold. Cape May,
N. J. Filed Mar. 20. 1907. Serial No. ,304,629.

A return ball, of elastic material, having different

diameters in different planes of section, the portions on

opposite sides of tlie plane of greatest diameters being

conoidal, tbelr bases lying in said plane.

8 9 0.921. UMBRELLA nOLI>ER. FUte A. Perki.ns.

Brownwood, Tex. Filed June 25. 1907. Serial No.

380.766.

The herein described umbrella holder for bicycles and

the like comprising an upright rod, lateral arms projecting

from the ends of the rod. the said arms being approxi-

mately parallel and In the same plane, a sleeve adjustably

receiving the extremity of the upper arm, the said sleeve

being formed with an extension, hinged clamping members

carried by the extension for engaging the umbrella, a ball

formed at the extremity of the lower arm. a socket receiv-

ing the ball, the said socket being f >rm. d in sections and

oup of the sections beinc provided wiih an extension, and

a lilnged Jaw carried ii> the .xtcti-ion and cooperating

tiierewlth to form a clani;i :'or ern;aging the Idcycle frame.
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890.922. NAIL-CLIPPER AND CIGAR-CUTTER. John
C. Pettibone. Ansonla. Conn., assignor to Clarence E.

Pettlbone. Ansonla, Conn. Filed Aug. 30, 1906. Se-

rial No. 332,626.

1. An implement of the character described comprising

cutting jaws plvotally connected, a spring for normally

opening said Jaws, said jaws having side flanges formed

with recesses adapted to register when the jaws are closed.

and a slide having lugs to engage said recesses to hold the

jaws closed.

2. In an implement of the character described com-

prising two members pivoted together and each formed

with flanges, portions of said flanges being formed as cut-

ters, said flanges having notches or recesses adapted to reg-

ister when the members are closed, and a slide having lugs

adapted to engage said recesses.

3. An implement of the character described comprising

two members pivoted together and each formed with

flanges, portions of said flanges being formed as cutters,

said flanges having notches or recesses adapted to register

when the members are closed, and a slide having lugs

adapted to engage said reces.ses. the said slide being

formed with a pointed outer end to form a nail cleaner.

890.923. W.\SHH().\IU> OR ATTACHMENT THERETO.
Feedinano »f. l'iiiLi>'iTT, LIndenow, N'ictorla. Australia.

Filed Feb. 23. 1907. Serial No. 358.986.

800.92 4. GATE. Thomas IN'wki.i.. Santa Rosa, Cal.

Filed Jan. 10. 1908. Serial No. 410.091.

A washboard having a well therein, a soap support In

•aid well, a spring for p. rmitting yielding movement of

said support, said well having an opening in its bottom,

a screw threaded pillar carrying the support and passing

through the opening, a nut on the under side of the well

engaging with the pillar, and a covering cap for said nut

and pillar.

1. The coinliinatlon with an endwise movable gate, of

mechanism whereby the gate is tlrst raised bodily In a

horizontal i)<>sition. inclines upon which the gate may
travel in either direction down to its normal level, and
mechanism by which the jiosition of the inclines may be

reversed, said mechanism Including a tillable lever loosely

connected with the contiguous ends of the tracks, a hori-

zontal crank shaft, links connecting the cranks with the

134 O. U.— 110

tlltable lever, and means to revolve the shaft in either di-

rection.

2. The combination with an endwise moyable gate, of

inclined tracks standing iu line with each other, a rail

fixed to the gate, rollers carried by the rail adapted to

travel upon the track, mechanism whereby the tracks

may be simultaneously tilted so as to Incline in either di-

rection, said mechanism including a crank shaft in the

roadway, intermediate connections betwe«^n said shaft

and a second crank shaft, a tlltable lever connecting the

contiguous ends of the tracks, and connecting rods be-

tween said lever ends and the cranks of the second shaft.

3. The combination with an endwise movable gate, of a

pair of centrally fulcrumed tracks located one behind the

other, a rail fixed to the gate, rollers carried by the rail

adapted to travel upon the tracks, and a double-armed

tilting lever fulcrumed between the contiguous ends of

the tracks, and means by which said lever may be turned

to tilt the tracks in either direction, said means includ-

ing crank shafts In the roadway with hinged inclines, and
an Intermediate crank shaft actuated thereby and having

its cranks connected with the tilting lever.

4. The combination with an endwise movable gate of

pairs of centrally fulcrumed tracks located one behind

the other, a double armed tilting lever fulcrumed between

the contiguous ends of the tracks, pins upon the lever and
slots In the ends of the tracks In which the pins are mov-
able to simultaneously Incline the tracks either outwardly

or inwardly, a rail fixed to the gate, rollers carried by
the rail adapte<l to travel upon the tracks whereby the

gate is first raised to a horizontal i>osition and then

caused to travel down the inclines to eitiier op.n or close.

5. In a gate-actuating mechanism <>( tiie cliaracter

descrll>ed, a pair of centrally fulcrumed tracks situated

in line with each other, an intermediate centrally ful-

crumed tilting lever connected with said tracks, a hori-

zontal shaft with intermeshing gears having a pair of

divergent crank arms, rods connecting the tilting lever

with said crank arms, a second shaft parallel with the

gate having bevel gear connection with the first named
shaft, and a crank arm upon its inner end adapted to be

turned and depressed in either direction by the passage of

a wheel over it

[Claims ti and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.925. AIUUST.MU.E INDICATOR.
Newtonvllle. Mass. Fibd Oct. 19.

339.600.

J.\MKS H K.4.SD,

l!*0»i Serial No.

1. An indicator comprisiim a tiack having opposing

guides, a plurality of leniovahle indicating tablets ar-

ranged one below another, ennaging said guides and shift-

able both verticall.\ and laterally therein, said guides

tinvlng tiieans for normally prev.'nting displac.nnent of the
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tablets in a plane at right angles to the bai;k, and yielding
'

means acting against one end of the tablets for normally

holding their oppo8ite_ ends in enaianemt'Dt with the coTry

spending guides while permitting; the tal>l>?ts to be shifted

laterally toward said yleldiai? means to clear the last-

named guide, substantially as set forth.

2. An indicator comprising a back having opposing

guides provided with inwardly •^xtendlnn tlanuea. a pin

rality of removable tablets arrankjed one below another,

engaging under said tlan>;es and capable of lateral move-

ment, and yleJdlnk; means acting; a^jainst one end of the

tablets for holding their opposlt>' ends In eBica^jement with

the corresponding guide-tlange, while permitting the tab-

lets to be shifted laterally to release their last-named end

from said flanse, substantially as set forth.

3. An indlcatur cDmprlsln^t a back, a guide arranged

thereon, a sprini; operated member movable on the back

relatively to said trulde, and a plurality o( removable in-

dicating' members arransjt'd one below another and capa

ble of vertical adjustment, opposite ends of said indlcatini;

members en^a^ing said guide and said spring operated

member, respectively, whereby the indicating members

can be disengaged from said guide by shifting them end-

wise toward said spring operated member, substantially

as set forth.

4. An indicator comprising a back having opposing

guides, a plurality of removable tablets engaging said

gnides and laterally movable therein, and a flexible,

spring pressed follriwer bearing against one end of the

several tablets, substantially as set forth.

5. An indicator comprising a back having opposing

guide-flanges, removable tablets engaging under said

flanges, a fooower bearing against one end of the tablets

and consisting of a flexible strip, and a backing spring

for the follower, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette ]

COHBINED PERPETUAL CALENDAR AND
AUTOMATIC DATE INDICATOR Abmand G. Ray-

mond. Pretoria, Transvaal. Filed Mar. 21, 1906. Se-

rial No. ,".07,228.

^ .• .17 ' )|

1. In a calendar ami automatic' date indicator, the com-

bination with a revoluble cylinder havlog a clrcumfer

entlal helical groove therein, between the ronvolutlons of

which are numerals representing the ilan-p of the month,

a casing inclosing said cylinder formed «-ith a plurality

of vertical slots corresponding to the foiur:ns of numerals,

an indicator engaging the helical groove in the date cyl-

inder and sliding in one of the vertical grooves in the

casing, a ring or cylinder adapted to be rotated either in-

dependent of the date cylinder or In ualson therewith,

said ring or cylinder having represented on Its clrcum-

fer»^nce the days of the month which ar» adapted to be

brought into coincidence with the columns of numerals

on the date cylinder, a timepiece or clockwork mechanlnn
adapted to rotate the date cylinder to cause the Indicator

to traverse the groove and slot in the cylinder and casing

respectively to pass successively from date to date, a cyl-

inder or drum on the circumference of which are repre-

sented the names of the months, and means actuated

from the timepiece or clockwork mechanism for rotating

the drum or cylinder when the indicator reaches the last

date of the month, substantially as described.

2. In a calendar and automatic date indicator, the com-

biiUitlon of a revoluble cylinder having a circumferential

helical groove therein, between the convolutions of which
are numerals representing the dates of the month, a casing

inclosing said cylinder formed with a plurality of vertical

slots corresponding to the columns of numerals, an indl-

< afor eniraging the helical groove In the date cylinder and

sliding in one of the vertical slots in the casing, a ring or

cylinder adapted to be rotated either Independently of

the date cylinder or In unison therewith, said ring or cyl-

inder having represented thereon the days of the month
which are adapted to be brought Into coincidence with

the columns of numerals on the date cylinder, a time-

piece or clockwork mechanism adapted to rotate the cyl-

inder to cause the indicator to traverse the groove and slot

in the cylinder and casing respectively to pass succes-

sively from date to date, a cylinder or drum on the cir-

cumference of which are represented the names of the

months, and means for controlling the mechanism to re-

verse the direction of motion of the date cylinder to re-

turn the indicator on the last date of each month, sub-

stantially as described.

'A. In a calendar and automatic date Indicator, the com-
bination of the date cylinder formed with a circumfer-

ential helical groove, between the convolutions of which

are numerals arranged In seven columns representing the

dates of the month, a ring mounted on the date cylinder

on the circumference of which are the days of the week

adapted to be brought into coincidence with the columns

of numerals on the date cylinder, a casing surrounding

said cylinders formed with slots and apertures through

which the numerals and days may be read, an indicator

arranged in one of the date slots in the casing and en-

gaging the helical groove in the date cylinder, a time-

piece or clockwork mechanism operating mechanism for

rotating the cylinders, a drum or cylinder on which are

represented the names of the months, means for rotating

said months' cylinder a twelfth of a revolution when the

indicator of the date cylinder is returned to the numeral

1, and means operated from the date cylinder for revers-

ing the mechanism to return the Indicator at the end of

same in a flat position on the stationary platform.

890,927. M.vll. AM> K.\i'Ri:S.S I'ACKAGK HANDLING
DEVICE, i.f i; K W. RoBBRTs, Wilmington, Del. Filed

Oct. 24. 1907. Serial No. 398.922.

1. In an apparaius of the character described, the com-

bination with a car. of a horizontally disposed platform

carried thereby, of a stationary platform arranged to one

side of the car coiiperating with said car platform for re-

ceiving a package from said platform and depositing the

same in a flat position <m the stationary platform.

2. In an apparatus of the character descril)ed the com-

bination of a car with a projecting horizonial platform

thereon, of a stationary relatively flat platform, and means

whereby the packTiire Ivirii: tla' on -aid stationary platform

will l>e taken therefrom and deposited in a flat position on

the moving platform.
.". In an apparatus of the character described, the com
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blnation of a car with a projecting horizontal platform
I
engage the tapered end of said standard and movablv se-

thereon, of a stationary relatively flat platform, and
means whereby the package lying flat on said stationary
platform may slide thereover and be deposited In a flat
position on the moving platform while maintaining the
package in substantially the same horizontal plane.

4. In a package receiving device, the combination of a
moving car, a horizontal platform carried thereby, a mail
bag support to one side of the car track, and a projection
on said platform arranged to engage the chain of the
bag upon said support and deposit it by a drag movement
on said horizontal platform.

5. In a package receiving device the combination of a
moving car, a horizontal platform carried thereby, a mall
bag support to one side of the car track, and a projection
on said support arranged to engage the chain of the bag
on said support and deposit it on said horizontal platform
and means whereby the projection is allowed to yield.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

cure said bracket thereto, and a plurality of display arms
plvotally connected to said bracket.

. V-i*

1. In a machine ot the character described, the combi-
nation of pivoted pressing Angers, a yielding abutment,
and an elastic cushion Interiiie.iiate the ^nd vleldlng
abutment and the ends of tic sai.l

; r. ssint; i;!i_'. r-

2. In a machine of the char;i ;. i !• scribed, the combi-
nation with pivoted pres-ini: liiij.rs of a rubber block
therefor, and a >i ;;i,- |i. ri:. i ;,( itment, the said rubber
block and al i-m n- op. rat im.- to maintain the fingers in
operative relai n with the work.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with pivoted pressing fingers of a rubber block, an
abutment for the said rubber block, a pivoted arm fast
thereto, and a spring connected therewith, and tending to
hold said abutment and rubber block upon the ends of
the pressing fingers.

4. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of pivoted pressing fingers, a yielding abutment,
cofiperatlng with the said fingers on one side, and adjust-
able supports cooperating with the said fingers on the op-
posite side and comprising a cam or eccentric.

5. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of pivoted pressing fingers, a yielding abutment on
one side of the ends of the said pressing fingers, a slotted
block on the other side receiving the ends of the said
pressing fingers within slots therein, and adjustable sup-
porting means for the said pressing fingers comprising a
series of cams or eccentrics one for each pressing finger,
and located within the slots in the said block.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

800.029. DISPLAY RACK Peter Rodsh, Jr., and
llFSKY RorsH, (Jreenfleld, Ohio. Filed Jan. 4, 1907.
Serial No .•{."0.719.

1. A display rack of the character described comprising
a rotatably mounted vertical standard having a tapered
upper end. !\ hracket provided with a socket adapted to

890,928. SKIVINi; M.\( lllNE. David N. Robertson.
Lynn, Mass. Filed Apr 24, 1905. Serial No. 257,078.'

2. A display rack of the character described comprising
a supporting standard having Its forward face upwardly
and rearwardly inclined, a bracket secured to the in-
clined face of said standard and comprising a series of
superposed transverse bars, and a plurality of display
arms pivoted to said bar.s.

3. In a display rack of the character described, a sup-
port, cross bars secured thereto, a plurality of display
arms plvotally connected to said cross bars, said display
arms being connected in pairs and the arms of each pair
being connected to alternate cross bars, and the next suc-
ceeding pair of display arms being connected to different
cross bars than those to which the tirst mentioned pair
of arms were connected, substantially as described.

4. In a display rack of the character described, a sup-
port, a plurality of cross bars secured thereto, each cross
bar having a series of apertures therein, the apertures In
alternate cross bars being in substantially vertical aline-
ment with each other and out of aliuement with the aper-
tures of the remaining cross bars, and a plurality of dis-
play arms having pivot lugs secured thereto and adapted
to engage the apertures in said cross bars, substantially
as described.

5. A display rack of the character described comprising
a rotatable standard having its upper end beveled toward
the rear, a bracket, means for securing said bracket to
the l)eveled face of said standard, whereby said bracket is

supported out of the vertical plane, and a series of display
arms plvotally mounted on said bracket, substantially as
described.

890.930. AIR-BHAKK SY.^TK.M Hakold Rowi .

Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 3u, VJOl. Serial No. 366.581.

1. In an air brake system, a triple valve casing having
train pipe, auxiliary reservoir, brake cylinder and exhau.st
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ports, a valvf nrrank.'>'<i m salil rasiiu' miil ailapted to

control said auilliarv r.'S.Tvoir. brakf i\vlLTiil<>r ami ex-

haust ports and mraa-* for controllin« thf op»Tation of

said valv- throuKh the conjoint action of the train pipe

pressure' and a diff-r.^ntialiy applied brako cylinder pres-

sure.

2. In an air brak.- . ylind^r, a tripl.' valvfe casing hav-

ing train pipe, auxiliary r.^-^-rvoir. brake cylinder and ex-

haust ports, a valve arranijed in said caslnij and adapted

to control said auxiliary reservoir, brake cylinder and

exhaust ports, means for subjecting the same to the train

pipe pressure, and means for uni^tntntini.' th^ action of the

train pipe pressure with a dinr-r.-ntially iipplled brake

cylinder pressure.
j

."?. In an air brake system, a triple valve rasing having

train pipe, auxiliary reservoir, brak.' cylinder and ex-

haust ports, a valve arranged In said casing and adapted

to control said auxiliary reservoir, brake cylinder and ex-

baqst ports, and means for controlUnkr thm operation of

said valve through the conjoint action •<{ th- tjiii ;a;ii^

pressure, an opposing spring and a differ-atiaiiy a;;;;-'!

brake cylinder pressure.

4 In an air brake system, a triple valve casing, a pis-

ton valve arranged therein and havinir differential areas,

auxiliary reservoir, brake cylinder and .-xhanpr i.n • jis

controlled by said piston valve, a train pijje ljuu' t^ u

delivering t6 one end of said piston v^lvej a spring op-

posing the train pipe pressure, the auxiliary reservoir

pressure adapted to be dellvere«l to said difffrential areas.

5. In an air brak.- syst.in. a triple valva casing, train

pipe, auxiliary tank, and Nrake cylinder confections there-

to,, a piston valv.' f ^r 'ontrolling both thej cylinder and

tank connections, to the casing, the train pipe pressure

being applied directly to said valve, a opting arranged

to exert Its tension upon said valve in npivisition to the

train pipe pressure, and means f^r a u'lu-jntlng the ac-

tion of the train pipe pressure by a dirf-r-ntially applied

brake cynnder pressure.

[Claims 6 to 30 not print. 'd in th.- ( .a/.ttt.]

890.931. AIR BRAKE lONTRuL MKillAMSM ii.\K-

OLD RowNTREK, Chlcago, 111. Filed Mar 50, 1907. Se-

rial No. 365,552.

for controlling said pivoted connections whereby the re-

.suiting pressure bears a definite relation to the position of

the control handle.

3. In a pressure controlling mechanism, a valve, a con-

trol handle connections between said valve and handle,

and means also connected to said valve and operated con-

jointly by the pressure medium controlled by said valve

and an Independent opposing force for automatically

varying the position of the valve.

4. In a pressure controlling mechanism, a valve, an

operating handle connected thereto, and means connected

to said handle connecting means, and controlled conjointly

by the pressure and an Independent force for maintaining

a definite relation between such pressure and the position

of the handle.

5. In a pressure controlling mechanism, a valve, an

(n)eratitig handle connected thereto, and means connected

to .said handle connecting means, and controlled con-

jointly by the pressure medium and a spring, for main

taining a definite relation between such pressure and the

position of the handle.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. In a pr>'ssur- controlling mechaiusm. a valv.\ an

op.'ranni; handle, intermediate devices •imn^cr mv' said

handl-' and valv.. and means controll.-d .-onjolntly by

the pressure controlled by said valv^' and iin independent

f,)rce for automatically shifting; -^aid - ,iiii,.cting devices

wher'4)y said pres,sure and th- ji..>i;i..ii .( the operating

handle always bear a detinlt-- rplati..n

2 In a pressure controlling' m>"'h:tni<rii. a valv.', a con-

trol handU'. pivoted connection^ ..rw-ii said handh- and

valve, and m.-ans actuated hy th- oiijoiut action of the

pres.>ure controlled by the vaive and au iutiei..'udf at force

890,932. AIR-BRAKE EQIII'MENT FOR CARS H ar

OLD RowNTREE. Chicago. III. Filed Mar. 30. 1907. Se-

rial No. 3«35.554.

1. In an air brake equipment for cars, the combination

with a main pressure tank, a brake mechanism, pipe con

nections therebetween, a valve for controlling said con-

nections, a train pipe al.so having pipe connections with

the main pressure tank, and pipe connections between the

train pipe and valve, of means for equalizing the pressure

between the tank and train pipe.

2. In an air brake equli)ment for cars, the combination

with a train pipe, a main pressure tank, and brake mech-

anism, a triple valv.' for controlling the communication

between the main tank and brake mechanism, of means for

automatically equalizing the pressure b.tw.'.n ih." steam

pipe and tank.

3. In an air brake equipment for cars, the combination

with a train pipe, an air tank, and a brake mechanism, of

a triple valve, for controlling the supply of pressure to

the brake mechanism, and means controlled by variations

in train i>ipe pressure for equalizing th^ pressure between

th-' tank and train pipe.

4 In an air brake equipm.-nt for cars, the comhlnation

with a train pipe, an air tank and brake mechanism, of

ui. aii> for controlling the train pip«' pressure, and means

controU.Ml !.y variations in train pipe pressure for e<iual

izing thf pr>'ssur.> b»'tween the train pipe and tank

5. In an air brake f?quipment for cars, the combination

with a train pipe, an air tank, and a brake mechanism, of

ui.aus for I ontrolling the train pipe pressure, means con-

trolled by variations In the train pipe pressure for con-

trolling the supply of pressure to the brake mechanism,

and means controlled by the brake pressure controlling

means for equalizing the pressure between the tank and
train pipe.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.933. BRAKE MECHANISM. Harold Rowxtree,
Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 30. 1907. Serial No. 365,553.

1. In a Irak, hi.m linnism. the combination with brake

devices and means for applying the same Including a

pivoted lever, of means for shifting the fulcrum of said

lever when a predetermined pressure Is applied.

2. In a brake mechanism, the combination with brake

devices, and a pivoted lever for operating the same, of

atitomatlc means for shifting the fulcrum of said lever

when a predetermined brake pressure is applied.

3. In a brake mechanism, the combination with brake

devices and means for operating the same Including a lever

and means for varying the leverage exerted by said lever

without varying the point of application of the power

thereto, said variation occurring when a predetermined

pressure is applied.

4. In a brake mechanism, the combination with brake

applying devices and means for operating the same, includ-

ing a lever, of means for operating said lever through a

short arm, to attain a predetermined pressure, and means

for shifting the operation to the long arm of the lever

when such predetermined pressure is applied.

r>. In a brake mechanism, the combination with brake

applying devices, and means for operating the same, in-

cluding a lever, of means for operating said lever through

a short arm to attain a predetermined pressure, and means

for automatically shifting the operation to the long arm
of the lever when such predetermined pressure is attained.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

890.934. MANUFACTURE OF SMALL STEEL INGOTS.
.\NDRKW Ri iHiEAR. San Francisco. Cal., assignor to A.

Merle Co., San Francisco, Cal., a Corporation of Cali-

fornia. Filed Nov. 16. 1907. Serial No. 402,388.

.^^

1. Tile Improvement In appmatus for .a-tiiig small steel

Ingots, said Improvement consisting o{ radially disposed

molds meeting at a common center, the inner end of each

of said molds being provided with a plate and each plate

having a flange projection at one side and adapted to be

fitted to a companion plate and flange of another mold, and
means whereby molten steel may be delivered simulta-

neously to all of said molds.

2. The Improvement In apparatus for casting steel in-

gots, said Improvement consisting of substantially hori-

zontal and radially disposed molds meeting at a common
center, the Inner end of each of said molds being provided

with a plate and each plate having a flange projection at

one side and adapted to be fitted to a companion plate and

flange of another mold, and cores fitted between the met t-

ing ends of the molds, said cores having channels through

which molten metal may be delivered simultaneously into

the molds.

3. In an Hpparaiu> of the character descrilnd. substan-

tially horizontal and radially disposed molds, means by

which the contiguous ends of said molds are fitted to ft>rm

a central opening, said means comprising plates on the

Inner ends of the molds having flange proje( tions at one

side, said flanges and plates adapted to be fitted together.

and cores fitting said opening, said cores having vertically

and horizontally intersecting openings, said horizontal

openings registering with the inner open ends of the molds.

4. In an apparatus of ttie character described, approxi-

mately horizontal and radially disposed molds, means by

which the inner ends of said molds are united to form

central boxes, said means comprising plates on the Inner

ends of the molds having flange projections at one side,

said flanges and plates adapted to be fitted together, cores

adapted to fit the boxes, said cores having vertical chan-

nels and horizontal intersecting channels registering with

the Inner open ends of the molds, said cores having the

angles cut away, and a tilling of sand for said angular

spaces.
'). In an apparatus of the character descrii)ed. a plu-

rality of approximately horizontal molds having their

inner ends united to form open boxes, the Inner ends of Naid

boxes having plates with fiange projections at one side,

said flanges and plates adapted to be fitted together, cores

fitting said Itoxes and having vertical and horizontal chan-

nels whereliy metal may be delivered into the molds, covers

whereby the outer ends of the molds are closed, and re-

movable means for locking said covers in position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,935. CONDUIT-BOX. Warren S. Roi nds and Dan-

iel Holland. Saratoga Springs. N. Y. ?'i!ed Sept. 26.

1907. Serial No. 304.69r>.

1. A conduit box including a body portion, split clamp-

ing members secured to the opposite ends of the body por-

tion and having openings formed therein for the reception

of the ends of the adjacent conduit sections, diagonally

disposed perforated lugs extending inwardly from the

clamping members, means for clamping said members in

engagement with the conduit sections, a cover interposed

between the clamping members and resting on said lugs

and fastening devices extending through the cover and en-

gaging the perforations in the lugs for locking the cover in

position on the box.

2. A conduit box including a body portion having its

side walls cut away to form longitudinal slioulder;? and its

opposite ends provided with clamping members extending

above the shoulders and having openings formed therein

for the reception of the ends of the adjacent conduit sec-

tions, said clamping members being slit longitudinally to

form co-acting arms, a cover interi)Osed between the clamp-

ing members and resting on said shoulders and a bolt

piercing the arms for clamping the latter in engagement
with the conduit sections.

3. A conduit box Including a body portion curved trans-

versely and provided with oppositely disposed clamping

members extended vertically above the longitudinal edges
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of the body portion to form an Intermodlatt recess, said

clamping members being split longitudinally and provided

with openings for the reception of the ends of the adja-

cent conduit sections, a cover resting on the adjacent lon-

gitudinal edges of the body portion and forming a closure

for said recess, and means extending transversely through
the clamping members at the split portion$ thereof for

clamping said members in engagement with the conduit

sections.

4. A conduit box Including an elongated body portion

having longitudinally split clamping memljars extending

vertically from the opposite ends of the bodj portion and
projecting above the adjacent longitudinal edges of the

body portion to form an intermediate recess, »aid clamping
members having openings formed therein for the reception

of the ends of the adjacent conduit sections, lags projecting

Inwardly from the clamping members, a cov^r ret<ting on the

adjacent longitudinal edges of the body portion and form-

ing a closure for the recess, and means "xtrnding trans-

versely through the clamping members at the split por-

tion thereof for clamping said members in engagement
with the conduit sections.

5. .\ conduit box including an elongated body portion

curved transversely In cross section and provided with a

flattened base, substantially U shaped clamping members
extending vertically from the opposite emls of the body
portion and projecting above the adjacent longitudinal

edges thereof, there being openings formed in the clamping
members for the reception of the ends of the adjacent
conduit sections and having vertical slots extending from
the tops of the clamping members and Intersecting the

openings to form clamping arms, fastening devices piercing

said arms for clamping the latter in engngenjent with the

conduit sections, a lug extending inwardly from one arm
of each clamping member, a removable cover having its

upper portion resting on the lugs and its lower longi-

tudinal edges bearing against the adjacent edges of the

body portion, and f.istening devices extending through
the cover and engaging the lugs for locking tht> covt>r

against accidental displacement.

8 90,9 36. -MuVING-PICTURE MACHINE FIf.nry K.

Sandell, Chicago, III., assignor to U 8. Mills. Chicago,
III. Filed Sept. 25, 1907. Serial No. 394.473.

1. In a moving picture machine, the comhiijation with a

frame, of means thereon for continuously moving the aim,

consisting of a positively-driven rotary sprocket-barrel,

and a similarly driven grooved Kuide-barrt'l cor>perating

therewith.

J. In a moving picture machine, th'' coint)ination with

a frame, of means for Intermittently feeding the film,

consisting of a star-wheel nn a tUm-feedinj shaft jour-

naled in the frame and provided with a pluriillty of pairs

of non-radial slots, the members of each pftir diverging

at corresponding an«b"< i>n opposite sides of a star point.

and a driving-wheel on an adjacent shaft, containing a

slot and provided on opposlti -i ! ; thereof with studs

adapted to engage successively the members of a pair of

the star-wheel slots.

3. In a moving picture machine, the combination with a

frame, of means for intermittently feeding the tllm, consist-

ing of a shaft Journaled in the frame and carrying sprocket-

wheels in the path of the film, a star-wheel on said shaft,

provided with a plurnllty of pairs of non-radial slots, the

members of each pair diverging at corresponding angles on
opposite sides of a star-point, and a driving-wheel on an
adjacent shaft fitting against the concave periphery of snid

< tar wheel and containing a slot to receive its point and
provided on opposite sides of said slot with studs adapted
to engage successively the members of a pair of the star-

wheel slots.

4. In a moving-picture machine, the combination with a

frame carrying film-feeding mechanism and supporting

the lens, across one end of the barrel of which the film Is

intermittently fed, of a shutter device comprising a shaft

journaled on the frame and carrying blades turned tiy the ro-

tation of the shaft acmss the opposite end of the lens-

barrel, said shaft being cooperatively geared to said feed-

ing mechanism, to turn said blades past the lens and
admit thi' light to the screen in the fastest movem.-nt of

the film in the intermittent feeding thereof.

5. In a moving-picture machine, the combination of a

frame comprising a stationary portion carrying the lens

and a vertically-adjustable portion carrying the mechanism
operating to feed the film across one end of the lens liarrel.

and a shutter-device comprising a shaft Journaled on said

adjustable frame-portion and cooperatively geared to said

feeding-mechanism and carrying at Intervals about it out-

wardly daring blades and non flaring blades to be rotated

across the opposite end of the lens barrel, for the purpose
set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

890,937. NOSE-BAG. Alvin H. Shoemaker and ALBto.v

P. Merrill, Seattle, Wash., assignors of one-half to

William I. Ewart. Seattle. Wash. Filed July 6, 1907.

Serial No. 382,461.

1. In a nose-bag, the combination with the bag proper

comprised of a top part, a bottom part and an interme-

diate part, said top and Intermediate parts being joined

by Interflttlng overlapped portions and the intermediate

and bottom parts by abutting overlapped portions, a wire

stiffening piece, said top part being provided at its top

edge with a loop for the reception of said wire stlflfenlng-

plece having its ends housed in protective strips, said

Itrlps. and a looped strap for suspending the bag from an

animal's head : of a nose-strap having its ends secured to

the top upon diametric-ally opposite sides and nrrangftl to

U'ave an air-spai-e l>etwe4>n the strap and the front of the

bag. means whert'hy the hag to the rear of the nose-strap

can be adjusted to arrommodate various sizes of heads,

and a looped line having its i-nds passed through rings

si'i'iired to the upper edge of said top part and thi-nce ex-

tended to and secured in proxijnlty of said bottom part,

said line being adapted to be t'ngair'Ml over a horse's har-

ness and capable of causing the bag to collapse as the

animal's head Is lowered.

2. In a nose-bag, the combination with the bag proper

comprised of a top part, a bottom part and nn Inter-
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mediate part, said top and intermediate parts being joined

by interflttlng overlap[)ed portions and the Intermediate

and bottom parts by abutting overlapped portions, and a

looped strap for suspending the bag from the animal's

head, of a nose-strap having its ends secured to the top

upon diametrically opposite sides and arranged to leave

an air-space between the strap and the front of the bag,

means whereby the bag to the rear of the nose strap can
be adjusted to accommodate various sizes of beads, rings

at the upper edge of the top iiart and a looped line having
its ends passed through said rings secured to the upper
edge of said top part and thence extended to and secured

in proximity of said bottom part, said line being adapted

to be engaged over a horse's harness and capable of caus-

ing the bag to collapse as the animal's head Is lowered.

3. In a nose-bag, the combination with the bag proper
comprised of a top part, a bottom part, and an Inter-

mediate part, of a looped strap for suspending the bag
from an animal's head, a nose-strap having Its ends se-

cured to the top upon diametrically opposite sides and
arranged to leave an air space between the strap and the

front of the bag, means whereby the bag to the rear of

the nose-strap can be adjusted to accommodate various

sizes of heads, rings at the upper edge of the top part

and a looped line having its ends passed through said

rings secured to the upper edge of said top part and
thence extended to and secured in proximity of said bot-

tom part, said line being adapted to be engaged over a
horse's harness and capable of causing the bag to collapse

as the animal's head Is lowered.

4. In a nose-bag, the combination with the bag proper
comprised of a top part, a bottom part and an inter-

mediate part, said top and intermediate parts being Joined

by Interflttlng overlapped portions and the intermediate

and bottom parts by abutting overlapped portions, and a
looped strap for suspending the bag from the animal's
head, rings at the upper edge of the top part of a looped

line having its ends passed through said rings secured to

the upper edge of said top part and thence extended to

and secured in proximity of said bottom part, said line

being adapted to be engaged over a horse's harness and
capable of causing the bag to collapse as the animal's
head Is lowered.

5. In a nose-bag, a top part, a bottom part, and an
Intermediate part, said top and Intermediate parts being
Joined by interflttlng overlapped portions and the Inter-

mediate and bottom parts by abutting overlapped por-

tions. In combination with a looped strap for suspending
the bag from the horse's head.

[Claims G to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

•,§88. GAS SCRUBBER AND WASHER. John Sher-
man, Grass Valley, Cal. Filed Mar. 18, 1908. Serial

No. 421,787.

AAAAAA
AAAAAA

a series of scrubbing trays in the casing between the

Inlet and outlet, said trays consisting of spaced A-shaped
baffle members, the baffle members in one tray running
transverse to the baffle members in the immediately suc-

ceeding tray, and means for discharging a water spray

upon the trays.

2. A gas washer and scrubber comprising a casing hav-

ing a gas inlet at the bottom and a gas outlet at the top,

and a series of scrubbing trays in the casing between the

Inlet and outlet, said trays consisting of spaced A-shaped
baffle members, the baffle members In one tray running
transverse to the baffle members In the immediately suc-

ceeding tray, and the baffles which run in the same direc-

tion being laid in breali joint courses, whereby the gas
travels in circuitous path through the trays, and means
for discharging a water spray upon the trays.

890,939. JIG. Geoeoe C. Stonb, New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 6, 1907. Serial No 401.037.

1. A gas washer and scruliber comprising a casing hav-

a gas Inlet at the bottom and a gas outlet at the top, and 1

1. .\ w^ter jig. made up of the following elements, in

combination, to wit ; tipright castings constituting the side

walls of the Jig and formed with supporting pedestals

;

Inclined duplicate castings forming the hutch bottom

;

upright castings resting upon the hutch castings and form-

ing the upper front and rear walls of the Jig; an inter-

mediate casting constituting the partition wall between

the screen chamber and piston chamber ; and means for

suitably securing tiie sevi'ral castings together; the said

upper front and rear wall castings and the hutch cast-

ings constituting plate girders secured at their edges to

the side walls; substantially as described.

2. A water Jig, made up of the following elements, in

combination to wit ; upright castings constituting the

side wails of the jig and formed with supporting pedes-

tals ; inclined duplicate castings forming the hutch bot-

tom ; upright castings resting upon the hutch castings

and forming the upper front and rear walls of the jig;

an intermediate casting constituting the partition wall

between the screen chamber and piston chamber; and

means for suitably securing the several castings together,

aid means consisting of butt joints united by bolts and

natt and calked by packing located in longitudinal re-

oewes adjacent thereto; substantially as described.

3. In a water Jig, the combination with the side walls

and the upper front and rear walls of the Jig. of a hutch

bottom comprising duplicate castings inclined toward each

Other, and extending as inclined plate girders from side

wall to side wall, the end edges of said castings being

connected to said side walls, and their upper edges being

connected to said upper front and rear walls, and the

lower edges of said castings being provided with longi

tudinal flanges which meet to form a butt Joint, each cast

Ing having above its butt Joint a longitudinal angular re

cess, in juxtaposition to a like angular recess of the other

and packing located therein ; suiistantially as described

4. In a water Jig. a hutch bottom plate provided along

its upper and lower longitudinal edges with angular pack-

ing recesses and with longitudinal butt-joint flanges be-

yond said recesses and having additional flanges along

Its upright end edges; substantially as described.
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1

5. In a water Jig. a hutch bottom platp provided along
Its upper and lower longitudinal edges witt) angular pack-

ing recesses and with longitudinal Nutt j'»lnt flanges be-

yond said recesses, and having adilitianal butt-joint

flanges along Its upright <"nd •'dges ; •itjt)stantially as

described.

[Claims 6 to 8 nor print'Ml in rhe ilazette.]

8tK>.&40. GAS APPARATUS. Alexav[.fp M Siiiur-
UkSD. Orange. N. J. Filed r>ec. 24. l!tor, Serial No.

1. An impr'iV'il gas apparatus having in <'oni!iination

a capola trul i 'arburf-ter an<l a singlf rasing imlos

ing the tw 1, srtiil cupola having a ga»-geaeratlng charn

ber and said carbureter having a mixing and flxing iliam-

ber in Its upp*>r t'nd and in direct conn^-ction with the

upper end of th*- ga.>< g^nfratlng chamber, an atomizer cas-

ing connected to the upper portion of the mixing charatwr

having a regulable communication with said chamber,
steam and oil pipes discharging into an opposite portion

of the atomizer casing, and means obstru<rting that por-

tion of the atomizer casint; t>etwet'n the sft*m and oil in-

lets thereto and the regulable outlet therefriim and against

which obstructing means the mixture of hteam and oil

impinges and is then conducted tortuously, to reduce the

oil into molecular form and to enable steem to form a

protecting envelop for the oil molecules tc thereby pre-

vent the carbonization of the oil before its mixture with
th>» water-gas in the mixing chamber of the carbureter.

-' In gas making apparatus the combination with con-

n.-. i.,i ijas-generatlng and carbureting chambers, of a cas-

ing .Ittf'd to the upper portion of the carbureting cham-
ber having a regulable outlet thereinto, defecting means
forming a tortuous passage within said casing in advance
of said outlet, and steam and oil pipes delivering into

said casing in advance of the deflectinii means, said

steam serving to deliver the oil into contain with the de-

flecting means ami thereby reduce and atomize the oil

and said steam serving, also, as a carrier of the oil through
the tortuous passage and enveloping the oil molecules
to protect them from carbonization befor>» they are de-

livered in a nascent state into the carbureter.

3. In gas making apparatus the combination with con-

nected gas-generating and carbureting chanil«ers, said car-

bureting chamber having a truncated conts-shaped upper
end. of a casing fitted to the carbureting chamber and
leading into the apex thereof, and having a regulable
outlet thereinto, deflecting means forming a tortuous pas-
sai:- within .said casing in advance of said outlet, and
steam and oil pipes delivering into said casing in advance
of the deflecting means, said steam serving to deliver the
oil Into contact with the deflecting means and thereby
reduce and atomize the oil and said steam serving, also,

as a carrier of the oil through the tortuonn passage and
enveloping the oil molecules to protect ttiem from car
boni/.ation tR>fore they are delivered in a nascent state
int'i the carbureter.

8l»o.i»41. I.Al'I.K Mi NSov H Treap^kul. New York.
N. Y. Filed .Inly li'. I'.hit. Serial No. 3s.'',, Od.',.

1. A cast la<llc i'< [ujiosed of srctions separare<l by thin

ner portions furmiui,' lines of cleavage.

2. A ladle having a portion cast In one piece and pro-
vided with grooves forming lines of cleavage, and fasten-
ing means connecting said sections across said grooves.

'.\. An annulus for a ladle cast In one piece, and hflvlntr

grooves therein from top to bottom.

r/v,^/.ijjLA^,v\s

4. A ladle comprising an annuliu cast in <MM j^ece and
having gr(K)ve« cored tlierein extending from top to the

bottom, and. a bottom section carried by said annulua.
.'i A ladle composed of an annulus cast in one piece

and having grooves cored therein from me side {•, the

other, whereby to form lines of cleavage. Independent

fastening means extending across said lines of clt-nvage,

and a bottom section secured to said annuiua at pointa

between said lines of clt-avage

[Claim t) not printed In the Gazette.

1

R0O.042, ELECTRIC S\\ IK H THROWING MECHAN-
ISM WlLI,IAM H. TlHNKK I>-eds, KlU'huid Filed

Apr IS, 1907. Serial No. .'iOS.itdl.

1. The combination, with a s.lenoid, and Its core; of a
stationary shaft, a cam and a ratchet toothed wheel
secured together and Journaled on the said shaft, a lever
mounted on the said shaft, a connecting-rod between the
siild lever and core, a driving pawl pivoted to the said
lever and engaging with the said ratchet-toothed wheel,
and a rod for operating the points provided with rollers

which bear on opposite sides of the said cam.
2. The combination, with a solenoid, and Its core ; of a

stationary shaft, a cam and a ratchet-toothed wheel se

cured together and Journaled on the said shaft, a lever
iiKuiiied on the said shaft, a connecting rod between the
said lever and core, a driving pawl pivoted to the said
lever and engaging with the said ratchet toothe<l wheel,
a second ratchet toothed wheel secured to tlie sail cam,
a pivoted check pawl engaging with the last said ratchet-
toothed wheel, a rod connected to the said lever and pro-
vided with a longitudinal slot for uperatln:.' the said
cb.'ck pawl, and a nxl for operating the points provldtnl

with rollers whicb lear on opposite sides of the sMJd

cam.
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3. The combination, with a solenoid, and Its core : of

a stationary shaft, a ratchet-toothed wheel and a cam pro-

vided with lateral projections secured together and Jour-

naled on the said shaft, a lever mounted on the said shaft,

a connecting-rod between the said lever and core, a driv-

ing pawl pivoted to the said lever and engaging with the

said ratchet-toothed wheel, a rod for operating the points

provided with rollers which bear on the opposite sides of

the said cam, and two spring controlled fingers carried by

the said rod and engaging with the projections of the said

cam and with the teeth of the said ratchet wheel respec-

tively.

800.0411. FOLDAKLE TABLE. MiLTON Ullman, New
York. N. Y. Flle<l Aug. 8, 1007. Serial No. 387,581.

1. A table, comprising a floor portion, plvotally mounted

foldable legs carried thereby, foldable end walls, said

wails l)elng cut to form steps, and shelves adapted to pass

over said end walls and rest on said steps.

2. A table, comprising a floor portion, plvotally mounted

foldable legs carried thereby, foldable end walls, said

walls being cut to form steps of different widths, shelves

carried by said steps, said shelves being provided with

recesses adapttnl to pass over said end walls.

.T. A table, comprising a floor portion, plvotally mounted

foldal)le legs carried thereby, foldable end walls cut to

form steps, shelves adapted to rest on said steps, one of

said shelves being equal in width to that of the table, the

other of said shelves being of different widths.

4. A table, comprising a floor portion, plvotally mounted
foldalile legs carrietl thereby, foldable end walls carried

by said floor, shelves adapted t'> rest on said steps, and a

foldable back wall also carried by said flooring.

5. A table, comprising foldable legs, foldable end walls

adapteil to 8ui)port remi>vable shelves, one of said shelves

being adapie<l to form a flat top for the table when said

end walls are folded.

800,044. liKV KIL.N. Aston J. Ipurs, Seattle, Wash.,

assignor to The American Wood Extract Company,
Seattle. Wash,, a tdrporation of Washington. Filed

I>ec. 9. 1!»07. Serial No. 40,'>,S10.

1. The coniblnai i"n wiili a dry kiln provided with com-

municating flues in its walls, a pipe leading from a source

of steam supply and extending into the chamber, air inlet

and outlet pipes making comm\inication with the Interior

of the chamlier and the atiicspbere exteriorly of the kiln,

and means to regulate the rinw of air through such last

named pipes, of a pipe conduit for discharging the steam

from the kiln chamber Into said flues.

2. The combination with a dry-kiln provided with com-

municating flues In Its top. bottom and vertical walls, a

pipe leading from a source of steam supply and extending

Into the chamber, air Inlet and outlet pipes making com-

munication between the interior of the chamber and the

atmosphere exteriorly of the kiln, and means to regulate

the flow of air through such last named pipes, of a pipe

conduit for discharging the steam from the kiln chaml>er

Into said flues.

3. The combination with a dry-kiln provided with com-

municating flues in Its walls, and a pipe leading from a

Boarce of steam supply and extending into the chamt>er

and provided with perforations within such chamber, of a

pipe conduit for discharging the steam from the .-kiln-

chaml)er into said flues,

4. The combination witti a dry kiln provided with com-

municating flues In Its walls, and a pipe leading from a

source of steam supply and extending into the chamber
and provided with perforations within such chamt)er, of a

pipe conduit for discharging the steam from the kiln-

chamber Into said flues, and means whereby such flow of

steam may be discliarged without entering said flues.

5. The cornliinatton with a dry-kiln provided with com-

municating flueb; in its top. bottom and vertical walls, and
a pipe leading from a source of steam supply and extend-

ing Into the chaml)er, of a pipe conduit for discharging

the steam from the kiln chamlter into said flues, and
means wheretiy such flow of steam may l>e discharged

without entering said flues.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette
]

890,945, \I'IiIN(; - .MACHINE, .Tesse G, Vincent. De-

troit, Mich., assignor to Burroughs Adding Machine

Company, I»etroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed June 26, 1906. Serial No. 323,474.

1. In a iiiacliine of the character described, the com-

bination with accounting mechanism of normally locked

amount determining means for variously limiting the

extent of movement thereof, keys for unlocking the said

means and means coming into play In subsequent oper-

ation of the machine to cause the unlocked amount deter-

mining means to take up effeitive position.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com

blnation (tf nornuilly b.cked amount determining means,

keys for unlocking the same, and means coming into

play in subsequent operation of the machine to cause the

unlocked amount determining means to take up effective

position : with provisions for unlocking amount determin-

ing means during such operation of the machine and for

preventing relocking of amount determining means so

unlocked during said operation of the mnchine In prepara-

tion for a second operation thereof

3. In a machine of the character descriU'd, the com-

bination of normally locked jiruount determining means.

keys for unlocking the same, means for temporarily hold-

ing such ke\ s in oper:ite<l position, means coming into

play in subse<pient operations of the machine to cause

the unlocked amount determining means to take up ef-

fective position, and means coming into j)iay .".t an early
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Z•tage of soch tubsefinent operation of tae machine to

rel«sae tbe opermterl keys and permit operation of others.

4. In a machine of the character (lescrjf)e<l. the com-

bination of normally locked amount detertnininK means,

keys for unlocking the satne, means for temporarily hold-

ing Boch keys in operate<l position. meariB coming into

play in sub9e<nienr operation of the mnohine to cause

the unlocked amount determinlnsr means to take up ef

fectlve position and means comins into play at an early

stage of such subseiiuent operation of tde machine to

release the operate*! keys ; with provisionp for prevent-

ing reliK'klng of amount deterniinintr means unlocked

during Bald operation of the machine Iti preparation

for a second operation thereof

5. In a machine of the diaracter described, the com-
bination with accounting mechanism of normally re-

strained and locked amount determining means for vari-

ously limiting the extent of movement thereof, keys for

unlocking the said means, and means corning Into play

in subsequent operation of the machine to tlrst release

said amount determining means from restraint and then

restore the .same to normal.

[Claims T) to ;i:\ not print. d in th.' <;az.ft''.]

890.946. METAL I'OLISH. F:.tRL V. V.ikis and I'.atrick

H. Cakroll. Klrkland, Wash. Filed Oct. 16, 1907. Se
rial No. .'597,7."{'J ( Specimens
1. A composition of matter of the character <lescrlbed.

comprising asbestos, magnesia, and talc.

2. A composition of matter of the character descritied.

comprising asbestos, ten per centum, magnesia, .sixty per
centum, and talc, thirty per centum

890.947. lifting; HIUI»<;k Mmvti;.imi:ry Wad[>ell.
New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. ll'. 190?. Serial No.

415,530.

1. .V lifting bridge comprising in combination a pivoted
member, a stationary guldeway. a guide^vay upon the
pivoted bridge member, and a countervfeight resting

against and adapted to travel along both of said guide-
ways, substantially as descritied.

2. A lifting bridge comprising In combination a pivoted
memlier. a stationary guldeway, a giildeway upon the piv-

ote<:l bridge menil*>r. a counterweight, and supporting
means for the counterweight resting against and adapted
to travel along both of said guldeways. substantially as

descritied.

3. A lifting bridge comprising In combination a pivoted
member, a stationary guldeway. a guldeway upon the plv-

ott'd bridge ni'-nib.r, a I'ounferwtMgdt. supporting means
for the counterweii;ht resting against and adapted to

travel along botti .)f said guldeways, and means carried

by said counterweit'lit for causing the same to move along
said guldeways. s\ilistantlally as descritied.

4. A lifting t)ridi;e. comprising in comi)injtlon a pivoted
member, a station.iry guldeway. a guldeway upon the plv

oted tiridge nieinber and a counterwt'igfit suspended so as

to exert pressure iiion t>oth of said guldeways slmuita-
ne.iusly, substantially as described.

|

5. A lifting briilge comprising In comhln(<tlon a plvote<i

member, a stationary guldeway. a guldeway upon the plv

oted bridge member makinir an acute auirbj with the sta-

tionary guldeway wht'n the pivoted member Is at one ex-

treme position. .1 i"unt>rwi;:bf, supporting means there-

for resting againsr both of said u'uidfways. and m»'ans for

canslng said supporting means to exert a wedging action

upon said guldeways, tending to increase the angle be-

tween them, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Ga«€tte.]

890,948 TRELLIS. Lither I. Wait*. Nicholson, Pa.

Filed .Mar 24, 1908. Serial No. 422,948.

1. In a trellia, a rapport toriMd wltli a Mrtfls of allnod

sockets, rods extending Into said aocketa and bodily sni-

talned thereby, a spreader for the rods, and a groumi en-

gaging prong extending from said support

2. In a trellis, a support forme<l with a series of alined

sockets, and rods extending into said sockets and detach

able therefrom and bodily sustained thereby

8. In a trellis, a cuff formed with a series of recesses.

a ground eng.aglng fin exten<llng from a portion of the cuff

ojiposite the recesses, rods extending into said recesses,

and a spreader engaging said ro<is the cufT servint: to

bo<lily sustain said rods and spreader.

4 In a trellis, a support comprising a relatively flat

cuff fiirme<l along its length with alineil sockets closed

at their lower ends, and of sufficient length to receive

and tiodlly sustain plant supporting rods and a ground
engaging fin projecting from the under edge of said cuff.

5. In a trellis, a supp'irt comprising a rlamp. rods en-

gaged thereby, and ground > niraging m>ans extending

from the clamp and adapted to support the parts In op-

erative position.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the r;a7ette.]

890,949. SPEKI> UE*OUI>KK. U.ksh Wai.dkb, Mellen,

Switzerland. Filed .lune 22. 1906. Serial No. 322.843.

1 In a speed measurer, the comliiiiatlon. with a revolu-

ble wheel having magnets at Its periphery, of two station

ary guide rails arranged one above the other, a metallic

plate arrani;i'd at a tangent to the said wheel and pro-

vided with rollers which run on the said gtiides. a spring

for moving th'- said plate in one direction, and means for

measuring the displacemint of th-' said plate when the

said wheel is revolved

J In a speiMl measur'^r. the coniblnat ion, with a revolu-

ble wheel havluir mairni'ts at its periptuTy. of a sli(lai)lf

metallic plate arranged at a tanirent to the said wheel,

guides for the said plate, a record roller provided with

means for rt'volving It. a supply roller, a receiving roller,

a spring for [iressing the said receiving roller against the

said record roller, a ricord strip wound on the said supply

and receiving rollers and [insslng over the said record

roller, and a marker carrli'd by th<' said plate and bearing
' on the said strip.
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890.950. HANGER FOR SLIDING DOORS. Richard E.
Washbubn, Denver, Colo. Filed Sept. 19, 1907. Serial
No. 393,666.

le

1. A hanger for slidlnL- dcrs comprising a member
adapted to be secured to a doc r. and having a bolt-seat
upon its lower portion, an adju-ting bolt rotatably sup-
ported upon the said seat and laterally detachable there-
from, said bolt being constructed to be held against lon-
gitudinal movement thereon, a suspension strap having
upon its inner face a nut tapped to receive the threaded
portion of the said bolt and means to secure the said strap
upon the said member.

2. .\ banger for sliding doors comprising a plate adapted
to be secured to a door and having at its lower portion out-
wardly spaced projections, an adjusting bolt rotatably seat-
ed In the space formed by the said projections and laterally
detachable therefrom, said bolt being constructed to be
held against longitudinal movement therein, a suspension
strap having upon its inner face a nut tapped to receive
the threaded portion of the «aid bolt and a set bolt pro-
jecting through a slot In the strap and into a threaded
aperture in the plate.

8 9 0,951. GAS-PRODUCER. George Westinohodsk,
Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Machine Com-
pany, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 29,
1906. Serial No. 293.817.

•jr rnn

1. Is eoaMnation in a gas producer, a gas generating
ebamb^r provided with up and down draft Inlet ports, a
gas offtake pipe extending upwardly through the bottom
of said producer into the center of said chamber and pro-
vided at the top with offtake ports, a water jacket sur-
rounding said pipe, a water cooled hood above said pipe,
and means for maintaining a flow of coolh^t' wat.r through
said hood and the water Jacket of said pipe.

2. In combination in a gas producer, a gas generating
chamber provided with up and down draft inlet ports, a
gas off-take pipe extending upwardly through the bottom
of said producer to the center of said chamber and pro-
vided at its upper end with off-take ports, a water jacket
surrounding said pipe, a water-cooled hood located above
said pipe and protecting said ports and cimimtinicating
with said water Jacket, and means for admitting cooling
water to said jacket and discharging it from said hood.

3. In combination in a gas producer, a gas generating
chamber provided with a blast inlet port, a gas off-take
pipe extending upwardly rlir il!! the bottom of said pro-
ducer and into the cini, r .; -aid chamber and provided
at its upper end with offtake ports, a water Jacket sur-
rounding said pipe, a wnt.-r (..,,;, ,1 Iim,,,; :,i„,\.. said pipe
and protecting said port- and . -iiiiiiiuiK aiin^ with said
water Jacket, and ni. aii^ • r admitting cooling wattr to
said Jacket and disrhai -in., it from said hood.

890,952. LUBRICATOR. Howard C. Woodbridge. Sala
manca, N. Y. Filed Sept. 23, 1907. Serial No. .394,011.

1. A lubricator comprising an oil cup which Is imper-
forate except for a plunger opening, a solid plunger en-
tering said cup through said opening, and a screw feed

mechanism for forcing .said phing<T slowly into said
cup to displace the oil and force It out through said open-
ing around said plunger, substantially as set forth.

2. A lubricator comprising a f<>ed chamber or passage,
an oil cup which is Imperforate except for an opening
communicating with said feed chamber or pas.sage, and a

solid plunger entering the opening in .said oil cup and
adapted to have a movement relative to said cup to dis-

place the oil and force it out through said opening around
aald plunger, substantially as set forth.

3. A lubricator comprising a feed chamber or passage.

an oil cup having an internally threaded opening com-
municating with said feed chaml)er. an externally threaded
solid plunger working in said opening, and means for turn-

ing said plunger to advance the same therein and force

the oil out fhrotigh said opening around the plunger into

said feed chamber or passage. siil>sf antially as set forth

4. A iubricatur cumprising an oil cup havinir a jdunger
opening therein, a [ilunger entering said cup through said
opening and adapted to have a movement relative to said

cup to displace the oil therein, and a feed chamber or

passage surrounding said opening for receiving the oil

which passes through the >anie around said |ilunger, sub-

stantially as set forth.

890.953. GUM WKAl'I'ING MACHINE. Hahrv Y. Arm-
strong. Elgin. Ill Filed I'ec. r,. 1906 Serial No.
346,534.

1. In a wrapping machine, means for feedintr the article

in a straight path, means for delivering a wrapper across
said path whereby tlie article strikes the wrapper edge-
wise to effect the first side fold of the wrapper about the
article, a swinging arm provided at its upper end with a
swinging Jaw adapted to receive the partially folded artl-
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c]e. means for swln^ink: said arm rearwanilv anrl (Inwn-

wardly. means cooperHtlnp with said sainxiiiK nrm to

effect the further side folding of the artiile. a cam for

<>p»Tarin;.' said Jaw u< ri'it'HSf said articl.- ar tli'' ilownward

limit <if its swlnj,'. and luf-ans thfreafter aotinj; to com-

plete the folding of the wraiipfT about th<j article.

to tho scraper and passing ovpr suitable direction pulleys

on the frame, and means Including a radius member piv-

oted to the frame and movably positioned to interrupt the

scraper as the latter Is moved toward It, and devices on
thf scraper engageahle with said radius nifinlKT. whereby,

on the winding up of the cable, the scraper will be lifted

Into dumping position over the frame.

2. In a wrMjiplug mat (line, a wrapping mechanism em-

bracing an initial and a final folding slot located at an

angle to each other, means for delivering a wrap;>er to-

gether with the article to the Initial foldltii; slot t.) effect

the partial side wrapping thereof, means for transferring

the partially wrapped article to the tinwl fnldlng slot.

means coSperatinc with said transferrini: means operating

durlnn said transfer tu i-omplete the side wrapping, and
means for folding the end folds of the wrapper against

the side of the package while occupying the final folding

slot, ^)ne wall of said final folding slot lielng umvable,

thereby affording access to the sk>t for the purpose set

forth.

;5. In a wrapping machine, a wrapping mechanism em-
bracing means for effecting the side folds of the wrapper
about the artlrle. and embracing also a final folding slot,

into which the partially wrapped article Is delivered one

side wall of which lattt-r slot is composed 0f members that

arf movable towards and from each other, and folding

means for effecting the end folds of the wrappers.

4. In a wrapping machine, a wrapping mechanism em-
bracing an initial and a final folding slot, means for de-

livering a wrapper together with an article to be wrapped
to the initial folding slot to effect partlivl side wrapping
of the article, means for transferring the partially

wrappeii article to the final folding slot, means ccMiperat-

ing with said transferring means operating during said

transfer to complete the side wrapping, and means for

effecting the folding of the end folds of thf wrapper about
the package wiien occupying said final folding slot, one of

the walls of said final- folding slot tx ing loniposed of

members that are yieldingly movable towards and from

each other to open the slot.

5. In u wrapping machine, a wrapping mechanism em-
bracing an Initial and a final folding slot, means for de-

livering a wrapper together with an artlclie to be wrapped
to the initial folding slot to effert the partial side wrap-
ping of the article, means for transferrlpg the partially

wrapped article to the t'uial fokllng slot, m^ans co<'>perating

with said transferrini; means operating djrlng said trans-

fer to complete the side wrapidng. means for folding the

end folds of the wrapper against the package when occu-

pying said final folding slot, one of the walls of said final

fooling si i.r tw'iiik: stationary, and spring pressed arms
whlcli -.«;ri_- toward and from each othtr and provided
with rtaii^'s which constitute the other wall nf said final

folding slot.

[C'l.alms *-. to 2.1 not printed in the <;azeite.]

890. 9o4. E.\« .WATl.N'i .\ .M > I.oAMNW HKVICE.
Emebson F. B.M.tiwi.N. San Fran< isco. Cai Filed Sept,

13. 190T Serial No. .Uil'.TTo.

1. The combinatk)n of a frame, a scrajjer independent

of arfd movable relatively to the frame, 4 cable attached

2. In an excavating apparatus, the combination of a

suitable supporting structure, a radius frame pivoted to

the said structure, a scraper, a cable connected with the

scraper un<l adapte<l to move the same from a distant

point towards the structure, said radius frame adapted to

interrupt the said movement of the scraper, and means on

the scraper to engage the radius frame, whereby on the

winding up of tbf all.' the scrft[>er and frame will rise In

unison into dumping position.

:{. In an excavating apparatus, a frame work having a

hopper, uprights at one end of the frame-work, a guide

sheave supported by said uprights, a cable passing over

siiid guide sheave and around other direction sheaves, a

scraper connecte<l with the cable, a radius frame pivoted

to the frame work, hook mcmb<'r8 on the scraper Intercept-

able by tb.' radius frame when the cable is wound up,

and means to limit the upward movement of the radius

frame, whereby on the slacking of the cable, with the

radius frame and scraj>er in elevated position, the scraper

will automatically dump into said hopper.

S00.95.'). BREAST STKAI' SNAI' HUOK. .Ioiin R Bax-

ter. Waterviiet. N. Y . assignor to Covert Manufactur-

ing Company, Waterviiet. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Nov. 6, 1907. Serial No. 400.933.

1. The coMiMnaf ion with a breast strap snap, of a sub-

stantially rectangular frame extending therefrom, and a
breast strap supporting means connecting the side bars of

said frame Intermediate the ends thereof, the back bar of

said frame constituting an attaching part for the clevis of

a martingale strap.

_'. In a breast strap hook, the combination with a hook,

of a frame extending therefrom, and a transversely dis-

posed breast strap roller Journaled in the arms rif said

frame, one of the arms of t.ie frame being extended rear-

wardly beyond said roller and provided with a pocket

tnereln adapted to receive the clip o^ a martingale strap.

.i .V breast strap snap hook, consisting of a book part

and a frame part extending rearwardly from the hook

part, a roller journaled In the frame part and oppositely

arranged curved pockets formed in the frame at the rear

of the roller.

4. !n a device of the character described, a substantially

rectangular frame udapte<l for connection at Its forward

end to a vehicle pole, the rear bar of said frame constitut-

ing a supporting member for a martingale clevis and being

provided with a pocket adjacent one end thereof, and

breast strap supporting means connecting the side bars of

said frame interme<iiate the ends thereof.
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5. In a device of the character described, un'open frame
adapted for connection at its forward end to a vehicle

pole, the rear part of said frame constituting a supporting

member for a martingale clevis and being provided with

curved pockets adjacent the ends thereof, and breast strap

supporting means connecting the side bars of said frame
intermediate the ends thereof.

890.956. FRUIT AND LIKE PACKING PRESS. Arthur
D, Blank. San Francisco. Cal, Filed Dec. 26, 1907.

Serial No. 407.990.

r^
1. A fruit and like packing apparatus consisting of

traveling molds, bottoms sUdable within said molds, and

means by which the bottoms nuiy l>e retracted after each

layer has been placed.

2. An apparatus for packing fruit and the like, consist-

ing of connected traveling molds, bottoms slldable within

said molds, surfaces adapted to travel above and con-

tiguous to the molds, and having openings to register with

the molds for the Insertion of the material to be packed, In

layers, means by which the tK)ttom8 are successively re-

tracted after each layer Is placed, until the molds are

filled, and means for compressing the material within the

molds.

^. An apparatus for packing fruit and the like, consist-

ing of connected traveling molds, bottoms slldable within

said molds, surfaces adapted to travel above and contigu-

ous to the molds, and having openings to register with

the molds for the Insertion of the material to be packed.

In layers, means by which the Iwittoms are successively re-

tracted after each layer Is place<l. until the molds are

filled, and means for subsequently raising the mold bot-

toms and ejecting the completed package.

4 In an n|>paratu8 for packing fruit and the like, a

series of connected traveling molds, twttoms fitting and
movable within said molds, cam tracks, and projections

from the sides of the bottoms engaging the cam tracks,

whereby the bottoms are raised within the molds to ad-

mit a single layer of fruit. an<l successively retracted to

admit subseciuent layers until the molds are filled.

.'">. An apparatus for packing fruit and the like, consist-

ing of connected traveling molds, projections upon the ex-

terior sides of the molds and g\ildes within which said pro-

jections travel, ixittoms fitting and slldable within the

molds, said bottoms having projections from the sides,

guides Into which said projections extend, said guides be-

ing so arranged that the bottoms are first raised within

the molds to allow n single layer of material to be placed

therein, said bottoms t>clng successively retracted to allow

subsequent layers until the molds are filled, means for

compressing the package within 'he iiiiMs, and means for

suhsefjuently raising the l>ottorii> in. I ejecting the com-

pleted package.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.957. ClTLEia (iLAZING MACHINE. JOHN G.

Blbssino. New Britain. Conn., assignor to .\taerlcan

Cutlery Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illi-

nois. Filed July 22, 1907. Serial No. 3S4.S74.

1. In a ciitlery glazing machine, the combination of a

rocking support, means for rocking said support, and a

spring presswi work-support pivoted to said rocking sup-

port and constructed and arranged to releasably hold

work therein in a horizontal plane to one side of the hori-

zontal plane In which the work-support is pivoted to said

first named support.

J. In a cutlery glazing machine, the combination of a

rocking support, means for rocking the support, arms piv-

oted to and depending from said support, and a spring-

pressed Work supporting bar connected near ttie lower

ends of said arms, for the purpose set forth.

3. In a cutlery glazing machine, the combination of a

rocking support, means for rocking said support, depend-

ing arms pivoted near their upper ends to said support

In spaced relation, a work supporting bar secured near

the lower ends of said arms, and a spring confined !>etweeii

said bar and first named support and operating normall>

to tilt said bar.

4. In a cutlery glazing machine, a work holder compris-

ing a plurality of spaced supports, a work support pivot-

ally secured to said supports, a spring bearing against said

work-support and tending normally to hold It in upwardly-

tilted position, and means for limiting the upward tilting

of the work support.

5. In a cutlery-gla/.ing machine, a work holder compris-

ing a plurality of adjustable supports, a work-support piv-

otally secured to said adjustable supports, a spring bear-

ing against said work support tending normally to hold It

In upwardly tilted position, and means on said work-sup-

port and on one of said adjustable supports for limiting

the upward tilting of the work-support.

[Claims »^. and 7 not printed in the (Gazette.]

S90.9o8. BUCKLE. Willi.^m J Brno. Regina. Sas-

katchewan. Canada. Flle<l Mar J. 1907. Serial No.

360,254.

1. A buckle comprising two 8ul)8tantlallj- parallel side

memljers, a web connecting said side members Intermediate

their ends, a second web connecting the lower ends of said

side members and forming between itself and the first

named web an opening, hooked portions on the opposite

ends of said side meml)ers, a l)ar i)asslng througli said

hooked portions, and means for removably securing said

bar therein.

2. A buckle comprising i«o substantially parallel side

members, a web connecting said side members Intermediate

their ends, a second web connecting the outer ends of said

side members and forming i)etween Itself and the first

named web an opening, a hf>oked portion on the opposite

ends of said side memi)ers. a bar passing through said

hooked portions, a locking shoulder on one end of said

bar, and means adapted to engage said shoulder and

thereby lock said bar within said hooks.

3. A buckle comprising two substantially parallel side

meml)er8, n web intermediate the ends thereof, a second

web connecting the outer ends of said side nieinl>ers and
forming N-tween Itself and the first named web an open

Ing, hooked portions on the opposite ends of said side

members, a bar passing through said hooked jwrtlons. a

shoulder on said bar. and means for locking .said bar

within said hooke<I portions, said means comprising a

washer adapte<l to fit over and engage the shoulder on the

aforesaid bar.
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4. A buckle conslstlnu of two parts, eich part compris-
ing two substantially parallel members, bieans connecting
said members and forming therebetween openings, hooked
portions on each of said parts, a oouplfcii; device remov-
ably engaging said hooked portions t^ thereby couple
said parts together, said coupling devj, . comprising; a
plate and a plurality of locking bars utached thereto,
and means for locking said coupling devi<e in operative
position.

5. A buckle consisting of tw.i pnrti ,':irh .omprisint:
two substantially parallel nu-mt-ers, «- .^ .tint^rtlni: said
members, to form openings therebetween. h.^oktHl portions
on each of said parts, a coupling device adapte<J to remov
ably engage said hooked portions and to thereby couple
said parts together, said coupling device oompri.sing a
plate and a plurality of bars extending tfrom said plate,
each bar being adapted to engage hooked portions, looklnir
shoulders on each of said bars, and meanfe adapted to en
gage siald shoulders to thereby lock said tars lu operative
position.

[Claims 6 to 9 n .t printed in the Gazette]

8M.959. TONGl H .sri'I'ORT FOR I.1$;K HARROWS.
Ldthxr .\. BtcKLEY and Everltte W. .Stkvb.nsok,
Mltchellvllle, Iowa. Filed .June IS. Ift06. Serial No'
322.641.

! tongues, com-1. An attachment tor supporring vfhir , ^
prising a tongue receiving devi, p .lesi-ri^'fi to be detach-
ably connected with the forwinl . !.,i of a vehicle tongue.
a wheeled support, a rt-ar upri_ .- a:v\ a front upright con-
nected with the wheeled support, said re.ur upright having
the tongue receiving device slldlngly mourted thereon, a
lever supported on the rear upright, means connected to
the lever and to the tongue rei-eivini.' ib-vi. e whereby the
latter may i>e adjusted vertically upon ;!;> ;,.ar upright, a
connecting piece having both of said iipri.,'tits extended
through It and slldlngly connected with ir, paid connecting
piece being plvotally connected with thf tongue receiving
device, and a tongue attached to the forwird end of the
connecting piece In front of the forward upright : said
attachment being designed for connection »ith the tongue
of a vehicle, and said lever being so .arranged as to
Jolptly adjust the vehicle tongue, the cormf'cfing piece,
and the tongue of the attachment, wheralliy the vehicle
tongue, the connecting pief-e, and the tonigue of the at-
tachment receive all of the draft to thereby relieve said up
rights of any of the strain Incident to bearitig the draft.

•_'. The combination of a tongue sectltm, supporting
wheels, an upright thereon plvotally and slldlngly con-
nected with the tongue, a second upright In front of the
first, a connecting piece having pivotal connection with
the tongue section and slldlngly mounted on both up-
rights, means for connecting draft animal^ with the for
ward end of the connectini: piece, means for securing the
tongue section in different positions of ndjijstment on the
uprights and means for lo.kinc the 'Mnn-^-.-Ting piece and
tongue section in position in line with ea.ti other.

3. 'The combination of a rear tonirue seefion n support
comprising an axle, wheels on the axle, an ![. right flxwl
to the axle and havlnt; the forward end of the tonsrue plv-
otally and slldlngly ronnerte<l uith it. ;i frame extended
forw.^rdly from rhe axle, an anenlar upright thereon.

means for connecting the upper ends of the uprights, a
lever fulcrumed to the rear upright, a link connecting
the lever with the tongue section, a piece connecting the
uprights movable with one and slldably connected with
both, and a forward tongue section attached to the front
of the connecting piece.

4. The combination of a tongue section, a wheeled sup-
port for the forward end thereof, a connecting piece slld-
lngly connected to the wheeled support and pivoted to the
tongue section, means for connecting draft animals to Its
forward end and means for locking the connecting piece
to the tongue section.

5. The combination of a tongue section, a wheeled sup-
port for the forward end thereof, a connecting piece slld-
lngly connected to the wheeled support and pivoted to the
tongue section, means for connecting draft animals to Its
f )rward end. said connecting piece formed with a notch
at Its rear end, a lever pivoted to the tongue section and
capable of moving Into the notch to lock said parts to-
gether, a spring for normally holding the spring out of
the notch and a foot treadle for forcing the lever into the
notch.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed lu the Gazette.]

SO(t,<.«.. Er.R<'TRl('.\r.LY OPERATED ADDING - MA-
CHI NF Kov L. Bi RD, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Bur-
roughs Adding Machine Company. Detroit, Mich., a
Corporitjon of .Michigan. .Filed Feb. 7, 1907. Serial
No .';.". ';,_'_'i;.

^i^AS

1 In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with an electric motor, driving connections Includ-
ing a normally restrained clutch, and manipulative means
for releasing the clutch ; of a lock for said means con-
trolled by the speed of the motor.

2. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with an electric motor, driving connections Includ-
ing a normally-restrained clutch, and manipulative means
for releasing the clutch ; of a lock for said means centrlfu-
gally controlled by the speed of the motor.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with an electric motor, driving connections Includ
Ing a normally-restrained clutch, and manipulative means
for releasing the clutch ; of an electric lock for said means
controlled by the speed of the motor.

4 In a machfne of the character described, the combl
nation with an eler^trlc motor, driving connections includ-
inic a normally restrained clutch, and manipulative means
for releasing the clutch ; of an electric lock for said means
centrlfogally controlled by the speed of the motor.

5. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with an electric motor, driving connections includ-
ing a normally-restrained clutch, and manipulative means
for rele.islng the clutch ; of a lock for said means, au oiec
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tro-magnet controlling said lock and wired to the motor
brushes, and a speed-controlled switch in the circuit of

the motor beyond Its brushes,

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

800.961. PRINTING-MACHINE. John D. Caldwell.

Seattle. Wash. Filed May 31, 1907. Serial No. 376,579.

1. in a device of the class described, an Inclosing casing

having a plurality of concentric slots In one of Its walls,

a drum within said casing, a plurality of annular type

rings arranged side by side upon said drum and adapted

to be oscillated thereon and having spaced type charac-

ters on one portion of their peripheries, means connected

to the blank portions of said rings for individually rotat-

ing the rings Into permanent printing positions compris-

ing a radial arm on each ring, a rod projecting from each

arm through the slots in said casing, means for Independ-

ently securing the rings in adjusted positions comprising

spring-pressed sleeves on said rods, a platen, means for

pressing said platen against the type rings, and inking

devices operating to supply Ink to the type carriers be-

tween the actions of the platen.

2. In a printing machine, the combination with a casing

provided Interiorly with a cylindrical bearing, of type-

rings mounted upon said bearing and adapted to be sever-

ally rotated into various predetermined positions an arm
extending from each of said type rings, devices carried by

said arms for engaging within spaced cavities of the cas-

ing for retaining the rings in set positions, and a device

for engaging said devices to disengage the rings,

3. In a printing machine, the combination with the cas-

ing, type-lings rotatably mounted within said casing, an
arm upon each type-rlntr and spring-pressed devices car-

ried by said arms and adnpt.d to engage the casing to

maintain said type-rlni:- mi \:i'i. us positions, of an arm
plvotally connected wiiii tin Lu-iug and provided with a

series of notches adapted to register with the respective

said devices for disengaging the same.

4. In a device of the class described, an inclosing casing

having a plurality of concentric slots In one of Its walls,

a plurality of rings within said casing and each provided

with a radial arm. spacfd type characters upon one por-

tion of each ring rods projecting from said arms and ex-

tending respectively through said slots, and spring-pressed

sleeves on said rods and operating to lock the rings in

selected positions.

5. In a device of the class described, an inclosing cas-

ing having a plurality of concentric slots In one of its

walls and with spaced recesses communicating with said

slots, a drum within said casing, a plurality of rings ar-

ranged side by «ide and mounted for independent oscilla-

tion upon said drum and each provided with spaced type
characters upon a portion of the periphery of each and a

radial arm extending from the blank portion of each ring,

a rod projecting from each of said arms and extending

through one of said rods and adapted to yieldably engage

consecutively in said slots, a sleeve upon each of said rods,

a spring within each of said sleeves and operating to

maintain the sleeve yieldably In engagement In one of the

slot recesses, a platen, means for periodically operating

said platen, an inking device, and means for operating

said Inking device between the actions of said platen.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,962. PUMP, Harrt Cline, Idavllle, Pa. Filed June
15, 1907. Serial No. 379,214.

1. A pump comprising an outer casing and an inner cas-

ing, an intake extending from the outer casing into the

inner casing, valves secured at the opposite ends of the

Inner casing, and a piston surrounding the inner casing

and provided with a slot through which the intake passes,

an outlet pipe connected to the outer casing and a piston

rod extending through said outlet and connected to the

piston.

2. A pump comprising an outer casing and an inner

casing, an Intake at the side of the casing extending from
the outer casing to the inner casing, a valve in said intake,

valves at the opposite ends of the inner casing, a hollow

piston provided with a slot through which the Intake

passes, valves at the opposite ends of said piston, and a

piston rod connected to said piston and extending through

the outlet pipe.

890.963. RUNNING-BOARD FOR AUTOMOBILES. How-
ard E. CoFFi.v, Detroit, Mich. Filed July 18, 1907.

Serial No. 384,304.

1. The combination with a running board, a side sill of

a vehicle frame and a shield ; of a hanger for said run-

ning board consisting of a struck up sheet metal arm of

U-shape section, said arm curving from a vertical to a

horizontal plane, flanges on said vertical portion for en-

gaging said side sill and out-turned flanges upon said hori-

zontal portion for engaging said mud shield.

2. The combination with a running board and a side sill

of a vehicle frame, of a hanger for said running board

consisting of a struck up sheet metal arm of channel shape

cross section, said arm curving from a vertical to a hori-

zontal plane, flanges on said vertical portion for engag-

ing said side sill, out turned flanges upon said horizontal

portion and a shield secured to the inner and lower side

of said hanger by means of the flanges upon said hori-

zontal portion, said shield extending from said sill to a

point beneath said running board and being separated

from the latter by the intevening hanger .section.

3. The combination with a running board and the side

sill of a vehicle frame, of a supporting hanger and a shield

secured to said hanger extending from said sill to a point
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beneath the inner edge of said runnlne board and belni?
separated from the lattor for the purpose described.

4. The combination with a running; boferd and the side
sill of a vehicle frame, of a supporting ianger extending
beneath said running board, a shield s.M-jrpd to the inner
and lower side of said hansfer and extemlijig from said sill

to a point beneath said running board, being separated
from the latter by the intervening hanger section.

5. The combination with a running board and side sill

of a vehicle frame, of a hangi-r consisting of a struck up
sheet metal blanit having a channel .section with the side
flanges thereof extending inward and downward, out-
wardly extending flangps at the upper enfl of said hanger
for securing the same to said sill, a dust shield betwe.>n
said sill and running board and outwardly extending ears
upon said hanger for securing said shield thereto

890.0«i4. I.KVKR LOCKING MK.VNS Bmwahi. K. Cof-
Kix. Detroit. Mich. Filed Oct 15. l9o7 Serial \o.
397,543.

I

notched on Its under side, of a member haTlng a longi-
tudinal slot therein embracing said segment and having a
tooth for engaging the notches, a i)olt passing through the
longitudinal slot In said member for slldably holding the
latter to said lever, a pin In said longitudinal slot bearing
against said bolt, a spring between said pin and a b.-aring
on said member for forcing said tooth Into engagement
irlth the notch and segment, and means for moving said
member against the tension of .said spring to disengage
the tooth from the notch In the segment.

3. The combination with a lever, having a transverse
slot therein of a segment notched on Its under side passing
through the transverse slot In said lever, a member adja-
cent to said lever having a registering slot through which
the segment passes, a bolt passing through a longitudinal
slot in said member and through said lever for slldably
securing the former to the latter, a concealed pin in a
recess in said member which opens Into said longitudinal
slot, a spring concealed In said recess bearing against said
pin and at Its opposite end against the bearing on said
BMmber whereby the latter Is forced upward Into engage-
ment with a notch on the under side of said segment, and
a rod connected to said member for moving It In the oppo-
site direction against the tension of said spring.

4. The combination with a lever and a segment notched
on Its under side, of the member F slotted at G for the
passage therethrough of said notched segment, and having
a tooth H at the lower end of said slot for engaging a
notch In said segment, said meml)er also having a longi-
tudinal slot and a recess, the bolt K passing through the
longitudinal slot and securing the member F to said lever,
a pin O located In the recess, the rod Q secured to said
member having said recess and the spring P In said reces*
b.'tween said rod and pin, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

v.»o.;)t>.% RIVETKR llEVRy iOrdell. Chicago. Ill Filed
Sept li>. 1!>0«. Serial No. 33.'5.922.

1. rii.> conitimati'in with a Ipv.t and a s>'gment there-
for, of a memi)er having a r"e.>ss therein embracing said
segment and slidahly s^^curfd to said I.'v.t. a [.in slldably
located in the recess In said member, a spring within said
recess bearing against said pin. a stop ni ^aid l.v.-r a;;ainst 1

which said pin rests whereby the tension of said spring
will force said member into locking engag-sment with said
•egment. and means for moving said mpsiber oppositely
against the tension of said spring to disengage it from
said segment.

|
1

J. Tbe combination with a iever and a segment therefor 1

1. .\ hand-held riveting implement comprising a ixniy
portion, a die slldably mounted In said body portion, an
operating lever connected at one end with the body portion
and connected l>etween Its ends with the die, a second
die. and a member connected with said body portion and
serving as the other handle.

2 In a hand riveter. In combination, a body portion
<oraprlsing two arms providing a throatway between them.
said arms having alined openings formed therein r two
di>>s slldably miuintt'd in said openings; operating levers
pivoted to said dies and having liuk connection with the
forward ends of said arms, said levers serving as handles
for the implement ; two leaf springs secured to opposite
sides of one of said arms: a gripper Jaw secured to the
"Utpr eml of eaih of said b'af sprinkTs and carried by said
springs, said arm being r-M-.'ss.^il t.. r.r,.iv.' sjiid jaws, the
rear sides of said jaws i..Mni.' niiib w.^lgin^' f"r engage-
iiu-nt tiy tht> adjacent <iie.
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890,M6. SHOE. Frank A. Critz. Jr.. West Point, Miss.
Filed June 21, 190« Serial No. 322,778.

890.967 .MI;aXS FOR TYING TREE BR.\NCHES TO-
GETHER. Jamcs a. Davet, John D.*vet. and Martin
L. Davet. Kent. Ohio Filed F.b. 8. 1908. Serial No
414,895.

1. The combiiiHtion, with two diverging tree-branches,
of two bolts provided each with a screw threaded shank
extending into and attached to the difTerent branches re-
spectively, which bolts nre tied together: compressible and
elastic washers emi)racing lb.' shanks of the bolts next
to the branches, and nuts mounted on the shanks of the
bolts and holding the washers tightly against the branches.

2. The combination, with two diverging tree-branches,
of two hook-bolts provided each with a screw threaded
shank extending Into and attached to the different branches
respectively ; a chain attached to each bolt at the hook-
proper of the bolt and forming a connection between the
bolts; washers embracing the shanks <,f the bolts ne.xt to
the branches, and nuts mounted on the shanks of the
bolts and holding the washers tightly against the branches.

3. The combination, with two diverging tree-branches,
of two hook-bolts provided each with a shank extending
Into and attached to the dlCTerent branches respectively,
which bolts are arranged substantially in line endwise
and approximately at a right angle to the branches, and
a chain composed of links and having one end link thereof
embracing the hook proper of one of the bolts adjacent
th.' shank .f lb.- respective bolt and having its other end-
link embracing the hook proper of the other bolt adjacent
the shank of the last mentioned bolt.

134 0. G.— Ill

A combination with a sho*> having an air chamber
formed between the bottom and middle soles, a flexible
tube extending downwardly between the upper and the in-
ner lining of the shoe, a tube arranged within the foxing
and passing under the heel portion of the insole and car-
ried forwardly along the longitudinal center of the shoe
to a point adjacent the instep, said tube being enlarged
at Its Inner end, a spring pressed valve forming a bottom
for said enlargement, a check valve controlling communi-
cation between the toe portion of the shoe and the chamber
between the bottom and middle soles, and means arranged
within said chamber between the two valves for pre-
venting collapse of the chamber.

4. The combination, with two diverging tree-brnnche.s.
of two hook-bolts attached to the different branches re-

spectively at the opposing sides of the branches : a chain
composed of oblong links and having one end-link thereof
embracing the hook-proper of one of the bolts adjacent the
shank of the respective bolt and having its other end-
link embracing the hook-proper of the other bolt adjacent
the shank of the last mentioned bolt, and the free end-
portion of the hook proper of each bolt being flattened
and having a width which is greater than the width of the
opening in the link attached to the said bolt but less than
the length of the said opening.

5. The combination, with two diverging tree branches.
of two hook-bolts provided each with a screw-threaded
shank screwed into the different branches respectively at
the opposing sides of the branches, which bolts are ar-
ranged substantially in line endwise; a chain composed of
oblong links and having one end-link thereof embracing
the hook-proper of one of the bolts adjacent the shank of
the respective bolt and having its other end link embrarlng
the hook-proper of the other bolt adjacent the shank of
the last-mentioned bolt : compressible and elastic washers
embracing the shanks of the bolts next to the branches.
and nuts mounted on the shanks of the bolts and holding
the washers tightly against the branches, and the free
end-portion of the hook-proper of each bolt having a width
which is greater than the width of the opening in the
link attached to the said bolt bat less than the length of
the said opening.

890,998. PROCESS OF TRE.VTING .KND DRESSING A
BRUISE OR WOUND IN THE TRTNK OR LIVE
BRANCH 0+^ A LIVE TREE ,Iohn Davey. Martin L.
Davey. and Jame.s .\. Davey. Kent, Ohio. Filed .Tan

22. 1908. Serial No. 412,0.-i.'>.

1. The herein descril.i'd procss of treating and dre.ssing
a bruise or wound in the trunk or live branch of a live
tree, comprising the formation of a cavity In the trunk or
branch by the removal of all decayed or unsound and for-
eign matter at the unsound spot in the trunk or branch ;

then coating or covering the said walls of the cavity with
molten tar. and before the tar hardens filling the cavity
with cemenfltlous material which will adhere to the tar.

2. The herein described process of treating and dressing
a bruise or wound in the trunk or live l)ranch of a live

tree, comprising the formation of a cavity In the trunk or
branch by the removal of all decayed or unsound and for-
eign matter at the wounded spot in the trunk or branch ;

then coating or covering the said walls with a layer of
waterproof material and partially driving nails through
the said layer and into the walls of the cavity at suitably
spaced points, and then filling the cavity with cementitious
material.

3. The herein tilsclosed process of treating and dressing
a bruise or wound in the trunk or live branch of a live

tree, consisting in the formation of a cavity in the trunk
or branch by removing all decayed or unsound and for-

eign matter at the wounded spot In the trunk or branr-b
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and rfcesslng the side walls and top wall of the cavity

at the outer end of tile cavity to form a iihannel extending

from the bottom of the cavity at one slda of the cavity to

the top wall of the cavity, thence across the said top wall

to the other side of the cavity, and thtnce downwardly
to the bottom of tht-> cavity, and then flllliik' thi» cavity,

4. The herein disclosed process of tr^atlni^ and dressing

a bruise or wound in the trunk or liv.- branch of a live

tree, consisting In the formation of a catity in the trunk

or branch by removing all decayed or unsound and for-

el^ matter at the wounded spot In the trunk or branch

and providini; the side walls of the cavity at the outer

end of the cavity with recesses extendlag from the bot-

tom of the cavity upwardly to the top of the ravity, and

then filling the cavity

5 The herein disclosed process of treating and dressing

a bruise or wound In the trunk or live branch of a live

tree, consisting In the formation of a catity in the trunk

or branch by removing all decayed or Unsound and for-

eign matter at the wounded spot in the trunk or branch

and providing the side walls of the cavity at the outer

end of the cavity with recesses extending from the bot-

tom to the top of the cavity ; then filling the cavity, and
then shielding the filling at the outer end of the cavity.

[Claims ^i and 7 not printed in the CJazette.]

ADJUSTAIU.E PATTERN FOR GARMENTS.
JOHTT V. DUTAfLT. Spencer, Mass. File<l Mar 19, 1903,

Serial No. 148,648. Renewed Oct. 21, J9o;. Serial No.

398,506.

55t^ ^' V^
-^ Tj-^e^>^:i

^ /7^-

1. lu a construction of the class described, the combina-

tion of a centering harness to be secured to a person, a

coat pattern comprising flexible frames, a sleeve pattern

comprising tlexible frames, means for securing the coat

pattern to the centering harness, and for securing the

sleeve pattern to the coat pattern.

2. As an article of manufacture, a coat pattern com
prising flexible frames each consisting of t support, slotted

arms extending from the support for determining a num-
ber of points in a pattern outline, a countersunk thumb-
nut for fastening each of the slotte<l arms in adjusted

position, and means for detachably connecting the frames

together.

3. As an article of manufacture, a coat pattern romprls-

Ing a flexible front frame having a horijontal gage strip

to be located under the arm-pit of the person, a support-

ing ."^trlp, arms extending from the supporting strip, means
for clamping the arras lu position to dettrmlne a number
of points In the pattern outlined, a back piece, frame, and
means for adjustably connecting the frames together.

4. As an article of manufacture, a coat pattern compris-

ing flexible frames, each consisting of a supfiwrt with

Blotted arms extending therefrom. m>'ans for clamping the

arms in position to lo^'ate p'llnts in a cat side seam, flexi-

ble wires connecting said arms to keep the ends of said

arms substantially in line to insure smiight work, and
means for connecting the frames together.

890,970. rARBURETlNG APPARATTS FOR EXPLO-
SIVE - EN(;iNES. Fritz Df^BK, Karlsruhe, Germanj.
Filed Mar 2, 1907. Serial No. 360.174.

In a carbureter for ex[)lo8ive engines, the combination

of a reservoir having therein a centrally arranged tube the

lower end of which Is above the bottom of the reservoir,

and said ttibe being provided with apertures adjacent Its

upper end, a cap rloslng the upper end of the tube and
forming an annular chamber about the apertured section

thereof, an Inwardly opening valve closing an air Inlet la

a wall of the cap, a hydrocartxm nozzle extending Itjto the

central tube, and an annular valve surrounding the tube

within the cap and adapted to regulate the passage of air

through the apertures In the tube. sub«t;intlally as de-

scribed.

890,971. SPEED- REGPLATOR FOR DYNAMOS. OttO
H. Erickso.n, MinneapDlls, Minn. Filed Aug. 3, 1907.

Serial No. 386,862.

1 In a sjieed regulator, a driven shaft, a frlctlon-cIutch

member secured thereon, a driving clutch member, an In-

closing revoluble and slldable case carrying the latter, and
mechanism housed within the case for controlling the con-

tact of the friction devices to regulate the speed of the

shaft, sulistantlally as set forth.

2 III a speed regulator, the combination with the driven

shaft rtn<l a frlctlon-clutch memt)er fixed thereon, of a

slidalile driving friction member, a slldable Inclosing case

(arrying the latter member, centrifugal shifter-levers and

springs for controlling the driving member, and means for

rotating said case, substantially as set forth.

.'?. In a 'ipeed rei;\ilator, the combination with the driven

shaft and a friction clutch member fixed thereon, of a

slldable driving friction member, n slldable Inclosing case

carrying the latter member, centrifugal shifter-levers and
springs for controlling the driving member, means for

making the shifter-levers operative at selected speeds, and
means for rotating and sliding such case, substantially as

set forth,

4. In a speed regulator, the combination with the driven

shaft and a friction clutch member fixed thereon, of a

slldable driving friction member, a slldable inclosing case

carrying the latter member, centrifugal shifter-levers and
springs for controlling the driving member, centrifugal
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governors for rendering the shifter-levers operative at I 890.974. BUILDING MATERIAL. James C. Fitzsim-
elected sneeds. and means for rntntlnp nnd a\\A\no anxh ' u/^u<. ^^a t . .._« tr r^^ /-v-i.i__j r^^, -.., ^ ..elected speeds, and means for rotating and sliding such
case, substantially as set forth.

5. In a speed regulator, the combination wl^h a driven
shaft, of a frlctlon-clufch device comprising a case rev-
oluble and slldable on the shaft and adapted to contain
oil and providing a clutch member within and operated
by the case, a second member fast on the shaft at one side
of the rotating member, a slldable member at the opposite
side of the latter member, and shifter levers and sprlnga
for alternately controlling the positions of the slldable
members, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 90.97 2. HARNESS ATTACHMENT. Otto Evebtz,
KeytesvlUe, Mo. Filed Feb. 24. 1908. Serial No.
417.563.

A harness attachment comprising a guard, a strap se-

cured to the upper end of said guard, keepers composed of
longitudinally disposed base plates, one of which Is riveted
through an end of said strap, to said g\iard, the other one
of said plates being riveted directly to said guard, said
base plates having arched cross plates with their ends bent
under said base plates, said strap adapted to be looped
Into a part of the crupper, then passed downwardly
through said keepers, a carrying loop, and a buckle on
said carrying loop to engage the lower end of said strap,
as described.

890.973. SHIPS PROPELLER. Padonk Filippi, Paris.
France. Filed May 23, 1904. Serial No. 209,367.

^'^r
,:>?>-—&:,,

^\
:: /

.4

1. in a (^cr.jw iirop.iu.r. a broad flat circular disk con-
stituting the central portion of the propeller, and a plu-
rality of blades extending outward from the periphery of
aald central disk, the forward edge of each of said blades
being substantially on a prolonged radius of the disk and
the rear edge of each blade conforming approximately to
a tangent of said disk, each of said blades having a rear-
wardly turned far,, wbereby tlie water thrown outward
by centrifugal force from the central portion of the pro-
peller Is received upon the face of the blades and the for-
mation of vortexes at the rear of the [iropeller Is pre-
vented.

2. A propeller com[>osed of a plane middle portion, pro-
peller arms or blades projecting therefrom, and annul! at-
tached to the rear face of said plane middle portion.

.^. A propeller composed of a plane middle portion, and
propeller arms and blades projecting therefrom, said arms
comprising radial extensions with resistance pieces at-
tached thereto.

MON8 and Jambs V. Chown, Oakland. Cal. Filed May
7,1907. Serial No. 372,345. (Specimens.)

^^
V .>

^=^

^^

1. A building material consisting in combination of ap
proximately 715'', of diatomaceous earth. r><~r of lime and
20% of sawdust, mixed Into a paste to coat the granules
of fiber, and molded Into any desired shape.

2. A plaster board made of approximately 75c^r of
diatomaceous earth, H'^', of lime and 20'"^ of sawdust
mixed with water, shaped into board form and dried at
ordinary temperatures, and having holes punched through
It so It can be nailed to the wall or to studding, said
board having a roughened surface

890,975. BREAST -PUMP. Joel S. Gilbert. Portland,
Oreg., assignor of one-fourth to Mary N. Munly. Port-
land, Oreg. Filed Mar. 13, lOOfi Serial No. 305.793.

A breast pump comprising a nipple shield, a tube con-
nected to the nipple shield, a forked branch connection at
the other end of the tube, a tube connected to each branch
of the forked shaped connection, and a bulb at the outer
free end of each of the tubes, whereby either bulb may
be used as a receptacle for the milk

890,976. P.\CKAGING-MA('HINE. Felipe Gikoud. New
York, N. Y, Filed .Nov. 12, 1907. Serial No. 401,852.
1. A packaging machine which comprises a wrapper

magazine, a cigarette magazine, a paste holder, means to
apply paste to the underside of the bottom wrapper in
the magazine, devices to eject a limited number of cig-
arettes from the magazine, means to compress the ejected
cigarettes into a compact bunch, wrapping-folding ap-
pliances, a contrivance adapted to grasp the bottom wrap-
per in the wrapper magazine and carry the same to a
position between the bunch compressing devices and the
folding appliances, and then release the wrapper, and a
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dcTlee to force the bunch of clKar>*rtt»s aicalnst rh^ wrap-

per and carry It to({ethPr with tlit> wrapp^T wlilch Is

donbled over the bunch, into tli>' wrapp-^r foldlnj? ap

pliances.

890,977. CUFF FASTENER. GBOtOE M. Oldchowski.
Baltimore. Md. Filed Apr. 8. 1907. 5«rlal No. 366.917.

;ifc

1. A cuff fastener coiiipri.sing two oval sides. 1. 2, that

are rigidly connected by a bar, 6, extending directly from

the edge of one of said sides to the edge of the other

side, and a lug, 7, projecting directly from the edge of

one only of said sides,—whereby the entire device can be

stamped out by dies from a single piece of motal.

J. .\ cuff fastener comprising two side plates which
have a diverging position relative to each other, and a

bar connecting the nearer edges of said plates and hold-

ing them rigidly, and one only of said plates provided on

Its edge diametrically opposite the said bar with a lug.

—

whereby when the said fastener device Is applied to the

two button holes of a cuff one only of said buttonholes

will have a lug between its edges.

J. .\ packaKlnu machine which compri.st* a wrapper

magazine, a ciKar.'ttf magazine, a rt»clprocatinis' '-arriage

situated In the cigarette maiiazlQe. rhe sam.' having

pockets therein whereby certain i->f tli.' iiiiarettes are

separated from the others, devices to eject pertain of the

cigarettes contained within the pockets, frqm the mana

sine, devices to receive the ejected cigarettes and cooipr-'^s

them into a compact bunch, wrapper folding appliances, an

oscillating carrier to take a wrapper from the wrapper

magazine and deposit it between the buncU compressing

devices and the wrapper folding appliances, and a device

to force the bunch from the compressing .l^vices against

the wrapper and cause both to enter th» folding ap-

pliances.
I

."?. .V packaginK' machine which comprises a wrapper

magazine, a cigarette magazine, a reciprocating carriage

situated In the magazine, the same having pockets therein

whereby certain of the cigarettes are separated from the

others, devices to eject certain of the cigarettes contained

within the pockets from the magazine, devlot-s to receive

the ejected cigart'ttes and compress them loto a compact

bunch, wrapper folding appliances, an oscillating carrier

having grasping devices to take a wrapper from the wrap-

per magazine and deposit It between the bunch compress-

ing devices and the wrapper folding appliances, a device

to force the bunch from the compressing devices to within

the wrapper-folding appliances, the said wrapp.r moving

in advance of the tninfh,

4 .V packaging mai-hine which ''nrnpri-ifs :i wrapper

magazine, a cigarette magazine, a reciprocating carriage

situated in the magazine, the same having pockets therein

wheret)y certain of the cigarettes are separnted from the

others, devices to eject certain of the cigarettes contained

within the pockets from the magazine, devices to receive

the ejected cigarettes and compress them into a compact

bunch, wrapper folding appliance's, and os<'illating carrier

adapted to grasp the bottom wrapp-T in the magazine and

deposit it between the bunch-compressing devices and the

wrapper folding appliances, a device to force the bunch

from the i-umpressing devices to witliin the wrapper-

foldiniT appliances, the said bunch carryinj: with it the

wrapper whieh is doubled over the bunch, and a second

system of folding appliances which operate independently

of the tirst and complete the wrapping operation.

5. In a packaging machine, a cigarette magazine havin;;

a port in each of two rpposlte walls thert>if. a (^arriage

having pockets therein which are unvarying in width into

which i-igarettes fall bV gravity and remain lo<isely there-

in, means to re<-iprocate the said rarriafe within the

magazine, and at one part of its mm-enifnt bring the

pockets into alinement with the ports in |the magazine,

combined with fingers which are thrust thtough the said

ports and tiu' said pock^-ts to eject certai|i of the ciga-

rettes which are resting loosely in t!ie pocjcets, frnm tlie

magazine.
[t'laims 6 to 10 not prinf-'d in the Gazette.]

8 90.97 8 PNEUMATIC DRILL.
Ottnmwa, Iowa. Filed .\pr. 13,

367,942.

Martin Habdsoco,
1907. Serial No.

iijT20

1. In a pneumatic hammer, a frame consisting of a

straight central barrel and a spiral flange encircling the

barrel from end to end, the barrel having a central cham

ber to receive the hammer and the spiral fiange having a

spiral passage, for Inducting fluid to operate the hammer.

and a spiral passage, for eductlng fluid rearward from in

front of the hammer, with both spiral passages In com-

munication with the chamber of the barrel. s\ihstantlally

as described.

2. In a pneumatic hammer, a frame consisting of a

straight central barrel and a spiral flange encircling the

barrel from end to end, the barrel having a central cham-

ber divided into sections, one section to reeeive a driven

stem and another section to receive a driving hammer.

and the spiral flange having a spiral passage for Induct-

ing fluid to operate the hammer and a spiral pa.ssage for

eductlng fluid rearwardly from in front of the driving

hammer, with both spiral passages in communication

with the chamber of the barrel, substantially as described.

3. In a pneumatic hammer, a frame consisting of a

straight central barrel and a spiral flange encircling the

barrel from end to end. the barrel having a central cham-

ber divided into sections, one section to receive a driven

stem and another section to receive a driving hammer, and

the spiral flange having a spiral Induction passage for in-

ducting fluid to drive the hammer and a spiral eduction

passage for eductlng flui(] rearwardly from in front of the

1 driving hammer, with both passages In communication
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with the chamber of the barrel, and with the spiral educ-
tion passage opening through the rear end of the spiral

flange, substantially as described.

4. In a pneumatic hammer, a frame consisting of a
straight central barrel and a sjilral flange encircling the
barrel from end to end, the barrel having a central cham-
ber divided Into a plurality of sections, providing a section
forming a bearing for a driven stem, a section forming an
eduction chamber for discharging fluid, a section forming a

bearing for a driving hammer, a secti<m forming an Induc-
tion chamber for fluid to act and recede the hammer, and
a section forming a chamber to receive fluid fur acting on
and driving the hammer, and the spiral flange having a

spiral Induction passage for fluid In communication with
the fluid induction chamber of the barrel, and a spiral
eduction passage for fluid, in communication with and
leading rearwardly from the eduction chamber of the bar-

rel and discharging at the rear end of the flange, sub-
stantially as described.

6. In a pneumatic hammer, a frame consisting of a
straight central barrel and a spiral flange encircling the
barrel from end to end, the barrel having a central cham-
ber to receive a hammer and a driven stem, and the spiral

flange having a spiral passage for Inducting fluid and
a spiral passage for eductlng fluid rearwardly leading
from In front of the hammer, a supporting tube carrying
the frame, and a spiral flange encircling the supporting
tube and having a spiral passage therein in communica-
tion with the spiral eduction passage of the hammer
frame, for discharging fluid at the end of the supporting
tube and for the spiral flanges of the hammir frame and
the supporting tube to furnish a spiral pathway for posi-

tively removing cuttings, dust and fine particles from the
front end of the frame, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

890.979. MULTIPLE - SERIES REL.\Y - CONTROLLER.
Cl^rk T Hknderson, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to The
Cutler Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corpora-
tion of Wisconsin. Filed Sept. 6, 1907. Serial No.
.Sftl.698.

3^ Fjr^, r*3*

that precedes It in order of operation and Is short-clr-

culted by Its corresponding resistance switch.

3, In a motor controller. In combination, a plurality of

resistance switches, a plurality of operating windings
one for each of said switches, a plurality of resistance

sections controlled by said switches, a plurality of electro-

magnetically operated relay switches one for each of said

resistance switches and each connected in circuit to con-

trol the circuit of the operating winding of its correspond-
ing resistance switch, and electrical connections whereby
the closing of each resistance switch closes the circuit

through the operating winding of the next succeeding re-

sistance switch, connects the operating winding of the
corresponding relay switch thereof, in circuit In series

with the motor armature, and short-circuits Its own re-

lay switch.

4. In a motor controller. In combination, a plurality of

electro-magnetically operated resistance switches, a plu-

rality of resistance sections controlled by said switches,
a plurality of electro-magnetically operated relay switches.
one for each of said resistance switches and each adapted
to control the operating winding of its corresponding re-

sistance switch, electrical connections whereby the oper-
ating winding of each of said relay switches is connected
in circuit in series with the motor armature by the resist-

ance switch that precedes It in order of operation and is

short-circuited by its corresponding resistance switch, and
a main switch for closing the armature circuit adapted to

close the circuit through the operating winding of the

1
relay switch controlling the tirst resistance switch.

1 In a motor controller, In combination, a plurality of
resistance switches operated successively, a plurality of
resistance sections controlled by said switches, a plurality

of electro-magnetically operated relay switches, one for
each of said resistance switches and each being connected
In circuit to control the circuit of the operating winding
of its corresponding resistance switch, and electrical con-
nections whereby the operating winding of each of said
relay switches Is connected in circuit in series with the
motor armature when the next preceding resistance switch
is closed and Is removed from circuit when Its correspond-
ing resistance switch Is closed.

2. In a motor controller. In combination, a plurality of
electro - magnetically operated switches, a plurality of
resistance sections controlled by said switches, a plural- I

ity of electro magnetically operated relay switches, one
for each of said resistance switches and each adapted to

control the operating winding of Its corresponding resist-

ance switch, and electrical connections whereby the oper-
ating winding of each relay switch is connected in circuit

In series with the motor armature by the resistance switch 1

890,980. GUN-SIGHT. Frank Hendrickson. Three Forlis,

British Columbia, Canada. Filed Feb. 19, 1908. Se-
rial No. 416,694.

/r
r -f

7*

1. A gun sight comprising a shank adapted to be se-
cured to the barrel of a firearm, a plate carried thereby.
an open sight leaf secured to said plate, a peep sight leaf
slidably mounted between said plate and said open sight
leaf, a lever for actuating said peeji sight leaf, and means
for locking said lever in various positions according to the
range desired.

2. A gun sight comprising a shank adapted to be se-
cured to the barrel of a firearm, a iilate carried thereby.
an open sight leaf detachably secured to said plate, a peep
sight leaf secured between said open sight leaf and said
plate, a lever secured to said peep sight leaf and adapted
to move the same according to the range desired, and
means for locking said lever In adjusted position.

3. A gun sight comprising a shank adapted to be se-
cured to the barrel of the firearm, a plate secured to said
shank, an open sight leaf detachably secured to said
plate and provided with a recess, a peep sight leaf slidably
held between said open sight leaf and said plate, a lever
for operating said peep sight leaf, a block slidably seated
within the aforesaid recess and provided with a plurality
of notches adapted to engage the aforesaid lever and to
lock It In adjusted position, and a spring for actuating
said block.

890,981. SUSPENSION-FRAME FOR AUTOMOBILES.
Ueinhold Hek.man, Crafton, Pa. Filed Apr.- 25, 1006.
Serial No. 313.525.

1. An automobile comprising a front and rear axle, a
bolster upon each of the axles, a pair of superposed frame
members, the upper of which Is fixedly connected to the
front bolster and movably connected to the rear bolster
and the lower of which is movably connected to the front
bolster and fixedly connected to the rear axle and a motor
supported from .said lower frame meml>er at the front
thereof.

2. An automobile comprising a front and rear axle, a
bolster upon each of the axles, a pair of superposed frame
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members the upper of which Is fixedly connected to the form as to radial depth but Increasing progressively in

front l>oi8ter and movablv connected to the rear bolster croSs section, from the central portions of the poles to the

and the lower of which Is movably connected to the pole ends the rate of Increase l*ing such as to secure a

front boLster and fixedly connecte'd to the rear axle, a distribution of ampere turns on the magnet In accordance

motor supported from said lower frame member and a with a sine-law variation,

hood supported from the lower frame member. [Claims tS and 7 not printed In the ;;azette.l

S90,M8. MACHINE FOR PARAFFINING RECEITA
CLES. Mabtin M. Hjkkmstad. Kenyon, Minn Filed

Jan. 25, 1908. Serial No. 412,6o9.

3. In an automobile comprising a front atd rear axle

each capable of rocking easily in a vertical plane so as to

conform to the IneQualities In the surface of the road bed

over which the vehicle la traveling, front fenders or wheel

guards connected to and moving In unison with the front

axle, and rear fenders or wheel guards connected to and

moving in unison with the rear axle.

4. An automobile comprising front and rear axles each

capable of moving freely In a vertical plane, bolsters on

each of said axles, front fenders or wheel guards connected

to the front bolster and moving in unison with the front

axle, and rear fenders or wheel guards connected to the

rear bolster and moving In unison with the rtar axle.

5. An automobile comprising a front and raar axle, each

capable of moving freely in a vertical plane, a bolster on

each of said axles, front fenders or wheel guards detach-

ably connected to the front bolster and moving In unison

with the front axle and rear fenders or wheel guards de

tachably connected to the rear bolster and moving in unl

son with the rear axle.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazetta]

890.M2. ROTARY FIELD - MAGNET. Jack Hissink,

Berlin, Germany. Filed May IT, 1908. Serial No.

317,326.

1. A rotary field magnet provided with uniformly dis-

tributed recesses of uniform radial depth but of a cross

section Increasing progressively from recass to recess,

from the central portion of the poles to the pole ends.

2. A rotary field magnet provided with anlformly dls-

trlboted recesses of uniform radial depth to receive the

windings, the cross section of said recessts varying In

such a manner that the distribution of arapere-turns on

the said magnet follows a sine law variation.

3. A rotary field magnet provided with uniformly dis-

tributed recesses of uniform radial depth, the consecutive

recesses varying In cross sectional area and the material

between said recesses varying In thickness Ip such a man

ner that the magnetic field follows a 8lne:law variation,

and that the Iron at the ends of the poles will be utilized

approximately as fully as at the central pol« sections.

4. A rotary field magnet provided with retesses uniform

as to radial depth but increasing progressively In cross

section from recess to recess, from the central portions of

the poles to the pole ends.

5. A rotary field magnet proTlded with recesses unl-

1. A machine for the application of paraffin to the in-

terior of receptacles, comprising a rotatable carrier for

the articles to be treated, a pipe for conveying steam to

the Inner surfaces of the articles to be treated while sup-

ported upon the carrier to pre heat them, and another

pipe for applying highly heated paraflSn to the heated sur-

faces of the articles being treated while still upon the

carrier, the steam pipe being in operative relation to the

paratTin conveying pipe to maintain the latter in a heated

condition.

2. An apparatus for applying paraffin to the interior

of receptacles comprising a rotatable carrier, a steam

pipe entering' the same in the axis of rotation, another

pipe central to the steam pipe and provide<l with perfora-

tions, means for supplying the steam pipe with steam and

the perforated pipe with highly heated paraffin under

pressure.

3. An apparatus for applying paraffin to the interior

of the receptacles comprising a nitatable carrier, a paraf-

fin vat or tank, a steam jacket surrounding the paraffin

tank, a steam pipe leading from the Jacket through the

axis of tHe carrier, another pipe leading from the paraffin

tank through the steam pipe and beyond the same and

there perforated, and means for supplying steam to the

Jacket and steam pipe, and means for forcing the paraffin

In a highly heated condition from the paraffin tank

' through the perforations in the perforated end of the pipe

leading from said tank.

4. An apparatus for applying paraffin to the Interior of

receptacles comprising a suitable table, a rotatable car-

rier thereon, means for imparting rotative movements to

the carrier, a steam Jacket on the table, a paraffin tank or

vat within the steam jacket, a pipe leading from the

steam Jacket to and through the carrier in the axis there-

of, a pipe leading from the paraffin vat through the steam

pipe and beyond the same and there perforated, means

for supplying steam to the steam Jacket, means for supply-

ing steam to the paraffin vat, and means for controlling

the flow of paraffin from the vat through the pipe to the

perforated end thereof.

5. An apparatus for the application of paraffin to the

Interior of receptacles comprising a suitable table, a rota

table carrier for the receptacles thereon, means for rotating

the carrier, a casing for inclosing the carrier and a recep-

tacle thereon, a steam Jacket on the table, a paraffin tank

or vat within the steam Jacket, a steam pipe leading from

the steam Jacket through the carrier in the axis thereof,

another pipe leading from the paraffin vat through the

steam pipe and beyond the same Into the space occupied

by the receptacle and there perforated, means for supply-

ing steam to the steam Jacket, means for supplying steam
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to the paraffin vat, means controllable from the outside

of the steam Jacket for admitting paraffin from the vat

to the pipe leading therefrom, and means for recovering

paraffin drippings from the article to be treated.

890.984. CLIPPING-MACHINE. William B. Hobbb,
Chicago, III, Filed June 17, 1907. Serial No. 379,322.

fOfC M

1. In a clipping machine, the combination with a caM,
a stationary cutter, and a movable cutter, of an oscillating

cutter lever arm, comprising a pressure part at an angle

to the cutting plane, and means for applying elastic pres-

sure directly to said pressure part in substantial aiinement
therewith.

2. In a clipping machine, a stationary and movable cut-

ter, a pivoted lever arm l)earlng upon the movable cutter,

having an upwardly extending pressure part between the
pivot and the blade, and resilient pressure devices for ap-

plying elastic tension directly to said pressure part of

the lever In substantial aiinement therewith.

3. In a clipping machine, a stationary blade, a movable
blade, a pivoted lever arm. connected with and bearing
on said movable blade, and comprising an upwardly ex-

tending pressure part, intermediate the pivot and the

blade, an adjustable pressure regulating cap substantially

alining with said pressure portion of the lever arm. and
a connection between said cap and lever arm comprising
a link and ball joint at opposite ends of said link.

4. In a clipping machine, a stationary blade, a movable
blade, an oscillating lever arm pivoted In rear of said

blade and bearing directly upon the movable blade, said

arm comprising an upwardly and rearwardly extending
part 0. a suitable casing, an adjusting head 19 In said

casing, a spring within said head, an ailally movable part
carried by said head, a link interposed between said

axlally movable part and the portion 9 of the oscillating

lever, said part i», the link and the cap 19 being arranged
In substantial aiinement.

the width of the disk, forming a shoulder which contacts

with the body, said shoulder and the adjacent part of the

body having interfitting corrugations which extend at a

right angle to the plane of the disk.

2. A receptacle having a cylindrical body provided with

a bead near the end thereof and axial corrugations extend-

ing around the same beside said bead, and a disk having a

rib around the edge, and corrugations formed in the edge

of the disk adjacent said rib. the rib and corrugations

fitting in eaid bead and corrugations respectively.

890,986. PORTABLE PLATFORM FOR FILING-CASES.
ADDISON Jones. Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 18, 1908. Se-

rial No. 427,838.

PAPER RECEPTACLE. David J. Jennings,
Clereland. Ohio. Filed Mar. 27, 1907. Serial No. 364,806.

.. 10

1. A receptacle having a body and an end piece there-

for, the body having a bead around the same, and the
end piece comprising a disk having a rib fitting in the
groove of the bead, the rib being of less thickness tlian

1. The combination with tiers of shelves arranged on
opposite sides of an aisle, of a transverse platform and
means for detachably securing the same to the edges of

opposite shelves, substantially as described.

2. The combination with tiers of correspondingly spaced

shelves arranged on opposite sides of an aisle, of a trans-

verse platform having hooks at its ends, said shelves hav-

ing parts at their edges with which said hooks are adapted
to detachably Interlock and removably hold said transverse

platform in place, substantially as described. ,

3. The combination with tiers of correspondingly spaced
shelves arranged on opposite sides of an aisle, of a set of

transverse platforms having hooks at their ends, said

shelves having parts at their edges with which said hooks
detachably Interlock to uphold said platforms, and one or

more longitudinally extending floor boards carried by said

platforms, substantially as described.

4. The combination with tiers of shelves arranged on op-

posite sides of an aisle, of a transverse platform having
hook-like hangers pivoted to Its opposite ends, said shelves

having parts at their edges with which said hangers de-

tachably Interlock, said hangers extending upwardly from
said platform Into engagement with the parts at the edges

of said shelves, substantially as described.

5. The combination with tiers of correspondingly spaced

shelves arranged on opposite sides of an aisle, of a set of

transverse platforms, hangers pivoted to said shelves and
extending upwardly therefrom and having hooks at their

upper ends, said shelves having parts at their edges with

which said hooks detachably interlock, and one or more
longitudinally extending floor boards carried on said plat-

forms, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

890,987. NOZZLE FOR PNEUMATIC CLEANING APPA-
RATUS. Aethoh W. Kindel, Denver, Colo. Filed

Sept. 28, 1907. Serial No. 395,033.

1. A nozzle for a pneumatic cleaning device comprising
a hollow bead having an elongated inlet, and a corrugated
strip connecting the walls thereof, in a plane with its

lower edges.

2. A nozzle for a pneumatic cleaning device comprising
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a hollow head having an elongated Inlet and Hps ranging
up and outwardly from it« t-dges, and a ixirrugated strip

connecting the walls of the said inlet, in a plane with the

said edges.

8J«0.988. ELECTRIC COII. .>l.M' MKIHoD OT i'HUDUC-
ING SAME. IsiDuR KiTsEK. I'liiladelptia. Ta Filed

Feb. 11. 1007. Serial No. 35*5,79:..

1. .\n electric coil, comprising a series of strips, said

strips forming a series of independent windings Insulated

from each other, the inner end of each of said strips being

connected to the outer end of the next contiguous strip to

pruvidt^ a continuous path for the flow of the current

through the coll.

J. An electric coil, comprising a series of strips, each of

which constitutes a separate winding, and an Insulating

wt'b mounted upon one face of said strips and serving to

Insulate the convolutions of the windings from each other,

the inner end of each of said strips being connected to the

outer end of the next contiguous strip to provide a con-

tinuous path for thf flow of the current through the coll.

'A. An electric coil, comprising a series o( strips each of

which constitutes a separate winding, and an insulating

web mounted upon one face of said strips and serving to

insulate the convolutions of the windings from each otht-r,

the inner end.s of the strips overlapping the outer ends

thereof and each connected to the next contiguous strip

to provide a continuous path for the flow of the current

through the coil.

4. \Q electric coil, comprising a core, and a series of in-

depend*;nt windings arranged in sheet form wound upon
said core, said windings being insulated from each other,

the inner end of each of said windings beiag connected to

the outer end of the next contiguous winding to provide

a continuous path for the flow of the currept through the

coll.
I

5. .\n electric coll, comprising a bobbin farming the core

of 'the coil, and a series of Independent windings arranged

in sheet form wound upon said core, said windings being

insulated from each other, the inner end of each of the

windings being connected to the outer end Of the next ad-

jacent winding to provide a continuous path for the flow

of the current through the coil

IClaims •". un.! T n')t printed in the Gazette.]

890.989. FILTER Eow.^ro M K.mciht. Ban Francisco.

Cal. Filed Jnn .'1. Umin Serial .No. 4U.9l'0

In the periphery thereof, Btiperposed layers of filtering

medium contained within said frame or body, sapporting
elements of different axial widths and means for securing

said medium In position on said elements, suid tlltertng

medium dividing the Interior of the frame Into an Interior

filtered water chamb«'r and an outer unflltered water cham-
ber, said peripheral Inlet connecting with the unflltered-

water chamber and said outlet connecting with the flltered-

water chamber, and a cap or cover removably secured to

the frame and forming the outer wall of the unflltered-

water chamber
-. In a filterinK and purifyinK apparatus, ii main frame

or holder having inlet and outlet pass:u'e> tlir'.ugh the
periphery, and an Independent detachablv tit ted cover, a

plurality of concentric rigid supportin;; riiu's of different

axial widths located within the main IxmIv, and means
for securing tcj them superpo8«Hl layers of a filtering and
purifying medium to extend across the body between the

interior orifices of the Inlet and outlet passages; thus
forming separate chambers for the filtered and unflltered

water
i!. In an apparatus for purifying and liltering. a main

body having a plurality of outwardly projecting flanged

rims of diflTerent axial widths, detachable covers, and
means for locking said covers upon the outward flanges,

annular packing between the covers and the body, inte

rior rings and flanges, perforated disks or screens fitting

therein, and superposed layers of filtering and purifying

media supported upon said disks and rings, whereby said

media are Independently retained in position, said body

having an inlet passa^re 'oramunicating with the chambers
exterior to the filtering surfaces, and having a discharge

pas.sage connecting with the space between said filtering

media, both passages being throukth the periphery of

main body, and means for controlling the supply and dis-

charge of the liquid.

4. .V filtering apparatus coniiating of a central body
portion, an Independent remoTable cover, means for se-

curing su[ierpo8ed layers of filtering and purifying media
transversely within said body so as to form chami.ers uj>on

its opposite sides, an Inlet passage connecting with one of

said I'hambers, outlet passages, one connecting with said

inlet chamtK?r, and the other with the outlet chamber,

and valves whereby the discharge may be directed across

the surface of the filtering media to the outlet, or through

the filtering media before reaching the outlet.

,">. in an apparatus <pf the <-haracter described, a filter

eontuining body having inlet and outlet passages formed in

Its periphery, an indei)endent removable cover, filtering or

purifying media, and means for securing the same trans-

versely within the ixidy to form chamtwrs upon opposite

sides of the purifying media, a valve-controlled inlet pas-

sage connecting with the chamber or chambers exterior

to the filtering media, outlet passages, one connecting

with the exterior chamber or chambers, and the other

with the interior chamber, a three way cock whereby liquid

may be discharged with or without lilteriug. said cock

having a plug so constructed that neither discharge pa«-

sa;re may be wholly cut off thereby.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1. Ill a filter of the character described the eombtnatlon

of a main frame or bfidy havinkt inlet and outlet openings

890,990. SYRINGE .\lbkrt E Macdonwi.d, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Mar 4. 19oT Serial No, ,!»>(>, 4.'.7

1. In a syringe, the ct.mblnation of flnid-forclng means,

a tube connecting therewith and havlnkt spray openings

In Its outer end, a valve in the outer end of the tube be-

neath said spray openings, said tube having a longitudi

nally-eitendlng return passage upon each side, and means

forming a closure for said return passages and adapted to

vary the inlet thereto, said means comprising a hood in

closing the tube and pas.sages and slidably mounted on

said tube, and valve oontroUed passages connecting the

Inner end of said return passages with the interior of

the fluid forcing means
1' In a syringe, the ct.mbination of fluid-forcing mi-ans,

a tufie connecting therewith and having passages extend-

ing along its opposite sides exterior to the main passage

and opening through said sides for substantially the en

tire length thereof, said tube having spray openings In Its

outer end and having an Inwardly closing valve beneath
said openings, a closure for said side passages said

closure slidable on the tube and adapted to vary the inlet

]

to said side paaaagM, and valve-controlled passages con-

necting the inner end of the side passages with the in-

terior of the fluid forcing menns

81»0,991. HOE
Sept. :.']. 1907

WiLi.HM F. .Maksh. Malaga, N. J.

Serial No. 393.888.

Filed

1. A hoe having a plurality of side and Intermediate

Uades. the Intermediate blades occupying positions on
opposite sides of the center of the hoe and placed apart
to freely straddle plants, etc.. said side blades upon the
outer sides of the Intermediate blades having the Inner
faces of their points curvt-d outwardly, the points of the
Intermediate blades being broadened at their ends and
having scoop shaped faces in the direction of the length
of the blades.

1". As an improved artiele of manufacture, a hoe com-
prising a head with side and intertnediate blades, the side

blades having each an auxiliary blade integral with and
extending laterally therefrom with the outer edges right-

lined to serve as cutters.

3. As an Improved article of manufacture, a hoe com-
prising a head with side and Intermediate blades, the side

blades having each an auxiliary blade Integral with and
extending laterally therefrom with the outer edges right-

lined to serve as cutters, the inner faces of the side blades

being curved outwardly and the Intermediate blades pointed

at their penetrating ends and broadened near said ends and
having scoop shaped faces In the direction of the length
of the blades.

890,992. ATTACHMENT FOR CUSPIDORS. Martha G. <

Mir.i.ER, Denver. Colo. Filed Oct. 30, 1907. Serial No.
\

;H99,7!tti,
;

1. An attachment for cuspidors comprising In combina-
tion an adjustable clamping element, an upright connected
therewith, a closing member fulcrumed on the latter, and

,

a rod vertically slidably mounted on the upright and
pivotally connect«Mi with an extension of the closing mem
her beyond its fulcrum whereby a downward movement
of the rod Is transposed into an upward movement of the

closing member about its fulcrum.

2. An attachment for cuspidors comprising in combina-
tion an adjustable clamping element, an upright connected
therewith, a closing member fulcrumed on the latter, a

rod vertically slidably mounted on the upright and oper-

atlvely connected with the closing member, the said

uprlghr having means whereby the position of the fulcrum
may be vertically changed,

3. An attachment for cuspidors comprising in combina-
tion an upright. co<iperative clamping jaws laterally mov-
ably connected with Its lower extremity, a lid fulcrumed
upon the upright and a rod movably mounted on the latter

and operatlvely connected with the Ud.

8 9 0,993. SPARK - ARRESTER
Fresno. Cal. Filed .Tulv 1^4, 1907

Fkank H Minklek,
Serial No. 385,383.

1. The combination with a smoke stack, of a conical

receiver having Its smaller end inclosing and fixed to the

stack below the top and the upper and larger end concen
trically Inclosing the top of the stack at a distance there-

from, and a screen cone having Its smaller end extending
into the stack and having its upper and larger end turned
outwardly and downwardly into the space between the

stack and the receiver to form an Inverted basln-sbaped

portion, arms secured to the down turned edge of said

basin-shaped portion and extending inwardly towards the

stack, and a collar or sleeve embracing the stack and the

said arms and thereby securing the receiver in position

2. The combination with a smoke stack, of a conical

receiver having its smaller end secured to the stack l)elow

the top, and the larger end substantially level with the

top of the stack, said receiver having an Inwardly turned
flange surroundirii: its upper edge and forming an over
hanging shelf, an inclined floor within the cone having a

discharge pipe connecting with its lower side, and a screen

cono having Its apex projeeting into the stack and having
Its upper end curved outwardly and downwardly into the

space between the stack and the first named cone, and out

of contact with both, and spaced arms secured to the lower
edge of said down turned portion and extending down-
wardly and Inwardly to the stack, and means for securing
the lower ends of said arms to the stack.

3. The combination with a stack and a conical receiver

secured thereto with its la.';;er end projecting upwardly, of
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an Inverted cone shaped screen havlni? tts lartfer end

curved outwardly and downwardly to fotm an Inverted

basin-ahaped portion, arms extending from said portion

and converging downwardly and a clasp ring to which the

lower ends of said arms are fixed, said ring, cone, and
arms forming substantially a unitary structure and said

ring adapted to be fitted to the stack so that the lower end

of the screen cone will project Into the atack while the

lower edge of the basin-shaped portion will enter the space

between the stack and the first named cone.

4 A spark arrester having in combination a chimney

or stack, an exterior receiver, forming with the stack an

annular chamber, and a screen cone having Its smaller

end entering the stack and Its larger end aitendlng above

the stack and thence turned downwardly Into the space

between the receiver and stack and havlnj; Its edge sep-

arated from both to provide a free escape downward Into

said space and under said edge and thence upwardly Into

the open air.

tlon with coactlng die m«mben arranged upon the free ends
of said strip and means formed integrally with said plate

fi^T attaching the punch to a finger, substantially as de-

scribed.

890,994. Ari'ARATlS FOR UTILIZING THP: FOKCE
OF THE WAVES OF THE SEA. I'ete» Mokice, Neu-

tral Bay, North Sydney, New South Wales. .Vustraiia,

assignor of one-half to Francis Anthoay Angellnetta,

Darling Point, near Sydney. Australia. Filed .Ian \2,

1907. Serial No. 352,031'.

£^V^

f-

i
Tl

r'^i
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1. In apparatus for utilizing the force irf the waves of

the sea, a platform A, one or more cylinders, open at both

ends, pendent therefrom, means for automatically control-

ling the position of the cylinders by the tide, easy fitting

pistons or disks within the cylinders, piston rods rising

vertically from the cylinders, and means for connecting
the piston rods with c'lmpresslon pumps, bs and for the

purpose set forth

2. In apparatus for utilizing the force af the waves of

the sea, a platform sii'h as A. one or more cylinders, open

at both ends, pendent therefrom, means for adjusting the

height of the cylinder below the platform to the varying
height of the tide water, piston rods rising Tertlcally from
the cylinders, means for connecting the piston rods to

compression pumps, a tide well such as L b«yond the reach

of the waves, a float and rod, within the well, adapted to

rise and fall with the tide, and means for connecting the

rtoat and nnl in the tide well with the gear for adjusting

the height of the cylinders whereby such adjustment may
be effected automatically, as specified.

890.995. PUNCH. Arthcr H. Mocltom. Chicago, 111.

Filed Sept. 27, 1907. Serial No. 394.779.

1. In a punch a plate having a male die member fixed

thereon. In combination with spring arm arranged above
said plate and having the other die member formed there-

in, and a flexible non-elastic member formed Integrally

with said plate for securing the punch to the finger, sub-

stantially as described.

2. In a device of the claaa described a laetal strip bent

back upon Itaelf to form the jaws of a punch, In combina-

3. In a device of the class desiriljed, a plate. In com-

bination with means for attaching said plate to a finger, a

spring arm arranged above said plate and attache<l thereto

at one end, coactlng die menihiTs for!ne<I at the free ends

of said plate and said arm, the end of said arm being

thickened, and a concave recess formed In said thickened

pi^rtion to receive the end of the thumb, the thickness of

said portion l>eintr trrenter than the length of the male die.

substantially as described.

4. In a device of the class de8crll)ed, a metal atrip bent

back upon if-i^lf ',. f<,rn\ the jaws of a punch, a block

riveted betw-'t-n th*- jiTti. iis thus formed and at the

closed end. coactlng i)unchlng dies arrange<l upon said

jaws and flexible non elastic means formed integrally

therewith for securing the device to a finger, substantially

as described.

r> In a device of the class described, a metal strip bent

back upon Itself to form the jaws of a punch coactlng

punching dies arranged upon said jaws, and a tongue ex-

t-'ndlng latt'tall.v from one of said jaws and bent to form

means for attaching the punch to a finger sustantiallv as

described.

890,996. OA8- WASHER. Benjamin J. Mcllkn. Leeto-

nla. Ohio. Filed July 15. 1907. Serial No. 383,744.

1 In a gas washer, the combination, with a vessel for

holding water provided with inlet and outlet openings for

tjas and having also an outlet for water, and means for

dividing the entering gas Into small volumes which impinge

on the water : of a water siipply pipe havinc Its discharge

end arranged within the said vessel in substantially the

same horizontal plane as tbe said water outlet and at a

point remote from it. whereby the floating dust Is carried

through the said water outlet.

2. In a gas washer, the combination, with a vessel for

holding water provided with Inlet and outlet openings for

gas and having ahso a horizontally arranged series of out-

lets for water arouml it. and means for dividing the enter-

ing gas Into small volumes which impinge on the water :

of a water supply pipe having Its discharge end arranged

at the middle part of the said vessel and In substantially

the same plane as the said water outlets, whereby the

floating dust Is carried through them.

3. In a gas-washer, the combination, with a vessel pro-

vided with Inlet and outlet openings for gas, and having

also a series of overflow-openings for water at Us perlph

ery, of means for dividing the gas Into small volumes

or Jets which Impinge on the surface of the water In the
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Bald vessel, a chamber for receiving the water and dast

which flow through the said overflow-openings, and an In-

let pipe for water provided with a distributer having

radial nozzles and arranged at the center portion of the

Bald vessel and causing the water in the said vessel to flow

throtigb the said overflow-openings.

4. In a gas-washer, the combination, with a vessel pro-

vided with inlet and outlet openings for gas, and having
also a series of overflow openings for water at Its periph-

ery, of means for dividing the gas Into small volumes
or Jets w^hich impinge on the surface of the water In the

said vessel, a chamber for receiving the water and dust

whicb flow through the said overflow-openings, means for

maintaining the water lu the said chamber at a level lower

than that of the water in the said vessel, and a water sup-

ply pipe connected to the said vessel.

5. In a gas washer, the combination, with a washing
tmmI provided with a water overflow-opening and a water
rapply-pipe, and having also a gas-Inlet and gas outlet ar-

ranged above the surface of the water In the said vessel

;

of a closed chamber for receiving the scum and water dis-

charged through the said overflow-opening, and a pipe and
water-seal connected to the lower part of tbe said closed

chamber to drain off tbe surplus water automatically with-

out letting out tbe scum and gas.

3. A device of tbe class de8crlt>ed, comprising movable
cutters cooperating with a stationary cutter rigidly sup-

ported at each end, compression means Intermediate said

supports adapted to exert pressure between the ends of the

cutter bar to sjirlng the middle portion thereof to proper

position, substantially as described.

890,997. VALVE FOR MINE PUMPS. Robert W. Mcb-
BAT. Rendvllle, Ohio. Filed Oct. 19. 1907. Serial No.

398,197.

1. The combination with a pump and valve chamber
thereof, of blocks slidably mounted In the walls of said

valve chamber, a bar pivotally mounted In said blocks and
extending across said valve chamber and a valve carried

by said bar. said valve having similar upper and lower

faces to permit It to be used as a valve when inverted.

2. In a device of the character described, a valve com-
prising a pair of disks connected by a shank and a pair of

plates adapted to engage said shank and to lie between
said disks, and a member to which said plates are secured,

said member being adapted to hlngodly support the valve
and either of said disks being adapted to engage a valve

seat.

3. In a device of the character described, a valve com-
prising a pair of rubber disks connected by a shank, and a

pair of plates adapted to lie between said disks and to fit

about said shank.

4. In a device of the character described, a valve com-
prising a pair of rubl>er disks connected by a shank, a pair

of plates adapted to lie between said disks and to fit about

said shank, and a iuemt>er to which said plates are secured,

said member being adapted to hlngedly support said disks.

890,998. LAWN-MOWER. Ei.woon W McOtiKB, Rich-

mond. Ind. Filed Feb, 3. 1!»()H. Serial No. 414.053.

1. A device of the class described, comprising a movable
cutter ccHiperatlng with a stationary cutter rigidly sup-

ported at each end. means Intermediate said supports for

springing the middle portion of the stationary cutter In a
direction for properly cofiperating with the movable cut-

ter, substantially as described,

2. A device of the class described, comprising movable
and stationary cutters, and compression means for the

middle portion of the stationary cutter Intermediate its

supports, substantially as described.

4. In a device of the class described, a stationary cutter

rigidly supported at each end. and an adjustable compres-

: slon device Intermediate said supports for the middle por-

I tlon of said cutter, substantially as described.

5. A cutter bar for a lawn mower, having means inter-

mediate its supports for springing tiie middle portion

thereof relative to the ends, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the (lazette,]

800,999. ADJTSTABLE FASTENER FOR SUSPENDERS
AND THE LIKE. George Newman. San Francisco,

Cal. Filed Sept. 5, 1907. Serial No. 391.426

1. A spring catch comprising. In combination with a
closed eyelet, a piece of spring wire bent into an incom-
plete loop, the terminal portions of said loop In front of

the eyelet extending substantially in opposite directions

therefrom and being bent back at right angles to the plane
of the loop to pass through said eyelet, and then directly

away from each other parallel with said plane to form
two hooks at the back of the eyelet, iidapted. when the

spring is compressed, to pass through said eyelet, but to

engage the sides of the eyelet when the pressure is re-

moved, substantially as described,

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion, with a closed eyelet, of a spring catch comprising a
piece of s[>ring wire t»ent double, and then l>ent into an in-

complete loop, the terminal portions thereof In front of the
eyelet extending substantially in opposite directions there-

from and being bent, first, at right angles to the plane of

the loop to pass through said eyelet, and then directly

away from each other, parallel with said plane, to form
books at the back of the eyelet, said hooks being adapted
when compressed together, to enter the eyelet, but to en-

gage the sides of the eyelet when the pressure Is released,

substantially as descril>ed.

3. A spring catch comprising. In combination with a
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closed eyelet, a piece of sprinii wire, l)ent Into an Incom

plete loop, means for secirlnK the mediate portion of said

sprinij wire, the terminal [xirtlnns of said l<t>p. at dlflferent

distances from said means. \)e\ng bent back at rlRht angles

to the plane of the loop to pass through sRld eyelet, and

then directly away from each other parallel with the said

plane to form two hooks at the back of the eyelet at differ-

ent distances from the part of the wire s«> secured, and

adapted, when the spring is c-impressed to He. one above

the other, so as to pass through said eyelet, but to engage

the sides of the eyelet when the pressure Is removed.

4. In a device c^f the character described, the combina-

tion, wkh a closed eyelet, of a spring catctl. comprising a

piece of spring wire bent double, and then bent into an

incomplete loop, the terminals thereof belnf t>ent. first, at

ri«ht angles to the plane of the loop, and then directly

away from each other, parallel with said plane, to form

hooks, said hooks being adapted, when compressed together,

to enter the eyelet, but to engage the sides of the eyelet when

the pressure Is released, one of said hooks l)eing narrower

than the other, so as to entpr the other when so com-

prpssfd. substantially as described.

891.000. r»ITrHIN(; M.xrHINE. (;t:..ni;» A Omw.^kk,

rromer. Ohio Filfd Nov. 29, 1907. Ser<al No. 404,327.

I In a rr,;o hi!i>' . f the described charalrter. a circular

rotatable ser!e> -f > o. ii> arranged in a veptiiul plane and

adapted to discharge their contents by tiravity at the top

of their circular path, a conveyer dlsjK.sed beneath the

point of such discharge, and a sprlngcotttrolled scraper

disposed directly above said conveyer Mid adapted to

scrape successively the interi>ir under side of each of the

scoops In the series.

•J. In a device of the described character, a circular ro-

tatable series of sroops dlsr>osed In a vertical plane and

adapted to disch.'ir^e their contents by gravity at the

uppermost point in their circular path, » conveyer dis-

posed directly beneath such point of dlsaharge, a frame

for the support of the series of scoops, a scraper disposed

directly above said conveyer, pivotal connections between

the scraper and the frame, and a spring \«hlch holds said

scraper pressed normally upward. ,

solution of nitric acid. watiT, nitrate of ammonia, and

tobacco juice, then draining and washing the tobacco

leaves, and then Immersing the tobacco leaves in a solu-

tion of decolored tobacco Juice which restores to them

their aroma and properties of combustion.

80 1,00 1 I'KOCKSS UF DECOLORING TOB.VCCO-

LEAVES. LKo.N L. J Pabant and .Vlphonsb P.

PiCHOS, Geneva. Switzerland Filed Bept. 12. 1907.

Serial No. 392.491

1. The hereinbefore described process of decoloring

tobacco leaves, consisting in first immersing the tobacco

leaves In water, then treating the tobacco leaves with a

solution of nitric acid, water and tobarco juice, then

draining and washing the tobacco leaves, and then Im-

mersing the tobacco leaves in a solution of decolored to-

bacco juice which restores to them their aroma and prop-

erties of combustion.

2. The hereinbefore described process of decoloring

tobacco leaves, consisting in first immeraing the tobacco

leaves In water, then treating the tobacco leaves with a

891,002. CO.\T-COI.L.\R RETAINER. Joseph G. Pkase.

New York N V Filed Nov. 23, 1907. Serial No.

403,561.

1 The combination with a coat of a collar retainer

secured thereto comprising a wire bent Into a loop, inter

mediate portions of the sides of said loop forming a but-

ton engaging portion having a slot adapted to receive the

shank of a collar button but not to permit the passage of

the button head, the extremities of the sides of said loop

being t>ent at angles to said button engaging portion and

forming projections abutting against said coat, the IfKjp

side extremities which form the projection at one end be-

ing separated so as to permit the passage therebetween of

the head of a collar button.

2. The combination with a coat of a collar retainer

secured thereto comprising a wire bent Into a loop, int.r

mediate portions of the sides of said loop forming a but-

ton engaging portion having a slot adapted to receive the

shank of a collar button but not to permit the passage of

the button head, the extremities of the sides of said loop

being bent at angles to said button engaging portion and

forming projections abutting against said coat, the loop

side extremities which form the projection at one end be

ing separated so as to permit tlie passage therebetween

of the head of a collar button and the kxip side ex-

tremities forming the projection at the other end being

placed close together so as to obstruct the passage of a

collar button head therebetween

3. A coat collar retainer comprising a wire bent Into

a loop, intermediate portions of the sides of said loop

forming a button engaging portion having a slot adapted

to receive the shank of a collar button but not to permit

the passage of the button head, the extremities of said loop

sides being bent at angles to said button engaging por-

tion to form projections therefrom, the loop side ex-

tremities forming the projection at one end being sepa

rated so as to permit the passage of a collar button

therebetween and the loop side extremities forming the

projection at the other end being placed close together so

as to obstruct the passage of the collar button head there-

between
4. The combination with a coat, of a collar retainer

secured thereto, comprislne a wire bent Into a loop, inter-

mediate portions of the sides of said loop forming a t)Ut-

ton engaging portion having a slot adapted to receive the

shank of a collar button to prevent the passage of the

head of said button, the extremities of the sides of said

loop being bent at angb-s to said button engaging portion

and forming projections abutting against said coat.

sipLOO.". LETTER BO.\. Alex.\.nl>ek M Rap<jpobt, New

York. N Y Filed Nov. 19. 1906. Serial No. 344,046.

1 In a battery of mall boxes a face plate, posts ex-

tending rearward from said face plate and adapted to

support the said t.att'ry of boxes, -^ald face plate tuwing
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an opening normally closed by a removable closure, and
means for locking the said removable closure to obstruct
said opening and prevent any operation on said posts to
detach said battery.

2. In a battery of mall boxes, a face plate, mail boxes
supported therein, means entirely on the interior of said

plate for attaching and supporting the said battery of

boxes, said plate having openings through It normally
closed by a removable closure, and means for locking said

closure

3. In a battery of mail boxes, a face plate, mail boxes
supported therein, screw threaded posts extending rear-

ward from said plate, a cross piece extended on either

side beyond the face plate of the satd battery, and means on
the posts to engage with said cross piece for supporting
said batt(>ry, said face plate having an openlni: through
It normally closed by a removable closure adapted to' be

locked into place

4 In a battery of mail boxes, a face plate, mall boxes
supported therein, screw threaded posts extending rear-

ward from said plate, a cross piece extended on either

side beyond the face plate of the said battery, and means
on the posts adapted to engage with the said cross piece

to draw it towards the said face plate, said face plate

having an opening therethrough normally closed by a re-

movable closure and having means adapted to be locked

in place whereby admission may lie gained to the rear of

the face plate.

5. In a battery of mail boxes, a face plate having a
vertical series of openings therein, and a vertical series of

retnovable boxes each box having a rear portion, each in-

clined upward and rearward from the front, and the face

of each t)ox being vertical and in the same plane with the

front of the battery face plate, guides rearward on the
rear of said face plate in which the boxes slide and a
flange on the front end of each box adapted to engage
with the face plate to prevent the withdrawal of the box
from the rear

(Claims r, u< -.'4 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 9 1,004 CONVEYING .iiPPAR.VTUS. .TohnReam,
Osceola, Iowa. Filed Oct. 11. 1907. Serial No.
396.998.

1. Ib a OOBTsrer, a series of receptacles, th* edfB of one

whereby the receptacles are connected together, and
means on one receptacle capable of engagement with an

other receptacle, whereby the receptacles are maintained

in connected relation.

2. In a conveyer, a series of buckets, the edge of one

bucket overlapping the edge of the adjacent bucket.

whereby the buckets are held together, and a pin on one

bucket and capable of engagement with the other bucket,

whereby the buckets are maintained in connected relation.

3. In a conveyer, a series of buckets, the edge of one

bucket overlapping the edge of the adjacent bucket,

whereby the buckets are held together, and a pin on one

bucket and capable of engagement with the other bucket

and of passing through a slot in said latter bucket,

whereby the buckets are maintained in connected relation

and free relative movements thereof permitted.

4. In a conveyer, a series of buckets, the material of

the end of one bucket being Ijent over to form a cylin-

drical-like structure, a hook portion on the next succeed-

ing bucket capable of engagement with said cyltndrical-

llke structure, and means on said hook portion whereby

the buckets are maintained In connected relation.

5. In a conveyer, a series of buckets, the material of

the end of one bucket being bent over to form a cj'lin-

drical-like structure, a hook portion on the next succeed-

ing bucket capable of engagement with f^aid cylindrical-

like structure, and a pin on said hook portion whereby

the buckets are maintained in connected relation.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,005. WINDOW-CURTAIN ROD. Leo RtDER, Essen-

i on the-Ruhr. Germany. Filed Nov. d. 1007. Serial No.

400.924.

m

A wlndow-curtaln rod comprising in coml>ination, a rod

provided on one half of its length with a slot, and a sliding

arm having two rings to encircle said rod and a strap be-

tween said rings having a projection to engage said slot

and an eye on Its free end, for the purpose set forth.

891,006. MAIL CATCHING AND DELIVERING DEVICE.
Frederick W. Rknner. Crelghton. Pa., assignor of one-

half to Leon S. Prlsker, New Kensington. I'a. Filed

Apr. 20. 1908. Serial No. 428,075.

J^

1. The combination with, a car having oppositely dis-

posed doorways, of a car eijulpnient. said equipment con-

sisting of a base arranged in said car. said base comprising

rails, racks, a truck inovably mounted upon said rails; a

standard revolubly carried by said truck, a spring pressed

yoke carried by said standard for engaging said rack, a

spring pressed pin carried by said standard for locking

Metptad* OTMTlapplng the edge of the adjacent reccfrtacle. said standard with relation to sa^ul truck, arms carried by
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^xtfnpionsaid standard, an upwardly swlnKlnjf pxtfnfcion carried by
one of said arms, h stationary extension rarrle<l by the

other of said arms, spring pressed clasp-* carried by the

ends of said extensions, racks detachahly connected to

said extensions and adapted to support a plurality of

mail bags, a frame connect Idk said racks, spring pressed

latches carried by said racks, a hook carried by one of said

arms, a spring pressed latch arranged to close said hook,

a station equipm.'nt. said station equlpmjnt comprising
posts, an arm carried by one of saM posts, a hook carried

by said arm and adapted to engage the fraBie of said car

equipment, an upwardly swinging Lshapetl arm carried

by the other of said posts, a stationary L shaped arm car-

ried by the same post, racks detachahly connected to said

arms far supporting mall bags, ami a frame conaectlng

said racks and adapted to be engaged by tlie hook of said

car equipment, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a car having oppositely dis-

posed doorways, of a car equipment, said equipment com-
prising a base, a truck movably mounted upon said base, a

standard revolubly carried by said truck, a spring pressed

yoke carried by said standard for engaging said base, a
spring pressed pin carried by said standard for locking

said standard with relation to said truck, arms carried by

said standard, an upwardly swinging '-xtension carried by

one of said arms, a stationary extension carried by the

other of .said arms, spring pressed clasps carried by the ends
of said extensions, racks detachahly connected to said exten-

sions and adapted to .support a plurality of mall bags, a

frame connecting said racks, spring press«»l latches car

rled by said racks, a hook carried by one of said arms, a

spring pressed latch arranged to close said book, a station

equipment, said station e'julpment comprising posts.

3. The combination with a car. of a car equipment, said

eqalpmoit comprising a base, a truck mo»ably mounted
apon said base, a standard revolubiy carried by said truck,

means for locking said standard with relation to said

truck, arms carried by said standard, extflinslons carried

by said arms, spring pressed clasps carried by the ends of

said extensions, racks detachahly connected to said exten-

sions and adapted to support a plurality of mall bags, a
frame connecting said racks, spring pressed latches carried

by said racks, a hook carried by one of said arms, a spring
pressed latch arranged to close said hook, a station equip-

ment, said station equipment comprising iiosts. an arm
carried by one of said posts, a hook carried by said arm
and adapted to engage the frame of said car equipment, an
upwardly swinging L-shap'^d arm carried by the other of

said posts, a stationary L shaped arm carried by the same
post, racks detachahly connected to said arms for sup-
porting said mail bags, and a frame connecting said racks
and adapted to be engaged by the hook of $aid c:ir equip-

ment, substantially as described

4. The combination with a car. of a car equipment, said

equipment comprising a base, a truck movably mount-
ed upon said base, a standard revulubly carried by
said truck, means for locking said standard with rela-

tion to said truck, arms carried by said standard, exten-
sions carried by said arms, racks detachahly conn^'cted to

said extensions and adapted to support a plurality of mall
bags, a frame connecting said racks, spring pressed latches
carried by said racks, a hook carried by one of said arms,
a spring pressed latch arranged to close said book, a sta-

tion equipment, said station e(iuipment conaprising posts,

an arm carried by one of said posts, a hook carried by said
arm and adapted to engage the frame of said car e<]uip-

ment. an upwardly swinging L shaped arm carried by the
other of said posts, a stationary L-shaped arm carried

by the same post, racks detachahly connecte<l to said arms
for supporting said mall bags, and a frame connecting said
racks and adapted to be engaged by the hook of said car
equipment.

5. The combination with a car, n( a car equipment, said

equipment comprising a base, a truck movably mounted
npon said base, a standard revolubly carried by said truck,

means for locking said standard with relation to said

truck, arms carried by said standard, extensions carried
by said arms, racks detachahly connected to said exten-
sions and adapted to support a Dhirality of mail bags, a

frame connecting said racks, a hook carried by one of said
arms, a spring pressed latch arranged to close said hook.

a station equipment, said station equipment comprising
posts, an arm carried by one of said posts, a hook carried

by said arm and adapted to engage the frame of said car
equipment, an upwardly swinging L-shaped arm carried

by the other of said posts, a stationary L shaped arm
carried by the same post, racks detachahly connected to

said arms for supporting said mall bags, and a frame con-

n>(ting said racks and adapted to be engaged by the hook
"f said car equipment.

[^ Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.)

891.007. MOTOR TRUCK VALVE-CONTROLLlN(; MECH
ANISM. William A. Roberts and Ferdina.vd W.
STt'DT. Fern Ridge. Mo. Filed Mar j'^ 1907. Serial

No. 364.660.

F^'i^-";

1. The combination with a series of internal combustion
engines, of a carbureter for supplying fluid fuel to the cyl

inders of the engines. Inlet valves controlling the supply
of fluid fuel from the carbureter to the engine cylinders,

means arranged on the Inlet valve fur regulating the de-

gree to which said valves are opened, and controlling de

vices for simultaneously operating the carbureter valve

and the Inlet valve regulating means.
1.'. In an apparatus of the class described, an Internal

combustion engine, an Inlet valve arranged on the engine
cylinder through which fluid fuel Is delivered to the cylin-

der, a screw threaded lug arranged on the cylinder through
which the stem of the valve operates, a nut located on the

outer end of the valve stem, a spring arranged on the
valve stem between the screw threaded lug and the nut, a

collar operating on the screw threaded lug and against
which collar one end of the spring engages, and means
whereby said collar is rotated on the lug.

3. The combination with a series of Internal combustion
engines of a carbureter for supplying fluid fuel to the en-

gine cylinders, a commutator for controlling the ignition

devices in the engine cylinders, inlet valves controlling the

supply of fluid fuel to the engine cylinders, means arranged
on the inlet valves for regulating the degree to which said

valves are opened, and controlling devices for simulta-
neously shifting the commutator and the carbureter valve,

and for actuating the valve regulating means.

sru.008. SHOCK-LOADER. Thomas Robso.n and Wal-
ter G. Fisher, Alllston, Ontario. Canada Filed Aug.
L'7. 1906. Serial No. .^32,24.'?. Renewed May 1'. 1908.

Serial No. 430..'),17

1. In a shock loader the combination with the main
frame and main wheel and end supporting wheel, of an In-

clined picker elevator located in front of the main frame
at one side, a bar .\' at the opposite side, said bar extend-

ing beyond the front of the main frame a fore carriage

pivotally connected to the bar A' and comprising a cross

bar pivotally connected to the end of the bar .\'. crank

levers pivotally connected to the end of the cross bar, co-

acting toothed (juadrants secured to the bar. supporting

wheels journaled on the ends of the crank levers and a
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tongue secured centrally to the cross bar of the carriage

as and for the purpose specified.

TrJ ?nP~~t«

2. In a shock loader the combination with the main
frame and supporting wheels, of the Inclined picket ele-

vator located In front of the main frame at one side and
comprising side boards, upper and lower cross spindles

Journaled In the side boards, sprocket wheels secured

thert'on to each side of the elevator, connecting sprocket

chains therefor, arc-shaped projections on the upper pair

of sprocket wheels, cross bars provided with prongs and
pivotally secured to the links of the endless sprocket

chains, and arms one on the end of each cross bar designed

to ride up onto the arc shaped projections on the sprocket

as the chain revolves as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a shock loader, the combination with the main
frame and supporting wheels, of the Inclined picker ele-

yator comprising side boards provided with upper and
lower longitudinal guiding strips, upper and lower Jour-

naled shafts In the side boards, sprocket wheels secured to

the shafts, arc-shaped projecting plates secured to the

upper wheels and having laterally extending lugs, con-

necting sprocket chains between the upper and lower
wheels, cross bars provided with prongs and extending

between the sprocket chains in which they are journaled

at their ends, arms extending from the cross bars In the

direction of movement of the bars, rollers journaled on
the ends of the bars and on the arms and designed to

travel In the said guiding strips as and for the purpose
specified.

4. In a shock loader, the combination with the main
frame and supporting wheels and Inclined picker elevator,

of a cross conveyer, and elevating conveyer, a supporting

strut for the elevating conveyer pivoted at its lower end
on the main frame, a roller journaled on the strut in

proximity to the end thereof, a bracket forming a guide-

way secured to the elevating conveyer and designed to re-

ceive the roller of the strut, an axle carried by the ele-

vating conveyer, a crank handle for the axle and a flexible

connection between the upper end of the strut and the axle

as and for the purpose specified.

Ti. In a shock loader the comliinatlon with the main
frame and supporting wheels and inclined picker elevator,

of a cross conveyer, an elevating conveyer provided with

aide boards a guldeway on the elevating conveyer, a sup-

porting strut for the elevating conveyer pivotally sup-

ported at Its lower end and having a part designed to en-

gage and have movement In the guide way at its upper end
to support the elevating conveyer and means for swinging

the strut on Its pivot as and for the purpose specified.

[Claim 6 not printeil in the Gazette.]

8 9 1,009. SEALED WOODEN PACKAGE. Harry U.

RCKDY, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Mar. 29, 1906. Serial No.

.^09.2.S6

1. In a means for sealing wooden packages, the combina-
tion with a cask provided with an annular groove about
the margin of Its open end and having a reinforcement in

said groove, and also provided with a shouldered packing
seat adjacent to said groove, of a closure for the cask

adapted to rest upon the packing seat, a radially grooved

plate supported centrally upon the closure, a plurality of

clamping bars disposed radially upon the closure and
adapted to be guided for outward movement by the grooves

of said plate, the Inner ends of said bars being held-

against elevation by said plate, and clamping levers op-

erable to elevate the outer ends of said bars and clamp
said ends against the reinforcement in the groove of the

cask.

2. In a means for sealing wooden packages, the c.irnblna-

tlon with a cask provided with a shouldered groove about

the margin of its open end and having a reinforcement in

the shoulder of said groove and also provided with a

shouldered packing seat adjacent to said groove, of a

closure for the cask adapted to rest upon the packing seat,

clamping bars disposed radially npon the closure adajited

to l>e manually operated to cause the outer ends thereof

to project Into the groove in the cask, means disposed cen-

trally of the closure to hold the Inner ends of said bars

against elevation when clamped, and levers having cam-
shaped ends adapted to engage the bars near their outer
ends to clamp said outer ends against the reinforcement of

the groove of the cask.

3. In a means for sealing wooden packages, the combina-

tion with a cask provided with a shouldered groove about
the margin of Its open end and having a reinforcement in

the shoulder of said groove, and also provided with a
shouldered packing seat adjacent to said groove, of a

closure for the cask adapted to rest upon the packing seat,

radial clamping bars mounted upon the closure and having
an endwise movement to permit the outer ends thereof to

underlie the relnf'ircement of the groove in the cask, means
for clamping said outer ends against the reinforcement of

the groove, means for holding the inner ends of the bars

against elevation when clamped, and means for locking

said bars, when clamped, against Inward movement.

8 9 1,010. METALI.K' TIE AND RAIL - FASTENER.
Martin L. Saoek, Braddock, Pa., assignor of one-half to

Michael P. Clohessy, Praddock, Pa. Filed Dec. 6. 1907.

Serial No. 405.448.

1. In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the combination

with' a rail, of an oblong channel-shaped structure having
lateral flanges, a plate mounted upon said structure and
secured to said flanges, said plate being provided with
openings, a rail-damp formed by the material from one of

said openings, an apertured lug formed from the material

of another of said openings, a clam[) meml)er mounted in
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said tie. a rall-c!amp carried by one end o( said clamp

member for holding said rail in engagement with the flrst

mentioned rail-clamp, said clamp member htving an up-

wardly extending apertured arm at the other end thereof,

a bolt passing; rhrouijh aaid apertured lug of the tie and

the apertured arm of said clamp, a nut screwjed upon said

bolt and a cotter pin fur holding said nut.

7 it-a
"19^

/v-

2. In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the cumhination

with a rail, of an oblong channel shaped structure having

lateral flanges, a plate mounted on said structure and se-

cured to said tlan;;es. said plate being provided with open-

ings, a rail-clamp forme<i by the material from one of said

openings, an aperture<i lutr formed from the material of

another of said openings, a clamp member nxiunted in said

tie. a rail-clamp carried by one end of said clamp member
for holding said rail in engagt^ment with tbe first men-

tioned rail clamp, -said clamp mt>mber havini; an up-

wardly extending apertured arm at its other end. a bolt

passing through said lug and the apertured arm of said

clamp, and a nut screwed upon said bolt

3. In a metallic tie and rail fastener, the combination

with a rail, of an oblong channel-shaped structure having

lateral flanges, a plate mounted on said structure and se-

cured to said flangps. said plate being provided with open-

ings, a rail-clamp formed by the material froBi one of said

openings, an aperturf<j lug formed from th9 material of

another of said openings, a clamp-member mounted in said

tie, a rail-clamp carried by one end of said clamp member
for holding said rail In engagement with the first men-

tioned rail-clamp, said clamp member having an up-

wardly-extending aperture<i arm at Its ottjer end, and

means for securing said clamp member to stid apertirwl

lor
I

891.011. CLASl'
Jersey City, N
3S4.n2<*

p;.\\p;i.' U" Marshall .S SuAPLEiiiH,

J. FiUni .Inly U>. 190T. Serial No.

ft 9

^__i7p_3^-
£"

•mt manipuiatiiin and material of the reinforcing piece oc-

cupy a position IhMow the bending line of the tongue

'1. A clasp envelop having a flap with a hole, and a

metallic tongue with one end secured to the back ; the free

end of the tongue lying in a plane substantially parallel

with or slightly obliriue to the back and the point thereof

being located above the line about which the flap turns

and adjacent the hole in said flap whereby when the flap

is folded the tongue will enter the hole in the flap without

manipulation.

:; A clasp envelop having a flap with a reinforcing strip

and a hole In connection therewith ; and a metallic tongue

with one end secured to the back ; the free end of the

tongue lying in a plane parallel with or slightly oblique to

the back and thf> point there<if being located above the line

about which the flap turns and adjacent to the hole In said

flap whereby the tongue will pass through the hole in the

flap without manipulation when the latter is turned over

in folding.

4, A clasp envelop having a flap reinforced at the edge

with a metallic strip, and a hole: and a metallic tongue

with >ne end t)ent over and secured upon the Inside of the

back of the envelop by a covering piece or disk, the other

end being passed through the back and extended obliquely

to or substantially parallel with the surface of the back

to a position beyond the line about which the flap turns

and the point thereof located adjacent the hole in the flap.

.') .\ clasp envelop having a flap with a hi^le. and a

tongue the lower end of which Is bent upon a disk, which

latter is secured to the inner surface of the back, and the

free end passed through the back and extended substan-

tially parallel therewith so the point of the said tongue

will occupy a position adjacent the hole In the flap.

1. A clasp envelop haviuj; a metallic tongue secured to

the back thereof, and a flap provided with a reinforcing

piece ; the free end of the tongue being located in a plane

substantially parallel with the plane of the back or

slightly oblique thereto and projecting beyond the bending

line about which the flap turns when being folded down
npon the back : and the reinforcing piece being located ad-

jacent to the point of the tongue whereby, when the flap Is

turniNl down, the tongue will pass through the flap with

Sftl.012. AN'I.M.^I. Si Ml' FOR DR.KIN.'^ Andrf.w J.

Shepaud. «'ollege t .,rn.T. Ohio. Filed .Mar. 21, 190.S.

Serial No. 422.401

1. An anlaal itop for drains, comprising a rectangular

pipe section of molded mnterlal a crossbar disposed across

the pipe section beb w if< : f ind having its ends formed

as Joiirnals molded intM 'hi> ^;d»> walls of the pipe section.

and flngers having their ut'i>er ends permanently secured

to the crossbar and their lower ends adapted to rest upon

the floor of the pipe af a jMint fMiward of the vertical

plane of the crossbar. • •<:\,,'\\'->\ ^Di.stantially as set forth.

2. An animal stop for drains, comprising a rectangular

pipe section of molded material, a crossbar disposed across

the pipe section below Its roof and having Its ends formed

as Journals molded Into the side walls of the pipe section.

and flngers having their upper ends permanently secured

to the crossbar and their lower ends adapted to rest upon

the floor of the pipe section at a point forward of the ver-

tical plane of the crossbar, and a protecting ledge extend-

ing across the pipe section to the rear of the crossbar,

combined substantially as «pt forth

S91.0I3. METHttO OF UKl'Ri )I >ri I.NG OBJE<TS JoH.v

H. Smith. Allegheny. I'a V\\-i\ .Ian. 25, 1907. Serial

No. 353.988.

1. The method of rt-id i.i . lu- objects, which consists

in simultaneously projecting two images having distin-

guishing lin'^s or niartdngs at diff'Tcnt angU-s. and shaping

ttWJ^WfW «
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the surface upon which such Images are projected
e«r,J ,hY ^

J, :.
"""^ "" projected to

I Jaws for ejecting a «.,oi frictlonally engaging the ex-cause their corresponding lines or markings to coincide; tension.
substantially as described.

^

- The method of reproducing objects, which consists in
flrst proj,.cting the Image of a screen upon a model, then
photographing the model with the projected Image thereof
and then projecting the photograph and the Image of the
scrtH^n colncldentally upon the material from which the
object Is to be reproduced, and building up or carving such
material until th.- projections coincide; substantially as
descrlbeil

3. The method .,f r. producing obj..cts, which consists in
flrst projecting tb. ituage of n a screen upon a model, then
phofograpbini; tb- ni...!,] with the projected image thereon
and then proj..,iing the photograph and the Image of the
screen upon the material from which the object is to be''!'"'' "' "" "icle between the oi)tical axes of the two
pi 'J' '•in- i>. II,;; the same as the nn;:!. between the origi-
nal optical axes. substantiHily a- .b -, ritied

4. The method of nprudii, inu- objects, whicli consists In
first projecting the in,a-, ,,f a <ereen upon a model, then
photographing the model with the projected Image thereon
and then simultaneously projecting the photograph and
the image of the screen upon the material from which the
object Is to be reproduced, the angle between the axes of
these two projections being the same as the angle be-
tween the original axes of projection, and varving the
length of such axes to vary the size of the reproduction
with respect to the si/e of the model : substantially as de-
scrll>ed.

5. The method of reprodueinc objects, which consists in
placing the object to be repr,.dihed. or model, at the cen-
ter of an optical svsi.m. pr,.jer, mi: a screen image there-
on, and phofograpbin;: ihe „„„|..| with the projected screen
Image .it .lifr.rent angles, and then projecting the photo-
graphs and the screen images, successively upon different
portions of the material from which the object is to be
reproduced, the. angle between the optical axes of the pro-
jections being the same as the «i,t:le between the original i

optical axes of the projection an,l photo^^raph ; -substan- '

tlally as described.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette,]

2. In a chuck the combination with a head havinj: a
slotted tubular tool receiving extension : of oppositely
disposed slotted Jaws loosely mounted within the slots,
an ejecting device Interposed between and extending

loOMly through the jaws, means adjustably mounted upon
the head for actuating the ejector device, and means
adjustably mounted upon the flrst mentioned means for
actuating the Jaws.

891,015. I'KXCIL-SHARrENEK. Keorge P. Slma. Chi
cago. 111. Filed Jan. 6. 1908. Serial No. 409,404.

891.014. ciirrK Xavikr St. PiBERE, Ruby, Mont. Filed
June 6. I!t07 Serial No MT.MT.
1 In a chu.k the combination with a head having a

slotted tubular extensb.n for the re,-eption of a tar-ered
bit; Of oppositely disposed jaws loosely mounted within
tb* alot, means adjustably connected to the head for hlnd-
inr the jaws upon a tool frictionallv engaging the exten-
sion, and means movably mounted within and between the

1.'14 o. (; 112

1. In a pencil sharpener a cylinder open at the bottom.
In combination with a closure for the top of said cvlinder
having a central vertical bore, a sleeve mounted for ver-
tical reciprocation through said bore, helical flanges on
.said sleeve and extending substantially throughout its
length, the bore in said closure being corespondingly
grooved and means on the end of said sleeve for sharp-
ening the pencil, substantially as described.

2. In a pencil sharpener a cylindrical member having a
closure at its upper end. a sleeve mounted for vertical
reciprocation through said closure coactlng means on .said
sleeve and said closur>> for causing said sleeve to rotate
as it is reciprocated and a pair of diametrically opposed
knives angularly arranged at the lower end of said sleeve,
as and for the purpose specifii'd

3. In a pencil sharpener a cylindrical member open at
the bottom, in combination with a closure for the top
of said member, a plate a.ranged within said metnl-r.
a spring arranged beneath said plate, a sleeve rotatably
mounted in said plat.> and arranged for vertical recipro-
cation through said closure, coactlng means on said sleeve
and said closure for causing said sleeve to rotate as it

Is reciprocated and means secured to the lower end of
said sleeve for sharpening a pencil, substantially as de-
scribed.

891,016. CHAIN WRENCH Frank W. Trabci.d. Johns-
town, Pa. Filed June 5, 1!K)7. Serial No. 377.318.
1. A chain pipe wrench having a lever handle, jaw mem

bers at the extremity thereof, a chain pivotally mounted on
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said \ercT handlf, a succeaaloo of enuaKintr fa s n said

chain, a normal lock and a safety h" k -pa -i u iirt a

distance different from the distance t)etw*'n <a. ' r i -.s.

so that when <>n«> of the latter Is In contact with said uor-

mal lock an adjacent face is In close prokimlty to, but

out of contact with said safety lock, said »afety lock be-

InK so disposed w th relaiii»n to such fac^- that such lock

is in the line of pull thereof in all workirj:; positions of

the wrench.

block having segments adapted to engage the blades of

the outside faces o^ said blocks, and a plug adapted to

2. A chain pipe wrescb having a l.'v.-r hntidl^. Jaw mem-

bers at the extremity thereof, a chain pivt.rally monnt.M

OB said lever handle, a succession <if »ni.'»i;in^' fa'-<»- "n

said chain, a normal lock and a saf^-ty lock spacfd apart a

distance different from th^ rtlstanc b.^tw.-.ti said faces, so

that wht-n <>np "f the latter is In conra^-t with sai-l normal

lock an adjacent face is in cl08>' proximity to. but out of

contact with said safety lock, said saf-'y lo<k b.'in.; so

disposed with relation to such fac' rbaf »nc>i lo.k is In

line of pull th>T'>of in all working p.>sifi..n-i r th.> wr.'nch,

one of said locks being fornud on tli.> 1 amllt and the other

on said Jaw member
3. A chain pipe wr-nch having a b-V'M- tiixmll . jaw lu.in

bers at the extremity thcr«v)f. a cbain pn-otally mounted

on said lever handle, a succession ; fii^raicink' faces on

said chain, a normal lock and a safety lo(}k s[)a<-.-.1 apart

a distance different from the distance ie.t\T^"en said fa. eg.

so that when one of the latter is in i irita -r with said

normal lock an adja.-ent face Is In cL.s.. pr-ximiu ' ., (.ur

out of contact with said safety lock, said •i»r''fy [.. k i.. '.n-'

so disposed with relation to such face tlui' such lock is

in line of pull thereof in all workirn: iK.sitions of the

wrench, said normal lock bein^' farmed on said jaw mem-

bers and said safety lock belnc forme<l on aaid handle

4. A cliain pipe wrench having a lever h»ndle. Jaw mem

bers at the extremity thereof, a chain plTotally mounted

on said lever handle, a su<cession of eneagiiig fac<»s on said

chain, a normal lock and a safety lock spaced apart a

distance different from the distance between said faces, so

that when one of the latter is In contact with said normal

lock an adjacent face is in close proxlmitj- to. but ..ut of

contact with said safety lock, said safety lock beink: so

disposed with relation to such face that such lock Is in

line of pull thereof !n all working position! of the wrench.

said normal lock l)eini: f.rmed on said j:i»- members, and

.said safety lock bein*; f->rm.M on the end ^f said handle

forwardly of said normal lock.
j

80 1,0 17. coil. r^.oX sWITiH FtJF{ IGNITION SYS-

TKMS. Richard Vaklf.v. I-;n«lewood. N. ,1.. assignor

to Varley Duplex Magnet Company, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Mar. 2r>. 1(K»T Serial No. 364,496.

1. In a coll box -switch, a coll box hating a recess In

Its front face, bloek-* In said recess, spjiusi blades pro-

jecting downward in parallel directions f^om said blocks,

a rotatable block having segments movable to engage cer-

tain of said blades, and having a depending lever, and a

plug adapted to be Inserted between the remaining of said

blades to complete a circuit connection ttterehetween

2. In a coil box switch, t par of bl nks each having

spring blades depending fr. ui both side r»ees. a rotatable

be received between the blades on the Inside faces of said

blocks to complete a circuit connection therebetween.

891,018. I'OWEU METER. Charles E Vawtm, Jr..

Blacksburg. Va Filed Nov. 6, 1907. Serial No. 400.930.

1. In dpiiaratus of the character described, the combina-

tion with a rotatable shaft, of a dynamo electric ma.-hine

adapted to have the effective magnetic flux throimh its

artnature varied, operative connection between said shaft

and a part of said dynamo adapted to vary the effective

uiau-netic tlux throUL'li the armature of said dynamo di-

rectly as the torque transmitted alon,- said shaft varies,

means t - riry the sp.ed of rotation of the rotating ele-

ment -f said dviiaiii" directly as the angular velocity of

said shaft varies, and a voltage oi>erated measurintf in-

strument connected in circuit with the armature termi-

nals of said dynamo and callbr iietl to r< ad in mechanical

I

power.
! 'J. A power meter, comprisinu a transmission dyna-

mometer provided with means to conne.t the .same to a

shaft th^ power of which Is to be measured, a dynamo

electric machine adapted to have the effective magnetic

flux through its armature varied, operative connection

between a part of said dynamo and said dynamometer

I
to vary said flux directly as the tonin f •^'id dnamoiu-

eter varies, means to vary the speed f roi.itM.n f the

rotating element of said dynain - dire, ily as tb.' angular

velocity of said shaft varies, and a volta;:e operated

measuring instrument connected in circuit with the arma

ture terminals of said dynamo.

3. .\ power meter, comprising a transmission dynamom

eter provided with means to connect the same to a

shaft the power of which is to be measured, a dynamo

I electric machine havinc a constant magnetic held and

provided with means whereby the effective magnetic flux
through its armature may be varied, operative connection
between a part of said dynamo and said dynamometer
to vary said flux directly as the torque of said dynamom-
eter varies, means to vary the speed of rotation of the
rotating element of said dynamo directly as the angular
velocity of said shaft varies, and a voltage operated meas-
uring Instrument connected In circuit with the armature
terminals of said dynamo

4. .\ power meter, comprising a transmission dynamom-
eter, a dynamo electric machine adapted to have the effect-
ive magnetic fiux through its armature varied, operative
connection between a part of said dynamo and said dyna-
mometer, adapted to vary said flux directly as the torque
of said dynamometer varies, driving connection between
said dynamometer and the rotating element of said dy-
namo, and a voltage operated measuring Instrument tx)n-

nected In circuit with tli. arniature terminals of said
dynamo.

5. In apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination with a rotatable shaft, of two Interengaglng cam
clutch members, one fixed on said shaft and the other
movable relative thereto both angularly and longitu-
dinally, n spring adapted to hold the cam faces of said
members In engagement, but yielding under compression

i

against relative loni:1tiidlnnl nnnement between said i

clutch members, transmission gearing connected to that '

one of said meml)ens which Is longitudinally movable, a
dynamo electric machine operatively connected through
said gearing to said longitudinally movable member to
have the effective magnetic flux through its armature

|

varied by the movement thereof directly as the torque
transmitted by said shaft, means to drive the rotating
element of said dynamo at a speed proportional .to that
of said shaft, and a voltage operated meusuring instru
ment connected In circuit with the brush terminals of said
dynamo.

,

the liquid can flow from the upper support to the bottom
support : means whereby the liquid may be caused to flow
from the lower support to the upper support ; a heat

l>K^^^:^/-^

transferring device to contact with this liquid ; means
to circulate air between tlie supports and liquid surfaces,
so as to cool said air.

8« 1.021. GLASS BOX OK CASE. Feank L O. Wads-
woHTH. Moreantown. W, Va.. assignor to Pressed Prism
Plate Class (^.mpnny, New York. N Y.. a Corporation
o' West Virginia Tiled .Tune IT. 1905. Serial No.
2f,o,.H(>f». Renewed Aug. lo, 1SH»7. Serial No. 38S,676.

891,019. DRYING ROOM. Luioi Vebna, Philadelphia.
Pa. Filed Oct. 22. 1907 Serial No. 398.611.

In a drying r .om, the combination of a casing forming
a drying chan.i. r, a fan box locate*! adjacent said drying
chamber and iiaviim an aperture formed therein for admit-
ting air to the lower portion of .said drying chamber, a fan
in said fan box. said drying chamber havin; an aperture
formed in the upi>er portion thereof, a return chamber
communicating with said aperture in the upper portion
of said drying chamU'r and with said fan box, means for
closing said last ment on, -,1 aiK«rture. racks formed in
said drying chamber snd means supported upon said racks
for carrying the articles to Ik- dried.

A glass box or case having plates, some of them being
formed with interior marginal pro^.eting portion^ adapted
to make a tight joint and with infeeral projections for
partitions or shelves coimectine with at least one of the
marginal projections

801,020. COOLING AI'lAKATUS. Gardner T. Voor-
HEE8, Boston, Mass. Filed Apr 23. 1902. Serial No
104. .724

In a c.oiiim apiiarHtiis. a s.-rles of supports In tiers,
whose upper surfaces are adapted to t>e entirely covejvd
by a liquid

:
the ,xp..sed un.ler surfaces of these supports

being insulat.Hl from the li,|uid snrt.Tces al>ove them; suit-
able liquid outlets and inlets f..r said supports whereby

891.022. AL'TO.MATIC DRILL-DRIFT. Iua A Wkavki!.
Springfield. III., assignor of one half to Frederick J.
Marshall, Springfield, 111. Filed Dec. 30. 1907 Serial
No. 408.610.

1. In a device of the character described, the cimblna-
tlon of a tai>ered drift or Made, a hammer handle slidable
thereon atid Mdnpte<l t,, deliver bbiws thereto, a spring
housed within said handle and acting to slide said handle
on said blade, a transverse pin throui;li the inner end of
said drift or blade, and means with which said pin c-
operates to prevent separation of said blade nnrl handle.
substantially as descrllml.

2. In a devl<e of the character described, the combina-
tion of a tapered drift or blade, a hammer handle slidable
thereon and a lapted to deliver blows directly to said drift
or blade, a sprint: horised within said handle and acting to
slide said handle o;i sjild l)lade. a transverse pin through
the Inner en<1 of s.'iid drift or blade, .md a staple passed
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through said handle with which said pin <-oof«»pates to pre

vent sepfiratlon of said drift or blade and said liandle, sub-

stantially :is described.

I

3. In a device of the character described, rhe romblua-

tlon of a flat, tapered blade, a hammer handle binultudl

nally recessed to receive a portion of said blade, the cross-

section of said recess correspondlnK substantially to the

cross-section of the portion of the blade received therein.

whereby turning of the blade in the handle it prevented.

a longitudinal recess In said handle longer tbivti and Inter

sectlng said blade recess, a coil blade-projecting spring

housed In said longer le.ess and abutting at its opposite

ends against the end wall of its rei-ess and aiiainst the end

of said blade, the portion of said spring recess beyond said

blade recess being of such capacity as to enable it to ac-

commodate the whole spring when in ciimprpssed condl

tlon, and means to prevent separation of said blade and

handle, substantially as described.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a flat tapered blade, a hammer handle longit\idl-

nally recessed to receive a portion of said Ma<le. the rross-

sectlon of said reoess corresvmnding substantially to that

of the portion of the blade received therein, whereby turn-

ing of the blade in the handle is prevented, a cylindrical

longitudinal recess in said handle longer than and inter

ecting said blade recess, and a coil blade-projtctlng sprinir

housed In said longer recess and abutting at its oppos.ie

ends against the end wall of its recess and against the end

of said blade, the p<^rtion of said spring recess twyond said

blade recess l>elng of such capacity ns to enable it to ac

commo<Jate the whole spring when in compressed condition,

the end wall of said blade recess In the Handle l)eing

adapted to strii<e the end of said blade during the actua

tlon of said handle, substantially as describe*.

89 1.0 23, rONCliHTK KKINI OK( EMKNT. John J

Whitacre. Canton. Ohio, Filed L>ec. '20. 19<>7, Serial

No 407,2X1,

.-W^

1. A metal-reinforcement for a concrete b«am compris

Ing a main bar and a .-lerles of sulxirdinate members con-

sisting of a plurality of wires wrapped resi>ectlvely over

and under the main bar and twisted together at the sides

thereof and thence extendel uiiward therefrom to form

tension truss members on each side of the m»ln bar.

2. A metal-reinforcement for • concrete beam compris-

ing a main bar and a series of subordinate meml>ers con-

sisting of a plurality of crimped wires wrapped respectively

over and under the main bar and twiste<l together at the

sides thereof and thence extended upward therefrom to

form tension truss nieml>ers <>n each side of tlie main bar.

3. A meta! relufori ement for a concrete l)eam compris-

ing a main bar and a .series of 8ulK)rdlnate meml>er8 con-

sisting of a plurality of wires wrappe<l respectively over

and under the main bar and twl8te<l together at the sides

thereof and thence extended upward therefrom to form

tension truss meml)er8 on each side of the main bar. the

ends of the wires being bent to form b'»>kH

4. \ metal-reinforcement for a concrete U-ain, compris

Ing a niain bar and a series of 8ub<irdinate inemtiers con

slsting of a plurality of wires wrapped respe.t jvely over

and under the main Imr and twl8te<l tot;ethcr at the sides

thereof, and thence separately inclined upward In diverg-

ing directions to form tension truss members on each side

of the main bar.

5 .V metal reinforcement for a concrete beam, compris-

ing a main bar and a series of subordinate inemlwrs con

slstintj of a plurality of wires wrappe<l respectively over

and under the main bar and twisted together at the sides

theretif. and thence separately inclined upward in dlverg

ing directions to form tension truss members on each side

.f the main bar, the diverging wires of one subordinate

member overlapping the diverging wires of adjacent sub-

ordinate meml>ers.

«<91.024, FASTP:.N'KR. Matthew D. Willakd. Buffalo.

N. Y. Filed Apr. MK !!)••!, Serial No. 314.474, Re-

newed Feb. 21. 190S Serial No. 417.0S7.

1. A sheet metal fastener ^ i.iuprlsiug a struck up con-

cavo-convex base formed 111 .uc i.iece with screw holes,

with an inner cylindrical r- csk and with a hollow body

having a flat end provided vitii ., stem bole, a rotatable

sfiring washer located in the inner cylindrical recess, and

a struck up rotatable stem fixedly riveted to the spring

washer, journaled in the stem luMe, and having a head

working upon the flat top of the hollow body

2. A sheet metal fastener comprising a struck up con-

cavo convex base formed In one piece with screw holes,

with an inner cylindrical recess and with a hollow body

having a flat end provided with a stem bole, a rotatable

spring washer located in the Inner cylindrical recess,

means for locking the spring washer and stem to the con-

cavo convex base, and a struck up rotatable stem fixedly

riveted to the spring washer Jouriialtxl in the stem hole

and having a head working upon the fiat top of the hollow

txHly.

3. A slieet metal fastener <cmprlslng a struck up con-

cavo convex base formed In one piece with screw holes,

with an inner cylindrical reces.s having radial depressions

and with a hollow elliptical tai>ering bmly having a flat

end provided with a stem b. !e. a rotatable sprlns: washer

heated in the Inner cylindrical re.ess. f, rmed wltli a

raised portion adapted to seat in a radial .lepression, and

a struck up rotatable stem fixedly riveted to the spring

washer journaled in the stem hole and having a bead

working <ip«)n t!;e flat top of the hollow l>ody.

•5ttl.025. TOKCALK FuK lloUSESHOES. Victok Win

QtiST and ALFRED TiK.NSTHoM. Kockford. 111. Filed

Oct, 14. li»t>4. Serial No. 22s, 4R7.

1. A toe calk for horseshoes comprising a hard center

having a main portion from one e<lge of which extends a
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projection and from Its other edge extends a pointed
prong, a soft outside of a single piece embracing the sides
of the main portion of the hard center and overlapping
the outer edge of the hard center leaving the projection
exposed.

2, A toe calk for hoiseshoes comprising a hard center
having a main portion from one edge of which extends a
proJe<-tlon and from Its other edge extends a pointed
prong, a soft outside of a single piece embracing the sides
of the main portion of the hard center and overlapping
the outer edge of the hard center leaving the projection
expo8e<l, that portion of the soft outside overlapping the
outer edge of the bard center being thinner than the rest
of It,

3. A calk for h<prs. vho.'s comprising a hard center portion
having a prong adapte<l to l>e inserted in the horseshoe
and a .soft outside of a single piece embracing the sides
and extending over the outer edge of the center.

4. A calk for horseshoes comprising a bard center por-
tion having a prong adapted to be inserted in the horse-
shoe and a soft outside of a single piece embracing the
sides and extending over the outer edge of the center, that
portion of the outside extending over the outer edge of the
center being thinner than the rest of It.

5, A horseshoe calk composed of a V shaped outer plate
of Iron with an angular opening extending lengthwise of
Its body below the line of Its free ends, and a steel plate
fitting within the opening, the steel plate being provided
with a pointed lug integral therewith and extending out-
wardly from the edges of the outer plate.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

891,026. VACUUM IMMP Joseph Zbitlin, Kensing-
ton. England. Filed Apr. 8. 1905. Serial No. 254,463.

1. A vacuum pump comprising a cylinder, a cylinder

corer, a single port in said cover and adapted to be al-

ways fully open, a piston connecte<l elastiially with the

driving motor, such elastic connection permitting the pis-

ton to l)e safely driven against the cylinder end and held

there during the last portion of the exhaust stroke and
commencement of the suction stroke, a distributing valve 1

plug having in a common transvers*^ plane suction inlet
'

and exhaust openings, and means whereby said cylinder
is disconnected from the exhaust openine and connected 1

from the Inlet opening while the piston is stationary
against the cylinder end ; substantially as described.

2. In combination with two or more reversible vacuum
pumps such as herein descrllied. means for connecting
such pumps In series or in parallel with each other, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In a vacuum pump having an oscillating cylinder
such as herein descrilKnl, a distributing valve comprising
a hollow valve casing Integral with the cylinder head and
journaled In fixed bearings supporting the weight of the
pump, a conical [ilug having in a common transverse plane
suction Inlet and exhaust openings, one end of said plug
mounie<l with limited lateral freedom In one direction In

a block mounted In a second block having lateral freedom
|ln a transverse direction, whereby said plug can be ad-
Justed centrally with resi>ect to the axis of the valve cas-
ing; 8ubstantl;iliy as dcscrilted.

4. A reversible vacuum pump comprising an oscillating
cylinder, a cylinder cover, a single port in said cover and
adapted to be always fully open, a cross head, a piston, an
elastic connection between the piston and driving motor
operating during the last portion of the exhaust stroke and
commencement of the suction stroke, and a distrll)uting
valve plug having in a common transverse plane suction
inlet and exhaust openings alternately put In communica-
tion with the cylinder by the oscillation thereof, with
means for disconnecting the cylinder from the exhaust
opening while the piston is stationary against the cylinder
end and means for oscillaiinu the cylinder and for recipro-
cating said cross head : substantially as described.

891,027. EXTENSION DASHBOARD FuR VEHICLES.
Jacob E. Albright, West Newton, Pa. Filed Dec. 30,
1907. Serial No. 40S,t;34.

In combination with a vehicle dash board provided with
a pocket, the end walls of which pocket having vertical
grooTes. of a shield or extension dash txiard mounted for
vertical movement in said pocket nnd having its ends
received in and guided by said grooves in the end walls
of the pocket, the said shield or extension dash board pro-
vided on its inner face with a plurality of grooves ar-

ranged in spaced vertical alluement. a spring catch se

cured to tlie dash board to engage in one of said grooves
In the extension dash iKiard and having a button project-

ing through the rear wall of the dash l>oard. and a spring
normally holding said spring catch seated iti on.' of the
grooves of the extension dash board.

891.028. BOBBIN HOLDER FOR SEWING MACHINES
Clarence B. Atwood, Belvldere, 111., assignor to Na-
tional Sewing Machine Company. Belvidere. 111., a Cor
poratlon of Illinois, Filed Dec 14, lH(i4. Serial No,
236.782.

1. In a device for the purpose descrllied the combination
with a bobbin case, and a liobbin case supp<irt having a

wall, of a handle operatively related to the Iwbbln case
for the removal of the case, and locking means operatively
connected with said handle and disposed tietween the pe
rlphery of the case and the wall of the support for locking
the Imbbln case in the support.

2. In a device for the purpose de8crU)€d. the combina-
tion with a bobbin case having a wall and a Ixjbbln case
support also having a wall, of an outwardly movable
handle oper.ntively relate<l to the case, and locking means
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op«ratlTely related to the handle and dl9p«>Bed between

the adjacent walls of the case and support ti»r locking the

ra:se in the support.

3. In a derice for thf purpose desTltu'd tho romt.lniiT!"ii

with a bobbin cas-v and 1 l>obhln case support, of a hnndle

pivoted to the case on an axis substantially parallel with

the outer end of the ras*' and adapted to swltu? outwardly

for removlnj? the case fmni thp support. a»d a lorklnK

means operatively related to said handle anfl adapted to

en^asre the inner face of the support remote from the

outer face of the case for locking the case In the said

support.

A In ,i device for the purpose described the corabinatlon

wlrh a vertical bohhin case, and a bobbin case supporr. of

n bail pivoted to the N>hhln case on an axis extending at

an oblique anjfle to the horizontal, a spring; for holdiiis

said bail against the face of the iKitibln case, and tiieans

for holding the bobbin case against rotary innvfm*'nt In

said support
.". In a devire for thp purpose dcscrllied the conibinatlon

with a bobbin ca-^f md a b<'tibin case support, of a spring

actuated handle mounted on the bohtiln case, and locking

members connected one to said handle and the other to

the Inner face of said support, the ruember connected to

the handle being adapted to stand between the adjacent

faces of the case and support and to entja^'e the other

member when the handle is moved, said handle being

adapted to be projected outwardly from th>j bobbin case

for removing the case from its support.

[Clalm3.6 to 11' not printed In the jazett-^J

Ml.029. DlSl'L.W .VPP.VR.VTTS IIaicki

CoCbocton. Ohio. Fib-d Apr -T., 1908.

429.214.

I, liKU.H,

S»'rla: No.

1 In display apparatus, th'' conitdnat Jen with a stand-

ard having spaced walls provided with aht»ed angularly

disposf'd -lots, of a supporting arm of angl^ metal slidaldy

and detachabiy pas»t*d through the slots, and article hold

ing rafans carrl»Ml by the arm.

_'- In display apparatus, the cmtiina t |.in with a siand-

ord of sh-'et material b'-ut into channel ff>rm and com-

prising spaced aide walls and a front wall connecting the

same, said aide walls having sets of angular slots, the
sets being located one above the other and the slots of

each set being alined, of supporting arms of angle metal

sUdably and detachabiy engaged In the sets of slots, and
article holding means carried by the arms.

3. In display apparatus, the combination with a sup-

porting arm, of an article holding device comprising a

plate having spaced downturned ears, said ears having
slots in which the supporting arm ia engaged.

4. In display apparatus, the combination with a sup-

porting arm, of an article holding device comprising a

plate of sheet material, and ears cut from the plate and
downturned below the same, said ears having slots that

are disposed obliquely to the plate and detachabiy re-

ceive the supporting arm.

5. In display apparatus, the combination with a stand-

ard of sheet material bent Into channel form and com-
prising spaced side walls and a front wall connecting the

same, said side walls having sets of angular slots arranged

one above the other, of a base comprising divergently

disposed feet secured to the lower end of the standard,

arms of angle material arranged one above the other and
slidably and detachabiy engaged in the slots, and article

lioldlng devices comprising plates of sheet material hav-

ing upturned retaining flanges and downturned ears, said

ears being cut from the plates and being provided with

slots that are disposed obliquely in the same and detach-

abiy receive the supporting arms.

891,030. ARMOR Full U! liHFH TIKES. Vk.ndel L.

BtKXn, Cleveland, Uhlo. Filed L>ec. U, 1907. Serial

No. -405,678.

An armor for rubber tires consisting of a series of over-

lapping plates substantially U shape In cross section, and

each plate having a transverse depression 4 at one end

and outward projections 5 at the ends of said depressions

and open slots In the other end lengthwise of the plate

engaged by the said projections on the adjacent plate. In

combination with a wheel and tire and means to secure

the armor on the tire.

891.031. METALLIC CROSSTIE. Geobgb S. Bicklet
and Rirts V. Bicklet, Tyler, Tex. Filed Sept. 26.

1907. Serial No. 394,735.

1. \ metallic cross tie which comprises in combination

with separabl.' ni.-inlx is a spacing blm-k located t)etwpen

each end of the sefiarable members, clanip Ixdts that ex-

tend transversely Tlirough the said members and fh>- spac-

ing tilocks. the said blocks each having their ends r"cess.d

nt diagonally upposit*' sldfs. a rail 1 inrnp luonnied on each

of the bolts an<l in thf said r'-c.-s«< v. vaid clainps and that

portion of thf tilock a.'ainst wtiich ihev bt-ar having op-
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posing wedge portions whereby when the separable mem-
bers are drawn together the clamps will be firmly held

to the rail flange gripping position.

2. In a metallic cross tie, the combination with two
opposing tie members and the drawing bolts and nuts
mounted transversely thereon ; of a spacing block having
Its ends recessed, the recesses at one end tn-ing at the side

opposite the recesses at the other end, said l)lock8 having
apertures in the recessed ends for the drawing bolts, the

rail clamp pivotally mounted on each bolt and within the

block recess, said clamps each having a rail flange en-

'gaging hook, the inner ends of the recesses being inclined

toward each other, the walls of the recesses adjacent the

inclined end having wedge shaped depressions, the clamp-

ing members having like shaped projections for engaging
said depressions, the said depressions and projections be-

ing relatively formed whereby as the clamps are drawn
tightly against the spacing blocks they swing down Into

a tight clamping engagement with the rail flanges, as set

forth.

3. In a metallic cross tie, the combination with the two
opposing tie members and the drawing bolt mounted trans-

versely thereon ; of a spacing block having Its ends re-

cessed, the recess at one end being at the side opposite

the recess at the other end, said block having apertures in

the recessed ends for the drawing bolts, a rail clamp pivot-

ally mounted on each bolt and within the block recess,

each of said clamps having a rail flange engaging hook,

one of said clamps being mounted to freely swing back

upon the t)olt upon which It Is mounted, the Inner ends of

the recesses being Inclined toward each other, the walls

of the recess adjacent the Inclined end having ^wedge.

shaped depressions, the clamping members having like

shaped projections for engaging with said depressions,

the said depressions and projections being relatively

formed whereby the rail clumps are drawn tightly against

the spacing block to swing down Into a tight clamping

engagement with the rail flanges, as set forth.

i In a metallic rail tie of the character described, the

ct)mblnallon with the separable body members and the

clamping bolts that coSperate therewith ; of a rail clamp
mounted on each of the said bolts and held to project

toward each other and having their upper ends projected

above the separable body members and formed with hooks

for engaging the rail flanges, and means mounted between

the separable members that coiiperates with the rail

clamps for fixedly engaging with the said clamps and
holding them to their rail flange gripping position when
the separable members are tightly drawn together, as sei

forth.

891.032. ROI,LIN<; MILL. Flobe.nce C. Bigoebt, Jr.,

I'lttsburg. I'h . assignor to United Engineering &.

Foundry tonipany. I'lttsburg, l*a.. a Corporation of

I'ennsylvanla. Filed June 17. 1907. Serial No. 379,383.

table effects the movement of the roll said connections

Including lost motion means : substantially as described

2. In a rolling mill, a vertically movable roll, a vertically

movable table, a counterbalance, connections between the

counterbalance and the table operating mechanism for

actuating the counterbalance in one direction said con-

nections Including lost motion means, and connections be-

tween the counterbalance and the roll for lifting the roll ;

substantially as described

3. In a rolling mill, a vertically movable roll, a verti-

cally movable feed table, a counterbalance, controlled by
the movement of the table, and a lost-motion connection

between the counterbalance and the roll ; substantially as

described.

4. In a rolling mill, a vertically movable roll, a ver-

tically movable table, a counterbalance, a lost motion con-

nection between the table and the counterbalance, and a

lost motion connection between the counterbalance and
the roll: substantially as described.

5. In a rolling mill, a vertically movable roll, a verti-

cally movable table, a lifting lever connected to the roll,

a cross-head connected to the lifting lever, a counter-

balance, a second cross-head connected to the counterbal-

ance and arranged to cause a movement of the first-named

cross head, and means whereby the movement of the table

effects a movement of said tirst-named cross head th.-

first-named cross-head, whicli is connected to the lifting

lever, being disconnected from the table and from the other

cross-head, whereby the table may continue to move after

the movable roll has been fully raised by the counterbal-

ance ; substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to ^ not printed In the Gazette.]

S91.0.13. PROCESS OF MAKING CXMIHENE. OTTO C.

Bll.LKTEK. Basel. Switzerland, assjii^ r in the Torpors-

tlon of Chemical Works, formerly S:n:d ^z, Hasel. Swlt

lerland. Filed .Tune 24. I!><i7. Serial No. 380.4»5.X.

1. The process of ni.'inufacturing camphene which con-

sists in heating, under pressure, pinene hydrochlorld to-

gether with alkalies and organic bodies of the fatty series,

that contain mure than one hydroxyl-group. stirring the

mixture, and distilling > ff the camphene with steam.

2. The process of m.-inufacturlng camphene which con-

sists In heatttig, under pressure, pinene hydrochlorld to-

gether with alkalies and carbo-hydrates, stirring the mix

ture and distilling off the camphene with steai;*-.

3. The process of manufacturing camphene which con-

sists In heating, under pressure, pinene hydrochlorld to-

gether with earth alkalies and carbo-hydrates, stirring the

mixture, and distilling off the camphene with steam.

4. The process of manufacturing camphene which con-

sists In beating, under pressure and at elevated tempera-

tures, pinene hydrochlorld together with earth alkalies tind

carl)o-hydrates, stirring the mixture, and distilling off the

camphene with steam.

5. The process of manufacturing camphene which con-

sists In heating, under pressure and at elevated tempera-

tures, pinene hydrochlorld together with lime water and
sugar, stirring the mixture, and distilling off the camphene
with steam.

1. In a rolling mill, a vertically movable middle roll, a

ertically movable feed table, a counterbalance for the

middle roll, and connections whereby the movement of the

891.034. REGISTKHINO I'EVICE FOR PRINTING-
PRESSES. Edgene L. Booasch, Chicago, 111. Filed

Feb. 17. 1908. Serial No. 416.212.

1. A reglsterine device for piinting presses comprising

an elongated rectangular member having a plurality of

transverse receiwes and n bngitudinal recess In combina-

tion with a block slldably mounted in "each of said recesses

and having a finger extending above said member, a screw-

in each of said recesses for adjusting said lilocks and means
for positioning a [date with relation to sa'd registering

device, as and for the purpose specified,

2. A registering device for printing' presses comprising

an elongated lect.mgular l>l.Mk like member having a plu-

rality of transverse recesses and a longitudinal recess in

combination with a screw mounted In each of said re-

cesses, a block threaued upon each of said screws, said
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screws and said bJocks being entirely below the upp^r fare

of said mt'mb^T. a f\Dti^^T ext.'ndlDK upwardly frtim '-ach "f

said blocks and at.ove the upper face of said tectantnlar

member, and an adjustable mt'mber for posttlonlni? a plate

with rHhition t.. siiid fingers, as and for the pupp<-te speci-

fied.

t > and t>^Mween said ears, and a sprlnic secured to the

tlxpfl Jaw and extending downwardly at the rear <if the

uplliu' pin l)etwepn said ears and bearing upon the luov

nlilt^ Jaw at th»' rt'ar uf Its pivot.

891.086. SELF EJECTlN<i PENHOI.I'KR Edw.ard S.

Browning, Boone, Iowa. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial

No. 397,187.

9 /i

r^ .\ rezisterin? device for printing pressea comprising

an elunsated re.nanifnlar member harlnt; a plurality of

transverse reces.ses and a longitudinal recess, a pair of

plar«>s secured to the upper and under faces of said mem-

ber and cl.islng said r»'.esses above and below, a screw

r')tatnbly mounted in 'a.h of said recesses, a bl-i<'k thread-

ed upon each of said screws and having a finu^T extending

above the upper plate, said plate being slotted to p^-rmit

said Angers to project th*'rethroui;h, and meaos for posi-

tioning a plate with rpl.iti.-n t'> said reglstoptng device,

substantially as dt»s. iiii.'d

'4. A registeriniT d.'vl.>> for iirinting presses comprising

an elongated re(0.in^":l>u- member having a |>lurality of

transverse recess.-- ari^l \
' iiu'ltudinal re<-ess In comlnna-

tion with a plat.^ rl^ ^m^ th^- end of earh of said recesses,

a screw a:ran2»'d In each of said reces.ses and 8wlvfle<l in

said plate, each of said screws having a ltnurle<l hend ex-

tending b»>yond said plates, a block threaded np..n caclp of

said screws and having a finger extending al-ovp sai.l rec

tangtilar member and a pair of blocks extending beyond

said knurled heads, as and for the purpose sp<*ltled.

5. A registering device for printing pressfs comprising

a block like member adapted to rest upon tUe bed of a

press In combination with means on said block f^r posi

tloning a plate with relation thereto a plurality .>f ringers

extending above said member one of said fingers t)eing Ion

gitudlnallji adjustable and the others being transversely

adjustable on said member, and an ext.nhioa d.vic

adapted to be arranged In alincnient with said member

and comprising a separate block unattachwl to the first

said block and held In place solely by the furniture, in com-

bination witli a rtii,'.'!- extending al>ove the upper face

thereof and tr:in>-. epseiy adjustable thereon. ij|ubstantially
i

as described.

1. The finger f>nd of a penholder provided at It- firwiird

end with a slot at the top and bottom, combined with ,i

(K-uclanip having a tongue at Its bottom i.r-jecfe<i tt,i..iii:h

the said bottom slot, and having a slot extende<l al' ii»; Its

top, downwardly bent corners at tie sides uf the front end

of the edges, a pe'ieje.ting in>ans t,. .perate In the slot

of the ling.T eii,i Hid .etween til.' in-; .'.lu'.'s of the pen-

clamp
2. The .omliliuitj. 11 with the peii.-t ..k c. insisting of a

iiarrel. a reduee.1 f.irward end portion provided with a

shoulder telescni)lcally connected with the barrel and

slotte<l ..n its up|)er forward part, of the pen clamp, the

plug in ttie rearwar.l i>art of the barrel having the latter

crimpe<l there,. n a r...! .-xrending fr.mi the Inner end of the

plug to the f-rwiid .11.1 ..f the j.-ii-t k and having an up-

turneil end ••vr-oiding tlir..og!i -a,. I •^;.d U'hln.l t',.' i-'KI'

end of the j,enp..):i.t, aud a h.M. .i. ^prin,; siht'.mip! .i.,- -.inl

r(xl and u>arlng at Its rear end against the forward end of

tht ping an.l at Its forward en.l against >.i!d shoulder.

891,035 THILL- COUPLING. ChbistophsJk C Brad

LEY. Syracuse. N. Y. Filed Mar Cf.. 1 907, Serial No.

3t34.6-lJ. Renewe<l .May 7, li»tis. .Serial Na 4;U,;^{37.

891.037. ARTIFIi IM. B.VIT Ch.abley D Caldwbll,

Paris, Tex. Filed June 14, 1907. Serial No. 379,018.

I. \ bait of the class described comprising a body por-

tion having Its rear end sutwtantjally semt-cyllndrlcal In

form, and a tall portion plvotally connected to the body

portion and provided at Its front end with a substantially

semi cylindrical recess receiving the rounded rear end of

the body portion and providing side walls ..verlajiping the

rounded rear end of the b..!- i. r'.. ii ml '•n !iMg to hide

the Joint iH'tween the t>"d\ ;. • n. n and ;!.< i.u. portion.

J A bait of the cli-- I- r i..d having an angularly

movable member, a ^iiin,' :M.t,,r to actual, ^u.-h an

gularly movable m.rnl.. r niol pr.ivlded with ,i j.-ar and

means to frlctlonally engage such gear to stop or regulate

the speed of such motor.

1 In a thill coupling. In combination wltft a coupling

pip, a fixed jaw, a morable Jaw hinged to the fixed Jaw at

the rear of the coupling pin. and provided with a forward

extending hand piece, and a rearwardly extending tearing,

and a spring ..n the fixed Jaw t)earlng against the movable

jaw at the rear .)f its pivot

2. In a thill oupling. in f.>mbinarion with a coupling

pin. a rixed Jaw having opposite ears extending down-

wardlv at th° rear of tii.. .-oupling, a m.)vahl.> Jaw pivoted

Ml,03.<) EMKUiJENTV ST0I'IM:U I'lK AITOMATIC
BPRINKLKKS. James I' i'ask^ and Wim.i.am W.

Thompson. St. Louis. M.. ; s.tld Thompson assignor to

said Casey Filed Sepf IJ, r.><>7 Serial No :;;»•_>. 44H.

1 .V stopper ...mprising an . I..iig.i' .1 h.-indl.- m«-mber, a

pair of r. datively movald.' in.'iul.. r-^ u ''. -rid thereof.

means ndja.-.'nt to the ..th.r end of said lian.li-- member

for manipulating one of sab! pair of ni. ml., r^ a latch for

iaid manipulating m.^an-i. an. I an int.-r.diangeable closure

defachably mounted on .dthir of sawl pair of m.^mbers.

2. .\ stopper comprising an elongated liandl.- memt>er, a

stationary member an.i a plvi.ta! m.'mb.T tl;.re<in. an In-

terchangeable clcsiir.' adapted to (.. (l.daihably mount. '1

on either of said m.'mb.Ts, manipulating m.ans .-..nipris

ing a ra<-k bar slidably mounted on said liandle m.mli.'r
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in cooperative relation to a stop thereon, and a flexible

connecting member between said rack-bar and said piv-

otal member and arranged to hold said rack bar In engage-
ment with said stop when urid.r tension.

3. .V stopper comprising an elongated handle member, a
stationary member and a movable member, means for
manipulating .^aid in..val.l. lUimber. a latch for said
manipulating mlan.^, uud an interchangeable closure
adapted to be mounted on either of said members.

4. A stopper comprising an elongated handle member, a
stationary member and a movable member thereon, the
adjacent end portion of said members being notched on
each side, an Interchangeable closure detachably mounted
on either of said members, means for manipulating said
movable member, nnt a latch for said manipulating
means.

5. A stopper comprising an elongated handle memoer, a
stationary member and a pivotal member thereon, the ad
jaeent end portions of said members t>elng notched and ar-
rangiil for the attachment of a closure thereon, an inter-
changeable closur.' tii"nntc(i nn .ne of said memt>er8, and
manipulating m.an- ..iiiii;-;,- ,t rack bar arranged to
slide on said haii.ll.' m.'nili.r In c(.;.[).Tative relation to a
stop tliereon, and a coun.<tlng member between said piv-
otal member and said rack bar

891,0.39. ELECTRICAL CON I.VCT TKKMINAL. Charlks
W Cliff. >Rn, Trenton. N. J. Filed June 13, 1906, Se
rial No. 321.507. Renewed Dec. 10. 1907. Serial No.
405,947.

1. .\ contact i.rniinal f.ir an electric fuse plug formed of
a aingle blank of metal, tiaving a liead form.-d from the
middl.' portion of said lilank, and a shank formed from the
two ..nd portions th.r.'.if. said end portions abutting at
their edges near the head of the terminal and forming a
comparatively dee[i cup. and sejiarated at their outer ends,
forming a bifurcattlon of said shank

2. The combination of the non conductive body portion
of an el. (trie fu.se plug and a contact terminal formed
from a single blank of metal having a head formed from
th. mi. Idle portion of said blank, and a shank formed
fn.ni the two end portions thereof, said end portions
abutting at th. ir edges nearer the head of the terminal
and forming a comparatlv.dy deep cup. and the ends of
said shank being bifurcated and bent over upon the body
of the fuse plug

3. The combination of an electrical fuse-plug having a

nonconductlve main Iwdy portion with a partially closed
end and channels formed in its end waii radiating from
a circular opening centrally located therein, with a con
tact terminal having a hollow shank with a bifurcated
end and having Its bifurcations bent Into said channels
in said end wall, substantially as shown and described.

891,040. COMBINATION FI'KMTI KK Napolbson J.

Cot£, Montreal, Quebec. Canada Filed Sept. 16. 1907
Serial No. 392.965.

1. Combination furniture of the character described,
comprising a casing, arms pivofally mounted in said cas-

ing, a combination wardn tie and bed carried by said arms
and adapted to be swung to a vertical position and com-
pletely inclosed within the casing, and a removafile
drawer adapted to f)e Ins. rled in the casing below th.'

combination Iwd and wardrobe to lock tlie same in raised
position.

2. A retarding device for combination furniture of the
character described comprising a rod. a spring mounted
upon said rod, yokes adapted to slide upon said rod and
connected at diametrically opposed points to an arm,
whereby the aforesaid spring is compressed upon move-
ment of th.' aforesaid arms

3. A retarding device for furniture of the character de-

scribed Comprising a rod. a spring mount.'d thereon, an
arm, and yokes connected to said arm and adapted to be

moved toward each other and to compress said spring as
said arm Is moved.

4. -V retarding device for furniture of the character de-

scribed comprising a rod, a spring mounted thereon, an
arm. and yokes connected to said arm and adapted to

compress said spring upon movement of the arm.
5. A retarding device for combination furniture of the

character described, comprising a rod, a spring mounted
upon said rod. a pivotally mounted arm, yokes adapted to

slide upon said rod and to compre.ss said spring, and con-

nections l)etween said yokes and said arm whereby upon
movement of said arm th.' yi.kes are mov.-d and the

spring compressed.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,041. RAILROAD - TIE. Ki.wakh Covington, Salt

Ivake City. Utah Filed Oct. 22, 1907. Serial No. 398.689.

1, A tie composed of layers of stalks, a binding between
the layers consisting of vegetable pulp, coal tar, slack
lime, creosote or the like, and a coating of the same mate-
rial as the binding for excluding moisture from the tie.

2. A tie consisting of layers of stalks impregnated with
a suitable preservative, intermediate layers of a binding
and wateriiroof compound compressed together with the
stalks, and a coating of a waterproof compound entirely
surrounding the mass and c.mpressed therewith for form-
ing a moisture-proof casing.
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John w891.042. MOLDIXO-MACHINK. Joh.v ^ Trosbt. Bmd-
j

8 9 1 . 4 3 . LOOSE LEAF BINDER,
ford. Pa., assignor of one-half to LMmind K. Caldwell,

j

Los Angeles, Cal. Filed June 17.
Bradford, Pa. Filed June 10. 1907 serial No. 378.052. , 379.382.

Frank h. Crimp,
1907. Serial No.

1. A molding machine comprising a r^tatabie carrier

adapted to support a molding flask, tiuani for producing
a mold In said fla.sk and means for lucvjrn; the carrier
forward Intermittently comprising- a ,1 KH'.t;. of luga
or shoulders arranged on said carrier, a r )t,itinj( coupling
pawl, and a cam oporating to engage said pdwl succes
alvely with said lugs, substantially as set forth.

2. A molding machine comprising a nitatable carrier
adapted to support a plurality of moldini; flasks, means
for producing a mold in each flask mounted on said carrier,

and means^ for rotating said carrier Intei'mlttently con-
sisting of a main shaft to which the carrier is secured, •
plurality of shoulders or lugs arranged oni the carrier, a
coupling pawl pivotally supported on the] shaft, and an
annular cam engaging with said pawl and cnsiructed to
permit said pawl to engage with one of s.nid lui?s and
turn the carrier during a part of vh-1. p ration of the
shaft, substantially as set forth.

•'?. A molding machine comprising a rutitrabK' carrier
adapted to support a molding flask, a -^and sui.j>ly hopper
or spout adapted to deliver sand into the tlask. a gate
valve for controlling the discharge from the hopf>er, an.l

means for actuating said valve comprising a slIdiDt:

frame supporting said valve and having two cross bars or
abutments, and a rotatable tappet eniraglnj; alternately
with said bars or abutmeats, substantially as set fortli

4. A molding machine comprising a mtatahle carrier
adaj.ted to support a plurality of molding flasks, a sand
supply hopper or spout adapted to deliver s;uid successively
Into said flasks, a main shaft arranged conientrically rela-
tively to said carrier, means for rotating- -

i tl .-arrier inter
mlttently consisting of a plurality or' Ui^-s or abutments
arranged on said carrier, a coupling pawl

j

pivotally sup-
ported on said shaft and a cam track constructed to permit
said pawl to engage with one of said higs iiurlnK part of
eack rotation of the shaft, a gate viiv fir rontrolling the
discharge of sand from said hoiip. r in I ninnns for operat-
ing said valve consisting of a ^. <i •:_- r- i-;.. -iupport ine s.iid

valve and having two cross l)ai> or a',i;rm.nits an.l a lu
tatlng tappet arm secured to said shaft and engaging alt. r

nately with said abutment.s, substantially as .set forth
.". A molding machin-^ ''..rnprisirii,' a rotatahle rarri-r

adapted to support a : ::.i .' ;i.,.,l,rii,' fla-ks. means
for d-liverin? sand int'i the ;la~k- ti.-ans for [iressing the
sand In the rinsk-!, power op.ra' .1 nieani for rotating
the rarrier int^rnlittHntly. and niea-.s for holding the car-
rier acainst movensent at the .nd .if ..ach stej. consisting of
a plurality of sockets arranKed In an annular row on the
carrier, a locking pin, a -Mdni; frame carryiBg said locking
pin and having two abutment.s. and a tappet which rotates
at^oiir the axis of the carrier and wliich .n^•a^;es alternat.ly
with said ttiiutments and moves the lockiost pin succes-
sively into and out of said sockets, substa^ntiallv as set

-forth.

A loose leaf binder comprising two independent covers
each having a rigid strip hinged thereto at one edge, said
rigid strip* having openings therethrough, removable wear
plates adapted to be superposed upon said rigid strips and
having openings registering with the openings in the rigid
strips, said openings in the wear plates being countersunk,
clamping means for connecting the rigid strips and wear
plates, said means consisting of a rfcrew plug Inserted
through the upper rigid strip and wear plate, a screw plug
Inserted through the lower rigid strip and wear plate, an
Internally threaded tube adapted to connect the upper and
lower screw plugs, and a tubular sleeve having smooth
outer and inner surfaces, said sleeve adapted to slide over
the outer surface of the coonecting tube.

I 891,044. AUTOMATIC FISHING DEVICE. John H.
r>ARVKLL and Walte« F. Kijublk, Hanford, Cal. Filed
Mar 14. 1908. Serial No. 421. 1h8.

I In an automatic flshing device, the comblna'lon with
a rod. a guide at the tip of the rod and a line trained
through the guide, of a line clutch through which the line

is threaded, a spring connected to the clutch for pulling
the line through the medium of the clutch, and a trip
with which the clutch Is engaged, the line b*;lng also en-
gaged with the trip whereby a pull upon It will spring the
trip and release the clutch for actuation by the spring.

2. In an automatic flshing device, the combination with a

rod, a guide at the tip of the rod and^ line trained through
the guide, of an automatic friction line clutch through
which the line Is threaded, a spring connected to the
clutch for pulling the line throtiiih the medium of the
clutch, and a trip with which the clutch Is engaged, the
line being also engaged with the trip whereby a pull upon
It will spring the trip and release the clutch for actuation
i»y the spring.

'' In an automatic flshing device, the combination with
a rod, a guide at the tip of the rod and a line trained
through the guide. .)t' a spring cunnecte<i to the r.id. nie-ms
at one end of the spriHk; for the attachment of thi- line,

and a trip with which the means is engageattie against the
tension of the -(inn,' the line being engaged with the trip

so that a pull iip..n ih.. Iln.' will spring ih.. trip an.l re-

lease the sprint'

» In an a ir .mar, r;-.hini: device, the comlilnation with
a rod. a giii.lp it th<j :ip cud of the rod and a line trained
through th- K-nile. of a line clutch through which the
line IS thr- il.-.l. a spring connected to the clutch for
pulling rh.' ,n.. nrough the medium thereof, and a pivoted
trip arm form.d with a not,-ti with whi. h one element of
the clutch i^ eiigageable. (he trip arm L.-ing also formed
with a kerf in which the line is engaged whereby a pull
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upon the line will swing the trip arm to disengage the
clutch and permit actuation of the spring to pull upon the
line.

5. In an automatic flshing device, the combination with
a rod, a guide at the tip end of the rod and a line trained

through the guide, of a line clutch through which the line

is threaded, a spring connected to the clutch for pulling

the line through the medium thereof, and a pivoted trip

arm formed with a notch with which one element of the
clutch is engageable, the trip arm being also formed with
a kerf In which the line Is engaged whereby a pull upon the

line will swing the trip arm to disengage the clutch and
permit actuation of the spring to pull the line, the kerf

in the arm being narrowed from its open to Its closed end
to permit of engagement therewith of lines of different

thicknesses.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

801.045. CA8TKK FOR FURNIl I iiK Albert B. Dl88.

Newark, N. J., assignor to Inlversul i aster & Foundry
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar.
2«, 190S. Serial No. 423,364.

1. A caster for tubular legs, having a leg supporting
disk and leg mount centered In respect to the pintle of the
caster and exteriorly surrounding and centering the foot
of the lej and having means for centering the upper end
of the pintle and means acting reslllently outward to hold
the pintle frictlonally within the leg.

2. A caster having a spring frame for frictlonally re

talning Its pintle within n relatively large tubular leg and
having a leg-supporting disk on which the lower end of

the leg rests, and a leg mount secured to the caster for re-

ceiving and surrounding the lower end of the leg,

3. .\ caster having a pintle and spring retaining means
for holding the pintle In a relatively large tubular leg and
n leg supporting disk which has an upturned leg mount for

surrounding the lower end of the leg.

4. A caster for tulrular legs distinguished by having a
leg mount which Is centered on the pintle and which sur-

rounds and centers the tubular leg and by having spring
means for holding the pintle and leg mount to the leg.

891,046. CASTER H >u II Ki i..\K LEGS. Albert B.
Inss, Newark, N. J., i-^i:;n r to Inlversal Caster &
Foundry Company, a r.rporat ion of New Jersey. Filed
Mar. 26, 190K. Serial No 4-_':i,365.

1. A caster for tubular bgs having a leg-supporting disk,

a pintle, an annular leg mount supported upon the disk,

and comprising an inturned aunnlar flange extending be--

neath the tubular leg when the caster is in use. for secur-

ing the leg mount l)etween the leg and the disk, and an
outer portion surrounding tli'> end of the leg, and a spring
frame secured on the jiintle f.ir frlcfbmally holding the
pintle within the tubular leg unii the caster in place.

2. A caster having a pintle and spring means for re-

taining the pintle within a tubular leg. a leg-supporting
disk and a leg mount which suri-ounds the foot of the leg

and Is pr(.vlded with nn annular Inturned flange that is

lnterpose<i between the foot of tlie leg and the disk.

3. A cast.'r having n pintle and spriiiL' rae.Tns for re-

taining the pintle within a tubular leg, a lec-capporting
disk and a leg mount which surrounds the foot of the leg

and Is provided with an annular inturned flange that is

interposed between the foot of the leg and the disk, the

said caster having means for centering the pintle In the
leg independently of the said leg mount.

891,047. TYI'K WRITING MACHINE. .TOHN C. Doane,
Hartford Conn., assignor to Underwood Typewriter Com-
pany, New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed June 11. 1!>07. Serial No. 378„357.

1. In a typewriting machine, a ribbon mechanism com-
prising two rlbbon-wlndlng ratchet wheels, one at each
side of the machine, a driving pawl for each wheel, means
for reciprocating said pawls in unison, a rock shaft hav-

ing a key and provided with opposite arms, links depend-
ing from said arms, a lever connected to the lower end of

one of said links and having means to render one of said

pawls Ineffective, a second rock shaft extending across the

m.nchine and having at one end an arm connected to the

other of said links, and nn arm upon the other end of the
second rock shaft having means to render the other pawl
Ineffective.

2. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the combination
of a pair of ribbon spools, a ribbon wound thereon, a
ratchet wheel, means for connecting either rlblmn spool to

said wheel while the other is disconnected therefrom, a

second pair of spools, a second ribbon thereon, a second
ratchet wheel, means for connecting either spool of the
second pair to the second ratchet wheel while the other

spool is disconnected from said wheel, drivfng pawls for

said ratchet wheels, and means for rendering either pawl
effective while the other is Ineffective.

3. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism, the combiri.uioii

of a pair of ribbon spools, one at each side of the printing

point, a ratchet wIkvI, means for connecting cither rlbt>on

spool to said wheel while the other Is disconnected there
from, a secoijd pair of spools between the sp<..>Is of the first

pair, n second ratchet wheel, means fi.r i.mnecting either

spool of the second pair to the second ratchet \\ heel while
the other spool Is disconnected fr. in .^aid wheel, driving

pawls for said ratchet wheels .nul means f. .r rendering
either pawl effective while rh. .,th<'f is ineffective.
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4. In a typewriter ribbon mechanism the comblaatloii
of a pair of ribbon spool shafts, one a4 each side of the
printing point, a transverse shaft, means for connecting
the iatter to either of the said spool shafts, a driving
wheel for said transverse shaft, a second pair of spool
shafts, one on each side of the printlnsf iwint. the second
pair l)etween the shafts of the first pair, a second trans
verse shaft provided with a driving whe*i. means for con-
necting either of the spool shafts of tiie second pair with
said second transverse shaft, and meann for operating sad
driving wheels.

5. In a typewriter ribliou aiechanisin- the combinatli.'n

of a pair of ribbon spool shafts, a transvjerse shaft, means
for connecting the latter to either of the said spool siiiift'j,

a driving wheel for said transverse ahafr, a second pair "f
spool shafts, a second transverse shaft provided w'th a
driving wheel, means for connecting either of the spool
shafts of the second pair with said sie<«>tid transverse
shaft, and means for causing either of sidd driving wheels
to operate at the type strokes.

[Claim 6 to 64 not printed In the (Jazetfe.]

8f)1.048. FILTP:r. I'.vtr:ck J. Do.nov
»al. P'iled June H. 190T. Serial No.

s. Grass Valley,

378,962.

3y '-Jf

ii
K t 36

/6 >7 //-

1. An apparatus of the class desiiil.f.l comprising n
shaft, a drum fixed upon the shaft for n.tation therewith,
a filtering drum disposed concentrically within the first

mentioned drum in spaced -.elation with respect thereto,
the shaft beinsc formed with an air in.'T [m^s^'p wluch
opens Into the filtering drum an.l :>»"l:i_' »;>.. f.iiiu'.l with
an air outlet passage, and a pipe comin ini itlng with the
air outlet passage at one end and openinj; at its other end
Into the Interspace between the drums.

2. .-Vn apparatus of the class des<Tii)9tl .-..inprising a
drum mounted for rotation, a fliteriu:; drum cllsposei! con-
centrically within the first mentioned druai and having Its

wall spaced with respect thereto, paddles <llsposed radlnlly
within the first mentioned drum and exltMiding into the
filtering drum, said paddles having their outer edges dis-

posed against the inner face of the wall of the first men-
tioned drum except at points where said paddies are re-

cessed In their said edges, and means wherthy a vaciiu:a or
plenum may be induced In the drum.

3. An apparatus of the class de8crit)4d comiMising a
drum mounted for rotation, a filtering dnjni disposed con-
centrically within the first mentioned dnim and t avlng Us
walls In spaced relation with respect to the walls of (he
first mentioned drum, paddles disposed radially within ihe
filtering drum, valves located upon the ptddles and oper-
able from without the drum, means whereby air m.iy be
exhausted from the interspace between the walls <,f the
two drums, and means whereljy air may '.« fone.l iiito the
fllterinc; drum

891.040 CROSSING - FROTKCTOR FOR HKJH- TEN-
SION LINKS. .loiiN- F. I>'>sr.\r.. PeBver. Colo, as-

signor of one third to William J Haker •nd one third to
Clifford W. Humphreys. Denver. Colo Filed Feb. L'T,

1901. Serial No 303.182.

1. In a crossing protector for hit:h tension lines, the
c<)mtMnatlon of a soclcet member consisting uf an elon-

gated body portion adapted for rigid seuvirement on an
Insulator and terminating In a downwardly open hood

proTid«d with a spherical concave enjraglng surface on
the inside of its outer end ; and a book-member curved
downwardly and rearwardly out of contact with the socliet
member and terminating In a spherical convex face engag-
ing the correspondingly concave surface in the hood of
the socket-meml)er, whereby the hook meml>er is permitted
to turn freely in all directions on the >:a!d concave sur-
face as a bearing

2. A socket member for a crossing protector for high
tension line-, . oiniTisirik; an elongated body portion adapt-
ed for rimd -^e. jr. ui. nt on an insulator terminating
in an oval upwardly convex and downwardly open hood
provided with a s[)herlcal concave surface on the inside
of Its outer end

3. A hook-member for a crossing protector for high
tension lines, comprising a body portion having at one end
means for connection with a conductor, and having its

other end curved rearwardly and terminatini.' in a rear-
wardly disposed spherical convex face.

4. In a crossing protect" r for high tension lines, the
combination of a socket member consisting of an elon-
gated body portion adapted for rigid securement on an insu-
lator, having one end formed for electrical connection
to a main conductor and having at its other end a down-
wardly open hood provided with a spherical concave en-
gaging surface on the inside of its outer end ; and a hook-
member curved downwardly and rearwardly out of contact
with the socket-member and having a spherical convex
face engaging the corresiM)ndingly concave surface in the
hood of the socket member, whereby the hook meml>er is

permitted to turn freely In all directions on the concave
surface of the hood as a bearing, said hook member having
at its other end means for electrical connection to the
crossing section of the conductor, as set forth.

5. In a crossing protector for high tension lines, the
combination of a conductor comprisini; main sections and
an intermediate cross section ; a pair of socket-members
each consisting of a body portion having at one end means
for electrical connection to the main section of the con-
ductor and having at Its other end a downwardly open
hood provided with a rearwardly facing spherical concave
surface, the said socket-members being arranged with
their hoods toward the crossing section of the conductor;
Insulating supports to which the socket-members are se-

cured; and hook-members electrically connected with the
.said crossing section at the ends of the latter, each hook-
member curving downwardly out of contact with the ad
Jacent socket member and terminating In a spherical con-
vex surface engaging the corresixmclin^ly concave sur-
face in the hood of the adjacent socket-member ; as set
forth.

891.0.^«). .MILLSTONE. J.m.v L. Dihham. Sanco. Tex.
Filed Dec. 4. 190.1. Serial No. 290,261.

1. A millstone having a irrlndini: face comprising a gen-
eral surface lying in a single [ilane. and a dress consisting
essentially of .ui annular depression or feed groove In Its

central reuion havinir exits In the form of leading or
feeding furrows extending tangentially from said groove
in a direction Inclining backward from the direction of
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rotation, and of a length not greater than the diameter
of the annular groove ; said furrows having Inclined bot-

toms shallowing outwardly and rearwardly Into the
general plane or face of the stone, substantially as

specified.

2. The combination of a pair of millstones each having
a grinding surface lying in one general plane, a central

annular depression or feeding groove, and feeding furrows
leading therefrom and tangential thereto, having a length

no greater than the diameter of said annular groove and
dying rearwardly into the general [liaue of the surface
whereby the grain as it Is fed outwardly receives a shear-
ing or preliminary grinding action from the two sets of
grooves, and a maximum proportion is secured of coact-

ing grinding surfaces each lying in one general plane,

substantially as specified.

881,051. Al'T<»Moiul.E CONSTRIv'TlON. GodfrSy
Enoel, IMttsburg, I'a. Filed Sept. 6, 190t>. Serial No.
333,456.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a twin engine

having multiple cylinders arranged in two rows, each

row being connected to a separate (rank shaft the said

crank shafts being geared one with the other, and means
Independent of the gearing between the crank shafts for

transmitting power from said crank shafts to the driving

agency of the vehicle.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a twin engine

having multiple cylinders arranged In two rows, each

row being connected to a separate crank-shaft, the said

crank shafts being geared one with the other, and means
for alternately transmitting power from said crank shafts

to the driving mechanism of the vehicle

3. A motor vehicle comprising. In combination, two
crank shafts, two series of motors, one series for each

crank shaft, said crank shafts being geared together, a

driving shaft, and means for communicating the power of

both crank-shafts from either of them to the driving shaft.

4. .\ motor vehicle comprising, in combination, two
crank shafts, two series of motors, one series for each

crank shaft, said crank shafts being geared together to

operate in opposite dire<-tions, a driving shaft, and means
for communicating the power of both crank-shafts from
either of them to the driving shaft.

5. In a motor vehicle, the combination with a vehicle

frame, of two motors disjioscd at the fr<int thereof at

either side of its longitudinal enter, a jmir of longitudinal

shafts driven by said motors, a driving shaft disposed

centrally and longitudinally at the rear of the frame, gear-

ing Intermediate said motor shiifts and the driving shaft,

and means for throwing such gearing in operative con-

nection with said motor shafts

[Claims 6 to 11 not print. d in the Gazette.]

891.0,')2. NGN REFILLABLE BOTTLE He.nhy F. Ear-
.MAN. Sr.. Mlamisburg, Ohio. Filed .Ian. 24, 1908. Se-

rial No. 412,521.

The combination with a bottle having internally ar-

nint;ed shoulders within its neck, vt a stopper compris-

ing a tube having a central opening provided with slits

or cut away portions at its upper end and being [trovided

with a hood having its ai)ron extending below the cut-

away portions, a flange upon the tube below the apron and
engaging the iriner surface of the bottle neck, spring

arms upon the tube engaging the shoulders of the bottle

neck and an expansible collar engaging the lower portion
of the tube and the spring arms, the said collar adapted

to contact with the inner portion of the neck of the

bottle.

891,053. SHADE ROLLER AND CI'RTAIN POLE SIT-
rORT. Robert F. Espig. Pittsfield. Mass. Filed Nov.
11.1907. Serial No. 401.732.

1. .\ shade roller and curtain jiole support comprising
a pair of window frame clamping plates, adjusting Virack

ets slidably mounted on said clamping plates, a combined
plate clamping and shade roller supporting rod. and
means whereby said rod is adapted to force said clamping
plates into tight engagement with the sides of the window
frame, substantially as described

2. A shade roller and curtain pole support, comprising
a pair of window frame clamping plates, adjusting brack
ets slidably mounted on said plates, a combined plate

clamping and shade roller supporting rod threaded at

one end and secured at Its opposite end to one of said

brackets, and a clami)ing nut on said threaded end of the

rod to engage the opposite bracket and thereby force said

clamping plates Into tight engagement with the sides of

the window frame, substantially as descril)ed.

3. A shade roller and curtain pole support comprising
a pair of window frame clamping plates, adjusting brack
ets slidably mounted on said clamping plates, a shade
roller supporting rod adapted to t)e engaged with said

adjusting brackets, and means on said. rod to force said

clamping plates into engagement with the sides of a win-
dow frame, substantially as described.

4. \ shade roller and curtain pole support comprising
a pair of window frame clamping plates, adjusting brack-

ets having formed therein longitudinally disr>osed slots,

clamping screws arranged in said window frame clamp
Ing plates and adapted to Ite engaged by the slotted por-

tion of said adjusting brackets whereby the latter are held

In adjusted position on said clamping plates, a shade
roller supporting rod rigidly connected at f)ne end to one
of said brackets an<i loosely engaged at its upper end with
the opposite bracket, screw threads formed on one end
of said rod. and an adjusting nut tidapted to be screwed
outwardly on said threaded end of the rod to move the

adjacent braiket ami clamping plate outwardly, thereby
rigidly engaging the latter with the side of the window-
frame, substantially as descrll)ed.

5. A shade roller and curtain pole support comprising
a pair of ritrht angularly formed window frame clamping
plates, outwardly projecting lirace lugs on said plates. lon-

gitudinally slotted adjusting brackets, means to adjust-

ably connect said brackets with said clamping plates,

right angul.'irly formed outwardly projecting ears on said

brackets, said ears having formed therein alined apertures.

a shade roller supporting rod rigidly connected at one
end to the ears of one of said brackets .snd slidably en-

gaged at its opposite end with the ears of the opposite
bracket, an adjusting nut adapted to be screwed on and
oiT one. end of said rod and into engagement with the ear
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of OlM of aald brackets, wb'^reby the Hjime is adjusted to

rlgiilly enirage said clamping plates w|tb the window
frame, and curtain pole bru' kets adapte<i to be engaged
with said rod and the adjusting brackets arranged there-

on, substantially as desi ri'.j*?!

891.054 MA( lilNi: FOR CTTTIN*; > 'F^ IIIK TOI'S
OF BEETS AND TflE LIKE ROOTS n:.,,K N. Fraxk-
MAS. Marieberg. Sweden. P'lled .\I;ir 2 ' I ""'. Serial

No. 307,578.

8»l,Qft5. FISHERMAN'S FLY ASI> BAIT BOOK. Mer
J. Frost. Glenridiro. N J. Fllftl Feb 11. 1008

1 A fDldabl*" rl.shermari s tlvl .Kik 'oH.sijtinii of a bacli,

a dy po<ket. mt>au.'» f'ir jttHchiUj,- said pooHet t^ said back,

a flap for coverinc ^aid I'ucket, .'i metal \)Ox attached t'

1. In a macbioe for eattlac off the tops of beets. .1

wheeled fnune, a beet-cattlng device di-ip<is.>d below iwild

frame, and a rearwardly ''xtendlni? fleiible connectl'ii

from said frame and means fi^r e.xfrting pressure upnii

said beet cuttlni: device.

'2 In a marhin>» for 'Uttirn; off the top-* of beets, a

wiieeled main bcxiy. a wheeled frame adjujtably connected

with the main tx>dy, a beet cutting devic« disposed below
(

the frame, aod rearwardly extendini; flexible conne>tlons

from said frame to said beet cutting d^'vice.

3. In a machine for cutting off the t'ips of beeti?, a

wheeled frame, a beef cutting devi<-e. disposed below said

frame, rearwardly extending tlexibie connections from said

frame to said t)eet cuttins; device, and a spring for pressin*;

the last-name<1 device downwardly and away from the

frame. I

4 In a machine for cutting off the tops of beets, a

vvheeleii frame, a bet-t cui tin:; device connected with said •

frame so as to have risini; and falling: movements and

comprising a sliding 3h'>e and a plane iron connected

therewith and disposed below and loosely connected with

•aid frame, and a long spring pressing firmly downwardly
apiinst the fleet uttlng devii-e anil at a point above the

workin_' center of said device.

5. In a machine for cutting off the tops of be^'ts. a

wheeled main Nniy. a wheeled frame adju$tably connected
with the main body at a plurality of points, handles for

effe'-ring desired adjustment at each said points, a beet-

cutting device di.sposed below said frame, and rearwardly-
extendlng lleJl!>!c connections from said frame t" said

beet cutting dev:' e.

[Claima 6 to l- not printe.1 la the iJazitte. ]

said back parallel to said pocket and having u hinged
<?OTer, a moisture pad in said box. and a closing flap for

said book.

2. A flsberman's foldable fly book comprising a back, a

flap connected along one edge thereof to said back, anap-
fusteners for connecting an oppoaite edge of said flap with
said back, and an eyelete<l fly holder held in pl.ice by said

snap fasteners

3. .\ flslierriian s fold.i'ije tly \x^i,k rnriiprisin^ a back, a

flap connected along one e<lKe thereof to said bark, snap
fasteners for connecting an opposite edge of sal<l flap with
said back, an fv.-;.ifd flv holder htld In place l)y said snap
fasteners, a \x'x. itta''he<l to said back and provided with
a cover and pads, .iml a snap held closing flap

4. A fisherman's foMiM*- ily book coniprismu' a back, a

flap connected along ti*' •••li;,- ttiereof to said back, snap
fasteners for connectin.i,' im ..;,[.. .^u,. ..,|-.- •>: „.-i!,i •'; ;, with
said back, an eyeleted flyhold'T tvid in plac ix -..iij snap
.fasteners, said book being provl<led with a compartment
bark of said flyholder, a flap connected to said back to

cover said flyliolder, and a snap r' istener for fastening the

last named flap,

5. A fisherman's foldable fly book comprising a t):ick. a

flap connected along one edge thereof to s.iid bak. snap
fasteners for connecting an opposite edge of said flap with
said back, an eyeleted and corrugated flyholder held In

place by said snap fasteners, said book lieing provided

with « bill compartment t)ehtnd said flyholder. a flap con

nected to said back to cover said flyholder, and a snap
fastener for connecting the last named flap with the back.

891.056 MUSIC LEAF TIKNER. Iba T. German. Del-

mar, Del. Filed Dec. 7. 11)07. Serial No. 405,543.

1, The comMaatlon. In a music leaf turner, of a base

plate ; a shaft mounted thereon ; a plurality of nested

sleeves fltte<l upon said shaft ; a meml>er parallel with said

>haft ; a laterally projecting arm secured to said shaft

and each sleeve, each of said arms being provide<l witli

clips ; a yielding connection between said member and s.ild

shaft, for ini[iartlng a rotary mijvement thereto ; and
separate si-lding >'onnections between said m>iiiber and
sail -:..\.^ for Imparting an independent movement to

eucii of thf .iitter.

2. The combination. In a music leaf turner, of a h&ne

plate; a shaft mounted thereon; a plurality of neste'i

slaeres fitted upon said sliaft ; a meml)er parallel with

said shaft ; separate tension springs connecting said mem-
ber with said shaft and with each of said sleeves, for Im
parting an independent rotari rn-v •n .ni to said shaft and
to each sleeve ; a lati-i i!lv pr" f tliik' arm carried by said

shaft: a laterally proji-tlnj^ :irn. carried by each sleeve:

an endwise movable meml>er adapted for engagement with
each of said arms ; and Indlvblual means for moving each
of said meniters

:i 1 tie rimbinatlon. In a music lea fturner, of a base
plate, a standard moun'fd thereon and prov'di d with a

laterally b< nt upp» r end I avlng a pair of bearing openings
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formed therein; a vertical shaft mounted upon the 'base

plate and having its upper end fitted In one of the open-

ings In the bent end of the standard ; a vertical brace

mounted upon the base plate between the shaft and

the standard and having its upper end fitted In the

other opening In the bent end of the latter ; a plu-

rality of nested sleeves fitted upon said shaft ; separate

tension springs connecting said brace with said shaft and

with each of said sleeves, for imparting an independent

rotary movement to said shaft and to each sleeve ; a

laterally projecting arm carried by said shaft ; a laterally-

projecting arm carried by each sleeve ; and clips carried

by each of said arms.

4. The combination. In a music leaf turner, of a base

plate, a standard mounted thereon and provided with a

laterally l)ent upper end having a pair of bearing open-

ings formed therein ; a vertical shaft mounted upon the

base plate and having Its upper end fitted In one of the

openings In the bent end of the standard; a vertical brace

mounted upon the iMwe plate between the shaft and the

standard and having Its upper end fitted In the other

opening in the bent end of the latter; a plurality of nested

sleeves fitted upon said shaft ; separate tension springs

connecting said brace with said shaft and with each of

said sleeves, for impartin;; an independent rotary move-

ment to said shaft and to each sleeve ; an upper and a

lower laterally projecting arm carried by said shaft; an

upper and a lower laterally-projecting arm carried by each

sleeve: clips carried by each of said upper arms; an end-

wise movable vertical rod arran>:. d f r engagement with

each lower arm, to hold the latter against movement ; and

individual means for releasing each rod from such engage-

ment.

5. The combination. In a music leaf turner, of a base

plate; a vertical shaft mounted thereon; a plurality of

nested sleeves fitted upon said shaft ; a member parallel

with said shaft; separate tension sprlngsconnecllng said

member with said shaft and with each sleeve, for Impart-

ing an independt-nf rotary movement to said shaft and to

each sleeve ; a laterally-projecting arm carried by said

shaft ; a laterally projecting arm carried by each sleeve ;

a series of perforated guides mounted upon the base

plate; an endwise movable rod slidable through the per-

forations In each guide ; means for normally holding each

rod In raised position, to engage one of said arms and hold

the same against movement ; a flexible element connected

at one end to each rod ; and a rocker connected to the

other end of each of said flexible elements, for releasing

the corresponding rod from such engagement.

sides thereof, and extending from one end of the car to

the other, fenders pivotally connected to the ends of said

rods, said fenders comprising U-shaped frames adapted to

be folded together, and means for supporting said frames

In an operative position.

891.058. MAIL - BAG - DELIVERY APPARATUS.
LrAM C. Getschow, Littleton, Colo. Filed Mar. 4,

Serial No. 419,216.

WIL-
1908.

891.057. CAR -FENDER AND ATTACHMENT, Emil
Gerwig, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor of one-fourth to Joseph

Ilearn. Pittsburg. Pa. Filed Feb. 26. 190H, Serial No.

417.883.

1, In a car fender, the combination with a car and the

side frames thereof, of extensions carried by said side

frames, longitudinal rods supported by said extensions,

U-shaped frames pivotally connected to the ends of said

rods, revoluble wheels carried by said frames. U-shaped

frames pivotally connected to the first mentioned frames

and adapted to fol<l thereon, and lattic work carried

by said frames, suiiiiantially as described.

'1. The combination with a car. and the side frames

thereof, of exi»'n^|..ns, longitudinal rods carried by said

extensions, f' mb i '- i'lvitally conuccti'd to the ends of said

rods, said feudt r^ coinprising pivotally connected U-shaped

frames adapted to be folded togetlier. and revoluble wheels

carried by one of said frami's substantially as described.

3. The combination with a car. of rods arranged at the

1. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a pair of Jaws, a pivoted supporting' meml>er. a

horizontally • extending pivot therefor, and means for

hingedly connecting: the Jaws with the said member to

swing on an axis at right angles to that of the pivot.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a pair of jaws tending normally to close, means foi

holding the jaws open and to be released by a bag striking

the same, and a mourning for tiie jaws designed to permit

the latter to swing on two different axes, the axes being so

disposed that the momentum and weight of a bag caught

by the Jaws will cause the latter to automatically drop to

discharging position.

3. In an appar.atus of the class descriiied. the combina-

tion of a bag receiving element, a support having a hori-

zontal pivot a ineml)er mounted on the pivot, and means
for hingedly coniiectlng the element with tlie member.

4. In an apparatus of the class describ<>d, the combina-

tion of a supporting bracket, a flxed jaw thereon, a spring

Jaw arranged ou the bracket in cooperative relation with

the other Jaw, a pivoted plate, hinged connections lietween

the plate and bracket, and a trigger for holding the jaws
In set position.

r>. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a bag-catcblng device, a support, and a mounting
between the support and device, said mounting comprising

means for supporting the device in outstanding or receiv-

ing position by its own weight and permitting the device

to automatically drop to a pendent position under the mo-

mentum and welKbt of a bag caught by the device.

[Claims 6 to li: not printed in the Gazette.]

891,059. CARNATION - SUPPORTER. William Greer.
Great River, N. Y. Filed Oct. IT., 1H07 Serial No.

399,2^3.

As a new and improved article of manufacture, a clamp
for connecting crossing wires formed of a single piece of

spring metal, said clamp comprising a segmental crown
portion having depending legs closely approximating
throughout their ienirtli and outwardly flared at their

lower ends to provide flnger pieces, each leg being ver-

tically and transversely .slitted at Its upper end, the ver-

tical slits extendinir downward In the central lines of the

legs from their points of intersection with the crown por

tion to a distance less tl:an iialf the length of the legs be-

low such p<ilnis. and tlje transverse silts extending in-

wardly from tlie forward edifes of the legs and intersect

Ing the upper ends of the vertical silts, said silts forming
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free portions oi metal tlai-fd outwardly to sir'ividt- coin

paratlvely short resilietu arms or jaws anil sluis or i)a8

sages for the wire between the uppf-r t'di:*^ of said jaws

and the forward half of the crown portion, laid jaws Ueintr

coextenalve In width with the distance t>»"twt'en tlu- for-

ward edges of the legs and the vertical slUs, when-by in

dependent flexibility of said jaws to an of>g»'ctlonab!e de-

gree is avoided so that the Jaws arc adapt^jd to be moved
out of f'n;;aKenu'nt with th>' wir>' sol.lv f«y a retractive

movement thereof produced by inwiird .ompr. -jsii n of the

legs through the tini;»>r purees.

891.060. sriNMN'. FKV.MK H<>I.I.1K Si mtkk 1>

HwiMKTT. Arlington, S. C. Filed Nov 1 'i 1".><>7 S. rial

No 4o.;.495.

I »

A device of the class described compripin;: a holl.iw

teidi kAVing spaced external l>earin;:s and v»lfh tran<V'r>;f

•pcrtSNS providing communication hctw.-n the intfrior

of the stock and the bearings, the wiiu .f th>" apt'rtur»-s

diverging toward the interior of th.- -<to( k and fillers of

absorbent material extending betwe."n -aid up. rturts with

the ends thereof compressed ami di-ipo.;..il w.nun ttu' afi-r

tures, whereby the lubricant ;s r' tird-il In I's passa::''

through the tiller elements and said tiller .jU in^nis aiMin

tain-^d In position In the stock.

891,061. TON<iS. (AKL E. II.vn.skn. Cii

Filed Jan. 20. 190S. Serial No. 411,826.

cinnati. Ohio.

An instrument of tiic -lass dfsii ;, ''d •onjprisini; i p^iir

of sections pivoted together and t^'i niinatiiig at ouf .^nd in

bowed Jaws and at the opposite end in handles, said bowed
Jaws terminating in oiitwaidly i urved portions, the end

face of each mirvt-d [>. rtion having a V-8hape<l notch there

in, the walls of r!.- notch aierging with Um si.'.f walls of

the curved p< I'l. n -.aid notch l)eink: of su.jii depth as to

terminate adjai^m t!>' i as.' of the i'ir'.-<l p<i-Tion.

Mtl.i"«2. GATE-VAT.VF H.u.eu A. HANSUf. Copen-
hag»'n. I>>nmark, a-isurrior to The Firm of F. Morgensen.
CopenhaKt'n. I'enmark, Filed Mar '2(\. UtOT Serial No.
;i04.t'>5J.

1. In a i;ai>- saiv.'. \h>- cointpiualioii <>: a lioily having

two olil lipi''! \ ai ranged val\f st-a i - and a uate havins a

i-ing formed with ''> illi.iu'' f;i'f., ail,i|.t>'<t !. -..!ir,i t

with said seats, and \a\:i]^ i li.ipli r,ij;in williin >ii' !, •::,_'.

such diai)hrauiii i:;i\;n_- -.i;ticient Strength to withstand
thf' strains . f ns.- and being elastlcally constnictcc],

wliHi.-l.y said liiiK tn.'ilntalns a tight tit with saiil --fats,

notwithstanding deformations of the valve due to the

action of pressure and temperature.

2. In a gate valve, the combination of a body having
tw^o obliquely arranged valve seats, and a gate having a

ring formed with two oblique faces adapted to contact

with said seats, and having a diaphragm within such ring,

-uch diaphragm being formed of corrugated metal whereby
said ring makes a tight fit with said seats, notwithstand-

ing deformations of the valve due to the action of pres-

sure and temperature.

3. In a gate valve, the combination of a body having
two obliquely arranged valve seats, and a gate having a

ring formed with two oblique faces adapted to contact

with said seats and having a diaphragm within such ring

formed of corrugated metal.

S!H,063. GUN -SIGHT. Dklvi.n. B. Harbi.s. Stockton,

Cal. Filed Dec. 2:5. 1907. Serial No. 407.67.'».

1 .\ s,'un, a spring clip member slldably disp* sed on the

breech of said gun, a peep sight forme<l on the top of said

clip member and being disposed centrally with respect to

the barrel of .;aid ^un. a spring clip memt«>r slldably

:noiinte<l on ttic barrt'i of sjiid mm. two sit'hts e.Ttending

iipward from said clip mcuil.'er and being spaced apart

transversely with rtspect to the barrel of the t'lin and
eint' without the centra! Iin<' > f said ptvp sik;lit, as set

f. rtti,

:.'. A gun. a front sight thereon a s|irin;,' clip iiieni'.cr

s'lidahly dlspi setl on the breech cf said i;\in. and a not<-h

sU'ht on said clip member disposed m a higher plane than
^.lid front sight, as set forth
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801,064. ENGINE <JOVERN(»R. A.mbbose Heathcckk
and Lee Rlsh, Jack-^on, T.-nn. Filed Aug. 9, 1907. Se-
rial No. 387,888.

1. In a governor for explosive engines, a casing having
a feed passage, an air Inlet and fuel Inlets, a valve gov-
erning one of said fuel Inlets, a hollow sliding valve con-

trolling said passage and the Inlets, said valve having a
side port to register with the other fuel Inlet, and a
governor controlling said hollow valve.

2. In a governor for explosive engines, a casing pro-
vided with a valve chauiUM- having an o>itlet fxirt. air and
gas Inlet ports communicating with the chaml)er, and a
valved fuel Inlet also communicating with the chami>er. a
sliding throttle valve in the valve chamber controlling the
fuel port and air Inlet, said valve b»*lng of hollow form
and having an admission slot to cooperate with the gas In-

let, a stem connected with the valve, a governor, a lever
operated by the governor and connected with the stem,
and means for opposing a varied resistance to the move-
ment of the lever.

3. In a governor for explosive engines, a casing having
a valve chamber provided with air and gas inlets, and
formed with a fuel pocket provided with a port opening
Into the chaml)er, a valve governing the port, a sliding
throttle valve controlling the air Inlet, gas Inlet and feed
port, and a governor for operating the valve.

4. In a governor for explosive engines, a casing pro-
vided with a valve chamber having an outlet port, air and
gas inlet ports comnninb atlng with the chaml)er, and a
pocket at one side of the chamber and having a port com-
municating therewith an<l provithni with a fuel Inlet, a
sliding thr<ittle valve In the valve cliaml>er controlling the
fuel port and air Inlet, said valve being of hollow form and
having an admission slot to cooperate with the gas Inlet,

a stem connecte<l with the valve, a governor, a lever oper-
ated by the governor and connected with the stem, and
means for opixjslng a varied resistance to the movement of
the lever.

891,065. DEEP-WELL TACKEU. ( h.uii.ks .M Heetkr,
Butler, Pa. Filed June 17. 1V»04. Serial No. 212.997.
1. A deep-well packer having an expansible packing-

ring, end-shoulders by which it Is compressed, and a
packer body having a portion of smaller diameter normally
fitting within the ring and a section of Increased diameter
which enters the ring and extends from end to end thereof
before the compression of the ring Is completed : substan-
tially as described.

2. A packer for deep wells comprising- an expansible
packing ring, sections of different diameters slidable with-
in the ring, and a collar to which the packing ring is se-

cured, the packing ring normally embracing the smaller
sliding .section, and the other section adapted to pass into
the packing ring and into the collar before the packing
ring is compressed .ndwise. substantially as described.

3. .\ deep w>ii pa< ktr having an expansible packing
ring, a packer body having portions of dlfTerent diameters
adapted to slide within the packing ring, and a seating
member for the packing ring, said memb. r having a cylin- '

134 0. G.—113

drical flange of less external diameter than ttiat of the
Heating member, the packing ring embracing the flange
and positively secured to the seating member, substan-
tially as described.

w
4. A deep well pack»r having an expansible packing

ring consisting of a flexible tube having elastic metallic
resistance elements embedded in its end portions and
capable of expanding radially with the packing ring, a
packer body having jtortiiins of different diameters adapted
to slide within the packing ring, and a member upon which
the packing ring Is seated, substantially as described.

5. As a new article of manufacture, a packing ring for
packing oil and gas wells comprising a flexible tube capable
of endwise compressi()n and also of radial expansion, and
having embedded in both end portions a metallic resist-

ance element capable of expanding radially with the radial
expansion of the paiking ring, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to l* not printed in the Gazette.]

891.066. DIVIDKHS. AM'Ut « .IHirbett. Pikeville. Tenn.
Filed .Nov. 30, I'.miT. Serial .\d 4o4.41»7.

The herein described di\iders. comprising a pair of

arms hlngedly secured Io-cKkt at one end. the opposite
ends of the arms having sockets formed therein, the walls
of the sockets being silt, said arms being enlarged at their
free ends and at iK.ints adjacnt the inter ends of the
sockets, the walls of the arms bet wen tI.. enlargements
being concaved aii<l rintrs loosely held by the jums between
the enlargements, said rings being of les.s diameter than
the diameter of the inner enlari;. nicnts. but of less diam-
eter than the ei)lar;:ements on the free ends of the arms.
when said enlargements are depressed to close the slits.

S91.0e7. FASTFNKR Anders G. Hoe-jren, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to l»a\is Glove Company. Chicago. Ill . a Cor-
poration. Filed I»ec. 2, 1907. Serial No. 404. •;."..".

1. A fastener 011, ..rising a tab bavin;.- iiti o],. niiiL', .n

plate fixed to and ov.rl\ing the tab and pro>i(!.Mj with
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op^QlngB reKlsterinir with th«» on«» In tJ|e tab. Bald platt»

including parallel ui-i:il»rs lyina 111 dlfHorent planes and
antailarlr dlspooed memb^-rs hv which t>»»v ar»' connected.

:.'. The combination with an ail<Ilur^•d tab and the

wristband of a glore to which It is securAi. of a ^therlng

strap secured tu Raid wristband, and
fixed to said tab and provided with t

the reception of said tape, the walls at

said slots being Inrllnpd with r»'lati<)n t

thereof.

891,068. MEANS Fill! I'lli > IKCTINO
BOILERS. Otti> H ffmas Clevela|id.

Feb. 24. 1908. ft^na; N" -H7.-J4«

fastening plate

r^DSverse slots for

tpe ends of one of

the other walls

(IRATE BARS IN
Ohio. Filed

1. In steam bollfrs, a txiilT fiirnar.- having a horlsontal

grate, in combination with a jmir of *t.Miii jiipfs arranged

on the same plane trHn«v»>r-<'l\ b-ruath th • front end and
th'' rt-ar end of said u'rnt»', r.si..>(-tiv. !\ ^^tul in closf prox-

imity thereto, and finivi.lrd along fh'ir parall"^! nu>fting

faces with perforations for th.' i1>1:\>tv .,f <t.iiiii toward

each other In the same plan*- txiuaih tlj.' t'lai- and ctn-

trally between the ends thereof.

-. A furnace and boiler havini: a grafp, stt<am pipt>s pro-

vided with horizontally arrnnL.'. M ;i. rfor.i'ions along th'or

Inner sides oppositely ami arrni_.i s.tiiih the front and
tlie rear respectively of said L'tat.-, and n li. r- ^lv <tpam is

distributed uniformly to said urat.* frotn th'' .iid« to the

center thereof, a supply pip . iim. , t, ] witli said boiler

adapted to furnish steam tu .said pipi -s and a pressure

regiilator located in said steam supply jpipes adapted to

regulate the stenrn in said steam dlstribntltit: pifies

89 1,069. SlliJE LACE F.VSTKNEH ' OsrAR Hnw.*RP,

Colorado Springs. Colo., assign'ir of orte lialf to Charles

Deacon, Colorado Springs, Colo. File-l S«'pf G, 1907.

Serial No. 391.639.

.V sho«' la '•' fast.'U.T comprising a l>48e plec»- with a

central openui-' Miereln having an ey< let therewith, a

projection extending otnwaidly fi-.m Mbe '.as.

baring a depending shank which is cut away to provide

a recess with oppositely disposed shoulders, said recess

serving to receive tlie shoe lacing while the shoulders of

the recess prevent displacement of the lacing from said

recess, the base of the shank being curved to provide a
hook with a bulge on its inner face to prevent displace-

ment of the ends of the shoe lacing, substantially as speci-

fled.

891,070. WIREDRAWING APPARATUS. Oeobgk A.

HovT, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to American Steel it

Wire Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation of New Jer-

sey. Filed Oct. 10, 1907. Serial No. 396,792.

/zr

1. In wire drawing mechanism, n drawing block, and
a driving member therefor, said block and member having
portions which are held in frictional driving contact with
each other by the tensions i action of the wire on the block,

said member t>elng free to drop by gravity out of driving

engagement with the block when such tenslnnnl action

ceases ; substantially as described.
_' In a wire drawing mechanism, a drawing block, a

driving shaft tjierefor. and a driving memlM>r having a

driving engagement with the driving shaft, and forming
the only connection between said shaft and the block, said

member an<l block having cooperating portions held In

frictional contact by the tenslonal action of. the wire on

the block, and said member b*>ing free to drop by gravity

ont of driving engagement with the block when such ten-

slonal action cea.ses ; substantially as described.

3. In wire drawing apparatus a drawing block, a hol-

low driving spindle therefor, a second spindle vertically

movable within the hollow spindle and having a clutch

device adapted to engage a seat on the underside of the

drawing block when raised Into engagement therewith,

said spindles having a driving connection with each other

and to be held In such engagement solely by the tension

of the wire on the block ; substantially as described.

4. In wiri' drawing apparatus a drawing block, a driv-

ing shaft therefor, a weighted clutch spindle vertically

movable in the driving shaft and having a clutch key, and
means for actuating said spindle to bring the clutch key
into ingn;:i'nient with the drawing block, said blix'k hav-

ing a portion for frictional contact with said key, said

spindle being arranged to retract the clatch spindle and
key from the block, by gravity when the tension on the

drawing block Is relieved : substantially as described.

.">. In wire drawing apparatus a drawing block having

a re<'ess in its under side, a base ring on which said block

rotates, and a weighted, vertically movable clutch device

adapted to Ix' raised Into engagement with said recess and
to be held in engagement with a wall of said recess by the

tension on the drawing block, and unsupported from be-

low to permit It t>> drop by gravity to automatically dls-

• ngage iis.-K from the block when the tension Is relieved;

substantially as described.

[i'laim t> not printed in the «;a2«'tte )

891.uTl Hl« vt LK ii.^YMOSD Hi But, North Plainfieid,

N. J, Filed Oct. 12. 1907. Serial No. 397,127.

1. lo a bicycle, the combination with a fram-' and up-

right, of V-shaped connecting- ni'in!..-: ~ aft^rdiiii,' support

at their rtar an-'U's for on-- of • s. w luel axles, the lowi-r

arms of saul members t>eiiic uuutLifd at their forward
ends directly to the fran, f the bicycle, and a spring

pi^T.' and 1 .dnn'otiui,' th.- >Mids ..f the upper arms of said members

jCNIi 16, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE, J729

with the upright and constituting the sole means of con-
nection between said memt>ers. and couplings connecting
the spring to the upright and movable on the latter,

whereby the spring may be adjusted to suit the require-
ments.

Xi^' /
^

891,072. Cu.\TliuI.LlN(, ML* ll.V.M.'SM twU .MOTOR-
VEHICLES. CUARLEH H. IlLMi'HBEYS, T<)!(|uay, and
Vi.NCBNT J. StA.NTLKBi RV. Reading. England. Filed
Feb. 2, 19<J6. Serial No. 29!»,165.

1. In n speed controlling mechanism for motor vehicles,
the combination of a clutch ; a lever controlling the same;
a shaft caput.!, of a rotary and a longitudinal movement
connected t. s«i,i i, v.r : means to rotate said shaft; a
second siiaft capable cf h I- iigltudinal movement only
and pr..si<le<l with a collar, and means on said first shaft
to eiiKiU'' said collar, suhstaiitially as described.

2. In a s|p.-ed controlling device for motor vehicles, the
comhinaiiori of a clutcti : a lever controlling the same: a
siiaf! onii.Ti.d f. sail lever: means to rotate said shaft;
H s.'.'ond shaft. provide<i with u .-..iinr: and a plurality of
st.p- ..11 said first shaft e,,rr. spending to dlflferent speeds
and adapted to engage said collar, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a bicycle, the combination with a frame and up-
right, of V 8hape<l connecting members affording support
at their rear angles for one of the wheel axles, the lower
arms of said members being connected at their forward
ends directly to the frame of the bicycle, and a spring
connecting the ends of the upper arms of said members
with the upright and constituting the sole means of con-
nection between sal<l members, couplings connecting the
spring to the upright and movable on the latter, whereby
the spring may be adjusted to suit the requirements, and a
bolt for connecting the out<'r end of the spring with the
upi)er arms of the V-shaped meml>er8.

3. In a speed controlling device for motor vehicle*, the
combination of a clatch : a lever controlling the same ; a
shaft connected to said lever; means to rotate said shaft ;

a second shaft, provided with a collar; a plurality of
steps on said first shaft corresponding to different S|>eed8

and adapted to engage said collar : and a ratchet plate 16.

with which said collar is adapted to engage, substantially
as described.

4. In a speed controlling device, the combination of a
clutch; a lever controlling the same; a shaft connected
to said lever : a drum ; connections between said drum and
said shaft for rotating the latter; a second shaft ; a collar
on the sdme : and means on said first shaft for engaging
said collar and longitudinally moving said second shaft,
substantially as described.

5. In a speed controlling device, the combination of a
clutch: a lever controlling the same: a shaft connected to
said lever : a drum : connections between said drum and
said shaft for rotating the latter : a second shaft : a col-

lar on the same: and means consisting of a series of steps,
one for each si)eed. on said first shaft for engaging said
collar and longitudinally moving said second shaft, sub-
stantially as descril>ed.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed fn the Gazette.]

891.073. TYPE WRITING MACHINE. JOHX HrxcHi.v
so.v, Hartford. Conn., assignor to Underwood Type-
writer Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Sept ij. 1907. Serial No. 392,421.

An attachment for the platen-frames of typewriting
machines, comprising a pair of bra.'kets having slots for
adjustable conne<tion lo tlie < uds of the platen frame,
each bracket having an arm U) extend down in front of
the platen, and a ciiTiin;.' blade to extend along the platen
and secured at its ends to said amis : the slots permitting
adjustment of the ends of th.. idade indep«>ndently of each
otiier towai.l> .wid :(w;i\ ;i iin the platen to accommodate
difference in ili)(lui.s> ,,; |.ajH r.

891,074. B.VKUKl. I ll.LINt; MACHINE. Willia.m
iHXKE.v, HoboVeu, N. J. Filed Aug. 8. 190G. Serial

No. 329.663.

y_^,

A cask or barrel filling machine comprising a hollow
filling head provided with a gasket on its lower edge and

I with means for simultan.'ftusly connecting the Interior
' of the head with id[i. - l.ailiii;: to a liqiiid and a L'as snii-
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T
ply. means for supporting a bnrrp! or -ask T^Mth Its bunc

hole In position beneath the h<nil a < !• w fir raising' and

lowering the fllling heart, a r."i !irt\ iiik' a r.Miprd.atlng

movement within the »;rfw ami rillinu li. icl and provid.-d

with a cap having a seat for the bunn and jiruvi.!. .1 at Its

opposite end with a head piece fur nclvirn tilows from a

hammer or mallet and a counterbalance lefer for raising

and lowering the rod and hence the bungj substantially

as set forth.

8{»1,075. CI.oTil MK.VSI UIN'. M \' HIM. As^i'

.SOX, New Market. I u < 111 N -v. 25^ 1907.

Xo. 403.775.

Jack-
Serial

1. In a cloth measuring machine, a lotatlnj; drum,

means to pass and receive the cloth to iind from said

drum, means to indicate the number of ro at Ions of said

drum, said means comprising a collar adapted to rotate

In unison with said drum, a lug on said <-.illHr. a ttwthed

gear, the teeth of which are adapted t.. '• • ji-'at'»d by said

lug. a pointer rigidly connected to said tfuth.d gear, a

Htationary scale for said pointer, a seconjd lug adapted

to rotate with said toothed gear, a s^'gHT-ntiil toothed gear

the teeth of which are adapted to rt-oit'- said second

named lug. a pointer rigidly secured to jaid segmental

gear, and a stationary scale for said polnti r

_'. In combinntion a foundation, a pair of sjd- piece*

ther»H)0. a drum betwten said sid. ,
• -. i siisfr rota

tably mount*'d on said side pieces and n_'ldly stcured to

and supporting said drum, said shaft h.ving a portion

projecfin* N'yond the side piece on whuh ir is monnt.'d,

a lug projecting beyond said iM>rtlon. (^ »Tul>shafr rota-

tably mounted in a bearing bore in said l|st naui.ii side

piece, a gear wheel on the outside of said !|ist iiam< d side

piece rigidly secured to rotate with said niii -liaft uid

adapted to l>e engaged h\ said !u_' a piia'''r ruidly se-

<'ured to said gear whetl. a staiiiin;.r.\ *.ai. f r said

pointer, a rigidly secured lug project Iul* fr id said stub

shaft on th>' inside of said side piece, a |..L'ni 'nral gear

pivotally mounffd to the Innfr sid.- of sjjid last nani»'d

side piece and adapted to b«' engaged by smd ia^f nain>'<l

lug. a pointer rigidly secured to said s«'utiviital k'-ar and

a scal>- for said pointer on the outside of *iid lasi nun-'d

side piece l>eing provided with a slof "r t _'ti which said

last named pointer is adapted to pu~~ iij 1 He adjacent

said last named scale.

8'.>l.tt"0. OAS-VAl.\ 1: M.KAiiM .1 ui3

York. N. Y. Filed July IS. 1907. S.t

In a device of the character described,

with a casing having a main aperture, a

apertures, and a conical c»'ntral bore, com
said main and oranch apertures, of a tubu

Ing the con: a: Nire of said casing and

ial

thf

multiple series of apertures adapted to register with the

branch apertures of said casing, the apertures of each

.\|OLOWSKY. New
Xo. .1S4.:!4()

e combination

rles of branch
i^unlcatin;: with

ar pint inirag-

'ovid.il with «

series of said plug Increasing progressively in number,

and a stem connected with saia plug.

891,077. P.KWL .VXD R.\TCHET GEARING. John R.

Johnson. Homestead. N. D. Filed Dec. 18, 1905. Se-

rial Xo. 292.190.

The combination with a shaft and BMMW tor rotating

said shaft alternately In opposite dlrecHoBS, said shaft

being threaded for a portion of its length, of a ratchet

wheel mounted upon said threaded portion, said ratchet

wheel being formed with an annular extension, a driving

gear loosely mounted on said extension, a plate mounted

upon said threaded portion and l>earing against the side

' of said driving gear adjacent said extension, and a spring

I

pressed displaceable pawl mounted upon the other side

' of said driving gear for engagement with said ratchet

wheel.

S 9 1 . 7 S . EXPLOSION KNCJINK. lUoo JCNKIRS.

.Vachen. fiermany. Filed June 12, 1905. Serial No.

264.842.

pr<

1. The combination In a two-stroke cycle Internal com

bustlon engine, of a working cylinder tp which a com-

btistll>le mixture is stipplied from a separate compression

or charging pump, an exhaust conduit communicating

with said cylinder, a throttling device In aald conduit,

and means for controlling said throttling device, the

working cylinder being filled with more comlMistlble mix-

ture, when the throttling device has jiartly closed the

exhaust, for the purpose of filling the working cylinder

at the beginning of the compression with combustible

mixture at a pressure higher than that of the atmosphere

when the amount of power required from the engine In-

crease*.

June i6, 1908, U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1731

2. The combination. In a two-stroke cycle internal com-

bustion engine, of a working cylinder, a separate com-

pression or charging pump, a conduit communicating be-

tween said compression pump and said working cylinder,

an exhaust conduit communicating with said working

cylinder, a throttling device In said exhaust conduit, and
means for simultaneousiy controlling said throttling de-

vice and the operation of said charging pump in such a

manner that the working cylinder Is filled with a larger

quantity of combustible mixture, the more the throttling

device Is dosed.

.3. The coml)inatlon. in a tw.i stroke cycle internal com-

bustion engine, of a working cylinder, a separate com-

pression or charging pump, a conduit communicating be-

tween said charging pump and said working cylinder, an

exhaust conduit communicating with said working cyl-

inder, a throttling device in said exhaust conduit, a

centrifugal governor for controlling said throttling de-

vice and the operation of said charging pump In such a

manner that the working cylinder Is filled with a larger

quantity of combustible mixture, the more the throttling

device Is closed.

4. The combination, in a two stroke cycle internal com-
liustlon engine, of a working cylinder to which a com-

bustible mixture is supplied from a separate compression

or charging pump, an exhaust conduit communicating
with said cylinder, a throttling device in said conduit, a

sejiarate auxiliary charging pump, and means for setting

the auxiliary charging pump in operation when the said

throttling device Is actuated

5. In a two stroke cycle internal combustion engine

having separate charging or conipression pumps, the com-

bination, with the working cylinder, of means which per-

mit the working cylinder at the Iw'glnning of the compres
sion to be completely filled with combustible mixture at a

presstire higher than that of the atmosphere, and means
f<»r tlTottllng the exhaust at the beginning of the com
presslon when the working cylinder Is to receive com-

bustible mixture of a pressure higher than that of the

atmosphere, for the purpose of Increasing the duty of the

engine by throttling the exhaust.

8 9 1,079. 80rXD-B0X FOR TALKING MArillXES.
Thomas Kkaemku. rhilad<d[)hia. Pa., assignor to Ilaw

thorne & Slieble .Manufacturing Company. Philadelphia,

Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July 15,

1907. Serial No. :JH3,721.

1. The conil)inat ion of a sound iK>x, a vertically dis-

posed diaphragm therein, a hcariug fixed to said sound

Ihix. a bell crank lever attached to said diaphragm and
pivotally mounted In said b<>aring to vibrate at a right

angle to th«' plane of the diapliragm. another bearing

fixed to Bifid sound box and carrying pivots extending

parallel with the axis of the sound l>ox and diaphragm.

and a stylus lever carried by said pivots and connected

to said bell crank lever to vibrate in a plane at a right

angle to the axis of the sound l)ox and diapliragm.

2. The combination of a sound box. a vertically dis-

posed diaphragm therein, a l>caring fixed to said sound

box and projecting over the diat>lirHgm. a bell crank lever

attached to said diaphrajrin and pivotally mounted In seid

projecting bearim; 'o vibrat. at a right angle to the plane

of the diaphragm, nnothir i)earing fixed to said sound box

and carrying pivots rxt<'nding parallel with the axis of

the sound box and diaptiratrin. and a stylus lever carried

by said pivots and connected to said bell crank lever to

vil)rate vertically In a plane at a right angle to the axis

of the sound box and diaphragm.
.!. The combination of a sound box. a vertically dis-

posed diaphragm therein, a bearing fixed to said sound
box, a bell crank lever attached to said diaphragm and
pivotally mounted In said bearing to vibrate at a riglit

angle to the plane of t'.e diaphragm, another bearing

fixed to said sound box and carrying pivots extending

parallel with the axis of the sound box and diaphragm,
a stylus lever carried by said pivots and connected to

said bell crank lever to vibrate vertically in a plane at a

riglit angle to t'e axis of the sound box and diaphragm.
and a spring carried by the In-aring to which the stylus

lever is pivoted, said spring acting upon the stylus lever

to lift the same from tlie groove of the record.

4. The combination of a sound Imix. a vertically dis-

posed diaphragm therein, a bearing lii-d to said sound
box, a bell crank lever attached to said diaphragm and
pivotally mounted In said twaring to vibrate at a right

angle to the plane of the diaphragm, another bearing
fixed to said sound l>ox and provided with adjustable

screw pivots extending parallel with the axis of the sound
box and diaphragm, and a stylus lever mounted upon said

pivots anu connected to said l>ell crank lever to vibrate

vertically In a plane at a right angle to the axis of the

sound box and diapliragm.

5. The comblnatioh of a sound box. a vertically dis-

posed diaphragm therein, a t>earing fixed to said sound
box and projecting ovi r said diaphragm, a bell crank
lever attached to said diaphragm and pivotally mounted
in said projecting bearing to vibrate at a right angle to

the plane of the diapliragm. another Iwaring flxe<l to the
sound box and provided with adjustable screw pivots
extending parallel with tl.e axis of the sound box and dia-

phragm, and a stylus lever mounted upon said pivots

and connected to said bell crank lever to vibrate vertically

in a plane at a right angle to the axis of the sound box
and diaphragm.

891.080. BENfll DO(; ihristoihkb II. Krogh. Lin-

coln. Xebr. Filed July l.">. 1907. Serial .No. ;{83.7Kr>.

1. -V bench do;: ^uli-tantially as herein d. •>( rii.. d. com-

prising a carrier havint: the opposite side bars connected

together at oni- < tid and arran^red to b«> spread at tiielr

outer en<i^ a d'p- lu.viim a lug sliding liet^^-een said bars

at the coiiie. i.d •nd thereof and a lever pivoted between

the opposite har^ id' the carrier and arranged at one end
to engage and operate the dog and gradually widening

from its pivotal connection with tlie carrier wiieri-by it

may spread the carrier bars wlien actuated to position l»e-

tween the said bars, sutistantialiy as set forth.

2. A l>ench dog comprising a carrier having opposite

side bars, a dog slidaliie relatively to .said carrier, and a

lever pivoted to tl irrier and arranged to operate the

dog and to spr. ad iIh carrier substantially as and for

the purposes set fortli.

3. .V l>ench dog comprising a carrier, a (l<^g slldalde

relatively to the carrier and a lever pivoted to the car-

rier and arranged to operate the dog and having a p^r-

tlon engaging with the carrier whereby to bind the same
in place, substiiiii iaily as set forth.

4. The <'omt>ination of a U-nch. a dog. a r;iiii.r adjust-

able along the bench, a dog operating device havin;.' ini-ans

for spreading th(> carrier whereby to secnri' thi- sani' i:i

any desired position

5. The combination wiili a bench having a groove a car-

rier adapted to be spread in such groove and a dog slid

able relatively to the carrier, of a lever mounted In the
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carrier and having meano wh.rob.r to . p. rnt.' the dog : 8 9 1,083. OARMENTHOI.DER. Cnt.x Lamping, St.

and haviuK an Inclined surfacf wh.rtby ' . -im. ad the car-

rier, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not i>riDted in the rias^^'tte.]

W1.681. EAIL- JOINT Skba-shav KCHxriE. Braddock.

P». Pfl«d Jan. 28, VMS. Serial

891,082. FOLDING H' '\ (iF{ i R.vTK
M<'Kee<»p<irt. Pa. Filed Nov 14.

402.098.

i'.iiiT S.Tial No.

1. lu a folding box. the couiNinariiin with r botroiii. of

longitudinal cleats of flilT'T'-nt width !*••' ur^'<i thtr^'to.

aide boards also of differt-nt width hinir-'d to said cleat.s.

ends plvotally s>-cu.'-'<l b»tw.'en waid cleats at points above
the lower edtres of said end.s, means eomprmjiuc substan-
tially U shaped clips stTiiri'd to the sides at the i-nds

thereof for eonnectiiii; said f-nds to the ends of the side

boards, metal straps secured to the .'ods to rccflve said

clips, a cover provided ,.n its inner side with parallel

cleats, means for s.ciirin:,' snid n<iv.T to the ends of the

box comprislnif a t >• i-.m1 adapted t.i pa.ss throujch said

cleats In the • inN ' s.iid ti^x. a picri-ed win^'kil nut screw
Ing upon on- >ml of ^niil rrwl. a staple prnjectlnk' from the

end of the h<i\ adjacent to said nut. a lo<klnir wire ex-

tendint: through said staple and said pier.-».,i witikred nut.

and a se:i ! f,.r said u :
r"

2. In 1 f.'ldiiik' bi'X. a t">ttom, a pair of sui,. walls ar
ranted f" f^ld inwanllv ii|)'>n said tiottom. and a pair of

end walls pivc'eil r,, (i,\,\ !n\vari!l\ npnii the tiiitii-m. verti-

cal strips seetirei! t>i the ..iiter faces ..f tlr- -lide walls at

the ends thereof \.rticai sirips se. m-ed t(i the outer
faces of the end walls at th»' ends th.Tc.f. metal straps
secured to the end- ..f saj,! . nd walls and the strips

thereon havintr notches, U si,,,:,..,! ,iip« conni'cted to the

vertical strips ci. rri'd ''\ the sji|,' walls adapti-d to enkrane

In the notches in sani end walU » cover tittink: on said

end walls, a tie rod s.'ciirini: ^yiid c,,v, ; to ttie end walls.

and means for lockin,' snid Me ri>d in [>osltion.

Joseph. Mich. Filed Mar. 24, IttOS. Serial No. 422,8»6.

•-t

In a rail joint, the combination wiih a tie. and raiLs

adapted to be supported thereon, of splhe bars en^aning
the sides of said rails, yokes nioimtcd iptin the base

flanges of said rails at the side^ jf said u C shaped
clamping members triinnioned between said > okes and
adapted to engage said splice bars, saul C stiap.d ciamp
ing members having longitudinally disposed grooves for

the reception of a suitable openinii instruiu.jnt, substan-

tially as described

1. In a device of the class described, a body, garment
receiving apertures at each end thereof, and means to

hold the garment upon the body.

2. In a device of the class described, a body having an
elonirated transverse garment receiving aperture at each
end of said body, short slots adjacent the sides thereof.

and a strap pa.ssing through the slots to secure the gar
merit !ipoii the body.

.".. A I lev ice of the class described comprising an oblong
body attenuated In thickness and having an elongated
iraii^w ; >. slot at either end of said body, one of said slots

btinu' lar.' : han the other, said body also having strap
rereivin- - •-, adjacent its edges and at a point approxi-
mate the longitudinal center of the body, and a strap
passing through said last named slots to secure the gar-

ment in position upon tbe l>ody.

891.084. AI..v1;M TLOCK. William .1 L.^kkin. Water-
bury, vonu.. lissignor to Waterbiiry i lock lo Water-
bury, Conn, a lorporatlon. Filed .Vpr. Jii, istuh. Se-

rial No. 428,229.

1 In an alarm cUn-k. tbe combination with the winding
artior of the alarm mechanism, of a switch, and means
rotating with the said arbor for coaetion with the said

switch to throw the same off when the arbor Is rotated

to wind the alarm spring.

2. In an alarm clock, the combination with the wind-

ing arb<ir of the alarm mechanism, of a switch, and a

throw off wheel rotating with the windlne arbor and coact-

Ing with the switch for throwing the -ame off when tlie

artKir Is rotated by its key for wlndini; the alarm spr:ni:

;; In an alarm cii),k. the combination with the winil

ing arbor of the alarm mecliaaisni of a switch, a key ap
plied to the projecfini: rear end of the said arl>or, and
means located upon the key for coactinj with the switch

to throw the same off when the key is rotated In the dl

rectlon retpilred for winding the alarm spring

1 In an alarm chx'k. th imbltiation with the wind-

ing urbor of the alarm meciianism. of a switch, a kc\ ap-

plied to tile said winding arbor, and a throw off wheel

mountefl upon the kc\ and (ai'tlng with tlie said switch

for throwink: the same off when tlie key is turned for

winding the alarm spring
'< In an alarm cluck, the conibinatlon wltti the w Indfng

arbor of the alarm mechanism, of a pivotal switch havint'

a bng and a short arm. the latter t>eing provided with •!
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Btop-flnger, and means rotating with the said winding

arbor for coactlng with the said stop-finger for stopping

the rotation of the arbor in one direction and for throw-

ing oflf the switch when the arbor is turned by its key for

winding the alarm spring.

89L085. B.VKINO - r.\N. Michael L. Le.ahy. Norman,
Okla. Filed Dec. 24, 1007. Serial No. 407,914.

.\ Itaking pan comprisin- nn'upper and a lower section,

the free edge portion of each section being bent outwardly

at approximately right angles to form a continuous fiange,

the flange of the lower section having formed therein a

gutter intermediate Its width and the flange of the upper

section having a rib formed intermediate its width to

project within the gtitter of the lower section, snld rib

and gutter b«dng api)roximalely semi-circular In cross

section, reinforcing rods carried by the free edge portions

of the flanges, said free edge portions being lH>nt around

said rods, parts of the l>ent portions of the flanges being

cut away to expose the roils and strajis engaging the

exposed portions of the n-ds for hingedly engaging the

sections one to the other.

891.086. MUSIC LE.Al i I UNKH
MA.\, Pittsburg. Pa Filed Vu^

388,245.

FkKDERUK J. Ll.N'DE-

12. 1!X)7. Serial No.

^.Wy^\7l

1. In a music leaf turner, a supporting plate cut away
In tbe front and upper faces, a post mounted in the cut

a\\a\
I

• r'".ii a plurality of superposed cups mounted on

sHii! ['0-.I » sprinL' in each riip connected at one end with

the post aiil at th. other end with the cup, an extension

carried by each cup. eacb c\ii nslon provided at Its outer

end with a lug, the lui:s of the exi.n-on- ,,,1 lying In the

same horizontal plane, leaf turning' arms cjirried by said

extensions, a yoke mounted for slldinj: mov.'ment on the

upiMT face of the supf>f)rt iiitf plate H<liipte<| for succes-

sive engaitenieiit with the hit's "f snjd extensions and
having a portion thereof projectinir bcvoiid the front face

of the plate, the said forwarill> pro .c n^ portion of the

yoke [>r^>vide<i on its underneath edi;e with a plurality of

teeth, a bra k. t iinied b\ the front faie of the sup|>ort-

Ing-plate, an aciuaiinvr bver pivotall> supported on said

bracket ami provided at its upper end with a head having

inclined faces, and spniiL' pressed pins carried by the

supporting plate with ilieir ends engaging respectively

with the teeth of the yoke and the in<lined faces of the

head whereby the yoke is op, rated as the lever Is actu-

ated.

2. In a music lint turner, a supporting plate cut away

In the front and upper faces, a post mounted in the cut

away portion, a plurality of superposed cups mounted

on said post, a sjiring In each cup connecte<i at one end

with the post and at the other end with the cup. an ex-

tension carried by each cup, each extension provided

at its outer end with a lug, the lugs of the extensions

all lying in the same horizontal plane, leaf-turning arms
carried by said extensions, a yoke mounted for sliding

movement on the upper face of the supporting plate adapt-

ed for successive engagement with the lugs of said ex-

tensions and having a portion thereof projecting beyond

the front face of the plate, the .said forwardly-projecting

portion of the yoke provided on its underneath edge with

a plurality of teeth inclined towards one end of the yoke

and a plurality of teeth inclined towards the opposite

end of the yoke, a pivotally-supported actuating lever

provided at Its upper end with a head havim: inclined

faces, and 8prlng-pr«'S8ed pins carried by the supporting

plate with their ends engaging respectively with the teeth

of the yoke and the inciineti faces of the actuating levi-r

head whereby the yoke is operated as the lever is actuated.

891,087. Ld£AFT - i:u»r.\l.l/.i:H IlFNRV I.

and Edgak C l.ii cukiki.I'. Waterloo, Iowa,

The Litchfield Manufacturing Company
Iowa. Piled May .S, 1906. Serial No. 314,

I.ITcmiKI I>

assignors to

Waterloo.

9.57.

1. A Qraft eipiali/ei-. < oiniirismi.' a running gear, a one

piece draft plate hinged to the front axle thereof and pro-

vided with sockets having securing means and said sock-

ets adapted to interchanj^'eably receive a tongue, and an

e<]uali/ing device removahl) secured to said draft plate.

2. A draft tMjualizer, comprising a running gear, a one

piece draft jilate hinged to the front axle thereof, a

tongue, means for removably securing said tongue to one

side of said draft plate, means for removably securing

said tongue to the otiier side of said draft plat, and an

equailEing device removably connected to said draft (date.

:i. A draft efjuallzer, ((uni)rising a running gear, a two-

socketed draft device liiiiv'ed to the front axle thereof,

a tongue, means for interchangeably securing said tongue

In either of the sockets in said draft device, and an equal-

izing device for two horses connected to said draft device

when said tongue is secured in one of said sockets

4. .\ draft ecuiali/er. comprising a running gear, a two-

socketed draft device hinL'ed to the front axle thereof.

a tongue, means for intei<iii;nteal)ly st'curlnu ~:iid tont'ue

in either of tlie sockets in said draft devi-e. and an eipml

izlng device for three horses cuinected to said draft de-

vice when said tongue is secured In one of said sockets.

5. In an equalizing device for veliicles. a single piece

device hinged to the axle thereof at three widely sepa

rated r>oints. such draff device having a socket for the

tongue therein in line with the center of the vehicle and
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having another socket for m • ' ri."! t -i

anti means for interchiiii^'jii.i > -• urnt:

either of said sockets.

[Claims B and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

U' thereof.

ruDgue in

891,088. WUKN* li. Sa\(ik[. I.. •n.;aneci ek. .Anderson.

Ind. Filed r**^. .•?!. 19" t Serial No. 23).10.'..

891.089. BRIDI.K-BIT IIenrvM M vsox

Filed Auk. "Jl. 19<>T. Serial No. 389.46^.

Oakland, Cal.

liHviiiir h<x)ked

nl iii-'tnl.-r au't

I k-<\ .-[ui-* .if

•>\.' upon said

1. .V bridle t)lt oompri-'iiijj a iii'-niii-r jirovided with
hooked ends, a corering for the said meiAt>er extending
over the hooked .ends, and rings mount'il In the hooked

ends and each having a confraefed porrjun

2. .V bridle bit ctimprlsliiL' h ii,' in!, i- luivinkf hookt-d

ends forming an openlns; romnnini atinj vvifli n im-isusi.*.

a removable sleeve mmnir.il iip«iii mini in.>iiil"T ami Mt
rlnirs dt'tachably monnte<l n -h-' hM..k.ii .tub; ..f said m.m-
l)er. said rings having cuiM-a '•i| iiortmns c., niiow of rlie

inserting of the rings through said |iassM;i.» into the said

openings.

3. A bridle bit oompri^m.' a in "niiMr

end.s. a sU-cvf di-tachably m<>uiit>(l n\><'n <:

shiftable means removably mount.d m th.

said member, thereby retalnin;; th.. si

memi>er.

4. A bridle bit comprising a n;. nil., r li.tvink' a iiooked

end. a 9let»v.- rrniovatily mount. d iiii.in said member, and
H xhifTrtI !• t>it ring rcmovahly mount.(! In rlic said hooked
• iid. said ring hnvin;: a .-ontracti'd portio» ro p.>rniif of

thf insertion an<l r>.nioval of Ww rink; in aii<l from tlie

hiH^ked t>nd of saiil nu'nil»r

5. A bridle bit conipri-m.' a hit bar ha^ iiii.' . ach termi-
nus thereof bent iip-.n ir<.!f m a rurvllinjar niann.T to

form a hook, .a.h .if th.- h.'.-.ks havini: th.- fr nd ther'--

of outwardly Ix-v.-h-d th.' portf-ns of ^n\,\ i.nr opposini:

the bevelt'd ends •( th.' hooks !...in;; .>irri'«iiioiidiiit.'ly

beveled, thereby fomim,' said t>ar at .a.'h .nil with a

passage gradually d-.cr.asin.' in wi.lfh inwardly, and rinifs

adapted to tx^ niount.'d in tli.' iiooks a' tlj.. .-nds of rh>.

bar. eaeli of <aid niii;>: haviiiir a .'ontrai r..il porfi.iti allow

.\ wr'.ni'ii eomprlsink' i shnnk provldr-d with tepth. a

fixed jaw thereon, a m. vi;.;.- jaw slidatdf on tlie shank

and provided with n r ss op.ti at tw> sidfs. a m>'nit)er

pivoted In the recess and ..it.'ndini,' out 'if the same, a

rotatable adjusting element on th.. tn-Biber disposed

wholly outside the recess and provider! wlthlthreads adapt-

ed to mesh with the teeth, the el. nunt belfg so arranged

on the member as to normally r!.>s. on. side of the recess

and to bear positively acainst tli.' sli.lahl." jaw and a

spring secured to the m.ivahl.- jaw to s.rv.> as a stop f.,r

limiting the diseiiiragin^ movement .if tti* el..nient and
for maintaining the element in normal positi.jn. said

spring beintr located wholly outsi.l." the reeeiis and forming

a closure f<ir the other ..p.n side of tli.' latt.r and co-

operating with the element t.i • xihide <11rt from t ii.. recess,

the free extremity of the spring l('i!i_' .lisposed at all

times at a p<3lnt Inwardly from the p. rpi • ry of the ele-

ment to be protected by the latter.

ing of the passing of the rings through said pnssaires and
Into the books whereby said rings can l>e connected to and
disconnected from the bar. the enlarged outer ends of

said passages facilitating the entrance of the contracted

portions of the ring.

[I'lalm not printed in the t'azette. ]

89 1.090. SH()K SOLE ATT.Vt'IlMKNT John F
Mitchell. Topeka. Kans. Filed No*. IJ. I'.toT. Serial

No. 401.7W».

1. \a attachment for the Inside of shm- soles, oomprls-

InK a base-plate shaped to conform to the sole and having

an upwardly projecting marginal flange at the heel end
thereof, an inner sole shaped to conform to the under

surface of the foot, and a leaf-spring arranged between

the base-plate and the Inner sole.

2. In a shoe, a leaf-spring located over the heel and
Instep of the shoe sole, the leaves of which successively

fall short of each other In passing upwanlly at the for-

ward portion of the spring, and successively fall short of

each other at the heel end of the spring in passing down-
wardly, whereby a support for the instep of the foot and
a spring heel Is provided.

3. An attachment for shoes, comprising a base plate

havinir an 'ipwardly turned marginal flange and provided

with ui.aris : ii pa^slni: into the sole of the shoe an inner

sole, and a leaf-sprinn hx-ated Intermediate the base-plate

and inner sole, the leaves of which successively fall short

of each other at tbelr forward ends In passing from the

base-plate to the Inner sole, and successively fall short of

each other at the rear or heel end In passing from the

Inner sole to the base plate, whereby a spring heel and

a support for the Instep of the foot Is provided.

4. An attachment for shoes, comprising a base-plate, an

Inner sole, and a leaf-spring located intermediate said

tMise-plate and Inner sole, with the leaves of the spring

successively falling short of each other at the heel of the

attachment In passing from the solo to the baseplate

whereby a space is providi-d b«>tween the plate and spring

at the heel, which permits of the yielding of this end of

the spring when pressed toward the plate.

5. An attachment for the Inside of shoe soles, comprls

Ing a base-plate, an Inner sole, a leaf spring Intermediate

the base-plate and Inner-sole, and a band binding together

the Inner sole, base plate and leaf spring, U>cated Inter

mediate the heel and Instep of the attachment.

sOI.otM \Vf)Or)\V<)RKERS CLAMP. CiiABLES Moithiy,
litisour;;. Kans. Filed Jan. 29, 1908. Serial No.

4I3.2tJ3.

I 5 O O O 9 B " O e < *)

• o o o c J I c <. o e c o o e o

1 A w lv\ orker's clamp comprlslnu a frame, embody-

ing' lonKitiidinal t)ars connecte<l at one end by a cross

ple< ... a pair i>f clanii)lng bars adjustable on the frame

bars, means connected with the cross piece for a.ijusting

one of said .lamplnir bars, the other clamping bar being

free for han.l a.ljnst ment. means for securing the latter

named bar In adjust..! i><>sitlon. a hiddlnu bar. and means
f.>r removably secnrini: said holding bar to the crtiss piece

tiinl to the freely a.liiistahle . lampini: iiar
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2. A woodworker's clamp comprising a frame embody-

ing longitudinal parallel bars and a cross-bar connecting

•Id bars at one end. sliding clamping bars movable on

said longitudinal bars, the said clamping bars and cross

piece b»^ing provided in their upper surfaces with recesses.

means for retaining the clamping bars in adjusted posi-

tion, a holding bar adapted to be fitted in said recesses,

a retaining member on the holding bar to engage the cross

piece, and a second retaining member on said bar adjust-

able thereon and adapted to en>:ace one of the clamping

bars.

891,092. HALLHEAKINCJ VKll U l.K-AXLE

MclNTosH, Alexandria. Ontario, »^anada.

12, 1007. Serial No. 302,047.

.loHX D.

Filed Mar.

^..^^^mn ^^i^.i =?^

1 In a device of the class descrlt^ed. the combination

with an axle box, of a coSperating ball cup, anti-friction

balls arranged within the cup. and a rotary washer Inter-

posed t>etween the balls and the axle box, said cup being

provided at one of Its walls with an Integral Inwardly

proJectInK portion extending from such wall towards and

terminating close to the axle Ih>x and engaging the washer

for retaining the balls In the cup.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

with an axle box. of a ciniperating ball cup, antifriction

balls arranged within the cup. and a rotary washer In-

terposed b«'tween the balls and the axle box, said cup

being provided at the inner face of Its outer wall with

an Integral annular rib engaging the washer at the pe-

riphery thereof for retaining the same and tin- balls with-

in the cup and extendlni: fr.>m the outer wall of the ball

cup toward and termlnatitii: .lose to the axle box.

:i. In a device of the cla-s 1. - rlt>ed. the combination of

a spmdi.. provided at its inn. r .-nd with a collar having

an annular groove, said ctillar being provided at the in-

ner face of its outer wall with an annular rib. the outer

portion of the outer wall b<\vond the rib forming a sand

band or guard, anti friction l)alls arranged within the

groove, a rotary washer engaging the balls and retained

In place by the said rib, and an axle box engaging the

washer and fitting within the annular rib, the latter be-

ing extended from the outer wall of the groove toward

the axle Iwx and termlnatinj; (lose to the same.

4. In a .1. vice of the cla-- h s. rilH-d, the combination of

a nut pro\i.|.(l with an annulai groove, which is located

at an int. nn. .Iin 1. point between the threaded opening

of the nut an.l ili. oui.r face of the latter and having

the outer wall tlur<i>f extended beyond the inner wall.

antifriction balls arranged within the groove, a washer

located beyond th'- Inn-r wall of the groove of the nut

and extending within the extended portion of the outer

wall of the sain.' ami .niraiiin;; the balls, there b«dny; n

rib projecting from the outer wall at an Intermediate

point for retaining the washer In place, the outer portion

of the out.r wall bey.md tli.' ril. f..rmini.' a dust band or

guard.

5. In a device of the lass .1. s; rib. d. the combination of a

nut provided at an ini.-rmediat.' p.iint hi>tween Its thread-

ed ojM'nlng anil its . ut.'r fac.' with an unnular groove and

having the ont.'r wall thereof extended beyond the inner

wall, anti friction balls arrant'.'d within the groove,

spaced metallic wasli. rs h.eai.d within the extended por-

tion of the outer wall -.f th. i:r."iv.. and a relatively

yleldable washer arraim..! !..i\(..ti and spacing the said

washers.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,093. PROPELLER. Frank 8. Pabsons and Wii

LiAM F Kellet, Rock Elm. Wis. Filed Feb. 1, 1908.

Serial No. 413,886.

1. The herein described propeller, comprising a body

portion, a plurality of blades formed by making incisions

in said body portion, the meeting edges of said blades

l>elng bent in opposite directions and turn buckles adapted

to increase or decrease the curvaturi- of the bent portions

of said blades.

2. In a propeller of the chiss descrilK-d. the combination

with a driving shaft : of a propeller fixed to said shaft,

blades on said propeller, the m.'i'ting edges of which are

oppositely curved, ttirn hiickl.'s s.'cnred at one end to said

curved edges of th.' blades, a collar fixed to said driving

shaft, means to sectire the inner ends of the turn buckle

to the collar and additional means to secure the collar

and propeller on the driving shaft.

891,094. CAHHII' FI:i:1iI:K F(iK ACETYLENE-GENER-
ATORS. IsA.v. I'Kiin I.. Tazewell, Va. Filed May 0,

1907. Serial No. 371,982.

;?»'

/-^

1. A carhld feeding device for acetylene generators,

comprlslnir an oscillating receittacle open at its bottom, a

horizontal axis on which the recej)tacle is adapted to tilt.

an adjustable member in the receptacle for controlling

the flow of material out of the bottom thereof, an adjust-

able memlHT adapted to receive a charge of material from

the receptacle and to deposit the same when the receptacle

Is tilted, and a bell eniraging member on the recei)ta<'le

for tilting the latter by the movement of the bell of the

generator.

2. A carbid f.'.dint; device for acetylene generators

comprising a swinging rei-eptacle permanently open at

Its top and arranged to deliver successive charges by the

swinging mov.'m. tit of the receptacle, a stationary carhld

holder dlspos.il aho\.' the top of the receptacle, a conduit

connecte<l with th.' hold, r and a manually tictuated

means connected with th. conduit for throwing it into

and out of dis. 1 'irL'iiit: position with respect to the re-

ceptacle.

3. \ carbj.l f.'.'din;.' d.'^ i.'.' for ac.i\lene ir.'nerat iii'.'

apparatus coinjirisin;: a r.i.'pttule open at its iMittom. an

axis located ecceiiiri*' to th.' center of the ric.ptaci. .

means for moving the receptacle by the mo\f.ni.n! ..f th.-

bell of the apitaratns. an adjustable menili.er attached

to the receptacle and adai>|ed when tilted to one position
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to dlncharge carbld. and means between thei member and

receptacle for depositing the carhid i>n the former when

the receptacle is tilted In thf opposite direction.

4. A device of the class described comprising a recepta-

cle open at its t>ottom. means on which the receptacle Is

adapted to operate, and an adjustable menil>er arranged

to receive a charge of carbld when the re4»ptacle is in

one position and to discharge the carbiil vli-n the re-

ceptacle is in another position

5. A device of the class deacrih"! •iniiin>iii.' a r<'cepta-

cle open at its bottom, a chute "ii fl • •• i • i :<'V deliver-

ing carbld. an adjustable memb*r w, 111:1 ]:• receptacle

for controlling th© amoant of carbld delitered by the

chute, and an adjustable pan attached to the receptacle

to move therewith for receiving carbld frcm the chute

when the receptacle Is In one extreme petition and to

deposit the carbld when the receptacle la

extreme position.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.

in the other

I

891,095. T\Pi:\VUriIN(. MArillNi: KMii. 1. Tun
DER, Hartford, t'oun . ;i-sii:ni.r to ru(l>!rN\u-"l Type-

writer Company, N'W V rk. N Y . a Corporation of

New Jersey. Klle<l Mir U. !:"'>' Serial No. 420.6H9.

:*- . f r-

gJMWMg
'* jr*«*, •<*

1. In a trpewrltintj nia<liine having a carrtage. the com-

bination with a rail upon which the carrla|:.> runs, of a

rocking frame upon the fraiu. w..ik f th. nmitilne and

extending along the machln.'. h'll rini.'inK devic .-h ..per

atfd by said rocking frame, a tapp-r upon fli-' <'Hrrin.,'''.

an Interponent mi>unt.'<l upnii th.' fram.'w.jrk iiul.'pend-

ently of said rocking frame r.ii<l adjustal-L' al.ii-' a. rack

which is fixed upon the framework, said iiit^Tponent mov-

able by said tappet to operate sslv\ 1. km.- frun.-. a stop

adjustable along the saoif raik aud a | ;
iting stop

upon the carriage to n^gulatr thf return 111 » in.nt of the

carriage.

2. In a typewrltinj; nia'-hine lavlni: a ^aTlaK*". <h»'

combination with a rail upon whi. h the carriage runs, of

a rack, a slide ad.1ustal>!- alone sai.l rack, a |cam movably

mounted mp-ii -aid slid*', a rockint' frani.' .xt.'iidinu' along

said rack and i.p.ralde Nv said cam at all a(Jju>tiivnts of

the slide, a l»ll niu'ln^: device opcrar.d t,\ -aid r.KJking

frame, and means upon the carriak'- t • 'p-rafe the cam to

ring the bell

3. lu a typ.'iA rltiii!.' niacliiiif iiaviiik.' a carria:,-!-. il,.-

combinati.'D with a rail upon wtiich the •'«rria«'' runs.

of a rack, a slide adjustable alotif said ra<k. a cam mov-

ably mouin>>i upon said slide, a TMckinij frajiie extending

along said rack and operahle \i\ said cam lit all adjust-

ments of the sliile. a hell ringing device operated hy said

rockiu^' frame, means upun the larriaife t'l op.rate i:ie

cam \-> ring the tiell. and a seeoud slide ni.)ou tlie rack

and iiio\ahle f'T substantially the .ntire U-niitli of the

rack, and liavin;-' means id eii_'at'e the mrrlaL''' to arrest

it upon its return to t>enin a new line.

4. I II a ty pewrif inu' macliiue liavin^' a ciuriakre. tiie

combination wiili a rail ui>ou whicli tlie carriage runs, of

ft rack, a slide adjustable aionu' said rack, a ci ni movably

moun'e<l uixm said slide, a r.r.kiu;: frame extending aloni:

said rack and op.rahle hy said cain at all ailjiistments ni

the slide, and t>. 11 rnmiiik' and key locking' ilevices oper

ated by said roekini: frame, a plate rixed upon the carriage

and havin;; tajipets to enL."'.i:c sueetssiv. |\ ^aid rum dur

Ing the moveuient of the carriaue m ht'.-r I'.H-dInk' direc-

tion to give first a stii>rt and tli. 11 a hum stroke to the

cam to suci-essi\-ely ring the hell and loi'k tlie keys.

.5. In a typewriting maciiine havin«' a carriage, the

combination witli a rail upon wlii ti tlje .mria/e runs, of

ft rack, a slid'' ad ustiild.- ahpii-.' said rack, a earn movahly

moiuted npon said slide, a rocking frame extcsding along

^id rack and operable by said < am at all adjastments of

the slide, and (>ellrlnging and k. i .ekini.' devices .e,,er

ated by said rocking frame, a plat' ijxd ap..ii i ri. .Hrrlaj^'e

and having tappets to engage 8ucces-i\. i\ said cam dur-

ing the movement of the carrla.''' ii. htier feeiimi; direc-

tion to give first a short and tien a hmu strnke !.• the

cam to successively ring the bell and lock the keys ; means

being provided upon said slide both to enable tlie carriage

to relock the keys and also to arrest the carriage.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.O0fi PEA SEPARATOR. VTii-i-iAM 8 Pope, Sneads.

Fla. Filed Dec. 11. 1905. Serial No. 291,250.

1 In a fteparfttor, the combinstion of a screen for sup-

porting pea vines, a plurality .if tinu'ers morable below

and adjacent to the underside of the scre.'n ami adapted

to engage the vln.'S and pull peas therefrom, a sieve ar-

rank.'e<l beneath said fingers, and a trough located to re-

ceive peas from the sieve and Imvint' 'M'-'niiiiis in its bot-

tom.

2. In a s*'parator, the combination of a s. r.-.-n for sup-

imrtlng pea vin.'s. m.^an* located below tlie screen for

pullini; fM-as off th.' viie- inclined sieves arranged to re-

ceive said i>eas. a tr.eiu': 'li-iM.seil hetx^-'Ti ;ind arranged

to receive iK-as r'r.itn f'j. -c v es and 1 a\.:ii; "peniiiirs In

Its bottom, blaile- nirHnir.-.l t.i m.'V p. 'a- ah-ntr the

trough, and means fftr moving the sahl tdartes

."?. In a separat.ir. the cumhinaihm of a screen for sup-

porting pea vines, a phirallty of fingers movable bel<»w

and adjacent to the under<»l(le of the screen and adapted

to enirage the vines and pull peas therefrom. Inclined

sieves arranir»'d to receive said pens, a troni:h arranged

h«'twi'en aii'l adapted to receive p«'as from the sieves and

iiavinir ..v^'nink's in its bi^dtom. and iienns for moving
p^-as a Imiii; t he trough

4 In a separaf.'T, the comhinatinn "f a screen for snp-

p<irtlni; i>ea \ine-, m.'ans locaieil ti.lnw the screen for

piiioni; [i.'as fr.un the viii.s, inclin.ii si.'v.-s arranged

to receive said peas, a tr.>uuh arraii/ed hetwcn and adapt-

.i| T., r.".i\'' peas fr^m ih>' sieves and having an upwantly

reachini: arm at .me .u.l and also having' ..("'tiinL's in ms

bottom, m-aiis for moving peas etc. ahuik' said tr. ish a

chute arrant't'd to rer. iv" peas .'fc fr.ni th.' uiii>er eml <f

the arm of the tr.'UL'h, a M.>w.t. and 11 . asiiiL" .•ontainliiu'

the hlower and havini; ujiper and l.iw.'r ..penitiL's for the

passflkre of fx-as : the upper ..p-nini: I'eni'j arraneed to re-

c.'i \ e f r"iii ' h.' -a id ctmt.'

Mil, OUT Mii\ i:.\IKNT I'LVTi: Fnlt W.VTt H K.S, iLot K.S

.V.\I» THK I IKi: Wn.soN E. Poutku, New Haven,

Conn . assignor to New Haven Clock Co.. New Haven,

tdnn. a -Corporation. Filed Nov." 11, 1907. Serial No.

4ni.7r)0.

A movement-plate for watches, clocks and the like the

said plate having one or more plvot-hearink's maile tn-

t.'irral with ttie hody of the plate and harder and tliinner

til.'ltl Th.' -aille.
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891,098. ALARM-CLOCK W iL3(>n E. Pokter.

Haven, Conn., assignor to N<'w Haven Clock Co..

Haven. Conn., a CoriK>ration. Filed Apr, 27. 19<>H.

rial No. 429,542.

New
New
Se-

at 1 M^
rr"^^^^^^

t)

1. In an alarm clock convertible for sounding an in-

termittent alarm or a long alarm, the combination with an

alarm wheel driven by the time train of the clock, of a

vlbratlngarm carried by the verge-arbor of the alarm-

train of the clock, an intermittent alarm-lever provided

with a finger for engagement by the said wheel and with

a detent for engagement with the said vibrating arm. and

a converting lever adapted to coact with the Intermittent

alarm lever for forcing it into a retired position In which

It dw-s not function with the alarm-wheel and vlbratirrg

arm,

2, In an alarm-<lock convertible for sounding an inter-

mittent alarm or a long alarm, the combination with an

alarm-wheel driven by the time-train of the clock, of a

vlbratlngarm carried by the verge arbor of the alarm-

train of the ch>ck, an intermittent alarm-lever coacting

with the said wheel and vibrating arm. and a cimverting

lever provided with a cam for coaction with the said in-

termittent alarm-lever, whereby the same is forced into

a retired position in which it does not oact with the

satfl wheel and vibrating arm
:<. In an alarin-clo<-k convertible for sounding an Inter

mittent alarm or a long alarm, the combination with an

alarm-wheel driven by the time train of the clock, of a

vlbratlngarm carried by the verge-arbor of the alarm-

train of the clock, an Intermittent alarm-lever having a

finger for coaction with the said wheel and detent for

coB'tlon witli the said vibrating arm. a converting lever

engaging with the said intermittent alarm-lever for retir-

ing the same so that it will not toact with the said wheel

and vibrating arm, and a cut-out lever coacting with

the said vlbratlngarm and Intermittent alarm-lever for

preventing the clock from sounding' .Ith.r an intermittent

alarm or a long alarm

891,t>yy. PEN SI i'l'ORT llKMa I'KIESTER, New York,

N. Y. Filed Feb, 8, 1908. Serial No, 414.915,

1, .\ support for pens and the like, comprising two legs

pivotally supiiorte<l upon oppi site sldt s of the pen but on

the same side of a .liam. t.r thereof.

2. .\ BUi>jMirt for pent and th. like comprising two legs

mounted up..n pivots radiall.x dispos.'d in resjiect to the

p. 11 and haviTiiT th.dr axes interse. tiiiL' at an anirl.'

:; A snpt>ort fur p.-ns. comi'risiiik' a cllar encircling the

p.'n. and tw.> let's pivnted to the collar by radially-dis-

posed pivots out of alin.un.'iii with (>ach other but upon
oppf)site sides of ilie pen

4. A support for pens and the like, comprising two legs

pivotnlly mounted upon opposite sides of the pen. and a

spring coni'itiiik' the upper ends of the said legs above

tile pivot and n< rmaily t.'n.linu to spri-nd said upper ends

apart.

5. A support for pena and the like, comprising two legs

mounted upon pivots radially disposed but having their

axes out of allnement with each other, said legs extending

above said pivots, and a spring connecting the upper ends

of said legs.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.100. STANDARD-CI.AMP Ft Hi I'l.OWS. Chakles
C, Raskin, Louisville, Ky.. assignor of one-third to

Samuel T. Crofts. Louisville, Ky. Filed June 24. li)o7.

Serial No. 380.484.

1. A standard and beam clamp for plows, comprising

two sections, a vertically disposed groove in each section

arranged to receive a plow standard, a horizontally dis-

posed groove In each section arranged to receive a plow

beam, each of said horizontally dlsjiosed grooves having a

bend or angle tb.-rein to conform to the plow beam In

such manner that rotation of the said clamp on the beam
is prevented.

2. A clamp of th. character described, comprising two

sections, each of which is provided with a in-nt or an-

gular groove arranged to receive a beam and means for

accommodatlrik' a standard, the said bent or angular

groove being arraiik'.nl to .onform to the beam in such

manner that rotati'.u of the clamp on the beam is pre-

vented.

3. A clamp of the character described, comprising

means for accomnKKlatin^' a standard, said damp being

provided with a h. iir nr angular k'r.xive or recess to con-

form to and clamp a h-am in such manner that rotation

of the clamp ou th< heam is prevented.

891,101. PLOW. Charles C. Rankin. Louisville. Ky.,

assignor of one-third to Samuel T. Crofts. Louisville,

Kv. Filed Dec. 10. 1907. Serial No. 405.913.

1. A plow of the character descrih.'d comprising a

beam, a clevis, a beam clamp, a handle fixture, handles

and plow standard, th.' said beam clamp embracing the

beam and provided with a recess or chamber to accom-

modate the said plow standani, said handle tixture being

formed mitistantially like an inverted U emhracing the

beam. Inclined extensK.iis ..n said liiiTi.ll.' tlMur.' formed to

accommodate the sai<l haridhs. a .lip 'ariii-d on each of

said inclined .'Xtensions f.ir fasT.-niiiL' said handles in

position thereon, said lii;ndles ext. ndin^' h- low the said

handle fixture

,
2. .\ pl.'W .if the charact.T .l.'s.'ril.ed comprising' a

I beam, haioll' < and a hand!.- tixtur.', said handle fixture

i being f(.riii.'d suhstantially like an inverted U to em-

brace the said beam, and inclined extensions on said fix

' ture for accommodating sai.l handh-s. substantially as

1 described.
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891.102. ATTACH.MKM Fm;{ MOTOR-CfVCLES. Theo-
dore W. R.K7AHX. Hri«)klvii N V Fi! .fl Apr. IS. 1907.

Serial No. 308.M04.

1. In an a'M. .:ii'ti' r'.r motor-cycles. <he combination

with a forwardly v?.!! t:[i_- rMtntiii'; fufk. of an axle

bavinit mean."* for auiuliiiu' Mi- f rk. a ti>-.\t tarried by

the a.\!e and braces connect i 111: tlif n\\'' wlrh the frame of

the machine.
|

2. In an attachment for motor-cycles, ihe combination

with the front fork of the machine, of ap axle carrying

steertnir-knuckles. a cross bar pivoted tn tbo axle and to

which the fork Is secured, an arm pr >
•• tinu from the

cross-liar and links connecting tli.' uin with the steering

knuckles.

3. In an attachment for motor-cycles, ihe combination

with an axie cnrryijiK whet'Is

attaclifd to the fork of tli.

carried by the axU- nini uh'

knuckles with the fork of tli'

ami H(la[)tt'd to bf plvotally

Miarlun-'. -t •••Tins;- knuckles
ins r(jnn.>(;tiOt; rln- steering

inarliirit

4. In an attacliment for ni'tMi- cycles. Ihe combination

with a stationary axle canyini; steering knuckles, means
for pivoting the fork of tb>' mm liine to the axle, arms
supported by the axle ami aliprt .1 to carrel a seat, springs

Interposed between the seat and tli.' arijis. braces con-

nectlnt: the arms with thf frani.' '<( ttu' machine, braces

connecting the attachment with tlu- r>ap frame of the

machine or rear axle of sai<i machine, anij links connect-

ing the fork with the steering knuckles tml adaiUed to

turn them. 1

.>. In an attachment t'ui- .n.itor-cycles. Oie combination
with a stationary axle, of -^t.^'iiiii: knu'ki' -. 1 -'at. adju.st-

able springs Interpo.sed between th.^ steenui; knuckles and
the seat, means for securing; the front fork of the motor-
cycle to the axle and means connecting thi- f'nk with the
steering knuckles.

[Claims to 9 not printed In the Gare«e.]

891.10.}. HOLDER Foi: FlsillMj-TAfli I.E. Michael
M. SCHANEY. I>ub4.is. I'a Fih-rt .\i)r -.'.i. i;in\ Serial

Xo. 429.158.

1. Th'- UiiiJC'iv.^il ta. kh- Imi.x romprisini; ti'o parts binjred

togefle'T Mil*' '•vsin:.' as a cuvt-r anil iiarinn a reel se-

cured to it int>'rliirl.\-, th>' said reel i-oniprising two bars

provided with hooks and riveted tojfetlief so that they

may be tamed on each ither, substantially as described.

2. The improved tackle box com[)rlsinji two parts hinced
together and in.' 'if tte^m havinc a cover plat'' '! provided

with seri.'~ "f ^priiiiT hold-rs f'lr t'S's :md ^n." ided-hooks,

the same u.'iii.' f' riiif-d f sprin_' \\ W'- ~. ciir.d tn i h-- said

plate, and their .nds tiii-ii.-d •mrwardlv hut ahiittiiii.'- as

sJ'own and d.'scrib.d

,
3. The improved tackle-hox I'i.inpns.'d .if ru,, parts hm,''^i!

* together and ha\inii a piar- hiiikred at ili.'ir joint and pro-

Tided with a series of rows of sprin_' huhl- rs t^r tlics

and snooded- hooks, the said holders being formed of

spring wire and arranged In pairs and the two inner rows
being arranged staggering.

4. The Improved tackle-box composed of two parts hinged

together and the base part provided with a compartment
whose side consists of a rim 2.3 which Is spaced from the

sides of said base part and the latter bavin'; inwardly

projecting flanges 21. whereby a space Is provided for re-

ception of leaders or hooks. In the manner described.

891.104. DRAWING-PEN. Geobg Schoexxer. Nurem-
berg. Germany. Filed Nov. 28. 190rt. Serial No. 34.'^.544.

^

.V drawing p«>n comprisinj; two blades, one of said
blades having a slot therein, an adjusting screw con-
nected to one blade and passing through said slot and a

slide carried by said slotted blade, said slide having a
springy forked end of U shape In longitudinal section

adapted to engage with the head of said screw.

8 9 1 . 1 .5 . NON RKFIl.I.AHLK HOTTLE .Ma.vimii.ax

ScHWABZ. Chambersbiirj;. I'a. Filed Jan. 29. Iftu.'*. Se-

rial No. 413.222.

;
'I'tu lomhiuation witli a liottle nick, of a core i)ermu-

nently fastened therein and embodying a tortuous liquid

passage terminating in a conical recess in the inner end
of the core, a valve .seat within said cure, a spherical

j

valve, a link projecting from said valve, a valve seating

element connected to said link, and a stop located in said

recess to limit the movement of the valve seating elemeni.

891,10«. MISIC-LEAF It U.NER. Joshua P. Bessemax.
Forest Grove. Oreg. Flhd Dec. 5, 1907. Serial No.
40.-. !'.-,»!.

I

1 In H music leaf turner for pianos, inner and outer
t main ii]i.ra tine shafts, means whereby said shafts are
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turned by the feet of the player, a plurality of leaf turn-

ing arms. Inner and outer arm sii|,p,,r! iiit- sh;, fts adapted

to support said leaf turimn; arm-, ni'l i!i',.ii^ whereby

said operating shafts are connected wiili -a hi supporting

shafts to turn the same and the leaf nun nt arms con-

nected thereto, substantially as described

2. In a music leaf turner of the character descrll>ed.

Inner and outer main operating shafts, a beveled gear

pinion on the lower end of each of said shafts, segmental

o|>erating racks adapted to engage said pinions, means

whereby said segmental racks are actuated by the feet of

the player, a pinralitv of leaf turning arms, inner and

outer supporting siuifi- adapted to supjKjrt said arms and

to Independently move the same to turn the leaves con-

nected thereto, and means whereby first one and then the

other of said supporting shafts are operated, substantially

as described.

3. In a music leaf turn. 1 ..f the character described, the

Inner and outer main operating shafts, a beveled gear

pinion on the lower end of earli of said shafts, segmental

operating gears adapted to en;;ag<' said pinions, means

whereby said se>:nieiital p-ars an- actuated by the feet of

the player, a plurality of leaf I inning arms. Inner and

outer suiiportiniT shafts adaiit.'d to support said arms and

to Independently move the sflin.^ to turn the leaves con-

nected thereto, n supportin^r cHsiii;_' adapted to be arranged

in the framework of the piano. Inmr and outer stub shafts

revolubly mounted in said casing, means to detachably

connect the lower eml of said arm supporting shafts with

said stub shafts, and sproi k.t gearing adapted to opera-

tlvely connect the latter with said main operating shafts,

stibstantlally as describeil

4. In a music leaf turn'-r of ilu cliaracter described.

Inner and oviter main operating shafts, a beveled gear

pinion on the lower end of each of said shafts, segmental

operating gears adapted to engage said pinions, means

whereby said segmental gears are actuated by the feet of

the player, a plurality of leaf turning arms. Inner and

outer support uiL' shafts adaitiil to stipi>ort said arms and

to independently move the same to turn the leaves con-

nected thereto, a siipportinR casing adapted to be ar-

ranged in ih.' frair.i'work of tli.' piano, inner and outer

•tub shafts revolublv inoiinted in s.nid casine:. means to

detarbably connect the 1o\mt end of said arm supporting

s! aft^ witli said stub shafts, sprocket pinions on the lower

end.s of said Inner and outer stub shafts, sprocket gears

on the upper end of said Inner and outer main operating

shafts, and sprocket chains to connect the gears on said

main sliafi- \\\\h the g.-ars on said stub shafts, substan-

tially as described.

.'. In a music leaf turner. Inner and outer main oper-

ating shafts a beveled gear pinion on the lower end of

each of said shafts, a pivotally mounted segmental rack

plate. Inner and outer segmental racks on said plate

adapted to engage said pinions, foot pedals, operating rods

adapted to connect one of said pedals with one side of

said segmental plate and the other pedal with the oppo-

site side thereof, whereby said racks are turned first one

way and then the other, a plurality of leaf turning arms,

supporting shafts adapted to support and turn said arms,

and means whereby said supjiorting arms are actuated by

said main operating shaft, suhstanlially as descrii>ed.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

891,107. COMBINATION TOOL. .Tonx P. Shaw, .\ber-

deen. Miss. ; Robert E. Houston administrator of said

Shaw, deceased. Filed Oct. 31. 1907. Serial No. 400,061.

in a tool of the character specified, the combination

with a supporting bar formed with a transverse aperture

or opening, of a laterally extending approximately U-

shaped drum supporting frame detachably secured to one

side of the supp<irting bar. with its arms spaced at right
,

angles to the plane tloreof. the body portion of said frame

being formed with an aperture to register with that of

the supporting liar, fastening screws extending longitudi-

nally through the arms of said frame into ilie supporting

bar. said screws constituting detachable fastening means

for the frame, a drum extending through the apertures or

openings of the supporting bar and drum supporting

frame, a crank arranged at on.' .nd of the drum, a ratchet

arranged at the opposite end of the drum, and a pawl piv-

oted to the supporting bar in position to engage the teeth

of the ratchet.

8 91,108. POWKK TUA.NS.MIIUN'. MFCHANISM.
George \V. Smiiii ll.nry. .\Io. Filed May JT. l'>"7

Serial No. 37G.u(J.v.

1. in nil : iiisin of ibe (haracter described, the combi-

nation witli a -haft ni. iiili.r, of a sleeve member rotatably

mounted thereon, relatively movable clutch elements car-

ried by the shaft and sleeve for connecting the same, and

differential t;. armc mounted on one of the members.

2. In mechanism of the character described, the combi-

nation with a shaft, of a sleeve rotatably mounted on the

shaft, relatively movable clutch elements carried by the

.shaft and sleeve, and differ. ntlal g.'arinc mountfd on the

sleeve.
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1

3. In tnpchanlsm of thf churacfir (l»-srrfl)'il. fh>- cotubl-

natioQ witb a sbaft. of a si>^'v>' r.itat.ibly Bii>uiit»,| .in tbe

shaft, relatively ajovrthl»> clutch elements carried hy the

shaft and sleeve, collars loonely ioiiriiaU'<J on th*> sleeve

and having opposing itear-;. au.l ;ii.in''t H'-iv-^ r1x> .1 to the

sleeve and ent^aging the opixi-iimj u«'iir-.

4. In mechanism of the charHit'-r iJ.'-oTtli.il, the coinbi-

nation with a driving shaft, •>{ a ilriv.-n sie»ve loosely

journaled thereon, a clutch mt-mb' r rtx^ri t ' fiie aleeve, a

coacting clutch member ^hflaM-^ "ii !'• >:; ift. collars

loosely Journaled on the slee\. a i ir rixfil to th^ sleeve

between the loose collars. uppoMiik' b-vt-l uenrs fixed to

the loose collars, and planet gear^

collar and mesbintt with tlie .v. .,1

r>. In mechanism of th' (,1:1 t,.

nation with driving ami Irivn m.

ment associated with one ..r' f!i.' ni'

ment having a clutch face atnl a i;

meni carried by the other meiiil»r

clutch face, and a gear connected

and cooperating with the gear face

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazetlt.]

j.M
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891.117. TOY. Minor E. Tyxes, Gloster

June 13. 1907. Serial No. 378.S07.

Mi-.< Filed

891,118. CARHI V'.KaTRT.MN Uoiskkt Waii I'-trolt,

Mich. FiU'.l Nov II. irtOT S.rwl No 4')l.ti><.l.

nectliiK !»ald sonroo of sulfur dloxld, <»<iual(zln(i; chnraber

and burn- r. anil rib'Hns for admitting air tn ^If ;;:isr~ paxx-

ing to -iaid ^^li':rtllz;^i; chambfr.

4. .Vpparatu^ fur pnxlut'inu sulfur dloxid "f cuniiiifr-

clally unifcrni t.'mp»'rarurp and concentratiiMi. comprising

a sounv of dilute sulfur dloxld. a dust p»'parator. an

equalizing chamber of ri^latlvcly laritp capai-ity for render-

ing the gas more nearly uniform in ti'nipfriitur*' and con-

centration, a burner fiir the combustion nf sulfur, and

gas conduits extending between said sduri > of sulfur dl-

oxld, du.st separator, equalizing chamb»'r an(l burner

5. Apparatus for producing sulfur dioxid of commer-

cially uniform t'mp>Taturt» and concentration, comprising

a source of dilute sulfur dloxld, an ••"lualizing chamber of

relatively large capacity for r>'nd<rin»' rh.' i:,„s more n«*arly

uniform In temperature and conctnrrarion. a r-fractory

filling for said equalizing chamber, a burn-r for thp com-

bustion of sulfur, and i.'a> uuduits ciinn»'ctini.' said source

of sulfur dloxld, efiuaiizini; chamluT and bornt>r

[Claim 6 not print»»d in the Caz.rtf
;

the front portion of the curtain or the entire curtain when
In a rolled up position.

2. .V carriage curtain having eyelets adapted to receive

buttons projecting from the Inner side of one of the car-

riage-top frames, a longitudinal -itrip of sheet metal se-

cured to said curtain and adapt, d to i-ngage said buttons

to hold the curtain In iiosjtion, aril fastening devices

mounted on said curtain and adapted to hold the same In

a rolled up position.

In a toy, tbe OMBbinatlon with a reversi >le coll: of a

sweep balanced upon the coil and having n central up-

wardly bowt'd portion. tlios»> portions of tlie swofp at

opposite sid*-; of the bo\vil portion bflnij disposed in

allnement, and an eye depending from the center of the

bowe<l portion and loosely ent'aKing the coil, tlie point of

contact between the coll and eye constituting the sole

bearing of the sweep, said mil being shaded to rotate

the sweep in a liorlzontal positiun dnriiiL' Its downwird
movement.

1 .V side curtain for carriakte tops, mnipfising a stieft

of fabric, a strip '<( metal secured to the fajbrlc at a dN
tance from both front and rear ednes thereof, an<l adapt'-il

to be secured to the carriage top frame, and fastening de

Ices moonted on said fabric and adapted to s.M'ure either '

8 9 1,119. ENGINE. John \Vi.ise.nbi>u.n, gulncy, III.

Filed Dec. 26, 1907. Serial No. 407.997.

iiil'T. a piston movalde
ill groove aiiii provbled

oiiotii th.Teiif from the

1. In an engine, an upright cylinder, a piston movalde

therein, having a circumferential lubricating gioov. and

provided with lubricating passages leading through the

bottom thereof from the groove, a crank having a crank-

pin, a pitman connecting the piston with the crank-pin

between said passages and contiguous thereto, and a cup

carried by the pitman under the oil passages, discharging

through a passage In the pitman to the crank pin.

2. In an engine, a piston-head having a circumferential

lubricating groove, a cross-pin J(»uriialed in the hea<l. and

a pitman fixed to the cross pin. saiM ji-ton h. ol havink:

oil-ways passing from the groove unii.r ifu- opposn,. . tid-

of the pin and contiguous thereto, and thence passmir

through the bottom of the piston contlcuoiis to thf ujipo-

site faces of the pitman

3. In an engine, an upriglit cy

therein having a circumferential

witii oil-ways leading through ttie

groove, a crank liavine a i-rank pin. a pitman connecting

the piston with the crank [dn b«'twe«'n said nil wa.\s and
contiguous thereto, a cup carried by the pUman under the

oil-ways, discharging throtigh a pnssace m the pitman to

the crank-pin. and lubricating f''<link' means carried by

the cylinder, adipted to register with the circtimferentia!

groove of the piston when the piston Is in Us lowest posl

tion of movement.
4 In an engine, a piston having a circumferential

groov a cross pin Journaled in the piston in the plane of

said _'] >ove. and a pitman fixed intermediate the lenirtb of

the cross-pin, said piston having lubricating passages

pa.ssing under the opposite ends and contiguous to the

cro^- I'll! friMu salil groove, and thence discharging through

the Hjttom of the piston contiguous to the adjacent bear-

ing faces of the pitman.

5, In an engine, a puion h- ad having a circumferential

groove, a cross-pin ji una. d m !;.• S. ad. a crank liavinc

a crank-pin, a pitman iivd 'o \i,,' .toss pin and journaled

on the crank-pin. - ^d ;'i-ion h.^ad ha\iiig iubrlrating

pa^sai^es passing fr< m i:?^•^^\^ iinder tlie opposite

• lids of the pin and contiguous tli> r^ to and then discliarg-

ink: through the bottom of the iMston . untigiious to the

(pC'^^ite -faces of the piston, and a cup carried by the pit-

man, located under the discharge of said passages and

lia\ing a passage leading to the crank pin

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the i;azette ]
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891,120. BRAKE FOR VEHICLES. James G. Wellir,
Munhall, Pa. Filed Sept. 17. 1907. Serial No. 393,375.

1. A brake shoe having a member plvotally attached
thereto, and shackles eccentrically mounted on said mem-
ber, having extensions adapted to engage a block on the

face of said shoe, said member constituting a lever for

operating said shackles.

2. A brake shoe having a yoke plvotally attached there-

to, shackles plvotally attached to said yoke and having
extensions, and a removable block on the face of said shoe

and engaged by said extensions.

3. A brake shoe having a yoke plvotally attached there-

to, studs carried by said yoke and removed from the pivot

l>olnt thereof, shackles carried by said studs and having
extensions overlying the face of said shoe adjacent to

the wheel, whereby a removable block may be attached on
the face of said shoe by the movement of said yoke.

4. A brake beam having a shoe attached thereto, a
yoke plvotally attached to said shoe, shackles plvotally

carried by said yoke at a point off the axis of said yoke.

said shackles having spurs projecting toward the face

of said shoe and adapted to engage a removable block
lield upon said shoe, said yoke affording means for clamp-
ing said block to said shackles, and normally resting upon
the face of said beam whereby said beam constitutes a
stop limiting the rlamplnir movement of said yoke.

8 9 1,12 1. Cl-A.MP He.nev Wichku.s. Zeeland. Mich.

Filed Nov. 20. lltoT Serial No. 403,005.

1. In a clamp a series of yokes having convex outer

surfaces, plates pivoted to the ends of the yokes, a strap

eoj^aglng the convex surfaces of the yokes, a nut having
oppositely projecting arms, a clip pivoted to one of said

arms, and attached to one end of the strap, a clamp piv-

oted to the other of said arms and adjustably holding the

other end of the strap, a screw rotative in the nut and
having a plate rotative on one end and a crank attached

to the other end.

2. In a clamp, the combination of a .series of yokes hav-

ing convex outer surfaces, bridge bars on the yokes,

ttinmb screws in the bars, a strap engaging the yokes and
engaged by the thumb screws, plates i)ivoted to the ends

of the yokes, a nut having oppositely projecting arms, a

clip pivoted to one arm and attached to one end of the

Strap, a clamp pivoted to the other arm and engaging the

strap to adjust .and hold the same, a screw rotati\e in the

nut, a crank to manually operate the screw, a plate ro-

tative on the end of the screw, and a block detachably

secured to the plate.

1.S4 0. G.— 114

891,122. FAC^ - PROTECTOR. Fbedebick K. Wilcox,
Somervllle, X. J. Filed Feb. 26. VMl. Serial No.
359,396,

As an article of manufacture, a face protector con-

sisting of a body piece of flexible fabric capable of being
rolled or folded into a small compass and having eye,

nose and mouth openings, said body piece being of such
size as to extend over the forehead at the top and below
the chin at the bottom to cover the neck and tuck Into

the coat of the wearer, and to extend behind the ears at

each side of the head, there being openings at the ears

sufficiently small to prevent the ears from projecting

through the openings ; a nose piece of flexible material
permanently secured to the body piece at the nose open-
ing, the bottom edge of the nose piece being free for

permitting breathing, said nose piece serving to hold the
body piece from moving about on the face of the wearer;
elastic strips secured to the body piece and arranged to

extend over the crown and back of the head ; and tying
elements attached to the body piece and arranged to

engage the base of the head.

891,123. TR<^Ll.i;V

Filed Oct. 27. 1906.

.I'lHN C. WiLKIXS.
Serial No. 340.912.

Swlssvale, Pa.

The combination of a trolley wheel, an axle therefor,

means for supporting the axle, members plvotally mounted
on the ends of the axle and supported entirely by the

latter, levers pivoted on the members with their upper
extremities normally disposed over the wheel for retain-

ing the trolley wire on the latter, oppositely disposed

studs on the lower ends of the members and levers, the

studs on the latirr being arranged to engage those on
the members for limiting the inov(>ment of the levers, and
helical compression sjirings arranged between each member
and adjacent lever and supported at their ends by the

said studs.

891,124. .ST()liA<;E APPARATIS. Alex.WDKB C Wil-
LIA.MS. Philadelphia. Pa . assignor to The Dodge Coal

Storage Company. Naugatuck. Conn., a Corporation of

Connecticut Filed .Nov. 29. 1907. Serial No. 404.441

1. The combination in storage apparatus for coal 01
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other i;rnnii!ar material, of a piling floor, i railway track

of the standard ijage eitendlnn over the piling flour, a pit

at the center of the piling floor under the track and

arranged to receive material from oars upon the track, a

segmental track als,) of ^standard ktage having a branch

merging Into the main track, and a crace adapted to

travel on either of the tracks.

Official gazette June i6, 1908.

fastening dcTlces for sccarlng the samples along the outer

edge of the opposite cover from that having the pattern,

2. The combination of a piling floor, a main track ex-

tending over the piling floor, a pit at the center of the

piling floor over which the track extends so that material

can be discharged from cars on the track Into the pit, an

inner circular track having a branch merging Into the

main track, and an outer segmental track having a branch

also merging Into the main track, and a crane arranged

to travel on the several tracks so that material may be

taken from the pit and discharged onto a piling floor be-

tween the two segmental tracks or delivered from the inner

segmental track to the outer segmental track.

i. The combination of a piling floor, a central pit. a

railway track t'xtending across the pit so that material

can be discharged from cars on the track Into the pit.

an inner segmental track having a branch merging into

the main track and two outer segmental tracks, one on

each side of th*- inner track and having branches merg-

ing into the main track, a crane adaptad to travel on

any one of the said tracks, said crane having a boom

and a hoisting bucket so that material can be removed

from the pit and delivered to inner piles and delivered

from the inner piles to outer segmental piles.

4. The combination in a storage apparatus, of a piling

floor, a main track of standard gage, a pit under the main

track to recelvp material from cars on the track, a branch

track also of .standard gage forming a spur of the main

track and extending over the piling floor some distance

from the pit. a crane adapted to travel on either track

and so arranged that the cars to be loaded can be shifted

onto either track and loaded by the craae directly from

the pile of material on the piling floor.

8 9 1.12 5 SAI.ESM.\NS SAMPLE-DIgPLAYING DE
VICE. Barnard Wdlfson, CincinnatJ. Ohio. Filed

July 26. 1907. Serial No. '?S.5.7.^2.

1. A salesman's sample book comprising a pair of

hlngedly connected covers, the front cover of which hav-

ing its free edge disposed Inwardly from the free edge of

the back cover, a paftorn in the front cot^r representing

a garment, a plurality of samples adapted to be exposed

separately through th»' pattern, and m.'fins for securing

the edges of the samples to the back covpr In a line dis-

posed between the free pdgps of t>oth covers.

2. -V salesman's sample exhibiting device comprising a

book provided with hlngedly connected covers, a pattern

cut out in one of the covers to represt-nt a garment and to

reveal th** samples therethrough, a plurality of samples

m tlie form ^if sheets coextensive with f.he pattern, and

the pattern-carrying cover being narrower than the other

cover.

8 9 1 , 1 2 « . ROLLING MILL TABLE. John S. Worth.

("oatesvllle. Pa., assignor to himself and William P.

Worth. Coatesville. Pa Filed July T. 1905 Serial No.

268,619.

1 The combination in a rolling mill table, of a longi-

tudinal side plate, frames secured to said side plate adapt-

ed to receive bearings for rolb^rs, and m^ans for securing

said frames together end to end independently of the

plate, substantially as described.

2. The combination in a rolling mill table, of a longi-

tudinal side plate, frame's s.-curt'd to said side plate adapt-

ed to receive bearings for roll.-rs. lugs on .'ach framt\ and

longitudinal bolts pa-sslng through the lugs and securing

the adjacent frames together end to end. substantially as

described.

H. The combination of a fram.' at each side of the table,

l).-arlng8 thereon, a series of rollers carried by the frame,

gearing by which the rollers are drlv.n. a series of cap

plates mounted \ipon the bearings and extending over the

gearing, said cap plates at each side abutting each other,

forming a continuous protection for the l)earings and

glaring, substantially as described.

4. The combination in a rolling mill table, of a frame,

bearings mounted on the said frame, rollers having spin-

dles mounted in the bearings and a transverse driving

shaft at one end of the table, a driven shaft at each side

of the table, gearing between the said driven shafts and

the driving shaft, a series of gear wheels on each side of

the table, pinions on the spindles of each roller, each of

said wheels meshing with the pinions on two of the roll-

ers, gearlnc by which said wheels are driven from the

driven shafts at the side of the table, the said gearing

being s<i arranged that the alternate sets of pairs of

rollers are driven from one side of the table and the

others are driven from the opposite side of the table, sub-

stantially as described

r. The combination in a rolling mill table, of longitudi-

nal frames, rollers mounted in hearings In the frames, a

longitudinal shaft at one side of the table, side members

having a flange extending above the surface of the table.

hra'-k>'ts nn the frame to which the side members are plv-
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oted. and yielding means for retaining the flange of the

side members in its normal position, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

/* ZJ '/ f- *

t> ff"- >f * } if n

1. A cattle guard cunslstiiig of a bed const rticted of a

series of transv<rsf plates, rods passed longitudinally

through saiu plates, said r'>ds being In parallelism, and
rollers having oval sides mounted on the said rods the

rollers of one rod alternating with the rollers of the adja-

cent rods and t)elng in contact therewith, the said bed

being divided Into a central and outer sections, having

spaces l»etween them for tile reception of the rails of a

track, and members upon which the said rails rest.

2. A cattle guard for railway tracks, consisting of a

body composed of a series of parallel transverse plates, a

series of longitudinal rods arranged in parallelism and
passed through said plat»'s. and rollers having oval sides

loosely mounted on the said rods, the rollers on adjacent

rods being in alternate relation to each other and in con-

tact, the said bed being divided Into a central section and
outer sections, separated from each other by spaces for

the passage of the rails of the track, and tie sections for

sundry of the plates that are adapted to engage with the

under faces of the rails of the track said guard being

arched transversely of the track.

891.128. SCHOOL DESK AND SEAT. Jamks E. Ambnt.
Indiana. Pa. Filed Dec 7. i;t07. Serial No. 405.527.

1. In school desks and seats, a support having oppo-

sitely Inclined front and rear faces and provided with V-

shaped grooves in said faces, a seat having V-shaped side

members fitting the grooves of one face of the support and
provided with rack.s, a desk having V-shaped side mem
hers fitting In fhe grooves of the opposing face of the sup
port, pinions mounted in the support and engaging the

racks of the seat and desk, pawls engaging the pinions,

and eccentrics mounted In the support and engaging the

side members of the seat and desk.

2 In scluH.l di'Sks and seats, a support having oppo-

891,127. CATTLE-GUARD. Edward J. York, Houston,

Tex., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, of

one-tblrd to Walter L. ITowze. Houston. Tex., and one-

third to Thomas W. raldwell. Duke. Tex. Filed Oct. 9.

1007. Serial No. 396,582.

! gltely inclined front and rear faces and provided with V-

\

shaped groOTe* In said faces, a seat having side members

! having V-shaped edges fitting the grooves of one face of

the support and provided with racks and with openings,

a desk having side members having V-shaped edges fitting

in the grooves of the opposing face of the support and pro-

vided with racks and with openings, pinions mounted in

the supports and engaging the racks of tlie seat and desk.

pawls engaging the pinions, and eccentrics mounted In

the support and working In the openings in the seat and
desk, said eccentrics engaging side members of the said

seat and desk.

3. In school desks and seats, a frame formed of two
sections connected together, each section having down-
wardly diverging and connected side members provided

with grooves in their outer faces, a seat having side

members fitting the grooves at one side of the frame and
provided with racks, a desk having side members fitting

the grooves at the opposite side of the frame and provided

with racks, a pinion mounted in each side member of the

frame, pawls engaging the pinions, and eccentrics mounted
in the side members of the frame and engaging the side

members of the seat and desk

4. In school desks and seats, a frame formed of two
sections connected together, each section comprising

downwardly diverging side members having grooves in

their outer faces, and a plurality of cross bars connecting

the side members, the Intermediate cross bar of each sec-

tion having Its ends forked to form pockets communicating
with the grooves of the side members, a seat having side

members fitting In the grooves of the side members at

one side of the frame and provided with racks, a desk

having side m''nibcrs fitting in the grooves of The side

members at the opposite side of the frame and provided

with racks, shafts mounted In the cross bar formed with

pockets, pinions on the shafts in said pockets and meshing
with the racks of the sear and desk, and pawls engaging

the pinions.

5. In school desks and seats, a support having a V-

shaped groove at each side, side members provided with

openings and having triangular portions fitting In the

grooves of the support, and provided with racks, a pinion

mounted in the support at each side and engaging the said

racks, pawls engaging the pinions, and eccentrics mounted

In the STipport, one above and the other below each pinion,

and working In the openings of the said members, the

eccentrics engaging the plain straight faces of the tri-

angular portions of the said members.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.129. SWITCH LOCK. William Anderson. Memphis,
Tenn.. assignor to A. A. Strange. Memphis. Tenn.

Filed Apr. 11. 1907. Serial No. 367,601.

1. A switch lock, comprising a casing, a lever pivoted

to said casing, a spring pressed bolt mounted to slldf In

said casing and having a laterally projecting arm adapted

to extend transversely across the path of said lever in one
position to lock said lever in lowered position, said arm
being provided with means for frictionally engaging and
holding said lever in raised position, a locking bar for

holding said bolt in forward position In the path of the

lever, and means lor raising said bar to close said bolt

and permit the arm thereof to be moved out of the path of

the lever.

2. In a switch lock, the combination of a casing, a lever

pivoted to said casing, an L-shaped locking member ar-

ranged in said casing with its short arm arranged to pro-

ject normally across the path of said lever to lock it in
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T
lowered position. m.-ans f..r locking; salt! tapmbor In said

poaltlon In the path of rh.^ l*-v.-r. ami nu-At^ for r>'K'asing

said member to permit tli." looWlnit m.-inb^r to In- shifted

and the lever to be operated.

rj. A switch lock comprising a casinK. a K'vt-r pivoted to

Sill 1 aimu havtn? one end movabl.' thfr>)ln. an approil

mat.'ly Lshap-'d ^iprtng-pres^.-d locking m«'mb.'r xvlth th-

Short arm thereof movable tranaversely across the path

of iHld I'-VHt and having one face adapt.-! to pngrtue and

lo.k laid U'V.T wh.'n th.' latt^'r l.s In Inwrfd iio-<iti..n. mid

the other fac- of said arm adapted to frictioiialiy .ngage

ono ^idc of th^ U<v.^r and hol.l it in • lU-KL-d )M.sifi..n.

iii.;i!i-< f..r lo'loriir said urm in ••iit.'ak't^m.'nr wUli •«rtid \-yr

In Its low.T.'d pnsitii.n. and m.'iins for r.'l-axini: tli.. -said

arm from -oild Nv. r

combination, a tool for separating from the shoe the sur-

plus material to be removed, a gage formed to engage th.'

bottom of the shoe at the toe and present the projecting

IHjrtlons of the upper to the tool and arranged for adjust-

ment in width to receive shoes varying In size, and means

for adjusting said gagt* constructed and arranged to In

^ure iidjustinent thereof in acctirdance with the width of

th.' t.>e part to be triiiiiii..l iirior to the action of the tool

upon the shoe.

891 13<1 .MA. HINE FOR OPERATlNti UPON THE TOE

I'MFtTHiNS OK I'.iiOTS OR SHOES Orkh.i. A.shtoN.

I^iwrence, .Ma- assign. .r to Tnlted Kh.>- Machinery

Company. Paterson, N. J., a Corporatloa of N.w Jersey.

Filed June -*^. 1005. Serial No.

1 .v. ina.hine for reducing th.'

upper uiion the bottom of a sh.>.

rotarv tool for separating suriiln

r.i).M ting portions of an

at th.- T.ie comprising a

iiuit.riiil fniin the shoe

and a gage formed7o7...igag.ment with tl.e bottom of the

shoe and arranged to pr.sent the toe p.u-t to the tool In

position to permit portions of the upp.* to be removed

simultaneously upon opposite sides of th« toe part.

.. la a toe trimming machine, a cutter having a fixed

path and a device formed to position M,. u,. 1"»" '^f •*

shoe said device being arranged for m..».-ment In the di-

rection of the l..ngth of the shoe to permit successive por^

tloBs in the length of said toe i-.irt t., l..j ...ove,l Into said

^"a' In a toe trimmiuk: ma. hine. a cuttef and a gage hav

mg an acting portion shap.Mi to receive the toe portion of

a shoe, and normally out .,f operative r.Jation to the cut-

ter said gage and cutter being nlativel, movable to i>er-

mit a toe resting against said acting portion to be brought

into the path of the cutter.
|

4 A machine for trimming the proj^tmg portions of

an upper from the bottom of a shoe at ih,- to. havu.*: in

combination a cutter arranged for continuous m..v..m..iit

and means for --uMing the toe part of a $hoe into th- path

of said cutter niMU^-.l ... maintain the innersole at said

toe part lu - ;
: .l-'. rm.n.-.l n^lation ... :.m a.-ting face of

the cutter .11 ics muvement into the pai:* .-f sai.i cutter.

5 A machine for trimming the projecting !..ini..ns of

an upi)er '"!. m •!! '.ottoni of a shoe at the to.- having in

combinatL.n i i-tary cutter and .ueanfe for guiding th..

toe part of a sh.u. uuo the path of said cutter arrang.-d to

maintain the innersole at the toe part in a predet.rmiu.-d

relation to the axis of the cutter in th.- movem.nt ..f the

shoe Into the path of the cutter

[Claims 6 to -- not prlnt.'d in tlie «;a/-ette.l

H9\ 131 M Vi illNE FOR OPERATIN'i fPON THE TOK
"
PORTIONS OF BOOTS OR SHOES Obkell Ashton.

I^wrence Mass. assignor to Tnit.^d Shoe Machinery

Company. Paterson. N J., a Torporatlon of N-vv .Ier»*'>.

Filed Jan JJ. 1907. Serial No. .353.10s.

1 \ machine for reducing projectitg portions of an

,„,,.. r upon the bottom of a shoe at the toe. having in

•_'. A machine for reducing projecting portions of an

upper up<m the bottom of a shoe at the toe. having in

combination a tool for separating from the shoe the sur-

plus material to be removed, a gage formed to receive the

toe part of a shoe, adjustable In width to receive shoes

varying in size and arranged to maintain the shew nor-

mally out of the path of the tool and to move with the

shoe to permit said projecting portions to be brought

within the path of the tool, and means controlled by the

shoe for adjusting said gage In accordance with the width

of the toe part to be trimmed arranged to become ef-

fective prior to the movemi-nt of the shoe into the path of

the tool.

3. A machine for r.-iucing pr. .-.tnig portions of an

upper upon the bottom of a si,.,, n iii.. too. having in

combination a tool for separating from the shoe the sur-

plus material to W remove<l. a gage divided longitudinally

into a plurality of relatively movable sections arranged to

receive the to«' part of a shoe b.tw.en them and to project

inwardly over the edge of the shoe, means for holding said

sections yieldingly toward each other and members car-

rie<i by said sections arranged for engagement with the

sides of the shoe for moving said sections apart Into ef-

fective position.

4. A mathine for reducing projecting iwrtlons of an

upper upon the bottom of the shoe at the toe. having in

combination a tool for separating from tue shoe the sur-

plus material to be removed, a gage formed to engage the

Ix.tt.im ..f a shoe at the toe and to project Inwardly over

fl, icf of the shoe, and arranged to present the pro-

j.cting portions of the upper to the tool, and members

arrang.'d to engage opposite sides of the shoe and position

relatively the shoe and the gage in a lateral direction

5. .\ machine for reducing projecting portions of an

upper upon the bottom of a shoe at the to.-, having in

o)mbination a tool for separating from the shoe the sur-

plus material to be removed, a gage formed to rec.dve the

Ti..' part oi a shoe and to project Inwardly over the edge

..f tlie shoe and arranc-d t.) present the projecting por-

tions of the upper t.i Mi. f . members arranged to engage

opposite sides of th. >! an.l position the shoe laterally

with relation to i!i. i;ii:e. and a toe rest for positioning

the «ho«> iongltudlnalU wltli relation to the gage.

[Claims tJ to s n..t print. .1 in the Gazette.]

.Mii.iai'. fou.i:feki> i.i p.uicator. Geobge d.

i

Banta. Detroit. .Mich .
assignor of one fourth to Harry

S. Rlunienthal and one fourth to Frank V. Nlcol. De-

troit. Mich. Fil.'d Jan. J.'. r.»<>T Serial No. 353.944.

1. .V force-feed lul>ricator lomprising a series of Inde-

pend.-nt detachable casings, a pump In each casing, a gear

carried by -^ach casing adapted to actuate the pump there

in. th.- gear ..ii .-a. li .asiin: '.-Ing adai.ted to mesh with the

gears carri.'d \<\ th.- a.l:a.-.rit a>incs wh.n -aid caslnts

are secured togetli.-r and means f.,r actuating .m- of sai.l

gears.

•J. In a force feed iubrlcat.ir. the combination wiili a

casing having an Inlet and a discharg- pnssag.-. •>( a

rotary valve controlling said passages, a piston In the
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rasing, an eccentric on th. valve to engage and actuate

the piston, and an adjusting s, rew to engage the end of

the piston and regulate Its struku.

U

•T In n force-feed lubricator, the combination of a cas-

ing liiiong a chamber and inlet and discharge passages In

communJcHti..n with said chamber, a rotary valve con-

trolling said passag.-s. a piston movable In a bore com-

municating with said chamber, an eccentric on the valve

to engagi and move the piston In one direction, a spring

to actual, til. piston In the opposite direction, and means

for limiting the movemt-nt of th.- piston.

4. In a force-feed lubricator, th.- combination of a cas-

ing having a vertical bore and an opening In the forward

side of th«- casing opening into said bore said casing being

provided witli Intake and discharge passages communicat-

ing with said bore, a valve to control said passages, a

sight glass tube secured in said bore across the opening,

a piston projecting into one end of said tube, and means

ot»eratlng in timed relation to the valve to actuate the

piston.

5. In a force-fe«'d lubricator, the combination of a cas-

ing having a vertical t>ore forming at one end a piston

thaml..r and a transverse bore intersecting the vertical

l.<.!. aii.l forming a ta|KTing valve seat, said casing being

al>.,. f.-.rmed with inlet and discharge passages communi-

cating with the piston chamber and opening into the valve

seat : a piston In the piston chamber : a tapering valve In

the valve seat having a passage to register with the Inlet

and discharge passages: m.-ans for rotating said valve;

means on the valve to engage and actuate the piston.

1 Claims « to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,133. WINDOW. Sidney V Hakk. New York. N. Y.

Piled Mar. 27, 1907. Serial No. .{64.780.

dow frame to form a continuous joint, each stop member

being tubular and approximately rectangular in shape

2. A window provided wHh a window framt- and a .sash.

center pivoted on the said frame, the inward swinging

portion of the sash interlocking with outside stop mem
hers of the window frame, and the outward swinging

portion of the sash int.-rlocklng with inside stop members

of the said window frame each stop member being tubular

and approximately rectangular in shape.

3. A window provided with a window frame and a sash

for the same, the said frain.- and sash having interlocking

tubular stop members of an approximately rectangular

cross section,

4. A window provided with a window fram-- and a sasli

for the same, the paid frame ami sash ha vine interlock-

ing tubular stop members of an approximately rectangular

cross section, and a pin in the joint lietween each stop

member and the part of the frame or sash to which the

Stop member is secured.

5. A window provided with a window fram. and a sasli

for the same, the said frame and sash having interlocking

tubular stop members of an approximately rectangular

cross section, and packings fixed in the grooves in the

faces of the interlocking stop members of the sash and

adapted to engage grooves in the faces of the InLrlocklng

stop members of the window frame.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

891,134. CLOCK-CASE. W.\i.tek M Baeby, Rochester,

N. Y., assignor to John G. Nlcklaus. Rochester. N. Y.

Filed Oct. 29, 1907. Serial No. :UtH,640.

1. .\ window provided with a window frame and a

sasb, center pivoted on the said frame, and having stop

members Interlocking with stop m.-mb. rs of the said wln-

1. A clock case comprising a frame, and a combined

frame support and clock holder secured thereto and com-

posed of wire bent to form a prop for supporting the

frame, spring arms adapted to embrace and support an

ordinary cylindrical clock, and spring fingers which serve

to press the clock against the frame.

2. A clock case comprising a fr.-xme havin;: an opening

therein, a block secured to the fr.ime beneath said open-

ing, and a combined frame support and clock holder se-

curPd to said block and consisting of a piece of wire bent

to form a prop for the frame, arcuate spring arms adapted

to embrace an ordinary cylindrical clock, backwardly pro-

jecting fingers on said arms, and terminal hooks on said

fingers adapted to hook over the edge of the back of the

clock.

891,135. DISPLAY APPARATUS. Harry L. Beach,

Coshocton. Ohio. Filed Apr. 25, 1908. Serial No.

429,215.

1. In display apparatus, th.- comblnatiou with a hol-

low standard, of a filling block located In the lower por-

tion thereof, outstanding feet having portions located

against the lower portion of the standard, and fasteners

passing through the said portions of the feet and stand

ard and into the filling block

2. In display apparatus, the combination with a hollow-

standard of channel material, of a filling block h.cated in

the lower portion of the same, sets of outstanding feet

having portions located against the opposite sides of the

lower portion of the standard, and fastening devices

passing through said portions of the feet and standard

Into the filling block.

".. In display apparatus, the combination with a stand-
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flrfl having a '<l'^f in Us iipp<»r <'nd, formed of ansrularly

disposed portions, of a plate dt^faohaMy pngaffpd In the

Blot, said piatf comprising' a Mody and an an(?iilarly dis-

posed tlan^re. a portion of the body belni? located In one

portion of th.' slot, and a portion of the flanKP beinx dis-

posed In the anuularly disposed portion of the slot, and

supportlnt' ra>'ans carried by the standard.

4. In display apparattis, the combination with a stand-

ard having an obliquely disposed slot in one side, of a

supporting member having an opening through which the

standard passes, said member having a portion on one

side of the opening engaged in the slot and having the

portion on the opposite side of the opening bearing against

the opposite side of the standard.

.'. In display apparatus, the combination with a stand-

ard formed of sheet material and compriftlng spaced side

walls and a front wall connecting the side walls, said

sljje walls being provided with slots openlcg through their

rear edges, of a supporting shelf of sheet material having

an opening through which the standard passes, a portion

of the shelf at the rear of the standard being engaged in

the slots of the side walls and the portion of the shelf

In front of the standard bearing against the front wall

thereof.

[i'lalm ? not printe<i in the Gazette.] ;

8 1,136. SLIKIM; I'OOR FASTENER.
BXATTT. Allen. Mich. Failed Aug. 30. l,t>07.

390.694.

ZiMRA T.

Serial No.

°il r

.^«

1 In a device of th>' class described, a door provided

with a transverse socket and a laterul opening inter-

secting said socket, a door jamb provided with a keeper a

latch member pivoted between Its ends In said socket, with

its rear end extending across said opening, a spring for

pres.sing the latch member to latching position, an oper-

ating handle adjacent the opening and Independent of the

latch, and an- operating lever pivofally mounted on the

handle and having an arm extended Into the opening and

.•ngaged above the rear end of the latch member.

J. In a dfvic-e of the '-lass deseritxHl. a door provided

with a transverse socket and a lateral opening inter-

secting said socket, a jamb having a keeper, a latch mem-

ber pivoted between Its ends within the socket and having

Its rear end extended across said opening, said latch mem-

ber t)elng formed for engagement with the keeper, a spring

arranged In the socket to press the latch member to en-

gaging position, a handle attache<l to one face of the door

and Independent of the latch, and a bell crank lever pivot-

ed *.o the handle and having an arm projected Into the

opening and arranged to engage above the rear end of

the latch member.

891.137 THRESinN<^: MATHINE. Olai O BftBQCAM,

Grafton, N. D. Filed Jan. 7. 1907. Serial No. 361,216.

«iJU-iO

Threshing apparatus comprising a threshing machine ;

an Independent supporting truck, two independent motors

supported In parallel relation upon said truck, two inde-

pendently driven motor shafts supported for rotation In

allnement with each other, a driving belt connecting one

motor shaft with the threshing cylinder shaft, and an Inde-

pendent driving belt connecting the other motor shaft with

the fan shaft of the threshing machine, whereby the

work of the fan will remain unaffected by variations In

the load of work upon the cylinder and vice versa.

K91.138. GARMENT SHAI'ER. I»t is N. Hisaor. Day-

ton, Ky. Filed July 2«. 1907. Serial No. 385,740.

.A. garment 'ihaper fnr sewing machines, comprising a

circular depressed cup-shaped portion concave In vertical

and horizontal section and having a centrally disposed

opening to allow of the operation of the needle and feed.

891.139. BOILER STAY BuLT. Lewis Bokneman, Den-

Ison, Tex. Filed July 9. 1907. Serial No. 382.953.

J //rj/
'73'

.\s a new and Improved article of tiianufacture. a

boiler stay-bolt or brace comprising two bolt-like sections

having proximate coupling ends, the coupling end of ..ne

section being formed with an Integral tlaring head and the

coupling end of the other section provided with screw-

threads, a coupling socket receiving said head, said socket

jrNE i6. 1908. U. S. PATENT OF PICE 1749

being internally screw-threaded at one end and proTlded

at Its opposite end with a flaring wall in bearing contact

with the flaring surface of the head and having a flaring

entrance lending through said wall for the said headed

section, said section being adapted to have free movement

in said flaring entrance, whereby the sections are adapted

to have relative universal play, and a hollow internally

and externally threaded nut receiving the threaded end

of the other section and engaging the threaded portion of

the socket, substantially as described

891.140, ELEVATOR. Fuank H. Bbow.s and Fbed H.

Brown, Portland. Oreg. Filed Sept. 7. 1907. Serial No.

391.838.

1. In an elevator of the class specified, a supporting

means, an elevator frame fulcrumed on the supporting

means and involving a carrier movable thereover, a ful-

crumed controller engaging the under portion of the ele-

vator frame and movable to raise and lower the entire

elevator frame, the controller having means on Its upper

free end to antlfrlctlonally bear against opposite side por-

tions of the under side of the elevator frame, and means

connected to the Intermediate portion of the controller

and operative to raise and lower the latter, the said

means being attached to the controller between the upper

free end and the lower end to leave the said upper free

end clear for engagement with the elevator frame.

2. In an elevator of the class specified, a supporting

means, an elevator frame fulcrumed at Its lower extrem-

ity on the supporting means and Involving a carrier mov-

able thereover, a fulcrumed controller movably attached

at Its lower end to the frame and having a swinging move-

ment towards and away from the s\ipporting means, the

upper extremity of the controller loosely engaging the

ODder side of the elevator frame and untrammeled by

connecting devices, the said controller being operative

to raise and lower the elevator frame, and means engag-

ing the controller between the lower movably attached end

and the upper free end for adjusting the same.

3. In an elevator of the class specified, a supporting

means, an elevator frame fulcrumed on the supporting

means and involving a carrier movable thereover, a con-

troller consisting of a single member fulcrumed at Its

lower end on the supporting means and movable towards

and away from the latter to raise and lower the elevator

frame, the upper end of the controller having antlfrlc-

tional devices standing outwardly therefrom to engage

the under side of the elevator frame, and means between

the lower fulcrumed end of the controller and the upper

free end of the same jirovided with devices attached there-

to to regulate the adjustment of the controller.

4. In an elevator of the class specified, a supporting

means, an elevator frame fulcrumed on the supporting

means and Involving a carrier, a controller fulcrumed nt

Its lower extremity on the supporting means and having

rotatable devices at its upper extremity loosely bearing

against the under side of the elevator frame, and a cross

bar connected to an Intermediate portion of the controller

and provided with devices for elevating and lowering the

said controller.

5. In an elevator of the class specified, a supporting

means, an elevator frame fulcrumed on the supporting

means and involving a carrier, a controller fulcrumed at

its lower extremity on the supporting means and consist-

ing of a body portion with flanged pulleys at Its upper

extremity and a cross bar held In fixed position below the

pulleys, flexible devices connected to the opposite extrem-

ities of the cross bar. and means for winding and unwind-

ing said flexible devices, the pulleys on the upper end of

the controller loosely engaging the under side of the ele-

vator frame.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.!

891.141. COMBINED CHAIR AND TABLE. JOHN S.

Brtan. Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July 9. 1907. Serial

No. 382,957.

1. A combined chair and table including a seat, a

standard rising vertically from the scat at a point adja-

cent one of its ends, and a table supported upon said

standard and overhanging the seat, said table being pro-

vided with a body receiving recess.

2 \ combined chair and table Including a seat having

recessed sides, a standard rising vertically from the seat

at a point adjacent one of its ends, and a table supported

upon said standard and overhanging the seat, said table

being wider than the seat and provided with a body re-

ceiving recess.

3. .\ combined chair and table including an elongated

seat having recessed sides, a standard secured to and ris-

ing vertically from the seat, a table supported upon the

standard and overhanging the seat, said table being wider

than the seat and provided in its Inner edge with a body

receiving recess, the outer edge of the table projecting

beyond the standard, a drop leaf hingedly secured to the

outer edge of the table, and a leaf sui)portlng bracket

hingedly connected to the standard.

8 9 1,14 2. sri'PORTING RACK. John S. B[;nnbll,

loamosa, Cal. Filed Aug. 14. 1907. Serial No. 388,533.

.'9

1. A supporting rack consisting of a wire frame having

a twisted portion forming a lock, arms extending laterally

from said twisted portion and longitudinally curved
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brackrts oitendlng outward from th.' fnds of th.' arm*.

In approximatply parallel rplailnn.

2. A siipportlD»f rack conslstins •<( a rink,' havnii: later-

ally pxtondin;; armn. iDnkclttulinally inirv>Ml brarktts >'X-

tending outwanl from thp ends of th>> arin* in apjiroxi

mately parallel n-latlon. and a r-tninini; loop fi,rni>'d upon

the end of one of the bracknts

3. A supportlnn rack ion>ilsif ini: of a wire frHin.' having

a twisted portion foriuUm a lu<k aud arais fxtending

laterally in opposite directions from said twisted por-

tion, longltudlnallv curved brackets exten<|lng outward
from the ends of the arms in approximately parallel rela-

tion, and an upturn.-d portion forminkr a resilient re-

taining loop at the o»tt>r end of onf of thf |irark>'ts

4. Th>' combination of a container of a scpportlnt: de-

vice consist int' of a piece of wirf bfnt to form a neck

encirclinkT rinjj. a '"k uiMin said rinti. arUis .'xtinding

laterally In opposit-' .l;rf t i.'ris from the lock, and lon»cltu-

dlnally curved supporting' tirackeis fdrm^d at the ends of

the armi*, one of said supimrtins; brackets being terminally

bent to form a resilient rftainini: lixip.

891.143. STOC»I. tmaiEs A IUrss.

P'iled Sept .-, ll>07. Serial No. 3ftl.4.-

\. w York. N Y

1. .\ stool comprising a plurality of bcs rabbeted at

their upper ends adjacent to the inner ediies, providing
shoulders, a seat adapted to be seated on said shoulders
having notches for receiving the extended portions of the

legs, and a succession of stepped blocks hinc»fl tn each leg

and to each other for extending the length of the legs and
varying the elevation of the seat.

j

2. A stool comprising a plurality of legs, efcch of which
is rabbeted at its upper end adjacent to th^ inner edge,

providing a shoulder, a seat adapted to be spated on the

shoulders of the legs having notches for re.elving the ex

tended portions thereof, and projections 11 itj.. under face

of the seat adapted to engage correspomling recesses

formed in the shoulders for the purpose desrribeil

3. An article of furniture comprising let* adapted tn

8upp<irt a seat and having their upper ends rabbeted, and
a plurality of substantially Z shaped block* fitting one
within the other hinged to each lej: and hin|red together.

adapte<l to be successively turned into alinenient with the

leg and provide an extension therefor in varying' th- e|e

vation of the seat.

4. An article of furniture having legs rablit'ted on their

top inner edges providing shoulders, a seat having notches
for receiving the projecting portion of the j.ijs and adapt-
ed to seat on the shoulders, am! a Mock ih connection
with each leg having the opposite ends thereof rabbeted
at reverse edges, whereby it is adapted to provide an ex-

tension for the leg In elevating the seat.

r>. .\n article of furniture comprising legs] each having
a succession of blocks hinged together and Hinged to the
upper end of the leg. each block bavin;: jirnjectlns por

tlons at its opposite ends fitting Into counterfiarr portions

of adjacent blocks, and a supporting: metnh.r ndapted to

rest directly on the legs or rest directly o^ any of the

corresponding blocks of the legs.

SOI. 144 TF:I{MIN.VI. for rNEl'MATIC -tube SYS-
TEMS!. (. H.vKLE.s H. iJi KTo.v, Washington, D. C, •-
signor to The United States Pneumatic Company, Wash-
ington. V. C, a Corporation of Maine. Filed June 20,

1907. Serial No. 379,920.

1. I II an iippiiratus nf tii.- tIhss desiTlt)ed. a despatrh

tube; a receiving tube Mrriiiik'ed parallel thereto; a s\vi\ei

connection betw.-.n s.iid tt]t..s . a terminal at the .nd ..f

the receiving tuli- and provided with a wall formint: a iine

of division and detif<-tion t>etween its entrance and its fx-

it ; a valve mounted In the terminal and normally closing

the entrance thereto by suction, but ailapted to be opened
by impact of a carrier, and a do<ir on s.iid terinitiHl for

the delivery of the carrier

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a despatch

tOl)e : a receiving tube; a pipe connection between the di^-

patch tube and the receiving tube; a terminal pr.vid'd

with a division wall at the end of the receiving tube . a

Talve mounted in said terminal normally retained in a

closed position, but adapted to be opened by the impact of

the carrier : the said terminal b*'in;: provided with an air

admission port, and with an incline<l portion which form
a guide for the carrier, and a spring hinged door which is

normally retained In a closed position, but which la

adapted to be opened by the weight of the carrier.

'• In an apparatus of the class de8crit>ed. a despatch
tube : a receiving tube; a pipe connection t>etween the de-

spatch tube and the receiving tube; a terminal at the

end of the receiving tul)e ; a valve mounted in the ter-

minal and adapted to be normally retained in a position to

lose the entrance thereto by suction, but whi( h is opened
by the Impact of the carrier; a carrier gui<le within the

terminal having an air admissiMti port formed therein;

a buffer at the top of the T.rnriial
, a sprini; hinged de-

livery door carried by th >. nniiia! uorinaily r^'talned

in a closed position, but which is ..jLtrd ti\ th.^ u .'iK'ht

of the carrier, and a division and detl.^ ting wall extend-

ing within the terminal adapted to divide the entrance
to the terminal from the exit therefrom.

sOl.145. XUT-LOCK. Pebcy Clat. Gibson. La., as-

signor of one-half to Edward Wright, Gibson, l.a. F'iled

May H, l'.M)7. Serial No. 372.,'.'>7.

J

A nut lock of the type set forth, comprising a bolt

I formed with a longitudinal recess from the outer end
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thereof, a nut threaded upon said bolt and formed with

longitudinal recesses at diametrically opposite points,

said recesses extending between the bore of said nut and

Its outer face, and opening to the front face of said nut,

said nut being formed on its outer face on each side of its

recesses with transverse alined recesses having curved

inner faces and registering with the recesses in said nut,

a transverse key engaged in the longitudinal recesses of

aid nut and said bolt in their registering relation, said

key being formed at Its ends with openings alined with

said transverse recesses and transverse curved pins en-

gaged through said openings and seated conformably in

said transverse recesses, said pins l)earing frlctionally

against the curved inner faces of said transverse recesses

and having their ends projecting beyond the outer face of

said nut.

891.14»5.

Mass.

1 dtl .M \TiiH! ri>N

Filed Jan. 11 lonK.

D. Converse, Winchendon,

Serial No. 410.36r*.

1. The combination of an iiiii.r hoop member having

outwardly turne<l edge flanges an outer hoop member hav-

ing inwardly turned edge flanges, with the flanges of one

hoop member arranged within the flanges of the other

hoop member, a drum head prolecting between adjacent

flanges of the hoop members, and a drum body Integral

with one of the hoop members

•J The combination of two hoop members spaced apart

iind presenting a substantially symmetrical construction

In cross-section, with the outer edge of one hoop member

overlying the outer edge of the other hoop member, a

drum body intevral with one of said hoop members, and a

drum head secured between one of said memi" rs and the

drum body.

3. The combination of a hollow hoop of sheet metal

comprising an inner and outer member uniformly spaced

apart intermediate their width, a drum head secured be-

tween said members, and a drum body integral with one

of said members.

4. The combination- of a lioiiow hoop of sheet metal, the

upper and lower portions of wbi.h are of approximately

the name constrtictlon, and a drum body Integral with a

part of the hoop
.'., The combination of two hoop members spaced apart

and In engagement with each other, with one of said

hoop members contained within the other, a drum head

secured between said members, and a drum body integral

with one of said members.

gf,
, 1 i 7 1 (M.M 1 (lit rili: WEAVING OF TUFTED

F.\BKICS. In M\s (MiiKR, Kidderminster. England.

Filed Feb. H». I'.hiT. Serial No. 358.331.

1. A loom comprising a bobbin for supplying tuft yarns

into the shed, a tnuisf. rriui.' ueans for moving the bob-

bins from one point i ' ,in .th'i -aid transferring means

containing clutch me. bam-in f..r i>erlpherally gripping the

heads or flnnci's nf tbe bol.Mii

- \ ,.,i:, .iiij,ri~iiiK a >. ries of quHl frames, bobbins

mounted in the frauu- for supplying tufted yarns, means

for intermittently moving the frames, transferring mech-

anism for receiving the frames and having gripper Jaws

for peripheral engagement with the heads of the bobbins,

and cam mechanism for actuating the transferring mech-

anism to shift the frames into working position and also

the jaws.

?,. in a loom baviiik: tui" frames movable from one posi-

tion to another, bobbins carried by the frames, transfer-

ring mechanism for bringing the frames to a working po-

sition, arms pivotally connected to the said mechanism,

tensioned jaws carried bv the arms for peripheral engage-

ment with the heads of the bobbins, and cam actuated

mechanism for operating the arms to close the Jaws on

the periphery of the bobbin heads.

4, In a loom, transferring nie, hauism. means for sup-

porting a bobbin rarr.\in>; the tufted yarns and adapted to

be received by the transferring mechanism and shifted

thereby to operative working position, pivotal arms car-

ried by the transferring mechanism, crescent shaped grip-

per jaws pivotally associated with the arms and the trans-

ferring mechanism, respectively, springs acting on said

jaws to allow slight yielding of the latter, movable ele-

ments operative upon the arms to bring the jaws into pe-

ripheral contact with the heads of the bobbin, and cam

actuated mechanism associated with the movable elements

for operating the arms to close the jaws on the periphery

of the bobbin heads

5. In a loom transferring mechanism, means for sup-

porting a bobbin carrying the tufted yarns and adapted to

be received by the transf. rring mechanism and shifted

thereby to operative working position, pivotal arms car-

ried by the transferring mechanism, crescent shaped grip-

per jaws pivotally associated with the arms and the trans-

ferring mechanism, respectively, springs acting on said

jaws to allow slight yl<dding of the latter, movatde ele-

ments operative tipon the arms to bring the jaws into pe-

ripheral contact with the heads of the bobbins, cam actu-

ated mechanism associated with the movable elements

for operating the arms to cl.>se the jaws on the periphery

of the bobbin heads, and mechanism for actuating the

transferring mechanism.

[Claims C, to 14 not printed in the Gazette,]

801,148. llAY-KAKE. JOSEPH H. CoPK. Windsor, Colo.

Filed Oct. 7, 1005. Serial No. 281,837.

1. The combination with a rake of the class described,

of a pusher device piv<»tally mounted on the rake head, a

lever fulcrumed on the frame of the rake, and a suitable

connection between the lever and the pusher whereby the

movement of the lever actuates the pusher for the pur-

pose set forth,

2. The combination with a rake of the class d. scribed.

of a pusher head pivotally connected with the ui'per i>art

of the rake head, a lever fuWrumed on tie rake and whose

lower extremity is adapted to catch in the surfar. of the

earth as the rake is moved rearwardly, and a suitable
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8 9 1.14 9. CHECK-FASTENING DEVIctE. Robert J.

Cox, Maybeury.

No. 370,272.

w

connection between the levpr and the push*>r h^a.l whereby stops -prvini? to limit the positioning of an object to be

as the lower extremity of thn lever carchas in th.^ ^^arth stamped, and means carried by said shelf and servlnir to

as aforesaid the pusher head Is automatically thrust for- indicate the point of application of the stamp

wardly for the purpose set forth. »• The combination, with a stamp, of a shelf having'

Ides provided with slots, a movable member at the under

side of said shelf and havlnu arms, one of said arms hav-

ln« a toe extending through one of said slots and con-

Va Filed Apr i;5i 1907. Serial «t,rutin« a stop to limit the positioning of the obj.ct to bo
^ ' stamped, a block slldably arranged In another of said

slots and rit^td with the other of said arms, a plate car

rled by said block and having a stop to cortperatf with

said first stop to limit the positioning of the object, a

thumb nut carrifd by said plate and adapted to be jammed

against said sh.Mf and serving to Indicate the point of

application of the stamp, said member belnc offset to ox

tend above said shelf.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.

]

The combination of a car. a rod dispos-.l in tti.- car. ex-

tendlrg through the sam*'. and terminatini? In a check

receiving hook, the car having an ext^Tior s,-at to r*'celve

the bill of said hook, a plate located h.^low th(» rod and

Jointed to the bottom of the car, the rod l>'ing jointed at

its rear end to the rear end of the plate, x\v plate and rod

constituting a check fastening device, aad a wedge to

support the plate when the check-fastening device Is In

Its operative position, the joint between tlw plate and the

car bottom being between said hook and the connection

between the rod and the plate when th*- ch-ck fastening

device is In said operative position

8 9 1.15 0. .\TT.VCEIMENT FOR rRINTIN(; STAMPS.

Mtro.v E. Crowley. SharpsvUle, Pa Filed .Ian. 18,

1908. Serial No. 411.405.

891.151. TWTER-8TOCK C.\P Ralph B. Docd, Shef-

field. Ala. Filed Aug .31. 1904 Serial No. 222,866.

M

16

1. The combination, with a printing stjamp. of a sup-

port for an object to be stamped, means for limiting the

insertion of the object Into said stamp, and an offset plate

carried by said support and arranged substantially par-

allel to said support to extend over the ^bject when the

same is in position to be stamped, said (date serving to

indicate the point of application of the stamp

2. The combination, with a printing srnmp. of a sh-lf

adapted to carry an object to be stamped, a plurality of

Stops adapted to cooperate to limit the positioning of the

object, means for locking said stops in a plurality of po-

sitions, and means upon said shelf for indicating the

point of application of the stamp, said last means con-

sisting of an offset plate arranged at otic side of said

printing m>'ans and extending over said ihelf wh.r"by it

serves to hold the object In position upon paid shelf.

.3. The combination, with a <famp. of a shelf, stops

movably arranged at the sides of -iaid sh«|f and extending

thereabove. means for operatlveiy conn-ctlng said stops

at the under side of said shelf, and clamping means car

rled by one of said stops for holding .said stops In a plu-

rality of positions, said stops serving "> limit the posi-

tioning of an object to be stamped

4 The combination, with a stamj'. 'f a •»h.>lf having

slots, stops movably arranged at th- imfler side of said

shelf and extending thereabove through said slots, means

for operatlveiy connecting said stops at the under side of

said shelf, clamping means on nn- of said stops and

serving to engage said shelf for holding said stops In a

plurality of positions with respect to paid shelf, said

The comblBation with a twyer stock having a suitable

opening, a twyer cap having a central boss and an open-

ing formed through the boss, a latcji carried by the boss

and having a peep hole formed therein, a frame inclosing

the boss, screws working through opposite sides of the

frame and engaging the boss, an arm extending from one

end of the frame, said arm being plvotally connected to

the twyer stock, the bifurcated arm extending from the

opposite end of the frame, a rod plvotally mounted adja

cent the said end of the frame and adapted to swing into

and out of engagement with the bifurcation, the outer

end portion of the said rod being threaded, and a locking

wheel working upon the threaded portion of the rod.

891.ir.2 DRIVING MECHANISM FOR M()T(1R VKIil

CLKS Wii.i,i.\M H. lX)r OLAS, Belleville. N. J .
assignor

to Heal' V ,^ lo , New York. N. Y.. a <"orporatlon Filed

Oct. 9. r.>u:. Serial No. .{96.605.

1. .\ driving mechanism for motor vehicles, comprising

two motors, gear wheels driven from said motors, connect-

ing shaft having universal joint connections with the

said gear wheels, and traction wheel shafts to which the

traction wheels are secured and having universal joint

connections with the said connecting shafts.

•J A driving mechanism for motor vehicles, comprising

motors mounted on the vehicle body, gear wheels independ-

ently joumaled on the motor casings and In mesh with

pinions on the motor shafts, connecting shafts rotating

with the said gear wheels, and traction wheel shafts ro-

tating with the said connecting shafts, each of the said

connecting shafts being yleldable In direction of length

laving a universal joint connection with the hub of the

corresponding gear wheel and a universal joint connection

with the corresponding wheel shaft.
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8. A driving mechanism for motor vehicles, comprising

motors mounted on the vehicle body, gear wheels independ-

ently Joumaled on the motor casings and In mesh with

pinions on the motor shafts, connecting shafts rotating

with the said gear wheels, and each made in sections capa-

ble of sliding one on the other, and traction wheel shafts

rotating with the said connecting shafts.

4 A driving mechanism for motor vehicles, comprising

motors mounted on the vehicle body, g.ar wheels inde-

pendently Joumaled on the motor casings and in mesh

with pinions on the motor shafts, connecting shafts rotat-

ing with the said gear wheels, and traction wheel shafts

rotating with the said connecting shafts, each of the said

connecting shafts being made In sections capable of sliding

one on the other, and each connecting shaft having a

universal Joint connection with the hub of the correspond-

ing gear wheel, and a universal joint connection with the

corresponding wheel shaft

5. A driving mechanism for motor v'ehicles. comprising a

motor, a gear wheel driven by the said motor, a wheel shaft

carrying a traction wlie. 1. nn<l a connecting shaft having

onlversal Joint connections with the said wheel and with

the said traction wheel, the said connecting shaft being

made In sections, one of the sections having a slotted head

and the other section having n sliding connection with the

said head, and friction whe, u mgaging the slots in the

head.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,153. LINK CONNECTION. Alfred C. Dowse. Tay-

lor. Pa., assignor of one-half to Harry P. Jones, Taylor.

Pa. Filed Nov. 21, 1907. Serial No. 403,168.

link Is composed being made at the Inside of the link.

whereby the outer face of the flattened portion will be

unbroken and on a line with the adjacent portions of the

link's periphery.

891,154. RUNNING-SWITCH AND GUIDE. Thomas J.

Driver. Holualua, Hawaii. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial

No. 397,105.

The coinldnaticju of a meinlier having an eye and pro-

vided with a slot passing th.n through connecting with

the eye. and a link constructed of a material of greater

diameter than the width of the slot and of slightly less

diameter than the diameter of said eye, and provided with

a flattened portion arranged at an angle to the plane of

Its opening and adapted to pass through said slot, the

reduction In the fhh'kness ..f the material of which the

1. .\n elevated carrier provided with a cable forming a

I

track for the trolley to run on, a support for the cable at

' the point of divergence in the route, a switch engaging

with Its ends the cable at opposite sides of the said sup-

port, and a fixed guide for guiding the material carried

by the trolley and while the latter passes over the switch,

the guide being approximately parallel to the said switch.

2. An elevated carrier provided with a cable forming

a track for the trolley to run on. a support for the cable

at the point of divergence in the route, a switch engaging

with Its ends the cable at opposite sides of the said sup-

port, and a fixed guide for guiding the material carried

by the trolley and while the latter passes over the switch,

the guide being approximately parallel to the said switch,

and Inclined to the vertical.

3. An elevated carrier provided with a cable forming

a track for the trolley to run on. a support for the cable

at the point of divergence In the route, a switch engaging

with its ends the cable at opposite sides of the said sup-

port, and a pivot engaging the switch at or near the

middle thereof to allow the switch to rock.

4. An elevated carrier provided with a cable forming

a track for the trolley to run on. a support for the cable

at the point of divergence in the route, a switch engag-

ing with Its ends the cable at opposite sides of the said

support, a pivot engaging the switch at or near the middle

thereof to allow the switch to rock, and means for limit-

ing the rocking motion of the switch.

5. An elevated carrier provided with a cable forming

a track for the trolley to run on, a switch In the form of

a metal strip having Its ends terminating in seats engag-

ing the cable to form a switch connection with the cable at

each end of the switch, a supporting bar fitting the under-

side of the cable at each seat, and a clip engaging the

said seat, the bar and the cable.

[Claims « to n not printed In the Gazette.]

8 9 1.15 5. WAITER'S CABINET. Blbt H. Farbki.L,

Deadwood. S. D., assignor to Farrell Cabinet & System

Company, a Corporation of South I>akota. Filed June

4, 1907. Serial No. 377,147.

1. A waiter's cabinet comprising a main body contain-

ing drawers, an end extension body of less height than

the main body, said exten.sion body being hinged to a

front corner of the main body and movable to a position

alongside thereof or diagonally therefrom, and drawers

In the extension body accessible from the outside In either

position of said extension body.

2. A cabinet comprising a main body containing drawers.

a comer of the body being cut away or beveled, and an end

extension body containing drawers, adjustably fixed to the

end of the main body having the cut away corner.

3. The combination of several cabinets forming a com-

pact group, each cabinet comprising a main body having

drawers, and an extension body extending diagonally from
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th*- main body met'tlnK a

cabinets of the group.
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«rt« of other

4 The combination of several .aML.t^ MrmniK « ^"m

nact group, each cabinet comprisinu .i main body con

Ulning drawers, and an .xt.-nsi.,n body «lso containing

drawers and extending diH.'nnally from tHe main body.

meeting and fitting similar ,.arts vt other cabinets the

several .-xtenalon bodies ronstiniting supports for holders

fitting th- s[,ace between th.' i:rouped cabinets above the

exteosloDs. and said holders.

5 The combination of several cabinets foiming a group,

each cabinet comprising a bo<ly with draw.-rs. a rear cor-

ner of each cabinet being cut away, and an t-xtension body

also having drawers and extending diagonally from the

main bodv. said cut away ...rn.T of each r>»!unet allowing

the drawers of th^- diagonally arranged t^xtenslon of the

proximate cabin.^t to be moved nut and in at an angle

with the drawers in the main bo<ly.

[Claims tJ to 12 not printed in th*" Gazette. 1

8ftl 1-.6 i'tPK ( 1 1TI.N<. .M.\»H1NK. HerbektH.

FisHEB, San Francisco. Cal. Filed I>ec. !•!, H'OT. Se-

rial No 4nr,.si2.

..-A.

swinging frame, and a spring connecting said lever and

swinging frame, substantially as de«cril>ed

A In a pipe cutting machine, the combination of a

stationarv frame provided with means for supporting

a pipe, a shaft, a frame swin^iiiu "H said shaft, a cutter

disk plvotallv supiH.rted by saui frame, gearing opera-

tlvely connecting said cutter disk with said shaft, the

stationary frame having vertical guldeways. a carrier

rertlcallv movable in said guldeways. a vertically mov-

able scr^w. for depressing said carrier, a pressure frame

plvotally mounted In said carrier, a lever connected there-

to a device carried by said pressure frame. ad.)acent to

the pivot of the lever and adapted to bear upon the free

end of the swinging frame, and a spring conn.-cted at one

end to said latter frame. an<l at the other end to a part

movable with the carrier, u. raise said swinging frame to

said carrier, substantially us ilrs<'rlbed.

4 In a pipe cutting marhine. the combination of a

uitable stationary frame provided with means for sup-

porting a pipe, a shaft, a frame swinging on said shaft.

a cutter disk plvotally supported by said frame, a train

,,f gears, upf-rativrly conu.-tlng said cutter disk with

said shaft, the stationary frame having vertical guide-

ways a carrier movable in said guldeways. a screw for

•l.-pr.-ssing said carri^T a yoke shaped roller frame plv-

otallv mounted in said carrier, a lever attach.-d thereto,

a roUer pivoted in said roll.'r frame, and adapted to bear

upon the free end of the swinging frame, and a spring

connected at one end to said latter frame and at the ..tber

end to a part movable with the carrier, to raise said

swinging frame to said carrier, sulistantially as des.rib.-d.

5. In a pipe cutting machine, the coraldnatb.n of a suit-

able stationary frame provided with means for sup-

porting a pipe, a shaft, a frame swinging on said shaft.

, a cutter disk plvotally supported by said frame, a train

'

of gears, operatively connecting said cutter disk with said

shaft the stationary frame having vertical gtiideways.

a carrier movable in said guldeways. a screw for depress-

ing said carrier a yoke shaped r..ller frame plvotally

mounted In said carrier, a lev^r attached thereto, a roller

pivoted in said roller frame, and adapted to bear upon

the free end of the swinging frame, and a spring con-

ne<fd at one end to said latter frame and at the other

en.l tn the roller frame, substanttnlly as d.-s.rlbed.

.S<)1 157 DRIVING-HKAI* freo P. FacBMAN. Dominion,

Yukon. Canada. Filed June 0, 1906. Serial No. 321,087.

Renewed May «. lOOH. Serial No. 431.161.

1. .\. I'ii'f rutting niacliint' ruiupri>mk.' a cutter disk, a

swingini: train.' r!i.'r»>for. a train >'f i:»uiri ,arrb-d by said

"frame fnr ,,p.-r:i t ;ni.' said cuttrr disk, a vgrtb-ally movable

frame, a bwr pivotall> se.ur.Ml t- -aid inttt-r frame, and

a roller carried by said lev.T an. I adapted to engage said

swinging fram.'. sulistantially a>; .|.-. ri!>.(l

•J. A pipe cutting marhin.' roiiipri'^iiig a cutter disk, a

swinging framo therefor, a train of i:..ar$ carried by said

frame for operating said .utter di-k. a vertically movable

frame, a lever piv..tallv sHcur»-d tn said Utt.-r frame, a

roller carried by said l^v^-r and adapt^-d to engage said

1 \ driving head for a pip'-. comprisink: two clumi)-

iML' ui.uitMrs having Bllding connection one with the other

and i-oncavcd on tbrir inn.-r sides, one of the said m-mbers

being Inclined with relation to the other member.

•_'. A driving b.'ad for a pipe, coinprlsing a block hav-

ing an offset at Its low.r portion and an opening extended

through said offs.^t. the said block having a concavity for

receiving the pipe and a concaved wedge like jaw for en-

gaging Into the offset and against the pli)e.

:•, ,\ driving head for a pipe comprising a block liaving

an ..p..ning in Its lowrr portion, such blo<k when In posl-

ti,.n l.ving at an upwar.l an<! slightly outward angle with

relation to th.' pi|>''. and a w.dging jaw engaging in said

.,p.-ning and with th.' pip<'.
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891.158. PHOTOGRAPHIC-PRINTING FRAME. John

C. Fyrr., Burlington. Wis., assignor to The Multlscope

& Film Company. Hurllngton. Wis., a Corporation of

Wisconsin. Filed .lune IT. 1907. Serial No. 379.391.

like portions joining each other and having downwardly

turned flanges on their outer edges, said flanges meeting

each other and forming with said plate-like portions the

corner of a cube, upwardly projecting bolts rigidly se-

cured near each end of said lower inner members, each

of the plate-Uke portions of said upper members l)eing

provided with a slot passing nearly from one end thereof

to the other and adapted to receive said bolts, and nuts on

said bolts to ri.inip sani upiter outer members to said

lower inner m. mi..!- wh.r.-liy Is forni.'d the upper end of

a substantially re<tangular prism, th.' plate like portion

and the flanges of the upper outer members overlapping

the corresi>onding parts of the lower inner members.

801.160. PLOW. Wii.i.i.vM H. GoLDTRAP. Cotulla. Tex.

Filed June lo. 1907. Serial No. .•?79.128.

1 A photograi.liu printing fram.' comprising a rectan-

gular frame having iioles in Its longitudinal members ex-

tending from tti- r.ar towards the front surfaces thereof,

a metallic tubular tiller inserted In each hole, the said

longitudinal m.'iul.ers and till.Ts having coinciding slots

extending from th.- inner surfaces of the longitudinal

members to th- bn|,s. a sectional i.ack for the frame, a

hing- for the sections of the back, said hinge having a

pintb- extending Into th.' slots of the fram.' and tillers,

and ineana for holding the ba<^k in place in the frame.

J. A photographic printing frame comprising a r.'ctan-

gular frame having holes in its longitudinal members ex-

tending from the rear towards the front surfaces there-

of, a metallic tut-tilar tiller ins.Tted in each hole, the said

|..ngltu.linal m.'ml..'rs and filb-rs having coinciding slots

.'Xt.'ndiug from th.' inner surfac-s of th.' longitudinal

m.-mb-Ts to the holes, a s.'.tional back for the frame.

a hinge between the sections and filling th-' space there-

betw.-en, a pintle for the hinge ext.'nding into the slots

of the frame filler, and means for holding the back in the

frame
.3. A photographic printing fram.' comprising a rectan-

gular frame, the longitudinal m.'mb.rs of which have

grooves in their Inner edges, said members being also pro-

vided with hol.'s .'Xt.nding from the rear towards the

front thereof, a m.'tallic tubular filler Inserted in each

hole, the said longitudinal m.'mbers and tillers having co-

inciding slots extending from the Inner surfaces of the

l.mgitu.linal meml>ers to the holes, a sectional back, a

hinge for connecting the sections of the back, a pintle pro-

jecting from the hinge and extending into the slots of

the frame and filler and means on the back slldable in the

longitudinal grooves for retaining the back in position.

8 9 1,159. ADJUSTABLE CIIIMNKY CAP. JohnE.
(JiKKi.v. Juniata, Pa., assign.ir of one-third to C. A.

Hull and one-third to C. E. Remaiey. Altoona. Pa. Filed

Apr 15. 1907. Serial No. .888.370.

<2

4

'M

7)

^l[^£^

'J?
^ CZ^T—

'

t *

—J

A chimney cap comprising two lower inner members

adapted to fit on opposite corners of the chimney, and

two upper outer members adapted to fit over the two

corners adjacent to said first named corn.rs. each of said

members comprising a pa|^ of horizontally lying plate-

1. in a plow, a wlii'cled frame having an axle and pro-

vided witli an op.'Uing. said frame t>.'ing adjut-abl.' at a

point remote from said axle, a member hing.'^i to >aid

axle and tiaviiig arms .'xt.-nding through said opening.

|)low-shares carri.'d by said arms, and a handle for con-

trolling said plow shares

2. In a plow, a wh.-eied fram.- having an axb' and pro-

vided with an oi>ening. said frame being adjustably held

at a point remote from said axle, a bifurcated member

hinged to said axl.- and extending through said opening,

plow shares carried by said member, and a handle pivoted

upon said member and controlling sai.l plow-shares

3. In a plow, an axle, a frame rigid with said axle and

adjustably hel.. at a point remote from said axle, said

frame presenting a slot, a bifurcated meml)er hinged to

said axle and extending tlirough said slot, brackets pivoted

at the ends of said member, plow-shares removably and

adjustably m.iunted ui.on said brackets, and a handle

pivoted at said m. 'tuber and .-.lUtroUing said brackets.

4. In a [ilow. an axb'. a fram.' rigi.l with said axle and

adjustably held at a point remote from said axle, said

frame presenting a sl.it. U shaped member hinged to said

axle and .xt.nding ilirougti said slot, said member having

downwardly disposed .xtr.inities beyond said frame,

brackets pivoted at saiil .'Xtr.mitles. a yoke connecting

said brackets, plow - shar.s r.-movably and adjustably

mounted upon said brack, ts. and a handle pivoted at said

member and secured to sabl yoke to control said brackets.

5. In a i>low. nn axb-. shafts rigidly secured to said

axle and having a connecting cross-bar. said cross-bar hav

ing an ujiright. a frame rigid with said axle and pr.'sent

Ing a r.'.ess .'ngaging said upriglit. means for removably

securing said frame to said upr.ght in a plurality of posi

tions. said frame having an .ipening a Mfurcaied member

hing.'d to said axle and .'Ugaging said op.niut of said

frame, and a plow removably and adiustably carried by

said member.
[Claims 6 to 12 not i.rinted in the Gazette.]
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891,161. AUTOMATIC ADJUSTABLE (}EM HOLDER.
P»BCY H. Goodwin, San Diego, Cal. Filed May 7,

1007. Serial No. 372,422.

1. An adjastable gem holder comprising 4 resilient ring

having opposed gem holding prongs at Us ends, said

prongs being normally In close relation and retiuirlng to

be sprung apart in order to receive and have holding en-

gagement with a gem, said ring being pmvided with a

longitudinal slot enr.Tini.' from one .^nd rli-reof and the

other end notched laterally and arranged in -^aid slot.

2. An adjustable gem holder comprising n resilient ring

hJiTlng opposed kiem holding prongs at Its ends, said

prongs being normally in close relation and requiring to

be sprung apart in order to receive and have holding en-

gagement with a gem. said ring being provided with a

longitudinal slot entering from one end tttereof and the

other end notched laterally and arranged la said slot, the

extremity of said notched end being as broa4 as the other

end.

3. .Vn adjustable' gem holder comprising a resilient

ring having opposed gem holding prongs at its ends, said

prongs being normally in close relation and requiring to

t>e sprung apart In order to receive and have holding en-

gagem»'nt with a gem. said ring being provided with a

longitudinal slot entering from one end thereof with a

prong at each side of said slot and the oth»r end notched

laterally and arranged in said slot.

4. An adjustable gem holder comprising a resilient ring

having opposed gem holding prongs at its >'nds, said prongs

being normally in close relation and requiring to be

sprung apart in order to receive ami have liolding engage-

ment with a gem. said ring being proviii.-d with a longitu-

dinal slot entering from one end thereof with a prong at

each side of said slot and the other end notched laterally

and arranged in said slot, said notched end also carrying

two spaced apart prongs.

8 9 1.16 2. CAN CAPPING ANI> » OMI'RESSING MA-
CHINE. FlENRY L. GCBNTHER. Ilwaco, Wash Filed

Jan. 18, 1907. Serial No. .352,882.

1. In a can capping and compressing DQachlne, com-

prising a vertiially disposed intermittently Rotating platen

having retainers in its peripheral surface to receive and

support the can tM.'li"s horizontally, of a can body feeding

mechanism for periodically delivering the can bodies to

the said retainers, said feed mechanism comprising a

chute, a slide movable through the bottnra of the chute

and provided with a curved bar for tUfc-a^ing the lower-

most body and with a rearward projection at the top of

the bar for supporting the remaining bodies during the

removal of the lowermost one, an ejecting mechanism com-
I prising a curved push bar for engaging the body on the

opposite side of the platen wheel from the feed mechanism,
means for operating said feed mechanism, a connection

between the feed mechanism and the ejecting mechanism,
whereby the feed mechanism will operate said ejecting

mechanism, means for feeding can heads to the bodies, and

means for securing the heads to the bodies.

2. In a can capping and compressing machine, com-
prising a vertically disposed Intermittently rotating platen

havlnt: retainers in Its peripheral surface to receive and
support th>' can bodies horizontally, of a can body feeding

mechanism comprising a chute, a slide movable through

the bottom of the chute and provided with a curved bar

for engaging the lowermost body, and with a rearward

projection at the top of the bar for supporting the re-

maining bodies during the removal of the lowermost one.

an ejecting mechanism for eniraging the bodies on the

opposite side of the platen whe»'l from the feed mechanism,

means for operating .said feed mechanism, a connection

between the feed mt'chanisni and the ejecting mechanism,

whereby the feed mechanism will operate said ejecting

mechanism, means for feeding can heads to the bodies,

and means for securing the heads to the bodies.

I!. In a can capping and compressing machine, com-

prising a vertically disposed Intermittently rotating platen

having retainers in its peripheral surface to receive and

support the can bodies, of a can body feeding mechanism

for periodl<-ally delivering the bodies to the said retainers,

said feed mechanism comprising a chute, a slide movable

throuixh the bottom of the chute and provided with a

curv.'d bar for engaging and supporting the lowermost

body, means in connection with the bar for support-

ing the remaining bodies during the removal of said lower-

most one, an ejecting device for engaging the bodies on

the opposite side of the platen wheel, means for operating

said feed device and said ejecting device in unison, means

for feeding can heads to the bodies, and means for secur-

ing the heads to tht> bodies

4 In a can cappin;: and compressing machine, com-

prising an intermittently rotating platen having retainers

in its [leripheral surface to receive and support the can

bodies, of a can boily f.eiling mechanism for periodically

delivering the can l>odi''s to the said retainers, comprising

a chute for receiving the bodies, a slide movable through

the bottom of the chute, said slide having a curved bar

for engagini; the can body, and a r-arwiird extension at

the top of the bar for supporting the can bodies in the

chute during the removal of the lowermost body, means

for operating the slide at predetermined intervals, means

for feeding caps to the bodies, and means for securing the

caps to the bodies.

8. In a can capping and compressing machine, com-

prising a vertically disposed intermittently rotating platen

having retainers in its peripheral surface to receive and

support the can bodies horizontally, a can lK)dy feeding

mechanism for periodically delivering the can bodies to

the said retainers, a can head feeding mechanism for

periodically feeding a can head to the end of a can body

in a retainer, said mechanism comprising a vertical chute

for receiving the can heads, .said chute having a lateral

extension provided with a stop at the lower end thereof

and with a side opening adapted to register with a re-

tainer of the platen, a push head movable through the

lateral extension and provided at its uiiper end with an

arm for supporting the upper can heads when the lower

head Is removed, means for moving the can body through

the retainer Into contact with the head, means for secur-

ing the head to the body, atid means for operating the

head feeding means.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oarette.]

h 9 1 . 1 « 3 . CAN CAPPING AND COMPKESSINti .M.V

CHINE. H»NaT L. GuKSTHBa. Ilwaco. Wash. Filed

.Ian is. 19<'7 S^^rlal No :i.')2,883.

I. .V can capping machin.' having a mandrel, a spindle.

a supporting device at the spindle for receiving and sup-
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porting the can head, a platen for bringing a can body be-

tween the said mandrel and spindle, means for raising the

said mandrel to push the can body In engagement with the

said can head and means for rotating the spindle and the

mandrel In unison to assemble the said body and head.

and open at the bottom, of a staple arranged astride and

secured to said tie, the prongs of said staple comprising

2. A OUH eapplBS machine having a mandrel, a spindle,

a rapportlns derlce at the spindle for receiving and sup-

porting the can head, a platen for bringing a can body

between the said mandrel and spindle, means for raising

the said mandrel to push the can body in engagement with

the said can h<>ad to assemble the said body and head,

means for rotating the said mandrel and splndb. means

for crimping the flanges of the said can and can head and

means for rotating the spindle and the mandrel In unison.

3. A can capping machine having a mandrel, a spindle,

a supporting device at the spindle for receiving and sup-

porting the can head, a plat.u for bringing a can body

between the said mandrel and spindle, means for raising

the said mandrel to push the can body in engagement with

the said can head to assemble the said body and head, a

feeding device for feeding a can l)ody in position on the

said supporting device and means for rotating the spindle

and the mandrel In unison.

4. .V can capping and compressing machine having a

reciprocating carriage, a platen mounted to slide on the

said carriage at an angle to the movement of the carriage.

said platen having seats for engaging a plurality of spaced

cans, an assembling and crimping device, a compressing

device, the said platen successively moving the can from

the said assembling and crimping device to the said com-

pressing device, a feeding device for delivering the can

bodies successively fo the said platen, and a feeding de-

vice for delivering the can heads to the said assembling

and crimping device.

5. A can capping and compressing machine having an

assembling device for assembling a can body and a can

head, comprising a reciprocating mandrel for carrying

the can body, a spindle In axial alinem»nt with the said

mandrel, and a supporting ring concentric with the said

spindle and adapted to support a can head between the

said ring and the spindle, the said mandrel pushing the

can body into the ring and in engagement with the can

head abutting against the spindle.

[Claims 6 to .30 not print, d in the Gazette.!

broad plates adapted to be driven Into the road bed to pre-

vent the tie from rocldng.

891.165. PRINTING-PRESS. Charles G. Harris and

Walter H. Sviith, Nlles, Ohio, assignors to The Harris

Automatic I'ress Company. Niles. Ohio, a Corporation

of Ohio. Filed Jan. 3, 1907. Serial No. 350.671.

891,164. K.VILWAY-TIE. William I. F. Harde.v. Wash-

ington, D. C. Filed Aug. 27, 1907. Serial No. ,S90,.S41.

1. The combination, with a tie, of a staple arranged

astride said tie and secured at both sides thereto by a

single bolt, said staple adapted to be driven Into the road

bed for the purpose specified.

2. The combination, with a tie. of a staple arranged

astride and secured to said tie. the prongs of said staple

comprising broad plates adapted to be driven Into the

road bed to prevent the tie from rocking.

'A. The combination with a tie angular in cross section

1. In a printing press having a form-carrying cylinder,

a transfer-cylinder, and an Impression-cylinder, means for

successively throwing the Impression-cylinder out of

printing relation to the transfer-cylinder and the trans-

fer-cylinder out of printing relation to the form-cylinder.

2. In a printing press having a form-carrying member,

a transfer-member, and an impression-member, means for

throwing the Impression-member out of printing relation

to the transfer-member, and separate means constructed

and arranged to be actuated subsequent to the throw-off

of the Impression member for throwing the transfer mem-
ber out of printing relation to the form-member.

3. In a printing press having a form-carrylng-member.

a transfer-member, and an Impression-member, means for

throwing the Impression-member out of printing relation

fo the transfer member, and separate means actuated by

the movement of the last mentioned means for throwing

the transfer-member out of printing relation to the form-

member.
4. In a printing press having a form-carrying member,

a transfer-member, and an impression member, means for

automatically throwing the imprtssi<ui member out of

printing relation to the transfer-member, and means

actuated by the movement of the last mentioned means

for throwing the transfer-member out of printing relation

to the form-member.

5. In a printing press having a form-c.vllndcr. a trans

fer-cyllnder. and an Impression-cylinder, means for throw-

Ing-off the Impression-cylinder with relation to the trans

fer-cyllnder snd means for throwing off the latter with

relation to the form-cylinder, the throw off means of the

Impression-cylinder being actuated In advance of the

throw-off means of the transfer-cylinder.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]
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8!»1 !••.••. MI FFI.KK 'iK PROTECTOR Joiks E. HaR- 891,168. VKFI h'LE SPRING. NICHOLAS HO. Baldwins

aiso.N. N.-w V-rk. N V Fil^d O.r j.;. I'.tnT S.-rial ' vlllo. \ V Fll^'d July 28, 190rt. Sorla! No. 328.'JOo.

No, 399,.'{:;4

toCjTII

protectors so

1. A muffler or prutftiur counni.siim' • m- k portion

and flap members provided wltii pockets and having hand-

kerchiefs adapted to form supplemental

cured in the pockets.

2. A muffler or protector 111; ; >iii.' t nt'ck portion

and flap members provided witii j... k '- anl having hand-

kerchiefs adapted to form suppwm- nai protectors se-

cured In the pockets, said p<)<-ktts liaviak' th"ir mouth

portions provided with closing' lutan-*

3. A mnffler or protector comprising » neck portion

and flap members provided with pocktTs and having hand-

kerchiefs adapted to ftirm supplt-iu-ntal protectors se-

cured in the pockets, at rhf inner ednes t}o allow the re-

maining portion of the handkerchief to bt drawn out to

serve as a veil or covering for part of tlie wearer.

4 .V mutH'T or protector coniprisim: n i)''i'k portion

and flap mi'int»rs provided with puck.t-i and havini; hand-

kerchiefs adapted to form supplem.-ntal prott^ctors s.-

cured In the pockets said muffler haviiii* tabs with at

tachlng device adapted to .'ngag*- the tiHnk'^T ^r other

part of an outer-uarment

5. A mufflf-r or protector comprisiii*; B lUM-k portion

and flap memt^rs provided with pockets aad tiaving hand-

kerchiefs adapted to fi>rm supplemental protectors se

cured In the pockets and means fop securijig the flap por-

tions to a garment.

[Claim ^^ not printed In tli.- (iaz^-tte. ]

A hip strap line holder comprising a bearing surface for

the driving rein, a base, said base being concaved, a

threaded openini; iu said t>ase to receive

through the harness strap, a spud or tang on said base

constructed to -nter the liamess strap to pn-vent rota-

A .spring of tbe clUS described, comprising a bodv por

tion formed of a plurality of superposed leaves of up-

wardly increasing lengths and with eyes at the ends of

said body portion leaves, means for connecting said i)ody

portion at the ends and centrally thereof to a vehlile, n

shock absorber comprising a plurality of leaves of <lown-

wardly increasing lengths and tH»aring upon said body

portion, U shaped clips l>earing over the respective leaves

of said shock absorber at their ends and likewise over the

adjacent portion of the body portion, and pins connecting

the terminals of said clips through the eyes of the body

portion leaves.

SOl.iea. SPRING-TIRE. Beenh.^ki> Hit.<iEH. Elgin. 111.,

assignor to Frank J. C. Krahn and Morrltz Bautsch.

Elgin. III. Filed June 19, 1907. Serial No. 379.787.

In a wlieel. a f.'ll). an out.r riiii. springs interposed

between said felly and rim. a plurality of clips carried

by the rim and formed with a portion extending trans

versely of said rim and with down turned end-portions,

cover plates secured to said down turned end-portions of

the clips, a packing, comprising a strip of soft material.

Interposed between said cover plates and said rim, and a

pa.kinit. comprising a strip of soft material, interposed

l^'twe.u said springs and said felly and covering the

entire periphery of said felly and extending l>eyond the

sides thereof and a;:alnst said cover plates.

8 9 1,167. HIP STRAP I.I NK Hm[.I iKH IU.oint F.

n.vK.sH. \Vat)ash. Ind.. iissu-n .r ..f m- lijlf to Samuel E.

Harsh, Wabash, liid Fil-d Dec. t>. liH07. Serial No.

4iC,,343.

891.170. RAILWAY-SWITCH Jamks M. HiPP. Orc«D-

TlUc, Ga. Filed I>ec. 28. l'.«>7. Serial No. 408.414.

tion or displacement of th> !iip <trrtp line hol<ler. tiu

whole arranged in such manner that the said concaved

base allows the head of the scifw to draw l)eyond the

normal surfai-e of the liarnes< strap, subjtantially as de

scribed.

ea

1 Locking mechanism for railway switches. comprlsUig

a -ihaft. a lockinff member adjustable axially thereon and

i having permanently flxed portions thereon adapted to

JCNK !6, 1908. U. S PATENT OFFICE. 1759

codperate with a switch point and adjacent rail to pre-

ent relative lateral movement thir<'of, and means for

moving said member into locked and unlocked positions.

•_* In a railway switch, means for locking a switch

point in closed position relatively to an adjacent rail,

comprising a shaft, a rotatable locking member thereon

having permanently tiled i>eripherally arranged lock-

ing shoulders thereon arranged to cooperate respectively

with a switch point and adjan^nt rail, said member and

its shoulders being bodily adjustable axially and means
for rotating said member Into locked and unlocked posi-

tions.

3. In a railway switch, a rotatably locking member
haTing integrally formed peripheral shoulders arranged to

cooperate respectively with a switch point and adjacent

rail, the switch point engaging shoulder having a cam
surface for moving the switch point into engagement with

said rail, said shoulders being Incapable of movement
with respect to one another and means for rotating said

member.
4. In a railway switch, a rotatable locking member

having a pair of peripheral locking shoulders, both formed

Integrally with the locking member, one of said shoulders

extending helically of the axis of said member and ar-

ranged to cooperate with the switch point to force the

latter into closed position relatively to the adjacent rail,

said shoulders being Incapable of movement with respect

to one another.

5. In a railway switch, means for locking a switch point

in closed relation to its cooperating rail, comprising a

shaft extending transversely of the rail, and a sleeve

adjustable axially on the shaft anil having a pair of

peripheral locking shoulders permanently fixed on said

sleeve and arranged to engage respectively the switch
point and rail when the latter are In closed relation, and
means for rotating the shaft.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.171 GROUND- ANCHOR FOR POSTS OR POLES.
Ekhekt R. Hobbs. Buhl Idaho. Filed Oct. 8, 1907.

Serial No. 396,384.

891,172. WHEEL-RIM. Ernest HoPKiNsox. East Orange

N. J., and Thomas Mu>gley. Hartford. Conn. : said

Hopkinson assignor to The Hartford Rubber Works Com-

pany, Hartford. Conn . a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed July 5, 1906. Serial No. 324,762.

1. The combination with two plate- bin>:ed together

at one end of each plate, o|i|ioslte ends being formed into

anchor flukes, of an anchor bar having two divergent

arms, means carried by the arms and plates for loosely

connecting said arms and plates together, a reinforcing

limb projected from one plate for engagement with one

arm and a projection on the other plate, when the plates

are diverged from each other.

2 The combination with two plates, hinged together

at an end of each plate, the opposite ends thereof being

formed into anchor-flukes, and staple-loops on the upper

surfaces of the plates, of an anchor-bar formed of wire

rod twisted to form the body of said bar and having

a ring on one end. Integral arms of wire rod that diverge

from the body, and rings on the ends of the said arms,

which are loosely engaged with the staple-loops.

3. The combination with two plates, hinged together

at one end of each plate, a reinforcing limb on one plate,

adapted to project over the other plate, staple-loops on

the plates, and a fluke formed on the free end of each

plate, of an anchor bar having a ring on one end and

two divergent arms on the other end thereof, each arm
terminating in a ring, said rings being loosely secured

In the staple loops, and one ring receiving the reinforc-

ing limb when the plates are rendered level with each

other.

134 O. G.—115

1. in a wheel rim. the combination with a main rim

member, of a removable side flange, means for contracting

and expanding said side flange, said means comprising

a member threaded adjacent to each end, the threads

at one end being opposite In direction to those at the

other end and adapted to engage threaded sockets in

the ends of the side flange, a worm pinion fixed on said

member, and a worm in mesh with said worm pinion.

2. In a wheel rim, the combination with a main rim

member and a removable side flange, of means for con-

tracting and expanding said side flange, said means com-

prising a short rod threaded adjacent to Its ends and
engaging threaded sockets in the ends of the side flange

the threads adjacent to one end of said rod being opposite

in direction to those adjacent to tlie other end. a worm
pinion rigidly a.ssoclated with said rod between the

threaded portions, and a worm suspended from said rod

and in mesh with said worm pinion.

3. In a wheel rim. the combination witii a main rim

memt)er and a removable side flange, of means for ex-

panding and contracting said side flange, said means com-

prising a short rod threaded adjacent to Its ends and en-

gaging threaded sockets at the ends of the side flange, the

threads at one end of the rod being opposite In direction

to those at the other end, a worm pinion rigidly associated

with each rod between the threaded portions, a stirrup or

hanger loosely suspended from said rod so that the rod

may turn therein, and a worm journaled in said stirrup

or hanger and meshing with the worm pinion on said rod.

4. In a wheel rim. the combination with a main rim

member and a removab!'- side flange, of means for ex-

panding and contractlnj: said side flange, said means com-

prising a rod arranged between the ends of the side flange

and In threaded engagenient therewith, said threaded

engagement b«'lng such that rotation of the rod In one di-

rection will expand the side flange and rotation In the

other direction will contract it. a worm pinion rigidl.v

associated with said rod, and a worm in mesh with said

worm pinion, said worm being provided with a polygonal

socket for the reception of a socket wrench.

891,173. COUNTER. Frank C. Howe. Globe, Ariz.

Filed June 13. 1!»07. Serial No. 378.796.

1. A device of the class described, comprising a mov-

able member, and a plurality of counters controllable at

different stages of the movement of said member.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a plu-

rality of counters, a movable member adai)ted to t)e ac-

tuated by the variations in pressure, said counters being

controllable at different stages of the movement of said

meml>er, and means for resilient ly resisting the move-

ment of said member.

3. In a device of the class described, in combination,

a case adapted to receive a fluid at varying pressures, a

movable member in said case, and independent counters

controlled by said member and controllatile at different

pressures of the fluid in said case.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a counter

having an operating arm, a case adapted to receive a

fluid at varylnu pressure, a movable member within said

case and controlling said arm. and resilient means resist

Ing the movement of said member i
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5. A d«v1ce of the class descrlb*"'!, compPislcK' a counter

having a swinKlng operating arm, a case adapted to receive

a fluid at varyinkT pr'-ssure. a movable member within said

CMC meaiiB for controlling said op.>ratlaK arm through

the moTem*nt of said ra^'mbpr, and a spring resisting the

movement of said mpmb»>r

[Claims 6 to U not printed in the Gazttte.

]

891,174. DECK-PLATE Albert II. Ili-uiBt rt, Middle-

town, Conn., assignor to Wilcox, Crittenden and Com-

pany (Incorporated!, Mlddb-town. Cona.. a Corporation

of Connecticut. Fll^d Sept. Irt. 19t»T. Serial No.

39.3.217.

A-

actuated bolt 14 movably connected with said cover mem-

ber, substantially parallel therewith and upon one side

of the centt-r thereof.

5. In a deck plate, the combination with the body mem-

ber ; of a cover member ; a latch member plvotally con-

nected with said cover member having lifting means

upon one end thereof; a bolt connected with said cover

member and lying substantially parallel therewith ; and

means for actuating said bolt while said latch member la

disengaged from said body member.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.175. AUTOMATIC MAGIC LANTERN. Harold In-

gram. London, England. Filed Aug. 13, 1907. Serial

No. 388,406.

1. In a de.-k [ilate. the combinatiou with the body mem-

ber; of a cover member having fixed means thereon for

securing said cover member upon one sidi- thereof to said

cover member ; locking means slldably niounte<l upon the

ondenlde of said cover member ; and key means for actuat-

ing said locking mechanism whereby sajd cover member

will be secured to said body member. I

2. In a deck plate, the combination with the body mem-

ber ; of a cover member; a larch iiienit>«T plvotally con-

nected with said cover member havini: lifting means upon

one end thereof: a bolt connected with said cover mem
ber and lying substantially parallel therewith ; and means

for shifting said bolt, whereby said cover member Is locked

In said body member irrespective of the relative position

of said cover member in said body memDer

3. In a deck plate, the combination with the body mem-

ber; of a cover member; a latch iii'iiiuer pivotally con-

nected with said cover member h.avlni: lifting means upon

one end thereof; and a k.'V actuated fueans for locking

said cover member in said body nieraber the key aperture

of said means l)eing concealed ben.ath paid lifing means

when in one of its positions.

4 In a deck plate, the combination with the body mem-

ber 1 having the lip "_' thereon ; of th'" cover member 5

provided with the Integra! hook >\
:
tin latch member 8

plvotally connected with said cover member ;
and the key

1 The combination, with a supporting frame, of a

lantern and lens-tubes secured to the middle part of the

said frame, a disk for the lantern-Blldea Joumaled above

the axis of the said lantern and lens-tubes and revolving

between them and provided with a series of driving pins,

an arm having Its lower end pivoted to the said frame

below the said disk and having a pawl at Its upper end

for cngMCing with the said pins, an operating spring con-

nected to the upper end portion of the said arm, a cam

operating on the lower end portion of the said arin near

its pivot, and driviti.' mectiHnlsm for rev.iiving the said

cam.
i:. The combination, with a supporting frame, of •

lantern and lens tubes se.-ured to the middle part of the

said frame, a disk for the lantern slides journaled above

the axis .,f the said lantern and lens-tubes and revolving

between them and provided with a series of driving pins,

an arm haviiii; its lower end pivoted to the said frame

below the said disk and having a pawl at its upper end

for engaging with the said pins, an operating spring con-

nected to the upper end portion of the said arm. a cam

operating on the lower end portion of the said arm near

Its pivot, a shutter also pivoted to the said frame below

the said disk and provided with a wiper, a cam whb h en-

gages with the said wiper and osc'.llates the shutter

p. riodically. and driving mechanism for revolving the

two said cams.

891,176. METAROI.I/KK .Iohn von dek Kammer,

Washington. I>. C. assignor to Bertha von der Kammer.

Washington. D. C. Filed Apr. 7, lOOX Serial No.

425,774

1. A metabolUer for the artificial development of plant

life from seed, comprlsint' an anaerobic chamber, means

therein for holdini: th.' -^e.^l. and means therein for holding

the nutrient media

2. In a metabolizer for the artificial development of

June i6, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1:61

plant life from seed, the combination with a chamber

closed against the outer atmosphere, of means therein for

holding the seed, means therein for holding the nutrient

media, and means for supplying an anaerobic gas to said

chamber.

3. A metabolizer, comprising an anaerobic chamber hav-

ing a tray like depression in its bottom, and a removable

seed holder adapted to be inserted In said chamber and

supported over said depression

4. A metatxiUzer comprising nn anaerobic chamber

formed from non porous, non absorbent material, a re-

movable seed holder having a reticulated bottom and

adapted to be Inserted In said chamber and supported

above the bottom thereof, and a compartment below said

seed holder to contain water or other seed nutrient.

5. A metabolizer built in sections and from non-por-

ous, non-absorbent material, each section containing a

series of anaerobic chaml>ers and each having an open

back, means for securing said section In back-to-back re-

lation whereby an opening Is left between the two.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,177 KNIFE-HOLDER P'OR GRINDING AND QLAZ-

IN(i M.\CIIINES. JosKPH F. I^MB, New Britain,

Conn., assignor to Landers, Frary and Clark, New

Britain. Conn., a Corporation. Filed May 8, 1907. Se-

rial No. 372,686.

j
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to be fally operated Independently of »ald

tlally as described.

TAlve, substao-

2 \ siphon bottle comprising a body portion, a head

having a charging inb-t and a dis.h.r..- .,>.ut. the atter

extending In a downward direction w h-n the bottl. is

inverted a cap closing said head, a sleeve leaving a t^ange

adapted to be clamped between said cap and head, a gasket

for making a tight joint theret.etween, a tube connected

with said sleeve and extending to a point near the other

end of the bottle, said cap having a conduit leading from

an external point to said sleeve, and a valve controlling

said conduit, substantially as described.

.3 \ siphon bottle comprising a body portion, a head

having a charging inlet and a discharge spout, the latter

extending In a downward direction whea the bottle is

inverted, a cap closing said head, a sleeve having a flange

adapted to be clamped between said cap an(J head, a gasket

for making a tight joint therebetween, a tube connected

with said sleeve and extending to a point near the other

end of the bottle, said cai> having a cond^ilt leading from

an external point to said sleeve, said cap having a plug

adapted to rest In a suitable socket in a stand to support

the bottle in an inverted position, and a valve controlling

said conduit, substantially as described.

891180 AIR-VALVE F..R RADIATORS. Frf.d W. Leu-

THE93EB, Chicago, 111., assignor to Monash Younker

Company, a Corporation of Illinois. 1- llpd Mar -•. 1907,

Serial No. 360.271.

' In an air valve for radiators. In combination with

automatic m-ans for regulating the flow of air. a direct

discharge pas.sageway. a passageway through the valve

adapted to be put In communication, at one end. with a

radiator, and. at Us other end, with the automatic regu-

lating means, a valve plug in said last named passageway,

intermediate the point of attachment with the radiator

and the automatic regulating means, said plug adapted,

when turned In one position, to establish communication

betwe..n the radiator and the automatic regulating means,

and adapted, when in another position, to shut off such

communication and provide a direct connection with the

direct discharge passageway for permitting the direct dls

charge of air, substantially as described.

3 In an air valve for radiators. In combination with

means for automatically regulating the discharge of air.

a discharge passage, a tubular nipple, a revoluble valve

plug having a passage, a portion of which leads from the

end of the valve plug and Is In allnement with the pas.sage

in the nipple, the passage in the valve plug, when In one

position, affording communication with th.' automatic

means, and. when In another position, affording a direct

connection with the discharge passage for permitting the

direct discharge of air, substantially as described

4. In an air valve for radiators, the combination of a

baM portion having at one side a tubular nipple adapted

! to be connected to a radiator, the base portion having a

passage therethrough formed to provide a valve chamber,

a revoluble valve plug entered Into the valve chamber and

In axial allnement with the nipple, such valve plug having

formed therethrough a passage leading from the end of

the plug adjacent to the nipple and opening through the

side of the plug, the valve chamber belnu provided with

an upper and a lower discharge port, said ports being

adapted to register with the opening In the side of the

valve plug when said plug Is turned to different positions

of adjustment, a socket portion terminating in a tubular

nipple in allnement with said upper port, automatic mech

anism for regulating the flow of air through the so.ket

portion, a shell surrounding the automatic mechanism, a

discharge passage leading from the chamber within the

shell through the base portion, and a discharg.' jiipe con-

nected with the base portion, the plug being revoluble to

.•stablish a direct communication between the passage

therein and either of said discharge ports, substantially

as described.

-, In an air valve for radiators, the combination of u

base portion having at one side a tubular nipple adapted

to be connected to a radiator, the base p<irtlon having a

passage therethrough formed to provide a valve chamber^

a revoluble valve plug entered Into the valve chamber and

in axial allnement with the nipple, said valve plug having

formed therethrough a passage leading from the end of

the plug adjacent to the nipple and opening through the

side of the plug, the valve chamber being provided with

an upper and a lower discharge port, said ports being

adapted to register with the opening In the side of the

valve plug when said plug Is turned to different positions

of adjustment, a socket portion terminating In a tubular

,
nipple in allnement with said upper port, automatic mech-

anism for regulating the flow of air through the socket

ijortlon a shell surrounding the automatic mechanism, a

discharge passage leading from the chamber within the

shell through the base portion, and a discharge pipe con-

nected with the base portion an.l in communication with

said discharge passage, the plug being revoluble to estab-

lish a direct communication between the passage therein

and either of said discharge ports, a marked head on the

outer end of the valve plug and an inscribed stationary

disk adapted to Indicate to the user the adjustment of the

valve. sui)stantlally as described.

1 In an air valve adapted to be placid In communica-

tion with a radiator, the combination of two discharge

passagewavs. automatb- means controlling the outlet of

one of said passagewa>s. and a three-way valve adapted

to close communication betwe-n either or both of said

twavs and the radiator.

891.181 INFLATAIUK HANLAOE.
/"VV.^^'^:,";^^'

Rock Island. 111. Filed May 8. 1907. Serial No. 3<2.484.

1 \ sur-ieal appliance comprising an Inflatable band-

age stiff-uin-- .u-ans s... Mr-d .., the outer surface thereof

means adapt-d ... s- ur- .a„l bandage In place about a

Junk 16, 1908. U. S, PATENT OFFICE. 1763

MBiber, the ends of said bandage meeting whereby the

member Is entirely surrounded by the inflatable portion

of said bandage, and means for Inflating said bandage.

if--

4l

2. A surgical appliance comprising an Inflatable band-

age, reinforcing strips secured to the sides thereof, means

for securing said bandage in place, and means for Inflat

Ing said bandage.

3. A surgical appliance comprising an InflataMe hand

age, reinforcing strips secured to the sides thereof, stiffen-

ing strips extending transversely of said bandage, means

for securing said bandage in place, and means for inflat-

ing said bandage.

4. A surgical appliance comprising an inflatable band

age. reinforcing strips secured to the sides thereof, stiffen

ing strips extending transversely thereof and secured to

said reinforcing strips, means for securing said bandage

In place, and means for inflating said bandage

5. .\n inflatable bandage comprising a plurality of

thicknesses of air tight flexibl-' material, reinforcing strips

securing said material together, stiffening strips adapted

to hold said material in any desired shape, means for

securing said material In place on the body, and means

for admitting air t>.tween the separate thickness or folds

thereof.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Oaiette.]

891.182. I'Ll MB RULE AND LEVEL. Joii.v Morrison,

I'lttsburg. Pa. Filed Jan. 31, 1908, Serial No. 413.646.

^
fl'-lBl

%:

r\

1. The Kimbination with sections of a plumb rule and

level, of joint members s><tired tu adjacent ends thereof

with one of said members extended beyond the end of its

rule section and the other member recessed to receive

suih extension, and a clamping screw extending longi-

tudinally (if the rule for securing together said sections.

2. The combination with sections of a plumb rule and

level, of two joint members secured to the adjacent ends

of the sections, each member consisting of an end part

which bears against the end part of the other member

and separated side parts which embrace the end portion

of the rule section, the meeting faces of the joint mem-

bers being formed one with projections and the other with

recesses to receive the projections, and a clamping screw

extending through the meeting faces of the members for

uniting the same.

3. The combination with the sections of a plumb rule

and level, of a Joint formed in two parts secured to the

meeting ends of the rule sections, one of the Joint mem-

bers having a transverse recess adjacent the meeting

faces of the members and with alining screw apertures

in said meeting faces, and a clamping screw having a

head confined in said transverse recess.

4. The combination with the sections of a plumb rule

and level, of a joint formed In two parts and secured to

the abutting ends of the rule sections and with the Joint

members formed with surfaces which bear one against

the other, one of said surfaces having -^eparated recesses,

projections on the other of said surfaces complementary

with said recesses, and a clamping screw located between

the separated projections and recesses and disposed longi-

tudinally of the rule and extending through said meeting

surfaces.

f.. The combination with the sections of a plumb rule

and level, of a Joint formed In two parts and secured to

the adjacent ends of the rule sections, each part having

an end face which bears against the corresponding face

of the other part, each part also formed with separated

side faces, which embrace the rule sections respectively,

the separated side faces of one part having openings

formed opposite each other and with the material of the

rule section removed between said openings to f6rm a

cavity, a clamping screw in the cavity, screw apertures

in the meeting faces of the joint parts, and projections

at the opposite ends of the meeting face of one Joint part

fltting corresponding recesses In the opposite ends of the

meeting face of the other Joint part.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazette.l

8 9 1,183, LOADING AFFAIi.VTl S. Ja.mks McCaBE,

Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Jan. 25, 1907. Serial No.

364,076.

1. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a vehicle, a box mounted thereon, a loading fork

carried by the vehicle, and a cushioning device arranged

to cushion the fork tines at the end of their unloading

stroke.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the comblnn

tlon of a vehicle, a tillable receptacle mounted thereon.

a loading fork carried by the vehicle, and a cushioning

device mounted on the receptacle in the path of the fork

tines to cushion the latter at the end of their unloading

Stroke.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a vi'hicle, u reeeptacle mounted thereon, a swing-

ing fork carried by the vehicle, a frame hlngedly mounted

on the receptacle In the path of the fork, and a spring on

the receptacle for yieldingly holding the said frame.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a vehicle, a receptacle mounted thereon, a loading

fork on the vehicle, separate winding devices one on a

stationary part of the vehicle and the other on an axle of

the latter, a connection between the first of said devices

and the fork, a flexible element connected with the devices

to wind on one while unwinding from the other, and

means for actuating the device on the axle by clutching

the same to the latter.
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5. In an apparatus of the class d»'scrib«>(i. thf combina-
tion of a vehicle Includini; a rotating ailt^, a I'ladini; fork

on the vehicle, a sheave segment or Quadrant fulcrumed
on the vehicle, a 8<>cond sheave segment or quadrant

loosely mounted on the axle, the center of said quadrant
being eccentric to said axle, a flexible eleni-nt connected

with the sheave sejiments or quadrants ti> wind on one

while unwinding from the other, a flexible c-onn»"ction be-

tween the first mentioned sheave segment "r quadrant
aod the fork, and a device for clutching the second sheave
segment or quadrant to the axle.

[Claims 6 to IB not printed In the Gazettf.]

891.184. BEET-H.\RVKSTKH. Chablks M. McC.jrsjick.

lA Junta. Colo. Filed Apr. ;.':?. 10t»7 Serial No. :5t59,S4.'>.

1. In a beet harvester, a plow having an inclined blade

adapted to be forced horizontally under the ground, rear-

wardly converging blades thereabove, and a second In-

clined blade therebehind. I

2. In a beet harvester, a plow having siiles and au In

cllned blade between said sides and adapted to be forced

horizontally under the ground, a second Dlade between

said sides, and lateral rearwardly converging blades car-

ried by said sides above said first blades.

3. In a beet harvester, a plow havin.i; sides, and an in-
j

cllned blade between said sides and adapted to be forced
|

horizontally under the ground, a second blade b»^tween
|

said sides at an angle with said first inclined blade, 1

lateral rearwardly Inclined converging blades carried by
|

said sides above said first blade, and guides on said sides

at the rear of said converging blades

4. In a beet harvester, a plow having a body presenting

downwardly disposed sides, inclined transverse blades car-

ried between said sides, lateral rearwardly converging

blades on said sides above said transverse blades, and
guld»>s mounted upon said body ami extendini: rearwardly

from said converging blades.

5. In a L>eet harvester, a plow having a b<><ly presenting

downwardly disposed sides, a transverse Inclined blade

carried by said sides at the forward edges thereof, a sec-

ond transverse blade carried by .said sides at the rear of

said first transverse blade and at an angle therewith,

lateral rearwardly converging blades on said sides above

said transverse blades, said converging blades projecting

beyond said sides at the forward edges of tht same, guides

carrl>-d by said sides at the rear of said converging blades,

and a guide band between said sides at the rear of said

transv»'rse blades.

[>'laiiii8 t> and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,185. BOBBIN-FK.VME. HowAaD McDowell, Phil-

adelphia. Pa. Filed Dec. 27, 1907. Serial No. 408.284.

1. .V device of the kind described comprising a base pro-

vided with an arched frame having a central thread guide

eye, a frame secured horizontally In said frame provided

with a bearing pin, a frame hinged to one end of said

frame provided with a bearing pin, the hinged end of the

last mentioned frame being provided with a tongue, a flat

spring secured to the first mentioned frame bearing

against said tongue, said bearing pins forming supports

for a bobbin. 1

2. A bobbin frame having a " U " shaped frame secured
horizontally therein provided with a bearing pin. a spring
actuated frame pivotally connected to said frame pro-

vided with a bearing pin, said l)earlng pins forming sup-

ports for a bobbin, an arm pivotally mounted in said

frame and a spring for holding said arm into engage-
ment with said ttobbin •

3. The combination with a bobbin frame having Its

ertlcal members connected by a horizontal frame at one
side provided with an Inwardly projecting bearing pin, a

spring actuated pivoted frame connecting the said vertical

members at its opposite side providtMl with an inwardly

projecting bearing pin. an arm pivotally mounted in said

frame, and a spring secured in said frame, having a bifur-

cated end adapted to engage said arm, for the purpose

described.

891,186. THILL-COUPLING. Henby I'aau. « anton,

Ohio, assignor of one-half to Charles Mc(;ranahan. Chi-

cago, 111., and Elmer E. Mack, Canton. Ohio. Filed

Sept. 25, 1907. Serial No. .'194,477

.\ thill coupler comprising a coupler head provided with

a fixed ear and a plvotfd ear, said ears provided with

sockets, flanges located upon the ears and the ears pro-

vided with non flanged portions, a thill Injn provided with

a cross-head of a diameter less than the diameter of the

sockets in the ears, said cross-head adapted to be located

in the sockets, gaskets located around the cross-head and

In the sockets, flanges located upon said thill Iron and
adapted to engage the flanges upon the ears, and one of

the flanges located upon the thill iron adapted to lock

the pivoted ear in fixed relationship with reference to the

coupler head, substantially as and for the purpose speci-

fied.

891,187. HOLDER FOR FOUNTAIN PENS. Jat A.

BoBivso.N, Denver. Colo. Filed .\pr 13, 1907. Serial

No. 367,922.

1. A holder for fountain pens comprising a cage closed

at the bottom to form a stop for the pen, the cage being

made from an integral piece of wire and provided at Its

upper extremity with a device for engaging and holding

the pen In place when the latter Is Inserted, and suitable

means for attaching the device to the garment of the user,

substantially as described.

2. A holder for fountain pens, comprising a cage com-

posed of a number of wire members formed into bends at

the bottom of the cag<» and crossing each other in the cen-
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ter to form a stop for the lower extremity of the pen, and

holding means mounted on the upper extremities of the

said members and adapted to engage tiie pen when the

latter is Inserted, substantially as described.

891,189. DRIVE-CHAIN. Carl G A. Schmidt, Jr., New

York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 5, 1907. Serial No. 365,891.

3. A holder for fountain pens, comprising a cage con-

sisting of a number of wire members, each formed Into a

bend at the bottom of the cage and crossing each other

In the center to form a stop for the lower extremity of the

pen, all of the said members being formed from an integral

piece of wire, and holding means mounted on the upper

extremities of the said members and adapted to engage

the pen when the latter is inserted, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A holder for fountain pens, comprising a cage com-

posed of a number of wire members formed Into bends at

the bottom of the cage and crossing each other In the cen-

ter to form a stop for the lower extremity of the pen, and

suitable means for attaching the device to the garment of i

the user, substantaily as described.

8 9 1,18 8. DESK .VTTACHMENT. H>NET SCHSSK,

Chandler. Ind . assignor of one-half to Henry Gerhardt,

Chandler. Ind. Filed Aug. 19, 1907. Serial No. 389,113.

(
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1. A desk support comprising a bar of an upper and

lower member with openings therethrough and grooves at

the ends of said openings, rolls mounted In said openings

and having pintles disposed in said grooves, said rolls

being disposed lengthwise of the bar and projecting be-

yond the lower face thereof, and a lock for the ends of

said bar, and a cooperating member secured to the floor.

2. A desk support comprising a bar of an upper and

lower member with openings therethrough and grooves at

the ends of said openings, rolls mounted In said openings

and having pintles disposed in said grooves, said rolls be-

ing disposed lengthwise of the bar and projecting beyond

the lower face thereof, and a lock for the ends of said bar,

and a co.iperafing member secured to the floor, said bar

being formed in sections having Interlocking tongue and

notch.

3. The combination with a bar of two members having

openings and rollers therein, and journaled between its

members and extending lengthwise thereof, of a plate

having a key hole, and secured In position with a chamber

beneath said plate, and a key, the latter passed through a

round hole in the upper member and through a hole cor-

responding to the hole In said plate In the lower member.

1. A drive chain comprising toothed overlapping links

having orifices in their end portions, pins removably in-

serted in said orifices, and eacli having coupling members

at its opposite end portions, and pin keepers composed of

retaining links located at the edges of the chain, and each

having oBfset end portions provided with plnreceivlng

orifices, one of which Is e.\tended to form a coupling mem-

ber, which is integral with the link, and is adapted to en-

gage a coupling member on a pin.

2. A drive chain comprising toothed overlapping links

having orifices in their end portions, pins removably In-

serted in said orifices, and having coupling members at

their ends, and pin keepers composed of retaining links,

located at the edges of the chain, and each having offset

end portions provided with pin-receiving orifices, one of

which is extended to form a coupling member adapted to

engage a coupling member on a pin, the pin-receiving ori-

fices in the toothed links being elongated to permit longi-

tudinal contraction of any part of the chain, and the dis-

engagement of either of the pins from the corresponding

retaining link.

3. A drive chain comprising toothed overlapping links

having orifices in their end portions, pins removably in-

serted in the orifices, and being grooved at their end por-

tions, and retaining links having orifices adapted to coin-

cide with the orifices in the toothed links, one orifice in

each link having a reduced extension adapted to engage

the grooved portion of a pin. the orifices In the toothed

links being elongated to permit sidewlse movement of any

pin toward an adjacent pin to disengage its grooved por-

tions from the slot extensions of the corresponding re-

taining links

4. .\ drive chain comprising toothed links, pivot pins

engaging the links, each pin having a neck and a head

at each end portion, and retaining links each adapted to

engage the neck of one pin to detachably lock the latter,

and at the same time to engage the body of an adjacent

pin at a point Inside the neck, the retaining links over-

lapping each other so that the neck-engaging end of each

retaining link locks the body-engaging end of another re-

taining link, the heads of the pins locking the retaining

links against outward movement from the edges of the

chain.

5. A drive chain comprising toothed links, pivot pins

. ngaging the links, each pin having a neck and a head

at eacli end portion, and retaining links, each adapted to

. ngage two adjacent pins, said links having their end

portions offset from each other to permit the meeting ends

of the links to overlap, and engage the same pin. each link

having means for detachably engaging the neck and head

of one of the pins with which it is engaged.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

I 89 1.190. DRINKING FOUNTAIN. John R Selzkr,

Morning Sun. Iowa, assignor to E. M. Selzer. F C. Sel-

zer. and J. Ed. Selzer. Filled May 22. 1907. Serial No.

1 375,141.
I 1. A drinking fountain of the class described compris-

ing a tank having a portion of its wall directed inwardly

to form a depression, said depression being tapered and

tiavlng an opening In one end thereof, a rib surrounding

said opening and a trough across said opening and extend-

ing thereabove whereby the flow of the water will be

stopped when a certain height has been reached in the

trough.

2. A drinking fountain of the class described, comprls

1
Ing a tank having a portion of its wall directed inwardly
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to form a depression, said depression beini; tapered and

hAVlng an opening at Its lowest end. a rib iategral with

the wall of the d<'prpsslon substantially at fijjht angles

thereto, a trough extendini; across said opening and abov^

the upper edfff "f th*- opening:, and meaus ti> transport

said tank wh^^n desired.

.T A drinking fountain of the class described, compris-

in^: a cylindrical tank, a closure for each end of said tank,

a portion of the wall of said tank being directed Inwardly

to form a depression said depression being t»pered from

Its upper to its lower end. and having an opening at its

lower end, a rib surrounding said opening, a trough Inte-

gral with one of said closures and eitendiag upwardly

tht-refrom atniv*. th.- op.'uing in the depression, ears se

cured to said tani». a bail secured to said ears, whereby

said tank may b*- transported and brackets for said tank

whereby the same is held in a fixed position when the tank

is resting horizontally

4. .\. drinking fountain of the class descriljed. compris-

ing a cylindrical tank, a closure for each end t>f said tank,

a portion of the wall of said tank being directed Inwardly

to form a deprf'ssion. said depression being tapered from

its upper to its low.r end and bavins an oppning at its

lower "mi. a rib surrounding said opening on the inner

face of the wail of the tank, a trough integral with one of

said closuH'-i and • \r.niling upwardly therefrom above

the opening in th-' iK'pression. ears secured to the wall of

said tank at its longitudinal center and at the sides of

said depression, a bail secured to said ears, lugs on said

ears and brackets on the opposite side of said tank where-

by the same may be held in a fixed position when the tank

is resting horizontally

the discharge opening of said fan ; and a discharge head

connected with said delivery pip»' and adapted to dis-

charge into the removable receptacles In the wagon bed

2 Thf combination of a segmental concavo-convex de-

flector provided with slots separated by bars: a discharge

head having a discharge opening for fib.T and an orifice

for the discharge of dirt ; means for securing said deflector

In said discharge h»'nd ; a delivery pipe connected with

said discharge head, a fan adapted to discharge Into said

delivery pipe, a drum communicating with said fan; and

suction tubes communicating with said drum.

8 01.192. HEEL-NAILIN<; MACHI.NE Chester C.

Small. Newton. Mass . assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Inited Sho*> Machinery Company, a Corporation of

New Jersey Filed Nov. N, 1889. Serial No. ,?29,696.

891.191. COTTON - PICKER iharles B Shinn and

Frederick L. I>k.stu.s. Springfield. HI., a.ssignors, by

direct and mesne assignments, of one-tenth to Michael

.1 .Meagher, two tenths to Thomas F Meagher, one-

tenth to Patrick Allen, one-tenth to Daniel D. Morgan.

Springfield, 111 . and one-tenth to Elbridpe C. Cook.

Indianapolis, Ind Filed Nov li'. 1907. Serial No.

401,Sl'6.

1 In a heel nailing macbin.' a rotary shaft and a cross

head B supporting the rotary shaft and having the sides

b, b' and top h^ arched as described in combination with

heel attaching d»'vlces. as and for the purposes set forth.

2. In a heel nailing machine, a cross head in combina-

tion with a shaft supported therein, a rotary head carry-

ing heel attaching devices secured to said shaft, and de-

vices for turning said rotary head supported In part at

the front end of said shaft, said devicfS being arranged to

afford space for the top lift and heel blank stacks of

either of them betwf<en portions thereof and the front of

the cross head, and said stacks locat.d in said spaces, as

and for the purposes specified

:•. In a heel nailing machine, the cross head comprising

the back plate b", top b- and front h havlni: a long bearing

with the rotary head carrying heel attaching devices and

its long forward extending shaft 6", substantially as de-

scribed

4. The combination of the arched cross head comprising

the sides b. 6'. top &». and solid end sections b' in combina-

tion with a suitable head carrying heel attaching devices,

as and for the purposes described

5. The combination of the cross head havlnc solid ends,

heel attaching devices mounted upon said head Inter-

mediate its ends, said cross head being provided on either

side with guiding recesses having guiding surfaces b». b*.

b\ and the cross-head guides a', a' having iruldlng sur-

faces which fit said guiding recesses, substantially as de-

scrltted.

[Claims >i to Of. not printed in the Cazette.]

1. Th« ei«blnation of a wairon l>ed. a platform extend-

ing cro«Hnrt«e of the wagon be<l. bolts deta.hably connect-

tag lald platform with said wagon bed. removable recep-

tacles within the wagon bed, a fan mounted on said plat-

form, an enirine .n ^aid platform connected t'l operate said

fan, a drum connected to communicate with the interior

of Mid fan. suction tubes connected to communicate with

Miid drum, an oiitlet pipe connected to communicate with

891.193. MANOMETER. OcTAVifs C. Smith and Pai i>

L.vvH.\M. Washington. D. C. Filed Aug 6, 1907. Se-

rial No. ,3^7. .SH3.

1. In a manometer, a U tube arranged to receive a fluid

In Its medial portion, the two extremities of the tube

adapted to he connected to the body to be tested, and

means to counteract surrounding temperature variations

whereby the temperature of the tube Is maintained con

stant.
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2. In a manometer, an inverted U-tube arranged to

receive in Its upper portion a fluid dissimilar to that to

be tested, and the legs of the tube adapted to be con-

nected to the body of fluid to l>e tested, in combination

with means to counteract surrounding temperature varia-

tions whereby the temperature of the tube is maintained

constant.

:i in ii riDinometer. the combination, with a pressure

indicating device, of a Jacket about the same, and means

to supply to said Jacket a cooling medium.

4. In a manometer, a tube arranged to receive an indi-

cating fluid, the interior of the tube adapted to be placed

in open communication with the body to be tested, and

means to counteract surrounding temi>erature variations

whereby the temperature of the tube is maintained con-

stant.

,'.. In a manometer, the combination with a U-tube, and

a connection l>etween said tube and the body to be tested,

of a Jacket about said tube, and means to pass a cooling

current through said Jacket.

[Claims t> to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,194 crUTAIN STRETCHER John Stawartz,

Homestead, and Havih Anpkkson, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed

Oct. 26. 1907. Serial No. 399.276.

/u'7

*
?f?rt

4. A curtain stretcher comprising a frame, of rails

detachable one from the other, slide bars mounted in said

rails, pivoted pins carried by said slide bars, and normally

lying at an angle thereto, means for moving said slide

bars to project said pins from said rails, and means for

supporting said frame.

5. A curtain stretcher comprising rails, slide bars

mounted In said rails, pins carried by said bars and housed

by said rails, and means for moving said slide bars and

projecting said pins from said rails.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette,]

1. A curtain stretcher emlwdying a frame consisting of

rails detacbably connected together, supports pivotally

connected to some of said rails, the other of said rails

comprising two hinged parts, a clamp for retaining said

parts in allnement with one another, said rails having

grooves formed therein, slide bars mounted in said grooves,

pivoted pins carried by said "slide bars and adapted to

project from said rails, buttons for moving said slide bars,

and strips covering said grooves and slide bars.

2. .\ curtain stretcher comprising rails detachably con-

nected together to provide a rectangular frame, pivoted

supports carried l>y some of said rails for supporting said

frame, said rails having grooves formed therein, slide bars

mounted in said grooves, pivoted pins carried by said bars

and lying at an angle to said grooves, and means for mov-

ing said slide bars to project said pins at right angles

thereto.

3. S. curtain stretcher consisting of a frame constructed

of rails detachably connected together, two of said rails

being foldable. slide bars movably mounted in said rails.

pivoted pins carried by said slide bars and adapted to pro-

.lect therefrom, means for moving said slide bars, and

means for supporting said frame at an Inclination.

891.195. MAIL MARK1N(; MACHINE. Thomas O.

Stoddard and (Jkorgf, H. Bakboik. Boston. Mass., aa-

Bignors to The American Postal Machines Company, Bos-

ton, Mass.. a Corporation of Maine. Filed May

1905. Serial No. 26(t..vH3.

1"

1. A mail marking machine having in comblnaiiou a

traveling friction feeding pad, a pressure pad traveling

therewith, a stop against wliich letters are fed by the

feeding pad, a rotary marking die. and a clamping foot co-

operating with the pressure pad to feed the letters past

ihe stop and to the die.

2. S. mall marking machine having in combination, a

feed wheel provided with a series of friction feeding pads

projecting beyond its periphery, a pressure pad in advance

of each feeding pad, a stop against which letters are fed

by the feeding pai's. a rotary marking die. and a clamping

foot moving with the die and cooperating with the pres-

sure pads to feed the letters past the stop and to the die

3. A mall marking machine having in combination a

series of traveling friction feeding pads, a pressure pad in

advance of each feeding pad. a stop against which letters

are fed by the feeding pads, and a traveling clamping

foot cooperating with the pressure pads to carry the Ut-

ters past the stop.

4. A mail marking machine having in combination a

traveling friction feeding pad. a r'ressure pad moving with

the feeding pad, a stop against which letters are advanced

by the fee(iing pad. and a traveling clamping foot cooper-

ating with the pressure pad to carry the letters past the

stop.

5. A mall marking machine comprising in Its construc-

tion a feed wheel having an anti-friction tread against

which the face of the letter pack may be pressed, and

forming one side of a throat through which the letters are

I

fed. a series of friction feeding pads projecting beyond th.

periphery of the wheel and arranged more than a letter

length apart, and a device inclined in the direction of

the feed of the pack arranged opposite Ihe engaging sur

face of the wheel to form the other side of the feed throat

whereby the forward end of the letter pack is f inned

against the Inclined side of the feed throat by the lateral

movement imparted to it by the feeding pads.

I [Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]
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Lirui891.196. ftECHANISM FOR THE MAITCTFACTURE OF
CYLINDRICAL BLANKS AND RK('(1RI)3 FOR I'HO-

NOGRAPUS. GRAI'HOPHONES. AND THE LIKE.
Edward Thav.S"Fi and Siki-hen Bi Rotss. Leytonstone,

and Jons Amks. Ley ton. England Flied Feb. 24, 1908.

Serial No. 417.477.

1. \ mechanical device for producini? blanks and rec-

ords for phonographs, graphophones and the like, consist-

ing of a support, a shell, a mold within the shell, a disk

at the top of the mold, a disk at the bottom of the mold,

a cap for the mold, a platform, a hollo* spindle for ro-

tating the shell, a rod in the spindle adapted to project

the mold, and a spring for holding the r^d normally pro-

jected.
I

2 \ mechanical device for producins? blank and records

for piionographs. graphophones and thf llkf. consisting of

a support, a shell, a mold within the shell, a hollow spindle

conn>»cted to the shell, a rod slldable In tlje hollow spindle

and havini; its end entering the shell, a spring for holding

th'" rod nnrraally projected, and means for rotating the

hollow spindle.

^. A mechanical device for producing blank and records

for phonographs, graphophones and the Itkf, consisting of

a support, a sh*'ll rotatable thereon, a hollow spindle de-

pending from the shell through the support, means for ro-

tating the hollow spindle, a rod slldable in the hollow

spindle adapted to enter the shell, and a spring encircling

the rod and normally projecting the same.

4. .\ m*>chanlral dpvic» for jit'tduclng blank and records

for phonographs, graphophones and the like consisting of

a hollow shell, means for rotating the shell, a mold within

the shell, an aptTturnd disk at the top of the mold, a disk

at the bottom of tne mold, and a rap for the mold

891,197. APPARATUS FOR GRINDING AND POLISH-
ING GL.\SS. Fra.nk L. O Wadsworih. Morgantown,
W. \'a., assignor to Pressed Prism Plate Glass Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed

Nov. 21. 1904. Serial No. 2.33,582.

1. In grinding or polishing apparatus, a freely rotating

and vertically moving grinding or polishing disk, a posi-

tively driven rotary table arranged to rotate the disk dur-

ing the operation of grinding or polishing, and means for

permitting automatic adjustment of said table to corre-

spond to the vertical movements of the disk with respect

to said disks during the grinding or polishing action so as

to secure uniform pressure on the object being ground or

polished ; substantially as described.

2. In grinding or polishing apparatus, a freely rotating

and vertically moving grinding or polishing disk, a table

arranged to rotate the disk during the operation of grind-

ing or polishing, means for rotating the table, and a coun-

terweight for partially counterbalancing the table to per-

mit its automatic adjustment towards and away from the

freely rotating disk during the grinding or polishing action

to correspond to tbe vertical movements of the disk so u
to secure a uniform pressure upon tbe object being ground
or polished ; substantially as described.

3. In grinding or polishing apparatus. .1 talile, means
for rotating the sanif, a fr»'ely rotating grimling or polish-

ing disk, means for permitting automatic adjustment of

said table with respect to said disk, a reclprocable car-

riage carrying the disk, a lirldge or support upon which
the carriage is mounte<l and means for reciprocating the

carriage during the rotation of the tat)le ; substantially as

descrll)ed.

4. In grinding or polishing apparatus, a tahle. means for

rotating the same, a carriage having freely rotatiut; disks,

and means for reciprocating the carrlagi- during rotMtion

of the table : substantially as described.

5. In a grinding or polislilng apparatus, a table, means
for rotating the same, a bridge movable to and from the

table, a <arriage movable along the bridge, and means for

reciprocating the carriage during rotation of the table;

substantially as described.

[Claims (5 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.198. APPARATUS FOR POLISHING AND GRIND-
ING GLASS. Fra.nk L. O. Wadswoeth, Morgantown,
W. Va.. assignor to Pressed Prism Plate Glass Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed

Apr. 17, 1905. Serial No. 255,863.

1. In a machine for grinding and polishing glass, a stem

or carrier, and a free non driven grinding disk or wheel

connected thereto by two concentric joints, one of which

affords a rotating connection with the stem and the other

a rocking or tilting connection therewith ; substantially

as described.

2. .\ polishing disk having notched edges arranged to

receive integral upturned corner portions of the felt ; sub-

stantially as described.

3. A polishing disk having notched edges and felt se-

cured thereto by a ring, integral upturned corner portions

of the felt fitting within the notches ; substantially as de-

scribed.
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891.199. BORING-MILL. Schutlkb S. Wheeler, Ber-

nardsvlUe, N. J., assignor to Crocker-Wbeeler Company,

Ampere, N. J, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar.

25, 1907. Serial No. 364,527.

^ fS^PJ^f^^^S

1 Tbe combination with a stationary central face-plate

of a movable annular face-plate surrounding said station-

ary face plate and m-ans for driving said annular face-

plate.

li A movable annular face-plate In combination with a

fixed central face-plate having Its working face in substan-

tially the same plane as that of the movable annular face-

plate and having an opening in its center, and means for

driving said movable annular face-plate.

;?. In a floor-plate lioring mill the combination with a

stationary circular fare plate having an annular seat be-

low Its exposed surface, of an annular rotatable face-plate

adapted to rest upon said annular seat and having a cen-

tral opening adapted to receive said stationary face plate.

4. In a floor-plate boring mill the combination with a

stationary circular face-plate having an annular seat be-

low its exposed surface and a conical body tietween Its ex-

posed surface and said annular seat, of an annular roU-

table face-plate adapted to rest upon said annular seat

and an adjusting ring between said conical body portion

and the central opening In said annular face-plate.

6. In a floor-plate boring mill the eoiiiliination with a

totionary circular face-plate having an annular seat be-

low its exposed surface, of an annular rotatable face-plate

adapted to rest upim said annular seat and having a cen-

tral opening adapted to reo-ive said stationary face-plate,

and a movable guide ring disposed beneath said annular

face plate at a part removed from Its central opening, and

means for moving said guide ring into and out of conUct

with said annular face plate

[Claims and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

»1,200. RAILWAY SIGNAL SYSTEM. Adocst Wil-

HELM. St. Johns. Greg. Filed July 10, 1907. Serial

No. 383.077.

extending therefrom, means controllable at will for turn-

ing air pressure into said lines and releasing the same

therefrom, a number of semaphore posts connected with

one of said lines, a number of other semaphore posts con-

nected with another of said lines, all of said posts being

provided with semaphore arms, all the posts connected

with one line having their arms adapted to turn In one

direction from the normal, and the arms of the posts upon

the other line being adapted to turn in the opposite direc-

tion from their normal, and means controllable by air

pressure and connected with said arms for actuating the

same.

2. \ semaphore post comprising a movable semaphore

arm, a sleeve connected therewith and provided with a

groove, a movable member having a portion inserted with-

in said groove, and means controllable by air pressure by

actuating said moval)le member.

3. The combination of a post provided with panes of

different color arranged in different zones for the purpose

of indicating differences in the condition of a railway

track, a lamp movable r<>latively to said zones, a plunger

for shifting the position of said lamp in one direction, said

plunger being movable by gravity in the opposite direc-

tion, pneumatic mechanism controllable at will from a

distance for raising said plunger, and means controllable

by movements of rolling stock Independently of said pneu-

matic mechanism for releasing said plunger.

891,201. SELF FEEDING SEWING-.\WL. Emil Blos.s-

FELD, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Jan. 22, 1906. Serial

No. 297,349.

.\ self feeding sewing awl comprising a suitable handle

and chuck for holding the needle, said handle being formed

with a cavity, a spool adapted to rest In said cavity, a

circumferential groove formed alwut said handle, a rubber

ring arranged to rest in said groove, the thread from

said spool l>elng arranged to pass lietween said ring and

said groove to regulate the tension substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

891,202. HOOK OR (JARMFNT F.VSTKNEU Ei.mira M.

BoRHBK. Ridley Park, I'a., assignor of one-half to Eliza

L. Fox. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 18. 1907. Serial

No. 393,570.

1. In a system of the character described. x\\y combina-

tion of an air receptacle, a plurality of pneumatic lines

1. A hook of the character described having converg-

ing hill, divergent side members, loops at the outer end of

the bill and throat meml>ers lying directly beneath and ex-

tending in the direction of the length of the sides of said

bill.

2. A hook of the character described, having converg-

ing hill, divergent side members, throat members lying

directly beneath and extending in the direction of the

length of the sides of said bill, and divergent sides between

said throat members and the adjacent ends of the bill.

3. A hook of the character described, having a converg-

ing bill, laterally extended loops at one end of said bill,

throat members beneath the sides of said bill, and diver-
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gent side member* Joining said throat nembera and ter
minating In Interengaglng securing meane.

4. A ho ': of the character described. Having a converg-
ing bill, laterally extended loops at one end of said bill.

throat members beneath the sides of said bill, and diver
gent side members joining said throat itembers and ter-

minating in interengaging securing meane. the converging
sides of said loops lieing inclined downwardly.

891.1'03 ANTIFKICTION' WHKKL BFARING. William
J. Bkewer. Trenton. N. J. Filed Mar. 9. 1907. Serial
No. 361.480.

1. The improvement comprising a hollow liody having
larse central side openings, and a series orf three or more
smaller openings arranged concentrically around the larger
ones, antifriction rollers and axles therefor whose bear-
intrs are in said smaller openings, and side plates applied
to. and closing, the larger openings of the tKxjy and having
a series of openings which coincide with those of the body,
whereby the plates are adapted to serve as additional
means for supporting the axles of the rollars ; and devices
applied to said axles for holding them in place together
with the side plates, substantially as described.

2. The Improvement described, comprising a hollow body
1 having large central side openings, a series of antifric-
tion rollers arranged concentrically, and axles therefor
as described, side plates which close the said side openings
and are provided with a series of smaller openings coincid-
ing with those of the body and adapted to receive, and
<orve as additional bearings for. the axles of the rollers

;

means for securing the axles together with the side plates,
the rollers being of less diameter than the large central
openings of the body whereby they are adapted to be re
move<1 therefrom, as and for the purpose specified.

891.204. REVOLVING MISICAL INSTRIMENT Frank
L. Brzisskt and John E. De Gette, Mloneapolls. Minn.
Filed Aug. 10. 1907. S»Tial No. .387.9^1.

1. The combination, with a musical Instrument having
a key board, of means for revolving the said instrument
in a plane at an angle to the horizontal.

2. The combination, with a musical Instrument having
a key board, of means for revolving the instrument In a
vertical plane.

3. The combination, with a musical instrument having
a key board, of means for raising the instrument off the
floor and means for revolving it In a plane at an angle
to the horizontal.

4 The combination, with a musical instrument having
a key board, of a seat for the musician mounted thereon
and wherein the musician Is secnred. and means for re
voiving the said Instrument and seat in r plane at an
angle to the horizontal.

5. The combination, with a musical Instrument, of a
shaft mounted on the l)ack of the instrument, upright
posts whereon said shaft Is slldable, means for raising said

shaft and said Instrument, and means for revolving said
instrument In a plane at an angle to the horizontal.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.205 STEERING-WHEEL GEAR FOR ROAD VE-
HICLES L<>ii.s H. CA.MPBELL. Portland, Greg., as-
signor of one-half to A. A. LIndsey, trustee, Portland.
Oreg Filed Dec. 31, 1904. Serial No. 239.217.

1. In a stppring wheel tr^-ar. the combination of a bol-
ster, fifth wheel, king bolt and bearings, two transverse
angular frame members d. d'. frame members rigidly affixed
to the ends of said transverse frame members and sup-
porting the lower member of the fifth wheel and the lower
bearing of the king bolt, means for attaching drafting and
steering devices, pedestals rigidly affixed to the extremities
of the transverse frame members, an axle Intermediate of
said members the ends of which a.xles project through
vertical apertures therefor provided in said pedestals,
means for holding the axle against .shifting endwise, sad-
dles astride of the axle ends, and coll-sprlngs thereon, on
which the pedestals rest, thereby supporting the frame of
the wheel gear

2. A steering wheel gear, comprising a bolster, fifth-

wheel, king bolt and bearings, two transverse angular
frame members d, d', hounds 13. 13«. and braces e. e'. fas-

tened to the lower circle of the fifth whwl ; bolts extend-
ing through said braces, the transverse members and the
lower circle of the fifth wheel and tubular posts on said
bolts, the lower bearing of the king l>olt being bolted on
the central converging parts of said hounds

; pedestal-
braces 17. 17'. fastened to the ends of the transverse
frame-members, the outer extremities of said hounds and
pedestal braces converging, means on said converging ex-
tremities to which to attach steering and draft ap-
pliances; pedestals rigidly affixed to the extremities of
the transverse frame-members, and an axle Intermediate of
said transverse members the ends of which axle project
through vertical apertures therefor provided In said
pedestals, means for holding the axle against shifting
endwise, saddles astride of the axle ends, and coil-springs
thereon, on which the pedestals rest, thereby supporting
the wheel gear.

3. In a steering wheel gear, the combination of a bol-
ster, fifth-wheel, kingbolt and bearings, two transverse
angular frame members d, d\ frame members rigidly affixed
to the ends of said transverse frame-members and sup-
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porting the lower member of the flfth-wheel and the lower

bearing of the kingbolt, means for attaching drafting

and steering devices, pedestals rigidly affixed to the ex-

tremities of the transverse frame-members, an axle Inter-

mediate of said members the ends of which axles project

through vertical apertures therefor provided In said ped-

estals, means for holding the axle against shifting end-

wise, saddles astride of the axle ends, and coil springs

thereon, on which the pedestals rest, thereby supporting

the frame of the wheel gear, and means on the saddles and

the pedestals adapted to hold the ends of the coil-springs

In place.

4. In a steering wheel gear, the combination of a bol-

ster, fifth-wheel, king bolt and bearings, two transverse

angular frame-nieinbers (/. </'. frame members rigidly af-

fixed to the ends of said transversa frame members and

upporting the lower member of the flfth-wheel and the

lower tearing of the king-bolt, means for attaching draft-

ing and steering devices, pedestals rigidly aflixed to the

extremities of the transverse frame menitiers. an axle In-

termediate of said members the ends of which axle pro-

ject through vertical apertures therefor provided In said

pedestals, means for holding the axle against shifting end-

wise, saddles astride of the axle ends, coil-sprincs thereon.

on which the pedestals rest, thereby supporting the frame

of the wheel gear, and means adapted to prevent the wear

of the axle ends due to their vertical movement In the

apertures of the pedestals.

5. In a steering wheel gear, the combination of a bol-

ster, flfth-wheel. king bolt and bearings, two transverse

angular frame-members </, d'. frame-members rigidly af-

fixed to the ends of said transverse frame-members and

supporting the lower member of the fifth-wheel and the

lower bearing of the king-bolt, means for attaching draft-

ing and steering devices, pedestals rigidly affixed to the

extremities of the transverse frame members, an axle In-

termediate of said members the ends of which axle pro-

ject through vertical apertures therefor provided in said

pedestal, means for holding the axle against shifting end-

wise, saddles astride of the axle ends, and coil-springs

thereon, on which the pedestals rest, thereby supporting

the frame of the wheel gear, means on the saddles and

the pedestals adapted to hold the ends of the coil-springs

In place, and means adapted to prevent the wear of the

axle ends due to their vertical movement In the apertures

of the pedestals.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

Tersely on a central axis Independently of the body-frame,

and lever-like connections between such wheel-gear and

the body-frame arranged to transmit the axial incline of

either pair of wheels, due to inequalities in the road sur-

face, relatively to the other pair of wheels, through the

medium of the body.

3. The combination in a road vehicle comprising a

body-frame, front and rear wheel-gear, central longitu-

dinal oscillating pins and bearings therefor whereby the

gear of each pair of wheels is pivotally connected to the

body-frame and arranged to oscillate transversely inde-

pendently of the body-frame, and lever-like means con-

necting the body-frame with the lateral extremities of the

front and rear wheel-gear and arranged to transmit the

axial incline of either pair of wheels, due to inequalities

in the road surface, relatively to the other pair of wheels.

through the medium of the body.

8 9 1.206 EQUALIZED OSCILLATING GEAR FOR
ROAD - VEHICLES. Loris H. Campbell. Portland.

Oreg,. assignor of one-half to A. A. Lindsey. trustee,

Portland. Oreg. Filed Dec. 31, 1904. Serial No. 239,218.

1 The combination in a road vehicle comprising a body-

frame, front and rear wheel gear, means supporting the

body-frame on the wheel-gear and arranged to allow each

pair of wheels to oscillate transversely independently of

the body-frame on an axis lying In the longitudinal center

of the latter, and lever-like connections between such

wheel gear and the body-frame arranged to transmit the

axial incline of either pair of wheels, due to Inequalities

in the road surface, relatively to the other pair of wheels,

through the medium of the body.

2. The combination in a road vehicle comprising a body-

frame, front and rear wheel-gear, means pivotally con-

necting the said wheel-gear to the body-frame and ar-

ranged to allow either pair of wheels to oscillate trans-

891,207. VALVE. Patrick Connolly, Brooklyn. N. T.

Piled Feb. 6, 1896. Serial No. 578.241.

ii

1. The combination with a valve and an operating rod

therefor, of a casing consisting of a telescope tube, one

member of which is secured to and extends upward from

the valve, and the members being of such length that only

the moval)le member of the casing will be in contact with

the earth from the surface down substantially to the

frost line when the device is in position in the ground and

the outer member having its lower end extending inwardly

to fit closely about the inner member, substantially as

described.

2. The combination with a valve and an operating rod

therefor, of a tube 13 secured to the valve, and a tube 14

adapted to slide on the tube 13 and extending downward
substantially to the frost line when the device is in posi-

tion in the ground and provided at its lower end with a

beveled cap extending closely around the tube 13. sub-

stantially as described.

3. The combination with a valve and an operating rod

therefor, of a tube 13 secured to the valve, a tube 14

adapted to slide on the tube 13 and extending beyond the

upper end thereof, and extending downward substantially

to the frost line when the device is in position in the

ground a cap on the lower end of the tube 14 extending

closely around the tube 13 and forming a bearing for the

tube 14 on the tube 13, and a cap on the upper end of

the tube 13 forming a bearing for the tube 13 within the

tube 14. substantially as described.

4. The combination with a valve and an operating rod

therefor, of a tube 13 secured to the valve, and a tube 14

adapted to slide on the tube 13 and extending downward

substantially to the frost line when the device is in posi-

tion in the ground and having its lower end extending In-

wardly to fit closely about the tube 13, substantially as

described.
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5. The combination with a valve and asi nperatlnij rod

therefor, of a casin(< consisting of a tub«> extending: up-

ward from thp valve around the operatlnsr rod. and a tube

adapted to slide on the first mentioned tube and having

Its lower end extending inwardly to fit closely about said

tube, substantially as described

[Claims 6 and 7 not print-d in rhM (iaz^tte.]

601,208. FLUID MOTUK. David Chak,. Melru.s.\ Ma.ss.

Filed June 7, 1906. Serial No. 320.523.

1. .\ fluid motor comprising two OMI ibcn relatively

movable vertically, the lower member ha^illS s plurality

of upwardly extending walls forming endltss channels be-

tween them, and the upper member havinf a plurality of

downwardly extending walls forming >'ndl?ss channels be-

tween them, the walls of one member b<}ing alt>Tnately

arranged with relation to the walls of tha other member.
and forming between the two members a convoluted pas-

sage, and means to admit fluid und»'r pr<?ssure into said

passage.

2. A fluid motor comprising two m-tobHrs relatively

movable vertically, the lower memlvr having a plurality

of upwardly extending walls formini: .ndless channels be-

tween them and the up!"" r:i*Tii!i^r having a plurality of

downwardly extending walis f^rtnlng *»qdles3 channels
between them, the walls of one member btlng alternately
arranged with relation to the walls ..f th^ other member,
and forming between the tw > members a fonvuluted pas-

sage, means to admit fluid under pr->isur'i into said pas-

sage, and means to relieve the fluid pressure within said

passage.
.'{. -V fluid motor comprising two members relatively

movable vertically, the lower member having a plurality

of upwardly extending walls forming endless channels be-

tween them and the upper member having a plurality of

downwardly extending walls forming endl<)ss channels be-

tween them, the walls of one member t)aing alternately
arranged with relation to the walls of th.i nther member,
and forming between the two members a convoluted pas-
sage, means to admit fluid under pressure at the inner
end of said pas.sage, and means to wlthitraw fluid from
the inner end of the said passage

4. A lift comprising a fixed lower niemtier having a plu-

rality of upwardly extending walls forminj; endless chan-
nels betwf-t'n them, a vertically movable upper member
having a plurality of downwardly extending walls form-
ing endless channels between them, the walls of one mem-
ber being alternately arranged with relation to the walls
of the other member and forming a contoluted passage
between the two memt)ers, and means to admit fluid under
pressure into said passage

5 .V lift comprising a tlied biwer member having a plu-

rality of upwardly extending walls forming endless chan-
nels t)etween them, a vertically movable upper member
ha\ ing a plurality of downwardly extending walls form-
ing endless channels between them the walls of one mem-
ber being alternately arranged with relation to the walls
of the other member and forming a conroluted passage

between the two members, means to admit fluid under
pressure into said passage, and means to withdraw fluid

from within the inner wall of the lower member.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 1,209. RAILWAY-CAR HKAKE-SHOE. Seth A.
Cronb. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 28, 1908. Serial

No. 423,814.

1. .\ brake-shoe comprising a cast t>ody having a flange

at one side, and a back plate united to said body and hav-

ing an arched flange for the flange of said body, said back
plate in Its flange having elongated slits with the metal

at the edge of the silts spread In a direction therefrom

to create adequate openings to receive and lock with the

cast metal.

J .\. brake-shoe comprising a cast body ha\irig a tlauge

at one side, and a tuirk plate united to said body and hav-

ing a tlange fur the tlauge of said body, said back plate In

its flange having elongated slits spread open to receive the

cast metal and said flange being arche<l and walls of saiil

slits being inwardly beveled.

3. A brake-shoe cuiiiprising a cast body having a flange

at one side, and a back plate united to said body and hav-

ing an arched riange for the flange of said body, said bs'k
plate in its flange having an inwardly projected tongue

cut from an Interior portion of the metal and free at one
end.

4. .\ brake shoe comprising a cast body having a flange

at one side, and a back plate united to said body and hav-

ing an arched flange for the flange of said body, said ba^k

plate In its flange having an Inwardly projected tongue
cut from an interior portion of the metal and extending

vertically upwardly and downwardly beyond the upper

and lower edges of the opening from which It was cut.

5. A brake-shoe comprising a cast body having a flange

at one side, and a back plate united to said body and hav
ing an arched flange for the flange of said body, said ba -k

plate in its flange having an Inwardly projected tongue cut

from an interior portion of the metal and extending up-

wardly and downwardly beyond the upper and lower

edges of the opening from which it was cut, and said

tongue at its inner free end portion being of dove-tail

formation.

(Claims ») to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

'^'.>1.210. AUTOMATIC PRESSKR-FOOT-LIPT'ING MECH-
.VN'ISM Henry H Ct mminos, N'ewton, Mass. as

signor to Inion Lock Stitch Company, Boston. .Mass .

a Coproration of Maine. Original application filed Aug.

19, 1004, .Serial No. 'JJL^TH. Divided and this applica-

tion filed .June 11. 1!K)7. Serial No. 37S.394

1 In presser-foot lifting mechanism, the combination

with the presser and presser t)ar. of the clamp provided

with the compound lever acting with multiplied leverage

in effecting the grip and comprising a clamping-lever and
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an actuator-leTer, both carried by the clamp-body, and

means actuating the said actuator-lever and thereby oper-

ating the clamp to grip the bar and lift the presser-bar

and presser.

«fj^

2. In presser-foot lifting mechanism, the combination

with the awl-bar or needle bar. the presser. and the presser-

bar. of the clamp provided with the compound lever com-

prising an actuator-lever and a clamping-lever, both carried

by the clamp body, and the tappet operated by the awl-bar

or needle-bar and actuating the said actuator lever to

operate the clamp and lift ih.- presser-bar and presser.

3. In pr. s^. r foot lifting mechanism, the combination

with the awl l.ar or needle-bar. the presser. and the presser-

bar. of the clamp provided with the clamping-lever and

with the toggle carried by the clamp-body and actuating

the said clamping lever, and the tappet actuated by the

awl-bar or needle bar and operating the said toggle.

4. In presser foot lifting mechanism, the combination

with the awl bar or needle bar. the presser. and the presser-

bar, of the clamp provided with the compound lever car-

ried by the clamp body, and the tappet actuated by the

awl-bar or needle-bar and transmitting to the said com-

pound lever lifting force which acts along vertical lines

at that side of the pivot of the lever-member engaged

thereby which is toward the presser-bar, to thereby actu-

ate the clamp and lift the presser-bar and presser,

5. In presser foot lifting mechanism, the combination

with the awl bar or needle-bar, the presser, and the preaaer-

bar, of the clamp provided with a clamping-lever and

a toggle in operative connection with the said clamping-

lever, both carried by the clamp-body, and the tappet actu-

ated by the awl bar or needle bar and transmitting to the

said toggle lifting force which acts along vertical lines at

that side of the toggle-joint or knuckle at which the presser-

bar is located

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

thereof, a compensating spring located in said chamber,

a bracket secured on the body of the gun and having a

register pin. the latter being adapted to engage the outer

end of said chamber and serve as an abutment for the

compensating spring.

8M 211 AIR OTN A I 01 sii s n M DnTVER and GBORai

NouMAN. Smai; lb ii!., U'ar I'.iniiin.;!,;'. ::.. England, as-

signors of on^ t(;il to The Birmingham Small .Vrms

Company Llmiied. Kmall Heath, near Birmingham,

England. Filed Nov. 19. 1900. Serial No. 344,106.

891,212. ROTARY CUTTER. Warren C Evans, Exeter,

N. H., and Eugbne H. Tatlor, Lynn, Mass.. assignors

to The Automatic Heel-Trimming and Burnishing Ma-

chine Company. Exeter. N. H.. a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Mar. 27. 1905. Serial No. 252,198.

j-y

1. In combination, a screw-threaded cylindrical carrier.

a centrally-threaded head adjustable upon the threaded

portion of said carrier, a jam-nut locking the said head in

adjusted position, a movable head spllned to the said car-

rier, cutter-blades seated edgewise between the said heads,

and a Jam-nut acting upon the movable head to clamp the

blades between the latter and the relatlvely-flxed head.

2. In combination, a screw-threaded cylindrical car-

rier, a centrally-threaded head screwed thereon and ad-

justable to fix the position of the cutter on the carrier,

means for separately locking the said head in adjusted

position, a movable head, cutter-blades seated edgewise

between the said heads, and a jam nut locking the latter

head and clamping the said cutt.T-blades between the two

beads.

891,213. RIDIN(;-SADDLE. Jacob G. Graf, Cincinnati.

Ohio, assignor to The Oraf Morsbach Company. Cincin-

nati, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Nov. 16. 1906.

Serial No. 343,741.

In an air gun, the combination of a loading plug socket,

a rotata!>le loading plug having a chamber In one end

1. A side saddle tree comprising side bars A A' spaced

apart and extending substantially longitudinal of said

saddle, a thin seat thereabove having a flat upper surface

throughout Its area and having a rearwardly extending

recess E at its forward end for forming forward projec-

tions F F' at the respective sides of said recess, the rear

ends of said side bars having their under surfaces taper-

ing upwardly and rearwardly. the rear end of said thin

flat seat being exposed at its under surface between said

rear ends of said side bars and thereby forming a thin flat

cantle C above said side bars, a reinforce strip N connecting

said side bars and said seat at said cantle for strengthen-

ing said cantle formed of said seat, and a reinforce strip

O connecting said side bars and said seat adjacent said

recess E for strengthening said thin flat seat at said re-

cess, whereby the seat of the rider i-^ brought close to the

back of the animal being ridden.

2. In combination, a side saddle comprising side-b..r8

A A' extending substantially longitudinally of said saddle,

a seat B thereabove having a rearwardly extending recess

E at its forward end for forming forward projections F F'

at the respective sides of said recess, the rear ends of said

side-bars tapering rearwardly, said seat forming a thin flat
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cantle C at Its r^ar end betw»H»n said side bars, a reinforce-

strlp N connecting said sidebars and s*id seat ut said
cantle, a relnforce-strip O connecting said side-strips and
said seat adjacent said recess E. depending bars G G' at

the respective sides of said recess having connection with
said side-bars, a horn H at the near forward end of said
saddle, a reinforce strip Q passing one of the side walls of
said recess and secured to said horn H and depending bar
G. a reinforce strip P passing the other side wall of said
recess and secured to said depending bar 0' and the upper
surface of said seat, and a boomerang sliaped strip T at

the top of said seat for rt-lnforclng the forward end of
said seat adjacent said recess, substantially as described.

3. A side saddle comprising sidebars \ A', the seat B
having a substantially straight longltudinBl upper surfa'-e

and a covering whose upper surface is slightly convex
from side to side, said saddle having a rearwardly extend-
ing recess E at its forward end for forming forward pro-
jections F F', the depending bars G G' and the horn H
located substantially lateral of said recess, the said seat
having the shelf K extending laterally outwardly on the
off-side of the saddle to substantially a itraight line be-
tween the ba.se a of said st-at and th" [imjection F'. and
xn apron U having a rearward extension V covering said
recess, substantially as described.

891.214. HYDROMOTOR. Anton Ghaf, Newbury. Mass.,
assignor of one-half to John Joyce, Andover. Mass.
Filed Apr. 2. 1006. Serial No. 309.300i

'r-
'-

1. In an apparatus of tb^ character described, a vessel,

a source of steam pressure, an Injector for said pressure,
an injector chamber in whii-h said injector is located, an
Inlet duct open to the water at the front of the vessel and
communicating with said injector chamber Into which the
water Is drawn by said injector, a motor operated by the
flow of water and the steam pressure, and tn exhaust duct
opening into the water at the rear of th9 vessel for the
exhaust of the steam pressure and water from said motor.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, a vessel.

a Source of steam pressure, an injector for said pressure.
an injector chamber in which said Injector Is located, an
inlet duct open to the water at the front of the ves.sel

and communicating with said Injector chamber into which
the water Is drawn by sai* injector, a motor operated by
the fl>iw of water and the steam pressure, an exhaust duct
opening into the water at the rear of the vessel for the
exhaust of the steam pressure and water from said motor,
and valves controlling said water inlet durt and said ex-

haust duct.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, a vessel.

a source of steam pr-ssur-. an Injector for said pressure,
an injector chamber in which said injector is located, an
Inlet duct open to the water at the front of the ves.sel and
communicating with said injector chamber Info which the
water is drawn by said injector, a motor operated by the
flow of water and the steam pressure, as exhaust duct
opening into the water at the rear of thu vessel for the
exhaust of the steam pressure and war.-r ffom said motor,
valves controlling said water Inlet duct aqd .said exhaust
duct, and a valve controlling the flow of steam pressure
and water to the motor.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, a ves.sel.

a source of steam pressure, an Injector fof said pressure.
an injector chamber in which said injector is located, an
Inlet duct open to the water at the front oC the ves.sel and
"communicating with said Injector chamber into which the
wat'^r is drawn by said injector, a motor 'jperated by the
tlow of water and the steam pr>'<surv. ao exhaust duct

opening into the water at the rear of the vessel for the
exhaust of the steam pressure and water from said motor,
valves controlling said water inlet and said exhaust duct,
and a valve controlling the flow of steam pressure and
water to the motor, and mechanism common to all of said
valves for operating the same

5. In an apparatus of the character described, a vessel,

a source of steam pressure, an injector for said pressure,
an Injector chamber in which said Injector Is located, an
inlet duct open to the wafer at the front of the vessel and
communicating with said Injector chamber lnt<> which the
water is drawn tiy said Injector, a motor operated by the
flow of water and the steam pressure, an exhaust duct
opening into the water at the rear of the vessel for the
exhaust of the steam pressure and water from said motor,
valves controlling said water inlet and said exhaust duct,
a valve controlling the flow of steam pressure and water
to the motor, mechanism common to all of said valves for
operating the same, and a valve controlling the flow of
steam to the Injector.

[Claims 8 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 1.215. WAGON STANDARD. Albebt H. H.\R.sH-
BARGEK. Bement. 111. Filed Oct 10. 1907. Flerial No.
397,735.

\ wagon-staiidard comprising a body Including a verti-

cal plate, and a hollow housing at the Irmet end of the
body having depptxlini; ears at Its edges, a base plate ex-

tending outward, and an integral lug within Its hollow
portion extending away from said upright plate and
toward the base plate and notched ; combined with a

bolster upon which the standard flts, a horizontal bolt

through the t^olster and ^ars. a vertical bolt through the
bolster and base plate, and a headed upright member seat-

ed in the holster and engagei' by the notch of said lug

891,21*5 P.VTTKKN I>KVIiK FOR WARI' - K.NITT I NG
MACHINP:S Ki>'..\k 11 Ukath, Chicago. III. Filed

June 29. 190«. Serial No. :523.083.

1. In a knitting machine, the combination with thread
bar operating means, of a slidable turret, pins projectln:;

therefrom, means for adjusting said pins radially, and
means for operating said turret whereby said pins will be

pressed longitudinally against the thread guide bars.

2. In a knitting machine, the combination with thread
bar operating means, of a slidable turret, pins removably
arranged In said turret and projecting radially therefrom,
means for adjusting said pins radially, and means for

operating the turret whereby said pins will be alternately

pressed In a longituiiinal direction at'ainst the ends of the

thread guide bars

.". In a knitting machine, thread-guide bar operating
means, comprising a turret, pins removably and adjust-
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ably arranged in said turret and adapted to project ra-

dially therefrom and means for rotating the turret step

by step, and means for sliding said turret whereby said

pins will be successively pres.sed against the ends of the

guide-bars.

4. In a knitting machine, thread-guide bar operating

means, comprising a rotatably and slidably mounted tur-

ret, pins removably arranged in said turret, and adapted

to project radially therefrom at varying distances, means

for rotating said turret, and means for sliding the turret,

for the purpose set forth.

5. In a knitting machine, thread-guide bar operating

means, comprising a rotating and reciprocating element,

pins rigidly and removably arranged in said element,

means for rotating said element, and means for recipro-

cating the element said last named means adapted to

change the extent of the reciprocal movements of the

turret.

[Claims 6 to 9 nut printed in the Gazette.]

891.217. ATTACHMENT FOR WARP KNITTING MA-
CHINES. EtMi.^K II Hk.vth. Chicago, III. Filed June

29, 190G. Serial No. ;i2.'!,9S4.

1. In a knitting niachine having adjustable notched

thread guide bars, means for locking said bars, consisting

of pins adapted to engage the notches in said bars, and

means for positively locking said pins in such engagement.

2. In a knitting machine having adjustable notched

thread guide bars, means for locking said bars, consisting

of pins adapted to engage the notches in said bars, means

for positively locking said pins in such engagement, and

ni.ans for releasing the pins from such engagement.

3. In a knitting machine having adjustable notche<l

thread guide bars, means for locking said bars, consisting

of pins adapted to engage the notches in said bars, means

for positively locking said pins in such engagement, and

means for automatically releasing the pins from such

engagement.
4. In a knitting machine having adjustable notched

thread guide bars, means for locking said bars, consisting

of pins adapted to engage the notches in the bars, adjust

able means for limiting the movements of said pins, means

for positively locking said pins in engagement with said

bars, and means for releasing the pins from such engage

ment.

1.34 0. G.— 110

5. In a knitting machine having adjustable notched

bars, means for locking said bars, consisting of vertically

moving I'ins adapted to engage the notches in the bars,

means for controlling the extent of the vertical movements

of the pins, means for positively locking the pins in en

gagement with said bars, said means comprising a locking

plate common to all of said pins, a rocking-shaft secured

to said plate, a lever secureii to said shaft and a cam for

operating said lever.

891.218. CELLULOSE DERIVATIVE Emil Knoeve.n.\-

GEL. Heidelberg, and H.\ns Lkh.\ch. Ludwigshafen.

Germany, assignors to The Firm of Knoll and Com-

pany, Ludwigshafen on the Rhine, (iermany, a Corpora

tlon of (iermany. Filed Mar. 2. 1907. Serial No.

360,247. (Specimens.*

1. The process for the manufacture of cellulose ester

solutions from cellulose by the action of organic acid an-

hydrlds In the presence of volatile mono l)asic mineral

acids, which consists In adding to an organic acid anhy-

drld in solution a volatile mono-basic mineral acid corre

spondlng in weight to from o.l to 0.3 parts of the cellu-

lose employed, and causing the resulting acid mixture to

act on the celiuolse at a temperature ranging between 40"

C. to 80° C, substanlially as described

2. The process for the manufacture of acetyl cellulose

solutions from cellulose by the action of acetic anhydrid In

the presence of hydrochloric acid, which consists in adding

to the acetic anhydrid In solution hydrochloric acid corre-

sponding In weight to from 0.1 to 0.3 parts of the cellu-

lose employed, and causing the resulting acid mixture to

act on the cellulose at a temperature ranging between 40"

C. and 70° C, substantially as described.

891,219. CARBIHETER. Albekt W. Menns. Maiden,

Mass. Filed Mar. 6. 1907. Serial No. 360,847.

1. In a carbureter, the combination of a main outlet

therefrom for the vaporized mixture, a plurality of float

chambers adapted to contain hydrocarbon liquid, a hydro

carbon passage from each of said float chambers, a plural-

ity of mixing compartments each of which communicate

through one of said hydrocarlxm i)assages with a float

chamber, an air inlet to each of said mixing compartments

an outlet for the vaporized mixture from each of said

mixing compartments, and a valve interposed between the

said main outlet and the individual outlets or passages

from the said mixing compartments, said valve being

adapted to cut off one or more of said compartments from

the said main outlet.

2. In a carbureter, the combination of a main outlet for

the vajwrized mixture, a valve for controlling ttie output,

a plurality of mixing compartments communicating with

said outlet, an air inlet to each of said compartments, a

hydrocarbon Inlet to each of said compartments, a plu

rality of float chambers each of which communicates with

one of said compartments and is adapted to contain a

liquid hydrocarbon, and a float in each of said chambers

to regulate the admission of hydrocarbon liquid thereto
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3. In a carbureter, the comblnatton of an outlet for the

aporlzed mliture : a valve for controUlDK the output; a

plurality of removable oompartments commtinlcatlnx with

said outlet > an air Inlet to each compartment ; a hydro

carbon Inlet to each compartment : n float chamber for

each compartment adapted to contain liquid hydrocarbon ;

and a float rherpin to n-iculate th^ admls»ion of hydro-

carbon to said chiimfer

4. In a carbureter, the combination of n main outlet

for the vaporized tiiixture, a valve for controllintf the out-

put, a plurality of mixing compartments communicating

with said outlor. an air inWn to each of said compartments,

a valve controlling the admission of air to each of said

air inlets, a separate float chamber for each of said com-

partments, and adapted to contain liquid hydrocarbon.

and a float In each of said float chambers to reirulate the

admission of hydrocartKin liquid thereto

5. In a carbureter, the combination of an outlet for the

vaporized mixture; a valve for controllins the output; a

plurality of compartments communicating with said out

let ; an air Inlet to ea^h compartment : a hyjrocartwn Inlet

to each compartment ; a float chamber for each compart-

ment adapted to contain liquid hydrocarbon : a float there-

in ; a hydrocarbon inlet passage : and a valve operated by

said float between each float chamber and said passage.

[Clalma 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.220. PISTON IWCKING FOR STE.\M ENGINES.

John J McGee, New York. N. Y.. assignor of one half to

Anthony F S Geoghegan. New York, N >' Filed Sept.

16. 1907 Serial No. .'^92.975

the center of the piston and having V surfaces to engac*
the V shaped bottom of said ring, said tiearing blocks alio

having V-shaped surfaces engaging said body.

[Claims 6 to li» not printed in the Gazette.]

s 9 1 , 2 2 1 . TRAIN LIGHTING SYSTEM. Joskph L,

WnoDBRiDGE. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed June 21, 1907.

Serial No. 380.008.

1 In combination with a piston body having a groove

with lateral plane faces, a packing having a transverse

width adapted to closely fit said groove comprising a

packing ring, a solid ring within said packing ring and

having a wedging engagement with the packing ring when
moved laterally to impel the packing ring outward, and
spring means for lnip«lling said solid ring laterally.

2. In a piston, a ImmIv having a groove with a V shaped
bottom, a ring formed in a plurality of segaieats and hav
Ing a bottom surface i-orresponding to that of said groove,

and adjustable n:eans acting exclusively on the lower side

of the piston for supportins? the weight of the piston on a

segment of said rln^'.

.'5. In a piston, a body having a groove v«^lth a V shaped
bottom, a ring forme«l in a plurality of segvients and hav
Ing a bottom surface corresponding to that of said groove,

and means for supjiirting the weight of the piston on a

segment of said rln,;. said means being adjustable to vary

the position of said piston with respect to the ring.

4. In a piston, a b<xly having a gr<v)ve. a ring formed
in a plurality of segments and having a V-shaped bottom
surface, and bearing blocks adjustable toward and from
the center of the piston and having V surfaces to engage
the V-shaped bottom of said ring.

5 In a piston, a body having a groove, a ring formed
in a plurality of segments and having a V-shaped bottom
surface, and bearing blocks adjustable toward and from
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1 In loiiih nation a direct current generator adapted to

develop two different voltages from a single armature
winding and co.nmutator ; three brushes bearing on the

commufaior. whereof two are arranged to collect current at

two different pfitentlnis with respect to the third; three

conductors coustitutlug a high potential and a low poten-

tial circuit with a comiiKjn return, automatic ^eans for

making connection between circuits and brushes when the

potential of the giuerator exceeds a certain limit ; trans-

lating devices connected between the low potenti.tl I'on-

ductor and the common return; a stnragi' battery con-

nected at one terminal to the common return : and means

adapted to connect the other battery terminal to the high

potential conductor when the differeu.-i. of potential be-

tween the high and low potential conductors exceeds a cer-

tain limit, and at other times to the low potential con-

ductor

2. In a train liglitiiig system a generator fleld frame

provided with polar projections in groups of three; field

windings adapted to produce In each group magnetic flux

of like polarity in two of the poles fif said group and in the

third a flux equal to the sum of that in the other two and

of opposite polarity ; means for controlling the division of

flux between the two i>oles of like [Hjiarlty ; an armature In

operative relation to the fleld [>oles and provided with a

winding, commutator and brushes so disposed tliat the

armature colls between any pair of bru-ihes are acted

upon by the flux in only two poles In each group of three ;

in combination with appropriate clrcuit.s, translating de-

vices and storage batteries and switches adapted to make

connection l>etween translating devices, batteries and

brushes whereby the translating devices may be operated

from one potential when the batteries are charged from

the other.

?,. A source of direct current provided with three ter-

minals and adapted to develop two voltages of like ^>o-

larity but differing in amount between one of said ter-

minals and the other two respectively, three conductors

constituting a high potential and n low potential circuit

with a common return and adapted for connection to the

correspondinn terminals of the source ; automatic means

for making connection litwcen terminals and circuits

when the potential of the source exceeds a certain limit

;

translating devices connect(d between the low potential

conductor and the common return, a storage i.attery con

nected at one terminal with the <-ommon return ; and auto-

matic means for connectin;; the other battery terminal

to the high potential conductor when the difference of po-

tential between the high and low potential conductors ex-

ceeds a certain limit, and at other times to the low poten-

tial conductor

4. In combination a source of electric current provided

with suitable terminals, a consumption circuit Including

appropriate conductors and translating devices, a switch

for connecting the source of the circuit, an eiectro-mag-

netic device for operating said switch, and two colls for

operating said device, connected in series across the ter-
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minals of the source by means of a portion of one of the

conductors of the consumption circuit, whereby a break

In said portion will prevent the closing of the switch.

5. A source of electric current provided with suitable

terminals, a consumption circuit including appropriate

conductors and translating devices, m.ans for connecting

the circuit to the source Including a switch for connecting

one of said conductors to the corresponding terminal of

the source, an electro magnetic device for closing said

switch, two coils for operating said device, whereof one la

connected between said terminal of the source and a point

on said conductor In proximity to said switch, and the

other Is connected l>etween a terminal of said source of op-

posite polarity and a point on said conductor beyond, with

respect to the switch, the point of connection to the trana-

lating devices.

891.222. CHAIR IRON Hakkv W. Bolens, Port Wash-

ington, Wis. Filed Dec. 0. 1907. Serial No. 403,817.

1 .\ chair Iron, comprising a supporting-post, a yoke

secured to the upper end thereof and having a standard ris-

ing tlierefrom, an Inverted U-shaped sheet-metal spreader-

plate having its opposite terminals or ears pivoted to

the opposite side of the yoke, a bridge carried by the

spreader, a tension rod extending through the bridge-

piece and terminating in a head, a coiled spring Inter-

posed between the head and the l)ridge piece, a hand-nut

and bearing sleeve located at the front end of the rod.

opposite sheet metal spider arms angular in cross section

and embracing the angles of the spreader-plate, and rivets

passed through the side flanges of the spider-arms and the

<lepending sid<'s of the spreader plate and across in front

and rear of the standard of the yoke and forming stops

for limiting the tilting movement of the spreader-plate.

2. .V chair iron, comprising a supporting-post, a yoke

having a projection rising therefrom, an Inverted U shaped

sheet-metal spreader plate having Its opposite sides piv-

oted to the yoke, sheet metal spider arms angular In cross-

section applied to the opposite angles of the spreader-

plate, and transverse rivets connecting the side-flanges of

the opposite spider arms and the sides of the spreader-

plate and located at each side and In the path of the pro-

jection on the yoke, whereby the tilting movement of the

s|ireader plate is limited.

3. .V chair Iron, comprising, a supporting post, a cast-

metal yoke located at the upper end thereof, transversely

t>ored and provided with an upwardly disposed standard

having an o|>eniug. an Inverted U - shaped sheet metal

spreader, the opposite depending ears of which embrace

the yoke and are perforated In line with the bore thereof, a

pintle passed through the bore and perforations of the

ears, opposite spider arms formed of sheet-metal and an-

gular In cross-section and embracing the angles of the

spreader, front and rear rivets passed through the side-

flanges of the spider-arms and the side flanges of the

spreader and lying at front and rear of the standard of

the yoke for limiting the oscillating movement of the

spreader, a transverse bridge piece having Inwardly for

wardly disposed angular ends embraced by the depending

sides of the spreader, and perforated for the passage of

tlie rear rivet mentioned, and between its ends having an

opening alining with that of the standard, a tension-rod,

having an adjusting nut and sleeve, passed through the

openings in the standard and bridge piece and terminating

at Its rear end In a head, and a coiled spring encircling

the rod and Interposed between the said head thereof and

the bridge piece.

891.223. PROCESS FOR MANUFACTURING THE FILA

MENTS OF ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
Werner von B.ilton, Charlottenburg. Germany, as-

signor to Siemens & Halske Aktiengesellschaft. Berlin.

Germany. Original application filed Dec. 2S. 1905. Se-

rial No. 293,616. Divided and this application flled Feb.

24. 1906. Serial No. 302,716.

1. The process of prei>aring incandescent t)od!e8 from

pulverulent metallic tantalum which consists in forming

a coherent l>ody from such pulverulent metal, heating the

body in an indifferent environment until the several par-

ticles of the metal metallically unite to form a homoge-

neous mass, and drawing such mass down to filament

form.

2. The process of preparing incandescent bodies from

pulverulent metallic tantalum which consists in heating

such tantalum in a state of granular agglomeration In an

Indifferent environment until the several particles thereof

metallically unite to form a homogeneous mass and draw-

ing such mass down to filament form.

?>. The process of preparing Incandescent bodies from

pulverulent metallic tantalum which consists in electrically

heating such tantalum in a state of granular agglomera-

tion In an Indifferent environment until the several parti-

cles thereof metallically unite to form a homogeneous

mass and drawing down such mass into filament form.

4. The process of preparing Incandescent bodies from

pulverulent metallic tantalum which consists in forming

a coherent mass from such tantalum by pressure, elec-

trically heating the mass In an indifferent environment

until the several particles thereof metallically unite to

form a homogeneous mass and drawing down such mass

Into filament form.

S91.224. CULTIVATOR FOR DESTROYING COTTON-
BOLL WEEVILS. Wakre.s E. Hinds. Auburn. Ala.

Flled Mar. 18, 1908. Serial No. 421,954. (Dedicated to

the Public.)

1 In a cultivator, a draft bar. an arch at the r< ar

thereof to permit the passage of debris, a front guard, and

drag chains Interposed between the arch and guard.
_' In a cultivator, a draft bar, an arch at the rear there-

of to permit the passage of the debris, a front guard, drag

chains Interposed between the arch and guard, and means
for tightening the chains.

:',. In a cultivator, a draft bar. front and rear frames.

drag chains supported thereby and diverging toward the

front of the machine, means for tightening the chains and

means for regulating the width of the machine.
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4. In a cultivator, a draft bar, front and rear frames,

drag chains sii[)[M)rtf>d thf^rt^b.v and diverging toward thf

front of the machine, means for tightening the chains, and

pivotai memt)<'r<< for regulating the width of the machine.

REISSUES.

12.811. MACHINE FOR MANIPULATINi; FOUNDRY
MOLDS AND THE LIKE. PHlLiBEBt Bonvillain.

Paris, France, as.signor to E. H. Mumford Company,

Philadelphia, I'a.. a Corporation of IVnnsjlvania. Filed

Jan. 11, 1908. .Serial No. 410.462. urigli^l No. S18.410,

dated Apr. 24, 190«, .**erlal No. 218.628.

memtx'r against Tcrtlcal moTeraent in either direction and
liftint; meant engaglnff the lower surface of the .tand in

the lower flask memlier and adapted to raise the lower

flask up against the upix-r one and then force the asitem-

hled mold throutfh the tlasks.

IClalm.s ') auil 7 nut printed in the Gazette.]

1. lu a machine for a.ssembllag and for (jmptying foun

dry-fla.sks. the combination with a horizontal plate m<(v-

able l>etween the uprights of a frame, of two vertical rods

fixed upon th- ?*aid frame, dis.symmetrlc seats on each side

of said rods upon the said uprights, a hydraulic piston

carrying th** said horizontal plate, means ft>r limiting the

ascending and descending travel of the sajd piston, and

nu'ans for retaining the low.-r mold-box after It has been

emptied, substantially as above described aiid for the ob-

ject specified.
1

2. In a machint' for assMnil)lln« and emptying foundry

flasks, the combination witli a horizontal platf movablf-

between the uprights of the frame, of two vertical rods

fixed up<in the said fram>^. dissymmetric seats on each side

of said rods upon the said uprights, a hjdraullc piston

having a head carrying the said horizontal platp. a cylln

der for this piston, a socket closing this cylinder to guide

the piston and serve as a seat for Its heaid, a screw-nut

apon the said piston below the horizontal plate, a rod

fixed vtTtically under the said plate, a movtable stop upon

this rod, a conduit for water under pressiure havin;; an

operating-lever controlled by said stop, anj means for re-

taining the lower mold-box after it has beeh emptied, sub-

stantially as above discribed anil for the object specified.

3. In a machine for assembling and euiptyiuk,' foundry

flasits, the combination with a horizontal plate movable

between the uprights of a frame, of tw.j vertical rods

fixed upon said frame, dissymmetric seats tn each side of

said rods upon the said uprights, vertica; ro.is guided on

the exterior of the upri;;hts, weights conuejted with these

rods by cables, and i;rooved pulleys fori carrying said

cables, substantially as t)efore described nind for the ob-

ject specitlell

4. fn a machine of the character herein set forth, lat

eral rods and dissymmetric seats, a mold-^ioi having dia-

metrically opposite ears with holes for admitting the lat

eral rods of the machine, and projections disposed dls-

aymmetrically on each side of said ears and correspond-

ing with the dissymmetric seats of the machine, combined

substantially as above described and for the object speci-

fied.

.'. In combination in an assembling machine, means for

engaging and guiding opposing flask metabers vertically

into proper allnement. means for holding the upper flask

12.812. ART OF MAKING PHOSPHORESCENT COL-
OR.«l. Wii.Li.\M J Ham.mkh. New York. N. Y. Filed

Mar. 5. 1908. Serial No 419,407. Original No. 868.779,

dated Oct. 22, 1WI7. Serial No. .•n;i.72J.

1. The new art of obtaining varying colors In phos-

phorescent materials, which consists in mixing a material

which is phosphorescent under stimulation with a vehicle

rendered fluorescent.

2. The n- w 1!^ of obtaining rarloaa sbadea of dllTerent

colors In th ; hosphorescent materials, which conaista in

mixing material capable of phosphorescence under stimu-

lation with liquids containing various amounts of fluores-

cent coloring matters.

3. The art of producing brill la ut phosphorescent colors

in the red end of the spectrum, which consists In com-

bining a phosphorescent sultid with rhodamin, dissolved

or mixed with a suitable lltiuid, such as alcohol or anv
monia. and stimulating the resultant combination.

4. The art of pro<lucing brilliant phosphorescent colors

in the red end of the spectrum, which consists In com-

bining a phosphorescent sulfld with rhodamin, dissolved

or mixed with a suitable lli|uld. such as alcohol or ammo-
nia, adding a viscous preservative, such as a varnish

^m. and stimiilatiiii.' the resultant combination.

5. The new art of obtaining various colors in phos-

phorescent materials, which consists In mixing a material

which Is phosphorescent under stimulation, with a fluores-

cfMt color (llssidved in alcohol, and adding a viscous pre-

servative.

[Claims « to IS not printed In the Gazette.]

12.813. RELIEF-VALVE. William F Krkhbacm.
Newark. N J., assignor, by direct and mesne assign-

ments, to Foster Engineering Co
.
Newark. N .1 . a Cor-

poration of New .Jersey. Filed Apr. 18, ll>07. .Serial

No. .1rtf>,o:;7 original No. 833,062, dated Oct. 0. 1906.

Serial No. 279,79.'.

1. In a pressure-r-iiitrolllng device, a body portion hav

ing inlet and outlet ends with a partition providing a

valve seat and having a piston-cylinder at one side, a

main valve for said valve-seat having a stem and a pis

ton therefor in said cylinder, a top piece closing the (juter

end of said piston-cylinder and having a chamber provid-

ing an auxiliary valve seat with a passage leading there-

from to the piston cylinder, the said body portion and top

piece providing a passage from the inlet end of the body

portion to said chamt)er. an auxiliary valve in said cham-
I Uer and being adapted to engage said seat to close com-
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mnnlcntlon between the said passages, a flexible dia-

phragm closing the outer end of said chamber, and means

for holding the auxiliary valve against said diaphragm,

the area of contact of said auxiliary valve with the dia-

phragm being substantially equal to the valve-seat.

2. In a pressure controlling device, a body portion hay-

ing Inlet and outlet ends with a partition between provid-

ing a valve seat and having a piston cylinder at one side,

a main valve for said valve-seat having a stem and a pis-

ton therefor in said cylinder, a top piece closing the outer

end of said piston cylinder and having a chamber provid-

ing an auxiliary valve-seat with a passage leading there-

from to the piston-cylinder, the said body portion and top

piece providing a passage from the inlet end of the body

portion to said chamber, an auxiliary valve in said cham-

ber and being adapted to engage said seat to close com-

munication between the said passages, a flexible dia-

phragm closing the outer end of the chamber, and a colled

spring holding the auxiliary valve against said diaphragm.
.'•!. In a pressure controlling device, a body portion hav-

ing inlet and outlet ends with a partition between provid-

ing a valve seat and having a piston-cylinder at one side,

a main valve for said valve-seat having a stem and a pis-

ton therefor in said cylinder, a top piece closing the outer

end of said piston cylinder and having a chamber provid-

ing an auxiliary-valve seat with a passage leading there-

from Into the piston cylinder, the said body portion and

top piece providing a passage from the inlet end of the

body portion to said chamber, an auxiliary valve in said

chamber and being adapted to engage said seat to close

communication between the said passages, a flexible dia-

phragm closing the outer end of said chamber, a dla-

phragm-cap above said diaphragm, a spring for said cap

adapted to press upon the diaphragm, an adjusting nut

for said spring adapted to screw into said diaphragm cap,

and a locking cap adapted to screw onto said adjusting-

nut.

4. In a pressure controlling device, a body portion hav-

ing Inlet and outlet ends with a partition between provid-

ing a valve seat and having a plston-cyllnder at one side,

a main valve for said valve seat having a stem and a pis-

ton therefor in said cylinder, a top piece closing the outer

end of said piston cylinder and having a chamber provid-

ing an auxiliary valve seat with a passage leading there-

from into the piston-cylinder, the said body portion and

top piece providing a passage from the inlet end of the

body portion to said chamber, an auxiliary vaUe in said

chamber and being adapted to engage said seat to close

communication between the said passages, a flexible dia-

phragm closing the outer end of said chamber, a dia-

phragm cap above said diaphragm, and means for estab-

lishing a predetermined pressure upon said diaphragm.

Ti. In a pressure controlling device, a body portion hav-

ing Inlet and outlet ends with a partition between provid-

ing a valve seat and having a jiiston cylinder at one side,

a main valve for said valve seat having a stem and a pis-

ton therefor in said cylinder, a fop piece closing the outer

end of .said piston-cylinder and having a ch.imber provid-

ing an auxiliary-valve seat with a passage leading there-

from into the plston-cyllnder. the said body portion and

top piece providing a passage from the Inlet end of the

body portion to said chamber, an auxiliary valve In said

chamber and being adapted to engage said seat to close

communication between the said passages, a flexible dia-

phragm closing the outer end of said chamber, a dia-

phragm-cap above said diaphragm, and a spring on said

cap adapted to press upon the said diaphragm.

(Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

blnatlon with a revolubly-mounted guide-dIA lulling a

gulde-rlm, of a guide blade holder detachably attached to

and forming an extension of said gulde-rlm.

3. In a steam turbine of the type described, the com

blnatlon with a revolubly mounted guide-disk having a

gulde-rlm, of a ring shaped guide-blade holder attached

to and forming an extension of said gulde-rlm.

4. In a steam turbine of the type described, the com

blnatlon with a revolubly mounted guide-disk having a

guide rim. of a ring-shaped guide blade holder detachably

attached to and forming an extension of said gulde-rlm on

said guide-disk, as set forth, for the purpose specified.

5. In a steam turbine of the type described, the com-

bination with a revolubly mounted guide-disk having a

guide-rim, of a portion of a ring attached to and forming

an extension of said gulde-rlm, and a guide blade holder

attached to said portion of a ring, as set forth.

(Claims 6 to l.^ not printed in the Gazette.]

12.814. STEAM TTHBINE Ri. hakp ScntLZ. Berlin,

Germany. Filed leb. l.'i. lOOS. Serial No. 415,787.

Original No. S64.199. dated Aug. 27, 1907. Serial No.

381.343.

1. In a steam turbine of the type described, the com-

bination with a revolubly mounted guide disk having a

guide-rim. of a guide blade holder attached to and form-

iiii: an extension of said guide rim.

2. In a steam turbine of the type described, the com-

12.816. METHOD OF RICCOVERING COPPER FROM
ITS ORES Henry M. Wilcox, Chicago. 111., assignor

to Esmeralda v'opper Precipitating Company. Chicago,

111., a Corporation. Filed I>ec. 21. 1906 Serial No.

348,988. Original No. 790.238. dated May 10. 1905,

Serial No. 248,488.

1. The herein-described process of recovering metallic

copper from Its ores, which consists In leaching the ore

with suitable reagent to form cupric sulfate solution,

dosing the solution with sulfur dloxld. and, thereaTter.

while said solution Is under a relatively high pressure,

heating same to a temperature relatively high above the

boiling point.

2. The herein-described process of recovering copper

from Its ores, which consists In leaching the copper from

the ore with suitable reagent to form a neutral cupric

i
sulfate solution, dosing the solution with sulfur dloxld,

I and. thereafter, heating said solution to a temperature

I

relatively high above the boiling point under pressure

suited for precipitation of the copper, in metallic form,

and. subsequently, neutralizing the excess of sulfuric acid

formed.

3. The herein-described process of recovering copper

' from its ores, which consists in leaching the copper from

the ore with suitable reagent to form a neutral cupric sul

fate solution, dosing the solution with sulfur dloxld. and,

thereafter, heating said solution to a temperature rela-

tively high above the boiling point and under pressure

suited for precipitation of copper in metallic form, using

a part of the resulting spent solution with Its excess f>f

i free acid for dissolving copper from a new lot of ore until

I neutral for n new precipitation of copper in the metallic
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form under suitable hpat and prpssnr.^ afr.-r closins with

olfur fli.^tld and n^-urrallzlng thp frf>e sulfurti- add In the

r-maimlf^r 'f th» sp.'nt solution with UmfsUjne or other

,s .iraii!" r.>ac.'n' .•vaporatinij to orltrlnal jtrength and

precipitating mt>tai:i.- .-oppT und^r suifablp hear and pr^-s-

sure after dosing with sulfur dioxid.

4. Tl;.' her»^in des.-rihed process of recovering metallic

copper frnm rs r-v which consists In leaohing the ore

with sultabl'- r^'JU•^'n^ f" form cuprlc sulfate polution. dos-

ing the solution with -sulfur dioild. and. th^r.-afrer, heat-

ing said solution to a temperature rplativMlj- high above

the boiling point and subjecting the same to pressur.-

5. The herein-described process of recov.-ring metallie

copper from Its ores, which consists In leai^hing thf ore

w:'h suitable reagent to form cuprlc sulfate polution. dos

':;.' said solution with sulfur dloild, and, their.-after, heat

ing th.> s.,;ution to a temperature relatively high above the

boiling point, subjeetlng same to pressure and neutralizing

the excess of sulfuri.- acid formM,

[Claims 6 to n n.if prlnt.-d m the (Jazett,.

a pair of lens h.'ldlni: portions, and iriN'i;rai relnforcing-

rlbs joining thf- walls nf th*- lens h-ldliik' p-.rtlons and th'-

cushion memlxT
2 An f-yek"iari! .-ompos.^d 'if a sin;:!^' plfCf ..f matcrlHl

and comprising a pair 'f '"'"•< holding ni.Tnt).-rs whose wails

taper gradually and t1ar.' outwardly t.. f-rm a rushion and

a nc'S.' pi.-cM fnr -hf .'\ •• L'na rd. ami rihs fLrm-Hl inteirrally

with the walls of the l-^ns h..idlni; ai»Tnli.Ts

.S. .\n eyp tfuard r-mnprisinkr a i-bioii m.TnlH-r havin,;

intf^gral l^ns h'ddlni: p'.rti.fns e^f.-ndim: outwardly there-

from and relnfor.mL' r:ti-< -n th- ifns p.^tions

4 An eye-kTuaid , ,ir,;'ris!n_' an .iastio eushion member

having integral 1-ns i..,rt;ons .xt.Tidini: from one side

thereof. Inteirral ribs ii th.' wails of said l.-ns portl.itis to

reinforce thf saiii.', siit>stant ially as d'^scrtbed

T). \n ev.'L'uard c ii-^isting (.f iw lensos, an -"lastlc

[Upce embodying two Ifus huldin;: portions, each consisting

of a ring of elastb- mat'rial. adapted to .-onstriet ivrly hold

-me lens, a flat tli-xliiU' annular cushion adapted tn In^ar

upon the tiesh -if th.- wanr abmit th.' ey>'. a thin nm-

presslble and -'lastir luljuiar rlant^e coDnecting the rink' and

the cushion, ami a tlriitib- tiridg.' connecting the two Mat

annular rn>ihi..!i- ulii' h b. ar upon the tiesh '>t the wearer.

12,81f> EYP:-<ir.\RI' 1Uk\ev S t'.ivEu. South Bend,

"ind Filed Mar iv-!, lOO"*. Serial No 4."J.'i';T Original

No. 850,997, dated Apr 'l-i. 1907, Serial NT :!4>;.-jr.S

1 \n eye iruar'l embodying K-ns portions each consist-

in.- f a solid ring member having an int»^gral annular

flange projecting substantially at right angbw to the plane

of the lens, and iiradually tapering in thickness and termi-

nating in a flat, yielding, outwardly-extetdlng cushion

which Is disposed in a plane substantially parallel with

the lens, and an integral bridge-piece connecting the ring

members to provide a recess for the nos« tjetween the

flanges and cushions, substantially as described

J \Q. eye guard consisting of two lenses, ft flexible piece

embodying two lens holding portions, each consisting of

a ring of elastic material adapted to constrictively hold

one lens, a flat flexible annular cushion adapted to bear

in the flesh of the wearer about the eyf. a thin com-
up.

presslble and elastic tubular flange connecting the ring

and cushion, and a fle.\lble bridge between the lens holding

portions.

.1 .Kn eye ituard consisting of two lenses, a flexible piece

embodying two lens holding portions, each consisting of a

ring of elastic material adapted to constrictively hold one

lens, a flat flexible annular cushion adapted to bear upon

the flesh of the wearer about the eye, a thtn compressible

and elastic tubular flange connecting the ring and cushion,

and a flexible bridge between the rings of tfce lens holding

portions.

.'.SI7 I':YK-<;rARr) H.^rvky S. (.'over. South Bend,

Ind. Filed Mar 'J.'.. 190* Serial No. 42J.S67. Original

No .s50.<t<>7. dated .\pr 2:?, 1907. Serial No. 346,258.

DESIGNS

39,;;01 FU15 1 HARiKs n Nash Grand Rapids Mich.,

assignor to Mlchiiran I'halr r.uiipariy, Urand Rapids.

Mich., a Corporation ..f Mlchikran Fi'- ! May «, 1'.m)S.

Serial No. 430.873. V'-rm -f patent 7 vcirs

The ornamental desi-u for ;i fob. as shnwn.

no. 362 POISON BOTTI.K Wii.lia.v! Victor

Thermopolis. Wyo Filed Mar 25. 1908.

423,2.'*! T'Tm of patent 7 years

.luHSSTOX,

Serial No.

1 \n eye-guard comprising a cushion member Includ-

ing integral, outwardly extending annular walls forming The ornamental design for a poison bottle, as shown.
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39,363. HINGE LEAF. Os'^ar E Brandt, Brooklyn.

N. Y., assignor to The 8tanle\ Works, New Britain,

Conn., a Corporation of « nn • it Filed Mar. 11,

1908. Serial No. 420,501. 1 rm ^ i^atent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a hinge leaf, as shown.

39,364. HINGE LEAF msvr E. Brandt, Brooklyn.

N. Y.. assignor to Th. .Stanley Works. New Britain,

Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Mar. 11,

1908. Serial No 420. .',02 Terra of patent 14 years.

39,366. HINGE -LEAF. Oscar E. Brandt, Brooklyn.

N. Y., assignor to The Stanley Works. New Britain

Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Mar. 11,

1908. Serial No. 420.503. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental d. sii:ii f't a h;iig>- leaf, as shown. The ornamental design for a hiri.:e i. .if. as shown.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 16, 190 8

The following trade-marks have been adjudged entitled to registration under ina

act of February 20, 1905, and are published in compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Any person who believes he would be damaged by the registration of a marK

may oppose the same by fiUng notice of opposition, stating ^^^^^''''''''^^^'^^^^'^^^ }^
Se Patent Office within thirty days after the publication of the mark sought to be

registered, which said notice of opposition shall be verified by the person ming the

5«i.me before one of the officers mentioned in section two of this act. If no notice

S opp^S^IonTs nied within said time the Commissioner shall issue a certificate of

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been "Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 5 of said act, which is as follows:

"And provided further, That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of any

mark used by the applicant or his predecessors, or by those from
^^^^^^J'^^^l^^^ll

mark is derived, in commerce with foreign nations or among the several States or

Xh Indian trills, which was in actual and exclusive use as a tra^e-mark of the

Applicant or his predecessors from whom he derived title for ten years next pre-

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten dollars."

8er. No.962. (CLASS 4 ABR.\SI\ K. DETKK'JENT. AND
POLISHING MATERIALS . I '• Haas Soap Co., St.

I^,ui« Mo Filed Apr 10. If'*'."- ' s.-d ten years.

American Star

ParticuUii 'h t'mfitn.n o' nci.ih --'':><>RV

8er. No. 14.619. (CLASS S'. ( TTLK.RV M vrHLNERY.

AND TOOLS. ANI> TARTS THKREOI. . XoBVBLL-

Shapleic.h Haki'Xnaki; ri.\ir\N\. St Louis, Mo. Filed

Not. 14. il'nr,

PartKiil'ii ./»*<-( i(/fi'-ti o/ (joofif —Cros»cur Sawv lland-

gawe. roni|>ass Saws. Iturksawv. Hacksaw • Hlades, I'nin-

inj: Sn^^ '^. Hnt'-hcrs Saws, \V.>od Saws, and Wood Saw

P.lad. s

Ser No. 20.566. (CLASS 23. (TTLERY, MACHINERY.

AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF . W H CoB

MANCFACTiRiNr, Co.MPANV. Provldiiict , K. I Filed

June 25. 1^»«»> Ised t»n years.

<^II.DlNGWHEE>-

Particular (1< "inptiitn af goadx —(il'idinp • Tools Pro-

vided with Means for Holding a Package-Roll of Metallic

Leaf from whi.'li the Metallic Leaf is to W Transferred

to a Dellvcry-Wliee! and Thence to the Surface which is

to be Decorated

Ser. No. 21.208. (CLASS 14 METALS ANI> MET.\L

CASTINGS AND FOR«ilN<iS - W H C<'E MANt?A(--

TCRING C0.MrANY. I'rovidence, R ! Filed JulT 27, 1906.

Ser Ne 19,880. (CL-\SS I'l ELECTRICAL APP.ARA-

Tl S. MACHINES. ANK SUPPLIES i C. CONBADTY,

Nuremberg, "iermany. ?"iied May JH. 1906.

Excel lo

/',). h. i-.'.i- }><<• I ipUun <! <ii,,,ils —Electric and <;n!vnni'^

• 'artiens

,V?

Pariicular (Ifferiplitni '•' .c/f'Of/«-~ Package-Rolls of Me-

tallic Iveaf.
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8er Xo. 21.663 fCLASSe. CHEMICALa, MEDiriNKS.
AMI PHARM vrRTTUAr, PRRPARATIONS . .iLLIl!

A I'ARKKH, S-artl». Wnsb. ^ile<1 Aug. 1 Hi. l'.»<n>.

-Sm

Parti' ubir ilejti-ripttnn o' 'jo'ula —A Rfltnt^dy for \hc

Tr-a'nu'nr of Iiysp.'psia. I.ivf-r romplalnt. Constipation,

and HiUousnt^ss

Ser No 28.370. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI
p:.nts of foods.) ihv Blall's Sons Compant,
Hiirliiiirton Iowa Fil'-d .Iunf> iTt, IftOT-

/''u ti'-ui>ii lU.Hci tptiuii of ij<Jod». luffee, Tea, Chocolate,
Ser. No. 24,781. (CLASS 3:'. OL.VSS\V.V.BE. i Schott in.i To.-oh

& Oev
.
Jona. O-rmanv Filed Jan 2!. 1907

Ser No. 28.372. (CI..\S.S •»« K001>S A .M ) I .N( ,KKi il-

E.NTS OF FOODS i .Foh.v Ulai l's Sn\.s .Umpant,
Burlington. Iowa Filed .June J.h, 1907,

Particular desrription of i/ood«.- Raw Gltss for Optical
Manufacture. Laboratory Class Vessels, Glass Tub»>s.

Glass Rods. "Jlass Plates, and Lamp-Glasse*

S^T No :j4.7'»_'
1 class 2L ELECTRKl.VL .\^PP.VR.V Parttcuinr -if'^c - tptioM of yoijdx (Hnu.d B.-t'f. Canned

XL'S. Nf.KCFlINFS. AND SUPPLIES. I Schott A Gev., Vienna Sausagt-. Lard, .Suiniii.T .^aiisas''. Mince M.'at,

.Jen 1 i..i ::iHn.\ Filed Jan. 21, liH)-

.

Gelatin, and Smoked M-ats

Hageh
Farllcvfar deBcriiitim of i/nodx - M.^rcury Lam

Ser. No. 24,785. (CLASS iV (iL.'^SSW.VRK
& GEJf., Jen;i. Gerrr.any F'il.'d Jan, 21. i;»OT,

1'-

^• HuTT

!''!< 'viibir 'iPK'-ript \i,n uf ijoodg Raw (ilass for Optical
-Man';r':ii-t>!r,>. I.a!i..r^irory lilassj \'.i<se|.H. <,la.s.>* Tubes,
and I.am[«-< ;ia.<ses

Ser .No 2^.^1t> .CL.\S.^ •(•, FOODS .VND INGRF:rn-
ENTS i)V I-dODs . \i..,E[. Bau.s. 4 Cu.. St. Louis,
Mo Filed .Iiilv 1.', 1!»07

Ser. No. 27.'<v.3 iCL.VSS 42 KNITTED. .NT-:tTEI>. AND
rL,\TIIK F,U!RirS. » PEKLisi; Brms A Mir.STK, New
^'>rk. N V l-'iled June 4, 1IM)7.

The mark beini: printed in gilt.

I'arlvHl.n- hir,,,,t„,,i ,,f 7.,o,J^- -Piece Good.s Composed
of Cotton, l.inen. Wool, .ind Silk. .

S-r N. 27.95") (CLASS 4u F.VNCY fWODS. FFR-
NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS i H A.NNOVBa.srKK ( Ic m m i

-

K,4\!\t - I'ovcPAo.viE .\CTIEN • ";K.sELi..scHArT. Hanover
Limmer, <;"rman\ Filed .Inne 7, 1907.

Partiruhit 'tmrriptlnn Of good$.—Coflfee.

Ser. No 29,OOS iCL.VSS 4** M\IT KXTR.\CTS A.ND
LIQT'ORS \'iNKF.Rs HuKWF.K'i. \'onkers. N Y.

Filed July L'4, 1907

A^Syrc<^/^J/r-t *xA

Partiruft' ilfsrripfion of ffindt —Rubber Combs

.......
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8er. No. 31.737 -CLASS fi. CHEMICALS. MEniCTVES,
AND PHARMAiElTICAL PREPARATIONS > ToN-Ko-
No MEPirrvE <i)MPANV. Sherman. Tpx. Filed Im»c 16,

TON-KO-NO

Sfr No .'i^.fMS (CLASS ,% AnHESIVFS.i Mter Wil-
KEXFin.u, Brooklyn. N Y Filed Jan. 3. 1908.

Particular de»rr\piion of Qtods — .V Liaimenr. Corn-
telTe. and Remedies for ("atarrh. Headache, and L'lseasex

of Wnm»>n

S#r. No .n,827 CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEI>ICINES.
ANr> PHARM.Vt EITICAL PREPARATIONS Madam
W^rr.RS Co.. Imlla*. Te.t Filed Dec. 2*). M*(>7

I'mtvulin ijf ttption uj (joo<i» Cements and (ilues.

§
f'lK r\r

rations

•he Skin

and .**un

ular ilfscr\pt\(,n of (jooils —-Liquid Toilet Prepa-
for External Application for the Treatment of

and th*' Eradication of Wrinkles, .freckles. Tan,
burn

Ser. No. 32,1.37 nXASS I.! H.VRDWARE AND PIJMH
ING AND STEAM-FITTIN(; STPPLIES , The .Iacb
J VoM.RATH Mfo Co, Sheboyifan. Wl.^ Filed .Ifin. 8.
1908. Used ten years.

VOLLRATH

Ser No
ENTS
N Y

31.985 > CLASS 46. FOODS A.M) INiiREDI-
OF FOODS 1 Gba-vger & Company. BuflTalo.

Filed I»ec. 31. 1907.

oi-dL^G J>

Particular Jetrription of fjofxl/i rann-'i \'ci.'etable«.
Canned Fniit!!. Maple- Syrups, and MoiHs>:e<.

Ser. No. 3:.'.037 mL.VSS 23 CITLERY. MACHINERY
.A.ND TOOLS .VXD PARTS THEREOF'. Bei.k.sap
Hardware and Manlfacti Rixri Co, Loiiisvillf, Ky.
Filed .Jan ;. 1908.

I'lirttcular dmrription 0/ youdg Enameled Metal Ware.
foasistlnK of Bath Tubs, Biggins, Boilers. Bowls, Buck-
ets, Chambers, Closets. Covers. Colanders. Cups and
Saucers. Cuspidors, IHppers. Soap and Vegetable Dishes.
Flasks, Funnels, Ham Boilers, Kettles, Ladles. I.avatorl.s,
Maslins. Mugs. Palls. F'ans. Pitchers, Plates, Platters,
Pots. Bread Raisers. Res.-rvolrs, Sinks, Skimmers. Spoon«!
Steepers. Strain>rs. and Trnva. '

Ser. No 32.190 ( CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND SPORT
ING (;OOI>S. I William A. Spinks A Co, Chicago, 111

Filed .Ian. 13, 1908. Used ten years

S?^
v;v<^^

/'artirvJ'ir flegrriptinn of <i<ii,iln Billlard-t "halk.

P'irticular description of goodt — Adies. Augers. Auger-
Bits. Axes, Bit-Braces. Chisels. I>rawing-Knltes, Gimlets.
Hammers. Handles for Hand Tools, Hatchets, Iloee. Horse-
Clippers. Horse-Shears. Kraut (utters. Mattocks, Mill-
Picks. Nail-Sets. Pliers. Pocket Knives. PnBiing-Shears.
Punches. Railroad Picks. Razors. Saws, Scoops, (for Grain
and Coal. I Screw Drivers, Scythes. Sheep-Shears, Shovels,
Sfiad-s, and Wire-Cutters

S^r, No. 32,370 , CLASS 26 MEASURING AND S<IEN
TIFIC APPLIANCES I Sm ith Cot rtvby Co, Rich-
mond. Va. Filed Jan 22. 1908.

COLTAY
P'irticular de»crtption of i/oodg I'enter-Spuds.

Ser No. 32.417. (CLASS 19 VEHICLES. NOT INCl.C I >-

ING ENGINES.) James A. Shkrrt. Fall River. Muss
Filed Jan. 24. 1908.

Tbi-Kbr
Particular description of fjoodg —.V Toy Wagon. Con-

sisting of a Combined Hand <ar. Express Wagon, and
Coaster

'#>
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8«r No 32 425 (CLASS 4.i FOODS AND INGREDI- Ser. No. 32,6T3. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS. Meyer Brothers Db0g Com- I
ENTS OF FOODS.) Willi a m I.akskn Green Bay. Wis.

Filed Feb. 4. 1908.PAW. St. Luuls. Mo. Filed Jan 25. 1908. Uaed ten

years.

Particular deacription of goodt.—Ollve-Oll.

Ser. No. 32,459. (CL.\88 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) GRIFFITH-D0BNET COMPANY, San

Francisco, Cal. Filed Jan. 27. 1908.

yUfu Blossom

Particular description of goods.—Canned Salmon.

Ser. No. 32.547. ((LASS 4 ABRASIVE, DETERGENT.
.A.ND POLISHING MATERIALS. 1 Chase, Roberts &

Co.. Long Island City. N V Filed Feb. 3, 1908.

rnriiruhir description of yood« -Stove - Polish and

8tOT«-Euaiu*'i.

Ser. No. .32.571. (tl-.VSS 4»'. FOODS .VND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) William Larses, (ir.en Bay. Wis.

Filed Feb. 4, 1908.

^f!mp,^S'^4>
<f^y

^
/.

li®^
Particular descrii>tvin of goods.—Canned Vegetables.

Sauer-Kraut, .and Pur^ of Peas.

Ser. No. 32,574 "LASS 41;. FOODS AND IN'iREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS. I William Larsen. Green Bay-

Wis. Filed Feb. 4. 11W8.

Furticular de$cription of goods.—C&nnt^i Vegetables,

Samr-Kraat, and Pur^ of Peas.

Ser. No. 32.57ri (CLASS 4t) FOODS AND INiREDI
ENTS OF FLOODS I William Labse.v, (jreen Bay,

Wis. Filed Feb. 4. 1908. Used ten years.

Partuuhir dt scnption of goods.—Canue-i Vegetables,

Sauer-Kraut. and Pur^e of Peas.

Ser. No. 32.679. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF. ( St.andard

RCBBER Manckaotihing A.ND Sii'i'LV CuMiA-W. Tren-

ton. N. J. Filed Feb. 10. 1908.

SAV ORY
particular description of goods Canned Vegetables,

Sad' r-Kruut, and Pur^e of Peas.

Particular descnptioii of <joodn.— Printer'^' Blankets.

S.T No. 32,572. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS 1 William Larsen. Green Bay, Wis.

Filed Feb. 4, 1908. Used ten yrais.

Particular description of goods.—Canned Vegetables.

Sauer-Kraut, and Pur^ of Peas

Ser. No. 32.682. (CLASS 0. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACET'TICAL PREPARATIONS.! RiO

Chkmo.u. Co.. New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 10. 190S.

U8e<i ten years.

S H KENNEOrS CONCENTRATED EXTRACT Of

PINUS CANADENSIS.

Particular description of goods.—Pinus Canadensis Pre

pared for Use as a Mu(.ous Astringent for Internal and

External Usv
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ISer. No 3:J. «<>;;. M'LASSt). CHEMKAI-S, MEIUCINES, i Ser. No. 32.938. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INOREDI-
.AND I-HARMACKITICAL I'KEI'ARA't IONS, t RiO ENTS OF FOODS. ) CoKBY CuM.V£iS8ION COMPANY. New
CUEvnr.\L Ci) , Npw York. N Y Fllfvl Feb in, 190s. York V Y. Filed Feb 2\. I'.mis

Used ten years

SOVEREIGN BRANC
..JS. K KENNEDY'

UIMte Finm 0anadeiim

Parlii uitir 'li .irription of Qootls — White Plnus <"ana-

densia Prepared as ;i Mucous Astrlnsfent for Internal and

External Use. i

Ser. So. 32.700. (CLASS 40. FANCY <;(K>OS. FCKNISH
INGS AND Ni'TluNS.i Tme 0.vio NUNrF.^rTiKi.M;

COMP.vNv, .Mi(l<l..M..wn, Conn. Filed Feb. 10, H»0k.

Particular deacriptUjn of yooda.—Canned. Dried, and
ETaporated Friiit.>» nnd Vegetables and f'Hnned and Dried
Plah.

Particulur 'les'-nption of (joodi.— Dress-Sblelda

Ser No 33.001. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN'iREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Corby Commis.;i...n Co.mpa.vy. New
York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 25. 1908.

^^O^^i^Miu^^

Ser. No. 32.766. (CLASS 42. KNITTEI >. SF.TTKr", AND I'nrtxruinr ,1, .,.-, ,,,tio:, of (foodfi. Caon<d. Dried, and
TEXTILE FABRICS. I liEoKtiE J. Uee*. New York, P>aporate<l Fruits and Vegetables and Canneii .iii.l Pried

N. Y assignor to I'riestleys Limited. Bradford, Eng Fish,

land. Filed Fe'., 14, 190^.

Ji/x)cO€iyi4 ^Cct£
"D

Particular de»cripfinn of i/oods —Dress Goodsi in the

Piece.

Ser No. 33,019 (CLASS 48. .M.M.P I EXTRACTS AND
LI<jrORS I Wii.i.i.wi (H.^Ki.Es I?Ei iKi.. New York,
N. Y. Filed Feb. 26, 190.S.

Ser. No. 32,77.3. 1CLASS6 CHEMICAL^J. MEDICINES
AND PFIARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS p Soc TA
Prod ri Thivi co FAR.M.\r ci A. Bertelli & C. Milan.

Italy Filed Feb. 14, 190S.

Partiruhi I (Itso iittioii of ijooiin I'nported Aloohollc

Beers.

I'artiiuhir description of i;oods.— .V romposition of

Cod-Liver Oil and Tar Oil.

Ser. No. 33,216. (CLASS 23 CrTI.KRY MACHINERY.
ANT) TOOLS. AND PARTS THFRKoF , Frank E.

Ma.nn, Walter Mann, and Pebcv ; .\Ian\, Lewlstown,
I*a., executors of the estate of ,Iimeu H Mniin, de-

ceased. FiU'd Miir t!. I'.ios

Ser. N" ;^2.H9tl (CLASS 2s. .IFWFI.RY AND PRE-
CIOUS METAL WARE) NtssmrM & Rrsui.D. New
York. -N. Y. Filed Feb. 20, 190>.

The background being printed In blue.

fill ticular dcici ifition of {/uodn .Vies.

Ser No .^.1238. (CLASS .39. CLOTHING.) HRK.svA.y

& Man.v, Randolph, Mass. Filed Mar. 7. 1908.

NUSSHOLD \iavfr
P'lftf-ulor driirifition of i/ood* —Belt Buckles and Particular de«cription of j;oo;« Cushion I nsolea Made

Clasps if ['reeious Metal and Plated Ware. i nf Leather and P'elt for Leath'T Hoots and Shoes.

June 16, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1789

Ser. No. 33.306. (CLASS 13. HA HI 'WARE AND PLUMB-
ING AND STEAM FITTING SUIPLIES.) Fbaxk W.
Whitchek Co., Boston, Mass Filed Mar. 11, 1908.
t'sed ten years.

FISHER
Particular description of goods.—Heel and Counter

Supports.

Ser. No. 33.345. (CLA.>^.s ic, l.UNTS AND PAINTERS'
MATERIALS. NOT INCLUDING OILS AND POL-
ISHES.) The cl;:velani> Varnish Company. Cleve-

land. Ohio. Filed Mar. 13, 1908.

ARROWHEAD
I'ortii uliir il) Kcription of goods — Varnishes, .lapans.

Lacquers, I^nnniels and I'alnts,

Ser, No. 33.4.".2. k LASS ;U HEATING. LIGHTING.
AND VENTILATIN ; AI'PARATT S. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL .M'PARATUS. 1 <) \ Hookkr A Son.

St. Johnsburv. \L Filed Mar. 18. lOOS.

Particular description of poods.— Spark Exfingulsbers.

Ser. No. 33.477. (CLASS ;;9. CLOTHING > .Tames H.
DlNUAM &. Co.. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 20. 1908.

LUCILLE
Particular descrij'tion of goods.—Petticoats and Under-

skirts.

Ser No. S."?.,124 (CLASS i' RECEPTACLES.) The FIota-

KOLD Vac 1 1 M BOTTLK CoMiANV. Ncw York. N. Y. Filed

Mar. 21. 1908.

<^>
Particultii (i( ac/ i/'f (o(i i/f yooilfi Rtccjjtacles in the

Shape of a Bottle and ComprlsioK an Inner and Outer
Shell. In the Sjiace Between Which a Vacuum Is Cre-

ated, and Protected l>y a • 'using i<f Metal or other Suit-

able Mat. rial

8«r. No. 33,090. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Hiksh
Beothers, New Haven. Conn., and New York. N. Y.

Filed Mar. 27. 1908.

Particular description of goods. Men's, Women's, and
Children's Hosiery.

Ser. No. 33.752. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FURNISH-
INGS. AND NOTIONS.) The Vienna Pearl Bitton
Mandfactcking Company. Muscatine. Iowa, and New
York. N. Y. File<l Mar ;i0. 1908.

(>CNN^'»rBsAHO

Particular ih .ycnptton of goods.— Pearl Buttons.

8«r. No. 88,766. (CLASS 4H. FOODS AND INGRKDI
ENT8 OF FOODS.) Rosenberg Bfjos. & Co.. Snn Fran
Cisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 30. 1908.

Particular description of goods.— Raisins.

Ser. No. 33,782. (CLASS 46 FOODS .VND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Crocker Grocery Company. Wilkes-
Barre, Pa Filed Apr. 1. 1908.

.0'
^ew.

<.

Ser. No. 33.681. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) U. S. House U.uish Co., Sa«i-
niiu Mi-li Filed Mar. J>i. 1908.

'IkJuMJi-

I'urtuuhir ili si-riptinn of ifooits —Sausage, Pickled
Meats. Smi>ke<l Meats. Cooked Meats Fresh Meats, and
Lard.

Particular description of i/oods — Flavoring ExtncU,
Chocolates. Cocoas, Spices, Baked Beans, Fruit-Butter.
Coffee Essence, Molasses, Catsup, Soups, Chickory, Clam
Chowder, Prepared Cocoanut, Gelatin, Condensid Milk.
Macaroni, Noodles, Olives. Preserves, Strained Honey.
Lard. Canned Meats, Prepared Mustard. .TelH-s ( anned
Fish. Smoked Fish, Salted Fish. Olive Oil. Cotton S>ed Oil,

Butter, ( heese. Eggs, Maple Syrup. Cane-Syrup, Com-
pound Syrup, (Composed of Glucose and I'ane-Syrup.)
Mixed Mustard, Chilli-Sauce. Horse Radisl,. Pi. kles, Corn-
Starch. Wheat Flour, Sage. Thyme. Savory. Marjoram.
Mince Meat. Coffee, and Tea

Ser. No. 33.821. (CLASS 39. CLCrrillNG, Thk s, iikif-

fei.e Shoe Manufactiring CoMrANv. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Filed Apr. 3. 1908.

/ VaUKER

Particular description of goods -Leather Boots. Shoes,
and Slippers.
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8«r. No. 33.824. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY. I Ser. No. 33.887. (CL.V.S.S >i (HKMK AF.S. MKOK^INKS
AND TOOL.*;, AND PARTS THEREOF. I H. W Joh.vs AND PHARMAi KCTICAl. rKKl'AKATIo.NS , A A
MvNvir.LE CiiMPANY. .New York. N Y. Filed Apr, 3, 190s Vavtisk A I'l, N.-w York. N V Filtsl Aij; <! Iuoh

SUCCESS
Particular lUgcnption t)f goods — Fire F^stingulshfrs.

.-<«?;• No. 33,8i;s. (CLASS i*) FOODS AND IN'.REDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) R. C. Williams A I'o , New York,
N V F!le<l Apr :'. l'M\s

PmrtiemJar de»crtptii,n /'' 'j'>udi —toff"-, Tea. Syrup au.l

M :a>s.--;. \:n-_'ar 1. -latin. Spices uf .\.ll Kind.s. I'ondi-

t:i. nrs. laii - Sauces, Relishes. Pickles, Potted Fowl.

Oliv--!, SfufT'iJ Olives, and Olive • Oil. Chocolate, Cocoa.
T)ri.il ami Evaporated Fruits, Fruit and Wgetable Pre-

"rv.-j. Jama, .lellles. .Marmalades, Sauces, and Butters,

l>ri-d and Otli-rwis." Cured and Preserved Pish, Dried and
(Otherwise Cured and Preserved Meats, Macaroni, Verml
cell!. Spaghetti. Nudeln, Cheese, Nuts, Tapioca, Sago,
Fariii.i. Rice. Etoiled Oats, Oatmeal, and Barley

l''iy<iiuliir drsmpt am <,t ijoodg —Perfume Extracts,
Perfum-s, and Toilet Waters.

Ser. No. 33,888. (CI-.vss H cUKMIc.U.s Mi:dICINES.
AND PFiAKM \' 1:1 Tl. Al. l-R i: PARAI ImNS. » A. A.

Vanti.ne dc Cj.. New iork. N. 1. Filed .Vpi. (>. 1908.

P'lrti'-ular de$ciii>ii'iH nf y. ,-,./- —Tooth-Powder.

Ser No. ^.^.ssrt iCI.ASSti. <'IIK.MI(\\I.S MiaHi INFS.
AND PHARMACEITICAL PKKI'A RATIONS. » A. A.

\ant Nt A Co.. New y.irk. N V File^l Apr. 6. 1908.

Ser. No. 33,837 rf.ASS 37 PAPER ."iND STATION
FRY. 1 RiEijEL A Company, Inc.. I'hiladelphia. Pa Filed

Apr 3, 1908.

Ii^BEx Lenen Ledger
Paiticul'jr 'lesrrtption of ijoods Writing-Paper.

Ser. No. 33.839. (CLASS 38. PUBLICATMNS 1 Leon-
ard Darbyshire. I I.m urpobated, 1 Rochester. N. i'.

Filed Apr .!. I'JOS. I

Buyers and Sellers

Ma^zine
!''!rti'-ular dfurription '// 'jondi — A Magazine

P'jittculmr detcriptiiH <,i 'jund^ —-Perfume Extracts
and Tottet WAttrs

Ser No 33.893 iCL.K.sSt; I'HFMIC.VLSMKDIi'INFS,
AND PIIARMACFrTIC.Vl. PRKPA R.VTK iNS A. A.

Vaxtine & Co.. N»'w York. N Y File<) \pr •; I'^OS.

Ser. No. 33,886. mLASS »i 'HEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND ptlvrmacecticai. preparations^ a a
\ ANTiNE A Co., New York, N Y File<l .Vpr 'i, IdOS.

Particular description of goods —Perfume Extracts
:\n'l T. >!]-» Waters,

m^
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1
,

3er No 34.4!«." ' CLASS 12 MASONRt MATERIALS. 1 S»t No 34.580 rLAS8 6. CHEMTT AI.S. MEDTTTXES
Nkw Orleans R^-kimj 4 Mktal \\\.B[?s, New Orleaus. .KNI» PFLVHNLM KITICAL PKKI'AKATIONS Thk

1 I! \\ Hi(>\v<iKTH S. iV>
1 ' Hooh*»«t''i. \ N Fli-<ta F:;-<1 Apr :fi>. i;)08.

NOLA
Particutar detcriiiti'm of (jood^ —Rul)^^^ Rooflns;

\[a'. 4 i'Jti.s t.-n i ,-A V:

V"
-r^ICILY

Ser Na 34,026. ii^LASS12. MASONRY MATERL\LS.> Parliculnr r/^.,rripfif>ri or r;.,„,N IvrfniiK^i T'ii:.>t

.Mi rpht Tru.n Wduks. Dt?trolt. Mich., Filed May 1, Waters. Sai-het I'ow.lers, Toilet <'rf;tius. Toilet Lotioos,

lf>0«

M1V\/
P'lrti'^-ular itf^'^rtption of good* —Fiirnaoe-Bri''k

S^r. No J4.527. (CL.VSS 4»i. FOODS AND INiiREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS ' P.ttODi, Ermimo A Cn. S^w York.

N. V Filed May 1. l;)08.

rnrtir-uhlr dntrriptinn of gno'iii Ollvo-Oil.

ami Ti)tl"t i''iwil-r-

S'T No .U.t'.on mT.aSS>> ( HFMIi VFSMKI>1< INFS.
VM' FHAR.M \i CFTh \I, I'H F 1' Ut V f I< )NS Sev

MOi K \l Heymiinn NV'w York .N. Y. File<i M;i\ t},

1908.

SUN RAY
Particular detcripiion of good* -Llnimentik

S«>r No "U.fi'^ ..-LASSSi. FURNITT RE AND TPHnr
'STERY I s a.T Lake Mattress 4 Mf.. I". s.iir \..t\in

City. L'ali Fi:-.i \i,i\ \\ \'M)H.

Particulai (it.-i'ni>ti'.H of Qomli MattreMt*.

S^r No .'54..'>.'i7. (CLASS 40 FANi'Y 00()[»S. FURNISH-
IN '.S. AN[» NOTIONS 1 fiROMMET M'F'r, '^IMPV^ST,

I\. oapoR.vTEu, N^'w York. N. Y Flle<i Mav 2. 190S.

MERRY WIDOW
Partu-ulny li ^rriijUoH of gooili. RiUfles and Shirt-

waist Kxt'>n'!-r<.

M^r Nn :;4';i.'. mt.assij masonry MATERLVLS t

The S.v.ndlsk\ I'mrtl-vsh » emknt «c>mf.kni. Saudusky,

Ohio. Filed May >; r.'<«S.

S.>r No 34. .'.4.') iTLASS .'. .KI>HESI\FS 1 Denmsun
Mwi ^ \' :

' Riso 1 i\n\\v, B<>«ton. >ta-<s. Filed May
,

2 !'.«)><. [4ed ten v^-ar^:

^^tmidcm^

I''! rfirul'i • 'Utfitptiun >il jjD'jiLi. - Mucilage. Glue. Seal-

in;; Wax. and Paste I'nitiruhii ih M, riiili'iii i,f f/oorf*.— P'>rt l.uid (Vmeut.

Jink 16, iy<jh. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. ^795

S-r No. 34.645. (TLAS.^ 1 HAW ( tK PaKTIY I'liE-
I

S«'r. No. 34.72J' uLASS 1 HAW oR PARTLY PRE-

PAREI" MATERLVI.S^ Amkki.an Vii..am/kd Fihi;f P.VRED M.\TFRL\1.S W \^ Hmion & Sons. Inc.,

Co.vn'AN'i. WilnilnKton. I).l Fil^d Mav s. iltos Wiliiamspt.rt. .Md. Fil.d Ma\ 14. ll*0^.

ilAOKAiMORK

I'm ticular degcitjjtKjn vf yood*!.- -liidet; and Leather.

Ser. No. .34.760. 1 CLASS 2!t BROOMS. BRUSHES, AND
DUSTERS I t hari.es Pllnkett. New York, N. Y.

I''ii ri,„l'i, 'lisriifttmn 'if tji.nds \ulranl7.pd Fit.»-r
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TRADE-MARKS
HEGJSTEF^ED JUNE 16, i908

69,421. CIGARS. C. C. A CiOAK COMPANT, Boston, Mm«.
[
69.437. CERTAINBEER-RACKING APPARATUS. Charles

Filed December fl, 1907. Serial No. 31,634. PUBLISHED I Zollkr Co., New York, N. Y.
APHII 14 1908.

i Filed January 10, 1907. Serial No. 24,550. PUBLISHED
b9,422, -iiAl' Walter K. Frkkman, Oicawana, N. Y.

' APRIL 14, 1906

Filf'.i Mhh! 4, 1908. Serial No. 33,168. PUBLISHED APRIL
;
69.438. CERTAIN YARNS, SEWING-(^OTTON, THREAD,

14,1908. I
AND SILK. DoLLrus-MiEO <t CiE.SocitTt anontme. Miil-

! hausen, Germany.
Filed January 20, 1908. Serial No. 32,156. PUBLISHED

I APRIL 14, 191K

^9.424. ' KliTMN [i.il^Il \Nr> CIFAN'INf; MVTERIAL.

Kilf.i M«nh 2, 1908 -.rm; No. 33,129. PTB ! I <II KD .\PRIL
14 m(»«

fi9.423 I.'";'^ TIMHFTJ VM'M'MHFR r;, ,m!! a-Demacr '

l.I MHFR {(iMPA.SV. -New I >! iCHTlii I.H

Filp.l MMnhl6, 1908. Serial N iV 4 ! " [''HI. I3HED APRIL
u i.*(.v

I

69,439. GAME PLAYED WITH CARDS. George W. L.

Edwards, Philadelphia. Pa
Filed FehniHry 14 l'.Jii^ .-^rial No. 32.774. PUBLISHED

APRIL 14. lyos.

69.440. CENTRIFUGAL GOVERNORS AND STEAM-
PUMPS. The Gardner Governor Company. Quincv, 111

69.425 <"A1S IN F"\vnFKFI> AM) I AKF F'.RM- The Filed March 5, 1908. Serial No. 33,189. PUBLISHED APRIL
'iRE^T \Ti.\sT!^ A I'^.ipii Tea CcyF.wv, Niw N. -'k NY. j 14 igog

F.IM March 1.M9U7. Serml .Nu. 2S,G91. PUBLISHEL- .M'RIL ' ,944/ ^^^^ , j^- p ^p^ j^ OermaMa Importino Co., New
'' ''*'^ Vork.N- V

69.426. ^Hi'F HOOT AND STOVF RI. ASKINGS AND Fil<».i lannary 24. !9W Spriai No. 32.412. PUBLISHED
I'oI,I<HF< Us -^ VINSON Co.. I'hilH.iplpbiM Pa. fPHIl. 14. 1908-

F,l,..lM,ir,!: KM'.^iv <,.nH\ Sn Xi.^^: }'
I H 1 I Ml ED APRIL f,9,442. V.ALVES. Kni-dsen vnN Kottiks .M FG. Co., Dolton. 111.

'* '^*^ Filed F.'hniary 10, 1908 .Serial No. 32,6»ft J'T-pj I-HED
69.427. ^Wn Hoot AND .<T()\'F BLAPKINOP ANP ^ PHII. 14. 1908

POI.I^;nF.< Tv.s S M.^soN- Co
, PhilHilpltihm, Ph 69.443. CKRTAIN LUniUCATINO M \TK PI ,\ I S. L. SONNE-

Fi1p<1 .Marrh 10 ;v<()8 .serial No .«,2KS ITH l.I.-Ii !: I ' A P KIL
|

bor.v Son.s, Int.. New Vnrk N >'

'•• '9^ Filed Febniar>- 28. 1908 ."Serial N<i Xi,A)i>i< ITHPP-HED
69428, (lOAHFTTKS John Mela, hrino, London. Enp- APRIL 14, 1908.

land 69,444, ."^TYLOGR APHIC PENS OR INK-WPITINo PEN-
File<l Marrh 4, 1908 .<pnal N<i ;«.l.'yi PUBLISH E I) A P H 11. ('II. ^ .Iamf.s W Latghun. Detroit , Mioh

14, 19»TR. Filed February 2f,. 19((8 .sieriai No. ,"^2.992. PPBLISHEn
A PR II, 14. 1908.

59.445. INTEHNAI.-COMBPSTION ENGINES AND J'ARTS
THEREOF Loane-Hiltz Engineering Company or Bai-
TiMORE <"iTr Baltimore, Md.

Filed March 2. 1908. .Serial No. ,13.118. Pl'HLISHED APRIL
14. 1908

69.446. YAIiNS Norpdettsi he Woi.i,k.Xmmerf,i X IvaVM-
gar.n.sei.nnerei. Bremer; tind I>eliiienhi>rst (iemiany

Eileil Deoemlier l.'^. 19f)7 .•Serial N., MfM PrRI.ISHED
APKII. 14, 1908.

69.447. CLASP-KNIVES. Os( ar Harnett ForNDRY (Com-

pany. Newark , N .!.

Filed March 2, 1908. Serial No. 33,1 l.V PPBLISHED APRIL
14. 1908

89.448. AVGERS AND BIT< Tuf RrssEii 'ENNiv.s Meg
I I

'
( 'hejiter, Conn.

Fiie<i Fet.niary 2fi, 190>> ^.Tmi N.. :a /n^ Pl-p LI'^H FD
AI'RII, 14, 1908

69,434. -^A.-^H-PI"I.I.FV.< The AMERfi AN Pulley (. OMP.A.NV, 69,449. TOY FIGURES. Sa> kmas Brothers Co. Im., Ja-
Philadelphla. Pa niaica. N. Y.

Fiie<1 February t.. I')n8 Serial No. SQ/m PT-BITSTIFn Filed Febniarv 10, 1908 Serial No, 32.701. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908 APRIL 14,1908

69,436. SASH-Pri.LEVS The American Pimey (ompany. 69,450. FISHING-LINES. William Sharkspeare .'r ("om-

Philadelphia, Pa pany Kalamar.oo. Mich.

File<i February t., 1908. Serial No. ."^2.604. PUBLISHED Filed lannary 13, 1908. ,'>eriai No. 32,192^. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 190.8 \PRII. 14. 1908.

69.436. UERTAIN ENAMEL. Geo. H Baker New Haver 69,451, EVAPORATED MILK Brsr A CALntTELi. Pitts-

Conn tnirg. Pa
Ei:e<i M:irch 2 I90x .-^eria; No ,ti 121 PI'B LISH F D k P R 1 1 Filed March .V 1908. .^rial No :i3.!7: P f" HI.ISH ED APRIL

i< i^»^ I 14, i90e.

69.429, CIGARETTE.-; Philip Morrl- & (<>.. I tl New-

York. N V.

Filed Februar>- 29, 1908. .-^enai No :i3.10r, PT'BLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908

69.430, SOAP- I T Piter ET Cie . Paris, France
File<1 December 20. 1907 Serial No. 31,883. PUBLISHED

APRIL 14, 1908

69.431, CIGARS RodriouutHermavo. Habaa*, Cubft.

File<l Febniarv 17. 1908. SerUl No. 32.80»>. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908

69.432, riOARS Rodrigi-ez y Hermano. Habana. Pub*.
Filed Fehnian- IT. 1908 Serial No 32,807. PUBLISHED

APRIL 14. 1908

69.433, TIMOTHY -SFFD The Albert Dickinson Com-
pany, Chicago. Ill

Filed March 10. H^>. Sena! No. 17,712. PT"B LISH F I> A }>R II

14. 1908.
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69.452. "'TCK K FEED. Dot k A Coal Co., Platt»burg, N. Y.

Eile<1 Fehninry 19, 1908. Serial No. ^2,aib5. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, !«»'.

69.453. CANNED FKIITS AND VEGETABLES. Will H.

Fox, Graysville. Tenn.

Filed February 2y, 1908. SenaJ No. 33,0^7. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. lyos.

69.454. VEGETABLE FAT OR OIL COMPOUND. India

REriMvr, Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Manh 6. IWK .-^rial No. :O,205. PUBLLSHED APRIL
14. l«»i.

6 9.455. CERTAIN VEGETABLE FAt OR OIL COM-
POUND. India Refining ( ompany, Philadelphia. Pa

Filed March f,. 19ns. Serial No. 33J206. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. IW*.

69,456. (ERTAIN VEGETABLE FAT OR OIL. India Re-

FININC (ViMPvNY. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed March <-. lyOS. Serial No. 33,208. PU$LISHED APRIL
14. lyOH.

69.457 CAKES AND BL^CUIT. Thb Marjenhoff ( o ,

Charleston. S. c.

Filed February ». 1»08. Serial No. 33,(*«. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 19<*.

69.458. CERTAIN FooDS. N Nioro. DaBas. Tex.

Filed July i5, 1907. Serial No. 29,038. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. 1«18.

69.459. SAUCES. Oscar i Co. Incorporated. Jersey City,
'

N. J.

Filefl February !i. 1908. Serial No. 32.776. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. H<0^.

69.460. WITHDRAWN.
69.461. TEA. S. S. Pierce Company, Boston, Ma8.«.

Filed February 2i, 1908. Serial No. 32,«f9. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.462. ( <)TTON-SEED MEAL. San ANtONio Oil Works,

San Antonio. Tex.

Filed February 19, 1908. Serial No. 32,>Cx. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.463. BRE.\D. Frank Wedkhase, Seba»top<il, C a).

Filed March 5, 1908. Serial No. 33,193. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. 1908.

69.464. WHEAT-FLOUR. The Farmers" Milung A Mer-

I ANTiLE Company. Berthoud. Colo.

Filed Febniary 29, 1908. .<enal No. 33,(»1. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.465. CANNED VEGETABLES. GREfN Bay Canning

Company, Green Bay, Wis.

Filed February 4. 1908. .Serial No. 32.357. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14,1908

69.466. lERTAIN FOODS. The HolbrOok Grocery Co.,

Keene and Woodsville, N. H.

Fileii February IH, 1908. Serial No. .32,Jj47. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.467. CERTAIN DAIRY PRODUCTS. McDkrmott D.ury

Company. New York. N Y.

File<l July 20, 1907 Serial No. 28,920. PUBLISHED APRIL
14, 1908.

69.468. CARBONATED NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE.
HoLUS H Morse, .\tlanta. Ga.

Filed January 20, 1908. Serial No. 32,338. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.469. COOKIES New England BiscHt Co., Worcester,

Mass.

Filed Febniary 24, 1908. Serial No. 32,fl6». PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.470. BREAD. SrHLESiNOEK-METEK BaXINo Co.. Atlanta,

Oa.

Filed February 12, 1908. Serial No. 32,721. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.471. BREAD. Schlesinger-Meyer B.t^iNO Co , Atlanta.

Ga.

Filed February 12, 1908. .^rial No. .32,}22. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14,1908.

'69,472, ALCOHOLK" PUNCH Strohmeyer A .\rpe

Company, New York. N. Y.

Filed November 21, 1907. Serial No. 31,272. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.473. CERTAIN FOfiDS Vim i(i-Maonano Inc., Seattle,

Wash.
Filed May 13, 1907. .Serial No. 27,342 PUBLISHED APRIL

14, 1906.

69.474. FLC>URS MADE FRoM WHEAT We.stern Flovr

Mill Company, I)avenf>ori, Iowa

Filed February 29, 190B. Serial No 33,092. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.475. FERTILIZERS. American Fertiuzing Company.

Norfolk. Va.

Fileo March 22, 190<V .serial No. 18,133. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. 19«1h.

69.476. PARASOLS AND I'MBRELLAS. The Iravenette

Company Limited. Bra<Uord. England

Filed July 17, 1907. Serial No 28.H43. Pl'BLISHED APRIL
14, 1908.

69.477. CERTAIN FURNITURE Ei.i E Dryden. Los An-

geles. Cal.

Filed January U'>. 1908. .Serial No. 32.240 PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.478. HIGH EXPLOSIVES. E. I. du Pont de Nemolks
Powder Company, HolKiken. N J.

File<l January 25. 1908 Serial No. 32,428. PUBLISHED.
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.479. GUNPOWDER EI or PoNT de Nemocrs Powder
Company. Wilmington. Del.

Filed March 12. 1908 Serial No 33.333 PUBLISH ED APRI L

14, 1908.

69.480. BED-SPRINGS. Fort Pitt Bedding Company Pitts-

burg, Pa.

Filetl March 9. 1908 Sprm! No 33,ZV<. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. KI08.

69.481. CERTAIN GLASSWARE c.ill Brothers (Ompany,

Steubenville, Ohio.

Filetl March 7, 1908. Serial No. 33,241. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. 1908.

69.482. CERTAIN GLASSWARE. Gill Brothers Company.

Steul)enville. Ohio.

Filed March 7, 1908. Serial No .33.242 PUBLISHED APRIL
14, 1908.

69.483. PIPE-JOINT CEMENT Headson and Overesi h.

La Fayette, Ind.

Filed December 9. 1907 .Serial No 31,»a9. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908

69.484. TOBACCO-STEMS The Kentucky Tobacco Prod-

V(TCo.. Louisville, Ky.

Filed Septemlier 24. 1907. Serial No. 30,183. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.485. PORTLAND ( EMENT. North Amerk an Con-

struction Company. Kansas City, Mo.

Filed August 26, 19f)7. -Serial No. 29,n08. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.486. CERTAIN CUTTING TOOLS. Saml. Osborn A Co.,

SheCQeld, England, assignors to Samuel Osbom & Co , Lim-

ited, Sheffield, England, a Corporation of Great Britain

Filed September 14, 19ai Serial No. 12,579. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 11, 1908.

8948?. FIBER BUILDING AND SHEATHING PAPER.
Welt A Sons Paper Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Filed February 27, 1908. .Serial No 33,030. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.488. PILLS. Barclay A Barclay, New York. N. Y.

Filed February 13. 1908. Serial No. ,32,737. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.489. CERTAIN TOILET PREPARATIONS. D. R. Brad-

ley i Son, Pleasantville and New York. N. Y.

Filed February 12, 1908. Serial No. 32.717 PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908

69.^93. REMEDIES FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. The Earl's

iiEST Pharmacal Company. Tarrytown, N. Y
Filed November 26, 1907. Serial No. 31,373. PUBLISHED

APRIL 14 1«0?.
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69,491 IRONING-WAX. Iron-Ola Company. Chicago, lU.

FiUmI March 2, 1908. Serial No, 33.116. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. 1908.

69.492. CERTAIN PREPARATIONS FOR THE HAIR.
IU>ward E. Nichols. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Novemt>er 20, 1907. Serial No. 31,26.5. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.493. (ERTAIN TOILET PREPAR ATKiNS. PaRIWAN
Institvte of Hair Ciltvre &. Facial Treatments, Stock-

ton, Cal.

FUed November is 19<»7 Serial No. 31.238. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 190N

69.494. REMEDY FORCERT.MN DISEASES. NeilC.Pol-
.•iON. Kiii^rston. Ontario, Canada, and Hartford, Conn.

Filed K.hni.try ,S, 1908. Serial No. 32,598. PUBLISHED
\ run, 14, mos.

69.495. UK.MKPV FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. NSIl C.

I'oLsuN, Kingston, (Jntario, Canada, and Hartford, Conn.

Filed February 5, 1908. Serial No. 32,599. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908

69.496. REMEDY FOR I KRTAIN DISEASES. George H.
Smith, Krvsno, Cal.

Eiiol .iHiiuHry 6, 1908. SerUl No. 32.098. PUBLISHED
Whl I. 14, 19(i>»

69.497. .MKI'KATED PLASTERS. SoctA. Phodti. Chimco.
Earmai ( 1. A. Bertelli & C, Milan, Italy.

Filed EebruHry 7, 1908. Serial No. 32,651. PUBLISHED
M'HIl. 14. 1908.

69.498. >.M.\'E Thk Woollet Salve Company, Lancaster,

Pi..

KiU-l KtlniHiy 14. 1906. Serial No. 32,760. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. l'.<l,>>.

69.499. MKIUCINES PREPARED FROM ROOTS, BARKS,
El.dWERs AND FRUITS. Ida M Hkaun, Tacoma,
WmsIi

Filed June 28, 19IR.. Serial No. 20,»i28. I'LBLlsHED APRIL
14, 1908.

69.500. STOVES AND PARTS THEREOF. Bcckwaltkr
Stove Co.. Royersford, Pa.

Filed February 10, 1908. Serial No. 32,684. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.501. COTTON TEXTILE FABRICS. COVENTRY Com -

PANY'. Providence. R.I.

Filed lanuary 6, 1908. Serial No. .32.082. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.502. COTTON TEXTILE FABRICS. Coventry CoM-
PA.SY, Providence R, I

Filed January 6, 19(.8. Serial No. 32,083. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.503. COTTON TEXTILE FABRICS. COVENTRY Com-
pany, Providence. R I.

Filed .lanuary u, 1908. .Serial No. 32,084. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.504. COTTftN TEXTILE FABRICS. Coventry Com-
pany, Providence, R. I

Filed January C. 1908. SeriHl No. 32,085. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908

69.505. (<»TToN TEXTILE FABRICS. Coventry Com-
pany. Providence, R. I.

Filed January C. 1908 Serial No. 32.086. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.506. COTTON TEXTILE FABRICS. Coventry Com-
pany, Providence, R. I.

Filed January 6, 1908. Serial No. 32,067. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.507. (OTTON TEXTILE FABRICS. Coventry Com-
pany. ProvKlence. R, I.

File<l January li, 1908 S^-nnl No. 32,088. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14 1908,

69.508. COTTON TEXTILE FABRICS. Coventry Com-
pany, Providence, R. I.

Filed JanuaO' •"'. I'<f^ .Serial No. .32,089 PTRLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.509. PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS. CIRCULARS, BOOKS,
AND PERIODICALS DEVOTED To ELECTRICAL St H-

JE( TS. John Robert Crovse. Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed March 11. 1907 .Serial No. 2.5,902. PUBLISHED APRIL
14. 1908.

69.510. VETERINARY OINTMENTS. Electric Hoof i UL
Company, South Allentown, Pa.

Filed March 27. 1907. Serial No. 26,278. PUB LISHED .\ I'K I L

14, 1908.

69.611. RUBBER BELTING. The Fairbanks Co , New
York, N. Y.

Filed July 27, 1907. Serial No. 29,062. PUBLISHED APRIL
I }4, 1906.

!
69,512. SYNTHETIC COAL-TAR REMEDIES. Farbe.nfa-

BRiKEN or Elbebfeld Co., New York, N. Y.
Filed February 12, 1908. .Serial No. 32,731. PUBLISHED

APRIL 14, 1908.

69,513 WITHDRAWN.
69.514. RIBBONS AND HANDKERCHIEFS. Interna-

TiiisAL Ribbon Work.'-. .New York, N. Y.

Filed February 12, 1908. Serial No. 32,734. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.515. LYE. POTASH. AN*D CAUSTIC SODA. Jame.s Pvle
A Sons. Edpewater, N, J.

FUed March 12, 1908. Serial No. 33339. PUBLISHED APRIL
14,1008.

69.516. CERTAIN PA( KING, HOSE, AND BELTING. Jo-

seph F. Grosswiller. Toledo, Ohio.

Filed November 2, 1907. .serial No. 30,958. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.517. RIBBONS. John V. Farwell Company, Chicago. 111.

Filed August 3, 1907. Serial No. 29,187. PUBLISHED APRIL
14, 1908.

69.518. LINIMENTS FOR RHEUMATISM. Kane and Bell.
Chic-ago, 111.

Filed (Jctober 23, 1907. Serial .No. 30,737. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.519. STOMACH-BITTERS. Koehlfr A Hinrk hs, St.

Paul, Minn

Filed August 20, 1906. Serial No. 21,713. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.520. SUSPENDERS. GARTERS, BELTS. AND ARM
BANDS. Lockhaet-MacBean Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed February IS, 1908. .Serial No. 32,840. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.521. NAII^POLISH. Miller Bro's., New Y'ork, N. Y.

Filed February 10, 1908 serial No. 32,678. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.522. LADIES- BELTS Morris. Mann A Reilly, Chicago,

111.

Filed February 24, 19(l^ >eriHl .No. 32.963. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.523. LADIES' BELTS. Morris, Mann A Reilly, Chicago,

111.

Filed February 24, 1908. Serial No. 32.954. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.524. RUBBER WATER-BOTTI.ES AND RUBBER SVR-
IN(;E-B.\GS. National India Rubber Cn,, Bristol, H. I.

Filed February 27, 1908. .Serial No. 33,039. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69,526. OINTME.NT. Rc.salind R. Nesbitt. Pennington

Gap, Va.

Filetl FebruKry 20, 1908. .Serial No. 32,881. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.526, SHEETINGS AND DRILLINGS. Pickens Mill,
Pickens, S. C.

Filed Febniary 12, 1908. Serial No. 32,730. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.527, WORSTED, WOOLEN. AND SILK PIECE GOODS
AND DRESS GOODS. Priestleys Limited, Bradford,

E'ngland.

Filed August 29, \<Mr>. Sena! No. 12.067. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. l\X^.

69.528, CERTAIN DENTAL APPLIAN( ES. TOOLS. AND
SIPPLIES. Harry La Mott Sanford, Syrai-iise, N Y.

Filed I>ecenil>er 18, 19a5. <erial No. 15.490. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.
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69.529. DI^INFFCTANT, AN'TISP:PTI0, AND DFODOR-
IZING PREPARATION' Schoellkopf, Hartfobd &

Ha.vna t'oMPANY BulTalo. N Y
F;ie.l March " !'J<X. Serial No, 33.190. PC BLI.SHED APRIL

U. ly08.

69.530. WEEKLY MAijAZINE. Thk Vogle ( ompany, New
York, N. Y.

Fi:e4 January ., ly<>^. -Serial No. J-.'.lOi. PUBLISHED
MARCH 24, 190S.

69.531. TERTAIN FANTY i7<)oDS. FURNISHINGS, AND
NOTIijNS. Y 'UNO, Smyth. Field Company, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Filed Fehriary 7, lyOe. Serial No. 32,i>k). PUBLISHED
APRIL U. 1908.

69.532. ELF.CTRIC OUTLET-BOXES. Appleton ELErTRIc

I'DMPANY. I hicag". in.

Filed Febniary l,i. !'.«> .Serial N,) i2,:V. PUBLISHED
APRIL U. li>«>

69.533. MEN'S AND LADIES' GI.mV-K-J oF ALL KINDS.

Elite Gldve ( f .
iMoversville. N Y,

F;le<l Fel'Piary 1.'), !'^<X Serial N,). Ji,:*^., P'.'BLISHED

APRIL U, l'J<*

69.534. CERTAIN CLOTHING The Feenlh Novelty Co.

Ltd . New Orleans La

File-i Decemt>er 26. 1907. .Serial No. 31,922. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 190».

,

69.535. RUBBER BOOTS Gorham RcBber Company*. San

Francisco. Cai.

Filed February "iy, VMS Serial No. 33,07fi. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.536. LEATHER AND CANVAS SHOES. Fred M. Hodg-

don, Haverhill, Mass.

Fil«d March 2, 1908. Serial No. 33,109. PUBLISHED APRIL
14, I90S.

69 537. SH')ES MADE OF LEATHER. J Marshall A Ball,

Incorporated, Newark. N. J.

Filed February .i, 1907. Serial No. 2o,1.52. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

89,538. WOOLEN SHIRTS. COATS, PANTS. AND VESTS.

J. H. Rice & Frjidmann Co., Milwauke*. Wis.

Filed February 12. 1908. Serial No. .32,715. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14.1908.

69.539. nEFT,-<-rsnTO\r=;FOR Bor)T.=? AN'P??TTnFS a E.

Little A Company, Lynn, Ma.ss.

Flle<l February i\ 190. .-^eriai No. 32,tiO»i. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908

69.540. CHIFFoN CLuTH. RvuoLr SAEN(iER X to, NfW
York, N. Y.

Filed March 12. 1<)08 Serial Nn 33.344. PC B LISH ED A P H 1 L

14, 1908.

69.541. LEATHER AND ( ANVAS BooTS AND SHOES.
Trrrs A Friedman. Lynn. Ma.ss

Filed February 15, 1908. Serial No 32,7S4 PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.542. PAPER BAGS The Union Bag a Papkr t ovii>any

New York, N Y
Filed March 4, 1908. .Serial No. iCl5y. PUBLISHED .VPUIL

14, 190^.

69.543. SPECTAl LPS AND NOSE-Gl. ASS K.- UH.KS.R «V

Hani o'K opTii AL (Company, Kaiisa.< i ity, .M .

Filed De<-ember 20, ltf07. Serial No il,>s:>\t PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.544. PROPRIETARY HERB MEDICINE George A.

Eldridge a Co
,
New Briinswirk, N.J.

Filed January 15. !(*>. .s,.rial No. 32.224. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.545. CENTRIPl <,AL (REAM-SEPARATORS Kmpiri

Cream Separator Co , Bliximfleld, N. J.

Filed February y, 1907 Serial No. •i5.221 PUBLISHED
APRIL 14. 1908.

69.546. CERTAIN HOISTI.NG MA( HINERY North ( (.a.^t

Dry Kiln Co
,
.Seattle. Wash.

File<i February ix, 1907 .Serial No. 25,379. PUBLISHED
NOVEMBER 12. 1907

69.547. MEN'S LEATHER BOOTS AND SHOES. The Sim-

mons Boot »t Shoe Co
, Toledo. Ohiil.

Filed January m, 19O8 .Serial No 32,142. PUBLISHED
APRIL 14, 1908.

69.548. SILVER-PLATED WARE. COMPRISING SILVER-
PLATED FLAT WARE, HOLLOW 'WARE. AND TABI.E-

W.\RF.. Wm. a. Rogers Limited. Toronto, Ontario. Can-

ada, and Niagara Falls, N. Y.

File<l May 25, 1906. .Serial No. 6,561 PUBLISHED NOVEM-
BER 7. 19a5.

N

:8oi

LABELS
f^egistei^p:l) .hxe le, i908.

14, 240.-7'«''-- "LAND MARK." (For CIgart.) C. B. H«N-

schel Mfg. Co., Milw«ukfe. Wis. Filed May 12, 1908.

14,241.— ^if^'." ELITE For ( igars 1 H HenschelMfo.
( o

. Milwaukee. Wis Filed May 12, 1908.

14.242. 7i^/^ (AT TAILS (ForCigars.) C. B. Henschel

Mkg Co . Milwaukee, Wis. Filed May 12, 1908.

14.243. - ^•''f OLD FAITHFUL." (ForCigarB) C. B Hln-

s, HEL Mkg I o , Milwaukee. Wis. Filed May 12, 1908.

14,244.— T\Uf: HIGH BRED." {ForCompound RyeWhisky.)

Wellinoton Hartman. Schuylkill Haven, Pa Failed May

11, 1908.

li.2i5.— TUU: "COCK-TAILSARDINES .'
( For Norway Sar-

dines in Olive-Oil.) John M. ("hapman New York, N. Y.

Filed May 13. 1908

14,246. TUU: "SMALL BREW." -ForaMild EermenU"! Hnd

Carbonated Infusion of Malt and Hops.: Robert Poktnek

Brewing Company, Alexandria. Va. Filed May 16. 1908.

lA,2i7— Title: "AMBERINE MALT BEVERAGE.'" (F. r a

Mild InfusionofMaltand Hops.) RobeetPoktner Brewing

Company, Alexandria. Va. Filed May 16, 1908.

14,248,-- 7Wr -HOT SPRINGS SPECIFIC DISKS." (For a

Remedy (or the Blood, Stomach. Howci,*, Liver, and Kidneys.;

The Hot Springs Medicine ( o., Hut .-!j)niigs. Ark. Filed

April 1^, 1908

14,249.- 7'ir/^ "PUGHS MAGIC LINIMENT For a Lini-

ment.) Pvgh Brothers CoMrANY, Somerset, Pa Filed

April 18, 1908

14,250.— 7"^' "HOBERTSON'8 SALVE For a Salve.)

Josie C. Thomas. Vanndale: Ark. Filed April 6, 190^

14,251.— T"!"' "EVER BRIGHT METAL POLISH." (For a

Metal-Polish (Jvsta\ e Stoe( kek N( w ^'f,rk, N Y Filed

May 12. 1908

14.252. Titlf^ ""TUBBY BARE." ( For a < oinhmation Wash-

Ut.) Sarah Lord, New York. N. V Filed April 11
.
1908.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 16, 1908.

3,296.- roie. "BLUE GRASS POULTRY REMEDY." (For

a Poultry Remedy.) Blvk Grass Stoi k Remedy Co
,
I^x-

ington, Ky. Filed April 27, 1908.

2,291 ." Title: 'BLUE GRASS HOG REMEDY." (For a Hog

Remedy.; Blue Grass Stock Remedy Co .
I^xington. Ky.

Filed April 27, 1908

2.298. Titlf. "RECKITT S BLUE." ^For Bluing, Rei eitt

A Sons, Ltd., New York, N. Y. Filed May 15, 1908,
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ooivCivdiissionsrER. of fj^teistts
AND or

UNITED STATHS fOrKTS IN PATENT CASES.

OMMISSIONER'S DECISIONS.

K\ !• \ IM K illK AmKKKAN WkINGER CoMPANV.

ArriUATlMN KOK KKi.ISTliATKiN ( ih 'I H A I lE-MARK.

Decided Hay £5. IKH.

Irahi; M\Rta -F'lBLii ATios.

The question whether any substantial change has !>een made
!iy amendment aft«r publication in the class of goods stated In

an aiiplication for registration which warrants a repudlication

of the mark is one which shoul'l !>e left !(• the discretion of the

Kxaininer of Trade-Marks

« K rKTlTIiiN.

iTKADE-lCAKK FOB KCBBEK-KCHH LoTHES WklNGERS.

Apjili<-ati(in nf The American \\riiii:<T Company

filt'.i De.'einher 15, 19()fi Nn 241)58.

V/r Frank ('. Someg for the applicant.

MooRK. CommisgiOTur:

Tlu.-^ iH a petition that an unler ni the Kxaininer of

Traiie-Miirks for republication ol this tracie -mark be

cancelwl and the case paaee*! to issue.

The rpcinl show? thai thi? mark was puhlishe<l in the

<)FFUiAi, (lAZKTTE of ."September 24. 19<»7, and that in

8uch publication " clolhe!*-wrin>rers " wa.«triven a.-^tht-

parti'-ular de.-^nptKin n{ the gowls upon wlm ii it wa.'^

u.^ed .\n iippoHition wai* filed and an oppo.-^it i^n pro-

cee<iini: in.-<t it iited, which wa.-^ «ul)WH}uentl\- dismi.-vsed

in % lew . >i a st ipulatioii and an amendment limiim)? the

api'lication to •rubber-roll clothet^-wrniirers. " The

Kxaininer of Tra<ie-Markt» held that thi:^ amendment

cliant'cd the ]iarticuhvr description of the i_'..,,ds upon

whn h the mark wa.« used and ordere<i tlie mark repub-

lished in the Okfk lAi. (iAZF.riK.

Appellant contends that the at>ove-mentioned

change in the ^'<«xis is one n\ form and not of sub«Tanee,

or at most is in the nature of a restriction ni ihe L'oods

and \v;u-< included in the ornrmal ]Mihlicafion; ah-Ti,;,;

a new publication and a reopeniiiL' of the case to oppo-

sition IS unwajTante<l by law.

The latter contention is tielieved lu be untenable.

The Trade-Mark .\ct j)rovides sec. 6) that

—

the Comnilssioner shall cause the mark to !>€ putihshed at ie^iist

once In the okfk ial (jazktte of the ratent Otiice

and that a notice of o])p(tsition may be filed •\viihin

thirtv days at'ter the publnation of the mark Thi-

act lea\es it to the di.scretion oi the ( ommisfiioner

whether the mark shall be repul)lished It clearlv

gives him autlioritv to pulilish il more tlian once

[Vol. 134.

The question of whether any substantial change baa

been ma<le in the clase of good? or ?u< h a chan?*^ a? to

warrant republication isone that should be lett totlie

discretion oi the Kxammer oi Tra<le-Marks. He fs an

official j'ecuharlx fitte<i by experience to pass upon this

question, and it is conduci\e to goo<l and uniform prac-

tice that his decision upon this matter should l>e tinal,

as is the , ;t.-e with hi? decisions regarding the question

of the cla.ssitication of appli'-atioiis for the registration

of trade-marks. . Ex parti .\istU and Anijlo-Strisa ( on-

densed Mdk ( om}>any. 129 O. (i.. 3160. i

The petit ion is accordingly dismissed.

Kl-I.lS V. SCHROEDER i Al.t EN.

P.\TENT INTERFERENCE.

Dendfd June 5 :908.

iNTt RfFRF.Ni F MoTlON To DKSiioI.VF.- TRANSMISSION.

A motion to di.ssolve tiled late and hase<l on ai!e,ge<i a.illiis-

sions in a motion filed I'v the oppoMug party w-ill not '.* truUa-

Iiiitte'!

Ari'KAr on motion.

PAINT ANIi VARNISH KEMoVER.

.Uossrs. Duncan d: Duncan for Ellis.

M<8sr8. Steuart d St< uart for Schroeder

Mfsxrs I'arher d' B'i'-ini, for Allen.

Moore. Comm\^sioner

:

This is an ap])eal 1>>- Alb-n fmm the derision of the

Examiner of InterfereiK es refusing to transmit a mo-

tion to di.s-solve hied 1)> the appellant.

The record shows tliat th.- jireliminary statementa

in this case were aj)proved January 24. VM)^. an.i that

the present motion was not tiled until Ai)ril 27, VMb,

which was long after the expirali<m of the period of

thin\ days allowed by Kule 122 for the tilme of pre-

liminary statement.-. The Examiner of InterfereiK es

held that there wa.*^ no -ufhcient excuse for the delay in

bringing the motion and also that the subject-matter

of the motion wa."^ not sm li a-- wouM warrant its trans-

mission.

.MbMs motion to dissohe allee.'S that Scliroeder hiis

\V) right to make the claim in issue and this allegation

is based upwn su|>|>os<'d admis-^ions in a motion for dis-

solution tiled by Schroeder oil Ajtril 17. 1'H)h, and cer-

tain athdavits to the effe,i that the issue is not ])at-

entable to him.

The record .-how^ that .'--1 hroeder's motion to dis-

No. 7.]
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solve was denied transmission April 24, 1908, and that

no app»-al waa tak»>u within the limit set. It is urged

in behalf of Allen that the delay in bringing the pres-

ent motion is excused by the fa<t that until ?rhr':)e-

der's motion was filed hp had no knowledijo of this al-

leged admission. Thf' Examiner of Interferenct-s held

that the present motion should be denied fcir the reason

that the alleged admission in the motion af Schroodf-r

and the affidavits a.(Y.mpanying the saino cr.rrf-epond

fn effect to alleg^'d concessions by a party m his t^-sti-

mony and form no basis for a motion for dissolution.

The conclusion of the Examiner of Interferences upon

this point is clearly right. A motion fnr dissolution

should not bo based upon testimony, atiidavits, or

other actions of an a^iverse party filed after She approval

of the preliminary statements and which, if accepted

by the Office, may form grounds for judgment of prior-

ity. (Sullivan v. Thomson. 94 0. G.. 5$5; Paget v.

Bugg, 89 0. G.. 1342, Felbd v. Oliver. 92 O. G., 2339;

Wintan v. Jeffery. 112 O. G., 500.) In the present

case the alb^ed admission of Schroeder was refused

acceptance by the Examiner of Interferences, and his

decision has become final by the expiration of the

limit of appeal therefrom.

In view of these circumstances Allen'i motion has

no standing, irrespective of the question of delay in

bringing the same.

The decision of the Examiner of Interferences is

right and is atfirmed.

The attorney for Young filed a letter alleging that this

waa an error, by reason of the fact that at the time

Young's later application was filed ThuUen's applica-

tion was forfeited.

Un Apnl 4th the Examiner of Interferences pointed

out why, in his opinion, his action in setting times for

taking t(«timony was right and also made the following

statement

If the attomev for Young U of the opinion that the practice l«

not in acoor.lanfe with the decision* which he cited hi« remedy

should be sought in a motion to shift the burden of proof.

This is clearly a ( nrrect statement of the proper prac-

tice. It 1.* well settled that the question of placing the

burden of pnxif r»ftfl largely in the discretion of the

Examiner of Interterencet^, and his decision on a mo-

tion to shift the burden of pnxjf will be reviewed only

in a clear case of an abuse of that discretion. Certainly

his action will not be reviewed where no such motion

has been bn.mght.

The petition is dismissed.

Y'ouNG V. T0W.V8END r. Thulijen

P.VTENT INTERFERENCE

Decided May IS. VJ06.

iN'TERrEBKNCE—DVRDEN OF PROOF DISCRETION OF THE EX-

AMINER OF iNTERFERENt E.^.

It IS well settled that the question of placiaf the burden of

proof rests in the iiscretion of the Examiner of Interferences.

and his decision on a motion to shift the burden of proof will be

reviewed only in a clear case of an abuse of that discretion.

On petittos. I

RAILWAY SIONALINO ST3TE1I. i

Mr George H. Benjamin and Mr Eugkne C. Brown

for Young.

Mr George H Benjamin and Mr. Eugtne C. Brown

for Townsend.

Mr miliam L. Pieru and Mr George E. Cnue for

Thullen.

Billings, Assistant Com.missiomr:

This case comes up on a petition by Young filed April

6. 1908, that the Commissioner exercise his supervisory

authority and review the decision of thrt Examiner of

Interferences rendere<l March 26, 1908, in which the

order of the parties was changed, makinj Thullen the

senior party.
j

It appears that in the letter of March 19. 1908. setting

times for taking testimony. Young was made the senior

partv, by reason of the fact that his application now in-

volved in the interference was a continuation of an

application filed prior to Thullen's application in-

volved in the interference. Attention was c^led to

the fact that Thullen's application is a renewal of an

application filed prior to Young'? original application,

and on March 26. 1908, times were reset nmking Thullen

the senior party.
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DECISIONS OF THE U, S. COUETS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

The Peter Schoenhokes Hrewim. ( ompanv ' The

Maltine Company.

Derided February i, 1908.

Trade-Marks -•Edklweiss-Maltine' Anticipated by "Mai.-

TINF..'"

A tradft-mark con.sisting of the compound word Edelwelss-

Maltine" was properly refused r«gisiralion in view of the prior

use of the word -Maltine us a trade-raaric for goods of the

sujne descriptive propiertias.

Mr T A BanniTU} for the appellant.

Mr J. K. Efhon. Mr D H Decker, and Mr. W
.
W.

Thompson for the appellee.

Van Ursdel, /.."

This is an appeal from the decision of the Commis-

sioner of Patents refuaine to grant the application .)f

appellant f.r the registration of a trade-mark. The

application was filed September 5, 1905, Serial No.

12,233.

The appellant filed an appli'-ation in the Patent

'

Office for the registration of the trade-mark in question

dest-ribed as follows:

The trade-marli consists of the hyphenated word Kdelweiss-

Maltine the word • Edelweiss l«ing written in script with a

scroll thereun<ler and the word • Maltine being written in block

letters.

The appellee opposed the registration of the mark

for the reason that it is the owner of the trade-mark

••Maltine." The ground of opposition i.« that the use

of appellant ;» mark would create confusion in the trade.

and uiteriere with the established trade of appellee.

The goods of the contending parties to which the re-

spective marks are applied have the same des. riptive

properties. The same questions are here presented and

the same record relied upon as in Patent Appeal No.

' 44S. In tliat case, we liave this day affirmed the deci-

I

sion of the Commissioner of Patents refusing the regis-

'

tration of a similar mark. The parties are the same in

i l>oth cases, and the issues are sul'Stantially the same.

I For the reasons set forth in our opinion in No. 44K, the

decision of the Commissioner of Patents is affirmed.

The clerk will certify these proceedings a.s required by

law.

No. 7.]

Oourt of Appeals of the Distnct of Columbia

The Peter Schoenhofen Brewing Compaky r. The
Maltine Company.

Decided February 4, ^«M.

1 jRAnE-MARKs Opposition—Clas." or Goods.

For the purpose of regi.st ration a fermented malt liquor which

is advertised as a "pleasing tastefiiJ invigorating tonic as well

as a pleasant beverage, for strengthening and building up the

system recommended for convalescents and nursing mothers

by all leading physicians," must be considered as goods of the

same descriptive properties as a non-alcoholic viscous syrup

sold as a medicine and tonic, notwithstanding the fact that In

the application for registration the former is designated as lager-

beer.

2. Same—Same -Misrepresentation IN Advertising.

The fact that a fermented malt liquor to which applicant ap-

plied its mark was advertised as a tonic and as a product entirely

different from that descrified In the application is sufacient
" ground for the refusal of reigistratlon.

3. Same—Same— • Edelweiss-Maltine' Set in an Elaborate

Design Anticipated by "Maltine.'

A trade-mark consisting of the compound word ' Edelweiss-

Maltine " wt in an elatK)rate picture or design wa.' properly re-

fuse<l registration in view of the prior use of the word ' .Maltine

as a trade-mark for goods of the same descriptive properties.

Mr. T. A. Banning for the appellant.

Mr J. R. Edson, Mr. D. H. Decker, and Mr. W. W.

Thompson for the appellee.

Van Orsdel, J.:

This is an appeal from the Commissioner of Patents

refusing an application for the registration of a trade-

mark.

The appellant, The Peter Schoenhofen Bre"wing Com-

pany, on September 25. 1905, filed its apj)ncation. Se-

rial No 12,952, lor the registration of a trade mark or

name consisting of the compound or hyphenated word
' Edelweise-Mailtine " set in an elaborate picture or

design de8<'rihed in the application as follows:

The trade-mark consists in a transversely-elongated right panel
having a narrow center and rounded ends and having a gold bor-

der. Upon the panel appears in script letters the word " Edel-

weiss" and in block letters the word "Maltine" located somewhat
i«elow the word ' Edelweiss ' Above the right panel is a segmen-
tal gold-bordered blue panel having In its center a medallion lust-

portr&it of a woman with edelweiss-flowers in her hair, and
around the portrait are vines, grain, etc. Within the upper panel

appear the words. "A superior extract of barley, malt ana im-

ported hops." Below the right panel is a lower rounded panel

having a yellow center and a blue exterior with '& gold border.

Within the lower panel appear the words. " Bottled only by the

Malt Extract Dep'tof The ]'. Schoenhofen Brewing Co .Chicago."

This trade-mark has t)een continuously used by appellant since

December 1.5. 1900.

The appellee on April 17. 190^5, filed its opposition to

the registration of this trade-mark and assigned as a

reason for such opposititm that its use by appellant

was calculated to create confusion in the trade, and

to interfere with the established trade." A large

amount of evidence was taken in the case. It appears

that three different certificates of registration on the

trade-mark "Maltine" were obtained by the appellee

and its predecessors between the years 1875 and 1905.

It may be stated that the specification upon which the

trade-mark "Maltine" was registered provitled in gen-

eral terms for its use on medical preparations contain-

ing malt extract. It is claimed by appellee that the

word "Maltine" was originally coined and applied as

a trade-mark to the product which is now widely known

to the public by that name. The same person coined

the word who discovered the product. '" Maltine " has

pained a wide use as a medicine and tonic, and is pre-

scribed extensively by physicians and sold generally

[Vol 134.

by druggists. The record discloses an analysis of the

respective products of the parties to this interference.

The analysis is as follows:

Edelweiss Maltine. Maltine Plain.

Water 88.04 percent.
Alcohol 4.42

Maltose 2.95 "

Dextrin. etc 421 "

Albuminoids 0. ;«5 "

Aciditv 0.117 "

Carbonlcftcid 0.32 "

Ashes I
0.418 "

Dlastaae l 0.
"

28.20 percent.
0.

60.26
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appeared the design described in {h>i application in Fed., 782.) We are of the opinion that the differences

thia case, except that on the blotter the \rord- Mai tine" in the desitrn of the trademark and the description con-

is by far the mopt prominent feature, the word ' Edel-

weiss " being obscure and partially inolo!»ed within an

initial curve of the letter "M" of Maltiiie." The
product of appellant is described on the blotter as fol-

lows: i

A plea.iinsr. tasteful, invijrorati.njt tonic, as WpII slu a pleasant
lieveraKe. tor strengtheninjc und '>uil'Jinjf up cht' system, recom-
mended for conviil»»s<t>nts ,ind nursing mothers hv all leading
piiysici&na. 12 bottlps |i [^rcparM.i hv Tbe 1' 's<'ho«'nhnfen
Brewing Co., Malt E.x tract Dep t.

tiiine<l on the label.i of the bottlet^ would not be such a

distinction as the publir would readily observe.

Where this condition exists, rejjistratioii i^hould be re-

fused. The rule is well announced in Paul on Trade-

Marh, se<lion l!^7

An imitation of a trade-mark of a dealer with partial additions,
such as the puldic would not otjserve. does the sarnt- hann as an
entire counterfeit, and will !* enjoined accordingly Where a
trade-mark consists of a word, it may t>e used liy the manufac-
turer who appropriated it in any style of print or any form of
label, and its use by another in any fomi is unlawful In such

We are impressed with the discrepaiUCV between the ca-'^s, as the goods h^name known hy the name or word by which
,, ,, , . '. , . , ,

they have lieen <iesiignate<l, and not merely tiy the manner or fash-
ion in which the wurd is written nr printed t)r the act^es.sorie.s sur-
rounding It. the unlawful u-h" ^f the word in any form may be
restricted.

The allowance of the rrunst ration of apf)ellant "s design

as a trade-mark would cr^te confusion in trade and

subject to unfair competition the business of ap|>ellee

which has been leiritiniately conducted and built up
through a long peritxi of time. It is unneceasarj' to

consider the other questions discussed by counsel.

Tlie de<ision of the < oiumi.-^sioner of Patents ia

athrme<l, and the clerk will cfriify the proceedings as

required by law.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Phillips v. Sensenich.
PATENT .VPl'KVL.

Decided March SI. 1908.

Prioritv-Right to M.vke Claims—Neces-

Utbguage used by appellant in its applicttion, which de-

scribes a fermented alcoholic beverage, and the lal)el3

on the packatrcs and bottles, on which the trade-niark

sought to he registered is used, and the tilotter. which
attributetothe product purely medicinivl qualities. In

other words, it isapf)arent that appellant, in its applica-

tion filed in the Patent Office, has des<ribed a pnxluct

entirely different from that describe<l upon its labels

and advertising matter. So far as the {(urcha.-^er is con-

cerned, the products of both contending parties are

described as possessing substantially the same proper-

ties. Both are a<ivertised especially as tonics, and so

far as the public is advised both belong to that general

cla^ss of medicines. The mere fact that appellant haa

used the mark Edelweiss-Maltine' on its goods under
this false guise since December lo. 19()0, is sufficient

ground for the refusal of registration.

Under these circumstances, the allowance of this

trade-mark would have the effect of permitting the ap-

jiellant to place upon the market a product of the same
general description as the product of appellee, and l)ear-

ing up<jn the bottles and piickagee the same general

description as to its qualities. Appellant could, under
this subterfuge, sell its prmiuct in drug-stores and places

where inetlicines are usually sold, and in which the gen-
eral «le of fermented liquors is prohibited, and would
not be compelled to contine its sale to saloons and
places where fermented liquors are generally sold under
pro[K^r legal restrictions. This is the view taken by
the tribunals of the Patent Office. (Quoting from the

opinion of the Examiner of Intertereaces:

It is clear from the testimony abo%-e conaiderfd, that, while the
pro<luct of The Maltine Company is a non-&Jeoh«Uc viscous syrup.
and Edelweiss-Maltine a t**r containing alcdbol, and the pact-
ages m which these products are put up and soli »rB different, the
signiticant fact remains that ' Edeiweiss-Maltioe " is placed upon
the market in such form as to ^)e capable of alasslflcatlon with
other medicinal malt extracts rather than with beers, and its
la!»'ls. while silent as to the fact that it Is beer indicate that its
chief claim to merit is a malt-extract tonic. Furthemiore. it is
shown and not denied, that ' Edelweiss-Maltiae " was exhibited
to the members of the medical profession ae a medicinal malt-ex-
tract tonic and not as a beverage and is sold in some drug-stores
in competition with malt extracts. These facts warrant the con-
cliisinn that ' Edelweiss- .Maltine is intended to !« and is in fact
merchandise of the same le.scriptive properties as "Maltine'
notwithsta,nding its designation as " lager-l>ee»" in the applica-
tion for registration.

The word -Maltine " is the name by which the goo<is

of appellee are known to the trade an<l among con-

sumers. It is insisted that appellant's goo<is are put
• iff 1

I I .1 111 i_ 1
snoi I oi me oppo.siieup in (Unerent-shapwd Ix.ttles and sold much cheaper laterally and at its inner en<l. an inwanllv-opemng valve within

than the goods of appellee, but this is immaterial and ^^e cage, and a coUe.1 spring extending through the inner ofvn end
' '^

'
"I'^'ta* « • of the cage and engaging said i>pp<^)sile wall of the chamlHT and the

does not affect the question here involved. The dis- valve for holding the latter normally in clos»' 1 [K.sition

,;„„,• I," / . fi .u 1 • ^L 1 .. 1 • .. ^ ^ self-oiling wheel having an oil-(haml>er fomif i wjtti an
tln^Ul^nlngleatureot IxJthmarkSlSthewOrd-Maltine, opening, a valv«M^age extending mto the chamlH^ and having a

and the allowance of the mark .sought tt) be reeistered
t"'"''*'' end portion fitting the chamt>.T-oi)eiiiiiK, th.' cage (kmh:

(s u» e icn.onrnrvt np^n dt Its inner end and having its sides slfittcil frnni said end
br appellant would deceive the public and injure the toward the tubular end, the interior of the cage Up«'nng t-iward

,„ 1 V 11 II LI . I ,j I , -,. said tubular end a valve and a ipring within the cage fur h.ildini:
traae ol appellee, Jluehltu et al. v. Aaairut et ai., 120 the valve normallv seated and rlosinkT said tubular cage end.

[Vol. 134. No. 7.]

1. IXTERrEKENTE
SITY T'Ut .>l PPLEME.NT.\L l'.\TH,

Where one of the parties to an interference addei] the claims

in issue by amendment without a supplemental oath, the court

of appeals would not be ju8tifie<i in awarding priority totheop-

p<^Btng party l»ecaus# of such failiiiv The inogt that ttw i-ourt

could do un<ter the c!rciiinstani'»'S would lie to remand the pr(>-

cee<ling in onler that a supplemental oath may be nwle and the

matter renewe<l.

2. .\mendiient adding (lxim9 coverisc. matter < iriginallt

Disclosed.

\n applicant has a right to add claims bv amendment to

cover matter which isdisr|ose<l m his drawings, but n^t uriginally

claimed, w here the original specifications refer t" such matter as

an essential part of the roiistniction s<»ught to i>e patented.

Mr. Tho*. A. Connolly and Mr. Jos. B. Connolly for

the appellant

Mr. A .^. I 'attiaon an<\ M- .7 V .N>»fetf for the ap-

pellee.

Shepard, J.:

This IS an appeal from the decision of the Commis-
sioner of Patents awarding priority of invention to the

appellee. Sensenich. upon an i.ssue containingthe fol-

lowing counts:

1. .\ self-oiling wheel [irovided with an oil-chamljer having a fill-

ing-of)ening. a valve-i-age extending intu the chamlHT from the
fllling-ofiening. the cage t>eing open at its inner en<l and having
slitte*! or prong-like sides, an inwanllv-oj.cmng \alvt' operative
within the cage for normally closing the lilling-o|»'nings. and a
valve-holding spring,

2. \ self-oiling wht^l provideil with an i>il-(han;U'r having a fill-

ing-opening in one side thereof, a valvf-cage within the oil-<'ham-
ber and extending from the filling-o[!fning toward but stopping
shoi t of the opp<islte wall of the chamtHT the lage beliiK iimti
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4. .K self-oiling car-wheel having a chambered hub with an oil-
inlet through one wall, a valve-seat consisting of a pronged guid-
ing-seat cast In said wall adjacent to said inlet, a valve, and a
spring bearing against said valve and seating against the oppo-
site side of the cavity.

Sensenich filed his application November 9, 1904.

Phillips filed originally March 6. 1905, and a divisional

application August 26. 1905.

The preliminary' statement of Sensenich alleged

conception about July 1, 1901, disclosure at the same
time, reduction to practice about May 1, 1903, and
commercial use thereafter.

Phillips alleged conception about the — day of

, 1893, disclosure at the same time, making
of model about February 1, 1895, embodiment in a

full-size car-wheel and reduction to practice July 24,

1905, and commercial use thereafter.

The tribunals of the Patent OflSce concurred in

awarding priority to Sensenich up>on each count of

the issue. It was found from the evidence that Sen-

senich conceived the invention as early as May, 1903,

reduced it to practice in June or July, 1903, and
commenced shipi>ing to consumers on July 18. 1903.

It was also agreed that Phillips did not conceive

the particular invention described in counts 2, 3 and
4 of the i.snue until November, 1904. Hie claim of

conception of count 1 in 1893 is based on an exhibit

valve and cage made in 1895 This was held not

to comply with one of the reiiuirements of the

count, that the cagt^" shall have "slitted or prong-

like sides." Itsseems from the decisions, though the

record does not embrace the motions to that effect,

that Phillips contested the patentability of the issue,

and urged the question before the several tribunals,

but without success. It would seem also, that he con-

tested the right of Senstniich to make the claims of the

issue, though the motion therefor, with the direct action

thereon do not appear in the record. The decisions

of the Examiners-in-Chief and of the Commissioner
show a coiLsideration of this objection, and their con-

currence in holding that Sen.««>nich had the right to

make the claims.

That question is the only one before us for determi-

nation, as all the other reasons of appeal have been
abandoned The reasorLt of appeal here relied on are

the following:

f>. The Commissioner erre<1 in deciding that, notwithstanding
the fact that the original claims of .<cns«>n!ch -.^ ajplication were
generic and covcn><l a structure not limited to tfi- -.pwiflc features
in controversy aini notwithst«n<ling that tlic -[H-ciric invention In
Issue w as not covercl liv the original oath the claniis in issue were
admissible at the time thev were presented without a supplemental
oath and tile li< u putelltabie to --en.senich

7. The Comnussioiier erie.l \n dtH-lding that the subject-matter
in issue was clearh l:x iosel m Sen.senicn's original application.

The original application of Sensenich was accom-
panied by a drawing illustrating the features of his

invention. Figures 4 and 5 of this drawing clearly

show the slitted or pronged valve-cage embraced in the

iflsue. No specific claim therefor was made in the

claim originally presented. The valve - cages are

shown m the longitudinal and cross section of the

wheel drawings. No. 2 and No. 3. In the description

of the specifications, it is said:

The invention Is further directed to a constnictlon wherein a
valve-cage located within t)ie chamber and projecting through one
wall thereof, forms the filling-oi)enlng.

The drawings are referred to as follows:

Fig. 1 IS a face view of a wheel constructed in accordani^ with
my invention, and Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken on
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line 2—2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on line 3—3 of
Fig. 2. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 are detail views of the valve-cage and x'alve.

Again it is said:

In the present embodiment of my invention the filling-opening 7,
located preferably in the outer siiie wall of one- of chambers 4. is
formed through the tubular end h of the open valve-<'age 9 which
extends into the chamber, said tubular end being secured in and
extending through the chamber- wall as shown. A valve-seat 10—

shown also in Fig. 5 before mentioned

—

at the inner end of opening 17 is adapted to re.i-eive the rounded
valve-head 11 having the stem 12 which projects into cage 9.

• * The cage operates to hold the xahe against lateral dis-
placement and is so adapted as to direct it to its seat.

Original claimff 4. 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, and 10 cover a com-
bination in which a valve-cage is an element. The
first objection of the Office was that the claims covered
two separate and distinct inventions. Other objec-

tions to the claims for incompleteness were also made.
This was on December 19. 1904. On January H. 1905.

an amendment was filed sp)ecifically describing the

slitted or jmmg-like form of the cage; and three new
claims were subsiiiuteil for the former ones, the second

of which reads a.« follows:

2. A self-oiling wheel provided with an oil->haml)er having a fill-

ing-opening, a valve-cage extending into the chamiter from the
fll ling-opening, the cage i>eing open at it.< inner end. and having
slitted or prong-like sides, an inwardlv-oj)ening valve operatixe
withinthecagefornormallyclosingthefilling-openinganda valve-
holding spring.

After some further objections, and addition of claims,

not impf)rtant to mention, the application was allowe<i.

The interference with Phillips was thereafter declared.

The drawing was filed with the application as re-

quired by law. and with the specifications constitutes

a part of the patent when issued. 1 Sections 4884. 4889.

R. S.) Considering the language of the s{X!cifications,

quoted above, descriliing the valve-cage a.« an essential

part of the construction .s<jught to be patented, and
referring to the drawings of the same which clearly

showed its slitted or pixmg-like form, we agree with the

C<jmmi.ssioner that the invention of the issue was suffi-

ciently dL-^closed in the application to warrant amend-
ment. The argument of the appellant founded on sec-

tion 4888 Revised Statutes, relating to the particular

description of tlie in^eIltion required of an apjilicant.

leaves out of consideration section AWi. whicli was de-

signed to meet comlitions similar to those presented in

this case. The amendment in this case was made also

before Phillijis filed his application, and there are no
questions of e.<topj)el to ojierate against the exercise of

the right under the recognized practice. ^ McBerty v.

Cook. 16 App. D. C, 133. 138; Lugger v. Brouning. 21

App. D. C.,201.)

The contention that a supplemental oatli to the

amendment was an essential condition is not well

founded. The oath required in support of the applica-

tion by section -1892. Revised Statutes was regularly

made. No additional outh was required to the amend-
ment. Where an applicant dies j>ending his application

the authority of his solicitors cea^ies, and when his ad-

ministrator carries on the proceeding and amends the

specifications by in.serting new matter of which there

had l>een no previous suggestion, another oath is essen-

tial. ^Eagleton Mfg. Co. v. West, etc., Mfg. Co.. Ill

U. S.. 490, 498; American Lava Co. v. Steiiard. 155

Fed. Rep., 731, 737.) The amendment in this instance

was within the scope of the original application. In

such a case a different rule applies. Neither the ajipli-

No. 7.]
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cant, nor his administrator in case of hU death, is re-

quire<i by the statutes relating to patents, to make oath

t'l 3uch an amendment. 1 De La Vergm Machine Co. v.

Featfurstam. 147 U. S.. 209. 229.)

Rule 48 of the Patent Office would seam to require a

supplemental oath in such a caae aa this. This is no

iouht an excellent rule of practice, and we need not

pause to consider whether it may be niade to extend

beyond the 3tatutor>- rule above stated. However this

may be. the established practice of the Patent Office

un.ler it is thus stated in the Commissioner's decision:

The question whether or not a supplementaj oath should be

requireo has been uniformly held by this Office to be an ez parte

matter upon whuh the proper determination *1 priority is not

dependent.

In support of this view a number ol former Office

decisions are cite<i.

Were we to hold that the practice is unwarranted, we

would not be justified in awarding priority to the

appellant because of the allowance of the amended

application without a supplemental oath. The most

that we could do. under such circumstances, would be

to reverse and remand the proceeding in order that a

supplemental oath might be made aad the matter

renewed. It may be that the Office regu-ds the failure

to require the supplemental oath under Kule 48, as an

irregularity merely, that is cured by the allowance of

the amended application, or. aa intimated in the

decision of the Examiners-in-Chief. that the oath to

the preliminary statement to the effect that the appli-

cant is the inventor of the subject-matter of the counts,

is sufficient for the purpose. At any r»te. as no sub-

stantial right of the appellant has been affecte<l, we

will not undertake to review the exercise of discretion

by the Commissioner in regulating the practice of the

Patent Otfice. {In re Marshutz. 13 App. I). C. . 228. 236;

In re Frasch. 20 App. D. C. 298. 301.)

We are of the opinion that priority was rightly

awarded to the appellee, and the decision will be

affirmed. The clerk will certify this opinion tn the

Commissioner of Patents. Af!irme<l.

AMENDMENTS TO PATENT LAWS.
[PCBUC— No. 132.)

[H. R. I5S41.] I

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred Bnd ninety-six o(

the Revised Statutes.

Be it enacud by the Se-nate and Home of Rtnretentatites of the

United State* of Ameriai m Congreaa cuteniUed, That section

forty-eight hundred and mnet v-«ix of the Revised Statutes be, and
the same is hereby, amended so that the section shall read as
follows:

"Sec. 4866. Wlien any person, having made any new invention
or discovery for which a patent might have been granted, dies

before a patent is granted the right of applying for and obtaining
the patent ahall devolve on his ezecator or admitiistrator, in trust
for uie heir*-at-iaw of the deceased, in case be shall have died intes-

tate: or if he shall have left a will disposing of the same, then in

trust for his devisees in as full m&nner and on the same terms and
conditions as the same might have been claimed or enjoyed by him
in his Lifetime; and when any person having ma4le any new inven-
tion or discovery for which a patent might hAv» been granted be-
comes Insane before a patent is granted the right of applying for

and obtaining the patent shall devolve on his legallv-appointed
guardian, conservator, or representative In trust for nis estate in

as full manner and on the same terms and conditions aa the same
might have been claimed or enjoyed by him while sane: and when

[Vol. 134.

tbe>ppUcation is made by such leval representatives the oath or
affirmation required to he made snail be so varied in form thu,t

it can be made by them. The executor or administrator duly
authorized under the law of any foreign country to administer
upon the estate of the deceased inventor aliall, in caa»> the «a.id

Inventor was not domiciled in the United States at the tlinp of his

death, have the right to apply for and obtain the patent. The
authority of such foreign executor or administrator shall be
proved by certificate of a diplomatic or consular ortlcer of the
United States.

" The foregoing section, as to Insane persons, is to cover all ap-
plications now on file in the Patent Office or which may be here-
after made."
Approved, May 23, 1908.

[Public—No. 133.)

[H. R. 17703.]

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and elghty-flve of
the Revised Statutes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Howe of Repretentatites of the

Untted State* of America in Conffreis astemhled, That section
forty-eight hundred and eighty-five of the Revised Statutes be,
and the same Is hereby, amended to read as foUows:
"Sec. 4885. Everv patent shall issue within a period of three

months from the aate of the payment of the flnaJ fee, which fe«

shall be paid not later than six months from the time at which the
application was passed and allowed and notice thereof was sent to
the applicant or his agent: and if the final fee is not paid within
that period the patent shall be withheld '

Approved, May 23, 190N.

Department or the Ij^terior,
Unitep St.\te8 Patent orrii e,

Wathinffton, D ''., June J,. ISOt.

The act Public—No 141 H R. 21, 2*50 , approvM May 27,

190R, entitled ".\n act making appropriations for sundry civi]

expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thir-

tieth, nineteen hundred and nine, and for other purposes," con-

tains the following amendment to section 4934 of the Revise<l

Statutes relating to the laws governing the United States Patent

OfSce

"In lieu of the fees fixe«i by section forty-nine hunilre»l ^nd
thirty-four of the Revised Statutes for reronling assignn.ents
agreements, powers of attorney or other papers in the Patent
Office the following shall hereafter l)e the rates
"For recording every assignment, power of attorney, or other

paper, of three hundre<i words or uncler. one dollar, of over three
hundred and under one thousand words, two dollars: and for each
additional thousand words or fraction there<if, one dollar '

EDWARD n MOORK,
i'omrni:i»\oner.

InterfertiDce Notice.

Department or the Interior,
United States Pate.nt OrrirE,

Wanhinglon. D C. JuneS. I80S

The American Plant Food Company, tl/i amnffnt or legal reprrsent-
ativei. take notice:

\n interference having l)een declared by this Office between the
application of the Virglnia-Uarolina Chemical Company, of il

South Twelfth street, Richmond, Va., for registration of a trade-
mark and a trade-mark registered to The .\merioan Plant Food
Company, of Richmond, \'a., and the notice of said declaration
sent Dv the Patent Office by registered mail to The .\mericaii Plant
Food Company having been returned undelivered, notice i.s hereliy

given to Trie .American Plant Food Company, its a.ssigns or legal

representatives, that if they or any of them aesire to contest the
said interference they should immediatelv put themselves in com-
munication with the Commissioner of Patents In order that the
notice of declaration heretofore sent by ami retumeil to the Office

mav he forwarde<l to them
This notice will be published in the orriruL (Jazette for six

consecutive weeks. 11 no appearance shall t>e entered at the ex-
piration of tbeperio<lof punlication. the interfere.nce will l>e pro-
ceeded with as in case of default

EDWARD B. MOORE, rommisHoner.

Notice,

There have b«^n rp<^'ivo<l and are now nn sale at Room 345-

Annual Index for 19*tO

Bound in canvas 2.00

Pap«'r covers 1.00

Commi.'(.sioners iJecislons for 1007;

Bound in canvas 2.00
Pa[)er covers 1.00

:;c. ^.]
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District of Columbia.
Florida 3
Georgia 5
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Idaho 2
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Iowa ig
ITansas i 14
Kentucky , g
Louisiana
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Maryland ' g
Massachusetts 30
Michigan ji
Minnesota ig
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Mississippi 4'
Missouri ig
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Nebraska g
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States.
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Algeria
Austria-Hungary...
Belgium
Brazil
British West Indies.
Canada
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Chile
China
Costa Rica
Cuba ;;
Denmark
Ecuador [

England
France
Germany ."

Haiti
Ireland
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Italy
Japan
Ja^a
Mexico
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8 Norway
. -.' Persia..

Natal
Netherlands
Newfoundland
New South Wales..
New Zealand

17
10
32
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Queensland
Roumania
Russia
Scotland '.

South .\ustralia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Transvaal, South
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Victoria
Western Australia..
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foreign countriee 17
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New Hampshire...
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New Mexico Ter't'7
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Panama
Pennsylvania
Philippine islands..
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South Dakota
Tennessee
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U. ,S. .\rmy 1....
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12

'33

Amendment to Eules of the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia.

The following amendment to the rules of the Court
of Appeal? of the District of Columbia is published for
the information of those practicing before that court.

EDWARD B. MOORE,
Commissioner of Patents.

Total to citizens of
the Unitp<1 .'^tates... fm 106

It is ordered that section 3 of Rule VIII of this court
be, and is hereby, amended by adding thereto the fol-

lowing para^aph

:

(4) Whenever a decision of this court, that has been
published in the ofhcial reports of the Court, shall be
cit«d in a brief, the reference shall include the volume
and page of the report wherein the same has been pub-
lished.

This rule shall take effect on the first Tuesday in
October. 1908, and apply to all cases submitted" for

hearing thereafter.

By the Court.

June 9. 1908.
Test:

Henry W. Hodges. Clerk.

Promulgated June 9, 1908.

Money by Mail,

Money sent by mail to the Patent Office will l>e at the risk ol
the sender. Letters containing money should be registered.
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APPLICATIONS UNDER EXAMINATION.

Condition at Clote of Butinets June
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in

172

DiTiaiona and subjects r.f iiivtn-

tlon.

XV'I I., Clutches: Linotyping; Ma-
trix-Making: Silt 'and Bolt
Locks: Printing.

XXXV. BiK'.rlto. Buttons, and
''!asp«: Card. Picture, and Sign
ExLib ting; 1 1 annent-Support

-

«rt: .-Signals Tnilft.

IIL Annj-aling nnd Tpnir*nng
<"oat:ng wit^ Mptal. Klpctn'-
cheTni'<tr\' Mf'tal- K " 11 n 'ling
Mptalliirv'v Shaping Klui !

Met Hi.

IX. .Kir nil. I

K.\tingiii'*hfr<
t<irs: F'linips

XXXL .\lcoh,.l

and W "1

I 111 F I r**-

ii V'lrauiu' Mi>-

.^ewfTatff

-

Viiimiinia.W att»r,

'utillation Char-
coal an 1 i 'kH I, us. Heating
and lUuiiunating: Hides, >km-i.
and I>»Hther Liqui.! i"<mting
Compositions Miiifral 11 !«
».)il.<. Vtt-i. iin 1 i.liif, \\Htf'r

Pnriflcat. T.
XXX\'III v-T^sirtnaiid 1 i;i \SV1U

Bottles hi; ! lars, (nrp "f live
Sto<'k K iiirat nnal Vppli,. ii.-vs;

Fi.ihing and Trapping, -t.it nn-
erv; Stunf'-W -'rking.

XXin. .\M.ii-ti. V Coin- H a n-
iling Horologv; Kp<nrdeni;
Registers: Time-Contri'llmg
Mechanisin.

VIII. Hed.s. Chairs: Furniture:
Kitchen and Table Articles.
.^tor*' Furniture.

XII. F-levators; Journal- Boxes:
Lubrication. Machine Elements
F^illeys and .Shafting.

XVIII. Injei-tors nnd Ejectors
Steam and \"ticuun; Pumps.
.Steam- BoilfTs Steam- Engines;

|

Steain-Kngiiie \ alve.s '

XXXII. Car''">nating Beverages:
I'lsfiensing B'-vf-ages, Pispen.s-
ing-Cnns. Metallic >hipping and
Storing W.ssels; Packaging Liq-
uids Refrigeration.

XX. .Artificial I.imbs: Builders
Hardware. l>entistry Locks and
Latches Srtfes I 'n'lertakmg.

XXXN'l. 1 urtrt.ns. Shades, an^l
.-creen.s. Drafting. Driers. F:n-
graving: Vfeasuring 1 n s r r n -

inents Wind -Wheels.
I\'. Bridges ( onvpwrs Cruies
and Derricks F; x c a v a t 1 n g ;

Hoisting Hvlraulii' Enginej-r-
ing. Iron Strtictures Loading
and T'nloading: [iPAers

XXXIV. Rail'AHVs K H 1 I x a v -

Brake.s. Railway Holiing-Stock-.
I. Fence.s. Harri'-As and Diggers
Plows; .Seeclers and Planters
Trees. Plants, and Flowers.

' v. Bookbinding Harvesters: Tpw-
elrv; Musii-.

\.\II. Vir-<;uns, Catapults, and
Targets: .V m ni u n 1 1 1 o n and
E.xplosive I)e\ies: Boats and
Buoys: Firearms, Marine pro-
pulsion: iirdnance, I;Mi|wa\-
Kails and loints, Raiiwav-Fies
and F'asteners, Ships
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Ladilers Roofs Whe«'lwright-
Machines: W o<i.leii Buildings:
WoO'l-Sawing: W ood-T\irnmir
Woodworking. Wood workimr-
Tiiols.

144 XXI\'. .\pparel Vpparel appara-
tus. .Sewmg-Machines Sureerv

HJ X. Carriages and Wagons
.;;.' N'll, I James and Toys: Me<'hani. al

Motors, optics. Paf)er .Manufac-
tures; Velocipedes.

378

279

U-.

322

327

278

179

2t>l

?n4

51.3

16

247

Oldest new appU- 8 =
cation utd old-:^~
est action byap- ? ^
plioant awaitmf 3.^
offlee action. ^ =hte.

Aiiifnded Ne^
?,

~

June 2
,
Apr. 28

j

241

June 2 Mar. 26 I 771

May 28
I
Mar. 28 318

May 25 Apr. 18 240

May J2 .\pr. SS 198

May I'o Mav 4 446

May I" .\pr, lu 248

May 8 Feb. 17 424

May 3 Apr. 29 437

Mhv 3 .\pr. 21 291

May Jan. 28 517

May II Apr. 2 299

i

May '1 Apr -M .Wl

.May y Apr. p; 4<C

.May '9 Feb Ji flog

May s .\pr. p. 315

.May : Mar 14 368

May ' Mar .'4 572

May :.' Mar. J 360

May I .\pr. 9 380

Miv 1 Mar j:i t,'?4

Apr .\ Mar. 1,3 3^«
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3o.'
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375
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308
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152
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315

321

107
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aratus: Cloth. I.eather, and
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I
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I

age and .\rtlcle Carriers Paper
Receptacles Spe< lal Hci-ejit acles

I

and Packages \\i.,,;c!: l;,.,.,ip_

tacles

.X.X\"1 11. Internal-Corn b ti s t i o n
F.nv'ine> .Misi-elj.ineoiis Heating
Plants

\'I. Bleaching and l'->eing Chem-
j

icals: E xpl'-si -, .'s Fertilizers.
' Medicitie.s PrestT\ing Sugar

and Salt.

XI.I. Railway Draft appliances:
Resilient Tires and U heels.

X.X\I. F;ie«tric Heating and
Rheostats: Fdfvtric RailwMV^
Electrii-ity. (ieneratioii \l-'':\>'

Power.
.XXXIII. Cutlery: Domestic
Cooking Vessels Electric Signal
ing Electricity. Medica: an !

Surgical Ma.s<airy and i oucii ij,'

Stnii tiiri's Tents,Canopies, Um-
brellas, and Cane4<.

X.XN'II. Brushing an'l S<Tu'dving:
Grinding and Pohshink." Laun-
drv Washing Vpparatils

IP Bee Culture I>airy l.af>el-

^IfiXerv Pa[»T Files and Bind-
ers Piieiiiiiat ii's I'TMNst". >(,ii^_
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\Nare, .Making: Tools: W ir>^

Working
X I -X. Furnaces Heating and
Cofiking Stoves. Liquid and (ia.s-

eoijs Fuel; Stoves and Fur-
nacres

X I Boot and Shoe Making: Boots,
.Shot's and I^-ttginvrs Button.
F'yelet a n d Rivet Setting:
Harness l>»ather Manufactures
Sailing and Stapling, Whips and
Whip Apparatus,

X -X 1 Brakes and Ciins: Carding.
Cloth- Finishing: Cordage; F"elt

and Fur; Knitting and .Vetting:
Silk: Spinning, WeMvmg.

XXV. Butchering Mills. Thresh-
ing \egetable (utters and
''nishers.

XXXIX Baths and Closets;
Water Distribution

XVI. Telegraphs Telephonv
X.XXVII Electric Lighting; Elec-

tricitv Con bictors Electricity,
i.enerii \ pjihcatinns.

Oldest new appli-
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Apr. 28 Apr. 3 725
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t

Apr. 11
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1

Apr. 7 Apr. 3 808

Apr. fl Apr. 1 608

Apr. 3 Feb. 1 391

Apr. 2 Jan. 27 423
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Mar, 30 Mar. 10 432
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Mar. 23 Jan. 28 754
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Total number of applications awaiting action 19,629

TrUiK M^RKS, DeSION.S. LaBELS,
\\ti Prints.

1 r.H Ic-Marks
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891.228. CLOTHES-BAR. jErrzH-*"N > Mowen. Mil-

waukee, Wis. FUed Jan. 19. 1906. Serial No. 296,810.

In clothes bar'* '<( tlio clit-vs 1 1 (•.-«• ntH^i. the cDiiibinatioii of

g^ gUmonary vertical franip, tho n's[x>ctive julcs of which

are formed of channel iron, the out^^r cine^ Of which fortu

vortical grooves, a slidable frame comprising a horizontal

and a vortical incnitxT riKiiily cnnnt'ctcti tomtit her, said vor-

tical menibt^r *H-inK connpcte<l at it.- n'sfXTtivo upixT aini

lower comers with said vertical frame, rollers carrRni by

said . vertical frame adapted U) Dperate io the vertical

grooves of said stationary fraiiio, a hoistnik: ''*'rd connected

at one end with the vertical iueriit>er of -iaid ^lidahle frame

and parsing from thence over a puUev which i^ -upporTed

from the upper end of said stationary fr<viie .-^nd from

thence downwardly to and connected at it.-< lower end with

a winding pulley supp<)rte<l from the lower end of -:u.i -sta-

tionary frame, means for revolving saiil pulley an<l ;i.e;ii.-

for lo<'k-ing the same and thereby retaining said -ililAble

frame at any desire<l point of atiju-stment, relatively to

said vertical frame, dl <ul)stantiall>- a.-i an.l fur the purpose

apecifled.

891.229. COLLAR-BUTTON. HkknHuu. Hkavd.

Braila. Roumania File<l Oct. Li. U«)3. Serial N'o

282.625

/ "

In a collar button the combination with a r-vse plat.- hav-

ing a central projecting portion, of a <-<iile<l spring s.-eur-d

to the said central portion of the base plate $o as to project

at right angles from the base plate, a knob secured to the

frpp f>nd of the .said coiled spring, two flapa hinge<lly con-

necte<l to one another and to the said knob % hole provideil

in the said knob and intended to receive a fasU-ning hook

terunHi to the cravat, substantially as and (or the purpose

s»n fftrth.

391,230 .-;KIK l-M.'iKKKK CnuK K. (Kmphkll. Chi

cago. 111. Filed Feb i. U«)H. .-'Serial .Nj 41:< 'MtV

rnarKing arm slidably and pivotally mounted on said ra-

dial arm and a<lapted to swing vertically in a plane with

said radial arm. substantially as described.

2 .V skirt marker comprising a central disk forming a

platform, in combination with a radial arm revolubly

mounted thereon and a marking arm slidably and pivot-

ally mounted on said radial arm and adapted to swing ver-

tically substantially as described.

3 .V skirt marker comprising a central disk forming a

platform, in combination with a ring rotatably mounted

on said disk and forme 1 of wire, the ends of said wire being

extended radially and parallel with each other forming a

ra<lially disposed arm, and a marking arm slidably and

pivotally mounte-1 upon said ra<iially disposed arm as and

for the purpose specifle 1

4. In a skirt marker a suitable ba^e, iii combination

with a ra«iial arm revolubly mounted thereon and a mark-

ing arni slidably and pivotally mounted on said ra<lial

arm, the entl of said arm Iw-ing mljustably connected there-

to, as and for the pur;M)se s;«>cifle.l

5. A skirt marker comprising a suitable Int-^e. in combi-

nation with a ring rotatably mounted ther^n and formed

of wire, the ends of said wire f>eing exten.le.l raMial!-, :\u\

parallel with each other fonninK a radially di-p^'-e.! .irm

and one of said ends being extended beyond the other, and

a marking arm pivotally and slidably mounted on said

radial arm aa and for the purpose specified.

891,231 noiLP:R FFRN A( I W ;; hum Carhens, Ber-

lin. Germany. Fikii Feb _'>. !'*<•"> .->enal No. 247.809.

1. .\ -ikirt marker compn--ing a central stand in combi-

nation \\ith a radial arm rev'>lubly niount.^l thereon and a

VI?^/mm/JllfJ»W/>yJMy^''WWM,.>Wy

1 In combination with a boiler furnace provided with a

grate, ash pit and an escape flue or passage, of a fan, a pipe

communicating with the passage and the fan, an air heat-

ing pipe located in the gas passage, said pii>e communicat-

ing with the pipe leading to the fan, a box-like chamber

located in front of the ash pit of the fiUTiace an<l in com-

mimication therewith, a pipe leading from the fan to said

chamber, a system of jierforated tubing arrangeil below the

grate and means for supplying said tubing with steam sul)-

stantially as set forth and for the purpose describe<l.

2. In combination with a boiler furnace provide<l with a

grate, ash pit and an escape flue or passage, of a fan, a pivie

communicating with the passage and the fan. an air heat-

ing pipe locate<l in the gas passage, said pipe communicat-

ing with the pipe leading to the fan, a box-like chamUr

located in front of the ash pit of the furnace and in com-

munication therewith a pii>e leading from the fan to .said

chamber a jierforated serpentine-coil extending below the

grate throughout the length of the ash pit, said coil being

coniiect«>.l with the steam space in the interior of the gen-

erator substariMallv ."IS set forth and for the purpose de-

scribeit

3. In coinbinatioi. with a Ixuler furnace pro\ id.-.l with a

grate, an ash pit and an escai>f> flue or pius-sage of a fan a

pil>«> conilniirueating with the fan. a tiridge wall ha\niK

rearwardly direct. -(l u^^lj.W^. a -eroud bri.lge spaced from

the first and provide.1 vMth f.Tw anllv diro<-ted nozzles.

means connecting saul no/zles with 'he ash pit an escape

flue or passage and a fan, an air heating pipe located in the

gas passage said pipe conimunicating with the pijK- leading

to the fan a box-like chamber lo<-at,.,i in front of the a-h

pit of the furnace and in cominunie.ition therewith a iu;k.'
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leading from the fan into said chamber a system of peifo-
rated tubing arranged below the grate and means for sup-
plying said tubing with steam substantially as set forth
and for the purpose described.

891,232. LIgL ID ICllEOSTAT. Herbert W. Che.nev.
Norwood, Ohio, assignor to AUis-Chalmers Company, a
Corporation of New Jersey, and The Bullock Electric
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Oct. 31, 1906. Serial No. 341.382.

n a

1. A controller comprising a Iniuid rheostat, a reversing
switch, an oper.-itmg handle f.ir the reversing switch, and
mech!uiir:i! . ,,ii,„.,.tions fr. .m -u I handle to the rheostat
to ojK-rat.' the latter in the .-,ani. direction when the handle
is moved in either direction from its central position.

2. The combination of a liquid rheostat having fixed and
movable plate*, a reversing switch, and a common oper-
ating h.iiille for the reversing switch and the movable
plates -,... ( ..astructe<l and connected that when the revers-
ing switch lias been thrown in either direction the movable
plates may be a( tii.,t.-,i •!,ro,iKhout their range of move-
ment without int. rrupnii^ ..r (hanging the circuit connec-
tions of the reversing switch.

3. A water rheostat comprising a receptacle for the water,
a flx«<.l [.lai. ni,i:.er-ed in the water therein, and a movable
plate whi( h may Ix* variably immersed in the water, in
combination with a reversing switch and an operating
handle therefcjr, and mechanical cormections from the han-
dle to the movable plate so arranged that the plate is
mov<><l in the same direction for a movement of the handle
in either direction from it.s (-entral position.

4. In a water rheostat, the combination of a receptacle
for th( water, a plurfdity of connected fixed plates forming
oni- .-1.-. !i-,„l, ;, plur.dity of connected pivoted plates form-
in^; !i.. ..th, r .-l.( irode. means for rotating the latter plates
to vary their depth of immersion, and means for adjusting
the pt^riwndicular distance Innween adjacent plates.

5. In a water rheostat, the combination of a receptacle
for the water, a plurality of connectetl fixed plates forming
one electro<ie. a plurality of connected pivoted plates form-
ing the other electnxlc. means for rotating the latter plates
to vary their depth of immersion, and meiyis for short-
circuiting the li(jui<l when the juvoteJ plates are most
deeply immersed, said means l)eing then immersed in the
liquid.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

phragm. an electro-magnet mounted within the casing,
and means for counter-balancing a jxirtion of the weight of
the casing and it« contents to t,hereby prevent undue pres-
sure of the stylus against the record.

it-^J

2. In sound recording apparatus, a stylus, a diaphragm
for operating the same, an electro-magnet for actuating the
diaphragm, a casing inclosing tlie electro-magnet and sup-
porting the diaphragm, an adjusting screw carried by the
ca-sing and serving to move the electro-magnet toward and
from the diaphragm, and locking screws for holding the
electro-magnet in adjuste<l r>osition.

3. In sound recording appal-atus. a casing, an electro-
magnet therefor, a stylus, a diaphragm for actuating the
same, a diaphragm carrying disk having an oijening adja-
cent the pole piece of the magnet, a plurality of weights
bearing against said disk, a ring connecting said weights, a
second ring encircling a part of the electro-magnet, anti-
friction balls carried by the second ring and bearing
against the elect rj>-magnet, and a connecting bar between
the two rings.

89 1,23 4. REINFORCING-BAH FOR CEMENTI-
TIOUS BODIES, Edw.^kd F. Ch\.ne. Newark. N. J..
assignor of one-half to Harry A. Crane, Jersey City, N. J.
Filed Feb. 1 1 \'M\7 Serial No. 356,t>!SC.

1. \ metallic reinforcing bar for cementitious bodies,
comprising a body-portion sul)stantially cylindrical iu
cross-section, and a plurality of longitudinally disposed
parallel ribs projecting radially from said body portion and
having uninterrupted parallel sinuous walls on their oi>-
posite sides.

2. A metallic reinfurcing bar for cementitious bodies,
comprising a body-portion substantially cylindrical in
cross-section, and a plurality of longitudinally disposed
parallel ribs projecting radially from said body portion and
having uninterrupted parallel sinuous walls on their op-
posite sides, said ribs Ix-iiig (ircumferentially arranged on
said body-portion in staggered relation to one another.

8 9 1.233. .-;OlM) - KKt OHUING APPARATUS.
Charles L. Chisholm, Edmonton, Alta, Canada
Filed July 15. 1907. Serial No .383,761.
1. The combination with a revoluble record carrier, of a

•arriage moN .dde in a direction parallel with the axis of the
earner, a casing supported by said carriage, a diaphragm
secured to and forming a vibratory l)otU)m member for the
ca.sing. a stylus (-onnected to and movable with said dia-

891.235. HINGE Jacoh Diehl, .Sheboygan, \N is.

Filed July 1. 1907. .Serial No .3,S1,791.

1. A hinge comi>ose<l of U\>, c. w-,,„.r.iTiiig members, one
member having a slot with an . \un-i..:, at an angle there-
to and a shoulder spaced from the slot and the other mem-
ber having a pintle adapted to the slot and a projection
spaced from the pintle and adapted to engage the .shoulder
when the pintle is .seated in the angle extension of the slot.

2. A hinge emlxiiying a pair of cooperating meniljera,
one of the latter having a pintle thereon an<l the other
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bavin*? an aiigulaxly shaped slc^ extending in-
wardly from one of its e>l«es. a {X)rtion of tnie of the mem-
bers bein« provided with a surface conceiuri.' with the in-
ternieliate curvp<l ed«e of the corres;Mjn(iio« p<jrtioii of the
Blot, ami a prc)je<-non on the other nieiuU-r eooijerating
with the said conoenrrh -iurfaee for refainlut? the pintle in
the said 'lot.

r

3. A hinne embod,\ ini< a [lair of cooiMTStuiK ini'Mitx-rs,

(MM of sail! meiiitxTs having a pintle and thf other nieinixr

being provide 1 with a -ilot having vertically and horizon-

tally extending jvortions. the metal a Ijai't-nt to the slot

having an e Ige conientric to the witerniediiite cvirvel e.lge

of the rorre?<p<)n.tiiig portion of the slot atid a lug on the

other hinge member cooi)erating with the -laid concentric

edge to retain the fjintje in contx'rati ve rfidution with the

said :)lot

4 A hinge enilH) l.\ iiig a pair of hini^e tiienilwr^ one of

which has a pintle thereon and the other nu-infx'r having a
slot extending inwardly fri im one of its edget said slot Ijeing

provi le 1 with an angularly ext«-ni!ing iH)rtion, a sup;)ort-

ini? slxouMer forme ! on the sai<l meinl>er tiaving the slot,

and a lug on the memt)er having the pmtl« arranged to be
.set into an(J out of co;>[>erative relation witli the said shoul-

der by a relative longitudinal movement m u portion of the
said slot

5 A hinge embodying a pair of hiiikct- laemlwr-;. one of

saiil memtx'rs havini? a laterally projecting pintle and a lug
a<ija<'ent thereto, and the other memtxT having a slot

therein provided with a vertically extending? portion ex-

tending inwardly from the upt)*'r eiik^e thereof ml i hori-

zontally ext«'nding jxjrtion. the meml«T adjacent to the

alot being provided with a surface concentric with the in-

tertnetliate curve. 1 edge of the corresfKinding portion of the
slot, and adapt»"d t<j co6i)erate with the siud lug to retain

the pintle in tiie said slot, and a shouMer at the upfxr end
of the said surface and a<lapted to receive the lug while the

pintle is in the horizontal iHjrtion of the slot for preventing
a relative turiiiiiK movement of the Viiiiije niemlMT-;.

891,236. P:r.F.('TRI(^-M()T()R CONTr<(>I,I.F;H John
DiLixjN, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to The Barth Ele-

vator ("ompan%' Milwauket\ Wis., a ('ur;»oratl(jn of VN'is-

con-in Filed June 24. HHM Serial No 213.97;i

1 In an electric-motor controller, a main circuit ar-

rangeil fcjr connection with the motor, a relay-switch on
eai'h sule of the motor devices controlling said main cir-

cuit, a denve<l-circuit from the mam line circuit ir^. lading

the eUH'tro-rnagnetic element.s of .said switches md a pri-

mary-switch controlling said derived circui',

2. In an electric-motor controller, a niam circuit ar-

rangp<l for supplying current to the motur armature, a

rehi.N -swit<-h controlling the main circuit, ;uid means a.s.so-

ciatetl with saiil relay-switch for short-cil^cuiting the ar-

il lat ure when the rcla\ -s\\ itch i« actuatetl t() open the mam
circuit

3 In an electric-motor controller, a main circuit for
supplying current to the motor, a relay-switch controlling
the main circuit, and a brake solenoid conneeletl to the r»-
lay-switch for control thereby.

4. In an electric-motor controller, a main circuit for
supplying current to the motor a r-l i\ -u itch for control-
ling the main circuit on each ^id. ,.f > ;,i- m, ,ior devices, and
a brikc ^,,!,| :..|,i <, iim.'cted at opinisite terminals to the
rela> -.witchc.-. lo !»• 'ticrehs connected to the main circuit

when the latter is cIoh^iI |i\ tin- said relay-switches.

5. In combination with a motor ha\ing a shunt wind-
ing, a main circuit for supplying lurrent to the motor, a
motor-reversing switch, a resistance arranged to be in-

cluded in the shunt fiehl circuit of the motor, a resistance
short-circuiting switch having two set- of contact*, ami a
short circuit aroun<l the resistance ct)ntrolle<l by the re-

versing-switch to include either pair of contacts of the
short circuiting switch.

[Cliiins (i to 15 not printed in the Gaxette.]

8 9 1,237 n\nwvY-TIE AN'D FASTENING.
Charle-s J. KvKKHAHD, Cleveland, Ohio. Filetl Jan.
21.1908. .sJerial No. 411,876.

..•rii«L X/'
Af

1. The combination of a metal railway tie having a web
at the top. on which the rails rest, and depending flanges,

said web and flanges haNing oi)enings therethrough, and
angular retaining txilt.- .-x 'n. : nm through said oi)enings

and engaging on er the ran iia-<-

1. The combination of a metal railway tie having de-
r>ending flanges, said tie having holes in the top and slots

in the t1an»<es beside said holes, and angular retaining l)olts

having heads at the to[> to engage the ha.se of the rails, said

bolts exten ling through sai 1 holes and slots and being

adapted for turning in the holes, to pass the feet thereof

through the slot*.

3. The combination of a metal railwav tii' ha\iiii? a top
with holes therein and side flanges with horizontal slota

therein, the upper edge of the slots Itoini? in line with the
under side of the top. and Ixilts extending through the
holes and having heads at the top, and feet at the Ixjttom
extending angularly and adapted to be swung into or out
of the slots by turiiiiiic the bolts.

iiUl,23.>>. .St IriSnlt.s JoHA.N.N Fki.nenbi K(,, .Solingen.

Germany. File«i Jan. 10. 1908. .Serial No. 410.075
1 .Scis.sors proN'ided with a pair of pi\-oted members,

puis projecting therefrom, and cutting bla<ies having ob-
liqu.' slots that arc engaged by .said pins, substantially as
six'cirttsi.

2. Scis-sors pro\ idcd with a pair of perforated members

Jink 23,1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 18x5

pins projectiiiK therefrom i>erforatod cutting blades hav-
ing oblifjue slots that are engageti by said pins, and a

» y

A screen structure for Kram ^cparator.s. comprising a
8Ucces«ion of spaced •.creen- con-.i>ting of screen frames,
having head and tail bar- aici -1 ie frames, perforated
metal plates uvM)n thi fiam.-. imixTforate metal flow-

plates lea<iing from .jih ~. re. ti to the next, the upper
and lower edges of the i.iai«s Ijeing fastened to the
head bars of the successive screen frames and the side
«Hlges of the plates kieing -e. ire i m the side frames, and
the lower ends of the plate- 1 i.\.ring the head bars and ex-
tending to junction with the perforated plates, and imper-
forate plates 10 covering the tail bars, whereby a continu-
ous metal flow surface is provided.

891.240. LOOSE-LEAF BIN DKR Edmond FoihWieh.
St Myacinthe. yuebec, Canada. Filed July 8, 1907.
Serial No. 382.791.

pivot passing thruugh the pt-rforateii memljers and blades,
BUbstantially hs siH>cified.

8 9 1 ,239. SCREEN FOR (iR.\l N-SEI'.XRATORS.
Harry J. Folts, St, Cloud, Minn., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Maplebaj- Manufacturing Company,
Crookston, Minn., a Corporation. Filed Mar. 19, 1906,
Serial No. .306,8.34.

\ In a li.o<e leaf binder, a key operate! a< tuating rod,
.1 sii imx guard plate lying in the path of m.seruon of a key
for operating said actuating rod. means for sliding said
guard plate, a stud on said guard plate and a shoulder on
saiil guard plat.' and a spring-actuated pawl provided
with a n.jtche ! arm. the notch of which is a<lapted to re-
ceive the aforesaid stud to hol<i the guard plate in inopera-
ti\f position, whereas the end of the arm of said pawl is

adapted to enga^ie th.- Kuard plate beneath the shoulder
therojn and t.) Iiold it m oi)erative [>osition.

2. In a loo.se leaf binder, a key oi)erated actuating rod. a
sliding guard [late Iving in the path of insertion of a key
fiir operating sai.! actuating rod, means for sliding said i

Kuard plate, a st id .Jii .said guard i)laie, and a shoulder on >

suid guard plate, a .spring-actuated i)awl provided with a

notched arm. the notch of which is adapted to receive the
aforesai<t stud to hold the guard plate in inoperative posi-
tion, whereas the end of the arm of said pawl is adapted to
engage the guard plate In-neath the shoulder thereon and to
hold it in oix^rative [josition, and a secon.l arm on said
pawl adapted to be engaged by a key by which said pawl
may be actuated.

891,241 .METHOD OF AND MEANS J 1 »H STARTING
DYNAMU-ELECTRIC MACHINES iii uu Fk.v.nk-

ENFiELD, Norwood. Ohio, assignor to AUi.s-Chalmers
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey, and The Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Coiiii)any. a Corporation of Ohio.
Filed Jan. 31. I!K)7 Serial No. 354.970.

1-

j}^Z>
«i«P^

5

Hf-

1. The meilK^i of starting ti synchronous electric ma-
chine, which consists in driving such machine above syn-
chronism by an auxiliary driving source, causing said aux-

• iliary source to decrease in six^ed gradually, and connectitiK

I

said machine to the source of current when it comes suIj-

stantially into synchronism and pha.se therewith.
2. The method of starting a s\-nchronous electric ma-

chine, which consists in driving such machine above syn-
chronism by an auxiliar>' driNmg source. gra<lualh' increas-

ing the load on the drning source to tlecrea.se its siH»ed.
and connecting said machine to the source of current when
it comes siibstantiall> into synchronism and phase there-
with.

3. The metho<i of starting a rotar\- converter, which
consists in driving it atxjve synchronism by an auxiliary
motor, loading the rotary converter gradually to decrease
the speed of the auxiliary motor, and connecting the c. in-

verter to the mains when it comes siibstantiallx- into step
with the eleclromoti\e force in the alti^rnating ctirn-nt

mains.

4. The method of starting a rotary converter, which
consists in (iriving it al)ove synchronism by an auxiliar\
motor, loa<iin« the direct current end of the rotary con-
verter to slow down the auxiliary motor, and connecting
the alternating current end to the alternating current
mains when it is substantially in stej) witii the electromo-
tive force therein

5. The methotl of starting a synchronous motor, which
con.sistj* in driving it alxive synchronism by an auxiliary
motor, loading the synchronous motor to slow down the
au.xiliary motor, and connecting the svnchronous motor to
the source of su[)ply when it is aiiprci\imatcl\ in synchro-
nism and phase therewith.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the (Jazette.]

891.242. SHEET-METAL ARTICLE H\RvFv B
FfLLtH. St Paul. .Minn Filed Nov. 2,'S. l!«il Serial

No. 8.3. 3S()

I. A ladder constructe 1 of shiH-t metal, the sides or
standards thereof beini? provide! with Aw and Iwiit por
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member having an angularly shaped slot extending in- 3. In an electric-motor controller, a main circuit for
wardly from one of its edges, a portion of one of the mem-
bers being provided with a surface concetitrir with the in-

termediate curved edge of the corresponding portion of the
slot, and a projection on the other mfi^iber cooperating
with the said concentric surface for retailing the pintle in
the said slot. j

I
supplying current to the motor, a relay-switch controlling
the main circuit, and a brake solenoid connected U) the re-
lay-switch for control thereby.

3. A humc embodyinK a pair nf coOpcfating members.
one of said members having a pintle ainl tfce other ineiiil)or

being provide;! with a slot havim? \ frticulls- atvl horizon-

tally extending portions, the imiiil u lj:ueiii to the slot

having an e Ige cnneentric to the iiiternie.liate iur\>' I ''ine

of the corres[>on.ling p«jrtion of the slot, aiiil a nii< nii the

other hinge member co6i)erating with thq said concentric

edge Uj retain the pintle in cooiK-rative relation with the

said slot

4 A hinge einljo lying a pair of hinge luenitier- one of

which has a pintle thereon and the other riiemU'r having a
slot extending inward 1\ from one of its lk;i~ ->aid slot being
provicle.l with an angularly extenilitig ;>")rtion, a support-
ing shouliier forme. i on the sai<l nieintxT having the slot.

anil a lug on the rneinlx-r having the puitlf arrange 1 to be
set into and out of cooperative relation witii the said .shoul-

der by a relative longitudinal movement ii] a portion of the

said slot

5. .\ hinge embodying a pair of tiink;t iiienilx-rs. one of

said memlxTs having a laterall\ project lui^ pintle and a lug

a<ijacent thereto, and the other inenilxT ha\ing a slot

therein provided with a vertically extending portion ex-

tending inwardly from the upix>r edge thereof and a hori-

zontally extending iM>rtion, the meinlHT adjacent to the
slot being provided with a surface concenjtric with the in-

termetliate curved edge of the corresponditig portion of the

slot, and adapted to ro<ip>erate with the smd lug to retain

the pintle in the said slot, and a shoulder at the up[x'r end
of the said surface and adapted to receive the lug while the

pintle is in the horizontal portion of the slot for preventing
H relative turning movement of the hinge lueiutHTs.

89I.2:W. Kr.KC'THK -Motor Ct tXTROl-I-KR J<jhn

Dillon. MilwauktMv Wis . ;i.s,signor to The Barth Ele-

vator Cornpanv Milwaukee, Wis a Corporation of Wis-
consin Filed Juiu- _'l, UMM .-Serial Mo J1M<73
1 In an electric-inntor controller, a luain 'irruit ar-

rangeil for connei'tion with the motor, a rela.\-switch on
each -side of the motor devices eontrollinjj said main cir-

cuit, a deriv(»d-circuit from the mam line rircuit including

the electro-magnetie element.s of said switches, and a ]>ri-

maxy-switeh controlling said derived circuit

J In an electric-motor controller, a tiiaiu circuit ar-

rangol for supplying current to the motor irmature. a

relav -switch controlling the main rireuit, nn.l means a.s.s<i-

ciated with said relas -switch for short-c rcuiting the ar-

mature when the rela\ -switch is actuated <<

circuit.

o open the in.aiii
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4. In an electric-motor controller, a main circuit for
supplying current to the motor, a relay-switch for control-
ling the main circuit on each side of the motor devices, ami
a brake solenoid connected at opix>site terminals to the
relay-switches to be thereby connected to the main circuit
when the latter is closed by the said relay-switches.

5. In combination with a motor having a shunt wintl-

ing, a main circuit for supplying current to the motor, a
motor-reversing switch, a resistance arranged to be in-

cluded in the shunt field circuit of the motor, a resistance
short-circuiting switch having two sets of contacts, an<l a
short circuit around the resistance controUetl by the re-

versing-switeh to inclutle either pair of contacts of the
short circuiting switch.

[Cl.iinis ^^ to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]
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RAILWAY -TIE .\ND FASTENINO.
J. EvEiiMARD, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Jan.
Serial No. 411.876.

—flatMSHL-

^

1. The combination of a metal railwa\- tie having a web
at the top. on which the rails rest, and der)ending flanges,

.said web and flanges having ot>enings therethrough, and
angular retaining lK)lts extending through said o|>eniiigs

and engaging over the rail base.

2. The combination of a metal railway tie having de-

Iiending flanges said tie having holes in the top and slots

in the flanges Iw-si ie said holes, and angular ret.uning bolts

having heads at the top to engage the ba.se of the rails, said

bolts exten ling through said holes and slots and being
adaiited for turning 111 the holes, to pass the feet thereof
through the ^|(iis

:{ The comliinat loll of a mciai railway tie having a top
with hole- therein and si ic Hanges with horizontal slots

therein, ttie upper edge of the sjots lx>ing in line with the

under side of the to;, u, 1 intU- extending through the

holes and having heads at the top, and feet at the bottom
extending angularly and adapted t») l>e swung into or out
of the slots by turning the bolts.

syi.-Ms, S( I.S.--I lU.'' JoHA.s.N Fei.\k.\bik(,. Solingen,

Germaii> I iled .Im 10. 1908. .Serial No. 410,075.
1 Scis-or~ ;ir i\;.ici with a pair of pivoted meml)ers,

inns projecting 1 lurefroin. and cutting bla<les having ob-
lique -lots that are engaged by said piiis. substantially as
specitieii.

2. Scissors provided with a pair of perforated members
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pins projecting therefrom, perforated cutting blades hav-
ing oblicjue sloU that are engaged by said pins, and a

f

pivot passing through the perforated memljers and blades,
substantially as specified.

8 9 1 ,239. SCREEN FOR GRAIN-SEPARATORS.
Harry J. Folts, St. Cloud. Minn., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Maplebay Manufacturing Company.
Crookston, Minn., a Corporation. Filed Mar. 19, 1906.
Serial No. 306,834.

1 » V

A -1 reen structure for gram separators, comprising a
succession of spaced -c re.ns. consisting of screen frames,
having head aiiri tail har- and -i le frames, perforated
metal plat«'s u(mhi the fraiiK ~ imiH'rforate metal flow
plates leiKling from one .screen to the next, the upper
and lower edges of the plates Ijeing fastened to the
head bars of the successive screen framej> and the side
edges of the plates being secured in the side frames, and
the lower ends of the plates covering the head bars and ex-
tending to junction with the jx-rforated plates, and imper-
forate plates 10 covering the tail bars, whereby a continu-
ous metal flow surface is pro\ ide i.

891,240. LOOSE-LKAl- MI.VDER. Edmond Fournieh,
St Hyacinthe, Quebec, Canada. Filed July 8, 1907.
S<-rial No. .382,791.

1. In a loose leaf hinder, a key operate i arTiiating rod,
a sli.ling guard plate lying in the path of m.seriion of a key
for operating said actuating rod. means for" sliding said
guard plate, a stud 01, -aid guard phue and a shoulder on
.said guard pla'c ami a spring-art liated pawl provided
with a notched arm, the notch of which is a<iapted to re-

ceive the aforesaid stuii to hold the guard i)late in inoiiera-

tive position, whereas the end of the arm of said pawl is

adapte i lo engage the guard plate beneath the shoulder
thereon and to hold it in oiK'rative position.

2. In a l<«)se leaf hinder, a key oi)erated actuating rod, a
sliding guard plate Iving in the path of insertion of a key
for operating said actuating rod. means for sliding said
guani plate, a stud on said guard plate, and a .shoulder on
said guard plate, a spring-actuated pawl provided with a

notched arm, the notch of which is adapted to receive the
aforesaid stud to hold the guard plate in inoperative posi-

tion, whereas the end of the arm of said pawl is adapted to

engage the guard plate beneath the shoulder thereon and to

hold it in o|)erative ixjsition. and a secon.i arm on said
pawl adapted to be engaged by a key by wliich said pawl
may be actuated.

891,241. METHOD OK A.M) MEANS KoR STARTING
DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MA(Hi.\KS lit du Kha.nk-
ENFiELD, Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey, and The Bull<x"k

Electric Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio.
Filed Jan. 31, 1907. Serial No. 354.970.

1. The methoii of starting a synchronous electric ma-
chine, which consists in driving such machine above syn-
chronism by an auxiliary driving source, causing said aux-
i!iar\ -ource to dc»erea.se In siKH'd gra<iuall>-. and connecting
-:i! i Ti.achine to the source of current when it conies sul>-
-' ;i!;! ::ill\ into s>nchronism and pha.se therewith

~. 1 he method of starting a synchronou.s electric ma-
chine, which consist-s in driving such machine alnive syn-
chronism by an auxiliary driving source, graxlually increas-
ing the load on the driving .source to decrca.se its sjK^ed,

and connecting said machine to the source of current when
it comes substantially into synchronism and [iha.se tliere-

with.

3. The mettujd of starting a rotary converter, which
consists in driving it al)ove synchronism by an auxiliar\
motor, loading the rotary converter gradually to decrea.se

the sjieed of the auxiliary motor, and connecting the con-
verter to the mains when it conies substant iall\- into step
with the electromotive force in the alternating current
mains.

4. The method of starting a roi."r>- converter, which
consists in druing it abo\e s>iichronisin l)\- an auxiliar.\-

motor, loiuling the direct current end of the rotarj- con-
verter to slow down the auxiliary motor, and connecting
the alternating current end to the alternating current
mains when it is substantially in stej) with the electromo-
tive force therein

5. The method of starting a synchronous motor, which
consists in driving it alxne synchronism by an auxiliary
motor, loading the synehrf)nous motor to slow down the
auxiliary motor, and connecting the s\nchronous motor to
the source of supply when it is api(ro\iiH:itel\ in svnchro-
nism and pha.se therewith.

[Claims to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

H\R\F.V H
I'.HIl Serial

891.242. SHEET-METAL .\RTICLE
FCLLtH. St I'aul. .Minn Filed Nov. 2A.

No. 8.S,:i.so

1. A ladder constructed of sheet metal, the sides or
standards lhcnv)f being provide! with slit and bent por
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tions thereon 10 form pocket* or HpaLs. an.l the steps being

provided with flanKPs thereon for flttiriK wittun Mkl pock-

ets or seats-

2 In » device of the described claas, the combination

with a sickle bar; of a series of trailing windrowing bars.

each haviiiK hinged connection with the sickle bar and each

having rigid .onnection with another of the windrowing

bars near its f(,rward end, together with stays cenUally

connected to a suitable support between some of the wind-

rowing bars, and secureil to the bars intermediate of their

ends.

_' A ladder minprii^ina: steps, side^ or •^ta idards ot sheet

metal and having o[>eniiig.s therein for the rt><'eptlon of the

en Is of said steps, and flanges integral with an.l extending

out from the Ih„1v ,.f said standards for forming said open-

ings and for supporting said steps.

3. A lailder construction ot sheet metal the sides or

standards thereof being provided with slit and bent jx.r-

ti-.ns thereon to form seats and the 8t«ps being provided

with flanges for interlocking with said seat*

891.243 CnAXGE-M.VKIXr, MACHtNE. John T.

Gakton, Toronto, Ontario. Cana-ia. Filed July 5, 1907.

.Serial No, 3,8J,;{.'«

1 In apparatus of the cla.ss descril)ed th« combination of

suitablv supported sorting scret-ns, a plurality of coin de-

livering devices to which the sai 1 screeos <ieliver: keys

adapte<l to operate 8ai<l devices, and me*ns whereby the

or>eration of a kev will agitate the scrwns.

2. In apparatus of the clas.s descrilx-d the combination

of suitahlv supported sorting scrM>ns: a plurality of coin

delivering devices to which said screens deliver: keys

adapted to .)i>erate said .levices, means whereby the oi)era-

tionof a key will agitate thescreens, an 1 aievice inder>.md-

ent of the key for agitating the scrwns.

3 In apparatus of the claAs <le«cril>o<l the combination

of sorting .scre«-iis movably supix.rted ;
a lever fulcrumed

intermediate its cn<ls an.l adapted at one end to engage the

screens a pivote.1 key a<iapted to engage and rock the

other end of sai 1 lever; and a spring tending to retain the

lever in it.s normal iiosition.

3, In a device of the doscribod clas.-^, the combination

with a sickle bar. of a connecting bar linked thereto, and

provided with a aeries of slots; windrowing bars having

their front ends looi«-d through said slots, and forming a

hinge connection with thr connecting bar; and cniR**-bars

rigidly connecting the windrowing bars in pairs adjacent

to their front ends,

4, In a device of thf d.-scril>ed da-ss the comhmation

with a sickle bar; of a s<-t of trailing windrowing bars hav-

ing upwardlv curved rear ends and progre.s.siv.'ly increas-

ing in length from the outrr t,. the inner bars of the set;

each of said bars l..ing f-rm- 1 of half ovhI wire with the

rounded surface upix'riii'jst

5, In a device of the d.-<Tib...i chi-~. t he combination

with a sel of windrowing bar-, of a <upplem.-ntal .>(T-~et in-

ner bar; and a trailing bar pivotally conneote.l therewith

and adip'.- 1 to swing underneath <ome of the winlrowmg

bax- when i.irning corners

[Claims' 6 ;in 1 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

89 1,245. GAS -BURNER. Bernard A. Okurink.

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to American Stove Company,

St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct.

IM, IV«).T StTiiil No, 283,003.

891 '44 WINDROWING ATTACHMENT William

GvTEKMAN. Manitowoc, Wis Filwi JaTi. .5, 1906. Serial

No 294.713. Renewe<l Nov, 23, 1907 Srrial No 403..=>;3y

"1 In a 'le^ice of the described cla.ss, the combination

with a sickle bar; of a series of trailing windrowing bars,

each havmg hingetl connection with the sickle-bar and each

having rigid connection with another of the windrowing

bars near its forward end.

\ gas-t)urner comprising a body ha\ uig an interior cti;\rn-

ber provuied with a fud-inlet; arms suitably spaced

around the said chamber which arms respectively <*om-

pri.se a lower section an 1 an upper section, with the lower

lirm-section projecting laterally from the chamb.-r md
provKled interiorlv with a pa-ssag^way communicating ;it

it« inner end with the chamlx-r. and with the upper arm-

se<-tion attached to the outer end of and extending in-

wirdly over the l..wer arm-section and having an interior

pas-sage-wav or chamber which is closed at th.' free end of
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the said upper arm-section and in communication at its

opposite end with the passage-way in the lower arm-sec-

tion, with the upper arm-section provided at the top with

a ridge which extends longitudinally of the said arm-sec-

Uon, and a casing moimted on the upper arm-section and

provided at the top with a slot arranged above and longi-

tudinally of the aforesaid ridge, which casing is provided

interiorly with a chamber which extends upwardly at both

sides of the ridge on the said arm-section to and commimi-

cates with the slot in the top of the csising. and the cham-

ber or passage-way in the upper arm-section being in com-

munication below the said ridge with the chamber in the

casing.

891.246, POST. Hiram H. Grissom. Balbec.

Filed July 29. 1907. Serial No. 386,030

Ind.

In a fence structure, the combmaliou witn a pla.stic post

having a recess formed in one face adjacent to its upper

end, and having a passage formed therethrough, said pas-

sage commumcHtmg with the recess at one end and open-

ing through the opposite face from the recess at its other

end, a plurality of vertically alining staples embedded in the

post and projecting beyond the face through which the

passage opens, one of said staples lying just below the

passage, a brace bar engaged at ius upi>er end in the recess,

said brace bar being formetl of plastic material, a strength-

ening rod in the brace bar, said strengthening rod extend-

ing beyond the upper entl of the brace bar and having said

extended porUon engaged through the passage of the

post, said extended portion being formed into an eye at

its extremity, said eye being located in alinement with the

staples, line wires disposed upon the staples, and a confin-

ing rod engaged in the staples and in the eye of the strength-

ening rod. outwardly of the line wires.

from the thimble, connections between the thimble and

the brake whereby back pressure on the thimble set.s the

brake, an angular stop pivoted to the pole rearwanily of

said thimble, and means for turning the stop to bring the

end thereof into the path of the stop-abutting part and

holding the same in such position so as to prevent a back-

ward brake-setting movement of the thimble or for rock-

ing said stop so as to allow said projecting part to paw
the same.

2. The combination with a wagon having a pole, of a

brake, a thimble slidably arrange.! on the end of the pole

and having a downward projection on the under side

thereof, connections between the thimble and the brake

whereby back pressure on the thimble sets the brake, an

angtilar stop device pivoted to the iK)le rearwanily of said

thimble, means for turning said stop so that it will stand in

tte path of the projecting device or rocking the same so

that it will allow the projection to pas.s, a rod to operate

said angular stop, and means for holding said rod and stop

in either of their positions.

3. The combination with a wagon having a pole, of a

brake, means for setting the brake by back pressure com-

prising a device slidably mounted on the pole ; a stop for

said sliding device pivoted to the pole, a rock arm pivoted

to the pole, a connecting rod between the rock arm and the

stop, means for turning said rock arm, and a spring engag-

ing with the connecting nnl whereby the stop is held

either against saiii sliding device or out of the path thereof.

4. The combination with a wagon having a i)ole of a

brake shaft rotatably mountei! on said wagon, a brake

upon said shaft, a crank upon said shaft, a lever pivoted

to the pole, connections from the lever to the crank, a

device slidably mounted upon the ywle, a connection from

the sliding device to the lever, a spring cormected with the

lever and adjustably connected with the pole against the

tension of which the lever is n.ckwi, and means iwlapted

to be set to prevent said sliding device from movement

upon the pole,

5. The conibinaiioii with a wagon having a pole of a

brake, a thimble ^ll.lably arranged upon the en.l of the

pole, a lever pivoted to the jxjle, a rod connecting the

tliimble with the lever, coimections from the lever to the

brake whereby a backward movement of the thimble rocks

the lever and sets the brake, an angular stop pivoted to

the pole, a rotatable device an the pole, an operating rod

connecting the rotatable device and the stop by means of

which the stop may be moved into or out of the path of

the thimble, and a spring engaging with said oi>erating rod

so as to lock the stop in either position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

8 9 1,248. SMELTING-FURNACE.
GrOnwall, Ludvika Sweden. Filed

Serial No. 314,613.

EtroEN A. A.

May 1. 1906.

89 1.24 7. WAGON HHAKE. ROLLA A. GHISWOLD.

Dundee. 111. Filed Aug. 31, 1'.«>T Serial No. 390,901.

S^ H" HP

1. The combination with a wag.n having a ix)le, of a

brake a thimble slidably arranged on the end of the pole

and having a stop-abutting part projecting outwardly

1. In an apparatus of the eharacto- described, the com-

bination of a smelting furnace, a closed chamber containing

particles of carbon, a second chamber ctmtaining electric

heating elements and capable of being heat<xi 10 a temper-

ature of 1000 degrees C. by an electric current, a psixsage

connecting the heating chamber with the lower cml of the

said chamber containing charcoal, a pas-sage leading from

the charcoal chamber aVK)ve the bottom into th<> smelting
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furnace, a paasaRC leading from the upper portion of the

smeltinK furnace into the other end of the heatjng chamber,

and a pressure device in the latter puAsaK*" forjforcinK some

of the gases from the smelting furnace into* the heatinj?

chamber.
2. In an apparatus of the character descritteti, the com-

bination of a smeltinK furnace, a closed chambjpr containing

particles of carbon, a second chanit>er containing electric

heating elements and capable of being heated t<. a tempera-

ture of 1000 degrees C. by an electric current, a passage

<o meeting the heating chamber with the iowler end of the

said chamber conUviiuiig chanoal. a pansage leading from

the charcoal chamber above the bof'.uii hit., tli-' -melting

furnace, a passage leading from thr u;i|>< r i»"r'i -u of the

smelling furnace into the other .u.l ..f t!i.' li.;inn< < ham-

l>er. a pressure device in the latter iui.s.Hagf for forrmi? -^ome

of the gases from the smelting furnace int.) th»- h.-atmg

chamber, the said heating elenuir- .. i i.i 1 ri '. i a s«>ries

erturesof the diaphragms, and a hollow lobe of foraminous

material depending from the lower diaphragm and bemg

in register with an aperture thereof.

of tubular bodies of fire proof luai. ri.ii

tory material of low conductivity.

lii.'.l witli refrac-

891.249. LAMP ANf) I.WTF.RX
Lakeside, 111. Filed I-t. l-», r»<i^

WiiLtKsi S Hamm.
S.Ti;4 No. 3J7.01().

1 In a lantern, in combination, a body, i dome having

lateral air induction ports, an annular .li^tvhraKn; a»K)ve

the ports, an annular aperturcii di:iphr:Lgn, f>.l..« the

ports, a flue member tap-ritu? npuar.llv ttimu^hont its

length, fitted in the centr-U uport iir.>~ ..f 'tw liiipliragms.

hollow downwardly taix-nn^ lohes havic< foraminous

walls arranged annularly uiH.n thf outer s^mIU of th.- flue

member and leading down from the atK-rtuCes m the lower

diaphragm
.

2. In a lantern, m combination, a body, la dome having

lateral air induction jx>rts, an annular diipliragm above

the ports, an amiular aix-rtured diaphrakm l)elow the

ports, a fiue member 'aiwring \u)wardly 'throughout its

length; titte.l removably m 'he reniral :tperi ures of the

tliaphragms. hollow .lownwarllv tai^Trng lobe-^ having

forammous wall.'* ,irninxe<l annularly upon the outer walls

of .the rtue member and leading down fro'ii the aiHTtures^

in the lower 'liapKra^m.

2. In a lantern, in combination, a IxKiy having a light-

emitting side face, a dome having lateral air i)orts, a pair of

annular diaphragms in the dome one above and the other

below the air ports, the lower diaphragm having apertures,

a tubular member fitted within the central ai)ertures of the

diaphragms, and a hollow lobe depending from the lower

diaphragm and being in register with an ajx-rture thereof

and having lateral perforations in its outer face.

3 In a lantern, in cimibination, a body, an air chest at

th. .; p. r pirt of the Inniy having outwanlly-direcled in-

du< i.oi. ports, a hollow lobe deiwnding from the air chest

Into the boiiy of the lantern and having lateral eiiuction

poru.
4. In a lantern, in combination, a body, an annular air

chest at the upi>er iK)rtion of the IxKiy and having out-

wardly-<tirected induction jKirts, a hollow lobe deiiending

from such chest into the Ixxiy of the lantern and haN-ing

lateral eduction ports.

5 In a lantern, a Ixxly having a dome, a pair of annular

diaphragms in the dome, the lower one being apertured,

air ports in the dome wall intermediate the diaphragms, a

flue mem»>er removably fitting within the central aper-

tures of the diaphragms an.l carrying deiK-nding hollow

lobes which register with the lateral ai>erturt«s in the lower

diaphragm and have lateral air porta, and means for hold-

ing the flue member in place.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

89 1 25 1 FI.' M )K - .S.VNDi'Al'liRI.M. N!\(H1NK.

Fkedkki k llMtHF.Rs, Peoria. 111. Filed Nov. 2, 11*06.

Ser.al No. ;J4 1,811.

891.2.'X) L AMI- .\NI) I. AN ri:KN W i ip [ \ \i > Hvmm

I.'akeside^ 111 Kllel Feb 1 -n UHIT .>en:il No :i.-.7.04l.

1. In a iaiPerii, in .-ombuKition. a Ixilv ii.iMiiK a light-

emittmg side face, a .tome h.ivimj lateral »ir ix>rts, a i)air

of annular diaphragms in ttie dome one atx.ve and the

other UMow the air por'.-*, the lower dupi.ru'n- h:.vim^

niierture-i. a tubular tuemb.-r rtttei wphu. -tie .•nrrMl :ip

1. In a floor smoothing machine, the combination with a

frame provided with supf>orting wheels ailaptel to travel

over a floor, of an endless abrading Udt supported, inde-

pendently of said wheels, by said frame, in position to have

a small portion of its lower fold brought into contact with

the tl.xjr, means for aiijustably fixing the pressure of said

portion upon the floor, and means borne by the frame for

driving -aid belt.
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2. In a floor smootliing machine, the combination with a

series of revolubly mounted parallel rollers each provided

with a series of circumferential grooves receiving those por-

tion of contiguous rollers lying between corresponding

grooves, an endless belt inclosing and carried by said rollers,

and an abratiing lielt having its lower fold pressed by the

belt first mentioned.
3. The combination with a suitable frame, of wheels sup-

porting the frame above the floor uix>n which the wheels

rest, rollers carrie<l by the frame, an endless abrading belt

carried by said rollers and having its emis unequally di.stant

from the floor, means for lowering the frame to bring the

lower portion of the l>elt into contact with the flixjr. and

means carried by the frame for driving one of said rollers.

4. The combination with a frame provided with support-

ing and steering wheels, of an endless abrading Ix-lt carried

by the frame with its lower fold l)elow the latter, and means
for adjusting the frame vertically with respect to said

wheels, to press the belt u|)on the floor over which the

wheels move.
5. The combination with a frame provided with sup-

porting and steering wheels, of an endless abrading belt

carried by the frame, and means at one end of the frame

for adjusting the opposite end vertically to throw one end

of the belt only into and out of contact with the floor.

[Claims « to 22 not printed in the Gazette.]

89 1,253. HALTER. James Hegland. Minneajwlis,

Minn. Filed June 21. 1907. Serial No. 380.148.

891,252. DITCHING. DIGGING. AND LOADING MA-
CHINE. James V. Hare, .\noka, Minn. Filed Aug.

14. 1907. Serial No. 388..'i.5S.

a'hru

It ;s

1. A single-rope halter comprising loojw or bights form-

ing a nose-band, two cheek-bars, a crown-band, the front

band 10 and the throat-latch 11. secured together at con-

tacting and intersecting iKiints, the ends of the roj^e ter-

minating aiid meeting in one side of the throat-latch, a

ring in one of the ends and a snap-hook in the other end

adapted to engage the ring when the halter is in u.sc.

2. A single-roiM- halter comprising loot>8 or bights form-

ing a nose-band, two cheek bars, a crown-band, the front

band 10 and the throat-latch 11. secured together at con-

tacting and intersecting points, the ends of the roi>e ter-

minating in one 8i<le of the throat-latch, a ring in one of the

ends and a snap-hook in the other end adapted to engage

the ring when the halter is in use. and a halter-tug connects

ing the lower part of the nose-band and of the throat-

latch.

1. In a device of the kind descril^ed. a digging and hoist-

ing fork comprising the handle iwrtion 14— 15 with tines

formed at the lower ends thereof, the two parallel cro-'S bars

17 and 18 secured across the lower end of the handle jxjr-

tion, intermediate tines secured to the front side of the

lower cross bar and to the rear side of the upper cross bar.

all of said tines being made of meU\l and bent forwardly at

•n acute angle below said bars.

2. In a device of the kind deecriljed, the combination of

a substantially inverte<l V-shaped hoisting bail, a similarly

shaped fork trunnioned therein and having tines standing

at an angle to the front side of the fork, a trip lever pivoted

to one arm of the bail and having a short arm adapted to

normally engage the rear side of the bail and the front side

of the upper end of the fork, and a longer arm adapted to be

pulled downward by a ror»e in tripping the fork, said long

arm having a guide, a rwl pivoted to the hoisting bail and

extending into the guide, an expanding coil spring encir-

cling the rod and adapted to return the lever to locking

position after tritipinii:

891,254. ELECTRICAL WATER-HEATER. Harry
M. Hill, St. Louis. Mo., assignor to Hill Electrical

Manufacturing Company. St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation

of Missouri. Filed July 29. 1907. Serial No. 386.163.

1. In an electrical water heater, the combination with a

.shell or casing, of a cylindrical outer electrode arranged

therein, a solid inner electrode arranged within the cylin-

drical electrode and providing a space for the passage of

I

water therebetw(>en and said outer electrode, said shell or

casing being provide<i at its upi)er end with a discharge

opening for the heated wat«r in axial alinement with the

inner electrode, and an insulation ring interjxjsed betwe<-n

the outer electrode and the up|><>r wall of the shell or casing

to prevent the water from flowing over the upper edge of

the outer electrode and thus caust> it to pass through the

discharge oi>ening: substantially a.s described.

2. In an electrical water heater, the combination with

a shell or housing provided with an open end, a cap piece

for closing said ojien end. a cylindrical electrode arranged

in said shell or housing, and insulation i>ostj^ secured to

said cap piece for supporting said cUectrode in po.sition;

,
substantially as described.

' 3. In an electrical water heater, the combination with a
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shell or hourtng. of an electrode arrange<l therein, a post

for supporting said electrode in position i^ said shell or

houainK. and means on said post for iuljustini? said elec-

trode: substantially as de!itTl^)ed

4. In an electrical water heater, the cotnbination with a

shell or housing open at one end. a cap piece for closing

said open end. an outer cylindrical elective, insulation

posts for supporting said cylin.lrical pkTtr<i<le in position,

electrical conductors passing throuKh sai<i [X)st and said

electrode, an inner electrode, a p<ist for >upporting said

inner electrode in position, and means on said post for

adjusting said inner electrcxle; substantially as described.

5 In an electrical watrr heater, the coinhluHtion with an

open-ended shell or casing, of a cap piece fur clnsin« the

open end of said shell or casing, two electrtxles supported

from said cap piece, one ..f -aid electnxie.s the outer, be-

ing in the form of a . vimdcr and Ix-ms; spaced from the

end wall of the shell 'T h.. using by an irisul:ition riiig. and

the other of said elecircxles beuiK supported bv a post

from the cap piece, and means co6i)eratiiikC w.-l. vu

for a<ljU3ting the cap piece: substantially as l.-^rnb.-.!

[Claimi«6and 7 not printed in the (iazette i

supported by said standard bearings, and locking means

having elements carried respectively by said air supply

st

^5.5 VAl.Vt: AND VALVE-CiEAR891.25.5

E.NC;IN'ES

Feb. 8. 1907

EUK SIEAM-

Oij: Holen. Jr . Britton), S. D Filed

S«^rial N'o. 35<>.367. baae and said casing for reiainmg said casing in an upright

position.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

In a steam engine, a rotary valve having an annular

groove near the middle and one near ea.ih end. and be-

tween the middle groove an.l each end Krtn.ve u^-n each

of two different periphenral lines a pair of dianutncally

opposite porta, each i>on in the two paira bein»? situated

about ninety degrees from the nearest port in the other

pair- said ports opening, one diagonally tlkrough the valve

into the annular groove at the middle, another and oppo-

site one extending longitudinally alorn? the face of the

valve into the aimular groove near the end «>f the valve, the

third port extending <n>en as a canal mto the annular

groove at the middle of the valve, and Mle opposite i>ort

extending below the surface of the vah e lungitu.linally

-Into the annular groove near the en<i of ilv valve, a shell,

chamber or casing encircling said valve aivi having sU-am

ports registering with the three annular gr.-v-s. and two

pairs of port^, each p<jrt a.lapte.1 to regi-.ter ^dterr.ately

with the opposite ports of a [.air in the valv.-, auM rt. i- ..n

duct steam to and from a pair of double at-ting -'.an,
.
si

Inders. and means for n -rating the valve bj the rutaliun of

the engine shaft.

80i;257. WRENCH. RoBEBT W. Hope and Samuel F.

E»rAMBAUOH, Shelby. Ohio. Filed Sept. 11. 1907. Se-

rial No. 392.294.

upright til table

891 2o<>. SMELTlNCi- FURNACE, Wti.i.iAM J Ho!.z-

APFEL. Scottdale. Pa. Filed Sept. 12. 1«)7. Serial .No

.392.468.
^

I. .\ smelting furnace consisting of a bttse an upright

tiltable ca.sing supporte.l over said ba.se, and lo<-king iin-iuis

carried by .said casing an.l interlocking with saui ba.se to re-

tain said casing in an upright position.

_' A smelting furnace consisting of an

casing carrying a vertically nioval)le couiihng ring and a

ba.se provided with a seat for said coupling ring

3 .\. smelting f'lrnace consisting of a ba.se, an upright

tiltable 1-a.sing supported over sani ba.se, an.l a nu.valile

coupling mendM>r carru^l by said ca-sing adapted t,, engage

with s:iid ba.se to retain said ca.sing in an upright ix.sition

4 A smelting furnace consisting of a b;khe provided witli

a gp.<n-e.i srat. an upright tiltable furnace ca.sing .sup-

ported over said ba.se. and a vertically movable coupling

member carried by said ca.sing and ailapt»j.l to engage with

said grooved seat to retain saiil ca-sing in an upright position

5. \ smelting furnace consisting of an air supplying ba.se

provider! with <tan>iard U-arings, an upright tiltable ca.sing

1. The improvement in wreiiclies herein described, com-

prising the handle having the pivot opening and the slotted

ovx-nmg beyond the same, a fixed jaw having side plates

provided with a main plate having a pivot opening and pro-

vided above the same with transversely extending slots and

having its upper edge flanged laterally outward and pro-

vided at one end with projecting lugs, a fixed jaw block

held between the lugs of the side plates, lateral flanges at

the up;)er edges of the main plate forming ways or tr.acks

for the sliding jaw. the sliding jaw having sli.lmg plates

ciiiprising the main plates flanged outwardlv ;>f 'heir up-

[HT e<lges and having said flanges sliding on th-'-- Ik-.' t'aii^'-

of the side plates and provided at one en<l with outwardly

projecting lugs and with the sliding jaw block held be-

tw.en the same, the main plates of the sliding jaw being

provide<l with oi«-nings for the pa-ssage of a pivot pin.

a pivot pin pa.s8ing through said oiK-nings and through the

siotteil opening in the handW- mi projecting at it.s emis

into the lateral slots of the side plates of the tixe<t jaw, and

I roller on the said pin and operating in the slotted opening

of the handle, all su»>stantlally a.s and for the purpose set

forth.

2. The combination in a wrench, of a tixf^V jaw i)loctc.

a sliding jaw block, side plates having lugs carrying the

fixed jaw block and also having main plates and outwardly

turned flanges at the upper etlges of said main plates, a

sliding jaw having a jaw block and sliding plates provided
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89 1,2 58. AUTOMATIC STOP FOR RAILWAY-
TRAINS. John T. Humphreys. Washington, D. C.

Filed Oct. 1, 1907. Serial No. 395.405.

M ^

1

.

In a device of the chanMiMr specified, tlie combination
of an axle, a standard suppOTtcd by the axle, train pipe

valve mechanism carried by said standard and including a

movable striking memt)er, a contact laember, and means
whereby the contact member may be moved into the path
of the striking member to open the tra^ pij>e.

2. A tri|>-controlled brake mechanism comprising, in

combination, an axle, a collar fixed thereto, a standard
suspende<l from said collar, brace mechanism to hold said

standard in a certain {xjsitioii. means to vary the effective

length of the standard, train piix- valve mechanism carried

by the standard and maintained thereby at a definite ele-

vation with respect to the axle, said valve mechanism in-

cluding a movable striking member, signaling mechanism,
and means controlled thereby to be engaged by said strik-

ing menil)er to cause the latter to open the train piix".

3. Automatic brake mechanism comprising, in combina-
tion, track rails, an axle, air pipe valve mechanism support-

ed thereby and including a pivoted striking member, a
bed plate having an inclined face, means for rigidly secur-

ing said plate l)t'twe»n the track rails, a contact member
having an iiicliiic<J face complemental to the said face of the

bed plate and supported thereon and also having an outer

cam surface, and means for sliding the contact member
upon the bed plate to bring ii« cam surface into the path of

the said striking memlHr
4. In an automatic stop mechanism for railways, an

axle, valve mechanism for the train pii>e sup|)orted from
said axle, said valve mechanism comprising a pivoted
striking tnenit>er and a slidable valve having a piston at

each end, a l>e<l j)late rigidly secured below and in the ver-

tical plane of said striking member, a slidable contact
member locate. 1 upon said bed plate and having one or

more inclined cam faces, signaling mechanism, and means
connected with the same and with the slidable contact
member to bring the latter into the path of the pivoted

striking member up)on movement of the signaling mechan-
ism to one position

5. Valve mechanism for an automatic stop for railways

•oniprising. in combination, a valve casing, a valve mov-
able therein, a movable striking member carrie<i by the

casing and connecte<J with the valve, and means movably
secured to the end of the casing and operably connected

with lugs carrying the jaw block, the said sliding plates
j

also having main plates whose upper edges are turned out- I

ward forming fiangee sliding on the fianges of the said

plates, and intermediate devices between the fixed jaw
i

and the sliding jaw whereby to operate the latter, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. A wrench comprising a fixed jaw having side plates

and lugq projecting therefrom, and a jaw block held be-

tween the 8ai<l projecting lugs, and a sliding jaw having
a main plate sliding between the main plates of the fixed

jaw and provided with spaced apart lugs and with a jaw-

block held between the same, and intermediate devices

between the fixed and sliding jaw for operating the latter,

substantially as set forth.

with the said striking member to prevent obstacles on the

way from causing an tmauthorized movement of the valve

mechanism.
[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,259. DEVICE FOR BENDING THE NECKS OF
GLASS -BLOWN DOSE- MEASURING BOTTLES.
Arthur W. Hutchins, Providence, R. I. Filed Jan.

11, 1907. Serial No. 351,757.

1

.

A device for bending dose-measuring bottles, the same
consisting of a suitably mounted supporting member for

holding the heate.i bottle while it is being acted upon, and
means adapte<i to contact with the neck of the bottle and
bending it at an angle so as to produce a completed meas-
uring recess or pocket therein while still held in said suj>-

porting member
2. In a device of the character hereinl>efore described,

the combination with a fixeti hol.ier for containing the bot-

tle in a heated state, of a movable member arrangeti to con-

tact with the neck of the bottle and bend it at an angle with

respect to the body of tlie bottle so as to produce a recess

In the neck, means for actuating said movable member, and

a stop gage operatively connected with said actuating

means for limiting the degree of bending movement of the

neck.

3. In a device of the .character hen'iMtx;fore described,

the combination with a franie and an open cup or bottle-

holder secured thereto, of a swinging self-dropping operat-

ing lever pivoted to said frame, means for supporting the

lever in the normal or elevated position, and sviitably dis-

posed swinging neck-bending and stop members arranged

with respt'ct to sai.i holder connected with an.l having their

movements coiiirf)lled b.v said oi)erating lever.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a suitably mounted open cup or bottle-holder,

and swinging neck-bending and stop members arranged

with respect to the holder, of a self-dro[)ping lever opera-

tively connected with and controlling the movements of

said neck-bending and stop members, and a device connect-

ed with said lever for automatically regulating the speed of

the latter during its downward movement.

891,260. CORKSCREW. Carleton H. Hutchinson,
Boston. Mass. Fil»vi .Ian 13, 1908. Serial No, 410.511.

r-l C

1. A corkscrew comprising a iiaudle having a longitudi-

nal recess which is open at the top an.l bottom, a screw piv-

otally connected thereto at one end, which is movable on
its pivot into a ix)sition in parallelism therewith and also

at right angles thereto, a lever also pivotally connecte<i

thereto near one enci, which is movable on its pivot to oc-

cupy a position in parallelism therewith and al.so in aline-

ment therewith and als.j at ntrht angles thereto, said lever
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passing throuKh the openings at the top ahd bottom of the
recess in the handle, as its fxwition with »(->ivrr thf^rotd is

changed, subtitaniially as describe!

I

2. A corkscrew comprising a haii.llf^ ! :i\m^ i iMnKitudi-
nal recess which is open at the toj) hikI \<-,tunu. a itver piv-
otally connected thereto, nesu- one t!i.i ^tiich is movable
on its pivot into a iwsition in par:ill.iisni therewith, and
also in alinement therewith iuui also ;tt ngtir angles there-
to, said lever pa-ssinj? through the oiK'iunn-. ;it 'he top and
bottom of the recess in the handle, as its i)..^ir|,,ii with re-
spect thereto is changed, and a scr' \\ il*. |u\ .'ally con-
nected to said handle, at one end. on •;:-,(

rests when in alinement with the h,ii,.i,.'

described.
Hi 1 1 ail V as

891.261. PLOW. WtiiiKM H Tx. Hsov, .\nte. Va..
assignor of one-half r,, Htiir\ 1 li^uias Ivey. Ante, Va.
Filed Oct. 2, 19()7 S. rial No. 395,596^

A plow comprising a beam, front and rear standards
thereto, a foot connectinK the lower end- of the standards
together and l>ein»< provided njHin its ii[.t)«T side with an
undercut shoulder and uiion its latenil -iidcs with iiayotiet

slots, a grooved block ailapte 1 u> rei-eive the foot and hav-
ing lugs for enterini? the t)ayonet slots ami h.ini; provided
at its en<l with a rece-»s adapted to re<'ei\-»- ^ai 1 -tiouliler,

securing means for holding the t)lo,k aicainst longitudinal
movement on the foot, wings camel h\ the hlo.k and a
plow attached to the forward standar 1

89I,2t;j iiKCEPTACl.K FnK M A I IIKI A I..-; To BE
API'LIP-IJ WITH A HHISH (hvhlks F Jknki.ns.
Washington, I>. C. h il-d A;ir. ^, l'.i<)s .S«Tial No
425.827.

1. The combination with a cylindrical Receptacle, of a
diaphragm having an upturne<l marginal Ginge and a cen-
tral opening, a centrally perforatefl disk picture adapte<i to
fit loosely in .said receptacle and rt-st uixjn Haid flange, and
a brush having its handle frictionally heki in the perfora-
tion in said disk.

2. The combination with a cyhndrical receptacle having
a shoulder at some di.stanre below its upixjr end, of a cen-
trally perforate*! brush-earrvirm di-k adaplk'd to rf>st uix>n
sai<l shoulder an<l flo<e -iie upp. r end of t ho receptacle, and
a centrally p)erforatcd diaphriktrn rived in ^he reeeptarje a

\ little below the closing disk

3. The combination with a cylindrical receptacle, of a
diaphragm flxe<l in the receptacle below its U)p, and pro-
vided with an upturne<l marginal flange fitting the recej>
tacle and with a relatively small central opening, of a cen-
trally perforate*! disk resting upon said flange and remov-
ably fitting and filling the upper part of the receptacle, and
a brush adapte<l for vertical a<lju9tment In the perforation
in said disk.

891.263. ELECTRICAL Air \UATU8. Charucs J.
KiJEiv. New York, N. V , a-nsignor to Ralph A. Schoen-
berg. New Yprk. N. Y. Filed May 7, 1907. Serial No.
372,320.

1. Improvements of the character de»«rilx"d, comprising
a plug receptacle provitled with closure means opening
outwardly of the Ikj.x or receptacle and operated by the
insertion of the plug.

2 Improvements of the character described, comprising
a box or receptacle provideil with a face-plate having a
plug-oj)ening therein: and closure means for said plug-
opening opening outwardly of said box or receptacle and
operated by the in.sertion of the plug.

3. In a <levice a plug receptacle of the class described, a
face-plate therefor having a plug opening therein and a
spring actuated curved shutt»T inovahly iMounte<l adjacent
said plug opening and adapted to Le ac; it,,i f,y the in.s<>r-

tion of a plug to projjvt outwardly through said plug
<)r>ening.

4. In a device a plug receptacle of the class describe*!, a
face-plate therefor havinx an opening therein, and a plu-
rality of shutters pivoted iwljacent to sai<l oix-mnif and
adapted to open outwardly upon the in.s4'rtion .f i piin.

5. In a device a plug receptacle of the cl,i~- :— ritied, a
face-plate therefor having an f)jiening therein, and a |)lu-

rality of curve<l shutters pivote*! adjacent to said oi>ening
and a<!apted to open outwardly upon the insertion of a
plug.

fClaims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

Ml ILRIFICATION OF
l\Mip, Urbana, III. Filed
i-"M,i9. Renewed Apr. 22.

891.-.'0-l. DE\ Hi; I I iii

METALS. (HMiif- I

Aug. 7, 19()6. S<-rial No
1908. Serial No. 42H.H4()

1. In combination, means for generating in vacuo an
electric arc and vaporizing the metal thereby; means for
condensing the vaiKir, and means for separating and dis-
charging the metal distillate.

2. In combination, electric means for vaporizing the
metal in vacuo; means for condensing the vapor; and
means for .separating and dischurkciiikj the metal distillate.

3. In combination with a suit.dih -ource of electrical en-
ergy, a receptacle containing th. m. : ,i ,, be purified; a
condensation chamber which coinmuimaU's with said re-
ceptacle; and a discharge tube for the metal distillate lea<!-

ing from said chamber, the air pr— i-. n ^n 1 receptacle
and chamber t)eing less than .u i , -pi,, n. pr -Nsure.

1 In combination with a - piM. ^our . of electrical en-
ergy, a pair of cooperating reeepta. m- ip inuiiK the metal
to be purifleil; a conden.sation !ii,i;i>.T which communi-
cates with said receptacles; and a discharge tut>e for the
metal distillate leading from said chamber, the air pri'.vsure

in said receptacles and cliamber being less than atmos-
pheric pressure.

5. In combination, electric means for vaporizing the
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metal to be purified in vacuo; a condensation chamber ' form a stop or support for said socket, and a spring-catch

whtrein the metal vapor is condensed; and a capillary di»-
j
mounted on said pin and interlocking with said socket,

substantially as set forth.

charge tuln- leading from said chamber, said tube serving

to maintain the vacuum.
(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

891,265. PRCK^ESS F« I U r I HI IICATION OF METALS.
Charles T. Knipp. Irbana. 111. Filed Aug. 6, 1907.

Serial No. 387,371.

1. A^process for the purification of metals consisting in

generating an electric arc l>etween two portions of the

metal to be purifietl under a pressure lower than that of the

atmosphere, thereby vaporizing the metal; and condens-
ing the vaiK)r produced out of contact with the impure
metal.

2. A process for the purification of metals consisting in

generating an electric arc between two portions of the

metal to be purifle*! under a pressure lower than that of the
atmosphere, thereby vaporizing the metal; condensing the

vapor pro<luced out of contact with the impure metal; and
maintaining the low pressure upon the impure metal by
leading the distillate away drop by drop.

891,266. KN()< KI)(>\\ \ ( II VIP.. James R. KoE.N'
Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Julv _",* U«)7. Serial No. 385.953-

1. A chair, coinprisiiiK a seat pro\idei| in its underside
with a socket, and a po-t or pe,ii-!.,i .irra:.v'<<i in said socket

and provide*! near r- upper en.i with a pin arranged to

2. The combination of a base plate having a socket, a

seat provided in its underside with a socket, a ix>st or pe ics-

tal arrange*! in said sockets and i)rovided near its upper and

lower en<is with projecting traiis\(Tse pins, the upi)er pin

arranged to form a stop or support for the seat-.socket and
the lower pin arranged to rest upon the base plate, and up-

per and lower siiring catches arranged in the i)ost and at-

tached to said pills anil engaging the seat-socket ant! the

base-plate socket, re-pec ti\ely, substantially as set forth.

3. In a knock du^Mi chair, the combination of a nienib«'r

having a socket, a holk)w post or jjedestal removably ar-

ranged in said .socket and providt^i with a transverse pin.

and a spring catch comprising a pair of arms and a con-

necting coil mount<'d on said pin, one of said arms bearing

against the inner side of the post and the other projecting

beyond the end thereof and having a head which interlocks

with said s*)cket. substantially as set forth.

4. In a knock dow n chair, the combination of a member
having a socket, a hollow post or pedaetal removably ar-

ranged in said socket and pro\ ided in opposite sides with

notches, and a spring catch arranged in the end of the ix)st

and comprising a pair of arms connected by a coil and ar-

ranged resjiectively in said notches, one of the arm.s project-

ing beyond the end of the post and having a head which

Interlocks with said socket, substantially a-s set forth.

891.267. I'DWKK .SliIl'ri.N<. .M KCH .\ .NLS.M. Wil-
liam H. Lafaelle, Boston. Mass. Filed Apr. 29, V.H)H.

Serial No. 429.897.

1. In a po^^e^--hlpplnK mechanism of the character tie-

scribed, a central dri\ ing-shaft , a central driviiiK-pulley

rigid on said -haft, a i)air of flanges concentric with the

periphery of the jujliey and extending outward from op-

posite sides of the well iKtween the huh an ! the iK'riphory,
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o.mcentric with th« llanBe. a "•"
'^, °^^l,,. .„ „,..

clutch-mechanisma pivotally connect^ ^' ^
't -.Tf l^

eia^etueut with the flanges, for the ^-^^^^^^^^^'^e-
2 In a power-shipping mechanism of the

'

^-^
^

^«[^^^.

^c^bed, a Central ^vix.»-^^\*,
S:^;;:,^^:;^. -'^

^^s^idS :; ttw^titwe^n the h.. ----;-
errcurved yokes on opposite sides of the ^^;*»

°\;^;^j^

clutch-mechanisms and movmg the >"^.

^ent with the flanges, for the purpose set forth.

^^i^rfoTru^ug^d switch and controUmg „,eans

";'t L^'a'Il^irtic^^lway switch, the combination with

JJsr o^rating the switch . of m^^^^ into o^.ra-

ztrremr :; --^r^h^^^^^^^^^^

for preventing the
»"^-f.^'^J^J°^'^« ^^a^ miy P-vent

r^ISh^r^^ra^iratrji^h^wn ^d^er pre-

^tt^^aurnirrraiiway switch, the combination wit,

.neans for operating the switch; of means ^t -to^^--

H^„ h,.. thP nassaae of a car past a given point, for control

1 ^L mov^ent of said switch operating means; re-

said preventive means.

[Claims 6 to 17 not prints in the (.azett^.l

891.270. CAR-FENDER.
Ma«. Filed 8ept. 18. 1907.

H.vRRv L LiBBY. Boston

Serial No. 393.499.

and Matthew i.^whon. r^wulvvell. 1-u|Uim

Mar. 16. 1907.

LAW.-40N, Swulwel

Serial No. 362.622.

^-n<i>

In an oil lamp burner the combination with a w.cic tube

Anions and outwardly flared v^rtam. of p . xten^

Z^s i?rrf said exteLions -ing fom^ed of bent w.res

iLdbtr^Tn Sntact with the outwardlv ft.rM ;..rt.o.«.

I

891.269. AUTOMAIU ^^^^^^'^l;''V''\ ^
TOUB R. T.EVT. Oal. Laixe, i'u tiled ^i-t. -^. 190..

Serial No. .•04.940.

1 In an automatic switch operaung f
^'^hamsm the

comb nation of a movable switch tongue, means whereby

It may t^ automatically operated by an ^PP-aching car

Ld opemion being dependent upon th«|ate of sj^'^^

which Uie car approaches the switch; an-l mean.s for pre

venung the automatic ...u.plet.on of the orK-rat.ou of .a.d

^"rin'"a:;'rutomatic railway switch, the ...,n„mat.,n wuh

me"ans for operat.ng the switch; of "'-"*
^J ^J^.X^r.

tion bv the pa-ssage of a oar past a given j>omt for control

r tL r^ov^ment of sai<i switch operating means; re-

r.i^g mrh-is- c:inecte.i witi. .u. ..utro.Hug mean.

a"l n'eans for preventing the automatic |,perar>nn of .aid

'"fin an autornatu- r.dway ^uuch, the tombinat.on w.th

Jans' foT:::;rat.ng the switch; means *-t ^^^^Z
by the passage of a car pa-^r a «.ven point, for con.roUa

1 The combination with a railway car of a e"^^^^^

rii thereby and comprising a frame P-oted^Mts^^r^end

and having it.

^^^^^^^l^^^iZ^^^^^^^^
with

close proximity to the track
.^

e
cooperating

said fender. n>-"?*^^^*^ti hereby and itft the front end
with said lever to be engaged thereby

J^^'^^' ^^^
of the fender up from ^«

^^''^^^"f^^^'S e^-^- ^^^ »
to be turne^i upward '"'^^'P''^'^^^"''-^"!.;;'''

retain the
locking device cooix>rating with said lever to retain

ir^in its lifted
^*^-- tr^v^cr on.'^-n'ler c^-

2 The combination with a railway car

neTl thereby and con.prismg ^^^^^^'^X^^^^^Z-l
and having *t-/-"\;f,::;^r me^ to'surportThe front

close proximity to the track, "^'j"
,

^nder

'^^rntntly^f said means, for the P-^;-J^7'«7 ,,., ^ar-
"^

3. The combination with a ^^^^^
'^^^^[j^^^l^, ,, which

ried thereby and comprising . fr.me, a rock «^'
'J ^^^

said frame is secured at its - -;-"^;
"^^^^^^i/" „^\^ track

front end of the said fr.me m '"'^'•"\;^ ';„,,,„, ,.f ,he

under normal conditions, and '"*"«'^-,^ ^ ."„V„„ ^ock-

operator on the- and
-y^^^^^^^^ 'iTZ^::!:^^^^^ -.1

TllZ JhlTrrri^f^r .a. franie from its lowered

position, substantially as described.
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4. The oombinatiiiii with a railway car, of a fender car-

ried thereby and comprising a frame, a rock-shaft to which
Bald frame is secured at its rear end, means to support the
front end of the said frame in close proximity to the track
under normal conditions, means under control of the oper-

ator on the car and movable independently of the rock
shaft but cooperating therewith for rocking said shaft and
elevating the front end of the said frame from its lowered
position, and a locking device coOi)erating with the means
for rocking said fender to retain the latter in its elevated
position, substantially as describe<i.

5. The combination with t\ railway car provide<i with a
platform, of a fender therefor pivoted at its rear end and
having its front end normally in its lowerwl ix>sition in

close proximity to but above the track, means for sustain-

ing the front end of the fender above the track in the low-

ere<l position, and mearLs extended up through the said

platform and under the control of the operator while on the

car for elevating the fender from its opKjrative position,

substantially as de8cribe<l.

891.271. CENTRIFUG.AL M \( IIIXE BiMUDI LlUNO-
STRdM, Stockholm. Swede!! .ussiKiior to Aktiebolacet
Separator. Stockholm. Sw<.lin I ile<l June 36, 1006.

Serial No. .323 444

1 The coiiihinHtion with eentrifuRal machines for dry-

ing purjMis*--. hH\ ing outletn for draining the liijuid from
the .Holiils, of ilevices movable in .said outlets to clear them
from solids

2 Thr romhination with eentrifujfaJ machines for dry-

ing purpo^M-^. having outlets for draiinng the liquid from
the soIkU, of devices within said outlet.s and movable rela-

tive t4> said outlet-" to clear said outlet.s from solids.

3. The coinhiiiKi loll with centrifujjal machines for dry-

inn purjiii-c- (ia\ niK annular outlet.^ for draining the liq-

ui 1 from the s(,lii(< of devices movable in said outlets to

clear them from solids.

4 The combination, with centrifugal machines for dry-

ing purposes, havinx annular outlet.s for draining the liq-

uiii from the solids, of inclineci devices movable in said out-

lets to clear them from .solids.

6. The combination, with centrifugal machines for dry-

ing puri>o8es, pro\ide<l with outlrts for draining the liq-

uid from the soli, is, of a conveN ing device to carry the

material through the machine, and .scrajiers secured to

said conveying devico an t movable in said outlets.

891,272. ROUTE-GUIDE MAT Cokneijus C. Ix)EWE,

Berlin, Germany. Filed Oct. 12. I'.HXi .Serial No. 338.634.

1. .\ map comi)rising two cartograi)hic reproductions

of the country lying on the one side and on the other side

resi>ectively of a selecttnl rout<>. and an intervening strip

representative of said route on an exaggerated transverse

scale, said strip comprisinK grnphirnl selecte<l particulars

descriptive of the routr

2. A map c'oiiii)rismn two cartographic reproductions

of the country lying on the one sute and on the other side

resiiectively of a selected route, and an intervening strip

representative of said route on an exaggerated transverse

scale, said strip comprising three parallel divisions contain-

ing respectively graphical selected particulars descriptive

of said route.

1:54 O. G.—120

3. A map comprising two cartographic reproductions

of the country lying on the one side and on the other side

respectively of a selected route, and an intervening strip

representative of said route on an exaggerate<1 transverse

scale, said strip comprising three parallel di\isions of

which the central division is a cartographic rei)r(Mluttion

of the route and the two lateral divisioius contain graphical

selected particulars descriptive of saiii route.

891.273. CLAMPING MEANS FOR CORE-PLATES OF
DYNAMO- ELECTRIC MACHINES. Ch.\RLES E.

LoKi) and Wii,i,i.\m H Powell. Norwoo<i. Ohio, a**-

signors to The Bull<K'k Electric Manufacturing Coin-

pan,\- a CoriK)ration of ( )hio. Filetl S<»pt. 14, li»<),5. Se-

rial No, 278.4>*6. Renewed Jan. 22, 1908. Serial No.
412.225.

1. In a dynamo electric machine, a core comprising
laminsp, a support therefor, said support l^eiiig provided
with an abutment and at a suitable di.stance from said

abutment a circumferential grot)ve, and a ring seat»vl in

said groove, the lamiria» being clamptHl l)etweeii the abut-

ment and ring and said ring being held in the ijroove by an
overhanging portion of the siii>|>ort

2. In a dynamo-electric machine, a core comprising
laminsp, a supporting element on which the lamina^ are

mounted, the supiKirting element having an abutment
and at a suitable distan<'e therefrom an undercut p:roove,

and a ring partially seated in said groove for clamping the

lamime against the abutment, the ring being normally
held from outward dlsiil.acenicnt by the undercut i«irtioii

of the groove.

3. In a dynamo-electric machine, a supi>orting memlx-r
provided with a i>air of end-heads or plates an(i a circum-
ferential groo\-e near one of said end-heads or plates, lami-

nH» clami>ed iK'twivn the end-heads or plates, and a ring

»eate<i partially in the groove for holding the laiiiinir and
adjacent end-head iti position, said ring and Kro<i\f ha\inK
engaging inclined faces

4. A means for clamping lamina' on a support coiiipris-

ing a ring seated in a groove in the supiwrt, said Krisne
having an undercut side and said ring having an enKaging
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incUned face, whereby accidental displacemeni of the ring

^'

s'^rmeans for clamping laminje of a core t) a, support.

compri8ing an abutment and a spring ring, a aid support

haXgllroove in which the ring ... partialbT^'^'-' -°d

means for preventing displacement of the rm^

an overhanging portion of the support and

shoulder on the ring.

8eate<i. and
comprising

Sin engaging

891,274 CARRIAOt^SHII'T AND PLATBN- ROTATOR

dris A. LUCE and Joh.v C. N. «" "^«'7'
^_,

Iowa. Filed Jan. 31. 1908. rierial No. 41^|5. 1.

Des Moines,

naUon of lever, to shift said belt; a pivotaUy mounted

spring actuated lever, and means for operating said spring

actuals lever by a movement of a shift key m the key

board of the typewriUng machine, substantially as shown

and described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Ga»ette.J

891^6. SAFE. VAULT. Ac Alexander W. M.krr.

SltorOhio, assignor to Herring-Hall-Mar^.n Safe

company. New York. N. Y., a .Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Feb. 18. 1905. Serial No. 246.327.

'A «:^

1 In a carriage return shift and line n-a^^-r fnr wntlng

machine, the combination of a driven Mr drs.^ne.1 to en-

S^and o;^rate a loo^ belt wheel and a combination belt

^rand .\run> VK>th mounte<l on the ^n>e .hftft and n>eans

TorTh^fting the l>elt from one beU
^^-^^-^^^^^^'^^ZZ

for returnmg the carriage and spacing the lines b> the P^ r.

tion of the said drum, substantially a. shown
^-'^TlJ^t^^

2. In a carriage return shift and hn.. s-^r f"^ -"^'^ "«

machines the combination of two belt wheel. -" ""; "•^;;'^;

by side on the same shaft and a drum cmnerU-! -v. l' '.; 'f

saidwheels; aV,elt driven by amotor.desi.n.-.l'..i.-rn-i^

drive said wheels; a lever, provided with ..uans f..r ^.iding

Z belt, located in front of said ..U .h.-.l.^: -- -
shifting said- guide lever to cause the U-lt t., l>e -.hiftci

?om one belt wheel to the other and n.ean, f.-r returnu.«

rcamage and spacing the lines by the rotating of ^e
of said belt wheels, substantially as sh<.wr>

^^^^^/'f'^"^^
A In a carriage return shift and h.u- -P^uer f<;^^"^ "«

machines provided with two l^lt wh-el- ,„uunted on the

Tme Zft one of which is des.^ned ..s .n >iler and oneto

operate the mechani.sm. a means to shift tfce <inv;-«J>-'^

from one of said belt wheels to the other, comprising a.

upwardlv projecting guide lever inune<liat.ly in front of

^d wheel, the lower end of said lever
»^\"f

,^°""^7';^;";

and designe.i to be operated by, a secon.l L
-^^^^J^^\

mounted for limited rotary moven.ent >a ita bearing,

m^ to hold said second lever stationary to cause the

Sit to run on the idler and means to rotat^ said lever to a

hmited degree to cau^ said belt to be «h. ted to he beU

wheel <lesigne,l to operate the mechanism, ^ubst.int,alh as

shown and descril>ed. 1

,.,i,^„

4 In a carriage return shift and line spacer .,r venting

machines employing a continually moving belt 'designed to

be shifte,! from an idler to a mechanism operating belt

wheel the combination of a ^h.,.-! '.v.r inountt.l for a

limited rotary movement in .. Ne.ru..- a -•-""
;^:;:^^«.

engaging said lever and creating i 1
.t..v:irl pres.ur.

ther^n a means to limit the upward n.nement o said

ever an arm projecting forwardly from ..ne end o said

ever u.s outer end be.uK sup,..,ru.l i.^ a second lever^

means for .-..ratinK said .-Huud lever ap-l withdraw ng

^^pp,.r- fr.u said ami; a guide lever[secure<l to the
iia supiH I

,- ,,4 11 shaneil lever substantially as
other extreriut\ i -Mid U snapeii ie\er,

hown and desiTi:>eU

'5 m a ,arnage return shift a,:.t .:. S — f..r tvpevvn,.

ing machines driven bv shifting a i-." ^rou, .a idler to a

m^hanisu. o;>eratin. ^. heel, a .neai>- ,
..-.Kt.ug of a combi-

1 In combination with a bar or support having it.s up-

per 'edge f.,rine<l with two plane faces at an angle to each

oSer and t<, the horizon ; a block or carrier mounted there-

o?a"d provided wnh an ant.-friction wheel or roller having

two bearing faee. <,f convex form in .
ros.s section, and at

n^ht angles to said bar. said convex faces t>eann« respec-

Uve is uf m the respective inclined plane faces of the bar

wherebv any tendency of the block t.> rock or tilt laterally

with reference to the bar is c()unteracte<l

2 In combination with a bar or support, a block or car-

rier' supported by and movable relatively to said bar; and

an inVrU-.! «roove<i ant.-frict.on roller a.lapted to s rad-

dle the upi**- edge of the bar. the Ix-aring faces of the bar

and of the^ollerL.ng res,.etive,y of l"-" ,-' ^>

^.^X
foriTK sul.tantially a.s shown an.l de^cril^xi

-^'^^f/J,^
bearing contact of the roller on each face of the bar edge

ir^uce<l to a iH^int. an.l the part* are caused to maintain

their proi>t"r relation at all times.
.. „ ,

3 n combination with a bar D having substantially

V-shaped upper and lower edges, a carrier mount«l and

movabrupLrsaid bar an.l provided with groove,! rollers

Tstraddle^d traverse its edges, said rollers having con-

vex tearing faces on opposite sides of each V-edge. sub-

stantiallv as shown and described.^ inlmblnation with a supporting bar having substan-

tially V-shaped upper and lower edges, a
'-^"'^^l"""^!^

and movable thereon, comprising blocks K and F each

prov le-i with groove.! rollers J. and a strap or plate con-

necting said blocks; a door or other object to be supported

screws or lx>lt* G passing through enlarged holes in the

birds Tnd into said door or other object; and adjusting

screws I pas-sing through the blocks and bearing up>on the

screws or bolts G, substantially as shown and described.

891 276 3AFB. VAULT. Ac. Ai.kxandek W. MaBB,

iJnilton, Ohio, assignor to Hemng-Hall-Marvui S^.

Company, New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New

jersi'V File<l June .30, 1906. Serial No 324.197

1 In combination with the bolt work, primary and sec-

ondary bolt-retracting motors, an.! time mechanism of a

safe vault or like structure ; a detent for the primary bolt-

retractmg motor ; a detent for the secon.lary bolt-reUactmg

motor: connections between the time mechanism and the

detent., whereby the first is wiUulra..-n at the time for

which the mechanism is set. and thereafter the «econ<^ .»

withdrasv,, If the first motor fails to fully retract the bolts.
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and a locking device actuated simultaneously with the
bolt work and serving, in the event that the secondary mo-
tor is released , to prevent the resetting of such motor.

2. In combination with bolt work .and with time mech-
anism therefor, primary- an.l secondary bolt-retracting mo-
tors H and I; detents L and M for holding said motors out
of action; and a bar K connecting said detents with the
time mechanism aii<l with each other, tlie detent L being
made in two parts, one movable independently of the
other, and tlie detent M tjeiiig comiecte<l with bar K by a
joint permitting limited movement of the bar independ-
ently of the deuiit, whereby the detent L may l>e actuated
without actuating the detent M, and may be set and reset

reganiless of sjud tictcnt M.
3. In combination with bolt work, time mechanism

therefor, and bolt-retracting motors; detents for sai.i mo-
tors; and connections l>eiween the time mechanism and
said detents, tlie detent for the first motor comprising two
members k and I, connected by a pivot pin or joint, one of

said parts movable a limited distance relatively to and in-

dependently of the other; and a spring serving nonnally to
maintain said niemljcrs in proper n'lation to each other.

4. In combination with the bolt-work, primarj' and sec-

ondary bolt^retracting motors, and time mechanism of a
safe, vault, or like structure; a detent for the primary bolt-

retracting motor; a detent for the socondar>' bolt-retract-

ing motor; connections between the time mechanism and
the detents whereby the first detent is withdrawn at the
time for which the mechanism is set, and thereafter the
second is withdrawn if the first motor fail fully to retract

the bolts; and a removable locking device actuated simul-
taneou-sly with the bolt-work and serving, in the event
that the detent of the secondary motor is 8tripi>ed. to pre-
vent the resetting of such motor until said locking device
is removed.

5. In combination with the bolt-work, primary and sec-

ondary bolt-retracting motors, and time mechanism of a
safe, detents for said motors; connections between the
time mechanism and the detents whereby the detent of

the primarj' motor is withdrawn at the time for which the
mechanism is set, and thereafter the detent of the second-
ary motor is withdrawn if the first motor fail to with-
draw the boltw fully : a shaft or arbor geared to a moving
member of the bolt-work; and a detent carried by said

shaft or arbor and serving to lock the secondary motor
acainst acting if the primary motor fully retract the bolts.

and to lock said secondarj' motor against resetting if it be
tripp>e<l and caused to operate.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

801,377. BNVXLOP-SEALING MACHINE John A.
MAMWOm, White Bear, Minn. Filed Apr. 23, 1906.

0Mial No. 313.229.

1. The combination with a moistening device and coop-
erating movable upper and lower and intermediate feed
itevices, of means for directing the gummed flaps of the

envelops to the said moistening device wliile subject to one
of said feed devices, and a yielding flap-ivessing rod or arm
arranged to press the envelop flajis against the moistening
device, substantially as described.

//

=^-bdt

2. The coiiil)ination with a inui-stening device including
a water distributing roller, of a yielding flai)-pres.sing rod
overlying sui.1 roller, u[iper and lower and intermediate
fe.ti rollers, and a deflect ing device, said upi)er and inter-

mediate rollers being arranged to feed the envelops and to
carry their gumme.1 flajM* over the water distributing roller,

and said deflecting device being arraiige<i to fee.! the in-

verter! envelops between said intermediate and lower feed
rollers to (seal the same, substantially a^ descril>ed.

3. In an envelop sealing machine, the combination with
means for moistening the guinme*! flaps ther«H)f, of upper
and lower atul interine<liate fetnl roller-. :i defleeiing device
arranged to receive the envelops fe*i from between the
upper and intermtxliate rollers, and to direct the same be-
tween the intermediate and lower rollers, and a yielding
stop rr>d ftverlying said fee.1 rollers and arrange.! to a.ssist in

imparting an initial nio\-eiiient of the invertci envelop
between said intermediate and lower feed rollers, substan-
tially as describe.!.

4. In an envelop sealing machine, the combination with
means for moistening the flaps thereof, of upiK>r and lower
and intermediate feed rollers, a deflecting plate arranged Ut
receive the envelops delivered from between said upper and
intermediate feed rollers, and to deliver the same between
said intermediate and lower feed rollers, and a pivote.1
gravity actuated stop rod overlying said feed rollers, and
arranged to assist in imp.-vrting an initial movement of the
inverted envelop between said internietliate and lower fee<!

rollers, substantially as described.

5. In an envelop sealing machine, the combination with
means for moistening the gummed flaps thereof, of upper
and lower and interme<iiate feed rollers, a <!eflecting plate
arranged to receive the envelops fed from between the
upper and intenncliate rollers and to direct the same be-
tween the interniciiate and lower rollers, a stop plate
rigidly but adjustably secured with respect to said deflect-
ing plate, and a yielding stop rod loosely resting upon said
stop plate, and adjustable therewith, substantially asTde-
scribed.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.)

891.278. COLLAPSIBLE JOINT. Herman W. Martin,
Ilion. N. Y. Filed Feb. 10, 1906. Serial No.'245.073.

1. A collapsible joint comprising members disposed be-
tween an abutment and a \alve, the said members being
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held toKfin.T by h rolliUK mpmt>er therebetwTHjn, the laru-r

being held in place by a fusible material holding it to eath

metnlx-r only at point.n retnoved from c-onta<-t with the

other member, substantially sut des<-riN'd

2. In a collapsible joint. mend)ers ilispo*'il to tx- nor-

mally separate. i by the action of distuK'f foro-s, ami means

for holding the members together, .said meanp romprising a

kn-kinn inemt)er seated lx>twe<>n one of the ml'mbers and an

opposite rontact surfa^'e melined to -^ai 1 nieniU-r and con-

neote<l to the other ineml>er. each tnetnfc><-r iH-mg cut

away at ix>ints opposit* to the contact [H>int of the l<jeking

memljer with the other member to expo-ie the locking

meml)er to the direct action of heat. sij>stantially as

shown
3. In a collapsible joint. niernt»ers di.si)o9ed t(j l>e nor-

mally separated by the action of <listinct forres, an escajie-

ment member engaging at liifTerent point* opposite in-

clined faces of the said memN'rs and directly exiM)sed to

heat at all jxiinus where not connectetl to the a«ljacent

member, and a soft s<:)lder holding the es<'ai)«rnent mend.er

to one of said members, substantially as shown.

4. In a collapsible joint, memlx-rs nornially separable

under pressure applied to the joint, a rolling Icx-k a.tapted

to be secured to one meml)er and holding thr two together

by engaging the other by friotional contact ©n the inclined

face thereof and a soft stilder holding the roller lock to one

of .said meml>ers ami b^-ing applieil only at the vK>int where

the lock conta<'ts with but one of sai.l memt)er^. the other

member being cut away at such points, substantially as

shown
5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of memtx-rs to form a joint normally collapsible and

means to hold the same from collapse, the said means com-

prising a member with prongs obliquely incliift»d to the

other meml>er to engage by friction contact a locking

means placeit lK'tw»-en the prongs and the said opposite

mend)er. said Iwking means an.i a fusible material to hold

the locking means substantially as demrilxHl.

(Claini' f) and T not printed in the (lazt'tte.l

8^)1 'JT'* FIRK-IM.rr. AND COLL.\PSlBLK JolN'T

Hekm.vn W M.\KTiN. I'tica. N. Y. Filed Jan lA. I'JOti

Serial No. 295.H59.

4 .\ t^rc plug having hm .lUlict iii«-inber with a p.irtinii

recesM*vl. a phig ixirtion ^<-hic 1 iii -^aid reccs.scd [Mirtioii and

having a collar thereon anl washer mendxT>' dis(«)se 1 be-

tween the outlet and the collar <ai ! inctid>ers Ix-ing

adapte<i to i-rovide a plurality of cntacts to -m-hI the outlet

and comprising a non-<-orrosiv(' inemlx'r. substantially as

shown
5. In a tire plug, the cnint>mation with an outlet mem-

ber, of a' removable plug with an annular collar, and ring-

like meml)ers around the plug and l)etween the outlet mem-

ber an<l the collar of the plug, said menil)ers comprising a

non-corrosive meml)er. substantially as shown.

[Claim ti not printed lu the Gaiette.J

HUl JMO FKICTIoV-rT T'TCH ThoM.\s W Moro.\n

Waterl.M. Iowa a-ssignor to Wilbur W Marsh. Waterloo

Iowa Filed May 11. 1907 Serial No. 373.187.

1 III ;i rirc plug, the cinhination with at outlet incinbcr

iif a removable plug with an annular collar and ringlikc

m.'mb«Ts arountl the plug and between th» outlet member

Uld the collar of the plug comprising a resilient member to

'oree the plug from tt-s seat, substantially a.s shown.

2 In a Are plug, a plug member to be mouiite t to close

the (lUtiet member, and washer^ around t.he plug and bc-

twe<-u the plug and the outlet member and providing a

plurality of -K-aling contacts, substantially a.s shown

3.' In a flre plug, the combination with aii outlet member

of a removable plug with a resilient waihcr thereon capping

the outlet and ringlike members between the outlet and

the plug and aroun 1 the plug c.mprUinn a resilient

member to force the plug from it.s seat and a meml)er

preventing corrosion Ix-twecn the outlet ix)rtion an 1 the

plu ; ;H)rtion. substantially as shown.

I .\ friction-clutch, consisting in combination, of a

driven shaft, a frictkm-diak havuig a so<-ket»'d hub de-

tachably se<-ure<l to the end of said shaft, the s,K-keted

hub t)eing extemled outwardly from the outer fa<-e of said

disk, a band-whe«d having a »ockete<l hub rotatably and

sli<lably mounttvl on the outer extension of. the s.x-keK'.l

hub of said friction-disk and having a friction-*urf a. c

adapted to Ix- contacte.l with the friction -surface of sai.l

fricfioii-di«k. an axial screw having its head detachably

secure<l within the -socket of ^aid friction-disk and project-

ing oulwariily therefrMm and a thuml>-nut mounted to

work on said screw and detachably engage the outer sur-

face of said band-w heel

2. A friction-clutch. con.sisting. in combination, of a

driven shaft, a friction-<lisk having a socketed hub de-

tachably ,s«>cured to the end of saul shaft, the -locketed liul.

iM-ing extended outwantly fn>m the outer fa<e of said di-^k.

a band-whe«d having a socketed hub rotatably and slid-

ably mounted on the outer exten.sion of the .socketed hub

of said friction-disk and having a friction-surface adapted

to be contacted with the friction-surface of said friction-

ftisk. an axial screw having it.s head detachably secuntl

withm the -... ket .if -<aid friction-dwk and projecting out-

wardlv ther'from a washer on said -^crew next to the

outer surface of saul band-wheel, and a thuml>-nut mount-

ed to work on said screw and engage -aid washer to cau.se

the latter to frictionally engage the outer .surface of .said

band-wh«M'l

891.281 MKTALr-FINISHING MACHINE. D.vnikl W.

Mn.UN. Lowell M.Lss Filed Oec 3. 1906. Serial No.

:i4t).167

1. In a cylinder burnishing machine, a sup|)orting bar.

guiile rails parallel thereto, a weighted carriage comprising

guide wheels ailapted to traverse the guide rail.s and a de-

[x-nding hanger m which arr> vertical slots, shoes ailapted

to slKle in the slots, a Ijustmg IhjIis screwed into the hanger
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and beaniut against the shoes, a shaft carried In the slots

of the hanger, and s«>ated in said shoes, and a burnishing
roll carried by the xhaff. as described.

.n A j-i '^.An^

2. In a cylinder burnishing miwhine. a bar forming an
Interior longitudinal supi>ort for the cylinder, a burnishing

roll, a weighte<l carriage supporte<l thereby, guide rails

above and parallel with the bar along which the carriage

travels, fenders carrie<i by the carriage, two dash-pots,

each comprising a spring and a piston working in a cylin-

der from which exterxl slotted wings fittetl over the guide
rails and held in place b\ adjusting bolts, and means for

causing the carriage and burnishing roll to traverse back
and forth between the da^h-pots. hs descril)«l.

.3. In a cyliniler burnishing machine, a bar forming an
interior longitudinal xupport for the c\ linder comprising a
bracket and an end plate at one end. a supporting poet pro-
vided with vertical slots. Ixjits pa.s.s«Hl through the end
plate and the slots, nuis carried by the bolts, a set screw
a<lapte<l to rais«- or lower this end of the bar. combined
with removable adjustable props at the other end of the

bar.

4. The pr(KH»«8 of burnishing and stretching cylinders

consisting of supixjrting the cylinder internally parallel

with its axis and causing a roll under pressure fo travel

back and forth upon the outside of the cylinder along the

internal support and of rotating the cylinder intermit-

tently HO as to bring each portion of the surface succes-

sively under the roll

.5. In a cylinder burnishing machine, a bar adapted to

enter the cylinder, a burnishing roll supported thereby, a
weighted carriage supported by the roll, guides for the
carriage parallel with the bar. a face plate, a pendulum,
strap> pivoted near their ends to a i>oint near the free end
of the pendulum, means for limiting the movement of the
straps, a connecting rod pivoted to the face plate and to

the long ends of the straps, and a rod pivoted to the
weighte<l carriage anil to the straps, as described.

[Claims 6 to lO not printei in the (lazette.J

891.2S2 SPKKD ' IMl IINC, I)K\ ICE. Anthony L.
Mrllrou. CinciniiHtj ( ihio, a.s,si^nor to The Bullock
Electric Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Ohio.
Filed Aug 9. 1<X).^ Serial .\o. 273,380.

1. In i-oinbination with a rotating member, a switch
norniali\ held in a retracted or oi)en position, a latch for

holding the switch in the retracted position, a centrifugal

device comiirising a weight<'d siiindle slidably mounted to
move ra^tiall.v in a din»ction transverse to the axis of the
rotating member, a spring for restraining said weighted
spindle against centrifugal action up to a pn-detennined
value '^aid spm<lle and «witeh Ix'ing so relatively mounted
that the switch wdll be oix'rated by the spindle after a cer-

tain rarlial movement thereof.

2. In combination with a rotat mg shaft . a sjx-eil limiting

device comprising a support, two stationary switch con-

tacts mounter! thereon, a movable switch contact, a plunger

on which said movable contact is carried, a latch normally
engaKing the said support ami holding the plunger ami
mo\able switch contact in retracted position, a centrifugal

device comprising a spindle slidable in a direction trans-

verse to the axis of the shaft, and in a plane containing the

said latch, a weight on sai<l spindle and a spring normally
restraining said spindle against centrifugal a<'tion.

3. In combination with the rotating member of a ma-
chine, a cn-sing inclosing the end thereof, a switch in the

lower part of said casing the movable part of which l>eing

normall\ held out of contact with the stationar.\' i)art> by
a vertically mo\able plunger, a support in said ca*iing. a

movable hook or latch engaging said support and holding

the plunger and movable member of the switch in a re-

tracted position, and a weight*' 1 spring- rest rained ineml)er

in proximity thereto, mounted in lugs on the end of the

shaft to move in an outward rlirection into contact with

said latch to close the switch after a certain predetermined

speed has Ixs-n reache<l.

891.283. FLUSH-TANK. John Nelson, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to Illinois Malleable Iron Company. Chicago,

III., a Corporation of Illinois. File<l Sept. 9. 1907.

Serial No. 391.897.

1. A Hush tank including in its mechanism a ri.s<'r for

admitting water into the tank, a valve chamber at the

upper end of the riser, valve mechanism in the chamber
for opening and closing communication between the riser

and the valve chamber, and means for seating the valve

and atlapted to Vk> r«>leaf>e(i from the valve to i>ermit the

incoming water to unseat the valve, said valve depres.sing

means including a reciprocating open pipe projecting from
the valve chamlxT dowiiwarilly.

2. A flush tank including in its mechanism a riser for ad-

mitting water into the tank, a vahc ch.imbor at the upper
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891,284. FAUCET. Joseph W N'ethehy. In<lianai>filis.

Ind., aasisnar to Netheo Valve Coiniiany. Augusta,

Me., a Corporation of Maine. File<l July 21, 19<)5.

3«Tial No. 27rt.eA9.

end of the riser, valve mechanism in the chlimber for open-

ing and clofiing eoiiiniunication lietween tbe riser and the

valve chanibt-r, means for seatiiiK the valve .ind adapted

to be released from the valve to i>Tinit the incoriiing water

to uyseat the valve, said valve depre.Sisirij? means including

a reciprocating open pipe projectmg from the valve cham-

ber downwardly, and an arm projectlnkc from the pipe

Into engiigement with the valve

3. A flush tank including in its mechaoidin a du< t for

admitting water into the tank, a valve cl|amber in roni-

rnunication with the duct, vahe mechaiiisni in the chamber

for opening and closing communicatitjn between the duct

and the valve chamber, and mean.s for s««ting the valve

and adapted to i>e released from the valvi- to [x-rmit the

incoming water to unseat the valve, said valve depressing

means including a reciprocating oi>en pii>*^ projecting from

the valve chandx-r downwardly
4. A flush tank including in its mechaaism a duct for

a<imitting water into the tank, a valve chamber in com-

munication with the duct, valve mechanism in the chamb«'r

for opening antl closing communication ix-tween the duct

and the valve chamber, means for seating the valve and
j

adapteii to be releaseti from the valve to p«irmit the incom-
|

ing water to unseat the valve, said viilve depressing

means including a reciprocating oiH-n pii>e ]irojecting from

the valve chamber downwardly, and an arm projecting i

from the pipe into engagement with the vaive.

5. .\ flu.sh tank imluding in its mechaoism a duct for

admitting water into tlie tank, a valve chaoiber in commu-
nication with the duct, vaJve mechanism in the ch:unber

for o;iening and closing communication bertween the duct

and the valve chamber, saiii valve me<-haai--<m incluiiing a

valve controlling portion that is apertiire<l to [)ermit pa.'*-

sagc of water from the chand>er to the lank, said valve

controlling portion .serving to depress the valve to break

commumcalion l)etwcen the valve ciiarnb^r and the (hict

supplying water thereto and Ix-ing ^wparable from the

valve so that the incoming water may ii.s«'lf un.sfat the

valve.

the lower end, and a piston also carried by the valve stem
and adapted to travel in said chamber to a point below said

orifices, whereby when the valve is first <nH'rattM! thr dis-

charge orifices are first shut off and then gradualU ii.ened

as the piston head ascends thereby causing a gradual flow

at the beginning anil a more rapid flow thereafter.

891.2S5. FAUCET. Joseph W. Nkthert, Indi«nap<rfli,

Ind., a.ssignor to Nethery \ alve Company, Augusta,

Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed July 21, 1905.

Serial No. 270.690.

1. The I'oinbin.iMod of a vaive -ilcin, a \:|lvt' on the lower

end of said ^rem, a push on the upper enc| of said stem, a

retarding chamber through which the vaJvo pa-sses. a pis-

ton head on saiil valve stem within said retarding chamber,

and a vaU'O seat at the lower end of said retarling chaml^)er

To receive either the valve or the pustoii.

2. The combination of a body, a removable structure

mounted in said l>o<l\' and emiHxiying the valve ,s«'.it at i's

lower end, and a retanling ciiamber atxjva said valve seat

liaving orifices in the walls of said chamber .somewliat

above the valve seat, and a piston carried by the valve

stem and operating in said chamber to a point below said

orifices.

3. The combination of a ixxlj'. a structure carried there-

by embodying the valve seat and al.so a retarding chamber,

a valve st<^rn mounteil in said structure, a valve on one end

of said stem, a push liutton on the other erni of said stem,

said chamber t>eing provide<l with orirtces in its sides near

1. The combination, m a faucet, of the nunn Ixxly por-

tion coiinirismg an inlet pii)e anil tlu li-i tiarge nozzle and
having a threade<l oiiening in line wiili the mam discharge

pipe above the nozzle piussage, ami a valve structure

threaded into said opening, said valve structure carrying

a valve se,at and a tubular iK)rfion projecting therefrom

into the induction pijH' of the main Uxiy with oi>ening3

through the wall thereof adjacent -ahl \alve seat, a

tubular valve emliracmg .said tubular (H.rtion iitiil s.-ate<l

at it.s en<l on .said valve .seat, a valve stcin ).;i.-^sMit{ ihr'Unli

the vaK'"' structur*- and riirrying the tiit^ul.'ir \;d\i :it its

inner cud. a pu.sh on 'he outer end of >.iid -ifiii. a --pring

<haml)er formeii in the outer en<l of the valve structure

artd embracetl by the push, a spring arrange*! within said

cliand)er :uid engaging the push, and a nut threatie<i upon
tlie valve stem within the spriiiK chand>er and longitu-

dinally adjusteii on said stem whereliy the travel thereof

may be a<ijustably limited.

2. The combination, in a faucet, of a central structure

containing a central chandxT and ra<lially disiKwwHl (iis-

iharge orirtces leaditig from said chaml->er, a valve seat on

the lower side of .said structure, a cylindrical valve sur-

rounding a prolongation of .said structure and atlapted to

cover the ingress orifice therein, a valve stem mounted
centrally in said structure, a push on the upixr end of said

valve stem, said structure being pro\'ided with a chamber

in its upper portion surrounding sai.i valve stern and a

drain oriflce leading from the end of ~:ii.! rhamlx«r to the

discbarge orifice leatling to the nozzle.

891,286. WE.\THER- STRIP. Frederick Overfiei.d,

Cornwall, \. Y Filed Jan. 22, 1908. Serial No 412,082.

1. .\ weather strip comprising a split tubular female

member having a strip arranned over one <><lge. luid a rub-

ber strip and an inclined male menilx^r coacting with sai<i

member, said rubber strip engaging the tubular memt)er,

and the male member extending into said tubular member
and engaging said strip

2. The combination with a win<iow ca.sing, provided

with a swinging sash, iiaving a lower rai)bete<l rail, of a

split tube secured to the sill of the casing, a rubber strip se-

cured in the rabbet of the sash, an angle strip secured over

said rublx-r strip, said angle strip Uing :idapte<l to extend

into the tube, and the rubl)er stri[» to engage the tube

when said sash is closed

3. The combination with a window casing, having a

longitudinal grooved sill, of a sash pivotally mounted in

Tune 23. 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1831

said casing, provided with a rabbeted lower rail, a split

tube secured in tlie groove of the sill, provided with an open-

ing, a drain passage communicating with said opening, a

strip Z-shaped in cross section secured to the sill, having a

hooked edge fitting over one edge of the tube, a weather

strip secured to the shoulder of the sash formed by the

rabbet, adapted to engage said tube, and an angle strip se-

cured over said rubk)er strip provided with an inclined

portion, adapted to extend into said tube and engage the

hooked edge of said strip.

4. A weather strip comprising a female ineini>er and a

male memL>er, the female memixjr being formed of a split

tube, of a strip Z-shaped in cross s<Mnion, having a hooked

edge secured over one edge of said tube, said memt>er being

adapted to be secured to the sill of a window, and a male
member wlapte*! to be carried by the sash, comprising an

angle strip adapted to extend into said tube and engage

the hooked edge of said strip, for the piurpose set forth.

891,287. FEED-ROLL FOR WOODWORKING-MA-
CHINES. Joseph G. Patl, Midland, Ontario, Canada-

Filed Aug. 23, 1907. Serial No. 389.772.

Ing upon the ties outside the line of the rail flanges, a

member offset from the foot and out of contact with the

ties and extending from the foot beneath the rail flanges

and a member extending from the foot upward and l>earing

against the webs of the rails near the rail heads.

2. A fish plate consisting of plates u;>on opposite sides of

the rails to be joine<i, each plate compri.'^ing a foot resting

upon the ties outside the line of the rail flanges, a member
out of contact with the ties extending from the foot be-

neath the rail flanges and having its free end hooked over

the rail flanges, and a meml)er extending from the foot

upward and bearing against the webs of the rails.

3. A fish plate consisting of plates uptm opposite sides of

the rails, each plate comprising a foot resting upon the ties

at one side of the rail, a series of members adapted to in-

terlock with corresix)nding members on the opposite plate,

said members being out of contact with the ties and having

their extended ends hooked over the flanges of the meeting

rails, anil a meml>€r extending upward from said foot and

bearing against the webs of the rails.

4. A ftsh-plate consisting of two members having bases

to pass beneath the rail, gripping hooks at one edge of the

bases for engaging the opposite edges of the rail base, f\il-

cnmi feet at the other edge of the bases to bear upon the

ties, and curviii pressure plates to l>ear against the oppo-

site sides of the webs of the rails and having vertical per-

forations to receive set-screws.

1. A feed roll comprising a circular body having teeth

with channels between the teeth of gradually increasing

Rise from one side to the other of the roll.

2. A fee«i roll comprising a circular bo<iy having teeth

with channels between the teeth of gradually increasing

ise from one side to the other of the roll, said channels be-

ing alternately oppositely directed.

3. A fee<ling device comprising shafts, bars secured on

the shafts, and feed rolls provided with teeth having in-

clined channels opening alternately on opposite sides and

disposed on the shiifts on each side of the bar.

891,288. FISH ri.A'lE. J.\cob Fawolowski, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Kil.-i Sept. 24, 1906. Serial No. 336,075.

891,289. BLUE -PRINT WASHING AND DRYING
M.XCHINE. Ch.\ki.es F. Pease. Chicago, 111., as-

signor of one-half to Williams, Brown A Earle, Phila-

delphia. Pa., a Finn. Filed Dec 5, 1906. Serial No.

346,479.

SET

In a blue print finishing machine, a series of liquid con-

taining tanks, means for feeding a pritite<i strip there-

through, brackets arranged at the sides and adjacent each

end of said series, fixe<i rollers having their shafts or trun-

nions journale^i between said brackets at each end of said

series, each of said brackets having an approximaudy ver-

tical recess therein and being provided with a shoulder

adjacent the upper end of said recess, said recesses and

said shoulders being adapted to sui>ixirf rollers therein

superposed upon said fixed rollers, a remo^ able shaft ha\-

Ing a plurality of transversely di«ix>sed disks mounted

thereon journaleri within said recesses, a pair of said brack-

ets at one end of said s<^-ries, and a wringing roll having its

shaft or trunnions journale<l within said recesses, a pair of

said brackets at the opvK)site end of said series, said shaft

and said wringing roll V)eing adapted at the option of the

user, to rest on the Ixottom of said recesses in contact with

said fixed roller or on said shoulders at the upix>r end of

said recesses and out of contact with said rollers, substan-

tially as described.

1. A fish plate'consistmg of plates upon opposite sides of

tbe'rails to be joined, each plate comprising a flat foot rest-

891,290. BLOWING ENGINE OR PUMP. GtSTAV
B. Petsche, Philadelphia, Pa., a.ssignor to Southwart

Foundry and Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed .Sept. 21, 1907.

Serial No. 393,921.

1. In a blowing engine or pump the combination of a

cylin<ler having its end members connected by a hollow

central memlxr, said central mendx>r having cylinder ports

through it, an annular reciprocating piston in the cylinder
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and -urrnuiuliiiK -ail hollow ineinb«>r. an.I the valve

mechanism for controlling said pori^ lo<-ated in said hollow

member
2 In J. blowing engine or compressor the ronibination

with the .vlmder having the chambere*! end members con-

necte<l by a hollow central member, said central member

having fx)rw fornu^i in it which ser\-e to pM^ the flmd

pumpo.1 or compresse<i from the cylinder into thr receiving

apaue formed bv the chambers in said end members and the

interior of jiaid hollow central member, of the annular

reciprocating piston in said cylinder and surrounding said

central member, and the outlet valve mechanism control-

ling said jx>rts locate<l in said hollow membe .

891291 METHOD OF .SKWING 8HOE-SOLE8 TO
LPFERS. Joseph A Hh.-i lt, Haverhill. Mass.. as-

signor of one-half to Harris W. Spaulding. Haverhill.

MaAs. File<i June 2fi. lOOV Serial No. :<23,484.

The method of sewing shoe soles directly to uppers con-

sisting in .sewing from the toe along one side of the shoe in

one direction, and then sewing from the starting point

along the other side of the shoe in the other direction.

891292 GAS-FRODl'CEK Sami kl W Rishmore.

Plairif^eld, N. J. File<i May n» H»<>o Serial No.

2»)1.2_'.5.

a III a blowing engine or pump, a working cylinder

forme<l by stationary end meml>ers. a central member con-

necting the end members, and a movable mcnjtier surround-

ing the central member and extending bet-ween the end

members and serving a.s a valve meml-)er to open and close

communication with the interior of the cylinder .-w said

member is move«l. a reciprocating piston in said cylinder

and surrounding said central member, .said .-antral memf)er

hieing provide«l with ports communicating with the interior

of the cylinder, a valve controlling said ports and locatwi

within said central memb«-r. ami means for moving said

movable memlier and said valves in definite relation to the

movement of the piston

4 In a blowing engine or pump, a working cylinder

foniuMl by stationary end memix-rs. a <-entr;U in.-mt>er con-

necting the end meiidiers, an.l a movable member surrounil-

ing the central member and extending t)*-twe<-n the end

members an.l ^'rving as a valve meinb«-r t.) intermittently

a<lmit the Huid puin[>«'<l <>r i-ompressetl into the interior of

the c\1;:uUt .1.- -aui lueinlK-r is moved, a reciprocating an-

nular pi.-ton in >ai.i .•> lin.ler and surrounding suhI .-entral

inenil)er. .sai.l cenrrui m.-ndx-r ix-ing provi.U><l with outlet

iH.rts lea<ling from the interior of the cylin.lfr. a valve con-

trolling siiid i)orts aiul locate«l within said .-.jntral member,

a rotating shaft, crank an.l piston ro<l cf)nneiti,,ii-, between

it and said annular piston, and connections from s;vi.l •'haft

for moving said movable memljer and sai<| valve in .lefi-

nite relation to the movement of the piston

r> In a blowing engine or pump, a w. irking cylinder

fonii.-.! by stationary en.l meml)ers. a central inemlx-r con-

iie.-tmg the end mernlK-rs. and a movable merdx-r surround-

ing the central meml)er and extending Uitween the end

members and serving as a valve mend«'r to (>ix-n an.l close

communication with the interior of the .ylin.ler a-s said

member is move<l. an annular piston in said cylinder and

surrounding said central member, sai.l central member

being provided with ptirts communicating \»ith the interior

of the cylinder, a valve contr..lling <ai.i i-Hrt- and locatt-<l

within sai<l central memU-r. piston roils .•..imeitcl to sai.i

pi»ton, a crofl-s hea<l to which the outer ends of the piston

nxls are connected, a shaft, a crank camel by the shaft, a

connecting rcxl extending tx-tween the .rank aii.i .Tossheatl

and connected to the latter between the tfiston rfxls. and

connections between the shaft an.l sai.l movable member

and said valve for moving them in definite relation U> the

movement of the piston.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printe«i in the Ga,«ettie |

1 In a gas pnxhicer having a vcrti.ally arranged cham-

ber providetl with an opening in its Ixntom. the combina-

tion with a grate arrang.nl b«dow sai.i oix«ning, of a ring of

segmental plates arrang.-<l alx)ve sai.l grate, ami means to

adjust sai.l plates in an.l out. to vary th- size ..f the open-

ing. , .

2 In a gas pr.-.lu.'.-r having a vertically arrang.-d cliam-

ber provi.le.1 with an up[x-r .)pemng for the fuel supply and

a circular oi)ening in its U.ttom. the coml)mati<.n with a

grate arrange*! below said lx)ttom opening and a short .lis-

tance Ix'low the lxntx)m of the chamber to support the fuel,

.,f a rmg comixjse<l of separate segmental plates arranged

to move horizcmtally in suitable supports, and means m.le-

pendently to atljust said plates in and out to diminish or

increase the .size of the circular opening.

3 In a gas producer having a cylindrical metallic shell

lined with fire-brick inclosing a pro<lucing chamber, pro-

vided with an upixr fuel opening, with the lower i>ortion of

its walls inwardly inclined. an«l with a central, circular,

bottom ..ix-ning. of a grate arranged a short distance Ix-low

said N.ttom opening, tw,. parallel, annular plates arranged

around the ixjtt-om o;xming X*> form an annular slide-way.

and movable pieces arrangeti in said sli.le-way. and adapted

to lx> moved in and out to vary the .size of the central oix>n-

ing substaiitiallv ,is descrll)ed and shown.

4 In a g:is produ.-.T h.t\ inx an ..j^-ning in the bottom of

the .hamtx-r. imi.erf..ra-.' plat-- t,, vary the size of the

opening and means to operate sai i
;
iat.-s in one plane.

.5 In a ga.-< pro lu.cr having an opening in the Iwttom of

the <-hamUr a <>-tu- A h..riz.uitally arranged plates to

vary the size of the ..iHiung and means to move said plates

ra<lially in the horizontal plane.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)
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891,293. COMPOUND STEAM-TURBINE. Richard

SCHULZ, Herlm, Germany. Filed Mar. 5, 1906. Serial

No. .304 .252.

partition connecie<l with said heater and provide*! with

passageways which are adapted to circulate air rx-tween

said bunker and container when the rmliator is used to

produce warmth or the ice bunker to produce cold

/..IIMIIO.-

j»---'

1. The combination with a plurality of driving shafts, a

turbine to drive each, one of the turbines exhausting into

another: of a reversing turbine on each shaft, said revers-

ing turbines compounde*!. and means to control the area

of the turbine wheel to which steam is supplie<l.

2 The combination with a plurality of driving shaft.s, a

turbine to .Irive each shaft, .said turbines connecte<! to-

gether in comix)un<l: of a reversing turbine of the impact

tyi>e on each shaft, said reversing turbines connecte<l to-

gether in comjxaund. and means to control the nozzles

.supplying steam to the impact turbines, substantially ^
descrilxxl

3. The combination with thre<> driving shafts a turbine

to drive each shaft forward, said turbines coniiecte<l to-

gether in comix.iind: of a reversing turbine on each shaft

of the impact tyix- in which the steam is expamled in

stages, and means to control the area of impact at each

stage of expansion, substantially a.s ami for the purposes

set forth.

4 The combination with a plurality of shafts and tur-

bines thereon to drive the same forward; of a reversing

turbine on each shaft, said reversing turbin<«s connected

together in comjxjund ami having wheels supplied with

steam partially aroun.i their circumference and the steam

expande<i in stages that are distril)ut(-d on the several

shaft*<. nozzles for each stage in which the energy of the

steam is partially converte<! into velo<-ity, and valves to

control nozzles of the highest pressure stage of each tur-

bine and valve to control n.izzles of the subsequent stages

of each turbine.

5. The combination with a plurality of shafts, and tur-

bines thereon to drive the same forward; of a reversing

turbine on each shaft, said reversing turbines having steam

conduits connecting them together and having wheels

supplifH! with steam partially around their circumference,

the steam being expanded In stages that are distributed

on the plurality of shafts, nozzles for each turbine in which

the energy of the steam is partially converte<l into veloc-

ity, and valves indepeii.lcnt of one another to control the

nozzles of the highest i(re.-,sure stage of each of the revers-

ing turbines in any order.

89 1,294. COMBINE I) REFRIGERATOR AND
HEATER. JoH.N A. .Seecjek. ."it. Paul. Minn. Filed

Nov. 13. 1905. Serial No. 287.028.

1. In combinati<m with a refrigerator car employing

gravity circulation of air and i)rovided with a provision

container, air cinding means in said car, a heater, and

means employing siphonic a<-tion associated with said

heater and cooling means for increasing the circulation of

hot and cold air in the provision container of said car.

2. .\pparatus of the cliiss .set forth, comprising a suit-

able inclosure, an ice bunker, a provision container, a par-

tition lx'tw(H-n said bunker and container, and a heat ra<li-

at4)r having iK.rt.- .lowiiwardly-inclined into said bunker

and container, for the purix)8es six'cified.

3. .\pparatus of the class set forth, comprising, in com-

bination with a refrigerator car pnjvi.U-d with a provision

container and a c(x)ling cham»x>r, a partition between said

.ontainer and chamlx-r provi.ie 1 with cold air ports, and

in. an- .adja.cin \i> -ai 1 i><)rt.- f..r heating the air passing

tliiTct hr..iigh

4 Xpparam^ ..f th<' 'la.-- -«t f<.rih, comprising, in eom-

biiiati..ii with a car employing gravity circulation of air. an

ic» bunker, a provision container, a partition Ix'tween said

bunker an.l container, a heater, and a heat radiator in said

,J^x-f

-« -s

msi.
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bolsters, buffer blocks and side sills, th^ end portions of the
side silla being bent diagonally from tha ends of the bolsters
to the buffer blocks, and i w.MKlen unilfrframe which ex-
tends beyond the inchtu^i inarguid of The metallic under-
frame supported by said metallic unberframe; substan-
tially as described.

j

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed in the (lazette.]

891.296. UNDEIU KAME FUU CARri. Charles 8.
SHALL.ENBEROER. St. Louis. Mo. rtile<l E>ec 2 1907
Serial No 404,723.

1 A railway car having a metallic tindcrfriuiie which
is a<-lapte<J to rpceive thr buffiiiK an 1 ;iulliiin shocks, the
ends of said undorframes beiriK fMriu.-.i ii.v suhstantially
V-shaped castings, a wooden un.hrf Panic ami means
for interlocking .said un<if'rfranit>s, said m.^an^ i:i. li i irii^

abutments on the mctalhc uinlfrfran..- -uh-itan'.iaii.s od
descril^ed.

'2. \ railway car having a inetallif Ondfrframe which
is adapted to receive the buffing ami i)ulhn»< shocks, a
woo<len umlerfrai:ie. the corners of whith extend beyond
the metallic underfranie. and means for Jnterlocking said
underframes. said means including abutinents on the me-
tallic underfranie. which rr>o[)erate witii the end -=111 of
the wooden underfranie: snh.-Jtantially a^ descrilK'd

3. A railway car in which the huffing und pulling shocks
are transniitte<l through and borne by a nietallir under-
frame, abutments on the upper face of said und.'rframe.
a wooden underfranie supporfe, 1 h\ an 1 irrange<l iTitirely
above the metallic underfranie. sail «.i.„lr,n uiiderfraine
including an end sill which i.« inreriM,4.d between said
abutments; substantially as desenti.- 1

4. An au.xiliary underfranie f .r ir- ].. ,anie compris-
ing metallic longitudinal silN, and .'a-stiims connected to
the ends of said longiru<linal sills, earh of said castings
consisting of a bolster, draft silU and sile sills, .said cast-
ings being provide<i with ai)utnients whuh are adapted
to interlock with a wooden underfranie; substantially as
described.

5. An auxiliary underfranie for cars, t^ie .same conipn.s-
ing metallic longitudinal .sills, and substintially V-shaped
castmgs connected to the ends of said longitudinal sills,
Mkl castings being provided with abutjuenta which are
adapted to interlock with a wooden und^rframe; substan-
tially as de8cribe<l.

[Claims 6 to 32 not printed in the Gaaette.]

of draft sills and short side sills, a separate bolster fastened
to each of said castinss, and an lnterme<liate portion in the
form of a longitudinal sill or sills connecting said end por-
tions ; substantially as described.

891,297 INDKHl-HAMK FOR CA^. Charles 8.
Shalle.nberqer, St. Louis, Mo. Fil«<l Dec. 2, 1907.
Serial No 4()4.7_'4.

1. An underframe for cars, the same cotjiprisinn end [Kjr-
tions in the form of castings, each of said ratings consisting
of draft sills, short side sills ami a bufTep i)l<)ck. a bolster
riveted to each of said castings, and an ihterme<liate fxir-
tion in the form of a longitudinal sdj connecting said end
portions, substantially as descrii^ni

2. An underfranie for cars, the same cottiprising end [M)r-

tions in the f.irm ..f I'.astings. each of said •»~tinKs consisting

3. An underframe for cars having draft sills and side sdls
integrally connected together, a separate bolster fastened
to said sills, a center sill, and connections between said
draft sills and center sill, one of which connections extends
over the bolster; substantially as de«crib>ed.

4. An underframe for cars having draft sills and side sills
integrally connectetl together, a separate bolster fastened
to said sills, a center sill, and connections between said
draft sills and center sill ; substantially as described.

5. An underframe for cars having draft sills and side sills
integrally connectetl together, a bolster fastene<l to said
sills, a center sill, and connections between said draft sills
and center sill, one of which connections extends under the
bolster: substantially as described.
[Claims 6 to 46 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.298. SMOKE-PREVENTINO FIRNACE. SoLO-
.Mo.v L. Sheierman, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Apr 22
1907. Serial No. 369,308.

1. In a furnace the combination with the fire box and an
arch thereover, of an air duct consisting of a receptacle of
elongated form cxU-nding in the same approximate straight
plane throughout and having a clased inner end and an
open outer end, the latter extending through one of the
side walls of the furiia<'e so as to have its said open outer
eml in communication with the outer air, said receptacle
overlyini? the arch and being spaced therefrom, a series of
short vcf; il icpciiding tubes Icadmn from the lx)ttom of
said re.cpr.ici, -i.r . i<li the arch, and a second aeries of
tut..- iculin.; fr .M, >„ top of the receptacle then extending
rearwarlls Uyond the rear side of the receptacle and then
downwardly to extend through said arch.

2 In a furnace, the combination with the fire box and«in
arch thereover of an air receptacle located above and
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paoed from said arch and having one end open and sup-

ported in one of the side walls of the furnace, and a series

of tubes leading from the bottom of said receptacle to pro-

ject through the said arch.

3. In a furnace, the combination with the ftre box and an

arch thereover, of an air receptacle spaced from the top of

said arch and having an open end supported from one of

the furnace side walls, a series of tubes connected to said

duct an<l extending through the said arch, and a second se-

ries of tubes connected to the top of said receptacle then

leading rearwanily and then downwardly to extend through

the arch at i>olnt« away from the side of said receptacle.

4. In a furnace the combination with a fire box and an

arch thereover, of an air receptacle located above the arch

comprising a top, bottom, sides, and a closecl and an open

end. said sides being inclined with respect to one another

whereby the receptacle is of least width at its oi)en end and

has its oijen end portion projecteil through one of the fur-

nace side walls, and a series of tubes connected to said re-

ceptacle bottom and leading through said arch.

6. In a furnace, the combination with the flre-box and

an arch thereover of an air receptacle suptKirUni above the

arch and having an (>\>eu cud jiortion of less size than its

Oloaed enil portion, the saiil oimii end portion being project-

ed through one of the sides of the furnace to have communi-

cation with the outer air and open-ended tubes opening

into the receptacle and projected through and below the

arch at remote points.

801.209. rNEUMATIC' STRAW-STACKEK. Sherman

B. Smith and H.\hu^ \V._ Smith. Hamilton. Ontario.

Cana<ia. Filed Aug. 1. 1907. Serial No. 386.648.

1. .\. puiuniaiic <iai ker comprising a fan housing having

an opening at one side thereof, a fan rotatably mounted in

the fan housing, a straw cutting knife mounted on the

radial face of one of its i^lades atljacent to the opening In

the fan housing, a second knife c(jdperating with the first

mentioned knife to cut the .straw as it enters the fan hous-

ing through the opening thereof, and means for effecting

the rotation of the fan.

2. A pneumatic stacker comi)ri8ing a fan housing having

an opening at one side thereof, a fan rotatably inounte<l in

the fan housing having straw cutting knives mounted on

the rmlial faces of its blades adjacent to the opening of the

fan housing, a knife wheel rotatable about the same axis

as the fan, the knives of n\ hich .are revoluble in an opiwsite

direction to, and, cooiMTate with the knives of the fan to

cut the straw as It enter-- t he fan housing through the open-

ing thereof, means for effecting the rotation of the fan, and

other means for effe.tinK the rotation of the knife wheel.

3. A pneumatic stacker comprising a fan housing having

an opening at one side thereof, a fan rotatably mounted in

the fan housing, having straw cutting knives mounted on

the ra<lial faces of its blades adjacent to the opening of the

fan housing a knife wheel rotatable at)out the same axis

as the fan. the knives of which are revoluble in an opposite

direction to. and, coojxrate vviih the knives of the fan to

cut the straw as it enters tht fan housing through the open-

ing thereof, means for effecting the rotation of the fan. and

means for effecting the rotation of the knife wheel in the

opiX)8ite direction to the rotation of the fan.

4. A pneumatic stacker <oini)rising a fan housing having

an opening at one side thereof, axial bearings on the fan

housing, a hollow shaft rotatably supported in the bearings,

a fan mounted on the hollow shaft within the fan housing

and having straw cutting knives mounted on the radial

faces of its blades, a pulley wheel external to the fan hous-

ing on the hollow shaft, a central spindle within the hollow

shaft, a knife wheel, having ratlial arms mounted on the

central spindle, knives (\xed to the radial arms of the

wheel in such manner as to cooperate with the knives on

the fan to cut the straw as it enters the fan housing through

the opening thereof, a pulley wheel raounte<i on the cen-

tral spindle external to the fan housing, and means for

detachably securing the knife wheel to the fan housing.

5. A pneumatic stacker comprising a fan housing, hav-

ing an exit extending therefrom, and an opening in one of

its sides, the opening being eccentric to the axis of the

fan. a double bearing at the side of the fan housing opposite

to the opening, a hollow shaft rotatably supported in the

double bearing, a fan within the fan housing mounted on

the hollow shaft having knives mounted on the radial

faces of its blades adjacent to the opening of the fan hous-

ing, a pulley wheel external to the fan housing mounted on

the hollow shaft, a central spindle within the hollow shaft.

a knife wheel having radial arms mounted on the central

spindle, knives fixed to the radial arms of the knife wheel

in such manner as to cooperate with the knives on the fan

to cut the straw as it enters the fan housing through the

opening, a pulley wheel mounted on the central spindle ex-

ternal to the fan housing, and means for detachably securing

the knife wheel to the fan housing.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

891,300. OKIU'ASTING FURNACE. William H.

Smtth, Berkeley, Cal. Filed Oct. 28, 1903. Serial No

178,945.
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^

the rabbling devicet* and h metallic skflftDti or frame ar-

ranged to form the ^ui)[K)rt and attachment for the rabble-

track and slot mdependent of the brick structure whereby
the track and slot are niaintaine<l in alinehient.

5. An ore roasting furiia<-e havinK a hearth formed in

two -:ubstantiaily parallel stretcher the a<ljacent edges of

which are stnicmrally un.neparated. a slof> m each of the

stretciu'- intermediate of the -ndt>s thereof the slot being

joined t)> a curved slot <'ontinuati()n. rabbling devices in

the furnace with means t)rojecting through the slot and
pivoteii in the rabbling devices to effect lltcxr travel.

(Claims 6 to 27 not prmted m the U&zetic.i

891,301 ARTIFTCIAL TREE
foril. Wis. FiltHl Feb. 27. HM)8.

yf-

OtST\V rSpREEN, Me<l-

Serial No. 418,(XW.

1. \n artificial tree consisting of a tivo-imst formed
with a series of longitudinal grooves; lind* each having a

base part |-)ent at an angle to the main part of the limb and
adapteil to fit \n the said grm)\-es : and a sleeve slidably

mounted on said tre«"-;K>st and ailapted to b>e slip;)«»<l over

the biise parts of said limbs, wherein- the lntter are looked

in said grooves

2. An artificial tree consisting of a tree-jost formed with
a series of longitudinal gro<jves the bottom wall of each of

which is formeil with a hole limbs eai'h having a base part

bent at an angle to the main part of the limb and forme<l

with a stem at its end, said base part lx>ing ;idapte<l to fit

in said grooves anil said stem iK'ing adapffd to fit m said

holes in the bottom of said grooves, and :i sleeve slidably

mounteil on said tree-post and adapte<l to Ix* slipped over

the base parts of said limbs fitted in said grixjves, where-
b\ the limbs are heM detachably in place mn the tree-txjst.

891.302. RADIATOR Fi >R AUTOMOBILES M.\x
SrsiNEK Newark N J Filed Feb 15 H«<)s ,-ierial No
410.023

1. .V radiator consisting of a s«.ries of rfiiind tube*, each
tube having a single helical gro.Ai' in it(i i>*Tii>her>-, the

groove being flat and leaving flat contacting -urf ices \>e-

tween the tubes.

2. A radiator consisting of a series of re imd tubes, each
tube having a flat helical groove in its i><>ripher>-. the groove
having a pitch to form flat c<jntacting surfaf-es l>etween the

tubes of a width approximately that of the groove.

891.303. .-^ItrNALlNr. SYSTEM F( >» RAILWAYS.
Lons H iHt l.l.KN Elgewo<Hl Fark I'a . a.s.signor to

The I'nioii Switch A .Signal ('ompan,\ . .^wi.ssvale. I'a . a
Cori)oration of FennsN Kama File<l Jutie 9, I'-MHi. .Se-

rial No 320,934

In combination with an clectrn- rail\\H\ the trackway
of which is divideil to form block sectioll^ and s«Tves as

part of the return path for the car prop it-ion current, of

a source u( alternating current for the > ar~, ,iud a signaling

s\ s'ciii said SNstem comprising a rnilwax -ignal for ea<h

blucK stMfion, and a track circuit for eai'Ji block section

and it.** signal which 'rack circuit includes a( .source of direct

current and a relay compriaing a field the polarity of

which is fi.\e<l and an armature coil arranged between the
poles of the field and connected to the said track circuit.

!

5
'^

U

sai<l relay l>eing resixjiisive to the direct current of the

track circuit and not to the alternating propulsion current

to control a railway signal.

8Q1.3(M I'HOTOC.RAPHK-I'LA I K HOLDER. Carl
\ UN r.NKfH. Detmold, Oermany. File<l .\ug 1.'). 19f)6.

Serial No. 3;i0.73.'.

/'
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2. The combination of the bed plat*", the vertically dis-

poMd curved guards secured to the opiM>siTe rear ends of

amid i^t<?. the hnu-k-rail bridKinn the spsice t>«-tw.>en said

guard!* and fastened upon the latter, the r;irrt;\«e slidably

arranged between said rail and plate, the knives secured

to said carriage, and mean.-^ for operating the 3:ttter,

3. The combination of the ^)e<i plate, the b^'k-rail sup-

ported in position above the rear of Hai.i plftte, the car-

riage adapted to slide in ways in said rail and plate and

having in its rear face a vertically di.'*pos«d way. the

knives secured to said carriage, and the lever pivoted at

its lower end to the rear of the 1>«>1 plate and carrying a

friction roller which extends within said way in the rear

face of the carriage.

4. The combination of the bed plate, the bftck-rail -up-

ported in position atx.vo the rear of said plate, the «aK.-

bar joumaled upon ^id plate and rail so as to \w .apabl.-

of indei)endent swinging movement;*, the gra«luated disk

rigid with said bar and concentric with the vii>per journal

thereof the worm wheel journaled conpentPic with said

disk and restmg by gravity thereon, the scr.fw supiM,rted

in suitable bearings and meshing with said worm wh.-el.

the thumb disk rigid on one end of said screw, and the

thumb nut aN)ve said worm wheel an.l driven on the

threaded end of the journal that is cuminon to .jaid gage-

bar and worm wheel, whereby said bar and wheel mav be

bound together and o{x>rate<l in harmony by the mampula-

tion of said thumb disk.
|

5. The combination of the t^-d plate havinn an ot>*'mng

exten.ling into its rear edge, the back-rail Buptxirte.1 in

poeition above the rear edge of said plate. »nd the gage

bar having upper and lower journal lH>arm«s at it.s rear

e«lge and restK-ctively within said rail and through said

opening within said plate, whereby said gag*i t)ar is capa-

ble of swinging moveinent^ across the face of said plate

and may be lifted clear of its bearings and removed.

891,309. MOLD FOR CASTING CHILLED ROLL.^-

Ralph H. West, Cleveland, Ohio. File<i Dec. 1. 1906-

Serial No. 345,H58.

each ring below the uppermost or top ring flaring upwardly

so that the surrounding wall of the sai<l ojx-ning forms an up-

wardly and outwardly sloping seat extending circumferen-

tially of the chill and from the lower end of the respective

ring to the lower end of the next upi^r ring.

3. In a roll-casting mold, a vertically arrange<i annular

chill comprising intermediate superimposed rings arranged

in line verUcally with and interposed between a top ring

and a suitably suppv)rte<l lK)ttom ring and provided inte-

riorly with upwardly and outwardly sloping seats extend-

ing circumferentially of the chill, and the upper of atljacent

intermediate rings overlapping the sloping seat formeil in-

ternally of the lower of the said rings and the slopes of the

seats in the intenncdiat*' rings iiuT.vi.-'ing toward the upper

end of the chill.

4 In a roll-c:tsting moltl, a vertically arranged annular

chill comprising sui>eriiniK>»e<l rings arranged in line ver-

tically and provided each interiorly with an upwardly and

outwardly sloping seat extending circumferentially of the

chill, and the upiier of a<ljacent rings lielow the upi>ermost

or top ring overhanging the seat forme.1 internally of the

lower of the .said adjacent rings

5. In a roll-casting mold, a vertically arranged annular

chill comprising sufierimposed interrmxliate rings arranged

in line vertically between a suitably supported i n. ring

and a top ring, with the lower portion of each inienu.'.liale

ring .snugly embraced by the upi>er iK)rtion of the next

lower ring, said intermediate rings Uung divided vertically

Into sections, with the joints forme.! l>etween the .sections

of each interine<liate ring alternating with the jointa

formeil l)etwe«'n the sections of the next adjacent intermedi-

ate ring or rings so that the upix^r of a^ljacent interme.liate

rings is overiapped exteriorly at each joint thereof by •

section of the lower of the said a<ljacent rings.

[Claims 6 to 4:^ not printed in the (iazettel

1. In a mold for casting dulled rolls, a vertically ar-

ranged annular chill comi¥.s«Hl of superimi«>s«l rings ar-

ranged In line vertically, with the lower en(J of the upfjer

of a<ijacent rings -itmglv engaging a recess forme<l in and

extending circumferentially of 'he lower of the siud rings.

and the opening which extends vertically through -ach

ring below the uppermost or top ring flaring upwardly and

having its surrounding wall forming an upwardly and out-

wardly sloping seat extending circumferentially of the chill

and from the lower end of the resi>ective ririK to the recess

in the upper end of the ring. I

2. In a roll-casting mold, a vertically arrhnged annular

chill composed of su[K-run[H>se<l rings arranged in line ver-

tically, and the opening wlucii extends vertically through

891,310. BINDISO .\TT \( HMFNT FOR SEWING-
MACHINES. Fritz Wk%ki< .Stuttgart. Germany.

File<i Feb. 14. 1905. Serial No. 245.599.

1 la » aewing madune including stitch forming mech-

anism Mad fee<l in g mechanism inclu.ling means for chang-

ing the length of fee<i. a binder, an.l means o;>«Tate<l frotn

the feeiiing mechanism for feeiling the binding to t he bin. ler

;

subetanti.allv ivs described.

2 In a s,.wing machine including stitch forming mech-

anism and fee<ling mechanism mcludlng means for chatig-

ing the length of feed, a binder, a supporting spin.lle for

the binding, an.l means operateil from the feeding mech-

anism, for fee.lmg the bin.iing to the binder; substantially

as describe<l

3 In a sewing machine including .stitch forming mech-

anism, a feeding mechanism, a binder, a supporting spindle

for the binding and means operated by the fee<ling mech-

ani.sm for engaging the binding on the spin.lle and fee<iing

said binding to the binder

4 In a sewing machine, a stitch-forming mechanism, a

l,inder a supporting spimile for the binding, an.l automatic

mechani.sm engaging the binding on the spindle for eed.ng

said bimling to the binder: substantially a-s .lescribed

5 In a sewing machine including stitch forming mech-

' anism an.l fee.iing mechanism, having a feed bar. a bracket
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secured to said feed bar. a lever connected to said bracket,

a binder, a supporting spindle for the binding and means
intermediate said lever and said spindle for feeding the
binding to the binder.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,311. RAILWAY-TIE. Henry P. White. Kalama-
zoo. Mich. Filed Aug. 12, 1907. Serial No. 388.161.

1. In a sinicture of the class describenl, the combination
witli a pair of blocks comprising metal shells tapered to-

wani each end; a filling for said shells; a T-bar arranged
with its vertical flange projecting upward s(H?ured to said

bhjcks b\ riveting to the shells thereof, the vertical flanges

of said bar having reces.s<'s therein to receive the rails lo-

cated centrally above said blocks, and rail clamping plates

a<iapted to Ix' we«iged into sai.i reces.s<'s in said bar for se-

curing the rails thereto.

2. In a structure of the class d(>ncrit)e<i, the combination
with a pair of blocks c.oniprising metal shells; a tilling for

said shells; a T-bar arrange. 1 with its vertical flange pro-

jecting upwanl secured to sai.l blocks by riveting to the

shells thereof, the vertical flanges of said bar having re-

cesses therein to receive the rails locat€<i centrally above
the said blocks, and rail clamping plates adapted to be
wedged into said recesses in said bar for securing the rails

thereto.

3. In a structure of the class .lescrilxHl, the combination
with an inverted T-bsa. the vertical flange of said bar hav-
ing a recess therein to receive the ba.se of a rail, the ends of

said recess being curve<i; a pair of op;M)sitely-arranged rail

plates provided with upwardly ami inwardl>' i)rojecting

wedge-shaiie<l serrate<l flanges at their outer edges; locking

plates serrateti at their inner encis to engage said rail plates

ami having bar-engaging lugs at their outer ends; and secur-

ing screws for said locking plates.

4. In a structure of the class described, the combination
with an inverte<] T-bar, the vertical flange of said bar hav-

ing a rece-ss therein to receive the base of a rail; a pair of

oppositely-arranged rail plates provide.1 with ui)wardly

and inwardly-projecting wedge-shai>etl serrated flanges at

their outer eilges; locking plates .serrated at their inner

ends to engage said rail plat<>s and having bar-engaging

lugs at their outer ends; an.l .securing screws for said lock-

ing plates

5. In a structure of the cla.s.s descritjod, the combination
with a T-bar arranged with its vertical flange upwardly,
the vertical flange of said bar having a recess therein to re-

ceive the base of a rail; a pair of oppositely-arrangeil rail

plates on which said rail rests, provideil with upwardly and
inwardly-projecting wedge-shajxHl serrated flanges at

their outer etlges adapted to engage the ba.se of the rail;

locking plates serrated at their inner ends to engage said

rail plat<'s and having bar-engaging lugs at their outer ends,

and securing screws for 8ai<i locking plates.

[Claims 6 to 10 n. t printed in the (lazette.)

891,312. CONCRETE CHIMNEY-BLOCK. John W.
White. Sr)okane, Wash File<l .\ug. 5. 1907. Serial

No. 3S7,1()8

1. A concrete chimney l)lock comprising inner walls

forming a flue, and outer walls spaced from and surround-
.ng the inner walls, webs connecting the inner and outer
walls, a r<'inforcing element extending entirely around and
emlxMi.led within the outer walls, sai.l element having
openings at .ieterminate points for the passage of the con-
crete, and a reinforcing element provided with extensions
naving openings for the passage of the material forming
the walls, the latter reinforcing element t)eing embedded in

the inner walls, and the extensions embedded in the webs.

2. A concrete chimney block comprising inner walls

forming a flue, ami outer walls spaced from and siuTound-

ing the irmer walls, webs connecting the inner and outer

walls, a reinforcing element formed of ^ire liaving its ends

twisted and embedded in the outer walls, a reinforcing ele-

ment formed of wire and having the ends secured together

and provide*! with twisted extensions and emt>edded in the

inner walls and the webs.

3. A concrete block provided with inner walls forming a
flue, and outer walls space.! from and surroumiing the inner
walls, and webs connecting the inner and outer walls, rein-

forcing elements embed. led in inner and outer walls, one
of sai.l reinforcing elements having extensions formed w ith

openings and etnbetlded in the webs, and one of sai.l rein-

forcing elements extending i>eyond the end .if the chim-
ney block to provide means for attaching said block to a

building.

891,313. CONCRETE BLOCK. John W. Whitk. Spo-
kane, Wash. Filed Dec. 19, 1907. Serial No. 407.219.

1. A concrete block formed with flues and diagonal
webs between the flues to connect the comers of the walls
forming the flues, reinforcing elements embedde<l in the
block, said reinforcing elements having diagonally arranged
twi8te<l portions and forme<l with eyes the twisteti por-

tions extending into an.l are eml>e«lde<l in the diagonal
webs and the eyes exten.ling beyond the webs and em-
bedded in the block, and reinforcing elements embed.led
in the block outside the plane of the twisted reinforcing

elements.

2. A concrete block formed with flues in the body por-

tion thereof, diag.mal webs between the flues to connect
the comers of the walls forming the flues, the block having
a reduced extension formed with flues, a reinforcing ele-

ment eml>eddetl in the body portion and luning twisted

portions to form eyes the twisted portions extern ling into

and are embe<i.le<i in the diagonal webs and the eyes ex-

tending beyond the webs and embedded in the block, and
Other reinforcing elements enibe.l.ied in the hxidy portion

outside the plane of the first mentione.! reinforcing ele-

ments, said outside reinforcing clement being extended
and embedded in the extension of the block.

3. A concrete block comprising a bo.ly portion f.mned
with flues, and a reduced extension f.inne.i witli flues, re-

inforcing elements formed of wire, an.i provide.! with a
projecting portion, the body of said reinforcing element
being embedded in the body of the block and the project-

ing portion l>eing oTnl>e<ided in the extension of the block,

the reinforcing element having twiste<i portions to form
eyes through which the concrete pa.s-ses.

4. A concrete block comprising a Inwly portion formed
with flues, reinforcing elements eriibe<lded in the body
portion outside the plane of the flues and formed with
eyes through which the concrete passes.
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5. A conorpU» block compri.^irii? a fxxlv' [virtion formed
with flues, anil h r>'.liirt>i| cxu-nsion forruttl with tlues, r©-

InforciriK eleriient.s einhK»<l(lp<l in the fxxly portujn and the
extenrtion, and a I<m)1) extendinK from thr reinforcing ele-

ment to the outniilf (if The i>xten-(ion riciir the top thprfH)f.

891,3 14 HHtSH \i>o[.pH K WiK.NH Milwaukee.
Wis. Filed July 16. 19< Mi .-^.tkiI No CJti .?l.").

.\ paste-brush ((unpnsinjj; ;i head h;i\in4 :i trLin.-iversely

't'litriil under nb nf U><.s leimth than the reiuainiler of the

head but extenilmj? appr(jxiniately eijui-dl.stant from the

longitudinal center of same and a[)erture<l at recurring in-

tervala. end-tuft^ and interme<liate tufta of bristle stock,

cord or wire tie<l t<j the rib through the a;>i'rturps of same
and binding the bristle stock theret). the major tx)rtion of

pach end-tuft being clear of said nb. and anchors arranged
m connection with the brush-head to coma under the tuft

fasremng cord or wire at the ends of the brush.

891. ll."! DRIM r.EoKdE Wii.KEN. Nei York N' V.

Filed Mar. 21. iy<J« .Senal No. -iJJAor

i6\
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circuit is inteiTupte<i, an electro-magnet anil ttie armature
for the electro-magnet located between the 9ai<i rnajfnet

and the said circuit and in contact with the <lisronnect>>(l

portions of the circuit to complete the latter, and the said

armature being adapted tooscillate between the said electro-

magnet and the said circuit.

2. In a device of the character de8crilie<l, the coinbina-

tl<H» of an electro-magnet, an electric oircuif having an
Interruption therein, the armature for tiie said electro-

magnet, the 8aid armature beini? a/laptC'l to re.st by grav-

ity upon portions of the said circuit and bridge tht; .said

Interruption and also to oecillat* b«'t\vffn tht> 8ai<l circuit

and the sai(^ electro-magnet.

3. In a device of the character descrilied. the combina-
tion of an electro-magnet, an electric cirouit having an in-

terruption therein, arectilinearly movable armature, means
for occasioning the contact of the sai<i armature with the
said circuit, and the said armature beiiiB; ivlapted U) oscil-

late between the said circuit anil the said elctro-riiagnet.

4 In a device of the character descrilird. the combina-
tion of an electro-magnet, an electric circuit, the armature
of the said electri>-inagnet. the said armature being inter-

poeed between the said electro-magnet and the said cir-

cuit, and means for retaining the said armature in aline-

ment with the said electro-magnet.

5. In a device of the character descrilied, the combina-
tion of an electro-:uagnet, an electric circuit having an in-

terruption thert>tn. the armature of the »aid electro-mag-
net, the said armature being atlapted to rest upon the said

circuit and bridge the said interrviption, acvl the said arma-
ture having a p*'rforation therethrough, and a suitably

supported guidf extending through the said perforation
to hold and guide the said conductor. |

[Claims 6 to 13 not printetl in the (Jaz4tte.]

lower portion of the main shell, a pipe to supply gasolene
to the float chamber, a supplementary pipe communicat-
ing with the source of supply above the float chamber and
the spray nozzle on said supplementary pipe communicat-
ing with the main shell above the valve, and a controlling
needle valve arrange<i in said supplementary pipe.

S 9 1 . 3 2 1 VEHICLE - TOP SUPPOflT
Allen, Gustine, Tex. Filed .\ug. 26. 1907
390,078

LUTHEK L.

Seri.al No.

A vehicle top support forme<i of a single piece of wire
comprising loops adapted to fit on the brace bolt of a ve-
hicle top, upright portions extending from the loops, por-
tions extending forwardly from said upright portions and
torminating in coils, and portions extending back from the
coils over the said forwardly extending iHjrtions and be-
yond the loops and terminating in a top receiving portion.

801.Saa. CARBURETER FOR EXPLOsavE-EN'OIllES.
PaTWCK H. Brenna.n, Syracuse, N. "\'

( >rigina! appli-
cation filed Jan. 11, 1901. Serial No. 89 ;M)9 Divider! and
this application f^led Nov 21. 1902 Sen.il .NO 132.190.
1. In the carbureter of a gas engine, rhf ^Dmbmanon with

the main valve shell, of a valve therein, a source of supply
for the gasolene, a float chanib)er connecv^d to the source
of supply, a pipe from the float ch.ambfT 'o the shell, a
supplementary pipe from the source of supply directly to

the shell, a nozzle on said supplementary- pi[>e to conduct
the gasolene direct to the shell and a nee<lle valve to con-
trol said supplementary supply

2 In a carbureter for explosive engine^, the combina-
tion with the main valve shell having a fontracte<i lower
portion provided with air inlets, a plunger valve arrangeil

therein, a float chamber, a float arrange<l in the chamber,
a pipe from the lower portion of the float chamber to the 1

3. In the carbureter for i n.i.-- inmuie, a main valve shell

having a contracteil lower iwrtion provided with air inlets,

a plunger valve having a conical riblnvi jiortion fltte»l to

the t)ore of .said retiuced jKjrtion, a valve stern fitted to the
oil inlet, said v:il\i' stem Iwing flattened on one side, a rod
on the valve titte»i to a guide plate, sjiid perforated guide
plate threaded to be secured to the upper end of the main
shell, an upper shell fitte«i to the upper end of the main
shell, a hot air jaf^ket arranged around the lower end of the
upper shell, mtin- '.. supjily heated air from the exhaust
to said jacket, a 1

-. Inhlrnal three-way valve having a suit-

able port fltte<l tn - 11,! upi)er shell and having an external
operative lever, an 1 means to supply gsvsolene to the car-

bureter through till' Mii iiilft

4 .\s a new article of manufacture, a carbureter for a

gas engine, having in combination an oil reservoir and a
shell inclf)8ing a vuiM)rizing chamber, a connecting pij*
from the |f)wer [xirtion of the re.s«^rvoir to the lower portion
of the chamlKT, said chamber Ix-ing provided with an air

inlet and a vapor outlet, a plunger valve controlling the
flow of oil into the chamber, an oil inlet pipe to the top of

the reservoir, and a pipe provided with a nozzle and con-
necte<l to the oil inlet pipe above the reservoir, to communi-
cate directly with the vaporizing chamber above the plunger
ralve.

5. In the carbureter of a gas engine, the combination
with the main shell having openings in its lower portion

for the admission of air, of a reservoir for the liquid to be
vaporized connected to said shell, a tubular inlet through
which the liquid enters the shell, a plunger valve having a
stem extending down into saitl inlet, said stem having
flattened sides, said shell having a vapor outlet and a
valve controlling said vapor outlet.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printe<l in the Oazcttc.J

891.323. FU8B. Bert A. Hkown, ChurchvtUe. N. Y.
Filed June 13, 1907. Serial No. 378.738.

1 In .1 fuse, the combination of a body, an arm pivoted
to said body, means for throwing said arm outward, a fuse
wire for normally holding the pivoted arm in restraint, and
a signal connected at one end to the pivoted arm and at its

opposite end to the said body and adapted to be displayed
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when the pivoted arm is thrown outward after being re-

leased from the restraining influence of the aforesaid fuse

wire.

2. In a fuse, the combination of a body, an arm pivoted
Dear one end to the body and made hollow upon its inner

aide, means for throwing said arm outward at its free end,

a fuse wire for normally holding the pivoted arm in re-

straint, and a signal normally arranged within the space of

the pivoted arm and concealed and protected thereby and
adapted to be displayed when said arm is released from the

restraining influence of the fu.se wire and thrown outward.
3. In combination, a circuit including an alarm, a switch

and contacts, a second set of contacts in electrical connec-
tion with the contacts of the aforesaid circuit, a pivoted

arm adapted under abnormal conditions to bring the said

second set of contacts in electrical connection to close the

aforesaid circuit, a visible signal actuated by said arm to be
displayed when the arm is ttirown outward, and a fuse

wire for normally holding the said arm m restraint.

8 9 1,3 24. TERMIMAL FOR PNEIMATIC - TUBE
SYSTEMS. Chakubs H. Birton, \\ a.shington, D. C,
assignor to the United States Pneumatic Company,
Wa.«hlngton. DC. a Corporation of Maine. Filed June
20, 1907. Serial No 379,919

1

.

In a pneumatic store service apparatus, a trj

tube for the carrier, a suction tube in communication with
the transmission tulje; a terminal at the end of the trans-

mission tube; a valve arranged within the terminal at the
end of the receiving tube: a second vfilve within the ter-

minal for admitting air, and means within the terminal
adapted to be acte<l ufKjn by tlie carrier to open the air ad-
mission valve and impel the valve at the end of the trans-

mission tube to close by suction.

2. In a pneumatic store service apparatus, a transmis-
sion tube for th(^ carrier: a suction tube In communication
with the tran8mi.s.sion tube: a terminal at the end of the

receiving tube; a valve mounted within the terminal atlja-

cent to the end of the transmission tube ; an air admission
valve in the terminal; means for automatically opening
the air admission valve and imi>el the valve at the end of

the transmission tulje to close by suction when the carrier

enters the terminal, and a door at the bottom of the ter-

minal adapted to \ye o\)cuei\ by the weight of the carrier.

3. A terminal for pneumatic store service systems, pro-

vided at one end with a valve normally retained in an open
position; an air atimission valve normally retained in a
closed position, and means adapted to be actuated by the

entrance of a ciurier to open the air admission valve, and
thereby impel the closing of the valve at the end of the ter-

minal by suction.

4. A terminal for pneuniatic store service systems pro-

vided at Uii entrance with a valve normally retained in an
open position: an air aflmission valve normally retained

in a closed position; a trigger mounted within the terminal

adapted to Ik? actuated by the entrance of the carrier to

cause the air atimiasion valve to open and impel the valve

at the entrance of the teriuinal to clow by suction, and a

door in the terminal a<Japted to be opened by the weight
of the carrier.

S. In a terminal for pneumatic store ser\'ice systems, a

valve located at the entrance thereto and normally retained

in its open position; an air admission valve normally re-

tained in a closed position; a trigger mounted within the

terminal having oppositely extended arms, one of which is

adapted to be moved by the entrance of the carrier to open
the air admission valve and the other to impel the valve

at the entrance of the terminal to close by suction, and a

door at the bottom of the terminal ailapted to be opened
by the weight of the carrier.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

891,325. RAILWAY-CAR.
Minn. Filed Mar. 6, 1907.

Peter Butchart, Dululh,
Serial No. 360,893.

^ In a car the combination with a suitable frame and a box
or shelll mounted thereon and adapted to receive a load at
the top and to discharge it through an oi>ening in the bot-
tom, of a lining comprising non-descending sections, com-
prising barssuspended in said box against the sides thereof,

and of vertically movable sections comprising bars sus-

pended within said box. said vertically movable sections
being adapted in lowered position to extend through the
opening in the bottom of said box, and means for raisinir

or lowering said vertically movable .sections

891,32ti. DEMCE FOR nl'KRATlNG SHUTTERri.
EARNEST A. Cheqwidden and Thom.\s Root. West
Fitchburg. Mass. Filed Nov. 6. 1907. Serial No.
400,980.

An apparatus of the character described, comprising a

crank shaft, means for operatively connecting said crank
shaft with the shutter, an actuating sluaft having a drivim;

connection with the crank shaft, a support for the shafts,

a keeper disk encircling the actuating shaft and aiiap^^d

to be secure«l to the inner side of a window frame, a handle
knob rigidly secured on the end of the actuating shaft, a
latch plate having a splined connection with the actuating
shaft and arranged for locking engagement with the disk,

said latch plate l>eing formed with outstanding ears de-

signed to fonn finger grip- :in'i an I'xpansive spring encir-

cling the actuating shafl ani beaxiug against the knob and
latch plate.

891,327. SINTERING APPARATUS. Eugeni: B.
Clark, Chicago. 111., and Charles H. Fettel, Hub-
bard, Ohio, assignors to American Sintering Company,
Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar 30.

1908. Serial No. 424,207.

1. A sintering apparatus, comprising a rotary cylin-

drical kiln having a cast-iron lining.

2. A sintering apparatus, comprising a rotary cyltn-

(irical kiln having a cast-iron lining, in combination with

scraping means operating in said kiln for scraping off the
I material adhering to the lining.
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3 \ mnterinx apparatus, comprising a rotary cylin-

drical kiln having a lining composed of segmental caat-

Iron plates fitted in the kiln but .lisoonneote.! therefrom.

4 \ smteniiK apparatus, comprising a rotary .-yhii-

drical kiln having a lining compoaed of ^ginental ^-ast-

ir.)n plates fltte,! in the kiln but disconnei-Uni therefrom,

said plates being connected together to form a contmuous

cylinder. ,

5 A. sintering apparatus, compri.smg a rotary cylin-

drical kiln having a lining compo-^e.! of segmental cii.-t-

Iron plates titted in the kiln but di.-<connecte<i therefrom,

said plates being cunnecteil together to form a contiiiu.ms

cyUnder. said plate.s having supports which engage the in-

ner wall of the kiln.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the < ;azett4-

J

1
881.32S. VEHICLE
MacDowell, South Haven

Serial No .321 178.

Ikving C^iWLJCr* axiil EitNtsT H.

Mich Filp<i June 11, HK)6.

of the aide bars; rollers havmg channele-l ruii.s a.iapt«d to

engage said wavs arrange<l in the forke.1 anus on said body;

journals on which said rollers are slidably mounted;

springs at each end of said rollers for yieldingly retaining

the same m position, tie bars for said ways extending out-

wardly at each side thereof In-yond the vehicle wheels;

centrally arranged double elliptic springs connecte<l to said

bo,lv and side bars; cylinders connect.^1 to said side bars

by universal joints; plungers for said cylinders; plunger

rods for said plungers connect,-*! to sai.l l>ody by universal

joints a tank or chamljer and connections for said tank

or chamber to the lower ends of the sjud cylinders, sub-

stantially as descrilxvl

4 In a vehicle the r-(Mnhinatio!i with the body: forked

arms at each eml of the body, axles side bars connected

to said axles; upwardly projecting arm-like ways at the

ends of the side bars rollers having chaimele*! nms adapt-

ed to engage said wavs arrange,! in the forked arms on said

body journals on which sai<l rollers are slidably mounte<l:

springs at each side of said rollers for yieldingly retaining

the ^ame in position: centrally arranged double elliptic

springs connecieti to said bo<ly and side bars, cylinders

ronnecte^i lo said side bars by universal joinU; plungers

for said cylinders; plunger rods for said plungers connected

to said body by universal joints, a tank or chamber; and

connections for said tank or chamber to the lower ends of

the said cylinders, substantially a.s describe<l.

I 6 In a vehicle, the combination with the body; forked

' arms at each end of the body; axle«; side bars connecte,!

to said axles: truss rods for the central portions of said side

bars the said siile b:irs between the ends of the tru.ss rods

and axles being adapte<l to spring; upwardly projectmg

arm-like wavs at the en.is of the side bars, rollers havmg

channeled rims a<lapted to engage sal.l ways ^irnuigf^l in

theforke<l arms on said body; journals on which said ro -

rrs are slidablv mounte^l: springs at each side n( said roll-

ers for vieldinglv retaining the same in position tie bars

for said wavs extending outwardly at each side thereof be-

yond the vehicle wheels and suitable springs, substan-

tially as describe*!.

[Oaims 6 to 30 not printe*! in the Gazette.)

1 In a vehicle, the combination with tlSie body; forked

arms at each end of the body; axles s.d,- bars connected

U> said axles; truss rods for the central portions of .said si.le

bars the said side bars between the ends Of the tru.ss rods

•od »xles l)eing a-lapted to spring; upwardly projecting

»nn-llke wavs at the ends of the side bar$. rollers having

channeled nms a.!apted to engage saul ways arrange*! in

the forke*! arms on said body: journals on which said roll-

ers are slidably mounted; springs at each side of said roll-

ers for yieldingly ret.-vining the same in i*)sition: tie bars

for said ways extt'ii Img outwardly at eacH side thereof be-

yond the vehicle wheels; centrally arr:uigail double elliptic

springs connected to said body and sida bars: cylinders

connected to said side bars by universal joints; plungers

for said cylinders; plunger ro<ls for said plongere connected

to said body by universal joints a tank ©r chamber: and

connections for said tank or chamber to the lower ends of

the said cylinders, subttantiallv as descrifbe*!.

2 In a vehicle, the combination with the body; forked

arms at each end of the body; axles: si.ie bars connected

to said axles; truss rods for the central portions of said side

bars, the said side bars between the ends of the tru.ss rods

and axles IxMiig atlapted to spring: upwardly projecting

arm-like ways at the end.s of the si-le bars; rollers having

channeled rims adapted to engage said ways arranged in

the forked arms on sai.i body; jovirnais oti which said roll-

ers are slidably mounted; spring?* a' eaeh side of said roll-

ers for yieldingly retaining the same in i>osition: centrally

arranged double elliptic springs connecte,i to said body and

side bars ; cylinders connected to said side bars by universal

joints; plungers for said cylinders; plunger rods for said

plmgers c^nnccte.1 to said body by universal joints; a

tank or chamber: and connections for said tank or chamber

to the lower .-nds of th^ said cylinders, sabstantially as de-

scribe<i.
, , , 1 1

3 In a vehicle, the rombination with' the body: forked

arms at each end of the bo*ly ; axles, side bars connects! to

said axles; upwanlly projecting ann-hk.i ways at the end*

891329 B\LINr;-PRESS. Petkb K I iederick. Al-

bany. N Y Filed Dec. 30. 1907. Serial No. 408,640.

1 -V press embodying a frame, follower, toggle arms and

toggle levvr jointe*! together and to the follower and frame.

and a [..wr mechanism emlK>dying a power screw and

nut pivotally connecte.l interme<!iate the frame and end

of the toggle lever, whereby U-nd.ng of the screw is pre-

vented.
,

„,
2 \ press embo^lving a frame, follower, toggle .'inus and

lever jointed together and to the follower and frame, and

a power screw for the toggle lever extending l>etw,-en the

lower ends of the toggle arms, the fixed pivots of the toggle

arms and axis of the .screw being locate-i in sui.stann;illy

the same plane substantially as describe*!.

3 \ press emU»iving a frame, follower. t*iggle arms and

lever jointed t^.gether and to the follower and franu- a

poNver nut anl screv* for the toggle lever extending 1^-
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tween the lower ends of the toggle arms and a link connec-
tion between the end of the screw and end of the toggle le-

ver: substantially as described.

4. A press embodying a frame, follower, toggle arms and
lever jointed together and to the follower and frame, a
power nut and screw for the toggle lever extending between
the lower ends of the toggle arms, one end of said screw be-

ing connected with the toggle lever and a bearing on the

frame in which the nut is mounted for supporting the opjx)-

site end of the screw the said toggle arms and ends of the

toggle lever on opposite sides of its intt^rmediate pivot be-

ing all of equal lengths.

5. A press embodying a frame, follower, toggle arms and
lever jointed together and to the follower and frame, a
power screw extending between the lower ends of the tog-

gle arms and connected at one end with the toggle lever

and a power driven nut on the screw, pivotally supported
in the frame to conform to the angular position of the screw.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891, .-ttO. HINGE -GAGE. William A. Dirst. Clear-

field, ra. Filed Mar. 9. 1908. Serial No. 420,033.

f /

1. .\ hinge gage consisting of two members slidably ad-
justable upon each other for determining the width of a
binge: a third memk>er slidably adjustable upon one of said

members for determining the length of the hinge, and a
fourth member slidably adjustable upon tlie other mem-
ber for determining the width of the hinge, as herein set

forth.

2. A hinge gage consisting of two members slidably ad-
justable transversely to each other and adapted to be held
in adjusted position for determining the width of a hinge;

a third member slidably adjustable lengthwise upon one
of said members and adapted to be held in adjusted posi-

tion for determining the length of a hinge: and a fourth
member mounted transversely upon the outer edge of one
of said members and adapte<l to be slidably adjustable
thereon and held in adjusted position for determining the

thickness of a hinge, as herein set forth.

3. A hinge gage consisting of two blocks adapted to

sliile transN'ersely on each other and connected together by
set screws engaging slots in one of said blocks; a plate con-
nected to one of said blocks by means of sot screws engag-
ing a slot in said plate, whereby it can be adjuste*! length-

wise and held in adjusted position on said block, and a
plate mounted upon the outer edge of the other block by
means of set screws engaging slots in said plate, and
adapted to be adjusted upon the block and held in ad-
jvisted position, as herein set forth.

89 1.33 1. MACHINE FOR FORMING ARTICLES
FROM PT'LP FIBER Fka.nk C. Emrkk. St. Louis.
.M.. 1 lied .luiie 10, 19<)7. Serial No. 378,186.

1. In a machine of the character described, a i)erforated

die of approxiinatcly tubular form adajited to receive a

charge of liquid pulp fiber. mearLs fur forcing the liquid

through the openings in said die and compacting the fibtr

closely together on the walls thereof, a movable pick-up

device conforming to the shai)e of the complete article and

adapted to be projected into same, and means for blowing

the completed article from the die onto said pick-up device;

substantially as described.

2. In a machine of the character described, a perforate*!

die of approximately tubular form adapted to receive a
charge of liquid pulp fiber, means for forcing the liquid

through the openings in said die and compacting the fiber

closely together on the walls thereof, a movable pick-ui)

device conforming to the shape of the complete article and
adaptetl to be projected into .same, means for blowing the
completed article from the die onto saii! pick-up device.

and a stripping device adapted to be move*l longitudinally

over the pick-up device to eject the completed article there-

from; substantially as described.

3. In a machine of the character described, a hollow per-

forated die, means for aiimitting a predetermined quantity
of liquid pulp filler into said die. means for forcing the liq-

uid tlirough the oi)enings in said die and comjiacting the
fiber closely together on the walls thereof to form an ap-
proximately tubular-shai)ed article, a pick-up device con-
forming to the shape of the completed article, means for

moving said device into said article and thereafter away
from the die, a stripper, and means for actuating said strip-

per to eject the completed article from the pick-up device;
substantially as described.

4. In a machine of the character described, a hollow die
of approximately tubular form having openings formed in

the side walls thereof, means for admitting a predetermined
quantity of pulj) water into said die. a plunger, means for

moving said plunger into said die to displace the major por-
tion of the water through the ojx'nings in the die, an*!

means for thereafter introducing air or steam above the
surface of the pulp water to complete the operation of com-
pacting the fibers together upon the inner face of the die;

substantially as described.

5. In a machine of the character described, a hollow die

or mold adapted to receive a charge of pulp water, means
for introducing pulp water into said die, means for forcing
the water out of the vn\]> and compacting the fllx'rs closely

together upon the inner face of the die to form an article,

a pick-up device conforming to the shai;)e of the article,

means for moving said pick-up device into the article while
it is still in said die, means for blowinK the article out of the
die and onto said pick-up device, and means for thereafter
separating the die and said pick-up device; substantially
as described.

[Claims 6 to 67 not printed in the Gazette.]
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891 1 52 '•' 'N((U\f:r» cffAlR v.vn (JOI'CH. Lars A.
Kfii. K.S..N < Ni.-a-i... Ill Fiiei Mar, 7. liMJS. Serial
No. 419.703.

the said opening, a suitable mechanism adapted to Im-
part a rotary movement to the plat/orm and to be actu-
ated by the impact with the said flgiire of an object pro-
jected through the said opening, and means to de^nergize
the said mechanism and arrest the movement of the plat-
form at the completion of one revolution.

5. In a game apparatus the combination of an inclosure
having an opening in one of its sides, spaced doors arranged
to partly close the said opening, a platform revolubly
mounted within the inclosure and bearing a figure nor-
mally opposite the space between the said doors, a mech-
anism atlapted to revolve the platform and to be actuated
by the impact of a projected object with the said figure,
and means to automatically open the doors at the com-
mencement of the movement of the platform.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.

J

frame having its

surface of each of

The combination with a hollow main
rear end open and provided on the inner
its sides with a horizontally extending rib. of a seat-frame
mounted on the upper portion of the inaiin frame and ter-
minating at a distance from tho rc;ir pn<l thorei.f. a chair-
back-frame pivotally supported at the ui.jkt portion of
each of its front corners on the rear eii 1 of tht- s<at-frame
and adapted to rest when in :i honzontj*! rx>"<iti"ri on the
upper rear portion of the main fr:inif. a sli.lable member
adapted to fit in the hollow of thr mam (raiiie ami havia«
on the outer surface of each of it.-< -i ics % horizontally ex-
tending groove to receive the ribs on tl>e mam frame, a
supporting-frame for the chair-back-fratne hmije 1 at its

rear end to the rear up[x>r portion of th«* sli.lablc member
and at its other en.l to the lower [xjrrion Of the rear end of
the back-frame, said supp<jrting-frame terminatinR at a
distance from the front en 1 of the .slilahle member and
adapted when m a horizontal px)sition to re.st on the upper
surface of sai.i nieiiif>er. the sani rhair^baek-frame also
adapted to rest when in a huruontal [xtrtittion on tiie upper
surface nf the front portion of the >li laMe tnemUT

S91,.333. (J.\ME .\PPABATU8. ,IohnC. F.ur. Den-
ver. Colo. Fiie.l Xov. 8, 1906. Serial No. 342,553. Re-
newed Apr. 18, 1908. Serial No 4 J ?>«»_'

Ai.
4.5

1. In a game apparatus, the combination of a revoluble
platform bearing a movable ti«ure. an 1 itiean.s t«i actuate
the said platform by the impart nf n proj.ste 1 ubjeet with
the saiil figure

2. In a game :ipp;tr;itu,, the eombiiuit ion "f ,i revnjuble

platform f>earink; a pluralit\- of figures <,iu' of which is

movable. an<i me;in.s to aetuati- the sai 1 (il.itform i>y the
impact of a (irojected object with the nii»\-:il)|e fimire.

3. In a ganu' apparatus, the lonibiimrK)!, ,,f a revnluble
platform bearing a movable figure, a suit:;ible meclianism
adapted to revolve the platform and to be aetuated by
tbe impact of a proj<"ete,l object with the -iail figure, and
means to ile'-ner^jize the naJd mecli.ini.iru and arrest the
movement of the platform at the romiiletjon of one revi>-

lution.

4. In a game apparatus, the eombmation of an inclosure

having an oi>enin« in one of it.a sides, n i)l,<|tform revolubly
moimted therein an i bearuit< a tit^ure ni}rinally opfKJsile

891.33 4 HI..\.STIN(i l'< i\\ DKK H.vH\i.y I>. p-\RKi.s
and .\r.sTiN C. Jex, Wef.i-skiwin Siberia, Canada. Filed
Dee 10 UJOTv Seri.il No .UT jlf.

1 .\n e\plosi\-.> ron-Lsting of icranules of an intimate
dry mixture of ehlorate of po'.i.-l. wtH-at flour, and picric

acid, all m the !iropf)rtioiis ^,i(.-' .n,- luU as set forth.

2. An e\pio>ive consisting .<: k^r li, ilcs , ,f an intimate
dry mix- ir- -if . ;, .rate of jKJtash, wheat (lour and picric
arid, s.ii 1 fcjr an il.- Having a coating thereon consisting of
nitric acid, muriatic acid and coal oil, all in th3 projKir-
tions substantially as set forth.

891336. COAL-SPACE I.\ LOOOMOTIVK -TENDER
TANKS. JoH.N W. Harkom, Davenport. Ontario.
Canada, assignor to Canada Foundry Company, Lim-
ited, Toronto, Canada, a Corporation of Ontario,
Canada. Filed Sept. 18, 1907. Serial No. .393,515.

GL~^

JJ*

1 In a coal space in locomotive tender tanks, the com-
bination with the si<ie8. back and front plates of the tender,
of the inclined central back plate and the inclined side
plates converging to a point central of the width of the
front of the tender and in proximitv to the front vertical
plates or face of the tender in such a manner as to leave a
hcjrizontal shovel space in adjacent to the front of the
under and the front edge of the space flush with the front
of the u-nder. whereby the area of the shovel space is

within reach of the fireman when at his post firing as and
for the purpose specified.

2. In a coal space in locomotive tender tanks, the com-
•jination with the sides of the tender and vertical back
plates, of the inclined central back plate and the inclined
sides converging to the front, a shovel space at the forward
enci at substantially the point of converging, and compris-
ing a scoop shape plate supported on vertical cross bars as
and for the purpose specifle<l.

3 In a coal .space for locomotive tender tanks, a scoop-
shai)oii pla'e inclined upwartlly from rear to front and
suitably siipi)orted and adapte<l to fit the shovel space
a.s specifie.l.

4. In a coal space for loconaotive tender tanks, a scoop-
shaiMMl plate incline<i upwardly from rear to front and pro-
vided witli a front ritge and suitably supported and
ivlapted to fill the shovel spa<'e as specified.

5 In a coaJ space in locomotive tender tanks, the com-
bination with the sides uf the tender and vertical back
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plates, of the inclined central back plate and the inclined

tdes converging to the front, a shovel space at the forward

end at substantially the point of converging, and the cup-

boards having the inclined sides and the doors hinged to

the cupboards and extending down to a point in proximity
with the outer edge of the shovel space as and for the pur-

pose specified.

891.336. MODIFIED DRY -MILK. Jamxs R. Hatmakek,
Paris, France. Filed Sept. 15, 1905. Serial No. 278.692.

The hereinbefore described homogeneously-combined
sterile focni in light dry form, for infants and others, com-
posed of milk constituents in approximately the following

proportions: Casein 24%; butter fat, 12%; milk sugar.

6^1 milk salts, 5%; moisture. 5%.

891,337. FILTER. Jerome G. Heitzman and Otto B.

Heitzman, Fort Madison, Iowa. Filed Aug. 3. 1905.

Serial No. 272,574.

^^^r'^^iF^^:^^^/^'.^^.//•• jV.- . ^fi/. ..'V. ^TXb •/ -^ .' '^

lion of a i>ase, an abutment on the base for preventing

movement of a wheel in one direction, standards con-

nected with and Kuided on tlie base and movable toward

and from the abutment, a gear mounte<i between said

standards, a wrench connected with said gear and opposed

to the abutment, a shaft joumaled in the abutment and

A filter for use in connection with a water cooler and
comprising a cylindrical water receptacle of uniform di-

ameter and having an intrijral downwardly dished forami-

nous bottom, an outwar !l\ flaiiKe^i upper jxirtion integral

with said receptacle for bearing upon the walls of the

cooler, the lower portion of said receptacle being exteriorly

screw threa<ie<l a collar integral with the receptacle and
outstanding therefrom at the upt>er end of the threaded

portion thereof . a c>lin<ler of uniform diameter and inte-

riorly screw thretided to receive and engage the bottom
portion of the water receptacle, the movement of said cyl-

inder upon the receptacle l)eing limited by the collar, said

cylinder having an inturned flange at its lower end, and a

one' piece filtering disk insertible into the cylinder and

seated ui)on the flange.the entire upper surface and that por-

tion of the lower surface w ithin the wall of the flange being

freely exposed for filtcnng purjKises.

S91,Sa8. TIRB-BOLTINO MACHINE. JOSBPB A.

Hamurr, Trenton, N. J. Filed Mar. 11.1908. Serial

No. 420.438.

1. In a machine for the purp<)8<> described, the combina-

tion of a base, means thereon for turning nut.s off and on

bolts, a track fixed on the base and having side walls and

flanges reaching inwardly therefrom, and a carriage mov-
able on the track and t^iwanl and from said means and
having a post and also iiaving anti - friction devices ar-

rangfvi between the lower portions of the track and the

flanges thereof.

'2.. In a machine for the purpose described, the combina-

>/

the standards, a gear mounted to turn with said shaft

and intermeshed with the tirst mentioned gear, a trans^

verse yoke straddling the shaft in rear of the rear standani

,

a transverse yoke 8tra<idling the siiaft in front of the abut-

ment, and tractde springs connecting the ends of the said

yokes.

801.339. R.-^-ILWAY-SIGNAL. Franz Hirt, Berlin,

Gainany, assignor to General Electric Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 11, 1907. Serial

No. 406.030.

'-%

^3¥H

li.

1. Inarailway signaling system, signal-operating means.

controlling means therefor responsive only to polarize<i

light, ami means rarrie<i b\ a vehicle for throwing polar-

ized light on said controlling means.

2. In a railway signaling system, a source of polarized

light carrieci i)y a vehicle, and signal controlling means re-

sponsive only to polarized light.

3. In a railway signaling system, a double-refracting

body, a pair of devices that vary in electric resistance with

variatiim in light exjxised respectively to the two set-s of

rays refracte<i from saiii body, electro-magnetic signal-con-

trolling means responsive to a difTerence in the resistances

of said devices, and means carried by a vehicle throwing

polarized light on said body
4. In a railway signaling system, a double-refracting

body, a pair of selenium cells exposed respectively to the

two sets of rays refracted from said t>o<ly. opposing mag-
net windings in circuit with said cells respectively, signal-

operatmg means controlle<i by the differential action of

said windings, and means carried i^y a vehicle for throwing

polarize.l light on said body.
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891.340 \M.\K-OPERATTXr, MECTtAXTSM FOR
HYDRf)CARHc»N-EN(;iNt:S Risseul Hi kk I>e-

troit. Mich .
assignor to Packard Motor IJar Company.

Detroit, Mich . .1 Corporation of West \'lrKmi;i.

Oct. 1. IWT Serial No 395.378.

FilfvJ

tampion h(Mtx detachably secured to the branch pipe and

e<»tainlnc • tampion fusible in the event of a hot box to

permit of the escape of the air from the air brake mech-

anism.

1. A dust guard for sliding connections consisting of .1

nut and a tubular metal portion of greater iliameUT haviiig

one end bent inward and i)ennaiuntlv -«>cure<l to the sides

of the nut V)otwecn its ends

2. A dust guard for sliding connections cdnsistmu of a

nut provided with a circumferential groovij ml a tubular

metal portion of greater diameter ha\ in« ir^ <n ! spun into

said groove.

3. .\ dust guard for sliding connections consistin*; of a

.screw threaded nut having on its outf-r suxface a circum-

ferential groove the surface of said nut on one side of said

groove being angular and ufxiu the other cylindrical, in

combination with a cylindrical metal {>ort|on having a di-

ameter greater than the nut and having its end spun down

in close co; ta-'t with the cylindrical i:)<)rtioa of the nut ami

into the gri.ove therein.

4. The combination with a tubular guiding !iiemb«T. of a

sliding nieml)f'r mounU-d therein, an ,<i<ljustfil>le nut carrif<l

by the sliding member beyond the end of the guiding mem-

ber in 1 •»-\uii provided with a circumferential groove, and

a d i-' lap ' i-sely fitting and slidably engaging the end of

the guiding meml>er and having its ends spun into the cir-

cvmiferential groove of the nut.

5. In valve operating mechanism for hydrocarlxjn en-

gines, the combination with the operating rod of the tubu-

lar guiding member through which it slidus, an adjustable

screw threaded nut mounte<l on said rod beyond the end of

said guiding member and prnviileil with a circumferential

groove and a tubular dust k^uard fitting i>ver the end and

for some distance down the sides of ttie guiding memlx-r.

the end of said dust guard being spun into thegrrxive m the

nut.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette.l

891 ,341 MEANS FOR ATToMATICALLY .=5TOPriNC,

TRAINS. George \V. Hist and Jerj<y Kinney, Po-

catello, Idaho. Filed May 29, 1907 Serial No. 376,394.

1, The combination with a truci< including an air brake

mechanisni, of an oi)en-ende.i tampion hokler having com-

mxmication with the air brake mechanism and containing

a 'anipion fu.sihle in the event of a hot box to permit of the

es<'ai>e of the air from the air tirake mechaaism

2. The combination with a truck including an air brake

mechanism, of a branch pipe communicating with the

main train line of the brake mechanism and an open-ended

J T|)0 uMiiMnattmi with a truck including an air brake

mechanlam, dt open-endsd tampion holders communicat-

ing with the main train line of the brake mechanism and

containing a tampion fusible in the event of a hot box to

permit of the escape of the air from the air brake mech-

anism.

4. The combination with a truck including an air brake

mechanism, of a branch pipe communicating with the main

train line of the brake mechanism, a tamjuon holder hav-

ing communication with the branch pip»- and lying a<lja-

cent the end of a journal of the truck and containing a tam-

pion fusible in the event of a hot bo.\ to warn the trainmen

of the latter condition.

5. The combination with a truck including an air brake

mechanism of valved branch pipes communicating with

the main tram line of the brake mechanism, open-ended

tampion holder^ detachably securefi to the branch pipes,

and containing a lampion fusible in the event of a hot box

to permit of the escape of the air from the air brake mech-

anism.

tClaims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.)

8 9 1.342. GOVEKNINC. MECH A.\ ISM FnK lUR-

BINES. Oscar JusociREN, Schenectady. N. Y.. as-

signor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Fileil Jan. 2. 1906. Serial No. 294.163.

1 In a governing inf<hanism. the combination of a valve

which servo both as a n-gulaling and a shut-off valve, a

mechanism for moving the valve in a manner U> regulate

the passage of fluid, a device responsive to loa<i changes for

controlling the action of sai.l mechanism, and a second

speed responsive device for sud<lenly actuating the valve

under predetermined conditions.

2. In a governing mechanism, the combination of a valve

which serves lK)th a.s a regulating and a shut-off valve, a

source of relay power for moving the valve for regulating

purrxwes, a speed-responsive device controlling the action

of said source on the valve, and a meaiw for suddenly ac-

tuating the valve under predetermine, I conditions,

3, In a governing mechanism, the combination of a valve.

i a motor for automatically adjusting it to vary the iia.ssage
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of fluid to the apparatus being governed, a second motor
which under predetermined increase in speed conditions
suddenly closes the valve, and a speed governor for con-
trolling the second motor.

4. In a governing mechanism, the combination of avalve,
a motor for automatically moving the valve in a manner to

vary the passage of fluid to the apparatus under control, a
lock for connecting the motor and valve, and a second
motor which by its movement first releases the lock and
thereafter closes the %alve under predetermined increased

speed conditions,

5. In a governing rnechunuim, the combination of a valve
capable of assuming intermediate positions, a motor for

actuating it that is also capable of assuming intermediate
positions, a source of rnjwer for the motor, a governor for the

motor, a second motor indef»endent of the valve for op-
erating it uniler predetermined conditions, which has two
Ix>sitions only corresponding to the open and closed posi-

tions of the valve, and means connecting the second motor
and the valve in such manner that the motor moves a full

stroke each time it is operated irre8i>ective of the position

of the valve.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the Gazette.]

891 .:U3. FLEXIBLE ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
DEVICE AND THE LIKE Ch.\rle8 A, Kelubh,
Paris, France. File.l Dec. 7. 1907. Serial No. 405,603.

1. A flexible electrical connection comprising a pair of

groups of electrical conductors, each group comprising a

plurality of strips of electrically conducting flexible mate-
rial arrangeti in superposed relation, separable parts elec-

trically secure<l to said conductors and movable apart from
each other a distance less than the length of said strips

whereby the same are maintained slack, a rod secured to

one of said parts, a tube telescoping said ro<i, and means
looping the slack in said strips and connecting the loops to

said tube.

2. A flexible electrical connection comprising a pair of

groujis of electrical conductors, each group comprising a

plurality of strips of electrically conducting flexible mate-
rial arranged in suixriKwefl relation and in contact through-
out their length, the strips of each group having different

lengths, separal)le part.^ electrically secured to said conduc-
tors and movable apart from each other, a distance less

than the length of said strips whereby the same arc main-
tained slack, a rod secure<l to one of said parts, and means
looping the slack in said strips and slidably connected with
sai<l rod.

3. A flexible electrical connection comprising a pair of

groups of electrical conductors, each group comprising a

plurality of strips of electrically conducting flexible mate-
rial, separable parts electrically secure<l to said conductors

and movable apart from each other a distance less than the

length of said stripe whereby the same are maintained
Black, and means looping the slack in said strips, said

means being slidably connected with one of said parts.

4. A flexible electrical connection comprising a pair of

groups of electrical conductors, each group comprising a

plurality of strips of electrically conducting flexible mate-
rial, separable part>i electrically secured lo said conductors

and movable apart from each otlier a distance less than the

length of said strips whereby the same are maintained slack,

and means looping the slack in said strips.

5. A flexible electrical connection comprising an elec-

trical conductor composetl of a plurality of stripe of elec-

trically conducting flexible material, separable parts elec-

trically secured to said conductor and movable apart from
each other a distance less than the length of said strips

whereby the same are maintained slack, and means for

looping the slack in said strips.

891,344. ACCOt'NT-REGISTER. Solomon Klbpfbr,
Indianapolis, Ind. Hied Dec. 31, 1907. Serial No.
408,784.

1. In an account register, a cabinet, a pluralit.s' of sheets

or. leaves swingingly mounteti in the cabinet in a slightlj"

backward tilto<l position, folding cabinet sides a<iapted to

swing out and form stops for the open sheets of the cabi-

net, means to arrest the folding sides in position to sup-

port tlie sheets and means for removably securing paper

invoices to the sides of the sheet.*

2. In an account register, a cabinet, a plurality of sheets

or leaves swingingly mounted in the cabinet in a slightly

backward tilted position, a folding cabinet front adapted

to fold do'wn to expose the sheets, folding cabinet sitles

adapte<i to swing out and fonn stops to arrest the oix-n

sheets .so as to display the margin.- of each sheet, and
means for removably securing invoices to the sides of the

sheets.

3. In an account register, a cabinet having hinged sides

and front adapted to be folded awa\' to aSord access to the

inside of the cabinet, a plurality of sheets or leaves swing-

ingly mounted in a substantially vertical position in the

cabinet, and means for removably securing invoices to

the sides of the sheets.

4. In an account register, the combination with a *eet
or leaf having {perforated right-angled extensions or bars,

of spring-wire clamps having bent ends or feet passing

through perforations of said bars, members integral with

the feet extending longitudinall,\- in contact with the bars

and a pair of crossed legs connecting the last named mem-
bers with a parallel superimposed bar.

8 9 1.34.5. CONCRETE-MIXER. Samuel Knislkt,
Phillipsburg, Kans. Filed Mar. 7, 1908. Serial No.
419,700.

A concrete-mixing apparatus cumprismg a supix)rting-

frame, an angular receptacle Journaie<i therein, flanges sur-
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rounding said receptacle and having an aafoilar perimeter

which is in contact with the ground, stojv-hlocks on the out-

side of the receptacle, and a slide-bar rirrifd by the frame
and adapted to engage the stop-block

801346. ROTARY EN'f'.IN'E Kaaru. H Korhones.
Detroit. Maii. Fil.-d Vlar. 2. 1907. Serial No. 360.195.

1. A rotary ciiKine comprising a cylinioi*, a driven shaft.

a rotatable piston mounted upon the shall contactinK on

its peripher>- with the inner [MTiphery of the rvlin<ier and

formed with [)eripheral chambers and rrulially cxtendrng

adjacent impact shoulders, power a<t mission chambers

each communicating through the wall therrof with the cor-

responding peripheral chamlxT. an exhaint channel ojien-

ing through the wall of each power atirniASKiii I'hamlxT com-

municating with the I'X'ripheral rhamlx-r^ mircessively. ra-

dially movable abutments locate<l tH-twfHri rhe correspond-

ing impact shoulder withm the power aihiil.^-^ion chainh«'r<

respectively, and the correspondmg exhaust channel, and

means to actuate said abutments, said abutments IxMng

normally cloaed when the power is applied to the piston.

2. A rotary engine comprising a cylinder, a driven shaft.

a rotatable piston mounted upon said r^haft within the cyl-

inder contacting on its periphery with the inner [x^riphery

of the cylinder and formed with peripheral chamljers and

adjacent radially extending impact shoui ler-^ tn receive t he

impact of the propellin>{ fon-e, inlet anil exhaust mechan-

ism comprising power a Imi.ssion charidxri each communi-
cating through the wall thereof with the <-orrf>sponding p*»-

ripberal chandlers of the pistfin, radially tno\ ahlc abut-

ments located t)etween the correspon img iiiitiacr '<hc)ul lers

within the power almissiou chamlx-rs and the correspond-

ing exhaust channel, respectively, said abutments pro-

vided with automatic mechanism to normally nj^-n the

abutments, and cam actuated mechani-r:: '<> (;,., rhe

abutments
i \ rotary engine coiuprising a cylin>icr. a driven shaft,

a rotatable piston mounte<l upon the shaft within the cyl-

inder formed with peripheral chambers and atljacent im-

pact shoulilers, power a*imission chambers communicating
with the jx^ripheral chamVjcrs, resfx'ctively. an exhaust

channel opening through the wall of each power atimission

chamber communicating with the peripheral chambers,

respectively, radially movable abutments locate*! between

the corresponiiing impact shouhlers within the power a*!-

mission chamfx>rs and the corresponding axhaust channel,

respectively, said abutments provide 1 with a spring actu-

atcti stem whereby the abutment is normally open, a lever

bearing upon each of said abutment.-* ti> seat the abutment,

and cams lo<'ate<l upon the driven shaft connected with the

lever mechanism to actuate said mechanism
4 .\ rotary engine comprising a cylinder, a driven shaft,

a rotatable piston mounted upon the shaft contacting on

its jxTU)her.\- with the inner periphery of the cylinder and

formed with periphermi chambers and adjacent radially ex-

tende<i impact shoulders, power admission chambers com-
municating with the peripheral chambers, respectively,

an exhaust channel t)pening through the wall of each

power admission chamber communicating with the periph-

eral chambers, respectively, railially movable abutments
located iK-tween the corresponding impact shoulders within

the power ailmissi(jn chambers and the corresjioriding ex-

hau.st channel, resiH>ctively. means to seat sai 1 abutments,

said abutments l)eing normally open, and yielding packing

at the sides and at tiie ix-riphery of said piston.

5 A rotary engine comprising a cylinder, a driven shaft,

a rotatable piston mounted upon the shaft within said cyl-

inder contacting on its ijeriphery with the inner i>eriphery

of the cylinder and formed with peripheral chamlKTS and

adjacent radially extending impact shoulders, power admis-

sion chambers provided with inlet ports communicating
with the peripheral chambers of the piston, an exhaust

channel opening through the wall of each power admission

chamber communicating with the j)eripheral chambers,

radially movable abutments locate 1 between the corre-

sponding impact shoulders within the power admission

chamber and the corresponding exhaust channel, respec-

tively, means to seat said abutments when the power is ap-

plied to the piston, and valves to cf)ntrol the ail mission of

power into the power admission chamlx'r, the wall of each

power aii mission chamt)er forming a gviide and backing for

the railially movable abutments.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.347. ENLARGING-CAMERA. Robert Krobdel,
Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Rochester. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Feb. 26, 1907. Serial No, 359,074.

1 In an eulargmg camera, the combination with a tu-

bular body portion formed of relating movable sections,

each extending integrally throughout the length of the

bo.ly. of a frame at one end thereof f.>r holliim the origi-

nal, a frame at the other for hoi, linn the sensitized ma-
terial and a lens support located within said bo ly portion

intermediate the frames said frames and support being

a lapted to [ye foldel against one or more of the sections.

2 In an enlarging camera, the combination with a tu-

bular body portion composed of sections liiiiice I at their

lateral adjoining edges, of a removable holder for the

oriKinal at one end thereof, a removable holder for the

sensitize 1 material at the other, a removable lens support

locate 1 within said bo<iy ixjrtion intermediate the holders

and means for preserving the tubular form of sail body

portion when the {lart-s are assembled

3 In an enlarging camera, the combination with a tu-

bular bo 1> (Mirtion conip<jse 1 of sections hinged at their

lateral adjoining e.lges t.>y means of a continuous covering

of pliable material, of a removable holder for the original

at one en 1 thereof a removable holder for the sensitised

material at the other, a removable lens support located

within sai 1 bo ly [lortion intermediate the holders and

means for preserving the tubular form of said body por-

tion when the part^* are a.s.sembled

4. In an enlarging camera, the combination with a laf-
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erally collapsible tubular body portion and a lens support
located therein, of holders arranged at the ends of said
body portion for the reception of the original and the
sensitizeii material respectively, one of said holders em-
bodying a frame having a groove on the inner side thereof
within which the end of the body portion is fitted to pre-
serve the tubular form of the latter.

5, In an enlarging camera, the combination with a lat-

erally collapsible tubular body portion and a lens support
located therein, of holders arranged at the ends of said body
portion for the reception of the original and the sensitized

material respectively, one of said holders being removable
and embodying a frame having a groove on the Inner side

thereof within which the end of the body portion is fitted

to preserve the tubular form of the latter and means for

fastening the frame to the body i>ortion.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.!

891,348. FARM-GATE. Mo.vroe M. Lamb. Eagleville,

Tenn. Filed Feb 17, 1908. Serial No. 416,282.

891,349. SMELTING-FURNACE. John S. Loder.
Reno. Nev . assignor to The Ix)der Smelter and Refiner

Compan >, Reno, Nev.. a C-orporation of Nevada liied

Sept. 18, 1906. Serial No. 335.094.

1. The combination with a furnace having openings op-
posite the combustion chamber thereof, of burners ex-
tending into said openings and longitudinally adjustable,
air and fuel supply pipes, and flexible connections between
the said pipes and each burner

2. The combination with a furnace having side oixmings
opposite the combustion chamber, of an air pipe extend-
ing into said openings, means for adjusting the air pipe
longitudinally, a fuel pipe exten.ling into the air pijie and
flexible connections for supplying the air pipe and the fuel

pipe with air and fuel.

891 ,350. GBNERATION AND TR.^NSMlSSK »N OF
MOTIVE POWER. Gboroe W Mas. .jkd, London,
England. Filed Feb 17. 1908. Serial No. 416,351.

1. In combination, a gate, latch mechanisni therefor, a
''f 1' K'-' ;.iN''i-: •:' ~;ii ; i;:i'i at it« inner end. operating
mean- ronncijii-.i wun >;i.m iirucket at the outer end thereof,

a brace rod connected with the outer end of the bracket, a
guide plat.- a p pile I t<i the i;:iic alii h.iN'ing the inner end of

the br:ii . r. H 1 ^iMahis niou.'i'ci t inTn ill, means for limiting
'fii- -ii ;iiii.; 111! \(nient of said end of the brace rod. and
niLoii.- < ciniic. ung the inner end of the brace rod with the
latch mil ti.iiu.sin.

2. In conit>iiiatioii a Kit<- latch mechanism therefor, a
bracket piv..t«-<i ;ii it,~ inmr iini to the gate, operating le-

vers connect^Hl with the outer end of the bracket for im-
parting pivotal movement thereto, a guide plate secured to
the gate and having outwardly prt>j»Hamg ends, a brace

I

rod connected at one end with th«' outer portion of the
|

bracket and having its inner end formed with an extension
mounted for slidable movement on the ends of the gxiide

plate, a pin connected with the extension of the brace rod
at a point Ixtwoen the ends of the guide plate and limiting

the sliding movement of the extension of the brace rod, and
a connection between the brace rod extension and the latch
mechanism.

3. In combination, a gate, operating mechanism for

opening and closing the gate com^M'ising supporting posts,

oi>erating levers pivoted to said posts, a connection be-
tween said levers, and means connecting the levers with the
gate for operation of the latter, an arm extending laterally

from one of the supporting pKwts, a brace having pivotal i

oomiection with saui arm and arranged on the side of the
post opposite that upon which the gate is arranged, the
pivotal axis of the said brace being iti alinement with the
pivotal axis of the a<ijacent oi>eratmg lever, arv! the other
end of .said brace l)eing firmly connected with s«i.; wtjacent
operating levers at the end of the latter wliich is CAjimetied
with the gate. 1

1. .\n apparatus for tin generation and transmission of
motive power comprising a main motor, a supplemental
motor, and means for automatically clutching the sup-
plemental motor to the main mot^^ir when the load increases
beyond a predetermined amount

2. An apparatus fiir the generation and tran-smission of
motive power compn.sing a main motor, a supplemental
motor, and electrical means for automatically clutching the
supplemental motor to the main motor when the load in-
creases beyond a predetemiinetl amount.

891,351. DAVENI'ORT-RKD. Adolph T Mayer. St.
Louis, Mo. Filed July ,3(». 1907. .Serial No .386,297.
A davenport l)ed comi)ri8mg a frame, a movable seat

member having its upper portion upholstere<l, a bottom
forming part of the frame on which the seat mend>er is

movably mounted, a back member, a plurality of levers
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pivotally mounted Ui the txntoni, two of siu<! levers piv-

oted to the sides of the back nieint)er near th9 btittorn end

and. two of said levers pivotetl to the sides of the bark

member near the upper end. upholstere<l rnateruil rnmin'ed

on half of the back member on the front si>le thtT'ii !• ;

dim? located in the back member on the reverse side there-

:>

of. said back raenit)er adapted to Vx- rhaniteti frniu a ver-

tical to a horizontal position, ami to freely opjerate from

the seat member, the upholstering on the bark menih>er and

seat member contacting when sai.l memt)er> are placed in

davenport position. ?ub-tantialh a.s «f>erifi<'d

891.352. Ti'WINi, -;VsrKM Wilhih L Mkkrili..

Schenectady, N V .is.-*it<nor to Cleneral Electric foni-

pany, a Corporation of New York. File.1 Feb 9. 1907

Serial No. 356.557.

trolling the pull on said hawser, and means (XAtroUad by
variation in the effective length of said hawser for oootrol-

ling the torque of said motor.

5. In a towmg system, in combination with the hawser.

a rotatable drum for paying out said hawser, an electric

motor geared to said drum, smd means controlled by the

movement of said drum for varying the torque of said mo-
tor.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.)

801.363. MET.\LLIC SEALING-CAP. Richard E.

Meter. Detroit, Mich. Filed July 16. 1906, Serial No.

326.467. Renewed Oct. 9, 1907. Serial No. 396.663.

^---^S._^^^-'~^^^—^>—Jo

. till- tip. and
IT f.l' ' nf tlie

- fi iriiillig lock-

-.ho'ihler on a

<ur"' thereto in

1. In a towing system, in combination r^ith a hawser,

yielding means for paying out said hawserj comprising a

drum and an electric motor geared to si^d drum and

means for automatically increasing the pulj on said haw-

ser exerted by said yielding means with increase of the

amount of haw<»er paid out.

2. In a towing system, in combination with the hawser.

a rotatable drum for paying out said hawser, an electric mo-

tor for producing a torque on said drum, a^d means con-

trollable by the movement of said drum for tontrolling the

torque of said motor.

3. In a towing system, in combination with thf hawser,

a rotatable drum for paving out said haw<er an electric

motor for pro<lucing a torque fm said drum, a screw and

nut operated by said drum, and means conHroUed by said

screm- and nut for controlling the torque o| *aid motor

4. In a towing system, m ccmbiiiation with the hawser,

means fur paying out said hawser, an electric motor con-

1 .\ ^heet metal sealing cap having a depending flange

provided on its lower e<lge with a plurality of outwardly

projecting locking fingers composed of extensions of said

flange circumferentially rolled upon the outer face theretif

and adapted to be engage! with a suitable locking shoulder

on a jar without maten.illv unrolling the locking fingers

by applying downward and inward presMiirc to said fingers

in the sealing of the jar

2. .\ sheet metal -ealing cap haviiiK a depending flange

provided on it.< lower e<lge with a plurality of outwardly

projecting locking rtngers comiH)sed '.f ^pactvl exten.sions

of said flange circumferentially rolle<l up against the outer

face thereof, the extensions l»Mng broadest at the ba-ie and

tightly rolled up. .said locking ringers U-ing arranged m
relation to a shoulder on a jar, wherel.\ in -.ealing, the

locking fingers may t>e engage ! therewnh withnui luate-

rially unrolling the same I., vpp.'.ivk; 1. w ti\\ :ir(l and in-

wanl pressure thereto.

3 .\ sheet metal sealing cap having a continuous depend-

ing rtange provideil with a plurality • : s >
e

! . xt.n-i.ns

at it.« lower e<lge tapering from the ii-.

circumferentially rolled up against t!.. i

continuous portion, said rolled up e\ei.-iMii

ing fingers adapted to engage with a - inat.i

jar by applying downward and inward pre>

sealing the jar.

4 A sheet metal sealing cap having a continuous de-

pending rtange with spaced extensions there<in which arc

widest at the base and are circumferentially rolletl up

against the outer face of the fiange. saiil rolled up exten-

sions forming locking fingers adapte<l to engage with a

suitable locking shoulder on a jar by downward and inward

displacement in sealing the jar.

5. K sheet metal sealing cap having a continuou.s depend-

ing flange with a plurality of outwardly projecting locking

fingers at the lower edge thereof formed from extensions

of said flange circumferentially rolled up against the outer

face thereof, said extensions being largest at the base and

of sufficient length to permit a downward displacement of

the locking fingers in sealing a jar without miterudly un-

rolling the same.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

89 1 .3.54. Rl-NNIMO-BOARD SADDI.K V^^W CARS.

\ViLU.s.M H Mix««, CSilcago. Ill . as--<igii r p \V. H.

Miner Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

File<l Feb lO IWS Serial No. 415.021.

1 A metallic running lK)ard saddle for car roofs having

socket- to receive the ends of the running lK)ard planks.

an<i a ^a.-e or bottom flange adapted to fit tlie sloping

sides (f 'he riK.f at the peak or crown, and provided at its

middle with a l)<.>lt slot furnished with an enlargement for

the bolt head to paas through, substantially as -(x'cifled.

2. In a car roof, the combination with the ridge ixile of

a car rrx»f. of a running board -ad lie having socket-s to

receive the ends of the running In.ar 1 planks and furnished

with a base or bottom rtange prn\ide<l with a bolt slot
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havias an enlargement throtu^ which the bolt head may
I, and a bolt fitting in said slot and passing through

said ridge pK)le to secure said saddle to the ridge pole, sub-

stantially a.s si>ecified.

891.365. Ai'l AHAIUS FOR COKE-OVENS. Thomas
J. Mitchell and James A. McCrearv. Uniontown, Pa.

Filed JtU). 30. lyOS. Serial No. 413.485.

1. In an apparatu.s for coki ovens, a conveyer body
mounted upon a truck, a fixed grate in the bottom of the

conveyer b(xly, a refu.se receptacle carrie<l by the conveyer

botly Ix'iieath the grating, and a free endless bolt extend-

ing lengthwise of the body between the grating and the

end of said body.

2 In an apparatus for coke ovens, a conveyer body
mounte^l uixjn a truck, a fi.xed grating in t!io bottom of

the conveyer bo<i>', and a refuse receptai le . arried by the

conveyer body iK'neath the grating, the said grating and

the remainder of the coke-receiving surface of the con-

1P%yer bcKly t)eing in the same plane

3 In an apparatus for coke ovens, a conveyer body
mounted on a truck, a fixe<i grating in the bottom of the

conveyer body at the receiving end thereof, a refuse re-

ceptacle Carrie*! by the conveyer body l>eneath the grat^

Ing. and a frf>e endless belt extending from the grating

toward the delivery end of the conveyer, the active sur-

face of the belt being in the same plane as the top surface

of the grating.

4 In an apparatus for coke ovens, a conveyer body
raountetl on a truck, a fixed grating in the bottom of the

conveyer body and the receiving end thereof, a refuse re-

ceptacle carried by the conveyer body beneath the grat-

ing, and a free endless belt extending from the grating

toward the delivery end of the conveyer, the active siu"-

face of the belt being in the same plane as the top surface

of th(> grating and the conveyer body being provided with

a hinged section beyond the belt.

.") In an apparatus for coke ovens, a conveyer body
having a flxe<l grating at the bottom thereof in the path

of coke moving along the conveyer, and a refuse recep-

tacle carried by the conveyer Inflow the grating, said re-

ceptacle being provided with a closure permitting the

removal of the contents of the receptacle.

S91.356 Tl'UN -TABLE FOR GRAMOPHONE - MA-
CHINEvS. F.DWiN H MoBLKY, Hillside, Pa. Filed

Oct 12. 1906. Serial No .33S.536

1. K turntable for a talking machine, which consist.s of a

tllsk of sheet metal having its outer edge pro\ided with a

downwardly extending flange, and it« upper surface pro-

videtl with an annular depresse<l jwrtion near the outer

edge forming an annular flat l)and ixjrtioii.

2. A turntable for a talking machine, which'consista of a

disk of sheet metal having its outer edge provided with a

downwardly extending flange and its upper surface pro-

vided with an annular depres-sed portion near the outer

edge forming an annular flat band portion, and a series of

depressed porti<ins extending from the central part toward

the annular depressetl portion and forming ribs on the

imderslde.

3. A turntable for a talking inaciiine. which comdsts of a

disk of sheet metal having it.>i outer edge provided with a

downwardly extending flange, and its upper surface pro-

vided with an annular depressed portion near the outer

edge forming an annular flat band jwrtion, and a series of

depressed portions extending from the central part toward

the annular depressed iiortion and fornung ril)S on the un-

derside, said ribs increasing in width as they approach said

annular depressed jKjrtion.

4. A turntable for a talking machine, which consists of a

disk of sheet metal having '\\& outer edge provided with a

downwardly extending flange, and it* upper surface pro-

vided with an annular depressed portion near the outer

edge forming an armular flat band portion, and a serie.« of

ra<iially arranged depresseti ^xirtions extending from the

center outw.ard forming ribs upon the outer side, and a cen-

tral bushing forming a hub for the support of the turntable.

5. A turntable for talking machines made of sheet metal

in disk form and having a flange B at its outer edge said

flange having the inwardly curved lower edge C. and also

an annular depression D in its upper surface near its outer

edge so a* to form an annular surface P)' adjacent to the

outer txige.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.367. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Frank J. Mohan. De-

troit, Mich, assignor to Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed

Sept.' 30. 1907. Serial No. 395,283.

1. In a vehicle boiiy, the combination with the body, of

a metal bead or strip and securing screws passing through

said strip into the body, the said strip having countersinks

larger than the screw heads, and fusible metal buttons fill-

ing said countersinks, for the purjMjsc set forth

2. In a vehicle body, the combination with the bo<ly. of

a metal bead or strip and securing screws pa-ssing through

said strip into the Ixxiy, the .said strip having countersinks

larger than the screw heads, and fusible metal buttons All-
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ing 8«id countersink..-* and extending under the ^erew heads,

for the purpose set forth.

3. In a vehicle body, the combination with xh>- tKxly, of

a metal bead or strip an<l serurinR .screws passiiiK throuRh

said strip into the b<)<ly, the .naid strip having counter^iinks

larger than the .screw heads, and fu.sible metal buttons fill-

ing .said countersinks and extending under the *Tew he:v.Ls

and into the slots thereof, for the purpose set f.irth.

4 In a vehicle, the combination with th«' bo<ly, of a

metal bead having countersunk .screw holes, screws extend-

ing through said holes into the body, the countersinks in

the bead having a wider pitch or angle than the pitch of the

screw heads and being dee;)er than sai.l screw hetuis, where-

by spaces are created between the under sides of the srrew-

heails in the walls of the countersinks, and fusible metal

buttons ailing said countersinks, including tht spaces in

and around the screw hea<ls, the .said buttons Uang finished

on their outer surface to conform to the beads.

5 In vehicle coiistruction, the combination with the

body frame, of metal plates forming a sheathang on said

frame, screws passing through the margins of said plates

for attaching the plates to the frame, beads covering said

screws to hide the same and prevent their ,!i»placement,

and screws extending through the bea«^ls an.J the plates

into the frame, the beads having countersink* to receive

the heads of said latter screws, said countersinks having a

greater angle or pitch than the screw hea<l3 and being

filled with fusible metal, whereby all of said parts are

securely and permanently connected together, ^or the pur-

pose set forth.

891.358. SEWING-AWL. John W Morgan. J^an An-

tonio Tex., assignor of one-half to Louis C. tuckenbach,

San Antonio. Tex. Filed June 27. 1907.
,

Serial No.

381.132.

rearwardly extended parallel wings with reces-sos at their

rear ends, sai.l block als*. having a ra<lial slot extending

to its center, a stem forme<l integral with the block and

provided with a central longitudinal pas.sage coalescing

with the radial slot in the block, said stem having it*

front end beyond the end of the handle formed Into a

needle clamp, a sewing needle adapte<l to the clamp and

having a longitudinal side groove extending from the eye

to the butt end of the nee.Ue and there coincident with tli©

longitudinal passage through the stem, a thread reel hav-

ing journals a^lapted to the recesses in the ends of the

wings. an<i a clamp lever piv<jtally supportetl within the

recess of the block, said clamp lever having a head wit I. a

rounde*! edge arranged to clamp the threa<l against the

axial wall of the slot in the block and having a trigger-

like extension on the side of the pivot remote from the

head, said trigger-like extension pa-saing through the han-

dle and urrangetl exterior thereto.

891.359 MACHINE FOR CUTTING BOX - FORMS.

WiLLivM K Morse, Rochester, N. Y., as.-iguor to Samuel

U I'arry, Rochester. N. Y. Filed June 20. 19(M.

S.Tial No. 213.264.

^ jy

1. A sewing awl comprising a suitable haiille haying a

removable cap at its butt end. an interior bl«ck provided

with parallel wings having end recesses and 4 stem exten-

sion having an axial passage provided with a ^eetlle clamp

at its front end beyond the front end of tiie handle, a

thread spool or reel having its journals atlapted to the re-

cesses in the wings, and a tension device for the thread.

2. A sewing awl provided with a longitu<^inal passage

for the threati. and a tension device comprising a lever

pivote.1 within the body of the awl. said U*.cr having a

tension hea<l fonne<i on one side of the i)ivo| \xnnt of the

lever and entering the threacl passage, uid a trigger-like

finger hold formed on the other side ! is? pivot point

of the lever, said finger-hold V)eing ex'eriMr tn ^he handle

and extending laterally with relation u, tin' ;.«.•:>

3". A sewing awl comprising a suitabl< luu. U-- h;iving

a removable cap at its butt end. an interior biucK. pro-

videti with parallel wings having end receaiis and a stem

extension having an axial passage and provide*! with a

needle clamp at itd front end beyond the fnint end of the

handle, said block also having a radial slot |or groove ex-

tending from its periphery to the axial passage, a thread

^pool or reel having its journals adaptM to the recesses

in the wings, and a tension device comprisiag a lever ful-

crumed in the ra<lial slot in the block. .s;ii.l Ijever having a

head extending into the longitudinal passage through the

block an<i a ingger-like end nu th.' ..rh»'r siie of its pivot

from the head and extending (ni!.-.i.l.' ,>{ the h&juile

4. A sewing awl comi)rising a handle prt>vide*i with a

screw cap at its butt end. a block within rh.- handle having

1 In a machine for cutting ix)x-fonn8. a cutter provided

with cutting edges, one being arranged at an angle to a

second e<lge and extended beyoml opposite aides of said

second e^ige. subsUmtially as and for the purjiose descrilK-d.

2. In a machine for cutting box-forms, a cutter provid.M

with cutting e<lge8, one being arrang.^l at an angle to a

second e<ige and having part.s of ungual length extended

beyon.l opposite si.ies of sjiid second e<ige. substantially

as and for the puri)09»- s{H-cified.

3 In a machine for cutting b<jx-fornis. a cutter provideta

with two cutting e<lges arrange<i at an angle to each other,

and a third cutting cige dispose<l at an angle U, each of the

other e<lge3. substantially as and for the purpose- set forth.

4 In a machine for cutting b<xx-fonns, a cutter provided

with cutting e,lge3,one being arrange.l at an angle U, a.

second edge and extende«i beyond opposite sides of said

second edge, and a third cutting edg.- disposevi at an angle

to each of the other e<lges an.l at one side of .said wcond

edge, substantially as and for the pur[)o3e de8<"riL)e«l.

5 In a machine for cutting box-forms, a cutter provided

with cutting e<ige3, one being arrange.! at an angle to a sec-

ond e.lge and separat^l therefrom and having parts of

unequal length extende.1 beyon.l opp<j8ito sides of said

second e<ige, and a third cutting e.lge disposed at an angle

to each of the first-mentioneil edges and at one side of said

second e.lge. the third edge rxten.ling from an en.t of the

secon.i edge to the outer en.! of the part of lesser length of

the other of Siiid tirst-mentione.1 eilges extende.1 beyond said

second clge. substjintially as an.l for the purpose specitieU.

[Claims to 32 not prinU-d m tlie (Gazette.

]

891,360. GOVERNING MECHANISM FOR OIL OR
GAS ENGINES. Sanford A. Moss, Lynn. Mass., as-

signor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Aug. 6, 1900 Serial No. 329,311.

891,361. MEANS FOR KI.IOCTROPLATING RODS,
PIPEiS, Ac. Danixl H. Mlhphy. New Castle. Pa.

Filed Oct. 30. 1907. Serial No. 399.904.

HtAr

t"-^

1. In an internal combustion engine, means for supply-

ing a mixevl fuel charge including a speed-responsive de-

vice for varying the quantity of the charge supplied to the

engine, and means indeiwndent of the device for regulating

the ratio of the constituent*, of the charge in each of sev-

eral difTerent quantities supplied to the engine under the

action of the device, each regulation being made without
disturbing that for any of tlie other (juantities.

2. In an internal combustion engine, means for supply-

ing a charge of air and combustible inclu.iing a speed-

res ixjnsive device for controlling the .juantity of the charge,

an.l means independent of the device for regulating the

amount of one of the constituents of the charge for each of

several positions of the device without disturbing the reg-

ulation for any of the other positions.

3. The combination with an internal combustion engine,

of a valve having a plurality of sets of ports, a casing in

which the valve is mounted having a plurality of sets of

ports cooperating with the first named ports, one of said

sets being .irranged in a series, and means for independ-

ently adjusting the capacity of each port of the series.

4. The combination with an internal combustion engine,

of a valve, a casing for the valve having a plurality of port*,

means for moving the valve to o{>en and close the porta,

and rotjiry means for imiividually a^ljusting the capacity

of certain of the ports which are arranged in a aeries.

5. The combination with an Internal combustion engine,

of a valve having air and fuel ports, a casing in which the

valve is mi:)V!ibly riiounte.1 and which has air ports and
fuel ports, one s«-t .)f .said ports being arranged in a series,

and meauij for independently adjusting the capacity of

each port of the series.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. As a means for electroplating metallic rods or pipe, a

tank and an electrolyte therein, an anode in such electro-

lyte, a source of electric energy, means outside of and un-

der such rods or t>ii)e for 8upi»orting the same in such elec-

trolyte, means for closing a circuit from such s<jurce through

such anode, such electrolyte and such rotis or pipe and
means for moving such rods or pipe without displacing

them relatively to such tank.

2. \a a means f.)r electroplating metalUc rods or pipe, a
tank and an electrolyte therein, an anode in such electro-

lyte, a source of electric energy, means outside of and under
such rods or pipe for supjKirting the same in such electro-

lyte, means for preventing lateral motion of such rods or

pipe in such tank, means for closing a circuit from such

source through such anode, such electrolyte and such rods

or pipe au(i means for rotating such ro<ls or pipe.

3. As a means for electroplating metallic rods or pipe, a

tank and an electrolyte therein, an anode in such electro-

lyte, a source of electric energy, conductors for supporting

such rods or pir>e in such electrolyte, means for preventing

lateral motion of such ro.is or i)ipe in stich tank, means for

closing a circuit from such source througli such an.)de, such

electrolyte, such rods or pipe and such conductors and
means for moving such con.luctors :ind thereby rotating

such rods or pijie.

4. As a means for electroplating metallic rods or i)ipe, a

tank and an electrolyte therein, an anode in such electro-

lyte, a source of electric energy, conductors for supjwrting

such rods or pijw in such electrolyte, means for closing a

circuit from such source through such anode, such electro-

lyte, such rods or pipe and such conductors, m.eans for re-

ciprocally moving such conductors laterally of such rods

or pii)e and means for i)reventing lateral displacement of

such rods or pii»e. such preventing means causing such

rods or pii^e to rotate as such conductors are moved recip-

rocally.

5. As a means for electroplating metallic pipe, a tank

and an electrolj-te therein, an anode adapted to be con-

tained within such pipe in such electrolyte, a s^jurce of

electric energy, means for supporting such pipe horizon-

tally in such electrolyte, means for closing a circuit from
such source through such anode, such electrolyte and such

pipe, means for preventing contact between such ano<le

and such pipe and means for rotating such pipe relatively

.

to such anode.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.362. FLAX-PULLING MACHINE. Edward Mc-
Caulby, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one-half to

William T. McCauley, Osgoode, Canada. Filed Dec.

17. 1907. Serial No. 40G.913.

V \l

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination with a suitable sujiporting frame, of a pair of

endless carriers supi>orted thereby, a plurality of rows of

gripping devices carried by said endless carriers, and

means for opening and closing all the gripping devices of

each row at determine.1 iK)ints]^in their travel, substan-

tially as descrilxxi,

2. In combination, a suitable wh<>eled supporting frame.

a pair of endless carriers thereon w ith means for operating

them, a plurality of rows of gripping de\ices .supiK)rle<l by
said carriers, cams carried l)y the frame in proximity to

the endless carriers anti means coacting with said cams for

operating the'grii>ping devices upon the movement of the

carriers, substantially as described.

3. In coiidiination, a suitable frame, a plurality of end-

less carriers supi»orte<l tliereby, a i)luralit> of bars carried

by and extending between said endless carriers, a series of

gripping devices carrietl by each bar and including mov-
able members, a reciprocating element mounted in prox-

imity to each bar and operatively conn«'cted with the mov-
able elements of the gripping devices, and stationary

cams 8upporte<i from the frame for operating sai.i recipro-

cating elements, substantially as desc ribe.1.
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4 In eoinbination, a suitable frame, erullPrw^carriPrs

suriported thereby, a pluralitj- of hollow b:iP9 ovxratively

connected with said endless carriers, a plurality of sta-

tionary fingers carried by each bar, a movftbie (^rippinx

finger pivotally mount.e<l m proximity to t-arh stationary

finger, a roii mounted to reciprocate within each hollow

bar and projecting at the ends beyond the abiiic and sta-

tionar>' cam devices 3upporte<l from the fraice and roact-

ing with said projecting ends.

5. In combination, a suitable frame, endless i\arriers

supporteil thereby, a plurality of hollow liars carried by

^aid carriers, stationary fingers secured to said bars, a plu-

rality t)f movable fingers pivotally mounted between the

stationary fingers having portions overlapping the hollow

bars, a reciprocating rotl niounte<i within each hollow bar,

said hollow bars having elongated slots and pin?i nr pro-

jections carried by said rmls, and extending thnHi^^h said

slots into operative engagement with the o\»«-i;ipiiln>{ por-

tions of the movable hngers and means for rt'iiprocating

said rods during the movement of the said carriers, sub-

stantially as describe<l

[Claim 6 not printed in the (lazette.]

2 In a brick truck or wagon, a frame, a box or bo«ly con-

necte<l thereto said box having :i flaring bottom, a bjottoni

or floor, and means for deiachmg said bottom or floor from
the truck or wagon.

,i A brick truck or wagon comprising a rectangular

frame, shafts? mounted to rotate on said frame, drums on

said shaftH worm gears on said shafts, a transverse shaft,

worms on saiii shaft to engage the worm gears, ratcheta and
pawls for holding the shafts inj^n^^t back rotation, a bot-

tom or floor, chains deta:. iti'. "iinected to said bottom
or tioor and permanentl\ . •nn'-itf ! to said drums.

DL.\891,363. SKEE-STIRRIP. C.^.KL Nor
way, Mich. Filed Mar. 9. 1908. Serial N'

NDER. Nor-
o. 420.016.

1. In a stiee stirrup a t(.>e plate and :i heel plate meaii.s
j

to secure the foot to the toe plate, means disengageable
|

from the heel plate upon an excess strain fot securing the

heel to said heel plate and means to a<ljust s^id hf^^l secur-

ing means 1

2. In a skee stirrup, a toe plat<^ and a heal plate a toe ,

strap for securing the foot to the toe plate, a heel plate and
|

a pivoted shank plate adjustably connected to the heel

plate.

3. In a skee stirrup, a front plate, means fo(r securing the

foot of the wearer thereto, an auxiliary plate tecureil to the

other side of the toe plate, a heel plate, meaas for securing

the wearer's foot to the heel pla'f sail n;f'anh b«>i:ig (ii.sen-

gageable from the beel iilate ui)ou an •xi'cs» -(tram Ijeing

applied thefeto. and means carried bv the -ih^nk plate and
acting in conjunction with th^toe plate to wcentuate the

strain when said com
I witn tne to<

iition.s apply

891,364 BKK K TRICK OH V,.\(\*>S

Obsklt, Wilmington. E>el. File<l Aug 2

No. 390,289

H()W\KD H.
l',»<)7 .Serial

1 In a brick truck or wagon, a frame, a box or body
connectetl thereto forming a clo9»»tl receptacle when the

bottom is rai8e<l. a bottom or floor, shafts, drums on said

shaft-s. chains connected t<i sai'l drums au'l said bottom
or floor, worm gear fur raising and lowering iaiil bottom or

floor, and means for .terailunu -"aid h.iftum or floor from

the truck or wagon.

891,365. LINE-AN(H(iK . I \> on l'.\.\\ uuiw r,Ki. Cin-

cinnati. Ohio. File.1 Sept 2.3. 1<K)7. Serial No. .394.245.

1. In a line anchor, a body composed of angularly dis-

posed members and a lever block pivotally momit«d on

one of -said members and udapted to co-act with the other of

said memlH'rs, both of said members being provided with

openings by which said line anchor is adapted to be attached

In operative position on either of two surfaces angularly

disposed to each other, substantially as and for the pur-

poaee specified.

2. In a line anchor, angularly disposed adjacent mem-
bers, anil a lever block of substantially prismatic forma-

tion pivotally mounted on one of said members whereby it

comprises arms adapted to co-act alternatively with the

other of said members, substantially as an^i for the pur-

poses specified.

3 In a line anchor, a body composed of angularly dis-

;)Osed meml:)ers. and a lever block of substantially pris-

matic formation pivotally mounted on one of said mem-
bers, said lever block having rounded comers adapted to

co-act with the other of said memliers and said comers be-

ing longitudinally inclined, substantially as and for the

purposes specified.
,

S91.366. INTERN.VL-COMBUSTION EN^IINE JvME.<i

II. Pierce. Bay City, Mich., assignor, by mesne a.s.sign-

ments, to (ieneral Machinery Company, Bay City. Mich.,

a Corporation Filed Nov. 8, 1906. Serial No. 342,489.

.\ motor having a cylinder a piston and a closed crank

ca.se. the cylinder having a passage with its ends in the cyl-

inder and a^lapted to have its ends alternately uncovered

on the limits of movement of the piston, a carbureter hav-

ing itfl outlet connected to a pair of pipes, one pipe entering

the crank casr- and having a suction valve therein, and the

second pipe passing from behind the suction valve to the

cylinder and entering the cylinder at a point approximately

in a line efjuidistant lietwe<>n the en<ls of the passage in the

cylinder, the end of the piston uncoverinu; 'lie miM-'' of the

second puH- only at its upwarJ limit of moveiu.-n'
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891,367. SOUND-REPRODUCER. Alexander N.
PiSHMAN, Newark. N. J., assignor to New Jersey Patent
Company, West Orange, N. J., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Feb. 2, 1907. Serial No. 355.388.

I

1. In a sound reproducer, a valve consisting of a plate
weakened along a line of flexure by a groove the bottom of

which is cut through along part of its length, substantially

as .set forth.

2. In a sound reproducer a \ alve consisting of a plate of
elastic material formed with parallel tongues and a trans-

verse groove which forms a line of flexure, substantially as

set forth.

3. In a sound reproducer, a valve consisting of a plate

formed with tongues and a bridge across the ends thereof

remote from the point of support of the plate, substantially

as set forth.

4. In a sound reproducer, a flat plate provided with a
port, the surface of said plate being cut away and sharpened
adjacent the edges of said port to form knife edges, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. In a sound repro.iucer. the combination of a flat plate

provided with a set of ports the edges of which project to

form knife edges and a valve consisting of a plate formed
with tongues, said tongues resting against said knife edges
to vary the jextent of opening of said ports, substantially

as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

mi,868. MEANS FOR IK EVENTING REVERSING
OF AN KXI'LOHIVK-K.NC.INE. WiLU.\M B. Pot-
ter, Schenectady . N. Y.. a.s.signor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 26,
10f)4 Serial No 234 .379

1 Til ,111 engine, the coml)mation of a crank disk having
a tiiii-ti..! iiiriphery. a stationary abutment, and a wedging
iiican-- li.<,-<ly held iK-iween said disk and the abutment for

prc\ 111! lilt; re\ers<' movement of the fc»rnier.

_' In an engine, the combination of a crank casing, a ro-

tating clenirnt therein, a st.itionary abutment on the cas-

ing coOlM-rating with said element to form a we<ige-shai>e<i

space, and a we<lging member in said space for preventing
the element from rotating in one direction.

3. In an engine, the combination of a crank casing, a ro-

tating element therein, a stationary abutment formed by
said ca.sing which extends approximately tungentially to

134 0.0.— 122

the periphery of the rotating element, and a loose we<lging

member resting l>etween the abutment and the element for

preventing the latter from rotating 111 a reverse direction

4. In an engine, the coml)ination of a crank disk, a crank
casing, an abutment adjacent the periphery of the disk and
formed by the ctusing. and a ball confined Ix'tween the

abutment and ihe disk for pre\enting reverse rotation of

the latter.

6. In an engine, the combination of a crank disk, a

closed crank casing for sphijsh lubrication which is pro-

vided with a filling opening, an abutment formed by the
casing wall at said opening, a wedging inemtwr between
the abutment and the disk for preventing reserse rotation

of the latter, and a removable cap for the opening.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,369. TROLLEY'-TRACK. Theodore C. Proctt,
Aurora, 111 Filed Nov. 13. 1905. Serial No. 287.142.

1. A rail-holding bracket, comprising in combination
two members each having a vertical wall portion adapted
to rest against a supiKjrt . saiii memters being pivotally con-
nected together and each provided at one end with an oi>-

posing jaw, saiti jaws being adai)te<l when said wall jwrtions
are secured against a 8upix>rt to clamp a rail between them.

2. A rail-holding bracket, comprisiiiK in combination
two members each haviiiK a vertical wall portion atiapted

to rest against a support
,
said memlH-rs t>eing pivotally con-

nected together and each pro\ ided at one end with an ojv-

posing inclined jaw. said jaws l>eing adapter! when said wall

portions are secured against a support to clamp a rail be-

tween them.
3. A rail-holding bracket, comprising in combination

two members, one of said members having a wall ixirtion,

a rail-supporting portion and an upturne<l jaw. and the
other member having a wall portion .and a jaw. s.aid mem-
bers being pivotally connected together and adapted when
said portions are secure! against a support to clamp a rail

between them. •

4. .\ rail hoi ling bracket, comprising in combination
two niciiibers, one of said members having a wall jKjrtion, a

rail-supporting iK>rtion and an upturned jaw. and the other

member having a wall portion and a jaw. one of said mem-
bers being provide*! with an opening through which the

Other member extends, and means for pivotally connecting

said two members together, said jaws kn'ing adapted when
said wall portions are .secured aKainst a sup[x>rt to clamp a

rail between them.

5. A rail-holding bracket, comprising in Cfunbination

two memlxrs. one of said members having a wall i>ortionj

a rail-supporting portion and an ui)turiie<l jaw. and the

other member having a wall ixirtion and a jaw. one of said

members being provided with an opening through which

the other member extends, the side edges of one inrtnl>er

t>eing notclHx! to receive the side edges of the other mem-
ber, said jaws Inking adapted to clamp a rail between them
when said w.all portions are secured against a su)>port.

[Claims 6 to ii not printed in the (iazettcj

891.37U. POTATO-PLANTER. Bi ktun II. PuGH. To-

peka, Kans. Filed Sept. 24. 1<»07 Serial No. 394,346.

1. The combination in a potato planter, of a frame, a

hopper carried thereby, a shoe also carried !)y tfie frame

and arranged in a.dvance of the hopper, a trough connected

with the frame and extending downward am! forward

from the hopper and arranged to receive pieces of pKJtatoes

from said hop(K>r. a tapi>et connected with the frame and

arranged above the slioe, devices for transferring pieces of
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potato from rhf trough to the shoo: the said devices txMn)?

movable in an orbit a-ijacent to the trough ar*l the tapi)et

and beiUK earh made up of a platform inoline<l inward in

the direction of movement of the devices and having a hp

at Ita forward ^-nd and also having parallel lugs on its rear

portion. :\ trunsver^e holt arranged m said lug». a retaining

member having side i)ortions pivoted through the t>olt to

the lugs of thp :i! irf'THi and also having an *nn g. and a

spring coile<l l^-. i' 'he bolt and having its arms engaged

with the rear .Tid- -f the platform and retaining irifiiiher,

and means for moving the said devit>es in the said orbit.

equipment for supplying ateam. an engine operated by

steam furnished from <wld enulpmeiit, a steam regener-

ativi- accumulator supplie 1 from said engine an engine

receiving steam from said tirrumulator ;ind o<)\npmcnt at

diflerent poinl.s, a valve controllmg tiio tlcjw of steam from

one of said sourcea to the engine, and valve operating

mechanism governing said valve and operated by fluid re-

ceived from the other aource.

2. The combination in a potato planter, (jf a frame, an
|

axle joumaietl m bearings on the frame, a hxjpixT earned

by the frame, a «hoe also carrie.l by the frame and arrange<1

in atlvance of the hopper, a trough conneoted witti the

frame and extending downward and forward from the hop-

lK>r and arranged to receive pieces of potato from said ho[>-

per, a tappet connecte<i with the frame and arrange<l above

the shoe, covering means carried by the framo and arranged

m rear of the shoe, and devices for transferring pieces of !

[X)tuto from the trough to the shoe, the said devices resv)ec-

tively comprising an arm fixed to ami extetding radially

from the axle, a platform arranged at the outer end of the

arm and inclined inward in the direction of movement of

the arm and having a lip at ita forward end and also hav-

ing outwanliy extending lugs on its rear portion, a trans-

verse bolt arranged in aaid lugs, a retaining member hav-

ing side ix)rtions pivoted through the bolt to the lugs of the

platform and also having an arm g. and a spring coiled
|

al>out the b(jlt and having arms engagetl with the rear

ends of the platfonn and retaining memb«'i;. for tlie pur-

{K)se set iorth

4. A system for prixlucing ixiwer incbiding a boUer

e<iuipment for sumilving steam, an engine operated by

steam furn 8he<i from said equipment, a steam regener-

ative accumulator -uiplu-d from said engine, an engine

receiving steam from -ml ;iccumulator and e<iuipment at

different points, a valve controlling the flr.w of steam from

said equipn\cnt to the engine, and valve oi)erating mech-

anism governing said valve and operated by fluid revived

from the accumulator. '

5. A system for protlucing i^.u.i including a boiler

equipment for supplying steam, an engine operated by

steam furnished from said e<iuipment. a steam regener-

ative accumulator supi)lied from said engine, an engine

receiving steam from said accumulator and equipment,

valves controlling the passage of tlui.l from s»\id accumu-

lator and equipment to the latter engine, and valve op-

erating mechanism oi>erating .said valves and oiierated

by flui t received from one of said sources

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the flazett*.]

S91,371 EX:HAUriT-REGENERAT<)R SYSTEM Au-

orsTE C. E. Hateal . Paris, France, assigrior to liateau

" Steam Regenerator Company. Chicago, Ell . a Corpora-

tion of VVesit Virginia. Original application flle<i Dec.

31. 1904, Serial No 2;w.lrttj Divide.1 and this appli-

cation ftled Stii)t H !'.*<)."> Serial No 277 Tli)

1. A system for producing power including a l)oiler

e<iuipment for supplying steam, an engine operated by

Btt-ain furni-*fi**'l from said equipment, a Jteam regener-

ative accumulator s\ipplied from said engine, an engine

receiving steam from said accumulator aaid e<iuipment

at different pK>ints valven controlling the iia-saage of fluid

from said accumulator and e<juipment to the latter engine,

and valve oi^'rating mechanism o[>erating snid valves

and operate<l by flui i receive! from one of naid sources

*. \ system for producing iKiwer including a boiler

e<uiipment for supply ng steam, an enginr op<^rate<l by

steam furnishe<l from sai i equipment, a iteam regener-

ative accumulator supplied from said enfline. an engine

r*«ceiving staam from aaid accumulator and equipment at

different fSoints. valves controlling the pas.sage of fluid

from said accumulator and equipment to th*" latter engine,

and valve operating mechanism oixratitg sai 1 valves

and operated by fluid received from sat t accumulator

3 A system for producing i^iwer including a boiler

S1>1,.'?72 DTPLEX ROTARY BLOWER. Edward I'.

Rek HHKL.V1, Hayonne, N J. Filed Apr. 15, 1905.

Serial No. 266.731.

1. In a blower the combination of a cylinder, a segmental

pston in the cylinder and eccentric with the axial line

thereof, the segments of the piston overlapping each other,

and two worlcing chamKjers m the cylinder independent of

each other

2. In a blower the onihination of a cylinder, a segmental

piston therein located e.c.-ntrically with the axial line

thereof, the sides of the segmental piston overlapping ea<-h

other, a working chamljer in the cyliii Icr on the out.side of

the pi-ton. ami a working chamV)er on the in«ide of the

piston.
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3. In a blower the combination of a cylinder, a shaft
arranged to rotate therein, blades extending from the shaft
and securely connected therewith, a segmental piston in

the olmder and eccentric therewith, the segment* of the
piston with their sides overlapping each other, and having
openings for the blades to pass therethrough.

4 In a blower the combination of a cylinder, cylinder
heads connecte<l thereto an<l having annular grooves eccen-
tric with the cylinder, bearings in the cylinder heads, a
shaft supported in the said tx-arings. blades securely con-
nected with the shaft and extending to the walls of the
cylinder, a segmental pist<m with its ends guide<i in the said
annular gnnivef^. and the sides of the segments of the piston
overlapping each other, an! having oi-H-ningf; for the blades
to pa,s.s therethrough

."i In a blower the combination of a cylinder, a shaft
arrange! to rotate therein, a segmental piston in the cylin-
der and eccentric therewith, segments of the piston with
their sides overlapping each other and having slots, rein-

f'lrcing bars extending from the .said segments and having
conca\p<! slots pins having slots fitting the concaved slousof
the reforcmg bars an<l forming joint,s. blades r*ecurely con-
nected with the shaft of the blower and pa.ssing through
the slots of the pins and the slot.s of the s»"g;ment.s. and ex-
tending to the inner faces of the walls of the cylinder.

[Claims fi to S not printed in the Gazette.]

881,373 FRITIT-GATHERER. Ai.phoncb Reiniche.
Rea.ling, Mich Filwl Mar. 24. 1908. Serial No.
422,H98.

1 In a fruit gatherer, a hea^i ha\ing notches, a yoke
adjustable in the notches a shank for the head, a handle
attached to the shank fruit engaging prongs, a hood at-

taclK^l to the yoke and a chute below the hood
2 fn a fruit gatherer, a hea<i having a shank and prongs,

n vokc axljustable on the heivl, a hood attached to the
yoke, a sprca<!er ring, a chute on the spreader ring, the
sail! hooi! IxMng in •'uch relation to the «prea<ler ring as to
direct the fruit to the chute.

.5. In a fruit gatherer, a head, a yoke adjustable on the
heail, a hood attached to the yoke, prongs carried by the
head, and a chute to which the fruit is directed by the
hood

4 \ frviit gatherer having a h('.a<l pro\ ided with notches,
a yoke adjustable in the notches a h>K>i attached to the
voke [irongs carrietl bv the heiKi, and a chute to which the
fruit is (iirecti-d bv the hood.

891,374. CARTRIDGE-FEEDING DEVICE FOR MA-
CHINE-GINS OR THE LIKE Fkiedru H Risz-
rrsz.KA. Wels, .Austria-Hungary, a.s.«ignor to The Firti' of

Anton Keller. .Meiallwerke und Munitionsfabrik. Enzes*-

feld, N. Ost. Enzesfeld, .\ustria-Hungary. Filed Oct. 3,

1907. Serial No .395,786.

3E^ >^^SS>
1. A cartridge feeding device comprising a iilurality of

links having interfitting ends for the rrception of a car-

tridge which latter forms a pintle for the a.s.scnibled links.

2. A cartriilge feeding lievice comprising a plurality of

carrier links having interfitting cartridge receiving mem-
bers on their ends.

3. \ cartridge feeding device comprising a pluralitv of

carrier links having cariridge retaining st)ckets on their

ends in different relative positions said links adapted to
be connected by a cartridge in the sockets.

4. A cartridge feeiiing device comprising a chain com-
posed of links having resilient sockct.s on their ends in dif-

ferent relative positions saici links aLlai)ted to be connected
by a cartridge in the sockets.

5. A cartridge feeding device comprising a plurality of

carrier links each having a socket on one end and a pair of

co-axial sockets on the opposite end .said links gwlapted to
be connected by a cartridge in the sockets.

891,375. RAILWAY -CAR. Wili^iam M. Ryan. Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Ryan Car Comiiany. Chicago,
111., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Jan 2'.*. r.xts. Se-
rial No. 413,185.

1. The combination with the under-frame of a car. of a

metallic draft sill liaving it.s rear end provided with a trans-

x-erse oi)ening to receive a InilPter. said oiwning ha%iiig a

bottom plate formed integral with the ImmIv of the draft

sill and serving as a center plate

2. The combination with the under-frame of a car, of a

metallic draft sill having it.'* rear end proviile^i with a tran.s-

verse opening to rec»'ive a bolster, said otx-ning ha\ing a

botton plate formed with a circular <li'[>en(iing and i)er-

forateii i>ortion integral with the body of the sill and serv-

ing a*i a center i)!ate.

3. The combination with the under-frame of a car, of a

metallic draft .-ill hii\ ing it,-- rear end pro\ide<i with a trans-

verse opening to receive a bolster, said oi>ening having a

bottom plate formed with a circular deiK-nding and i>er-

forated portion integral with the body of the sill and serv-

ing a.« a center plate. sai<l bottom plate being also formeil

with tianges der>ending at the sides of said circular portion,

and a center plate bearing having a rai.se<i annular flange

extending between said circular portion of tin- draft m11

and the flanges at the sides theref)f.

4. The combination with the unticr-frame of a car. of a

metallic draft sill having it." rear end provided with a traris-

verse oi>ening to rect-iv*- a bolster, said opening having a

bottom plate formed integral with the bo<ly of the draft

sill, said draft sill having rearwardly projecting flanges to

which thnist l>eams ma>' be secured.

891.376. EARTH-SYRINGE. James Saoijin. Council

Bluffs. Iowa FiUn! .S«'pt rv 1907 Serial No. 391.274.

1. \ device of the class descril)e1 comprising a tul)ular

stock converging at one end to prcxiuce a contracted dis-
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charge aperture and having oppositely dUooaed apertures

intermetliate its ends, a tank surrounding thr stock and the

interraeJiate apertures thereol, a handle formed with

spacetl sides and detachably connected at one side to said

stork, a rod extending through the stock ^nd pointed at

one end to form a valve for the contracted discharge aper-

ture of said stock and extending at the other end through

the handle, a stop element carried by the rtxl and bearing

upon the handle, a grip element carried by >aid rod within

the handle, a spring embracing the rod between the handle

and grip element to maintain the valve normally closed and

permit of an opening of the valve by a puUihg action upon

the rod against the tension of the spring, and means carried

by the stock to control the depth of penefnation.

2 A device of the character de!»crib<vl comprising a tu-

bular .-Jtock havmn one end converging into a contracted di.-*-

charge aperture and having a{)erture9 interr»ediatc its ends,

a tank embracing the stock an>l its intermediate apertures, a

rod exteniling through the stock and i>ointad at one eml to

form a valve for the cuntracte.l ilischarge aperture, a han-

dle secured to the rod a gripping element, add a spring em-

bracing the rod between the handle and gtipping element

whereby the valve is oi)ene<l by a pulling Rction upon the

fimI against the action of said spring.

S A device of the class described comprising a tubular

stock converging at one end to pro<luce a contracted dis-

charge aperture and with intemiediate oprositely disposed

transverse apertures, a tank surrounding the tubular stock

and the transverse at)erture9 thereof, a rod extending

through said stock and pointe<i at one end to form a valve"

for the discharge ar)erture of the stock. 9 handle, and a

spring o[)erating between the handle and the rod to main-

tain the rod yieldably in closevl position aijd ;)ormit of re-

moval of the ro<l from its closed position by,a pulling action

upon the same.

8 9 1.37 7. SYSTF:M OF FORCED LlBRICATION.
Frederick SAMtEusov. Rugby. England, assignor to

General Electric Company, a Corporation of New York.

File<1 Oct 31 . 1907. jSerial No. 399.985.,

the resistance to the flow of lubricant through the baflHer

in response to variations in pressure on the bearing side of

the baffler to maintain a constant flow of lubricant to the

bearing.

2. In a system of forced lubrication for shaft bearings,

the combination of a pump for imparting service pressure

to the lubricant, with conduits conveying lubricant under

preMxire to each bearing including a baffler having a tortu-

ous paasage.and means for automatically varying the effect-

ive length of each passage in response to variations in pres-

sure on the bearing side of the baffler to maintain a constant

flow of lubricant to the bearing.

3. In a system of forced lubrication for shaft bearings,

the combination of a pump for imparting a substantially

constant service pressure to the lubricant, with conduits

conveying lubricant under pressure to each bearing, a mov-

able baffler in each conduit having a helical passage, and a

spring tending to move the baffler in one direction, but

which permits it to move in either direction under varia-

tions in pressure on the bearing side of the tjalfler to vary

the effective length of the passage and to maintain a con-

stant flow of lubricant to the bearing

4. In a system of force«i lubrication for a shaft l>earing,

the combination of a pump for imparting a substantially

constant service pressure to the lubricant, with a conduit

conveying lubricant under pressure to the bearing, a baffler

in the conduit comprising a casing having a cylindrical

bore, a plug slidably mounte<l therein which has a con-

tinuous grotjve in its surface forming with the wall of the

bore a helical passage for the lubricant, a chaml)er in the

casing of larger diameter than the bore into which one end

of the plug may l)e moved to vary the effective length of

the passage, and a spring acting on one end of the plug

which ten. is to move it towar 1 the chamber but ^lermits it

to move in either direction uniler variations in pressure on

the bearing siie of the baffler to vary the distance which

the plug projects into the chandxT
5. In a system of force<l lut)ric;ition for N-arings, the

combination of a pump for imparting a substantially con-

stant service pressure to the lubricant, with a casing hav-

ing an inlet receiving lubricant from the pump, an outlet

conveying lubricant to the bearing, ami a cylimlrical lx)re

interme«liate the inlet and the outlet, a cylindrical plug

sliilably mounted in the bore and provide<l with a contin-

uous groove in it.s surface which forms with the wall of the

bore a helical pii.s.HMge for the lubricant, a compression

spring within the casing engaging the outlet en.l of the plug

and tending to move it towar.l the chamlxr but which per-

mits tlie en i of the plug U) move into an I out of the cham-

ber, un ler the influence of the ris«- and fall of pressure in

the outlet, to vary the effective length of said passage and

to maintain a comstant flow of lubricant to the bearing, and

means for adjusting the <pring.

1 In a system of forced lubrication tot shaft bearingfs.

the combination of means for imparting service pressure to

the lubricant, conduits conveying lubricant to each bearing

including a baffler, with means for automntically varying

891 .?7S FEED MECHANISM FOR PHONOC.RAFH8.
Herm.^nn Schr'^deh. New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 17,

19<)7 Serial No 397.922.

1 The combination with a phonograph emho lying a

rotary <lisk reconl support or turn-table, a supiK)rt there-

for, and a horizontally movable Ui\tcr ami, of a liracket se-

cured to said support, a horizontally movable frame sup-

portetl at one end in said bracket, a revoluble shaft jour-

nale<i in said frame, means for holding said frame in a po-

sition extending across the turn-table, a carriage movable

in said frame, a connection between said carriage ani the

taper arm, means for effecting the movement of the car-

riage along the frame upon the rotation of the shaft and a

driving connection between the turn-table and the shaft.

2. The combination in a phonograph with a disk 8upp<5rt-

ing turn-table and a taper arm, and a support for the turn-

table, of a bracket secure 1 to said support, a frame held

at one entl in said bracket with its other end free and

mounted to swing about a vertical axis, means for holding

said frame stationary in a position extending across the

turn-table, a threa<le<l shaft journaled in said frame, a

driving connection between the turn-table anti said shaft,

a carriage movable along the frame, pivoted clamping

members connected to said carriage and engaging the
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thread of said shaft, said clamping members being ar-

ranged for manual disengagement from the shaft so that
the carriage may be slipped along the frame, the said car-

riage being provided with an upwardly projecting post

and a forketl arm connected to the taper arm, the fork of

said arm straddling said post.

3, In a phonograph, the combination with a turn-table

and Its support and a taper arm, of a bracket s<-cureKl to

said suprwrt. a frame 8uppt>rted in said bracket and atlapt-

ed to extend across tlie turn-table, a shaft journale.l in

said fraiiH", a driving connection between tlie turn-table

and the siiaft, a carriage movable along the frame anil pro-

videti witli an upwardly projecting r>o8t, mean.-- for mov-
ing tlie carriage along the frame upon the rotation of the

shaft, and a juinte^l arm connecteti to tiie ta;)er arm and
loosely connecte<l to the said i>oHt,

4, In a phonograph, the combination with a turn-table

and its support, and a taper arm, of a bracket securevl to

said support, upvxT ami lower spindles secured in said

bracket and verticull.v disiK>se.l, a cross arm formeil with

upper and lower trunnions journaled on said spindles, a

sleeve loosely encircling the lower spiindle. a j)ulle>' aecureil

to said sleeve and having a driving cxjnnection with the

turn-table, a bevel pinion also secure I to sai I sleeve, a

screw threa<ie<l shaft j(jurnale.l at une end on the cross bar.

a bevel pinion secunvl on sai 1 shaft and meshing with the

other pinion, another cross bar in which the otlier end of

the shaft is journaled, guide roils coru\ected to the respec-

tive cross bars and fonning a frame therewith, a carriage

provided wiUi rollers mounted to run on .sail guiile rods, a

clamping screw carrieil by said carriage an 1 meshing with

the thread of saiil shaft, and an ojierative connection be-

tween saiJ carriage and the tajier arm.
5, In a phonograph, the combination witli a turn-tal)le

an<l its supixjrt and a taper arm, of a bracket 8«>cured to

said sup;>ort, feetl mechanism carried by said bracket and
Including a 8up;x)rting frame comprising en<l bars and a

carriage adapted to be move<i along the frame and having

an oi)erative connection with the taper arm, said frame
being mounted to swing in i horizontal plane on said

bracket, one of said entl bars l:)eing fonnetl with a socket, a
sleeve 8ecure<l to the bracket, a spring pressfsl latch pin

mounted in said sleeve and adapted to ent*'r said socket

whereby to hold the frame rigid, and a finger lever ful-

crumed on the bracket and connected to said latch pin, as

and for the puriwse set forth.

89 1,379. COMBINATION -LADDER. Fr.\NCI8 El
Scott, Centerville, Ind Filed Sept. 21, 1907. Seria.

No.393.H81.
1, A combination ladder having means whereby it may

be employed as a movable shelf-ladder and also as an ordi-

nary steivladder. the combination of the standards con-

necte«i b 8te;)s, wheels mounted to the lower ends of the

standards, brackets secured to the upper portion of the

standards, track wheels carried by said brackets; a pair of

legs connected together by intermediate means and con-

nected at their upper ends by links to the upper portion of

the ladder, means whereby the legs may be secured out of

operative position in contact with the standards and where-
by the legs may be located away from the s'-uidards and
In operative position at angles opposite to the inclination

to the standards, all substantially as shown and described

and for the purposes set forth.

2. A combination ladder having standards connected by
steps, floor wheels mounted to the lower ends of the stand-

ards, bracket* extending back from the central portions of

the st.anilards. a shelf extending back from the standards

and resting on said brackets, track wheels connectetl to the

rear t»ortions of the brackets, housings surrounding said

track-wheels, guide wheels located on each side of each of

said track wheels, a permanent extension extending above
said shelf, a pair of legs connected together and inalinement
with the standards, links by which the upper ends of the

legs are connected to said brackets and by which the upper
ends of the legs may be moved forward and backw.ird,

hook-arms for connecting the lower ends of the legs to the

lower ends of the standards, and means whereby said hook-

arms will engage and hold the floor-wheels when the legs

are moved away from the standards, all substantially as

shown ."ind described.

3. A ladder having a shelf, an cxten.sion rising above the

shelf, floor-wheels for the lower part of the latlder. track

wheels for the upper part of the lailder. a permanent track

independent of the ladder, antifriction meaiLs for retaining

the track wheel in engagement with said track, a pair of

legs movable bodily away from the ladiier proper and con-

nected thereto by links at the upper ends, hook -arms at

the lower [x)rtions of the ladder for holding the legs against

tlie laflder i)rf)i)er and for locking the floor wheels when the

legs are moved back from the ladder proper, all substan-

tiallv as shown and described.

891.3SO CAN- BODY -MAKINC. M.\CHINE. Lee C.

Sharp, Plattsmouth, Nebr., assignor to American Can
Company. New York. N. Y,, a C^)rt>oration of New-

Jersey. Filed Feb. 11, 1907. Serial No. 356,710.

1, In a lock seam can body making machine, the com-
bination with the horn, folder wings and bumper, of a

sheet solder ribbon spool, an intermittently operated

solder ribbon feeder, a solder strip cutter for severing a

narrow strip from a sticky flux coated ribbon or sheet of

solder and pressing and sticking it upon the seam portion

of the can body blank, and a fusing or soldering device

arranged above the horn for fusing the adherent solder

strip, substantially as specified.
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2. la a lock *eam can body mmkkm machine, tbe com-

bmation with the horn, fokler wtii«« and jumper, of a

abeet solder ribbon spool, an inMsrmitteaUy operaUKl

solder ribbon feeder, a aoWer strip cuttw for aeverin* a

narrow strip from a sticky flux ooat«l ribbon or sheet of

solder and presain* and stickin* it upon the aeam portion

of the can body blank, a fuain* or soldering device ar-

ranged above the horn for fusing the adhereOt solder strip

and a reciprocating feeder for the can body blanks, sub-

stantially a--* sv>eriflp4.

the concave bums, and flat, integral, non-resilient bearing

plates of untemr)ered steel arranged between the coil at

each end and the cap-plate, said bearing plates engaging

directly with the coil and protecting the caivplate?* from

wear and strain.

891,3«2. MAIL-BA(; CATCHER I'KKsmslB. 80UTH-

WORTH. Klamath Falls. » )reg. FiIp.1 Mar U», 1908.

Serial No 4U2,14().

3. In a lock s,-ain can body forming and soldering ma-

chine the combination with the horn fokUng wings and

bunu«T of a s[K>ol for a sticky flux coated Hol<lcr ribbon, a

ff-eiler for the -w-Ulcr nbhon, a cutter for sewring a narrow

strip of solder from said ribbon and presHiUg it upon the

seam portion of the can body and a fusing or soldering

device, substantially as specifleil.

4 In a lock seam can body making maciiine in combi-

nation with a lock seam can bedy formet horn, foldmg

wings and bumper, of a solder ribbon spool, a solder ribbon

ft-eJer and cutter for severing a narrow Btrip from the

^ulder ribbon and pressing it upon the seam portion of the

can body and a fusmg or soldering device. «ub8tantiaUy as

specified.

5. In a lock seam can body making machine, the com-

bination with a horn, a fusing or soldering devioe above

the horn a solder ribbon spool, a solder ribbon feeder and

a solder ribbon cutter arranged above the horn for severing

a narrow strip of solder from the ribbon Rnd pswsing it

upon the seam of the can body, substantially a> apecifled.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasett«-]

891 3S1. CAR-SPRING. Thomas A. SiBt*.. Hammond.

Ind. Filed Jan. 7. 1907. Serial No. a5l.2S3.

-^

1 In a controlling devioe for coil sprinfs. the combina-

tion with the coil, of two cap-plates inclo*ng the coU and

having si.le flanges, the flanges of one caj>-plate being ar-

range^l within the flanges of the other, aad a flat integral

bearing plate arranged between the coil »t each end and

the cap- plate.

2. A controlling device for coil springs, kaving in eombi-

nauon a coil spring, two tempered spring; steel cap-plates

inclosing the coil and having side flange*, one cap-plate

having a concavely curverl base and the Other a convexly

curved base, the cap-plate with the convex base having Its

flanges arrange<l within the flanges of th» cap-plate with

1. In a mail bag catcher, a supporting standard, a wne«

of bag stopping spring.s arrange*! therein, a hag-engaging

hook, a flexible connection fjetween sai<l hook and said

springs, and means to hold the h(X)k in position t« take the

maU bag from the moving train, substantially as described.

2. In a mall bag catcher, a supporting standani. a series

of bag stopping springs arranged in the lower portion there-

of a cap revolubly mounteti on the upper end of said stand-

ard, a bag-engaging hook, a flexible connection between

saki hook and springs, a supporUng arm connected t<j said

standard to detachably hold the hook in operative position

thereon, substantially as dewribed.

3. In a mail bag catching apparatus, a tubular support-

ing standard, a aeries of bag-stopping springs arTange<l In

the lower portion of said standard, buckets arranged Yye-

tween said springs and adapted to receive the same, a con-

necting rod arranged through said buckets and springs, a

tubular cap revolubly mounted on the upper end of the

standard, a hollow heatl on the upper end of said cap, a

diagonal guide arm connected to said head, a bag-engaging

hook, a flexible connection arranged in said guide arm and

adapted to extend through said head and cap and the up-

per portion of said standard and to be secured to said con-

necting rod, and means to detachably support said hook

in operative position, substantially as described.

4. In a bag catching apparatus, a tubular tapered sup-

porting standard formed in longitudinal separable sections,

a slmilarlv formed cap revolubly mounted on the upper end

of said standard, a hollow head on said rap, a diagonal

guide arm connected to said head, a bag-engaging hook, a

series of bag-stopping springs arranged in the lower portion

of said standard, a flexible connection between said hook

and springs, a hook supporting arm pivotally mounted on

one side of said standard, means to hold said arm in opera-

tive position, and spring metal hook-holding vilates on the

outer end of said arm adapted to hold said hook in an op-

erative position. .•<ubstantially aa describe<l.

5. In a bag catching apparatus, a tubular supixjrting

standard, a series of hag stopping springs arranged in .Hai.l

standard, bucket* arrangeil between each of said springs, a

connecting roii secured at it« lower end to the lowennf>.st

bucket and extending through .said buckets and springs, a

bag-catching hook, a flexible connection between said hook

and the upper end of said connecting rotl. and means to

hold said hook in t>08iUon to engage the bag on a moving

train, substantially as described
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8yi.;i8.'J. ELASTIC- FLUID TURBINE Chakles P,

Steinmetz. Schenecta<ly, N. Y . assignor to General
Electric ConH)any, a CAjrjxjration of New York. Hied
ivc y, 1907. tSerial No. 4<)5.7tJ5

1 In an elastic-fluid turbine, the combination of a no»-

ale with rows of buckets and their spaces w hich receive and

convey the fluid from the nozzle without choking, the

height of said buckets and spaces increasing in i)roiK)rtion

to the length of time re<^uired for the fluid to pass through

the buckets.

2. In an elastic-fluid turbine, the combination of a noi-

tle with rowt: of buckets and their spaces cooperating with

the n<izzle. the heisht of the buckets and si>acp- incrcasiug

from the nozzle to 'he e.xhaust, first slowly and tlicu more
rapi<lly, the said increase in height being proixjrtiuual to

the length of time re<iuired for the fluid to pass through

the huckeU*. .»,

3 In an elaatic-fluid turbine, the combination of a noa-

zle having radial expansion with buckets co5i>erating there-

with altM.) having radial expansion, the amount of said ex-

pansion l)eing proportional to the' lime required for the

motive fluid to pass betwe<"u the buckets in the direction

of flow.

4. In an elastic-fluid turbine, the combination of a noz-

zle which exjiands in a ra»lial direction only with rows of

wheel and stationary buckets whose spaces form an ex-

panding working pa.s.sage for the motive fluid issuing from

the nozzle, the expansion of said passage taking place in a

radial direction and at a rate proportional to the length of

time required for the fluid to pa.ss through the hucket.s.

891,384. RI'BBER FOOTHOLD. Edward A Sth.\no.

Cleveland, t>hio. Filed Sept. 24, 1907. Serial No.
3<»4.316

1. .\s an article of manufacture, a rubl>er foot-iioki com-
prising a sole portion atlapted to extend up under the shank
or arch of a shoe, a narrow upper at and co-extensive with

the margin of said sole portion, a tension memb«'r carried

by rfaid upper and adapted to engage the upper of tiie in-

serted shoe immediately above the sole portion thereof,

said tension member when made taut being a<lapte*i to pull

al>out the sides and around the toe of the inserte^l shoe, and
an elastic strap provided with an elastic bead adapted to

exert its tension directly upon the tension ineml.>er carried

by the upper.

2. As an article of manufacture, a rubber foot-hold com-
prising a sole a<lapteil to extend up under tlie shank or

arch of a shoe, a narrow upr)er at and co-extensive with

the margin of said sole and having an inelastic bead adapt-

ed to take into the crease above the sole of a shoe, and an
elastic heel strap provided with an elastic bead adapted
to exert its tension directly upon the inelastic bead of the

upper.

3. As an article of manufacture, a rubber foot-hold com*
prising a sole adapted to extend up under tbe arch or shank
of a shoe, an upper along and co-extensive with the mar-
gin of said sole and provided with an inelastic bead termi-

nating at the ends of the side portions of the upper and
adapte<i to take in the crease alxjve the sole of the shoe,

and an elastic strap securetl to the ends of the side portions

of the upper and provided with an elastic bead forming
substantially a continuation of the inelastic bead of the

UPIHT.
4. As an article of manufacture, a foot-hold comprising

a sole having an upwardly incline<l rear portion adapted to

take under the shank of a shoe, an upper along and co-

extenaive with the margin of sai 1 sole an 1 terminating at

the sides at sulistantiallv the end of the sole i>ortion and
having an inelastic ljea<i terminating at the en.ls of the side

portion an.l a^iapted to take in the crease of the sole, and
an elastic .strap provi led within the edges thereof witli an
elastic bead a lapted to exert its tension upon the inelastic

l)ead of the upp^-r.

.5 As an article of manufacture, a foot-hold comprising

a sole having an upwardly inclined rear ixjrtion and adapt-

ed to lake un ler the shank of a shoe, an upper along and
co-<'x tensive with the margin of sai 1 s<ile and terminating

at the siies at substantially the en 1 of the sole portion and
having an inelastic bead terminating at the ends of the side

portion and adapte.i to take in the crease of the sole, and
an elastic strap provided within the edges thereof with an
externally arranged elastic bead forming substantially a

continuation of the inelastic bead of the upper

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.385. LOGGING -CART, Thomas A. L. Strange,
Thrasher, Miss. Filed Feb. 18, 1908. Serial No 416,473.

1. A device of the character described comprising an

arched axle, supporting wheels therefor, means for sup-

porting one end of a log within the arched axle, and means
connected to said axle for exerting a draft upon the rear

end of the log from the axis of the axle.

2. A device of the character described compriaing an

arched axle, supports therefor, means for supporting the

front portion of a log within the arched axle, and dragging

means extending from the axis of the axle for engaging

the rear end of said log.

3. A device of the character described comprising an

arched axle, supports therefor, hounds extending from the

axle, means for securing the forward end of a log within

the arched portion of the axle, and flexible meaiis adjust-

ably secured to the arch for engaging the rear end of the

log. said means extending toward the log from tbe axis of

the axle.

4. A device of the character described comprising an
arched axle, supporting meana therefor, means for securing

the raised end of a log within the arch of the axle, and
mean.s upon the axle for engaging a log to prevent tilting

of the axle by the dragging of the log.
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6. A device of the character described comprising an

arched axle, a support therefor, hounds exttndinK from

th*» axle, meanii for holding the rai«ed end of a log within

the arcli of the axle, a spool carried by the aroh, and flexi-

ble dragging means i*ecured upf)n the spool for engaging

the rear end of the log.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette j

8 9 1.386. HOOP. Robert Stvder, San J^*'*' <-*'•

Filed Jan. 9. 19<)8. Serial No. 409,992.

891.387 REGISTER OR M.A.NIFOLDING M.\CniNE.
John T. 3lli.iva.v. St. Louis. Mo. Filed FVb 21, 1907.

Serial N'o. 358,743.

1. In combination with a htxjp, upi^er and lower co-

operating clip meniljers, provided with outer inwardly bent

side HarKes a<lapte<l to engage the opposite edges of the

hoop endrt and with inner side flanges adapted for inter-

locking engagement
2. In combination with a hoop an upper dip niemlxr

fonned with an outer inwanlly bent side flange and an

inner outwardly l>ent tide flange, the latter boing di8po.-<ed

at an angle with the former and the former b*ing adapter 1

to engage the upper edge of one end of the hoop and a

second cooperating clip member fonne<l with an outer in-

wanlly bent si<le flange adaptetl to be engage<i with the

lower e<lge of the other end of the hoop, and with an in-

wardly bent side flange di.si)ose<i at an angle with it.s outer

flange and being a»iapte<i for interlocking engagement

with'the inner side riange of the upper clip member

throat having open portions for accommodating the thumb
and flnger-i mean.s for I'hunping the fjirlxm itieet.- to the

frame, a blade on said claiiU'i'iK m«'>»ii.-* for •w-v.riiig the car-

tx)n sheets*, and suitable knife e<lges fonne<l at the mouth
of the throat for cutting the writing shcf-t.s. suljutantially

as set forth.

3. In a manifolding machine :i -uitahle frame, a series

of writing sheets mounteti therein and placed in contiguous

relation to one another, a complemenUiry seriea of carbon

sheet.H di.siMised transverH<>ly thereto in the spaces l)etween

the writing she^-t.--, a .iupix)rtmg plate for the 8he<>ts, a

plate sui>eriK)sed over one end of the sui)txjrting plate and

8pace«l therefrom and fonning a throat therewith for the

free reception of the writing sh»H-t.-<, the plates having open

portions contiguiui.s to the mouth of the tliro,it. a brake

located below the supp<irtmg plate and engaging the upj)er

plate of the throat to prevent displacement of the wxiting

aheet«. a lid-frame hinged to the main frame and closing

over the carUjn sheet.-; and securing the same against dis-

placement, a cutting tilgf on the lid-frame for severing the

carUm sheets in a direction transverse to the mouth of the

throat, and cutting edges formed at the mouth of the

throat for severing the writing sheets, subetantially as aet

forth.

4. In a manifolding machine, a suitable frame wlapted

to support a travelmg wxiting sheet or web, a plate over

which said sheet passes, said plate having an opening at

the delivery end of the maehme through which the lK)ttom

of the sheet is accesj^ible, the upper surface of the sneet be-

ing sufl^ciently exposed to permit seizure of the sheet from

opposite sid.'s by the thumb and finger re8[>ectively, the

end of the plate serving as a cutting edge for the sht^et, and

means on the frame for mounting the she«-f in position to

be drawn over the plate and the o[)eiiiiig thereof aforesaid,

substantially a« set forth.

891,3AS. AMl'SEMEXT DEVICE. Arthtr Vis.skr and

Henky Gkote, Holland Mich Filed Nov 1S», I907.

Serial No. 40J,.H42

1. In a manifolding machine, a frame, a series of wTiting

sheets mounte<l therein and placed in contiguous relation

to one another, a com[>lementary 9«>ries of oarbon or im-

pression sheets dis;>ose<l in the spaces between the writing

sheets, a throat forme*! on the frame for receiving the ends

of the writing sheets, the opposite walls of the throat hav-

ing an open portion for permitting the seizure of the oppo-

site faces of the several sheets, and a cutting etige formed at

the end of the throat along which the sheets may be sev-

ered, substantially as set forth.

2. In a manifolding machine, a suitable frame, a seriea

of writing sheets mounle<i therein and placed in contiguous

relation to one another, a complementary series of carbon

or impression sheets dispoeed transversely tfcereto in the

spaces lietween the writing sheets, a supporting surface

for the sheets, a throat formetl at the delivery end of the

frame for the free passage of the sheets, tht walls of the

1. .\n amusement device comprising a sjiiral water

course, and an incline extende<i from the inner end of said

water course upwanl across the convolutions thereof.

2. An amusement device comprising a spiral water

course, a tunnel leading outward from the inner end there-

of and beneath the convolutions, and an incline extende«i

over said convolutions and connecting with the inner end

of the water cours*'

3. An amusement device coniT>rising a spiral water

course, an incline forming a continuation of the inner end

of said water course and extended over the convolutions

thereof, and a tunnel extended across and beneath the

convolutions of the water course ami connecting with the

inner en<l thereof at the foot or point of branching of the

said incline.
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4. A spiral water course having it« inner and outer ends

connected by a tunnel extended across and beneath the

convolutions of the water course, and an incline extended

upward over the convolutions from the inner end of the

water course.

6. In an amusement device, a spiral water course hav-

ing inclines extended upward from the Inner and outer

ends thereof, the one forming a chute, the other a return

way, said Inclines being connecte 1 at their upper ends, a

tunnel extended beneath and across the convolutions of

the water course and in communication with the inner and

outer mils then'of about at the point.s of connection of the

aforesaid mchnes therewith, and means located in the said

tunnel to effect a positive an 1 <iirect circulation of the water

therethrough and around the water course.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

notched portion of the said stud, angle braces secured to

the back of the frame at the corners thereof, a back mount-

ed within the frame, side plates and top and bottom plates

also mounteti within the frame, means for securing the

plates in position angle bars secured to the face of the

frame and overlapping the side plates, a frame L-shaped in

cross section, one portion of the said frame extending over

the end of the angle b.ars and a i>ortion of the wall, the

other member of the frame extending over the edge of the

side plates, sul>6taniially as described.

89 1.3 89. BUILT-IN CLOSET. William H. Watts,
Philadelphia. Pa FiUsl Mar. 19, 1907 Serial No.

363.318

1. The combination of a wall, a quadrangular frame

mounted in the wall, braces at the comers of the frame, a

lining insertetl in said frame in front of said braces, angle

bars secur«»<l to the frame and overlapping the lining, and a

finish frame overlapping said angle bars and a portion of

the wall, with a door hung on said frame, substantially as

described.

2. The combination of a series of vertical studs, one of

sai<i stuils tx'ing notched, a (quadrangular frame mounte<l in

the notcheil portion of the stud, metallic angle braces se-

cure«l to the corners of the frame at the rear, a lining for

the frame, angle bars secured to the face of the fraine and

overlapping the side linings, a metallic frame mounted
within the oiw-ning and overlapping the angle bars and

part of the side lining, ami a loor hmged to the said frame,

substantially as de8cril>ed.

:v The combination of vertical studs, one of said studs

being notched, a quadrangular frame inounl<vi in the

notche<l portion of the stu<l. braces extending from the

frame to the studs at each siiie. metallic braces secured to

the rear of the frame at the comers, a back mounted within

the frame and resting against the angle braces, side, top

and bottom lining plates holding the back in iKisition, the

side plates holding the top and bottom plates in position,

and means for securing the side plates to the frame, sub-

stantially as de8cril)ed

4. The combination of ^ series of vertical studs one of

said studs t>eing notche<i, a qu!i<lrangular frame niounteti

on the notched portion of the said stud, braces extending

from the frame to the studs at each side thereof, ang e

braces secured to the rear of the frame at the comers, a

back fitting within the frame and resting against the angle

brac*^^. side, top and bottom lining plates, the side plates

holding the top and bottom plates in position and the four

plates holding the back in position, shelf brackets, screws

for securing the shelf brackets to the sides, said screws ex-

tending through the brackets and the side jtlates into the

frame, sutmtantially as descril>ed.

.5. The combination of a series of studs, one of said studs

being notchett, a qusuirangular frame mounleil in the

891,390. RAILWAY -CROSSOVER. George W,

Wriohtson. East Syracuse, N. Y. Filed I>ec. 17, 1907,

Serial No. 406,882.

1. In a railway, a bed plate hn-vnng oppo«ile fixed

flanges, a rail having a grooved head, flanged retainer l-ars

between the rail and flanges and interlocked therewith,

and kevs passeii through the retainer bars and bed plate.

2. In a railwa\ . a plurality of ties, a metallic l>ed plate

resting upon and secured to the ties, a lengthwise flange

rigid with the plate, a rail resting upon and interlocked

with the lied plate against endwise movement, a retainer

bar between and interlocked with the be<l plate and flange,

and keys passe*! through the retainer bar and bed plate.

3. In a railway, a plurality of ties, a metallic bed phite

resting upon and secured to Xho ties, a lengthwise flange

rigid with the plate, a rail resting upon and interlocked

with the bed plate against endwise movement, a retainer

bar b<nween and interlocked with the be<i plate and flange,

a furcated key passed through the retainer bar and bed

plate, ami means for spre.nding the lines of the key when

entering the l)e«l plate.

4. In a railway, a metallic be<l plate, rails having their

meeting ends resting on said bed plate, and an auxiliary

plate interlocked with one of the rails and slidable on said

bed jilate, as the latter rail expands and contracts.

F>. In a railway, a plurality of ties, and a metallic bed

plate resting upon the ties and secured thereto, opposed

fixed flanges on the plate, retainer bars between and inter-

locked with the rails and flanges, .separate wedge blocks

between and interlocke<i with thi> rails, and keys passed

through the retainer bars and blocks and into the bed

plate.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

891, .•?91. PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPING APPARA-
Tl'S Phillips .\BBOTT. Oyster Hay, N. Y. Filed Oct.

26. 190«>. Serial No. 340,644.

1. A photographic developing apparatus embo<iyirig a

light-tight casing inclosing a suitably supportetl apron, a

reel within the casing provided with means whereby the

apron and a leading strip for the sensitize*! material may be
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attached to it, means for the support of r film cartridge

likewise withm the carting, a cover for the casing providwi

with an opening between it and the casing through which

the opaque material of the cartridges may pass from it« in-

tenor to it« extf-nor, means to prevent liglit from entering

said opening and means whereby the r«el may be rotated

from the exterior of the casing.

and adapted to receive ink from same and to deliver it to a

form, and means for bringing a [x)rtioti (jf the flrst men-

tioned rollers into contact with one of said inking diski-,

and the remainder of the first mentione'l rollers into con-

tact with the otiicr ili.ik.

2 A photographic developing apparatus embodying a

Imht-tiRht casmg inclosing a suitably supporte.l apron, a

r^t'l within the casing provided with means whereby the

apron and alea<ling strip for the sensitised tnateriaJ may Y>e

attached to it, means for the .•upp<irt of seasitiici material

and protective material therefor likewise within the causing,

a cover for the casing provide,! with an optning f>«-tween it

and the casing through which the protective material rnay

pass from its Interior to its exterior, means to prevent light

from entering said opening and means ft>r rotating sai.i

r?el.

5. A photographic developing apparatms emb<)d>ing a

light-tight casing, a reel within the casing provided with

means whereby an apron and a leading st*ip for the sensi-

tized material may be attached to It, mean* for the supi><)rr

of the sensitized material and protective njatenal tiierefor,

the casing having an opening through whiah the protective

material may pa.Hs from its interior to its exterior, means
to prevent liKht from entering the opening, mean.^ to feed

the protective material through the oiK-uing and means for

rotating the reel.

4. A photographic developing apparatus emb<ilying a

light-tight casing, a reel within the casing provided with

means whereby an apron and a leailing st»ip for the sensi-

tized material may be atfArhe<l to It, meane for the support

of the sensitized material and protective nwiterial therefor,

the casing having an opening through whi«h the protective

material may pass from its interior to its exterior, means
to prevent light from entering the opening, means to feed

the protective material through the opening, means for

rotating the reel and means to sever th« protective ma-
terial from the sensitized material.

.5 A photographic developing apparatus embodying a

light-tight casing incUwing a suitably supported apron, a

reel within the casing provided with me»ns whereby the

apron and a leailing strip for the sensitized material may
be atta<"he(t to it, ^trid the apron and leading strip an(i the

entire length of the sensitized material be woun<l on the

reel, means for ths supi)ort of sensitizeil material and pro-

tective material therefor, the casing having an oi)€ning

ttirough which ttie protective material may pass from its

interior to its exterior, means to prevent Jight from enter-

ing the opening, means to sever the protective material

from the serLsitizei material and means for rotating liie

reel.

(Claims 6 to 17 not printetl in the Gazette.]

891,392. TWO-COLOR-PRIN'TINC; I'RESS Herm.^.v

A. .\GRiCOi-A, Jr.. Atlanta, Ga. Filei Nov. 10, 1905.

Serial No. 286,714.

1. A device of the kind describe.! comonsing upper and

lower inking disk.s, a pluraliiy of journal boxes, inking roll-

ers joumale<i in said boxes and adapte. i t<i receive ink from

the inking disks, and auxiliary rollers of Ifss diameter than

the first mentione<i rollers, said auxiliary rollers being

joumaled in the said boxe«. ea<^h auxiliary roller Ijeing in

frictional contact with one of the ttrst sientioned rollers

;-j9"

2. A device of the kind doscriV)*'d comprising a chase, a

plurality of irack-wa>s farmed on said chas»'. cam bars

atlapted to be secured on said track-ways, a plurality of

journal boxes upon each side of the cha.se. the plurality of

inking rollers joumaled in .saul Ixjxes and a<lapte.l to travel

ut>on said track-wa>~^ nn.l 'am bars, a plurality of mllers of

larger diameter than (host' first mentioned also journaled

in the said boxes and In frictional contact with the rollers

first luentione.l, a plurality of inking disks equal in number

to the luiiuber of journal Injxes uiHin one side of the chase,

and means for bringing the last rn<'riiii)ne<l rollers, into con-

tact with .sai I mking ilnk.s. the rollers of each pair of jour-

nal boxes etigaging one disk.

S91.303 FILTKR-PRESS Edwin M H.vssi-r.R, Chi-

cago, II! Filed \pr .«) H>n7 Sen al No. 371 .048.

1. .\ filter pr*^*-" cf)mprising skeleton filter plates and

srreens between wljaceut filter plates whereby the o;>en-

ings in said Alter plates will form separate chambers when

the press is set up, comprising a chamber adapted to receive

and contain the material to l)e treateil. a chamber adapte<i

to be connecte<i with a source of air supply and a chamber

provided with a discharge o;)ening, a chamber which re-

ceives the material being arrange^l between an air chamber

and a chaml>er provide<l with a discharge opening.

2. A filter press comprising skeleton filter plates and

screens between ailjacent filter plates whereby the openings

in said filter plates will form separate chambers when the

press is set up, comprising a chamber adapted to receive

and contain the material to ix- treated, a chamber adapted

to be connected with a source of air supply and a vacuum
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chamber, a chamber which receives the material to be

treated being arrangetl between an air chamber and a vac-

uum chamlxT
3. A filter press comprising skeleton filt»'r phites iiii'i

screens between adjacent filter plates whereliv itie opemngs
in said filter plates will form separate chambers when the

press is set up. compjrising a chamt>er a<lapted to receive

and contain the material to be treated, a chaiuber adapted
to be connected with a source of air supply ami a chamber
provided with an air discharge opiening. a chainlx;r which
contains the material l>elng arranged between an air cham-
ber and a chainl>«'r provided with a discharge (nx-ning. and
said screens Inking secureid to sai<l plates in such relation that

when separated a side of the chamljer in the plate which
contains the material will lie uncovered.

4. .A filt«'r pre,s.s comjirising skeleton filter plates and
screens bet we^-n adjacent filter plates whereby the openings

in said fllt<T plates will form separate chamlxrs when the

press Is set up, compri.sing a chamber adapted to receive

and contain the material to l>e treated, a charnl>er a<lapted

to be connected with a source of air supply an<l a chamber
pr(>\ ided with an air discluirtce upeniiig, a chanil>er which
contains the material l>eing arranged between an air cham-
ber and a chamber provided with a discharge op»ening, and
said screens bM>ing s»'cure.i to the sides of thi' plates which
contain air supply and air iliseharge chaint>« rs adjacent to

a chamber which contains the material to 1m' treated.

5. A filter press comprising skeleton filter plates and
screens l)etween adjacent filter i>lates whereby tlie oi>ening8

in said filter plates will furm H«-p,>)rKte (•h:iiiit>ers when the

press is set up. cf>riii»rising a chamber atlaiited to receive

and contain the material to l>e treated, a chamljer adapts

ed to be connected with a source of air supply and a cham-
ber provided with an air ilis<'harge ojx'ning, a chamber
whi'di contains the material being arrarigo<l between an air

chamlKT and a chaml>er provi<le<l with adischarRe opening,

and said screens being secure*! in rabt>et8 fonneil in the op-

posite sides of the plates the oi>ening8 in which form the air

supply and air discharge chambers, saiii rabbets extending

around the edges of said of>enings

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in tiie (lazette.J

891..394, IN THRNAL-CUMBISTION ENGINE H.ahry

H. Benson. Rockford. 111. Filed Apr. 1.5, 1907 Serial

No. .3r)K.l40

1. In an engine, in combination, a ca-sing lormmg n

cylinder, a shaft extending through the caxing eccentric-

ally with the bore of the cylinder, a desk piston located

within the cylinder and ftxetUy connected with the shaft,

a hub extending inward from the 'casing and located ec-

'eiitrically around the shaft, and a blade rotatably

mounteil on the jiub and contacting with the inner pe-

riphery of the c.\ liiuler and extending through a iMirtion

of sail! pistcjii

2. In an engine, in combination, a casing forming a cyl-

inder, a shaft extending through the casing eccentrically

with the b<jre of the cylinder, a disk piston located with-

in the cylinder and fixedly connecteti with the shaft, a hub
extending mward from the casing and located eccentrically

around the shaft, a blade rotatabl>- mounted on the hub
and contacting with the inner periphery of the cylinder

aii<i extending tlirough a pKjrtion of said piston, a pair of

blade holders movably mounted in said piston at oppo-

site sides of the blade, and a packing located in a groove

in the cylinder and contacting with the r>^riphery of the

'piston.

3. In an engine, in combination, a cylinder, a piston

within the cylinder, a chamber adapted to communicate
with tlie cylinder, a rod. a valve movable with the rod

controlling the communication l>etween the cylinder and

chamber, two jiistons connected to the rod. one located

each side of the valve, and a spring exerting its force on

the rod.

4. In an engine, in combination, a cylinder, a jilston

within the cjlinder, a chamlx?r atiapted to communicate
with the cylinder, a rod, a ^alve movable with the rod

for controlling the communication between the cylinder

and chamber, two pistons connected to the rod, one lo-

cated each side of the valve, a sjiring exerting it.s force on

the rod, and means for varying the spring tension.

6. In an engine, in combination, a cylinder, a piston

within the cylinder, a chamber adapted to communicate
with the cylinder, a rod, a valve movable with the rod for

controlling the communication betwwii the cylinder and

chamber, two pistons connected to the rod, one located

each side of the valve, a spring exerting its force on the

rod. a toothed segment, a hand lever having an engage-

ment with the toothed segment, and means movable by

the hand lever for var>iiiK the spring tension.

[Claims 6 to 11 not prinu'd in the Gazette.]

891,395. TRE.\TTNn SLIMES FROM ELECTRO-
LYTIC REFINING OF LEAD Anson G Betts,

Troy. N. Y. Filed Dec. 8, 1906. Serial No 346,894.

1. The process of treating anode slime from the electro-

lytic refining of lead, which consists in oxidizing the sliiijc

and melting it with a reducing agent to reduce antimony
peroxids to trioxid, producing a slag carrying most of the

lead and antimony and a dor6 bullion.

2. The process of treating ano<ie slime from the electro-

lytic refining of leati which consists in oxidizing the slime

and melting it with the aiMitlon of vinoxidize.l or compara-
tively little oxidized slime as reducing agent, producing a

slag carrying most of the lead and antimony and a dor4

bullion.

3 The process of treating anode slime from the electro-

Ij-tlc refining of lead which consist.-^ in oxidizing the slime

and melting it with the addition of material containing

metallic antimony as reducing agent. |iroducing a slag

carrying most of the antimony and lead and an alloy con-

taining the silver an(i gold.

4. The process of treating anode slime from the electro-

lytic refiniuK of lead which consists in oxidizing and melt-

ing if to a dor^ bullion and a slag containing most of the

antimony and lead, and treating the slag with an acid or

mixture of acids capable of dissolving one only of the two
principal metals thereof.

.5. The i)roces- of treating anode slime from the electro-

lytic refining of lead which consist*; in oxidizing and melt-

ing it to a slag containing most of the lead and antimony

and an alloy containing the silver and gold, and treating

the slag with hydrofluoric acid to remove antimony there-

from.

891..3i>«, TREATING ANODE SLIME FROM THE
ELECTROLYTIC REFINING (JF LEAD Anson G
Hetts. Troy, N. Y. Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No.

368.4.30.

1. The process of treating anode slime from the elec-

trolytic refining of lead which consists in oxidizing the

slime, and fusing it with the addition of material containing

sulfur to form a fusible slag containing antimony trioxid

,

and a matte.
' 2. The prrtcess of treating amxle slime from the elec-
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trolytic reftniriK of lead, whicli consists in oxidizing the

sliine.and fasing it with the addition of material containing

sulfur, to a matte and a slag.

3. The process of treating anode slime ffom the elec-

trolytic refining of leatl. which consists in oxidiring the

ilime. and fusing it with the addition of antimony sulfid. to

produce a slag containing most of the antimony, and a

matte containmg most of the precious metals present.

4 The procer«.-» <>f treating anode slime from the elec-

trolytic refining of lead, which cons 8t« in oxidizing the

slime, and melting it with the addition of material contain-

ing sulfur to produce a slag containing most of the lead and

antimony and a matte containing most of the copiier and

silver.

89 1.397. UX-ft FOR PRINTERS' GALLEY3.
ClEORGE R. BovTE, Chicago. 111.. a-ssigncTT of one-half

to Henry L. Bachner, Chicago, 111. Filed May 8. 1907.

Serial No. 372,556.

.y.iiUi
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plerce<l ears extending therefrom at the sides of said tongue,

and a pin extending bet worn and secured through said ears

1 In ;i lock for printers' galleys, in combination, a

stick comprising two bars held together in spare<i aline-

ment ; a cooperating ^tick; and means for securing .said

sticks together, including means for preventing distortion

of the tirst mentioned stick.

2. In a lock for printers' galleys, in combination, a side

stick and a foot stick each provide! with an elongated

opening therein : a pin extending through saiii openings : a
ineiiiber tixed to one emi of said pin; means on .said mem-
ber for preventing distortion of said side stick, one end of

said pin tjeing screw-threaded, and a clampifig nut turned

ujxjn the screw-threaded end of said pin.
|

3. In a lock for printers' galleys, in combination, a side

stick, a fixit stick slidable up<.)n said side stick and so as

to be relatively longitudinally and transversely adjustable;

means for adjustably .securing said side stick ami said foot

stick together; and a ilownwardly extendiag lug on one

end of said foot -^tick. (Njual in length to tli«^ thickness of

the side stick.

4 In a lock f )r printers' galleys, in combination, a side

stick and a fo<./t stick, each provided with an elongated

opening therein; a pin extending through $aid openings,

screw-threa»le<l ;it one end; a flange I plata fl.xed to one
end of said pin . and a clamping nut turnetl upon the screw-

threatletl end oi said pin, substantially as aivl ftir the pur-

pose 3i)ecified.

891.398. GRE.A.SE-CUP. Gborge F BRaTTELL, Shaw-
nee. Okla. Filed Nov. 12. 1907. Serial No. 401.h;{S

.\ grease cup of the character described comprising a

shell having a threa<ied nipple for engagement with a sup-

port and prf)VKlf>d with a nut formeit fiifrcfin adjacent its

lower end. having .h recesf* m one of its flat surfaces, a fol-

lower tlireaded to s'-rew with saul shell and comprising a

hollow body portion provided on its outer eftd with an en-

larged nut having its flat surfaces in alinetjient with the

surface of said shell, a spring holder comprising a bo<iy p<jr- i

tion clamped between said shell and it-s supix>rt, a spring

retaining clip extending from saitl body poction and bent

into engagement within a recess forme.1 therefor, a spring

locking tongue extending from said body iHirtion at a dia-

metrically opposite iKjint to said clip, and bent to lie within

said recess in said bo<iy nut and to engage the flat surfaces

of said follower nut with its free end. said shell having '

to prevent displacement of said tongue, substantially as

described.

891,399 FEED-W.\TER HEATER Douoi-\s Brews,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filtni Nov 11. 1907. Serial No.
401,577.

A stearn l>oiler, a combined surface scumming and blow-

off receptacle of tubular shape erected vertically in the

front end of the boiler and having \\» up;)er end op«'n full

width and sul>stantially even with the water level in the

boiler, a feed water heater D of tubular form having a rela-

tively reduced lower end Inimersefi in said receptacle and

discharging thereinto below naid water level and having its

upper half oi)en full width at it.s top and exi)os«'<l it.s full

depth to the steam in the boiler, a fee<l waU»r piix' extend-

ing lengthwise through the top of the Ixjiler and discharg-

ing at '\X» end directly into the open mouth of said feed

water heater D. and a valve controlled discharge pii>e lead-

ing from the bottom of .said 8e<liiuent receptacle.

89 1.400. ELECTRIC HEATER ANI> MEANS FOR
CONTROLLING THE SAME. Peabody A. Brown.
Denver, Colo. Filed Aug 20. 1906. Serial No. 331.287.

1 In an electric heater, the combination with a circuit,

of a seriet* of cores comixjse«l of insulating material and

8urrounde«l bv re«)istance coils located withm the circuit, a
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thermostat for controlling said circuit, and an electro-

magnet having coils within the circuit and provided with

an armature coo[>eratmK with the movable element of the

tliermostat. to make and break the circuit.

2 In an electric heater, the combination with a circuit.

of a sones of hollow, oj^n-ended. insulating cores adapted

to radiate heat from their interior and exterior surface,

re^^istance coils surroun.lmg sai.l cores and locate,! in the

said <ircuit. an elect ro-nmgnet comprising cores also sur-

rounde<l bv resistance coil.s and alstj located in the circuit,

an armature located adjacent the electro-magnet and pro-

vidfHl with a contact forming an .-lement of the circuit, a

thermostat whose movable element is provided with a con-

tact also locate<l in the circuit and cooi>erating with the

contact of the armature to make and break the circuit, and

a spring connect.^! with the armature to facilitate the break-

ing of the circuit as the movable element of the thermostat

begins its circuit breaking movement

3 \n electric heater, comprising a series of hollow in-

milating cores a.lapt«xi to radiate heat lx.th from their In-

terior and exterior surfaces, resistance coils surrounding

said cores, an electro-magnet having coils locate^l in the

same circuit as the coils of the heating cores, an armature

located adjacent the magnet and provided with a contact

ItK-ated in the circuit, a thermostat provUie<l with a mov-

able bar also having a contact c.KH>erating with the contact

of the armature, and a levex-like device connecte<l with the

bar of the thermostat for mijustlng the latter to regulate

the mov.-iuent of the bar necessary for closing the circuit,

and a .spring ronnecte.1 with the armature to facilitate the

breaking of the circuit.

4 The combination with an electric^ieater, of an electro-

magnet whose coils are in the same circuit with the colls

of the heater the armature of the magnet U-ing provided

with a beveled contact locate<l in the circuit, and a thermo-

stat for automatically making and breaking th.- circuit, the

movable bar of the thermostat also having a beveled con-

tact a<iapte<i to engage that of the armature when the cir-

cuit Is closed, the beveleil faces of the two contacts being

arrangeil to engage each other for the purpose set forth.

slots to engage and control the movement of the trigger, a

recoil body counterbalance engaging said body, and a

spring exerting its tension ujx)n said body.

6 In a double firing weapon provide.l with a single trig-

ger mechanism comprising a trigger having a primary and

a secondary movement, an o.scillatory recoil body con-

structed with primary and secxmdary communicating

slots an oscillatory recoil body counterbalance, and means

to control the movement of the counterbalance.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printe<l in the Gazette ]

891402. CAR -TRUCK. Harry C. BiHoi p. Chicago

111. Filed Dec. 23. 1907. Serial No 407.800.

^r J J

89 1.40 1. FIREARM Ai„^nson P. Brush, Detroit.

Mich. File.l June 11, 1906. Serial No. 321,102.

1 In a car truck, the combination with a bolster, of side-

frames having column-guides which are capable of move-

ment toward and frt^m each other, and means for support-

ing said column-guuies against lateral separation

•' In a car truck, the combination with a lx)lster. of si.U -

fra'mes having columns, and column-guides mountetl on

said columns, said column-guiiies being adjustable in the

direction of length of the said side-frames.

3 In a car truck, the combination with a Iwlster. of side-

frames provi.le 1 with columns, and column-guides adjust-

ably mounted on some of said colmnns, the columns of each

side-frame being disposed at an angle to each other.

4 In a car truck, the comlunation with a bolster, of side

frames provided with columns the columns of each side-

frame having their opposing faces disiwse.l at an angle to

each other and column-guides mounteti uiK.n each of said

side-frames, the column-guides on each side-frame being

capable of movement toward and from each other.

5 In a car truck, the combination with a Ixilster. of side-

frames each of which is provided with diverging columns,

and separable column-guides supported by saul columns.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in Gazette.]

891 403 DRAFT-EVENER. Jkfferson D. Blroess,

Canton. 111. Filed May 12. 1906. Serial No. 316.538.

1 In a .louV)le firing weaix)n provide*! with a single trig-

ger me, hanism comprising a trigger having a prinmry «nd

i -econdarv movement, an oscillatory recoil b<x!y. ami a

reeoil Uxly counterbalance to control the movement of the

-> In a double firing weajK.n provided wiUi a single trig-

ger mechanism comprising a trigger having a primary and

a ^^condarv movement, an oscillatory recoil l>ody con-

stnicte.1 with a stepped slot engaging the trigger, and a re-

coil btHly counterbalance to control the movement of the

S In a double firing weapon provided with a single trig-

ger mechanism comprising a trigger having a primary and

a flec<mdarv movement, an oscillatory recoil Ixxly con-

structed with primary and secondal^' communicating

slots to engage and control the movement of the trigger,

and a recoil l>odv counterbalance

4 In a double firing weapon provided with a single trig-

Kcr mechani.sm comprising a trigger having a primary an !

a s.^condarv movement, an oscillatory recoil body con-

structed with primary and secondar>' communicating

1 \n evener comprising two bars of different length,

forked members, pins carrier! by the shank portions of

said members and ui>on which said bars are pivotally

connected, one in advance of the other, and a link pivot-

allv connected to said bars on opposite sides of the shank

portions of sai<l forked members, a-s set forth.

2 An evener comprising two bars of .Afferent lengths

forked members, pins carried by t),e shank portions of

said members and upon which said bars are pivotally

mounted, one in a^lvance of the other, lugs pro-ecting from

the rear edges of said bars a<ijacent to thei- pivotal ends,

and a link pivotally connecting said bars, a5 -et forth.

3 -Vn evener comprising two bars of different lengths

forked members, pins carried by the shank portions ol

said members and upon which said bars are pivotally

mounle.1. one in ativance of the other, straps about the

uiner ends of said bars, lugs projecting from said strai«

and the rear edges of said bafs. and a link pivotally con-

necting said lugs, aj* set forth.
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4 In combination with two bars of unequal lengths, to

each of which a whiffle txpf is ailapted to be attached,

fork-shaped niemb^r-*. pivotal pins carried thfrcby, ad-

justable straps fastene<l to said bars, said ttraps U-ini?

pivotally mounted upon said pins, one in a.ivance of the

other, lugs projecting from the rear p^lge of each bar

adjacent to its inner end. and a link pivotally ronneoting

said lugs, as set forth

891,4<>4. NECK-YOKE ATTACHMENT.
Nashua. Iowa. FUed Sept. 25. 1907

3©4.514.

Levi Carey,
Serial No.

1 \ neck yoke attachment for poles coniorismg a hol-

low tip and means for holding the same upon a pole, a

clevi.s pivoted to said tip and having a notch formed in the

inner inarginai edge of the curvett ix)rtion thert-of, de-

iigned to fit over a nb upon said tip. hnk.s engaging grr>ovfs

formed m the rr.arginaJ p<lgp of the clevis, a neck yoke, a

spring connecting the same with the end of the tip. a hook

having a horizontally (li.-^po3e<l shank portion projecting

from the neck yoke said hof)k adapte.l to engage the clevis

when the neck yoke is drawn rearwant to \ts limit, the

shank portion of the hook b«-ing helii in a horizontal posi-

tion. a.s set forth.

2. A neck yoke attachment for poles comprising a hol-

low lip and mean.s for hoi, ling the same u[»on a iK>le. a

clevis pivoted to said tip and having a no'ch forme<l in the

Inner marginal edge of the curveil portion thereof, d--

algned to fit over a nb upon said tip. links engaging Kro..\ .s

fonne<i in the marginal e<ige of the clevi.-. a neck yoke, a

spring connecting the .same with the end of the tip a ro i

having ends pa.s.sing through the neck yoke bent to form

looprt engage*! by hcK)ks. and means up<in said ro<i for en-

gagement with the clevis when the neck yoke is at it.s far-

thest rearward limit, as set forth.

3. .\ neck > okc attachment for poles comprising a hol-

low tip and meams for holding the same upon a pole, a

clevis pivoteii to siudtipan 1 having a notch formed in the

Inner marginal ^Ige i;f the curved imrtioti thereof, de-

signed to fit over a rib upon said tip, links engBgmg grooves

formeil in the marginal eiige of the clevis, a neck yoke, a

spring connecting the same with the end of the tip, a rod

having ends pas.sing through the neck yoke b*"nt to form

!o<3ps engagtsl bv h(X)ks. an integral hook having a hori-

zontally dis[iOrted shank portion which is p<is|tioned paral-

lel with the tip and ilesigne*! to engage the clevis when the

neck yoke is at us rearwanl limit, as sot fortli.

piece structure, a trough or body, a gutter arranged at the-

forward portion thereof and constituting a strainer, and

a shield or cover having its rear edge interlocked with the

upper edge of the rear side of the trough.

S91.406. EAVES-TR«)r(in (Ieoroe CASsr.vs, Hamel,

111. Filed Dec. 11. 19U7. fterial No 406.n,'-K>

891.405 E.WES-TKorC.H. (lEORr.E C\-«sen-s, Hamel,

111 File<l De<\ 11, 1VX)7 Serial .NO 4<)«^>.0.>*

1 An eaves trough having its forward jjortion rebent to

form a gutter the bottom of which is perfors^ted to consti-

tute ft strainer.

_» An article of the clas.s iiesiTib«-<l comprising, in an in-

tegral structure, a trcjugh or txxly, a conibinpd gutter and

strainer arranged at the forward portion of tlje trough, and

a shield or cover disposed over the trough and overhanging

the gutter.

3. An ar'icle of the cla.ss din«cril>ed comprising, in a one

1 The combination with an eaves trough, of a brace se-

cur»Hl thereto and provided with an upstanding member,

anil a shield having a part to be sprung into interlocked

engagement with the member
2. The combination with an eaves trough, of a brace

riveted to the front ami rear walls thertH)f an.i pro^^de.l

at it-: forward portion with an upstanding memlMT an.l a

shield adaptetl to be sprung into inrerlockel engagement

with the member and with the upi*'r e Ue of »lie rear uall

of the trough.

3 The combination with an eav. - trough having a verti-

cal front wall, of a brace riveted to the front and rear walls

of the trough an<l provided at its forward ixjrtion with an

upstanding meml>er, and a shield or cover adapted to be

sprung into interlocked engagement with the member and

with the upjier edge of the rear wall of the trough and

having its front wall arranged m nliiiement with the like

wall of the trough

4. The combinaliou with an eaves trnugh. of a brace se-

cured to the front juid rear walls thereof an.l provided

at its forward portion with an orifice aiil with an up-

standing member, a shield arrangeil to interlock with the

member and with the rear wall of the trough, an.l a pin

inserted through the orifice to secure the cover in place

891,407. TOY PILM-BURiSTER. Herhekt Cottrell,

Newark. N.J. Vile.lJan 9. 1907. Serial No. 351.411.

A toy of the charact^'r described comprising a tubular por-

tion constituting a piston cylinder, a cap attach*-*! to one end

of said tubular portion, a threaded annular member having a

contracted! lower portion, sai 1 contracted lower portion of

said annular member secured to that end of the tubular

, portion opposite the end provided with a cap, the Ixxiy por-
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tion of said annular niend>er being of ereater diameter thAn

said tubular ixjrtion, ttie sai.l boly iKjrtion of said annular

memlH-r provi<ied with a pair of elongate 1 slots arranged

opposite each other, said slots positione.l in close proximity

to said contracted part of th.' annular memU^r and consti-

tuting seats, an.i a mouth-piece emlxi^lying a flaring portion

the forward portions of the openings of the upper plate are

covered at the bottom to form jH^ckets. the oi>enmg8 m he

rear of thes«. pockets being expo.sed at the bottom U) allow

an air blast to t.a.ss through the mesh material into the said

pockets for the puri>ose set forth.

and a cylindrical screw-threa.le<i jwrtion. said cyhndncal

screw-threaded portion tulapt*.-! to extend in sai.l annular

member and engage with the scr.w threa.!s thereof, the in-

ner e<lge of s:iid mouth piece adapted to clamp a suip of

material to s^iid seal.

Ml 408 lUlEECHINO 8NAP-HOOK. Frid W •
Cov-

ert Watervhet. N. Y.. assignor to Covert Manufactur-

ing Companv. ^Vater^'liet . N Y., a Corporation of New

York File<i N<iv. «5. nH)7 Serial No 40(J,934.

1 The combination with a clii> member comprising two

connecte.i opix.sit^-ly arrange.1 arms having aline,! open-

, ngs therein, of a loop <m one <.f the arms jxisiUoned at the

side of the longitudinal center thenH)f ani beyond the

plane of the oin-ning in the arm, an.l a pintle secure.1 in

the opening in the «rms an 1 extending across the clip.

2 The combination with a snap hook, of a U-shai>e(l

clip attach.-.! U> the .Tid there<.f, a n-m.:.vable pintle se-

cured in the outer en Is of the branches of the clip, and a

loop or frame fonne! ..n .me of the branches <.f the clip and

offset lat/'rally Ix-vond the plane of the pintle, sai.i pintle

being iKisitiom^l intermwliaU' the ends of said loop frame.

3 The combination with a branches! clip having alined

openings in the branches atljacent the .-n Is th.T.-of. and

pn.vi.ltsl with a lateral offset portion extending from the

end of the upi^-r branch, of a kn.p frame on the upper

branch, said loop fnune having its en.ls connected res!)ec-

tlvely to the Ixjdy of the branch and to the offset portion

extending laterally from the end thereof.

3. A chute for dry concentration having a bottom pro-

vided with pockeUs whose bottoms have mesh covered rear

portions for the admission of air under pressure, the for-

ward portion.s of the pockets being closci and their rear

portions open for the e8cat)e of the air, in combination with

means for introciucing air to the said pocket.*, and means

for imparting a transverse oscillation to the chute for the

purpose set forth

4 In dry concentrating am-aratus, ih.' .on.bmation of

a sluice having a bottom pn.vide^i with po. kets who.>^.- rear

portions are oi^eii to i>ermit the introduction of an air

blast, the rear ,>..rtions .,f the pocket.s being also open to

permit the es(ar>e of the air

6 A chuw- for dry concentration, comprising upper an.l

lower plates and an interfKised layer of me.sh material the

said plate having op.'nings, the forward portions of the

openings of the upper plate being close.1 at the bottom by

the lower plate to form pockets while the rear portions of

th.-se pockets are exix>sed at the bottom to permit the pa.s-

sage of air entering the openings of the lower plate, the two

plates and the mierposwi mesh layr being reaxlily detach-

able for the purpose set forth

[Claims- 6 .0 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

891 4 10. TROLLEY FOR ELECTRIC CARS AND
THE LIKE Enw.^RD J. D.kcet, Presc.jttviUe, Pa.

Filed Oct. 11, l'.«)7. Serial No 396.931.

891400 DRY CONCENTRATOR. Homeu P. Ci htis.

Dailver C.lo. assignor to The Curtis Dry Placer Machine

Company. Denver. Colo. Flle<l May 27. 1907 Serial

No. 375.H48

1 A drv concentrating chute or sluice whose Ixittom is

providwi with a series of pockets whos«- rear portions are

oiMjn at the Ix.ttoiu U) permit the intro<iuction of an air

blast from below, the rear p..rti<ms .,f the pockets being

also open to permit the escape of the air, substantially as

d»*scribed.

2 A concentrating chute or sluice whose l>ottom is com-

pose<l of two plal4^ having openings, an-i an interposed

layer of mesh maU>rial. the plates l)eing arraugt-,1 so that

1 In combination with a trolley pole of an electric car, a

cvlinder swivel.Ml in the upiier end of sai.i pole, a spring for

nonnallv holding said cylinder in a central positmnbut per-

mlttlng'it to be turned upon it.s axis in certain limit,«. a

Plunger fitted within said cylinder and spiined thereto, a

trollev wheel journale.l in the upper end of said plunger,

and means for maintaining said trolley wheel in contact

with the feed wire when the iK>le swings downward, as

.«i>ecified.
1 _

2. The h.rein descril>e<! combination of a trolley pole, a
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fork formed at ita upptr pn<i, a ryliniler 'wivclpd in said

fork, a sleeve threa<led uixin said cylinder t>i hold it in the

fork, a ."prins: secured to the cylinder, its u;»|)«'r end t>earing

agaia.-<t the heel of the fork, a planner titte<l within the

cyliniler, niean.s for preventing 3aitl plunger from turning

upon ita axi.x indejDendent of the cylinder, » coil spring for

forcing said phinger upward, and a trolley %heel journaied

in the upper end of the plunger, as speciflad

3. In combination with a trolley i)<)le, a fork formed

upon the up[)er end thereof, a cylinder journale<l in <ai<l

fork, a sleeve threa<ied upon the end of tiie cylinder for

holding it in the fork, a flat spring secure<i to the cylinder,

the ends thereof tx-aring against the hf>el of the fork to i>er-

mit a slight actual riioveinent of the cyliader. a plunger

fitted within the cylinder, a cap threade 1 into the upp*-r

end ot the cylimter. said cap being sphned tio the plunger, a

shoulder formed ut>on sail plunger, a sprinf: coiled around

the lower end of the plunger and t>earing ag»in.st the under

side of said shoulder, a di.sk uiKin whic^ sai4 spring rests, a

cushion spring upon which said disk re8ta| and a trolley

wheel joumaled in the upper end of the phitiger, as and for

the purpose set forth.

SWITCH - OPERATING APPARATUSS91 .4 1 1

Fkancis H'kky, Chicago

SenaJ Nu 112,j84.

Filed Jan 1908.

1 In switch operating apparatus, the ciiinbiiiation with

the rails and movable switch points ..f a strlivfr a lapted to

be operate<i by the car wheels, roiuicctiou.-* innween said

striker and the switch point for oi»erating the latter, and
means adapted to be operated by part of a moving car for

moving said striker to operative and to non o(>erative posi-

tion.

2. In switch operating apparatus, the ci>jiibmation with

the rails and movable switch point of a striker adapted to

be op>erated by the car whfH^is. connections l>etween said

striker and the switch [loint for oi)erating 'he latter, a cam
connected to said striker for shifting the same to operative

and to non operative position, and a controller having a

fixed path with reference to said rails fur oi)erating said

cain.

3. In switch operating apparatus, the combination with

the rails and movable switch point of a striker atiapted to

be operated by the car wheels, connections tjetween said

striker and the switch [X)iiu for or>eratirig 'Jic latter, a cam
connected to said striker for shifting the same to oi>erative

and to non operative iKJsition; a car uik>u said rails, and
means on said car moving in a straight lin^ parallel to the

rails and adapted to contact said cam for operating it.

4. In switch ofierating apparatus, the <<BTd>inatioii with

the rails and movable switch [xjtnts, of a pair of strikers

adapted to occupy a plurality of position*, one with one
striker in proximity to a rail where it w.-av )>< str\ick by a

passing car wheel, and another with the other ~'rii\i'r in

prf)Ximity to the other rail where it may Ix" strurk by a

passing car wheel, connections between .saii^l strikers and the

switch point whereby said switch [mint it»ay \h- operated

by said strikers, and means for shifting saiU strikers.

o. In switch oi>erating apparatus, the cunihmation with

the rails and movable switch iximts of a pair of strikers

adapted to occupy a plurality of po8ition|i. one with one
striker in proximity to a rail where it ma.%' tx' struck by a

pa-ssing car wheel, an<l another with the other striker in

proximity to the other rail where it may tx' itruck by a p;iss-

ing car wheel, connections between said strikers and the

switch point wherel)y .said switch point may l>e operated by
said strikers, and hand contrf)lled meain part of which

moves in a ftxeii path parallel to the rails fur shifting said

strikers

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazet.te.J

891,4 12, HOE. H()R.\Tio S. E\rle, Detroit, Mich.

File<l Feb, 3, 19(>2, Serial No. 92,283.

1. An article of manufacture, comprising A Made hftvlns

side meml^rs which curve upwardly and Inwaxdljr and are

integrally united at their inner ends, a socket member
formed integral with the side members and connected
thereto at the juncture of said side member «. said socket
ineml>er cro.ssing the side members at the juncture thereof

anil extending therefrom in a plane substantially at right

angles to the blade.

2. The combination of a blade having a central opening
therethrough, curved members on each side of said open-
ing a socket member attache 1 to .sai<i blade by said mem-
t>ers, said curved members being Ix-nt downwardly be-

tween the socket and blade to cause the blade to stand at

an angle to the socket, subntAntially a.s •*«>t forth

3. An article of manufacture comprising a blade, having

side members attached thereto at their lower ends and

united at their upper ends, means carried by the side mem-
bers for attachment of a handle, said side members being

carried downwardly between the han<lle and the blade.

891 4n VT'TDMATir CLOSINO MECHANISM FOR
DfM F'lNi;-\\ .V(;< >NS M.\KTi\ .1 Ki.Y, Oxnard.Cal,,
a.-i.-;i.:;iiir of one-half td Louis Hache, Oxnard, Cal.

Filed Dec. 18, 1906. Serial No. 348,444.

1. .\ dumping phifform arranged for the travel of dump-
ing vehicles, and s«'parate means indej>endently yieldable

In vertical an i lat^-ral directions carried by said platform

on eai'h side for engaging said vehicles ami automatically

restoring the same to closed iMJSition after a dumping oper-

ation.

2. In apparatus of the class describe<i, a dumping plat-

form having an incline I approach, and inclined descent,

the platform bemg arranged for the travel of dumping
wagons, and means at l-i.th sides of sai 1 platform foreiiKag-

ing the movable part.s of the dumping wagon and restoring

the same to close 1 jxisition.

3. In apparatus of the cla.ss described, a dumping plat-

form having an inclined approach and inclined descent,

said platform being arrange! for the travel of a dumping
wagon, an 1 vertically and laterally yielding mechanisms

on each side of .said platform for engaging and restoring the

parts of the wagon to clo-te 1 [wisition

4. In apparatus of the da-ss descrilx'd. a platform, a i)air

of pivotally mounted arms supported thereby, means for

moving the free ends of the arms inward to wagon engag-

ing [«)sni()n. a pair of vertically swinging arms, and means
for moving the free ends of the vertically swinging arms

upward into engagement with liie bottom of a wagon.

June 23, 1908. U, S. PATENT OFFICE. i«73

5. In apparatus of the class descril)e<i, a platform having
a pair of incline 1 braces for preliniiiiary engagement with
the parts of a wagon to tx? restored to closed position, a

pair of horizontally swinging arms pivoted to the braces at

one end, and provide 1 with anti-friction roller.s for enxage-
ment with the sides of a wagon, pivotally inounte*! counter-

weighted levers engaging the free ends of .said arms and
tending to move Uie same inward, a pair of vertically

swinging arms for engagement with the bottom of the

wagon, anil ant i-friciion rollers carried by said vertically

Bwingmg arms.

[Claims «i and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,414. THERMAL CUT-OUT. Chahues A. Ernst,
•Schenectady, N, Y , assignor to General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. P'iled Apr. 6, 1904.

Serial No. 201,828.

R91,41.-. H.MLWAY-RAIT. Wilijam T F.\RLEY, New-
ton, .MH.SS. Filed July 2.'>, H»06, Serial No. 327,696.

1. A railway rail joint made by cutting vertically the

ends of the rails which are t-o Ix' unitwl and longitudinally

along the center of the web, trans\ersely at right angles

from the ends of the central cut and oblicjuely from the

ends of the transverse cut to the edges of the ha-se, the

oblitjue cut on one side Ix'ing at an exact reverse angle

to the oblique cut on the other side, so that both ends of

all the rails to be united shall be alike .and fit e.ach to the

other, sul>stantially as shown or descril>ed

2 The c.«imt)ination of railway rails, each having Ixith

ends cut alike diagonally, each end having one half suie

of the web extended beyond the diagonal line of the end,

the other half side of the web having a <lepression corre-

sp<jnding to the 8ai<i extension, so tha' the ends of one
rail will fit the ends of every other rail, with means for

uniting and holding the ends of the rails substantiall.v as

shown or deacrilx?<i.

3. A railway rail lK)th ends of which are cut alike, lon-

gitudinally along the center of the web, transversely at

134 O, G.— 123

1. A thermal cut-out comprising a casing, a main fuse

member locate<l within said casing, an auxiliary or indica-

tor fuse memlxT connected in parallel with said main fuse

member and having a jxjrtion of its length exf)08ed on the

outside of said casing, a sheet of transparent insulating

material placed over the exposed portion of sai i auxiliary

fuse member, and an aiH;rtured sheet of fibrous material

secure<l to said casing over said sheet ">f transparent insu-

lating material.

2 .-V thermal cut-out comprising a casing, a main fuse

memlx^r locat<^d within said casing, an auxiliary or indica-

tor fuse niemlx-r connected in parallel with said mam fuse

meml)er and having a jxirtion of its length exf>o,sed on the

out8i<le of said casing, a sheet of transparent insulating ma-
terial placed over the exi«)S<-d portion of said auxiliary fuse

member, and an aix-rtured sheet s<'cured to said casing over

said sheet of transparent insulating material.

each end of the longitudinal cut and diagonally to the

edge of the base so that either end of this rail will fit

either end of every other rail, tiie ends of which are cut

in the same form, substantially as shown or described.

4. A combination of railway rails lx)th ends of which are

cut alike, vertically to the plane of the ba.se, longitudi-

nally along the line of c«nter of the web. transversely

at right angles to said central line and diagonally to the

edges of the l)ase, one diagonal cutting l>eing at an exact

reverse angle to the other, so that either end of one rail

will fit the end f)f every other rail, and all the joints of the

combination of rails being self-supixjrting laterally h<ith

ways, substantially as shown or described.

8 9 1,4 16. TUBE -POST. Alexander G. Fk.vyO, Char-

lottenburg, Germany. Filed Oct, 7. 1905. Serial No.
281362.

1. A pipe conduit for parcel conveying carriages having
a horizontal partition in its lower portion, vertical parti-

tions betw«H>n the liottom of said con.luit and the said lon-

gitudinal partition, and forming a plurality of auxiliary

conduits in the portion of said pipe conduit, said horizontal

partition having oi>ening8 establishing air communication
between said pipe conduit and one of said auxiliary con-

duits.

2. In a device of the cla-ss described, a cylindrical tube,

a supporting platform therein, a i>air of track rails earned

by the top of the tube, an;l cars having single wheels on

top and bottom to engage the track rails and run in oi>-

IX)»ite directions.

3. In a device of xhv class descrilx-,1, a cylindrical tube,

a pair of rails on the bottom thereof, a pair of rails on the

top thereof, vehicles for travehiig in said tube, wheels posi-

tioned adjacent the inner edge on the ut>per an<l lower

sides of said vehicles to engage said tracks, wherebj' the

major ixjrtion of the vehicle bo lies will be positioned be-

yond the tracks.

4. .\ vehicle for parcels i>ost systems comprising a sub-

stantially .semi-cylindrical body, wheel- carried by said

body adjacent the flat side thereof, an.l means to drive the

vehicle.

5. A vehicle for parcels i)Osl systt^ms comprising a sub-

stantially cylindrical body pointed at one end, a socket at

the opposite end, a buffer arranged in .said socket to be en«

gaged b.v the pointed end of another car, and wheels ar-

ranged on the upper and lower sides cjf said body a<ijacent

the flat side thereof, and a motor connected with one of

said wheels.

891.417, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION Howard Frie.nd,

I^xington, Okla. Filed .\ug. 29. 1W7. Serial No.
ayO.fitiS

1. In a susi>ension bridge of the character described, the

combination with the end and the intermediate towers and
the cross-beams carried thereon; of susjx-nsion cables sup-

ported from the end towers, said cables having separated

divisions of strands that pa.ss under the cross-ljeams on the

interme<liate towers, and yielding cfinnections that join

the separati" divisions of strands with the main or tower
posts, thereby providing for the contraction and expansion

of the suspension cables.

2. In a bridge construction of the character described.
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+
the combination ^ith the main atirt intern»'.li;iie towprs

and th»' oros.-i-b»-:uns camwl thereby, of susjw-nsK.ii cables

anrhore.l at both .-n.ls ami suppt)rte<l from thp main towers,

said cables b^-ing divide*! into separate divi..<w)iis of ^rntiids

between said main towers to supp«irt t.he ^veral iiitermt-

diate t^iwers and their cro«s-l>eanis. and means for con-

neetinn the separated strands with said main tower posts

to maintain a fl<x)r level during expansion :iO 1 L-ontraclion

of the cable?".

I

seale<i upon the inner side of mM *«*t. a strengthentn*

device arrange^l and wholly iaClOOTd within the folded

edKe of said flap and provid«Hl with stops to prevent its

withdrawal and a flexible fyins: strip aecured to the point

of the flap at the roar of said -trennlhening device.

2. A mailing wrap;ier (ompnsiiiK a sheet haviim a

pointe<l flap at one end, the e<lge9 of which an- folde.l nni

pastwl upon the inner side of said flap, a strenKthenmi?

wire or coni arrange*! and wholly inclo3e<! within tti^

folde*! edge of said flap and having it.s en<!H looii*-*! to t.r.-

vent its escape, a strengthenii^K di-l< :irr:vnge<! on th.- iniior

Side of the flap point, a metallic fastener inserted through

said point and disk in rear of the strengthening wire and

a fastening wire secure-! at one en 1 to said metallic fas-

tener and projecting from the point of said flap.

891 419 BRIDLE-BIT. Joseph W. Hbrbkrt, Lo«

Gatos. Cal. Filed Aug. 9. 1907. Serial No. 387.841.

3. In a bridge construction of the character described,

the combination of the main tower postj. intermeiiiate

posts and side popt.s; suspension cables supported on the

main tower post*, said cablet* being divided into separate

di>i8iona of strands between the main towers ami tlieir

cross beams, the common posts and their cross beams, and

means for connecting the separated strands with the said

main tower posts to maintain a floor level (iaring expansion

and coniracuon of the cables.

4. In a bridge construction of the character describe*!;

the combination with the main and interttiediate towers:

of suspension cables anchored at both ends and supported

from the mam towers, said cables passing under the inter-

mediate lowers ; a separate division of the strands of each

said cable passing obliquely from the bottom of each inter-

ine*liate tower to the top of the other interme*liate tower,

thence to the bottom of the adjacent rnaio tower

5. In a bridge construction of the charecter descnbeii;

the combination with the main and intertnediale towers:

of suspension cables anchored at both emi» and supported

from the mam t.iwers . said cables passing under the inter-

me*!iate towers , the upper ends of the intermediate towers

being provided with saddle-blocks, separate divisions of

each of the suspension cables passing froitt the lower ends

of said intermediate towers upward obli<iUely to the tops

thereof, and thence to the lower portions ol the end towers.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed m the Gazette.]

891,418 MAILING -WRAPPER. Hehman L Greve.

Brooklyn, N. Y. File*! Jun.^ 4, li<m Serial No.

320.147.

1 \ mailing wrapper comprising a sheet ha%ing a

pointe*! flap at one end, the e*igM> of which are folde*! and

1 In a bridle bit the combination with cheek plates and

a l)ar interp*>se.i therebetween; of revoluble devices suiv

f)*irfced bv each cheek plate and connect.-.! to tlie bar,

means engaging said .lovices for rotating them, and mean^

o[)erate*! by said devices for shifting the bar and devices

longitudinally of the cheek plates

2 In a bridle bit the ctjmbination with cheek plates and

a bar interpose*! therebetween: of a whe«-l supp*)rte<! by

each ch'>ek plate, a flexible actuaung device normally

wound thereon a connection between the bar and each

wheel, am! means oi.«-rated by the wIl-cIs for shifting the

wheels and bar longitu-imally of the --heck plates

3. In a bridle bit the combination with cheek plates and

a bar interposed therel>etween : of a casing utxm each plate,

a wheel rotatably mounted in ea<h casing, flexible means

normally wound ui.on each wheel for a.tuating it, means

operated bv the wheels for shifting the wheels longitudinally

of the cheek plates, and a connection l)etween the bar and

4 In a bridle bit the combination with cheek plates,

slides mounte*! thereon, and a bar intenxised l^etween an.l

movable with the slides of a revoluble element upon one

of the 8li<les, means for actuating the same, and means

operate*! bv sai ! element for shifting the slides ui)on the

cheek plates

6 In a bridle bit the combination with cheek plates.

a rack within each plate, and a bar interposed l>etween the

plates: of slides moununl tipon the plates, gears earned

thereby and meshing with th.- racks a connection betw.-en

the bar an ! the slides, an 1 means for mtating the g*'ar

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette 1
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89 1.4 20. STABLE EXPLOPIVE. FusTCHER B.

HoLMBs. Woodbury, N. J . assignor, by mesne assisn-

ments. to The E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Com-
[>any. Wilmington. Del . a Ckjrporation of New Jersey.

Filed July 21, liKU. Serial No 217,503,

1 .\ stable nitrattn! stArch consisting of a mixture of

nitrate ! sUircli and ammonium oxalate

2. A stable nitrated starch consisting of a mixture of

nitrated starch and from two to twenty percent, ammoni-
imi oxalate.

3. A stable nitrated starch consisting of a mixture of

nitrated starch and from two to five percent, of ammonium
oxalate.

4. A stable nitrated atarch consisting of a mixture of

nitrated starch and neut3*al ammonium oxalate.

5. A stable nitrat«*i starch consisting of a mixture of

nitrated starch and from two to five percent, of neutral

ammonium oxalate.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 1,421. WINDOW SHADE AND CURTAIN FIX-
Tl^RE. Frank E. Huqoins, Zeandale. Kans. Filed

Aug. 2. 1907, Serial No. 3S6.R51

1. In a shuile tixtur* the combuuition with an aijertureil

Strip havin>{ an inU'gral jaw, and a bracket adjustably

mount<xJ upon the strip, of a jaw aiijustably conneitel to

said strip, and a caui lever connectetl to said jaw and de-

tachably connecte*! to the strip for a.! justing the jaws to-

ward or from each other.

2 In a shaile ftxture the combination with a strip having

a plurality of apertures and a jaw integral witli tiie strip;

of a jaw slid ably mounted ui>*jn the strip, a pivoted lever

siidabiy counecte*! to the alidable jaw. and means extend-

ing from th*' lever and detacliably engaging any one of the

apertures, said lever constituting means fur forcing tiie

jaws t<5ward each other.

3. In a sliaile fixture tlie combination with a strip having

a longitudinal series of ai)ertures, am! a jaw at one end of

the strip: of a jaw siidabiy mounted upon the strip, means
connecting suiil jaw and detachably engaging any one of

the apertures in the strip for adjusting the jaws toward or

frf>m each other, ami a bracket ailjustal>ly mounted upon

the strip

4. In a sliaile fixture the conibiualion with a strip hav-

ing a series of alining apertures, and a jaw at one end of

the -trip; of a jaw siidabiy mounted upon the strip, a base

extt-nding therefrom, a i)ivot device slidabl.v engaging the

base and dispose<l to b*- seate I within an\ iine of the aper-

tures within the strip, and a lever fulcrume! upon and

movable with said tlevicc, said lever being disposed to bear

against the slidable jaw to actuate it.

5. In a sha<ie fixture the <x>mbination with a strip ha\ -

ing a jaw at one end. of a jaw sti.lably mounKnl uvmid the

strip, a lever pivotally mounted uix>n the strip and sli<l-

ably connecteti to the jaw, and im-ans exU'U Img from the

l««ver for aiijustably engaging the strip, said lever temg
dispo.sed to actuate the jaws in opposite directions simul-

taneously.

[Claims 6 an<l 7 not printed in the da/ette.]

891,422. VERTICAI^SHAFT CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
Archibald W Hinsakeu, Pomona, Cai. Filed Jan-

22, 1906. Serial No. 297.235.

1. A vertical shaft centrifugal pump comprising a shell

having an inii>eller chamber a bottom intake, a jjeripheral

outlet, an upper suction ciiamber abo\f the iinix-ller cliam-

ber. a counterbalancing suction chamber below the impeller

chandler and outside the intake, and also having ports con-

necting the intake and said lower counterbalancing cham-

ber, a balancing suction pipe extending from the upi)er

suction chamber to the intake: and an impeller in the shell

between said suction and lower counterbalancing chambers

and provi.iel with an upper heati working in said .suction

chamber, and with two lower heads working in the intake

and in the lower ctiunterbalancing chambers, respectively,

the one head being adapted to cut off commimication be-

tween the pressure chamber and the intake when the im-

peller low*'rs. and to open said communication when the

impeller rises.

2. A vertical shaft centrifugal pump comprising a shell

provided witJi a suction chamber and a pressure chamber

on opposite sides of the innjcller chatnl>er, the same being

adapted to counterbalance the weight of impeller and

shafting and the end tlirust caused by suction and discharge

heads; and an impeller provided with a hollow piston head

which is constructed to open commuuication Ijetwecn the

intake and the counterbalancing pressure chamber when

the imiieller rises, and to close such communication when
the imi>eller lowers, sai 1 hollow piston-head forming a di-

rect connection botwiH;u the intake and the interior of the

imi>eUer.

891,423 M.ACHINE FOR FORMING CONCRETE
BLOCKS. James Inoelix, Muskegon, Mich. Filed

Sept. 17. 1907. .Serial No. .393.277.

2S

I 1. In a mold for concrete blocks, the corabinati<>n of a
' slidable bed, raeaos for sliding the bed. a rear wall fixed on
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the bed, a front wall hinRfd to the bed. Bupports for the

front wall, and detacher! end walla.

2. In a mold for concrete blocks, the Oonibination of a

slidable bed, means for .^^liding the tjed, a detachable rear

wall mounte<l on the bed, a detachable front wall hin«e<l

to the bed, and (letache<l laterally adjust*ble end wall.-*.

3. In a mold for concrete blocks, a sliiiable be<i, mean.s

for sliding the be.1, a rear wall attache<i to the bed. a front

wall hinged tt) the be<l, a -^uptiortfor the front wall attachivl

to the bed, and end w«ll.-< detached from the be.t

4. In a mold for concrete block.s. a slidable tx-1, means

for sUdinK the be<!, a rear wall fixe<l on the l>e<l. a front wall

hinged to the ^)ed. cores extemling Ihrough the rear wall, a

sut't'ort for the cores, detached end walls, and a support for

the front wall,

5. In a mold fur concrete blocks, the co»ibination of par-

allel ways, a Ijod and a slide movable in the ways, racks on the

bed and slide, segment.s engaKing the racks and mounted on

rock-shafts. Treadles to operate the segments, cores mount-

ed on the slide, front and rear walls mounted on the bed

and perforate<i to receive the cores, the front wall l>eing

hinged to the bt'd anti the rear wall fixed .m the bed, a

support for the front wall when tume<l d<ivii und detached

end walls.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oazelte.]

891 424, SEPARATOR Robert W Jkasi p, Oakland,

Cal.. assignor of one-half to Fairfa.x H. Wheelan. Oak-

land Cal. Filed .\ug S. 1906. Serial Ko. 329.65K.

1 The combination, in a separator, of $ screen composed
of larallel, spai-ed straight wires flxe«i at both ends: and an

overlying, rotaiable, helically-directe<l finish with its axis

transverse to the screen- wires and so mounte<l relatively to

the screen that its bristles, during the revolution of said

brush, shall pass through the screen-space*, and their ends so

pa.ssing through shall descrilie. beyonW the outer surface of

the screen, an arc having a chord approxiinately equivalent

to the width of the screen.
|

2. The combination, in a separator, 'of a plurality of

screens relatively ilis[>o8e«l to f(jrm a trough, each s<-reen l>e-

ing comtHJse.l i>( parallel, spaced wires fixe<l at b<Jth enils

anil a rotatable. helically-<iirected brush mounte<l in said

trough with Its axis transverse to the screen-wires, said

brush being .s<i iiisi:)ose<i relatively to the screens that its

bristles with each revolution of the brush shall pass through

the screen-spaces of each screen, and thair ends so passing

through shall deswribe, f)eyond the outar surfa<'e of each

screfn. an arc h.>iving a chord appro.xiniately equivalent to

the width of said screen.

2 In combination, a motor, a reversing controller. &

relay for controllihg the circuit of said motor, two actuating

coils on said relay, connections Ix'tween said actuating coils

and said controller arranged to cause said coils to operate

cumulativelv in the forward running i)osltion of the con-

troller and to oppose each other in the reverse txjsition of

the controller, a switch in the circuit including one of said

coils, and a device geared to the motor for controlling said

switch.

89 1,425. LIMIT-SWITCH DEVICE S.^m H. KaN-
M.\CHER, Schenectaily, N Y., assignor to Cieneral Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. File<l Dec.

IS, 1905. Serial No. 2<*2,1SI

1 In combination, a motor, a reversing controller, a

relay for controlling the circuit of siiid motor, actuating

coils on said relay, connections V>etween controller and said

coils arrange<l to change the relative polfirities of said coils

in the forward and reverse positions of the controller, a

switch in the circuit containing one of saki coils, and means
controlleti by said motor for operating s»id switch.

3. In combination, a motor, a memlier geared to said

motor and ailapteti to be moved thereby between prede-

terrnineil limits, a relay for controlling the circuit of said

motor and having two positions, means controlle<l by sai<l

controller and said meml>er when said member is in one of

Its extreme positions for causing .said relay to assume one

of its saiil jKjsitions when the controller is in one running

position and the other of its said inisitions when the con-

troller is 111 the opptwiU' runmiig jiosition

4. In combination, a motor, a memlier geare<l to said

motor and adapte<l to l>e move«l within pre.letermined

limits, a reversing controller, a relay for controlling the cir-

cuit of said motor, means controlle<l by said contruller an<l

said memlx-r for causing saitl relay to oin-rate to complete

the motor circuit when the controller is in one of its rtinning

positions and the said mendw-r is in its extreme position

corresponding to the revcr-^e iM>situ)n of the controller and

for causing said relay to operate to oi)en the motor circuit

when the sai<l mendier has move<l to its other cxtranie

jxwition.

5. In combination, a motor, a reversing controller, a

relay for controlling the circuit of saiil motor, two actuating

coils on said relay, connections l)etween said actuating ooils

and said controller arranged to caase .said coils to act ciaiui-

latively in one position of the controller and to opi>ose each

other in the reverse ixjsition of the controller, a normally

OT)en switch in the circuit containing one of said colls, and

member operated by said motor for closing said switch.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the t^iazette.)

891.426. SAFETY-PIN .Vix.i.fii

York.N, Y. Filed Jan 21, 1W)7

O. Kaufman. New
Serial No. ,353,214.

1 A safety pin comprising a rectangular frame formed

of wire, one side of whi<'h is projected and formed into a coil

spring which engages the free «»nd of the wire forming the

opposite side: said first side extending l)eyond said coil to

form the engaging part : a housing fomieti of sheet metal

»ecure<l to the other end of said frame, one side of said hous-

ing being slotted and the portion l>etween said slots being

raised to form a housing for the pf)int of said engaging

June 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.

part and the opposite side of said housing being dented
|

beneath said slots.

2. In a safety pin having a rectangular frame, a housing

mountetl on one end thereof consisting of a single piece of

sheet metal doubly slottJil on one .side, the jwrtion of said

housing between 8ai<l sloUs Ix-ing pressed together and

rai8e<l and the opposite side of said housing l)eing dented

beneath said slots, as and for the purpose set forth.

3 The herein descrdjed safety pin comprising a rectan-

gular frame formed from a single piece of wire lacke<l to-

gether at one end, one side of said frame projecting and be-

ing formed into a coil spring luid an engaging part, said

spring Ivmg on the same side of said frame as the said en-

gaging part, a housing of sheet metal mounted on the op-

posite end of said frame, and being doubly slotted on the

side thereof, the space between said slot* being pressed to-

gether and outward U) receive the i>oint of said engaging

part and the opposite side of said housing l)eing dented be-

neath said slots as and for the purpose set forth.

4. A safety pin comprising a body formed from a wire

looped at one end and having spaced side amis, a pin car-

ried by the other end of the body and extending longitudi-

nally between the side arms, said pin having a pointed end

at the looped end of the body, a hood that Is slipped upon

and surrounds the loojjed end of the body, said hood com-

prising front and rear sheet metal walls integrally connect-

ed on the outer sides of the side arms, the front wall having

spaced, longitudinal 8lit« l)etween its outer margins, the

portions betwi^n the slits l>eing formed into a keeper that

receives the poinle<i end of the pin. the portions of said

front wall outside the slit.s being cut to provide inwardly

extending ears that arc bent inwardly about the adjacent

portions of the side arms.

with fixed rails and movable points, of a bar connecting

said points provide<i with a deiiending U-shape<i portion.

locking levers pivotally moununi iK'tween said points pro-

vided with spaced lugs at one end. and ofTset members at

the other ends, sai.l offset members l>eing providetl with

beveled underfaces a switch o;)erating rod slidably mount-

ed in said U-shaped portion provided with an inverted V-

shaped lug adapted to lift tlie ofTset members of the locking

lever out of the U-shaped ptirtion and release the points and

operate said points.

891,428. I'HoCKSSOF APPLYING Sl'RFACE PAPER
TO COKKl (iATED PACKING-BOARDS William

H. Latus, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 11, 1907.

Serial No. 367,493

891,427 SWITCH-OPERATING MECHANISM Ja»

W. Keating. Portland, Oreg. Filed Aug. 28, 1907.

Serial No. 39t),515.

The herein descril>ed process of applying Burface paper to

corrugated packing boards, which consists in coating the

crowns or tips of the corrugations of the pai)er boariis with

heated tar, applying the surface paper m a continuous

stnp to ttie tar-coate<l crowns of the corrugations, and

passing the product Ix-tween hollow smoothing i)iateus

containing a cooling medium to chdl and -set" the t:ir

891,429. VEHICLE-WHEF:L Joseph Lipping, New
London, Conn. Filed June 10, 1907. .Serial No.

378,179.

1. A switch ojx^rating mechanism including fixed rails

and movable pointi^. a bar extending Ix^tween and connect-

ing sait i)oints. weighted locking levers between said ixiints

provi.le<i with lugs for engaging the rails and ;x)int8. and a

sli.lably arranged ri>d for operating said locking levers and

moving saiil rx^)ints

2 In a switch operating mechanism, the combination

with fixed rails and movable i>ointi^ of a bar connecting

said points providetl with a U-shaix- i jxirtion. weighte<l

locking levers arrange*! Ix-tween said iKiints pro\ ided with

spaced lugs at one end a<lapfed to fit Ix'side the b;ise of the

rail and i>oint. -.iiul a ro<i slidably mounU-d in said u-shaped

poruon for oix-rating said rxiints and said locking levers.

3. In a switch ojwrating mechanism, the combination

with fixed rails and movable i)oints. of a bar connecting

said i>oints provided with a U-8hai)ed portion, locking le-

vers pivotally moimte.l lM'twf>en said jxjint.s, provided with

weigh t4'.l ofr.s«-t emls a<lapt<Hi to fit In said U-shaped portion

of said bar. and an operating roil extending through said U-

«h:q>e i-portion provide<l with a lug adapte;! to engage said

offs^'t iiieml«<rs. and jsaid U-8hai>ed i)ortion. for the pur-

lx)se descrilM'd

4. The combination with fixed rails an.l movable points,

of a bar connecting sail p<jints provided with a depending

U-shaped ixjrtion. the vertical walls of which .are ai>ertured

in alinement with each other, locking levers mount«»<l l>e-

tween said points provided with ofTset members :iii:ti)ted to

fit m said U-shai)ed jxirtion of said bar, and a switch oi>er-

atiiig rod extending through the ajierture of the U-shaped

lM)rtion of the bar pruvide<i with an inverted V-shai^'d lug

a<lapteil Uj engage saiil off-et members, and salil U shai>e,i

portion, for oix-rating .said locking levers an I r>oints

6. In a switch oi)erating mechanism, the combination

I 1. The herein descrilx'd wheej comprising a rim formed

j

from a series of sections hinged together, said section- of

;

U-shape, the tread portions extended forming integral

spring spokes, substantially as <lescribed

2. The herein described vehicle wheel comprising a rim

formed from a series of sections hinged together, said sec-

tions of U shape, the tread p<irlions extended forming in-

tegral S shai)e<i spring spokes. sui>stantially as describetl.

3. The herein de.scribe<i wheel comprising a rim formed

from a series of sections of U- shape in croa.s sectitm forming

a tread and sides the tread extended forming integral

spring si^ikes, the ends of adjacent sections overlapping

each other and pivoted together, substantially as descriljed.

4. The herein described wheel comprising a rim or tire

formed from a series of sections hinged together, said sec-

tions of U-shai)e and oi>ening inward, a hub, and spokes

between the hub and rim.

891,430 KINEMATOGRAPH AND LIKE APPARA-
TUS. ,\RCAnE Mallet. Pans. France Filed July 23,

1907. Serial No .385,1H.3

1. In a mechanical <levice for cutting the strip of film

employed in kinemau>graphs when desired, separate maga-
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zinea each having a noazle. a 'sloTteii ptUK con.-^tituting a

part of the rn)zile and nieaii^ connrctini; tbe said plugs

for alinultaneous movement, to cut the §trip at each plu«

and close thr orifloe of eacfaina<caii"e-

2. In a mechoikMtl device for f-mtiiik; rho strip of film

employed in l(inematograph.'< when desire.! s«p:irate maga-

zines each having an orifice for receiving the stru' and

each having a device for simultaneoualy clusiiii? -said orifice

and for cutting the film at that ixnnt. anil mechaunai ruii-

necriona for operating lK)th of said devices together.

S91 431 ^^AFETY ATTACHMENT FOR KINEMATO-
ORAPHS. Ariade Mallkt. Paris, FYance Filfnl

Oct. 29, 1907 Serial No ^W,?^

1 A safety device to stop the burning of a film in a kine-

matograph, comprising magazines provide*! with nozzles,

spring obturators cooperating therewitU. and an inflam-

mable strip in proximity with tbe film, holding open the

spring obturators, whereby ignition of tfce film will ignite

the strip and release the obturators.

2. A safety device to atop the burning of a film in a kine-

matograph, compriaing nozzles, means for closing said

nozzles, highly-combustible material <oCperating with

^aid means to normally keep the nozzle* open, the whole

arranged to ignite the highly-combustible material upon

Ignition of the fllin and to release the afoteaaid nozzle-clos-

ing means.
|

89 1.43 2. GAS AND OTHER EMGINE John S,

Miller, Arnold. Kans. Filed Nov 26, 1907 Serial

No. 403.916

1 In an explosive engine, a cylimler, pwtona therein with

their ro«is extending in opposite directions, pivotally mount-

ed upright anus pivotally connected with the out*^ en<t.« r>f

said pi.-^ton rods, a dn\ inj? tliaft. coiuiecllonri betwet-n tlie

same and said arms Intetmetliate the ends of the latter,

ami adjustable means connect trig the lower ends of said arms.

" ' *.iiV.nwA^w; "5

©

2 In an explosive engine, a cylinder, opjxisitely difii<tf»«'d

piston." fiierein upright arms pivotally connected at their

iipiHT end.s to thetjuter ends of the piston ro«is. hea<l» pivot-

allv <<innect€d to the lower ends of said arms, means ail-

ju.staiily connecting said heads, and connect u m-- Sx-t \\ '-I'li

said arms intermediate iheir ends and the driving meulian-

ism of the engitie.

891.4.33 HOUSE-TANK CLEANER
New York. N Y Filed Jane It

378.994.

John O Connor.
1907 Serial No.

1. The combination of a lank, a spider locate<t therein,

feet connected with said spider and movable outwardly a

beam mounted up<;n said spider, a shaft support^l \->\ saiil

lieam and by said tank, a geiu- whe*-! mounte<l uix)n said

shaft, a second gear whf-el meshing with said first meiitione«l

gear wheel, and brushes controllable by movement.^ of said

sec<jnd mentioned gear wIkh'I for the purjxjse of cleaning

said tank.

2. The cornbinati<}n of a tank having its casing vertical

a spider mounted within said tank aiiil provided with

means for detachaiily engaging the internal surface thereof,

said spider being thereby ailjustable to ilifferent ele^atlons

relatively to siiid tank, brushes mo\inted within said tank

and atlapjed to clean the same, and a gear supported par-

tially by said tank and partially by said spider for the i>nr-

poie of turning said brushes.

3 The combination oi a tank, a spider to be niounteil

therein, a b«'am connecte»i with .said spider, a revoluble
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bhafl supporKxl partly by -said beam and partly by said

tank, brusiios revulubly mounted upon said spider, a gear

conjicrim^; said re\(iluble bru^he,-, fur the iiurposc of turn-

ing ?cii'l liruahea.

891,434, BOX-LID HOLDKR
Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. 18, 1907.

Alden C. Oland«r,
Serial No. 393,443.

1. .\ box lid holder comprising an extensible spring con-

nected at oppoeite ends to the lid and the box, and tending

to cloee the lid, and means supported by the spring to stop

the swing of the lid toward the box.

2. A box lid holder comprising clips adapted to respec-

tively engage the body and lid of a box, a coiled extensible

spring connecKHl at its opposite ends to the clips and In

teii-i oil tending to close the lid, and a rod loosely held with-

in I he -priiin and arranged to stop the swing of the lid

toward the box.

3. A box lid hoi ier comprising a pair of clips adapted to

respectively engage the body and lid of the box, a spring

connecting the clips, an 1 a fitiKcr secured to tlie clip on the

lid and extended downwar llv Ixhind the lid, in ptwition to

contact at its lower en I aKain.st the back of the box the

clip on the lid bemu .1 ijustaiih to vary the tension of the

spring an.l al.so tht > < i!i!a< t of the finger.

JsU 1 ,435.
Brooklyn,

359,169

POWKRl'RKSS NiKioK K

N Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1W7
V. Palmks,
Serial No.

1 A power press provided with a crank sliaft an.i u ^ cr-

tically movable phinger connecte<l witti saitl siiaft, said

plunger comprising a vertically movable i)ack niend>er pro-

vided at the ixjttom thereof with a cross head with which

a punch is connected, a blcK-k a<ljustaljly connected with

the back member, and a rixl connected with the crank of

tlie crank shaft and with said vertically adjustable block,

said rod being adapted to move independent 1> of saiii

block.

2. .K power press pr<jvided with a crank shaft and a ver-

tically movable plunger ct)nnected with said .shaft, said

plunger comprising a vertically movable back member pro-

vided at the iKittom Uiereof with a crost^ head with whicli

a punch is connecte<i, a block atijuatably comiected with

the back member, a rod connected with the crank of the

crank siiaft anil with said vertically adjustable block, said

rod l>eing adapu-*! Uj move inde[>endently of said block,

and means whereby said rod at the Iwttom of its movement
will l)ear on .said cross hea<l.

3. A i)ower press provided with tiie usual crank r^tlaft

and a vertically movable plunger, baid plunger comprising

a batk member provided at its lower end with a cros^ head

and a vertically adjustable member mounted over said cross

head, and arotl connected with the crank sliaft and w ith said

vertically adjustable meiuber and adapte.i during a pan of

the revolution of the crunk shaft to move indei«'ndeiUly of

said vertically a<.iju8table memt)er and at the lower limit

of its movement to force said plunger downwardly.

4. A single acting i>ower prei^s provided with a crank

shaft, a crank rod connected therewith, and a vertically

movable plunger the connection of the crank rcxi with the

plunger being a loose and movable connection whereby the

extent of the vertical movement of the plunger is less than

the throw of tiie crank shaft.

5. A ix>wer press of the class described provided with a

crank shaft, a crank rod connecte.1 therewith, a plunger

suspended from the crank rod, and means for adjusting

the extent of the vortical movement of the plunger and for

holding the plunjter stationary during a pan of the rotation

of the crank shaft.

891 ,436.
Brooklyn,
404,103.

POWER-PRESS. Vhtor K.

N. Y. Filed Nov. 27, 1907.

\'. l'.\l..MtR,

Serial No.

1. A power press of the class des<riL»ed. provided with

a crank shaft and a drive wheel mounted thereon, the

hub of the drive wheel ix'ing provided in it^ inner face

with a plurality of longitudinal recesses which arc seg-

mental in cross section, the crank shaft being alst> pro-

vided where it passes through the hub of the drive wheel

with two similar recesses which are longer than the

hub of the drive wheel, and two clutch keys niountcii in

said recess«'s, and longer thaii the hub of the drive wheel,

the end iM>rtions of said cluU'h keys l)emg cylindrical in

cross section, and tliat part thereof within the hub of

the drive wheel being segmental in cross section, one of

said keys ix-ing oi)erated in the usual iniuiner 1<j secure

said wheel to the shaft in the operation of the machine

when the shaft is turned m one direction, and the other

key lieing automatically oixrated for locking -aid wheel

to sai.l .shaft an.l prevent the rotation of the -haft in said

wheel in the opposite direction

2 \ [jower press of the class described, provided with

a crank .shaft and a drive wheel mounted thereon, the

hub of the drive wheel l)eing provi le<i in its inner face

with a plurality of longitudinal recess*'- which are seg-

iMciital in cross s«'ction, the crank sliaft l>eing also pro-
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vWed where It passes through the hub of thei drive wheel
with two similar reoeaaes which are longer than the hub

' '\\r' 'irive wheel, two clutch keys mounte<l in said re-

i-t-v-*fs and longer than the hub of the drive wheel, the

inner ends of said clutch keys being provide<l with seg-

mental arms which extend In the same direction, the

arm of one of said keys being connecte<i wiTh the shaft

by an expansion sprmg, and the arm of tha other by a

pull spruig, and pedal operated devices for oi>erating one
of .said keys to secure said wheel to the shaft In the oper-

ation r)f the machine when the shaft i.s turning in one di-

rection, and automatically ojierating devices for s«'curing

sai<i wheel to sai I shaft when the said shaft Is. turning in

the opposite direction.

S9i,4a7 P.\PER BOX. Harold C. Pakis Minne-
apoUa. Miiui., a^^ignor to National Candy (Jlomiiany. St.

Louis. Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr.
2. 190.H sserial No 424.7->4.

1. A box comprising a lx>dy-{X)rtion formed of a tube
rectangular in crons-section. means for closing one end of

the tul)e. a flap connecteti to one side of the tube at the enti

thereof, said flap being divide<i into three sections by a

plurality of scoring lines whereby the same rftay be with-
drawn to form an extension on the box with op«»n ends
through whiv-h the contents of the box may be delivered.

2. A box comprising a body-portion formod of a tube
rectangular in cross-section, means for closing one end of

the tube, a flap coimected at one side of the tube at the

end thereof, said flap being divided into threa sections by
a plurality of scoring lines, the two sections adjacent to

the iKxiy of the l>ox being of a width substantially e<iual

to the width of the sides of the body portion, whereby
the flap may be drawn out to form an extension close*!

on three sides and open on two sides, through which
openings the contcita of the box may be dehvered.

891,438. INDICATOR FOR FIREARM.S Jame.sJ.
Pe.\rd, Hartford. Conn., assignor to Cf)lt'-» Patent Fire

Arms Manufacturing Company, Hartford. Conn . a Cor-
poration of Connecticut. Filed Nov. 14, ^90T. Serial

No 402,133.
I

I. In a breech-loatling firearm, the combination of a

rhaml)er to receive a cartridge for firing, a bteech-closing

means, and an indicator yieldingly 3uptx>rte<l in the

breech-closing means and having a part located radially

within the cartridge-chanjber and atiapteti for contact

with the rear face of a cartridge in the chaml>er, whereby
the indicator is n)ove<l to indicate the presence of a car-

tridge in the chamber.

2. In a breech-loading firearm, the combination of a
chamber to receive a cartridge for firing, a breech-closing

mean.s. and an indicator yieldingly supported in the
breech-closing means and havmg a projection located

ra<lially within the cartridge-chamber and adapted for

contact with the rear face of a cart ridge- head in the cham-
l>er out of line with the primer, whereby the indicator is

moved to indicate the presence of a cartridge in the
chamber.

3. In a breech-loading firearm, the combination of a
chaml>er to receive a cartri<lge for firing, a breech-bolt,

.ind an indicator yieldingU i\ip[H>rte<i iri the breech-bolt

and having a r>arT h .. atcd radialK within said cliamlnT and
a<iapted f(jr cf)nta(t with the rear face of a cartridge in the

chamber, whereby the indicator is moved to indicate the

presence of a cartridge in the chamber.
4 In a breech-loa<iing firearm, the combination of a

barrel having a chamber to receive a cartridge for firing,

a breech-closing mean.s. and an indicator yieldingly sup-
porteti in the breech-closmg means and having a part

located radiall\ inside of the chaniN'r in the barrel and
adapted for contact with the rear face of a cartridge in

the chamber, whereby the indicator is moved to indicate

the presence of a cartridge in the chamber.
.5. In a l)reech-loa<ling firearm, the combination of a

barrel having a chamber to receive a cartridge for firing,

a breech-lxjit , anil an indicator yieldingly supfH)rt€Nl in

the breech-bolt and having a part locate<t ra^lially inside

of said chaml^KT and a<lRpte<l for contact with the rear

face of a cartridge m the chamber, whereby the indicator

is moved to indicate the presence of a cartridge in the

chain lier.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 1 .43m PKR.MrT.\TlON-L<X'K Kusworth E.

Qv.KiST.KSCE. Denver, Colo.. a.ssignor to The Permuta-
tion Lock and NoveltN- Company. Denver, (^lio FMIe<l

Dec 24. UMHi .Serial No. 349.217

If /»

1. In a permutation lock, the combination of a hollow

spindle having an enlargement at one extremity, a locking

bar transversely movable within the spindle, a shackle

journaled in the enlargement of .said spindle at one ex-

tremity of the locking bar, its opposite extremity l)eing

con.structed to engage the opiX)site extremity of the lock-

ing bar, and p«Tinutation devices mount<>d on the spindle

for controlling the ino\ ement of the locking bar, suljstan-

tially as descril)ed

2. In a permutation lock, the combination of a hollow

q>iDdle, a lo<'king bar transversely movable in the spindle,

the spindle l)eing provide<l with an enlargement at one ex-

tremity, a rod connected with the locking bar extremity

and having one extremity protruding from the enlarged

extremity of the spindle, the rod and locking bar being

spring-act uate«l. a shackle having one extremity jour-

naled on the said ro<i. its opixjsite extremity cooix-raiing

with the locking bar, and permutation devices mounted
on the spindle for controlling the movement of the locking

bar. sul)stantiall\ as iU»s<Tibed

3. A permutation hx-k comprising a hollow spindle ha\-
inga knob or enlargement at each extremity, a lo<'king bar

transversely movable in the spindle and protruding into the

.said knobs which are rece-s.-^- t for that puri)o»e, a roti con-

nected with one e.xtremity of the locking bar and protrud-

ing from one knob of the spindle to permit movement of

the bar from the outside f)f the knob, a shackle journaled

on the rod extremity of the locking bar while its opt)osite

extremity is a«.lapted to interlock with the locking bar. and
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permutation devices revolubly mounted on the spindle be-

tween the knok>8 for controlling the movement of the lock-

ing bar, substantially as described.

4. In a {Hrniutaiion lock, the combination of a hollow

spindle having kiiol>s or enlargements at both extremities,

a locking bar iransverselv nio\ able in the spindle and hav-

ing Its extremities protru llIl^; into chambers formed in the

knobs of the spindle one nf the knobs having an opening, a

rod rigidly connecte 1 with the lockiiiK bar and protruding

from the ojM-ning to permit exterior manipulation of the

locking bar, a spring acting on the locking bar, a shackle

Journale<l on the nwl at one extremity, its opposite ex-

tremity being constructed to cooperate with the locking

bar, and permutation devices mountefl on the spindle be-

tween the said knobs, substantially as de8cril)ed.

5. In a ix-rmtitation lock, the combination of a hollow

spindle, a lo<king bar transversely movable in the spindle,

the latter Iwiiig provided with hollow extremities into

which the extremities of the locking bar protrude, a rod

connected with one extremity of the locking bar, the rod

having one extremity protruding through an opening

forme<l in the correspon<ling spindle extremity, a spring

acting on the bar whereby it Inu* a normal tendency to

move in one direction, a shackle journaled on the rod ex-

tremity of the locking bar. while its opposite extremity is

adapted to enter the corresiMtnding extremity of the spin-

dle, the spindle and shackle IxMng shai>ed t^) interlock, and

permutation device.s mounted to rotate on the spindle be-

tween its extremities, for controlling the movement of the

locking bar. substantially as describe<l

[Claim 6 not printe<l In the Gasette.]

8 91.441. COFFEE-POT. Peter Renneb. Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Dec. 20. 1906. Serial No. 348,781.

891,44 0. PLAiSTER OR COMPOSITION BOARD.
OUSTAVK Radeh. Montclair. N. J . assignor of one-half

to A. Alexander Ivlelman. BrtKjklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr.

28. 1908. Serial No 429.674

1. A plaster or ctjmposltion lx)ard consisting of a layer

of hardene<l plastic material and one or more out.slde or

face layers of rtbri>us material, the back or backs of which.

next to the plastic material, have projecting fibers over

substantially their entire surface whereby the plastic mate-

rial is ma4le t^) adhere firmly to the fibrous material.

2 .\ pla.ster or comixisitlon lK)ard consisting of a layer

of har.iened plastic material, and one or more outside or

face layers of fibrous material, the back or backs of which,

next to the pla.stic material have been made rough to pro-

duce projecting filx'rs over substantially their entire sur-

face whereby tlu- plastic material is made to adhere firmly

to the fibrous material.

3. A plaster or composition board consisting of a layer

of plaster-of-parLs, hair or fii>er mixed to strengthen same,

and one or more outside or faie la.vers of fibrous material.

the back or backs of which next to the plastic material

have projecting fll)ers over substantially their entire sur-

face whereby the plastic material is made to adhere firmly

to the fibrous material.

4. A plaster or comiKjsition board consisting of a layer

of plaster-of-paris and fiber mixed, and one or more out-

side or face layers of pai>er. felt or any other fabric, the

back or backs of which next to the plastic mat^-rial have

projecting fibers over sulwtantially their entire surface

whereby the plastic material is made to adhere ftrinl\- to

the paper, felt or fabric.

1. In a pot of the cla8.sdescril)e<l, a container sectit)n. a

mixer section associated therewith, an imperforate bottom

arranged in .said mixer section and tightly engaging the

sides of the mixer section, whereby the l<everage during

infusion is prevented passing from the mixer section to the

container section, said bottom being movable from said

engage<i i>o8ition to establish communication between the

Interior of the mixer section and the container section, ami

means for holding said bottom in said displaced position,

2. In a pot of the class described, a container section, a

mixer section associated therewith and provided with

tajK-ring sides, an imperforate bottom arranged In said

mixer section having tapering sides that tiglitly fit the

tapering sides of the mixer section, whereby communica-

tion between the interior of the mixer section and the in-

terior of the container section Is cut off, means for moving

sai<l bottom from engagement with the sides of the mixer

section to establish communication t>etween the interior

of the mixer section and the Interior of the container sec-

tion, and means for holding said bottom in said position

3. In a pot of the class de8crii>ed, a container .stntion a

mixer section ajssoclated therewith and provide<l with

taj^ring sides, an imperforate movable bottom arrange<l

In said mixer section having tapering sides that tightly fit

the taiH'ring sides of the mixer s«'ction. whereby conmiuni-

catlon between the interior of the njixer .section and the in-

terior of the container section is cut off an ojierating bar

connected to said bottom for moving the latter from en-

gagement with the sides of the mixer section to establish

conununication between the interior of the mixer section

and the interior of the container section, and means for en-

gaging said bar to hold said bottom in said position.

4. In a pot of the cla.ss descrit>ed. a container section, a

mixer section Rs.sociated therewith and provideil with

tapering sides, an imperforate movabU- Ixittom arrange.! in

said mixer section having tapering sides that tightly fit the

tapering sides of the mixer section, whereby communica-

tion between the interior of the mixer section and the inte-

rior of the container section is cut off. an operating bar <-on-

nected to said bottom for moving the latter from engage-

ment with the sides of the mixer section to establish com-

munication between the interior of the mixer section and

the interior of the cf)ntainer section, and a ret.arder coact-

mg with said bar for holding said iHjttom in said jKjsition.

5. In a pot of the class descril>ed. a container section, a

mixer section associated therewith and provided with

tai>ering sides, an imperforate movable bottom arranged in

said nuxer section having tapering sides that tightly fit the

tapering sides of the mixer section, whereby communica-

tion between the Interior of the mixer section and the in-

terior of the container section is cut off, an operating bar

connected to said bottom for moving the latter from en-

gagement with the sitles of the mixer section to establish

communication between the interior of the mixer section
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the intenor o( iht- container =^tion, an.l a resilient ' S91.443. CAN-OPENER. Joskph F. Rurr. Newberry,

retarder coactuig with stu.l bar for holding sajd bottoui m Fla. Filed May 29. 1W7. Serial No. ;}7tt,4ai.

•aid position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in iht> Gaiett.- )

89 1.4 4 2.

phia, fa

RKiOER'S TRUCK. John Ross. Philadel-

hiU><! M:»y 14. 1907 Serial No 373. .">94.

Ilea riggers' irvu k. a truclc portion con/iitting of a rec-

tannula frame havini? raj.sed t^entral portions, on two of its

u.ies and upwardly extended [lorlions on the other sidf^

fornung interlocking notched jwrtions. a notched shaft, a

caster wheel 9ecure<l to the shaft, and meau» for rotating

the caster wheel.

2. In a riggers' truck, a truck portion consisting of a rec-

tangular frame having raised central portions on two of its

91. lea and upwardly extended portion* on the other side*

forming interlocking notched portions, a transverse shaft, a

cajjter wheel secured to the shaft, and mean* for rotating

the caster wheel, combine.l with an ailjustable frame

a<laptetl to be removably supiorted upon tht truck frame

and cornpn.sing aide frames adapteti to fit ieto the inter-

locking notches in the lop of the truck frame luid provided

with downwardly extending portions adapte<i to interlock

between the side frames of the truck and cross frames

for connecting the side frames of the adjastable frame

together.

3. In a riggers' truck, a truck portion consiisting of a rec-

tangular frame having raised central portion« on two of its

sides and upwardly extended portions on tke other sides

fornung mterlockiug notched portions, a transverse shaft, a

caster wheel secured to the shaft, and means for rotating

the caster wheel, combined with a series of in<lependent

frames 8upporte<l one upon the other and Xlw whole series

3upporie«l upon the truck frame, the said independent

frames each being provide<l with interlocking parts atlapted

Vo interlock one with the other and also With the truck

frame, so as to prevent relaUve movement i|i a transverse

direction.

4. In a riggers' tnuk, a truck portion con.slsting of a rec-

tangvilar frame having raise<l central portion|« on two of its

sid<'s and upwardly extended portions on the other sides

forming interlocking notched portions, a transverse shaft

a caster wheel secureti to the shaft, and nieaas for rotating

tiie caster wheel, combined with a series of inile;)endent

fraiTies supportetl one upon the other and the whole series

supiH)rte«l upon the truck frame, the saij independent

frajiit-s each being provid«Hi with interlockinK parts ailapte*l

to interlock one with the other and altto with the truck

frame, so as to prevent movement in a trans\»erse direction,

and a turn-table resting upon the upp«Tmo<»t indepemient

frame, and forming an interlocking connection ihertwith

whereby its base portion is prevented from movement in a

horiaontal direction relatively to the Mail indei>eti,ient

frames.

o In a riggers' truck, a base truck frame supr>orte<l

upon a caster wheel, combined with an independent two

part turn-table structure comprising a basp part remov-

ably interlocked with the base truck frame and an upper

part atijustable upon the base part.

[Claiius 6 to 16 not printe<l in the Gazettt.l

1. .\ can-<>[X'iier conipri.sinK an upright, parallel arms

projecting therefrom, and iirovuled with vertu-ally-Hlmol

sleeves, a phmger-rod guide<l withm said sleeves, a bifur-

cated lever pivotaJly 8ecure<l to said plunger-rod, and

loosely .-tecun^ii to said upright, and a cutu-r-heatl consist-

ing of radially-* lisv>ose<l blaii*"*. >«ecured to the lower end of

.said plunger-rcxi.

2. .\ can-<>ixner comprising an upright provid»>d with

means for s«*<uring it to a HupiKirt. and with parallel arms

provided with aline<l sleevi-s a phiiiKcr rod nuidcil within

said slf«-v<-s. a bifurcate<l lever pivotally s»-cured to said

plunger-rod, and loosfMy attached to said upright and a

cutter-head secured to the lower end of said plunger rod.

and consisting of a series of radially disiK>se<l bla«les, each

provided with t projecting flange adjacent to its lower end.

891,444. COTTON-PICKINr, M.XfUINi: RtDoi.rn C.

ScHERLiNQ. Chicago, 111 . assignor f<> Mcnry E. Bullock

and .James E Hullock. Chicago. III. Fileti Feb. 21,

I'HIT S.THil .\'<..'3.'>H,547.

1 In a .-otton picking miichine, the combination with a

picker operating shaft, a plurality of picking flnirers In

gear therewith, and a support for said shaft and picking

finger* formed in two s«'parable sections, one section bear-

ing the shaft and the other section bearing the picking

fingerf.

2 In a cotton picking machitie. the combination with a

picker operating shaft, a plurality of lUcking fingers lu

gear therewith, and a PupjKirt for said shaft and picking

fingers fonnetl in two 9*i)arable sections, one section liear-

ing the shaft and the other section bearing the picking

fingers, the section l>earmg the i>icking fingers being pro-

videil with l)0!wes having b<jres that aflford the bearings

for The fingers.
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3. In a cotton i)i(kitig mai hine, the combination with a

picker operating shaft, a plurality of picking fingers in

gear therewith, and a supiK)rt for said shaft and picking

fingers formed in two s«'paral)le sections. <'ne s»H'tion l)eHr-

Ing the shaft and the oilier s«-<tion bearing the picking

fingers, said s«ciions having .screws for eCfecting their sep-

arable union.

4. In a cotton picking machine, the combination with a

picker oix>rating .-^haft, a plurality of picking fingers in

gear therewith, and a support for said shaft and picking

fingers fornie<l in two separable sections, one section bear-

ing the shaft and the other section lx>aring the picking

fingers, the section bearing the pickim; finkcers being pro-

vide<J with bosses having bore.s tii;ii alTor 1 tlie bearings

for the fingers, said sections hH\ ing screws for effecting

their separable union.

5. In a cotton picking marhine the combination with a

picker oiK-rating shaft, a plurality of picking fingers in

gear therewith, ami a support for said shaft and picking

fingers formed in two separable sections, one section bear-

ing the shaft an<l the other s«'ction bearing the picking
j

fingers, the gearing that c-tablishes the connection be-
j

tween the picking fiiiKcrs and tlie said -.haft comprising

bevel gear wheels ujHdi the shaft and bevel gear wheels

upon the fingers.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

bers being piM)tally conuecte<i tlirough the blocks to the

damp Ixarings and a<lapte«i to swing in a plane Uan.sverse

said rear frame, an operating lever, and a link pivoted on

each of said blocks and to said lever, said links having each

a forwardly projecting ItM.p .so disposetl thereon a.* to make

said links longitudinally resilient and to form a stay for the

folded legs.

5. A bicycle supi>t)rl comprising legs pivoted to the roar

frame of a bicycle and adapted to swing 'n a plane trans-

verse thereto, an (ri>erating lever for swinging said legs piv-

oted at one end on the frame and movable in a plane at a

right angle to the plane of movement of sai<l legs, and con-

necting links pivoted to said legs and to tlie lever interme-

diate its ends ami having each a forwardly projecting loop,

whereby on rotating the oixTating lever upwardly, the leg.s

are folded on the frame through the medium of the con-

necting links and the latter placeil under longitudinal ten-

sion an.i as the upward travel of the lever changes to a

horizontal one the loojjs are moved across said folded legs.

and the pivotal connections of the links with sai.l lever are

carried across the center of rotation of said lever and the

support locked in closed position.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

801,445. BICYCLE -SUPPORT. Jesse C. Scoooins.

Wichita, Kans. Filed Sept Ui. 1907. Serial No. 393.163.

1 A bicycle support comprising legs pivoted to the rear

frame of a bicycle and atlapted to swing on pivots in a

plane transverse thereto, an otn-rating lever pivoted on the

fraime below the saiidle, and connecting links pivoted to

said legs and the oiierating le\ er each of snid links having

an integral forwardly projecting looj) N-tween its ends.

2 A bicycle supr>ort comprising legs pivoted to the rear

frame of a bicycle and atiapted to swing in a plane trans-

vers«' thereto, an oi)erating lever pivoted on the frame t>e-

low the saildle. and connectnig links l>etween said Icrs and

the lever, said links having each a forwardly projecting

spring IfMip therein to form a sjjring for retaining the legs

when elevated and a stav for locking said elevate<i legs.

3. A bicycle supixtrt comprising legs pivot*' 1 to the rear

frame of a bicycle and adapteil to swinK in a plane trans-

verse thereto, an ojierating lever for swinging said legs piv-

oted on the frame an<l arranne I to move in a plane at a

riKht angle to tlie plane of movement of said legs, and con-

necting links Ix'tween sai<l legs and the lever, said links

having each a forwardly projectinK loop so disjKKseii as to

l)e carrieil across said leijs b\- the same movement of the le-

ver that swings the legs

4 A bicycle supiM)rt comprising leg members each mem-
ber having a blo<k rigidly attached to its upper end i)ro-

vided with a downwardly extending stop, a clamp liearing

on each side ..f the rear frame of the bicycle, sai 1 leg mem-

891,446. ATTAtHMEM FOR HA-V RAKES. Sevekt

B. Sevebson. Cambridge'. Iowa I'iled May 1.'^. 1907.

Serial No. 373.368.

1. The coaibination with a hay rake of a number of hay

engaging arms hmged to the hay rake frame in front of the

rake teeth, a f%>ot lever, and means for connecting the foot

lever with said hay engaging arms, sai<l means so arranged

that a pressure upon the foot lever will tend to swing the

hay engaging arms forwardly. and when said pressure is

removed said hay engaging arms will be free to swing rear-

war.ily anc! upwardly.

2 The combination with a hay rake of a rock shaft

mounted on the hay rake frame slightly in advance of the

rake teeth, two jointed arms fixed to the rock shaft and ex-

tended downwardly and forwardly, two hay engaging

arms pivoted to the rake frame in front of said rock shaft,

and normally extended straight downwardly and having

the forward ends of the jointefi arms pivoted thereto, a

foot lever pivoted to the frame, an arm connecte<l with the

rock shaft and a link connecting said arm with the foot

lever, said parts t»eing so arranged that the operator may
by pressing uixin the fi>ot lever httld the hay engaging

arms in a substantially vertical position, and when said

jires.sure is removed the hay engaging arms will l>e free to

swing rearwardly by the pres.«ure on the hay when the

rake is being advaiice<l.

891447. THREE-HORSE EVENER. Alvin L. Simon.

Roanoke. Ind Filed J.an. 22. 1907. Serial No. 3.53,423.

1 In a draft equalizer, the combination with a pivotally

mount*^! arm provi led with a iiotchetl opening, of an arm

pivotally mounted in said oin-ning provided with a tooth

fitting in said notched o^x-ning. means for 8f»curing said

arms to a pole, for the jiurpose descril>ed.

2. In a draft egualizer. the combination with a plate of

an arm pivotally mounted on said plate provideti with a
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liOtdb«d op.Tuni?. of an arm pivoUlly mounta<i on said

pUte in sai.l opening of the arm. and a tooth rarricd by

said arm workmij in the notch of tho openinK. for rh.; pvir-

pofle describe. 1

891,449. FACE-PLATE FOR LOCKS. OuvirF.
Sparks. New Haven. Conn.. a««ignor to Sargent A Com-

pany. New Haven. Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed July 10, 1905. Serial No. 269.041.

3. In M draft equalizer the combination with a pi%'otally

mounted arm provide<l with a notchetl opening,, of an arm

pivotally mounted in said opening provide*! with a t<-M)thed

bofls, fit tin)? in the notch of the opet^ing of the arm, and

means for locking said bojw in said opening, for the purpose

deBcrU>eii.

4. In a draft equalizer, the combination with a pole, of a

plate arranged on said pole, an arm mounted on said plate

provided with a notcheil opening, an arm mounted on sai.l

plate providetl with a toothed boss fitting in said opening

and clamping means carried by the plate for the purpose

describe* i

,5 In a draft equalizer, the combination wittt a plate, of

a sleeve and a pin projecting up from said plate, an arm

mounted on said sleeve provided with a not<?ae<l openmg

fitting over said pin. an arm mounted on said pin provided

with a toothe<l tHjss fitting in said not-ched opening, and

means f.ir securing said plate to a ^x)le, for the purpose de-

scribed '
I

[Claims a to 9 nut pnnte<l in the Gazette.]

89 1.4 4 s FENCI->POST BASE Oliver

Fredericktown Mo Filed Aug. 14, 1906.

SM).oS-2

J Snider,
Serial N'o

W'

1. In a lock, the combination with the casing: of a front

plate; a U)lt or l><)lt.s projecting through said front plate.

one or more of said l>olt.s l>euig reversible; and a reversible

face or safety i)late iula[)tetl to fit over said front plate and

beveled transvers^-ly and having an aperture or atx-rtures

for said bolt or bolts m either pos • -n, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a lock, the coinbinatioii with the ca-sing; of a front

plate; a plurality of movable part.s projecting through said

front plate, a reversible face or safety plate a<iapted to fit

over said front plate an<l having an ai>erture or ai>erture3

adapted to receive a plurality of said movable part> when

either end of said face plate is iipi>erTno^t :
ami mean- for

securing said face plate to said front phit.v with .'ith.-r end

upi>ermo.st. sub-taii'iallv as dc.scriN'd.

891450 SEED-TKSTKK cri' .Wdiow (
;
W k.^.ndek.

Siou.x City. Iowa. Filed Feb. 11 l-»ns Serial No.

4\5.3m.

1 .\ post anchor ba.se comprising a 9lotte<i tubular top

portion, a spiral auger lower portion, and the intennediate

tlange<l portion arranged i>etw.-eii the slotunl tubular and

auger jjortion.s.

2 A fKist anchor ba.se comprising the spiral shai>ed auger,

the annular flange arrangeil at the upper end of said spiral

auger and the tubular portion projecting upwardly from

the annular flange said tubular portion being clotted longi-

tudin;ill> ;is .-in.l for the purpose described.

1. A seed tester c\ip provide*! with a <lowiiwanll.\ pro-

jecting prong and al.so with a laterally projecting prong.

2 A seed tester cup prtjVKled with a downwardly pro-

jecting prong and also with a laterally pr,.jecting prong,

the said prongs being formed from a single length of ma-

terial rigidly secured to the cup ami having the end por-

tion.s thereof l>ent at angles to each other.

3 A seed te.xler cup provided with a |)rong projecting

downwardly from the hH>ttom thereof, and al.so provided

with a .second prong projecting laterally from the bottom

thereof

4. The combination of a stn-d te.-ter cup. mean> iiikhi il.e

cup for engaging a sup;K)rt. and a re.crd card adapted to

have an interlocking connection with the -lud sui-port en-

gaging means.

5. The combination of a ^-.-d tester cup. means upon

the cup for susiiendmg the lame, a prong projecting irom

the cup. and a reconl card held m po-itioii upon the cup

by the prong am! iUsjH-niling meiin-

[Claim 6 not printed m the (.aieiie.)

891,461. BUGGY-TOP FASTENER. Gbobqe J. Wenz-

LICK. Iowa city, Iowa Filed .Ian. 25, 1908. Serial No.

412,669.

1. The combination with a vehicle siat Mid the threaded

prop bolt thereof, of a device of the charact*^ described,

comprising a body ;>ortion formed at its upper end with a

threaded socket in engagement with the prop bolt, the

lower end being secure*! to the seat and said body portion

being spaced from the seat above Its lower end to form a

hand hold.

2. The combination with :i \ chicle seat and a threaded

prop bolt iher<^)f, of a device of the character described

comprising a Ixxly vHjrtion formed at it« upi)er end with a

threa*le<! socket portion pivotally connected thereto and

arrange*! for engagement with the prop bolt, the lower end

of the Ixxly iKjrtion l)eing arrange*! to be secure*! to the

seat, the body portion being space*! from the seat above

itn lower eml.

the flues in the regenerative chamber being also pro^nded

with an inlet at the bottom, and the flues in the partition

of the combustion chaml)er being provided with an outlet

at the bottom and the flues in the regenerative chamber

being provided with an outlet at the bottom.

891,4 53. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. Edwin E.

Barnkt, Syracuse. N. Y., assignor to The Monarch

Typewriter Company, Syracuse, N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed Sept. 6, 1905. Serial No. 277,-208.

891.462. BLASI HEATINO APPARATIS FOR FUR-
NACES. WiLi.i.\M A. Wheeler, Workington, England.

File*! Dec :n ,
HM)7. .Serial No. 40S,771.

1 .\n air heater for furnaces, comprising a vertically ai-

rangei! casing ha%nng a vertical partition forming a combus-

tion chandHT and a regenerative chamber, the combustion

chamber l)eing al8<i provide*! with a vertical partition hav-

ing flues therein an*! the regenerative chamber Ijeing also

provide*! with vertical tlue.s aroun*! which are vertical

spaces, the combustion chaml>er being in communication

at the top with the fluw in the regenerative chaml)er and

the flues in the partition wall of the combustion chamber

in-iixK in communication at the top with the passages around

the flues in the regenerative chamlxT

2. An air heater for furnaces, comprising a vertically ar-

range*! casing having a vertical partition forming a combus-

tion chamber and a regenerative cliamber, the combustion

chamber t)eing also pro\nde<l with a vertical partition hav-

ing flues therein and the regenerative chamber l)eing also

provide*! with vertical flues around which are vertical

spat^es, the combustion chamber l>eing in communication

at the top with the flues in the regenerative chamlKT and

the flues in the partition wall of the combustion chamber

being in communication at the top with the pa.s.sages around

the flues in the regenerative chamber, the pa.s.sage.- around

1. In a ty;>ewnting machine, the combination of a car-

riage, a bimd wheel connecte*! with said carriage by a band

or strap, an axle on whicli said band wheel is ailav)te«l to

turn, a casing or drum attached to said band wheel, a

second casing or drum having a hub portion projecting

through an opening in the first name*! casing, a coiled

spring within said first named casing and connected at its

outer end thereto and at its inner end to said hub, and a

second coiled spring within the second named casing and

coimected at its outer end thereto and at its inner end to

said axle.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a car-

nage a band wheel connected with said carriage by a band

or strap, an axle on which said band wheel is a<!apted to

turn a casing or drum attached to said band wheel, a

second casing or drum having a hub portion projecting

through an opening in the first named casing, a coiled

spring within said first named casing and connecte<! at its

outer end thereto and at its inner end to .said hub. a second

coiled spring within the second named casing and con-

nected at its outer end thereto and at its inner end to .sai<!

axle, a ratchet and pawl mechanism co6i)erative with .said

axle! and a bell alarm fixe<! to said axle and serving as a

finger piece or knob for turning it.

3 In a typewriting machine, the combination of a car-

riage, a band wheel connected with said carriage by a band

or strap, an axle supported on the frame of the machine

and on which said band wheel rotates, a pair of casings or

drums each containing a coiled spring and connected m
series with each other, each of said casings or drums l>emg

open at one side or end and closed at the other, the closed

ends of sai<! drums facing each other, and one of said drums

being detachably connected with .sai(i band wheel which

8er\-es a.s a guard for the si)ring within said drum, and a

confining member or guard for the other of said drums.

89 1,4 54. REINFORCED LEATHER Zebina S.

Bi^\( KAD.\R, Whitman, Mass., assignor of one-fourth to

Arthur C. Folsom and one-fourth to Charles O. Emerson,

Brockton, Mass. File«l Aug. .30. 1907. Serial No.

3*JO,842

1. A reinforced sheet or piece of leather having a finished

outer face and a woven reinforcing layer intimately

attached to its inner or flesh face, said layer being thin
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an.l flexible and eomprising metallic warp and weft strands

whereby the reinforcmK layer and the leather piece are

rendere i inextensible

2. A reinforced sheet or piece of leather hav-ing a flir

Ished outer face an<l a thin and flexible woven rfinforcinj?

layer, cornprisuij? metallic warp and weft 9tran«l» whereby

the fabric of the reinforcing layer is rendered in.ixtensible,

said I aver having a face adapted to engage an adhesive,

and intimately united by said adhesive to the back or flesh

Bide of the leather piece.

3. A reinforced sheet or piece of leather having a fin-

ished outer face and a thin and flexible woven neinforcing

layer, comprising metallic warp and weft threes which

render the fabric of the layer inextensible, and textile

warp an.l weft threa<l3 alternating with th« metallic

threads, and forming a surface aiiapted to engage an

a-lheaive. the said layer being intimately united by said

aiihe^ive to the back or flesh side of the leather piece.

4 .\ reinforced .•iheet or piece of leather having a fin-

ished outer face ajid a woven reinforcing layer Intimately

attarhe<l to its inner or flesh face. ^ai<l layer bein|? thin and

flexible, and comprising metallic warp and wrft strands

whereby the reinforcing layer and the leather piece are

rendered inextensible, the said leather piece and reinforcing

layer being additionally united by marginal stitthes.

891.455. HOT-WATER HEATER.
NETT, Trenton, N'. J. File<l Apr 4

366,242

GeorgB L. Ben-
1907. Serial No.

water flows to said valve, a hou.-H- or servi<-e pip«- <li«charg-

ing into said casing, an electri<al switrh arranged in tlie

rircuit to said heater, and <-unne<-tinn.s Ix-tweeii Hai<l switch

and said valve wherebv the vdumc of wnter may be di-

minished while .said switch is closed

3 In a hot water heater, the combination with a water

faucet and a valve therefor, of an elongate<l electrical re-

sistance device, a jacket therefor, a casing surrounding said

jacket forming a channel wiUiin said casing and communi-

cating with said valve, a house or service pipe discharging

into said ca.siiig and means controlling the circuit to said

resistance device.

4. In a hot wator heater, the conilnnutioii with a water

faucet and a valve therefor, of an electrical heater, a ca-ning

forming a channel a ijacent thereto through which tlie

water flows to said valve, a hou.««e or service piiK> discharg-

ing into said casing, an electrical switch the et.ntart.s of

which are adapted to alternately or>en and close the cir-

cuit with successive movement-s of SH) degreet*, arrange.1 in

the circuit to said heau-r, and coune.tions between said

valve and said switch whereby cold water may be drawn

from said casing up to subHtaniially tlie full vi)lume or ve-

locity of the flow of water while .sani switch i- open, and a

varying quantity of water at different U»inperature« may

be drawn from saitl casing while said switch is . ii>HtHl

5. In a hot water heater, the combination with a water

faucet and a valve therefor, of an elongate«l ele<trical re-

sistance device, a jacket therefor, a casing surrounding said

jacket formmg a channel within said casing alxmt said

jacket, and communicaUng with said valve, a hou.>*e or

service pipe discharging Into said casing, a spiral partition

extending upwardly between said jacket and said casing,

and means actuaU^l through the movement of said valve

controlling the circuit U) said rrjsistance device.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the (iazette )

89 1.45fi rONTINTOrSLY-OPKRATINd DRYING
ANDCARBOMZING KTLN Rr h.kkd HutK, I'rague-

Smichow. Austria- Hungary. File! Nov 7, 1907, Serial

No. 401.146.

1. In a hot water heater, the combination with a water

faucet and a valve therefor, of a heaU>r, a casiivg forming a

channel ailjacent tliereto through which the W!«ter flows to

said valve, a house or service pipe .iiscliargiiig into said

casing, mearw whereby said heater may Ije ma.le operative

or inoperative as desired, and conne<nions between sai.l

means and said valve whereby the volume of wRter flowing

through said chamber may be ilimlnished whila said heater

is operative.

2 In a hot water heater, the combination ^ith a water

faucet and a valve therefor, of an electrical heater, a casing

forming a channel adjacent theret.) through which the

1 A kiln comprising a plurality of chambers alternately

communicating at their tops and Ijottoms and having con-

tracted passages forme<1 at intervals in the walls of the

chambers, an endless carrier movable through the cham-

bers, and receptacles on the carrier forming a closure for

the contracte<l passages

2. A kihi comprising a i)lurality of heating chamliers

alternately communicating at th.-ir tops and bottoms, a

cooling chamber connected with the heating chaml>ers by

a contracted passage, an endlesw carrier movable thn)ugh

the chamlMTs and receptaxdes on the carrier forming a

closure for the contracted passage.

Jl-NE :3 iqo8. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1887

3 .\ kiln comprising a plurality of sealed heatlns cham-
bers alternately communicating at their tope and bottoms.

a 9eale<l cooling chamber connecteil with the heating cham-

ber by a contracted passage, an cndles-s carrier movable

through said chaml>ers. anri receptacles on the carrier mo\-
sble through said chambers, forming a closure for the con-

tracted passage.

4 .A kiln comprising a plurality of heating chambers

ait<Tiiately coinmimicating at their tops and bottoms,

and having a contracted entrance pa.v>age, a seale<l cool-

ing chaml>er connected with the heating cham!)ers by a

contracted passage, a chaml)er communicating with the

air connected to the cooling chamber by a contracted

pas,sagf. an endless carrier movjihle through said chambers,

and receittacle-* on tlie carrier forming closures for the

contractetl passages.

.') \ kiln having a contracted entrance i)a.ssnge, hollow

partitions dividing the kiln into a plurality of communi-

cating chambers, a flue communicating with the parti-

tions, mj'ans to conduct a heating medium from the cen-

tral part of the kiln towards the entranfn- [.assage. a

sealed cfx)ling chamlier connected with the inner heating

chaml)er by a contracted passage, an air ccxiled chamt^>er

connected with the sealed charnl>er by a contracted passage

an endless carrier movable through said chamber^, and
reci'ptacles on the carrier forming closures for the con-

tracte.l passages

[Claim 6 not printed in the <;azette.I

S91,4o7 MOVABLE PLATFORM AND ELEVATING
MEANS THEREPH)R. JisTiN liouscAL, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Dec. 3. 190«i. Serial No. 346,147.

turp« of the lugs, gear wheels on the upper ends of the rods,

a shaft having worm gears for engaging the gear wheels, a

plurality of pairs of puHe\-s on the worm shaft, a belt for

each pair of pulleys, and means for shifting the belt«, sub-

.stantially as specified

801,458. WIND-WHEEL Mc Di ffee Bradford, No-

cona, Tex File<i July 19, 1907, Serial No. 384,600.

1. .\n elevator comprising a platform with standards

rising from the opposite sides thereof, provided on their

upper ends with right angular screw-threaded extensions.

a supiK)rt having lugs on opposite sides with hearing aper-

tures therein arranged in alinement with the screw threads

of the exten.sions, rot«tAble rods having their lower ends

mounted in said apertures and having screw-threails part

way of their lengths to engage the screw-threa<le<l exten-

sions, gear wheels on the upi>er ends of the n>d-<, a hori-

Bontal shaft with worm gears thereon for engaging said

gear wheels on the rods, a plurality of pairs of pulleys on

said shaft, a belt for each pair of pulleys, and means for

shifting the belts substantially as sp<»cifled

2 An elevator comprising a platform with standanls

rising from the opfxwite sides thereof, braces secured to the

standards and to the platform, said standards Ijeing pro-

vided on their upper ends with right angular screw-thread-

ed extensions, a support having lugs on opi)osite sides with

bearing apertures therein, arrangefl in alinement with the

screw-threads of the extensions, screw-threaded rixls rota-

tablv mounted in the screw-threadel extensions an<l aper-

1. A wind wheel comprising a frame, blades pivotally

mounted ujxm the frame, a pair of projections upon the

frame for each of the blades, the projections of each pair

Ix'ing positioned opiHisitely, one of the projections serving

as a stop for the blade, and a spring connecting the blade to

the opp<j8ite projection.

2. A wind wheel comprising a frame, blades pivotally

mounted up«^)n the frame, clips applie^i to the frame and

formed with projections, one of the projections ser^dng as

a stop for the corresponding blade, and a spring connecting

the blade to the opposite projection.

3. A wind wheel comprising a frame, blades pivotally

mounted upon the frame, cliiw applied to the frame, each

of the clips carrying a pair of arms ofTset with respect to

each other, one of the arms constituting a stop for the cor-

respiinding blade, and a spring connecting the blade with

the opposite arm
4. In a wind wheel, the combination of a hub, an outer

rim. connecting means between the hub and outer rim, rods

comiecting the rim and hub, blades pivotally mounted upon

the rods, clips applied to the rim, each of the clips carrying

a pair of inwardly extending projections ofTset with respect

to each other, one of the projections constituting a stop for

the corresponding blade :ind a spring connecting the l)lade

with the opposite projection.

891.459 PROCESS OF TREATING CRUSHED ORE
PRODUCTS. William A. Caldecott, Johannesburg,

Transvaal. Filed Jime 18, 1907. Serial No. 379.645,

1. The process of treating crushed auriferous ore prod-

ucts which consists in treating said products with a super-

aerated solvent solution under a maintaine<l pressure greater

than aUnospheric pressure, and then agitating the mixture

of ore products and solution by and under such pressure, aa

set forth.

2. The process of treating crushed auriferous ore prod-

ucts which consists in treating said products with a super-

aerated solvent solution under a niaintauied pressure greater

than atmospheric pressure, and then agitating the mixture

of ore products and solution by transferring it under pres-

sure from vessel to vessel, a.s set forth.

3 The process of treating crushe<i auriferous ore prod-

ucts consisting in separating the excess of liquid from the

pulp, then treating the sei)arated solids with a super-aer-
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4-

ate.l solvent solution under a maintAinetl preasare greater

rhan thnt of the atmosphere, then agitating the mixture

by iransfernng it umier pressure from one vessel to another,

and then aeparating the gold fx-aring sohitioa from the

mixture as set forth.
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4. The process of treating iTuahevl aunferovis ore prod-

ucts which consist.^ in separating the excess of liquid from

the pulp, treating the separaletl solids with a jiu^x-r-aerated

solvent s«jlution under a maintained pressure greater than

that of the atmosphere, agitating the mixture by a.lmitting

further compressed air or oxygen to the container so as to

transfer the contents to another vessel, then aeparating the

gold bearing .^lution. then treating the separ»te<l solid.-*,

with precipitated solution or water in a close<l vessel, then

transferring the mixture from the closed vessel to a further

vessel and then .separating the gold bearing solution from

the solids, as set forth.

5. The process of treating crushed auriferous ore prod-

ucts which consists in .separating the bulk of liquid from

the pulp then separating the remaining excels of liquid,

then treating the separate<l solids in a closed \t88el with a

super-aerated .solvent solution under a maintained pres-

sure, then separating the solution from the solkis. then fil-

tering the solids to remove the remaining .s«ilution then

Ueating the solids with precipitated solution or water and

finally separating the solution or water from the solids, as

set forth.

[Claim fi not printed in the Cazette.)

2. In a combined front and ««>ron for vehicles, a front

constructed of two stiffened pwtions and an intermediate

flexible ixirtion connecting said stifTcned iiortions. an-i

elastic connections secured to said stiffened portions and

spanning said flexible portion to maintain it in a distended

condition upon vehicles of different widths, and means for

attaching said front to the bow of a vehicle t^)p whereby It

may readily be detache<i by pressure ui>on the mside of the

front.

3. In a combined front and apron for vehicles, a front

provide*! with eyelets at its upjmt edge, outwardly turned

hooks on the bow of the vehicle ailapted to be enga^i'ii by

said eyelets, arul elastic connections an<l cliiw atta<hed to

the lower ends of the front, said clii)S adapted to U- held In

frictional engagement with the t>ow of the vehi.le by said

elastic connections, wherebv the eyelets and cIiim* of said

front may rewlily be detache t from the bow by pressure

ufxjn the insi le of the front

4. In a combined front and apron for vehicles, a front

constructed of two siiffened (tortious and an intermediate

longitudinal flexible portion connecting saiil stifrene<l i)or-

tions, and elastic conne.-tions secured to saiil stiffene«l p>or-

tions and spanning said flexible [>ortion to maintain it in a

distendetl condition when m u.se upon vehicles of different

widths, eyelets in the upiier edge of saul front, outwardly

turne«i hooks on the bow of the vehicle to be engaged by

said eyelets, and clips attached to the opi>osite lower edges

of said front and a<lapted to l>e held in frictional engage-

ment with the bow of the vehicle by .said elastic connections,

whereby said front may readily he detached from the bow

of the vehicle by pressure ujKjn the inside of the front.

5. In a combine*! front and apron for vehicles, an apron

having elasUc hooks for attaching it to the dashboard of

the vehicle and provided with a series of separable fas-

tener members at its up[>«-r e.ige. a front constructe.l of

two stiffened iM)rtion8 and an intermediate longitudinal

flexible portion connecting saiil »liffene<l ixjrtions. and a

skirt portion provided with a series of complemental fas-

tener members to \n- connecte<l with the fasU-ner meml)er8

on said apron, elastic connections fixed to said stiffened

portions and spanning said flexible portion to maintain

said flexible portion in a distended con.lition to fit vehicle

bows of varving widths, eyelets in the upi>er e<lge of said

front, outwardly turned hooks on the Ijow to l>e engageti by

the said eyelets, and clU)s on the lower opposite e.lges of

said front a<lapte«l to l* held in frictional engagement with

the bow by said elastic connections, whereby the front may

:
reaflily Ije detached from the bow by pressure upon the

i
inside of the front.

891.460. COMBINED FRONT AND .\PRON FOR
VI:HICLES. Willi.vm J. CAMPBELL and CiEOROE W.

Hedrick. Dayton. Va. Filed Aug. 7. 1907 Serial No.

387.541.

R91.461 LOGGING-CAR 8TAKE.
and John C Zander. KIma. Wash

Serial No. 408.990.

Oken S. Carroll
Filed Jan 2. iy08.

I. In a combined front and apron for vel«icles. a front

constructed of two stiffeneti portions and an intermediate

flexible portion connecting said stiffened portions, and

elastic connections secure<l to said stiffen*-*! portions and

spanning said flexible portion to maintain it i»i a distended

condition when in use on vehicles of different widths.

1 The combination with a pivote<l car-stake, of a link

carried thereby, a shaft which is in two sections, a coup-

ling Ijetween the sections, means on one of the shaft sec-

tions for rotating the same, and a hook-8hai)e<l memljer

on the other shaft section engageable by the aforesaid link.

2 The combination with a r)ivoted car-stake, of a link

carried thereby, a shaft which is in two sections, a coup-

ling between the shaft .sections, means for rotating one of

the shaft sections, a pawl and ratchet mechanism on said

section, a lock for the pawl, and a h(X)k-8hat)ed meml)er on

the other shaft section engageable by the link.

3 The combination with a pivoted car-stake, of a link

carried thereby, a horizontal shaft supiK)rted on the car-

body and having a hook-shaped meinl)er engageable by

the link, an inclined shaft supported at one end on the

end-sill of the car and fitted with means for turning it, and
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a coupling l><>twi>»ii the other end of the shaft and the first

nientioiKHl shaft.

4 The combination with a plvoteti car-stake, of a link

carrie<! thereby, a rotatable shaft having a hook-shaiied

member engageable by the link, means for operating the

shaft, a pawl and ratchet mechanism on the shaft, a stud

projecting frtmi the p:iwl, a hasp having an opening to re-

ceive the stud, and means- engageable with the stud for

locking the hasp thereto.

891,462. SPRING - WHEEL. Samuel S. Childb and
William Childs. Jr., Bemardsville; N. J. Filed May
25, 1907. Serial No. 375,580.

A spring wheel comprising :i Wody portion having a felly

thereon, a riiii surrounding the filly at a distance there-

from, solid non-elastic blocks arranged concentrically on

the inside of the rim the IiI.m k> t..iii>j luirrower than the

space l>etw««en the run and the f.Jly. resilient t)locks filling

the space l)etween the felly and the rim and having radi-

ally arraiiKoi end surfaces to bear on the solid blocks, a bolt

p:is.sirig throu>jh the felly and into the resilient block and

securing the block to the felly, the resihent block having

a recess to re<eive the hea<l of the lx)lt to allow compression

of the material of the block when the block is compressed.

8ai<i recess i)eriniItinK ;i •flight movement of one side of the

block when torsional movement is applied to the wheel.

891, 46;^ K I- KTT 1< oT H K H MAI,
Frank B. CVkjk, Chicago 111 V\\>-\

Serial No. 375,282.

PROTECTOR.
M.iv 23. 1907.

3. In apparatus of the character described comprising a

ground plate and spring members mounted thereon, a light-

ning arrester inserted into the apparatus near one e<lge of

the ground plate and engaging the latter, a strip of insula-

tion lying along the ground jilate to limit the insertion of

the lightning arrester, and a thennally-opc-rable device

carried by the said spring memb<'rs and having a pin ex-

tending into the lightning arrester, the said pin being ojter-

ated by one of the spring mend>er8 to contact the ground

plate upon abnormal current conditions in the thermally-

operable device, whereby one of the said spring members is

groumiet!

.

4. In apparatus of the character descril)ed. a ground
plate, a pair of spring members mounteci there<in and suit-

ably insulated from each other, a thermally-oi>erable de-

vice carried by the said pair of spring members and having

a contact memlx^r a<lapte<l to engafee the ground plate upon
the operation of the device, and a third spring member
located between the said pair of sjirings. having tension

toward one of the springs of the pair but held out of en-

ga^ment therewith by a suitable bushing, and adapted to

engage one of the latter when the said device oixTates. to

okXK a circuit for puriK>ses substantially a.s <ieseribtHl.

6. In apparatus of tlie character descrit>pd. a ground
plate, a lightning arrester and a thennally-oiM^rable device

near one e<lge of the ground plate arrangei iMTrx'ndicular

to same, one of the electroties of the lightning arrester en-

gaging the ground plate, and a contact memlx-r extending

from the thermally-operable device through the lightning

arrester to contact the grt)und plate ujjon abnormal cur-

rent conditions, to grounti a circuit.

[Claims 6 to Ki not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In apparatus of the character described, a ground

irfate, spring mend)ers mounted upon the ground plate

near one e<!gc thereof ami suitably insulated from each

other, a lightiung arrester comprising a pair of ele<-tr<xle8

held against the other edge of the ground plate by one of

the said springs, a thermally-operable device held in close

proximity to the lightning arrester by the said springs,

an<l an oix'rable member extending through the electrodes

of the lightning arrester to engage the ground plate when

the thermally-otx-rable devu-e is oiM-rated, whereby one of

the sail! spring memlx'rsKJfp groun led

2. In apparatus of the^character described, a ground

plate, a lightning arrester comiirismg two carbon disks one

of which is held against the ground plate, a thermally-oper-

able device held in close proximity to the lightning arrester,

means for ojM'rating the thennally-oix^rable device upon
excessive heating, and a pin proje«'ting from the said ther-

mally-oiK-rable device through the electrodes of the light-

ning arrester to engage the ground plate when the ther-

mally-or>erable device is operated, f(ir puriK)ses substan-

tially as described.

134 O. G.— 124

891.464. FRUIT-JAR HOLDER. Gkorge M. Corset.

Woodbury. N. J. Filed July 5. KK)7. Serial No. 382,291.

1. A jar holder comprising a flexible band, a handle

adjustably cormected to one end thereof, pins projecting

from the sides of saiil handle, a plurality of hooks \m the

opposite end of said band divideti into two s^-t-s by a lon-

gitudinal slot through which said handle is adapte<l to

pass to engage said pins with .ssiid hooks, and a second

handle connected rigidly to the ban<l near the adjustable

handle.

2. A jar holder comprising a flexible band, a handle

sMljustably connect/nl to one end theret)f. i)ins projecting

from the sides of said handle, a plurality of hooks on the

opposite end of .said band iulapted to engage said pins,

and a finger hook on the same end of the band as sai 1

hooks which engage said pins

3. A jar holder comprising a flexible band having a

reduced end. a handle ailjustably attached to said re<luced

end, and having a cam surface in contact th<'rewith. pins

on said handle, a plaU' attache<l to the opjx.site end of

said band and having twf) sets of hooks adapted to engage

the pins on saiti handle, a finger hook on sjiid plate, and a

rod fastened to said ban<l near said ban ile.

4. A jar holder comprising a flexible band re<iuce<i in w idth

atone end and the reduced jxirtion slott^xi. and at the op-

posite end having a pair of parallel fingers each finger pro-

vided with a plurality of hooks, an adjustable handle at-
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tached at one end to the reduced eoJ ..f said band an.

I

having a clamping means passing through Uia slot therem,

said end of the h.ui iU- having a ram surfaiv m rontact

with the band, sai 1 tingers being spaced n art sufficiently

to admit between them said cam end of Uie adjustable

handle pins for engaging said hooka projecrjng from op-

posit* sides of *ud han.Ue, and a rod or sec. n,l handle

rigidlv fastene*! to the band and a<lapte«i to cooperate

with the adjustable handle to clamp tlie bar*i on the jar.

891.465. AN'TIFtATTLER THILL (OL I'LISC AND
81:PP0RT Walter Cox. Ptovo, Utah. Fiiwl May

28. 19Cy7, S.'rial No. 376.IW RenewM Apr -'S. l^S

Serial Nq. 4_>\».t522

1. In a thill coupling and supiwrt, the combmation

wHh a coupling member havmg two separate lugs, of an-

other thill coupling mem^n-r pivoted to the ,>)upling rn.-tu-

ber first named ami carrymg a sprmg-pres-sed plunger hav-

mg a concavity adapted to receive the aforesaid lugs to

hold the thiinn both lowered and raise*! positions

2. In a thiU coupling and support, tha combination

with a coupling meml>er. of another couplim? member hav-

ing si.le-plates straddling the first named coupling memt>er

and pivoted thereto and pro vi. led with notahes. of a fork-

ahaped leaf-spring the arms of which str!».l<Ue the first

named coupling member and are provided with parts

adapted to be received in said notches to hold the thill in

raised position

3. In a thill coupling and supptjrt. the ombination of

coupling members pivoted together, of two m<leiH>ndent

spring-actuated locking -levices for locking the coupling

memti«-rs together at two different points Rt an angle to

each other

4 In a thill coupling an.l support, the oombination of

coupling members pivote<l together, of tvwo indei>endent

spring-actuated locking devices for lockm|! the coupling

members together at two different [Kiints at an angle to

each other, said locking devices engaging the cout)ling

member- on opposite sides of their pivotal connection.

a car IxMly and extending substantially the full height

thereof, vent ilating openings being provided in said stay

for such side and end of the bo<ly. substantially as 8pecifle<l

2. A corner stay for car bodies comprising an inner angu-

lar !uemb<-r and an outer angular member adapted to be

upplie'l toiheend portions of the side and end of a car body,

one of said members In-irig providfMl with a nb or rilw and

with one or more oi«-miigs adjacent said riborrib.^. and

means for connecting -^aid members together, substuntially

as specified.

3. A corner stay for car bodies adapte«l to embrace the

end iKjrtiom* of the adjacent side and end of a car Ixnly and

e.xtending substantially the full height thexeof, said stay

having therein ventilating openings for such side and end,

substantially a.-< s[>ecifted.

4. A corner stay for car bodies, said stay being a<iapted

to embrace the end portions of the side and end of a car

bo<ly and iK-ing provided with ventilating openings therein

opposite the t-nd- of the planking of such side and end. sub-

stantially as specified

5. A corner stay for cars adapted to embrace the end

portions of the side and end of a car body and provided

with a r.-entrant angular projection againat which the ends

of the said side and end abut, said i>roj('ction having venti-

lating openings therethrough, substantially :i.s specified.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the CiazetU;.!

r
891.466 CORNER-STAY FOR CAR-BODIES. Henrt

n. Dewev. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Oct. 20, 1905. Se-

rial No. 283.612.

891467. VEHICLE Joskph H Diei., Stockton. Cal.

Filed Feb. IS, 1M<>7. .-^Tial No 357.S2<»

1 \ wheel hub provide<l with a stub axle extending

therefrom and havmg astoi-collar keyed thereto, providtsl

with an int<>gral yoke and with an annular bearing rece-s

between the lx>dy of the hub and said stub axle, a driviiiK

axle having a yoke. coupUng means Ix-tween said yokes, a

8le,.vc within the bearing recess of the hub and provid.M

with ^pa.T.l ^irms, and an interme«iiate axle carruvl by -.iid

driving axle and havmg a c<jllar keve<l then-to provid.-d

with spaced arms and pivotally connecte<l to the arm.- of

said sleeve.

•2 A wheel hub provid.^1 with a stub axle extending m-

Wi^dlv therefrom an-i provided with a stoi^coUar havmg

an integral voke, on the end thereof, a block iK.sitione-)

within said vokes an.l provide<l with opiK>aitely arrangcl

pins f.>rming pivotal .-(mnections between said yokes, an

annular lx>anng rc.es.s U-twrHm the Uniy of the hub and

8ai<i stub a.xlc. a sleeve withm the U'anng recess of the hub

an.l provi.le.1 with spa<-ed lurms, said stop-collar l>emg d.--

tachably-secure.l to said stub axle and bearing against

said sleeve, an interm.Hliate axle ciuried by sai.l .Irivmg

axle an.l a collar keye<l to saul interme<liate axle, said col-

lar provide.1 with spaced arms pivotally .-onnecled to the

arms of said sleeve substantially iv-s set forth.

89 1 46H WHEAT-STEAM EH Kennedy Doug.v.v.

MinneaiM)lis. Minn Fil.-d Nov 14. I'.MXi. Serial No.

1 A corner -stav for i-ar bodies compnsiUK an inner angu- 34.3.;i.*vV
, , , t , .1 , v ,„o1 .A (orner ia.\ i"i -^ t t-

in nn sionaratus of t hi' km. . t'scrdx-.i . the coiid)ina-
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paasage, of means for delivering the grain Into said rasing,

means for introducing su»am into said casing and a fan or

blower within said casing adjacent to said inlet passage ar-

ranged to proiiuee an inward pressure and prevent the es-

cape of live steam through said inlet passage, substantially

AS described.

plurality of pieces arranged in a row longitudinally of the

structure and with intervening expansion divisions, the

grain Of said wood lying transversely to said reinforcer.

f

" If
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locate.l therein, an.l a plurality of winRs fl«e«l U) the

hKJttom of the Uiwl just fx'low said dasher, r»ch of said

wings haviiiK a lattrally convex fare an<l dis;K)s«i obliquely

to the radius of the bowl with its inner end iiilvani-e<l in

the direction of the movement of the towl and its convex

face .lisiH)«e^l in the direction which the bla<les are a<lvanc-

ing

3. A rotary churn, having a bowl which rt>tates con-

tinuously in one direction, a stationary dashef locate.! in

said b^jwl. and a plurality of equally spaced like wings

fixed in the bottom of saiil bt)wl. said wings U>ing each

concavo-convex laterally and disiMir^nl nbli.niely to the

axia of the bowl with their inner en.ls advaBce<l in the

direction of rotation of the bowl.

89 1 47 1 PI:LVF,RIZKR EnwAKD .A Kvans and

U.A.VID TiLLEY. Columbus. Ohio, a-ssignors, by mesne

lussignmentji. to The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, a

< ..rTH,ration of Ohio Filed .\ug U. 190*5, Serial No

330.614.

In a puiverizmi; me<-hanism of the cl:i.-vs dnscril)od, the

combination of the housing, the b«.)ttom grate or supix)rt

for the material, the -ihaft. the hammers .s»-<Tured to the

shaft, the bearing boxes for the hammer shaft, the inclined

supports for the boxes, the a Ijusting shaft moimteil tran.-*-

vernely of the housing, the worms on the adj\i,-<tmg shaft

one at either aide of the housing, the worm whrds m-shing

with said worms, and the links secured at one end to the

h)earing t>oxe8 and screw-threa led at the t)pv)Osite end to

engage corresponding screw-threads carried |)y the worm

wheels, •iubstantialiy iis .set forth.

891.472. VALVE FOR OPER.XTING RO<5K-l)RILLt4.

George A. Fowijcr. Georgetown, Colo a-s-si^nor of

one-half to p:<lwar 1 J Wilcox. Denver. Colo
.
and one-

fourth to Frank V (ioetz. Clear Creek county. Colo.

Filed July lU. l',H)7 Serial No. 383.039.
j

a plurality of chambers an<l motor fluid pa«.sage« com-

municating with each chainl)er. a piston-hammcr ojxra-

tively mounted in each chamljer. and a pair of valves

mounted in the block and each having [xjrts arranged and

caused to control the flow of the moUir fluid through the

passages U) actuate the drills in alternate gruup> in>-ins

for continuously rotating the valves, and means for r,,u-

necting them U) effect their rotation in unison.

3 In a ilevic of the characu-r descril)e.l. a block, having

a plurality of ( hamlx-rs therein, a hanuuer for ea.-h cham-

ber, and a drill-chuck for each hammer, said block having

passages communicating with the chainln-rs. and valves

including means in a.s.stjciation therewith for mechanically

contnjlling air under compression to the pa-ssages and to

^ts exhaust therefrom that the drills are actuate<l m groups

which alternate in striking a blow

4 In a <ievice of the character descril)ed. a block having

a t)lurality of chamt>.-rs therein, a hammer for each cham-

ber, and a drill for each hammer, sai 1 block having j.a-s-

sages leading to each end of each chaml>er. and iH)sitively

.)I.erated valves including means in a-ssociation therewith

for mechanically controlling a supply of air under compres-

sion to the pa.s.sages and it.s exhaust tlien-from whereby the

hammers are driven forward to strike a blow and are then

returned to their initial iK)«ition

.5. In a device of the character (ies<•ri^>ed. a block having

a pluralitv of chamN-rs therein, a plurality of hammers one

operative in each chamU-r, a .Irill-chuck for each hammer,

an inlet valve and an exhaust valve including means In as-

sociation therewith for me<'hanically controlling a supply

of air uiKier compr.»s.sioii to actuate said hammers. sai<l

block having pa.s.sages leading from sai 1 valves to each end

of each chamN-r. the inlet and the exhaust valve control-

ling the hainincrs in groiuwand cau.sing the alternate ofjera-

tion of the krn.ups of drills.

[Claims 6 to .'1 not printed in the Ciazette.l

891.473. TINNEL-DRIVINC; MACHINE. C.tomam A.

Fowi.ER. Georgetown. Colo .
a.s.signur of one-h»lf to

E<lward J Uil<ox. Denver, Colo, and one-fourth to

Frank \ <i<K-tz, Clear Cre«>k county. Colo. FIUhI July

;iO. 1907. Serial No 3M).179

1. In a device of the character descril>ed, a block having

a plurality of chambers, and motor fluiil passages com-

municating with each chamber at each en<l thereof, a pis-

ton-haninier arranged to oi)eraU» In each rhaml)er. the

chambers, the pa-ssagea and the drill-chu<-kti arranged in

operative groups, and a pair of mechanically rotating valves

each having p<jrts arranged to cau.se the oix-ration of the

drill-chucks in groups which alternate in striking a blow

2. In a device of the character descnl)ed. a block having

1. In a tunnel driMng machine, a car, a blo<k pivotally

moiuited ut^m the car so as to swing horizontally in front

thereof, thru.stmg drills carried by the block, an.l means

niounte.l on the car and on the block for automatically

oscillating the drill-block, the sai<l means adapte<l for alter-

nate contact the means on the blo<k with the ir.eans on

thecar ateacho.scillationof the blo<k. ii:rans fnroiM-ratmg

the drills, and means for causing the car to advance in the

cutting oiK-ration.

2. In a tunnel driving machine, a car. a block pivotally

mounted on the car, thrusting drilN ,arned by the block,

and co-acting means carried by the car and by the block

and adapted for continuous alternate contact the means

on the blo<-k alternating with the means on th.- car for auto-

maticallv oscillating the drill-block in lx)tli dire.tions.

means for oi)erating the drills, and means for causing the

car to ailvance in the cutting oi)eration.

.5. In a tunnel driving trachinc. a car. a block pivotally

mounte«l there<jn. thrusting .Irills carrie<l by .said block,

means for automatically oscillating the drill-block consist-

ing of a slidable gear reversing device on the car. a segmen-

tal gear on the block, an arm projecting diametrically from
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each side of the s«-Kiiiental gear the arm on one side

adapted to engage and shift I he reversing gear device in one

direction, the other of said arms atiapted to engage and

shift the reversing gear device in the opposite direction the

engagements l)eing in continuous or alternate succession,

means for continuously oix-rating the .segmental gear,

means for opH-rating the drills, and means for causing the

car to advance in the cutting oi)eration.

4. In a tunnel driving machine, the combination with a

car, of a drill-block pivotally mounte.l thereon, a worm seg-

ment fixed to the drill-block, a worm jovirnaled ujxjn the

car and in mesh with the worm segment, a l>evel-gear mount-

ed ui>on each end of the worm-shaft free to .slide thereon but

keyel to rotate therewith, a horizontal sli iable bar continu-

ously engaging both t>evel-gears a longitudinal .shaft

Journaled on the car, means for actuating this shaft, a

bevel-gear fixed to this shaft and adapted to actuate either

of the Ix'vel gears on the wor.n-shaft, an 1 arms extending

from opi)osite sidesof the segmental worm wheel and adapt-

ed to automatically engage ami alternately contact with

and move the slidable bar to throw the gears on the worm-

shaft into and out of engagement with the gear on the longi-

tudinal shaft.

5. In a tunnel driving machine, the combination with a

car. of a drill-block pivotally mounted theretjn. a segmental

worm whwl fixed to the rear of the drill-block, a worm
Journale i on the car and in mesh with the segmental worm-

wheel, bevel-gears on the shaft of saici worm wheel and at

opposite sides thereof, the bevel-gears being free to slide on

the worm -shaft but connected to rotate therewith, a longi-

tudinal shaft journale. 1 on the car. means for actuating this

shaft, a l>evel-gear rigidl;, .secured to each end of the longi-

tudinal shaft, the front gear being adapted to mesh with

either one of the bevel-giars ( arried by the Worm-shaft, a

alidable bar engaging the l«-vel-gears '2;^ and 24 means car-

ried by the segmental worm and adapt.-d to automatically

engage said slidable bar to alternately throw the bevel-

gears on the worm shaft into engagement with the front

gear on the longitudinal shaft, and means for continuously

operating it. whereby to eflect the continuous oscillation

of the drill-block.

[Claims 6 to 44 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,474. GAS-WASHER. O.^car E. Grk88LT,^ Beaver,

Pa. File.l Feb. 2K, 1<H)K Serial No 418,342.

upper portion of the spiral pa-ssage, substantially as de-

.scribed

3. A ga-s washer comprising a substantially cylindrical

body vertically disiK).s<xl and having an interior spiral wall

or partition forming a spiral passage, a hopper at the bot-

tom of said Ixxiy. means for maintaining water in said

hopiJer with the surface of the water atnive the lower edge

of the spiral partition, a water spray system located at the

upper jxjrtion of the spiral pas.sage. and means for supply-

ing gas to one portion of the spiral passage and withdraw-

ing it from another portion substantially a.s descril>e<i.

4. A gas wiisher comprising a spiral pa.ssage having a

gas inlet at one portion and a ga.s outlet at the other \wr-

tion, and means for spraying water ujxjn the gas during its

movement through the pa.s,sage. and a moisture intercept-

ing device in a portion of said p!i.s.sage, substantially a**

described.

6. A gas wa.sher comprising a spiral pa.s.sage having a

gas inlet at one porti(»n and a gas outlet at th^ other i>or-

tion, means for spraying water ui>on the gas during it«

movement through the pas.sage. and a series of baflfles lo-

cated in a ixirtion of said spiral passage, substantially as

described.

1. .\ ga.s washer comprising a spiral i)a.s,sage basing a

ga.s inlet at one iKjrtion and a gas outlet at the other ixir-

tion. and means for spraying water ujxm the gas during its

movement through the pa.s.sage. substantially as descril>e<l.

2 .\ gas washer comprising an elongated Ixnly having

an interior spiral pas-sage. a pii>e having a plurality of

branches connected to the outer ix)rtion of said spiral pas-

sage, a pifx> connected to the central ixjrtion of the spiral

pa.ssage, and a coiled water spray system located in the

891,475. CLUTCH. J.\ME8 G. HEA8LKT. Detroit.

Mich., assignor to The Oarford Company. Elyria, Ohio,

a C<jrix)ration of Ohio. Filed July 17, 1907. Serial

No, 384,172.

1. In combination in a clutch, a driving member, a

driven member, a series of rings having an axial movement
with reference to .said memlx>rs. clutch disks mounted upon

the driven meml)er anil projecting between the rings a plu-

rality of resilient menilHTs for compressing the rings

against the disks, and a plurality of levers cooperating with

the resiKM'tive resilient memlx-rs.

2. In combination in a clutch, a driving membt-r, a

driven meml«-r, a series of rings ha\-ing an axial movement

with reference to said members, clutch disks mounted upon

the driven memlx>r and projecting between the rings a plu-

rality of resilient members for compressing the rings

against the disks, a plurality of levers cooix^rating with the

respective resilient members, and means for releiising the

rings and disks.

3. In combination in a clutch, a driving memlxr. a

driven member, a series of rings carried by the driving

member, a series of disks borne uixm a driven meml>er and

lying lx;tween the rings of the driving member, a plurality

of means for normally engaging the rings and disks, each

of said means including a spring cushion and a lever, and

! a common means for controlling the v>osition of said levers.

4 In combination in a clutch, a shaft, a clutch drum
lx)rne uix>n the shaft and provided with a rearwardly ex-

tending flange, a plate or disk secure.! to said flange and

provided with spring cups and with 8t>rings arranged in

said cui>8, levers pivoted to said plate and ha^^ng one end

extending over the spring cui>s and with their opposite

' ends resting upon a floating sle<'ve. and means for moving
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said sleeve mul i»-vfrs a«amst the tension of the springs

borne in saul -pring cu;»t.

5. In ponibmatn.n in a clutch, a (iriving nieinl)er. pro-

vided with a rearwanlly extending flange, a plate or disk

secured to sai>l flange and provided with niearis of attach-

ment for a plurality of resilient comi)ressors, .said com-

pre«BOr»»rr&nge<l uoiir»-ntri<-ally with reference to the cen-

t« <rf the driving tiifmlH>r, a plunility of levers pivotal to

••id plate and having one end actuate<i u[)on by the r^^iiec-

tive conipresMors and ;i floating slf^eve controlling tlie oppo-

site emit uf -^aiw i<% t'i> and mean? coniu-otKi with said

sleeve and its lev(T> lor varying the eff»i-t of the re>ixTtivf-

compressors.
,

[Claima 6 to 8 not printed 111 the (laaette.l

8 9 1 . •*
"

t) .
PdTATd-DUjGLH. Hakki-^ovI' Hews.

Jackson, Me. Filed Feb. 3, 1908. S.rmi No 414.029

A digging iKunt for u.-e on [x>tato digging iiifU'hines. coni-

pri.sing a hla.le and .*ide barr* ; the blatie having a reces.s ami

apertures m it.-< rear end and also having flat portions adja-

cent to the inner .sides of the :*ide bars, and the remainder

of the bla<te l)eing concavo-conve.x in cross-sertlon and hav-

ing itK fdge l)evfle<l at it.s under snie. and tjic skIp bars

formed integral with the bla^ie and extending fore and aft

of the rear e«ige thereof and having the lower t»lges of their

rear portions rec€^.se<i.

S91,t77 FRorESS Fi )K THK TREATMKNT
FROM TIN - SMKl.TI.N*; FrRNACPXS. I(

Fil

UF SLAG
Geoboe T.

Vvl 10. l»K)8.H'li.i.iiww, Lofiilon. Knglan.i

.Serial No. 415.1 lt>

A process of producing an alloy of tin and iron con.sisting

in charging a V)la.sf furnace with tin slag and with ftiel, siil)-

jecting the charge to a bla.st of air whereby a pnnxirtion

of the iron ami a m.a.ximum pro{X)rtion of tin. ar«- re. lured

together, anil rapping off the alloy produced

«*9 1 4 PYR( )r,RAPHirAI. DEVICR Herbert
HoLTON. »w '\'()rk

No 407 rt«.^

N V File^i Dec. '-'3,
1 W> derial

1 A pyrographic device. I'oinprismg a stook, a burning

netMlle carnetl thereby, a rliiine shielil carneii liv saul ner<ile

and a claiiip carried bv saiil shield a<lapte<l to gra-sp said

uee*ile.

2. A pyrographic <le%ife, coiuprising a stock, a burning

needle carrie«l thereby, a flame shield carritnl by .said needle,

and a damp carne<l by said slueJd ronipriting a k>oi)e<l

wire, the loop of which is adapted to gra.sp «iii«l needle.

[

891.479 DRl'M-.STAND. Kn%v m<ii F

ham. Mass File<l Dec. 12. 1907. Serial

HowK, Need-

No. 406,207.

1. In a Iruiu -tand. a collapsible drum-holding device

eemsisting of an upright post, a block pivotally supported

thereon, a collar sh.lably mounte<l on said post having a

laterally cxtende<l ear. a link pivotally connected at one

end to said ear and at the other end to said block, a set-

screw extended through said collar into engagement with

the ix)st, and a plurality of drum-engaging arms arranged

on said block, substantially as descrilnvl

2. In a drtim staml. a collapsible ilnirn-hol.ling itcvice

con.sisting of an upright post, a block supported thereon

having a plain face, a pair of (Inim-enaaging arms pivot-

ally connecte 1 to said block and a longitudinally adjust-

able drum-<-ngaging arm riiri !lv sccuri- 1 to .said block

a<lapted by :i.ijustmeiit to U- ma le sliurtcr than said piv-

otetl arms to disix>s«- the siipfxirting-block at one sid.' of

the center, wherebv the .1r\ini ni:i\ }•• pr.'sse I into cngage-

nient with the fixed arm b\- a s\mii«}iiic iuo\ I'lmii' of 'he

pivote.l arms substantlall.v as describ«'l

3 In a <!rum stand, a collapsible drum-holding device

consisting of an upright ]«><'. a blo.-k supiH)rte.l Uiereon, an

arm rigidly seeure<l to -vaid block, a dr\im-engaging arm

aljustably connected therewith which forms an extension

thereof, and a pair of superinuH>w 1 drum-engaging arms

pivotally connected to .said block, one of whirl, is ma'ie

longer than the other, substantially aj< descnlM' I

4. In a drum stand, a coUapeible drum-holding device

consisting f)f an upright pf>8t. a block sui)fx>rte 1 thereon,

an arm rigidly s«-cured to said block, a drum-engaging arm

adjustai)ly connecte«i therewith which forms an extension

thereof, and a i>air of sui><-rimiH).st><i drum-engaging arms

pivotally connected to said block alxjve s;iid flxe(.l arm

which are movable into a position alxjve and in parallel-

ism with sai 1 fixed arm when the device is collai)9ed, sub-

stantially as descrilx- 1

r, In a drum stund, a colla[>siblp drum liol.l ing devlee

enlisting of an upright post, a blm-k supix.rted thereon.

I longitudinally extensible drum-engaging arm secured -o

said block and a pair of suix>rimpo.se<l drum-engaging :irms

pivotally stipix>rte<l on sjiid block alxjve the iforesaitl arm.

stibstantially sis desi-rdx-tl

iClaim 6 not printed in the Gazette,)

891,480 STOVF.PIl'F - I.t>("KIN<; DKVItK. .Vlhiku

W, HoYKK, Minneaix. lis Minn a.ssignor of one-half to

Peter .I Hover ("ent<-rville, S I) Filed Dec 14. HM17.

Serial No 4(K).44.')

1. The combination with a stove plp<> having portions

exten let! at an angle to each other and connect«Ml by an

ellxjw. of a cable or wire exteniiing axially through the

legs of saitl pil>e, a gui<le therefor applied withm and su(>-

IHirted by said ellxiw, means for anchoring said wire (,r

cable at the discharge end of said pipe, and a win.lla.sa

connecte<i to the other end of said wire or cable ajid ex-

tending through the lower end [xirtion of .said pip«', sul>-

stantially as des<-rilxxi

2, .\ device for locking together the sections of a sttive

pipe, comprising an anchor bar a. lapte.l for application
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to a chimney tlue a U.lt a<iapte<i to be passed trans-

versely through a stove pipe ellK>w and having a guide

sheave at it.s central portion, a windlass shaft made up

of two sections a4lapte<i for application to one of the stove

pivx> sections, one s«Mnion of said shaft having a finger-

piece and the other a ratchet wheel, a yoke in which said

windla.ss shaft is journah-d, a lock pawl ai.plied to said yoke

and co.^i>erating with sjii.i ratchet whe<-l. and a cable or

wire which when ajiplied is connects! to said anchor bar

at one en.l aiul to said windlas.s shaft at its other end,

and at its intcrTn«MJiate i«.rtion is passed over said guide

sheave, substantially as liescrilw.l.

801,482. LUBRICATOK FOR MAIN BKARI
CENTRIFFGAL BRKAKER.S. NVilhki.m

HEIM. Duisburg. Germany
rial No. 421.610.

3. The combinntinn with a chimne\ an i a stove pipe,

the latter having vertical and horizou'.al portions and an

elbow, of an anchor bar haMug sirring legs for engagement

with a chimney Hue fi bolt passed tran.sversely through

the pii>e elbow and ha\ nig a centrally located guide sheave,

a yoke embracing the lower rx.rtion of one of the vertical

pipe sections, a telescopKally adjustable two part wind-

lass shaft journaled in said yoke and in the embraced

pijie section, one of the sjud shaft sections having n finger

piece and the other a ratchet whwl, a lock <log appli.Hi

to said yoke and engageable with said ratchet wheel, and

a wire or cable attache. 1 at one end to said anchor bar.

passed over said guide sheave and connected at its other

end to said windlass shaft su>>siHntialIv as describrt-d.

8..1 4M HARVESTING- KNIFE.
Tyrone, Okla. File<l Nov. 23. l'.H)7

Adolph W. Ihde,

S<rialNo. 403.45;i.

1. A harvesting knife comprising a shank, a knife blade

at one euil of said shank and in plane therewith, the said

blade being extended laterally from the shank, and the cut-

ting edge of the bla<ie being the edge thereof farthest re-

move<i from >-aid <hank, substantially a,s s«t forth

2. A harv(>sting knife comprising a shank, and a knife

blivie extending lau-rally from said shank and terminating

in a h<x>k, substaniially as set forth.

3 .\ harvesting knife comi)rising a shank, and a knife

t,|.„le'extendim: lat.-rallv fn.m sj.i.i -hank and terminating

in a h.x.k, and hngcr loop.-, carried \,^ -aid shanks, substan-

tially its set forth.

4 \ harvj'Sting knife comprising a -hank, a kjufe blarte

at one end of said shank extending lai erally from the shank,

finger l.K.ps carried i.y sawl shank an<i a brace projecting

rearwardly from .said shank, substantially as set forth.

NG.S OF
l.ANGEN-

Filed Mar. 17, 190K. Se-

A device of the character described, comprising a sta-

tionary bearing having a lower oil reservoir and an upper

oil reservoir, a sleeve rotatably mounted in said bearing

and having an upper oil chamber that communicates with

the upper oil reservoir, and a rotary shaft eccentrically

mounted in the sleeve and projecting into the lower oil

reservoir, sulwtantially as specified.

891.483. APIX .MINAL SUPPORTING ATTAt HMKNT
FORrORSKTS GEORGt Laszem><>kfkh. Hridget>ort,

Conn as-ignor to The Mona Manufacturing Co
.
a Cor-

poration of Ma.s.s!,(husetts Filed Sept. 5, 1!W7. Serial

No. 3M1 .V).-.

The combination with the se< tion- of a corset ha^nng

apertures near their rear meeting edg.- below the wai.t line

of the corset, of ab<iomen pa.is secunni at their inner edges

to the inside faces of said sections close tx> the busks, said

pads being otherwise ixrfectly free fn.m the <orset. and

tension tapes exten.ling from the outer edge- of -aid pads

through said aiK-rtures. -ai.i taix-s Ixung -i-acea apart to

extend above and below the hip bone and capable of being

secured together, when the recjuired pres-ure of .said pa.is

is obtained.

891484 CORD-( LAMPING DEVICE .T.^MF.s B LM.

Knoxville. Tenn. Filed Oct. 10. 1<.M)7. Serial No.

396.70s

1 \ one-piece wire clamping -ievic of the nature de-

cai h side of said
scribed ccmipnsing a tongue a ja'-^

said jaw- anc -an! i.mgue. and arms

-i;( It-form material.
tongue, loops joimng

for securing said device
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2. A one-piece wire clamping device of the nature de-

soribe«l compriainK a tongue, a jaw at each $ide of said

tongue, looim joining sanl jaws and said tongue, and

curveii. approximately aemi-circular arms extending from

said jaws.

3. A one-piece wire clamping device of tha nature de-

scribeil comprismg a tongue, a jaw at each tide of said

tongue, loops* joining r^aid jaws and .'^aid tongue, and arina

for aecuring aaid device to sheet-f(jrm materia! said tongue

extending beyond the outer ends of said jaws

4 In a clamping device of the nature dp»cril)ed, the

combination with a one-piece wire structure comprising a

tongue, a jaw at each side of said tongue, loo;* joining said

jaws and said tongue, and curved, approximately semi-cir-

cular arms extending from said jaws, of an eyelet engaging

said arms.

5. In a clamping devi<-e of the nature described, the

combination with :i one-piece wire structure oomprising a

tongue. A jaw at each side of said tongue, looiiti joining said

jaws and said tongue, and curved, approximat<-ly semi-cir-

cular arms extending from said jaws, of an eyelet engaging

said arms, said eyelet having notches, 8, in one of its

flanges

(

891,486 APPARATIS FOR TRKATINd TIN-vSCRAP
Meredith Leitih, Springfield. Mass., assignor to Metal

[»roces« Company. New York. N. Y.. a CoriKjration of

New York Filed Mar 2*1. 1<M^ Serial No. 4.JH.375.

8'J1.485. STATIONARY F^ECTOR-VE>iTILATOR.
Amocs J. LEiTrH. Richmond. Va.. a^isignor to Virginia

Blower A Manufacturing Company. Incor;Hirate<1. Rich-

mond, Va. Filed Apr 11.1908 S<»rial Nd. 426..570

1. .\ stationary ejector ventilator emlxjlylng a c-einral

circular di.schargt- flue having an outwanlly fianng up;)*'r

ed^ an ejector rnin' surrounding said flue and having a

similar outwardly flaring upix-r edge, said edges forming an

annular ejector nozzle, a deflector cone locat«<i below the

ejector cone and forming therewith an upwardly con-

verging air pas-sage and radial flanges on the deflector

cone terminating within the ejector cone to proviiie an an-

nular e jualizing chaml)er b«"tween the congs above the

partitions.

2. A stationar> ejector ventilator embodying an annu-

lar ejector nozzle directed upwardly anil outwardly, an

ejector cone flaring downwardly and outwardly, a deflec-

tor cone extending \ie\ow and forming witlj the ejector

cone an upwanlly '-onverging air channel and radial flanges

on the deflector i^me terminating in the lowt-r portion of

the ejector cone whereby an annular equaliling chamber

is formed above the flanges.

3 A stationary ejector ventilator embod\ing an annu-

lar ejector nozzle directeil upwardly and outwardly, an

ejector cone flaring downwardly- ami outwardly, a deflec-

tor cone extending b«-low and forming with the ejector

cone an upwardly converging air channel, raciial flanges on

the deflector cone and an external inclosing rmg having a

veVticaJ wall with its upi)er edge below the line of dis-

charge from the annular ejector nozzle

4. A stationary ejector ventilator enibo<iying an up-

wardly and outwardly directed annular discharge and a

transversely arrange<l outwardly flaring entrance, an ex-

ternal inclosing ring having a vertical wall, ana a cover

having its edge within and below the upper edge of the

ring, the annular space tjetween the ring and edge of the

cover l)ein« in line with and forming an unobstructed dis-

charge opening for the air issuing from the egector nozzle:

substantially aJ« described.

I In an apparatus for treating tin scrap, the combina-

tion with a reclining cylin<ler having a receiving opening at

one end and a discharge oin-ning at th»- other end. of means

for creating a heated deoxidized atmosiihere within sai<l

cylinder, a wall transverse to sai<i cylinder having an ov)€n-

ing discharging into said cylinder, and a scmip secured to

said cylinder and discharging through said oiK'uing

2. In an apparatus for treating tin s.rap. the conibiiui-

tion with a reclining cylinder having a receiving opening at

one end and a discharge oj^-ning at the other end. of mean>

for creating a heate<l deoxidized atmosphere withm said

cylinder, a wall transvcrs*- to sai<l cylinder at one end hav-

ing a constricted oi>ening di.scharging into said cylinder and

means for closing the discharge opening against the free

passage of air or ga«es

3. In an api)aratus for treating tin scrap, the combina-

tion with a reclining cylinder having a receiving oi^-ning

at one end and a discharge <)i»ening at the other end. of

means for creating a heated deoxi<lized atmosi)here within

said cylinder, a wall transverse tosai'l i-ylinder at one end

having an opening discJiarging into said cylinder, a screen-

ing cylinder adjacent to said wall and a scoop a<ljaeent

to said opening and discharging therethrough, and a re-

straining wall at the other end of .said healing ai>paratus

for delaying the progres.s of the scrap through .said cylin-

der and mean.s for closing the discharge opening against

the frf>e passage of air or ga.s<'s.

4. In an api)aratus for treatfng tin scrap, the rombina-

tion with a reclining cylinder having a receiving oix-mng at

one end and a discharge op«>ning at the other end, of means

for creating a heated deoxidized atmosphere within said

cylinder, a wall transvers«< to said cylin<ler at one end hav-

ing an oj)ening discharging into saiil cylindt-r, and a n^-

straining wall at the other end of said heating apparatus

for delaying the progress of the scrap through said cylinder,

said restraining wall having iK-rforal ions idong it.« base.

5 In an apparatus for treating tin Mrai>. the roinbina-

tion with a reclining cylinder having a remving oi>emng at

one end and a discharge oix-ning at the other end. of means

for creating a heate<l deoxidize<l atmosphere within said

cylinder, a wall transvexse to said cylinder at one en<i hav-

ing an opening discharging into said cylinder, a restraining

wall at the rear of said heating apparatus for delaying the

progress of the scrap through said cylinder, and .screening

cylinders ailjacent to lM)th ends of said heating cylinder.

(Claims to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

S'U.4H7 MP:TAI^SAWING MACHINP: Wilfred

Lewis. Phila*lelphia. Pa. Filed Nov. 17, 1«<)5 Serial

No. 287.779.

1. A metal sawing machine having in combination a ri>-

tary saw spindle, a iH'aring therefor aii.l resilient means

pressing the spinille against the saiu.- side of the l)earing

against which it is pressed by the resistance of the work

when the saw is in ov)eration.

2. A metal sawing machine having in cotnbination a

guideway. a head moving thereon and carrying a bearing

for the saw spindle, a saw spindle and resilient means pres.s-

ing the heail against the guideway in the same direction

that it is pressed in the operation of the machine.

3. A metal sawing machine having in combmation a
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guideway. a head moving thereon and carrj'ing a bearing

for the saw spindle, a saw spindle and resilient means act-

ing to |)res>i the head against the gvn Icway and the spindle

against its bearing Ixjth in the same direction they are

pressed during the operation of the machine.

4 A nu-tal suwmg machine having in combination a

guideway. a heail moving thereon and carrying a l)earing

for the saw spindle, a saw spindle, two opj)osHely placed

movable abutinent.s. one resting against the guideway and
the other against the spindle and resilient means acting on

b<Jtli almtment-s to press the head against the guideway and

the spindle against it.-- iM-aring

5. A metal saw machine ha\ ing in combination a guide-

way, a head moving thereon an.l carrying a bearing for flic

saw spindle, a saw spindle, two opi>ositely placed movable

abutments situate. 1 in ami guide 1 by a cavity in the head,

one resting against the guideway and the other agairust the

spindle, and an int<'ri»oH«',l spring a<-iingon Ixjth abutments

to pre.ss the head against the gui leway and the spindle

against its bearing.

891,488. JARRING-MACHINE. Wilfred Lewis,

Philadelphia, Pa., aKsi^juor to Tabor Manufacturing

Company, Camden N. J , a Corporation of New Jersey.

File<l July 25, 1906. Serial No. 327.ti31.

1 In a jarring machine, a fixed vertical piston having a

port extcn ling through it to its top in combination with a

movable cylinder fitting on said piston and supporting a

mold table, and an anvil against which the lower end of the

movable cylinder impinges

2 In a jarring machine, a fixed vertical piston having a

port extending through it to its top in combination with a

movable cylinder fitting on said piston and supix)rting a

mold table at its top, said cylinder having lateral flanges

extending from its sides to supiH>rt the lateral exttjnsions

of the table, and an anvil against which the lower end of

the movable cylinder impinges.

3 In a jarring machine, means for actuating a mold
table consisting of a cyliiuler' and piston in ccjinbination

with a valve chamber having ports connected to a source

of fluid pressure, to exhaust and to the cylinder, a piston

valve moving in said chamber, the ports of the chamber
and valve being arranged so that on iH-ing niove<l into an

intermediate position to close the cylinder (M)rt either to

pressure or exhau.st, the pressure acts uix)n the valve to

complete its movement and thus connect the cylinder port

to exhaust or pressure, and means for moving the valve

from either limit of its nio%emeiit into its intermediate po-

sition.

4. In a jarring machine, means for actuating a mold
table consisting of a cylinder and i)iston in combination

with a valve chamlx-r, having pori.s connected to a source

of fluid pressure, to exhaust and to the cylimier, a piston

valve moving in said chaml>er, the ports of the chaml)er

and valve Ix-ing arranged so that on being moved into an

intermediate position to close the cylinder {)ort either to

{vessure or exhaust, the r>re8sure acts ui)on the valve to

complete its movement and thus connect the cylinder pt)rt

to exhaust or pressure, and means actuated by the move-
ment of the part which moves the mold table for moving
the valve from either limit of its movement into its inter-

mediate ;K>sition.

5. In a jarring machine, a fixe.l vertical piston having a

port extending through it to its top in combination with a

movable cylinder fitting on said piston and sup|)orting a

mold table, a ^•alve chamt>er. ha\ing ports connected to a

source of fluid pressure, to exhaust and to the cylinder, a

piston valve moving in said chamber, the ports of the cham-
ber and valve being arranged so that on lx>ing mo\'e.l to close

the cylinder port either to pres-surc or exhaust the pressure

acts upon the valve to complete its movement and thus

connect tlie cylinder port to exhaust or pressure, stops se-

cured to and moving with the cylinder and valve actuating

levers arranged to be engage<i by said stops as descrilKxi.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette ]

891,489. M(»M»ING-M.\CHINI: Wilfrkp Lewis,
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The Tabor Manufacturing
Company, Camden, N. J., a C/or|K)ration of New Jersey.

Filed Dec. l. 1906 Serial No. 345,947.

1. In a molding inachine. a frame, a molding table, sup-

portetl thereon, a horizontal shaft journaled therein, cyl-

inders connected to .said shaft at opposite eiuls of the table,

pistons in said cjlinders. a pattern sujiixjrt engagetl by
said pistons, means for moving said i>istons in said cylin-

ders to lift the support off the table,and means for rocking

the shaft to swing said supr>ort transversely of said table.

2. In a molding machine, in combination, a frame, a

molding table sujiiwrteil therel)y. a pattern supix)rt. a

cylinder pivoted to said frame, a piston in said cylinder

adapted to engage said 8up{K)rt and lift it off the table

and means for swinging said cylinder relative to 8ai<l frame

to move the pattern supjxjrt transversely of the inolding

table.

3. In a molding machine, a frame, a molding table and
lifting <lcvices mounte<i on said frame, a pattern support

pivotally connected to said lifting devices, locking devices
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arraimeti to look said pattern frame aKainsl pivotal move-

ment rehitivp U) said lifting devices in either of two posi-

tJon.s of *aid supptjrt relative to aaid lifting devices.

4. In a molding machine, a frame, a molding table and

lifting devices, mounte*^! on aaid frame, a pattern 8uppt>rt

pivotally engageti by said lifting device*, kx-king device*

for locking aaid patt-ern 3Uppt)rt against pivottl movement

relative to said lifting devices in either of t*o positions,

anil means for rnoving s;u<l lifting devices transversely of

said table. I

5 In combination ii supi>orting frame, a niolding table

carried thereby, lifting devices one at each .jkI* of the table

supported by said frame, a pattern support adapted to be

y.j«fl«<< by .said devices, means for openiting said devices

to«aM0e them to engage the pattern supfwrt fcnd lift it off

the table and means for swinguiK said lifting tievices rela-

tive to the supporting frame to movf the pattern support

tran-sversely of the mol ling table.

[Claims ri to 13 not pnnte 1 m thf Gazette )

INDER KObJ8'Jl 491) TKMIN;)RARY BI

PKRS. John W Lippoid. Milwaukee,

Jan 20, 1908. Serial No. 4 11, .366.

8HOE-UP-
Wis. Filed

1, In a device uf the descrii>ed chtss, the corntuniinon of :i

baseplate, two standards connecte<i together at th*-ir uv)p*'r

ends and affixe«i at their lower ends to sai<l t)ase plate. .1

clamping and a locking plate respectively pruvidi-l aiMi

ai^ertures for the reception of said standards, iucmus for con-

necting said clamping and locking plaU's togfthcr, a flexi-

ble retaining member permanently connected at its lower

end to the front edge of said base plate and n»iean.s for tem-

porarily connecting it at ita up[ier end centrally to the up>-

per connecting member of said standards.

2 In a device of the described class the combination of

a bas«' plate, two vertical standards connect<«l together at

their upper ends and rigidly affixed at their lnwcr ends to

said base plate, a clamping member provided with aper-

tures for the reception of said 8tandar>ls. two separate

locking plates rps[>e<''tively provided with lifting loops and
with apertures for the reception of said stan<J;irds. a rluiiri

connecteil at one end to the front edge of stjil bjise plate

and adapted to lie connected at its opi)<)siir ends to the

horizontal connecting membf-rs of said standards, saiil

locking plates being rp-;[H>ctively affixed at olie end to the

respective en<l of sai<l clamping plate while their opposite

loope«l ends are centrally located between snid standards,

whereby Ixith of said lcK)pe<l ends may l)e ''onvfniently

grasped with the fingers of one hand, all substantially as

and for the purpose sjx^cific;!.

shaped tube and a seal for application to the op«'ning in

the top wall of the upper chamber for lo<:king the floatable

ball within the f)ell-8hai)ed tube, all coml>inevi and operat-

ing as and for the purpose stared.

891,492 CONCENTRATOR FOR SOLUTIONS.
V. LlxjTU. Norwood, Ohio Kiifd .July 8, 1907.

No, 3«2,601.

JOH.V

Serial

891.491. NON-REFILLAULE BOTTLE Rohf.rt .\.

Little, Kuffalo. N. V Filed Mar 4 liK)S Serial No.

419,079.

A non-reflUable bottle comprising a chainl)er in its \i\>-

por portion having a side op<'ning for the ducharge of the

contents of such bottle, an 1 a rontracted passage extencling

up from the body of the ^)ottlo into the chaoilx^r, a valve-

seat in the upp>er end of such passage, the top wall of the

upp«^r chamber being proviiled with an opefiing. a flaring

or bell-shaped tube exten ling downwardly from su< h

opening, its lower i_)pen end surro'imling tha valvt'-seat in

the contractetl passage, a I'jo.se floatable ball m such bell-

r

i^ r

c Q<

a
1 -Vn apparatus of the <haracter described consisting

of a concentrating tank having its interior unencumbered.

a jacket surrounding the tank near its bottom, a .second

jacket surrounding the tank above the first jacket and a

means of admitting a cooling medium to the first jacket

and a heating medium to the second jacket, simultane-

ously.

2 In a concentrator for solutions the combination of a

concentrating tank, a chamber for receiving a cooling

meilium located near the bottom of the tank, a chamber

for receiving a heating me<iium locate«I al>ove the ctxilim;;

chamlxT, means for admitting a cooling me<iium to the

first clianit)er simultaneously with a healing medium to

the sec<,)nd chamber whereby the surface of a solution in

the concentrating t.ank is heate<i while the body is kept

cool, an exit pip«> in the bottom of the concentrating tank,

and a receiver removably connecteil with the exit p;pe,

substantially as described.

H91.49;i OVERHEAD SWITCH Robert B. LorOKN

and VViLLl.\M LotDEV, Fairfield, Iowa. File<i Mar 13.

1W)8 Serial No. 4-20.99o

1 In overhead switches*,' the combination of a main

section of track, two or more sections of branch tracks.
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a switch section hinged to the main section and adapted

to aline with either of the branch sections, a portable

frame and a separate hanger to connect each of the vari-

ous track sections to the frame.

2 In overhead switches, tlM ooBttbiiMitlon of a main

section of track twd or more sections of branch tracks,

a swileh section hiriKed 10 the main section and adapted

to aline with either of the branch sections, a p<irtable frame,

teparaie hangers for connecting the main and iinuich sec-

tions of track to the frame and means for movablv con-

necting the switch section to said main and branch sections.

3. In overheail switches, a portable plank, cleats se-

cunnl to the plank, a main track section secured to one

of the cleats \>y means of a hanger, twn or more branch

sections secured by hangers to the other cleat and a

switch section hinged at one end to the main section and

shdal^ly coniiecteti at the other end to said cleat so as to

alme with either of the liranch tracks

4. In overhead switches, a portable plank, cleata se-

cured to the plank, a main track section secured to one

of the cleats by nieins of a lianger. two or more branch

sections secured b, i.:iii>;cr- to the other cleat, a .switch

section hinge<l at one enl to i hi ?; ui. -e. n !. and slidably

connected at the other end to -ai.l cleai and means to

draw it into alinement with either of the branch traclcs.

5 In overhead -witihes, a iMirtable plank, cleaits se-

cure«l to the idariK .i i;,.iin tra<k section secured to one

of the cleats by mcaii- "1 a hanger, two or more branch

sections secured ti> hauKerr- to the other cleats, a switch

section himtd ai one end to the main section and slidably

connec 'ci f ;h. other end to said cleat, ptilleys secured

to opi>"~i!e eigo of the plank and a cord passed over said

pulleys and connected to the mountings of said switch

section so as to draw it into or out of alinement with the

branch tracics.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed m the (iazette.]

891,494. CAR-WHEKI. Wii,u.\.m D Low ry, St. Louis,

Mo. Filed .Mar 9 U«i^ Serial No 419.911.

posed of metal strips of greater tensile strength than the

metal of which the ixxiy of the wheel is composed, sub-

stantially as .set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a cast car wheel

having an iiLsert emijedded within its bearing surface and

which is corapo,sed of metal strips which extend across the

tread of the wheel and into the flange and which are of

greater tensile strength than the body of the wheel, sul>-

stantially as set forth

3. As a new article of manufacture, a c:i.st car whe<'l

having an insert embe<lded in llic flange and tread thereof

and which is of greater tensile strength than the metal of

which the body of the wheel is composed, substantially as

set forth.

891,495
taga. 111.

BriLDING-BL<X"K. Vasiki. O Loy. Wa-
Filed Jan, 14, 1907. Serial No :i52,185.

1. A hollow concrete building block having a lonKitudmal

oi)ening exten, ling therethrough .approximately full length,

bonding gr(M)ves m the face~aiiii en.!.- of the block, the outer

face of the block being inclined .lown and outwardly .and

terminating in a deijending overhaiiginK flange inwardly

shouldCTed, the outer face of the block having at one end an

angular flUet projecting ix^yond the end of the block and at

the opposite end an inner shouldered portion inward from

the end of the liloik

2. A hollow building block having dovetail mortises m
its outer face, a facing tile having transverse dovetail

tt-nons making inlerlockitiK euktaKenient with said morti.ses,

said tile having a narrow upix r edge in alinement with the

upper face of the block, the face of the block flaring out-

wardly and terminating at the lower edge in a defx-n Img

overhanging tiange shouldered to receive the upixT edge of

the next lower tile, one end of the tile having an aiiL-'ular

outer fillet projecting beyond the end of the blo<k. ami the

oppo-itc end of the tile having an inner shouldered iK)rtion

inward from the end of the block.

.C .A hollow coni rete building block provide 1 with longi-

tudinal iwiiidmn nroo\e> and having dovetail mortises in

its outer face, a Mtrified facing tile having dovetail tenons

to eng.age said mortises, said tile having a narrow upixT

edge in ; hnement with the np)MT edge of the block, the face

of the block flaring outwardly ami tiTnnnaimg at the lower

edge in a deixmding overhanging flannc -lioulderel on a

line with the lower face of the block, one ( lui of the tile hav-

ing an outer fillet i.rojecting Ix'yond the end of the block,

and the oprMJsite end of the tile having an inner shouMered

portion inward from the end of the block.

4. The combination with a hollow building block having

longitudinal boiulin^ grof)ves in its upi)er and lower faces

and vertical groo\ es in its outer face, of a facing tile having

transverse ribs to interlock with said groov(>s. said tile hav-

ing a narrow upi>er edge in alineiuent witli the up^H-r face of

the block, the outer face of the tile being inclined outward

from the upix-r narrow fnige to a lower overhanging edge

shouldered at its inner side, one end of the tile being on a

line with the end of the block and having a right angled

shoulder inward from the end there<jf and a corresponding

angular fillet on the opposite end of the tile projecting be-

yond the end of the block.

1. .\s a new article of manufacture, a ca.-it car wheel

having an insert eml>e<lde^l within its flange ami which

extends into the irea4l of the wheel, said in.s<Ti l>eing com-

891,496. ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMER. At ca st

R. Li s< hka. River Forest. III., assignor to Western Elec-

tric Company. Chicago. Ill . a C^)ri wrat ion of lUinois.

Filed Dec. 11. 19<)5. Serial No. 291.260.

1. An induction coil compiri.sing an elongated core of iron

wire, a primary winding thereon, covering only part of the
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length of said core, and a aerondary winding about said

pnniary winding in the form of two hollow truncated cones

with their at>exea meeting at approximately the f^enter of

the corf, the planes of the bases of said con^s intersecting

the corf at sf>me distance from its ends.

2. An induction coil, comprising a core of small iron

wires, an in.sulating tube inclosing the sarac a primary

winding of relatively coarse wire wound upon said insu-

lating tube, a .second insulating tube about, said primary

winding, a secondary winding comprising two similar sen-

ally c-ouiiected hollow truncate l-cone-sh;i[H><l sections with

their apexes meeting in substantially th*» plaee of the iekik-

aetic center of saiti core, antl with their axes coinciding with

the longitudinal axis of said ct)re. and termioal connectors

or saitl primary and secondary windings

3 An induction (-(til. comprising a core, a primary wind-

ing thereon, a secondary winding about said primary wind-

ing consisting of two hollow truncaie<l-conicaJ s<»ctioiis with

their small ends meeting at substantially tl>e longitudinal

center of the core, and truncat«'d-ronical end hca Is for sai<l

coil a<iapted to nest with said sections

4. An induction coil, comprising a core, a primary wind-

ing thereon, a secondary winding about sail primary wind-

ing consisting of two hollow truncated-coninij sections with

their small ends meeting at substantially thj> longitudinal

center of the core, truncate<i-conical end heacl^ for said coil

adapted to nest with saitl sections, and an insulating sub-

itance interposeti in the space between said heads and said

sections.

SiJ1.4y7. STAMP-MILL. Fr.\n(Is L M.vrruKws. Oak-
land, Cal . assignor to Oakland j4tamp .Mill Co Oaklan.i.

Cal., a Corporation. Filed July 19, UKJ*. St>rial No.

3*4.601.

I. In a stamp mill, the combination of a stamp stem, a

sleeve within which the steui is turnable, said sleeve hav-

ing a projecting wrist-pin. means on the stamp stem for re-

taining the sleeve in a fixe*! position relative to the stem.

a crank and a connecting rod or pitman through which

motion is transmitted to reciprocate the stamp stem,

hinged arms connected with the pitman, a table carried

by sai 1 pitman, springs mounted ui>on the table, tension

roiis connecting the springs with the hingeil :irins. and
means connecting the outer ends of the hinged arms with

the wrist-pin

2. In a stamp mill, a stamp st^-m a wnst-pin p>rojecting

to one side therefrom an 1 so connecte.i as to move in uni-

son therewith, a pitman, sai 1 pitman having a horizoiit;il

portion or table, springs supporte.l uiKin said table, diver-

gent arms fulcrumed to the pitman l>elow the table, links

having their outer en Is connecttnl with the divergent

arms and means conneeting the inner ends of the links with

the wnst-pin. and t<"nsi(>n ro Is having their lower ends

connected with the diverg«'nt arms an 1 the upper en Is ad-

justably connected with the springs

,3. In a stamp mill, means to impart a reeiproeatiiu^

motion to the stamp, sai I means consisting of a crank and

a pitman driven thereby, divergent arms fulcrumed to the

pitman, links connecting with the outer ends of the arms
and means connecting the inner en. Is of the links with the

stamp stem, a horizt)ntal [wirtion or table came. I by tiic

pitman, sjirings mountel uikhi sai I table hii i tension rods

connecting the springs with the diverKent nrms
4. .\ reciprocating connection for staiiip "terns and the

like, said connection consisting of a crank and a pitman
driven thereby, divergent arms pivoteil to the pitman, a

wrist-pin and means connecting the same with the stamp
stem, links, pivots by which the outer ends of the links are

connect.e.1 with the divergent urins ;in(i the inner ends with

tile wrist-pin I'onnection. re<i>e'ti\ el\ -"prmif^ iiic]Uiit«il

upon the pitman, and tension vuA eunueetions between the

springs and the divergent arms.

891.498. PNEUMATIC TIRK FOR WHKKL.-^ oF VE-
HICLF^S. A.VDK>: Michkmn, Pari-i, France. Filed Dec.

M) 11«)7 .'Serial No 4ns 47.'.

1. A b<jlt for iiiaintaining in position on the run of a

wheel one etige only of the outer cover of a pneumatic tire,

compKseed : of a s<Tf>w-threade I stem: a plate fixed [w-rjien-

dicularly on the extremity of this stem: a wiriK formeil on

tills plate, inclined at an angle suitable for IxMring against

one of the edges of the cover (jf the fire, and of a nut

screwing on U> the sai<l stem.

2. .\ ^M)lt for maintrtining in jK.sition on the rim of a

wheel (jne edge only of the outer cover of a pneumatic tire,

composed: of a 8crew-threa<led stem a plate flxe<l ^)er^x'n-

dicularly on the extremity of this stem and raisefi at the

part where the saitl stem is attached, a wing on this plate

incline. i at an angle siiitjible for ix-anng against one of the

etiges of the cover of the tire, and of a nut prn\ideil with a

cylindrical extension e ipuble of entering an opening formed

in the run

891,41>9 MATRIX .\ S I) MKTMoD OF FORMING
SAME. Le.sije K MoKM.MisT.AK. Whet'ling, W. V'a.,

assignor of one-half to Rolx-rt H HuUar 1, K<lgar R. Bul-

lard. and ReulK-n J Bullard, Jr ,
WhiM^hng. W. Va.

Filed Oct 15. 19()ti. Serial No. 339,()/>9.

1 A matrix sheet formed of compressible material of

non-disintegrating nature, and having ius moUUng surface

stipple 1 or line<i in depression to a uniform depth, as and

for the purpose set forth.

2. .\ matrix sheet forme<l of compressible material, of

non-disintegrating nature having its mohiing surface stip-
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pled or lined in depression, said depressions having con-

verging walls terminating in a stippled-foriiung base at a
uniform depth, as and for the puriK)s<' .s«'t forth.

3. A matrix sheet formed of compressible material, hav-
ing iK)rtions of its molding surface compacted to provide

minute reces.s<'s of uniform depth to form iiot.« or lines in

the printing plate to be molde(i therefrom, the relief por-

tions of said molding surface being of uncompHct<Hi mate-
rial a-* anl for the purixi.-ie s<>t forth

4 The method herein descTil>ed for fornuiig a matrix
sheet, which consists in first producing upon a sh«'<'t a field

of stipples or lines in <lepre.ssion. said depressions i>eing

formeil by comiiacting the material of the sheet whereby
it will leave an uncompacted relief surface l)etween the

ilei.ressions, and then forming the design desired in depres-

sion upon the relief surface so formed, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

8 9 1 .^(10. MACHINE FOR CUTTING SHINGLI->
STRIPS, Ac. Frederick C. Overbury, New York,
N V , a-saignor to Flint kote Manufacturing Company.
Rutherford. N. J., a CortKiration of New Jersey. Filed

June 26, 1907. Serial No. 380.855.

1 .\ rnaehmc of ihe character stated, comprising means
for continuously feeding a web or sheet, mechanism for

forming therein a severing cut extending lengthwise of tlie

sheet betwe<Mi the edges therojf, and automatic means for

making the cutting mechanism int«>rmittentl> iriojMTative

to interrupt the cut. and form connections between the

divisions of the >trip.

2. A machine of the character state 1. comprising a bed

roll, cutting knives op]M>se,l to the fK-riphery of the bed roll,

means for carrying the knives, tiie sai(i knives being ar-

ranged to extend crosswi,se of the axis of the Ijed roll, and
form in a sheit or strip pa<«<ing l)etween the roll and knives,

a severing cut extending lenglhwi.se of the sh^H^'t iK-tween

the e.lgcs thereof, and automatic means for intermittently

interrupting the operative engagement Ix-tween the roll

an<l knives to interrupt the cut. and form connections be-

tween the divisions of the strip.

3. .-V machine of the character stated, comprising a bed

roll, a plurality of rotary carriers, each having a series of

knives which are adapted to coOperate with the jjeriphery

of the bed roll, eacii series of knives l>eing incline<i. and the

inclination of one serit* iK-ing opiKjsite that of the other

serfes, the two series of knives being arranged to form a

longitudinal zig-zag cut in a sheet passed between the bed

roll and tiie knives

4. A machine of the charaet<T >tat*'.l. comprising a bed

roll, a plurality of rotary carriers, each having a series t)f

knives which are adapted to coftiierate with the periphery

of the bed roll in forming a longitu iinal zig-zag cut in a

sheet passed between the Ix-d roll and the knives, and mech-
anism for intermittently moving one of the carriers and its

series of knives away from the bed roll, to interrupt the

cut.

5. A machine (jf tlie character stated, comprising a bed
roll, a rotary carrier having knives adapted to co()ix>rate

with the bed roll in cutting a sheet passed lH-tw(»en the roll

and carrier, and means for ix>riodically moving the carrier

and its knives away from the Ix'd roll to interrupt the cut-

ting action.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not prime. i m tiie Gazette.]

89 1,50 1. ROOFING -STRIP. Frederk k C. Over-
BUBY, New York. N. Y., assignor to Flintkote Manu-
facturing Company, Rutherford. N. J., a CoriKiration of

New Jersey. Filed Nov. 5, 1907. Serial No. 400,843.

1. A roofing strip having one of n.^ edges interrupted by
spaced recesses forming tongues j)rojecting from the body
of tne strip, the side edges of the tongues being substan-

tially at right angles with the length of the strip, and the

tongues and recesses being of substantially eijual width,

wherel)y a serie^^ of strips may be laid to form panels ar-

ranged in rows in which the panels are elongatetl either

lengthwise or crosswise of the rows.

2. A roofing strip having one of its elges interrupted \>y

spaced reces.>i<-s forming tongues projecting from the Ixxly

of the strip, the side edges of the t<jngues ix-ing substan-

tially at right angles with the length of the strip, and the

tongues and reces.s(>.s being of substantially equal width,

whereby a series of strips may l>e laid to foriri panels either

arranged in rows in which each alternate row is forme!

wholly by the tongues while the other rows are formed

wholly of portions of the lx>:iies of the strips, or in which

each panel is forme<l partly by a tongue and partly by a

portion of the body of a striii

891.502. SEAL. Charles J. Reynolds, Melrose. Mass.

Filed July 2. lOOfi Serial No. 324.404.

c^

1. A seal comprising a one-piece sheet metal body hav-

ing parta i>ent over to form straight ix>cket8 to receive

the ends of a wire, said body and said parts having open-

ings Vxtween the pockets: and a se:Jing memi>er of soft
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niotal haviri>< :i [xirrion a<lai)terl Xo iyo exten io.l through

saul op*-nin«.s :iri>l ;i [HjrTion overlying the bont ovor por-

lioas of the txxly. rtubslantially as descri^wtl
|

2. A seal compriaiag a one-piece sheet metal btxly

hapecl to form ;)Ofkets to receive the en 1» of a wire, and

provideil with overlappmj? {Kjrtions. said lx>dy an i nver-

lapi^K portions t>eiiu< providt'ii with openings between

said pockets; and a miistiroom shain-d ^^eaJinK merntxT of

soft metal capahle of bein^ presnevl and crushed, and having

a portion adapteii to be extende<l throuxh said oi)ening3

and a pxjrtion inerlying sai i pockets to bjnd the ends (jf

the wire therein. suKstantialiy as descrU)e>i

3. A seal comprismK a one-piec*- sheet metal body

formed of a blank having side wings and a tongue, the wings

bemg tx'Ht furwur I to overlap, an 1 shape 1 to form pf)ck-

ets at the bent ;)ort)ons. and the tongue being l>ent over to

overlie the wings: openings through the o\-erlapping por-

tions and the Ixjdy portion, and a sealijig rnemt)er having

a stem to project through said ojx'nings. an 1 a head of suffi-

cient area to cover an.l project beyond the sides of the

body portion when pres.se i int<i jxjsition.

4. A seal comprising a sheet-metal rnemt)er having it.s

end margins folded back upon it and hn\ iiig shackle-eyes

at its lateral edges in its fol let conditloa. sai 1 member
having an interme;liate px-rforation an.l sai 1 back-folde«i

margins having perforation.'^ an i a soft-mrtal connecting

member having a web pas.siiig tlirough s.'»id iM>rff)rations

and having heads lying on opi><)sirf si Icp of the sheet-

metal t>etween sai 1 eyes.

5. A seal comprising a folded sheet-metal lufinber with

the end margins overlapping each other apon the inter-

mediate section of the meml)er and with longitudinal eyes

at the lateral edges of said folde<i memlM-r. sjvd intermediate

and end-marginal sections having registeriag perfora' ions.

and a soft-metal connecting member having a shank ex-

tending through s;ii 1 i)erforations and having heads ()<-

tween which said intermediate and margioal se<-tiorw are

confined.

891 50.3 IIKKL-nriLDINT, M.Sf'HINF. CmuLEs o
Rtberi., Brockton, Ma-ss. Filed May tj. 1907

No. 371.9S9

1. A heel tiuililing machine comprising a mold, a heel

prewing platen movable horizontally into and out of the

space above the m<i i ui I movable vertically toward and
from the moM when in .sai 1 si)ace. a slidi- to which the

platen is pivotally fonnci-te»l, said slide i)elng mo\able to-

ward and from the mold, means for yielditigly holding the

slide retracted from the mold, means for yieldingly holding

the platen in a raised positif)n relatively IC) the slide, and

platen-operating mechanism having iiu ans for moving the

slitle to carry the platen to a p<«ition above the moid, and
for forcing the platen into the mold. I

2. .\ heel f)ui! ling m:>chine comprislng'a mold, a heel

pressing platen, a slide movable toward anil from the

mold, connect ion.s hK-twj-en the slide and platen whereby
movement's of the slide sire imparted to the platen, means
for normally holding the platen raised alH)ve the mold,
means for normally holding the slide and platen retracted

from the mol 1, and means for successive! % projecting the

slide and platen to locate the platen o\er the mold and
force the platen into the mold

3. A heel building machine comprising a mold, a heel

pressing platen, a slide movable toward and from the

mokl, an arm pivot«Hl to the slide and »upi)orting the

platen, means for yieldingly holding the arm in a rai.sed

position, means for yieUlingly holding the slide retracted

from the mokl. and a pivoted oix-rating lever, said lever

and arm having <-i><ii)«T:iM[ig menil>crs which act when the

lev(>r IS forced forward to tirst move the slide forward to-

ward the mold, and then to fori e the iilaten against the

contents of the mold.

4. A heel building machine comprising a mold, a heel

pressing platen, a slide movable towaril and from the

mold, a platen-supponmg arm pivoted to the slide and
provided with a projection having rear and upper faces,

means fur \leldiiigly hoi. ling the arms in a raiseil i)Osition,

mean- f^r iic!dim;i\ tioldiim the slide retracte.l from the

molil. and a pivoted oix-rating ie\er prf)videil with a roller

adapted to co-'iiMTaie with the faces of said projection in

moving the slide :iiii deiiressing the platen

o .\ lieel building machine <'omprising a mold, a heel-

pressing platen, a slide movable toward and from the

mold, an arm pivoted to the slide, and sui)i>orting the

platen, means for yieldingh' rai -ing the arm and plat<'n.

means for vieldingl\ retracting the slide, a pivote<l oper-

ating le%'T ~ II 1 inii aji 1 lever having ciii)(MTating parts

which act. ssjieii tiic lever is thrown forwar.l. to move
the slide toward the moll and to depress the platen, and
relatively adjustable stop memljers which limit the for-

ward movement of the slide.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

Serial 89I.504 M.\TCH-STAND. CnAlu.K.^ \\ rtHONK, Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Sept. 2.1, 19<>7 Serial No. 394,184.

«/ 'V

J

A match-stand cijiiiprismg, in <ombmation, a sheet-

metal base of general inverteil-saucer shape containing

slots in its top-portion, a sheet-metal lH)X-h<ilder of general

U-ahape rising from said ba.se and lontaining slot.s in its

closed end to register with the f1rst-name<l slots, and a

"heet-metal stop of general inverte<l-U shape having its legs

terminating in tongu«>s i«v.ssing throvigh said registering

slots and bent at their protruding ends ag:iinsi the tinder

surface of the biuse to secure the parts of the stand together.

for the pvu"pose set forth.

89l..^><)5 INDEX. Frank K. Smith. Webster City. Iowa.

File<i Aug 10. 1906, Serial No ,329.^)7

1. In an index, the combinatiijn of a card or sheet, a

holder of pliable material iwrmanently secured to the card

or sheet and extending around an 1 embracing the e<lge of

the card or sheet and overlying the face tliereijf .
the holder

being unattached to said card or .sheet near the e<lg«^(jor-

tion thereof and oiK-n at its emls to form a marker pocket in

June 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1003

back of that portion of the cover which o-\-erlies the card or
sheet and in which the marker will be removably held, said
holder having an ojjening therein to expose the marker.

\r(7XKurrr^

3^

2. In an index, the combination of a card or sheet and a
holder of pliable material permanently .secureii to each face
of the card or sheet and extending around and eird)racing

the edge of the c;ird or sheet and (jverlymg both faces
thereof, the holder being unattached to the card or sheet
near its e<ige-iHjrtion and open at its end to form marker
pockets in back of those inirtions of the holder which over-
lie the faces of the canl or sluM-t and in which the markers
will be removably held, said holder being cut away to ex-
pose the markers.

3. In an article of the character descrilK'd. a holder corn-
prising a cover having an oiH-ning therein and a backing-
Strij) of flexible material for the holder secured to the cover
indejiendently of the article to which the holder is to be ap-
plied, whereby a niarker-iK)cket will l)e formed between the
backing-strip and the cover, the cover and backing-strip
being unattachel at one end so a marker can be insert^i
into the pocket, and means f(jr attaching the holder to the
face of an article to w hich the holder is to be applied.

4. In an article of the charac ter descrilx'd. a holder com-
prising a cover haxing an opening therein, a backing-strip
of flexible material secured to the cover independently of
the article to which the holder is to be applied, a marker-
po< kit being forme<l l>etwe<Mi the backing-strip and the
co\i r -,ud strip and cover being unattacheii at one end so
a marker can Ih" in.serted tlierebetwien imd into the ix)cket,

said strip forming the inner face of the hijlder, the holder
being provided with an .atlhesive for attaching it to an
article.

5. In an index, the combination of a card or sheet, a
hohler of pUable material permanently secured to the card
or sheet and extending around and embracing the edge
thereof and overlying the face thereof, the holder being
unattai'he<l to the card or sheet near its edge-i>ortion and
open at its ends to form a marker-pocket in back of that
portion of the holder which overlies the card or sheet and
in which a marker will \n' ren\ovahl\- held said holder
ha\mg an oi>ening therein to expose the marker, and a
backing-strip betwe<Mi the holder and the sheet.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.506. COW - MILKINC M.VCHIM W iluam W.
Spraoi-e, Monmouth M. Fihvl Apr. 27, 1907. Serial
No. 370.009.

1. In a cow-imlkiiig mai-hme. the i-ombination with a
fnilk receptacle, an<l a cover therefor, of a teat-cup con-
nection to -aid receptacle through said c<jver. a suction
connect iin] to said receptacle through said cover, a rotary
two-way valve interiK)se<l in and across said teat-cup con-
nection adapted to place the latter alternately in commu-
nication witii the «iu<tion and the atmosphere, and a motor
mounted on -aid c(i\er connected to and continuously ro-

tating said valve in one direction, substantially as de-
»oril)ed.

2. A pu!.sj\ting mechanism for cow-milking machines,
comprising a piiM>-section ad.ipte<l for connection at one
end to the milk receptacle ami at the other end to a con-

ductor leading from ttie teat-cups, said pipe ectlon hav-
ing a main duct listablishmg communication between said
conductor an(i milk receptacle, a valve-seat formed trans-
versely of said main duct, anti a relief duct between said
valve-eeat and said conductor, a rotary valve lying in said
valve-seat and provided with separate port.s adapte<i to
alternately open said main duct an<i connect .said relief

duct with the atmosphere, ami a motor for rotating said
valve, substantially as describe<i

3. A pulsating mechanism for cf)w -milking machines,
comprising a piix'-section adai)t<»<l f(jr connection at one
end to the milk receptacle and at the other end to a con-
ductor leading from the teat-cujis, said pii>e-section hav-
ing a main duct establishing communicatif)n between said
conductor and milk receptacle, a valve-.soat forme<i tran.s-

versely of sai<l duct, and a relief duct between said valve-
seat and said conductor, a rotar>' vah'e l.\ing in said valve-
seat and provided with a transverse jKirt adapte<l to reg-
ister with said main duct and also with a relief port com-
municating at one end with the atmosphere and at the
other end adapted to register with said relief duct alter-
nately with the registration of said transverse port with
the main duct, and a mot^r for rotating said valve, sub-
stanti.all\' as descrilxxi.

4. A pulsating mechani.sm for cow-milkmg machines,
comprising an elbow pipe-section the lower end whereof is

adapted for connection to the cover of the milk receptacle
and the other end wher(H)f is adaptei for connection to a
tube leading from the teat-cups, said piiK'-sectiou having
a main <luct extending entirely therethrough, a circular
valve-seat formed a<To.ss said main duct and open at rne
end to the atmosi)here an<l a relief duct connecting .said

valve-seat with the conductor end of said pipe-section, a
rotary valve lying in said valve-seat, said valve being pro-
vided w^ith a pair of intersecting lransver.se ports a<1apte<i
to be alternately brought into register with said main duct,
and with another pair cjf intersecting trans\er-e jM.rts

adapted to register with said relief duct, and an axial port

I

communicating therewith at their point of intersection, one
J of said pairs of transverse jwrts having an angular lead
over the other, and a motor imparting a continuous rota-

!

tion in one direction to said valve, substantially as de-
1

scribed,

5. A pulsatiiiK mechanism for cow-niilking machines,
comprising a iii|ie-section adapted for connection at one
end to the milk receptacle and at the other en<l to a con-

j

ductor leading from the teat-cups, said pii)e-8ection hav-
ing a main duct extending entirely therethrough, a circular
valve-.seat formed across said main tiuct, ;tnd .a relii'f duct
connecting said valve-.s<»at with the conductor eiui of said
pipe-section, a rotary valve lying in said valve-.seat and
provided with suction and relief ports adapted to alter-
nately establish communication of said main and relief

ducts with the milk receptacle and the atmosphere, re-

spectively, an air filter covering the outer i«d of said
relief port, and a motor for rotating .said valve, substan-
tially as described.

89 1 . .507 . DOUGH-DIVIDER Frank .Stsbich, Chi-
cago. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Champion
Machinery Company. Joliet. 111., a Cori)orafion of Illi-

nois. F'ilcd Jul\ 21. 19().T Serial No 270,7,33.

1. In a dough divi(ier. a hopi>er, a dough - receiving
chamber c untDunii atiiiK with said hopper, a reciprocating
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piston arrangefl 111 »ai<i chamber, an oscillating rylincier

having dough measuring chambers extending transversely

therethrough, means for rei-iprorating said piston, means
for oscillatmg said cylinder, plungers slidably and remov-

ably mounteil in said niea-suriug (•hamb)erHi. and means
connected with said piston for moving said plungers out-

wardly
2. In a dough divider, a hopper, a ilough receiving

chamber communicating with said hopi)er. a reciprocating

piston arrangeti in said chamlier, an oscillating cylinder

having dough mea.suring chamt)er3 extending there-

through, means for reciprocating said piston, means for

oscillating said cylinder, plungers slidably and removably

mounttvi m said dough measuring chamberH adjustable

means connected with sjiid piston for n.o\iag said plun-

ders outwardly, and means for moving said plungers in-

wardly.

3. In a dough divider, a hoppier. a doijgh receiving

chamhver communicating with saiil hopfx^r. a reciprocating

piston mountetl in said chamber, an oscillating cylinder

having end trunnions mounted in the frame of said ma-
chine, .said cylinder divide<l in a plurality of dough receiv-

ing chambers extemling transversely therethrough, a plu-

rality of plungers arrangeil on a common shaft and remov-

ably and slidably mounteil in said dough re<»>iving chiun-

bers, and ;i<ljustable means for moving said plungers out-

wardly, saui means ojierable by said piston

4. In a dough divider including a suitabke supiK)rting

frame, a hopper arrange<l on said frame a dough ret-eiving

chamber communicating with said hopper, a recijvrocating

piston mounted in saii! chaml)er, an oscillating chamliert'd

nu'iidx'r means for reciprocating said pistoii, means for

oscillating said chamlK're<l membt-r. plunijers slulably

mounted in the chamberetl memlx'r, adjustable means
for moving sai'l plungers outwardly, said mejuis conne<'te.l

with and ojxrated by said piston, and mean** for moving

said plungers inwardly said means cotineitfd with sjijd

frame.

891,508 MOLDING '.-M.XCHINK H \kris T^Bf.K Kliza-

beth, N. J., and Wilfred Lewis. Philadelphia, Pa . a-s-

signors to The TalMir Manufacturing Company. Camden.
N. J., a CorjKjration of New Jersey, F|le<l Dec. 19,

1905 Serial No. 292.432.

1. In a inoiding iua<-hinc a .s(|ue«*zing cylinder having a

frans\-ers»' (l(>s«'d chamber forme. 1 through its fease, exteml-

ing into the cylinder and connecting with shaft l»earings

formed in lateral extensions of the cylinder, in combination

with a -ihaft passing through said chaml:>er. ajid supported

in said Ix-aring*", a s|uee»ing hea»i connecteii to said shaft

and a squeezing plunger working in the cylindfr

2 In a moMing machine a squeezing cylin<ier having a

transverse p«-rforat<'d rib extending through Its bottom in

combination with a shaft paj<sing through said iK^rforation.

a s<)ut>ezing hea<l connected to said shaft and a squeezing

pi\iiigcr working m the cylinder and having in lK)ttom con-

formed to that of said cylinder.

3. In a molding machine the combination of a stationary

cylinder, a stju'^zing plunger working therein, a pattern

drawing cylinder containe.l in said plunger and a plunger
working In .sai<l patu-rn drawing cylinder

4. In a molding machine the combination of a cylinder,

a squeezing phmger working therein and made hollow to

ft)rm a reservoir for fluid, a c.vlinder sup[x>rt«^l by the

.s<jueezing plunger and exti-nding inside the same, a port

connecting said cylinder with the reservoir in which it is

inserted, means for intrtnlucing and withdrawing pressure

fluid to and fnim the reservoir of the .s<)ue«'zing plunger,

and a pattern drawing plunger working in the cylinder

carrie<i by said phmger
5. In a rnoMmg machine the combination of a cylinder,

a s«|ueezing plunger working therein, a pattern drawing
cylinder containe 1 in sai<l plunger a hollow plunger work-
ing in saiil pattern drawing cylinder, and a lamp burner

opening from the hollow pattern drawing plunger below

the pattern plate.

(Claims 6 to 8 not pnnteil in the Gazette.]

S91,.509 BLACKSMirH AND M.ACHIMST TONOS.
D.*NiEi. N' T.KSSEH Tuix'lo. Miss. Filed .\ug 7 1907.

Serial So. 387,563.

1 In a device nf the ria,-- .le-< riU-d a pair of gripping

jaws, each pnivide 1 with a longitudinal central slot ext<'nd-

ing therethrough the ends of said jaws Ix-ing deflected

outwardly at right angle- to the main isirtioii thereof, and
handles for said jaws

2 In a de\ice of the ii.H.-i.s descntxvl. a pair of gripping

jaws, offset supplementnr\ gripping itevices forme<i on the

ends of saiil jaws, the grii)piiig surfaces of said devices fall-

ing without the plane of the gripping surface.s of the jaws

pr()p«'r, and handji-s fur -^ai 1 jaws

891.5 10. F1KIN<; l'IN-L(>CKIN(i DEVICE FOR
FIRE.\RMS. GKoKiiE H Tan.si.ey. Hartford. Conn .

a.ssignor to Colt's Patent Fire .\rm9 Manufacturing

Company, Hartfonl. C-onn.. a Corporation of Con-

necticut. Filed Nov. 14, li»07 S«-rial No. 402.144.

1 In a breech-loading firearm the combination of a

br<'<'ch-lHilt . a rtnng-pin mounted therein, a locking-<log

pivotally mounted in the hr»>ech-lK)lt to hold the flring-pm

in safe position, and a grijvlever co<)i>erating with the dog
to relea.se the firing-pin

2 In a breech-loading tireanii the coinbmation of a

bre<'ch-lMjlt . a tlring-pm mountt'd therein, a locking-dog

pivotall.v niotmted in the breech-l)olt to hold the tiring-pin

III safe [>osition ,i -ipruK acting upon the dog to hold it nor-

mally in locking iK)sition and manually oix-rate 1 means co-

oiH'rating with the dog to rele;i.s«' the firing-pm

3. In a tareech-loading firearm, the combination of a

breech-lxjlt. a firmg-pin mounted therein, a locking-dog

pivotally mounted m the breech-lx)lt to hold the firing-pui

in .safe tx)sition. a spring acting u[x)ri the dog to hold it

normally in locking jxisition. and a grn>-lever co<)i)erating

with the dog to relea.se the firing-pin.

4 In a breech-loading firearm, the combination of a

breech-bolt, a firing-pin mounted therein and having a

locking-rece.ss with a cam-shouldcJ, a locking-dog pivotally

mountc<l in the breech-lK)lt and having a cam-lug to co-

oi)erate with the recess in the tiring-pin and move the

firing-pin to and hold it in safe position, and manually
operated means co6i>erating with the dog to release the

firing-pin

.'). In a breech-loading firearm, the combination of »
breech-lx)lt. a firing-pin mounted therein and having a
locking-recea with a cam-shoulder, a locking-<log pivotally

mounted in the breech-bolt and having a cam-lug to co-

operate with the recess in the firing-pin to move the firing-

pm to and hold it in .safe fK)sition. .and a grip-lever co-

operating with the dog to relea.se the firing-pin.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not jirinted in the Gazette.]

89! 511. BOTTLE-SE.\LING MACHINE Alfred L.

Weisse.nth-^.n.ner, New York, N. Y. Failed May 10,

1905. Serial No 259,716.

1 In a bottle s<^aling machine the combination of a bot'

tie supixirt, a chuck having laterally yielding jaws in aline

merit with said support, means to force the bottle into en-

gagement with said chuck,.aiui a non-rotary flange bending
tool

2. In a btittle sealing machine the combination of a bot-

tle supiKirt, a laterally yielding chuck in alinement with
said supfxirt. means to force the bottle into engagement
with .said chuck, a non-rotar\ fliuige bending tool, and
means to actuate sai<t tool after the Lxjttle has been forced

int*) the chuck
3. In a Ixjttle sealing machine the combination of a tool

atlapied to Ix'nd the flange of a sealing cap into locking en-

gagement with a bottle head, and a universal support for

said tool wiiereby it may lx» moved in any direction to ac-

commixiate itseU to irregularities and variations in the size

and shape of bottles and caps

4 In a bottle sealing machine the combination of a tool

adapted to bend the flange of a .sealing cap into locking

engagement with a Ixittle head, freely suspended spring

supports for .Huid tool, .and means for bringing said tool and
the hxittle to lx> capixni into engagement with each other for

the purpose describetl.

5. In a bottle sealing machine the combination of a tool

adapted to bend the flange of a sealing cap into locking en-

gagement witli a bottle hciul, and means to impart a rela-

tive movement of nutation between said tool and bottle to

effect the bending of the flange.

[Claims 6 to 51 not printed in the Gazette.]

to the bolt, the threa.ls of said nuus toeing so arranged

as not to lie continuous when the nuts are in contact, and

means whereby the lock-nut may be turned on the main
nut anil their holes shifted from a registering to a non-

registering position.

8 9 1..') 12. NCT-LC>CK. Ernest O. Wheelock. Chi-

cago. 111. Filed July 2M. 1905. .Serial No. 271,570.

Renewed May 12, 1908. iSenal No. 432,447

1. In a nut-locking device, the combination with a bolt

of usual construction, of a main nut and a lock-nut fitted

134 0. G.— 125

2. In a nut-locking device, the combination with a

threa<ied bolt, of a main nut and a lock-nut, one nut be-

ing provided with an eccentric, circular shank fitting a

corresponding, eccentric socket on the other nu., the

threads of said nuts being so arranged as not to be con-

tinuous, when the nut* are arranged with their holes reg-

istering.

3. In a nut-locking device, the combination with a bolt,

of a main nut and a lock-nut, the lock-nut having an ec-

centric nhank fitting an eccentric socket on the main nut.

the thread on said lock-nut being arranged to begin at

about the opposite side of the nut from the ending of the

thread on the main nut, whereby the two nuts cannot be

turned up together on the bolt, without separation.

4. In a nut-locking device, a main nut and a lock-nut

provided one with an eccentric shank around its hole fit-

ting a corresponding eccentric socket on the other, the nut

threads being so arranged that they are not continuous

when the nuts are set in contact with their holes register-

ing, whereby the nuts must be separated a substantial

space when being turned up on the bolt.

891,513. HEEL. Comfort L Whiting, Brockton. Mass.,

assignor to T'ni ted Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson.

N. J., and Boston, Ma.ss., a Corporation of New Jersey

Filed Dec. 21, 1903. Serial No 186.037.

' 1. As a new article of manufacture, a heel having a

bevel at tlie junction of the seat and breast, and a rounded

surface at the extreme breast edge merging with said bevel.

2. As a new article of manufa<'ture. a heel ha\-ing a t>ev-

eled portion at the junction of the seat and the breii-st, a

part of the lower edge of said leveled portion intermediate

the sides of the heel being rounded.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a he<>l in which the

seat is provided with a (iepres,sei portion for receiving a

bulging part of the outer sole, said portion l>einK svibstan-

tlally flat at its center and inclined at 16, substantially as

descrilKHl.
' 4. .\s a new article of manufacture, a heel in which the

seat ha.s a depressed portion and the breast ha.* a bulge

formed by the leather which wa-« forced out of the seat to

form the depression therein, substantially as described.

891,514. SPIRAL CONV'EY'ER. George P. Wisdom.
Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Martin

C. Schwab, Chicago. Ill Filed Oct. 17, 1907. Serial

No. 397,899.

1 .\ device of the clas-s descrilxxi having an outer cas-

ing and a discharge door therein and a spiral .slide-way

within the outer casing having a decreased pitch as n ap-

proaches said discharge door.

rmmm
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2 In a device of the claas described the combtnation with

an outer casing and a movable discharge door therein of a

^iraT'ude-way having a decreased pitch aa it approaches

Buch discharge Aoot

a threaded lug. a lcx,p having one of it^ mdea, or members

riveted to one end of said bit. the other «ide or member^

having an oi>emng a.lapte<l to pass over said '^K' * «;
'"

adapttl to engage the threa^ls of ^Id lug and ^oUithe Is^t

^ed side of the loop in position, ^aid fitting being pro-

vided with a bore adapte<l to aline with the bore of said b

U

a valve in said t>ore, and a medicine receptacle c-rried by

said fitting, said receptacle l>eing in communication with

the bore of said fitting.

891,516. METAL-PUNCH, ^dwakd K Abeky Fort

Wayne. lud Filed Jan 13. 1908. Serial No. 410.517.

3. The combination with an outer casmg having a dis-

charge door therein and a spiral '"^^^^^^ j^*^^^ *^
cre^ pitch as it approaches said discharge door ofm^
of c^olling the door from a floor above the floor at which

'''4
'^he'tmbination with an outer casing having a dis-

charge door therein and a spiral slid^way within the c«^

Sg havto^a decreased pitch as it approaches tbe discharge

dir o?^a movable stop locat^l at the low«r la^ral edge

trie discCe door and means for Interposing the stop in

the oath of articles upon the slide-way.

"^'."^he combination with an outer casing ^vii^ ad^

charge door; of a slide-way therein having a decreased

rJt^h as iT^approaches the discharge door; . «top adapted

tZ interpo^ in the path of articles upon the «l'de-way

T^e^ fo^opening the discharge door and simultaneously

interposing the stop in the path of said artlcl^.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the GazetXe.J

1 A metal punch whose working end is provided with a

conical centering point, an.l a plurality of trau^ve-e cut-

ting edges in triangular tran-.v-erse relation, and a corre^

sSfnSng -series of bevele<i faces whose inner en.is form

sSllopefi peripheral cutting edges. substaxUially as de-

''"2'^'cylindrical metal punch whose working end has a

plurality of beveled fac«, provided with peripheral cu t ng

e^^ and a triangular base whose sides form cutting

^Z' Td a centering conical point so arrange<i on the base

2^ dWide the same into substantially equal triangular

"J^ to distribute the resistance in action, all sub.tan-

tially as described.

891617. DUMPING APPARATUS. ""•^^'^'V
' ^'^^!'•

Los Angeles. Cal File<i Sept. 3. 1907. Serial No.

391.119.

8 91.515. MEDICINE -INJECTOR FOR VETERI-

N \RY PURPOSES. Charles Wcist, Jamaica. N. Y..

kssi^or of one-half to Minnie L Willc«.ing^ Jamaica.

N.Y. Filed Apr. 3. 1908. Serial No. 434,8' 6.

1 \ medicine injecting device, adapted for veterinary

purposes, compri.«ing a bit having a bone and an out et

Uier^m. said bit being provided on one end thereof with

a threaded lug. a loop having one of its sidee. or mem^rs

riveted to one end of said bit, the other ude. or men^ber^

having an opening adapted to pass over said lug. a fitting

iSap^ to^e the threads of said lug and hold the l^t

named side of the loop in position, a naeri.cine receptacle

carried by said fitting, said receptacle baing m communi-

cation with the bore of said bit.

2 A^edicine injecting device, adapted for vetennary

purpose., comprising a bit having a bore «;"dj^^^^^
[herefrom, said bit being provided on ona end thereof with

1 In an apparatus of the class described the cotnbina-

tion of a pivoSd box with a r«,il.ently .upportci run board

means to' support said box in a horuont.1 rK«iU.n.^and

means to release said supporting means when the run board

'"
''Tn'^n'ipparatus of the class described, a f-me^a^x

nlvotally mounte<l on said frame, means to suppor sa d

S,x^ a horizontal ,K.sition. a spring sup,K.rted -n i^^
Seated adjacent said frame, and connecting ">eans b^

iweeTsaid run board and said supporting means whereby

slid supporting means is release.! ui,on tlic depression of

nTn^ntparatus of the class described, a frame, a i>ox

nlvotally mounte<i on said frame, said pivot being located

a^t fron^the center of gravity of said box, ratchet means

Xld Lid box in a horizontal position, a ^P-g -Pi^-;^^^

run board located adjacent to said frame, and connecting

^P^n^^tween said run board and .ai.i l>ox supt>ortmg

ZZ ^heX sSd supporting means is release<i upon the

der^reasion of said run board.

'TTn a device of the class descril>ed. a frame^ a box p.^

otally mounted on said frame, one end of said bo'^ ;>«'°«

cl^^ by a hinged door, a supporting frame pivotally se-

cS^U. the under side of said box, racics secured to said

fl^r^n^mei frame and with which said supporting rame

u adao^to engage, a resiliently supported run board

loc^^S^Sa^entTfald first named frame, and connecting

mean^betleen said run board and said -P^^^-«
J^^^

whereby said supporting frame is

^"""^T^J.^^^T,^"^*^^
. ment with said racks upon the depression of said run board.
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891.518. MAIL -POUCH CATCHER. William E.

Allen. Roas. Mich. Filed Dec. 26, 1907. Serial No.

408,196.

^^ J! 1^.1^-

L

.i

1. In combination with a mail car, a delivering bracket,

a trip and a bail for supixirting a mail p)ouch and clamping

it to the bracket, a cable placed parallel with the car in po-

sition to actuate the trip and cause the bail to disengage

from the bracket and engage the cable.

2. In combination with a mail car. a delivering bracket

pivotally securetl to the car, posts standing to one side of

the line of travel of the cur. delivering brackets secured to

said rtosts, arms projecting from the lops of the post*

Ujwards the car. a trip and bail for supporting a mail pouch

amd clamping it to the delivering brackets, a cable suspend-

ed from the arms on the posts in jxisition to actuate the trip

that is secured to the delivering bracket on the car, and a

cable 8U8[x>nde<l from arms on the car in position to engage

the trip that i.s secured to tlie delivering bracket on the

[XlStS.

3. In combination with a mail car, a delivering bracket

secured to the car. a trip and hail arranged to clamp firmly

to said bracket, a cal>le 8usi>ended parallel with the car in

position t<i actuate the trip and cause the bail to disengiige

from the bracket and engage the cable, and a spring in i)0-

sition to actuate the bail and lock it to place on the ral)le.

4. In combination with a mail car, a delivering bracket

pivotally secured Ui the ear. arms pivotally secured to the

car alxjvc the bracket, a receiving cable suspendetl from

said arms, and a link connecting the delivering bracket

with the arms so that any m(jvement of the bracket will he

transmitted to the :irms to su8i)en<l the cable or to fold it

close to the car.

5. In combination with a mail car. iK)8ts set to one side

on the line of travel of the ear. <ielivering brackets secureti

to said tx>8ts. a rip and bail for supiwrting a mail jKmch

and clamping it to the brackets, and a receiving cable sus-

pende<i from the car in iK>sition to actuate the trip an<l

cause the bail to disengage from the bracket and engage the

cable.

[Claims 6 and 7 not i>rint^l in the Gazette.]

891.519. ROD-P.\rKIN(". Rohekt L Ambrose. North

Tarrytown, N. Y., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Company,
New York. N. Y., a Cori)oration of New Jersey.

Filed Dec 4. 1906. Serial No. 346,245.

1. A cylinder, its piston, a packing for the piston rod. a

follower controlle<l by i)re88ure from the motive fluid

which reciprocates the piston for automatically tightening

the packing around the rod when the piston is moved in

one direction anci i^ermitting the i>acking to loosen when
the piston is movetl in the opposite direction and a pack-

ing ring surrounding tiie follower for imparting a frictional

resistance to the movement of the follower

2. A cylinder, its piston, a packing for the piston rod, a

follower controlled by pressure from the motive fliiid

which reciprocate* the piston for automatically tightening

the packing around the rod when the piston is moved in

one direction and permitting the packing to loosen when
the piston is moved in the opposite direction and a pack-

ing ring surrounding the follower controlled by the said

motive fluid pressure for imparting the desired frictional

resistance to the advanec movement of the follower.

891,620 MAIL-CHUTE. Robert W. Ashley, New
York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Seabury G. Mastick.

PleasantvUle. N. Y. Filtxl June 12, 1906. Serial No.

321,337.

1. A device of the character described including a chute

comprising a plurality of superimposeti sections of sub-

stantially the same width and breadth from top to bottom,

means for telescopically joining said sections together at

their respective ends, anci means formed on the reception

sections adapted to form the face of an uninterrupted

passageway.
2. A device of the character described including a chute

comprising a plurality of superimposed reception sections

and adjoining sections adapted to form an uninterrupted

passageway of the same width and breadth from the upper-

most section to the lowermost section, a plurality of floor

thimbles, means for telescopically joining the reception

sections together, and tongues formed on said mail recep-

tion sections extending downwardly from the reception

slot therein to approximately said floor thimbles adapte<i

to form the partial face portion of an uninterrupted pas-

sageway.
3. .\ device of the character do.seribcd including a mail

chute of approximately the same width and breadth from

the uppermost section to the lowermost section comprising

a plurality of reception sections and atijoining sections

communicating therewith, tongues forrnetl on said recep-

tion sections substantially parallel with the face of said

adjoining sections, the portion between said guard and the

face of said reception section comprising the mail reception

compartment.
4. A device of the character described including a chute

of substantially the same width and breadth from top to

bottom comprising a plurality of mail reception sections

and a<ijoining sections, means for telescopicall>- joining the

reception sections together at their engaging ends witi^i

said a<ijoining sections, tongues forme<i on said reception

lections parallel with the face of said adjoining sections

extending from the mail slot downwardly to approximately

the floor line of a building.

5. A device of the charaeter desrribe<i including a chute

of substantially the same width and l)readth from top to

bottom comprising mail reception seetions and adjoining
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sectioDB interposed between each of said reception sectiona

adapted to form an uninterrupted pasaaj^way between

said reception sections, tongues formed on said reception

sections adapte<i to form a separate receiving section for

the passage of mail matter therethrough »nd means for

re-inforcing the respective side members of the adjoining

sections across the face thereof

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed m the Gazett*.]
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rollers or spools has been fillM with said ribbon the opera-

tion of the nbbon-feeding mechanism is reversed, substan-

tially as tlescribed.

5 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a lever, a printing plate on said lever, a pair of feed

rollers for a strip of pap»'r, a casing for the said parts, said

casing having an ap«'rture through which a portion of one

of "ai.l feetl rollers protrudes so that it may be manually

turned from the exterior of suid casing to fee<l in or advance

a strip of paper, subwtaiiiially ;i» (les.rib.-d

891521 TICKET PRINTER AM) UKCt^TKR Okka

A. Brown. Wichita, Kjhia FiK-d Aug. S. UKHi Se-

rial No. 329,733.
891.522 VEHICLE- WHEF:L.

Louis. Mo. Filed Sept. 6. 1907.

Lee W. Bhv\nt. St.

Serial No. 391.668.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of an inclosing casing having an aperture therethrough,

a lever means to actuate said lever, a printing plate on said

lever an inking ribbon on said lever, rollars or spools for

said ribbon, means to feed one of said rollers or spools to

turn the same a small amount on each actuation of said le-

ver to advance the ribbon, a bed or ba.-e pJate, feed rollers

to operate on a strip of paper, means to actuate said feed

rollers and means to sever the strip into tScketa. whereby

on each actuation of said lever a ticket is printed and a pre-

viously-printed ticket delivered through s»id aperture sub-

stantially as describes!

2 In a device of the character describad. the combina-

tion of an inclosing casing having an aperture therethrough,

a lever, means to actuate said lever, a printing plate on said

lever, an inking ribbon for said printing plate, rollers or

spools for said ribbon, means to feed one af said rollers or

spools to turn the same a small amount ot each actuation

of said lever to ailvance the ribbon, a Ix*! or base plate,

feed rollers to operate on a strip of pap>er. means to actuate

said feeil rollers, means to sever the atrip o( paper into tick-

ets and means to register each printing operation of said

printing plate, whereby on each actuation of said lever a

ticket is prinle<i and a previously-printwl ticket delivered

through sai.l aperture substantially as described.

:5. In a device of the character describfti, the combina-

tion of an indo.-*ing rasing having an aiierture therethrough,

a printing plate, a bed or base plate, meaas to actuate said

printing plate toward and from said bed or base plate, an

inking ribt->on pa.<.<inK over the face of .said printing plate,

rollers or spools for said ribbon, means to feeti one of said

rollers or spool? to turn the .same a small amount on each ac-

tuation of said printing plate, means to control the operation

of said sr>ools whereby when the one l)eingfeti has been filled

with the ribbon the controlling means will shift the feeding

mechanism to ailvance the other spool atep by step, feed

rollers to operate on a strip of paper, means to actuate said

fee<i rollers, and m.eans to sever the strip of paper into tick-

ets, whereby on each actuation of said lever a ticket is

printed and a previously-printed ticket Jehvered through

said aperture.

4. In a device of the character descrilxHl, the combina-

tion of a printing plate, a be<l or base plate, means to actu-

ate said printing plate toward and from r<aid Ixxl or base

plate, an inking ribbon passing ovf>r the Jace of said print-

ing plate, a pair of rotatable rollers or spools for said rib-

bon, a ratchet wheel flxe«i to and rotat»ble with each of

said rollers or spools, a pair of levers, ft pawl connected

with each of said levers, a.,rod connecting said levers, a

beveleti member on said ro«i. and a beveletl spring cooper-

ating with said beveled member whereby when one of said

1 In combination with a wheel having a series of si)Ol

a rim encompaasing the wheel and space*! a suitable dis-

tance from the ends of the spokes, bands secured to the

opposite faces of the spokes at the ends of the strokes, and

U-shaped springs engaging the rim and having their arms

paa8e<l between the bands on opposite sides of the spokes

then bent inwardly towards the spokes and secure.! with

their ends to said bands, substantially as s«>t forth

2. In combination with a wheel having a s«-rie8 of spokes,

a rim encompassing the wheel and space<l a suitable .lis-

tance from the ends of the spokes, circular bands secured

to the opposite faces of the spokes at the ends of the spokes.

U-shape.1 springs having their bases engaging the inner

edges of the rim. and disi)«.9e<i U-twe^-n the ban.ls, the

ends of the springs being securwl between the bands on

opposite' sides of the spokes, and having portions extend-

ing interiorly U) the circle define.! by the bands, substan-

tially as set forth.

3 In combination with a wheel having a series of stakes,

a rim encompassing the wheel and space.! a suitable .lis-

tance from the en.is of the spokes, circular bands disposed

on opposite sides of the spokes at the ends thereof, U-

ahaped springs bearing against the rim and cunfin.-d be-

tween the bands and projecting a suitable .listance inte-

riorly of the bands, terminal arms on the springs turned

toward the spokes an.l having their ends secure.! b«'twf^n

the bands on opposite sides of the spokes, clips securing th^

springs to the rim, and buffers on the clips and s;K.ke-end^

respectively, the parts operating substantially as. and for

the purpose set forth.

891 523. LIFTING-JACK. F. C. Butler and Ecqenb

Cook, Kalamaz.xj, Mich. ; said BuUer assignor to Cook's

Stan.lard Tool Company, Kalamazoo, Mich, a Corjxjra-

tion of Michigan. Filed Aug 21. 1907. S*-rial No.

389,524.

1 In a hf ting-jack, the combination with a framt- pro-

vided with a removable side-plate, of a rack-bar; a lever;

a piv.^t for said lever arrange.! in suitable bearings in Siiid

frame, a pair of pawls having laterally-projecting pins

thereon mo'.mted on said lever, one at each side of it* pivot;

an inverte.! U-ahapcl spring, the arms of which are ar-

ranged to engage the said pins on said pawls, whereby the

pawls are held yieldingly in engagement with said rack, a

pin on said frame, by which said pawl spring is supporte-l

.

a Y-ahaped reversing-plate mounted on one of the bearings

for said lever pivot, arranges! bo that its upwardly-projeci-

. ing Angers are adapted to engage said pins on said pawls
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a button arranged to engage the lower end of said revers-

ing-plate for swinging and locking it out of its operative

jK)Sition: a boss on said frame; a pivot screw for said but-

ton, tapped into said boss; a J-shaped spring mounted on

said Iwiss. w itli one of its arms arrange.! to engage said re-

versing-plate and the other the frame, 8ai<l spring IxMng of

greater strength than said spring for said pawls a stop on

said reversing-plate for said button ; and means for secur-

ing said removable side-plate in position, whereby said

pawl spring and said reversing-plate are retuine.i 111 jxisition.

--;

L^
2. In .1 lifting-ja<k. the combination with a frame pro-

vide<l with a removable side-plaU» of a rack-bar; a lever;

a pivot for said lever, arranged in suitable bearings in said

frame; a pair of pawls having laterally-projecting pinfl

thereon mounted on said lever, one at each side of its pivot;

an inverted U-shai^'l spring, the arms of which are ar-

ranged to engage said pins on said pawls, whereby the pawla

are held yieldingly in engagement with sai<l rack
;
a pin on

said frame by which said pawl spring is suptxjrted; a Y-

shap*' 1 reversing-plate mounte<! on one of the bearings for

said lever pivot, arranged so that its upwanily-projecting

fingers are adapted to eng.age said pins on sai 1 pawls; a

button arrange<! to engage the lower end of said revers-

ing-plate for swinging and locking it out of its operative

position; a boss on sai<l frame: a pivot-screw for said but^

ton. tapiM'd into .said bos.s; a J-shape,l spring mounted on

said boss, with one of its arms arranged to engage said re-

versing-plate and the other the frame, said spring being of

greater strength than said spring for said pawls; and means

for securing .said removable si de-plate in position, whereby

said pawl spring and saiii reversing-plate are retained in

position.

3 In a lifting jack, the combination with a frame, of a

rack-bar; a lever; a pivot for said lever arranged in suit-

able Ix'arings in said frame ; a pair of pawls having laterally-

projecting pins thereon mounted on said lever, one at each

side of its pivot; an inverUni U-shaped spring, the arms of

which are arranged to engage said pins on said pawls,

whereby the pawls are held >ieldingly in engagement with

said rack; a Y-shapeJ reversing-plate mounted on one of

the Uarings for said lever pivot, arranged so that its up-

wardly-projecting fingers are adapted to engage said pins

on saiil pawls, a button arranged to engage the lower end

of said reversing plate for swinging and locking it out of ita

oi)*Tative position; a Ixi.ss on said frame; a pivot-screw for

sail button, tapped into said boss; a U-shaped spring

mounte.! on .said hub-like pr.jjection boss, with one of its

arms arrange.! to engage said reversing-plate and the other

the frame, said spring i>eing of greater strength than .said

spring for sai<! pawls; and a stop on said reversing-plate

button.

4. In a lifting-jack, the combination with a frame, of a

rack-bar; a lever; a pivot for said lever arranged in suit-

able bearings in said frame; a pair of pawls having laterally

projecting pins thereon mounted on said lever, one at each

side of it*i pivot; an inverted U-shaped spring, the arms of

which are arranged to engage said pins on said pawls,

whereby tlie pawls are held yieldingly in engagement with

said rack ; a Y-shaped reversing-plate mounted on one of

tlie bearings for said lever pivot, arranged so that its up-

wardly-projecting fingers are adapted to engage said pins

on said pawls; a button arranged to engage the lower end

of said reversing-plate for swinging and locking it out of its

operative position; a boss on said frame; a pivot screw for

said button. tApr)e.l into said boss: and a J-shaped spring

mounte.1 on said \yoas. with one of its arms arranged to en-

gage said reversing-plate and the other the frame, said

spring being of greater strength than said spring for said

pawls.

5. In a lifting-jack, the combination with a frame, of a

rack-bar; a lever; a pivot for said lever arranged in suit-

able bearings in said frame a pair of pawls having laterally-

projecting pins tliereon mounted on said lever, one at each

side of its pivot; a U-shajx'd spring, the arms of which are

arrange.! to engage said pins on said pawls, whereby the

pawls are held yieldingly m engagement with said rack; a

Y-shaped reversing plate mounted on one of the bearings

for said lever pivot, arranged sothat its upwardly-project-

ing fingers are adapted to engage said pins on aai<l pawls; a

button arranged to engage the lower end of said reversing-

plate for swinging and locking it out of its oi)erative posi-

tion; a stop on said reversing-plate for said button: and a

spring arranged to act on said reversing-plate. said spring

being of greater strength than said spring for said pawls,

all co-acting for the purpose specified.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,524. FOUR-HORSE EVENER. William H Camp-

bell. Littl.' York. III. Filed Ait. 4. 1W7. Serial No.

366,390.

^3=
1. In an evener. a main bar, like, divergent compensat-

ing arms at one end thereof and a spring interposed be-

tween one of them and the bar.

2. In an evener, a main bar like, divergent compensat-

ing arms at one end thereof adapted to have movement

I

with relation thereto, and mean.- for returning said arms

I to their normal positions after they have been drawn

therefrom.

3. In an evener. a main bar. like, divergent compensat-

ing arms at one end thereof, a pivotal connection between

,
said bar an<i arm.s. and a spring interposed between said

j

bar and one of the arms.

4. In an evener. a main bar. like, divergent eompensat-

I ing arms at one end thereof, a pivotal connection l)etween

said bar and arms, a spring interpKjsefl between one of them

and the bar. an auxiliary bar pivoted at the other end of

the mam bar. a second auxiliary bar pivoted to one of said

arms and means whereby it is connected to the other.

5. In an evener. a main bar. like, divergent compensat-

ing arms pivoted at one end thereof, means for uniting

, their inner ends means interposed between one of them

and the bar whereby i>f)th will lx> returned to their nor-

mal po.sitions after being drawn therefrom, an auxiliary

bar pivoted to the other end of the main bar. a swingletree

connected thereto, a second auxiliary bar pivoted atone

side of its midlength to one of the arms, and means for

attaching draft animals to the ends thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazette.]

,891,525. FLOOR-SWEEPING COMPOUND. Charles
'

R. Cave. Chicago, 111. Filed Jime 6. 1907. Serial No.

377.562.

1. In a sweeping compound; the combination with an

' absorbent of a fixed oil and petrolatum or vaseline.
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2. In a sweeping rompound; the combiniition with an

abgortK-nt of gjanalate«i slag, a flxed oU, and a viscous sub-

^tanco uf greater txMly than said oil.

i In a floor sweejung conu>ound, the combination with

an absorbent of granulated slag, a fixed oil, and a viscous

substance of greater bo<ly than said oil.

4. In a floor sweeping compound; the conibination of

saw dust, granulare«i slag, a ftxeti oil. and petrolatum or

va-seline.

5. The procf-is of preparing a sweeping compound which

consists in rir~t di.ssolving petrolatum m a fixeti oil, and

then taking up *ie compound so pnxiucetl by an abacjrbenu

[Claims T) to II not printed in the Gazette.]

891.527. GARMENT. nawBT 8. Dean. London. Eng-

land. Filed Oct. M, UK37. Serial No. 399,895.

891.526. 3TEAM-TKAP. John CoLUS.jDaB MoiOM.

Iowa, assignor to Monash-Younker Company, Chleaco,

111., a Corporation of Illinois. File<l Sept. 4. I9(y6. Se-

rial No. a33 089

1 In a '^team trap, a tube having inwafdly projecting

ribs, an expansible f)ennil centered and held in position by

said ribs, and an exhaust valve adapted to he closed by the

expansion of said pencil.

2. In a steam trap, a casing having an exhaust opening,

a tube mounted within the same having Inwardly extend-

ing ribs, an expansible pencil centered and held in place

^)etween said ribs and a suitable tip movable by the ex-

pansion of said pencil to close the exhaust opening in the

casmg,
3. The combination with a casing havinj a perforation

at its lower end. of an expansible device adapted to con-

trol said perff>ration. an air valve chamber nbove said caa-

lag and having communication therewith. » passage lead-

ing from said chamber to the atmosphera. a valve con-

trolling 3ai<l passage, and thermostatically and float-oper-

ated means for closing said valve.

4 The combination with a casing havini? a perforation

at its lower end. of aji expansible device a<iapted to control

siiid perforation, an air valve chamber above said casing

and having communication therewith, a passage lea<ling

from said ch.imber tu the atmosphere, a v»lve controlling

-aid passage, thermostatically and float--<iperated means

for closing said valve, ami devices for preventing the re-

turn of fluid to the air-valve or through the lower per-

foration of the trap.

5. In a device of the cla.ss described, the combination

with a casing having a perforation lea<ling therefrom, float

and thermostatically-controlled means for closing said per-

f.iration, a valve adaptetl to prevent the return of vapor

through said [)erforations to the casing, a diaphragm be-

yon<i said valve provide<l with a suitable perforation

adaptetl to cooperate with the valve and become closed

thereby when the diaphragm is retracted, and a series of

ribs a*iapted to support and prevent the distortion of the

diaphragm when retracted.

A tftOMBt having a continuuus front with shoulder

traps KOA rearward extensions adapted to overlap and

form a back for the garment, said i-xtensiou-* t>eing pro-

vide<l with fastening straps adapted to cross, ilctuch.able

fasteners arrange<l on the shoulder portions of the garment

to connect each shoulder strap with the corresponding fas-

tening strap, a collar .secured to the front of the garment,

and a detachable fastening for securing the ends of the col-

lar at the re:ir.

891,528. MOLDING-MACHINE. Gotti.ieb I)i;nk«l,

GkJrlitz. Germany. Kile.1 Mar. 28. 19<)7. .--lenal No.

365, '201.

1. In a molding machine for forming successive cores

between plates, vanes and the like to \>e cast in, a plurality

of pattern pieces a<ijustable U) and from each other, and

progreasively formed

2. In a molding machine for forming a circle of succes-

sive cores between plates, vanes and the like to t>e cast in. a

plurality of pattern pieces adjustable to and from each

other in a radial direction, and progressively formed in the

arc of a circle.

3. In a molding machine, the combination of a i)ed plate,

a slide atijustable progressively and luigularly thereof,

jaws adjustably mounted on the slide, and pattern pieces

carried by the jaws.

4. In a molding machine, the combination of a be<i plate,

a slide adjustable progressively and angularly thereof, jaws

atijustably mounte.1 on the slide, pattern pieces carried by

the jaws, and a scale U) gage the progressive movement of

the slide over the be<l plate.

5. In a molding machine, the combination of a be<l plate,

a slide adjustable progressively and angularly thereof,
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jaws adjustably mounted on the slide, and pattern pieces

carne<l by the jaws, the pattern pieces provided on their

opposed faces with means for receiving plates, vanes and

the like to l>e cast in.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.529. SH(X;K-ABSORBER. Arthur Dutbieux,

Le Quesnoy, France. Filed Aug 14, 1907. Serial No.

388,568.

An.apparatus for[deadening the sudden return of springs

if/ which a piston I'is formed with holes 3 and provided on

one of its faces with small elastic plates, also pierced with

corresponding holes, of which the number decreases with

each plate and each of which plates partially covers the

other, the baid plates having one of their extremities flxed

to ;the piston and'thf others standing away in such a

fa-siuon that they appl\ themselves successively upon the

piston according to ,the suddenness of the return of the

spring to opi^ose themselves to such sudden return and to

jMjrmit'its'slow return substantially as described.

891.630. AUTOMATIC EXTINGUISHER. Theodore

Falkovskt. St. Petersburg, Russia. Filed Oct. 15.

1907. Serial No. 397.534.

. -^

c .i Mur-tJ7-^-- -^-.

v>^
?

on|the support normally holding the weight above the

bottom, a removable stopper mounted in an aperture in the

bottom of the tank, and perforated distributing pipes com-

municating with the tank through the aperture.

891 531 DRESS-PATTERN PACKAGE. William J.

Flood, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 12, 1906. Serial No.

305,489.

A package of cloth comprising a strip of cloth folded

upon itself to present its longitudinal rough or selvage

edges to one 8i<le of the package, ami a wrapijer consisting

of a body-portion with a flap extending from one edge

thereof, a perforation in the wrapper for exposing the cloth,

said body-portion haviug its edge op;K)site the flap folded

throughout it.s length to overlap the folded edge of the

cloth, and its oprx)site side-e<lgcp fol.ied toward each other

over the cloth, both the cloth and wrapper being folded to

the width of the flap and the flap being folded over the

outer side of the wrapper to cover said perforation, for the

purpose set forth.

891 532. COUPLING. Milton Forder, Thief River

Falls. Minn. Filed Oct. 31, 1906 Serial No. 341,437.

o
1 In ft chemical fire'exf inguishcr, the combination with

a tank, of a containcr^inounted therein having double walls

forming an inner conduit ojH'n at the top and an annular

acid chandxT, fragile^closing members in the bottoms of

the conduit and chamber, a weight in the conduit, a support

above the latter, and^a fusible support normally connect-

ing the weight U) the support.

2. In a chemical fire extinguisher, the combination with

a tank, of a container mounted therein having double walls

fortning an inner conduit and an annular acid chamber,

fragile bottcnns in the conduit and chainl)er, a support

above the conduit, a weight in the latter, a fusible member

1 In a coupling of the character described, the combina-

tion with a base plate, of a yoke having spaced arms passmg

through the base plate, means for drawing the yoke through

said plate and an Intermediate member of softer material

than the base plate and yoke and of less width than the dis-

tance between the arms of the latter. 8ai<l member being

Independent of the arms and being detachably fitted be-

tween'the same, being furthermore provided in its oppo-

site faces with seats for the reception of cable sections

placed in the yoke, said seats having angularly disposed

2 In a coupling of the character describeti, the com-

bination with a base plate havmg spaced sets of open-

ings tiierethrough, and a rib projecting from one face and

extending between the openings of the different s.'Us and of

l&ss width than the distance between them, .said rib having

a cable receiving seat composed of angularly disposed flat

faces, of a plurality of yokes, each having spaced arms pass-

ing through the openings of one of the sets, means for

drawing the yokes through said plate, and an oblong block

of softer material than the base plate and yokes and of less

width than the distance between the arms thereof, said

block l>elng detachably fittetl between the arms and bemg

provide<l in its opposite faces with seats for the reception

of the cable section, said searts having angularly disposed

faces.

841533 PNEUMATIC KNEE-l'Al). Paaloo P.G1BB8.

"(iordon.Tex. Filed Sept. 27, 1907. Serial No. 394,879.

\ pneumatic knee pad including a casing composed of

ft flexible back, and a stiff front of concavo-convex form,
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said back and *ai(l front being rigidly secureil together at

three sides or edx*-;* a lacing cord connectiag the said

parts of the remaining sitie or c;ige, an Inflatable bag ar-

ranged within the -pace t)etween the front and back, a

transversely disfH^sed strap or band connectatl with the

casing and arranged to encircle the leg of tha wearer be-

low the knee, and hanger straps connected ^\Xh the top

of the casing at opiwsite sides thereof and having means

for permitting a lateral movement of the -ai 1 casing.

891,534 CHICKEN- F£EDER.* George E. Gibson.

Jefferson, Iowa. Filed Apr. 30. 1907, Serial No 371 .142.

and adapted to be secured to the mouth of the receptacle,

said capsule being forme<l with slits providing a thumb-
piece and leaving a continuous diametrical strip on the cap

so that a diameter may k)e drawn on the cap without inter-

secting any one of the slits.

1. A feeding device of the claas described (ximprising a

feed hopper, operating mechanism for discharging a quan-

tity of feed from the hopper, and rotary mean$ for scatter-

ing feed

2 A feeding device of the class described aomprising ;i

feed hopper, operating mechanism for discharging a (|Uan-

tity of feed from the hopper, a rotarv- device for scattering

the feed, and means for actuating the rotary devic" for

causing the feed to be thrown from the same by centrifugal

force.

i X fe<'<iiiig device of the class describe<l Comprising a

feed hopper, a rotary scattering member haviag means for

positively engaging the fee<i, operating mechanism for de-

livering a quantity of feed to the rotary scattering mem-
ber and means for actuating the scattering member to

cau.*e the feed to be thrown therefrom by centrifugal force.

4 .\ feeiiing device of the class described aomprising a

feed hop[)er, a rotary scattering member provkied with ra-

dial flanges, operating mechanism for delivering a quantity

of feed to the rotar>- scattering member, and means for ac-

tuating the scattering member to cause the feetl to be

'hrown therefrom by centrifugal force.

5 .\ feetling device of the class described comprising a

fee<i hopper having a discharge opening, a cut-off for con-

trolling the discharge of the feed, operating mt^chanism for

actuating the cut-off. a rotary scattering device located be-

low the discharge of)ening. and means for coijimunicating

motion from the operating mechanism to the srattenng de-

vice.

[Claim-' ») to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

2. A sealing cap for bottles and other receptacles, said

cap having a top formed with slits the inner walls of which

are curved and partly surround a thumb-piece, said slits

being so interrupte<l a.* to leave a continuous diametrical

stxip on the cap.

3. A sealing cap for Inoltles and other receptacles, said

cap having a top forme<i with a thumb-piece, a tongue

connecting .said thumb-piece with the body of the cap, a

bridge locate<l at a point of th«- thumlvpiece diametrically

opposite said tongue, and slit.s extending along the edge of

the thumb-piece from the tongue to the bridge.

891,636 CHANGE -SPEED GE.ARING Wii.uam E
OOODYK.VK, Newark. N.J. Kiled Nov 20. 1900. Serial

No. 344,272.

U]
m. .

1. .\ gearing having in combination a driving member, a

driven menil;>er and means for positively transmitting the

motion of the driving mend>er to the driven ineml)erat dif-

ferent spi-eds, such means containing an element whu-h

travels in a circular path without rotating on its own axis.

2. A gearing having in combination a driving memlxr a

driven member, and means for i><)sitively transmitting the

motion of the driving memlier U) the driven niemlx-r at dif-

ferent speeds, such means containing an element which

travels in a circular path withciit rotating on its own axis,

and an element that rotate-n

3. A change speed gearing containing i)o.Hitive means to

obtain as many changes of speed as it contains gears, the

axes of such gears Ix-ing a fixed distance apart.

4 .\ change speeil transmis.sion gearing containing a

driving rnemt>er and a driven member, with tx)sitive means

to drive the driven meml)er at as many different spee<is as

there are gears and having all gears arranged at fixed dis-

tances between centers, there tjeing means to connect the

driving meml)er U> the driven memlx-r to drive without

change of speed

5. A change s[>eed gearing containing a shaft, and stud

thereon off the center line thereof, a gear mounted upon

such stud, a gyrating part connected to the gear, an inter-

nal gear adapted to be intermeshed with the first gear and

means for sliding the stud-supported gear into and out of

engagement with the internal gear, and means for prevent-

ing rotation of the gyrating part.

[Claim 6 not printe<l in the (iazette.i

891 .53.5 BOTTLE CAP OR CLOSURE FOR BOT-

TLES, JARS. OR OTHER RECEPTACLES. EusE
GoLTSTEix, Cokigne, Germany. Filed Sept. 10. 1907.

r Serial No 392.090

1. A closure for bottles, jars, or other receptacles com-

prising a capsule made of a metal which can fsasily be torn

891.537 WIND-SHIELD Oscar C. Gr.\ff. Chicago,

111 . assignor to C P Kimball A Co ,
Chicago, III., a

Corp<jration of Illinoi-' FilCil Jan 23, 1908. Serial No

412.355

1 The combination with a wind shield having a fixe.

I

portion and a foldable portion, of an adjustable support for

said foldable portion comprising a bracket secured U> the

fixed portion, a sleeve rotatably mounted in said bracket.
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» elikmp rod aUdably engagtm said sleeve And pivoted at

one end to said foldable portion and a clamp having a

threaded engagement with the other end of said clamp-rod

whereby a locking or releasing of the clamp-rod is effected.

2. The coinbination with a wind shield having a fixed

portion and a foldable iK>rtion, of an adjustable support for

said foldable portion comprising a bracket secured to the

fixed portion, a sleeve rotatably mounted in said bracket,

a clamp ro<i slidably eiiwtaKinK .-aid sleeve and pivoted at

one end to said foldable ix.rtion. a clamp having a threaded

engagement with the other end of said clamp rod and a

brace pivoted tt) said bracket and to said foldable pt.rlion

subetantially as described.

stock, shaped to form an upper hook and a lower hook, and

beginning .and ending at the same part of the hook, the

wire or stock 8ui>eriinpose<l near the ends, and said hook

adapted to t>e secured in position liy an attaching device or

devices, made separate from the hook

4 A hook made of wire or flat stock, shaped to form an

upper hook and n lower hook, the lower hook loofx-d upon

itself, and an attaching device passing through both strands

of the lower hook.

3. The coinhiiKiiinn wiih a wind shield having a fixed

portion and a foMable ;K.nion. of an adjustable supiK)rt for

said foldable ix.rtion romiirismg a bracket secured to the

fixed lairtion a pair of arms on said bracket, a sleeve

rotatably mounted in one of -aid arms, a clamp rod slidably

engaging said sleeve and pivoted at one end to sai(i fold-

able ixjrtion, a clamp having a threatied engagement with

the other end of said clamp rod. and a pair of braces

secured t-. the t)ther of said arms, one of said braces

adapted to U- secured to a stationary support, .such as a

vehicle body, and the other brace pivotally secured to said

arm and to said foldable portion, substantially as de-

scribed.

891.538 HOOK. Lawrence P. Greenman. Worcester.

Mass Filed Jan 17 HK)7 Serial No. 352.742.

891,539 HOOK. L a whence P. Greenman. Worcester,

Mass. Filed May 2, 1907. Serial No. 371,654.

1 \ hook formed from a single piece of wire or flat

stock shaped to fonn an upiKT hook and a lower hook, and

beginning and ending at the same part of the h(x>k. the ends

being superimposed, and the hook adapted to be securixi in

position by two screws, or attaching devices in vertical

almement with the hook.

2 As an improved article of manufacture, a hook made

from a single piece of wire, or flat stock, shaped to form an

upper hook and a lower hook, and beginning and ending at

the sam- part of the h(M)k. the ends of the wire or .stock be-

ing 8uppnnuM)8ed. and the hook atlapted to be secureti in

IK»sition by two screws or attaching devices, made sepa-

rate from the hcjok.

3. A hook forme<l from a single piece of wire or flat

1. A h(H>k made from wire or flat slock, looped ui)on

itself with the strands overlapping, and braced against

compression by an integral brace or block between the

Strands and above the attaching jwrtion of the hook.

2. A hook of wire or flat slock, shaped to form an upper

hook and a lower hook of two thicknesses or strands,

which are separated from each other at the attaching por-

tion of the hook in a plane at right angles to the plane of

said attaching portion, and held separated, and braced or

reinforced, by two braces or blocks between said two

thicknesses, said braces or blocks formed by bending the

two ends of the wire or flat stock.

3. A hook made of wire or flat stock, shaped to form an

upper hook and a lower hook of two thicknesses or strands,

which are separated from each other at the attaching por-

tion of the hook in a plane at right angles to the plane of

said attaching p<irtion, and braced or reinforced above the

attaching portion, by a Vjrace or block between said two

thicknesses, said brace or block formed by bending one end

of the wire or flat stock.

4. The combination with a hook made of wire or flat

stock, and .shai)ed to form an upper hook and a lower hook

of two thicknesses or strands, which are separated from

each other at the attaching ixjrtion of the hook in a plane

at right angles to the plane of said attaching ixjrtion, and

integral means for holding them separated at said attach-

ing portion, and above said attaching i)orlion, of two

screws or attaching devices in vertical alinement, and ex-

tending through openings in the hook at the attaching

portion, and made separate from the hook.

891,540 R.VDIATOK A.Mos Harri-son. Chicago, III.,

assignor of one-fourth to Robert H. Walch, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 26, 1904. Serial No. 218,171.

1. In a radiator the combination with a corrugated shell

of a top plate and a bottom plate, said shell t)eing supported

between said plates and the perimeter of the bottom plate

conforming to the outline of the face of the shell, to there-

by iKjrmil the passage of cold air from l>eneath the radiator

to the surface of the corrugated shell.

2. In a radiator the combination with a sheet metal shell

formed with a succession of V shaiK'd corrugations, of a

top plate and a Ix.ttom plate. sai<i shell being supported

iH-tween said plates and there Ix-ing grooves formed in said

plates which conform in outline to the eiges of the shell,

the perimeter of the bottom plate conforming in outline to

the face of the shell to thereby permit the ready passage of

cold air from beneath the radiator to the surface of the

1 shell.
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3. In a radiator the combination with a abeet metal shell

forme<l with a succession of V shaped corrufations, of a top

plate and a bottom plate, said aheU being supported be-

tween said plates and there being groovet formed in the

said plates for the reception of the edges ©f the shell, the

perimeter of the bottom plate conforming ia outline to the

farf^s of the shell to thereby permit the ready passage of

cold air from beneath the radiator to tha surface of the

shell and a plurality of ra<liating pipes loaate<i within the

shell and connecting said plates, said pipee being open^to

the atmosphere both at the top and bottom.

4. In a radiator the combination with a •heet metal shell

formed with a succession of V shaped o«jrrugation9, of a

top plate and a bottom plate, said shell being supported

between said plates, and there being grooves formeJ in

said plates for the reception of the edges of the shell, the

perimeter of the bottom plate conforming In outline to the

face of the shell to thereby permit the ready pas-sage of

cold air from beneath the ra*iiator to the corrugated sur-

face of the shell and the top plate being substantially rec-

tangula- in form and having openings fornjed therethrough

outside of the i?ri>oves that receive the e<igps of the shell.

891541. r,\3- ENGINE RELIEF-VALVE. John W
H-va^-trRQ. Chicago. 111. FUed Mar. 4, IW7. Serial No.

360 ..33.

2. In combination with a ladle for molten metal having a

pour.ng*opening in its bottom, of a stopper rod. meaii.n for

laterallj" atljusting the rod relatively to the pouring oi)ening

comprising a member carried by the latlle, a sup;><)rting

member|having a ball and socket connection with the labile

member and'clamping Ixjlta on either side of said ball and

socket connelction and a connecting menilxr between the

balTand'sofket tievice and the stopper rod.

In a relief valve structure, a l)ody having a duct there-

through, and provided with a priming cup into which said

duct leads, a manual rotary valve contraUing said duct, a

bridge member spanning the cup. an outwardly opening

spring- pressed check valve guided witlj respect to said

bridge member and seating on the rim of said cup.

891.542. LADLE FOR .MOLTEN METAL. GusT.vv A.

H.K33EL, McKeesport. Pa., assignor to Pittsburgh Steel

Foundry. Pittsburg, Pa., a Coriioratioa of Pennsylvania.

Filed June 27, 1907 Serial No. ,381,010.

1. A ladle for molten metal having an Integral cast steel

body formed with integral trunnions and having integral

ribs extending riulially from the trunnions to the body,

whereby the strain on the trunnions is resisted In all direc-

tions.

3. The combination with a ladle for molten metal having

a p<:>uring o;)ening in its lK)ttom. of a stopper n-«l. moans

for laterally a<lju.-<ting the nnl comprising a slide mounted

on the exterior of the hwile and provi.led with a rounded

bearing memlxr. a .socket member adapted to receive the

rounded member, .i.ljustable clamping bolts on either side

of the members and joining the same, whereby the socket

member is held firmly in any adjuste<i i>osition, sai.l socket

member having a be.-u-ing for a r<xi and means connecting

said rod with the -itopijer nxl.

4. The combination with a latile for molten metal having

a pouring opening m its l>ottom, of a stopper nxl. a rod

supporting meml)er having means to engage ami hold the

rod from rotation .-uul against vertical movement, a rounded

member mounteil on the ladle and a.lapte<l K.enter a socket

in said supporting meml)er and a<ljustable clamping l)oll8

Inuependent of the rod-holding means for fi.xing -^aid sup-

porting member in jvljusted [xisition

891 543 DENTAL TOOL.1 Elmore Y. Hauohawout.

Cedar Rapids, Nebr. Filed Feb. 28. 1908. Serial No.

418.391.

/t?

1 \ tool comprising a tube having a projecting jaw at

one end. a ro<l extending through the tube and movable

lengthwise without rotation therein and having a jaw

which codperates with said jaw. a spring between the tube

and rod. tending to retract the latter, and means to press

the jaws toward each other.

2 \ tool comprising a tube having a Jaw at the front

end a rod slidable lengthwise without rotation in the tube

and having a jaw at the front end provlde<l with holes to

receive facing pins, and means to press the Jaws toward

each other.

3 A tool comprising a tube having a jaw at the front

end and a finger piece at the rear end, a ro<l extending

through the tube and having a jaw at the front end. a

spring coiled around the rod and tending to retract the

same, and a set screw in the front end of the tul.e. bearing

against the rod to press the jaws together.

.sn()W-(\\SE.

Filetl Oct. 18,

JlD-
1907.

891 M4. ARTICLE - DELIVERY
SON B. Hlrd, BrookJand, D. C.

Serial No. 397,962.

1 In a device of the character described, a pendulous

receptacle, a spring for moving it in one direction, and
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means positively connected with the support of said recep-

tacle to exert a downward pull thereon for positively mov-

ing it in the opposite direction.

",2. In a'dcvice of the character de.scrib«-d, a pendulous

receptacle! a .spring for moving it in one direction, means

poaitively connected with the .supix>rt of said receptacle to

exert a downward pull thereon for positively moving it in

the opiKisite direction, and moans for locking it at the limit

of its movement in the direction in opposition to the sprmg,

3. In a device of the character described, a pendulous

receptacle, a .spring for moving it in one direction, means

for positively moving it in the opposite direction, and

means for guiding the receptacle in its movemenus U) keep

it substantially horizontal.

I. In a device of the character tiescrilxxl. a ;>endulou8

receptacle, a spring for moving it in one direction, means

for positively moving it in the opposite direction, means for

locking it at the limit of its movement in the direction in

opposition to the spring, and means for guiding the recep-

tacle;in its movements to keep it substantially horizontal.

5. In, a device of the character describeti. a pendulous

receptacle, a spring for moving it in one direction, means

ix)sitively connected with the support of said receptacle to

exert a downward pull thereon for positively mo\-ing it in

the opposite direction, and an extension carrieil by and

rigid with the support of said receptacle to .servo as a signal.

[Claims 6 to 39 not printed in the Gazette.]

In front of the feed rollers, and a spinner, the axis of which

extends substantially tangential to the damping roller, as

2. In a device of the character described, a pair of feed

rollers adapte<l to advance a paper .strip, a damping roller

in front of the feed rollers, adju.stablc means for applymg

moisture to the damping roller, and a spinner below the

latter, the axis of the spinner extending .substantially tan-

gential to the damping roller, as specified,

3. In a device of the character described, a pair of feed

rollers adapted to advance a paper .strip, a moisture reser-

voir, a take up roller joumaled therein, a tran.simssion

roller adlustably engaging the take up roller, a damping

roller adjustably engaging the transmission roller and

arranged in front of the fet^i rollers, and a spinner below

the damping roller, the axis of which extends substantially

tangential to the damping roller, substantially as specified.

891,546. RAIL JOINT AND HHA( 1

DEN, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Apr. 9,

367,225.

Louis T. Joer-
1907. Serial No.

891,54.'-. MACHINE FOR SPINNING PAPER STRIPS.

Emu. J.vqenberg. Dusseldorf. Germany. Filed May 27,

1907. Serial No. 376,785.

</ z

1 \ rail-joint comprising a pair of castings, an exten-

sion projecting from one of said r.-ustings, and a brace pro-

jecting from the other of said castings, and engaging but

separable from said extension, said extension making the

casting of which it forms a part ununiforni in width.

2. A rail-joint comprising a pair of castings, an exten-

sion projecting from one of said castings and making

same ununiform in width, a shoulder on said extension, and

a brace projecting from the other of saiii castings luid bear-

ing against said shoulder.

3. A rail-joint comprising a pair of castings, an exten-

sion projecting from one of said castings and making -same

ununiform in width, a shoulder (jn said extension, and a

brace projecting from the other of .said castings, said brace

engaging said exten.sion and bearing against said shoulder.

4. A rail-joint comprising a pair of castings, an exten-

sion projecting from one of said castings and making same

ununiform in width, a shoulder on saiii extension, a brace

projecting from the other of said castings, and a flange

upon said brace, said flange bearing against said shoulder.

6. A rail-joint comprising a pair of castings, an exten-

sion projecting from one of said ca.stings and making same

ununiform in width, a shoulder on said extension, a brace

projecting from the other of said castings, and a flange

upon said brace, said brace engaging said extension and

Bald flange bearing uiwn said shoulder.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a device of the character described, a pair of feed

rollers adapted to advance a paper strip, a damping roller

891,547. RAIL TIE AND F.VSTENER. Thom.vs JoH.V-

BON, Trempealeau. Wis., a.s,signor of one-half to Thomas

Mason. Galesville. Wis. File<l Nov. 29. 1907. Serial

No. 404.356.

1. A railway tie comprising oppositely disixjsed longi-

tudinal sections, each section having a longitudinal down-

wardly extending flange, said flange having a flat face and

a beveleil face, smaller flanges depending from the edges

of the sections, and means extending through the first

mentioned flanges for securing the sections together.

2. The combination with a tie having a slot therein pro-
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T
videtl w\th An enlarge<i p<inion. and teeth updn the tie; of

ft rail eni?aning device comprisinj? a toothed l>lork havmn

a rail cnnAinnn extension, a fish plate engaKin^ luj? integral

with the blocli and overhnnK hv the extension, and tnean.s

I

2/
J^.C

JP 23 /

/ T~J~~F~^

within the slot and engaging the block for holding said

block against movement, said inean.s beini? removable

through the enlarge 1 v>ortion of the slot.

891 548. DEVICE FOR HANDLING BRiCKS Ath-

ELSTAN- O JOVE3. 9t. Louis, Mo. Filed Apr. 6. 19Q8.

tierial No. 425,390.

891.549. ORE REDUCING FURNACE. John.T.

J0NE8. Iron Mountain Mich ,
assignor of one-half to

George A Si Clair. Duluth. Minn Filed Dec 23. 1907.

Serial No. 407.767.

1 A device for hantlling bricks comprising a frame hav-

ing a plurality of spacetl pairs of members adapted to be

mserte»i between adjacent bricks of a stack, and means for

spreailing apart said members to clamp said bricks,

2. A device for handling bricks comprising a frame hav-

ing a plurality of spaoeil parallel members at it« lower

end. clamping member" movably mounted adjacent to

said first mentioneil members respectively, and means

locate<i between each alternate space for spreading apart

the members at the sides of said space.

3. A device for handlmg bricks comprisini a frame hav-

ing a plurality of spaced plates fixedly mounted at its

lower end. a set of movable plates located beirween said first

mentioned plates, and means between each fixed plate

and the movable plate adjacent thereto oa one side for

spreatling the same apart.

4 .\ device for handling bricks comprising a frame hav-

ing a plurality of spaced plates ftxe<lly mounted at its lower

end and a plurality of movable plates paired therewith.

one side of each plate having wedge members thereon

arrange*! to co6i)erate with counterpart we<lge members on

the next adjacent plate

5. A device for handling bricks comprising a frame hav-

ing a yoke at its lower end. a plurality of aOace<i plates in

said yoke and a vertical member fixed to said yoke, a

second frame movably connected to said flrst mentioned

frame and having a series of plates paire<i with said first

mentione<l plates, and means for spreafting apart the

plates of a pair

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed in the (Jazettel

1. In combination an ore-reducing furnace of the char-

acter described having an ore-stack provided with a dis-

charge-openinK for the re<iucetl ore. a close chamber com-

municating with the stack through a gas-outlet opening

therein, and into which sai<l .lischarge-opening lea<is, and

an ore-separator in said chamber with means therein for

directing the ore to it from said discharge-opening, for the

purpose set forth.

2. In combination an ore-re<iucing furnace of the char-

arter described having an ore-stack provided with a dis-

charge-opening for the reduced ore. a close chamber com-

municating with the stack through a gas-outlet opening

therein, and into which said discharge-opening leads, and

an ore-crusher and a separator in said chamt)er with means

therein for directing the ore to them successively, for the

purpose set forth

3 In combination, an ore-reducing furnace of the char-

acter described having an ore-stack provided with a dis-

charge-opening for the reduced ore. a close chamber com-

municating with the stack through a gaa-outlet opening

therein and into which said di3charge-o;Tening lea»ls, an

ore-separator in saul chamber with means therein for di-

recting the ore to it from said discharge-opening, and a

smelting-fumace to which said separator discharges, for

the purpt»se set forth

4 In combination, an ore-re*iucing furnace of the char-

acter descnbe<l having an ore-stack provide<l with a di.s-

charge-chute in its ba-se for the reduced ore. a close cham-

ber communicating with the stack through a gas-outlet

opening in its lower part an.l into which said chute leads,

and an ore-separator below the plane of said chute m said

chamber with gravity-feeding means therein between said

separator and chute, for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination, an ore-reducing furnace of the char-

acter describe<^l having an ore-stack provided with a dis-

charge-chute in its base for the re<luce<l ore. a close cham-

ber communicating with the stack through a gas-outlet

opening in its lower part and into which said chute leads,

an ore-crusher and a separator, one below the other, in

' said chamlx-r with gravity-feeding means therein for di-

'

recting the ore to them successively, and a smelting-fur-

nace having a gravity-feed connection with said separator,

for the purj>08e set forth

t [Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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89 1 .5.50. MECHANICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
Georqe B Kelly. Boston. Mass.. assignor to The

Aeolian Company, New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of

Connecticut Filed June 25. 1906. Serial No. 323,286.

2. A reed mechanism comprising a reed chest, a reed

in said chest, a reed valve, an actuating pneumatic sub-

ject to pressure on its exterior for opening said reed valve.

a second pneumatic subject to an interior pressure for

closing said valve, and connections for simultaneously

collapsing and simultaneously distending them.

1 Musical apparatus having a plurality of sets of note

sounding devices of different character'^, two sets of tracker

ducts and pneumatic connections for oiwrating the sound-

ing devices from each set of ductj?, a double -set of draw

stops, one pair for each set of note sounding devices, and a

plurality of means, one for each stop, controlled thereby

for preventing or i>ermittinK the oi>eration of the res;)ective

sounding devices from the respective sets of tracker ducts.

2. In a mechanical mu.sical instrument, a plurality of

sets of tracker ducts, a set or stop of note s<3unding devices,

an independent connection from a tracker duct of each

set Uj the respective note sounding device, and a plurality of

manually controlled means for cutting out portions of each

set of said tracker duct connections at will.

3. In a mechanical musical instrument, a plurality of

sets of tracker ducts, a set or stop of note sounding devices,

an Independent connection from a tracker duct of each set

to the respective note sounding device, and a plurality of

manuallv controlled means for cutting out either the bass

or treble p<irtion of each set of said tracker duct connec-

tions at will.

4. In a mechanical musical instrument, a plurality of

sets of tracker ducts, a set or sU)p of note sounding devices,

an indei>endent connection from a tracker duct of each set

to the resi^ctive note sounding device, and a plurality of

manually controlled means including a pair of stop man-

uals located conveniently to the hand of the operator for

cutting out portions of each set of said tracker duct con-

nections at will.

5. In a mechanical musical in.-itrumciii. a plurality of

sets of tracker ducts, a set or stop of note sounding devices,

an independent connection from a tracker duct of each set

to the respective note sounding device, and a plurality of

manually controlled means including a pair of stop manu-

als located conveniently to the hand of the operator for

cutting out either the ba-ss or treble portion of each set of

said tracker duct connections at will.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,551. REED MECHANISM FOR SELF-PLAYING
INSTRUMENTS. Georoe B. Kelly. Boston. Mass..

assignor to The Aeolian Company, New York, N. Y.. a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Sept. 27, 1906.

Serial No. 3.3ti,431.

1. A reed mechanism comprising a re«;d ( iie,st. a reed

in said chest, a reed valve, a pressure chaml>er, a pneu-

matic in said chamber for opening said reed valve, and a

second pneumatic exterior of said chamber for closing

said reed valve, both said pneumatics Ijeing distended ex-

cept when the reed valve is closed.

: ~. it'" ' "r

1^ V^ :,' '

3. A reed mechanism comprising a reed chest, a ree<i

in said chest, a reed valve, an actuating pneumatic sub-

ject to pressure on its exterior for opening said reed valve,

a second pneumatic subject to interior pressure for closing

saifi valve, connections for simultanetjusiy collapsing and

simultaneously distending them, and a pneumatically ac-

tuated valve for controlling both said pneumatics.

4 A reed mechanism comprising a reed chest, a reed

in said chest, a reed valve, a pressure chamber, a pneu-

matic in said chamber for opening said ree<i valve, a sec-

ond pneumatic exterior of said chamber for seating said

ree«l valve, a valve for exhausting said first-named pneu-

matic to atmosphere, an intermediate pneumatic for con-

trolling said last-named valve, and means for simultane-

ously exhausting said reed-seating pneumatic and said

intermediate pneumatic, for the purposes set forth.

5. A reed mechanism comprising a reed chest, a plu-

rality of ree<ls in said chest, a valve for each of said reeds.

a percussion device in said chest for each of said ree.is. a

second wind chest indei«»ndent of said reed chest as to

pressure, pneumatics connected to said second wind chest,

one for each of said valves, and ix)sitive connections be-

tween each of said pneumatics an.l one of said valves and

one of said percussion devices for actuating them simul-

taneously, and means for cutting off air jiressure in said

reed chest.

[Claims 6 to S) not printed in the Gazette.]

891,552. IGNITER. Ch.\hles B. King. Detroit. Midi.,

assignor to Northern Manufacturing Company, Detr<rft,

Mich, a Corporation of Michigan Filed June 9, 1906.

Serial No. 321,036.

1. An igniter comprising a ca.-^ing having a nipi)le at one

end for deiachably engaging the engine cylin.ler and two
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ttpwaidly extending nipples, a priming cup Engaging the

outer one of said upwartily extending nipplea and a spark

plug engaging the intermediate nipple.

2 An Igniter comprising a casing having two upwardly

extending nipples and a laterally extending qipple for en-

gaging the engine cylinder, said casing having an inclined

bottom from the outer of said upwardly extending nipples

to the laterally extending nipple, a priming cup engaging

the outer one of said upwardly extending nipples and a

spark plug engaging the other upwardly extending nippk.

891.553 PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
WORTS. V.\LENTIN Lapp, Berlin. Germany Filed

Jan. 2. 1907 Serial No. 350.496.

1 The process for the manufacture of wort, which con-

gista in subjecting barley, in the presence oT water, to a

temperature below 50' C. and to a pressure exceeding sub-

stantially 25 atmospheres, then kiln-drying the grain to

extract the water, 'hen saturating the grain With air at or-

dinary temperature, then comminuting the grain, and
' finally heating it with a fermentable malt product.

2. The process for the manufacture of wort, which con-

sists in subjecting barley in the presence of water, to a

temperature below 50° C and U) a pressure exceeding sub-

stantially 25 atmospheres, then suddenly removing said

pressure, then kiln-drying the grain to extract the water.

then saturating the grain with air at ordinary temperature,

then conmiinuting the grain and finally heating it with a

fermentable malt product.

3. The process for the manufacture of wort, which con-

sists in subjecting barley, in the presence af water, to a

temperature below oir C. and to a pressure exceeding sub-

stantially 25 atmospheres, then kiln-drying the grain to

extract the water, then saturating the grain with air at or-

dinary temperature, then comminuting the grain, and

finally heating it to gradually increasing temperatures

with a fermentable malt product.

4 The process for the manufacture of wort, which con-

sists in subjecting barley, in the presence of water, to a

temperature below 50' C. and to a pressure axceeding sub-

stantially 25 atmospheres, then kiln-drying the grain to

extract the water, then saturating the grain with air at or-

dinary temperature, then comminuting tlje grain, and

finally heating it under pressure with a fermentable malt

product.

5. The process for the manufacture of wort, which con-

sists in subjecting barley, in the presence of water, to a

temperature below 50' C. and to a pressure axceeding sub-

stantially 25 atmospheres, then kiln-drying the grain to

extract the water, then saturating the grain with air at or-

dinary temperatures, then comminuting the grain, and

finally heating it under pressure to gradually increasing

temperatures with a fermentable malt product.

iClaim 6 not printed m the < lazette. 1

box and extending outside said side, said string kieing ar-

ranged to pass over the cover, of a handle attached to that

portion of the string extending outside the end of the lx»x

and Blidable thereon towards and from the extremity there-

of, said handle provi.le<l with means arranged to engage the

string, whereby the cover is held to the box when the han-

dle is not in use for carrying.

3 The combination, with a box. a rfmovable rover pro-

vide<l with flanged edges arranged to engage the Ihjx. and •

string secured to one side of the box, arrange*! to pass over

the top of the cover threade<l through a hole in the opt>o-

site side of the box and extending beyond said side, of a

handle provided with a transverse opening through which

passes said extendeil portion of the string, said handle be-

ing provided with means arranged to be engage<l by the

string whereby the cover is lockp<l to the box when th*

handle is not in use for carrying.

4. The combination, with a box. a removable cover pro-

vided with flanged edges arrangeil to engage the box. and

a doubled string having both ends permanently secured to

one side of the box. the two strands of the string passing

into the lx)x and then outward again through holes in the

opposite side of the box and forming a bight on the outside

of said end. said strands of the string being arrangeil to pass

over the cover of the box. of a handle provided with holes

through which pass the two strands of the bight, saiti han-

dle slidable between the box and the extremity of the bight

and having means for holding the string in its tightened

position, whereby the cover is held to the box both when

being carried and when at rest

891.5,>4. PACKINr,-H()X. Ehnst V Lwim.vnn, Hran-

denburg-on-the-Uavel, Germany Filed Hept. 15, 1905.

Serial No. 278,667.

891,555 PINEAPPLE-CORER. James Lindsat,

Haiku, Hawaii. Filed May 16, 1907 Serial No 373.916.

1. The combination, with a box and a raniovable cover

therefor, of a string permanently secureti to the box and

arranged to hold the cover down to the Ixxiy of the box,

ami a handle arranged to slide on said striag between the

box and the string extremity, said handle constructed to

V)e locked with the string whereby the cover is held to the

i)Ox.

2. The combination, with a box. a rejnovable cover

therefor, and a string permanently secured to one side of

the box threa«ie<1 through a hole in the opposite side of the

1. In a pineapple rorer, a head having an annular re-

cess formed in its face, and having a screw threa«led open-

ing formed in the bottom of the recess; a cushion or cut-

ting block arranged in said recess, and provide«.l with a

central oi)enmg, a threaded pin srrewol into the first

nametl opening, and projecting through the central oi>en-

ing in the cushion or cutting block, and adapted to pierce

and support a pineapple, a frame having a hea<i provided

with a bore op;)08ite said pin, and having a base provided

With an oi)ening. a vertical arm having its upixT end se-

cured in the latter oi>ening; a horizontal link having one

end hinge<l to the lower eml of said arm; a vertical lever

having its lower end hinged to the outer end of the link,

and having on its upix-r end a removable handle, and hav-

ing iH'tween its ends a frame having two threaded oi)oning8

In its opposite sides, a tuijular cutter slidably arrange<l in

said bore, and adapted to remove the core from a pine-

apple mounte<i on said pin, and carrying on its outer end

a bushing and a ring, said ring surrounding said bushing

and having openings formed in its opixjsite siiies; threa»led

studs or pivots securwl in the o;)eninga in the lever frame,

and having their inner ends arrange<l in the openings in

the said ring; and a collar or stop mounte<l on the tubular

cutter and adapte<l to engage the first named frame, all

for the purpose set forth.

2. In a pineapple corer, a head having a pin projecting

from Its face, and carrying a cushion or cutting block sur-
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rounding said pin; a frame having a base, and having a

head provideti with a bore; an arm having one end secured

to said base; a link having one end hinged to said arm; a

lever having one end hinged to said link, and having on its

opposite end a handle, and having between its ends a frame

provided with two studs or pivots projecting inwardly

from its opposite sides; and a tubular cutter slidably ar-

rangetl in said bore, and having its cutting end adapted

to receive said pin and engage said cushion or cutting

block, and having secured on Its opposite end means piv-

otally mounted on said studs.

89 1,556. AUTOMATIC TRAIN -STOP. Joseph H.

Lynch. Red Bank. N. J. Filed May 1, 1907. Serial

No. 371,288.

1. The combination of a veiiicle motive power con-

troller and its locking devices, a plunger normally discon-

nected from said controller and actuated by fluid pressure

and a*lapted to first free the .said locking devices and then to

impinge ui>on said controller, a brake controller, an actuat-

ing plunger therefor having a plunger rod normally discon-

necte<l from said brake controller but adapted to impinge

upon and actuate the same, and a connection between the

plunger cylinders through which fluid may i)ass to actuate

the brake controller plunger when the motive power con-

troller has moved to a predetermined exu-nt.

2. The ctimiiination of a manual motive power control-

ler for a vehicle, a lock rod carrietl thereby , an cIIkjw lever

connected to the lock rod and an actuating plunger having

a plunger ro<i provided with a forked end adapted to im-

pinge upon an arm of said elbow lever to unlock the man-

ual controller and then to ot)erate the manual controller

itself to cut off the motive jHswer.

3. The combination of a vehicle motive iwwer control-

ler, an actuating motor ojxTating on the same to throw off

the r>ower. controlling devices controlling the application

of the motive agent to said actuating motor, and resetting

mechanism adapted to reset the controlling <ievice8 and

cut off the flow of the motive agent, said resetting mech-

anism being controlletl by said actuating motor after it haa

operate<l to throw the motive jxiwer controller.

4. The combination of a vehicle brake controller, a

plunger for actuating the brake controller to apply the

brakes, controlling mechanism governing the application

of power to said plunger, an actuating plunger for reset-

ting said controlling mechanism, and means governe<l by

the brake controller plunger for applying power U) the re-

setting plunger upon the completion of the operation of

throwing the brake controller to apply the brakes, as and

for the purpose described.

6. The comi)ination of a vehicle motive iwwer control-

ler, an actuating piston therefor, a magnetically controlled

valve, circuit controlling devices governing the action of

said valve, resetting mechanism for restoring said circuit

controlling devices to position for causing the valve to

shut, and means governed by said piston for operating the

resetting mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.l

flattened rectangular section and of slightly concave shape,

the other series being formed of smaller rings of circular

section.

891.557. RING OF REMOVABLE MAIL-COVERS
FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. Salvatxire A. MarazzaNI.

Palermo. Italy. Filed Nov. 4. 1907. Serial No 400.643

1 . In a removable mail cover for pneumatic tires of auto-

mobile wheels, two series of rings constituting alternately

the cover, one of the series being formed of greater rings of

2. In a cover for pneumatic tires, rings of flattened cross-

Bection and other rings interlocking to form a protecting

fabric.

3. In a cover for pneumatic tires, concave rings of flat-

tened cross-section and other rings in circular rows alter-

nately placed, interlocking Uj form a protecting fabric.

891.558. FOG-PENETItATING LIGHT. Emma
RER, New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 26, 1907.

No. 394,748.

Mad-
Serial

An apparatus of the kind specified, comprising a casing,

sources of litht rigidly attached to the front and side walls

and bottom of the casing, reflectors rigidly attached to

the front and side walls and the top of the case, a reflector

set obliquely in rear of said casing, a funnel or horn pro-

jecting from the front wall of the casing, and a lens in said

funnel^or horn.^

891,559. RATCHET-WRENCH. Maurice H. Mills.

Foley. Minn. Filed Oct. 8, 1907. Serial No. 396,439.

1. In a wTench, the combination with a guide-head hav-

ing a hole formed through it, of the jaws and their shanks

supported in said guide-head, the said shanks being con-

structed and arranged telescopically with resi>ect to each

other, and means for operating the shanks and their jaws

and maintaining them in fixed position.

2. In a wrench, the combination with a guide-head hav-

ing a hole formed through it, of the jaws and their shanks

supported in said guide-head, the said shanks being con-

structe<l and arranged telescopically with re.*ix>ct to each

other, and a thumb nut having a threa<^ied engagement

with each of the said shanks to operate them and maintain

them in flxe<i position.

3. In a wrench the combination with a guide-head, a ro-

tary shaft connected therewith and extending therefrom

at right angles, the guide-head being slotteil, jaws provided

with telescopic shanks supported in said guide-head, and

means for operating said shanks, and means for rotating

said shaft.

4. In a wrench a guide-head having an opening there-
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through, jaws pro\'ided with telescoping shanks supported

in saiil (?uuie-hea<i.and a Jiingle device for adjusting said

Jaws in (inison.

5. In a wrenrh a guide-head having an opening there-

through, jaws provided with telescoping shanks supported

in said guide-hea<i. and a thumb-nut having a threade<l con-

nection with th(> >hanks for adjusting the same in unison.

891,560 REFRIGERATING .\PP.\R.\TCS EMPLOY-
ING C.\RBONIC ACID. Fra.vz E. Mcijjir, Dresden,

Germany, assignor to Benno Koasm4nn. Cologne.

Germany Fileti Apr. 29. 1907 Serml No 370,884.

1. A refrigerating apparatus comprising twi inner vessel,

a cover therefor, an outer vessel having heat non-conduct-

ing walls, forming a space t>etween itself and the inner

vessel, means for intnj<iucing carbonic acid into the inner

vessel, a pipe lea»ling from the top of tlje inner vessel

through the walls of the outer veaael to the said space and

a valve controlletl pipe in the walls of tile outer vessel

connecting the space with the atmosphere

2. .\ freezing apparatus, comprising an outer vessel, a

freezing cell and means for introducing carl)onic acid into

the freezing cell near the bottom thereof where it expands

at first within the latter, and then flows directly through

the substance to be frozen, then flows into the shallow

space between the vessel and cell and which surrounds the

freezing cell from all sides so that the ackl in that way

comes in contact with the whole freezing cejl and the walls

thereof from the inside as well as from ^e outside, in

order to attain an intense frigidity.

891,561. COMBINED ELECTRIC StRVICE CTJT-

OUT AND METKR-HO.VKD Henky E. McGowan
and Edwi.v R P:i.l.-*w(irth. New York, N. Y. Filed

Oct. 21. 1907. Serial No .^98.375

to and adapted to supp<jrt an electric meter, lend wire ter-

minals and contacts in said l>o iy ptirtion. service wire ter-

minals and contacts in the said bo ly portion, t«-rmiiials and

contacts intermetiiate of the aforesaid terminals and con-

tacts in said body portion, fuse terminals on the said cover,

a fuse secured therein, contacts connecte^l to the said fu.se

terminals, three-wire terminals and contacts also secure*!

on the said cover and electrical connections from ,said fuse

temiinals and three-wire terminals a<lapte 1 to l>e connect-

ed to the terminals of an electric meter.

2. In an electric service cut out and meter U>ard, a cas-

ing comprising a body portion and a cover hinge«l thereto,

an electric meter .secureil on the outer surface of the said

cover, leal wire terminals in the .sanl Ixxiy iM)rtion. spring

contacts electrically connected with the said lead wire ter-

min.als, service wire terminals in the said body portion,

spring contacts electrically connecte<l to the said service

wire terminals, terminals and spring contacts intermediate

of the aforesaid terminal.s ami contact.s m the said body

portion, fuse terminals fixed on the inner surface of the

said cover, a fuse securetl therein, knife blade contacts elec-

trically connecte<l to the said fu.s** terminals, three-wire

terminals, knife blade contacts electrically ronnecte<l to

the said three-wire terminals, and electrical connections to

and from the said fu.se terminals an 1 three-wire terminals

and the terminals of the said meter.

3. In an electric stTvice cut out and meter board, a cas-

ing comprising a body portion and a cover hmge<l thereto,

an electric meter secured on the outer surface of the said

cover, lead wire terminals in the said body portion, spring

contact.s electrically connected with the said lead wire ter-

minals, service wire terminals in the sai.i body portion,

spring contacts electrically connectetl to the said service

wire terminals, terminals an I spring contacts intermediate

of the aforesaid tenninals and c )ntacts in the said body

portion, fuse terminals fixed on the miier -surface of the

sai 1 cover, a fuse .secured therein, knife blade contacts elec-

trically connected to the sai 1 fu.se terminals, three-wire

terminals, knife blade contacts electrically coiine<-te<l to

the .said thre«-wire terminals, eiecirical connection-i from

said fuse terminals to one set of the meter terminals an.l

electrical connections from the said three-wire terminals

U) the other set of meter terminals.

891. .'>62 D<)<>U-L(J( 1\ \\ U4HKN 1) .V1cPhkh«ON. Chi-

cago, 111. File.l Aug. 23, 190«. St>rial No. 331.789.
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another and for swinginj? movements, in paralleUam. in

verucal planes, and a pair of target-frames which are dis-

poaed between, and by their opposite edgea pivot&lly sup-

ported at separate points respectively to the forward and

rearward end portions of said opposite pairs of parallel

bars, wherebv said target frames, moved to raised. lowere<i,

or intermediate positions, on their carrying bars, are mam-

tained mvanably m vertical planes.

charate of lime and a copper salt in substantially the pro-

portions of four to one, respectively, substantially as de-

scribed.

4

i!
1

1

• t

: I

ir.

I

891.568. VALVE-OPERATING MKCHANISM Wilson

B. Ri SNioN and Edw.vkd Uunmon. Spencer, W. Va.,

assignors of one-half to LewLs 8 Goff. Spencer, W. Va.

Filed June 22, 1907. .Serial No 380.275.

f-::r:r-^

2 The combination with opposite upright supports hav- ;

ing vertically upwardly opening slots in tUeir upper portions
,

and also havmg verUcal slots below said first named slota. of

a pair of parallel transverse shafts having necked down por-
1

tions engaging and normally seated in the lower ends of

said slots, opposite pairs of parallel bars fach having a cen-

tral aperture for engagement with said nock shafts, means

for confining said bars on said rock shafts, and a pair of tar-
:

get frames edgewise pivotally supported at separate pomts i

respectively to the forward and rearwatd end portions of

said opposite pairs of parallel bars.

3 The combmation with opposite upright supports hav-

ing vertical upwardly opening slots in their upper portions

and also having vertical slots below said first named slots,

of a pair of parallel transverse shafts having neck down

portions engaging and normaUy seated i* the lower ends of

said slots, opposite pairs of parallel bars each havmg a cen-

tral aperture for engagement with said rock shafts, means

for confining said bars on said rock shafts, and a pair of

target frames having provided on opposite edge portions

blocks made with trunnions projecting beyond the edgea

of the frames, and pivotally engaging iH holes, which are

provided therefor, in end portions of ssiid parallel bars.

4 In an apparatus of the type set forth, in combmauon

a pair of upright supporting posts, two i»airs of coextensive

bars means for supporting each bar pivotally at its cen-

ter the bars of each pair being arranged one above the

other with their pivots on a Une coinckient with the axis

of the adjacent post and two target frames supported at

relatively opposite ends of the bars, •ach frame having

pivotal supports from the mutually adjacent bar end por-

tions by which said frame is carried.

5 In an apparatus of the type set forth, supporting

means, bars pivoted in pairs at each side thereof, the pivots

of all of said bars being located at fixed points on said sup-

porting means, the bars of each pair having pivotal move-

ment in a common vertical plane, target frames, and connec-

tions for the target frames with the pair* of bars, construct-

ed to permit of the plane.s of said frames being parallel at

all poinU along the pivotal travel of the bars.

891 567 COMPOUND FOR COMB.4TING FUNGOID
DISEASES OF PLANTS. Christian Rumm. Stutt-

gart. Germany. Filed Nov. 15. 1907. Serial No.

402.268.
, . w.

The herein described composition for treating plants by

•praying. consisUng of a clear aqueous solution of sac-

1. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a conducting pipe, of a controlling valve therefor,

an electro-magnet, means for energizing and de«nerguing

the magnet, an armature for the magnet constituting oper-

ating means for the valve, said armature being out of the

range of magnetic action of the magnet when the valve is

in one position, and means for moving the armature into

the range of magnetic action of such magnet.

2. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combinar

tion with a conducting pipe having a valve casing therein,

said casing being provided with a partition having an

opening and a valve seat surrounding the opening, of a

valve in the casing movable into and out of coaction with

the seat, an electro-magnet mounted on the casing on one

aide of the seat for holding the valve out of coaction with

said seat, and means movably mounted in the casing and

projecting therefrom for manually moving the valve into

coaction with the magnet.

3 In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a conducting pipe having a valve casing therein,

said casing being provided with a partition having an open-

ing and a valve seat surrounding the opening, of a valve in

the casing movable into and out of coaction with the seat,

an electro-magnet mounted on the casing on one side of the

seat for holding the valve out of coaction with said seat,

and a stem slidably mounted in the casing on the opposite

side of the partition to the valve, said stem being movable

through the opening to move the valve out of coaction

with the seat and into coaction with the magnet.

4. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a conduit, of a controlling valve therein, an elec-

tro-magnet for holding the valve in a predetermined posi-

tion a source of electrical energy, a circuit including said

source of electrical energy and the magnet, a circuit claser

located in the circuit, and means operatetl by the pressure

in the oonduit for controlling the movement of the circuit

5 In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-

\ tion with a conduit, of a controlling valve therein, an elec-

tro-magnet for holding the valve in a predetermined posi-

tion a source of electrical energy, a circuit including said

source of electrical energy and the magnet, a circuit closer

located in the circuit and including a stem, and a dia-

phragm locate<l in the ...nduit and operating against the

j
stem.

I

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette. ]

891.569 ROAD-DRAG. H.A.RRY J. See. Dee^lsville. Ind.

File<l Aug. 13. 1907. Serial No. 388.416.

1. A roa<i drag, comprising, a front sill and a rear sill,

a pair of braces connecting said sills, one of said braces
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having a greater leiiRth than the other to dispose the front
sill at an acute angle to the rear sill, a hitching strap
niourit<'<l u[Hjn the uf>t»er face of each brace and having
its forward end IikjiksI and projecting beyond the front
sill, a swinging ring secure<l to each of said looped ends,
a longitu(linally-<lisposed hlitdc farricd by the front sill

upon its outer fa<-e, and a co\ f-r s«Mured to the upper face.

2 .\ road <lrag conipri.'nnK. a front sill and a roar .sill,

provide*! with alining seata forme<i on their upi)er faces,
a pair of transversely-disjxjsetl connecting iiraces fitted
at opi>o8ite ends in said seats, one of said braces liaving
a greater length than the other, to dispose the front sill

at an acute angle to the rear sill, said braces havmg their
upi>er faces lying alxjve those of the sills, a bla<le l>olted
to the outer face of the front sill and extending from end
to end tliereof. .said bhwie l)eing provide*! with a series of
vertical slots through which the c.rresiwnding fa.stening
bolt.s extend, to i)ennit the a<ljustment of said blatie to-
wards and from the surface of the njad. a hitching strap
mounted upon the upper face of each brace and having
a kK)petl forward end projecting lj<'yond the front sill, a
."Winging ring attache*! to each of said looped strap ends,
and a cover secure*! to said sills antl comprising a series of
boards disposed parallel with said braces and having their
upper faces flush with the upper face of the latter.

891,570 LOCK-SEAM FOR METAL l'IPE.S Wil-
UA.M C. Smith. Omaha. Nebr.. aijsignor of one-third to
John Alfre<! Partloe and one-third to David Cole, Omaha.
Nebr. Fileil Mar. 5. 1907. Serial No. ,3«J,687.

1. A sheet metal pipe section having a downwardly pro-
jecting tongue forme<l on one edge, a U-8ha|>ed socket
forme<l on the a<ijacent edge, adapted t« receive said
tongue and a notch formed in the end of said piix-, and
flaps fonne<l on the edge first nientione<l one of said flaps
being provi(ie<l with a locking tongue adapted to fit in said
notch.

2. A sheet metal piijp section having a downwardly pro-
jecting tongue formed on one edge, a U-shaix-.! socket
forme<i on the a<ljacent edge adapte<! to receive the tongue,
anil a notch forrne<! in the end of said pi[x\ a flap formc<l
on the lower end of the first mentioned e*lge adapted t^
fit under the lower end of the second mentioned edge, and
a flap forme<i t)n the upper end of the first mentioned edge
adapte<l to fit over a flap formed on the second mentione*!
edge, said lajst mentioned flap being provided with a lock-
ing tongue for engagement with the notch formed in the
pip<' end.

3. A 8he<>t metal pipe section having a tongue formed
on one edge, and a socket formed on the adjacent edge
adapte<! to receive said tongue, a flap formed on the lower
end of the first name<l edge adapted to fit under the adja-
cent e<lge and a flap formed on the upper en<i of the first

named edge, adapted to fit over a flap formed on the end
of the second named edge said flap being provided with a
locking toiiKue adapt<>d to engage said T>ii>e.

4. A sheet metal pipe section having a frinipe<i end. the
adjacent edges of said pipe section being split a«.ljacent
their ends, one crlnipe<i r>ortion being cut away from the
split portion, one e<lge being bent downwardly between
the splits to form a tongue, the a<ijacent edge between the
split and cut away portion being bent downwardly and
upwardly to form a U-shaped socket adapted to receive
the tongue, outwardly projecting flaps formed on the ends
of the first named edge, the lower flap fitting under the
lower crimped portion of the second named edge, and the
upper flap fitting over a flap forme*! on the upper end of
the second name*! edge, a notch formed in the end of the
second named edge and a tongue formed on the upper
flap of the first name<l etige. a<!apte*! to fit in said notch
and securely lock said e*lges together.

8 9 1.57 1. .MACHINE FOR M.\KING MOPS AND
BRUSHES. Locis Stocker. Knoxville. Tenn. assignor
to Myer Bridges Company. Louisville. Ky., a Corpora-
tion. Filed Sept. 17. 1906. Serial No. 334,977.

1. In a machine of the nature de8crit>ed.. a supr)Ort for
receiving the folds of a mop cord to provide a space adapt-
ed to receive a mop handle, and retaining means for said
cord disf)08e<! on said 8upf)ort.

2. In a machine of the nature described, an open ended
support having retaining means for holding the folds of a
mop cord surrounding a space adapte<i t<j receive a mop
handle.

3. In a machine of the nature described, a support
mounted for rotary travel and having retaining means for
hol(iiiig the folds of a mop cord thereon to provide a space
adapte*! to receive a mop handle.

4 In a machine of the nature de8cril>ed, mechanism for
receiving and holding the folds of the mop cord surround-
ing a space adapted to receive a mop handle, said mechan-
ism comi>rising two members separated from each other to
permit the movement of the cords l>etween said members
toward and against .said handle, substantially as described.

5. In a machine of the nature described, mechanism for
receiving and holding the folds of the mop cord, said mech-
anism comprising two abutments one of which has an fixial
opening large enough to i>ermit the passage of the mop
handle and the folded cords secure*! to said handle, sub-
stantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.572. MACHINE FOR MAKING .MOPS. Loris
Stocker. Loui-sville. Ky., assignor to Myer Bridges
Company, Ixjuisville, Ky . a CorjKiration of Kentucky.
File<! Feb. 10. 1908. .Serial No. 415.246
1. In a machine of the chi-ss descrii)ed. a frame, a mov-

able cord support mountetl thereon and provided with a
cord grijiping device for retaining a plurality of parallel
cord strands under tension ujxjn .said support.

2. In a machine of the class de.scri!je*l. a frame, a mov-
able cord supix)rt mounted thereon and provided with a
cord gripping device for retaining the cord under tension
upon said support, a sewing mechanism, and means for
moving said supjxjrt and mechanism relative to each other.

3. In a machine of the class descriljed. a frame, a mov-
able cord support mounted thereon and provided with a
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am '^A T.r>rK-NI'T Henbt J. SwAix, Sydenham,

cord gnpp.n« dev.oe f,.r ret.uung a ^'^-^^y
'^^/^'^f, n^^ Syd^^y New South Wales. Au.,raha. ..s...«nor to

ooftistran.l. under leamon uix.n .^ul supCK,r .
^nd a mov

'\ ^/g^^^^ and John Angell IVrk. Sydney . Au«traha.

able tendon device disponed at the feed.n« side of said -up-
i™^^"^, ,^^ srnal No. 341.412.

port.

f^n

^ lA A oMflhine of th« rla.s.s dest-ntx-.l. a frain.-, a luuv-

able cord support mounted there^jn an.l provided with a

Zd gripping device for retaining the .ord un, er '.n...n

n,^n said support, a movable tension .ievice ^I'-^P-- -^

The feeding side of said support, and mean, carried b> said

Hupt>ort for automatically controlling one muvemeut of

the tension device.

5 In a machme of the c.as-s desrnU^i a frame a mo%-

able cord supp^.rt mounted thereon an(J provi, ed with a

CO 1 gripping device for retaining the aord under ens.on

u;Vnld'supp>orr. a tension device di.sp.sed at the feed.ag

.ide of said support, means carried by said supp<.rt for

automatically controlUng one movem.«U of the tension

device and means carried by said tension device for auto-

matically shifting the tension controlling means.

[Claims 6 to n.5 not printed m the ( lazt-tie.)

A lock nut comprising a circular shaped wa:,hcr of .oncave

shape on one side and convex on the other, radial ribs of

ubBtantiallv rectangular form .)n the convex side of s.-iid

washer an.l the concave si le thereof h:ivmg corresiM.iid-

inglv shaiH-d grooves ui 1 :i im' haxuu r:i li.^l gr.K.vcs of

Sub«tantiallyrect.in«u!irfor.nni, itMuni.T-i U- s.nilgrooves

being adapted to .-.-.•iv tti.- rii.~ -n th.- ^^ i-:.-;

891575 .\CETYLENE-QAS(;KNKKAr<»K William

E Traveks. (Mkland. Cal.. a.s.signor .-f one-fourth to

Charles A Bowman San Friuicisco. Cal Kile.l on^lS

1<K)7 Serial No. 3y.S.U3.-S.

4-

891573 SVFETY RIPPER NDTHREAD-UR-VWER.
Euz.vBETH E. StLZER. Phila.lelphi», Pa. Filed Feb.

7. 1907 Serial .No .35«j.l-y

•V safety rm^-r and threAd drawer (i^nsisting of :i shank

having a handle, a [K^int formed on the end opp<JSite to

the handle a barb forme.1 near to the point of the imp e-

,uent and directed toward.s said i^nuK the sides of the slot

fonne.i thereby being .nt an acute an«le to each other and

adapte.1 to fnctionally engaije and se.r.e ,^ thread an.l pre-

vent said thread from slipping during the proces-s of r,;.-

ping the seam and win.lmg the Thre:«l u,Km the shank, a

umforraly p*.lished surface of the p<.iiu an.l shank of he

tool adapte.1 to prevent the barb from tM>coming entangled

wifi -iny part of the fabric except the part worked upon.

1 In an acetylene g:i.s geuerator, suiK>rpo6ed separable

water and carbi.l containing chamlx-r«, a convergent floor

for the carbi.l chaml>«-r having a central oin-ning. an up-

wardlv convergent cone, a holL.w stem t,y which ,sa.d c.ne

,s suspen.led m iheoi>enmgof the carbid chamk>er, flexible

diaiJhragms, means for s«'curing the diaptu-agrns to the

sten. an .u^enmg whereby gas may pa-ss through the stem

and into the space betw.>«-n the diaphragms, a gas chamln-r

formed around th.- ba.se ..f thecarbi.l .hamber. a pa.ssage

leading thereto fr.-m tin- space between the diaphr^igms.

and a .lischarge opening from sai.l ga^ chaml>er

o In an apparatus of the chitracter descril>ed. a water

chLnber, a superpo.se.1 carbi.l .hamber having a cone-

shape.1 d..wnwar.lly convergent H.,or, with an exterior sur-

rounding ga. chaml>..r below ,he tl.n.r. and a .-entral o,hmi-

ing lea.lmg into the wat.-r .hamber. an upwardly conxer-

gent one, a hollow stem exten.img upwar.Uy an.l from

which the cone is sasiH-n.i.«l. tlexibh- .lia(.hragms having

their v>eriphenes se,'urt>l g:i..-..ght an.un.l the upper part

of the .-arbid chamber, disks lH;twtH,-n which the .liaphragms

are clampe<l an.l bv which they are sec.ir.^l to the holl.m

stem a ga.s pa.ssage ojM-nmg fr..m the stem to the space

betw^^n the .liaphragms. and a pa.ssage from sai.l space

mto the gas chamber below, means for a.ljusting the cone
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and diaphragms, said means compilfltng a screw-threaded

gland movable within the sleeve through which the stem
pas.ses. a Iw^ad upon the upper end of the stem, and a spring

locatPtl between the glan.l and the .lisk of the upper dia-

phragm.

891,576. BELL AND ALLOY FOR SAME.
Vandxzen, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Sept.

Serial No. 392,842.

Ezra W.
14, 1907.

1. As a IK w article of manufacture, bells formed from an

alloy consisting of copt)er. zinc, and tin in sub>8tantially the

following proportions, copper sixteen parts, line four parts,

and tin one part.

2. As a new article of manufacture, l>ells formed from an

alloy of copper sixteen (16) parts, zinc four (4) parts, and

tin one (1) part.

891.577 ICE-CRK.\M 'OOLER AND SODA-FOUN-
T.\IN. William fr Wmlace. In.lianapolis.Ind. Filed

Feb. 13, 1907. Serial No. 357,200.

1 I he combinatDii with a counter, dispensing faucets,

and a refrigerating chamlxT sitiiate.1 at one end of said

counter, of a refrigerant tank situat<'d in said chamber, a

removable ice cream can sitiiat<'l m sai.l refrigerant tank.

a perforHte<i cylm.ler surroun.ling sai.i ice cream can within

sftiil refrigerant tank, and a pipe coil surrounding said re-

friger:uit tank arnl in conta.'t with the sur^a.'c thereof.

J. The cornbiiiati.m with a counter, .lispf-nsing faucets,

and a chamlx'r situated under an(i fit one end of .said counter,

of a refrigerant tank situate.! in sai.l chamber, a removable
ice cream can in said tank, a perforated separating cylinder

situate.! centrally in sai.l refrigerant t.ink and adapted to

receive sai.l ice cream can, a piix> coil surrounding said re-

frigerant tank and in contact with the outer surface thereof,

and refrigerating chamber adjacent to said en.l chamber
and conne.'ting therewith to tx' c.ioled by the refrigerant,

said latter chaml>er having ujifter an.l lower air fir.'ulating

openings connecting with s.ai'1 en.l refrigerating chamlx;r.

891,578. TIRE-ARMOR. Horace G. Wheeler, Caiuutt-

daigua. N. Y. Filed Oct. 30, 19()6. Serial No. 341,213.

.\n armor for rubi)er tires comprising an annular shell

having a series of pairs of oppositely-disposed plates liinged

to its si.ie edges, each plate l>eing provided with a tongue
extending radially inwards therefrom, a block secured be-

tween the free ends of each pair of tongues anci 7)rovided

with a threa<ied opening, a threade<l sleeve slidable in said

opening, a ro<l slidable through said sleeve an.l projecting

lherel>eyond at opp<i8ite ends, a thumlvscrew secured to

the outer end of said sleeve and provided with an axial

opening through which said rod passes, a shoe secured to

the inner end of the rod, and a coil-spring carrie.i l>y the

'^.f»

rod and bearing against said shoe and the adjacent end of

said sleeve.

891.579. J.\t"K. Bi KT C. Wilu/ms, Detroit, Mich.,

assignor to Eagle Manufacturing Conipanj', Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan

Serial No. 380,407.

Filed June 24. 1907.

1. A lifting jack comprising a pedestal, a standard mov-
able therein, an oscillator.N' member op>erating the stand-

ard, having an intermittent inovenient longitudinalh' of

the pedestal, and automatic means adapted to period-

ically reverse the direction of the intermittent motion of

sai.l oscillator>' member in the i>edestal.

2. A lifting jack comprising a pedestal, a standard mov-

able therein, a memljer op«'rating the standard, oscilla-

tory on a fulcrum which it aut<imatically shifts longi-

tudinally along the jjedeptal. and automatic means on the

pedestal a«iaptod to periodicallv reverse the direction of

motion of the fulcrum on the i)e(iestal.

3. A lifting jack comi)riping a petlestal, a standard mov
able therein, a member operating the standard, oscilla-

tory on a fulcrum which it automatically shifts longitu-

dinally along the ix-destal and automatic means on the

pedestal adapted t*> f)eriodically revei^e the direction of

motion of the fulcrum on the pedestal, longitudinally ad-

justable on the pedestal.

4. .-V lifting jack comprising .i pe(le>ital, a standard mov-

able therein, a member operating the stan.iani. oscilla-

tory on a fulcrum which it autf)matically shifts longitu-

dinally along the pedestal by a step-by-step movement
and automatic means on the pedestal adapted to period-

ically reverse the directirm of r otion of the fulcrum on the

pedestal longitudinally adjustable on the pedestal.

6. A lifting jack comprising a i>e<lestal, a standard mov-
able therein, a lever or)erating the standard, oscillatory

on a fulcrum which it automatically shifts along the ped-

estal, and automatic means on the pedestal adapted to

[»erio.iically reverse the direction of motion of the fulcrum

on the pedestal.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]
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891 580 SEWER-GAS TR.\P. Wiluam J. Wilker.

Cleveland, Ohio. File-l Apr 5. 1906 Serial No.

310,087.

with the leeve. the said device l)ein« formed of rwilent

wire and having a -hooked end for frictional fnnagwnent

with the foremost bow of the buggy top. the wire fornung

the device being coiled so as to exert a lateral pull up<jn

the hooked end thereof when engaged with the said fore-

most bow of the buggy top.

es,..

p-f

In a water-pipe provided with a clean-out fhamU-r. a

removable cover centrally dispose*! over the chamber, the

Individual waste-wat«r and sewage pu.es opening into

said chamber below said cover, each pipe having a recur-

vate bend below the said chamber, comprising water seals,

and the waate-pipe below the chamber having a flange ex-

tending inward from it.s wall forming a vahe-seat in the

water-'^eal, and a ball-valve disiH:.sed on said -^eat, where-

by the cover may be removed and the chamber cleaned

without danger of gas escaping into the house from the

pipe 5.

891,581. APPARAITS FOR IIANDLi:

Cl.\rence W. Wood, St. Paul, Minn.

1907. Serial No. 400.085.

C, MAY, Ai .

Filed Oct. 31.

2 In a buggy top retaining device, the combination

with a supfx)rt and the l)ows of the buggy top, of a sleeve

fi.xe<l upon the support, a rest fixed upon the sleeve and

designed to support the rear Ixjw of the buggy top when

the same is folded, and a spring retaining device connected

with the sleeve, the said device l>eing formed of resilient

wire and having a hm.k.Hl end for frictional engagement

with the foremost L)OW of the buggy u.p. the wire forming

the device being coiled so as to exert a clamping action

upon the bows when the hooked end is in engagement with

the said foremost bow of the buggy top and to exert a

tendency to hold the hook«i en.i of the retaining device

out of the path of swinging movement of the Ixjws when

disengaged therefrom.

991.583. BEEHIVE. Lewis A. Aspinwall, Jackson.

Mich. Filed Feb. 3. 1908. .-Serial No 413.969.

1. In an apparatus a.-* de><cribe«i. a derntk comprising a

rotatable ba.se. a f)eam erectetl thereon, a lxx)m mounted

uiK.n the beam an.l a.lapted to move longitudinally with

relation thereto, a fork pivotally attache.l to the Ixx.m a

prunarv moving means and means fortran.smittmg move-

ment from the first t^aid means to the derruk to turn the

same, to the Ix.om for moving the same loOgitudinally and

to the kKKim for raising and lowering the same.

2 Vn apparatiis a.s de.>*cribed, conipriing a rotatable

derrick, a longituilinAlly movable tx>om tlltably mounted

thereon a prime mover connecte<l to tlie (Jerrick, winding

drums interi)ose.i Ix-tween the prime mover and the derrick

and being resp<-ctively and operatively connected with the

derrick for rotating the same, with the boom for moving

the same longitudinally and with the bo<jm for tUting the

same and lever ()r)erate<i mechanisms for throwing the

drums in gear with the prune mover whereby the move-

ment of the derrick and us parts may l)e simultanet)usly

or successively accomplished.

891 582 BrGGY-T(^P RETAINER. ftoBERT L. Alu-

90N. Huckabay, Tex. Filed June 13, L907. Serial No.

1 In a buggy top retaining device, the combination

with a support and the bows of the buggy top, of a .sleeve

axed upon the support, a re.st fixed upoti the sleeve and

designetl to support the rear l)ow of the buggy top when

the same is fol.led, and a spring retaining device connected

1. In a beehive, a hive frame composed of s«^rie-< of lon-

gitu.linal members, upright members and metallie supi«.rt

niemlx-rs and Iwlts for connecting the same so that the

parts are readily s<M>arated for transportation.

2. In a b<H>hive. a hive frame compose<l of upright end

members, longitudinal frame supvK.rts b b' and longitudinal

frame pieces c c\ b<ilts for connecting the .same and metal

supixirts or tru.sw-s in the form of an expand.Mi U. the free

enils of which are iK.lted to the upright end rueml)ers. the

structure permitting of really separation for transin.rta-

tion.

W In a iH-ehive. a hive frame comi)08e<i of the upright

end members u. the longitudinal frame supi)ort.8 b 6', each

having spacpil apart series of i)erforations near their lower

edges, the longitu-imal frame piece c c- Ix-low the supi>orts

b 6' with the latter again-st the outer surfaces of theui-rights

1 and the pieces r r- against the inner surfaces of the ui)rightJ*.

bolts for connecting the longitudinal meinl>ers to the up-

right members, the metal suptx)rt.M / /• to rest uix.n the

ground, connected at their free ends by the same bolts that

connect the longitudinal pieces c C to the uprights a. and

the lapping cleate<l In.t torn t>oards e p' and the metal si ays g.

4 In a beehive and in combination with the longitudinal

frame supports 6 6', of a series of comlnframes each com-

po8e<l of a top member, or bar. vertical end pieces that are

wider than the top bars, a tx.ttom bar or .strip that is nar-

rower than the top bar and series of si)ace.l aj.art verticallv
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dispoaed slats adjacent to the vertical end pieces and
which are of the same width as the top bar.

6. In a beehive and in combination with the longitudinal

frame supports b 6'. of a series of similar comb-frames

adapted to be supported up<iii the upper edges of the mem-
bers b 6' and each provide<J with vertical end pieces which

come into contact when the comb-frames are arranged in

the hive, said coml>-frames being provided with a central

pace for the brood combs between which and each of the

end pieces there are a series of slats.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,584. BEEHIVE. Lewis A. Aspinwall, Jackaon,

Mich. Filed Feb. 3, 1908 Serial No. 413,970.

rfllTTn^TRB^''^'''^''^
»'- 1 1-

o o c o c c o D c, b c •

a

1. In a beehive and in combination with a suitable sup-

porting frame and the comb fr.iines. of slatted or dummy
frames tidapted to be placed l>etween the comb frames and

each comprising peri>endicular end pieces a<lapted to con-

tact and aline with the end pieces of the comb frames and

having narrow top and bottom bars and spaced apart in-

termediate bars.

2. In ft l)eehive and in combination with a supporting

frame and the comb frames, of slatted or dumm> frames

adapted to be placed l)etween the comb frames and each

comprising end pieces whose e<lges are atiapted to contact

with the end pieces of the comb frames, edge to e<ige, and

so close up the hive, said slatte<l or dummy frames also

having narrow top and bottom bars and spaced apart ver-

tical b.ars intermediate of the end pieces which are wider

than the top and Iwttom bars and narrower than the end

pieces.

3. In a l)eehive and in combination with a suitable

frame suprwrt having longitudinal frame members b b', of a

series of comb frames and a sj-ries of alternati»ly placed

slatted or ilummy frames, each frame of the respective se-

ries having end members or strips that contact, and top

bars which overhang or extend l^eyond the end members,
or overhang and are a<iapted to extend over and be sup-

port<»d upon the up{)er edges of the frame members 6 b',

the said comb frames l>eing each a<iapte<l to receive a

brood comb centrally placed and the slatted or dununy
frames providing ample standing room ff)r the l)ees

4. In a IxM-tiive .and in combination with the longitudi-

nal frame supix)rts5 ^', of ast-riesof comb frames each com-

prising a top bar. vertical end pieces, a bottf>m bar, a se-

ries of slats parallel with and adjacent to the end pieces

leaving a center space for the brood comb, and a series of

slatteii or dummy frames adapt<»d to be placed intermedi-

ate or alternately with the comb frames, each comprising

narrow top and bottom bars, end pieces which contact

with the end pieces of the comb frames to close up the hive

and spaced apart slat." extending lietween the end-pieces,

the resjxMtive top bars of both series of comb frames and

dimimy frames extending l>eyond the end pieces and rest-

ing upon and supi>ort«>d by the longitudinal frame mem-
bers b b'.

891.585. BEEHIVE. Lew i.s A. Aspinwai-L, Jackson,

Mich. Filed Feb. 3. 1908. Serial, No. 413,971.

1. The combination with holders for honey comb, of

separators and slats connected therewith and placed be-

tween the said holders in alternating series and maintsuning

but not impeding inter-communication, end clamping

boards and means for holding the said parts together.

2. The combination with holders for honey comb, of

slatted fran^ie.s connected therewith and placed between

the said holders in alternating series and maintaining but

not impeding int^r-communication, end clamping boards

and means for holding the said parts together.

3. A holder for comb-honey sections in .series composed

of end pieces secured to the bottom bar and having a re-

movable top bar forming the frame and receiving a series

of comb-honey .sections and a 8latt<>d frame composed of

vertical pieces and top and bottom strips adapted to be

placed at the opposite sides of each of sai(i frames and the

said frames and slatted frames arranged in series.

4. A holder for comb-honey sections in series, comr>o8ed

of end pieces having a removable top bar and bottom bar

forming the frame and receiving a .series of comb-honey sec-

tions, and a slatted frame composed of narrow top and bot-

tom bars, end pieces, spaced apart pieces which come at

the intersections of the supers and other narrower inter-

mediate pieces spaced apart and adapted to leave full bee

spaces between the same and in opjaosite planes between

the same and the planes of the sections and said frames ar-

rtinged in series.

5. A frame for the honey sections in series composed of

the end-pieces t having grooves along their inner eilges, and

bottom pieces <• narrower than the end-pieces, and slatted

frames each composed of narrow top and bottom bars 4 5,

end pieces 6, interme<liate pieces 7 and spacetl apart and

agreeing with the intersections of the honey sections and

with intermediate pieces 8 coming l>etween the pieces 7 and

between the end pieces 6 and the nearest piece 7, the end

pieces 6 being received in the grooves of the end-pieces t

and coming against the faces of the top and bottom pieces

and means for clamping the said frames in .series.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printe<i in the Gazette.]

891,586. CRANK MECHANISM. Theodohe Bade.v,

Hackensack. N. J. Filed Dec. 17. 1906. Serial No,

348.230.

In a device of the class descrilxxl, the combination with

a wheel provided in one side of its rim with a recess, of a

sector-shaped counterbalancing member secured at its

curved outer edge in said recess, the apex of said member
being exU'nde<l diametrically past the axis of said wheel,

and a crank pin formed u{x)n said counterbalancing mem-
ber at lis apex.
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crossing each other at the top. a baU for carr>'»nK the frame.

a rfceplacle on the lower enda of the frame, a retaining

«trip a<lapte<l to contact with the receptacles, a Ruide rar-

rie<l bv the frame and a second Rulde carried by the lower

receptacle with which the retaininK strip co-acts to retain

the receptacle?) in ^xwition.

1. In a fertilizer .lijftnbuter. the combination of a waKon-

body. shaft* mounteii at either end there<if, a pair of end-

leoa iaexible fertilizer-movinK devices running on sai.l

shaft* on opposite «des of said wagon-botly. bolsters sup-

porting said waKon-txxiy and underlying: the lower lap of

said fertilizer n,ovm«-devices. mean.s for driving xaid fer-

tilizer moving devices, and a support for the wagon-JK)t-

tom at the center thereof and between sai<l devices*, said

support acting to -ustain the wagon-bottom centrally from

the bolster and prevent it from sagging.

2. In a fertilizer distributer, the combination of a wagon-

bodv. shafts mounted at either end thereof, a pair of en.l-

lessflexible fertilizer-moving devices runninji on said shafts

on opposite sides of said wagon-body, bolsters supporting

said wagon-body and underlying the lower lap of said fer-

tilizer moving-devices, means for driving said fertilizer

moving devices, and means for directing the load in said

wagon-bwJy laterally upon .«aid fertilizer-moving devices.

3. In a manure->preader. in combination with a fer-

tilizer-moving device, a driving shaft therefor, and a speed-

s-hanging device connecting said dc\'ice and shaft and com-

prising a rotatable member splined to said shaft, fixed

supports on either side of said rotatable member, a yoke

having legs on either side of said rotatable member be-

tween it and the opposite supports, said yoke being rota-

table concentrically with said shaft and having oblique

cam-faces on the ends of said legs engaging with opposing

surfaces on said .supports whereby the turning of said yoke

about said shaft causes the endwise shifting of said rota-

table member and a second rotatable member engaging

with and driven by said flrst-nameii rotatable member and

operatively connected with said fertilizer-moving device.

4 In a manure-spreader, in combination with a ferti-

lizer-moving device, driving means therefor, and a speed-

varMng transmi.ssion-device connecting them and com-

pri.sing. m combination, a pair of shafts, a pair of beveled

gears splined to sai.l shafts, one of said gears having a

pluralitv of concentric sets of teeth and the other having

teeth adapted to engage with either of said sets, means for

movmg one of said gears longitudinally upon its shaft, and

means for moving the other member longitudinally upon

it.s shaft compri.sing a pair of fixe<l pieces on opixjsife sides

of said gear anti a yoke having legs concentrically mounted

wiTh said gear on opposite .sides thereof, paid legs having

oblique cam-faces coacting with the op;-)Osing surfaces of

said fixed pieces whereby rotation of said yoke cau.ses the

endwi.se movement of the legs thereof with respect to said

pieces and the endwi.se movement of said gear which is

confined between said legs.

5. In a fertilizer-distributer, the combination of a wagon-

bodv, a pair of longitudinal chains running along the cen-

ter of said bo<iy at the bottom thereof, and a V-shaped

shield mounted over and covering said chains whereby

material lying thereon is thrown upon tht bottom outside

said chains.

[Claims fi to 19 not printed m the Oaze'te.)

3 A dinner pail consisting of a frame, a receptacle se-

cure<i to the lower ends of the frame, a series of receptacles

nested above the first nienlione<l receptacle within the

frame, a retaining strip adapted to engage the receptacles

and means carrieil by the frame and the lower receptacle

for retaining the strip in ot^eratlve position.

4 In a dinner pail, a suitable frame, a receptacle carried

by the lower ends of the frame, receptacles nested above

the first mentioned receptacle within the frame, a suitable

handle for carrying the frame, a cur\-ed retaining strip and

means came<l by the frame an.l lower receptacle for caus-

ing the said strip to contact with the receptacles.

8 9 1 5 8 9 AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC REGULATOR.
WiLU.VM L. Buss. New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 24.

1904. Serial No. 222.019.

• I '.<f

891 5SS DINNP:R-P.-ML High B.\khley. Prattville.

Ala . assignor to J D. Beck I'rattviUe. Ala. File<l May

20. 1907. Serial No. 374.605

1 In a dinner pail, a suitable frame tonsisting of two

frame members crossing each other at tht top. receptacles

nesteti between the sections of the frame, a receptacle car-

ried by the lower ends of the frame and a iliding strip bear-

ing against the receptacles to retain them in position.

2 In a dinner pail, a frame compn!»ng two sections

In a system of electrical distribution, in combination, a

generator having a shunt field win.ling. a rhf^.stat connect-

e<l in circuit with sai.l shunt fieM winding, a mam circuit

extending from said generator, a storage battery and

translating .ievices connected to said mam circuit in par-

allel an automatic switch adapte<i to clos.^ said mam cir-

cuit when the voltage of said generator rises above a cer-

tain point and to open said main circuit when the voltage

of said generator fails below a certain i)oint. an electric
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motor for operating said rheostat, said motor having dif-

ferentially acting field windings, one connected in said

main circuit in series, the other field winding of said motor

and the armature winding of said motor being connected

in serie.-i in a shunt circuit extending across said main cir-

cuit between said automatic switch and said generator.

891.590. ADJUSTAHLi; LAST. Joseph Bronenkant.

Racine. Wis. Filed .Sept. 13, 1<H)7. Serial No. 392,767.

1 In an adjustable last, a shank provide<i with a socket

member at ime end and a shdcway at the opposite end

tlMMOf. a beel plate niounteti ui.>on said way and provided

with a rack bar. an operating shaft extending through .said

.shank, a pinion carried by .said .shaft to engage said rack

and tiisiK)sed within a recess at one end of said shank, a

ratchet wheel carrietl by said shaft within said shank, and

means mounted upon said shank and extending through an

aperture therein to engage and hold .said wheel.

2. In an atljustable la.st, a Ixxiy iK)rtion having a socket

member at one end and a tubular shank provided with a

recess and slideway at its opixisue end, an operating shaft

mounted in said shank and extende<l l>eyond the s<jcket

member of the shank, a heel plate mounted on said slide-

way, a pinion carried by sai<l shaft within the shank recess

to o;)erate said heel plate, a retaining wheel on said shaft

and within said reees.s. and hoMing means uixjn the shank

to engage .said wheel.

3. In an adjustable last, a ImhIv [xirtion provide<i with a

shank having a socket member, a heel i)late mounted upon

said shank and having rack teeth ujwn its opposite sides,

a relatively fixe.l orx'rating shaft disposed in said shank,

a pinion earned by said shaft and engaging one of said rack

faces, a meshing pinion niounte<i in said shank and en-

gaging the opiH)site rack face, a ratchet wheel carried by

said shaft within said shank, and a lever carried by the

shank ami provide<i with a pawl end extended through

an ai->erture therein to engage .said ratchet wheel.

4. In an adjustable last, a body portion provided with a

shank having a socket memlKT. a heel plate mounteti upon

said shank and having rack twth uixm its opposite sides,

a relatively fixed operating shaft disposed in .said shank

and having an exten<ied en<i beyond the shank, a pinion

carried by .said shaft and engaging one of said rack faces, a

meshing pinion mounted in sai<l shank and engaging the

opposite rack face, a ratchet wheel earned by said sliaft

within said shank, a lever carried by the shank and pro-

vided with a pawl emi extending through an aperture

therein to engagi' said ratchet wheel, a spring disjio.sed to

engage said ratchet lever, and a key face disposed on the

extendeti end of the shaft.

5. In an atljustable last . a Ixniy ix>rtion having a tubular

shank and socket member with a -ilideway and a rece.s.s at

its upper portion and bearings at its op;x)site ends, an

operating shaft engaging said hearings and extended be-

yond the shank, a heel plate inount<xl m sai(i slideway. a

pinion carried by said shaft to operate said heel plate, a

ratchet wheel carried by said shaft beneath said pinion and

disposed in said recess at the top of said sh.ank. and a

spring pressed latch lever upon the outer face of the .•^hank

having a pawl extended through an aperture therein to

engage .said wheel.

89 1,59 1. HARNESS ATTACHMENT. George W.
Brown. Junction City. Kans. F'iled Dec. 24, 1907.

Serial No. 407.922.

1. In a device of the class described, the* combination

with a breast plate, of an attaching plate sectired thereto,

a clamping device carrie<i by said attaching plate, flexible

guard members adjustably secured in said clamping de-

vice, and suction cups carrie<i by the guard ineml>ers for

attachment to the shafts.

2. In a device of the class descrii)ed, the combination

with a support, of an attaching plate secured thereto, a

clamj.ing device carried thereby, flexible guard memt)er8

adjustably carrie<i in said champing device, said guard

memliers comprising a chain and a surrounding flexible

tul)e connected at one end to the chain, suction tubes car-

ritsl at the end of the guard memlx-rs for attachment to

the shafts, and washers in said suction members connected

to the chains.

8 9 1,592. GARMENT ATTACHMENT. ClaR.\ H.

BuRKHAM. Newark, Ohio. Filed Sept. 9, 1907. Serial

No. ,392,032.

1. A garment attachment comprising an inner member
provided with a p.air of prongs and with a tongue interposed

l)etween and normally flcxeci beyond the prongs, and an

outer member provided with a safety pin adapted to pene-

trate a shirtwaist and to engage the tongue and with skirt

band and belt buckle engaging devices.

2. A garment attachment comprising an inner member

provided with a pair of prongs and with a tongue interposed

between the prongs and having its terminal projected to-

wards the points of the prongs, .anti an outer member pro-

vided with a safety pin adapie<l to penetrate a shirtwaist

and to engage the tongue and with skirt band and belt

buckle engaging hooks.

3. A garment attachment embodying a combined waist

fastener, skirt band retainer and belt buckle holder com-

prising a plate provideii at one end with eyes and at its
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other end with a pair of lateral skirt band engaging hooks

and wuh an intenntHliate belt buckle engaging hook pro-

jecting margmaJlv beyond the said hooks, a salety-pin hav-

ing one of its arms positioned in the eyes. an<i a corset en-

gaging member embodying a pair of prongs adapted to be

in.'wrted between a rorset rover and a corset steel and a

tongue disposeti between the prongs and having its terminal

projected toward the pointa of the prongs »nd provided

with a hump to coact with the corset steel co^'er.

891.594

Pans

8 9 1 .593. BAGGAGE-CHECK. George -v Conrad,

Edgewood, and Willi.vm J Fittall, Plttaburg, Pa.

Filed June 28, 19()4 Serial No. 214.480.

2-

EMBROIDERY WuHK
France. File<l Feb. 1 1 .

1908.

ROBBBT CiORNELT,

Soial No. 415.425.

I. A baggage check, comprising norrnally^integral sep-

arable sections, said sections having thereon identical num-

bers, each comprising ii serie.s of digits arranged in .'spatially

distinct groups of not more than two digits each, substan-

tially as set forth

2 A baggage check, comprising normally integral sei>-

arable sections, said sections having thefeon identical

numbers, each comprising a scries of digitjB arrangetl in

groups of not more than two digits each. and. one of said

sections'having thereon distinct symbols indicating differ-

ent descriptive pro()erties of baggage, whereby the baggage

to which the check is applied may \^ identi{ie<l by said

number and by selection of certain of said symbols, sub-

stantially as set forth.

:i .\ baggage check. c<mipri.sing normally integral sep-

ar.ible sections, said sections having therecjn identical

cumbers, each comprising a series of digits arrange<i in

groups of not more than two digits each, and one of said

sections having thereon means indicating t;he date of re-

cjeptioii of the liaggage. and another section baving thereon

means indicating the date of delivery of the baggage. sut>-

siantially as set forth.

4. .V baggage check, having thereon meati.s arranged to

inform the pa-ssenger of the ulentity of tha party issuing

sauiVheck. the location of the station from which the check

is isvsued, a number comprising a series of ditjits arranged in

spatially distinct groups of not more than two digits each,

and a series of syiniKjls indicating differant descriptive

properties of baggage wherei)y the bagga»e to which the

check is applie<l may i)e identified by selection of certain

of said symbols, substantially as set forth.

5 A baggage check, comprising normally integral sep-

arable sections, said sections having thareon identical

numbers, each comprising a series of digits arrange<l in

groups of not more than two digits each ;
each section hav-

ing thereon means arranged to inform the passenger of the

identity of the party issuing the same, and the location of

the station from which the check is issued: and, one of

aaid sections having thereon distinct symlxils indicating

different descriptive pro;)erties of baggaga; whereby the

baggage to which the check is applied may be identified

numerically and descriptively, substantially as set forth.

[Claims f) anil 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

The combination with material or fabric, of a chanlUe or

velvet cord applie<l thereto l)y Ix-ing formed Into ringie

thread chain-stitches, said stitches t)eing rendered invisible

by the projecting fibers or imp <>n the conl.

891.595. DETACHABLE BUTTON. Patrick M
CoTNE. Portland. Oreg. Filed Oct. 29, 1907. Seria

No. 399,6.34

1. A button compri.'iing a head, an oblong tubular shank

projecting rearwardly from the head and having a fahrii--

receiving recess in its n-ar ml tdnt terminates short of the

head ami forms spaced po-ts. each post having spaced

sides, a securing pin pivoted on one post and swinging in a

plane between the sides, and a keeper for the free end of the

pin locate<l on the other post

2. A button comprising a head, a shank projecting from

the hea<l and having spaced sides and an integral end iwr-

tion connecting the outer portions of said sides, said end

portion being provide<l with an orifice forming a pintle.

and a pin having a terminal iM)rtion pa,ssing through the

orifice and journaled on the pintle,

3. .\ button comprising a heml. a shank projecting from

the hea<i and having a douhle<i emi forming spaced sides

and an integral end i>ortion. said en<l iH)rtion tn-mg pro-

viile<l with an orifice forming a [.intle, an<i a pm having a

terminal portion pa-ssing through the orifice and journale<l

on the pintle, said terminal portion having an offset end

that extends across the pin and bears against the shank

between the aides, forminii ii spring to normHlly hold the

pin in open position

4 A button comprising a head and an elongated tubular

shank projectmg rearwardly from the head and having a

fabric receiving recess in iti< rear en<l that terminates short

of the button, said rt-cess forming spaced posts, one of the

posts being provided with an orifice forming a pintle the

other with a kee{>er hook, and a pin having a terminal por-

tion passing through the orifice an<l bent outwardly around

the pintle and inwardly across the pin, i>earing against the

tx)8t. the free end of said pm engaging under the kee;>er

hook.

891.396. WALL CONSTRUCTION. Sii.as C. a.Y.SEK.

Overton. Nebr. File<lJuly 31 . 19()« Serial No. .32S..504.

1. A wall construction comprising an outer section com-

posed of blocks having recesses in their rear faces, the side

walls of the recesses being inclined, and an inner section

compo8e<l of blocks which are cut away at their ends to

form seats which are opposite the aforesaid recesses, and

tie blocks l)etween the wall sections and extending into

. the aforesaid recesses and seats.
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3. A wall construction comprising an outer section com-

poaed of blocks having n'Cfs.ses in their rear faces extend-

ing partly down the block, and an inner section composed

of blocks which are cut away at their ends to form teate

wardly curved enlargements, constituting weight', piv-

oted to the pivot member in relative sidewise relation

to swing in relatively opposite directions when a pull is

exerted on the pivot member, and a handle m the form of a

which are opfK)site the aforesaid receeees. and tie blocks

between the walls exu-nding into the recesses and seats, and

having depending stems fitting between the blocks below

the recesses and seats.

8 91 59 7 MECHANICAL MOV'EMENT, Fordham

CrjLtxr. Parsons, Kans. FUed Sept. 16. 1907. Serial

No. 393.134.

1. A mechanical movement, comprising a shaft to be

driven, a ratchet wheel secured on the said shaft, a lever

mounte<l to swing loosely on the said shaft a.s a fulcrum, a

pawl carrie<l by saiii lever and engaging the said ratchet

wheel, a gear wheel loose on the said shaft, a pawl carried

by the gear wheel an<l engaging the sai'i ratchet wheel,

and means for turning the said gear wheel alternately in

opposite directions,

2. A mechanical movement, comprising a shaft to be

driven, a ratchet wIuh-I secureil on the said shaft, a lever

mountetl to swing loosely on the said shaft as a fulcrum, a

pawl carried by said lever and engaging the said ratchet

whfH'l, a gear wheel loose on the said shaft, a pawl carried

by the gear wIumI and criK'aKinK ihr --aid ratchet wheel, a

gear whtH>l journaled on ttn- said lever and in mesh with

the said loos<> gear wheel, a pinion turning with the said

lever gear whe<'l. and a fixed gear wheel in mesh with the

saiil pinion,

3. A mechanical movement, comprising a shaft to be

driven, a ratchet wheel secured on the said shaft, a lever

mounte<i to swing loosely on the said shaft a^ a fulcrum, a

pawl carried by said lever and engaging the said ratchet

•wheel, a gear wheel loose on the said 'haft, a pawl carried

by the gear wheel and engaging the said ratchet wheel, a

gear wheel journaled on the said lever and in mesh with

the said loose gear wheel, a pinion turning with the said le-

ver gear wheel, and a fixed gear wheel in mesh with the

paid pinion, the 8ai<l fixed gear wheel having its axis coin-

ciding with the axis of the said shaft.

891.598 BOAT- RELEASING DEVICE Kieran J.

Dalt, San Francisco, Cal Filed Aug 5. 1907. Serial

No 387,170,

A boat releasing device of the character specified, em-

bracing a pivot member, two clutch members formed at

their inner ends with Inwardly curved portions, constitut-

ing hooks, and at their outer or opposite ends with out-

sidlt ring having iti ends bent to form laterally spaced

straight apertured portions to receive tlie ends of the pivot

member, the body of the handle extending above the

weighted ends of the clutch members.

891.599. PRESSURE-REGULATOR. Joseph D.vnis

CHEV8KI. St. Petersburg, Russia. Filed Aug. 11, 1906

Serial No. 330,254.

1. Pressure regulator for incandescent lam!)s. coinpr.sing

an expansible air chamber, a valve casing, an air supply

pipe leading to said valve ca.sing. a flexible diaphragm

placed therein, a ball valve located on one side of said dia-

phragm and axiapted to regulate the amount of compresse<i

air flowing inU) the said air chamber, a device located at

the other side of the said diajihragm adapted to control

the said ball valve, connecting means iHMween the .said de-

vice and the air chamixT and an adjustable spring for re-

sisting the expansion of the said air-chamber with variable

pressures.

2. A pressure regulator for incan<ie.sccnt hydro-carbon

vapor lamps comprising an expansible air chaniljer, a valve

casing, an air supply P'PC leaimg thereto, a flexible dia-

phragm In said valve ca.sing, a ball valve located on one

side of said diaphragm to control the amount of compressed

air flowing into the said air chamoer. a stem arranged on

the other side of said diaphragm and adapted to act through

said diaphragm on the said ball valve and a lever actuate<i

by the said air chamber and having an eccentric hea.l in

engagement with the said stem.

891.600. MEANS FOR ATTACHING CROWNS TO
ROOTS OF TEETH. Charles A Davis. Pasadena.

Cal. Filed Oct. 23. 1907. Serial No. 398.829.

1. An angular, tubular pin for connecting a crown to the

root of a tooth, affording means for access to the canal cav-

itv of the ro<it. as set forth,

2 An angular, tubular pin for connecting a crown to the
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root of a tooth, the opening in the crown enKa«u« eud of

tlie pin being flaring, a.- -n-t forth.

3.^^n angular, tubular
^J-;-'-; '^i^; , .::;;,n ar.d

root of a tooth, said pm ^^^a^^ng a aural p J

^^^^^_

'""^^In combination with the root of a tooth, :u. .r..>n ,r

.ubul'a; ;rone end of which .^^^^^.^^
of the --.^ --r„:;:;;'?.:,^To?n'ha:rg':,' oren.nK -

:i;t;n;rer::f^on..ti^^^^
said pin. and n.eans for ^'^''11''^^^^^'^°^ set forth

an ax.al movement ''^^^^:;:";!;"; "^of a ^th, aa angular.
5. In combination w.th ^^e -x,^;' * ^V*^^' ,^. ,,,^, ^f

tubular pin havmg a portion
'^^'^"^J^l',,,,, ^ erown

the root and P^--^-^.^''^^^* 'fX^^Je ecep^^'" «' ^'"'"

way through ^aid pin, as ^t forth.

axles, nana '«>«
catches actuated by said

handle-grips on said levers, ana ™
rBceases in said

handl«-gr.p8 for engaging with peripheral reoeMM in

the mounting.
, .v,„ f'«xAtf> 1

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Ga»ctte.]

891602 SPUR-CENTER. Jo»"« E. De Mxu^v. Bndg^

J;^Conn. FUed Sept. 16. 1907. Serial No 393.100.

891.601. DEVKK ^^H
^^^^^^^.^i:^T D^^^S

land. a-..«..gnors t. ^^ p-Lj Mar U 1904. Serial No.
Westminster, England. File«l .Mar. it,

198.168.

whereb> the of>erau
.../,,rni.Ml hv seuarate num-

,he gun
^^1^;,^'; ^f "he nouiting.of toothed wheelsforrn-

|

bers from both aides oi uif u
nnrxi-ite sides of the

in« part of the gun elevating -- n^opP<^^-^^^^
^^^^^^^^

mounting, friction /^*"'"^^^ ' ' ^ respect to their axles.

Wheels operative or inoj^r^--
^^^^ ^^^,^,

Sr^^^^ror^em^^^^^^^^^^^
pressure on .aid spring washer,

.uhstantially as descnb^^^
,,„„biaation with means

h' t ^hfoVarn
'

sighting elevati.g and training

wherebx ^h*"
"^'^'"^...lently performe.1 by separate num-

the gun
<'»"^'";;^';f he mounting, of toothe.1 wheels

^" ZlToitlT^L elevating gear oa opposite sides

^7r^nrt^^rn.^.on..s..;erna.^^^^^

r;:;/::^^t;:;'%:".:rdi^^<:^. ,,..1.1 nuts

, *. ..nttf for Uth« comprising a body portion ha% ing

^- ^^™I< ^through, said pa«a«e having ita

a pa«»ge formed theretnrovig
yide^l with oil re-

rearward end enlarged coni.allv and proviae<i

ceiving recesses in its inner surf ace.
^^,^

o \ spur center comprising a stem, an a k

' '^ K ,» r.MM v pa..*sagr forme<l through the -t. m

:,:; ]::Ll:::^e:.n. U...nUy extendl^ig teeth .amed

bv the head and .urrouiuUng the pin^
^^_^^ ^

i \ ^pur center comprising a stem, a n. au
.

j^^^: ».„ h,., ,...,1 .<™ ;-»« «.:,rr.er»-

ward end of tht pa.-sage.
• ^j^;,! f,,rwar<lly ex-

wardly beyond the t.-eth and haMng

tending portion 9har;>ene.l.
^^^^.^^j ^^y

4. .\ .pur center comprismg a ^^^^^"^ f,,^„^^i

the stem, said ^-^
Jj^fa" th7reof"^id sti; and head

centrally in the forward f'^"

.'J;^'^^ , ^^ .ommuniratmg
having a passage forme.

^^\^l^^,^,„,,^ ^..nions

.-Uh the 7---f ."i;:,
";/;o'r.ardlyoxU.nduig teeth

-:r::^m: - r^-7-rf^r;^i^ ar^^Ha:;:^

-;xrr:=--^- -'--•''- --- ^-

teeth.

o av^T AND PKolKiTOR FOR KNOTS.
SOI, 603. SE.\LAND IK

,^,«,,cH. New York.
MoRKis DE98AUER an.! -^^"^ V* ,^0^153.
V Y Filed Dec. 12. I'M., - ri.U No. 40e,l.w.

1 L„ot nrotector comprising two sections,

one a<lapted to lie beneath ^^^ ";°;/" ^^^ a-laptcd to lie

or outwardly-extending arm. and^h^^^^^

^^"^"^'^
JaXl to «f;:; -th the arnvs of the flrst-

ing arms adapt^l to cuk *
means indei)«>ndent of

Jl'NH 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. IQ33

•eetion •idm>t«d to lie beneath the knot and having out-

wardly-extending arms, a sheet metal section adapted to

lie above the knot and having a central dome-si^aped por-

tion and a plurality of arIn^ iidapied to engage with the

arms of the fir8t-mentione<i seel ion and a plurality of

metal fastenera. each adapted t<i engage with an adjacent

pair of arms to secure the latter tognher and hold said »ec-

tioiw rigid in rc^ix'ct to each other.

I .i. A seal and knot protector, comprising a sheet metal

section adapted to lie beneath the knot and having four

outwardh -extending arm.s, a sheet metal section adapted

to lie al«)ve the knot and having a central dome-shaped

portion provided with openings in the sides thereof and a

plurality of outwardly-extending arms adapted to engage

with the arms of the first-mentioned section, the pairs of

adjacent arms having registering oi>enings therethrough,

and a plurality of metal fasteners each extending through

the registering openings of a pair of arms and bent to rig-

Idly secure the sections together.

ing strip, sai 1 walls approaching each other in front of the

central portion and forming a contracted oi>ening, said

walla also l)eing le.l outwardly and backwardly from said

opening whereby an oi»en mouth is formed for the thread-

ing of said binder.

8 9 1.604. JOINT FOR \VIND<JVV AND DOOR
SCREENS, Ac. James H. Di.^mond. Wilkinsburg, Pa..

assignor to the Diamond Hardware Manufacturing Com-

pany. ritt.*burg. I'a. Filed July 13. 1907

383.648.

Serial No.

1. An angular pressed metal j'jint tiaving a turned edge

forming an integrally continuous flange along both

branches of the joint which crosses the miter line thereof.

2. A pressed metal joint having angularly arranged

branches, an edge of the joint Ijoing cut away at a ixMnt in-

tersecting the miter line of the branches, said edge turned

on a line inwardly from the cut-away portion to form an

integrally coutinuoii.s flange which crosses the miter line.

3. A pressed metal joint having angularly arranged

branches, tiie metal of the blank from which the joint is

formed Ix-ing cut away at a ih)1iu intersecting the miter

line and the edges of the blank turned on an angular line

located inwardly from the cut-away i>ortion to provide the

joint with an edge flange, the angle of the line of turning

being coincident with the miter line of the joint, thereby

forming a flange corner which is cut or severe<i for a por-

tion of its depth with the metal beneath the cut forming an

integral part of the flange

4. A corner joint for scre<'n frames, etc ,
consisting of a

plate of sheet metal having integral right angle branches.

the inner and outer edges of the branches l>ent in the same

direction to form flanges ft)r embracing the inner and outer

edges of the screen frame, the flanges of the inner edges be-

ing integrally continuous acros-^ the miU'r line.

5. A corner joint for screen frames, etc.. consisting of a

plate of ductile sheet metal having integral right -angle

branches, the inner edges of the branches being bent at

right angles to the plane of the plate to form a continuous

integral flange which crosses the miter line of the branches,

the flange l>eing narrowest and rounded at and adjacent

the miter line of the branches and widened out from said

ixiint along each of the branches.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

2. A binder for sewing machines having a central por-

tion and upper and lower walls carried thereby and spaced

therefrom forming a guiding recess for the binding strip,

said walls approaching each other in front of the centra!

portion and forming a contracted oiK>ning for the thread-

ing of the binding strip into said bimler. the delivery end

of said binder being formed at an ahgle of 45 degrees to the

longitudinal axis of the binder, whereby the binding strip

passing through said binder may be inverted and led

therefrom, at right angles to said longitudinal axi^.

891.606. LOCK-MORTISER. Juh.n E. Dolot and

Henry L. Chexery, Portland, Me. : said Henry L

Chenery assignor of his right to Ix>tta Y. Chcnery. Port-

land, Me. Fileti Feb 14. VM7 . Serial No. 357.330.

891,605. BINDER. Wii.i.t.wi E. D1CK8ON. St. Louis,

Mo . assignor to Inion Si>ecial Machine Company,

Chicago, 111 , a Cor{K)ration of Illinois. FUed Aug. 10.

1905 Serial No 273, .597.

1. A binder for sewing machines having a central txirtioii

and upper and lower walls .secured to said central portion

and spaced therefrom forming a recess for guiding a bind-

1. The combination of a frame, means whereby it may
be clamped to the object to be operated on, a cross-hea*i

»dai>ted to slide u\Kn\ said frame, a tool holder having a

fixed location upon said cross-head and means whereby

said cross-head may be moved upon said frame, substan-

tially as described.

2. The combination of a frame, means whereby it ina>

be clamped to the object to L>e t)i>erated on, a cross-head

adapted to slide ujxju said frame, a tool holder having a

fixed location ujxjn said cross-head, means whereby .said

cros.s-head may be raised or depressed and means for hold-

ing said cross-head in a desired position, subst.intially a.s

describe*!.

3. The combination of a frame having a movable cross-

head carrying a tool holder having a fixed location thereon,

movable plates on either side of said frame, means whereby

said plates may be clamped to the object to be oi>erated on

and the relative position of the tool hokh'r to said plates

varied :is desire 1. substantially as described

4 1 he iMinbiiiation of a frame provided with plates upon

either side, means whereby each of said plates may l^e

adjustably clamped to the object to be or^erated on. a cross-

hi:i ; 1 lapted to slide uixm said frame and a tool holder

having a fixed location U|x>n said cross-head, substantially

as described.
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891 607. SHOCK-ABSORBER Frank DoRont. Pat-

ereon.N.J. Filed Sept. 25. 1907. Serial Ko. 394.452.

jaceiit the delivery end of said elbow, a fan houain* extend-

iiiK from said elbow, a fan within said housing, a gear se-

oured to said fan and actuated thereby, a gear provided

shaft meshin*? with said fan gear, a spiral-provided disk se-

cured to the lower end of said gear shaft, said disk spiral

meahing with said crown gear in the manner set forth.

1 In combination, two supp>ortm« members pivotally

connected together, each of said memlK-ra comprisinK two

substantially parallel arm^ arranged alternately with the

arms of the other member at the pivotal iK^nt, means m-

termetliate each arm of one member and a corresp-nitlmg

arm of the other member for offering a resistance to the

movement of said members, and resilient meiins for forcing

said arms and resistance means into engagement with each

other one arm of each of saul members pr«enUng a cam

surface at the pivotal point for varying the tension of said

resilient mean.s and varying the resistance.

2 In combination, two supporting members pivotally

connei-ted together, each of said members presenting a cam

surface m engagement with the cam surfaoe of the other

member at the pivotal iHJint. resilient means for holding

said cam surfaces in engagement with each other, one of

said members in.-luding two arms pivoted to the other

member, means for securing the outer end of one of said
j

arms and the outer end of the other member to part^ mov-

able in respect u, each other, and adjustable means for se-

curing the outer ends of said arms together to vary the .-tn-

gularity of one of said arms in respect to the other mendx-r.

3 In combination, two members, one of which is mov-

able in respect to the .nher, means for resisting said move-

ment said members having predetermined relative posi-

tions and said means offering the mininmtn resistance to

movement when said members are in said positions, one

of said members including two arms piv..te<l to the other

member, means for attaching the outer end of one of said

arms and the other member to part.s movable in respect to

each other am* means for rigidly connecting together the

outer ends of said arms, with said arms at varying angles to

each other, whereby the normal predetermined relative po-

sition of said members may be retaine.1 m<iei,en.lent of the

normal distance between the points of attathment

4 In combination, two members, each having a se<uring

point a resistan.-e to the normal movement of said mem-

bers in respect to each other, .said resistaace being at the

minimum with the members in predetermtneii relative r>o-

sitions one of said members including two arms pivote<l to

the other member, and means for rigidly securing together

the outer emls of said arm.s at varying distances apart,

whereby the normal distance Innween said securing i>«int*

may be varieil without varying saul predetermined rela-

tionship of the members.

5 In combmatiou, two members piv.itially secured to-

gether and each having a se<'uring ix.int, a resistance to the

movement of said members in respect to each other said

resistance being disix>8etl at said pivotal point, one of said

members comprising two arms pivoted tx.gether said se-

curing point being carried by one of said arms and said re-

sistance being carried by the other of sai.l arms, and means

for rigidly securing sai<l arms together at varying angles in

respect to each other, whereby the <listance« between said

securing points may be varied without altering the prede-

termined relationship of the members in resix-ct to the re-

sistance I

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the r.azette.J

2 The combination with the discharge spout of an en-

silage cutter of the blower type, of a fan housing, a fan

within said housing, a gear upon .said fan, a suitably sui^

ported shaft, a gear iU)on said shaft meshing with aforesaid

gear a disk spiral at the lower end of said last mentioned

shaft a supporting collar secure<l to said spout, a delivery

spout held bv said .supporting collar, a crown gear s,-rure<l

to said delivery spout meahing with said disk spiral, and an

adjustable nozzle secure«l to said delivery spout.

89 160'* KNOCKDOWN RECEPTACLE. JOHN W.

Dll.^ney. Greenwfxxi, Miss. Filed Feb. 15. 1908. Se-

rial No 416.062.

xr f

89 1,608. ENSIL.^GE-DISTRIBI

Draper and Fr.v.vk W. Stkohm, Wayne. 111. Filed

Nov 16 VM)- Serial No. 402.i.Tl

1 \n automatically operate<l deliverv »pout, comprising

the combination with an eltow, of a smt^bly held support,

ing collar, a spout working within said supfx.rting co lar^ a

crown gear secureii to said spout, said spout being held ad-

1 A knockdown re<-eptacle .omprismK side sections pro-

vided at their ends with parallel «^"'- ,7"^;-«*;
''"^''^^X,

other each of said si.le strips being provide<i with mortises—
I

an.l tenons ,lisi>ose,l m opiK^site directions u, the n.o^r-

-tJr WiLLi.M E tises and tenons of the a.ljacent contacting strip, and end

•' \ knockdown receptacle comprising side sections pro-

vided' at their ends with parallel strips spaced from each

other each of said side strii* being provide<l with mortisea

and tenons dispo.se 1 in opposite directions tx, the mor-

tises and tenons of the adjacent contacting strip, and end

June 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1935

sections mounted between said parallel strips, one of said
end sections being removably mounted and provided with
a side board adapted to overlap a side section.

3. A knockdown receptacle comprising side sections pro-
vided at their ends with parallel strips spaced from each
other, each of said side strips being provided with mortises
and tenons disposed in opposite directions to the mortises
and tenons of the a<ijacent contacting strip, end sections
mounted beween said parallel strips, one of said end sections
being removably mounted and provided with a side board
adapted t« overlap a side section, and a strip carried by
said board and provided with mortises and tenons at its

opposite ends to engage cooperating parts upon the con-
tacting side sections of the receptacle.

4. A knockdown receptacle comprising parallel side
walls having spaced stripe at their opposite ends with out-
wardly disposed mortises therein, parallel cooperating
side walls having space<l strips with inwardly disposed
mortises t<j engage the strips of the first mentioned side
walls, end sections adapted for inaertion l>etween said
strips, and a securing device extending about the recepta-
cle for retaining the parts in position

5. A knockdown receptacle comprising jiarallel side
walls having spaceil strifm at their opi>osite ends with out-
wardly disposetl mortises therein, parallel cooperating side
walls having spurci •'trips with inwardly disix)sed mortises
to engage the strips (if the first mentione<l side walls, end
sections adapttxi for insertion between said strips, and se-
curing strands extended about said .side walls and extended
through a Kr<K)ve in one of the end walls to [)ermit the re-

rnovMl of one of the sides.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.)

891.610. MECIIANIri.M FOR CONTROLLING THE
GATES OF COAL -WASHER JIGS William M.
Duncan, Alton, 111. Filed Feb. 21. 1908. Serial No.
417,027.

1. The combination with a vertically reciprocating coal
washer jig having a heavy matter outlet, of a gate for con-
trolling said outlet, a rock shaft having connection with
said gate, an arm shift.able on said rock shaft, a rotatable
tapering cam for cooperation with said rock shaft arm. a
drive member with which said cam is coCperable, and
means whereby said drive member is operated, substan-
tially as set forth.

2 The combination with a vertically reciprocating coal
wiisher jig having a heavy matter outlet, of a gate for con-
trolling said outlet, a rock shaft having connection with
said gate, an arm shif table on .said rock shaft, a rotatable
tapering cam for cooperation with said rock shaft arm. a
drive member with which .said cam is cooperable. and
means connecle<l to a stationary member whereby said
drive member is operate<i, substantially as .set forth.

3. The combination with a vertically reciprocating coal
wiusher jig having a heavy matter outlet, of a gate for cen-
tre. lling said outlet, a driven member whereby said gate is
actuated, a drive member with which said driven member.

cooperates, a lever for operating said drive member, a link
adjustably connected to said lever, and a supporting rod
fixed to a stationary part of the coal washer to which said
link is slidably connected, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a vertically reciprocating coal
washer jig having a heavy matter outlet, of a gate for con-
trolling said outlet, a driven member whereby said gate is

actuated, a drive member with which said driven member
cooperates, means whereby said drive member is oper-
ated, and means operable by the coal delivered to said jig
whereby said drive member operating means is rendered
active during the delivery of coal to the jig and is rendered
Inactive upon the cessation of delivery of coal to the jig,

substantially as set forth.

5. The combination with a vertically reciprocating coal
washer jig having a heavy matter outlet, of a gate for con-
trolling said outlet, a driven member whereby said gate is

actuated, a drive member with which said driven member
cooperates, means having connection to a stationary
member whereby said drive meml>er is operatetl, and
means operable by the coal delivered to said jig whereby
said drive member operating means is renderetl active
during the delivery of coal to the jig and is rendered in-
active upon the cessation of delivery of coal to the jig,
substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.611. IRONING-MACHINE. Alfred S. Emerson,
London, Englan<l Filed Nov. 16, 1906. Serial No.
343.660.

In an ironing machine, the combination with a standard,
a pair of ironing heads mounteil thereon, means for ad-
mitting steam to said heads for heating the same, means
for removing the exhaust therefrom, a sleeve rotatably and
reciprocalorily mounted ufKjn said standard, a series of
four pressure tables carried b.\- said sleeve, said tables
being provided with steam chambers and supply and
exhaust ports, means within said standani for supplying
and exhausting said chambers and having \^orX» for regis-
tering with the respective f)orts of supply and exhaust
when the tables are in position below the heads, and means
located adjacent to the working iX)sition of said table,* for
raising the same toward the ironing heads.

89 1,6 12. HOOK-BOOK. Pierre V. Ericson. New
York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 21, 1908. Serial No. 411.899.
1. In a device of the class described, a leaf having means

for holding a snell hook with the entire hook sheathed and
with the snell extended

2. In a device of the class described, a leaf having means
for holding a snell extended, and means for holding a hook
entirely sheathed.

3. In a device of the class described, a leaf having a
pocket adapted to receive an entire hcxik, and a tongue re-
mote from said pocket for engaging a snell loop, whereby
the snell between the h(X)k and the loop i.s stretched or ex-
tended.
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4 III a .levice of the claiw described, a leaf having a

pocket and a recess oonneried therewith, said leaf further

having a tongue at the .side of .said recess remote from said

pocket said pocket N>in«: adapted to receive the hook of a

snell hook, said recess taemt? adapted to receive the snell.

said tongue V>*-ing .adapted to engage the snUl loop U) hold

the snell extended or stretched between s»id tongue and

said pocKet.

5 In a device of the cias.-, decent >e>i. a leaf having means

for hoidin>? a .snell h(X)k sheathed or covered, with the snell

extended or stretched, said leaf having a notch adapted

to i^rmit the snell hook to be grasped by tiie fingers in re-

moving it
^ 4 1

[Claims 6 to 10 not printevl in the Oazett^.]

891613. G.VME APP.VR.VTT S Hen RY J Finu^y. New

York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 9. 19<J7. Serial No 40.j,.9o.

j>->^

pending central pivot a<iapted to rest on a table or other

support, a plurality of pa.s«a«es arranged on the face of the

board one alongside the other and appropriately (lesignale.1

to indicate the names of the stocks, tlie passages in-mg in

communication with each other at the middle thereof,

pawnd mounted to slide on the said board along the pas-

sages in either direction from the middle thereof to mark

the rise or fall of the particular stocks of the corresvx)ndin«

passages, an.l numerals on the lK)ard and indicating stock

quotations for the sai 1 p.H.ssage3. the numerals being ar-

ranged in asceniiiiK ;>n 1 d.-scen ling scales from par and

running in opposite dire.,ti..us from the middle of the pas-

SJigeS.
.

4 .\ game apparatus comprising a l>oard having a ae-

pending central pivot adapte<l to rest on a table or other

support, a plurality of pa.ssages arrange.1 on the face of the

boanl one alongside the other and appropriately designated

to indicate the names of the stocks, the passages being in

communication with each other at the middle ther.x.f.

pawns mounted to slide on the .said iKjard along the pa.s-

sages in either direction from the middle thereof, to mark

the rise or fall of the particular stocks of the corresp<jn,lmg

passiiges, numerals on the Iward and indicating stock nuo-

tations for the said passage..^ the numerals U-ing arranged

in ascending and descending scales from par and ninning

in opposite directions fnjni the middle of tlie passages and

a ball adapte«l to roll on the said iKmrd for propelling the

said pawns
3. A game apparatus coiiu>rising a txiard having a plu-

rality of passages communicating with each oUier at the

center of the boar.l. the boartl t>eing provide«l with hea-i-

ings for the passages, indicating the names of the slo.ks,

and with numerals arranged m ascending and descending

scales, indicating the value of the stocks, and pawns

adapter! to be moved along the passages in either dire<tiou

from the mi.hUe of the Imard, opiwsite the numerals of the

scales to indicate the rise or fall of tlie stocks.

[Claim 6 not printed jn the Gazette.]

89 1,6 14 TICKET PRINT1N<; AND REGISTERING
» XPPVRATl'S Heinrich Fkikoi.ein Kalk. near Co-

logne, Germai y. FiledDec.4 n»«)7 Serialil No.404.999.
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3. in acetykce ga. generator., a safety U^A cons.stmg

of a hopper h»vto« a tapering lo^er port.on. an inlot at it^

UD^r STt on^^an outlet at it. ;x,mte<l lower V-^^"'";

*

tSaTcu^ff valve having normal ^M>aring u;«.n the ho;>-

r^^ a^ted for .novement t^ and from tile said oul-

^ Tplug ta ve ^ouxued to slide in the tubular valve and

to d*re -^fv cloee the outlet opening in the hcpt-r ^^hen

l!u hi^ vahe IS in its normal position, an ou«t a«.tat.n«

..ive ha tleVcopes the c-ut-off valve an.l wWch likewise

IctI as^ auxiliao' cut-ofT. lifting and relea«ng conne.

tio^^^-een the upper portions of the vaK.«,. external

l:,e^1orelevat.ng'^d releasing the valves in predeter-

n.ined order, and a gui.ie ''-^^^^^^.i consisting
4 In acety ene ga.s n^-n.-rators. a saiet> i.-«

of a hopper having a tap.^nn« lower portion, an ^"let a
^^

up^r pcvTrion and an outlet at its lower
^-''^r-^J^'f

'* ^•

tJ^Sopic valv^-x cnmpnsing an outer and an inner tubu-

a Ta^ra^d a <-entr.Uv looate<l plug valve, the outer tubu-

:^ vive" -g provided with interior flange. '>r enguKe-

mUtwith the upper portion of the inner tuhubr xaUe. the

valve, terminating in a head, a ca-smg
'»'-*^«^J*''^'

"
'X_

hoDoer wuhm wh.rh the valves have movement, and ex

Sb- operarM mean, for hftmg and relea.-4n. the outer

^r^^nirl^Uene gas generators, a safety ^-1 eonsisti.^

.,f a homxT having a ta,-^nng lower portion, nn inlet at its

Iper Sirt^n an.i an outlet at its lower pointed porUon

H^roS^. valves comprising an outer and an inner ubu ar

vaWe and a centraily-locato 1 plug valve, the outer tubul r

vave being provi.led with interior flanges for engagen.ent

li h thTu^^r i^.rtion of the inner tubular Valve, the n-

n« tubul^^alve being provid.l with internal A^^nges for

eSiement with the plug section of the ^^^J^'^
!h.nk- of Which plug valve extends up through the iniur

'^L:Zt'lZ b!.vond the nang^ of tl^-uter tub. .

valve, twminat.ug m a head, a casing located w.th.n he

hooper within which the valves have movement, and .
x-

terS-:^rate,l means for liftmg and -le^.ng th oil er

tubular valv.-. the saitl casing bemg provid*l with a necK

,^ctfon the luwer end of which is outwardly flare 1
and a

nn« -cure.i to the inner face of the hopper, havu.g it. m-

ner^Tge flared in direction of the flaring portion of ,h.- as

Tnl neck Tspa.-e intervening betw.^n the flaring ^M.r.ion

of the rL a, ,f the flanng portion of the nerk sufllcient t.3

^^mit the pa.ssa«eof carbid but not suffl^ient to permit

the pa.s.sage of "ticks or other obstructions.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printetl in the Gazette.]

4. An electric switch - openitto«miJchtoe comprlritt.

nuthani-sm for slowly and po-ttv^
tS"^ ,: ";^;.

swnch.-s and f,,r rap.dly opening the same, ^e*'^^ "^^
,n^ sai.l m.-chamsm in both the open and elo«e<l PO«'"«^

o saTd switches, a solenoid and plunger for operating «t.d

mechanism, a latch operative gravitatively to --- ^
plunger in it., duwnwar.l position, a rod a^lapt^l to r.-l, a.s.,

.rru-h. an,l a -l.noul and plunger for operatmg -a.d

ro<l

, In a dcMcc of th- character dccnbed, mechanism

operative from a distant .K.int, for .lowly and positively

cSe e trie switches and for ra,..ru -.- .nn« the same

conSng the combination with a closing solenoid and

Z/er ?ff o;-ung springs opvK.sing the «-P<-'^^'-;;
.
^^

1^ lenoid but having less energ.v than the same, a p ^ -ted

am. connectible with an electric switch and a.lapt..l b>

Tation in one direction to close, and in the opix.s.te direc-

TnlZZ-n U.e same, means carried by the ann pivot to

o^k Thrarm in t^ oj^-n ;x,8.tion. a connection from said

Plunger through the locking means to Baid arm for rotating

Sie ^ne n «witch-clos.ng i>osition. and a connection from

s^idTprings through the locking means to aaid arm for ro-

tating the same to the swirch-op..ning position,

taa.mse to 1 J not pru.ud in the Gazette. 1

89 1 6 17. ELECTRIC - SWITCH -OPKRATING MA-

CHINE LKSUE A H.tx.KK.M.ll Valk-y.Cal Hle.1

Ion 7 1 QOT Serial No ii.5l.l'Jo. •

1 \n electric switch oi.erat.ng machine comprising

mech^ism for slowly an.l ;K.s.t.vely closing electnc switches

iod foTSpUlly opening the same, a -'--^ ^^^^^
;;:;f;^^°

!^r^»r«tin,x the saiil mechanism, means N.r locking tne

r.?h m the:,rn position, and a gravity ..tch for locking

thp iiwitch in the cloae<i position
' i e ectnc switch-operating machine comprising, a

Div-otirarm for attachment to electnc s^titches. mechan-

UmfTr slowly and positively closing said .witches and fo
,

^a^idlv open iru. the^me. means carrie<l by the arm p.vo

for I ck^n^ sa^l mechanism in the open position of said

switchrand a soleno.,1 and plunger fo, operating said

r,><-chanisin from a distant pt'int

3 Tn e ectric switch-o;>erating machiae comprising, a

nixotiram. f..r connection with electric switches, mechan-

^n fo" sl^Vv and positively closing said .witches, and for

i IK- onTning th. same, means carr.e<l by the ann pivot
,

"r'lockS^ri mechanism in the o;..n p..s.tion of said
,

witlhes.^eans for locking the switches i. the clo-1 Po-

tmn a solenoLl an.l plunger for ov.-rat.n« said mechanisn
tion. a soieno

,,.,.unng and releasing said

rn«- -i a";;.;;.; ...en..! an., plunger for op.-rating
,

sai.l means from a distant point

CO, «18 STOl' - MOTION AND REVKRSING MKCH-

XVISM OF LOOMS Kow van .1... uv.;woht„. Dob-

ir^:ngLd, assignor t.. rr.>mpton * K".^ -« --
Works, a Corporation of M;u«a.-hu.sett*. Flle^l MaN Li.

1 (ifki S4»rial No 207. H.^

I

In a i.x.m. the conibinati.>n with a lay P"'^;''-//"';/;

weft stop-motion devie*. of a picking motion ;'-';-'^"^

means connect.. 1 witii and operate.1 from sai.l weft .Up-

mXn devi.-e wherebv , when the latu-r is operated to su.p

Te^m the saui pi.kmg nu.tion device will .. aut..matic-

allv disconnerte.1 from its o;K-ratmg part

2 In a loom the combination with a lay an-
1
a - ^ ^ -

. , .arr,«l thereby of a she<lding of heddle-

rohi™, ". ».-».."« ....... -<- -•' """'-
"":i,::z

.Hi.>t^ <ciid Shaft an.l its actuating means, an.l means.

r'lu
":'

*:,;,i ..^•^^^ <««" »..•' -" »t"p ">»«°

m^ans. connecte.1 with and operated from sai.i weft stop-
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motion device, whereby, when the latter is operated to

stop the loom, the said picking motion device and the said

sheiiding or hetldle-operating and box mechanism will be
automatically disconnected from their operating parts.

6. In a looth, the combination with a lay provided with

a weft Stop motion device, of a picker shaft, a picking arm
or lever disconnect ibly joine.l to said shaft, a head motion

gear comprising parts of a heddle or shedding mechanism
and of a box mechanism, means for tliscomieeting said

picking arm or lever from its shaft, means for disconnect-

ing said head motion gear from 1I6 linving shaft, a breast

Ix'ain, means mounted on said breast beam for controlling

both of the sai.l disconnecting means, and a ra.iius bar con-

necting the said lay witii the said controlling means on the.

breast beam.
[Claiiii 6 not printed in Gaiette.]

891,fil9 S^S IKM OF KI.KCTUK^ TRACTION. S.\M-

rEL H. HooPEH, Jr.. West Chester, Pa. Filed Aug. 10,

1907. Serial No. 3ss 01 !

¥ i

1. In improvements in electric traction, a system of sec-

tions comprising an electric circuit, a current collecting

iiiemt>or resiliently 8«^cure.i iHK)n a car an.l re.siliontly hel.i

aitainst movement longitudinally of the car. and means
adapted toT>e engaged by and controllable by said member
for conducting current fn->m one of sai.l sections to the car,

.said means tx-ing inoixTative when not engaged by sai.i

memlwr
2. In mipro\-emeiits in electric traction, a system of sec-

tions comprising an electric circuit having an insulated and
an iininsulat.ed line, an elongate<l current collecting mein-
Ix-r mounted upon a car and held at the en.is resiliently

against movement longitudinally of the car, said member
being further resiliently connect<><l with the car intermedi-

at«' of the ends of said member, and a contact for each sec-

tion, sai.i cont.act Ix'ing a.laptei to be engage! by said

memlx-r an<i t.o l)e ojx'rate.i !>> the same to establish an
electrical connection between said contact aiut saiil in.su-

lated line, whereby the current is lei fr.tm sjiid insulated

line thr.xiKh sai.l eonta.t and sai.l memlx'r to the car

3. In improvementj* in elej-tric traction, a syst^'m of sec-

tions comprising an electric circuit, one line of which is in-

sulated, an elongate<l current collecting member adapted
to be carrietl by a car and greater in length than any one
of said sections, whereby said nieml>er is alwa> s in contact

with one or more of .sai.l sections, said meml>er having
brackets near the ends :vlapt«Mi to 1m» mounted uix>n the car

and holding said member resiliently against movement
longitudinally of the car, said memlvr being further resili-

ently connected with the car at a jxiint int<rme<liat<' of the

;
ends of said member, and a contact for each of said sections,

said contacts being adapted to be engagetl by said member
and to be operated thereby to establish electrical connec-

tion between said contacts and said insulated line.

4, In Improvements in electric traction, an electric cir-

cuit having a plurality of contacts dividing said circuit into

sections, said circuit comprising an insulat^ni and an unin-

sulated line, a current collecting nieinl>er adapted to be

carried by a car and greater in length than the distance

between any two adjacent contact*, sai.l member having
tapered extremities and lx>ing resiliently helil upon said car

against movement longitudinall.N of sai<l car, said member
having a further resilient connection with said car, said

contact* being normally electrically independent of said

circuit and having means for forming an electric connection

with said circuit when en>fage<l by said collecting nieml)er.

5. In improvements in electric traction, in combination

with a car ami electric contacts, a collecting member
adapted to engage said contacts and resiliently supported
upon said car sai 1 member being resiliently held against

movement longitudinally of said car.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette,]

891.620. TYPE-MOLD. Chri8ti.\n Hi ff, Edwin B.
White, and J.vmes T. Cakter, Baltimore, M.l. Filed

Feb. 5, 1907. Serial No 355.929.

t

1. A type mold havins; a wall and a gate, one of said

parts being relatively adjustable to the other, aa set forth.

2. A type mold having a gate relatively adjustable

thereto, as set forth.

3. A type mold having relatively adjustable gate plates,

as set forth,

4. An adjustable tyjx' mold liavinsf indejX'n.Jcnt a.ljust-

able gate plates so arranged that the gate maj' be central-

ized relative to the mold, as set forth

5. An adjustJible type mold having gate plates torming
one wall thereof, adjustable with reference to each other

and relatively to the center of the mold, as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

;
891,621. SKJHTING INSTRIMENT. Ai.bkkt K.i.MG,

' Jena, Germany, assignor to The Finn of Carl Zei.ss, Jena,

Gennany. Filed Oct 4. T.K17 Serial No 39.''>.'»0<.^

1. In a stand sighting instrument the combination, with

the carrier of the instrument prop«*r. f)f a wf>rm gearing

adapted to rotate the carrier in the vertical sighting plane.

[
a circular scale co-axial to th.' worm, an index for this

I scale an.l a tubular spirit le\el carried Viy the carrier

parallel to the line of sight, the scale and the index l)eing

adjustable relatively to each other and independently of

the worm movement.
2. In a stan.l sinhting instrument the combination with

the carrier of the instrument proper, of a worm gearing
' adapted to rotate the carrier in the vertical sighting plane,
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acircuhu ..Hlecoax-ai
]l^^,^;^;';:,Z':'^; .ncl«x for this

an arc *rale c^ax.al to the ^orn *h .

^^ ^^^^ ^.^.

--orU... S.J.^^ -0----,%?-SS.^o^^:;^:

index tx-.ng adjustuble
^^^'^^^^^^ ^^^ the d.T.su-n. of the

pendentlyof the worm
"-^J"'^'^^„ ,,rcleof tbe ftr.t scale,

arc scale corresponding each to a full

CURTAIN -FlXTt'RE.

Vork.N V F.IM Jan. 29. 1908.

John I^RODER, N't"*'

St-nalNo 413.162.

, .i.K*. Mnd reinforcing

,. ^ curtam tixt..e, --^^^ia -t.Tntrt.l in the

and supr>ortinK "^<""^^"
'"j,^ ,^,„.r to f-.rm angular amis.

ends thereof and ^-"^^]^^^^:, "^^'^Levond the corresrx.nd-

each reinforcing member P^°
^^^^ "f ^.,,-j^ ^ ,,,^,,^n.

,n« end of the ttibe for en«a«e^ nt with a
^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^

,.
Acurtamftxtur..comv.ri^

atu^^^^
^^^ ^^^. ^.^^^^

supporting members or the. a
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^„^^

thereof and t>ent -''^;^; .';,\\"g ^^yond the corresp<>nd-

each reinforcing '-"'^;^^, ."^^.^"/.nd of the .aid reinforc-

Z rlt^^^e^ al- y^;'::n at^lching .can. for engage-

and supporting ^"••'; ^7^'
,^^,^r to form atigtilar arm.s, each

th^f and t^nt with h.lHtcT^^^
^_^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^_

rod proiecung beyond he om^l
,,,,,„.,nng m d<.wn-

the projccimg ends of the ^aio

wardly-extending pii»s.
.^ ,,,,^. ;in.i reinforcing

4. A curtain fixture, '^«"'f'^';"
f ,;, ,^^.,,^.i ,n the ends

and supr>ort.ng -'^^^.f-
^^at^ t forn!t^ular artns. each

,
,here..f azul iK-nt with ^^^ '- ^-; ,.^.i „f ,he tube,

rod projecting
'^y'"'\^^'^^ZJ terminating in an angu-

the proiectmg end "f ^^
^^"^ ,j,e .aid tube being

and sup;>orting
^"'^•^J";;^:,;";; to form nngtUar arms, each

vhereof and bent ->^^ .^^^^^^^^'^.^p^ndiag end of the tuV>e.

rod projecting '->-"'V^V J^a^^^.^erminating in an angu-

the projecting end of
'^l^''' , , ,he said tube IxMng

n,ade in
^^'^/J ^^^^^^"Ls, a^ljacent to the said pm...

%^".rets^rtpnn,.Unther.a-ette.,

V , ,„. an engine having a shaft, a collar

1. In a motor vehi< le an f"**'

steering mechanism.

rotatably mounted ^I-n saM
^

" j ^^^^ing me<-han-

-ii^r :t.sr':ehicie. ,
wo

^^^^^ziZrT::.^;^^^-
.aid members comprising ^

-j'J;- ;^r;:rn, f.. connect-

bers comprising a sleeve. '"'i^^J"'; ^^^..^anisms of the ve-

.ng said rod and sU.ve ^« ^ "^'^;;;';,^,1 meml>ers and

hide, and a
-^-^'-X'-^t-lble^^U adapted to engage

carrying a »''"«'^>^'
T^'^Jd cauJi. their simultaneous rota-

with the other member ana cau.

aieeve at one end
^^^^"^l' \ . ,,„.r,.,,f a lungitudinally-

said sleeve at the ov^-^J^^ ^'^ ^.,., „..vable into or

xnovable boll came<l by ^d whee^
^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^

! out of engagement with
^'^^^f^;";^^,! bolt,

carried by said wh.^i for ''-^'^'^^!',^,,,^ an engine shaft.

4 In a motor vehicle, an .-ngin -m ^«
^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^,^^.^

a sleeve,
manually-operate.1 •';•."-

a collar rotatably

tt one end thereof for -'^-""«
f^^^'^ connecting said

amounted on said engine "^h-f
^^^^^'^.j^^, ,.,tated by the

,
eollarand said ^l""-' ^'^'7 '

j . :„: ..Uv .„>erHte,l mech-

>

--^'T ;;:^t^s ::t;t ^;d ...n .nd c.i.ng th e

ani.sm for it)CK.iiiK j^**'-^'

i «» r
.,nuiltan.-<.us rotation "^^^e 'atte

/^ ^^Itch mounted up<.n

5. An engine starter, ''«"^';'^
^'^.i^.j ^eans for rotating

the engine shaft, •-";^^>;';„' ' '

^of for thn-wing said

sai.i clutch, means
'"'^^^^^^^^f ";,; „,,ans for d.M-ngag.ng

r:^rr:;:u.ninmc^r--e.K>sitionuponthe

vri'.MlATUB. ^\";'^, '•.'^"/Masch.nenfabrik, C. M.

19()6. Serial No •*'**^-^*
,^,,._,^,„ the combination with

,. ma ticket
^-"'''^^Xram.^ fcompartlnent«insev-

a magazine comprising '^ '"^^^'^^
^ ,. ^.lat.s loose in the

eralparaU.lrow..of aplur^^^^^^^^^^^
^ ^^^^^^. ,„ .^

compartments of said
";;^«'^;

"
.^,^^^ ^.,.,^.1 channels for

compartment, a "^^^^"^ " ' .^;'" .fpnsing a table and a

tK-ket blanks, a printing ^ - ; ^ ^.^^^^^^ ^^.^^ j,„t«

t.cWet blank -PP"^^^;;;:
'^^ ^ / aid printing device and

from said magazine U. ^^ ta»^^
^ „,ket blank

.„P[>ort "f said printing '^^^;'^. ^^^ combination with

,. in a ticket >•-"'-« X'^v'f compartments in sev-

a magazine comprising -
^
"'[^'^'^^ ^j^u^, loo«- in the

cral parallel rows, ^^^^^^^:'^^^^ plat, in each

compartments of "«"* ";^«;''",,,„^ .^veral vertical chan-

comi>artment, a reservo. c^mpr. n«^^^
,.,niprisinK a t^ble
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ing either type plate from said magazine to the table of

said [irinting device an<i for returning same, and means for

ejecting the lowerinf)8t ticket blank from the corresponding

channel of said reservoir to tiie ticket blank support of said

printing device.

tion of such arm. a spring-pressed cap slidingly-mountcd

on said arm, and means to limit the sliding movement of

said cap on the arm.

3 In a ticket printing apparatus, the combination with

a movable magazine coiuprising a plurality of parallel-

epipedal compartments in several vertical rows, of a plural-

ity of type plate's loose in thi' i-oinpartments of said maga-

zine, one type plate n. r.rh <
, ui.purtment , a movable res-

ervoir comprising vertical channels for ticket blanks in

corresiKjndence with the »ev<"ral vertical rows of compart-

ments in 8iu<l magazine, a stationary printing device be-

tween said magazine and said reservoir and comprising a

table and a ticket blank supix)rt l)eneath the platan,

means for vertically a<ijusting sai<l movable magazine,

means for horizontally adjusting said movable magazine

and said movable reservoir with regard to said stationary

printing device, means for ejecting the respective type

plate from said magazine to the table of said printing de-

vice and for returning same, means for ejecting the lower-

most ticket blank frf)m the corresponding channel of said

movable reservoir to the ticket blank support of said prints

ing device, and means for discharging the printe^l ticket.

4. In a ticket printing apparatus ttic combination with

a frame, of a carriage horizontally movable in said frame.

a dial with indicator an 1 means for horizontAlly adjusting

sai 1 carriage, a magazine vertically movable in said car-

riage an<l comprising a pluralitv of parallelepiix'lal com-

partments in several vertic;il rows, a plurality of type

plat*'s loose in the compart ment« of said magazine, one

tyiK" plau> in each compartment, a dial with in licatxjr and

means for vertically aiijusting sai.l magazine, a resTVoir

fastened in said carriage and comi)nsinK si>veral vertical

channels for ticket blanks in correspondence with the sev-

eral vertical rows of compartments in said magazine, a

printing device in s;iid frame between said magazine and

saiii reservoir and comprising a table and a ticket blank

supp<jrt beneath the platen, a slide horizontally guided in

said frame and adapted to push the resiK-clive type plate

from .sai.i magazine to the table of sai.l printing device and

to return same, a second slide horizontJilly guided in said

frame and atiapU'd to eject the lowcnnost ticket blank

from the corresiK)nding channel of said reservoir to the

ticket blank suinx'rt of said printing device and to dis-

charge during it.s return the print^ni ticket, and means for

simultaneously moving said slide and said swond slide In

op;K>siti> directioii.s.

2. The combination, in an anti-rattler for windows, with

a grooved or in<lented plate atlapted to be fastened to a

sash, of a backiiig-plat<' adapted to be fa*iteiied to a casing,

an arm pivotally-mount<^Hi on said b:»ckin«-i>tatc and pro-

vide<l with an abutment, a stop on the l)acking-i)late pro-

jecting into the path of said abutment to determine the

active jwsition of such arm, a spring-pressed cap slidingly-

mounted on said arm and capable of locking engagement

with the grooved or indented part of the ,s.ash plate, and

means to limit the sliding movement of said cap on the

arm.
3. The combination, in an anti-rattler for windows, of a

suitable backing-plate, a shouldered arm pivoted at one

terminal to said backing-plate, a slotted cap slidingly-

moiinte<l on the other terminal of such arm. such cap hav-

ing an internal shoulder, a projecting member extending

from said arm into the slotte i part or parts of such cap to

limit the reciprocal movement of the cap, and a spring in

said cap between the shoulder therein and the arm shoulder

to tension the cap outward.

4. The combinatifin, in an anti-rattler for windows, of a

suitable backing-plate, an arm ha\ ing one terminal piv-

oted to said backing-plate and providwl with an abutment.

a stop on said backing-plate projecting into the path of

said abutment to determine the active position of the arm.

a cap .slidmgly-mounte.l on the other terminal of such arm.

means to limit the reciprocal movement of such cap. and a

spring in said cap arrange 1 to l>ear against both the arm.

and cap and to t^Tision the latter outward.

5. The combination, in an anti-rattler for windows, of a

suitable backing-plate, an arm having one K-rminul pivoie 1

to said backing-plate and provided with abutment.s. a stop

on said backing-plate projecting into the path of travel of

said abutments to limit the movement of the arm, a slotted

cap slidingly-mountcd on the other terminal of such arm.

such cap having an internal shoulder, the arm alst> having

a shoulder within the cap, a pin projecting from said arm

into the cap slots to limit the reciprocal movement of the

cap, and a spring in said cap between the two shoulders

therein to tension the cap outward.

891.625. ANTI RATTLER FOR WINDOWS Ai.BAW«

0. Leoeh. Springfiel.i, Mas,« . a-^signor of one-half to

John M Collins, Springfield, Mass. Filed May 1,

1U07. Serial No .'?71,2<<.')

1. As a new article of manufacture, an anti-rattler for

w indows. comprising a suitable backing-plate, an arm piv-

ot ally-mounte<l on .said backing plate and provided with

an abutment, a stop on the backmg-plate projecting into

the path of said abutment to determine the active posi-

891.626. MACHINE FOR SHEARINd METAL. Hev-

RiK V. Loss. Philadelphia, Fa . aasignor to Charles T.

Schoen. Moylan, Fa. Filed July 3. 1907. Serial No.

382.004.

1. In a shearing machine, in combination, a main cyUn-

der. means for admitting and for withdrawing a liquid un-

der'pre-<,«ure to and from said cylinder, a piston within said
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^^(Sf LdVarmg clamp member, a puston curru-d m

mtoe™ h the movb.. hoUln^ ci.n.i, „..„,l..>r :

211, . -hearing machine. In con.bln.i :•
• »' ""'^

„.ovah.e hoUlin. Hamp caxn.ij^ . P >-^
^«;^^^^^ ^

- tLS" t'^th »;:,u:u .^^ ^i b? Xi^tun of saul cyUn.ier

-n^::u:n:::::^.^-:^"-opU .- one ..a.

the other. .ubsrannally..-'tf«ra.
^^^^^^^^

3niare»i.
friiine. said moviible frAine.

"^Icilimse a.Kl 7 not pnnu-.l m the Gazettje.]

rontroUed stem connected with the movable dam provided

wuHp^'^ eont^t terminal., a .U.bn.ly movable m-

rulat^^t^t arranged to engage the contact terminals

'oflLt^rovrie dam%tem and ca.smg -^^-ely^ "
alarm device, a conne<-tion thereto from the msulatet

oXt an 1 a connection betw.^n ' ^'^7'-" ^^^^
f^f.

the shell with an intervening source of energy, substaiv

^^t^^^^mbmatlon with a shell In electrical connection

with an alarm device and having a .,ipportmg stem, and a

relatively movable contact n.ember .U-lvngly mounted

bv an insulating block frictionally engagmg saul
f-«»

-"^

aL co^^ted with the alarn. devue: of a .novable flu.d-

a^tua^^m within the shell prov.de.l wah a .tern con-

tacUnTwUh the shell and having a lernunal adap^l to

n^H«e said contact member, subsuntially a- set forth

nfnal extension embracing said conUiCt-memVK.r 14 ar-

' "ii"o make electrical contact therewith j"
-e cUrec-

cm of said terminal 18 and t.> engage and ,h. t .t in the

i

other direction and cause said contact mem... U to en

' ^a«o the shell, for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette]

891.628. FERTILIZER -DISTRIBUTER. ^-^^^
MEKRELL. Cobleskill. N. V. Hied Feb. 5. 1906. Serial

No. 299,398.

so, 6- VLVRM DEVICE. (Jf..h.,k ^- Mv.Kf.szif..

Ben Vvon Pa., a.^slgnor to Butl.r M.naf..-tunng om-

pany Butler. Pa. Filed Nov .0. U.K Serial No.

404,616

1 K^ alarm device for fiuid pressure^ consisting of an

^e^^ce itd an electrical connection from the movable

co'Uct "ement to the alarn>. and from the :d.rm to the

^r tz::::::: z:::^^. ^ n.ov.bie dam. a .t«n

J^L w th the mov.ible dam provided with opposing
connecter! ^.th h. '" ^

,„.,vHblr m.^iilated contact

arranged *" '

f/^« \j^^.j,^ a .-omx-.T.nt thereto from the

tnC:;:i"e:;u:rand a co,me..t.on U-tween the alarm

l^e^ce and th. .hell with an intervenm, sotirce of energ.v ,

substantially a.s set forth.

1 In a fertilizer aistributer. the comblnaUon with a

, » . i>dv carrying a movable carrier, and an operating

""t'T r^/ce^er^t feed mechanism for the carrier em-

"k^^^h. TrXr arm Tslide adjustable longitudinally

r^d'r^ck:^ a7m and carrying a catch ^^ -«-•;";-
;*!rth^ «ud rocking arm. a drivmg crank and an oi^r

:;,tt„.^ur^l'ee„ ».<. cn>nk u,„, ..We <or oper.t-

'^2 t„T<*;mr;ii.trihuu.r. th,. o„n,„U..U,.., .ith a

t^^?r^;ri">::r;^n:;r:"™un^r;i:r^

Eir«rr„rrr.r:r:rrn«^^^^^^^
h.vmg ratchet comiections with said w..r,n shaft, a g ar

eoApefating with sai.l pinions for operating them, and op-

eratmg means for sai<l gear.

V In a fertilizer .listributer. the combination vMth a

; HI. ^iv carrying a movable carrier and an operating

iC't for^i ciSe of a feeding mechan.sn, for the car-

^ .m" u'ngTw..nn wheel, a clutch inten..sed l>etween
ner f mtK>i>mg co6i>erating with

^e ILld wor wh^l "n.Wer arm, a pair of rat chet and

naTwrdevices Interposed beiwet^n the arm and the v^orm

ani adap "a t^mSeiy to connect the arm with t he worm^

a iile adju.st.ble longitudinallv of said rocker arm a

l^r^nk gear^.. t- tiie r.mnmg wh^.-lsuf the distributer, and a

UnW r„nuectmg the rra.ik and the slide.
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891,629. SECTIONAL UMBRELLA-STICK. Martha
W. Mr.NS-oRD, Ilawkinsville, Ga. Filed Apr. 4, 1908.

Serial No. 425.186.

^ #

1. A sectional umbrella stick comprising a hollow han-

dle portion with a spherical outline recess in said handle, a

section telescoping within the hollow handle section and

having a split end fwrirting two resilient fingers, convexed

on their outer faces and adapted to spring into the spher-

lca,l outlined recess In said handle, and means for limiting

the outer movement of said telescoping section of the han-

dle, as set forth.

2. A sectional umbrella stick comprising a hollow han-

dle portion with a spherical outlined recess in said handle,

a section telcsiopmg within the hollow handle section and

having a split end forming two resilient fingers, convexed

on their outer faces and a«lapted to spring into the spher-

ical outlined recess in said handle, the hollow handle sec-

tion having a bulging p<^>rtion which is apcrtured. a spring

carried by the handle section and extending through said

aperture and designed to engage an indenture formed in

one of said resilient fingers. a.s set forth.

891,630. PROCESS OF SMELTING ORES. Freder-

ick L. McGahan. St. Louis. Mo. Filed June 28. 1905.

Serial No. 267.400.

ing the ore to the action of a combustible body so as to

liberate gases and other volatile products, withdrawing

said gases and other volatile products, passing them over a

second charge of ore, carbureting them, adding steam to

them, raising the temperature of the admixture to a higher

degree than that at which carbureting takes place, and re-

turning said products to the smelting zone of the furnace.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.631. HOISTING AND CON \ EYING APPARA-
TUS. John McMyler. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to

The McMyler Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Oct. 6, 1906. Serial

No. 337,696.

1. The pro<es!< <>f smelting ore which includes heating

the ore in contact Wiih a combustible, so iis to iiljerate

gases and other volatile products, withdrawing said gast^

and oth(>r j)roduct.s, addiuK steam to suhl if:i.--<'- .ind ether

products, subjecting the admixture in n i.n.iwriture high

enough to partially dissociate said steam, ami returning the

re.sulting aeriform lK>dy to the smelting zcme of the furnace.

2. The process of smelting ore, which includes heating a

cliarge of ore in contact with a combustible substance, so

as to ld>erate gase^s and other volatile products, withdraw-

ing the latter and pa-^sing them over a second charge of ore.

adding ste.'iin to them suiwrheating them in contact with

said st<'am. and returning the resulting aeriform body to

the smelting zone of the furnace

3. The process of smelting ore, which eon.sisis in sub-

jecting the ore to the action of a combustible Ixxiy so as to

lil>orite g:\ws and other volatile products, withdrawing

said ga-ses and other volatile pnxiucts, carbureting the

same, adding steam to said gases and other volatile prod-

ucts, subjeoting the entire admixture to a temperature

higher than that use.l in carbureting, and returning the re-

sulting aeriform IkxIv to the smelting zone of the furnace.

4. The proces.s of smelting ore, which includes subject-

ing the ore to the action of a combustible body, so as to

liberite Ka.s*>s and other volatile products, withdrawing
~ II 1 Kis<-s and volatile i)ro luct.s. adding steam to them.

sui»orheating them and siiid steam to a temi>crature higher

than that of either said ga-ses or other products, or said

steam. an<l returning the resulting aeriform body to the

smelting zone of the furnace

5. The process of smelting ore, which includes subjects

1. In hoisting .and conveying apparatus the combination

of a movable trolley, and ropes which extend therefrom in

opposite directions, with two sag-carrying trolleys which

are located at opposite ends of the main trolley and are pro-

vided with devices which supix)rt said ropes, and means
for positively moving the two sag-carrying trolleys simul-

taneously with the main trolley and in the same direction

but at less speed.

2. In hoist ing .'Uid conveying apparatus, the combination

of amain trolley, two sag-carrying trolleys locate<i at opix)-

site ends of said main trolley, two ropes, each of which is

associated with one of the s.ag-carrying trolley.s and is con-

nected with the main trolley ami exteiuls therefrom over a

sheave on the a.s.sociated sag-carrying trolley and thence

back to a fixture Ui which it i.s secured, and mean-s which

positively connect the two sag-carrying trolleys and com-

I>el them to move simultaneously and quickly in the same
direction.

3. In hoisting and conveying apparatus, the combination

of a main trolley and roix* which extend in opiM)site direc-

tions from siud trolley, with t^-o sag-carrying trolleys lo-

cated at opposite ends of the main trolley. sheu\es mount-

ed upon each of the sag-carrymg trolleys over which said

ropes extend and by which they are supported, another

sheave mounteii in each of said sag-carrying trolleys, twf)

ropes each of which is fixed at one end and extends there-

from ever one of the last mentioned sheaves on the associ-

ated sag-carrying trolleys and thence hack to the main

trolley to which it is s<'ciired, and another rope which is se-

/ured at one end to one of the sag-carrying trolleys and ex-

K'uds th(T«'from away from the main trolley over a suit-

able sheave and thence liack past the three trolleys and over

another sheave and thence back to the other sag-carrying

trolley t<i which it is made fast.

4. In hoisting aU'l conve.\'ing apparatus, the combination

of a movable trolley with roix-s which extend therefrom m
oppxjsite directions, with sag-carrying trolleys which are

located at opposite ends of the main tmlley. and are pro-

vided with devices which support s.aid ro{>es .ind mean-
positively connecting the sag-carrying troll(>ys with the

main trolley, adapted positively to retrulate the speed car-

rying trolleys to the same direction and to a lower rate

than the main trolley and to simultantntus movement
therewith, said connections being indeiH-ndent friction.

5. In hoisting and conveying apparatus, the combination

of a movable trolley and rop<>s which extend therefrom in

opposite directions, with siig-carrying trolleys which are

located at opj^isite ends of the main trolley, and are pro-

vided with devices which support said roi>es, and cables

positively connecting the sag-carrying trolleys with the

main trolley and positively connecting the «ag-carTying

trolleys with each other so a-s to effect simultaneous mo\ e-
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ment of the aag-oarryins trolleys and the maiH trolley and

to ca^«e the M«-caTrylD« troUeya to move i|i the same

direction with the main trolley but at less spet'd.

891 632 ELECTRIC HHAKK M?:( HAMSM FOR
CARS. ELEVATORS. CRANES, AND OTHER ITR-

POSES. Michael E. Neknan. Nt-w Vnrk. N. Y., aa-

signor to Otis Elevator Company. Jerst-.v (Jty. N J
.
a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar -'-'. l'.Mt5. Se-

rial No. 251.517.

891.633. VALVE. Chakuks Orenstiin and Henrt I.

Derby. Topeka, Kans. Filed Jan. 24. 1908. Serial No.

412 414

I The conihmauon of a brake-wheel, a Urake-shoe. a

spring seatmg the brake-shoe on the brake-wheel, an elec-

tro-iiuignet. and means for ronlrolUng the same and con-

nections between sai.l magnet an<i the brake-shoe operat-

ing to apply brakmg pressure when the show is seate<i on

the brake-wheel by lU epring, substantiHlly a« s«-t forth,

2. The combination of a brakes wheel, a brake-shoe, a

spring seating the shoe on the wljeel. an eleatro-magnetic

apparatus and suitable connections retracting the shoe

from the brake-wheel in opixwition to the siirmg pressure

and a supplementary electro-magnetic apparatus an«i suit-

able connections applying ad.iitional pres-sun- to the shoe

when seated on the brake-w iieel. substantuilly :v.s set forth

3. The combination of a brake-wheel, a pair of brake-

shoes operating on opposite sides of said wheel, a pair of

levers on flxeti fulcrums on which levers the shoes are

mounted, a spring apr)lying braking pressure to the sai.i.

wheel through the meilium of said levers and shoes, and a

retracting magnet mounteii on one of said ie^•er3 and con-

nected with the opi«)site lever so as to completely with-

draw the shoes from the wheel in opiM)sitioii to the spring

pressure, substantially as set forlh.

4. The combination of a brake-whtel i brake-shoe, a

spring and suitable connections applying broking pressure

on the shoe, an electro-magnet and suitable connections

applying stdditional prf^ssure to the brake-shoe when seate<l

on the wheel, an electro-magnet and suitabj*^ connections

retracting the brake sh«}e in opposition to tHe spring pres-

sure and separate electric circuits controlling said brake

applying and brake rctr-.K-tmg magnets, -substantially as

set forth

.5, The combination of a brake-wheel, a brake-shoe, a

spring and suitable connections applving Irake pressur

to 8ai<i shoe, a magnet retracting the -<ho«- in opposition to

the pressure of the spring, a supplemental magnet apply-

ing additional pressure to the brake-shf.e when seateti on

the wheel, and a separate source of electricity for said

brake applying magnet, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printe<l in the fJazett*.]

It tv ti IS

1. A valve-body having a central opening surrounded

by an annular exhaust groove and provided with ports,

and a wear-plate having a boas fltting'inlo the opening and

provided with openings registering with the iwrts and ex-

haust groove.

2. The combination of a casing, a valve Ixxly seated on

the casing having an admi.ssion i>ort and an exhaust ixirt, a

rotary valve head, a wear-plate arranged Ix-tween the

valve hea<l and body having openings in communication

with the iHjrt.s and providing a seat for the head, a casing

head covering the valve head, and means securing the cas-

ing head in position, operating to force the wear-plate to

the valve botiy.

3. The combination of a casing, a valve body seated on

the end of the casing having an admission port and an ex-

haust port, a rotary valve head, a wear-plate arranged be-

tween the valve head and body having openings in commu-

nication with the [)orts :ind provi.ling a seat for the head, a

gasket interposfii between thi- v:ilve Ixnly and wear-plate,

a casing head covering the valve head and wear-plaU\ and

means .seiuring the ca-smg head m ptjsition, oiR-rating to

force the wear-plate to the gasket.

4. As an article of manufacture, a wear-plate having

marginal bolt-holes an. I provide.l with a central opening,

with atlmission and exhaust ports surrounding said open-

ing.

891 »vM. (TSHION FOR.SHOES \S ii i.i ^\l V Prkblx,

Fall River, Mass Filed July 20, 1906. Serial No.

327.079

1 .K i)ad of the eharacter described, comprising a yield-

ing marginal retaining element having an intermediate

opening therethrough a cushion element located in the

interme<liate oi)ening and surrounded by the retaining

element, top and lM)tton! -.heets entirely covering the

optK)Site sides of both tin- cushion and marginal elements,

and fastening means .securing the various mari^m-^ of the

sheet-s together an<l passing through the outer i>orUons of

the n:arginal element

2. In a device of the character descrll)e<l, a central

cushion element of sixmge rubl>er, a retaining pad element

of felt surrounding and of less thickness than the cu.shion

element, sjiid cushion element projecting al)Ove the upt>er

surface of the jiad element, t.jp and In.ttom sheets covering

respectively the top and tK)ttom faces of said elements and

space.! apart by saul elements, and means for securing the

sheets together and to the felt retaining pa<l element, .said

securing means Ix-ing lo<-ate 1 outside the cu.shion element.

3. In a device of the c-hara<ter descriUM. a VmK lx)dy.

top and bottom she.t.- .M.-nding res,H^><-tively over an.l

beneath the .same and proj.-ctmg l>eyorid one edge thertnjf,

forming a lower fastener engaged tab. and an ujii^r pro-

tective tab tliat extends over the lower tab

4. In a deviie of the chararter de-i<Til>ed. a pa.1 Inxly.

flexible top anil Iwttom .sheets extending resjxM-tively over

and b«-neath the pivl bo 1\ and projecting l>eyond one edge

thereof, forming a Ionmt fi-tei.-T re.-eiving tab and an

upper protective tab that extend- ..\. r the lower tab and

beyond the outer e<lge then-of an ! f:L-tening means secur-

ing the margins of the sheet.- together directly adjacent to

the tabs antl passing through the pa<t bfxly.

5. In a device of the eharacter descrilxnl, a pad body

comprising a central cushion element of si>onge rubber, a

retaining pad element of felt surrounding and of leas thick-
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nees than the cushion element, flexible leather sheets ex-

tending respectively over and beneath the elements and
projecting beyond one edge of the body formed thereby,

the projecting portion of the lower sheet constituting a
fa.i'tener engage 1 tab, the projecting portion of the upper
sljeei extending be\ond the lower sheet and covering the

tab, and stitching extending through the marginal portions

of the sheets and the retaining pad element.

891,636. POWER-TRANSMISSION MECHANISM.
Theodors Sandera, Canton, Ohio. Filed Dec. 19. 1907.

Serial No. 407,106.

801,636. SMOKE-PREVENTING FURNACE. Arthub
W, PuDDiNQTON, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to Robert
Rennie, Toronto, Canada. Filed June 18, 1906. Serial

No 3-22,142.

1 The combination, with a grate, of a mixing pocket be-

hind the graU' an i formed with a floor, a hot air reservoir

beneath such floor, a narrow inlet pa-ssageway communicat-
ing with such hot air reservoir, a pair of flues lea<ling from

such hot air reservoir alongside of the two ftuTiace walls,

an<l l)etween them, .said flues l>eing adapted to discharge

onto the up^x-r side of fuel o\\ the grate

2. The combination, with a grate and bridge wall, of

wing walls behind the bridge wall, and a baffle wall behind

the wing walls, whereby a iMxket is provided behind the

bridge wall, a hot air resi-rvoir beneath the floor of said

pocket, a passageway from the rear communicating with

such hot air reservoir, a flue lea<ling from such hot air reser-

voir, passing b«'neath the bridge wall and adapted to dis-

charge onto the upper side of fuel on the grate.

3. In a furnace, the combination with a grate, of a pair

of horizontal flues between and alongside of the furnace

walls and l)eneath the grate, a vertical flue in each wall of

the furnaee near the forward end communicating at its

lower eiiil with the flue alongside of such wall, an air cham-
ber extending across the furnace over the entrance opening

and adapted to discharge into the furnace, the ends of such

air chambers communicating with such vertical flues, a hot

air reservoir beneath the furnace at the rear of the ash pit

with which such horizontal flues communicate, and an air

pa.ssage leading from the outer air to said reservoir.

4. The combin.ation with a grate and bridge wall, wing
walls Ix'hind the bridge wall and a baffle wall behind the

wing walls, whereb\ a (xxket is pro\ ided behind the bridge

wall, a hot air re>er\ nir beneath the floor of such pocket, an
inlet pas.Hagewa\ < niniuuiucating with such air reservoir, a-

pair of tlui's le;i ling from such hot air reservoir along side

of the furna<e walls, and l>etween them, a vertical flue in

each wall of the furnace near the forward end communicat-
ing at its lower end with the flue alongside of such wall, an
air chamber exten ling across the furnrice over the entrance

opening and adapted to discharge into the furnace, the

ends of such air chamber communicating with such vertical

flues.

5. In a steam boiler furnace, the combination with the

grat«\ a hot air reservoir adapted to be heated by the prod-

ucts of combustion, a flue leading from outside the fur-

nace to such reservoir a flue leading from said reservoir to

the front of the furnace, and adapte<l to discharge alxive

the grate means for injecting fluid alxne lh(^ fuel on the

grate, and means initiated by the o[H'ning of the fire door
for causing the injection of the fluid and opening such air

flue.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A mechatiism ff)r transmitting power comprising a

pair of w heels having annular flanges and being co-axially

journaled opposite each other, and a free roller having axial

trunnions on its ends adapted to be supported entirely on
the flanges and to roll freely thereon.

2. A mechanism for transmitting iKjwer comprising a

pair of wheels having annular flanges and Ix'ing co-axially

journaled opposite each other, and a free roller having axial

trunnions on it.s ends adapted to be supported entirely on
the flanges and to r<»tate freely thereon, with means for <3i>-

erating the roller.

3. A mechanism for transmitting fwwer comprising a

pair of wheels having annular flanges and l>eing co-axially

journaled opfH)site each other, and a free roller having axial

trunnions on its ends a<iapted to be supix)rte<i entirely on
the flanges and to rotate freely thereon, with an adjacent
driving pulley and a belt on the roller and pulley.

4. A mechamsiii for transmitting j)ower comprising a

pair of wh«>els co-axially journaled opjHjsite each other and
having internal-annular cog-gears ther(>on. and a free roller

having axial cog-trunnions on its ends adapte<l to l)e sup-
ported entirely on the cog-gears and adapted to roll freely

thereon.

5. A me<-hanism for transmitting ix)wer comprising a

pair of wh<>els co-axially journaled opposite each other and
having internal-annular cog-gears thereon, and a fr«>e roller

having axial cog-trunmons on its ends adapted to be sup-
lH)rte(l entirely on the cog-gears and adapted to roll freely

thereon, with means for rotating the roller.

[Claim (i not printed in the Gazette.]

891,637 TYPE-CASTING MACHINE. Augcst S< hiepk.
Chariot tenburg, Germany, assignor Xo Hugo l-'rietlmarm,

Chariot tenburg, Germauy. Filed Dec. 2(5, 1907. Serial

No. 408,017.

1. In a tyi>e casting machine, a rotary carrier, groups
of molds on said carrier comprising [ilate.s that form the
bottoms and sides of .said molds and upj)er plates adapted
to form the tops of said molds, means for intermittently

rotating said carrier in steps that bring said groups of

molds successively into [>osition for ca-sting tyixv a meml>er
for each group of molds in whi(ii the upix-r plates of said

molds are mounted, and means adapted to move said mem-
ber with said upper plates forwardly and backwardly at

each intermittent movement of said carrier.

2. In a type ciisting rnarhine, a rotar%- carrier, groups of

molds on said carrier comprising plates that form the bot-

tom and sides of said molds and upixT plates adapted to

form the tops of said molds, downwardl.v extending projec-

tions on the lower side of the upper [ilat^-s of saiil mokis
adapttni to nick tyiK^ when Ix-ing ejected from said

molds, means for intermittently rotating said carrier in

steps that bring said groups of molds successively into po-

sition for casting tyiH?, a member f(jr each grou[> of molds
in which the upper plates of said molds are mounted, and
means a*lapted to move said member with said upixr plates
forwardly and backwardl\- at each intermit tent movement
of said carrier.
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3 In a type easting marhine, a rotary rarrit-r. (groups of

molds on said carrier comprisinf? plates thai form the bot-

toms and sides of said molds An<l upix>r plates adapted to

form the tops of said molds. <iuwnwardly pxteridm« projec-

tions on the lower side of the upi)er plates of said molds

arranKed to slide between the side plates o( said molds to

guide said upper plates and a.iaple<l to nick tyix> when be-

ing ejected from said molds, means fur mtertuittently ro-

tating said carrier in steixs that bring said groups of molds

successivolv into position for casting type, a inemt^er for

each uroup of molds in which the upper plat* of said molds

are mounte<i. and means alapted to move saicl mernl)er with

said upper plates forwar Uy :ia i bu.kwarvily at each inter-

mittent movement of said carrier.
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2. Inanmpparatusfor injecting water Into the cylinder of

an internal combtiBtion engine, the coinbtnation of an oi)en-

ended cylinder in connection with the cylinder of the mo-

tor, a piston working in said cylinder, a spring pressing the

piston towards the oi)en end of said cylinder the strength

of the sprini? t>eing such that the i>istoii will not l>e moved

during the compression stroke of the entwine, a ram oi>er-

ated by said piston, a pump cylinder in which said ram

works, an inlet or suction \K>Tt or passage for said pump

cylinder, a non-return valve in said suction port or pu.ss.in. .

a delivery port or passage leadim? from the pump cylinder

into the cylinder of the apparatus in such a position that

the outlet of said port or passage is closed by the piston

when it is at the end of its return stroke in 9ai<l cylinder,

and a non-return valve in said delivery port or passage, as

set forth.

4 In a tyf)e .-astiug machine, a rotary carrier, groups of

molds on said earner comprising plates that form the bot-

toms and sides of said molds and upper plHtes a<lapted to

form the tops of said molds, means for intermittently ro-

tating said Ciu-ner in step^ that bring .said groups c^f molds

successively into i>osition for casting tyi«, a memlH-r for

each group of molds in which the upper plaU«s of said molds

are mount.^.1. mean.- adapted to press the molds of said

groups of mol Is toijeiher at the time of casting, and means

adapted to move said menil>er with sai.l up;.er plates for-

wardly and backwardly at each intermittcpi movement of

^aid earner
|

5 In a typH- .-u-tin*? machine, a rotary corner, groups of

molds on said carrier compn.sing plates thftt form the Ix.i-

toms and sides of said moUls and upper plates adapted to

form the tops of said molds, means for iriten.uttenlly ro-

tating said carrier in steps that bring said groujw of molds

successively into position for casting typ*. a memlH>r for

each group of molds m which the upper plates of said mol.is

are mounted, means adapted to press the molds of said

grouf* of molds together at the time of casting, means for

cufingthefeetof tvpeca-stinsaidmol Is while sai 1 pressini?

means are in operation, an I means a lapt»> 1 to move said

member with said upper plate** forwar lly and backwardly

at each intermittent movement of said caerier.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazettje.]r
89 1 63«. WVTF.R-IN'.IF.CTOR FOR IN'THKNAL-

coMBrSTKiN KNdlN'K.^ .\i.FKKn c,. Sciiolkh. Ilfor 1.

m i < ;k. iK.iE r.lBr^ov. Westminster. England File<l .Ian.

IS UXiS r^erial No 411.539.

1 Vn apparatus for injectini? water intX) the cylinder of

an internal coitihustion ennine o;v^rated by the force of the

explosion in siii.l cylinder, compnsmi; a cylinder open to

the working cvlinder of the engine, a pistoti working in said

cvlinder a small force pump the ram of which isor>erated by

^ai.l piston -auction and .lelivery ports for the pump fitted

with non- return valve«, the outlet of r^e delivery port

terminating in the cvlinder of the apparatus at or near the

0!K>n end thereof so that sai 1 outlet is doped by the piston

of the apparatus when said piston is at th^ end of its stroke

at the open end of the sind cylin ler. as set, forth.

3. In an apparatus for injecting wat<;r into the cylinder

of an internal combustion engine, the combination of an

open-ended cylinder in connection with the rylin ler of the

motor, a pi-ston working in saiil cylinder, a spring operating

to press the piston towar Is the open end of the cylinder

and retain it in said pf)sition at all times except during the

working stroke of the engine, an annular ring in the open

en<l of the cylin.ler for retauung the piston in said cylinder,

a ram ojierated by said piston, a [.ump cylinder in which

said ram works, an inl.'t or suction port or pa«.sage for said

pump cylinder, a non-return valve in said sucticm port or

pa.ssage. a .lelivery i>ort or pjussage lea.ling from the pump

cylinder into the cylinder of the apparatus in such a posi-

tion that the outlet of .said port or p:i.s.sage is closed by the

piston when it is at the en. I of its return stroke in .said cylin-

der, and a non-return valve In said deliv.-ry i«.rt or passage.

as set forth. .

4. In an apparatus for injecting water into the cylinder

of an Internal combu.stion engine, the combination of an

optn-ended cylinder in connection with the cylinder of the

motor, a piston working in said cylinder, a spring oiK-rating

to press the piston towarls the open end of the cylinder ati.l

retain it in said position at all times except during the

working stroke of the engine, the sai<l spring being located

outsi.de the cylinders, an annular rime in the oiien end of the

cylinder for "retaining the piston in sail cylinder, a ram

operated bv said piston, a pump cylinder in which said ram

works packing l)etween the two cylinders, an inlet or suc-

tion port or pas.sage for said pump cylinder, a non-return

valve in said suction port or passage, a delivery port or

passage leading from the pump cylinder into the cylinder

of the apparatus in such a position that the outlet of said

tK)rt or pas.sai?e is close! by the piston when it is at the end

of its return stroke in said cylinder, and a non-return valve

in said delivery port or passage, as set forth.

5. In an apparatus for injecting water into the cylin ler

of an internal combustion engine, the combination of an

open-ended cvlinder in connection with the cylinder of the

motor a piston working in said cvlinder. a spring located

outside said cylinders and oi>erating to press the piston

rowtu-ds the open end of the cylinder and retain it in said

position at all times excei)f durinK the working stroke of

the engine, an aimular ring in the (n>on end of the cylinder

for retaining the piston in said cylinder, a ram operated by
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said piston, a pump cylinder in which said ram works, an

inlet or suction jxirt or passage for said pump cylinder, a
not! ri'tiirn valve in said suction portor passage, a delivery

port or (.a.-^sage lea^ ling from the pump cylinder into the cyl-

inder of the apparatus in such a injsition that the outlet of

said iwrt or passage is closed by the pi-ston when it is at

the end of its return strok<! in said cylinder, a non-return

valve in said delivery ix>rtor passage, and a water jacket

surroundins the cylinders and valve boxes, as set forth.

S91.639 Rol'E AND c;ABLI; (iUll*. KonEHT ScHt'TZ,

Leipzig p:utritzsch, Germany, assignor to Adolf Blelchert

A Company, Leipzig-Gohlis, Germany. Filed Mar. L3.

1908. Serial No 42().9.-KJ.

The combination of a trolley, a hanger, a rope or cable

grip actuated by the weight of a loa<l suspended from the

trolley by means of the hanger, and abutments located

with reference to said trolley and hanger to limit the sway-

ing of the hanger relatively to the trolley, when the latter

is Inclined beyond a pre.ieterrrdned amount, for the pur-

pose .-wt forth

891.040 Roll- BRACKET. Ole M. Stalson, Eau
Claire. Wis. Filed Sept. 13. 19<)7. Serial No. 392,813.

flanges at opposite longitudinal edges adapted to be slid-

ably and removably arranged in said grooves, said mem-
bers being oppositely curved to form an opening therebe-

tween adapteii to receive a rope, said socket member hav-

ing corrugaticms near one end whereby the ropt^ is clamped

between said memlxTS when said binciing member is slipped

into position adjacent to said socket member.
5. In a device of the cla.s,s described, a plate adapted to

be sectored to a supi>ort and having flanges adapted to en-

gage the support at edges thereof, a socket member rigid

with said plate and having grooves at opiX)site longitudinal

edges, and a binding member having op|)osite longitudinal

edges formed into flanges adapted Xo ho slidably and re-

movably arranged in said groo\es. said members being

oppositely curved to present an oi)ening therebetween

adapted to receive a rope, said plate having a guide-way

presenting an end at said socket meml>er and adapted to re-

ceive the rope, said socket member having corrugations at

the inner face thereof.

1 In a device of the class de.scribe<l. an in-curved socket

memlH>r and an in-curved biiulim? member, said members
having the corresiMjudiiig e>lges forme. 1 to engage to secure

saiil memt)ers one to the other, saiii members when enganed

forming an opening and being adapted to clamp a rope

therebetween, one of said tnemlHTs having a plate formed

for attaching one of saiil inemlM>rs to a sup|)ort.

2. In a de\ ice of the idass described, a .socket memlier
presenting ^timu >- at opposite e.iges there<jf. and a binding

meml>er preMP.Mni; .at opposite edges flanges adapted to

lie removably arruik'i'd in said grooves to secure said mem-
bers one to the other said socket ineml)er having a laterall.v

(li8pose<l part for attaching the device to a support, one of

said members having means for clamping a Txtpe against

the other of .said memlxrs.
;{. In a device of the class described, a socket member

having a laterally dispo-Kti plate adapted to be attached

to a supjxjrt, said socket memlx-r having the e<lges curved

outwardly from saii plate, .said plate having a guide-way

a.lapte<l to receive a rope, and a bmdinK meml>er having

means for remov.ably mounting the same uimhi said socket

member, said memlx>rs being airanged to receive the rope

theret)et ween, one of s.aid members having cornigations for

clampliiK a ro|K> agamst the other of said memix^rs

4. In a device of the cla-ss descrilH'd. a .socket member
having an integral, flattened and lat^'rally disjxjsed part

for attaching the .same to a supjwrt and presenting grooves

at nppMsite loiiiritudinal e Iges, a binding member having

891,641. BOILER- FlRNAfE. Uaxiel Taogart, In-

dianapoli.s, Ind. Filed Sept. 20, 1907. Serial No. 393,755.

i c

1. A furnace comprising two opposite side walls, a front

wall with a fire-.ioor, a substantially flat floor extending

from the front wall and from one to the other of the side

walls and having a relatively small (iraft oiH-ning therein

remote from one of the side walls and adjacent to the front

wall and the opposite side wall, a rear wall at the rear end

of the floor and opiKJsite to the front wall and extending

from one tg the other of the side walls with a roof joined to

ail the walls, the rear wall having a draft passage therein

adjacent to the floor and one of the side walls and remote

from the other side wall and the rixjf.

2. A boiler furnace conii)rising a front wall, two opjKi.-ite

side walla joined to the front wall, the front wall havuig a

door adjacent to one and remote from the other one of

the side walls, a rear wall joined to the side walls, a boiler

extending from the front wall nearly to the rear wall and

Joined to the side walls, a substantially flat floor extending

from the front wall rearward and from one to the other of

the side walls below the boiler an<l having a relatively small

opening therein remote from one of the side wall> and adja-

cent to the opix>sitc side wall and the door of the front w ail,

grate-bars extending across the opening, and a partition

wall at the rear end of the floor and exU'nding therefrom

up to the boiler and from one to the other side wall, the

partition wall having a draft pas.sage therein aiijacent to

the floor and also to the side wall that is mijaeeiit to tlie

opening of the floor, the passage being remote from the

opposite side wall and the lx)iler

3. A boiler furnace comprising a front wall, two side

walls joined to the front wall, the front wall having a door

adjacent to one and remote from the other one of the side

walls and having also air-ilucts therein adjacent to the said

laft-mentioned sule wall, a rear wall joined to the side walls,

a boiler extending from the fnjnt wall nearly to the rear

wall and joined to the side walls, a floor extending from the

front wall rearward and from one to the other of the side

walls below the Unler and having an oiK-nmg therein re-

mote from one of the side walls and adjacent to the opjK)-

site side wall and the door of the front wall, grate-bars ex-

tending across the o|K*ning, a partition \m<\\ at the rear end

of the fl<Kir and extenlmg liierefrom up to the boiler anil

from one to the other si(ie wall, the partition wall having a

draft passage therein adjacent to the floor and also to the

side wall that is adjacent to the o[K'ning of the fltx^tr. the
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being remote from the opposite siilo %M\ and thr

boiler, an.i a deflector extendmn from the sidii Wall thiit is

adjacent to the oiK-ninj? of the floor pa.st the draft passage

towards the opposite aide wsill atul up towanl-* the tK)iler.

I

891.64-' MACHINE FOR MAKINC PA PER CUPS

CHARU;-* llKTZMANV. Scv, \

19{)7. Serial No. 353.23;i

lied Jan 21,

vices for said Kriptx'r-* carried by each of said mechanisms,

and an actuatuiK nicjins common to all of sai.l mechanisms

and to the said table.

5. In a machine for niaimfaciiirmK i)aper receptacles,

a siipi¥)rt, a cutting and shapinK me<'hanism carried by

the supiMjrt. means for continuously - ipplvinif material

to said mechanism, which mechanism hk I i !'•- male and

female cut ting 'lies, and male and female corruKatmj? and

drawing dies, flanging mechanisms for the material, like-

wise carrie<l i>y the .said supiK)rt including male and female

turning dies of ditTcrent character, a res'olving table, grip-

pers for the material earned by the table, relea.sing devices

for the grippers carried by each of said mechanisms, an

actuating means common to all of said mechani.sms and

to said table, controlling devices for the actuating means.

and a stop device for said table.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,64.3 G.\S-ENGINE. Miltov A. Trow and Fred-

rick J. Brummer, Avoca, Minn. File<l Aug 20, 1906.

Serial No. 331.392.

1 la machines for the manufacture of necepta<les, a

main support, shaping dies earned by said mam support,

said main support having a part constituting a .supix.rt

for a roll of material, mechanism for passing material con-
|

tinuously from said njll to said shaping dies, turning dies

earned bv said main supiK>rt and adapte«l uj form a mar-

ginal flange upon the receptacles fa-shione*! by said .shaping

dies a revoluble earner serving to present the receptacles

successively to said turning dies, means Usr releasing a

receptacle from the earner at each presentartion, and ac-

tuatmg mechanism common to said device.

' In machines for the manufacture of pain-r rece{>-

tacles. a main supinirt, cutting aiu) shaping dies carne<i

by the said main supt>ort, a roll of material, an auxiliary

support for the said roll of material earned by the main

9upp.)rt an automatic feed mechani.sm that pa.s.ses the

material from said roll between the male ami female mem-

bers of said dies, a series of turning dies liltewi,-»e carried

by the mam supt)ort a.lapted to form a tuHrginal flange

on the material, a revolving earner. gripfK<r4 located uix)n

said carriers, means for relea-sing the grip!:)«r3 earned by

the die mechanisms, said earner being ad»pte»l to pre-

sent material eon.secutively to the various (jo-actmg dies,

a stop mechanism for the earner, and an actuating mech-

anism common to the dies and the said carrier.

3 In machines f<jr manufactunng pai>.ir receptacles,

a main supp<}rt. means for revolublv .supi^irting a roll of

material an automati.-al fe*Ml mechani>m for the ~;aid mate-

rial a cutting an.i shaping mechanism earned by the mam

suptx.rt adapte^l to a.-t upon the said material, which mech-

anism includes .Mittmg and shapim? dies, flanging mech-

ani.sms for the material also earned bv said suptH>rt. each

inclu.ling turning dies of a different character, a revolving

earner grippers for the material located UiK)n the ear-

ner and a<lapted to register with the lower portion.s of said

mechanisms, releasing devices provided for ea<-h of said

mechanisms aclapte.l to act up<n^ the said grip[K-rs. and

an a.-tuating mechanism common to the cutting an 1 8hai>-

ing and the flanging mechani.sm. and al?«i the earner.

4 In a machine for manufacfinng pai>er receptacles,

a supp<irt a cutting and shaping mechanism carne.l by

the support, means for continiou.sly supulymg material

to sai.l mechanism, which nrusehamsni ineUides male anii

female cutting <lies and male and female corrugating and

drawing dies, flanging mechanisms for the receptacles like-

wise earned bv the suprn-rt. including m*le and female

turning <iies of .lifTerent character, a revolving table, gni^

IH-rs for the receptacles ean-ied by the table, releasing de-

in Jy 'J (•/•

aUjukJUuUi
y-'iJ,

^••» •« jj fff

1. An engine of the character .iescribed. embracing a

generating chamber, a combustion ehamlx-r. valves for

controlling the delivery action of said generating chaml)er

and of supplying the combustible material to said combus-

tion ehamlH-r. resi^M-tivelv. material-charging means in-

tenneiliate of sai.l generating .handx-r and said eotid)Us-

tion chamlDer. inelu.lmg a plurality of falling and rising

slides or members a<lapted to effect the feeding of said ma-

terial in wave-like fashion, means to actuate said valves

through the action of s.ii.l inenibers or slides, .an<l means

for actuating said falling aiul rising feeding meinlH-rs

2. .\n engine of the character descriljed, embracing a

valve efiuipi>ed generating chamber, a valve equipixnl

combustion chamber, material charging means inclu<liiig

a pluralitv of falling an<l riamg .slides or mendH-rs arranged

in two series, those of one series descending and th<i.s.- <.f

the other s<>ries ascending, means for aituating said rising

anil falling members, said memlx-rs l)eing a<lapted to ef-

fect the feeding of said material and means adapted to

actuate the valves of said generating and combustion

chaml>ers through the action of said slides.

.i. .\n engine of the character descril>ed, comprising a

generating ehaml>er equipi-ed with a <lelivery valve, a

ecmibustion chamlier also provide.l with a valve arranged

to control the supiily of combustible matenal, matenal

charging means including a plurality of members or slides

arrmged m two series. thi>se of one series having a de-

scending action and tho.se of the oth.-r series having an

a-scending action, means a<lapted to be actuate<l by s.ii 1

sliiles for oi)erating said valves, means adapted to receive a

rotary action from said combustion ehaml>er. and means

I

for actuating said slides or memUTs fmm said r.)Uiry-

' action receiving means.

4 An engine of the character deacril>ed. comprising a

generating chandH-r having a delivery valve, a combustion

chamber having a valve arranged to control the supply of

combustible material, material chan;in« means inelu.lmg

a plurality of slides or members arranged m tw.) senes.

thos.- of one s«-ries having a descending movement an.l

tho.se of the other s«-ries having an a.scen ling movem.-nt.

means adapt*sl through the action of sai.l memlH-rs ..r

slides to actuate said delivery and 9ut)ply valves of said

generating chamt)er and said combustion chamber, resijec-

tively. means a.lapt.-d to receive a rotary action from sai.l

, combustion eham^x-r. means for actuating sai.l slides or
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members from said rotary-action receiving mcana and
means for reversing the motion of said rotary-action re-

ceiving means from said combustion chamber.

5. An engine of the character described, comprising a

valve-etiuipped generating chamber, a valve-equipped

combustion chamber, material-charging means including

a plurality of slides or members arranged in two series,

those of one series having a descending movement and
those of the other series having an ascending movement,
means adapted thr.uigh the action of said slides to control

the action of the valves of said generating chainl)er and said

combustion chamber, means adapted to receive a rotary

action from said combustion chamber, means for actuating

said slides or members from said r.jtary-action receiving

means and m« ana adapted to provide for the continuous

rotation of said slide-actuating means in connection with

said rotary-action receiving means.

891.644. BROODER OR INCUBATOR. John U.

Turcotte. Springfield. .Ma.ss. Filed Jan. 27, 1908.

Serial No. 412.751.

1 The combination, in a device of the class described,

of the walls of a chamber having ventilator oi>enings in one
or more of such walls, such oin-nings lx*ing arranged in a

row. and an imperforate memb«'r for said row to open and
close said oix-nmgs. said member IxMng capable of admits

ting light while excluding air when positioned to close the

openings.

2. The combination, in a device of the class described,

of a housing, a .liaphragm dividing said housing into upper
and lower compartment.s, a drum closed at the top in said

upper compartment, a collar at the base of said drum per-

forated to receive a lamp eliimney and to jH'rmit the prod-

ucts of combustion to eseai>e from the l>ottom of the drum,
a vertically-movable supporting member in said lower com-
partment, a lamp on s.aid member, and a chimney on said

lamp extending through said collar into such drum.
3. The eomtiinat ion. in a .ieviee of the class described, of

a housing, a diaphragm dividing said housing into upper
and lower compartments, the walls of said lower compart-
ment having perforations therein, a drum in said upper
compartment, a collar at the base of said drum to partially

close said I>a,s4\ a vertically-movable eros-s-piece in the

lower compartment, a lami) on .said cross-piece, a chimney
on said lamp extemling through said collar into such drum,
the diaphragm having an oix-ning therein to accommodate
said chimney, and a rtnl capable of being inserted in the

aforesaid perforations to support said cross-piece.

4. The combination, in a device of the class descril)ed,

of a housing, a diai)hragm dividing said housing into upper
and lower comi^artments, a drum having a close<l top in

said upi>er compartment, an annular feed-pan in said up-

per compartment around said drum, and a lamp and chim-

ney suitably svipported in the lower compartment with the

chimney extending into the drum to heat the latter and
said fee<l-pan. the ilia|)hragm iiaving an opening therein to

acconmiodate said chimney.

5. llie combination, in a device of the class described,

of a housing, a diapiiragm dividing said housing into upper

and lower compartment.s. a drum having a closed top in

said upper compartment, a collar at the base of such drum
perforated to receive a lamp chimney and to permit the

products of combustion to escape from the bottom of the

drum, a vertically-movable supporting meml>er in said

lower compartment, a lamp on said memlx-r. a chimney on

said lamp extending through said collar into the drum, the

diaphragm having an opening therein to accommodate said

chimney, and a telescopic guard for the lamp between said

diaphragm and said eupixirting member, said guard hav-

ing perforations therein also for the escape of the products

of combustion from the drum.

891,646. CARPET -STRETCHER. Thomas Walker,
Pleasant Hill, Greg. Filed Apr. 2, 1908. Serial No.

424,786.

In a carpet stretcher, the combination of a gripping

head, a handle .section stHure<l thereto, a second handle

section having links pivotally secured to ,.pix)site sides a<i-

jacent one end of said last-mcntione.l section, ro<ls con-

necting said links and forming therewith a loop to receive

the first-mentioned handle .section, .and side plates spaced

from said links and carried by the second-mentioned han-

dle section an.l .adajiteii to receive the first-mentioned han-

dle section therebetween.

89 1.64 6. CLEANING COMPOSITION. JAMfcs F.

Washington. Chicago, III. Filed Nov. 30. 1906. Se-

rial No. 34.'-).66M.

1. A comi>osition for preventing an.i removing alka-

line efliorescence from bricks and the like, formed by mixing

together raw linseed oil. Wnice turpentine, calomel, and

common salt,

2. A composition for preventing and removing alkaline

efflorescence from bricks ami the like, formed by mixing the

following ingredients in substantially the following speci-

fied proportions, to wit : one gallon of raw linseed oil, seven

ounces of \ eniee turi)entine, three ounces of calomel, and

four ounces of common salt.

891,647. IGNITER. William L. Wayrtnen. Dolph,

S. D. File<l June 1.5. HM»7 Serial No. 379.160.

1. In combination with the cylin.ler and piston of an in-

ternal combustion engine, an igniter comprising two

I

sparking terminals, one of which is movable, a member,

I the o^Hjration of which is dependent uix)n the pressure

I within the cylinder, a si^-cond member, the operation of

j

which is dep<'ndent ui>on the i>osition of the piston, and

means controlled by Ijoth of .saiii members for controlling

I

the position of the movable terminal.

I

2. In combination with the cylin.ler and piston of an in-

ternal combustion engine, an igniter comprising a station-

ary electroiie, and a movable electrode, an arm for moving

said movable electrode, means a<iapted to be operated by

a variation in jircssure in the working cylinder, means

adapted to be operate 1 by the iK).sition of the piston, and a

finger operable by both of said means and in engagement

with said arm for controlling the movement of the mov-

able electrode.

3. In combination with the cylinder and piston of an In-

I temal combustion engine, an igniter comprising a sta-

* I
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-I-

tionar>' eiectrode. a movable ciectrcxie m<)um»Hl adjacent

thereto, an auxiliary cylinder in romiiiunicaCion with the

working cylinder, a piston m<juiited therein, u rtnger con-

nected to said piston and adapu-d to move the movable

electrode upon an increase m prt-ssure in the working cyl-

inder, and means in engaKemcnt with ^ui tiuKcr and

a<iapted to be operated by thr working i ist-.n for releasing

the finger from engaRemenf with the elertroie.

891. '.4i» BF:aRING. John 8. Worth, CoatesvllJe, P».,

assignor of one-half t<j William P. Worth, Coatesville,

Pa. Filed Feb. 3, 1906 S«ruil No. 299,313.

4. In combination with the cyiin ier un i
i
liton of Mlllk-

temal combustion engine, an igniter conipn.-tiii? two apvk
terminals, one of which is movable, m- in- . (..ruted by an

increase in pressure in the cnnino cylinder tor st-parating

the terminals, and means u[)*Tated by the pi.ston for re-

leasing them and permitting them to come together

5. An internal combustion engine, comptnsing a work-

ing cylinder, a working pir^ton mounte 1 thefein. an auxil-

iary cylinder in <)j>en coniiuunicafion with ffce main work-

ing cylinder, an auxiliary piston mount^^i ttcn-in, a mov-

able electrode, a anger operateil by sai 1 auxiliary piston

and adapted to move the electrode in one direction upon

an increase in pressure in the rylin lers. and means con-

trolled by the position of the workini? pi.-^tnn for relea.siiik;

said finger and fTmi'ting the return of themovable elec-

trode.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oazett^ 1

891.648.
ITuron

lamp-btrnf:r
Mi~^ Fil.' I Jan

Je.sse D. \V|:-<TMnRF.i-^vNr>,

1907. Serial No. 331.163.

A lamp burner having chunney-huMing roeans, compris-

ing upwardly extendmg -pring wire .itarularil.-* incurvp<l in-

terme^liately of fheir emi.-* and with their upper free ends

bent outwar>lly and curved inwardly to form spring coils

having teriuinal eyet*. a non-e.xpansihle brace ring of

-linhtiy larger diameter than the [M^nphery of the incurve.l

chimney-engaging portions of sai.l stan lards, said ring ex-

tending through the eyes ui said roils an<l arranged U) en-

gage a chimney ba.s«- at point** remote from its lower edge,

and connecting said standards to provide for the yielding

thereof under 'he expansive action of the chminey and af-

fording sufficient rigidity to hold the chimney against ar-

oiden'al di.''pla<-enient.

1. The combination with a housiiig having an opening in

front of a two-part box mounted in the housing, a shaft

mounted in th»' Ixix and so arrangeil that it can be removed

through the fr •lit M|>.-nini{ a hooked bar mounted in the

housing, the ho..ki' 1 portion of the bar extending under the

lower half of th,- beanng, a spring tendmg to lift the

hooked bar an 1 an adju.sting screw mounted in the hous-

ing and bearing upon the block suVwtantially a.s descrilxMl.

2. The combination with a housing having an o|«"ning in

front, of a two-part box mountetl m the housing, a shaft

mounted in the box and atlapteii to l)e renmvi-d through

the front oiHiung, a hooked bar in the hou.sing. the hooked

tKjrtKm extending under the lx)X. the body of the bar ex-

tending up through the housing, a nut on the end of the

bar, a spring mounted on the bar between the nut and the

housing tending to elevate the box, and an a<ljusting screw

mounted in the housing above the bearing and arranged to

adjust the said f)earing, substantially as describeil.

3. The combination of a housing having two openings in

front, with two boxes mounted in the housing, a shaft

mountetl \n each Ihix, each shaft In-ing so arranged that it

can be rcniove<l through a front opening, an upper bearing

block made in halves, the hout<ing having a cavity back of

the bearing block, a hooked bar mounted in the cavity, the

hooki-d [M)rtion of the bar extending under the lower half of

1 1,.- upp<T bearing hloCk, a spring on the bur tending to lift

. the .-aid h(K)ked bar and the bearing, with an adjusting

screw mounted on the upper portion of the housing and

bearing upon thr upper half <.f the upi>er In-aring block

whereby the upp<r Uaniik; an b.' adjusted towards and

from the lower UaniK - i! Mantially as described.

4. The combuuiu.u wit.'i a housing having a body jx)r-

tion an overhanging b.aring. an oi«ning back of said bear-

ing, a cavity near the iKidy iH>riioi; m -ai ! housing, and an

opening in front dire<'tly U-low th.- ..% rpL.tmiing b-aring. of

two half boxes mounted in the cavity, a hooked bar ex-

tending back of the Ixix and having a htxjked portion ex-

tending u'Mier the lower l>ox. a spring acting to lift the

h(Hikf,l bar ati'l an a<ljusting screw mounted in the over-

hanKiiiK bearing and resting on the upper box. the parU

tK-ing so arranged that the trunnion or shkft can be removed

from the front of the housing an<l the hooked bar can be

removed, substantially ;vs ilexTibe.l.

SSl.C.'V) TUBE-SIZIN*; Mil. I, Joh.v S. Wokth and

WH.1.1.VM F. H.\Riusi)V ('o:it.-s\ ille. I'a .
a.«signors to

.^laid John 9. Worth and William F Wtirth, ("oates-

ville, Fa Filed Aug 22. UK)C. Serial No 3:U.5VK)

1 The combination of a .shaft, a tar)ere;l collar on th.-

shaft, a split sleeve on the sh.aft, and means for forcing the

split aleeve t.. wards the collar, a roll mounted on the shaft

l>etween the sleeve and the collar, ami countersunk at each

en.i to the same tai«T as the fapere.l collar and tapered

sleeve, substantiallv as .le-"Til>ed.
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2 The comblnaUon In a tube sizing mill, of the hous-

ings, upper and lower shafts, a sizing roll carried on

the end of each shaft beyot.i the housings. Ix-aring

boxes for the shafts, two s, r.w... one mounted alx)ve

and the other mounted 1 - i. as ihe rear box of the upper

shaft, means for conne.tuiK '1. .. rews and means for

turning one of said screws so i hai « hen one screw is turned

the other screw will be turne.1, whereby the box is verti-

cally acijusted un.l i^sitively hel.l in it., adjusted position

to resist the pressure against the roll of the upper shaft,

substantially as described.

surrounding said sleeve and having a flange betwf>en

which and the first mentioned flange the bristles are

held said collar causing sai.l split sleeve to tightly engage

the said mandrel.
. ,

2 In a dental tool, a man irel having a head thereon, a

disk having a flange which is connected with .said heiui

bristles, a split sleeve mounted on said mandrel and a

collar ha^-ing a flanfce between which and the disk the

bristles are held, said collar closely engaging said sleeve

whereby the latter tightly engages said mandrel.

891 652 W EATHER-STRir. Odd T. AkWC, Walling-

ford. Iowa. Filed Dec. 13 1906 Serial No. 34< ,.08.

3 The combination in adjusting means for the rear end

of a shaft, of a housing, upper and lower shafts, a fixed box

for the lower .shaft, a box movable vertically m the hous-

ing adapted to receive the upper shaft, an adjusting screw <

bearing uiwn the upper jsjrtion of the Iwx. an a.ijusting

screw a.lapted to the threaded opening in the lower portion

of the box. a vertical shaft, gearing l^tween the vertical

shaft and the upper screw, and gearing between the ver-

Ucal shaft and the lower screw so that when the upper

screw is turnetl the lower screw will be turned In unison

therewith, wherebv the roll shaft can be vertically adjust-

ed and locked rigidly in the position to which it is adjust-

ed, substantially as desrril)ed.

4 The combination of two housings, a \x.>x m ejich bous-

ing a shaft mounted in the boxes, said shaft having two

threaded portions near each box, Iwth threaded portions

being between the housings, a screw -lev on -
ah ^^r^-

ed iKjrtion, the ends of the said si.-, n. - arrah^j. :
to bear

against the inner side of the boxes, means for locking the

screw sleeves in the position to which they are adjusted,

so that when the sleeves are turned the shaft can l)e ad-

justed longitu.linally a,.l the -l.-eves can be locked m their

adjusted ;K.sition to ,,rcv.nt longitudinal movement in

either direction. sub-.t:uitially a- .iocrib-' 1.

5. The combination ..f a 1k,x. a shaft hnvine a screw

threaded i>ortion and a reduccvl portion at .r,. ^ 1.' of the

screw threa<led portion exten.ling into the b<j\ -.i.,'. !.,iving

a groove on the other side of the threade<l porti-n an in-

temaUv threa<led sleeve mounte 1 on the screw threaded

portion of the shaft an.i having plain portions at each end,

one plain portion Ik'iiik in the form of an internal flange

arrange.1 sf) as to sli.le upon the plain jjortion of the shaft,

and means on the sleeve a^lapted to engage the grooved

portion so as to secure the sh-rve to the shaft after ad-

justment, substantially as .lescribed.

The combination of a frame, a swinging closure for the

frame, a stop applied to the frame for luniiing the move-

ment of the swinging closure, and a weather strip cooper-

ating with the stop, the said weather strip bring forme.l of

elastic material and comprising two wings .1is;k,s.m1 at ncht

angles to each other, one <.f the wings l>eing claim>e.i Ih^-

tween the stop and the frame and being of l.>ss wi. th than

the stop, the said wing also gradually ta,>.-nng in thickness

toward its outer edge to obviate the ne<ess„y for recessmg

the stop, while the opposite wing bears against the edge of

the stop and corresjxmds in width to the ih.- k;,..- ..f tne

same, the said opposite wing having a thickeneJ. furiuution

and being adapted to be compressed against the stop by

the swinging closure

891.653. SKIN - PRESERVING COVERINC. ViCTOB

VON ALPKNBtKG and LOLISK VON "^^P*^"'^ ">'«'; •^^^!'*

Hoboken.N.J. Filed Dec. 7. 1907. Serial No. 405.571.

891 651 DENTAL TOOL. James H. Abbott, Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed May 22. 1906. Serial No. 318.192.

r.-*,

K

1 In a dental tool, a man<ir.-l a rt:uiKe connected there-

with bristles, a sv.lit sl<H;ve.on said mandrel and a collar

1 A skin-prescrAing covering consisting of three layers,

an Inner prepared layer of palm-core, an iiitermediate

layer of the same material saturated by a smtahle medica-

ment and an outer layer of a textile fabric.

2 A skin-preserving covering consisting of an inner pre-

pared layer of the core of the Aralui papyrifera, an iiUer-

mediate layer of the same material impregnated with a

skin-preserving medicinal preparation, and an outer la>er

of «lk.

891.654. GRAIN-SCREENING MACHINE. Anthont

H. Baenen, Jamestown. N. D File<i Nov. 25, 1907.

Serial No. 403,0<:KJ.
^ , ,

1 The combination, with a spout through which wa^te

^,,,.r 'ind ser.^nings are discharged, of a lionzontal revolv-

ing ., re... arrange.! to re.'eive the material from said spout,

a revolving brush overhanging saul screc-n on one side

only and moving thereon to sweep up the screenings, and a

spout provided at one side of said 8cr.>en and over which

said brush moves to deliver the screenings thereto,

2 The combination, with a revolving circular 9<-reen

moving in a hori/.ontal plane, and a si>oiit arrange.1 to de-

liver waste water and screenings thereto, a revolving eirou-
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lar brish niovum m a horizontal plan.- ovarhanginj? one

side of said scuf-n. sai.l scrwn and bnish moving in the

same direction, whereby their lapping portioas will move in

opposite direction:^, said brush operating to sweep the

srreonmKS off the surface of sail sieve, and a receptacle

arranged to receive such screenings.

3. A vehicle wheel provided with a cushioning rtonent

interposed between the wheel rim and the hub. a tire •«>-

cured to the nm approxmiately centrally thereof and con-

sisting of :i xories of closely-abutting block.s strung upon a

flexible member, and a r.md guard detachably serured to

each side of the wheel rim and each <jf which is of a diam-

eter e<iual to the diameter of the tired wheel, aii.l each ..f

said guards provided with a s.^rie« of conical-shaped open-

ings.

3 The combination, with a drum circular In form, having

a dischiu-ge spout its bottom, and ano[>en top. a shaft cen-

trally mounted in said drum, a hub mounted on said shaft

and "having a series of spokes radiating therefrom, a nm
compo>e<i of angle bar iron secured to said .ipoke,-^ and hav-

ing ltd horizontal tlange overhanging the upper e<lge of

said drum, a wire mesh stretched over said strokes and

secured thereto and fornung a screen, a si^out arrange<l to

deliver waste water and screenings to said screen, means

for revolving said shaft and screen, and a brush moving at

one side of said s<reen.

4 The combination, with a drum having a discharge

spout in its bottom and an open top, of a circular revolving

sieve moving within the open top of saul drum, a spout ar-

ranged to deliver wa.ste water and screenings to said sieve.

a bla.st fan having a sfn.ut and nozzle arranged to direct a

blast of air through the meshes of said si.r.-e, a revolving

brush moving in a horizontal plane abova said sieve and

adapte<i to sweep the screenings ofT the surface of said

sieve, a plate provided at one side of said sieve and where-

to the screenings are .UMiverwl. and a spout over which said

brush passes and whereto said screemngs fre delivered by

the revolution of said brush. I

5 The combination, with a drumor casing ha>ing an open

top and a discharge sjH.ut in its iK.ttom, of to screen .-ircular

in form arrange<l to revolve in the ovx-n top of sai.i drum, a

diachiu-ge spout arranged to deliver waste water and .-screen-

ings to said scret'n on one side of its center, a revolving

brush overhanging said scr.^n on the other side of its cen-

ter and moving in tiie same direction as said screen where-

by the portions of said screen and brush timt pa^s by one

another will move in opposite directions, said brush op>erat-

ing to sweep the screenings to the edge of said s.-reen, and a

spout over which said brush moves and whereto the said

screenings are deliverc<l.

[Claiina 6 to S not printed in the Gaze*te.]

4 \ vehicle wheel comprising a hub, stakes secured

thereto, a rim carried by the spokes, a cushioning means

3eat-e<l in the rim, a wheel rim bearing against said cush-

ioning means, a pair of rings for retaining the wheel rim

,n petition siK.k.-8 extending inwardly from said rings, a

ring surrounding the hub at a ixjint remove<l therefrom, a

sprocket wheel surrounding the hub at a point remove,!

therefn.m, means for conne.-ting the last-mentioned spokes

to the last mentioned ring and sprocket wheel, and a tire

secured to the wheel rim.

5 .N. vehicle wheel embodying a hub, a driving means

independent of the hub. a rim. a cushioning element in-

terposed lH>tween the hub iud the rim. said rim provided

with a pair of circumferennalU .x. ending flanges suitably

space<l a^.art, each of said ll.n^es arranged at a
l^^'^^J^

r^ove<i from the side edges ..f the nm, and a "re detachably

secured by said flanges ... the rim, said tire of less width

than the width of the rim

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891 666 MEANS FOR DUMPING OK DI.-^CH VKGING

MATERIALS VRuM BUCKETS. Hkki.kkt A. L.
MATERI.'
Barry. \V«'stminster, London, Kngland.

1907. Serial No. 397,230.

Filed Oct. 12,

89 1.655 VEHICLE- WHEEL. 1 mchmas A. B.^ker.

Renick, Mo. File,l Apr. 2, 19<J7. Serial No. 365.978.

1 A vehicle wheel provide*! with a cushioning element

inTer;>osed betwt-en the wheel rim and the hub. a tire se-

cure 1 to the nm approximately centrally thereof and con-

sisting of a .series of closely-abutting blocks strung upon a

flexible member, and a mud guard iletaAably secure<l to

each side of the wheel rim and each of wfcich us of a diam-

eter eijual to the diameter of the tired wheel.

2. A vehicle wheel provided with a cushioning element

interposed betwei-n the wheel nrn and the hub. a tire se-

cured to the rim approximately centrally thereof and c<m-

sisting of a series of closely-abutting blocks strung upon a

flexible meml>er, and a mud guard detachably secured to

each side of the wheel rim, each of said guards provuled

with a series of conical-shaped openings.

1 In apparatus for u»e in raising, lowering, transporting

and discharging materials, the combination of a carriage,

gearing in said carriage for raising and lowering the loa<i.

two endless ropes for respectively manipulating .said .ar-

riage and said gearing and weighte.l pulleys susi>ended
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from said ropes whereby the latter are maintained taut dur-

ing the manipulation of the carriage and the load.

2 In apparatus for raising lowering. transi)orting and

discharging materials, wherein two ropes for manipulatii»K

the carriage and the load respectively are employed, the

combination, with said ropes and carriage, of raising and

lowering mechanism mounted in said carriage. si)ee«l gear

for driving saiil mechanism, and a pulley, driven by the

load TOIX-. for actuating the si)eed gear; this gear l>eing so

arrange<l that the speed at which the load is raised and low-

ered may be varied in relation to the si^ee ! of travel of the

carriage

3. In apparatus for raising, lowering, transixjrting and

discharging materials, the combination, with a carriage

furnished with raising and lowering mechanism, of a lift-

chain, one extremity of which is connecte.l to the bucket or

grab, while the opi>osite extremity thereof is attached to a

drtim connected to the carriage rope, the latter serving,

during the raising of the loa 1. to rotate said drum and to

take up the slack of the lift-chain, substantially as herein

de.scribed

.

4 In apparatus for raising, lowering, transfxirting and

discharging materials, of the tyr>e wherein two r(n>»»s for

manipulating the can-iage and the load respectively are

emploved, providing the carnage with a die through which

the lift-chain paa-ses to the hoisting gear and whereby twist-

ing of said chain is prevented.

r> In apparatus for raising, lowering and discharging ma-

terials, the herein deseribe<! means for <lischarging the loail.

comprising a slide suppt^rted uikmi springs suspended from

the lower extremity of the lift-chain, a hook attache<i to

said slide, a plunger pas.sing through thi- shank of said hook,

arms pivotaJlv mounted upon the heiul of sjiid plunger, a

cap or cover adapted to pass over said slide an.! plunger

arms, and a ring arrange! con<-entrically with sai 1 lift-

chain and suspended from a spring-drum, the ring serving,

during the lowering of the lo.a.!. to ojn^rate the plunger arms

an<l force down the plunger to relea.st> the trigger from the

bucket, substantially as set forth.

IClairas fi to 7 not printed in the Gazette.

)

891,6.'>7 APP\RATT'SFORTHEELE(^THI(AL PKO-

Dl'CTION OF HK.VT FOR COOKINCJ AND t)THER

PURPOSES Artmi-r F Berry. Ealing. England.

Filed .\ug. 9, 1906 Serial No 329.S77

secondary conductor arranged in close proximity to each

other and so as to be simultaneously traversed by alternat-

ing current flowing in opposite directions therethrough

when the apparatus is in use.

4. Electrical heating apparatus having a secondary con-

ductor a portion of which outside the portion in whicb cur-

rent is induced but connect<Kl thereto is bent back on itself

so as to form two portions of conductor arranged near

together and through which current will flow simultane-

ously in opposite directions when the apparatus is in use.

5. In electrical heating apparatus, a secondary con-

ductor comprising a portion in which current is directly

induce<i. and a current carrying portion extending alter-

nately in opposite directions so as to form two connected

parts arranged in inductive relation to each other.

[Claims 6 to 39 not printed in the Gazette.)

891.658. SINCJLE-TRIGGER ATTACHMENT FOR
DOUBLE-BARRELED GINS. Albert D. Buanch-

ARD, El Reno. Okla. Filed Mar. 17. 19as. Serial No.

421,007.

In a douV)le-barreled gun. the combination with the ham-

mers and their sears, of a trip device comprising a bar piv-

oted and adapted to oscillate in a plane at right angles to

the longitudinal axis of the gun-stock, the upper end of

said device being extended laterally for contact with either

sear so that either may be raised by' inclining the trip lat-

erally in the required direction as shown and described.

891,659. REFRIGERATOR. Charles H. BoECK, Jack-

son, Mich , a.s.sigiK)r to Metal Stamping Company,

Jackson. Mich., a CorrH)ration of Michigan. Filed Jan.

10.1907. S<>riaLl No. 351.706.

-i-^

1 Electrical heating apparatus comprising current ciu--

rving portions of secondary conductor arranged in induc-

tive relation to each other and means for causing alternat-

ing current to flow simultaneously in opposite directions

through said portions of conductor.

2. Electrical heating apparatus having secondary cur-

rent carrying portions of conductor arranged near together

and so as to be traversetl by alternating current flowing

simultaneously in opposite directions when the apparatus

is in use.

3. Electrical heating apparatus having two portions of

134 O. G—128

1. In a refrigerator, the combination of a body having

an ice-chest therein with a double bottom comprising up-

per and lower plates and a ring of angle-iron arranged be-

tween .said plates, and means for supporting said ice-chest

by sail! ring.

2. In a refrigerator, the combination of a body having

an ice-chest therein comprising a casing and a double bot-

tom therefor: said bottom haxdng an upper plate with a

peripheral flange fitted to the lower end of said casing, a

lower plate, and an interix)sed ring of angle-iron, the lower

plate having a flange fitted to said ring, and supporting

lugs for said bottom attached to said ring.

3 In a refrigerator, a body having a provision-chamber
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therein ice-chamber above, and uiU<rpo8«Hi double parti-

tion constituting the b<.ttoni of said ic^chai»t>er and ceil-

ma of the provision - chamber, aaid botlo«i comprising

spaced upper and lower plat.-8. there bemg an air-op^ninK

In said double bottom, the upper plate having a flange ris-

ing around-said oi>enmg, and the lower pUt« having a

boM around said openmg fitted within said flange.

4 In a refrigerator, the conibuiaiion of an upri><iit body

having an oul-uie wall or ca.sing an<i an insi-le caamg not

as high ae' the bo.ly .
providing between said c««ing8 a dead-

air space surrounding the proviaion-chamber of the re-

frigerator, a ring a.s J i seate<l upon the upper end of said

in..ide casing, and an ice-chest in the upi>et part of said

body having its bottom provided with lugs «up;x>rted on

said ring there bemg an air-flue around t;he outside of

said ice-<hest . and a space between said ru« and bottom

of the ice-chest for as<-ent of air into said flue, and the up-

per part of .^aid ice-chest being in communication with -^aid

5 In a refrigerator the combination of a doublf-walled

upright body, and a doubl^walled ice-cheM stipporte.l In

the upper part thereof, a top-ring closing th« annular space

between them, and a cover adapted to f\t within said ring

and close the tup of the ice-chest, there being an air-flue

between the double-walled ice-chest and the double-walled

body m communication with the provision-chamber below

the ice-chest and in communication with tha interior of the

ice-ohest at it.s upper part, the latter being provided with

openings for such communication.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed m the Gazette

on said si<le-nieniV>ers of the frame having adjustable claws

fur eiiuuging the outer ring of >aid shelf

5 \ rack for .sU)rage and other re<-epta.les coinprusing an

upright rectangular frame and one or more h-jruonial

shelves therein ea<h con.sisting of concentric mner and

outer rings and radial wires or ro.l.s ngi.ll> .-onnecting the

same and devices on the side memlHr^ of said frame en-

gaging the outer ring or rmgs of said shelf or shelve, and

thereby holding the same.

IClaiui tJ not printed in the Garette.]

HOI m\ STALK-PULLER, SEEDER. AND'PILVER-

IZER. HoHF.HT J. BootTC. Paris.'Tex Filed Apr. 10.

19«)7 Serial No m7M'2.

891 tiflO PROVISIOJS- RACK. CHABLts H Bokck.

Jackson Mich ,
assignor to Metal Stamping Company,

Jackson. Mu-h.. a Corp<iration of Mirhin»n Filed Jan.

10 1907. Serial No. ;i51,707.

r3^---fV

1 Tn a device of the rla.s.« dtsscriUvl a mam frame, anon-

rotatable two-part axle came.1 thereby, sleeves rotatably

mounted utH.n the resi>ective parts of said axle, mam
whe*'ls secured to said -leevos. pivotally mountetl arms a

drum carried bv said arms. an<l means operativHy con-

necting said sleeves and saui dnim whereby the drum is

rotated by the rotation of said mam wheels.

2 In a device of the ,la.s.sdescrit)ed. amain frame, a two-

part axle mounted therein, sleeves rotatably mounted

upon the re.si.ective parts of said axle, main wheels secured

to said sleeves, arms pivotally mounted uixin said sleeves, a

rotatably mounted drum earned by said arms and opera-

tively connected to said sleeves, a plurality of outwardly

evten<lni« pointed teeth carried by .said drum, an.l a .she^l-

.iiiig board . urned by said arms at their outer ends.

89 1 662. METALLIC RAILWAY -TIE. AulsonTS.

BOLCH.VBD. St. Louis. Mo Filed Oct. 12, 1907 Serial

No. 397,155.

t ,S. rack for storage and other receptacles, comprising

an upright rectangular frame adapted \o l)e pivotally-

mounted to revolve about a substantially central vertical

axis, a horizontal shelf or shelves arranged therein, and

rhnnps detaehiibly-engaginn the rim or tr.arginal portion

of sai i shelf or each of the shelves and a«lJUstabiy-enKax-ing i

the SI ie-menibers of said frame.
!

2. A rack for storage and other receptacles comprising a

frame having upright side-mem l>ers, a .shelf therein having

a shoulder at its rir i or outer i)ortion. and devices attached

to said side-inemU-rs of the frame having flaws detachably

embracing the .said shoulder on the shelf

3. A rack comprismg a frame having upright side-mem-

bers longitudinally slotie.l. a shelf arraiiK*^! therein, and

clamps supporting .said shelf and comprising coacting

clamp-members embracing sail side-mem»>ers of the frame

an 1 having a thumb-.screw securmg tham together, one

,iamp-memb«'r also having a projection extending

through the slotted side-meiul>er of the frame and into a

hjle or socket therefor in the other clamp-memlM-r

4. .\ rack comprising a frame having iijiright side-iuein-

bers, a shelf arrange<i therein comprisin< outer and inner

nugs with radial rods or wires connecting thern, and devices

1 \ metallie railwav tie comprising a section of railroad

rail of standard construction, a l>earing bl<.ck stra.ldling

the head of said rail .section and secured to the web thereof,

holding mend)ers se<-ured to the web of the rail «>ct.on at

each side of the bearing block and engaging the track rail,

and a cushioning block between the U«anng block and the

track rail: substantially as descriN" 1

2 In a railway tie a base pH)rtion and upstanding flange,

a bearing block straddling the flange and having de;)eiuling

MiemV-^rs engaging the flange, an.l holding membt^rs s-

cured U) the llange atljacent to the Ijearing bl.)ck for hom-

ing the track rail in place thertH.n: substantially a.* de-

scribed,

,3 In a railwav tie. a ba.se portion and upstanding flange,

a bearing block straddling the flange said bearing block

Junk 23. 190b. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1955

having an upiier flat longitudinal main body portion and

having dei)endmg meinl)ers extending downwardly and in-

wardly at an angle thereto and fitted to the said flange,

means for locking the said angular dei>eniling meinl>ers to

the said flange, and holding iiieinlKTs s<-cured to the flange

a<ijacent to the bearing block for holding the track rail in

place thereon.

891.663. METALLIC K.MLW A V - TIE. AuLBON 8.

BoucH.\RD,St. Louis, Mo., and John A. Wilkinson, New
York, N. Y.; said Wilkinwin !t.s.signor to said Bouchard.

Filed Oct. 16, 1907. Serial No. 397,674.

l~*

1 In a metallir railway tie. a body portion formed of a

T-beam e.vtending acmse the road Ix'd. satidle blocks stra<i-

dling the upstanding flange of the T-f>eani m i>ositioii to

engiige the road rail, and means for adjusting the sa<ldle

blocks Uiward the road rail comprising a wedge l>olt which

engages staggered !<lots in the upstanding flange and in

the sa<idle blocks res|K'ctively ; substantially lis des<ribed.

2, In a metallic railway tie, a body portion formed of a

T-beam extending across the road l>ed, an elongated Ijear-

Ing surface for the road rail forme<i by a box-like structure

secured at each side of the upstanding flange of the T-

b«'ara, a holding meml^er 8ecure<l to the said flange to en-

gage the outside of the road rail and a second holding mem-
ber engaging the inaide of the roatl rail and projecting from

and forme<i integral with the inner side of the box struc-

ture, substantially as described.

891.664 METALLIC TIE AND RAIL - FASTENER
Oscar M Boti.an. M^Keeajwrt, Pa. Filed Oct 28,

1<V)7 Serial No 399.401.

y=r^

tions mounted thereon, said sections abutting against said

enlargements, a chp 8eate<i upon each of said enlargements

adapted to overlap one side of the base of the rail sections,

a clip mounted uton each of said base plates, of greater

thickn«-ss than tlie first-mentioned cliiiand adapted to over-

lap the other side of the base of tlie rail section, and hold-

fast devices extending through said clips, lase plates and

flanger- for fixedl\ securing the chps- in ;>o3ition whereby

the rail sections are connected to the supporting member,

said holdfast devices positioned at the corners of the base

plates.

3, .\ metallic tie and rail faisiener comprising a supi>ort^

ing member emlH>dying a base, a web, and a he** formed

of a pair of laterally extending flanges, said flanges pro-

^^ded with transversely extending depressions to constitute

sea us a base plate mounted on each of said seats and pre-

vented from longitudinally shifting i)y the walls of the de-

pression, bald base plates being rectangular in contour,

each of said base plates provided at one side with an en-

largement, said base plates adapted to support the rail sec-

tions, clii* mounted upon the base plates and overlapping

the base of the rail sections, and holdfat^t devices extending

through the clips, base plates, and flanget for fixedly secur-

ing the clips in position whereby the rail sections are con-

necte<l to the 8upp<jrting member.
4, A metallic tie and rail fastener comprising a support-

ing member embodying a ba.se. a web. and a head formed

of a pair of laterally extending flanges, said flanges pro-

vided with transversely extending depressions to constitute

seats, a base plate mounted on each of said seats and pre-

vented from longitudinally shifting Ijy the walls of the de-

pression, said base plates l)eing rectangular in contour,

each of said base plates provided at one side with an en-

largement, said base plates adapted to support the rail sec-

tions, clips mounted upon the base plates and overlapping

the base of the rail sections, and holdfast devices extending

through the clips, base plates, and flanges for fixedly secur-

ing the clips in i>08iUon whereby the rail sections are con-

nected 10 the supporting*neml>er, said holdfast device* ex-

tendmg through each base plate and arranged at certain

oorners of the latter.

1. A metallic tie and rail fa.'^tener comprising a support-

ing member emlx-xiying a web. a base and a head formed of

a pair of laterally extending flanges, said flanges projecting

in opixjsite directions with respect to each other, saiti

flanges depressed to provide seats, a base plate mounted
upon each of said seats and providcil at one end with an

enlargement, said base plates adapt«'d to have the rail sec-

tions mounted thereon, said sections abutting against said

enl.argements. a clip seate^i upon each of said enlargements

adapted to overlap one side of thebivseof the rail s<'ctions, a

clip mounted upon each of said base plates, of greater thick-

ness than the flrst-mentionwl clip and adapted t^j overlap

the other side of the ba.«»e of the rail section, and holdfast

devices extending through said clij*. ba.se plates and

flanges for fixedly securing the clips in position whereb>

the rail .sections are connecte<i to the 8upi)f)rting member,
2, .\ metallic tie and rail fastener comprising a supiwrt-

ing member embodying a web, a base and a head formed of

a pair of laU-rally extending flanges, said flanges projecting

in opposite directions witii respect to each other, said

flanges depresse<l to provide seats, a baae plate mountetl

upon each of said seats and provided at one end with an

enlargement, sai.l base plates adapted to have the rail sec-

.fll9l,665. GAS-GENERATING APPARATrS, Adeu^rd

D liRAiisox, San Francisco. Cal. P'iled Nov. 5. 1907.

Serial No. 400,793.

1. In a gas generating apparatus, the combination of a

plurality of generators each including separate combustion

and mixing chambers separated by a body of fire bricks,

means for discharging fuel and s-team into the mixing

chamljer, means for supplying air and fuel into the combus-

tion chamber, a duct connecting the combustion chambers

together, a flue rising from the top of each generator,

sei>arately controlled means for supplying air to the flues.

a gas conducting pipe leading from eacli flue, a valve on

each flue for i)ermitting the latter to discharge into the

atmosphere, a washer for each generator connected with
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the said ga^-conducting pipe leading therefroOi. a seal pot

in open comnmnHation with the washers, a plurality of

scrubbers na.-*-oon.iuctmg pipe's connecting Uie scrubtjers

and wa,Hhers together, a suction device including an in-

jector for drawing off the gas from the .^-rubbers, a valved

connection between the suction device an<i each 9crubl)er

for operating the latter independently .
and means for

supplying fluid to the injector

•2 In a gad generating apparatus, the combination of a

plilralitv of generators permanently connected at their

lower ends, flues rising from the top of the generator, ft

motor-actuated valve for each flue for i>ernutting the same

10 divh*rge into the atmosphere, a valved conduit con-

necte^l with each tluc, a gas-conducting pipe leading from

each flue a wa^^her for each generator an»l c<«inprte.l with

the gas conducting pipe leading therefrom, mean.s for sup>-

plving water Uj each washer, a pluraUty of scrubbers, a

t„pe connecting the top of each washer with the bottom of

the adjacent rH'rubU-r. a suction device, a pipe connecting

each scrubber with the suction device, a valye in the pipe

between each scrubber and suction device, a^d a seal pot

connected with the washers

portion forming a surface on which the latch ndes, a down-

wardly extending portion, a backwar.ily extending part,

ami an adjustable ba«e provided with a brace having a

tongue projecting through an aperture in the front of the

keeper.

891,t3^ TR-\P Benj.».min- F Bruwn. titchfield

Filed Mar. 26, iy<J>s. .-^rial No, 423,412.

1 l!i a device of the class .lescribed, a <!».sing, a parti

tion dividing said caaing to form* pair of compartments.

a door controlling said compartments alternately, a pair

of levers pivote.l uixm said partition, a p»ir of treadles

pivoted in the compartments, links connecting the trea.Ues

with the levers, and a connection between the op;)osite

ends of the levers and the door which when the tre».ile in

one compartment is depre8»e<l oi>erales tht door to close

the entrance to that compartment and ranges the treadle

in the opposite compartment.
-> In a device of the class described, a caaing, a parti-

tion dividing said caaing into compartmeot.s, a swinging

d<jor for closing the entrance to each compartment alter-

nately means for automatically closing tbe door to one

compartment, means for closing the door to the opposite

compartment, a transverse partition in the casing arranged

intermediate the length thereof, bait hook,i carried by the

rr^insverse partition, gravity gates in each compartment,

wd a transversely reciprocating door covering the .-vit

to both of said compartments.

3 In a trap, a body having a game cjiamiier therein

comprising a plurality of separated compartments, a d<K)r

sliding transversely thereacrosa. means to limit the move-

ment of the door so that only one compartment is uncov-

ere<l at a time and means to lock the door in the interme-

diate p<isition whereby both compartments are closed.

3 \ latch keeper for gate« comprising a metal strap hav-

ing a base or s«'curing portion, an inclined portion for the

latch to ride upon, a downwardly extending portion a

backwardly extending ix)rtion, an a<ljustable base, and a

brace provided with a re. luce 1 tongue extending ttirough

a slot in the body portion of the keeper

891.668. HOLDB.XCK-IRON. Ray B

Manchester, N. H Kile.1 Jan 9. 1907

351.545.

CARPENTER,
Serial No.

\ holdback iron comprising a ba.se having an outwardly

extending sUip arm and sm incline<l brace connecting said

stop arm with the base and ex1en<le<l l>eyoml and forward

of the stop arm to form a f\xe<l guard, said base l>einK pro-

vided along its edges lH>neath the fixed guard with up-

wardly extending curve.i flanges and a seat or rece.«s be-

tween said flanges, a guanl finger pivote<i to move back-

ward or forward between the flanges and havinx a curve<l

hea<l and an upwardly curve.1 leaf si.nng seated in there-

cess between the flanges and engaging the cam-aha;)e<i hea<l

ofthepivotM finger to retain the latter normally in an

vipwardly extending position with its free en 1 adjacent to

the fixed guard.

SUlbtiU C()RN-H.\UVKSTEH ATTACHMENT. Leon

Carter. Asherv. lie Kan.s. Filed June 24. 1907. Serial

No .380. .574.

"891 667 LATCH-KEEPER FOR CATl-JS R..bert D.

Browning, Orange, Va Filed Feb 21, 19<JS Serial

No. 417,216.

1 A latch keeper comprising a metal strap securetl to a

gate post and provided with an upwardly Inclined portion

on which the pivoted latch rides, a downwardly extending

portion, a backwardly extending i)ortion, and an attach-

ing portion, the latter being provide<l with t)erforations for

adjustment, and a forwardly extending brace having a

tongue projecting through an aperture in the keei)er and

bent down, subatantially aa describevl,

2 \ latch keeper for gates, comprising a pivoted mem-

ber an 1 a keeper therefor, said keeper comprising a sheet

inetaJ strap having a base or attaching portion, an inclined

In a harvester of the character specified, the combina-

tion of an upright shaft, an arm projecte<l from the said

shaft at about a right angle to effect discharge of the bun-

dle when bound, and a second arm projected from the said

^haft at an upward inclination to engage with and hold the

tops of the stalks while being formeti into bundles.
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891.670. AUTOMATIC CLT-OFF FOR GAS-BURN-
ER8, Richard H. Co<(ke, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Mar.

23, 1907. Serial No. 364.041.

1. The combination of a burner, a valve controlling the

flow of fuel to the same, a thermostat indei)endent of the

burner tube which is rotatably mounted and influenced by

the heat of the burning gas and by its expansion and con-

traction operates said valve, means acting when said ther-

mostat is turned manually to actuate said valve, and means

for returning said thermostat to the initial {x)Sition when
released, sulistantially aa set forth.

2. The combination of a burner, a valve controlling the

flow of fuel to the same, a thermostat which is influenced

by the heat of the burning gas and by its expansion and

contraction operates said valve, a screw connection for said

thermostat whereby it is a<lapted to be turnetl ami said

valve is actuated by turning said thermostat, and means

for returning said thermostat to the initial position when
released, substantially as set forth,

3. The combination of a burner, a valve rod controlling

the flow of fuel to the same, a thermostat tube surrounding

and connected to said valve rod and having a screw con-

nection with said burner, said thermostat tulje being adapt-

ed to lye turned on said screw connection for operating said

valve, and means for returning sai<i thermostat lube to the

initial position when released, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of a burner, a valve controlling the

flow of fuel to said burner, a rotatable thermostat member
connecte<i to said valve rcxl. means acting when said ther-

mostat meml)er is turnetl to shift the same axially to un-

seat said valve, and means for returning said thermostat

member to the initial jKisition when released, said thermo-

stat acting automatically by expansion to hold said valve

off of its seat and by contraction to seat said valve, sub-

stantially aa set forth,

5 The combination of a burner, a valve rod controlling

the flow of gas through the same, a thermostat tube sur-

rounding and connected to said valve rod ami having a

screw connection with said burner, a lever for turning said

thermostat tube to ojien said valve, and a spring for return-

ing said thermostat tube to initial position, substantially

as set forth.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the GazetUv ]

arranged in said bearings above the deck parallel with the

wheel shaft, gearing connecting the two shafts and means

for adjusting vertically the deck and the two shafts

891,671. CURRENT WATER - MOTOR. RoscoK E.

Coon, Portland. Oreg. Filed July 3, 1907. Serial No.

382.039.

I. A current motor, consisting of two elongate«l boat-

shaped floats connected together at the bow and stern, an

Intermediate deck arranged between the floats and having

pendent shaft bearing* on its under side, a wheel shaft

journaletl in said bearings and provided with inclined

blades, bearings motmte<l above the deck, a driven shaft

2. A current motor, consisting of two elongated boat-

shai)ed floata connected together at the lx)w and stern, an

intermediate deck arrange<i between the floats, a water

wheel shaft with inclined blade.* space<l along its length,

pendent bearings for the same connecte<i to the lower side

of the deck, a driven shaft arranged al>ove the deck, gear-

ing connecting the two shafts and vertically adjustable

side guard.'; arranged on opposite sides of the wheel shaft

and below the level of the floats to concentrate the flowing

water on the wheel.

3, A submerged current water wheel consisting of a shaft

having radial blades set at an inclination along the shaft, a

gear fixed rigidly to the shaft for taking off the motion

and a deflector arranged to prevent the fouling of the same

with gra.s8 and debris.

4, A current motor consisting of two elongale<i boat-

shaped floats connected together at the bow and stern, a

movable deck between the floats, a horizontal wheel shaft

arranged in bearings on the under side of the deck, a driven

shaft arranged in liearings on top of the deck, vertically

adjustable jKists connected to the deck to sustain the same.

sai<l iK)st.s being arranged to engage the river bottom and

means for raising and lowering the i>o.«ts

5. A currt^nt motor consisting of two elongate<i l)Oat-

shapetl floata connecU-d together at the bow and stern, a

movable deck between the floats, a horizontal wheel shaft

arrangwi in Ijearings on the under side of the deck, a

driven shaft arranged in l>earings on top of the deck, ver-

tically adjustable jKists connected to the deck to sustain

the same, said posts Ijeing arranged to engage the river

bottom, means for raising and lowering the same and two

parallel side gu.ards arranged on opposite sides of the wheel

shaft and connected to the vertical posts.

891.672. VALVE. Richard T. Crane. Chicago, 111.

Failed Sept. 11, 1907. Serial No, .392.310

1. In combination in a ratliator valve, a body provided

with a valve seat, a bonnet secured thereto and provided

with a projecting stop member at its lower side, a valve

stem threatled through the Ixmnet and carrying at iti

lower end a valve disk, and a sUip secured to the stem

above the disk and adapted to engage the stop member

along a surface substantially parallel to the axis of the

stem when the disk is in oiien position, whereby binding

due to changes in temperature is avoideil when the disk is

in open position.

2. In combination in a radiator valve, a casing provided

with a bonnet, a valve stem threaded in the bonnet and

I provided with a disk, a stop member in the casing beneath
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,»,e bonner «.a a stop carried by the ,tem ax.i adapted
^^^'^y^^^^^^^f,^- ^^„, i>,,. 1^1. England. Filed

to contact with the mie of the .top member ^han the d.sW
^^^ ^^ ^^^_ ^^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^

^; |;T^

3 In combination m a valve, a casing, a sti.n threade<l

thLL ^1 carrying a dusk, a proiecting .top on the st.n

InrfTeoeDeranng stop on the casing arranged to cngdK.

Se 'dtif the "t^P on the stem when the di,k .s in open

'^^liu'rand to clear such .top and be carr.«l to a plane

therebeneath when moved to closed position.

eo, fi-^ PLOW CALVIN R D.^vis, South Bend Ind

''liig'nor' o OHver Chilled P«ow Worlc. ^..h Bend.

Ind. Filed Oct. 17, 1907 Serial No 3'.>..by-.

1 The combination with a plow-beam provided at .t^

rear end with a plow and means for pivotally .up;H>ning

the Dlow-beam tM^twe*.n the ends of the latter, of a foot-

ed er attached to the forward portion of tlie plow-beam.

In.i nCs for efTecting lateral adjustment of the upper end

°^"^Th^c':^h>natlon with a plow-beam provided at it.

'
.\x-irh A nl..w means for pivotally supporting the

;rw'^^a.; ^tw^n th.' ends ther£,f and means for raising

and ^enng the plow-beam and plow, of a foot-lever, a

b^cieTiciied to said foot-lever, said bracket ha^m« a

eonvex-^at^ainst the forward portion of the plow-beam,

and n":S for' clamping said bracket and foot-lever to the

^T'^Te" mblnatlon .-ith a plow-beam provided at it.

rear end wnth a plow, means for pivotally supporting said

pirw!bir litw^n the ends thereof and --J- ^^^^
Ld lowenng the plow-beam and l'';'*// *

'^^^^.^^^^J
K,«^t^t to receive the lower end of said foot-lever, saia

b "ke hav^g a convex-seat agam..t the forward portion

o he plow-bearn, a bait embracing the P^o^.'^^^-^^^^^J

ing It* parallel members passing throtigh the bracket ana

«ud lev^nd nuts ot. the free en.ls of the bail member,.

1 The combination m a bag forming machine of stand-

ards flxi to the framework of the machine and having an

f^dlnM p^per guule tixod thereto, a-ljustable U-armgs

si dr"«m"^ standards, a pair of intermittently rotating

rolers mounted m .aid bearing* and geared together, one

,^
11" rollers Nnng divided into sections for -irawing he

sh^t of pa,M.r through the rollers. -^^^^^ ^^X"-«„^tl

brtrn:o:::rr;^prat:^;e-^^^^
i^ the pa^or ^n.m the gnd. and mean, fur intermittently

o^rat!n^ he said roller, and the grid the said means rou-

ZT^^( . slKdt mounted in bearings below the able, a

tne saia snan.
, ,h» .t^r wheel a cam mounted

X't^'cU^rsira'lSn^rcarried in ^anngs

^Towlie table, a bell -rank lever "-unted on ^he ^^d

.pindle engagmg with .aid cam. a spur
'^^;^'^'';J^^'Z

iLll crank lever a l<inion mount«l on a shaft carruni

Sarin's ab^ve the table, bracket* mounte<A upon said

IhS; having gnd fingers fixe<l thereto, substantially as set

'"f The combinauon in a bag '"-"^ --^'^^'^.^^t^^
T «.^i t^, the framework of the machine and having an

Tn hnX:ir";Jdra.e.i tbereU. .i.us-b|e beaxin«s sll -

.Zd^Uerb^mnivuled inU. sections for drawing the shee

:t^f>ape thr^^h the rollers, and for gu.mning the sheet a

ftTrent p^"n^, a gum pad fixed to the ceritra ,K,rtion ..

iLTroller a gum pot fixed below the pad mto which it

tiSmTover the gummed paper, a table for recenmg the

nime/^ring made in two part, adapted to slide one

nThe o^er means for intermittently re.ipn.cating the

iirngpa^tWe former-' guuU. arrange! at right uu-

I :t^^to 'n.ld.n. U.x, a hop,.-r at one end of --1 K'Ude.^

'an intermittently reciprocatmg ^otte^i -*^ --^^^^^ ''^^

working under the hopi^-r for receiving a second sheet I

worKing u
hopiM>r and conveying it over the

paper :vs It
'^

'^^
;;'^;" ^/^.^jng it upon the ftr.t sheet

Z": t Te Lti; pl^ ^to the folding box. whereby the

?:oTh^^Tfold^multaneou.ly. and means for inter-

pTlttentTy re'procating the said slide, sul.tantially sa ^t

'"
a."" The combioaUun In a ba« forming machine of stand-
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arils fixed to the framework of the machine and having an

inclined paper guide flxe<i thereto, adjustable beiuin«« slid-

ing in the standards, a pair of iniermitteiTtly rotating roll-

pr-< mounted in said »)earings and geare<i together, one of

said rollers being <iivi<le<i into sections for (Irawing the

sheet of pai)*T through the rollers, and for gumming the

sheet at (iifTerent points, a gum pad fixed to the central ixir-

tlon of said roller, a gum iK.t below the pa<i into which it

dips, an intermittently oscillating grid for receiving and

turning over the gummed paper, a table for receiving the

paiK>r from the grid, and means for intermittently oper-

ating the said rollers and the grid, a slide for convevuig the

gummed sheet of pai>er to the folding box. a fol.img box

mounte<i ui>on the table, a ri>-ing and falling shaft mount-

ed in l:>earings on the framework of the machine, means for

intermittently rotating the said sh:dt .ind for (•au>ing it to

rise and fall, arms mounted up<^>n the said rising and fall-

ing shaft, a series of "formers ' mounted upon sai 1 arms,

each "former" Iw-ing ma»le in two parts adapte.l to slide

one upon the other, means for intermittently r»>ciprocating

the sliding parts of the " fc^rmers ' guides arranged at right

angles to the folding box. a hopper at one end of said gtiides.

an intermittently recipriK-ating s|otte<i and recessexl slide

working under the hopjier for re<-nving a second sheet of

paper as it falls from the hopix-r and conveying it over

the top of the folding Ixix and pla<ing it ui>on the first

sheet before the latter pa.ssf's on to the folding box. where-

by the two sht>ets are folde-l siniuUane<nisly .
and means for

intermittently reciprocating the said slide a series of

"formert*" each 'former" being ma.le in tw<. parts sliding

one upon the other, one of each of said part*? being attached

to each of the sni.l arms, means for intermittently recipro-

cating the sliding part of the 'formers ' a flap lever joint-

ed to each of .said arms, and Hrrange«l to work over the slid-

ing portion of the "former," and means for intermittently

releasing the same, substantially :i.s ilescribed.

4 The eoinbination of the table of the machine and of

the folding box. with a platform mounu-d and upon the

said table against the folding l>ox. a rising and falling shaft

mounted in Ix-arings on the framework of the machine.

means for intermittently rotating said shaft and for caus-

ing it to rise and fall, arms iuounte<l u[)on said rising and

falling shaft, a series of formers ' mounted upon said

arms, each "former" being made in two parts adapted to

slide one uix)n the other, a wiper plate atiapted to work

partially over the top of the folding l)ox. a wiper working

u;>on the platform, a corner plaU- ]ointe<l to the platform.

a link for connecting it to the laiJt named wi[>er and means

for intermittently actuating the same, substantially as

descriV)ed.

5 The combination of the table of the machine and of

the folding box. with a platform mounted and fixe.l upon

the said table .against the folding box. a rising and falling

shaft mounted in bearings on the framework of the ma-

chine. mean.s for intermittently rotating said shaft and for

causing it to rise and fall, arms mounted upon sai(i rising

and falling shaft, a series of "formefa" mounted upon said

rising and falling arms each "h>rmer" being made in two

j.arts adapted to slide one ui«.n the other, a wijx'r plate

adapteti to work partially over the top of the folding box,

a wit)er working upon the platform, a corner plate jointed

to the platform, a link for connecting it to the last named

wip*T. means for intermittently actuating the same,

guides arranged at right angles to the folding box. a hopiier

at one end of said guideis, an intermittently reciprocating

Blotted and recessed slide working \mder the hopix-r for re-

ceiving a second sheet of paper as it falls from the hopper

and conveying it over the top of the folding Ujx. and plac-

ing it uiKin the first sheet before the latter pa.sses into the

folding Ik)x, whereby the two sheets are folded simultane-

ously, and means for intermittently reciprocating the said

slide, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaietu-.J

pneumatic means for operating the angle-cocks connected

to and made operable through the signal pipe.

2. An angle-cock adjuster comprising the combination

with the train pnte and angle-cock: of a pneimiatic cylin-

der and piston, means connecting the piston to the angle-

cock, a signal pipe arrangeci beside the train pipe and com-

municating with the cylinder, and a valve on the locomo-

tive for ai)plying and removing pressure from the signal-

pipe.

3. The combination of a signal pipe extending through

the train, and a valve located on the locomotive, arrange,

1

to simultaneously cut ofT connection between the signal

pipe and air supply and bleed the signal pii>e. a train pipe

with angle-cocks, and pneumatic means for operating the

angle-cocks through the sgnal pipe.

4. In a pneumatic signal and brake system for railroad

cars, the combination with the signal air pipe, the main

air reservoir, the reducing valve, the signal valve and

whisUe; means for cutting off communication between the

reducing valve and signal pipe and <lischarging the air from

the signal pipe, said means being located on the locomotive

and under the control of the engineer, a train pipe with

angle-cocks, and pneumatic means for operating the angle-

cocks through the signal pipe.

5. In a pneumatic signal and brake system for railroad

cars, the combination with the signal air pipe, the main

reservoir, the reducing valve, the signal valve and whistle;

of a three-way cock located in a pipe between the reducing

valve and the signal pipe, a train pipe with angle-cocks,

and pneumatic means for operating the angle-cocks through

the signal pipe

[Claim ft not printed In the Gazette.]

891.676. MEANS FOR CONTROLLING PNEUMATIC
SIGNAI^PIPES ON HAILROAD-TRAIN8. Wii.UAM

S. De Camp, Chillicothe, Ohio. Filed Mar. 17, 190S.

Serial No. 4'2 1.634.

8 9 1.67.5. PNEUMATIC ADJUSTER FOR ANGLE-
COCKS ON TRAIN-PIPES Wiluam S De Camp.

Chillicothe. Ohio Filed Mar 17. 19f>8. Serial No.

421,633

1. The combination with the train pijie and its angle-

cocks; of a signal pi;>e arrangecl beside the train pipe, and

1 In a pneumatic signal system for railro.ad cars, the

combination with the continuously or>en and uninter-

rupted signal pip<': of a valve located on the locomotive,

arranged to simultanecjusly cut off communication between

the signal pipe and air supply and bleed the signal pipe.

2. In a pneumatic signal system for railroaci cars, the

combination with the continuously open and uninter-

rupted signal air pipe, the main air reservoir, the reducing

valve, the signal valve and whistle: of means for cutting off

communication between the reducing valve and signal pipe

and discharging the air from the signal pipe, said means be-

ing located on the locomotive and under the control of the

engineer.

3 In a pneumatic signal system for railroad cars, the

combination with the continuously open and iminter-

rupt.ed signal air pipe, the main reserv-oir. the reducing

valve, the signal valve and whistle; of a three-way cock

located in a pipe between the reducing valve and the signal

pipe.

4. In a pneumatic signal system for railroad cars, the

combination with the continuously open and uninter-

rupted signal air pipe, the main reservoir, the reducing
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.aue ... .^al valve and w^V^ ot t^ T^^Z
conn..ieA. one t« the low P^*^"^'' .^'^^ d\wo branch
valve a.ul the other U. the

^'^'l*'J'^, ^ ^.^aad pro-

pip^ t>em« extended
-J^^^Xtid to o'p^' -.nrnun.ca-

;^1j;;Lliri^e;^:;:^:r St thHan. and ..pen

the signal pipe to the outer air.

the-Main, Cerniany. Fdea June ou.

324,265

w^ r.r««^s of manufactwring alumi-

The herein described P"^'^^ °'
"^_t^,y aluminiferous

nate., which consist. In
f'"'"f^^f^^t^^e of I8O0 to 500o

n^aterial whUe heating It to a^nperature
^^^^ ^^^

centigra^le at »""°^P^^^; ^'^Hik^i a« will form w th

stirred mass ftr,t as
";;^'\-"^\\';^^ raisin* again the

the alumiaiferous mat^a^a^ff^ ^^^„,,^,ae, ^,,„

temperature of the ma«3 to lo^J
j^ ^^e tern-

as and for the purpose set forth.

:fr:^apted to rest "Po. ^^e c^-'-^"^,
,_, ,,, ,^

3. A table such *-
^^^^^'^^^.T^^ to said upnghta.

right., foot end
-P;;>';^^^tru;A«h; and side rails toget her.

cross-pieces c-onnecung^aid "P"*" ^ ix)«t ere.t*-l

a center rail supported by *»"! ^["^P'f;^ ^ ^ .^rne.! by
upon said center rail a

^^'^^.""'^^'J,^ ,be side rad.,

.aid post, a l^-^-- P'-^^^ :^1 To and .letach.M

i

and leg pallets adapted to be atta
^^^^^^

from said rails an. 1 also a^lapted lo r.nt up.j

pieces. .-...wiHtina of head end ut>-

4. A table such a.s '*;;-;'
^^^'; ^ connecting said up-

^T- ''"Ihlf cr^or^u^esctneoting
said side rail, and

rights together, rross-piects
having deprenned

said uprights t^^^''^^- f';^,^;;7rjr::;,«rt«i by said de-

intern>ediate ;K,rt.on.s, a
"^^ 7,?' J^Jos^p.eces. a post

presse.1 ,nterme<l.ate ^-^^7^^^;. ^^^^/^X,^^ ^

erected uix,n .said center ^'">- ,')*''
';;'^,,';^,,.i''u;K,n the side

tending lugs, ^^^^^^^'^
^^I'ZTl^.f,^^^^^^^^

,

^t^erru;::;; ::;dCru:r t.. depress^ mterme-

' ^'^"nr:i?h'i:r;n;:::i^consistin« of head end up-

o. A table ^< n as i

attache<i thereto, cross-

rights, foot end -P-f '

-J.
' ^;.,:t .1 liid upright, together,

pieces connecting said h d. ^>^' •-;
^^^ ^ head-rest at-

a center rail supporte. ';>•-';';,::: ^.x.n said center rail,

rrr::tt;;":dro-^-d to sa. ..t. and leg pallets

Xted to be supports b>-sa.d -^^^^^^
[Claims 6 to 13 not printed m the . .a^. tte. 1

i-vuii.- J^MES H. Downey,

Gainesville, tla Filed Mar H l^>-

361,800.

JAJ4K8 H. DOWNEY. C.aines%Uie. oa

1906. ^tial So. 3(22.749.

1 A table such as described consisting of h«*^^"^"j;

rt;ht.%:^^n"; upright... Side
-[;; P^-^ds^f^^^ur-

^•d upright..
'•^-^^^^Z:e:rc7l"Z S. nirmedlate^" "^^d rlirtTg^ r-,;hria:t ^i cros^plece and

portionsof saui raiU tog^
^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ,^e

or eMMe Uie '«['
. |b«d <K>n.istln« o( hfa.i end up-

2. A t»bl. '"'^'^T^^,^i. plvo.»ny connect,^ «.

irupr^rre-'^rbeiirivo.^'".. ^, <o^ »<>.

»

,ab,e u,p in .udm, ^"'f '^oSo^ .071'-., for .up-

„p -e,udi„. . b...
-J ^-X^'iClor/.^L" „b

seat, separate leg palle^ «*^°
.

, ^.^ entirety to the

-f?i^j^s.:^..;n»™^c.,.b,...^.^
a top frame pivote<l '^hereW an

horizontal plane

bars, the forward
«fVl oTthe^a^^ends of said bars, a

ro^^.i.i o-rr:ro;rtr'.,d „... .o. .u.

. porting said pallet sections.

June 23. ^9^- U. S PATENT OFFICE. 1 961

4 The combination In a surgical table, of a main sup-

p<jrting frame a top frame pivolally connected thereto and

including a pair of side bars, the rear ends ..f which are in

a horizontal plane above the horizontal plane of the for-

ward ends of the bars, a back rest supiwrted by the rear

en.is of the bars, a<iiu8table leg palletis, cross bars connect-

ing the forward ends of the si<le bars and serving as a sup-

port for the leg pallets when the latter are in the plane of

the forward ends of said bars, and auxiliary supi>ort^ for

maintaining said leg pallet, in the horizontal plane of the

rear ends of the side bars.

5 A surgical table including a main frame, a top frame

mounte*! thereon and including two portions arranged in

different horizontal planes, and leg sections adjustable into

ahne'raent with either portion of the top frame.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette 1

ledge for holding the shafts in upright position, a stop

arranged on the holder and extending over the arms to co-

operate with the bearing for preventing longitudmal move-

ment of the shaft-s, and oiK>raling cranks on the lower ends

of the shafts and disposed under the said ledge.

891680. HEATER. Edwakd J. Droz Charlm A^

DRor. Sr . and Charles H. Droz. Ambridge, Pa FUoa

Nov. 4. U*07 Serial No. 400,4S5.

In combination, a floor having a register opening and a

register mounted in said oi>ening, a heater comprising a

shell engaging the register at iu upper end, a plurality of

supporting straps connecte.1 at their lower ends to the

shell and at the upper end to the floor, a plurality of angu-

lar supporting bracket, attacheil to the shell at the lower

end of the latter, a casing secure*! at its upper end to said

brackets, a fan frame mounted in said casing at the upix-r

end therw.f , a fan carrie<l by said frame, a grating arranged

within the casing ii.termeiliate the ends thereof, a burner-

casing support in the lower end of said casing, and a burner

casing carried by said support.

^f./r

.W^ ^"^

3 In a de%'ice of the class described, the combination of

a holder, a plurality of shafu« mounted thereon, each shaft

composed of sections to vary the length thereof, an a<ijust-

able l>earing on the holder for the shaft., and arms on the

shaft.H, and devices atljustably mounted on the arms for

engagement with the leave.* of the music.

8«1.682. SPRING-WHEEL. G'^'^^^
J^^^^f!^'

Genoa. Italy. Filed Feb. 8, 1906. Serial No. 300,196.

881681 MUSIC-LE.\F TTRNER R.^phael E Eber-

s^Li. Roanoke, Ind, File^i Mar. 21, 1907. Serial No.

3a3,6S4.

1 In a device of the claM described, the combmation of

a support, a rest thereon for the leaves of the music, a plu-

rality of upright .shafts compose<l of atljustabls connected

sections, arms on the upi^er sections of the shaft.s and mov-

able therewith, devices on the arms for gripping the leaves

of the music, and means on the lower sections for independ-

ently turning the shafts,

2 In a device of the cla«? de.cribetl. the combination of

a holder for the music, and a ledge extending acro.ss the

bottom thereof to form a rest for the music an.i provide.1

with a pluralitv of openings at it. center, with upright

shaft. joumale<i at their lower ends in the oi>enings of the

led«e and provitled at their upper ends with right-angularlj

(ILsposed arms, clasps carried by and a«iju8table longitu.li-

nally on the arms, a common bearing on the holder engag-

ing under the arms to cooperate with the oi)enings of the

1 m a spring wheel, the combination of an inner rim. a

band surrounding the Inner rim, and provided along op-

Tx>site e.lges with inwardly extending flanges which em-

brace the inner rim, and also with outwardly extending

flanges, a series of bolts connecting the oppositely disponed,

outwardly extending flanges, an outer rim spaced from the

inner rim. and a series of coil springs having their outer

ends pivotallv connected to the outer rim while their inner

ends are pivotally connected to the above-mentioned bolU

joining the outwardly extending flanges upon the above-

mentioned band.

2 In a spring wheel, the combination of an Inner rim. a

band surrounding the inner rim. and provided along op-

poeite edges with Inwardly extending flanges which em-

brace the inner rim and are provided at intervals with

ears which project inwardly beyond the inner nm and are

connected by fastening means, the said band being a^ao

provided with a pair of oppositely disposed, outwardly

projecting flanges, pins connecting the outwardly extend-

mg flanges, an outer rim spaced from the inner nm, and a

series of coil springs having their outer ends pivotally

1 connected to the outer rim while their inner rims are piv-
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©tally oonnectod to the pln« connecting tHe above-men-

tioned outwardly extenrling flanges upon th* band.

A In a spring wheel, the combination of an inner rim, a

band encircling the inner rim and provided along lt« op-

posite eil(?e8 with inwanlly extending flanges which em-

brace the inner run, and al.'^o with a pair of oppositely dis-

posed, outwardly projecting flang»-s, a serias of pina con-

necting the outwardly projecting flanges, an outer run

spaced from the inner rim and provided at intervals with

inwardly projecting lugs, and a series of co|l springs hav-

ing their outer ends pivotally connecteti to the lugs upon

the outer nra. whii«- the inner ^nds are pivotally connected

to the above-nu-ntionetl pins connecting the outwardly

extending flanges upon the above-mentioned band.

8 9 1,684 MOWER. iRENE.vts Gali^qhir. Rio. Wis.

Filed Jan 9. 190« Serial No 410 025.

891.683 WRENCH. Wiluam A. Flowhrs. Tifton. <',a.

File<l Sept. 6, 1907, Serial No. 391,629 Renewe<l May

19, 1908. Serial No 433,791.

1 In a wrench of the cla.-^s describe^i. the combination

with a :ihanl<. having a recess and a flxetl ja"w at one end of

said shank: of a movable jaw, a pinion c<iot>erating with

said movable and flxed jaw, a locking plate for said pinion,

and means to direct said locking plat* irito engagement
j

with the pinion, whcrfby the movable jaw will \>e held in
,

it-s aiijiisted position.

2 In a wTcnch of the claM descrih)ed. the combination

with a shank having a recess therein, a plunaJity of te^-th in

said recess and a fixed jaw on said shank ;
of a movable jaw,

;

a pinion came<i by laid movable jaw and ariapted to mesh

with the teeth in said recess, a locking plate, a plurality of

teeth on said locking plate, means carried by the movable

jaw to .iirect .said locking plate into enga^jement with the
j

pmion, and additional means to release the lucking plate I

from the pinion.

3. In a wrench of the class described. 6he combination

with a «hank. having a recess and a f\xeii jaw
:
of a pinion in

*aid rpce.ss, a movable jaw cooperating with saiti flxe»i jaw.

a locking plate adapt^-d to engage said pink)n and hold the

same against rotation, a cam atlapted to direct .said locking

plate into engagement with the pinion and hold the mov-

able jaw m a fixed position, and a lever on $aid cam. where-

by said cam may be moved into or out of t3Bigagement with

the locking plate

4. In a wrench of the class descried, the combination

with a shank having a recess therein, a plurality of teeth in

said recess and a flxed jaw at one end of said shank; of a

movable jaw. a housing on said movable j»w, a pinion car-

ried by said housing and adapted to engBge the teeth in

said recess, a locking plate having teeth adapte<i to engage

said pinion, extensions on said locking plate, springs car-

rie<l by said shank, adapter! to engage said extensions and

move the locking plate out of engagement; with the pinion,

a cam carried by said hou.sing. and a lever flxed to said

cam.
5. In a wrench of the class described, the combination

with a shank having a recess therein, a cavity at CACh end

of said recees. a plurality of teeth in said feceas and a fixed

jaw at one end of the shank; of a movable jaw carried by

said shank, a housing on said movable Jaw adapted to reg-

ister with said recess, ears on said housing adapted to enter

»ai<i recess, a pinion rotatably mounted l>etween said ears

and adapted to mesh with the teeth in th« recess, a locking

plate in said housing, teeth on 8ai<l lockiag plate, adapted

to engage said pinion, a cam carrie«t by said housing adapt-

e.l to move and hold the locking plate In engagement with

the pinion, whereby the movable jaw Will be held in a

flxetl position, and a lever to oi)erate said cam.

1 A mower comprising a mam axle provided with

ground drive wheels, a frame pivotally suppt)rte<i by said

axle, oscillating levers mounted on said frame, means

carried bv said frame and operated by said wheels, for

actuating said levers, pitmen nnix connect.-.! to said levers

mounted in said frame, and a pivoted finger bar connect.xl

to the frame, carrying cutter bars pivotally connected to

saiil pitmen ro<.ls.

2. A mower provided with horizontal pitmen rods and

means for reciprocating said ro<ls, a finger bar composed of

upper and lower st>ction8 and pivotally connected to said

mower, the lower section of which is provide<l with a bear-

ing, cutter bars niounte.1 in .said bearings in alinement with

said pitmen nnls. and secured therein by the ui-per ^Ttion.

said cutter bar- being pivotally connected to said pitmen

rods.
. ,

3. A mower comprising an axle carrying drive ground

wheels, provide*! with internal gears, a frame pivotally

8upporte<i by said axle, a shaft carried by said frame pro-

vided with pinions meshing with said gears, a cam wheel

mountetl on said shaft, provide.! with space<l zigzag

grooves, levers mounted on said frame, working in mu\

grooves, pitmen rods mounted in bearings, forme.! in the

frame connects! to sai.l levers and a finger bar pivoted to

the frame, provided with cutter bars pivotally connected

to the said pitmen ro<is.

4 A mower comprising a main axle provided wnth drive

wheels, a frame pivoUilly 9UPi>orte<i by said axle, provided

with a forwardlv extending [)ortion, having an outwardly

projecting cross bar, said imr being provide<l with a longi-

tudinal groove forming a be.-iring. pitmen rmis mounte*! in

sai.l bearings, one ufwn the ..ther. a seetional finger bar

pivote,! to the end of said cro.ss bar. provided with a regis-

tering groove, cutter bars mounted one upon the other in

said groove of the finger bar, pivotally connecte<i to said

pitmen rrnls. and means operate,! i.y the drive wheels for

reciprocating said pitmen rods.

891,685 MrSirAT-DEVICE WIND-INUUCINCJ AP-

P.XRATIS Robert A. Gallt. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 6, 1908 Serial No. 409,473.

1 A wind-inducer for musical- apparatus having two

horizontal pumi^ers. a vertical actuating connection lielow

i eacii, and two inclined pumper jiwials each having at iU

June 23, 1908.
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upper end a downwanily extending arm ^ith a bearmg at

its lower part engaging the lower end of ita corre«p<mdmg

actuating connection. ;„.„„.
2 A wind-inducer for musical apparatus having two

pumpers, a vertical actuating ccmnection i>elow each, and

two inclined pumi>er pedals eacli having at it,. upT^er end

a downwardly exten.ling am. with a l^earing at it* low.-r

part engaging the low.r end of its corre«pon.l.ng actuating

connection. . ,^^
3 \ wind-inducer for musical apj^iratus having two

horizontal pum,.-rs. a vertical actuating connection below

each, two inclin.Hl pumi.«-r pe<lals each having at it^ up-

per end a downwardly extending arm with a U-aring at its

lower part engaging the lower end of it* ^;,"^"^1"'"'^'^«
f/.

tuatlng connection, the pumpers each dispose.! m such

p^^e th,.t at the p.,sition ..f half its movement it s,^. s

substantially at right angles to the line of movement of its

actuating connection.

4 \ wind-inducer for musical apparatus having two

pumpers a vertical actuating connection below each, two

inclined pumi>er pclals each having at its uppe*- end a

downwardly exten.ling arm with a lK>aring at it* lower

part engaging tl.e lower end of it* corre.pon.ing actuating

connection, each pe<lal having a working i>eanng at it«

front the relative position of said pedal bearing and the

arm bearing being in aline at a substantial right angle to the

line of movement of the corresiv.nding actuaUng connection

when sai.l pe.lal arm is at the position of half its actuating

movement. .

5 A wind-inducer for musical apparatus having two
,

horizontal pumpers, a vertical acluatiiM? cmne.tion below '

each two inclined pumper t^Hlals each having at lU up-

i«r end a downwardly extending arm with a be.vrmg at its

lower pan eugagmg Uie lower end of its curre8p..nding ac-

tuating connection, the punuKTS each di.sp<.sed m such
^

plane that at the position of half it* movement it stands
[

substantially at right angles U, the line of movement of it*
;

actuating connection, each pedal having a working l)eanng
|

at Its front, the relative position of .said t^-dal b.-aring and

the arm l>earing l>eing in a line at a substantial right angle

to the line of movement of the c.rrespoudmg actu^t.iig

connection when said petlal arm is at the position of half

its actuating movement.

[Claims G to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

goods to be %-ulcanized through the shutting^fT
^'"'T.hI

;^outh into the chamber and therefrom through he

shutting-off l.qui.l in the other mouth, and means for .up-

plying a hot fluid under pressure to the chamU^r.

891 686 PIN-JOINT Fkedf.rick W. Goerdes. New-

ark. N J. Filed Feb 28. 1907 Serial No 359.781.

/a:

1 \s a new article of manufacture, a pin-j.Mnt ^''^^ipris-

Ing a base having integral diverKing .-ars adapte.! to be

bent to a parallel iKisition and pro^^<led with transverse

openings, and a pivot pin permanently boun-i at one end

in the oj>ening of one ear and a^lapte,! to be sectire<l at its

free en.l within the opening of the other ear when the joint

Is closed wherebv the article with the pin attache.! may be

polished by the oin-ration ..f " tumbling" without Injury to

or displacement of the pin

2 \s a new article of manufacture, a pin-j..int compris-

ing a'ba.se having diverging ears a^lapte ! to t>e bent to a

narvllel p.»sition. said ears being forme<l with transverse

ooenings. the o;H>ning of one ear being provided at Its inner

end with a countersink, an.l a pivot-pin fittc! at one en.

within the opening In the latter named ear and provide.!

witii heads engaging the opposite sides of said ear. the inner

head fitting within the countersink, the other en.! of the

nin being a.lapted to t>e fttte.i in the opening in the other

car and heade<i upon the outer side thereof upon the clos-

ing of the j.>int

2. A vulcanlzer comprising a chamlK-r with ^^" "'^^^'^^^

sealed with mercury, mean., for pa.ss.ng the K'^o^^/"
^^

vulcanized through the n.ercury in one "'""^J^'^^^'
>;!

chamber and therefrom through the mercury in the other

.nuuth. means for supplying steam .mder pressure to the

chamlH-r and means for leadmg off the condcnsmg-water

while pres.-rving the pres.«un- in the chaml^r.

3 A vulcanizer comprisu.g a chamt>er with two mouths

two casings a.! joining said two mouths and prov.de.i with

two o^n erect tuin-s an.i fiUe.i with a shutt.ng-ofT l.gmd.

nTeans'^or pa.ssinK the goods to be vulcanized through the

.hutting-off liquid m one tulx^ and casm« into the chan bcr

aid therefrom through the shuttmg-ofT liquui in the other

^ing and tube, and means for supplying a hot fluid under

pressure to the chami)er.

4 A vulcanizer comprising a chamber with two mouth.s.

two CMings adjoining said two mouths and proyi.ied with

two open erect tul>es filled with mercury, means for passing

the goods to l>e vulcanize<l through the mercury in one tube

and casing into the chamber an.l therefrom through the

merely in theother ca^ng an.! tube, m..ans for supplying

steam under pressure to the chamber, and means for lea.l-

Ing o(T the conden.sing-water while preseodng the pressure

in tlie chaml^'r. .__

5 In a vulcanizer. tiie cmbination with an upper casing

haVing two mouths, of two lower casings each having two

mouths, two vertical internal tub."s hermetically connect-

™« ,h.- m.M.th. of the upp.-r ca-^mg with the mternal mouths

of the two lower casings .. as u. form a -'";P^'"^^"j;*^.^7"^

two vertical external tubes on the external mouths of the

two \o^-vr ca.sings and open at the top, guiding
^J^^^^^

said thrt^e casings, means for supplying a fluid under pres-

sure to said two vertical mternal tubes, a shutting-off liquid

in said two lower casings permitted to rise m ^^^<i^^^ ^«'-

tical external tutn^s under the pressure of the fluid
_

and

means for passing the gv,ods to be vulcamzed through the

shutting^.ff liquid in one external tube and one lower cas-

ing through the serpentine course over said guiding means

ani thr.n.gh the shutting^fT IKiui.l m the other lower

casing and other external tube.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

,S91 6M7 Vl'LCANIZER. WiiXEM D. Gratama, Rijswijk,

Netherlands. Filed Jan. 10. 1908. Serial No 410,171.
J

1 A vulcanizer comprising a chamber with two mouths
,

sealed with a shutting-off liquid, means for passmg the

891 688 FEED FOR GR.\IN, ORE. AND MINERAL
SEPARATORS. William Grat. Lincoln, Nebr. Filed

Oct. 23, 1906. Serial No, 340.123.

1 The combination, with the vertical air blast spout and

the inclined grain siK.ut connected with one side of the same

of the feed plate arranged wholly within said grain spout at

Its junction with the air spout and curved at iu outer end

to a horizontal plane and its free edge terminatmg flush, or
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4-

in vert.ral alinement. with the adjacent vertical 3ide_of

the air spout, »a 9h.>wn an J described.

with phenyl-thio-glyrol-ortho-carboxyUc acid In presence

of a condensing agent.
, „ ,^<

4 The descnted proo.-.<s f-.r tho manufacture of a re<i

vat-dyestuff consisting in l>u.ling acenaphthene-quin.me

with phenyl-thio-glycol-ortho-oarboxyhc aci.i and acetic

"^5^
The' described proces.s f..r the manufacture of a red

vat^yentufl consisting in Ixnling acenaphtheneHiuinone

with phenyl-thio-glycol^rtho-carboxyhc acid, a.-etic an-

hydrid and sotlium acetate.

[Claim 6 not printed m the Gazette. 1

891 691 M.\CHINE FoR DISTRIBUTING .\RTIFI.

'CIAL M.^NURE, LIMK .>R THE LIKE. P^t.

GRUXPM.VNS, Ostrau. Germany. Filed Oct. 9. 1906

Serial No. 338,182. ,

2 lu a separator of the claas indicate<l. the combination

wuh i vertical air spout and an inclined spo»t connect^

There' .^l and provide.! with a socket in it^ lower si.le, of a

iui c^^ising a plate having it« lower enj curved and

Usu^irTAion formed with a flange adapted to enter the

-»aid socket, substantially as described.

3 7n a separator of the cla«8 indicated, the combination

with TverSl spout and an inclined spout having a .socke

^ the lower side of a fee.! plate which is cur>-eri at .t3 lower

n,ltd pr^>^di at it. upper end witi. a flange aciapted t.

enter said socket, and a hopper spout entertng the «^^
J^

clme<i spout and overlapping the upper edge of the feed

plate, substantially as described.

891689 MOLD FOR M.\KINO DENTAL PLATES,

l.coB W. GREENE, Ch.llicothe, Mo, nied Jan. 21.

1908 Serial No. •411.9H8.

1 \ mold for forming dental plates comprising an ap-

proximate model made of rigid non-changtable ^atenal

Td having an abrupt ledge at its edge, and a thin layer o

plastic material secured to the Inner surface and ledge of

said model and serving to correct the shape of said approxi-

mate model so that the mold will fit the Im^r surface and

edae of an impression.

2 \ mold for forming dental plates comprising an ap-

proximate model made of rigid non-changpable material

and ^g an abrupt ledge of irregular height and thick-

n^ at lt« edge, and a thin layer of plastic maVJnal secured

Hie ll^eV^ace and ledge of said model and s«^ to

correct the shape of said approximate n^°J«' ^J^^^^^^
mold will fit the inner surface and edge of ao Impression.

S91 690 RED VAT DYE AND PROCESS OF MAKING

SA.ME KsMis GROB. Basel, Switaerlacd ,

assignor to

The Firm of Basle Chemical Works. Basel, Switzerland.

Filed Jan. 10, 1908. Serial No. 410.140.

1 The described process for the manufcicture of a red

vat^vestuff con-.isting in heating acenapbthen^umone

with 3-ory-l-thio-naphthene.
, ^ r,^

> The described process for the manuflicture of a red

val'dyestuff, consisting in heating acenapbthene^uinone

wt^ phenyl-thio-glycol-ortho-carboxylic .cid th^ latter

being mtermediary transformed into 3K«cy-l-thicvnaph-

thene which react, upon the acenaphthene<,mnone,

3 The described process for the manufacture of a red

vat^dvestuff. consisting in heating acenaflhtheneKjumone

1 In a machine for distributing manure the combination

of a hopper, a receptacle below the said hopper, a worm of

an endf« screw placed in said receptacle, means to drive

:L wo^ from the axle of the vehicle, a ^cond receptac^^

a pass^ between the first and second receptacles, a n>of

sha^i^t.tion mounte<l in said passage to form two chan^

nets a S^nd worm of an endless screw, a s.de-wall of the

Lc^nd receptacle with an overflow opening on its top. and

a discharge hopper, substantially as set forth.

2 In a machine for .listributing manure in combination,

a hopper a receptacle below said hopper, a worm of an end-

ri s^ew place^l in said receptacle, means to drive said

^rm from the axle of the vehicle, a second re«^ptaclej

p^ between the first and second receptacles, a roof

s^ partition mounted in sai.l passage to form two

chapels a second worm of an endless screw, a side wall of

?he s^ond receptacle with an adjustable overflow opening

rni^toP ald'a discharge hopper, substantially as set

^''^^'in a machine for distributing manure the combination

of a hopper, a receptacle below said hopper, a worm of an

endl«s screw placed in said receptacle, mean^ to drive said

worTfrom the axle of the vehicle, a second receptacle, a

p^ge between the first and second receptacles, a roof

S^ partition mounted in said passage to form two

ch!^els a second worm of an endless screw, a side wall of

Sr^nd receptacle, an overflow opening on its side, an

i^jiS^e bar mounted on said side wall to lo-er the ends

^ ^the center of said overflow bar, and a discharge

hopper, substantially as set forth,
Ki^„ti«n

4 In a machine for distributing manure the combination

of a hopper, a receptacle l>elow said hopper, a worm of an

endl^ s^w place<l in said receptacle, means to drive said

worTfrom the axle of the vehicle, a second receptacle, a

1

p^e between the first and second receptacles, a roof

^S partition mounted in .said parage to form two

ct^els a second worm of an endless screw, a side wall of

thTsecond receptacle, an overflow opemng on it. side, an

a^lS^e bar mounted on said side wall to lower the end.s

S r^i^the center of said bar. a discharge hopper and

sloprnTpartitions in said discharge hopper, substantially as

"^Tl'ns. machine for distributing manure .
the combination

of a hopper, a receptacle below the hopper, a worm of an

endli^ sSew placed in said receptacle, means to dnve said

worrtromthe axle of the vehicle, an"opening in each of the

two end-plates of said receptacle, two open «"'-«« -"'^^^^/^

on the sides of said receptacle and communicating with tle

^e by said openings, means to forward the manure col-

lected in the casings to a second receptacle, a passage 1^-

JfNK 23, 1908.
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tween the first and second recept4.cles, a second worm of tm

;.nrss screw in said second receptacle, and means to dis-

charge the manure, substantially m set forth.

[Claim 6 not printe<l in the Gazette 1

!

891692 MULTIPLE- RULING DEVICE. ^^^J
f'

iuvDiCN Keokuk, Iowa Filed Sept. 26, 1907. Serial

No, 394,693

depressible platform and said shutter.

891 694 ROLI^SCRAPER W..LTER I "^^^ i^^^f^^891.b»4.^
Va. Filed Oct 29, 1907. Serial No. 399,661.

burg.

1 A multiple blackboard liner comprising a ^^a-ne and a

.enes of arms exten<ling parallel there rom. ^^^^^° J^ j

right angles near it. outer end and coik>d to form a clasp

for chalk in a different plane from the ami.

2 A blackboard hner comprising a base, '^"^l ^
f^J^f" ^1

arms extending parallel therefrom, each bent at right an-

J^n-a it.oufer end and coile<l to form a clasp for chalk in

a chfTerent plane from the arm. the :mn, near it. inner end.

being flattened.

89 1,693 DOOR ARRANGEMENT ^OR GLAS^

LEERS, AVGUSTVH H.HEisEY, Idlewood. Pa, Filed

June 27, 1907. Serial No 3S1 ,1*0,

1 A roll scraper for tin plate machine^ comprising a

suJp<^thS bar, Tcage consisting of - tal-ly^.paced aiul

connected members having registering slots, cap ^^ew. ex

Ending through the slots into the base or supportmg n.em-

Sfa scraper member oiH^rating between the n-ml-ers of

t;e cage, Tnd spring means scoured upon the;u;;P---«

member and engaging the scraper member to force

latter in the direction of the roll.

2 A roll scraper for tin plate machines comprising a

suppon.ngbar, a cage thereon comprising a P-- ^^ '--,;

Srs meaJis adjustably securing the cage on said bar, a

draper bTr l>etween the members of the cage, springs to

movfthe irar>er bar in one direction, a roll engaging w.ck

mrunt^^'dably m the cage between theme-bers there,

and movable with the said scraper bar and means to secure

^e ^rai^ bar in adjusted T>o.ition and clamp the same

and The «aid wick between the members of the cage

3 ?n a device of the class described, a roll engaging wick

comprising a double<l strip of asbestos cloth and a doubled

^n of wfre netting, naid wire netting being embedded in

siTd cloth!"onceali thereby and terminating short of the

edges tliereof.

•891605 LAWN-MOWER SHARPENER. ^^'^^J^

lloc^K and BEN.AMi.N M. SMITH, Monroe, Ind. -Filed

Jan. 9. 1908. Serial No. 409,991.

1 The combination of a leer provided with a ware re-

ceivma opening a vertically slidable shutter for clewing

^d oleXg. f depressible platform ^ocateel at the floor

directlV in front of the ware receiving oi>ening m the line o

approach of the attendant, and connections between said

depressible platform and said shutter.

2 The combination of a leer provided with a ^ are re-

ceiving opening, a vertically sliding shutter arranged to

:«: slid^penfng, a lever connect^
^r^"^Tl.^'^^f

pressible platform locate.! at the floor directly m front of

The ware receiving opening in the line o ^PP^--'^\^'l^'

atten.iant, and connections t^tween said depressible plat

form and said lever.

3 The combination of a leer provided with a ware re-

ceiving opening, an automatically closing shutter for said

oinmg rilepressible platform located at the flc>or directly

°n front of the ware receiving opening in the line of ap-

proach of the attendant, and connections between said de-

pressible platform and said shutter.
. ^ „

Tin a leer, the combination of outside swmg.ng doors

provided with an opening leading into the leer, a vertically

movable shutter mounted inside of said swinging doon, and

mechanism for raising and lowering said shutter

5 The combination of a leer provided with a ware re-

ceiving o,>ening. swinging doors provided with an opening

1 A sharpening device for reel lawn mowers, consisting

of a sharpener board adapted to rest upon the upper face of

he hS bar of the mower when said mower is in Ms

normal operative position, said sharpener board bemg al^

guided brsaid shearing bar, and adjustable means for se-

curing said board to the mower frame.

2 A shar;,ening device for reel lawn mowers cons^ting

of a sharpener board adapted to rest on and be K^ided by

the uppe^face of the shearing bar of the mower when tl^

n owerTs in it. normal operative position, "^^^
^^^f^

;«•-

:ecting from said board adjacent to it. ends and slotted

ims p.votallv secured to the free ends of the rigid arms

3 ^ sharpening device for reel lawn mowers consisting

: of a sharpener Ix^ard adapted to rest upon tLe upper face of

1 ^he shearing bar of the mower, and having its upper surfa. e
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beveled downwardly and forwardly, rigid arnus secured to

said board a<ljaceut to its ends, asd slotted artiu pivot&lly

secured at one end to the free end« of the rigid arms and
their slotte<! [x)rtit)ns to the frame of the mower.

4. A 3hart>enpr for lawn mower knives conipriainx a

sharpener board adapietl to rest on and be guide<l by the

shearing bar of the mower, rigid bars attached to said

sharpener boanl at or near the ends thereof, angular bent

and ^lotte<i arms pivotally secured to the free ends of said

rigui bars, and means for secunng said slotted angular bars

to the mower frame. i

891,696. CLOSI'RE FOR VESSELS.
New York, N. Y, Filed Apr. 1. 1908.

CONR^n Ht HERT,

3enalNo.424.52o.

I. A cloaure for vessels comprising & yielding stopper

adapted to be iiu^erted In the mouth of the vessel, a socket

supported by the upper end of the stopper, a cap mounted
for a limited telescopic movement relatively to the socket.

and a coiled thrust spring in the cap acting between the

cap and the stopper to press the cap away from the stopper.

2 A closure for vessels comprising a yielding stopper

adapted to be inserted in the mouth of the vessel, a

socket supported by the upper end of the stopper, a cap
mounted for a Limited telescopic movement relatively to

the socket, and a coiled thrust spring in the cap acting to

nu>ve apart the cap and the stopper: in rkJinbination with

a \esjsel and a part for engaging the cap to maintain the

stopper in air-tight and fluid-tight relatkm to the mouth
of the vessel.

3. .\ closure for vessels comprising a yielding resilient

3topt>er of tai)erc.i form adapted to b« inserted in the

mouth of the vesiiei, an annulus of harder material in

which the upper end of the stopper is seeted, a socket in

which the upjkt end of the annulu.s is fl.^ed. a cap having

limited t*>lesc<)ping movement in the soidcet. and a coiled

thrust spring ini^ide of the cap and socket and acting be-

tween the top of the cap and the stopper

4. A closure fur vessels comprising a yielding resilient

stopper of tapermg form adapted to be in.serted In the

mouth of the vesttcl to a variable extent, an annulus of

harder material in which the upr)er end of the stopper is

i;eate<l. a socket in which the upper end of the annulus is

fixed, a cap having limited telescoping movement in the

socket, and a coiled thrvi-st spring in.si<ie of the cap and

socket and actmg between the top of the Cap and the ^top-

p^; in combination with a vessel and means for prei^smx

downward on the cap to retain the stopper in its air-tight

position in the mouth of the vessel

5. A closure for vessels comprising a yielding resilient

stopper of tapering form, an annulus in which the upper

end of the stopper is seated, a socket, the annulus an 1

socket being provided with interlocking flanges for con-

necting together the annulus and the socket, a cup-shape i

cap telescoping in the upper part of tha sf>cket. the cap

:ind the socket being provide.! with ooacting annular

fl.inges for retaining the cap in the s<^'ket and for limiting

!?« telescoping movement therein, and a coiled thrust spring

within the cap and socket and acting between the top of

the cap and the stopper.
|

1 Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Qatette.]

891.697. RADIATOR-FAN FOR MOTOR-VEHULES.
Russell Hurr, Detroit. Mich , assignor to Packard
Motor Car Company. Detroit. Mich . a Corporation of

West \ irguua. Filetl Mar. 26. 1907. Serial_No.'364,724

1 In an adjustable fan support, a bracket having a

clamp, a threadetl stem within said clamp, said stem

having a fan spindle connected therewith and said clamp

and stem having keyways. a key fitting within said key-

ways, and a split sleeve or bushing inUT{x)'*<'d l>etween

said .spindle and clamp
2. In an adju.'^table fan support, a bracket having a

clamp, a threa<le<i stem within said clamp, siud stem ha\

ing a fan spindle connected therewith and said clamp and

stern having keyways, said key having flange 1 en<l.-4 adapted

to engage the bracket and prevent longitudinal movement

of the key, and a split sleeve or bushing interposed between

sai 1 spindle and clamp.

3. In an a<lju8tabte fan suppf)rt. a bracket having a

clamp, a threa<le(i stem within said clamp, said stem hav-

ing a fan -spindle c<mnecte<i therewith and said clamp and

stem having keyways. a key fitting within said keyways. a

split sleeve or bushing interposed between said spindle

and clamp, and adjusting nuts upon said stem

4. In an adjustable fan support, an aluminum bracket

having a split tjearing provideti with a keyway, a threatle<l

stem within said bearing, said stem being also provided

with a keyway and having a fan spindle connected there-

with, a key fitting within said keyways. a split sleeve or

bushing interposed l)etween sai<i spindle an<l the wall.x of

said bearing, an I means for clampuig the l>eanng about the

sleeve.

5. In an adjustable fan support, an aluminum bracket

having a split l)earing provided with a keyway. a threaded

stem within said bearing, said stem being also provided

with a keywav and having a fan spindle connecte<l there-

with, a key fitting within naid keyways, a split sleeve or

bushing interposed betwe«Mi ^aul .spindle anil the walls of

said bearing, means for clamping the l)earing about the

sleeve, and adjusting nuts upon said seem.

[Clainis 6 to 8 not printed in tlie Gazette.]

891 698. FILLING APlVVRATrs F< )R CONVEYERS
Charles W. Hunt. New York. N Y. Filed .Vpr 3,

1908 Serial No. 424.995.

1. The combination with a bucket convever. of a fnisto-

conical shell mounted on an inclined a.xis and having n\x-n-

ings in its periphery and in its end, means for rotating the

shell in synehronLsm with the movement of the conveyer

buckets, and me.ans for supplying material in a substan-

tially vertical direction into the shell through the opening

in Its ba.se

2. The combination with a bucket conveyer, of a frusU^-

conical shell mounted on an inclined axis and having open-

JCNE 23, 1908.
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tags \n Its periphery and lu its end. and an inwardly turned

gu^d Hange around the oi^mng in its end. means for rotat-

fng the shell in .> n-hronism with the movement of the con-

veyer bucket... and means for supplying material in a sub-

stantially vertical direction into the shell through the open-

Ing in its end.

lower sheaves carried by the hea«i piece and by said scoops

and bra^ pieces carried by said arm.^ .md adapted to bear

3 The combination *ith a bucket conv-eyer. of a frusto-

oonical shell having peripheral openings, an intumed flange

aU.ut H central o,K>mng 111 lU* end and a ba-se plate, an to-
,

dined supporUng shaft, means for rotating the shell in s>ai^

chmnism with the movement of the conveyer buckets and

means for supplying material In a substantially vertical

.ilrection into the shell through the central opening in its

"^"4
The combination with a bucket conveyer, of a shell

having openings in its periphery and in its end means for

rotating the shell in synchronism with the movement of

the conveyer buckets, means for supplying
^^"^'""l"'^^^^

shell through the opening in it* end, a supporting shaft for

said shell, a bearing for said shaft and a hinged support for

said bearing, whereby the shell may be turned back awa>

from the conveyer

5 The combination with a bucket conveyer, of a frusto-

ecmical shell ha^-ing openings in Its periphery and in its end,

means for rotating the shell in synchronism with the move-

ment of the conveyer buckets, means for svipplymg mat^

rial in a substantially vertical direction into the shell

through the opening in its end, a supporting shaft for said

.hell a bearing for said .shaft, and a hinged sumK,rt for said

liearing, whereby the shell may be tume<i back away from

the conveyer.

against the closing rope parsing about said sheaves as the

shovel opens.

891.700. TRACK -CAR AND TOOL - DRIVING MA-

CHINE. Henht W. Jacobs. Topeka Kans. Hied

.Ian. 25, 1908. Serial No. 412,687.

88 1 69 9. CLAM-SHELL HUCKET. Charles W.

HUNT. New York. N.Y. Filed Apr. 4. 1908 S.-nal No.

425,133. . ,

1 A Chun shell or grab bucket or shovel having a brake

piece adapted to l>ear against the closing rope as the bucket

or shovel opens

2 A clam shell or grab bucket or shovel having a brake

piece carried by one of the scoops and bearing against. the

closing rope a" the scoop approaches its ojR-n position^

3 K clam shell or grab bucket or shovel comprising a

hea<i piece, scoops or shovel members p.votallN ciuinected

with the head piece and with each other, uptxr and lower

sheaves carried by the head piece and the scoops or shove

members, and a brake piece carried by one of the shove

members and bearing against the closing rope as the shovel

approaches its open position.
.

4 A clam shell or grab bucket or shovel comprising a

head piece, links pivotally connected there^^^th. scoops

pivotally connected with the links and having upwardly

extendlng arms pivotally connected together, upper and

1 In a machine for working upon railroa<i tracks, the

c-ombmation of a car, a motor, a device at the for«-ard end

of the car for makmg holes for railroad spikes and a device

at the rear of the car for driving such spikes.

o In a machine for operating upon railroad tracks, the

combination of a car. a motor mounted thereon, a drill at

the forward end of the car and geared to said motor and a

spike se(>uring device at the rear end of the car. and geared

to said motor. wi„.,;„„
3 In a machine for track construcuon the combination

of a car a motor mounte<i thereon gearing connecting

«aid motor with the wheels of the car. said gearing com-

prising a clutch, a flexible shaft at the forward end of the

car gearing comprismg a clutch connecting said shaft with

the' motor a drill driven by said flexible shaft, a second

flexible .Hhaft at the rearward end of the car. gearing com-

prising a clutch connectmgsaid .second flexible shaft to the

motor and a spike driver driven by said second flexible

shaft, said driver being capable of oi)eration at the rear

end of the car.
v, .• ^

4 In a machine for track construction, the combination

of a car a motor mounted thereon, a device at the forward

' end of the car for making holes for railroad spikes, a gage

carried by the car for positioning the rails, and a device at

the rear end of the car for driving said spikes.

5 In a machine for track construction, the combination

of a car a iP.otor mounted thereon, a device at the forward

,.nd of the car for making holes for railroad spikes, anti-

friction rollers inounte<l upon the car in position to engage

1 he inner surfaces of the rails to position them at a standard

distance apart and a devnce at the rear end of the car for

driving the spikes.

' [Claim 6 not printed in the Gaieye.]
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I «Q1 7n2 8TAMP-AFFIXERANDENVELOP-SEALER.
8 9 1 7 1. 8TAMP-AFFIXER. Fka.K I. J.N^^os. ! 891J02. STAMP AF

^^.^^^^^^.^ ^^ ^,^„, ,,

Vhiladelphia. Pa. ,
a«,i«nor of one-halfU> Ch„^ T. FjJNK L^J^^^

^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^.,^ ^^^ ,3

Wright. Camden, N. J. FileJ June 5, 1906 Serial ^o.
, ^^ ^^.^^ ^^ 343.2W)

320.252.

JO

' 1 In a device of the character describe<i » casinR hav

ln« a »lot therein, a spring-actuated plunger, a knife car

r^l thereby, a stationary knife, suitably supported ro ers

'^tl^n which the stamp, are pa««ed. gears .,n said roUers

wherrby the same are positively actuated^
';7;J/:;t7 a

era being vertically movable with respect to the other, a

rring ^'.anng on said roller for holding the same in nor-

ml ilTtfon. a gear for actuating .aid rollers, t-jh on said

«ear and a sprmg-actuate<i pawl earned by said plunger.

r>ovmg in said slot and adapted to engage with said tee h.

u>^n the return movement of said plunger. «i i a roller for

rece-uiK ^tanu- and sup.>orting the same after they have

rvaafio'l the feeding rollers.

^'T'ln a de" e o' the character deacribed. aca«ing havmg

a Mot therein, a .pring-actuated plunger, « ^-
^ ;^-

therebv a stationary knife, suitably supported "-oMers be

teen wh.ch the stan.p^ are parsed, geaxs cm -"^ -^^"
whereby the same are positively actuated. c*ie of sa d roll-

Trs ^ing vertically movable with respect t« the other, a

^nrinl faring on said roller for holding the same in nor-

ml^tLuron a gear for actuating said roller*, teeth on sai.l

get^d a spring actuated pawl carried by «aid plunger

nZZin said slot and adapted to engage With said teeth,

noon the return movement of said plunger

^ In a device of the character describeti, a plunger, a

knife carried thereby, rollers for feeding tht
^^^f^J^"

on sLd rollers whereby the «une are positively actuated, a

rrileTfor receiving the stamps and .supporting the saiiie

If er they have pLed the feeding ^o^-J/^JJ^^^^^
suDDorted a spur-wheel connected with wid gear, a pawl

e^^^«ud spur-wheel to prevent improper movemem

o^t^ wheel teeth on said spur-wheel kavmg inclined

l^aTd tspnng actuated pawl having »n inclined face

^a^t^to paL said teeth on the downward movement of

stid p!un^r and to engage with said teetb on the return

"^TTa'd^^rof the character described, a -ing having !

a slotlherein. a spring-actuated plunger, a knife carried

thiebrn«^ suitably supported, a -P^r-Wheel connected

wifh sid ^. a pawl engaging said spur-wheel, teeth on

Teid sTur-wheel having inclined faces, a •P"-* '^^^^^^

nawl moving in said slot and having •n Inclined fa«

SlptS to pass said teeth on the downward movement of

s^dCn^ and to engage with said teeth on the -ti^

movemenrof -aid plunger, a roller
'^^--'^^^l\^'i^,

and a second roUer having a gear me«hing with the gear of

*he ^menUoned roller whereby said gears are poel-

"t'lr^rvfceTthe^haracter described, a frame, a per

tion of the ^e serving a. a support for tfce envelop^ a cut

away plrti^n said frame, a stationary Knife attached to

the saiTJrUe, at said cut away portion. , plunger, a mov-

able knife^ied by said plunger, a cushion on
^^J^^

ITt a rod connected to said plunger for actuating the

JIme means for feeding a strip of stamp. Into proper po-

. „ -rth resoect to said knivee step by step actuated

:;r ThfrervT movement of the pUr^ger and rotary

nirns for supporting .the stamp after |t has pa«ed the

feeding means.

1 In a device of the character descril^xi, a reel upon

which the strip of sta.nr>« .s mounte<l, a ca.sing surrounding

Lid reel, a removable cap adapted to be locke<l - P<- '""

and serving to prevent the st^unps from leaving said re.-la

^un"er. a knife carried by said plunger, a ^at.onary kmfe

with which said movable knife is adapted to -act and

^eans .situated between said r,.l an i ^^^
^^l^^;'^;^

miapte<i to be actuate<l by the movement of sai.l
V^'^^^J

JorTeTding a stamp to ius proper ;K,sition with respect to

sLd kmv^s. in order that the said stam;,s can l>e severed

''T I'nVdevK-e of the character described, a casing, a reel

adapted to l>e rotatably mounted in the casing, arms pro-

^ctK^ from one side of said re.1. a shaft journaled in the

ruling and having a gear at each end thereof, a roe.m

sHidThaft. a second roller carnel by a second .shaft and nor

m^ly situate! in contact with sai<l first mentioned roller^

"ti on the secon.! mentioned roller shaft m^mg w.^h

onTof the gears on the fir«t mentioned roller shaft, links

up^n VhTch said second mentione.1 shaft is supported, a

r^kinrshaft carrying said links, an arm projecting from

sSd rocking shaft, a spring in engagement with «..d arm, a

Xn^r and means between said plunger and said rollers

wherfby movement of said plunger actuates said rollers.

3 In a <levice of the character described, r^^^J^r sup-

porting a strip of stamps, rollers between which said stamps

Zbs and are suitably fed. a plunger having a head_ a knife

carried by said head for cutting the at^imps from the str p

a^r^g actuated dog carried by said plunger, a gear fo

actuating said rollers and having mean, which are engaged

by^d dog for actuating said gear and a pivoted pawl fc^

ZZg said gear and actuated by said dog for locking and

^''rin^a^evicl of the character described, means for sup-

: porting a strip of stamps, rollers l>etween which said stamps

S^d are fe.i to the knives, a plunger, a P ^nger head

h^inT^ooves therein, a knife carried by said P>ung«- head^

a spri^ actuated dog carried by said plunger and having a

n^ Projecting through a suitable slot in the casing, a gear

XS^^ amiate said rollers, means carried by said gear

:^^ which said dog engages in order to -tatethe s«x^

r;?an eccentrically mounte<l pawl having a no«* ^'*P^

S engage with said gear for locking the same. *"!«»' ^^

i^riT^tuated dog being adapted to hold said pawl in it«

'^^^^n ^d^i^- of the character described, means for su^

poni^ the st^P«. rollers between which said stam^ «^
»ri«ntSl to be fed. Aafts upon which said rollers are

mo^.^" at each end of one of said shaft., a g^ on

S>e other Smft meshing with one of said gears on the first

Sentlo^ shaft, a gear meshing with the other gear on the

S^t menUoned shaft, a spur wheel carried by -^ g-x
Jjn

eccentrically mounted pawl having a nose and normally

mtu^^ out of the path of movement of the spurs on said

^^^^\ a plunger, a spring actuated dog on said plunger

XpSt Lnuc* with said pawl and to hold the same in

^ch position that the nose thereof engages with one of the

Junk 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1969

spurs on said spur wheel, and said dog on ita return move-

ment after the plunger has been depressed, being adapted

to engage with <.ne of the spurs on said spur wheel, in order

to rotate the gear and with it the rollers in order that the

next succee<linK «tamp will be fed into proper position for

cutting.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891 703 REMOVAL OF ARSENIC FROM LIQI IDS

a!nD gases. 0»cab Jonas. Griesheim. Germany,

assignor to Chemlsche Fabrik Grieaheim Electron

Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, a Corporation of

Germany. Filed Mar. 4. 11X)7 Serial So 360,610.

The herein described process of ofrcting the removal of

arnenic from li<iuids and ga.ses in whu-h the arsenic is in the

form of chlorid or fluorui con.si.ting in treating the said

liquids or gases with a pure halogen derivative of^one of the

aliphatic hv.irocarlM.ns which are not able to form salts

subBtantialiy !i.s and for the purpose set forth.

subjecting a maw thereof under deoxidizing conditions to a

temperature that wiU reduce iron oxids to metal without

melting the iron or slag-makmg constituents, then cooling

and crushing the mass to pulverize the eartliy constitu-

ents then screening the mass to separate therefrom tne

larger pieces of iron, then subjecting the screenings to mag-

netic separation to save the iron particles.

3. The method of treating iron ore. which consists in

subjecting a mass thereof under deoxidizing conditions to a

temperature that will reduce iron oxids to metal \»nthout

melting the iron or slag-makmg constituents, then crush-

ing the mass to pulverize the earthy con.stUuents, then sepa-

rating the iron from the earthy particles, then mixiuK a

binder with the iron and forming it into briQueta.|

891704 METHOD OF TRE.\TING ORE. John T.

Jones, Iron Mountain Mich., aasignor of one-half U)

George A. St Clair, Uuluth. Minn. Filed Apr. 11. 1908.

Serial No. 426,4.54.

The metho<l of treating iron ore, which consist* in first

subjecting the <.re under .l.-oxi.Uzing conditions U) a tem-

perature that will reduce iron oxids to met^l without ren-

dering the slag making constituent.. tUiul, then «u..J-^' «

the reduced ore under a higher tem,x-rature ^-h ch will

render fluid the .hig making constituents but not the me.

tallic iron to a rulling and s^jueezing operation to work

out the slag.

John T.
891.705. METHOD OF TREATINCi ORE.

JONE.S, Iron Mountain. Mich., assignor of one-half to

George A. St Clair, Duluth. Minn.

Serial No. 426,455.

Filed Apr. 11, 1908.

891.706. CL.\M-SHELL BUCKET. Ch.vrles C. Kino,

New York, N. Y , assignor to C. W. Hunt Company. New

York, N. Y., a Corp<jratiou of New York. Filed Apr. 4,

1908. Serial No. 425.122.

1 The method of treating iron ore, which consists in

Hubjectuig u ma-s^ tli.-reof under .leoxidizing conditions to a

temiM>rature that will reduce iron oxid.s to metal without

melting the iron or shig-makmg constituents, then crushing

the nuuss to pulverize tlie earihy constituent*, then sepa-

riting the iron from the earthy particles.
'

2. The method of treating iron ore. which consist* in

134 CO.— 129

1 .V clam-shell ..r grab bucket or shovel c,.mpn.s.ng a

head-piece, links. scM.ps pivntally conn.-cted to the Imk.s.

and connections l>etween the scoops, and mean., to restrain

the head-piece from swinging with respect to the links for

one ofthe .scoops, the links for the other of the scoops being

free to swing with re8,>ect to the he.ad-piece and the first

°T^ 'dam-shell or grab bucket or shovel comprising a

head-piece, a bar non-rotatably fixed in the head-piece,

um>ort.ng links, .cops p.votally supported by said l.nks^

and connections between the scoops, the ^^up.H.rtmg liaK

for one of the scoops lacing non-rotatably secured to said

bar and the links for the other of the scoops being pivot-

ally mounte<i on s.aid bar.
,:,:„„ „

3 A clam-shell or grab bucket or shovel compris ng a

head-piece. supjKjrting links, scoops, a plurality of lower

sheaves carrie.1 by the scoops, and a plurality of sheave.s

carried bv the head-piece, the last named sheaves being

disposed in different iK.sitions whereby the '"losing chain or

rope after passing al^ut all of the sheaves is led from the

central sheave of the lower set through a centrally disiK.>ed

gui<le in the head-piece. . .

4 \ clam-shell <.r grab bucket or shovel comprising a

head-piece having a centrally dispose<i guide for the closing

chain or rope, links, scoops supportci by the Imks, a plu-

ralitv of lower sheaves carried by the scmip^ and mounted

u,x,n a common axis, a sheave mounte.1 on the head-piece

I

and arranged to guide the closing chain or rope from one

' end sheave of the lower set to the other end sheave of the

lower set, and a second sheave mounted on the head piece

and arrange<i fo guide said chain or rope from the last

name.1 end sheave of the lower set to the central sheave of

1 the lower set, whereby said chaui or rope .ua>- be led from
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saul central sheave to the centrally disposed 'guide on the

^'f ^^'7Sm-9bell or grab bucket or shovel comprismg a

hea.1 piece having a centrally disposed guide lor the closmg

cLm or rope. Imks. scoops supported by sa.d links, a set of

ower sheave, carried by the scoops and '^"-^ ^
^

common axm. a sheave carrie.1 by the head piece ^ ith .ts

axis at nght angles to the axis of the lower
-^l^^j'^'l!^

by said chain or rope may be led from one end sheave of the

Sl^r set to the other end sheave of the lower se
.
ami a

sheave carried by the hea*l piece with it^ a*.s oblique to

he axis of the lower sheave whereby the sai.I chain or rope

^Iv be le.i from the last name^l end sheave to the central

TeaN-Tof the lower set and thence through the -entrally

di3pose<l guide on the head piece.

••170 7 R.\TI.-SPLICE. Jonas A. Khetier, Mound

air MO. File<i Mar. 8. 1907. Serial So. 361.317.

-/«£•

frame having a crossbar at the front =ind the picking fingers

being secured to said crossbar, the rtngers having portions

embracing said bar at the top and the Xx,XWm of the sa'ue

said frame having a second crossbar extending beneath the

bottom bars near their rear ends; and an endless elevator

having movement on said frame and s^-rving to elevate the

material picke<i up by the picking fingers

2 In a gathering machine, the combination with a

wheele<l vehicle on which a receptacle i.-. provided of a for-

wanily and .lownwardly inclined frame having l.-ngitudi-

nally ranging bars forming the bottom of ^^e -nu-^ t he

front ends of sai<l bars bemg provided with picking hng» rs

and the rear ends of said bars terminating at the receptacle

and being cur^-e,l downward, the said fran.e having a cros.s-

bar at the front and the picking rtngers having portions em-

bracing the crossbar at the top axul Ixntorn thereof^ said

frame having a second crossbar extending beneath the bo t.

torn bars near their rear ends; and an endless elevatx>r ha^-

ing movement on said frame an.l s,^^-ing to elevate the nuv-

terial picke<l up by the picking Angers

3 In a gathering machine, the combination with a

Wheele<l vehicle provi.le.1 with a recet.tacle. of a frame pro-

vided with picking tingers at its front end and a .-rossbar to

wWch said fingers are secure.1, the fingers havmg iH.rt.ons

embracing said bar at the top and bottom of the same, and

elevating means havmg nu.vo„>ent on said frame for ele-

vating the material from the picking fingers.

-V splice bar for the meeting ends of t.»o rail sections

comprising bars with vertical flanges each having a longi-

tudinal nb at the.r upper and lower inner *l8^fJ;^f/°^^;
nortions of the bars extending over the t«p and bottorn o

Se b^ flanges of the rails, and said bars being provided

with centrally depending enlargements which are formed

continuous with the base supporting flange* and extending

between two ties of a rail bed with the base supporting

parts not enlarged resting on said ties, said bars and sections

of rails and the enlargements having bolt openings therein

an upward projection on the inner surface of each of the

base supporting portions of the bars extending
^^^^\f

width and serv-mg to be arranged between the ends of the

rails to space the same apart, said projection., also serv ng

to register the openings of the rail sections with those of the

bars and likewise to register the openings in the en arge-

ments and bolts in said openings of said sections of rails

and said bars an.l also in the openings in said enlargement.,,

substantially as specified.

891,710. PACKAOE-C.VHRIER JOHN D^L..VE. Bo^

ton. Mass. Filed Feb in, l«(J7. .-^rial No.3o-.SO.. Re-

newed Oct. 9, 19<J7. Serial No. 396,0^6.

89 1 708. PROCESS OF PRODUCIMl INDOXYLIC

COMPOUNDS H.4N3 L-\BH.\RDT. Mannheim, Ger-

many assignor to Badische Anilin & So<la Fabrik,

Ludwig3hafen-on-the-Rhine. Germany, a Corporation.

Filed Feb. 26, 1907. Serial No. 359,511.

1 The process of producing indoxylic <x)mpound3 by re-

acting on an acylated arylglycin with aluminium haloid.

2 The process of pro<lucing indoxylic r^mpounds by re-

acting on acetvlphenylglycin with aluminium chlorid.ini

891 709 STONE-GATHERING MACHINE. Edwin B^

Lammk and Emil Ketteber. Bozeman, Mont. Filed

Oct 1. 1907. Serial No. 395,344.

1 A package carrier comprising a grip of sheet m'^^rM

U-shap«il in cross section, a wire memln^r extending length-

wiSo^he grip, the latter havmg means for engaging ^d
meml>er and a flexible covering strip applie.1 to the grip,

r" protecting the hand against '"i^^V f-"
^^^ ';,«"«^,

Skcs of the grip, the porti.m of the strip applied to the

Sncav-e side of the grip being located un.ler the wire n.em-

ber and confinetl thereby.
, . . „ ,„ri<.i

2 X package carrier, comprising a grip of .,heet n.atenal

U-shaped in cross section, and having pairs of transvej^

sliL Z^ end p<.rt.ons, the material l>etween sa. sits be-

ing displaced outwardly from the concave Mde of the gr.

to fom loops, a wire member extending lengthw..s*> of the

Trip I^ul through said l.K>ps. the end portions of said mem-

Sr^ng l>ent across the ends of the grip, and provided

. ^ ht<^ks. and a flexible covering stnp applied to the grip

1 Ind to the upper sides of the loops, and protecting the

hand tgainst^Sury from the rough longitudinal edges of

fhe grTthe portion of the strip applied to the concave

Uie S he grip being locate under the wire meml>er. and

, conflned thereby, while the portion
-^.^^^^^^ZZZLll

the convex side covers all part^ of said side and th. spaces

o^^ between the slits by the .lisplacement of the mter-

; ™iate metal, the sai-1 iK.rtion of the covering .stnp pro-

; teSng the hand against injury from the rough edges of

said slits

William Macdonald, Verna,

Filed July 10, 1907. Serial No.

1
'

In ft gathering machine, the combination with a

wheeled vehicle on which a receptacle is provided of a for-

wardly and downwardly inclined frama having longitudi-

nally ranging bars forming the bottom of the frame, the

front ends of which are provided with lacking Angers, said

8 91.7 11. ENVELOP
Saskatchewan. Cana<la

^^e'Jmproved envelop having side flaps 1 and 2 provide.!

wi^a slo't 1. and tongue 2-, res.x^ctively, end flaps^3 an

4 similarly provide.1 with slot 3v tongue 4., the seseral

ItTo/the three flaps coinciding when the '*»-
-^^;f ^^^

and the tongue 4- passing outwanl through all. and the

June 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1971

guard tongue 2» having catch 2'" being adapted to overlie

the meeting and lapped ends of all the flaps for insertion

yt-

.,«aeath the short tongue 4'. which is then sealed upon the

^uard tongue as shown and described.

891.712. TROLLEY. Abel Molnar, Pittsburg. Pa.

Filed Mar. 14. 1908. Serial No. 421,083.

* ft
t> s

1

.

The c<jmbinalion with a trolley harp, an axle mounted

therein, and a wheel journaled upon said axle, of arms

loosely mounte<l upon the outer ends of sai.i axle, con-

fronting l>evele<i exten.sions carrie.1 by the upper ends of

said arms and adapted to overlie said wheel, the lower

ends of said arms having slots formetl therein, a bracket

carritMl by sai.l trolley harp and extending into the slots

of .said arms, coil springs arranged between the lower ends

of said arms for maintaining the upper ends of sai.l arms

In a closeii pfjsition. ribs carrie<l by sai.l arms for engaging

said harp and preventing .lisplacement of said arms, and

cables connecte<l to the lower ends of said arms for spread-

ing the upper en.ls thereof, substantially as de8cnbe<i.

2. The combination with a trolley harp, the axle thereof

and the wheel journaled upon said axle, of arms loosely

mounted uixm the ends of said axle, confronting beveled

extensions carried by the upper ends of sai.l arms and

adapte<l to lie over said wheel, springs interpose<l between

the lower ends of said arms for maintaining the upper ends

thereof in a closed position, a bracket carrie<l by said harp

and extending into the lower ends of said arms, an.l cables

connecting with the lower ends of said arms for spreading

the upper ends thereof, substantially as described.

891 713 CHAROINO DEVICE FOR FT-RNACES. RE-
CEIVING VfflBIELS. OR THE LIK?:. LuuwiG Mond.
London. England File<1 Aug 26. 1907. Serial No.

390,251.

1. .\ device for di.-^tribiiting the eh.arge fe.l into a fur-

nace, pro.lucer or the like, or into a receiving ve.ssel. com-

prising a hopper, a cone valve adapted to engage the dis-

charge end of sai.l hopi)er. a tube fixed below the said hop-

per, and an unobstructed hollow spreads fixed operatively

below the said tul>e. and adapted to simultaneously allow

some of the charge to fall centrally through it and to re-

ceive some of the charge upon its outer surface.

2. A device for distributing the charge fed into a fur-

nace, producer or the like, or into a receiving vessel, com-

prising a hopper, a cone valve atlaptf^i to engage the dis-

charge end of siiid liopiwr. a tube fixed below sai.l hopper

and an unobstructed hollow si)reader fixed oi>eratively be-

low the said tube and adapted to simultane-ously allow .some

of the charge to fall centrally through it and to receive

some of the charge up<}n its outer surface, with means for

adjusting the p>osition of the spreatler relatively to the

discharge end of said tube.

3. A device for distributing the charge fod into a fur-

nace, producer or the like, or into a receiving ve.ssel. com-

prising a hopt>er. a cone valve adapteti to engage the dis-

charge end of said hopi>er. a tube flxe<l below sai.i hopi:>er,

an unobstructed hollow sprea.ler Axed operatively below

said tube and adapted to simultaneously allow some of the

charge to fall centrally through it and to receive some of

the charge upon its outer surface, with means for adjust-

ing the position of the sprea<ier relatively to the discharge

end of said tube, and means for altering the action of said

spreader.

4. A device for distributing the charge fe<l into a fur-

nace, producer or the like, or into a receiving vessel, com-

prising a hopper, a tube fixed below the said hopper, a hol-

low spreader flxetl below the said tube, and a curve<l outer

surface to the said spreader, the said spreader being a.iapte<i

to allow .some of the charge to fall through it and to re-

ceive some on the said curveii outer surface.

5. A device for distributing the charge fed into a fur-

nace. prrKiucer or the like, or into a receiving ve,s.sel. com-

prising a hopi>er, a tube Axed below the said hopper, a

hollow spreader fixed below the sai.i tube a curve<i outer

surface to the said spreader, and a .serrated lower e<lge to

the said spreatler, the said spreader being adapted to allow

some of the charge to fall through it and to receive some

on the said curve<i outer surface.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,714. DUST-COLLECTOR FOR MOTOR-VEHI-
CLES. EvERARD H. Morgan. Didsbury, England.

Filed June 14, 1907. Serial No. 379.051.

1. In a vehicle driven by an internal combustion engine,

the combination of a dust collector having an inlet situatetl

In rear of the vehicle wheels with an ejector correlate<l with

the said collector and oi>eratively connecte<l with the ex-

haust pipe of the engine in such manner that the exhaust

products induce an inward flow of air into the sai.i dust

collector.

2. In a vehicle driven by an internal combustion engine,

the combination of dust and air collectors with an ejector

correlated with said collector and oi)eratively connected

with the exhaust pipe of the engine, a .ielivery pipe con-

nected with said ejector and common to all said collectors,

and a dust separating receptacle connected with said de-

livery pipe, with means for discharging the collected air and

dust, substantially as described.

3. In a vehicle driven by an internal combustion engine,

the combination of dust and air collectors with an ejector

connected with said collectors and with the exhaust pipe of

' the engine, a delivery pii)e connecte.1 with sai.l ejector and

common to all said collectors, an.l a .lust separating recep-

I tacle connected with sai-l delivery pipe and proviiie«i with
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mean, for dischar^.n^ the collect^ air and dust and for

r^onzing .aid a.r and products dischar«,vl from the ox-

haust DiD€ of the engine.

4 In rmotor dr.ven vehicle of any tyr>o operate.! h>- an

int.^rnal combustion motor, the oombmatum -'^h -^^
«;

Ljector arranged to reoe.ve exhaust P-^-^ ^-^
^^^^^^^

internal combustion motor and t« induce the flo* of air

t^^h Dipes ca...nK. or collectors, of a connection with a

5^^ cSm«%cket of said motor, whereby va,><.r dis-

^r.^ rrn'"aid r.l.ator may be led t.
^^^-^^^^^'Z

te de^s.ted on du.t carne,! by the air pa.ss*i through the

^d a^ e Stor and to aid said air in deo<lonz.n, the ox-

^It pri^u^t. discharged by the int.m»i combusfoa

-Tin ;r^d^-en ::h;^ a^otally mount., dust col-

lector wiSi means operable by the driver for pla..nK said

collector into. oi>erative and inoperative po.iuons.

2 \ feci ba« support coinprWng •nn«. •upportmg

hooks pivoted to said arn«. a cro« bar pivoted to one of

said arms and detachably connected to the other arm, a

cross bar pivotallv connecte<i to one of said supjH.rt.n^

h<K,ks and .ietachably connecte<l to the other supportrng

hook and latches pivoted to the supp.>rtin« hooks and

detachably ccmnected to the anus.

891 715. COMBUSTION -CH.A.MBEH
^-^^f-"^^J^"

Slo^ Lynn. M:^. .
assignor to General Klectric (_om-

na^T' a Corporation of New York. -
>n«inal apphcatioa

^Sf De^sT, 19(H, serial N- '^39 ^K.^ Divided and

this application file^l Apr. 4, 1906. Serial No. 309., 42.

3 In a device of t»»ech«act«r describc-d. for.^ardly pro-

jectinK arms, a feed bag supported upon said arms^hook-

pTvotally connected to said arms for engaging the hne^ of the hame««. and latches for adjusting the arms

relaUvely to the hooks.

891717 NUT -LOCK. \Vii.u..m McCimi., Live Oak.

Fla assignor of one-third to Calvin J. McGehee, Live

Oak. Fla^and one-third to .>l.ver B »-"•-;-«'- ?'«^-

ticell... Kla. Filed Oct, 11, 1906. Serial No. 338.488.

1 \ combust.ou chaiul>er comprising a casing, a lining

therefor made of h.-at-resistmg material, fuel and air ad-

miilon pipes, a conduit receiving the mixture from the

vZl SiSrging nozzle communicating with the condu.

anrreceivm« the n.ixture before it enters ,he chamb.-r and

Ts flre.1. the said nozzle reducing the veUK.ty "f/»- na-

ture a second conduit receiving the products of combus-

tion after the mixture i.s fired, and a ine«is receiving sa d

pro^luc^ from the second conduit and discharging them to

an energy-absorbing device.

r .Combustion chamber comprising k casing, a lining

therefor, a normally closed conduit -•""7^'"'/"*;'"«
;;;!

'

the chamber inclosed by the lining thmu^h wh.ch a t r h

can be inserted for starting, a conduit receiving a ^'o^^^f^-

ble mixture, a nozzle which receives the tmxture from the

conduit which expands toward the chamber to decrease

the >Socity of the mixture, and a condv^it for dischargmg

the products of combustion from the cha|mi>er

3 \ combustion chamber comprising a casing, a lining

therefor surrounding the walls of the chamber, a conduit

for receiving the mixture for the .han.b.r, «" ^xpand.ng

nozzle which receives the mixture. dc.-»eases it^ %elocit>

end discharges the same to the chamber, a support carr.e<i

bv the casing and provided with a chamtn-r receiving the

products of combustion, a heat-resisting linmg for the sup-

port and one or more nozzles carried by the support.

S91716 NOSE-BAG, John A, McCotEMAN. Curtisville.

Mich Filed Sept 1»> 1>«)7. Serial So 393.21.-).

I K folding fee<l bag sui.;>ort comprising forwardly ex-

tending arms, a fee.1 bag .supporte.l upon said arins. cross

^;^^r. pivoted to one of said arms and coia^ected to the other

arm, supporting hm.ks pivoted to the anns and adapted to

engage the terrets. ,and latches pivoted to the supvx.rtmg

hoc.k^ .^n.l detachably connected to said anns.

1 As a new an.l improve<l article of manufacture, a com-

b,ne<i nut lock and has.- remforce for rail joints comprising

a pTate to lie in an outwardly :uM downwardly incline,!

^sition upon a ba.se tlange. said plM- i-n,g sui.stant.al >

S^un fornMh.ckness throughout and having p ane parallel

upiK.r and lower surface, such plate l.-ing form.. ^Mt

hollow l>osses or ofTs^-.s extending from it-- upper s.de and

at t^ inner edge, said offseUs In-mg fornuM bv upwardly dis-

; ace<^TK'rtions of the lK,.!y of the plate a.M l«-tng spac^l

apart and having their upper surfaces d.s,>..se.! at an angle

?oThe upper and lower surfaces of the plate To lie in a

horzontal plane for the pur;K..se set forth. tU.
'""^'/^^^'^J

prel^nt.ng reces.s.>s on the underside of the plate beneath

"2. °rsTnew and .mprove<l articleof manufacture^a com-

bined nut look and ba>^ reinforce for rail jomtsjhe same

contprLng an oblong rectangular frame of substantialy

un" orm thickness throughout and having plane paral el

upir <LJ K.wer surfaces, said plate being a.lapte<l to he

S ^1 outwardly and .lownwanlly incline.1 P««'^'«" "P^;)^.*

base flange and Ix-ing provide,! in its outer or lower longi-

miinal edge with spike notches, the plate l>e.ng provided

upln s upper surface and a^ljacent its inner or upper edge

iSi h dlow^K^sses or ofTsets forme<! by upwardly displaced

Trtions of the b.x!y of the plate, the construction present-

K^r eces.ses in the underside of the plate U-neath said off-

iL the offset, being spaced apart an.l having their up,>er

^rfaces disp<.sed at an angle to the up,.-r and lower sur-

facesof the plate U. lie m a lu.ruontal plane, the r^---^^" »>«-

ow saWi offit-s opening through the inner edge of the plate

and the side walls of said offsets vanishing in said e<ige ami

mcrelng in .lepth therefrom to the outer ends of the off-

Tts whereby the bearing surface of the offsets stand hon-

^ zontallv when the plate is in its inclined operative position.
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891.718. COUPUNQ. Thomas B. McMillan. Sherry.

Tex. Filed June 21. 1907. Serial No. 380.176.

^* d£j6

//*

each of said blocks being of hollow form and comprising

top bottom and perforated end plates, said top and bottom

plates being forme,! at one si.le with a,K^rture,i ears ailapt^

to engage the guide rcxls. a shaft having it.s ends passing

through the ojx-mngs in the plates of the blocks, a sleeve

mounted upon the shaft l>etween the blocks, a V-shape<l

bracket mounte,! ui>on the sleeve, arms secured to the

bracket, a saw secured to the diverging ends of the arms.

pulleys mounted ur)on the supporting frame, su8i>en8ion

cords secured to the shaft, and weigh t-« secured to the cords.

1 In an automatic coupling of the character described,

a coupler head provide«l upon one side of it* longitudma^

center with a forwanlly extending arm having a tapered

terminal tongue, sai.i tongue merging at its inner s.,!e Into

the inner wall or face of the arm an,! terminating at its

outer .i,le short of the face of the arm. thereby providmg

an abutting shoulder, the head lK>ing provided on the op-

posite side of it> center with a socket terminating m rear

of the arm and having an abutting shoulder at the side

thereof the hea^l and arm l)eing formed with a duct open-

ing at one end thr,.ugh the rear of the coupler and at it«

opposite end through the inner face of the arm, and a

locking spring secured to the socket..! si.le of the head and

exten,ling forwardly in a plane parallel to the arm and

tongue. _, ., ,

•' In an automatic coupling of the character described,

a coupler head provide,! on one si,le of its longitudina^

center with a forwardly extending arm having a taiK^red

tongue at its forward end merging at \\& inner suie into

the face of the arm an,i terminating at its outer side short

of the outer face of the arm, thereby providing a contact

shoulder, the other side of the arm l>eing forint^l ^'th a

pair of superposcl gui.le shouhlers locate.! m rear of said

contact should.-r and providing intervening longitudinal

guide grooves, an,! the hea,! having on the opposite side

of \\& longitudinal center a tap«^re,l 8f>cket ternnnatmg in

rear of the arm an<! pn)videi! at it^ outer si.le with a con-

tact shoulder, and a locking spring securt.1 to the socketed

side of the head and extending forwardly in parallel rela-

tion to the arm an,l it« tongue U> engage with the guide

groove forme*! by the superpose*! shoulder of an opposing

coupling.

••1,719. BWING-SAW C.\lvin L. Newell, Dunn.

Waeh., SMlsnor of one-half to Lewis H. Brown, Daisy,

Wash!' Filed Apr. 25. 1907. Serial No. 370.3O9.

891.720. MOTOR-CONTROLLING DEVICE, William

C. O'Brien. Baltimore. Md,, assignor to Monitor Manu-

facturing Companv of Baltimore City. Baltimore, Md .

a Corporation of Marylan,! Filed Jan. 19. 1907. Serial

No. 353.168. Renewed Jan. 28. 1908. Serial No.

412.993.
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t In a sawing apparatus, the combination with a sup-

IH.rtmg frame, of guide rods fixe*! to and depending from

the frame, blocks luljusXably mounte*! upon the guide rods,

each of said blocks l>eing of hollow form and comprising

U)p bottom and perforate*! end plates, said top and b,.ttoin

plates being formed at one side with apertured ears adaptei!

to engage the guide ro*ls. a shaft having ita ends piissing

through the , .tunings in the plates of the bk.cks. a sleeve

mounte*! uiM.n the shaft l>etween the blocks, a V-shape*!

bracket mounte.! upon the sleeve, arms secure.! to the

bracket, an.l a saw secure,! to the diverging en. Is of the

arms.
,

2 In a sawing apparatus, the cmbination with a sup-

porting frame, of guide r*xls fixe*! to and dei)en<!ing from

the frame, blocks a<!justably mounted upon the guide rods,

1. In an electric motor controlling apparatus, a switch

for starting an.l stopping the motor, a resistance for the

armature circuit, an automatic controller having^win.lings

in series with the armature, said controller being wlapte.!

to operate to cut resistance out of said circuit whenever

the armature current, at starting, is below|a predeter-

mined quantity, and to prevent cutting out resistance

while the current is above said quantity, and a regulaUng

device a.iapte.! to Ije set at will, for retaining more or^leas

resistance in sai.i circuit after said device has oi^-rated to

cut out resistance,

2 In an electric motor controlling apparatus, a switch

for starting and stopping the motor, a resistance for the

armature circuit, an automatic controller having win.imgs

in series with the armature, said contn.ller being adapt..!

to operate to cut resistance out of sai.i circuit whenever the

armature current, at starting, is below a pre.!etermined

(luantity and to prevent cutting out resistance while the

current'is ab..ve said quantity, an.l to reinsert resistance in

said circuit when said switch is oiiened. and a regulating de-

vice adapted to be set at will, for retaining more or less re-

sistance in sai.i circuit after said device has operate*! to cut

out resistance,

3 The wmbination with a motor, and a switch for start-

ing and stopping the same, of a starting resistance ar-

ranged in series with the armature of the motor, so that the

armature current will flow through the resistance when

said switch is first close,! to start the motor, a regulating de-

vice adjustable at will, for engaging contacts connecte.! to

various portions of said resistance, said device being nor-

mally dea.1. or out of circuit, and an automatic controller

actuate,! bv the .(viantity of current flowing in the arma-

ture circuit, said controller being arranged to prevent said

regulating device from being includ..! in series with the

armature while the starting current is al)Ove a pre*let er-

mine,! quantitv, an.l to include said device in series with

the armature when the starting current falls below said pre-

determine.1 quantity.

4 The combination with a motor and a switch for start-

ing and st*.pping the same. o\ a starting resistance in series

with the armature of the motor, a circuit for shunting said

resistance, said shunt circuit including a normally open

switch and a regulator, adjustable at will, for regulating the

ariK)unt of said resistance to be shunted, and an automatic

i controlhng device actuate*! by the quantity of current
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1

flowiM in the arnialure circuit, said oontroUing device be-

laK adapted to hold .aid switch in the shunt nrcuit open as

long as the starting current lu the armatura circuit re-

mains above a predetermined quantity and to permit said

switch to close when the current in the armature circuit

f&lto below said prodetermined quantity. i

5 In an electric motor controlimR apparatus a switcn

for starting and stopping the motor, a startup resistance

and an automatic controlling device for 9ai4 resistance,

said device having windings normally connected m ser|^

with said resistance, whereby when said switch is first

closed the armature current flow, through all

-^'^'['^^'J^

log resistance and the windings of said control ing device,

a shunt circuit for said starting resistance, said shunt c^

cult comprising a normally open switch ^l«^tned u> be

closed by said controlling device when the armature cur-

rent falls below a predetermined quantity an. 1
means for

connecting said shunt circuit to various p<Jin^of the start-

ing resistance.

89 1 7M STARTER FOR ELKCTRK^ MOTORS

Willi vM C O'Brien, Baltimore, Md., a,s.sign(.r to Moni-

tor Manufacturing (Company of Baltimore City, Balti-

more. Md.. a Corporation of Marvlan.l. J'''^^^' -^P^^^

1907, Serial No. 367,192. Renewed Nir.-. ^-, iw-

.

Serial No. 403.342.

cuitmg said wm.iings and re^i.stance. said switch comprls-

mg a lever having one arm pivotally connected to the core

of said solenoid and movable by the weight of said core to

.-lose the switch when the core is relea.s«><l from its colls, a

holdmg solenoid having its windings in the annature cir-

cuit and having a core heavier than the core of said regulat-

ing solenoid, said heavier core being adapte,! to rest loose y

up.m the op,>osite arm of said lever and thereby hold the

.switch m oiH-n ;K,sition and the core of the regulating

solenoid in an upper position when , ho current is turned

off and said holding solenoid N-ing adapted to move it«

core upwardly from the lever when the .-urrent is turned on.

5 In an automatic starter for electric motors, a starting

resistance m the armature cir,-uit. a regulating .levicc hav-

ing windings in said nrruit and having a core or armature

a switch for cutting out saul resistan.-e and windings, said

.witch being connects to saul core so as to move there-

with an electromagnetic holdmg device having a core or

armature, and connections between sa.d .-..res whereby the

core of the holding device normally ,
:v,rl>,Uan.-.-s the core

of the regulating device and holds the swin 1> m ,.iR>n iKisi-

tion. sai.l hol.lmg device l>eing arranged t.. hfl it., .-ore from

said connections when .urrent is turn.-d on.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

89 1 7 22 STARTER FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS.

WiLliam C. O'Brien, Baltimore, Md.. a«.signor to Moni-

tor Manufarturing Company .>f Baltimore City, Balti-

more, Md , a rori>oration of Maryland. Filed June 24.

1907, Serial No. 380,5:« Renewe.1 I-eh 14, 190«. toe-

rial No. 415.968.

1 In an automatic starter for electric mot>.,rs.»a starting

resistance m the armature circuit, a regulating solenoid

having windings m said cirmit. a switch for cuttmg out

said resistance and windmgs, said switch comprising a

lever having one arm connected to the cor- of the regulat-

ing solenoid, and a holding solenoid having it* core adapud

to rest up.3n the opposite arm of the lever *nd to support

the core of the regulating solenoul within itp coils and the

switch in open position, said holding soU-amd being ar- ,

ranged to lift its core and relea.se the lever when the
.

ur-

rent is turned on. i

o In an automatic starter for electric motors, a starting I

resistance in the armature circmr. a regulating s.,leno.d
•

having Its windmgs in said circuit, a switch f,.r short-< ir-

cuiting sail windmgs and resistance, said sKitch compris^

ing a lever having one arm p.votally conne.^ed to the core i

of said solenoid and movable by thr weight of said core to

close the switch when the core is releas^M from its coils, a

holding solenoid having a heavier core than the core o .said

regulating solenoid said heavy core being ».lapted to rest
I

[^^ly upon the opposite arm of said levrr and thereby

hold the switch m open position and the <ore of the regvi-

lating solenoid in an upper position when the eurrent is

turnel off and said holding solenoid being a<lapted to

move Its core upwardly from the lever wh.^ the current is

^'"T^'lnTn automatic starter for electric motors, a starting

resistance in the armature circuit, a regulating solcnoi.l

having it.s win.lings in said circuit, a switch for cutting out

said resistance and windings, said switch comprising a

lever having one arm connected to the corf of the regulat-

ing solemn 1. ami a holding solenoid hav.n, its w^n^'^^^'"

the armature mrcuit and having its core »dapte.i to bear

upon the opi>osite arm of the lever and to ,upport the core

of the regulating s.)lenoid m an up,H-r ,..sit,on and he

switch in open !«)s.tion, said solenoid b^-ing adajUed to lift

ircore and release the lever when the current is turne<l on.

4 In an automatic starter for electric motors, a starting

resistance in the armature circuit, a regtilaMng soienoi.l

having Its windings in sai.l circuit, a switjch for short-cir-

1 In an automatic starter for electric motors, a resist-

ance arrange<l in the armature circuit and having contact

^r^aces or steps, a series of contact members for engaging

said steps to short circuit successive sections of the r.-si>t

ance, a regulating .ievice. having a core .>r armature opera-

tivelv connecte.1 to .sai.l members an.l having win. mgs ar-

ranged in the armature circuit at the san>e si.le of the re-

sistance a.s the motor armature, for regulating the move-

ment of said members toward said steps when the current

is turned on, an.l means f.,r automatically moving said

members out of engagement with said steps when the cur-

Snt is cut off and for releasing said members when current

"
o''Trln"automatic starter for electric motors, a resist-

ance .arranged in the armature circuit an.l having contact

;urf aces or steps, a series of contact members for engaging

said steps to short circuit successive sections of the resist-

ance' a regulating solenoid having its core o,>eratively con-

necte.1 to sai.l meml>ers an.l having its wimiings arranged in

the armature circuit at the same si.le ..f the resistance as

the motor armature for regulating the movement of .said

memt>ers toward sai.l stet>9 when the current ,s turned on

!
and means f.>r atitomatieally moving sai.l members out o

I engagement with said step.s when the current ,s cut off and

for releasing sai.l meml>ers when current is turne<i on.

i In an automatic st.arter for electric motors, a resist-

ance arrange.1 m the armature circuit and haying contact

surfaces or steps, a s«-nes of contact members for engaging

said steps to short circuit successive sections .,f the resist-

. ance, a regulating solenoid arrange.1 in the armature c.r-
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cult at the same side of the resistance as the motor £U-ma-

ture for regulating the movement of said members toward

sakl steps when the ciurent is turned on, a magnetic clutch

•rranged to prevent said solenoid from retracting its core

while the resistance is being cut out, and means for auto-

matically moving said members out of engagement with

said steps when the current is cut off and for releasing said

members when the current is turned on.

4. In an automatic starter for electric motors, a resist-

ance arranged in the armature circuit and having contact

surfaces or steps, a series of contact members for engaging

said steps to short circuit successive sections of the resist-

ance, a regulating solenoid arranged in the armature cir-

cuit at the same side of the resistance as the motor arma-

ture for regulating the movement of said members toward

said steps when the current is turne.l on, a magnetic clutch

arranged to prevent said solenoid from retracting its core

while the resistance is being cut out, said clutch comprising

a magnetizable body arranged to engage the side of the

solenoid core, and means for automatically moving said

members out of engagement with said steps when the cur-

rent is cut off and for releasing said members when the

current is turned on.

5. In an automatic starter for electric motors, a resist-

ance arranged in the armature circuit and having contact

surfaces or steps, a series of contact meml>ers for engaging

said steps to short circuit successive sections of the resist-

ance, a regulating solenoid arranged in the armature cir-

cuit at the same suie of the resistance as the motor arma-

ture for regulating the movement of said members toward

said steps when the current is turned on, a magnetic clutch

arranged to prevent said solenoid from retracting its core

while the resistance is being cut out, said clutch comprising

a magnetizable body loos.'l.\ held in a suitable housing at

the side of the .ore and a iapl^xl to engage the core, and

means for automat icuily moving said members out of en-

gagement with said steiw when the current is turned on.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the dazette.]

891,723. SASH-BALANCE. Charles H. Ocumpacoh.
Ro.hester.N.Y. Filed Mar. 20, 1907. Serial No. 363,434.

891,724. MANUFACTURE OF AN ANTIFOULING
PAINT. Jan F. den Otden, Heuvellaan. Nether-

lands, assignor to Naamlooze Vennootschap tot Ex-

ploitatie der Verf Heusiet . Amster.lam, Netherlands, a

Corp<jration accor.iing to Dutch law. Filed Aug. 27,

1907. Serial No. 3yo..3H.s,

1. An antifouling paint consisting of an intimate mix-

ture containing coal tar, lime, white arsenic, boracite and

borax.

2. An antifouling paint, consisting of an intimate mi.x-

ture containing about eighty parts of coal tar, about

twenty parts of pure shell lime, one part of white arsenic,

about four parts of boracite and about four parts of borax,

substantially as described.

3. An antifouling paint consisting of an intimate mix-

ture containing coal tar, white arsenic, txjracite, and borax,

substantially as described.

891,72 5. VETERINARY FORCEPS. Carlton A.

Paisley. Winfield. Iowa. Filed Feb. 21, 1908. Serial

No. 417,124.

1. A forceps comprising h.andles, forked jaws at each end

of one of the handles, and cups formed at each end of the

other handle, one of the cups having a circular opening

therein, and the other cup having a central web and teeth

formed along the edges of the cup.

2. A forceps comprising handles pivoted together, one of

the handles having forked jaws, and the other having cups

with which the jaws cooperate, one of the cups having an

opening therein, and a central web in the other cup, and

teeth along the edge of said cup.

891.726. WOOD-PRESERVING COMPOUND. Her-
bert E. Percival. Houston, Tex., assignor to Percival

Wood-Preserving Company, Incorporated, Houston,

Tex. Filed Oct. 19, 1907, Serial No. 398,215.

1 . A comi>ound for preserving wood consisting of crude

petroleum, dead oil. naphthalene, sodium chlorid, oxid of

iron, and rosin, substantially in the proportions specified.

2 A compound for preserving wood consisting of the

following ingredients in substantially the proportions

specified by weight: crude petroleum, 64 ounces: dead

oil, 48 oimces; naphthalene, 24 ounces; sodium chlorid 8

ounces; oxid of iron, 8 ounces; and rosin, 8 ounces.

891.727. DOOR OR WINDOW ."SECURER. Adolf W.
Peterson, Ironwood, Mich Filed Aug. 19, 1905, Se-

rial No 274,y:i6.

1. In a sash balance, a drum, a spring in the drum, a

8usi:)ending baml on the drum, and a frame for the drum
embodying a face plate having an otw-mng for the band

consisting of two slots connected b\- a narrow pa.ssage.

2. In a sash balance, a rotatable spring-drum, a spring

in the drum, a su.spen.iing hand on the drum, an.i a frame

for the .Irum embodying a face plate having an opening

for the band, said opening extending to a plane approxi-

mately tangential to the .Irum and cutting the plate at
1

approximately right angles transversely to its length.
|

3. In a spring sa.sh bal.ance. a face plate having an open-

ing, a spring and drum having a ,susi^nding band extenfl-

ing through the opening, the drum being pivoted to the

frame, and the suspen.ling ban.! leaving the drum at a

right angle to the face plate when the latter is in a hori- I

zontal position, an.l leaving the .Irum at less than a right

angle when the face plate is in a vertical jxisition, an.i a I

single a.ijusting screw at one end of the opening controlling

the friction on the drum without regard to whether the 1

face plate extends in a vertical or a horizontal plane. '

A thumb screw comprising a head and a threaded shank,

a shoulder being provided between the head and the .shank,

said shoulder being adapted to engage the article upon

which the thumb screw is used, the engaging face of said

shoulder being inclined with respect to the axis of the

screw for the purpose set forth.

891.728. PROPELLER. Alonzo T. Phillips. Norfolk.

Va. Filed Mar. 16, 1907. Serial No. 362,7'20

1, A shaft sup;x)rted for rotation and carrying a screw

propeller, a mast steppe*! for rotation, a flexible foldable
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motor wheel »upporte<i up<m the n.a.t. a .leeve sl.dable

upon the Utter. Ruy members connectmK th.> sleeve with

the rim of the motor wheel, inean-^s for mljusting the 9le.-ve

upon the mast and mean.^ for transmittmg motion from

the latter to the propelUr . arrymg ivhaft.

2 \ 3haft supiHirte.i for rotation and carrying a screw

propeller a mast -*tepj.«vi fur rotation, a tlaxible foldable

motor wheel supiH^rtel upon the ma^st
.
said motor wheel

comprising a plurality of angular porkets, a sleeve slidable

uptm the latter, brace rotls connecting the sleeve with the rim

of the motor wheel, means for atljusting the sleeve u^xjii the

mast and means for transmitting motion from the latter

to the propeller cHrryuig shaft.

891.729 LADDER Gh.^rlxs D Phipps, Fenton, Mich.

Filed May 27, 19()7 Serial No. 375,925.

2 A holding device of the class described, ocwaprismg a

fra'me. channels at the edges of said frame, a stretching

dcM.e secure<i to said frame consisting of streUhing bars

a«lapte.l lo engage a strip passing through said frame and

fingers integral with said stretching bars, adapted to rest

on said strip.

1,1 i ladder, a rack secured to and projfrting from one

of I he legs thereof, a grooved foot piece arranged to slide

over the leg a catch mounting plate secured to the foot

and being slotted longitudinally and transversely, and a

catch comprising a jaw having engaging t^th. pivot pins

upon the jaw a^lapted to pivot in the transverse slot of the

mounting plate, a depending leg u^xm the catch and an

upstanding handle on the catch in alinement with the

leg together with the spring arranged b<-tween the lower

end of the catch and the mounting plate to force the jaw

through the longitudinal slot of 3ai<l plat* and through a

sl.,T m the foot piece into engagement with the rack.

i In a holding device, the combination with a frame

having a notch in one end thereof and channels at its lon-

gitudinal edges: of a stretching .ievice carrie,! by said

frame having spring f\ngers adapted I'o engag.' ;i -'ri| "I

cloth passing through said frame and a »m<".'l.KiK ir..n

adapted to engage sai.l notch and move the frame longi-

tudinally of thf strip when the iron is operated to press

sai<l strip

891.731

TORS
1906.

Mri)-(()I.I.K( TOR FOR STFAM-(JFNKRA-

He.nki I'oKo.N. Troyes, France. File<i Aug. 23.

Serial No. 331,741.

1 In AatMOB fBOer»tor, the combination with i water

drum of an opea-endwJ mu.l-coUecting tul)e arranged

therein and a draw-oft tube arrange<l withm the said mud-

collecting tube and extending .-xter.orly of the water drum,

and provided with a cock, ius describe,!

- The combination with a steam generator consisting

of an upper water tufH-. a lower water tul>e. and short ui>-

right tubes connecting thr up;>er an.l lower tul-^s. of a

nui.i-collecting tuln. -n.-n ut N,th ends ami arranged within

the lower water tutH> and sp;., ed therefrom on all sides and

so i>ositione,i relatively u. the short upright tubes as to

cause the water circulating within the lower tube to pass

through said mud-collecting tutn- lH>fore it passes "P;^;«^>y

through one of the upright tubes an.l deposit its sediment

wilhm the said mu.lcoUectmg tube.

TO1.730 FOLD -HOLDING t't:virE. IUrh^ett T.

Pitcher. Mount Pleasant. Iowa. Fileil Feb IS, 19<)s.

Serial No 4lfi.531

1 \ hol.ling device of the class de*cnbe.l. comprising a

frame having a channel at each edge, and Kprmg stretching

bars carried bv the frame a.lapte.1 to engage a strip of

cloth passing through said frame and hoU the same taut.

i * —
89 1 73' ^<-()RIN<i OH (OrNTINO APPARATUS.

LaZ.^k a R.^BiNowiTScH, Vienna. Austria - Hungary.

Filed Sept. ib, P.KHi. Serial No. 33rt.2BH.

1 In an apparatus of the character descrii^l, the com-

bination of a plurality of chutes, a plurality of counter re-

ceptacles opening mW each of said chutes, a common cas-

ing into which saul chutes open, a transparent face to said

casing an.l means for ejecting the counters one at a time

from the counter receptacles

•^ In an apparatus of the character descnlxvl. the com-

bination of a plurality of chutes, a plurality of counter re-

ceptacles opening into each of sai<l chutes, a common ca.s-

,ng into which said chutes o,>en. a transparent face to said

casing an.l means for ejecting the counters ,,ne at a une

from the counter receptacles, and means f„r im,.- 1
ng

forw.ir.l the column of .'ounters in each recepta. le aftir a

counter has l.een ejecte,l fn.m the latter.

3 In an apparatus of the .haracter .lescrdxvl. the com-

bination of a plurality of c.hu.es, a plurality of .-ounter re-

ceptacles opening into each of sai.l chutes, a common ca.^
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ing into which said chutes open, a transparent face to said

casing and means for ejecting the counters one at a time

from the counter receptacles comprising a slide arranged

at the discharge opening of each counter receptacle, a key

adapted to be operated by hand, and connections mter-

mediate the key and slide.

2. A mail pouch delivering apparatus designed to be se-

cured to the floor of a car. comprising a chute, a two-part

door cenuallv i)ivoted to said chute, one of said parts

fitting within the chute and designed to form a rest or sui>-

port for a mail pouch, and the other part of the door being

of greater width than the chute and designed to extend

over the upper end of the latter when in its closed position,

and means detachably holding said door in its opene<i po-

sition.

891.7 34. MACHINE FOR INSERTING WIRES IN

PACKAGE-HANDLES. ClaRK Rkynglds and Alblkt

J. Skaman. Boston. Mass.. assignors of forty-nine one-

hundredths to themselves, and fifty-one one-hun.iredths

to Daniel W. Howland, Brookline. Mass. File<i Nov. Ji).

1905. Serial No. 289.665.

4 In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a plurality of chutes, a plurality of counter re-

ceptacles opening into each of said chutes, a common cas-

ing into which said chutes oi)en, a transparent face to said

casing an.l means for ejecting the counters one at a tune

from the counter receptacles and tongues s arranged

within each chute adjacent the discharge orifices of the

counter receptacles and adaptetl to engage the upper e<lge

of each counter being cjecte.1 and cause the latter to tilt as

set forth.
.

5 In an apparatus ,.f the character described, the com-

bination of upwardly mclme.l counter receptacles, inclined

chutes into which a plurality of said receptacles open, and

a casing into which said chutes open, the discharge open-

ings of each receptacle above projecting laterally relatively

to the receptacle below an.l the guiding face of each

chute being disposed lower than the guiding faces of the

counter receptacles, whereby a counter passing through

the disch.trge oi^ning of a higher receptacle will not brush

past the oi^-nrngs of the receptacles beneath.

891 -33 M\ILPid (11 DELIVERER. WiLUAM M.

RAwL.Lykesland.S.C. Filed \pr 20. 1908. SerialNo.

428,045.

1 A pa.kage handle wiring machine comprising a mov-

able carriage mlapted to support a handle in i)osition to

receive a wire, wire feeding means, wire cutting means.

mechanism for moving the carnage with respect to the

handle to i»ermit the handle to drop before the carriage

and to thereafter move the carriage in the opposite direc-

tion to fee<l forward the handle.

2. A package handle wiring machine comprising a guide

adapted to receive a handle in the tran.«verse vKJsition.

wire bending .ievices located at the sides of .said guide,

means for feetling forwani a han.ile in said guide, handle

fee<ilng means for fee.iing a handle towards the guide, and

wire feeling means adapte<l to feed a wire through the

handle U-fore the handle reaches the guide.

3 A package handle wiring machine comprising wire

twisting means normally out of the path in which the wire

is fed forward with the handle, handle feeding means.

twister moving means f.)r moving the twisters into tlie

path of the wires, and means for effecting the engagement

of the wires with the twisters

4 \ package handle wiring machine compnsmg twisting

means normallv located out of the path in which the handle

wire is U-<\ forward with the handle, means for feeding

forward the wire l>eyon.l the twister, means for moving

the twister into said path, and means for retracting the

wire to engage it with the twister.

5 A package handle w iring machine comprising a guide

in which a han.ile and its wire may be fe<l forward in the

transverse iK)sition. wire ben.img .levices locate<i at the

sides of the gui.le. wire twisting devices normally located

out of the path of the wire, means for moving the twisters

into said path, means for feeding forward the handle wire

beyond the twisters, and means for retracting the wires

to engage the same with the twisters.

[riaiiTis to 13 not priiite.! in the Gazette.]

1. A mail jxiuch delivering apparatus designcl to be se-

curetl to the floor of a car. .-om prising a chute, a two-part

door, one part fitting withm the chute, and the other part

of greater width than the oiK-nmg m the chute, an.l means

wiihm the car for engaging and holding the se.on.l men-

tioned part of 'he door in its oi)en«l position, such second

mentione.1 part when in itsclow-.! jKJsition, extending over

anil pr.ite.ting th.- top of the .'hute.

891 735 GA.-^-ENGINE. Marvin V. Robinson and

James 8. Seybekt. Chicora. Pa. File<i July 20, UKHS.

Serial No. 327.008.

1 Means for controlling a water supply to the jacket ol

a gas engine comprising a T-coupling having a valve seat

a water conduit conm-ct.Kl to ..n.' of the branches of said

coupling and communicating with the water jacket, a

water supplv pipe or)ening at one end in another branch of

said coupling, the remaining branch of said coupling adapt-

ed to open into the atmosphere, a valve for closmg that

branch which opens into the atmosphere, a valve a.lapte.!

to engage said seat thereby c:losmg said conduit to said
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supply-pipe, ootm«ctkm» between sai.l valv.s sail valve

adapted to engage aakl seat being normaijy open and the

other valve being normally clqaed. iiKjchaaism for holding

said valves in their normal position, means for releaang

said mechanism, and mean.f operatt>l siiinJtanfously with

the releasing of said mechaniam. whereby said valves are

shifted from their normal ;^)osition.

2. Means for controUtuK a w^ier supply Uj the jacket of a

gms cngme comprising a T-coupling having a valve seal, a

water conduit connected to one of the tiranches of said

coupling and communicating with the water jacket, a water

supply pipe opening at one end in another branch of said

coupling, the remaining branch of said coupling adapted

to open into the atmosphere, a valve for clo«ing that branch

which opens into the atmosphere, a vaiva adapted to en-

gage said seat thereby closing said conduit to said supply

pipe, connections between said valves, said valve adapteil

to engage said seat being normally open and the other valve

being normally closed, mechanism for holding said valves

in their normal i>03ition. thermostatic means for releasing

said mechanism, and means operated simultaneously with

the releasing of said mechanism whereby said valves are

shifted from their normal position.

891.736. LADDKK JrosoN U. Rcpe, Richmond. Ind..

assignor to Chandelier * Art Brass Works, Richmond.

Ind , a Corporation. Filed May 24, 1905. Serial No.

262 .04S.

the sheet being bent to form a flange at each edge thereof

extending lengthwise of the stile, an Intermediate flange

consisting of two thicknesses of the sheet formed by bend-

ing the metal upon itself, and sheet metal steps formed with

flanges at each edge of the step and a central flange formed

by beii.ling the metal up<m itself, said steps provided with

tongues at the ends thereof with a slot ijetween them of

such dimensions as to allow the flanges of the steps to en-

gage and abut the flanges of the stiles, substantially as

described.

4. In a ladder, sheet metal stiles, the terminal ends of

the sheet being bent upon itself to form a flange at each

edge thereof extending lengthwise of the stile, an interme-

diate flangf roiisistmg of two thicknesses of the sheet

formed by bendmg the metal ujx.n it.-«'lf. ami sheet metal

steps formed with flanges at each edge of the step by bend-

ing the terminal ends of the metal upon itself, said steps

provided with tongues at the ends thereof with a slot be-

tween them, atlapted to engage over the central stile

formed between the flanges and the tongues fastened to

the stiles, substantially as describeil.

5. In a ladder, sheet metal stiles, the terminal ends of

the sheet l>euig l>ent uiHjn itself to form a flange at each

edge thereof extending lengthwise of the stile, an interme-

diate flange consisting of two thicknesses of the sheet

forme<l by bending The metal upon itaelf. and sheet metal

steps having like flanges formed at each e.lge and centrally

thereof and inclined parallel with the flanges of the -tile.

said steps having tongues at the terminal ends adapted

to be bent down and engage the face of the stiles and

slotteii at each end to engage over the central stile flange.

the said tongues being fastened to the stiles, substantially

as described.

[Claim.s 6 and 7 not printed in the Garette.]

1. In a ladder, sheet metal stiles, the intermediate por-

tion of which is bent urxm itself to form intermediate

flanges extending lengthwise of the stiles and substantially

transverse to the cross-section thereof, sheet metal steps

forme<i with like intermediate flanges, each stile being

formeiJ with two slits one above the oth9r. each step hav-

ing a tongue extende<l thnmgh b<nh of said ahts and bent

against the inner surface of the sheet metal of the stile

between the said slits, substantially as described

2. In a ladder, sheet metal stiles, the metal of each stile

being bent upon itself to form flanges on the inside of the

stile extending lengthwise thereof and substantially trans-

verse to the cross-section, there being a flange at each edge

of the stile and an intermediate flange consisting of a double

'hirknessof the sheet i>ent out from the stile proper, sheet

metal steps, the metal of each of whicn uteps is bent upon

itself to form on the under side of the step, flanges extending

lengthwise of the step and substantially parallel with and

abutting the flanges of the stiles, the sai<l steps being .se-

cure 1 between the stiles, substantially as descnb«;<l

3 In a ladder, sheet metal stiles, tho terminal ends of

891.737. DOOR- OPER-A.TTNO DEVICE. John M.

Sausser. Osnaburg. Ohio File.1 Aug S, 1907. Serial

No. 387.726.

1 The combination with a track, of a door forming a

barrier for the track, a bracket secured to one side of the

door a support, a ca.sing swivele<l on the support and pro-

vi.leil with anti-friction rollers, an.l an actuating bar hav-

ing one en.i thereof ;.! voted to the bracket and its opposite

end slidablv mounte<l between the rollers of the swiveled

casing, sai.i bar l>eing actuate*! by a passing car for auto-

maticallv moving the door to open position

•> The cmbination with a track, of pivote 1 do-.rs ex-

tending acr<M« the track, a link connection between the

doors a bracket secured to one side of one of the dcx.rs, a

support, an actuating bar having one eml thereof pivotall.v

mounte<l ot. the supi^irt and its opposite end provide,!

with a cam face for engagement with the bracket, said bar

being actuated bv a pa«»ing car to effect the opening of

iwth .loors. and means for automatically closing the ,!o.,r-

i The combination with a track, of a door extending
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transversely across the track, a bracket secureil to one side

of the door, a pivoted actuating bar having its free end pro-

vided with a cam face for ruKagement with the bracket,

said bar i)eing actuate*! by u i>H-.sin^; -ar to effect the open-

ing of the door, and means for uutomatically closing the

door.

4 The combination with a track, of a door extending

across the track, a bracket securetl to the door and pro-

vided with an anti-friction roller, a lujst disposed adjacent

the track, an actuating bar having one end thereof pivot-

ally connected with the iH.)st and hs opi>osite end provided

with a cam face sidapted to engage the roller, said bar being

actuated by a pa-ssing car to effect the o[>ening of the door,

and means for automatically closing the door.

5. The combination with a track, of a door extending

transver.s<-ly across the track and having a bracket secured

to one face thereof, an antifriction roller journahni in the

bracket, a [K)st disi>osed on one side of the track, an actuat-

ing bar pivotally connected with the post and having its

opposite end provided with a cam face adapted to engage

the roller, there being an ofT-set portion formed in the actu-

ating bar at the juncture of the bar an(i cam, said bar l>eiiig

actuate<l by a passing car to effect the opening of the door.

[Claims 6 to N not printed in the Gazette.]

I

891.738. GRINDING-TONGS FOR SPIRAL DRILLS.
Otto Sch6be, Halle-tm-the-Saale, Germany. Filed

Sept. 28, 1906. Serial No, 336,644,

1

.

An appliance for holding spiral drills w hile being ground

comprising a pair of tongs having jaws which have a tongue

and groove connection l)etween them, said jaws being

adapted to grip the drill and a pattern jilate corresponding

in profile to the drill to l>e ground, and two movable arms

for holding the plate m position, substantially as described.

2. An appliance for holding spiral drills comprising the

tongs for gripping the drills, the pattern member and the

movable arms connecting the pattern member to the jaws

of the tongs.

891.739. SKIRT-SUPPOHTEK. Waltek W. Schwot-
ZER, Rodficld, Pa. Filed Mar. 23, 1908. Serial No.

422,757.

A skirt siipjxirter comprising a hook for engaging in a

»)elt. a cre9cent-shai>ed meml)er pivotally connected to

said hook, a triangular-shaped binding meml)er, a cable

attache*! ir> .said member and pa-ssing through said cres-

cent-shai>ed memlx'r. and again through oi>enings pro-

videii therefor in said triangular-shai>ed meml)er. and a

spring claf»p attached to the free end of said cable, substan-

tially as descriljed.

891.740. CAUri ! SI UKKHKU, Raymond R Shap-

UCY, Harrisburg. I'a., assignor of one-third to J. Grant

Schwarz, Camp Hill, P*., and one-third to George B.

Steinhauer, Lemoyne, Pa. Filed Feb. 21 . 1907. Serial

No. 368,566.

A carpet stretcher comprising a solid tiltable block of

suffleient length to accommfxiate one foot of the operator,

the block having two sets of teeth on it,s lower surface, one

set of teeth located at or near the rear edge and of suflScient

length to penetrate not only the can:>et, but also the floor

when desired, and the other set of teeth relatively short

and dull, whereby to i)enetrate the carpet only and located

Bufflciently far from the forward edge of the block to ad-

mit of the block rocking thereon as a fulcrum, in combina-

tion with a lever, and a connecting means between the le-

ver and the block.

891.741. CURTAIN-POLE William H, Sippf.l, Pitts-

burg. Pa. Filed Mar. 6, 1908. .Serial No. 419.495.

1. The combination of a curtain i>olc having a groove

formed therein, said i^ole having a recess formed therein

at one end of said groove, a rod pivotally mounted in the

recess of said pole, said rod having a bent end, ornamental

caps earned by the ends of said jxile, one of said caps com-

prising a sleeve having a bayonet joint slot formed therein

whereby the said cap will retain said rod in said groove,

substantially as descrilxHi.

2. The combination of a curtain pole having a groove

formed therein, a rod [jivotally mounted at one end o

said groove and having a l>ent end, ornamental caps car-

ried by the ends of said ixile, one of said caps comprising

a sleeve having a bayonet joint slot formed therein to re-

ceive the bent end of said rod.

3. The combination with a curtain pole provided with

a groove, a rod pivotally mounted in said groove and hav-

ing a bent end. and means shiftably mounte<i upon the

pole and engaging with the bent end of the rod for retain-

ing the latter within said groove.

891.742. SYSTEM OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL. Fked P.

Smith, Kansas City, Kans.. assignor of one-half to Ed-
ward r. Lewis, Chicago, 111., and John H, Kitchen,

Kansas City, Mo., Copartners doing business as Lewis 4
Kitchen. Kansas City, Mo., a Firm. File<i Nov. 23, 1904.

Serial No. 234.082.

1 In combination with a catch-basin adapted and de-

signed to receive sewage: a septic tank system connected

therewith and receiving the sewage under nornxal condi-

tions ; and a by-pass or overflow extending from the catch-
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Ibasin, said bv-pa.-<3 or overflow coming inM operation to

relieve the tank sy*tern from flootiing under abnormal in-

flow of sewage or ruin- water.

ij^t>-|>-||t'

—

r^- r\

2 In combination with a raich-basin a*lapted and de-

signed to receive sewage, a septic system connected with

said catch-basin: an overflow extending from the upper

portion of 3aid catch-basin at a point above the outflow for

the sewage to the septic system :
and a screen for said over-

3 In combination with a catcb-bauin a4apte<l and de-

igned to receive sewage, a septic tank system connected

therewith and arranged to receive sewage under normal

<ondition3 an overflow connected to said oatch-basiu and

opening into the same at a point above the level of the out-

let from said catch-ba^in; and means for automatically

subjecting the discharge from the septic tank system to the

action of a chemical solution.

4 In combination with a catch-basin adaptevl and de-

signed to receive sewage, a septic tank system connected

therewith a flush tank connected with the opposite end

of the septic tank system, a siphon for periodically dis-

charging the flush tank, a reservoir mouated within the

flush tank, said reservoir being adapted to eontain a chem-

ical or the like a water pipe leading to said tank
;
an auto-

matic valve located within said pipe, and a spraying de-

vice connecte«l to the opposite end of the reservoir, sul>-

stantially as and for the purpose described

89174.3 FIRE AND TEMPER.VTIRK AL.KHM OR
INDICATOR. George L. S.viith. Aln-rdeen, Scotland.

File<l Mar. 19. 1908. Serial No. 422,147.

1. In Are and tenu>erature alarms: the combination

with a small diameter metal tube closed at one end. an

expansible chamber with the interior of which the open

end of said tul)e communicates, said tube having a vent

for i)ermitting air to pass slowly to and from said tube

and expansible chamlx-r: of a pressure niiamber with the

interior of which said air vent communicates, the movable

diaphragm of said expansible chainl>er l>eing also located

m sai.l pressure chamber, means for .supplying air at

pressure to said pres-Mire cbamlier, to said tube and to the

interior of said expansible chaml)er. an electric battery,

two electric alarm devices, and ele<-tric contact.s and con-

nections calculated to complete one electric circuit and

sound one alarm device ui-.n the expansion of the expan-

sible chamber hv sudden n.se of teim)erature expanding

the air in said tube, and to sound the other alarm device

upon pres.sure air e.scaping from said tube and the interior

of said expansible chaniU^r to the outer atmosphere, sub-

stantially a.1 set forth

2 In fire and tenuK-rature alarms, the combination

with a small diameter metal tube clo.se<i at one end. an

expansible chainlier with the interior of which the oi)en

end of said tube communicates, .sai.l tulK- having a vent

for permitting air to pa.ss slowly to and from said tuln^ an.i

expansible chamlx-r. of an air-tight pressure chamber

within which said expan.sible chamber and .said vent are

locate<i. means for supplying air pressure U, sai-l pressure

chamber an<l to the interior of sai.l expansible chamln-r

and said tube, sai.l air pressure t.emg normally e<)ualued

through sai.l vent, two in.sulatevi statDnary electric con-

tacts locate.1 at a distance apart in sai.l pressure chamber

an electric contact mounte.l on the m..vable .liaphragm of

said expan.sible chamber and exten.Ung b.nwe«>n said two

stationarv contacUs, two electrically .>iH>rate<l alarni <le-

vice-< an electric battery, electric connections calculated

to ..t)erate one ..f said alarm .levices when the expansible

chamber is expan.le.l by su.i.len rise of temiH-rature a.-tii.g

uix)n the tube causing the electric contact earne.1 by >Hid

expan.sible chanil>er to contact with one of the stationary

contacts and electric connections to cau.se the other alarm

.ievice to oi.erale when the contact earned by the expan-

sible chamber contact.-* with the other stationary contact.

substantially as set forth.

3 In fire an.l teiniM-rat ure alarms: the combination

1 with a small .liameter metal tube clos«'.l at ..ne en.l, an

'

expan.sible chamN-r with the interior ..f whi.-h the ..jK-n

en.l of .^ai.i tul^^ communicates, said tube having a vent for

,
permitting air to pass .slowly to an.l from said tulx- an.l

expan-sible chamber, of an air-tight pressure chamlM-r

within which said vent and expansible chamlM-r are l...-ate.t.

1 means f.)r supplying air at pressure to sai.l pressure cham-

I ber an.l to the intermr ..f sai.l expansible chamber ami sanl

tube sai.l air pressure l>eing normally e«,ualize.l through

sai.l vent two insulate.1 stationary electric .-onta.-t.s

locate.1 at a distance apart, a bar of insulating materia

fixe.1 t.) the walls of sai.l pressure chamber t<. carry sai.l

stationary contacts, an electric contact mounte.! uxnm the

movable diaphragm of said expansible chamber an.l ex-

tending between said two stati..nary contacts, two el.-.-tric-

allv ov>erate.l alarm .levices, an electric battery, an electric

conductor connecting one pole of sai.l battery to one tK,le

of each of said alarm .levi.-es, an electric con.luctor from

the other pole of one of sai.l alarm devices t., one .,f sai.l

stationary contact.s. and an electric c.n.luctor f^.-m the

other pole of the sec.,n.l alarm device to the other station-

ary contact, an.l an electric conductor from the other i..> e

of" sai.l battery to the contact carrie<l by the m..vable

.liaphragm ..f sai.l expan.sible chaml>er m onler that when

sai.l chamber is expan.le<l by the action of heat on sau

tube Its contact shall make connection with one of said

stationary contacts an.l sound a fire alarm by ..ne o sai.

alarm .levices. while when said tul>e is fracture.1 an. ,sa..

expan.sible chamber contract.,, the contact of the latte

shall make connection with the ..ther stationary contac

and soun.l the other alarm .levu-e, substantially as set

forth.

4 In fire and temperature alarms: the combination

with a small diameter metal tube closed at one end. an

expansible chamber with the interior of which the open end

of said tube communicates, said tube having a vent for ;K>r-

mitting air to pass slowly to and from «*''!
^^^^^^^^^f,"

pansible chamber: of an air-tight pressure chamber within

which said expansible chamber and said vent are located,

a reservoir for containing air at pressure, a tube connecting

I said re9er%-oir with sai.l pressure chamber, means for con-
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trolling the supply of said pres.«ure air from said reservoir

to said pressure chamber, two insulated stationary electric

contact.s locattHl at a distance apart in said pressure cham-

ber, an electric contact mounte.1 on the movable diaphragm
of said expansible chamber an.l exten.ling between said

two stationary contacts, tw.i electrically operated alarm

devices, an electric battery, electric connections calculated

to operate one of sai.l alarm devices when the expansible

chaml^er is expanded by sudden rise of temperature acting

upon the tube causing the electric contact carrieil by said

expansible chainl>er t.) c.jntact with one of the stationary

contacts, and electric connections Ui .ause the other alarm

device to operate when the contact carried by the expan-

sible chandxT contacts with the other stationary contact.

substantially as set forth.

5. In fire and temperature alarms: the combination with

a metal tube of small .liameter having a correspxindingly

small bore containing air and closed at one end, a closed

expansible chamlM>r with which the other open end of said

tube communicates, said tulx» having a vent for permitting

air to pass slowly to and from the bore of the tulje uiKin a

gra.lual :in.i ordinary variation of temperature, and means
for regulating said vent, of an air-tight pressure chamber
within whj. h the said expansible chaml:>er ami said vent

are located, means for supplying air pressure to said pres-

sure chamber and to the interior of said cxi.ansible cham-

ber and said tu^)e .said air i)ressure being normally equal-

ized through said vent, two insulated stationary electric

contacts located at a distance apart in said pressure cham-

ber, an electric contact m.junte.l on the movable dia-

phragm of said expansible chamljer and extending between

said two stationary contacts, two electrically operated

alarm devices, an electric battery, electric connections

calculated to operate one of said alarm devices when the

expansible chamber is expanded by sudden rise of tem-

perature acting ufHjn the tube causing the electric contact

carried b> the expansible chaml>er to ontact with one of

the stationary contacts, and electric connections to cause

the other alarni device to operate when the contact carried

by the expansible chamber contacts with the other station-

ary contact, substantially as set f.irth.

89 1.744. METHOD OF MAKING MOPS. Loiis
Stocker, Ix>uisville. Ky.. assignor to Myer Bri.lges

Company. Iy<misville. Ky.. a Corporation of Kentucky.
Original application filed S«M)t. 17. 1906. Serial No.

3.34.977. Divided and this application filed Feb. 10,

1908. Serial No. 41.5.247.

*/ tt ri
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1. The metho.l of making mops consisting in folding a

cord back and forth, supporting the folds to provide a

spa.-e adapted to receive a mop han.ile. in.serting the han-

dle in said space, and securing said cords to said handle.

2. The method of making mops whi.-h consists in fol.ling

a cord back and forth. supiMirtmg the folds to provide a

space adapt<>d to receive a mop handle, in.serting the han-

dle in said sjiace. an.l securing sai.l cjrds t<i said handle

at substantially the mid-length l)etween the en.is of the

fol.ls of the cord.

3. The method of makipg mops consisting in folding

cor.is back and forth. supiK.rting the folds to provi.lc a

space adapted to re.'cive a mop handle, inserting a hati'lle

in said spa.-e. se.-uring said cor.is to said han.ile. turning

sai.l folds at one si.le of the plane of attachment to the

handle over the porti.)n .if the foUN at the other side of

said plane, an.l then again se.uring all of said folds to said

han.ile.

4. The method of making mops con.sisting in folding a

cord back and forth to form approximately parallel folds

said folds being placed arounti a space adapted to receive

or be occupiwl by a mop handle, inserting a handle in sai.l

space then tying the middle portion of said folds to a han-

dle, then turning said fold.s at one side of the plane of tying

over the portion of the f.ild.s at the other si.le of said plane,

and then again tying said folds.

891,745. WHEELWRIGHT-MACHINE. JltlG. Stoen.
Lac qui Parle, Minn. Filed Aug, 2. 1907. Serial No.

386.796.

1. In a machine of the character .ie.scribed. a main frame
having a horizontal portion consisting of connecte.! side

bars a.iapte.1 to serve .as tracks and a vertical [lorlion con-

sisting of connected si.le pieces arranged at one end of sai.l

side or track bars, guides arranged upon the inner faces of

said side pieces, supporting rollers journaled in sai.i guides,

a reciprocatory work carriage having connected side bars

and (iepending legs arranged at the outer ends of said side

bars, the inner ends of said side bars being engaged wi*h

said guides and supported upon said rollers, a cross bar

connecting the lower ends of said legs, flanged wheels jour-

naled upon sai.i cross bar and adapted to engage the side

or track bars of the horizontal portion of the frame a tran.s-

versely swinging tool carrier upon the vertical portion of

the main frame, work holding means upon the carriage

ami means for reciprocating said carriage, substantially as

set forth.

2. In a machine of the character described, a main frame

having a horizontal portion consisting of connected side

bars adaiit.^i to serve a.< track.s and a vertical pcjrtion con-

sisting .jf .-.innectctl side pieces arrangeti .-it one end .if said

side or track bars, guides arranged upon the inner faces of

said side pieces, supporting rollers journaled in said guides.

a reciprocator> w.irk carrL-ige lia\-ing c.mnected side bars

and depending legs arranged at the .inter ends of said si.ie

bars, the inner ends of said side bars being engaged with

said gui.ies anii supported upon said rollers, a cr.jss bar

connecting the lower ends .)f said legs, flanged wheels jour-

naled upon said cross bar and adapted to engage the side

or track bars of the horizontal portion of the frame, a trans-

versely swinging tool carrier upon the \ertical portion of

the main frame, work holding means ujion the carriage a

transv(-rse rock shaft journaled in the vertical i>ortion of

the fr.ame and having one of its en.is projecting through one

of said side pieces, a hand lever upon the iirojecting end of

sai.1 rock shaft, a crank upon the inner end of said rock

shaft, and a connecting rod having one of its ends pivote.1

to the cross bar connecting the legs of the carriage an.i its

other end aiijustably connected to said crank, substantially

as set forth.

3. In a machine of the character describe.1 , a main frame

having uprights arrange.1 upon one side thereof, a longitu-

dinal shaft journaled in bearings upon said uprights, a shaft

hanger consisting of V-shaped end members connected by
longitu.linal and tran.sverse bars an.l having at their close.1

ends piv.tt or bearing openings to receive said shaft and at

their open ends longitudinally alined bearings, parallel tool
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carrying sha/ts arninge<l in the beariOKs iUK)n the outer

ends of said v -shaped enii members of said hanger, means
for dnvinx ^aid tool earrying shafts ftoru the first men-
tione<l one, a lever connefte<l to said himger an<i providwl

with a guide, a curved bar pivot^^l ujion the main frame

anil siidabie in the guide and a set screw arranged in the

lever for engagement with said bar for »ecurmg the hanger

in an aiijusteil position, sulwtantialiy afl s<'t forth.

8»1 746 RAIL-FASTENER AND ASTICREEPER.
William K .-^trikek and John V. GKUssiNdER. Scio,

Ohio. File<l June 1. 1907. Serial N©. 376,837.

1. An anti-creeper for rails comprising a plate having

one side of greater length than the other, the aide of greater

length being thickened and provided at one end with a re-

cess, the said thickened portion provide*! on the inner side

thereof with notches registering with spike - openings

formed in the plate, the marginal portion upon the shorter

side of the plate formed with an upwardly inclined flange

provided with a plurality of notches registering with spike-

openings in the plate, and a clamp mounted in said recess.

2. An anti-creeper for rails comprising a plate having

one side of greater length than the other, the side of greater

length being thickened and provided at one end with a re-

ceae, the saiii thickened portion provided at its inner edge

with notches registering with spike-openings formeil in the

plate, the marginal portion upon the shorter side of the

plate forme<l with an upwardly inclined flange t)rovide<i

with a plurality of notches registering with spike-openings

in the plate, a clamp mounted in said recess, and a trans-

versely extending stop flange forme<l integral with the

lower face of the plate at a point remove*! from one end of

the longer side of the plate. I

891.747. LABELING-MACHIN'E. FRiEDRirn Szhbib,
Berlin, Germany. Fileii .\ug. 23, 1907. Serial No.
389, S(K)

1. In a labeling machine, in comiiination. a machine
frame, a receptacle for the paste arraiigetl in the latter, a

cylinder situatetl ab<jve the said paste receptacle, a device

movable in the said cylinder artl a*lapte<l to take up the

paste from the said receptacle and apply same tf) the ves-

sels to be labelefl, and a means to move up and down the

.said device in the said cylinder, a frame for holding a pile

of label arrangeti in the machine frame, a cylinder situate<l

above the said label-frame, a device movable in the last

.said cylinder and adapt*"*! to lift a label from the pile and
affixed the same to the vessels to be labeletl , a means to move
up and down the last saiii device in tbe said cylinder and

means to move the vessels to t)e labele<J successively under

the said devices for applying the paste and affixing the la-

bels, substantially as set forth.

2. In a lal:)eling machine, in comliination, a machine

frame, a receptacle for the paste arrange*! in the latter, a

cylinder situate*! above the said paste-receptacle, a device

movable in the said cylinder and axlapte*! to take up the

paste from the said receptacle and apply same to the ves-

sels to be lab«*led, and a means to moye up and down the

said device in the said cylinder, a frame for holding a pile of

labels arrange*! in the machme frame, a cylinder situated

above the said label-frame, a device movable in the last

said cylinder am! a-lapte*! to lift a lat)el from the pile and
affix the same to the vessels to be labeled, a means to move
up and down the last .sail! device in the last said cylinder,

a numl>er of molds or trays movably arrangt-*! in the ma-
chine frame and a<lapte<! for hoUling the vessels u> l)e la-

bele*l, and means t*) move the said molds or trays succef^

sively un.ler the said devices for applying the pasUi and

affixing the labels, lutwtantially a-s set forth.

3 In a lal>eling machine, in combination, a machine
frame, a receptacle for the paste arranged in the latter, a

cylinder situate*! al>ov(- the sai<l paste-receptacle, a device

movable in the said cylinder and adapte*! to take up the

paste from the sai*! receptacle and apply same to the ves-

sels to be lat)elefl, and a means u> move up and down the

said device in the said cylinder, a frame for holding a pile of

labels arrange*! in the machine frame, a cylinder .«ituated

above the said label-frame, a device movable in the last said

cylintler and adapte*! tr) lift a laljel from the pile ant! affix the

same on the vessels to be labele*!. a means t*) move up and
down the last said device in the last said cylinder, a frame

movably joum&letl in the machine frame, a numbjer of

mold or trays arrange*.! in the said frame and adapted for

holding the vessels to be labele*!, an*! means to intermit-

tently move the said frame with the trays for successively

bringing the latter umler the .said devices for applying the

paste and affixing the lal>els, substantially as set forth.

4. In a lal:)eling machine, in combination, a machine

frame, a device for the delivery of paste compri.sing a re-

ceptacle containing the paste, a small cylinder at the lx)t-

tom of this receptacle and having lateral openings, a

spring-goveme*! plunger movable in the said cylinder and

provided with a longitudinal lx)re and carrying a cylin-

drical head, a cylinder situate*! alxjve the said pa.ste dis-

charger, a device movable in this last sai<! cylinder and ar-

range*! to depress the said plunger in the paste- receptacle

and adapte*! to take up the paste frfun the said Veceptacie

ami apply same to the vessels t*) be lal)eled, and a means
to move up and *!own the last sai*! device m it.rt cylinder, a

frame for holding a pile of lal)els arrange*! in the machine
frame, a cylinder sitviate*! al)<)ve the said lal>el-frame. a

device movable in the last said cylinder and ailapte*! to

lift a lat>el from the pile and affix the .same on the vessels

to Ix" labele*!. a mean.s Ui nuive up am! down the last said

device in the last said cylinder, a number of molds or

trays movably arrangtvl in the machine frame and aflapt-

ed t*i hol<! the vessels t<j l>e lal)ele*l. and means for succes-

sively moving the said mokls or trays un*ler the said devices

for applying the paste and affixing the labels, substantially

as set forth

.5. In a lal>elirn{ machine, in combination, a machine-

frame, a receptacle for the paste arrange*! in the latter, a

cylinder situated above the said paste-receptacle, a device

movable in the said cylinder and a<lapted to take up the

paste froni the sai*! receptacle and apply same to the vea-
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sels to be labeled, and a means to move up and down the

•aid device in the said cylinder, a frame for holding a pile

of labels arranged in the machine frame and coDBisting of

shiftable angular supports provided with small ribs, and
of a resiliently arranged plate between the last said 8up>-

porta for carrying the pile of labels, a cylinder above the

said lal>el-frame arranged in the machine frame, a device

in the last said cylinder anil arranged to depress the said

plate carrying the labels and adapted to lift a label from

the pile an*! affix same on the vessels to be labeled, a

means to move up and down the last said device in the

last said cylinder, a number of molds or trays movably
arranged in the machine frame and adapted to hold the

vessels to be labeled, and means for successively moving
the said molds or trays under the said devices for apply-

ing the paste and affixing the labels, substantially as set

forth.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

S91.748. SAFETY LOCKING DEVICE FOR SMALL-
ARMS. J08XPH Tambour, Nanterre, near Paris,

France. Filed Mar. 19. 1906. Serial No. 306,893.

891,749. 8AUSAGE-STUFFER. William O. Thomp-
son, Philadelphia, Pa. : Bertha P. Thompson, adminis-

tratrix of said William ( » Thompson, deceased, a.ssignor

to National Specialty Manufacturing Company, Phila-

delphia, Pa. File*! Jan o, 1907. Serial No. 350,908.

1. In a firearm, the combinati(jn with a lock mechanism,

an automatic locking and unlocking lever, and an exte-

riorly etigageable locking device to cooperate with the said

lever, of a nii)vable element interptise*! l)etween one end

of the locking and unlocking lever and the exteriorly en-

gageable locking (ievice.

2. In a firearm, the combination with a lock mechanism,

and an exteriorly engageable locking device, of an auto-

matically oi>erating locking and unlocking lever provitied

with a terminal movable element adjacent to and co-

operating with a portion of the said locking device.

3. In a flreanii, the c*)mbination with a lock mechanism
and an exteriorly engageable locking devi(?e, of an auto-

matically operating locking and unlocking lever having an

extension movably attache*! thereto for engagement with a

portion of the said locking device, ami spring means coop-

erating with the saiil exten.sion.

4. In a firearm, the combination with a lock mechanisni

and an exteriorly engageable rotating locking device, of a

locking and unlocking lever provided at one extremity

with a .s[(ring actuated element movably connected there-

to, the said element being in position for engagement with

a portion of the said exteriorly engageable locking device.

5. In a firearm, the combination w^ith a lock mechanism
and an exteriorly engageable locking device, of a movable

locking and unlocking member mtorjxtsed between tlw

lock mechanism and the said (ievice an<i having a movable
element attache*! to the extri'iiiity thereof a*!jacent to said

exteriorly engageable locking device for contact with the

latter.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1. In a device of the character described, a nozzle hav-

ing a groove therein, and a coupling adapted to be secured

to the sausage stuffer, having a flange extending forwardly

on said coupling and closel\- engaging throughout its

length, the outer wall of the nozzle for stiffening the same,

and having a ring between which and the flange is pro-

vided an opening.

2. In a device of the character described, a nozzle hav-

ing a groove therein. an<i a coupling :vdapted to be secured

to the sausage stuffer having a flange exiemiing forwardly

on said coupling engaging throughout its length the outer

wall of the nozzle for stiffening the same and having a ring

connected with said flange and betwer-n which is provided

an opening and said ring having an outwardly extending

lug.

3. In a device of the character described, a nozzle hav-

ing a groove therein and provided with a flange, said noz-

lle being tubular between said flange and the end of said

groove, and a coupling a<lapted to be suitably connecte*!

with a sausage stuffer and engaging said nozzle and having

» flange extending forwardly on said coupling closely en-

gaging throughout its length, said tubular portion of said

nozzle and provided with a groove on its inner face.

4 In a device of the character described, a nozzle hav-

ing a groove therein, a coupling adapted to be suitably se-

cure*! to a sausage stuffer and engaging said nozzle, said

eoupling having a flange closely engaging said nozzle and

provide*! with an opening, the outer end of which is situ-

ated at the en*i of the groove but not overlapping same and

said flange being provide*! with a groove formed in the in-

ner face thereof ami communicating with said opening.

5. In a device of the character described, a nozzle h.av-

ing a groove therein, a coupling adapted to be suitably con-

necte<i with a sausage stuffer and engaging sai*i nozzle,

said coupling having a flange, a ring *)n said coupling, an

opening therebetween, the outer end of the ring being situ-

ated a*!jacent the end of the groove in saiti nozzle but not

overlapping the same and said ring having a groove in the

inner face thereof lea<ling from the front face thereof to

said opening.

891,75f). INTERLOCKIN(i TIE-PLATE.
Toy. Edinburg. Pa. Filed Oct. 10, 1907.

396,809.

John G.
Serial No.

1. A rail fastener comprising two opix)sitely disposed

plates, each forme*.! at one end with a transverse flange and

at it-s opposite end with a lateral extension reces,sed on its

under side to adapt it to receive the atijacent plate, and

with an inwardly projecting flange atlaptedAo overlap the

rail ba.s«'.

2. A rail fastener comprising two oppositely disposed
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plates, each formed at one end with a transterse flange, and

at its opposite end with a lateral extension recesseii on ita

under side and at it^ outer eilxe. and with an inwardly pro-

jecting flange to overlap the rail base, saiii inwardly pro-

jecting flanges being extended upward to serve as braces

for the rail treati.

3. A rail fastener comprising two oppositely-disposed

clamping plates earh forme<i at one end with a lateral ex-

tension, the lateral exten.sion of one plate adapted to over-

lie the other plate when the plates are in position, a ver-

tically-extending flange carried by the op{>osite cn<i of each

plate, the said flange of one plate engaging in a recess pro-

vided therefor in the lateral extension of tlje other plate.

4. A rail fastener comprising two opiiositely-di.'^iwised

clamping plates each formed at one end wnth a transverse

flange, a lateral extension carried by the other end of each

plate, the lateral exten.sion of each plate a<iapted to overlie

the other plate, and said lateral extensions of the plates

provided with recesses m their outer edgos to receive the

transverse flanges carried on the ends of the respective

plates.

5. A rail fastener comprising two similar op[)<;)sitely-dl8-

posed clamping plates, each ;>late formed at one emi with a

lateral extension ;uiapted to overlie the other plate and at

its other end with a transverse flange, tho said lateral ex-

tensions of the plates provideil in their (luter edges with

recesses to receive the said transverse flanges on the ends

of the respective plates and hold the plaoes against inde-

pendent lateral movement.

SgLT-^l. MAIL-BAG CATCHER. Jvv- H Ttdor,
I.exing'oii Kv Filed Mar. 30. Ift08 S.ir;:il N' i 4_'4.ft70.

891,752. WRENCH. Thomas J. Tlrko and Paul J.

HoLMAN. Carnegie, Pa. Filed Mar. 23. 1908. Serial

No. 42-2.786.

1. The combination with a crane, of a catcher head, a

bar mounted on the crane and conneete( to the catcher

head, a portion of said bar extendmg in ajdirection out of

the axial center, and adapted to be 'upiK)rted tiy the crane

whereby the weight of the parts prevent-^ the bar from

turning.

2. The combination with a crane, of a reversible catclier

head, a bar mounted on the crane and a)nnected to the

catcher heaii, a portion of saul f)ar extending in a direction

out of the axial center and supp<jrted b%- tl*.' crane whereby

the weight of the parts prevents the bar fr<)m turning.

3. The combination with a crane, of a Catcher head, an

endwise movable bar mounteil on the craiip antl connected

to the head, and locking means on the bar for preventing

endwi.se movement of the bar and for seciiruig the catcher

head in position.
|

4. The combination with a pivotallv sufjported crane, of

a catcher heatl pivotallv and reversibl> connected thereto,

and having its center of oscillation ui)<)n the crane, a

catcher arm pivotally connected t<j the cat^-her head, and a

dog for engaging the catcher arm for hoUling it in closed

position

5. The combination with a pivotall\- -i'.ipported crane, of

a catcher head pivotally and reversibly cohnected thereto,

aii'l having its center of O'^cillat ion upon t ha crane, a catcher

arm pivotally connecte<i to the catcher he» 1, a dog for en-

gaging the catcher arm for holding it m closed ;x)-iition. anil

means connected to the dog whereby tlif catcher arm is

released. 1

[Claims 6 to 12 no» printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a wrench, the combination with a toothed shank

having a fixed jaw and a detachable handle, of an adjust-

able jaw -slidably mounted upon said shank, an enlarge-

ment carried by one side of said jaw, said enlargement and

said jaw having a slot formed therein, a gripping bar mov-

ably mounted in .said .slot and having tccrh for engaging

said toothe<l shank, said enlargement having a Ixire fonneil

therein, a pin carried by said grippmg bar and extending

through said lx)re. a head earned by said pin. a collar ar-

ranged uptin said pm. and a coil spring niteriM)se<l between

said collar and the inner end of said Ixjre for normally

maintaining said bar in engagement with said shank,

2. In a wrench, the combination with a t<x)the<l shank

having a fixed jaw and a detachable handle, of an adjust-

able jaw slidably mounted uimmi said shank, an enlarge-

ment carried by one side of said jaw. said enlargement and

said jaw having a slot formed therein, a gripping bar mov-

ably mounted in said slot and having teeth for engaging

said toothed shank, said enlargement having a l)ore forim^i

therein, a pin carried by said gripping bar and extending

through said Ixjre. a head carried by said pin, a collar ar-

range 1 ui>on said pin. and means arranged in said Ixire for

engaging said collar and retaining said bar in engagement

with .said shank.

3. In a wrench, the combinatitm with a to<nhed shank

having a fixed jaw and a detachable handle, of an a<ljust-

able jaw slidably mounted upon said shank, an enlarge-

ment carried by one side of said jaw. •>ah\ enlargement and

said jaw having a slot formeil therein, a gripping bar mov-

ably mounted in .said slot and having teeth for engaging

said toothed shank, said enlargement having a Ixire forme«l

therein, a pin carried by said gripping bar and extending

through said bore, and means arrangetl in said tore for

normally holding said toothed bar in engagement with

said shank.

891,753. OXIDATION OF .METHANt:. MaxC.von
UNRtJH, Charlottenburg, dermany. assignor to Sauer-

stoff- und Stickstoff-Industrie Hansmann & C<i.. Vienna.

Austria-Himgary. a Firm. Filed Oct. 29, 1907. Serial

No. 399.763.

1. The process of oxidizing methane, which consists in

subjecting methane in the presence of gases containing

free oxygen to the catalizing action of bark at a tempera-

ture of from .iO to 50° C.

2. The process of oxidizing methane, which con.sists in

subjecting natural gas in the presence of air to the cataliz-

ing action of bark at a temperature of from .30 to 50° C

3. The process of oxidizing methane, which consists in

subjecting methane in the presence of gases containing

free oxygen to the catalizing action of bark at a tempera-

ture of from .30 to .50° C. so as to produce a mixture of

methyl alcohol, formic aldehyde and formic acid.

4. The process of oxidizing methane, which consists in

subjecting natural gas in the presence of air to the cataliz-
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Ing action of bark at a temperature of from .3()° to 50° C,
so a-s to prtxluce a mixture of methyl alcohol, formic alde-

hyde and formic acid.

5. The process of oxidizing methane, which cnnsistji in

subjecting methane in the presence of gaws containing
free ox>gen to the catalizing action of bark at a temi^era-

ture of from 3() to .'y)°C.,and then separating the formic
acid or other oxidation-product from the resulting mix-
ture of methyl alcohol, formic aldehvde and formic acid.

891.754. DISH-WARMER Roll.^.nd L. WashixOTON,
Boston, Mass. Filed June 1 1 , 1907. Serial No. 378,486.

-Ai

In a device of the character described, the combination
of an outer casing, a perforated plate dispose<i above the

bottom of the casing and resting on supjxjrts. a tray above
the plate within the casing, said tray resting upon supports

8ecure<l to the perforate*! plate, a steam heater <,lisjx)sed

below the px^rforated plate and having a perforate*! top, a

hot water pii>e connected to the lower jxirtionof the casing,

and a waste pipe extending througfi the bottom of the cas-

ing, through the plate and through the bottom of the tray,

subetantiallv as itescribed.

891.755. M0RTISIN(;-MACHIXE. Gustaf O. West-
Lr.VD. Butte, Mont. Filed Apr. 24. 1907. Serial No.
370,105.

1 In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a •supporting structure, a lK)rizontal track comix>fled of

parallel rails mounteil on the structure, a plurality of

carriages movable later.-vlly on tlie rails and each composed
of slidably connected parts, and means on the rear part of

each carnage for supporting the latter on the rails, a screw

extending parallel with the track, means on the rear i)arts

of the carriages engaging the .screw for moving the carnages
indep<'ndently, a screw and nut device on each carriage

for raising and lowernig the front part thereof, a rotary

tool on the front part of each carnage, a driving shaft, and
a belt and pulley transmission Ix-tween the .-^haft and each
tool

2 In a machine of the cla.-<s described, the combination
of a supporting structure. horiff)ntal rails, a non-rotatable

screw parallel with and located Ix-tween the rails. .>ipaced

members, devices on the ijieiiil)ers for engaging the rails,

134 O. a.—130

a wheel carried by the memtx»rs and threadeii to engage
the screw for moving the mendwrs togetiier along the

rails, a second .set of memljers siidal)ly mounteil on the

first members, cro.ss bars connecting the memlx^rs of each

set together, a screw disjxjsed at right angkvs to the first-

mentione<i screw and journaled on one of the cross bars

and threaiiei! on tiie other for moving one set of members
on the other, a rotary shaft on the second set of members,
a tool carried by the shaft, a driving shaft, and a belt and
pulley mechanism ix-tween the shafts.

3. In a machine of the cla.ss descrilxni. tiie coml)ination

of a suiiporting structure, a horizontally-disfxjsed track,

vertically-disposed carriages composed of slidably con-

nected sections, one section Ix-ing movable vertically with

respect to the other, a screw extending parallel with the

track anil Ix'hind the carriages, means for supporting the

screw in fixed jHjsition on the .said structure, rotatable

elements mounted on the relatively-fixeil section of each
carriage and engaging the screw for independent lateral

movement of the carriages, a mechanism on each carriage

for raising and lowering the movable section thereof, a

tool-carrying shaft on the vertically movable section of

each carn.ige. a common driving shaft, and power-trans-
mittiiiK ' "iinections lx>twe<>ii the ilriving shaft and the in-

diviiiuai tool-carrying shaft, said connections iK'nnitting

of vertical movement of the movable sections of the car-

riages.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a carriage consisting of side members, and a work
holder on the carriage, said work holder comprising a

fixed upright, a hinged ujiright, means for detachably con-

necting the upper ends of the uprights, and a screw on one
of the uprights and arranged to directly engage the work
to hold the latter against the other upright.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a carriage consisting of side members, holders mounteil

thereon for supporting tiie work, an upright on one of tiie

memt)er8. a movable upright on the other memlxr ailapted

to be arranged opposite the first mentioned upright, a

a keeper for detachably connecting the uprights, and a

clamping device on one of the uprights and arranged to

directly engage the work for secnrely holding the latter

on the carriage.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,756. CONCRETE-MIXER George P. White, Wal-
lace. Idaho. Filed Sept 17. 1906 Serial No. 335,019.

1. \ concrete mixer comprising a revoluble ilrum, a
support for said drum, means within said drum for diffus-

ing the material upon rotation of the drum, and a discharge

chute extending into said drvim and pivotally connected
at its opposite ends to the suppfirt so :us to permit it to be
swung either into position to receive material carried up-
ward by the drum or into an inoperative position within

the drum at one side thereof

2. A concrete mixer comprising a re\oluble drum hav-
ing an opening in one end thereof, a driving shaft, a sup-
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port for said driving shaft, means for su.st>eading said drum
from said driving shaft and for impart inx a r'-voh ini? ii'.M\e-

ment to the drum, elevating buckets projecting inwurdly
from said drum iutermediate the ends thereof, a plurality

of deflectors arrangwi within each en^ of the (.Inim for de-
flecting the njatenal from the ends of the drum toward
the center thereof upon rotation of the drum, and a dis-

charge chute mounted on said suppoft and projecting
through said opening into the drum.

3. A concrete mixer comprisini? a revoluble drum, a
driving shaft, a support for Raid driviriK shaft, means for

suspending said drum from said drivm« shaft and fur pro-

ducing rotation of the drum when the liriving shaft is re-

volved, friction rollers for taking the end thrust of said

drum, elevating buckets proj'' 'i-ic awardly from the
drum intermediate theend.s thtnoi :i jiinrality of deflectors

located within each end of the drum anjd arrtinged to de-
flect the material from the end.s of the jdrxim toward the
center thereof upon rotation of the drumjsaiddrimi having
an opening in one end. and a disch.aref rhute mounted on
said support and projecting through sai4 opening into the
drum.

I

4. A concrete mixer comprising a re\oluble drum, a
drivmg shaft, a support for said driving shaft, means for

suspending said drum from said driving phaft and for pro-
ducing rotation of the drum when the driving shaft i.s re-

volved, friction rollers mounted on said jtipjMjrt for taking
the end thrust of .said drum, elesftting tjucket-s projecting
inwar lly from the druni mtcrmediate the ends thereof, a
plurality of detlectors located within each etui of the drum
and arrange*! to deflect the material from the ends of the
drum toward the center thereof upon rotation of the drvim,
said drum having an of>erung in one eni a discharge rhu'e
iiiounted on said supi^irt and projecting through said
opening into the drum, said discharge <-hute being pivot-
ally supported so as to r)ermit it to l>e swung into a position
to receive material eievateti by the druBi or to Ym- swung
laterally into an inoi>erative position at one side of the

drum.
5. A conc-rete mixer comprising a revciluble ilrum open

at rhe ends, a supjxjrt for saiil ilnim. elevating buckets ar-

ranged intermediate the ends of the linuii anil projecting

inwardly therefrom, a pluralit>' of l-rli, tQps arrange<l with-
in each eml of the drum for deflecting tnaierial from the
ends toward the center of the drum, and a disciiargi' hute
extending throlll{^i .tai.! drum and pivotall>- mounted on
said sup[>ort a' 'opposite ends of the dru|ii so as to t)erinit

the chute to be swung into p<j8ition to( receive material
carried upward by the drum or to be swung into an inop-
erative VK)sition within the drum at one siile thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

2. In a washing machine, the combination, with a sta-
tionary receptacle, of a revoluble drum arrange. l therein
and having a plurality of railial compart mi-uus, each of
which is large enough to contain the whole wa-sh, a second
revoluble drum mounted within the first drum and a brush
secured to one of said drum^ and arranged to engaKe the
wash &a it paases from one compartment of said outer drum
to another.

3. In a washing machine, the combination, with a sta-
tionary receptacle, of a revoluble drum arranged therein
and having a plurality of radial compartments, a second
drum mounted witliin the flrst drum, and a brush mounted
on said outer dnim at the jimcture of two of Its compart-
ments and extending adjacent to said inner drum for the
purpose specifieti.

4. In a washing machine, the combination, with a sta-

tionary receptacle, of a revoluble drum arranged therein
and having a plurality of radial compartments, each of
which is large enough to contain the whole wash, a second
driun mounted within the first drum, said drums being
made of corrugated metal, and a brush secured to one of
said drums and arranged to engage the wash as it passes
from one compartment of said outer drum to another.

5. In a washing machine, the combination, with a sta-

tionary receptacle, of a revoluble drum arranged therein
and having a plurality of radial compartments, each of
which is large enough to contain the whole wash, a second
drum mounted within the first drum, and a rotary brush
secured to one of said drums and arranged to engage the
wash as it passes from one compartment of ssdd outer drum
to another.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.757. W.VrfHING-MACHINE
Mannheim, riermany. Filed Jui\

382,800.

RCJPKRT WOERNER,
s 1907 Serial No.

891,758. 8TERn,rziN(;-CAUI\ET. John' M. Alls-
paw, Mitchell, Iiul., a-ssignor of one-half to WUliam L.
Brown. Mitchell. Ind. Filed Mar. 25, 1908. Serial No.
4_'3,218.
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poet, the lowermost lever being connet-te*! to the looking
device, and a thermostat extending fnjm the burner head
to the post and arrani^rd to tran.iniit nin >\ finent to the up-
per lever.

5. The cMjnibiruitMii with a burner, of a i-ontroUiiu? wnlve,

a revoluble valve rod, a motor spring arranged to be placed
undec 8tre.-<.-< when the rod is turne.l u, move the valve to

oi.)en iMjsition, a motor locking itevica a thermostat for

moving the locking device to relea.-><> [xisition, and a yield-

able connection ftetwe^n the motor and the rod to prevent
the exercise of undue force on the rod in !<eating the valve.

[C'laiin.-< 6 to 14 not printed in the (lazette
J

8<tl 7r)2 DKN lAL (HAIR Fkank K. Case. Canton,
I ihr I irii<mai application file! June 2.5. 190H. Serial \o.
;.'>!-'M Divided and this applir:iti,)n f^le.l .Xpr 17,

IL'iJT Soriai No. 3ti»,ti43.

In a chair, a frame am! a detachable (jrdinar> -teat there-

on, a secondary- -w-at norrnall\' nesting on the frame un.ier-

neath the ordinary seat, and meohamiini connecting the
secondary seat with the frame whereby it > ;in be raised and
sustaine I on the frame, comprising two pairs of parallel

connecting bars pivoted to the frame and to the en Is of the
secondar> s«'at. one bar of each pair having a pin near one
end thereof, and a brace link pivoted tjo the other end of

the other bar of each pair and having a notch in its free end
adapte 1 to engage the correspon img pm when the second-
ary seat is raised.

i

891 76;V .SIGNAL FOR RAILWAYS GKORrjE I) Cox.
Luke, .Md .

a.ssignor of one-half to Jcseph T. Laughlin.
Luke. M<i Filed Feb II. Ut()S Serial No. 415.391.
1. In a railway signal the combinatiion of two pivoted

signal arms which are at a right angle with respect to each
other; mechanism connecting said two arms so that only
one of said arms will be displa\e.i or eiC[)osed at the same
time, a rail alongsile the main-track rail and shiftable to-

ward and away from said rrack-rail. a roller on the tender
to traverse said shiftable rail and move 4 valve in the train-

pu>e of the air-brake, a signal-o[K<ratiiig lever S; a spring,

y. to normally keep the jiignal-operating lever at the
'"danger" [Kjsition; and connectiotis t)ef;^*een saiil two sig-

nal arms, the said shiftable rail and tije signal-operating
lever, whereby the parts nanie.i will lip at the safetv '

lK>sition nnl\' when manually h«'l 1 b>- the ot)erator.

2. In a railwa.\- sij^nal, the combination t>f a signal (K)st

having Two pivoted signal arms conrwcted together: a
shiftable rail alongsi le the main track for operating the

air-brake of a train: a signal-operating lever; a spring to
keep the said lever thrown normally to the "danger" po-

.M

sition, and mechanical connections between the pivote<l

signal arnid, the said shiftable rail, and the operating lever.

891.764. CHURN. .John H Davis and IK kt e<jPKL-\ND,
Abingdon, 111., assignors to .\bingdon Churn Co.. a Cor-
poration of Illinois File<i Nov M) 10O7 Serial No.
404.554.

po

In a churn, a <Team-<'an compnsitig a reoeptMds Mid •
da.sher supptirt fixed centrally of the bottom tfeeiTof and
consisting of a sheet of metal i)ent into conical form and an
integral t>earing at the atx'x thereof greater in crosH-s<>ction

than the cros(*-s»'ction of saiil iiwx and the cross-section

of the l'>earing greater than its depth, in combination with
a dasher shaft [>rovide<l with a i-onjcal bore at its lower
jH>rtion wholly within which ^.•iil fwaring is a<laoted to

rest, but 'he sht^t^metal supisirt to he free from contact
with said -naft

89 1.7 65. APPARATUS FOR WASHING SHKEP
SKINS ("hari.es DtTofR. Cambridge. Ma.ss .assignor

of one-; ill rd tx) Charles .1 ( Hie 1 let and one- third to .JnHijih

Broussard. Cambridge. Ma.ss Piled Dec. 2. 19<)7 Scri.tl

No 4<)4 749

1 In apparatus of tlie r!a,s;^ descrlbeit, a rotatable nib
ha%ing agitators extendivi inward from its sitle walls and
inilined with relation to th«- axis of the tub. a deix-nding
fixedly attache<l. central spindle at the Ixittom of the tub

a spherical Ijearing to vertically sustain the spindle, a flxeil

Junk 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1989

tubular bearing to sustain the spindle laterally, means to

rotate the ttft). a step bearing fixed within the tub co-axial

with the spindle, an upright stirrer shaft extended into the

tub, vertically sustained by the step bearing and main-

tained by it in alinement with the tub spindle, and means to

rotate the shaft oppositely to the tub

heads to receive clamping devices for the sheets wrapped

around the cylinder, adjacent edges of the i>erforated plate

being bent down to form the sides of said channel, and a

channel-bar forming the bottom of the depression, and in-

closing said sides and seciu-ed thereto.

2 In app.aratus of the cla.ss described, a centrally sup-

ported, js.siti\el\ rotated tub, a plurality of \ertically sep-

arated series of agitators on the side walls thereof, the agi-

tators of one series b.-iiig ni' lined m one direction and those

of the other serie? m the opiM)su<' direction, a stirrer shaft

extended into the tub :uui having stirrers attached thereto

and radially extendeii therefrom, a step lie.anng in the tub

to vertically suppKjrl anil maintain the shaft m alinement

with the axis of rotation of the tub. and means to positively

rotate the shaft opixtsitely to the tub.

3 In apparatus of the class describe*!, a tub having a

central opening in its bottom, a gear having a shouldered

hub inserted in said o{)ening, an axial spindle depending

from the lower face of the gear, a 8tei> tjearing having an

extended base resting ui«)n the tul) ts)ttoin co-ivxial with

the spindle, boll* rigidly connecting the bearing bas*', gear,

and tub bottom, and a combined thrust and lateral bearing

for and into which the spindle is extended.

4 In apparatus of the class described, a tub having in-

wardly exteniled agitators on its side walls, a depending

spindle rigidly secured to the bottom of the tub, a ball on

which the spindle rests, means to laterally support the

spindle, an upriKht shaft, a series of radially extended stir-

rers thereon, mc.in.~ to rotate said shaft, a sU-p bearing on

the bottom of the tub, to vertically support and maintain

the shaft in the axis of notation of said tub, and means to

rotate the latter independently of the shaft.

5. A rotatable tub for washing apparatus, comprising a

bottom, and side wdls the hitter having an opening there-

in, a door to close sail oixMung when the tub Is In use. a

series of c:istiugs riKi lly attached to the inner faces of the

side w:til- iM' h casting having an elongated seat, and blade-

like agitat' >rs iii.,unted 111 the s<'ats and extending Inwardly

toward the center of the tub

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed m the Gazette.]

891.766 STF.NCILI.NG - M ACHINK Benjamin V.

FoKTiN, Woonsocket, R I .
assignor to Underwood

TytM'writer Company, New York N Y.. a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed 'Mar 27. 1908. Serial No.

423,510.

1. A stencll-<lnim comprising a perforated plate curved

to form a cylinder, the cylinder provided with heads and

having a longitudinal channel or liepression between said

2. A Btencil-drum coiniirisiiiK a perforated cylinder of

sheet metal attached at one end to a head which is revo-

lubly mounted ujion a device which constitutes the sole

support of the drum, and a second head being attached to

the other end of the cylinder also, and having the form of a

reinforcing tube of sheet metal inserted within and fltte<i

tightly to the cylimler and forme<i at its inner end with an

interior stiffening flange, said cylinder provided l)etween

said heads with a longitudinal channel or depres.sion to

receive pad-holdmg rods sui.i tlaiiKc forming one end of

said channel or depression ani having holes or seats to

receive the ends of said rods.

3. A steiicil-driiin comprising a i)erforate<i cylinder of

sheet metal atiarhcd at cme end to a he.ad wdiich is revo-

lubly mounted ui>on a <icvice which constitutes the sole

support of the dniTii and a second head being attached to

the other end of t he < ylinder also, and having the form of a

reinforcing tube of sheet metal inserted within and fitted

tightly to the cylinder and foriiuHl at its inner end with an

interior stiffening flange, said cylinder provideil Ijetween

said heads with a longitudinal channel or depression to re-

ceive pad-holding hkIs, said flange forming i<ui- i nd of said

channel or depression and having hole- or s.a;- !,, v-i .-ivo

the ends ol said roils; and fastening devi.cs inoun',.-.; ui"in

the first head and projecting into said channel at Its other

end, t.. -.(lire the other ends of said rods,

4. .\ -t. iiril-<iniiii conipris.uK a ].erforate<l cylinder of

-sheet metal attache<l at one end to a hea<i which is revo-

lubly niount4Hi, and a second hea<l l>eing attached to the

other end of the cylinder, and having the form of a rein-

forcing tuljeof sh<H-t metal Inserted within and fitted tightly

to the cylinder and formed at its inner end with an interior

stiffening flange, said cyliiuier provide<i i>etween said heads

with a longitudinal channel or depression, and said flange

forming one end of said channel, and a detachable bar for

securing the ends of the stencil sheet in said depression,

said bar having a projection at one end to catch in a recess

or seat formed In the first head of the drum, and having at

the other end a tongue perforated to receive a spring-

pressed Ixilt

5. A stencil-drum comprising a i)erforate<l cylinder of

sheet metal atUu-hed at one end to a head which is revo-

lubly mountetl. and a second head being attached to the

other end of the cylinder, an<i having the form of a rein-

forcing tui>eof sheet metal inserted within :uid fltt<'d tightly

to the cylinder and formed »' its inner end with an interior

stiffening flange, said cylinder provideti between saiti hea<ls

with a longitudinal channel or depression. an<l said flange

forming one end of said channel, and a detachable bar for

securing the ends of the stencil she<'t in said depression,

said bar having a projection at one en(i to catch in a recess

or sheet formed in the first head of the drum, and having at

the other end a tongue i>erforateii to receive a spring-

pressed bolt: .said tongue projecting within the drum to

form a finger-piece for lifting the end of the bar from the

depression or channel

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in tlie Gazette.]
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891 767 P' '^VER DEVICE FOR MOVlN<G AUTOMO-

BILES Benjamin J Fkench, HrightOB, €olo., aa-

signor of ont-half to Enmiet A. Bromley, Brighton,

CoJo File.i Oct l.llMiT Serial No. 395,421.

J)'-

1 In a device as specified, the (^oml.maa.in with a ve-

hicle having a motor-driven shaft, of draw bars sonire.i to

the vehicle at on*> end their opposite end.s iH-inj? hooked

to engage the said shaft: bearings upon said draw bars; a

shaft slidably mounted m the bearings, having a clutch on

one end: a shaft having a clutch In line with the first men-

tioned clutch; a sprocket wheel on sal.l ?h*ft, a sprocket

wheel on the motor-driven shaft, and a ch>iii connecting

said sprocket wheels; a drum on the slidabla shaft a cable

on said drum having an anchor upon its fre« end: de;.end-

ing guide rollers «-cured to the vehicle adjacent to the

drum; disks secured upon the slidable ^h:if a lever piv-

ote.1 at one end and extending between paid di.sks, for

shifting *aid ^haft. and means for holding sskI shaft either

m an op*-rative or an inoperative rK>8ition, relatively to the

iviwer driven clutch,

- 2 In a power device for moving lodgeij motor driven

vehicles the combination with an automobile or traction

engine provident with a motor dnven ^Ijaft, of hanger

journal boxes attached to said vehicle, a driven shaft jour-

n'iW-<l in ^id hanger boxes .and provided witb a clutch coup-

ling member at one end, a clutch connect^nl with said motor

driven shaft a clutch shifter lever arrange! to move said

drum -haft and it.s clutch member into emgagement with

said motor driven clutch member, a rope winding drum se-

curfHl to said drum shaft, a rope secured at one end to said

drum and a*lapte«l to be wound thereon, an anchor hook

on the free end of ->aid rope, and draw bars .Hecure.1 to said

hangers and to "^id vehicle at one end and to the rear axle

of HHid vehicle at their opiM)site ends.

3 In a power device for moving automobiles out of

stalled or lodge^l positions, the combination with an auto-

mobile, and its motor driven axle, of a rope win<ling druni

rotAtablv ntounte-i on s;ud automobile, a clutch arranged

on said drum, a clutch in oi-erative relation to said drum

clutch and conn.-ctfMl to said motor driven axle, a clutch

operating lever arrange*! to move said cluttch and drum to

connect with said motor driven clutch, a rape connecte<i at

one end to *aid drum a hook at the free qnd of said rope,

and draw bars ,-onn.-cte<l at one end to s»id hangers and

the body portion of sai,! automobile and extending to and

8ecure«1 to the r.-ar axle of said automobile.

aM.768. BEAM - ><ALE. Un i^ Fhitz, Philadelphia.

Pft.,MB*gnor to Charles E. Troeaiuer, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Mar. 24. 1908. Serial No 422.977.

the beam to rotate the anuulu^ by the l>eam at a si.ee<l

dififering from that of the wheel.

•» A toothe.1 U-am scale weight, comprising a housing

through which the tooUie*! beam of the scale passes, a wheel

and a toothwl annulus having numerals di.splaye.1 thereon

and arranged in said housing, a shaft carried by .said hou^

ing supporting said wheel and having a pinion meshing

with the tefth of .said U^ain. said shaft when rotated

adapted to move by sai.i pinion the housing on the beaiu

and to rotate the wheel, and pini.^ns earned by the housing

engaging the teeth of the annulus and iH-am. sai-i pinions

when rotated bv the Ix-am by the movement of said hou.sing

adapted to rotate said annulus at a speed .liff.nng from that

of said wheel.

3 \ toothed beam scale weight, comprising a housing

through which the t.K.thwi beam of the scale passes, a wheel

and a tooth.-d annulus having numerals displaye<l thereon

and arrange.! in sai.l housing, a shaft .-arne.! by said hous-

ing supiK^rting said wh.n-l and having a pinion meshing

with the teeth of said beam, sai.l shaft when rotated

adapte.l to move by said pinion the housing on the beam

and to rotate the wheel, pinions earned by the housing

engaging the teeth of the annulus and b.-am, sai.i pinions

when rotated bv the beam by the movement.s of said hous-

ing adapted to rotate said annulus at a speed differing from

that of said wheel, and means engaging the shaft an.i adapt-

ed when brought into engagement with the hou.M.ig t<, lo, k

the same to sai<l »>eam by preventing rotation of the shaft.

4 -v toothed Ix-am scale weight, compri.sing a housing

througli « hich the t.M,th.Nl lx>am of the scale pas,s,-s, a wheel

I and a toothed annulu.s having numerals displayed there<m

I

and arrange.l in saul housmg. a shaft earned by the housing

I supiM.rting th.- wheel and having a pinion meshing with the

teeth of the beau., .said shaft when rotated adapted to move

bv the pinion the housing on the iK-am and to rotate the

wheel pinions carrietl by the housing and engaging the

teeth of the annulus and lM>aiu. said pinions when rotated

by the U-ain bv the movement ,.f said housing adapted to

rotate the annulus at a spee.i differmg from that of the

wheel and a knob carrie<l by the- -haft and a.taj.ted when

brought into engagement with said housing to prevent

rotation thereof.

5 \ t.M,the.l l>eam scale weight, compnsmg a hou.sing

I
through which the toothed beam of the .cale pass,-s, awheel

nnd a toothed annulus having numerals displayed thereon

and arrang-d in said housing, a shaft carrie<l by the housing

supi-orting the wheel and having a j.inmn meshing with the

teeth of the beam, said shaft when rotated adai.ted to move

by the pinion the hou.sing on the In-am and to rotate the

wheel i.inions carried by the housing aiid engaging the

teeth of the annulus and N^am, .said pmions when rotated

by the beam bv the movement of said housing a.lapted to

rotate the annulus at a .speed difTering from that of the

I
wheel a knob carried by the shaft and adapted when

brought into engagement with said housing to prevent

rotation thereof, and means carrie<l by the housing and

adapted by terminating in proximity to the beam to pre-

vent di.sengagement of the pinions from the t.-eth of said

beam.
[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 1 7 6 9. K ITC HEN - R .\ NCK.

Omaha,»Nebr Filed Nov 19, 1901

ArotsT Frondei.,

aerial No. 82,937.

1 \ U>am -cale weight, comprising a housing through

which the beam of the scale pass.-s. a v^heel an.l an .annulus

having numerals di.s.layed on the ivirimeters theretjf

within the housing, mean- earned by the lousing and pass-

ing through the annulus adapte.l when rota'ed tr, move the

housing <,n the beam and to rotate the heel, .ii.d means

engagmg the beam and annulus adapte<| when moved on

JCXK 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OP FICE. 191,1

vertical communicating hot water chambers arranged at

one side of said oven and spaced therefrom, a horizontal

hot water chain l>er l>eneath said oven and spaced therefrom

and communicating with said vertical chaml)ers. the spaces

between said oven and chambers providuig a flue commu-
nicating with the easing al>ovc and below and at the rear

of the oven, other communicating hot water chambers at

the opposite side of the oven, communicating means be-

tween the last mentioned chaml>ers and the vertical cham-

bers, a pipe coil arranged upon top of the oven and having

communication with the la^t mentioned chamliers and the

vertical chambers, and fiijK-s having communication with

said pipe coil to supply a heating medium toremote

sources.

2. In a range, a casing, an oven disposed within the cas-

ing, the oven terminating short of the rear, top and bottom

of the casing, pairs of superuni)osed water chambers form-

ing opposite sides of the ftre pot of the range, said pairs of

chambers having communication with one another, other

chambers confined within the casing, a coil having com-

munication with one of said other chambers and with the

pairs of chambers, and pipes communicating with the coils

and the chamlx>rs to supply a heating medium to remote

sources.

3. In a range, a casing, an oven dispose<l within the cas-

ing, pairs of superimpose.! water chambers forming the

sides of the fire pot. other chaml>er8 arranged within the

casing having communication with one another and with

the aforesaid fire pot chambers, a pipe coil arrangeii upon

top of the oven and having communication with the cham-

bers, and pipes communicating with said coil and the cham-

bers to supply a heating medium to remote .sources, said

elements t>eing constructed and arranged to cause the

productsof c<imbustion to pa.ssover the coil and oven down-

wardly along one side of the latter and out of the cai*ing by

way of the bottom of the oven and the rear thereof.

4. In a range, a casing, an oven disposed within the cas-

ing, water chainlwrs including a sectionizetl chamber, and

a soft water compartment indei>endent of said chamber,

the st'ctionized chamlx-r being arranged adjacent said com-

partment ami exposing the latter at its .side adjacent the

sectionized chamlx'r to the products of combustion, all of

said chambers having communication with one another.

5. In a range, a casing, an oven dispose.! within the ca.s-

ing, water chaml>ers including a sectionized chamber, a

soft water compartment independent of said chamber, the

sectionized chamtx-r l>eing arrangeii adjacent said com-

partment and exfKjsing the latter at its side adjacent the

sectionized chaml>er to the pro<lucts of combustion, all

of said chamlxTs having communication with one another,

and a hot water sui>ply system including a coil having com-

munication with said chambers.

move both of the curtains simultaneously to effect the pas-

Mi<e of said exposing slit across said plate.

1 In a range a ca.sing an oven within the casing and

ternunatmg short of the t,,p. b<jttom and rear of Jhe casing.

891.770. FOCAI^PLANE SHUTTER. JuLiisD. Gar-

field, Springfield, Ma.s.s. Filed Sejit. ?,. I5K)7. .'Serial

No. 391,114.

1. In a f<)cal plane shutter for <aniera.s the com!>ination

of two endless and suv^'riHiHt'd curtains, adapted to receive

and encircle, lietw.'en the front and rear courses thereof,

a photographic plateau 1 having openings therein, the open-

ing in one curtain being normally covered by a part of the

other curtain, supports for the curtains, and means for

moving one of the latter in one direction relative to the

other to bring more or less of the area of one of said expo-

sure openings opposit<- the other to form an expo.sure slit,

and means for moving Iwth of .said curtains simultaneously

in a direction to effect the passage of the exposure slit

across said plate

2. In a focal plane shutter for cameras, the combination

of two superpose! curtains adapted to encircle a photo-

graphic plate and liaving oi)eningR therein, the opening in

one curtain being normally covered by a part of the other

curtain, supiwrting rolls f(»r the curtain- > iie of said rolls

being power-actuated in one direction, a deietit for one of

the curtains, and means for moving the other in one direc-

tion to bring some ftart of one of said openings opposite the

other oi)ening to form an exposure slit, and means for oper-

ating said detent whereby said power-actuat«d roll may

3. In a' focal plane shutter for cameras, the combination

of two endless and superposed curtains, adapted to receive

and encircle. b«'twpen the front and rear courses thereof,

a photographic plate and having oi>enings therein, rolls for

supporting the curtains, said curtains having exposure

openings therein, one normally out of registration with the

other, a detent for holding one of said curtain.* leniix)rarily

stationary, and means for moving the other of said curtains

Independently in one direction to bring said openings more

or less nearly into registering position to form an extxisure

silt, means for applying endwise tension to said curtains,

and means for moving l)oth of said curtains simultaneously

in a direction the reverse of that in which the one of said

curtains shall have been movei. for causing a traversing

of the exiK>sure slit across the face of the plate.

4. The combination, in a focal plane shutter for camer.as.

of a casing, shutter devices consisting of two suiiorposed

endless curtains having normally non-registering openings

therein, adapted to encircle a photograi)luc plate rolls for

supporting said curtains in said easing, a batten secured to

each of the curtains for inter-engagement one with the

otlier. whereby said curtiiins may l>e moved together in one

direction, a knob attached to one of said curtains and

means for holding the other temporarily stationary, where-

by ohe of the curtains inay be moved relative to the other

to bring sai 1 o]>eninKs mf)re or less into registering fK>sition,

a slot through .said casing for sai<! knob, ami an indicator-

scale in proximity to said knob.

5. In a focal plane shutter the combination with a spring

roller, and another roller parallel therewith and separated

therefrom, of a curtain having an engagement with the

spring roller, to be pror)ellei! thereby, and pa.ssing over the

other roller, a second curtain made en. Hess, .sujierposed

about the inner curtain, having a frictional surface contact

therewith, ailajited to encircle a plate-holder between its

front and rear courses, an<i each of said curtains having an

exposure aperture therein, means for aijusting the one

curtain relatively to the other to bring their ar)ertured ix)r-

tions in desire,! relations, and a detent operative to hold

the frictionally engaged curtains against their roller pro-

pelled movements, and to release them for their movements

in unison.

8I»1.771. PREPAYMENT MECHANISM John Crib-

b'bl. Wyncote, Pa. File.l Feb. 2.S. 1<,»()7. Serial No.

359,745.

1. A prepayment mech.anism for a vending machine,

comprising a c:\sing having a coin inlet slot and a coin dis-

charge outlet slot: a rotary cin carrier in sai'l casing l)e-

tween said inlet and outlet, having a coin shtt extending

entirely through said carrier adapted to register with said

I coin inlet and be out of alinement with .sai 1 outlet when
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T
thus regirtered; a handle out.^ide of said caairtK operatively

connected with «Ud carr.er inean.H linunng t\w axuil extent

of the slot in sai.l earner, arrangwl to prevent :i normal

coin from falling through said carrier and t«» pt-rnnt :i mi-

nor coin to fall through saui carrier into contact with -^ai.l

casing means in -iaid ca.'^ing arranged to engage a minor

coin in' said carrier and prevent forward rotary movement

of said carrier in cooperation with the vendipg m.-.hamsm

until said coin is discharged from ^aid earner and. mean^

in said casing an-anged to engage a nonn.jl roin in said

carrier "and prevent rever«» rotary movement of .-iaui car-

rier after a definite range of movement until ^aid com us

discharged from said carrur <uf.st:uvtuillv a< -^.t forth.

1 comprising a rotary coin carrier having a coin slot extend-

ing entirely through it parallel with its axis; a ca.-mg in-

closing ^ai.l r;irrier. having a coin inlet slot adapte.1 to reg-

ister wirti >ai 1 . ..in slot in the carrier, and a coin disch.-ifge

outlet slot urr:mged m register with the coin slot m .said

earner hut -a. 1 slot.s U-inx *j arranged that the carrier

slot cannot simultaneously regi.ster with both the inlet and

outlet slots. sub8tanfirdly as set forth.

891,772. NON-REFILLABLE B(1TTLE.

HAoaTROM. Chlno. Cal. Filwl Feb. 17.

No. 416.360.

AUOtTST W.
1908. Serial

2 A prepayment mechanism for a vending machine, com-

prising a casing having a coin inlet slot an.l a coin flis-

charge outlet slot ; a rotary coin carrier in *iid easing be-

tween saiil inler an.i outlet, having a coin slot exten.ling

entirely through s:u.l earner adapte<J to register with said

coin inlet: a handle outside of said casing. o{)eratively

connected with said earner; means limiting the axial ex-

tent of the slot in said earner arranged to prevent a nor-

mal coin from falling through saul can-ier :|nd to ix-rmit a

mmor com to fall through .said can-ier mu. contact with

said casing; means in said casing arranged to engage a mi-

nor coin in said carrier and j.revent forwani rotary move-

ment of said carrier in eoOiHTation with the vending

mechanism until said coin is discharge! from sai.l earner:

and. means -in said easing arranged to engage a normal

coin in said earner ami prevent reverse- rotary movement

of sai.i earner, after a definite range of movement, until

said coin is discharged from said -arner, substantially as

set forth.

3. A prepayment me<-hani3m for a veoding machine,

comprising a casing having a coin inlet slot: and a com di.s-

charge outlet slot, a rotary coin earner m said easing Ix-

tween said inlet and outlet, having a coia slot extending

entirely through said carrier adapted to register with said

coin uilet and 1«- out of alinement with said outlet when

thus registered, a haiulle outside of sai.l casing. op.'ra-

tively connecte<l with said carrier: means limiting the

axial extent of the slot in said carrier, arrajiged to prevent

a normal com from falling through said carrier and to per-

mit a minor com to fall through .said can?ier into contact

with said casing, and. means in said casing arrangci to

engage a minor coin in said earner and j.revent forward

rotary movement of said carrier m co<Jt>«ration with the

vending mechanism until said coin is dis<-harged from said

carrier, sulw^tantially as set forth

4. A prepayment mechanism for a vending machine,

comprising a rotary coin carrier having a coin slot extend-

ing entirely through it parallel with its axis; a easing in-

closing said earner, having a com inlet slot adapted to reg-

ister with saKl com slot in the earner and a coin discharge

outlet slot arrange 1 to register with the coin slot in said

carrier, but .sai.i outlet -^lot l>eing so arrang«l that the carrier

slot cannot smiultane. .usly register with btnh the inlet and

outlet slot-s. means limiting the axial extent of the slot in

said carrier; arranged to prevent a norm»l coin from fall-

ing through said carrier and to ponnit a ounor coin to fall

through said carrier into contact with ^id casing; and,

Mieans m sai.i ea.sing arranged to engagn a minor com m
,aid earner and prevent forwar.i rotary movement of sai.t

rarner in cooi>eration with the ven.lmg mechanism until

said coin is discharged from said carrier. substAntially as

6. A prepayment mechanism for a Vending machine.

1 In a non-retilhihl. ^o-rle a valve closing the Inlet

thereto, and a pair of ap-rnir-d disks arninge.i alHJve the

valve an.l separated fn.m v.u'U other, the ap^Ttures in one

disk being larger than rl..M. of the other an.l out of aline-

ment therewith
, , i . „

2 In a non-refillal.!.- tn-ttle, a vHlv.^l inlet thereto, a

senes of upnghts sup,H,rt.ng sai.l valve in the bottle neck,

and a pair of s«>para.-d M.-ks carruM by the upnght. an.l

having apertures to pemnt the exit of the li.iui.l

3 In a non-refillable bottle, a plurality of upright-., a

resilient o^hmi ende.l ring a.iapt.Hl to engage the Injttle to

hol.i the uprights therein, a valve can-ied by the upngiit*.

an.l a pair of .lisks arrauge.l mt^nne.liate th- valve and

the ring and havmg ai^-rtures therein, the a,.ertures of one

disk being staggered or out of alinement with the aper-

tures of the other .lisk an.l ..f a .lifferent .llameter

4 In a n,.n-refillal.le boftU' at. annular gn.ove in the

neck thereof, a plurality of aperture^ a resilient nng car-

rie.1 thereby adapte<l to engage th.^ «r....ve to hol.l the

upnghts in the bottle, an ai«>rtur.M ^^a.her carried by the

lower en.i of said upnghts, a bn.lge pi-.- -xtending across

said washer, a valve s*>ated ui.on -^a..! whsIi.t and having

its stem sliding in an ai>erture in sai.l bri.ige piece, a

swinging weight carrie.1 hv the end of .sai.l stem an.l

a.lapte<i to hold the valve ui,o,> ,ts .eat in all iH.s.tions of

the iK^ttle except inverte.l :uM a pair of separat.^i disk,

carri^l bv the upnghts, e:o t. di^k t.emg provide, w-ith a

plurality of apertures, the .'M-ert are. of one ,li«k l>e.ng

staggere,i with relation to th..-.- ..f the other and of a

different diameter

S91 77.S TELE8COPE FOR SIKVEYING INSTRU-

MENTS Frank HErriLER, Denver. Colo. tiled

\pr 1.1907. .Serial No. 365,640

1 A teleseoiH" for surveving instruments provided with

a tube a case containing a plurality of prisms, the said

case lx>ing laterallv a.iju.table UiH.n the tube f..r th.- pur-

pose set forth.

2 A teleseoiK- provide,! with a tube, an eyepie.-e, a

cale containing a plurality of i-risms arrange.! P, rerteet

the light iK^tween the tuU- an.! the eye-pie.-e. the sai.i

case being laterally a<ijusta'~le on the tube, substantially

as deseriUii
' 3. A tele.<cope for surveying mstrumenla providea wiin

June 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1993

a tube, an eyepl«ce, a case containing a pluraUty of prisms

adapted to reflect the light in its passage from the tube

to tlie eye-pie<'e, >id<[ .ase being slldably adjustable in a

lateral direction ujK.n the tube, the eye-piece l)eing later-

ally adjustable upon the prism case, substantially as de-

scril)e»i.

_A—\m ^

4. .V telescope provi.i«-d with a tube, a case containing

a plurality of prisms, the -ai.l ca.-^- being laterally adjust-

able upon the tul>e, and an eyepiece being laterally ad-

justable on the case at right angles to the adjustment of

the eas*' on the tulM-, substantially as described.

5. A telescope for surveying instruments, provided with

a spirit level tube and supi>orting arms therefor, the said

arms lieing eonneine<l with the telescope and being out-

wardly incline<l or ofTs<-t in both directions toward the

extremities of th«- teles<'oi>e, whereby a spirit level tube of

suitable length ma\ be emplo>ed.

[Claim 6 not print. ».l m the tlazette.]

2. A lubricator comprisin^j an oil reservoir, an oil supply

pipe leading thereto, a distributing chamber adapted to

receive oil from the said reservoir, and means controlled

according to the amount of oil in the distributing chamber

for reguhiiing the supj.ly of oil to and from the reservoir.

3. A lubricator comprising an oil reservoir, an oil supply

pipe leading thereto, a distributing chamber a.lapted to

receive oil from the reservoir, a float arrange(i in the dis-

tributing chamber, and valves operated automatically by

the movements of the float for controlling the supply of

oil to the reservoir and from the latter into the distributer

chamber.
4. A lubricator comprising an oil reservoir, a supply

pipe leading tiiereto, a valve for the supply pipe, a distrib-

uting chamber surrounding the reservoir and having dis-

tributing pipes leaiiing therefrom, and an annular float sur-

rounding the reservoir and arranged within the distribut-

ing chamber, and otn-ratively connected to the said valve

for controlling aut.imatically the sujiply of oil in the reser-

voir.

5. A lubricator comprising an oil reservoir, a distribut-

ing chamlHjr arranged on the same level therewith, means

for elevating and conveying ..il from thf n-servoir into the

said chamber, an.l means ontroUe i a. rording to the

amount of oil in the distributing chamber for regulating

the flow of oil thereto from the reservoir.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,77.5 REMOVAL OF ARSENIC FRoM LIQUIDS

AND GASES. Oscar Jonas, Griesheim. Germany, a.s-

signor to riiemische Fabrik Griesheim Electron. Frank-

fort-on-the-Main. (iermany. a Corporation of Germany.

Filed Jan. 25, 1907. Serial No 3.54.157

The herein descrilxHi process of effecting the removal of

arsenic from fluids, in which the arsenic is in the form of

binary haloid compotind, consisting in treating the fluid

with a lK>nzene derivative which will not act as a solvent

of nor have a ehenucal action on the fluid.

8'.)1.774 LUBRICATING MECHANISM. JoHX HuTCH-

IN..S London F.nglan.l Original application filed Jan.

22. 11X17, .Serial N.x 3.");i.4S5. Divided and this applica-

tion filed Feb. 17. 190.H Serial N.. 416.336.

891.776. VIBRATOR FOR MOVEMENT-CURE PUR-

POSES. James B. Kirby, Cleveland. Ohio, [assignor

to Lewis Sands, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 14, VM)7

.

Serial No. 378,888.

1. A lubricator emlHulying an oil reservoir, distributer

pil>es adapt«^l to receive oil therefrom, an oil supply pipe

leatling into the reservoir, means for elevating oil from the

latter and con.lucimg it to said distributer pii>es and means

for automatically controlling the supply of oil from the

reser^'oir.

1. In vibrators, ixjwer means .and an applicator member

connected therewith having a fulcrum suj.ixjrt comprised

of spring wire.

2. In vibrat<jrs. an applicator hnvinit a fulcrum support

of spring wire members yieldingly mouiite<i, and txiwer

means eccentrically connected with the applicator support

to Impart vibrations to the applicator.

3. In vibrators, a power shaft having a crank stem, an
' applicator sup;K3rt engage<i with said crank stem, and a

pair of spring fulcrum members for said supixjrt,

4 In vibraUirs. a motor having a crank shaft, a tubu-

lar member engaged with said crank shaft, a set of spring

i wire members liaving angular ends a*iapted to provide ful-
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crum supports for said tubular member, and an applicator

mounted uixjn said tubular member.
5. In vibrau^ra, the combination of a power shaft, with

a gyratory and vibratory member for apphcators oper-

atively eugaReil therpwith, said memt)er having a yielding

fulcrum supfKjrt ivlapted to play against both end and

lateral pressures

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,777. DRAFTING INSTRUMENT
STROTH. Baltimore. Md. Filed Mar
No. 360,672.

Walter L.^ng-
'). liK)7. J^riai

Tl

being arranged to set said movable structure in motion
prior to the e.xplosion of tlie charge.

1. A drafting instrument of the charaoter descril:)e<i,

conipn.sing a frame having a plurality of 3pnce<l trarurverse

segmental tracks of different ratlii arranged one in rear of

the other, a carnage provided with a pair of front and a

single rear whcol to travel upon the tracks, an iixle carrying

said rear wheel, said axle having a sli<iing enfcagemeiit with

the carriage for a<^lju9ting the wheel forwartliy and rear-

wardly. means ast^oriated with the axle and engaging the

carnage to retain said axle in adjusted position, and a hlatie

connected with the carriage.

2. A drafting iii-struiiient of the character ilescnlx'd. cum-
prising a frame having a plurality of 3pare<l tran.sverse seg-

mental tracks of different ra<lii arrange*! one in rear of the

other, a carriage provided with a pair of front and a .ningle

rear wheel to travel upf)n the tracks, and formed with a

slot, an axle can-ying the rear wheel and on «'hich the same
is revolubly mounte<l, said a.xle t)eing slidatily mounte<l in

said slot for adjusting the wheel forwardly and rearw:irill.\-,

aiijustmg and fastening means associated with the axle an<l

engaging the carriage to retain the axle in adjusted posi-

tion, and a blade connected with the carriage.

3. A drafting instrument of the character ileseribed,

comprising a frame having a plurality of spaced transverse

segmental tracks of diCferent radii arranged one in rear of

the other, a carriage provided with a pair of front and a

single rear wheel to travel uiK)n the tracks, and formeii

with a slot and an undf-rlying reces,s commutiicatmg there-

with, an axle carrying saiii rear wheel and on which the

same is revolubly mounted, said axle slidfebly fitting in

said slot and being provided at its upper entl with a finger

-piece and threaded at its lower end, a heal u;Km the a.xle

bearing on the upper surface of the carriage to hold the

axle from downward movement, a nut upo^ the threaded

end of the axle l>elow the slot and occupying the re<'ess,

said nut being held from rotation by one of the side walls

of the recess and bearing against the top wall of the same
to co'iperate with the head, whereby the aSle is clamf)ed

in a»ljusted position, and a hla<1e connecteij with the car-

riage.

891, 77S. NON-RECOILING FIREARM LiDwio Mer-
TBN8, London, England. File«l Apr 25, 1908. S^-rial

No. 42y.24,i

1. The combination in a recoil preventin(| device for fire

arms of a casing or body, a structure moN-able relatively

thereto, means for exploding a charge, a spring, and means
for causing the recoil from said exf)l«>sion to be partially

absorbed in reversing the direction of motion of said mov-
able part and partly in compressing said spring, said means

2. The combination in a recoil preventing ilevice for fire

arms, of a casing, a barrel movable relatively thereto,

means for exploding a charge, a movable brcirh block, .ind

a movable recoil absorbing piei-e carried thcrcii\. said

piece being given a movement by the breech block oppos-

ing that of the breech block as cau.sed by the recoil, a

spring placed to hf comiires.HtHi by recoil movement of the

breech block, and mechanism <>onnccting the barrel and
the breech block, the weight of the barrel and its connect-

ed parts being substantially equal to that of the breech block

and ita parts

3. The cfniibinatnm in a recoil preventing device fur tire

arms, of a casing, a barrel longitudinally mo\able therein,

a gear mountetl in the casing, a l>ri('c h block for .said bar-

rel also movable in the casing, racks n-peciively connect-

ed to the barrel and to the bre<'ch block su as to permit of

their movement in opposite directions under force of a re-

coil, said racks meshing with said gear, and means for ex-

ploding a cartridge in the barrel.

4. The combination in a recoil preventing device for fire

arms, of a casing or brxly, a breech block i!;ii\-;ihle rela-

tively thereto, a barrel and means fir c\plo. img a charge,

means for resisting movement of said breech block ae caused

by the explosum of the charge a movable piece arrange. 1 to

be in motion at the time of the e.xplosion of the ch.arg*' and
thereby cause the forr'e of the recoil t4i l>e partly evin-nded

ui)on said moving piece anil partly upon .said means for re-

sisting the movement of the breech block.

.5, The combination in a recoil preventing device for fire-

arms of a casing, a barrel longituilinally movable therein, a

breech block also movable in the casing, a piece slidably

mounted upon the breech block, and means connecting the

breech block and the barrel so that movement of said block

to the rear caii.ses forward movement of the bsirrel and
vice versa, a spring placed to \mc cotiipress«'d by rearward

movement of the breech block, with means for automat-
ically firing a succession of cartridges, the parts being so

arranged tiiat the rearwanl movemcnl eif the breech block

under the action of an explosion occurs while the movable
piece thereon is still moving forward.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printe.l in the Gazette.]

S9I 7 7 9. EI.K(rUIC.\LLY - GOVERNED Al TO-
MATICALLY- OPERABLE TRAIN -(( iNTROLLING
.-i^'STEM IlAHvtY B. Miller, .Staunton, Va., as-

signor of one-half to James A. Bell. .Staunton, Va.

Filed Oct. 10, 1907. Serial No. 396,807.

==5

^^fe£C

^̂^ gg
~'* ^-^

'

1. In a system of the class described, the combination of

several pairs of contacts, a switch cooperative with each

two pairs of contacts and adapte«l to »imultane<}usly bridge

the contacts of eAch pair, a source of electrical energy con-

nected with the switches, conductor rails connected with

certain of the contacts. ni.ajjneTs electrically connected with

the remainder of the contacts, and switch-locking meAns
controlled by said magnetic

2. In a system of the class det<crii)e<l, the combination of

several pairs of contacts, a switch cooperative with each

two pairs of c<intacts ami adapted to simultaneously bridge

the contacts of each of such pairs, means for normally hold-
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ing each switch out of engagement with its severil cooper-

ating contacts and for returning the same to a neutral posi-

tion after having been .nhifted, a source of electrical energy

connected with Uie switches, conductor rails connected

with certain of the contacts, magnets electrically connected

with the remainder of the contact.8, and switch-locking

means controlled by said magnets

3. In a system of the class described, the combination of

several pairs of contacts, a vibratory switch co<iper,ative

with each two pairs of contacts and adapted t-o simultane-

ously bridge the contacts of ea<h of such pairs, a source of

elcitrK ill energy connecte.1 with the switches, conductor

rails connected with certain of the contact.a, magnet..- el,
.

-

trically connected with the remainder of the contac i- ai..i

switch-locking means controlled by said magnets.

4. In a system of the class described, rails, a vehicle to

travel on said rails, a conductor rail, a contact electrically

connecte<i with said conductor rail, a switch, a source of

electrical energy connecte«i with said switch, and electrical

connections on said vehicle, involving a yieldingly mounted

combined aciimtor and contact device, and a magnet, said

combine<l a<'tuator and ctntact device being adapted to

operate said switch to throw the same against said contact

nnd to also make electrical connection with said conductor

rail for enerKizmg said magnet.

5. In a system of the class described, rails, a vehicle to

travel on .said rails, a conductx»r rail, a contact electrically

connected with said conductor rail, a switch, a source of

electrical energy connecte«l with said switch, and electrical

connections on said vehicle, involving a combined actuator

and contact device, and a magnet, said combineil actuator

and contact device being adapted to actuate said switch to

throw the same against said contact and to also make elec-

trical connection with said conductor rail for energizing

said magnet, and being also movable into an inoperative

position where it will not oiM?rate the switch nor engage

said conductor rail.

[Claims 6 to lU not printed in the Gazette.]

tricaUy-operable device for actuating said detent in a di-

rection to release said automatically oi>erable means, and

means for normally holding the detent in \\s, effe<-tive posi-

tion.

4. The combination of a train pipe, a valve for control-

ling the discharge of air from said train pipe, automatic-

ally-operable means for opening said valve, a balanced le-

ver provided with a detent for iiolding the automatically-

operable means against movement, a spring acting against

the lever to maintain the detent normally in its oi>erative

position, and electrically-operable means for moving the

detent away from the automatically-operable means,

5. The combination of a train pipe, a valve f(jr control-

ling the di.'^charge of air from the train pipe, an automatic-

ally-swinging arm for opening the valve, a part having a

series of seat^s arr.anged on an arc concentric with the a.\is

of motion of said arm, a pin to removably fit said seats to

control the amount of motion of the arm, a detent for

normally holding the arm against movement, and means

for operating said detent.

! [Claims 6 and 7 not printeti in the Gazette.] •

891,781, BOILER AND OTHER FT-RNACE Cakl

MocHK and Karl A. Pettf.rsson, Nykftping, Sweden.

Filed Feb 2. 1907. Serial No. 355,423. Renewed Mav

20,1908. Serial No. 433,9.39.

891,780. AIR-BRAKE APPAR-VTUS. HarvetB.Mil-

tXR, Staunton, >a.. assignor of one-half to James A.

Bell. Staunton, Va. Original application flltxi Oct. 10.

1907, .Serial No. 396,807. Divided and this applica-

tion filed Dec. 16, 1907. Serial No. 406.748.

1. The combination of a train pipe, a valve for control-

ling the discharge of air from said train pipe, a weighted

arm connected with said valve, a magnet having an arma-

ture constituting a detent for engaging and normally hold-

ing said weighted arm .against movement when tiie magnet

is deenerKized, and a swinging lever to which said arma-

ture or detent is connecteil for movement therewith.

2. The combination of a train pipe, a valve for control-

ling the discharge of air from said train pipe, automatic-

ally-operable means for opening said valve, a detent for

normally holding sjiid automatically - operable means

against movement, electncally-operalilc means for actu-

ating the detent to effect the release of said automatically-

operable means to cause the oi)ening of tlie valve, and

means for varying the amount of opening movement of the

valve.

3. The combination of a train pipe, a valve for control-

ling the discharge of air from said train pipe, automatic-

ally-operable means f(jr oi>rning the valve, a balanced le-

ver, a detent movable with said lever and adapted to hold

the automatically-operable means against motion, an elec-

1. .\ boiler furnace comprising a fire-box. an enlarged

chamber, a horizontal flue leading from the flre-box to

said chamber, and a partition duiding the chami>er into

two compartments, one of which forms an air heating

chamber, said partition being Jormeii of heating twyers

placed si<ie bv .side, each of said twyers comprising two

plates space<i apart and provided with means for prevent-

ing the passage of air except at the upper ends of the

twyers, substantially as described.

2. A boiler furnace comprising a chamber, .and a parti-

tion separating it into two compartment--, .-aid parti-

tion consisting (jf twyers placed side by side and space(i

apart, each twyer consisting of a box-like structure open

on one side to jiermit of the entry of air and having the

upper end of its opposite side removed to permit of the

exit of the air, substantially as descril^^i.

3. A boiler furnace comprising a chamber, and a parti-

tion separating it into two compartments, said partition

consisting of twyers placed sicie by side an.l with inter-

vening smaller twyers between their upper portions, each

twyer consisting of a box-like structure open on one side

to permit of the entry of air and liaving the upper end of

its opix)8ite side removed to permit of the exit of the air.

and each smaller intervening twyer having its two Opposite

sides open, substantially as descril)ed.

891.782. L.\ST-LATHE CENTER. Charles P. Mor-

ton, Cincinnati. Ohio, a.s.signor of one-half of The Rebhun

Last Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, a Corporation. Filed

Nov. 21, 1907. Serial No. 403,234.

1. A last lathe center having means projecting centrally

therefrom adapted u> seat in an orifice formed in the last

' form, teeth projecting from 8ai<l lathe center having an in;
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dined surface adapted to engaxe against the Ijotloni of the

last fonn, and teeth projecting from said lathe center adapt-

ed to engage into the toe portion of the la«t form oppositely

disposed from 3ai<i first named teeth, substaotially as de-

8critje<i

2. A last fonn provuied with an elongated orifice at the

toe tip alinetl with the longitudinal axis, an alongat«l pin
* engaging uito said orifice and having a serrsite<i shoulder

engaging the toe tip, and a heel clainp. substantially ajs de-

^ scribed. I

891.7S3 BOILKU-FU'E F.\rfTENER. Willi.wi E.

Pakkinskjn. Crown Point, Ind. Filed Fab. 2.3, iy07.

Serial N'o 3.58.941.

jy

JJ

The combination with the flue sheets of i boiler, of a

tube having one end .secure(i for longitudinal adjustment

in one of the flue sheetj* and its other end tertninating

short of the other flue sheet, a thimble thraade<i on the

latter end of the flue and having its b<jre of the same
diameter as that of the flue and prf)vide<l with a reduced

threaded extension projecting thn)Ugh and beyond the

last-nafned flue sheet and with a tat)ere<J shoulder bearing

against the interior edges of the flue oi>ening through

which the extension projects, and a nut scre»eii onto the

projecting eml of the thimble and having a tajv^red shoul-

der bearing against the exterior edges of the flue opening.

891.7S4 .SINGLE -PH.V.SE COMMITATOR- MOTOR.
St.*.xlj;y 8 Seyfekt, South Bethlehem. P;v. . a-ssignor of

one-half to William S Franklin. South Bethlehem, Pa
File*! Jan 31. 19<)5 Serial .Vo. 243. 4H3. •,

K r.

•Vl

m^Mm

ous circuit with said source of current, saiii parts being so

connecte.i that the magnetic poles of the arin;iture shall ro-

tate relative thereto

5. The combination of a source of alternating current

and a device consisting of an internal uncommutated mem-
ber ana an external commutatel meml>er, Ujth membt-rs

in the normal u.se of the device being in continuous circuit

with said source of current, said parts being so connected

that the magnetu- i>oles of the commutatcl niemix'r shall

rotate relative thereto, the s<jle function of sal. I combina-

tion l)eing the conversion of electrical into mechanical

energ\-

[Claims ti to .T2 not printed In the Cazette.J

1. An alternating current commutator motor, compris-

ing the combination of an external armature, a commuta-
tor therefor an<l an internal uncommutated field.

2. In an alternating current commutator motor, the

combination of an external memt)er, a comniutator con-

nectefi thereto and stationary with respect thereto, and an
internal uncommutate t meml)er.

3 In an alternating current commutatof motor, the

combination of an external stationary memlx'p. a commuta-
tor connected thereto, and stationary with respect thereto,

an internal rotating uncommutated member, and a source

of alternating current.

4. The combination with a source of alternating current

and a device consisting of internal and external relatively

rotatable members, a conunutator attache i to the external

member and brushes attachf?<i to the internal tjieml>er. both

members m the normal use of the device t:)eiag m continu-

891.785 OILINO SYSTEM FOR E.VOINES. MsB-
' RfTT W. Smith. Troy, Pa., a-ssignor to John A. Parsons.

Troy. Pa. Filed July 9, 1907. Serial N'o. 382.925.

1. In an oiling system for engines, the combination of an

engine cylinder and piston, a steam chest, a valve in said

Steam cheat, a vaJve stem for reciprocating said valve, a

wrist pin carried by said valve stem, an eccentric rod jour-

naled on said wrist pin. an eccentric and a shaft upon which

aaid eccentric is mounte<l. an oil t)ump cylinder parallel

to the valve stem, a piston in said oil pump cylineler, and

means for connecting saiil oil piston to said wrist pin.

2. In an oiling system for engines, the combination of a

vertically moving eccentric rcnl :i head on such rod. a valve

stem, a wrist pin carrie<l by said .stem, and up«m which the

head of said eccentric rod is journaled, an oil pump cylin-

der al)ove and in line with saitl eccentric rod. a piston for

saiil cylinder, saiii pistt>n ix-ing sufflcientl.s' smaller than

said cylinder to i>ermit the escap«' of oil l)etween such

parts, a bracket connecting said piston to said wrist pin.

said eccentric rod hea<l having a hole, said hole being lo-

cate<l l^neath sai<i piston. whereb_\ the oil traveling down
said piston may drop into said hole

3. In an oiling system for engines, the coiid)ination of a

vertically moving eccentric rod a head on such rod, a valve

stem, a wrist pin carried by said stem, and u;)on which the

hea*i of said eccentric nwl is journaled, jiii oil |)uiiip c.Nlinder

above and in line with saitl eccentric rod, a piston for -^aid

cylinder, said piston i)eing sufflcientl\- smaller than said

cylinder to t)ermit the escai)e of oil between such parts, a

bracket connecting saul piston to said wrist pin. said ec-

centric rod head having a hole, said hole l)eing loi'ated l)e-

neath said piston, whereby the oil traveling ilown said pis-

ton may drop into said hole, said bracket carrying a dish-

sbaped upi)er surface to catch the oil running down 9ai<i

piston, and saiil piston having an internal pa.ssage to con-

duct the oil to the lower end of the piston.

4. In an oiling system for engines, the combination of a

cvlinder secured to the engine, a piston in said cylinder se-

cured to a moving part of the engine, an oil receptacle, said

cylinder and piston forming a pump a valve box for the

pump, said box having a suction valve chamber that is

connected with said receptacle, said chaml)er having an

entrance at the bottom, a ball adaptetl to l>e seated over

said entrance, a nut mounted above the ball and having

a depending lip or flange that is adapted to surround the

ball and hold the ball in place, .said lip or flange having a

passage forme<l therethrough said pa.ssage extending into

the pump chamber.

5. In an oiling system for engines, the combination of a

cylinder secured to the engine ;» piston in said cylinder se-

cured to a moving part of the ennm. an oil receptacle, said

cylinder and piston forming a pump a valve box for the

pump, said box having a suction valve chamiier that is

connected with said receptacle said chamlx-r iiaving an en-

trance at the btittom. a ball adapte<l to be .seated over said

entrance, a nut mounte<l .above the ball and having a de-

l)ending lip or flange that is adapte<l to surround the ball

and hold the ball in place, said lip or flange having a pas-

sage formed therethrough, said pas-sage extending into the

pump chandx-r and a discharge valve consisting of a cham-

ber having an entrame connected with the said cylinder, a

ball seated over said entrance, a nut alKive said ball and

having a dei)ending lip or flange, said last-mentioned lip

or flange and the valve chamber having an exit formed

therethrough.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in Gazette.]

891,786. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Nathan H. SuBBN.

Highlandville. Mass., assignor to The Gamewell Fire

.Marm Telegraph Company. New York. N. Y.. a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed Mar. 16, 1906. Serial No.

.306 .320.

891.787. MACHINE FOR TREATING HIDES, SKINS,

AND LEATHER Fr.\nk H. Teel. Peabody, Mass.,

:, ^-lienor to Pealx.dy Leatiier Machinery Company. Pea-

iM.iiN .Ma.ss
, a Corporation. Filed Peb. tj. liKJb. .Serial

No. 414.487.

"=77^1

1. In a signal system, the combination with a lighting

circuit including a lamp, and a telephone circuit including

a telephone, of a »>ox. the telephone i>eing inside of the

Ixix. means within the Ik)X for affecting the lamp, and a

drying device within the ixix. the said drying device being

in the form of a resistance in multiple with the lamp and

within the lighting circuit, and receiving current therefnun.

2. In a signal lx)X, the combination with a light circuit

including a lamp, and a U'lephone circuit including a mag-

net, an armature a<lapte<i to be actuated by the magnet

and having a h<xik. a switch engaged by the ho k and

adapted to complete the circuit through the lamp, and a

heating coil connected to the light circuit in multiple with

the lamp, the said coil being constantly in circuit an<l the

lamp being put in circuit by the energizing of the magnet.

3. In a signal Ixix. the combination with a light circuit

including a lamp, and a telephone circuit including a mag-

net, an armature adapted to tx» actuatetl i)y the magnet

and having a hook, the switch engaged by the hook, and

adapte<l to complete the circuit through the lamp, and a

heating device connected to the light circuit in multiple

with the lamp, said heating device Ix-ing constantly in cir-

cuit and the lamp lieing put in circuit by the energizing

of the magnet, and the 3-p<jint switch having a central

memlx-r. in engagement with the switch actuating the

lamp, and a >x'll in circuit with the switch, the said bell

actuating mechanism h)eing inside the box and the bell

outside.

1. In a machine of the class described in combination, a

rotatable bladed cylinder, arotat*ble griruiing wheel co-

perating therewith, a stationary shaft upon which said

wheel is loosely mount/cd. arms in which said shaft is sui>-

ported, a plate to which said arms are attached, a second

plate ufKjn which the first-mentioneil plate is movable

toward and from the bladed cylinder, stationary rods upon

which said second plate is supported to move thereon sub-

stantially parallel to said bladed cylinder, means to effect

movement of said second plate, and means to effect move-

ment of the first-mentioned plate on the second-mentioned

plate, substantially as describe*!

2. In a machine of the cla.ss descritx^d, in combination, a

rotatable bladed cylinder, a rotatable grinding wheel co-

oix-rating therewith, a carriage to supiH)rt said grinding

wheel comprising a member movable toward and from the

bladed cylimier. a second meiidxT movable substantially

parallel to the hla<leil cylinder and upon which the first-

mentioned member is supported, a threaded rod supjxjrted

by the second member and engaging the first member, an

upright shaft, means to connect the upright shaft with the

threaded rod. ami means to effect movement of said second

meniV>er substantially parallel with said blaiieii cylinder,

substantially as described.

3. In a machine of the class descriiied. in combination, a

rotatal)le blade<l cylinder, a rotatable grinciing wheel co-

operating therewith, a carriage to sui)iK)rt said grinding

wheel comprising a meml>er movable towani and from the

bladed cylinder, a second member movable substantially

parallel to the bladed cylinder and upon which the first-

mentioned member is supixjned. means for moving said

first meml>er toward and from said blaiied cylinder, a dou-

ble grooved shaft, a forked stud or i>in engaged therewith,

and a socket piece depending from said second member
and into which said stud or pin is extended, said socket

piece having a removable section or cap. substantially as

described.

4 In a machine of the class described, in combination, a

rotatable blade<l cylinder, a rotatable grinding wheel co-

oix^rating therewith, a carriage to supiK)rt said grinding

whet>l comprising a meml>er movable toward and from the

bladed cylinder, a second member movable substantially

parallel to the bladed cylinder and ur>on which the first-

mentioned meinl>er is supiKjrted. stationary rods upcjn

which said second member rests, removable caps or boxes

to .secure .sail! second member on said rcxis. means to move
said .second member substantially parallel to the bladed

cylimier. and means to move the first-mentioned meml)er

toward and from said l>laded cylinder. sui)stant ially as

described.

5. In a machine of the cla.ss descriijed. in combination, a

• rotatable bladed cylinder, a grinder cooperating there-

with, a carnage for said griniier comprising a member mov-

able towani and from the bladed cylinder, and a second

memlxT movable substantially parallel to the bladed cyl-

inder and upon which the first-mentioned member is mov-

able, a rotatable double grooved shaft located below said

' second member, a stud or pin depending from said second
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1
member and enRaging said double grooved shaft a rotata-

Me uunKht shaft supported by the sc-cond memUv alnne

^e s^fe Ud .neans connecting said upnght ^.a/t wuh

.aid flrat-menuoned incniber, substantially as .le^.-rii^e,!.

ruffles aro left free and open. '^'^^ "^^"^J^'
between the loops he alon«Blde the bwe. of the rufOm. «id

nieaa-s for suspending the action of the r"|«'°« ^^«^-«*^'^

the fabnc at regular interval*: substantially as described.

891 .78« W ASlil-N O-MACHINE.
Binghamton. N. Y.. a^ignor to

Company. Binghamton. N V.

rial No. 381.843.

TH0M.\9 J.

The "1900

File<i July 2

W1NAN8,
' Washer

1907. Se-

-^

1 I:, a motor druvu washing machine an oscillatory

Jm^r. an arm extending radially therefroj. a hlo k

slldably mounted on said arm, a dr.vmg shaft a rra k

on the shaft, a pitman connecting the crank U the .\u\

able bl<S. and springs tendmg to hold said Olocl. m an

annroximately r-entral position on the arm.

member having an indeterminate arc of osciUaMon, an arm

S-o!ec!m« therefrom, a revoluble shaft, a cr»nk on theS and a pmuan extendmg frotn the .rank a.d havm.

A "didable connection with said arm.

3 In a washing machine, an oscillatory .nem..or has^

ing an indeterminate arc of oscillation, an arm P-^eoting

herefrom, a block sh-lably mounted on
J^«^

'^"^
^^j;";^^^

shaft a crank thereon, a pitman connecting the "-anH to

the block, and means for ofTermg gra.iually
"»''^^--'yf^

^st^ce to the movement of the oscillatory member a.

it r^ars the limit of its swing in each direction and for

starting ^id member on its return stroke after the move-

ment in each direction is complete.

4 In a waging machine, a pitman, an oscHatory era k

arm having an indeterminate arc of o.sc.llat.on connect d

thereto ami a revoluble crank arn. connected W said pit-

nLrone of -.aid crank arms having a throw th t a ,

in accord^uice with the variation in the arc uf *^'ll/^'«"_.

Tin a washing machine, an oscillatory laember hav-

ing an indeterminate arc of o.sciUation, an arm P-i-JJ-^

from said member, and an ot,erating pitman for actuating

ad arm The radial dist.n.-e ..f the ^H.mt of connection o

the ^tman with the arm from the --;-. ^^^^--^^^
of the oscillatory member varying as varies the arc of o^

cillation.
'

^ ,r. ..^ 1

[Claims to H not printed in the Gazette, l

8 In a sewing and rufHlng machine, ^^y^"^
me;hanism. Including means for producing a relatire more-

menr iK-rween the work and needle transve^ to the line

o fee,i. a nitflin. device operating to form rnme. ^cro..
^^

Une of feed, ami means for holding the tops of the ruffle^

out of engagement ^ith the stitch-fonnmg mechamsm, so

thit the stitches will not pass through the tops of sai.t ruf-

fles substantially as described

4 In a sewing ami rutfhng machine, including over-seam-

ing stitch-forming mechamsm m-hiding devices for deposit-

ng rows of l.x.p« up<,n opposite sides of the central line f

the seam, and a ruffling device including a rutllmg blade,

aeau,*for throwing the ruttUng device out of opera ive en-

;.«ement with the fabric at regular intervals during Uio

s,u,hing: the connecting threads l>,.,wc.-n th. loop, e-x-

te ding tramsversely of the line of feed and sutw.u, alK

;;;rallel iith the end of the ruffling bla.le sub.staaualiy as

'^T'irl-.-.v,ng and ruffling machine including over-seam-

in/s„t,„ forming mechaai.sm mcUi img devu-es f'"" ' .**P^^':

MUK ow, <.f 1...PS uiK.n opposite sides of the central line of

he s«>am and a rutflmg device including a rutfhng blade,

nean for operating snid ...fling device and means for con-

ol ing the movement* of the ruffling device whereb> the

u e mlv IK- given idle movements at regular intervals

a L the s.uching; the connecting threads lx«tween tl^

ri extendi u transversely of the Ime of feed and sub-

sTrtially parallel with the end of the ruffling blade sub-

stantially as d.'scribed.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

80

1

S9 SEWING AND RUFFLING M.VCllrNE. Rts-

«L G Wo<.DW.vRD, Waukegan. Ill .
ass.goor to Lmon

Scicill Sewmg Machine Company, Chicago. IH- » Cor-

Stia of Illinois. Filed July U fH.3. Senal No.

l^lTs. seeing and ruffling machine, stitch-forming

Jchinism including means for de,.,s.ting tows of l.>njs

hT ie^^ oT>eraUng o fonn rutfles a -r-ss rl,e line of f.>ed,

dmg de^ ic ^l^'^'^l tops of said ruffles out .rf engagement

rtr:hri^tri-tmg"nieans. Whereby tl. tops of the

^X'l^r. le t free and ot^^n, and the conn.>tmg threads

btfween the loo;>. he alongside the bases af the ruffle.,

't^^tn^fLwirT'ruffling machine, «t.tch-for.^ng

.^.anisin including m.-an^^3r^e.^u-;—--^

r"" ^X'yran^Uf'rm ruffles acro.s .be line of feed

rtmg de^ loe over^^^^K ^ f eng:*gement

SMI -90 TYING APPLIANCE Daviel B^*^^^'^ >*;;•

B^midji Minn ,
as.s.gnor of one-half to P. J. Rus^H.

Sdii, Minn Filed --^ -^ ^^^' ^--'' ^^
44)4,504

Nov. 30, 1907

The herein described tying .pi hance compnsmg a bcnlj .

a p^,rt.on of said body In-ing r.uc. u, form a --^^et cen-

*rSly of one evlge of the lx>dy. a hook on one edge of the

iLlv oveHving a surface thereof, a hr.,k on the opv>osite

Xe of he l>o ly overlving a surface thereof .and in ahne-

l^ttuh the hrst named hooW,
^ ;^^^^^^^^^

same edge overlymg the opix^site surface of the Ixxly. and

a t™mg cord having one of its ends fixed m the socket.

JOTW 23, 190?. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1999

891.791. STALK-PILLER. SEEDER. AND PULVER-
IZER. Robert J. Booui, Paris. Tex. Original appli-

cation filed Apr. 10. 1907. Serial No. 367,362. Divided

and thl8 application ftle<l Jan 6. 1908. Serial No.

409,538.

1. In a device of the elaM dcwribed. a hoUow rotaUble

drum having a plurality of sheet metal plates aecured

thereto and extending longitudinally thereof, each of said

plates having a row of iK)inie<i teeth extending along one

side thereof and extending outwardly from said plate at

substantially right angles.

2. In a device of the class dcscribtni, a hollow drum hav-

ing the outer surface formed of a series of sheet metal

platej? di<pos,-,i l(inkjitu<iiii:illy of said drum, and each

plate having a longitudmr.l slot therein intermediate its

edges and a plurality of teeth extending outwardly there-

from along one edge thereof, and means within said drum

for closing said slots.

3. In a device of the class described, a hnll.iw ,iruin hav-

ing a plurahty of longitudinally-<lispose(l rows of pointed

teeth, a plurality of longitudinally-disposed slots interme-

diate said rows of teeth, a plurality of movable plates

within said drum for closing said slots, and means car-

ried by each plate and extending through its corresptind-

ing slot for moving said plates longitudinally of the drum.

4. In a device of the class described, a hollow drum hav-

ing a plurality of longitudinally-<lisiK)SPd rows of pointed

teeth disposed about the circumference thereof, a plurality

of apertures intermediate sai<l rows of teeth, means for

closing said apertures, a filling opening in the end of said

drum, and means for closing s:iid op<Miing.

891,792. CAR STOP AND SPEED SIGNAL. JosKPH

F. Bush. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor of thirty-five

one-hundreiiths to Cieorge I^wes Cooper. Troy. N. Y
Filed Nov. 20, 1907. Serial No. 403,000.

variation carrie<i on said car and automatically controlled

by said speed varying means, said signals being so located

on the car as to be visible at a distance therefrom, substan-

tially for the purposes s;>ecifted. >

5. In combination with means for varying the speed of a

car. a plurality of visual .sign.ils for indicating such si-)eed

variation carried on said car and connecu-d witli said sr)eed

varying means so as to l>e autom.itically and successively

made oix-rative thereby, saiii signals being so locatetl on the

car as to be visible at a distance therefrom, substantially

for the purposes specified.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,793. AMLSEMKNT DEVICE. S.viiUEL E. Chap-

man, Oakland, and Chaki.K8 D. Cromley, Alameda, Cal..

assignors, by direct and mesne assignments, to The

Rocker- Swing Company, a Corporation of California.

FUed Sept. 5. 1907. Serial No. 391.471.

1. In combination with means for varying the ix>wer

applied to a car, a plurality of visual signals for imiicaiing

such i)ower varii<tion carrietl on said car and automatically

oontrolitNi by said iH)wer varying means, sjiid signals being

so locate*! on the car a? to be visible at a distance there-

from, substantially for the puri>o8es specifle<l.

2. Jn combination with means for varying the power

applio<i to a car a v)lurality of visual signals for indicating

such power variation carrii^l on said car and connectoKl

with 9;ud p<jwer varying means so as to b<' automatically

and successively operated thereby, said signals being so

locate*! on the car as to be visible at a distance therefrom,

substantially for the puri)Ose8 9iM:>cified.

3. In combination with means for varying the power

applied to a car. a plurality of visual signals of difTerent

values for indicating such p<5wer variation carried on said

car and automatically controllwl by .said ix)wer varying

means, said signals being s<jlocateil on the car as to Ir' visi-

ble at a distance therefrom. subsUintially for the purposes

sjiecified.

4. In combination with means for varjing the speed of a

car, a plurality of visual signals for indicating such speed

1. An anuisement-device comprising a stationar>-

frame-work, a rocking-body thereon, two traveling-cables

having continuous movement longitudinally of the sta-

tionary-frame, and one traveling in the opixisite direc-

tion to the other, and cable-gripping mechanism on the

rocking-body adapt^ni to alternately connect the rocking-

body to and disconnect it from the traveling cables at

those periods in the movement of the rocking-body when

the motion becomes less rapid than that of the cable

which is moving in the same direction. f

2. In an amusement-device the combination of the sup-

porting-frame-work, the rocking-body mounted on

rockers thereon, and means for imparting motion to said

rocking-body comprising endless traveling cables having

movement one in the contrary direction to the other and

longitudinally of the supporting frame-work, and grii>-

plng-means oj^-rating to alternately connect the rocker-

body to and disconnect it from that one of the cables which

is traveling in the same direction as ttie rocking-body is

rocking.

3. In a structure of the character described, a suation-

ary support, track-rails thereon, the movable structure

mounted for rocking motion on the said support, in com-

bination with the continually traveling entiless cables

moving in oppo.site directions one to the other longitudi-

nally of the stationary-support, and the cable-gripping

mechanism comprising a fixetl rail on the stationary-sup-

port having depending flanges, the curve*! rail on the

rocking structure concentric with the rocking motion

provided with standing-flanges, and a gripper-carriage

having flange<l wheels to engage and ride on the flanges

of the fixe<l rail and the movable rail, respectively, two

sets of gripping-Jaws on the carraige adapted to act on

I

the traveling cables in contrary manner one to the other

and only when the gripper-carriage is moving with the

rocking-structure in the same direction as the cable,

j

means operating U) throw off each gripr>ing-device at the
' moment when the rocking-structure has complete<i its

movement in the direction coinciding with the direction

I

of the travel of the gnpiied cable, and means for reset-

S

ting the gripping-ilevice.

i 4. In a structure of the character descriljed. the stu-

; tionary-structure having longitudinally set guide-rails,

the movable structure moimted thereon for rocking mo-

tion, having two 8«'ts of rockers, in combination with two

[

endless traveling cables extending longitudinally through
' the space between the said sets of rockers, and having

I motion imparted to them in contrary directions one to
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the other, the flange*! rail on the stationary structure,

the curved rail on the movable structure having standing

flanges. an<l means for connecting the movable stnicture

to and du-connectmg it from one or the other of the end-

less traveling cables according to the direction in which

the cable and the movable structure are »ioving, com-

prising the gripper-carriage having flanged wtieels a<lapted

to ndc on the flanges of the fixed rail and tlje curved rail,

an.l oppoaitely-acting seta of gripping jaw» on the said

carriage so arranged and operatetl that one set of the jaws

will take hold of that one cable which is traveling through

them in the same direction in which the movable .•struc-

ture is roclced. but the other set of jaws will slitle Icwsely

on the remaining cable traveling in the opix^site direc-

tion an 1 means for alternately setting and throwing off

the gnppinK-jaws in the movements of the gripper-car-

riage

5. In a structure of the character descrihixl. a station-

ary frame-work anJ a rocking car thereon; in combina-

tion with two cnliess traveling cables moviag in opposite

directions one to the other, a fixed rail on the stationary

frame-work, a curvetl rail on the rocking-car. and cable-

gripping mechanism for alternately connecting the rock-

ing-car to and disconnecting it from one of the other of

the traveling cables according to the direction in which

the rocking-car requires to be rocked to set In motion and

maintain rocking motion thereof, comprising the gripper-

carriage having side-plates embracing the 9Bid fixetl and

movable rails, the flanged wheels thereon, atid a separate

gripping-device on each side-plate so arranged and op-

erate. 1 as to take hold of the traveling rable moving

through the gripping-<ievice in the same direction in

which the rocking-car is moving, but to release the cable

when the direction of the car is reversed witth relation to

the travel of the cable, and means on the stationary

strvicture operating to throw off the grippmg-tievice and

release the cable at the end of the n:)cking motion.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printe<l in the Gazettfl.)

891.794. GEARING FOR WASHING-MACHIXES.
Andrew B (hristknsen. Chicago. Ill,, assignor to

The Thistle Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III., a

CoriKiration of Illinois. Filed Dec. 26. UtQ7
.

Serial No.

408,174.

with a daisher shaft and pinion, of an o;)erating lever hav-

ing a rack thereon meshing with said pinion, a fly wheel,

and connectiona between the fly wheel and pinion for

transforming the njtary reciprocatijry movement of the

pinion into a continuous rotar> movement of the fly wheel,

incorporating a transmission member having a rack mesh-

ing with said pinion.

4. In a gearing for washing machines, the combination

with a dajsher shaft, and pinion, of two segmental racks

lying on opposite sides of said pinion and meshing there-

with, one of said racks having a handle socket thereon, and

a wrist pin for a pitman on the other.

5 In a gearing for washing machines, the combination

with a l^)eater shaft and pinion, of two segmental racks ly-

ing on opposite sides of said pinion and meshing therewith,

a handle on one of said racks, a i)itman connected to the

other of said ra<ks. a fly wh«N>l and connections between

the fly wheel and pitman for transforming the recipro-

catory movement of the pitman into a continuous rotary

movement of the fly wheel.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printe.i in the Gazette.]

1 In a gearing fur wa-shmg machines, the combination

with a dasher shaft, of an operating lever arrangeii to im-

part to saitl shaft a rotary reciprocatory movement, a fly

wheel and connections between the fly whe»»l and dasher

shaft, independent of the operating lever for transforming

the rotary reciprocatory movement of tha dasher shaft

into a continuous rotary movement of the fly wheel.

2. In a gearing for washing machines, the combination

with a dasher shaft and pinion, of an operating lever hav-

ing a rack thereon meshing with said pinioti, a fly wheel,

and connections lietween the fly wheel and pinion for

transfomning the rotary reciprocatory morement of the

pinion into a continuous rotary movement o| the fly wheel.

3. In a gearing for washing machines, the combination

S91.795 AFPARATTS FOR STP:ERING STEAM-
SHIPS AND OTHER \ ESSKLS. John S. (^l.vrke,

Cleveland, Ohio. File«l July 22. 1907. Serial No.

385.031.

1. .\ steering mechanism for vessels operating with a liq-

uid control and fluid pressure thereon comprising a quivd-

rant shape<l chaml>er a<iapted to \>e ttlle<l with liquid, a

rudder shaft therein and a piston fixed on said shaft, in

combination with means to operate said piston comprising

a set of expansion chaml^ers a<lapted each to l)e partially

filled with liquid and pressure fluid respectively, passages

connecting said cylinders with said piston chaml>er on op-

posite sides of said piston and a valve for each of said pas-

sages, pressure fluid iidet oix>nings to the top of said ex-

pansion chamljers ami a slide valve to control said oi)enings,

and means to oi)erate all said valves simultaneously com-

prising a rotatable memi)er ailapted to be operatetl by a

cable and an arm controlled thereby, whereby the flow of

liquid to and from said pistcjii chamixT and the flow of

pressure fluid to and from said cylinders, respectively, are

brought under a .single control.

2. A steering apparatus cf>mprising a quaiirant shai)ed

pi.ston chamlxT, a piston adapted to oscillate therein and

a post rotatable with said piston and projecte<l through

the wall of said charatx-r and a rudder thereon, in combi-

nation with two expansion chambers and paasages there-

from into said piston chaml»er provided with valves, a

fluid receiving chest over said expansion chamb«'rs and a

valve in said chest controlling the flow of fluid to said cham-

bers, and mechanism for simultaneously controlling all

said valves comprising a rocker arm and parts engaged

thereby oj)eratively connected with said valves res;)ec-

tively.

3. A steering apparatus for the combined use of liquid

and expansible fluid comprising a piston chamber and a

pi-ston therein, expan.sion chaml>ers ov»en to said piston

chaml)er, a slide valve adapted to direct pressure fluid

into either of said expansion chand>er8 and to exhaust

from the other at the same time, rotatable liquid locking

' valves in the passages from said chambers to said piston

JCNK 23. 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2COI

ehMnber, and mechanism to control said several valves

oomprlitnc a rotatable drum, a rocking ann controlled

thereby an<l means engaged by said arm mlapted to oper-

ate all said valves simultaneously.

tM.7«« STEEI. DERRICK AND EXCAVATING-MA-

cWlNE. CHARLES Cooper, Garden City, Kans. Filed

Nov. 4. 1907. Serial No. 400,661.

current circuit, and in controlling this inductance by means

of a direct current obtaine<l by rectifying or convening the

alternating current, substantially a.- descrilx-d.

[Claims 6 to 1 1 not printed in t he Gazette. J

891.798. COTTON-GIN. Leonard H. DvER Wa.-hing-

ton. D. C. Filed Feb. 21. IHWV Serial No. 5»t),246.

1 In a device of clas.>* dcs(ribe<l. a main beam, a ba«s

therefor having an internal reinforcing i.latr a.iapted to be

inserted from the side to directly suppori said l>eam, a pair

,,f vcrticallv luljusiable extensible booms pivotally mount-

,Hl on said mam l>eam an.l having hoisting means at the ex-

tremities thereof, sai<i hoisting means having rojK- connec-

tion with an e<iualizer mounte<l on the main bt^am.

-. In a device of the rla.ss described, the combination

w-it'h the main In-am. of two extensible booms pivotally

mounted thereon, a rope gui.ling clamp secure<l to the main

beam and supporting said booms, a cross-arm mounted on

the nuvin l>eam and secured to said booms and l)eing adapt-

ed to maintain said b<,oms m given angular relation an

equalizer an.l a .snub windhu^s inountc<i on opiK>sife sides

of the mam h>eam. the former Innng adapt-eti to rai.^c bal-

ance«l loads and the latter being axiapted to adjust said

booms.

891797 METHOD oF ArTOM.\TIC REGULATION

OF RECTIFIER.S AND ROTARY CONVERTERS.

Fr.^mis H Ck.kker. New York, N. Y. Filed July 25.

1904. Serial No. 218.0.V1

^
/^51

1 The method of regulating electric circuits which con-

sists in introducing in tlie main circuit inductance set up by

the combine*! effe.ts ..f alternating and direct currents,

which latter constitute> the loa^l current, substantially as

descril>ed.

2 The method of regulating electric circuits which con-

«i8t« in intrcMlucing in the main circuit inductance set up

by the combinjMl effects of alternating and direct currents,

one of which currents is derived from the other, substan-

tiallv as descnlxjd.

.i The method of regulating a direct current circuit,

which consist*, in generating an alternating current, recti-

fying or converting the same into difect current and intro-

ducing inductance set up by the combined effect of the

alternating and <iirect currents, substantially a.-* descril)ed

4 The mcth(Ki of regulating electric circuits whi.'h con-

sists in intrcxlucing mutualin.luctance set up and coiitrolle<i

by the combined effects of alternating and direct currents,

substantiallv as described.

5 The nietho*! of regulating electric circuits which con-

sLsts in introducing mutual in.iuctance in an alternating

134 O. G.— 131

1 In a gm. the combination with an angular brea.*t. hav-

ing openings therein of smaller diameter than the .seed, of

two oppo.sitelv revolving rolls with their peripheral faces

engaging together adjacent to the internal apex of said

breast, whereby staple pa.ssing through the openings in

said breast will be engage*! between said rolls and thereby

be separated from seed.

2. In H gin, the combination with an angular brca.st. hav-

ing oiK-nmgs therein of .smaller diameter than the seed, of

two oppositelv revolving rolls engaging together adjacent

to the apex of said brea.st. and means for generating a bla.st

of air through said breast and between said rolls, whereby

staple will be drawn through the openings in said breast

and will be engag*'^! Ix-tween said rolls and thereby 1m> sepa-

rated from seed.

3 In a gin, the combination with two opi>ositely revolv-

ing rolls sail! rolls being fluted to form radial wings, the

peripheries of which engage together, the said wings serv-

ing to generaU' a blast of air. of an angular t)rea.st. having

oiH-nings of smaller diameter than the seed, the internal

apex of which is a<ijacent to the pinching faces of .said roils.

4 In a gin. the combination with two opiK)sitely revolv-

ing rolls, the i)eripheries of which engage together, one at

lea.st of said rolls being fluted to form radial wings, of an

angular brea-st. having openings therein of smaller diameter

than the seed, the internal a;>ex of which is adjacent to the

pinching faces of said rolls.

6 In a gin, the combination with two opi>o-itely revolv-

ing rolls, the peripheries of which engage together, said rulls

being iH>ripherallv grooved, of an angular breast, having

openings therein of smaller diameter than the seed, the in-

ternal apex of which enters said groove> and is adjacent to

the pinching faces of the rolls.

[Claims ti to 11 not printe.i in the Gazette.)

89 1.799. FRICTION-CLCTCH Giov.^nni Enrico.

Turin. Italy. a.s,signor. by mesne assignments, to Societa

Fabbrica Iialiana Automobili Di Torino, Turin. Italy.

a (^.rporation of Italy. Filed Dec 10. HK>6. Serial No.

347,042. Renewed Apr. l.'^, 1908. S*Tial No. 427,211.

1. The combination with a fly-wheel carrying a ca.sing.

of a pluralitv of disks slidably came<l by the interior of

said casing and rotating therewith, a driven shaft carrying

a dnim, a s«>ries of disks slidably mounted on the exterior

of said drum and alternating with said first series of disks.

a sleeve sli<ling on said driven .shaft within, and projecting

through said ca.sing. for oi>erating said disks, said sleeve

inclosing the end of said (irum. a spring on said driven

shaft and bearing against a ring came.i thereby, said

spring through saiil ring acting on said sleeve to bind said
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disks loKeiher. ami ineann for movinij !*ai<i ring longitudi-

njUly of saiil dnvpu shaft to relieve the preunure of s&id

spring, sut>?tHntially as detscribed.

ing containing said rods, a tearing block at earh end of

the csusiivg and carrying SJiul ro«ia, said blocks bt'iug foriue^j

to register with the casing when in operati%-e position, >*ul>-

stantially as descnlxMl

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the OMette.]

891,801. Ml SICAL-DEVICE PNEUMATIC AITARA-
TUS RoBKRT A (iALLT. Brooklyn, N. Y. Original

application file<i Jan Ifl. 1M0*<. i=««TiaI N'o 411.1 IS.

Divided and this application filed Mar. 2, 19<\S, Serial

No 41.H,834.

2. The con.liiimTum with a fly-wheel cartning a casing.

of a plurality of tiar .iisks slidably carrip<i by the interior of

said casing and rutating therewith, a driven shaft carrying

a drum, a series of flat disks slidably niount«j<i on the exte-

rior of said drum and alternating with .said first series of

flat disk-s, a sleeve sli.iing on said driven sh»ft within, and

projecting thnmgh said .-asmg, for operating fcaid disks, said

sleeve inclosing the end of said drum, a sicgle spring on

said driven shaft and bearing against a ring carried there-

by, said spring through said ring acting on n&ni sleeve to

bind said di.sk.s together, and a loose ring between said slid-

able ring and sai.l sleeve for operating sai 1 »lidable ring to

relieve the pres^iure of the spring on the diffk.s, substan-

tially a- described.

891.SOO rTTANf.E-r.KAR MECHANISM FOR VEHI-

CLES. Giov.vNSi E.VRICO, Turin. Italy. as.sigiior, by

mesne assignments, to Societa Fabbrica Itallana Auto-

mohili Di Torino. Turin. Italy, a Corporation of Italy

Filei.1 Dec. 10 1906. Serial So ,'?47.044 Renewed Apr.

15, 1908. Serial No. 427.213.

•V^ J5 ^9 S4

1 In a variable speed gear, the corjibination with

changeable gears, of openitmg nxis for said gears, a bush-

ing carrying said nxls, and resilient means carried by .said

bushing an.! hol.iing said ro<l3 in pf.sitioo, except when

operated \)S said si^^-lective means, substantially a.s de-

scrilx'd.

2. In a variable speed gear, tlie cottibination with

changeai>le gears of o[>er:itin« rods for sai'l gears, a casing

for said rods, a bushing carrie.1 by said eating and having

[masagea for said rods, ami engaging derices carried by

said bushing, substantially as described.

,3. In a variable speed gear, the combination with

changeable gears, of operating rex la tharefor. a casing

through which sai 1 rwls move, and a single bearing block

for said rods separably carried by said easing, substan-

tially as describe*!

4 In a variable speed gear, the combination with

changeable gears, and rods (or moving said gears, a casing

containing said rods, a l)earing block at eaflh end of the cas-

ing and carrying said ro<ls, and a removable cover adapted

to hold the blo.ks in position, substantlaily aa deacrlbeil.

.5 In a variable speed gear, the combination with

changeable gears and ro<l8 for moving said gears, of a cas-

1. A manual kryt>oard vertical abstracts sl>ove the rear

ends of the keys, and hinge<l horizontal striker-pneumaties

above said keys, each pneumatic having its ojiening end

facing U) the front of the ke>-s ami with its moving Ix.ard

striking downwardly, said moving-board having a hinge

and an extension or lever fl.xe<l with said board and ex-

tending rearwardly of it.s hinge to the abstract, and en-

gaging means t)etween saiii lever and abstract.

2 .\ manual kpyf>oard. vertical alwtracts above the rear

ends of the keys, and hinged horizontal «triker-pneuniatic»

above said keys, each pneumatic having its opening end

facing to the front of the keys and with it.s moving board

striking downwardly, said moving-ljoard having a lunge

and an extension or lever ftxed with said Ixiard and ex-

tending rearwardly of its hinge to the alistract, and a lug

flxe.i to saui abstract and engaged by said lever.

,3. A iiiaiuial keyi)oard. vertical abstrac-ts al)ove the rear

ends of the keys, and hingeii horizontal striker-pneumatics

above said keys, each pneumatic having its .)i)ening end

facing to the front of the ke>'8 and with its moving loard

striking downwanlly. said movlng-txiard having a hinge

and an extension or le.er arm fixed with s.aid boanl and

extending rearwardly of its hinge to the abstract, and a

lug fixeil to said abstract and engaged by said lever, said

lug curved \ipwardly and forwardly at its lower front

corner.

4. A manual keylx)ar<l, vertical abstracts aVxive the rear

ends of the keys and having a slightly forward movement

during their upward stroke, horizontal downwardly strik-

ing striker-pneumatics with a rearward hinge, all above

said keys, the moving-lxiard of each pneumatic having

a rearward extension or lever arm, and engaging means

between said lever arm an<l Hi>stract, the said hinge ijeing

lower than the engagement point of the lever with the

abstract

6 ,\n upwanily acting vertical ai>stract. a downwardly

acting, horizontal . hinge<i striker-pnetimntic with a rear-

wardly extending reverse lever arm and engaging-means

betwef^i the rear end of said lever and said abstract, the

weight of the flownwardh moving part of said pneunustic

Vieing greater than that of the lever arm to raise the lever

in contact with the engaging means.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printe<l In the Gazette.]

891,802 .SELK -PLAYING- PIANO MAGAZINK Ed-

win GtTHRiK. Washington. D. C, Ki1.n1 Jan 21 1908.

Serial No 411.936

1. In a self-playing piano magazine, the combination

with pairs of rolls ea<h i>air comprising a .supply roll and a
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take-up roll, of a plurality of roll-holding devices, a plu-

ralitv of trackers one for each pair of rolls, dnvmg and

rewinding mechamsm, mean.s for e«e<-ting the engagement

of e^u-h takt-up roll with the said mechanism to <invr the

take-up roll, a latch arrangwl Xo maintain the said engage-

ment .
latch-releasing means, means for disengaging the said

t ike-up roll and the said nuH-hanisin and for effecting the

engagement of the supply roll ami tlic .said meehanisin to

rewind the supplv roll. an(i means constructe,! and ar-

range<l to disengiige the supply roU and th.- said mechan-

ism.

891.803. BASE AND CRANK -CASE FOR HYDRO-
CARBON-ENGINEH. Henhy B. Jot, Detroit. Mich.,

assignor to Packard Motor Car C<impany. Detroit,

Mirh. a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed May 21,

I'jiR). Serial No. 318,055.

2. In a self-playing piano magazine, the combination

with pairs of rolb each pair compri.sinc a supply roll and a :

take-up roll, of a plurality of roll-holding devices, a plu- I

railty of trackers one for each pair of rolls, tracker caps

movably supi«>rte<i, driving and rewinding mechani.sm,

means for effecting tlie engagement of each take-up roll

with the said mechanism to drive the take-up roll, means

for disengaging the said take-up roll and the said mechan-

ism and for eiTecUng the engagement of each supply n.il

with the .saiii mechanism to rewin<i the sujiply roll, means

for disengaging the said supply roll, and means whereby

the tracker caiw* are nxived by the said means for effecting

the engagements of the said rolls.

3. In a self-playing piano magazine, the combination

with pairs of rolls each pair comprising a supply roll and a

take-up roll, of roll-holding devices a plurality of trackers

one for each pair of rolls, movable means for oixnmig and

closing the tracker ducts, driving and rewinding mechan-

iBm, means for effecting the engagement of the take-up

roll and the said mechanism to drive the take-up roll,

means for disengaging Uie said take-up roll and the said

mechanism and for effecting the engagement of the supply

roll and the said mechanism to rewind the supply roll,

means const ructwl and arrange«i to di-sengage the supply

roll, and connections whereby t*»e oj>ening and dosing

means controlling the tracker ducts is operatetl by the said

means for effecting tlie engagement of the said rolls

4. In a 9eif-pla\-ing piano niaga2ine, tiie combinatujn

with pairs of rolls each pair comprising a supply roll and a

take-up roll, of movable roll-hoWling devices for each pair

of rolls, a plurality of trackers one for each pair of rolls,

movable means for opening and closing the tracker ducts,

driving and rewinding mechanism, means for effecting the

engagement of the take-up roll and the said mechani.sm to

drive the take-up roll, means for disengaging the take-up

roll and the .said mechanism and for effecting the engage-

ment of the supply roll and the .said mechanism to rewind

the supplv roll, means constnicHxl and arrangeil t« disen-

gage the supply roll, and comiections whereby the oi>eninK

and closing means controlling the tracker ducts is operate.!

by the said means for effecting the engagement of th.>

said rolls.

1. In ail automobile, the combination with two side

frame members, of a crank-case consisting of three longi-

tudinally-separable sections, to wit, the section A having

laterally-extendiHl arms which are secured to saui side

frame members, a bottom dish-shaixni s«Mtion K, and an

intermediate' s««ction B, tlie section A being formed with

the upper half of the crank-shaft bearings, and section B
with the lower half of .sai(i bearings.

2. A crank-case consisting of thnn^ longitudinally-sei>-

arable sections, to wit, the upi^r .section A which carries

the upper half of the crank-shaft bearings and has an in-

ternal partition-piece J which carries the upjier half of the

middle crank-shaft bearing, and an intermediate section B
whicli carries the lower half of the crank-shaft bearings and

has an internal partition-piece J' which carries the lower

half of the mid.Ue l)earing for the crank-shaft, which parti-

tion-pieces J and J' divide the casing into independent

chaini.er8. and a lower dish-shai^e*! section E removably

seouretl to the lower edges of the section B and having a

partition J*.

3. In an automobile, the combination with two side

frame members, of a crank-case consisting of three longi-

tudinallv-separable sections, to wit, the section A having

lateral I v-ex tended arms which are secured to said side

frame members, a bottom dish-8har>ed section E. and an

Intermediate section B, the section A being formed with

the upiM^r half of the crank-shaft bearings, and section H

with the lower half of said bearings, and two dust-guani

plates secured resjiectively to the si.ie frame inend>ers and

to the sides of the casing meml)er B
4- In an automobile, the combination with two side

frame members, of a crank-case consisting of three longi-

tudinally-separable sections, to wit. the section A having

I

laterallv-extende<i anns which are secure<i to said side

I frame memlxTs. a bottom disl)-shaiK-<i section E, and an

intermediate section B, the section A »>eing formed with

the upi)er half of the crank-shaft bearings, and section B

with the lower half of said bearings, and a gear-ca,se fonned

on one fn^K of sai.l crank-case, which gear-ca.se is provide<i

with a removable end cap.

5. A craiik-caj»e consisting of three longitudinally-sep-

arable sections, to wit, the section A having laterally-ex-

i

tended arms, a lx)ttom dish-shajM-.! section E, and an in-

tenne<iiate section B, the s*^ction A l>eing forine<i with the

upper half of the crank-shaft l>earings. and section B with

the lower ludf of said bearings

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

8«l,H()4. STOPPER FUR WASHBOWLS. ANGUS

Maktin, Lancaster, Nebr., a.ssignor to Charles A Fry-

mire, Lancaster, Nebr. Filed Apr. 3, 1907. Serial No.

3t>tJ,225

A wash bowl provide<l with an .jutlei and an overflow

channel, a curved lever pivotally m<.unte<l within the chan-

nel and provide*! at its lower forwanl end isith a valve or

stopiH-r to control said outlet, the upi.er end of the lever

projecting above the bowl, and an actuating device com-

' prising an arm pivotally mount e*l to swing in a direction
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from front to rear of the bowl upon the slab of .he bow

iTp oviieS^with a forked portion en«HK.n« ^^^^'^n--^'^

o?the lever, whereby ibe latter may t>e t.lte.l. .a>.l forked

portion bein« pruvuled w.th . .h.el.l
^^-^l^^XZ'dt

the lever and forming a finger piece. sv»b.taOt.all> as de-

scribed. I

8»1.805. R.\ILROAD-TIE.
Minn. File.l June 1. 1V«4)

CH.^KLE;^ A. KtKD, St. Paul.

•k-rial No. 376.h;«.

1. In cun.b.nat.on. a ^>evele,l railway tie. a -"^P^"^

ingly beveled rail supporting shim, and conneetmns be-

'T'\Z:::nZi:!X ranway t.e having bevele,! rail^
porting surfaces. comv.-n..at.ngly bevele,! nhim. a.iapt«i

Tt^ .l.dably a.Uu.ted ot. ..aut beveled .urfa,-es. and mean.

or^curmg the rails upon said shims adjusl^l to grade^

J ^combination, a beveled railway t»e. compen^at-

iagly^vele,! shuns a^ijustable thereon. raUs ^at«. "pon

;^ shlni. and n>eans se<-unng said rails to said t.e ad-

iimted to gage and gratle.
'

4 ^ ^^^ ^•urface*! railway t.e. rails arrange,! thereon^

betele^l support, for said rails shdably adjustable upon

Sr^elei surfaces of said t.e, tie plate, carrying
^

rads u^n said supi^rts. and n.eans interconnecung said

Xr^d ue a.lap;ed to anchor said ra^ls >n place and to

adiust them tx>th a.s to gra.le and gage.
|

. . ^_,
"^5

n combination, a concrete or comr*«.te tie ubes

arranged transversely therein, bolts engaging said tubes

Td Xted to s^vure a rail upon said tie, aiui .neans int^r

^t;i Stween .ud rail and tie for a.Uustiag the height or

grade of said r-.nl.
_

[Claima ri U. 12 not pnnte.l m the (.azette I

in different positions to which it may be rotat.vely a. just.

ed H ^cond^^op fixed aga.n.st rotation ^.n,h the platen, a

third "op rotative around the axis of the platen, and pa^^d

and ratchet mecha.ustn betwee,. s..id third stop and he

n?aten for positively turning the th.rd stop with the platen

fn one dirertion and for et.abluig the platen to rotate indp-

^.ndentlv of sai.l third stop m the opiKxsite direction.

"^3
In a t vv>ewrumg .na.hme, the combination of a platen

frame a rotiry platen, tw., .top. which are -t-nve around

the axis of the platen, meau.s for s^.-urmg <-- .^ '

/ ,*^^

to the platen frame in different ,>.,s.tions to whu h it may

Z rota ivelv .uljust..!, mean.s for ...sitively connecting the

^he of -said st.n.. to rotate with the platot. in one d irec-

t on and for enabling the platen to rotate in.leM-nde.. ly of

Jhe la-st ment.om.1 stop m the opposite dire.-t.on, and a

th'nl st<.p ftxe.1 against rotation with the plater, and prcv

Jeoting into the path of said rotative stops^

1
^4 In a ty^,ewr.ting machine, the combination of . ro-

tarv platen a stop carrying .li.sW rotative around he ..x s

oMhe platen, a locking device for locking shM disk m dif^

'

erent Lsitions to which it may be rotatively ^-In'"'-'- »

'

^ond Ip rotative around the axis of the P'-'- '"-"«

^Tsitivelv connecting said second stop to rotate with

theXen in one direct...n an.l for enabling ">'^ P'-'-

^

r ta e mde;>endently of the said second st.p '"j^he o^^

site direction, and a third stop which us attache^l to «ald

locking device and which project, into the path of sai.l .ec-

'"1
'in^a typewriting machine, the combination of a ro-

tary platenTplaten frame, a stop carrying disk rotative

InL'l the ax.; of the platen, a latch f..r '«;
-

-/^'^^J^e
aga.n.st movement in diflerent ;M«<.t.ons to v^ hi h t :

av be

rotatively adjusted, a second stop rotative •^^"^ "'V ^^
;

of the Platen pawl and ratchet mechanism for positive y

cLt^^t ng said second st.,p to n.tate with the platen in

one erection and for enabling the platen to rotate inde-

^ndentlv of the sai.i second stop in the 'H-l-^'te .l.rect.on

^d a third stop which is carrie<l by the platen frame and

project-s into the path of said second stop.

(Claims rt to 2H not printed in the (.azette. 1

^Q1S06 TYPE -WRITING M.XCHINF. Okoroe A.

'^l.-^f SvTacuse. N Y .
a.s.signor to The Monarch Type-

writer Company. Syracuse. N Y.. a CortK.rat.on of Ne.

York. FUedFeb. 25, 1907. Senal No .^59.13/.

S. 1,807. FILE CLAMP AND ^'^^^J^;!^^^^:
Bkown New Britain. Conn .

assignor to The New Hnl

^n Machine Company. New Britain. Onn.. - <--7--;

Uon of Connecticut. Filed Oct. 2, UKi.V Serial No.

2S1 .067.

"• M
r

I In a typewriting machine, the combination of a platen

frame a rotaxv platen, a st<,p that is rotative around he

ax*" of the platen, means for securing said .top to the platen

rraine wherebv said stop may be hel.l a«i«nst .movement .n

d ff" ent positions to which it may be rotatively adjusted

a "cond s7op flxe<l against rotation with the platen, a third

stOD Lid means to ;.,s,tively rotate tlv- la.st mentioned

s OP vSb the platen m one direction, said third stop be.ng

^^•nona^ly -onnectecl to rotate with the
^^^^;2:V.^^r7rZ

site direction and l>eing operative on one of the other stops

"ri?a\n.t;mt.g machine the combination of a platen

,
"

a rorlrv olaten a stop that is r.itat.ve around the

'""',,r r^..'
'"-- ..., ^..ur,„. «u., .,«,. «. •>» pu-';

K^in» nerforateil for the passage of the tx.n

^T'x'^e combination. ..nth a transversely ^x-rfora M
blo"ck of tnmmons proj^ting from the ends <•'-"'

"J f;
antifriction devices journaled on sail trunniotis. a v< rti

^nv aliustable bolt mounted m the iK-rf.,ration of the

bfo^i m" ffor Hampmg said l>olt in p..sition after ad-

l^lslment ; and means for Camping a file to said bolt.

REISSUES.

V2HXH rXTTLE-CCARIV Em.ukn A M.^nny Beau-

^'h::.o./. uLl>ec. C-ana<la Kil.l Mar 2«. 1^^
Se^^l No.

42:V490 original No H72 '..'SI. <late<l Dec. 3. 190,
. .

.

V*\n a i?tii guard. Uie combination comprising a plu-

rality o.stni pn,vide<l with teeth, each having three in-

June 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2C05

clined surfaces and a vertical wall, means for spacing the

strips apart, and means for binding the strips and spacing

means together to form a unitary structure.

an » ^^

J-

-.—^>-

Wr^r^^^^r^

lie;' IrC V̂
2 In a cattle guard, the combination comprising a plu-

rality of -trips providcMl with teeth, each having three In-

cline.1 surfaces a vertical wall and a flat top. spacing

means di.S"—<1 (..tweeii the Kirip;^. and means for binding

the strip.-^ ,'ind the ..pacing means together to form a unitary

structure

3 In a cattle guard, the combination comprising a plu-

rality of continuous w.kkI strips provided with integral

teeth each having a plurality of inclined sides and a ver-

tical wail, means for spacing the stripe apart, and m^juia

for binding the strips and spacing means into a unitary

structure.

12 819. TYPE-MACIllNK John S. Bancroft and

M\iRiTt C. INDAHL, Philadelphia. Pa., assignors to

Lanston Moi.otyi.«« Machine Company. Philadelphia.

Pa., a CorjKjrat.on of Virginia. Filed May 14. 1908.

Serial No. 432,9.'>4. Original application flle<l Dec 1.

1904 Serial No 23.'> 120. Renewed Nov S. 1905 Ser.al

No 286..366. Or.gmal No 883 .378. dated Mar. 31.1908.

plates, and separating spring or springs, said end plates

being iwovided with open Ijearingsfor engaging the actu-

ating device and a collar on the plunger

4 The combination to form an auxiliary compression

device for the matrix centering and holding plunger of two

plates each pro%nded with a lateral uiK-ning communi.ating

with a seat for the reception of a collar on the plunger or

the actuating device therefor, tie roils connecting said

plate on opinxsite sides of sai.l bearings, luid a plurality of

tension springs located intermediate the plates.

5 In a type ca.«ting machine, such as described and 111

combination with the die-ca.se therix.f and its centering

mechanism, of a matrix hoUier flite,i to said <lie-case and

provided with a seat for the centering plunger and gages

for positioning the matrix in jusUfied relation to said seat.

[Claims 6 to 24 not i.rinte.i in the ( .azette.]

12 820. MACHINE FOR DRIVING FASTENERS
A13ERT F. Preston. Boston. Mass.. a.ssignor. by mesne

assignments, to United Shoe Mac hmery Com pan^^ Pater-

son, N. J., a Corporation of New .Jersey !• ile<l May l.i.

1907. Serial No 373.521. Original No. 820.670, dated

May 15, 1906. Serial No. 83.175.

1 In a t vpe casting machine such as de8cril>ed proNnded

with a mol.l a tvi.e carrier and matrix case centering and

metal injecting mechanism and m combination there-

with an auxiliary compression device for the centering

plunger, a device for augmenting the motion <lesirevl from

the actuator of the type carrier, and an auxiliary controller

for the pump me<-hanism

2 In a tyi>e casting machine such as described the com-

bination with the centering and holding plunger for the

matrix of an auxiliary .-ompression device removably m-

s,.rted iHMw.MMi the actuating lever and the plunger and

adapte<l to reinfon-e the action of the normal co.upres.sion

*^3
In a type casting machine such as descril>ed. the com-

bination with the matrix centering and holding plunger its

actuating device or lever and interiH.s.-d compres.sion

spring, of an auxiliary compression device comprising en.l

1 A machine for feeding, driving and 8.-vering fasteners

simultaneously in two rows con^prising means for re.ipro-

cating said fasteners toward an.l from the work, means for

preventing retrogra.ie movement of said fasteners to eflect

the feeding ther.-of in relation to said reciprocating means.

and means for rendering said preventing means inaci.ve

to an extent to prevent the feeding, driving and severing

of fasteners in one row while it is continued in the other.

2 \ machine of the character describe<i having a single

pair of jaws for f.HHling. driving and s«-vering fa.steners from

two strips simultaneously in two separate rows, and means

whereby sai.l mechanism may Vx- rendered inoperative with

resi>ect"to one strip at will without affecting it« oi)€>rative

relation to the other strip

3. A machine of the character .lescribed having a single

mechanism for .simultaneously severing an.l driving fasten-

ers from two strips in two rows with provisions for varying

the lengths of the severed fasteners in sai.i rows, and means

whereby said mechanism may l>e ren.lere.1 inoi>erative with

respect to one strip at will without affecting its operative

relation to the other strip.

4 \ machine of the character describe*!, comprising a

pair of jaws constructed to feed a strip of fastener material,

drive one end of the same int<. the work and sever fasteners

from the driven end of the strip, with provisions for varying

the length of the s«'vere(l fasteners, and means for oi>erating

the jaws

6 A machine of the character .h-scnU-d. coiuprismg a

carrier having a recess with upwardly-converging walls,
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wpdjtp-shaperi jaws fitting said rwf**, co^ctinK cutters on
-Aid jaws for fee«iinK. ilnvinK and severinn faateDtra from a

strip, una rut'ans for operating said >aw3 and cutters.

(Claims tt to 32 not ijrmted in the Gaxette.)

3»,.i69. HANDLE OF 8Pf>ONS. FORKS. OR SIMILAR
ARTI('Lf>* Kkkdekick Habenhack, Sag Har^H>r,

N \' ;u-*.sn<iior to F"ahy8 Watrh ('a.-<e (V>inp)aii> . New
^'cirk, N \' a ( 'iiri)<>r:iTi.iii 'if New "\()rk Filed Apr. lU,

\\K)H Strial N(i 42'i :i'»"t Feriii of ptitrnt 7 years.

DESIGNS.

BADdK (hari^.-* J DiEGErt N>w York, N. Y.

FttedMay 7, 1<M)h. .-Serial No, 431,541 I>rin of patent

7 yean.

The omarnriiral ilesiicn for a ba*lgp a.-* ihowr:

39 3H7 KM B LEM R BA DOE . Ca LE B B h 1 s t< > n , Port-

land < >reK Filed Feb. H, 1906. Serial No, 3)J<J,iyi.

Term uf patent 7 yfus-^.

^ ^ A '

I M II M I

II II II I

I Mill! r

I IIMIK
IIIIMI
iiniii
Mil II

The ornaineiir;il il^siifn for the handU' of 11 sp<H)n, fork or

similar article rui ^hown.

The oriiariiental (le.-4Hfn for an emblem or bafige. as ^hown.

3y,36H. RINO Ika C H vrtzell, Tab«ruUla. Panama.
Filed May ^, U«J^. S«Tiai No. 431,733 Term of patent

7 J ears.

The omamental de«gn for a ring, as shown.

39,370 TT \NDLE F( tR SP(K)NS FORK.S. OR SIMI-
LAR .\KriCM*;s OrsTWE Stkohumckk, WallniK-

ford, Conn itrt.sitciior to International Silver Co .
.Men-

den, ("oiin a CorvKjratioii of .New Jer«e> Filed May 1 1,

19()». .Serial No. 432,:¥rj. Term of patent 7 years.

; Ci r. c;

The omamentaJ design for a haruUe for a spoon, fork or

similar article as shown.

JCNK 23, 1908 U. S PATENT OFFICE. 2007

39.371. BOTTLE H.o.hv C y^.vv.H^. New Yo^k. N^Y. 39,374.
^^.^

a«<siKTu,r to DorettA Po^^erb, New \ork. N. Y. tuea -M

t.i , ,..,.8. Serial No. 414.452. Ter.n ..f patent 7 year..

LAMP Hartt H Easmn. Chu-uRo. 111. Filed

Mig. Serial No 427.MO. Tern, of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a bottle as shown.

39,372. PICTURE -FRAML. JiUL^i 1' *^taDERH^.

Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Apr. 29. 1908. Serial No.

430.029. Term of patent 3i years.

,rT>,«Tr5s

Theornament&l design for a haup :i.~ -h' >\\n.

39.375. LAMP. OviDE Stk MvRiK. .Terapy City, N. J.

Filed Apr. 24. 1<»()8 Serial No. 429,107. Term of

patent 7 yearn.

The ornamental desigt, for a pi- ture frame, as shown.

:ym 1\MI'SH\1>E Liiii-W ItirE, New York.
'

N. Y. File.l Apr. s. n«)S. Serial No 425,952. Term

of patent , > ears.

The ornamental <ieMiKn for a lainp-shade, a.- -hown.

/

Tlie ornamental design for a lamp as shown.
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OLZHEIMEK NowV^rk. N Y, assignor to EaKle Peiuil N t H1p<1 >»>\ ,1.^.

Company, New York, N Y Kile,l Aor 2. l^Ji>S. S.- of put^at :i, year..
Fileil Apr 2, iy<>*>- »--

fial Nu 424,S.{<) rf-nn nf patent U year-*.

J-fc^J* Jt^r,*

m

I
\

Th.' ,>rriainenTal .lfsi«n f^-r a revolving disiJay stan.!. M
jhnwn.

Th.' (.rtiaiii.T.tal ilpsiKn f'>r :i nerkti.- as -hnwii.

?'. i77 FONT nV TYTK Sidney C CaUst. Ch.ruKo

111 a..*sinnor to Harnhart Brothers 4 Spin.iler, ChiraKo.

Ill a CortM.ranon of Illinoi.-^ File.l Deo 2, 1907. Se-

rial No 404,"s.V) TtTHi of patent 7 year-<

abc d 9 f ghi jklm nop

A BC D EFGHIJK
LM NOPQRS TUV
WXYZ&..::-'!?9£
123456 7890

The orTiamental design for a font of type, a^* shown.

Vt :<7'» HICinNO. lAi>« K. KmMH< CarUtadt. N. J.

Fllt^l Mar 27 1'.»<)S S.-nal No 42.H,7!M Term of pat-

ent T years.

The ornainentai design for rurhinK. a- -hown.

TRADE-MARKS

PUBLISHED JUNE 23, 1908

The following traxle-marks have been axijudged entitled to
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ff5

"^.^

act^f FBbruliy 20. 1905, and are published In compliance with section 6 of said a^t.

Said section provides: * „ r„oT.ir

registered, which said notice of oPP«s\^ioV^
li^tinn two of this ^t If no notice

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for.

Marks ^hlch are stated to have been "Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 5 of said act, which IS as fouows:

••And provided further, That nothing ^^erelns^U prevent the r^^atlon of an

mart used by the applicant °'^^^^1^^^^^^°^^ ^^°oJZ Tve^l States, or

Xh\nmaT«^° wZrw^Tn act°uT:nr:x°c^slv;T^ I a trade-marl, of t^

SpU<SrSr STprSSc^ors from whom he derived title for ten years next pr^

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee: •

^^

"On filing notice of opposition to the reglstmt^on^f^^^ra^^

^,.r No 2 0S.5 CL.VSS 14 MKTALS AND METAL
(•\STIN(;S \ND FoHC.INdS W . ,,« FSlh k rHESSED

^TKFi (oMF'.sv, Worcester. Ma.-s Kiie.l Apr 17. 1905.

8erNo9 25«V -CLASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDICINE^.

AND PH VRMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS.) All-

cock M.^MtA.TURiNO C!o.. New Vork N ^ hiled

June 27 H«>'' Csod t^^n years

Pnrturxdar fie»criptwn <,f gi^odx —>=!heet Metal.

The barkKroun.i of the oval labels i^ pink and of the

central label buff

Particular description <>/ goods.— Pills.
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)S ANDser N'o 17.281. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Kakh (iHocER O' ,

Whet-ling,

W \ d. Filt»<l Ffb. 23, \iH>6 l'r*e<l ten yeara.

8er. No 24,541. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHIN-
ERY AM) TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) J<>u

Ber.nhd. Habbnclxver a SrtHNK. Ronischcid, Ger-

inaiiy. Filed Jan. 15. I'.MJT.

Particular description 0/ goods.—Axes,

Knives, Hatchet*.

.Vdzes, Huy-

ParticiUar description of goodn-

Vegetables.

rtiiriad Fruit."* and

SerNMl7 4ri (T-A.-^.-^ir, CHEMICALS. MEDICINE.^!.

AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPAK.VTIONS Chem-

IS< HE WERKE Hwsa, Oe.SELUS. H.\f.T MiT BE6C HKA.Ni-

TER Haftino. HfiufUnKeri, iifiir Bremen, (lennany.

File-l Feb 19 UMHi.

Pnrtirular Heorrtptwn of goods —Kc\A\\ D<'rivativ«4 nf

Aromatic Bai*e« and .\mid.-i of the Higher Patty Aruis and

Preparatioas Therefrom for tianitAry Purtxwes and for I'.se

in'Medicine anil l^'hannacy.

^r No lS.52t) .rLA.'^S44. DENTAL, VfEDir A I. AND
SlRr.K'AL APPLIANCES < )S( ar H. Hkr-^ey, P'>rV

lan>i, -Me. Filed Apr .5, IIMX).

Partundar descrxption of goods — VVoi>dea lOothpicka.

Ser No. aO.386. (CLASS 4t> F< xiDS aS'D INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS ) The Di RfiT Miifa.vo Compa.vt,

Davton, Ohio. Filed June 14. 1906

Particular description 0/ j^ood*.--Wheat-Flour.

Ser No. 22.0 16. (CLASS 39 CLOTHING.) H.

S( hwartz a Hk" , Chattanooga. Tenn File.l Sept. 10,

1**«»6

Dux
Part'ridar descnptwn of goods —lA'AthtV Shoes

Ser No. 24,M2. (CLASS 2A CCTLERY. MACHIN-
ERY. AND TOOLS ASn PARTS THEREOF.) JoH.

Ber.nhd IU>i-n<i>\M{ A- SOhne. Remscheld, Ger-

inaiiv Filed ,Jan 1."). 1907.

Partic'tlii!- descrtptian

Knives HuNhels.

ut goods -.\xea. Adie^i. Hay-

Ser No. 24.643. (CLA.SS 23 CITLERY, MACHIN-
ERY. AND TOOIJ^ AND PARTS THEREOF )

JnH

Bernhd Ha.sen( LEVER A S(^H.NE. Rcmscheid. tier-

many, File<l Jan \!S. VM)7

.

Sm
Particular dtscriptwn of goods -\xef*. Adrea. ILiv-

Kuiver*, Hatehet^. Matttxkj*, Butchers' Sut>U, Ph>«'-Cui-

ter«. L-e-Shave.s, Saws, Reamers Ha<k-<aw«, Srrew Cut-

tir\g Diea and Bite

8ct No. 24.644. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND
PLrMBIN(i AND STEAM - FITTING SFPPLIES ,

JoH. BtK.VHI>. HAiiK.Vt LEVKR A S^iHNK. UemB<heid

,

GeniKinv Fileii J:iii l.'>. 19<17

Piirticuiar dfscriiUiun of good" 'l:u-k.8, Tmnwl Belt

Rivets and Wa.shers. Plani-^lie.! :iii.l Hmii/.ed Butt.-*, Irmi

Wood-Sorevvs. Briv^s Wood Srre«s Holts :uid Nut.-i,

Tinned Rivet.s and Burs C.ppere.t Hiset,- and Burs, Bird-

Cage Hooka, Barh-Wire KAt- Irai.-. l-rvinK Pan.-* DtMir-

Springs.

Ser No. 24.645. (CLA.H3 13 HVHDWAHK AND
PLr.MBING .\Nn STEAM - KirriNG SrPPLIESi

JoH. Ber.nhd H\seNCiJtvER A Sohnk, Reiu.schcid,

Germany. Filed Jan 15 1H07.

PartictUardfxrripitn'} .< Qc^yds.—Coi>p«nd Taelu. Tinned

Belt Rivets an.l Wa.shers .American Cut Taeks. P1«n-

i8he<t and Bronzed Butf^ Irnn WOod Screws. Braae Wood-

S<Te\\« Bo!'-^ and Nut.-i. rnuie.l Hivet.s and Burs. Cnyi-

ix-red Hn-'- and Bur«. Bir l-CaKe Hook--, Harh \\ ir.-

Smooth Wire Nail^ Japanne<l Wire Galvanized Wire

Rat-Trap-' FrviiiK-Pans I)<K)r-Sprin«s.

June 23, 1908. u. p. PATENT OFFICE. 2011

S..r No 24 646. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND
PI IMBING AND STEAM -FITTING SUPPLIES.)

Job. Bernhd. Haskncij^^ver A Sohne. R«n»che>d,

Germany. Filed Jan. 15, 1907.

Ji^

8er No 26,440. (CLASS 31. FILTERS AND REFRIG-

EUATORS.) L0UI8 A-NKJER, Hamburg, (Jermany,

Filed Feb 20 1907. »

L Anker

Particular de.'<cnpt,on of g<>"ds - Taeki. Tinned Belt

Rivets and Wa.shers. Planishe.l and Bronzed Ba;i>. Iron

Wc>od-S<Tewf.. Bras.-. Wood-Sorews. Bolts an<i Nuti?.

rinned Uivet-. and Burs. Copix're,! Rivet.s and Burs. Bird-

CaKe \Un.\<*, Barl>-Wire. Rat Trap:^, Frying-Pans, Door-

Sprunc-

,.^.r No 24 649. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY MACHIN-

FHY \ND TOOI^. AND PARTS THEREOF.) JuH.

BKRNHi. Hahencuevkh A SoHNE, Remaoheid, Ger-

manv Fdeti Jan l.^, 190T.

Particular disn,pt,.,n </ goods^ Mattocks. Hoe«,

Butcher - steels. Pi' k> Sawbuck - Frames. Wrenches,

8na<le- Shovels. ,\djastable Bit - Braces. Cximbmation

Pipe and M.mkev Wremlu'*. and Pipe-Cutters, Cork-Pull-

ers I.-e-Shaxe~ Hand Hake.*, Hav Forks, Screw-Drivers,

Saws Reamers, W ire Stretchers, Ha.ksaws and Frames,

Hullow-Handle Tool-Seta, Nail-Pullers, Bits, Saw-Seta,

8rrew-Plat«-s, Pliers. Clamps, and f\)rk8crews.

Ser No 24 650. CLASS 2;i CUTLERY, MACHIN-

ERY, AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) JoH.

Bkrmii> HASENriJ;vF.R A Sohne. lUnischeid, Ger-

manv. Filed Jan. 15, 1907.

5^

r No 24 6.52 (CLASS 23 CUTLERY MACHIN-

ERY, AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) JoH.

Bernhd Hasenclever A Sohne. Remsoheid, Ger-

many Filed Jan. 15, 1907.

H
Hamburg

Particular deacriptwn of (/ood*.—Filters and Prepared

Filtering Materials of Coal. Asbestos, Animal and ^ ege-

table Wool, Linen, Cloth, Wood-Wool, and Iron Filings

Particular ,1, srr
,
ptiou 0/ (7,k>'/.«..—Hoes, Picks. Wrenches,

Spades, Shovels, A.lju.-*table Bit-Bracc-*, C.u.d.mat ion Pipe

and Monkev Wrenches and Pii«-Cutters, Hand Itakes,

Hay-Forks S.rew-I )riv.Ts, Wire Stretchers, Hollow-Han-

dle Tool -Set.s Nail-Pullers, Saw-S.t.s, Pliers, Clamps, and

Cork.scrcwa.

Ser. No. 28.369. (CLA.SS 46. FUUDS AND INCiREDI

ENTS OF FOODS.) John Blaui.'s Sons Company

Burlington, Iowa. Filed June 25, 1907.

Particular dfxcriptnni of goods- 'lir\i-<\ Fruits, Canne<i

Fruits and Canned Vegetables, .-^eed.d Raisins, Cocoanut.

Tapioca, Horse- Radish. Mu.stard, Pi. kles, Chow-Clmw ,

White Onions, C-elery-Sauce, olives. Sauces, Catsup. Vine-

gar, AH Kinds of Syrup. Flavoring Extracts, Spices, Nuts,

Canned Soup.s, Sugar. Prepared Mu>5tard, Preserves ami

Jellies, Salad-DressitiK Bini-Seed.

r^irttculnr description of goods Mattocks. Hoes,

But<'her-Sleels. Picks, Sawbuck-Frames, Wrenilic- Spades,

Shovels, Adjustable Bit- Braces. C<jmbinatiMn Pipe and

Monkey Wrenches and Pipe-Cutters, <'ork - Pullers. Ice-

Shaves Hand-Itakes. Hay -Forks, S<-rew-I)nvers Saws.

Reamers Wire-Stretrhers. Hwksiiws and Frames, Hol-

low-Handle Tool-Set*, N.ail-IMllers. Bits, Saw-SeLs, Screw-

Plates, Pliers, Clamps, and Corkscrews.

Ser. No.28,371 (CLASS 46 Fl »t )DS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS 1 John Blaul's Sons Compa.ny,

BurliiiKton, Iowa, File<1 June 25, 1907.

PartiaOmrMeftrriptinr, «/ffoorf/».—Buckwheat Buckwheat-

Flour, Whaat-Flour, a Flour ComiKwed of a Mixture of

Buckwheat an.i WTieat, Rolled Oats, (^orii-Star.h, CYack-

ers and Cakes Beans. Ri<'e. Macaroni, and Yeasl.

Ser. No. 28.444. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING )
David I.

Rooow, Worcester, Mass. File.1 Jutie 28, 1907. Used

ten years.

Particular descriptian of goods.-

chete<i and Worsted Slippers.

Wool Soles for Cro-

Ser. No. 2S sth iCLA.ss .^0 MERCHANDISE NOT
OTHERWISE (LA.SSIFIKl) Ihe G DRoivt Com-

pany, Bridgeport, (X)im. Fikil July !>•. 1907.

n
fin

IrW^n^

PartiriiUir dfsrriptinn of goods.—Skylights.
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Ser N. n (H.M CLASS 23 CI'TLERY, MACHIN-

ER\ \NI' I""I.S AND PARTS THKRF.OF I The

BiKMis ,nvM Sviv!! VKM.H Co . LIMITED. $mall Hoftlh,

near Binniiuruin; Kunland P'ile-l Nov l*. 1W<)7.

and Chwk Att«chni«ito. Ma<-hiiiery-<-luU-hea, Engraving-

Machines. Kevwav-Cutttng Machines*. ( iun aii.i Rifle Bonni?

Machines. r in.T-Makin« Ma.-hmcs.dear-Cunlng Machine.

Exp«niiuig-Re;uu.r. Drift.-!, and Spanner*

Ser. No. 311S7 (LASS 37 PAPKR AND STATION-

ERY.! HtsKi LivDKVMKYK A S<).\-H,^ New York,

N. Y Fileii Ndv. L5. 1'.-»<)7.

9er No 31,992 <rL,\ft«« rHEMICAIJ*, MEDRTN KS.

AND rHARMACElTICVL rKKI'A RATIONS.) Lee

O Wali.eh I'hiladt-lphia. l';t Fil.>.l .Lui 2. UUiH.

<t>

Particular description of j^ood.. — WritinK-Pai'*'r.

Partirultir denrription of goodi> TooXh-Wi.Mt-s. T(M)th-

Powdrrs, r(M>th, Ear Mouth, and Throat \Va.-<hP9, Anti-

seplK-s, De<Hloriiers. Styptics. AstniiKPnts Mt-dicated

Cream:* I^>.-.iI Stiinulan!.-; Disinfectaiils, Gerniicides, Seil-

ative«. and SaU'- and I,i>tiMn«

.S..r No U o7(). (LASS .32 KrRNITraK VND Tl'-

HiiLSTERY.) LoNGViEw Crate and Woodk.nwvke

Mro. Co . LonKview. Tex Filed Dec. 4. 1907

Ser. No 32m»l CLA.SS l.i THHKAD AND ^ \HN.)

DoLi.FrH-MiK<. A CiK S.HiKTK ^^..^^\^^,, Mullmu-^'.

Gennan.\ File<l Jan •> U«is.

^y
Pnrtiridnr drxrriiituni of gixxi.s Y ?in\< and Threads

Ma<le of Cotton Wool. Silk. Linen. Jutt- and Ramie.

aer. No. 32,092 CLASS 43. THREAD .KND YARN.)

DOLLFr»-MiK<; A CiK. S<)< lETK A.NoNYME, Mulhouse,

Germans FiU-d Jan h, 1<X)8.

Particular df-^rn ption of qin>d-^.— .Vlattre«*!<aB.

S.r N. 31 7'>.3 (LA.SS4« P()< )DS AND INCIREDI-

KNTS ( )F Fi X 'DS 1 Grifkith-Di knkv Company. San

Fr:iiiri-ro. Cal Filed Dec 17. 19<)7
Particular de^imptinn of q<w\f —Yarns an(i TTireads

Made of Cotton, Wool. Silk, Linen, Jute, and Ramie.

Pariicular dearrtphon of good.'*.—Cannf^i Salmon.

Ser No 32.f)93 (CLASS 4.S MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQCORS ' HoiDKN A Company. Montreal. Quet>ec,

Canada Filed Jan n Ii»«»N.

BARLEX
Pnrhrulfir dexrriplio)) of aooffn ~ Malt Extriict.

Ser No 32 094 (LASSfi CHEMICALS MKDHINES,
Ser No 31 932 CLASS4 A BRASIVE. DETERGENT. ;

^

j^SD i>H \ RM ACECTKAL I'REl'A RATK )\s , Hoi-

VND POLISHING MATERIALS* (Jhahlf.s John
„p^- ^ (v,mp\ny. Montreal. guel>ec. Canmla Filed Jan

Badham. Dunedin. New Zealand Fileil Dec. 27, 1907

jxeTwunt^

t). 190K

BARLEX
Particular dei*rriptton of goods— F\\xid for Polishing Lin-

oleum. Furniture, and Tan Leather.

Particular description of gi>odn.—\ Pharmaceutical Prep-

aration Containing Malt Extract for Ise b» a Remedy for

Indigestion, Wasting Diseases, and General Debility.

JCNK 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2013

..rNn3'4'M (LXSSrt CHEMICALS MEDICINES.

\ND PItARM \( KCTICAL PRKl'ARATIONS.) Ckr-

T.UN CiRE ( -Ml'^NY, EvansviUe, Ind. Filed Jan. 26.

1908.

eCLi:.

Ser. No. 33.103. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND ^'^ "(.x.

ERY.) WiLUAM F. 0.4KLEY, MoDtclair. > J Hle„

Feb. 29, 1908.

Pariicular description of pood*.—Remedies for Chllte,

Coughs, and Corns.

Ser No .TMV»o CI \ss., CHKMTCAT-S. MEDICINES.

XNDPHk'rMACKIUCM. PREPARATIONS.) SOC-

DEH A Comv.ny Kokoino Ind Filed Feb. 6. 1908.

HOOr-0-UNE

Pcirticulnr dr.srr, ,,ioo, 0/ »ood«. - Remedies for Diseases

of the Feet of .\iiimaW.

Ser. No. 32.761. CLASS lUV MISK Al. INSTRU-

MENTS \ND Sl'PPLIES SrANDAKP Mtsic ROLL

,-,,mi.vny' Or;.n«.v N. J File.l Feb. 14. I'JOh.

METROLYNE

PnrticUar d,srnptwH of good. - In-luatinK ,\ttachment«

for Musical-In.trument Player, and S^-lf-Plavin^ Musical

Instruments and IVrforMe.l Mu^u'-Roll- Therefor.

Particular description oj o..o</.v—Pen-Clips, Pencil-Clips,

and Paper-Cllps.

8er.No.33.12J. (CLASS 4. ABR.^SIVE DETERGENT.

AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Geo. H. Baker,

New Haven, C^nn. Filed Mar 2, 1908.

IRON CLAD

Particular description of goods.—An Enamel for Polish-

ing Metal.

Ser No 33 181. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) PACinc Coast Syrup Co.. ban

Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar ,' VM^S Used ten years.

,,r N„ :c- st.H (LASS 49 DLSTILLED ALCO-

HOLIC LigroRS : S S PiKK. K Cn Rostnn Mass.

Filed Feb. 19, n»0.'^

Pariicular drscptinrt 0/ pood«.—Preserves^ and Jellies.

Ser. No. 33,182. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Pacific Coast bYRtP Co
.

^an

Fnmcisco. Cal Filed Mar. 5. IWS. Used ten years.

Particular dfscriplwn 0/ (?ood*.-Sugar. Sugar-Cane and

Corn Syrups.

8er. No. 33.184. (CLASS 46. ^ '
>' ''>^ \^^\^

-^"'''''^i^'^
ENTS OF FOODS.) PACinc Coast Syrvp Co.. han

Francisco. Cal File.! Mar .V 1908 Used ten years.

TOBOGCAH

Particular dcxrnptoo, „/ a,««/.< -Straight Whiisky.

>;,.r No S3 ()•'«» (LASS 39 CLOTHING.) ARCADIA

C.,:.,F-KRATnK SHOK COMPANY, Wat.rvillc. Me., and

liu.ston, Mass. File<i Feb. 27, 190S.

Particular descr,ption of good..-^M'^vl. and White-Sugar

Syrup.
_

Ser No 33 is.". (CLASS 4C, FO( •DS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS . P,^<,n. Coast Syrvp Co., ^an

„ • f'.\ vWf'd Mar .5 190S. Used ten year.-.
Francisco, < al. r uen Mai >, i--^

PELICAN
Particular description of goods.— Molix-^Hcn.

Ser No 33 222. (CL.^SS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS (»F FOODS.) Ric:ney A Cimi any. New ^ ork.

N. ^- Kileii Mar. 6, 190S.

^T^ather Shoes Leather Particular description of ,o.<i..-Sugar-Crean. an<l Pan-

Particular description of goods
» .„v^ «vTnn

Boots, and U'ather Slipi^-rs of All Kinds and Descnpt.on.s. cake Syxup.
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^er Vo 33 264 CLASS 39. CLOTHING > Ebne«t Ser. No 33,503. fCLASS49. DISTILLKD ALTOHOLIC
"

BL.-OD I'haaaelphia. Pa. KUe<l Mar. 9, IWS LIQCORS i Franc, Hfvn A Co., Toledo, Ohio. F.le.l

Mar. 21, 19<)S

Particular description of goods.—Hosifry.

'^ej^vxi
Particular dtscri^lwi of goods. Blfiultil \^ hisky.

Ser No 33 nr, C LASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES
AND PHARVIAC EITICAL I'REPAHATIDNS Papk,

Thompson A Pape. Cinnrmati, Ohio Fllot M:ir 11,

1908.

Ser. No. 33,54.s. CLA.'^S 42 KNIITKD. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABKIC;s i John Hmwj; A Co. Inc.,

New York, N. Y. Fihni Mar 23, UK).S.

DIAPEPSIN
ifwfiijifioil <t/i7oo'is.—Medicinal Preparations

Used for Tr<«t!ng Disorders of the Stomach aud Aiimen-

Xaiy and Intt'ririiuil Passages.

Ser N'.. 33 341 CLASS 39 CLoTKINC. i Cor-

NKi.irs J <)Kt:KKK Salem, Mass. Fileii Mar 12, 1908.

National
Game

I

^\UtO,|,

Particular dtacrxptwn of goodii. —t^otton Durk.

8er. No. 33.598. (CLASS 3<) CLoTHI.Nd' Irn s L.

SUDEL, Reading. Pa. File<i .Mar 25, liH)s

Particular iU.-n-riplurn of good* - -ll<it*iery

.

Ser. No 3;i,ti<H. (CLASS .5(1 MERCHANDISE N" )T

OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED .Anthony ^ -Mr-

Particular dfscr.pium of goodt.—Men's. 'Beys'. Yonth.^'. ' Donnf.! i., S.-mnt-.n P^i File.lMar 2.". l'«is.

ind Little Gent^s' Leather Boot* and Shoe.s.
SANITOP

Particular df.tcrif)tu)n of gumix Vli'ial, P:ii>er, and

Ser No 33,42») CL.\Sfl 28. JEWELRY AND PRE- Porrelain Bnttle-Closures.

CI( tCS- ME T.M. WARE Thk W [i.l-l \W.-« BROTHERS
Nt \vr K vcT'KiNi; Cmmpwv, <

". ht.-ir i iiil )ur>
,
Conn, P'iled

M;ir W) 1908.

^
.No 33,fU() ('L.\SS12. MASONRY M \ PERT KLS.)

Thk .Str.\itsvii,ije I.MPERviors Bhxck. Co ,
Siraitj<ville,

Ohio. File.l Mar. 25, 1908.

Particular rU.^rn piion of good*.—Silver- Plated and

Nickel-Silver Fhitwure
j

]

TEEL
Pnrliruinr lU-.^irriptni'i d^ gotyds - Firirk.

Ser NO 33 .5<il (LASS40 DLSTI LLED ALCOHOLIC
LiyUORS.) FRANr, HEYNACo.TohHl.i.Ohiu. Filed 8er No. 3 3, ©24. (CLASS 39 CLorHINC- Bnt-

Mir 21 1908. ^reai.i.- Whittinohill Suuii Cumfan v. St Jor^.-pii, Mo.

File«l Mar 2.^>. 1908

Jl>
Particular de.-<cription of good.t.— Blended Whisky. m^

Particular defcripluin of gnnd.t. Mt-nt*. Women's, and

.Ser N . .33..=>02. 'CLA.S8 49. DISTILLED AIXOHOLIC Children's Lejitiier :ind Can vad Shoes

LIQl'ORS Franc, Hkyn A Co . ToIefl<». Ohio. Filed

Mar 21, 190S

y^K
Partirular dp.xrriphori of goods —Straight Whiaky

Ser. No 3 3.02.5 iCL.\38 .39. CLol'HlNt; Hkt-

trevli.-NN'hittinohill Shoe CoMPANv, St .Ji.s.-pti. Mo.

Fileil Mar 2.5. 1908.

^^ncm^
Partic^Aar dftcription uf gooJ>f. -Men's. Women's, and

Children's Leather and Canva.s Shoes.

June 13. 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2015

Ser No. 33.684. (CL.\884 ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND P(^L1SH1NG MATERIALS.) JaME8 M. BoklaND.

McKee8ix.rt, I'a Filed .Mar "27. 1W8.

Shi rooD

Particular description ofgoods.—Shoe Pastes and Polishes.

Ser. No. 33.710. (CLASS 49. DLSTIT.LED ALCOHOLIC

LIQUORS.) Joseph Hkinstine.T New \ork, ^. x.

'
FiU-.! Mar 2S 1908.

.er^e<i Meat-s, Drunl and Otherwise Cured and Preserved

Fi>ih Ki-e Lobsters, Crabs, and Crab-Meat, Cand.es of AH

Kiua- si^ires of All Km<is, Scanning and Flavoring Herbs,

Flavoring Extracts and E-^s.-t.-.-s Soai- Broth.s, Sugar.

Syrup, and Mola.sse.. Hon.y. Holled and llak..l oat.^,

Oatmeal. Honum. Condiment*, Sago. Puddings, Keli^he^,

Sauce- MM"ar,.ni \ .•rmicelh Si.agtietti, Nudeln. Wheat

Rye Rirc and (iraliam Flour, Canned or Potted Fowl.

OUvea. Stuffed Oliv.-s, and Olive-Oil. Tapioca, Fanna.

Corn-Starch, Pearl-Barl.y. Chocolate. Cocoa. Cocoanut,

Tomato^atsup, Celery-Salt. Cvu-ry-Powder, Sauer-Kraut.

Pork and Beans, Pork and Beans with Tomato-Sauce.

Cakes and Crackers. Biscuit*. Lard, and Conserves.

Ser. No. 33.863. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE.) Th«

FosTORiA GLASS SPECIALTY Cmpany. Fostona, Ohio.

Filed Apr. 4. 1908.

ACORN

Particular drsrm.tum o' g,.od..^'A^s^ filobes for Lights.

<ki,i^4(/u/ir//s^'

Pnrt,rubi' d,.srr,vtwv nf gnnd/>.—A Compound of Rye

•Whisky and Pun- (Iriun 1 ii-t ilhites

8erNo.33H.S4 CLASS6 CHEMICALS, MEDR IN ES.

AND PHARM.VCECTICAL PR KPARAT (JNS )
X

A. VANTINE A CO., New York. N > FU-.l Apr fi,

1908.

Ser No. 33.727 CLASS .s. SMoKERS' ARTTCT.T^.

NOT INCLTDINC; TOBACCO PRoDCClS ,)..-nn

Desjardin.s, Fall River, Ma.ss FU.mI Mar. 28. 1908.

Particular dc.'H-ription o/ j^K-'ia,- Wooden i'lpes.

Particular description of ^o-.d/. -Nail-Stones, a Polish for

Nails.

Ser.No.33 7H9 (CLA8821. ELErTRIC.VI. APPARA-

TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES .
W m. H^ Col-

OAN Co.. West Newton, Ma.ss Filed Apr. 1. 1908.

Ser No 33 894 CLA.SS 6. CHEMICALS MEDICINES.

*^ND PHARMACECTICAL PREPAR..TIONS, A.

^ Y^^T,NE A Co., N.'W York, N. Y H!e<i Apr, 6,

1 VM >.^

.

^m%
Partiadar deteription of ffood*.—Outlet-Boxes. Switch-

BoxM. and Ckmduit-Bozea.

p,.r No 33.V27. CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS ) R C. Williams A Co
.

New \ ork,

n! Y. Filed Apr. 3, 1908.

Particular description of good. -Vrrhuu^-, Perfume Ex-

tracts, and Toilet Waters

IMnrwL

;Aiact

Ser No 33395. CLASS*; CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

AND PHARMACECTICAL PREPARATloN> -
A

A VaNTINF. a Co. New York, N Y 1
lu.l A,.r b,

190S.

Particular dencriptwn of flwo<f«.—Drie<i and Evaixirated

Fruits, Tea. Coffee. I)rie<l and Otherw\.se Cured and Pre-

Partieular description nf goods —I'vriunie Extracts and

Toilet Waters.

S

-l-t '.-'at!
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Ser No.13 902 CLASS 6 CHEMICALril. MEDICINES, i Ser No 34,03rt CLASS j<) MERCHANDISE NOT
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS 1 The OTHERWISE CLASSIFIP'.D. WckidardA Wkk.ht,

Olephen Chemk al Company, WaJTi»>(c©. Kans. Filed

Apr. 6, 1!X)>;.

Cain[)»-lln, M:i.s.-* Filf.l Apr 11 HMW.

dgBcriptwn of goodn — .\ Li<nJi(l RpiikhIv for

SoreTliroat. CJold.s. Impurities of the Blo<)<J. Cut8, Hrui.ses,

ami Disea-w'M of the Skin.

f'lrticular desrri plum nj qihhIs.—Boot siiul .•^hoc Lii.-^i.'^.

.S«r No 33 'M)4 CLASS .34 HEATING. LIC.HTING,
AM) \ENTILATING A PPARATCS, NOT INCLID-
IN(i ELECTRKWL APPARATIS.) Geo. Anto.n,

M.uiorigahela. Pa Filed Apr tt. 19()8.

Particular deitcriptum of goods.—Miners' Lamps

Ser No 34(14.'> ( l.A.-^S f. ( 'H EM I< '.M-S. MEDK TNES.
AND I'H \RM \(KrnCAL PREPARATIONS.) A.

A \ ANTiNK A < 1 1 . N<'w "^Ork N ^' Fileil .\ pr 13

1908.

Purtirulnr ili srr , pt ion dJ goods. -Perfumes, Perfume Ex-
tracts ;in.l Ti'llrt WiitprS.

S^-r No 34 mi) (LA.SSfi CH EM I( A LS M EDICINES,
AND PMARMACECTICAL PREPARATIONS.) A.

A N'ANriNK A ('" .New \i)rk, N \' Flle<l Apr 13.

1908,

Ser N.) .i3AM)7 CLASS 13 HARDWARE AND
PLCMBINCr AND STEAM-FITTING SIPPLIES.)
The Pay-*o.v M vmfactvring Compa.vy, Chicago, 111.

File<l .\pr 6. M*<)x Vae<\ ten years.
j

SOLID GRIP
P'lriiridar dpscrifjUnn n^ goods.—Tran.<»oiri- Lifters.

Piirtuultir ihscrifjUon nf g<M>dn. Perfume Extriirts.

Ser No :«.921 iCLASS 21 ELECTRICAL APPA-
RATUS M.\CHINES AND SIPPLIE^^ Daniel M
Tittle, Can:u-!tota. N V. Filetl .-X.pr. 7, 19<)8,

Ser No 34 0.52 CLASS 16 PAINTS AND PALN
TERS VIAFERIALS. N(>1 INCLCDIN*; OILS AND
POLISHES ' Fakqihak A Gii.i Al»>r(leen Scotland.

File<l Apr 13. KMX.

O^^
Parttridar desrnplton of goods.—Sparking Plugs.

S,>r No .33 949 CLASS 49 DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQC'RS I John E .\hrens, New York, N. Y.

Fiicl Apr s 19<W C>*«il ten years.

Pnrlirnhir description of gooda — Liqui<l Mixed Paints.

The rro-<s is red.

Purtu-ijJar lie.tcription of goods.^A Blenflwl Whisky.

Ser No 34.033 (CL.\SS rt CH EMICAIX, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS The
Peck Johnson Co.mpa.ny, Grand Rapids, .Mich. Filed

Apr 13, UH)X

Particular description of goods HloiHi-Purifying and

General Tonir Medicines

jlNh 23, 1908. U. S. F^ATENT OFFICE. 2017

U14S (CLASS 6 CHEMIC XLS MEDICINES, 'ser. No .34.277 (CLASS .37 PAPER AND ST.VTION-

P1.\hMA< r^UTICAL PREPAR Al. ERY.; I«aac Upham Comp.any. Sau ^ranc.co. CaL8«r. No. 34

n£ ('.""mkvk.k. San Vrancisco. lal Filed Apr. 16. Filed Apr. 22. UX)S.

1908.

FENOSOTE

Particular demrlftion of good».—A Preparation for the

Treatment of Tiiberrulfisis.

SESM}
Particular d,srr,ption 0/ (?ood.s.- Pencil.-^. \Nritmi: l'av>er.

ToUet-Pap<T. Pens. Typ<'-Wruer Paper. HI. .ttuiK Paper,

and Letter Box Files.

Ser No 34 167 .CLASa4 ABRASIVE, DE IK HGENT. Ser. No. 34.289. CLASS 35. BELITNG. lloSE. M A-

AND POLISHING MATERIALS GooDHMK HhMEDT
j CHINERY PACKING. AND NON - METALLIC

Company. N<'wark Ohio Fil.'.tApr 16. U«J8. TIRES.) Pennsylvania Rtbher Company. Jeannette,

Pa. Filed Apr. 23, 19<.»8

Pariieuler deaeription of goods Soap

jjiomivi

I'artiA-uinr liescr tption of {?oaf:/.« --Rubber King- and

GasketJ* for Capt^ of Jar-^

8er.No.84,l9«. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND SUPPLIES.) KfcmvL Aito-Gr.\j«d Piano Co..

or Amkiu< a. Connersville, Ind. FUed Apr. 17. 1908.

i'artuuiai disciplmtt of good.< -Pian(XS.

Ser. No. 34 .34(1 (CL.\SS 4(i Fi m .ds AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS ) Milton C Petkk- omaha. Nebr.

FUed Apr. 24, 1908.

^7»
RED FEATHER

Particular description of goods.—Poultr\ Feed.

Ser No 342U CLASS 4(» F\NCV GOODS. FUR-

NI-^HINGS \ND NOTIONS 1 B Ki.n n krt RUB-

BER Co N.w York. N Y. Filed Apr. 18. U*08.

Ser. No. 34.369. CLASS ti. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS Ca.-*-

8EBEER Phakmacal Co., New York, N Y. Filed Apr.

2.5, 1(K)N

Crystal

PivticiUnr ittsrri plion of good n. Dresb-Shields.

Elcaya
Partieular dmcr iptioJi of goods.—Toilet PreparattonB for

the Skin. Hair, an.! Nails in the Form of Creams. Pastea,

and Powders

Ser No 34.213. (CLASS 12 M ASON R Y M A lERI \1..-

Ekvin e' Smith. Lowell, Ma^s. File.i Apr is, \SM)^

HITZUM
Particular description of goods.—Roonun P u-<r.

Ser. No. 34 374 rcLASS 46. FOODS AND 1 Nt.REDI-

ENTS OF FoitDS.) E. G Kinu, Ricii:iioii.i, Va,

Filed Apr. Jo. i',»08.

^^^m!(K^^
,

Ser No 34 2.^7 (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,

\NI. Ill AKMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) THE

I'vi-.MEiTo (HKMicAL Co. Inc ,
Aiken, S. C. Filed

Particular drsrriptutu of goods.—Pickles.

Ser No 34,.3St) «» aLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.

AND PH A RM ACEUTICAL P R K P .\ R A T I O N S .)

Stehung^^i f'l'LY Co.. Chicago lil Filei! Apr 25.

1908.

Apr. 21, l".«'s

nHtaoi

Particular description of goods.— \ Remeciy for DlsaMM

of the Blood. Particularly Scrofulous and Cancerous Tu-

mors. Blotches, Old Sores, Malarial Fever, and Dropsy.

n4 0. G.—132

Particular description of ooo'i.< Baking- Powder.
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8er No 34 393 (LASS 43 THREAD AND YARS^ Ser No 34,412 CLASS 42 KMTTKD. NETTED.

Kii^CHn' MILL N.w Be<lfonl, Ma«,. KUci Apr. .'7. AND TKXTILK FABRICS) John Lok«. New

J^ York N V K.U>1 Apr 27. IWN

Particular description tf g,iod.'<. Coinbei Yarn

8er No •U..^m-. .CLASS6 CHEMUALS, MKDIt L\ K.-^.

AND PHAKMACEniCAL I' R E P A K A F I < • N S

George w (;kekn Boston. Mass. filed Apr

farticular desiription 0/ goods - Piece (iooil-. (omix>sed

,,f \S(Kil \V(.rHi»-l. Hair, or Cotton Also Mi.xf.l or Union

Fai)ri(-. of which the Component Materials are Two or

More of ihr Following Subtitances: Wool. Wnr-^t.sl TIair.

Cotton, Silk Flax, and Hemp.

Ser No 34,415 f'L.\SS 4fi Fi )< )I)S A N D LN( IH KDI-

ENTS OF" F<«iDS S\k.\h Dow (Jilma.n, Boston,

Ma**. Filed \pr 27 \\H)S Ir^ed ten years.

Particuiar description o/(?oorf».—Sweeping-Powder. ^
Particular descnptton uf (?<><»/> Chocolate- ami All

Kind- of Candies.

Ser No 34.35)7 CLASS 4 ABRASIVE. DETERCiENP,
AND POLISHINC; .MATERIALS; FBEDEHir ( ondk

OswMiitd N N . Filed Apr 27, 190S.

<e

Ser No. .34,420. (CLASS 12. MASONRY MATERIALS.)
NoRTHWE^^TEKN .StaTE.S PoKTU^ND CKMKNT Co

,
M a.son

City. Iowa F'iU'd .\pr 27, 1908

f'nrliculnr ,1, .<rr, f,l,on 0/ Qfxxis —DeX^genl Cleaning

Compound-*. Soa[>s. and Metal- Polishes.

Ser. No 34,4(>;J CLASS 46 FOODS AND INtiREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Ch.\RLES .\ Hintek, Philadel-

phia. Pa Filed Apr 27, 1908.

TAFFLES

Farticidar description of goods.—i-'ookad Potato-Chips

The annular band, small disk In center, and the li

»>einK blue, and the words "North We>»tern F'ortland Ce-

ment " 4ind the dashes at the outer ends of the words

North " and " Western ' being red.

Particular description nf goods. Von\a.nd Cement.

.^ No 34 411 CLASS 23 CUTLKRY. MACHIN- Ser No 34.4,36 CL.XSSe CHEMICA U>^. M EDICIN LS

FRY \nD TOOLS AND PARTS THBREOF.; John AND PH ARM.XCEITICAL P R E P A R .M I O N S

B..KER, Hoopeston. 111. Filed Apr 27. 1908.
;

Royal Baki.no P..wder Company, New \ ork. N
.

Y

^•"•v
f %

ParHcvlar description of goof/.t .-Tomato Scal<lini? an 1

Washing Machines.

Filel \pr 2S. 1908

Pnrtirul'ir dfucnption 0/ ffoori* —Baking-Powder.

Junk 23, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2uI9

8erNo34 440 (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINTERS' Ser. No 34,4S7. (CLASS6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,

MATERIALS. NOT INCLCDINCJ OILS AND POL- AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.!

ISHES.) N. Z. CJRAVE8 Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Joseph W . Bow le.s . Normal, 111. Filed Apr. 30. IWU'n.

Filed Apr. 28, 1908. Usetl ten years.

The figure is red.

PnrUrulnr dntrription 0/ gnod^ Ready-Mixed Faint«.

Ser. No. .34.452 CLASS 1.5 OILS .\ND CREASES
NOT INrF:NI)KI) 1()R FOOD.) American Tar
COMP^NV Bostx)!!. .Miu*!5. tiled Apr. 2S, 1<»08.

TARITE
Particular dfscriptwn of goods —Bituminoui^ Liquid

PreparatK.n- in the .Nature of Oils for Oiling Roads.

I'articular detirnption 0/ goods.—A Remedy for Kidney

and Liver DiseasM^:'.

Ser. No. 34.515 (( LA.-kJtt. CUKMICAI-^, MEDTCINB8.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS JOHN

HAKvti Stoit, Milton, Pa. Filed May 1. H>08. l'w<l

ten years.

PartictUar dexmptwn of gooda.— .\ Remedy (or Head-

ache. Sallow Skin. Constipation, Pains in Back and Sides,

and Disea-ses of the Liver and Stomach.

Ser No .34.453 CL.VSS 15. OILS AND GREASES
NOT I.NrF:NDED FOR FOOD.) American Tar
Company, Boston, Ma.ss Filed Apr 2S, IWS.

ROTA11
I'articular dtscripUon 0/ poorfa. -Bituminous Liquid

Preparations in the Nature of Oil.s for Oiling Roads.

Ser No 34,4.-.4 (CLASS 1.'. OILS AND GREASES
NOT INTI:.NDF:d for Ft>OD i American Tar
Company, Boston, Ma.sg Filed .\pr. 28, 1908.

TARINE
Particular description of f^oorf^, -Bitiiminotis Liquid

Prr'parations in the Nature of Oils for ( >iling Roads.

Ser. No. 34,540. CLA.St^ 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Leo Benja.min, New York. N. Y,

Filed May 2 1<»0S.

CREHOUN.
Particular description of goodx.—Icing for Cake*.

Ser. No. 34.541. (CLASS 38. PUBLICATIONS ^ ThI!

CvsHMAS Company, Springf^cl.i, .Mass Filed .May 2,

1908

Popular
Fashions

Particular de-ornption of goodx. —Magazine.

Ser. No. .34,546. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING. > Isaac

F^HOfTY- & Co. Inc., Boston and Si>encer. Jifass. Filed

Mav 2, 1908. Used ten years.

Ser. No. 34.46<). (CLA8B 46. FOODS A.ND INGREDI-
ENTS {»F FOODS.) The CoFFEYviLLK Mercantile

Co.. Cofifeyville, Kans. Filed .\pr. 29. 1<KJ8.

Matchless

Particular description of goods.—Leather Boote and

Shoes.

Particular detoription ttS tooAt.—Canned Fruits. Canned

Vegetables, Roasted Coffees. Flavoring Extracts. Wheat-

Flour. Pancake-Flour Spicc^ Canned Syrup, Teas, ami

^'incKa^

Ser. No .34 ,564 CLA8S6 CH EMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACF:UTICAL PREPARATIONS ) Drm.

HoAG anpTirbin Remedy Company, Chicago, 111 Filed

May 4. lWt8.

ff
Particular description of goods.— .K Liquid Tonic Nerve

Remedy, Restorative, Liniment, Complexion-Ointment.

Dyspepsia -Tablet. Headache - Tablet , Kidney - Tablet , a

Remedy for Epilepsy, Siipi>osit<iries, and a Chemical

Preparation for .Smoking Meats and Fish.
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s.rNo.4.5H. r,.x..B ^^^^^^^^^^^:^t:^^^^:^^^ !;;:^^::f^s

'

' i!.:;:.':^

V\D PH^KMAC KITICAL PREPARAHONS > Col-

..MCAVV. Little Kock, Ark File-I May
I iN-i Mt:Di< INK (

5 UMi^'

rF.i.EPirevK, (MMPASY. Chic:i«o, 111. Filed

Mav 9, r.Mis

KLK.<TKIf

dei^rriplum of {jooda.—Medical Preparation^

forIlldl»«ion. Constipation, Liver Troubles. an<i Malaria.
XCELL

BT Ho 34 590. (CLASH 1. RAW OR PAR ILV-PHK-

1*A11ED MATERIALS.. John Eli.morhj, Altoona. \ a

File<l May 5 lv«0 Mr

NINE LIVES

Particular de.^iption of good.^ -I)r\ Balteru-s.

/Mrn.u/.ir <i«acrtp<ton 0/ jood.s -A Coanx^und to be

I ...ImF.r^Boxee for Increasing the Heat Of the BurmnK
^I VS.S 17 TOBACCO PRODICTS.)

P,,.i fnr Ro<iucinK the Consumption of thp Fuel, and for ^er No .54 tv>i. ,OL.V8rt _. ..
Fuel, for Rc<lucing

Eliminating the Smoke MENDtl. A loMl-.VNY. New York. N. V Fil.-d May 11.

3er NO 34 594. CLASS 17. TOBACCO FRODUCTB.;

JoNifl Drt G00D8 Co. , Kan^a.«. City, Mo. Fil«<i May 6.

Fartxcuiar d.srnptum ../ g.>od>' ^Jigars. CherooU, and

Little Cigars.

SerNo34 710 CLASS4 ABRASIV K DETER. .1^1.

AND p. .LlSMINd MATERIAE."^ i
I.knkkin'. Mt. R-

KVY A II.M....S-. Moores. Pa 1 .led May 1-' l'«>^

THE KINO
PnrHcui'ir trumption. oj ff<"J'

SerNo34tV)8. CL.\S.S6. CHEMICA LF M EDKTN ES.

\NDPHARMACELTICALPKEPARAHoN.- o F.

^CHMID CHE-Mi. -vL COMPANY. Jack.son, M.ch FUr 1
May

I

H l'^o>^

Formocystine

'!<

METAL POLISH

/'a,;u-mVi .U.^rr^pt^nu . j-.od. M-m a!- Polish.

Fanu^vdar desrr<pti'm of good.. - Medicines for the Ireat-

n.eut nf Cy.tit... DyHur.a. Pho«phaturla. »^'7'';';^'';;;: ^., ,^,,., c.assI R VW OK P V K ^.^ d'RE-

Gout. Bactenuria. Gravel, an.l All P arm.- of Bladder
^''^^^^^^.^^ m'aTERIAUS, Thk Ki.mokk- F, ,ui Com-

Tr .ublen. . j j,^^,, Ho.kfonl 111. File<l May F2 P»<'>^

Junk 2;, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2o2X

r.No.3.,800. ,CLA38I2. MASONRY MATERIALa, «"^No.348,8, ^'^^-'^.,';>^'^"-^^,!^^-^'^iSer
I

File<l May 18, 1908

EVERLASTIC

.A.MERIC \ N

and New York. N. Y File ! Mav 1^. l'M)H.

AMAZO
Particular dincnptuni nf goods.—Felt Rxx)flng and Also

particular d<«criijtion uf goods. Laundr\ Siarch.

Sheathing and BuildiiiK Pai'.r.

Ser No. 34,S20. (CLASS6. CHEMK A LS MEDICINE.-^.

SerNo34H0, .(1 V,..<,- M ASoN KY M ATFKlAl>S.) AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS)
Jser. ISO. M,«<M

„. vr^ru- V V \m> ku av Mmze- Prodtcth ( <»mpaxy. Portland. Me,
Barrjbtt M^^tF^n^KlN.. ( oMPANY New -iork, N. Y. .\.mkkua>m.m

k,1oHM«v1s IMOHaiul New York, N. ^. tiled Maj IH, ivkjs.

Filed Mas 1^ llMi.s.

WEATHER KING
Par/icuZ<ir dr.<'rr,ption of goodg.—Felt Roofing and Also

heaihitiK and Boilciinn Par>er.

unen-money
J'articuUir deacription of goods.—Laundry .^taxch.

Ser No rUfilO CL.VSS 39 (l-oTHIN*, U<-<c

Pkoity A C" IN.- ,

Boston and Si^-iirer M:us.-^ Hied

M:i> H, I'H).^ F-ed ten years.

Fariuruiar description of goiMs - Leather ii.^n.^ an 1

m \J

J'artiruldr dr.s< riptioii of goods.—Coal.
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69,549 ^1.aTTKI> -^H \I>K< AiKRFi'K BnKi K Nhw York,

N. \ .

Filed FftniHrv ( 1908. S«rial No. 32.560. PUBLISHED
APRIL 21. 19<>

69.d5u wlNIxiW-GLASS. Edward John D0BBIK8, London,

England.

T\M Jannary 17, \m^. S«T)al No. 32,2S<J I'l BLISHED

Al'KIl. -M, !l«)N

69,551 (KKT MS GLASSWARE. Fhki. h A Ok *ft7 Rerlln,

(ifnnanv
Filel P....i,i.r :v ]'J»: -.tm; No. 31,705. PUBLISHED

APHIl. Ji. i'.n)^

69.552. HRtioM.S AND BKl>HK> Thk ^«>hh LaT Com-

( \N-i . Ki'l^ffville, Ind.

K.if.l NUntii.i 11)08. ?^rial No :?:(,.3.^7. PU hl.l.-^iiLl) Al'HlL

69.553. U \TrilK> WVK IICASES, AM' UATCH-MOVE-
MhNT- I.AN'.KMHiKK Watch Cn I.aiiiiftiidorf, Switter-

irtll-l

Kil.'.i NvmUr J.T l'.«i: -»'rml No. 3U23. PUBLISHED
ArUIl. -M I'.'O^

69.554. ' FKTAIN WATKHPHooK MATKKI Al THE Par-

AFFr.sK I'AiNT (."o., 8*n Kranci.«<-o, Ual.

H!...l F.!.nmrv 12, 1908. Serial No. 32,732. PUBLISHED
A i'l; 11. Ji. i'-.*i>^

69.555. I KHTAIN coKlx Sav><"v < nRri\<.K Wi>kk.h. Bos-

ton. Mass.

Filed February 24, 1<*>8. Serial No. 32,971. PUHI 1-HKD

APUIL 21, liJO-

69.556. I'M'F.H SlluT-SliKLl.>. m'N Lt.N..KKKF, & Det-

M,.i 1), .Sew 'iork, N. Y.

Fll.'.l Marih H l!*ns ^en^l S" X^.X<:. PUBLi.-^H EL* APlilL

21. IWJ^

69.557. ('^1.1.K^ rRiT>nMn.i>A Wkuiku k. Pittsburg,

Pa.

Filed Man h -l li*)^ .>.iial No. 33,165. PUBLISHED APRIL

21,1908.

69.658. rANNFP ri=;H ROK Pavi" a .Tohnson, Dido, Va.

Filed NovenitK-r ,>. I'.KU, .miih; .\\> 23. 1"-.^ PUBLISHED
Al'HII 21. I'.JOS,

69,559 S«»A1P Thk Fkh KA Mavifa. TiRiNT, rnnroRATiON,

.-^prinirfiflil, .M«.^«

Fil.-a M.irrh .V iiXiH S.ri,.l So.33,171. IM B 1. 1.- H KD APRIL
21. 1'*"'^

69.56'i, MKI>B1NA1 I'liWiiKK F \Rn wkkke voRM. MEI8-

TER Luciv.'* A BrInisg. H ocli.st -oii-t (ip-Mhhi, Germany.

File.l ppbr'nirv 4. U^<^'^ .<eriiil N" i2,.>J. PUBLISHED
Al'lUl. 21. li«>S

69.561, ^'i\i' \NM tkr K Frkkman. "*( awMiia N. Y.

Filed Man h 4. lyOh. -Serial No. 33,167. PUBLl.-^H ED APRIL

21, \9i)s

69.562, (II>FR VINEGAR, PICKLES, ANDCAT8UP. LEO

( ii>KR AMI \iNF.(.AR Co.. Falls City, Nebr.

Kile.i D.x-ember IV 1W7 Serial N,. M .s2<' F'-BLISHED

APRIL 21. V.»y^

69 563. HF.MF1>Y KiR ( FRTAIN DKF.ASES. ANNA NlTZ'

Nfw York N V
Lil.-! Fobniary 2<', Hif^. s,.rial No. 33.0SS. I'LBLISIIED

APRIL 21. li*i>,^.

69,564. INFANTS' AN1> CHILPRFN S IF \THFR SROF-

( I I'KFU iV I'o . Baltimiire, Mil.

Fil..,! May 2'2, 1W7 .seri,,! No. 27,-579. PUBLISHED SEPTEM-

BFR 24 1<K17.

69.566. PRETZELS. Pfevninoer Pretzel A Baking Com-

pany, St. Louis. Mo.

Filed Octnt,er2. 1907 Sena! No ;iO..V.n I' L B I.ISH E D A FRI L

21, 190K.

69,566. HFMFPV FOR ( FRTAIN DISFASES Neil C.

P'U.MiN. Kinpsliin. <JiitarM ( aniila and llhr-i'Mr-'j. (our,

Filed March ti, ItfOS. -Senai .No. ,i;i.2tii ITBLISHFD APRIL

21,1906.

69,567 INHALANTS PUT T'P IN CAPSfLES Sharp &

I»<iHMK. Baltimore. Md
FiUHi Octo!>.T .-tl. I'Kr NTial No. 30..H6'i I'L-RLISHFO

APRIL 21, 190N

69.668. LEATHFR SHOPS LF ALliKR >. iLFS, AND FLIT

INSOLES. Thomas G Plant Cu .
Boston. Mas-

Filed Septemljer 23, 1907. Serial No, 30,170. PI BLl.SHFD

OCTOBER 29 1907

69.569. APERIENT ANI» LAX \TIVF MFDICINE-': Ernst

BiS( Horr, New York, N 1

Filed February 2t), 19«in .-enal No 32.88S. PUBLI.->HFI.

APRIL 21. 1908.

69.570. CANNED FRUITS AND VFGFTABLKS, (.riffith-

DvRNEV CiiMiANV, .San Frainisco. ( ai

Filed Mareh 12. ntOH. !*eria! No :« .•?2'i PU BLISHED APRIL

2L 190^

69.571. CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES Gkiffith-

DVRNEY Company, .''an Francisco. Cal

Filed March 12. 190S, Serial No. .13.328. IT B LISHF D .\ PRl L

21, 1908.

69.572. POLISHING-OII. Ii.si.y^ \ Hllh to. New York

N Y
Filed March 16. 1908. Serial No. 33,39ti. PfBLlsiIFD APRIL

21, 190S

69.573. .--OAPSoF ALL KIND.- A.ND DKTLRGFNT W.K.-^Il-

' ING-POWDER. Jami;.- I'VLt .V Sons, L<!p water, N. J

Filed January r, lyOS ?ena! No. 32.442 PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 19C»N

69,574 RLBBFR BooTS AND <HOFs Lamhfrtvii.lf

RvBBLR ( u,. LaralKjitville. .N .i

Filed February 3, l'.^0^. Serial No :i2..-.4! PIBLl-HED

APRIL 21, 19t>

69,675. SALVE OR OINTMFNT Thf Meai.ousk (o \ i-

daha, Ga.

Filed March If., 190S. Serift! No. 3;(.41,r ITBLISHKD APRIL

21, 19<ft>.

69.576, UNCUT LEATHERS FoR M A NT F A( TURING

PURPOSES Pn.'^TFR A \'".n LkaTHKR idmi-w^. Mil-

waukee. Wis

Filed Deceml^r »i, 19(17 .-erial No 31,972 prBl.ISHKD

APRIL 21 m^
69.577, TN( IT LEATHERS FOR M \ NT F A( Ti

'
RING

PURPOSFS. PrisTER A \<",ti ! F -^THKK ("ovrANY. Mil-

waukee. Wis

Filed -lauuary 22. 1908 .^enai No. 32.3S0 PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. 190^

69 578. REMEDY FOR THF AILKMATDN mF DIS-

EASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN Wk.'^ley ( .
RAM.«E^

Ho[>edale. ( »hio

Filed Noveml»er 4, 1907 >enul No. 30,994. PTBI.ISHED

I

APRIL 21. 1908-

'

69,579 REMEDYFOR DISEASESOFTHE LYE Wright's

IsDiW VEGETABLE PiLL COMPANY, New York. N Y

i
Filed So|,tem»*r 14. 1907 s,.na! N'o '20...:2 PUBl.LsHFD

APRIL 21. 1908.
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89 MO POLISHTNO-WHEELS AND SECTIONS THF^RK-

OF Zv.KER «V LEVETT A LoEB CoMPANr
,

Xew York. N \

FUM March 10,1m Serial No 33. 2KJ PlBLlSHKD APRIL

AQ SRI M\LT. Charles ZoLLXB Co.. Npw V irk. N Y

f'i^ J ";^ m.. ..rial No. .0.958. PUBL SHED APRIL

21 1906

fiQ 'iga' CVNNK.D .VNP P R KSF.RVKD FRUlts AND VEGK-

t\bI F^" (HILTON ( ASNING COMPANY ,
Chaton. Wis.

Fil:' FebP.ary 28. 1908. Serial No 33,061. PUBLISHED

APRIL :\ '."•^
,. ^

69.583. ^ '"HKI> MF VT< Tmk Flf.. trl Meat (
vring (

on-

piw Cleveland. Ohio.

FU^l March 2. 19.> -^.nal No. 33,111. PUBUSHKD APRIL

21. 1^08.

69.584, PILLS AND MKDiriN.VL PL.XSTRRS. Harrison

\i c,yn\v-i N'ow York, N \

Fi^ed Febn.ary 21. .^. ^enal No. 32.931. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 190^.

69.585, LEATHER BOUTS AND .-^HOK."^. Havnes Henson

-;noE Company, ICnoxville. Tenn.

Fa". January .2. .908. Serial No. 32,3.>2. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. 1908.

69.586. LEATHER BOOTS AND SHOES. Haynes Henson

"SHc'iE CoMPvVY. Knoxville, Tenn.

Fuel lanlry 2->. xm. Serial No. .2.^. PUBLISHED

69''?87'' 'sT.^^CHFS FOR LAUNDERING PT'RPOSES. Is-

nFPENPENT STAR. H COMPANY. New York, M. Y

f'^T Febn>irv >. 1908 .-^er.ai No. 33.a57 PUBLISHED

69''588''e'rNNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ..ND

DRIED FRUITS The J H. FlickingBB Co. San Jose,

'-'''

1907. Serial No. 31,K3#. PUBLISHED
FileJ December 19

\ P H 1 1
"^ 1 1 '^*^

69,589' 'certain VEGETABLE FATS. Kma.vuel Khuner
'

V >oHV \ipntia -Vustria-Hungary.

yued Noven>.«.r 27, 1907. Senal No. 31,40«. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21 1908

69.590. CERTAIN VEGETABLE FATS. Smanvel Khuner
'

4 SOHN, Vienna. Aiistria-Himgan-.
." K -r- ,0.1- ^^rial No 31 «». PUBLISHED

Filed November 27, 190, >enai ->io. 01.iw

APRIL 21. 1908

fiQ SQl TONIl- F. AUGUST LUYTIES. St. Louis. Mo.

FUei March 7. .9.* <.nal No ^3,243. PUBLISH ED APRIL

1\ 1908

69 592. REMEDIES FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. The N..-

TiowL HERB COMPANY, Washington. DC
F,"d Februarv 24. 1908 Senal No 32.9«0. PT-RLISHED

\PRIL21,1908

69.593. BLUE FoR LAUNDRY PURPOSES. Reckitt i

'

-ioNS Limited, Hull, England.

Filed March 14. .908, Senal No :«..W.. PUBLISHED APRIL

21. 1908
! ^ _,

69.594. COMPLEXION-LOTION Lizzie C. Ricklks, Bir-

K^:rC;n^ 2,. 1907. serial No. 31.«.. PUBLISHED

APKIL 21, .908.

RQ SOJ; TE\^ John C SIEGFRIED & CO .Chicago, 111.

Fned Dec^m.^r 4. 1907. -Serial No, 31.372. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21,1908

69.596. M.UKKREI. AND HERRING.S. Strohmeyer A

XRPic COMPANY". N>"w York, N Y

fIi Febniary 15. 19.)8. Serial No. 32.|8». PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. 19«)8
j , ,. ,

AQ sc>7 H\IK-WA.<H FEUX TEMPEST CO. Los Angeles, (al.

F?iel' February 25. 1908. Senal No. 32.>9t>. PUBLISHED

"il'RIL 21, 19(> I

fio 598 CKRTAINC HEMICAL.MEDICIMAL.ANDTOILET
PREP\RA.TIoN.< LEE O Waller. Philadelphia, Pa.

F.ied January 24. 1908. ,<ena! No .32,422. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908 ^,..0^
fiq 599 BOTTLED. CANNED, PRESKRVKD, E\ APO-

R.^TED. AND PICKLED FRUITS A.SD VEGETABLES.

Wai-ne Covsty Preserving Comp.^.ny, Newark. N. ^ .

File.! Deoeml*r .30, 1907. Sena! No. 31.*^. PUBLISHED

VPRIL 21 l^»i8.

69.600, SKIN AND SCALP LOTIONS. .Vttik E. Wiluams,

FUe<l January 13. 1908. Serial No. 32,185. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21 1908.

69.601. MFDK INE FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. APPIN-

MxiNE Company. New York, N. Y. „„„
Filed May 22. 190H Serai No. 1»,772. PUBfclSHED APRIL

21. 1908

fiQ fifiCl C1G\R.-^ frki'Kri. K liKBBrB, Jersey City, N. J.

FUed April 5, 1906. serial No. 18,527. PUBLISHED APRIL

21, 1908,

69.603. tOFFEEANDTEA. The German American CorriK

Co.. New York. N. Y.

Filed June 3. 1907 Serial No. 27,861. PUBLISHED DECEM-

BER 10, .W7

69.604. ( oFFFE. The German-American Corns* Co., New

Faell'^S^ptember 10. 1907. Serial No. 29,868. PUBLISHED

NOVEMBER 19, 1907.

69.605. DOCUMKST-FILES. Th« GLOBK-WERNirKE com-

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed March 22. 1907 S.r.al No 2f.,151 PUBLISHED APRIL

21 I90t^-

69 606 (FRTAIN HAKDWAKF. .<T F A.M-FITTI N-i AND
'

Pl.CMBING SUPPLIES. THE Grablf.R M \st ka. ti king

Company Clcvpland, Ohio.

Filed Febniary 24. 1908. S«rial No. 32.960. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. 1908.

69.607. CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES Grikhth-

DuRNEY Company. 8*n Francisco, Cal.

Filed March 12. 19(»< Serial No 3;C.329. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908

69.608, • ERTAIN IIFATIN*. APPARATUS, .losEin F,

Grosswiller. Tole<lo. Ohio

File<l November 2 1907 Senal No. 30,956. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69 609 PLEASURE-RAILWAYS AND ROLLINO-STOCK

FOR THE S\ME .-Stephen E Jackman. New York, N Y.

F.led()ctol>er7.19<r Serial No .30.4.V). PUBLISHED APRIL

21. 1908.

69 610 PLEAS. RF-KAII.WAYS ANL Rol.I.ING-STOCK
'

FOR THE SAME Stephen E Ja<kmas. New >..rk, N \

F.le,iOctol>er7.1907. Serial No. 30. 4.M, PUH I.KH F D A PR I L

21, 1908,

69 611 PLEASURE-RAILWAYS AND ROLLING-STOCK
'

FOR THE SAME Stephen E J <> km.^n. New York. N. Y.

Filed Octol«r 7, 1907. Senal No. 30.4.S2. PUBLISH ED APRIL

21.1908.

69,612. FOUNTAIN-PENS AND PENCILS. L. E. Watm-

w \N Company-. New York, N. Y.

Filed' Orto.^r 15. 1907 Serial No. 30.613. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 19<X

89 613 CERTAIN ToILET PREPARATIONS EDDT

P.vlmer. New York. N. Y., assignor to Solon Palmer, a Cor-

nnration of New Y(>rk

Filed .Vpnl 6. 1906. Serial No. 18.564. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908.

69,614, REMEDY FOR RHF. M\TISM Aihkrt Pkter,

FitdJune'22'*'i907. Serial No. 28.323. PU BLISH K 1 > V PKIL

21, 1908.

RQR15 CERTAIN DRYIV; MMlIINERY. Thf, Phila-

delphia DRYIN.-, Ma. iiiNKKV . nMPANY, Philadelph.H. Pa

FUrS-ovember 21. 1907 s.nal No, 31.282. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908

69,616. AI.E. BEFR. AND P'GiTER. CONSUMERS Beewiwo

CoMFvNV, Philadelphia. Pa. „„,,
Filed MaiTh 10, 1908 .-erial No. 33,292. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908.
'

69 617 CERTAIN M.MHINFs F,, tfr A BRAUTErHM.s. he
'

Ma3( HINE.V-FaBRIK ArTIEN-Ufc.-^Kl.l-.s. HAFT. V..RM L. A.

Enzisoer, Beriin. Germany.

File<l May 4. 1907 S^hhI No. 27,116. I'l BLISHED JANU-

; ARY 7, 1908.

69.618. CHOCOLATE AND COCOA. Staino«l & Zillkk,

Unterturkheim, Germany.
Touirr.

Filed November 28, 1906. Serial No. 15,041. PI BLISHED

AVRTI 21 1908.

69.619. CHOCOLATE AND COCOA. Staknoel & Zillir,

Unterturkheim, Germany. . ^o„e.t^
FUed November 28. 1905. Serial No. 16,042. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

fifl 620 BEER. STORZ BREWING Co.. Omaha. Nebr.

Filed"Marchll,1908. Serial No. 33,302. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908

69.621 KFMFDY FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. SaMUEL

Woci >T"N. .Vfoiiniouth, lU.

K,l..,l K-bruary 6, 1908. Serial No. 32,614. PUBLISHED

MARlll 17. 1908.

69.622. STOVES AND RANGES. A.J. LindemANN 4 Hover-

son Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed December 11. 1907. Serial No. 31,663. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69.623. WHFAT-FLOUR. Barber Milung Company, Min-

neaDolis, Minn. „„,,
Filed March 15, 1907. Serial No. 2.-. >4 PUBLISHED APRIL

21. 1908,

69.624. CuRN-OIL. Corn Products Refining Compamt,

Jersey City, N. J., and New York, N. Y.

Filed Marrh 19, 1908. Serial No. 33.468. PUBLISHED APRIL-

21. 1906.

69.625. LEAD-PENCILS. Eagle Pencil Company. New

File<rFebruary 27, 1908. Serial No. 33.032. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. .908. ^
6 9,6 26. CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. The

Franklinvii le ( anning Co., FrankJinviUe, N. Y.

Filed July 25, 1907. Serial No. 29.037. PUBLISHED AUGUST

27. 1907.

69 627 KUMMEL. J. A. Oilka. Beriin. Germany,

Filed June •>. 1907. .Serial No •28..39.>. PUBLISHED APRIL

2.. 190^ ^ ^ -a

69,628, WRITING-PAPER AN1> ENVELOPS. George B.

Hlri> ACo., New York, N.Y.

Filed March 7, 1908. Serial No. 33.235. PUBLISHED APRIL

21, .908.

69.629. \M1FAT- FI.OUR Wm KeiLY MILUNO COMPANY,

Hut<hiiii»oii. Kaii.« „,,,,

Filed Man h J. Um7 .Serial No ^-..705. PUBLISHED APRIL

21. 1908,

69.630. HFKR KOBANYAi I'oLiiARi SerfOzO Rtan-tNY-TAR-

sis<(,, Budapest. Austria-Hungary.

Filed OctolH-r :iO. Kiri7 .'^enal No. 30,883. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908,

69.631. BEER K5banyai PolgAri SerfOzO RtszvfeNY-TAR-

s.^sir,. Budapest, Austria-Hungary,

FUed Octol*-r 3., 1907, Serial No. 30.887. PUBLISHED

APRIL 2.. 1908

69.632. CERTAIN NAMED MEDICINES. Jacob Leon La»-

( OFF. New York. N. Y.

Filed D.H-emtK.r 18, .907 .'^rial No. 31,813. PUBLISHED

Al'RIL 2., 1908.

69.6 33. DAILY NEWSPAPER Tin Lewis Pvbushino

COMPANY, .St. Ivoule, Mo.

Filed Febniary 29, 1908. Serial No. 33,073. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69.634. PRESS-BOARD. E. W. Mlephey &. Company. Hud-

son, N. Y.

Filed Apnl 18, 1906. -erisl No 18.900 PUBLISHED JUNE

19, 1906.

69.635. <EREAL BREAKFAST FOOD. PACinc Milling

CoMPWY. San Francisco, Cal.

File<l February 1., 1908 Serial No. 32,711. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. MX)8

69.636. MILK AND (REAM. HENRY B. Ri- hards, Easton,

Pa., and Philhpsburg, N. J.

Filed January 28, 1908. Serial No. 32,479. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69 637. CITRUS FRCiTS. Edmund Stevens, Vega AlU,

Porto Rico. „
Fiie,l January U. 1'J<lv .-^enul No. 32,219. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

f69.638.
TABLE-WATER^ w. T. Wagner's S0N8, Cincln-

FL*M^hll,1908. .'^rial No. 33,317. PUBLISHED APRIL

69 639 EMULSION OF OIL FOR USE ON ROADWAYS

AND AS A DUST PREVENTIVE. Westrvmite Com-

pany or America, Chicago, 111. ^^t,^
Filed May 24. 1906. Serial No. 19,838. PUBLISHED OCTO-

RFK 16 1006

69,640.' ALE. BEER, PORTER. STOUT. AND KXTRACT

OF MALT AND HOPS. Yonkers Brewery,^ onker8,VY

FUed July 24, 1907. Serial No. 29.007. PUBLISHED APRIL

2\,\V».

RQ R41 BEER. Yonkers Brewery. Yonkers, N. 1

F!S'july24,1907. serial No. 29,010. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908

6 9.642. WOOLEN AND WORSTED WOVEN PIECE

GOODS. JOHN S. AINLEY, Huddersfleld. England

Filed October 28, 1907 Serial No. 30,820. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21. 1908. ,., ^TT.r>

69.643. ELECTRIC INSULATORS EMPLOYED IN ELEC-

TRIC-RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION ALBERT A J. M.

ANDERSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, B««^°-
^.^f ,^„ ,, -,

Filed Febniary .9. 1906. Serial No. 17,167. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69.644. INTERIOR PLAVFR PIANOS. Geo. P. Bent. (
hi-

FS2jan"uary4,1908. Serial No. 32,061. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908.

69.645. WOOLEN PIECE GOODS. Hkkukrt Dkkinson,

'

Hud.iersfield, England.
.,,-„, T^„,rr.

Filed January 18, 1908. Serial No. 32.290 PIBLL^HED

69^646' ^f/bER CONDUITS IN WHICH ELECTRIC WIRES

ARE LAID. THE FiBRF. CoNmiT Company. Orangeburg,

Fited^ February 2... 1908. Serial No. .^3,017. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21 19()*^.

fio 647 RUBBER COMBS. Hannoversche GUMMI - Kamm-

COMPAGNIE ACTIEN-GESELLSCHAFT. Hanover-Ltmmer. Ger-

FiTJune 7. 1907. Serial No. 27,954. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1908

69 648' CAMBRIC FRILLINGS MADE OF COTTON, .r A
'

J. Cash Limited. Coventry, England, and New ^ ork. V
J

.

Filed April 7. 1906. Serial No. 18.602. PUBLISHED APRIL

21 1Q08

69 649' MOTORING-HOODS. Maggie Mun-son, Chicago. HP

Fifed Deceml^r 0, 1906. Senal No. 23.82,5. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, .908.

69.650. CERTAIN JEWELRY. Schanbacher A Brod, New-

ark N 1

Filed' Felmiary 2... 1908 .'^enal No. 33.0.3, PUBLISHED

69^65\'' ^COTTON THREAD AND YARN. The Spool Cot-

'

TON Company. Newark. N. J., and New York. N^ ^ .

Filed Febniary 'i^. .908, Senal No. ,33,(K>9. PI BLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908. ,. „

69 662 COTTON THREAD AND YARN. The Spool toT-

'

TON C0MP..NY, Newark. N. J., and New York. V V
Filed Febniary 2t,, 1908. Serial No. 33,010. PI BLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69.653. BUNTING. United States Bunting Co., LoweU,

Filed January 2.s U«6. Serial No. 16.537. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1906. .„„.,x-

69.654, MEN-S AND BoYS' STIFF. SOFT. AND STRAW

H \Ts Wallekstein Brothers. Paducah. Ky.

Filed November '27, 1907. Serial No. 31,403. PUBLISHED

MARCH 31, 1908.

69.655. CERTAIN CLOTHING. Alsberg.Mobitz and Lave,

Filler Febi^aVy 4. 1908. Serial No. 32,559. PUBLISHED

APRIL 21, 1908.

69.656, WORSTED DRESS GOODS. Fern Rock Woolen

Mills. Philadelphia. Pa.
^ .T,T^T^

Filed Febniary 13. 19(«. Serial No. 32 744. PI BLIhHED

APRIL 21, 1906.
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LABELS
REGISTERED JUNE 23, 1?^08.

14.253. -7-a/«. •JAMF.?* LINDSAY" . For ( ifars > l.ouis* E

Sr.lMA.N- & ( (I
,
.Sew York, S Y Fileil Maj- 15. lii(>5

14.254. -ru/<r; HATTIP: HALL '
i For CiHars i WiLKOW-

SKI Bros., WaWrtown, Wis File«i May 12. 19(».

14,255,- rt//< YK FIFTH AVENUE MILK rHOCOLATE.
For Milk-<'h<x^olat»' (;RiFn.N<i ('hocol.\t| (()MP.4..ny, New

York. N Y F:

14.256.- n//<f; -'DI

Ballwig a Greenwald, New York, N. V,. Fiie<i May 1>.

14.257, -TiUf Hi>rsEH'.)LD " (ForTomalio Pulp') Isidob

I.EVIN, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 2\. 1*H

•Colat*" (;RIFn.N<i (HOCOLATt COMPA.NY, New

Filed May 23. 1908.

DIANA CHorOL-VTES" ' F'^r Chocniate? i

iio

14,258. -n//clMFEl{I A 1. 1 WIAK" (For ( .ivi«r i N.

PvsHKAREFF Kan!>as City M • K;lf<l M«v I"* 1^>n

14,259.-- TitU W A< ; NE HUCF. 1. K H K AT K 1 > ' - K E E S MOUN-
" TAIN -SALVE." For a .Salve K'i:*k W Wer Lo<u<(t

Comer, Ohio Filed January 23. 1*IS.

14.260, -TitU E(;AS For a Hair- i. rower Ma\ L.

HlR.-i< llBKKo, Zaiiesville, i)hi'> Eilwl March 7. {"Ms.

14.261, TtlU. KE-PHii THE MiiDKHS .VMERICAN ART
FINISH. (.For an Art Finish >

i hk a<." Wuod Fi.msh-

INO Co., Chicago, 111. Filed March 21. ISftJ.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 23, 1908.

2.299.-TiUf -THE MOON AND I" ' For Bwrr •
TheHaye!;

LiTHiHiRAPHi.V!.. I "
, BuflaJo, .S. Y. Filetl May lo. 190K _

2.300, - rt//?fN(LE-SAM "
' For a Beverage.; Artesia.n

MF', Jt BoTTUN'. 111. VVat-o, Te.x. Filed May 20. lyO-.

2.301. Title: MEKKY WIDOW ' For Breads The O' h-

Lxi.v A- PviEL BrevD Co, Detroit Mich. Filed May -'.'

1W6.

2,302,- T-Wc •• FRENCH r6TISSERIE " (For a Meat-Broil-

ing Apparatus ) (iEi^RGE GiovjiSNA. New York, N. Y. Filed

May 20. I'S^i.

2Z03.-TitU: -AMERirA'S STANDARD AMMUNITION
U. .M. C. CLUB SHELLS." ^For i lul-8hells i The Union

METALl.i' c^RTRtDUK Co., BridtreiM'rl i ^>nn Fil.>'! May U,

2027

DECISIONS
OK THE

COnvEIt^ISSIOlTER. OIF IFJ^TEITTS
AKD or

LNITEU STATES CUl KTS IN FATE.NT CASES.

OOMMTSSIONEE'S DECISIONS.

M C K K K .s r. .1 E K 1> " ^ K . I

PATENT ISTF.RKKRESCE.
j

Dfcuifd Sfny S, 1908.
j

LnTERKEKEN.E- AlJEAl. Ell.EP AFTER EXCIRATION ny LIMIT OF
j

ApPEAi When Entertainep

An appeal filed after the expiration of the limit of apical will
'

be entertained only m very uinn^ual Miid evt raordiiiarv cirrum-

stances

(JS MOTION.
TAR STRl( TCRF

MfifsrM DuAl. War field d- />i/W/ tnr M.Ke<-n.

MtifsrH Mason. fVtiirki tt" Imh rnut f.>r Jerdoue.

MooKE, CorumiMi^'rur:

This IS a molinn l.y .It-nldiit' llui lll^ appeal Inun the

decision of the Kxaminer oi Iniertoronces may We en-

terUined and considered as thmisjh tiled wilhin the

limit of appeal fixed by the Examiner of Interferences.

The decision of the Examiner of Interierencee award-

ed priority of invention in favor oi McKeen upon a

portion uf'the cunnlp of the ispue and in favor of Jer-

done upon the remainmij «..uni.« and fixed Ai)ril 3,

1908, as the limit of appeal MrReen filed an appeal

on April :V I'KW. from the portion of the den.sion ad-

verse' to him. .Jerdones a])peal was filed on April 4.

190S. one day after the expiration of the limit of ajipeal.

Accompanying the motion is the affidavit of Jerdone,

m which he sUite.« ihat immediately up-n h.Moming

acc^viainted with the decision of the Examiner oi l;i!-r

fereiices he determined to appeal and »> advir«-d iii.~

attorneys, hut that he was out of employment, liad

exhausted his resounes, and was unable to borrow the

necessary fee for this appeal until after the expiraiion

of the limit of appeal.

It seemt^ rather remarkable tliat Jerdone should have

been unable to pro<iire the necessary fee for ilie ai'i)eal

during the twenty-day limit of appeal and should have

succeeded in doing 80 immediately upon learning of

the appeal tiled by his adversary.

The practice is well e8tiif)li8hed that an appeal hied

after the expiration of the limit of appeal will be en-

tertained onlv in very unusual and extraordinary cir-

rumstances.
'

( Bnggs v. ConUy. 104 O. G.. 11 1'U Black-

nuin V. AlemTuieT. 106 O. G.. l^OoU; KUlzh-r ond(,.>ri<el

V. Dodson. 109 U. Ci., i:W6; (mutrr v .\fathieu. 112

O G ''^'^ (irrdxm v. Khrhardt Ibl <> <- ,
595, Bns-

IVol. 134.

iendtn ^. Rmmh. 118 O. G., 2253: Tou iwo nd \. Ehret,

125 O. G., 2051; Wcnzelmann and Ourholt. 123 O. G..

995.) In the last case cited the ("ouimissioner refuseii

to admit an appeal although filed only two days utter

the expiration of the limit of appeal The party then

attempte.i to appeal the matter to the .-Secretary of the

Interior, who held that the question presented was on.-

for the discretion of the ^^.mmls.<loner of Patents, and

inasmuch as no abuse of discretion %vas sliown he would

decline to entertain tJie appeal.

In the case of Bla,i-n,an v Alrrandfr. s„pm the

Conimiseioner said

It n.av he said her* that the limit oi api>^"l fi''^']
i'.^J'JL! 'u.T

will lot ordinarily 1* extended to include an appeal filed too late

i t ., ,.v.lv .inder ver^• unusual and ex.-ejHional .ircuiu.tanoe* that

. loh iHHXtpnsion will \^ irranted .Bnggf v ronley. 1<^/^

1 y The r.Kht of appeaf doe. not stand upon the ^me footmg
iVth.' rieiit to a hearing and detisior. in the fir«t inrtam-e. .KtUr j.

pinv ha^s obtained a fSl and c^reM decision hv one t n ,una upor

he merits of his case he must ordinarily .-ompU ^'nctb ^.
h -

rules in order to have that det-ision reviewed hy an 8pi)ellate tri

^UlUil.

It IS not thought that su.h iinus'ial and extraordi-

narv circumstances" are j.resented in this case as to

warrant a de})arture from the general rule stated above.

I It was urged by counsel for McKeen that under the

rulings of the Court of Appealsof the District of Colum-

bia in AlUn V. I'nitfd SUit-e^ ex rel. L'>>: m. 116 O. G.,

2253 '^ and in I'nitfd StaUs. ex rj \r>inni,h \folnr Cmv-

pany, v. .Voorr, . 133 O G.. l»i.H(). the .^„nmlssloIle^ 1^

without authority to grant Jerdone? m-n-.n It le not

thought that these de.-isions suiiport this cmtention or

are applicable to a case of this kin<i However, in view

of the holding supm that .lerdone has not shown such

circumstances as would warrant ..ntertaining the ap-

peal-it is unnecessary to furtlier consider this con-

tention.

The motion is denied.

Ex PART!' \\')nTE.

.MMMH AT1'>N KoR a IATENT.

Dfcul'd June i. 1008.

P»ACTICE— DE.sCRirTloV

Where the meaning of .h phrase use t t.v mi apph.Hnt i^ clear,

no reason exists for deUving the pro,se..ution of the .-H.se by

insisting upon merely formal changes in the language u^d

On PETITION.
BOOK-SMASHING MACIIISE.

.\/,,,.«r.s Philipp. Sninj,-'-. Rlr> d Kamedy f"r the

appli<"ani.

Bo. 8.1
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»

Billings, Assistant Commissioner:

Thia is a petition from the action of thf Examiner

objecting to the expression '"toggle nia<l.' mvi broken.
"

occurring on page 11 of the specificatioo. The Ex-

aminer in his statement contends that thif expression

is inaccurate and doee not pr-'perly describe th<> opera-

tion ordinarily known as '-straighteninK a toggle."

It is the well-settled p<:ilicy of the Uthce to permit

an applicant to select his own terms of reference, bo

long as their use does not lead to anilriguity. (Ex

parte Hollis, 86 O. G.. 489: ex parU Wdrk. 115 O. G.,

1850.)

In the present case the full r.xt refeirM to is as

follows:

Thfl operating me&n.i for the togjr'e may also b« variel within

wide liiiiits. but in the N-.st ,M-.nstniction» the toggle will be made

and broken bv a slotted ann siuh as illustrated at M, thi.s arm

being preferably formed in one piece with the short arm of the

toirele The slot m thi^ arm M is engag^l by a n41er S.5 mounted

on the /ear -'4 ""leforp referre<l to It is apparent tfcat by this con-

st nicttun the toggle Will be made and broken for B«uh revolution

of this gear .'4

It Lfl obvious that no misconstruction could occur

from a readinc; "f the tenns -'made and broken" in con-

nection with :h" ( ..ntext. On the contrary, the mean-

ing of the phrase as used by the applii^nt is quite clear.

Where the meaning of an expression L^ clear, no reason

exists for delaying the pn)Secution of a casi- by insisting

upon merely fi .mial 'hanges in the language used
.
The

specihcation of a patent is directed to pfrwins skilh^l

in the art. an<l it is sufficient if the terms use<^l in the

specihcation are -iirh as may be readily understfxxi by

thupe to whom it is addressed.

The Examiner calls attention to an objectionable

phrase v" beyond the back") occurring in claims 39.

40, and 42. It is understo<Kl, however, that this ob-

jection will be correcteil in the same n>anner as has

already been done in several prece<iing ckima

The petition is granted.

DECISIONS or THE U. S. GOUETS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Hopkins r. Nf.wm.w. !

Decided February IS. 1908.
j

iNTERFERENf E-PRIORITT— RIOHT TO MAKE Cl.AIliS
|

The oriKiiiHlspe«'itieation of S s application relating to com- .

bine<i type-w-nting and adding machines did not <lesorU* the
{

adding-machines, hut stated that the invent ion was illustrated
i

'•in connection with an addihg-machine of the class Icnown as

•registering accountants.' ' and only the case and a few minor

elements thereof were shown 11; the drawingp Held, that in
,

view of the evidence showing that such tenn neferre.! to a well-

known construction, and that such con.st ruction was the only

one on the raarlcet which had the distinctive appearance illus-

trate<l in the drawing. N had the right to tnake claims to a

combination including specific elements of such adding-machine.

Mr T. A. Banning and \{ deorgf R HnmJin for
i

the appellant.

Mr Edunrd Rector, Mr. S. E. i/i6fcm,and Mr. F. P

Davis for the appellee.

Shf,p.\rd. (\ J.

This is an interference proceeding tha issue of which

is eniitained m thirteen counts, a.-* folln^rs:

1 In an addmg-machine, a platen type-carn«rs. type mounted

In frames on the earners, devices for operating the carriers adja-

cent to the platen, hammers for driving the tvpe against the

platen to pnnt numhers. and mechanism oper»ble to accumulate

[Vol 134.

the numbers so printed, in combination with mechanism oper-

at>le to print any desired words on the platen in alinement with

the printed nunitiers „ k „i-^
• In an adding and writing machine, a platen, mechanism

operat.le to print anv desired words thereon, type-carriers mov-

able adja.vnt to the plat.Ti. movable type .arne<l^y .said carriers,

hanTniers f,,r Invjng the tvpe agaln.st the platen to print in aline-

ment with the words, and devices operable to rotate the platen

when the tvpe-.arrien« operate.
, . , ^ „.,<,(„»

J In an adding and writing machine, a platen t>pe-»riting

mwham.sm operalde to pnnt any desired word^ ther-'on. devices

carrving movable tvpe for pnnting n^m^*rs means (or moving

SHid' devices a.liac-ent to the said platen, hammers mounted in

position to drivf the tvpe against the platen and me^ns for

stnking the hammers ag.iiiist the type when the type has t«en

positioned for pnnting
, . „ 1 , )„,.,^.

4 In an adding and wntiiig machine, a platen, movable devices

carn-ing type, and hammers for driving the type to record on

the iiid platen, in combination with tvpe-imrs and Icpys for oper-

ating them to pnnt on the platen aforesaid

^, The comiunation of the platen tM)e-wrUiiig ine<'hanlsm

operahle to pnnt anv desired words thereon. devi,-.-s mde{wndent

of the tvpe-wnting" nwhanism movable adjacent lo the said

platen, iyv^ earned by said devites. and hammers for dnving the

tvpe against the platen aforesaid

-i In an adding and writing machine, wor i-pnnting mechan

ism having a platen, tvpe-carriers .separate from the word-pnnt-

i^ra^ha^ism. and haiWers for dnving the type m the earners

to print on the platen afore.sald. ^^k-«
7 In an adding and writing machine, word-pnnting mechan-

ism havinir a platen. typeH^arners separate from the word-print-

ing me*'hanism. tvpe in said carriers, hammer* for dnMng the

type to print op the platen aforesaid, and devii-e« (or drawing the

himmersawavfrom the type after operation

^ In an a.bling and wr.ting machine, word-pnnting mechan-

ism having a platen, t vpe-carriers separate from the word-pnnt-

nv mechanism, devices for operating the typeH-arners, hammers

for driviiiK the tvpe to print numt>ers on the platen aforesaid and

totaliting mechanism operable to totali7.e the niimt*r» so pnnted_

M In an adding ami wnting machine, the combination with

the word-printing mechaniam having a platen arranged to carry

paper of .levices carrv-ing type independent of the word-pnnting

mechanism, means for movfng sai5 devl.-es toward the pla en

as required for pnnting numl*rs thereon, means (or pnnting the

numtier bv u.» of the tvpe after said devices havej^en so moved.

an.l a totalizer operable to add the numt>ers as printed.

10 In an adding and writing machine, the combination with

the word-printing mei-hanism having a platen arranged to carry

D^ner of .\evit*s (^rrving type independent of the word-pnnting

raeThanism. means for moving said devices to pnnt ing-tx.sit ion

Xa«nt to the platen as required for printing n,.ml*rs. means

(or re«-ording after said devices stopadjai^nt to the platen^a total

izer. and means for operating f he same after each number has t*en

'^'n'^The combination with word-printing mechanism having a

platen arranged to carry paper, of type-carriers separate from the

word-pnnting mechani.sm, a series o( rvlatively movable tv;».s

carriea bv each tvpe^arrier. means for moving the i vi»»^arners

toward the platen, stops to limit movement of the type-earners,

and hammers for driving the tyf)e to pnnt

12 The combination with word-printing mei-hanism having a

Platen arranged to rarrv paper, of devi(>es carrying type inde-

pendent of the word-pnnting mechanism, means for alining any

desired type carried by the said devu*s adjacent to the plater,

aforesaid iVieans for dnving the tv{)e so alined .iKams the sai<i

platen to print, and automatic means for r<,tating the platen after

the tvoe has tieen driven to print
. _, .,

lY I^a inachine of the character de«Til*d. word-prin Ing

meihanism having a platen arranged to .arry pat^r. adding

S^ha ism.tyt.e^arriersseparatefromtheword-pnntmgmer.han-

^m a series ol relativelv movable type carried by ea^'h o( said

' tvoe-carners. means for aiming any desm-d \y\y^ 011 the tytj.-

i ca^rs adja<H.nt to the platen aforesaid means for drivmg the

1 tvpe so aline.l against the said platen to pnnt numl*rs. and

1
me^n.-T^or operaUng the adding mechanism to add the numl^rs

so pnnted

Type-writing, and adding machines had long been in

separate use before the conception ui tlie iii\ention of

the Lisue which consists in combiiniiK the two without

intrrHliuin« any novel elements into either. The old

elements of the adding-machine operate in the <-om-

bined machine in the same way and periorin the same

functions as when operated separately. The addinj:-

machine U8e<l by Newman is des<nbe<l as the • Regis-

tering Accountant." that had been invented, patented,

and put into general commercial use l>y Burroughs.

It is of the class that prints the numhers adde.i together.

and also pnnt-s the tmal ujw.n a sheet n\ paper <arn.-d

upon a platen or roller similar to that used in the ordi-

nary type-writers. The combination of the two ma-

chines is effected l>y arrangintr a single platen or roller

toco6perate with the pnnting mechanisms uf l.<,th the

type-writing and the a.l.ling machine Newman's

.oml.inatiMn consist.-* in placing the type-writing and
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the adding machine side by side, and ])roviding suit-

able means lor conducting the jilaten or roller from a

jHisititdi where it cof.perates with the printing mechan-

ism of the type-writing machine to a p<«ition where it

cooperates with the printing mechanism of the adding-

machine. .\s de.-cnt.ed by Newman:
Inthecomi>inedt vjie-wnting and adding machine, the same car-

riage or platen sullic'stor both inaclimes the cjirnitge of the add-

ing machine iK^in^' removed when the t yj>-wnting machine is con-

nected up : ' oii.Mi.ed with it-

He Stat.-.- itu.t wiH' nf the obje<t.>* nf hi.'* invention is:

To provide t vr»>-wrlting me<haniam and .-ipeciai me^ns for com-

bining such inechniiisin with «iich an adding-machine. wherehy,

Wben the two mai tunes an- ronjoinlly o()erated. the whole of a

blU, statement p<i\-roll, et.' , -x.-ept I be roliimi. of numlK-rs to I*

Ad(fed and the total thereof, will W pnnted by the tyn^wnting

mechanism while the adding-machme will t)erfonn in full the same

work for which It Is intended when it is to be operated independ-

ently

In Hopkins's coml>ination. the two mechanisms are

not fused together as contendeti; but the tyjH'-writing

mechanism is superimposed upon the adding mechan-

iam. Notwithstanding the ditTeren« e between the two

Structures in this respect, the purjx^e and result are

substantially the same. In b..th, the two mechanisms

operate indepen<lently of each other and are brought

into cooperativ.' rfjalinnship by tiie platen or roller.

Some of the i laim.-' -1 the i-'--iie spx'cify that the type-

carriers are separate from the word-printing mechanism.

And Hnpkinsstatedoneol t lie, lijects of his mechanism

to be

—

toprodm-e an adding and writing machine, the two departments

of which are conjointly or s..pHrately operable, for the purpose of

printing either joint or lndei»endent records

By means of the combination of the issue it is made

possible to write and foot up a bill or statement of ac-

count by the mechanical operation of printing the sev-

eral items of the same on the typewriting machine, and

printing and adding the figures upon the adding-ma-

chine, with the cooperation of a single platen i.r roller.

Xewtnan'p application w;i.« tiled February 7. IWl,

and that of Hopkins January 24, 190;^; and it appears

that a former interference had been declared between

them The issue of that interference is defined in the

three following counts:

1 The combination with a tvpe-writ ing mechanism, and an add-

ina mechanism, of a paper-carriage, a roller or platen thereon ar-

ramred to feed a sheet of pafjer to both mwhanisms, and means

for rotating the roller operated by a part of the adding-machine.
' rtiec'omhination witha tyf)e-writing luwhanisni.andanadd-

jni; mechanism, of a paper-carriage, a roller or platen thereon ar-

ramred to feed a sheet of pafier to both mechanisms, and means

for rotating the roller operated by a part of the adding mechamam
or maniiallv as lesireil

. , „ ,1 1

i Ihecombmation with a t vi)^ wntingmechanism.andan add-

insr' mechanism, of » pai^r-carriage. a roller or platen thereon ar-

raW'l to fee.l a sheet of paj^r to both mecliamsms. inanuaUy-op-

erated me,'lii,nism for rotating the roller, and automatic means

for rotating the roller at the end of each line of printing.

Hopkins failed to hie the preliminary statement re-

quired, and a decision was rendered in favor of New-

man. Thereafter, the Primar\- Examiner rejected ten

claims of Hopkins that were in hi?* ap{)licatioii at the

time of the declaration of this first interference, and

the three new claims ailde<l subsequently, on the

ground that they were all readable on the structure

disclosed in Newman's application, and therefore con-

cluded bv the former adjudication. This objection

was afterward withdrawn, the claims allowe<l, and the

present interference declare*!. Hopkins moved to dis-

solve this second interference on the two grounds that

there was no interference in fact, and that Newman

had no right to make the claims.

Newman als«j moved to dissolve on the grounds that

rVoL 134.

Hopkins had no right to make the claims, and that the

question of prionty was res adjudicata. Both motions

were denied by the Primary Examiner. Newman tfx>k

no testimony as to date of conception and reduction to

practice but relied on the tiling date of his apjdication

therefor.

In a lengthy ami well-considered decision, the Ex-

aminer of Interferences awarded priority to Newman.

He held that Newman had the right to make the claims,

was the hrsst to conceive the invention, and also that

the question of priority was settled by the former deci-

sion. The same conclusionfl were reached iiv the Ex-

aminers-in-Chief.and the Oimmissionerin turn, and the

decision in favor of Newman wa^ allirniefi

The contention that Newman had no right to make

the claims of the issue, is founded on the fact that his

application did not disclose certain elements of the

adding-machine recited in the count.* thereof. This

was overruled by the Primary Examiner, and, ajs we

have seen, by each tribunal of the Ofhce.

It is true that the Newman application doee not spe-

cihcallv de^scribe certain elements of the adding-ma-

chine that are recited in the claims lA the i.ssue. His

drawing and siM?cihcation show a ty])e-wriling and add-

ing machine placed side by side, with suitable means

for adajiting a t^ingle platen to cooperate with the print-

ing mechanism of each machine. The printing mech-

auKsm of the type-writer is shown in the drawing and

described together with the mechanism for actuating

and controlling the movement of the platen. The

drawing sh<iws only the case and a few minor elements

of the adding-machine. The application to which this

drawing is attached contains, among others, the follow-

ing statements:

.V! V invention relates to combined type-writing andftddtOCl
chines and has for its object to provide type-writing llMli.lliailiBH

and improved means for combining the same with adding mech-
anism.

In the preaent emliodiment of my invention 1 ha\e illustrated

it In connection with an adding-niachine of the class known as
" Registering .Vccounlants" and a special object of the present in-

vention i.s toprovide means whereby type-writing mechanism may
be combined with such an adding-iiuichine.

As is well known to those skilled in the art ad ling-machines of

the class mentioned are provided with keyboards and in their op-

eration they print tlie .several numbers to be added a.-* well as the
sums of safd numl'er's

In the hrst action taken in the Ofhce on Newman's

application, he was requested by the Examiner in

charge to state the name of the patentee of the adding-

machine which he had referred to as the 'Registering

Accountant. " He resiwnded with an amendment stat-

ing that the ma( hine was one that had been jiatented

to Burroughs, No. 504,963, on September 12, 1893. No

further identification or description was called for.

The Burroughs patent and machine, so designated,

show the specific features of the adding-machine speci-

fied in the claims of the issue.

The testimony shows that the Burroughs adding-

machine wa."' on the market first in l'^92 and continu-

ally until after Newman's ajiplication had been filed,

and that the name ' Registering Accountant' had

been put in a prominent place on even.- ma( hine.

The words were also used on the stationery, letter-

heads and in the pamphlets of the makers, which con-

tain illustrations of the machine substantially the

same as shown in Newman s drawings. Exjiert wit-

nesses for Hopkins testified tliat they could not con-
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^tnict a mai-hine eintxKij-iiiK the iasuej of the inter-

ferfnte from Newmans ;pecitieations and drawinpe

alone. V^ecaiii'e the details of the a*lding-machine

were not then-in sh.-wn. Hut one of Shene said, on

cr.«*s-examination. that the ke>-a and case shown in

Newmans drawings resembled the Burroughs machine,

that he knew <i no other machine having the distinc-

• tive appearau( e of the Burroughs, and that he could

re.-o«nize the Burroughs machine from a side \-iew.

Another said that the Burroughs machine comprises

accumulating mechanism, sector-bars or type-carriers,

movable tvy>e in su( h bars, and a series of hammers

for dnving the type. These are elements of the iseue

not specitically discl.«*ed in Newmane application.

A third said that all the elements which he had said

were not specifically shown in Newman's application

were erab««iied in the Burroughs machine as made in

iiMil and several years before, and well known as the

Burroughs Registenne Accountant." He also said

the outline and certain deUils of the Newman draw-

ing had the app>earance of the Burroughs machine,

and he knew of no other machine haWng those dis-

tinctive outlines Further, he said. i:hat from the

drawings and defcriptions of Newman he could con-
j

stru<t a tvpe-wnter and paper-carnage which might '

tn- attache<l to a Burroughs machine, though he could

not therefrom constnut the adding mackine. Ue was

then asked; But you couhl construct the type-

writer ami pa[)er-camage in such manner as to use

the same in connection with a regular Burroughs ma-

chine, used l^xKiily, with the paper-support, of course,

unmoved'^ To which he answere<l rYes." Now.

while one unskilled in the art and reh-ing alone <.n

the drawings and -<pecitication of Newman, could not

have made the adding-machine referred to therein, it

is i>eriectly plain that one so skilled could rea^lily

have constructed it: and having constructed it could

then construct the typ)e- writing machine and con-

nection?, from Newmans drawings and specification.

and prtMluce the combination of the issue. Newman

di«l not undertake to make any change iji. or improve-

ment upcm the adding mechanism of the well-known

• Registering Accountant
'" patented, manufactured

and sold by Burroughs, which he described as a part

of his combination His invenrion began with it. and

consisted in combining therewith th« type-writing

ma.hine and making the specified change in the car-

nage whereby a single platen is mado to cooperate

with the separate printing mechanisms of the two

machines in combination. The specification and

drawings descnbing the Registering Accountant" as

the a.lding-machine of the combination, the want of

' specification of its elements and their functions was

r^Mpplied and rendere<l certain by the reference.

What was new he descnV)e<l with sufficient deUil. and

It was not essential t^ describe that rhich was old

and well known A-< was aptly said by the ("ommis-

sioner;

The spwification o( a patent is ad'lresse.! to perwn.s skilled in

The Aft anil a •lisolo'nire therein which is sulfloi^nt to fnat>l« such

jierwns to malce an'l use the Mine constitute!* 4 compliance with

the requirements <>( section <SXS nl the Kev1se«l Statutes.

The dix^tnne is well estalilished Kilb<r<irn v.

Himer, 29 App I> *"
. •>• ^'- ^^''bstft Lnnm Co. v.

Huj<]ini. 105 U. S,. 08O. o8«. Cameqie St^rl Co. v.

tavibna Iron Co., ISt V. S., 403, 4:i7./

[Vol. 134.

The tribunals of the Patent Office also concurred in

holding that Hopkins's evidence was insufficient to

show a conception of the invention earlier than the

date on which Newman's application had been filed,

and we see no reason to doubt the correctness of their

conclusion. As Newman was entitled to make the

claims of the i.ssue under the descnption in his appli-

cation, and was the first to conceive the invention

disclosed, it follows that he is entitled to the award

of priority.
.

This renders it unnece*war>' to consume time with

the discussion of the effe<'t of the fonner atljudi<ation

in his favor upon the issue as disclosed in the first

interference.

For the reasons given, we are of the opinion that the

decision awarding priority of invention to Newman
was right, and it will therefore \>e affirmed; and this

decision certified to the Commissioner of Patents as

the law requires .\tfirmeil.

Ocnrt of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

The Wische.'jtek Repe.\tin'o Arms Company i. The

Peters C.vRXRirxiE Company.

Decidfd March S. !90S

Trade-Mark '.Self-Loaping' Descriptive.

The words ;*eU-l-oa<ling ' as applied to a partridj?e adapted

for ase with an autoni*tic gun are descriptive and not regis-

trable as H technical trade-mark

Mr. (reorge D. Seymour for the appellant.

Mr. Frank T. Brown. Mr. F. A. HopHns. aM<l Mr.

Arthir L. SpnnkU for the appellee.

Robb. J..

This is an opp<»*ition liy The Peters Cartridge «'om-

pany to the registration of the words -Self-Loading''

as a technical trade-mark for cartridges. The grounds

of the opposition are that The Peters ("arlridge Company

is a manufacturer of cartndgt^s similar to and susceptible

of the same use as those manufactured by appellant,

and that the mark sought to be r«*gistered is a necessary

and desirable term to apply to <ertain forms of <ar-

tridges.

The record discloses that appellant put upon the

market a gun of the type theretofore known as auto-

matic ' and widely advertised it as • Winchester Mmlel

1905 Self-L<iading Rifle, " and that shortly thereafter it

designed ami put upf)n the market cartridges adapted

for use in the new gun and which it advertised and

sold as 'Winchester Self-Loading" cartridges. The

record furthershows that in seventeen different patents

issued by the Patent Office from 1»37 to 1864 the term

•self-loading has been applied U) firearms either by

the patentee in describing his invention or by the Pat-

ent Office, and that the term as applied to guns is

synonymous with 'automatic."

Counsel for appellant in his brief concedes that the

words -Self-Loading when applied to a gun are 'de-

scriptive of the performance of the gun in loa<^ling

itself." It necessarily follows that the words would

not be entitle*! to registration as a technical trade-mark

for guns. But. a gun is no more self-lf)ading than is a

cartridge since it is the re<oil of the cartridge when

fired that operates the breech mechanism of the gtin

, and thereby ejects the empty shell and permits a fresh

50.8.1

cartridge to take its place in the gun-chamber ' ,Self-

Loadiug. ' when applied to a gun. suggests to the iratle

a so-called automatic gun, and when applied to a car-

tridge suggests with e<iual force and aptness the func-

tion of the cartridge Moreover, it is perfectly ap-

parent from an examination of the record that appellant

selected these words and attempted to trade-mark them
because they aptly informed the trade of the purpt)se

for which its gocKis are made and of the use to which

they are to be put. The case, therefore, falls within

the ruling of the American (.'irmlar Loom Co. case,

(28 App. D. C. 450, 1 where it was held that the words

"circular loom ' when applied to ''conduits and cov-

erings^ lor electrical loiiductors containing a re.«ilient

spiral lining ' are not registrable as a trade-mark lie-

cause "desi'riptive in the sense of the law forbidding

registrating a.s a trade-mark." The record discloses

that there is nothing patentable about the cartridge to

which the exclusive privilege of apfjUing these words

is sought. The grant of such a pri\ilege would result

in a decided advantage to appellant and enable it to

enjoy a measurable monopoly not contemplated or

authorized by law.

We conclude, therefore, that the appellant has no

right exclusively to use these words as applied to car-

tridges, and that the Commissioner was right in sf)

holding. The decision a[>pealed from, therefore, is

attirined. The clerk of the court will certify this opin-

ion and the proceedings in this court to the Ci>mmis-

eioner of Patents, in aoi nrdanc e with law.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

J. C. SOMER8 & Co. V. N El MAN. EXE< ITOR oK TlIK

Last Will and Testament of J K. Horn.
Decuifd .April 7. 190S.

1. Trai'E Mark Intekfere.she Iue.vtitv or Goods—The
QCESTioN Shocld Not Be R.\18EIi Fiir THE First Time
ON Appeal,

The question of interference in fact should be raised before tfie

F.xaininer of Interferences in accordance with the re<]uir»'nients

of Rule 49 of the Trade-Murk Rules within the time slate<l

therein. It will not l>e determined on app>e,al when not properly

raise^l l)elow,

2. TraI>E M,\RK InTERFERE.VC E -t LA.SS UF MEK' HAVDI8E.

HfUi that an application for registration of a trade-mark for

whisky IS not restricte<l to corn whisky,

Mr. R. H Mr.WriU for the appellant.

Mr. A. E. Wallace and Mr. E. T. Fenwick for the

appellee.

Robb. ./

.

Thi.- is a frade-tnark interference ca-^e in whi<'h ap-

{»ellants .'^eek a review of the decision uf the • ..inniis-

.-ioner of Patents awarding priority of adoption and u.se

to appellee of the words - Poplar Ivog' or ' < »ld Poplar

Log" as a trade-mark for whisky.

The Examiner ui Interferences and the ('oinmi.«-

sioner in turn have given careful consideration of the

evidence in the case, and concur in finding that the

appellee adopted and u.sed these marks many years

prior to 1HK4. the earliest date claimed by apfK'llants

We have carefully n-viewed the testimony intHnluced

by apf)ellee, and agree fully with the Patent Office tri-

bunals, whose findings of fact in a case like this should

receive great cfmsideration.

The appellee in support of his own testimony pro-

duced hit- books and several tiisinte rested witne,'*.'»es.

No effort has been ma<le to ini{)each or contradict him
or his witnesses. We think he has shown that he
started in the wholesale liquor business in 1SG9: that
he subsequently in 1874 engiiged in distilling: that
from ]S«)9 he has continuously handled "Poplar Log''

whisky; that he originated this brand; that it has be-
come identified with his name; that he sold this brand
of whisky, either labeled or otherwise marked as such,

in barrels and bottles throughout many of the Southern
States and later in New York State. We do not deem
it neccvssan.- to consider in greater detail ajipellee's

evidence.

The question was raised before the Commis.sioner for

the first time that there is no interference in fact be-

tween these parties, because appellants adopted the
words "Poplar Log"' as a trA<le-iiiark f<ir corn whisky
and the testimony shows that aj){iellee has used the

mark in connection with the sale of rye whisky. Rule
49 of the Rules of the Patent Office relating to trade-

marks requires such a question to be rai.s«>d within the

stated time before the Examiner of Interferences, who
in turn is directed by the rule to transmit the papers
to the Examiner in charge of trade-marks for his deter-

mination. This nile is within the authority of the

Comiiiis.«ioner of Patents to promulgate, and must l)e

complied with. Manifestly this court will not deter-

mine questions not properly raised below. The Ex-
aminer in charge of trade-marks is peculiarly qualifie<l

by reason of his training and experience to pass pri-

marily upon such a question, and the parties and the

Commissioner of Patents and this court are entitled to

the benefit of his finding. It would l>e manifestly un-

just to j>ermit the defeate<l party, who has unsuccess-

fully endeavored to prevent his adversary from ob-

taining registration, to now contend that no interfer-

ence in fact exists. It may be 8tate<l, however, that

in this case the application of appellants is not re-

stricned to corn whisky but for use as a trade-mark for

whisky.

The decision of the Commissioner of Patents is

affirmed, and the clerk of the court will certifv this

opinion and the proceedings in this court to the 1 (.m-

raissioner of Patents, in accordance with law. Al-

firme<l

.

Amendments to Rales of Practice.

(Order .No. \J72.)

Department of the Interior.

United States Patent offii e

Waikmgton . D. C, Jvnt 15. li*j^.

Rules 11, 19, 32. and 42 of the Rules of the Patent Office relating

to the registration of print* and labels, edition of .July 1, mrj,

reprinted April 1. 1908, have \teen amended to read as follow.*:

11. An applicant may prosecute his own ca»e, tiul he is advised,
unles^ fanuliar with such matters, to employ a competent patent
attorney. The Office caxuiot aid in the selection of any attorney.
,\n applicant may lie repreaented by anv person wVio is regis-
tered under the provisions of Rule 17'of tfie Rules of iTHctu-e of
the Patent Offlc* to prosecute applications for patents

19. A complete application comprises
(fli A statement addressed to the Commissioner of i'atents,

disclosing applicant's name, nationality, and place of doing t«usi-
iiess; whether author or proprietor, and. If proprietor, a disclo-
sure of the nationality of the author, the title of the pnnt or
lal*l, and the name of the article of manuiacture for which the
prim cr label is to be used.

I) Ten copie* of the print or laljel. one of which, when the
print or laliefis registered, shall l»e certified under the seal of the
latent <,)ffice and returned to the author or proprietor.

rVol. 134. No. P.l
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(CI A statenMnt of its non-publication prior to d»t« ol filing.

3^ WhMi't'h^r^uin-nients of the law and of the niles havp

.-»!, complied with, and the Otfloe haa adjudged « print orlaU-l

:^"tra" fe * oertiflrat« will be Issued, signed by tha (^oimn sslnner

.^Paients under the seal of the Patent Office. A,ttaL-hed to the

<*rtlfloate will I* a copy of the print or lat«l.
. _, ^

'

C On niing an application for registration of a print ^^ ^ ^
For m^Wript copies of records

,' forevery' hunilitd words

or fraction tlwreof ••— • 4 iV

If .*rtifled, for the .«rtiflcate. additional |........ •» I

Fnr reo.ir.itng everv assignment .
power of attorney, or other

DHPer of three hundred words or under. ... 1. CW

ot . .vprtW hundred and under one thousand words ... | 00

For ea^h additional thoiiaand words or fract.lon thereof.... 1.00

fo? ?hfiailh^one hour or leas, and certificate . . . j
I.M

?1 h «!ld!tlonal hour or fraction thereof
; l"

"
"

: "
"

• • '
*

ll^r e^h "ri°f fr^>ni the digest of assignments, of two hun-

iiT«<i words or less ; rV

K ach a.idltional hundre.1 words or fraction thereof 10

F.t^ searrhing titles . - r records, one hour or less 50

4 K.MitionaJ hour or fraction thereof ^
F.'^r srn^e Prfnt^i -py, when authorized by the Com- ^

ni isaioner • • • ^ r«

If certifte.1. for the grant, additional
.,

»
For the .-ertificate cVc.BliLiNGS,

Acting CpmmUsioner.
!

(Obocb No. 1,77:<.)

DKMJtTMENT or THE INTSRIOR,

United St.ites Patent Oefice,

Wruhinffton, D V . June 10. 1908.

Rule «9 of the Trad^.Mark Rules of the Patent Office, revised

edition of August 1. lyUi, repnuted Aprtl 1, 1908, haa been amended

tr> read as foUow.s.

69. On nUng each original application for registration ol a
^^^^

On ftlS elSYppiication for renewal of the reglattation of
^^ ^

On omig'^ott* of opposiUon to the rBgUlratlon ol a trade-
^^ ^

On ap^eAHroiu the Examiner In charge of trad«w»iarks lo

the Commissioner of Patents i* ""

On appeal from the decision of the Examiner In oharge of

Tterferences, awarding ownership of a trade-mark or

canceling the registration of a trade-mark, to the

Commissioner of Patents •
i* ^

On appeal from the decision of the Examiner in Jharge of

trade-marks, on a motion for the dlssohitlon of an

tnterler«nce on the ground of non-interference In fact

or non-registrability of a mark, to the Comailssioner
^^ ^

For i^nL^riptcopies', for every one hundred words or
'

fraction there<-if
.,

'

".

For recording everv assignment, power of attorney, or

T^er paper, of three hundred words or un.ter 1. 00

Of over thr^hundred and under one ^housand words ._ 2. 00

And (or each additional thousand wonis or fraction thereof 1 00

For abstracts of title: ^,« „» i 1 .wi

Forthesearch. one hour or leas, and certificate.. 1 1.00

Each additional hour or fraction thereof • • •<- *
For each brief from the digest of assignments, of 'two hun-

dred words -r less
,

' .u '* Tn
Each additional hundred wonls or fraction thereof 10

For searching titles or records, one hour or less »
Each additional hour or fraction thereof .^^

au

For a single printed copy of statement, declara,tion, and ^
drawing

; ji.. i \ v)
If certifie.1 for the grant, additional ^ ^
For the c-ertlflcate

c! C'.' HI LLIMiS.
Acting C'oinmitsiOTur.

I

AMENDMENTS TO PATENT tAWS.

{Public— -No. IS2.] 1

[_H.R. 15841.) I

An act to amend s»-otlon forty-eight hundred and ninety-sijc of

the Revised Statutes.

Be U enacted by the SenaU and House of Kev,rti<entattve» of the

fnUed SUiU.i ofAmenai in Cw^r*.... as-'embUd. That section

fort v.^ighThundre,l and nlnetv-six of the Kevise-JStatutes be
.

and

the same is hereby, amended so that the section shall read as

'""
^To 48P6 When any person, having made aay new invention

or dSoverv for which a patent might have bjen granted dies

^for?^a patent is granted the right of applying lor and "btaintag

the patent shall devolve on his executor or "wimiawtrator.iii trust

fo^tVheis-at-law of the deceased, In case he shajl have died Intes-

tate or If he shall hare left a will disposing of the same then in

trust for his devisees In as full manner and on th* same terms and

conditions as the same might have been claimed »r enjoyed by Wm
In his lifetime; and when any person havmg ma4e any new taven-

t?on or dijcov^ry for which a patent might hav« b«vn granted be-

c!^mes InMS" before a patent Is granted the right of applying for3 obTato^X patent shall devolve on ^ia k^gallv-appointed

^ardUn^onservafor, or repr^^ntatlve in trust for hia estate In

fs mil mi^r and on the same terms and conditions as the same

[Vol. 134.

might have been claimed or enjoyed by him while sant-, and when
theapplication is made by such legal repreaentativps the oath or

afHnnatlon required to be made shaU be so varied in form that

it can be made by them. The executor or admmistrator duly

authorized under the law of any foreign country to admmiater

upon the estate of the deceased Inventor shall, m caae tlie said

inventor was not domlcUed in the United States at the time of his

death, have the right to apply for and obtain the patent. The

authority of such foreign executor or admmistrator »hall be

proved by certificate of a diplomatic or consular officer of the

United States.
•The foregoing section, as to insane rxTSon.s ut to cover all ap-

plications now on file in the Patent Office or which may be here-

after made."
Approved, May 23 1908.

[PVBLIC— No. 133..

[11. R. 17703.]

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and eighty-five of

the Revised Statutes.

Be U enacUd by the SenaU and Houne of Revresenuuivei at the

CniUd SlaUs ofAnuHca in Congreim atxembUd. That section

forty-eight hundred and eighty-five of the lie\ised Statut.-s l>e.

and the same is hereby, amended to read h..s follows

"Sec 4886 Everv patent shall issue withm a p»'riod ol thn'e

months from the (fate of the paj-ment of the final fee, »hicb fee

shall be paid not later than six months from the time at which the

aoDlicatTon was paaaed and allowed and notlci- thereof was sent to

the applicant or his agent; and if the final fee is not paid within

that period the patent shall be withheld."

Approved May 23. 1908.

Depaktment or the Interior.
U.viTKD STATES 1'atent urru e,

Washinffton, I) ('
. June 4. 1908.

The act (Public—No. Ml) (H. R 21,260\ approved May 27,

1908, entiUed -.Vn act making appropriations for sundry civil

expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending lune thir-

tieth, nineteen hundred and nine, and for other punwe.-. " con-

tains the foUowing amendment to section «34 of the Revi.sed

SUtutcs relating to the laws governing the United States Patent

Offioe;

In lieu of the fees flxwl bv swtion forty-nme hundre.! and

thirty-four of the Revised Statutes for recording assignments

agreements, powers of atton:iev, or other pai>ers In the I atent

Office the following shall hereafter be the rate*

• • For reconling every assigmnent, power of attome>
.

or other

naoer of three hundred wonls or under, one dollar, ot over three

raVed and under one thousand words, two dollars and for ^ach

additional thousand words or '>-*^^'|'\j^^?^'j|,7j^ m"ooRE,
t,'ommis*u)ner.

Interferenoe Notices.

DEPABTMEm' OP THE TNTKRIOR.

United States Patent orm e,

Washinffton. D. ('. June IV 190fi.

Hannah E. Burdick, her aitiffns or legal repre»ent>Uives. take notice:

AnTnterterenc« his l«^n declared by this otfi« l-.tween an appli-

cation of T HiU Mansfield, of (ilen Ridge, N.J for registration of

a tr^wnark and a trade-mark r^ister^l to Hannah E. Bunlick,

: Scr^ton Pa., and the noti<* of said dK>laration 9.'n by n.gis-

I

ter^mail to he said Hannah K. Burdick at th.- add n-ss given

above has been return«l by the Poet-Office LH-partment witli th-

statement thereon " Unolaiimxl, not in directory. "nkiio>vn

\^t?« is therefore hereby given to the said Hannah E. Rurdick.

herSns or^iU repreintatlves, that if thev or any of them

desi^lf^ontest the saVd interference they should mmed.at. ly put

themselves in communication with the/•onunis8,..nrr of I Ht*.nts^

This notice will be published in the Oppkial (..vzette for six

con*c'u°Ue w«.ks. II no appearance shall have l**n .-nt.-r.Hl at

theTiJiration of the peri«l.^publlcation. the uiterference will

nroivwl as in case of default. _ _procee<j as lu ^
^ ^ BILLINGri, .i<tin^ CommtKswTter.

DEPARTMK.NT oK the l.\Tt.KloK,

Unitei> States Patent ofph e,

Wanhinaton. D. C. June >>. iyO-<

The American I'lanc Food Company. it» a$signt or legal rfyre^^nt-

tnfntirie!re'S'having t«en declared by this Office l^tween the

aDDhcation of the Virginia-Carolina Chemical ( ompan> ,

of 11

South Twelfth .tr«et, Richmond, Va., for registration of a trade-

of^rkAnTll trade-mark registered to The American Plant l-iKid

C^mDanv of Richmond. V^.. and the noti«, of said .leclaration

Ljn^CtL Pa"entOffi«by registered mail toThe American PUnt

fSIi Company having l«en returned undelivered, notu>e is herein

el^ to TKmerics^ PUnt Food Company, Its assigns or legal

re^^ntatlves that if they or any of them de.s.re to contest the

«?d^t^rferen«th^y should Immediately pnt themselves in com-

m^^tion^lth the Commisaioner of Patents in order that the

S,U^of d^raration heretofore sent by and returned to the office

^/hl^rJo^tr^m^^Sshed in theO"iaA.ax^«„.for.ix
pnn««»iitlve wfieks If no appearance shall lie entered at tne ex

p^ra^onof tllT^rioJof publWtion, the interference will be pro-

ceeded with as Tn case o'^de{*fj,p g jjoORE. Cov^mxsHoner.

Ha 8.]
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ii

States. States.

Alabama
Alaska, District of..
.Arizona Territory..
-Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Deluware
District of ColumbUi
Flon.lti
Oeortrla '

HHWrtii Territory
1

M.-.h..

Illinois

Iniliana
Iowa
Kansas

j

Kentucky
|

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Ma8.<uu'husett8
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebra.ika
Nevad.a

13 5
3 1

U 8

4
3
2
1

1

M
13
11

8
5
1

a
8

S.'S

22
12
4

le
s
4
3

1^

5i

c

at

a,

1

3
14

11

1

3 I

.4

New narapehite
New Jersey
iCew Mexico Ter't'y.
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Panama
Pennsylvania
Philippine Islands..
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wvoming
U. S. Army
U. S. NavT

;
I

. c

§-•

-I-

6
20 11

75
5
1

37
3
8

30

«4

4
2
2
1

3
5
3
7
8
3
9
1

Total to citizens of
the United States..

.

515 112

TO CITIZENS OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Countries.
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APPLICATIONS UNDEE EXAMlNATIOir.

Condition at Close of By^t\nn* Junt K, 190S.

I
a

Divisions ami subjetU ol ln»en-
tioo.

OldMt Inew appli- ' f c
catioli and okl- - £
est acjtion bv ap- 5 t
plioai It awaking '^^
ofikoe action.

Application* Under Examination—Continued.

o
z
a

DiTlaions and subjects of inven-

tion.

OMefit new sppU- f ?
cation and old- •-> ^
estatUoii byap- *

j
piicant awaiting ^ ^
offlc6 a^'tion. ^ =

I
*!

I

'

't
Amended New. c 5

IC

244

175

172

379

378

136

313

278

322

327

332
264

167

179

232

247

147

375

144

XVII. Chitchea; Linotyping: M*-
trU- Miking: Nut and Bolt

Locks: Printing,
rx. Air and Oas Pumps. Flre-

Extlnguishers; Hydraulic Mo-
r'^rs; Pumps, Sewpra*f*>

XXXV. BuclrlM. Huttons. an.l

Clasps; Card, Picture, and SIgii

ExhiMtlnK; C.aniient-3upp<irt-

ers; SIpTials; Toilet.

III. .Vnnealint,' and Trmjienng;
Coatinj? with Metal, hlectro-

chemistrv: Metal-F r> u n d I n g ;

Metallurgj-; Shaping Fluid
Metal

.XX.\IV. Railways: Hallway-
Uralces; Railway !:"llins;-StfK'k

XXXI. .\icohol; .Ammnni*. Wat«r,

and Wcxxl Distillation, ( har-

coal and Cnkp; 'la-s, Heating
and Illnrnlnating; Hides, .Sitins,

and leather; I.niuid Cnating
Compi>aitic.ns, .Miiierai oils;
Oils. Fats, and Ghie; Water
Purification.

XX 11 1, .\cnustic8; Co I n - H an -

dling; Horology; Recorders;
Registers; Tune-ContnUliiig
Mechanism.

X.XXVIII. ArT.>slan and Oil Wells;

Bottles and )ar< Care of I>lve

Stock: K.liK'ationHl Appliances:

Fishing and Trappiug; Station-

ery; Stone-WorklniJ
Vlli. Beds; Chairs. Fumi'iir'^.

Kitchen and Table .\riuies.

Store Furniture.
I. Fences; Harrows and Diggers;

Plows: Seeders and Planters:

Trees Plants, and Flowers.

X.XXII. CarlMinatlng Beverages;
Dispensing Beverages: Dispens-
ing-Cans: Metallic Shipping and
Storing Vesi^ls; Packaging Liq-

uids; Refrigeration.

XII. F.levators: Journal - Boxes;
Lubrication. Machine F.lements.

Pulleys and Shafting
XVI II Injectors and E'e<^tors.

Steairi and Vacuum Pumps;
Steam-noilf rs St^jun-F.nglnes;

Steam-Kriguie Valve.H.

X. Carriages and Wagons
XXX\'I. Curtain.s, Shade.*, and
Screens. Draftmg, Driers; En-

I

graving. Mea.-turing 1 n .^t t r u -

men's. \V.nd-Whe»-ls.

V. Boolchln ling: Harvesters; Jew-
elrv; M'i<ii'

XX.' Ariifirial r.irii'^'''. Builders'

ilardware; I>entisirv L<-clcsand

Latches; Safes, IndertaKing
IV. Hridgp.s; C"nvever!i; Cranes

ac'l I 't-rriflcs . Excavating.
Hoisting- Hvdraiilir Engineer-

ing; Irnn >fnK-tiires; Loa/lmg
and rnli'rtding; Tiwers.

X.\n Air-C,i;ns. Cut.-ipiilts, and
Targets. \ m ni u n i t i o n and
Extl'-sive Devices; Boats and
Buovs: Firearms, Marine Pro-

pr.l.sl >n; i ^rdnainf; iiall v ay-

Halls and loints: K«ilv» av-Ties

and Fasteners; Ships.

XXIX. Cooi^-ring, Kir»'-Fsi Hj*>s;

I Ladders; tl^ds: Wheel a -iifht-

Machlnes. W >.>,lpn Buildings;

W(-M-MU>avvlrig. W.iod-Tuniing;
Woodworking: Woodworklng-
Tool.s

.Xl.I. Rallvav Draft Appllantes;

Resilient Ti'res and Wheels.

.XXVII- Bnishing and .<cnit>l-ing;

Grinding and Polishing; Laun-
drv, Wa.shing .Xpparatu.s.

XX tV. Apparel. Apparel Appara-
tus. Sewing-Machlnes. Surgery.

Jam » ' M«7 4 327

i
i

June 9 ' Apr. 30 234

June e Mar. 27 746

;
I

June } Apr. 14 292

i I

June 1 Mar. 2 609

May i» May 8 211

164 XXXTIT Cutlery: D om ei r ie
Cooking Vessels. Electric Signal-

ing: EitH'tn.'it', Me.licKl and
Surgical. Mas^nrv and t Oncrete
Stnicture.s, Tent s.Can"[ 'it's.Um-
brellas, and Canes

312 VII. Games and Tovs, Mnchanlcal
Motors; Optics. Pai»'r Mannfac-
turee; Ve|iMijie<les

?W) X!. Bat'gage. Check-«.'ontrolled

.\ppararus Cloth, l^eather, and
Ru'tiT i;eceptrtcles; Dep«>eit

and Collection Kp«"eptac!e8: Fine

Arts; l,igtitiiig-Kixtur»».s; Pack-
Article I arriers I'Mjier

Ips >^i*H>lal iiei'ept Hides

Hay 1 I Apr. 13 400

May I Mar. 27 383

Apr. 29 Apr. 10 703

Mav 19 Apr. 16 234

May tr May 9 447

Mav ti Feb 17 427

M^y $-• May 2 331

May Jl Feb. 5 618

J

382

106

152

329

315

128

308

\\

li 'ill'

ien KtH'ef*-

- ! ion
lea ting

rand
jways;
Motive

May a) Apr 29 414

May IS Apr. 27 281

Mav lis Mar. 23 651

May li May 1 571

I
i

May ni Mar 14 368

May n Apr 14 303

.Mav ;i May 5 39'.»

May 11 Mar. 30 Sftl

May 11 Mar. 16 554

May 7 Dec. 23 682

May 4 Apr. 20 434

318

154

112

321

307

IfW

2;«

107

age and
Recept H

and I'm k It'''"

tacles

X.XVIII. Interi)

F^nginfs. .Mi*'

Plants
X.WI Electric Heat Ini
Rhe<wtHts: Electric Ral
Electricity, (^neralion;
Power.

XXX. Fluid-Pressure Hepulators;

Lamps and C.as-Flttlngs. Liq-

uid and Ga.seous Fuel Burners;
Tvpe-Writmg Marhiries

XI f I. Arms, Proj«^til>'s and Ex-
plosive Charges, Making; Metal-

Working, etc

X.XV. Butchering, Mills; Thrwh-
ing: Vegetable Cuttersand
Cnishers

I! Bee Culture; Dairy: Label-

AiTlxers: Paper Files and Bind-
ers I'r-eursiatics; Presaea: Store-
,'ief li-?- r ' a.-i'O.

.\v lire:i.| 1 -isiry, and Confec-

tion Ma Icing Coating: Fuel:

Glass. Hvdraulic Llin« and
Cement; I.aiiinafed She<>fs and
Fabrics; Pai-r-Maklng Paving,

Photograiihv I'la-stic Block and
Farthen-vare .Vpparatus; Plas-

tic Comt>osltlons. Plastics.

VI Bleaching tuid Dyeing: Chem-
icals; Explosives; Fertili/ers;

Meilicines; Preserving: Sugar
and Salt

XI. Boot and Shi->e Making: Bo<its.

Shix's and l^'ggings. Button.

Eyelet, and Rivet .^ettinkt.

Harness; l>»ather Manufactures;

Nailing and Stapling: Whips and
Whip .^pparitus

XXI Brakes uid C.ins, Cardlnt?.

Cloth-Fimshing; Cordage, Felt

and Fur; Knitling and Netting:

Silk, Spinninii, Weaving
X.X.XI X Batiis arxl C i o s «> t .s

:

Water Distribution
XIV Compound Tools; Cutting

and Punching Sheets and Bars

Farrierv; Metal-Bending Metal-

Omanienting: S h e " t - M e t ,i

!

Ware. Making; To<.ls, Wirv-

W orking
XVI Teieeraphv: Telephony
XIX Furnaces: Heating and
Cooking Stoves; Liquid and i>n.s-

eous Fuel; Stoves and Fur-

naces
XXXVn Elpctric Lighting: Elec-

tricity, Conductors; Electricity

General .\pplication«.

Apr. 28 Feb. 13 500

Apr. 24 Apr. 17 423

Apr. 15 Feb. 1 381

Apr 13 Apr. 3 594

Apr. 13 Mar. 26 415

.\pr. 11 Feb. 5 469

Apr. 10 Apr. 4 827

Apr. 9 .\pr. 22 394

1
I

I I

Apr. 6 Mar. 19 435

Apr. 6 Jan. !» 635

Apr. 2 Jan. 28 767

Apr. 2 Jan. 27 464

Apr. 1 Jan. 18 674

Mar 31 Feb. 6 582

Mar 14 Tan 29 W7

Total number ot applications awaiting action !#,«•

161 Trade-Marks, De8Ion8, Labeu,
AND Phimts.

I
Trafie-Marka ,

-

Designs ,

Jtine 15 Apr
Labels and Print*

June 13

May' 1 Apr. 14 4.r2

Fotice.

Coupou-s unless properly f)lle<l out

payment for copies of publications.
will not be accepted in
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PATENTS
GRANTED JUNE 30, 1908.

f

-i.^K^-^^--"—- -. -^ «'s^.;i^^:«---:i^--^;Dec. 14, 10<)7. Serial No. 4f)6.462.

/

1. In an automatic drain cock, a chambered Ixxiy a
valve located within the chamber, a drainage inlet and
outlet pa..«age cloaaWe by said valve, and mearxs for
admitting pressure to one aide of the valve to force it into
a position to cJose the- drainage inlet and outlet pawiagea

2 In an automaUc drain cock, a chambered body a
valve located within the chamber, an enlarged tubular
extension from the chamber, a valve epindie entering aaid
enlarged portion, a draina^^e inlet passage leading to said
enlarged portion, an outlet passage leading therefrom, and
means for admitting preesure at one side of the valve to
force it into position to clow the inlet passage.

3. In an automatic drain cock, a chambered body aalve located within the chamber, an enlarged tubular
ext^-naion from the chamber, a spindle on the valve enter-
ing said enlarged portion, a drainage inlet passage lea«iing
to the end of the enlarged extension and closable by the
end of the valve spindle, an ouUet passage leading from
aid extension, and means for admitting pressure at one
side of the valve to force it into position to close the inlet
passage.

4. In an automatic drain cock, a chambered body a
valve located within the chamber, an enlarged tubular
extension from the chamber, a spindle on the valve enter-
ing said ext«nsion. a drainage inlet passage leading to the
end of the enlarged extension and closable bv the end of
the valve spindle, an outlet passage leading from said ex-
tension, the lower portion of the valve caging being pro-
vided with an air inlet passage into the said chamber behind '

the valve. I

5. In an automatic drain cock, a chambered bod v formed '

in two detachable sections, a valve located within the
chamber, an enlarged tubular extension from the cham-
ber, a spindle on the valve entering said extension, a i

drainage inlet and outlet passage clostble bv said valve,
and means for admitting pres-sure to one side of the valve i

to force it into position to cloee the drainage inlet and out- '

let passages.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oaxette.] '

Pa.. as.siKnor to Wildman Manufacturing CU>mpany.'
Norristown. Pa. Filed June 4, 1907. Serial No, 377 ,221

!

r 9

1. In combination with the cam ring of a knitting head
and it.s cam, an attachment consisting of a bracket remov-
ably .'MH-ured exteriorly of said ring and operating means
carried thereby for adjusting the cam and the circumferen-
tially movable ring with means thereon for actuating said
operating moans, substantially a« <le.scribed.

2 In combination with the cam carrier or support of a
knitting machine, a r^ist connected to the cam and mount-
ed to move vertically therein and extending above the
same, and an adjusting means locate<l wholly exteriorly
of Raid cam support or carrier and acting on the upper end
of the said post for communicating adjusting movement to
the said poet. and means for operating automatic^iUy said
mljuHtmg means, substantially as describetl.

3 In combination in a knitting machine, a cam carrier
or support, a cam carried thereby, a circumferentlallj-
movable ring, a post carrying the cam and movable verti-
cally of the cam ring, and operating connections between
.sHid circumferentially movable member and said post said
orxTating connections being arranged exteriorly of the said
cam carrier or support and acting on the upper part of the
I)08t. substantially a.* describe<l.

4 In combination in a knitting machine, a cam carrier
or support, a cam. and mean.s for adju.stiug the cam com-
prising a member on the outer side of said cam carrier and
connections extending therefrom upwardly outside the
carrier, inwardly, and thence downwardly to the said cam,
and a bracket removably secured to the cam carrier for
holding said member, substantially as descriln-d,

5. In combination in a knitting machine, a cam carrier or
support, a cam. and means for adjusting the cam compris-
ing a post movable vertically on the outer side of said su^
rxirt, and connecting means between the same and the said
cam extending over the top of the cam ring, substantially
as described.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,810. DRAWING INSTRl'MENT OR ATTACH-MENT FOR SUCH INSTRUMENTS Kahi. J. Bekg-
Li.vD, Bhxtorp, Fridened, Sweden. Filed Feb Li 1907
Serial No 3.'i7.220.

1. A broken-hne instrument comprising a pen a plate
pivotally supixjried by the said p«>n 8<j as to be able to
take up (lifTerent working positions, and angle members piv-
oted to the said plate, different angle members being
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the p.vot.d plat*, taices up one or another of Us
.^

rk.n,

positions, substantially a. and for the pur;x,«.' w-t forth

coils and extending under the eye. as set forth.

aoi m2 TURBINE William J CAKTWiuoHT^New

York V Y. Lienor of one-half to Frank L. VMnK.

N:; York N. Y. Filed Mar .7. 1907. Senal No.

364,942

2. .^ brokeu-hne .n.trument comprising
-^;^-J^J^^^

takes vjp one or another of ita worKing i

t.ally as and for the purpose
'^J '"/^f;

., ,„,tru.nent«
,,. A broken-line

-'\-'''^^'ll
'^' ^Z^^^^^^t^e .n.^rn-

r^anUfe^eX^P^'ot^ - ^^^ ^'^ ^"•-^ ^^'^^^-

Ually aa and for the ^^^^^^^^^^ "r'^' j^awing instruments
4 V broken-ltne attachment for drawing

-^^^^

tious, angle members pivoted to ^^^ \^ .

^ [^

rmrrs^ri re::^ -^t^^s ;:!.^^^" - .

'ira^"ding a.s the pivoted plate -'^'^ ^.^ -7;, ^^.t^!^
Tt .t« working position... and means for ^oj'''^^

^^^'^.j
one or the other working position, substantially as ana

for the purpose set forth. ,

891811 EYE FOR SHOES, Ac Jo^O' P. B-'o^J^^.

Albany. N.V. File<i Mar 22. 1907. Senal No 363,901.

A lacing device for .hoe«, leggings, etc .
ma<ie of a single

^

pi^tfwi« which is bent upon it^lf U, form an eye at it.

I In an elastic fluid turbine, the combination of a tur-

bine wh^l .-ondenBing and noncon.lensing »-"»«*•»

ne^s^^re chamber. «hiftable devices to ..^tablish commu-

by "i vacuo.,! pr™.ur. o, the ,u„„„, .x...u.t to .b,.t

"'"
rlTel^ue «UM tat,„ne, the -;»""•"""

;;'^*J'";

t'vely rom.e«t^l to »1<1 <levK-». ....1 ""»"" ~'"™'''''

^

"i;;.w'^,>.e„nne.-....,t^».ct..c»^^^^^^^^^

? ^r,,l ,^1,1 ronnoot,„i» and n.earui actuatod by Uie

^^""Irrtbr,rr:b-d:rj:r:'S=:

p-shiiiist eonnertions of the turDiiH
,

,t % ni

bine vvneei. ai
Kp.wf^en the prwwure chamber

"^rr turbine wlu^l a Tal^rnng mounte<l in the pr«.
and the ^"^'"^7/"^'^^* ^^ t,, establish communica-

Z:^^ t^ p^^^re^chaml^r and the condensing
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Eind noncondenslng nozzles, and mean.*? controlled by the
|

vacuum pn^nsure of the turbine exhaust to shift said
j

valve ring.

IClaim ti not printed In the Gazette,]

891.81.? LACROSSE-STICK Dr-CAiRf: Ceel,

nawaga, gueliec, Cana<la Filed July 5. 1907

No. 382,179.

Caugh-
Serial

-/

1

.

A device of the class described . consisting of a wooden

frame integrally formed and comprising a handle, a back;

the lip, and the toe which is bent towards the back and

above the upi>er surface of the lip ; a netting laced in proi>er

position, and a suitable guard laced in with said netting

and lacesl through said toe and secured to said back in such

position that the upi>er guard-member theret>f will always

rest uiK)n the top edge of said back so as to positively be

supported thereby at this end which, together with the

support given said upt>er guard-member by said toe. efTec-

tually prevents the said guard from material displacement.

2. A device of the class described, consisting of a wooden

frame integrally formed, and comprising a handle ; a back;

the lip. and the toe which is bent towards the back and

above the upper surface of the lip : a netting laced m proi)er

position, and a guard comprising the upper guard-member;

the intermediate guard - member and the lower guard-

member ; intermediate guard-supjxirts, comprising a strand

of suitable material laced in with said netting and twisted

around itself so as to give supvxjrt to the intermediate and

lower guard-members which are suitably laced through

said toe and secured to said back near where the handle

extends therefrom, and provide<i with two loops which fit

around the upi>er guard-member, and a third Uk)p which

passes l)etween the twistetl parts of said atran(i and imder-

neath said upper guard-meml)er mi that when the said

strand is pullwl into proi)er position during coursi> of

manufacture, the said loops will flrndy grip around said

uptjer guard-member and prevent said intermediate giiard-

supiHjrts from lateral displacement ; the said upper guard-

meml>er l)eing laced through said toe and 8eeure<i to said

back in such ix)sition that it will always rest ur>on the top

edge of said back so as to be positively supporte«1 thereby

at this end which, together with the support given said

up|)er guard-meml>er by said toe, effectually prevents the

said guard from material displacement.

3 A device of the class describe*!, consisting of a wooden

frame integrally forme<i comprising a handle; a back; the

lip. and the toe which is l)ent towartls the back and above

the upper surface of the lip: the said lip being con.structe<i

thicker so as to give additional strength, at the iwints where

the said toe extends therefrom and where it extends from

said back, and being made thinner intermediate said pointj*:

the said wooden frame being made sUmter or thicker at the

point where said back extends from said handle; a netting

laced ip proper position, and a guard comprising the upi^er

guard-mem l>er; the intermediate guard-member and the

lower guard-meml>er; intermediate guard-supports, com-

prising a strand of suitable material laced in with said

netting and twisted around its«'lf so a.>< tt> give support to

the intermediate and lower guard-members which are

suitably lac«-<i through said t<M- and secured to said back

near where the handle extend.'^ therefrom, and provided with

two loops which fit around the upi>er guard-member, and a

third loop which passes between the twisted parts of said

strand and underneath said upper guard-member so that

wlien the said strand is pulled into proj^er position during

cour8«' of manufacture, the .said loops will firmly grip

around said upiier guard-meml)er and prevent said inter-

mediate guard-supports from lateral displacement; the

said upi)er guard-meml>er being lace<l through said toe

and through said back in such tx)8ition that it will always

rest upon the top e<lge of .said back so as to be positively

supported thereby at this end which, together with the

support given said upper guard-member by said toe, effec-

tvially prevent*! the said guard from material displacement.

4. The combination with a lacrosse-stick frame; a net-

ting laced therein, and a guard; of intermediate guard-

supports comprising a strand of material laced in with

said netting and twisted around itself so as to give sup-

port to certain members of said guard, and provided

with two loo;>8 which fit around the upper guard-member,

and a third loop which passes between the twisted parUs of

said strand and underneath said upper guard-member so

that when the said strand is pulled into proper position

during course of manufacture, the said loops will firmly

grip aroun<i said upper guard-member and prevent said

intermediate guard-supports from lateral displacement.

6. A lacrosse stick frame comprising a handle matie

stout or thick at a point from which extends the back B;

the lip N., elbows O. and M., and the terminal J. the stick

^>eing thickened at the elbows, and the elbow O. being

thicker than the ellxjw M.
(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

891,814. BOBBIN AND WHIRL Joskph W Collins,

Pawtucket, R. I. Filed Feb. 20. I'MiG. Serial No.

.SO^.OIS.

C I—t-

In combination with the circular whirl having a bore

and a plurality of teeth formed on its upi>er edge, a bobbin

having a body portion and an integral enlarged annular

bas«\ said bobbin having a lx)re which extends through its

entire length and having a counterbored portion which

extends for a distance in said base and which is of the

same diameter as said whirl body, a metal plate of con-

siderable thickness equal to the depth of said lx)bbin coun-

terl)ored portion having a central bore and a flat top face

and having the e<iges of it-s ;ieriphery at right angles to

said top face, said plate on its under face b«Mng counter-

l>ore<i to form a downwardly projecting rim. teeth on said

rim, and integral upwardly projecting spurs formed on

said top face of the plate at jxiints intermediate the bore

and periphery of said plate, said plate having a driving fit

with the walls formed by said counterbored portion of the

siMK)l ha.se.
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801.815. CARRIAGES-TOP. Chaklwi VT Ckx)pe. Taun-

ton, IfaoB.. BMignor to Coops M&nu/actQrin« Company,
BoflXon, Maas., a Corporation of MaMa<husett«. Filed

Nor. 18. 1906. Serial No. 287.034.

8»1.817. DOUGH AND CRACKKR HANDLING MA-
CHINE. Alcxandeb W. CoPLAjfD. DctToii, Mich.

FiJeti Oct. 5. 1904, SeriaJ No. 2-27 .201. Renewed Dec.

30. 1907. Serial No. 4fl8,ft97.

1. In a earriace top, a bow having a vocket provided

with a buffer, and an adjaeent bow having a projection en-

tering sakl Boeket.

2. In a carriage top. a bow having a socket, and an adja^

cent bow provided with a projection entering said socket

and serving to aline the bows and prevent lateral move-

ment 0/ one bow with relation to another bow.

3. In a carriage or automobile top, a plurality of bows,

and spacing devices carried by adjacent bowa and adapted

to space one from the other when the tqp Is folded, the

spacing device on one bow adapted to interlock with one

on an adjacent bow.

4. In a top or canopy for a vehicle the combination with

a plurality of jointed side arms of the bowt, of stops on the

facing sides of the arms, one having a socket and the next

one provided with a projection to Interlock into said socket

when the arms assume proximate relationp.

5. In a top or canopy for a vehicle, the combination with

a plurality of jointed side arms of the bow», of stops on the

facing sides of the arms, one having a socket made out-

wardly flaring and the next one provide^ with a tapered

projection to engage in said flaring socket when the arms

are in their closed relations.

891.816. 0V'F:N-F1:EDIN0 device. Alex.wder W.
C()PL.\.VD. Detroit. Mich. File.! Jan. 31. 1902. Serial

No. 92.0O7.

1 . The combination with an oven having a lateral open-

ing, of a delivery mechanism for delivering cut dough a«l-

jacent to the oven, and a reciprocating device for pirking

up and transferring the cut dough from the delivery meoh-

ani.tm through said opening into the oven.

2. The combination with an oven having an external

con.stant delivery for cut dough and having a lateral open-

ing, of reciprocating mechanism for periodically picking up

an accumulated charge of dough from the delivery mech-

anism and delivering it through said openitig into the oven.

3. The combination with an oven having a lateral open-

ing of a device for feeding cut dough aeetipns therein com-

prising a carrier, means morable transv^^ely of the car-

rier for picking up the charge therefrom »nd moving and

delivering the same transversely through aaid opening onto

a receiver tn the oven, such feeding device maintaming the

arrangement of the dough sections undisturbed.

4. The combination with an oven having a lateral open-

ing, of a feeding device for cut dough comprising a recipro-

cating carrier, means for picking up and supporting the

charge thereon externally of the oven and delivering said

charge tiirough said opening within the oren.

6. In an oven feeding device, the coml)ination of a car-

rier for a cut dough strip, means for transferring a multiple

of aectiww of such strip and collecting thein with the longi-

tudinal edgefl of the section of the strip side by side to

make a charge, and mechanism for intermittently transfer-

ring such charge into an ov«i.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gaaetle.]

1. In a machine for transferring rrackers and dough, a

reciprocatmg frame, a dough tran-nfer device thereon, and

a cracker tran.sfer device thereon, each tran.nfer device com-

pri.<'mg mean.-* for picking up the articles from a .-(upiwrt,

tran.sferring them, and <lelivermK them m another nupiKirt.

2. The combination of supixjrts for cut dough and crack-

ers arranged at different levels, of a reciprocating tran.sfer

device for each support, one tran.sfer tlevice mlapte<l to <le-

liver cut dough uix)n one supTX)rt. and the other to remove

crackers from the other supjjort. at each reciprocation.

3. The combination of 9upi)ort.s for cut dough and crack-

era at difTaent levels, a reciprocatmg transfer device for

each support, said <levioee traveling together, one transfer

device adapted to deliver cut dough upon one support, and

the other to pick up an<l remove crackers from the other

support, at each reciprocation.

4. The combination with a reel oven ha\'ing a lateral

opening, a shelf therein adapted to support a series of rows

of baked crackers thereon, a reciprocating transfer device

adapted to travel over said shelf into and out (jf the oven

through said opening, ami means on said transfer device

for picking up. carrying away and delivering crackers at

each reoiprocAtion.

5. The combination with a shelf for a layer of a series of

rows of crackers, and a carriw beside the same, of a trans-

fer device reciprocating across the two, and means on the

transfer for picking up the crackers from the shelf, carr>-ing

them to the carrier and depositing them thereon in the

same order in which they were on the shelf.

[Claims 6 to 45 not printed m the Gasette.J

891.818.

N. Y.

SASH-LOCK
FUed Mar. U

HxNRT W. CovxRT, Waterford,

I908. Serial No 420,343

1. In a device of the claM described, and in combina-

tion, a pair of members, one movable vertically relatively

to the other, and the other provided with a stop and a re-

cess: a [)endulou8 lever pivotaily mounted upon the rela-

I tively movable member, and having on its lower end a

hook adapted to engage by gravity said stop, and having

Jl'NK ^o, iqo8. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2039

on Its upper end an offset adajited to occupy said recess

In the gravity-iridu(-ed ix>.-.ition of the lever, and adapted to

be withdrawn from said recess by a swinging movement of

saiil lever

2. In a device of the class ile8cril>od. and in combina-
tion, a pair of members, urie movable vertically relatively

to the other, and the other provide*! with a stop and a re-

cess; a iwndulous leNcr luvotally mounted iii>on the rela-

tively movable member, and having on its lower end a

hook a<lapted to engage by gravity said stop, and having

on its upi)er end an offset a<lai)led to occupy said recess

in the gravity-induced p<>sitit>n of the lever, and adapted

to be withdrawn from said recess by a swingiuK tnovcmcnt
of said lever; and a projection on the relatively movable
member in the path of said lever when swung to a position

such that said (>ffs<>t is withdrawn from sai<l recess.

3. In a device of the chi.s.s de8cril)ed. ami in combina-
tion, a pair of members, one movable vertically relatively

to the other, and the other provided with a recess; a pen-

dulous lever pivotaily mounted uikhi the relatively niov-

able member, ami having on its upi)er end an offset adapt-

ed to occupy said recess in close proxiniity to the bottom
thereof, when the relatively movable member is in its

lowermtiet jxisition, and to be with<irftwn from the recess

by a swinging iiiovement of the lever, said lever having a

handle, and a projection on the relatively movable ineinlier

HI the path of said lever when swung to a substantially

horizontal position.

4. In a devic*' of the class descril>od. and in combina-

tion, a pair of iiieml)er8, one movable vertically relatively

to the other, and the other provided with a stop and a re-

cess, and hnvitiR a projection a.ijacent to the bottom wall

of said rec»^s, a jx-ndulous lever pivotaily mounted upon
the relHtivel\- movable menilK'r, and having on its lower

end a li™)k adajited to engage h^- gravity said slop, when
the relatively movable member is in its lowermost position,

and on its upper end an offset adapted to occupy said re-

cess in clo.se proximity to the b<:>ttom thereof when the

rel.ntively movable ineniber is in its lowermost [Kisition,

and to be withdrawn from said recess by a swinging move-
ment of said lever, whereby said offset is brought into ver-

tical line with said projection.

5 In a device of the chwss describeti, and in combination,

a pair of members, one movable vertically relatively to the

other, and the other provided with a recess; a lever pivo-

taily iru)unt(Hi upon the relatively movable member, and
having an offset adapte I u< mcupN --ai'! rrcf<s, an 1 to en-

gage the bottom thereof, ami adapte. 1 to t>e withdrawn
from said recess by a swinging movement of said lever,

whereby .said offset is forced downwardly against the bot-

tom of said reces.-?

891.819. COMBINED BL()rrER,CALEND.\U. Rl LER,
ME.VSIRK .\ND P.\rER - CI TTEK H.vkuy T.

CiiANK. Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Sept. 22, lyuti. Serial

No. 3,33.69M.

1, .\ cornbifie 1 instrument . coinitoM'.l of a plate, on

which ft place is left uixin which a measure may l)e market!.

an<i hnvlni? a -jpaee fi)r The insertion thereon of i)rinfed

matter, the plate t>eing covercil with a transparent film

of celluloid bent around one edge, and there forming a

straight edge, a blotting pad Ix-ing afflxei to the un ter

side of the plate, substantially as an 1 for the puriH)-ie«

specified.

2. A combination instrument, composed of a plate on
which a place is left ujxjn which a measure may be marked,
and ha\-inK a space near the measure on which printed or

illustrat<>.i matter may t>e aiserte<i. a film of celluloid, i)ent

^)ver one e^lge of the plaif an 1 cxtende.l over the plate,

and a blotting patl, or b:i.sf, aifixed to the under side of

said plate, substantially as and for the puri)o.ses 8i>ecified.

3. In a combination in.-^trument, a plate containing a

place i>n which a measure ma> l>e marked, and straight

edge, and covered with a film of celluloid whose edge is

bent around and under the straight edge, substantially

a.s and for the purposes si>ecifled.

4. In a combination instrunient. a plate contaiiiiiiK a

place on which a measure may 1^ marked, and straight

edge, and covered with a film of celluloid whose edge is

bent around and under the straight edge, and a basal

pad onto which the plate with celluloi 1 is attached, suIj-

stantially as aii.l for the purpox- ~pi( iiie i.

5. A combined instrunient, r..!i,p(iM\i of a plate, on
which a place is left upon which a ni<^a.-^ure may be marked,
'ind having a space f(jr tlie insert i. Ill thereon >if printei mat-
ter, the plate being covered with a iran.-pareut film of cellu-

loid bent around one edge, ami there forming a straight

edge, subBtantially as and for the purposes si>ecified.

[Claims 6 tu 8 not printed in the CJazette.J

891,820. AI'I'AIiATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF
HOT FLUIDS UNDER PRESSURE. William J.

Ckuyt, Brussels, Belgium. Filed May 31, 1906. Serial

No. 319,666.

1. An apparatus for pro<lucing and distributing hot

fluids under prea-^ure, comprising a casing and a rotatablc

drum in the casing and provided with circumfei^ntial

pockets, said casing having an inlet for the fluid, an igniter

spaced from the fluid inlet, and an exliaust for the fluid

spaceit from the igniter.

2. .\n apparatu.N for pnxiucing and distributing hot fluid

under pressure, comprising a casing consisting of two yield-

ingly connecteii parts, a rotary drum in the ca.xing and pro-

vid«'<l with longitudinal concave pockets in it« circumfer-

ence, and means for cooling the drum extending parallel

to tlie ix>ckct8; said casing having an inlet for the fluid, an

igniter spaced from the fhiid inlet, and an exhaust for the

fluid 8t)aced from the igniter.

3. .\n apparatus for producing and distributing hot fluids

under pressure, comprising a ciusing consisting of two yield-

ingly connectetl part«. a rotary drum m the casing and pro-

vided with longitudinal cxjncave pockets in it.s circumfer-

ence, means in the drum for cot>ling the dnmi and extend-

ing parallel to the v>ockets, and mean.-- in the wail.-^ of the

casing for cooling the pockets and [xrmitting escape of re-

sidual gas««; said casing h.aving an inlet for the fluid, an

igniter spaccni from the fliud inlet, and an exhaust for the

fluKi spaced from the igniter.

4. .\n apparatus for producing and distributing hot

fluids under pressure, comprising a casing consisting of two

yieldingly connectetl parts, a rotary drum in the casing

and pn)vided with longitudinal concave pockets in its cir-

cumference, means in the drum for cooling the drum and

extemling i>arallel to the iKickets. and means in the walls

of the casing for cooling the tx>ckets and permitting e,HCAi>e

of residual gas«'s; said casing having an inlet for the fluids

an igniter spaced from the fluid inlet, and an exhaust for

the fluitl spaced from the igniter, and means for e<mtrolling

the admiasion of fluid through the inlet.

5 .\n apparatus for producing and distributing hot

g;v*es under pressure, comprising » casing consisting of two

jiarts yieldingly held together, a rotable drum in the casing,

and means for a<ljusting the drum in its bearings.

[Claim ti not printed in the Gazette.]
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891,821. 8CR?:EMNG-.MACHINE Robert P. CtJN- ' 891.823. APPARATUS FOR MIXINQ MATKRIALri
NINOHAM. Hulyokp. Ma«8., ai^signor to International

Steam PunipCoinpany, New York, N Y . a Corporatioa

of New Jersey. Filtnl May 3. HX)7. Serial No. 371,571,

1 . The combination with a srrt-en holdtT, of pivoteii rook-

ing supports for the holder, a stationary double arting

direct acting engine having \tn piston connected to the

screen holder for reciprocating the holder, a fluid thrown

valve for said engine, an auxiliary valve oontroUing the

fluid <up()ly for r«aid flui«l thrown valve, and connections

between the auxiliary valve and the screen holder for

positively oi>erating the auxiliary valve from and in unison

with the screen

2 The combination with a supporting frame, of a double

acting direct acting engine rigidly mountttl directly upon
said frame, a screen holder mounte<i on plvottnt rocking

8upp<jrts at one side of the engine, the piston ro<i of the en-

gine being connected directly to the srreen holder, and

valve devices for cijntrolling the movement* of the engine

piston including a valve actuated positively from and In

unison with the screen holder.

1 The metho<i of making expanded metal which con-

sists in forming a sheet with parallel ribs then slitting the

sheet transver^ly of said nbs, and then expanding the

sheet.

2 The methixl of making expandetl metal which con-

sists in forming a sheet having places of greater thickness

Uian the remainder of th« sheet, then slitting the .sheet

across saiil thickciieil places, and then axpanding the

shet't

3. The methixl of making expanded metal which con-

sists in forming a sheet having thickene<l places, then

slitting the sheet into strands but leaving the thickened

places as beaiis at the junction iKjints of the strands, and
then expan<ling the sheet

4. The method of making expandeti metal, which con-

sists in forming a sheet with parallel ritjs. cutting slits in the

sheet so that each slit shall extend l)etween two ribs across

an intermetliaie rib, and then expanding the .sheet

5. The method of making expande<i metal which con-

sists in forming a sheet with parallel thickenad ribs, cutting

silts across each of the several ribs, the slits through alter-

nate ribs alining an<l being staggered with re«i)ect to the

slits in the intermediate rib, and then axpaniling the

slit ted sheet.

891,822 METHOD OF MAKING EXPANDED SHEET
METAL Kkedekk A Dl:IJ^^-^. Chic^o, 111. File<i

July 19. 19<W Serial No 32«.Hfi2

IN CANNINC; FACTORIES RkiiardJ Dkkinson,
Eureka. 111. Filed May 28. lUOti. Serial No. 319,205.

-^'

r "̂

1 In a mixing aiipanitiis of the class de3<'rit)ed, a recep-

tacle having an upper and lower compartment, a gate gov-
erning communication l>etween said compartments, a
stirring devic«' operating m tsith said compartments, means
for admitting a predetermined amount of liquid in said

upper compartment, means for at will ojierating said gate

and means for discharging material from the lower of said

coni[)artmeius.

2 In a mixing apparatus of the class described, a recei>-

tacle having an upper and lower compartment, a gate

governing communication l>etween said compartments, a

stirring device oi)erating in l)<)th .said cotnpartinenls. means
for admitting a predetermined amount of li<iuid in said

upper compartment , in«'ans for at will o(>erating .said gate,

and means for comi>elling the material to [>a.ss through the

discharge oi)ening of the lower compartment
3 In a mixing apparatus of the class described, a recei>-

tacle having an upi>eran.l Inwer compartment, a gate gov-

erning comnuinication t>etween said compartments, a rotary

stirring device oix^rating in both .said compartments, means
for rotating the stirring fievices. means for admitting a pre-

determined amount of liquid in said upi>er compartment,
means for at will otx'rating the gate, and means for c«)ni-

pelling the material to pass through the discharge ois'iiing

of .said lower compartment.
4 In a mixing apparatus of the cla.ss de8cril)e I, a recet>-

tacle having an upp«-r and a lower compartment, a gate

governing communication l)etw<>«>n said compartments, a

rotary stirring device ofs-rating in both .said compartments,
means f(jr a^lmitting a pre<letermined amount of liqui I in

sail upper compartment, means for at will oi)erating the

gate, and a pump oi)erating by suction to withdraw mate-
rial frohi the lower of .sal 1 compartments.

5 In a mixing apv>aratus of the cla.ss de.scribei. a recep-

tacle having an upjsT and a lower c<)m[»artment, a gate
governing communication l)etween said compartments, a

rotary stirring device oi)erating in VK)th said compart men tit.

means for a^lrnitting a preleterinined amount of liquid in

sai<l upi>er compartment, means for at will ojjerating the

gat«', and a suction ami force pump arranged to withdraw
material from the lower of said compartments an(i forcibly

deliver the .same whereby can-" may Ix' ttllo<i with the said

material

891,824 WINDOW-VENTILATOR Hknry A Dikkks,

New York, N. Y. Filwl July 27, 19()7 Serial No.
;{H5,790

1 . .\ ventil.'itor coniprisiiig a sup(s)rting inemlj»'r adapte<l

to l)e extendfHl across a window or the like, a casing carried

by .said member and having portions extended from opix>-

site sides thereof and a<laptetl to be exposed outside and
inside of the window, the outside [xirtion of said casing

ha\ ing oi)enings at op;K>8ite sides for the admission and
disciiaxge of air to and from the interior of the casing, and
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the inside portion of said casing being also provided with

inlet and outlet oiienings and a central division extended

across the interior of the casing ami comprising oppositely
,

arranged parts, the outer ends of which are reversely in-
j

cline<i toward opposite sides of the outside portion of the

casing in iM)sition to direct the flow of air admitted and

discharged at the ois-iiings of the said outside portion of the

casing, and the inner ends of which are inclined toward

each other and are arrangctl to meet at the central part of

the Inside portion of the casing l)eiween the respective inlet

and outlet openings and forming a partition dividing the

interior of the casing into two conduits each adapted for

the flow of air.

2. A splicer for electric wires formed of a flat blank rhom-

boidal in cross section and bent lengthwise into a figure

eight form, with the acute ends of the blank Ix'aring upon

the middle ixjrlion of the blank at opposite sides thereof,

for the purpose set forth

2. A ventilator comprising a sujiiKirting meml)er adapted

to be extended across a window or the like, a casing carried

thereby and having a [Kirtion exteiuleii from the outside of

said ineinl>er and provided with openings at itj* opposite

sides for the a^lmission and discharge of air to and frf)m the

Interior of the casing, and having an opening extended

transversely across it at the inner side of the .supporting

member, a division extended across the interior of the ca.s-

Ing and comprising parts, the outer ends of which are

reversely inclined Uiward the ojienings at the outsi.le jstr-

tlon of the casing U) direct the air admitted and discharge*!

at the ois-nings at opijosite sides thereof, and the inner ends

of which are arranged adjacent to each other at the central

part of the opening at the inside portion of the casing to

divide the same into an inlet and an outlet, and a valve

device extendeil across the transverse ojx^ning at the inside

portion of the casing and a<ijustably mounted for move-

ment to 0[>en an<l close the same

3. A ventilator comprising a casing the outer part of

which has openings at opposite sides and the inner part of

which has an oiiening extended across its top and a ver-

tically an-ange<l partition extended transversely across

the interior of the casing and dividing the same into two

conduits the outer ends of which are mlapted for the ad-

mission or discharge of air at the op;>o8ite ot)enings at the

outer part of the casing and the inner ends of which are

adapte<l for the admission and discharge of air at opposite

sides of the ov)ening at the top of the inner part of the

casing, the inner end of the partition being extended cen-

trally acro.ss the oi)ening in the top of the casing and having

at its upper part reversely curve<l and oppositely directe<i

portions each extended part way across the ov)ening in the

top of the casing at the central part of said opening and

adapte<l to deflect the air discharged from the cjising at

one end of said opening away from the air entering the

casing at the opposite end of the opening.

891.826. SELF-CLOSING INK-WELL. Silas W. Em-
OBT, Versailles, Mo. Filed Aug 19. 19(J7. Serial No.

389,253.

891.82.'5 ELECTRIC -WIRE SPLICER Conrad J.

Dorff. Chicago, 111. Filed June 27, 1907. Serial No.

381.016.

1. A wire connector formed of a strip of sheet metal two

of whose opposite edges or sides are beveled and rcvensely

bent U) form parallel tubes atlaptetl to receive the ends of

the broken wire.

1. A self-closing ink-well ha^•lng a .swinging closure and
means otxTsting automatically to maintain the closure

temporarily in its displaced jx>siti()n after it has Ix^n swung
from over the ink-well and automatically to return the clo-

sure to a iK)sition over the ink-well.

2. In as<'lf-clo8ing ink-well, in combination with a swing-

ing cover, co<'ii)erating means for retarding the return of the

cover after it has ijeen swung from over the ink-well, and

for automatically returning the cover to the position over

he ink-well.

3. In a self-closing ink-well, a cover therefor mounted
to swing away from and over the mouth of said ink-well, a

weighted cord associated with said cover, and a post lo-

cated in the path of movement of said weighted cord, the

combination operating as described.

4 In a self-closing ink-well, in combination with a

swinging arm, a cover for 8ai<i ink-well carried by said

arm. and freely movable over the mouth of said ink-well, a

weighted cord also carried by said arm, and a post locate<l

m the path of movement of said weighted cord, the com-
bination oiK-rating as descriljeti.

5. In a self-cloaing ink-well, in combination with a

swinging arm, a cover for said ink-well carried by .said arm
and freely movable over the mouth of the ink-well, an up-

right guard mounted on said cover, a weighted cord al.sfj

earned by said arm, and a post located in the path of

movement of said weighted cord, the combination op>erat-

ing as described.

891,827. ROTARY EXPLOSIVE - ENGINE. GrY L.

Fairbkother. Mystic, Conn. Filed Mar "20, 1907. Se-

rial No. 363.372.

1. In a rotary explosive engine, a roUjr having two
set« of tangential jKJckets in the ;>eriphery thereof, each

side incline<i in opp<wite directions, a casing surrounding

the rotor, means for preventing the escai>e of gases from

the pockets Into the space between the rotor and casing,

two explosion chambers, the outlets of each oppositely in-

clined in the direction of the inclination of the pockets in

the rotor, means for compressing an explosive charge in

one or the other of said chambers, means for igniting the

charge in one or the other of said chambers, and an exhaust

outlet from said casing.

2. In a rotary explosive engine, a rotor having two
series of tangential i)ocket« in the periphery thereof ex-

tending in opposite directions, the openings of said jxjckete

extending entirely across the periphery of said rotor,

means for preventing the escape of gases from the pockets

int<j the space between the rotor and the casing, two ex-

plosion chambers having outlets commensurate with the

outlet* of the rotor pockets, the outlet from one chaml)er

being opiKisitely inclined to the outlet of the other, and
coinciding in inclination with the inclination of the pockets

in the rotor, an exhaust pipe opening into the rotor casing

and located between the explosion chambers. pip)e8 enter-

ing the explosion chambers for the introduction of a charge
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thereto, valves in the outieta of sakl pip9s c lowing against

the inside pressure and openinjj to outoide preasure. a three-

way coupling conne<'ting said pipe, a pipe leading from said

three-way coupling to a charge-compre.nstng pump, means
for o;>»Tatiiig tlie valve in sai<l coupliog to direct the

charge either to one or the other exploau)n I'hiirnlxT, and
mcan-s for igniting the charge in either of iwiid chambers.

h"

3 In a rotary explosive engine, a rQtor having two
series of tangential pockets in the periphery theref)f ex-

tending in i)p[x)site directions, the openings of sai 1 fxK'ket.«

extemiing entirelv across the p«Tiphery of paid mtor, means
for preventing the escape of gases from Uie f>ockets in to

the space between the rotor and the casing, two op[x>sJte!y

placed explosion chambers having outlets commensnrate
with the outlet.'* of the rotor pockets, the outlet from one

ch.-uiiber Ijeing iipixjriitely inclined to tbe outlet of the

other and coinciding in inclination with tjhe inclination of

the pockets in the rotor, an exhaust pipe opening into the

rotor casing and located between the explosion chambers,

pipes entering the explosion chambers for the introduction

of a charge thereto, valve in the outlets of laid pipes closing

against insi.ie pressure and opening to outside pressure, a

three-way coupling innnecting said piixi, a pipe leading

froni .sai 1 three-way cr)upling to a ch*rge-compressing

pump, a hand lever for actuating the valve in .said coup-

ling ele<tric igniting device* located In each explosion

chamber, and means for breaking the circuit of said igni-

tion devices, in one or the other of said expjfwion chambers.

4. In a rotary explosive engine, a rotor having two adja-

cent tangential pocket.s in the periphery thereof inclined

in the same direction a casmg -iiim>un.|i:ig the rotor, a

shaft passing througti said casing on wljich the rot<jr is

mounte.i. m*-ans for preventing the es<'af>e f>f ga^es between

the rotor and the casing, an e.xpl<jsion ch*mt.)er having an

outlet mclined in the direction of the ioclination of the

poekets, said outlet i:)eing large enough to register with the

outlets from both rotor p*M'kets at the same time, means
for preventing the escape of gases from said rotor pockets

loested on eitluT -ide of the -aid ;)Ocket.'<, means for com-
pressing an explosive charge in said explosion ciiaml>er.

means for igniting said charge, and an exhaust outlet from

said casing.

5. In a rotary explosive engine, a rotof having tangen-

tial iH>cket« in the periphery theref)f. a ra^^ing inclosing

said rotor, an explosion chamber h;i\ ing :hi ojiening there-

from registering with .sai.l ;)ockets at one point in the revo-

lution of the rotor, an exhaust pii^e lealirig from said ca.s-

mg and adaptetl to register with said pocl«ct,s and re*<ilient

strips attached to the rotor anil locate.l on either side of

said rotor f)<)ckets and contacting with the inner face of

the catling I

[Claims 6 to S not printe<l in the Gaaetie.]

891.828. TOY.
May 28, 1907.

Ralph ri. FirmBR, Trenton, N. J. Filad

Serial No. 37«.13fi.

In a toy, the combination of a case having a lK)ttom with

a plane face anil a small opening in said face, and n ball

provide 1 with a projecting stud adapted to enter said open-
ing in the bottom of said cane.

8©1.82<» .\DjrST.\BLE ROLLER PORTABLE
STAND. ^William R Fox and M.vrrHEw Lund,
Grand Rapids, Mich,, assignors to P"ox Tyjjewriter Com-
pany, (Jranu Rspids, Mich Filed Jan. ly, 1907. Se-

rial No. .>o3 1^.

1 III a [)edestal or base for machinery or heavy t<x)ls.

the combination of the base; a i)air of rollers at one side

there<jf : .suitable lugs or siipports at the op[X)site side; a

turn-table inserted into the base, a roller pivote<l to verti-

cally-a ijustable slides in the said turn-table, and a tongue

or lever pivote I to the said turn- table, arrange»l tf) react

upon the vertically-adjustable slides, whereby, when the

tongue is .>»wung forwani, it reacts and elevates the bas<'.

supporting it on the sail roller, whereby the base or ped-

estal can be thus readily transpt>rte.i

2. In a portable base for heavy t<K)ls or machinery-, the

combination of the baae: rollers at one .side there>of : a turn-

table at the opposite sifle. consisting of a. ring L' fltteii onto

the under side of said base, having an archeil bracket L, a

retaining ring clampe<l to tiie upwardly projecting part of

said turn-table: a pair of vertically-adjustable suptxjrts M';

a roller M joumaled between .said supports: a lever X bi-

furcated and pivoteil at N" to the arche<l bracket L. and
provideii with projections ri to react u[)on the vertically ad-

justable roller supiKjrts 'o elevate the bas«> preparatory to

transportation, coai-ting for the purpose specifie<l.

.3. In a base for machinery, the combination of the base;

roller-; thert'foraf one side of the same aturn-table; a roller

carried by a<ljustable supjKjrts in said lam-table, a handle

to react upon the adjustable roller 8Ui>port for elevating

the base when it is being trans|K>rte 1. coacting for the pur-

pose specific J.

S91.830 METHOD OF FILLING M.\TTRE.SaES. Fkr-

DiNANn Fkankk Clark county. Ind Filed Nov. 10. 1904.

.Serial No 232,217

1 The herein de.s<-ril)e 1 metho 1 of forming mattres.se8

which consists of directing an air blast into the tick of the

mattre<s to inflate it an.l di.scharging the falling material

into said tick along with saiil air blast

2. The herein described nutho.l of funning mattresses
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which consist* of comlucting an air blast from the discharge
pipe of a picker directly into a mattress tick whereby said

}

tick is inflate,!, and delivering ti»e filling material In a layer
of uniform tliickneas. into the mattress while ao inflate<l.

891.831. PNEUMATIC HAMMER Joseph Fredch-
UK, Stroudshurg, Pa. Filed Jan 22.1908. Serial No.
412.17.3.

1 In a pneunuitic tool, a cyliader. indepen<lent inlet
p<jrtH arranged at ea<h end of the cylinder, a piston hav-
ing a ijenpheral groove forming a port which co-acts with
tlie inlet iK>rts at lx)tli ends of the cyUnder for controlling
the supply of fluid, by-pass jxirta leatling from tJie inlet
p<jrt8 to the adjacent ends of the cylinder, and means for
permitting the passage of a portion of the tlui.i through
the by-pass {-K)rts .-ifter the pi.sU)n has started on its work-
ing stroke.

2 In a pneumatii- UxA. a cylinder, a feed port having a
plurality of fluid passages communicating therewith and
pnjvided with inlet ports opening through tlie bore of the
cylinder at e<|ual distances around the walls thereof

, a pis-
ton mounted for recipnxation within the cylinder and
having an lntermediaU> i^eripheral grcKJve forming a port
which co-acts with the inlet jKirta for controlling the sup-
ply of fluid. and auxiliary gr(M)ves forme.l in the piston one
on each side of the intermediate groove and adapted to
register with the inlet ports to permit the passage of air
to the adja<-ent ends of the cylinder after the latter has
started on Its working stroke.

3 In a pneumatic to<j|. a cylinder, independent ports
arranged at each end of the cylinder, a pisUm mounted for
reciprocation within the cylinder and provided with a
port which co-acts witli the inlet piorts at both ends of the
cylinder for controlling the supply of fluid, auxiliary pt^rts

arranged in the piston and adapte<i to register with the in-
let i)ort8 in the cylinder thereby to permit the passsage of
air to the adjacent ends of the cylinder to form a cusliion
on each stroke of the pi.ston

4 .\ pneumatic t.r>ol including a cylinder having at each
end a by-pass port, both ends of which communicate with
the bore of the cylinder, a fee<l port also communicating
with the bore of the cylinder at a ix)int substantially ui
alinement with the inlet end of the by-pass port, a piston
having a main port or passage for placing the inlet port in
communication with such by-pass port at each end of the
piston stroke, and auxiliary ports formed in the piston
and atlapted to regisU-r with the inlet ports U) a<.irait a
small quantity of air to How to the adjacent end of the cyl-
inder to form a cushion,

5. In a pneumatic t<x)l. a cyhnder having by-pass porta
at each end Uiereof, feed ixirts cominimicating with the
bore of the cylinder at points in aUnement witli the inner
ends of said by-i>aH8 {x>rta. a handle member having a
valve ijaasage with which said feed ports communicate, a
piston having a main port or passage co-acung witii the

feed porti* to permit the flow of air through the by-pass
ports to the cylinder, auxiliary ports formed in the piston
one on each side of the main port and ailapted to register
with the inlet ports of the cylinder to admit a small quan-
tity of air to each end of the cylinder, and pisU)n controlled
exhau.st jxirts leading from both ends of the cylinder.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the tiazette.]

891.832 HINGE-PIN FOR BREECH-LOADING GUNS.
Nil* J .\. Fykbeho, Hopkinton. Mas.s Filed July 24,
1907. Serial No 386,259.

1. In a breech loading fire-arm, the combination with a
frame having a passage therein, an enlarged counter-sunk
opening on one side of the frame at one end of said i)assage.
and a pin projecting into said passage from its wall on the
opjx)site side of said frame, of a hinge pin having a movable
head on one end fitting in said opening, and a circumfer-
ential square-shouldered groove near the other end in which
said pin engages for positively locking the hinge jim to the
frame, said groove having a slot extending therefrom to the
end of the hinge pin whereby said hinge pin may be turned
to bring the fixed pin into the slot so that the hinge pin
may be removeii

2 In a breech loading flre-arin, the combination with a
frame having two side walls, a i)assage extending through
the two walls of said frame, a counter-sunk opening in the
outer surface of one wall communicating with said passage
and having an outward extension, said opening and exten-
sion l)eing located entirely withm the surface of .said frame,
and an of)ening in the other of said walls and a pin therein
projecting into said passage, of a hinge pin fitting said pas-
sage having a circumferential groove for receiving said
pin in the frame, and a slot from said groove to the end of
the pin, an<i a movable head on the pin adapted to engage
in .said oi>ening and extension thereof and to l>o located
entirely within the flat surface of said frame

3 A hinge pin for fire-arms comprising a Ixxly having a
circumferential locking gr(K»ve near one end, a slot extend-
ing from said groove to the end of the pin and a fixed head
at the other end, an operating piece pivotally connected
with said fixed head and adapted to be moved into the
plane theret»f i>erp«>ndiciilar to the axi.s of the pin. and
means for yieldingly holding the operating piece in position
in the plane of the head

891,833. OIL-SWITCH. Edwakd M. Gerry, Norwood,
C)hio, assignor to The Bullock Electric Manufacturing
Company, a Corp<jratJon of Ohio. Filed May lU. 1905.
Serial No. 259.789.

1. In an oil switch or circuit-breaker, a tank containing
oil, a supporting plate mounted within said tank, insuiat-
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iiiK (up!x)rtj< inounietl on said plate, contart neKnients

mounted upon said suptx)rt8 on one side of said plate, a

bri<lKin« memtxT adarited to engage said coataot segnienta

successively, and resistance sections mounted upon 8ai<l

supfKJrtJi on the other side of said plate aad electrically

connected to saui contact segnientJ*.

2. In an oil switch or circuit-breaker, a tt»nk containing

oil, a supporting plate mounted within said tank, insulat-

ing supports mounted on saiti plate, contact segments

mounted upon said suptKjrts on one side o( said plate, a

bridging membt-r mlapted to engage said contact segments

successively, resistance sections moimted upon said su(>-

poris on the other side of said plate and eltctrically con-

nected! to said <ontact segment^s. an<l means projecting

from said tank for ut)erating said bri<lging member to in-

clude said resistance sections in circuit as the switch or

cirtmlt-breaker is oj>ene«i.

3 In a switch or circuit-breaker, a supporting plate,

insulating aupp«jrt8 mounteii on said plate, ct)ntact s«»g-

menta mounted upon said supports on ont side of said

plate, a ni<)\ able ineiulHT arrange<i to engage said contact

segment.- sui 'cen.-*i\ ely resistance sections mounted ujx)n

said sup^Hjr's on 'he other side of said plate and electricall.v

connectetl to said .segments, and a tank containing oil in

which said contact .segments are immersed

4. In a switch ur circuit-breaker, a 8U[>porting plate,

insulating 3upiK)rts mounte<l on said plate, contact seg-

ments mounte<i ui>on said support* on on* si<le of aaul

plate, a movable member arranged to engage said contacts

succeasivialy. resistance sections mounted ujwn said sup-

ports on the other side of said plate, comtuctors within

saiil supiwrts and electrically connecting salcl contact seg-

ments and said resistance sections, and a talik containing

oil in which saul contact segments are immerse<i.

891, '^.14 CONTROLLER -OPERATIVC^. MEANS.
Thomas C'iILMohe, Jr., Norwood, Ohio, assignor to .\lli.s-

C'halmers Company, a Corporation of New Jersey, and

The Bullock F:iectnc Manufacturing Cotopany, a Cor-

[loration of Ohio Filed Nov. 3, 19(Kk Serial No.

341,854.

1. In combination, a controller handle, a single pawl

carried thereby and slidable longitudinally thereof, a

notched memtx-r with which saul pawl co<)f)erates, and
means for causing said pawl to engage one of the notches

of said member when the handle is movetl forward and for

releasing the pawl by a slight backward movement of the

handle.

2. In combination, a controller, a two-part; handle there-

for, one part being slightly movable relativa to the other,

a single pawl carrie<l by one part and slidaible longitudi-

nally thereof, a fi.xed notche<J member co<5per»ting with the

pawl, means for causing said pawl t*) engage one of the

notches of said meml^er a.s the handle is move<i forward,

and means whereby a slight backward movement of one

part of said handle relea-nes sai<l pawl.

3. In combination, a controller handle, a single pawl

came<i by the handle and entirely covert thereby, a

notched memlier with which the pawl cooperates to stop

the handle at predetermined points in it« ft>rwarti move-
ment, and means operat«l by the handle during a slight

backward movement thereof for releasing said pawl,

4. In combination, a controller handle, a single pawl

(arrie<l thereby and slidable longitudinally thereof, a

not<'he«i member with which said pawl co*>;x>rate8, and

means for causing said pawl to engage one of the notches
of said member when the hamlle is moved forward, for

releasing the pawl by a slight backwanl movement of the

handle, and for preventing the pawl from engaging the
same notch when the hanilie is again movp<l forward

5. In a controller, a shaft, an ofx-rating handle therefor

compri-smg an arm fixed to the .shaft and a seivmd arm
pivoted to the first and having a limitefl movement rela-

tive thereto. ihSntched meml:>er, a single pawl carrieil by
the handle, navies for moving said pawl into engagement
with a notch of aaid member which is covered by ,said han-
dle, and mflSMB whereby a backward movement of the
secon<i arm alone disengages the pawl from said not/Ch.

[Claims 6 t»46 not printed m tiie ( iazette.

)

891.835. TRINK-STRAP JoHV N (ioKM.^.v , Richmond.
Va. Filetl July 26, 1907. Serial No. 385,624.

J" JB *

r TS5
b

/: c jf

In a device of the class set forth, the combination of a

main meml>er provide<l with a keeix^r at it.s forward end
and a fulcrum at its rear en 1 and als<.) with three transverse

slots, one at it.s forward end in front of the keeper and the

other two near its rear end ailjacent to the fulcrum, a

trunk strap having one end threa<led down through the

forward sl<jt iin.i uii and down through the other slots an 1

extended l>eyond the end of the meml^)er. whereby the

threaded end of the trunk strap will prevent the memlx-r
from having contact with the trunk, and a lock-carrying

meml)er attached to the other end of the strap and pro-

vided with a pivot engaging the fulcrum at the rear end of

the main memt)er

891,836 rilGHTINd APPARATUS FOR GUNS, CteKA^
Gr.\lhehino, E.s»wn-Riitt<'iischeld. Germany. a.s.signor

to Fri€Hl. Krupp .\ktienges«'lLschaft . Es.sen-on- the- Ruhr.

Germany Filed Jan 22. 19()7 Serial No .353,547.

e* if

u
A sighting apparatus for guns, comprising a toothed

shank provided with an atljustable sighting device, a level-

carriei slidably mounted uixan said shank and provided

with a worm adapted to engage the tfX)thed .shank, and a

level pivotally mounted up<in the level-carrier and pro-

vider! with means for a^ljusting it relatively to said level-

carrier.

891.837 SAFETY DEVICE F(^R GUN - CLOSURES.
Max HERMsiMiRr, E-ssen-on-the-Ruhr. Germany, as-

.signor to F^ried. Krupp .\ktiengesellschaft . E.ssen-on-the-

Ruhr, Germany. Filetl Jan 9. 19<»7 Serial No.

351.521

1 In a recoil gun. the combination with the gun breech

and the breech block, of a safety device comprising a lock-

ing menil)€r for the breech block, and means recoiling with

the gun and mounted to move by its own inertia on recoil

to withdraw said locking memlier from its locking jxjsition
;

said means having delayed action on said lockitig meml>er

2. The combination with the gun breech and the breech

block, of a safety device comprising a locking member for

the breech block, and a swinging member mounted to

swing by its own inertia on recoil to withdraw said locking
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member from Ita locking position; said swinging member
being a<lapted Xd move a preileterinined distance iK-fore it

enters into effective engagement with said locking mem-
ber.

rt^^
r-

f p'j,sa

891,838 HEAI>-BL(X:K AND TENSION-BAR He.vry
W Hoik. Youngstown, Ohio, assignar to Youngstown
Sheet and Tube Company, Youngstown. Ohio, a Cor-
poration of Ohio. Filed Mar. 22, 1906. Serial No,
307,363.

1 In a draw-bench, a bell-block, a pair of jaws, located
in frf)nt of the lK>ll-block and having relative movement
one towards ami from the other, and means for oi>ening
and closing the jaws, whereby the skelp may be introduce*!

between the jaws and the jaws then readily closed on the
Bkelp, for the purposes de8crih)e<l.

2 In a draw-bench, a bell-block, upper and lower jaws
in front of the bell-block, one jaw being movable toward
and from the other, said jaws having their op[K)8ing faces

curve<i, and, when closed, parallel, and means for opening
and closing the jaws.

3 In a draw-l)ench, a bell-block, a pair of jaws, located
in front of the bell-block and having relative movement
one towards and from the other, and means, at the rear of

the bell-block, for opening and closing the jaws, whereby
the skelp may l>e intro<luce<! between the jaws and the
jaws then readily closetl on the skelp. for the purposes
describeii.

4. In a draw-bench, a bell-block, a pair of jaws, located

In front of the t)ell-block and having relative movement one
towards and from the other, a shaft .secured to the mov-
able jaw for opening and closing the same, and a handle at

3. In a recoil gun. the combination with the gun breach
and the breech block, of a safety device c<jmprising a lock-
ing member for the breech block, and means mounted to
move by ita own inertia on recoil to withdraw said locking
meml)er from ita locking (wsition during recoil; said means
l)eing adapte<i to move a liredetermined distance before it

ent<'rs into effective engagen.ent with .said locking mem-
ber.

1. A safet\ device for gun bri-ech mechaiii.sm.s, compris-
ing locking means having locking engagement with the
breech-mechanisms, and a pendiiliim inounteil to swing by
its own inertia on tiring to withdraw said locking means
from its locking iH)sition: said i>en<lulum having its center
of gravity aliove its axis of rotation and s<j locate<i that at

any elevation within the range of the gun-barrel, the said

pendulum luts a moment due to gravity and tends to turn
in the same dire<tion as the turning momentum which acts
on the p)endulum on recoil.

5. \ safety device for breech-mechanisms comprising a
locking memIxT having locking engagement with the
brf>ech-mechanism, a i>endulum mounted to move by its

own inertia on firing to withdraw said locking member
from its locking j>osition and having play relatively to said

locking member, and means for yieldingly hoMing the
pendulum out of engagement with the locking memlx»r.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

tbe rear of the bell-block and operatively connected to said

shaft, whereby the skelp may Ik' introduceti between the
jaws and the jaws then readily closed on the skelp, for the
purposes liescribed.

5. In a device to control the presentation of skelp to a
welding device, a pair of relatively movable jaws between
which ttie skelp is introduced and clamped, and means for

opening the jaws so that the welding tongs may be intro-

duced between them, the skelp may be drawn by the tongs
from the bell between the jaws, and the skelp clamf>cd
between the jaws after the tongs have pa.s.sed said jaws.

891,839. ROTARY ENGINE. Qkoroe T. Killam and
Murray O'Neill, Everett. Mass. Filed Nov. 16, 1906.

Serial No. 343.660.

1. In a rotary engine, a cylinder, a rotor therein, a pis-

ton-bla^ie carried by the rotor tt) move rmlially. a packing
member carried by the piston-blade to engage the inner

wall of the cylinder, and means to counterbalance the cen-

trifugal force of the packing membt'r.
2. In a rotary engine, a cylinder, a rt)tor therein, a pis-

ton-blade carried by the rotor to move radially, a packing
member carried by the piston-bla*le to engage the inner wall

of the cylinder, and a counterweight secured to the packing
member and atiapted to counterbalance the centrifugal

force thereof,

3. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor therein,' said cas-

ing having two oppositely-disposed cylinders, two piston-

blades carrietl by the rotor one operating in each cylinder,

ami a stationary crank shaft to which both piston-blades

are connected.

4. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor therein, said cas-

ing having two oppositely-disposed cylinder's, two piston-

blatles carried by the rotor one oi)eratirig in each cylinder,

a stationary crank shaft to which both piston-blaiies are

connected, a packing member carried by each pislon-blatie,

and a counterweight secured to each packing member and
a<lapted to counterbalance the centrifugal force thereof.

891,840 CARD-HOLDER. William E. K.soder. Ely,

Nev. File<l May 22, 1907. Serial No 375.087.

1. A can! or pai>er holder comprising a ixxly composed
of sheet material folde<l to form a ix)cket. and means con-
stituting an integral ixjrtion of the body for securing the
foldetl portions in co^jx-rative relation and for marginally
sealing the ix)cket on all sides.

2. A card or paper holder compose<i of a strip of sheet

material having sections folded to form a paper-receiving
jtocket between them, and relx»nt flaps integral with one of

the sections and cooperating with the other section for re-

taining the two sections in folded relation and for margin-
ally sealing the ix>cket on all sides.

.3. A card or paper holder comjxjsed of a single piece of

sheet material having sections folded to form a paper re-

ceiving pocket Ijetween them, and flaps forming continua-
tions of the edges of one of the sections and folded over the
other section to secure the sections in eo<)t>erative relation,
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ing >(upp<jrt,>« mountetl on said piate, contact iseRments

mounted upon said supports on one side of said plate, a

bndKing memfxT a«lapted to engage said cotitact segments

successively, and resistance sections mouated upon said

supports on the other side of said plate and electrically

connected to said contact segment*.

2. In an oil switch or circuit-breaker, a t»nk containing

oil. a suptKjrtmg plate mounted within said tank, insulat-

ing supports mounted on said plate, contact segments

mounted upon said supports on one side of said plate, a

bridging memtxr a<iapte<l to engage said contact segments

succensively. resistance sections mounted \)pon said sup-

ports on the other side of said plate and electrically con-

necte<l to said contact segments, and meiuis projecting

from said tank for operating said bridging member to in-

clude said resistance sections in circuit as, the switch or

circuit-breaker is oiiened.
|

3 In a switch or circuit-breaker, a sujiporting plate,

insulating supports mounted on said plaM, contact seg-

ments mountefl upon said supports on one side of sai<l

plate, a movable mern^jer arranged to engage said contact

segments successively, resistance sections mounted uvxjn

said .supports on the other side of said plate and electrically

connected to saiil segments, and a tank containing oil in

which said contact segments are Immersed
4. In a switch or circuit-breaker, a supporting plate,

insulating supixjrts mounted on said piat«. contact seg-

ments mounted upon said supports on one aide of said

plate, a movable member arranged to engage said contacts

successively, resistance sections mounted ttpon said sup-

ports on the other side of said plate, conHuctors within

said supports and electrically connecting said contact seg-

ments and said resistance sections, and a tAnk containing

oil in which said contact segments are immersed.

8 9 1,834. CONTROLLER- OPERATCNO MEANS.
Thom.\s GiLMoRi:, Jr., Norwood, Ohio, aaiignor to .Mlis-

Chalmers Company, a Corporation of Naw Jersey, amd
The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, a Cor-

poration of Ohio Filed Nov. 3. 1900. Serial No.

.341,854.

1. In combination, a controller handle, a single pawl

carried thereby an<l slidable longitudinally thereof, a

notched member with which said pawl co^iperates, and
means for causing .said pawl to engage one of the notches

of said member when the handle is moved forward and for

releasing the pawl by a slight backward movement of the

handle.
"2. In combination, a controller, a two-part handle there-

for, one part being slightly movable relati\'p to the other,

a single pawl carried by one jxart and slidnble longitudi-

nally thereof, a fixed notched member cooperating with the

pawl, means for causing said pawl to engage one of the

notches of 8ai<i member as the handle is njoved forward,

and means whereby a slight backward movement of one

pswt of said handle releases said pawl

3. In combination, a oontroUer handle, a single pawl

came*! by the handle and entirely covei*d thereby, a

notched member with which the pawl cod|>erate8 to stop

the handle at pre<let^rmined poinUs in its forward move-

ment, and means operated by the handle during a slight

backward movement thereof for releasing said pawl.

4 In combination, a controller handle, a single pawl

carrieci thereby and slidable longitudinally thereof, a

notched member with which said pawl c^perates, and

means for causing said pawl to engage one of the notches
of said member when the handle is niove<l forward, for

releasing the pawl by a slight backward movement of the

handle, and for preventing the pawl from engaging the
same notch when the handle is again moved forwarcl.

5. In a controller, a shaft, an <>[)erating handle therefor

comprising an arm flxed to the shaft and a s<'ron(l arm
pivoted to the first and having a limited movement rela-

tive thereto, AiAotched member, a single pawl carried by
the handle, nipkns for moving .said pawl into engagement
with a notch ofwiid member which is covered by .said han-
dle, and msaas whereby a backward movement of the
second arm alone di.sengages the pawl from said notch.

[Claims 6 f jg not printed in the (iazette.)

891.835. TRl^NK-vSTRAP. Joh.n N Gorman, Richmond,
Va. Filed July 26, 1907. Serial No 385,ti24

yjB >»

r
4 A.

T^tc y

In a device of the class set forth, the combination of a

main member provided with a keeper at it.s forward end
and a fulcrum at its rear end and also with three transverse

slots, one at its forward end in front of the kt*eper and the

other two near its rear end adjacent to the fulcrum, a

trunk strap having one end threaded down through the

forward slot and up and down through the other slots an 1

extended beyond the end of the member, whereby the

threatied end of the trunk strap will prevent the meml>er
from having contact with the trunk, and a lock-carrying

member attached to the other end of the strap and pro-

vided with a pivot engaging the fulcrum at the rear en^l of

the main mernl)or

891,836 SIGHTINC. APP.\R.\TIS KOUr.rNS. 0«K.\li

Gralherin(J, Ekssen-Riittenscheid, (iermany. assignor

to Fried. Krupp .Xktiengesellschaft, Ejwen-on-the-Ruhr,
Germany Filed Jan Tl. 1907 Serial No 353.547.

A sighting apparatus for guns, comprising a toothed

shank provided with an adjustable sighting device: alevel-

carrier slidably mounted up<jn said shank and provided

with a worm adapted to engage the toothed shank ; and a

level pivotally mounted upon the level-carrier and pro-

vided with means for adjusting it relatively to said level-

carrier.

891.837 SAFETY DEVICE FOR GUN -CLOSURES
Max HERMSDORr, Elsaen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany, as-

signor to Fried. Krupp Aktiengesellschaft. Easen-on-the-

Ruhr, Germany. Filed Jan. 9. 1907 Serial No.

361.521

1 In a recoil gun. the combination with the gun breech

and the breech block, of a safety device comprising a lock-

ing member for the breech block, and means recoiling with

the gun and mounted to move by its own inertia on recoil

to withdraw said locking member from its locking position
;

said means having delayed action on .said locking member.
2 The combination with the gun breech and the breech

block, of a safety device comprising a locking member for

the breech block, and a swinging member mounted to

swing by its own inertia on recoil to withdraw said locking
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member from its locking position; said swinging member
being adapted to move a pre<lf"terniined di.stance before it

enters into effective engagernent with .said locking mem-
U^r.

V r'istL

3. In a recoil gun. the combination with the gun breech
and the breech block, of a safety device comprising a lock-

ing member for the breech block, and means mounted to

move by it.s own inertia on recoil to withdraw said locking
rnemlxT from itn locking jKjsiiion during recoil, .said means
being adaptetl Xa move a pre.letermined flistance l>efore it

enters into effective engagement with said locking mem-
ber.

4. A safety device ft)r gun breech mechanisms, compris-
ing lf>cking means having locking engagement with the
breech-mechanisms, and a pendulum mount«*<l to swing by
its own inertia on firing to withdraw said locking liicans

from \X» locking i)ositu)n. sanl i>endulum ha\itiK its center

of gravity alxivo its axis of rotation and SKi locatetl that at
any elevation, within the range of the gun-barrel, the .said

pendulum ha.s a moment due to gravity and tends to turn
m the same dirc<tion as the turning momentum which act.s

on the pendulum on recoil

.5. A safety device for breech-mechanisms comprising a
locking member having k)cking engagement with the
breech-mechanLsm, a pendulum mounted to move liv its

own inertia on firing to withdraw said locking meml>er
from it.s locking jKjsition antl having play relatively to said
locking meml)er. and means for yieldinglv holding the
pendulum out of engagement with the locking member.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette

1

891.838. HEAD-BL{X:K AND TENSION-BAR. Henry
W. Hock, Youngstown. Ohio. aasign«r to Youngstown
Sheet and Tul)e Company, Youngstown. Ohio, a Cor-
poration of Ohio Filed Mar. 22, 1906. Serial No.
307,363.

1. In a draw-bench, a bell-block, a pair of jaws, located
in front of the bell-block and having relative movement
one towards and from the other, and mean.s for opening
and closing the jaws, whereby the skelp maj' be introduce*!

between the jaws and the jaws then readily closed on the
skelp, for the purposes described.

2. In a draw-bench, a bell-block, upper and lower jaws
in front of the bell-block, one jaw l)eing movable toward
and from the other, said jaws having their opposing faces

curved, and, when closed, parallel, and means for opening
and closing the jaws.

3 In a draw-bench, a bell-block, a pair of jaws, located
in front of the bell-block and having relative movement
one towards and from the other, and means, at the rear of

the bell-block, for opening and closing the jaws, whereby
the skelp may be intro<iuced between the jaws and the
jaws then readily closed on the skelp, for the purposes
described.

4. In a draw-bench, a bell-block, a pair of jaws, located
in front of the l>ell-block and having relative movement one
towards and from the other, a shaft .secured to the mov-
able jaw for opening and closing the same, and a handle at

the rear of the bell-block and operatively connected to said

shaft, whereby the skelp may t>e introduced between the
jaws and the jaws then readily closed on the skelp, for the
purposes described.

5. In a device to control the presentation of skelp to a
welding device, a pair of relatively movable jaws l>etween
which the skelp is introduced and clami>ed. ami means for

opening the jaws so that the welding tongs may be intro-

duced between them, the skelp may Ije drawn by the tongs
from the bell between the jaws, and the skelp clamped
between the jaws after the tongs have passed said jaws.

8»1,839. ROTARY ENGINE Geokge T. Kill.am and
MuKRAY O'Neill, Everett. Mas.s. Filed Nov. 16, 1906.
Serial No. 343.660.

1. In a rotary engine, a cylinder, a rotor therein, a pis-

ton-blade carried by the rotor to move radially, a packing
member carried by the pi8ton-bla<le to engage the inner

wall of the cylinder, and means to counterbalance the cen-

trifugal force of the packing member.
2. In a rotary engine, a cylinder, a rotor therein, a pis-

ton-blade carried by the rotor to move radially, a packing
member carried by the piston-blade to engage the inner wall

of the cylinder, and a counterweight secured to the packing
member and adapted to counterbalance the centrifugal

force thereof.

3. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor therein, said cas-

ing having two oppositel^'-dispoeed cylinders, two piston-

blades carried by the rotor one operating in each cylinder.

and a stationary crank shaft to which both piston-blatles

are connected.

4. In a rotary engine, a casing, a rotor therein, said cas-

ing having two oppoeitely-dispo.sed cylinders, two piston-

blades carried by the rotor one operating in each cylinder,

a stationary crank shaft to which both piston-blades are

connected, a packing member carried by each piston-blade,

and a counterweight secured to each i)acking member and
adapted to counterbalance the centrifugal force thereof.

891.840 CARD-HOLDER. William E Knodeh, Ely,

Ne\'. Filed May 22, 1907. Serial No. 375,087.

1. A card or paper holder comprising a l:K>dy composed
of sheet material folded to form a pocket, and ine^ns con-
stituting an integral ix)Mion of the body for securing the
foldeil i)ortions in co6{)erative relation and for marginally
sealing the pocket on all sides.

2. A card or paper holder compose*! of a strip of sheet
material having sections foldt^l to form a paper-receiving
I>ocket between them, and rebent flaps integral with one of

the sections and coSperating with the other section for re-

taining the two sections in folde*! relation ami for margin-
ally sealing the ix)cket on all sides.

3 A card or paper holder composed of a single piece of
sheet material having sections folded to form a paper re-

ceiving pocket between them, and flaps forming continua-
tions of the edges of one of the sections and folded over the
other section to secure the sections in cooperative relation,
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said flaps being spaced from the surface of the section which
they engage to form a receptacle for cards tnd the "like.

4. A card or paper holder composed of Sheet materia]
embodying a pair of sections arranRpd in foiile<l relation,

one of the section.-* ha\in« ita eiige* prr)vi(|ed with flaps

that are folded inwardly thereon, the other *M-tion having
similar flaps that arv fol<leti inwardly and over the corrt.>-

sponding edges of the other section to pnjvide a three-
sided marginal seal to retain the sectiotw i|i cooperative
relation, the fourth .<«i(le of the seal being ftjriued by the
fold and means attached to one of the sectiorvs for support-
ing the sections.

891.841. AUTOMOBILE-WHEEL.
and OrsTAV Avdkf.f., Dane. Wis.
Serial No. 297.366

K.\RI, Kdhlmv.vn
Filed Jan, 22, 1906

1. In a wheel, a rim having a plurality ijf rectangular
transverse recesses forme<l therein, a tire having a plural-
ity of rectangular transverse lugs fonned 06 its inner pe-
riphery, said lugs atlapte<l to fit snugly said recesses, a r*^

t&ining wire passing through said lugs, and means detach-
ably connecting said wire with said rim.

2. In a wheel, a rim having a plurality of transverse re-

cesses formed therein and with slot<i connecting said re-

cesses, a tire having a plurality of lugs formed thereon and
adapted to fit saiii recesst-s, a retaining band passing
through said lugs ami arranged in said slots and means de-
tachably connecting said band with said rim

891.842 RACK FOR TOWELS. James R. Laxe. Lud-
ington. Mich. Filed Aug. 30. 1906. Serial No. 332,571.
In a device of the class described, the combination of a

plurality of arms, spacing members arranged between the
arms adjacent one end thereof, a pivot pin parsing through
the arms and the members for securing the 34me together,
said arms being provided with flat faces, and taid members
being provided with flat bearing faces surrounding the
pivot pin, and with which the flat faces of the arms engage,
the bearing faces of the members being of a larger diameter
than the engaging ends of the arms, whereby the ends of

sand am\s will always remain in engagement with and be

supported by the said faces in any position to which the
arms may be moved about their pivots and supporting
members engaging the ends of the pivots beyond the arms.

each of said mombert having a cylindrical bearing sui^ace
engaging the outermost arms adjacent their pivut^ anil re-

mote from the extreimties thereijf

.

891,.<U.'? SEWINfl-M.\CHINE. Harrt N Lee, E<lg.
basion, Birmingham, England, assignor of one-half to

Henry Lawrence, Birmingham, Englan 1. FileJ June
15, 1<)07 Serial No 379.152.

1 In a sewing machine, a separable device for folding
material ready for 8titx;hing to garnientii, comprising a
lower bar connected at one end to an upper slotted bar set

above and at a slight angle thereto, a pair of edge guides
between said bars witli screws working through the slot of

the upper bar, the said device IxMtig ailapte<l for setting to

fold the materiiU to the distance between the etlge guides
when pushe<l along same by an iron.

2. In a .sewing machine, a separable folding device, hav-
ing upi)er and lower bars .set at a slight angle, and connect-
ed at one end, a pair of adjustable edge guides working in

the bars adapteil for folding material when pushed along
same, anfi a single crank and a clip for attaching said fold-

ing device to the foot-bar of the sewing machine.

891,844. NEWSPAl'EH HOLDER A.M) SPREADER.
ArofST LiEBEKAii, Deep River, Conn.
1907. Serial No 369.H43

Ftle<i Apr 23.

1. A holder including a handle and a rod. means for se-

curing a newspaper or like article to the nxi, and a frame
for supporting the leaves and rotatably mounted to swing
entirely around the holder.

2. A holder including a handle and a rod. the latter hav-
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ing a slot for the reception of a newspaper, and a frame for

supporting a leaf and pivotally mounted to swing entirely
around the holiler.

3. A holder inclutiing a rod and a handle, grooves formed
upon said holder, and a frame rot-ntably mount<'d upon the
holder by means of lotjps ut>on the frame engaging said
grooves.

4. A holder including a handle and a rod, the latter hav-
ing a slot ojien at one end for the reception of a iKijier,

grooves fonned u^xjn the holder, and a frame fonned of

wire with its ends provide<l with loops locjited in said

grooves and constituting a pivotal mount for saiii frame
.5. A holder including a handU- and a rod, meant; for se-

cuniiK a newspapiT to the rcxl, a frame pivotall.\- ii.ouiited

upon tiie holder and having a thumlvpiece rigidly secured
tliereto and k)cated accessible to the hand of the user.

[Claims 6 t<j 10 not pnnt^tt in the (iazette 1

891,846. ROTARY FLL:ID-M0T0R. Charlks E. Mar-
shall, I.*;6tershire, N. Y.. assignor to Empire Motor A
Machine Company, Bainbridge, N. Y Filed Dec 29,

1906. Serial No. 35<J.094.

891,845. CENTRIFIOAL MACHINE. Biroer LnjNO-
str'^m, .Stockholm, Swe<1en. a.ssignor to Aktiebolaget
Separator, .Stockholm, Sweden, a Company. Filed

July 23, 1906. Serial No 327.409.

1. In a continuously operative centrifugal machine for

separating li<niid.s from solid constitueriUs, m (;o[nl)ination,

an upi>er an<l lower conically siiap<^l pl.ite. the upjM'r plate

having of)«>ning8 therethrough, said plates forming Ixdween
them a separating chamber and a soliil conical plate suimt-
posevl ui)on said upi»«'r plat<-, all of sjiid plates iK-iiig rota-

tably iiiouiit<'d. wiiereliy the liquids, s<>parat<'d from the
soliiis and pa.s.sing through the plat*- h.aving openings, are

|

caught by the .solil plate and le<l to the i>erii)hery. I

2. In a continuously oi^-rative centrifugal machine for
' separating liijuids fnini solid constituents, in combination,
a series of upper anil lower conically shape<l plate's, each

,

pair of plates fonning Ijetween them a separating chamber,
the upp<'r plate f)f each pair having an opening, a solid

conical plat<'. suiH-riK)Mi',l al>o\e the pl.<ite, having ojienings

of each pair of plat»'s. all of said plat<'s Ix'iiiK r<)t!itai>l>

mounte<l, whereb.\- the lujuids, s«'parate<l from the solids

in each chamljer and passing through the plates having
oi>enings, are caught iiy the soIkI plates and le^l to the

periphery.

3. In a continuously o[>erative centrifugal machine f(jr

separating lirjuid from solid constituents, in combination,
8ui)erpose<l alternate conically shapeil separating plates,

having openings therethn>ugh and conically 8liafx>d -olid

guiding plates, each of the .separating plates l>einK se<'ured

to the guitiing plate above it, Ixjth the guiding plates and <

separating plat«>8 l)eing rotatably mounted. '

4. In a continuously oix'rati%e centrifugal machine for '

setKirating liouid from solid constituents, in coiiii>ination,

superposed alternate conically shape<l 8<-f);irating plates,

having openings therethrough, devices in said oi)enings,

solid guiding plaU's. said devices in said opening.s ha\Mng
a relative movement with re~t><"ct to the corresfK)nding

separating plate.

5. In a continuously otx-rative centrifugal machine for

separating liciuids from st)li<ls. a series of upper and lower
plat<"8, iKjth of cf)nical shape, the upt)er plates l>eing per-

forate«i. said plates Ix-ing rotatiibly mounted, the space
between sai<l plates forming 8»*parating chambers of conical

shaije and oix'iiing outwards. '

The water wheel herein shown and described comprising
the flat ca.siiig having one of Us upper corner*! set at an in-

cline and ha%inK a l<ingitudiiial slot in such flat inclined

portion, an outlet at the diagonally opix>8ite comer of

the ca.sing, a nozzle block having a Hal inclined ha^e for

engagement with the inclined surface of the ca-sLng and
having slotted opjKjsite ba.se extensions, bolts passing

through said slotted ba.se exien.sions Uj sw^cure the block
in place, the block having an angularly arranged bore
therethrough and a nozzle engaged in such Ixire and pro-

jecting through the slot in the c;uiing, a whetd jounialed
in the ca.sing comprising a solid central ix>rtion and side

flanges extending outward tiierefrom, the end of the nozzle

being pointed suVtstantially at an angle parallel to the rim of

the wheel and lying adjacent t/i such rim. the central por-
tion of the wheel having concave angularly ilisix)sed buck-
ets fornie<i therein with convex stei>s joining the outer

edge of one bucket to the inner end of the next adjacent
bucket, a series of outer bucketji* or paildlet* angularly se-

cured between the side flanges with their fiuter e<tges in

line with the rim of the wheel, said paddles* having a sharp
entr.ance edge and blunt inner edge, the outer buckets
being longer than the inner buckets, disix>sed substan-

tially o])V>osite the same and arranged on con\erging lines

with respect thereto.

891.847. DY.N.\MO- ELECTRIC MACHINE Emil
Mattman, Norwoo<i, Ohio, assignor to .\lli3-Chalmer3

f'oinivmy, a Corixiration of New Jer8e\', and The Bul-
lock Electric Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

( >iuo Filed Aug. 31, 1906. Serial No. 332,777.

1. In a tlynamo-electric m.achinc, a plurality of brush-

holders, supixDrting means for said brush-holders, cro.ss-

connectors i>etween the bru.sh-holdi>rs, sp>acing members
between the cross-connectors, and means independent of

the brush-holders and separate from said supixjrting means
for clamping the cross-connectors and spacing members
together.

2. In a dynamo-electric machine, a plurality of brush-
holders, strap cross-connectors connected to the brush-
holdeTS, a plurality of insulating spacing members between
the strap cross-connectors, and clamps extending around
the cross connectors for fastening the cross-connectors and
spacing members together.

3 In a multijxjlar dynamo-electric machine, a plurality

of brush-holders, a pair of strap cross-connectors for the
brush-holders, spacing memlx'rs between the cross-connec-

tors, and adjustable clamping members extending around
the cross connectors for fastening the cros,s-conneetors and
spacing members together.

j
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4. In a multipolar dynamo-electric mactiine, a plurality

of brush-holders, a pair of a<ljaoent strap (l^o8a-<•onnectt)r^

for the brush-holders, a pilurality of iruiiilatiiiK Hpacing

members between the cros»-<'onnectors. and a plurality of

clamps around the cross-conneotors. each rl»mp comprising

a pair of U-shape<i members and bolta for fIrawing the said

U-9hai:)ed members tightly together.

5 In a multipolar dynamo-electric machine, a plurality

of brush -holders, a pair of adjacent strap cross-connectors
for the brush-holders, a plurality of insulating spacing
members between the cross-connectors, and a plurality of

clamps around the cross-connectors each damp compris-
insc a pair of J-shaped members having outwardly extend-
mg perforateci or slotted ears and bolts passitig through said

ears, for drawing said U-shape 1 members tonether.

891,848. PACKING -BOX FOR PAPER - BEATERS
J.vuEti E. M.\L"KKK, Johtisonburg, Pa . assignor of two-
thirds to John A. Craig, Johnsonburg. Pa. Filed Jan.
29, 1908 .'^rial N'o 413.330.

1 A packing apparatus for shafts of paper beaters, etc.,

comprising two b<ixings' which have recesses upon the inner

edges thereof fomung an oblong opening when secured to

the fr^rae of the apparatus and through which opening the

shaft to be packe<l passes, and vertically wijustable glands
mountetl in guideways in said boxings, liolts projecting

from said boxings, slotted plates recesaeil upon their inner

edges and through which said bolts pass, and nuts upon
said bolts, afl set forth.

2 A packing apparatus for shafts of pap«r beaters, etc.,

comprising two boxings having each an oval outlined re-

cess in the adjacent edges thereof a<lapteil to receive a

shaft, the opposite sides of the boxings havlns vertical

slota. seiiiicircalar outlined glands bavinK contrseted ixir-

tions adapte<i to l)e guided in said slots, at^rtiirod flanges

at the ends of said glands. l)olt« passing through said ai>*T-

tures and tightening nuts mounted upon the lM)lts and
adapted to bear imninst the flanges nf on*' of said glands,

bolts projecting from said txjxuig.s. Hlultt^l plates having
semicircular outline<l recesses in their atijacent edges

adapte<l t.o receive a shaft, said bolts passing through the

slots in the plates, ami nuts upon said bolts earned by the

boxings, as s«>t forth

3. A packing ap[>Hrafus for shafts of pajxT Ix-aters. etc.,

comprising two l>oxings having each an oval outline<l re-

cess in the a«ljacent e<lges thereof ailapted to receive a

shaft, the opjxisite sides of the Ixjxings having vertical

slots, semicircular outlined glands having contracted por-

tions adapted to be >{uided in .said slots, apertured flanges

at the ends of «iaid glands, holts pa.ssmg through sai<l ai)er-

lures and tightening nuts mounte.l uis)n the holt.s ainl

adapted to tx-ar aKainst the flanges of one of sjiid glamls,

bolts projecting from said Ijoxings. slotte<l plates having
semicircular outlined recesses in their a^ljacent edges

atiapted to recei\e a shaft, said Isilts pH.ssIng through the

slots in the plates, nuts uis)ii saiil ls)lts carried by the txix-

ings, and shouldered iK)rtions on either si le of the con-

tracted portions of said glands a«lapted to bear against

flanges upon the boxings, as set forth.

891849 TYPE-WRITIVC, MACHINE Hknry W Mkr-
RITT, Syracuse, N. Y . assignor t«j The Monarch T.vpe-

writer Company. Syracuse. N Y., a Corporation of New
York. File<10ct 16, 1905 Serial No. 283,004.

1. In a tyv>ewTiting machine, the I'ombination of a rib-

bon vibrator, a single lever for o;HTating the same, a link;

means for causing said link to ojxTate automatically ufxin

said lever at progressively increasing and decreasing dis-

tances from the fulcrum of said lever, means for throwing

said automatic means out of oix'ration a cam operat>le by
said last recitetl means, and means oiK-rable by said cam
for positioning said link lf)ngituilinally (jf said lever inde-

pendently of said aut<^)maric means.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib-

bon vibrator a single lever for o{X'rating the same, a link;

means for causing said link to otx-rate automatically upon
said lever at progressively increasing and decreasing dis-

tances from the fulcnim of sai<l lever: means for throwing

said automatic meahs out of oi>»'ration, a cam o[>erable by
saul last recite<i means; and means oiierable by said cam
for positioning said link longitu<linally of said lever, said

last name<i means being operative when said automatic
means is inoperative,

3. In a tyi>ewriting machine, the combination of a rib-

l>on vibrator a single lever for oi)erating said vibrator, a

link ; means for causing said link to opierate automatically

ujMin said lever at progr»f«sively increasing and de<-rraeing

distances from the fulcrum of said lever: han<l actuated

means for throwing out of o[H'rative relation .said auto-

mafic means, a spring constantly ten<iing to draw sai<l link

away from the fulcrum of said lever: a cam operable by
saitl hand actuate<l means and means operable on sai<l

link to force it towards the fulcrum of said lever against

said spring, said last namel means l>eing operative when
said automatic means is inoperative.
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4. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib-
bon vibrator: a single lever for operating said vibrator; a
link; means for causing said link to operate automatically
upon said lever at progressively increasing and decreasing
distances from the fulcrum of said lever: hand actuated
means for throwing out of operative relation said auto-
matic means; a spring operable to draw said link away
from the fulcrum of said lever: a cam operable by said
hand actuated means; and means op<>rable by said cam to
force said link towards the fulcrum of said lever.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a rib-
bon vibrator: a single operating lever therefor: a single
link adapted to actuate said lever; an eccentric member
adapted to control the position of said link longitudinally
of said lever; hand actuated means for controlling said
eccentric member; a rock shaft operable by .said hand
actuated means; and means ojierable by said rock shaft to
position said link longitudinally of said lever when said
eccentric member is inoperative.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette J

891.850 (OKE-OVEN APPARATUS. Thomas J.
MiTf HK1.L and James A. McCre.\ry, Uniontown, Pa.
Filed Jan. 30, ll>Oh, Serial No 413,484.

1. In a coke oven ajiparatus, telescoping moml>ers
adapted to be projected into a coke oven, a latch member
carried ui>on a fixed portion of the structure in oiH-rative
relation to one of the telescoping ineml>ers, and a locking
memlxT carried by another telescoping member and ar-
ranged to engage and move the latch out of engagement
with the first named telescoping meml>er ami at the same
time lock the second named telescoping member to the
first named meml»er,

2. In a coke oven apparatus, telescoping members
adapted to be projected info a coke oven, a spring actu-
ate.l latch memlx'r carrie 1 uiK)n a fixed portion of the
structure in operative relation to one or rncjre of tlie tele-
scoping memlx>rs. and a locking member carried by another
telescoping meml)er and arrange! to engage and move the
latch out of engagement with the first namel telescoping
memlHT an.

I
at the .same time lock the second naxiieJ tele-

scoping meml)er to the first named memb)er.
3. In a c,)ke oven api)aratus. telescoping members

adapted to be projecte.l into a coke oven, a spring actu-
ated latch member carrie.l upon a fixe 1 [Kirtion of the
structure in operative relation to one of more of the tele-
scoping memters. and a locking member carried by an-
other telescoping memi)er and arranged to engage the latch
member, sail locking mendx'r l)eing actuated by a lever
and arranged to move the latch meml^r out of engagement
with the first named telescoping member and to itself

move into locking engagement with the second named
telescoping member against the tendency of the spring ac-
tuated latch.

4. In a coke oven apparatus, a telescoping structure
consisting of a number of meml>ers adapted to \>e pr.jject-
ed into a coke oven, one memlH-r telescoping into the next
larger member, racks on the telescoping memlx-rs. and a
driving pinion for said racks, a fixed structure into which
the telescoping meml)er8 are movable, a spring actuated
latch carried by the fixed meml)er, a locking meml>er car-
ried by each of the telescoping memt)ers. except the outer-
most one, said locking memlK-r first raising and releasing
the latch and releasing the next outer meml>er and also
locking the said next outer meml^er to itself, and a rock
l»ver coming in contact with the i>eriphery of the driving
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pinion, thereby forcing the locking bolt to place, when the
relatively inner telescoping member is at the limit of its

projecte<i position.

5. In a coke oven apparatus, telescoping memt>er8 and
means for coupling and uncoupling the telescoping mem-
bers, comprising a spring actuated latch member in the
path of a relatively outer telescoping member and ar-
ranged to project therethrough and into the path of an-
other telescoping member, and a lever actuated lock pin
carried by the second telescoping member into engage-
ment with the latch, said lock pin raising the latter out of
engagement with the first name<l tele.scoping member
when coincident therewith, and moving into locking en-
gagement with the said first named telescoping member.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette,]

891,851. PENHOLDER. Andrew B. Moore, Middles-
boro, Ky. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial No. 397,177.

/
X

t

In combination, a handle portion, a metallic sleeve car-
ried at one end thereof and formed with a longitudinal re-
cess extending from its front edge, said handle portion hav-
ing a reduced end disposed in said sleeve, a clamping lever
pivotally mounted in said sleeve an.l having a working por-
tion for engagement with the pen and a handle portion
fitting in said recess, said first mentioned handle portion
having a recess to receive said second handle portion, the
rear wall of said recess being space.! away from the rear
wall of said second handle portion, said second handle por-
tion having its rear face inclined as and for the purpose set
forth.

891,852 FASTENER FOR SLIDING DOORS. JOHV
F. MriRHKAD, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Filed F'eb. 24, 1908 Serial No 417,499.

1. In a fastener for sliding doors the combination of a
keeper having a vertical opening therein; a horizontal ex-
tension formed on the keeper; a pivoted latch having a
hook formed thereon adapted to enter and engage the
hole in the keeper; and. a tiiil formed on the latch adapted
to engage the upper side of the horizontal extension when
the door is closed, a slot being formed in the latch to enable

j

the latter to be lifte«i on its pivot as the door is slid open.
2. In a fastener for sliding doors the combination of a

keeper having a vertical opening therein; a horizontal ex-
tension formed on the keeper; a pivoted latch having a
hook formed thereon adapted to enter and engage the
hole in the keeper; and a tail formed on the latch fihai)ed to
overbalance the hook and adapted to engage the upper
side of the horizontal extension when the door is closed,
a slot being formed in the latch to enable the latter to bo
lifted on its pivot as the door is slid open.

3. In a fastener for sliding doors the combination of a
keejjcr and a pivoted latch adapted to engage one another;
an extension on the keeper; a tail on the latch adapteti to
engage the said extension when the door is closed to prevent
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an. Ulflocking movement of the latch; an.l means whereby
tb* latoh is free to be raised sun ul taileuiul)' with an open-

ing moveineat of the door.

4 In a fa-sffner for sliling doors the ootoihination of :i

keeper havintt a vertical openinjj therein; an ext-ension

formed on the keeper; a pivoted latch tiaving a hook
formed thereon a lapted to enter and enga«ce the hole in

the keeper; a tail on the latch shaped to overbalance the

hook and adapte 1 to eni^ane the said extension when the

door 13 closed to prevent an unlocking movement of the

latch; and means whereby the latch is fn* to be raise J

aiinultaneously with an opening movement of the door.

5. In a fa.-<tenHr for •»li ling doors the cooibination of a

keep)er and a pivoted latch adapted to engaice one another;

a horiionial extension on the keeper, a taU on the latcii

adapted to engage the upper aide of said extension when
the door is closed to prevent an imlockin« movement of

the Latch; and mean^ wher-'by the latch h free to l)e raised

simultaneously with an opening movement of the door

891.853. SASH WINDOW .\ND B.\LAN'CE. JoHN
SKRt.'s. orebro, Swc ien. aA.-*ignor of one-i»alf tn Rhedin,

Goldkuhl A Co.. (lottenborg, Sweden.
1907. .HeriaJ No. 372,975.

rolled May 10.

/-

/-

a 3 __

2

• •^

. I

1. In a sa«ih balance, the combination of a spmilo. a

coiled sa.*h-hahinctng spring attached to the said apm lie, a

catch prcventinit the spindle from turning, hen the sash-

balkncing spring is coilc 1 or uncoile.t, and a Spring situated

fn a cavity in the spindle and acting to retain the catch in

operative position, said catch being releas&ble by outward

pres.-'ure against tije action of the catch-rataining spring

ft)r enabling the tension of the sash-balanciag spring to bj

adjusted, substantially as and for the purp<we set forth

2 In a sash balance, the combination of a spindle, •

coilmi sash-balanring spring attached to th* said spindle,

a catch movaijly inounte.i in a slot in the sait] spindle, and a

spiral spring situated in a cavity in the spindle and acting

to press the sani catcii in engagement with a stationary

I)art. substantially as and for the purpose sat forth.

i In a sash-win low, the combination of spindles jour-

naled at eacli side of the saah, saah-balancing springs at-

tached to the said spin. lies, one of the said springs being

stronger than the other, means adapted to prevent the

spindles from turning, and springs situated in cavities in

the spindles and acting to normally keep the said means
operative, said means being releasable by outward pressure

substantially &s an 1 for the purpose set foroh.

4. In a sash-win low. the combination of spindles jour-

nalod at each side of the sash. sa«h-balanckig springs at-

tacheii to the sai 1 spindles, one of the said springs being

stronger than the other, means adapted to prevent the

'spindles from turning, springs situated in eavitiea In the

spindles and acting to normally keep the sai4 means opera-

tive, said means being relea*able by outwari pressure, and

elaatically yielding part* carr»e«l by the sash, at the sides

thereof, said parts being adapted to cortpeface with pro-

jecting parts, situated in the frame, in such ft manner that,

when the saah approaches its upjiermost position, the

yielding parts are pressed, by the said projections, toward

the saith and are then allowe<i to expand, after having

pa.^sed the said projections, so as to bear on the latter and

assist in retaining the sash in its upjiennost position, sub-

stantially as ami for the purpose set forth

.J In a sash-win low, the combination of spindles jotir-

naled in the frame, pulleys joumaled about the said spin-

dles, coiled springs attached, at their one enils. to thr-

spindles an !. at tlieir oth»T ends, to the pulleys, means
atlapted to prevent the spindles from turning, springs siiu-

SLled in caviti««s in the spin IU'j* and actinu to normally keej)

the .said means oi>erative. said means l>ein< releasable by
outward pressure, flexible connections Ijetween the pulleys

and the sash, and elastically yielding parts carried by the
sa&h, at the sides thereof, m oi)erative relation to the pul-

leys so that, when the sash approaches its up[>ermost {Kjsi-

tion the sai<l yielding parts are {iressed. by the pulleys,

toward the sash and are then alloweil to expand, after

having passed the central parts of the pulleys so as to

l)ear on the up{>er halves of the saiil pulleys and assist in

retaining the saah. substantially as and for the purpose set

forth

s9i,s,>4. appli.ancp: for (;a?^m.\ins Mitxhrm
\\ . OrrvTT. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Aug. 21. 1907.

Serial No. 389,4.54

1 The combination of a gas stopper and device adapted
to engage one si le wall uf a |)ii>e, and means for exerting

p-es8ure between the device an.l one jKjint on the rim of

the stopper to vary the degree of inclirtatioii of its position,

sjbstaiifially as describe 1

2. Idle combination with the top r.i 1 of a ga.-^ stopp«'r of

a fastening device a.lapte 1 to engage one side wall of a

piv>e. and means interposed between the fastening device

an.l the ro 1 of the stopixT for shifting the latter in respect

to the former, substantially as detH*ril>ed.

3 In a ga-» stopijer of the incline 1 variety the combina-
tion with the lop rod of tlie stopper, of a fastening device

adapte.l to engage a pipe, and means interiKjse I belwtien

the fastening device an 1 the rod of the 8lopi)er for shifting

and hoi. ling the latter in Inclined position, sulwtantially as

descril>e 1

4 .\ device f<.r use in i'onne<-tion with gas stop[>ers com-
prising a shaft pr ivi led with a hook having screw and
threa 1 connection therewith, a claw movable on said shaft.

and a collar adjustable on the shaft and adapted to posi-

tion the claw. sutj«tantia!ly an des<Til)ed.

891.855. HEAT-DISTRIHrriNCl HYSTKM William
H Pearck. Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. 19. 1906. Serial

No 33.5.2-20

1. In a heat distributing system, the combination of a

base, a supply pipe supjx>rted thereby, a return pipe di.n-

posed bone.ath the base and in proximity to the supply

pipe, and a casing for each of the pipes, each of said cas-

ings t)eing provi«le 1 with an open side disposed adjacent

each other and said pipes being disposed between and
servdng to close both oJ the casings.

2 In a heat distributing s>stem. the combination of a

base, rollers mounted upon the base, means for preventing

displacement of the rollers, a supply pipe supported by the

rollers, a return pipe disposed beneath the base and in

proximit.v to the supply pipe, and a casing for each of the

pipes, each of said casings being provided with an oyien side

and said open sides being disposed adjacent each other,

said base being diapo.se<l between and serving to close both

of the casings.

3. In a heat distributing system, the combination of a

I ba.sc, a supply pipe supiKjrte.l by the base, a return pipe
' disposed on the opposite .side of the base and in prox-
' imity to the supply pipe, and a casing for each of th*»
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pipes, each of said CMinsa beins provided with an open
aide, said open sides boinc dispoaed adjacent each other,
aid base being ilisi)ose<i t)etween and a.iapted to close the
caainss, the ca^ng surrournhng the return pii>e L>emg pro-
vided with spaced ribs or projections throughout its length
and u(x>n which said i)ipe rests.

!

4. In a heat distrlf)uting system, the combination of a
supply pii>e, anchors for said pij^e. hou.sings for the an-
chors, a ca-sing for the pipn comprising a bmiy i)ortion of
fibrous material, a metallic heat deflecting surface an-l a
fireproof material interposed between the body i>ortion and
the metallic surface, the extremities of said ca.sing pro-
jecting l(X)sely through the wall of the housing and ter-
minating short of the anchors to permit expansion and
contraction thereof, and a return pi()e for the system.

5. In a heat distributing system, the combination of a
supply pljie. anchors for said pipe, housings for the an-
chors, a casing for the pipe comprising a bmly [Kjrtion of
fibrous material, a metallic heat deflecting surface and a
fireproof material interi)r)se,i between the lx)dy portion And
the metallic surface, the extremities of .said casing pro-
jecting IcHjsely through the wall of the housing and ter-

minating short of the anchors to i>ermit expansion and
contraction thereof, a packing interposed between the cas-
ing and the edge of the opening in the wall through which
the casing pa.s.ses, and a return pii>e for the system.

[Claims ii to 23 not printed in the tiazetle.]

891.856. CAR-MOVER Joseph B Peek, KeiTville .Tex.
FUed Dec. 21, 1907. Serial No. 407,599.

A car mover comprising Ijeams, a rotatable track engag-
ing means atUvched to the beams, means for connecting the
lower portions of the beam.'i with the car truck, an arm piv-
otally connected with the upper portions of the beams ai.d
a longitudinally adjustable bar attached to said arm. J

891.857. DRt'M FOR SANDPAPERrNG-MACHINES.
James L Pekkv. Smiiiivilie. N. J,, aiisignor toH.B.Snuth
Machine Company, Smithville. N. J., a Cori.>oration of
New Jersey. Filed Mar. 12. 1907, Serial No. 361.901.
Renewed Oct. 21. 1907. Serial No. 39S,o08.

1. A sanding drum ha\ing a longitudinal opening, a'pair
of clamping devices within the drum and contiguous to said
opening, for clamping the ends of the sand paper, a pivoted
lever by which one of said clamping devices is camed.ra
shaft, and a spring actuated by the shaft and actuating said
pivoted lever to swing the laat-named clamping device in-
wardly toward the dnun axis, thereby stretching the paper
on the drum.

2. A sanding drvmi having a longitudinal opening, a
movable clamping device within the drum and contiguous
to said opening, for clamping one end of the sand paper, a
shaft, a lever pivoted thereon and carrying the clamping
device, and a spring connected with both the shaft and the
lever and adapted, when thrown into tension by the shaft,
to actuate the lever and thus move the clamping device
to stretch the paper on the drum.

3. A .sanding drum having a longitudinal opening, a
movable clamping device within the drum and contiguous
to said oix'ning, for clamping one end of the sand paper, a
slmft, a lever pivoteri thereon and carrying the clamping
device, a collar secured to the shaft, and a spring coiled
abKJut the shaft and secured at its opjHJsite ends respec-
tively to the collar and lever.

4. A sanding drum having a longitudinal opening, a
shaft, a lever pivoted thereon between its ends, a movable
clamping device, within the drum, and contiguous to said
opening, and secured to one arm of the lever, a rod carried
by the other arm of the lever, a frame secured to the drum
having a slot into which said rod extends, and means to
swing the lever on it« axis to move the clamping device into
operative position.

5. A sanding drum having a longitudinal opening, a
shaft, a lever pivoted thereon between its ends, a movable
clamping device, within the drum, and contiguous to said
opening, and secured to one arm of the lever, a rod carried
by the other arm of the lever, a frame secured to the drum
having a slot into which said rod extends, a shaft, and a
spring connected with both the shaft and the lever and
adapted when thrown into tension by the shaft to actuate
the lever.

[Chums 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,858. BLOWING -ENGINE OR COMPRE.SSOR.
GusTAV B. Petsche, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to
Southwark Foundry and Machine Company. Philadel-
phia. Pa., a CorfKjration of Pennsylvania. Idled Aug.
4,1906. Serial No. 329.176.
1. In a blowing engine or compressor, a compre-ssing cyl-

inder having ra^iially arranged ports in ixs heads with
valve seat-s formed on the iiisi(ie of said heads in combina-
tion with oscillating valves .seated on .said inside seats,
shaft* extending through the heads and means connected
to the inner ends of said shafts for actuating the valves.

2. In a blowing engine or comjjressor, a compressing cyl-
inder haMiig rmiially arranged ports in ita heads with
valve seats formed on the inside of said heads and a crank
chamber also formed on the inside of the heads and out-
side of the planee of the valve seats, in combination with
oscillating valves seated on isaid inside seat*, shafts ex-
tending through the heads into the crank chambers and
cranks ,«ecured to the inner ends of said shafts and con-
nected to the valves.

3. In a blowing engine or compressor, a compressing cyl-
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inder having radially arranged ports ill its beads with
vajve seats formed on the inside of said beads, said heads
having also snifting valve ports formed through them, in

combination with oscillating vsdves seat^ on said inside

seats and having openings formed through them to regis-

ter with the snifting valve ports, shafts extending through
the heads and means connected to the inner ends of said

shafts for actuating the valves.

4. In a blowing engine or compressor, a cylinder having
two sets of ports at each end, one set serving as admission

ports and the other set as delivery ports, one set of porta

at each end of the cylinder being circvtmferentially ar-

ranged in the cylinder wall, and the other let of ports being

formed in the cjimder head, a compressing piston in the

cylinder, valves for the two seta of ports, means for posi-

tively opening and positively closing the admission valves

and for p<j8itively closing the delivery valves at definite

p>oints m the strokes of the compreswing piaton, and inde-

pendent means fur oi:>ening the deliver .• vajves.

5. In a blowing engine or compressor, a cylinder having
at each end a .•ei of circumferentially arranged delivery

ports in Its side wall and a set of radially arranged admis-
sion porta in the cylinder head, a compressing piston in the

cylinder, a delivery valve seated on the inner side of each

head, a delivery valve for each set of deliviery ports, means
for positively opening and closing the admission valves

and for positively closing the delivery valves at definite

points in the strokes of the compressing piston, and inde-

pendent means for opening the delivery valves.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.
]

89 1,859. CHARGING DEVICE FOR GAS-PRO-
DUCERS. Hawukt PKTTiBONE.Cudaby, Wi.«i ,a.s«ignor

to Power and Mining Machinery Company, New York,
N. Y., a Corv>oration of New Jeraey. Filed Sept. 8,

1906. Serial No. 333.856.

1, The combination with a furnace of fuel receptacle

having a fuel opening, of a charging device having the hopper

constructed to seat over the said feed opening, and having

a movable plate connected to said hopper controlling the

said opening, a cover or closure for the upper or feed end

of the hopper, and a sliding t>olt constructed to lock the

said plate when moved to one position and the cover or

closure when moved to the opposite position, substantially

as set forth.

2. The combination with a furnace or fuel receptacle

having a feed opening, of a charging deviee having a hop-

per constructed to seat over the said feed opening, and
having a movable plate for controlling the said opening, a
movable cover or closure for the opposite or upper end of

the hopper, and a bolt constructed when moved to one
position to lock said plate and release said cover or closure,

and when moved to its other position to lock the cover or
closure and release the plate, substantially aa set forth.

3. The combination with the furnace or fuel receptacle
having a feed opening, of a charging device having the
hopp)er adapted to seat over the said feed op)ening, and
having a rotary plate constructed to control the said open-
ing, and communication between the hopper and the fur-

nace or fuel receptacle, a swinging closure or cover for the
opposite or upper end of the hopper, a reciprocating bolt
arranged when moved in one direction to lock the said
plate in p>osition to cut oft communication between the hop-
per and the furnace or fuel receptacle and to release the
closure or cover, and when moved in the other direction

to lock the closure or cover and release the said plate, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The combination with a furnace or fuel receptacle
having a feed opening, of a charging device having a hop-
per constructed to seat over the feed opening, and having
a bottom provided with an opening adapted to register

with the fee<i opening in the furnace or fuel receptacle, a
swinging cover or closure for the upper end of the hopper,
and a sliding Ixdt mounted in supports carried by the hop-
per and having its lower end constructeil to enter an aper-
ture in its stationary part when depressed, and in an aper-

ture in the cover or closure when elevatetl. these apertures
being so didpK>8ed that the Ixilt stands opposite the former
when the hopi>er is moved to cut off communication Ije-

tween it and the furnace and to stand opposite the latter

when the closure is in position to close the hopper, ."jub-

stantially as set forth.

5. The combination with a furnace or fuel receptacle

having a fee<i opening, of a charging device having a hop-
per constructe<i to seat over .said feed opening, and having
a plate which controls the comnuinication between the

hopper and the fuel receptacle of the furnace, a cover or

closure for the op;x>site end of the hopper, the closure be-

ing proviilwl with an opening 3, a sliding bolt, the uv)per

end of which Ls c<instructe<i to enter the aperture 3 and
lock the ricjsure when the latter is set over the hopptT, a
spring for moving the bolt upward, ami a receiver for the
lower onii of the bolt constructetl to stanil opptjsite thereto
when the hopi)er plate is in position to rut off communica-
tion Ijetween the hopper and the .spring, substantially aa

set forth.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printe«l in the Gazette.]

891,860. DEVICE FOR SECURING BONI>-WIRES TO
A R.\II>-JOINT Wki.i,es M. PosT.Wilkinsburg borough.
Pa. Filed Sept. 12, 1907. Serial No. 3U2.53U.

i . t i_

^^^^^ » D f 3" \>,i
1. In a device of the character de8cril)ed, a rail bond,

a fish plate, a bolt and nut retaining said fish plate and a

keeper held in place by the bolt and nut and supporting

the rail bond exteriorly of the fish plate.

2. In a device of the character described, a pair of meet-
ing rails, a fish plate, a rtul bond spanning said fish plate,

a keeper supporting said rail bond and means for retaining

the fish plate and keeper In place

3. .Vs an article of manufacture, a rail bond suppwrt com-
prising a clip for engagement with the fish plate and its

retaining means and a keeper forming a support for a rail

bond exteriorly of the fish plate.

4. As an article of manufacture, a rail bond support
comprising a clip exteriorly supported upon the fish plate

and means upon said clip for engagement with the rail

bond.

5. In a device of the character described an exposed
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rail bond, means for securing it in place, a
upon said clip and means for supporting
keeper.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

clip, a keeper

the chp and

891,861. HORSE-TAIL HOLDER. Orrin B Rkad,
Troy. N. Y. Filed Sept. 11. 1907. Serial No. 392,374.

1. A horse-tall holder comprising a strip of resilient ma-
terial having means for securing together the ends of the
strip when bent to circular form, and having Introverted
tongues severally occupying planes oblique to the longi-

tudinal axis df the holder.

2. A horse-tall holder comprising a strip of resilient ma-
terial having means for securing together the ends of the
strip when bent to circular form, and having Introverted
tongues, certain of which are Inclined in one direction, and
certain others in the opposite direction

3. .\ horse-tall holder comprising a strip of resilient ma-
terial provided with a longitudinal row of ai)ertures, cer-

tain of the walls of which are obliquely inclined, and hav-
ing means for securing together the ends of the strip when
bent to circular form, and obliquely Inchneci introverted
tongues formed by pcjrtions of the bo<ly of the strip l>ent

Inwardly along certain of the obliquely incline<l walls of

said apertures.

4. A horse-tail holder comprising a strip of resilient ma-
terial provided with a longitudinal row of aiM-rtures. cer-

tain of the walls of some of which are inclined in one direc-

tion, an<l certain of the walls of others of which are inclined
in tne opposite direction, and having means for securing
together the ends of the strip when bent to circular form,
and introvertetl txingues formed by portions of the bcMly of

the strip bent Inwardly along the respective ojiposltely In-

clined walls of said apertures.

6. A horse-tail holder comprising a strip of resilient ma-
terial having at one end an Introverted hook, and provided
near its other end with a row of ar>erture8 severally adapted
U> receive said hook, said ai>ertures l)eing formed each with
a square outer end adapte<l to engage said hook, and with
lncllne<l walls at its inner end. said strip having introverted
inclined tongues forme<i by bending Inwardly pt^rtions of

the strip along certain of the inclined walls of said aper-
tures.

[Ciaima 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891.862. SALE-CABINET. Richard R. RicKErrs,
Springfield, Mo. Filed Jan. 27, 1908. Serial No. 412.864.
1. A sale cabinet comprising vertical supply bins, and

dispensing bins located beneath the respective supply bins;

the lower front walls of the supply bins being transparent,
and the upper front walls thereof being set inward to pro-
vl<le upper reduce<l legs to the supply bins: and the offset

between aaid lower and upper walls being closeti. by down-
wardly and forwardly Inclineii walls; the said cabinet l>emg

provided above said offsets with envelop racks, the bot-
toms of which are provided by the inclined walls, whereby
the envelops are held with their upper ends separated for
convenient selection individually.

2. A sale cabinet comprising vertical supply bins; and
dispensing bins located beneath the respective supply bins;

the lower front walls of the supply bins being transparent,
and the upper front walls thereof being set Inward to pro-
vide upper re<iuced legs to the supply bins; the said cabinet
being provided above said offsets with envelop racks; said

cabinet being provided with a closure for the upper ends of

the supply bins; also a closure for the upper ends of the
envelop racks, carried by the supply bins' said closure.

3. A sale cabinet comprising vertical supply bins, and
dispensing bins located beneath the respective supply bins;

the lower front walls of the supply bins being transparent,

and the upper front walls thereof being set inwarti to pro-

vide upper reduced legs to the supply bins; and the offset

between said lower and upper walls being closed by down-
wardly and forwardly Inclined walls; the said cabinet being
provided above said offsets with envelop racks, the bot-
toms of which are provide<i by the Inclined walls, whereby
the envelops are held with their upper ends separated for

convenient selection individually; said cabinet being pro-
vide<l with a closure for the upper ends of the supply bins;

also a closure for the upper ends of the envelop racks, car-

ried by the supply bins' said closure; the envelop racks'

said closure inclining downwardly to protect the upper
ends of the envelops.

4. .\ sale cabinet comprising vertical supply bins, and
dlsi»ensing bins located beneath the respective supply bins*

the lower /ront walls of the supply bins being transparent
and the upper front walls thereof being set inw.ir.l to pro-

vide upiier reduced legs to the supplv bins; the Siiid cabinet

being provided above said offsets with envelop racks; said

cabinet being provided with a closure for the upper ends of

the supply bins: also a closure for the upper ends of tlie en-
velop racks, carried by the supply bins' said closure,

through tiie metilum of hinges which permit the envelop
racks' closure to open independently of the supply bins' clo-

sure to which it is attached.

6 A sjilc cabinet comprising vertical supply bins, and
dl8r)ensinR iiins located beneath the respective supply bins;

the lower front walls of the supply bins l>eing transparent,

and the upper front walls thereof being set inward to pro-
vide upp)er retluced legs to the supply bins, the saiti cabinet
l^ing provided above said offsets with envelop racks: said

cabinet iK>lng provided witli a closure for the upper ends of

the supply bins; also a closure for the upper ends of the en-
velop racks, carried by the supply bins' said closure,

through the medium of hinges which r)ermlt the envelop
racks' closure to open Independently of the supply bins' clo-

sure to which it is attached; and said supply-bins' closure

being also hinged to the cabinet so that txjth closures may
be swung jointly from position.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette]

891.863. LID-LIFTING APPARATUS FOR PIT-FUR-
NACES. Rudolf RrcKELS, Dusseldorf, Germany.
Filed Aug. 5. 1907. Serial No. 387.148.

1 In a lid-lifting apparatus for pit furnaces, the combi-
nation with a support; of a parallelogram of levers movable
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therpon in a direction parallel to the cetiter-line of the pit

;

an.i a hook connected with one of the levera forming said

parallelogram.

2. In a lid-lifting apparatus for pit fvirnaces, the combi-
nation with a support; of a doable paralleloicrara of levers

movable thereon in substantial parallelam to the eenter-
line of the pit; and a hook formed at tfce Junction of the
extensions of two homologous sides of the double paral-

lelogram.

3. In a lid-lifting apparatus, the combination with the
crane support: of a collapsible skeletoft parallelepiped of

levers having two of its parallel levers axt«nded to form a
hook ootmeeting rods each pivoted at one end to the crane
support and at the other to the para(lelet>iped ; and a hoist>

ing rope supporting the parallelepiped.

4. In a lid-lifting apparatus, the combination with the
crane support: of two parallelograms of levers having two
of the homologous sides extended and united at their outer
ends to form a hook; a distance piece connecting the two
parallelograms in such manner as to maintain the homolo-
gous Bides of the same parallel to eaet) other: a hoisting
roc>e attached to the distance piece; and means permitting
the parallelograms to be raised and lowered upon the crane
support.

891.864. PROCESS OF RECOLORINO LEATHER.
Krnnx M. Robbots, Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Apr. 29.
1907. Serial No. 370,924.
1. The herein described process for Je-surfacing fabric

material which has been previoualy colored or dyed, con-
sisting in first applying a solution subftantially such as
described capable of rendering the original colored or
dyed surface poroua, penetrating the bo<ly of the material
to separate the fibers and remaining therein, and then ap-
plying to the surface so treated a soluiicti substantially as
described containing coloring matter and capable of pene-
trating the separated fibers of the matarial and adhering
to the original colored or dyed material and uniting with
the portions of the first solution remamiag in the material.

2. The herein described process for re-surfacing fabric
materia] which has been previously colored or dyed, which
consists in first applying a solution composed of animal oil,

vegetable oil, ammonia and an alcoholic body m about the
proportions herein described, which solution remains in the
material, and then appljnng to the n»terial a solution
composed of vegetable oil, a suitable thinning ingredient,
and a suitable coloring matter in about the proportions
and prepared in the manner herein described which unite
with the portions of the first solution remaining in the ma-
terial.

3. The herein described process for re-surfacing fabric
material which has been previou.sly colored or dyed, which
conisista first in applying a solution composed of animal oil,

vegetable oil, ammonia, and an alcoholic body in about the
proportions herein described, which solution remains in the '

material, and then applying to the material a aolution com-
posed of vegetable oil. a suitable thinning ingredient, a
suitable coloring matter, and gtim copal in alxjiit the pro-
portions and prepare.! in the manner herein dtiscribed
which unite with the [xirtions of the first solution remain-
ing in the material

4. A process for refini.'ihing fabric material consisting in

applying thereto a preliminary softening solution com-
prising a volatil«- solvent an 1 oil.M a<ia[ite«l to unite with a
second refinishing «)lution, then apf)lyinK a reflni.shing so-
lution comprising oil adapted to unite with the residue of
the preliminary .solution.

5. A process for refinishing fabric material consi.xting in

applying thereto » preliminary softening solution compris-
ing a volatile solvent, ammonia, and oils adapted to unite
with a second refinishing solution, then applying a refinish-

ing s<ilution compn.King oil adaple 1 to unite with the resi-

due of the preliniinary solution

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,865. CORSBT-OORE-ADJT-.STIXO DEVICE. Max
rt.\HUN, Chicago. 111. Kile<l Jan 13, 19(»S. Serial No.
410,591.

1 . In a front-oi«ning corset having adjustable gores situ-

[

ated at opposite sides of the front o[x'ning, in combination
with stays pocketed in the meeting edges at the opening
and gore-adjusting straps attached to the farther edges of

the gores respectively; connections for the gore-adjusting
straps consisting of strap loops pivoted to the stays in said

meeting e<lgpfi, in p<^>sition to Ije engaged by the adjusting
straps extending from the respective remote edges of the
gores.

2. In a front-opening corset having adjustable gores situ-

ated at opposite sides of the front opening, in combination
with stays pocketetl in the meeting edges at the opening,
and gore-adjusting straps attacbeil to the farther edges of

the gores respectively; di.sengageable connecting devicea
carried respectively by the stays in the two meeting etlges,

and connection-^ for gore-a<ijust ing straps pivotally attached
to the said stays at the points of attachment respectively

of said disengageable devices.

3. In a front-opening corset having adjustable goressitu-
ated at opposite sides of the front opening, in combination
with stays pocket:e<l in the edges meeting at the opening
and gore-adjusting straps attached at the farther edges of

the gores respectively ; studs or biittons carried by the stay
in one of the meeting edges, and means for engaging said

studs or buttons carried by the stay In the opposite meeting
edge, and connections for the gore-adjusting straps con-
sisting of clips pivoted to the stay in the first meeting edge
by means of the studs or buttons respectively, and having a
strap eye projecting from the pocket of said stay at the
edge thereof toward the gore.

4. In a front-opening corset having adjustable gores situ-

ated at opposite sides of the front opening, in combination
with stays pocketed In the edges meeting at the opening
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and gore-ad justing straps attached at the farther edges of
the gores respectively; means for closint; the garment at
the ojiening con.sisting of studs or buttons carrKvi t.y the
stay in one of the meeting edges, and eyeleted clip> ((irriel

by the stay in the other meeting e<lge: connections f^r «ori-

adjusting straps at the side having said clips con-^isiutr 'if

clips pivote<l to the elge stay at that side at the point at
which the eyelete.l clips are secured to said stay and having
a strap eye projecting from the gore pocket at the edge to-
ward the gore at that side of the garment.

89l.8fl8. PROCESS (W rRErARING INDIA-RUBBER
FOR V'ULCANIZArU).\. HKrNHicH Sf houz. Berlin,
Germany, assignor to Bemhard Gratz, Berlin, Germany.
Filed Feb. 27, iy(Mi .Serial .\o. 30.1,217.

The method of preparuig rubber for vulcanization con-
sisting in lK>iling the rubber with amyl alcohol with the
simultaneous addition of water thereby keeping down the
temperature below the melting point of the rubber.

891,867. LAWN-MOWER. H.^kky O. Seckest, Cleve-
\i\in\. Ohio. Filed May 25. 1907, Serial Jvfo. 375,629.

^«J

1. In a lawn-mower, the combination with a suitable
frame including a substantially horizontally disposed ledger
blade projecting beyond said frame at one end, of a rotary
cutU'r mounted In said frame and provided with blades
adapted to coOperate with, said ledger blade, such cutter
blatles extending furthest beyond a fl-xe<l vertical line

when thus co<)perative with said ledger blatle.

2. In a lawn-mower, the combination with a suitable
frame Including a substantially horizontally disposed
ledger bla«le projecting beyond said frame at one end, of a
rotary cutter mounteil in said frame, an-1 provided with
blades adapte.l to codi>*'rate with, said Ic.lger blaiie, such
cutter blaties extending difTerent distances beyond a fixed
vertical line at different positions f.lx)Ut the axis of the cut-
ter, extending the greatest distance when co<)i>erative with
said ledger bla<le, .s«.) a.s to cut to the projecting extreniitj'

of the latter, and extending a lesser distance at remaining
positions, so as to lie within said frame.

3. In a lawn-mower, the combination with a ^uitable
frame including a substantially horizontally disposed
ledger blade projecting l>eyond said frame at one end, of a
rotary spindle mounted at its respective ends in said frame
and cutter bla'ies borne by .said spindle an 1 .iilapted to co-
operate with said ledger blade, such cutt<»r blades ext,<>nd-

ing wiien thus codi>erative beyond the end of said spimilc
corresponding with the projecting end of said ledger blade,
so as to cut to the projecting extremity of the latt<^r, and
lying within such spindle at another fvisition al)out the axis
of the latter.

4. In a lawn-mower, the combination with a substan-
tially horizontally disposetl ledger blade, of a rotRr> cutter
having blades a<iapted to coftperatc with said le<lger blatle,

said cutter having its axis inclined with respect to said
ledger blade.

j_ 5. In a lawn-mower, the combination with a stibstan-

tially horizontally disposed ledger blade, of a rotary cutter
of general conical form, the axis of said rotary cutter being
inclined whereby its blades are adapted to co6i>erate with
said ledger bla<le.

(Claims C, to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,868. PETTICO. .T. Edward J. Segrell, Newark,
^N. J Fileii June 28, 1907. Serial No. 381,197.

In a lady's garment of the character stated, a body, a
waist band, the latter having a plurality of vertical divi-
sions therein at different places, a plurality of plackets in
said body respectively in communication with said divi-
sions, a fastening for one of said plackets, a separable lapel,
adapted^to cover the other placket, and width-adjusting
and fastening devices respectively on said band and lapel,
said lapel being composed of a folded-upward extension of
a length of material of said body, and a connecte<l piece of
material on the exterior thereof, said piece covering the
top edge of the extension and the face of the portion below
the same.

891.869. SEED-HOPPER. Oscar W. Se\-er80n, .Ma-
bank, Tex. File<l Aug. 8, 1907 Serial No. 387,637.

^1. In combination with a hopper, a pivoted door con-
trolling the discharge therefrom, a lever fulcrumed at one
side of the hopper, and a link pivotally connecting said
lever and dcH)r. the pivotal pointe of said link t)eing posi-
tioned on opiX)site sides of the fulcrum of the lever and in
substantial alinemeut therewith when the door is in its

clo.sed iwsition.

2. In combination with a hopper, a pivoted door con-
trolling the discharge therefrom, a lever fulcrumed at one
side of the hopper, a link pivotally connecting said lever
and door, the pivotal point^s of said link l>eing positioned
on opposite sides of the fulcrum of the lever and in sub-
stantial alinement therewith when the door is in its closed
position, and a weight acting on the lever to normally
hold the door in its closed position.
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3. In combination with a hopper, a pivoted door con-

trolling the discharge therefrom, a lever fuScrumed at one
Bide of the hopper, a linlc pivotally connetting said lever

and door, the pivotal point* of said link being positioned

on opfKwite sides of the fulcrum of the leter and in sub-

stantial aJinement therewith when the doof is in it« closed

position, a weight acting on the lever to normally hold the

door in its closeil position, and means for actuating said

lever to move the fulcrum thereof and tha pivotal points

of the Imk out of alinement.

4. In combination with a hopper, a pi\r)te<l door con-

trolling the discharge therefrom, a lever fulcrumed at one

side of the hopper, a link pivotally connecting said lever

and d(X)r. the pivotal points of said link being positioned

on opposite sides of the fulcrum of the Ifever and in substan-

tial alinement therewith when the door is in its closed po-

sition, a weight acting on the lever to normally hold the

d(x)r in Its closed position, and means for limiting the move-
ment of the lever.

5. In combinatidn with a hopper, a pivoted door con-

trolling the discharge therefrom, a lever fujcrumed at one
siile of the hopf)er, a link pivotally connecting said lever

and door the pivotal points of said link being positioned

on opposite sides of the fulcrvun of the leVer and In sub-

stantial aJinement therewith when the door is in its close<l

position a weight acting on the lever to normally hold the

ii<x>r in its closed position, and adjustable means for limit-

ing the movement of the lever.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

8 9 I. S 70. SLED-PROPELLER. Daniel J. Shcltz,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed Oct. 30, 1907. Serial No.

399.923.

891.871. SCRAPER. Clara E. Smith, PrineviUe. Oreg.

Filed Aug 17. 1907. Serial No. 389,046.

A scrajjer of the class described compriiing a plate or

blaxle having a pivot opening and a plurality of recesses

concentrically dispo«»etl with reference to such pivot open-
ing, in combination with a handle made of • single piece of

A sled propeller comprising a power levgr with a recess

andjpivotally connected to the sled, a push rod pivotally

mounted within the recess, the upper and lower walls of

said recess being inclined to form stops to be engaged by

the push rod and limit the movement of said rod In each di-

rection, and a spring connecting the rod and lever and ten-

sioned to normally maintain the rod In engagement with

one of said recess walls.

spring wire doubled to form a hand hold at the outer end, a
twisted portion and a pair of parallel spring arms, said

spring arms constituting the inner end of the handle, bear-

ing on opposite ^ides of said plate or blade and one of said

spring arms having a bent portion forming a pivot for said

plate or blade and another lx>nt portion forming a stop to

engage such adjusting reoesHes.

891.872. VEHICLE Charles A. Smith. Brattleboro,

Vt., assignor t<} National Novelty Corporation, New
York. N. Y , a CorfKiration of New Jersey. Filed Feb.

2, 1907. Serial No. 355,402.

1. In a child's cart, front and rear axles, supporting
wheels thereon, a frame connecting the axles, a seat on the

frame, an Intermediate shaft joumaled in the frame in ad-

vance of the rear axle, a gear and pinion flxe<l on the rear

axle, a pinion and gear loose on the interme<liate shaft and
intermeshing with the gear and pinion, a clutch for con-

necting the intermediate shaft to either the gear or pinion,

a ro<l mounted in the frame and extending parallel with
the shaft, a clutch operating collar on said nxl, an operat-

ing lever in front of the seat, means for connecting the col-

lar to the lever and means in front of the seat for driving

the intermeiliate shaft.

2 In a child's cart, front ami rear axles 9upp<jrling

wheels thereon, a frame connecting the axles, a seat on
said frame, an intermediate shaft joumaled in the frame
in advance of the rear axle, a gear and pinion fixed on the

rear axle, a pinion and gear loose on the interme<liate

shaft and intermeshing with the gear and pinion, a double
clutt'h member slidable on the shaft to engage either the

loose pinion or gear, a slidable clutch operating collar, a
rod arrange<l in advance of the shaft carrying said collar,

a horizontally swinging lever mounted on the frame, a

link connceting said lever to the collar, and a manually
operable lever disposed in advance of the seat and con-

nected to said horiaontally swinging lever.

3. In a child's cart, front and rear axles, supporting
wheels thereon, a frame connecting the axles, a seat on
said frame, a gear and pinion on the rear axle, an interme-

diate shaft joumale<i in advance of the rear axle, a pinion

and gear on the shaft and intermeshing with the gears of

the axle, a clutching mechanism for rendering either set

of gears operative, a rod extending transversely of the

frame and parallel with the shaft, a collar on said rod. a
clutch operating member can1e<i by the collar, a collar

actuating means located in a4ivance of the seat, end
cranks on the shafts, a pair of manually operated levers

pivoted to the frame in a<ivance of the scat, and connect-

ing rods extending between the levers and cranks.

891.873. SPRING STRICTURE. Watson R. Smjth.

Jackson. Mich., assignor to Ventilated Cushion A Spring

Company. Chicago, 111. File<l May 2, 1907, Serial No.
371.528. Renewed May 18. 1908. Serial No. 433.594.

1. In a spring cushion, the combination of a top frame,

a bottom frame, a plurality of spiral springs yieldingly

connecting saitl top and bottom frames, a second set of

spiral springs of less height than those of the first set,

each located substantially concentric with one of the

springs of the first set and being of larger diameter so as

to be normally free from the atljacent convolutions of the

corresponding spring of the first set, one end of each of
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the springs in said second set being connected to one of
said frames, and an intermediate frame supported by the
other end of said second set of springs, said springs and
frames being so disposed as to permit the Uip to be de-
pressed a considerable distance without resistance by said
second set and tcj cause such resistance when the top is

further depressed.

ec ff SZCZ'

2. A spring cushion comprising a bottom frame, a top
frame, a set of spiral springs extending between said frames,
a second set of spiral springs of larger diameter than those
of the first set and of less height, each of said second set of

springs being located concentrically around the outside of

one of the springs in the first set and having one end se-

cured to one of said frames, the inner ends of the different
springs of said second set being so secured together as to
permit their movement relatively of other springs of said
second set.

3. A spring cushion comprising a bottom frame, a Uip
frame, a set of spiral springs extending between said frames,
a second set of spiral springs of larger diameter than those
of the first set and of less height, each of said second set of

springs l)eing located concentrically around the outside of

one of the springs in the first set and having one end se-

cured to one of said frames, and metal clips connecting to-

gether the adjacent parts of the inner end convolutions of

said second set of springs, and forming therewith a flexible

frame movable relatively of said top and bottom frames
4. A spring cushion comprising a bottom frame, a top

frame, a set of spiral springs extending between said frames,
a second set of spiral springs of larger diameter than those
of the first set and of less height, each of said second set of

springs l>eing located concentrically around the outside of
one of the springs in the first set and having one end se-

cured to one of said frames, the Inner ends of said second
set being connected together by a floating frame having
movement toward and from each of the other frames.

5. A spring cushion, comprising a top frame, a bottom
frame, a set of spiral springs extending between said frames,
a second set of spiral springs disposed, respectively, around
and clear of the upper parts of the springs of said first set,

and having their upper ends secured to said top frame, and
clips connecting the lower ends of the springs of the second
set with corresponding parts of adjacent springs of the
same set. said second set of springs being of less height
than said first set.

891,874. TURBINE. William E. Snow, Hyde Park.
Mass., assignor to B. F. Sturtevant Company, Boston,
Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Nov. 3,

1906. Serial No. 341,823.

1. A turbine engine, having, in combination, a wheel and
a casing, the one provided with two opposed sets of paral-
lel-return buckets, and the other provided with a set of

Intermediate reversing guides opposed to and extending
across the whole length of the buckets, substantially as
described.

2. A turbine engine, having, in combination, a wheel and
a casing, the one provided with two opposed sets of paral-

el-retum buckets, and the other with a set of intermediate
reversing guides communicating with both the tops and
the bottoms of the buckets, substantially as described.

3. A turbine engine, having. In combination, a wheel and
a casing, the one being provided with opposed parallel-re-

turn buckets, and the other provided with a plurality of

seta of interme<liate reversing guides, and with inlets and
outlets for the motive fluid and exhaust deflectors inter-

posed between the sets of reversing guides to direct the
motive fluid outwardly, substantially as described. *

4. A turbine engine, having, in combination, a wheel
provided with two opposed sets of parallel-return buckets,
and a set of intermediate fixed reversing guides extending
radially from top to bottom of the buckets so as to afford

an unrestricted passage for motive fluid passing from one
set of buckets to the other, substantially as described.

5. A turbine engine, having, in combination, a wheel
provided >»nth two opposed sets of parallel-return buckets,

a set of intermediate fixed reversing guides communicating
with both the tops and the bottoms of the buckets, a casing

provided with an outlet, and an inlet nozzle located at a

distance from the outlet so that the motive fluid operates
a plurality of times on one set of buckets before being ex-

hausted, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,875. ELEVATED CARRIER. Btron Snyder. Clin-

ton. Wis. Filed Sept. 14, 1907. Serial No. 392,943.

1. An elevated carrier comprising a carrier frame, a
dump box mounted therein to assume the upright carrying
position and the completely inverted dumping position,

means for locking and releasing the dump box for dumping
the same, and a stop device between the box and frame
whereby the dump box can be held in an abnormal inter-

mediate position, substantially as described.

2. An .elevated carrier comprising a carrier frame having
depending legs, a dump box mounted in said frame and
arranged between said legs to assume the upright carrying
position and the completely inverted dumping position,

means for holding the box in carrying position and for
dumping the same, a stop arranged on the exterior of an
end of the box, and a stop arranged on the adjacent leg and
adapted to cooperate with said first mentioned stop in

holding the box in an abnormal Intermediate position for
cleansing or other purixMes.

3. An elevated carrier comprising a carrier frame, •
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dump box mountwi therein to assume th* upright carrying

posirion ami the completely inverted dumped position.

la'ch mpohanism for said box. a stop rarrler by and projeet-

ing ^Jeyond an en<l of the bx)x. and a eoGperating stop car-

ried by the frame, one of said stops beini; movable to an<i

from The path of movement of the other atop, whereby said

box can be stopi:>e<i in an abnormal intetmediate position.

4. An elevatfd carrier comprising a carrier frame, a

dump box inountetl therein and proviciod with eui end
keeper, a latch carried by the frame to cortperate with said

keeper in lookini? the fxjx, a verticaJiy ili.-'poseil lever ful-

crumed between it.s en is to the frame, a loo.se pull connec-

tion from the lower end of said lever to said latch, a ver-

tically (iisfMJsed trip lever between its endt fulcrumed to the

frame, and a ro<i horizontally disposed ijetween the lower

end of the trip lever and the upper end of said f^rst men-
tjijned lever and its ends pivotally joined thereto.

5. An elevate<i carrier comprising a j-shaped carrier

frame, a dump box carrte*! by and arratge<i between the

legs of said frame, a vertically swinging latch to lock said

boxjiand pivoted to one of said legs, a lever longitudinally

of and beaide said leg and between its ends fulcrume<i there-

to, a loose pull connection between the lower end of said

lever and the free enil of said latch, a vi>rtically disp^>.se<i

trip lever arranged ^>eside an interme<iiate portion of the

top bar of saiii frame and fulcrumed between it« ends there-

to and projecting above and below said bBX. and a horizon-

tally disposed connection Isetween the lower end of the
trip lever and the upper end of said first mentioned lever.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette]

(

891 STT) MIXINCi-MATHINE
burg Pa File«i Oct. 24, UH>7

John A .Svknson. Pitts-

Senal \<. .{9S.HS3.

I In a mixing machine, in combination, a mixing
chamber arrange 1 t»j discharge the rnixe<l materials at one
end thereof, sai^i chamber having a lx)tt<>ni pivotally .sujj-

ported at one end; mean.'^ for relea.sably securing the

other end of said bottom in place: and Bii.xing devices in

sail! chaniiier.

_' In a mixing machine, m combination, a mi.xing cham-
l^>er arrange<l to discharge The mixed materials at one end
theref>f, saiil chamiier having a bottt^mi section pivotally

supported at The otht^r end of said chatnber: means for

releasably supporting the oppo.site end of said bottom
section: and mixing devices in said chaiijber,

3, In a mixing maehine, in combination, a mixing cham-
ber comprising a flxe«l section and semlrylindrical lower
section, said lower section Ijeing pivotally supported at one
end: means for relea.sablv supixirting the other end of

said lower section ; and mixing devices in said chamber.
4. In a mixing machine, in combination, a mixing cham-

ber arranged to discharge the mixed majerials at ope end
thereof, said chamber having a bottom section pivotally

supported at the other end of said chatnber: means for

releasably supporting the opposite end of .said bottom
section : a dumping gate at the discharge fnd of said cham-
l>er and nuxing devices in >iud chamber.

.5 In a mixing machine, in com.binat ion, a supporting

framework; a mixing trough supported at Ita forward end
uix»n the rear end of said framework: said trough ijeing

arranged ta disotiarge the mixed materials at its r»'ar end
and said trough comprising a fixed section and a semi-
cylindrical lower section, said lower section being pivotally

supported at its forward end; inclined braces extending
fr(jm the rear end of .said framework to the rear end of the

fixed section of sai<l mixing trough, means for relea.'-ablv

connecting the rear end of the lower section of the iiuxihk

trough to the upper section thertxjf : mixing devices in sai.l

trough; and a dumping gate at the discharge end of sail

trough.

89 1.87 7 BOTTLE OR CONTAINER Hcrvet D.
Thatpher, Potsdam. N. Y File-i Mar 21. I>.K)7. Se-

rial No 363,616.

A/^ '/

J--

A container comprising a tubular fxi ly. formed of fibrous

material, closing heads each including an outer disk and an
inner flexible disk extending beyond the mlge of the outer

disk and folded between said outer disk an<l the Inner sur-

face of the tubular iiody portion, one of said heads being

provided with an opening, a cover fitting said op>ening and
having a flange engaging the oviter face of said head, said

container being coated interiorly with a moisture- pnxif

substance, and a separate string disk fitting the outer end
of said tubular body outside of the heal and cover and re-

taining the cover in place.

891.878 PAPER RECEt*TACLE Hkkvey D, Thatcher,
Fotadam. N.Y. Filed July 3. 1907. Serial No. 382,065.

1 . \ closure across the base and around the wall of

which Is affixed a flexible fiber, the interstices of which are

filled or partially filled with a waterproof and adhesive

compound, and having said flexible fiber formed with a tab
or handle to allow of removal of the cloiiure.

JlNE 50, 1 90S. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2059

2. A closure across the base and around the wall of
which is affixed a flexible fiber, the interstices of which are
fllle<l or partially filled with an amalgamation of i)ee.swa.\

and paraffin, and having said flexible fiber formed with a
tab or handle Xj> allow of removal of the cl<is\ire

891,880. ANIMAL-TRAP Theodorf F Timbt. Alma.
Mich. File<l Apr. 16. ISKIS. .Serial No. 427.,"541.

8 91.879. BOTTLE OR CONTAINER. IIekvey D.
Thatcher, Pots<lam, NY. Filed Oct. 21. 1907. Serial

No. .398 ,.385.

aa V n 9 j

1. A container comp)rising a tubular body formed of

fibrous material, closing beads fitting inside of the outer
ends of said tubular iKxly, one of .saiii clo-sing hea<i(i having
an opening centrally Lliereof, a cover or stopi)«T fitting

said oiM'iiuiK, said closing head having a delivery opening
therein at one side of the central filling opening and a vent
opening on the opposite si<le of said central ()[>ening, and
means for closing said delivery and vent ofienings. said

container being coated interiorly with a moisture-proof
substance.

2. A container comprising a tubular body formed of

flbrouB material, closing heads therefor whii li include an
outer disk and an inner flexible disk, sai 1 oun r i.-k having
an opening therein extending throunh said flexible disk, a
cover for said op>ening, said outer disk having a delivering

opening therein at one side of said filling openiruj, which
delivery opening is normally closed by the inner flexible

disk.

3. A container comprising a tubular body formed of

fibrous material, closing heads locat«^i in each end of said
tui)ular body, oik- of said closing heads comprisiiiK an outer
heavy disk and an inner flexible disk extending l>eyond the

edge of the outer disk, .said heavy disk ha\ ing an o[>ening

centrally thereof, which puiases through said flexible disk,

said heavy disk having a delivering ojK'uing at one siiie of

said central o[>eninK and a vent oi)eninK at the opimsite side

of "iaid central o[K'ning. said delivering and vent oi)enings

being normally close 1 b> the inner flexible disk, and a cover
for said central opening

4. .\ container comprising a tubular boii.\- formed of

fibrous material, closing he.-uls locate! in each end of said

tubular body, one of .said closing hemls comprising an outer
heavy disk and an inner flexible di.sk extending beyond the
edge of the out>»r disk, said heavy disk having an op>ening

centrally thereof which passes through .said ttexiljle disk,

and .sai 1 heavy liisk having a delivery opening at one side

of said central oi>eiiing and a vent opening at the opf)osite

side of ^aid central ()i»ening. said delivering and vent ojx-n-

ings ijK'iiig norriiailj- closeil by the inner flexible disk and a
cover for said central opening, said container being coated
interiorly with a moisture prcxjf substance.

5. A container compri.sing a tubular body formed of

fibrous material, closing heads located in each end of said

tubular body, one of said closing heads compri.sing an
outer heavy disk and an inner flexible disk extending beyond
the edge of the outer disk, said heavy disk having an open-
ing centrally thereof, which pa.Haea through said flexible

disk and said heavy disk, a delivering of>ening at one side

of said central oi)ening, and a vent ojiening at the opposite

side of said central ojiening, said delivering and vent open-
ings being noriiiall,\- close 1 by the inner flexible disk a

cover for said central opening, said container t>eing coated
Interiorly with a moisture proof substance, and a cap for

Alosing the outer end of said container.

1. \n animal trap having, in combination, a ba.se, a
striker hinged to the top of said ba.se, a spring attached to
said base and contacting with said striker in the striker's
normal position of rest at a distance from the striker's axis
of movement and with maximum leverage, the tension of
said spring being lncrea.sed by turning said striker upon
said axis, and the contact between said spring and said
striker approaching said axis as the .striker i.s turned toward
Its set ixjsition. means for holding the striker in its set posi-
tion, and means for tripping the holding means to free the
striker and spring.

2. An animal trap having, in combination, a base, a
striker hinged to the top of said ba.se. a double-ended coiled
spring haWng end portion*; which contact with said striker
and a central [wrtion by which it is attache<l to said ba.se.

said spring i>eing put in tension by reversing said striker

on its axis of movement, a setting bolt movable longitudi-
nally beneath said base and interacting with the reverse*]

striker, and a pivoted trigger having a downwardly extend-
luK crank-arm projection interacting with said bolt to free

the striker and spring,

3. .\n animal trap haxing, in combination, a base, a one-
part striker hinged to the top of said base and including
straight side jwrtions parallel with each other, a double-
ended spring the end portions of which extend normally in

the same direction as said side portions and contact there-
with at a distance from the striker's axis of movement and
with maximum leverage in said striker's normal position of

rest, said spring having a pair of coils from the outermost
ends of which said end portions extend and a central attach-
ing portion, means by which said central portion is attached
to the base and partly exyiosed, a trigger pivoted on said
central portion of the spring and having a crank-arm pro-
jection, and a bolt Interacting with said crank-arm projec-
tion at its inner end adapted to interlock with the reversed
striker when the trap is set, substantially as hereinbefore
specified.

891,881. COMBINED HAY .VND STOCK RACK.
Charles W. TuuiGtK. Ht. Thoruas, (mtario, Canada.
Filed Oct 29. 1907. Serial No. 399.686.

1. In a rack the combination of a wagon box: tracks in

the bottom thereof; a car provided with wheels a<iapted

to run on said tracks; and wings carrieti ijy said ear and
extending laterally over the sides of the Ixix.

2. In a rack the combination of a wagon box; tracks in

the lx)tt-om thereof: a car provided with wheels adapted
to run on said tracks; removable wings carried by said car

and extending laterally over the sides of the box; and
means for securing said wings in a vertical position on the
box to form part of the sides of a stock rack.

3. In a rack the combination of a wagon box; tracks in

the bottom thereof: a car jirovided with wheels adapted
to run on said tracks; removable wings carried by said car
and extending laterally over the sides of the box; means
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t
for securing said winfjs in a vertical positibn on the box to
form part of the sides of a stock rack ; a reraovable standard
connected to the end of the car: and means for securing said
standard in a vertical position at the end of the bax.

4. In a rack the combination of a support; tracks car-
ried thereby, a car provided with wheels a<iapted to run
on said tracks, wings removably secured on said car; and
means for securing said wings in a vertical position outaide
said tracks to form part of the sides of a stock rack.

5 In a rack the combination of a support; tracks carried
thereby; a car provided with wheels atiaptetl to run on
said tracks, wings removably secured on eaid car; means
for securing said wings in a vertical position outside said
tracks to form part of the sides of a stock rack; a remov-
able standanl €Mjnnecte<l to the end of the car; and means
for securing said standard in a vertical position at one end
of saul tracivs.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gafette]

1. In a monorailway system, the combination of a rail

having a head formed with opposing upwardly converging
anterior treads and opposing downwardly converging pos-
terior treads, and a truck-frame having inclined wheels
grouped ab<3ut and adapted to roll upon s»id treads.

2. In a monorailway system, the combination of a rail

having a head forme<l with opposing upwardly converging
anterior treads ami opposing downwardly converging pos-
terior treads, a truck-franne having inclined wheels grouped
about and adapted to roll upon said tre»ds, and means
for positively driving each of said wheels.

3. In a monorailway system, the combination of a rail

having a head formed with opposing upwttfdly oonverging
anterior treads and opposing downwardly converging pos-
terior treads, a truck-frame having inclined wheels grouped
about and atiapte<l to roll upon said treads, and means
for positively driving all of said wheels in unison.

4. In a monorailway system, the combination of a rail

having a head formed with opposing upwajdly converging
anterior treads and opposing downwardly eonverging pos-
terior treads, a truck-frame having inclined 'wheels grouped
about and adapted to roll upon said tre^s, and means
for positively driving said wheels in uniaon and at the
same peripheral speed.

5. In a monorailway system, the combination of a rail

having a heail formed with opposing upwardly converging
anterior treatls and opposing downwardly Oonverging pos-
terior treads, a truck-fremae having inclined wheels grouped
about and adapted to roll upon said treads, said wheels
being of the same diameter, and means for positively driv-
ing all of said wheels in unison and at the tame speed.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.)

89 1,883. CORE FOR CONCRETE STRUCTURES.
Joseph V.A.raHA.N, Ashland, Va. Filed Feb. 6, 1908.
Serial No. 414.557.

|

1 .\ collapsible core having hinged side plates and
hinged end plates, means for locking the hinges of the said

89 1,882. MONOR.\ILWAY SYSTEM. Walter D.
Valentine, .\ltadena. Cal . assignor to National Rapid
Transit Company, Seattle. Wash., a Corporation of
Washington. Filed Nov. 14. 1907. Serial No. 402,077.

side and end plates, and hinges connecting the side and end
plates.

2. In a collapsible core, the combination of side plates
having inwardly operating hinges about their centers, end
plates having Inwardly operating hinges about their cen-
ters, means for locking the said hinges, ami hinges con-
necting the side plates and end plates

3. In a collapsible core, the combination of side and end
plates, said side plates being flxe<ily connected with said
end plates at their atljacent ends, flexing means for bring-
ing towards one another the extremities of the said side
and end plates, and means fur counteracting the flexing
means so that the extremities of the said side and end
plates may tje held at their greatest distance apart

4. In a collapsible core, the combination of side plates
and end plates, said side plates being flexibly connected
with said end plates at their adjacent ends, inwardly op-
erating flexing means for bringing toward one another the
extremities of the .said side plates and end plates, and
means for counteracting the flexing means so that the ex-
tremities of the said side and eml plates may be held at
their greatest distance apart.

5. In a collapsible core, the combination of side plates
and end plates, said aide and end platt's being connected
together at their a<ljacent ends, inwardly operating flexing
means for bringing toward one another the extremities of
the said side and end plates, and means for counteracting
the flexing means so that the extremities of the said side
and end plates may be held at their greatest distance apart.

[Claim 6 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

891,884. DEVICE FOR FORMING BELT-LACINGS.
Leonard Vtne, Northwilkesboro, N. C. File<l Aug.
31, 1907. Serial No. 390.989.

- — -J

&sl
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2. The combination with the easing of ab electrio rail-

way motor, of a cover plate hinged at one end thereto aiid

provided at it'< otiior en 1 with a slot an 1 with projertiona

from its upper surface, a latch consustinK of a longitu i;ii!\lly

movable and rotatable stem arranged to paes through the

^^=^
tS)-*

slot in the cover, and an arm projecting from the stem ar-

ranged to engage the upper surface of the cover between

said projection:^ and a spring acting on tha stem to force

the arm mco engagement with the cover, substantially as

described. i

89 1 ,888. DIPHENYLXAPHTHYLMETHANK DYE.
Max Weiler, Elberfeld. Germany, assignor to Farben-

fahnken vorm Friedr. Bayer A Co., Elberfeld. Germany,

a Cor!«)ration of (iennany Filed Mar. l.'i. liKJS Serial

No. 420.806.

1. The herein-describe 1 new dye«tuffs of the diphenyl-

naphthylmethaue series obtainable by couciensing tetra-

alkahzeJ diaminobenihydrols with l-naphihol-3.)S-disul-

fonic acid and oxidizing the leuco- compounds thus

obtained, which dyeatuls are after being <iried and pul-

verize i dark powders soluble in water with a bluish color

and dyeing wool from acid baths from blue to green shadea,

)ul>8tantially as described.

2. The herein-described new dyestufl of the diphenyl-

uaphthylmethane series obtainable by contiensmg tetra-

inethyi-para-diaminnbenzhydrol with l-naphlhol-3.8-di3ul-

fonic acid an I oxidizing the leuco-compound thus obtameil.

which dyestufl is after being dried and puhenzed in the

shape of it.s aci 1 so iium .salt a dark red [lowder soluble.

with difficulty in water with a bluish-greeu color, soluble

in concentrate. i sulfuric acid with a yellow oolor, and dye-

ing wool from acid baths greeniah-blue shades, substan-

tially as described.

Sy 1 .889. DIFHENYLNAPHTHYLMETH.WE DYE.
M.vx Weilxk, Elberfell. Germany, assignor to FarLxMi-

fabriken vorm. Frietlr. Bayer * Co., Elberfeld, Germany,

a Corporation of tiennany. Filed Mar. Kl, 1908. Serial

No 42.) H07

1. The herein- Ics.'-ribed new dyestuffs of the diphenyl-

n-ip'ithvhn -thane s 'ries obtainable by conilensini? tetra-

alkylized diarainol)enzhydrol3 with l-napfcthol-3.t) S-iri-

sulfonic acri an I Dxi.lizing the leuco-coiTi[)oun.ls thus

obtained, which dyestuffa are after tx-mg drieii and pulver-

i»ed dark powders soluble in water wiUi a bhnah color and

dyein? wool from acid baths from blue to green shades,

subst-vntiaily as des'Tilx- 1.

2. The herein- les 'ribeti new <lvf'stufl of the diphenyl-

niphthvlmethani' s Ties obtainable by con:lena,ni4 t«'tra-

inethyl-para- liaminobenzhydrol with l-iiiaphthol-3.6.8-

trisulfonic :u'i 1 :in 1 oxi Uzing the leufi>-riimi)<)un 1 thus

obtaine.i whi> h .IvfstuCf is aftt-r btnng dne<l an i pulverize*!

In the sha;x' of its aci.l s mIiuiii silt a dark powder easily

soluble in wat -r with a blui3h-..?reen color. S:)luble in con-

centrated sulfuric acid with a yellowish-brawn color, and

dyeing wool from acid baths blue-green shades, substan-

tially as described

891.890. JETTY DEVICE. Geohge T. W|:ll«. Wichita,

Kan-t File 1 Feb. 4. 19as. Serial No 414.25.5.

1 Means for preventing the washing away of river banks

an 1 reclaiming Ian 1 covere i by the waten* of a .stream

overflowing its banks, said means con.sistmg of a shaft and

a wmg extended lengthwise of the >haft ami havmg posi-

tive connection therewith at intervals m its length, and

said means being adapted to be placed in the stream and in-

clined to the current thereof to cau.s*' precipitation of !<olid

matter with which the flowing water i.s latien.

-». ^^— J' ?0»^-^J^^

2. A jetty device of the character i^i^'cified, the same
consisting of a shaft, aiul wmgs arrangetl lengthwi.se there-

of and teruuuating a short di.stance from the extremities of

the shaft t*i provide engaging inean.s for the anchoring or

securing device when the contrivance is ui ot>erative po.si-

tion.

3. A jetty device couiprusing a .shaft, a series of wings
groupeii about the shaft, and dips for connecting the

wing.s to one another and to the sliaft, the clips comprising

portions adapted t<j encircle the shaft and other portKJiis

embracing opposite sules of the wings.

4. The herein described jetty device, consisting of a shaft

.

ti series of wmgs arranged lengthwise of the sliaft and
groupe.l about the same anil having their out<-r corners cut

awa\', and clips, each consisting of a curvoi jM^rtion to em-
brace a part of the shaft and outer projections, the latter

exten.ling uudersitle the wing>i and s*'cured thereto.

891,891. C.\3TING APPARATUS. WiLUA.Vf S \N Es-

To.v, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 15. lUOd Serial No.
.^47,948.

1. A Ciustiiig apparatus compri.sing two series of mold
sections arrange.l to travel in closed circuits and contacting

throughout a iiortion of their travel, sjiid moKl section.H

having a nundxT of mold cavities, each of which is formed
in three or inor»> of said sections and means for nuning said

series of mold sections.

2. A c;usting apparatus comprising two series of connect-

ed mold .sections arranged tt) travel m closed circuits and
contacting throughout a portion of their travel, said se<'-

tious having a series of mold cavities, each formed in three

or more of said sections, means for driving said mold sec-

tion-s in unison to automaiu ally open and close the moid,

cavities an i means for conducting molten metal t<j said

mold cavities.

3. A casting apparatus comprising movable molds eacb

formed of separable .sections arranged to travel in two se-

ries, the mold sections of one seri«« Ijemg arDuiged to over-

lap or break joint with the mold sections of the other se-

ries to form three- part molds.

4 .\ casting apparatus comprising movable molda
formed of sections arranged to tra\el in 8«'parate .series,

the mold sections of the separate series k>eing arrange<l to

overlap or break joint to form molds having three or more
parts. _

Junk 30, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2063

6. A casting apparatus comprising separate series of

mold sections arraiige<l lo travel in close<l circuits and con-
tacting throughout a jjortion of their travel, the .sections of

one series o\erlapping or breaking joint witti the sections

of the other series and each of the moid ca^•itles therein

being formed in three or more of said sections and means
for oijerating said mold section-s in unison to automatically
open and close the molds.

(Claims 6 to 33 not printed In the Gazette.)

8 9 1.892. PROTECTED BOTTLE. Benjamin C.

I
WicKES, Baltunorc, Md. Filed Nov. 22,' 1905. Serial

^ No. 288,562.

1. In a protected lK)ttle. comprising a bottle having the

lop part of the mouth thereof cut away to form an engag-
ing portion, and having a recess formed opposite and within

the bottle mouth near the top thereof, a cork fittetl within

the neck of the lK>ttle. a false stopper having a hollow cen-

tral bo.ss. the wall thereof Immiik iiro\ide<i witli a hole in one
side and an extension on the oi>i><^>8lte side to engage in the

part cut away of the lx)ttle mouth, a spring located and
secured within the lx)as. one end extending throvigh the hole

in the wall outwariUy which when prease<l downwardly will

engage in the reces,s formed within the Ixjttle mouth, and
form a positive connection with the bottle mouth, the top
part of the fals«' stoj^iper having an extension which over-

laiw the toj) part of the k»ottle inovith. all in combination
substantially a-s descril>«><l and for the purpos<> set forth.

2. In a protected l>ottle comprising a tKjttIc neck pro-

videil with a rec^-ss formed within the mouth near the top
thereof ;uid haxing ;\ii open portion through the mouth on
the oi.i¥)site si<le. a cork fltttni within the bottle mouth, a

closure having a central hollow btvss. fonned on its under
aide with a hole through the boss, a spring locatcnl within

the hollow boss with end extending through the hole in

the wall of the hollow lM>sf. an extension foniie<i on the top
part of the closure overlapping the Iwftle mouth, and an
engaging projection extending from the exterior wall of the

hollow lx)«8, all in combination substantially :is liescribed

and for the purpose set forth

3 In a j>rote<'ted Ijottle, a cork stopper, a false stopper
provide<l with a boss, a spring with mejuxs of attaching

within the boas of the false stopper and its end extending
through the said Ixisa. a flange on the top part of the false

topp<"r, and a projection extending from the exterior wall

of the l)Oss, in combination with a t)otile neck having a cut

away portion, and having a recess formed within the inner

wall or l>ore of the bottle neck to engage said spring in .ock-

ing contact within the Ixittle neck substantially sn de-

8critM'<l and for the puri.H>«e as s«'t forth.

4 In a protected bottle, the combination of a bottle

neck having on one aide an engaging portion formed at the

top part of the neck, and a locking recesM forme<l In the

opfiosite siiie, iin 1 a false stopix^r provided with a top flange,

a wall or Ikjss, an engaging pn>jection u;>on said wail or lH)afl

an,i a spring extending Iwytrnd the wall or boss of said

atopi>er, all in combination substantially as described and
ft>r the pur(«>-- s.t forth.

6. In a proicfcl bottle, the combination of a stopper

having a top flange and an overlapping projection extend-

ing therefrom and a central hollow boss extending down-
wardly, said l>o..s hrivmg extending therefrom a projection

on one side an I a spring on the other, a txjttle neck pro-

vided with an o(H'ning formed in its aide near the tf)p and a

locking recess formed opiHJsite thereto, all in combination
substantially as described and for the purpose set fortli.

891,893. CIRCUIT-CONTROLLING MECHANISM.
George M. Wilus, Chicago, lU.'il File<i .\ug. 29, 190«5

Serial No. 332,43'J.

1. Contact mechanism comprising an upi^er and a lower
member each adapted to be attached to one of relatively

movable members, the lower member being provide<l with

a cup or chamlx-r containing mercury or other contact

f^uid, a contact rod forming part of the upper memlxr and
intended to enter the chamlxT upon relative movement
of tlie members supporting the contact ihembers. said rod

having a number of turns to reniier sai<! rod flexible,

2. Contact mechanism con. prising an upper and a lower
member each adapteti to be attached to one of relatively

movable members, the lower memlx-r being provided with

a cup or chamber containing mercury or other contact

fluid, a contact ro 1 f<jrminif part of the upper member and
intended to enter the chamlx-r upon relative movement
of the members supporting the contact members, said rod

havifig a number of turns to render said ro.l flexible and
being secured at one en 1 in a plat;- which is attacliCti to

one of the movable members
3. Contact mechanism comprising an upper and a lower

memlxT each a lapted to be attache.! to one of relatively

movable meiidx-rs the lo\\f'r inoinber being provided with

a cup or chaml>er containing mercury or other contact

fluid, a flexible contact rod forming part of the upper
member and intenied to enter the chamber upKjn relative

movement i>f the members su|)iM)rtinst the contact mem-
l>ers. one end of said lower membx'r lieing funnel-shajxHi

thus insuring the entrance of the flexible rod into the cup
through a wi.le range of displacement of the movable
meml>ers from tlieir true path of clos'ng.

4. Contact mechanisjii comprising an upj^er an.i a lower

rnemlx»r, each adapted to lx» attached to one of relatively

movable members, the lower men.tx-r being provided with

a cup or chamt^er containing mercury or other contact

fluid, said cup l)eing 8tami>ed from tubular material, a

contact ro<t foniiing part of the upjx-r member and in-

tended to enter the chamber upon relative movement of

the members supporting sai.l contiict meinl>ers. said rod

having a numlxr of turns to render said ro.l flexible.

5. tk)ntact mechanism compria ng an upper and a lower

memlr>er each adaptwi to be attached to one of relatively

movable niemljers. the Uiwer member being p^o^-ided with
a cup or chamt>er containing mercur\- or atlier ctmtact
fluid, siid cup b<'inu made integral and stamped from
tubular material, a flexible contact rod forming part of the

upi>er member and intenied to enter the chamber upon
relative movemenr of the members siipfKjrf.ng the contact
mendHTs. sui lower member having an expanle<i end to

insur.^ the entranct' of the flexible rod into the cup through

a wi te range of liisplacement of the movable members
from their true path of closing.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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891,894. CAR-BRAKE. Miltov G. \\'ortman, Argen-
tine, Kans. Filed July 23, 1907. Serial No. 385,187.

I

1. In a oar brake, the combination with a brake lever, 0/

a rotary drum having two sfts of peripheral ratchet teeth,

an axial support for said drum, a flexible device, such aa a

rope or chain, connected at one end to said brake lever and
at the other end to the periphery of said druni, a lever hav-
ing a bifurcate<i end, the arma of said blfurcate<l end hav-
ing means for engaging respectively said two set.s of ratchet

teeth, saui two arins of said lever being pivoted on said

axial support and slidable on said supjKirt into and out of

engagement with said ratchet t«eth. and a pawl engaging
one set of ratchet teeth.

2. In a rar brake, the combination with two brake beam?.
of a brake lever pivote<i to one of said beam.s, means con-
necting the other of said beams with one end of said brake
lever, a flexible device, such as a rope of chain, connected
at the other end uf said lever, a rotary drum to the periph-

ery of which said flexible device is connected, the drum
having two set,s of peripheral ratchet teeth, an axial .'sup-

port for said drum, a bifurcated lever having its arms piv-

oted on said axial support and slidable thereon into and out
of engagement with said two sets of raljchet teeth, and a
pawl engaging both sets of ratchet teeth.

3. In a car brake, the combination with the car lx>dy, of

two brake beams swinging from said Ixidy, a brake lever

pivoted to one of said brake beam.s, means connecting the

other brake beam with one end of said laver, a flexible de-

vice, such as a rope or chain, connecte<i Qo the other end of

said lever, a rotary drum having f>eripheral ratchet teeth

and having saiil flexible device connected to its periphery,

an axial support for said drum, a lever pivoted to said axial

support and slidable thereon into and olit of engagement
with said ratchet teeth, a pawl engaging »aid ratchet tc-th.

and a supp^jrt mounted ()n the car lK)dy and provided with
a notch in its upper end for receiving the second named
lever, and having a guiding slot through which said flexible

device extends.

891,895. STEEL BARREL. Frank E. YotNO. Brook-
lyn. N. Y. Filed Apr. 27. 1907. Serial No. 370.543.

1. A barrel or receptacle comprising a, body and a head
united by a fluid tight, solderleas joint, s^id body and head
being bent one upon the other to form at least four thick-

nesses of metal thereby to form a shoulder made up of at

least two thicknesses of metal, and an annular malleable
clamping ring having a bendable locking flange overlapping
said bent portions with its free end bent at an abrupt angle
to such flange so as to overlap said shoulder thereby posi-

tively to lock said bent portions within the walla of said
ring.

2. A barrel or receptacle comprising a luxly and a flanged
head united by a fluid tight, solderless joiot, said flange and
heatl being bent one upon itself a plurality of times and the
other upon such bent portions to form five thicknesses of

metal and thereby forming a shoulder aiatle up of three
thicknesses of metal, and an annular malleable metal
clamping ring having a bendable locking flange with its

free end bent at an abrupt angle to suijh flange so as to

overlap such shoulder thereby positively to lock said bent
portions within the walls of said ring.

3. A barrel or receptacle comprising a Imdy and a flanged
head united by a fluid tight, solderless joiat, said body hav-
ing a part bent upon itself and said flange being bent
around such bent portion of the body aQd forming there-

with a shoulder located exteriorly of the barrel, and a malle-
able metal clamping ring having a part thereof located in-

teriorly of and in parallelism with the flanged hea«l, and a
bendable locking flange located exteriorly of and in parallel-

ism with the bent portions of such hea<i and Ixxly with its

free end bent Inwardly at an abrupt angle to such ilange so
as to overlap such shoulder thereby positively to lock said
bent portions and body within the walls of said clamping
ring.

891.S96 PROCESS OF MAKI.\(i CARBON TETRA-
CHLORID. Charles E. Acker, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

assignor, by mesne a.ssignments, to Marcus Sline, New
York, N Y Filed July 18, 1904, Serial No. 217,127.
Renewed Dec. 4, 1907 S<Tial No. 405.097.

1. In the process of making cart><)n tftr;ichl<jrtd those
steps which consist first, in dissolving sulfur in sulfur
chlorid; second, subjecting said solution in a finely divide<l

state to the action of a gaseous body containing chlorin,

and third, causing the resulting fluid to react on cart>on

disulfld.

2. In the process of making cari)on tetrachlorid those
steps which consist first, in dissolving sulfur in sulfur
chlond. second, subjecting said solution in a finely divide<l

state to the action of a ga-seous lHM\y containing chlorin,

third, causing the resulting fluid U) react on carlK>ndi.sulfid

and fourth, dissfjiving the sulfur frt'ed by the reaction m
sulfur chlorid.

3. In the process of making carbon tetrachlori 1 those
steps which consist first, in dis.solving sulfur in sulfur
chlorid, s.^cond, subjecting sjtid solution in a finely divide*!

state to the action of a ga.st-ous Ixnly containing chlorin,

third, causing the resulting fluid to react on carixjn disulfld.

and fourth distilling off the carb<jn tetrachlorul.

4. In the process of making car^xjn tetrachlorid those
steps which consist first in dissolving sulfur in sulfur

chlorid, second, subjecting said solution in a finely divided
state U) the action of a gaseous body containing chlorin,

third, causing the resulting flui.l to react on cartx)n disulfld,

fourth, distilling off the c<irbon tetrachlorid, and fifth, dis-

solving the resiilual sulfur in sulfur chloriil.

5. In the process of making carbon tetrachlorid those
steps which consist first in dissolving sulfur in sulfur
chlorid. second, subjecting said solution in a finely divide<l

state to the action of a gaseous body containing chlorin,

third, causing the resulting fluid to react on carbon disulfld,

fourth, distilling ofT the carbon tetrachlorid. and flfth, dis-

solving the residual sulfur in sulfur chlori<l and repeating
the cycle of operations.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

891,897. TRENCH-BRACE. Carl P. Astrom, Orange,
N. J. Filed Aug. 7. 1906. Serial No. 329,582.
1. In combination, a shoe in which the bottom of its

cavity is concavely curvetl in its longitudinal direction
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and convexly curved in its transverse direction,—and in
which there is an eloni;ated opening in its top, the long
diameter of which is locate<l in the transverse direction
of the shoe-cavity; ar.d a bolt projecting out of said open-
ing with its hea<i in the shoe-cavity: said head being free
to slide longitudinally on the bottom of the shoe and be-
ing confined transversely by the sides of the shoe-cavity
to prevent rotation of the bolt-head within the shoe.

891,890, FOLDING BLACKBOARD AND WRITING-
DESK. Milton T. Bedford. Sidney, Ohio. Filed
Oct. 25. 1907. Serial No. 399,122.

2. In a trench brace the combination of two pairs of
members, each pair of which comprises a shoe and a bolt.

—

the shoe having the bottom of its cavity concavely curved
in its longitudinal direction and convexly curved in its

transverse direction and also having an elongated opening
in its top, the long diameter of which is located in the
transverse direction of the shoe-cavity,— the bolt pro-
jecting out of said oi)oning with its hea<l in the shoe-cavity
aaid hea<l being free to slide longitudinally on the bottom
of the shoe and being confined transversely by the sides
of the shoe-cavity to prevent rotation of the bolt^head
within the shoe; screw threa<l8 on one of said bolts; a
sleeve secure 1 to the other of said b 'its and adapted to
telescope over the shank of the threaded bolt; and a nut
co<Ji>erating with the threal on said last named bolt.

3. In a trench br.'icc, the combination of a lengthwise
adjustable connectini^-member having a shoe at each end,
the shoe having a face in contact with the end of the con-
necting-member, said face being concave in one direction
and convex in a direction at right-angles to the former,
the shoe and connect inK-niembcr being adapted to each
other to have sliding contact between the end of said con-
necting-member and the concave portion of the shoe, and
rolling contact with it3 convex jxirtion.

A?»

89 1.898. PROCESS OF MAKING LOW-CARBON
METALS OR ALLOYS FHEDERirK M. Beckkt,
Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor to Electro .Metallurgical

Company, a Cori>oration of West Virginia. Filed
Aug. 24, 1905. Serial No. 275,667.

1. The process of producing low carlx)n metals or alloys
which consist.s in prtnlucing under electric furnace condi-
tions a metallic product low in carbon and high in silicon,

and then oxidizing part or all of the silicon, substantially
as described.

2. The process of producing low carbon metals or alloys
which consist.s in reacting under electric furnace conditions
witli carbon on a charge containing an oxid ore and silica

to pro<luce a metallic product low in carbon and high in

silicon, and then oxidizing jiart or all of the silicon, aub-
Btantially a.s described.

8. The process of producing low carbon metals or alloyv
which consists in producing under electric furnace condi-
tions a metallic product low in carbon and high in silicon

and then reacting on said product with an oxid ore to ox-
idize the silicon, substantially as described.

4. The process of pro<iucing low carbiin metals or alloys
which consist.s in reacting under electric furnace conditions
with carbon on a charge containing an oxid ore and silica to
produce a metallic prtxluct low in carbon and high in

silicon, and then reacting on said product with additional
quantities of the same oxid ore to oxiviize silicon, sul)stan-
tially as described

5. The process of pro<iucing low-carbon ferrochrome,
which consists in reacting under electric furnace condi-
tions with carbon on a charge containing an oxid ore of

chromium and silica to proiluce a metallic protluct low
in carbon and high in chromium and silicon, and then
oxidizing part or all of the silicon, substantially as de-
scribed.

[Claim 6 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

134 O. G.—135

1. In a folding-blackboard and writing-<lesk, a pair of
vertical bars carrying on their lower face sides a cross face-
plate forming an intermediate receptacle divided into com-
partments by means of a cross wire secured at its ends to
said vertical bars and provided with rearwardly-extending
U-shaped loops.

2. In a folding-blacklxmrd and writing-desk, the combi-
nation with a pair of upright members provided with a
back, a pair of vertical bars secured to said back forming
intermediate vertical spaces at each side and within said
upright members, and a cross face-plate secured to the
lower end of said jiair of vertical bars and forming a recep-
tacle intermediate saiil venical bars; of a blackboard car-
ried by side arms secured to and interi_)osed between said
upright members, said side arms being adapte<l to take into
and l>e seated within said vertical sj.aces. and said black-
boanl covering said face-plate and receptacle when in its

closed position.

3. A foliling-l)lackiM)ar.i and writing-desk, comprising
upright members. upf>er and lower cross-bars inter] loseti

between said upright menil)ors, a cross face-plate secured
to said upright meinl)ers and forming a receptacle above one
of said cross-bars, a back secured to said upright members,
vertical bars secure! to said back and carrying a cross-
face-plate forming a receptacle between said vertical bars,
a pair of side-sup[>orting-l)ars pivot ally-secured to said up-
right membt'rs, a blacklx)ard ,s<'cured to said side-support-
ing-bars, an easel member pivotally-.secured at the rear of
said back, and a bail member .secured to saiil ui>right mem-
bers and exten<iing across said back at the rear of said
easel member to limit the rearward movement of the same.

4. A folding-blackboard and writing-desk, comprising
upright members, upper and lower cross-bars connected to
said upright niendx^rs. a cross-face-plate .secured to the
face of said upright members and impinging against said
upper cross-bar forming a receptacle above said upper
cro.ss-bar, a back secured to said upright members, vortical
bars secured to sai 1 back lea\ing a vertical space on each
side an' 1 inside of said upright memlxTs and carrying a cross-
face-plate forming a receptacle at the rear of said face-
plate, a pair of supr)orting-l)ars pivotally-secured to said
upright meml>ers and connected at their rear ends by
means of a cross-bar, a blacklnaard secured to said support-
ing-bars, said side-supporting-bars being adapted to take
into said vertical spaces and said blackboard to cover said
face-plate and receptacle when in it.s folded position, an
easel member arranged to be engaged by said cross-bar and
U) swing rearwardly when said blackboard is moved to its

open position, and secured at its upper end to a cross-mem-
ber pivotally-8ecure<l to said back, and a bail secured to
said upright members and extending at the rear of said
easel member to limit the rearward movement of same.

-».
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891,90) HEATINO AND VENTILATIVO SYSTEM.
Preston Bblvtn, Richmond. Va. Filietl Jan 15. 1908.

Serial Xo. 411.0O4.

LJ .aJ I tJ <-J mJ «J y ,. ....yZ,*— *-«*.

^—L _J_jt±rri±xrr

891,901 INTERNAL-COMBTTSTION ENOINE. Max
BirEDEN and John H. Davie<<. I.oixlon F]nKlftnd.

Filfd Auk 4. lOO.'i B««ri:il No 272,786.

1. In a heatlnf? and ventilating system, the combination

of a heater providwi with an ash pit and ftaving <^nnection

with an outlet, a drum encircling the heater, means for sup-

plying fresh air to the lower portion of the drum to be

heated in its ascent through said drui* and discharged

from the upper end thereof, and a foul air pipe having its

lower end in communication with the lolrer portion of the

ro<jm or apartment in which the heater \% placed, and hav-

ing its upper end connected with the aforesaid outlet, a

branch pipe connecting the lower portion of the foul air

pipe with the ash pit of the heater, and a damper arranged

in the lower portion of the foul air pipe fbr controlling the

circulation through the said pipe and the branch in com-

munication therewith.

2 In a heatini? ami ventilatmg system, the combination

of a heater provl lei with an a^h pit and having connection

with an outlet, a drum encircling the healer, means for sup-

plying fresh air to the lower portion of the drum, a foul air

pipe having its lower end extended to within a short dis-

tance of the flo<^)r of The room or apartitient In which the

heater is placeil and having its upper end In communication

with the aforesaid outlet, a branch pi0e connecting the

lower portion of tlie foul air pipe with the ash pit of the

heater and inclmed upwardly from the latter, and a damper
arranged at the juncture of the branch pipe with the foul

air pipe for controlling the same.

3. In combination, a heater provided with an ash pit

and having connection with an outlet, a drum encircling

the heater, means for supplying fresh air to the lower p<->r-

tion of the drum, an enlarged pipe section having connec-

tion with the outlet and with the smolte pijw leading from

the heater, a foul air pipe having it^ u[>i)er [wrtion enlarge<i

and connecteil with said enlarge<l pipe srction and having

its lower end In communication with the lower portion of

the room to carry o(T the vitiate<l air therefrom, a branch

pipe connecting the lower portion of the foul air pipe with

the ash pit and the heater, and a diinifH-r kwated at the

Juncture of the branch pipe with the safcl foul air pipe.

4. In combination, a heater proviiie<i with an a.sh pit and

having connection with an outlet, a dnim encircling the

heater, a fresh air pipe leading from the outside an<l open-

ing through the floor beneath the heater, a register for con-

trolling the outlet of the fresh air pipe. » foul air pipe hav-

ing connection at its upper end with the aforesaid outlet

and having its lower enti flared and in cotnmunication with

the lower portion of the room, an incllne<l branch pipe con-

necting the lower portion of the foul air pipe with the ash

pit of the heater, and a damper at the juncture of the

branch pipe with the said foul air pipe.

1. In an internal combustion turbine in combination

means for forcing air and gas into the place of combustion

where the mixture is burned to raise the temperature there-

in, means for reducing the pressure of the worlting fluid so

formed to a pressure appreciably below that of the afino>»-

phere so as to give kinetic energy to the woricing fluid,

mechanical means for abstracting for useful purposes a

portion only of the said kinetic energy, and finally means
for raising the pressure of the working fluid to atmospheric

pressure by its residual kinetic energy.

2. In an internal combustion turbine in combination

means for forcing air an<l gas intf) the place of combiistion

where the mixture is burned \mder constant pressure to

raise the tenii>eraf ure therein, means for reilucing the pres-

sure of the working fluid so formed to a pressure appre-

ciably below that of the atmosphere so as to give kinetic

energy tc> the working fluid; mechanical means for ab-

stracting for useful purposes a portion only of the said

kinetic energy, means for cotjiing the working fltiid and

thereby incrca.-<ing its density, and finally means for raising

the pre.s.«ure of the working fluid to atmospheric pressure

by Its residual kinetic energy.

3. In &n internal combustion turbine in combination,

means for generating a working fluid i)y infernal cond)u.s-

tlon. means for re<lucing this working fluid to a pressure

below tii.it of the atmosphere, mechanical means for par-

tially using Its kinetic energy for useful effects and finally

means for raising the pressure of the working fluid to at-

mospheric pressurf by its residual kinetic energy.

4. In an internal combustion turbine in combination,

means for generating a working fluid by internal combus-

tion, means for nvlufine thi" working fluid to a pressure

below that of the n?i;io-;,!.,ri\ rncfhardcal means for par-

tially utilizing its kiiu'Mc i'nt'ri<\- for u.s«>ful cfTects. a water

spray passing througii a cooling jacket for c<M)lJiig the

Wf)rking fluid .so ,<\s to increase its density, ant flii.allv a

compression tube for raising the pressure of the working

fluid to atmospheric- pressure by its residual kinetic energy.

891.Wr2. r;RINDINC.-MA<HINK William A nf)ND.

Lynnfield. Mass , assignor to I'nitefl Shoe Machinery.

Company. T'aterson N J . a Corporation of New Jersey.

Piled Oct 31, 1907. Serial No. 400,136.

1. A grinding machine, having in combination, a grind-

ing device, a movable carrier for the tools to be ground, a

nxl mounte<l for turning and sliding movement , and inean.s

c;irrie<i by said rod for imparting reciprocating movement
to said carrier across the acting face of the grimllng tievice

and sliding movement to and from oiierative relation with

said acting face.

2. A grimling machine, having in combination, a grind-

ing device, a guideway, a carrier for the tools tfl be ground

mounted upon saiil gui<ieway for movement longitudinal

and transverse thereof, a rod arranged for turning and

sliding movement on said guideway. and means carrie<i

by said rod arranged to impart reciprocating movement
to said carrier across the acting face of said grinding de-

vice, said means constructed to impart sliding movement

to said carrier to and from operative relation with said
acting face.

3. A grinding machine, having in combination, a rotary

grinding device, a guideway, a carrier for the tools to be

ground mounted for movement uix>n aaid guideway, and
means for moving said carrier longitudinally and trans-

versely of said grinding device comprising a rod arrange^i

for turning and sliding movement on said guideway. and
an arm rigidly secureil on said rod and articulated with

said carrier.

4. A grinding machine, having in combination, a grind-

ing device and a carrier mountsed for movement across the

acting face of the grinding device and for sliding movement
to and from operative relation with said acting face and
blade holders mounted upon the carrier upon opixnite

sides of the grin<ling device arrange«l to present tlie tools

in said holders to the grinding device.

5. A grinding machine, having in combination, a rotary

grinding wheel mounted upon a suitable base, a plate

mounted on said base for sliding movement in a direc-

tion transverse to the axis of said grinding wheel, a guide-

way supported upon said plate, a carrier for the tools to

be ground mounted upon said gui<ieway for movement
longitudinally and transversely thereof, a rod arranged for

turning and sliding movement on said guideway, an(l

means carrie«i by said rod arranged to impart reciprocat-

ing movement to said carrier across the acting face of said

grinding device and sliding movement to and from opera-

tive relation with said acting face.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (Jazette.)

891,903. FUEL -FEED SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENtJINES. Fr.\n< IS VV. Br.\dt. En-
glewood.N. J. Filed Apr. 14, 1906. Serial No. 311,768.

1. In a fuel feed system for inU'mal combustion engines,

means for maintaining the velocity of fuel feed proportion-

ate to the speed t)f the engine until the engine has reache<l

a pre<letermine<l si)ee<i. and means for automat ic.ally reduc-

ing the velocity of fuel feed when that si)eed of the engine

is reached.

2. In a pressure fuel feed system for internal combustion
engines, means for creating pressure in the fuel feed sys-

tem, and means for retaining a proportionately increa-sed

pressure in the system as the sr)ee<l of the engine lncrea.ses.

3. In a pressure fuel feed system for internal combustion
engines, means for creating pressure in the fuel fee<i system,

means for retaining an increased pressure in the system as

the speed of the engine increases, and means for relieving

the pressure at a predetermine*! speed of the engine.

4. In a pressure fuel fee<i system for internal combustion
engines, a fuel pipw, a relief valve therein. meaiLs for creat-

ing pressure on the fuel in said pijx*, means for applying
CO vinter- pressure to the relief valve against the pressure of

the fuel and means for increasing the counter- pressure as

the spee<l of the engine increases.

5. In a pressure fuel feetl system for internal combustion

engines, a fuel pipe, a relief valve therein, means for creat-

ing pressure on the fuel in said pipe, means for appljdng
counter-pressure to the relief valve against the pressure of

rn

the fuel, means for increasing the counter-pressure^as the
speed of the engine increases, and means for reducing the

counter-pressure at a predetermined speed of the engine.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

89 1.904. MECHANICAL STOKER. ' JoHN A.

WELL, Montclair, N. J. Filed Jan. 18, 1908. •

No. 411.418.

Cald-
Serial

1. .\ mechanical stoker comprising a shovel compart-
ment, a shovel shaft mounted therein auti carrying a shovel,

a shovel tappet on said shaft, a tension means connected
to the shovel shaft and adapt^jd to move the shovel in one
direction, means for engaging said tappet to move the
siiovel shaft in opposition to the tension means, and means
t-o move the shovel shaft to iireseut the shovel tappet to

its actuatmg means. .<|

2. A mechanical stoker comprising a shoval compart-
ment, a shovel shaft mounted therein and carrying a
shovel, a shovel tappet on said shaft, a tension means con-
nected to the shovel shaft and adapted to move the shovel
in one direction, a shovel actuating shaft, means carried by
said shovel actuating shaft to engage a shovel tappet and
to move the shovel shaft in opposition to the tension means,
and means actuated by said shovel actuating abaft to

move the shovel shaft and to present the shovel tappet to

\\je- actuating means.
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3 A mechanical stoker comprising a shovel compart-

ment,* shovel shaft mounted therein and carrying a shovel,

a shovel tappet on said shaft, a tension means connected to

the shovel shaft and atiapted to move the shovel in one

direction, a shovol actuating shaft, means carrie<i by said

shovel actuating shaft to engage the shovel tappet and to

move the shovel shaft in oppoeition to tUe tension means,

an advancetl tappet on the shovel shaft, ».nd means on the

shovel actuatmg shaft to engage said advanced tappet to

poeition the shovel tappet for engagement by its actuating

means.
4. A mechanical stoker comprising a shovel compart-

ment, a shovel shaft mounted therein and carrying a shovel,

a shovel tappet on said shaft, a tension means connected td

the shovel shaft and adapted to move tha shovel in one di-

rection, a shovel actuating shaft carrying a series of cams

atiapted to engage the shovel tappet in euccession, an ad-

vanced tapf)et on the shovel shaft, a striker device on the

shovel actuating shaft having a series of arms to correspond

with the shi.vfl actuating cams, said striker arms being

adapted to engage the advanced tappet slightly in advance

of the engagement of the shovel actuating cams with the

shovel tappet to position the shovel tappet for engagement

with the shovel-actuating cams.

5. A mechanical stoker comprising a shovel compart-

ment, an oscillating shovel mounted therein, means for

oscillating the shovel, a pivote<.1 damper, means for inter-

mittently connecting said damper to the shovel oscillating

means to swing said damper on its pivot in advance of the

fuel-throwing movement of the shovel, aod means to auto-

matically relea.se the damper from the shovel oscillating

means when the full throwing movement of the shovel is

completed.
[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gaaette ]

891.905. LOAD- BINDER. Thom.^s E. Culvert. Chi-

cago, 111 . assignor to Sheffield Car Company, Three

Rivers, Mich. FiledJSept. 23, 1907. ijerial No 394,189.

1. The combination with a truck, of ft cross-sill having

upwardly-projecting arms at each end, said arms having

sockets in their upper ends; a binding liail; niean.s for se-

curing said bail to said cross-sill, comprising a pair of

we<lge members adapte<l to be inserted into said sockets;

links securetl to the small ends of said wedge members;

clevLses for connecting said links to said binding bail ;
and

wedge-shaped keys for adjustably securing said wedge

members in said sockets.

2. The combination with a tnick, of a cross-sill having

upwardly-projecting arms at each end. said arms having

sockets in their upper ends; a binding bail; means for se-

curing said bail to said cross-sill, comprising a pair of

we<lge members adapted to be inserte<i into said sockets,

said wedge members being pivotally conaecte<l to said bail;

and wedge-shaped keys for adjustably securing said wedge

members in said sockets.

3. The combination with the bo<ly member having sock-

ets therein, of a binding bail; wp<ige inambers adapted to

be inserte<l into said sockets; links secured to the small

ends of said wedge members; clevises for connecting said

links to said binding bail ; and we<lge-shaped keys for ad-

justably securing said we<lge members in said sockets.

4. The combination with a truck of a cross sill having an

upwardly opening socket therein; a binding bail, and

means for securing said bail to said cross sill, comprising a

pair of we<lge members adapteil to be lnserte<i into said

socket, said wedge members being pivotally secured to said

bail and weilge shaped keys for a<lju8tably securing said

wedge members in said socket.

891,906. ARMATI'RE-CORE. John F Card, Thre«

Rivers. Mich., assignor to The Sheffield Car Company,
Three Rivers, Mich. Filetl Mar 16, 1907. Serial No.

362,690.

1. In an armature core, the combination with a shaft, of

a plurality of plates keyed to said shaft, said plates having

a plurality of registering openings therethrough arranged

j
in series and radial projections forming channels to receive

the armature coils; perforate*! spacing rings arranged in

pairs to divide said plates into groups; the inner spacing

I

ring being arranged between the inner and outer series of

said openings in said plates; and staple-like spacing mem-
bers arranged between said projections on said plates.

2. In an armature core, the combination with a shaft, of

a plurality of plates keyed to said shaft, said plates having

a plurality of registering openings therethrough and ratlial

projections forming channels to receive the armature coils;

perforated spacing rings arranged t<5 divide said plates into

groups; and staple-like spacing members arrange<l be-

tween said projections on said plates.

3. In an armature core, the combination with a shaft, of

a plurality of plates keye<l to said shaft, said plates having

a plurality of registering openings therethrough and radial

projections forming channels to receive the armature coils;

and perforated spacing rings arrange<l in pairs to divide

said plates into grouiw the inner spacing ring being arranged

between the inner sind outer series of said openings in said

plates.

4. In an armature core, the combination with a shaft, of

a plurality of plates keyed to said shaft, said plates having

a plurality of registering openings therethrough and radial

projections forming channels to receive the armature cfiils;

and perforated spacing rings arranged to divide said plates

into groups.

5. An armature core, comprising a plurality of plates,

having registering op<'nings therethrough and provided

with radial projections forming channels to receive the

armature coils; perforated rings arrange<l between said

plates; and staple-like spacing members arrange<l between

said projections on said plates.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette.)

891,907. CLUTCH MECHANISM. Ix)t;is A. Casorain,

Winchester. Mam., assignor to United Shoe Machinery

Company, Boeton. Mass., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Original application filed Sept. 26, 1899, Serial No.

731,698. Divided and this application filed Feb. 23.

1901. Serial No. 48,393.

1. In a device of the clasw described, a shaft, a member
' loose thereon, a second member rigid with the shaft, an au-
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tomatically actuated disengaging device carried by one of
the members and slidable therethrough to effect the disen- '

gageinent of said members.

2 A shaft, a member loose thereon, a second member
rigid with the shaft, means tending to effect operative en-
gagement of said members to rotate the shaft, and auto-
matically actuated means carrietl in said rigid member
adapte<l to effect the disengagement of said members.

3. A shaft, a loose memb«r on the shaft, a member rigid

with the shaft, means tending to effect operative engage-
ment of said members to rotate the shaft, a disengaging
device slidably mounted in the rigid member, and means
to operate said device positively to release said members.

4. A shaft, a member fixed to the shaft, a sleeve mov-
able on the shaft, a loose member carried on the sleeve, and
means mounted in the fixed member for moving the sleeve

to permit the disengagement of said members.
5. A shaft, a member fixed to the shaft, a sleeve slidable

on the shaft, a loose member carried on the sleeve, means
tending to effect the operative engagement of the fixed and
loose members, and a disengaging device carried by the

fi.xed member and adapted to slide said sleeve on the shaft

to permit the disengagement of the said members.
[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette ]

891,908 THILI^SUPPORT. Austin H. Chamberi^in,
Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Aug. 31, 1907. Serial No.
390.893.

^ 1. .\ thill support'comprising arms hinged together as
shown, one of said arms l>eing provided with locking de-
vices on its outer face, and a loop pivoted to the other arm
and a»lapted to engage said locking devices so that a thill

or pole cross bar placed in engagement with the inner face

of the arm having locking devices may be retained at any
required elevation.

2. A thill support comprising arms hinge<i together as

shown, one of said arms iieing provided with locking de-
vices on its outer face, and a loop pivoted to the other arm
and a<lapted to engage said locking devices, for the purpose
set forth, and yielding stops for retaining the device in

place in use.

891,909 PLOW. Thomas B. Chappelear and Georqi!
F. HuNNicuTT. Atlanta, Ga. Filed Aug. 27, 1907. Se-
rial No. 390,414.

1. A plow of the character descril>ed, comprising a beam
having a cylindrical bearing portion and stop shoulders at

the ends of the latter, rotatable collars arranged upon said

bearing portion and engaged with said stop shoulders.

plow standards of angular form having one arm for the
attachment of the plow and another arm secured to said

Collars to unite and space them apart and rne.ins upon the
beam to engage siiid standards to prevent them fromi'ro-

tating.

2. A plow of the character described comprising a beam
having a cylindrical bearing portion and stop shoulders at
the ends of the latter, rotatable collars upon said bearing
portion and engaged with said stop shoulders, each of said

Collars consisting of two similar half sections having op-
posing semicircular central portions and oppositely pro-
jecting apertured ends, said ends of the half sections of

each collar being adapted to engage each other, and plow
standards of angular form composed of spaced parallel

members, the members of one arm of each standard being
a<iapted to receive the projecting ends of the collar sec-

tions between them and being formeii with apertures to

register with those in said ends of the coUar sections,

transverse fastenings passed through said registering a[>-

ertures and means upon the beam to engage the stand-

ards and prevent them from rotating.

3. A plow of the character described, comprising a beam
having a cylindrical bearing portion and stop shoulders at

the ends of the latter, rotatable collars upon said bearing

portion and engaged with said stop shoulders, each of said

collars consisting of two similar half sections having op-

posing semicircular central portions and oppositely pro-

jecting apertured ends, said ends of the half sections of

each collar being adapted to engage each other, and plow
standards of angular form composed of spaced paraUel

memljers. the members of one arm of each standard being

adapted to receive the projecting ends of the collar sec-

tions between them and being formed with apertures to

register with those in said ends of the collar sections,

transverse fastenings passed through said registering ap-

ertures, a latch pivoted upon the t>eam and adapted to

have its free end enter between the spaced members of the

standards to hold the latter against rotation, and an o{>-

erating rod connected to said latch.

891.910. GLAND-LOCK AND SW.\B. George Chris-
TEN'SON, Nevada. Mo. Filed Oct. 14, 1907. Serial No.

397,445.

-*

1 In combination, a pair of contiguous cylinder heads,

a piston rod adapted to reciprocate therebetween, stuffing

boxes for said piston rod, flanged nuts on said stuffing box
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having notches in the flanges thereof. » supporting rod
paaolng through a flange of the head of ^ne of said cylin-

ders and poaitioned parallel to said piston rod, a sleeve
having a radially extending notch and mounted on the in-

ner end of said supporting rod. a collar mounted on the
outer end of aaid supporting rod, set screws to hold said
collar and sleeve in position, inner sleeves rotatably
mounted on said supporting rod belweeti and in contact
with said notched sleeve and said collar, %. spiral spring on
said supporting rod for holding said inn«r sleeves in nor-
mal position, arms carried by said inner sleeves, a plate
carried by said arms and normally engaging the notches
of said flanged nuta. and a projection on one of said inner
•leevea fitting the notch of said notched sleeve.

2. In combination, a pair of nuta scrowed onto a sup-
porting structure, a connecting rod passing throtigh said
nuts, a supporting ro<i fastenetl to said structure and dis-

posed away from but parallel to said connecting rod,
swinging means mounted on said supporting rod, and
means to clamp said connecting rod to hold said swinging
means in connection with said nuta.

891.911. ATOMIZER. Jifferson Cooperider, Madi-
son. Ind. FUed Feb. 28. 1907. Serial No. 359,930.

,1. An* atomix^r cornpriaing a vet»sel. a tubular member
provided with an enlarged top purtion forming a closure

for said veasel, a discharge tube paasing therethrough, a

ommecting device secured in the tubujar member and
oommunicating with said discharge tube, said connecting
device being flatteneti upon its sides and externally

threaded, and a disoharne nozzle a<.ijusitab|y thrpatlp<l upon
said connecting device to determine the space between the

nozzle and tubular member and thereby the amount of

air to be mixed with the material discharged from the
vessel.

2. Axi atomiser comprising a vessel, a tubular member,
a discharge tube therein, a connecting devire 9ecure<i

to said tubular member and having communication
with the discharge tube, said connecting device having
flattened sides and a threaded exterior, means for forcing

fluid through the discharge tube, a discharije nozsle adjust-
ably mounted upon the connecting device and havmg a
vaporUing chamber connected with Its discharge spout,
and means to regtdate the size of said vaporizing chamber
and thereby the volume of spray.

891,912. MACHINE FOR SUPPORTING SHOE-UP-
PERS. LzoPOLD J. Ck>crRTEAU, Brockton. Mass.. as-

sigaor to United Shoe Machinery Ck^mpany, Paterson,
N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 7, 1906.

Serial No. 320,611.

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a form-block upon which part of a shoe ta supported,
c< mcKXts to hoM sahl part in position on taid form-bloek,
mesaa for TDcktng saM form-block, and twans under tbe

control of the operator for shifting the holding means with
respect to the form-block

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a form-block, of means for rocking .said form-block, a
shaper detachably connected thereto upon which part of
a shoe is shaped, means to hold said part when sha[)e<l,

and means under the control of the or)orator for shifting
the holding means with respect to the form-block.

3. In a machine of the class dejK'ril>ed. the rombiaation
with a form-block upon which part of a shoe is supf)orted
and means for rocking said form-block, of clamping arms
arranged to bear upon said form-block, and yielding means
to hold said arms upon said form-block.

4. In a machine of the class deacribed, the combination
with a form-block upon which part of a shoe is supi>ortetl

and means for rocking said form-block, of clamping arms
to hold said part in pn«ition on sai<l form-block, and a
single spring to hold said arms yieldingly upon said form-
block.

5. In a machine of the class desorit>ed, thf combination
with a rotatably mounttxl form-block utKiii which part of

a shoe is supported as the shoe is assembled, of iiteans to

hold said part in position on said form-block, and means
under the control (jf the operator for rocking tlie form-
block.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.)

891,913 PLOW Abram L Covey. St. Paul. Nebr.
Original application filed Au>{. 6, 1907. Serial No.
387.352 Diviiied and this application filed Oct. 17.

1907. Serial No 397,853.

A plow embodying a mold board, an adjustable exten-
sion projecting from iMtm mold board, a rod constructed in

sections and secured to the mold board extension and to a

rtskl portkm of the {How, respectively, the adjacent ends of

saM seetkNU betaig oppositeljr threaded, a threaded alee>-e

encircling said ends and adapted to move thena t<i>w«rdbi or
swagr from eacti «ther, wtkereby to extcad or oontract the
Pod, mmA a ilmUarlsr eoaatrueted braee secursd at one end
te the Bwld faaard aad fonrasd rt its oppoate end with an
ef eacirelinc said rad.
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891.914. DRYING AND FINISHING MACHINE FOR
TEXTILE FABRICS. Geokge S. Cox, Fitz water-

town. Pa., assignor to himself, and Walter S. Cox, trudiug

ajj George S. Cox and Brother, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

June 21, 1906. Serial No. 266.228.

891,915.

N. C.

1. In a drying machine, in combination, a scries of cans

at)out which the Koods to l)e drie<l and shrunk successively

pass, means to introduce a heating medium into the in-

terior of the cans, and means driving said cans at circum-

ferential speeds of rotation substantially progressively de-

creasing from the first to the last can of the aeries.

2. In a dr>ing machine, in combination, a series of cans

about which the goods to be dried aad shrunk successively

pas8, means to introduce a heating me<lium into the in-

terior of the cans, and means driving the first can of the se-

ries at a relatively high circumferential speed, the ht^l can

of the seriea at a relatively low circumferential fii>ee<i and

int^^rmetliate cans at intermediate circumferential six-edi*.

3. In a drying machine, in combination, a series of cans

about which the gfxxls to be dried and slirunk successively

pa-ss, means to introduce a heating me<liuin into the in-

terior uf the can, a pulley by which each can is driven, and
a ro;>e by which the several pulleys are driven, the diame-

ters of the several pulleys increasing substantially progress-

ively from the first to the last can of the series.

4. In a drying machine, in comt)ination, a series of dry-

ing cans about winch the goods to be dried successively

pass, means to introduce a heating medium into the inte-

rior of the cans, u pulley by which each can is driven, and a

roi^e by which the several pulleys are driven, the diameters

of the several pulleys varying substantially progressively

from the first to the last pulley of the series.

6. In a drying machine, in combination, a series of dry-

ing cans about which the goods to be dnv<\ successively

pa.ss, means by which the cans are driven, and speetl-regu-

latmg devices one for each can of the series by means of

which the sr>eed of any can of the series may be independ-

ently varied relatively to the otiier cans of the scriea.

[Claims ») to S not printed in the Gazette.]

D.WKNPORT Henry C Creedon, Mebane,
FilfHj Mar. 10. 1908. Serial No 420,237.

links connecting the fixed section and movable section and
provided with lateral arms, legs loosely connected to the

movable section, and braces cooperating with the lateral

arms of the link^ to control the legs.

2. A device of the character described comprising a fixed

section, supports for the fixed section, a movable section,

links connecting the fixed section and the movable section

and provided with lateral arms, leg^s loosely connected to

the movable section, and brace meint>ere loosely connected

to the lateral arms of the links and having a pin and slot

connection with the legs for automatically controlling the

latter.

3. A device of the character described comprising a fixed

section, a support for the fixed section, a movable section,

links connecting the fixed section and the movable section,

legs loosely connected to the movable section and provided
with piiLs, and braces having an operative connection with

the links and pro%ided with slots loosely receiving the pins

of the legs, the said slots conmiunicating with lateral

branches designed to receive the pins to lock the legs

against movement.
4. A device of the character described comprising a fixed

section, a suppxirt therefor, a movable section, links loosely

connecting the fixed section and the movable section and
provide*! with lateral arms, legs looeely connected to the

movable seition and provided with pins, and brace mem-
bers pivotally connected to the lateral arms of the links and
forme<l with slots loosely receiving the pins, the said slots

communicating with the lateral branches designed to en-

gage the pins to lock the legs against movement.
5. In a device of the character descriijed, the combina-

tion of a fixed section formed with side pieces connected
by cross bars, a support for the fixed section, a movable sec-

tion, and links connecting the fl.xed section and movable
section, the said links Ix'ing adapted to rest upon the side

pieces of the fixed section when the movable section is

swung into approximately the same plane therewith.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A device at the cfaaraetar described oompriMng a fixed

aeotion, supports for t^ fixed seetitm, a movable seotion,

801,916. GRADER. Morjus M. Defrees, Indianapo-
lis. Ind. Filed Oct. 30, 1907. Serial No. 399.SOS.

r^
1. .-V grader having vertical side plates, a knife rigidly

connected to the front bottom and edges of said plates, a

rear plate extending between said side plates and curved

arounil a liorizontAl axis and situated with its concave side

directeti toward the leading or front end of the grader to

form a bucket, and a draft device adjustably connected to

said grader.

2. A grader having vertical side plates the bottom and
top edges of which are parallel to each other, a knife situ-

ated at tlie front Ixittom edges of said piat,«»s and connected

tliereto to maintain the latter in iwirallel relation to each

other, a roar plate extending between said side plates and
curved around a horizontaJ axis and situated with its ct'n-

cave side directed toward the leading end of the grazier to

form a bucket, and a bail pivotally connected to said side

plates at a iK)int adjacent to said rear plate and the bottom
edges of said side plates and adjustably connected at the

forward end of the grader.

3 A grader having vertical side plates the bottom and
top edgtis of which are parallel to each other, a knife situ-

ated at the fro6t bottom edges of said plates, angle sides,

and a coniiecting top portion formed integral with said

knife, said sides secured to said side plates aiii said top ex-

tending over said plates parallel with the top surface of

said knife to maintain the top edges of said plates in par-

allel relation to each other, a rear plate exttmding between
said side plates at the rear ends of the latter and curved

around a horisontal axis and situated with its concave sido

directed toward the leading end of the grader to Xorza •
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bucket, a bail pivotally connected to said ride plates at a

p<3int situated adjacent the rear bottom edgea of said side

plates and said rear plate to radiate therefrom cuid means
for adjustably connecting the bail at its forward end to the

forward end of said grader whereby said b^il may be set

at any angle to said knife to vary the lead of the latter.

891,917. SPINNING. TWISTING. AND LIKE APPA-
RATUS. He.vri Doll. Paris, France, assignor to So-

ciety Peignages A Filatures De Bourre De Soie, Paris,

France. Filed June 27, 1905. Serial No. 267.187.

In a spinning apparatus of the class described, a rotary

spindle, a bell-shaped part surrounding said spindle and
hinged thereto to permit movement laterally in any direc-

tion with respect to the spindle, but constraining the bell-

shaped part to rotate with the spindle.

891,918. TYPE -WRITER ATTACHMENT. Robert
D. Do.voHO, Columbus. Miss. Filed Sept. 3. 1907.

Serial No. 391.153.

1. \ typewriter attachment comprising a lever for each

type key of a tyf>ewriter. power actuated propelling means
common to all the levers, a key lever for each type actu-

atmg lever, a sliding pivoted spring-controlle<l plate upon
each type actuating lever, and another lever under the

control of the key lever and engaging the sliding plate.

2 .\ typewriter attachment comprising a lever for each

tyi)e key of a typewriter, a power actuated propelling

means common to all the levers, a key lever for each type
actuating lever, saiii key lever having an aagle extension

beyond its pivot point, a pivoted sliding spring-controlled

plate upon each type actuating lever, and another pivoted

lever having one end engaging the sliding plate and the

other end engaged by the angle exten.sion of tihe key lever.

3. A typewriter attachment comprising a lever for each

tyv>e key of a typewriter, a ix)wer actuaOed propelling

means common to all the levers, key levers, one for each

type actuating lever, a pivoted plate carri^tl upon each

key actuating lever and movable with relation to Its pivot

point into and out of the path of the power actuated pro-

p>elling means, another lever movable by thp key lever to

propel the plate into and out of active positaon, and con-

nections between the last-named lever and the sliding

plate, whereby the plate may be moved out of connection

with its actuating lever for permitting the return of the

key actuating lever to normal position while a key lever is

depressed.

4. In a typewriter attachment, a propelling spring, a
pawl-and-ratchet esca;)ement therefor, key levers, a com-
mon connection between the latter and the pawl-and-
ratchet escapement, other levers, one for each type key of

a typewriter, a common propelling means for the key ac-
tuating levers, connections between said common pro-

pelling means and the ratchet wheel under the control
of the spring, and movable members, one carried by each
type actuating lever ami under the control of the key lever,

whereby said movable memlx-r is place.l in operative rela-

tion to the actuating means each time its respective key
lever is depressed.

5. In a typewriter attachment, a 8C)urce of fxjwer, le-

vers arranged to engage the type keys of a typewriter, a

common actuating means for said levers, a ratchet wheel
tinder the control of the .source of power, a lever movable
by the teeth of the ratchet wheel, connections between said

lever and the common actuating means for the type key
actuating levers, and means carried by each of the flrst-

named levers and movable into ani out of the path of the
common actuating means.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gaxette ]

891,919 CRANK -PLANER Hevry K Eberhardt
and PALMER G. Eberhardt, Newark, N. J , assignors, by
mesne assignments, to Machine Sales Company, New
York, N. Y , a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 6.

1905. Serial No. 290,519.

1. In a crank-planer of the class desoriljed, the combina-
tion, with the frame .\ having disconnected parallel ways
J u^wn the top with the parallel triangular grooves k in

their upper surfaces, of a pitman with means for oscillating

it between the ways, the ram G linked to the pitman and
carrying the tool H at the forward end and having flanges

E' at the opposite etlges each provided upon the under side

with a triangular rib m fltte<l to one of the grooves k, and
means for holding the saiil ribs in engagement with the

said gro<ivps, whereby the siiles of the frame are U>cke<i

together by the engagement of the ribs and grooves, and
operate jointly to re.sist any lateral thnist upon the ram.

2. In a crank-planer of the class described, the combina-
tion, with the frame A having dls^Hjnnectetl parallel ways J

upon the top with the paralUd triangular grooves k in their

upr)er surfaces, of a pitiiiMn with means for oscillating it

between the ways, the ram (i linke 1 to the pitman and car-

rying a tool H at the forward end and having flanges E' at

the opposite edges each provide;l upon the under side with

a triangular rib m fitted to one of the grooves k. and a seat

uptjn the upper side of the flange, with a longituiiinal gib

I' secured upon the top of each frame an 1 fitted to the said

seat, wher.'by any t.-n Icncy to sjin-ad the ways J apart is

avoidetl. the gearing for reciprocating the ram l>eing lo-

cate<l between the frames A, substantially as herein s«?t

forth.

3. In a crank-planer of the class described, the combina-

tion, with the side-frames A having disconnected parallel

ways J at the top with triangular grooves k therein with a

pitman I oscillate 1 between the said ways, of the ram (J

linked to the pitman and carrying the tool H at the for-

ward end and having flanges K' at the opposite edges, each

having a triangular rib m upon the un ler side fitted to the

groove k, and upon the upper side the rabbeted seat having

faces m' and m», with a longitudinal gib I' secured upon the
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top of each way, and having its lower and inner sides fitted

to the said faces to resist upwani and lateral movement of
the ram, the gearing for oscillating the pitman being ar-

ranged between the frames A, substantially as described.

89 1 ,920 . RILE-HOLDER

.

field. Mo. Filed Sept. 13,

Ernest J. Espeliv, Spring-
1907 Serial No. 392,752.

1. In a rule holding clip of the character descrit)ed, the
combination of a body plate having integral wings formed
at it.s upper end and bent forwardly and together with
their ends adjacent one another to form a rule holding and
guiding frame, a spring tongue ext^-nding against said body
plate and connected within said rule holding frame to the
end of both of said wings in such manner as to secure said
wings from displacement, and a clasp formed rearwardly
of said body plate for attachment to a suitable portion of a
garment, substantially as described.

2 In a rule holding clip of the character described, the
combination of a body plate having integral wings formed
at its upper end and bent forwardly and together to form a
rule holding and guiding frame, a spring tongue secured
within said frame and extending against said body plate, said
body plate having flanges formed upon its lower edge and
said edges below said wings and curled upon its rear face
about and securely holding therein a U-shaped stiff wire
frame having its upper ends bent rearwardly upon the same
and connected by a transverse piece spaced away from the
rear face of the body plate and forming a pivot bar for a clasp
meml)er mounted thereon and bearing against said body
plate and cooperating therewith to secure the clip upon a
suitable portion of a garment, substantially as described.

3. In a rule holding clip, of the character described, the
combination of a body plate having integral wings formed
thereon at its upper end and bent forwardly and together
to form a rule holding and guiding frame, a spring ujngue
extending against said body plate and secured within said
frame in such manner as to comiect and hold the ends of
said wings from displacement, said body having flanges
formed upon its lower edge and side edges below said wings,
said flanges being curled upon the rear face of said body
plate, about and securely holding therein a U-shaped stifT

wire frame having it« upi>er ends bent back thereon and
connectetl by a transverse piece, and a clasp member
swingingly mounted uixm said transverse piece as its pivot
and extending toward and cooi>erating with said botiy plate
to secure the clip upon a suitable portion of the garment,
sulwtantijlv a-i described.

1

891.921. JAR-CLOSURE. Asa W. Fo.ster, Goreville,
III. File<l May 17. 1907. Serial No. 374.180.

The combination with a jar having oppositely dispose^l

wedge shaped lugs, the thin ends thereof being adjacent

the mouth of the jar and the thick ends thereof being pro-
vided with sockets: of a closure having an annular flange
uiK)n one face tliereof inscrtible into the neck of the jar,

that portion of the lower face of the closure outside the
flange being t>eveled to form a frusto- conical surface
adapter! to hold a gasket in flat relation thereto, said clo-

sure having intersecting reinforcing ribs integral with the
outer face thereof and dis[xj8<Hi ix-rpendicularly to each
other, one of said ribs extending above the other rib and
having its uppermost portion formed with notches in

stepped relation, an ela'^tic gasket Interposed between
the jar and the l>evele<l portion of the closure carrie<l on
said closure, and a resilient bail detachably and pivotally
engaging the sockets, the intermediate portion of said bail

being movable into engagement with the notches to bind
the cover upon the gasket to spread the same radially.

8 9 1.922. W.\SHING OR SCOURING MACHINE.
FR.VNK L. FuRBUSH, Westford, Mass., assignor to C. G.
Sargent's Sons, Westford. Mass., a Corporation of
Maasachusetts. Filed June 1 , 1907. Serial No. 376,750.

1. A washing or scouring machine having a bowl, a mov-
able rake for moving and agitating the material to be
washed or scoured, said rake comprising hollow, perforated
rake teeth adapted to engage said material for operating
upon it, and connections for supplying a liquid to the in-

terior of the teeth

2. In a rake for washing or scouring machines, the com-
bination of hollow longitudinal rails forming the two sides

of the rake, flexible tubes for supplying a liquid to said
rails, and hollow perforated teeth connected with said rails.

3. In a rake for use in machines of the character de-
8cribe<i, the combination of hollow longitudinal rails form-
ing the sides thereof, hollow cross tubes connected with
said rails, and hollow perforate<l teeth supjxjrted by said
cross tubes and communicating with the int<Tior thereof.

4. The combination with a washing or scouring bowl, of

a rake movable in a substantially level path therein having
passages and means for supplying tlie machine with a liq-

uid through said passages continuouslj- during the motion
of the rake.

5. A washing or scouring machine having a bowl, a screen
therein for supporting mat«'rial to be washed or scoured, a
rake comprising hollow rake teeth provided with a plu-
rality of perforations at different height' in their side walls
and movable along the screen for moving and agitating the
material thereon and simultaneously discliarging a liquid
into contact with the material, and means for supplying a
liquid U) said teeth.

891.923. ADJUSTABLE STILT Thoma.s B. G.vrret-
8ON, Oskaloosa. Iowa. Filed Mar. 19. 1908. Serial No.
422,051.

1. In a walking stilt, the combination with a standard
having spaced oi)eningB, of a foot piece having a socket
on one end, a groove formed in the wall of the socket, and
a member removably secured in the openings of the stand-
ard for engagement with the walls of the groove.

2. In a walking stilt, the combination with a standard.
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or a foot piece having a socket adapted to embrace said

standard, a groove having converging sides ronued on one

wall of s>ai<l socket, and a screw in the standard for en-

gagement with the sides of 3aid groove.

891,924. MACHINE FOR MAKING WIRE-GLA38.

JvPHL» GBoaoK. Wilcox. Fa., and CHkibtophkr M.

.SHoaTUE, Bernharda Bay. N. Y. Filed May 29, 1906.

Serial No a 19.3 13.

to sever the glass into aheeU, an electric heater to main-

tain the glaas at i>roper temperature in transit, and an-

other electric heater to soften the glass at the point of

cutting.

6. In a machine of the character describcil, the combi-

nation with means for drawing glass, of cutters carrie«l by

said means, fLxetl electric contact rails, fixed devices for

moving the cutters through the glass, said devices located

opposite the contact rails, electric beaters carried by the

glass drawing means and brushes or contacts on said

heaters to engage the contact rails and connect the elec-

tric heaters in circuit to heat the glaas at the point of cut-

ting.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Oaiette.]

89 1.925. PARING- KNIFE. Euward B
Adrian. Mich Filed Aug. 2H. 1907. Serial No. ffiOjeO.

.\ knife c^imprising a blatie. a holder therefor, and a han-

dle, the holder consisting of a sheet metal blank folded

length wifie, with the blade held between the fold, the upper

pert of the hoMer being slottod above the edge of the bla<ie

and having an extended lip turne<l i/utwardly in fr<wt o

said skit.

891.926. Glt-MN-DOOR. EixiAR B Gii uclaxd. Topeka.

Kans . assignor, by direct and inesfie assignniants. of

one-fourth U> David Bohck and ont'-fourth to J. A.

Rosen. Topeka. Kans. Filed Nov 19. 19(J7 .Serial No.

40-_'.8tt6.

I In a machine of the character de8crit)el, the combi-

nation of a hfiitini? rtiatnt)cr, 11 melting pot located therein,

an i means for drawin? a win; netting through the bottom

of the heatini? chamber an 1 meltinji pot to coat the same

with glass and give it a natural polishe<i surface.

2. In a machine for malting wire glaas. the combination

with a drawing pot. of an elongated noide extending up

from the bottom of the pot an J through which the wire is

drawn, tube* connect in k the en l.-* of the pot with the source

of glass supply, and removable plugs in said tubes to gov-

ern th^ flow of glass to the pot.

3. In a machine for making wire glass, the combination

witAi a drawing pot. of a central elongated nonle extend-

ing up from the bottom of the pot and terminating »t the

glass level in the pot. means for supplyimg moHea glass

to the pot. a reel of wire netting below th« pot, and means

for drawing the wtre netting up through th« noasle to re-

ceive a eottting o* glaas tber^on.

4. In a machine for making wtr« glass, the combination

with a drawing pot. of means tor drawiM* a wire netting

therethrough to receive a eoatAag of giasa. movable eutters

1. The combination of a grain-door, a pair of guides

hinged at the top of a car d(M)rway. Ijearing.'* .secured to the

upper pan of the grain-door .sli lai>ly fHKagum .-'aid rosix-c-

tive guides, a rod rigidly cormeclinK said k iido^ l)elow said

iK-arings. a vertical gui Ic .secured to the grain-<ioor, and a

bearing secAU^l U) i^id coniiecUug ro«l aiul slidably ejigag-

inn .said la«Vnaii>e<l guide.

2. The combination of a grain-dfM)r. a pair of guide-rcxls

hinged to the cap of a car .Itxjrway. l)earin»{ brackets se-

cured to the upijer part of the grain-door .slidably ennaging

said respective guide-r<xi«. a ro.1 rigidly connecting said

guide-rotis below said bearings, a vertical Ruide-way se-

cured to the grain-<loor, and a bearing ta-acket secure<l to

said connecting rod and slidably engaging said guide-way.

3. The combination of a grain-door, a pair of guides

hinged at the top of a car doorway, bearings 9ecure<i to the

upper part of the grain-dtH)r slidably engaging said resr>ec-

tive guiiles. a rod rt«ldly secured to the said guides b«dow

said bearings, a vertical guide seewreti U) the grain-<loor. a

bearing securetl to said connecting rod and slidably engag-

ing said laatHoawed piiM. meaua for sustaliUO« the grain-

door on said fl«sV«afiied «*d«i whea the aaJd «raia-door i»
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raised thereon, and an extension on said last-named bear-

ing ailapted to lie engage<l by the carline hook of a car.

4. The cfHTibination of a grain-door, a U-shaped integral

rod the upper ends of Its legs pivoted to the cap of a car-

dotjr, bearing brackets slidably engaging said respective

legs as guides and secured to the upper part of the grain-

door, a vertical centrally dispoaetl guide-way secured to

the face of the grain-door, an elongateti bearing bracket se-

eure<i to the connecting portion of said U-shaped ro<l and

slidably engaging said guide-way and provided with an

extension ailaptcil to be engaged by the carline hook, and

hooks secured to the lower portion of the gram-<loor to

igage the connecting portion of the U-shaped ro<! when

the grain door is raised.

891.927. FOLDING CRATE Willakd H GooOASO,
Creston. Iowa. Filed July 9, 1907. Serial No, 3S2.8A8.

1 In ft crate, the combination of a bottoin, swirxging

ends carried by the l>ottoni and comprising slat« received

between pairs of transverse stripe, one of the transverse

stripe of each pair constitiiting a hinge memb«-r while the

opposite transverse strip of each pair constitutes a stop to

limit the swinging movenient of the ends, swinging sides

rarrie<i by the bottom, and means for holding the sides and

ends In a distended jxwition

2. In a crate, the combination of a bottom, swinging

ends carried by the l)ottom, swinging sides carried by the

bottom and having an interlocking connection with the

ends when distended, cover sections hinged to the sides and

each comprising slats connected by transverse strijie. the

said .strijvs projecting beyond the inner j-dges of the cover

sections and overlapping each other when the cover sec-

tions are In normal ixwition. locking pins for holding the

overlapping ends of the strips together, an<i tie members
carried by the iMittom and provided with eyes designe<l to

engage the locking pins to hold the crate in a foldt-d t><>si-

tlon.

3. In a (Tate, the combination of a iKittorn. swinging

ends carried by the bottom, swinging sides carried by the

lK)ttom. projections upon the sides designed to have an in-

terlocking connection with the ends, and cover sections

hinged to the sides, each of the cover sections comprising

s()ace<l slats receive i between transvM-sc strij-xs. the ends of

the strips projecting l>«'yoivd tl^e luiicx eilges of the cov<'r

sections and the ends carried tiy one section l)eing ri<'ei\i-ii

by the ends carried by the opi)osite section, anii locking

pins passing through corre»p<jDiling openings In the said

ends of the strips.

4. la a crat/e, tl>e combination of a t>ottom. swinging

ends carried by the bottom, swinging sides carried by the

bottom and having an interlocking «mnection with the ends

when distended, cover sections hinge.! to the sides and each

comprising a plurality of spaced slats received l)etween

transverse striixs, the said strips v^i^ieetlng beyond the iimer

edgee of the cover sectloos and the ends of the strips uix)n

one section being received between the ends ot the strips

upon the opposite section, locking pins desigaed to pass

through corresponding openings in the said ends at the

straps, and tie members carried by the bottom aad pr(»vide<l

with eyes deirigned to enga«e the locking pins to lock the

crate h» a folded peeHion.

5. In a crate, the oombte&tioa «if a bottom provided with

end strtpe and ekle strips, hinged pAates secured to the end

strips, ends comprising spaced slats received between trans-

\erse strips, the inner strips iK'ing hinged to the before

mentioned plates while the outer strips are designe<l to en-

gage the said end strips to limit the swinging movement of

the ends, sides loosely connected to the side strips and hav-

ing an interlocking connection with the cuds, and means
for holding the sides and ends in engagement with each

other.

891,928. LUBRICATOR. Geohge F. Godley, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 12, 1907. Serial No. 397,059.

1. The combination in a car axle box of a journal, a

bearing for the journal, a frame mounted in the bottom of

the box and having an upwardly extending slee^'e, said

frame being pro\ided with a valve and valve seat, a cush-

ioned plate in contact with the under side of the jovimal

provided with a downwardly extending sleeve projecting

within the sleeve of the frame, and a cushioned phtnger

mounted within and carried by the downwardly projecting

sleeve, said plunger being provided with a vjilve and valve

seat.

2. A guide for lubricators, comprising a comparatively

thtn, generally rectangular member pro\'ide<i with an an-

gular extension forming a shelf at one of its ends and re-

silient means arranged centrally of the member for en-

gaging a lubricat/)r.

3. The combination in a car axle box of a journal, a

bearing for the journal, a frame mounted in the bottom of

the Ixjx. said frame having an upwardly extending sleeve

and a receiving valve, means for retaining the vai\-e in a

vertical ix>sitif)n during its movement, a cushifmed jour-

nal plate in contact with the underside of the journal, said

plate t>eing provided with a downwardly projecting sleeve,

anrl a ctishioned plunger carried by and contained within

.said sleeve, said plunger being provided with a discharge

valve, the last mentioned valve being smaller than the

first mentioned valve.

4. The combination in a car axle box of a journal, a

bearing for the journal, a frame mounted in the l)ottom of

the l>ox having an upwardly extending sleeve, said frame

iieing provided with a valve and valve seat, means for re-

taining the valve in a vertical position in opening and cloe-

tiig, a journal plate having a rearwardly extending wii>er

in contact with the underside of the journal provided with

a downwardly projecting sleeve, a plungej- witliin the

sleeve said plunger ha\iiig a valve and valve seat, and

-pnng interpo.sed between the piston and the lower por

tiou of the sleeve.

891,929. REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE.
George M. Graham, Chicago, 111., assignor to G. A. Etl-

ward Kohler. Chicago. 111. Filed Oct 17. 1907. Serial

No. 397,849.

1. In a reinforcing frame for concrete structures, the

combination of a series of vertical structural iron members,

braces securing the same in separated relation, a series of

J shaped stirrup pieces secured between said vertical mem-
bers with their anas exteodinc upwardly, and horuoutal

tubular frame members resting In said stirrup pieces.

2. In a reijoforcing frame for ooncrete stfuetures, the

oomhlaatioo ot a series of vertioal structural ir<« members.
braees aeoarifiK th« aame la apaeed reetacxcular relatioa, a

seriee oi ahafied stimip pieoea secured betwaeo aaid v«r-

tieai memb«a with thc^ amw oKtending upwardly, and
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horizontaJ tubular frame members resting ia said stirrup

pieces

3. In a reinforcing frame for concrete structures, the

combination of a series of vertical atructuraJ iron members,
braces securing the same in spaced rectangular relation, a

aeries of U shaped stirrup pieces secured between said ver-

tical members with their amu extending uptrardly, hori-

sontal tubular frame members resting in said stirrup pieces,

and transverse bolts passing through the vertical members,
stirrup pieces and tubular members to secure, the parts in

place.

4. In a reinforcing frame for concrete stmctures, the

combination of a series of vertical structural iron members,
braces securing the same in spaced rectangul^ relation, a

series of U shaped stirrup pieces secxired between said ver-

tical members with their arms extending upwardly, hori-

ontal tubular frame members resting in said stirrup pieces,

and transverse bolts passing through the vertioal members,
stirrup pieces and tubular frame members to seciire the

parts in place.

5. In a reinforcing frame for concrete structures, the

combination of a series of vertical structural iron members,
braces securing the same in separated relatioa, a series of

U shaped stirrup pieces secured between said vertical mem-
bers with their arms extending upwardly, flanged pieces

secured to said vertical members and located beneath and
In contact with said stirrup pieces to provide a support

therefor, and horizontal tubular frame members resting in

said stirrup pieces.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

891.930. PNEUMATIC FOR MECHANICAt MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS. Axbl G. Gulbransin. Chicago. 111.,

assignor to Gulbranaen, Dickinson Company. Chicago,

111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Sept. 13, 1906. Se-

rial No. 334,241.

1. In pneumatic mechanism for mechanically operated

pianos, the combination of a main supportin|; block 4, a

bellows 5 directly below the mounting block, said mount-
ing block forming the top of said bellows, a aeOond bellows

6 supported from the mounting block and disposed directly

below the bellows 5. a rod 8 connecting the movable parts

of the bellows, a valve chamber 11, a diaphragm in said

chamber, a valve block 18 over the niouniinK block, a valve
opening 19 through said valve block, a ball valve 20 con-
trolling said opening and disposed directly above the dia-

phragm to be actuate<i thereby, a secon>lary valve outlet

23 through the valve block, a spool-shaped secondary valve
24 having an outside bead 25 an<l an inside head 20, a second
diaphragm chamber 15. a diaphragm 16 in said chamber
for controlling the movements of the secomlary valve, a
reservoir, connections between the reservoir and the dia-

phragm chambers, and a connection between the reservoir

and bellows controlled by the valves.

2. In pneumatic mechanism for mechanically oi>erate<i

pianos, the combination of a supporting frame forming a

reservoir, a valve block supported and extending from said

supporting frame, a bellows below the block, said block

forming the stationary upper wall of the bellows, a valve

block on the supporting block, an outlet through .said valve

block to atmosphere, a ball valve controlling said outlet,

a diaphragm chamber within the supporting block, a dia-

phragm within the diaphragm chamber for controlling the

operation of the ball valve, a second opening through the

valve block, a spool-shaped secondary valve oontrollmg
the flow through said second passageway, a second dia-

phragm chamber, a diaphragm In said second diaphragm
chamber for controlling the operations of the secondary
valve, an outlet to atmosphere, connections between the

diaphragm chambers and the reservoir, opening of said

atmosphere outlet causing actuation of the secondary valve

to connect the first diaphragm chamber with atmosphere
to cause actuation of the ball valve, and connections be-

tween the bellows and reservoir opened upon such actu-

ation of the ball valve.

891.931. BLUE AZO DYE. Cahl Hiidenmcich. Voh-
winkel, near Elberfeld. Germany, assignor to Farben-

fabriken vonn. Friedr. Bayer A Co., Elberfeld, Ger-

many, a Corporation of Germany. Filed Mar. 10, 1908.

Serial No. 420,250.

1. The herein-described new blue monoasodyestuffs. ob-

tainable by combining the diazocompounds of para-amino-

meta-chloro-dialkylanilins with chromotroplc acid, which
dyestuCfs are after being dried and pulverized dark powders
soluble in water with a blue color; yielding upon reduction

with stannous chlorid and hydrochloric acid para-amino-

meta-chloro-dialkylanilin and 2-amino-1.8-dioxynaphtha-

lene-3.6-di8ulfonic acid and dyeing wool from acid baths

blue shades, substantially as described.

2. The herein-described new azodyestuCf obtainable by
combining the diazocompound of para-amino-rneta-chloro-

diethylanilin with l.8-dioxynaphthalene-3.6-disulfonic

acid, which dyestufi is after being dried and pulverized a

dark brown powder soluble in hot water with a blue color

and soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid with a re«ldish-

violet color; yielding upon reduction with stannous chlorid

and hydrochloric acid para-amino-meta-chloro-<liethyl-

anilin and 2-amlno-1.8-dioxynaphthalene-3.6-di8ulfonlc

acid; and dyeing wool from acid baths blue shades, sub-

stantially as described.

891,932. WAISTCOAT. Mark M. He.vdkrson. Chicago,

111., assignor to Carter 4 Holmes. Chicago. 111., a Cor-

poraUon. Filed July 24, 1907, Serial No. 3K5.3(X).

1. A waistcoat comprising a back and front portions and
provided at each side with a short strap the front end of

which is secured to the front body portion of the waistcoat

and provided at its sides with Individual buckles and
take-up straps, said take-up straps being connected by a

part extending across the back portion of the waistcoat,

the said part being fixed to the back portion of the waist-

coat at points remote from each other, so as to hold the

back part of the waistcoat smooth without exerting undue
strain thereon.

2. A waistcoat comprising front portions formed of body
cloth, a bcMsk portion of relatively light material united to

said front portions, short strap>s connected to the rear

edge of said front portions and having their free ends pro-

jecting rearwardly therefrom, take-up straps connected by
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a part extending across and within the back portion of the

waistcoat and securwl to said back portion at ;»oints remote

from each other, the fnn^' ends of said take-up straps ex-

tending for^ardly, and buckles for connecting the take-up

straps with said siiort straps.

1

3 \ waistcoat provided at each side witA a short strap

having a front end extending rearwardly and provided also

with take-up straps having their free ends extending for-

wardly. said take-up straps being connected by a part i-x-

tending across the back portion of the waistcoat, the said

part being stitched to the back portion of the waistcoat at

points remote from each other, so as to hold the back part

of the waistcoat smooth without exerting undue strain

thereon.

8 9 1,93 3. MECHANISM FOR HANDLING CARS.
Grant Holmes, Danville, 111., assignor to Robert

Holmes A Brothers. Danville, III., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Mar. 16, 1908. Serial No. 421.375.

1 In a mechanism of the character descriljed, the com-

bination, with a movable track section, and a hoisting

cage, of mejins actuated by the descent of .said cage for

elevating the a<ijacent end of said track section.

2. In a mechanism of the character descrilDed, the com-

bination, with a movable track section, and a hoi.sting

cage, of means actuat^nl by the downward movement of

said cage for inclining said movable track section in a

direction away from said hoisting cage.

3. In a mechanism of the character described, the com-

bination, with a movable track section, and a hoisting

cage, of a movable landing platform for said cage, and

means actuated by the movement of said platform for

moving said track section.

4. In a mechanism of the character described, the com-

bination, with a movable track section, and a hoisting

cage, of a movable landing platform for said cage of less

weight than said movable track .section, and means ex-

tending between said platform and said track section and

actuated by the weight of said cage on said platform for

moving said track section.

6. In a mechanism of the character described, the com-
bination, with a movable track section, and a hoisting

cage, of a movable landing platform for said cage, means
extending between said platform and said track section

and atiapted to be operated by the downward movement
of said cage for elevating said track section, and means
for returning said platform to it* normal position when

it is relieveil of the weight of said cage.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette ]

891.934. TRANSMISSION-GEAR FOR MOTOR-VE-
HICLES. RU88BLL Hvrr, Detroit. Mich., assignor to

Packard Motor Celt Company. Detroit. Mich., a Corpo-

ration of West \irginia. Filed Feb. 16. 1907. Serial

No. 357.722.

1. In transmission gearing for motor vehicles, the com-
bination with the change speed gearing, the differential

gearing and a casing inclosing said gearings, of a drive

shaft, and a shaft int^rposeil between the drive shaft and

the differential gearing, a clutch gear on one end of said

interi)osed shaft cooperating with the change speed gear-

ing, and a beveled gear upon the opposite end thereof co-

oi)prating with the differential gearing, a radial bearing for

siiid intt-rposed shaft atijustably mounted in the casing,

and a thrust bearing for said shaft also adjustably mounted

In the casing, one of said bearings serving as a lock for the

other.

2. In transmission gearing for motor vehicles, the com-

bination of rear axle casings, an intermediate casing, dif-

ferential gearing in said intermediate ca.sing, and packing

mat4'rial arranged in said rear axle ca.sings on opposite

sides of the differential gearing, saiii ca.sings having con-

duits leading from the interior of the axle casings to the

lower part of the casing containing the differential gearing.

3. In transmission gearing for motor vehicles, the com-

bination with rear axle sections, intermediate differential

gearing, a housing for said differential gearing, means for

turning said housing, ball Ix'arings for said housing, and

casings siurounding said differential gearing and said axle

.sections, of packing material arranged in said casings sur-

rounding the axle sections, said casings having conduits

lca<iing from the space surrounding the axles to the lower

part of the casing surrounding the differential gearing.

4. In transmission gearing for motor vehicles, the com-
bination with rear axle sections and intermediate dif-

ferential gearing, of a casing surrounding said axle sec-

tions and gearing, and supporting the differential gearing

on bearings therein, and packing material in said casing

and surrounding the axle sections, said ca.sing having con-

duits loading from points contiguous to .said packing to the

lower part of the casing.

. mtim^t'tJP'S'i, I'l L^
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891.933. QRA88 TWINE. TnouxM Vf . JxKRMMa, St. ; 891.938. AUTOMATIC PLAYING- PIANO. Axel F.

Paul, Minn. Filed Sept. 21, 1906. Serial No 279,487. Lakson and KarlO. Ostbhorbm, Chica«o, 111.. aa«i«nors

to Marquette Piano Company, Crystal Falls, Mich..fa

Corporation of Michigan. Filed Feb. 24. 1906. Serial

No 302.765.

.K twine Dxade up of two strands 1 and 2, the said strand 1

tjeing relatively large and oon«tTUCted of mareh grass and

the said twine 2 toeing relatively small anj constructed of

relatively strong fibroua mat«-ial, the said two strands

being independently twisted in tbc same direction and be-

ing twisted together to form the complete twine, both of

the aaiil strands having spiral form and each strand com-

prising a multiplicity of steins, substantiafly as descriljod.

891,936. CARBURETER. Aktoinb Joo»i>aj»«t, Pizrke

'; Billet, and Firdiwabtd Barow, Lyon, France. Filed
' June 17, 1907. Serial No. 379.428.

891,937. [WITHDRAWN.]

1. In a carbureter the combination with a carbureting

chamber and a spirit supply chamber, of piece* of rattan

for conducting the spirit from the latter t© the former by
capillary action and a felt supplier in contact with the rat-

tan In the spirit supply chamber.
2. In a carbureter the combination of % valve body, a

suction valve therein, a throttle above the miction valve, a

spring controlled extra eilr inlet valve below the suction

valve, a mixture chamber with uncontroUfed air inlets be-

low the extra air Inlet valve, a float chatnber below the

mixture chamber, and a throttle between the mixture

chamber and extra air Inlet valve operative to control the

passage between said mixture chamber and suction vi^ve

and also to control additional air Inlets to the mixture

chamber.

1. In an automatic playing piano, the combination of a

piano frame, striking mechanism mounted upon one of the

horizontal walls of said frame, a pneumatic action for asso-

ciation with the striking mechanism of the piano, a roller

box mounted upon said pneumatic action, a tracker-hoanl

in said roller box. an air chest secured to the under side of

•aid horisontal wall, said air chest having a partition wall,

said air chest being divided Into two chambers, one of saul

chamber* being connected with the pneumatic action by

way of openings In the horisontal wall and eommunicating

with said other chambers by way of an opening through the

partition wall, a valve for controlling said passageway, a

supporting board extending downwanlly from said chest, a

pair of feeders disposed upon the rear side of said boani,

treadle mechanism for operating said fee<lers, said fee»lers

communicating with 8ai<l air regulating chaml)era by way

of channels in said supporting board, a normally dtst^^nded

main bellows aiKl an auxiliary bellows diapoaed at the front

of the board and communicating with the air chamber, a

valve for each of the channels leading from said chauibcr

to said beliows. and means whereby the channel leading to

said main bellows may be cloaed when the channel leading

to said auxiliary bellows is opened.

2. In an automatic pla>'ing piano, the combination witli

a piano frame, of striking nierhanistn mount(^l upon one

of the horizontal walls theriHjf, a pneumatic action for as-

sociation with the piano striking mechanism, an air chest

secured to the under side of said horizontal wall, a partition

wall In sai<l chest dividing the same into two chambers,

one of said chamijera cooamunicating with the pneimiatic

action by way of channels through the horizontal wall, a

port between said chaml>er3, a valve contniUing 8ai<i [Hirt,

a supporting Ixjar.i extending downwar.ily from said chest,

a pair of feeders inounteti upon the rear side of said i><)ftnl

and communicating dlrectiy with one of the chambers of

the air chest, a main exhaust bellows mounU^^l up^jn the

front side of the boanl and connected with said chest, and

auxiliary bellows similarly mounte<i and connectJ><l with

the chest, valves controlling the channels lea<ling into the

main and auxiliary i>ellow9, and lever mertiani.sin whereby

the valve governing the channel leading into tiie main i>el-

lows may be clo8e<l when tlie valve governing the channel

lea*ling inUi the auxiliary tellows is opene<l.

3. In an automatic playing piano, the combination of a

piano frame, striking mechanism mounte<i ufKjn one of the

horisontal walls thereof, a pneumatic acti<m moante«l upon

said wall and associated with the striking mechanism of

the piano, a roller box supported upon said pneumatic ac-

tion, a tracker-board normally connected with the pneu-

matic action, a motor secured to the roller box, a spool an<l

take-up roll in said box adapted to be operate<i by said

motor, an air chest secured to the under side of said hori-

zontal wall, said cheat being divide<l into two compart-

mente, a conducting compartment and a valve compart-

ment, a supporting board extending downwardly from said

air cheat, a pair of feedera disposed upon the rear side of

nid board and connected directly with said valve com-

partment by way of a channel in said supporting board, a

main and an auxiliary exhaust bellows dispoeetl upon the

front of said board and connected with said valve cham-

ber, a valve controlling the parts leading into the respec-

tive bellows, means whereby the valve controlling the

channel leading Into the main bellows may be closed si-

multaneoualy with the opening of the valve controlling the

channel leading Into the auxiliary beliows, motor bellows
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disposed upon the front of the board and connected di-

rectly with the valve chamber, an air conductor connerting

the moU>r with the motor bellows, a port connecting saul

con(iucting and said valve compartments and a valve con-

trolling said port.

4 In an automatic playing piano, the combination with

a piano frame, of a pneumatic action mounted upon one of

the horizontal walls thereof, a roller box mounted upon

said pneumatic action, a motor secured to .said roller box, a

si>ool and take-up roll in said box adapted to i>e oi'erat<»d

by said motor, an air chest secured to the lower 8i<ie of said

horizontal wall, a partition wall in said chest dividing the

same into a conducting compartment and a valve compart-

ment, said conducting compartment being connected with

the pneumatic action by way of channels in said horizontal

wall, a port connecting said conducting and valve cham-

ijers, a valve controlling said port, means for creating an

exhaust pressure in saitl valve chamber, motor regulating

bellows for regulating the exhaust through said motor,

means for connecting said motor directly with said valve

compartment, and means whereby the valve governing said

port may be closed and the path from the motor to the

valve compartment be opened simultaneously.

5. In an automatic playing piano, the combination with

a piano frame, of striking mechanism mounteti upon one of

the horizontal walls thereof, a pneumatic action associated

with the striking mechanism of the piano, an air chest, a

dividing wall in said chest separating the sam* into a con-

ducting chamber and a valve chamber, a supporting lx>ard

secured to and extending downwardly from said chest, a

pair of fee<ler Ix^Howk njounted upon the rear side of said

board and communicating with said valve chamber by

way of a channel in said lx>ard, treadle mechani.sm fur

operatir^ said feebler bellows, suitable flap valves for said

feeder bellows whereby an exhaust pressure maj be created

In said valve chamber, a main and an auxiliary bellows

mount*'<l uiKi)n the front of said supporting board .-uid adapt-

ed to conununicate with said valve chaiuljer, valves mn-
trolling the connection l)etween said main ami auxiliary

bellows ami said valve (•haml)er, and means whereby con-

nection Ixitween said main t>ellows and saiil valve chamber

is cut oft when said auxiliary bellows is connecU^l with said

air chamber, said means being atlapted to be manipulated

by the o;>erator at the front of the instrument.

[Cluiin--5 and 7 not print<'d in the (Jazelte.)

possible space on said blanket sheet Irrespective of the

position which each pattern shall finally occupy with re-

spect to the goods, and index lines on each pattern Indi-

cating the manner in which the same is to be placed upon

the fabric after the same is detached from said blanket

sheet.

2. As an article of manufacture, a blanket pattern sheet

having demarked thereon In lines, the outlines of a plural-

ity of patterns, said llnee weakening said sheet along the

outlines of the pattern but detachably securing said pat-

teriLs tf> said sheet, said patterns being arranged upon said

sheet in relatively different positions from what said pat-

terns will occuj)y when detached from said sheet and placed

upon the goo<ls to be cut, and arranged with respect to each

other with projecting portions of each pattern adjacent

re^^ntrant portions of the outlines of adjacent patterns,

marks on each part to indicate the manner in which each

pattern is U3 be place^l upon the fabric after the same is

detached from the said blanket sheet, and printed matter

u[X)n said parts.

3. As an article of manufacture, a blanket pattern sheet

having demarked thereon the outlines of a plurality of pat-

terns in lines partially severing the same from said sheet the

said patU'rns being arranged on said sheet with projecting

portions of one pattern adjacent reentrant portions of the

outlines of other patterns and with the smaller patterns

similarly arranged between and around tlie larger patterns

to occupy the smallest amount of space irrespective of the

position which each pattern shall finally occupy with

re8i)eei to the goods, and index lines on each pattern to indi-

cate the manner in which said pattern is to be placed upon

the fabric after the same is detached from the blanket sheet.

891.939 CARMEN'T - PAriERN. Georoe M. Laub,

New York, N. Y . as.signnr to May Manton Pattern Com-

pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 11, 1906.

Serial No. 334,114

891,940. DUMPING -BUCKET. LoriB A. Lehm.vvn,

Corona, N. Y. FUed Nov. 11, 1907. Serial No. 401,667.

1. As an article of manufacture, a blanket pattern sheet

having demarked thereon the outlines of a plurality of

patterns in lines partially severing the same from said sheet

,

the said patterns being arranged on said sheet 8<i that pro-

jecting portions of one pattern are adjacent re*ntrant por-

tions of the outlines of another pattern to occupy the least

1 . In a dumping bucket, the combination with a bucket,

of a door, and means for pivotally supporting the same,

said means oj^rating to open the door by shifting it to

one side and slightly dropping it below the bucket, and said

means including an incline<l track along which the supn

portini? mechanism is adaptc^l to travel.

2 In a dumping bucket, the combination with a bucket,

of ft door therefor, lateral means pivotally connected to

the bucket, said means being movably hung on inclined

surfaces at the sides of the bucket and operating to shift

the door and drop it sufficiently far below the bucket to

permit its op*>ning on its pivotal support.

3 In a dumping bucket, the combination with a bucket

anvi a door therefor, of means carrying said door to which

means the door is pivotally connected, lateral rails on the

bucket on which move rollers forming a part of the door

supporting means, and a leverage mechanism which con-

trols the opening and closing of the door.
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+
4. The combination with the bucket a»d its door, of

side bars pivotally supporting the door, rollers carried by

said side bars, an<l Inclined tracks for the rollers, all sub-

stantially as dP9oril>e<l.

5. The combination with a bucket and its door, of lateral

side bars pivotally supporting the door, indineil tracks on

the sides of the bucket along which tracks tke side bars are

movable, links pivote.J to the side bars, pivotetl bell crank

levers pivot^nl to the opposite ends of the li^ks, and means

for operating the bell crank levers in opening and cloamg

the door.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaietlje,]

891,941. INDEPENDENT-VOTE MECHANISM FOR
VOTING-MACHINES. 3tvbr Loe, Minneapolis, Miim.

Filed June IS, 1906. Serial No. 322.208.

1. A votini? machine comprising irregul.v or independ-

ent vote indicators, cooperating register actuators mov-
able to control the deposit of ballots corresponding to each

in<iicator. and automatic means for separately fastening

toi?ether each group of ballots cast in acconlance with the

successive movementa of each register actuator

2. In a voting machine, the combination with a series of

register actuators assigned to predetermined candidates

for different offices, of a series of independent vote register

actuators arrangeil to control the successive de[)oait3 of in-

dependent vote ballots, registers or vote indicators ctV^per-

atmg with the said register actuators, vote limiting mech-

anism co<)perating with said two series n{ reijister actuators,

and automatic means for separately fastomagtogether each

group of ballots cast in accordance with the successive

movements of each inocpendent vote register actuator.

3. In an inde[>endent vote mechanism, the combination

with automatic means controlling t^e de{io»it of independ-

ent vote ballots and means for collecting thf same in packs

or fl3X)up8, of automatic means for seciiriag together the

said collected pacits or groui^s of ballots, substantially as

described.

4. In an independent vote mechanism, the combination

with means for controlling the deposit of independent vote

ballots and for collecting the same in pacKs or groups, of

means for applying to each coUectetl pack or group a me-

tallic securing device, substantially as descril>ed.

5. In an independent vote mechanism, the combination

with means for controlling the deposit of imiependent vote

ballots, and means for collecting the same in packs or

groups, of means for driving a pin through each of the

packs or groups deposited by the different roters.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,942. DUMPING PUSH-CAR. Rich*ro T Ix>oney.

Hancock. Mich. Filed Oct. 24, 1907. Serial No. .?99,007.

1. In a push car, a truck frame, a rollw h)e«l pivotally

mounted on said truck frame, a dumping Ixxly frame slid-

ably mounted on said roller bed. means to lock said dump-
ing body frame in operative position on saiil roller bed, and
means whereby saiil body frame is held in position to be

dumped in any direction, substantially as described.

J
2. In a push car, a truck frame, a roller betl pivotally

mounted on said truck frame, a dumping frame on 8ai<l

roller l>e<l. a locking lever pivotally m<>unte<l on said roller

bed, and locking pins connecte<i to said lever and adapted

to be engagetl with said dumping frame to k>ck the same
in operative position, substantially as descrilxsl.

3. In a push car, a truck frame, a roller l>ed pivotally

mounted on said truck frame, a dumping iKxly frame slid-

ably mounted on said roller be<l and means whereby said

body frame is held in position to be durn;>ed in any direc-

tion, substantially as descril>e<1.

4. In a push car. a truck frame, a roller bed pivotally

mounte<l on said truck frame, a dumping b<><ly frame,

supporting rollers antl track, whereby said bo<ly frame is

slidably mountetl on said roller bed, and means whereby

said body frame is held in a pf>8ition to be dumped in any

direction, substantially as descril^d

5. In a push car. a truck frame, a roller l)e<l pivotally

mounted on .said truck frame, a dumping Ixxiy frame sujv-

porting rollers and tracks whereby said IkxIv frame is

slidably mounte<l on said roller l>ed, stop pins on said

roller bed and hangers on said body frame to engage said

pins and thereby hol<i said bcxly frame in dumping engage-

ment with the roller bed, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,943 B.\LL- BE.\RING. Francis C. Masov and

John W. Shanahan, Grand Rapids, Mich ,
assignors to

Bissell Cari>et Swee;>er Company. Grand Rapids, Mich.,

a Corporation of Michigan File<l .\ug. 20. 1907. Se-

rial .No :v-<!t .{«)

1. .\ ball bearint? for carpet sweefjers. comprising a

wheel having a projecting hub, a sleeve detachably sur-

rounding the hub and having a circumferential gr<K)ve, a

case surrounding the sleeve and formed of two stanij>ed

sheet metal parts secured U) each other and having radial

arms adapted to be pivotally attached to the spring sup-

ports of a carpet sweeper, each part having a ball race sur-

rounding the sleeve, and balls in the said races and engaging

the groove in the sleeve.

2. In a ball bearing for a carr>et sweeper, a case com-

prising two stamped sheet metal members each having an

axial opening, and a ball race surrounding said opening,

the edge of one member l)eing fol<le<i over the edge of the

other member: balls in the ball races, and a sleeve in said

' openings and having a circumferential groove engaged
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and tra\ ersed by the balls and an axial opening to receive

the hub of a wheel, and means for attaching said case to s
support.

3. In a ball bearing for a carpet sweeper, the combina-
tion of a case comprising two annular 8he<'t metal mem-
IxTS each having an axial oi)ening and a ball race .sur-

rounding said oi>ening, each member also having a ra<lial

and f)erforate<i arm, said members being secureni to each
other by fohting the edge of one over the edge of the other;

balls in the ball race, and a sleeve in said openings having
ii circumferential groove engaged and traversed by the

balls and an axial oi)ening to receive the hub of a wheel.

891,944 BATTERY-WELL Charles F M ASSET, Chi-

cago. 111. File<l Aug. 20. 1907. Serial No. 389.377.

1. In a battery well, a frame foniie<i of an upp>er band, a
l(.)wer band, side uprights connecting the two bands, a bot-

tom mesh attached ixj the lower band, a Ixxly mesh at-

tacluHl to the upi)er and lower bands, and a top mesh at-

tached t.o the upper band, in combination with a concrete

wall supiK>rte<l and reinforce<l by the frame. suh>stantially

as descrit)e<.l

2. In a battery well, a frame formed froni an upper ban<l,

a lower band, a plurality of uprights connecting the bands,

a cross piece connecting opposite parts of the lower band,
side suptx)rts one at each end of the cross piece, each side

supfxirt extending vertically from the lower band to the

upper band, then inclined inwanlly and then turner! hori-

zontally, forming a vertical portion, a diagonal portion and
a horizontal top jiortion. a bottom mesh attached to the

lower band, a l>Kly mesh attached to the lower and up;>er

bands, and a top mesh attached to the upper band, in com-
bination with a concrete wall supporter! and reinforced by
the frame, substantially as descrilx'd

A In a battery well, a frame former! <')f an upi>er hand, a

lower band, a plurality of uprights connecting the bands, a
cross piece connecting opfxjsite parts of the lower band,
side supports one at each end of the cross piece, each side

support extending vertically from the lower band to the

iipiK-r band, then incline<l inwardly and then turnetl hori-

zontally, forming a vertical jKjrtion, a diagonal jK)rtion,

and a horizontal top portion, a series of headed pins in-

wardly projecting from the side uprights and side supports,

a Ixjtfom mesh attache*! to the lower band, a Ixxiy mesh
attached to the upper and lower bands, and a top mesh at-

tached to the upper band, substantially as descril>c<l

4. In a battery well, a frame formed of an upper band, a
lower band, a plurality of uprights connecting the bands, a
cross piece connecting the opposite parts of the lower baud,
side supports one at each end of the cross piece, each side

supi)ort extending vertically from the lower band to the

upl)cr band, then inclined inwardly and then turned hori-

zontally, forming a vertical portion, a diagonal ixjrtion and
a horizontal top portion, one side supjxirt at the inner end
of Its horizontal [wrtion having an eye and the other side

suptx)rt at the inner end of its horizontal portion having an
ear. a bottom mesh attached tt) the lower baud, a body
mesh at tached to the upper and lower bands, and a top mesh
attache*.! tt) the upper band, substantially as describe*!.

5. In a battery well, a frame formed of an up{»er band, a

lower band, a plurality of uprights connecting the band, a

croes piece connecting oppnisite parts of the lower baud,
side supiK)rts one at each end of the cross piece, each .side

support extending vertically from the lower band to the
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upper band, then inclined inwardly and then turned hori-

zontally, forming a vertical portion, a diagonal piortion and
a horizontal portion, one side support at the inner end of

it> horizontal portion having an eye and the other side sup-
vxjrt at the inner end of its horizontal jxjrtion having an ear,

a series of headed pins inwardly projecting from the side

uprights and side supports, a bottom mesh attached to the
lower band, a bo<ly mesh attached to the lower and upper
bancis, and a top mesh attached to the upi.>er band, sub-

stantially as describe*!.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,945. MILLING-MACHINE. Charges J Mither.
Chicago, III. Filed May 31, 1906 Serial No. 319.477.

1. In a milling machine, the combination of rotatable

opposing holilers between which the work is clampe*i, one
of said holders being stationary and the other being mov-
able longitudinally, of ;)neumatic means for actuating the
movable holder in clamping the work, said pneumatic
means turning with said movable holder.

2. In a milling machine, the comdination of rotatable

opposing holders between which the work is clamped, one
of said holders being stationary and the other being mov-
able longitudinally, of pneumatic means for actuating
the movable holder in clamping the work, and means for

turning said pneumatic means.
3 The combination in a milling machine of rotatable

opp*)sing holders for clamping the work, one of the holders
I eing stationary as to location and the other movable, and
pneumatic means for actuating the movable holder in

efTecting the clamping, such pneumatic means being rota-

table with the holders and about the same axis therewith.

4. The combination in a milling machine of op[x)sing

rotatable holders for clamping the work, one being sta-

tionary as to location and the other being movable, and a

fluid pressure rotatable plunger arranged in the axial line

of the holilers and actuating said movable holder.

5. The combination in a milling machine, of rotatable

opposing holders for clamping the work, one of the same
l>eing stationary and the other movable as to location, a

fluid pressure plunger arranged in the axial line of the

holders and actuating said movable holder, a slide carrying

the holder and clamping device, a turret moimted on the

plunger and serving as a means of turning the same and
the movable holder, and means for actuating the turret in

its turning movements.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

891,946. BRK^K-KILN. I:knest R. MrKiasiCK. Adel,

Iowa, assignor of one-fourth to \\ iliiam L. McKissick,
one-fourth to Ward Mitchell, and ono-fourih to Andrew J.

McKissick, De Soto, Iowa. File*! July l». 1907. Serial

No. 382,836.

1. In apparatus of the chtss *ie<<'ritjed. a steam boiler,

a furnace in which the boiler is arrange*!, a plurality of

brick kilns, each having an escape puss.oge, for the prod-

ucts of combustion from the kiln, a niatiifold arranged in

each of the passages l>eneath the fl<M)r of the kiln, a water
circulating pipe extending from the water space of the

Ixjiler U) all of the manifolds t)ermitting the former to

keep the latter constantly supplie*! with water, a valved
branch leading from the water pipe to each manifold to
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permit Independent connection and dist-muu-oiion of the

latter, and a sepw&te steam pif* Inaiiing froti each of the

manifokla and connfK-te*! to the boUer. e:\ct ^xe&n^ pi;«

ha\'ing a separate controllinjt valve.

2. In apparatus of the claaa described, a IjTick kihi hav-

ing a trenoh ext«>iiding diametrically arro-w and below it3

floor, the bottom of the trench beint; inrlmod. a manifold

arranged m the trenrh and rompnsinK a pair of end

heailtTS, and ronneotini? pipe, one of said headers being

arnmged slightly Ijelow the other, an<l tbe conneoting

;.;.»'- 'veiiiK inclined tjetween the hea<ierH, bfn-k.s arranged

uu tiie :loor and disposed in parallel rows to form a large

number of transversely extending channels, all of which

communicate with the trench, reces-sed brlckd mounted

on the rows of brii-ks and forming a perforate.! fals«^ bot-

tom for the kiln an escape flue leading from the trench, a

steam boiler, a water pij* connecting the water space of

the iKiiler to the lowermost header, and a stram pijie con-

necting the uppermost header to the steam spaie of the

boiler.

891,iM7. AUTOMATIC CAR -BRAKE. J.vmis H. K.

McCkJLLUM, Toronto. Ontario, Canada. Filed Nov. 17,

1906. Serial No. 343.914.

pull on said lever, and means for holding said lever following

the oi)eration of said electric machine, substantially a<

described.

4. In an automatic car brake, the combination with a

spring actuate<i brake having a pivoU-.l lever introduced

between an<i connected with the spring and the brake

shoes, of an electro-magnet having its armature linked to

said lever and electrically conne<-te<i to a supply of electric

current and effecting an electrical pull on said lever greater

than the mechanical pull of the spring, substantially as

described.

6. In an automatic car brake, the combination with a

brake mechanism having a pivoted oi>erating lever and a

spring pulling on said lever, of an electro-magnet suitably

3upi>orted in proximity to saul lever and having a pivoted

armature linked to said lever and eflcctuig an ele<-trical

pull greater than the mechanical pull of said spring on said

lever, independent means electrically controlled for re-

taining said lever in the position following the puli of said

armature, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printeii in the Gazette.]

1 In an automatic car brake, a chain (rf operating le-

vers, a plurality of rods slidably associated and pivotally

connected with one of said levers, an extedaible member
governing one sliding movement of said rods, and an elec-

tric machine governing the other sliding movement of

said rods, substantially aa described.

2 In an automatic car brake, the combiaation with the

brake beam and shoes*, of a chain of levers pivotally con-

nected one to the other and to said braka beam and the

car body, a rod pivotally secure<l to the laver pivoted to

the car body, a rod slidably associate*! with said rod, a

helical spring encircling sai<l rods and governing the slid-

ing movement thereof in one direction, and an electric ma-

chine governing the sliding movement of said rods in the

other direction, substantially as described.

3 In an automatic car brake, the combination with the

brake beam and shoes, of a chain of levers pivotally con-

nected one to the other and to said braka Ijeam and the

car body, a rod pivotally secure<l to the lever extending

from the car body, a rcxl sli<lahly aasoctato«l with the afore-

said rod, a helical spring encircling said ro<l» and governing

the sliding movement thereof in one direction and eflfect-

ing a spring pull on saiii brake beam and shoes, an elec-

tric machine suitably connected to the lever extending

from the car body and adapted to overcome the spring

891.948 ELECTRIC FIRE-ALARM AND THERMO-
I.N'UIC.\T()R. ALrRKD H. McNeil, Highains I'ark,

England Filed Nov. 11. 1907. Serial No. 401.707.

"^ ,R I",
'i^ 'u

^''

I^^^^MI
"m^^^m

1. .\n electric fire alarm apparatus comprising twc

thermal strips, one of which is more sensitive to changes in

temperature than the other, and movable contacts oper-

atively connecteil with saiil strips resjtectively and ar-

ranged to move in the same path in the same direction,

and an adjustably ftxed stop arranged in the path of the

moving contacts.

2. .\n electric Are alarm apparatus comprismg a pair of

thermal strip.s ftxed at their ends and formed of different

sensitivenes-s to change.s of temperature, plungers con-

nected to the strips, electrical contact arms in the paths of

the plungers ami supportmg contacts arranged to move

one behind the other in approximately the same path, an

adjustable ftxed stop or contact in the path of the moving

contacts, and a casing inclosing the contacts substantially

as describe<l.

3. .\ Are alarm apparatus comprising thermal strips of

different sensitiveness to temperature changes, plungers

connectetl with said strips and electrical contacts con-

nected to move one in ativance of the other In the paths of

the plungers and of each other.

4. In a fire alarm apparatus, the combination of a cas-

ing, two thermal striv>s arranged side by side within said

casing and one being leas sensitive to changes in temperature

than the other, plungers attached to said strips, spring mem-
bers carrying contacts arranged in the paths of said plungers

and of each other, an adjusting screw carried by one of said

members and having a dial and moving in front of the other

contact, antl means for limiting the niovement of the lead-

ing contact.

891.949. MUTOGRAPH. Fh.k.nk C Neweil. Cleveland,

Ohio, assignor to The F. C. Newell Mutograph Cor-

poration Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of New .Jersey.

Filed .\pr 24, 1906. Serial No. 313,513.

1. In combination in a display apparatus, a movable

display band constructed for the display of symbols, means

for forming the symbols thereon, and automatically oper-

ating means adjacent the path of travel of the band where-

• by the aymb<jl8 may be obliterate.!
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2. In combination in a ilisplay apparatus, a movable

endless display band lonstructed for the display of sym-

bols, means for forming the s\ tnlKils thereon, and auto-

matioally oi>erating m<'ans adjacent the path of travel of

the band whereby the symlwls may be obliterated.

r^
3. In combination, a mosaic plate whose surface is com-

posed of a plurality of reciprocable sections, of such size

and arrangement that a plurality of different symbols in

relief may be fornie<l from the same sections by the relative

movement of the body of the plate and the diffc'rent 8»'t9

of the reciprocable sections, means for normally holding

the sections in the same plane, springs t<^uding to displace

the sections, ami means whereby various sets of sections

are controlled for forming the symbol. *

4. In combination, a mosaic plate with a surface com-

posed of a plurality of reciprocable sections, of such size and

arraageinent that a plurality of different symbols in relief

may Ije formed from the same sections by the relative

movement f)f the botly of the v)latc and the different sets

of reciprocable sections, means for normally holding the

sections, in the same plane, springs tending to displace the

st-ctions, and a .s«>lective means for controlling the po.-'tion

of the said means.

5 In combination, a mosaic plate with a surface com-

poe<^d of a plurality of reciprocable sections, of such size

and arrangement that a plurality of different symbols in

relief may b<> formed from the same sections by the relative

movement of the body erf the plate and the different sets

of reciprocable sections, means for normally holding the

sections in the same plane, springs tending to displace the

sections, a selective means for controlling the position of

the said means, and a key board for controlling the position

of the selective means.

[Claims 6 to 47 not printed in the Gazette ]

respectlvelj- on the secondary shaft and the endless carrier

driving shaft, and in which the intermetliate shaft is jour-

naletl, and gears connecting the intermediate shaft respec-

tively with the secondary driving shaft and tlu- endless

carrier driving shaft.

gg^g.-SO SANDPAPERING- M.VCHINE. James L.

Ferry. Smithville, N. J., assignor to H. B. Smith Ma-

chine Company. Smithville. N. J., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Fileil S«-pt. 24, 1906. Serial No. 336.059.

1. In a sand paixring machine, the combination with

the main frame, the vertically movable table, the endless

carrier and the carrier driving shaft journaled in the table,

of a shaft journaled in the main frame, an intermediate

shaft, link.s respectively on the first two shafts and in which

the intermediate ah;ift is journaled, and gears connecting

the intermexiiatc shaft with each of the other two shafts

2. In a sand-papering machine, the combination with

the main frame, the vertically movable table and the end-

less carrier , of the main driving shiift and the secondary

driving sliaft both journaletl in the main frame, driving con-

nections l>etween the two shafts, a driving shaft and an

idler shaft both journalfxl in the table, sprocket wheels on

the two last named shafts, the endless carrier extending

about said sprocket wheels, anil intermediate shaft, links

3. In a .sand pa;HTing machine, the combination with the

main frame and ttie table movable vertically on the frame,

of the endless carrier 8upporte<l on and movable with the

table, a shaft journaled in the table and a brush thereon

adaptotl to engage the carrier, a driving shaft journaled in

the main frame, an intermetliate shaft, links on the driving

shaft and brush shaft respectively in which the intermediate

shaft is journaled, and driving connections between the In-

termediate shaft and the other two shafts.

4 In ,'i sand paf>ering machine, the combination with the

main frame and the table movable vertically on the frame,

of the endless carrier supporte<i on and movable with the

table, a sh.aft journaled in the table and a brush thereon

a«lapted to engage the carrier, a driving shaft journaled in

the main frame, and automatically extensible and contractii-

ble driving connections between the driving shaft and the

brush shaft atlapted to maintain the brush in driving rela-

tion with its driving shaft notwithstanding adjustments of

the table.

5. In a sand-papering machine, the combination with

pivoted arms and the sanding drum supported thereon, of a

box supported on one of the arms, a shaft journaled in said

box. a block laterally slidable on the main frame, an eccen-

tric on said shaft within and engaging the block, means to

turn said shaft, a pointer on the shaft, an indicator cooper-

ating with said pointer, and means to turn said shaft.

891.951. PNEUMATIC ACTION FuR AUTOMATIC
PI.\NOS. William J. PrBUJW, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to The Farrand Company. Detroit, Mich., a Cor-

poration of Michigan. Filed Sept. 14, 1907. Serial No,

392,916.

1. In a pneumatic action, a wind chest having passages

in the top and bottom walls, primary and secondary pneu-

matics within said chest at the bottom thereof, valves

operated by said pneumatics in the top of said chest, and

a conduit intermediate said valves connecting the passages

in the top and bottom walls of the chest forming in connec-

tion therewith a direct passage between one of said pneu-

matics and its controlling valve.

2. In a pneumatic action, a rectangular wind chest,

parallel series of primary and secondary pneumatics and

su;ierposed valves extending longitudinally of said chest in

staggere.! relation, passages formed by bores perpendicular

I to the walls of the chest each passage located in the central
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t
transverse plane of one of said primary paiumatica and

connecting with the corresponding aecondaey pneumatic

at one side of ita central plane.

3. In a pneumatic action, a wind chest, a pneumatic

withm said chest at the bottom thereof, a valve in the top

of saul chest, the top and bottom walls of said chest having

passages therein, an intermediate strip between the top

and b<ntora walls having a passage in aliEement with

said passages in the top and bottom walls whereby a con-

tinuous conduit is formed between said pneumatic and its

controlling valve.

4 In a pneumatic action, a wind chest, primary and

secondary pneumatics within said chest at the bottom

thereof, valves in the top of said chest operated by said

pneumatics, the top wall of said chest ha%ing a passage

therein connecting with said primary valva. the bottom

wall of said chest having a passage therein ctmnecting with

said secondary pneumatic, an intermediate Btrip between

the top and bottom walls having a vertical bore in aline-

ment with said passages whereby a conduit is formed be-

tween said primary valve and secondary pneumatic.

5 In a pneumatic action, a wind chest, primary and

secondary pneumatics within the chest, said ehest compris-

ing a top wall having valve porta therein aiid bored pas-

sages communicating therewith, a bottom wafl having bored

passages therein leading respectively to tha primary and

secondary pneumatics and a strip forming a division in

said chest having straight passages therethrough estab-

lishing communication between the passage* in the upper

and lower walls

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette J

1 parts hinged together and provided with screw-threads

above and below the hinge, the upper of said screw-

threads being adapted at limes to enter the groove sur-

rounding the central opening of the block, and means

for clamping the spindle with the upper part in either a

vertical or a horizontal p<}8ition.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printe<i in the Gazette.]

891 95' DEVICE FOR ATTACHING ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS TO THEIR SUPPORTS Robekt

V R. Retnolds. Salt Lake City. Utah Filed Dec. 16.

1907. Serial No. 406.763.

891 ,953. ANTITWISTING DRAFT MEANS FOR HAR-
ROWS AND THE LIKE. Jon.vthan W. Rice and

John Ftlton. King City. Mo Filed Jan. 14. 1908.

Serial No. 410.822.

In combination with a draft bar and a harrow member,

eyes attached to the bar and the harrow memix'r. l«»oi)8

journale<l upon the eye* and a bar pivotally connected at

its opposite ends to the said loops.

891.964 TANDEM TAMPING - MACHINE. Geor^je

Ross and Stephe.v F De.\l. Kansa-x City. Mo Filed

Feb. 24. lyOH. Serial No 417.329.

1. Devices tor attaching an engineering instrument to

ita support, comprising a ben<lable spindle adapte<l to be 1

firmly attache*! to the in.«trument, and nitans for rigidly I

securing the spindle to the supixirt of the instrument both

when in ita bent and when in ita unbent rooditlon.

2. Devices for attaching an engineerinK instrument to

its support, comprising a spindle made in two parta hinged

together, one of which parta is provided with means for

firmly securing it to the instrument and which two-part

spindle is provided with mean-i adapted to engage it either

above or below the hinge to clamp it to the support.

3. Devices for attaching an engineerinn instrument to

ita support, comprising a spindle ma»le in two parts, one

of which is provided with means for firmly attaching it to

the instrument and has a pivotal interlocking connection

with the other part, ami means atlapte,* to engage the

spindle either above or below its pivotal connection to

clamp it to the support.

4 The combination with the base of aa instrument, of

a two-part bendable spindle, mean.s for irmly attaching

one member of the spindle to the in.strunjent, and means

carried by the spindle for rigidly holding the instrument

on its support both in a horizontal and in a vertical po-

sition.

5. The combination with the head of the support, of

a block attached thereto having a central opening and a

grtK)ve around this opening, a bendable spindle extending

through rfhe central opening of the bloqk made in two

1. A tamping machine, compri.-^ing a suitable frame, a

pair of rollers supt>orting the same and arrangetl tandem,

one of the rollers being swivele«l to the frame, an<l consist-

ing of a series of indepen.lently rotatable tm.the<l wheels or

members and the other of a shaft and a series of t.H.thetl

wheels or members some of which are secure«l rigidly on

the shaft and others Ux>8ely thereon

2. A tamping machine comprwing a suitable frame, a

pair of rollers supporting the same and arrange.1 tandem,

one of the rollers being swiveled Ui the frame, and consist-

ing of a series of in.lependently rotatal)le toothed wheels or

members and the other of a shaft and a series of toothed

wheels or members, the outermost of which are secured

rigidly on the shaft and provided at their outer sides with

gear wheels and others loosely on said shaft

3. A tamping machine comprising a suitable frame, a

pair of rollers suppf)rting the same and arrange.1 tandem,

one of the rollers l>eing swivelel to the frame and consist-

ing of a series of independently rotatable skeleton wheels or

members v)rovided with ra<lial outwardly tapering teeth

and the other of a shaft suitably journale.1, a series of

wheels or members journale<l thereon and a plurality of

wheels or members rigidly secured thereon, the saici wheels

or members being e<iuipj>ed with radial outwardly tapering

I teeth.
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891,9.55. INSULATOR. Wilu.\m C S.indijn. .\ndrews,

N. C, assignor of one-thinl to Arthur Moulton and one-

third to C. W. Savage. Filed Sept. 25, 1905, Serial No.

279,989 Renewe<i Dec 16. 1907. Serial No 406.768.

In a device of the class desrribe<l and in cuinbination

with a supporting cross ann having a dove- tailed tongue, a

one-piece insulator comprising a base having in its lower

face a dove- tailed groove formeti to receive said tongue and

serve thn)Ugh interlocking eiy?agement therewith aa the

sole mi-ans for attaching the insulator to the cross arm, said

baa*' IxMng provide*! on its uptx-r face with a pair of inargin-

ally gnwved knobs arranged on the me<.lial line of the base

and parallel with the longitudinal axial line of the cross

anil

891,9.W INDICATING-BOTTLE. William C. SCHMIDT,

Richmond, Va. Filed July 13, 1905 Serial No. 269,518.

1 .\n indicator of the kind descrilied comprising a rib-

lx)n and a non-transparent covering therefor, substan-

tially as ami for the purp<^)S«> de»cril)ed.

2. An in<licator of the kind describe*! compnsinK a rib-

bon ami a jx-rishable nOn-transparent covering therefor,

substantially as and for the purpose descrilied.

3 An indicator of the kind descrilx^l comprising a rib-

bon and a .s<jluble non-transparent covering thcn-for. sub-

stantially as and for the puriKisc descril>ed.

4. In a lx)ttle of the kind de8cril>e«l. the combination

with an indicator, of a non-transparent covering therefor

and means whereby the inflow of fluid will remove said

covering, substantially as described.

5. In a bottle of the kind de8<-rilxHi. the combination with

an imlicator. of a iierishable non-transparent covering

therefor and means whereby inflowing fluid will be force<i

into contact with said covering when the bottle is re-filled,

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

has the form of a truncated sphere: a device presenting a

central bearing innuX secured in this section , an upper tubu-

lar section having a cupi>e<l foot which embraces the top of

the lower section, a pendent member <*ecureti centrally in

the upper section and resting ui>on said point
,
and a bal-

ance-weight attached to said pendent member, substan-

tially as described.

891,957. COWL. Otto Schubert, Charlottenburg (Ger-

many. File<l June 24, 1907 .Serial No, ,380.480.

1. A cowl ccjinprising two suiM'rjxjse*! tubular sections in

which the top of the lower section has the form of a trun-

cated sphere, which is embraceti by the cupi)ed foot of the

upper section, the lower section having a device presenting

a central bearing jxiint on which the upper section rests by

means of a rod connected therewith substantially as de-

scribed.

2. A cowl, comprising a lower tubular section whose top

has the form of a truncated sphere: a device presenting a

central bearing ptnnt .secured in this section : an upper tubu-

lar section having a cupi>ed foot which embraces the top

of the lower section: and a member secured centrally in the

upper section and resting upon said pcjint: substantially

as de8cril)e«i.

3. A cowl, comprising a lower tubular section whose top

891,958. DIFFERENTIAL AXLE DEVICE. B.vqsteb

R.8EA.BROOK and Frank C Priestly. Lo.s Angeles. Cal ,

asaignor.s, by direct and mesne assignment.-*, to American

Differential Railway Axle Company, Los Angeles, Cal .

a Corporation of Arizona. Filed .Sept. 30. 1907. Serial

No. 395.110.

1. A differential axle device mechanism comprising a

box forme<l of telescopic part.s, said box having an internal

groove, one portion of said Ixix being loosely passed upon

the inner end of one portion of the divided axle, and the

other portion of the box being secured upon the inner end

of the other portion of the divided axle: a securing ring

secure*! upon the inner end of that portion of the divide*!

axle which is loosely pa.ssed through a portion of the box

after the end of the axle has been pa.ssed through such por-

tion of the box, .said two portions of the box being then

united by frictional engagement effected by great pressure.

2. In a differential axle device a self-contained coupling

box having the parts telescopically secured together by

means of the frictional engagement of such parta.

3. In a differential axle device a self-contained coupling

box having telescopic part.* secured together by pressure

and having ledges on the ends thereof whereby the same

can be separated when desiri'd. substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

4. In a differential axle device a self-contained coupling

Ixjx having the parta telescopically secured together by

means of the frictional engagement of such parts; and

having lubricating ports and channels therein.

891,959. JACK. Anson* Searls, NewEU-k, N. J. ; Lucy A.

Searls executrix of said An.son Searls. deceased. Filed

July 1. 1904, Serial No 214,870. Renewed Nov. 2,

19f)7. Serial No. 400.379

1. A lifting jack provided with a hollow rack and a tele-

scopic extension inclosed therein, each of said parts being

provitied with engaging device-s arranged to take one into

the other and to hold the parts in an extended position,

combine*! with means for lifting saiil rack and extension,

I all substantially as set forth.
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2. A liftini? jm-k providetl with a rack in the form of a

trough, a telet<0(jpii' section, also in the form of a trough

and adapted to fit within the raolc an dfscribod. eat-h of

said parts being provided with engaging devices arranged

to take one into tht- other and to hold the parts in an ex-

tended position.

3. A lifting jack urovuled with a hollow rack combined
with a hollow telescopic se<-tion. one provicle<l with lugs and
the other with apertures adapted to engage aai'l lugs all

substantially aa set forth.

4. A lifting jack provided with a hollo*- rack combined
with a hollow telescopic section, said s<x-tion being pro-

vided with a head at the top, jmd apertures in its wall and
said rack being provided with a top which flta the bottom
of the telescopic section head, and lugs which are adapted

to engage the apertures in the telescopic section, all sub-

stantially as set forth.

5 A lifting jack provided with a rack in the fomi of a

trough combined with a telescopic sectuei in the form of

a trovigh, each part provided with engaging devices ar-

ranged to take one into the other and to hold the part* in an
extended position, and stops a^iapted as described to pre-

vent the entire separation of the parts, all substantially as

set forth.

the standard and to the support, together with means for

raising tiie rack, all substantially as set forth.

2. In a lifting jack, the comtiiiiatKin of a rack, ii stand-

ard, a swinging supv»ort an<i a swinging brace counect*><d to

the standard and to the supixjrt. one of which is gniovt-d

to recei\e the pm cmuiecting it to the brace and to the

other of which it is iii\(>te<i. together with means for raising

the rack, all substantially as set fortli.

3. In a lifting jack, the combination of a rack, a stand-

ard, two swinging legs and a swinging brace, connected to

the standard an<l to liie legs, together with means for rais-

ing the rack, all substantially as set forth.

4. In a lifting jack, the combination of a rack, a stand-

ard, two swinging legs and a swinging brace connected to

the legs and to the standard which is grooved to receive the

pin connecting it U> the lirace. and to the others (jf which it

is pivoted, together with means for raising the rack, all

substantially as set forth.

5. In a lifting jack, the combination of a rack, a stJ\nd-

ard, swinging supports which when close*! abut against the

standard antl hold It in vertical i>o8ition, together with

means for raising the ja<"k, all substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printe<l in the (iasette.]

801,960. JACK. .V.NSON Seahls, Newarli. N. J.; Lucy A.

Searls executrix of said An.-»n Searls, deceaseil. Filed

Nov. 28, HM)4, deriaJ No. 234,494. Renewed Nov. 2,

1907. Serial No. 400,3«0.

syi.yei. telephone -controlling device.
Nath-vn Silverson, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 2,

1906 Serial No. 341,747.

1. In a lifting jack, the combination of a rack, a stand-

ard, a swinging support and a swinging brace connected to

1. In a telephone apparatus, the combination with the

receiver, the movable siipptirting lever therefor, the signal

and tlie ele<'trr>-magnetic device dcsignwi tt) o;>»-rHU' said

signal, of a gravitating memb<>r having an ann designe*! to

normally hold said lever as against movement, and a sec-

ond arm deaignetl to normally lie axljacent the armature of

the signal electro-magnet, whereby aaid armature in ita vi-

bration will contact wiUi said second arm and swing said

gravitating meinln'r to relejtse said lever.

2. In a telephone api>aratii«. the combination with the

receiver, the movable supixirting lever therefor, the signal

and the electro-magnetic device de«igne<i to operate said

signal, of a gravitating meml>er consisting of a plate free to

ywing in a plane at right angles to the movement of said

lever, said plate having two depending arms, one of which

normally holds said lever as against movement, while the

other normally lies afljacent the armature of the signal

electro-magnet, for the purjKXte .set forth.

3. In a telephone apparatus, the combination with the

easing having a trip-arm mounte<l therein, a receiver and a

lever therefor, of a gravitjiting meml>er pivotally mount<^'<l

in said easing in alinement witli said trip-arm and having

• contact point with which said triivarm is deaigne*! to en-

gage, said member being free to swing in a plane at right

angles to the movement of said lever and normally hokling

the latter as against movement, means for locking said

trip-arm out of engagement with said meml>er, and means,

operating on the release of said locking means, for causing
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said trip-arm to engage the contact point of said member
an<l swing the latter fre« of the receiver lever.

4. In a telephone apparatus, the combination with the

casing having an aperture in a wall thereof, and the mov-

able receiver lever mounted in said casing and extending

therefrom through s!U<i ai>erture. of a shield plate pivot-

ally mounuii in said casing and having a slot to accommo-

date said lever, said shield plate being movable with said

lever and designed to form a closure for said aperture,

means for locking said lever, and means for releasing said

locking means
5. In a telephone appar.itus. the combination with the

movable receiver lever, of means for locking said lever

comprising a plate having a depending arm and a later-

ally extending hook, means for pivot.-\lly supporting said

plate to swing at right angles to the plane of movement of

said lever and whereby the normal disposition of said arm

will hold said lever as against movement, a trip arm in

proximity to said hook, means tending to draw said trip

arm into ei\gagement with said hook, to remove said plate

from conUct with said lever, and a lock having a bolt de-

signed to engage said trip arm and hold it out of contact

with said hook.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printe«.l in the Gazette.]

ing said doors, a slidable rod, manually operated devices

for sliding said rod in either direction, collars carried by

said rod, iaK h inciuljers pivot«l at opposite sides of said

collars aiui cUKaping l>eneath said r(*i>eciive doors and

guides for said latch members, secured to said longitudinal

bar.

2. A dumping wiigon including side walls, transverse

connecting iiieinbers. a longitudinal bar supported by said

connecting memlx-rs and having beveled upper etlges.

cleats having inclined upper faces secureil to the inner

faces of said side wails, adjacent the lower edges of the

latter, said cleats having a curved underface respectively,

do«irg mounteti for swinging movement on each side of said

longitudinal bar having pivotal 8up!>ort l»eneath said

curved untlerfaces, and means for swinging said doors.

8 91,962. COTTON-PICKER William F. Spkar and

Edward W. Tavel, Selma, Ala. Filed Sept. 23, 1907.

Serial No. 3U4.223.

1. (n a pneumatic cotton picker, a \vht'ele<i frrune, a re-

ceptacle tliereon. a suction fan, a fan driving motor, a main

suction tul)e connected to the fan ajid .ii,st>ose<i transversely

at the rear of the vehicle, a plurality of flexible picker tul>e8

com)ecte<l to the main suction tube pendent satidles carried

by tlie frame and .li8iK)Hed adjacent to the picker tubes,

whereby the latter may be ilirectly ojierated t^' engage the

rows of plants over which the picker is advancing.

2. In a pneumatic cotton picker, a wheeled frame, a re-

cepucle then*on. a suction fan. a fan driving motor, a main

suction tui>e connecttHl to tlie fan. a plurality of flexible

pickerltubes connected U) the main suction tube, pendent

saddles carrie<l by the frame and disv>osed at the n^ar end

tiHrtH)f a<ljacent to the picker tuV>e8 and at a sufficient dis-

tance below the frame, wliereby the tubes may i>o conven-

iently handle<l and applied to the plants over which the

picker is tulvancing.

891.963. UUMr-\\AG()N. Douis STAFroHD, W'heaton,

111. Filed Oct. 9, 19G7. Serial No. 396,686.

1, \ dumping wagon including side walls, transverse

bars connecting the same, a longitudinal bar supiM)rted by

said transverse L>are. doors mounted for swinging move-

ment on each side of said longitudinal bar, means for swing-

891.964. HYDRAULIC VALVT:. Cl-vrente L. Tat-

LOR. Alliance. Ohio, a.s.signor to The Morg.nn Engineering

Company, Alliance, Ohio. Filed Mar. 29, 1905. Serial

No. 252,741.

1. In a hydraulic valve, the combination with a casing

having an inlet i>ort, an exhaust port, and a port interme-

diate the inlet and exhaust port.s leading to the rmichine or

motor, and two balance*! piston valves for controlling the

supply and exhaust of fluid through said ports, of a slotted

valve stem for each valve, and a lever provided with a

bearing for eA<;h stem and adapted to actuate said valves

inde{>endently and prevent simultaneous movement of

both valves.

2. In a hydraulic valve, the combination with a casing

having inlet and exhaust passages, two balance- 1 valves

one controlling the supply and the other the exhaust, each

valve having a hook 8hap<xl upi)er end rigid therewith, and

a port mU'rmediate the valves, and in communication with

the inlet and exhaust passages and ailaptesi to he connect-

ed to the machine or motor, of a pivoteti lever adapted

when rocked to engage one hook and be disengaged from

the other, and provideti with a shoulder adapted to bear on

the disengaged hook and ix>8iuvely hold its valve in closed

IXisition

3. In a hydraulic v.alve the combination with a single

casing having an inlet passage, an exhaust passage, an in-

teriiHMiiate i>.a.ssage leading to the macliine and communi-

cating with the inlet an<l exhaust passage, and two bal-

anced piston valves locate<i within said casing on opposite

sides of the pa.ssage leading to the inacliine, one of said

valves controlling the inlet passage and the other the ex-

haust, of means for engaging and actuating the valves, one

at a time, whereby when one valve is moved, the other re-

niains closed and at rest.

4. In a hydraulic valve the combination with a casing

having an inlet pas.s.age. an exhaust passage, an interme-

diate port leatiing to the machine, and passages leading
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from the inlet and exhaust passages to said port, and two

valves one controlling the inlet and the other the exhaiwt,

each valve having a hook at ita upper end. of a lever having

nieana for engaging the hooks, one at a time, whereby

when one hook m engaged and elevated by tbe lever, the

<pther will be disengage<l, and meanss on the lever for engag-

ing the top of the disengage*! hook for holding ita vaJve in

closed position.

5 In a hydraulic valve, the combination with a casing

havmg inlet and exhaust passages therein, a passage or

port leading to the machine and communicating with the

inlet and exhaust pa-ssages. and a valve for controlling the

exhaust, and a valve for controlling the supply, mounted

in said casing, each valve having a rigid hook shaped upper

end and a cur^'e«i shoulder at the base of the book, of a le-

ver pivote<l to the casing intermediate th« hooks, and

adapt«l when tilte<l to engage and lift one hook and itsat-

tacheil valve, and move in contact with the curved shoul-

der of the other valve. i

891,905 ATTACHMEN'T FOR LADDERa. Ci^vRENf e

L. Thom-vs. Ogden. Iowa. Filed Mar. 6, 1908. Serial

No. 419,579.

upon the longitudinal and cross timbers, and a suitable

filling for the interior, as and for the purpose specifle-i

1. The combination with a side rail of a ladder; of an

attachment thereon comprising a base plate, fastening

means engagmg said plate and embracing fthe rail, a lon-

gitudinaUy slotted keeper disposed longitudinally upon

the base plate, a slide mounted within the keeper and ex-

tending beyond the base plate, a yoke ttraildling the

keeper and engage<l and retained by said securing means,

means within the yoke for engaging the slide to hold it in

adjusted position, and securing means movably engaging

the slide and within the slide for engaging the walls of said

slot.

2 An extension attachment for ladders compnsmg a

base plate, a retaining device extending longitudinally

thereon, said device having a longitutiinai slot, a yoke

straddling the retaining device, securing liolts extending

through the yoke and base plate, a cross strip for engage-

ment thereby, a tubular slide mounted within the retain-

ing device and projecting therebeyond. menns within the

yoke for binding ufion the slide to hold it i»gainst longitu-

dinal movement, securing means within thr slot and car-

ried by the slide for engagement with tlw walls of the

slot, and a foot detachably connected to One en>l of the

slide.

3. In combination a buoyant base formed of longitudi-

nal and cross timbers suitably tru.s8e<l. a suitable bottom

secured beneath the cross timbers, concrete walls built

upon the longitudinal and cross timbers and means for

sinking said base as and for the purpose specified.

4. A concrete sea wall comprising a pontoon base formed

of longitudinal and cross timbers suitably trusse<l. a suit-

able bottom securetl to and beneath the cross timl)ers, side

and end walla built upon the longitudinal and end cross

timbers and cross connecting walls built up on interme<ii-

ate cross timbers and a suitable filling and uip to the wall

as and for the purpose specified.

5. In combination a buoyant bast> forme<i of longitudi-

nal and cross timbers suitably tru.ssed, a suitable bottom

9ecure«l to and beneath the cross timbers, side and end

walls built up on the longitu<linal and end cross timlx'rs.

cross connecting walls having oi^'nings extending through

the wall in pnjximity to the base and means for a*linitting

water through one of the outer walls as and for the purpose

8pecifte<i.

[Claims tJ and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

891.967. VENTILATOR
111. Filed Oct 28, iy<J7

Loris M WiEM.vN.N. Chicago,

.Serial No :i9y,449.

891.966. CONCRETE .SE.\-WALL Je.s»e H. Troman-

H.VC9EK, Minneapolis. Minn. File<l Oct. 6. 1907. Serial

No. 396.084.

1. A concrete sea wall comprising a ba»e of box form

and suitably uusse<i. concrete walls built upon the afore-

said base and a suitable filling for the interior as and for

the purpose specifle«l I

2. A concrete sea wall comprising a basd formed of lon-

gitudinal and cross timbers suitably trussed, a suitable

bottom secured beneath the timbers, conwete walls built

1 A ventilaU)r comprising a tul>e adapte.l to extend

horizontally through a wall t*) a flue, an.l a casing on the

outer end of the tube, having a door in the top there<if

.

2 A ventilator comprising a tuf^e a<lapte<l to exteim

horizontallv through a wall and to a flue and having a lower

extension on itJ^ inner end. to extend into the flue, and pro-

videtl with an ot)ening for the passage of the ftw contents,

and a casing on the outer end of the tube, having a <l<Kir.

3 \ ventilator comprising a tube adapted to extend

through a wall and t.) a flue or the like, a screen across the

outer end of the tubt\ a flap valve within the tulie. connect-

ed at the top and arrange<l to swing to and from the screen,

and a casing arovmd the outer en.l of the tul*. provided

with a do<ir in the top

89 1 9 68 VDJUSTABLE SHEIA^N(; Ei.i-.vathan

ALLEN. Chicago, 111. Filed Aug 29. 1907. Serial No.

390..596

I In combination, an upright having recesses therein, a

shelf bracket having a projecting memU^r a^lapted to enter

the recesses in said upright for engaging the same at vari-

ous elevation-, a clamping member inountod upon said

bracket and adapted to coOperate with said upright to

force said projecting member into the recesses in said up-

right and a cam mounted upon said shelf bracket and con-

necte«i to said clamping member for ojierating the same

substantially lus described.

891,970. FLOOR-CLEANING MACHINE Henry As-

KEU and Fr.\nk Pietila. Everett Wa^h. Filed Jan.

29. 1908. Serial No. 413,233.

2. In combination, an upright having reccMM therein,

a shelf bracket having a projecting member adapted to en-

ter the recesses in said upright for engaging the same at

various elevations, a clamping member mounte<l ui)on said

bracket and a<lapte<l to co6i)erate with said upright to

force said proje<-ling member into the recesses in .said up-

right and a hand oi>erate<l cam mounteti on the under side

of said bracket at the outer e<lge thereof, whereby it is

moved from sight and is convenient of access, said ram be-

ing connected to said clamping memljer for o{>erating the

same.
3. In adju.stahlc shelving, the combination of an upright

consisting of two angle injns laid f^lge to edge to form a hol-

low SQuare, and two sheath meml>ers lxilte<i together and

to said angle irons for holding the parts of the upright to-

gether, said sheath members liaving flanges lying parallel

to each other, a slight distance apart, a bracket liaving a

part thereof adaptinl to engage one of said angle irons,

means on said bracket adapted to engage the inside of the

flanges of said sheath memlH-rs and a cam for oi)erating

sai<l engaging means
4. In a<ijustable shelving, the combination of an upright

consisting of two angle irons laid e<lge to edge to form a

hollow s<iuare, said angle iroius being ai)ertured at intervals,

and said upright including two sheath members lx)lte<l to-

gether and to said angle irons for holding the parts of the

upright together, said sheath memlxjrs having flimges lying

parallel to each other a slight <li8tance apart, a i)racket hav-

ing a projecting member for entering the apertures in said

angle irons, a clamping meiid)er mounted on said bracket

and adapted to cooperate with the flanges of said upright

to hold the projection on the bracket in engagement with

the angle irons of said upright and means at the oprK>site

edge of the bracket from .said clamping member for o;ierat-

Ing said clamping member.

8 9 1,969. WALIv-SAFE
Bloomington, 111 Filed

412,180.

(iUSTAVUS W.
Jan. 22. 1908.

Anderson,
Serial No.

As an article of marmfacture, a wall safe having a sub-

stantially rectangular body provided with proje<'ting lugs

anil a front plate having an annular door casing projecting

therefrom, a door held in said casing, fire-proof material

surrounding .said Ixnly and front plate on all six sides, said

fire-proof material being flush with the projecting door

casing and entirely covering the lugs on the body, and other

lugs embeiidi^d in the fire-proof material provided with

openings to receive bolts or 8<Tew8 for securing said safe to

a wall.

iw

1. In a machine for the purpose de8cril>etl, the combina-

tion of a wheel-supported frame having longitudinal guide-

ways, slides movable in said guideways, a brush holder

connecte<l to and movable with the slides, a gear rotatable

with the frame supporting wheels, a bail pivotally con-

nected with the frame, means for raising said bail, a

crank-shaft journaled in the bail and having a gear nor-

mally engaged with the first mentioned gear, and a pitman

connecting the brush holder with the crank-shaft.

2. In a machine for the purpose described, the combina-

tion of a frame having side bars and also having longitu-

dinally disposeil bars arranged between the rear portions of

the side bars and fixed with respect thereto, traveling

%vheel8 mounted between the side bars and the other lon-

gitudinal bars of the frame and provided with spur gears.

longitudinally movable slides guided in the frame, a brush

holder connected with and carried by said slides, a bail

pivoted to the inner longitudinal bars of the frsune, means

for raising the said bail, a shaft journaled in the bail and

having a crank and also having spur gears intermeshed with

the first mentioned spur gears, and a pitman connecting

the brush holder and the crank of the shaft.

3. In a machine for the purpose described, the combina-

tion of a frame having vertical guideways, a hood arranged

on the frame and having an inclined portion in which is a

slot extending in the direction of the incline, oppositely

disposed hooks on the inclined portion oi the hood at the

upper and lower ends of the slot, a scraper movable ver-

tically in said guideways of the frame, and a handle rod

pivoted to the scraper and extending through the slot in

the hood and having a projection to be placed in engage-

ment with one of the said h<X)ks when the rcxl is in its

extreme pivotal position for the purpose described.

891.971. MEANS FOR MOUNTING AND PRESERV-
ING BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS. Ernest Bade and

Ambrose Kow.^.stch, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 16,

1907. Serial No. 362,613.

1. A mount of the character descnbeii, comprising a

flexible, transparent support -section, a flexible, trans-

parent cover-section therefor, means for securing said

sections together, and an attaching member for said

mount integral with one of said sections, substantially as

s;X'cified.

2. A mount of the character descril:>e<i, comprising a
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flexible, transparent support-section, a flexible, trans-

parent cover-aection of amaller oatline than said Bupport-

iiernon and mean.-^ for 9ecurin« said support and cover

sections together, the projection portion of the larger of

said sections fornung an attaching member arranged along

one edge of said mount, substantiaUy as specified.

3, A mount of the rharacter described, comprismg a

flexible transparent support-section, a flexible, trans-

parent cover-*.Ttion therefor, means tot secunng said

cover section along iu edges to said support-section, an

attaching member integral with said support-section and

extending l>eyond said cover-Bection at ane of it« ends,

and reinforcing strip secured to the opposite surfaces of

said attaching member, substantially as specified.

4 \ mount of the character described, comprising a

flexible, transparent support-section, a flexible, trans-
|

parent cover-section thenrfor having a central recessed ^

portion, means for securing said sections together, and an

attaching member for said mount integral with one of

said sections, substantially aa specified.

5. A mount 0/ the character describe*, comprising a

flexible transparent support-section, a flexible, trans-

parent cover-section of smaller ouUine th»n said support-

section having a central recessed portion, and means for

securing said support and cover secUoas together, the

projecting portion of the larger of said sections forming

an attaching member arranged along one edge of said

mount, substantially as specified.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

R91973 BEET -LOADER. Davtd Barnet, Golden,

Mont., assignor of two-thirds to Arthur Barney. Golden,

Mont., and Ch.arles E. Christopherson. Joliet, Mont.

Filed June 4, 1907. Serial No. 377,201.

^aiiJilKftiSt

391,972 BRICK-CARRYING DEVTCB. Jambs Ban-

well Cleveland. Ohio, assignor of ono-half to John F.

Brennan. Cleveland. Ohio, Filed Nov. 27. 1907. Se-

rial No. 404.11'?.

1. In a device of the character deacrilwd, the combinar-

tion with a suitable frame including an InclinM track, of

a carrier for brick or the like movable along the latter,

said carrier comprising two pivotally joined clamping

members, one of said members being extended to form a

handle, an.l a wheel a.lapted.to run on said track, borne

by said handled member.

2 In a device of the character de«cril>ed, the combma-

tion with a suitable frame including t«o oppositely in-

cline<l tracks extending longitudinally thereof from one

end to the other, of a carrier for brick ot the like movable

along said tracks, said carrier comprising two pivotally

joined clampim? members, one of said members being ex-

tended to form a handle, and a wheel atlapted to run on

said track, borne by said handle<i niemlxjr.

3, In a device of the character descrilxvl. the combina-

tion with a suitable frame including luo oppositely in-

clined tracks extending longitudinally there<jf from one end

to the other, of a carrier for brick or the like movable along

.said tracks, said carrier comprising two pivotally joine<l

clamping members, one of .said members being extended

to form a handle, and a grooved wheel, ailapted to run on

said track, adjustably moimted upon said han<lle memU-r.

4. In a device of the character described, a carrier for

brick or the like comprising two pivotally joinwl clamping

members, one of said members l>eing extended to form a

handle, and a wheel, adapted to run oii a track. iKirne by

said handle<l member.

5 In a device of the character descTibe<l, a earner for

brick or the like comprising two pivotaOy joined clampmg

members, one of said members being nxtendwi to form a

handle, and a grooved wheel, adapt«l to run on a track.

clampe.i onto said handle<l member so as to be adjustable

therealong

[Claims to 8 not jaintad in the Gasatte.J

1 The combination with a portable receptacle; of a col-

lecting device connected thereu. and movable longitudi-

nally thereof and disposeil to ride upon the ground, and

means for swinging said device to direct the contents there-

of into the receptacle.

2 The combination with a rH.rtable receptacle; of a

gathering device connected thereto and Hus;K>nded there-

from said device being movable longitudinally of the re-

. eptacle and means for lifting said device U. direct the con-

tents thereof Into the receptacle.

3 The combination with a portable receptacle: of a

gathering device suspended therefrom and <lispo8ed to ride

upon the ground, said device being movable longitudinally

of the receptacle and means operate<i by the movement of

the receptacle for lifting said device to direct the contents

thereof into the receptacle

4 The combination with a iK>rtable receptacle: of a

gathering device adjustably and pivotally connecte<l there-

to sai.i device l>eing disposed to move upon the ground t>e-

si<ie and longitudinally of the receptacle, and mechanism

operate by the movement of the receptacle for swinging

the collecting device above the receptacle to discharge the

contents ther€K>f.

5 The combination with a rx->rtable recepUcle; of a

gathering device pivotally connected thereto an.l suspended

therefrom, said device Ix-ing disposed to move upon the

ground and longitudinally of the receptacle, and merhan-

ism operate.! bv the movement of the receptacle for hffrig

the gathering device to direct the content* thereof Into the

rereptacle.

[Claims 6 to la not pnntel m the Gazett«.J

S91 974 B.\GGAOF^ROrER. Wili.i..-M FVMmoTT, De

Beque. Colo. Filed Jan. 11. 1908. Serial No. 410.467.

1 \ roper comprising a casing, sleeves mounted for lon-

gitudinal movement therein, rods passing through the

sleeves anil being secure*! at their ends to the casing and

adapted to limit the movement of the sleeves, means for

moving the sleeves simultaneously in opposite directions

and hooks carrie*! by the sleeves.

^ \ roper comprising a casing, sleeves mounted for lon-

gitudinal movement therem. means for simultaneously

moving the sleeves in opp^mite directions, coil springs

mounted in the sleeves, hoicks sUdably mounted upon the
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•leeves and \yeinii under tension of the saiti springs and

means carneil by the hooka for adjusting the tension of the

springs.

A A rtrper comprising a casing, sleeves mounte<l for lon-

gitudinal movement thorein. li.xiks mounted upon the

sleeves, a wheel cngigicing the sleeves and Ix^ing imnidoil

with perforatiun.s, a pawl mounted upon the casing and

having an end adapt*^ to enter the perforations of said

whe<>l, a spring fur depressing said pawl, an eye l>olt at-

tached to the pswl, a nut mounttxl upon .said bolt and a

wedge Interpol* I txtween said nut and the casing.

891,975. V.\LVE. Isvac K. Beaver. Wllburton, Pa.

Filed Feb. 12, 1907. .Serial .No. 357.021.

.

—

^—-—
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3. In a device of the character described, a brush, a block

niuuiued thereon, a bolt extending through said block, a

thumb screw on said bolt, a tank, a aqueegee having a sur-

face in contact with one end of said tank, a resilient plat-

fonn having a portion disposed between the brush and

block, a rod on the face of said platform, a, spring connect-

ing the squeegee and platform through the rod to the tank,

and relative yielding between the squeeg«e platform and

spring when the squeegee is force<l from contact with the

wall of the lank, said spring and platform Biding to return

the stjueegee to us normal ix>sition, as described.

)

by the grip of said roller and the type of said cylinder and

having it« end.s wound on said spring rollers, in order that

said ribbon may be automatically withdrawn to about its

first position after said grip cease.x.

Mi;979- V.\.LVE MECHANISM. GeORGE 3. BowES,

Monwsen Pa. Filed Apr. 22. 1907. Serial No. 369 ,631.

2. In combination with a printing roller and it.s platen

roller, a ribbon parsing Ijctween them, and removable

spring rollers, to which the ends are attached, the latter per-

mitting the ribbon to lye wound thereon for shifting it from

one to the other more or leas and thereby presenting a new

part of the ribbon for u-se substantially as set forth

3. In combination with the platen roller of a printing

machine, a pair of supp<irting links on which the journals of

said roller are mounted, a fixed part to which said links are

pivoted at their lower ends, a lever distinct from said links

but engaging one of said journals to lift said roller, a flxe<l

fulcrum for said lever, a spring having an inclined face for

frictional engagement with the end of said lever to hold

said roller in its raise*! position and means for adjusting the

tension of sail spring as set forth.

1 Hydraulic valve mechanism comprising a casing having

inlet and outlet ports and provided in its bottom with a

chamber, a main supply valve having a forking fit in said

chamber and adaptefl at its upper end to open and close

communication between the inlet and outlet ports, said

valve having an opening therethrough f<>r the passage of

water from the chamber in the bottom of the casing to a

chamber above the valve, a pilot valve for closing said

opening, a rwi secured to the pilot valve and provided with

a perforated collar to enter a recess in the top of the plunger

valve, whereby when the stem is depressed the pilot valve

will be opene<l and when said stem shall have been further

depr«88e«i the plunger valve will be mo\-e<l oCT its seat.

2. Hydraulic valve mechanism compri»ing a casing hav-

ing inlet, outlet and exhaust ports, a valve between the in-

let and outlet {>orts, an exhaust valve between the outlet

and exhaust port, a tubular stem on the exhaust valve, a

stem for the first mentioned valve pa«ing through the

tubular valve stem, a lever and a cam plate secured to said

lever and connected with the two valve st-ems for moving

them in reverse directions to close one valve and open the

other.

3. Hydraulic valve mechanism compriping a casing hav-

ing inlet, outlet and exhaust ports, an lalet valve between

the inlet and outlet ports, an exhaust valve between the

outlet and exhaust ports, a tubular stem projecting from

the exhaust valve, a stem connected with the inlet valve

and passing through the tubular stem of the exhaust valve,

a bracket secured to said tubular stem, a plate having a

cam slot, a stud projecting from said bracket and entering

the cam-slot, a connection between said plate and the

stem of the inlet valve and means for o;>erating said plate

to open one of said valves and close the other.

_- f

891 980 PRINTING - MACHINE. aiMMER-s Brown.

New York. N Y. Filed July 9, 1906 Serial No.

325.343.

1. In combination with a printing cjlinder—its platen

roller, a pair of spring rollers, a printing ribbon advanced

891.981 BOILER-FEED REGULATOR Howard E.

Cade, Pencoyd. and David R. Kvapp, Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed Feb 26. 1908. Serial No 417.897.

1. In a boiler feed regulator of the character describe,!

in combination with a steam boiler and a water gage for

same and an expansion tulie over the level of said boiler

and a feed water pux' for said boiler an<! a valve in said

water pipe and toggle l.-vers arranged to operate said valve

and means operatively connecting sai<l expansion tube to

said levers, a stop limiting the travel of said UDggle lever.s

a pipe connection from a predetermined water level of said

gage to said tube, a drain from said tube leading to the

water in said boiler, substantially as de8cnl>ed

2 In a boiler feed regulator of the character des.riljed

in combination with a steam Ixiiler and a water gage for

same and an expansion tube over the level of said boiler

and a feed water pipe for said boiler and a valve in said

pipe and a reciprocating cross he:id attached to the stem of

said valve and levers adapU-d to reciprocate said cross head

and a means operatively connecting said expansion tube

with said levers, a stop limiting the uavel of said cross

head, a pi[>e connection from a predetermined water level

of said gage to .said tube, a drain from said tul)«' leading to

' the water in said boiler, substantially as describeil.
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3. In a boiler feed regulator of the character described

In combination with a steam boiler and a water gage for

said boiler and an expansion tul>e over the level uf said

boiler and a feed water pipe to said twiler and a valve in

said water pipe, and toggle levers connected at one ex-

tremity with the stem of said valve and an a<!justable

weight on the other extremity of said toggle levers, and a

iiitaiis operatively connecting said expansion tube with

said levers, a stop limiting the travel of said toggle levers,

1 pipe coimection from a pre^letermined water level of

said gage to said tulie. and a drain for said tube leading to

the water in said Vx)iler. substantially as described.

4. In a t>oiler feetl regulatt>r of the chararter described

in combination with a steam boiler and a water gage for

same and an expansion tube over the level of said toiler

and a fee<i water pipe for said boiler anci a valve in said

water pipe and toggle levers arranged to operate salt! valve

and a means operatively connecting said expansion tube

to said levers and a support for one end of said tulje. a

pivotal support for the other end of said tube, a stop limit-

ing the travel of said toggle levers, a pipe connection from

a pretletermined water level of said gage and a drain from

said tube leading to the water in said boiler, substantially

as described.

6 In a boiler feed regulator of the character described

in combination with a steam boiler and a water gage for

same and an expansion tube over the level of said boiler

and a feed water pipe for said boiler and a valve in said

water pii)e and a reciprocating cross head attached to the

stem of said valve and levers adapted to reciprocate said

cross heai! and a means oi>eratively connecting said expan-

sion tube with said levers and a support for one end of

said tube, a stop limiting the travel of said cross head, a

pivotal support for the other end of said tut>e, a pipe con-

nection from a predetermined water level of said gage to

.said tube, and a drain from said tube leading to the water

In said boiler, substantially as described.

iClaims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

posite direction each tongue being formed with a swell on

the face adjacent to the groove on the same side of the

« I

stave and having its opposite face plane; and the head of

each tongue being rounded and free from sharp edge*.

891.984. SHEET-METAL DOOR AND ANALOGOUS
STRUCTURE Thomas I. Diffy, Chicago. 111., as-

signor to Voiglmann * Company, Chicago. 111., a Co-

partnership. File<i June 29. 1905. Serial No. 267.537.

891.982 ELECTROLYTIC PROCESS FOR THE PHO-
DUrnON OF METALLIC DARK COATINGS UPON
METALS. Alexander Classen. Aachen, Germany.

Filed Sept. 3. 1907. Serial No. 391.099.

1. An electrolytic process for producing a metallic

deposit of dark color, wherein after the deposit having the

bright metalUc luster has been produced, the tension of

the current is considerably reduce*!.

2. A process of producing metallic coatings of dark

color on other metals consisting in fwlishing the metal to

l)e treateil. in dulling the polish of the metal, in then plac-

ing the metal as cathcKle in an electrolytic bath containing

a glucoside, in allowing the metal to remain in such bath

until a metallic coating is prtxluced thereon, in suddenly

reducing the electric tension of said bath considerably, and

in then removing the coated metal from the bath

3. A process of producing metallic coatings of dark

color on other metals consisting in polishing the metal to

lie treated. In dipping the metal in an acid-bath and there-

by dulling the polish of the metal, in then placing the metal

as cathcHle in an electrolytic bath containing a gluco.sidc,

in allowing the metal to remain in such bath until a me-

tallic coating is produced thereon, in suddenly re<lucing

the electric tension of said l)ath considerably, in allowing

the metal to remain in the bath after the tension of the

bath is reduce<i. and in then removing the coated metal

from the bath.

STRUCTURE.
Filed May 15.

Denis F. Dau:y,
1907. Serial No

891.9S3 WOODEN
Menominee, Mich.

373,852.

A stave for circular structures each side of which is

formed with a tongue and a groove a^ljacent thereto, the

contour of said groove being the same as the contour of the

tongue on the opposite side of the stave: said tongues l>e-

ing of like shape and one tongue projecting towards one

face of the stave, while the other tongue project* in the op-

1

.

In a sheet metal coverea ooor or analogous structure,

a stile member provided with a single piece sheet metal

covering enveloping the stile, the longitudinal edges of said

covering being turned into and concealed within a groove

extending longitudinally throughout the length of the stile

in the inner edge thereof and the end margins of said cov-

ering consisting of a series of flaps, inserted and concealed

in grooves traversing the end margins of the stile.

2. In a sheet metal covered door or analogous structure,

a stile member provided with a sheet metal covering sub-

stantially inclosing the stile, the side margins of the metal

covering being inserted and concealed within a groove ex-

tending longitudinaUy along the inner edge of the stile, the

end margins of the covering being folded across the end

margins of the stile and the margins thereof inserted in a

kerf-like groove substantially occupied by .said edges and

said covering being provided with flaps extending from the

outer and inner lateral edges of the stile, respectively,

across the end margins thereof and underlying said end

folds.

3. In a sheet metal covered door or analogous structure,

the combination of a marginal fraitic comprising side stiles

and upper and lower end rail meml>ers. each of the mem-
bers composing said frame having a sheet metal covering,

the lateral edges of which terminate and are concealed

within gro<.)ves formed in the inner edges of the resi>ective

frame members and one or more panels providetl with

sheet metal covering the edges of which terminate at the

margins of the panels, the margins of said panel or panels

btMiig seated in the grooves of the respective marginal

frame meml)ers. whereby a completely inclose<i sheet metal

covere<i structure is forme<i having the edges of the metal

I
covering conceale<! as to all its parts.

4 In a sheet metal covereti structure, the combination

with a mortised frame member provided with a sheet metal

covering over that part of the frame member forming

I shoulders surrounding the mortise, of a connected frame
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member provui(><l with a tenon fitting thd mortL<?e, shoul-

ders ai Lhe baric nf the tenon, a sheet metal covering over

aaid latter shoulder- and an underlying rvMnforcenient of

hard sheet material, whereby sharp abrupt angles are

formed at the outer margins of the shoulders of the tenon

member a<lapteil to fit accurately against the co<5p«T:iting

ahoul'lers around the rnortiso of the other member.

6. In a sheet metal covere*! structura compriaing an

outer marginal frame and an mner panel, the margins of

which are seated m recesses formed in the inner etlges <>{

the outer frame meuil:>er, the combination with said mar-

ginal frame and panel members, of a metal fillet occupying

the angle at the intersection of the panel and frame mem-
bers, said fillet being provided with a flange-like exten-

sion extending into the groove of the marginal frame

member alongside of the tongue of the panel and held in

place thereby.

[Claima 6 to 8 not printe<i in the Gazette]

\

891,985. PULP OR PAPER M ACHINK George M.

Galt, Maiden, Mass. Filed May 16, 1^M5. Serial No.

317,191.

In a pulp or pafx-r machine or the like, a pressure appara-

tus for pressing the water out of the stoclj and comprising

In combination three rolls arrangetl in the same plane the

lowest roll E t>eing rigidly mounted, pivotad bearing blocks

L carrying the second roll, a hydraulic apparatus connecte«l

to said bearing blocks L to press the loweet and the inter-

mediate roll together with a hydraulic pressure, and sliding

bearing blocks H for the up;)ermo-it r<.>ll a»i<l springs G en-

gaging said l>earing blocks H to press tiia upjx-r two rolls

together with a yielding pressure.

8 9 1 . 9 S 6 SAFETi'-RAZOR-STROPPIXG DEVICE.
Leonard B. Gatloh. Boston, Mass File<l Oct. 4,

1907. Serial No. 395,880.

#
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rollers for journal bearings. conaiBling of mounting a plu-

rality of rollers in the angular relation they occupy in the

891.995. ELECTROLYTIC CELL Ralph B Inoram.

Wilkinsburg. Pa . luwignor to Westinghouae Electric

A Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Oct. 24, 1906 Senal^No. 34U.2.=>6.

bearing, rotating the rullers individually, and applying the

forming tool to the enis thereof while thus rotated.

W1.M8 FLEXIBLE PLSTON CONNECTION Hk.nky

HBSS.^Wawa. Pa. Filed July 27. 1907. Serial No.

385.867.

I The combination of the piston an<l the piston-rod

with a flexible and elaatic laterally-yieMing connecting

member.
2. The combination of the piston and the pwton-rod

with a flexible and elastic laterally-yielding blade for

connecting them

I

89 1 9 9 4. MEANS FOR PREVENTIKG THE UN-

\UTHORIZED ABSTRACTION OP THE CON-

TENTS OF SAVINGS - BOXES, COLLECTING-
BOXES AND THE LIKE. FRiEDRtcH Hottmanx,

Heilbronn. Germany. Filed June 25, 1907. Serial No.

3.S0.836.

1. An electrolytic cell conipn.-mg :i plurality of rtmOar

fluid-containing trays each having a central frusto-conical

indentation, and iiu>:in- f-r -upi-^rting each plate at a

point above the maxuimui iMuid U'vel in the plate »>elow.

2. An electrode for electrolytic <flls comprising a tray

shaped plate having a central fnisto-conical indentation.

3. An electrolytic cell ciui, rising a plurality of similar

circular flui.l .oMtiimiiik: triiys, each having ii central fru.stu-

conical indcutrttuHi arul lucan.- for ^parutmg and supiK.rt-

ing the plates at short distances from each other

4 An electrolvtic cell coinpri.siug a plurality of similar

tray-shai>e<l plates having upwardly extending fru8U>-

conical indentations, a vertical supiKjrting nni. and spacing

means, wherebv each plate i.s suptKjrted above it.-< maxi-

mum li<iui<i level and at a i)redeterinined distance from

each of the ivljacent plat*-**.

5. An electrolytic cell compri.sing a plurality of sunilar

tray-sha;>eil plates having upwardly ext.-ndmg fru.sto-

conical indentations a vertical nupiiorting rml therefor, in-

sulating spacers t)etween the luijacent plates, and a con-

taining tank in which the a.-*s.'mhle,l plates are .ii.«[><>sed.

[Claiius to 10 not printed in the Oazette]

891.'.»9« SAFETY DLVK K FOR HROOCHES AND
TH^: LIKE Herbert .\ Ives and De.nnts W Jef-

FERV. Colchester. England File.1 Mar 5. 19«7. Serial

No. 360.669.

K savings box or the like, comprising a U)X having a coin

passage, the bottom whereof is of angular shape so the out-

let opening whereof is not visible from tl»e inlet opening,

and said box having a currency-inserting opening arranged

underneath the coin passage and of segmental shape an.l

so located that the outlet of the aforesaid coin passage is

also not visible through said currency inserting opening.

1. A br<«)ch or like article having, in combination, a

hook, and a guard ai)ertiire<l to he slipped over the hook

and to be supixirte<i on the Ijrooch without other means of

attachment, said guard having an ehistic arm bearing

against the point of the h<H)k.

2 .\ brooch or like article having, in combination, a

hook and a guard having two sfvuu-ated limbs each aper-

ture<l to slit, "ver the h.Kik. whereby the guard is .support e<1

on the hook without i.ther means of attachment, and said

guar.! having an ela.-tic .arm bearing against the point of

the hook
3 In a brooch or the like ..f the kind hereml>efore de-

9oribe<l the combination with the hook thereof of a spring

arm inclosing the space within the said hook and forme<l bv

a strip of spring metal of approximately U-shape. provide<l

with holes and with a bifurcate<l limb to engage the hm.k,

substantially as described.
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4. In a brooch or the like of the kind hereinl)efore de-

scribe<i. the combinathin with the h(K)k thereof of a spring

arm incl()sing the space within the sivid hook and forine<l by

a strii) of spring metal doubled uiKjn it.sclf, and bent to an

a()proximately U-shajw. the .sai<l strip being provided with

holes to engage the luwik and one of the fre<* eiid.s of the

strip serving as the spring arm while the other free end is

bifurcate<i to engjige the said h(K)k. substantially as de-

sert Ix'il

5. Ill a briKK-h or the like of the kind herein Ix-fctre de-

scribetl. the combination with the hook there<jf of a spring

arm inclosing the space within the sai<i hook anil formed by

a strip of spring metal doubled uimhi itself and l)ent to an

approximately U-shaiw with one of it.s limbs turn(><l back

uiMiii itself and slotted to engage the base of the h(M>k. one

of the free ends of the strip serving as the spring arm while

the other free end is bifurcated to engage the said hooTc,

substantially a.s de.scribfHl

801,097. TO^'
Keene. N. H.

DrMP-C.\RT. Harry T Kinosbubt.

Filed Aug. 29, 1907. Serial No. 390,612.

1. In a dump cart, a whe<-le.i axle a pivotally mounted

bucket or hopi"*'!". a sheet metal frame inchKling 11 Ixjltom

meinlKT and s«'at standards, the s«-at stand;ir.ls having

rearwardly extemiing arms pivoted on the axle, ami the

iHitt«)m mernlMT having an integral spring finger for loclt-

iiig the bucket in load receiving iH.sition, and a finger re-

leasing memlK-r carried by the frame.

2 In a dump cart, a pivotally mounle^l bucket or hopper,

a frame, a seat on said frame, a st)ring finger arranged to

engage ami lock the bucket m load re.eiving i>osition. and

a pivotally mounted finger releasing loop haviriK end arms

or handles extemiing under the seat, ssud seat forming a

stop for limiting the movement of the handler

3. In a dump cart, a pivotally mounted bucket or h<>iii>er,

a frame including s«'at standards, and a s<-at, a bucket

locking finger forming an integral part of the frame and

provided with a rearwardly extending bucket engaging

tongue, and a releasing bail extending through the seat

standards, and having a centrally disi«sed finger engaging

ltM)p, the ends of the bail forming handles that extend

uniier the seat.

4 In a dump cart, a liop|xT. a wheeled axle on which

the hopi'er Is pivoted, a single piece frame formed of

stamiHMl shwt metal and including a iH.ttom meml>er and

seat standards, the rear portions of said standards l>ein«

extended to form a imir of arms, said arms Ix-iiig pivoted

to the axle, and a s<'at carried by said standards.

5. In a dump cart <'onstruction. a stami>e<l sheet metal

frame including a bottom, the side i^ortions of which are

Ix-nt upward to form seat standards, said standards being

extended rearward to form axle engaging arms.

3. A manifold system for concrete filters comprising a

series of concrete ducts or conduitj^ formed directly in the

concrete constituting the Ixittom or walls of said filter,

metal plates forming the ui)ix"r inner faces of .said duct*

and strainers or like devices engaging of)enings in said

plates.

891.m»S C0NCRF:TE MANIFOLD SYSTEM Cekai.d

\V. K.NiUHT. Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to Pittsburgh Filter

Manufacturing Company. Pitt.sburg. Pa..aCori>oratioii of

Pennsylvania FIUmI May 6. 1907. Serial No 372.264.

1. A manifold system for concrete filters comprising a

series of concrete ducts or conduits formed direi tly in the

concrete constituting the lK)ttom or walls of said filter.

2. A manifold system for concrete filters comprising a

series of concrete duct« or cotiduits formed directly in the

concrete constituting the lK)ttom or walls of sanl filter,

and strainers or like devices forming commuhication be-

tween said ducts and the filter l>ed.

1:54 o. »;.— 1.H7

iS

a

4. A manifold system for concrete filters comprising a

seriea of concrete ducts or conduits formed directly in the

concrete constituting the l>ottoni or walls of .said filter,

metal plates forming the upjier inner faces of .said ducts,

strainers or like devices engaging oi)enings in said plates,

and a layer of concrete on said plates.

891.999. TIME LAMP-LICHTING MECHANISM Mar-

vin W. Lewis. Cleveland. Ohio, a-ssigiior, by mesne as-

signment*, to Cx)nsolidated Lighting i'o .
Philadelphia.

Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey Filed Nov. 8. IWM.

Serial No. 231,837

1

.

The combination of a valve, oixratiug means therefor,

a motor, means to transmit i>ower directly from the motor

to actuate the valve oi)erating mean.«. and indeijendenl

means oi)erate<l by the motor to time the operation of the

valve.

2. The combination of a valve. o5)erating means there-

for, a motor, means to transmit jKjwer directly from the

motor to set the valve ojierating means in isKsition for op-

eration, and independent means oix-rated by the motor to

time the oi>eration of the valve

3. The combination of a lamp, a vahc oixrating means

therefor, a motor, means comprising a lever to transmit

power directly from the motor to set the valve operating

means in ;)osition for operation, and independent means op-

erated by haid moUir to time the oi:>eration of the valve.

•4. The combination of a lamp, a valve, oi^-rating means

therefor, a clock, means to transmit i>ower directly from

the mainspring of the clock to actuate the valve operating

means, and timing mechanism for the valve oi)erated

through a train of gears from the mainspring of the clock.
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5. The oombination of a lamp, a valve. o|)eratin« means

therefor, a clock provided with timing mectumisni. meana

to trananit jxjwer directly from the maift-spring of the

clock to actuate the valve operating means, independent

mean;* for holding the valve in its open txMitton, and trip-

ping mechanism for saitl valve operated by the timing

mechanism of the clock.

[Claims 6 to 2t) not printed in the Gazette]

other to clamp the work, of actuating connection.s for oi>-

erating the jaws, fluid pressure actuating mean."*. mean« for

driving the machine. mean.« driven thereby for producing

fluid pressure. an<i means for controlling the flui<i preasure

to operate the jaws.

892.000. COMBINED MEASURE. FITNNEL, AND
FILTER. Piter M. MacKaskie. Central, Nev. Filed

June 6, 1907. 8erial No. 377,584.

1. The combination with a coniform funnel shell, and a

detachable spout depending from said sheB. of a perforate

filter body having coniform shape, and fitting at ita lower

end upon the upfjer end of the spout whifh projects into

the funnel.

2 The combination with a coniform funnel shell having

a hemm«i upper e<ige. and a detachable ipcut depending

from said shell, of a perforate coniform filter body, fitting

at its lower end on the upper end of the spout which pro-

jects into the funnel, and an expanding tesilient ring se-

cure<l on the upi)er eilge of the Alter body and having en-

forcetl engagement with the hemmed upper e«lge of the

funnel shell.

3 The combination with a funnel shell, »nd a detachable

8i)out depending therefrom, of a conifornj filter bo<iy en-

gaging the spout at the lower end of said filter body, and

held detachably at its upper edge upon tl|e upper edge of

the funnel shell.
'

4. The combination with a funnel 8h«ll, a depending

spout thereon having lateral holes in the tpper portion of

Its side wall that are located at the bott<»n of the funnel

shell, of a valve adapted for cloeing the lateral holes, a

handle on the funnel shell, a spring onj said handle, a

bracket arm on the handle and funnel shell, said arm hav-

ing an open slot in its outer side edge, a handle lever de-

tachably pivote<i in said slot, and a link; rod connecting

the inner end of the handle lever with the falve.

5 The combination with a funnel shell open at the

lower end, and having an inwardly tumecl tubular hem at

the upper e<lge thereof, a detachable spOut fitted liquid

tight in the o\m>u lower end of the funnel phell and having

a cylindrical wall at its upper end, said will having lateral

discharge holes therein, and means for tertiporarily sealing

the discharge holes, of a coniform filter fortned of reticulate

material and fltte<l on the cylindrical wall at its lower end.

an<i a spring ring at the upper e<lge of the filter body a<iapt-

e<l for engagement with the funnel shell beneath the tubu-

lar hem thereon.

2. The combination with a heail having jaws mounted

to move therein, driving means therefor, fluid pre.ssure

actuateil connections for oi)erating said jaws, and a source

of fluifl pressure uix'rated by siiid driving mean.-*.

3. The combination with an oil pump and driving con-

nections therefor, of a rotary chuck connected to \>c driven

by said driving means, an operating cylinder, connection.-*

between .sai*! cylinder and said chuck, and a flui»l control-

ling valve controlling the passage of oil between said i)ump

and said cylimler whereby to actuate .^aid chuck.

4. The combination with a head having jaws mounted

to move therein, driving means therefor, fluid pressure ac-

tuated connections for oi>erating said jaws, and a 8t)urce of

constant fluid pressure separately ui>«Tate<i by said driv-

ing means to permit l>eing driven thereby at a speed in<le-

pendent vf the spee<l of the hea<l

892,002. TOOL-STAND Ralph Mc-C.vrtt, I>ebanon,

and Walter S. (JrF.LE. Myerstown. Pa ,
assignors to

Stoever Foundry A Manufacturing (^ompany. a ('orp<jra-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed July 17, 1907 Serial No.

3S4.23.S

892.001. CHl'CK. R-VLPH McCvrtt, Lelmnon, Pa., as-

signor to Sttjever Foundry * Manufacturing ('ompany.

r\ Corporation of Pennsylvania. FiU'-^l July 17. 1907.

Serial No. 3S4.237.

1 The combination in a machine tool, with a head hav-

ing jaws mountetl therein to move towards and from each

1. The combination with a 8upi)ort ami a die-hea<l slide

slidably mounte<l thereon, of steadying jaw slides ni()unte<l

to slide on sai<l supvKirt lr)etween the guides for the tlie-

head slide

2. The combination with a supjxirt having exterior

guides, of a die-hea<l slide inoutifed in said guides, .ind

interior steadying jaw guides and sleailying jaws sliding

therein.

3. The combination with a support having a proje<-ting

portion forme<l with exterior guides at opixwite .sides, of

a die-hea<l slide mounte<l on said guides, interior gui<les

between said exterior guides, and a pair of slides sliding

between said interior guides.

4. The combination with a supjx>rt having a projecting

portion fonne«l with exterior guich-!* at ()pi»o«ite sides, of

a die-head sli<le mounte<l on said guides, interior guides

between said exterior guides, a plurality of sets of slides

mounted si<le by side In said support between said inte-

rior guides, and means for indeiiendenily actuating each

set.
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5. The combination with a support formed with a iwo-

Jecting portion having exterior guides at opposite sides,

of a die-liea»i slide inounio*! on said guides to slide in front

of siiul iirojecting js^rtion. interior gunifs formed in said

8uj)ix)rt between said exterior guides, and work-nteatiymg

and cut-off tool slides carried by said support and l>etween

said interior guides.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the (Jazetle.)

8 9 2,003. BUTTON AND BITTON
Oeoroe W. McGill, Rlverdale. N. Y
1903. Serial No. 142,315.

FASTENING.
Filed Feb. 7,

1. As a new article of manufacture a combined button

and button fastening consisting of a buttim proi>er and an

attaching nieinl)er. the button protHT IxMiig secured in link

connection t.) such attaching member by means of a sepa-

rate piece of material engaging (ciitrally with the button

eye, and having its end parts secured to such attaching

memlxT directly an. I without engaging the fabric to which

the device may tx^ attaihe.i. such atta( hiiig number l>eing

provided with iiulei)endent means of s«Muriiig it to a fabric

consisting of a flanged tubular rivet providing its ba.ne part,

and a s»<pHrate socketed anvil-bur adapted to receive, up-

s<'t and .ipn-ad out flaringly in a liiverging groove located

Ihercm. the fr«-«- end of the sit-in of such tuijular rivet, said

tubular rivet engHging ^tt'i such fai>ric In manner to clamp

the latter l)etwe«-n the under surface of Its flanged top and

the upi)er surface (jf such anvil-bur.

2. .\s a new article of irianufacture a comhiiied button

and button fastening consisting of a t>uttoii proixT and an

attaching meml>er, the button proix«r being secured in link

onneition t<i suih attHi-hing member by means of a sepa-

rate piece of material engaging centrally with the button

eye, and having its end parts se<'ured to sufh attaching

niem»>er directly and without engaging the fabric to which

the device may lie attache.l. in combination with indei>end-

ent means provided such attaching member for securing It

to a fal>ric such means cimsisting of a flanged tubular rivet

pro\i<ting its b»i-«e part with the tubular stem of such rivet

proje«"ting outwnni therefrom, and a separate socketed

iinvil-lnir adapted to re<-cive in its so<-keted center and to

spread and flare (jutwar.lly on its anvil fai-e therein and Into

an Interior annular groove surrounding such anvil face,

the free end of the stem of such tubular rivet, said tubular

rivei engaging with .such fabric in manner to clamp the lat-

ter b.'tw('cn the nil Icr surface of its flanged top and the up-

per surface of I he tlatigf of such an\il-l)ur.

892, 00 t P()ULTRY-RCK)ST John E. MfKENZiK.

Winterset. Iowa. Fiic 1 May l.i, I'.WIT. S<-rial .\o. 373..3S4.

pieces supported by the wires, the roost pieces of one row

being In staggered positions with relation to those of the

atijacent row
2. In a isjultry roosi, the coinl>ination of a numl>er of

doubled twitted wires in parallel i)osition.s, and a number

of rows of stiort woi>.len t.mjsI pieces with )u)tche,l ends in-

serted in the wires and supixjrte 1 ihereli> . the roost pieces

in one row l>eiug out of line with thos«> of tiie next row.

3. In a poultry roust, the coinlnnalion of two end pieces.

a number of parallel wires fixe 1 to ti»e end pieces. luul a

number of rows of sliort wooden r>><j.st pieces, supported by

the wires, each extending from one wire to the next, the roost

pieces of one row Ix-mg sUiggere i with relation to those of

the adjoining row.

892,005. PROCESS OF RF:C<)\ERING W.VSTK AL-

COHOL FROM LIQUOR CASKS AND BARRELS.
Thomas H. NAtoHTON. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov.

23.1907. Serial No. 403. 4«>s

The hereindescribed method of recovering waste alcohol

from a i)raclically empty Uquor cask or barrel, which con-

sists in inircKlucing into the barrel water sufflcient ui quan-

tity to when vai)orized come in contact with all vKirtions of

the inner surface" of the barrel, intro<iuciiig a closed ste^m-

heatiiig main piix- into the l)arrel to such an extent that a

jKjrtion of said pii)e is submerged by the water, driving

steam into sai<l pijie and through the submerged iMirtion

until the water is thoroughly vaporized, conducting the

vapor In the Interior of the barrel together with the vola-

tilized alcohol contained 1 Herein to a suitable condenser, aiul

conducting the water or steam which lias l>een (iriven

through the main to a point outside the barrel without al-

lowing it to escape int-o the barrel, substantially as de-

scribed.

892,006. AITARATIS FOR RECOVERING WASTE
ALCOHOL FROM LIQUOR CASKS AND BARRELS.
Thomas TI. Naightov, Philadelphia, Pa Filed Nov.

23, 1907. Serial No. 403.499.

1 In a ismltrv roost, the combination of a series of
]

1. In an apparatus for tiie puris.se s!H-cif\e«i. a hollow

longitudinal wire-s. and a numt^i'r of row.s of wooden roost bung adaptetl to »>c applie<i to a barrel and ot)en at it* lower
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(\nd. a stt-am-heating main pipe extending through said

hung and a<lapu»<l to extend toward the lower portion of

the barrel and closed at itJ* lower end. a discharge-pipe ex-

temling from a point near the extreme kiwer end of the

interior of the heating pipe through the bung, a conden.'fing

tank, a receiving tank, a pipe extending from the interior

of the bung to the condenising tank, and a pipe connecting

the condensing tank and the receiving tank.

2. In an apparatus for the purpose specified, a tubular

bung adapted to t)e applied to a barrel, a cap secure*! on and

closmg the upper end of said bung, a 9te*m-heating main

pipe extending through said cap and bunf and atlapted to

extenil toward the lower portion of the barrel and close<l

at its lower end. a discharge-pipe extending from a point

near the lower end of the interior of the heating pipe through

The bung and cap. a condensing tank, a feceiving tank, a

pipje extcn<ling from the interior of the l*ing through the

rap to the condensing tank, and a pipe co»necting the con-

densing tank and the receiving tank.

i In an apparatus for the purpose 8p«cifled, a tubular

bung aAlapte<i to be applied to a barrel, » cap secured on

ami closmg the upper end of said bung, a steam-heating

main pipe extending through said cap and bung and atlapt-

ed to extend toward the lower portion of the barrel and

close^l at its lower end. a discharge-pipe «xtending from a

jxjint near the lower end of the interior of the heating pipe

and forme<l into a coil around that jxirtion of the heating

pipe which is within the barrel and ecitending thence

through the bung and cap. a condensing tank, a receiving

tank, a pipe extending from the interior of the bung through

the cap to the condensing tank, and a pit»e connecting the

condensing tank and the receiving tank

4 In an apparatus for the purjwse .specifie«l. a hollow

bung adapte«l to l>e applietl to a barrel and open at its lower

end. a steam-heating main pipe extending through said

bung and adapte«l to extend toward the lower portion of

the barrel, a condensing tank, a receiving tank, a pipe ex-

teiwling from the interior of the bung to the comlensing

tank, a pipe connecting the condensing tank and the re-

ceiving tank, and a discharge- pii)e connected with the

lower portion of the steam-heating pijie and extending

along in proximity with that txirtion of the steam-heating

pilie which is within the barrel and thenct out through the

bung.

8 9 2,007. THREAD-8LACKENIN(J DEVICE FOR
LOOPING -MACHINE.S. William Payne, Philadel-

phia, Pa Filed Feb. 7. 1908. Serial No. 414,710.

1. A stitch-slackening device for looping machines com-

prising a pair of rotatable parts between which the thread

pai*8es and which run in contact with each other guides for

directing the threa«l l)etween said parts, jueans for atljust-

irig the surfaces of said ;)arts which contact with the thread

to vary the fee<l thereof, and mechani.siti for driving said

parts, substantially »• describe<i.

2. The combination in a looping machine of a needle and

means including rolls for intermittently pulling forward and

fee«ling the thread to the necvlle to make b loose team, sub-

stantially as describe<i.

3. The combination with a looping machine of a pair of

revoluble parts by which the threat! is feci, needle actuating

mechanism, and a pawl-and-ratchet whfel interposed be-

tween one of sai<l revoluble parts an<l thf needle actuating

mechanism, substantially as described.

4. The combination of a disk having a ratchet wheel, a

roller arranged to run on the face of the disk, a pawl adapted

to drive the ratchet wheel and provided with a thread

guide, and means for directing a thread Ijetween the di.sk

and roller and through said guidt whereby the or)eratitin

of the pawl is controlle<l by the threa*!. substantially as de-

scrilied.

5 The combination of a disk, a roller arrange*! to run on

the face of the disk threatl guiding devices for intrfxluciiig

a thread between the roller and disk, means for turning said

parts to feed a threa<! Ijetween them, and devices for a«l-

justing the roller in resiiect to the disk to change the rate of

fee<!. substantially as described.

[Claim.s 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazette]

892.008. CLOTHES TONOS. David F Portkr Chi-

cago. III. Filf^l Jan. M). 1905. Serial No. 243.430.

In clothes tongBtHOBiembers pivote<1 together to swing

al>out a common Utim. the great*T longitudinal iH>rtion of

each of siiid meml)er8 provide*! with a flat surface held in

juxtap*)sition opptwed to the flat surface of the other iiicin-

ber, the flat surface of each memU>r lying in a i)laiie :it right

angles to said axis throughout so as to {)erinit the bite end

of one member to swing past the bite end of the other mem-
ber in either direction and the opposing surfaces of siiid bite

en*^8 prcjvideJ with iniermeshing corrugations.

892.0O9 DIRIC,ini-E KITE FREDERirK Rieri. Ala-

nieila. Cal. File.l Sept 17. 1907. Serial No. 393,389.

1 A kite comprising a frame composetl of a l(>ngitu<linal

back-bone and a cross-arm. each ct)mpose*! of a flat-bar

and a rib set sidewise on the bar and fastened thereto by

lashing-conls ; a bl*xk on the front of the back-bone a<lapt^

e*l to form a supiK)rt for the cross-arm: a flexible covering

secure*! to the frame at the ends of the back-bone and the

cross-arm. am! a belly-band .secured to the back-^K>ne on a
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line with the top face of the block supporting the cross-arm, 1

so as to lie under said croas-arm. 1

2. A kite comprising a frame having a longitudinal bsu^k-

bone and a flexible covering ff)rining the lx)dy. and reefing-

cords on saici Ixxiy situated on opp*)site sides of the back-
j

bone of the frame as a means of varying the looseness or

slack of the covering on one side of the line of said hack-

bone over that on the opiK>8ite side.

3. The herein deacril>ed dirigible kite, comprising a frame
|

a flexible covering therefor, and means on Ix^th sides of the

longitudinal median-line of the kite for reefing the covering

892,010 MACHINE FOR NAILING THE TPPERS
OF SHOES TO SOLFX OF WOOD. «kr. Carl Sati lek.

.Stcglitz. near Berlin, (iermany. Filed May 25, 1907,

Serial No. 37fl.ti09.

1 In a machine for nailing the upper part.s of shoes to

olea of w(xk1 or any similar material, a fixed plate with

means for clamping the soles of the shoes and having a

slideway. a nailing device, locate*! in the sli<!eway ; means
for oiM^rating the nailing device intermittently c<jnsi8ting

of an endless chain (12) engaged with the nailing device;

chain whe<'ls over which passes said chain: a shaft con-

ne<'ted to one of the chain-wheels and means for moving
said shaft stej>-by-step. substantially as descriljed.

2. In a machine for nailing the upjier parts of shoes to

.soles of w(kk! or any similar material, a flxoil plate with

means f ir clamping the soles of the shoes and having a

slideway. a nailing lievice, locate*! in the slideway. means
for operating the nailing device intermittently consisting

of an endless chain (12i engage<l with the nailing device:

chain wheels over which paas«\s said chain: a shaft con-

necte*! to one t)f the chain-wheels and means for moving
said shaft steivby-step: a totithed chain (34) in connection

with the nailing device, a counter-shaft, a gear wheel on
said shaft engaging with said toothe*! chain and another

gear wheel i.30i on the same shaft, a driving shaft, an ec-

centric on .Hjiid shaft and a link connected to the eccentric

and engaging with the gear wheel (30) for rotating the lat-

ter stepwise, substantially as descrilx'd

3. In a stropping apparatus, a rocking device having

spring tongues, and a blade-holder having a projection

adiipted to pass between and l)e embraced by the said

spring toiigue-s and t.j fle.x the .same when oscillated, sub-

stantially as describe.!.

892.-011 RAZOR-STROPPING MACHINE Atr.csT
\N' S< HEfBER. Jersey City. N J . assignor to Mary Zinn,

Martin Zinn. and Arthur Zinn. composing the firm of

Simon Zinn. New York. N Y Filet! Aug. 23. 1907. Se-

rial No. ,389.766.

1 In a stropping device, strop guiding means, a friction

rocker dis[K).sed in oi)erative relation to the strop. jxMident

flanges on saiil rucker. spring tongues in said flanges, a

blade-holder pivolally supixjrteil in said device, blade-

holding means in.sai.l blade-holder, and a projection there-

from adapted to lie received l^etwfHMi .said pendent fiaiig*'.-^

and to Ix" einbrac«Hl by said spring tongues, susbtantially a-s

descrils'd.

2 In a stropping device, side frames, strop guiding and

connecting nxls mounted therein, a friction rocker nujunted

to swing therein. ixMident flanges thereon, spring blade-

holdiug lii>s therein, a blade-holder mourit«'d in said

frames to rock, and a projection adapted to enter l>etweeu

the flanges and to be embrace*! by the spring tongues of

the rocker, sulwtantially as described.

4 In a stropping device, side frames recessed at their

lower parts, strojvguiding rods connecting said lower
parts, a friction rocker mounted to swing in the frames,

integral flanges (iet>endi!ig from said friction rocker, spring

tongues in said flanges, a blade-hohier mounted to rock in

the frames, a projection therefrom atlapte.l to pass l>etween

said flange.s and spring tongues, and spring blade-receiving

lips, sjiid projection and liiie formed in one piece, substan-
tially as ilesr-ribed

6. In a stropping device, side frames 1 and 2. recessed

at 17, connecting and guiding rods 6 and 7, connecting and
bearing rods 4 and 5, friction rocker 3 on rod 4, pendent
flanges 14 and spring tongues 15 integral therewith, blade
support 8 on rod 5. comprising rocking feather 11. Ijearing

channel 9. and spring holding lips 10 in one piece, said

lips 10 extending within recess 17. substantially as de-
scribed.

892,0 12 CRUCIBLE - FURNACE Edward H.
Schwartz, Chicago, III., assignor to Kroeschell Brothers
Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Hied
Jan. Ifi. 1908. Serial No. 411,038.

1. A furnace comprising an outer casing, an inner lining

of refractory material, a crucible supix)rt, and means for

imparting a gyratory motion to the flame and products
of combustion, and an air chaml>er in oi>on communication
with the combustion chamber of .saici furnace.

2. A furnace comprising an outer casing, an inner lining

of refractory material, a bas*' of refra<'t*>ry material, a
crucible support, means for impiuning a gyratory motion
to the flame and products of combustion, anii an air chain-

l>er in open communication with the combustion chamber
of said furnace.

3 A furnace comprising an outer casing, an inner lining

of refractory material, a base of refractory materitd, .said

base having an opening extending therethrough, a crucible
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^tipport niean^ for Imparting a g>Tatory iTiotion to the .

flame >in.l pn-lucta of rombustion. and an Rir chamber m
open communiralion with the combu«ti<m chamber of

said furnace.

-1 V furnace comprising a spirally Rroove<i rombu-^tion

chamber an air chamlK^r in (x>mnumicati<in therewith, a

passage 'extt-mlmg tangentially from -aM combu.stion

chainl>er. and a vHiK>nzer eommunicatmg with sai<t pa*-

**? A furnace comprL-^iag a ajnraUy groov^^l combu:ition

chamber an air chamber in communication therewith, a

passage extending tangentUUy from s^ad combustion

chamber a vajxirizer communicating witb sai.l pa-sage,

and a supplemental tube eooMCting the air suppb ul s;iid

vap*irizer with the air chamber.

[aaims rt to in not priut«<l in the Gazette.)

ameter than said ar>erture engagtng *aid ihrea«1e<l end of

the said shaft, .-.ubstantially a.- descrd^xl. an<i for the pur-

poses herein set forth

802 013 APPARATUS FOR DRAWINC OFF SMALL
uVvNTITIEjJ OF MOLTEN GLASS FROM OLASS-

Fl'RNACES. Heinkich Skvkkin, Acfcern, Germany.

File<i Mar 2H. iy07. Serial No. 365. IWi.

2. A l<X)Be leaf binder comprising in coiiibimitioii vM'h

covers, a tube fitstened to the inside fa.e of .,ii.' .
,,\.r ;.

tube open at lK)th cirIs and fa«t4-n.-.l to the ntlier .uver

and telescoping with tJ»e first tube :m.l having a split end

means for expanding the end to <-lamp the outer tub.' and

means closing the outer motith of the inner tube and ar-

pangr<l to operate said expanding meant*

892 015, ANIMAI^TR.\P \M>i.i^m <'. Smith. Norris

aty. 111. Filed Nov. 19, 1W07 Serial No 40-',841.

1 Means for renwving glass from a glaw fxiruAce. com-

prising a removable intermediate receiver mounte.1 m and

immeiiiately fe<l from the furnace and ;«-ov.de.l with an

Inlet for the matenaJ, a boUow space Ui reci-ive the material

ind an outlet for the material, said receiver forme<l of a

unitary structure and having it. ouUet lK>«iti..ned in the

opening formed in the furnace for the intrrxluction of tiie

receiving mold or the like to be filled, a»d a pre«Hure de-

vice operating through the wall of the furnace and adapt«M

to close the inlet of the receiver ami force the material from

the receiver through the outlet of the latter.

' Means for remcving glass from a fnrnace comprising

'an intermediate receiver fed from the eurnace an.l pro-

vi.le,! with a hollow space and an ouUet. a plunger sli-ling

iu the wall of the furnace for cJoaing said hollow space, said

plunger provi.l.-d with a bore for preauing air mto or drawing

it ofl from the hollow spitce of the receive*-.

3 Means for taking glass from a glass furnace compris-

ing an ,nterme<liate receiver immediately fe<l from the fur-

nice and provi.led with an inlet, a boU0w space, an.l an

outlet for the gla.«, a pressure and suction device consist-

ing of a plunger suitably sliding in the wnU of the furnace

an.l closing the hollow .pace of the Int^mediate re<-eivcr

an.l VK-ing pro%-i.-led with a bore for pressing air into or

drawing it off from the hollow space of the interme<liate

receiver.

89-' 014 HINDER-LOCK. Gcoaa^ A Shoemakeh,

Chicago 111 .
aasignor to Baiter-Vawt«* Company, Port-

land. Me .
aCor;x>rati.m. File<l Dec 21, liMXJ. Serial

No. 188.049. . . V- A
1 In a binder, the combination with tMnding bars, an<i

binding poets, of a locking poet, comprising two tele«tcop-

ing tube sections attached reopectively to said binding

bars the smaller of which sections is fitted at its inner or

teleecoping end with slots, a shaft extending through said

mailer tube, its tower end being enlargwl to a diameter

larger than that of the bore of said smaller section, extend-

hig beyond and adjacent to the said slotted end of enid

smaller section, lugs extending from the face of said shaft

and engaging sai.l slots, the upper end (»f said shaft being

threaded and projecting from said smaller tube, and

through a suitable aperture beyon<l th« outer face of the

adjacent said binding bar. and a thumb nut larger In dl-

1 The herein-descrilKxl trap comprising a cjige having

an entrance oi^emng. a d.K>r pUte fulrrume<i at one en.l

in fnjnt of the entrance o^yenmn with Uie other or free end

extending therein and bemg uptiu-nt><l an.l provi.le.1 with

apertureti. the fulcrurm-«i end of the il.jor plate Ix-mg re-

turnetl uiH>n ititeif. wires clench.><l at one en.l in the re-

turne.1 portion ami exU-.ndmg U-n.'alti the d.K>r plate, sjud

wires protru.ling through the res,*ctive apertures and

fornung a seru» of prongs, and an a<-tuatmx lever ful-

crumed m the cjige with its forward arm exU'i«ling Ih-

ueath the door plate an.l Ix-ing depres,scd thereby, the

rear arm of said lever being el.vHt.-<l ami atiapted to be

.lepresse^ u. nK-k sai.l lever xs and for the puriKise .set

forth. ,

2 The herem-de«crilH-d trap comprising a cage having

an entr;in.-e ..|H-niiig, a ha.se up<jn which *ai.l cage Ls mount-

e<l sai.l ba.se tK<ing exten.le.1 to f-.rm a in.rch in front ..f

the entrance oiienlng, a door plate fulcrume<l m front of

the entrance ot)enin« with one en.l exu-nding therein,

means for automatically inclimng the <loor plate to dose

the said .,i--uing upon the .-ntrance .-f an animal mto the

cage, and bars s«-cur.Hl m the ponh on opposiU- Wiles uf the

door plate :i.s an.l for the (.urix.s.- set f..rlh.

8<12 016 TROLLF.Y-WHEEL. R..HKHr P Stark an.l

Oh.^rlxs R KLiN.iENSMiTH, Creighton, Pa File.1 .Apr.

2^ 1W17 Serial No 3«9.8<J9

A troUev wheel cf)mpriRing a rectangular hollow bush-

ing having each en<l forinM with a cylindrical offset, .-ach

of sai.l ..ffsets ..f a .liameter a.s to form on that end of

the boss from which the offset project/, a wule marginal

portion extending entirely around the offset sai.i bashing

having its inner face provide,! with spiral gr.->ves, a solid

wheel b.Hlv having a centraIly-.lisi,ose,l s^piare ..penmg

said body mounted ^t^n sai<l bushing an.i of a width e<)ual

to the rectangular portion .>f the bushing, whereby the

length of the bearing surfaces of the wheel body ujion the

III
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rectangular ix>r1ion of the Ikms. will l>e the same a,- the

length of said re<tangular jwirtion. a i>air of sule plates of

the same .liameter as the wheel Ixnly, each of saui plates

emiKKl\ing a centrally-disp.)sed circular jK>rtion pro\-ided

with a cir.ular .)i>«-ning. wtiereijy said plate can f^ moiuited

up.*n an offset and lx>ar agairwt the marginal jxirtion which

surrounds the offset, each of said plate? further cmlKxiying

a circular rim, an.l arms connecting the rim with the cen-

tral portion, the inner face of each of said central p.irlions

being uninterrupted from the e<ige of the circular .nxMung

to the outer (nlge of the portion, sai.l circular i>oriions ariiib

and rims t)earing directly against the opixisite faces of the

wheel body thereby |)rtventing lateral movement of the

wheel body in either direction. Ixjlta extending through the

arms of the plates and said wheel btxly for connecting the

plates and the wheel Ixxly together. nut,s mounted uiK)n

the ends of the bolts, said nuts fixedly securing the wheel

IxKly and plates together, sai.l bushing further provide.l

with an inclined i»ort communicating with one of said

grooves, and the circular portion of one of sai.l plates pro-

vide<l with an incline.1 [xjrt c<jmiiiunieating with the in-

cline<l ix>rt of the bushing, comhinwl with a plug for clos-

ing the outtT en.l of that iM>rt which is forme<l in said cir-

cular [Mirlion.

tJB.017. MULTIPLE-EXPANSION ENGINE. Alfred
Q. 8ToKK.-i, Iiel.>it, Wis., as.signor to Fairbanlcs Mur-^c A
Co., Chicago, 111., a Cor|xiratiou of lUiu.iis. Fiie«! Jan.

26. 1907. Serial No. 354.261.

1. In a multiple eximnaioii engine, high and low pressure

cyliii.lers arranginl tandem, pisUHLS in said cylinders, a

crotts hea<l providetl with an oiH'umg therein, a piston ri»d

exU-nding from the piston in the high i)ressure cylin.ier

and of a size to slide freely through the opening in said

cross hea*l, means for locking sai.l piston rod to said cross

heatl, and cuinections l)etwe<Mi sai 1 cross head ami the pis-

ton in the l.jw pressure cylin.ler.

2. In a multiple expansi.)n engine, high and l.)w pressure

cylinders arrange 1 tandem, pistons in sai.l cylinders, a

cross head provide! with an opening therethrough, a pis-

ton rod extending from the jiistJm in the high pressure cyl-

in.ler of W'SH diameter than the oi>*'ning in the cross head,

said piston rod being provi.led with a re.luced outer end, a

collar closing the inner end of the opening in the cross head

and provided with an oix»ning adapte<i to be engaged by

the reducfMl r»ortion of .said piston nxi, a nut threade<l on

the reduced iK)rtion .)f said piston rod .in the oi)i>osite side

of the cross hea<l, an.l connections between sai.l cross head

anl the piston in the low pressure cylinder.

H92.018. VF>*TIBl'LE-H(H>D FOR C.\RS Wiixi.am G.

Thkthewey. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Fil<><i Jan 24.

ltH17. S«'nal No. 3.'>;i,SK9.

1. In a vestibule h.>o.lf.>r cars, an inder>endent curtain f.ir

the end of each car U-shai>ed in cross section. fastening mean-

connecting the inner edge of the same around the dtx)rway

of the vestibule, an outer frame, an.l fastening means f.-f

connecting the outer edge .)f the hood t<j the outer frame,

the curtain at the edges where it is .-onnected to the fa.«ten-

ing means having a reinforcing thickness as and for the

purpos<> six-cified.

^ £

2. In a vestibule hood for cars, a curtain formed U-

shape in cross section with the center ix)rtion weakenetl or

thinner and the edges reinforced or thickened, and suit-

ably fa.stened to the frame .>f the hood and the doorway

and vestibule as an.l f.>r the purjxjse specified.

3. In a vestibule hood for cars, the combination with the

vestibule dtxarway and curtain, of a f;i.stening means for

securing the curtain at each e<lge aroun.l the doorway

comprising .livided parallel bar- \\;i>h<r- -traii.lliiig the

same and ixslts exteu.iing through the wa.-hers an.i Ix?-

tween bars into the frame or doorway, and suitable nuts

on the outer ends of the bolts, as and for the purjxjse is^x^ci-

fied.

892.019. L.\CING-HOOK. Ch,*.iuj;i4 H. Upson, Water-

bury, Conn. FilfHl May 2S, 1907. Serial No. 376,109.

A lacing hook comprising a base having securing means,

ami a hook having its sliank connect*'d to said ba^o and its

bill substantially parallel to said base, the longitudinal axis

of said bill being so locate*! that a plane iK^rrn^ndiculur to

said ba*^ an.l in which lie.* said axis will be at an angle of

not less than 45° to a diametrical plane perpendicular to

the base an.i bisecting said shank, substantially as de-

acribed.

802.020. CR.\TE. c,K.\xnERS(iN L Waijurn, Peru,

Kans. Filetl Jan. 15. 1907. Serial No. 352,348.

rr e/

1. In combination, a ba.se, side .sections pivotally held

thereby, end s<>ctions pivotally hel.l thereby, a top forme<i

In sections pivotally engaging the en.l sections and each

other, and looi>s projecting from the top .section, sai.l side

secti.>ns having curved portions to spring thereover.

2. In combination, a txittom, end sections pivoted there-

to, side .sections pivoted thereto, and a top pivoted to the

end sections, said top being divide*! transversely into sec-

tions pivotally engaging each other.

3 In combination, a Ixittom. en.l sections pivoted there-

to, side sections pivoted thereto, and a top pivoted to the

end .sections, said top being divided transversely into see-
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tions pivotally ^n«a«ing each other, one of said sections of

the lop being larnpr than the other.
,, v,,.

4 In con.bumtion, a base, side sections pivotally held

thereby en<l *^,tion.. p.votally held thereby, a top formed

la ^tions pivotaliy en«=.«n>« the end
^'^»*;7/f.;*:;!^

other, loops projeoimK from the top engage<l by the side ^c-

tlonfl and mean^ rarne<l by the top for engaging the side

sections to hold said ^^ide sections agalmrt .Iwplaoe.iient

from the loops.

olubiy mounte<l in the frame, a Utend ,.,>erat.ng arm oar-

ne<l by the shaft, a olutch member carri.xl by the shaft. ;i

winding drum n.tatably mount.xi u,K,n the shaft an.l ar-

rangeii for verti.-al movement ther.^.n. <ai.! >lrum having

clutch elements arrangeil for c<M)iM-rati..n at ti.ne,-. with the

clut<-h memt)er, a horizontally extending lever .-arn,.! by

the frame .iisjK.s«-.i for ..ngagement of one end against the

umler face of the .Iram and arranged to disengage the

clutch element of the drum with the clutch mem».er. and a

flexible connction ,oru..-cte.l with said lever for ui>erHlioa

thereof.

8g2 0-21 DEVICE FoR .XTTACHINO INDEX -FIN-

XlERrf TO .\RB(>FU^ .Xujys Wihsohin.J. Bro<jJciyn.

N. Y. Filed Mar il, 19«H. Serial No. 42t),370-

1 In combination with an index finger having a polyg-

onal opening, an arU.r having a bifurcated and of corre-

s^lu^g ross section to said opening: the said bi^furcated

r^'ion having a peripheral groove and constrt^t^l to enter

aid finger ov.emng when said bLfurc*Uon8 »re aPPro'^'-

nlted and the said finger being thereafter retained m sa d

gi^ve solely by the resili-nt return of said bifurcations to

normal position.
,

> In combination with an index finger haying a pol>g-

on"al opening, an arbor having an integrally formal

shoulderand a bifurcated portion beyond «id shoulder

of corresponding cro.s« section to «ud opening: the said end

portion being of contracted croM sectional *rea 'nimedi-

Ttely -lia*^-"^ '" ^^'' ^^""''^" "^^ ^'"' C0n«truct^ to

entir sad finger oi^^ning when the bifurcations are ap-

Xximated: and the said finger being there^ter retained

on said shoulder solely by the resilient return of said

bifurcwlions to normal position.
^,,.„

3 In combination with an index finger haying » Ppl>«-

onal opening, an arbor having an integrally forme.1 shoul-

^r an^Tblfurcated end portion beyond said ^^-uld- o'

corresponding crc^s section to said opening
:

the ^'^ end po^;

tion having a peripheral groove adjacent to said shoulder

and being con^tructe.1 to enter said finger opeamg. when the

bfurVations are approximated and the said finger being

thereafter retained in .said groove and on «aid shoulder

solely by the resilient return of said bifurcatums to normal

position.

8g-.0-22 PROCESS FOR PREP-^RINO HEMOST.XTIC

DRESSING .\KTHl-R W. B.VLL, Ixjn.lon, Englan.l.

Fil«i Mar. 18. 1907. Serial No. 363.010.

•^ In a stacker, the combination with a frame including

Inc'line^l stacks disposed in parallel relation and supiK.rted

at their up;>er en<ls by rearward upright.s. vertically ex-

tending parallel members dispose<l between the uprights,

upper and lower pulleys di.spose^l between said memlK-rs.

of a shaft revolublv mounted m the frame and extending

vertically, a lateral operating arm carrie<l by the shaft, a

clutch member carrie<l by the shaft, awin.ling <irum rota-

tably momite<l upon the shaft and arrange.! for vertical

movement thereupon, clutch elements carrie<l bythedruni

arrangeil for cooperation with the clutch mender when the

drum is at the downward limit of its movement, a cable

f^r the drum, said cable being pa^s.Ml over the pulleys car-

ried by the vertically extending meuilM-rs. and a movable

carrier arTange<i to slide upon the incline^l track.s and con-

nected with the cable.

3 A stacker comprising a frame having a spa.-e m its

lower portion, said frame including incline<l tra.k.s, stop

blocks located at the upi>er ends of the tracks, a winding

drum mounteil above sai.l space, an o,)erating arm con-

nected with the drum and arrange*! for attachment to a

1 draft animal disposal in the space, a carrier movable ui^n

the tracks, a lifting cable n,nnecte,l with the drum and

! with the carrier, and incline<l runners connecte<t with the

carrier and arrangeil for engagement at times with the

stop blocks.

1 The herein described process for preparing hemostatic

dressing, consisting in soaking absorbent material in

suprarenal glan<l extract, and then drying the same m a

sterilized atmosphere
o The herein described process for prepanng hemostatic

drying, consisting in soaking sterilizecl absorbent ma-

terial in suprarenal solution, and then drying the same in

an aseptic atmosphere of hydrogen gas.

892 023. STACKER. David B.^RNEY. rjolden. Mont

File<l June 27. 1907. Serial No. 381.133.

I In a stacker, the combination with a frame having a

space m it« lower portion, a vertically exteoding shaft rev-

89" 0-24 MECHANISM FOR DISPLAYING ADVER-

TISEMENTS Ch.krixs a Be.votoon, Ix)s Angeles.

Cal. assignor of one-third to Julius Kuss. Los Angeles,

Cal File<l Nov 26. I90«v Serial No. 345.188.

1 In a ilisplay apparatus, a connected series of a.lverti.s-

ing sli.les. means for displaying one sli.le <lirect and s.mul-

taneouslv .lisplaying another slide by reflection
,

and means

for causing the direct display and the reflecte*! display to

disapj)ear together an.i for directly displaying the erst-

while reflecte<i slide and reflectively displaying a fresh slide.

2 In a display cabinet, an endless apron carrying a se-

nes'of a*lvertising sli.les; said cabinet i^eing prov.<le< with

a displav avM-rture a.lapt«l to reveal one of said sli.ies by

direct horizontal vision; an a.ljustable mirror at one si. le of

said aperture for reflecting anotiier slule not in the sai.l di-

rect horizontal line of vision; and an mljustable mirror a.1-

jacent the opiK,site si.le of said ai^rture for re<'eiving an.l

displaying said reflection

3 In a displav cabinet, a plurality of advertising sli.les.

.«id cabinet being provi.le.l with a .lisplay ai>erture a^iapt-

, e<i to reveal one of said slides by direct vision; a mirror piv-
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oted at one side of aaki aperturp for iwflerting another slide

not in the said direct horizontal line of vision ;
and a second

In said gat*, a sleeve secured on said shaft pro^^ded with

crank-arms, a rod connecting one of said arms to one of

said latches, and a lever carr> ing a link having a universal

connection with said crank-shaft.

mirror pivote<l at the opiK)8ite side of said ajy^rturc. having

its axisof rotati.)n panillcl U) that i>f the flrst-name<i mirror.

892.025 RAILROAD-TIE CONSTRUCTION. Edward
D Bennktt. Pulaski. N Y Filed Sept. 10. 1906. Se-

rial No .333.893.

/y

/o J%.

^f^
T"

1. A metallic railroad tic comprising a flat horizontal

member supiwrttxl on the surface of the roa<i-l>e<l. and a

flat vertical meml>er integral therewith and on its me«lial

line and extending below the same and into the r.jad-lxtl.

each being of uniform width throughout it^ length, the

tie having boxes let into its upi)er surface of substantially

the width of the horizontal mendxr, the wall.s of each box

forming croan-ribs transversa* the tie and in the angle lx»-

tween the said memljers and forming supporting faces for

the tie below the surface of the road-bed. each said box

being a<lapted to contain a resilient rail-supporting mem-
ber to supi>ort the rail slightly alx)ve the surface of the

supiwrt of the tie. and a block being secured in the l>ox by

means passing thr.)Ugh the ties and independent of the

said fastening means, substantially as shown.

2. A railway tie comixjsed of two flat ribs of equal

length and each of uniform width throughout, the one

being connecte.1 with the other on the medial longitudinal

line thereof, the former resting on the surface of the roafl-

be<l and providing an extension surface for the support

of the tie. and the latter having an exten.sion surface pro-

jecting downwardly int>) the road-l)e.i, the said tie being

formed with Ixixes in it and l)elow the face of the hori-

zontal member, and a resilient rail-supixjrting member

seate<l in each of said lH)xes and extemling sui>st!inlially

an erjual distance l>elow an.l al>ovc the surface of the tie.

and having bolt.s pa.s.sing therethrough along the side of

the rail and bolts pii-ssing vertically through the resilient

uicmljer and through the bottom of the boxes, substan-

tially as described.

2. The combination with a gate iirnvitied with pivoted

spring actuates! latches connecte.! together, of a vertical

rocker-crank shaft mounted in said gate, a sleeve adjust-

ably mounted on said shaft, provided with right angled

crank-arms, a coIUmI spring connected to one of said arms,

an oj)erating rod connecting the other arm to one of the

latches, an.i a lever carrying a link having a universal con-

nection with said crank-shaft

3. The combination with a pair of gate-i)ost.«. of oppo-

sitely arranged catches secured to one of said i>osts. a gate

hinged to the other jiost. pivoted spring actuated latches

mounted in sai.i gate adapted 10 fit in said catches, a rocker-

crank shaft m.>unteii in sai.l gate, a sleeve secured on said

shaft provided with crank-arms, a coiled spring connecting

one of said arms to the frame of the gate, a lever mounted

on the ixjst to which the gate is hinged, a link carrici by

said lever. haN-ing universal connections with said crank-

shaft, and inearus connected to the other crank-arm of the

sleeve for oi>erating the said latches for the purpose de-

scribe.!.

892.027. TRENCHING-TOOL Everett B Cahoon,

Akron. Ohio. Filed Oct. 31. HK)7. Serial No 400.126.

892.026. GATE Frank M. Borrs. Ingalls. Okla. Filed

Apr 20. 1907. Serial No .369,414.

1. The combination with a gate pro\ided with pivoted

latches connecteti together, of a rocker-crank shaft mounte.)

1 A device of the kind siiecifleti comi^rising a carriage, a

plurality of revoluble cutting wheels in longitudinal aline-

ment mounted thereon, and a cutting blade carried by said

carriage arranged at an angle to sai.l wheels.

2. A device of the kind 8i)ecifie.i comprising a carriage, a

pair of revoluble cutting wheels in longitudinal alinement

mounted thereon, means for limiting the depth of the cut

made by said wheels, and a cutting blade carried by said

carnage arranged at an angle to said wheels.

3. A device of the kind specified comprising a carriage, a

pair of revoluble cutting wheels in Longitudinal alinement

mounte<l thereon, a cutting blade carried by said carriage

arrange.! at an angle t-o said wheels, and means for detach-

al)ly securing said blade to said carriage.

4 A device of the kind specified comprising a carriage,

a pair of revoluble cutting wheels in longitudinal aline-

ment mounteii thereon each provided with a laterally-pro-

jecting hub. and a cutting bla<ie carried by said carriage ar-

ranged at an angle to said wheels.

5. A device of the kind specified comprising a carriage, a

pair of longitudinally alined cutting wheels provided with
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hube having irreKularly-fonned peripheries, and a cutting

bhulf -arnetl by sai.l ramaKe arranged at »n angle t« said

wheels.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette. 1

81»2.02». CITTTING .\PP.\RATUS F(IR HARVEST-
ERS. Chahles W C.\RiH)N. ^X. Joseph. Mf).. a.s.«iKnor

of one-third to Eu«;fne V. White and one-thir.i to Frank

F. Hart. wSt. Joseph. Mo. Filed July 26. 1907. Serial

No. 385,688.

1. In a cutting apparatus for harvesters a knife or cutter

blade provide<l near its rear etlge with a sectAngular slot.

and having parallel side walls, one of which i.-* provided with

H laterallv extending rectangular lug and the other with a

corresixjndingly shaped notch or recess, in combination

with a cutter bar having upwartl extenduig rectangular

lu«s accurately fitting the slot* of the blailta and apertiire*

exten.ling thrriugh sai«l lugs, straps wjnneQtmg the bla^ies

in pairs, and having perforations adjac«-m to their emis.

and fa.«tening members extending through the vx-rforations

of the straps and through the ai>ertures of the cutter bar

2. In a cutting apparatus for harvesters, a cutter bar

having upward extending lugs, knive* or H&iles having lug

receiving apertures and provided witk tnterengaging

notches and laterally extending lugs, .straps superposed

ut>on the hlsnif^ and connecting the latter ei pairs, and fas-

tening members extending through said straps and through

the cutter bar and the upward extending luga of the latter.

892.029. BIN DKH- LOCK. (HAKLts Dvmki.s. .Vtchi-

son. Kans .
a.ssignor to Metal Sectional Furniture Com-

pany. Portland Mc , a rorvxiration Filed Mar. 16,

llMHi. Serial No .<<H>.4()7.

3. In a binder the coinbinatiun with binding ixisl.- and

covers one of which is attached to saad pouts*, ami the other

in adaptt^l to slide thereuiK>n. of a lo<k consisting of a cas-

ing atta(he<l to said sliding cover. (M-rforat ions in said cas-

ing through which saul pohtr* are !V«lapt»-.l to sli.ic. spring

yoke.- lying within said ca«ing and embracing saul p<ists,

one en<l of said yokes having engagement with the said ca*-

ing. the other or free end of each yoke being fitted with a

socket, an arm lying within .said casing fitt«vi at its ends

with lugs, the siiid lugs having engagement with the said

sockets, and means for moving said arm laterally within

said ciising.

4 In a binder the combination with binding poato, and

covers one of which is attacluxl to sjii<l i>ost.s. and the other

is adapted to slwle thereuixm. of a lo( k con.sisiing of a cas-

ing attached to said .sliding cover, perforation-s in said cas-

ing through which said iKwts are adapted to slide, spring

yokes lymg within said casing and cmbr:i<ing -^aid p<wt8,

one en<l of said yoke** having engagiincni with the said cast-

ing, the other or free end of each yoke l>ein>5 fitted with a

socket, an arm lying within said casing fitted at its ends

with lugs, the suiil lugs having engagement with the said

sockets, and means for moving said arm laterally within

said ca.sing, consisting of an e<eentric fltu-*! within suitable

perforations in said ca.xing :ind the said arm.

SMJ n:{0 I'APKU TR.\Y Fkwk H Davidsov. Mar-

sedles Hi ase«ignor to Howe and l>avi<ls«in Company,

East ( irniige. N. J, a Corporation of New Jersey File<l

Aug. 2'J. 1!«M Serial .No 221.t>78.

1. In a binder the OOOlbination with biBi.iing post^, and

covers one of which la attached to said jx.tts. and the other

is a*iapted to slide thereupon, of a lock can-sistrng of a cas-

ing attachwi to said sliding cover, perforaftion-s in said cas-

ing through which said posts are adapte»i to slide, spring

yokes lying within saiii casing ami embrBcin« said posts,

one end of said yokes having engagement with the side of

the sawl rasing, an arm lyin« within said iiBSing and having

en«a«ement with the free ends of the said spring yokes,

and means for moving the said ann laterally within the

said casing.

2. In a binder the combination with binding posts and

covers, one of which is attached to said posts, and the

other is adaptetl to slide thereupon, of a k«k consisting of a

casmg attached to said sliding cover, perforations in said

ca-sing through which said jiosts are adapt<>d to shde. si>ring

yokes lying within said casing and embracing said jioscs.

one end of which yokes has engagement ikith the said cas-

ing an arm lying within said casing having engagement

with the free emis of the said yok«». and »ieans for rao-ing

saitl arm laterally within the said casing, consisting of an

eccentric fitted within suitable perforations within said

casing and said arm.

1. A substantially circuLsr tray iikmIc of a single substan-

tially square sheet and comprising a flat Ixittom and four

sets'of marginal flaps, all e.f which are f.)ldeil upwardly

from the tx)ltom on folding lines of equal length whnh are

etjuiiiistant from the center of the bottom and at right an-

gles to ra<ruil lines thereof, said flaps including four flaps

located at the centers of the sides of the sheet and provided

with opiK.sitely projecting lateral straight extensions, and

one or more flaps at each corner of the sheet, which latter

flaps in the flat shiM>t occupy the spaces in.side of the lateral

straight extensions of the first named flaps; the several lat-

eral straight extensions in the couiplete<l tray IsMng located

outside of the corner flap or flaps an<l overlappe<l and at-

tached to each other at their meeting ends to constitute a

suV)staiitially continuous rim for the tray.

2. \ sut>stantially circular tray nuwle of a single substiin-

tially s»iuare sheet and comprising a flat Ixittom ami four

sets of marginal flaps all of which are folded upwanlly
'' from the l>ottom on folding lines of e<iual length which are

[

equidistant from the center of the lM)tfom. and at right an-

I

gles to radial lines thereof. sai<l flai)s including four flaps

located at the centers of the sides of the .sheet and providi-d

with optHisitely projecting lateral straight extensions, and

one or more flaps at ea<-h corner ..f the sheet which latter

flaps in the flat shwt occupy the si)aces in.side of the lateral

straight extensions on the first luuncd flaps, and said latter

straight extensions in the coinplcu-d tray l>eing locat<-d

outsiile of the comer flap or flaps and overlapi)ed at their

meeting ends: said meeting ends of the lateral straight ex-

tensions lx>ing provi<le<l with means by which they may Ix'

interlocked with each other to ccmstitute a substantially

continuous rim for the tray

3. .\ tray iiimie of a single i)iece of sheet material comprif*-

ing a flat l)ottom and a plunihty of set^ of marginal ttaiw.

each set of flai>s embracing exten.ir flaps provided with

lateral straight extensions, a central flap ami two intenne-
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dtate flaps, sai<l inteniiediaic flaps forming integral exten-

ikMW on the lower luargms of .said lateral straight exten-

sions and l>eing folded inwardly and resting upon the adja-

cent marginal parts of the tray bottom and said exterior

flaps and central flaps being folde<l upwardly from the bot-

tom on folding lines equidistant from the center of the bot-

tom and at right angles to radial lines thereof.

892,03 1. STAND AND RP:CORD- CABINET FOR
TALKINC.-MACHINES Leon F Dot-«i>A88. Phila-

delphia. Pa ,
as.signor to \ictor Talking .Machine Com-

pany, a Corpt)ration of New Jers«>y File<l Dec. 2, 1904,

Serial No. 235,167. Renewe.l May 21. mw. Serial

No. 434,162.

it i-_->'.

J
1?

/J>
- H^if J

1. .\ supi>ort for a talking machine cabinet comprising

a base, an upright jiost or supix)rt carrie<l th.reby, the

said jKist or supjKirt having enlarged cylindrical upper

and lower extremities, forming oppositely <lisi>o«xM shoul-

ders, a top or platform attached to the upi>er end of sjiid

post, a frame mount<>d to revolve around said ;>os1. and

vertical ^mrtitions within said frame, having their ex-

tremities lying Iwtween the shoulders formed by said en-

large<l cylin<lrical extremities

2. \ support for a talking machine cabinet, comprising

a base, a frame having compartments therein and a post

carriisl by said bas*-, the said jxi.st having its upi>eT and

lower extremities enlarged to preftent lateral N-aring sur-

faces, it.s lower enlarge<1 jvortion terminating in a flange,

the upt»er side of which forms a shoulder or seat around said

enlarged ixirtion, the said frame iK'ing revolubly mounted

on 8ai<l seat and lateral l>e«rinK surfaces.

3. .\ sui)i«)rt for talking machine cabinets, comprising

a base, a frame, a top. a is.st extending upwardly from

said ba.se and sup;»orting said top, an enlarged cyUndrical

IMjrtion around the lower extremity of said jxist, a circular

fluuKc presenting a Iwaring seat on its upi>er si.le around

said enlarged portion, and an enlarged cylindrical portion

on the upiH>r extremity of said post, likewise terminating

in a flange attached to the under side of the top, the said

frame iM^ng mounted to have an end tearing on said seat

and a lateral bearing on said enlarged portions.

beam and adapted U. be projected with the same into the

oven, a motor mounted on the framework, means actuate*!

by said motor for projielling the fnmiework. and means

also actuate<i by said motor for moving the ram or b<'am

longitudinally.

892,032 MACHINE FOR QIENCHING COKE.
P\fi. H Doroi.AS. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The

Wellman - Seaver - Morgan (Vmipany, Cleveland. Ohio

Fihvi Sept 21. 1H*)7. Serial No 394,0f»l.

1. In a coke quenching machine, the combination with

traveling framework, of a longitudinally movable ram or

l»eam carried thereby and adapted t.o be projecte<l into

an oven, fluid discharging means carried by said ram or

2. In a coke quenching machine, the <ombinati(m with

framework, of a longitudinally movable ram or lieam, fluid

discharging means carriol by said ram or beam, a drum,

a flexible device woiim! on sai<l drum, extended over re-

spective ends of the frame and connected with the ram or

beam, and means for rotating said drum to move the ram

or Ijeam longitudinally.

3. In a coke quenching machine, the combination with

framework, a longitudinally movable ram or beam carried

thereby, fluid discharging means carriefl by said ram or

l>eam a drum mounted in the framework, pulleys at the

en<ls of the framework, flexible devices wound on said

drum and im.ssing in opi>osite direction? therefrom over the

pulleys at res^xx-tive ends of the framework and connected

with the rani or l>eam. a motor, gearing betwix'n said mo-

tor and drum, and means for controlling the oi>eration of

the drum to move the ram or l>eam longitudinally.

4. In a coke ((uenching machine, the combination with

framework mounUHl on wheels, of a movable ram or beam

carried by said framework, a fluid discharging device car-

ried by said ram or team, a motor mounted on the frame-

work, a shaft geared to wheels of the framework, gearing

tetween said motor and shaft, means for transmitting mo-

tion to the ram or team, and a brake connected with said

shaft.

.>. In a i-oke quenching machine, the combination with

framework mounted on wheel.s. a movable ram or team

carried by said framework, ami a flui<l discharging device

carrie<l by sai<l ram or team, of a motor mounted on the

framework, gearing connecting said motor with wheels of

the framework and including a clutch, means for moving

the ram or team longitudinally ,
gearing, including a clutch,

actuated by said motor for proiK-lling the ram or team

moving means, and means for operating both of said

clutches.

fClnims 6 to 9 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

892 033. AI'TOM ATIC PRESSURIC-RKGl'LATOR FOR
PNET'M.VTK^ ACTIONS OF MISICAL INSTRU-
ME.VTS FR.ANCI8 W. Drapeh, Detroit. .Mich., as-

signor to Farrand Organ Company, Detroit. Mich., a

Corix)ration of Michigan. Filed Apr. 3, liK).5. Serial

No. 2.'>3.54ti.

wiiiiiiiMmm

1 In a mechanical player for musical instnmients a reg-

ulator comprising communicating chamters for the regu-

lated and the unregulated air pressures, a valve subjected

to opposed pressures directly exerted thereon, and actu-

ate<l by the differential thereof to vary the extent of the

opening tetween said chamters for the regulated and the

unregulated presstires, and means for retarding the speed

of movement of said valve.

2. A regtilator for self-playing musical instrument* com-

prising communicating chamters for the regulated and the
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unregulated air pressures, a freely movablfi valve sub-

jecte<l directly U) opiwsetl air pressures and actuated by

the .lifforential thereof to vary the extent af the open-

ing between said chamber* for the regulate<i and the un-

regulated pre**iires, and means for retarding the move-

ment of air on one side of said val%'e to slo*' the action

thereof
,

.

. „
3 \ regulator for self- playing musical.instrvments com-

nrising communicating chambers for the regul|ite<i and the

unregulated air pressures, a piston valve cootroUing the

nas-sige >>etween said chambers for the regul»te«l an.l the

unregulated pressures, said valve being directly aubjecte.!

lu opp<.se<l air press,u-es. a tension device for actuating

said valve in one direction, means for retarding the move-

ment of air on one side of said valve to slow the action

thereof, and means for relatively adjusting sai.l tension

device an.l said retarding means.

4 \ regulator for self- playing musical instilments com-

pnsing communicating chamters for the regujated and the

uiiregulateil air pressures, a piston valve, <% cylinder in
^

which said valve travels having one end in communication

with the chamber for the regulated air pressure said cylm-
,

der also communicating at a different point with the chain-

»^r for the unregulated air pressure, a tension device for

actuating said piston to open communication between said
,

chambers for the regulated and the unreguUted air pres-

sures means for adjusting said tension device, and means

for variably restricting the communication between said

cylinder and the external atmosphere wheraby the speed
,

of movement of said valve is regulated.

5 \ regulator for self-playing musical instruments, com-

prising a casing having formed therein a chamber for the

unregulated air. a chamber for the regulated air. and a

chamber having restricted communication with the exter-

nal atmosphere a cylinder opening at opposite ends re-

spectively to said chamber for the regulated air. and said

chamber communicating with the atmosphere and havmg

a port intermediate its ends communicatinjj with the un-

regulated air. a piston valve for said cyUnder. a tension

device for actuating said piston to open communication

between the regulated an<l unregulated air, »nd means for

adjusting the restriction tetween the attnospheric air

chamber and the external atmosphere whereby the speed

of movement of said valve is regulated.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette 1

8 9 2.035, ELECTRICAL AUTOMATIC STOP FOR
OArtOLENP:-EN(;iNES Ch,<rlxs E< hard and Rolla

S. PvfL. Montgomery Citv Mo. Filed Aug 9. HKW.

Serial No 329.951.

89->034 SKYLUIHT Gerhard F. DaoivK. Bridge-

^rt. Conn File.1 Jan. 29. 1908, Serial No 413.256,

1 An apimratus for the iiurtiose set forth, comprising a

rotatable cvlui.ler, means for automatically rotating the

same m one direction, electrically controlled me:in,s for

holding -said cylinder against such rotation and for releas-

ing the holding means, an.l a (\nger carrie.1 t)y sai.l cylin-

der, as and for the purpose set forth

2 An apparatus for the purp<«»e described .oinpnsing.

in combination with the hook-up stop of a gas4>len.- engine, a

supixjrting member, a rotatable cylinder mounte.l thereon,

a finger carried by .sai.l cylinder an.l a^lapted to l>e move.l

thereby against the hcKik-up stop, spring tension means

acting "to turn the cylinder in a direction to carry us finger

against the hook-up stop, means for holding said cylin.ler

under tension with its finger away from sai.l hoiik-up stop,

and electrically controlle<l means for releasing said cylin-

der the same including an automatically-o;)ening switch,

and the cylinder being pnivide.1 with a lug a.lapte.1 to

hold sai.l switch close.1, with the hol.ling means engaging

the cyliniler and U) move out of engagement with the

switch Ui permit the same Xu open upon the actuation of

the releasing means.

3 An appa!»atus of the character d««scnbe<l. comprising

a main supporting member, electro-magnets mounted

thereon, a spring tensione<l armature also mounte<l thereon

and normally hel.l away from the magnets, .said armature

being providetl with a pin. a cylinder mounte.l to rotate

on said supvxirting rnemN-r and formed with an a;>erturc

I

designed to receive said pin. spring tension means actuated

I to rotate said cylinder m one direction, the cylin.ler being

provided with a lug. an electric circuit in which said elec-

tro-magnets are inclu.led. said circuit &im including a

manually operable switch and an automatic switch adapte«i

: to be close<i by the engagement therewith of sai.l lug, and

a finger .arrie<l by .sai.l cylinder ami a.lapted to \ye move.l

thereby against the "hook-up stop' of a gas.ilene engine

1 In a sky-light construction of the character described,

the combination with channel-irons adapted to uphold the

glass supporting mechanism, and the supporting purlins

for said channel-irons, of retaining clips adapted to em-

brace said purlins ami of sufficient length to supp<irt a

plurality of the channel-irons, means for ,se<3uring the chan-

nel-irons to the clips, for the purpose set forth

2 In a sky-light construction of the character described,

the combination with channel-irons atlapt«i to uphold the

glass supporting mechanism, an.l the supporting purlins

fcr sai.l channel-irons, of retaining clips secured to the

channel-irons an.l a^lapted to embrace said purlins, said

clips of sufficient length to support a plurality of the chan-

nel-irons so that said channel-irons can t>e arrange<i and

maintained in parallel relation with each other, for the

purpose set forth.

892.a36, DAIBER Charles S, Emmert, Chicago, 111

Filed July 1». 15K)7 Serial No, 383.002.

1 A dauber comprising a head, a bumlle ..f strands of

fibrous, flexible, compressible material, a band tightly

encircling sai.l stramls midway In-tw^-en their emls, and a

nail extending centrally through said strands an.l band

and inserted into said hea.l, the inner end iK^rtions .>f s;ud

strands between the band and hea.l l>eing sv.rea.! ra.iially

outward by their conta.-t with the hea.l, ami the strands

being closely confined within the band an.l lH«tween the
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ban.l and the adjacent surface of the head, so that the free

ends of Injth the inner and outer end ix>rtion8 of the

strands arc causc'd to spreatl ra<iially from the point at

which their central jiarts arc so conflnetl within the band

and Ix-tween the band ami hea<i. an.l the ends of the

stran.ls are brought together to give t<J the surface of the

bundle of strands a continuous ami rounded contour.

2. A daul)er comprising a hcail which con.sists Of a

woo<len handle iM)rli.)n and an attached cork at the inner

end thereof, a bundle of strands of fibrou.s i< impressible

material, a band tightly confining said strands between

their en.ls. and a nail extending centrally through said

Strands an.l band and in.serte.t through said . ork and into

the said wooden handle jwrtion of the head.

892,037. SPARKING IGNITER FOR EXPLOSIVE-
GAS K.NOINKS Fkedkhi. K .\ Ffi.I)K\.mp Newark,

N. J .
as.signor <>( onf>-half to Henry lierg. Orange \ alley,

N, J Filed June 25. 1907 Serial No, 380,729.

564

nets, and cause said electro<le to alternately make and

break electrical contact, a .separate circuit lietween .said

circuit-cl<j,ser and electrcnle, and a magneto in said circuit,

said magneto lieing connected with the engine-frame, all

arranged to produce an electric spark.

4. The herein descrilje.! make an.l break appliance for a

spark-pro<1ucing system, compri.sing a tubular element, a

movable eleclrotle within said element, screw-threaded

lugs projecting from the opt)Osite sides of said element,

pairs of ;K)le-pieces extendiiig from sai.l lugs an.l a mag-

netic core secured Ijetween the outer end-i>ortions of each

pair of i)ole-piece8, and electro-magnetic coils mounteti

upon said cores to render said core.- magnetic, substan-

tially as and for the j)ur|M)ses set forth.

5. The herein descrilxHi make an.l break appliance for a

spark-producing system, comprising a tubular element, a

movable electrtxle within said element, screw-threaded

lugs iirojecting from the opjMJsite sides of said element,

pairs of jxjle-pieces extending from .said lugs, a magnetic

core secured l)etween the outer cnd-iKurtions of each pair of

I>ole-pieces, and electro-magnetic coils mounted ujion said

cores to render said cores magnetic, sai.l tubular element

being provided in its inner and lower end-i>ortion with a

contact-lug. and a contact on said electrode adapted to

make electrical contact with said lug.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (iazette ]

1. In a spark-producing system, a magnetically con-

trolle.1 spark-proilucing electrode, a source of electric

energy a series of electro-magnets, and the frame-work of

an engine, combine.1 with a system of wiring connecte.1

with said source of electrical energy, sai.l engine-frame and

sai.l electrtvmagnets. and an indei>endent make and break

.ievice in sai.l circuit, arrange*! that the electric current will

alternately energize said electro-magnets, an.l cjius*' said

electrcxle to alternately make and break electrical contact.

a separate circuit l>etween sai.l make and break .Ievice and

electrcxle, and a magneto in said circuit, said magneto Ix-ing

connectfvl with the engine-frame, all arrange! to produ.c an

electric-spark

2, In a spark-pro<lucing system, a tubular element, and

the engine frame upon which said element is mounted, a

magnetically controlle<! spark-producing electrode pivot-

ally arranged within sai.l element, a stiurce of electric

energy, a series of electro-magnets mounted upon .said

tubular element. combine<l with a system of wiring con-

necte<! with .sjii.i source of electrical energy, said engine-

frame and said electro-magnets, and an indeiiendent make

and break device in sai.l circuit, arranged that the electric

current will alternately energize said eUHtr»>-magnets, and

cause said electrtxle to alternately make ami break elec-

trical contact, a separate circuit lietween ,said make and

break .Ievice and electnxle, and a magneto in said circuit,

said magneto being connected with the engine-frame, all

arrange*! to profluce an electric spark.

3 In a spark-producing system, a tubular clement, and

the engine frame ujxin which said element is mounte*!, a

magnetically (X)ntrolle<l si)ark-producing electrode pivot-

ally arranged within said element, a source of electric

energv. a series of electro-magnets mounteil ujion sai.l tubu-

lar element, .ombine.! with a system of wiring connected

with sail! source of electrical energy, said engine-frame and

said electro-magnets, and a circuit-closer in said circuit,

said circuit-closer being provided with a multiplicity of

contacts a mechanically o;ierated contact-making means

connecte.l with sai.l (ircuit-clos«'r. all arranged that the

electric current will alternately energise said electro-mag-

892,a38. SYSTEM FOR THE IGNITION OF THE
GASEOUS MIXTURES IN EX I'LoSI VE-G.\S EN-
GINES, Fredehkk a FEi-DK.^Mr. Newark. N. J,, as-

signor of one-half to Henry Hcrg, orange Valley. N, J.

Filed Aug 24. 1907, Serial No. 3<X),01(i.

1. In an igniting system for explosive gas-engines, the

combination with a ixjrtion of the cylinder of the engine,

and an igniting device connected therewith, of an incandes-

cent IxKly carried by said device, an electric ignition circuit

in which said igniting device and incandescent Ixxly are

disposed, a circuit-completing and breaking device in said

circuit, comprising a rotary means which is subject to vari-

able si)eeds. instrumentalitifcs in said electric circuit for pro-

ducing the incanilescence of said incandescent bcxly. an.l a

magnet-circuit in parallel with said ignition circuit, provided

with electro-magnets and a re-actance coil in said circuit,

all arrange<l to extinguish said incan.iescent lK)dy after a

constant time interval irrespective of the varying speeds of

the rotary contacting means of said circuit-completing and

breaking device, substantially a.« and for the purj>oses set

forth

2, In an igniting system f.)r expUisivc gas-engines, the

combination with a jwrtion of the cylinder of the engine,

and an igniting device connectetl therewith, of an incan-

descent body carried by said device, an electric ignition cir-

cuit in which sai.l igniting device and nicandes(^ent bo<ly

i
are dis^x^sed. a circuit-completing r.ml breaking device in

said circuit, comprising a rotary means which is subject to

variable speeds, instrumentalities in said electric circuit for

producing the incandescence of said incandescent body, and

a magnet-circuit in parallel with said ignition circuit. V)ro-

I

vnded with electromagnets and a reactance coil in said cir-

' cuit , all arranged to extinguish said incandescent body after

• a constant time interval irrespective of the var>ing si)eed8
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of the rotary contacting means of said clrcuit«K-ompleting

and breaking deNice. and adjustable regulating devices

for varying the iiiue of incandest-ence of said i|»can.ie«c«-nt

bo.iy. substantially a.- an.l for the purposes *l forth.

3 In an ignitiii*? nystem for explosive gai»-engines. the

combination with a r^rtiun of the cylinder of the engu>e,

and an igniting device connected therewith, of >n incandes-

cent boly carried by said .levice. an electric ignition circuit

m which 5»jd Igniting device and incandejH-em txxly are

diaposeti. a circuit-completing and breaking device in said

circuit, comprising a rotary means which is suljject to vari-

able speeds, a metal frame-plate in said circuit, electro-

magnets mounted upon said frame plate. a» oscillating

iiruiature ui said circuit, adapted to be attra«ie<l by said

electro-magnets, and means also in said circuit, arrangtni to

maintain a complete electric circuit with said armature dur-

ing a poruon of it.s movement, but breaking Baid electric

circuit during the remainder of the movement of said arma-

ture, all arrangetl to produce the incandescenee of sanl in-

candesrenl bcKly. and at a predetermineti time extinguish

the same irrespective of the varying speeds Of the rotAry

contacting means of said circuit-completing and breaking

device, substantially as and for the purixjses •et forth.

4. In an igniting system for explosive gas-engines, the

combinatiun with a vwrtion of the cylinder of the engine,

and an i>«niting device connecte<l therewith, of an incandes-

cent i)ody carried b.s- said device, an electric ignition circuit
,

In which said igniting device and incandescqnt ixxly are
^

disposed, a circuit-completing an<t breaking dievice in .said

circuit, comprising a rotary means which m .subject to

variable speeds, a metal frame-plate in said circuit, electro-

magnets mounted ujxjn said frame plate, an os<'illating

armature in said circuit, aiiapled to be attnwte.i by said

electro-magnets, means als<i in said circuit, arranged to

maintain a complete electric circuit with said armature dur-

ing a p<jrtion of it,s movement, but breaking said electric

circuit during the remainder of the movement of said arma-

ture, all arrange<l to prwluce the incandescence of said in-

candtwent bo<ly.« magnet circuit in parallel Vith said igni-

tion circuit, in which said electro-magnets »re arranged,

and a re-aetanc<r coil in said circuit, all arranKed to extin-

guish said incandescent bo<ly after a constant time inter-

val irresiiective of the varying speetisof the rotary contact-

ing means of said circuit-completing and brenking device.

substantially as and for the purpt>se« set forth

o. In an igniting system for explosive gat-ennmes. the

combination with a portion of the cylinder of 'he engine,

and an igniting device connectetl therewith, of an incandes-

cent b<)<ly carried by said device, an electric ifnition circuit

in which said igniting device and incandesomt body are

uisix)S«'d. a circuit-completing and breaking device in said

circuit, comprising a rotar\- means which is siihject to vari-

able siK'e.ls, a metal frame-plate in sai t circuit, electro-

magnets mounted uiMin said frame plate, »n oscillating

armature in said circuit. a.lapte<l to l>e attructe.l b> said

electro-magnets, means also in said circuit, arranged to

maintain a complete electric circuit with Jaid armature

during a portion of its m.iveinent. but breaking said elec-

tric circuit during the remainder of the mo\vmcnt of said

armature, all arranged to pnKluce the incandes<-ence of said

incandescent Ixnly and at a prcieterminrtl time extin-

guish the same irresvjective wf the varving sri«>eds <if the ro-

tary contacting meansof said circuit-completing anit l)reak-

ing device, and ailjustahle regulating devices for vao'ing

the titiie of incaiideseence of "aid in<nndesc«nt txtdy, sub-

stantially IV and f'>r the t)un.n,ses <et forth

fClaims f, to i_> 11.. t j.niifel m t!,e ilazett^.l

mounte^l. and said carriage slidable upon the table of the

machine, whereby the rtrst .ut may be ma<le by means ,,f

the ice holding frame while the carriage is stHtionar\ ami

the secon<l cut may be made by means of the ciirriage while

the ice holding frame is Uxked m t>ositi>m thereon, (or Hie

purpotje described

892(>3y. ICE-CUTTING MACHINK HenIiy F Fi.s< hek.

Corona, N. Y., ami M.\x H. Dkttk. WCKxlcltef, N. J..

assignors to P. I'ryabil estate. New York:, N. Y. Filed

Oct. 9. 19()7. ri<'rial No. ;iy6.t>4;5

1 In a machine of the character designnU'd. the combi-

nation of two series of vertical circular sawa. one series ar-

rangt^l at right angles to the other, a horizontal circular saw

arrange.1 behind one of sai- 1 series ..f vertical saws, means

for operating all of saul .saws, an ice holding frame shdable

transverselv ro the line of travel of the carnage on which it is

2. In a machine of the character designateil. the combi-

nation of two series of circular saws, one ftrran«e<l at right

angles to the other, a circular saw arrange<l behin.l one

of .sai.l series of saws and in a plane at right angl." thereto,

uieans for operating all of said saws, an ice holding frame

sli.iable transversely to the line of travel of the carriage <.n

which it is mounted, and said carriage slidable uj)on the

tai)le of the machine whereby the first cut may be made by

means of the ice holding frame while the carriage i.- sta-

tionary and the second cut may be matie by means of the

carriage while the ice holding frame is locked m position

thereon, for the purpose described

.i In a machine of the rhara.ter designated, the combi-

n»ti<m of two series of circular .saws one lU-rangM at right

angles to Uie other, a circular saw arranged l>ehind one of

said series of .saws ami in a plane at right angles thereto,

means for operating ail of siiid saws, an ice hol.ling frame

slidable transversely to tlie Ime of travel of the carnage on

which it IS mounU'd. said carriage slidable ui«Mi the iat)le

of the machine, and a clamp on the ice holding frame

arrange«l to secure the ice therein, whereby the first cut

may be mmle bv means of the ice hol.lmg frame while the

carriage is stationary and the s.-cond cut may U- made by

means of the carnage while the ice holding frame is locked

in p.)silion thereon, for the purptjae descrilxxi.

4 In a machine of the chara<ter designated, the combi-

nation of two series of cireular saws one arrange.1 at right

angles to the other, a circular .saw arranged l>ehind one of

said si-ries of saws and in a plane at right angles thereto,

means for oix-ratmg all of sjud saws, an ice holding frame

sliiUble transversely to the line of travel ..f the carriage on

which It is mountevt, said carriage slidal)le uvxm the table

of the machine, and a spring clamp on the i'-e holding

frame to hokl the ice therein, whereby the first cut may l>e

matle by means of the ice holding frame while the carnage

is stationary and the s*-cond cut mav l>e made bvmeans of

the carriage while the lee hol.ling frame is locke.l in posi-

! tion thereon, for the punxise descriiied.

.5. In a ma<-hine of the character designated, the <-ombi-

nation of two series of circular siiws one arrangetl at right

angles to the other, a circular saw arrange.1 Udund one of

said series of saws and in a plane at right angles thereto,

means for oi,t>rating said saw>. an ice holding frame slidable

transvers4-iy to the Ime of travel of the carnage on whi<-h it

is mounttsi. means for lo.'kmK the said ice h.d.ling frame to

the ciu-nage, said carnage slidal>le uihjii tlie table of the

machine, an.l me;uis for locking th<- carriage to the table.

wliereb> the first cut may \h- imule by means of the ice

holding frame while the carriage is stationary and the

.se<'ond cut may l>e made bv meui- of the carnage white

the ice holding frame is locWe^i iii ix.sition there«'n. for the

puri)ose descnl>ed.

^Claims «> to i> not prmte I iii the Guiette.]
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892,040 DENTAL ARTICULATOR. John C. FlsuSR,

New York, N. Y. File<l Mar 30. 1908. Serial No.

424,009.

A dental articulator consisting of two ;aw plates the

main jxjriions of which are flat with oppositely inclined

convergent inner jxirtions formeii with interlocking knuc-

kles which project l>e>-ond said convergent portions and

are formetl with coinciding hinge pin holes occupying an

axial plane between the opix)sed inner edges of the plates

when the flat i>oriions of the latter are extended in a plane

common to both, together with the hinge pin, for the pur-

pose described.

8e2.(Ml. VF:HICLF, -SPRING. Fr.\nci8 G. Fletcher
an<l John- L Kkiustkr, O'Brien Fl.i File<i .July 13,

1907. S«-rial No. 383,675.

1. A vehicle spring comprising two separated fi.xe<1

siiring bars blocks b»'twe«-n the ends of the bars in sliding

contact with sail bars, and means f<-)r simultaneously mov-
ing the blocks to and from each other

2, .\ vehicle spring comprising two sei)arated spring

bars connectefi together at their ends, blocks between said

bars and in contact therewith, one of said bars adapted to

be attached at its center to the ninning gear of a vehicle,

the other bar adaiit<Ml to be centrally attached to a vehicle

Ixxly. and nutans for sliding said blocks simultaneously in

opjxisite dir»»ctions

,*? A vehicle spring comprising a rectangular frame hav-

ing its longer sides parallel, slidable blocks between said

longer sides, a rod extending centrally of the fnime %viih its

ends projecting freely through the shorter sides and having

reversed screw threads on its ends engaging said blocks, a

polygcmal head on one end of said nxl for rotating said rod

an<l sliding said blocks simultaneously in (jpl»osite direc-

tions.

4 A vehicle s]iring comprising longitudinally spaced

si)ring bars having relatively fixed ends. slidal)le memlx»rs

interi>o.s«'d In-tween and contacting with the bars, and

means for simultaneously actuating said members to di-

minish or increa.se the distance therelx'tween.

,"> ,\ \ehicle spring coinpirising longitudinally spaced

spring bars, meml)ers interi>ose<l therelwt wt-en and slidably

mounted ami supi>>rte<t thereon, and means for simul-

taneously shifting said members toward or from each other,

said members constituting spacing means.

892 042 ("OKF. - EXTRACToH (^eoroe H. F0U8T.

Masoiit.iwn. I'a Filed Nov. 20. 1".»07. Serial No.

403.094
1. An extraitor comprising in combination rotary ele-

vating means, extracting means arranged to deliver mate-

rial into .said elevating means, and delivering means ar-

range<i t<i receive the material from said elevating means

an<l to deliver the same at a distant iKjint.

2 An extractor comprising m combination an elevating

wheel, extra<ting means arrangi-d to ilcliver material into

saul \vhe<'l, ami delivering means arrangetl to receive the

material from said wheel and to deliver the same at a dis-

tant point.

3. An extractor comprising in combination a trough-

section elevating wheel, extracting means arranged to de-

liver material into said wheel, and delivering means ar-

ranged to receive the material from said wheel and to de-

liver the same at a distant ixjint.

4. An extractor comprising in combination an oi>en-

oenter elevating wheel, extracting means oi>erating through

the open center of said wheel and arranged to deliver ma-

terial thereto, and means for receiving material elevated

by said wheel,

5. An extractor comprising in combination an oi)en-

center elevating wiieel, extracting meam* for delivering

material therein, and discharging means projecting through

the oiK'ii center of .said wheel and arranged to receive ma-

terial elevatetl by the wheel.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.043. TYPE -BAR CUSHION. Cabl G.\brielsow,

Syracuse. N. Y . and Wili.i.\m FI Ste.^rvs. \V(>rcester,

M.a.ss . assignors to L. C. Smith A Bros, TyI1e^^Titer Com-

pany, Syracuse. N, Y., a Cori)t)ration of New York.

Filed July 11. WHH. Serial No 216.352,

a

1. A type-bar pa<i comprising a series of suix'rt>osed

layers of textile fabric havitig vi.scous material incorpo-

rated therewith, and an inclosing envelop of substantially

air ami waterpri>of mat^'rial,

2. A tyiM--bar pad comprising a series of superixised

layers of textile fabric having adhesive and viscous mate-

rial incori>orate<l therewith, and an envelop surrounding

and inclosing said la.\ers.

892,0 4 4 APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING
WIRE- GLASS. Japih s Ckokui;. Wilcox, Pa., and

CHRl8Tt>PHEK M, Shohti.k. Bcrnliards Bay, N. Y.

Filed May 2<». H»06. Serial No 319.314.

1. The combination with means for molding glass, of a

polisher and means for subjecting e.ich facr of the glass

to the action of the polisher

2. The combination with rev<iluble gla.ss molding means,

of a polisher over the same, and mc-aiis ix-nnitting the

operation of the polisher on each face of tiie glas*.
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3. The combination of an apparatus for molding wire

gtmtm comprising two pans exactly alike one emptying

Into the other, and a band to fit around tht second pan to

Increaae the depth thereof.

4. The combination of an apparatus foj molding wire

glass, compriaing two pans, half trunnions at the ends of

the pans, and cranlc arms locking the truanions together

to secure the pans together and turn ther».

.5 The combination of an apparatus for molding wire

glass, a polisher movable over the glaas. receptacles in the

polisher for lubricant melted by the heat of the glass, and

orifices in the polisher directing the lubricant onto the

gla.s8

[Clamis 6 to 17 not printed in the Gaaette ]

5. A talking machine comprising a containing cabinet

with a hingeil lid. interiorly-contained mechanism for re-

prtKlucing sound-waves frnm a ^oiind - record, a sound-

amplifying horn ()|)eratively mounted on the inner face of

said lid an<l consi-ntinK of a tapering conduit composetl of

a plurality of walls the upper one of which is curve<i in a

downwardly direction at its rearward end to form a clo-

sure thereat, an inlet ain-rture in the basal wall opixjsite

the curvature in the U)p wall, a tubular sound-conduit

carrying a diaphragm and stylus on its free end the oi>-

posite end of said tubular conduit l)eing provided with a

pivotal bearing, whcn-by it is ojieratively supix)rte<l by

the horn.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the fJazette.]

S92 4 5. T.\LKIN(^MACHIN'E. HIher T H.ule.

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed De<-. 14. I'.iQT. Serial No.

406.415.

ailliBlllilllDIIIIBIUlllll'IBDilllHlli

892.046 I'Af'KING-M.\CHINE. Albert I H.\ll, Roch-

ester, N H Filed Apr 18. 1907 Serial No. :uw.,8sr).

1 In a talking machine comprising a cabinet with a

hingeil lid. a sound-record and actuating mechanism there-

for, within the Ixxly <>f the cabinet, an amplifying horn

mounted on the inner face of the lid. a tubular sound-con-

veyer pivotally-supported on the inlet tmd of the horn,

with repnxlucing mechanism earned on the free end of

said pivotally-ni.)unte<t sound-conveyer; said elements

being combine<l and <)V)erating substantially as set forth.

2. In a talking machine the combination with a con-

taining cabinet having an open top and h relatively mov-

able closing lid. of soun.l-reprotlucing meahanism mounted

within the body of the cabinet, an amplifying sound-<iis-

charge chamber mounted on the inner fate of the lid, an<l

a tubular sound-conveyer with connecting and supporting

devices between its discharse end and Xht inlet end of the

s«iund-<li9charge chamber o;>erating to i)ermit said tubular

sound-conveyer t(j l»e shifted out of oiieraitive position and

into inoperative and locked position again.st the lid of the

cabinet.

3 In a talking machine a cabinet with hinge<i lid, an

amplifying horn mounted f\xe<lly on the underface of

the lid. a repro<iucing sound-record with its actuating

mechanism within the cabinet, a tubular sound-conveying

arm carrying on one end a reproducin| diaphragm and

stylus, and a universal joint between its opposite end and

the inlet end of the amplifying horn, whereby said sound-

arm is operatively sup;>orted.

4. In a talking machine a rectangular dontaining cabinet

comprising a b<Hly portion with a hingal lid having side

walls adapted to coincide with the upright walls of the

cabinet body when in closed position, a longitudinally-

disposed tapering horn operatively moun|te<l on the un.ler-

face of said hinged Ud and within the plane of its side

walls, a talking machine interiorly disposed within the cabi-

net, with supporting means operating a.^ a universal joint

between the tubular sound conduit and the inlet end of

the horn whereby said tubular conduit may be moved into

inoperative position and supported on the interior face

of the cabinet lid when the instrument in not playing and

It is deslreil to cU>se the cabinet by meame of its hinged lid.

1. In a uiaciiine of the character descril>e«l. means for

raising and dropping a barrel or other receptacle for fruit

and means for confining and pressing down the fruit in said

receptacle during the raising and dropping thereof.

2. In a machine of the character descril>e<i. a platform

resting uiK)n supixirts. meaiw for raising said platform ui»-

wards from and dropping it back uis)n said supiKirts an.l a

cover axlapttHl to Yye placxl teniiK>rarily over a barrel or

other receptacle for fruit standing on said platform U) con-

fine and press down the fruit thereu. during the operaUon

of the machine.

3. In a mechani.sm <jf the character described, a l>ox

oiien at the top and front and having a movable platform

resting ui)on supiKirt^ at the Is.ttoin. means for rai.sing

said platform upwards from an.l .Iropinng it back ui)oii said

supports, and a screw pressing-heail at the iip;)«-r end of

said box and pivotally mounted thereon.

89^047 HOSriTAI^BKDSHEKT Andrew CH.\ltek-

M.^v. Buckhannon. W \ a Fil.^l Mar 2. 190^ Serial

No. 418.776.

As an.article of manufacture, a hospital be<i sheet com-

prising a main rectangular sheet provide*! with means to

secure the same to the bed or couch, a supplemental re-

ceptacle fonned of longitudinal and laterally closing leaves,

means for securing said leaves together, a tuck and means

for securing the l>ottom of the leaves in place, substantially

as describe*!.
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892,fH8 lK)OR-OPKRATIN(J MECH.A.NISM CUKM-

E.VT (i. H.VRRINOTON, Maplewwxi. Mo ,
assignor to

Aiiiencan Car A Foundry Company. St. Louis. Mo., a

CoriKiration of New Jers.'y. Filed Jan .31 , 1908. Serial

No 413,575.

:i

1 .V car prtividcl with a hinge*! or pivotally mounted

door, mechanism for raising said diK>r. and a shaft .s<«parate

and distinct from said door-raising mechanism and ar-

ran«od parallel to the front eilge of the door, said shaft IxMng

adapte<! to Ik* move<i underneath the door to form a sup-

p«jrt therefor; sub.stantially as described.

2. A car providtn! with a hinge«l or pivotally mounted

door, means for raising said door, a shaft arranged parallel

to the front e<!Ke of the door and atlaptetl to be moved un-

derneath same to form a supp<jrt therefor, and a device on

the door ronstructe<i to receive said sliaft and thus retain

the door in its closed position, substantially as (iescrilHHi.

3 .\ car proviiied with a hinge<l or pivotally mounted

door, mechanism for raising said ikwr, a rotatable shaft

wparate an<l distinct from said dinir-raising mechanism and

arrange.! parallel to the front €Nlge .if the d(K)r, and means for

causing sai.l shaft to shift bodily towarii and away from the

d.>or when rotary movement is imparte<i thereto, the move-

ment of the shaft in one direction carrying it underneath

the door so as to form a support for same; substantially as

described.

4. A car provide*! with a hinged or pivotally raounte<!

drxir. means for raising sanl d.Kir. a rotatable shaft arranged

parallel tx> the front e.lge of the d.xir. means for causing

said shaft to shift Ixxllly toward an.l awa> from the door

when rotary movement is impart***! thereto, and a device

on the underneath si.lt- of said dix)r construcK-*! to receive

said shaft when it moves underneath the d(X)r; substan-

tially as .les<'ritM»i!.

,') .V car provi.ltsl witli a hinge*! or pivotally mounte*!

d(x>r. a winding shaft connect***! by a flexible device to the

door for closing it. a shaft arrange.! longitmlinally of the

door, means for causing sai.l shaft to move underneatli the

front eilge of the d.xjr when it is rotat*?.! in one direction,

and a device on the door provided with a recess or pocket

for receiving sai.l shaft; substantially as dcscrib.-*!.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printe.l in the liazette.]

892,049. 8AFKTV- CRANK FOR INTERNAL - COM-
BUSTION ENGINES. NoBi^ W. Hartm.vn, Toledo.

Ohio. Fiie*l S<>pt. :i. 1907. .Serial No. 391. (MJl.

1. In a .levice of Uie ilescribed character, an engine-

shaft, a hand-crank, means for operatively engaging the

crank and shaft ffir forward rotation, and means f.ir the

disengagement of the crank an.! shaft by the reverse rota-

tion of the shaft, said latter means comprising a spirally

toothed jKirtion on the hub of the crank, a ring surroun.ling

said spirally twithed portion, supports for the ring which

permit it» lateral movement, internal teeth on the ring

adapted for engagement with said spiral teeth, and a

spring which holds said internal teeth and said spiral teeth

in normal engagement.

i:34<>. (i 1.18

2. In a .levice of the described character, an engine-

shaft, a .ietachable hand-crank for said shaft, a spirally

toothed hub for the crank, a frame-memljer, a ring sur-

rounding said hub, internal projections upon the ring

which engage the spiral teeth of the hub, gOide-pins ui)on

the ring which project through the frame-member, and

springs which engage said guide-pins and said frame-mem-

ber and which hold the internal projections upon tlie ring

normally engaged with the spiral teeth of the crank-hub.

892.050 TABULATING ATT.\CHMENT FOR TYPE-
WRITING MACHINES. Ht'BERT K. Hen'ry. Chicago.

Ill . assignor to ITnderwoo*! Tyi>e»Titer Company. New
York. N Y , a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug.

7, 1903 Serial No. 168,621.

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a frame: a carriage alidably mount<*(i on said frame; means

normally urging said carriage along said frame; a stop on

said carriage, a lever pivotally mounted on said frame, be-

ing movable transversely into and out of the path of said

stop and rotatable in a plane parallel to said path; a key

for inovinK the lever into the path of said stop and limiting

the rotation of said lever on its pivot: and mechanism for

releasing the carriage when said lever is in suitable ixjsition

for engaging said stop, substantially as described.

2 In a de\ice of the class <iescril>ed, the combination of

a frame ; a carriage slidably mounted on said frame ;
means

normally urging said carriage along said frame; a stop on

sail! carriage : a lever mounted on said frame, being movable

transversely into and out of the path of said stop and rota-

table in a planeparallel to said path; a plurality of keys each

adapted to move said lever into the path of .said stop and

each adapted to limit the rotation of said lever to a different

degree after same has been engaged by said stop
;
and mech-

anism for releasing said carriage, when said lever is in suit-

able positi.in for engaging s.aid stop, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In a .levice of the cla.ss liescribed. the combination of

a frame; a carriage slidably mounted on said frame; means

normally urging said carriage along said frame; a feed-dog

for (.)ntrolling the mo\-ement of said carriage along said

frame; a sUip on said carriage; an arm pivotally mounte*!

on said frame; a lever pivotally mounted on said arm and

rotatable in a plane parallel with the path of said stop, said

lever being movable into and out of the path of said stop

through the turning of said arm on its pivotal axis, and Ix*-

ing movable along the path of said stop through rotation

on its own pivotal axis; a key movably mounted in said

frame, and suitable mechanism connecter! with said key

for moving said lever into the path of said stop, Umiting

the movement of said lever along the path of said stop, and

releasing said feed-dog from engagement with the carriage,

substantially as described.

4. In a de\ice of the class described, the combination of

a frame ; a carriage slidably mounted on said frame
;
means

normally urging said carriage along said frame; a feed-dog

for controlling the movement of said carriage along said

frame; a lever pivotally mounted on sai.l arm and rota-

table in a plane parallel with the path of said stop, said le-

ver being movable into and out of the path of said stop

thr.iugh the turning of said arm on its pivotal axis, and lie-

ing movable along the path of said stop through rotation

on its own pivotal axis; a spring adapted to yieldingly re-

sist the movement of said lever along the path of said stop;
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a key movably mounte«l in said frame, and suitable mech-

anism connected with said key for moving said lever into

the path of said stop, limiting the movement of said lever

•vlong the path of *aid stop, and releasing said feed-dog

from engagement with the carriage, substantially as de-

scribed

5. In a devK-e of the class described, the oombinaiion of

a frame, a carriage slidably mounted on aai-l frame; a feed

rack secured to said carriage and extending longitudinally

of same, a shaft revolubly mounted on said frame and hav-

ing thereon a pinion meshing with said feed-Back ,
a ratchet-

wheel secured to said shaft and revoluble with said pinion

;

a movable dog mounted on saiil frame and adapted to be

moved into and out of engagement with said latchet-wheel

for controlling the movement of said carriage along sjiid

frame; a stop on said carriage; a detent mavable into and

out of the path of said stop and adapted to yield along said

path when engaged by said stop; and me^ns for moving

said dog out of engagement with said ratchet-wheel, and

simiUtaneoualy moving said detent into tbie path of sai-'.

stop and limiting the movement of said detent along the

path of said stop, substantially as describetl.

[Claims 6 to Xi not printed in the Gazette. 1

892.053. RAILROAD -SWITCH. William Holquibt.

Wilcox. Pa. Filed Mar 7. 1908 S«Tial No. 419. 77;^.

892.()ol VEIIICLF Edward R. HEWirr. New York

N. Y. Filed Oct. 1. HKJ6. Serial No. 336,855,

In combination with an automobile chaasis having rigid

siile bars, rigid extensions depending therefrom at a pair

I if transversely opixjsiie points, a rotl joining the trans-

versely opposite extensions, levers pivoted thereto and ex-

tending rearwardly with respect to the chi^sls said levers

having short arms projecting forwardly and vertically per-

forated at their extremities, bolts depending rigidly from

sAid chassis through said perforations, springs surround-

ing said bolts and engaging said arms of tbe levers on op-

posite sides, nuts and washers at the lower ends of the bolts

serving to hold said springs adjustably 1» pl»ce. and an

axle having wheels, at the extremities of the rearwardly

extending portions of said levers.

892,052. SCRAPER. Le Roy M. HiLDRtTH. New Ha-

ven, Conn. Filetl Jan. 15. 1908. Serial No. 410,882

1 In a scraper, the combination with 9 blade, of edge-

like t)earings on opposite sides thereof in the plane of the

front face of the blade

1 In an iiutomatic railroad switch, a switch bar held to

operate said switch, a locking means for sai(i bar, springs

adapted to immediately center said bar upon relea.se of

said locking means. 11 rocker, means to connect said rucker

to said lojking means and actuate the same, means to

connect sai<l rocker and .said bar and actuate the switch

arranged for op«Tation only when the bar is rclca-seii from

the lock, means to rotate said rocker, and rolling ftock

supptjrted means a<lapte<l to actuate the last mentioned

means.
2. In an automatic railroaii switch, a switch bar held to

operate said .switch provide<l with a recess therein, a latch

pivotally mounted iwljacent said bar and atlaptetl to en-

gage said recess, springs adapt-p<l to immediately center

said bar upon release of said locking means, a rocker, means

to connect said rocker and said latch and actuate the

latch, means to connect said rocker and said bar and ac-

tuate the switch arranged to operate only when the bar

is released from the lock, means to rotate the rticker and

rolling stock supp<jrte<l means to actuate the last men-

tioned means.

3 In an automatic railroail switch, a switch bar held to

operate said switch, a locking means for said bar. springs

adapted to inmiediately center sai<l bar ui>on rolea.s*' of

said locking means, a rocker, means to connect said rocker

to said locking means, a nxi pivute<i to said bar. a pin and

slot connection l)etween sai.l ro.1 and rocker whereby the

rocker mav be rotated sufficiently to release the latch be-

fore the bar is move.1. means to oiierate said rocker, and

rolling stock .«uptK)rted means adapted to actuate the last

mentioned means
4. In an automatic railroaii switch, a swit.h bar hcl.l to

operate said switch, a locking means for said bar. springs

atlapted to inime«liatcly center said bar upon release of

said locking means, a ro<kermeans to connect sai<l rocker

to said locking means and actuate the same, means to

connect said rocker to said bar and actuate the .sw.tch

arrange<l for operation only when the bar is released from

the lock a cam lever pivoted adjacent the track, a con-

necting rod between said cam lever and rocker, and rolling

stock supporte<l means atlapted to throw said cam lever

5. In an automatic railroa*! switch, a housing, a switch

bar held to slide in said housing, a locking means for said

bar. springs held in sai.l housing adapte<l to center sju.l

bar longitudinally there<.)f, when released from .said locking

means, a rocker, means to connect said rocker to said lock-

ing means and actuate the same, means to connect saul

rocker to said bar and actuate the switch arrange*! for

operation only when the bar is release<i from the lock.

means to rotate said rocker, and rolling stock supj^rted

means a«laple<i to actuate the last menlione«l means.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette ]

A scraper comprising means for se-

curing the bla«le in the head, extensions on opposite sides

of the blade, said extensions formed with transverse edge-

like t»earings in the plane of the front fac« of the blade.

892.054 STOOL. Frank P Holtzman, Columbus,

Ohio, assignor to Henry Holtzman A Sons Company.

Columbus, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Feb. 25.

1908. Serial No 417,695

1. In a stool, the combination with a central hollow

pe*lestal. of an internally threatied sleeve adapte<l to 1*

driven intxi the bore of said peilestal, and a bushing for said

Sleeve comprising one or more sections of wootl veneer the

latter adapte<l to be glued into engagement with the ma-

terial forming the pedestal.

2. In a stool, the combination with a hollow pedestal,

of an internally threa«le<l sleeve having anchor projections

thereon woo<l bushing segments embracing saUl sleeve be-

tween said projections, a seat supporting screw entering
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and engaging the threads of said sleeve, the latt«r adapted

to be driven into the hollow of sjiid [>edestal and the btiah-

ing adapted to be gluo<i to the material forming the pe<1e8tal.

8. In a stool the combination with a hollow pedestal.

of M internallv threa<l<>»l sWm-vc having peripheral projec-

tions and end flanges, a bushing formtxl of segments of

comparatively thin maU-rial embracing said sleeve be-

tween said projections and l>etween said flanges, said

sleeve an-l its bushing adapte<l to l.e driven into siud hol-

low pe^lestal and the bushing atlapted to be glu<-.l therein,

and a seat supporting screw enU-ring and engaging the In-

ternal threatls of saiit sleeve.

R92.055 NUT -LOCK. Elus R. Hurd, Chicago, 111.

Filed Apr. 22. 1907. Serial No. 369.585.

A nut lock comprising a tK)lt having a smooth flat face on

one si.le of its threaded i>ortion, and a separable locking

key subsUintially as long as the threa<led portion of said

boll an<l as wide as its flat face, said key being miitlc of hanl

metal and having two sides only, one side curved and hav-

ing thereon throughout it*i entire length threads of the

same radius and pitch as the threatls on the bolt, the other

side flat and a»lapte<l to be placeil against the flat face of

The bolt the threa<ls on the key and the bolt thereby form-

ing a continuous thread for a nut. the projecting end of said

key ix-ing turne<l up against the nut to lock the latter on

the bolt.

movinted thereon, an operating device carried by the free

end of said jutu, a gear wheel at one side of said arm through

which power to operate sai<i device is transmitteti. a motor

carried by said arm and located out of line with said gear

wheel, a flexible shaft connected with the motor shaft and

provided with a pinion which me8ht>s with said gear wheel.

and means carried by and separated longitudinally of said

arm for supporting said flexible shaft along its length.

3 A machine of the character set forth comprising a sup-

porting frame, a horizontally and vertically Pwingmg arm

mounted thereon, a rotative operating device, a transver.se

shaft rotativelv mounted in bearings carrieti by said arm

to which said operating device is ftxe<l. a gear wheel f^xed

to said shaft at the side of said arm. a motor came<i by .sai<l

arm and locate<i out of line with said gear wheel, and a

flexible shaft connecte<l with the motor shaft and i-rovidetl

with a pinion which meshes with said gear wheel

4 A machine of the character set forth comprising a sui>

porting frame, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm

mounted thereon, an operating device carried by the free

end of sivid arm, a gear wheel at one side of said arm through

which power to operate sai<i device is transmitted, a motor

carried bv said arm on the side of its horizontal pivot re-

mote from said operating device and located out of line

with said gear wheel, and a flexible s"liaft connecte,! with

the motor shaft and provided with a pinion which meshes

with said gear wheel.

5 A machine of the character set forth comprising a

swinging arm. a sup^wrting frame on which said arm is

mounted and provided with a %ertical and a horizontal

pivot about which said arm swings, an operating device

carried bv the free end of said arm and provided with a

shaft having a gear wheel located at one side of sai.i arm, a

motor carried bv the arm centrally of its horizontal T'lvot,

and a flexible shaft connected with the motor shaft and

provided with a pinion which meshes with sai.i gear wheel.

892,056 EXCAVATING-MACHINE AND THE I.IKE.

George W Jackson. Chicago, 111. Filed Apr 3. 1908.

Serial No. 424,873.

892 057 ORE-CONCENTRATOR Fr-ANK G. Janney.

Salt Lake City. Utah. File.! Apr. 24. 1907, Serial No.

369.984.

r_ " ' H ^T^

1 A machine of the character s«n forth comprising a sup-

port ing frame, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm

mounted thereon, an operating device carried by the free

end of said arm, a gear wheel at one side of said arm through

which power to or)erate said ilevice is transmitted, a motor

carried by said arm and located out of line with said gear

wheel, and a flexible shaft connected with the motor shaft

and provided with a pinion which meshes with said gear

wheel.

2 A machine of the ch.aracter set forth comprising a sup-

porting frame, a horizontally and vertically swinging arm

1 In a concentrator, a rotary reciprocating table having

outer compartments for water to receive the material to

be treated and having a peripheral rim projecting abcn-e

the surface of the table, and means for subjecting the water

to a Jigging motion during the reciprocations of the table.

2 In a concentrator, a horizontally rotary reciprocating

table a series of water compartments di.sposwl along the

periphery thereof, a peripheral rim extended abf)ve the

surface o"f the table, means for discharging the material to be

treated on to the table and allowing it to flow over the com-

partments and into the water confinwi therein, means for

cubjerthig the water, to a jigging motion, and suitable

scre^-ns covering said compartments for intercepting the

larger particles of the material operated on.

I

3 In a concentrator, a horizontally rotary reciprocating

table ha>ing a peripheral rim extender! above the surface

of the table, a central water-box dispose<l about the axis of

oscillation of the table, peripheral water compartments

carried by the table: conduits establishing conmmnicaiion

between "the water-box and compartments aforesaid, and

a reciprocating piston in 9ai<l water-box imparting vertical

or jigg.ng imptilses to the water during the reciprocations

of the table.

4 In a concentrator, a suitable horizontally reciprocat-

ing circular table, a peripherally disposed jigging com-

partment therefor, a peripheral rim extended above the

i
surface of the table, means for con.iucting the material to
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be treate.1 into said coini.urtnu-nt. a ceuirtil water^x.x for

the iHhle a series of branches leading from tl»e water-box

to the jiKKUig compartment, a piston in sai.i water-box.

and mean^ for mipartmg reciprocations to the piston and a

,imultaneou.s rotary re.-iprocatiun to the table, whereby

the water is subjected to vertical inipul^ »hile having

impartevi thereto a horizontal reciprocation

.

o In a c.nceutrator. a suitable table having a series of

jigging compartments disposed about the periphery thereof,

and provided with dustributing chambers having con-

stricted pa-ssages opening into said conipartrtient.s. a cen-

tral water-bcjx, branches connecting said bt.x with the

several cham^jers. a piston in the water-box, a tubular

bearing projecting axially through the water-l«x. a plunger

operating in said t.ear.ng and having its upper end con-

nected to the piston, a lifting lever cooperatang with the

lower end of the plunger, a shaft, a cam on the shaft for

engaging the lifting lever and forcing the piston upwardly

and mtermediate connections between the c»m-shaft and

table for imparting rotary horizontal reciprooations to the

table iluring the vertical reciprocations of the piston^ the

latter gravitating downward upon release Of the lifting

lever by the canr on the cam-shaft.

adapt the grass blades to be delivered laterally between the

two rollers, an.i pairs o( crimping rollers that are formed

with longitudinally extended transversely rounded corru-

gations adapte<l to crimp and flatten the gra.s.s l)lade8 ar-

ranged to receive the grass blades in succession and to

flatten and crimp the same, substantially ius de.scnbcd.

892 058 SHAFT-HOLDER James H J>:nsk.n Brig-

ham. Utah. Filed .Vug. 17, 19<)7 Serial N-. .Js^.yTT.

f- _ I

Ihe herein descriljed shaft-hanger comprtsing a detach-

able supporting bracket having a screw thnsuled aperture

a lH.lt engaging .said a;>erture. said tx.lt having a head at

the lower end thereof, a slw-ve loostdy en»iging the bolt

and seated upon the hea.1. a clamping nut engaging the

upi«-r face of the sleeve, a lock nut fitted uiK.n the iwlt ;ui-

ja.-ent to the lower end of the bracket, said sleeve having

a laterally extending externally threa.led arm. a bearing

sleeve mounte.1 ui>on the laterally extending arm. a collar

mounted upon the bearing sleeve, a t^arin* b<,x mounted

upon the collar, nut^ u;K,n the arm and contiacting with the

end faces of the sleeve an.l collar for securing the latter utn.n

the arm. said l>earing Ik.x being inounte<l for f>8Cillation

upon the arm.

8M 059 GRASS-TWINE MACHIN K tHoviAS W JEBr

RF.MS. St. Paul. Minn. Filed Oct. U. 1905. Serial No.

_>S2,292 . ^

1 In a gra-ss twine machine, the combination with graas-

feeding mechanism inclu.ling crimping K.llers that are

formed with longitydinally extended transversely rounded

corrugations adapted to crimp an.l flatten nhe grass bla.les.

of means for twisting the crimtn-d gra.ss blades into twine

form, substantially as described.

•> In a grass twine machine, a pair of <rass-fee<iing de-

vices each comprising codperating crimping rollers that are

formed with longitudinally extended transversely rounded

corrugations a^lapted to crimp and flatten the gra.ss blades

of primary twisters receiving the crimpe<l gra.ss blades an.l

twisting the same in two strands, and a secondary twister

for twistmg the two strands together. sul»*.tantially as de-

scribed. » » I _„ii
\ K gra«»-feeding device comprising a pair of feed roll-

ers having end surfaces that diverge from each other and

4 In a grass twine machine, the rombination with a

pair of gra.ss-feeding devices, of a p.-i.r of rotary twisters

receiving from the resin-ctive f.-ed devi.-es and having guide

tubes that converge rearward, and a secondary twister tiav

-

ing a guide tube arrange! to receive the twiste<l strands

directly from the ends of the converging gui.lc tut^-s of said

primary twisters, substantially a^ descrii)e<l.

8 9 2 . U 6

PHONK- LINES
Smith, Hattteld, Mo
364,787

DIS(^ONNECTIN(; OEVirE FOR TELE-
Fredekii K Johnson and Hakhy

Filed Mar. 27, 1907. Serial No.

1 In a device of the character descrihe.l. a mam line con-

necie.l to a iK^st by insulators, a contact lever pivoted on

the [Hjst and provide<l with a contact hea<i a.iapte»l to en-

gage the wire at some distance from the post, a house wire

connected to said contact lever an.l exteu.ling to the in-

strument within the house, a spring for holding said con-

tact lever in oi>erative tH>sition, and a conl connected to

said lever and exten.ling through the wall of the house for

throwing said contact lever out of contact with the line

wire

2 A contact lever pivotally connected to a post by an

insulator, and provided with an enlarged head having a
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depression to engage a line wire, a spring for holding sa d

lever in contact with said wire, a house wire connected to

said lever and a cor.l for operating said lever against the

tension of the spring, substantially as described.

I

aSajOei box-fastener. Aured T. Krvse, De-

^ce. Ohio, assignor U. The American St^l I'ackage

OomjMmy . Defiance, Ohio, a Corv>oration of Ohio. Y Ued

Aug. 8. 1906. Serial No 329,700.

and flush with the upper edges of said «dee and ends and

han<ik-o,K-mngsforme<i in said ends; of combined handle

and supporting-plates mounte.1 in sai.l o;>enings and mlapt-

ed to take under and suppf.rt the marginal ends of saia

cover in its clos*sl jM.sition.

1 In a box-fastener, the combination with the front

wall of the case or »>ox provided with an opening and an

upwardly rxten.ling spring-latch-bar on it^ innei; side op-

pos.t. -ai.l uponing an.l provided with a second openmg.

and a lid provide! at ,!,« front or free eml with a latch-

opening and cross t.,ir, of a guar.! and support mg-stop

taking over said spring-latch-bar and secur.nl to the inner

3ide of sai.l front wall of the ca.se an.l provided with an ui>-

wardlv an.l rearwar.lly-exten.ling chut.- or wall at the rear

of said opening in sai.l sprmg-latch-bar and havmg side

wings formiiu? conjointly with sai.l chute or wall an en-

larged flaring lid-supporting-stop normally surrounding

said latch-oi>ening.

2 In a l)ox-fa.stener, the coinl.in«tion with a wall of the

box provided with an opening an.l an inner spring-latch

„rovi.led with a second oiH-ning out of alinement with said

first mcntione.1 opening, and a li<l provided at it« free end

with a latrh r.M-,Mving-..iHM.ing: of an inner guar-l and

supiK.rtm^ -t 'P provi.led with an upwardly and rear-

wardly-evt.H l,ng wall at the rear of said openings an.i

spring-latrh and an enlarge.1 flaring upper end, sai.l wal

iK-mg i.! ipw 1 to ,i.ro<t a seal-wire upwardly through said
[

latch-receiving-oi.-nmg. and sai.l enlarged flaring upper
;

cn.l forming a li.t-supjH.rt mg-stop having its clg.- atuittmg
'

tgainst said li<l a»)out said latch-receiving-opemng I

"

3 In a b..x-fastener for sheet-metal packing-a.ses. the

combination with a li.l having its marginal e.lg.-s U-nt

over and about a wire f<.rming a beading and provided

with a recess in its free end terminating in a cross-bar

forme.1 by said wire: of a spring-latch secured to the front

wall <.f the ca.He an.l pn.vi i.-d with a hook adapted to take

into said recess an.l n,.rn,aliv engagmg said cross-bar. said

spring-latch and said front wail of the case being provided

with ..penings out of alinement with each other and an

open-ended upwardly and rearwardly-inclined guide-guard

and supis.rt.ng-stop taking over said spring-latch and se-

cured to the inner side of said front wall, said guard and

9up,>orting-stop l>eing provi.ie.l with an enlarged flaring

upper end normally sup,x.rtmg sai.l lid by impinging

ajoOnst the edg.-s therts.f about sai.l recess.

^\ box fastener, comprising a lid or cover having ita

free end provided with a latch-oi^ening an.l a cross-bar. a

box lx,dy having its front wall provided with an inner

«,,ring-lat.-h noriuallv eilgaging said cro8.s-bar, and a guard

aiid supiH,rt.ng-.top secure.l to said front wall of the case

at the rear of said >prmg-latch and provi.led with an up-

war.llv an.l rearwardly-iiu'linrvl rear wall and side w ngs

furnung with sai.l rear wall an enlarged upper end taking

under the fr.-e en.l .,f .sai.l lid ..r cover about the m.-^rgln of

sai.l latch-o;jening.

•92 fW SHEET-METAL PACKING-CASE. AlVW
T Kkisk Defiance. Ohio, assignor to The American

Steel Package Company. Defiance. Ohio, a Cx)rporation

of Ohio. Filed Aug. 8, 1906. Serial No 329.701

1 In a packing case, the combination with suitable sides

and en.ls provi.le<l with a cover adapt^l to fit down withm

2 In apscking-ca.se, the combination with suitable w.alls

provided with handle-oi>eningS an.i a beadmg at the upiK-r

edges ther.H,f. itnd a cover provide.l with a l>ea<ling about

Its edges within an.l flush with sai.l l>e.^ding of the sides aiid

ends; of combine.1 han.ile an.i supi.orting-plates nmunted

In said handle-o,>enings and adapte-i to take un.ier and

support the marginal friges of said cover in its ch,se.l jk^si-

^'°3 '

In a packmg-.ase. the combination with .suitable side

and end walls provide.l with a cover, an.i hH"'";" «^-"-

ings formed in said end walls; of c..nd,me.i haiuUe an.

supporting-plates secured within said han.ile oi>emngs and

consisting ..f handle-rib ,x.rtion.s taking over the upper

edge of said han.ile o,>enmgs and then exten.ling upwanily

and bent inwardly to form supiK)rting-plate> «" Aanges

adapted to take under and support the marginal ends of the

cover in its closed position. w„ki»
4 In a packing-case, the combination wnth a suitable

handle opening formed in one of the walls of the cas*"
:

o a

handle and supporting-plate secured withm said handle

opening and consisting of a handle-rib 1^''^'°"
^f"\";*^

the upi>er e<lge of sai.l han.ile opening, a mam body portion

exten.ii'g upwar.ily an.l s..cure.i to the wall of the case, and

an inwanlly-extending supporting-plate or flange formed

Integral therewith.

892,063. VEHICLE -BRAKE. Orla^ 8^ Lee Jerre

Haute. Ind. Filed Feb. 28. 1908. Serial No 41^—

1 The combinaii..n, with a roa.l-wheel, of a brake-sh.aft

provid<>.i with a crank, a roller journale.1 on the saui .rank

a sli.lable shoe provided with a curve<l portion which en-

gages with the iK-riphery of the sai.l roller and having side-

portions provided with slots which are sli.iable on the said

!^ank, an<l means for pressing the said roller towar.ls the

said wheel, said shoe Ining sli.l upon the sai.l roller by con-

tact with the said wh.".-l acconlmg to the .lirection of its

"'''°'"\T.x.mbination, with a road-wh.-el. of a brake-shaft

provideil with a crank, a roller j.3urnale.l on the said crank,

a slidable sh.»e provi.led with a curve^l portion at its up-

per part which engages with the said roller, and having a

curved portion at its lower part for engaging with the sai.l

roa.i-wheel, and having also a stop at it« lower end for en-

aaging with the sai.l roller and side portions having slot^

which are sli.lable on the said crank, and means for press-

ing the said roller towards the sai.l wheel.
^ ^ , ,

3 The combination, with an axle and roa.l-wheels, of a

brake-shaft supporteii by the sai.l axle and provided with
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a trariK, a roUer joumaied on tiie said cra»k. a slidable

shoe provide*! with a curved porli jn which engages with

the periphery of the said roller and which has sloitt-d side

p<)rtM)n3 which arc slidable on the said cranjv. a dr:ift-al-

lAchiiient 3li<iably ronnectwl with the said axle, and con-

necting-devices arrtinge*! l>etween the sai<t draft-connec-

tion and bratte-shaft and ojierating to move the mxid ri)ller

tow ir !* *he <in\ wheel when the said draft-Rttachiiient is

pp. -.-*<<i rcarvvardly. said shoe being 3li<l UP<Jn the said

roller by contact with the said wheel ucconling to the di-

rection of ita revolution

892.064. SHANK-STIFFENEK Fkkukhick W. Lee3-

BERG. 9t. Louis. Mo, File.! Sep' .'. l',HMj Serial No.

333,396.

1 . .\ stiank-stifTener formed of a plate of thin spring

metal comprising two longitudinally curved members

joined by a central integral connection, said BtiCTener being

bent along it« me«iian line to form an obtuse angle between

the members.
2 .\ shank-stiflener formed of a plate ©f thin spring

metal comprising two members joined by a oentral integral

connection and separated at their ends by wedge-shapeti

openings, said stiffener being bent transversely along its

me<lian line to form an obtuse angle between the members,

and one of said members having a comparatively shallow

longitudinal curvature anil the other menilnT having a com-

paratively deep longitudinal curvature

.3 .\ ahank-stiffener formed of a plate of thin spring

metal comprising two memliers joine<i by a <ientral integral

connection and sei>arate<l at their ends by we<lge-shai)pd

op»»nings. said stiffener Ijeing bent transversely along its

me^lian line to form an obtuse angle between the members,

and one of said memV)ers having a straight outer e<ige and a

comparatively shallow longitudinal c\irva.turc and the

other member having a curbed outer etlge aii<l a compara-

tivcl.N' <leep longitudinal curvature.

892.0«^'> ELEtTROM.XdNF I" Dvvid I. LiNDQfisT.

Yonkers. \. Y. Filed June U l't*)i Serial .N'o

26.5.280

I .V source of alternating current, an electro magnet

coil energized thereby, an armature therefnr and a resilient

abutment for said armature constructe<l To absorb the

vibrations thereof due to current altematiiiiis in said coil.

2. .\ source of varying current, an electPo magnet coil,

an armature, means for mechanically cijiiilibrating the

attraction of said magnet upon .said armature and for tak-

ing up the vibrations of said armature dvie t.i current varia-

tions in said coil.

3. .\ source of varying current, an electno magnet coil.

an armature, and a spring for ciiullibratiug the attraction

of said magnet u|x)n sukI arinauirc and fur taking up the

vibrations of said armature due to current variations in

aid oolL

892.06t> IN.STEF-SrPPoHr OR AUrH-PRor I-F.oN

T. J. Ll-bi.v. Boston. Ma.-w File<t .^i)r. 2. 19<M>. Serial

No. 309.327.

1. As an article of manufai-ture an instep supixirt or

arch prop comprising a metallic lj<xiy portion shaped lon-

gitudinally and transversely t<i fit the arch (jf the foot, said

arch prop being bent <lownwardly and backwardly across

one end to fonn a foot the free end of which is iiorniall;

out of contact with the under side of the arch prop and 111

front of the median transverse line thereof

2. .V metallic arch prop bent downwardlv and back-

wardly across one end to fonn a foot with a space l)etweeii

its end and the under side of the arch prop, said foot cross-

ing the arch prop in front of the median line of the normal

arch of the instep, the opposite end of said arch prop t>eing

slitted to form a spring.

892,067 SHIP'S-BELL rL<M'K P\ii. Li x. Water-

bury. Coim.. assignor to The Waterbury Clock (X»., Wa-

terbury, Conn, a Cortjoration FiU^l Mar '> 1VMJ8 .Se-

rial No 419.319

I In a ship'-i Ih'Us cIdik the ic):nhiiiat ion with a ham-

mer, of means for oi>erating the same to strike ship's l)ell«

by double strokes, the said means including a half-hour ec-

centric, a half-hour switch, and a half-hour lever for catch-

ing the hammer cm the uinstroke on the half hours which

are indicated by an odd number of strokes.

2. In a ship's l.>ells clock, the combination with a ham-

mer, of means for oiierating the same u> strike ship s

bells by double strokes, the said means including a half-

hour eccentric revolved once an hour, a half-hour switch co-

acting therewith, a half-hour lever oi)erate 1 once an hour

by the said swiu-h. an.l a half-hour finger co-acting with the

said lever and connected with the hammer, whereby the
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~
, 1 ao, ofiQ IN'DESTRrCTIBLE FENCE-POST Jaco

hanuner iB caught and supported in it^ lifted position so as
: ^^^"^'^ ' ^^^^^. c. d^ck. Roo-ihouse. Ill a-ssigr

to strike an odd numlx>r on the half-hour. ..„.„„,
3 In a ship's bells clock, the combination with a ham-

mer of a half-hour eccentric mounted on the center art>or

of the clo<k. a half-hour switch co-acting «-very hour wUh

the said eccentric, a locking-lcver from which the s^d

switch is suspende<l, a locking pin carried by the said lever.

Track co-actTng with the .said pin, a ^-thenng h
,
.o.id-

ed with a gathering pin which co-act^ ";^'\'''!J^. ihlif
half-hour lever exacting at it* inner end with the s^ui half

hour .switch, a half-hour finger co-acting with the out^r eod

of the half-hour lever, a hammer-liftmK arm "K'-'l^^^^^-

nected with the hammer and half-hour finger, and tv,o p^S

carried by the gathering hub an.l co-acting with the said

lifting arm.

S. Muon/and H.hkt C. Deck. Roo.ihouse. I"^. -ssign"

ors of one-third u, William B. I'arker. Kane, H'
•

'^"J^

rSrd to Roy P Wolfe, Ro.Klhouse, II... -^
^--/J;-^

t« said Deck. FiledAug. 5. 1907. .serial No. 387.176.

Wa.068. WRITING-MACHINE
b(M. Ohio. Filed July 1. 1907.

Fred F. Main, Colum-

Serial No. 381,784.

A hollow fence lX)St, composed of vitrified clay and hav-

l^^t^JriL:of^ongi'tudlnally arranged vertically si>ac^

a^rtures in its diametrically opposite faces, the apertures

rone iries registering with those of the "t^-^.
^^a^tLl

exuding through said registering apertures and adapt^l

t^Torm support! for fence wires, washers arranged on the

::.i-c^yiag^nds of said bolt, with oPe--««
^f
^^^^

sufficiently larger than the bolt. u>
^l^l^'^'Jl^'^^ll

of to fit into said openings Uy bring the v^ires ^^to dose

nroximitv with the outer faces of said wa-shers, -aid out^

wihe" faces being barbed to hold the wires against shp-

ping

1 In .ombination with a typewriter and the carnag.

thereof, having a line spacing lever, a cylinder having an

„l,en outer end, a piston in the cylinder, a spring for sup-

Kirting said pist«n extending through said open end of the

cvlinder. a connection between said pist^^n and sai.l levef

also exteniiiiiK through sai.l open end of the cylinder, a

chamber having a vacuum maintained therein, a connec-

tion between the lower end of said cylinder and said chaiu^

U>r a valve in said last named cxjnnection and means for

operating said valve whereby when in one ;K>8ition It

;Tablishes communication between
-*'
V ""

l"" c^m
cvlin.ier ami when in another position it closes said com-

.nunication between the chamber a'^'^/yl'"'^"

o In combination with a typewriter and the carriage

thereof having a line spacing lever, a chamber having a

vic^m m.aintained therein, a piston cylinder, a spring

supiH3rte<i piston in said cylinder, means for connecting .said

p^Z and lever, a pipe connection between -'^
«^-"f-^

Ld the base of the cylinder, a valve in said pu>e t« estab-

Sh Ind ct^olT communication l>etween .said cylinder and

SoT. omK>sltely dis;H,sed arms cam..! by said valve, and

lieSi-s connected t. each arm for o^^rating the same in

onnosite directions .

Tin combination with a tyj^-writer and the carnage

thereof having a line spacing lever, a chamber having a

V c^m maintained therein, a piston cylinder, a spring

lup^.rted pist.,n in said cylinder, means for connecting

sa 1 piston and lever, a pipe connection between said cham-

'i and the base of the cylinder, a valve in said pu^ t.. es-

.bUs and cut off communication between said cylinder

a d p st!>n, oppositely disi>ose<l arms camci by said va ve^

a spring mounted core having connection with each of said

arniT. a solenoid for each core, and means for enabling said

solenoids to be energiied.

892 070 AMUSEMENT DEVICE. Francis W. MCR-

^^PH^ Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Aug. 3, 1906. serial No.

3-28,987.

1 An amusement device comprising a body, an eccen-

tric for rocking said body fore and aft, and an eccentnc for

"king said body sidew.se, substantially as set for h^

2 An amusement device compnsmg a l>od>
,
a single ec

centri^"rr^king said body fore and aft, and two eccen-

Jr^cs arranged with the high and low part, on different

TalL hnes and operating t. rock said body sidewise, sub-

stantially as set forth. means for
3 An amusement device comprising a b<>d>

. '^^*"^°^

rocking the bodv fore and aft. means for rocking the body

sUWisc a motor, and means for connecting -aid motor

"ih etlier or both of said rocking means, substantially as

""V^'vii amusement device comprising a body, a sh^t

joumal^ transversely at one end of the body and provided

enually with a single eccentnc which oP^-^J^J-j^*^:
bodv fore and aft, and another shaft journaled transAersely

^the opposite end of the body and having a pair of e^c-

centrics ^opposite sides of the longitudinal center of the

iSiy the high^d low parts of said pair of eccentnc^ being
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arranged on different radial lines and operating to rock said

body transversely, mibeiantisdly as set forth.

5. \n aniu.'»eiiient device comprising a body, a shaft

Joumaled tran.«versely at one end of the body and proviiled

centrally with a sinRle eccentric which operates to rock the

body fore and aft, another shaft joumaled transversely at

the opposite end of the body and ha\'ing a pair of eccen-

trics .in <)pi:)08ite9i<le-<of the longitudinal center of thelxxly,

the high and low parts of said pair of eccantrics being ar-

ranged on diflferent ra<lial lines and oi)erat|ng to ro^k said

body transversely, a main driving .shaft, two intermediate

abadr< geared with said transverse .ihaftd. respectively, and

clutches for connecting and disconnecting said driving shaft

and intermediate shafts, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the (lazette. 1

2. The combination of a hor<e pad. a hook bar consisting

of a plate having a central slot and jierforations at ita ends,

a hf>r)k journale<l uix)n the plate by passing through the

slot, a bar upon the inner side of the pad having its emis

turned into prongs which project through the pad

through the holes in the hook-bar and are bent down upon
the same.

S»2.07 1 FKEDING-TROUGH Finuay McArthub,
Momtw^l. Quebec, Canada Fileti Jan IH H»07. Serial 892.073 poWER-TR WSMTTTKR Eddt T. McKaio,
No. 852,943. Chicago, 111. Filed t <.i < u#<)7. rierial No. 300,664.

1 . In a fee<l trough, the combination comprising end supv

porting nienilKTs having trunnion bearings therein, a fee<l

receptacle rockabiy niounte«t thereon and a kx'king rod

slidable longitudinally of one end suijportiug member
2 In a feed tnmgh. the combination conjprising end sup-

porting memt)er-«. having trunnion bearings near each end

thereof, a sheet riictal fee<l receptacle, wititi end walls and

trunnions extending from said end walls; means for lock-

ing said trunnions in said t)earings. an obliiiuely ext<'nding

guard connected with said fee<l receptacle and substan-

tially triangular partition members connrcted with said

guard and feed reccpLacle,

:i. In a feed trough, the combination coniprising end su{>-

porting members, having trunnion bearintjs near each end

thereof; a sheet metal feed receptacle, with end walls and

trunnions extending from said end walls; rneans, compris-

ing a slidable ro<l and a .seat therefor, for locking said trun-

hions in said t>earings. an obluiuely extewiing guani con-

necte<l with said fee<l receptacle and substantially triangu-

lar partition menih«Ts connected with sai<i guard and fet>d

receptacle

4. In a feed trough, the combination comprising a fee<l

receptacle, an obliquely extending guard, division mem-
bers connecte<i with said guanl and with the feed receptacle

trunnions projecting lorgitU(iinally from said fee.1 receiv

tacle and an end supporting memt)er at 9ach end of said

fee<l receptacle, saitl members having a trunnion sf)ckct

near each end thereof

,> In a fe<Ml trough, the combination c©mpri<ing a feed

receptacle, an obliquely extending guard, division tneiiil>ers

connecteil with sai<l guard and with the fee<i receptacle,

trunnions projecting longitudinally from Baid fee<i recep-

tacle and an end supporting memiwr at each end of said

fp^l receptacle, said memiH-rs having a trunnion socket

near each end thereof and a longitudinally slidable locking

rod mounted in one of said supporting members.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (iazcftte.]

802,072 HORSK-PAD HOOK Ei>\\ \Hi) L MtCL^iN,

Greenfield. Ohio, assignor to The American Pa^l A Tex-

tile Cfjmpany, Greenfield, Ohio, a Corrioratioi) of Ohio.

Filetl July 29. 19()7. Serial No. 3.S.^>,<»7.1

I. The combination of a horse pa<}, a hook bar ufxin the

outer side of the pa<1, a hook joumaled ujioii the hook bar,

a bar upon the inner side of the pa/^^1 having two prongs

formed integral with it, one at each of its ends, the said

prongs extending through the pad and engaging the hook

bar.

1. In a iMiwer transmitter, the combinatioii of two indc-

;)endent driven shafts, pulleys »ecure<i to said whaft-^ and

having bevele<i fm-tion surfaces, end tlirusr tx-anngs iiiter-

[)ose<i between mu>[ pulleys for resisting ttiejr luoveinent

towards one another, two driving .shafts arrauge<l at an an-

gle to said driven shaft.s, beveled [luileys on said driving

shaft.s arranged to engage the tn-veled faces of the flr-<t -^aid

pulleys respectively on their outer sides so a.s to force the

first said pulleys U^jwards one another, and means for mov-
ing the second said pulleys into and out of engagement

with the first said pulleys at will.

2. In a iM)Wer t ransiiut ter, the combinatioii of two inde-

I)endent driven shafts, pulleys a«^cure<l on said shafts and

having beveled friction surfaces, two driving shafts ar-

ranged at an angle to said driven shafts said dri\ing shafts

l)eing movable longitudinally and rigidly fixe<t against lat-

eral movement, anii pulleys secure.l on said dri\ ing shafts

in i)08ition to engage the first said pulle>s ri-i)ectively

when the driving shafts are moved towards the driven

shafts

3 In a power transmitter, the coinbination of two inde-

[lendent driven shafts arrange<l lengthwis*' of each other,

pulleys on said .shaft.s each having tw^o concentric friction

surfaces, driving shafts arranged at an angle to said driven

shafts, two pulleys on each of .sai<l ilriving shaft.s ciiKagiug

the friction surfaces on the first saiil pulleys resi)ectively,

and means whereby the pulleys on each driving shaft may
be shifted into and out of euKagement with their resix^ctive

pulleys on the driven shaft-s at will.

4. In a power transmitter, the combination of two driven

shafts arranged end to end. pulleys on said shaftj« having

concentric friction surfaces, two driving shafts arranged at

an angle to said driven shafts, two pulleys movable inde-

pendently of each other nn each of said ilriving shafts and

atlapte*! to engage the friction surfaces on the first said

pulleys respectively, means whereby the driving shafts

may be moved longitudinally for throwing one pulley on

each into ami out of engagement with its companion fric-

tion surface of the pulley on the driven shaft, and means
whereby the other pulley on each driving shaft may be

shiftetl longitudinally of the driving shaft independently

thereof.
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5. In a power transmitter, the combination of two driven

riutfta, pulleys secured to said shafts, driving shafts ar-

ranged at an angle to said driven shafta. gearing connect-

ing said driving shafts together, a casing inclosing said

gearing and movable towards and from said driven shafts,

means for causing said driving shafts to move with said

casing, and pulleys on said driving shafts engagihg the first

said pulleys res;)ectively.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaaette.]

892.074. METHOD OF MAKING MOISTURE-PROOF
CONTAl\KH.< WiKi'fo Obici, Wilkee-Barre, Fa.

Filed June lo, \'Mh .s»rial No. 378,310.

means preventing relative ptation of the rim and resili-

ent bands.

6. In a device of the class described the combination

with a rim embracing a channel of a separating ring -iivid-

Ing the same peripherally providing a plurality of chan-

nels, a corrugated resilient metallic band in each channel,

a resilient metallic band therein, intermediate the same

and base of the channel, a coiled spring l)etween said

bands, a rubber tread for each channel outside the outer

band and retaining wires for each rubber tread.

(Claims 6 and 7 not pruned in the Gazette.]

w

892.076. LOAD-BINDER. Isaac Olson. BeUingham.

Wash. FUed Jan. 13. 1908. Serial No. 410.657.

.V:x;vl

The herein described method of making a container

moisture prtwf and inmmne to the sun's rays, which con-

sists of first closing .ind seiding the receptacle or container

after its contents have been pla<-ed therein, then coating

the entire exterior of the container with wax, then coating

the same with stearic acid and finally inclosing the con-

tainer in an outer ca.sing or receptacle, substantially as de-

scribed.

892 07.'i TIRK. Akthi h oBrikn, Chicago, 111., as-

signor of one-half to Frank P. McGinn, Chicago. 111.

Filed May 23, 1907 Serial No. 375.29.5.

1 A resilient tire comprising a channeled felly having

gide flanges, a plain spring ban.l or rmg fitting loosely in

the channel, a rubber tread fitted in the channel and ex-

tending beyond the fiang.^ and resili.-iit me.ans between

the treatl and spring band

2. A reslhent tire comprising a rim having a channel

therein. opp<.sitelv disposed corrugated shoulders extend-

ing around the channel, a corrugated resilient band or

ring of metal fitting loosely in the channel within the

shoulder and a rubber tread secured against the band.

3. A device of the class described comprising a chan-

nels rim of inwardly .lirected shoulders extending around

the channel, a resilient corrutiatcl band of metal engaged

in the channel within one shoulder, a resilient band of

plain metal engaged in the channel within the other shoul-

(l.r. resilient means iherelx'tween and a resilient tread

against which one of said ban. is bears

4 A resilient tire embracing a rim affording channels,

oppositely disposed inwardly directe.i shoulders on the

flanges thereof, a resilient band of metal in each channel

within the shoul.ler .-wlapted to yield upwardly and out-

war.ily when pres.sure is applied on one side thereof, a

rubber tread for said tire coacting with said band and

1 A loa<i binder, comprising a lever having one end lat-

erally ofTset and a longitudinally curve*! isirtion adjacent

to said end, links arrangtHl on opi>ositc si.les of the lever

and having laterally otfsex ends to corresix.nd with the off-

set end of the lever, one link being pivoted uji^ one side of

the curved portion of the lever and the other link being

pivoted upon the other suU- of the offset en.i of the sitme,

the outer ends of said links being bent upon thems<.|ves lat-

erally into the plane of their offset inner ends to provule

hooks, substantially as and for the pur;x)s.- sT>ecified.

2 A load binder comprising a lever liaving a longitudi-

nally curved portion adjacent to one end, links arranged

upon the opposite sides of the lever, one being pivot^ni to

Its curved portion ami the other to its a.ijacent end, and a

lip or projection uikhi the lever adapt«1 to engiige one of

the links, substantially a.s describe*!.

3. The herein descrilK-d load binder comprising a lever

having a longitudinally curved portion atijacent to one end.

pivot studs projecting from the opiK>site faces of the lever,

one stud being adjacent to one end of the lever and the

Other upon the cur%-ed ix)rtion of the same links disiwsed

upon oppo8it<> sides of the lever and eng.agci with said pivot

studs, means for retaining the link.s ut>on said studs, the

inner or pivoted ends of the links and the :Mijac<-nt end of

the lever being lat*'rally offset and the outer ends of said

links being bent laterally to provide hooks disjK.sed in the

I

planes of the inner en<is of said links, and a lip or i.rojection

I

upon the lever a.iapted to engage one of saitl linkst substan-

tially as set forth.

892 077. SPOOL-HOLDER. FKKnEKU k D. Ostkb-

HoV-DT Ronton, Wash., as.signor of one-third to Douglas

Lewis and one-third to George H. Williams. Renton.

Wash. Filed Sept. 17. 1W7. .'Serial No. 393.392.

1 \ holder of the cla.HS descrilied comprising a plate

formed intermediate the ends of its longitudinal edges

with forwardlv-cxtending wings having notches in their

upiH-r edges, said notches i.rovided with sharp cutting

edges an<l said wings having ajx-rtures therethrough to

receive a spool-carrying spimile, said j.late being providtnl

atljacent its lower end with a plurality of aix>rtures dis-

posed one above the other through which the thread from

the spool carrieil on .said spindle is passed.

2. A holder of the cla.ss descritx- i comprising a rec-

tangular plate provided intermediate the ends of its lon-

gitudinal edges with forwardiy-extending wings having ap-
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ertores therelhrouKh to receive a spool carry.ftg nnd e.

2d plate provide,! a.iia.ent it. lower end w.th a ,|^ural t>

^ ai^Aures disponed one above the other through .hich

at^rtures the thread on the spool is pa.*^t, lu<. struck

o!;t frl. the rear face of sai.l plate an.i a fast«n.u« device

carried by said lugs.

892.078. BR-\KE-riHuE. Cluton- D PE^m.. Chicago.

111. Filed Apr. -t. 1908. Serial No 4-'.->.-0B.

I V brake shoe of the character descril^i. coinpn«m«

a .a.t metal bo<ly and a ductile metal back plate, the end.

of id back plat* being thickened to form homogeneous

guiTe lugs ex^nding inside the raised end portions of the

cast metal body of the shoe.

:> Tbrake shoe of the character de«cribe<J. comprising a

calt metal body and a back plate of ducUle metjl having

ita ends folded back upon itaelf to form guide lugs.

at brake shoe of the character described, comprising a

cast metal body and a back plate of ductll<» metal having

"enT^rtioJbeveled and thickened to form guide lugs^

4 xVrake shoe of the character described, comprising a

cast metal body and a back plate of ductila metal embed-

d^ thert n^id back plate being substantially of urn orm

iSth and having its ends folded back to fom. guide lugs.

with reference to the TVyteS fluid pressure on^said surfaces

That exact oounterbahm«of the a.x.al thrust of the bla<l.ng

'' tTZLc^ ela^t.c mu.l turhuu. .n whu-h ax.al thrus,

compensating surfaces are formed by the difference u>

Zr;;r of t'he nrst par, „f ,hc bU.Ung, '^^
J*^;-;'-

"-

before said bla-lum an.l the a.ijacent s^-cond oart of the

S ng^he one .urface foUowm^ saul first blading being

greater in extent than necessary to counterbalance the

^al thrust of the b,a.lmg. the excess being counteb^l^

ance<l by an a^lditional axial thrust pr,Mlure<l h> a surface

:Uua;ed\.fore the tiuui entrance mt<, -'-';--; -\-^,,
3 \ balance<l elastic fluid turbine in which axial thrust

conipensatinK surfaces are fonned by the chfTerence in

rrtrAn t'he ^rst part of the blading. ^h;-^;-f^,7,^
before said bla^lin,. and the -i^--"\ ^t^'"

, f, ,1 ^^
hla.iing the one svirface following said t\rst bi.vlnig t.eing

^ein extent than necessary to counterbalance the ax.a

3"
of the bla^img, the remaining axial thru.st produc.

b^the '>l-ling >x.ing counterbalan-.l by -;--;--
t^ust. produce*! by a surface situated before th- fluid

entrance into said first bla^les.
k-.v, .v,a thrust

4 V balance,! elastic fluid turbine in which a vial thru.st

1
compensating surfaces are forme.! by the difference in

^rn eter o, L first part of the bla^ling, the
f^^^^^Y^^^

1 rifore said bla^iing and the -^i--"Vr7j.^t;,Vt «
i bladim? the one surface following said first bla.1 ng I h . g

«rtaer m extent than necessary u, counterbalance he

i

Stl tixrust of the bla<ling, the— /-j^ -;':^;^1';:^-

! ance,! bv an a.i<litional ax.al thrust, pn^luced b> a surfa e

situate*! iH-fore the fluid entrance inU> said first bl.^l^s^

he flr^t part of the said billing having a d.rect.n o flow

opposite to the direction of the fl.,w of the fluid

""TVZlnceA elastic fluid turbine m which ax.al thrust

compealttng surfaces are formed by the '».«-->--

Lm^ir in t'he first part of the bla^iing. the
f-^^-/^^^

before said blading and the a^ljacent -->;' '^^^ "^^[^
bla<iing the one surface following said first blading, being

S^n extent than necessary to counterbalance the ax.a

S^i t of he bla^ling, the nmiaining axial thrust pn.luce<

by "he b ^i.ng being counterbalance*! by -»>7'-.^;""^'

thnTt fonned by a surface situate*! l>efore the flu.d en-

LTcl InT^a fi^rst blading, the «-^ P^/
^;;;-,

-'
lo . >'f

ing having a .lirection of flow op;M,site to the direction

the aow of the fluid of the se<-on.l part

[Claims 6 and 7 not printe.! m the (lazettel

«Q> OSO TRAP-IMWR ATTArHMENT Joseph
S9 2.0SO iKAr

j^i^ ^^ ^y,j^

PiSHEK. near Van Metre, r? i^

Serial No. 384.118.

S92.0T9. ELASTIC- FLl-ID T^'^"^^'^' ['"'^^^^p?,^-

NisGKR. Munich, Germany, assignor to Melms A Pfen-

ninger G. M. B. H,, Munich-Hirschau, Gt-rmany Filed

Oct 18, 1906. Serial No. .339.556.

1 \ balanced elastic fluid turbine in wH.rh axial thrust

compensating surfaces are formed by the «lf
•^'j^nce in

rrte" f the drum carrj-lng the first part of the blading

l^Tijacent part of the drum before said blading and that

part o the drun. carrying the a^ljacent second part of the

blading, the said surfaces being so dimensioned and placed

S:vrn^;^:nopening^andas^de..ti^

''^

TnlarrraU^ Tn s^ oVn^g engaged by such

IpwL^'indo-l^ed position and
^^-^f

»^«»'\-'^^

Tr^ou^t^ce flush with that of the plate, said arm be.ng

p^^id^ on it. under side with a handle or the like device.

'V'ir.^n r^riSl^i lifter for trap d*.>rs^ cellar d.^^

and other like doors comprising a plate adapted to be

mort^ in the upper side of a door said plat* prov,de*l

,

wUhTfor^gitudina^?pening, lugs on the underside of such
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plate, *)n opposite sides of such opening and at a suitable

distance from one end thereof, and a st-op device under

the opposite end of such oi)ening; an arm of a size and

8hai.e to fit in such oiK-ning, such arm pivotally niounte*!

between the said lugs of the said plate engage*! by said

stop when in a closed position and held by such stoi) with

ita outer face flush with that of the said plate, and a

handle or the like device attached to and extending frojn

the un.lerside of said arm, for the purpose set forth.

•MjOei ANIMAL -DUMP J.^mes P Pli mmer and

Rot L. Pummkk, Rochester. III. Filed Aug. 21, 1907.

Serial No. 389.593.

3 \ cylinder, its piston chamber, a front head, a sleeve

therein having inner and outer connected annular spaces

forming a water feed chamber, a hollow drill steel and a re-

ciprocating drill piston having a duct therein arrange*! to

IH- brought alternately into communication with the water

fe«xl chamber and piston chaml>*'r for fee<iing water and air

altematelv to the <irill st*el.

4. A cylinder, its piston chaii)l)*>r, a front hea'i. a sleeve

therein having a water feed chamber, a hollow <irill steel, a

reciprocating drill piston having a duct therein arranged 10

be brought alternately into communication with the water

fee*l chamber and piston chaniV>er for feeding water and air

alternately to the drill steel, a jmcking for the piston ro.i at

the inner end of the sleeve and a packing for the piston rod

anil sleeve at the outer end of the sleeve.

6 \ hollow .Irill steel, a piston ro<i having a duct therein

communicating with the b*.re of the drill steel, a chuck for

receiving the drill steel, a bushing an<l a gasket at the inner

end of the bushing arranged to encircle the end of the drill

Steel for forming a water-tight joint at the drill steel seat.

the opening in the chuck for the ga.«ket being of less di-

ameter than the opening for the bushing, thus fornuug a

shoulder against which the inner end of the bushing seats.

[Claims 6 and 7 not jirinted in the (;azette.]

1 The c*Mnbination of a tank, raiLs supiwrte.! on said

tank posts secured to said rails, side p.e<'es and end pieces

.secure.! to sai.l ixists, a platform oscillative between said

ruls a lever mounted on one of the side pie*-€-8. a latch

mounted on one of the rails, a rod connecting the latch with

t he lever, a spring acting to move the lever and the ro.! an.l

a bar on the platform engaged by the latch to support the

platform in a horizontal position.

2 The combination of a main frame having rails, diago-

nal braces connecting the rails of said frame, a b*.lt exten.l-

ing through the rails of the frame, a platform mounted on

said lK)lt, a latch mounted on one of the rails of the frame

and a lever mounted on the frame and connecte<i to oper-

ate the latch.

8 9'> 0S2 ROCK-DRILLING MACHINE WILLIAM

Prellwitz. Easton. Pa.. a88ign*)r to IngersoU - Rand

Company, New York, N. V . a Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Apr. 17. 1906. Serial No, 312.090.

892 083. COMBINED TRUCK AND SUPPORTING-

STAND. Chakle.s Rawlin:*on. St L*>uis, Mo Filed

Dec. 21. 1907. Serial No. 407.(>02

1 \ cylinder, a front head, a hollow drill steel, a water

ft«od chamber, a separate air supply chamber, an.l a re.-.pro-

cating driU piston having a duct therein arranged to l>e

brought alternately into communication with the water feed

chamber and the air supply chamber for feeding water and

air alternately to the drill steel.

2 A cylinder. Its piston chamber, a front hea<i. a water

feed chamber therein, a hollow drill steel and a reciprocate

ing drill piston having a duct therein arranged to be brought

alternately Into communication with the water feed cham-

ber and the piston chaml^er for fee*ling water and air alter-

nately to the drill steel.

A truck of the character 'described, cxjmpnsing cast

metal x-sha{M>d end pieces provi.U-*! with Integral inwardly

projecting Ujsses. a tie member consisting of a piece of

pipe or tubing which embraces the inwar.ily projecting

lx,88es on said end pieces, means for securing said tubmg

to said bosses, a foot-piece provided with jaws for engag-

ing one of the end pieces of the truck and integrally --on-

nected to inclined braces that merge int*^ a single shank, a

jaw on said shank which embraces the tie member, and a

pui pa*.ing through said jaw and tie memlx-r for pern^a-

i.eutly connecting said parts together: substantially a. de-

scribed.

802084 TEMPORARY BINDER. WilletiMIUy-

NoT New York, N. Y. File*l Dec. 13. 1907. Serial

No. 406.381.

^ ^
M D

/•S ^ ^^-^

-iTc^

i
c

1 In a temporary binder, clamping members, binding

.xists Carrie*! by one of the members, and adapted to enter

the opp*.site member, extensions for the iK,8ts, said ex-

tensions being equal in length to the depth of the menil>er

of the binder which receives them and means for locking

the posts in the last mentioned inemljer.

o In a temporary binder, clamping meml^ers compr.s-

ing housings having internal channels, iw.sts .secured to

one member, the opposite memln-r having apertures to re-

ceive the posts; said posts l>eing e.4ual in length to the

depth of the channeled portion of the mem)>er. extensions

for the said posts having the same relation to the housings

as the first mentioned posts, and means for locking the

^ [wsts in the last mentioned member.
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803.065 APPARATrs FOR MAKINf} BATTLE CAPS

OR STOI'PER-S John H. Rese. Wa«hi^gt«n, D. C.

Filed Sept. 19, li»07. Serial No. 393,719.

OFFICIAL GAZETTE Junk 30, 1908.

1. A i-utter or die for producing tabbed stoppers or clo-

sores. having a circular cutting edxe in whieh i.-< formed a

K»p or blank ?piice of a length c<>rre8;>on(linK with the ran

dlua of the circle of the cuttinf? edge, substantially as set

forth.

2. In an appanitu.- for rutting flat closures or .xtop{)ers,

a holder or carrier ami a plurality of cutters of diet* mounte.1

therein, each die having a circular cutting e<jgf> in whi<h i.h

forme<J a gap or blank space, the dies being arrangwl so

that the cut formci by one touches tangrutially the cut.-»

formed by adjacent dies, anrl the gap in the cutting e<ige of

each die being situated opposit.- to the cutting ciige uf t\v<,

adjacent dies.

3. \\& machine for cutting thin stoppers it closures, the

combination of a cylindrical carrier, a plunillty of rutting

dies mounted therein, the dies toeing s«-t cU)s« to each other.

as described, and each having a circular cutning e<lge hav-

ing formed therein a blank or gap equal in length to the

radius of the circle of the cutting edge, and a circular abut-

ment against which the dies act, sui).-<tHntuililv a.^ «t fnrth.

4. In apparatus for cutting closures or stopiKT- the

combination of a carrier, a plurality of cutting dies mounted

therem. each die having a circular cutting ed.;.- in which

Is formed a gap or blank space, the dies being st-t close to

each other so that the cut forine<l by one ti.uchcs the cut

formed by adjacent dies, and the cutting rim or eilge of

each die being Uncled on its inner side .an<l straight on iu

outer side, substantially as set forth.

.5. V cutting die for making closures or stop;>ers com-

pri3ing a sharp cutting rim and a hollow st«»m, in the inner

wall. of which latter is formed a guiding groove of substan-

tially U-shaf)e. the legs t)ein< open at their nuter ends and

one of them screw-threaded, in combination with an ejector

arranged within the cutting rim and haviffiK a shank or

stem that enters the hollow stem of the cutting flie. and

provided with a pin adapteii to enter th».- said guiding

gro<.)ve. a spring for forcing the ejector initwanl. and a

screw arranged to be inserted into the s<-rqw-threivled leg

of the guuling groove and by its adjust mt«U to limit the

position to which the plunger is moved (lutward by the

spring substantiallv :«s set forth.

paper disk, the holy portion. \. of which is of circular otit-

line and from the e<lge of which extends a tab a, the material

of the closure being score<l along the line of juncture of the

body \, and a tab, and the opposite edges of the lab Ix-ing

formed on reverse curves springing fron\ the i>eripheral

curve of the main body ix)rtion .\. and uniting at the outer

eml of the tal), substantially as set forth.

4 .\ sealing cap or closure comprising a ilisk of suitable

material, the botly portion of which is of circular outline

and from the edge of whu h extends a pulling tab. the

seating surface of thecapor closure N-ing curvc^lor rounded

along ltd edge, substantiallv as s«! forth.

892,087. RKKLECTOR FoR.SKARCH-LIGHTS. Jean

A. Rkt, Paris. France Filed I>ec. 13, 190.5 Serial No.

2<)l.!».=)l.

1. The combination with an electrir arc lamp, of a re-

flector having its reflecting surface of gold

2. The combination with an electric arc lamp, of a para-

boliform reflector having its reflecting surface of gold.

;! A search-light comprising an electric arc and reflect-

ing means to protect the light ui -uh^tantially parallel rays,

said means having its refleciing surface of ixjli9he<l gold.

892.086. BOTTLEtlAP OR STOPPER Jmkn H Rese,

Wa.shington, I). C. Filed Sept Ht. 1^07 .Serial No

393.720
1. .\ sealing cap or closure compri.sing a disk of suitable

material, the Uxly r>ortion of which is of circular outline

and from the e<lge of which extends a tal>. the opiX)site

sides or edges of the latter being formeii on rovers*^ curves

springing from the peripheral curve of the main bf><l> (por-

tion of the cap. and uniting at the outer end of the taii. sub-

stantially 9.S set forth

2 .A sealing cap or closure comprising a disk of suitable

material, the Ixxiy portion of which is of circular outline

and from the edge of which extends a tab a. the opi>osite

e<iges of the latter being formed on reverse Curves springing

from the peripheral curve of the main^xxiy A and the radius

of each of the said rcverst^ curves being erinal in length to

the radius of the tx>ripheral curve of the Dart A, substan-

tially as set forth

3. .\ cap or closure for a bottle comptnsing a suitable

8»2.08S. MARINE FI RE - INDirATINO SYSTEM
AND EXTIN(aisnER ^^ll.I.l^M Ruh. New York,

N Y. FilfMl Sept 2«. UK)7. Sen.il No 3<)4.fi.57

1 In a marine fire Indicating sssiem, a station Ixix, a

pluraUty of pijx-s leading therefrom to the holds or bunk-

ers of a ship, means t.o draw air through said pipes into

said box, means to make visible any va|)or issuing from

any of said pnx>s and means to connect a steam pi[)C with

any of said pii)es

2 In a marine flre Indicating system, a station box, a

plurality of pij«es leading thereinto, each of said pipes

having a screw threa le 1 end. an ot.servation tulx' sli<lably

mounted on the end of each pipe, and a flexible steam

pipe arlapted to connect with any of said pipes

3, In a marine flre indicating system, a tube leading

from the station box to the hold or bunker of a shij). said

tube having a screw-threaded end, an obwrvation tulie

slidably mounted on said screw-threaded end, said obser-

vation tulx" having a flaring end, and a steam pi[)e adapted

to be connected with said srrew-threaded end when said

observation tulx; is removed.
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4 A marine flre indicating system compri«ln« a Htation

box. a plurality of pij^es lea<ling therefrom to the holds

or bunlters of a ship, a fan mounted within said staUon box

above sai.l i.ijK^s an electric motor to operate said fan.

and a wheel mounte<l on a dock works, said wheel being

provided with posts adapte<i to contact with brushes to

open and close the electric circuit i)eriotlically, and means

to connect a steam piix- with any of sai.l pipes.

-f

5 The herein described tire uulicating system and ex-

tmg.r.Vhcr com, .rising a stat,,.,; U.x a plurality of pipes

l..aa,i.K tt.erefrom to the s-'vcral holds or bunkers of a ship.

.aid piiM^s h.aving screw-threii.le.1 .-nils vMthin said lx)X, an

obMTv ition tulH> slidably moimteii on each piix-, said ol>-

.,rv it,on tul>es having flaring ends, an electrically operated

fan mounted within said Ih.x above .said tutes. a clock pro-

vidivl with a <onta<-t wheel on the hour hand shaft adapted

to iH>riodically make and break the circuit, an electric

bulb a^lapted to light when sjud fan is operated, an elec-

tric bell adtipted to l.e thrown Into said circuit, and a

switch a*lapted to thr..w the current on said fan at the will

of the operator, aiut means to .ouuecl a steam pipe with

any of said pipes.

2 In a Kla.ss molding machine, the combination of a ro-

tary table, one or more molds carried thereby, blow pu^
in operative position with reference to said molds, a sta-

tionary fluid supply P'Po. and a rotary fluid discharging

device above said table connected to said supply pi

I

k> in

the possible path ..f said blow pipes, whereby said fluid

discharging device may be moved out of the way by the

contact of sai.i blow puk-s where necessary.

3 In a glaaa molding macliine. the combination of a ro-

tary table one or more molds carried thereby, blow pipes

in operative position with reference to said molds, a sta-

tionary fluid supply pipe, an arm mounted to swing on said

pipe in the i>ossible path of said blow pipes, a fluid discharg-

ing device carried by said arm and connections between

said pipe and said device, whereby said fluid dis.harging

device may be moved out of the way by the contact of said

blow pipes where ne<es8ary.

4 In a glass molding machine, the combination of a ro-

tary table, one or more molds carrie<l thereby, blow pipes

in operative position with reference to said molds, a sta-

tionary fluid supply pil>e, an arm mounted to ^wing on said

pipe in the possible path of said blow v^^»- -^ Auid dis-

charge device carried by said arm and a flexible connection

between said pipe and said device.

5 In a ghvss moUimg machine, the combination of a

suitable frame or suppori. a tank, a rotary table, one or

more molds carric<l by said table, blow pii>es in operative

position with reference to said mold, a fluid discharging

device over said tank in the i>os.sible path of said blow

pipes whereby said fluid dis<harging (ievice may be moved

out of the way by the contact of said blow i,ii>es where

necessary, and connections for supplying fluid to said de-

vice from said tank.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

892 089 GL.\SS-MOLniN<l M.XCHTNE H.^RRT A.

sl-HNEi.n.vrH, Crafton, i'a ,
a^.signor to Macl>eth-Evan8

(;ht.ss ( ompany. a Corjioration of Pennsylvama. Filed

June 4 I'Mkl Serial No 320,067.

892,090.

N. Y
EXCAV.\TING-T«>< 'I, Phiui Scott, Fine,

File.! Nov. 4. 1907 Serial No. 400,528.

I In a glass mol.ling machine, the combination of a ro-

tary table one or more molds carried thereby, blow pipes

in mx^rative rH>sition with reference to said moUls, a sta-

ticmarv fluid supply p.l>e, a movable fluid di.schargmg de-

vice above said table connected to said supply pll>«^ -^aid

fluid discharging device being in the iK>,s.sible path of

said blow pipes, whereby sai.l fluid dis.harging device

may l>e move<i out of the way by the contact of said blow

pipes where necessary.

1 A tool of the cla.s« describe.!, comprising a metallic

body having a central eye or oi)ening to receive a handle, a

pair of opi)ositelv arranged blades having three substan-

tially equal sides formed with said body, the sai.l sides be-

ing disposed in such manner that the outer face or back of

each blade is flat, the inner fa.-e of each blade having a

sharp central ridge, and the outer ends or jwint-s of said

blad.'s l>cing beveled to form a cutting eiige, substantially

as aescril>eti.

2 A tool of the class describeti. comprising a metallic

body having triangularly formed blade.s projecting in opi>o-

Bite directions therefrom an.l disi>oaed so that the outer

face of each blade is flat and the inner face or side thereof

is forme<i with a sharp central ridge, the outer end of each

bla.le Ixniig beveled, and an oval-shain-d eye in the center

of sai.l body adapted to receive a handle, substantially as

descrilH»<i.

3 V tool of the cla.s.s .le.scrilx'd. comprising a metallic

body in combination with an operating handle, a pair of

triangularly formed blades projecting in opposite direc-

tions from said body ami having their points or cuter ends

beveled inwardly toward said handle, substantially as de-

^ scribed.
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892,091. DRIVING-WHEEL LATHE. Will.\rd T
Beak.<«. PhiladflphiH. Pa . assignor to N'ile«-Bonipnt-

Pond Company. Jerrifv Cii.v, X. J. Filwl Mar 4 H»08.

Serial No -tlf^ 1«»3

1. A driving wheel lathe comprising, an arbor a fare-

plate carrietl by the arbor and having a oentral recesn

adapt4><i TO receive a return crank, a spindU" to slide axially

in the arbor, means for adjusting the spiadle endwise, a

head on the inner end of the spindle, a wrist carrie<i by the

head eccentric to the arbor, a lever mounted on the wrist,

a center carried by the lever and adapted V) take p^jsition

concentric with the a.xis of the arbor, and mfany* for locking

the lever against angular motion on the l^'rist when the

center carried by it i." in working position, combine<l sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. .\ driving wheel lathe comprising, an arbor, a face-

plate carrie<l by the arbor and having a central recess

•dapted to receive a return crank, a .spindle tf) slide axiall.\

fn the artxsr. means for adjusting thc^ spiadle endwise, a

head un the inner end of the spindle provided with a cen-

tral recess to receive the wrist of a return cr&nk of the tyi>e

carrying a wrist concentric with the whefl-axle. a wrist

carried by the head eccentric to the arbor, ai lever mounted
on the wrist, a center carried by the levgr and atlapte<i

to take position c()ncentric with the axis of the arbor, and

mean.-' for locking the lever against angular motjon on the

wnst when the center carried by it is in working position,

combine*! «ufc)stantiallv as set forth.

892,092 CAN-SPOUT. Isaac E. Sextox.
Filet! Jan 10. 19<W Serial No 410,089,

Me<lford, Mas8.

1. A can s;)out comprising an inner member adapted ff>r

attachment to the body of a can. and provide*! with an
opening and with a continuous outwardly tume<l lip sur-

rounding the oi>ening and an outer memb«r having at its

base an inwardly-projecting f!ange overlapped by and
rotatively engagetl with said lip. a stoppet-engaging por-

tion and a laterally projecting nozzle, the said lip consti-

tuting a member of a joint which rotatively connects the

outer and inner members, and a seat for a stopper engaged

with the outer member
2. A can spout comprising an inner sheet metal memt>er

having a flat portion in which is a central opening, a con-

tinuous outwanily turned lip surrounding the opening, and
a marginal downwardly-projecting flange a<lapt«l to be
solderetl to a can Ixnly. and an outer member having at

its ba.se an inwanily-projecting flange oveflapped by and
rotatively engaged with said lip, a stoppef-engaging por-

tion, and a laterallv projecting nozzle, the -iaid lip ronrti-

tutmg a mend)er of a joint which rotatively connects the
outer and inner members, and a s<'at for a stopper engagfvl

with the outer member.

892.093 DEEP-WELL CABLE-PUMP Hakry C. Sil^

LETT. Salt Lake City. Utah. Filerl June 2,"), 1906 Se-

rial No 32.3. .327.

J-

I. In a pump of the kind de-scribed a combination «ith

a pump tube providetl with a head, a discharge pii>e con-

nected to the heatl. a plunger oi-)erating in the pump tube

and a cable for lifting said plunger, a tuf)e fastene<l to the

pump head an<i carrying a cable guide at its upper end

and the air pipe extending from said tube into the pump
tubing at a point atijaceut the suction limit.

2 In a device of the kind describetl the comViination

with a casing. f>f the tubing arrange*! therein, a pump
head arranged ui>on the upjier end of the tubing and pro-

vided with a discharge piix". the plunger working in the

pump tubing, a cable for raising the same, the Xu\>e at-

tache<l to the upper end of the pump hea<! and carrying

cable guides at its upi)er end, the air pipe connecte*! to

said tube at a point at)ove the pump hea<l, the lower end of

said pipe entering the pump tubing at the suction limit.

and a valve arranged in said pipe int«rme<liate its ends

for the purpose .«ct forth.

892,094. METALLIC RAILWAY TIE AND FASl EN-
ING. Clar.\ E. .Slxnker, Beaver Falls, Pa., atlmin-

istratrix of Fre<lerick J Slenker. decease*! P'ile<! Apr.

29, 1907. Serial No. 370,H13.

iiiiiii:, . i:i,;.i 1 ii^!;L,i.i:i 1,1 \,u.i.\^rj, -I

1. A metallic railway tie of hollow box form having a

longitudinal slot or opening in its top provided with teetfi

I

or projections at it#i eclges said t<^th or projections extend-

I

ing throughout a major portion at least of the length of the

t tie: substantially as described.

2. A metallic railway tie. of hollow-box form, closed at

I

the bottom and having a longitudinal slot in it^ top wall

i
throughout the length of the tie, and teeth or projections

I atljacent to each etlge of the slot for a major portion at

' least of its length: substantially as described.
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3 A metallic railway tie of hollow box form closed at

the bottom having a longitudinal slot exten.lmg through

the length of its top. and also having teet!i or projections

»t each edge of the slot, rail damps arrangwi to .iiKage the

bases of the rails, and having teeth or prujc<-tu.n- adaptci

to engage the teeth or pr<.je<tious of tlie tie, an<l means for

locking -aid clamps: .-jubstantially as described.

4 V lallic railwav tie liaving a longitudinal slot in its

toi. and having teeth or projections on it^ upper surface

adjacent to th.- .-dges <.f the slot, a rail clamp adapter! to

eng .k;'
•' • ! 1- t!..nge of a rail. an<i having corresponding

teeth ..r prujctiwu.s on its under surface, said clamp also

having a de,)i-n<ling jK.rtion arranged to slide m said slot,

and means f . .r I. ..king t h.' clamp substantially as described.

5 \ metallic railwav tic having longitudinal depreasums

form^ In iU upp«'r surface an<l resilient rHil-s«-ating mem-

bers in said depression-: sui)stanlially as described.

802095 ELECTRIC -LIGHT CUT-OFF. James B.

Smith and Yancy D. Lott. Jackst,n Miss File<! Dec.

18. 1906. Serial No. 348,480. Renewed Mar. 4. 1908.

Serial No. 419.198

1 The combination with a clock having an alarm spring

winding shaft and a swit.h, of an arm secured to the handle

of the switch, a winding drum uiK>n the alarm spring wind-

ing shaft flexible connection between the drum and the

arm, and an elastic ts.wer storing element interposed in

said connection.

2 The combination with the l)Utton of a snap switch

and" with the winding key of an alarm clock, of an arm hav-

ing an integral plate portion provided with prongs, the

l.liite iK.rt.on and the prongs being a.lapted to be bent to

embrace the button of the snap switch a gnx.vet! disk pro-

vided with a slot in which the winding key of the alarm

clock is receive<l. wherebv the disk will be held for rotation

with the said key when the alarm is strtick, a cord secured

to the disk in the gr.K.vc therein, a similar cord secured W
the outer end of the arm. and a spring connecting the ends

of the two cords.

of the axle; rollers loosely interposed between the casing

and the shoulder at the reduced end of the axle: a journal

box looselv inclosing the casing and reces.sed on one side

intermediate of its ends: and a set of loose rollers in said

recess disposed transversely to the axle and supporting

the box from the casing; said casing having a flat bearing

surface for said rollers; together with a roller retaining

flange in the outer ends of the casing, and btilts connecting

the casing and flange, with the bolt heads projecting into

longitudinal channels in the box.

2 In a bearing of the describe<l class the combination of

an axle liaving a reduced end; a casing Inclosing the ent!

of the axle rollers loosely Interpose*! between the casing

and reduced end of the axle: a journal box loosely inclosing

the casing and recessed on one side; and a set of loo.se

rollers in said resess disposed transversely to the axle an.l

supporting the box from the easing; said casing having a

flat bearing surface for said rollers, the inner en.l of said

box being ai)ertured for tlie reception of the shaft back

of the reduced end portion and slotte*! transversely for the

reception of a correspondingly ajierture*! sheet of j)acking.

.i In a bearing of the described cla.ss. the combination

of an axle having a reduce*! en.l porti*m with an abrupt

shoulder at the inner end of said iwrtion, a causing inclosing

the end of the axle and provided with an inturne*! flange

at lt« inner en.l, an angle iron ring secure*! at tlie outer vnd

of the casing, l.«.se rollers interix>se*l Ix-tween the ring and

shoulder, a journal box loosely inclosing the casing and re-

cessed on (me side interm«>*iiate its ends, a set of l<x.>e

roller" in sai<! recess <!isi»osed transversely to the axle and

supiwrting the b*.x from the ca.sing. Ixjlts extending

through the outer end of the casing and .serving as guides,

and bolts extending through the outer end portion <.f the

journal Ikjx in a jiositifm to ser%-e as stops luniting the

movement *.f the c:i.«ing,-said casing having a flat bearing

surface for the transversely disjn.se*! rollers an.l said jour-

nal box being provide.1 with slots for the reception of the

heads of the casing guide Ixilts. whereby the casing is held

against rotation.

4 In a bearing of the describe*! class the combination

of an axle having a reduce*! en<l : a casing inclosing the en.l

of the axle- rollers loosely lnteriK)sed between the casmg

and re*luced end of tlie axle; a journal box loosely Inclosing

the casing an.l recesse.l on one si.ie intermediate of its

ends- and a set of loose r*.llers in said recess disi>o.se*l trans-

versely to the axle and supp*.rting the l>ox from the casing:

said casing having a flat bearing surface for said rollers.

said casing having inturned roller retaining flanges at its

respective ends, and said hox Ix-ing provide.! with means

for limiting the longitudinal movement of the casing therein.

SeamX) roller bearing j,,pEPHTAYLOR,Ludlng-

ton, Mich. Filed Oct. 12. l'.H)6. -Serial No. 338,661.

1 In a l>earing of the <!escri!>e<l class the combination of

an axle having a reduce*! en*!; a casing inck.sing the end

892 09 7 VAPOR- GENERATING APPARATUS.
F-i'iHi- Thomsow. Swampscott. Mass.. a.s.signor to Gen-

eral Electric Company, a Corp*)ration of New \ork.

Original application filed June 9. 1898, Serial No

683.000. Divided and this application file*! Oct. 14.

1902. Serial No. 127.227.

1 The c<miblnatlon witti a steam generator wherein the

heating power is supplied by a hqui.! fuel burner, of a

pump ane! connections for supplying fuel to the burner, a

pump and" connections for supplying water to the genera-

tor means f*>r uniting the pump pistons, means for driving

the pumps, and means intermediate the driving meaiu and

the pumps for simultaneou.sly changing the spee*! of the

pumps without changing the spee*! of the driving means in

a manner to cau.se corresi.on<!ing variations in the supply

of fuel and water furnished to the !)urner and to the gen-

erator. .

> The c*.mbinatlon of a steam generator wherein the

heating iK.wer is supplied »>y a li<iui.l fuel burner, a pump

and connections for .supplying fuel to the burner, a pump

and connections for .supplying water to the generator, a

pump an<! connections f*.r supplying air to the burner, an

engine for driving the pumps, and means intenne<iiate the

«l«lne and the pumps for simultarie*)usly changing the

spec*! at which the pumps are driven so as to cause corre-

1
sponding variations in the supply of fuel, air and water

I furnislied to the burner and generator.
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:i In rombination. a geuerator of the fl**her ty;)e ar-
]

r;in«ed to supply sup<Theat<'(i vapor, a pump for supplying

liijuitl thereto, a rtrt- chamber, a pump for supplying liquid

fuel thereto, a single driving means for both pumps, and a

speed-changing mechanism mtermediaU' the driving means

and the punu>s whereby the capacities of the pumps can
|

be varied without changing the ipeed of the driving means.

4. In combination a generator of the fl*aher type ar-

ranged to supply superheated vajxjr, a pump for supplying

linuid thereto, afire chamber, a pump for supplying liquid

fuel thereto, a pump for supplying air U> tha Are chamber,

a driving mean.H coirmion to the pumps, and a s[)eed-

changing mechani.sm mterme^liate the driving mean.-* and

the pumps for varying the effective delivery of the latter.

5. The combination with a boiler, a burner therefor

a<lapte«.l to burn a mixture of air and liquid fuel, a bo«iy of

heat-r"si3ting material lietween the burner and the boiler

which ser.ert to heat the latter, and an inclosing casing for

the tx)iler, burner and said material, of a pump for supply-

ing liquid to the boiler, pump* for supplying air and fuel to

the burner in definite proportions, a common actuator for

the lK)iler and burner supply pumps, and :» controller be-

tween the actuator and said pumps for chaaging the sfieed

of the pumpa.
[Claim* 8 to 8 not printed in the Gazette. 1

892,098. AIR-C0MPRF:.SS0R. James Thokston. Jr..

and J.\MES Thornton, Sr . Duquoin. 111. Filetl May 9,

190ti. Serial No. 315,952.

from the nozzles, means for delivering compressed air into

the shaft, means for conveying air from the cylinder, and
means for driving the said shaft and rotating the nozzles in

a direction opposite the tlirection of discharge.

.S9 2,0<.»9 .\PP.\RATrs FOR M.\Nt'F.\CTrRlNG
CIGARETTES WITH Mt >rri 1 PIKCKS KrKn.\KO
TovE. Tokyo. Japan Filed Apr l.i. IWKi Serial

\o. 311.518.

A device of the kind described coniprisinn a hollow shaft,

a cylinder, a hub c;irried upon the shaft witUin the cylinder.

sai-1 hub beijig hollow and communicating 'ith the interior

of the shaft, radial sfX)kes carried by the llub said spokes

l)eing boUow an<l o[)ening into said hub. tbe end portions

t)emg bent and forming discharge nozzles, funnel shaped

hiK)d3 carried by the said nozzles, each nolzle discharging

through the smaller end of a hood, the hootia being spaced

1. A cigarette making machine comprising in combina-

tion, a rotatable make-up device provided with a plurality

of receivers or holders for the empty wrap;)ers, a gripping

device associated with each holder, mechanism f<jr filling

said wrappers with tobacco, means for innvinn said make-

up device to bring saiil holders and wrapjKTs into opera-

tive relation with said mechanism, and means for bringing

said grii)piug devices into engiigement with said wrap^xTs

when the holders arc in oiH>rative relation with said mech-

anisms.

2. A cigarette making machine coInprl•^ulg m combina-

tion, a movable make-up device provide<l with a plurality

of receivers or holders for the empty wrapix-rs, a gripping

device assocjateil with eac-h holder, incchanism for filling

said wrapiKTs witli tobacco, means f<jr forminif and inserting

a mouthpiece, means for moving said holders progressively

in operative relation with said filling and mouthpiece means,

and means for bringing .sai.i gnpvnng devices into engage-

ment with said wrappers while said holders and wrapiH-rs

are in o^ierative relation with said means and rne<hanism.

3. A cigarette making machine comprising in combina-

tion, a movable make-up device provide<I with a plurality

of receivers or holders for empty wrapix-rs. a gripiung

device associate<l with each hol.ler, me<-haiusm for HllmK

sai 1 WTaT>lK;r with tobacw, final ejecting mechanism, means

for bringing said holders progressively into oi>erative re-

lation with said mechanisms, and means for bringing said

gripping devices into engagement with said wrai-ptr- while

the holders and wrapriers are in oix-rative relation with said

filling mechanism, said means s<Tving to release engage-

ment of the gripping <levices with the wrapix'rs when the

same are in ov>erative relation with said ejecting iiie<-hanism.

4. A cigarette making machine comprising in combma

tion, a movable make-up device provi.le<l with a receiver

or holder for an empty wrapper, a gripping device asso-

ciate<l with said holder, mechanism for filling -^aid wrapi.er

with tobacco, mechanism f<jr forming and inserting the

mouthpiece, trimming mwhanism, final ejecting mech-

anism, means for progressively bringing said holder and

wrapi)er into oiierative relation with sai.i mechanisms, an,t

means for bringing said gripping device into and retaining

engagement with the wrapp«'r when the holder is m oiH-ra-

tive relation with said tobacco filling mouthpiece forming

and trimming mechanisms, said means serMng to releiis<^

engagement of the gripping device with the wrapper wj.cn

the same is in operative relation with the eject iiik ine.h-

anism.

5 A cigarette making machine comprising in combina-

tion, a circular make-up device provided with a plurality

of rt=ceivers or holders for the empty wTapiK>rs, a gripping

device assijciated with each holder, mechanism for filling
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said wrappers with tobacco, means for rotaUng said make-

up device to bring said holders int« operative relation

with sai.l mechanism, and means for bringing said gripping

devices into engagement with said wrappers when tlie

holders are in operative relation with said mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed in the Gaaett*.]

said cylinder exerting a force on said piston tending to

move "the same in opposition to the air pressure on the

large end or pressure area of said piston, said cylinder an<l

piston having cooperating ports, substantially as de-

scribed.

892.100, STOCKING FINISHING AND STRII'PINQ

MACHINE. Pail F. Voqel. St. I^ouis, Mo
.
assignor,

by mesne assignments, to The Burson Knitting Com-

pany, Rockford. Ill , a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Mav 28. 1902. Serial No. 109.383.

1 An attachment for singeing machines comprising fefvi

rolls air pij^es and stripping bru.shes arrangevi to coacl

Uierewith the articles to t>e treat»<l being mounte«i upon
j

supports, from which they may l>e strippwl by sai.l brushM^

2 \n attachment for singeing machines comprising feed

rolls air pipes and stripping brushes arranged to coact

therewith the articles to be treated being mount^nl upon

supix.rts fnnn which they may be stripped by 8ai<i brushes.

and a conveyer leading from said rolls to said brushes

3 \ finishing machine comprising feed rolls, air pipes

locateii so as to coact therewith and provided with jeU^, a

second set of fee«l rolls, stripping brushes and a conveying

means extending from the last named rolls to said brushes

the articles to be treated being mounted on support* so as

to be acte<l upon by said brushes.

4 \ machine of the type set fortli comprising a pair of

fee.1 rolls i>eriorate<l air pipes arranged in juxta;>osition

thereU) a secon-i pair of fe»^l rolls rotateil opi>ositely to the

first name<l pair, and located ix>low a horizontal plane pro-

j,.cte,l N-tween the first naiiuni fee<l rolls, stripping brushes

arraiiKe^i in juxta;K)sition to the w-cond pair of rolls, and an

en.lless U>lt or conveyer ojx-rating between the s.'cond pair

of fe«l rolls, the articles to In- treated t>eing mounte*! on

supports from which they may be stripped

5 \ machine of the type set forth comprising two feed

rolls at one side of the machine, three fee<l rolls on the opi>o-

site side there<jf. air piF>es arranged in juxtaposition to the

first named rolls and the upper two of the last named rolls,

a secon.l set of rolls arranged beneath said first named set

and working in conjunction with the lower two of the last

name^i rolls, a conveyer extending between the last named

rolls and stripping brushes arranged in alinement with

said conveyer, the articles to be treated being mounte.1 on

support* so that they may be stripped from said support*

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette. 1

892 101 TRIPLE VALVE. Edwin C. Washbi rn, Min-

neapolis. Minn Filed Sept. 16. 1907. Serial No.

393 IX )8.

1 \ triple valve comprising a differential cylinder, a

differential piston working therein, and a yielding constant

tension device exerting a force tending to move said piston

in opiwsition to the air pressure on the relatively large

end or pressure area of said piston, said cylinder and piston

having cooperating ports, substantially as described.

'1 \ trii>le valve comprising a differential cylinder, a

difTerential piston working therein, and a spring within

134 O, G.—139

3 In a triple valve, the combination with a differential

cylin<ier having train pipe auxiliary re8er^.•olr and brake

cylinder connections, of a differential piston w.thm said

cylinder, having ports operative in one position of said pis-

ton to open up communication between the train pipe and

auxiliary reservoir connections, and operative in another

position to cut off coimnunication between said tram pipe

and auxiliar>- reservoir connections and open up oommu-

nlcation between said auxiliary reservoir connection and

brake cylinder connection, and a yielding constant tension

device exerting force on said piston tending to move the

same from its first noted to its second noted position, sub-

stantially as de8crii>ed.

4 In a triple valve mechani.sm. a train pipe, auxiliary

reservoir and brake cylinder, in combination with a triple

valve comprising a differential cylinder having ports con-

nected to said train pipe, auxiliary reservoir and brake cyl-

inder a differential piston working within said differential

cylinder and subject at botli ends to train pipe pressure,

and a spring exerting force on said piston tending to move

the same against air pressure on the large end thereof^ said

piston having port* arranged for cooperation with the

ports of said differential cylmder to open up communica-

tion Ix-tween the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir in one

position of said piston, and in another position of said pis-

ton to cut off communication between said train pipe and

auxiliary reservoir and to open up communication be-

tw.-en sai.l auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder, sub-

stantially as describetl.

5 In a triple valve, the combination with a differential

cylinder having train pipe, auxiliary reservoir and brake

! cylinder connecUons, of a differential piston within said

cylinder subject to train pipe pressure at both end8,^and a

spring exerting force on said piston ten.iing to move the

same against the air pressure on the large end thereof, the

said cylinder and piston having cooperating port* so ar-

range<i that in the normal position of said piston said train

pipe and auxiliary re8er^•olr connections will be m commu-

nication in an intermediate position of said piston said

auxiliary reserAoir connection will be closed and said train

I
pipe connection will be in communication with said brake

cylinder connection, and in the other extreme position of

said piston said tram pipe connection will be closed and

said auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder connections

I

will be in communication, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette. 1

892 102 TABLE-LEG HOLDER Emil Werner.

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Sept 21. 1907. Serial No.

393 889

1 \ leg holding socket consisting of a top ring, a bottom

ring, perforated ears extending laterally from the top
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ring. *nd spaoptl-apart arms extending frojri one ring to

the other and uniting the same.

2. A leg holdmg socket consisting of a top ring, a bottom
ring. [H^rforate*! ars e.xtending laterally from the top ring,

and spaced-apart arms extending from or>e ring to the

other and uniting the same, said rings being interiorly of

different diameter*! and conical

3 In a leg holding socket, a frame, a portion of the top

of the same tieing deflected angularly with resi)eot to an-

other ixirtion thereof for adjusting the socket .so as to set

the leg either at an inclination or at a right angle to the

article to which it is applicable.

4. In a leg holding socket, a frame, and means for con-

necting the same in position, a portion of thd upjjer face of

said frame being def5ecte<i angularly with respect to an-

other portion thereof. a«lapting the socket to set the leg at

an inclination or at a right angle to the article to which it

is applicable.

5 A leg holding socket composed of a ring, and a carry-

mg device therefor, forming a skeleton franie. and a fas-

tening member, a portion of the top of said frame being

deflected angularly with respect to another portion thereof,

adapting the socket to set the leg at an inclination or at a

right angle to the article to which it is applicable.

892,103. T-SQT'ARE AND DRAWING-BOARD Emil
Wernkr, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Adrian St. Clair

Oarman, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb 13. 1908. Serial

No 415,683.

1 A drawing board having thereon a runway for mov-
ably connecting a T-square therewith, said runway being

comixjsed of a resilient member adapted to be flexed

throughout ita length by the engagement therewith of a

projecting piece on the T-square.

2 In a drawing board, a resilient runwtiiy, and means
on said board for connecting said runway therewith.

3. In a drawing board, a flexible runway composed of a
coiled-spring, the ends of the latter being cotinectible with
said board, and a T-square having a member adapted to

move on said runway and flex the same and retain the

square on the board.

4 In a drawing board, a runway for tht movable en-

gagement of a member of a T-«quare when the latter occu-

pies said board, said rimway being composed of a resilient

member, and said boaitl having longitudinally alidable

means connecting said last named member therewith.

5. In a drawing ixiard, a resilient runway, a longitudi-

nally slidabIememf>oradapte<l to be iii(>unte<i on saiil board,

and means for connfcting said runway with said member.
[Claims 6 to 10 not print<>d in the Ga/ette.]

8 9 2,104 EGG-WASHING MACHINE Georoi J.

Whei^.n. Minneapoli.s, Minn Filed June '27, 1907.

Serial No. 381,070.

j4 »

1 In a washing machine of the kind de.scritx\i .<» screen

mounted for vibratory movements and provide<l with end
or marginal portions that are gra<iually upturned, the

main bo<ly portion of said scret'n being approximately
smooth, flat and free from ol>«truct,ions, ami the said

screen being exposed.

2. In a washing machine of the kind describ)ed. a screen

mounted for vibratory movements and provide<l with end
or marginal portions that are grsulually upturned, the bcxly

of said screen tieing approximately smooth, flat and free

from obstructions, in combination with a spraying device

located above said screen, and the .said screen being ex-

posed.

892.105. COMBINED PIPE SUPPORT AND CLAMP.
Gharlxs P. WHrrr, Greensboro, N. C . assignor of one-

fourth to Edwin A. Uives and one-fourth to .\rthur O.

Wilson, Greensboro. N C Filed Dec. 18. 1907 Serial

No. 407.096.

^6

1. A combined pipe support and clamp comprising a sup-

porting member having a cylindrical shank carrying a head

provided with longitudinal and latitudinal scores, and a

pair of clamping members each having at one end a socket

provided with longitudinal and latitudinal scores, the op-

poeed edges of the two sockets being cut away to permit

them to straddle the shank and also to be adjusted at an

acute angle thereto, and pipe clamping jaws carried by the

other ends of the clamping members.
2. A combined pipe support and clamp comprising a sup-

porting member having a cylindrical shank carrying a head
provided with longitudinal and latitudinal scores, said a pair

of clamping members each having at one end a socket pro-
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vided with longitudinal and latitudinal scores, the opposed

edges of the two sockets being cut away to permit them to

straddle the shank and also to be aiijuptablc at an acute

angle thereto, and pipe clamping jaws carrienl by the other 1

ends of the clHnipinif members and provided with a plu- I

rality of longitu.iinally di8iK.s«'<l v-8hai>fd ribs to prevent .

turning of the pii)e therein.

3. A coinbine<i pi[)e support and clamp comprising a sup-

porting member iiaving a cylindrical shank carrying a head

provide.1 with longitudinal and latitudinal scores, and a

pair of clamping meinU^rs each liaving at one end a socket

provided with longituilinal and latitudinal .scores, the op-

posed edges of the two sockets being cut away to permit

them to straddle and embrace tiie shank and al.so to be ad-

justed at an acute angle thereto in one plane relative to

said clamping members, and pw* clamping jaws carried by

the other ends of the clamping memiiers.

892,106. COTTON-rilOPPER Edwin G Wiluams,

Carney. Okla. Filed Aug 13. 1907. Serial No. 388,401.

1 In an implement of 'he rla."« descrilje<l, the combina-

tion with horizontally adjustable excavating disks, of ver-

tically atijustable chopping disk.s, said chopping disks being

mounteti for rotation in diagonal planes rearwardly of the

excavating disks, the chopping disks having registering

peripheral notches, connections between the excavating

and chopping disks. an(i means for moving the chopping

disks in a vertical plane.

2 In an implement of the class described, the combina-

tion with frame meml^ers, of disks arranged for vertical

movement with respect to the frame members, an upwardly

extending arch aecure<l to the frame members anci having

their spaced meml)ers at the upper ends turned inwardly

and then downwardly, a lever pivoted between the down-

wanily turne<i ends, and connections between the lever and

disks for simultaneous movement thereof.

892,107. CHANGE-SPEED GEAR. George R. Wii-Lis.

Franklin, Pa , a-ssignor to Colburn Machine Tool Com-

pany, a Corptjration of Pennsylvania. Filed July 30,

1903. Serial No. 167,630.

I

to the elongate<i pinion, a pinion on said carrier, a i)lurality

of gears of different diameters, and a shaft supporting said

gears in position to be engaged by the pinion on the car-

rier.

2. In a change sixt-d gear, the combination of a jkdwi r

shaft, an elongated pinion driven thereby, a tubular casing

surrounding said i)inion, a carrier supported by said cai^-

ing and longitudinally a<ijustablc with relation to the elon-

gated pinion, a second pinion on said earner and engagini;

the elongated pinion, a plurality of gears of ilifferent di-

ameters, a shaft supporting sai(i gears in position to be eii-

gageti by the pinion on said earner, a clutch shaft, a pair of

gears loose on said shaft and each engaging one of the gearn

of different diameters, and a clutch on said clutch shaft

and adjustable into engagement with either of the gears

on said shaft.

3. In a change speed gear, the combination of a power

shaft, an elongateii pinion oiwratively connected to said

shaft, a plurality of gears of different diameters, a shaft

supporting the same, a tubular casing surrounding said

elongate*! pinion, a pinion carrier supporte<l by said tubu-

lar casing and adjustaiile Iwth longitudinally and circuiu-

ferentially with relation thereto, a pinion supported by

said carrier in constant engagement with said elongated

pinion, and adjustable into engagement with an\- one of

said gears of different diameters.

4. In a change speed gear, the combination of a casing a

Blotted depending apron thereon, a tubular housing in said

casing, an elongated pinion revolubly supported in said

housing, a carrier supporte<i by said housing and adjust-

able longitudinally and circuniferentially of said housing, a

connecting pinion on said carrier in constant engagement

with said elongated pinion, a plurality of gears of different

diameters, a shaft supporting said gears one opposite each

slot in said apron, and means locking said pinion carrier in

position in said slots.

5. The combination of a gear ca.sing. an elongated pinion

revolubly supported tliereby, a tubular portion of said cas-

ing inclosing said pinion and out of contact therewith, an

oscillatory and longitudinally adjustable carrier supported

by said tubular portion, a connecting pinion supported by

said carrier in constant engagement with said elongateil

pinion, a shaft, a plurality of gears of different diameters

on said shaft in position to be engaged one at a time by the

connecting pinion on the carrier.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.108. PROCESS FOR USE IN PITCHING BAR-

RELS. John H. G. ZfNNER, Rochester, N. Y. Origi-

nal application filed Oct I.''., 1906, Serial No. 339,051.

Divide«i and this application filed June 11, 1907. Serial

No. 378.418.

1. In a change speed gear, the combination of a power

shaft, an elongated pinion driven thereby, a tubular casing

surrounding said pinion, a pinion carrier supported by said

tubular casing and longitudinally adjustable with relation

1. The process of pitching barrels and the like, which

consists in supplying them with an inner coating of melted
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pitch, and th«i exhausting th« gaseous coqtents of the

baureU, '

2. The pr'»c*»s« of piTi-hiiiK barrels ami th* like, which

consists m supplyin»< ihein with an iiuut cnatlnK of inelted

pitch, then removing the heaie^i Kastnnis coOtenw of the

barrels and a<lmittinK air U) the interior of s^id barrels

3. The process of pitchini? barrels and tht like, which

«5. insists in supplyirii? them with an inner coating of melt«<l

pitch, then exhaust mi? the heatetl gaseous contents of the

barrels, a.lmitting air to the interior of tho barrels and

allowing said air U) expand within the int<>rior of saiil bar-

rets

4 The pjrtx-ess of pitching barrels and the like which

consists in supplying them with an intcncir coating of

melte<i pilch, removing the heated gaseous contents of the

barroLs, runtinuously ivimitting air to the interior of the

barrels and continuously removing this air.

5. The process of pitching barrels and thf like, which

consists in supplying them with an inner coating of melted

pitch and then reducing the pressure within the barrel be-

low atmospheric pressure.

892,109 PLATE FOR COOLING APPARATUS.
RiCH.'k^RD Alexandek- Katz. Charlottenburg, and Al-

razD KAHFt-NKEi.. Berlin. Germany. Filed Jan. 21.

1907. Serial No :io3.317.

1. A hollow metal plate consisting of parallel iiu'nil)ers

of sheet metal, and a plurality of uniform^,' distributeii

tubular (Misses punche<l out of each of saiil members, the

bosses of the one member being somewhat smaller than

and fitting within the bosses of the other rveoil>er, and the

outer edges of said larger bosses being in contact with the

inixer face of the member carrying the smaller bosses nub-

rtantially as ^t forth.

2 A hollow metal plate consisting of parallel members

of sht^'t metal, and a plurality of uniformb' distributed

tubular bosses punche<l out of each of said »neml>ers. the

bo-<,s^-< ijf the one member being somewhat smaller than and

tittuig within the IxDsses of the other member, the outer

e<lge.-< of said larger h)oases t)eing in contact *ith the inner

face of the memi>er carrying the smaller l)oss«s, and a layer

of sealing metal disr>ose»l over the entire plate substan-

tially as describeil

.

3. Cooling apparatus comprising in comUnation a plu-

rality of hollow metal plates each consisting of parallel

members of sheet metal, and a plurality of uniformly dis-

tribute<l tubular b<^)S8es piinche<l out of each of said mem-
bers, the bosses of the one memijer t»eing somrwhat smaller

than and fitting within the bosses of the other member, the

outer etiges of said larger bosses being in cootact with the

inner face of the mcml>er carrying the smaller bosses and

fluid supply and discharge ixjnduits in communication

with said plates substantially as described.

4. Cooling apparatus comprising in combination a plu-

rality-of hollow metal plates each con.sisti|ig of parallel

memt)er8 of sheet metal, and a plurality of uniformly dis-

tribute<l tubular bosses punched out of each of said mem-
bers, the bosses of the one member being sonjewhat smaller

than and fitting within the bosses of the othar member, the

outer eiiges of said larger bosses being in contact with the

inner face of the member carrying the smaller bosses, and

a layer of sealing metal disposed over the entire plate and

fluid supply and discharge conduits in communication with

said plates substantially as describe*!

892.110. EXTRACTI.V<i PRECIOIS METAUS FROM
THEIRORi-^H Josi. B de Ai.zi <;ak vy. New York, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 16, 1905, Serial No, 274..'><)5,

1 The improved process which consists in subjecting

ores containing precious metals to the action of hydrogen

fluorid in the gaseous state, thus rendering the metals free

from their combination with refractory eU-ments and there-

fore easy to recover by any of the usual metluj<l8,

2, The improved process of treating ores containmn

gold, silver, platinum and metals of the platinuin Kroup,

by mixing them with a suitable proix)rtion of a hydrogen

fluorid evolving compound, formed of a mixture of fluorin

anii a sulfuric acid evolving com;>ound.

.3 The improved metliod of treating ores containing

precious metals, with the pur;Kj»e of recovering gold, sil-

ver and platinum therefrom, which consists in mixing

the ore with a suitable proixirtion of a fluorin comp<Jund

and a sulfuric acid evolving com[K)und. heating to«ether

the mixture of ore and hydrogen fluorwl evolving c(jm-

pound. and subse^juently recovering the precious metala

by any of the usual methods.

4. The improved pnj<'ess <»f treating ores containing

precious metals, which consists in subjecting the ores in

a crude state to hydrogen fluorid in the gaseous state, thus

rendering the metals free from their combination with re-

fractory elements anil therefore easy to recover by any of

the usual methotis,

5, The metho<l which consists in treating ores with

hydrogen fluorid in tlie gaseous state to evolve silicon

fluoriil, passing the silicon fluorid through a con<lenser in

contact with water to form hydrofluorsilicic acid, and re-

peating the process by combining the hydrofluorsilicic

acid with sulfuric acid to evolve the hydrogen fluori<l.

892,111. CHAIN PIPE-WRENCH Georoe Amborn,
New York, N Y . assignor to J. H Williams A Co.,

Brooklyn. N. Y , a (V(rp<jration of New York. Filed

Mar. 8, 1907 Serial No. 361,288.

^ £
->-^ ^^O^

1 In a chain wrench, the combination of a jaw a chain,

and a locking means for said chain, said means comprising

engaging members on the chain and wrench adapted to be

connected iiy a rearward and outwarii movement of the

chain,

2 In a chain wrench the combination of a jaw, a chain

and a lock for said chain, said lock comprising a hook-like

memter connected with the jaw, saiil memljer opening in-

wardly ami forwardly and adapted to engage a part of the

chain,

3, In a chain wrench, the combination of a jaw, a chain

having locking pintles, and a lock for said chain aulapted

to engage such pintles, said lock comprising a forwardly

turned ho<jk-like memter the front end of which is turned

inwanlly sufficiently Ui prevent disengagement of the chain

when the latter is placed under a longitudinal forward

stress in use.

4, In a chain wrench, the combination of a jaw. a chain

having locking pintles, and a lock for said chain a<iapted to

engage such pintles, said lock comprising a forwardly

turned hook-like member the front end of which is turned

inwardly sufficiently to prevent disengagement of the chain

when the latter is placed under a longitudinal forward

stress in use, .said wrench having a recess to receive the

chain link when the pintles are entering into engagement

with said lock

6. In a chain wrench, the combination of a handle or

shank, two jaws arranged on opposite sides of said han<ile.

a chain pivoted between such jaws, said chain having locking
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pintles on each side thereof, ami a pair of lockinn faces on

tlie inner sides of said jaws adapted to engage the pintles

of the chain, said locking faces comprising hook-like mem-
bers opening toward the front end of the wrench and turned

inwardly sufficiently to prevent di.st'nga>?eiiienl of the chain

when the latter is placed under a longitudinal forward

stress in use.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

8*2, 112 CHAIN PIPE-WRENCH, Georoe Amborn.

New York, N, Y , assignor to J, H, Williams A Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. FUed

Mav r. 1907. Serial No. 372,035.

/? £

locking means lying on the opposite side to said workmg

face whereby the chain is lockeil on the side opiKisite to tlie

work, said locking means comprising a forwardly projecting

hook-shape<l member and means for holding said chain in

engagement with such member when the chain is under a

stress 111 a forward direction.

1 In a chain wrench or the like, a chain having locking

faces, a locking means for the free end of the chain com-

prising an abutment adapter! to be engaged by .such locking

faces, the rear side of said abutment extending at an angle

.sufficient to hold said chain m use, but permitting the free

engagement of the chain therewith by a lateral movement

of the chain, anil means indei>endent of said abutment for

preventing di.s«'ngagement of the free end thereof when the

chain is on the under side of the wrench and released from

said abutment,
2. In a chain wrench or the like, a chain having locking

faces, a locking means for the free end of the chain com-

prising an abutment adaptetl U) be engaged by such locking

faces, the rear side of said abutment extending at an angle

sufficient to hold said chain in use. but permitting the frw

engagement of the chain therewith by a lateral movement

of the chain, and means for holding the chain independently

of such abutment, such means comprising a hook-shaped

retaining rnemt)er spaceil apart from said abutment suffi-

ciently to engage the succeeding locking face of the chain.

said hook-shajjed memljer being adapteti to hold the chain

when on the under side of the wrench and released from

said abutment
3. In a chain wrench or the like, a chain having locking

faces, a locking means for the fre«> end of the chain com-

prising an abutment adapted U) lie engaged by such locking

faces, the rear side of said abutment extending at an angle

sufficient to hold said chain in use, but permitting the free

engagement of the chain therewith by a lateral movement

of the chain, and means for holding the chain tndei)end-

ently of such abutment, such means comprising a hook-

8hai)ed retaining m«-iiil)er spaced apart from said abutment

sufficiently to engage the succ«>tHling locking face of the

chain, such meml)er Ixung ailapted to hold thi> chain said

hook-shape<i meml>er being adapted to hold the chain when

on the under side of the wrench and release<l from said abut-

ment ami to hold it m such ix)sition that it may disengage

said abutment and engage the same automatically

4. In a chain wrench or the like, a chain having locking

faces, a locking means for the free end of the chain com-

prising an abutment atlapte<l to l>e engaged by such locking

faces, the rear side of said abutment extending at an angle

sufficient Ut hold said chain in use, but permitting the free

engagement of the chain therewith by a lateral movement

of the chain, and means for holding the chain independently

of such abutment, such means comprising a forwardly pro-

jecting hiM3k-shai)ed meml)er spaced apart from .said abut-

ment sufficiently to engage the succeeding locking face of

the chain.

5. In a chain wrench or the like having \t.» working face

formetl in two parts with an intervening space between

them adapte<l to receive a chain, a chain having locking

faces, a IcK-king means for the fn'C end of the chain, such

892,113. CHAIN PIPE-WRENCH. George Amborn,

New York, N. Y., a.ssignor to J. H. Williams A Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y . a C^irporation of New York. Filed

May 6, 1907. Serial No. 372,036.

1 In a chain wrench, the combination of a handle, a jaw

having a working face on each side thereof, and a chain

having its end fixed thereto by a sliding connection, such

connection comprising a guide on the body of the wrench,

and a part connected with said chain and working along

said guide, whereby the fixed end of the chain may act

from different points of the wrench, said guide being ex-

tended in a direction which is out of parallelism with such

working faces, and l>eing adapted to hold the chain against

a forward slipping movement in use. and means for locking

the free end of the chain

2. In a chain wrench the combination of a handle, a jaw

having working faces on each side thereof, a chain having

one of iUs ends c<.)nnected to one of said parts by a pin and

slot connection, the slot of which extends across the jaw

from side to side whereby the connected end of the chain

lies at that end of the slot which corresponds to the side of

the working face used and means for locking the free end of

the chain,

3, In a chain wrench, the combination of a handle, a jaw

having working faces on each side thereof, a chain having

one of its ends connected to one of said parts by a pin and

slot connection, the slot of which is substantially straight

and extends across the jaw from side to side whereby the

connected end of the chain lies at that end of the slot which

corre^sponds to the side of the working face used and means

for locking the free end of the chain

4, In a chain wrench, the combination of a pair of jaws

spaced apart, said jaws having oppositely arranged slots

exu^nding across the jaws from side to side, a pin movable

in said slots, a chain connected with said pin. and means for

locking the free end of the chain.

5. In a chain wTench, the combination of a pair of jaws

spaced apart, said jaws having oppositely arranged slots

extending laterally of the jaws, a pin movable in said

slots, said pin having a rearwardly extending shoulder, a

handle having a slot in which said shoulder is adapted to

move whereby to prevent tilting of pai<i pin. a chain con-

nected to said pin at one end and means for locking the

other end of said chain.

8 9 2.114. SHEAVE-HEADER. GfSTAV A.ndehjson,

Dunlap. Kans. Filed Jan 9, 1908, Serial No, 410.046.

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a suitable supporting frame, of a stub post se-

cured to said frame at one end. a pivot ixjst secured to said

frame at the opfwsite end, a rocking arm pivotally mounted

upon said stub post, a knife link pivotally mounted upon

said pivot post, a cam arm pivotally secured to said knife

link, a pin projecting from said rock arm in engagement

with said cam arm. a weight-provided knife lever pivotally
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eoured to said supporting frame, a knife pivotally oecured
to said weight-provided lever and said knife link, a sheath-
int? lever pivoted at its lower end to said supporting frame
and adapted to sheath and encompaas the cutting edge of

said knife, a connecting rod extending from said rock arm,
a toggle bar pivotetl to said supporting frame, said con-

necting rod being secured to said toggle Ijar, and a second
toggle bar pivotally secured to said first mentioned toggle

bar and said sheathing lever.

. '!

2. In a device of the character describtil, the combina-
tion with a suitable supporting frame, of a stub post se-

cured to said frame at one end, a pivot poat secure*! to said

frame at the opposite end, a rocking arm ph'otally mounted
upi^n said stub post, a knife link pivotally mounted upon
said pivot poet, a cam arm pivotally secured to said knife

link, a pin projecting trom said rock arro in engagement
with said cam arm, a weight- provided knife lever pivotally

secured to said supporting frame, a knife pivotally secured

to said weight-provided lever and said knife link, a sheath-

ing lever pivoted at ita lower end to said supporting

frame and a<lapted to sheath and encompass the cutting

edge of said knife, a connecting rod extending from said

rock arm, a toggle bar pivoted to said supporting frame,

sai 1 connecting rod being secured to said toggle bar, a

second toggle bar pivotally secured to sai(J first mentioned
toggle bar and said sheathing lever, and operating means
connected to said cam arm, all arranged substantially aa

and (or the purpose set forth.

892.115. CONVERTIBLE DRILL MECHANISM
Oliver .\r.vold. Worcester, Mass. Filtd Aug. 17. 1907.

' Senal No. 388.975.

Ing foot, and provide<l witii a work-supporting device that
is movable up and down l)etween the foot and heail of the
stand, an automatic feed-mechanism for moving said work-
supporting device to feed the work to the drill, ami devices
for the detachable connection of a iKjrtable drill-brace rig-

idly to said stand, m combination with a (Kirtable-drill

mechanism compn.sing the dnli-braci". dnll-spindle, drill-

holding chuck, and gearing for oj^erating the drill-spindle,

and means carried by .-Mtid gearing for actuating the auto-
matic feed-mechani.sm.

2. In a mechani.sm of tlic cla.-w dt'.scriljed. including a
portable drill-brace provuk^il with drill-ot)er:iiing <levice8,

a stand therefor providetl with a work-supiKjrting and feed-

ing mechani.sm mounte<i on said stand, and means for de-
tachably securmg said drill-brace to said stand, liie com-
bination of a fee<l-a<'tiiating memljer carried on the stand,
and an operating memUT carrie<l on tlie drill-brace, said

member being respt'ctively i>o8itione<l for unattachetl co-

acting engagement with each other when the drill-brace

and stand are unite<i and re4tdily .separable by removal of

said drill-brace from the stand.

3. A drill-supfxirting attachment comprising an upright
post having a base or foot memtter. a wi)rk-supix)rting

table slidable uihhi .said \x)al, a head-frame H.\e<l uiton said

post and provided with upp>er and lower Ix-aring seats for

the support of a drill-brace with its ilrill-operating mech-
anism, means for detachably se<'uring .>*ai<l drill -brace to

saitl head-frame, a fee<.l-shaft mounte<l in tjeanngs on said

foot and hea4l-frame. and threailed inU) the table-support-

ing arm, a ratchet-whe«?l fixed on said feed-shaft, a drill-

operating gear having a cam thereon, a feeil-pawl engaging
said ratchet wheel, aiul means for actuating said pawl from
the cam on the dnll-oi>erating gear.

4. In mechanism of the character described, the combi-
nation with the upright iwst, the drill-carrying frame, the

drill-8t)indle, drill-<);)«'rating gearing, and a work table

mounted to sliile on said [)ost and projecting beneath the

drill-spindle; of a feed-shaft disjKwed approximaUdy in the

same plane with and positioned l)etween said jiost and the

drill-spindle, said feed-shaft l)eing threiuied for moving
said table to feo<l the work to the drilling tool, and means
for rotatively actuating saiil feed -shaft automatically by
the same primal o;ierating means and in conjunction with

the operation of the drill-spindle.

5. In a mechanism of the character 3;>ecifled, the combi-

nation, with a supporting stand having up;)er and lower

arms fitted with seats for sustaining a breast or hand drill-

mechanism, and means for detachably securing the same
to said seats, a work-fetsling table having a l>earing-hub

movably supported on the stand Jx'neath said arms, of a

threa<ied feetl-shaft mounte«l in .said stand and ronnecte<l

for moving said table, a ratchet wheel on the feed -shaft, a
pawl-device for moving said ratchet-wheel, a rocker com-
prising a pawl-carrying arm to which the pawl is pivoted,

and an actuating-arm provided with a cam-engaging roll

or member, the drill-mechanism, its operating gearing, and
a cam fljced to the primary drill-operating gear and engage-

able with said actuating-arm for oscillating the rocker

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 A drill-supporting stand comprising an upright mem-
ber having a projecting head portion and a suitable stand- >

H9_M1H ATTACHMKNT FOR ADDINO-MACHINEi>
Carl L. Be( keh. Marietta. Ohio File<i May 23. 1907.

Serial No 375,3.30

In a device of the class described, a supporting frame, a

tie rod thereon, an adding machine mounted on said sup-

port, a shaft projecting therefrom, a handle on said shaft at

right angles thereto, a rigid foot lever having an opening to

engage said tie ro<l at the rear of the frame, and a proje'-ting

front end, a triangular member punched from sheet metal
bent over at one jxiint and perforated for the reception of

the connecting ro<l. providetl with a semi-circular l)earing at

its apex adapt<>d to fit upon this shaft, and provided with a

pair of projections or lugs on the e<lge ()pi)osite the Ijent-

over point, said lug.s l>eing returned ui)on themselves at) aa

to form hook.s to engage the aforesaid handle, and a rigid

metal tie nxl passing through a transverse opening in the

foot lever at lUs lower end. at its up[)er end provide<i with a

hook engaging an ot)ening in the bent-over point of the tri-
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angular member, all of said parts forming a unitary- whole

adapte«l for instant and ready removal to and from the add-

! ing the tape and feeding it forward, and a spring for return-

ing the hammer and giving the trip its feeding movement.

2. A repeating explosive mechanism including means for

holding and guiding a tat>e with explosives therein to the

exploding position, a hammer for exploding the same, a

trip for engaging said tape and feeding it, means on which

said trip is mounted that is controlled by the movements

of said hammer and a spring for moving the hammer and

causing the feeding movement of the trip.

ln^ iiiachine without the aid of tools, substantially as de-

serti>ed.

8©2.117 MEANS FOR REOULATING THE TEMPER-
ATURE IN VKHULES Thomas C. X. A. Bkroet,

Paris, France Filed Feb. 21 . liK)6 Serial No. 302,320.

1 In a refrigerating compartment, the combination, of a

reservoir for liijuefied g.-v». an expansion valve serving as an

outlet therefrom, a thermostat controlling said valve to

maintain the temperature in the compartment within cer-

tain limits, and means to render said thermostat inopera-

tive when the door w the compartment is open.

2 In a refrigerating compartment, the combination, of a

reservoir for li<juefled gas, an expansion valve serving as an

outlet therefrom, and a thermostat formed as a ht>llow

curved arm containing an expansible fluid and acting di-

rectly upon said vaive Uj ojien and close the same to main-

tain an e<iuable temperature in the compartment, a catch

arranged adjacent the thermostat, and a connection be-

tween the catch and the door to the compartment Ui throw

the catch to render the thermostat inoperative when the

door is open.

3 In a refrigerating compartment, the combination of a

reservoir for liquefied carlxmic acid gas. refrigerating coils,

an expan.sion valve connecting the reservoir and coils, and

a thermostat formed as a hollow curved arm contAining an

expansible fluid and acting directly upon said valve U) open

and close the same to maintain an equable temT)erature in

the compartment, a cat<-h .arrange<l atljacent the thermostat,

and a connection between the catch and the door to the

compartment to throw the catch to render the thermostat

inoi^Tst'^'P when the dtxir is open.

3. A repeating explosive mechanism including means for

holding and guiding a tai>e with explosives therein to the

exploding position, a hammer for explo.iing the same, a

trip pivoted between its ends for engaging said tape and

feeding it, and means rigidly secured to said hammer for

mounting and moving saui trip.

4 A rejx^ating explosive mechanism including means for

holding and guiding a tape with explosives therein to an

explotling position, a movable hammer for exploding the

same, a trip for engaging said tape and feeding it, means

rigidly secured to said hammer for mounting and moving

said trip, and a spring for returning the hammer from ita

exploding position, whereby said trip will be given its feed-

ing movement by the action of said spring.

5 \ repeating explosive mechanism including means for

holding and guiding a tape with explosives therein to an

exploding position, a frame movable over said tape, a trip

pivoted in said frame between its ends, one end thereof

forme<l to engage and move said tai>e and the other end

weighted, whereby as the trip moves downwardly, it will

feed the tape, and as it moves upwardly, it will get a new

hold on the tape.

[Claim 6 not printeii in the Gaaette.]

892.119 LOADING APPARATUS. PeterJIBissen.

Stacj'^'ille, Iowa. Original application file<l Oct. 18,

\<K)7. Serial No. 398,051. Divided and thisjapplication

filed Nov. 22. 1907. Serial No 403.360

8 !) 2 . 1 1 8 . REPEATING EXPLOSIVE MECHANISM
Henry A. Bierley, Portsmouth, and Wiluam F.

Probst, Chillicothe, Ohio. Filed Nov. 14, 1907 Senal

No. 402,086

I. A repeating explosive mechanism including means

for holding and guiiiing a tape with explosives therein to

Uie exploding ix>sition, means opx-ratcd by the operator for

giving the hammer the percussion stroke, u trip for engag-

1 The combination in a derrick, of a supporting frame,

a bucket suspended therefrom and having hoisting means
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ami dumping (Uxjrs. ftnd a rot)c for closiBg the doors, ex-

tending; oyer a block on the frame above the bucket and

bavins llnka at the end for attachment to the doors.

2. The combination in a derrick, of a 9ui»pt)rting frame,

a bucket suspended therefrom and having hnisting devices

and a E)air of dumping doors, hooks on th* doors, and a

block and tacide supporte<i on the franw and having

branches adapted to he connected to the hooks and close

the doors.

892.120 UIL-WKLL PIMPING MECHANISM. Daniel
R. Bl-^keslee, Vanburen, Ind. File<l June 16, 1906

Serial No. 322.096.

1. In combination, an operating wheel, an eccentric

carrietl thereby, a ring embracing the eccentric and being

provided with an annular groove, hooks provided with

shouliiers e.xtendmg within the groove of the ring and
means for securing said ho<jks to the ring

2. In combination, an operating wheel, an eccentric

formed integral with the hub thereof, a ring embracing the

ecr-entric ffhd being pro^'ided with an annular groove,

hcMjks provided with shoulders extending within the groove

of the ring and means for securing said hooks to the ring.

3. In combination, an operating wheel, an eccentric

formed integraJ with one end of the hub thereof, a ring

embracing the eccentric and being provided with an an-

nulsur groove, hooka provided with shoulfjers extending

within the groove of the ring and means for securing said

hooks to the ring.

4. In combination, an operating wheel, an eccentric

carried thereby, a ring embracing the eccetitric and pro-

vided with a stepped annular groove, hooks provided with

shoulders extending within the groove of the ring and
means for securing said hooks to the ring.

892,121 CASH-F.\RE-TICKET HOLDER AND CUT-
TER. Alle.v I Blanch.\rd, Chicago, Hi. Filed Apr.

28 1908 Serial N'o. 429.772.

1. A ticket holder and cutter comprising n ticket holder
proper for holding a supply of tickets in flat form, a cutter
for manipulating such tickets, and sliding means whereby
the stubs m f^.^t form are automatically dtjposited in the
ticket holder protn-r after the manipulation of the ticket;

substantially as described.

2. A ticket holder and cutter compriwirig a ticket

holder, a cutter for manipulating the tickets, means for

drawing a supply uf tickets partially out of tl>e holder when
a ticket is manipulatetl, said tickets and the stut>8 being
returned to place in the holder after such manipulation,
and means for retaining in the holiler the stubs of manipu-
lated tickets when the supply of tickets is drawn outwardly ; i

substantially as describeil.

3. .\ ticket holder and cutter Cf)mprising a ticket holder.

a cutter for manipulating the tickets, means for drawing a
supply of ticket* partially out of the holder when a ticket '

is manipulated, said tickets and the stubs being retunwHi

to place in the holder after such manipulation, and means
atiapted to engage the .severed edge uf the stubs of ruanipu-

late<i tickets to retain them in the holder; substantially

as described

4. A ticket holiler and cutter comprising a ticket holder,

a cutter for manipulating the tickets, means for drawing a

supply of ticket* partially out of the holder when a ticket

is manipulate<l, said ticket.^ and the stubs h)emg returned

to place in the holder after such maiiipuhitiori. and a strip

arranged above the supply of tickets and a<iapted to en-

gage the severed etige of the stubs of manipulated tickets

to retain them in the holder. sul>etantially as describe*!.

5. A ticket holder and cutter comprising a ticket holder,

a cutter for manipulating the tickets, means for drawing a

upply of tickets partially out of the holder when a ticket

is manipulated, said tickets and the stubs being returned

to place in the holder after such manipulation, and a -strip

spring pressed upon the supply of tickets and adapted to

engage the .severed eflge of the stubs of manipulated tickets

to retain them in the holder: substantiuUy as (ies<Til>e<l.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,122. FLUID-PRESSURE BRAKE MECH.\M8M
John H. Bleoo. New York, N. V., assignor to .\braham
B. Levy, New York, N Y File<i June 13. 1907. Serial

No. 378.686

1. In a fluid-pressure brake mechanism, the combi-

nation of the necessary operating parts thereof, with a

brake holding device communicating with the train pitx",

the auxiliary reservoir, suid the brake cylinder exhaust,

and provided with means operative by preponderating

auxiliary air pressure to close the brake cylinder exhaust

to atmosphere upon reduction of train pipe pressure and

to open said brake cylinder exhaust upon a sudden increase

of train pipe pressure acting upon said means and means to

prevent reduction of auxiliary air pressure to the train pipe

through said device ujxjn reduction of train pipe pressure

2. In a fluid pressure brake mechanism, the combination

of the necessary operating parts thereof, with a recharging

brake-holding device communicating v ith the train pipe.

the auxiliary reservoir, and the brake cylimler exhaust,

and provide<l with means operative by preponderating

auxiliary air pressure to close the brake cylinder exhaust

to atmosphere upon reduction of train pipe pressure and

to open said brake cylinder exhaust upon a sudden increase

of train pipe pressure acting upon said means, and having

means to permit recharging of the auxiliary reservoir

through said brake-holding valve device.

3. In a fluid-pressure brake mechanism the combination

of the necessary opjeraling i>arta thereof, with a recharging

brake holding device communicating with tlie train pij^,

the au.xiliary reservoir, and the brake cylinder exhaust, and
provide*! with means ojjerative by preponderating auxil-

iary air pressure to close the brake cylinder e.xhaust to at-

mosphere upon re<l\iction of train pij>e pressure and to

open said brake cylinder exhaust ufxin a sudden increase

of train pipe pressure acting upon said means, and having

means to permit recharging of the auxiliary reservoir
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through said brake holding valve device, and arranged to

prevent reduction of the auxiliary air pressure to the train

pipe tlu-ough said means upon reduction of train pipe pre*-

sure.

4. In a fluid-pressure brake, the combination of a train

pipe, a triple valve, a brake cylinder, and an au.xiliary res-

ervoir, with a recharging valve having a chamt>er connect-

ed with the train pii)e, a chainlH-r in communication with

the auxiliary reservoir, a chanit>er communicating with the

brake cylinder exhaust of the triple valve, and also having

means for controlling said brake cylinder exliaust arranged

to operate by preiKnuieruting auxiliary air pressure u;K)n

reduction of train pipe pre-ssure, and provided with means

to i)eriiiit recharging of the auxiliary reservoir from the

train \)i\>e through the second naincd chaml)er

5. In a fluid-pres-sure brake, the combination of a train

pipe, a triple valve, a brake cylinder, and an auxiliary res-

ervoir with a recharging valve having a chainl>er comiect-

ed with the train pipe, a chandM-r in coniinimication with

the auxiliary reservoir, a chamber coininunicating with

the brake cylinder exhaust of the triple valve, and also hav-

ing means for controlling said brake cylinder exhaust ar-

rangcil to oixL-rate by prejK)nderating auxiliary air pressure

ujxjn reduction of train pii)e pressure, and provided with

means to permit recharging of the auxiliary reservoir from

the train pipe through the second nanu^l chaml)er. and an

engineer's valve connecte^l with the train pir)e and pro-

vided with means to deliver air to the train pipe at a pres-

sure below the pressure 8upplie<i in the running jxjsition.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printe<l in the Gasette.]

892.123 FLUID-PRESSURE BR.\KE MECHANISM
John H. Bleoo, Brookl)Ti, N Y , assignor to .\braham

B Levy, New York, N. Y File<i Mar. 6, 1908 Serial

No. 419.317.

1 . In a fluid pressure brake mechanism, the combination

of a triple valve, a brake cylinder, and a train pii>e, with a

brake holding valve device communicating with the train

pilie. the auxiliary reservoir, and the brake cylin<ier ex-

haust, and having no communication through it between

the train pipe and the corresponding auxiliary re8»>rvoir

while its parts are in full release jwsition, and provi<led with

means operative by pre;K)nderating auxiliary air pressure

to close the brake cylinder exhaust upon re<luction of train

pipe pressure and having means to thereupon place the

train pipe in communication through the device witli the

corresponding auxiliary reservoir, said parts t>eing arranged

to o;)en said brake cylinder exhaust and close communica-

tion between the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir urK)n

11 sudden increase of train pipe preasure

2 In a fluid pressure brake mechanism, the comliination

of a triple valve, a brake cylinder, and a train pii^v with a

i)rake holding valve device communicating with the train

pipe, the auxiliary reservoir, an<l the brake cylinder ex-

haust, and having no communication through it ix-tween

the train pipe and the corresponding auxiliary reservoir

while its parts an- in full relea.se r^osition and provided with

means oi^erative by i)rei>onderatinK jiuxili:ir.\ ;iir pressure

to close the brake cylinder exhaust upon reduction of train

pipe pressure and having means to thereupon place the

train pipe in conuiuanication through the device with the

corresponding auxiliary reservoir, said part.** being .trrangeii

to open said brake cylinder exhaust and close communica-

tion between the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir uixin a

sudden increase of train pipe [iressure, and means to pre-

vent re.iuction of auxiliary air pi-.-^ure to the train pifie

tlirough said device while the train pipe is in coininunica-

tion witli tlie auxiliary reservoir through the device during

the closing of the brake cylinder exhaust to atmosphere.

3. In a fluid pressure brake mechanism, the combination

of the neceasary oi->erating parts thereof, w ith a brake hold-

ing device communicating with the train pipe, the auxiliary

reservoir, and the brake cylinder exhaust, and having a pas-

sage normally out of communication l>etween the train pipe

and auxiliary reservoir and also provided with means oper-

ative by preiKinderating auxiliary air pressure to close the

brake cylinder exhaust to atmosphere ami iilace the train

pirx- in communication through said pa.ssiige with the aux-

iliary re8<>rvoir ufxm re<luction of train pi[>e pressure an 1 to

close communication l>etwf-en Uie train pipe and auxiliary

reservoir, and or>en the brake cylinder exhaust upon a sud-

den increase of train pressure acting upon 3iii<i means.

4. In a fluid pressure brake mechanism, the combination

of the necessary operating parts thereof, witli a brake hold-

ing valve device communicating with the train piiK>. the

aiixiliary reservoir, and the brake cylinder exhaviat. and

provided with a passage normally out of communication

betw een the train pipe and the auxiliary reservoir, and pro-

vided with means operative by preponderating auxiliary

air pressure to close the brake cylinder exhaust to atmos-

phere and open conmmnication between the train line and

auxiliary reservoir in the direction of the auxiliary reser-

voir ui)on reduction of uain pipe pressure, and arrange<i to

close communication between the train pipe and auxiliary

reservoir and open the brake cylinder exhaust ujKjn a sud-

den lncrea.se of train pipe pressure acting upon said means.

5. In a fluid pressure brake mechanism, the combination

of the necessary operating parts thereof, with a brake hold-

ing valve device communicating with the train pipe, the

auxiliary reservoir, and the brake cylinder exhaust, and

provided with a passage normally out of communication

between the train pipe and the auxiliary reservoir, and pro-

vide<l with means operative by preponderating auxiliary air

pressure to close the brake cylinder exhaust to aUnosphere

and oi)en communication Ix^tween the train line and auxil-

iary reservoir in the direction of the auxiliary reservoir

uponretiuctionof train pipe pressure, and arranged to close

corrmiunication between the train pn>e and auxiliary res-

ervoir and open the brake cylinder exhaust upon a sudden

Increase of train pipe pressure acting uf>on said means.

and means to prevent reduction of auxiliary air pre.s!*ure to

the train pipe while the latter is in communication with

the auxiliary reservoir through sai.i device.

[Claims 6 to 14 not prinU'.i in the Gazette.]

892.124. BOX - LID HOLDER. J.\mE8 Blimek. New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 25. 1907. Serial No. 370.143.

1 In a Ikix lid holder, two T)ivotally connected gripping

meml>ers. the one comv)rismg a lever-arm and means at one

end thereof for gripping the e<lge of the box lid and the

other comprising a stop having a Ixxiy memlier, an arm

turned at right angles to the Ixxiy meml)er and adaptetl to

bear :\gainst the outer surface of the rear meml)er of a box.

an arm over-turniHl from and parallel with the said tKxly

member and provided with a lug axlapted to »>ear against

the inner surface of the rear member of the box. a tongue

cut fri)in the last afore«aid arm and adapted at its extrem-

ity to be force<i into the end member of the box and means

on the sai(i lx)dy member for engaging the other end of the

said lever-arm to determine the position in which the box

lid is to be supiK)rted and to maintain the same therein.

2. In a box lid holder, two pivotally connected gripping
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members, the one com prising a lever-arm md means at one

em! thereof for gripping the edge of the box lid and the

nftur i-oinpnsinK a stop having a quadrat-shaped body

ineiuijer. an arm turned at right angles to tihe body member
ami adapte<i t<j ^)ear against the outer surface of the rear

UifiutieT of a box. an arm over-turned f*om and parallel

with the sajcl body member and provided wjth a lug adapted

to t)ear against the mner surface of the rear member of the

box. a tongue cut from the last aforesaid •rm and adapte<i

at its extremity to be forced into the end mrmber of the box

and a series of space<i apart stops on the curved edge of

the said cjuadrant-shaped body member with intermediate

recesaee a«lapted to receive the other end ©f the said lever-

arm to determine the position in which the box lid is t*} be

supported and t^i maintain the same therein.

892.125. SI rr-CA.SE Frederick N Boukxe, Provi-

dence. R. I Fileii May 3. 1907, Serial N'o. 371.746.

3 \ box lid holder comprising two pivotally connected

gripping members, the one a quadrant-shajied body having

means adapting it for connection with the body of the box

at one side and the other a lever arm having means adapt-

ing it for coimection with an edge of the hingeti lid. the arc

edge of the quadrant-shaped body having space<i apart

turned up projections and the intervening fecesses receiving

the free end of the lever arm to a<ijust the raised position of

the lid.

1 A case comprising a central main fratne, two extendi-

ble sidea on said frame, and means mounted on said frame

whereby said sides may be moved toward and from each

other on said frame any desired amount and firmly retained

in that position.

2 .\ case comprising a central main frame, two side

frames adapted to slide in said main frame, and means on

said mam frame whereby saiH side framee may be moved
toward and from each other and fixed in any desired posi-

tion on said main frame.

3. A case comprising a main frame, twi> sides adapted to

slide m said main frame, a shaft on each tide of said main

frame, and means connecting said shafts and said sides

whereby said shafts may be operated to rftove both of said

sides in unison towards and from each othtr.

4. A case comprising a main frame, two sides having

frames adapted to slide in said main frame, a shaft on each

side of said main frame, a plurality of nuts threaded on each

of said shafts, a connection from each nut to each side

frame, and means whereby said nuts naay be moved In

unison to move said side frame towards and from each other.

.5. A case comprising a main frame. f«ro sides adapted

Ui telescope with said frame, a shaft on each side of said

frame, two pairs of nuts threaded on eaeh of said shafts,

a connection between the nuts and the Bides of the case

and means whereby the movement of said shafts move each

pair towards and from each other to extend or contract the

case.

iClaims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette. ]

892,126. BOX OR CRATE F(^R BOTTLES. JARS,
AND THE LIKE. Charles M. Brandt, Paterson,

N J File.1 Mar. 12, 1907 Serial No 3(51.942.

In a crate t)r h*)\ for Ixottlen. jars or the like, the com-

bination of a ixjx having opix>t*»^<l iiorizontul grixjves on

inside surfaces tiiereof, a cover pivot ally connected t<j said

box, yielding caps for the ij<jttle8 attached to the cover, a

locking-bar arranged on the under side of the cover and

having its ends a<iapte<i to enter said grooves and an oiier-

ating spindle having a handle and carrying said locking bar.

said spimlle being joumaled in the cover an<l the cover

having an opening receiving the handle thereof, substan-

tially as dPs<Til>e(i

892,127 FRl'IT-PICKER'S RECEPTACLE. CharlbS
W. Bkew.ster. Sierra Miuire Cal Filed July 30. 1907.

Serial No .}H6.266.

1. A fruit picker's receptacle of curved form ha\nng an

open top, a supporting frame pnivided with hinged ro<is

at its front end said rods having free outer ends, a flexible

receptacle hung from said frame and having an open top.

and side and bottom wall extensions hung from said hinged

rods and adapted to form a spout extension in line with the

receptacle, said hinged rods and side and bottom wall ex-

tensions being normally folded to close the front end of the

receptacle, a draw cord for said spout extension, and a

front strap having connection at one end thereof with the

rear end portion of said frame, and having detachable con-

nection with said draw cord to maintain the closure of the

front end of the receptacle.

2. A fruit picker's receptacle of curved form having a

light metal frame, including a concave inner bar, a convex

outer bar, connecting end brace bars, and hinged rods at

its front end said rods having free outer ends, a flexible re-

ceptacle siospended from said frame, having an open top.

and side and bottom wall extensions hung from said hinged

rods and adapted to form a spout extension in line with the

receptacle, an encircling draw cord for said spout exten-
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sion. capable of being drawn to fold said hinged bars and

close the front end of the receptacle, a front strai) having at

.)iie end there<L)f connection with the rear eml portion of

said frame, and having detachable connection with said

draw cord to maintain the closure of the front end of the

receptacle, and a supporting shoulder strap.

892,128. MEAT-CUTTER. IIenhy J. Bridges, Farm-

Ington. Mo. Filed May 14, 1906. Serial No. 316,755.

^
/V ^'J>

^y

.\ machine fur stripinng the rind from middlings compris-

ing two side-castings and a b<3ttom plate and means for

clamping the same to a table or l>ench. two corrugated

draft rollers journaleil in said side castings one of said tlraft-

rollers having one of its journals extended ati'l fitted to re-

ceive a crank to turn it. a knife supporte<l on the upi^r edges

of the side castings, and a guide-roller, also journaled in said

side-castings in advance of the knife, the draft rollers l>eing

arrangeil in rear of tlie gmde-roller and cutting edge of the

knife

J,129 MACHINE FOR SCOURING AND SCRATCII-

BRISHING KNOBS AND OTHER METAL ARTI-

CLES. David F. Brouerick, New Britain, Conn,,

assignor, by direct and mesne a.ssignments, to Sargent

A CJompany, New Haven, Conn , a Corporation of Con-

necUcut. File<l July 28, 1906 Serial No. 328,271.

for rotating said table, and a rapidly rotating brush lo-

cated above the table in a position to successively engage

the knobs carried by the pins, of a stationary yielding fric-

tion shoe arranged to engage the knobs while the latter are

l>eing moved by the table and acted upon by the brush,

4, The combination of a table having knob carrying

means, a rotating wheel or bru.sh comprising two members

disposed at an angle to each other and adapted to engage

the top and side of the knob, and means for causing the

knobs to rotate while being acted upon by the brush or

wheel.

5. The combination with a revolving brush, a table iiav-

ing a series of knob carrying imis which latter are succes-

sively moved into the path of movement of said brush, and

means for feeding a scouring or abrading material to the

brush, of means for rotating the knot>.< on their carrying

pins, while the knobs are being acted upon by the brush

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 The combination with a rapidly rotating brush or wheel,

of a table having a knob support thereon, the latter adapt-

ed to be moved to carry the knob into the path of move-

ment of the brush or wheel, and means arranged to \ye en-

gaged by the knob for rotating the same while it is l>ein«

acted upon by the brush.

2. The combination with a rapidly rotating brush or

wheel and a slowly rotating table carrying a series of up-

wardly projecting knob supporting pins the latter adapted

to carry the knob Into position to be actetl uixjn by the

brush, of a stationary yielding shoe for rotating the knobs

while the latter are being moved by the table and acu-.l

upon by the brush.

3. The combination with a horizontal table having a se-

ries of upwardly projecting knob supporting pins, means

892.130. BOX-TOOL FOR SCREW AND FORMING
MACHINES. Lewis S. Brown. Derby. Conn, Filed

June 24. 1907. Serial No. 380.409.

1. A tool of the character descrifc>ed comprisiug a body.

a housing carried by said body provided with oppositely

mounted adjusting screws, a cutter, a plate having sur-

faces forming back and top reste and having an oblique

slot, a re<iuced tail piece carried by said plate and adapted

to l)e engaged by said adjusting screws, and a bolt engaging

said slot.

2 A t<xjl of the character described comprising a body

having a housing, a cutter, a rest having surfaces forming

back and top rests, an oblique slot and a tail piece, a bolt

engaging said slot an<i adjusting screws in the housing

engaging the sides and end of the tail piece.

892. 1 3 1 . PEDESTAL - EXTENSION-TABLE LOCK.

Ch'arle.s S, BtRTON. Oak Park. Ill ,
a.ssignor to Emil

Tyden. Hastings. Mich. Filed July 1, 1907. .S«'rial No,

381,710.

1, In a ijedestal extension table, having the table top

memi>ers extensible relatively to their respective pedestal

members, in combination with such table top and pedes-

tal members: co6perating pedestal locking devices mounts

e<i on the two opposite pedestal members and located at

a substantial distance below the top of the pedestal; co-

operating devices mounted respectively at the top of one
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pedestal menit^r and on the tablp top memtjer pertaining

thereto, adapted to t)e enKaged in iho closiHK movement

of the table lop member with respect to the jietlestal mem-

ber for resiftmg the retrartion or opening niovenient of
^

said table top metnber, and operating conaertions from

said devices at the top of the t)eilestal to one of said co<i{)-

erating devices for connecting the pedestal members,

adapted to hold said last mentioned devica in ^ledestaJ-

locking position when the table top iiiemlxT is in closed

position.

2. In a pedestal extension table havin>5 the table top

member* extensible relatively to their respective pedestal

members, in combination with such table top an<l pe<les-

tal members, co<iperatinn pe<lestal locking devices mount-

ed reapectively on the two opposite pedestal members at

a substantial distance below the top of the pedestal: co-

operating devices, one mounted at the t.)p ft one pedestal

member and the other on the table top inc'm'j>«T ;)ertaming

thereto, adapted to become engaged in the tlosmg move-

ment of the table top member with respect Kj said pedestal

member, and by their enKuKcrnenl to resist fhe opening

or retracting of the tabl? top member, arid Operating con-

nections from the said device at the top of the pe^iestal to

one of the said cooperating pedestal locking devices for

holding the latter in pe.lestal locking position while said

cooperating devices on the table top and i)ede8tal respec-

tively are so engaged and means for securing together the

two table top members.

3. In a ;)edestal extension table having the table top

memlx-rs extensible relatively to their respective pedestal

members, m combination with such table top and pedes^

tal members; a vertically positioned element on one i)eile*-

a; Miember: cooperating devices for engaging each other.

.-i'- oiH-ratively connected with said vertically ;x)sitloried

element and the other carried by the opposite oeiiestal

merater located at a substantial distance Ijelow the top

of the 'ledeotal; means on one tab e-top member for actu-

ating said verticallv (>OMttoned element above the pedes-

tal for t)ede8tal-closing in the closing movement of the

table-top member, the mutually encountering elements

on the pedestal and table top respectively b^ing relatively

constructed for detaining-pawl-and-ratchet action in said

closing movement to lock the table-top member at closed

position when the ;)e<iesta! has tjeen close<l by said move-

ment, and means for disengaging said elements at will

4 In a pedestal extension table having table top mem-

bers extensible relatively to their respective |>eflestal mem-

bers, in combination with such table top and pedestal

members, a vertically positione<l element oo one v>e4lestal

member, c<-X'peratihg devices for engaging aach other oj)-

eratively connect«?<l with said vertically i>)sitione<l ele-

ment and the other carried by the op;xisiie |)e<lestai mem-

ber, located at a substantial distance belnw the top of

the i)edestal a lever at the tt>p of the p)ede«tal connected

with sai<l vertically [xisitioned element for operating it,

and an abutment on one table U>v memix-r vx)sitione<l for

encountering said lever in the ("losinn movement of the ta-

ble top :iiid actuating said lever for pedestaUclosing move-

ment of said engaging devices, said abutment and lever

being relatively iK>sitioned and formed to i)ermit the abut-

ment to run on the end of the lever for enciountering and

rocKing it, said lever end and the face of the abutment

which runs on it being ;t4lapt«Mi for engagement to resist

reverse travel of the abutment over the lev^r en-l

,">. In a pedestal extension table having table top mem-
bers extensible relatively U> their Tes[>e<'tive pedestal mem-

bers, in combination with such table top and pedestal

members, jx'lestal locking devices mountad on the two

opposite pedestal niemlxTS re-'t^'ctivclv at a substantial

distance below the top of the [)e<lestal o .f-trating devices

mounteil one at the Top of one i)e.lestal memtHT and the

other on the tal)le top inemix-r ix-rtalning thereto.

constructed for engagement with etu-h other In the clos-

ing movement of the table top member with respect to

the pedestal member for resisting extension or retraction

of said table top member operating contiecitioiis from the

aid de^^ce mounted at the top of the {)e<lestal member

to one of the jx^lestal locking devices, for holding it in

lo<'king ix)8ition when the table top memtxT is closc<l. the

device on said table top member being movable trans-

versely with respect to the direction of extending and closing

movement of a table top member for disengagement from

the co6i»erating device at the top of the pedestal member.

892 l.TJ ADJUSTABLE DOOR Oil \N INDOW 80UEEN
KR.VME. OwE.N L. (^AKTEu, Washington, D. C. Filed

June 4, 1907. Serial No. 377.229.

1 .V screen frame comprising meml>ers each mafle of

sheet metal, tient to fonn angularly relate<l arms compris-

ing substAntially tubular outer portions, and inwardly

extending flanges at the inner .sides of such substantially

tubular outer [>ortion. such flanges having adjusting oi)en-

ings, one arm of each mendjer tjeing slidably and telcscop-

ically connecte<l to the arm of another iiieml)er, and secur-

ing devices in the a<lju.-<ting <jp«-niugs of such arms

2. A screen frame comprising members, each having

angularly related arms comprising substantially tubular

outer [x>rtioiis and inwardly extending flanges at the inner

sides of su>-h substantially tubular outer iK)rtions. such

flanges having a<ljusting openings, one arm of each memU-r

being slidably and telescopically connected to an arm of

another meml)er, and a screen fabric having its e<lges

in3erte<l Ix-tween the flanges of the arms of such frame

mendiers, and securing devices in the a^ljusting oi>enings

of such flanges passing thn)ugh sucii fabric and serving

to secure such memU-rs togfther and such fabric to such

screen frame.

892.133. ADJUSTABLE TABLE jA.vtES W Cash.

Westbrook.Me. Filed July 29. 19()7 Serial No. 385.955.

1. In combination, a clamp, a post mounted on said

clamp, a bent bracket one arm rotatably and slidably

mountetl on said ixwt and the other arm comprising two

parts joine<l together telescopically. a table mounte<l ui^on

said last mentioned arm at two points, one ix)int on each

of said telescoping members, one point of contact being

slidably attached to the bracket and the other point of con-

tact being rigidly attacin'^l thereto, and means for holding

the two parts of the bracket in any given iK»sition

2 In combination, a clamp, a jxist attached thereto, a

supporting bracket a lug slidably mounte<i on said bracket,

a lug rotatably mounfe<l on said bracket, means for holding

said lug against rotation thereon, a table provide<l with

brackets on the under side thereof and sleeves rigidly se-
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curad to aald lugs, said bracicets being slidably mounted in

said Bleerea.

3. In combination, a clamp, a post attached thereto, a

bracket mounteti upon said post, a table mounted upon

said bracket, said table being adapted to have, vertical,

horizontal and rotary adjustment relative to said post and

rotary and transverse adjustment relative to said bracket.

J.134. LID-HOLDER. Benjamin F. Couman and

WiLUAM J Ambos, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 12, 1907.

Serial No. 352,036.

A lid holder comprising a corner bracket forme<l of a pair

of wings disposcii at an angle to each other, means carried

by one of the wings for engaging the box, a brace forming

a continuation of the opposite wing an<i fitting against the

lid, and means carn<><i by the brace for engaging the lid. a

notch being locate<i at the junction of the brace and w ing to

facilitate bending of fhe f<irmer for adjusting the inclination

of the lid.

892,135. RESILIENT VEHICLE-WHEEL Claude A.

CoNROE. Topeka. Kans, File<l Aug. 10, 1906. Serial

No. 330.088.

1 .\ vehicle wheel of the character described comprising

a hub provided with a ci-ntral disk flange, a circular sjxike

suppt)rling cuff sUdably embracing saul disk flange, inner

springs nKjunted on said hub. and outer springs secured to

said cuff, said inner :m<l outer springs i>eing provided with

cornplemental scroll U^rmtnals united to each other.

2 A vehicle whe<'l of the character de.scrilx-d comprising

a hub provided with a central disk flange, a circular sixtke

supp«jrting cuff slidably embracing said disk flange, a

series of Inner springs secured to said hub on each sule of

said disk flange, a series of outer springs secured to .said

cuff on opvxjsite suies thereof, the inner and outer springs

I>eing provided with scroll terminals united to each other

3 ,\ vehicle wheel of the character descrit)ed comprising

a hub providCKi with a central disk flange a circular sjxike

supporting cuff slidably embracing said disk flange, inner

springs mounted upon said hub, and outer springs mounted

upon said cuff, said inner and outer springs being provided

with complemental terminals secured to each other, said

outer springs being also provided with terminals connected

with said hub.
4. A vehicle wheel of the character described comprising

a hub provided with a central flange, a circular spoke sup-

porting cuff slidably mounted on saiii flange, nng!^ mounted

on said hub on opposite sides of said flanec, inner springs

carried by said rings, and outer springs carried by said cuff

and having terminals secured to the terminals of said inner

springs.

5. A vehicle wheel of the character described comprising

a hub provided with a central flange, a circular spoke sup-

porting cuff slidably mountod on said flange, rings mounted

on said hub on opiwsite sides of said flange, inner springs

carried by said rings, and outer springs carried by said cuff,

said inner and outer springs being provided with comple-

mental scroll terminals united to each other.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,136. DERAILING-SWITCH. John H Covey Buf-

falo, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Willard Kells, Buffalo,

N. Y. File<i Sept. 20. 1907. Serial No. 393.758.

1. A derailing device comprising a supporting bracket,

a derailing piece, and a single connection between said de-

railing piece and bracket constructed to ;x'rmit of a com-

bine<l pivotal and sliding movement of the derailing piece

relatively to said bracket for moving the derailing piece

into its operative and inoperative ^xjsition.

2. \ derailing switch comprising a support having a pair

of lugs which are provided with guide-ways extending in a

vertical direction, a lever arrange-! between said lugs and

having pins moving in said guide-ways, and a derailing

block arranged on said lever, substantially as set forth.

3. A derailing switch comprising a supjKjrt having a pair

of lugs which are provided with guide-ways extending in a

vertical direction, a lever arranged hx»tween said lugs and

having pins moving in said guide-ways, and a derailing

block arr:inged on said lever, the inner walls of said ways

having iH)tche> through which said pins are adapte<i to pass

In assembling or dismembering the part.s. substantially as

set forth.

4 .\ derailing switch comprising a support having a pair

of lugs which are provided with guide-ways extending in a

vertical direction, a lever arranged between said lugs and

having pins moving in said guide-ways, ami a derailing

block arrange.! on said lever, the inner walls of said wa>s

having notches through which said pins are adapted to pass

in assembUng or dismemlwnng the jiarts and which are

adapte<l to be closetl by the rail of a track when in use. sub-

st.'tntially as set forth,

r, A derailing switch comprising a support having a pair

of lugs which are provided with guide-ways extending in a

vertical direction, a lever arranged between .said lugs and

having pins moving in said guide-ways, a deraiUng block

arranged on said lever, and a stop arranged on said lever

and adaptetl to engage with a stop on the supiKirt for limit-

ing the upward movement of the lever, sui>stantially as set

forth.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printe<l in the Gazette.]
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g»2.i37. ri?>nixr.-REEL
Wftukee. Wis Filed Dec.

^
HEVBT F. ClUVDALL. Mil-

. 1907. SeT\a.l No. 4t)5,.')04.

placement of said front wall aection. and laich menilters

carried by said front wall section for engagement with aaid

side wail sections.

1. A fishing reel having, in combination, a butt piece, a

spool and spool operatmg mechanism, said butt piece hav-

ing a skeleton frame, said frame comprising Bide members

outwardly curved in a manner to receive a p»rt of the reel

mechanism therebetween, said spool and spool operating

mechanism being mounted upon one of said Bide members

only.

2. .\ fishing reel having, in combination, a butt piece, a

spool and spool operating mechanism, said butt piece hav-

ing a siceleton frame, -aid frame comprising Bide members

outwardly curved in a manner to receive a p»rt of the reel

mechanism therebetween, one of said aide members being

provided with a sleeve portion, a thimble reoeived by said

sleeve, said thimble forming part of a fixed gear, a sleeve

sJidably receivetl by said thimble, and a feel operating

spindle joumaled in said sleeve.

3 .\ fishing reel having, in combination, a spool and a

spool support, spool operating mechanism, said mechanism

including a longitudinally movable spindle mounted in said

support, and a lever pivotally mounted upoa said support

and adapted to control a longitudinal movement of said

spindle.
I

4. .\ flshms? reel having, in combination, a spool and a

spool support, spfx)! operating mechanism, said mechanism

including a longitudinally movable spindle mounted in said

support, a lever pivotally mounted upon said support and

operatively connected with said spindle in a manner to con^

trol a longitudinal movement thereof, and a spring opera-

tive to move saiii lever in one direction.

5. A fishing reel having, in combination, a spool and a

spool support, a sleeve forming part of said support, spool

operating mechanism, said mechanism including a fixed

gear arranged coa.xially with said sleeve and having an axial

ot^ening, a second sleeve received by said first mentioned

sleeve and adapted to slide longitudinally therethrough

and through said axial oi)ening in said gear, a lever pivot-

ally mounted upon said support, a crank-arm forming part

of said lever, said first mentioned sleeve having an elon-

gated slot, said crank-arm projecting through said slot and

engaging with said second sleeve.

(Claim? 6 to 12 not printed in the GazettJe]

2. A mold of tiie typ<' set forth, comprising a bottom, a

rear wall section came.l thereby having its ends formetl

with recesses and with openings, side wall sections includ-

ing base portions having their end* engagetl in said re-

ceases and vertical portions having extensions engaged

through said openings, means for hol<iing said side wall

sections upon said bottom, said side walls having their

vertical portions extended forwardly, a front wall section

Including a base portion difipose<l l)eneath said forwardly

extending portions of said sitle wall sections and a vertical

portion disposed i>etween said forwardly extending^por-

tions of said si<le wall sections, and means for engaglng.said

front wall section with said side wall sections.

892 139 RETAINER-NECKTIE Charljcs W. T Da-

VIK8, New York. N. Y. File«l Apr 13. VM)7
.

Serial

No. 367 972.

.\ necktie pn.vide<l with elastic connections located

suJ>3tantially at the junction of its neckban.l and tying

ends provide<i with means for engagement with the front

edges of the turn over ix.rtion of a double collar.

892 140. DI:MPING-BC)X. Joseph P. UEL.\.\Ey, tireen

Bay, Wis. Filed June 6, 1907. Serial No. 377,492.

892,138. CEMF:NT-BL0CK MOLD. Wiuuam A. Crew,

Salisbury. Md File.l June 26. 1907 Serial No. 380,913,

1 .\ mold of the ty;)e set forth, comprising a bottom.

and a stationary rear wall section carried thereby, and

forme<l at its ends with openings, side wall iections includ-

ing base portions secured to said bottom aod vertical por-

tions formetl at their rear ends with extensions for engage-

ment in said openings, a front wall section mcluding a base

portion secured to said bottom and a vertical portion hav-

ing its ends constructed for engagement with the vertical

portions of said side wall sections to prevent upward dis-

In a dumping box the combination with the side walls,

of botUjin walls provide<l with fi-<e.l and swinging sections,

hinges connecting the inner margins of the swinging sec- *

tions with the fixed sections, oiierating levers pivotally se- -*•

cured to the respective si.les of the b<jx, rods, unconnected"

at any flxetl point and having their lower ends loosely con-

nected with the.outer margins of the swinging sections, and

Unks connecting the upper ends of such rods with the oper-

ating levers,—said rods being arranged for fulcrum bear-

ing contact with the lower margins of the side walls during

' the Initial closing movement of the swinging section?
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892.141 FILINO-REi'FPTACLE. OboBOB M. DONKR.

Toledo, Ohio. Filed June 24, 1907. Serial No. 380,449.

A filing receptjicle having a slit in its end in a iilaoe with

the inner surface of iU txjttom, a tongue projecting out-

wardly from the receptacle through said slit and having an

enlargement on ius inner end flxe<i to tlie bottom of the re-

ceptacle to prevent a withdrawal of the tongue either out-

wardly or inwardly from the slit, substantially as de-

scribed.

892,142 APPARATUS FOR MOLDING. Pail DU-

PONT, Le Gateau. France. Filed May 18, 1905. Serial

No. 261.053.

^L

HM
1. in a'molding machine, a frame, a compressor, means

for holding the compre.«»sor removably on the frame, a re-

versible two-part flask, a pattern a<lapte<i to be held with-

in said flask and to l>e connecte<l to the individual parts

thereof, and means for giving movement to the fliwsk, or

either part thereof, relative to the compressor

2. In a moliiing machine, a frame, a reversible two-part

flask, a pattern, means for locking said pattern to either

part, or to both parts, of sai<i flask, a compressor, and

means for removably supporting the compressor on said

frame in a position to enter the flask.

3. In a molding machine, the combination of a flask,

a pattern, a rammer or compres!H)r arranged to ent*r the

flask and to cooi>erate with the pattern, and means for

locking the rammer or compressor to the flask.

4 In a moliiing machine, the combination of a flask, a

pattern therein, a comi>re.s!«)r, means adapte<i to suspend

the compressor in a fixed position and in the path of the

flask, and meaivs for locking the compressor to the flask

subsequent to the compression of sand between the pattern

and the compressor.

5 In a molding machine, the combination of a reversible

two part flask, a pattern held in and reversible with the flask

a support for interchangeable compressors, means on said

support for holding the Individual compressors in coopera-

tive relation to the separate parts of the flask, and means

for locking the separate comT)re8sors to the respective parts

of the fla«k

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.143. PROCESSOFMOLDING LARGE ARTICLES.

Paul Dcpont, Le Cateau, France Filcfl May 18, 1905.

Serial No. 261,054.

AJL

hjp
1. The process of molding which consists in charging

sand upon a pattern within a flask, then distributing the

sand uniformly over the pattern by means of a compre.s8or

which displaces the sand laterally of the walls of the flask

without compressing the sand on the pattern, subsequently

compressing the sand between the pattern and said com-

pressor, and retaining said compressor within the flask and

in engagement with the compressed sand until the casting

operation is completed.

2. The process of molding which consists in charging

sand upon a pattern within a flask, then displacing the

sand laterally of the walls of the flask, scj as to distribute

said sand uniformly over the pattern without compressing

the sand against said pattern, thereafter compressing the

sand between the said pattern and the compressor, sup-

porting the compressed sand by a member separate from

the flask until the casting oiK-ration i.« completed, and

withdrawing the pattern from the flask.

3. The process of molding which consists in charging

sand upon a pattern within a flask, then distributing the

sand in uniform depth over the pattern by means of a c<^)m-

pressor introduced within the flask and operating to di»-

jilace the sand laterally of the walls of said fl:i-sk, then com-

pressing the sand against the pattern b>- the said com-

pressor, and retaining the compress<jr within the flask, so

a.« to act as a 8ui)ixirt for the compressed sand, until the

casting oi>eration is completed.

4. The process of molding which consists in charging

I

sand upon a pattern held in a flask; suspending a rammer

or compressor over the fla.sk; closing the parts by a rela-

tive movement of one to the othej and making the com-

pressor displace the sand to a uniform depth over the pat-

tern; compressing the sand between the pattern and the

compressor by a further relative movement of the flask

and the compressor; and locking the compressor to the

flask.

5. The process of molding which consist.s in depositing

sand uiKin a pattern within a flask; arranging a compres.'or

in the path of the flask ; forcing the compressor into the

flask and compressing the ssmd between the pattern and

the compressor: and locking the compressor to the flask.

' (Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gaaette.]
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89 2.144 MOLDING BATH-TUBrf AND OTHER
LARGE ARTICLES Paul Dupovt, L*" Caw'au.

Franop. Conlinuation of application Serial No. 1S7,267.

flle.1 Dec 31. 19<)3 This application tiled Juno 2S.

1906. Serial No 323.1K)l.

3. In buiUlin« construction, the combination, with the

stuiiding of a buiklinK. of paiier board arrange<i to span the

spaces from stud to stud in curved form, both peri.«>ndicular

edges of the paper board being fixed stationarily in the

space between the studs and adapted to keep the air space

on the opixwiie sides of the board sealed; subetantiaUy as

described.

1 In an apparatus of the class describe.!, a flaak. a pat-

tern, a hollow compressor cooperating with the patt>>rn and

the flaak. the interior of said hollow compretwor tapering

rom ita base upward and forming a pressure surface which

is -substantially frusw>-conical in shape, and the base of

which frustoconical surface is adapt«<i to flrtt enter the

flask for the purpo.se of uniformly distributing sand over

the face of the pattern prior to compreasicg the sand

against said pattern

2 In an apparatus of the class described, a flask, a pat-

tern, and -a hollow compres««jr adapted to fit snugly with-

in said a&sk. the said hollow compres-sor having a sub-

stantially flat interior upper surface, and having straight

inclinp<l walls extending from said upper surface at an an-

gle to the sides of the flask, whereby the compressor enter-

ing the flask will o[)erate to uniformly distribute sand

over the face of the pattern prior to compres«ng the sand

against said pattern

3 In an apparatus of the class described, a two-part

flask, a hollow compressor having interior peripheral walls

mcltned at an angle to the walls of one of the parts of .said

flask, and a second compressor, disconnecttd from the

first, having external [>eripheral pressure surfaces inclined

at an angle to the walls of the other part of said flask,

whereby each compressor is adapted to operate to uniformly

distribute sand over the respective faces of the pattern

prior to compressing sand against said patten*.

4 In an apparatu.s of the class described, a two-part

flask, and two disconnected compressors. ada(>ted for indi-

vidual or conjoint use. one of said compressor! cooperating

with the cope of said flask, and the other compressor co<ii>-

crating with the drag of said flask. vh«'reby one com-

pressor is adapted to remain in the flask for supporting the

sand, and to assist in keeping a pattern from binding during

the o^K-ration of the other compress«)r.

5 In an apparatus of the class describes!, a two-part

flask, a f)attern fM)sitioned therein, a compressor atiapted

to distribute the sand over one face of the iiattern and to

sulmvjuently compress the sand against the pattern, and

which compressor is adapted to remain in the flask until

the r;i^ting operation is completeil. and a second com-

presssir separate from the other compressor for compressmg

sand against the other face of said pattern, wrhich second

couii.ressor is adapte<t. also, to remain in the flask until the

ca.-<ting oi)eration is complete*!

[Claims 6 to 30 not printe<l in the Gazetta.)

4 In building c.mstruction. the combination, with the

studding of a building, of paper board arranged to span the

spaces from stud to stud in curv.><l form, one per;Hmdicular

edge of the paper Ixjard being fixed stationarily in the

space tH^tween the studs an.l the opiK>8ite e<lge l>earing

against the side of its adjacent stud, and means cooperating

with said last named e<ige of the pai>er b<mrd to hold the

latter to the stud: substantially as describe<l,

5 In building construction, the combination, with the

studding of a building, of paper boar.l arrange<i to span the

spaces from stud to stud in curved form, one perpen.licuhir

edge of the paper board Ix-ing secure.l to such sheathing

adjacent one stud and the opposite edge bearing against the

next afljacent stud, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to S not printe.l in the (Jazette ]

892 146 BOX Ellswokth K Fix)Ra. Chicago. 111., as-

signor of one-half to W K Rothermel. Chicago. Ill

Filed .\.ug 19. 19<^)7 .Serial No. 389,141.

892.14.i BUILDING CONSTRITTION. JBrrSET T.

Ferres .Vnderson. Ind . assignor to J W Sefton Manu-

facturing Company. Anderson. Ind.. a Gorporation of

In.tiana. Filed Sept. 15. 1905. Serial No. 278,615.

1 In building construction, the combination, with the

studding of a building, of board of flexible material ar-

ranged to span the spaces from stud to stud id curved form

.

substantially as described.

2. In building construction, the combination, with the

studding of a building, of a single sheet of p»per board ar-

range 1 to span the space between adjacent studs in curved

form, substantially as describe*!.

1 A wire-bound box having its body-ijortion formed of

sheet-material and provided with ends, end-battens pro-

vide.! with rabl>eted inner sides, and with the ends of the

sides forming the tKxly-portion faateneil U. said inner sides

and forming at their ends with said battens b<jx-end-con-

ftning grooves sail en.is UMng seated in said grooves, and

binding-wires securetl aUiut said battens.

2 \ wire-l)Ound l)ox having its l)ody-l)orUon forme<! of

sheet-material and provided with ends, en.l-battens pro-

vided with rabbeted inner sides, and with the en.is of the sides

forming the boiiy-portion fastene.! to sections of said inner

sides and the other sections thereof affording flanges form

ing with the ends of said body-i>ortion box-en.l-confinmg

grooves said ends being seate.! in said grooves, and bmdmg-

wlres secured aiwut said battens

3 \ wire-bound box having its body-portion formed of

sheet-material and provided with ends, end-battens pro-

vided with longitudinal wir^grooves in their outer sides

and with rabbeted inner sides, the ends of the sides formmg

the body-poriJon being fastene.1 to sections of said inner

sides and the otlier sections therwjf afTonling flanges form-

ing with the ends of sai.l bo<ly-port:ion box^nd-conflning

grooves said ends being seated in saiil grooves and binding

wires confined in the wire grooves

4 \ wire-bound box having its body-portion forme.1 of

sheet-material and provide*! with ends, end-battens pro-

vided with longitudinal wire-gr<x)ves in then- outer sides

and with rabbete<l inner si.les. the «u!s of the sides forming

' the bodv-ix)rtion being fastened to sections of said inner
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Ides and tlic other 8e<'tions then^jf aiTordin# flaocea foraa-

Ing witii the ends of saiti body-portion box-end-oonflnlng

grooves said ends being seated in said grooves, intermedi-

ate battens about the exterior of the lx)dy-portion provide!

with longitudinal wirc-grt)oves, and binding-wires confined

In the grooves in the outer batten-sides.

892.147. RING-BAND FOR WATCn-MOVEMENTS.
Ch.\rle.s Fink. Geneva. Switzerland. Filed Oct. 23,

1906. Serial No. 340,134.

The combination with a watch case center having a cir-

cular rim and a watch movement plate having a circular

external rim. of a ring haiul comprising a cylindrical body-

portion d, an int<Tnal flange d' at one edge thereof and an

external flange rf' at tlic front edge thcrt»of, the ring band

receiving the movement plate with the rim of the move-

ment plate resting against the flange d' and the flange d'

resting upon the rim of the watch ca.ie center, and a ring r

having a dial bezel surrounding the movement plate un.i

received therewith within the ring bun 1

892.148. AIR-BRAKE AF'FWHVTrS. Albert H
Geltz. Alliance, and l.r.r I. H<.sa( k. Youngstown. Ohio,

assignors to C. B. Mcl>ean, tni.si.'«> Pittsburg, Pa. Filed

Dec. 6. 1906. .>*»'riiil .No. 346,618.

f ^Ji_f ' ' ^3fc>"

1. The combination with an engineer's valve, a reservoir,

and a brake cylinder; of an independent valve arrange!

to eatablish communication Ix'twiH-n the reservoir and the

brake cylinder and having an element adapted to actuate

the engineer's valve.

2. The combination with an engineer's \ alvc. a rcM-rvoir.

and a brake cylinder; of an independent valve arranged to

establish connnunicition betwe«'n the reservoir and the

brake cylm Icr .tnl ha\ ing an cH)crating handle adapted to

engage and ai-tuate the engineer's valve.

3. rhe combination with an engineer's valve, a reservoir,

and a brake cylin ler; of an ind^tx-n lent valve arranged to

establish communication In-tv. en the reservoir and the

brake cylinder an i having a h iiuile aiiapteil to U' oiK-ra-

tively connecte.l u> or disconnected from the engineer's

valve.

4. The combination with an engineer's valve, a reservoir,

and a brake c>lindcr, of an independent %alve arranged tti

t^tablish communication betw(»en the reservoir and the

brake cylinder and having an ojH'rating handU- adapteii to

engage and actuate the engineer's valve, and to locate .said

valve in jxjsilions corresixjn.img to the ijositioua of the

independent valve.

134 0. G—HO

5. The combination with a reservoir and a brake cylin-

der, of compound valve mechanism connected to the reser-

voir and brake cy Under respectively, and having ported

valves arranged to establish direct communication between

the reservoir and brake cylinder and from the brake cylin-

der to the atmosphere, one of said valves being operable

by the other.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,149. GARMENT-SUPPORTER
Grand Rapids, Mich. File! Jan. 7

400.642.

Albert E. Gould,
1908. Serial No.

1. In a garment supporter, a flat strip upwar.lly l>ent at

the middle, a tie rod connecting the ends of said strip,

shoulder pads having a shank slidably engaging the strip,

lateral extensions {)n .said shank and folded around the

strip and a resilient extension on one of said lateral ex-

tensions engaging the strip opixisite the shank.

2. In a garment supporter, a flat strip upwardly Ix^nt at

the nudiile an.! having oi)iK>sitely extended and down-
wardly inclined ends, a shoulder pad having a shank slid-

ably engaging the upper side of the strij) and two opposite

lateral extonsions folded beneath .said strip, a third lat-

eral exU'nsion on said shank also folded beneath said strip,

and a resilient extension on said last namod lateral exten-

sion and engaging the under si.le of tiie strip.

3. In a garment supjxjrter, a flat strip upwardly bent at

the middle, a tie rod connecting the ends of the strip, shoul-

der pads sliilable on the strip, springs attached to the pads

and slidably engaging the strip, a tubular spring attacheii

to the rod at the top and longitulinall.v divided at the

bottom, clamps between the divi led edges of the spring

and extending upward through the same to form thumb
pieces to open the clamps.

4. In a garment supporter, a flat strip upwardly bent at

the middle, a hook pivotally attached to the middle of said

strip by means of a clip, shoulder pads having shanks slid-

ably engaging the upiKT side of the ,sai I strip, springs at-

tached 10 the shanks and slidably engaKing tae under side

of sai.l strip, a rod connecting the ends of sai 1 strip, tubu-

lar springs each attached to the rod at its upjier side and

longitudinally divide 1 at its lower side, an 1 a pair of

clamps embraced by each of said springs and extending

upward through the spring and provided with thumb
pieces above tlie spring.

892,150. I'lMP. Geoko GRU8.SENDORF. Hanover. Ger-

many. Filed Mar. 2H, 1907. Serial No. 365.169.

1

.

In a pump, twii barrels situated telow the water level,

each having an inlet and an outlet, an inwardly opening

valve m each barrel Ijetween the inlet and outlet, fluid ac-

tuated means to Uiechanically ojx'rate the valve, a pressure

fluid supply. fetHJ pipes each lemling from the fluid supply

to one of the barrels on the discharge si.le of its vaJve and

to the valve closing mechanism for said barrel and to the

valve oiK-ning mechanism of the other barrel, distributing

valves arranged to supply pressure fluid to the said feed

pijH's alu-mately, and means arranged to operate at prede-

termined fixed intervals to control the distributing valves.

2. In a pump, two barrels situated below the water level,

each having an inlet and an outlet, an inwardly opening

valve in each barrel between the inlet and outlet and below

the latter, fluid actuated means to mechanically open and

clost^ the \alve, a pressiu-e fluid supply, feed pipes leading
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I oilfrom the fluifi supply to each of the barrels oh the discharge

•iulc of Its vaJve and to Ita valve operating mechanism, ex-

liHiist pipes leading from each barrel and valve operating

mechanism, distributing valves arranged to control the

supply of pressure fluid to said feed pipes, exhaust valves

arrange*! to control the exhaust pir>es, and means operating

independently of the pump supply and discharge to actu-

ate the distributing and exhaust valves to liniultaneously

supply pressure fluid to one barrel and exbaust the tluid

from the other barrel while holding tho nr\o valve closed

and the other valve open.

3 In a pump, two barrels situated below the water level,

each having an inlet and an outlet, an inwardly opening

valve in each barrel between the inlet ami outlet, valve

operating mechanism for each barrel comprising fluid pres-

sure chambers, diaphragms, levers having otte arm operate<l

upon by a diaphragm, and a connection between the levers

and the valve to mechanically open and Hose said vtdve

according as the pressure fluid is introduced to one or the

other diaphragm chamber, a pressure QuU\ supply, a feed

pipe leading from the pressure fluid supply to each barrel

on the discharge side of its valve and to a diaphragm cham-

ber of its valve operating mechanism and to the opposite

diaphragm chamber of the other valve operating mechan-

ism, distributing valves arranged to contfol the inlet to

each of the feed pipes, exhaust pipes leading from each bar-

rel and from its valve operating mechanism, exhaust valves

controlling the discharge from the exhaust pipes, cams ar-

ranged to actuate the distributing valve of one barrel and

the exhaust valve of the second barrel and then the dis-

tributing valve of the second barrel and the exhaust valve

of the first barrel.

4. In a pump, two barrels situate<l below the water level,

earh having an inlet and an outlet, an inwardly opening

valve in each barrel between the inlet and outlet, valve

operating mechani.-»m for each barrel comprising fluid pres-

sure chambers, diaphragms, levers having one arm oper-

ated upon by a diaphragm, emd a connection between the

levers and the valve to mechanically open and close said

valve according as the pressure fluid is introduced to one or

the other diaphragni chamber, a pressure fluid supply, a

feed pipe leading from the pressure fluid supply to each bar-

rel on the discharge side of its valve and to a diaphragm

chamber of its valve operating mechanism »nd to the oppo-

flitf> diaphragm chamber of the other valve operating mech-

anism, distributing valves arrangetl to control the inlet to

each of the feed pipes, exhaust pipes leading from each bar-

rel and from its valve operating mechanism, exhaust valves

controlling the discharge from the exhaust pipes, the dis-

tributing valves and exhaust valves held closed by dia-

phragms under the influence of pressure fluid, and cams

acting upon the stems of the distributing and exhaust

vaK-es to open said valves against the pressure fluid, said

cams arrangetl to actuate the distributing yalve of one bar-

rel and the exhaust valve of the second barrel and then the

distributing valve of the second barrel and the exhaust

valve of the first barrel

,5. In a pump for elevating llnuid by fluid pressure, a bar-

rel situatetl below the water level and having an inlet and

an outlet, an inwardly opening inlet valve interiKJsetl be-

tween the inlet and outlet, inlet valve o;M^rating means
compri.'>ing a diaphragm device comprising two diaphragms

each locattHi in a closeil chamber, a mechanical connection

between each of the diaphragms and the inlet valve, a pres-

sure fluid supply. f«'e<l pu)es lea<ling from the fluid supplv to

the barrel un the di.schargc side of the valve and to each of

the diaphragm.'^, distributing valves arrange<l to direct the

pressure fluid alternately on the one hand to the interior of

the barrel ami to the diaphragm chamber to close the inlet

valve and on the other hand to the diaphragm chamber to

open the inlet valve.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette ]

892,151. SANDER. JoH.v H. H.vnlon. Somervllle, Mass.

Flle<l Nov. 30. 1907. Serial No. 404,547.

1. In a pneumatic truck sandcr. the combination of a

sander-body ix)mpri-«ing an elbow and provided with a

clean-out o;)ening, a cover for saiii dean-out opening and

an air nozzle pa-ssing through the said cover and lying on

the floor of the interior of the sander-body.

2. In a pneumatic track sander, the combination of a

sander-lKHly coinpri.tiiig an oblitjuc angleil elbow and pro-

vided with a clean-out oi)ening, a cover for said clean-out

opening and an air nozzle attached to saiil cover and lying

on the floor of the interior of the s.mdcr-lxxly.

3. In a pneumatic track sander. the combination of a

sander-body compri.sing an elbow, a clean-out oi>ening. a

cover therefor, an air nozzle and a shield depending down-

wardly from the said air nozzle

4. In a pneumatic track sander, the combination of a

sander-lxxly comprising an oblique angled elbr)W, a clean-

out opening at the turn of the elbow, a cover therefor, an

air nozile. and a shieUl depending downwardly from the

said air nozzle, the said air nozzle lying on the floor of the

sander-bo<iy.

5. In a pneumatic trnck siindcr, the cf)mbination of a

sander-body and an air discharge nozzle within said sander-

body, the said air <lischarge nozzle having an air duct and

an air discharge aperture, said .air duct being inclined at

the point where it unites with the said air discharge aper-

ture.

[Claims fi and 7 not printe<i in the Gazette]

892.152. FOOT-Gi:.\Rn Wii.uam A. ITarman, White

Pass, Alaska. File<l June S. 1907. Serial No. 378,040.

An article of manufacture comprising a guard plate for

a shoe shank and means for attaching and holding the same

In place on a shoe, said means comprising a rearwartlly ex-

tending integral finger on each side adapte<l to He against

the heel of the shoe and prevent lateral movement of the

guard plate, and a pair of straps fastened on each side of

said guard plate the rearmost strap on each side arranged
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to pa.ss to the back of the shoe and each foremost strap to

pass over the instep to the opposite side of the shoe and

f

V^r:::-rr;>

then backwardly to be fastened to the rearmost strap on

the side of Its origin.

892,153. BOWLING SCORE - BOARD. Michael J.

jjj^IlAHWOon, Cleveland. Ohio. Filetl Jan. 14, 1908. Se-

l rial No. 410,816.

^

' HUM
'-Tf-Tr-tj'j-l—

;

devices and mounteti to rotate with said operating mem-
ber and to move axially relative thereto, engaging and

disengaging means on said devices and on each end of said

transmitting member, the means on said transmitting

member l>eing a smaller di.^Lance apart than the means on

said devices, and means, carried by said transmitting mem-
ber, for bridging over the space between the said means on

one end of said transmitting member and the corresponding

means on one of said actuating devices

A scoring device compri.sing a pair of standards with

upper and lower cross arms thereon, upp<?r and lower rollers

supported by said arms, a web connecteid to the rollers anil

extending between the same, a backing board secured to

the standards between the rollers and behind the web, and

cross pieces securwl to the standards above and below the

board and in front of the web.

892,154. CYCLE-WHEEL GE.\R W^ITH MEANS FOR
OPERATING THE BRAKE BY BACK-PEDALING.
Edouard L. HocQt'ART, Paris, France. Filed Nov. 2,

1907. Serial No. 400,364.

1. In a driving and brake gear for wheels of cycles and

the like, an operating member, wheel- «uid brake-actuat-

ing devices, a tranamitting member located between said

2. In a driving and brake gear for wheels of cycles and

the like, an operating member, wheel- and brake-actuat-

ing devices, a transmitting member located between said

devices and mounted t(j rotate with said operating member
and to move axially relative thereto , combined engaging and
disengaging means on said devices and on each end of said

transmitting member, the means on said member being lo-

cated a smaller distance apart than the means on said de-

vices, a further member frictionally connected with and car-

ried by said transmitting member, combined engaging and

disengaging means on said further member and means coact-

ing with the said means on said further member for bridg-

ing over the space tietwcen the said means on one end of

said transmitting member and the correeiponding means
on one of said actuating devices.

3. In a driving and brake gear for wheels of cycles and

the like, an operating member, wheel- and brake-actuat-

ing devices, a transmitting member located Ijetween said

devices and mounted to rotate with said operating mem-
ber and to move axially relative thereto, a further member
frictionally connected with said transmitting member,

combinexl engaging and disengaging means on said devices,

on each end of said transmitting member and on said fur-

ther member, said means consisting of sets of projecting

teeth each tooth of which has its two faces inclined in the

same direction, the sets of teeth on the transmitting mem-
ber being located a smaller distance apart than the sets of

teeth on the actuating devices, and means being provided

for normally projecting the teeth on said further member
beyond the teeth on one end of said transmitting member.

4. In a *iriving and brake gear for wheels of cycles and the

like, a chain wheel, a sleeve rigidly connected to said wheel,

a transmitting member mounted on said sleeve so as to

rotate therewith but to be capable of moving axially rela-

tive thereto, wheei- and brake-actuating devices located

one on each side of said transmitting member, an annular

member frictionally connected with said transmitting mem-
ber, teeth having both faces inclined in the same direction,

arranged in sets on said actuating devices, on each end of

said transmitting member, and on said annular member,

the sets of teeth on the two ends of the transmitting mem-
ber being a smaller distance apart than the sets of teeth on

the actuating devices, and spring mesJis for normally pro-

jecting the teeth on said annular member beyond the teeth

of said transmitting member.

892.155. CARBURETER. Frederick W. Hoikjes. De-

troit, Mich. Filed Mar. 5, 1906. Serial No. 304,466.

1. In a vaporiser for hydro-carbons, a pivoted air valve

and a needle valve regulating the fuel-feed to said vapo-

rizer, said valves bearing curved surfaces, in constant con-

tact, for the purpose describetl.

2. In a vaporizer for hydro-carbons, the combination

with a pivoted air valve, of a nee<ile valve regulating the

fuel-feed and curved projections on said air valve and the
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9U>m of said nee lie valve, said projections being in con-

stant contact, for the purpose described.

opening through the abrupt tK)rtion of the inner face

thereof, there being also an exhaust i>ort forme<l through

said wall and opening through the inner face there^.f alK)ve

and to one side of the abrupt jwrtion of the said face.

892.157. IIORSE-DETACHER.
toria. S. D. Filed Nov 4. 1907.

DuR.'^N L. TlrNT. As-

SenalNo. 4O0.707.

3 III a vaiK.rizer for hydro-carbons, the combination

with a hollow ca-sing having inlet and outlet openings, a

hinged valve for said inlet opening adapted to he operated

by the entering air. a fuel-feed conduit opening \nu> said

casing a fuel valve therefor, connections whereby said fuel

valve is opene<l by said inlet valve, separate means for

limiting the opening of said air valve, and means for vary-

ing the opening of said fuel valve.

4 In a vaporizer for hydro-carbons, the combination

with a hollow casing having inlet and outlet openings, a

hinged air valve for said inlet opening adaptad to be operated

by the entering air, a fuel-feed conduit ooening into said

casing a fuel valve therefor, constant connections whereby

said fuel valve is opene.i by the opening of said air valve,

a resilient member for closing said fuel vaN'e. and pivoted

cam for limiting the opening of said air valve, for the

purpose describe,!.

5 In a vaporizer for hydro-carbons, the combination

with a casing having inlet and outlet openings, of an air

valve for said inlet opening pivoted in said casing, a fuel-

fee<l conduit o[^ning into said casing, a vUve in said con-

duit an adjustable constant connectioa between said

valves whereby the operation of said air vUve will operate

said needle valve, and a resilient member for returning

said needle valve to its seat.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

SO'' 156 ROTARY ENGINE. Robert HoraxETTER.

Genesee, III. Filed July 12. 1906. Serial No. 325,948.

\ rotary engine comprising a cylindtr including side

walls and a substantially cylindrical wall, a piston rotata-

bly mounteii within said cylinder, and radially disposed

wings movable within said piston, the said side walls being

formed with like cam projections over the edges of which

the wings ride and by which they are ftirced outwardly,

the said cam projections having their 9dges of substan-

tially spiral outline except for a portion of their extent

throughout which they are directed radiaUy. the radial

edge portions of the projections being presented in a direc-

tion opposite to the direction of rotation of the piston, the

inner face of the cylindrical wall being of like outline but

with ita abrupt portion presented in op|)osition to the ab-

rupt portions of the cam projections but located in a plane

below and to one aide of the same, thdre being a steam

Inlet port formed through the said cylindrical wall and

1. In combination with a veliule including a swingle-

tree, of bars slidably arraiigol up.^.n the swingletree and

having their outer ends t-ugiinvd with trace-hook.s, the

inner ends of the bars l«ing in spaced relation, siiul tui':«ns

for disengaging the bars from their hooks, said means

comprising a resilient wire having inwardly f1are«l arms

which are directetl toward the vehicle and outwardly

eared arms which are connecteti to the bars.

2. In combination with a vehicle including a swingle-

tree, the swingletree having tract-hooks, of slidahle bars

carried by the swingletree and arrange<l for engagement

with the trace-hooks, the bars having eyes at their inner

ends, a resilient wire engaged with the eyes and having

tK)rtions directed at an angle and toward each other, said

portions t>eing arrangeil to project inwardly of the vehicle,

the wire having portions which are arranged to lie uixm

the swingletree, said portions being inclined inwardly and

toward each other, a staple earned by the swingletree and

arrangeti to guide the last narne<l iwrtions in their move-

ment*, the last name<l ;x)rtions having hooks and ar-

ranged to engage the staple when the sliding bars are in

engagement with their trace hooks, and means for or)er-

ating said wire to bring the bars toward the center of the

swingletree.

892,158. RELAY FOR BfRGL.AR-ALARM SYSTEMS.

Oi-E Japobson, Chicago, 111., a-saignor to The Bankers

Alarm- Protection Company, Chicago. 111., a Corjxjra-

tion of Illinois. Filed Nov. 8, 1907. Serial No. 401.250.

1 A relay for a closetl circuit burglar alarm system,

comprising a closed main circuit, an electromagnet in said

main circuit, an armature normally attract^ to said

electromagnet, an open alarm circuit, a contact in said

alarm circuit, a spring to move the armature against said

contact when the main circuit is interfered with to close

the alarm circuit, and another electromagnet equal in

strength with the first mentioned electromagnet to co-

operate with the spring in holding the armature against

said contact by the main circuit when the interference in

the main circuit is removed.

2 A relay for a closed circuit burglar alarm system,

comprising a closed main circuit, a main relay and switch-

ing electromagnet in said main circuit, a maintaining elec-

, tromagnet in said main circuit, an armature between said
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electromagnets, an open alarm circuit, a contact In said

alarm circuit, a spring to move the armature against said

contact when the main circuit is interfered with to close

the alarin circuit, and a switch in the main circuit to shunt

out the m.aintaining electromagnet when the interference

In the main circuit is remove*!.

L^''
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4. The combination with an outer box, of an inner box

to receive ice-cream and the like, and spacers of sheet-

material having flaps turned down along the edges and ex-

tending to the edges of the outer lx)X and other portions

turned up outside the walls of the inner box.

:iI:iT'
.̂••»

3 A relay for a closed circuit burglar alarm system

comprising a main circuit, two electromagnets of e.jual

strength in sai.i main circuit, an armature pivotally mount-

ed to oi>eratc between .said electromagnets and normally

attracted to one of them, an oiien alarm circuit a contact
1

In sai.i alarm circuit, and a spring for moving the anna-
j

ture away from the electromagnet to which it is attracted
,

normally and against said contact to close the alarm cu-

cuit and m atljaccnt relation to the other electromagnet

when the main circuit is interfered with, sai.l oilier electro-

magnet l>eing adapted to hold the armature agaui^'t the

ctmtact and ke«-p the alarm circuit closed if the interference

in the main circuit is remove.!.

4 A relay for a closed circuit burglar alarm system,

comprising a metal base, a contact mounted on the base

and insulated therefrom, an oi)en alarm circuit including

said base and contact, a closed main circuit, a pair of elec-

tromagnets in sail main circuit, a pivot pin mounted In

the base, an armature on sai.i pm and operating between

the electromagnets, a spring for moving the armature

against the contact when the main circuit in interfered

with to close the alarm circuit, an arm on the pivot pm
projecting in alincment with the armature and on the op-

posite side of the pin. a weight adjustably mounted on said

arm. and a switch in the main circuit.

8 9 2,159. PACKAGE FOR ICE-CREAM AND THE
LIKE George J. L. Janes and Ji^seph J. Laniit.

Chicago, 111. File<! May 7, 1906. Serial No. 315..W4.

1. The combination with two boxes, one within the

other, of spacers formed from sheet-material and having

portions bent toward the outside of the outer portion, and

other portions in contact with the inner box whereby the

inner box is supported out of contact with the walls of the

outer box.

2. The combination with two boxes, one within the other,

the inner Ix-ing a»laptefi to receive ice-cream or the like, of

two spacers formed of sheet-material, one above and one

below the Inner box, each of said svmcers having jxirtions

extending to the edges of the outer box. and pM.rtions in

contact with the inner box.

3. The combination with two boxes, one within the other,

the inner being ailapted to receive ice-cream or the like, of

two spacers formed of sheet-material, one alx)ve and one

below the inner box, each of said spacers having portions

extending to the edges of the out^'r box. portions in con-

tact with the inner box, and other portions engaging the

sides of the inner box.

6. The combination with a receptacle for ice-cream and

the like, of a b<ix of larger dimensions than the receptacle.

said box being folded from a flat blank of pasteboard, and

two spacers likewise formed of flat blanks of pasteboard,

each of which has flaps extending to the edges of said outer

box. portions in contact with said receptacle, and ears ex-

tending up beside said receptacle to secure it in place.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,160. HYDRAULIC PIMP. Don J. Jarvis, Bis-

aell. Wash. Filed Oct. 9. 1907. Serial No. 396.681

.

e^^^St...

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a casing provided with an outlet opening and an in-

let opening, a service pipe in coiiuimnication with the cas-

ing an inwardlv swinging gate for the outlet opening,

means for normally holding the gate in an open position,

and means for moving the gate into the current so that it

is closed thereby.

2 In a device of the character describet^l. the combina-

tion of a ca.sing provided with an outlet opening and an in-

let opening, a swinging gate for the outlet opening, a

weighted bar normally hol.iing the swinging gate in an

open position, and means for moving the gate into the cur-

rent BO that it is closed thereby.

3 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a casing provided with an outlet opening and an in-

let otxMiing, a service pipe in communication with the cas-

ing a swinging gate for the outlet op<'ning, a weighte<l arm

normallv holding the swinging gate in an open position, a

weighle 1 lever pivotally mounted ujxm the casing and pro-

vuied with a wing for engaging the current to move the

lever against the action of the weight, an.! means for mov-

ing the gate ijito the current so as to be closed thereby

when the weighted lever is actuated by the wing.

4 In a device of the character describetl, the combina-

tion of a casing provided with an inlet oi>ening and an out-

let oj>ening. a service pipe in communication with the cas-

ing, a swinging gate for the outlet oviening. means normally

I holding the gate in an open position, and mechanism for
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automatically and intermittently moving the gate into the

current so that it is closed thereby.

5. In a device of the character described, tfce combina-

tion of a casing provided with an inlet opening and an out-

let opening, a service pipe in communication with the cas-

ing, a swinging door for closing the outlet opening, means

for normally holding the door in an open position, a plun-

ger for moving the door into the current so that it is closed

throughout, and means for actuating the plunger.

tClaims G to 12 nut printed in the Gaxette.J

892.161. SHOCK-ABSORBER FOR VEHICLES. Jesse

J. Jennings, Chicago. 111. Filed May 7, I90ti. Serial

No. 315.554.

1. A shock absorber comprising a pair of cylinders,

means for securing said cylinders rigidly and between their

ends on the frame of a vehicle, a piston within e»ch cylinder,

an axle on the vehicle having it.s end.s secure<l in said pis-

tons to revolve therein, compression springs within the

cylinders above the pistons, and recoil springe within the

cylinders below the pistons.

2. A shock absorber comprising a pair of cylinders,

means for securing said ryliiiders rigidly and tjctwet^n their

ends on the frame of a vehicle, there being an elongated
opening in each cylinder on the inner side tlw^reof, a jiis-

ton within each cylinder, a bearing within eli.•^h pi.ston. an
axle on the vehicle journaled in said bearings and having
its ends secured to said pistons, compression springs within
the cylinders above the pistons, and recoil springs within
the cylinders below the pistons.

3. A shoolc absorlx-r comprising a cylinder adapted to be
connected to one part of a vehicle, a piston within the cyl-

inder adapted to be connected to another part of the ve-

hicle, spnngs within the cylinder at opposite ends of the

piston whereby to absorb the shock due t<i the relative

nioveiiu-nt of said part.-* of the vehicle, foiiowefs within the

cyliniier near the ends thereof to engage the ends of the

springs, and screw lx>lt8 operating through th« ends of the

cylinder to adjust .^:iid followers.

4. The combination with the frame and a wfeeel axle of a

vehicle, of a cylinder rigidly connected to the frame and
provide<i with an opening in one side thereof, a piston with-

in the cylinder, a bearing in said piston to reoHvc said axle

which extends into j^aid bearing through the opening in the

cylinder, means for fastening the piston on the axle, a

spring pressed dust guard over the opening in the cylinder,

and springs within the cylinder between the ends of the

piston and the enils of the cylinder.

5. The combination of the frame and a wht^l axle of a

vehicle, of a cylinder rigidly mounted on the Irame, a pis-

ton within the cylinder, a bearing within the piston, a
shoulder on said bearing, a sleeve within the bearing and
screw threaded on the axle, a flange on the end of the sleeve

arranged to engage said shoulder, a nut on the end of the

axle to bear against said sleeve, and yielding means be-

tween the ends of the piston and the ends of the cylinder.

[Claims 8 and 7 not printed in the Gaaette.

892,162. CAN-LIFTER.
III. Filed Jan. 2, 1908

William Q. Kennedt, Chicago,

Serial No. 408.930.

1. In a can lifter, the combination with a suitable elon-

gated handle support, of a pair of spring arms c(jnnected

with said handle suptxjrt ami each terminating in a grip-

per jaw which is formed by bending the end of each arm
first vertically and outwanlfy and then horieontally and
inwardly, a slide mounted to reciprocate upon said spring

arms and suitable handle grips upon the end of the handle

support and the contiguous end of the slide.

2. In a can lifter, the combination with a suitable elon-

gated handle support, of a pair of spring arms connected

with said handle support and each terminating in a grip-

per jaw which is first bent vertically and outwardly and
then horizontally and inwardly so as to be convexly curved

in side elevation and concavely curved si» viewed from
above, and provided >y'.th rubber covering, a slide mounted
to reciprocate upf^ii the end of the handle support ami the

contiguous end of the slide.

3. A can lifter, comprising a tubular main body con-

stituting a slide, a pair of spring arms unite<l to extend

alongside of each other, tensioned to normally spring away
from each other, arrange*! to telescope a.s to their shank
ends within the end of said tubular slide, and each termi-

nating In a curve<l integral gripi)er jaw, an actuating rod

connected with the inner ends of said spring arms extend-

ing thence through the remainder of the length of the tu-

bular slide and terminating in a hand grip, said actuating

rod constituting a handle extension which extends a sub-

stantial distance tx-yond the end of the tubular slide, a

coiled contractile sjiring connected with said spring arms
at one end and at its opi^osite end connected with a fixed

member within 3ai<l tubular slide and n hand grip u;Hni the

end of said tubular slide opposite that from which the

spring arms protrude.

S92.1ft3. END-GATE.
Filed Apr. 11, 1907.

Eari, C Kinn, Heartwel
Serial .\'<> .367,582.

Nebr.

The combination, with the sules of a wagon-body, of a

' vertically-disposed looped strap fitted upon each wagon
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Bide adjacent the rear end thereof, the side members of

each strap having oi>omngs registering with an opening

f.jrmed horizontally through each wagon side, to provide a

continuous horizontal pa.s«age, an end-gate disposed Ihv

tween the wagon siden, reinforcing plates secured to each

side of the end -gate ujKjn opposite ends thereof, a horison-

tallv-.iisix)8ed bolt-cat<ing forme<l u;x)n each outer rem-

forcing plate, a spring-pressed bolt disposed withm each

casing and projecting through the opposite ends thereof,

toe outer end of each Ijolt being a^iapt^ to extend yield-

ably inU^ the corre.«i>onding horizontal passage, a laterally-

extending luxjk forme.! uin>i\ .-ach outer reinforcing plate,

and an eye formed ui>on the a<.ijHcent str.ip fur vnn'^avmeat

therewith.

!

dovetail section, the two halves of which are wedge shaped

in two directions and join each other by the narrower parts

in such a manner that a broad wedge end is opposite to a

narrow one. substantially as described.

892 , 1 (3 4 . SKATE. J08KPH King, Troy, N. Y.

July 30, 1907. Serial No. 386,233.

*.s

Filed

1 In a skate, a foot plate, tubular bearings, roller shafts

therein, blocks having intermediate spring connections

with said fool plates and l>olt connections with said lubulitr

bearings, and cushions between said blocks and tubular

bearings.
|

2 In a skate, a foot plate, tubuhw Ix-arings, roller stiiifts

therein, blocks havuig lx.lt connections with said tubular

bearings and spring connections with said foot plate, cush-

ions between said blo.ks and tubular bearings, a longitudi-

nal brace plate having connection with said blocks, an.l a

vertical brace between .said foot plate and longitudinal

brace plate.

3. In a skate, a foot j.late, tubular U-anngs. roller shafts

therein, said tubular b«-aringa having eacli a carrier plate

extension provided with end virojections, blocks having

connection wnth said fmit plate and embraced by saxi end

projections, said blocks having each a gnwved low.-r face,

cushions in the grooves of sai.l blocks between the same and

the carrier plate cxten.sions of the tubular bearings, a longi-

tudinitl brace plate having downward end exten.sions. and

securing bolts pa.ssing through such downward end exten-

sions said en.l projections and said blocks.

4 In a skate, a foot plate composed of two extensible

sections, lx>w springs connected at the tops thereof with

Slid fool plate, bl,., ks having connection with sukI 1k>w

springs at the bottoms thereof, bearings for the roller shafts

having connection with said blocks, roller shafts in said

bearings, a longitudinal brace plate connecting said blocks

and comiK)se«l of two extensible sections, and a vertical

clamping and adjusting boll connecting said fot)t and brace

plates.

5 In a skate, a foot plate. Ixiw springs connected at the

tops ther.-of with sai.l foot plate, blocks having connection

with said bow springs at the Inittoms then-of. hearings

for the roller shafts having conne<-tion with siiid blocks,

roller shafts in said bearings, a longitudinal brace plate con-

necting said blocks, and a vertical brace between said foot

plate and longitmlinal brace plate.

[Claims 6 U) 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

89-^ 165 JOINT FOR DETACHABLY CONNECTING
TO ONE ANOTHER THE FARTS OF WOODEN
FURNITURE AND THE LIKE. Cakl KSnckow

and August Khioeb, Kdslin. Germany. Filed Dec.

13, 1907. Serial No. 406,318.

1. A joint for detachably connecting parts of wood to

one another consisting of smooth plate.s and loose connect-

ing pieces, the former l>eing screwed to the parts U. l)e con-

necter! and provided with we«ige shaped recesses one like

the other partlv rear-cut, and the latter being of double

-^_-

2. A Joint for detachably connecting parts of wood to

one another, comprising a pair of plates each having flat or

plane front and rear faces and elongated, under-cut. wedge-

shaped recesses, and connecting pieces each having two

similar, oprKJsil^ly-'iirected, wedge-shaped halves adapted

to be inserted in the recesses of said plates.

3 A joint of the cla.s8 descril^ed comprising a pair of

identical plates having wedge-shaped, under-cut recesses

and connecting pieces each having two wedg^shaped

halves respectively adapted to cooperate with the recesses

of said plates.

892 166. PROCESS OF PREPARING PRINTERS'

OVERLAYS AND UNDERLAYS. Eduard Lankes

and Kakl SchwArzler, Munich, Germany. Filed Aug.

2 1906. Serial No. 328.953.

1! An improved method of preparing reliefs, which con-

sists in priuUng with a resist ink upon a sheet of etchable

material i-onsisting of differently tinted homogeneous

strata, and etching the surface of the sheet until an under-

Iving stratum appears.
'

2. An improved method of preparing printers' relief un-

derlays and overlays, which consists in taking an impres-

sion from the printing plate upon a sheet of chalk material

consisung of differently colored strata by means of a resist

ink. et<-hmg the sh.H>t. and placing the etched rehef in reg-

ister with the printing plate.

3 An imi.rovtHl method of preparing printers' relief

underlays and overlays, which consist.s in taking an im-

pression from the printing plate up-.n a sheet of etchable

material consisting of differently colored strata by means

of a resist ink, etching the sheet until an underlying stra-

tum appears, and then placing the etched rehef in register

with the printing plate.

4 An improved method of preparing printers relief un-

derlays and overlays, which consists in taking an impres-

sion from the printing plate u;K>n a sheet of paper having

an etchable surface consisting of a differently colored stra-

tum by meims of a resist ink, curbing until an underlying

stratum appears and then i.lacing the etched relief in reg-

ister with the printing plate.

5. An improved method of preparing printers' relief un-

derlays and overlays, which consists in printing heavily by

i means of the printing plate and a resist ink upon the

I tympan sheet, laying over the heavily inked impression a

' sheet of etchable material consisting of differently colored

strata. op<Taiing the press to obtain an impression from

the plate upon the face of the etchable sheet and from the

tympan sheet upon the back of the etchable sheet etching

the sheet and placing the etcheti relief sheet in register

with the printing plate.

i [Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]
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R02 167 MOUNTING FOR ELECTRICAL APPARA-

^^Is MAixoi^ E L.vrNBRANCH. Chicago. Ill .
a«s.gnor

l''we«tern"Electno Con^pany, Chicago, "j-;^^-/^^,-
i^-i 1 r»«y, T iQTwi Serial NOt ^<J^.'*"*'

tion of Illinois Fi1p«1 Dec. / ,
1904. »eriai .

a lug secumi within the ca-e, and a Irvor carno.l by the

^hwf .^apt.,1 t« enga«. sa.-l lug U. locW the sholf .n .,. po-

sition within the < h.^i-

[Claim 6 n..t priulca in the C.azetU^.J

««,168. FOLDING COMBINATION ^^^^^^
MERCH \NDISE CRATE Andrew W Lovwoy ()W

Taho^x^aOkla. a.s...gn.>r to Arthur
»/-^'--^J'^^

June 13. 1«<)5. «*^'-'^' ^'" -^•°'^' ^'"'^"
"^

1907. Serial No 369.408.

1 The combination with a containing caM. of g^^^^

ways iecured to opposite sides of said ca«e. sa.d guide ways

^r«"rov,ded with upper and lower ^o;--^'>^'2^7„t
mi. flanges said lower flanges being re^luced at their for

'^TTh^'^combinatK.n with a containing ca-se. of a remov-

Je lelf oT^id case, electrical mechanisn. "-unt^ u;-"

Lui shelf, guideway. for said shelf ^^^^^^
^^^^^J^'^^l'

the caae a stop came«i at the front end of eac> guideway

.

^an^^for^fd shelf a.lapt^ to rule in said «uideways^

fugs Tailed by said flanges
-^-l^^'-^^Z ZVX'

^

drawn out to engage saui stops: -h^-^-V^»-
*le app^

drawn out and tilte<l to permit rea<ly access «o the appa-

;"us mounted thereon, without bein, disengage<l from a.

^'rThrcombination with a containing caae. of * remov-

ab e Shelf Jor'said case, electrical mechani^mount^upon

Baid shelf guideways for the shelf secured to the sides or

Se c^ a\ig carried by one of said guide^«ay8 a lever

Svot^ upon said shelf, an ear d' carried thereby and

LlaXi tTserve as a handle for operating •aid lever a

d :'nward"y Prolecting arm d^ carried Y^^],^
spring d' adapted when the shelf is m place within the case

'o "roe said arm into engagement with sa.d lug and lock

the shelf in place.
,

, -^ ,.

4. The combination with a contaming -»«e. of a rfielf

therefor electrical mechanism mounte<l uv«n sa d shelf,

fuul/wa'vs of U-.har.e<i cross section for saUl shelf came<l

rtCoL:, each guuleway having ^^^f^^^^nZ
Its front end flanges upon the sides of sai.l shrlf

,

lugs upoi^

'.S/lTali^es at the rear of the «^e.f adapt.1 to enter^Kl

,n>enin«s to permit sai.l flanges to ride in saji ^dewa>^^

. , ,w PnrriiHl bv the front ends of said guiaeways

:^ainst wh chT d lugs engage when the shelf Is drawn

devout p^ni^itting the shelf to be tilted into position for

:n^enienrins,.ction of the aPP-atus th.reon -Uio.t

disconnecting the same from its guideways. s»id «helf being

:; ap^^lto ^ drawn outwardly and »''t-'^-;;-«;;^^",^

Through the openings in the gu.deways; whareb> the shelf

may be completely removed from the case.

5 The combination with a contaming c»se, «' ^ '^^^

therefor, a removable shelf for the case. «-<'^--VS for sa.

Ihelf secured to the inner walls of the ca.^ a.iapte<l to per

mit tTe sSf to reciprocate and rotate th«re<.n parts of

^i 1 ^uidewavs l>e.ng arranged to prevent fotat.on of the

r f '"mil it reachc. the forward limit of it.^ reciprocation.

1 In a folding ix,ultry an.l merchan.lise crate, the com-

bination of two sinular rectanguhu- ba^e-fr-.unes A :u d A^

each frame l>eing integral a.H a frame, bv.t rom,K>«-d o he

verticirmember B. the right-angled foot or flange r and the

^nw^dly projecting rib r', forming the flo<,r seat or groo^e

A ISpteJ to receive the floors D D, the sai i frames being

nrovrdeirwith floor-inserting slots a and a', and r,erfora-

Uotstiaptol to the h.ng.^l>oU. d. one of the -aid frames

having Sking slots C r' adapted to receive the hooked end

of the's^ings'c, attached to the
^-^^^^-^^-^^^^^^^^ZlZ in

the other ba«-frame, both being provided with h>' «es i"

1 m^ner to fold one upon the other, a« shown and f.-r the

^^J^Tt^oni^^lnation of a folding poultry an.i merchan-

dise crate having two similar ba-se-frame.. provided ^.th

rrs^d hinged together in a ^^-^-^^^^^^ i^':Z
uDon the other ft.rming a closure within which the cage

^on of the crate is f<.lde<l during storage and empty

S^ment. the rectangular flange - tubing side - mender

fri^^C hinged to the inner portion of the oviter walls o

thrb^frames A and A', by the h<K,ked bolt. d. the said

sufe f^« when vertical, forming the corner pcxst. and

olatelS the cage portion of the crate, the right front and

left^i corner pcits having hinged thereto the horuontal

btsTand F- of the gat^end members of the cage portion

o^Oie crate the loose end of the end-gate bars I- and h be-

Tng JlaptLi to latch into the flange C of the op,K>site post.

^"rt:;?;:L^uUry:nd^rchandise crate, the crate lid con

,i«tin« of two like sections having hinge-bars «• / and e /-

n^inHlr™ thr ,u„r.- rrntral h,r, V t»-i..K the longer and

latrhiniz-luKS i. as ^'^^ forth.

4 In a ^.Iding VM,ultrv and merchandise crate having

two like ba^^frami. A an.i A' hinge<l together in a manne

tTJold one upon the other, the spring latche. c --j" - / !

Se face of th^ base-frame A an.i latching into the slots c c

'" ;n:;T;;Xg^>:;;rInd"ierch»o<li. crate havin.

,wo simila li-f-mes and two similar «•-,«- -tubing

:;; members hinged thereto and in

^l^^'';;^':^
the corner ™>.^ts of the cage ixirtion of the crate, the s^ing

n« ga "ends consisting of the horizontal hinge-bars > aiul

y!". on end of each »>eing -^'^^-.\'"
^''""^Tir ll^^ite

Zlv' ^ng properly p^-rforated for the h.nge-pm n and

the uppeThing^bar F having secure.1 thereto the upwardly
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extending lid-supporting plate j provided with openings

adapted to receive the point* of the latching-lugs i. for the

purposes set forth.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.169. MACHINE FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
STOPPERS FOR STOPPERING BOTTLES, Ac.

John Lowman, London. P^ngland. Filed Feb. 8. 1906.

Serial No. 300,192.

1 The combination, with mechanism to laterally com-

press the cork disks, of a rotary table, capsule-holding

cups carried by said table, table-rotating means, and means

for 8ucce8>^ively shifting said cups relatively to said tAble

into cooperative relation with said compression mechan-

ism.

2. The combination, with compression mechanism em-

bodying a conical tube, of a rotary table, a series of cap-

sule-holding cups carried by said table and movable suc-

cessively into registry with said compression-tube, and

means to shift said cups in axial direction over the dis-

charge-mouth of said compr(»88ion-tube.

3. The combination, with disk-compressing mechanism

comprising a conical compression-tube and a plunger oper-

ating therein, of a rotary table rotative in lateral direction

below said compres-sion-tub*'. a series of capsule-receiving

cups arrange*! about tiie peripheral portion of said table,

means to rotate said table, and means to automatically

shift each caiwule-receiving cup in upward direction to-

ward and over the discharge-mouth of the compression-

tube when such cup is alined with said compres-sion-tube.

4. The combination, with an upright compreasion-tube

having a conical bore, of a rotary table, means to rotate

said table, capsule-holding cups mounted on said table,

spindles carried by said cups, and mechanism for succes-

sively shifting said spindh>s in longitudinal direction.

5. The combination, with a compression-tube and com-

pression-plunger, of a rotary table, capsule-receiving cups

mounted on said table and each having attached therett)

a slidable spindle movable toward the discharjre-mouth of

said compr»«8ion-tube, and mechanism for automatically

actuating each such spindle and iti* cup toward the dis-

charge-mouth of said compression-tube when the cup is

in register with said tube.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Gazette.]

notched edges fitting upon said guideways and interposed

between the said plates, substantially as set forth.

892,170. CARD-INDEX DEVICE. John B. Mahonky.
Utica. N. Y. Filed Jan 24. 1908. Serial No. 412,.397.

1. The combination in a card index of a back plate

having a pair of space<l card retaining guideways secured

at one end to the back and extending therefrom first in

a straight and then in a curved plane, a movable spring

closing plate hinged to the back at a |X)int concentric with

the curveii jKirtion of the guideways. and cards having

2 The combination in a card index of a back plate, the

bottom part arranged at right angles with the back plate,

a pair of spaced card retaining guideways secured at one

end to the back and extending therefrom first in a straight

and then in a curved plane to the outer edge of the bot-

tom, a movable spring closing plate hinge! to the bot-

tom at a point substantially concentric with the curved

portion of the guideways, and cards having notched edges

fitting upon said guideways and interposed between said

plates, substantially as set forth.

3. A card index device consisting of a back plate having

an ear projecting substantially in the plane of the back

plate and having an enlarged oix-ning whereby it is adapted

to l)e attached fo a telephone transmitter as set forth, a

movable plate hinged at the lower end to the back plate, a

spring operating to close the movable plate against the back

plate, and a set of cards mounted on the back plate, sub-

stantially a.« set forth.

892.171. RUBBER SHOE. Clara E Mapes. New York,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 14, 190«5. Serial No. 311,719.

L, I

'JO

A heelless overshoe comprising a sole portion having

side and toe portions, a heel strap integral with the side

portions and extending upwardly and rearwardly there-

from for engagement with the heel portion of a shoe, an in-

step strap integral with the side 7H)rtions of the overshoe

and extending continuously from one side to the other

thereof, supporting strap-s extending forwardly and u|>-

wardly from opposite portions of the heel strap and in-
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with said heel strap, and meana f<jr adjuatAbly

eonnectiiig the supporting straps, said 9upiK>rting strap*

and heel strap oonstituting an ankle band fur encirrling a

shoe above the heel suid instep.

888472. RAIL CLEANING AND 3CPL\PIKG DEVICE.
AcausT J R. Marjenhoff. Charleston, S. C. Filed

Dec. 11, 1907. Serial No. 406.050

892,173. BOOT-CALK Levi 11 MvxwELt.. New Britain.

Coan. Filed Feb. 6, 1907. Serial No. 336,074.

.4:

of the diKk. 8ai<l tlanges being spaced from the spike and

from each other, anil both ends of each flange forming

shoulders that are adupte.l to Ix* engaged by a tool placed

over the spike U> rotate the calk in opposite directions.

:i. As an artuleof lUHnufiicture, a lx)ol calk comprising a
' circular stop di.'tk having a convex outer face, a lhrea<ied

stem projecting from the inner face, a spike projecting cen-

trally from the convex outer face, and elongat<Ml flanges

projecting from the margin.'* of sai<l outer face and having

their outer free e<lges dispo>»ed substAiitially in a plane that

inter!«'<'t.s the ba-s*- of the spike at ita juncture with the con-

I

vex face of the flisk, said flanges being curved to conform

j
to the circumferential curve of the disk and b*'ing di.spo8ed

I longiru<linally thereof in space«l relation to the spike, both

ends of each flange fornang shoulders that are adapted to

' be engaged by a tool placeii over the spike to rotate the

calk lu opposite directions.

1. la combination with a car, a depending bracket, a

rocking lever, a scraper arm. a short lever connecting one

end of th^ rocking lever to the scraper arm, a second de-

pending bracket to which is attached one end of the scraper

arm. a scraper attached to the opposite end of the laat

named member, a casing, having an L-shaped slot cut in

opposite sidea thereof, a cap having an opening cut therein

threaded upon said casing, a sliding head. & rod attached

thereto passing through the floor of the car and attached

to one end of the rocking levers, a pin exteading through

opposite sides of sliding head and fastening »arae to rod, a

spring placed inside of the casing one end of which bears

against the floor of the car the other end against the slid-

in,? hea<l holding it in an upward position, and a iletach-

able handle, as specified.

2. The herein describeti combination of a. track cleaner

an i scraper, having a scraper arm, one end Of which is at-

ta<^he«l to a ciepending bracket, a scraper fastened to the

lower end of the scraper arm. rocking levers one end of

each of which is attache.i to the scravx-r by means of short

levers, a rod attached to the opposite end Of the rocking

levers, a casing, a sliding head placed therein to which is

attached said rod a spring also within the rasing, as and

for the purpose set forth.

1. As an article of manufacture, a boot calk comprising

f a stop disk, a spike projecting from one face of the same, a

threaded stem projecting from the opposite lace, and elon-

gate<i flanges projecting from the margins Of the disk on

the side having the spike, .said flanges being distnjsed cir-

cum/erentially along said margins and havijng their inner

sides disjxjsed in spaced relation u> the spiite. the ends of

each flange forming shoulders that can be engaged by a

tool placed over the spike to rotate the calk In opposite di-

rections.

2. As an article of manufacture, a ,jooi calk comprising

a stop disk having a convex outer face, a threaded stem

projecting from the inner face, a spike projecting cen-

trally from the convex outer face, and flaivtes projecting

from the margins of said outer face and having their outer

free edges disposed substantially in a plane that intersects

the base of the spike at its juncture with tHe convex face

892,174.

N. Y.

CORD-nOLDER.
Filed May 1, 1908.

MoRiTZ M.*.TER, New York
Serial No 430,282

1. A oollApaible cord holder comt)rising a base, side

members arrtmged in pain*, the parts of each pair being

hinged together an 1 one part of each pair being hinged to

the said base, and means for suat^ending the holder.

2. A collapsible cord holder comprising a base having an

aperture therein, series of side members surangetl in pairs

and corresi)onding in number with the edges of the base,

the parts of each pair of side members l>eing hinged to-

gether and one part of each pair being hinged to the said

ba.<»e, and means for Biwpending the holder from the said

side members.
3. .\ collapsible cord holder comprising a base having a

central aperture therein, scries of side members arranged

in pairs and corresponding in number to the edges of the

said ba.se. the parts of e;u-h pair being similar in outline

and having opposite parallel and converging si.ies respec-

tively, hinges connecting the longer parallel siiies of the

parts of each of the said side members, hinges connecting

the shorter parallel edgeijf one part of each of the side m-m-

bers to an edge of the said base, and means for suspending

the holder from the said siiie members.

4 A collapsible cord holder comprising a b:ise having a

central aj>erture therein, series of si<ie members arranged

in pairs and corresixinding in numl>er to the edges of the

ba.se the parts of each of the said side members being

trapezoidal and of the same size and having opposite par-

allel and converging sides, a hinge connecting the longer

parallel sides of the parts of each of the said bars, a hinge

connecting the shorter parallel side of the lower part of

each of the said sides U) an e.lgeof the base, an i chains con-

nected to the short edges of the upper part of each of the

said pairs of side members whereby the holder may be sus-

pended.
5. A collapsible holder for a ball of cord or similar arti-

cle, comprising an apertured base ami series of members in

parts arranged around said base, the parts of each of the

said members being hinged together and one of the said

parts of each member being hinged to the base, the whole

forming an inclosing shell for the article held therein and

' means for susjiending the same.
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892.175. FRICTION - CLUTCH. Gkorgb D. Millbb.

Chicago, 111., aasignor to Hugh Muir Company. Chicago,

111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 16, 1908.

Serial No. 421.332.

f I. In a clutch, the combination of two clutch members,

one b<iing shiftable relatively to the other for codf)erating

therewith, a lever fulcrumed on the non shiftable cluU'h

member, a stud having a nut adapted to engage one side

of tlie shiftable clutcii member and a housing located on

the otlKT side of said clutch member, said housing being

adapted to re<.-eive a portion of said lever to be operated

Uiercby, lugs formed on said shiftable clutch member on

opposite sides of said housing, and means for preventing

movement of .said housing relatively to said lugs when the

clutch is iKiing released.

2. In a dutch, the combination of two clutch members,

one being shiftable relatively to the other for cooperating

therewith, a lever fulcrumed on the non shiftable clutch

member, a stud having a nut a^lapted to engage one side

of the shiftable clutch member and a housing located on

the other side of said dutch member, said housmg being

adaptcii to receive a portion of said lever to be operated

thereby, lugs formed on saiii shiftable clutch member on

opposite sides of said housmg and a set screw in one of said

lugs for forcing the housing against the companion lug.

892,176. LOG-PEELING MACHINE. John Moravbc.

Dundais. Ontario. Canada. Filed Sept. 9, 1903. Serial

No. 172,535.

tt _

iontally arranged pairs, meand to simultaneously adjust

the members of each pair vertically, means to simulta-

neously ailjust the members f)f each r>air horizontally, and

means to adjust the memlvers of each pair horizontally

relative to each other, of cutters having a cutting edge

extending transversely of the log. and means to cause

relative movement of the cutters and log in a direction

substantially parallel to the log axis.

4. In a log ix^eling machine, the combination, with a

frame, a plurality of to<nlied disks mounted thereon and

arranged to supjH.rt the log. means to simultaneously ad-

Just said disks veriically, means to simultaneously wljust

said disks horizontally, means to adjust the disks horizon-

tally relative to each other, and means to rotate said disks.

of knives, and means for moving the same in a general

longitudinal direction over the surface of the log.

fv In a log peeling machine, the combmation, with a

frame, a bracket mounted at each end thereof and arranged

to be moved horizontally, means carried by the brackets

for supporting the log. a threaded nut formed in a pro-

jection having fixed relation to each bracket, a screw-stem

engaging said nut and journaled in a fixed support, and

means for rotating said stem whereby the brackets and the

supported log are a<ljuBted horizontally at an angle to the

axis of the log, of cutters having a cutting edge extt'nding

transverselv of the log, and means to cause relative move-

ment of the cutters and log in a direction substantially

parallel to the log axis.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

' 1. In a log peeling machine, the combination, with a

frame, a log supi>ort mounte<l thereon, and means to ad-

Just the support horizontally at an angle to the axis of the

log, of cutters having a cutting edge extending transversely

of the log, and means to cause relative movement of the

cutters and log in a direction substantially parallel to the

log axis.

> 2. In a log ix^ling machine, the combination, with a

frame, a log support mounted thereon, means to a<ijust the

8upi)ort vertically, and means to ailjust the same horizon-

tally at .^n angle to the axis of the log. of cutters having a

cutting edge extending transversely of the log, and means

to cause relative movement of the cutters and log in a

direction substantially parallel to the log axis

3. In a log i>eeling machine, the combination, with a

frame, log supporting meml>er3 mounted thereon in hori-

8 9 2,177. ELECTRIC ILLUMINATOR. Henry J.

Mullen, Buriington, Vt. Filed Sept. 22, 1905. Serial

No. 279,671.

1. A device of the character dt^cnbed. comprising a

frame, a cylinder rotatably and removably supported with

the frame, and having a covering of in.-^ulation, metal con-

tact wires wound upon the insulation and electrically con-

nected to the metal rings concentrically arranged u{>on the

solid end of the cylinder, and spring contact fingers carried

by the frame and engaging the .said cylinder.

2. A device of the character de:>cribeJ, comprising a

frame, a cylinder removably mounted therein, an insulat-

ing covering for the cylinder, a plate extending longitudi-

nally of the cylinder and secured thereto on the outside of

the insulator, fee.l wires within the cylinder and extend-

ing theretlirough and insulated therefrom and connected

to the longitudinal plate, means carried by the end of the

cylinder for supplying the feed wire with the desireti cur-

rent, a wire contact woun.l ui>on the cylinder on the out-

side of the longitudinal plate an.i arranged in a spiral

form, and spring contact fingers of equal length and ex-

tending over and bearing upon the cylinder.

3. A device of the character descril>ed, comprising a

frame, a cylinder removably mountcl therein, an insulat-

ing covering for the cylinder, a plate extending longitudi-

nally of the cylinder and secured thereto, on the outside of

the insulation, supply rings carried by one end of the supply

arms carried by the frame and engaging the rings, feed

wires connected to the rings and extending within the

cylinder, and therethrough. an;1 insulated therefrom, and
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connected to the lonRitudinal plate, a wire contaot wound

upon the cylinder on the outiide of the longitudinal plate

and arranged in a spiral form, and spring cotitact fingers of

equal length and extending over and bearing upon the

cylinder.

4. A device of the character described, comprising a

frame, a cylinder mounted therein, an insuUting covermg

for the cylinder, a plate extending longitudinally of the

cyUnder and secured thereto on the outside of the insula-

tion, feed wires within the cylinder and extending there-

through, and in-sulated therefrom and connected to the

lonKitudinal plates, concentric rings carried by the ends of

the cylinder, plugs connected to the concentric rings and

extending through the cylinder, and insulated therefrom

and connected to the wiring within the cylinder, spring

supply fingers carried by the frame and engaging the con-

.entrir rings, spring fingers carried by the frame and en-

gaging the outer periphery of the cylinder, and a sepa-

rate electric connection with each of the last tamed fingers.

the piles of the rover sheet and secured thereto only at the

intermediate [xirtion.s thereof to form free flaps normally

arranged beside and protecting the upper ends of the pock-

ets, substantially as descriViel.

892.178. PROCESS OK rRODl'CINT. .\MMON'It:M

CHLORID. Emil N.\UMANN, Cologne. Germany. Filed

Jan. 17. VMS Serial No. 411.208.

1. The process uf pro<iucing chlorid of ammonium or sal

ammoniac from sulfate of ammonium and chlorid of sodium

in hot aqueous solution consisting in producing a solution

containing lx)th salt.s of which the chlorid <jf sodium is in

excess of the molecular proportion necessary for the de-

compfjsition of the sulfate of ammonium and selecting such

concentration that the finally obtained hot. reactive solu-

tion contains less of the components of chlorid of ammo-

nium than correspf)nds to a hot saturated reactive solution

of same.
2. The procesw of pnxiuoing chlorid of ammonium or sal

animoniac from sulfate of ammonium antl chlorid of sotiium

in hot aqueous solution consisting in prixluring a solution

containing both salts of which the chlorid Of stxlium is in

excess of the molecular proportion necessary for the de-

composition of the sulfate of ammonium and selecting such

concentration that the finally obtainetl hot reactive solu-

tion contains less than 75 parts of the components of chlorid

of ammonium to 1(X) parts of water and cooling said solu-

tion to normal temperature whereby chlorid of ammonium
alone crystallines.

3 The process of producing chlorid of aramonium or sal

ammoniac frcm sulfate of ammonium and chlorid of sodium

in hot aqueous .solution consisting in producing a solution

containing ab<jut 60 parts of 3ulfat.e of amjnonium to lOO

parts of water corresponding to about the compt>nent8 of

50 parts of ohlorid of ammonium to lOT) parts of water,

heating said solution to a temperature of 70" C. or more,

adding an excess of chlorid of so<lium in solid form while

stirring, transfonning completely the sulfate of ammonium

into the chlorid of ammonium, and cooling the thus ol)-

tain^d hot reactive solution which also contains free dis-

solved chlorid of sodium whereby only chlorid of ammo-

nium crystallizes.

4. The process of producing chlorid of ammonium or sal

ammoniac from sulfate of ammonium and chlorid of sfxlium

in hot aqueous solution containing about 60 parts of sul-

fate of ammonium to 100 parts of water correspon.ling to

about the components of 50 parts of chlorid of ammonium

to 100 parts of water, heating said solution to a tempera-

ture of 70° C. or more, atlding an excess of chlorid of sodium

in .solid form while stirring, to such an extent as necessary

to obtain a reactive solution completely saturated with

chlorid of so<iium, transforming completely the sulfate of

ammonium into the chlorid of ammonium and cooling the

thus obtained hot reactive solution whi<4i also contains

free dissolved chlorid of so<iium to normal temperature

whereby only chlorid of ammonium crystallizes.

2. .\ pa;)er receptacle comprising a folded cover sheet.

and previously formed and complet»Hl \>apor yiocketx

therein and face.l on opixwite sides by said sheet, said sheet

secured to opixwite walls of sai 1 ixu-kets along lines inter-

mediate the ends thereof, the upix-r en.ls of said ;x>cket«

being notched through opposite walls, said sheet having

free flaps normally extending up l>eside the upper ends of

said fx>ckct,s and across said notches.

3. A pa[x«r receptacle comprising two or more paper

pockets having open upper ends, and a two ply cover sheet

facing the opposite walla of said fK)cket.s and pasteti to said

walls along lines below the upper ends of the jx)cketfl and

sheet plies, the remaining portions of the p<:>ckets resting

loosely in and disconnecte.l from the cover sheet.

4. A paper receptacle comprising a folded cover sheet,

and several previously forme 1 pai)er cigar pfx-kets Ijetwcen

the plies of said sheet and having their lower ends l(X)sely

folded or doubled over and resting freely between an,l dis-

connected from said plies, the intermediate portions only

of the plies and pockets being secure*! together.

5 .\ paper receptacle comprising a cover sheet folded

as to form two plies. an<l pockets inserted l)etween said

plies and free and disconnected therein except at their in-

terme<iiate portions, the narrow interme.liate portions only

of the pockets and plies b«nng secured t<)gether.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printe.l in the (iazette.]

892.IW. DRILL-BIT. Jons 1'.\tten. Baltimore, and

Charles R. B.vrnett. Roland Park, Md Filed May 23,

1907. Serial No 375.352,

892.179. CIGAR-CASE. OHViLLr L PARMKJmH, Ra-

cine. Wis .
assignor to Racine Paijer CJoods Company.

Racine, Wis., a Corporation of Wiscon«in Filed Nov.

15, 1907. Serial No. 402,325.

1. A paper receptacle comprising a two ply cover sheet.

and two or more previotisly formed paper jxK'kets between

1. In a drill a shank having a circular cutter mounted to

move relatively thereto, and having a continuous cutting

edge a<lapted to tie differently presented to the material at

different pericxis of the operation of drilling.

2. A drill shank having a cutter journaled thereon pro-

vided with a cutting edge curved in a plane at right angles

to the axis of the journal bearing and adapted to be differ-

ently presented to the work at different periods of the

operation of drilling

3. In a flrill a shank having a cutter journaled theref)n

to move relatively thereto, and provide.! with a continuous

cutting edge so that the ixjsition of the cutter is changed

by contact of the same with the material.

4. .\ drill shank having a cutting member journaled
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thereon to move relatively thereto, so that the position of

the cutting meml>er is change i by contact of the same with

the material so that it is difrcrciiily i>resented to the work

at different stages of the oix-ration of drilling the cutting

member having a circular cutting edge,

5. In a drill a shank having a cutting member journaled

thereon to move relatively thereto, and provided with a

continuous radial cutting e<lge only part of which is

brought into operation at any one time, the said cutting

member Ijeing adapted U) be differently presented to the

material at different stages of the oix>ration of drilling, so

that as it is differently presented to the work different por-

tions of the cutting e<lge are brought into operation.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

••a .18 1. CHRISTM.\S-TREE HOLDER. SioraiED

PBTerson. St Paul, Minn. Filed Oct. 21, 1907. Serial

No. 398.359.

In a device of the kind described, the conil)ination with

a funnel-.shaped receptacle h.tving a pendant extending

from its lower end. legs pivoted to the upper e<lge of the

funnel and having alxne the funnel arms with inward jiro-

jecting spurs, a slidable collar on the v>endant, a set-screw

in the collar for holding it a«ijustably on the pendant, and

braces pivote<l with their outer ends to tlie legs and their

inner ends to the collar.

892.182 FRUIT-PICKER, Martin PiiXZEB. Wllkins-

burg. Pa File<l Mar 12 liMW, Serial No, 420.668.

A fruit picker comprising a plate, a handle carried there-

by, a plurality of circumferentially arrangetl standards

carrie<l by .said plate, and reetls woven in and out of said

standards to provide a basket-like structure of approxi-

mately half the length of said standards.

described having a stiff central r>ost and a pair of head

plates to be flexeil into gripping relation with each other,

comprising a pair of relatively movable jaws, one at least

of said jaws having a concave clami)ing surface adapted

to benil the periphery of one of the hea<l i)lat-es of the punc-

ture closer towanl the other, each jaw having a recess in its

clamping surface adapted to receive the end of the post

of the puncture closer as the jaws approach each other to

clamp the head plates.

3. A tool for setting a puncture closer of the character

described having a stiff central f)Ost and a pair of head

plates to be flexed into gripping relation with each other,

comprising a pair of relatively movable jaws, one at least

of said jaws having a concave clamping surface adapted

to bend the periphery of one of the head plates of the

puncture closer toward the other, each jaw having a re-

cess in its clamping surface adapted to receive the end of

the post of the puncture closer as the jaws approach each

other to clamp the head plates, and one of said recesses

having a rounded or beveled e<igc.

4 A tool for setting a puncture closer of the character

described having a stiff central post and a pair of head

plates to be flexed into gripping relation with each other,

comprising a pair of relatively movable jaws, one at least

of 8ai<l jaws having a concave clamping surface adapted

to bend the i>eriphery of one of the head i)lat€s of the

puncture closer toward the other, each jaw having a recess

in its clamping surface adapted to receive the end of the

ixjst of the puncture closer as the jaws approach each other

to clamp the head plates, and one of said recesses being of

larger diameter than the other.

892,184, TRUNK-LID BRACE. Otto R.4^NGNt>w. Phila-

delphia.. Pa. Filed Aug 3. 1907. Serial No. 386,923.

i

:

S»2.183. TOOL FOR SETTING PT-NCTl'RE-CLO-
9URES. James H. Rand. Newton. Mass. Filed Jan.

28, 1908. Serial No. 413.081.

1. A tool for setting a puncture closer of the character

descrilxHl having a stiff central ix>st and a i)air of head

plates to be flexed into gripping relation with each other,

comprising a pair of relatively movable jaws, one at least

of said jaws having a concave clamping surface atlapted

to bend the periphery of one of the head plates of the

puncture closer toward the other, and one at least of said

jaws having a recess in its clamping surface a<lapted to

receive the end of the post of the puncture closer, as the

jaws approach each other to clamp the head plates.

2, A tool for setting a puncture closer of the character '

£?^^s^.'^\\\vvvvv^vv^^vv^ws.^^^^^^^^

1 In a brace for trunks or the like, the combination of a

trunk body, a lid hinged to the same, a pivote<i plate pivot-

.illy mounted in said trunk lx>dy. a connecting plate be-

tween said pivote<l plate and said lid, and a stop secured in

the corner of the trunk body to protect the latter and take

the strain of the said pivoted plate when the latter support*

the lid in a raised position.
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2 In a brace for trunks or the like, the cohibination of a

trunk bo«ty, i\ lid hinged to the aaiiie, a pivotied plate pivot-

ally mounted in said trunk body, a connetting plate be-

tween said pivoted plate and said lid, a ato^ secured in the

corner of ihe trunk body, a projection on Bald stop, said

projection adapttxi to contact with said pi\i)ted plate and

force the latter out of Its vertical alinernent and said, pivoted

plate having an aperture fonne«l therein for the entrance of

said projection wht-a the lid is in its raiae«l (Kjsition.

3. In a brace fnr trunks or the like, the cooibmation of a

trunk txxiy. a lid hinged to the same, a pivoted plate pivot-

ally mounted in saui trunk l>oly, a connecting plate be-

tween said pivoted plate and said lid, a stop to hold said

lid m a vertical position, a base plate secured in the body of

the trunk on which said pivoted plate is mounted, a pro-

jection on said base plate adapted to contact with said piv-

oted plate and retard the movement of the same and said

pivoted plate having an aperture forme<i therein to receive

said projection when the li<l is in its raised vxieition.

4. In a brace for trunks or the like, the combination of a

trunk body, a lid hinged to the same, a pivoted plate pivot-

ally mounted in saiil trunk body, a connecting plate be-

tween said pivoted plate and said lid, a stop securetl in the

corner of the trunk body, a projection on Bald stop with

which said pivote<l plate contacts when the lid is raise<l,

said pivoted plate having an aperture foniie<l therein to

receive said projection, said stop having an extension there-

on to prevent said pivoted plate from wearing the trunk

body, a base plate in the body of the trunk, » projection on

said base plate adapte<l to bear against tha pivoted plate

and retard its movement, said pivoted plate having an

aperture formed therein to receive the projection on said

base plate, and a stop on said base plate to limit the move-
ment of said pivoted plate.

892,1S.5. BAG-HOLDING MECHANISM. Pktkr RuDD.
Chicago. 111. Filed July 10, 1905. Serial No 26H,S*42.

^^ ^1
AS jr

1

.

The combination with parallel supportiry? bars adapted

to be moved tfiwani each other, of hook mechani.sms se-

cure<l to the ban* and extending toward each other for sup-

porting a bag ^^ t)e filled, a hook meinlier for each part hav-

ing a lo'R'nwardly sloping engaging -jurface, £| locking mem-
ber for earh hook nierhanisin having a lorkiag etige and an

upwar<lly extending arm, the mo\ith of the bag Ixung in-

8erte<i into the honk rompartnients Ix-twe^n the locking

e<lges and the hixik surfaces, the weight of the bag an<i con-

tents serving to pull the locking member* downwardly
whereby the mouth of the hag is clanH>ed between the lock-

ing edges and the hixik surfaces, and tripping levers f(jr en-

gaging the arms on the hook mechanism.-* ailapte^l upon
actuation to remove the locking metnlxTs to neiease the bag.

2. The combination with supporting bars a<lapted to be

moved toward each other, of hiM)k mechani.stns adapted to

be moved longitudinally of said supportinjj bars, a hook
member for each hook mechani.sm having a downwardly
sloping engaging surface, a locking meml)er for each hook
mechanism having a locking edge normally resting against

the hook surface, said hook memljers tx.'ing normally dis-

pose<l so that the mouth of a distended bag rjiay be slippe<l

t>etween the locking etiges and the hook surfaces, the weight

of the bag causing the locking eflges to be puUed toward the

hook surfaces whereby the bag is clamped to the hooks, the

increasing weight of the bag upon filling causing increasing

clamping action of the lfx:king memt)ers, tripping mech-
anism for hook mechanisms, means for cavising the sup-

portmg bars to move toward each other, m^ans for simul-

taneously causing the hook mechanisms to move toward
each other longitudinally of the supporting bars, and means

upon motion of said bars for causing actuation of the trip-

ping mechanism to move the locking memlwrs to release

the hlled bag.

I 3. The combination with support mg members a^iapted

to be moved toward each other, of luMik mechanisms se-

cured thereto for receiving a distended bag. a hook meiuber
for each mechanism having a downwardly sloping engaging
surface, the mouth of the distended bag being engaged
about said h<x)k surfaces, locking mechanism for engaging
the material of tiie bag to prevent slipping of the bag off

the hook surfaces while the bag is t>eing fllle<l, said locking

mechanism having an arm extending therefrom, means for

;
causing convergence of the hook mechanisms to close the

mouth of the bag after filling tliereof, and trippuig mech-
anism engaging said arm for moving the locking tncchaiusm

after convergence to release the filled bag from the hooks.

4. The combination with supfxtrting memlxTs a<lapte>l

to be moved towar<l each other, of hook mechanisms sup-

porte<l therefrom, a hook member for each hook mechanism
having a downwardly sloping engaging surface, said hook
members being normally disfXised .so that the mouth of a

distende<l bag may be slipped thereover, a locking niemljer

for each hook mechanism having a locking edge fur engag-

ing the material of the bag when in t)osition on the hixik

members, saiil locking member having a lug extending

therefrom, the weight of the bag and contents causing the

locking members t.o securely clamp the mouth of the bag to

the hook surfaces, means after filling of the bag for causing

convergence of the hook mechanisms to fold together the

mouth of the bag. tripping mechanism for each hook mech-
anism engaging said lug, and means upon convergence of

the h(X)k mechanisms for actuating the tripping mech-
anisms to remove the locking mechanisms from the mate-

rial to release the bag from tiie ho<jk members.
5. In suppxjrting mechani.sm the combination with a

hook member having a doi^-nwardly sloping engaging sur-

face for receiving the obje<t to be supfxjrted, of a locking

member having an arm and a locking edge adapted to exert

pressure at substantially right angles to the hook plane,

whereby the object received by the hook is by its own
weight clamped to the hook, and means comprising a bell

crunk lever engaging the arm on the locking member
whereby said locking member is automatically actuated to

release the object.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printeil in the Gazette.)

892,lSt5. PROCESS OF DEHYDRATING SODIUM
IIYDROSl'LFITE. Albrecht Schmidt, H6ch3t-on-

the-Main. 'iermany, assignor X*y Farbwerke vorm. Meis-

tef Lucius & Bnining, H6ch8t-ou-the-Main, Germany, a

C<jrporation of Germany. Filed June 12, 1906. Serial

No. 321.345.

1. The herein described pn^cess of dehydrating soilium

hydrosulfite containing water of crystallization, which con-

sists in heating the crystals to a temixrature at which they

split up to form a granular solid and a liquid, separating

said granular solid fr')m as much as [>ossible of said liquid

by pressing, and then completely drying said solid in a

vacuum.
2. The herein describe*! process of dehydrating sodium

hydrosulfite containing water of crystallization, which con-

sists in heating the crystals to a tem[)eniture at which they

split up to form a granular .solid and a li'juid, separating

the liquid from the solid mass, and then in drying pasty

mass in a vacuum.

892.187. EXTENSIBLE CASE. Edward G. Schrie-

riR, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Feb. 3. 1902. Serial No.

92,461.

1. In an extensible case system, the combination of case-

sections, each constructed as a unit and comprising a back

\ and sides and being open at top and bottom and a door-

I section of substantially the height of said case-section

hinged to said case-section and swinging in upright position,

a shelf arranged to be passed up and down entirely through

said case-section, and adjustable shelf-supporting means
supporting the shelf in said case-section at various heights,

' said door-section having at top and bottom thereof means
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for connecting superiKtsed door-sections when said case-

sections are arrange*! one on top of the other, thereby form-
ing a unitary door throughout the height of all of i^aid

case-sections, each of said case-sections with its door, shelf

and means adjustably supixirting the shelf constructed
and arrange<l to be luoveii as an entirety and interchangeti

at various points in height In the combined caie.

I

2. In an extensible case, the combination of case-sec-

tions, each comprising a back and sides having open ende<l

top and Ixjttom with a door-section for each case-section of

substantially the height of said case-section hinged thereto
on a substantially vertical axis, a slielf, mean.s within said

case-sections for adjustably supporting said shelf, and
means at top and bottom of the respective door-sections
connecting the door-sections for forming a united door of

substantially the combined height of said case-sections,

said case-sections with their door-sections and connecting
means at top and bottom of said door-sections arrange*!

for interchangeability to various elevations in a combined
case, with said connecting means on superposeil door-sec-
tions mating for coimection irrespective of elevation of the
several case-sections.

3. In an extensible case, the combination of a case-sec-

tion comprfsing a back and sides and being oix-n-ended at

top and bottom a door for the case-section swinging on a
substantially vertical axis, a top unit, a leaf for the top
unit in the horizontal plane of the top unit, and means for

connecting the door of a section and the leaf for forming
a united dot)r swinging on a substantially vertical axis.

4. In an extensible case, the combination of a ca.se-sec-

tion, comprising a back and sides and being oix-n-ended at
top and bottom, with a door swinging on a substantially
vertical axis, a bottom unit, a leaf for the Ixjttom unit in

the horizontal plane of the bottom unit, and means for con-

necting the door of a section with the leaf for forming a
united door swinging on a substantially vertical axis.

5. In an extensible case, the combination of a case-sec-

tion comprising a back and sides and having open top and
bottom, with a door for the section swinging on a substan-
tially vertical axis, a top unit, a leaf therefor in the hori-

zontal plane thereof, a IxJttom unit, a leaf therefor in the
horizontal plane thereof, and means for connecting a door
of a section with the leaf for the top unit and means for

connecting the door of a section with the leaf for the
bottom unit for forming a united door swinging on a sub-
stantially vertical axis.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,188. PROCESS FOR SEPARATING AND SIMUL-
TANEOUSLY EXTRACTING WATER FROM MIN-
ERAL, VEGETABLE, AND ANIMAL SI'BSTANCES.
BOTHO ScHWERiN, Frankfort-on-the-Maln, Germany,

|

assignor to Farbwerke vorm. Meister Lucius & Brilning,
!

H5ch8t-on-the-Main, Germany, a Corporation of Ger-
many. Filed Apr. 30. 1907. Serial No. 371,171.
1. In an electrolytic process for separating and siniultn-

neously extracting water from non-conducting vegetable, '

animal and nilneral substances by means of electro-osmoeiB,

the step of causing the sixsptmded solid particles to be depos-
ited fractionallv.

^W^T||^

2. In an electrolytic process for separating and simulta-
neously extracting water from non-conducting vegetable,
animal and mineral 8ut)8tancee by means of electro-osmosis,

the step of causing the suspended solid particles to deposit
fractionally' on non-conducting pervious diaphragms placed
before the electrode.

3. In an electrolytic process for separating and simulta-
neously extracting water from non-conducting vegetable,
•nimal and mineral substances by means of electro-osmosis,

the step of causing the suspended solid particles to deposit
fractionally by passing the liquid containing said particles
through a series of apparattis in which they are subjected
to electro-osmosis.

4. In an electrolytic process for separating and simulta-
neously extracting water from non-conducting vegetable,
animal and mineral substances by means of electro-osmosis,

the step of causing the suspended solid particles to deposit
fractionally on non-conducting pervious diaphragms placed
before the electrodes and passing the liquid containing the
suspended particles through a series of apparatus in which
they are subjected to electro-osmosis.

5. In an electrolytic process for separating and simulta-
neously extracting water from non-conducting vegetable,
animal and mineral substances by means of electro-osmosis,
the step of causing the suspended sohd particles to deposit
fractionally by passing them on their waj- to the electrode,
where they are to be separated and deposited, through tha
liquid retaine<i at the other electrode.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,189. WRENCH-HANDLE. Predkhick Seahle,
Worcester. Mass., assignor to Coes Wrench Company,
Woroester. Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed
Mar. 7, 1908. Serial No. 419,659,

1. A wrench handle comprising the wrench-bar shank,
side-plates and tip-piece attached to the shank, said

wrench handle being provided with a wire-receiving hole
extending through the handle, said hole having a metallic

reinforce about its openings, for the purpose set forth.

2. In a wrench, in combination with the wrench-bar
shank, the handle-frame and side-plates; of a tip-piece

adapted to be riveted upon the end of the wrench-bar
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shank, and provided withVptnMdly extended portions that

embrace the side-plates and bftndle having » hole formed

transversely through the tip-piece, side-plates and shank,

and positioned above the point at which the tii>-piece con-

nects with the reduced shank end and extrenuty of the

handle-frame, for the purpose set forth.

3. In an adjustable screw wrench of the character de-

scribed, a handle coiupn.'^ing the wrench-liar-shank and

handle-frame fitted thereon; the non-metallic side-plates

having outside recesses formed therein extec ling longitu-

dinally upwards from their end tenons, and » metallic tip-

piece provided with upwardly extending ears or strap

members formed thereon, said ears fitting into said re-

cesses outaide the side-plates, and having a hole trans-

versely through the tip-piece ears, side-platee and wTench-

bar-shank. .substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a wrench handle of the character descril^d. the

combination with the wrench-bar sh:irik an 1 handle-frame:

of side-plates having longitudinal recesses at the outer side

near their lower ends, and the metallic tip-piece having

upwardly extending .strap-memljers or ears integrally

formed thereon; "Jaid ears fitting into the rfcesses on the

outside of the side-plates, the several par's of the handle

having an opening formed therethrough, and a tubular

stay extending through said opening with ;ts .-n Is rigiiily

secured or riveted into and connecting the Mf.jMisite ears.

and said ears forming a reinforce about the o^H-ning, the

interior of the tubular stay serving as a hole for the intro-

duction of a wire hook or loop, for the purposes set forth.

892,190. GAS-IURNKR. Homku R ^heppard and

EtKJAR A. Gesler, Greensburg, Pa. Filed Jan. 8, 1908.

Serial No. 409.828.

In a gas burner, a cylindrical Ciu-iing hRving au oiK-n

lower end and a frii-sto-conical upper end tenninating in an

elongat«Hl tubular stem flared at it.- upper end into semi-

spherical form, the said tubulai stem ixirti-.ri having a con-

tracted pa.-«agf intermediate it.s en Is an 1 a serni-sphorical

deflect<.>r withm the semi-sphcncal upiH-r cad of the stem,

saiil deflector spaced from the seuu-spheriial portion of the

stem with its upper e<lge on the same plane a.4 the upper edge

of said .semi-spheri<al jHjrtion of the stem.

892.191. R.MI^JOIN'T Simov SHri.LEK. Pitt.sburg. I'a.

Filed Sept 27, IWT. .^rial No. .394, S2().

The combination with the meeting ends of railway rails.

each formexi with a slot in its web portion, $aid slot having

a tapering inner end and a square^! outer end, of a splice

bar provi le ! with projecting tongiies extending through

said slous ^«iid Uingues having a ta;)eriiig <iuter end and a

squared inner end and further provided with longitudinally

extending grooves, sal 1 tongues adapted to rxtend through

.said slots, and a fish plate forme<l with a longitudinal

groove having the wall thereof provided with tongue* adapt-

ed to ensace in the grooves of said tongues whereby the

splice bar and fish plate and rail sectlona are connected

together.

892,192. SLICER. Edward F. Smith, Rochester. N. Y.,

assignor to Josiah Anstice, Rochester, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 8, 1905. Serial No 286.390.

1. A Blicer, comprising a base, a frame supported by one

end of the base, a swinging arm plvotally supported b> the

upper end of said frame, a sprocket wheel carried by the

pivot of said arm on the outside thereof, a rotary knife car-

ried by the lower free end of said arm, a sprocket wheel

carried by said knife, a chain passing over said sprocket

wheels carried by the knife and the pivoted arm, a gear

carried by the upper sprocket wheel, a large gear mounted

on said frame and meshing with the before-mentioned gear,

a crank carried by the shaft <>f the large gear, and a Unk

pivotally connected to the .rank and its opposite end plv-

otally connected to the swinging ann intermediate its ends,

and means for rotating the lar^r ^•a.'- wiiereby the arm is

rocked back and forth, and the knife simultaneously ro-

tated.

2. A sheer, comprising a bivse, a frame supported at one

end of the ba.se, a swinging lu-m pivotally supported by the

frame, a rotary knife rarrie.l by the lower end of said arm,

means for rotating said knife, a crank carried by said frame,

means fof rotating said crank, and a link pivotally connect-

ed to .said crank, and to the arm intermediate its ends, the

pivots of the arm and crank so positioned that the arm

travels slowly in one direction and returns rapidly in the

opposite direction.

3. .V sheer, comprising a base, a feed carriage carried by

the bsmc. a frame carried by one end of the base, a swinging

arm carried by the frame, a rotary knife carried by the

lower free end of the arm, means for rotating said knife, a

crank pivotally connecte<l to the frame, a link pivotall\

connecting said crank and the swirigiiig arm and means

(operated by the link for operating the fee.l . urnage

4. A sheer, comprising a biise, a feed carriage earned by

the base, means for moving said feed carn.age forw.ard, a

frame carried by one eml of the ti:i.s.'. a swinging arm cur-

ried by the frame, a rotary knife earned t.y the lower end nf

the arm, mean.s for rotating saul kiufe. a crank pivotally

connected to the frame, a link pivotally connecting .said

crank ami arm, and a earn earried le. the u->p<'r end of the

link for ofK-rating said fee,! earriage niovui^' means
' 5. A sheer, comprising a biuse, a fe<sl carriage carrie<l by
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the base, means for moving said feed carriage forward, a

frame carried by one end of the base, a swinging arm carried

by the frame, a rotary knife carried by the lower end of the

arm, means for rotating said knife, a crank pivotally con-

nected to the frame, a link pivotally connecting said crank

and arm, and a cam carried by the upix-r end of the link for

operating said feed carriage, and means for regulating the

amount of forward movement of the feed carriage.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

il»,193. AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF. John H. Stanton,

St. Catherines. Ontario, Canada. Filed Sept. 3, 1907.

Serial No. 391,069.

to the ouUet port, means to direct the valve against lu

valve seat consisting of a wedge member carried by the

valve and a stationary wetlge member contained within

the valve body, an actuating spring for the valve, a locking

member for tha valve stem, a latch engaging with the lock-

ing member, a plunger, a diaphragm, within the valve body,

for the plunger, a lever engaging with the latch and actu-

ated by the plunger to trip the latter out of engagement

with the locking member, and means for regulating the

pressure of the spring on the plunger.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.194. STARTING-VALVE. Adam Stewart, James

McCluskbt. and Herbert G. Reid, North Bay, Ontario

Canada. Filed Oct. 18, 1906. Serial No. 339,585.

1. An automatic cut off comprising a valve bo«ly liaving

inlet and outlet jKjrts. a slide valve controlling the passage

from the inlet port through the valve body to the outlet

port and movable across the face of the latter, a valve stern

for the slide valve, a locking member carried by the valve

stem on the outer side of the valve body, a diaphragm with-

in the valve body actuated by the pressure in the latter, a

plunger supjiorteti on the diaphragm, a lever act\iate<l by

the plunger, and a locking member on the outer side of the

valve bo<ly engaging with the first mentioned locking mem-

ber trippe«l by the actuation of the lever.

2. An automatic cut off comprising a valve body having

inlet and outlet ports, a slidable valve stem extending

through the valve body, a valve rockable on the valve stem

and controlling the passage from the inlet port through the

valve botiy to tlie outlet port, means to direct the valve

against its valve seat, an actuating spring for tlie valve, a

locking member for the valve stem, a latch engaging with

the li>cking member, a plunger, a diaphragm, witliin the

valve body, for the plunger, and a lever engaging with the

latch and actuated by the plunger to trip the latter out of

engagement with the locking memlx'r.

3. An automatic cut ofT comprising a valve body having

inlet and outlet jiorts, a slidable valve stem extending

through the valve bo.ly, a valve rockable on the valve stem

controlling the psvssage from the inlet port through the

valve body to the outlet port, means to direct the valve

against its valve s-at, an actuating spring for the valve, a

locking mendwr for tlie valve sU-m, a latch engaging with

the locking member, a plunger, a diaphragm, within the

valve body, for the plunger, a lever engaging with the latch

and actuated by the plunger to trip the latter out of engage-

ment with the locking member, and a spring for the plunger.

4. An automatic cut off comprising a valve body having

inlet and outlet ports, a slidable valve stem extending

through the valve body, a valve for the valve stem control-

ling the passage from the inlet \)on through the valve body

to the outlet port, means to direct the valve against its

valve seat consisting of a we<lge member carried by the

valve and a stationary wetige meml>er contained within the

valve iKxly. an actuating spring for the valve, a locking

memb«>r for the valve stem, a latch engaging with the lock-

ing member, a plunger, a diaiihragin. within the valve

body, for the plunger, and a lever ( ngu.i;ing with tlie latch

and actuate<l by the plunger to trip the latter out of engage-.

nient with the locking member.

5. An automatic cut off comprising a valve body having

inlet and outlet ports, a slitlable valve stem extendin*.?

through the valve body, a valve for the valve stem control-

ling the passage from the inlet port througli the valve body

134 O. O.—141

In a valve of the class descrilMxl. the combination with

the casing, having a shoulder therein intermediate of its

length and an air inlet, and the valve stem, of a piston head

having an enlarged end having an inclined face, a wedge

ring surrounding the piston and designed to strike the

shoulder formed in the casing, imcking rings having in-

clined faces corresponding respectively to the inclined

faces of the wetige ring and enlarged end, as and for the

purpose specified.

892.195. LOAD-BRAKL: Al'l'ARATUS. PaulStN-
nestvedt. Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to The Westinghouse

Air Brake Cximpany. Pitt-burg. Pa., a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed Nov. 3, 1902. Serial No. 129.888.

1. The combination of a load brake apparatus and a

governor therefor controllcvl by the mean or permanent

variations of relative po«itions of the car body and truck,

and a lost motion device spring held in both directiom for

neutralizing the effect of temporary vibrations.

2. In loa I brake apparatu.s the combination of a brake

cylinder, a fluid pressure actuated cut-out valve and a

fluid pressure governing valve to control the pressure

operating the cut-out valve.

3. In load brake apparatus for cars the combination of

a load brake cylin.ler. a fluid pressure actuate.! cut-out

valve therefor and a fluid pressure governing valve for the

cut-out oi>erate.l liy relative movements of the car body

and trucks.

4. In a load brake ap|iar I'u- for cars the combination of

a load brake cylinder a < ut-out valve and a governing de-

vice for the valve com roiling the .same only in acenrdaiice

with the mean i)osition of tlie car body.

6. In load brake apparatus for cars the ( <iii.! unat ion oj

a load brake cylinder, a fluid pressure ojxTat* d eut-out

valve, a governing device for the prt«ssure in the cut-out

valve operated only by the permanent changes of i.osition

of the car body, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]
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8W.196. STEAM-GEM H \

Thomson, Swampscoit. Mass . lissignor |o General £.lec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New YorlJ. FUed June 9

1898. Serial No. 683,000

IN.; APPARATUS. EUHT 892.197. HOSE-CLAMP. "^«"^ ^-^TfTJ T,"* J^fS"
TIN J. BuTUR. Angelica, N. Y. Foad Aug. 12, 1907.

Serial No. 388,278.

C'-"

1 In a steam-KeneratiiiK system, the <>omhhl»tiWI of a

boiler capable of rfuptTh.-aiinK steam, a burner, pumps tor

feeding water to the boil.-r ;in.l fuel to tfc.- burner, which

pumps differ as to their capaiities. pwtoOs for the pumps

which are mechanically cormectcd. mea*i.H for operating

th,- pumps in a manner to preserve the r. imoa between

the capacities, and meaiis wi.irh i-; in.!.;.«ii'U>ui i>f the op-

erating means for siiuultan. uiisls . arvii.^ the capaciueaof

the pumps while preserving their detimte felation.

2. In combination with a steam-genc^atiuK apparatxis,

two feed pumps, one for fee<ling water to ^ho vaporizer and

the other for feeding oil to the burner or f%e .space, a mesuia

for simultancou-sly varying the effective strokes of the

pumps to compensate for changes in load ion the generator,

and mechanism for uniting the pumps in $uch manner that

a definitf relation U-twet-n the fcc<iitig of the one and the

feeding of the other is constantly niui.iainp-l during all

variations of capacity.

3.' An apparatus of the kind descrih.-.l roniprismg

pumps for p^witivfly supplying :iir an-l liijuhl fu.-l to a fire

chamber in mca^ure<l proportions t<i insure .-onplfte com-

bustion, an engine for driving thr pun ;.s, in.-an-i acting on

(he driving connection b*'tween li.- ;
.i;,|..s ai.a ihe tngine

for simultaneously varying their (•:ipa( itjes while preserv-

ing at all times the proportons fur c<)int)lcte combustion;

means for heating the air and oil aiul n. xing them before

they enter the fire chamber, and a steam generator or vap-

orizer receiving heat from the fire ga.-Mf .
and means for

Bupplving wat«r or other \iqu\i\ under pressure in amount

dependent upon the fuel used and air supplied at any time,

' substantially as described.

4. The combination of a steam generator wherein the

beating power is supplied by a liquid fu^l burner, a pump

and connections for supplying water t* the generator a

pump and connections for supplying fu^l to the burner, a

pump and connections for supplying n*r to the burner,

means for mechanically connecting the pump pistons

whereby a definite feeding relation isj maintaine<l. and

means for simultaneously varying the Effective discharge

of the pumps in order to vary the quaijtity of wat^r sup-

plied to the generator and the quantities of fuel and air

supplied to the burner.
|

6. The combination with a steam generator wherein the

heatins power is supplied by a liquid fuel burner, of a

Tvamp and connections for supplying liquid fuel to the

btuTicr. a pump and connections for 9upt>lying water to the

. g<*nerator. means for driving the pumpi means for simul-
*
tanoously increasing or decreasing tHe pffecfive pi.ston

strokes of the pumps to oaui^e correspofling variations in

thf supply of fuel and water furnisho<l to the generator,

and a means causing air to enter the fire space.

Tlainis to 9 not rrinttni in the Gazette.]

A hoae cUunp comprising a flexible sv»lit band having at

one of Its ends an abutment, ears on the other end of the

band, a lever a<lapted to extend tangentially to the band,

and having lateral cxtenaiona at one end. a pivotal connec-

tion between one of «ald extensions and the ears, a hook

pivote<i to the other extension and engageable with the

abutment, ears on the band beyond the point of tangency

of the lever and having alined o;MminKs, between which

ears the le\er is adapted to be placetl with it« free end

spaced from the band, and a pin passing through the open-

ings in the ears for locking the lever therebetween.

892 198. SANDING DEVICE. Thomas T. Vest, Rich-

mond. Va-I Filed Oct. 4. 1907. Serial No. 395.964.

1. The combination with a sand hopper, of a discharge

spout, a coupling member to which the discharge spout

is secured, springs connecting said coupling member to

the hopper, springs connecting said coupling member to

the truck of a car. said coupling member consisting of

telescopic portions, an.l a flexil.le hose connection between

the hopper and said coupling member.

2. The combination with a hopper having a neck por-

tion, a coupling member carrying a discharge spout, a

sliding member held In the coupling member, a flexible

connection, and springs connecting said coupling member

to the hopper.

3 The combination with a sand hopper, a dis<!„'\reo

spout consisting of a rigi(i coupling mend>er and a rear-

wardly extending curved member, an extensible partly

flexible connection between the coupling member and the

hopper, springs connecting the rigi.l portion of the coupler

to a car truck.

4. In a sanding device, a hopper, means for regulating

flow of sand from said hopper, a discharge spout, a coup-

ler consisting of telescopic sections, the discharge spout
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being connecte«i to one of said Boctions. springs connecting

the said section to the hopper and a flexible hoae connec-

tion between the hopi)er and the other section.

5. A device of the kind deacribed comprising a hopper,

divided into upper and lower portions by a horizontal par-

tition having an opening 'innin. a groove on it« upper

face, said groove surrouniink' tli'> opening, a gravity valve

having a flange fitting saii «rMc.ve. a guide stem passing

through said valve, ih'mu- for io. king the valve to the

stem, said valve beuig utju-ial'U' u;kju the stem, means

for lifting the stem, a discharge spout and flexible means

for connecting said spout to the hopiier and to a car truck.

892,199. STARTIV; Ml \NS FOR EXPLOSIVE-EN-
GINES. WiLUAM 1< N\ Kn~rKH. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Nov. 3. 1906. Serial No. 341.872. Renewed Dec. 14,

1907. Serial No. 4()6,487.

1. In a starting mechanism of the class described, in

comhination. an engine shaft, a starting crank shaft and

crank, a rhitch one member of which is carried by the en-

gine shaft and the other by the crank shaft, a ratchet wheel

surrounding hut'not attached to said crank shaft, a pawl

ft<iapte<l to prevent the rotation of ratchet wheel in one di-

rection, and a connection hetwt^n said crank shaft and

ratchet wheel by means of which a rotation of said crank

shaft in one direction will cause a rotation of said ratchet

wheel ami advance the clutch on said crank shaft into en-

gagement with the clutch on said engine shaft, and a rota-

tion of said engine shaft in the opposite direction will cause

a longitudinal movement of said crank shaft through said

ratchet wtioel and away from said engine shaft.

2. In a starting mechanism of the class describeil. in

combination, an engine shaft, a starting crank shaft, a

clutch one member of which Is carried by the engine shaft

and the other by the crank shaft, a pin or projection car-

ried by said starting crank shaft, a ratchet wheel loose on

said crank shaft, and furnished with inclined faces adapted

to be engaged by said pin or projection, and a pawl for pre-

venting a reverse movement of said ratchet wheel.

3. In a starting mechanism of the class described, in

combination, an engine shaft, a starting crank shaft, a

clutch one member of which is carried by the engine shaft

and the other by the starting crank shaft, a ratchet wheel

surrounding and l(K)se on the starting crank shaft and fur-

nished interiorly with inclinetl faces adapted to be engaged

by a pin caxrietl by the starting crank shaft, said pin, and a

pawl for preventing a backward movement of said ratchet

wheel.

802.200. BOOKBINDER John Wkisbhod, New York.

N. Y.. assignor of one half to Charles O. Boyer. Brook-

lyn, N. Y,. and one-half to Ferdinand Kuster. New York,

N. Y. File<l Jan. 22, VM^s. S.rial No. 412,054.

1. In a book-binder, a binding-frame provided at the

ends thereof with laterally a<ljustabl«' members, and bars

carried by said members, one of said bars constituting a

locking element.

2. In a book-binder, a l.indinK-fraiiH-. laK-rally adjust-

able end meml>er9 carrie<l Iv said frame, a plurality of

inilei)endent removable retaining bars, adapted to hold

leaves, earned by saiil frame, ami means ailapteti to hold

Baid bars ajid the leaves carried thereby, in said frame.

3. A book-binder romprisins: a frame, composed of a

separator, end members earned by said separator, later-

ally adjustable plates carried by said end members, a reach-

bar carried by the lower plates, a pivotally mounted locking-

bar carrie<l by the upiwr plates, and an auxiliarj- locking

element carried by said locking-bar.

892,201. ROTARY ENGINE. Andrew W, Wei^sh and

W.^LTKR Shkck, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 18, 1907.

Serial No. 379,675.

1. In a roUiry eiiKine, liie combination with a chmuk. a

piston journale<l in .said e:i.-iu«. of a valve positioneti u!>oii

said casing and being capaMi' -f t^'-utv ni"\'enient, hk :tn-

carried by said piston for ni<)% n.i; >:in! \ ti\ e :> ho^s frine .

upon said casing, a stub shaft secureti to >;iid valve and

journaled in said boss, said stub shaft extemling beyond

the outer face of said boss, a coil spring posit ione<i upon the

extendetl end of said stub shaft, the inner end of said

spring seatc<l within a iwrtion of said boss, an adjusting

collar carrietl by said shaft, the outer end of said spring

seated within said collar, and in< an- arrietl by said stub

shaft for locking said eulhu- in :tn a>iju~teil position upon

said stub shaft, said casing provide*! with an inlet opening

being capable of comniunieating with said valve, and said

casing provided with a discharge opening.

2. In a rotary explosive ensine. tlie combination with a

casing, of a piston mounted within said easing, a rotatable

valve carried by said ca.sing. means carried by said piston

and being capable of rotating said valve, sjiid valve pro-

I viiled with a hollow body and with a plurality of openings

I or ix)rts. one of said openings larger than the other opening,

I

said casing provided with a spark plug contiguous to said

valve, said spark plug being cai)able of igniting gases within

said valve, means for supplying ga.ses under pressure to

said valve, and said easing pro\ idetl with a discharge

opening.

3. In a rotar>' engine, the cnrnViination with a casing, of

I
a rotatable piston ptovidfsi \\ m h a cani jnirtion movHited

!
within said easiuK. said c.a.-iii« provi icl witli a valve com-

j

partment and with an openiuK leading from said valve

' compartment, a spark \A\iK threaded into said opening, said
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casing provided with a plurality of openiiiKH <>r porta con-

tiguoua to aaid valve oonuKirtniont. a ^inKle |)iiM» r>oHitinneti

outrtide of said casinK and cwnneoting said ixirts, a semi-

cylindrical valvo journaled in said valve fonipartment,

find valve providfl with a hollow bxxly an<l with a large

and a small opening or port, the int<>rior irf said valve in

communication at all times with the spark plug, means for

nurinally preventing the iK)rt8 upon the ca#inK from com-

municating with the interior of said valve, means for sup-

plying a charge of gas to said iwrts and pipe, whereby w hen

said valve is rotated by the cam portion of said pi.flon. said

charge of gas can ent«r the hollow bo<iy of paid valve, and

said casing provided with a discharge opening.

4. In a rotary explosive engine, the combination with a

casing, of a rotary piston iwjsitioned withio said casing, a

pair of semi-cylindrical valves journaled uOon said casing,

said valves normally in engagement near one end with said

piston, and thereby preventing back pressure of gases with-

in said casing, means carried by said pi3U)n and adapted to

move said valves upon said casing, means f.ir normally sup-

plying a charge of gas to one of said valves, and means

adapteii to supply a charge of gas under pressure to the

other valve, means for igniting the compCesse<i charge of

said gas within said valve, and said casing |)r(nided with a

tiischarge opening. |

5. In a rotary explosive engine, the corribination with a

casing, of a rotary piston inounte<l within -^nid casing, a pair

of rotatable valves journaled u[)on sai.l casing, said piston

provided with means for rotating said valves, each valve

provided with means for permitting a charge of gas to pass

there fhn ugh. means for supplying a charKe of gas under

pressure of one of sai.l valves, a spark plug normally in

communication at all times with one of said valves,

whereby a charge of gas under pressure within said valve

may be ignited, and said casing proviiled tvith a discharge

opening.
[Claims 6 to U not prmted in the C.azelt*^]

2 A signaling system for railways comprising a sig-

nal sen.ling station, a plurality of signals distributed along

the right-of-wav of a railroad tra<-k, an electro magnetic de-

vice to control the oi.eration of c;u h signal, means at the

signal sending station including currmts of diff.Tent elec-

trical character to oi)erate the dcsir.^l electro magnetic de-

vice of a predetermin.><i signal, switching devices at the

sending station for supplying currents to control the reverse

operation of the said pre-.leternuned -.ignal. and an electric

device at the signal sending station for receiving a return

indication front the oiverating signals.

taj

892.202. NlT-LoCK. John D. WoudB and Wii.uv.m

J. Yost. Steubenville, Ohio. Filed Ma». 25. 19<)8. St-

rial No. 423,141.

1 In a nut lock, the combination with a splice bar and

a'plurahty of bolts adapted to extend therethrough, of en-

largements carrie<l by said bar, said enlatgementa having

recesses formed therein, nuts adapte<l to screw ur>on sai.l

bolts, ratchet sleeves carrie<l by .said nut.i for engaging in

said reces-ses , said enlargements each having a plurality of

openings foriue.l therein, balls locate<l m sqme of sai.l o[>en-

ings for engaging said ratchet sleeves, and locking pins

mounte.1 in other of said oi)enings for cl.jsing the first

mentioned openings and preventing sai.l balls from t)oing

accidentally displaced.

2. In a nut lock, the combination with a bar an. I
bolts

a<iapte<t to extend therethrough, of enlargements carrie<i

by said bar, nuts adapted to screw uixm said Ik.Us. ratchet

sleeves carried by said nuts and adapted to protrude into

^1.1 enlargements, balls mountetl in said enlargements.

for engaging said rat. het sleeves, and locking pins arranged

in said enlargements for retaining said b»lls therein.

iS. Ft'' v< 1^

- §• ^ I* ^

3. .\ signaling sy>tem for railways comprising a -signal

s«-nding station, a plurality of .signals distributi^i along the

right-of-way of a railroad track, an electro magnetic device

to control the ojx-ration of ea.h signal, means at the signal

sending station inclu.ling currents of different electrical

character to o;)erate the desiretl electro magnetic device

of a pre<ietermine.l signal, switching apparatus at the send-

ing station for sji, plying current to control the reverse op-

.>ration of said predetermined signal, and an electric .levice

at the signal sending station for receiving a selective return

indication from the ojx'rating signals,

4, .\ signaling system for railways comprising a signal

S4-nding station, a plurality of signals .listnbut.-t along the

right-of-way of a railroad track, an electro magn.tic device

to control the operation of each of the sai.l signals, switch-

ing apparatus a.s.'«)ciated with each device whereby one

otx-ration of sai.l device will cau.se the movement of it-s a.s-

sociate.1 signal in one .lirection and a second oi^eration .>f

.said devi(-e will cau.se the oi)eration of its associate<l signal

in a different manner, means at the signal sending station

inchuiing currents of .lifferent electrical character to cau.se

the desired oi>«-ration of the electro magnetic .ievice at any

pre-determined signal, and electro magnetic appliances at

the signal sending station for receiving a selective return

indication from the (n>erating signals.

892,203. SICiNALING SY.STEM FoH HAILROADJ^.

Max W. Z.\»ei.. Chicago, 111. Filed ,\pr li. liK)7. Se-

rial No. 3tKS.02.'>.

1. A signaling system for railways cuiprising a signal

Bending station, a plurality of signals ,list*-ibute«l along the

right-of-way of a railroa.1 track, electro magnetic m.-ans

as8ociate<i "with each signal for oi)erating sani.-. circuit

changing devices in connection with apparatus for supply-

ing currents of different electrical character at the sending

Stat ion for causing the oi:)erat ion of any .lefrired electro mag-

netic means to the exclusion of the remaining said means to

operate the signals, and electro magnetic means for receiv-

ing a return in.iication from the or)eratin« signals.

8a2;2(M RAILWAY SIGNALING APPARATUS. Max

W. Z.U.KL, Chicago. 111. File*l Apr. 13. 1907. Serial

No. 3AS.(r26.

1. In a railway signaling system a signal 8«-n.ling sta-

tion, a plurality of signal controlling .levices dislribut^nl

along a railroa.1 right-of-way, swit.'hing m.-chani.sm at the

signal sending station and .-urrent supplving means for

furnishing currents of different electrical character for se-

lectively .nx-rating sai.l signal controlling .levi<-es. signals

un.ler the control of sai.l signal controlling devices an.l

switching means whereby an oi)erative impul.se of the sig-

nal controlling device will manipulate the signal in one

direction an.l a succeeding o|)erative impulse will manipu-

late said signal in a different manner.

2. In a railway signaling system a signal ser.iing sta-

tion, a plurality of signal controlling .levices distribut.^1

along a railroa.1 right-of-way, switching mechanism at the

signal sending station and current supplying means for

furni-shing currents .if .lifferent electrical character to '>i>-

erate in.le{x>n.lently of each other said signal controlling

devices, signals under the control of sai.l signal controlling

devices, and means whereby a signal when operated will

simultaneously op<;rate an ailditional signal.
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3. In a railway signaling system a signal sending sta-

tion. » plurality of signal controlling devices distributed

along a railroad right-of-way. switching mechanism at the

signal sending station and current supplying means for

furnishing currents of different electrical character to op-

erate indefxii.lently of each other said signal controlling

devices, a plurality of signals under the control of said

signal controlling devices, and switching means whereby

an op«-rative impulse of the signal controlling device will

give a certain in.iication by a plurality of signals, and a

succeeding operative impuls*- will give a different Indica-

tion by said last aforesaid sigmils.

1 i

j.«# r" r" t""mmmm

the turbine and compressor "constantly out of communica^

tion. and to trap low pressure mixture from the compressor

Into operative relation to the turbine chaml>er to rotat«

the rotor when explode.l.

2. In a machine of the character .iescrit>e,i. a unitary c.a.s-

ing comprising two chambers separated by two walls space.!

apart and provided with non-registering ai)ertures. a shaft

extending thr.)ugh both chamlxTS. a compressor rotor in

one chamlx'r, a turbine rotor in the other chamlH-r, and a

ported valve on the shaft in the interspace between the

separating walls.

892.207. H.ML-FASTENER. Aubkut Akktz. Taren-

tum. Pa Kil.^1 Nov. 6, 1907. Serial No. 400,963.

4. A railway signaling system comprising a signal send-

ing station, a i)lurality of signal controlling .levices dis-

tributed along the right-of-way. means at the sending sta-

tion for supplying current of different electrical character

to oix<ratc sai t sitmal .'ontrolling devices independently of

each .)ther, an.i signals t.) gui ie m the operation of trains

under the control of said signal controlling devices.

5. A railway signaling svslem comprising a signal send-

ing station, a plurality of signal controlling devices dis-

tribute.l along the right-of-way, means at the sending sta-

tion for supi.lying currents of different electrical character

to operate said signal controlling .levices independently of

each other, and a plurality of simultaneously operating

signals each under the control of some or all of said signal

operating devices.

IClaims 6 to 20 not printed in the Garette.]

892.20.'>. DIAPHRAGM FOR RECORDERS OR RE-
PRODUCER'S. GusTAF J. ANUEtuMiN. AUston, Mass.

Filed Oct. 1(>. U>07. Serial No. 397,802.

1. A diaphragm for stiun.l reording and reproducing in-

struments comprising a thin plate .)r disk of amber.

2. A diaphragm for soun.l recording and reproducing in-

struments comprising a thin plate or disk of molded amber.

892,206. TURBINE GAS-ENGINE. Vincent G. Ap-

ple, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Nov. 9. 1903. Serial No.

180,465.

1. In a gas turbine, a rotary compressor, a turbine com-

prising an impulse chaml)er wherein is mtvintained a pres-

sure higher than the compression pr.xiuced by the com-

pres.sor, an.l a rotor, and a rotary trapping valve lietween

the turbine chamber an.l compressor, arranged to maintain

In a rail joint the combination with a pir of rails having

their web portions formed with openings, of splice bars

embracing sai i rails an 1 terminating in integral tie plates,

said tie plates extending in the same plane and provided

with openings through which are adapted to exten.l hold-

fast devices, said splice bars snugly engaging the web,

lower face of the tread and upper face of the base of said

rails, one of sai.l splice bars being of greater thickness than

the other and each of said tie r)lates being of the same

thickness, said splice bar of grr-ater thickness prn\-ideii

with a series of oi)enings registering with the ojicnings in

the web portions of the rails, and pins carried by the other

of said splice bars, said pins extending through said webs

and engaging m the oi)enings of the thicker splice bars.

892.208. COR-N -11USKIN(; MACHINE William S.

Baird, Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne a.ssignment-s, to

BairdCorn Husker Co. Filed May 2, 1906. Serial No.

314,886. •

1. In a devi.-e of th.' cla.s,- .les.rilx- 1. corn gathering

means comprising two substantially parallel pairs of rolls,

each pair adapted to receive the stalks in a row t>etween

them and mounted to operate upon the stalks in a .single

row. in ombination with a vibrator arranged in the rear

of and within the lateral boun.laries of each pair of ri>lls,

and means for operating said r.)lls un.l the vibraDrs

2. In a device of the class descrilH't. corn gathering

mechanism comprising two substantially parallel pairs of

rolls arranged in an inclined plane, each pair adapted to re-

ceive the stalks in a r.jw between them an 1 mountel to op-

erate upon the stalks in a single r.)W. the lower ends of the

several rolls l)eing positioned at a substantially uniform

height, in combination with :. \ ihr:it..r positionel back of

and within the lateral bounlaru- ..f .'ach pair of rolls, and

means for operating said rolls ami the vibrators

3. In a device of the class described, corn gathering

mechanism comprising a plur.ality of substantially parallel

rolls arranged in pairs and in an inclined plane, with the
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lower piKis of oaoh pair advanc^ and positioned to operate

u;)on the st^lk.s m a siiiRle row. in oomhinatioti with .i vi-

brator mount.><l in rear of euch pnir uf rolls to n()<T:it,- -.i«n

the -stalits b<>'we»-n th<- rolls of oa.-h pair, an.l nieaiis f..r op-

erating the rolls and the vibrators.

4 In a dfvicf of the rla.s.s described, lorn fiatherinf?

mechanism comprwing a pair of ta;.eriug rolls arranged in

an inchned plane with their lower ends a-lvajued, ea. h roll

provideii with a spiral projection a-lapted to lift and elirert

a stalk between the rolls when the same are totate<i t(Avar.i

each n'her, in c.iul.uuition wrii :i ,.-..ni'. i.njr of rolls posi-

tione.! dubstantially parallel '<< hi..', t."'!..:..! hiu.l ^a-i.. r!i>^

rolls, a vibrator positioned between the pairs of rolls, and

mpans for opt-ratinf? the rolls and ^aid vihra,tor.

5. In a device of the rla«8 described, Cf'rii gathering

mechanism comprising a pair of taiH-rin« r.iUs urnm^cl in

an inclined plane with their lower ends :ulv:»nr.-,i. .a.n rol

l^H^inK provided with a spiral projection adaptetl to lift and

<lirect a stalk l>etween the rolls when the sa»ne are rotated

toward each oth.-r, in combination with a p^ of snapping

rolls po8itione<l parallel to and behind said gatherinR rolls

means for rotaiively connecting the upi^T ends of said

gathering rolls to the upper ends of taid sQappinK rolls, a

vibrau.r positionwi between the pairs of rolU, and meansfor

operating the rolls and vitirator.

[Claims 6 to 10 not pnn:ed in the Gazette.]

Ity; of a casing top compriMi.« a semi-cylindrical concav-

ity having spiral channels coni i.ii'i'urv to the cban-

nelB in said base; a spirally , haniici.-.i .Iram fitted to the

concavities in said casing bsise and top; means arranged to

prevent the rotation of sai 1 t.iL.-e and. means arrangeii to

removably s^nnire said ca«inK uu\ Mnim in operative rela-

tion, substantially a.s set forth

.5 In a vulcanizer. the condM:i;itioii with a dniiii having

a spiral channel on its p.T.pi;rrv .'ind axially projecting

innx-rforate tr-,.i.iuuns ui«.i. rs ,.,M...Mtc culs of a ..sising

comprLsing a spiral ciuunir! ,
,,in;.lcK,c,.turv t,- -tn- man-

nel in said drum, and forT..ui« -h.-r. sM'h i n,r,,t.ici. for

the tut>e to \h- vulcanized; an. I, nif:ui.- .irr:ui^.>l '.u remov-

ably secure said casing and drum in operative relation.

substantially as set forth.

[Claiiiis 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaiette.]

S92 '^09 • VtU'.WIZER. Wu.liam II Barn.\rd,

Merchantvill-. \ J File.l Jan lt>, l>,<0«i. Serial No.

296,265.

892.210. WRENCH. William C. Barnks, Latrobe. Pa

jiled Jan. 31, 1908. Serial No. 413.566.

n-^^ 4^
tiff aT

1 In a vulcanlier. the combination witb a driin having

a spiral channel on its i.erip ry having lertuiuU -.„ k.-s

opening at the ends of said drum: of a c;i.-lng romprisni^ a

spind channel having terminal .socket.* oiH'tung nt t he

ends of said casing complementary to th-i <-hann.i m -ai..

drum and forming therewith a receptaclrt for the tube to

be vulcanized; and. m#ans arranged to din-ci a steam 9UI>-

ply through said tulx-. substantmllv a-, s.-t forth.

2 In a vulcanizer, the combination with a drum having

a spiral channel ,.n it-s periphery having terminal sockets

opening at the ends of said drum; of a casing comprising

.^parable sections and having a spiral groove having ter-

midal sockets opening at the ends ©f said ca.sing comple-

mentary to the groove in said drum and forming therewith

a receptacle for the tube to be vulcanize<l; and means ar-

range<l to connect sai<i tube with a steam supply, substan-

tially as set forth.
. ^ , v

3 In a vulcanizer, the combination with a drum, tiav-

ing 'Piral channels on it« periphery haviog terminal .sock-

ets opening at the ends of said drum: of ft ca.sing compris-

ing separable sections each comprising an internal steam

chamber, and having a spiral groove having terminal sock-

eta opening at the ends of said casing complementary to

the groove in said drum, and forming therewith a recepta-

cle for the tube to be vulcaniietl: and. means arrange*! to

connect said chamber and said tube with a steam supply,

substantially as set forth.

4 In a vulcaniier, the combination with a casing base

comprising a spirally channeled semi-cylindrical concav-

In a wrench, a toothe<l shank provided at its outer end

with a fixed Jaw. a movable Jaw Blldably-mounted on said

shank and having a tilting movement on the shank, a strap

formed integral with the jaw and having a convex inner

face engaging the shank and iK>rinitfing the tilting move-

ment of the movable jaw on the shank, a screw carried by

the movable jaw engaging the teeth of said shank, a pair

of arms carried bv said jaw extending beyoml the rrar edge

of the shank, alever pivoted in said arms havniij :.
pawl-end

engaging the rear edge of the shank aini a pr ting

handle end, and a spring having one cud tUed m t he .trap

of said jaw and its free end Ix'aring upon the pawl-end of

said lever for holding the said screw In engagement with the

teeth of said shanlc.

892 21 1 I'K' X'ESS OF I'K. .DUCING LOW-CARBON
ALLOYS. Fbederu K M He. ket, NiagaraFalls, N. Y.,

assignor to i:!c. rro Metallurgical Company, a Corpora-

tion of West \ irginia. File,l Jan. 8, IWh. Serial No.

409.858.
,

1 The pro<.-sa of producing alloys of refractory metal.s

having a low-carbon content, which consists in smelting a

rharge comprising an ore of a refractory metal and a n-duc-

mg agent bv means of an electric current carried by a me-

tallic electrode capable of alloying witli the nviuced prod-

uct cooling said electrode, an.l regulating the consump-

tion of the electrwle and the comixjaition of the product by

cntroUing the ccK.ling effect at the working end of the

' ""2
The process of producing alU.ys of refractory metals

having a low-carbon content, which consists in smelting a

charge containing an ore of a refractt.ry metal and a nniuc-

ing agent lietween metallic electrodes capable of alloying

, with the reduced product. cooUng said electrodes, and.
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regulating the consumption of the electrodes and the com-

poeition of the product by controlling the cooling effect at

the working ends of the electrodes. , .

,

3. The process of producing ferroalloys having a low-

carbon content, which consists In smelting a charge con-

taining an ore of a refractory metal and a reducing agent

between electroties of iron, cooling said electrodes, and

regulating the consumption of the electrodes and the com-

position of the product by controlling the cooling effect at

the working ends of the electrodes.

892.212. ELECTRIC-FURNACE METHOD. Frederick

M. Beckkt, Viik-ara 1 all- N Y., assignor to Electro

Metallurgiciil ( on ; .iii\ a 1 .rjioration of West Virginia.

Filed Jan. 8. 1908. Serial No. 409,859.

89 2,213. RAKE. Fred V. Beedle, Keene, N. H.

Filed Aug. 29, 1907. Serial No. 390.606.

1 ri;i- clrctric furnace method which oonsistB in passing

an ilecinc current through a molten bath while maintain-

ing at the surface thereof a heat-retaining crust of the

solidified constituents of the bath, and providing apertures

in said cru-t f.r ~i; plying the charge and permitting the

escape of vhitil.' r.-otion pnxlucts.

2. The I Icciru furnace method which consists in passing

an electric current from a depending electrode through a

molten bath while maintaining at the surface thereof a

heat-retaining crust of the solidified constituents of the

bath, and provuiiiig ajK-rtures in said crust around said

electrode for sujiplving the charge and permitting the

escape of volatile reaction products.

3. The electric furnace method which consists in passing

an electric current belvseen depending electrodes of oppo-

site polarity through a molten bath w hile maintaining at the

surface thereof a heat-retaining crust of the solidified con-

stituents of the bath, an 1 providing ai>erture8 in said crust

around said electrodes for supplying the charge and per-

mitting the escajx' of volatile reai-tion products.

4. The continuous electric smelting method which con-

sists in passing an ele<-tnc current through a molten bath

containing a comi«)und of a refractory metjil and a reduc-

ing agent, while maintaining at the surface of said bath a

heat-retaining crust of the st)lidifled constituents of the

bath, providing apertun>s in said crust for supplying the

charge and permitting the escape of volatile reaction

pro<iucU«, supplying a».iditional jKirtions of the charge to

the bath as required and withdrawing the molten reaction

products from lime to time.

1. A stamped sheet metal rake, having its head bent to

form reinforcing fiang«'s and rcarwardly extending handle

engaging arms, formed integral with one of the flanges.

2. A stamped sheet metal rake having a reiir flange pro-

vided with an opening for the reception of the etui portion

of the han<ile, the ends of the flange being !< nt t.i form

handle engaging arms
3. A stamped sheet metal rake, the head of which is

channeled In cross section, portions of the rear web of the

head being bent to form handle engaging arnxs.

4. A stamped sheet metivl rake, the head of wiu( h is

channeled in cross section, the rear flange of the hea<i hav-

ing a handle receiving opening and the end portions of f~aid

flange being bent rearward to form handle engaging arms.

5. A rake formed of a single piece of stamped metal com-

prising a head arched transversely of the rake, the head be-

ing bent to form two webs at right angles tx) each other, inte-

gral teeth extending from the vertical web, a flange extend-

ing from the horizontal web and arranged in parallel relation

with the vertical web, said flange having an opening for the

reception of the inner end of the handle, and the opposite

end portions of said flange being bent reajwardly to form

handle engaging and bracing arms.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.2 14. \V IKF:-SCRtEN-CLOTH llACl-v. Charles

E. Be.\net, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed May 9, 1908. Se-

rial No. 431,843.

1. .\ wire screen-cloth rack coiuprKsing uprights, rings on

said uprights arranged in sets alx)ve one another for receiv-

ing wire screen-cloth rolls, the rings of each set being sepa-

rated from each other for supporting the wire screcn-cUith

rolls at separated points of their lengths, said rings being

respectively provided with mouths through which the wire

screen-cloth is drawn, and means for adjustably securing

said rings of the respective sets of said rings to sai<i ui>-

righte for presenting the lower mouths upwardly, the inter-

mediate mouths substantially horizontally and the upper

mouths downwardly, substantially lis and for the jiurpose

I described.
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2. A wire screen-cloth rack comprising lupriKhts. riiiRS on

•aid uprights arranged in sets above one itfiothtT for receiv-

ing wire screen-clvth rolla. the rings (jf euth set being sepa-

rated from each other for 3uppt)rting the wire screen-cloth

rolls at separatevl point-s of their lenKilis, sai.l riiiKS beinx

respectively provided with months hnvint? outwardly

curved lips between whu-h the wire screea-cloth i.-» a(lapte<l

to be drawn against :i curve i s\irf:ice at either lip. each of

said rings having a plunility of rii>ertur»»( aminge.l about

ita axis and a screw for e:vch rini< pus'^iiiK throunh :i selective

aperture thereof into sai.l respective uprUtits for -^ecurini?

said rings to said uprights with the lower -wts of s;ii ! rings

havinx their mouths otx-ning upwar lly the mi. Idle sets of

said rui.i?-s having their inoullis o;)enin« substantially hori-

zontally and the upper sel.s of sai>l rings having their mouths

opening downwardly, substantially as anti for the purtK)se

described. I

892.215. CAR-RELEASE. A< hili.k P Hiwati Free

port. X. Y. File I Apr. 13. 19<)s Mriiil .No 4_'t) 777

s«»_»2l6 SAFETY-RAZOR. Jamb* C. BoTLi!. Calgary.

Alt>erta, Canada. Filed Jan. 10, I'mis ^;<rial No.

410.113.

1. The combinatiou of an observation -.vheel, a plurality

of rails of annular form carried thereby, cars, frames car-

ried by said obs«-rvation wheel and provnied with revolu-

ble njembers engaging said rails so iw to siipixirt said frames.

a stationary track dis[x)sed partially within the path of saivl

cars, and mechanism controllable by rotation of the obser-

vation wheel for releasing said cars to run ujxin said station-

ary track.

2. The combination of an observatinn wheel a track

having a portion disposed a Ijacent to a predetermined part

of said wheel, a car adapted to nm uixtn siud tra<'k and pro-

vi le i with means for suspending it frora sai 1 observation

wheel, a secon 1 track having a [)<)rtion i1isik>s«' 1 adjacent

to the path of movement of said obs<^rvation wheel, an \

mechanism controllable automatically ^»^• motions of ,sai i

observation wheel for releasing said car to run uiton sai i

track.

3. The combination of a car body prtivide 1 with over-

hangs, a frame pn)vide 1 with re\oluble niemtters t« be en-

gage 1 by .sail overhangs so as to temixirarily support said

car. an observation whe«'l. and mechani.sin connecting said

frames with ^ai 1 nbservation whet'l.

4. The Ciiiiihiiiation of a car body provided with over-

hangs, frame members disposed u;x)n opposite sides of said

car bo<ly. rollers mounted uiwn said frame memlx-rs an i

engaged by said overhangs, rollers niounte t upon said

frame members for supporting the same, annular rails en-

gaging said rollers and iTiounte<l ujxjn said observation

wheel and a tr:\ck ilisix)sed adjacent to sail observation

whi»el for receiving a car therefrom.

5. The combination of an observation wheel, a car to t>e

carried thereby mechanism for maintaining said car in a

preietormine ! i>osition relatively to the ground while said

car is turning, an 1 means controllable by rotation of saiil

observation wheel for rele;i.sing sai<l car therefrom while said

wheel i.« in motion
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Catette.)

1. In a safety rasor, a frame having a guard, a carrier

movably mounted upon said frame and adapted to support

a blade, means for guiding said carrier to ti.ove in the direc-

tion of its length ati'l at an angle therewith, means for man-
ually moving > o 1 ' arrier in one direction, and means for

automatii-alU r. irnnig -lid carrier to an Initial position.

2. In a ^nfi I s ra/ijr i li'.i ler. a frame adjustably carried

by said holder and having a guard, a carrier movably

mounted upf)n said frame, a bla.le removably secured upon

said carrier, means for guiding said carrier to move in the

direction of the length of said bla<le and at an angle there-

with, means for o[H'rating said carrier, and means for re-

turning saiil carrier to an initial jKisition

3. In a safety razor, a holder, a frame adjustably carried

by said holder and having a guard, a carrier movably

mounted upon said frame, a blade reii.ovabl%- tiMiiii'i 1

uiM)n said carrier and extending towar 1 -aid guar 1, liuni-

ing means for holding said hl.ide uiK)n said carrier, a cover

for said frame extending partly over said tilade operating

means for said blade controllaSlc i \ the u-tr ..f ; he reisor,

means for returning said o[x'rating means lo an initial po-

sition, and means for gunling sai 1 carrur lu move In a di-

rectifjn whereby a sliding cut is .tTeiied.

4. In a safety razor, a holder, a fr,inie i Ijus'ably carried

by said holder and having a guard a iiii>\ able member car-

ried by said holder, means for actuating said member.
means for returtiing said actuating means to an initial po-

sition, a carrier within said frame an 1 engaging said mem-
ber, saiil frinic iin 1 .said crirnrr being formed to cooperate

so that sai.l rarrier is gui.lcd in a i>re letermined direction,

a blade mounted upon said carrier and extending toward

said guard and means for clainpuig .-^aid bilade in r^oaitinn

u(M.)n saii i c.irrirr

5. In a safety ra/.r i holder, a frame ad) i<mM v earned

by said holder and h i\mg a guard anil a nnii i\ uhle cover,

a rotatable meml>er wiilun >aid holder an 1 i-\!.n iiiig into

said frame iiieans for actiiaung -aid ni'-niber nuMii- for

returning sail actuating in<-ans :iiir. nuai i' alU in'o ,ui ini

'lal iHisitioii. said i-arner having a slot adapted to receive

said rota'able member, -<.aid frame having -lots, -aid carrier

having studs arranged to move within said slots of saiil

frame, -<aid carrier further having tl.iiiges, a tilade arranged

u(>«)n said carrier and projecting toward said guard, and a

clamping memlx'r adapted to be held in position b> -.aid

flanges to secure sai 1 bla le up<jii said earner s.aid clamping

memlwr having a ^-ati h forme 1 to engage ,said c^irrii^r to

liold said clamping member in position

iC'laims 6 and 7 not prinio.l in Ltic (Jazette.J

892 ,
-' 1 7 , LEVEL. H.kydev W. Brown, Watcrbury,

Conn Filed .Ian. 0. 190S. S«>rial No 4<)',I,.S1m

1. In a de\ice of the rlass descril>ed. a bii.se having means

for adjusting it and an annular upwardly extendetl poriJoii
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forming a track, a niemi>er pivoted upon said base and ar-

ranged to move upon said track, said member having up-
wardly disposed sides, and .sighting and leveling means car-

ried by said inenilxT

J7 k-

1 In

Just,

ed iipo:

Wa \ :ilp

a devicf of the cla.--^ de^iribcd. a base having ad-
- n por'- and a guideway, a yoke pivotally mounts
-.1 h 1 i .:v-.( ;ili ! li.'i\ llIK a gro -x e eliuagilig Said guldc-

tlii lilt' :oid ii\ cling meai^- . ,arMi''i I ly Said yoke.

3. In a device of the i i.is- i.-. ni ( 1, a base having ad-

justable supivirt^^ and a circular guidewav. a yoke pivotally

mounted upon -,u 1 ba.-e and having a groove slidably en-

gaging saiil guid'wa.N , s.aid >o.ke having upwardly disposed

arms, a sighting tulH- earnei^i by said arms, and a level

mounte.l uixiji said tube.

4 In I !e\ ur of till- (la.s.'^ilescrlbed, abase having thread-

ed opeiiiiik;- - iip'ri- li:i\uig threaded portions mounted
in said ip<niii«^ and presi-ntmg means for their a<ljust-

ment, s.u 1 l)a>e ha\ing an annular track u|X)n its upper
face, a >oki' means for pivotally mounting said yoke upon
sail ba.s<> -aid >oke having grooves slidal)ly engaging sai<l

track, at'd arm- pres«'ntmg sockets, a sight tulx' arranged in

said sockets and ha\ ink; an eye-piece and cross-sights, and
a level arrange 1 upon -^ai 1 -ight tube.

892,218. DISFLAV - RACK V^^W CLOTHING. Eu
[<HtMBKK<i and .\i.nKKT 1) Ht-1 ^H Montesatio Wash.
File.1 .Ma> lb. UK)7. Sirial .No ;<7J.>.t24

1 A display rack conii)rising a frame prnvide<l at the

bottom with a rai.s<-d ix)rtion adapted to permit a brush or

l)ri>om to \h' us<'d l>cneath the rack, and a shelf hinged to

the rack and pro\ided with locking means engaging the

raised p<irtion of the bottom of the frame.
_' ,\ display rack comprising a frame having a Ixjttom

bar or memlx>r provided at an intermediate p<jint with a

raised po-tioti and having end recesses, hinged brackets

moutited iti the recesses Ix-Iween th<> raised portion and
the ends of the frame, and shelves carried \t\ the brackets.

.3 ,\ dlspla.%' rack comprising a frame having a bottom
bar or memlH-r pro\ 1 le 1 at an intermediate point with a

raised ixirtion hinged Pracket- inounte<i in the spare be-

tween the rfii,s<'il iMirtion and the end-; of the frame, and

shelve t <. rried by the brackets and provided with locking

devices 1 1 gating the raised portion of the bottom bar or

inembe<
4. A display rack comprising a frame having end bars

and provided with a longitudinal bottom bar, said bottom
bar being provided with an intermediate r.aised or archeii

portion, a shelf hinged to one of the end bars and extending
therefrom to a point adjacent to the said raised or arched

portion, and a locking d(>vice carrieil by the shelf and hav-
ing means for engaging the arched or raised portion of the

bottom bar,

6. A display rack comprising a frame, a horizontally

swinging shelf hinged \c> the frame, a locking device hinged

to the bottom of the shelf and provided with means for

engaging the frame, a spring for holding the locking device

In engagement with the frame, and a stop for limitimr the

movement of the locking device,

[Claims 6 to 8 nn prime I in the Gazette.)

892.219. MOUNTING FOR MUD-GUNS. Andrew J.

Bhtant, Sheffield. Ala Filed Aug 21, 1905. Serial

No. 275,000.

A mounting and supixirting apparatus of the character
described, comprising a swinging crane having a dejwnding
arm, provide! with a hook sup[K)rting links det>ending
from said hook an i adapted to swing lK)ih longitudinally
and laterally, .said links ha\mg hooks at their lower ends,
vertioalh and horizontallv arranged pipes connected with
and supported by said crane, and universal pipe joints in-

serted in said pipes, whereby the latter may l)e moved in

any direction for the purjxjs*' set forth.

892.220. JUNCTION-BOX FOR ELECTRICAL CON-
DUCTORS. James F, Burns. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Sept. 28. 1907 .Serial No, 394.947.

1. \ junction box compn-mg a ( slmdrical inlet, a wall

extending parallel with the axis of said inlet, having semi-
circular recesses in its eige; a wall extending at right

angles to the axis of said inlet , having semicircular recesses

in its edge; the edges of said walls being opfX)sed m
parallel relation; a removable and reversiljle plate having
recesses and projections complementary to the recesses in

said box walls, arranged to fit the latter in dilTerent fx)si-

tions; anil, means arranged to di i;u l.atil\ ,secure said plate

in said box, substantialh as s<'t forth.
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2 A juaetioo box comprising » cylindrical inlet
;

a wall

having outlet ree««M» di«)o«d with their ^en parallel w.r h

the axis of said inlet: a wall hnv.tu? outlet n-oesse. .lisfK^acl

with their axMtran8vers«> with rf8i.ect to saia inlet, an.l. sv

removable and reversible plate provide.1 with recws anl

prujectious complementary to the reoesnes m said N,x

walld. arranged to tit the latter in diSerent positions, sub-

stantially as set forth.
, . „

3 \ junction b.ix conu.n^iii>? w^^a 'n mteRral relation

extending at right angles to each other ami provided with

recesses in opposed p.'irallel ,, Iges ; a removable and reversi-

ble plate, coextensive with the space b»-t:ween «aid walls

and provided with projections and rece.-s«.-e at ius opposite

edges arrangfHl to register with the recesses m said walls,

in different positions, substantially as set forth.

4 A junction box comprising walls in Integral relation

extending in relatively tf.uisverse planes and having corr^

BDOnding recesses at their proximal edges: and. a separate

removable and reversible an«le plate coextensive with the

space between said walls, having projections arranged to

extend into s^'lected reces..e. m .aid walls and recesses at

it« opposite edges arrange.l to .^-lectively register with the

other recps.^s in said w:.lU .uhsrantially &s set forth

-, \ junction box compn.-mg walls extending in planes

at right angles to each other, having corresponding r.Tos..-

in almement at their opi..--! edges, and. a separate re-

movable and reversible phtr.. cn.npnsmg walls extending

in planes at right angles U, each other, having reces.s.-s

arranged to register with s*.-lected recesses m said walls and

projections in alineinent at its opposite edges, arranged to

selectively regist.-r with the other receives m said walN.

substantially as set forth.

[Clahiia 6 to 'J not printed m the Ga/.-tte.]

•wo clamping member, arranged to stand on opi>o8it«

si.les of the door, both of said clamping members over-

standmg and engaging the edge of said lining.

4 In a device of the character described, a protecting

device for the wood of a passage through a door, including

a lining fitted to said passage, a shoulder at one edge of

said lining, clamping members arranged to engage on op-

r«site sides of the door, one of said clamping members

forming a die to receive and turn the other edge of said

lining, and means for drnwing said clamping members to-

wanl each other.

6 In a device of the . haracter .lescribe.i, a lining mem-

ber and plates arranged to coact therewith at opposite

e<lges thereof, a clamping member having a groove therein

corresponding in outline to the adjncent edge of the lining

member. '

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

892 222 MECHANISM F( )R OPENING AND CLOSTNO

DOORS Robert F. Caret, London. England, assignor

to John Hugh Arber, London, England. Filed Sept. 9.

1907. Serial No. 391,077

892 221. FIRE-DOOR rONSTRICTION. ^"';^«' ^"'^ "^

C^LEY New Britain. C<mn.. assignor to The Russell *

Erwin Manufacturing Company, New Hritain. Conn
.
a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Ffb. 21, iyo». fe-

rial No. -117,062.

1 In a device of the character deserved, a door havmg

a passage therethrough, a fire protecting plate on one siir-

face of said door, a fire resistant metal lining fitting the

passage through the <ioor, and cooperating clamping mem-

S«^ange<l to overstand the e<lge of *ud plate an, lining

entirely around the opening to prot«t the w<h..1 wr,rk

aroimd said passage.
. . „

2 In a device of the chara<'ter des<irih>ed. a protecting

device for the wood work of a passage through a do^.r.

comprising a lining member fitted Mthin said pa«sage^

l,^,, clamping members arrange.1 t^ stand on opposite

sides of the do,jr, one of ^id clamping meml>ers over-

standing and engaging the edge of said lining.

3 In a device of the character deMrilxHl. a protecting

device for the wood worlc of a passage through a door,

comprising a lining member fitted v.ithin said pas»ge.

1 In an apparatus of the .ia-ss «i>ecified. a movable

platform, the latter having arcuate slot* therein, bracket-s

having iH,rtion.. extending through the slot^. a dcK.r lav-

ing the lower extremity thereof engaging and .arrie,! by

the brackets, and mechanism co<ii,erating with the brack-

ets and platfortn.

- The rotnbination with a d<H.r. of a platform vertically

mo'vable in the pas..age-wav c.,n,P,ll.-d by the J^;<'r and

operable by Uie weight of a person tiu-reon, the platform

having arcuate slots therein, braeket.s having ,M,rtions

thereof connected to the lower edge of the dm.r and pro-

jecUng through the slot... and oin-rating means between the

platform and the brackeUs for equalising the movement of

the latter when the platform l^' d,pr.-s.-,cd

3 The combination with a dcK)r, of a platform verti-

cally movable in the pa.ssage-way controlle.l by the d.wrs

and having arcuate .lot., ihcr-n, brackets having arms ex-

tending through the slot., an.l «>cured to Uie lower edge of

the doors and also provided witii pivots carrying pu leys, a

flexible operating means cooperating with the pu leys of

the brackets, and mechanism coacting with the platform

and operativcly engaged by the said flexible means for ef-

fecting a uniform opening movement of the doors when

the platform is depres.sed by the weight of a person passing

thereover. ^ • . / „

4 The combination with movaWy mounted doors, of a

platform arranged in H.e passage-way controlled by said

doors and provided with opis.sit.- arcuate slot-s, arms -„,-

necteil to the lower edges of the doors and extending

through the platform and provided with pivots below the

platform, pulleys carried by the pivots, supporting devices

for maintaining the platform in horizontal ,K>sition and

permitting vertical movement theret.f. a flexible operating

element engaging the pulleys for effecting simultaneous

movement of the doors, and means for restoring the doors

to closed iK^sition when the platform is free U> return to its

normal horizontal positum.

5 The combination with a pair of c.Kip«-rating doors, of

verticallv in-.vable platforms arrange.l in the pa*.age-way

of the doors and extending in front and rear tliereof. the

one platform having arcuate slots therein, angular brack-

eta having porUons extendmg upwardly Uirough Uie said

slots and se<ure<l to the lower edges of the doors and also

provide.1 with Pivous, inilleys carried by portions of the

brackets, movable supporting means arranged beneath

and coacting with the platforms and provided with uni-

fying connecting devices, and flexible means engaging the

. said pulleys and co6perating with the connecting devices.
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892,223. ICE-CUTTINQ APPARATUS. FaXDERlCK B.
Cljvrk, Stamford, Conn., assignor of one-half to Thomas
A. Weston, Stamford, Conn. Failed May 20, 1905. Se-

rial No. 261,443.

O o
o

^A'

I In heated ice-cutting apjiaratus. the combination of a
guiding frame with two heated tube cutting frames verti-

cally guided theretm adapted to cut the ice simultaneously
from opposite sides of a freezing coil.

2. In heHt<Hi i (•«•-<; it t in»{ .tpi .,ir iiii-^ the combination of a
KuidiiiK frame with t\M' lic.re.i iuIm- . iutiuk frames free to

have independent vertical movement tliereon and adapted
to cut simultaneously the ice from np[M)^it<j sides of a freez-

ing coil

3. The conibmat I III ..f -1 frec/inn t.iiir. !.:i\;:ik' 1 .<>ries of

freezing coils, with a tra\elinK f.aine miapteij t,, |)e trav-

ersed over the tank, two heated ice-cutters vertically

guided on said frame and .ylapted to be lowered simulta-

neoiL.ly over opposite- sidt-^ it iiie freezing coils.

4. A freezing tank with transNerse freezing coils in com-
bination with a frame extenlinK across the freezing tank
and mounte<l to l>e traversed lonnitiidmally over the tank,

and cutters having guided an ! -! itij? vertical movement in

the frame to cut cakes of lie in n, the coil, said cutters be-

ing pnnidwl with tubular jh'iic i :i! ii.i< edges, a steam feed

pijx; eonnecte<l with one end «'i 'in tubular (>enetrating

edges and an exliaust pipe cornt < te. 1 v\ iih the other end of

said tubular i)onetratmt; fylices.

5. A freezing tank with transverse freezing coils, in com-
bination with a frame extending across the tank and
moimted on rollers to \>o traverstnl longitudinally over tiie

tank, and two sets of heated cutters vertically guided in

said frame to cut the ice simultaneously from opposite sides

of each freezing coil.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

8 9 2.224. SHOE -FINISHING JACK. George H.
Cl.\kk. Allston. Mass., assignor to The Utica Treeing
Machine Company, Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Mas-
sachusetts. Filed Oct. 22, 1906. Serial No. 339,986.

1. A shoe finishing jack comprising a leg i)f)rlion and a
removable foot portion, the foot portion having at the heel

end a vertical slot, an<l the leg jxirtion provided with a
pivoted lever, said lever engaging both said leg and said

foot portions on both sides of said lever and adapted to

engage at its upf>er end tiie heel of the shoe to stret^'h the

same rearwardly. and ojx'rating devices for said lever, sub-

stantially as described.

2. .\ shoe finishing jack comprising a leg jxirtion and a

removable foot portion, means to join them together con-

sisting in a comprea-sible spring pin. moans to prevent the

turning of the foot iKirtion on said leg {xirtion comprising

a lever pivoted to the leg ;)ortion and projecting into the

loot portion arranged to engage the heel of the shoe to

stretoh the same rearwardly, and operating devices there-

for.

3. A .shoe finishing jack fdiiiiirising a leg portion and ft

removable foot iKirtion. uniting devices therefor compris-
ing a pin and a lever, said lever engaging Ixjth said leg and
foot j>ortions on both sides of said lever and arranginl 10

euKage the heel of the shoe to stretch the same rearwardly,

and operating devices for said lever.

892,225. FIRF:PRl>t)F BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
CoRNEUf.s Collins, San Francisco. Cal. Filed Mar. 12,

1906, Serial No. 305,727. Renewed Apr. 27, 1908.

Serial No. 429,476.

1. In a firepnx)f building (x)nstruction. the combination
of parallel strips having prcjjections extending from the

front and back edges with the projectioii.s at opiK)8ite edges

extending in reverse directions and arraneol in pairs sub-

stantially on the .same level, and a building element ia-

cloeed by adjacent strips and projections, and having a
width substantially equal to the distance l>etween adjacent

strii)8, said element resting in contact with the projections.

2. In a fireproof Ijuihiing construction, the combination
of parallel strips slit ted in the direction of their length and
having the slitted portions extending transversely there-

from in opiK>site directions to fonn tongues, the tongues

of one strip having a lengtli less than the distance iK-twi-f'n

adjacent strips, and unitary building eletnent-s inclosed by
the strips and tongues, said tongues ha\ing their free ends
secured to said elements.

3. In a fireproof building construction, the combination
of paridlel stripw slitted longitudinally and having the .slit-

ted portions located at opixisite edges thereof to form
tongues, said tongues extending in opposite directions

and the tongues of one strip extending short of and being
unconnecte<i with the adjacent strip, said tongues forming,

with the stripe, substantially inclosing chambers, and
building blocks within said chambers and bounded by the
strips and the tongues thereof.
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4. A ilreiwoof buildinjc construction

OFFICIAL GAZETTE JUNK 30, 1908.

compriaing parallel

.tripe, hoflow buildini? blocks extending between said

strips, members extending transvcr-w-ly from the strips

above and below the blocks, said nuinl>ers and strips sub-

stantially housing the blocks, and said members forming

supports for the blocks and h.ivin? th^ir free ends interlock-

ing therewith.

6. In a fireproof builditiij ronsrru. ti..n. the combination

of vertically disposed parallel strips paid stri;>s having a

vertical series of tongues cut from opposite edges and pro-

jecting transversely, said tongues at <itie edge of a strip ex-

tending opposite to those of the othar .vUc and vertical

rows of building blocks, each of sal 1 n»ws disposed between

adjacent suips. said tongues extendijig above and below

each of said blocks and forming supports therefor.

_.226. M.\CHIN'E FOR BEVELII^G GLASS. Thomas
j' CoHCORAN. NorwcKxl, Ohio. F^led Mar. 23, 1903.

Serial No. 14<),152. '

F/-

nearest the abrading roll swung under said roll, for forming

a feeding cavity in conjunction wilti said roll and the

glass being beveled, a slide on whi<-h the clampmg frame is

swingingly mounted, a stop limiting the movement of said

swinging e;lge of the clamping frame toward the roll, and

means automatically yieldingly forcing said swinging edge

of the clamping frame toward the abrading roll.

5. In a glass beveling machine, the combination of a

horizontally disr>ose I abrading roll having a peripheral

abrading face, means for feeding abrading material to the

roll from above, a yielding awingmgly mounted work

platen arranged to swing below the roll forming a recein

tacle in conjunction with the glass being l)evelcd between

the glass being beveled and roll for the abra<iing material,

said roll rotating with the upper part of its v)eriphery mov-

ing toward the platen and said platen l)eing permitted to

automatically swing away from said roll upon accumula-

tion of aa excess of abrading material in said receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.227. VElL-l'IN. Flxjrsnce A. Currt. Arlington,

liaaa. Filed Feb. 21. 1906. Serial No 302.191.

1. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
|

nation of a shaft having an mtegral abrading roll with a

penph.-ral abrading face, meau.s for rotatmg said shaft, a

hub loosely journaled about said slmft, said hub having

cam-faces rotating therewith, a part; having side contact

faces for the latter cam-faces moving said latter cam-faces

longitudinally of the axis of said sh&ft, a connection be-

tween said hub and said shaf' .•.iiuauiucating sai 1 Ir.ngi-

tudinal movement to said shaf- t.-r ihiftinn sai : m ;
-il.-

wardly as an entirety and v>ennitting in i.-i«'ii.lciii rotation

of "111.! {> 1!. it""it said shaft, means f,,r rotating said hui)

abuii' -:u 1 -i'.if- -t s%viugingly incjunte 1 w.,rk-plarcn whos.-

swinging c<lge is substantially parall.-l •vuh the axis of said

roll and swings under said roll, an.i n-.-ans swiuKiugly and

yieldingly urging said swinging edge towards said roll, sub-

stantially as desl•ri^)e«l.

2. In a machine of the character iles<'ribed. the combi-

nation with the frame, shaft and abrading roll with a periph-

eral abrading face, of a pulley for nrtatinK said shaft, and

asecori.l pulley loosely journaled about -^ai 1 -!, aft and rota-

table at different sjM-e.ls t herff roiii ,
tl»e hu'er ; mlley having

cam-faces and said frame having en»Ci»{iiii{ faie for the lat-

ter, with a stop between the latter pulley and shaft for

causing longitudin.al movement of said sh.aft with said lat-

ter puUev while i)ernutting rotation of said latter pulley at

different si,)eeds from said shaft, and i\ swingingly mounted

work-platen whose swinging edge is suhstaatially parallel

with the rotary axis of said roll and Iwings under said roll,

and means swingingly And yiel.lingly urging sai 1 swingmg

edge toward said roll, substantialh lis deseribel

3. In a machine of the character de-4cril)ed, the r.pinl.i-

nation of an abrading roll, having a peripheral abrivlmg

face a pivoted work-platen whose Bwinging edge is sub-

stantially parallel with tlie axis of said rr.ll luid swings i)e-

low the horuuntai plane of the axis of rotation of said roll,

means yieKlingly urging .said swln^lng edge U)ward said

roll while swinging, means for rotating the roll, a hub hav-

ing cam-fa<-es nitatable relatively to the roll, a part having

contact-faces for the hub cam-faces aonstructed for moving

the hub cam-faces longitudinally of the axis of the roll, a

connection between saitl hub and rail for causing simulta-

neous longitudinal movement of roll with hub, and means

rotating the hub at a spee<l differing from the speed of. ro-

tation of the roll

4 In a gla.ss beveling machine, the combination, with

the frame, shaft, and roll having iK>ripheral abrading face,

of the swinging clamping frame arr|inge<i to have ita etige

1. A veil-pin compoeed of a holding device whose rcxl is

bent back above the holding portion to supixjrt the re-

maining parts; a wire base whf.se extension is rigidly at-

tacheti to the said ro I. a wire leaf normally Ix'aring upon

said base and having an extension wound about said rod

and projecting above the same, u wire leaf normally bear-

ing on the afore.-=aid leaf and having an extension which

winds around sal.! rod and projects above the same and

springs norma!' V h<.ning down said leaves, all so coin-

t,ined that pr.s-ur. ujK.n the exten,'»ion of the lower leaf

will lift th. same from the base and also lift the upper

leaf, and pnssurr uiv.n the extension of the upper leaf

will lift the same from the lower leaf: substantially as de-

2. .Well-pin composed of a holding devlee B, having an

angled rod a, 6. a wire base A, having an extension winding

about extension o, wire leaves C C normally bearing upon

base A and having extensions C. C winding about said

rod a. and projecting above the same: wire leaves D D
normally bearing on leavt>s C C and having exten.sions D'

D' wln.ilng about sail rod a and projecting above said

colls and .springs normally holding down said leaves, all so

combined that pressure upon extensions C C will lift the

leaves C C and D D. an 1 pressure upon exten.slons D' D'

win lift leaves D D from leaves C C; substanUally aa de-

scribed.

892,228. WRENCH. Fr.knk M. Damon. Seattle, Wash.

Filed Oct. 30, 1907. Serial No. 399,816.

1 . A wrench for inserting and removing "kW tMth, oom-

I prising a lever body, jaws at one end ol mid body. Mid
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jaws having alined perforations therein, and a rounded
fulcrum at the rear of the jaws near one edge of said jaws.

2. A wrench for inserting and removing saw teeth, com-
prising a lever l)ody. two spaced jaws at one end thereof,

said body having a lonKit»iili!i:il -1 -t at the rear of the

jaws, and a web tliat st'parates the jaws from the slot and
affords a fulcrum for the wrench, the jaws having alined

l>erforations for the reception of a coupling pin.

3. A wrench for iii.seriinK and removing saw teeth, com-
prising a lever lx>tiy, and spaced jaws on one end of said

body, tlie edges of the jaws being roundexl and bent later-

ally, and said jaws having central alinetl perforations there-

in, the lever body being slotted longitu lii..i' !> it the rear

of the jaws, and .sejiarated therefrom by a t r:iii,s\ 1 tm- web
which Is peripherally roundeii and provides a fulcrum for

the wrench.

892,2-29. MEANS FOR L(X:KING NUTS TO BOLTS
OR STUDS. Richard E. Davis, Clapham, London,
England. File<i Mar 18, 1907. Serial No. 363.028.

1. The combination of a bolt, a nut on said bolt, having a

key-receiving hole tangential to the bolt hole thereof, and a

locking key having opposite tai>ers, fitted into said key-

receiving hole, the stock of the nut l>eing displaced against

one of tlie tapered portions of the key.

2. The combination of a bolt, a nut on said bolt, having a

key-receiving hole extending entirely across the same and
tangential to the bolt hole thereof, and a locking key fitted

in said key-receiving hole, said locking key having for-

wardly and rearwardly extending opposite tapered por-

tions, said key fitting tightly in said key-receiving hole, the

stock of the nut iK'ing displaced against the rear taperetl

portion of the key, and a jxirtion of the thread of the bolt

being remove*! by the key,

3. The combination of a bolt, a nut on said bolt having a

tapered key-receiving hole tangential to the bolt-hole there-

of, and a locking key Jiaving opposite tar>er8 fitted Into said

key-receiving hole, the stock of the nut being displaced

against the rear tapered portion of the key and the latter

having a cutting [)ortion to cut through the thread of the

bolt.

892,230." SIIE1.1.-EXTR.\C'T()R. Dante E. Donati,

Cayucos, Cal. Filed Jan. 8, 1907. Serial No. 351,387.

carriage according to the speed of the latter, and means
for actuating the ! M>ard-fceding means.

A shell extractor comprislm; a mandrel formed at one

end with a head and tl .r. ! u the other end. and a sleeve

fitted snugly ui>on tli^ -:. i;iK of the mandrel, the sleeve

being of but slightly less length than the distance between

the head of the mandrel and the minor end of its lower por-

tion and being forme<l in opposite sides with slits which are

of slightly greater length than the flared portion, the said

flared portion being designed to expand the slit portion of

the sleeve within the muzzle of a shell.

892,231. MACHINE FOR SMOOTHING BOARDS.
CarlA. Kir>AM,\\ ilsdruff, ne.Hr Dresden, Germany. Failed

Nov. 22, 11HJ7. Serial No. 4(13,411.

1. A machine for smoothing boards comprising a guide

bed having a vertically a<lju8table middle portion, a car-

riage reciprocatingly mounted on the guide bed and pro-

X ided with interchangeable smoothing blocks having gui<ie

bars, means for operating the said vertically adjustable

middle portion, means for transx-ersely reciprocating the

blocks, inean.s for automatically feeding a board under the

2. A machiiK for smoothing lioards comprisingv a bed

haxdng guide bars and a vertically a<1justable middle por-

tion, a carriage reciiirocatingly mounted on the guide Ijed

and providtxi with a plurality of smtKithing blocks each

having a smoothing stirface formed of glass pai>er and sepa-

rably fixed to the blocks, each block also being provided

with two guide bars on its upper surface, a guide fixed on

the carriage and engaged i)y the guide bars of the blocks,

means for preventing the blocks from shifting longitudi-

nally, means for reciprocating the blocks in planes at right

angles to the direction of feed of the board, and means for

automatically feeding a board under the carnage accijnl-

ing to the si)eed of the latter.

3. A machine for smoothing boards comprising a guide

bed having a vertically adjustable middle portion, means
for operating the said verticall.v jidjustable middle por-

tion, conveying rollers, a guide roller Ixdowthc conveying

rollers and let into the surface of the bed. a carriage mount-

ed on the bed, and transversely reciprocating smoothing

blocks held l»y the carriage.

892,232. ROT.ARV ENfllNE. Wu.liam L. Ellis and

Francis W. McQueen. Smiths Creek, Mich., assignors

of one-thinl to Patrick R. Dunigan. Detroit. Mich.

Filed Sept. \0 1<H»7. Serial No. 392,129.

1. In a roiar> engine, in combination, a casing, a shaft

extentling through the same, a drum on the shaft in the

casing and having an annular rece.ss in the end, e>:tending

around the shaft, and jxirts leading from said recess

through the drum and to the space within the casing, and

an annular steam chest fixed to the head of the casing and

projecting into said recess and having ports which register

with said ports as the drum rotates.

2. In a rotary engine, in combination, a casing, a shaft

extending through the casing, a rot.ary drum on the shaft

in the casing and having an annular recess in the end. ex-

tending around the shaft, and ports leaxling from said re-

cess through the drum and to the space within tiie casing,

a circular steam chest fixed to the end of the casing and

projecting into the recess an<i having ports adapted to reg-

ister with said jwrts as the drum rotates, and a cutoff ring

located in said recess between the steam chest and the

drum and having a port a<ljustably registering with said

ports.

3. In a rotary engine, the combination of a casing, a

shaft extending through the same, a (trum on the shaft ro
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tatable in the cafltnic and having a cirt^uliu* racem in the end,

extending around the shaft, a rut. iff cylinder fitting in the

recess and having an operating sleeve fiiting over the shaft

and projecting endwise ouU^ide the end pf the caning, and a

steam chest on the end of the rasing, ostendmg unjund the

shaft and projecting into the said cylinder, the drum and

steam chest having ports which r»>gisr»>r as the drum ro-

tates, and the cylinder having a p<irt v Iju-fiihlv registered

with the ports in the steam rhost

4. In a rotary engine, the combinati<>n of a causing, a ro-

tary element therein having inlet i)ortS Icuding to the ex-

pansion space in the casing, a circular •ream chest fixed to

the casing at the axis an<l having: ;><.r's in its periphery

which register with saki port.- a- 'h.' HcIkI element is ro-

tated, aiul a cutoff ring located lx!t\vetn the aaid element

and the steam chest nn i h.i\ iii.{ ^»^l.^ \%hich register with

said porta, and adapf<'i '' :«' tiirnci to vary the inlet.

5. In a rotary engme, ttie coiuijinatujn of a casing and a

rotary dnim and pLstons therein, and having inlet passages

extending axially through both ends of the casing and radi-

ally through the drum . n ..piKjsiie siile.'<of the pistons, and

exiiaust pa.s8ages in op;HiSitf slL-m of tile I'a-sing.

[Clauns 6 to 8 not printed m the i^;i»ette.]

892,233. MATCH-S.\FE. F.un k O.

luth. Minn. Fii-l Mar _M, Ht«)7

H. Erickron, Du-
Berifil No .36.3 707.

892,2.il 11 AMI. KASl K.VER. G
Wing. Minn. Filed Nov 4, 1907

EdRGE Ericson, Red
Serial No. 400,616.

S /O"

In a single delivery matldi safe, a box "r r;v.<ing havinu

longitudinally disjH«s«w1 part.ltion plates, therein, sai'l plate-i

cooiierating to form a hopfjer, a f. ill^vvcr ili.sjM)se,i shdably

between the said pia'es -sail follower liavinkC an upstamling

lug on the rear en.l ther>-iif lateralis- pttending iu><s nn

said follower adjacent the alxive mentioned lug, said later-

ally extending lug engaging slot.s foriiKtl m th.- lower edges

of the said plates axijaccnt one end thire, if i la'er illy ex-

tending angular bracket, arranged on tlie fr i
• ;. l f -lie

follower, a spring actuate 1 lever seci^re 1 t.> -he iii^iivr

bracket by means of a slot and pin corinection. a push rod

connected to the upper end of the spring actuate<i lever by

means of a slot and pin connection, said rod extending

through the front end of the ca.smg sjnd spring actuated

lever being pivotally supported in the compartment l>e-

tween one of the partition plates .and the adjac(>ntwall of

the casing.

1, .\ name f.i.-iener comprising two |>o.|_\- memiiers hav-

iiig terminal hooks for engagement with the hame mem>-

bers, one of said Ixidy members ha\mg afiertured projec-

tion.* at it,s inner end and a trans\erse ca\ity intermediate

its ends, an extension member havmg means for a<lju8table

conneetuni to the other of said lx)dy iiicmt)ers, siuiced bars

swinging from the free end of said extjension member and

with transverse cavities interni'viiate their ends and av)er-

tured projections at the fre*> ends, md a lever swinging in-

termediate its ends l)etween the ajK-rtured projections of

- li.i har> an ! ;!i\otel at one eiiil l>ctwi><m thoapertured

projector- of -aid bo<iy memt)er. the lever adaptetl to as-

sume a position parallel to the bars and with the projections

of the body member withtn the Intermediate reoeraes of

the bars and the apertored projection of the bars within the

intermediate recess of the bovly member.
2. A hame fastener comprising two body members hav-

ing terminal hooks for engagement with the hame members,

one of said body members having a depending lug and an

intermediate reoew and apertured projections at the inner

ends, an extension member having means for adjustable

connection with the other of said body memba^, spaced

\mx% swinging from the free end of said extension meml)er

and with inu>rmediate transverse recesses and aperiure<l

projections at the free ends, and a lever swinging interme-

diate its ends between the fre»' en Is of said bars an I pivot-

ally coupled at its inner end to the aiK-rture.l projertions of

said body member and adapted to bear between said tiar-

with the projections respectively of the body member and

of the bars within said recesBes.

3. A hame fastener comprising two body memlxTs hav-

ing terminal hooks for engagement with the hame mem-
bers and one of said body members provided with an aper-

tured projection, an extension member having means for

adjustable connection to the other of said body momljers.

and with an apertiireii projection at the inner end, spaced

bars swinging at one end from said projections and formed

with transverse recesses adjacent thereto, and a lever

swinging intermediate it* ends between said bars and piv-

otally coupled at its inner end to the apertured projection

of the bo<ly member and atlapted to bear between said bars

and against said last mentioned body member when in

closed position with the projection of the body member
within the recesses of the bars, whereby the lever produces

a locking action between the part-s when closed.

4. A hame fastener comprising two body members hav-

ing terminal hooks for engakremenf with the hame mem-
bers, a rigid extension memlxr, means for coupling said

rigi<l extension member for adjustment longitudinally of

one of said Ixxly members, spaced bars swinging from the

inner end of said extension member, and a lever swinging

intermediate Its ends between said bars and pivotally

coupled at its Inner end to the inner end of the other of said

body members and adapted to bear between said bars and

against said last mentione<l body member when in closed

position, said lever having an oblique terminal projection

extending across he entrance to the terminal hook of the

other body member.
5. A hame fastener comprising two body members hav-

ing terminal hooks for engagement with the hame mem-
l)ers. one of said borly mendxTs having a projecting lug, a

rigid extension member, means for coupling .said extension

member for adjustment longitudinally of one of said Ixxly

members, a member swinging from the inner end of said

extension member, and a lever swinging interme<iiate its

ends from the free end of saltl swinging member and pivot-

ally coupled at its inner en<l to the inner end of the other of

sai<l Ixxly members and adapte<i to bear between said bars

and against said last mentioned body member when In

closed (x>sition, said lever having a recess to receive said

lug and with an obli<iuely directed projection extending

across the entrance to the terminal ho<jk of said other body

member.

892.23.';. ILLT'MfN S rF:r> SHOW-TASE. Leonard
Eriksov. Maiden, Mass Filed July 27, 1907. Serial

No. 385.801.

•^
le

ft

>o

1 In combination, a show-case having a substantially

upright transparent member, an exterior overhanging

ledge, a shield supported on said ledge and extending

downwardly therefrom, a reflector supported beneath said

le<ige, there h>eing an air s!>ace between s.iid shiehl an<l said
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reflector and between said ledge and said reflector, and an
electric lamp supported between said reflector and said

transparent member.
2. In combination, a show-case having a substantially

upright transparent member, an overhanging le<lge. a strip

of sheet material supported beneath sai<l ledge, a shield

supporteil on said strip, a reflector supiK)rte<l beneath said

strip and interpoeetl between said shield and said trans-

parent member, and a lamp supported between said re-

flector and said transparent member.
3. In combination, a show-case having a substantially

upright transparent member, an overhanging ledge, a

shield supported at intervals on said ledge and extending

downwanily therefrom, a reflector supporU^l at intervals

on said shield , there being an air space between said shield

and said reflector and between said reflector and said

ledge, a series of supports which support the e<ige of said

reflector adjacent to said transparent member, and an
electric lamp supported between said reflector and said

member.
4 In combination, a show-ease having a substantially

upright transparent meml)er. an overhanging ledge, a

shield supp<jrte<l at intervals on said ledge and extending

downwardly therefrom, a «w<rir'<! of xupptjrts mounted on
said sliield, a series of supi-r!- i iteil a<ijacent to said

transparent member, a rrti. i oir mounted on said supports.

an<i an electric lamp supporte<i between said reflector and
said transparent member.

S. In combination, a show-case having a substantially

upright transparent member, a substantially horizontal

memlx'r extending across the upper edge of said trans-

parent memlMr an<l constituting an overhanging letlge, a

plate interposetl Ix-tween the under face of said horizontal

member and the upjKT edge of said transparent memb<'r

said platt? provide<l with a downwardly extending flange,

a series of supports arranged at intervals along said flange,

a shield mounte<l on said supports and extending down-
wardly therefrom, a .second series of supports arrange<l at

Intervals along said shield, a thin! series of supports ar-

range<l at intervals along the exterior face of said trans-

parent member, a reflector supported on said second and

thjnl series of supixjrtj*. and an electric lamp supported be-

tween said reflector and said transparent member.
[Claim 6 not printed in the Ciasette.]

892,236 PIPE AND POST PULLER. Samuel F. Eu-
BA.NK, Columbia, Ky., assignor of one-third to Green B.

Smith, one-sixth to James Garnett, and one-sixth to

Charles 8. Harris. Columbia. Ky. Filed Jan. 3, 1908.

Serial No. 409.192.

892,237. CAKE-TURNER. Howard L. Fairai.i..

Harrt K. Fairall, and Thomas A. Evping, Highland,

Cal. File«i July 31. 1907. Serial No. 386,373.

>?/

. A device of the cla— iie-<ribed comprising an axle and
wheels, a lever fulcrumed on said axle, a gripper carried by

Mlkl lerer, and a release lever for operating the gripiwr to

cause the same to release its hold on the object being oi^er-

ated upon, substantially as described.

2. A device of the class descnl)ed comprising an axle and
wheels, a lever fulcrume<l on said axle, a hanger having a

jointed connection with said lever, a gripper and collar hav-

ing a jointed connection with said hanger, and a release

lever for oi>erating the Krii>per to cause the same to release

Its hold on the ot»jeci being operated upon, substantially

as describwi.

»i

-//

A device of the tyjx' set forth, compn.sing a handle in-

cluding resilient iK)rti(jn.s, one having an oixuiug at ils end,

cuid the other having a slot at its emi, a spirally convoluted

member having one end formed wnti a reduced axial ex-

tension, disposed in said oiH-ning and be\ond said exten-

sion bent angularly and having ii.s other eiul projected

through said slot and bent angularl\ , and a plate having

connection with said angular end.s.

892.238. ARTICLE-HOLDER. George P. Fay, Athens,

Pa. Filed Mar. 4, 190S. Serial No. 419,172.

D

1. An article-holder comprising a back board consisting

of separable sections, spaced boxes secured to the face of

each section, the relative position of the l>oxep lieing such

that thos«' of one section will enter between those of the

other section when said sections are placed faee-to-face.

2. An article-holder comprising a back-board consisting

of separable sections, and a plurality of boxes secvire<l to the

face of each section, one of said Ixjxes overla])ping tlie joint

between the back-board sections.

892.239. CONCRETK- MIXER. John Fish. Soutli

Bend. Ind. Filed June 29, 1907, Serial No .3S1..M2.

1. In a device of the chi-ss descril)ed supporting cleinentf-

having sr>aced guide ways, frames mounted for vertical

adjustment in said guide ways, a sliaft in two part.s v^ith

one part mounted for rotation in said supporting element

and the other part moiinte 1 for rotation in said frames, a
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flexible connection between the two p$rt.s of the xhaft, a
mixing cylinder carried by one part of ;i>i.l shaft, and driv-

ing means applied to the other part of (iaid^baft.

2. In a device of the class describe 1. supiwrtinK elcmenta

havini? spaced guile way.«. vertically 'a tjustahle frames

carrietl by said guide ways. Iwarin^js pi\T)tally sujiixirted in

said-frames, a shaft in two parts witti one part luountod

for rotation in said supporting element and the other part

mounted for rotatiOi. In gaid beariri«s. a flexible connection

between the parts of said shaft, a inixiriK cylinder rarrieJ

by one of said shafts an 1 drnirii; ineiiii-- applied to the

other of sai i shaft.s.

3. In a concrete mixer the (-<)iiihina'iC)n with supporting

element*, a drive shaft mounte 1 in sjii I fleiucnt.s compo^»e 1

of two parts, a mixing cyliniler earric i by one part of the

shaft, a connection between the jiarts of the shaft, one j>art

of the shaft being adjustable indepemlently of the other

part thereof, a hopper, a combine. 1 feeling and measuring

roller mounted in the hop;)er, a fluit« (•o:)i)erativply ar-

ranged between the coinbineil feeding ali<l measuring roller

and the mixing cylinder, a water tank, means co6perating

with the water tank to deliver water iti the chute in regu-

lated rjuantity, and means wherehiy tbe drive shaft and
combinoi feeding an.l measunuk; mllfir iiiay be operated

simultaneously.

4. In a device of the c1ji.-<~ lt~( ril.e i -upporting elements,

vertically adjustable frames mounted in. n'li le ways on said

8up{>orting elements, a shaft in two jiarts with one part

mounted for rotation in said siipfxirtuig element and the

other part mounted for rotation in sal. J vertical frames, a

flexible connection between the v)arts of sai 1 shaft, a mix-
ing cylinder carried by one part of ~;il i shaft, a driving

means applied to the other part of sail shaft, means for

feeding material to said cylinder, an 1 ok-wis whereby the

driven shaft and fee ling means are i.|»ratel simultane-

ously.

5. In a device of thie chiss ileseribe 1 supporting elements

comprising spaced stamlards having sj)aced vertical side

members and with a bracket extendinj^ from one member
and. provided with lK>arings. frames tiiovable vertically

between said side inemlMTs. means carried by the .-tan 1-

ards for adjusting said frames, a dri%*i shaft in two parts

with their adjacent ends confronting. or|e part of said shaft

jc)urnale<i In sail bracket beiu-ings an I the other part of

said shaft journalei through said frame-*, a tiexible coupling

between said siiaft parts, a nu.xmg cyhoder ('arried by one
part of said shaft, and o[^HTating ine^ns appUed to the

other part of said siuift

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.

operating on the members for holding them in operative or

inoperative p3flition.

892,240. GUN-SIGHT. Ch.^ru.s T. Fobs, Babb, Mont.
Filed July 23, 11K)7. Serial No. 385.^52.

1. A sight device comprising a supt>orting member, a

piece mounted thereon, means for guiding said piece trans-

versely to the line of sight, a screw on tlie support and di-

rectly connected with the piece for adjusting the latter, an

op?n sight member, a r>eep sight member, a pin for pivot-

ally mounting the niemiK'rs on the said piece, and ^ spring

on the said piece and dis(K).sod at right angles to tiie i)in I

2. A sight device comprising a supporting member, a
piece mounted thereon, means fur guiding said piece trans-

versely to the line of sight, a screw on the 8upix>rt and di-

rectly connected with the piece for adjusting the latt-er. an
open sight member, a peep sight meml>er. a single pintle

rnouiite.l on the said piece for the members, and a single

spring secured to the piece at right angles to the pintle and
bearing against the memb)ers to hold them in operative or

inojierative position.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination of

an L-shaped support having a slot in its long arm and lugs

oh its short arm, a rack disposed along the slot, screws

passing through the siot for attaching the support to a gun,

a sleeve on one of tlie screws, a pinion on the sleeve

meshing with the rack, a pair of sight members, a pintle

mounted in the lugs and on which the members swing, and
a spring on the support and disixjsed between the lugs for

holding the members in operative or inoiierative position.

892.241. METHOD OF ELECTRICALLY DETECTING
n.VNGKROr.S G A.-^KS AND APPARATUS THERE-
FOR. IIei.nrich Freise. liochum. Germany. Filed

June 10, 1907. Serial No. 378,223.

f r

v^^-
ic:.'o)

1. The methorl of electricall.v detecting dangerous g!\se«.

which consists in passing the dangerous gas across rays of

light projected from a source of light to a selenium cell in-

serted in a primary circuit for drirk(>nint; the selenium cell

and reducing the strength of the current nrcuhtiing in the

primary circuit, whereby electromagnetic devices are

caused to close a secondary circuit for actuating warning

or other devices.

2. The method of electrically detecting dangoxtus
opa<iue gases, which consists in passing the gas across rays

of light project^'d from a source of light to a selenium cell

inserted in a primary circuit for darkening the selenium

cell and reducing the strength of the current circulating in

the primary circuit, whereb.v electrDiiiagnetlc devices are

cau-sed to close a sectmdary circuit for actuating wiu-nmg

or other ilevices.

3. The method of electrically detecting dangerous trans-

parent gases, which consists in passing the gas across rays

of light projected from a sotirce oi light to a sidenium

cell inserted in a primary circuit, an 1 in chemically render-

ing the transparent gas oparjue for darkening tbe selenium

cell and reducing the strength of the current circulating in

the primary circuit, whereby electromagnetic devices are

caused to close a secondary circuit for actuating warning

or other devices.

892.242. KEY- LOCK FOR TYPE-\N RITERS. \Sii-

i.iAM I) Frkks. Atlanta, Ga. Filed July 8, 1907. Serial

No. 3.S2,762.

1. In a typewriter, a movable carriage, and a paper fin-

ger moving therewith, a pivotally mounted line lock hail, a

spring uurmally maintaining one e.lge of said i>ail m an
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elevated position, a key actuated projection movable be-
neath the elevateti edge of said line lock bail, an adjustable
ro<i supi)ort<Hl on the elevateil e<lge of said bail and a hori-

zontal rock shaft engaged \\\ the paper tinger for depress-
ing the adjustable rod and lowering the normally elevated
edge of the bad into the path of movement of .said projec-
tion.

2. In a tyiK>writer, the combination of a movable car-

riage, a pajjcr finger moving therewitli, a pivotally mount-
e<l line lock bail :i -pring norrnallj- maintaining one edge
of said bail m an eii-valed rx>sition, a universal bar, an
arm connecting the same with tlie carriage escapement,
a projection carried by said arm and movatile beneath the
elevated edge of said bail, an adjustable rod supixjrted on
the elevated (>dge of said bail and a horizontal rock shaft
engaged by the paix-r finger for depressing the adjustable
rod and lowering the normally elevated edge of the bail

Into the path of movement of said projection.

3. In a tyiK'wrlter, the combination of a movable car-
riage, a pai)er finger connected tiiereto. a pivotally mount-
ed line lock t)ail, a spring normally maintaining one edge of

said bail in an elevate<i ix)8ltion, a .series of key levers, a
universal bar actuated thereby, an arm connecting the
universal bar with the carriage escai)ement, a projection
carried by .said arm and movable therewith, an adjustable
rod supported cm the elevated edge of the ball, and a hori-

zontal rock shaft engageil b\ the pajier finger for depress-
ing said adjustable rod and lowering the normally elevated
e<lge of the bail into the path of movement of said projec-
tion.

892.243. VENDING-MACHINE. John Fkitsche, Phil-
adelphia, I'a. Filerl Feb 1. U»07 Serial No. 355,185.

1 In a vending machine, the combination with a casing,
of :i container mounted therein, a door carried by said
casing In proximity to said container, locking mechanism
for said door, a movable coin retainer connected at all

t lines with said locking mechanism, actuating means for
s:ti 1 retainer, means for a liipting said retainer to receive
more than one coin, and devices cjirnctl by said actuating
means for operating said door

2. In a vending machine, the c imbln;»fion with a casing,

i:{4 0. G.—142

of a door therefor, a container withhi said casing in prox-
imity to said door, locking mechanism for said door, a

movable coin retainer to which said mechanism is at all

times connected, actuating means for said retainer, devices

coacting with said means for operating said door and means
for regulating the numl)er of coins retained in said coin

retainer.

3. In a vending in.'ichine. the combination with a casing.

of a door carruil thereby, a container remf)vably mounted
therein, locking mechanism coacting with said dexir, a
movable coin retainer adapted to receive one or more coins

connected with said locking mechanism, devices for o;)er-

ating said door, an actuating kner to which said devices are

connected and adapted to move said retainer in one direc-

tion, and means carried by said container for returning
said retainer to Its normal position.

4. In a ^•ending machine, the combination with a casing,

of a door carrie<J thereby, locking mechanism coacting
with said door, a movable coin retainer adapted to receive

one or more coins connected with said locking mechanism,
devices for <}iK>rating said door, an actuating lever to wdiich

said devices are connected and adapted to move said re-

tainer in one direction, a container rotatably mounted
within said casing, means carried by said container for

returning said retainer to Its normal iK)sltion, and means for

limiting tlie movement of said container.

5. In a vending machine, the combination with a casing,

of a door carried thereby, locking mechanism coacting w ith

said door, a movable coin retainer adapted to receive one
or more coins connected with said locking mechanism,
devices for operating saiil door, an actuating lever to whicli

said devices arc connected and aciapted to move said re-

tainer in one direction, means carried b.v said container for

returning sai<] retainer to Its normal position, and means
carried by said container co-acting with said door to main-
tain the same in closed position.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,244. PULLEY. Ch.\rle8 Gabel. Hawkeye, Iowa.
Filed Jan. 3, 1908. Serial No. 409,221.

1. In a pulley, the eoonbination with the rope running
therein, a cam joumaled in juxtaposition to said pulle.\',

ratchets carried by the said cam, a pivoted arm, ralchetj*

upon one end of the arm in engagement with the ratchets
upon the cam, a loop in the other end of the arm which
receives the free end of the roi)e. .substantially as specified.

2. In a pulley having the usual rojx* adapted to travel
therein, a cam journaled in juxtaposition to the pulley, the
face of the cam Ixing concaved and provliled with lateral

notches, ratchets carried b\ the cam. an arm pivf)teci adja-
cent to the cam. ratchets ui>on one end of the arm in en-
gagement with the ratchets ui>on the cam. a loop in the
other end of the arm, the free end of the rojie passing
through said loop, substantially as specifit^i.
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8U2.245. ALARM -i^'l-<x'K MuiY

Park, England Filed Feb 17 1"<«)-^

(j \i 1 A^aiER. New
S«Ti vl No. 416,334.

haMiu its top wall in ; vMth a depreMloa In th» outer

(ace then-of and u,-^ lK)n..iu \v.dl formed with • deprfaeion.

a mirrwr ;i, ..in'.d m earh .f >ni 1 depression*, framee for

securing the mirrur-^ n. •.-
; •< .;,i.u !. , ;i-i h;nk!.-ii u. ),.•

lower wall of the rmei uicKj ;in.i i.:iMn»£ t1ai.^>-- .i.iapi.-.
:

•

ftt over the open end of the receptacle, the upper 1
-u

flangea having a recess in its upi)er face, and a lug . .tr noil

by the top wall of the receptacle near the open end thereof

and adapted to engase in said recess for retaining the Ud In

a closed position.

l.'The combination of an ordmarv alarm -liH-k ;>rovided

with an hour hand; an additional sl.-evf ada; •.-•i •<> move

with said hour haml: a point.-r an<i an arm n.."in.-.l on

aid sleeve; a lamp; and mcan.t to oxtinguish 'li' -une.

adapted to be operated by -aid ;irm sai<i means (xjnsi.sting

of a bracket t provide<l with an .>xtmguijlung flap i', and a

bracket u provide<l with .1 bent lever u »<lapte<l to control

said flap and to be In turn rontrolle<l bv lai.i arm. subetan-

tially iw described.

2. The coinb>ination of an ordinary alarm oioik i)nivided

with a dial and an hour hand au ivWitioiial <1.-*-m- :i.!a;.fe<l

to move with said hour hand, a •«-al»-; a ix.int*'r and an

arm mounted on said sleeve «aid p.nntar ;uiapted to play

over said scale; a lamp; and mean.- to extinguish the same,

adapted to be operate*! by said arm. said mean.s con.sisiing

of a bracket t provide<l with an extmguiFhing flap '•, and a

bracket u provided with a bent lever w »idapT.-d to control

said flap and to be in turn controlleti by ^id arm, substan-

tially as described.

3. The combination of an orlmarv . lo<k. pruviled with

a dial and an hour hand; an :v.ldin..tial .sI.h-v.- adapted to

move with said hour hand; a s.ai.- f\\id on -aid dial; a

pointer and an arm mounte<i on said h1.-.v.> -h 1 pointer

adapted to play over said scale; a Ian 1 a pi\ •.
! lever

carried by said lamp, and adapted to U' .i-r it.-d l.v said

arm; and an extinguishing means contrt)lle<l by said lever,

3ai<l mean.s consisting of a bracket t providr-d vv;'h an ex-

tinguishing flap V. an<i a bracket u i.rjM.l.-.i \M'h a bent

lever w adapted to control said flap and t<i t«- m turn con-

trolled by said arm. substantially aa IcfcnbtHi,

4. The combination of an ordinary al;»rin clock, provided

with an opening to receive alsunp; a dial and an hour hand;

an additional sleeve adapt. hI to move with said hour hand;

a pointer and an arm fixe<i to .saul sleeve: a scale fixed to

said dial over which -.aid pointer play^; a readily remov-

able lamp in said cl M K ;ir'Aided with apivote.! lever in the

path of and adi;-..! •., ->e oi..r;iNd \ -aid arm; an ex-

tinguishing mean- .our rallied bv -.ihl .fver and means by

which said lever may be moved out ..f tb>' path of -aul artu.

substantially as desirihed.

892 247. VENDING - MACHINE. Isaac H Garbon.

New York, N.Y. FUed Apr.4, 1907. Serial No. 366,246.

892.24rt POCKET TOILKT-CASE. jJoh.n H (I^mbek.

Washington. Pa.. a.ssignor to Keystone Develnpintj Com-
Pa.. a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Serial No. 362.
pany Washington.

Filed Jan IS. 1U07. i2.syi

A pocket toilet caste comprising a ref tan/u:ar receptacle

closed at one end and open at its other en! -aid receptacle

1 In a vending ii;:i. hxie the combination with a recep-

tacle for tlie articles ! (-» vended, of a delivery device

cooperatively arrangetl therewith, operating means capable

of being comie<te<l and ,lisciinne<ti-<l from the deiivwy

device for actuating the i.if.r a retarding device con-

nected with the ..p«.ra'.:.^ n,.;i;.~ and repeating mechan-

ism for mamtaiiung tn. ux-Taiiug mean.-* and the delivery

device m ii»ru'i\« mection to permit the latter to be

successively Mperi!.-. : .1 ;>redetermitu-^l number of times.

2. In a vending 11..1. tune, the coiubmaiiun with a recep-

tacJe for the articles to U- vende<l, of a .lelivery device

cooperativeJy arranged therewith, of niK-raiuig means for

the delivery device, a retarding .levice connected with the

operating means, and ,.-:ora'ely r.-le!vse<l devices cooperat-

ing with the op«Ta!iiiK ! •• >i'- aii'l controlled by the arti-

cles di- harged for ca . 1 k i different number of opera-

tion.s of the delivery device

3. In a vemling machine, the combination with a recei>-

tacle (or the artich-? to be ven<le«i. of a delivery device

cooperatively arranged therewith, of operating mean-

capable of being connected and disconnected from the

delivery device, a retarding device connected with the

operating means, a device for connecting the oix-rating

means to the delivery device to cause a single oi«Tation of

the latter, and a repeating device capable of maintaining

the connection between the operating means and the de-

livery device to ;^rmit a pre.letermin.-il number of opera-

tion.s of the latter.

4. In a vending machine, the combination with a recep-

tacle fi>r the articles to be vende<i. of a delivery device

coOi)erativel> arranged therewith, of operating means for

the deUvery device, a retarding device conn.i-te<l with the

o,>erat.ing means, a controlling device for conn»><tmg and

disconn.cting the operating means and the delivery d.-

vice, a memU-r oi.eratiiig uinm the conlrolUng means to

ewtabh-h niH-rative conne.tions iM-tween the op<-rating

means and the <lelivery device, and means controlle-l by

the di-rh:iri;c of an article from the latter for resetting the

contri'l'.H.fc; :;.f:Hi-

.-) In a venliiiK ina< hine, the combination with a recep-

tacle for the article** to be vended, of an operating shaft

carrying an actuating lever, a retanling d.vice connected

with one end of the lever, a normally inoi)erative earner

mounted in cooperative relation with the re<eptacle. an

a<-tuating device for transmitting motion from said lever

to the carrier to actuate the latter, ami a conimlling dcvire

embodying an arm suljotantially concentru- wiMi -ai<! -h d^

and normally retaining the actuating device.- and the

earner out of cooperative relation

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)
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M9,a48. METALLIC ROOFING. William M. Garvin,

Blackvllle, 8. C. Filed Apr. 24. 1907. Serial No.

369,944.

1. A sheet of metal roofing provided at one edge with an

upstanding flaxige consisting of a plurality of V-crimps

facing alternately to the right and left.

2 A sheet of metal roofing provided at one edge with an

upstanding flange, said fl.angc being reversely crimped so as

to form a plurality of ndge-. facing alternately in opposite

directions.

A \ sliei'l of meuU r.H,tiiiK provided at one edge with a

ilan^.' composed of an up-'anding portion forming an acute

angle with th.- shtn't. an interm.Hliato portion, reversely

bent, and an upper [K.rtion subst^mt lally parallel to the first.

4. A alieet of metal roofing provide.1 at one edge with an

upetan<ling flange comprising a plurality of reversely

forme<l crimps, facing aliernati-ly to the right and left, and

provide.! at the other edge with an inverted U-^aped

flange.

6. In a metal roof, roofing sheets formed with inverted

U-shap'-^i t!.^IIKe^^ h;i\in>f inturntHl portions, and cleats,

hape»l to lin.ierhci.,' >he.'t. and engage the inturued flange

of the next pr.-ce.unK -h.'.t ail ..f th.- part.- I >. i ng assembled

In final form uithnu' . haiiKiuK th.-ir .iriK'nai siiape.

[Clalm86U> 11 III I ; ri:.'... in the Gazette. J

892.249. ELECTRICAL VIBRATOR. Maximilian K.

Golden, San 1 ranclsco. Cal. Filed Feb. 19, 1908.

Serial No. 410,74.')

892.250. AUTOMATIC MAIL-DELIVERING APPA-

RATUS. Charles U. Greeley, Bangor. M- Filed

Feb. 1. 1908. Serial No. 413,768.

1. In a mall bag delivering aniaratus, a supporting

framework, a mail bag holding catch supi)orted thereby,

means for operating said catch including an arm capable

of operation in either direction relative to said framework

entirely about the pivot.

2. In a mail bag delivering apparatus, a framework at-

tached to the car, a sliding supixjrt for the mail bag at-

tached to said framework, and means for ixjsitively oper-

ating said support including a swinging arm with connec-

tions between it and the supixjrt, said arm being capable

of movement entirely aroun.l its pivot point,

3. In a mail bag delivering apparatus, a framework at-

tached to the car, a bar a<lapte<l to engage the mail bag.

a support for said bar, and means for sliding said support.

Including a link pivoted at one end to the support, and at

the other end to a reversibly acting arm pivotod to the

framework.
4. In a mail bag delivering apparatus, a framework at-

tached to the car and movable into an operative position

at right angles thereto, a support for the mail bag .slidable

thereor>iu a direction at right angles to the car, aiui means

for oi^f-rating said support, including a swinging arm also

extending at right angles to the car and swinging later-

ally in either direction to operate the supvKjrt and means

for connecting said arm to said supixirt.

5. In a mail bag delivering apparatus, a framework at-

tacheil to tiie car. a carriage sliding thereon, a mail bag

support attache<l to said carriage, a link pivote<i at one

end to said carriage, an arm pivoUni at one end to the

framework, and to which the other end of the link is piv-

otetl, said arm having swinging movement alwut its piv.jt,

whereby it may Ix" operaUxl by a stationary projecti.m

alongside the track in either direction in which the car may

be moving.
[Claims 6 to 14 not priided m the Gazette.]

892,261. DIE. IUktholomew H. Gkkknk. .-^ebring

,

Ohio. FMled Oct 17. 1<«>7. Serial .No 397.778.

1 An apparttWI for ptodudng ^ Ibratory movements,

said apparatus OUUllatinK of a-Tlbratory arm fixed at one

end, having the free end adapt<Hl to carry an implement or

tool', a magnet carricil by said arm, a staUonary armature

eoacting with the magnet, a second and stationary magnet,

and an armature tluTefor cam.'<i by the arm, said mag-

nets eoacting wh.-n cnergize.l

2. In an apparatus for prfxlucing vibratory movements,

an arm fixe<l at one end whereby it may vibrate, means for

oonne.-ting the free portions of the ann with implements or

tools to Ix- act\iate<l, an electro magnet tixe<l to, and mov-

able with, the ann, a stationary armature eoacting with

said fnagnet. a second and stationary magnet, and an ar-

mature .arrie.i bv the srin and eoacting with .s.aid second

magnet
3. A device for regulating the amplitude of vibration,

•aid device Including a vibrating arm, a screw in the line of

vibration and turnable through a movable nut, a spiral

sjiring distK>s«>d betwwn the nut and the vibrating arm.

and a locking device whereby the screw is retained at any

IMjint of adjustment.

1. An apparatus for forming mantle holders, comprising

a shell or casing formed with a central bore and recessed on

its upper surface, a female die within said Ixjre, horizon-

tally movable slides supported upon said shell or casing

and recessed at their inner ends to fonn a part of the mold,

a male die alxive said female die, means f.jr moving said

slides, and means for locking said slides comprising verti-

cally movable Ixjlts R<lBiiie<i to be projected into recesses

on the under side of the slides.
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2, An apparatus for forming mantle hofldrra. romprising

a shell or ca^imt? fonmil with a central Utrt- and rect-sseti on

ltd under surfaf«>. a female die within ssud bore, horizon-
|

tally movable slides su[){xjrte<i u;K)n said shell or casing

and recessed at their inner ends to form a part of the mold.

a male die above said female die. means for moving said

Udes. and means for locking said sUd.-s comprising verti-

cally morable spring-pressed bolts extending through oix-n-

ings in said shell or rasing into recesses oli the under sides

of the slitlea.

3 An apparatus for forming mantle holders, comprising

a sh.-U or casing forme«l with a central bore, a female die

within said b<5re circumferentially re<_iuce<l at its upper end

to form collars and an annular shoulder, a ring resting on

saiil shoulder, a male die cooperating with said female die.

horuontally movable slides recessed at their inner ends to

form the i>enphery of the mantle holder, means for moving

said slides to release them from the molde«l pnxluct, and

means for raising said ring after the movement of said

slides.

4. An apparatus for forming mantle holders, comprising

a shell or casing formed with a central bore, a female die

withm said bore circumferentially reduceti at its upper end

to form collars and an annular shoulder, a ring resting on

said shoulder, a male die cooperating with said female die.

horizontally movable slides recesseii at their inner end.s to

form the periphery of the mantle holder, means for moving

said slides to release them from the moldt<l pro<luct. means

for raising said ring after the movement of said slides, com-

prising a disk, vertical ro«ls projecting therefrom and ex-

tending through openings in the shell <ir casing and into

sockets on the under side of said ring, a rO<l depending from

said disk, and treadle mechanism for oiiemting said depend-

ing rod.

5. In an apparatus for forming mantlq holders, the com-

bination with a shell or casing provided vfith a central bore,

of a female die within said Ixjre. a male die ctKH^erating

with said female die, horizontal slides supported ujxjn said

shell or casing and recesseil at their innt* emis to form the

periphery of the mantle holder, mean* for locking said

slides against movement comprising spring-pressed bolts,

a yoke secure<l to said t)olt«. a tremlle, and a connection

lietween said yoke and trea«lle.

[Clamri 6 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

touching the neck at tn>|>aiit» potatt* and exerting a pres-

sure ujH)!! ttie valve at all Intermediate jKunt.

2. In a bottle or like receptacle provided with a neck, the

combination with a valve located m the neck and a<lapted

to close downward, and a weight arranged within the necic

and having an approxmutte v>ear or ovoidal form and nor-

mally occui)ying a posincn with its point upward and

touching the neck at (.piM.sitc iK)int8 and exerting a pres-

sure uptm the valve at itii intermediate i^oint.

3 In a U)ttle or like re<-epiacle providecl with a neck, the

latter bulge«l at a i>oint l>etween its ends and provide<l with

an inner shoulder, a downwardly closing valve locate<l at

the inner end of the neck, and a weight of approximately

{>ear (jr ovoidal shai)e a<lapte<l to exert a pressure ui:H)n the

valve to hold the same seate<i and touching the neck at

diametrically opix>8ite r)<)ints and exerting a pressure uj-x-n

the valve at an interme<iiate point, the butt of the weight

obtaining a bearing against the shoulder of the neck and

the point of said weight c-oming in contact with the ne<-k

above sai<l shoulder.

4. In a bottle or like receptacle provide<l with a neck, the

latter enlarge<i interme<iiate of its ends and having an inner

shoulder, a downwardly closing valve at the inner end of

the neck, a plate or disk having connection with the upper

portion of the valve, and an oblong or pear sIihihhI weight

normally forming a lock to hold the valve st^at^l by exert-

ing pressure upon the said plate and abiitting against said

shoulder

6. In combination, a lH)ttle or like receptacle prov1d.1l

with a neck having an iiuu-r shoulder, a downwardly closing

valve having upper and lower space«l plates or disks, and a

weight of approximately [M>ar form a.lapt«>«l to hold the

valve .seateil and normally m contact with the neck at .lia-

metrically opi^osite points and with the upi-T disk nf the

valve interin«><liat«' of said [K)int,s,

892.2.W. K.NITINO MECHANISM FOR EXFLOSIVE-
KNCINKS (;Ki.K.,h B. H.VKIN8, Norwood. N. Y.

p'Ued Jti.b, 5. l'M») .-^•rial No. 299,592.

892.252. NON'-REFILLABLE BOTTLE. Charles C.

GVERNSEY. Derry. N. H .
as.signor of one-fourth to

George A. Porter and one-fourth to George Proctor. Bos-

ton. Mass File<i Oct. 30, 1907. Herial No. 399,921.

1. In a bottle or like receptacle pra\-idc<l with a neck,

the combination of a downwardly doaing valve arranged

within the neck of the txjttle. and an oljlong weight located

in the neck and coo{)erating with the Valve to form a lock

therefor, said weight normally occupying a p<jsition with

its major axis inclined to the horizontal and said weight

1 In cnmbtoatkm with an expl<.-ive rnghie having an

Igniting device, means by which thr rinr.K ..f the explosive

mixture can be atlvance<l or retard.«<l with relation to the

position of the piston of such engine, and other means for

putting such Igniting device entirely in or out of operation

dependent uimhi the prior movement of su.h f^rst means to

the position for retarding such firing.

2. In combination with an explosive engine, instnunen-

talities for pHHlucing a spark for tiring the explosive mix-

ture therein, switch in.'.hani.sin for throwing such mstni

mentalities into or eut of oiH-ration. and means for actuat-

ing such switch me.hanism de;)endent uiM)n the prior

movement of the said instrumentalities to the position of

retarding the faring of such spark with relation to the posi-

tion of the pi.ston of such engine

3. In combination with an explosive engine, an igniting

device the firing of which can Ix- advaiice<l or retardeil with

relation to the ix)sition of the piston of such engine, means

inchi<ling a hand crank, for so a.lvancing or retArding such

firing, and other means for putting such igniting <levice en-

tirely in or out of oiK-ration dependent uiH)n the prior inove-
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ment of such hand crank to the position for retarding mich
firing.

4. In combination with an explosive engine an igniting
device comi)risiug means for producing an electric spark,
the firing of which can be advanced or retarded with rela-
tion to the position of the piston of such engine, means In-

cluding a hand crank for so advancing or retarding such
firing, and other means for putting such igniting device en-
tirely in or out of operation deiicndent upon the prior move-
ment of such hand crank to the jxwltion for retarding such
firing.

to said casing adjacent the main port and provided with
air ports, a sleeve fitted U) said cylinder and adapted to

open or close the air ports, a valve stem extending through
the cylinder and connected to said sleeve, and a valve on
the said stem for closing said main port, substantially as
described.

892.254
Kane. Pa

MILKING-MACHINE. Edward Hanson.
Filed Nov. 14, 1907. Serial No. 402,138.

1. The comhiiiation of a receptacle capable of l,x'ini{ ren-

dered air-tight, a pump cylinder inounteil on the ves.sel. a

chaml)er conununicating with the vessel, a ixjrt lx-twt>en

the chamlx^r and cylinder, a valve within the cylinder for

closing the said i>ort. a ;)iston in the cylinder, a valved port
in the piston, an air inlet r>ort in the wall of the chamber, a
valve ot)enmg into the chamber aiiit arr:uigeii to normally
close the inlet ;x>rt. a stem on the last-mentioned valve, a
guide for the stem mounted on the cyUnder, an swijusting

device mounted on the cylinder, and a spring disposed be-
twiHMi the device and valve stem.

2. The combination of a receptacle, with a removable
cover therefor, a horiiontally disix)se,i pump fixedly

mounteii on the cover, a chaml)er l)etween the pump and
cover, a valve controlling communication lH'twe<»n the
pump and chaml>er, an air inlet valve in the chamln-r, a
spring connect<Hi with the valve and located outside the
chaml>er. means for a<ljustlng the spring, and a flexible con-
duit connect^'d with the cover.

3 The combination of a receptacle, with a reino\aMe
cover therefor, a horizontally d'sposed pump fi.xedly

mountetl on the cover, a chaml)er Ijetween the pump and
cover, a valve controlling eoinmunication l)etween the
pumj) and chiunlx^r. an air inlet valve in the chaml)er, a
spring connected with the valve, means outside the cham-
l>er for ailjusting the spring, a piece of tiih>e supportetl in

upright position on the cover, a valve in the tube, and a
flexible conduit <-onnected with the tube.

892.255 COMBI.NATION AIR AND GAS MIXING
VALVE At (it sTi s W Haktje, Evans City. Pa.
Flle.l Sept 12. 1907. Serial No 392,493.

1. In a gas and air mixing valve the combination of a
valve casing having an inlet, an outlet, and an intermediate
partition provide.l with a main port, a cyhnder attached

2. In a gas and air mixing vahe. the combination of a
casing having an mlet and outlet and a partition interme-
diate said inlet and outlet provide4i with a gas port, a cyl-

inder attached to said casing a.ijacent the gas port and
provide<i with an .annular series t)f air ixirts. a vulve stem
extending axially through said cylinder, a valve on the in-

ner end of said stem adapted to close said gits jxirt, and a
sleeve fitted over the cylinder and attached to said stem and
adapted to close the air ports when the gas port is closed

and to open the air ;>orts as the gas jxirt is opened,
3. In combination, a valve casing having an inlet and

outlet, and a partition intermediate the inlet and outlet,

provided with a main port and a by-pass [X)rt, a cylinder

attached to said casing provided with air ixjrts. a valve
stem, a main valve on said stem for closing said main port,

a sleeve connecte<l with said stem for closing the air ports,

and a valve for closing the by-pass port.

4. In a gas and air mixing valve, the combination of a
casing having an inlet and outlet, and a partition interme-
diate said inlet and outlet provide;! with a gas jxjrt and
a by-pa.ss port; a cylinder attached to said casing adjacent
the gas port and provided with annular series of air ports, a
valve stem extending axially through said cylinder, a main
valve on the Inner eiul of said stem adap)ted to close said

gas port; a sleeve fitted to the cylinder, and attached to

said stem and adapted to close the air ;xjrts when the gas
port is closed and to open the air ports as the gas port is

opened; and a valve for closing the by-pass port, substan-
tially as described.

892,256. LUBRICATOR WITH SIPI'LK.MEN TAR V
DI.LIXTCRIE.S Jean N. Hochgesand. Paris. P'rance.

Filed July 30, 1902. Serial No. 117,654.

1. In a lubricator with supplementary deliveries, the
combination of a needle valve, a rod at the lower end of

which the needle valve Is mounted, a button mounted at

thfe end of said rod and adapte<l to rock, said button being
provided with a flat jxjrtion. an adjustable cap nut adapteii

to serve as a seat for said button, and means consisting of

notches adapted to retain the button in an inclinwi jxjsi-

tlon either on one side or the other of the flat iK)rtion, so

as to graduate the discharge of lubricating oil.

2. In a lubricator with supplementary deliveries, the
combination of a rod provided with a needle valve, a but-
ton mounted at the end of said rod and adapted to rock,
sail! button being provlde<l with a flat ixartion. and an ad-
justable cap nut adapted to serve as a seat for said but-
ton, said cap nut b«'ing provide*! with notches adapted to

receive either the lower edge of the flat portion of said
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button, or the cage of the hat\e opposite said lowor wlRe mately L-shaiK-.i s:rippin« lever havinR an exten-linK head

of the flat portion, thereby retaining saitl butu^i m one or workuijj proxiiinii to sai.i hix, h pin pivotally .securing «aid

lever to said flange an operating lever pivoted to said flange

the other of two inclined po-iitiona, so

strict the flow of oil.

as to partially re-

892.257. row DEK-DISTRIBITKK Crawford D
Holt, Murray. Ky., tuwignor to B. F. ^chroiwier. Murray,

Kv. Filed Feb 17, 19()8. Serial No. 416.352.

1. A powder (iidiributer comprising a reoeptiicle, a ilis-

charge tube communicating tlierewith, a bellows connect<Hl

with '.he rtibe and consisting of duplicate menilx^rs sep-

arau-d by a partition, said partition b«-i|ig provided with a

recess which communicates at its ends with the interiors of

the bellows members and a paanage wljich joins with the

recess at an intermeiUate jxunt and a vBlve located in the

recess and iwiapted to move to close the receaa at opposite

sides of the piussage

2. A r>ow(ler distributer comprising a liellows, a tube at-

tached thereto, a powder receptacle communicating with

the tuhie. said tulx? having its dischargo end f1att»'ned and

its ilischarge outlet V-3hape<l in plan with the apex of the

V at the cxtretne end of the tulue.

3. A powder distributer comprising a l:)ellows, a tube at-

tached thereto and having in its bottom a groove, a recep-

tacle mounted u^mn the bellows. :i funnel att»n'hetl to the

receptacle and entering the tube and terminating above the

groove thereof.

4. A powder distributer comprising a bellows, a tube at-

t»cheii thereto and having In its b<.>ttorii a griMnc which is

conca\f^i longitudinally, a receptacle niodntt^l ui>on the

bellows, a funnel attached to tlie receptacle and entering

the tube and terminatini? over th(^ groove at a point be-

tween the em is tlierenf

5. A powder di.s'nbuter cnniprismg a bollows, :i tubf ^t-

tache<i thereto and having in its bottoiii a groove and hav-

ing in its ttip a s*.'Ction inclineil from <he bellows toward

said groove, a ixjwder receptiiclc irinunt**! ii[>iii thr bellows,

a funnel altachf><i to the recept.nl. ,iu,j mt. ring the tut>e

and terminating over ihi- groove thereof;

and having a perforated ear, and a link pivot«d Ui sai<l ear

and to said L-8hape<i gripping lever, all arranged a.« dis-

closed.

g02.259. ADJUSTABLE SHADE-Sl'PrORT. Thomas
C. HowL.\ND. Ixjng Branch, N. J. Filed Dec. 11 l'.>07.

Serial No. 4<)5,'J*C).

r,2o8 WIRP^CLAMP N<)Rm.a,n \' Hosack, Jackson

Center, Pa. Filed Jan 4. IWiH. Serial No. 409,317.

In a device of the character di«cnt>etl, the combination

with a base-plate having a flange projette<l from one edge

thereof, of a gripping lug on said ba-^e plate, an approxi-

1. The oomMlUition of a sheet metal bracket having its

opposite lon^ttidfnal edges bent outwardly and turne<i

toward each other to provide a guide-wa> . a sheet metal

sha<le support compri^in,; a foot. >liiial>le in the kcuidi'-way

havi!\g its opix)siie e«lges t»ent inwarilly toward each other

to conform to the guide-way. and a roller-supporting arm
rigid with and pri>Jecting from the foot between the oi>-

rKX«>d e«lges of the bracket

2, The combination of a bracket having the longitudinal

edges thereof turne<l outwanlly to form a guide-way, and a

shade support adjustable on the bracket, having a foot with

the npix'site edges ttieriHif turned inwardly toward each

other and set>arate«.i froTii the IkhIv of the f(¥)t and fitting

the guide-way in the bracket

:i. The combination of a bracket having a gui<lf-way,

and a shade -support fuljustahle on the bracket, having a

foijt with ius t<ip and bottom edges tunic*! toward each

other and r*eparate<l from the IxMly of the fcMjt bindingly

engaging in the guide-way.

4. The combination of a bracket ha\ing it^ opi>o«ite side

e<lges turne<i t<^)wanl each other t.o form a guideway, and

a shade supi)ort slidable on the bracket comprising a f<Kit

and an ann. the opposite >i(le e<lges of the foot l>ein^ turned

toward each other and -spaced from the lnterme«liate por-

tion of the f<K)t and conforming to the guideway. and the

arm projecting outwardly from the fi«it Ix-tween the op-

IK)!»ed e.lges of the bracket.

,5. The combination of a bracket having its opi^osite side

eflges turned outwardly towanl each other to form a guide-

way, anil a shade .«upi>ort sliilable on the bracket having a

foot with its opposite side e<iges tiirtu'd inwardly toward

each other to conform to the guideway.

8 92,260. COMBINED STREET SWEEPER AND
CLEANER. Hf.nrt A. Miber. Winni{H'g. Manitoba,

Canada File*l .Nov 1, 1906 Serial No 341.591.

1. In a device of the class descrilxtl, a wheeled frame, a

dust tank orrecf-ptaile sup[>ort»»<i by the frame a rotatabla

brush, a liood to the brush, an open-ende<J stationary ca*>
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ing suppori*-"! from the platform, and opening rearwardly
int(j the rf<-«-pt,a<Mi'. on adjustable casing extending from
the hcKxi upwardly and sleeving with the aforesaid casing,

an endless convexer <n)eratiiig within the casings, an ex-

haust fan carneti by the »<ljustable casing and exhausting

fr(im the hood, and de|>ositing on the coiive\er within the

stationary casing, as and for the puriK»*»e si»ecified.

2 In a ilevice of the class described, the combination
with a rotatabic rear axle and a station.ary front axle,

mounted on rear traction and forward carriage wheels, a

set of longitudinal spring>< su[)ported from the sh.afts, a

dust tank or n-ceptacle between the springs ami dcf>endent

therefrom, a platform extending forwardly over the front

whet'ls a nos«' pivotally seciireil to the forward edge of the

platform, a rotatable adjustable brush pivotally supported

froni the end of the nose, a hood to the brush, a continuous

casing extending above the platform an<i the nt>se. and be-

tween the hood and the receptacle, the said casing being

foriiied from an upix-r atid lower portion slee\ing together,

an endless conveyer within the c;ujing, swivel wheels suj)-

porting the nose, swivel wheels supporting the brush,

means for raising the nose, and means for of>erating the

conveyer and the brush, as and for the purpose sji^cified.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a set of forward carri.age and rear traction wheels, of a

dust tank or receptacle, a rotatable brush, a continuous

sleeved casing between the hood of the brush and the recep-

tacle, said casing consisting of a stationary part and a

movable part and a conveyer within the casing, of an ex-

haust fan supported on the movable part of the casing, a

series of piiK's leading from the hood to the fan. a pip>e

leading from the fan. and ot>ening into the upper end of the

casing, said last name<l pif>e having a flexible part and
means for operating the fan and the brush, lis and for the

purpose specified

1 In a device of the class described, the combination
with a wheele<l frame, of a dtist tank or rece()tac|e. ji plat-

form extending forwardly from the receptacle and al>ove

the front wheels, an open-ended stationary casing secured

on the upi)er face of the platform and opening at its rear

end into the tank, a nose pivotallv connected !o the plat-

form and extending obliijuely downwardly, the said nose

consisting of a plurality of similar adjoining memtxTs, sets

of swivel wheels secured to the sides of the nose portions.

sujiporting the same, a set of rotatable brushes, pivoted

arms extending forwarclh from the outer edges of the ad-

joining nose pwjrtions, a pivotal bearing within the arms,

for the outer end of the brush shafts, and within a vertical

adjustment to the pivotal bearing, a set of swivel wheels

9»'cured to the arms, individual hoo Is for the brushes, ca-s-

Ings secured on the upiier face of the individual nose por-

tions, and opening at their lower ends into the hoods, and
at their upper ends sleeving with the stationary casing, a

flexible joint formivl Iwtween the upiKT and lower edges of

the adjoining nos«' f>ortions and the hor>ds, a shaft piv-

otally supported at the junction of the no.se jxirtions and
the platform, and extending forwardly between the nose

portions and the brushes, a swi\fl wheel at the forward

end of the shaft, a slidable adjustable knuckle and ball

Joint dependent from the shaft, the said joint forming the

inner suspension for the ends of the brush shaft, endless

conveyers within the casings, adapted to deposit sweep-

ings from the brush into the receptacle, a collector behind

the brushes, and above the conveners, fans exhausting

from the hoo<Is to the conveyers within the casing abo\'«

the platform, and a flaii extending across within the .sta-

tionary casing. a« and for the purpose specified.

•8 9 2.26 1. GAS-LAMP .\i,frh> H lit mphrfy New
York, N. Y. Flle<l May 15. U»()7. Serial No. 373323.

1. In a gas lamp, the combination with a gas delivery

pipe, of a valve casing arranged at the lower end thereof;

a gas delivery ring connecteii to said gas delivery pipe: a

chimney having an outw.ardly projecting flange at it.s

lower end . the said flange l>eing provided wit h a downwardly
projecting annular flange; the casing for said chimney ar-

ranged alxjut the same and spaced therefrom, said chimney

l>eing open at its vipper end and having an outwardly pro-

jecting flange at its lower end, said chimney and casing

being arranged through sjiid gas delivery ring connected to

said g:is delivery pir>c: a jilurality of inverted t)urners

having valves and burner tijKs arranged through said flanges

on said chimney and chimney casing with their tips below

said chimney flange and embraced by the said annular

flange thereon, and their valves above the said flange on

said ciiiiiine>- casing, said burner^ being connecteii to said

gas delivery ring: an outer casing oi)en at its upp<>r end

and having an outwardly pn)jectinK flange at it.«: lower end

arrange<l alnive said valve ciising: a sh:vde carried by said

outer casing flange; a deflector arrnngiHi above and pro-

jecting outwardly beyond the (i]toi\ upi>er end of sai(i f>uter

i
casing; a globe supporting band adapted to fit the under

' side of said outer casing flange when in i1.« ck>,«ed position,

i said globe supporting band having a double series of per-

forations therein: an inwardly projecting flange on said

globe supporting band secured thereto l>etwe<'n the said

series of perforations, said flange l>eing adapted to engage

I
said chimney flange when the globe supporting band is in

I its closed i>f>sition : a globe carried Vi\ said globe supporting

band; an outwardly and downwardly projecting hinge

member on said valve casing; and an outwardly projecting

hinge member on said globe supporting band pivotally

.secured thereto, for the purpose si)ecified

2. In a ga« lamp, the combination with a gas d<-li\ery

1 pipe, of a valve casing arranged at the lower end thereof;

I a gas delivery ring connecteti to said gas delivery pipe; a

I

chimney having an outwardly projecting flange at it*; lower

end. the said flange being i)rovide<i with a downwardly pro-

jecting annuhir flange; a ca-ing for said chimney arranged

about the same and spaced therefrom, said chimney casing

being open at its upper end and having an outwardly pro-

jecting flange at It^ lower end. said chimney and casing

being arrange<l through said gas delivery ring connected

to said ga.s delivery pipe: a plurality of inverted burners,

having valves and burner tips, arranged through said flanges

on said chimney and chimney casing with their tips below
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»ai(l rhinuMjr flantcf ancl embrarpii by the naiil annular
rtaiiKP thereon, ami their valvoa alxjve the said HanRC on
»ui.! chimney casinj?, said burners beimj? ronnertiM to said

<:i.-i dehvery rinK: an c)uter casinK Of)e6 at it.s upper end and
having an outwardly projecting Haaxe at its lower t-mi

arranged above saicl valve casing: a'shade parrie<l by said

out«r casing flange; a deflector arraO(?o<l above and pro-

jecting outwarvlly l)eyond the open upp«'r end of saiil outer

casing; a globe supporting band a«lapt«il to fit the under
aide of said outer casing flange when In its closed {X)f»ition.

said globe suppjorting band having a double series of per-

forations therein; an Inwardly projorting flange on said

globe supporting band secured thertfto between the said

series of p»erforations, said flange being adapted t.) engage

said chimney flange when the glotx- supporting band is in

its closed p)ositi<>ii and a globe supporting band, for the

purpose specified.

3. In a gas lamp, the combination with a ga.s delivery

pipe, of a valve casing arranged at the lower end thereof;

a gas delivery ring connecteil to said gas delivery pipe; a

chimney ha\ing an outwardly projecting flange at its

lower end; a casing for said chimney arranged ah)nut the

same and space 1 therefrom, said chimney ca.-*itig tx'ing

open at it.s upin-r end and having an outwardly pmjectifig

flange at its lower end, sai<i chimney and ca.-<ing t>eing

arranged through said gas deliver>- ritig connecte 1 to said

gas delivery pi[)c; a plurality of inverted burners having

valves and burner tips, arranged through said flanges on
saiil chimney and chimney ciusing with their tips below said

chimne>- flange and their valves al>oTe the said flange on

said chimne>- ca.sing, said burners h)oijig connected U> said

gas delivery ring; an outer casing oiK>a at its upper end ami
having an outwardly projecting flange at it.-* lower enil ar-

ranged atxjve said valve casing: a sfeade camel by said

outer casing flange; a deflector arranged al>ove and pro-

jecting outwardly beyond the open ui>j>er end of said outer
casing: a gloh>e suppmrting band adapted to fit the under
side of said out^r casing flange when In its closed iM)sition,

said globe 3Ui)porting band having a double series of [)er-

furations therein: an inwardly projecting flange on said

globe supporting baml secured theroto between the said

series of i:)erforations. said flange l)eirvg adapted to engage
said chimney flange when the glol>e supporting band is in

its cJose<i p<jsitiou, a globe carried by said globe supj^xirt-

ing band; an outwardly and downwardly projecting hinge
mernber on said valve casing: and ao outwardly p)roject-

ing hinge mendx-r on said globe .supfxjrting band pivotally

secure! th..i-eto, for the purpxjse styeclfled.

4. In a gas lamp, the combination with a gas delivery

pipe, of a valve casing arranged at tlje lower end thereof:

a gas ilelivery ring connected t« saivl gas delivery pii>e, a

chimney having an outwardly projecting flange at its lower

end: a casing for said chimney arranged about the same
and spaced therefrom, said chimney casing being open at

us upper end and having an outwardly projecting flange

at Its lower end, said chimney and casing being arranged
through said gas delivery ring Cf)nnected to said gas deliv-

ery pipe; a plurality of inverted burners having valves and
burner tips arrangeil through said flanges on .sai i chimney
casing with their tips tx-low said chimney flange and their

valves alK)ve the said flange on .sai 1 chimney casing, said

burners being connect^.t to said gas ilglivery ring: an outer
casing oi>en at its upi^er end and hnving an outwar lly

projecting flaiuc :it its lower end arrarige I alnjve said valve
casing, a shade came, 1 by said out«'r c;ising flange: a <le-

flector arranged above and projecting outwardly beyond
the o[.)en upi.)er en(i of said outer casitig: a globe .s\ipjKjrt-

ing t»and 'idapte*! to fit the under side of said outer casing
flange when in its close«l fK)sition, said glot>e supporting
banl having a double series of jK-rforations therein, an
inwardly projecting flange on saiil glol>e 8upt)orting band
secured thereto l)etween the said series of jx'rforations,

said flange l)eing adapted to engage said chimney flange

when the glot)e supporting band is ia I's -lused [Kjsition;

and a globe camel hy said globe supp<inuig band, for the

liurpose sj)eciheii.

5. In a gas lamp, the combination with a gas delivery

pipe, of a valve casing arranged at the lower end thereof, a

gM <Mivery ring coniMeted to said caa delivery pii>e; a

chimney having an outwardly proiectiog flange at its lower

end, the sai<i flanse beiiut provided with a downwardly
projecting annular flange a ..isiiig for said chimney ar-

ranged alMtut the same an t spaced therefrom, said chimney
casing lieing ot.>en at its ur)i>er end and having an outwardly
projecting flange at it.s lnwer end. said chimney and casing

being arrang»>d tiimuKb said gas deliver>' ring cotme<-ted

to said gas delivery pijx*: a plurality of inverted burners,

having valves and burner tips, arranged through .said

flanges on said chimney and chimney casing with their

tips below said chimney flange and embrace, 1 by the said

annular flange thereon and their valves alK)ve the said

flange on said chimney casing, said burners In'ing connected
to said gas delivery ring: an outer casing having an out-

wardly projecting flange at its lower end arranged alxive

said valve casing , a glol>e supporting banl a.iaplel to fit

the under side of said (juter casing flange w heti in its closed

position, said glol)e 9upix)rting band having a double series

of perforations therein, an inwardly projecting flange on
sai<i glot>e supiK>rting band s«Mured thereto lM'twf»en the
said series of ;icrforations, said flange txMng .adapted to

engage said chimney fl.ange when the giolx' supjHjrting

band is in its cloeed position; a globe carrieii by said globe

.-ut)[Hirtine baiul an outwardly and downwardly project-

ing hiiig>- iiifinl'cr "11 said valve casing; anl an outwardly
projecting iuiini' imiiihcr on said glol)e supjKjrting band
pivotalli se<ured ihiTcio, for the purvxj.se specified.

[Claims 6 to 55 not printed in the fiaiette.]

892,202 HOTOR FOR CENTRIFUGAL I'L'Ml'S Carl
H. Jakokr, Leipzig- Lindenau, (lermany. Filetl Feb. 7,

H«).s S«Ti.tl No. 414,798.

1. In a rotor for ceulnfugal pumps, the combination
with a hub, of an impeller element having an annular wall

at one side clampeil loosely to .saiil hub s<i that saiil w:ill

rotates with said hub and is free to move ra<lially on said

hub by the tangential forces of the rotation thereof.

2. In a rotor for centrifugal pumps, the combination of a

hub fixed on a shaft, a disk l(jo»tely att.ached t^) and adapt<Nl

to \>c rotated by sai<i hub. a second disk, and blades mount-
e«^l between said disks, the attachment of the former disk

to said hub being sufficiently loose so fh;it the disk can ex-

pand radially, ffn- the purpose of l>otli disks hcnnf strained

approximately etjually and preventing then: Umg bent
laterally.

892.263 FURNACE-TAl'l'INd SPOUT. Ciiaki.£s C.

Johnson. Relding, Cal. Fileti Sept 4, 1907. Serial No.
301. .337,

V-
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2 The combination of a cylindrical i^hamher having an

inJet and a discharne passage: a rylindrr arranjjpd within

saiil i'liamb<T. con.-ii-^fum of ;i lentral jhaft, :i :«loeve-likp

member fixed upon said shaft, anil :i ili-<'v<^liko ruprnber

movably mount^Hl on said shKft. said riK^uNrs being shoul-

dered together to form a charge pockt-r. n pair of ratchet

segments secured upon said shaft and iuMvably mounted

cylinder member, arranged to overlap :i rork lover; a

pawl carried thereby, arranged to engaKc >:iid segmenta;

friction blocks arrarDje^l to bear agiUn-^t said cylinder

members; spriiu- for applying tension thtreto; and means
for regulating tlie tension of said 8print>«, for the piu-pose

8p»ecified.

to form pivot* niounfe<l In naid oars. an<i means for moving

said Kal«'8 to ojh-ii and closwd ;)osiUona.

3. The combination of a cylindri<al dharaber having an

inlet and a disrhartje passage; a rylin(i»T arranK^d within

aid chaniN-r, '-onsisting of a central »haft. a slifve-likc

member fixed upon sai.! shaft, aiid a ile«>ve-likc member
movably rnounte*! on ^ai<l shaft, said mamb<^rs being shoul-

dered together to form a charge fxjcket; a pair of ratchet

segments -ie<\ired upon nai 1 shaft and inovahly mounted
cylinder nie[ul)er, arranged to overlap; a rtxk lever; a

pawl carried thereby, arrange, 1 <> engage said segments; a

spring arranged to hold .said cylinder members together;

and friction block." arranged to bear against said cylinder

members, for the purpose sp«'ciflefl.

4. The combination of a cylindrical fhamt)er having an

inlet and a discharge pa.s.sage; a cylinjer arrange*! within

said cliamber. consisting of a central fih;ift. a sleeve-like

member f\xed upon said shaft, and a pleeve-like memlxT
movably nioiuited on said shaft, said members being shoul-

dere«i together t« form a charge pocket: a pair of ratchet

segments secured upon said shaft and movably mounted
cylinder member, arranged to overlap, a rock lever; a

pawl carried thereby. :irranged to enffltge said segments;

and friction block.s arranged to bear against said cyhnder

members, for the purprMje specified.

5. The combinatioi\ of a cylindrical rhanil>er having an

inlet and a discharge pa.s,sage a cyliinler arrange<l within

said chamb«'r. cotisistuig of a central shaft, a sleevt^like

member fixed upon sai 1 shaft, and a fleeve-like meml>er

movably mounte<i on said shaft, said infinlx-rs being shoul-

dere<l together to form a charge pocket, a pair of rat<'het

segment.s s»'cure<l upot\ sail shaft ant UK.vably inounte<l

cylinder meinl>er. arrangetl to overla^i a roi-k lever; a

pawl carrie<l thereby, arranged to engai?* ~n 1 segments;

and a spring arranged to hold said cyUndcr members
together, for the purpose specifle<i

(Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the OJazette.]

^2,268, DIMPINQ -CART. Harkt T. Ki.ngsbirt.

Keene. N. H. Filed Aug. 29. 1907. Serial No.3W.«i;i.

1 In a dumping wagon, a wheel supi><)rte<l receptacle

having hinge<l bottom gates, a cranked shaft joumale*! at

one end of the receptacle, and means for connecting the

cranked 7)ortion of the shaft to saul gaJes for effecting the

<3pening and closing movement of the latter.

2. In a dumping wagon, a whe«'l supt)orte<l receptacle

including end plates, the lower porticos of which are pro-

vided with perforated ears, and bottom gates having

flanged edges, the ends of the outer flaogea being extended

3. In a dumping wagon, a wheel supported receptacle

including end plates having perforate<1 ears, and t>ottom

gates having p<lge flanges, the ends of the outer flanges

being eTtehcle<l to form pivots iiiounte<l in said ears, por-

tions of the ends of the gates being e\tende<l to form stops

which engage with the lower e<lges of the end plates, a

cranked shaft jfiumale<l at one end of the receptacle, and

means for connecting said cranke<l shaft to the gates

4 In a dumping wagon, a wheel supporte<l reoeptAcle

having pivote<l Ixittom gates, a cranke<^l shaft joumaled at

one end of the receptacle, a collar free to turn on the cranked

portion of the shaft, and links extending from said collar

to the gates.

6, In a dumping wagon, front and rear wheel axles, bol-

sters thereon, a receptacle rigidly secure<l Uj the rear bol-

ster, a seat supporting frame extending from the forward

end of the receptacle and having a lK)ttom plate or foot

piece, and a king b<jlt connecting the forwanl i>ol8ter to said

bottom plate.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.269. PRorKSS FOR IMrROVINT, THK TMIYS-

ICAL PUorKRTIKS oF MiriAL.-j AND THKIR AL-

LOYS. Davtd Lamon, Denver. Colo. Filed Sept. 11,

1906. Serial No. 334,1.^5. (Specimens.)

1 The process of improving the physical properties of

metals and their alloys which consists in subjecting them

while hot to the action of boric acid and a sulfate of alu-

minum, maintaining the metals thus treated, at a suitable

temperature for a sufficient time, and pa-ssing them through

a water scjlution of the substances above mentioned, sui>-

stantially as described.

2. The process described consisting in subjecting metals

while hot to the action of boric acid and a sulfate of alu-

minum aijd maintaining them at a raiseil temperature

while being thus treated, as described.

8 92.2 7 DEVICE FOR AUTOMATICALLY STOP-
PINd TRAINS. George W. Lancaster. Richmond.

Va. Filed Feb. 25, 1907. Serial No. 359.164.

-^-_-,,,^^ -J

1 A device of the character describe<l comprising piv-

otally mount/-*! trijis, means for partially rotating said

trips, means o{>erate<l by a semaphore for moving said

trip rotating means, and longitudinally operated means
for locking s<ud trips in operative position, said means

con.iirismg a lug i.rojeciing from said rotating member, a

rotating member, a gripping meml>er fonne*! with a notch

partially encircling said rotating nieml>er. said lug t)eing

adapt<Kl to engage said notch, an electric magnet, and
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means controlled by said semaphore for causing said lug

to engage said noteh. I

-' In a device of the character descrilx-d, a trip, means
rotatjsi by the movement of a semaphore for raising and
lowering said trip, means mounted on a train adapted to

|

be operate«l for applving brakes to aaid train, said means '

comprising a tube coiinrrted with the air brake pii>es. a

cap removably secure<l to saiii puK's and form<-d with an

opening therein, a disk-shajioil member pivotally secured

to the eml of s;iid cap and adapteii to normally close the
|

opening in sai<l cap, .s,aid <lisk-ehH[>e<l memlKT l>eing formed '

with an aixTlure for registering with the oi>ening of said

cap, a handle for engaging saul trip and a<lapted to be

moved .and thereby movirgj said <iisk-sliaped meml)er for

bringing the op)ening fonneil therein in registry witii the

oi>eninx furiiie*! in said cap. .and an auxiliary c:\\) remov-

abl\ secured to said first mentioned! cap and arrangtxi to

hold said di8k-shat)ed memlw-r against the end of said first

mentione«l cap, «ai«i second mentione<l cap l>eing formed

with a slot for accommodating tlie nuivcmeut of .said liwn-

dle.

3. A devict" of the character de.scrilKxi, comprising trips, I

mechanism designed to engage said trips mount<sl ujion a

car. air brake valves opx-nit*"*! by said mechanism, a sema-

phore for oiMTating the said trips anil a lock for locking
;

said semapii'ire :it d.uiurr -<:ii(l lock comprising a pivoially

mount.'.'. iiirinlxT forii e. 1 'vith a notch therein, a sleeve i

and ' ,r .. ^nuretl to -iii ~i'<\i and a*lapte<i to engage .

said ncjlch. and an el.-, inral magnei designe<l to move
|

said pivotally mounte.i n;.mbcr f(jr bringing said notch

into eiiga#:ement with said catch when said mmiaphore is !

thrown to danger.

892.271. ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC-
ALLY STOPPING TRAINS, George W. Lancas-
ter, Richmond, Va. File.1 Feb. 25. 1907. Serial No.

359.165.

1. A device of the character described, comprising aii

electrically operate<i means mounted upon an engine for

oi>erating the air brake valve thereof, auxiliar.v rails,

brushes (Hintacting with said rails, connecting wires for

provitling a circuit between said rail.s and said electrically

OfHTated means, means for suppl.\ ing current to said auxU-
iar% rails, stat ionary contacts connected to said current

suppl\ means, movable contacts that are adapted to en-

gage said stationary contacts and a pivr)tall.v mounted arm
for carrying said movable contacts, sai<l arm being a<lapted

to be op<'rate<l by a semaphore for mo\ing said contacts

for making and breaking the circuit.

2. A '\y\ lie of the character descnlxKi, comprisitig elec-

trically operated means upon an engine for operating the

brake valves thereof, contact rails, brushes moimted upon
saifl engine for contact with said rails, a source of current

for supplying current to said rails, a plurality of movalile

contact menibers for connecting the circuit of said current,

an insulating arm carr.ving said contact members, and an

osc'Uating arm carrying said insulating arm, said oscillate

ing arm being (.[x-r:! ted b\- the sh.aft of a semaphore, where-

by when said semaphore is thrown to danger said w^urce of

current is connected to said rails.

8. A device of the character described comprising auxil-

iary rails, means for supplying current thereto, means
mounted Ufnin a locomotive for oi>erating the engineer's air

brake valve tlien^jf. and means for connecting said rails

and said valves and operating means, saiii valve operating

means comprising a solenoid, a recijirocating core therefor,

a link secured to said core at fine end. and means for secur-

ing the opposite end of said link to the arm of said air brake

valve, and said link and means for securing the same to

said core being adapteii to permit said core to reciprocate

freely and yet transmit rotar.v movement to sai<l valve.

4. A devicf of the character descrit>ed. (omi>rising an

electrically operated means mou!ite<l uixjn an engine for

operating the air brake valve thereof, a plurality of brushes

mounted on each side of the engine, and means connecting

said bru.shes with said electrically oixTaied means, auxil-

iary rails contacting with said brushes, means for supplying

said rails with electrical current, switch members inter-

posed in said circuit, and a semaphore connected to said

switch members for operating the same,

5. A device of the character described, comprising elec-

trically operated means mounted upfin a locomotive for

operating the air brake valve thereof, means for supplying

current to said electrically operated means, a semai>hore

for breaking the circuit of said current, said semaphore
comprisLug a signal arm and an auxiliary arm secured

thereto, a cross bar secureil to said arm, contact mcmljers

secured to saiil cross bar. and contact members secured

to said semaphore, the contact members on said cross bar

and on said semapiiore being adapted to be brought into

engagement with each other upon throwing the signal arm
of the semaphore to danger.

892.272. TROLLEY GUARD AND GUIDE (hakles
Latsch. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of twent>-four one-

hundred tlie to C. A. Mueller and twenty-four one-hun-

dredtbs to Jos. H. Wenneman. Cleveland. Ohio. P'iled

Sept. 3. 1907. Serial No, 391,161.

1. A trolley harp having a trolley wheel mounted there-

in and a pole sujiixirting the liarp. in combination with an

arm fixed detachably on said pole and extending beneath

said wheel, a pair of guard menil>ers pivotally supported

from said arm across the axis f.f the trolley wheel, rollers

mounted in the free ends of said guard rneml)er« and ar-

ranged to meet over tlie trolley wheel, springs to hold said

arms in working position, and guards on the trolley hiirp

bridging the space at each si.le between the trolley wheel

and the saiii rollers.

2. A pair of guard members for trolley wheels having

rollers adaptefl to contact at their periphery and l>earing

balls mounted in the top of said rollers and frese to turn

therein.

3. The combination of the trolley support and trolley

wheel therein, with hinge<l side guards having rollers in

their upp<"r ends over said wheel and bearing balls freely

mounted in the top and center of said rollers and extending

alx)ve the same.
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8V3^3 WTIIP-LOCK Henry C LvCOF.RMiw 11. Hall-

fax, Pa ViU-i Feb. 27, VMS. Serial No 4IH.134.

1 A whip luck comprising a whip reooiving rasing, jaws

locate.l within the raaing for movement toward and away

from each other, a single pivot shaft for the jaws, ami

means for moving the jaws upon the pivot shaft, said means

being connected with the pivot shaft for operation thereby.

2. A locking mechanism comprising a shaft, jaws pivot-

ally connected with the shaft, for movement t<)ward and

away from each other, an eccentric diek carried by the

shaft, a rod connected with the eccentric disk for movement

longitu.linally thereby, and connections between the rods

and the jaws, for movement of tne jaws towards and away

from each other, when the eccentric disk is moved

3. A device of the class des»cribe«i comprising jaw mem-

bers pivot*>d between their ends for movement toward and

away from each other, said jaw memb«»^ having gripping

members at one end. a revoluble shaft, an eccentric didk

carried by the shaft a strap engaged with eccentric disk, a

ryd carried by the strap, and links pivoted to the op^kj^ik-

ends of the jaw members from the gripping members, sail

links being aL^i pivoted to the rod.

«iid float, an outlet-puxv one end of which is fixed to the

tank and the other end of which is adupted to be lowere<l or

raised inside the tank; a hook atta.-he 1 to this portion of

said pii)e .
another hook attacheil to the float and aflapt«d to

be automaticallv couple<i with, and to Y)e vxisitively dis-

connected from, the tirst-mentioned hook, and means for

thus actuating said second hixik

4. In a flushing-tank. The combination of tin- tank; a

float adapted to Ix- Iow.t.'! .iiid r;u-;ed by the witrr in the

tank: an inlet-valve: a c..mHMt „,i, t ..i w ..n tl,i- valve and

said float: a flexible oullci-i)U>«\ .-n.- ;iri!. -f «hich is flxed

to the tank and the other arm of which is mlapted to be

dropiK-d inside the tank and to l)e raised by the float:

means for autonuitu-Hlly couj)ling said latter arm to said

float, and means for l)reaking sai*! coupling.

5. In a flushing-tank, the combination of the tank: a

float adapteil Uj l)e lowered and rai.se<i by the water In the

tank an mlet-valve . a connection i>etween this valve and

said float, a flexible outlet-piiK-. one arm of which is flxed

to the tank and the other arm of which is a«lapte<i to be

dropped inside the tank and W be rais^-d by the float; a

hook attached to the movable arm of said pipe; another

hook attache<i U, the flo.-.r :u,d u.lM t t,. he liutomatic-

ally couple<i with, and U. >»' iH,siti\ely .lis.-, mn.-, le,l from.

the ftrst-mentione.i h<H)k. and means for thus actuating

sai<l second ho<ik

[Claims t> to 10 not printe.l m the Gazette.]

892.275 AITOMATIC FILTERING-MACHINK. HtoH

M. LErtUE, Marikuppam. India. Filetl Oct. 22. 1907.

Serial No. 398.546.

j"'^y ^ .>T— ./ '*0

892.274. FLUSHING-TANK. Lotis(5 I.EFrKR.Cologne-

Lindenthal. (Germany. Filed Feb. 2Q, 1907. Serial No.

358,339. I

" ' "
-J I

V
1 In a flushing-tank, the combination of the tank: a

float adapted to t>e lM\\ered and rai.-»ed by the water in the

tank; an inlet-valve; a connection l)etween this valve and

said float; an outlet-pipe, one end of vfhich is flxetl to the

tank and the other end of which is ad»pte<l to be lowered

or raiseti inside the tank, means for iutomat ically cou;>-

liug this end of said pii* to the float, atiil means for break-

ing this coupling.

2 In a flushing-tank, the combination of the tank, a

float a<iapted to Ije lowereti and rai.se<l by the water in the

tank, an inlet-valve, a connection between this valve and

said float: a flexible outlet-pifX". one ejid of which is flxe<i

t.) the tank and the other end of whirh is atlapted to be

lowered or raise<i inside the tank, mpans for automatic-

ally coupling this end of said pipe to the float, and meajis

for breaking this coupling

3. In a flushing-tank, the combination of the tank: a

float adapt«<l to be lowered and raise. I by the water in the

tank; an inlet-valve: a connection bet-ween this valve and

1 \ filtering machine having, in combination, a .series

Of filters supporte,! in a circle in flxed positions, a centrally

situated an<l rotatable pulp and wa«h li.iuor supply, means

for rotating the same and means for automatically deliver-

ing the pulp and the iKjuor to the filters

2 A Altering machine having, in combination, a senet^

of double sided nit.rs supiwrt>e<l in a circle in flxed posi-

tions a centrillv Mni:it.-d an 1 rotatable pulp and wa.-*h

liquor supply, means for rotating the same an.t iiie.ui. f-r

automatically delivering the pulp ar. 1 tl..' luiimr i.. tlie

filters

3 \ filtering machine having, in combination, a series

of double si.led and reversible filters supiw.rted in a circle

in fixe-l positions, a centrally situaU-d an.l rot-at.ible pulp

and wash li.iuor supply, means for rotating the same means

for reversing the filters and means for automaticallv de-

livering the pulp and th.- li.iuor U) the filters

4 \ filtering machine having, in combination, a s.-rie8

of filtering frames ea.h frame being double si.l.tl an.l

having a filtering i,..-.liuni at each side thereof supporte<l

in a circle in fix.-.i positions a centrally situate<l and rota-

table pulp and wa.sh liMUor supply, means for rot.aling Uie

same means for reversing the filtering frames and means

for automatically delivering the pulp and the liquor to the

filtering frames

5 A filtering machine having, in combinatmn. a series

of double 8i.ie<l and reversible filters supported in a circle
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in fixed po.sitlons. a centrally situated and rotftUklde pulp
and wa,sh liquor supply, means for rotating the flame, means
for aulomaticall.v reversing the filters and means for auto-

matically delivering the pulp and tlie liquor to the filters.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gazette.]

892.276. TIUHINE. Jomki-h Lkwthwaite. Chiddingly,

England. Filed Nov. H. lt«J7 Serial No. 401.350.

1. .\ turbine comprising a ca-sing. a shaft therein, a plu-

rality of revolul)le fluid operated elements loosely mounted
on the shaft and provided with a pair of concentric re-

versel.v tapered brake surfaces, a clutch for alternately con-

necting said eleinent-s to the shaft, brakes simultaneously

movable a\iall.\ of the element.s and arranged to co<ii)erate

with said brake surfaces of the res;)ective elements and
movable siiiuiltaneously axially of said surfaces to hold one
element and permit rotation of the other element, and a

tnemlwr for simultanet)usl.v setting the brake on one ele-

ment and engiigiug the clutch with another element to

operatively connect the latter to the shaft.

2. A turbine comprising a casing, a shaft, a pair of revo-

luble fluid pperated elements having a pair of axially

tapered brake surfaces, a pair of ojK-ratively connected

brakes movable simultaneously in a direction axially of said

element.s for braking one element and releasing the other,

and a clutch c(uinected to oiwrate with said brakes and
serving to coruiect one element with the shaft while the

other element is held by it-s respective brake.

3. A turbine comprising a cii-sing. a shaft, a pair of rev-

oluble flui<l oi)erated elements having oppositely tapered

brake surfaces, a pair of brakes movable transverse to the

plane of rotation of said elements for alternately engaging
sal 1 iirake surfaces, and a clutch for alternately connecting

said elements to the shaft.

4 A turl>ine comiirising a casing, a shaft, a pair of rev-

oluble fluid operated element.« provided with reversely

tajM'red brake surfaces mi their i)eripheries. a clutch for

alt.ernately connecting said elements to the shaft, brakes

III. .\ ;ili]'' Hiniultaiie<)u>l> axi,iil\- <>f siiid elements and ar-

r:ui«e.l I.) c.ioperat*' alternatels with said elements, and an
iiperatmg member connected to the clutch and brakes for

idimecting one element to the shaft and setting the brake
1 .11 the other element.

5. A turbine comprising a c;isirig. a shaft therein, a pair

of fluid operated elements revoluble on the shaft and hav-

ing cooperating rings having fluid passages for conducting

the motive fluid in a direction radially of the shaft, re-

versely tapered brake surfaces on the peripheries of said

elements, a pair of brakes coiinect4>d to operate alternately

on the brake surfao's of thf resiK'ctivc elements, a clutch

for alternately connect mg the elements to the shaft, and a

inemlxT conne<-ted to .said l>r:ikes und the clut<'h for con-

necting one element to the shaft and setting the brake on

the other element.

892.27 7. UNDERGARMENT. Craxubs H. Littu:,

Piqua, Ohio. Filed June 12. 1907. Serial No. 378,643.

1

.

An under garment comprising leg portions and having
an opening in the front extended around the crotch and upy-

ward in the rear to iK'ar the waist line, the parts bordering

upon the oi>ening being overlapi>ed. a seat section applied

to the inner side of the seat ix)rtion of the garment and
having its lower part bifurcated and the outer edges of the

bifurcations nmnde.l, them-e upwar.lly converged, said seat

section having the form substantially fus shown and having
its top edge stitched transversely to the waist portion of the

garment, and having the outer rounded edge i«jrtions of the

bifurcations stitched to tlie leg iMirtions of the garment, the

inner edge portions of the bifurcations being loose and the

upi)er outer converged iiige ix)rtions likewise being loose.

2. A combination under garment having an opening ex-

tended from the neck downward in the front, thenee around
the crotch and upward in the rear to within a short distance

of the waist, the portions Ixjrdering upon the oj)ening being

overlapiXMJ, and a seat section basing the form substan-

tiall.N' as shown fitted to the inner side of the seat ixjrtion of

the garment and having its ui)i)er portion contracted and
its lower jwrtion widened and bifurcated, the outer edges

of the bifurcations being rounded and thence upwardly
converges! and the inner edge pf)rtions of the bifurcations

being straight, said .seat section l>eing stitcheil at its upper
etige transversely to the waist jiortion of the garment and
having the outer rounded e<lge portions of the bifurcations

stitched to the leg portions of the said garment.

892.278. SLIDF.-VALVE Matthkw J M.\loney. Mis-

soula, Mont Filed July 10. 1907. Serial No. 383.060.

/^'

1. The combination of a cylinder, a steam chest having

ports for the alt^-rnate supply of steam to and its exhaust

from said cylinder, and a slide valve to control said i>orts,

said valve Ijeing adapted to cause alternately during admis-

sion of steam a re<luction of effective area of that port

through which the supply of st*am is passing relative to

the companion port.

2. The combination of a cylinder, a st«'am chest having

ports for the alt<>rnat« supply of steam to and its exhaust

from said cylinder, and a slide valve in said steam chest for

partiall.v closing one of said jxjrts and wholly uncovering

the other of said ixirts in alternation during the supply of

steam to and its exhaust from said cylinder.
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3. The eomblBfttion of a cylinder, a stt'am hest haviiiK

porta for the AlUsma,tm mtVP^y of steam t*. and Us exhaust

from said cylinder, and a slide valve in .sai.l sleaiu chest,

having heads adapted to cause alternateb' during the 8Ui>-

ply of steam to said cylinder a re<lucti<.ii of effective area of

that port through which steam us psis-irx relative to the

companion port.

4. The combination of a cylinder, a stleam chest havmg

porta for the alternate supply of steam t>o and its exhaust

from said cylinder, and a sli.le viUve ha\1ng heads for con-

trolling the respective ports during the reciprocation of said

valve each heatl having an aperture whereby said heads

can partially cover mi,- lui.i wholly uncoVer the other port

in alternation dxiriuti: 'he adInl^si<)n of st^am to and ita ex-

haust from said cylinder

5. The combination of a sie;un h.sr tuiviug v>OTta, and a

slide valve in said steam-cliest .
.oiui-n-iiiig a pair of con-

nected heads each having a re.es.- on th. in. r side thereof,

rfaid heads being adapted to .over par- i.; .
>r wholly un-

cover in alternation the res^x-.tive !H)rs - w ' <team-che8t

having an inlet for live ^team »)etw<en sn- i^'ivds and also

' having outlets for exhaust *u-mu a' ..i)io8ite sides of said

heads.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazelte.]

892.279 DROP-TROLLEY. Thomas !h M.<r.s. Chicago.

111. Filetl uct. 5. iyo«i. Serial No :i;i7,61.i

1 In a trullev ineoluuii.sia. the combination with a tur-

ret uiemLxT an,l ;i pule pivoUtl therein to c^cUlaU- verti-

cally of a toggle lever pivou-d between itd ends on said tur-

ret meiukH-r, a mam spruig. a part a^tuaU-d by said main

spring, a link conneetmg the spring-actuated part with that

^ud of the toggle lever nearer the pivotal axis of the pole,

a link conn.-ning the oth.T end of saul tioggle lever with the

pole at a p-nnr r.-m.A»,l from thr pi\Mt*il axis uf tlie latter,

a latch with %MU<h the toggle lever is rwlapt^l to engage,

a taptH-t mrinbrr iuovm« with Uu- rmlley ;.ole an.l a.lapU-d

to eJigage the latch an.l release the toggle lever, and a doK-

ging pawl arrange<l to automatically -ing;o<e an.i lock th.'

pole against rebounding after it drop^

2 In a troUev mechanism, tin- comtination with a tur-

ret member and a pole pivoted tluTe.111 to oscillate verti-

cally, of a toggle lever pivot*Ml beween its en. Is on said tur-

ret member, a main spring, a part actsuateil by sai.l mam

spring a link connecting the springnactuate.! part with

that en.i of Uie toggle lever nearer tht pivotal axis of the

pole, a link connecting the other end of sjii.l toggle lever

with the pole at a point remove»l from the pivotal axis of

the latter, a latch with which the toggU- lever is a.lapted to

eng-ige a tapin-t member moving with the trolley j)ole and

adapt^i to engage the laU-h an.i rek-a4.> the toggle lever, a

dogging pawl pivotally connecteil witl> the pole at a pomt

remove^l from the main axi.s of the lattaer. a ti.xe.1 stop upon

the turret menibor arr&ngeil to .-ooperatc with said dog-

ging pawl and a part moving with sai.J toggle lever op«Tat-

ing to hold the pawl free from the stop when the toggle le-

ver occupies its normal or working rx'-iition.

3 In a tn)lley mechanism, the conibmation with a tur-

ret member and a pole pivoteii therein to oscillate verti-

cally of a toggle lever pivotetl IjetweeO its ends on said tur-

ret niemb«>r, a main spring inounU>d Upon the trolley pole,

a collar a<'iuate»l bv said mam spring, a link connecting the

spring- i.uiittxi colhu- with that, eii-l of the toggle lever

near, r the pivotAl axU of the pole, a lost mottoa link con-

ned! n>< the other end of said toggle lever with tbe pole at a

point Utween the pivotal axis of the pole and the spring-

actuate.! collar thereon, a latch will. '^ tii -h the toggle lever

is adapted to engage to hold the main Mring ten«»cmed. a

tappet member moving with the trolley pole and adapted

to actuate the latch to release the toggle lever, a dogging

pawl pivotally connectwi with the troUey pole at one end.

an extension upon the toggle lever arranged to support -he

free end portion of the .logging pawl, and s stop meml.. r

carried by the turret member with which said dogging

pawl is adapted to engage when the toggle lever is in un-

latched position. ...
4 In a troUey mechanism, the combination with a turret

member and a pole pivote.l thereon U. oscillate vertically,

of a toggle lever pivoted between Ita ends on said turret

member, a main spring, a part actuated by sai.l main spring,

a link connecting the spring-actuate part with that end of

the toggle lever nearer the pivotal axis of the pole, a link

coimecting the other end of said toggle lever with the pole

at a point removed from t».e pivotal axis of the latter, a

latch with which the toggle lever is adapte<l u. engage, a

tappet member moving with the trolley pole an.l adapted

to engage the latch and release the toggle lever, an arm-like

extension projecting forwardly from said toggle lever, a

dogging pawl pivotally < ..nnecteil with the trolley i»le at a

point remote from the pivotal axis of the latter an.l at its

free end extending above and sui.porteil by said extension

of the toggle lever, a stop ui)on ttie turret member, a stop

projection upon the pawl memln-r adapte 1
u, register with

and engage the turret meml-er -top wh.-i. the trolley pole

reaches its upper limit of m..v.iu.nt, and a second ."top

projection upon the pawl inemU-r adai.te.l to engage the

turret member stop when the trolley i-.le h:« fallen to the

point at which it tends to ret>iun.t

5 Inatrollevmechanlam. the comt)ination with . i arret

memN-r an.l a i^-le pivoted thereon to oscillate vertically.

..f A to^Klp lever pivote 1 between Its ends on said turret

rnemU^r. a malt, -pring. a piu-t a.tuated by said main spring

a tension link cnnecting the -pring-actuated part with

that end of the toggle lever nearer the pivotal rixis ..f the

i>ote a lo«t n...tion link .-ontiecting the upp.-r en.i of said

toggle lever with the pole at a [H.mt b.Mw.-en th.- pivotal

axis of the latter and the cmn.-ction th.-n-with ..f the ten-

sion link a spring-a.-tiiate.l latch member pivotally mourit-

ed concentri.-ally with the pivotal axis of the trolley pole

a tappet memf.*-r moving with the trolley ;M.|e and adapted

to engage the lat.l. .lui r.l. ;i.sc the toggle lever a fixed stop

ui.ni the turn-t mc.h.r l..,-at,vl in the path of m..vement

of the lower end nf 'hr -o^kI.- l.v-r irM.r the action of the

main -=prin« wh.-n th.- U.>;«1.- U^^<T is release.l. a dodging

pawl contuH-te.1 with the troll.-v ,K,le. an.l a part m.,ving

with saul t.)ggle lever arraiige-l t., nonnally Mipport the

MnKK'ni*; ;.:,vvl in inoi.erativc ,H,siti.,n an.l o;x>raling to bring

The i..i.- int.. operatu.n whc, tl,e toggl." lever is unlatched

:iii.l shif'e.1 to it« rele.-isn.i; ;.'.-'ition.

LClaini rt not printe.l m ihc tiazette.l

892.280. FEN UK H
KiUmI MaN l.i nx'7

J.\ME.s H Mavldin, Falkner. Miss

Seri.ll No ;S73.3H8.

V devi.-.' .)f the tyjje set forth, comprising in .•.)mbinati.>n

a fender frame including adju.st;il.ly conne.ie.l M'.lioiis
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formed with depaodillf tois, upwardly directed hooks car-
|

ried by said legs and aterem comprising a frame of U-shape

and having the lower ends of its legs bent to surround the

depending legs of said fender frame, a cross bar carried by

said U-shaped frame and formed to engage said hooks, oCT-

set frame bars and wire mesh supported by said frame bars

and said U-sha];>ed frame.

8 9 2,281. FIRE-ESCAPE. Grs E. Metter. Seaside.

Oreg. Filed Jan. 16, 1908. Serial No. 410.930.

cent the under surface of the hoof, a eonnectfaig wire for

the outer ends of said calk members and disposed above

said shoe and on the outer surface of said hoof, and me^ns
for securing together the ends of said connecting wires at

the rear end of the shoe.

2. A removable calk for horseshoes, comprising a plu-

rality of wire calk members, each comprising a portion an-

gular In cross-section and ext^-nding transversely of the

shoe, a portion extending vertically at the inner edge of the

shoe to adjacent the hoof and terminating in a loop, and an

outer portion exten.iing vertically adjacent the outer etlge

of the shoe and the outer surface of the hoof and terminat-

ing in a loop, means in engagement w ith the first-mentioned

loops for connecting together the calk members beneath

the hoof, and means engaging with the last-mentioned

loops for connecting together the calk members outside of

the hoof.

3. In combination, a horseshoe having a plurality of

radial slots or grooves extending across the under surface

thereof, a i)iuraiity of calk members, each formed of wire

and partially fitting within said grooveg ami having the

terminal portioiis extendmg vertically at the inner and
outer edges of the shoe, and connecting wires in engagement
with said inner and outer ends.

892,283. COLLAPSIBLE BOX OR CRATE. Andt F.

MiLLKR. Henderson. Tenn. Filed Jan. 31. 1907. Serial

No. 353,171.

/^XJ

1. In Are escapes, the combination with an out<^r wall

of a building, shafts mounted above and k>elow the wall,

sprock.'t wIhm^Is on said shafts. endles.s .hain bells passed

over sai.l sprocket wheels, the streuht-s of which chains

are at the out<»r and inner sides of said wall, and yoke

shape«l hand- an<l foot-holds connected with the chains.

exien.ting at right anglee therefrom, of alarm devices,

trijwi for the alarm d.-vic.wi of)erating by contact with said

hand- and foot-hol.ls, an inclined plane upon the iiuier

face of the w.iU between the said connected endless chains,

mechaiii-ni iriven by the endless chains, and controlling

!;,. . ii;i:ii-ni f-'f '!ie 'Iriv'-n mechanisni.

J In tire e.-5.:ii><~ Un- - iinl .inaiion with the outer wall

of the building having op. iui.ks at the top and the bottom

thereof, of an endless coiive>tr mounted for vertical move-

ment on the inner and outer faces of the wall, said con-

veyer paaaing tlirough the o|>«iiings. yoke-shajKHi foot and

hand-holds fixe<i to said conveyer, and extending at right

angles' therefrom, cabinets ujxjn each floor through which

the inner run of the carrier pa.s.ses. an.l doors for closing

tbe cabinets.

803,962. REMOVABLE. WIRE CALK. George S.

MSTBB. Newburgh, N. Y. Filed Jan. 10, 1908. Serial

No. 410.002.

A collapsible crate compri.-mg a bottom with longitudi-

nal side rails having vertical sockets therein arranged ai>-

»proximately at their opr<osite ends and at their middle

portion.s. said side rails also having transverse sockets ad-

jacent their opposite ends, skeleton end frames having

their lower bars providetl with trunnions on op|X)site encis

which serve to be pivotally mounted in said end transverse

sockets of said side rails, sai.l end fr.anies having pins which

project from the opposite ends of their top bars, skeleton

side frames having their bottom bars hinged to the side

rails of the bottom of the crate, the lx)ttom bars of the side

frames being provided with central i)ins to engage the said

central vertical sockets of sai.l side rails, the top bars of the

side frames having central and opposite end pins, a skele-

ton cover having its side anil end rails pro\-ided with sock-

ets to engage the pins .jf the top luirs of the side and end

frames, an opening in the co\-er ha\iuK a sli.iing door there-

for,'a gauxe for covering all of 1 tu -k. 1. 1< m frames, depend-

ing spring catches i)ivot<'d to th. si.ie raiLs of the cover to

permit of their being clampe.i to the under fa<'es of the top

bars of the si.le frames, finger- on the catches for operating

the same, and sai.l catches serving to hold the crate in an

upright or collip-' '• p.«ition, substantially as sj><cjfieil.

1. A removable calk for hors.'shi>.-s. comprising a plu-

rality of wire calk members exten.iing transversely of the

shoe, a connecting wire for the inner ends of the calk mem-
bers, disposed atljacent the inner side of the shoe and adja-

802.284. POLISH-BOTTLE AND A
STOPPER AND DAUBER TH KKKFOK
MoLTANi!. El Paso, Tex. Filed Feb. 14,

No, 416,949.

COMBINED
('H.\KL.E8 A.

1908. Serial

1. In a ix)lish receptacle an.i combined .lauber an.] stop-

' per therefor, the combination of a receptacle having its
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at length in a horizontal plalip and provided with

horizontal top anil bottom walls and a curved front wall, on
which lattjT the rcreptacle i.-< a<ia[)t«'d to tilt, said receptacle

being provided in itn top wall above said curve<l front wall

with a vertical mouth having its rtm edge dispoaeci in a

horizontal plane parallel with said \»all, a stopper for clos-

ing said mouth, a daul)er upon tlie ba.se of the stopper

adapted when the latter i.s applied u> overhang the curved

wall, and a handle connected with tbe stop[)er and extend-

ing at right angles therefrom so ;w UJ he cloae to and paral-

lel with the t<}p wall.

2. .\ combine. 1 flaulMT anil .•<topiifr cornpri.-'ing a txvls'.

absort:)ent material at the lower end theret)f. and a handle

formed of wire having its free ends p»ssed through the body
and Ijent in opposite directions to lie again.st one of the

faces uf the hnxly

,3. -V combined dauIxT and stopjwT comprising a bo<ly,

absorbent material at the lower ef»<l of the b<xiy, and a

handle compo8e(i of a single piece of wire, said wire having

Its end portions p;i.-4.s<'d downw;ir lly through the body and
bent in opposite directions against the underside thereof,

said bent i)ortions .securing the absorbent material to the

bottom fwrtion of the btxly.

802;385. SP.VRKTVr; PLUG. EMilk Mooven and Al-

B«»tDim AIRE, Paris, France. Filed Dec. 7, 1906. Serial

No 346.763.

1. An electric sparking plug for axplosion motors, hav-

ing a body provideil with a slottjeii tubular extension

forming one of the poles and a central rod having a head

and forming the other pole, the he:«i l^eing provideil with

a plane surface received by the said tubular extension and
rotatable on the central rod for adjxisting the distance of

the spark prcxlucing surfaces.

2. An electric sparking plug for explosion motors, com-
prising a metal body adapted to t)e secured to the motor
and having a slotted inner end. an insulating body having

a longitudinal bore and secure,! in tho metal body, and a rod

secured in the insulating body and Iwiv-ing a heati at its in-

ner end in the shjt of the metal body, the outer end of the

rod extending beyond the outer end of the said insulating

body.
3. An electric sparking i^\un for explosiun motors, com-

prising a metal btxly provi.le 1 with a r>'du(ed and screw

threaded end forming a slotted extension, an insulating

body having a longitudin.al bore and secured in the metal

body with Its outer eml projecting beyond the cnil of the

same, a rod in the l:>ore of the insulnting twHly, means for

securing the rod in said body, anil a movable hea.i on the

inner end of the rod in the slot of the metal body.

4 -Vn electric sparking plug for explosion motors, com-
prising a metal boily having a slotte<| inner end, an insulat-

ing bijily having a longitudinal txjfe and .secured in the

metal Ixxiy with itj* end projecting lieyond the .same, a rod

in the t)ore of the insulating body ami having its outer end
screw threaded and projecting through said insulating

body, and provided with a shoulder atijacent to ita inner

end, a nut on the screw threaded end of the rod. by means
of which and the shoulder, the rod is secured in the body,
and a head on the inner end of the rod in the slot of the
metal boily.

892,286. WAGON -BRAKE. VValtkk
Owensboro, Ky. Filed Sept. 28. 1907.

394.702.

C. Moors,
Serial No.

1. In a wagon brake, the combination with a segment-

rack, a bar secured to but spacetl from sai<i rack, and a catch

secured to said bar, of a lever pivotally mountetl and
adapted to engage the catch on the said bar, a ;xiwer lever

capable of independent movement and fulcrumed upon
said lever and connected with the brake and adapteci to

engage the teeth of the segment-rack.

2. In a wagrjn brake, the combination with a segment-

rack, a bar secur<vl to but spaced from and parallel with

said rack, and a catch on .said bar, of a mo\ing lever con-

structed to engage the said catx'h, and a power lever capa-

ble of independent movement and pivotally mounted on
said moving lever and constructed to engage the segment-
rack.

3. In a wagon brake, the combination with the segment-

rack having t<'eth inclined rearwardly, a bar ."MH-urini to but
spaced from said rack, and a catch on said bar having a

sharp edge, of a moving lever construcie<l to engage said

catch and a power lever pivotally mounted on said moving
lever and constructed to engage the said segment-rack,

said power lever con.structe<l to move the moving lever

Into position for engaging said catch and separatetl from
said moving lever by the nose of saiil catch.

892,287. RING-EXPANDER FOR PI8TON-HEAD3.
.loHN C. Morse. North Halttmore, Ohio. Filed Sept.

6, 1907. Serial No. 391.744

1. A ring expander which is provide! with an annular

plate, ribs secured to said plate, extension tongues niounted

on said ribs in combination with means for expanding said

riba and extension tongues.

2. A ring expander which is iirovidi-d with .an annular

plate, ribs secured to said plate, cxtcusioii tongues mounted
in re<'e8.se« in said ribs in combination with means for ex-

panding said ribs and extension tongues.

3 A ring expander consisting of an annular plate, ribs

which are providetl with extension tongues secure*! to .said

annular plate, a disk for expanding sai.l ribs and extension

tongues and a screw device for a<tuating said disk, and
means for a<l justing 8ai<l screw device.

4 \ ring expander consisting of an annular plate, ribs

provide<i with extension tongues an<l secured t<i said plate,

a disk for expanding saiil ribs and tongues, and a pointed

screw for actuating said disk.

.T. A ring expantler consisting of an annular plate, ribs

secured to said plate, a disk for expanding said ribs, an
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actuating .screw for said disk having screw connection

therewith, an adjusting screw for saiil actuating screw en-

gaging with said annular plate and having a longitudinal

piussage therethrough, the shank of said actuating screw

extending through said p)a.s.sage, and means on the end of

said shank for turning .said actuating screw.

[Claim 6 not printe.l in the Gazette.)

892,288. NOTE-BOOK HOLDER Frederick W.
M08HKR, Omaha, Nebr. File<l .Tan 22, 1906, Serial No.

297.359. Renewed Dec. 10, li><)7. Serial No. 405.946.
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connected to the rod ami extendiug thro»wh the apertures

of the rear fii 1 of the frame to the umler sUle of the shelvra.

and a lever pivute«l untl.-r the base of th« frame and -on-

Dect«d to the rod.

892.291. VEHICLE-WHEEL. Jamej* M«:Intyrjl. Bos-

ton. Mass., ajwignor to James ^aIh-.w .Vfclntyrc Hor^ton,

Mass. File*l .\pr. 13. 19<)7. Serial No 3tJ8.0»2.

slow movement, a shaft for siip;)ortinK •^aid ^^orm Kear.

:* aleeve encirclmn said sliaft and provuled with a contart

niemher projertinjc radially therefrom, a coiita<t apring dis-

[Niw'd partially uiihin th.- path of travel of said projerting

portion, an.l a regLstermn luechanisin in olectrical coniii»uni-

cation with said contact spring and with said sleeve.

892.293. AUTOMATIC LIGHT. Edward Newman.
Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Self Lighting Street

Lamp Company. Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Aug. 22. iy<)T Serial No. 389.632.

1. A vAide tire comprising a rub»>er itesu.i portion hav-

ing rfdes provided with inturned Hanges fnrmmg an annular

chamber within the tire, and wire .'ablas lorate<l in .said

chamber on opposite sides of the longitudinal center of

the tire ami having coverings of softer rubber than said

tread, substanti.^lly a.-< .les<-ril)ed.

2. A vehicle tire loiupn ag a rubber tfead portion hav-

ing sides providetl with inturned flanges fornung an aimular

chamber within the tire, and wire cables located in said

chamber on upixjsite :sides of the longitiKiinal center of

the tire and having .ovfrings of .softer rubber than said

trea.1 and provided with slita extended Uaasversely of

said coverings, .substantially as de8cnt)e.i.

3. A vehicle tire comprising a rubl>er ta-ea<i portion hav-

ing sides provi.lf^l with inturnwl flanges forming an annular

chamber within the tire, and a wire cable located within

said chamber and having a covering of rubber engaging

the said trea»i jK^rtion and said flange, sabstantiaJly as de-

8cril>e«l.

4. A vehicle tire comprising a rubber lrea«l ;x>rtion hav-

ing sides provi.iod with inturned flangi* of rubber softer

than saiil trea.1 portion and forming an annular chamber,

wire rabies Ux-atci in said chaml>er and provided with

coverings of rubber of substaniiai thickness an<l softer

than said tread portion. 9u^)«lantially iw de3«'ribed.

5. A vehicle tire comprising a rubl)er tread i:K>rtiou hav-

ing sides provi.led with inturned flanges forming an annular

chamber within the lire, and a wire cat)le locate.! within

saKl chamber ami having a covering of rubber of substan-

tial thickness and provided with slit39 fxtended but par-

tially through said covering, substantially' as describe<i.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette. l

««92.292 RP:('nRnER K (R MKA3TRTNG LUMBER.
CuvliEvrE F. MrL\roHi IN. N.-ame, l^. File<l .Apr. Ifi,

1907. Serial No 368.64)9

^^^

1. In an antoinatir ligbt. the combination of a burner, a

cock for it, a lever ami two rock-shafts, all operatively con-

nertefl to the cock and to each other In a manner that ac-

tuation of one rock-.shaft also actuates the other, and time-

controlled mechanism a<lapte<l to actuate the rock-shafts.

2 In an automatic light, the (•ond>ination of a burner, a

cock for it, two rock-shaftjj, one within the other, time-con-

trolled mechani.'^m adapted to act upf>n one of them at the

tini.\ and an intermediate lever operatively connected to

the cock ami to each of the rork-shafts so that, when sanl

lever i,s ov>«'rate<l by one of the rork-shaft.s. it al.so act.« u\x^n

the other rock-shaft

3 In an .•\utomatif light, the combination of a vlisk,

means to rotate it, two actuators carrie<l by It and arrange<i

atljustable with reference to each other, two rock-shafts,

arms, one on each, each .adapte.l to project intr, the path of

one of the actuators, a burner-co<k and an intermediate

lever operatively connecre<l thereto and to each of the rork-

shafts whirh, when moved hv one of these latter, moves

the other one in a manner to swing the arm thereon into

the path of its actuator

4. In an automatic light, the combination of a disk.

means to rotate it, two actuators carried by it and arranged

adjustable with reference to each other, two rock-shafts, an

arm on each and one of which always projects Into the path

I

of one of the actuators, a burner-ock. an intermediate

lever, means whereby it is operatively connecte<l to the

cock, and svlditional means whereby it is also connected to

the rork-shafts. so that it niav U^ act e<l upon by either one of

them, and whereby it is capable of re-acting upon the other

rock-shaft in a manner to swing the arm thereon Into the

path of one of the actuators.

5. In an automatic light, the combiniition of a stationary

dial-plate, a disk set withm an op.-nmK of the same, tirne-

controlle<l means to rotate this disk, means to adjust it with

reference U) the dial-plate, two actuators carried by the

disk, a burner-<<>ck, two rock-shafta an arm rigidly con-

nected to each aixl adapted to Ix; acted n\»ni by one of the

actuators and the other by the other .\rTuat4.r and rnean.^

whereby these rork-shafts are operatively ct)nnected to the

buraor-cock

The combination of a supporting fraOie, a chtite. a drag

wheel extending therein and provided ^nh a surface to be

engaged by stock pas-sing through said chute, a revoluble

shaft joumale<i within said frame and rionnected with said

drag wheel so as to be turneil by movements thereof, a

worm mounte<i upon said shaft, a warm gear journaled

uix.n .said shaft, a worm gear journale<l upon said frame and

meshing with s;^id worm, so as to have a comparatively

S9'2.294 \ KHICI.F.-WHEKL Josr.rH NKHoi>»nv, Bos-

ton. Mass File«l May 24. 19<)7 Serial No 37.5, 42«.

1 ihe combination with a wheel, of a pair of shells slid-

al.ly rontactinu with the lateral faces of the rim of said

wht>el, a cushion tire held by said shells, rwilient means »>e-

tween said rim and tire. an<i rolls connected wuh said

shells and adapted by their engagement with the rim and

spokes of the wheel to limit the play of said shells.
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2. The combination with a wheel, of a pair of shells aUd-

ably contacting with the lateral faces of the rim of said

wheel, a cushion tire held by saiil shells, resilient means be-

tween laid tire and run, projertions from the inner edges

892 29,'S R<>T,'\UY ENGINE. Oeok.iit W Ni'T7, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Fil.ii Apr. 16, 1908. Serial No. 427,470.

6. The combination, in a rotary engine, of a casing hav-

ing a valve chest thereon, a shaft having a disk with inter-

nally toothed ring, a toothed wheel meshing with said ring

and mounted ec(eniricali>- in resi)ect to the axis of the

same, said wheel and ring being free from side contact with

the casing, a port ring having side contact with said

wheel ami ring where the teeth of the same are in

mesh with one another, a bridge on s:dd ^Kjrt ring, and
a set screw bearing ui>on said brulge and serving t<j niain-

taln the i»ort ring in contact with the rotating toothed

members of the engine.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

of said shells, and rubber cover«*<l rolls rolatably supported

between said projections at suitable distanoes from the

rim ami the spokes of the wheel.

I
'r

1, A rotary engine in which are combined a casing, a

power shaft having a disk with internally toothe<l ring

thereon, a toothed wheel meshing with said ring and
mountetl ercentri<'ally in re8i)ect to the axis of the same,

and means for introducing the motive fluiil betwe«'n teeth

of the wheel and ring while said teeth are in mesh.
2. A rotary engine in which are combined a casing, a

f)ower shaft having a disk with internally touihe«l rings

disiK).s<^l one on each side of the same, toothe<l wheels mesh-

ing with said internally toothed rings and mounted eccen-

trically in respect to the axis of the same, and means for in-

tro<iucing the motive fluid between said toothed members
where the teeth of the same are in m<>sh with one another.

3 ;\ rotary engine in which are combined a casing, a
I>owtr shaft having a disk with internally toothed ring

thereon, a toothed wheel meshing with said internally

toothed ring anti mounte<l eccentrically in respect to the

axis of the same, two motive fhiid inlets, one on each side

of a line drawn from the axis of the toothed ring midway
through the intermefihing portions of the ring .and wheel,

and a reversing valve for directing the motive tluid to

either of said inlets.

4. The combination, in a rotary engine, of a casing hav-

ing a valve chest thereon, a i>ower shaft having a disk with

internally toothed nng, a to<Jthe<i wheel meshing with said

ring and mounted eccentrically in resT>ect to the axis of the

same, said ring and wheel being free from side contact with

the casing, and a jxjrt ring having side contact with said

wheel and ring where their teeth are in mesh with one

another.

892,296. VAPORIZER 1 uR l.\TERN.\L - COMBUS-
TION MOTOliS. Fkieukilh (.ibEau.v.NSU. KesawU,
Switzerland, Filed .Vug, l.'j, 1907. Serial No 388,661.

1. In internal combustion engines, the combination of a

compression chamber; an air inlet for the same; a vapo-

rizing chandxT pro\ide.i with a fuel inlet an obturating

menilHT .separating said chnmlx'rs and i)rovideii with two
piisaages l>etween the same; aiKl means causing said mem-
ber to slowly close and completely separate the said cham-
bers during the suction i:)eriod, to oi>en one of said passages

near the end of the compn^sion {period, and thereby admit
a fiortion of the air compressed into the vapfjriaing cham-
ber, and to then oj^n the other passage to {)ermit a com-
plete admixture of fuel and compres-sed air. substantially

asdescril>ed.

2. In internal combustion engines, the combination of a

compression chaml)er; an air inlet for the same; a vafK)-

riiing chamber provided with ;i fuel inlet: an obturating

memb<T separating aaici chambers, and provided with a

large and a small pa.ssagc adapted to connect said cham-
bers; and means causing said member to slowly close the

said pa.ssages. :ind completely separate the said chambers
during the suction i>erio<l. to o]>en the smaller p.i.ssage near

the end of the comjyression period, ami thereby admit a

portion of the compressetl air into the vapwrizing chamber,

and to then close the said smaller passage and open the

larger passage at tlie end of the compression period to per-

nut a complete admixture of fuel ami compressed air,

whereby a premature explosion of the said fuel is obviated,

substantially as described,

3. In internal combustion engines, the combination of a

comi)ression chamlxjr provided with an air inlet valve u. a

va;>*inzing chamljcr provided with a fuel inlet a valve e for

the same, and a compressed air inlet valve/; an obturating

meiiilHT /j. separating said chamt)ers and providetl with the

Larger piv^sage i. communicating directly with the vapo-
rizing chamber, and the smaller passage j, ojmmunicating
with said vaporizer through the valve /, said passages ar-

ranged at an angle to e.ach other, and adapted at different

times to op)en communication between said chamb*»rs; and
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means pausing !»aid member h. 10 slowly close both of ^id

passages, and completely separate the .said chambers dur-

ing the suction peruHl of the engme, Xo ppen the passage;',

near the end of the comprea»<iori p)eruiil and thereby a4lmit

a portion of the air compressed into th<" vap<jruing cham-

ber through said valve/, and to then uumediately open the

passage 1, to permit a fomplete admixture of fuel and com-

pressed air, su^)8tantially a.-^ descritjed

4. In internal combustion engines, tbe combination of a

compression cham^>er; an air inlet for the same; a vatK>-

rizing chamber ; a fuel inlet for the sanue; a compressed air

inlet for the same; a rotary obturatin|: tiiemh)er provided

with a larger paaj*age i:)ermitting comniunicatiou f>etween

said chambers; and a smaller passage in co<ii>erative rela-

tion with said cotiipres.se<l air inlet an. I at an angle to saiii

larger passage. al.s<^j i)ermitting comiRunu-ation l)etween

said chambers; means for operating said obturator; and a

water jacket surrounding said vaporizing chamber; where-

by said obturator will close communifation between said

chambers and will keep the same clo-^e^l during the suction

periotl. and until near the end of th.' compression period,

and will open the communication t)et*een said chamb)ers.

through said compressetl air inlet, jult before the end of

the compres.sion peruKl, and will also t)t)en the larger pas-

sage i>etween said chand>ers immediately after a<lmitting

compre^sed air into said vaporizing rhamber, suljatantiaJly

as described.

892297 TAPPET VALVE-MOTTON FOR DIRECT-
ACTING ENGINEri. Da.viel J. O'Rourke. Clare-

mont, N. H.. ansignor to Sullivan Machinery Company.

Claremont. N. H . a Cor;)oration of Maine. Filed Apr.

8, 1904. Serial No. 202,167.

1. The pombination with a cylinder a piston thfrein, •

valve plate, and a sliding valve controlling ports which

open into the cylinder at the opfjosit* ends of the piston,

said piston having opr>ot»itely arranged tappets, the wall

of the cyhn.ler having a segmental groove or channel

formed therein and disixjsed longitu<iinally of the piston, a

segmental valve actuator sealed in sjwd segmental gr(M)v.'

of the cylinder wall with its ends pmj.^cnng into the path

of movement of the tapi>*'t8 on tlie piston, the inner face of

said valve plate having a segmental groove or channel

therein. wheret>y the said plate may l)e seattxi upon said

segmental valve actuator, the latter being guided in iu

movement ix-tween the cyliruier wall Rn<i said valve plate,

and said actuator having a tooth m engagement with the

sliding valve to reciprocate the latter,

2. The combination with a cylinder, a piston therein, a

valve plate, and a sliding valve pontrolling v><>rts which

open into the cylinder at the opposite emls of the piston,

said piston having oppositely arrangtvl tappet.s, the wall

of the cylinder having a segmental groove or channel

formed therein and disposed longitudinally of the piston, a

segmental valve actuator seatf><l in said segmental groove

in the cyliiuier wall with its ends projertmg into the path

Of movement of the tappets on the piston, the inner face

of said valve plate having a segincnt«l groove or channel

therein, whereby said plate may be .seate<l upon said seg-

mental valve actuator, the latter hvtnn guided in its move-

ment t)etween the cylinder wall and «aid valve plate, said

aegnientaJ groove or channel in the inner face of the valve

plate being enlarged to form a chandirr through which the

exhaust may pass to a suitable outlet, said actuator having

a tooth in engagement with the sliding valve to recipro-

cate the latter.

3. The combination with a cylinder, a piston therein, a

valve plate, and a «li<iing valve controlling i>ort8 which

open into the cylinder at the opi>oeite ends of the piston,

said piston having (ipi)08itely arranged tappets, the wall

of the cylin<ler having a s«'gniental groove or channel

formed therein and disposed longitudiuall v of the piston, a

segmental valve actuator seale«l in said s«-gmental groove

in the cylinder wall with its ends projepting into the path

of movement of the taprx-'« <>" '^>*' piston, tin- inner face of

said valve plate having a segmental groove or channel

therein, wherebv said plate may be seate^l upon said seg-

mental valve actuator, the latter being guide<l in its move-

ment t)etween the cylintler wall and said valve plate, said

segmental gr(K)ve or channel in the inner face of the valve

plate being enlarge<l to form a chamtjer through which the

exhaust may pass to a suitable outlet, said actuator hav-

ing a tooth in engagement with the sliding valve to recip-

rocate the latter, the said t<x)th being Si-atetl in said cham-

ber, whereby the exhaust may impinge directly thennm.

4. The combination with a cylinder, a piston therein, a

valve plate, and a sliding valve controlling \KtrXs which

open into the cylinder at the ()pi>osite ends of the piston

said piston having opi>oeitely arrange<i tappets, said valve

plate having a chaml>er formed therein in communication

with the exhaust, the wall of said chamber l>eing provided

with a segmental groove or channel, a segmental valve

actuator seatwl in said segmental gnnive or channel and

contacting with the walls thereof ainl having a sliiling

valve engaging tap^x't extending into said chamber and

adapte<l to l>e impinge<l uijon by the exhaust, the main or

bcxly portion of .said valve actuator lieing shielde«l from

the impact of the exhaust by the wall of said groove or

channel.

5. A drill of the character descril)e<l comprising a casing

provided with a cylinder, a sli<le valve controlling the mo-

tive power entering said cylinder, a piston working in said

cylinder, Bind a slidably supjMirted rocker provided with an

integral arm engaging said valve, an<i against which arm

the exhaust impinges to hold the rocker agaiu.st move-

ment until the piston completes its stroke.

[Claims fi to 12 not printe«i in the Gazette.]

892.208. DRYING-KILN. Chablbs H. Palmer, Sodus.

N. Y. Filed -Mar. 9. 1907. Serial No. 361.515.

The combination with a fixed structure having super-

po8e<l compartmentii therein, ami a floor extemling beyond

said structure; of a movably supi>orte<l grating within the

receptacle and constituting the fl(X)r of tiie upinr compart-

ment, said grating and tlif first mentKmed flcmr being dis-

posed in substantially the same plane, the suiK-riKjsed

compartments communicating through the grating, stand-

ards ut)on the fl<X)r and outside of the compartments, a

scale l)eam supporte<l thereby and outside of the compart-

ments, tiieans for transmitting motion from the scale beam

to raise the grating, and a weight counectcd with the scale

I
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beam and adjustable thereon to overbalance and actuate

the beam, said lower compartment constituting means for

directing air through the grating and into the upper com-
partment.

BOX.
Mar. 4. 1908.

Waltkk J Pato.n. Galva, Kans.
Serial No. 419.070.

1. A railway tie made of channel metal and having an
opening in one web space<i from one end and an integral

bent jx^rtion turned angularly from one side of said open-

ing and disiKi.sed lj«'tween other wel>9 of the tie to brace

the same.
2. A railway tie comprising a pair of channel members

each having a vertical web and horizontal upi)er and lower

webs, the vertical web of each member having an o|x*ning.

and an angle brace piece extending through the oi>ening

and between tlie upper and lower webs of the other chan-
nel member.

3. A railway tie ma<1e of a single sheet of metal bent to

form a pair of channel memlx>rs disjxised side by side.

each having a vertical web and horizontal upp>er and lower

webs, and a connecting portion on and between the upper
webs of the said channel mend>ers, the vertical web of

each channel member having an opening spaced from one

end and an angle piece bent from said vertical web and
extending through the opening and ix^tween the upr>er and

lower webs of the other channel meml)er.

Filed

1. A box comprising sides and ends having angularly

disposeti corner iH)rtion8, the corner portions of the ends

overlapping the sides, and the corner portions of the sides

bearing against the inner faces of the ends, the sides being

formed at their lower eilges with inwardly disposed flanges,

the extremities of wliich extend outwardly beyond the

ends and are ix^nt upwardly against the latter, said sides

being aLso formetl at their upix^r edges with outstanding

rims, the eniis being fornifHi at their upjx^r e<iges with flajis

returned inwardly and embracing the corner portions of

the siiles. and a bottom 8upix)rted by the flanges of the

sides.

2. A box comprising sides and ends having angularly

disposed corner [portions, the corner jKirtions of the ends

overlapping the sides, and comer portions of the sides

bearing against the inner faces of the ends, the sides being

formed at their lower edges with inwardly disposed flanges,

the extremities of which extend outwardly beyond the ends

and are l)enl upwardly against the latter. sai<l sides being

also formed at their upjx*r etiges with outstanding rims, the

ends being formed at their upi)er etlges with flaps returned

Inwardly and embracing the corner jxjrtions of the sides, a

bottom supiK)rted b> the flanges of the sides, and a top

formed with returne<l eiiges designed for sliding engage-

ment with the outstanding rims, and with a deiR-nding lip

a<Japted to limit the sluiing movement of the top.

892.300. liAILW .VV-TIE C.vkl G. Petekson, West
Duluth. Minn., assignor of one-half to David E. Sea-

shore. West Duluth, Minn File! June 1. 1907 Seri.al

No. 376.760.

892,301. PHONOGRAM Hrian F. Philpot, Slinger-

lands, and Frkderick W Matthews, New York. N. Y.,

assignors to Indestructible I'honographic Record Com-
pany, a Corporation of \N est \ irginia. Filed Sept. 25,

1907. Serial No. 394.536.

.1 J«

1. A backing for phonograms comprising a tube of suit-

able mat<Tial a<lapted to receive a record shell and inde-

pendent, separated metallic bearing rings in tlie ends of tlie

tube adapted to contact with the machine mandrel.

2. A backing for phonograms comprising a tube of suit-

able material, a l^earing ring inside of one end having a lip

turned against the outer edge of the tube and its inner edge

forced into the inner face of the tube; and a ring in the

other end of the tube having its inner edge forced into the

inner face of the tube, a presseci up rib therein adapted to

contact with the machine mandrel, a projecting rabbet

alining with the outer face of the tut>e and a turned over

outer edge.

3. A phonogram comprising a backing tut>e of suilaijle

material, independent, separated bearing rings in each end
a<lapted to contact with the machine mandrel and a shell

of celluloitl or like material having a sound record -on its

face in intimate contact with the outer face of the liacking

tube.

4. A phonogram comprising a backing tube of suitable

material. b«>aring rings in eacii end adapter! to contact with

the machine mandrel and a shell of celluloid or like material

having a sound record thereon on the outer face of the tul>e

in intimate contact therewith, an integral inscription ring

on one end of the shell adapted to conceal one of said bear-

ing rings.

6. A backing for phonograms comprising a tube of suit-

able material adapte<i to receive a record shell and a me-
tallic bearing ring in one enci of said tulK> adapted to con-

tact with tlie machine mandrel the backing adapted to con-

tact with the mandrel at the other end.

892.302. EXPLOSIVE. Winfield S. Pierce, Seattle,

Wash., assignor to Union Powder Company. Seattle,

Wash., a CoriX)ration of Washington. Filed Aug. 8,

1907. Serial No 387.G.S2.

1. An explosive comprising an alkaline chlorate, and a
carbo-hydrate, such as specified, caramel, shellac, and con-

stituents of alkanet. substantially as described.

2. An explosive comprising an oxygen-yielding and a
carbonaceous substance such as sfwcified ; caramel, and an
extract of alkanet insoluble in water, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. An explosive comprising an oxygen yielding anil a
carbonaceous substance such as specified; caramel, shel-

lac and constituents of alkanet soluble in alcohol, substan-

tially as described.

892,303. POLISHING DEVICE David S. Porter.
Jacksonville. Kla. Filed .\ug. 15, 19(J7, Serial No.
388,688.

A polishing device comprising a suitable i)iece of rec-

tangular shaix>-d material constructed of a sufficient size to

provide a rubbing cloth, said cloth having a single jjiece of

porous material secured to one side of a corner thereof to
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prrnnde a pxK-ket which is adapfpii to rtTPive a powder
therein, sAid ix>cket i»T\'ing to bv moistened and apphed

1

\

to the' article to be polished, aiid sjiid rloth '<TvinK to

polish said article, substantially ;i.s ^^>«•^lried.

1. In a steain-turbme, th<- combiniation of a preasvire-

chaniber, bucket .systems arran»'e«i oa <ip^)osit*> siii>»-wiill8

thereof, a shnff ro rut able m sa. ! chainbtT ;i !! '/,^lr-<-arr.\inn

arm mounie<l on said shaft withiu said chain Ijer, and means
for turning aaid arm to bring it into co<ip«'rative relation

with either bucket system
2. In a steam-turbine, the combintition of a prespure-

chamber. bucket-rings on of)[K>rtite sule-walls, a shaft, and
a nozzle-carrying arrn on said shaft mOunte<i to turn on its

longitudinal axis between said bucket-rings

3. In a steam-turbine, the combinBiion (if a pressure^

chfLniber, bucket-rings on opposite siile-walls. a shaft, and
a hollow nozzle-carrying arm througij which the steam is

conduct«xl mounted on said shaft to tufn on its longitudinal

axis t)etwtf'n said Vjucket-nngs.

4. In a steam-turbine, the combination of a pressure-

chamber, bucket-ringa mounte<i on opposite side-walls, a

shaft, an arm mounted ratlially on said shaft between sairl

bucket-rings, a nozzle on said arm, arui means inclosed b>-

the sh£i/t to turn said arm.

5. In a steam-turbine, the combinntion of a pressure-

chamber, bucket-rings mounted on optx-)site side-waJis, a
sliaft, an arm mounted radially on sai<l shaft between said

bucket-rings, a nozzle on said arm, aikl a spindle Lnclose<i

by the shaft to turn said arm.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,305 SrHEW-DKIVING nF.VICE Andrew R.^irnE,

Quincy. Mass.. assignor to Marshall Electric Maniifaetur-

ing Company. Boston. Mass.. a Corjioration of Massachu-
setts. File<i Oct. 8. 190e. Serial No .3.37.917

1. In an apparatus for driving screwy a yieldingly mount-
ed pin arranged to extend through the hole into which a
screw is to be driven.

892 •^<)4 RFVKUSIBLE STE VM TITRBINF: .I\\PRf>r-

SiEK, Paliianire. near I.<xiz. Ru.ssia. Filed .Vpr 11 1!K)S

Serial No. 42t>,.5.51.

2 In an apparatus for driving screws. davlOM for BOp*
porting the piece into which the screw is to be d»tvwi aad
a yieldingly mounted pin arrang»<l to extend through th*
hole into which the screw is to be driven.

3. In an apparatus for driving screws, devices for sup-
porting two or more parts with the screw holes In aline-

ment, and a yiehiingly mounted pin > \tcnding through the
screw threaihvl hole in one part.

4. In an apparatus for driving screws, a yieldingly

mounte<i pin arranged to extend through the hole Into
which a screw is to l>e (Iriven, anil i)rovidfd with a ri^tricted

bearing surface in the axis of said hole.

5. In an apparatus fur driving screws, a yieldingly

mounte<i pin arranged to exu-nd ihrtmgh ilie hcije ititi>

which a screw Is to ()«• driven and provi lei with u p'liited

end.

[Claims d to 8 not printe«l in the i ,,i/ette.]

892.306 PUNCTURE-CLOSER
ton. Mass. Filed Oct. 21, 1907

James H. R.\nd, New-
Serial No. 398,372.

•J

1 .V puncture ck>ser comprising a i>air of opixvsed head
plates rigidly connected i)y a non-contractile iMwt, one at

least of said plates adapted to be f1exe<l into (>usitive

gripping relation with its oppoeod plate.

2. A puncture closer comprising a pair of opposed head
plates rigidly connected by a central non-contractile post,

one at least of said plat«8 adapted to be peripherally tlexed

into positive gripping relation with its oppoaed plate.

3. A puncture closer comprising a pair of opposed head
plates rigidly connected by a non-contractile poet, one at
least 'if s;iid platen being ilishe.! •uid ;ii|:ipte.! to b«> pe-

ripli'r;iii\ rtexfHl inf.. iM.>ii,\. niippii.K' rciiiti.'n with its

opposcsl plate.

4. .\ puncture closer comprising a pair of opiwised lieu<i

plates rigidly connecteil by a non-contractile post, one of

said plates being substantially flat, ati<i the other being

dishetl and adapted to be periplierally fiexe<l into iK)sitive

gripping relation with said flat plate.

5. A puncture closer comprising a pair of oppoaed head
plates rigidly connected by a non-retractile poet, one at
least of said plates adapted to be flexe<l into pxjsitive grip-

ping relation with its oppose*! plate, and one of said plates

having an annular chaiiinl m ! ' lie other having an annular
ril) registering witli said rh.iiuiel when tlie i)lafes are

pinch«vl logeilier iiii<i gripping relation

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in ttic (jazette.]

892.307 SULFTR .SPR.WINO APP.\RATUS. David
E RnsA.sco, Healdsburg, Cal Filei! Feb 24 1908.

Serial No 417, .3(H}

1. \n apparatus of the descrified cliaracter comprising
an outer casing ha\'ifig an upt>er air receiving chamber, a
lower air receu ing ch;iml)er. a sulfur holding chamber and
a sulfur receiving chamV>er. an air bellows separating fiie

air receiving chamh)ers. an air conduit communicating with
the sulfur receiving chamber, a distributing pipe leading

from said chamber, said air receiving chambers having
valvetl air inlets and valve<l controlled outlets connecting
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the air chamber!^ with tiie air conduit, and a hand lever for

actuating the air l)eliows.

2. Aa a|lfl|UnatU8 of the cliaracter described, comprising

a eatiag having two air receiving chamijers, and a sulfur

receiving chami>er. .an air conduit communicating with the

sulfur receiving chamL>er. a discharge iiipe leatiing from the

sulfur receiving chamber, said air receiving chamt>ers hav-

ing valvcd Hir inlets and valved controlled outlet i>orts

connecting the air chandlers with the lur conduit, a single

means for alternately drawing air into said cliambers

through the valved inlet,- and a hand lever operatively

connected with .said means
3. An apparatus of the character described comprising

an outer ca-sing having its interior divided to provide an

upper air rtveiving chami>er. a i<iwer air receiving cham-
ber an<i a receiving chaiid>er for powdered sulfur, an air

conduit communicating witli the sulfur receivinc chamber,

a <li8charge piiK- leading from the sulfur receiving chamber,

said air receiving chamtx-rs having valved air inlets and

valved controlled outlets lonnecting the air chambers with

the air conduit, means common to ixith air receiving cham-
bers for alternately drawing air into said chambers through

the valved inlets and a hand operated lever operatively

connected to said rne.ins

5. A manure spreader comprising a ratchet wheel, arms
pivotally mounted at a rtvetl ixiint, i^awls inde[>endent!y

adjustable on tiie arms, liand actuated lever luecLaniism

for adjusting the pawls simultaneously on the arms, and
for o,scillating the arms \\ith the pawls into alternate

;nt with the wheel.

[Claims 6 to s not printe<i in the Gaiette.]

892,308. MANIRF- SPREADER John F. Rudb and

John U Smiph. I,il»»-ri.\. lad . aixsignors to The Rude
Brothers .Vt amifacturiug Compiuiy, Lii)erty, lud., a

<.*>rp»>ralioii o( Indiana Fii« d «.>ct. 28, 1907. Serial

No. ;i9»,4ol

1 In a manure spreader, a l>e!itir comprising a shaft,

hea l- ttwreon. ^latj* se<-ured to the heads and extending

alt«matel>' from the eruis to jxiints l>eyond tlie middle line

of the beat«'r.

2 .\ inamirc spreader comprising a V>eater provided

with rrjws (rf te<>ih projecting therefrom in altemating lines

from it^ respectue opixisite ends to ixiint> beyond ttie

center tliereof

3. In a manu-c sjireader a beater comprising jK-ripheral

slatt* alttTHHtely disiKtsjHi with overlapping ivijiM-ent ends

and indineil in opjiosite direct ujns respectively in a rear-

svartl direction to the dir<'ctK)n of rotation of the beater

4 In a manure spreader, the combination of a rnt^-het

wheel, slotted armn fulcrumed at a ftxed point means for

oscillating them in re8pf^ctive opposite directions simulta-

neously, pawis carried by the respective arms and engaging

with the wheel, and means for independently adju.'^ting the

pawls on tiie arms.

892,309. JEWELER'S .STAKING-TOOL
SELL, Carthage, III Filed Oct. 23, liK)7

398.743.

LoREN Res-
Serial No.

J* J^ 13 jj

1. A device of the class described, comprising a base pro-

vided with an overhanging arm, said arm having a thread-

ed vertical bearing, a horizontal table rotatably mount-
ed on the base below the bearing, said table being provided

with an annular series of openings of different sizes, and
adapted to receive the hub of a balance wheel, means for

locking the table to the base, a hollow sleeve threaded into

the bearing, a hollow plug having an extended bwsv for

engaging the balance wheel on the table, the upper end of

the plug being adapted to receive the lower end of the

sleeve, and a centi-rini; staff movable througli the sle<ne

and the plug an<i pro\ idcd in its lower end >viili an opening

for receiving tlie staff of the lialaiice wheel.

2. A device of the ( la» I'.i -1 ribed, comprising a base pro-

vided with an overlianging arm, said arm having a vertical

threailed l>earing. a table rotatably mounted on the base

below the bearing. :uid provided with an ojiening for re-

ceiving the hub of the i>alance wheel, nieans for locking the

table to the base, a hollow sleeve threaded into tiie bearing,

a hollow plug having an extended base for engaging the

balance wheel on the table, the upi)er end of the plug being

adapted to receive the lower en^l of the sli'eve, and a cen-

tering staff movable through the sltM'\e and the plug and
having an opening to receive the staff of the balance wheel.

3. A device of the class <ie.scril)ed, comprising a base pro-

vided with an overhanging arm. said arm having a threatl-

ed vertical bearing, means on the has*- for sup]X>rting the

baianoe wheel in a horiwjutal jjosition, a hollow sleeve

thrca<ied into the i>earinK. a hollow plug having an extend-

ed i)ase for engaging liie balance wheel on the t:d)le, the

upiier end of the plug being adaptt'd in receive the lower

end of tlie sleeve, and a <'<'ntermg stalT movatde tlirough

the sleeve and the plug and i)rovi(ieci with an opening for

receiving the staff of the i>a!ance wiieel.

4. A device of the cla.sh des<Tibe<.i. comprising a base pro-

vid<ni witii an overhanging arm, sai^i arm iiaving a tiiread-

ed vertical ix;aring. a horizontally arranged table below

the l>earing, said table iiaving an oi)enmg to receive the

hub of tlie balance wheel, a iiollow sk-eve threaded tlirougli

tlie bearing, anti a punch iiaving m conical jxirlioii provide<l

with an o^>euing at itsai>ex' to receive the staff of the bal-

ance wheel..and on its base with a cvlindi iinl projection for

entering the lower end of the sleeve.

.'j \ device of the class described. cMimpriMiig a support

for a balanc^e wheel, a fixed 'x-aring alxjve the suppfirt, a

hollow sleeve threaded through the bearing, a hollow plug
for engaging the balance wheel on the 8upi>ort \be upper
end of the plug l>eing adapte<i to re<-eive the lower end of

the sief've. and a centering staff movable through the sleeve

and the plug.
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893.310 BT'TLDTNO CONSTRUCTION. CaHL D.

Sauield. -San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 27, 1908. Se-

rial N'o. 41S.1()0.

1 Ihe i-ombination w ith tho floor jpists. plate, studding

and t1f>oriiik; nf a \>\uUlin)i. of ineUil ihtn-fa laid upon and

acros.s the i<>i<K<. >-\Xvi\Ainii, in width ftoni the (iut*>r f-.licp of

the wall-plate of the buildinR. and under said plat<^. and

underlappinin the flooriuR boards sevrral inches, substan-

tially as herein descrifx" i

2. In building ron.struction, metal shect.s laid over the

top of the outer ends of the floor joi.st.s, an.l acros-s 'he joists

from one to the other, the outer edtcjv of the metal sheet.-*

flu.-«h with the outer edfce of the plau-, the inner ed^es of

the metal sheets extending inwardly s.>v.>ral inches under

the floor, and havini? the plate, stuiMnm .ind Hoot fjoard-

resting upon the nietal sheet,''.

892.311. .\PP.\RATUS FOR PLOTTING RESO-
NANCE CURVF;s ( )rT<j S« HF.LLtR. ^^teglitz. near Ber-

lin, Germany. Filc.l Mar. 9, 1908. Serial No. 419,961

.

1. \n electrical instrument of the character described,

comprising a variable self-induction element including »

movable coil, a variable condenser ppovidetl with movable

plates, means connecting the movable coil and the movable

plates to cause the adjustment of one to adjust the other

accorJingly, and fixel electrical connections between the

self-iniluctifin element and the condan.ser.

2. \n electrical instrument of tho character denrritied,

comprising a variable self-induction element including

relatively movable coils, a variable conden.ser including

st-ation.ary and movable plates, a rota.tory spindle on which

the movable coil ami movable conden.ser plates are fixed

for concurrent ami equal movement*, and fixe 1 electrical

connections t)etween said movable coil and the condenser

plates.

3. .\n ciectrical instrument of tho r'haract<^r descrilje.i,

comprising a .self-induction varif)meter, including a stati.)n-

ary coil ami a movable coil, a variable conden.ser includinx

stationary plates and movable plates cofii)erating with the

fixed plates, a rotatory spindle to wliich the movable coil

and the movable plat*^ are secured for concurrent and

equal movements, and fixe 1 electrical connections between

said movable coil and the condenser plates.

892,312. SYSTEM FOR RFXEIVING INDAMPED
ELECTRIC OSCILL.MToNrJ 1>tt() S. hki 1 kk. .-^teg-

litz, near Berlin. Germany. Filcil Mar ',» luu.s .Serial

No. 419,962.

1. In a system for receiviiiK substantially undamped
oeciUations, the combination with a high frequency circuit,

and a circuit of lower frequency, of means connecting said

circuita and a<iapte«l t^i tran.iinit current impulses of de-

termined direction.s from the high fre(iuency circuit to the

circuit of lower fre<;uency and working synchronously with

the funtlamental oscillation of the circuit of lower fre-

quency and means permitting energy to be tranamitted in

one direction only.

2. In a system for receiving .-iubstantialiy un;lamiie<l

oscillations, the combination with a high fn^niency circuit,

and a circuit of lower frequency, of an interrupter connect-

ing said circuits and adai)teil Ui tran.sinit current impuLses

of deterinine<i directions from the high fre<nicncy circuit

to the circuit of lower fre<iuency and working synchro-

nously with the fundamental oscillation of the circuit of

lower frequency, and a rectifler allowing energy to be

transmit e.l in one dire<-tion only.

3. In a system for receiving substantially undamped
oscillations, the cf)mbination with high freijuency circuit,

and a circuit of lower frequency, o. an interrupter connect-

ing saiil circuit.-! and a.lai)ted to transmit current impulsee

of determined directions from the high frequency circuit

to the circuit of lower frequency and working synchro-

no islv with the fundamental oscillation of the circuit of

lowf-r fre<iuency, and an elec Ijolytic cell allowing energy

to be transmitt4«d in (jne direction only.

4 In a system for receiving sulwtantially undainpc<i

oscillations, the combination with a re«*onant receiving cir-

cuit, a detector or indicating circuit, and means for con-

veying energy Ln-tween said circuit.s. said means including

an Interrupter ami a uevice to j)ermit the energy to be trans-

mitted in one direction only

5. A receiving system for wire|es.< telegraphy comprising

a resonant receiving circuit, a resonant in.licat<ir or de-

tector circuit associated therewith, and electrical connec-

tions between said circuita including ui interrupter and a

rectifier.

892,313 H.\n, .SI'LICF:. Lolls V. S(1ika.mm. Toledo,

Ohio y\\-.\ July 26, 1907. Serial No. 385.684.

1 . .\ splice for rail ends comprising interlocking nieiiil>er8

each including a thickened web j>ortion and a tread f)or-

t:on centrally and longitudinally cut .iwav ihmughout the

length of the thickene.l web portion, sanl wet. [xiriion U-ing

extended in a<lvance of the tre.a*! terminal and re<luced in

width throughout its hei;<ht to provide a tongue projecting

beyond the tread jjortion. that pt^rtion of the thickene<l

web coextensive with the length of the reduced trea<l Ix-ing

reducetl throughout its height and length and provided

with a series of longitudinally di8ix)S«'<J equally spliced

ribs, the ribs of one rail end l>eing aline<l with the spnces

i^tween the ribs of the oppt)sing rail end, whereby the re-

1 duced tread portions and the ril)S on the rest>ective r iil
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ends interlock in assembling the parts and the tongues

overlan the rail web Ix-yond the thickened jjortion.

2. A splice for rail ends comprising int/jrlockmg mem-
bers each formed with an offset web portion and having

the trea<i overlj ing the offset web portion centrally and
longitudinally cut away, the web pnirtion beneath the re-

duced treatl Ix-mg of less thickness throughout its length

and height than the reduced portion of tiie treatl, whereby
the lower portion of the treatl projects beyond the offset

IK)rtion of the tread in the form of a shoulder, said offset

portion being projecteti beyond the terminal of the re-

duced treatl portion to proviile a tongue, the offset i)ortion

of the web below the tread being formed with a series of

spaced ribs arrange<l in i>arallel relation to the tread por-

tion and coextensive in length therewith, the free side

edges of said ribs projecting l»eyond the side edge of the

tread, the ribs of one end Ix'ing offset relative to the ribs

of the remaining end to interfit said ribs in the assembling

of the rail ends.

M8J14. MATHINE FOR SAWING STANDING TIM-
BSR. i'KA.vK C. ScHtrLTZ, Bland, Mo. Filed Apr. 26,

1907. Serial No. 370,386.

1. A machine for sawing standing timber comprising a

frame, having a gap in the central jMirtion of its forward

side, said g.ap l>eing oi)en in front and clo.sed at the rear,

means for anchoring the frame in jxjsition; a saw, and its

carriers, means for supporting the same in the frame across

the gap at a relatively low level, a roller journaled in the

frame on each side opposite the gap, at a relatively high

level, a connecteti cord and spring attached to said saw-

carrier, pulleys supportetl by the frame, the cord being

passetl about said jiulleys and wrapi)ed on said roller to

opK-rate it and put the spring under teiL-^ion and means for

operating the saw and its carriers.

2. A machine for sawing standing timl>er comprising a

frame, having a gap in the central jKirtion of its forward

side, sai<i gap being o|)en in front and clos«>d at the rear,

means for anchoring the frame in position, a saw, and its

carriers, means for supporting the same in the frame across

the gap at a relatively low level, a roller journaled in the

frame on each si<ie opposite the gap, at a relatively high

level, a connected cord and spring attached to said saw-

carriers, pulleys supiJorted by the frame, the cord being

passed al>out said pulleys and wrapped on said roller to

operate it and put the spring under tension, upright levers

connected at their lower <'nds wiih the saw -earners and

saw to reciprocate the same, and means for operating the

saw and it.x carriers.

803,315. .^njT'ST.\BLE CIT.MR. Leo O. Schussmann,
Sheboygan, Wis. Filed F"eb. 15, 1907. Serial No.

357,494.

1. In an adjustable chair, the combination with a body
provideil with teeth, of a back movably connected thereto,

a dog adapte-l to engage said teeth and said back and op-

eratetl by the latter, a hook pawl engaging .said dog. a

shield plate for the teeth movably connected to said body
and operated by said dog and said pawl and means for en-

gaging and disengaging said pawl and said shield plate.

2. In an a<ljustahle chair a chair-lnxly carrying a se-

ries of teeth, an adjustable back pivoted to the bociy and

carrying a dog mlapted to engage with such teeth a spring

for yieldingly urging such dog upward a plate mounted be-

tween adaple»l to iHjrnui such engagement or to keep the

dog out of the engagement according as such plate is placed

,

a hook pawl carried by .said dog and a spring for yieldingly

urging such pawl into engagement w ith such plate.

3. An adjustable chair comprising a chair-bod>- carr>

-

ing a series of teeth, an atljustable back pivote<i to the

body and carrying a dog atiapted to engage with such

teeth, a plate mounted between, and a htx)k pawl pivoted

to such dog. the two being adapted to move the plat^ ff)r-

ward and backward.
4 An adjustable chair comprising a chair-body carr>

-

ing a series of teeth, an adjustable back {)ivoted to the l>ody

and carrying a dog adapted to engage with such teeth, a

plate adapted -0 permit or forbid the engagement of the

dog according as it is placed, a hook pawl ot>erated also

by the chair-back for oix'rating the plate in one direction

and provisions ft)r engaging the hook with the plate at

one end of its motion and for detaching the hook from the

plate before it has reached the other end of its motion.

5. An adjustable chair comp)rising a chair-body carry-

ing a series of teeth, an adjustable back pivoted to the

Ixxly and carrying a dog ada[)ted to engage with such

teeth, a plate adafited to i)erinit or forbid the engagement
of the dog acconiing as it is placed a h<x)k pawl pivote'd to

such dog and a screw J j' set adjustably in the chair-l>ody

adapted to contact with the such pawl and effect the dis-

engagement thereof from the plate when required.

l<'laim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,316. SAFETY CORN-KNIFE. Harkv Srnw ahtz
and Basiuus Zsivanqvics, I'hiladelphia, Pa. Filed

Nov. 15. 1907. Serial No. 402.252.

1. A corn knife comprising a body having a convex sur-

face, and provided with a slot, of a bhule arranged in said

Blot and means for locking said blade.

2. A corn knife comprising a body provided with arms
having a..threa<l«i socket, a blade adjustably mounted in

said IxKly and a hamlle arranged in the socket of the anus.
3. A corn knife comprising a body having a convex sur-

face, and provided with a slot, of a blade mounted in the

slot, a screw for securing .sai<i blade therein, arms forme<l

on the body provided with a scjcket and a handle provided

with a threaded shank adapteil to fit in said socket.

892.317. DOOR. Fra.nk Scott, Orbisonia. Pa . assignor

of one-half to James B. Shively. Shippensburg. Pa.

Filed Mar. 18, 1908. Serial No. 421,771.

1. An automatically ojterated door, comi)rising door
sections hinged together, a roller provided with oppositely
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disposed spiral jcroove^. y)<>lt« fH)nnprt<»ii to the <1oors an«l

providetl witli rollers dL!JiK>«e.l m saul Krooves. a apnim
mounted platform, a rotatiUK eleinenl. a dutch adapted to

connect said roller thereto, and inean.-' curuiected to said

plat/orm for operating said clutch.

I

I >.

I

19 =1 /

2. Automatically operating doors cDrnprising (l<xir sec-

tions hmge^i together, a guiile at tha upper side of sui<i

doors. rolU'fs coiniected to said doors to move in said guide,

a roller provided with oppositely disp<)!*e<i .spiral grooves,

bolts connected to the dixjrs and provided with rollers en-

icagiag said grooves, a platform, a rotating element, a
clutch adapted to connect said roller thereto, means con-

nected to said platform for ov)eratm^ said clutch to fold

the doora, ajid means for closing said Joors.

3. Automatically operating doors oomprising door sec-

tions hinged together and hinged tt> the door frame, a

TMller provided with oppositely disposed spiral grooves,

fxjlts connecting aaid dfKirs and grooves and provided with

rollers to move in said spiral gri>ovea, a platform, spring

supt)<)rts for said platform, means connected tt) said plat-

form for oi)eratnig a clutch to connect said roller U> a ro-

tating eleiiuTit, means for rotating saici roller in one direc-

t4oa, and a arum and weight for rot.aUng said roller in the

opp«»ite dire'Mion to close the doors.

4. In a device of the character described, door sections

hinged together, a roller provided with op[H)sitely disposed

spiral grooves, bolts connected to s.-mi door sections and

priivi.le i with anti-friction rollers iihiuiiTcI in said spiral

grooves, a rotating element, a platform, a spring support

for said platform, means connected to said plat/orm for

throwing into operation a clutch for connecting said roller

to sai i element to open the doors, and deans for closing the

do.if-

.') In a di'vice of tiie character destribed, door sections

hinged together, a spirally grooved roller, bolts secured to

the central diwr sections and provided with rollers to en-

gage the spiral grooves in the roller, aanular grooves at the

en is of said roller, springs for spanning sal 1 grooves, a plat-

form, a clutch, connections t>etween said platform and

clutch, a rotating element forming part of said clutch for

rotating saiti roller in one direction to oi>en doors, and

gravity means connected to said roller for closing said

doors.

8y2.:ns. dotble-exd di'mi'Ingcar Eowln e.

Slick, Pittsburg. Pa. File-l Jan l.'> 19<)H .Serial No.

410,«<K9.

1. The combination with a car frmine and a car body
mounted to move within the frame ia optM)site directions

from a central upright position, of me»ns for tilting the car

iKxiy to discharge the contents through the frame

2 The combination with a car fmiiie of a car inxly

mounted to simultjineously tilt an.l m(^ve bo lily within the

frame.
|

3. The combination with a car franie having its interior

[lortion unobstructetl, of a tilting and longitudinally mov-
able car body mountetl tiiereon adapietl to be tilted to dis-

chargiog position entirely within the frame

4. The I ombinatioa with a car frame having side tracks,

of a tiltlDg ear bodjr OMMMted thexeon, means for tilting

said body in dtlMT (HnOtlon from a <-entral ui>nght ixwi-

tion, and operable from either end of the car t>ody.

5 The combination with a car frame having side tracks,

of a tilting and longitudinally movable car ixxiy mounted
thereon, means for tilting said body in either direction

from a central upright position, and or>erable from either

end of the car botly.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,319. BIN'DI\0-P08T Nicholas Sohl, New York,

N. Y , a.ssignor to \V. R. Ostrander &. Co., a Corporation

of New York Kile<l May '28, 19()7. Serial No. 376,092.

1 A binding post, comprising a base-plate having o;ipc-

sitely disposed ears providwl with apertures iiaving curved

t>earing edges providetl with notches, and a spring-actuated

arm arranged between .said ears and provided with ofl.set

edges a<lapt«d to conduct a wire auUimatically inU^ the

notched portions of said ears ami hold the wire therein.

2. In a t>mding pos', a bed-plate provide<i with a conical

af)erture having recesses forme<l in the wall of sai<i ai)erture,

a base provide<i with projections adapte<l t^) register with

the reces-ses of said be<l-plate. a washer of insulating mate-

rial arranged N'tween said ba.se and bed-plate, and a fasten-

ing device exten<ling through the aperture of the bed-plate

so as to clamp the bed-plate and ba.s«^[)late firmly together.

892,320 PORTABLE ASPHALT PLANT. Fiiank B.

Smith Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The BarlH-r .\-phalt

Paving <V)mpany. Philadelphia, Pa., a Corvxirniioii cif

Wi-st Virginia. Filed Mar 27. UMKi .Serial No. ;1<)S,268.

In a jiortable asphalt plant, a single car bcnly, an air com-

preasor an<l its operating means mounted on said car body,

a cylinder and piston mounted beneath the car body, con-

nections whereby the piston is operated by air from the

compressor: a derrick mounteil on the car body; a sheave

on the end of the piston, other sheaves fixed to the car

body; and a hoisting cable which after passing around the

piston sheave is le.l over other sheaves to the extremity of

the derrick, sub-stantially as described.
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892.321. MIXER-OPENINQ DEVICE. Frank B. 1

Smith, Philadelphia, Pa., a-ssignor to The Barber Asphalt 1

Paving Company, Philailelphia, Pa., a Corporation of
j

West Virginia. Filed Jan. 15, 1907. Serial No. 352,396.
|

s C

1. A mixer havmg in combination a receptacle, the ends

of which are provided with openings; a slide plate provided

with guide lugs to fit .said openings; a ixjttom for said re-

ceptacle provi<le<i with a discharge oi>ening. said opening

being normally clo.se<l by .said slide plate; a slioulder block

on the under side of said slide plate, a piston rod connected

to said shoulder block and extending in the direction in

which said slide plate is moved to uncover said discharge

opening; and a cylinder in line with said piston rod.

2. A mixer having in combination, a receptacle the ends

of which are provide<i with oix-nings; a slide plate provided

with guide lugs to fit said oi)enings; rollers mounted to

support said sliile phite a bottom for said receptacle pro-

vided with a discharge oi>ening, said opening being nor-

mally closed by said slide plate; a shoulder block on the

under side of said slide plate; a piston rcnl connected to said

shoulder block; and a cylinder mounted to lie below the

line of movement of the lugs on said slide plate and co-

operating with said piston rod.

892.322. COIN CDLLECTOR, Edwin H. Smythk, Chi-

(Hgo, 111 a.s.-ignor to Western Electric Company, Chi-

cago. Ill , a ( orpo ration of Illinois.

Serial No. 2H.<.tl21

Filed Oct. 20, 1905.

1. In a coin i-ollector, the combination with the coin

chute having an abrupt turn therein, of a coin-<listrihuting

mechanism located l)elow said turn, a contact-actuating

finger adapt<Kl to l>e engage<1 by a jiaasing coin, and meana
controlled by said finger for o[>erating said coin distribut-

ing mechanism, saiii finger Ix'ing locateii at the turn of the

chute, whereby the engagement of the coin with sai<l finger

is prolonge<l as the coin is retarded at the turn, and time is

allowed for the distributing mechanism to act before the

coin reaches it

2. In a coin collector for telephone lines, the combina-
tion with the coin chute having an abrupt turn, of a control-

ling finger adapte<i to be actuated by the coin in its pas-

sage, said finxer being located at the inner side of'the turn

of the chute, whereby the engagement of the coin with said

flnger is prolonge^l coin distributing mechanism located

below said turn, and means controlled by said finger for

operating said coin distributing mechanism.

3 In a coin collectfir for telephone line.«. the combina-

tion with a coin chute having a norinall,\-blo<ketl refund

passage a' near the entrance theriH)f, an electrt^magnet,

means actuated in the ri>!« nse of said electromagnet

adapted to arreet a coin in itie chute beyond the entrance

to said refund jsaasage, and means also .set in the response

of said electromagnet aiiapte<i to divert into said reiund

Iiassage coins in the chute above sai<l passage.

4 In a coin collector, the combination with a box, of a coin

chute having a branch c discharging within the box, and a

refund pa.ssage a' discharging ouisidc the bo.\, a com-guide

d controlling the entrance to said branch c. a stop f for re-

taining a coin in said branch, an electromagnet arranged

In its resptmse to actuate guide d and stop f to divert a de-

posited coin into said branch and retain said coin therein;

whereby a deposited coin i.s automatically refunde<i if the

electromagnet fails to resj>ond, but if the electromagnet

re8ix)nds the coin L.> retained and is subsequently discharged

within the box by the mere return of the electroinagiu-t to

normal condition; a wcond electromagnet and mean.s con-

trolle<l thereby for diverting the discliarged coin into the

refund passage.

5. In a coin collector for telei)hone lines, the combination

with a coin chute. ha\iiig a refund pas.sage o», of an electro-

magnet, means actuated in the responsi- of said electro-

magnet for diverting coins near the entrance of said chute

into said refund passage, a stop also actuate^l in the re-

sponse of sai<i electromagnet adapted to arrt^st a coin in

the chute beyond the mouth of said refund pi«?sage, means
controlled by a coin in the chute between said refund pas-

sa^ and said stop, for causing the response of said electro-

magnet, and independent means for causing the repi>onse

of said electromagnet; whereby a dc[K)sited coin will be

either refunded or retained according as the electromagnet

is excited before or after the deix)sit of said coin.

(Claim 6 not print4>d in the Gazette.]

802^23. WHEEL. Edwin .Stanc liff. New York, N. Y.

Filed Apr. 28, lt>06. Serial No. 314,178, Renewed Oct.

14, 1907. Serial No. 397,354,

1. The combination with a track wheel having a cen-

trally di8pose<l opening, of a drive wheel located within

said opening, the perimeter of said drive wheel being

located in the plane of the inner 7)erimeter of the track

wheel, and an elastic tire carried by one wheel for running

ui)on the perimeter of the other, and that other having

faces engaging the side face* of the tire when under load.

2. The combination with a track wheel having a oen-
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trally dis[)Ose.l o[)oninK. of a drive wheel located within

said opening, the [)eriaieter of said drive wheel being

located in the plane of the inner perimeter of the track

wheel, and an clastic tire carrieti by one wheel for running

upon the i>eruneter of the other, and that other having

faces engaging the side faces of the tira when under load,

the relative sizes of the tire and the f>erirneu-r u[)C)n which

it is to run l)eing such that there will be a clearance ^)etwe€n

them.
3 The combination with an inner ami an outer wheel, of

flanges carried upon one wheel and affor ling a space opening

toward the other, and an elastic tire carried by said other

wheel of such proTxjrtiona that it will exftand and engage by

Its side faces the flanges at the segment of contact between

the wheels when load is applied and clear the same when

unloaded. 1

4 The combination with an outer or track wheel having

a centrally dispose*! opening, of an inner or drive wheel

located within said opening, means carried by each wheel

for engaging the other, one of said meaas being elastic and

having its -strongest engagement upon the ra<lial line run-

ning from it.s :ixH to its point of engagoiiient with the

track wheel.

5. The combination with an outer or track wheel having

a centrally .lisposed or>t^ning. of an inner or drive wheel

located within said openmg. and meatis carried by each

wheel for engaging the sides of the <ither, one of saiil means

being elastic an i having its strongest side engagement upon

the radial line running from its axis U) Its point of engage-

ment with the track wheel, and meane for afljiisting the

force of said .side engagement.

IClaims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.)

mounted on said shaft, a rotatable frame mounted on and

driven from said shaft, a vibrating arm pivote<i to said

frame, pulleys carried by said frame, one of said pulleys

having a rotatable axle, a pinion niounte<l on said axle and

meshing with and traveling around said gear, another one

of said pulleys Ix-ing mounted on said vibrating arm,

means for vibrating the arm, a nonrotatable drum sur-

rounding said shaft, an I a l)elt mounted on the pulleys and

drum and traveling around the latter

T
892.324 DKTAril.VRLE H.XNDLE FOR COOKING

rrKNSIl,.-; Ch.vulks I, Stm-dinCek. .Molalla, Oreg.

Filed .Jan in IVMis Serial No 410, !>•'>

In combination with a ves^iel having an upper keeper

and a lower keeper on one side, a handle having a fixed

tongue at its lower end to engage the lower kt^n>er and pro-

vided at Its upi)er end in the face opposed t« the vessel with

a guide recess and a lug, the said lug having a slot commu-

nicating with said guide recess, a plate attached U^ said face

of the handle and covering said guiile recess, a sli.iable

tongue in said guide recess retaineti therein by the said

plate and having an <u>eratlng device extending through

the slot and a spring Viearing l^>etween the handle and the

o[)erating <levice and serving to engage the slidable tongue

*jlely with the upper keeper to retain the handle in oper-

ative position.
j

8 9 2,325 VARIABLE-SPEED AND REVERSING
MECHANISM \Vii.li.a..m J Steinle and Edwahd M.

Steinuc, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 16, 1906. Serial No.

311.922.

1. In a variable speed and reversmii mechaiusin, a suit-

able support, a shaft having beanngt m said supi«)rt, a

non-rotatable drum mounted on said eipport, a rotatable

frame mounted on and driven from said shaft, pulleys

mounted on ami carried by said rotatable frame, one of

said pulleys having a rotatable axle e:?tendiiig through the

rotatable frame, a planetary pinion secured on the end of

the axle opp<isite the pulleys, a gear raounte<l on the shaft

and meshing with said planetary pinion, and a belt having

its inner face traveling on the pulleys ».nd having its opix>-

site face engaging the drum.

2. In a machine of the character iJescriU-<l, a Suitable

support, a shaft having bearings in laid aupixjrt, a gear

3 In a machine of the character deBc.ribed. a suitable

support, a shaft having lK>anngs in said suptnirt, a gear

loosely mounted on said shaft, a rotatal)le frame mounted

on and driven from said shaft, a vibrating arm pivote<i to

said frame, pulleys carried by said frame, one of said pul-

leys having a rotatable axle, a pinion secured on said axle

and meshing with and traveling aroun 1 said gear. an<ither

one of said pulleys l)eing mounted on saul vibrating arm,

a nonrotatable drum surrounding said shaft and 8ecure<1 to

said support, and a l>elt mounted on the pulleys and drum.

4. In a machine of the character descril>ed, a suitable

support, a shaft having l)earings in sai<l support, a gear

mounted on said shaft, a rotatable frame mounted on and

driven from said shaft, pulleys mounted on the side of the

frame opposite the gear, one of said pulleys having a rota-

table axle extending through the frame, a pinion mounted

on said axle for engagement with sai 1 gear, a non-rot at able

drum mounteti on the support, means for causing the ex-

pansion and contraction of the drum, a l)elt mounte<1 on

the pulleys and drum, and means for automatically shift-

ing the position of one of the pulleys relative to the expan-

sion and contraction of the drum.

5. In a machine of the character described, a suitable

support, a shaft having U-arings in sai.l suppf)rt, a wheel

mounted on said shaft, a rotatable frame mounted »n and

driven from said shaft, pulleys mounted on the side of the

frame opiH)Site the wlu-el, one of said pulleys having a ro-

tatable axle extending through the frame, means for con-

necting the said axle and wheel and for rotating the lat-

ter, a non-rotatable expansible and contractible drum

mounte<l on the supiwrt. means for causing the expansion

and contraction of the .Irum, a l)elt traveling around the

pulleys and engaging the drum, and means for automat-

ically varying the iKJsition of one of the pulleys relative to

the drum for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,326 NUT AND PIPE WRENCH. David Stewart,

Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to Stewart Wrench and

Manufacturing Company. Albany, N. Y., a Corporation

of New York. File.1 Feb 26, H«H. Serial No. 195,338.

1. In a wrench, a slidt-bar having an integral handle-

piece, a lower jaw-head at the end of the slide-bar, a j.ivot-

e<l jaw-piece having an upper jaw-hea<l coacting with the

lower jaw-hea<l to form a nut or pipe-throat, prongs ex-

ten»ling rearward from the two sides of the sli.le-bar jaw-

head so as to exten.l over the bar of the pivoted jaw-piece, a

slide-piece or sleeve sliding on the slide-bar U) which the

pivote.! jaw-piece is pivoted, an a^ijusting screw working

in a thread in the slide-piece or sleeve and lying in the

space t)etween the slide-bar and the jaw-piece, means lo-

cated at the heel of the pivotal jaw-piece for forcing such
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heel away from the slide-piece or sleeve, and means for pre-

venting longitudinal movement of the adjusting screw.

2. In a wrench, a slide-bar having an integral handle-

piece, a lower jaw-head carrietl by the slide-bsir, a pivoted

jaw-piece having an upper jaw-head coacting with the

lower jaw-head to form a nut or pipe-throat, prongs ex-

tending rearward from the two sides of the slide-bar jaw-

head so as to extend over the bar of the pivote, 1 jaw-piece,

a slide-piece or sleeve sliding on the slide-bar to which the

pivoteil jaw-piece is pivoteil, an adjusting screw working in

a tliread in the slide-piece or slt^ve and lying in the space

between the slide-bar and the jaw-piece, and such jaw-

piece Ix'ing provide! with a grooved inner edge to form a

semi-cylindrical cavity for the reception of the adjusting

screw the rear side of the abutting face of the slide-bar be-

ing flat, and means located at the heel of the pivoted jaw-

piece for forcing such heel away from the slide-piece or

sleeve.

3. In a wrench, a slide-bar having an integral handle-

piece, a lower jaw-head at the end of the slide-bar, a slide-

piece or sleeve aliiling on the slide-bar, a jaw-piece pivoted

to the slide-piece or sleeve, having an upper jaw-head, an

a<lju8ting screw working in a thread in the slide-piece or

sleeve and lying in the si>ace between the slide-bar and the

jaw-piece, means locate*! at the heel of the pivoted jaw-

piece for forcing such heel away from the slide-piece or

sleeve, and means for preventing longitudinal movement
of the adjusting screw,

4. In a wrench, a slide-bar having an integral handle-

piece and a lower jaw-hea«l. a sli<le-piece or sleeve sliding

on the slide-bar having a split central fin on the rear side

flanke<i on either side by a recess rounded at the forward

end, means for securing the aliutting split [xirtions of the

sleeve firmly together, a jaw-piece having an upper Jaw-

head mlapted to coact with the jaw-hea<l of the slide-bar

provided at the bottom with side-wings fitting into the re-

cesses of the slide-piece or sleeve so as to rock slightly

therein, a jiivot-pin or bolt securing the jaw-piece to the

slide-piece or sleeve, means located at the heel of the piv-

oted jaw-piece for forcing such heel away from the slide-

piece or sleeve, prongs extending rearward from two sides

of the slide-bar jaw-head so as to extend over the btu" of the

pivoted jaw-piece, and means for adjusting the slide-piece

upon the slide-bar.

5. A wrench having a slide-bar having an Integral han-

dle-piece and provided with a lower jaw-head, a pivoted

jaw-piece having a coacting ujiper jaw-head adapted to be

reciprocated along the slide-bar. mean.« for limiting the vi-

bratory movement of the jaw-piece uyton its pivoted, a

spring for rocking the pivote<l jaw-piece located at the heel

thereof adjacent to the pivot, and an adjusting screw lying

between the slide-bar and the pivoted jaw-piece, the inner

face of the slide-bar being flat and the abutting face of the

pivoted Jaw-piece tw^ing grooved.

[Claims 6 Uj 14 not printeti in the Gazette.]

892,327. NUTAND PIPE \ RENCH. David Stewart,
Schenecta<ly, N. Y , assignor to Stewart Wrench and

Manufacturing C^>mpany, Albany, N. Y., a Corporation

of New York. Filed Oct. 3, 1904. Serial No. 226,888.

1. In a wrench a slide-bar having an integral handle-

piece, a jaw-head at Uie enil of the slide-bar, prongs ex-

tending rearward from the two sides of the slide-bar jaw-

head so as to extend over the bar of the pivoted jaw-piece,

a slide-piece or sleeve sliding on the slide-bar, a jaw-piece

pivoted to the slide-piece or sleeve, an adjusting screw

working in a thread in the slide-piece or sleeve and lying

in the space between the slide-bar and the jaw-piece, a

chamfer or recess formed in the heel of the slide-piece or

sleeve closed at the outer end by a suitable shoulder, a like

chamfer or recess also having a simil.ar shoulder formed in

the heel of the pivoted jaw-piece so a.s to abut against the

recess in the sleeve, and a Ikjw spring located in the cavity

kept from outward displacement by abutment of the ends

against the shoulders.

2. In a wrench, a slide-bar. a handle formed integral

with the slide-bar, a slide-piece reciprocating on the slide-

bar having a central fin on the rear-si<ie flanked by recesses

rounded at the forward ends bearing substantially straight

upper imd lower walls at the rear open sides thereof, a

lower backward extension or 'offset at the fin end of the

slide-piece, and a pivote! jaw-piece having a lower back-

\^ard extension or offset pivoted to the fin and a<iapted to

rock uiK)n its pivot pin having a lower face eoacting with

the upj>er face of the offset of the slide-piece to limit the

rearward rocking movement thereof.

3. In a wrench, a slide-bar, a hantlle formed integral

with the sluie-bar, a shde-pieee reciprocating on the slide-

bar having a central fin on the rear-side tiankei! by recesses

rounded at the forward ends bearing substantially straight

upper and lower walls at the rear open sides thereof, a

lower backward extension or offset at the fin end of the

shde-piece, a pivoted jaw-piece having a lower backward

exten.sion or offset pivoted to the fin and a<!apted to rock

upon its pivot pin having a lower face coacting with the

upper face of the offset of the slide-piece to limit the rear-

ward rocking movement thereof, and im adjusting screw

lying between the slide-bar and jaw-piece.

4. In a wrench, a slide-bar, a jaw-head removably se-

cured to the outer end of the slide-bar, a handle-bar, a

slide-piece reciprocating on the slide-l>ar having a central

fin on the rear-suie flanked by reces.ses rounded at the for-

ward ends bearing substantially straight upper and lower

walls at the rear oi>en sides thereof, a lower backward ex-

tension or off.set at the tin end of the slide-piece, and a

pivoted jaw-piece having a lower backward extension or

offset pivoted to the fin and a*lapted to rock upt)n its pivot

pin having a lower face coacting with the upper face of the

offset of the slide-piece to limit the rearward rocking move-

ment thereof.

5. In a wrench, a slide-bar, a jaw-licad removably se-

cured to the outer end of the slide-bar, a handle formed

integral with the .slide-bar, a shde-piece reciprocating on

the slide-bar having a central fin on the rear-side flanked

by recesses rounded at the forward ends bearing substan-

tially straight up;)er and lower walls at the rear ojien sides

thereof, a lower backward extension or offset at the fin end

of the sliiie-piece, a pivoted jaw-piece having a lower back-

ward extension or offset pivoted to the fin and adaiite<! to

rock upon its pivot pin having a lower face coacting with

the upix^r face of the offset of the slide-piece to limit the

rearward rocking movement thereof, and an a<ljusting

screw lying betwwn the slide-bar and jaw-piece,

[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,328. RAILWAY-RAIL JOINT. Ptollman Stover,

Vlsalia, Cal. File<l Oi-t 10, 19<>7. Serial No. 396,737,

1. The combination of a pair of rails provided with for-

wardly extending bases and webs, said web extensions
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ft^ng formed to provide a seat and rpcesst*. a Joint section

fmttmtd to receive ihe web pxtensioivs and proviiied with

a block a<lapted lo occupy the scat and with h nb a«lapl«Hi

to occupy the rf<-ct*.i«'s an»i iiH>aiis a«lapt»d to secure the

section in applie.l ponnion

,-y V
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2 The combination of a pair of rails pn>vi.lc<l with for-

wanlly exten.iing bases and webs, the wcbn V)eirig coex-

ten-sive in height with the height of the r;t41s and prt)%ided

with seat.s antl recesses, a joint section rece*«ed for the recep-

tion of the extended [x>rti(.n.'^ of the webs and provide<l with

a blnrlc a<lapte<i to occupy the seal arul a rib adapte.l t,,

occupy the recesses. sai<l joint section tx-irg also pmvid.d

with exteniiing side portions a<lapte«l to cnbrace the webs

of the rail and snugly engage the hea«is and tklie hiuses thereof,

and threade<l bolts passing through ojHMungs m one side

of the section. plongate<l openings in the webs of the rails

and threadedly engaging openinga in the other side of the

section.

initial pair of the series, a iiopjx-r at a distance above and

overlying said apron, means for suiiporting said hopper

from said apron, a screen leading from said hopi>er down-

wardly to said pair of bins, said screen overlying said apron.

and means on the apron lea<iinK from said partition to the

aides of said apron to direct the discharge from said screen,

and means for delivering sand suspended in water to said

hopper having its discharging point to one side of either of

the two extreme positions of said directing means.

3. In a sand pumping plant, a pair of bins and a aeries of

pairs of bins with a space between said pair of bins and the

initial pair of said series of bins, an apron having converg-

ing sides leading from said pair of bins downwardly to said

initial pair of the series, a hopper overlying said apron and

space<l therefrom and located approximately central of the

length of said apron, a s.reen overlymg tiie apron lea<ling

from said hopi>er downwardly to said puir wf bins, and a

deflector plvot^il at one end at a rx'int b.tw.-.n said l)ins of

the initial pair of the s.ri.- and at it,-< opp. .~ite end Ix'lng

a-lapUMl for engHgeinent witli .said converging side* of the

apron at fMHuts i>.-yoiid tlie iniiial iH.iiit of dist^harge of the

sertH-n. and means for delivering -^ajul »usiKMide<l in water

to said hopper having i*.- !is(h:\rging ix)int to one side of

eitiier of tlie two exi.rein.- [...mhuhs if said detlectur.

892.329. SAN D-PrMi'INO PLANT. M.*.ktin Swintek.

Des Moines. luwa. FileU Sept. 25. 1^06 S«Tial No.

330.646.

1. In a sand pumpmg plant, a pair of bins arranged side

by side, a series of bins arranged in pairs In ^ide by .side re-

lation and liavmg the initial pair ther.'of -pace<i from said

first name<i pair of bins an incline<l aproB dL^pose"! in ^aid

spare between the bins and lea<ling front sfti<l first name«i

pair of bins downwardly to said initial pair of the series, a

hopper siipportefi by and above said, apron at a point inter-

me<iiate of the length thereof, an mcl!iie<I screen overlying

the apron and leading from one end of said hopper down-

wardly to said f^rst nanie<l pair of bins, and a deflector oper-

ating on said apron and beneath said hopper, .said detiector

being pivote<l at the dividing line betweet the pairs of bins

of said series of bins, ami means for defivering sand sus-

pended in wafer to said hopi»er having it.s discharging point

to one side of either of the two extremn positions of said

deflect<^r.

2. In a sand pumping plant, a pair of bins, a series of bins

arrange.1 in pairs and having the initial f»ir There<if spaced

from said first naine<l pair of bin.s, a lonijitudiiial partition

dividing said series of bin.s. said series 'if bins being at a

lower elevation th.an said pair of bins, aa inclineii apron in

said spac4? leading from sai<l pair of bins Icwnwardly to said

892,330. H \0-KASTKNFT? .T.sr.pn

I'llin, N I> .
lu-isigiior if nw dalf '<

Glen Ullln, N. D. Filed .Mar 10,

420,257.

.1 T.wTs, Qlen
, Frank A. Tavls.

1908. Serial No.

1. .\ paper bag having a side .-.eain foriiie.1 of overlapping

porlJons, aiul a V-shapeil fa.sieiung niemljer formed of wire

inclosed between said ixjrtions, said fastening member

extending in the .lire<'tion of length of the bag and having

iU arms diverging ui the tlireiiion toward the mouth of the

bag, the upper ends of Siud arms b.aug Ih'IiI to form guards

to prevent said ends from punetunug the inateriiU of the

bag.

2. A paiMJr bag having a side seam fonne.l of overlapping

portions, and a fasteiimg iiieml)er f.jrme 1 of wire iiulotje.!

between saui pfjrt.Kjns. .said fastening memt>er extemling

in the direction of length of the bag and having portions

diverging in the direction U>war<l the mouth of the bag, and

having their upi>er ends txml upwardly a»d downwardly Uj

form guards to prevent saia ends from puncturing the ma-

terial of the bag.

892 33 1 rTOKSF.-r<>LLAR FASTENER Wir.i.r.^M

Terrt, Pearl fity. 111. File<l Feb _• 1 ,
li*»8 Serial No.

417.121

1 .\ hiirse collar fastener that comprises two members

having opposing face plates one of the face plat.'s being

jCNE 30, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE, a2C7

»Joite«i, ttie other having a latch member for projecting
through the slot, a locking lever pivotally mounted on the
slotted face plate, a spring for normally forcing the inner
edge of the lever mto the slot in the latch member, the
frfiiit end of the lever having a segmental slot and a headed
stud on the face plate that co<)tM>rates with the slotted end
of the lever, sulietantially as shown and des riljed.

2. The combination of the two opposing members having
face plates, one of the face plates being slotted, the other
having latch lug for projecting through said slot; of a
lever fulci^med uear one end of the slotted face plate, the
pivoted end thereof having a lateral extension, the other
end having a slotted head, a stud on the face plate for en-
gaging '!i<- sliitre<l heail and a Hat spring having a foot por-
tifni seciiri-ii adjacent the pivot end of the lever and having
Its front end normally projected under said lever and
adapted to be l>ent back from engagement with the lateral

extension of the lever, for the purposes 8t>t forth.

892,332. ELECTRICAL INCANDESCENT LAMP. Or-
lando M.. TuowLXss. Newark. N. J. Filed Oct. 26, 1906.
Serial No. 340,723.

1. .\n imprtjved glower for electrical incandescent
lamps, comprising a refractory non conductive core having
thereon a conlinuous coating of homogeneous refractory
metal

2 .Vn improved glower f<jr electrical incandescent lamps,
consisting of a tube of substantiallj pure tantaliiin filled

throughout its interior with a compact core of refractory
non-contluctive metallic oxid.

3. An improved glower for electrical incandescent lamps,
eomp08e<l of a thin tul>e of iluctile metallic tantalum con-
taining a core of refra(tor\- non-ccjiiductive substance.

4. An improve<i glower for electrical incandescent lamps.
having a high resistance as compared with soliil metal,
consisting of a tube of substantially pun^ tantakun con-
taining a full and closely-united core of refractory non-
con luctive m.aterial.

5 .\n Improved glower for electrical incandescent lamps
com[>f>s.-.l of a thin shell of dui-tile met.alUc tantalum con-
taining a core formed of refraeUjry non-conductive Sub-
stance.

[Clairns (5 to S imf jirinted in the Gazette.]

through the hollow member, and a pah" of jaw menil)er8
pivoted between the fingers and arTange<1 for engagenient
with the 1k>11ow inemljer.

2. A joint fastener comprising two exteriorly threaded

members, a stem carrieti b\ one of said memiiers and bifur-

cated to form space<j fingiTs. a r»air f)f jaw members piv-

oted b«>tween the fingers, means for limiting the outward
movement of the jaw members, a spring arranged to hold

the jaw members yieldably against inward movement, and
jaws earned by the outer encis <jf said jaw members, the

other of said threatied members being hollow for the recep-

tion of the jaw members and the bifurcated sten.. said jaw
memlxTs being arranged to he with their jaws against the

outer end of the hollow memlxT when the inner ends of the

two first named members are in mutual engagement.

892,334 MATTRESS ATTACHMKNT. Chas. Uhde.V
and Ira Owkn, Spokane. \\ ash. Filed Aug. 6, 1907.

Serial No. 387,315.

In combination, a mattress, a bolster having a flexil)le

flap extending from en<i to end of a side ther«jf and ar-

ranged interme<liate the e«lges of the side, and means for

removably securing said flap to a mattress at an end there-

of and intermediate the edges of the end, said flap i>ermit-

ting said bolster to be arraiiK'" i upon either face of saiii mat-

tress and at an angle iherew ii!i. to form a foot or head pro-

tector and to hold bed clothe.'^ in position.

892 ,.335. PENCIL-SHARPENER.
Schenectady. N Y. Filed Ai>r.

3«i6,llU.

Tycho Van Allir,
3. li*07. .Serial No.

892 .333 JOI.NT-FASTKNER. Ch.^ri.es J TBAVB.Cto-
cinnatl, Ohio. File.i June 8, 1907 .Serial No.'877,Ml.
1 \ joint fastening means comprising differently formed

locking meml)ers threaded for eng.agement in material to

be joine<l, one of said meml)er8 being hollow, fingers carried

by the other of said members and arranged for insertion

1 In a pencil sharpener the combination of a support, a
iftjng blade having a plurality of catting edges detach-
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ably mount«<i thereon and 30 aiTan>?e<l tjhat it forms i?uid-

inti, surfaces at the rear of the cutting atlgea, and parallel

guiding surfaces on the support in front <if the cutting edges

of '<aid blade.

2. In a pencil sharpener, the combination of a recepta-

cle, a cutting blade detachably mounte<l thereon, and par-

allel guidmg surfaces in front and in rear of the cutting

e<lge of said blade, the front guiding surface having a recess

to allow for finishing the leml point of a pencil when sharp-

ened.

3. In a pencil sharpener the combinatitm of a recepta-

cle, a cover therefor, a guiding surface on the cover, a cut-

ting bla*ie that forms a guiding surface in the rear of the

cutting c Ige. means on the cover for holding the cutting

blade parallel with the guiding surface (j(n the cover, and a

device for .securing the blade in place.
|

4. In a pencil sharpener, the combination of a recepta-

cle, a cover thereon, a guiding surface on .said cover, a cut-

ting blade that is mounted on the cover *o arranged that it

forms a guiding surface in rear of the cutting edge of

the blade. an<l means integral with the said cover for re-

ceiving the cutting blade.

5. In a pencil 3harx>ener, the combination of a recepta-

cle, a hinged cover there<jn. a guiding surface on said cover,

in front of the cutting edge of the blatle. a cutting blatle

that IS detachably nio\mted on the cover having a guiding

surface in rear of the cutting edge, mean* integral with the

said cover for receiving the sides of the tutting blade, and

a key for holding the cutting blade in a working position.

f

392,336 LOCK .VNO LATCH. Hknry C. Voight,

New Britain. Conn., a^ignor to Russell l% Erwin Manu-
facturing Company, New Britain, Conn , a Corporation

of ConnecUcut Filed Apr. 3. 190K. Berial No 424,874.

1. In a lock and latch mechanism, a l»lch bolt, a locking

bolt, a roll-back for each, means for oi>erating the roll-back

adaptetl to the latch lx>lt to control tlie latter, said latch

txilt roll-back being controlled through the medium of the

roll-back for the locking bolt.

2. In a lock and latch mechanism, a l»tch lx)lt, a locking

bolt, two concentrically mounted but independently ro-

tatal)le roll-backs, one for the locking Ixilt and one for the

latch bolt, and means for operating tha roll-back adapte<i

to the latch bolt to control the latter, si«id means Ijeing de-

pendent ui)on theopierationof the first nientioneil roll-back.

3. In a k>ck and latch mechanism, a lutch bolt, a locking

bolt, a roll-back for each, one of said roll-backs i>eing ro-

tatable imlependently of the other, the other roll-back

being rotatable dependently with the first.

4. In a lock and latch mechanism, a lutch bolt, a locking

bolt, a roll-back for each, said roll-backs being moimted
one on the other but capable of indei)endent rotation,

means for operatively connecting one of said roll-backs

with the locking bolt, and means for operatively connecting

the same roll-back with the second roll-back for operating

the latch bolt.

5. In a lock and latch mechanism, a latch bolt, a locking

bolt, a roll-back for each, means for interlocking said roU-

baclu when one of them is rotated in one direction for op-

erating the latch IkjU, one of said roll-backs Ix'ing ojierable

indei)endently of the other when rotated in a reverse direc-

tion to ofjerate the locking bolt.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Caxette.]

892 337 MKCH ANIC.\L MOVEMENT FORWASHING-
M.KCHINE.S. Wii.i.t.\M H. Vorts, Davenport. Iowa.

File<l Oct. 17, HHm .-W-rial No. 339, .388.

1. A mechanical movement comprising a rotary recip-

rocal shaft, a reciprocal lever fulcriimtil above anil a^lja-

cent to said shaft, devices through the medmin of which

the motion of .said lever is transmitted to said shaft, a rock-

ing member deriving its motion from said lever at one end,

a fly-wheel, and devices connecte<i t/) the op(M>8ite end of

said rocking lueiiitx-r for actuating said rty-whi-d.

2. A mechani<-al movement comprising a suitable sui>-

porting nienilx-r, a frame mounted there<in, a rotary recip-

rocal shaft journaled in said frame, a reciprocal lever ful-

cnimed al>ove and adjacent to said shaft, devices through

the medium of which the motion of said lever is trans-

mitted to said shaft, a vertically disfxjwed rocking-t)eam to

which motion is iniparte<i by said lever, a fly-wheel, a shaft

for the .same journale<l l>elow said supixjrting-member. and

devices connecte<l to the lower end of said rocking beam
for actuating said fly-wheel.

3. A mechanical movement comprising a suitable sup-

porting member, a frame mountetl thereon, a rotary recip-

rocal shaft journaled in said frame, a gear mounted on said

shaft above its journal, a reciprocal rack engaging said

gear, a reciprocal lever engaging said rack ami fulcrumed

in said frame alxjve and adjacent to said rack, a vertically

disposed rocking-l>eam, a link connecting said rack and

the upper end of saiil beam, a tly-wheel, a shaft for the

same journaled below said supporting member, and means
connecting the lower end of said beam to said shaft.

4. .\ niechaixical movement comprising a suitable su;v

porting mcmljer. a frame mounted thereon, a rotary recip-

rocal .shaft j(jurnaled in said frame, a gear mounted on said

shaft above its journal, a recii)ro<-al rack engaging said gear

and having a series of vertically projecting cogs or teeth, a

reciprocal lever fiilcrume<i in said frame and having a seg-

mental gear engaging the vertically projecting tcfth on

said rack, a fly-wheel, a shiJt therefor journaled below said

sup[K»rting member, and means ojieratively connecting

saiil rack anil fly-wheel

5. .\ mechanical movement comprising a suitable sup-

porting member, a frame mounted theret)n, a rotary recip-

rocal shaft journale<i in said frame, a gear mounted on said

shaft alKJve its journal, a reciprocal rack engaging said gear

and having a seri»^ of vertically projecting cogs or teeth, a

reciprocal lever fulcrume«l in said frame and having a seg-

mental gear engaging the vertically projecting teeth on
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said rack, a fly-wheel, a shaft therefor journaled l>elow said

»up;>orting memlxT. a pinion on the end of said shaft opjx)-

site the fly-wheel, a gear engaging said pinion, aiiil means
operatively eoiinet'tmg sai.i lever an.i gear.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

892,338. MECHANICAL M()\EMENT. Adulph Wahle,
Davenp>ort, Iowa Filed ,hin. 2. 19C)H. !<erial No.

408,WW

1. A mechanical movement comprising a suitable suo-

]X)rting frame, a rotary reciprocal shaft journaleil therein,

a gear lo<jsr on .said shaft, a pinion secured to said shaft,

a Continuously revoluble shaft, a pivote<i segmental rack
engaging fM)th said pinion and gear, and mean.- for trans-

mitting the motion of said rack through the iiuxlium of

said gear to the last mentioned shaft

2 .\ mechanical movement comprising a suitable sup-

porting-frame, a rotary recipro<-al .shaft journaled therein,

a gear l<H>se on saiii shaft, a pinion .s«Mure.i t<i said shaft, a

continuou.slj- revoluble shaft, a vibratory arm pivotetl at a

distance from said reciprocal shaft having a rack on its

free end that lUxaKf- ^aid pinion. <ievices for rotating said

gear mdeiMndcnt <if s.nd reciprocal shaft, and means for

traonnitting the motion of said gear to said revoluble

shaft

.3 .\ mechanical inov«'meiit comprising a suitable 8Up-
portiiig-framc .i rotar\ reciproc;il shaft jounKilcd therein,

a gear liMi.se on said shaft, a pinion s<'<'ure i to -aid shaft, a

continuously revoluble shaft, a vibratory arm j)ivoted at a
distance from .siiid reciprocal shaft having a rack on its

free end that engager said pinion, devices for rotating sai<l

gear inde|>end»'nt of said recipro<'al shaft, and inK-rmedi-

ate gearing for trausimiimg the motion of said gear to said

revoluble shaft.

4. .\ mechanical movement comprising a suitable sup-

porting frame, a rotary reciprocal siiaft journaled therein,

a gear l()<)s«» on said sh.aft ha\ ing a stud projecting from its

face, a pinion .s«'cured to said shaft, a continuously revo-

luble shaft, a vibratory arm pivoted at a distance from
said reciprocal shaft having a ra<'k on its free end that en-

gages said pinion, said arm also having a slot therein that

engages said stud for rotating .saiil gear indeix>ndent of

.said reciprocal shaft, and mejiiis for transmitting the mo-
tion of said gear to said revoluble shaft.

."> .\ mechanical movement <<>mprising a -nil able sui>-

porting-frame. a rotary reciprocal shai"t journaled therein,

:i gear l<H)se on said shaft, a pinion secured to said shaft, a

continuously revolulile shaft, a vibratory arm pivote*! at

a distance from .said reciprocal shaft ha\ing a rack on its

fwv end that engages said pinion, a pivoted hand-lever en-

gaging the free end of said arm, devices for rotating said

gear independent of said reciprocal shaft, and means for

transmitting the motion of said gear to said revoluble

shaft.

[Claims 6 to 1(» not printe<i in the ( iazette. J

«W,339 TRAP-NEST. Carl P. Walus. Mitchell, Ind..

assignor of one-third to liayden H. Walls and two-

thirls to William S. HoIcoiuIh', Bedfonl, Ind. FUe<i

Apr. 4, 1907. Serial No. 3(>6,.3H3

I. The combination with a receptacle having a d<K>r

ojiening therein, and vertical guides on each side of said

o(>ening, of a flexible blind arrangeil to oix^rate vertically

betwe^'ii said guides, means for locking the flexible blind in

134 0. G.—144

open position, a trea<l board, and a flexible connection be-

tween the locking means and tread board.

J7..

2. The combination with a receptacle having a door
opening therein, and vertically arrangeil guides at each side

of the door opening, of a door embodying a plurality of

horizontally arranged slats, and a flexible tai>e connecting
them and having its upper end attache<i above the door
opfMiing, a h(xjk pivoted to the receptacle and cooperating
with the slats to retain the door in ofK-n position, and de-
vices oi>eratively connected to the said hook and oj>erated

by the fowl in entering the nest for releasing the door
3. The combination with a receptacle having a door

therein normally oiiorating to close, of a hook pivoted in the
upper part of the receptacle for retaining the door in opon
position, a tread board arrange<l in the receptacle l)ehind

the door, flexible connections between the said tread board
and the retaining \ux>k ami a horizontal tread l)ar arranged
above the tread l>oard and attached to the flexible connec-
tions.

4. The combination with a receptacle having a vertically

movable flexible blind therein for controlling exit there-

from, of a h(K)k pivoted in the upper tK)rtionof the recep-

tacle and co<5i>erating with said i)lind to normally retain it

in open jK)sitif)n. a treaii Iniard arrangeil in the receptacle
and in rear of the blind, wires having vertwally extending
Ix)rtions connected to the tread board and leading to the
top of the receptacle, guides for the wires at the top of the
box, and horizontally extending portions of the wires ex-

tending from the guides to the retaining hook.
5. The combination with a receptacle, and a door

nioiinte<l therein, of a de\ice for normally retaining the
door in open position, and releasing dev'ces for the dfMir

embodying a tre.ad l>oard mounted in th' receptacle and in

rear of the door, a trip bar mounte<l alnive the tread board,
and means for oi>eratively connecting the tread Ixjard and
trip bar to the door retaining ile\ ic«-

[Claim 6 not printe<l in the (iazette |

892.340. Cl'LTIVATOR. William J Watson. Lu-
cama, N. C. Filed Dec. 19 ]<KJ7. Serial No. 4^)7.181.

1 In a cultivator, the combination of a supjKjrting struc-

ture, a plurality of gangs of rotary disks spaced from each
other, means for adjustably mounting the gangs on the
structure, adjustable disks supported in front of the gangs
and arranged to throw soil oppositely from the gangs, fen-

ders disijosed in front of the last-nientione<l disks and ad-
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hi*i*le therpwirh. an.i vertioally - a4«8table clipping

Sad« mounUHl on the .structure .n front uf the nai-i Kan*..

2 In a cultivator, the combination ..f a U>a.n, a rrans-

veraely-extending frame having dvi^miuMi arms, inean.-^ f-.r

moTr^t^^one ann on th. beam, .levwa. for bracmg the

7^TZ. rotary di«... a.i.u«tab,y nu.u.u.i .m thejc^w^

ends of the arms, rear-ardly-exten.lmg "-"'*>*'"
=^^^^^ ^^

the arm.-., a^ijustable frames on the member, and K-^^K'' of

ilk^^ounti.! on .a.l ..diustable fr.uu. a. . p^.^Uiun be-

hind the-flrst-mentiune.! .li.sk.-«

^nmtKiaed
3 In a cultivator, the combmaiion uf a Vn-am compofled

of jointed .^ction.s, han.lle. connected w.ti> the rear «ect.on^

gang, of chsks a.liu..tably n.ounted and arrange.1 m .paeed

felat on on the rear section, a disk adnHtably n-unte< on

he said rear section in front of onoof the ^an^s .md adjust-

able clipping bla<le« support«l on the n^ Becuon aiul d.s-

tK)sed in front of the gang.s.

4 In a cultivator, the combmat.on of a beam, an inverV

ed U-shape<l frame having one arm mouat«vi direct y on he

5am a bracket on each arm, chpp.n« blades -U^-' - ' >

uTount^i on the bra.-ket.. a block on each artn and a^ljust-

Lle on a vert.<-al pivot, a di.W rotatably "--^ ^ ^^^
block and adjustable with the latter, a fender on each

bl^-k and di.p«^ m front of the adjacent di.k and a.1-

jurtab^mouiaeraxul meatus for bracit»g tt^e outer arm on

'"^iTnctdtivator, the combh^tion 'of a:, -vert^l U-

shai^l fratae having arm. provided -'i;^'-;-'-'f^
extrenutu-s a r.>l secured at its ends to an.l carneo oy

Sth "rms and nguily holding the latte, in space,! relation^

^;mi:;rs pivotaUy mounted on
^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

vertical ixes, meatus for se<-uring the nienxbers m •uli^"^

p^ tion. disk, rotatably mounted on tlXe—^-^ -'^^^:
lu^table therewith, forwardly-projecning arms on the mem-

liirs and a^ijustable therewith, and fen^ler element-^ on the

members and dispo«e<l in front of the disks.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printetl in the Gazttte.l

with the human iKxly. of an endwise movable flexible

meaius UX.S.-1V held in connection with the first name.!

means and reripro<atively operative in opposite directions

uj create a friction efTe.t which is transmitted to the hu-

man butly. .... w u ;„ ,^,^

5 In combiiiation with a support which is held in con-

tinual contact with the human body, of an oj^n memlK-r

carried by the supt>ort. and a chain freely movable through

the open memUr and having means engaging the oppo-

site terminal p<jrtions thereof to set up a reverse re.ipro-

cation of the same.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaxette]

89-2 :i42 MINEIUVL FERTILIZER. John A. Wf.ndki

Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Oct. 2. 1907 Serial No. iV-t.^-.V^l

1 The herein desoribeil fertiliier consisting of burne<lanM

comminut«l primary rock, doh.m.te. phosphorite. .*>l.um

sulfate exsiccat«-<l, calcium sulfate, ferrous sulfate, mag-

nesium Milfate, calcium <arl>..nate, silicic aci.l or .sUicious

earth, and kainit.
, .

•> The herein .lescnU-dfertiluer.nnsi.stinK of bume*! and

cornnunut.Hl primary n.ck, <lolom.ie. phosphor.uv so<lium

sulfate ex.si.cafvl calcum sulfate ferrous sulfaU- mag-

nesium .sulfau-. cal.-ium carU.nate. sil.cc acid or siUc.ou.

earth and kamit .
substantially m the proportions specitie«l.

89-' .^43 BO-n LE-rtTOPPER J.^.«k^ J White Boul
'

der. Mont. FILM Apr is HK>6 Serial No :? 12.40«>.

S9> 34 1 VIA.H8AGE APPLIANCE. Alfred \N ein-

ViMfD. London. EnglaiMl. File,! May 27. 1907 serial

No. 37.5,974. The combination with a Ixittle having a groove<l ne.-k, of

a stopper provide.1 in opiK.site si.les with gr<joves tenmnat-

mg short of the up,>er an.i lower ends ther..,f. the inner

walls of the grooves being mcline<l with res,H-ct to the inner

wall of the neck of the l^.t tie. there being an oi>enmg form.Hl

through the stopT>er an.l communi.-ating with the grrn.ves

at their upper ends, and a resilient wire memlK>r having a

connecting lK.rt.on seatecl in the op>ening and spring arms

iLte^l m the grooves and having their lower ends .>ent to

Send into the gr,..ve in the neck of the bottle, the said

Snt portions bemg ..f greater length than the thickne^ of

the wall of the neck of the tx.ttle whereby u;>on fracturmg

of the neck they may engage beneath the fractured end of

the said neck.

1 \n appliance of the cla-ss descril>ed compri.sm« means

for contact with the human U.dy. »n oikm. metnlK-r car-

ried by the sai.l means, and a chain l.K«*ly mounted and

freelv movable through said open member and a.lapte.l to

be recipr..cate<i to <^t up a fnctu.nal efTect which is trans-

mitted through the means to the human bo<iy^ the said

mean-s being held in continual contact with the human

tx^ Iv
•'" \n appliance of the class describe,! comprising means

a.l"apt«l to have continual contact *ith the human bocly

and a flexible member a^ciated with and frw-ly movable

ui op;x>site directions through a portion of saM means and

Urative to impart the frictional efTect through sa.d

means to the human Inxly

i In an appliance of the clas.s drscril>ed a supporting

member adapte,! to be held in continual contact wuh the

Jlaman bo<iy anc! to transmit fr.ctiooal effect to the human

b<xlv and flexible means lc«>«ely rarne,! by and freely

movable thn.ugh a part of the ^upv^rting meml>er an.l

operative to set up a frictional effeot

4 In combination with means h«%ing continual contact

S^^.-m SEALING DEVICE FOR AIRTIGHT
SEUS W.vLTON O. WIU..X. rioverly, Wyo

Aug 22. \907 S/-rial No. 389.751.

VEH-
File<l

1 \ device for closing and opening vents of air-tight

cais, comprising a plate of flexible .netal -'aP'-^ ';/-";

a closure and a pouring-s,H,ut, a pair of m-cunng ear., a

tc.ii projectinrfrom the plate between the ears H.i.l

lortnmg a hook, am! adapte.l to sup,x,rt a suitable key

for ov>eratmg the plate
v,„,.in„ «

2 The combination with an a.r-.ight vessel haMnK a

vent, of a sealer .ir closure for the vent compose,! of flexi-
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ble metal and OOmiMrtelns a pinte soldered over the vent,

am! having »n inwardly projecting free lip, a pair of ears

partly separated from the plate and fixed to the veeeel

adjacent sai.l \ent, an.! a tongue having a portion fixed

to the vessel and a iH)rtion a.inpted to form a hook, said

plate a<lapte<l to form a pouring spout.

892.345. MArniNK FOR POLISTIING. CLEANSING.
AND RoLMNCi SHEETS UR PLATES OF TIN.
D.wiD W1I.I.1AM8. .South New Castle, Pa., assignor of

one-fourth to David S. Pyle and one-fourth to George

Greer. New Castle, Pa. Filed Aug. 22. 1907. Serial

No. 389.«i62.

1. A machine of the tyi)e descrilx'd consisting of suix>r-

poaed housings, each of said housings having inclined sides

and hinged doors, a horizontally-extending blotte,! parti-

tion arrange<l in each of the housings and provided with a

plurality of oin-nings. slides for regulating the passage of

abra<iing material from one of the housings to the .tther and

for controlhng the discharge of the abra*hng material from

one housing, vertically alimng fetv! rolls juurnaled in said

housings, guide rollers arnuigeil between sjiid fcnl rolls,

.shaftji journaleil m the hou^tings. blade*! hubs carried by
the .^haft* for cleansing tlie plat«» passing between the rolls

an i rollers, an.i sprocket chains arranged at the ends of the

housings for rotating the shafts, rolls and rollers.

2. .V machine of the tyjx; describe,! consisting of super-

posed housings, each of said housings having incline,! sides

and hinged doors, a horizontally-extending slotted parti-

tion arranged in each of the housings and provide,! with a

plurality of ojwnings. slides for regulating the pa.ssage of

nbradmg material from one of the housings to the other and

for controlling the discharge of the abrading inat<>rial from

one housing, vertically-alining ft^^d rolls journale.! in said

housings, guide rollers arrange,! l)etween said fee,! rolls,

shaft.i joiiTTialed in the housings blade! hu^>s carried by
the shaft.s for cleansing the plates passing between the rolls

and rollers, sprocket chains arranged at the etuis of the

housings for rotating the shafts, rolls and rollers, and

steam chests carried by the sides of one of said housings for

heating the abrading material

§n346 ROTARY EN<HNE. Gioroe W. Wood. Den-

ver, Colo P^ile<l May .11, 19<)7. Serial No. 376,484.

1. In a rotary engine, the combination of a motive fluid

chamljer, a piston mountetl to travel therein, an abutment
movably mounte.i in the chamber, a shaft whose axis co-

inci.les with the axis (jf the charnter. a suitable connection

between the [list.in am! the shaft whereby the two devices

rotate in unison, ami l>ell crank levers oi)erat.e,i by cams
from the shaft, for removing the abutment fr,)m the cham-
lier. tension means oijerating said levers for returning the

abutment to said chaml>er at pre<letermine<l intervals, the

said inter\-als Ix-ing .-irrange,! with reference t-t) the tra\el

of the piston, whereby the piston and abutment cooperate,

sul>stanti.ally as described.

2. A rotary engine comprising a casing, a shaft Journaled

therein, said casing having a concentric fluid chamber or

cylindw, a piston connected with the shaft and traveling

in said chamber, a pair of opixisitely moving memlxTs
slidably mounted in the casing and constituting an abut-

ment, a lever connected witli each abutment, a cam on the

shaft cooperating with each lever, ami a spring exerting

tension on each lever and tending to hold it in contact with

its respective caiu, substantial! \' as described.

892,347 LOCK-BOLT. Gr.wville W Whkjht, Read-
ing, Pa , assignor to Roa,ling Hardware ( ompaiiy. Reitd-

ing. Pa., a Corptjration of Penn.sylvania > lied Sept.

12. 1907. Serial No. 392.453.

1. In a lock V>olt. a body portion ha^ing a cam-recess at

its Inner end and a spring backed movable member pivot-

ally mounted to the face thereof, said movable menil>er

having a t>ortion constituting a wall of the cam-recess.

2. In a bolt for d(K)r locks, a IxkIv fKirt,ion having a cam
recess at its inner end. a movable member pivotally

mounted on said b<xly i>ortion and having it.s inner end
adjacent to and at one side of saui .'am-recess. a spring

adapted to keep sai<! movable member in normal raised

position, and a lip or lug formed on the free end of said

movable meinl)er adapted to be engage.! and depressed

by the cam artn

3. In a lock Ixilt a bodj' [Kjrtion having a cam-recess and
an abutment at its inner end and a spring backeil member
movably mounted on the face thereof having its inner en.i

adjacent to and at one side of sai.l recess, said movable
member having a lip or lug formed on the free end thereof

4. In a bolt for dfK)r locks, a b.><ly portion having a cam-
recess am! an abutment at its inner end and a movable
memlxT mounted on said body portion, a spring adapted

to keep said movable member in normal raised iX)sition.

and an angled lip or lug formed on the free end of said

movable memlK-r a<iapteii to be engaged and depres.sed b-t

the cam arm.

892.34.S. FOLDING BP:D. Ovila B.\i<i\f:. Montreal.

Quebec, Caniula Filed Nov. 4. 1907. Serial No. 4(K),631.

1. In a folding bed, the combiniuion with suitable sup-

ports ami a l>od having shaft merntxT'^ .'xteii.ling laterally

tiierefrom towards one end thereof and joiirnaled in said

supixirts, of a suspension member pivotally secured at its
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upper end.-* having shorter arms enKaging said \yed and

transmit tinx the wcinht of the latter in oi»eniu« to the rear

of the !Miid juurnaluig. substantially hI" liescnbeil.

tie of a handle, a tx-nd or notrh in the Vxxly portion of the

reel to hold the terminal end of the clothes line, tjeaririKs

forme<l on the frame centrally thereof, a shaft mounted to

turn in said tx»arinK8, said shaft having a bend or notch

therein to hoUl the inner end of the clothes line, and :t

woo<len handle inounte*! to turn ui)on the outer end of

said shaft -(ubstHntiHlly as descritxxl.

2. In a folding bed, the combinatioa with suitable sup-

l«)rts an.l a fx'd having shaft membern exten<ling laterally

therefrom towards one end thereof aiKl journaled in said

supiK)rts, of an independent supporting member having
|

shorter arms pivotally connectefl therewith and fastened

at Its upper ends and engaging said bt*i and transmitting

the weight of the latter in oi>ening to the rear of the sjiid

journaling. substantially ils described.

.3 In a device of the cla8.s described. » lx>d supporte.i and

swinging in flxe«i t>earings and an independent tension

member suitably fastenexl at its upp«r ends and lending

support to said bed and taking througb lus shorter pivoteti

arms the weight in swinging and transmitting said weight

to the rear of the fixed lx>arings. subsuintially a.s described

4. In a folding bed, the combinatioa with an open front

vertical casing and fixed liearings at the lower end thereof,

of a be<i structure having shaft ends extending laterally

therefrom at one end thereof and journale<l in said fixed

Ix-anngs, ami a suspension member lecured at itx upi>er

ends inside said ciising to the rear thereof and having a

spring rotated part at its lower eitd from which extends

shorter arms engaging said bed. substantially as described.

5. In a folding ^>ell. tht> combination with an open front

vertical casing and fixed l>earings at the lower eml thereof,

of a bed structure, and a susjiension meml>er forme<i of

vertical bars pivotally suspende<l within said ca.sing to the

rear thereof, a spring rotate,! rcxl joUrnale<l at the lower

ends of said bars, and arms of .short;<'r length than said

vertical bars fixedly securetl to the out<'r ends of said rod.

the latter engaging said l^eii. substantiiUly as described.

[Claims d an<i 7 not t>rinte<l in the (lazette.)

IS.349. CLOTHES-LINE RP:EI. Chaki.kh H" B mlet,

Wheeling, W. \'a. , asj»ignor to Jacob Hiiikclman. James

M pVaser. and Dennis C. Fahev, Wheeling. W. Va.

File«l Feb l.VUKIx .serial No 41.'>7U)

A clothes line rt>el compri.sing a ImhIv pnjrtion formeii of

wire, the terminal ends of which fornk f)earings for the pin-

H<^2.^?>C) HAT-FASTENER Solomon W. Bates. Port-

land. .Me FiltHl Mar 1.^ 1905. Serial No. 250.133.

Renewed Nov. 25, 1907 Serial No. 403.771.

1 The herein descriV>e<l hat fastening device consisting

of a plate aiiapttni to l>e securtnl to the lower etlge of the

sweat band and having a horiiontally oblong opening there-

in, a <louble [x>inte<l pin with enlarge<l points passing

through said opening and held by the spring of the pin nor-

mally against the ends of said oixMiing, .sai<l oi)ening Ix-mg

narrower than the pin ix)ints at its end but wide enough to

allow of the withdrawal of said jKiints between the ends.

2. The herein descril)e<l hat fastening device c<insisting

of a plate ailapted to U' .secured to the lower e<lge of the

sweat band and having a honaontally elongate<l socket

therein ta(X'ring from the face of the plate backward, the

rear en<l of sjii.l socket having a horizontally elongated

o(H-ning with its central ix>rtion wider than the ends and a

double i)<)inted pin with enlarge<l iK.ints a<lat)t«>d to pass

through said oix-ning and to be held normally in the ends

of said oj>eniiig by the .spring of the i)in, the central {>ortion

of said oix-ning l)eing of sufficient size to i>ermit the with-

drawal of said [xjints when they are prest^il together

3. The herein descrilnvl fa-stening device for hats con-

sl.sting of a plate adapted to be secured to the lower e«ige of

the sweat band and having a horizontally elongat<'<i socket

therein taiiering from the plate backward and having a por-

tion cut away In the center, the rear eml of said socket hav-

ing a horizontally elongate<l opening, a double iK)inted pin

with enlarged [Kiints adapted to pass through said oj)ening

and to l)e held normally in the eiul of said opening by the

spring of the pin.

892,351 ROT.ARY MOTOR. Robekt E Be.^ubien,

Chicago. Ill a.-signor of one-half to James Burns. Chi-

cago. 111. Filed May 20. HMJo .Serial No 2«>1.310.

1 In a rotary motor, the combination of a casing, a re-

volving piston, a wing thereon, an alnitrnent adapte<l to

Ude In and out of the casing, sani abutment having a lon-

gitudinally disiH)s«»<l channel extending to the inner end

of the abutment and communicating with an exhaust pxjrt

in said oasiiig. a cam disk on the piston shaft, said cam disk

having a cam gr»K)ve and means for operatively connect-

' ing the cam disk and the abutment.
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2. In a rotary motor, the eombinatlon of a casing, a re-

volving piston, a wing thereon, an abutment axiapted to

slide in and out of the cylinder casing, said abutment hav-

ing a channel afToriling communication at all iKjsitions of

the abutment, between the interior of the casing and an

exhaust [Kirt in the casing, a valve to admit fluid to the

ca-<iii>{. and means carrieii by the piston shaft for ojierating

said abutment.
3. In a rotary motor, the combination of a caaing. a re-

volving piston, a wing thereon, an abutment adapted to

slide in and out of the cylimier casing and having a chan-

nel communicating with an exhaust iK)rt in said casing, a

rock valve to admit fluid to the casing, cam disk on the

piston shaft and a cam groove in the face thereof to con-

trol the said valve

4 In a rotary motor, the combination of a casing, a re-

volving piston, a wing thereon, an abutment adapted to

slide in and out of the cylinder casing and having a chan-

nel communicating with an exhaust port in said casing, a

cam disk on the piston shaft, a cam gr(x)ve in the face

thereof oi>erativel.v connected with said abutment, a valve

to admit fluid to the casing, a cam disk on the piston shaft,

and a cam groove in the face thereof oix!ratively connected

to the sai<t valve

5 In a motor having a c:vsing, and a revolving piston;

an exhaust way in the inside of the casing, an exhaust

port, and a movable abutment having a channel therein

to connect the exhaust way and the exhaust port.

[Claims 6 and 7 not print«'d in the Ciazette.]

803.962. HOT-WATER HEATER. Levi E Bixhy
•nd Bbtmoi K A. Teteks. Lowell. Mass. Fileti Jan. 31.

1908. Serial No. 413.626.

1 In a hot water heating app)aratus a furnace embody-
ing a fire box, and a .seriK'ntiiie coil extending centrally

and vertically within the fire Ixix anil communicating with

the circulating piix-s

2 In a hot water heating apparatus a furnace compri.s-

ing a fire 1m)X. a seris-ntine water coll extending ceiitrallv

and vertically within the fire box and communicating with

the circulating pii>es. afi<l a crown coil extending over the

fire box and communicating with the coil in the fire box and

also with the circulating piix's substantially as described.

3. In a h(jt water heating appiiratus a furnace, a fire box
therein, a 8er|)entine coil extending centrally and vertically

within the fire box and communicating with the circulat-

ing piiK's, a crown coil ext<'n ling over the fire Ik>x and com-

municating with the circulating pii)es. and a water heater

arranged IxMwi^n and communicating with said coils and

located at or near the top of the fire box, sulwtantially as

des<-riUvl

4 In a hot wat«r heating apparatus a furnace, a fire box

therein, a 8eri>entine coil ext^-nding centrally and vertically

within the fire I^mix. a crown coil extending over the fire box

and communicating with the aforesaid coil, a sui)erimpoeed

coil extending upward from the crown coil and communi-

cating with the circulating pii)e8 and means for feetiing

water to said pii)e8.

892,353 LEVEL. Robert S Bl.vir. New Rochelle, N. Y.

Filwi Feb 5. 19()8 Serial No 414.294.

1. A level tul)e having a liquid therein normally extend-

ng substantially from end U> end thereof, and a liquid of

darker api)earance or color upon .said fir>t liquid and adapt-

ed by its api)earance to indicate the |X)sition of said tube.

2. A level tuln- having therein a liquid normally extend-

ing substantially from end to end thereof, and a second

liquid of contrasting color or apjK-arance resting u|>on said

first liquid, said licjuids lieing .so disposed and propor-

tioned as to form a bubble of an ai)i>earance readily dis-

tinguishable from said second liijui'' :irid adapted to indi-

cate by its ;x)sition the position of said tul>e.

20-Hi
I

J ,9

3. In level construction, in combination, a receptacle

provided with a convex uiukt wall and a lower wall di-

rectly beneath the same, a Uwly of mercury ujnjn .said

lower wall and l>etwe<'n the same and said upper wall and

nearly filling .-^aid receptacle, and a lighter li(juid extending

Ix'tween .said mercury and said upper wall and acting to

pennil a more ready action of said mercury, saul liquids

forming a bubble by which the position of said receptacle

is indicated.

4. In level construction, in combination, a receptacle

provided with a convex upi>er wall and a lower wall di-

rectly beneath the .same, a liijuid ui)on said lower wall and

between the .same and said upi)er wall, and a second liquid

resting upon said first liquid and so disiK)sed and projxir-

tioned as to indicate by its iK)Sition the jxisition of said

receptacle, said licjuids being self-separating.

5. In level construction, in combination, a receptacle

provided with a convex upper wall and a lower wall di-

rectly beneath the .same, a li(iui<i uix)n said lower wall and

between the same and said ui>i>er wall, and a liquiii of a

darker color or appearance resting ujxjn saki first liquid

and so disp«j.seil and proiX)rtioneti as to indicate by it*; po-

sition the jxjsition (jf said receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printe<l in the Gazette.)

892.354. OIL-WELL-PUMPINC. MECHANISM Daniel

R. Bi^AKESLEE, Vanburen, Ind Original application

filed June UV 19<H), S«-rial No. 322,(>9(i. Divided and

thiB appUcation filed Mar 11, HK)7. Serial No. 301,801.

1. In combination a wheel comprising a hub having a

continuous flange, a rim. and six)kes connecting said flange

and rim, said sixikes extending entirely across the wheel

tangentially of the flange, and means carrit^i by the sjxjkes

for exerting a pressure on the inner surface of the flange.

2. In combination, a wheel comprising a hub having a

continuous flange, said flange being ix>rforated. a rim,

spokes connecting said flange and run. ^aid siK)kes extend-

ing entirely acros.* the wheel tangentially of the flange and

having offsets protruding through the ix^rforations of tlie

flange, and means engaging the offset.* acting in conjunc-

tion with the flange for exerting a i)ressure on the inner sur-

face of the flange.

3. In combination, a wheel comj)rising a hub having a

continuous flange, said flange Ixing iKrforated. a rim,

spokes connectinK said flange and nm. said sjxjkes extend-

ing entirely across the wheel tangentially of the flange and

having offsets protruding through the jxTforations of the

flange, keys extending through the offsets bearing against

the inner .surface of the flange to exert pressure thereon.

892,3 55. TROLLEY-WHEEL George C. Bovrde-
REAUX. Peoria, III., assignor, by direct and mesne as-

signments, to Melvin W, Swart z. Peoria. 111. Filed

Aug 29. 1906. Serial No 332.423

1. In a trolley, a trolley wheel rece8se<i at it« opix>site

sides, a fork of two portions having recessed extremities, a
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grooved non-metailic bUn-k sealed ii| esu-h extxemity and
extending into the recesaea of the wheel, a cylindrical
shaft for the wheel, the extremitie« (< which lie in and fit

the Krrxjvea of the »aid blocks, there l>eing a groove in said
shaft at cHch side of the wh(>el within the adjacent end of
the groove of the blocks, and a currerit receiving niemb«r
contacting with the aiiaft within each of the gro<jves of the
latter, and a .spring for hol<litig said inernber in place and
for conveyiini away the ciirreni from the wheel Ui tiie fork
substantially as describefi.

be kxjsely *'atetl m (me of said grooves and provided i

itH seating «ige with a lateral channel in |«>8ition to reg^
ter with the undercut ix>rUon of it«groov<> and nj<iM .idapt^Hi
to l>e removably iiuterteKl. reHi)ectively. in tlie paasages
formed by said channeln and undercut walls, substantially
a« and for the purj «>.•*» set forth.

.^2. In a trolley, a trolley wheel rec48ae<l at its opposite
sides, a fork of two separable p<irtions having reces«e<l ex-
tremities extending into the recesse:^ of the wheel, a non-
metailic block .seati^i in each re<-e8s of the fork, each said

block being provided with a grix)ve. a shaft fixed in the
wheel and lying iu the grooves, and having itf< ends rounded,
inend)ers against which the roundeii ciul of the shaft con-
ta<tj« for preventing end niovemeiit thereof, a conductor
contacting with the shaft and having electrical <onnection
with tlie fork for the purpo.se.s .<et fortb

3. In a trolley .«a fork, rion-iiietallif bearing blo<'k» wt in

the extremities thereof, the same having grooves therein, a
thrust plate of noii-nietallic substance also seat«^l in the
fork ends, a trolley wheel, a shaft therefor of substantially
the same diameter throughout its Igngth. a spring for
keeping pressure ufKjn the ihaff at each side of the wheel
fur the pur[H)S(-^ described the einls uf the shafts having
slightly rnun(le<l ends to bear against laid thru/st plate.

4. A trolley wheel, a shaft therefor, un arm at each side
of the wheel each conHtituting a (Hearing for the shaft, a
thru-st plate carrie<l in each arm for receiving tlie end
thrust of the shaft, .^aid shaft a<iapted at its ends to bear
only at its axial center against said piiates.

5. In a trolley, a fork having hollow extremities, non-
metallic blocks seafe^l in each, each bl<K'k having a groove
therein in line with one another and of substantially the
same diameter throughout, a wheel, a ihaft therein also of
substantially the same diameter throughout where it is

seate<l within the blocks, the same having slightly rounde<l
ends, a flb«-r thrust plate l(M-ate<i at the eniLs of the gr(X)ve
to receive the ttirust of the shaft, and a !ii)nng-held member
contacting with and for keeping pressure ufxin the shaft,
there l)eing provision for holding the nwmlx-r from move-
ment along the shaft.

[Claims ti to 10 not printed in the <;:»zette 1

892.356. PATTERN- FOR CYLINDI'.RS flEOHOE C.
BorRDERE.vux. I'eoria. 111., a.ssignor of one-third to Mel-
vin W. Swartj! and two-thirrls to .lulia Bourdereaux,
Peoria. Ill Fil»- I Jan 21 1<«)7. .•^-rial No. .3.53.381.

A pattern comprising a cylindrical body provided upon
itj« convex .«urf.'4ce with grooves parallel to its axis smd each
undercut upon one aide, a aeries of fianges each adapted to

892,357 BT^O-FXTKRMINATINO MACHINE. El-
mer L. BKtLLHART. Pentwater .Mich

, a.ssignor to Brill-
hart-Cartier Company, Ludington. Mich , a Corporation
of Michigan File! Apr l'»<>4 i^erial No 202.314.

1. In a machine of the class described, a frame adapte«l
t(j move along the groun<l. conveyers arrangetl slightly
alM)ve the l)<)tt.om of the frame, one of which is spring
pres,s«>il against the other and inwardly anil rearwardly
operating beaters acting on adjacent plants jis the machine
advances.

2. A bug machine comprising a low frame ailapte<i to be
drawn along the ground, a lateral extenaion on each side
thereof .adaptetl for adjustment to suit the width of rows of
plant,s, means for directing the plantj^ on to saiil extensions,
l>eater8 on each side the frame acting to knock the tops of
the plants inwardly and rearwardly. thereby knocking the
bugs into the frame and means for ilestroylng said bugs.

3. A bug machine comprising a frame adapted to l>e

drawn on the ground between plant rows, means for direct-
ing the plants on said frame, a driving whe«'l, a revoluble
spiral l)eater driven thereby and acting to knock the tops
inwardly and rearwardly, knocking th.- hug- from the tops
upon the frame and means also operat*' I l>\ s;n i wheel
aflapte<i to kill the l)ugs.

4. A bug exterminator comprising a flat frame .adapted
to Ije drawn upon the ground, stirring means at the rear
end thereof a<lapted to partially supi>ort tin- frame and to
cover 'he insects not destro\cd bv said machine, a driving
whf-el at the front end. extensible inwardly inclined a<lju3t-
aTjle ledges on the sides of the machine, a revolving brush
on each side of the machines an<l <lriven from said wheel,
each comprising a plurality of spirally curved si.les a<lapted
to strike the to[>s of the plant>< inwar llv an<i rearwardly,
means for raising the plant to a vertical [Kiwition and
crushing means driven from said wheel and acting to kill

the bugs.

5. In a machine of the class de«cril>ed, a low frame ad.ipt
ed to be drawn flat uixm the ground lietween a<ljacent
plant rows, an inwardly ojx-rating apron on each side the
machine !i<iapte<l tf) deliver their load i-entrajly of the frame
Hnd eoacting to f-rush the same, msjins for moving one
apron laterally of the frame, spiral brushes acting on each
side the frame to kno<'k the plant tops inwardly and rear-
wardlv as the machine advances, a driving whfn-l adapted
to drive the brushes and aprons, ami a scraper arranged
below the aprons

[Claimb 6 to 24 not printed in the Ciazette.J

892,358. PAPER -FEEDINO DEVICE FOR PRINT-
ING - MACHINES. .SLM.viEa.s Hrow.v, New York,
N. Y. Original application filed .July 9. li>06. Serial
No. 325. .343. Divided and thi.-i application file<l Apr, 1 1

,

1907. Serial No. 367,681.

1. In combination with a printing cylinder and a de-
pres«ible pa[xT-fee<ling table, iiaper-feeding mechanism,
comprising an arm carrying a device arranged for eonuict
with the ijaper and simultaneous depression of the said

Junk 30. 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2215

table, means for aulomHtically raising the table after such

depression sutticienily to compensate for the thickness of

the sheet of paix^r thus remu\(sl and means for varying

the movement of said arm hikI thereby regulating the

inters al ijefore the said device acts on the paper to feed

the same ai< set forth.

2. In combina'ion with a printing cylinder and a de-

pressible pajx-r fcetling table, a v)apir-fee<ling roller, an

arm on which .said roller is mounted, means for causing said

roller to dt^cend on the pai)er and table, moving forward

the former and depressing the latter, a spring for raising

the sai<l table automatically mean« for regulating the

action of the said spring, m order that it may compensate

for the thickness of each layer of paix'r removed and means
for adjustirvg the travel of said arm and roller thereby regu-

lating the inter\al Ix'fore the said roller fee<ls the i>ai>er sub-

stantially as set forth

3. In combination with a printing couple. ;i depressible

p»per-supi>orting table means for elevating said table op-

erated by suih ilejiression, a rotary shaft, an arm carrie<l by

said shaft and adjustable circumferentially thi'r<H)n to vary

the interval lx>ffire the feeding action and an inflexible de-

vice carried by said arm ami arranged to fee<l a she<'t of

paper and simultaneously depreas said table substantially

as set forth

4. In combination with a printing couple, a depressible

par>er-supix)rting table, pajwr fee<iing mechanism com-

prising an arm carrying a device arranged for contact with

the jwtxT and simultanisms depr«\ssion of the sai<l table,

fxisitively acting means for automatically raising the table

after such depression sufficiently to <-ompensate for the

thickness of the sheet of paper thus remove<i and means for

varying the moxement of said arm and thereby regulating

the interval before the said device acts on the [laper to fwd
the same as set forth

5 In combination with a rotary printing cylinder, a

depressible iiai«r sup;x)rting table, means positively oj>-

erate<i by the machine for elevating said table, a rotary

shaft an arm carrifsl by said sriaft .anrl adjustable circum-

ferentially •thereuix>n to vary the interval Ixfore the feed-

ing action and a roller carrietl by s.aid arm and arrange<i to

fee<l a sheet of paper and simultaneously depress said table

substantially as set forth,

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gasette.J

892.3 59. ELECTRIC-RAILWAY SIGNALING SYS-
TEM. YoRKE BUROE88, Wa.-<hington D. C. assignor,

by mesne assignments, to American Signal Company,

Kansas City, Mo. Filed Sept. 24, 1907. Serial No.

1 In electric railway signaling systems, a source of

electrical energy, a signaling means on each train, a pair

of conductors cros.sing each other at intervals to present

ixirtions of their lengths alternately on opposite sides,

and a pair of traveling contacts arranged on each train

and engaging said conductors, each contact engaging the

conducUjrs in alternation.

2, In electric railway signaling systems, a source of en-

ergy, an<l a signaling means on each train, a pair of travel-

ing contacts on each train, and a pair of continuous con-

<luctors. said conductors cros.-ing each other at intervals

throughout the length of the system, so that each contact

will engage said conductors in alternating order.

3. In electric railway signaling systems, a source of

electrical energy, a signal meims on each train, a pair of

traveling contacts on each train and a jilurality of con-

ductors each arranged to be alternately in the path of both

contacts.

892.360. ELECTRIC INSOLE. Wilua»i H. Burns,

Naperville.Ill. Filed July 11 . 1007 Serial No. 383 .351.

jAn electric insole comprising a pair of superi>osed metal-

lic plates each of which has alternating bars and spaces, the

bars of one plate being in alinement with the spaces of the

other so that the fi>ot of the wearer contact.'^ uix>n the l)ars

of the upper plate and protrudes through the spaces therein

into contact with the bars of tlie lower plate.

892.361. OVEN. Eurem A Carpenter, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Nov. 8, 1907. Serial No. 401,280.

1. In an oven, a hollow or double wall with an air space

or chamber with .screened inlets at the top through the

outer wall or portion of the wall and outlets at the bottom

of the inner wall or tx>nion of the wall whereby air is

admitted to the oven and heate<i while pa-ssing in, a ceiling

and an aslxv<tos lined roof with air spaces or chambers be-

tween, with oix-nings from the oven through the ceiling

into the chamlx-rs and from chamber to chiuiiber. openings

through the wall from the chandx^ra between the ceiling

and roof into a ventilating pipe or conductor, a pijx' or

conductor from these openings to a flue or into the open

air. these pipes, openings and chambers or spaces consti-

!
tuting and comprising a ventilating system for the oven

whereby is secured equalization and regulation of tem-

ix»rature of the oven, conservation of heat units and

efficiency of the oven
2. An oven of the class descrilxnl having inner and outer

walls spaced apart to form an air circulating chamber be-

tween them, said outer wall having openings near its

upifXT end communicating with the outer air. and said

inner wall having openings near the bottom communicat-

ing with the interior of the oven, a ceiling for the oven,

' beams supporting the ceiling and resting at their ends on
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the inner wall, a roof supported by the btams and havinj?

a non-con. lucTing roverinff. said ceilinK. roof and beams

fornuriic air ihAinl>ers in the top of the oiven. said feiiing

haviiix ofxniiri*?^ cotniniinicatir.K with ?<aid air chaintjers,

said beams havini? i)[)t>ninKs eMablishinuj conHnunication

between said air dianitjers. a ventilating \n\>o spa<-t'.l from

the oven and ducts connecting said ventilating pipe with

the res;iective chuinbers fjetweeii the ccllini? and roof of

the oven.

3. In an oven for the baking of cnaBid or japan on

metal, a hollov or double wail with an air $pace or ihandxT

with screened inlets at the top through the outer wall or

portion of the wall in I uu'icts at the bottom of the inner

wall or portion of the wall whereby air i.i admitted to the

oven and heated while passing in. a ceilinf and an asix'stos

lined roof with air spaces or chambers b«-fween, with o[x-n-

Ings from the oven through the ceiling iato the chambers

and from chamber to chamU^r. oiH-nings through the wall

from the chandn-rs between the ceiling an t the r<x)f into a

ventilating pipe or conductor, a pipe or conductor from

these oi^enings to a flue or into the open air. these Hpip^s.

openings and chambers or spaces constituting and com-

prising a ventilating syitem for the oven whereby is .secured

equalization and regulation of teiiUK-ratiure in the oven,

conservation of heat units and efficiency of the oven.

895.362 MACHINE FOR MAKINf. PAPER SHELLS
John Chesnf.y. Paulsboro, N. J , assignor to The E. L

du Pont lie Nemours Powder Company, Wilmington.

Del., a f'oriM.ralion of New Jersey. Original applica-

tion filed Dec 11. UMH). Serial No ;M7..iJS0. Divided

and this appltration flle«l Oct 2.=), VM)7 .
Serial No.

399,107.

to convey sheets of paper from the table, a stamping block

above the table, a pUmger secur.-d to the stamping blocic

a cylinler inU) which .said plunger extends, a prt>ssure

cylinder, a pipe connecting the pressure cylinder and plun-

ger, the driving .shaft, a valvf in sai 1 piiK- and means actu-

ated i>y the driving shaft tn artiuitc saiil valve while the

paijer conveying means are inoix-rative, an inking roller

Ix-neath tlie stamping block, and means pivotally sui)i>ort-

ing the inking roller from said cylinder and peruntting the

inking rtiller to move laterally when the plunger is de-

press«>d, an 1 a spring tending to move the inkmg-roUer

under the stamping block.

8 9 2,3t>;i

England
BOOKBINDING. Cedric Chivers. Bath.

Filed July 18. 1906. Serial No. 270,276.

1. In a machine for making paixT shells, the combina-

tion with the table f.ir holding the pile of pap<>r, and means

to convey sheets of pa[)er from the table, of a stamping

block over the v>ile. a plunger s«>cureil to the stamping

block, a cylinder into which said plunger extends, a pres-

sure cyhnder, a pipe connecting the prensure cylinder anil

plunger, the driving shaft, means actuated by the driving

shaft to operate said conveying means, a valve in said pi^ie.

and means actuated t)y the driving shaft to actuate said

valve and force said block against the pile while the con-

veying means i-< motierative.

2 In a machine for making par)er shells, the combina-

tion with the table for holiling the pile ©f pai;>er. of means

to convey sheets of paper from the tablrt, a stJimping block

above the table, a plunger .secured to tha stamping block, a

cylinder into which .said plunger extende, a pressure cylin-

der, a pipe connecting the pressure cylinder and plunger,

the ilriving shaft, a valve in said pipe, and means actuated

by the driving shaft to actuate said valve while the pai)er-

conveying means are inoperative, an inking roller beneath

the stamping block, and means pivotajly supporting the

inking roller from said cylinder and pef»uitting the inking

roller to move laterally when the plungjer Is depreasetl.

3. In a machine for making paper shells, the combina-

tion with the table for holding the pile of paper, of means

1. \ book having Its signatures initial! v -lecurod to-

gether, and adilitional means securing it.^ en 1 paiHT- t,>-,ai 1

signatures, comprising stitching directly securing -aid end

pa;iers and signatures, substantially as desirilx' 1

2. .\ book having it.- -iignatures initially .s<-c-ured to-

gether, and additional m.ans .securing its end paper- to said

signatures, comprising -intching .lirectly securing said end

pa;>ers and .signatures, and disis.sed at an acute angle t,.

.said signatures, substantially as d.-f*cril«-d

3. A lHH>k having it.- signatures initially secured to-

gether, and atlditional means securing it.s end \n\\HTy< to said

signatures, comprising fol. table striiw for said end pai»«r-i

an 1 stitching pa-ssmg through said foldable striiw. said end

pa[>ers and one or more of the signatures, substantially as

descrilx'd

4. A book having its .signatures initially s»-<Mired to-

gether, of foldable striiw each secure<i along one edge t-i the

cover of the l)ook and at the opiKisiU' e>ige s«'cured to an

end paper, and means ix.sitively securing said end pai^TS

and cover to the signature, comprising stitching dire.tly

securing said fol.lal.le -trii« to one or more of the signatures

indeix-ndently of the initial S4vuring means for sai.l signa-

tures, substantially a.s deserilK'd

6. A book having it.s -ignatur.- initiallv stitclie.l t.v-

gether. of foldable strii.s ea< h -erured along one of itj^ edges

to the cover ami secured al.-ng the opiKJsite »-«lge to an end

paper, and means for iM.sitively s«'curing the tmd pajx-rs

and cover to the signatures. indei>endently of the initial

stitching securing said signature** together and (.>int>nsing

the stitching 11 whipping said foldable stni^ to one or

more of the signatures. sui)stantially a.s descrit)*-d.

[Claims fi U) h not printed m the (.raiette.J

^i..,,,,. DISK TRUCK. WiLU.^M B Christian Drury

township. Rock Lsland county. Ill FiU-ii Mar 7. VJOH.

j„-;.>1 v.. J10 71 fi

,S92.3t>4

towni .

Serial No 419.715
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a draft bar extending transverselv acros.s the forward end
of said reach bar. reinforcing irons extending along the

front and rcair faces of salii bar. forward carrying wheels

provided with rearwardly inclining forks ha\ing vertical

spindles pjv-ssing through oix-nings m the draft t)ar. wear
plates secured to the top and Ixittom faces of the draft bar

and surrounding the spindle openings therein, collars re-

inovabh- fltt<»<i im s,ii.| spjiuHi^* alxive and l)elow the draft

bar and resting against said wear plates, and whitHe trees

arranged m ad\ ance of the draft bar and ha%ing a jointed

connection therewith

SPIKE-EXTRACTOR AND JACK Isaac M.

OotTET. Payette. Idaho. Filed Sept. 13, 1907. Serial

No. 392.776.

In a device of the cla.ss described, a casing having a re-

cess in its upi>er enil, a detachable closure for said recess, a

vertically grooved lifting bar movable therein and having a

plurality of teeth constituting a rack, anti-friction balls

plactsl m the recess of the casing in engagement with the

grooveil lifting bar the latter being providetl at its upper

enil with a hemi ami at iUs lower end with a bifurcated foot,

a pin extending transvers«^l> through the casing, said pin

engaging the rack tt^eth uikhi the lifting bar for retaining

the latter in i>osition to which it has l>een raised, inturned

flanges fornie<l on the re^r side of the casing for preventing

any lat^-ral movement of the lifting bar. ears formed in

alinement with the edges of the flanges, a lever having a

.segmental toothed iiead fulcrumed betwe«ui said ears and

atiapted to engage the rack.

892.366. WASHBASIN T1BEHIV8 C. CoLTON, Gris-

wold, Manitoba, Canada Filed July 31, 1907. Serial

No 386.462

892,367. SCREW-DRIVER. William K. Cozad. Worth-

ington. Pa. Fil.- i .\pr 1.5. 1907. Serial No. 368,288.

A disk truck comprising a main Ix-am or reach bar. a

gang of disks connected with the rear end of said reach l)ar,

A wash 1h)w1 having a waste ai>erture. a supiwrting

meml>er secured in the Ixjwi. a s^iaji cup having a flange

clampe<l between the 8upi>ortiiig meml>er and the bowl, a

lever pivoted upon the supjKjrting member, and an aper-

ture engaging plug mounted ui>on the lever.
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the sections, a rod resting upon said lover and carryiUK a

spring At lt« upper end. a ratchet whwl ••ml :*prin« pjMtan-

ing said ratchet wheel to register the iiui:|b<'r of ()[>«'rafions

of the trap and to also indicate when an animal has [m.-seil

into the trap.

COrN-SORTINTi MECH ANIHVf Ch.vhi.k.s E.

I>Bl,U:NBARaER. ChitHKo. Ill . lusHiKiior to Uubt)er i'aint

Co.. Chicago, 111., a C'orTxjration of Illitioi.>*. File«l Mar.

7. 1907. Serial No. 361.093.

1. In a coin-sorting nkechaniam. a tiltable dumping de-

vice comprising a (•oin-supix)rt. si ('(xiiKTutiiig Kripi>er

jiiiviihle bodily with the coin-suptxirt aod itidcix-n-it-ntly

movable toward and from .said coin-supjHjrt. an<i means
for directing coin/^. etc., dLH<-harge<J from fcitd dumpmg de-

vice to either >>( two {Kjirit,-* of delivery. de[>ending ui.K)n

the angular ixjmiiioii of xlw dumpmg device at the time the

coin is discharged therefrom.

2. In a coin-sorlmg mechanism, a gravity iwtuated

dumping device comprising a <'oin-tat)lM t»iv(ju>d ujxin a
transverse axis ;ind weighted to ncjrmally stand with its

receiving end upwardly incline*!, stop mechanism upon
said table acting to arrest a coin guideil to aiide onto the

table. ro<:)per;Hi[ig gripi)er mechanism a.s|«jciated with the

table anil arranged to releafsably hold a coin in pcxsition

upon the table during the tilting of the latter and until it

has tilted to or beyond a vertical [jonitioti. an.i means for

directing coins, etc., discharged from said dumping device

to either of two iH)int.s of delivery. de[H-iiding u{K)n the ex-

tent to which the com is detained up<jn the table by said

gripper mechanism.
3. In a coin-sorting mechani.sm. a gfravity actuate<l

dumping device comprising a com-tAbl<j pivotol uixm a

transverse a.xis azid weighted to nonnally stand with its

receiving end upwardly incline<l, stop mechanism upon
said table acting to arrest a coin guide«l to slide onto the

table. gravit\ actuat«'d gripper mechanism a-isoc-iat*-*!

with the table and arrangi""! to rclea-sably hold a coin in l>^>

sition upon the table during the tilting of the latter and
until it has tiite<i to or beyoiul a v>>rtiral ;x>sition. and
mcAns for directing coins, etc.. dis<harge<l from said dump)-
lug device to fitiicr of two p«jmts uf itclivery. def>endinK

upon the extent to which the coin is detaineii upon the ta-

^e by said gripper mechamam.
4. In a coin-sorting mechanism, a. tiltable dumping de-

vice comprisiiitf a, coin-table movably Inouiited to nor-

mally stand wi^h its receiving en 1 iipwanlly inclined, stop

mechanism ui>on said table arranged to arrest a coin guided
to slide thereon in predetermined position, an elevated

portion !i[Kin the upi»^r face of the tai)U' adaj>ted to enter

a corrtxiKiiiliiig depression in the face of r» coin inside of the

rim of the latter, a gripi>er mechanism tnoving with the

table and arrange*! to bear yieldably upCn the upper side

of a coin supi>orTed upon said table, and means for direct-

ing coins, etc.. discharged from said dumping device t<j

cither of two points of <lelivery.

5 In a coin-sorting mechanism, a tiltable dumping lie-

vlce comprising ii c<jin-table m<ivabl\ inounted to nor-

mally stand with its receiving en 1 upwanlly im-lined. stop

mechanism upon said table arrange! to arrest a coin guided

to slide thereon in pretletermined {)osi|ion, an elevate*!

pwrtion upon the upv)er face of the table a iapte<l to enter

a corresfKiniiing depression in the face of a coin inside of

the rinv of the latter, a gripper mechanism comprising a

gravity arm pivotally inounted ui>on s»id table to nor-

m.illy overhang the coin-supporting [xirtion thereof and
provide*! at its vmder side with an engaging projection

a<iapte<! to enter a corresponding depression in the upper

face of the com. and meanit for direiting coin.-^. etc., di^
charging from the <iumping device to either of two points

of delivery.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Ciaxette J

802,370. PRiXESS KoU THK TKK.VTMENT OF
WOOL - COM BK lis KFFH K.N TS Kue.n DOwn.
Montreal. guel*-c. Canada. Filed Dec. 4. 1907. Serial

No. 40.5.100.

1 The herein described process of treating wool combers'

effluents, consisting in first a<ldtng a carlxihydrate t<j the

effluents and agitating sai<l effluents and carlKih.Mlrate,

then remo\tng tlie magma cau.sed by said agitation and
heating to Iwiling iK>int .saiil magma and finally mainfjtin-

ing the iKjuid at a definite teniiierature for a i)eri(3<J of tiine

and allowing the vario i- - iti-r^m -es to arrange themsehes
according to thejr specirii gra\it\ , a-* s|)ecifled.

2. The herein 'liv^cnU-d [>roc«>ss of treating wool combers'

effluents consisting in first adding a c art ><>h\ Irate to aijuan-

tityof theeffluent.sand agitating s.aid effliieiir~ am! carlK)hy-

drate and forming by such action a magma tloaMiiK on top

of the li(jui'l. then tH.ilin« said inanma in4 treating the

same with carl)oh> Irat*- iiiut finally draining 'ifT the boiling

liquid and maintaining it at a predetermined temi>«Tature

for a iwriixl of time and allowing the various substances to

arrange thems«'l\es aci'or'.ing to their siwcitic gravity, as

siM'citieil

;<. In a process for the treatment of wot)l comlxTs' ef-

fluents, the addition of a carl>ohydrate to the effluent.-* and

subeetpient agitation. :ts sii«'cif1«><l

4. The herein iles<-ril)ed proo-ss of treating wool I'ombers'

effluents consisting in agitating a quantity of the effluents

an<l forming a magma aii'l aililing to that magma a car-

bohydrate and l)oiling the sai 1 magma an<l carlMihydrate

and maintaining the temix-rature of said lnjuid subse<)iient

to Ixiiling at a tenuM-rature .slightly below iMnling [xnnt clur-

ing the iK*rio<i that the various substanc<-s take to arrange

thcm.selves accorrling to their si>ecif!c gravity, iis siK'cifie.l.

."> The herein descrilH-d process of treating wool comlx'rs'

effluents cfinsisting in treating the effluents* with a suitable

separating agent and securing a magma and !K)iling said

magma and maintaininr artificially the liijuid subsequent

W boiling at a pr<Hletermined tenii>erature slightly Ix^low

boiling iK)int during the jH-rirxl of settling, as si>ecified.

[Claims Ti and 7 not printe<i in the Gazette]

S92.371 TROLLEY F,.\R Ch\ri,e.sW Ki.iot Tampa,
Fla.. assignor of one-half to \N illiam H Caldwell. Tami>a,

Flft File«l .\pr 9. 1906 ."Serial No 310,584.

The combination with a trolley ear having an integral

bo.ss forme*! with an interiorly threjvled -^oi-ket, .said boss

having a plurality of grooves or channels formed iliametric-

ally in the end surfa<'e ther(»*)f. and a hanK*T h.aving an

exteriorly threaded shank ailapte*! to be 8<-rewed into .said

threaded socket, said shank having a transverse diametric-

ally arranged oix-ning thiTethrouKh adapted to b*' f>rought

into register with any one of said grooves or channels, of a

pin arranged to be received in said registj-nng ot)ening and

grrK)ve or channel to holi! the shank and 1h>s< against rela-

tive rotative movement

89-2.372 HKMSTITCH-M.VCHINE Matthew Gould,
Belfast Ireland a.ssignor to Charles McCloskey and

Henry Mci'loskey. B<-lfast. Ireland, inuiing as Charles

McCloskey A Company. Filed Oct. 5, liWtJ S«;rial

No. 337,5.')H.

1 . A sewing machine having two nee<!les arrange*! on the

nee<lle bar, one behind the other and in the line of fee*!,
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ina for operatine tlie needle bar, means for moving the

asedlos laterally, means for fee<liug the cloth and means for

causing the newlles to first enter the cloth in line with one

another then to move the cloth backward and the needles

laterally so that they enter the cloth for the second time

out of line with one another, then for moving the cloth for-

ward and again causing the neeilles to enter the cloth when
out of line with one another then for moving the cloth back-

ward and causing the needles to snter the cloth in line with

one another.

2. A sewing machine having two nee*ile« arrange*! one

Ix'hind the other on the ii«'e<i!e bar. and in line of feed.

m<-ans for oixTatmg ilie n<-<-dle bar, mean.s for causing the

nee*lles during the formation lif the stitch to first enter the

cloth in line with one another, then out of line with one &n-

other, again ()ut of line with one another an<l finally in line

with one another again and means for causing the cloth

to move alternately ba<kward and forward during these

movements of the needles.

3. In a wwing ma*hine. two needles motinted one behind

the other in tlie line of fi'«'d on a neeiiie bar. means for re-

ciprcM'Hting the nei'dle l)ar. means for shifting the nf«<iles

laterally, feeding me<hanism for moving the fabric back

and forth under the neeilles the various elements l)eing so

titneil in (viM-ratioii that the needl<»s enter the gixxls in prox-

imity to each other, are moved laterally in adirection trans-

versely to the fetsl and away from each other during a back-

ward movement of the fj^nling mechanism, are reciprocated

twice in line with and during a forward movement of the

fe«'ding mec'hanism and are finally movfxl laterally to their

first [xisition into proximity during a backwarii movement
of tlie feeding mechanism.

4. In a sewing machine, two ne<?dles .arrangeil one behind

the other m the line of fe«'d on a ne<'*tle bar, meaius for oper-

ating thene<'dl«- bar. a cam for moving the ne<'dles lat<-rally,

feetiing mechanism for moving the fabric back and forth

under the needles, the various elements ijeing so timed in

operation that the ne<>ill«»«i enter the givxis in proximity to

each other, are moved laterall\ in a direction transversely

to the feed ami away from each ith. r iiring a backward

movement of the fee<ling me< haiusm, are reciprocated

twice in line with and during a forwartl movement of the

feeding mechanism and nre finally moved laterally to their

first iK>sition into proximity liuring a backward movement
of the feeding mechanism.

5. In a sewing machine, two needles mounted one behind

the other in tfie line of feed on a needle b:ir, means for re-

ciprocating the nee*iie bar. mean.s for shifting the needles

laterally, feeding mechanism for moving the fabric back

and forth under the needles, the various elements Ixiing so

timed in oiM'ration that the n<'e<il(>s first enter the cloth in

line with one another, then move laterally apart from one

another while in the cloth, then rise and enter the cloth

again when laterally apart from one another, then rise

again and thereafter again enter the cloth while laterally

apart from one another, and then to move inwards and

again enter the cloth in line with one another.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

802.373. HEATING -STOVE. Thomas
Indianapolis. Ind. File*! May 22, 1907.

376,120.

F. Hatton,
Serial No.

1. In a heating stove, the combination with the top

thereof and a fixe*l open ende<! tube situat«>d within said

stove and dei>ending from the top thereof, of a lower mov-

able or descending chaml>er loosely fitted into said stove

to slide vertically therein and having a top air outlet i>or-

tion, a collar extending around said top air outlet i>ortion,

an air conduit extending around and secureci to said collar,

said conduit extending upwardly to receive saiti defending

fixed oix'ii ended tube to slide vertically thereon, vent ducts

extending vertically through said Iowit ino\abl(> or descend-

ing chamlxT. means for admitting air into said lower mov-

able or descending chamber and means for permitting said

chaml>er to d<-scenil as the fire in the stove burns lower.

2 In a heating stove, the combination with the top

thereof, and a fixe*! ()i>en ended tube situate*! within said

stove and dr]>endlng from the top thereof, of a lower mov-

able or dwicending chaml)er loosely fitte*! into said stove

to slide vertically thi-rein and having a top air outlet jKir-

tlon, a collar extending around said toj) air outlet ixirtion,

an air conduit extending around and secure*! to said collar

said e<jnduit extending upwanily to receive said depending

fixed oiwn- ended tube to slide vertically thereon, vent

ducts extending vertically through said low<>r movable or

descending chamber, diunper doors over said duct,<. ineiuis

for admitting air into said lower movable or descending

chamber and means for i>ermitting said chaml)er to de-

scend as the fire in the stove burns lower.

892,374. Hl)T.\RY E.NtllM-:. J amks S. Hillyek, Proc-

tor, Minn Filed Dec. 14, lOOfi. .-^rial No. 347,795,

1--

.i' 5

In a rotary engine, the combination of a ea-^ing contain-

ing a cylindrical chamber, a wheel mounted within said

chamber concentrically thereof and c<nn prising a body por-

tion and shoulders formed on the periphery of said bo<ly

portion and extemling to the c.vlindrical wall of said cham-

ber, and each of said shoulders sloping in opposite directions

away from said cylindrical wall to zero at the said btxly por-

tion, movable abutments penetrating the cylindrical wall of
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t
saki rhanibrr tx-Two«Mi adjuiniriK feetl and Pthaiist iM)rtj< and

adapted 10 t>ear against saiJ wheel yieldinn means for forc-

ing said abutments againat said wheel, said casinn t)einK

provided with power-fluid fee>l and spent fluid exhaust

ports, one of which feed, and one of which exhaust ports i-

positioned on each side of each of said abutrnent-s means

for governing said ports and atlapted to be oi>erate 1 to

change the function of the feed portjs from feed to exhaust

service and vice versa, means for conduct ittg pressure fluid

to said i)orts, packing means extendin|; through .said

shoulders radially of said wheel, a packing ring s«'ate.l in

one face of said wheel, and a power shaft extending through

said ctising and rigidly secured to said wheel and adapted

to be driven thereby, .substantially as desca-ibetl.

the member In the opi>f>site direction, the time of the uni-

form si)eed movement Ix'tng ecjual to the time of the re-

versing movement.

8»2.3 75 ELECTRIC St )CKET-S\VITCir IIvrvet

Ht'BBELL. Bridgeport. Conn ,
a.s»ignor tio Harvcv Hub-

bell. IncoriKjrated. Bridgeixjrt. Conn.. ;» Cortx)ratiou of

Connecticut. Filed June 7. l'.»<)7. Serial No .{77.7^4.

1 A socket switch comprising a contact bar and a con-

tact plate, one of said partj* being provideil with alternate

projections ami depressions and the othqr part engaging

said projections ami depresfnons. a shaft loosely engaging

the I'ontact bar for the purixise set forth, and means for

holding the contact bar and contact plate in engagement.

2. .\ socket .switch comprising a contact bar and a con-

tact plate, one of said parts t)eing providrtl with alternate

projections am! depressi.nis and the other part with rollers

adapted to engage said projections and depressions, a shaft

loosely engaging the contact bar and meaMs for holding the

rollers closely in engagement with the conni>siK)nding parts.

- 3. A .s<jcket switch comprising a contact bar having a

hole and slots extending therefrom and a contact plate, one

of said parts being provided with alternate projections and

depressions anii the other part engaging said projections

and ilepressiotis a shaft pa,s«ing through the hole in the

contact bar ami having lugs loosely engaging the slots for

the purpos*' .s«n forth, and a spring surrounding the shaft

and acting to retain the contact bar and contact plate in

engagement
4 .\ socket switch comprising a contact bar having sock-

eta and rollers in said stjckets and a contact plate provided

with alternate projection.s and depressions, a shaft loosely

engaging the contact bar and means for retaining the roll-

ers closely in engagement with the projeclions and depres-

sions

5 .\ socket switch comprising a contact plate consisting

of plates 13. 15 and 17. said plate 17 beiag provided with

alternate projections and depressions, a contact bar carry-

ing rollers engaging the projections and depressions, a shaft

mounte<i to rotate in plates 15 and 17 and means for loosely

connecting the shaft and the contact bar.
j

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.)

892,376. MECHANICAL MOV'EMKNT Berthold
Ht'BER. Taunton. Mass. Continuation of application

Serial No 136,927, filed Dec. 29, 1902. This application

flleti Sept. 23. 1904. Serial No. 225.58$.

1 In a mechanical movement, the conibination of a re-

ciprocating member, a main driving mechanism for im-

parting a movement thereto at a uniform speed, and a re-

versing mechanism for slowing down stopping and starting

JT- i£-

2. In a mechanical movement, the combination of a re-

ciprocating niernl>er, a main driving mechanism for im-

parting forwarti and back movements thereto at a uni-

form sfioo*!, and a reversing mechanism for slowing down
stopping and starting the meml>er iti the opiK)site direc-

tion at each end of its stroke the time of operation l>eing

divided into four aliquot part.s Iwtween the uniform speed

rnovement.s and the reversing movements.
3. In a mechanical movement, the combination of a re-

ciprocating metnlx-r. a -ihaft making two re\ohitions for

each compU'te reciprocation thereof, a mam driving mech-

anism for imparting movements to the member at a uni-

form si>eed, and a reversing mechanism, the main driving

mechanism acting alternately with the reversing mechan-

ism, and each action taking a half revolution of said shaft.

4. In a mechanical movement, the combination of a re-

ciprocating memtx'r. a main driving mechanism for impart-

ing the uniform st»'e 1 movement.-* thereto, a single crank-

element making two revolutions for each complete recip-

rocation of the memlr)er, and means for connecting said

crank element to the memlxT for the reversal movements
having a direct and"change-motion connection as between

opix)site reversals

5. In a mechanical movement, the combination of a re-

ciprocating member, a main driving mechanism for impart-

ing uniform si)eed movements thereto, a single crank-ele-

ment making two revolutions for each ccmiplete recipro-

cation (^f the member, a reversing member reciprocate<i by

said crank-element, and means for connecting said revers-

ing meml)er to said reciprocating member for the reversing

movements thereof, said connections comprising a <lirect

connection for the reversal at one end and a change motion

connection for the reversal at the other end.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.)

S92.377. CEMENT PAVING. Robert Kie-serlinq,

Altona. Germany Original application filed June 2.

1905, Serial No 263.39.S. Divided and this application

filed July 7. HKKj. Serial No. 325.153.

1 Cement paving for streets compri.sing in combination

two layers of concrete, two narrow gutters provided in the

upper layer near to the longitudinal edges, a number of
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gutters dlspo-si-^l transverse to .said first gutters, and a

filling of plastic material in all of said gutters, the gutters

iK-ing of a substantially U-shajxHl cro.ss-section and pro-

vided with means for anchoring the same, substantially

as and for the pur[H>se set forth.

2. Oment paving for streets comprising in combination

two layers of concrete, two narrow gutters provided in the

top layer near to the longitudinal edges, transverse gutters

meeting together in aiuobtuse angle, and a filling of plastic

material in all of said gutters, which gutters consist of re-

silient metal Ix'nt to a substantially U-shaped cross-sec-

tion and provideil with anchoring lugs, substantially as and

for the puriKise set forth

3. Cement paving for street.s comprising in combination

two layers of concrete, gutters of resilient metal bent to a

substantially U-shape.i (Tos,s-se<'tion provided in the upper

layer and haviiiR ;i number of integral lugs in the side

walls thereof, and a filling of pla-stic material provided in

each of said gutters, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth

4. Cement paving for streets, comprising layers of ce-

ment two narrow longitudinal gtuters and transverse gut-

ters embedded in the upper layer of cement, the gutters

Iw'ing approximately U-shaix- and provided with integral

curved lugs on their side walls, and a filling of plastic ma-

terial in the gutters.

for uae in internal combustion engines, said process con-

I

sisting in mixing ionized atmospheric air with petroleuin

I

in the form of a mist, spray or vapor and ionizing the

' mixture and simultaneously subjecting it to expansion.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

riloD OF TREATING COLD CRl'DE
TETROLEI'M OR DISTILLATE THEREOF TO
oHTAI.N AN E\PLOSI\E MIXTIRE FoR INTER-
N .\ L-coM B r sr I <

' N I N < ; I N I ;s D a n M .\ hti

n

I , Lon-

<ion, England. Filed June in. iy(J7. Serial No. 378,268.

1. A process for the pro<iuction of an explosive mixture

for use in internal combustion engines, said process con-

sisting in ionizing ixMroleum in the form of a mi.st, spray

or vapor by mixing it with an ionized gas containing

oxygen.
2. A process for the jircKluction of an explosive mixture

for use in internal combustion engines, said process con-

sisting in mixing ionizeil atmospheric air with petroleum

in the form of a mist, spra.v or vaixjr.

3. A process for the production of an explosive mixture

for use in internal combustion engines, said process con-

sisting in ionizing a gas containing oxygen and mixing it

with ;K-troleum in the form of a mi.st. spray or vajKir and

ionizing the mixtur<> and simultaneou.sly subjecting it to

expansion.
4. A process for the production of an explosive mixture

for use in internal combustion engines, said process con-

sisting in ionizing a gas containing oxygen and mixing it

with jM-troleum in the form of a mist, spray or vai)or.

ionizing the mixture in order to produce a system of ionized

oxygenat«Ml molecules, and simultaneously subjecting this

system to a s«'ries of exjiansions

5 .\ process for the production of an explosive mixture

892.379 GLASS-PC RNACE. Robert H Millkk St

Ix)uis, Mo., assignor to Christy Fire Clay Co.. St. Louis,

Mo Filed Julv 3. 1905. Serial No. 268.253.

1. The combination with a gla.se melting chamber having

an outlet, of a s<'ttling basin into which the outlet dis-

charges, a continuous covered duct leading from the ends

of the settling ba.sin. and there being a plurality of openings

into said duct tlirough which the molten gla.ss is removed

from the duct

2. The combination with a chamber of a gla.ss furnace,

and the outlet therefrom, of a settling basin into which the

molten gliiss di.scharge>i from the outlet, a continuous cov-

ered duct connected at its ends to the settling basin, pockets

formed in the outer wall of the duct, and there being open-

ings through the cover of the duct into said pockets.

3. The combination with the melting chamber of a glass

furnace, of a continuous covered duct leading from the out-

let of the melting chaml>er, there being pockets formed in

said duct, and there being ojxjnings through the cover of

the duct into said t>ockets.

892,380. AERODROME OR FLYING-MACHINE. Ed-

win R. Mt MKOHD. Dumbarton. Scotland. F'ik^d July

11, 1<MU\. Serial No 325.711.

1. The combination in an aerodrome having a plurality

of proi>ellers acting Ixjth for susi)ension and propulsion,

shafts carrying said propellers arrange<l in pairs uixm ojv

posite sides of the apparatus, said opposite shafts being

inclined downwardly, backwardly and towards each other

so that if produced their axes would meet in a longitudinal

line beneath the apparatus.

2. The combination in an aero<irome having a plurality

of proi)ellers acting ix)th for suspension and propulsion,

shafts <arrying said propellers arranged in pairs uix)n oi>-

posite sides of the apparatus, said opposite shafts being

incline<l downwardly, backwardly and towards each other

so that if producetl their axes would meet in a longitudinal

line iK-iieath the apparatus, and a rudder for said apparatus

comprising a triangular framework and covering therefor,

a universal joint at the apex, and means for moving said

rud<ler about said joint.
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892 381. TEMPORARY CATTLE-8TALL. Jomt J.

McHcoH, CalKary Alberta. Canada, aa<l Albekt Wad-
ji.\N. Lewes*. KriKland Filed Mar. 15. iy<)7 S4>rial

No. 362.383.

1 Thf combination, with a !*tationar>- lower -lil prn-

vide<l with .^oi-ketrf 21 iiml 3', and a stationary uiii>er sill

prnvuied with sockets 2-' and 20. of a removable upright 1

r^stlnK m the socket 21 and slidable vertically in it and in

the soiket 22. a removnble upright 2 pivdtod in the sfjrket

3* and movHble laterally of the upright 1 u\ rhe socket 20.

and a ratoh which normally prevents thf upright I from

sliding in the -^aid socket 20.

2. The cond>ination. with a statumary lower sill pro-

vided with .s<}ckets 21 and 3*. of a stationary upiH-r sill pro-

vided with socket.s 22 and 20. of a renM>vable upright I

resting in the socket 21 and slidable vertically in it and in

the socket '22. a removable upright 2 pivoted in the socket

3* and movable laterally of the u[)right I in the socket 20.

means for supi>orting the pivot of the sail ui>right 2 in dif-

ferent pcsitions so as to regulate the distance between the

lower part.s of the uprights 1 and 2, and a catch which nor-

mally prevent.-< the upright 1 from sliding in the said

socket "20

3. The combination, with stationary \ipi)er and lower

supporta. each provided with socket.*, of t series of remov-

able upnght.s 1 and 2 arranged in pairs arid adapted to en-

gage with the luvks of the iinimals, each .sRid upright being

placed in engagement with certain of the said sockets, and

a senes of removable uprights 7 arrangp<l between each

alternate pair of the said uprights 1 and 2 and out of line

with them, said uprights being placed in engagement with

certain other of the said socket.s and adaptecf'to retain the

hindquarters of the auunals m position.

892,3H2 SIPHO.V DEVICE FOR WITHDR-WNINO
LlgllDS FROM VESSELS. AlhBkt W. Omo.nd,

Bendigo, Victoria, .\ustralia, assignor of one-half Uj

William Morley Johnson. Bendigo, .\uscr;dia. Filed Jan.

12. 1907 Serial \o .352 .0^*4.

1. A device of theclajwdewnbed, compriHing an inverttnl

U-ehapeti pi^te forming an inner and outet leg, the inner leg

having a bevele<i end, a gland on the u-ronnal of the outer

leg. a discharge pii^e ha\ing one end inovably associated

with the gland, a water-tight filling interpose*! between the

gland and the end of the discharge pi;)e to form a water-

tight joint, and a tension means having one en<l twlapted

to engage a fl\e<l abutment and the op^wsite end connected

with the discharge pipe to hold the same in normally ver-

tical position.

2. The combination with a fluid tank, of an inverted

U-shaped pipe forming an inner and outer leg, the inner leg

feeing inserted within the tank and extemling into close

proximity to the bottom thereof, said terminal of the inner

leg being beveled, a gland formed on the end of the outer

leg. a discharge pipe having one end movably connecteil

to the giaiKl and it^ opposite end bent on itself at right an-

gles to form a discharge tnouth adar>t<Hi to l>e tx)«itioue<l

within the tank, a filling niounte<l in the gland and a.s«o-

ciated with the engaging end of the discharge pii>e to form

a water-tight joint and a spring element coiled around the

gland and having one end in engagement with the bottom
of the tank and the op|M)site end connected with the dis-

charge pi|x» to normally hold the latter m a position parallel

with the outer leg of the inverted U-shaped pipe.

S02.383. LOCK Hknkv .M. Small. Melrose, Mass.

Original application filed July I'.t. l\H)5. Serial No.

270,387 Divide*.! and tlua application filed Dec. 29.

1906. Serial No. 350.096

In a device of the cla«s described, the combination of a

single piece casing liaving tw(>-sf)aceil walls and a con-

necting wall, there being a Injlt-receiving opening in the

latter wall and a Ijearing oi>ening in one of the first men-
tionetl walls and a key oi)ening in the other wall, a locking

l>ijlt arranged Ix-tween and be.iring on the said spaced walls

to move back and forth m the said bolt-receiving opening

and providtKl with an oi)ening extending from one -i !• ••.

the other and having a pair of spacoi cam pM)rtion.s extend-

ing into the oi>ening. a Ixjlt operating memkx'r of the same
thicknes-s a.s the bolt and rotatably niounte I m the ca.sing

within the opening of the bolt and having a pair of out-

wardly extending spaced cam portions arranged to co-

operate res^H^cfively with the flr-*t-inentioiie.l ram por-

tions to move the )x)\t to and frotn locking position, said

nienib«»r constituting the .sole means for moving the lK)lt in

either direction, a Ix-iiring <jn the mendxr extending into

said l>earing opening or rotatably mounting the member
and forming the .lole means for supporting the member in

the casing

S92..3K4 VEHI(n-.E. Chables A. Smith, BrattleljofO,

Vt., as.signor to National Novelty Cor;)oration. New
York, N Y , a Cor;K)ration of New Jersey. Original

application filed Fet) 2. 19t)7 Serial No. .353,402 Di-

vided and this application filed Apr. 23. 1907. Serial

No. 369,804.

In a child's cart, front and rear axle.i. supporting wheels

'hereon, a pair of widely spactnl si.le bar-, tx-aring blocks

disposed at the rear ends thereof and carrying the rear

axle. bowe<l springs connecting the side bars, a seat

inountMl on the springs, a pair of cro.ss braces secure<l to

the undersides of the bars to the rear of the ftjrward ends

thereof, proi)elling levers pivote«l to the forward i)ortions

of said bam. a centrally diat)osed reach exten.liug from

the cross braces to the front axle, a pivot pin connecting

I the reach and front axle, a foot rest strip secured to the

top of the front axle and passing over the reach, said strip

having an o|)ening for the pa.s.sage of the pin, and a pair

of controlling levers pivoted to the reach at a point in ad-

vance of the st>.at.

892.385. DUMPING -CAR. MuNSOV H. Tbeadwell,

New "^ork, N Y . and Carl F. .Vstkom. Orange. N. J..

assignors lo M. 11. Treiulwell Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Jan. 16. 1908. Serial No. 410.876.

there being a reoe«« In one of these plates adapted to receive

said strip.

4. The combination of a plurality of overlapping thin

platas with an elastic strip at the lap. said strip joining the

end portions of the platt-s which lap each other; and a re-

inforcing spring fast on one of the plates an<l lapi)inE out-

side the remote end of said strip.

5. In combination with a ,shiH\ a comiHisite spring within

the sole thereof comprising a plurality tjf plates, and springs

intervening between adjacent plates normally expanding

the thickness of tlie composite structure.

892,387. TOOL-FEEDING MECHANISM. Adolph L.

De LEEtTW, Hamilton, Ohio. a*.signor to The Knecht
Planer Company, CMncinnati. Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed July 1 1 . l'.M)7 .Serial No. 383.262.

1. The combination with a car frame comprising sides

and an underframe connecting the side^. of a car body sup-

jM)rt«><i by the sides and mounted to tilt between the sides

and alHive the underframe. and a motor having connections

for tilting the car IxkIjv

2. The combination with a car frame comprising sides

•nd an underframe connecting the si<les, of a car body sup-

ported by the sides and mounted to tilt between the sides

and alK)ve the underframe, and a recijirocatory motor hav-

ing connectU)ns for tilting the car body.

3. The combination with side frames provided with

tracks, of a Ixxly supi>orled thereby and mounted to tilt

and move longitudinaU> then-on in either direction from a

central upright tM)sition. a c.\lin<ier mounted thereon, and

an ai-tuating connection between thecyllnder and the body.

4. The combination with side frames provided with

tracks, of a Uxty supjxjrt*-*! thereby and mounted to tilt

and mo\e longit uihiially thereon lu either direction frtun a

central upright ixjsition. a cylinder mounted thereon, a

trunnion earned by the car lK«iy. and a strap engaging the

Irunnum and connected to the piston rotl.

5. The combination with a motor ojx'rated end dumping
car comprising a car btxly mounted to move away from the

center U)wards one end to dump, and a power operated

motor, of a supi>orting frame having car body supports at

opposite sides, and an underframe lu'iieath the car-body

connecting the side frames

[Claims 6 u> 24 not prinUnl m the Gazette.]

802.386. SPRING ARCH -SUPPORT FOR SHOES
Alexander W Walicer. Boston. Mass. Filed Sept.

5. 1907. Serial No. 391.427.

1. In comMliallon with a sho«', a comiwsite spring within

the sole thereof, eom prising a plurality of plates, and spring

trip* intervening lx»tween adjacent plates and joining

them.
2. The combination of a plurality of overlapping thin

plates with an elastic strip at the lap, said strip joining the

end f>ortions of the plates which lap each other.

3. The combination of a plurality of overlapping thin

plates with an ehftic strip tas\ to both plates which lap;

1. In a tool-feeding mechanism, the combination.^w ith

the reciprocating parts, for controlling the reciprocating

movement of the suxk. of a rotary drive having a st)urce of

power other than said reciprocating parts, an intermit-

tently rotating part having tool-feeding connection, inter-

mittent driving connection b«'twe«'n said rotary drive and

Intermittently rotating part, and an adjustable control be-

tween saitl intermittent liriving connection and .said recip-

rocating parts, substantiall> a,- described.

2. In a tool-feetling mechani.'ini. the combination with

the reciprocating stock-moving part-s. of a driving meml>er

rotatable in a constant direction having a source of jxiwer

other than said reci[irocating stock-moving parts, a driven

part having tool-feeding connection, connecting means l>e-

tween the latter and said driving-memljer. means actuated

from one or more of said reciprocating stock-moving parts

for influencing the of>eration of said connecting means, and

an intermediate adjustment in said latter means for deter-

mining the moment of oi>eration of said connecting means.

3. In a tool-fee<iing mechanism, the combination with

tite reciprocating stock-moving parts embracing a control-

ling means for said reciprocating parts, of a driving mem-
ber rotatable in a constant direction having a source of

power other than said reciprocating stock-moving parts, a

driven part having tool-fee<ling connection connecting

means l>etween the latter and said driving member, means
actuated with said controlling means for influencing the

operation of said connecting means, and an a<ljustment in

said latter means for determining the moment of oix»ra-

tlon of said connecting mean.«

4. In a tool-feeding mechanism the combination with

the reciprocating parts comprising the table and recipro-

cating driving parts therefor, of a dri\ ing member rotata-

ble in a constant direction from a source of power other

than said reciprf>cating table and parts, a driven member
having t<v)l-fe<Hling cfinnection. ojx-rating means between

said driving meml)er and driven member, and means hav-

ing connection with one or more of said reciprocating parts

for influencing the ojierative connection in said operating
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mean« and causing operation of said driven member at

V><)th ends of movonient of said reciprix-iating table. sut>-

^taiuially a-s ilescritK'i!

5 In a t<x)l-fee<liiiK riiechanisiii for a oietal planer, The

conibiiiatum of a driving niend)or rutatable in a courttant

direction . a driven inend)t'r having t<xjl-ft*eding connec-

tfcm, Wlea-iable driving connection i)etwe*n said niemtK-rs,

A riuTiibor for effecting table-reversal, and an oi^Tatively

spaced connection iHMwtH^n said latter tlieintxT and saitl

releasable driving connection f(jr determining the mo-

ment of tool-feed relatively to table-reverxal, substantially

as descnlK-il

[Claiins H 'm 10 not printed m 'he (Ja/i'tte |

REISSUES.

12.s-'l N AI LIN( ; - M ACHiNK Ai.hKkt K. Pkestox,
E.isf Boston Vl:i.ss iisnignor. by mesne iussignnients, to

T'iute<l Shoe Machinery Company PatcTson N J a Cor-

[Kiration of New Jersey Fileil Ma> 1 :V l'M}7 .Serial

No. 37:V.i_'-_' '>ngiruilNo M22,.h»)7. d:vte i June .'> UMKi,

Serial .V>. <2 '>-i.i.

1, A machine of the character descrilx-d comprising a

combined driving and severing inectKinum for driving the

end of a wire into the work and severmg tiie same, saul

mechani.sm consisting of jaws held together by yielding

pressure and t>eing arranged so as to bitQ into the wire by

the resistance to tiie movement of the wire, anl provisions

whereby the work mas' b«' intro<luced Into the path of the

saiil wire end
2 A machine of the character described comprising a

combined wire feeding, driving and severing mechani-m for

feeding, driving and .s«>vering a nail from ft wire, sai 1 mech-

ani.sm con.sistmg of a driver having two Coactmg members

movable relatively to said driver, and which are a taiitel to

engage the wire and to \>e so moved by nsison of resistance

of the wire. an.', which when so ino\ed bite into the wire,

in 1 a work-sui)tHjrt in operative relation to sail mechan-

ism.

5 A machine of the character deMcril>«>d comprising a

movable earner and spring-presae<l jaws thereon for auto-

matically grn>ping. engaging an.i driving a smooth wire

into the work, and severing the driven end, means m con-

sequence of which said jaws are operateil. and a work-sui>-

lK)rt in o;>erative relation to said jaws

4. .\ machine of the character deHcril)ed comprising a

movable carrier and a pair of coacting memt>«>rs thereon

for driving the end of a wire into t he work, one of said mem-
bers l>eing movable toward and from the other member and
having a cutting e<lge adapte<l to engage the wire and i>ress

It against said other mendwr ani to sever it. and iH-ing so

o;H,'rated to some extent by the resistance to the [x-netra-

tion of the end of the wire

r> A machine of the character described comprising a

movable carrier, means for actuating said carrier, comple-

mental wire driving and .st-vering jaws nu)vably mounted
on said carrier and adapted to engage and drive a wire into

the work and to be moved to se\er the driven end without

the direct ai-tuation of saul jaws bv said actuating meana
hut in '-onseqiience of the ai'tuation of the carrier, and a

work, support m o[><Tative relation to said jaws,

[Clainis 6 to 28 not printed m the (lazette )

DESIGNS

3M.;iN() KMMLKM Hkssik 1 Cm-kn
Mas.- Kile.! Apr tl UKO* .-Serial No
i>f ; latent .5 k \ ears

Northaniplon,
4_'.'> .')7 1 lerin

The iirttamental design for an emblem a.s shown.

39.381 H ANDI.i; I d' Sl'i •( ).NS K< >KKS I )H SIMILAR
.\Hri(LF,.s Wiii.iwi (' ('<u>M\N l*r<i\ uleiKc H I ,

ajwigiior to (eirhani Manufacturing Comiiaiu. I'ms i-

dence H I a ( orix'ration of Hhole Island Kile (Apr.

M) \'M)S Serial No 4:i<l _>.ST lerm of patent It \ ear".

The ornamental design for the handle of a s[X)on, fork or

similar .article, as sh<jwn.

JlNE 30, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2225

39,382. HANDLE OF SPOONS, FORKS, OR SIMILAR
.\RrK;Lp;s William C ('(io.m.^^n. Providence. R I .

aH«ignor Ui (iorhani Manufacturing <'<impany. I'ro\i-

dence. K. I., a ("-orjKJration of Rhode Island Kiled .\pr

.30. \\H)H .Serial No 4.30.238 rerni of patent 7 veiirs.

39.384. BACK FOR BRUSHES, MIRRORS. OR SIMI-
LAR ARTICLES Hekhert J Str.ikek. North Attle-

b.irn .Maiss assignor toThe \N'. IL Saart Company, a Cor-

poration of Mas-achu.'setts Filed May 21. HX)8 Serial

No. 4.34 1<.»6 Term Of patent .'^i years.

The ornamental 'lesign fi ^r the handle of a spoon, fork or
similar article as shown.

39. .H8.^ HACK K(»R HKCSMHS. MIRHdHS oH Sl.MI-

LAR.XRTICLES Sidney A Kkllek .New ^ ork N.Y..
awHignor txi The W. H .Saart Company, a Coriniration

of .Ma.s«achu.H«'tt,s Filed May 'J2, Jl>08. .Serial No.
434,440. Term of patent .3 4 .\ear8.

The ornamental design for a back for brushes, mirrors,

or similar articles as shcjwn.

39,385. H( iTl LK Kkkdehick ,I Phobst. New \<irk.

N. Y. Klle<i .May U>. ItKts .Serial No 433.324. Term
of ]iatenf 14 years.

The ornamentAl design for a hack for brushes, mirrors. I

or Himilar articles, as shown. 1

134 O.G. 145

The ornamental design for a bottle, as shown.
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39,.'^S6 GA3-LAMP. Ai>coRN RirroH. New York, N. Y.,

a^iijnor to Htn-turtia.^ Lamp Company, New York. NY.,

a (•orporauon of New York. Kile<l May 6, 1908, rtenal

No 4U.2S4 Term of patent 14 yearn..

39.388. G.VS-LAMI' .\u;()RN Kk'Toh, New York, N. Y.,

!i.d«mnor to lie«tor Cias Lainp Company, New York,

N. ^ , a (ori>or!inon of New York. Filwl May 12, lyUb.

rienal No 4.J2..304 Term of patent 14 years.

The uriiHiiienTal 'leriiKn for a k;i.-< lamp &.-* shown.

T
k,N Y ,

39.387. QA8-I*AMP Auorx Rectoh. New York, N ^

assignor to Rector Ga.s LampCompany. New York, N Y

a Corporation of New York. Filed May 12, 1908. Serial

No. 4.V2..'><)3 Term of patent 14 yeara.

The ornamental -It^ign for '\ ga-s himp »* shown

39,389 HEATING STOVE J(«f,phP OrERBArKKF*,

Loui.sville. Ky Kile-.! Mar 9, WHiS Serial No 420,11s.

Term of patent 7 >, ears \

The iruamenta! design for a gas lamp as shown. 1 The ornamental design for a heating stove, aa shown.

JLNK 3u, 190^. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2227

39..3VXI ( HAIK I.oKKNZ Km. IAN, Brooklyn, N. Y.. 39.391. RUG. Adolph Pktz.u.d, Philadelphia. Pa.

a>siKu.,r to Pahner & Embury Mfg. Co., New York, assignor to John 11. Hromley and Edward Bromley.

N. Y.. a CoriK>ration of N.-w Jersey. Filed May 16, Copartners trading ius John Bromley & Son.«. Phila-

1908. S.rial No 4;i3.141 Term of patent 7 years. ,
delphia, Pa. Filed May 14 UH»h .-^.rial No 4H2 94ti

Term of i)atent 3i years.

The oruHmi'nt;i! liesiKii for a chair, a.s -howii.

The ornamental dts^ign for a rug sut>stantially a.s shown.

39,392 CHILD'S HAT. Sidney G HiRjSfHBEKr;, New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 24, 1908. Serial No. 423,059.

I (Till of patent 3i years.

^if^r^.

The ornanienta! design for a child's hat . a.« sliown.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 30, 19 8

The following trade-marks have been adjudged entitled to registration under tha

act of February 20, 1905. and are published In compliance with section 6 of said act.

Said section provides:

"Any person who believes he would be damaged by the registration of a marK
may oppose the same by filing notice of opposition, stating the grounds therefor, in

the Patent Office within thirty days after the publication of the mark sought to be

registered, which said notice of opposition shall be verified by the person filing the

same before one of the officers mentioned in section two of this act. If no notice

of opposition is filed within said time the Commissioner shall issue a certificate of

registration therefor, as hereinafter provided for."

Marks which are stated to have been '"Used ten years" are registrable under the

last proviso of section 6 of said act. which is as follows:

"And provided further, That nothing herein shall prevent the registration of any
mark used by the applicant or his predecessors, or by those from whom title to the

mark is derived, in commerce with foreign nations or among the several States, or

with Indian tribes, which was in actual and exclusive use as a trade-mark of the

applicant or his predecessors from whom he derived title for ten years next pre-

ceding the passage of this act."

Section 14 of said act provides for the following fee:

"On filing notice of opposition to the registration of a trade-mark, ten dollars."

S.r Nn 2S17 tl, \ss V-. FooDS WDINGREDI- Ser. No. 11,634. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INCHKDI-
EN rsuF Fix IDS (.KihUN iV SKU.i.tY CXj.,SanFran- ENTS OF FOODS. 1 The N. K. Fairbank (..mpany.

Cisco, Cal. Filcl \i>r _'4. I'Hi.-) Chicago. HI FiU-i \\ik 14, 19()o. Used ten years.

PnrUr-ihir 'It srr , p/ i,,ti ,,'' g,H'<t.- 1 Icriiiftically - Sealed

Fruit-- aiil \C^^ct.Hblcs

S.r Nm 10 2.5.'. CLASS 4ti F()< W )S AND INQREDI-
KN IS ( U- FiMiDS I'nh N K FAiRRANK COMPANY,
("liicuKu, III Filo.l Jul\ i:^ \\H^r^ \ -^vA ten years.

VICTHIUA

,0 d
Particular descrtiitmr, <// goodn.—Edible Fat^ -.aid <nls.

Pnrtiruinr ili nrripl mn ,,/ gti.xi^ I'^.lihle FatS and Oils.

S<T No n.It>7 CLASS 4*-) FOODS AND INGREDI-
F.NTS OF Fo( )1)S IiiK N K FAIKH^^K r^oMPANT,

crucaK" in Fili-l Auk -' 1"»<'"> ^'-^'''i '•'" >'.'ir-s.

Ser. No. 12.406. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND 1N<;HKDI-
ENTS OF FOODS ) The N K Faikhank C-iMPAN-i

Chicago. Ill File<i Sfpt it. nx).") Cse,! ti-ii \ .-ar.-

RnsAliuNCA

Piirtiruliir desmpUnn of gtHids Fallible Fat.« nini Oils. Pari\r\dar iltKrri /iiion (j/ Qoitds F'.iiihlc Fat> and Oils.
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r Xo -1 >^^•> ri V<-=!1- M XSOXRV MATERIALS.) I
Ser No 2S.164. (CLASS 6. CHEMI(\VLfl MEDICINES.

J A V i-T^ v.. L--...V>vu.rs.Ftan.e. FUedJuly AN.. PHARMACEUTICAL PRKPA HA I IONS.) Ac-
•'•*-^ ,-^ '

1 TIKN <;KSKI.U-*rHA»-r FUR AM 11 N - F Mt HI KATION ,
Borlin,

21. I9<)6
(ieriaaiiy. F"ile<i June 17, 11X)7

Partu-ulnr dtsrr, piior, „f p.><»/.s.—Remedies for Dietetic

Purposes. Nervous l)i.s«-a.HP.«, and Diseases of me Skin an<i

Scalp. Innary Aiiti.tf ptu-s, Ointments, Sedatives. Ancs-

theticri, Intfstinal AstriiiKenUs, Preparations for Dyeing the

Hair Synthotic PrrfvuiK^f' anil Ba.Hcs for PorfuinPS. Propa-

ruUori.i for lucrea.-^ing the Strength of the Aroma of Per-

fumes.

Particular deM-ripluin of jwi.'* — Portkimi Cenieat.

r

Ser No •24.9-'4 (LASS 4.-, FOODS AND INOREDI-

EN'TS mF foods Thk N K. Faikbank C'o.mpany,

Chicago. 111. Filed Jan. 20. 1907.

Parlicidar ieM-r^ptcon of Qo-A.- E.iibk' Fat.i au.l <-)il.<.

8er No 29 754) CLASS 6, (^H EMICA LS. M EDICI N i:S.

AND PIIARMACKlTirAL PKEPA RATIONS.) J. D.

Flinioer. Han.MiirK. O.ennanv. File.l St-pt. 4, 19f)7.

Neutrasiiik

Pnriinunr dr.-irriptuin nf g,>oda.—A ChemK'al for Purif.Miig

Fee<i-Uater for Boiler^^

Str Nu :i<J,124 (CLASS 46. FOODS AN I) IN< .
HEDI-

KNTS OF FOODS.) Crii( KF.K dlHoCKHY CuMFANV

Wilkes-Harrr. Pa File<l Sept. 21, 1907.

3rr No ''7 l>»<t ( LASS«. CHEMKULS, MEDICINES,

\ND PHVKMA.KrTICAL PREPARATIONS . \ i-

-

TOH F Nf.L.-'N N.-wVork.N V. File,! May 7. 19()7.

Pnrticular description of goods —Cjuuu-.I Fruits and Vege-

tables, Drie<l Fruits, and Mince Meat.

(alodol

iVB<»eillori««Ttp«kma^»ood«—A nti.se p tic Preparations

for Cktttrh. 8or« ThfMt. mnd All Inilammations of the

Skin.

^.T N, '>7fH.'S fCLASS 4.-^ TH READ AND YARN.)

John V Fakwell Co-mpa.sy. Chu|i«o. 111. File.1 May

_'3, l'^J7

^.r No 31.594. (CLASS 6. CH EMKA LS M KDICIN ES.

AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.\TIoNS.) Thk

Ozark Medicine Company, Bate^viUe Ark. Filed

Dec. 6, 1907.

r.ATrSVILLE AKKANSAV

Parlicular description oj ao<>d.'< -A Reine.ly for Rheuma-

tism.

Particular desrnptwn of gooda.-^otton Thread ani

Worsted and Woolen Yam.

Ser. No. »ljeO. (CLASS 38. PVBLICATIONS Tur.

SystM OdHPANT, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec 11. I'.X). .

THE
BUSINESS
MAN'S

LIBRARY.

Particular df.Hcriptwn of Qomis Printed B(X)k8 of In-

struction I.ssued Serially

Jl'NK 3<>, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2131

3«r.No. 31,R43 a^LASSn CHF^MICALS, MEDICINES,
ANDPHARMACErTICALPREPAR.\TION8.) J0NE8
A Thorj'k. Rifhinond, Va File<l Deo. 19, 1907.

(• •)

The mark IxniiK printed iii red.

Particular drsrription 0/ goods.—Mouth-Wash.

8er. No. 32,414 (LASS 4ti FOODS AND IN(;REDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) 1:i.kin ( anmnu Company, Elkin,

N. C. Filed Jan 24, I'.KIS.

r>ix:iK
Particular dexrnption u/ j^ood**—Canned Blackberries.

8er. No. 32.475. (CLASS 36 Ml'SICAL INSTRIMENTS
AND SUPPLIES 1 Ja.mf.s Hhiak - S..n> Phila<lel-

ptii.i Pa. File<l Jan 28. ItXJ.S. Lsed ten i ears.

l*cliuunl

Particular dencriptinn of poorfs Pianos. Player- Pianos,

Cabinet Piano Players, Player- Piano A<tion8, Pipe-(Jrgan8.

Reed-Organs, TalkiiiK Machines. Talking-Machine Records,

Talking-Machine Hums, Perforated Music-Rolls, Pneu-

matic Piano-Players, Mechanical Piano-Players, Electric

Piano-Playeri. and All I'art.s of the Forendinti Musical In-

struments.

Ser No 32,S38. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL,
AND SURdlCAL APPLIANCES.) Draoekwerk,
Heinr f Bf.rnh Dhaokh, Liiheck, Germany. Filed

Feb. IS, l".«)s

DRimR
Particular dem-riptian of good*.—RBBpirating Apparatus

for I'se in Plaeee Coiitainiiig Noxiou.s Gasef*. Narcotizing

Apparatu.s and Inhalers. ( txygen-Inhalers, (i.x.\Keu Re-

viving .\pi)aratu-s, Chirurgical Apparatus for I'se of (»xy-

gen, and Ma.sk« fur Chirurgical and Medicinal Piu-poses.

Ser. No. 32.9.32 (CLASS 39 CLOTHING.) John F.

Brooks Co \e<-dhani, Mass Filed Feb 21. 1908.

I'sed ten \ e;trs

Saxony
t'arliruliir di-Kcnption of Qoodf - -Knit ( ioods. ("i.iiipn-inK

Shirts, BaiKis. Drawers, Hose. Sweaters, Sleeping ( lariiinits,

Toques. Leggmgs.Caps, Mittens. Sacks, Lap-Pa»l>.aiid Bath-

Aprons.

Ser No 32 934 CLASS 39 CLOTHING) Clarence

M. Flor.\. Indei^ndence, Kans. FTled F>b. 21, 19()8.

Particular dfscnptum of j/ood.*.- Men's Dres> and Neg-

ligee Shins.

Ser. No. 32,979. (CLASS 4*1. FOODS AND INGRF:DI-
ENT8 OF FOODS) Warfield Pratt Howell Co.,

Des MoincH, Sioux City, and Ce<iar Raiiids. Iowa. Filed

Feb. 24, HK)8.

Particular desrripi ion of goods.—Cheese.

Ser N. :<>! ()stv CLASS4 ABRASIV^E, DETERGENT,
AMI l'()LISHIN(; MA'1"F:R1ALS.) Imperl*.L Car
CukankrCo., Newark, N J. Filed Fet. 29,1908.

IMPERIAL

Particular description of p(W*rf^ --Detergent ComiX)Und

Especially Prepared for Cleaning Car^^

Ser. No. 33,099. iCLASS 39. CLoTHIN<J ; John F.

Bkooj&s Co., Needhani. Mass. Filed F>b. 29, 1908.

Particidar description of good." —Knit Goods, Comprising

Shirts, Bands, Hose, Drawers. Sleeping-Garments, Sweat-

ers. TcKiues, Laggings, Cap^, Mittens, Sacks. Lap-Pads, and

Hath-.\prons.
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8er. No. 3? Wi (CLAS8 37 PAPER AND STATION-
ERY J ( B[_\iK Company. Huntirnnlon. Pa. V'lU-d

Mar 13 1<»<)S

S6 Pa^s.Spac« for H40 Words

And Correcliona j

N? 305

Particular '{f.^rri/^inn ,,f Qttodx —Spelliut-B'ari''^-

Ser. No 33.467 iCLAS8 6. (HEMIC AI^, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS i Fkan

<i!* P:dwin Van Hahe.n, San Fram-isco, Cal. File<.i Mar.

19. 19<)S

The bodv of tho rross js red.

Fartu-idar description 0/ goods.—A Pill for the Rclu-f uf

Con.stipatioii. Torphl Liver. Ht'a.lHchf htkI All Slut<Ki'»li

CoiKiitioin

Ser No 33 .'i.VJ CLASS 28. JEWELRY AND PRE-
Clors-METAL \V.\RK ) ArKEK. Mekrai.i. * Ccj.N-

[)IT C..Mi'\NV. New York, N Y Filtsl Mar 23. U«).S.

rarticuLar dtscrifjtujn uf gowis Precioii.s-Metal ami

Plat4Ni Ware Tpa-Ball.<^, Tea-Steepern. an.l Receptiules for

.SteepiiiK Feu

Ser. No. .33 Kl7 (LA.SS 19 VEHICLES. N« )T LNCUI)-

INO EN<iINKS MiNiiK VSheel i% Jdhhin'; Com-

pvs-v, Miiinie In ! File.l Mar Ui, UH)8
Ser No 33 rt7« CLASS 4rt FOf)DS AND INGREDI-
ENTS t >F F<>OI)S .S< MNri.i, A Co, Iiidiaiiapolis,

III. I File.l Mar .'*1 I'.X .H C-e,! ten Near-.

[ilaaaiiafl

Parliridar dfitcnptio'i ,/ good.*. A Conipouii'l of .Sor-

ghum-Mo la,-i.s«'» ami Coru-Syrup.

The r;i« 1- rtil.

Particular df.trn ptiov nf (fCH)d» -VohicW WheeN and

Gear?,

fk-r N.. i.? 4.«> CLASS 3.5 BELTING HOSE MA-

CHIN E H V PACKINC,, AND NON - METALLIC
ITKES iHK CoRBETT-Tavi-ok Co. Trelitoli N J.

i-lied Mar 17. HM)K.

SfT No 3.3731 Cla-.-* t) CH EMIC.V LS. M EDK I N ES

AND PHARMACECTICAL PREPARATIONS i Hakkv
•Sankoki) .S^.v^:KH^;l<.. Detixcr Colo Fil*-*! Mar 3(1.

lyoa.

I'nrtu-tiliir de.^cription ofgoodn.—Belting, Hose, and Park-

,.< ,f Rublx-r, Leather, or Composition. i
Particular daacriptwn of good*.—\ Foot-Powder.

JCNK v>, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2233

Ser. No 33,786. (CLASS 39 CLOTHING.) H. B.

Reed A Company, Manchester, N H Filed Apr. 1,

1908.

nBSSnrQfflra

Partuular description oj goods. - Leather Boota and

Shoes.

BT. Mo. 33380. (CLASS 4n FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP FOODS/) A« KER, Mekkall 4 CONDIT

Company. N-w ^ ork, \ Y Filed Apr 3, 1908.

J^m(z®hm

Ser. No. 33,918. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) C ¥ Stuhh A Co . HamburK,
Genuanv. File<l Apr. 7, VM)H.

Particular dt.tcription of goods —Caviar, Aiichovie.^, Sar-

dels, and Sardines m Tin.s, Jars, and Glasses.

Ser. No. 33,960. (CLASS 3'.t CLOTHING.: M A W.
Naumbi-hc, A Co

, New "idrk N Y Filed Apr <C1(«)S.

Dfronprinj
Particular dfucription of goods —Men's Overcoats.

I'articuliir dtucriptwu of goodii.-i'nt\ne<i Prviil.s ^'aniK'd

Vejtetables. Canned .Soniw. Canned Meat.s, Condiment*.

Cereal Hreakfa.st Foods, Flour, Canned Fish, Evaporated

1-ruit.s, Dried Fruit><, Fruit Preserves. Horne-Made Jams,

Jellies, .Mince-Meat, Prepared Mustard PuddinKs. Whole

and Ground Spices, Sugars, Sausages. Hams Baron Stri|>s,

Tomato ChU4UP, Condensed Milk, Caix-rs, ( .M..aiiut«,

Ch«><\s<'s, Mara.schino ('berries. Bottled ?>wit>. Stiredded

(ielatin. Hone\ . Fruit-Butter, .Macaroni, S[>aKhclti. \'er-

luicelli. .Sauces, Sala<i-Dres.sinKS, < )yst«T-( ".h ktail I ir<',,-iri(?8,

S\Tups. Mola.s.-M"s, Corn ."^tari-li. Teas, C-oCfecs. and \ iiiej4ar.

Ser No .33.9S.') CLA.SS 47 WINES EXCEI»T MEDI-
CATED > HAMMri.N-ospoRT \N'i.NE COMPANY, Ham-
niondsport. .N "i' Fileii Apr 9. 1<>08.

Ser. No 33 s.-,2 (CLA.ss 46 FooDS AND INORBDI-
F:NTS OF F<><)DS ' <;K>Kof E Renpz W illiamsport,

Pa. Fi1«h1 Apr. 4, I'.Mis

^^ETIWIq^

Particular dritrription of goods.—White Wine.s.

Ser. No. 34,037. (CLASS ,39, CLOTHING ) Paul
Brottier" Philadelphia Pa Filed Apr. 11, 1908.

.^OJB.

"•-»A>i>

Partintlnr disrnptiort n/ (;oof/.« - Lea t her Buut.s, Shoes,

and Slipper-

Qet. No. 34.096 CLASS 37 PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Dknni^on Ma.vi KAi-ri kim; Company, lioston,

Mass. Filed .\[ir. 14, 1<.>08. I'se.l ten years.

^jcimidort^

Particular drsrriplton of good.''.— TaK.s, Pat>er Card.s fur

the Display of Jewelry. Cards for ('orresptjndence. Cards

for Presentations. (^ard.s fcir Conjcratulations, CariUxjard,

Labels, Pai>er Seals, Paper Napkms. PajxT Handkerchiefs,

Enveloiw, Rubl)er Bands. Pen-CaHOs, Tissue- Paper. \\ raj)-

pintf Pai>er, and Rolls of Plain Paper

The reotanRular lK)rder, the cro^^ses, and the centr.il

circular f^elil beinjf blue

Pariu'itJar dtscri ptiiiti <i' (;<><>./> Hri'ad.

Ser No 3.5 911 i(LA.SS4t; FOODS .\M) INGREDI-
ENTS OF FO<»DS I Boston Baking Company, W a.sh-

iiiKton, 1). C File<l Ai)r. 7, HKI8.

Ser No .34,1.52. .CLASS6 (H EMICALS MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACF:1"1"ICAL PRF.PARATIONS ) Carl
Adolf Tuiks. Charlotte, N. C. Filed Apr. 16. liKJX.

U8e<i ten \ears

Grand'^'^
'S

Particular description of goods— lirend. I'tirticukir description of goods - Salves.
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•ier So MA^.-^ CLASS 6 CHEMTCAtS, MEDICINES, Ser. No. 34.252. (CLASS 2 RECEPTACLES.) Osorgic

ANDPFfVR.VtACElTKWL PKEPAR.VTlONS/i Cakl P. Alte.vbKKO, Cint mnati. Ohio. Filed Apr. 21. HX)s

Adolf Thiks ChHrlorie. N' C. Filwl Apr 16 1908.

I .-;«>' 1 ffii \>'iirs.

C/< .^AceJ.

Partxr^dnT diimplxnn 0/ goorf.« Sal vPt.

Ser. No. 34,U»<i CLASS 40. FANCY (;('«>r).-! FUR-
NISHIN'rjS AND NOTIONS 1 Fi)KJ)K A .N-tt. B03-

tou. Ma.-w. Filenl Apr 17. 1908.

Icy-Hot

Particular description 0/ goodx H<)ttl<~ ami .Inr- In-^u-

ltttt'<i for Hfsi-Mut; Cliaiiktv of T(Miii«Tiit urr <>f t'i<!\u-niii.

S«r No. 34.253. (CLASS 4t>. FooDS AND IN(iHKDl-
ENTS <>F [-'(>t)I>S (iKiiHiiK VS .^\\\iv. Hnxiklsi),

N. Y. Filed Apr _'
1 . hH)s.

P.trtu-uiur dtifcrLption of goods. ShtM'-Lacint

S«>r. No .-^4.200. CLASS 40. F.\NCY CiooDS. FIR-
NISHIN<".S, AND NOTIONS • Fnia>K A Nutt. Ho^

ton, M;i.-<.< t'll'-'l Apr 17. 19()8.

RiiioNW^
Pnrticul'ir l/smptton 0/ yood.^. -Shix'-Laf ing-*

8er. No. 34 i^i CLA3S6 CHEMICALS MKDKTNFS,
AND PH VHM.VCKITICAL P R E P .V K A r I ( ) N S )

Shvkf- a I)"Hmk Baltiinorr. Mil Filt'd \pr JO, n»<»H.

HAZOWS

I'ariicuUir d^'xrriptum 0/ goods ~An .Vriti.septic Prepara-

tioii for the Skill
I

CHEF'S SECRET
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Spr No 34 52-i (LASSB CHEMICAtS. MEDICINES, S«'rNo34,ft59 ri.ASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDiriNES.
AND P» A RMACEl'TICAL PREPARATIONS ) Wes- AND PHARM ACECTICAL PREPARATIONS ) Mml-
COT A W.«.r>. New York, N Y. Filed May 1. 1908 ue FEtKK.HTKiN. New York, N Y Filed May 9. 1*M)S.

penftoTiQ

PartiruUir dt-xrriplion 0/ goodg.—A Tooth- Pa.-<t»'

Ser No :{4 -)44 CLASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS ) John
A Settz. New York, N. Y. Filed May 2, 1908.

Pariiculiir deHrnpiuin of qihkLx — Herl) Tea. a Rt'inody for

Disea^>8 AriaiiiK from the Stoniat'h or HowcU.

The Ideal Alterative

Partiruiar dr.-<rriptwn 0/ goods.—An Altfrativc for Inter-

nal Use.

8er No 34.704 iCLASS 40 FANCY (iooDS Fl H-
NISHLNOS AND NOTIONS) Smith A- Kmkm.vnn.
N<<w York. N '>" Filed May 12. 1!*<>,S

furl iculii'- dfurri/jtiurt 0/ g<x>d» Sa«h aiui Hair Hdw Sets

and Mair-How St't.-i

Ser Nu 34 57.-. CLASS 23 CCTLERY MACHINERY,
AND T<")LS AND PARTS THEREOF ,S< hw a-

B \! Ht.K HvKOAAKE Co , Seattle, Wasfc Filed Mh.v 4.

190«.

(g@[L@MOA[L
Partimlar deacriptuiri of goodx - .\xc^. Hau-hpt^. Chi.'^el.-s.

DrawkiR-Knives Saw-, and AuKcr-Bits.

Ser No .34 7().5 (CLASS 40 F.VNCY (lOODS FIH-
NISHI.NCS AND NOTIONS . Smith A Kvikvivw,
New York. .N. Y Filed May 12. 1**<)H

Pnrticulnr ilrsrr 1 plui'i .if QiKuix Sa.<h and Hair Ho-\v Sets

and Hair-Bovv Sets.

Ser. No. 34 .-)7ti ( LA.SS 3ti MCSICAL INSTRCMENT8
AND Sl'PPLIES I Shkip A V \.NDE<;liii'-r. In(

.
Phila-

delphia. Pa. Filed May 4. HKW

Particular ihsmfition of goods Horns for Talking-Ma-

chines.

Ser. No 34.73n CLASS4 ABRASIVE. I)KTER(;KNT.
AND POLISHINC, MATERI.VLS < M Hevja.mi.n

BiNKLEY. Davton, Ohio Filed Mav 14. MWH.

VA-ZO-NA
Particular description 0/ (foods.—Soaps.

rier -No 34 f)4S ( LASS 3*» CLoTHINdi Reual
Shoe Compa.sv, Boston. Mast* Filed May X. Ii«)S.

Ser No 34 740 CLASS 40 FANCY C.OODS FCR-
NISHINC.S. AND NOTIONS 1 .\ustin-\\ \lkf k • mm-

PANY. Boston Ma-Hs Filed May 14, n»<)s

DIANA
Particular dexcnptwi <>/ g<>o'i-> La lie-' Ornamented

Combs,

Ber No 34 742. (CLA.-^S 4 ABRASIVE DETERGENT
.VND POLISHINC MATERIALS ) Joseph Bieiheie

Sr.. Canton, Ohio File.l May 14. liXiS

MAGIC
/•arnru/ardp.xrr./)/»)r,o/(^>od«,—Leather Bogus and Shoes. ,

Particular dfsmptum of goods -Soap,

JCNH 30, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 223:

Ser. No 34.74.' (LASS 40. FANCY QOOD8, FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS) .\MERirAN NabBOW
Fabric CoMi'Av ^ Woriyster, Ma.ss File<i Ma> 14, 1908.

Particular dfxmptumof gfHtds — Suspenders (iarment-

Supporters. (iarters, and Arni-Ela.stics.

Ser No 34.7tMi CLA.SSrt CH EMK^ALS. M EDKTNES,
AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPAR.\TIONS t The
Bla( Km R.N Pkodi CTH Company, Dayton, Ohio. Filed

May 15, 1«H)S.

aackbyrrrs

Ser. No 34 82<* ((T.ASS 23 CUTLERY MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. .\ND PARTS THEREOF Hammel.
RiGLANDER A Co., New York N Y Fileil May l*t.

1<X)8.

Wa5p
Partiruiar description of goods —Jewelers- '

Saws,

Ser. No .34,848 (CLASS23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THERF;0F.) Henkt
DissToN A Sons, Incokpokateo, Philadeli)hia, Pa.

Filed Mav 20, 1SX)8.

COUGAR
Particular disrription of good.<< —Saws.

fcc^i^ll

Particular dtscnpium of gi><>ds — PiU.s

Ser No .34.814 (LASStt CHEMICALS MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARAITONS Drx-
i>AS Ralj«h ('ampbell, Newark, N, J 1- lied .Ma\ l*^,

Seborine
Particular dtsrrtptuni of goods. A Dandruff Remedj- and

Hair-Restorer

Ser No. .34 ,8.^5 (CLASS 12. MASONRY MATERIALS.
Alpha Fortuand Cement Company. Easton', Pa. Filed

Mav 21. 1908.

Particular description of goods -Portland Cement.

Ser No ,34,8L5 (CLASS 3,5 BELTING, HOSE MA-
CHINERY PACKING A.ND NON-MKIALLK
TIRES. Chahijcs Niedner s Sons (Vj

.
Maiden, Mass.

Fil«Hl May 18, 1908

SKAATK
Particular dismptioti of g<ntds Linen Hose

Ser. No. 34,891. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF > Warren
Axe and Tool Company, Warren. Pa, Filed May 22,

1908 T'sed ten years.

SABER

Partu'ular description of giKKh. Axes.

Ser. No 34,98fi, (CLASS 2i» BROOMS. BRUSHES,
AND DUSTERS.) (;ilij:tte Safety Razor Co

, Bos-

ton Ma.H.s Filed May 27, 1908.

-Gilielte

Particular description of goods.—Shaving-Brushes.
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TRADE-MARKS
REGISTERED JUNE 30, 1908.

R0fifi7 CFRTMV PlTMRINr, StPPLIES. THr AHRKN8 6 9.672. CERTAIN TOBACCO PRODUCTS. Charle. H

. w ,1 , viiip Kv ' Rkid&Co., Hrockton. Mass.

yt!^M>!^'>' ;>i<H "'nil Nn 1977.. PT-HLKHK!- APHI! ^ KHM November 18, 1907. Serial No. 31.23,,. Pmi.ISHKD
" \IK1I,28.1908.

69 658 .KKTMN- MMHINKKV H.ktz ^V^.,^^T .V 69.673. ILLUSTR.KTED POST-CARDS AND CONGRATU-

HR, ws IN, . Homell.N. Y .
LAT(;HY CARDS. E. A. 8cHWm»TrEOEK A Co., Berhn,

Filed .lanuHr> A. 1^)^ .-Mrmi
,

Fil,.i ' n-toUT 7 1 WT .^eris! Nn ^0 4AV PU BLl.^HEP APRIL

69,659. \^f.KM.i M.AJ.^/.l.
,

ggg.^^^ KKKINKD I'KTRi 1 1. K I -M .^ta.nh.^kh oil ( o. of

"^
lo \-^ ITHI IssTTrn New YuRK. Npw York. N. Y.

KilPd Unuarv -o .•..^ -nal No. i2.Uo. llBl.I-snKD
^ ^,.,^ „^^^.j, ,, ^^^ Serial No. 33.43<i IT BL1.<HE1' A PHIL

2>*, 190«
APRIL* iy<lh

69,660. CKKTAIN Pori.TKY AN1» 1'1GK<».V F<>oI>.- IL-R

A( E K CoNKUN, BinKhamton, N ^'
. Hsulfcnor t,i K W Conk^

Ini .<. S..I1 In, Bin«haml,,ii, .N 'i' ,« > oriM.rnt i -i. ,,r New

York

Filed Mnnh V B*<* ^Tial No X3,U'->. PLBLISHL 1
'
APRIL

69.661. CKKTAIN TMHACCO BR(iUrrT> Wilimm T.

DilVoVAN, -t AlhHllS, \t

Filed Man-h y, 1«0K .-M-rml No .«.271 pr h I.1>H K 1> \ P l< 11.

>, 1M()H.

69.662. VRNDTNO-MAf-HlNK.^ Tiu Hii.o OrM Cmmi-a.s^.

ChlCHKo. Ill

Filed March 9. 19()H Sorial No :«.i»iO PT Bl.HH K D \ P H I L

2S, 1^)K.

69.663. WfUTING-PAPKR ANI> KNVFl.'iPS ,,EnR,;E B

IlTRii A « , Nt^w 'I'orW N ^'

Fil«>d Felinmry 1>*. 190fe. S<>nai No. x;,!<00. i'l liLl.-^UKi^

APKIL2X.1^>H

69.664. WRITING-PAPKH ANI> KNVKI.oPS <,kmR„E B.

IUro ,V Cii . New York. N Y

File.1 March 17, n<OK .-^en-l N,. .U.4.<4 B T B LISHED APRIL

2S, 190S,

69.665. WRITING-PAPKR AND KNVELuPs. ,jE,RoE B.

HlRn <V (I, New '^"ork N Y

69.675, KKFINKI) PKTKi.)LEl M, <r\si>\Ki' oil Co. <'F

Nkw York, Ni'w York N. Y.

Fiio'! M«r<'h 17, !>^t» .Vnal No .^'^.431. ITBLl'^HKn APRIL

28, !90R

69.676, REFINED PETROLELM -^taskari- <'ii. Co. f'F

Nfw York. Now York N Y
File-l Marrh 17. 19(>!s. .'^prial No .iC^.TJ ITB 1,1 <H EI' APRIL

>, IWS

69.677, WATCH-MOVEMENT?. Elgin National Watch

CoMPAsr F.lpin and Chicaeo, 111.

Filed March 14. P<Os. .-Serial No ,^^rl PT-BLI.«HEn APRIL

28, 1«>

69 678, CANNED .SALMON, iJRirnTH-DrRNFr Company,

«an Frftnctwvt. CbI.

File,! March 12, 190K, .'^mai No. :W.:US. prBLl.<HED APRIL

28, 1«0B.

69 679. CANNED "SALMON ORirfTTH-DrRNKT CoMrANV,

8an Franrioco. Cal.

Filed March 12. Wtf^S Ser.nl N., :<aJ2- PUBLISHED APRIL

2S. 190«.

69,6811, CHINA EARTHENWARE. AND ALL KIND.'J.'F

POTTERY MiNTONS Limited. Stoke-upon-Trent, EnR-

Fited' ,'ami»ry l,x l«(>h S.-nal No. ;12.229. PUBLISHED

Filed March 17, li*V- .--erial N,> 33.43.0 IT BLISIIED A PRI L ' \ j-hI 1, >, 1(*«V>^

2H,iy«)8. ,69,681. WATCHES A ND W ATCH - M, i\ EMENTS .TuLES

60666 IN( WI.KX KNTC\<-MANTLE.- A IJCE JaCKSON, B a, !SK asp Company, New York, N Y^
„..,>»t,dti

^^t Paul Minn Fuel Mar,h 10. ia08. .";<^nul No. ;i3,2H<J. PI BLITHE D APRIL

Filed March 21, li»(>N. .Serial No. .i3,510. P L BI.ISH E I > AP K 1 L
^

2S. liWS

28, 1W»N

69,667. SAFETY-HOLDERS FOR PENCILS AND PEN-

HOLDERS L E Waterman Company, New York N. Y.

69.682. CANNED SALMON. The Yaki'tat A Southern

Railway Co . Seattle, W'a«h.

File.! '..r.uarv Iv VM^^ Senal N,. ,T2.,'U3. PURLISnED

Filed March 14, 19W Senal No :H.3W. IT HLHH E D \ PR 1
1

' A PRI L 2>», 1W•^.

,^,„„v
,^ ,<^^ 1 69,683. CANNED SALMON The ^ akctat <V ,-orTHERN

89,668, CDJARS.( IGARETTES, ANDSMOKlN(,-T,'BACCO.

I.EAViTT ,^ I'KiRi K In, ,iRPOKATitr>, Cambridge. .Mass

File<l March »•,, IIW, Serial N-. 1«.2W» ITBI.ISH E D A PRI 1

2S. l^X

69 869. FILES NATIONAL File <<< Tooi Company. 1 !!ila,iei-

phiu. Pa

Filel March 21. U«)>« .^.Tlal No. 33..SB< ITBl.l-HED APHli

28, 190K.

69 670 POST-CARD-^ IGKAZ Nevri Ko, New V.rk .N >'

FikHl March 9, IWte .Serial No .tC2ri7 PC BLISH E P A I' H 1 i.

28, HKlh.

R MI WAY Co , .Seattle. Wasih

Fite<l laniiarv' 18. !W^ >enHi No T2,3H PIBLISHED

A PR 11 >, li^W'.

69.684, CANNED SALMON The Y^kttat A Soitheen

li \ll w *Y (,< Seattle. \\'flsh

Filed .lanuarv 20, 1908 Serial No :?2..X\x PUBLISHED
\!'R1I, 2^ 190N.

69.685. CAKE II ING AND FILL!N(i Windsor F. Cjiilds,

Boftoii. Mb.ss.

Filed February 20, 19W -Sena! No .*2'.*»> PIBLISHED
APRIL 2N. 190S

,,..,^^r CO cue WHVAT-FIorR DdD'.i, City Milling A Eletator
AQ «71 CHAIN SWINGS onkida Commi nit^ Limited, , 69,686. «Hf-Ai ri.iM

I )nei,la. N '\'

Filed Fehniary 24. lUW Senal No ,C2.'.t7H PI Bl 1-HFD

APRIL 2N. l^ft.

I <'MI'AN\ . Dodire Citv. K«ns

File,! March 10. 1908 Senal No .^L28,S. PIBLISH ED APRI L



't24o .OFFICIAL GAZETTE June 30, 1908.

09 587. NUT8. ROBT. LmHaTOI, New Vi.rk. N Y.

FiH.l March 28, 1908. Serial No 33,714. FT BUSHED APRIL

69 688, N'/TS K"KT I.ee Hat< h. New Y->rlc, N V

K lo,l M*r. h J%. ly(1«. S,"n»l No 33,715 FT Bl.ISIIED .^PRU-

2S. iJ<i>>

69,689, t'"KKKK Meyer Bruthkk;* Come and Spue Com-

pany. St. Louis VL.

Filed February J, lyw. Senal No. i2,.V^. PLBLI8HED
.\PRIL28, 1908.

I

69 690. CRACKKKS Nrw Health F.«)D Company, Bndfre-

p(irt. Conn

K,!e.! March 14. 190S >enHl No :«.:«0 PrKLISHEO APRIL

69,691. WHF.AT-Kl.i;rK .>iPARK9 Milun-j company, Alton.

lU.

Filecl Marth 16. 1908. .-^nal No :«.401. PUl^LISHED APRIL

28, 1908. i

69692. WflK AT-Fl,i>("K spkrk.'* Milun-J Company. Alton,

111.

FilPfl Marrh Iri, 19(W .Serial No .t?. 40'.' IT BLL^^HED APRI L

69.693, \VHF..\T-KI,i >VH Sparks Milun(J Cumpany. Alton.

Ill

File,! Manh 2V 1908 Serial N(v :^3^^I2 prSLISHED APRIL

69.694. VVHFAT-Fl.iMK Tiireef'><>t Hr'W .^i'"- Meridian.

Miss

File-i March 24, liMlK. .s.-nal No. 33.o70. PtBLISH KI> APKI L

28.

69
Mis*

File«l March .'4, li»<i^ Serial No.;«,.i71 PCBLISHED APRIL

69,696. WUKAT-FLolK Threeeoot BbOs.A Co ,
Mendian,

Miss.

Filexl March 24. 1908. Serial No 33..i73 PC tU.ISHKU APRIL

», iy<J8.

69 697. SHELLED AND I'NSHELLKU PFANCTS B.vrn-

UAKT MER( A.NTILE CO . St LoUlS. Mo.

F.ied Mar.h I-'. VM»^ >^n^\ No :« .KC PI HLISHED APRIL

28. lyOK.

69.698. WHF vT-FLorK The C. Hi>efman A s-'N Miluno

CuMPA.sY, Knlerpn8e. Kans.

Filed Mirrh 11. 1908. Serial No .•«.309 PUBLISH ED APRIL

28. 1908.

69.699. FIHFH KuPF C W. Hunt Company, New York,

N Y
Filed March 15. lyori. .Serial No. 17..S95. Pl'BLlSHED APRIL

69.700. CoFFFF AND TEA Crocker Gro( ery Company,

Wilkes-Barre l'n

File.1 Septemt*r .•!. 1907 Serial No (0,12V PCBLISHKD

APRIL >, l'«^

69.701. HlCrll EXPLU.SIVES. The Kast«rn Dynamite CoM-

PANY. Kenvil. N J..At*<gnoT to E L du Pont de Nemooni

Powiier Company, a Corporation o! New Jersey.

File<i March 19. 1907. Sen*. No. ai.ObS. PUBLISHED APRIL

28, 1908.

69.702. (EKTAIN CONCRETE AND CEMENT WORK AND
COMPOSITIONS. Ha.ssam Paving company. Worceater.

File-i March 24, 19<1»<. .s.-nal No. 33.o70. IM BLISM r.i' .\r n.i ..

8, 1908. i

)9 695. WHFAT-FLOCR Threeeoot BROS. A Co .Meridian.

FOed October?. 1907 Serial No 30.34<). PCBLISH KD APRIL

28.1908.

69.703. ToNdUED AND GROOVED BOARDS. Holt 4

Smith. Los An)?elea. Cal.

Filed Fehniary 5, 1908. Serial No. 32,S94 PUBLISHED

APRIL 28, 1908

69.704. CARBONATED OR AERATED DRINKING-W A-

TFR The Ironite Company. Poplar Bluff. Mo

File<l February ri, 1908. Serial No. 33.1)19. PUBLISHED

."iPKILffl, 1908.

69.705. CORN-BRANDY. Hermann C. Krtsio. Steinh&gen,

iiermanv

Filed March 22. 1907. Serial No. 26,152. PUBLISHED APRIL

2K. 1908.

69 706 CANDY. Lahi A ScmiAin). Bridgeport, Conn

File<lJuly 24, 190f, Serial No. 21.118. PUBLISHED APKl L

28. 1908.

69.707. STILL WINKS. J. Petit l.^Ro. HE ACo .
Bordeaux,

France.

Filed .September :K). 1905. .S«'nal No, 13.17:1 I'l BLISllKl.

APRIL 28, 1908.

69.708. BEERS AND ALES, Leoniiard Mi. hei Bkewinq

Company New York. N V

File<l lanuarv 14. 1907 Serml No. 24,630. PUBLISHED

APRIL 2h. I^IX

69.709. \VHEAT-FL(»UK The Smrthwestkrn Elevator

A Mill CoMPA.sY Mount Vernon. ' duo

Filed April 13, 1907, >»-nHl No 2ti.fi8.V PU BLISH E D DEC EM-

BER 10, 1907,

69.710. CERTAIN CONFECTION Pr Co Pop Co. of Balti-

more City. Baltimore. Md,

Filed March 17. 1
9<»s s<.nal No, 33.440. PU B I.ISH E D APRIL

28. 1908.

69 711 so\ps L. T F'iver ET CiE . Pans, FraiK-c.

Filed" Deceml.er 20. 1907 .Sena! No. 31,884. PUBLISHED

APRII 2S. 190S

69 712 PIPES Kei.s.s BR'is A Co . Chicago. Ill,

Filed March 1.1. 19«>s s^-nftl No, ;«.3M. PUBLISHED APRI L

28, 1908,

69.713. CANNED \E«;KTABLES. STRAaBALOU, Sh.vkr A

Co .
.\t>er'leen. Md

F,le.l March 14. 190S, s^n*l No ,«..374. PI-RLISHED APRIL

28. 190h.

69 714 COTTON-SEED OILS. Thk Sovthern Cotton oil

'

COMPANY, Jersey City, N. J.: New York. N Y .Savannah.

C,a , and Gretna. La
1 File<l September 2»i. 19<r s.-nal No. 30,21.S. PCHLISHKD

, APRIL 2H. 19i»<

69,715. CERTAIN BouKS T-nitep State.s i ..rporatios

Company. New York, N. Y
Fil*<i .SeptemlH-r '27, 1907 S«>rial No .«>.2t.2. PUBLISHED

APRIL 28. 1908

: 69,716. SALTED.CANNT^D. AND PICKLED FISH Charles

F Wos-'iov. (iloiicester. Mass
'

Filed November 20, 1907, Serial No 31,364. PUBLISHED

APRIL 28. 1908.

j

69.717. BRICKS. Jonathan Parker B Fiske. New York.

FiLlN-ebn^arv ( i^*^ -pihI No .32..129. PI-BLISHKD

APRIL 28 190H

i 69 718 MAGAZINE. RoBEttT Ki-oar Long, Washinjfton,

' D C

'

File<l February 11, 19<.s s.n.1 \o. 32.706. PUBLISHED

,\PRIL >, 19«>

69 719 MIXTl HK ( ONTAINING A VEGETABLE OIL

AND AS ANIMAL FAT Wesson Company. Jersey City,

N J . and .SavAnnah Ga,

Filed July 27. l-^" -rial No. 10.861. PUBLISHED APR II.

28. 190K

69 720. MIXTURE m-NTMNING A VKGKTUU.E OIL

AND AN ANIMAL FAT Wesson Company, /erwy City,

\ I mid -;«vHnnHh, fin

File<llnly27 VMX: s..n«i No, 10.8«2 PCB 1.1 SH E D A PR I L

2^. 1908.

69,721. COTTON-SEED OILS Wesson Comp.oy, Jersey

Citv N I, and Savannah. Ga

File<lJulv 27, .9^'. s.nal No. 10.8.;^ PUBLISHED APRIL

28. 190S

69 722 ( ERTAIN PRESERVATIVES AND DISINFElT-

'ants, atlas PreservaHve Company, Umitep. London

F.led'^luly 12. 19.i7 s,.n«l No, 28.7-10. PUBLISHED APRIL

28. 1908,

69 723 B\CTERIOLO<1ICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THK

EXTERMINATION oF RATS AND MICE BaKtkriouv

r.iSK I.ABORATORUM. Neimann A CO . I Aalboro. Aalborg.

Fil^'^'D^niher 4. 19<)7 s^nal No M.XJ. PUBLISHED

APRIL 28, 1908.

Junk 30, 1908. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 2241

I HIIH'Ih

File.1 June 22, 1907. Serial No. 28318. PUBLISHED APRIL
2x iy08.

69 724. PILLS. Robert Nathaniel Bates, OtUwa, OnUrio,
|
69,742. PLOWS AND PARTS OF PLOWS. Chattanooga

I

Plow Co., ChatUnooga, Tenn.

Filed January 13, 1908. Serial No. 32,199. PUBLISH KD
APRIL 28 190K

69,725. <ERTAIN VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF. ggj^g. CERTAIN WATEKPKo< .F K D FA BRICS The Cra-
The Bikminoham small Arms Co., Limited, Small Heath. venette Company, Limited. Bradford. England
near Birmingham, Knuland. I m^ jujy ^^ 1907. Serial No. 28.M2 PrBLISIlFD \PRIL

Filed Novemlier 9. 1907. Serial No. 31,097. PUBLISHED 28, 1908
APRIL 28, 1908.

69.744. CERTAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. Ehrich 4
Graetz, Berlin, Germany.

Filed December 13, 1907. Serial No. 31,704. PUBLISHED
APRIL 28, 1908.

69.726. POULTRY FOUNTAINS, CUPS. AND FEEDERS.
Lucy BiscHorr, Philadelphia, Pa

Filed March 12. 1908 Serinl No Xi.3\9 PUBLISHED APRIL
2>. \'A\X

69.727. CERTAIN CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS. C0BU8B
I HEMIC AL Company, St. Ix)ul8. Mo.

Fil.'d Manh It. 1908. Senal No 3.1.424. PUBLISHED APRIL
2^, lyoh.

69.728, ANTITOXU FERMENTS AND REMEDIES FOR
DISEASES CAISED BY INTESTINAL AUTO-INTOXI-
CATION Royal oli\h'. Ka.stman. Battle Creek, Mich.

Filed March 5, 1908. Serial No. 33.173. PUBLLSHED APRIL , 69.747. BREATH-PURIFYING TABLETS. Glstav A.

28, 1908 I

Krittschnitt, Newark, N. J.

69.729, SUSPENDERS. Harris Si.m-endeb Co., New York.
I

^"*^ Febn.ary 2S. 19O8 Serial No 33.0«;8 PURLISHED

69.745, KID GLOVES, r N Foster A- Co , New York. N. Y.
Filed April 26, 1907. Serial No. 2ti,935. PUBLISHED APRIL

28, 1908.

69.746. TEXTILE FABRICS MADE IN IMITATION OF
CHAMOIS Kate Hart. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed January 22. 1908 Serial No. 32,364. PUBLISHED
APRIL 28. 1908.

N ^
APRIL 28, 1908

Filed Man h .U 190H Serial No. 33.139. PUBLISHED APRIL 69,748. SALVE FOR EXTERNAL APPLICATION To
2S IWIS THE SKIN. Borip Kohosofe. New York. N. Y.

69,730. .FRTAIN SdENTlFI, I NST H C M K NT.s. H.ath
, ^"T! ^^""r"

""^ "^- "'''"" ''" ''•''^- ^'^'^^^HED

<V ( o LiMiTEP ( rrtvLiril F iigland

File.l NovemlK-r 17. 190.^ Serial No. 14,769. PUBLISHED 69.749. BREATH-PURIFYING TABLETS. Gcwav A.

Al'KlI. >, 19(IS

69.731. PHFPAHATION OF PEROXID OF HYDROGEN.
iNTKRNATioNAi I HEMii *i Mfi. .^ IMPORT CO., Ncw York,

N. V
File.l Fcbniary 27, '1908. .Serial No. 33.033. PUBLISHED

A PR II. >, 190X

69.732. I oUSFTS Mmk Iri ne. Nt-w York, N. Y.

Filed Manh 1. 19(t» Sprml No 33.197. PUBLISHED APRIL
2>> l'*!^

69.733. UIHHmNs. John V Farwell Company. Chicago, 111.

Filed Mmv 2:1 \\*r .SohmI No 27.til2, PUBLISHED APRIL
28. I'.tos,

69.734. KFMEDIES FOR CERT.MN MSEASES. Chris-

TOPH loWKi LoN Atifcreles Cal.

File.l \ v.niU! i- !'*i: s.Tiftl No. 31,24fi. PUBLISHED
A PHIL > 1

>.»<»>

69.735. W \SHING-SoDA. Polk ant Caiper DRro Com-
pany Troy. N. Y.

Filed June 22. mv, Serial No. 8,771. PUBLISHED APRIL
28. H«*-

69.736. REMEDIES FOR CERTAIN DISEASES. Red CiR-

I IE Pii.i C<iMP\sv. Lexington, Ky
File<l Mnrchi-. !l«l^ .Serial No itCdiy PUBLISHED APRIL

2>>. 1908,

69.737. AMMONIA The .Sawyer Crystal Blue Company,
BoHtoM .Ma.s.s

KRfTT.S( hnitt. Newark, N. J.

Filed February 28, 190R. serUl No. 33,009. PUBLISHED
APRIL 28. 1908.

69.760. TONICS. Jacob J. Laiffer. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Filed March 9, 1908. Serial No ,^1.2.'.l PUBLISH FD APRIL
28, 1908.

69.761. ALKALINE ANTISEPTIC SOLUTIONS TiiflOa-
NALOEN Company, New York. N Y

Filed March 18, 1908. Serial No. 33.450. PUBLISH ED A PHIL
28, 1908.

69.752. RIBBONS. RrrM>LF Sakasin & Co., BhspI, .Switzer-

land.

Filed December 7. 1907. Serial No. 31,612. PUBLISHED
APRIL 28, 1908.

69.753. WAXING-PADS. Waxo MANfrArTiRiNG Compavt.
Newark, N. J.

Filed March 27, 1908. Serial No. 33,668. PUBLISHED \ I'H IL
28, 1908.

69.7 64. ANTISEPTICS. Woronoto Chemical Company.
West field, Maas.

Filed February 27, 1908. Serial No. SS.tt-iS. PUBLISHED
APRIL 28. 1908.

69.755. SALVES. Mary A Zalewski. Detroit. Mi(h
Filed March 20, 1908. Serial No. 33,482. PUBLISHED APRIL

28, 1908.

File.i Febniarv 24. imiM .serial N.. ,12 ^-.7. PUBLISHED .
69.756. CERTAIN VEHICLES AND PARTS THEREOF.

APRIL 2s. 1908 Daimler -M0TOREN-GE8ELL8CHAFT, Unterturkheim, near

69.738, (ERTAIN MEDICINAL PREPARATION. Sharp '
Stuttgart, Germany.

A. DoHME. BHltimore Md Filed July II. 1907. Serial No. 28,712. PUBLISHED \PiUL
Filed March .'., lyo .Serial No. 33,174. PUBLISHED Al'KIL

,

^- ^^^•

28, 190«. 69.757. CERTAIN LIQUID MEDICAL COMPOUND.
69.739, CERTAIN MEDICAL PREPARATIONS. SocTA. Orobor M. BtTKRoroiifi. Madison, Conn,

i'Koi.Ti CiiiM( o Farma( . I A Hkhtelu A C, Milan. Italy. ' Filed Febroary 2s. 1908. .sorial No. .'«,a'.4 PIBLISHED
Filed January :*n 19()S .senal No .i2.<\f^i PUBLISHED APRIL 28, 1908.

APRIL 28. 1908.
69,758. CERTAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. Mivfr RoB-

69.740, GLOVE-BUTTONS. Thomas A. Sutton, Johnstown, in.son, Brighton. Mass.
^ "^ FilwiMar.h ll>. 19ftS Serial No. 33.279. PUBLISH F D A PRIL

Filed February 7, \HOb. Serial No. 32,642. PUBLISHED 28. 190'*,

\ 1' K 1 1 28 1908
'

' 69.759. COVERED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS. The
69741, REMEDY FOR TUBFR< ULOSIS. ALrREi. Thamm safety In.svlatei. Wire A Cabl. Co., Bayonne, N J . and

Beriin. Germany, New York, N. Y.
Filed Man h 4. 190H .Senal No. 33,157. PUBLISHED APRIL

28, 1908.

1

Filed May 19, 1905. Serial No. 6.082. PUBLISHED APRIL
28, 1908.
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LABELS
REGISTERED JUNE 30, 1908.

U,262.-Tiile: "DON GRANDO." (For
!
Cigars.) Seeman

'

B»OTHlK8, New York, N V Filed May t''. 190S

14,263.— T"*"'- "MALT FUAM." yF^r n Mult Beverage:
'

Gr1.vd Rapids Brtwino Ck)., Grand Kapuls, Mich. File.l

June 1, 1908.

14,264.— T"*//^.- "FRUIT KXTRACTS." Ft.r Knjtt Extracts

fur Beverages.) Adrion Bros., (_ inciiuiati, Ohio. Filed

April 23, 1908.
|

14.266- rt/te.- "LOWNEY'S NUGATINHP '• fFor Niiga-

tlnet.) The Walter M. Lowney Co .
Boston, Mass File-l

May 27. 1908.

14,266,— r«/<.- "MERRY WIDOW " rF-^r fhocolates )
The

National Cavdt COMPA.VY, Jersey City, M. J. anil St I.oms,

Mo. FUe<l -Mhv n, 1908.

14,268,— rW<.- "8E.\ ROSE." (For Canned SAlmon.) S« iimipt

I.iTHOORAPn Co
, San Francisco, Cal. Ftl«! May 38, 1908.

14,269. TuU ANTIHFDAKK." (For Hata.) FUU) Mktxb,

( hiCHgu, 111, Filed Mm y u, 1908.

14,27('). /"/" M WHKIM MKNI'l F'=> ^CirK> " (For Ho-

siery ; Ma.shlim H'imek^ MiLL.i I «'
, Manhfiui, I'a. Filed

June 1, 1908.

14 271 ^t*^' -SEE ITS SPRING." (For Drtaa-Faateners.)

WILUAM FRTM, GE8ELL8CHArr MIT BESCHBiKKTER HaF-

TUNO, Stolberg, Germany. Filed April 14, 1908.

14 , 272 ,- ?'«"'•• "STICKEM." (For Sanitary Fly-Tape.)

Akents MANt;rACTVRiNO Company, Chicago, 111. Filed May

27.1908.

>lATF CRF.AMS."14.267,— TiUe: " U 'W NK YS Vfll.K CROrO'l

!
ForMilk-Choc'oUte ( rPHms.i The Walter M. Lowney Co.,

Boston, Mass. Ftle.l M*y r, 1908.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 30, 1908.

For Toasted

Rattle Creek,

For Toasted

Battle Creek,

I For Ti lasted Corn-

%fOi — TUle: "DOCTOR BKI'^HT F.VK$." (F..r Toasted

Com-Flakes.) Toa.sted Cor.n Flake Co
,

Battle (
rf*k,

Mich. Filed May 12, 1908.

2,305.- 7"»^- "MOTHER BRIGHT F.VF..<

Com-Flakes.) Toasted Corn Flakk C"

Mich. Filwl May 12, 1908.

2.306.- rfti^- "BRIDGET BRIGHT EYK.S '

Com-Flakes.) Toasted Corn Flake (O

Mich. Filed May 12. 19<>*.

2,307.- T'W'- "BOBBY BRIi'.HT FYF.<

Flakes ) Toasted Corn Flake Co., Rattle Creek, Mich.

Filed May 12. 19«)8.

%J^S-Titlf "BABY BRIGHT EYE,'5."

Flakes Tha.sted ( orn Flake i'><
,

File-l May 12, 1908.

2.309.— rW^. GRANDMA BRIGHT EYES.

Com-Flakes.- Toa,-<ted Corn Flake (n

Mich, Flle<l May 12. 190«.

2,310.-rWr "(iRANDPA BRIGHT EY9.-*.

Com-Flakes,) Toasted Corn Flakk Co , Battle Creek, Mich

Filed May 12, 1908.

f For Toasted Com-
Sattle I r»'«'k. Mich,

(For Toaatcl

Battle Creek,

I For Toasted

2 311 -7"*i<- "FATHER BRIGHT EYES." (For Toaated

I om-Flakes.) Toasted Corn Flake (o, Battle Creek, Mich.

FiU',1 May 12, 1908.

2,312,-ri</^.- "CLASS PIN PAGE NUMBER THREE. ' (For

I Ia.s!»-Pin9.i Stephen I. ANE FoLCER. New York, \ Y Filed

May 2.5, 1908.

2,313 -rWe; "THE STACLENE CIFF I'RoTKCTOR." (For

Collar and Cuff Protectors.) Elli.s B Max^s and Paul 8.

LoiiNES, LeomlMfcer, Mass. Filed May 21, 190S

2.314, - Titlf: •TllK HORSE HEAD." (For Whips) Inde-

pendent Whip (oMP ANY. Weetfleld, Mass. File<l Junel. iy<)S.

2.315. - T"!//' (.VI. CMKT • For Whir>8 i Independent

Wiup Company, WestJield, .Mass. File<l June 1 190^.

2.316, -r«i<.- "GOLDEN RULE." (For Whips ) Independ-

ent Whip (^ompany, Westfield Mass File.) June 1, 1908.

2.317. - T"*//' KING RAWHIDE." ,F..r Whips i Independ-

ent Whip Company. Westfield. Mass. FiU-.l Jan.' 1, !v*ih.

2,318- TitU: "BKAI'I.KY W HITE ASH COAL." (For Coal.)

The Clay Coal Company, Toledo, Ohio. Filed June a, 1908.

2243

DECISIONS
OF THE

COIMZn^^ISSIOnSTER. OF I^^TEITTS
AND OF

LNlTIil) ST.MHS COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

ooMMissioisriai's decisions.

Ex I'AHTE SaTZMAN & FoRMAN.

APPUC.\TIi)\ KdK KKC.I8TH.\T1()N HF TKADK-MARK.

Decided AprUt. t9US.

Trade-Marks—Anticipation

A trade-iuark comprising the representation of an ea«le stand-

ing on a rock and having: on its Ireast a panel with "14 K"

thereon is not rBgistrable over the prior registration for goods

ol the name descriptive properties of two marks the essential

feature of each of which is the representation of an eagle.

U.S" APl'KAI,.

TRADE-MARK P"R GOLD CHAINS AND BRACELETS.

Mr Alfxamln //. Kamimky for the applicant.

MoDHK, ' 'nllillHS8\UTUT:

Thi^ L-' an ai)iK-al from the refusal of the Examinor

to nv'^-''''' ^ trade-mark chiiined by this applicant,

which cuuipri.-<«-.< the rcpre.sentation of an eagle stand-

ing on a rock and having on its breast a wpiare panel

bearing the numerals and letter "14 K," for gold

chains and bruceletj^. Registration wai^refu-st-d in view

of the registered trade-mark to Waiu-, Mathewsson <k

Co., No. 12,807, November 24, 1885, in which the ee-

flfiilial features of the trade-mark are described as "the

rei.resentalion of an eagle with a locket suspended

from the bill," for lo<'kets, bracelets, and lace-pins,

and also upon the trade-mark registered by Henry

Alkan, No. 25,767, Januar>- 1, 1895, which is described

as—
the represei.tation of a spread eagle carrying in Its talons a ring

mounted with a precious stone,

for rings and other articles of—
jewelry of various descriptions, diamonds, and other precious

stones

There apinnirs to be no doubt that the trade-mark of

the applicant is used upon goods of the same de8(.:rip-

tive pro^K'rties aa those set forth in the registrations

cited, and the sole question to be determined is whether

the trade-mark of the applicant so nearly resembles the

registered marks as U> be likely to cause confusion or

mistake m the mind of the public or deceive pur-

chasers.

The salient feature of each of the marks is clearly

the representation of an eagle, and no doubt the gooils

upon which these marks are used would generally be

known aa the "Eagle" brand. The various accesso-

ries illu.strated in the w^veral marks are not deemed

such as would serve to distinguish the marks from one

another in the mind of the ordinary purchaser. In the
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case of McLean v. Fleming (96 U. S., 245) the Court

said:

What degree of resemblance is necessary to oonstitute an In-

fringement i< incapable of exact definition, as applicable to all

case*; All that courts of justice can do. in that ';^a'"d i,- to say

that no trader can adopt a trade-mark so resembling that of an-

other trader, as that ordinary purchiisers, buying with ordinary

caution, are likely to l>e misled.

In the recent case in re Indian Portland Cement Co.,

decided by the Court of Appeal* of the District of Co-

lumbia, the trade-mark comprising an Indian's head

shown in })rofile with a conventional feather head-dresa

within a circle, surrounded by the words "Indian

Portland Cement Co., Netxlesha, Kansas." was refused

registration in view of a prior registered trade-mark,

which wafl described as

—

the representation of an Indian's head with a feather head-dress.

In the latter mark a front view of the Indian's head

was shown. In that case the court said:

While a comparison of the two marks as represented "howsdif-

ferenc* in details, the feature of each is a conventional IndUn

head, calculated to make the manufactures on which they are used

known to the public as Indian head cement. W e agree with the

Coiiunissioner that the resemblance is such as to produce the con-

fusion m trade which it Is the object of the Trade-Mark Act to pre-

vent.

Since in the present ca^e the e^le is the predomi-

nating feature of the mark and suggests the name by

which the merchandise of the applicant would be

known to the public, and as the representation of an

eagle is the essential feature of each of the registered

markR. it is held that the applicant's mark so nearly

resembles the registered trade-marks cited as to be

likely to cause confusion in the mind of the public and

to deceive purchasers.

The decision of the Examiner is affinned.

Raymond r. Kitsklman r. Sommer, Sommer. Som-

MKH, a.vd S().mmer X. Claudin.

PATENT INTERFERENCE.

Decided June 6, 190S.

INTLKKKRKNCE -Motion to Dissolve-Transmission.

A motion to dissolve on the ground of non-patentability based

on patents granted on applications filed subsequently to the

date of invention alleged by one of the parlies to the interference

in his preliminary statement should not be transmitted.

Appeal on motion.

•WTRE-rENCE MACHINK.

ilejtsrs. E. S. Whetler dtr Co. for Ra>^nond.

Mr. E. 0. Siaaers and Mr. Charleg W. La ForU for

Kitselman.

Mr. Charles W. La PorU for Sommer et al.

Mr. Charla W. La Porte for Claudin.
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Billings, Assistant CammiM$iofur:

This is an appeal by Rapnond from a decision of the

Examiner of Interferences refusing to transmit a

motion to dissolve. The motion to dissolve alleged

that the issue was not patentable in view of certain

patents to Snedeker, which were cited.

The Examiner of Interferences refused to transmit

the motion on the ground that it wa« tiled after the

thirty days allowed by the rules for bringing such

motions and on the further ground that the applica-

tions upon which the Snedeker patents were grante<i

were filed subsequently to the date df invention al-

leged in Kitselman's preliminarv-stateoient.

Since the dates on which the Snedeker applications

were filed are subsequent to the date nf invention

alleged in Kitselman's preliminary statement, the

patents cited are not valid references. {Forsyth v.

Ruhards, 115 O. G., 1537.)

It is contended by Raymond that the decision in

Forsyth v. Richnnh is not applicable to this ca«e, be-

cause the Snedeker patents not only show the inven-

tion in issue, but claim it, and therefore cannot be

overcome by athdavits, as wsls the (^ase with the refer-

ence cited in Forsyth v. Ru-hanis. Ke argues, there-

fore, that there waa such irregularity in de<-laring the

interference as to preidude a proper determination of

the question of priority. The motion to dissolve, how-

ever, did not set up irregularity in the declaration, but

non-patentability of the issue, and a« under the de-

cision cited the patents cited in the motion are not

valid references the Examiner of Interferences prop-

erly refused to transmit the motion.

It may be stated, however, that even if the parties to

the interference could make the claims of the Snedeker

patents it would afford no ground for the dis8«ilution

of the interference, since an interference could not be

declared between the patents to Snedeker and the

applications involved here on the issue of this inter-

ference.

The refusal ti> transmit the motion on the ground

that it was tiled late was clearly correct, for the letter

of March 11, 19<)8, stated that the preliminarv' state-

ments had been approved and fixed the period within

which to bring motions to expire on Apnl 1 1, 19()8.

The decision of the Examiner of Interferences is

affirmed.

DECISIONS OF U, S. COUETS.

Shepard, /..

Charles L. Fenner ap7)eals from the decision of the

Commismoner of Patents, in an interference case,

awarding priority of invention of a combination of

bed and couch, to his opfxment John L. Blake.

The issue contained twenty-one counts. Three of

these, numl>er8 1, 7, and 21, were set out in the decision

V>elow as sufficient to ind irate the scope of the inven-

tion. This seems a correct conclusion, and has been

acquiesced in by the parties. Those counts are as

follows:

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia,

Fe.njner r. Blake.

PATENT APPEAL.

Decided March .«, \90S.

Ijjtirference—Originautt— Disclosure Must In< ll-hf. Idea

or ViEA.VS.

The comrnunicatlon of an idea ol the deiirafulity of arcom-

plishln^ a certain result, without adisclosurt of the means to be

employed, eannot be regarded a.'< a comiminication of an Inven-

tion.

Mr. J C. Fennif And Mr. C. J 0' Nmll for the appel-

lant.

Mr W S. Duvall for the appellee.
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1. In a ooiiihinfxl lx»d and couch, th« combination with
frame of a lat«rally-movalil« support pivote<l to the )>ed-£mBft,a
seat memt)erand a hack memberpivotally connected tofcether and "Jjt
to said supprri, und an eqiialir.fng inemt«r pivnted to the bed- '9k
frame and to one of said nicniders

7. In a combined t>e<l and <'<)tK'h the combination with thp **d- «*
frame comprising? a t>a»e and ends, of two rocker-armi' pivoted to

said frame, the seat and iiack memtiers pivoted to pach other and !J^
to said rocker-ann.s reRtiecti veiy aixl movable from a poxitiir; In

alinement with each other to a position at right angles t i chc h

other, releasatde kK'king nieans for holding said menit^r-j In the
right-angle<l position, and iin arm pivoted to one of said riiem-

t)ers and to said frame so as to swing said memtiers laterally when
they are sw\ing on the mcker-arms

21 In a combmed (led aivl couch, the combination with the tied-

frame, of a swinging support mounlwl thereon, the s»»Ht und back
members plvotaily conne<'le<l with sai<t support and each other, an
ann pivoted to the bed-fraint>and to one of naid inern(*>rs and posi-

tioned so as to swing the »ald support when the m«>m''«"r to which
the arm is pivoted is swunj; on the support, a staple r!ioiint»»d on
one of said members, an arm slidably mounted in said staple an<l

having a notch for enifairmg the staple, a do(f pivoted to the
notched arm and proviiled with a notch for engaging thf "tHple so

as to disengage the arm carrving it from the staple upon propj-r

relative movement of said meml'ers.

The invention of the issue is an improvement in \yed-

couches of what is ca]le<l the Davenport type or style,

in which the ba<k of the couch is adapted to be

droppe<l to the plane of the seat, thereby forming a bed.

The mechanism for accomplishing this comprises two

iron members attached to the seat and back respec-

tivelv and hinged together, a member pivoted to the

pintle of the hinge and also the base of the couch, which

is called the suspension-bar, and a link pivotally at-

tached to the end and to the back of the couch, called

the equali/intr-bar. The V)ack of the couch is kept in

its vertical fxisition by nieans of a latch, which is auto-

matically diseTigage<l by raising the seat. Upon
lowering the back the seat is carried forward by the

sus]>ending and equali/ing bars to the extent that the

seat and back project c([ua.\ di.itances beyond the V)ase

or box of the couch when transfomied into a bed.

Blake's application was filed September 30, 1904.

Fenner filed October 3, 1904, and r«H^eived a patent

ther(V)n May K>, 1905. As Blake's ai)plication was in

the Otlice, P>nner takes no ativanlage by virtue <d' his

patent, and has the ordinary burden of the junior party

in interference.

Fennor was, at the time the invention was made,

general manager of the furnitun' fju tory of V, K.

Sammons in Kansas City, Mo. Blake was the fore-

man of the upholstery department of the same factory,

and had charge, ali»o, of tho a.HM.'mbling of the parts of

couc-hes made therein. The invention was developed

and reduced to practice in the factor>' during the sum-

mer of 1903.

The issue between the partif* is that of originality.

The swinging cimch <'mlK>dyink; th<' invention of the

issue of th<' interferencf wa.s ii,st*fmbl<'d by Blake in his

department, and was sIk rtly tlwreafter »ilil Others

were then-after made and 8r)ld by Sammons The

Sammons factory had previously manufactured and

Na 9.)
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Bold Davenport couchea of what was called the "slid-

ing" and "gate-end" patterns. These were not satis-

factory because to convert the couch into a bed, it had

to be pusht'd away fnun the wall, the n-eult of which

was the moving' and fn-c^ucnt injury of carpets. Be-

sides, they did not work satisfactorily in some other re-

spects. F'enner claims to have conceived the idea of

the swinging couch in order to overcome said defects.

He claims that he directed the construction of the

hinges and bars, and directed their new arrangement,

and that the work done by Blake in assembling the

parta was under his instructions. Blake claims Ui have

discovered the impn)vement. without suggestion from

Fenner or anyone else, and to have constructed and as-

sembled the parts of the first swinging couch that was

made.

Tht' Examiner of Interferences was of the opinion

that Fenner had not communicated the invention to

Hlakr. and decided in favor of the latter. The Ex-

aminers-in-Chief reversed his decision and awarded the

invention to Fennt-r. On appeal to the Commissioner,

who agreed with the Examiner of Intt-rferences, the

last decision was reversed

Owing chiefly to lengthy examinations and cross-

examinations of the witnesses produced, the record of

the evidence is voluminous. The material portions of

this evidence have been reviewed at length, and

fairly, in the several decisions of the Patent Office.

We conciu" in the conclusions of the Examiner of In-

terferences and the Commissioner, and as the decision

of tlie latter will, therefore, be affirmed, we think it

would serve no imf)ortant puqwse to add anything to

leir discussion of the testimony.

^ It is sufficient to say, that Blake un<l<nibtedly assem-

^2^1e(l all the part«, and pniduced the first construction

'imlK)dying the invention, that was seen in the Sam-

jinons factf)ry; and that while Fenner, aa well as others,

realized the imf)ortance of imj)roving upon the slidine

Davenport, of former manufacture, and may have had

the idi'a of sul>8tituting a swinging one therefor, he has

failed to pn)ve a conception of the means to accom-

plish the desired result, much less its communication

U) Blake.

Ft-nner having faih-d lo overcome the ca^i^e in favor of

Blake, the Commissioner was right in awarding the in-

vention to Blake. The decision will, therefore, be

affirmed. The clrrk will certify this decision to the

Gmimissionerof Patent-s as required bylaw. Affirmed.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia

American Stove Company v. Detroft Stove Works
AND Bar.stow Stove Company. Barstow Stove
Company v. Detroit Stove Works and American
Stove Company.

Decided May 5. 190H.

1, Trape-.V1ark -Ueoistration t SDER INVAUD Act or 1870—
Evu>ENi E or Claim or ownkr.ship.

Although the Trade-Mark .\ct of 1S70 was held unconstitu-

tional, the registration of a mark under that act Is ev-lden-^e of a

claim to the mark by the registrant as of the date of the regis-

tration.

•1. Same -Vapor-Stoves anp roAL-i=!TOV£8 OooDS or Same De-
scRiF'TTVE Properties

Gasolene und vapor stoves are used for the same purpose as

coal and wood stoves and t)eJong to the same genus One who
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adopts the word "Jewel" as a trade-mark for gasolene and
vapor stoves with full knowle<lge of the use at that time of the

same word for coal hhiI wood stoves is not entitlwl to regis-

tration.

3. Same—Intkrferen(E— Rehearing to Admit Sewly-Dis-
covered Evidence— .\ppeal.

The reopening of a case for the introduction of newly-discov-

ered evidence is always a matter for the trial court and in Its dis-

cretion, and the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia
will not review the deiision of the Commissioner of Patents upon

this point, except where it app»^jirs that there has l>eien an abuse

ol discretion.

4. 8am»—Same—Testimony— Leading questions.
" We have observed a tendency on the part of patent attorneys

to dlsr^ard the rules of eUdence by asking questions grossly

leading and suggestive, and it niny not l>e Hnns-i to state that

where timely oli.ieotlon is noted in the record thi-< < ourt will be

disposed to apply the rule and entirely disregard such testi-

mony."

5. Same—Same—Testimony Showing Manvfactvre or akti-

CLK8—Sales Asscmed.
In a trade-mark interference involving the word '.lewel" for

stovee the court observed that, had the testimony established

with certainty the manufacture of stoves tiejirlng the mark in

question, the sales of such stoves would have Ix^en assumed.

6. Same—Same—Weight or Oral Evii)f.n< e Where Record
Evidence Exists.

The indefinite oral testimony of witnesses as to the sale of

goods bearing a given trade-mark, pven more than thirty years

att.«''r the events to wliich the te.stimony relate*, will not be ac-

cepted as sulTicient where it Hpi>e«rs that records wen> in exif>t-

en( e which would have proved the facts desire(i to L>e proved

l)eyond peradventure, had they l)een consulted

Mr. U. S. Lou \ Mr. J. W. Munday, and Mr. U. L.

Clarice for appellants.

Mr. E. W. Vaill Mr. T. E. Robertson, and Mr. S. R.

Betts for appellee.

ROBB, /.

These are interference proceedings involving the

right to the use of the word "Jewel ' as a trade-mark for

stoves. As originally declared only the American

Stove Company and the Detroit Stove Works were in-

volved. \'\xm the taking of tesstimony by the former

(xmipany evidence was adduced tending to show that

the Barstow Stove Company and the Union Stove

Works had used the mark prior to its use by either of

the two parties to the interference. Thereupon the

Barstow Stme i'ompany liled an ajiplication for regis-

tration of the mark and was made a party to the inter-

ference. The relation between the American Stove

Company and the Barstow Stove Company i^ friendly,

as evidenced by the fact that they were represented

by the same counsel before the Patent Office.

We will first consider the relative merits of the claims

to priority of the .\merican Stove Company and of the

Detroit Stove Works, The Fxaminer of Interferences,

whose opinion was sustained by the Commissioner of

Patents, found that the Detroit Stove Works in 1874

adopted and used the words "Crown Jewel" and the

word "Jewel" alone as a trade-mark on c(»al and wood

stoves; that the company has continuously and verv-

extensively used the word "Jewel" as a trade-mark

since that time; and that it began the manufacture of

vapor-stoves in 1HH3 and later gas-stoves, and used the

same trade-mark for these productions. We have care-

fully examined the record and believe it fully sus-

tains said findings. It also appears that in 1878, and

again in 1897, the rom{)any regi.-Jtered the word

"Jewel" as a trade-mark for stoves While the 1878
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reefistration wm under a law that was mibeequently
|

de<lare<l unconstitutional, it neverthele* clearly estab-
'•

liahes the (-ontention of the company that for more than
i

thirty years it had claimed thia word aaa trade-mark. I

The earliest date claimed by the American Stove
]

Company is H81 It appears that the predereseors <.f
^

thi:? .umpany at that time adopted the word as a trade- I

mark for ita ga*ilene or vapor stoves notwithstanding i

their knowledi^ of its prior adoption and extenrive

use bv the Detmit Stove Works on coal and wood stoves. >

The Amencan Stove Company now aefks regi'rtration

of the word for vapor or ga*«jlene stoves on the ground
^

that there ia such a fundamenul difference between

such stoves an<l the stoves orisrinally manufactured by

the Detniit Stove Works as to entitle the American
;

Stove Company W the right of registration In \-iew of
|

the fact that this company's predeceswirs adopted this

word when they knew that the Detroit ^U<\e Works

ha«i given it a tra<ie value in the manufacture and sale

(if stoves, we are n«>t disposed to indulge in fine distinc-

tions for the purpose of permitting this company to

hold what its predecessors thus unjustly apprf>priate<l

Ciik^dene or vapor stoves are used for the same purpose

as cual and wockI stoves and belong to the same genu^.

The stnictural differences existing between them are

lart,'ely due to the character of the luel used. We
agree with the Commi38<:)ner that

—

to p)frmit one mAiiuIatlurer to use upon his gas and Ka.*olene

stovtM the mark upon which another niAiiafiunurer has built up

a lrH<1e incoal and wood stoves would inevlUbly lead to nuutaies

aad confuse punhasers.

As between the Detnnt Stove Works and the Ameri-

can Stove Cumpany. the former must prevail.

This brings us to the consideration of the case be-

tween the Detroit Stove Works and th« Barstow Stove

Company. When the Barstow Stove Company was ad-

mitted as a third party Ui the interference and given

op{)ortunity to present proof, the company permitted

that opportunity to pass without taking any testimony

and informed counsel for the Detroit Stove Works that

it would take no testimony but would rely upfin the

depositions of b-throp H. Lewis and Albert N. Taylor

as taken by the American Stove Company. Upon a

finding, more than a year later, by the Examiner of

Interferences adverse to the Barstow Stove Company,

the company tiled a motion to reopen the case for the

purpose of taking newly-discovered testimony. This

motion after careful consideration wa« denied by the

Examiner of Interferences, and later mn appeal by the

CommisHioner. This motion was based up<in certain

affida\nt8, including the affidavit of J. P. Barstow,

president of the company. These affidavits contain

nothing warranting the conclusion th»t the testimony

9<night to V>e intnxiuced could not have been discovered

during the time fixed for the taking of testimony by

the use of ordinary diligence. They contain no show-

ing that any effort whatever was originally made to

discover additional evidence.

The rpopening of a CAUse for the introduction of newly-'iiscov-

orfi ^\-kJent* is alwavs a matter for the trial conn and in ita dis-

cretion. ^Ruluirdi V. Meumfr, 24 App. D. C-, 309.)

There haa been no abuse of discretion on the part of

the Commissioner in den>'ing the above motion.

This brings us to a diflcuamon of the merits of the

caM The senior party, the Detroit Stove Works, as
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previously stated, adopted this mark in 1874 and since

that time has given it wide publicity—the evidence

showing that the yearly sales of the company of 'Jewel "

stoves now exceed 12.000,000, and that the word is

known to the trade even better than the tirm-name.

The Barstow Stove Company relies upon the testi-

mony of the witnesses I/ewis and Taylor and certain

incon8e<iuential rebuttal testimony. The witness

Lewis testihed tliat he had worked for tlie Barstow

SU>\e Company since 1H66. and that up to 1876 he

worked on patterns and iifter that time as a foreman.

The witness stated that the company had manufactured

parlor-shoves under the name of • Jewel" since he had

entered its employ, and for alxtut rive years had been

manufacturing ranges under that name. The witness

was shown an 1868 catalogue of the company and found

thereon a representation of a 'Jewel" parior- st^.ve.

He also produce*] an irt)ii pattern from whith castings

for the stove were made, and into which was cast Pat-

ent Jewel Apnl 15, 1862." The witness at first testi-

fied without reservation that this casting was made in

1862 but later admitted the notation—
meiins just what it says nn thiTP, the pat<>nt and the date.

He also testified that several thousand 'Jewel"

Btfjves had been made by the company. Taylor testi-

fied that he had been employed by the Barstow Stove

Company since IHM as a imilder, and that the com-

pany had been manufacturing Jewel" strives since

that time The witness stated from recollection that

the company had also mannfacture<l stoves designated

as "The Harp," "Old W(x>d," "Bay State," "Model

Took," "Union Cook," "Barstow (^^ok," "Pattern

Cook.' 'May Flower," "Lilydale," and "Parlor

Franklin." He was asked al)out how many castings a

week were then being made for stoves having Jewel"

on them, and replied:

MoTf or less, arronling to the way th»'y order It'» an old

•tov-e and has seen Us Ixwt daya

The weight of some of the most material testimony

of these two witnesses is grejvtly lesseneil because the

testimony was given in re8|>onse i*> lea<ling and im-

pmper questions, and. if the disposal of the case de-

pended upon this testimony, we would feel constrained

to sustain the objections note<i at the time, and dis-

regard it. Instead of being aske*!. what words, if any,

were used by the company in connection with the

manufaciure of its stoves, and the nature and extent

of such use, the witnesses were asked—

whether or not the word Jewel' was ever u*^d a.s a trade-name

in the stove nianufH.turing businesa of the Harstow Stove Com-

pany?

Throughout the examination of these witnesses

leading and suggestive questions were asked. We have

observed a tendency on the part of patent attorneys to

disreganl the rules of evidence by asking rpiestions

grossly leading and suggestive, and it may not be

amiss to sUte that where timely objection is noted in

the record, this court will be disposed to apply the rule

and entirely disregard such testimony. The witness

instead of giving his independent recollection of past

events bei-omes by this practice a mere echo whose

recollection stimulated by leading questions keeps

pace with those questions. The practice is objection-

able and subversive of justice, and should be stopped.

9a 9.1
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In June, 1906, the Barstow Stove Company, through

its president, filed an application for the registration

of the words "Bay State" as its trade-mark. Among

the specimens of "the mark filed with tlu- application

was one containing the words Jewel Bay State"

The Examiner in a written communication directed

the attention of the company to this fact and suggested

that the description and drawing should be revised

accor.lingly. In reply to this suggestion Uie attorney

for the company, whose otlicc wa.-^ located in the same

city as the hom"e office of the company, withdrew the

specimen and stated "that the words 'Bay State'

have been us»?d alone as a tnule-mark." The com-

pany alst) asked leave to amend tlu- application so that

it might show that the mark had been continuously

used since the year 1848. Leave was granted, and the

application wa.x amended a.Murdingly. The applica-

tion, as amended, was tsworn to by Mr. Barstow, the

president of the company, and is in part as follows:

The tradft-mark consists of the two words • Bay State The

tradtmarThas l^een continuously u«e<l in the Liminess of^ d

corporation «mce Januar>- 1. IMv 1 he class oJ "';'^>^""J'««„t«

whTh the trade-rnarW is appropriated 1.
^^'^^^^^^'l'' '»"'"\^*,f^",'

the narticular description of the poods eompnoed in said class

u^^n^w^ ch Lid trade'^.mark ,s use.i is, sloves, ran^es.^a^stoves,

K^is-ranKes t>ot-air (uniaces. and low-pressure steam and hot-

Stated, the stove in connection with which it has used

this mark "has seen its best days."

We have carefully examined the testimony as to tiie

prior use bv the Union Stove Works of this mark, and

agree with the Commissioner that the record is insuffi-

cient to constitute a bar to the registration of the mark

by the Detroit Stove Works.

The dt'CKsiou of the Commissioner of Patents in both

cases was right, and is affirmed. The clerk of the

court will certify this opinion and the proceedings in

this court to the Commissioner of Patents, according to

law. AtlLrmed.

AmendmentB to Rules of Practice.

I ORDEK -No. 1,772.)

Department of the Interior,

jL'kitei> States Patent Office

Wafhington, D. C, June 15 190S.

Rules 11, 19, 32, and 42 of the Rules of the latent Office relating

to the rep'i.«tration of prints and lal>els edition of July 1, 1902,

(C)

water boilers for heating purrxises.

The witness Lewis was ;iaked how long the words

"Bay State" had been used in connecrion with stoves

and ranges. He replied: "Probably twenty years,"

notwithstanding the sworn statement of the president

of the com{>any that it had been tfu mark of the com-

pany since 1K48.

It is not stated by either Lewis or Taylor whether

one or a hundred stoves were manufactured prior to

1874, the date when the Detroit Stove Works adopted

this mark: neither do they state when these stoves

were tirst place<l upon the market. It is inconceivable,

in view of the fact that so much time had elapsed ami

that so many different kinds of stoves had l^>een manu-

factured by the company, that they sliould have been

aV)le to state with any degree of certainty the real date

when the company commenced to manufacture and scdl

these stoves. If their testimony with any degree of

precision fixed the date when a substantial number of

these stoves were manufactured, we would not hesitate

to assume the sale of those stoves. In view, however,

of the unsatisfacton,- nature of the testimony of these

two witnesses, the fact that the b(H>ks uf the company

were at its ili.^posal when oi>portunity was given it to

take testimony, that these books must have disclosed

beyond peradventure whether or not these stoves were

manufactured prior to 1874, and whether or not they

were sold prior to that date, and in view of the further

fact that prior to this controversy we find the com-

pany disclaiming the word "Jewel" and the president

of the company stating under oath that the words "Bay

State" were and hatl been since 1848 the tratle-mark

of the company, we agree with the Patent Office that it

would be inequitable and unjust and against the weight

of the evidence to deprive the Detroit Stove Works of

the benefit of a trade-name which it haa taken years an
'

effort to establish. We are impressed with the belief

that, but for the American Stove Company, the Bar-

stow Stove Company would not have l)ecome a party

to these proceedings since, as one of its own witnesses
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the I'atent < »ffi(* to prosecute applioatii^ns (cr patents.

19. A complete application coiupnsea-
i, ,„, ,.

la) A statement*^ addreaae.! to the Commissioner of I atenU.

disolosine applicant's name, nationality, and place of doing busi-

ngs whether author or proprietor, and. if j.ropnetor, a disclo-

Tr^of the nationahtv of the author, the tftle of the print or

Ul«l and the name of the article of manufacture for w^ch the

printorlal«l_isto_beused._^^^_
,„>., „.. nf whuh. when the

lb I Ten copies o( the print or label, one of which. .. . ^

prln orral>eris registered, shall I* oertifml under the seal of the

Vat«nt Olhi* and returned to the author or pr"l";>etor-
„,, „Ta statement of Its non-publication prior to date of filing.

3^ '^•h^lb^ requirements of the law and of the rules have

i-^n coraolied with, and the Office has adjudged a cnnt or lal«l

SistTabfe Vcertificaie will 1* Issued, signe.! by the donun ssioner

^Pa^ts.'iiSer the seal of the Patent Office. Attached to the

oertificate wUl be a-copy of the print or lal*.!.

42. On flUng an appUcalion for registration of a print °^ ^

For manuscript TOpies of records, for every hundred words

or fraction thereof .,\y\ «
If certified, for the certlflcat*, additional --- ••»

For recording every assignment ,
power of attorney, or other

papeTof three hundred words or under ! ""

Of over three hundml and under one thousand w(,rds .

.

| uu

For each additional thousand words or fraction ihereoi. ... 1 00

For abstracts of title: ^,fl„„f„ i 00
For the search, one hour or less, and certificate luo

Each additional hour or fraction thereof. . ......... •
. - - -- • - ^

For each brief from the dlgeM of assignments, of two hun-

dred words or less ,u' '^Wt in
Each additional hundred words or fraction thereof JO

For searching titles or records, one hour or less ao

Each additional hour or fraction thereof • • •— - " ^
For single printed copy, when authonwd by the Com- ^

mlsaloner • ; r,.

If c«rtified, for the grant, additional ^
For the oertificate

C. C. BILLINGS,
Acting Commusioner.

(Order No. 1.77,'?.)

Department of the Interior,

United States Patent Offick,

Mathington. D. C. June 16, 1906.

Rule 60 of the Trad^Mark Rules of the I'atent Office, revised

edition of August 1, I'JOi, reprinted April 1, 1908, has been amended

to read as follows;

(W. On fiUng each original application for registration of a

f—Q .-<^_TTi ark ' **" ^^

On filing each application for renewal of the registration of
^^ ^

d On fiuVnotTw of opposition to the "registration of a trade-
^^ ^

On ap^Ywrom the Examiner in charge of trade-marks to

the Commissioner of Patents i*""

On appeal from the decision of the Examiner In charge of

imerferences. awarding ownership of a trademark or

canceling the registration of a trade-mark, to the

Commissioner of Patents i°- 00
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On Appeal troro the dacMoB of Um KxjUBhMr In cfaufe of
trade-marka. on a motion for tte qIasolutioB of an
Interference on th« groond of non-tntBrt*ranee In (act

or non-refrlatrabtllty of a mark, to tlie Conunlasioner
of F'atenU 115.

For manuscript copies, (or every one hundred words or
fraction thereof

For recor'llng every aaslgnment. power of attorney, or
other paper, of three hundred worda or under 1.

Of over three hundred and under one thooaand worda 2.

And for each additional thouaand words or fraction thereof 1

For abstracts of title.

For the search, one hour or leee. and certl(cate 1.

Each additional hour or fraction thereof
For each brief from the digest of assignments, of two hun-

dreii words ^r less

Each additional hundred words or (ractloe thereof
For searrhinj; titles or records, one hour or leas

Each addltionul hour or fraction thereof .

For a single printed copy of statement, declaration, and
irawing

If certiftp'l, tor the grant, additional i

For the certificate |

C. C. BILLINGS.
Irtjny Comnntfioiur

00

10

00
00
00

00
50

30

10

SO
50

05
SO
25

t'
AMENDMENTS TO PATENT LAWS.

[PUBUC— No. 132]

[H. R. 15M1.1

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and ninety-six of

the Revised Statutes.

Be It fnactfd by the Senate and Howe of Revre^entatires of the

United SUite.i o/ America in Congrem atxembled. That section
forty-eight hundred and nlnetv-slx of the lieviaed Statutes be, and
the same is hereby, amended so that thf section shall read as
follows:

Sec. 4S9fi. When any person, having made any new invention
or discovery for which a patent might h»ve beeir granted, dies
before a patent is granted the right of applying (or and obtaining
the patent shall devolve an his executor or ladministrator. In trust
for tne heirs-at-law of the deceased. In case he shall have died intes-

tate: or If he shall have left a will disposing of the same then In

trust for his devisees in as full manner and on the same terms and
conditions as the same might have been claimed or enjoyed by him
in his lifetime: and when any person having made any new inven-
tion or discovery (or which a patent might have been granted be-

comes insane before a patent is granted tlje right of applying for

and obtaining the patent shall devolve ot his legallv-appointed
guardian, conservator, or representative it trust for his estate in

as full mannar and on the same terras and conditions as the same
might have been claimed or enjoyed by him while sane; and when
the application is made by such legs! representatives the oath or
affirmation required to be made shall be »o varied in form that
it can be made by them. The executor or administrator duly
authorised under the law of any foreign country to administer
upon the estate of the deceased inventor shall. In case the said
inventor was not domiciled in the United States at the time of his

death, have the right to apply for and obtain the patent. The
authority of such foreign executor or administrator shall be
proved by certificate of a diplomatic or consular oflOoer of the
United States.

" The foregoing section, as to insane pertons. Is to cover all ap-
plications now on file In the Patent Omce or which may be here-

after made."
Approved, May 23 1908.

DEPABTMIffT OF T«I iNTKaiOR.
Unitkd 8tati« Patint Omci,

W(uhin9to%, D. C, June 4, 1908.

The act (Publio— No. 141) (H. R. 21.2«0), approved May 27,

1906, entitled "An act making appropriations for sundry civil

[Public— No. 133.]

[H. R. 17703
]

An act to amend section forty-eight hundred and eighty-flve of

the Revised Statutes.

Be it enacted hy the Senate and HouJte of RevreterUativei of the

United States of A meriea in Conffrest atsemoled. That section
forty-eight himdred and eighty-five of tht Revised Statutes be,

and the same is hereby, amended to read as follows:

"Sec. 48R5. Kverv patent shall issue wfthin a period of three
months from the date of the payment of the final fee, which fee

shall be paid not later than six months froiti the time at which the
application was passed and allowed and notice thereof was sent to
the applicant or his agent; and if the final fee Is not paid within
that period the patent shall be withheld."
Approved, May 23, 1908.

•zpenaea of the Government for the fiscal year ending June thir-

tieth, olnetent hundred and nine, and for other purposes " con-

tains the following amendment to section 4034 of the Revised

Statutes relating to the laws governing the United States Patent

OfliM:

"In lieu of the fees fixed by section forty-nine hundred and
thirty-four of the Revised Statutes for recording Msignments,
agreements, powers of attorney, or other papers In the Patent
OfTice tiM following shall hereafter be the rates:

For recording every assignment, power of attomm, or other
paper, of three hundred woras or under, one dollar; of'^over three
Hundred and under one thousand words, two dollars; and for each
additional thouaand worda or fraction thereof, one dollar

"

EDWARD B .MOORE.
Committtoner.

Interferenoe Notioea.

Department or the Interior.
United States Patent Oftk e.

\i'aihin<flon, D. C.June «4, I90S.

lU O Rfimrr d Company, their nn»igni or legal rrpn*entativet.
tnkf notice
An interference having been ilHolare*! hy this Office between the

application of K. K. Landespriv Millv-Kerzen-.Seifen-und Oly-
cerin-Kahnk. von F. \ .'^arg's Sohn •k (''ompany, of Vienna. .\ns-

tna-Hiingary, for rwist ration of a trade-mark and a trade-mark
regislertHJ to W C, Rfimer A Conipany, of I'hiladelphia. Pa. and
the notice of said 'leclaration sent by the Patent (Jttice by regis-

tered mail to the said W (i Reimer A ( Umpany having twyn re-

turntHl undt'liviTM'!, notice is hereiiy given to the sind W O
Rentier fi. Company, their assigns or legal represt'ntati ves, that
if they or any of them ilesire tu contest the said interference they
should inimwliately put theni.selves in communication with the
Coinmis.siorier of Patents in onler that the notice of declaration
heretofore .sent by and returned to the <Mlice may be forwarde*!
to theni.

This notice will be publishecl in the OFt'i' ikv. Cazette for six

consecutive wtn-ks If no appearance shall be pnten»<l at the
e.xpirati'>ii ^f the perio'l of publication, the interference will be
pr(K't'etle(l with a.s in ca.se of default

,

KDWAKI) 1! .VIOOUK. ComnufSionrT.

DsTartmf.nt or THE Interior,
UnITEIi ST.ATES P.4TENT OTFirE,

y^'nuhington, D C
.
June IS. 190fl

Hannah E. Burdirk. hfr iifigns or legal rrprfientatii e». take noltre.

.A,n Interference has Nn-n declared by this Otfice lietween an appli-
cation of r. Hill MansOeld, of (ilen Ridge. N .1 , for registration of
a trade-mark and a trade-mark registertxi to Hannah E. Burdick,
Scranton. Pa., and the notice of said declaration sent by n>gi8-
tered mail to the sai<l Hannah E Hurdick at the address given
above has t>t»'n returnt>d b^- the Post-Office Department with the
statement then^in ' Unclaimwl, not in directory, unknown."
Notiiv is therefore hereby given to the said Hannah E. Burdick,

her assigiLs or legal rppn»sentatives, that if thev or anv of them
desire til contest the saiii interferentv they should imme«fiately put
themselves in communication with the Commissioner of Patents.
This notice will t)e publisheKi in the Official Gazette for six

consecutive wet-ks. If no appearance shall have iieen entere*! at
the e.xptration of the periixi of put>llcation, the interference will

proceed as in case of default.
C. C. BILI^INOS, Acting Commissioner.

Department of the Interior,
United States Pate.nt Oefh e.

Washinfflon, D. C. June S. OMI.

The A meriran Plant Food Company, its assigns or legal represent-
attres, take notice:

.An interference having lieen declared bv this OtTice l>etween the
application of the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Company, of 11

South Twelfth street, Fiichmond. Va., for registration of a trade-
mark and a trade-mark registered to The American Plant Fo<xl
Company, of Richmond. Va., and the notice of said declaration
sent by the Patent Office by registered mail to The .American Plant
Food Company having been returned undelivered, notice is hereby
given to Tne .American Plant Food Compiany. its assigns or legal

representatives, that if they or any of them desire to contest the
said lnter(erenoe they should lmme<]iately put themselves in com-
munication with the Commissioner o{ Patents in order that the
notice of declaration heretofore sent by and returned to the Office

may be forwarded to them.
This notice will be published In the OrriciAL Gazette (or six

consecutive weeks, ft no appearance shall be entered at the ex-
piration o( the period o( punllcatlon, the interferenoe will be pro-
ceeded with as in case of default.

EDWARD B. MOORE. CommUtioner.
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•Construction of Rule 49, trade-mark rules, J. C

Somers A Co r. Neuman, executor of J. F. Horn. 2(131

Copy of pending application for registration for use

in suit denied unless accompanied by a certifi-

cate of the court, in re John C Dowd <t Com-
pany 1297

I)elay m assertion of trade-mark nght does not

work a forfeiture thereof, John T. Lewis A Bros.

Company i Phoenix I'aint A Varnish Company. 1049

•Discretion of the Commissioner of I'atentsas toi^eg-

islration. m r? S. C. Hertist Imjiorting Company . l:J<c>
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J tin-'idiction of the Examiner of Inter^erencfs, Han-
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opposition, demurrer sustained, leave to am^-nd

shoulfl be asked before appeAi to the Com-

missioner, Battle Creek Sanharium Com-

pany, Limited, v. Fuller

•Notice ol alleging merely that opptuient has

use<i mark in advertising matter is demur-

rable. Battle Creek Sanitarium Companv
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Limite<i, '. . FuUer

• He«istrat ion under the Invalid act of i^70evidence of

.iHim 'if ownership, American Slote Company r.

Detroit Stove Works and BarstoW Stove Com-

pany
KepublicHtion of after amendment, diwretion of K x-

anuner of Trade-Marks, rx parte The AmeririUi

Wr'.ngerCompany

UikTht to prevent use by another with dlstlnguishmK

tMtessories, Uutctimson, I'ierce 4 Co

Loewy
1 ohnson ' , Brandau

•lestlmony, leaiiing questions, .Xmenoan Sto\t>

Company t Detroit Stove W'lrks and Barstow

Stove Company ...
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Digest of decisions.

|I>tci«it>uc u! Uif United States CourtB are IndnaU-d by au asterisk ().]

ACCESS TO PEXPrN'r; APPLICATIONS.

(SeeTrailf-MHrk.'.. 18.)

ACyi KSCKNCt.

(See Trnif^ Mrtrks, 15.)

ACT OF 1870.

(S€« TriiU-.Marks, 36.)

AIMISSlON OF EVIDENCE.

(See Interference, 5.)

ALLE(.ATin\S.

(Pef Tra.lr M»rKv <
, 22,23.)

A M I N i > M t N T.

(8w Prioritvof Tnvfntion, 2; .<lpTiHt iirr- to Amendment*; Trade-
Ma rk.s, :':

Adding Claims Covfhim. SIattkk 'iri'.inallv ln^. i .ski

An applicant ha? h n^hi tu n'li claims hy Hint'iinTUTii to
rover mat tpr \v};i(h IS 'iis^li .«(! i iii l::s iiaw ingF.but n 't '"!>:: iially

claime-l w here tiie • Denial specif icat. ens refer tc si.( !. •!;a1 ter afi

an essei.tiai part .f the coiistructi'ii! songhj t. !•< tatcr.tc.!

[rhlUlps t. Seusenieh, 1"«X;.

AMENDMENT TO OPPOSITION.

(SeeTr;. !•• M rk- 10, aO.'>

ANTICIPATION.

(>.-. ir.i.lf Marks. 8,25,28,35.)

APl'KAL.

(See Interference, 7, 9; Juri»diction of the Commissioner of
Patents; Preliminary Statement I. TraU-Marks, 24.)

AITKAL Fli'iM FANdliAHLK DECISION.

(iiee liittrterenet, i.)

AP.t'IGNMKN T.

(Bm Oonatructlon of 1 ru !i Mark .-tatutts, i, Trait-Murks, 19.)

ATTOKNKVS.

(See Signature to AmcnTincnts, 1 i-stimony.)

BAR TO I'ATKNT

(See Interference, 1 : Jtirisdic tif)ii oi the ( ommlssioner of Patents.)

134 O. Q.~2

BURDEN or PROOF.

(See IntertereDce, 6.;

CANCELATION OF TRADE-MARK REGISTRATION.
(See Trade-Marks, 1, 2.)

CERTIFICATE OF COURT.
(See Trade-Marks, 18.)

CLASS OF GOODS.

(See Trade-Marks, 14, 21, 23, 2^, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37.)

COMITY' BETWEEN COURTS.

(See Infringement ;

CONCEPTION OF INVENTinx.

(See Preliminary Statement 2, 3.)

CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES.

(See Construction of Trade-Mark Statutes.)

1. Section 4X87, Revised Statutes.
The second clause of section 4,'s87. Revised Statutes, as

H::iended March 3, 1903, constnied and Hfld not to he retroac-
tive and not to apply to applications pending at the time of its
pa.ssape. I'De Ferranti f , Llndmark, 515.

2. F'fiKtiGN ArPLICATlON.
Under the provisions of this st'Ction an applicant who filed

an application in this country after the passage of the art is en-
titled to the tionefit of a forei'pn application for the same inven-
tion filed less than twelve months prior to the domestic appli-
cation, although such foreign application was filed prior to the
passage of the act. ['Id.

3. Act of March 3. 1903.

The act (it March. 1903, by which the limitation within which
an application must iie filed in this country after the filing of
a loreigr. application for the same invention was extended from
seven nioiiths to twelve months construed and Hfld not to
apply to applications pending at the date of its passage.

[*Gueniflet, Benolt. and .Nicault v. Wictorsonn, 779.

CONSTRUCTION OF TRADE-MARK RULES.
(See Trade-Marks, 33.)

CONSTRUCTION OF TRADE-MARK STATUTES.
(See Tradfr-Marks. 3. 19, 26, ;«>.)

1. ASSIGNMKNTS dF TERRITORIAL RIGHTS—NOT RECOEDABI.E
Section 2 and section 10 of the Trade-Mark Act construed and

Hfll not to provide for the recording of a paper purporting to
Krant a mere territorial right to the use of a trade-mark.

[In re National Chemical Company, 1298.

2. REOl.'iTRABILlTY-~DlS(RETI0N OT (V)MMISSIrrNER.
The pur;)OBe of the act of 190.'i is to prevent and not to promote

I I, fusion, to protect and not to deceive the public. The lan-
giiakre used empowers the Commlsslnner to exercise his discre-
ti":, rts to whetner a proposed mark should t>e registered. If in

his iijiinion its registration will l>e likely to cause contusion
or mistake In the mind of the pub'lic" or "deceive purchasers,"
he is bound to reject if.

[•/n re S. C. Herbst Importing Company, 1.V5



DIGEST OF DECISIONS.

nnKTTVTTOtTS APPLICATION.

SUBJELT-MaTTER DiSi MiSED IN Prusr P.vte.nt.

An application filed within one year dfter the grant of a patent

disclosmi? the suhject-mattpr of such application is not a continu-

ation of thp application on which such patent was granted and

is not entitled tn the t«neflt of the date of such prior appliciition.

Although the cUims of the ^e<-ond applicatun were made in the

prior application, on which the patent was granted, and coiiM

have l>eendivide<i out therefrom, and the datae of the prior tipp'i

culion could have been thus secured, whun the patent was

granted the application was merged in thn patent, the proceeding

was closed, and there was nothing to i« continued.
*ln rf .<pitteli'r 4nd Krisihe, l.«)lU'T And

. Doctrine or Not to ue Extended.
,

, ,. w v
The rule which permits a divisional applic»tion to nwt« MCK

to the filing late of the anginal, which also lisclo.iesJt8»ob)«ct-

matter. as long as it remains open in the Patent OlTlce Is a very

tibenl one. that sometimes works hardship upun :r.tpr'-;e.i,,-ite

inventors, and it ought not to !* e.ttended to jHses n.,t '^tearly

within it.
(I'l-

CONTRACTS.

(See Patent Rights.)

COPIES OF PENDlNi; API

(See Trade-Marks, 18.)

PLICATIONS.

DATE tiK KII.INO APPLICATION.

(See Continuous Appllcatiot.)

DECISIONS OF THE COURT OF AP
DISTRICT OF COLl'-M

I EALS OF THE
BI\

(See Jurisdiction of the Commissioner j1 Patents.)

DECISIONS OF THK 1 "\V KR COURtS AFFIRMED.

(See liiiriiigement.)

DKNirKKKK

(SwTnidc-Marks. 20,23.)

DESCRIPTION.

(See Specifications.)

UE->< Kl !T1\ K I"KKM.->.

(See Trade-Marks, 4, .-., 12, 21 32.)

DISCLOSURE OK INVKNTION.

tSee Amendment; Interference, h; Ireliininiry SUtement, 2, 3.)

.DISCRETION OF THE Ci'MMI-SION

(See Construction of Trade-Mark Statutes,

ER OF PATENTS.

2; Interference, 9.)

DISCRETIONOFTHEE.XAMI.N'KROF I^'TKH KKKKNC ES.

(See Interference, G; Preliminary Stitement, 1.)

1)|\ 1.<I"NAL APPL

(Sec Continuous .Vpplicatioi

ICATjON.

,2.)

liU \\S IN'.S.

(See .Vmendment.)

KX^MINF.K <>¥ TK ADK-MAKKS.

u-^»>e I rade-Marks, .'4, .'7.

EXCLUSIVE USB.

(See Trade-Marks, 6, 13, 26.)

EX PARTE QUESTIONS.

(See Interference, 1.)

FOREIGN APPLICATIONS.

(See Construction of SUtutes.)

FOREIGN INVENTION.

(See Interference, 3.)

FOREIGN PATENTS.

(See Interference, 1.)

FORMER DECISIONS CITED.

(See Trade-Marks, 15, 23.)

OXNERIC MARK.

(See Trade-Marks, 7.)

INFRINGEMENT.
(See Tnd*-M»rkt, 16, 17.)

PaTKNTS—COMITT.
In a suit in equity to enjoin the Infringement of certain patents

where it appeared that the question of their validity had been

decided adversely bv the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Third Circuit and that that decision had \ieen followed

by two other courts in cases where the real parties in interest

were the same, Held that the court below properly applied the

doctrine of comity in the absence of some new and material de-

fense, and its decree dismissing the bill of complaint affirmed.

[*Brill ft al. V. The Washington Railway and Electric Co., 15«>3.

INTERFERENCE.

(See Jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Patents; Motion to

Dissolve Interference; Preliminary Statement; Priority of

Invention; Trade-Marks, 33, 34.)

1. STATTTTORTBaR to Oyi PaBTT A.V Ex PARTB QUFfTIos.

The question whether one of the parties to an interference pro-

ceeding Is debarred from receiving a patent by reason of his hav-

ing secured a foreign patent for the same Invention is a ques-

tion for ex parte consideration after the termination of the Inter-

ference. (Ouenlffet, Benolt, and NIcault v. WIctorsohn, 2.'>6.

2 Priority—Right to Make the Claims.
The issue as Interpreted In the light of the specification of the

party first making the same is limited to an improved means
for protecting the necessary joints In conductors for high-ten-

sion currents of electricity. The invention of the other party

Is an improvement in insulating-conductors, his plan of Insula-

tion at the joints being the same as along the entire length of

the conductor. Held that the latter has no right to make the

claim, the resemblance ofthe two devices being accidental rather

than re.ui. [*Viele r. Ctmirnings, 777.

3. Knowledge or the Invention in a Fokeion Country— In-

TRODtTCTinK INTO THE UNITED STATES.
.Vppellants built in a foreign country a machine embodying

the invention in issue ^vhich wasexplalnedtoanagenl whocame
to this country H'ld that even if this agent remembered what
wasexplaineJ to him such knowledge on his part. In the absence

of disclosure to others or reduction to practice by himself within

a reasonable time, would aot be equivalent to an introduction

of the invention into this country.
[•dueniffet, Benolt, and NicAult v. WIctorsohn, 779.

4 Appeal—Motion to Take Testimony—Showing.
No appeal lies from a favorable decision of the Kxaminer of

Interferences upon ths siuiiclency of the showing in support of

a motion to tatte testimony on the question of the operatlve-

ness of another party's device

[Martin r. Ooodriin ' Dyson i . Lattig and (Jocwlnim, 1297.

.-. Testimony Admissibii itt or Testimony Given in Prior
iNTF.RfKRF.M V

In an interference U'twe^'ti H and I" ^ \i it tiesstesllfled to cer-

tain facts. Later. In an interference l>etwpen H and W., he

denu'd any knowledge of these facts. IhUl ihHt T Hint W.,

not tieing pnvie.< the testimony In the fonner interfer«>nce can-

not f* admitted m t he latter except for the piirpos*. of discred-

iting the wune.s.s. [Hewitt i
.
Weintraub, 1561.

DIGEST OE DECISIONS. *i

6. Burden or Proof-Discretion or the Examiner or Inter-
fesences.

It is well settled that the question of placing the burden of

proof rests In the discretion of the Examiner of Interferences,

and his decision on a motion to shift the burden of proof will be
reviewed only In a clear case of an abuse of that discretion.

[Young r . Townsend v. Thullen, 1»04.

7. Aiifi,; 1 iLKD After Expiration or Limit of Appeal—
\S Hh s Kntf.rtained.

A: .ij ("III !;!-l m fier the expiration of the limit of appeal will

tie i'iii.T!M,ii<-i oia\ lu very unusual and extraordinary circum-
stances. [McKeen v. Jerdone, 2027.

8. Orioinai iTY— Diaciosimi MOST INCLUDE Idea or Means.
The communication of ftO tdM of the desirability of accom-

plishing a certain result, without a disclosure of the means to be
emplove<1 cannot be regarded as a communication of an inven-
tion. ' ['Fenncr t . Blake, 2244.

9. Rehearing ti> Admit Nf.wi.y-Di.scoverkd Evidence— Ap-
peal

The reopening of a case for the introduction of newlv-dlscov-
ered evidence is always a matter for the trial court and In its dis-

cretion, and the Coiirt of .\pi>oals of the District of Columbia
will not review the de< Ision of the Commissioner of Patents upon
this point, except where it appears that there has been an abusi
of discretion.
[.American Stove Company r. Detroit Stove Works et al.

2245.

INVENTION.

(See Patentability.)

JUDGMENT ON THE RECORD.

(See Preliminary Statement, 2, 3.)

JURISDirri'tN" OF THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS.

Appeal and Krror— Decision by Coubt of appeals.
A decision t<y the Court of \ppeals of the District of CoUimbIs

In an Interference procee<img which leaves no question open for

further con^iderfltion relating to priority of invention termi-
nates the interference proceeding, and the Commissioner of Pat-
ents is wlthput jurisdiction thereafter to entertain a motion by
the losing party to dissolve the Interference on the ground that
the court field that the opposing party was not entitled to a

patent by reason of his having secured a foreign pateru for the
same invention on an api)lication filed more than the --tatutory

period prior to the filing of the application in this count ry

[Ciuenillcl, Benolt, and Nicaull i. Wictursohu, -.w.

JURISDICTION OF THE EXAMINER OF INTERFER-
ENCES.

(See Trade-Marks, 11.)

LIMIT OF APPEAL.

(See Interference, 7; Trade-Marks, 11.)

MISREPRESENTATION.

(See Trade-Marks, 29, 30, 31.)

MOTION Tc »llll I r.i KDENOF PROOF.

(See Interference, 6.)

NEWLY-DISCOVERED EVIDENCE.

(See Interference, 9.)

MOTION TO DISSOLVE INTERFERENCE.

(See Jurisdiction of the Commissioner of Patents.)

1. Transmiuioh.
.\ motion to dissolve filed late and based on alleged admis-

sions in a motion filed bv the opposing party will not be trans-

mitted. [EUis V. Schroeder t. Allen, 1803.

2. Saml.
\ motion to dis-solve on the ground of non-patentability bawd

on patents granted on apjilications filed suhsequenlly to the

date of invention alleced by one of the parties to the Interference

in his Dreliminary statement should not tie tran.smitted
[Kavniond ;'. Kitschiiar. r. >QnnneT etal. r. Claiidin, 2243.

OPERATIVENE88.

(Sec Interference, 4; Prelimlimry Statement, 4 )

OPPOSITION.

(BeeTni Ir-Marks 3, 20, 21, 22, 23, 29, 30, 31.)

OR \T. FVIDFXCE.

(See 1 rade-Miirks, 39.

^

KKDEK TO ."^llOW (A USE.

(See Preliminary Statement, 2, 3.)

OWNERSHIP.

(See Trade-Marks, 36.)

PATENTABILITY.

Ikvention Box-Li.nlk
\ claim for a reinovaMe t>ox-liner consisting of a sheet of piaper

cut in the shajie of a cross, creased iit the Junction of the arms,
and having lacework ornamentation Httached to the arms N
lacking in patentatde novelty m view of the prior iirt, which dis-

closes the u-*e of one-piece removat'le liners mid ttie use of non-
removable liners boruered with lacework

:*ln T, W «rren, 258.

PATENT l.NADVEKTE.NTLY GRANTED.

(See Patent Rights, 2.)

1 ATKNT RIGHTS.

1. Vestei' Ku.ht.s
.\ patent constitutes a contract, hut no vested right of which

the applicant for patent cannot t>e depnved is acquired under
ttie preliminary proo^dings leading to its issuance, and a stat-

ute passed while an application is pending will apv'lvtosich Hf Hse

as well H9 to cases filed after Us passage unless it especially pro-

Mdes for the protection of p<ndinc cases.

|*l.)e Kerranti » Lindmark. .515.

2. Inadvfktentlv-oranted Patent—Richt of Patentee.
A pat.entt^ whose patent issues while the application of an-

other partv for the same invention is pending in the Patent
Office acquires as against that other party no rights bv the

issuance of the patent [*ld-

PRE LI M I N A H V STA 1 KM E NT.

. Extending Time for Filing.
The question of the extension of times for filing preliminary

statements will Ix' left wholly within the discretion of the Kxani-

Iner of Interferences, and no appeal will lie from his decisions

thereon. [l.ukaszewske '. Cole, lo.'d.

. Failure to Overcome the Filing Date of Senior Party
Order to Show Cau.se.

Incases where the junior party to an interference alleges in his

preliminarx- statement a date of conception prior to the senior

partv'^ filing date. t)Ut the other dates alleged are subseauetit

thereto, the Examiner of Interferences should issue an order to

show cause why judgment on the record should not be rendered

against such junior party, as exiierience shows It is rarely, if ever,

that conception is proven by means other than disclosure.
;iIopkins t Peters ;. Dement. 10.",(1

. Same
If in response to the order to show cause such junior party or

his attorney shall file an affidavit stating that it Is proposed to

establish conception by means other than disclosure, the Ex-
aminer of Interferences' should not render judgment, but should
set times for taking testimonx [Id

iNTERrERENCE-Several Parties—Junior Party Failing to
OvFRfoME Filing Dates of.^ll Parties— Right to Take
Testimony.

\\ here in an interference l>etween several parties the pre-

liminary statement of the junior party fails to overcome the
filing date of the senior party, but does overcome the filing date
of an intermediate party, and such jimior party raises the ques-
tion of the operativeness of the senior party's device and k en-

titled to argue stjch question at final hearing, Held that It is

proper to assign such junior party time to take testimony on
the question of priority and also, upon sufficient showing, upon
the question of the operativeness of the senior party's device.

All questions relating to priority should be tried out in one pro-
ceeding and not piecemeal.
[Martin r. Ooodnim r. Dyson » Lattig and fioodnirn. 1297



xu DIGEST OF DECISIONS.

J'RIOR PATENTS.

(See Continuous Application I.)

PUBLICATION OF TRADK-MARKS.
•J<v Trade-Marks. 27.

REGISTRATI".S

(See CoDfltniction of Trade-Mark Statutes. 2. trade-Marks, 3, 1&)

REHEARING.
(See Interferenc*. 9.)

RETROACTIVE L.\W

(See Con.^t ruction of StatutP*. J. 3.)

i

RIGHT TO M.\KK ri.\iM

(See Amendment ; Interferenre 2 I'nr.ty Of Invention, 2, 3.)

RUBBER STAMP.

(See Signature to .Xmendnifuls.)

RULES OF EVIDENCE

JSee Testimony.)

PRIORITY OF INVENTION.

See Interference, 2.)

I IVTEFFERK V< E
VV, obtained a French patent on September 25. 1900. The

earliest foreigr. flling date of the opposing party was subse-

quent to this date, and the evidence did not establish an intro-

duction into this country by said party prior thereto. Held
that priority of invention was properly awarded to W.

[•<iueni(Iet. Benoit. and Nicault v. Wictorsohn, 779.

2. RiiiHT TO Make Claims— Nbcissity rnR.SipPi.EMENTAL Oath
Where one of the parties to an interference added the claims

in iSSue by amemiment without a sup^emeatal oath, the court
of appeais would not be 1ustifie<J in a«Tirdinf priority to the op-

posing party becau.se of such failure. The most that the court
could do under the circumstances would be to r«mand the pro-

ceeding, in order that a supplei^iental oath niay t<e made and the
matter renewed [•Phillips r Sensenirh. l.><06.

3. Same—Same.
The original specification of N.'s application relating to com

^

bined type-writing and adding machines did not de.scril* the
i.idiag-machines. but stated that the invention was iUu.-itrated

,

in connection with an adding-machlne of the class known as i

'registering accountants.' " and only the caite and a few minor
|

elements thereof were shown in the drawings. Held that in '

view of the evidence showing that such teno referred to a well-
I

known construction and that such construction was the only '

one on the market which had the distinctive appearance iUu.s-

trale"! In the drawing N. had the right to make claims to a
combination including specific elements of such adding-machlne.

[•Hopkin.« '
. Newman, 20'2».

SIGNATURE TO VMKNDMHNT9.

.AMENDMENT RUBBER STAMP
.Vmendments to an application should ba actually signed by

an applicant or his attorney with pen and ink or equivalent
writing material. Amendments signe*! by means of a rubber
stamp will not be accepted. Fi ptirtf Mmehnn. 129h.

SIMlI.ARn V MK MVHKti

<«• Trade- Mark.«. 1, 2. K. 25. 2S, |1, ^S.)

SPECIFICATIONS.

(See .\mendn)ent

PralTIlE- UESCRIPnOM.
Where the meaning of a phrase use<l by an applicant i.s clear,

no reason exists for delaying the prosecution of the ca.se by
msistmg upon merely formal chsnges in the langijage used.

[FxjMrtr «7ilte. 2027

SUBSEQUENT PATENTS.

(See Motion to Diaaolve Interference, 2.)

SUITS IN EQUITY.

(See Infringement.)

SUPPLEMENTAL OATH.

(See Priority of Inventioo, 2.)

TECHNICAL MARK.

B Trmde-Mftrka. 6, 12, 21, 32.)

TEN-YEARS CLAUSE.

(See Tnde-Marks, 13. 26.>

TESTIMONY.

(See Interferenoe, 4. 5; PrelimioAry Statement, 4;

38.1

.ATTORNEYS— Leading Questtons.
" We have observed a tendency on the part of patent attor-

ney! to disregard the rxiles of evidence oy nslclng questions
grossly leading and suggestive, and It may not !>e umiss to

state that whtre timely objection is noted in the record this

court will be disposed to apply the rule and entirely <Jl8regard

SQCh testimony."
[•American Stove Company r. Detroit Stove Works ei al.,

2245.

TRADE-MARKS.
(See Interference, 9; Testimony.)

I. Cantelatiom—Marks Not Idevttcai..
The registration of a tra<le-niark consisting of a comet having

the representation of a stsr at Us head Instead of the u.suai

nebulous mass and assix-iated therewith the wonls "The
Comet" will n>t lie cancele 1 uixm the application of the owner
of the registered mark "Star for the same class of goods, as

there is no such near resemblance between the marks as to

cause confusion In trade
(Hutchinson. Pierce & Co. v. Loewy, 2.V.

7. Same—Rtoht to Prevent Use or Mark bt Another fm Com-
bination WITH OTHXR KF.ATTRKS

The owner of a technical tra^le-mark consisting of the repre-
sentation of a star and the word Star" has no such right
therein as would warrant the cancelation by the Patent Office

of a regi.stere<l mark for the same class of g(X)ds a<lopted at a
later date consisting of a star and other features forming a part
therei'f which clearly dlsllng'.ilshes as a whole from the prior

mark. [Id

3. Oppo.sition— 1 sr nr .\c( e.s.soriks bt .\nothir.
Section '> of the Trade-Mark Art permits the registration of

a mark the controlling and distinguishing feature of which is

an arbitrary symbol, although stich symbol is accompaiued by
accessories which m them.sehes are not registrable, and the use
by the oppo<<er of •uch non roglstra^!le accessories prior to ap-
plicant's use of his mark do»»9 net defeat the latter's right of

registration. 'ohnson » Hrandau, 257.

4. "Asbestos"— Des( RiPTivfc,

The word ".Asbestos" as applie<l to shoes made of leather

and asbestos is clearly descriptive (Id.

6. ' MoCNTArN Dew "— Descriptivx.
The words " Mountain I>ew" as a trade-mark for whisky UrUi

to be descriptive in character, and therefore not reglst ralle,

the.se words as cornmonly used meaning whisky or a particular
kind of whtskv-

[Rol^rt-iiir), Saiiicr->on & Company, Ltd., r. Charles Dennehy
it Company. ')li

6 .\.PPLICAT10N — Allegation of Exclitsive Use—Considera-
tion A3 Technk AL Mark.

The amendment of a trade-mark application by the addition
of a statement that the mark has ^>een In exclusive use by the
applicant for ten years next preceding the pas.sage of the Trade-
Mark .\ct after refusal to register the mark as a technical mark
will not preclude consideration on appeal on priority of the

question whether the mark Is in fact a technical mark.
lid.

7. "Excelsior" T'sk on .Article Covered by Patents—Er-
EEiT or Expiration or Pate.nts.

Where a manufacturer <sold "levera! types of step-ladders era-

bodying features covered by .several patents owned by hlni, to
each of which types a different trademark was applied, one of

such marks diies not lieronie public property upon the exptra
tlon of the patents where it appears that it was never u.sed as s

generic and Identifying name of step-ladders of his manufacture
[Udell-Pre<1ivK Manufacturing t'oriipHnv v. I'he Udell Work',

514.

DIGEST OF DECISIONS. xni

8. ASTICIPATION.
\ trade-mark the distinguishing feature of which consists

of an Indian's hejid showing profile with the conventional
feather head-dress, within a circle, was properly refu.sed regis-

tration in view of the prior use on the same class of goods of

a mark showing a front view of an Indian's head with a feathered
hea<l-dress. [*[n re The Indian Portland Cement Co., 618.

9. Same.
Where the mark of an applicant so resembles a [irior regts-

tere<l mark that the pood.« of each would 1* likely to Iw known
to the public by the same name, the registration of the former
should he refused. ['Id-

10 Opposition—Notice np Amendments.
Where the allegations of a notice of opposition were sufficient.

If true, to defeat the application for registration, an amendment
which set forth that the opposer l>elleved he would l* damaged
by the registration was properly allowed.

Jlans«'n t Inland Type Foundry. 775.

11. Same—Jurisdiction ok Examiner ov Intereerknces.
\ judgment was renderevl against the oppoeer for failure to

file a replication within the time .set. and within the limit of aj)-

peal from such decision a replication and a moUon to set the

Jadgment aside were filed Held that theca.'*was In the juris-

diction of the Examiner of Interferences until the expiration

of the limit of apf**!, and it was within his discretion to

n'"[i»'ii the case. il^i-

12. Same "Standard Line" Descriptive.
The words "Standard Line ' as applied to type made accord-

ing to the lining Fystem " are descriptive and cannot t;>e

r»-gistered a« a twhnu'al tra<lf-mark- [Id.

13. Same-Recjistration Under the "Ten-Year Proviso
The evidence considered and Held to show that applicant did

not (X)ssessandeiiJov the actual use of the mark 'to the sole ex-

clusion of all others ' during the ten-year period necessary to

entitle him to registration under the ten-year proviso. [Id.

H. Same Class or Goods—Paste Paints and Ready-Mixed
Paints.

Ready-mixed paints and paste paints Held to !« goods of the

same descriptive properties.
[John T Lewis .V Pros. Company v. Phoenix Paint A Varnish

Company. 104P.

l,i. Apparent AcQtnESCENCE No GRotrxD roR Refusino Regis-
tration.

The fact that the owner of a trade-mark knowingly permits

the use thereof by another upon goods and in advertisements

for vears without protest furnishes no sufTlcient ground for re-

fusing registration, as It Is well settled that mere'felay in assert-

ing a trade-mark right does not work a forfeiture thereof.

( hfmendet v. Holt, 128 U. S.. .514, 523; 46 O. G.. 971; McLean v.

; Fleming. W U. S.. 245, 253; 13 O. ,
913.-) [Id.

Ifi. Inerinoemknt—Name or iNDrviouAL.
Where the Hall's Safe and Lock Company, acorporation the

8t'>ck of which was largelv owned bv Joseph L. Hall, the founder
of the business, and his sons, sold all Its property. Including

trade-marks, trade-rights, good-will, and its business as a going

concern, to anothercorapanv, which subseqtiently conveyed sucn

rights to the llerring-Hail'-Marvln Safe Company snd agreed

to go out of business, which it did with the assent of all its stock-

hoMers, such transfer did not preclude the sons of Jo)«eph L.

Hall from subsequently engaging in the same busines.^and using

the name of Hall as a part of the corporate name, particularly

where it Is shown that the purchasing companv had before its

mind the possibilitv of competition by the Halls and pave the

measure of its expectations and demands by personal contracts

that it required, which were limited in time and scope and were

discharges before the new company was formed; but such name
must not be ii8e<l by the new companv in such a,way as to repre-

sent th.at It Is the successor of the original company, or that its

goods are the product of that company or Its siKiceesors, or Inter-

fere with the good-will bought from It

[•Donnell r. Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Company and Hall

Safe and Lock Company, 1061.

17. Same- Same.
The Hall's Safe and Lock Company, a corporation, the stock

of which was largely owned by Joseph L. Hall, the founder of

the business, andljls sons, sold all Its property, Including trade-

marks, trade-rights, good-will, and Its business as a going

concern, to another companv, which subsequently conveyed
such rights to the Herring-tlall-MarvIn Safe Company and
agreed to go out of business, which It did with the assent of

aH its stockholders. Thereafter the sons formed another cor-

poration under the name "Hall's Safe Co." and t>e«an the

manufacture of the same class of goods. Htld that wnlle the

Halls had a right to engage In the same business after such
transfer, the use of the name selected would of Itself deceive

unless explained, and that the company purchasing the rights

of the original company was entitled to an Injunction forbidding

the use of the name Hall, either alone or in combination. In cor-

porate name, on safes, or In advertisements, unless accom-
panied by information that the defendant Is not the original

Hall's Safe and Lock Company or Its successor, or, as the case

may be, that the article is not the product of the last-named
company or Its successors.

[•Herring-Hall-Marvin ,><«f..'/.'o r Hall's .Safe Co., "as;*.

IS. Copy of Application -Whev Granted
A petition for a copy of an application for registration id .'i

trade-mark for use in a suit between the applicant and ppti-

tiorer will be denied when not accompanied by a certificate of

the judge before whom the suit is pending.
|/n re John C. Dowd A Company, 1297.

19. Assignments Not Conveying the Good-'Will or Brsi-

NF,S8—Not Recordable.
Section in of the Trade-Mark Act provides that a registered

trade-mark or a mark for the registration of which application

has i*en made shall be assignable in connection with the good-
will of the business in which the mark is used and it is only such

assignments which are recordable in this Office.

[In re National Chemical Company. 1298.

20. Opposition— Leave to Amend.
A demurrer to a notice of opposition having been sustained

by the Examiner of Interferences on the ground that the oppo-

nent did not allege that It had used the mark on goods of sub-

stantially the same descriptive properties as applicant's, the ap-

propriate time to ask leave to amend was when the demurrer
WH.« .sustained, and when the case came t>efore the Commissioner
on appeal it was discretionary with him to allow or to refuse the

leave to amend.
I'BatlleCrwk Sanitarium Company, I.imitfxi. r Fuller. 12s*o

21 Same -"Health Food" Descriptive.
The words" Health Food" as applied to bread, crackers, etc..

areclearlv descriptive of the goods with which they are used and
cannot l^e appropriated and registered as a technical trade-mark

.

[•Id.

22. Same- Necessary .Allegations.
It is not sufficient for an opponent to say that he believes he

would be damaged by the registration of applicant's mark. He
must allege some fact showing an Interest in the subject-matter

from which damage might be inferre<i. ['Id.

23. Same—Same
A partv who has not used a mark as a trade-mark upon good <

of alike description to applicant's can sufTer no damage from its

registration bv the latter. ( iicllhennyt Son v. .Vctr Iberia Fi-

tractof Tahasro Pepprr Co., l?.ZO. G., 995.) and a notice of oppo-
sition which alleges merelv that the opponent used the mark in

its advertising matter Is demurrable. (•Id.

24. AcnoN OF Examiner Refusing to Register a Mark Not
Reviewable on Pe'HTion.

The action of the Examiner of Trade-Marks objecting to the

specimens filed, upon the ground that they do not show the use

of the mark claimed as a trade-mark, constitutes a refusal to

register the mark, which is reviewable upon appeal and not upon
petition. \Ex parU Barclay and Barclay, 15^2.

2.1 Wticipa'Hon-"Chancellor Cll'b" and "ruR.''
Held that mark "Chancellor Club" for cocktails so neariy

resembles the prior reg1stere<l mark "Club Ci>cktails" for the

same goods as to lie likely to cause confusion in the mind of the

public, and Is therefore not registrable.

[In re 8. C. Hertwt Importing Company, 1565.

2»'. REOisTRA'noN-Exclusive Use.
Where the appellant applied under the ten-year proviso of

the act of Februarv 20, 19a^, for the registration of the words
"Old Tucker" as a" trade-mark for whisky and it was shown
that the appellee had used the words "J. C. Tucker" as a trade-

mark for whlskv since Januarv 15, 1902, Held that the appellant

is not entitled to register the "mark, since it had not ha<l exclu-

sive use of Its trade-mark for the statutorv rteriod.

[•Brown-Forman Company r. Beech Hilt Distilling Company,
1565.

27 Publication.
The question whether any substantial change has been made

by amendment after publication In the class of poods stated in

an application for registration which warrants a republication

of the mark Is one which should be left to the discretion of the

Examiner of Trade-Marks.
[Ex parte The American Wringer Company, 1303.

28. " Edklweiss-Maltene " Anticipated by "Maitike."
A trade-mark consisting of the compound word "Edelweis.s-

Mftltlne" was properiv refused registration in view of the prior

u.se of the word " Ma'ltlne" as a trade-mark for goods of the

same descriptive properties.
[•The Peter Schoenhofen Brewing Company r. The Maitine

Company, 1804.

29. Opposi'noN—Class of Goods.
For the purpose of registration a fermented malt liquor which

is advertised as a 'pleasing tasteful Invigorating tonic as well

as a pleasant beverage, for strengthening and building up the

system recommended for convalescents and nursing mothers
by all leading physicians." mu.st l»e considered as goods of the

same descriptive properties as a non-alcoholic viscous syrup
sold as a medicine and tonic, notwithstanding the fact that in

theapplication for registration the former isdesignated as lager-

[The Peter Schoenhofen Brewing Company r. The Maltine
Company, 1805.

^n. Same Misrepresentation in Advertising.
The fact that a fermented malt liquor to which applicant ap-

plied its mark was advertised as a tonic and as a product entirely

different from that deecrilwd In the application is sufficient

ground for the refusal of registration. {•Id
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31. SAirt—"Edei-weiss-Maltimk" Set in a^ Klaborate 1>k-

SIGN ANTUIPATED BY "MaLTINE"
A tnide-mark consisting of the compound wor<l hdelweis.-;

Maitine set in an elaborate pletare or AmIoi was properly r«>

f'i*d registration in view of the prior use of toe word ' Maltme

a<i A trade-mark for goods of the same descnptlve properties.
[•Id.

!_ SELr-L.)AI>IN'. DESrRIPTTVE
^ ...

The words S^lf-I.oading' as applied to a cartridge adapted

for ase with an automatic gun are descriptive and not regis-

trable as a technical trade-mark
[•The WinchestfT Repeating Arms Company t. The tet^rs

( art ridge Company. 203().

33 lsTERrEREN(E -Identity or 0(X>DS—The Question SHnri.n

\OT Bb Raised for the First Time (Jn Appeal
The question of interference in fact should \>e rai-SPd t)efore the

Kxaminer of I nterfer«^nce« in accordance with the n^quirements

of Rule 49 of the Trade-Mark Rules withip the time state.!

ttierein It will not b*- determine'l on appeal when not protierly

•I r S.imers A Co '•. Neuman. executor of I F Horn Jrai

M. I vtekfkrkm E -ri.A.Hs or Mer< handi.sk.

Held that an application for registration (if a triide-inarli for

whi.sky i-< not r»'strii'te<l to com whisky. i
[''Id.

;».'i. Avtictpation . ,

' . , ^ a
\ trade-mark comprising the representatloc of aneaglestana-

ir? on a rock and having on its breast a panel with "14 k "

thereon is not registrable over the prior registration for goods

of the same descriptive properties of two marks the e-ssential

feature of each of which is the representation of an eagle.

IKi- fxirtr SatKnian it K'>rmaii, 2243.

IlEGISTKATlDN TnDER INVAUD.KCT OE IS7()- EVIDENCE OF

rL.A.iM or Ownership
\lthough the Trade-Mark Act of 1S70 wae hel<i unconsUtu-

tionul the registration of a mark under that not Is evidence of a

claim to the mark by the registrant as of tl*? date of the n-gis-

t ration- ^,,-
|*American Stove Companv ' n<trr.ir >t<>yf W ork> f JOi. -...4..

- Vapor-Stovks and l..al-vSt<)VE9 t;.><U)S i.f .Same Ue.si kii -

TivB Properties.
Gasolene and vapor stovee are used for the same purp<ise »•<

coal and wood stovos and t)elong to the same genus. One wlii>

adopts the word JeweJ ' as a trade-mark for gasolene an>l

vapor stoves with fuU knowlwlge of the ujte at that time of th.'

same word for coal and wood stoves U not t^ntltled to regis-

tration. l»ld.

.^s. Same—Testimont Showino Manufacture or ahitle."*

Sales Assumed
In a trade-mark Interference involving the word " lewei f<ir

stove* the court nhs.'rve<l that, hjid the testimony rtstat.lish.-.I

with certrtlntv the jiianufacture of stoves ^>eAring th'- murk .n

nue<ition the sales of such stoves would have been assumivl.
[•Id.

:w. Same—Weight <>k oral Kvidence Where Re( orh Kvi-

DENCE KTI9T>i
The lndet\iute oral testimony of witnesses as to the sale ot

goods heiarlng a given Imde-mark given more than thirty rears

after the event* to which the testimony reiates. will not be ac-

iepte»l a.s sufficient where It api^eiirs that rer-ords were in exist-

once which would have proved the facts desired to be proved

Uv.-nd {»'ra<!v.'utiire, haci they ije.m consulted. rid.

TRANSMISSION OF MOTIONS.

(See Motion to DtMolvv Interference.)

M>.

WITNESSES.

(See Interference, 5.)

O

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PATENTEES

TO WHOM

1*ATEV1>S WEKK ISSUED 1)URIN(t lllK .MONTH OE MAY, 1908.

(Abbreviatiiiiis: " Sp."—Monthly Volume of Speiiflcationa; " Dr."=Monthly Volume of Drawings; G.'iz." ^Official Gaiette.l

.\badv, ,1. (See .Simmance and .Vliady.)

AblK)tt. H., New York, .\. Y. Fonning foundations. No. n7,17S; MAflS; 8p.p.l6i:^: Dr. p. M9: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 302.
Abraham. I, . New York. \ Y. Packing-thhle No. 888,681; M»7S6: 8p. p. vtf; Dr. p. 1007; (iaz. vol. 1.34; p. SCI.
Abrams, J. H., Livingston, Mont. Device for loading and unloading racks from ninning-gears of wagons. No. 887,371; May 12; Sp. p.
J107; Dr. p. +il.', (iaz. vol. 134: p. :*».

Acker, (
. and (i R. Glo.s.sop, Rushville, 11] Combined shaft and rxiie for vehicles. No. 888.379: May 19; Sp. p. 4087; Dr. p. 862; Ga?:.

vol. 134: p 7-2S

Ackermann, .1 H . (irand Rapids. Mich S<raper. No. 888,775; May 26; Sp. p. 492S. Dr p lOoO; Gaz. vol. 134; p SX).
.Vcme Wire Company, i See l>ewis, C. 11 , a,«signor.)

.Vctiengesellschah, vonnals V. Martini A Co., Firm of (See Kiigler, F.. assignor.;
A<lams, H. \. (S«' Nicholson. T. J., assignor.
Adams, J. I.. (See Haley, J. W. a.i.signor.i

.Vdams, R. C. (.See Watres, L. S . as.slgnor
Adams and Westlake Company, i Se«> llamin. W. S, assignor.l
Adde, S. .\. (Se«' F"k. K.. assignor
.Vddograph Manufacturing Company. iSe*' Cebhing and Marshall. asMgiHirs.)
Adjustable .Seal Company (See GotLsolmlk F. assignor.
Adriance, H., Brooklyn. N Y. Bottle cap or, lomm- No 887. s97; May 19; Sp. p. 3181; Dr. p. 670; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 574.
Adt, L. F, Troy, N. Y. Nose-guard for eyegla.sw^ N(, w: sos Muv 19; Sp. p. 3183; Dr. p. 670: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 574.

N. Y. \ost»-guard for cvtyl.isM'.^ X- vs: s\r' .Mny: 19 Sp. p. 3185; Dr. p. f.70; C.az. vol 134: p. 574.
.Mounting for fNegla.-is'vs. No k-.:.'**). .Mii\ 19: Sp. p. 3187; Dr. p. 670. Gaz. \ ol. i,i4: p. 574.
Kveglasscs. No H.s:,9Cl, Miiv I'.i. .<p. j. :iUiO; Dr. p. 671; Gaz. vol. 134: p. d::,.

Fv»^las.«es No Hsr.'KT.': Mav 1" .<;. j. 3192; Dr. p. 671; Gar. vol. 1,34; p .":.

Fv.-glass«'s .No. H.S7.;iLi3, M,i\ i'l .-| 1.3195; ).)r. pp. 671-2; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p ,")7.").

Adjustable no.st«-giiHrd. No. N'>:.i)i>4 .May 19; Sp. p. 3197; Dr. p. 072; Gaz vol. 134; p. 575.
Guard for eycgln.sses No. 887,905: May 19; Sp. p. 3198; Dr. p. 672; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 570.

'See Chester, A T , assignor
'See Dickin-son, J II , a.ssignor.)
(.See WcHxl, F. 1, ,

assignor
Table for meat, sausage, and the like. No.888,294; .May 19: Sp. p. ,39?^: Dr. p. 826; Gaz. vol. 134;

Adt, L.

\dt, L.
.\dt, L.

\dt, L.
\rlt, L.
.\dt. L.

Adt, L.

F . Albanv,
F . Albany,
F., Albany,
F., Albany,
F , .\lbany,
F , Albany,
F.. Albany.

.\eolian Company.

.\eolian Compan)

.

Aeolian Company.
Affli-rk, W . B., Phlla.lelphia. I'a.

p. 762.

N.
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, aasignor.)

Vmertcan Rooflng Tile Co. (See Jonea, a W., Malgnor.)

\mericafl Securitfee Company. (See Keith, J. Q.. Msignor.)

vmencan Sintering Company. (See Clark, E. B., aasignor.i

American Thermos Bottle Company. (See Aschenbrenner. \., aaaignor.)

.unerican Thermos Bottle Company. iSee Burger, R.. aaeignor.)

Vmencan Thread Company. fSee Ilaniman, P., aaslgnor.

\merican 3-W"ay Prism Company. (See Paachall, C. H., assignor.)

Vmencan Tin Plate Company. (See Bray and Peat, assignors.;

VuiPrtcan Tobacco Company (See Tutt|e, W. I., assignor.

\.nuTican Turning & Sewing Machine Cowpany. (See Barthol. P. 1

Vmencan Vending Machine Co. (See WiMing, II. J., assizor.'-

Vmerinis Elec'tro-Hermetic Company. ,Bee Dion, L. assignor
, , , ^ „„i

Vme« J London. S. Burgess and E Traynor. Leytonstone. Knglaiid Ai.parutii.s for iii^iiufH-tiinaK ry uidn.Hl ret-ords and
"

blanlts for phonographs, graphophone*. and the like. N%k S88.^>, ^ay .'ri. .Sp p 474-!, Lr p 1(«>k. ua. vol !;*« P ^^

.^mnierman, W. M assipor to Edwin J. Toof Company. New Ilaven. Conn. t,ewing-ma<-hine tHke-iip. No. ,HNt),o,4. MrtV 5, 8p. p.

**'
h' S ^Lorain, r)hio.^^'R^i^orT«ed Comer for bo.ws, crates, Ac. No. 886,462; May .S; Sp. p. 241: Dr. p. 50; Oai. vol. 134; p. 45.

W and H. W. Hansen, Chicago, 111. Overflow-alarni No. *«...W: May .V Sp p. 1; I>r p. 1; (.az. vol. 134; p. 3.

( Copenhagen Denmark. Water-color for ceilings and th*- lik- No. SK7. 452, May 12; hp. p. 2286; Oat. vol. 134; p. 386.

M and C Quesnell, assignors to Idaho National llarvester Company, UmilP<l. Mo*'ow, Idaho. Thrpshmg-machine.

Mav .v. Sp. p. 1364; Dr. p. »0; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p 22»>.

K See Gilmore, E. L., as»ignor.

>

H Philadelphia, Pa. ( uft. No. 886,r,71; May .5; Sp. p. 661; Dr. p. 137; Qaz. vol. 134; p.

Worcester. Mass. Matah-box. No. 887.747; May 19; Sp. p. 28»>7: Dr. p. t«

(S»^ Winton and .\ndflrson.i ,„, ^ , ,„.
Gainesboro, Tpnn. W9ll-hiick.-t dump. No. S87..V.6; May 12. Sp^p. 2^; Dr. p. 531; GaE. Tol. 134. p. 4.<4^

St. Marys, Ohio Electrical governor for gas-engines. No kjW.OS*), May 26; Sp. p. 5552; Dr. p. 1179, Oaz. vol. 134,

E. I.

_. vol. 134; p. 113.

(MS; Gaz. vol. 134; p.. S22.

Aroos
.Vndersen, V.

.\nders<-)ri. \

.Vnderson, .\

No S87.(J24

.Anderson, D

.Vnderson, D
-Vndfrson, E
.\nderson, H. B.

.Vnderson. H. R
Anderson, J D.

p. 991.

Anderson, J. W.
Vnderson. L M .

matic sta<"ker

.Vnderson. T M .

Vndrae. C J . St.

Andres, .I, «to/ (See Ruse. C L. a8sig»< ^, ,^ „ .„. , .-.. ,. u^
Vndrews, A., Plauifield. N. J. Pipe-closare. No. >«8,b83; May Jt.; Sp. p. 4,44; Dr. p 1(X»

Vndrews J. D. F , East Shwn, England Furnace. No. s,v<..}.s(l; May 19; Sp. p. K*^. Dr i. -«m, uni. >"i. lo^. p. .*o.
,., _^, „^„

vndrews. T., Rix'kaway. N. J., asTignor To Thomas Andrews Manufacturing Company. tube-clean«T. (Rcis8U.M No. 12.. W. May

Ar?lrp^w»,^W. S..' and U. j' Maugw, Schenectady. N. Y., assignors to General Electric Company. Electric h^ating device. No. 888,381;

Vntmnd.R^^C.I'south Shiefds. Englam'- Apparatus for casting curved sU>reotypc-plate«. No. 887.372; May 12; Sp. p. 2109; Dr. pp.

VitSn'd.'irc''."soulhlht^s, England. Ster«ot>-ping-machine. No. 887.373; May 12. S£^p. 2122; Dr pp. 446-8 ; Oaz. vol. 134
;_ p.^370.

vnnan.l, R. C, South Shields, England. Casting of curved stereotype-plates. No. 887,732; May 12; Bp. p.

vol. 134, p 490.

Crocker, Mo. Pump. No. 88«,airt; May .'>; Sp p lUU: Dr p 244: G,i7,. vol 134; p. 191.
,, r . i>„

Crookston, Minn., asslfjuor, by mesne aasignments. to Indiana Manufa. luring Company, Indianapolis, Ind. l^eu-

No W.571; May 26; Sp.p 4500; Dr. pp.aSS-^; Gaz vol 134; p 824

San Framisco. Cal Clothea-hanger No. h86,41:. May .'.. .-^i). p IW2: Dr. p. 244; Qnz. vol. 134; p. 191.

Uiui'^. Mo. Wall-regi.ster. No. a»,463; May S: Sp. p. 242; Dr. pp. SO-l; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 45.

(See Ruse. C L. assigsor.i _ , . .„. o^..
No 888,683; May X. Sp p. 4744; Dr. p KXW; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 8bl.

No. S,v<..}.s(1; May 19; Sp. p. 408>*. Dr p <«>3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 728._

2822; Dr. pp. 556-7; Oaz.

Sp. D. .illt); Dr pp lOMTi 1

\ . Bobbin-carrier for se^

., Gaz. vol 134; p. 918.

wmg-machuies. No. 888,684; May 26; 8p.

s88,tV93; May 28; Sp. p. 4763; Dr. p. 1014; Gax. vol. 134. p. 864.

Anquist. 1' J. Chicago, 111. Fireproof door. No. 888,86.'^; May 26,

\n8chiltz, P . assignor of one-half to O. Bickelhaupt, New York, N.

p 4745; Dr p 1009; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 881,

Vnthonv. E W. See Rollins. C. H., as^gnor.)

.\.pfel, R. L (See Merriman and Apfel

Aranguren y Bustinza. V.. New York. N Y Paint-machine. No
Arcade Manufacturing Company. (Sef^ Morgan. C. assignor., „_„, vi<, a«ii ts-v uav io- <5n
.Vrrastrong^ A. H., Schenectady, N. Y., Msignor to General Electric Company. Sliding current-coUector. No. 888,382, Ma> 19, Sp.

Arrastrong.'^rv C, and *\V.^P. Fitzgerald, Princess Anne. Md. Combined spike-extractor and rail-Ufter. No. 887,374; May 12; 8p.

Ar^mit^iig,' I.,^L.mdon,*England\'*''\\W«ratu9 for the manuiactun^ of coke and gas. No. 888,136; May 19; Sp. p. 3630; Dr. pp. 760-1;

\mo1d!"c. E./as^signorto E I.du PontcteNemours Powder Company, Wilmington. Del. Lixiviating apparatus. No. 888,685; May26;

Sp p' 474b, 'Dr. p 1009, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 862.
r^ ^., ^ , ,-,. „„

Vrthur -S D Ethelsvilfe, .Ma, Log-tuener No. SSfi.giS; May 5. Sp p ll»i5: Dr. p 245. Gaz vol 134;_p. 191.

Vsch VS New York, N. Y. Ladder. No. ^88.383; May 19; Sp. p. 4093. Dr. p. )*.4; Gaz. vol. 134, p. ,29.
, »'«

Aschenbrerlner. A., Berlin. Germany, a-nHgnor to .Vmericaii Thermos Bottle Company, Brooklyn, N. \ . DouMe-walled vessel. No.

VsT'u.^'w.,'somervUle^'Maa.s., ass^'or to' Warren Brothers Company, Charleston, W. Va. Heater and drier. No. 887,906; May 19;

Sp. p. :n99: Dr. pp. 673-3; Qaz. vol. 134; p. 57»3.

Vslibv H M., Chicago, IH. Filter-plate. No. 886.464; Mav 5; Sp. p. 244; Dr. p. 51; Gaz. vol 134; p. 45.

\»hei= P Sew Orleans. La. Distilling apparatus. No. 888,087; May 26; Sp. p. 5.553; Dr, p. 11.80; Gs

Aihlev, F. M., rtoi. See Cad well. E. B.. assignor.

A.shle'y, T , Louth, England. Rotary engine No, 886.919; May o; .-p, p, llhfi. Dr. p 24.-,. Gaz^ vol_ 1.34 p. 192.

V«keli, II.. \V. Jackson, and F. Pietila, gverett. Wash. Mail-bag catcher and deliveivr. No. 88.. 1.6; May 12; 8p. p. 1048. Dr. p. 350,

Gaz.' vol' 134. p. 303.

.\8man, J. fSee BaUlargeon, R.. aaslgnor.) ,.,„.,- nr« /- , lo. ««
Aste, W, A.. S.iuth Lebanon. Ohio. Farm-gate. No. 887.177; May 12; .5p p. 1650; Dr^p. S.SO; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 303.

Astrom. ,1., Milwaukee. Wis. Condensiqg apparatus. No. 886.46,=>. May 5. sp. p. 246, Dr p. 51: Oaz vol. 1.34, P- «•

Vtchison J. R.. and C R. Weymouth. :3an Francisco, Cal System of regulation for oil-burmng plants No. 886.466. May b. sp. p.

2>8; Dr. pp. 51-3; Gaz. vol. 134, p, 46.

Ateliers de Co

Jar. vol. 134; p. 992.

(.See Nardin. O , as><ignor.1WU1BI!. .ac « onstnx>tions Mik-aniques Ci«Devant Ducommun, Firm of,

Atkins. F.C. (S»>e Taylor and McClellat, assignors.) (Reissue.; ^ „ .
, , ..

Atkinson. C C, liawkinsvllle, Ga. Wiir^-atretcher. No, 886.920; May 5; Sp. p, 1168. Dr, p. 246; Oaz, vol. U4; p^ W-,

Vtkinson, C. J., Milwaukee, Wis. Gas-producer. No. 887,300; May 12; Sp, p. 1966; Dr. p. 413; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 345.

Vtklnson, F. H. (See Higglns, Davis, and Atkinson, i „ ,o,-. /-<_. „„i
Atkinson! H. S.. Weehawfen, N. J., ass^or to Hayward Company. Chain. No. 889,170; May 26; Sp. p. o762; Dr. p. 121 G Gai. vol.

Vtkins^n, W,' R., New York, N. Y. 3wttch-ba*e. No. 887.907; Mav ly, Sp, p. 3203; Dr.p, t,73;jlaz vol l.i4, p, 57".

\.tki88, A., and D. C. Carson, PhlladelpUia, Pa. Dental plugger. No, >i8H,455; May V,: -Sp. p, 42»)1; Dr. p, ',t02; Gaz. vol. i.$4, p. ,83.

Atlanta UtUity Works Inc. (See Gebhvt, J. C. aaalgnor.;Vtlanta UtUitv Works Inc. (See Gebhvt, J. C. aaalgnor.;

A.uberlin. G., U. S. Navy. Flexible met*Uic vehicle-wheel. No. 887.567; May 12; Sp. p. 2522; Dr. p. Ml; "ja^ vol- ^^- P «<

\ubrey A. J.. Meriden, Conn. Fore-atock fastener for firearms. No. 887.568; May 12; Sp. p. 2524, Dr p. 532; Oaz vol. 134;

. ..w„:. » t xM^^A^^ f'.,„T, *.,. ,.„.»u. .hAii_ou>ptr.r forfimarms No. 887,569; May 12; Sp p. 2,525; Dr. p. .532; Oaz. vol 1 ^4:

435.

p. 435
Aubrey, A. J.. Meriden, Conn. Autimatk: shell-ejector for firearms

.\ug, Goertz & Co. (See Eigen. B. vom. aMipior.i

\ugir, W. B.. trustee, H al. (See Bowe*. T. F., awlgnor.)

August Goertz & Co. (9m Elgen. B. votn. aaalgnor.)

\uto Machine Works Company, (See Williams and Grant, assignors.)

\uto-Manual Piano Action Company. (See Wuert, P., Jr.. assignor.)

.\utomatlc Device Company. (See Clay, H.. assignor.)

Automatic Pencil Sharpener Company. (See Spengter, C. C, aasignor.j

Automatic PulverlEer Com^ny. (See L«wli and Stecber, aasignors.)

Automultlgraph Co. (See Hutchea, B. F., Jr., assignor.)

Autoplano Company. (See Danqoard, T.. aaalgnor.)

Avery ManulacturlngCoinp*ny. (See Bartholonvew, J B., assizor.)
Avram-Leet Engineering Company. (See Avram. M. H., awlgnor. i ..^ „^ ., ^ a^ ^
\^T^,^R°I^Ka^U> Aviii^.Leet Engineering Compcny, New York, N. Y. Weighing apparatus. No 888.572; May 26; Sp. p

A^,^: fe.?S2S^r uf A^-SU Engineering Comply. New York, N. Y. Kiln. No. 888.573; May 26; Sp. p. 4504; Dr. pp

»64-^; Om. voTm; p. 83&
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Ayr«8. P., Ooean Side. N. Y. Trap. No. 887.570; May 12; Sp. p. 2526; Dr. p. 632; Gar. vol, 134; p. 436.

B, F, Barne.i Compiinv ''See Barnes, B, F . assignor.)

BabU". K B , Sun Jom ( «) Air-(onii)r.ssor No. 887.571; May 12; Sp. p. 2527; Dr. p. 532; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 436.

Babbitt K M M ,<.. .Vfurrav and Babl.itt,

Babbitt. H. V,. oklabomii. oklu (Ottoii-pickfr. No. 887,178: Mav 12; Sp. p. 1661; Dr. p. 351; Gaz. vol. 134; n, 303.

MalK-.Kk, G
,
a.fsignor to M. E. Lewis. Rochester. N. Y. Signaling system. No. 887,748; May 19; Sp. p. 2viy, Dr. p. 60C; Gaz. voL 134;

p .t22

HalKfxk, G. B, and G. H., Cleveland, Ohio. Horizontally-pivoted window. No. 888,215; May 19; 8p. p. 8775; Dr. p. 792; Gar. vol. 134;

p. tiT.i.

Bat)cock, G. H. (See BaUock. G. B. and O. H.> „ « ^ ,.
Backlund. D , assignor of one-hall to P, J. Russell. Bemidji, Minn, Garment-supporter. No. 887,025: May 5; Sp. p. 1365; Dr. p.

290; Gaz. vol i:j4: p 226

Hader. <; A., a.-wignor to E Kirstein Sons Company, Rochester. N. Y. Spring-bridge. No. SSR 467: May 5; Sp. p. 252; Dr. p. 53; Gar.

vol, i:t4: p, 47,

Hadische Anilin 4 .>v.<la Fabrik, (See Julius. P,, assignor "

Badische Anilin A- ,Soda Fat>rik. (.S«> Stiegelmann and D<>hn»>l. assignors.)

Haer J Now York, N, Y. Wrapp«T for braid and similar articles. No. 888.686; May 26; Sp, p, 47.%; Dr, p. 1010; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 862.

Bagbv, .1, W , Wichita, Kans. Pump, No s.'vs,.574: May 26; Sp. p. 450t>; Dr. p. 955; Gaz. vol. 134; p. '•2;-..

Ballev. A B,, Robinson. Ill, Pumping-iflck, No. 887.672; May 12; Sp. p. 2529; Dr. p. 533; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 436.

Hailfv B, L , (in-.Hst,.n, Ga, Kitchen-rmk, No. 888,2»6; May 19; Sp. p. 3929; Dr. p. 827; Gar. vol. 134; p. 702.

Bailev K R Clarinda, lown ( reHii-<*ej>arator, No. 886.921; Mav 5; Sp. p, 1170; Dr. p. 246; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 193,

Baillargwin, R,. assignor of .im-half to T. Asnian, Port Huron. Mich. Brush-handle. No. 889,088; May 26; Sp. p. 5556; Dr. p. 1180;

Gaz, vol i.34; p, 992,

Bailv G 1), Richmond. Ind Billet -loop. No. 886.575: Mav 5: Sp, p, 4.^7: Dr. p. 97: Oaz vol l.'^4: p, 84.

Bainl. 11 D . a.ssignor to Saint (lair Motor Co., Detroit, Mich. Explosive-engine. No. R.^7.749, May 19; Sp. p. 2876; Dr. p. 606; Oar.

vol. 1.34; p. 523,

Baker A K . Augusta. Ark, Pin. No, 887.573; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2530; Dr. p. 533; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 436.

Bak.-r. C. A , as.signor to Sterling Whevlbarrow Company, Mllwaukpe, Wis. VNTn>elbarrow-clip, No. 8.88,055; May 19; Sp. p. 347,; Dr.

p 72H: (Jaz, vol 134; p, i>24.

Baker. C. A., assignor to Sterling Whtvlbarrow Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Wheelbarrow. No. 888.210; May 19; Sp. p. 3777; Dr.

p, 792; (Jaz, V(v|. 134, p (17,').

Baker. D . Philadelphia. Pa Fuel-feeding mechanism for gas-producers. No. 886,672; May 5; Sp. p. 662; Dr. pp. 137-8; Oar. vol.

1.34. p, 113

Balken, L K . Aljjena, Mich Bait-holder. No. 886.337: May 5; Sp. p. 2; Dr. p. 1: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 3.

Ball, Albert, a.s.-lgnor to Sullivan Machinery Companv, Claremont. N. H. Drill-support. No. 887.301; May 12; Sp. p. 1967; Dr. p.

413; Gaz, vol. \M. p, .345. „^
Ballinger H , Marion, Ind. MoM for posts. No sS^.(*'\

: Mav 26: Sp. p. 55S»; Dr, p, US\: Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 992.

Bandle E C L.^wistown. Ill, Clod-crusher, N. >^s<< ir.'d. Mav 26; Sp. p. 55.58; Dr, p. IIKI; (^,az. vol. 1.34; p. 992.

BarU>r, G, W , .-^t H.xsigmir of oii.whalf to W Blackstock, Jacksonburg, W. Va. Rotary reaction-motor. No. 888,415; May 19; Sp.

p. 417,'); Dr \< vM, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 740,

Barbieri, C Chlrago. lU, S*-al, No, >vs7,7.tO; Mav 19; Sp, p. 2878; Dr. p. 606; Oar. vol. 134; p. 523.

Barby, (". P., Sh.'V.'nn.', N D, Apparatus for .shieUling vehicles from dust. No. 887,908; May 19; Sp. p. 3204; Dr. p. 673; Gar. vol.134;

Ban-lay, J. C, New York. N. Y Automatir telegraph-transmitter. No. 886.339; May 5: Sp p X; Dr p. 2; Gaz, vol 134: p 4.

Barclay. J, C . assignor to Western I'nlon Telegnipn Company, New York. N. Y. Printing-telegraph. No. 886,338; May 5, Sp. p.

3; Dr p. 1. Gaz vol 134, p, 3, »

Barker C, I, .1 . David Citv. NVbr Rake, Ni), !S87.054; May 12; Sp. p. 1427; Dr. p. 302; Oar. vol. 134; p. 263.

Barkhausen. ('., rt al. i Sei' Wolf. F.. a.s.signor. >

Barklev. L M . rt nl 'See Bameft. J B assignor.) ^ , .„. ^^
Barmorr. N. 1... Chicago. 111. Ca.skct-handl.-. No. Nv>.77h; May 36; Sp. P. 4930; Dr. pp HW)-1: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 890.

Barnard. I)., as.signor to Barnard Li>rbt and Ibat Company. I^os Angeles, Cal. Ac«nylcnt^pas-burn.T clt'aner. No. 888,777; May 26;

Sp. p. 4931. Dr. p. la'il. <;az vol, 134; p, S91.

Barnard Light and Heat i Ompanv i S.f Barnard, D.. assignor.)

Barmlt C K ami W I, Miller. Columbus. Ohio. VehiiU-.seat. No. 888,778; May 26; Sp. p. 4934; Dr. p. 10.^1 ; Gaz. vol. 1,34: p. .891.

Bamdt C F and W. R Johnston, r,,|imibu,s < »hio Wind-shield No. 887.179; May 12; Sp. p. lavi; Dr. p .3,-.2; Gaz vol. 134; p. ,3fW.

Barms. B. K.. assignor to B F. Barn.'s Company, Rockford, 111. Drilling-machine. No. 887.909; May 19; Sp. p. 3206; Dr. p. 074; Gaz.

vol 134 p .""7

Banics. ( o . a.ssigiior to Barnes Gear Company, Oswego, N. Y. Controller. No. 887,180; May 12; Sp. p. 1667; Dr. p. 352; Gaz. vol.

134 p ,3<»4

Bamivs E D . Tarboro. S C Tooth-brush No 887.181; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1658; Dr. p. 352; Oaz. vol, 134; p. .305.

Barnes. F W . and M B Pimnett, assignors tn Eastman Ko.lak Company. Rochester, N, Y Photographic developing apparatus.

.No SN7.(C..'i, May 12; Sp, p 142<.); Dr y ,3«rj. i.az, vol. 134, p. 264.

Bami's (it'ar Conpativ (.'n«v Banies, ( o. assignor.) ^ .^^ „ ^ ^ ,,„„
Barrrs, I c

. assignor of fiftv-one one-hundredths to B. F. Lare, Philadelphia, Pa. Rotary engine. No. 889.092; May 26; Sp. p. ,5560;

Dr. p. 11H2. (iaz. vol. i:M; p. 9»r2.
^ , „^

Barnes. M A . Elmira. N. Y Spraving-norzle. No. 887 ..302; May 12; Sp. p. 1960- Dr. p. 413; Gaz. vol. 134; p^ 346.

Barnes K A . Baltimore, and C. 11 White. Sparrows Point. Md. Belt-buckle. No. 8OT,453; May 12; Sp. p. 2287; Dr. p. 480; Gaz. vol.

Baniet't. ' B assignor of two-thinls to L. M. Barkley and J W Davis, Fort Worth, Tex. Portable hitching-block. No. 887,026;

Miiv.">, .S|> p i:<tiT, Dr. p. 290; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 227.

Bamelt. \N . J, Jr. (.See Crouse and Barnett.)
, _„ ^^ -o-

Barney, F. P.. Chartlcy, assignor of on.-half to C. D. Lyons, Manslicld, Mass. Jewelry. No. 8X8,056; May 19; Sp. p. 34.8; Dr. p. .2'.';

Barney, F P ,'chartlev, a.ssigiior of one-half to C. D. Lyons, Mansfield, Mass. Bracelet and neck-chain. No. 888.057; May 19; .Sp. p.

34N(>;" Dr p 729; Gaz" vol 134; p n24
• ^. vt ««> ..,^

Barr, J M . Pittsburg, Pa,, assignor to Westinghouse Elwtric & Manufacturing Company. Dynamo-elect nc machine. No. 888,466;

Mav 26: Sp, p 4262; Dr. i>. 902: Gaz. vol, 1.34: p. 783.

Barr.' J. V . Aih.IIo. Pa .Niit-l.xk No. SH7.574; May 12; Sp. p. 25:^1; Dr. p, 5;«- Gaz, vol 134; p, 4.36.

Barrett, W F , Chicago, 111. Fountain-pen. No. 888,9.5.5; May 26; Sp. p. 5322; Dr. p. 1129: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9.50.

Barrow. R B . R(*d Level. Ala Stump-puller. No H8S.29<., Mav 19; Sp. p. Sft'O; Dr p, S27; Gaz vol, 134; p 7(r2,
"

Huiicvoomb lining for tiib«-mill8 and similar grimiinp and crushing machines. No. 887,676; May
vol l.H; p 4:c

Rotary fan. No. 888,575; May 26; Sp. p. 4509; Dr.

Barrv. II I' Waihi. New Zealan.l

12; Sp, p. i'i.Ci; Dr,np .V13 4; <iaz
. .

Barth, A,, and J, L, Mautcr: said Sauter assignor to J. F. Prehn. Syracuse. N. Y
p 5t.V>; <iaz. vol, i:m. p 82.5,

. ,, , .. ^, .,

Barthol P P St Paul, Minn .a.ssignor. by mesne assignments, to .^.merican Turning & Sewing Machmetorapany. Machine lor mak-
ing tabs No .S87.0.S*); Mav 12, Sp p. 14:jl; Dr, pp :«W-4. (iaz, vol, 134. p 204. ,^ , „ .. ,, ^ ,r,~r. -r.

Bartholomew, J, B . Peoria. 111., as? gnor to .\verv Manufacturing Company. Traction-engine. No. 887,303; May 12; Sp. p. 19,0; Dr.

p. 414; Gaz. vol 134, p. .346. ^, ^ ^ v, xr r> . . v v..

Bartholomew. W .. Chicago, III., assignor to Trov Laundrv Machinerj- Company, Limited. Troy, N. Y. Circulating wa.shing-machlne.

No. )«S,.'>76: Mav 26; Sp. p. 4.V)9; Dr. p. 956; Oaz, vol. 134, p. H26.

Barton. T. (See kcGhie, T. B.. assignor.)

Bartram. W B . Danbiirv, Conn, Coin-<'ontrolled machine for measuring the heights of persons. No. 887,994; May 19; Sp. p. 3367;

Dr, p, 707. Gaz, vol, 134, p tiU'.

Baach. D,, New York, N, V
Baasell. J Y . and F. C Bit.... >. ,. •. r--- - ~. —^- -^ .. _, _ . ., , „ cc^ r»
Bassett, I. S., assignor of forty-nine one-hundredths to P W . Fair, Pittsburg, Pa. Card-record. No. 886,753; May 5; Sp. p. 856; JJr.

Bastian. C. L., assignor to Bottlers Machinery Manufacturing Company. Chicago, 111. Bottle-filling machine. No. 888,577; May 26;

Sp p. 4512. Dr. p. 956; Gaz. vol. 1,34. p. 826. ^ _ o<.c -rr.. «
Bastian, W. J . and F. Granitz. Chicago, lU., assignors to American Cutlerj- Company. Cutlery-grinding machine. No, 886,754; May

o, Sp p, 857: Dr, pp 17K-9: Oaz vol. 134; p, 142

Batchelor, J, P . «< aZ, (See Sieben, H. assignor,
Bateman, C A,. Washington, D, C, Tent-pole, No, 888.137; May 19; Sp, p. 3634; Dr. p 701; Gar. vol 134; p. 650

Bateanan, M. (See Fuller and Bateman,
. ^, ^ „,, ,, ^, „ .„. _, _

Battlstonl, R., Ancona, and R. Roteill, Venice, Italy. Manufacture of oxycarbld of barium. No. 888,956; May 2r* .Sp. p. 6324; Dr. p.

1130; Gar. vol. 134; p. 950.

p, 707. Gaz, vol, 134; p tiW

1. D,, New York, N, Y, Dress-shield, No 887,454; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2288; Dr. p. 480- Gaz. vol. 134; p. 39t.,

•II. J Y . and F. C Blenkner, Columbus. Ohio (Jun-sight No, 886.7.'J2; May 5. Sp. p. 855; Dr. p. 177: Ga/. vol. i;}4. p, 142.

tt, I. S,, assignor of fortv-nine one-hundredths to P W . Fair, Pittsburg, Pa. Card-record. No. 886,753; May 5; Sp. p. 856; I
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No. 887,057; May U; Sp. p. 1435, Dr. pp. JiH-o, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 266." " "' ' ' Dr p. 4M0; Gaz. vol U4; p. 39t.
Biiudendistle, L.. Denver, Colo. ABaAy-tufatcn.
Bauer. H .\ , L»n»downe, Pa. Elect ric-1 ifht ftxture. . No. 887,455; May 12; Sd p. 2289;

riauke, K . Bt-rlm. Germany. Producing Ois. No. 887,058; May 12, Sp. p 143t); Dr p :«>5, ('.a/., vol UH. p. 2<»o.

Bniir. V . Wt-ingarten, Germany. Peramwilator. No. 886,922; May 5, ^p. p. 1172; Dr. p. 246; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 193.

lUiiscb 4 Lomb Optical Company. (See fatteraon, W. L., aasignor.i

Bavas. S , Los Anjfelea. Cal. Railway-signal. No. 887,576; May 12; Sp. p. 2533; Dr. p. 534; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 437.

Bayles, L. C. iSee Hellman and Baylee.)

Beal. C. .v.. I.vnn. Maas. Trousers stretchiiig and pressing device. No. 88;,751, May 19; Sp. p. 2880; Dr. p. 607; Oax. vol. 134; p. 624.

Beal, F .V . assignor to Beal <t Hanscom, Baverhill, Mass. Shoe. .No. )«7,456; May 12; 8p. p. 2290; Dr. p. 481; Gaz. vol. 1.J4; p. 397.

B«*l A HHntw-om. ( 3«; Deal, F. A., assignor.)
B«'«man. H. S<>e Lucas, J. E., assignor. i

B»'an, M.. as-signor to J. J. Gillette, Cortlaad, N. Y. Insecticide. No. SS6.341); May 5; Sp. p. 10. Gaz. vol. 134; \> 4.

Beard, B. N., Shelton, Conn. Road and laaking same. No. 888,864; May 28, Sp. p. 511H; Dr. p. 1091; Oa*. vol. 134. p. 918.

Beasle^, M M . San Bernardino, CaJ. Punching and spacing machine. No. 887,910; May 19; Sp. p. :cn7, Dr. pp. 674-^; Gaz. vol. 134;

p 5.

.

Beattie, J , Pendleton, near Manchester, England. Stopping-gear for <>«wing-machines. No. 8«f*,9.';7; May 36; Sp. p. 5326; Dr. p. 11.10

Gaz. vol. 134, p. 950.

Becherer, G. C. (See Flarders, II. M. \., Msignor.'
B^hman, H. F., a.ssignor to Duplex Printing Press Company, Battle Creek, Mich. Multicolor-printing pn-s*. No. 888,384, May 19,

Sp. p. 409.5; Dr p. 864; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 729.

Beck, .\. P , Oakland, and F. H. TeJtschlk, Weimar, Tex. Shoe-protector .No. 887,752; May 19; Sp. p. 2883, Dr. p. 607; Qaz. vol. 134;

p. 524.

Beck, M \.. Milwaukee, Wis. Casting-ro4. No. 887.753; May 19; Sp. p 2884; Dr. p. 607; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 524.

B^ker, J . assignor to Fried. Krupp .^ktiengesellschaft, Essen-on-the-Kuhr, Germany. Gun. No. 886,576; May 5; Sp. p. 4.W; Dr. p.

98, Gaz. vol. 134; p. **4.

Beckwith Box Toe Company. /See Grant, R. P , assignor
B.'ckwith, M , assignor to T. S. Boyd, New York, N. Y. Upright-piano action. .No. 886,341; May 5; Sp. p. U; Dr. p. 2; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 4.

Bt^rkwith Organ Companv, Incorp<irated fSee Hill, R. S., assignor
Bt^lford, F. W.. Oak Park, 111. Jar-closur«. .No. 886,342; May 5; Sp. p. 11. Dr. p. 2; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 4.

Bt'hner. .V S.* Bellows and Behner
B»»hrens. P., Leipzig Lindenau, Germany. Knife-aharpening machine. No. 887,754; May !•; Sp. p. 2886; Dr. p. BOS; Oaz. vol. 134;

p J2o
Beldam Packing A Rubber Company. (See Robinson, G. H., assignor.)

Belden. R K . Cleveland, Ohio. Carbonmdum-disk-truing device No. 887.069; May 12; Sp. p. 1438; Dr. p. 306; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 306.

Betding A Frankim Machine Co. (See We&er, W. L., aasignor.)

Bell, E. II , Chicago. 111. Tie-plate driver. .No. 887,377; May 12; Sp. p. 2145, Dr. p 449, (Jaz. vol. 134, p 371.

Bell, 11, M.. Hoii.ston. Tex. Combined njhber dam and tooth-backmg punch. .No. sxhJVT, .May 19; Sp p. .3931; Dr. p. 82"; Gaz. vol.

134; p. 702,

Bell. v. C . New York, N. Y Tooth-brush. No. 888,138: May 19; .Sp. p. .3«i;r7; Dr. p. 762; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 650.

Bell. W H . Huntsville. .\1h Machine for wrapping grafts. No. >4S6,923; May 5; Sp. p 1173; Dr. p. 247, Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. U»4.

Bt^lii.sa & Morcom. (Se*- Jiide, \.. assignor.

B.llows. B. F. and \. Behner. Cleveland. Ohio; said Behner assignor to said Bellows. Tflcgraph in.^tniment. No. 88«),755; May 5;

Sp. p. 861. Dr p. 179; Gaz. vol. 134; p. IC
i>rni», G. C, assignor to Nail-L«»a Cushion Heel-Seat Company, Lynn, Mass. Boot and shoe and innersoie therefor. No. 888,083;Berni*. G. C, assignor to Nail-L«»a Cushion Heel-Seat Company, Lynn, 1

Mav '26. Sp. p. 5562; Dr. p. 1182; Gaz vol 134; p. 993.

B^nid'er, R ( ., St. Louis, Mo. Oyster-carrier. No. 888,298; May 19; Sp. p.

Benjamin, D. H., Lebanon, Pa. Dampentng-machine. No. 887. 75.^, May 1

tt, C. \., Dover, N. J. Tvp«Kwriting machine. No. 888,457: Mav 26. Sp. p. 426.3. Dr. pp. W2-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 784.

tt, F., New York, N. Y. Sofa-bed. No. 888,865; May 26; Sp. p. 5119: Dr. p. 1091. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 919.

3932; Dr p. 827; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 702.

19; Sp. p. ^SMh, Dr p liOh; Gaz vol 134; p. 536.

B>'n'jamin, G. H., New York, N. Y , assignor to Coe Brass Manufacturing Company Container for ext rusiou-n;a<liine«. No. 867,717;

May 12; Sp. p 2790; Dr. p. 589; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 484.

Benjamin, o H , New York, N Y., assignor to Coe Brass Manufa<turing Company Extrusion-machine. No 887,718; May 12; Sp. p.

2791; Dr. p. 590; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 484.

Benfamin, G il, .New York, N. Y.. assignor to Coe Brass Manufacturing Company. Extrusion-machine. No. 888,299, May 19; Sp. p.
• 3934; Dr. p 82x; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 703.

Bennett
Bennett,
B^'unftt, G M . Kenosha, Wis. Unio«i<iinjCarid transferring apparattis So SH»i.46»; May 5; .Sp. p. 254; Dr. p. 63; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 47.

B'-anftt. S S*ie Lammers and Bennett.)
Benson, F. S.. Jr. (See Stiles and Benson.)
Berardini, M., New York, N. Y. Code message. .No. S89,094, May 26, Sp. p. 5564. Dr. pp. 1183-3; Gtu. vol. 134; p. 993.

Berardim, M., .New York, .N. Y. Code message. No. 889,095. May 26. Sp. p. .t.t67, Dr. p. 1183, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 99.3.

Berg, C, New York. N Y. Shrubbery-c-utter. No. 888,068, May 19; Sp. p. 3482, Dr. p. 729; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 624.

Berg. E. See Camptiell, .\. J., a-tsiguor

B'-rgfn Point Iijin \Vorks. : Sef Smith, .K,, assignor.) y
Bf>nrman, J , rt a/. (See Ruse, C. L.. assignor.)
Bergmann Elektricitats Werke .\.ktienges«lschaft. (See Hisstnk, J., assignor.)

Berlin Machine Works. (See Stevens, B. 0., assignor.)
Bern, E. .V (See Harold. J. J . a-ssignor »

B.'msU'in. .^ , New York, N. Y. Buttonhole-tape. No. 886,924; May 5; Sp. p. 1175; Dr. p. 247; Gar. vol. 134; p. 194.

Bernstein, H. See Bem.stein, L. and H.)
B.Tnstein. L ani H . New York, N. Y. .\rtlflcial tooth. No. 887. .>77, May 12; Sp. p. -2534; Dr. p. 534; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 437.

Bernstein Manufacturing C^impany. (SeeHolden, G., assignor.)
Berrenberg. K , Boston. Ma.ss. Rotary pienp. .No. 888,779; Mav 2»i; Sp. p. 4935: Dr. pp. 1051-2; Gar. vol. 134; p. 891.

Berrv, W. D., New Brighton, Pa. Sand-molding apparatus. .No vC.7.56, May 19: Sp/p. 2888; Dr. p. 609; Gar. vol. 134; p. 525.

Borry-, W. D., New Brighton, Pa. .\ppar«tus for making tubular sand con>8. >fo. 887,757; May 19; 8p.p.2890; Dr. p. 009; Gaz. vol.
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Berry, W.*n., New Brighton, Pa. Apparatus for making sand corrs. No. 887,758; May 19; Sp. p.2882; Dr. p. 610; Gar. vol.134; p. 528.

Berry-WoiHl Piano Player Co. (See WixkI, F. W., assignor.;
perthelm, .V. (See Ehritch and Bertheim.j
Besaon and Company. i^S** Edwards, T. C-, assignor.)
Best, E., et ai. (See Best, W. N., assignor.)
Best, J. II , et al. (See Best, W. N., asslgaor.)
Best, W. .N., Los .Vngeies, Cal., assignor to J. H. and E. Be^t, Quincy, III. Forging and riveting furnace. No. 887,182; M*y 13; Bp.

p. 1660; Dr. p. 352; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 305.

Betts, C. L., assignor to R. E. Dietr Com|>any, New York, N. Y. Tubular Ismp. No. 888,139; May 19; Sp. p.3«^; Dr. p. 782; Oar.
vol. 134; p. 650.

Betts, E. D , and E. Vandenberg, Lancaster, N. Y. SeAling-cap for bottles. No. ,886,925; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1176; Dr. p. 247; Oa^, voL 134;

p. 194.

Beuttell, .\. W. New York. N. Y. lUiimiOating device. (Reissue) No. 12.795; Mav 26; Sp. p. .578:j; Dr. p. 1225; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1024.

Sevan, E. J , High Bridge. N J. Dredge. No. 886,343; May 5; Sp. p. 12; Dr. p. 3; Gaz vol. 134; p. 5.

Bevlll, C, Rushnell, Fla. Irrigating system. No. 887,911; May 19; Sp. p. 3208; Dr. p. 675; (iaz. vol. 134; p. .578.

Bewsic, W. W., .Newark. N. J. Skeleton Waist. No. 888,069; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3484, Dr. p. 729; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 625.

Beyer, D. S., Edgewoo<l Park. Pa. Hanger for electric wires. No S»i7,578; May 12; Sp p 2.y«i; I>r p. Kia. Gaz. vol. 1.34. p 4.37

Beyrle, .\ , Los .\.ngele8,<'al. Casing woodm moldings, Ac, with metal. No. 887,995; .May m; Sp. p .3360; Dr. p. 7iC; Gaz. vol. 1.14: p. 606.

Bianchi, J., assignor of one-half to S C. Wood, Toronto, Ontano, Canada. Photographic film for davlight loading. No. 886,673, May
5; Sp. p. 665; Dr. p. 138; Gaz. vol 134; p. 114.

Bianchl, J., assignor of one-half to 8. C. wood, Toronto, Ontario, Canada Life-motion-picture apparatus. No. 886,674, May 5; Sp.
p. 667; Dr. p. 139; Gar. vol. 134; p. 114.

Bichel, C. E., Hamburg. Germany. Explosive. No. 887,027; May 5; Sp. p 1368; Gar. vol. 134; p. 227.

Bickelhaupt. G. (See Ajuchatr, P., aaaignor
Biddle A. W.. Philadelphia. Pa. Footwear. No. 888,458; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4267, Dr. p 903; Qaz. vol. 134, p. 7H4

BiJtel, O. J. «<ai. (See Wolf. F., aaaignot)
Bi-^la, v., Pann* MarU, Tex. Hay-pnM. "No. 888,140; May 19; 8p. p. 3640; Dr. pp 762-3. Gar. vol. 134; p. 661.

Bigford, A. ¥ . Duniap, Warh. Boot and ttioe cleaning stand. No. ffi«,756; May 5; Sp. p. 866; Dr. p. 180; Gar. vol. 1.34. p. 143.

Bliek. A.. Chicago, IlL RaUway-awltoh. No. 887,188; May 13; Sp. p. 1663; Dr. p. 363; Oar. vol. 134; p. 306.

Billings, C. F, Zion aty, 111. SUtlOTi-lndfcator. No. 887,579; May 13; Sp. p. 2Kt7; Dr. p. 535; Gar. voL 134; p. 438.

AIJMI.AHETK'AL LIST OF PATENTEES.

BlUman, W. A.. Colorado Springs, Colo. Automatic card-prlnUng press. No. 887,733; May 12; Sp. p. 2827; Dr. p. 557; Gar. vol. 134;
p. 490.

Bing. .T assignor of one-half to C. J. Holton, Detroit, Mich. Trick cigar. No. 887.769; May 19; 8p. p. 2894; Dr. p. 610; Gar. vol. 134;
p. 51*1

Blrd8«'y-SoTuers Company. (See Dot>llttle, J. E., assignor.)
liishop, 11 K. (S^-*' .Tiu-obs. C B . assignor.)
Bishop, J. K.. Alton, Mo. Irrigatmg system. No. 888,217; May 19; Sp. p. 3778; Dr. p. 792; Oar. vol. 134; p. 676.
BishopTK' li roiiipHiiy (^^ Bishopric. O. F.. assignor./
BL-ihopnc. G F . .issignor to Bishopric ik Companv, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Wall for packing-cases. No. 886,926; May 5; Sp. p.

1177; Dr p. 247. (ia?. vi>l 1.34; p. 195.
Bi.sscn. I' . .MvM-yville. lowii. Loading uppMrjitu." No KSfi.:;44: Mhv .'i. Sr/ p 14; Dr. p. 3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 5.

Bla<'k. J. L.. ami L. Kipping, St Louis, Mo.; said Black assignor to said Kipping. Grain-separator. No. 887,580; May 12; Sp. p. '2640;
Dr. p. .5.30, Gaz. vol. 134, p 43!s.

Biackiiionv H. S.. Mount Vernon, N. Y. Reducing aluminium and other metals. No. 886,757; May 5; Sp. p. 867; Dr. p. 180; Gaz. vol.
134; p 14(

Bla^kmon'. H. S. Mount Vernon, N. Y. Making cvanids. No 889,090; .May 26; Sp. p. 5569; Dr. p. 1183; Gaz. vol 134; p. 994.
Blackmon-. H S.. .Mount Vernon. N. Y. Making cyanids. .No. 889,097; May 26; Sp p. .'i576: Dr. p. 1183; Gaz. vol 134; p. 994.
HlackinoP', H S

. Mount Venion, N. Y. Winning aluminium or other metals from their compounds. .No. 889. ()9h, Mav 26,

.^:

sp. p.

Y. Foriuic-aldehyde preparation and making .same. No 889,171; May 26; Sp. p. 57.'B; Oar. vol.Blackinore, 11. S.. Mount Venion.
i;U; p. ini<4.

Blackstock, W. i See Barlier. G. W., Sr., assignor.)
Blackwell, G. (See Thomas and Black well.)
Hladworth, G H (See Laiih. G. M.. a.s.signor

HUi'sv. A. I.
, Bn>ok, Ind. Ga.-i-geneniting appiimtus No S««i.46',). May 5; Sp. p. 257; Dr. p. .^4; Gaz. vol.134; p. 47.

Blalsdell. II. ^^ ., Los .Vn^eles. Cal. Overflow-gate. .No. hs7,4.51; May 12; Sp. p. 2285; Dr. p. 480; Gar. vol. 134; p. 39ti.

Blake, (i , et lU. S«-<' Sietn-n. H. assignor.)
Hlake, W. P.. Harvey, a.s!<igiior to Paragon Mfg. Co., Chicago, III. Washing-machine. No. 887,457; May 12; Sp. p. 2291; Dr. p. 481;
Gaz vol. 134; p ,397

Blanchard, A., Hom.<«ey, and II. Wood, Highbury, England. IncAndescent vapor-bumer. No. 887,304; May 12; Sp. p. 1972; Dr. p. 414;
(iaz. vol. 134; p 347.

Blanchard, G. H., South Glens Falls, N. Y. Pulp-flow-box shower device. No. 888,060; May 19; Sp. p. 3485; Dr. p. 730; Gar. vol. 134;
p. 625.

- 1 *- *•
.

Blaii, C IL. and G W Kelly. Columbus, Ga. <'or»^raaking machine. No. 886.927: .Mav 5, Sp p. 1178; Dr p. 24S: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 195.
Blaii, C. H , and G. W. Kelly, Columbus, Oa. .\d)iistahle guide-plate for pat teni -plates, vibrator-frames, gated patterns, and cope-

tlasks No. ,S87,4.V«, May 12; Sp p. 2292; Dr. 4M, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 397.
HIenkner, F. C. 'St«' Ba.ssell ancl Blenkner.i
Blickle, C. O. (8<* Scott and Blickle.)
Bliss. W. L. (See Drake. .1. P.. assigiior.i
Hlodgi'tt. A. L., South Bend. Ind Floor-drnssing machine. No. 886,928; May 5; Sp. p. 1180; Dr. p. 248; Gar. vol. 134; p. 195.
Bloni-ohlicn. K (

S<*' B-.ill and Blom-ohl.sen.
^ ir t- , r

, - *-

Blomstrom Manufacturing ( o. (See Lavignc, .1. P.. assignor.)
Bl(xxi, A.J, Lynn .Mass Reoptac-le for granular or pulverulent materials. No. 887,760; May 19; Sp. p. 2895; Dr. p. 610; Gar. vol.

134; p. 52fi.

Bloom. N. H
,
.Na.shua, Iowa. Hi. ling attachment for agricultural Implements. No. 887,305; Mav 12; Sp p. 1974; Dr. p. 415; Oar. vol.

1.34; p. 347.

BkKimer. S H., .'-u^attle. Wash. Grading and txcavating luarhine. No 887.459: Mav 12; Sp. p 2294; Dr. pp. 481-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 397.
Blumer, F., Kngi, Switzerland. Automatic stop-motion mt*chani.sni for power-loorns. No 8n8,300; Mav 19; Sp.p 3938' Dr dd 828-«:
Gaz. vol 1,34: p 7li;t.

ft- ft^

BobU-rt. A
.
Hanover, and H. Z»\lier, Paderl>orn. Crermany. Breerh-olosing device for guns. No. 886,?Wt; May 5; Sp. p 1181' Dr op

-'4K 'I. Gar vol H4; ^) ]'JS.

Bodde. T.. Westfleld, N.J. Controlling' devic.' for cars. No. 888,416; Mav 19; Sp p. 4177; Dr. pp. 884-5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 741.
B("lde. T

.
Westti.'Id. N. J. Automat i<- cont rolling device forcars. .No. 888,417. .Mav 19; 8p.p.41«0; Dr. pp. 885-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 741

.

Bod^, H. K . Honolulu, Hawaii. Means for n'pairing the felted heads of piano-hammers. No. 888,141; May 19 Sp. p. 3642- Dr d
7t>3; Gaz. vol. Ki4: p. tiSl.

- j f y f

HodendiKk. H W .st l,n>i!s .Mo. Automatic car-fender. No. S8S.578; May 26; Sp. p. 4513; Dr. p. 956; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 827.
Bt>e»cbe. H. (i .>.• .scHr," ari'l Bi)<>.>»clie.

B.>ggs. MM.. I •Hon, N.lir. i.ogKles for hor-«'s. No. 8SS.f,87; .Msv 2fi; Sp. p. 4750; Dr. p. 1010; Gar. vol. !34; p. 8(52.
Hogk, F. ( ., J.J. l>-ach, an<t A. W. Wingender, Milwaukee, Wis. Water-meter. No. 888J218; May 19; Sp. p. 3780, Dr. p. 793; Gaz.

vol. 134; t) ft76.
*- •

HoiliTs iiiuff- tigine«'ring Companv !S«m' Del Mar. H.. assignor.!
Boisvert, J. L., Kankaktie. Hi. f'rate. No. S87.060; Mav 12; Sp. p 1440; Dr. p. 306; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 266.
Bokor, .M., Jerw'v ( ity Heights. N J. Portable partition-wall. No. 887,912; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3210; Dr. p. 676; Gar. vol. 134- D. 578.
Bold, G., Plainheld. .N

.
J. Air-ship. No. H8K,301; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3y;W; Dr. p. 829;Gaz. vol. 134; p. 703.

Boley, H. D., et ai. (S^'e Dickerson, A., assignor.;
Bohnski II I.. New Lomlon Wis. Fniil-picker No. 888.4,59: .Mav 26; Sp p 47rtH; Dr p 904: Gaz. vol. 134- p 7\4
Bond, ( 1. .

Los Angeles, ( al. Automatic weighing-scale. No. s^r.9l3: Mav 19: 8p. p. fell; Dr. p. 67f); (iaz. vol. 134- p. 578.
Bonesteel, A, E., Dejiver, Colo. Kitchen-cabinet. No. 888,142; May 19: Sp. p. 3644, Dr. p. 763; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 651.
Bonsall, S W., New York, .N. Y Trunk-fastener. No. ss>».f«il . Mav 19; Sp. p. 3486; Dr. p. 730; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 625.
Borden f. Condensed Milk Company. (S«>' Marsh and Lanrit, assignors.)
Borgelt, J. F., Moscow Mills, Mo. Horspshtie-calk. No. HiiS/SSH: Mhv 19; Sp. p. 4097; Dr. p. 86.5: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 729.
Borsch. J L.. Jr.. Phiiadelptiia. Pa., assignor, by mesne assigmiifnts, to Krvpt.ok Companv .Manuf/wtunng bifocal lenses. No.

>«7.(r2.H: May :>; Sp n 1370; Dr p 2<d : Gaz vol. 134; p. 227.
Bossert, L W. iS** Bossert, W F. anrl L. W.t
Bossert. W. K. and L. W., assignors to W. F. Bossert Mfg. Co., Utlca. N. Y. .Signal-blade clasp. No. 887,306; Mav 12; Sp. p. 19-/6; Dr.

p. 415; (raz. vol. 134; p. 347.
. ^ t- •

Boston .Machine Works Company. (See Jenning, F. S., assignor.)
Boston Machine \\ orks ( onipanv. (See Lyon, Tl,, assignor.)
Bostwick. W A

,
K.K-hest<T. N Y Cover-fast.^ning for fruit-jars No. 886,9:«i; Msv ,"»; Sp. p. 1183; Dr. p. 249; Gaz vol 134 p 196

Bosworth, t. E., .San Francisco, Cal Wave-power pumping apparatus. No. 886,',«1; May 5; Sp. p. 1185; Dr. pp. 249-50; Gar. vol.
134; p l',i6.

B<ittlers Mai-hinery Manufactiinng Companv, ("S*^ Bastian C. L., assignor.
Boucher, A., Brooklyn, assignor bv mesne assignments, to A. L. Boucher, New York, N. Y. Indlvidual-ciKarette-tippine machine
No. >W7,761. May 19: Sp. p. i,8'.»); Dr. pp. 610-11, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 527.

Boucher, A. L. (.S«v Boucher, .\., assignor.)
Boughn, F. N., Riverside, CaJ. Wheel-tire. No. 888,302; May 19; .Sp. p. 3041: Dr. p. 830: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 704.
Boughton \N

. H, assignor of one-half to L. L. Kropp, Cleveland, Ohio. Sinoking-pipe cleaner. .No.8»«»W8 .Mav 2tj- So p 4751- Dr.
fi. loll), Gaz vol 134; p. V.kl. . > »- 1 .

Bourdett^'. W. C. liunmson. Cole. Amalgamator. No. 889,099; .Mav 26, Sp. p. .Vi93: Dr. pp 1184-5; Gar. vol 134- p 995.
Bowen, G H., Boston. Mass. Closinl-circuit thermostat. So. ss7.in,\: Mav 12: .^p. p 1441; Dr. p. 306; Gaz vol 134- p 2*>6
Bowers, J. M.. and W. R. Close, New York, N. Y. Box-spring. No. sSh„36;i; Mav 19: 8p. p. 3942; Dr. p. 830; Gaz. vol. 134- p. 704.
Bowes, I. h., as.'ignor to U. H. ,\ugir tni«tef\ and J Lvon. Minneapolis, Minn. Knvelop-sejiling niHchine. .No 8X8,460; Mav 26-
Sp. p. 4270; Dr. p. 904; Gaz. vol. 134, n. 7)v^

«- m»
.

, . ,

Bowpy, J. Jr.. London, Ontano, CHniolH Gas-producer. No S88.78(^); Mav 26; Sp. p. 4936; Dr. pp. 1052-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 892
HowUng, J H. Ru.sscllviUe, Ky. Cloth.-s-pounder .No. >Wt'i.f,7.'): .Mav 5; Sp p. 669; Dr. p. 139; (faz. vol 134: p. 114
Bowlus, 11 C. Spnngfleld. Ohio ( oimting-rpgi.ster. .No. ,V«5.7M; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4940; Dr. p. 1053; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 892,Bowman, H. H. (See Hallam, W. J ., assignor.)

' »»-.*-. .1

Boyajean, J. .V, and E S. Cradd.xk, .New York, N. Y.; said Craddock assignor to said Boyajean. Instrument for applying liquid.
No. ,«4s»..«.32; May 5; Sp.p. 1187; Dr p. 2.'iO: Gaz. vol. 134; p 197.

yt
. •€. h

Boyd, 11. G., and W. R. McKay, London, England. i;enerating power-gas. No. 886,577; May 5; Sp. p. 460; Dr. p. 98; Gar. voL 134;

Boyd, J. M., Fond du Lac, Wis. Sling-pulley No. 888.866; May 26; Sp. p. 5121; Dr. p. 1092; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 919.
Boyd. P ( . kS«'e Kean and Bovd.i
Boyd, T, S, (See Beckwith. M.". assignor.)
Boyer, I. H., Muncie, Ind. Boiler-furnace. No. 888,062; May 19; Sp. p. 3487; Dr. pp. 730-1: Gar. vol. 134; p. 626.
Boy^e, J., assignor of one-half to D. T. Wilson, New York, S. Y. Ra<k. No. 886,9i3; May 5; Sp. p. 1188; Dr. p 260; Gaz vol 134;. p
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nr.Tm»«n w I SflAttW Wfv.sh Saw-9^t Vo 8SS 579; May 26; Sp. p. 4514; Dr p. 950; Qwk TOL U4; p 827.

B?ZJbu?y.^ k\. Kn£bv.^'ru,;h (
.^^^^^^ Ca^nl^tn-uVr. No. s& <«., M.yJit 8p. p. 475L'; Dr. pp. 1010-11; Oa.. vol.

134; p. slw.

Ur^ford W K . San ,Ios... Cal. Hor«>-<-(.UHr sweat-pad. No h*7..V<1. May 12; Sp. p. 2542; Dr. p. 536; Gm. vol. 134; p. 438.

Hradlev C C •^vruii*", N V ThilH .HinlmK. Nn V--...57S. May .. .>^p p 461, Dr. p W; (iar vol. 134; p. 85.
, ,^ ^,

5mdW. E.; WashmKtun. L. I . fn-parii't charn-d whi.sky- barrel., for r^uMr No .V^7.375; May 12, 8p^ p^ 213»; Oa. vol. 134; p. 370.

Bradt F F., S,h.T..vUidv. N Y. I'u-tun '-iipport.r Nm s^H.lRV May 5: .M; P 1 '-'l, Dr p 2M. (.a/ vol 1.^4, p 1«8.

Brainard J VV l'itt«iburK, I'a. M.-taliif IJ(M)p. No v*9,l()0; May 2t\ .-^p p. .v«»>; Dr p lljw>. (.ai. vo
.

l.<4, p «».•>.

BmXj^-MoorP.S. .on,!?n, EngUnd. Frtction^-lnuh No. H«h,.=i2;i. May 2.-, -<p p. 4^87, Dr pp vr.V *.; ..az vol U4. p 805.

B?Xn»ir H , .St. Lo.ii.. Mo. M,vluinu-al movement No s«5,7.5*, .May.'.. .•^P P S.O; Dr p l!«.. ' '"'^^ ^ "'
i'*.tJ' u *t- ,•>• «« n •2.i/.-

Brund, O- P-. Ne^ Vork. N. Y. Means for controlling the expression of automatic music-pUyers. No. ««.,J.6, Ma> 12, Sp. p. 2140,

Br^dn;Jdtr W^ilanover, ^a.^'"B.indl.llg-nbbon for cigars. N-. .WH,!4;i May 19. Sp. p. 3*A5. Dr. p. 764; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 661.

Braui: Manufa.tiinng Company. uSee .S<-hirra and V\ .Ikt. assignors

Braun K Glen lUin, N D. tiear conm* tion. No. *«. 101, May 2h, sp. p. oc«. , Dr. p. ll»5.(.a«;. vol. 134 p. W6.
«„ ««.

Bay C W. au(i J i'eat. Pittat^irg. Pa, as^^ipors t.. .\ineruan Tin Plate ComfMtny. Rollmg-mdl fe^l mwhanism. No. 887.WO;

May ri; Sp. p. 2.'4.!. Dr. yp. .'x«> 7. Gaz. r<d. KM. p. 4.<«.

Bj^'^Tu^l-orfthelw ^•''T''f-lushmg-u':;'a;;d';i.'s..t
" V*f":^,470; May 5, Sp. p. '259; Dr. p. 54; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 48.

B^t C kenora (^tano. Canadl idja^table screw conveyer No ss:.:\^: m/v .9: Sp. p _^; Dr. p 611. Gax^ol. 134; p. 527.

flJ^t'o C^Tlumboldt. kan.s. Mad-l.H>;c|ehv..n.r No v.y irj May 2.i, Sp p .^7.>5,
'?I: P, ;'l^' «"• 7« ;

^f'
P. \^- 3^

BrewOT C. \., Soroton Heights, ( onn. \ luversal joint. No ^^, IM. May U. *P- M«^^- l>r- PP *'*'<• ^•"•;"'- ^^ P" **^-

BrSerL. A . -Jr., l incinnatr, Ohio. ( (.op«-age-houp. No. v^7.K-. May 12; Sp. p. 1667, Dr. p. 3^; Oar. vol. 134; p. 3()6.

BrlH?; R. E.. ir^nadrM.sa.'' Apfaratu. for tn-ating timber N- -: m May 12 8d. V^'^^''J^^}^^^^';^'\- Vl^'r,,
Brightmore. J., Tideawell, Kngland. Pro.hi.-tion of fertilizers. fUtenng !n,iierials, and the like. No. h88,304, Ma> 19, Sp. p. 3»44, uaz.

vol. 134; p. 704.

S'o'a ^tr H":r"r.g" 'VotU^a'p'-ivmover. No. ^.^. May -26; Sp. p. 4515; Dr. p. W7; Oar. vol. 134; p. 827.

BS?d^'f*"u'"'amdfn''NT'-Ba.:dr;;r' V.'^^^ Sp P- ^1: L>r. ? «! Oaz. vol. 133; p. 48.

IS!^G.F. HnXi;*^.g^orofone^liaU^ No. 887,719; May 12; Sp. p. 2795; Dr. p. 590; Gai.

Brc^k^T.' ?u,^^'n. '-^nnanv. Twcvcolor-fnnt.ng machine. No. ^>»>,936; May 5; 8p. p. IIW. Dr PP^251-3- Ga«. voL 134; pMflS.

Brooks, L. H ,.^-,cn. r f one-half to T. S. Smith, New Orleans, i.a Garment-supporter. No. 888,0b3; May 19. Sp. p. 3489. Dr. p.

Br?wn^""T''^vrlouse!*N. Y. rvp<-wr.t4ng nwrhine. No. v...,:.'* Mhv ",. Sp. p. 872; Dr. pp. 181:;2; Oa*. vol. 134; p 144

Bro^'v TS recuse N. Y. TnVelwrUl.ig machine. NoV^:.'.., M,. . IJ. Sp. p. 2547; Dr pp. .S37-8; Gax. vol M4. p 4.^

Bro^; A !

'

c'A \ ). Bnggs, sVra.-us.v -S*^ V.; said Brings :i,...,^',:or to said Brown. Typ^-wnting marhine No. NSU.lirj, Mii> 26,

Sp. p'. >>'«. 1'." p llHtl; t>jiz vol. 134. p viyft.

Brown A liiKtInA Se<? Kales, E. D , a.•"> ignore

{l;owu•FA.Mg":;^dom.-hi:;f•to\^.^'oh^^^ K S<.n...r.Colfax. and W.S.Yearsley.Spokane. wash. Koller-mill. No.

r^^!^'^?. MonJ^eil; ^'eli^^LSa.''rra^:;Urtin^ s^tem. No. 886.472; May 5; Sp. p. 262; Dr. pp. 5M5; Oa.. vol. 134. p. *..

Brown; j'; Ii-.ormore.Tid N^'lLShelbolme,' K.is.ellv.lle, Ky. Ka.lway cattl^^ard. No. 886.937; May 5; 8p. p. 1196; Dr. p. 253;

Br^own7'j^*!i r^'xl'^v. lU. Uoast.r* aiul smelting furnace. No sxs.^i', M,.n 26; Sp. p. 4519; Dr. p. M8; Oax. vol. 134; p. 828.

B^Z^, I Londol, EngTanr'i-rmung"nSne'. No. 887,763 Ma. ... Sp. p. 2901 Dr. pp^ 6n-'2:.Gax voL 134 p. 527.

Brown S. W., Colorado .-prings, Colo.^ Cfcute. No. >s8H.;iSr,. May i'K Sp p. M^.^ _Dr. p. 865; Gaz. vol. 134. p. <29.

Rrnwne O A Tatoiiia \N ash MlU. No ^^».*>-r Mav 2».. Sp p 42H4: Dr p 9(1.
,

<.az. vol. U4. p -Hh.

Srow"e: K. n.: N^w York. NY. Door or gate opening or closing dev.cv No. H87,;iU7: May 12; Sp. p. ly76. Dr. p. 41,',; Gaz. vol. 134;

Br^ow?neU, F. \., a.ssignor to Eastman K:o4ak Company, Roohe.«.ter, N. V. Folding photographic camera. No. 886,473; May 5; 8p. p.

M>: Dr. p .v.. I'nii. vol. 134. p. 49.

Browning. K. 11 ^e Browning. V. U. alid E. li.

Brow.".ing, \ H and K H., .Vottiiigham. Ohio.

BrownK'v. K. and E. H., Cleveland. <)hio. ' ...«-.--.> Vo ««« 1T4 M«v 26: 8i>. d. 5758: Dr. dd. 1218-19; Oa«. vol. 134;

p. 1020.

Locomotivtvcrane. No. 888.690; May 26; Sp. p. 4754; Dr. pp. 1011-12; 0*«. vol.

Locomotivo-crane No S89.174; May 26; 8p. p. 5758; Dr. pp. 1218-19; Oa«.

Bnice D.. Pittsfield, Ma.ss. Cigar-holder. S.. ^7.1H«: May 12; Sp. p. 166«. Dr. p^3.>»; Oa* voL 134, p. 306.

Brucker F, Shelt.v. Ohio. Spnng-hinge No v«.,474. May .i, Sp p. :t-«; Dr. p.5<; t«a^ Jo'- '34; P- 49^

Bruckner. U. E.. -Mount Vernon, a.ssignoc to Commercial .\cetylene Company, New York. N. \. Lamp. No.

n 47H1 Dr n. 1013: (iaz. vol. 134. D Sti?. . . ._ ,, , .„, ^ ,

»8H,(>yl, May 20, Sp.

4944; Dr. p. 1053; Gaz vol. 134; p. 892.D 47t'd; Dr p. 1013; Gaz. vol. 134, p „ ,, .,

Bruden E San Fran, ix-o, Cal Spark-plug No, Vn^,7S2; May -26, .>p. p 4944; Dr.p
n^ihn I K l>iwrh Nebr Hav-itaoker No vv-^ 21^: Mav 1'.*: Sp p. .57S2. Dr. pp 793-4: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 6,b _ , , ,,,

B^ti A. L.^Kead.^, I'a^ stoj;m4lion for knitting-miu^hine*. No. ^.L. May 26. Sp. p. 4276. Dr. p. 906; Gat. vol. 134;

p. 785.

Hrumbangh. C,
. M. i .See olon, s. assignor >

, , ,.. /.. 1 ,,j „ .m
mrbcrg F \V,ndt>er, I'a. Cut-out Mo<jk. No. vs6,47.i. May .',. Sp. p. 270; Dr. p. 57; Gaz. vol 1.14. p. 49.

Bnn.. b
'

.'.^signor to .Milwauk.v Corrug.iting ( ompany, MiUauk.e. Wis. Making corrugated 8he..t-melal pipe-elbows. No. 8W.173.

Mav 26; Sp p. .5757; Dr p 12ls; (hii. Ml 134. p 1020.

Uruniuicker, C K. i."^e L«'hnl»>uter and Bmniuicker.)

Brunner. \. .s«-e .s<-hiniiacher and Br'inr'

r

. ». at^ ,or. xm _.. a-^ ^ acn- r». .« ^a^>• n«.
Brush, A. P., Detroit. Mich. Carbureting mechanism for internal-combustion engine*. No.886.760; May6; 8p.p.880; Dr. p. 182. Oae.

Rrifih'^x'
p'

74'troit Mich Steering-gear No. 886,938; May 5; Sp. p. 1197; Dr. p. 254; Gaz. vol. 134. p. m
B^a^; J.' H.' B a^.i^ior of ti^vthirds to N . J. and .N . KeUy! tiufl^lo. N. Y. Pipe-tappmg device. No. 887,308; May 12; Sp. p. 1978;

T'r. pp. 41V 16; (iaz. vol. i;i4; p. 348.

Brvan \V. C. Set- Vaughan and Bryan.) ,_ , ,, , . , ,« , ,,,,1

Brvant ).. Lake Citv. l-1a. VVardroU-hUn-au. No. 889.17.5, May -V.. Sp p. ,57.a; Dr. p. 1219. '.az n oL >'j^l ''"-'
I, ^

Bryant; J. M.ileveland. Ohio, assignor oif one-half to J. L Henry. K.K-he8t>-r.N,'i. 'C'ehK ie-n-acb No ^H^..v^4, May 26, Sp.p.452l,

Br'Jar^.L^a.sm^or to l.'lnd \V%. Whita, St. John, New Bnmsw.ck, Canada. ( ar-«e*l. No. .SN7.187. May 12; Sp. p. 166«, Dr. p. 3,54;

Bulhanan; ("^B.^and C. ( . Johnson. KicHmon.i. \ a. Automatic headway-reorder. No. 887,309; May 12; 8p. p. 1984; Dr. pp. 416-17;

Bulhanan'; J^P .I'a.^gnor of one-half to P. B. Wiegand , Cleveland, Ohio. Automatic electric signal system for railways. No. 886,676;

May 5. Sp. p. ('71, l>r. p. 139; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 115.

flli^k: W. Y.. V^nff?.TV j' ""Hol'k^r fo, eU.troplating. No. S«,,103; May 26, ^Sp^P^»V ^^^ P. 1 b.T^ Gaz^ vol^ 134; p^;.
Buckley. J. K . and G. A. Iluggins. Mattoon, W is Log-loading machine No H^^..>83, May 2b. Sp. p 4520. Dr. pp. 958-9. Oar. vol.

BuJt'nam*^: S a.s^ignor to J. A. BrilL l-hiladel,,h.a, Pa. Car. No s.s7 7-4 MHy 19 Sp p. 290;L
^J^

PP- <"'>^'3j:*^
. \J'^

'•^. P- 5»-

Bli kner \V. .\ ; DalW, Te.x.. a.sslgnor of onUalf to W. R. Scott. Oakland, ( al. \ esll^ule st.Kk^ar. No. NKiCl.t.. Ma> 2»., .sp. p

Bnd'L e"".L^ asSnor'to Haie!-Kilburn''Metal Company. Philadelphia. I'a. .^t-fraine. No. 8^7.914. May 19: Sp. p. S.M5: Dr. p. 67.i;

Bi?e"er°T..'Do>?an^; Kans. Carpenter's tooL No- ^.!»<. May 2fi; Sp. p. 5609. Dr p 11^; 0"-^»^^^<-J'^f^-. .„ ^ ..„. y.
Bull. N. U.;Konsvinger. Norway, and F. Blom-Ohlaen. .New York, N. Y. Match-receptacle. No. 888.462, Mav 26, Sp. p. 4.,«. Dr.

p,906, Gaz. voL 134; p. 786.
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Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, (8w Homung. L. R., aaalgnor.) .

Bullock Elect ni .Maiiufat:turing Company rtoi. (S«e tJchlBy, O. B., aasignor.) .•• •-.-*• '.^-rk^ i
BulkK-k Klectnc MHiiidActiinng ( ompanv ft al. (Sae Tatum, L. L., aaalgnor.)

Bun-h, F. W . i iieilo, Coli> lent No. 887,029; May 6; 8p. p. 1372; Dr. pp. 291-2; Ga*. voL 134; p. 228. -, , v »

Burdett-Kowntrt'e .VLiriuLicturiiig 1 ompany. (.See Rowntree. U., assignor.)
BurdK k. ( .. assignor i.. Merwln Manufacturing Company, Erie, I'a. \Vlr«-cuttlng device. No. 880,177; May 26; Sp. p. 5767; Dr. p.

1220; (iaz. \ol. 1.34. p 1(121.

Marion. W ( . as.siguor of forty-nine one-hundredths to C. H. Jenkins and T. W. Moran. lyouisville, Ky. Trolley-catcher. No.
>N>vS,41» Mav I'.i, Sp. p 41NL Dr. p. -VV). (iaz. vol. 134; p 741

Burge, J M Deratur. 1)1 Combined insulator and lamp-hanger. No. 887.996; May 19; Sp. p. 3371; Dr. p. 708; Oas. vol. 134; p. 606.

H irger. !•; Berlin ireniianv. Ns-igiior to American Thermos Bottle Company, New Yorlc, N. Y. Dout>le-w8lled vessel or the like.

No -a>,:m. Mav 2(', sp p' 4'.»4.5, Dr. p. 1054; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 893.

Burgess, .^. >«• .Vines. Biir>.'e,ss mhiI Travnor..
Burk, W IL. Foptoria, < diio Ibater. No. 887,915; May 19: 8p. p. 3217; Dr. p. 677; Gai. vol. 134; p. 579.

Burkbolder, J. 11 . A.shland. 1 duo Lifting lack. .No. 887,7;i4; Mav 12; Sp p. 2829: Dr. p. .5flX; (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 49(1.

Bum. J F., l>etroit. .Mich. Producing road metal. No 887 ls.s Ma\ 12. f^y y. 1671; Drji. 3,5.5; Gaz. vol. \M: p. 3t)6.

Biirnell, J. C , Chicago. Ill Advertising and other air-ship No h>s^.22ij. May 19; Sp. p. 3784. Dr. p. 794; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 677-

Buniett, .M. I I
, Des Moiiipf.. Imwh ( 01,1 r>'te l.ndge. .No v>7 ; sv May 12; Sp. p. 1672; Dr. p. 3.55; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 307.

Biirnitol Mfg. Co See poller. II. J., a.ssignor.

Burnop, VS. A. l'e.'rlU I! a'-signor U> Spitzli Manufacturing Company, Utica, N. Y. Socket ratchet-wrench. No. 886,476; May 5; Sp.

p 272: Dr p. .57, lia? vol |:i4, p. .">().

Burns. I tr , Bullaio. N Y. Horsesho, N.. -vsi, >j:iM. Muv • Sp. p. 1199; Dr. p. 264; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 199.

Burn.'i .N , Detroit, .Mich. Clothes pn--- •! . aliiiet .N sns 4(>3; May 36; 8p. p. 4281; Dr. p. 90i., daz. vol. 134; p. 786.

Buni-s, H. S , Aun>ra, 111. Cash-b.'X No •<w«'.34.5; May .5, Sp. p. 15. Dr. p. 4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 5.

-iph M Sc-allng-machli " ""' ' "'

^ oung an'l Burruss.;
Burry. I., de«va»ed, RideeMeM lark, N. L; M. Burry, executrix. Selecting device for electrical signaling apparatus. No. 888,692; May

Bum, A. L.. and B. C. Donnelly, St 'o-,-j,h M
Burniss, J. G, ( .See Young and Burruss.;

Sc-aling-machlne. No. 888,4b4; May 26; Sp. p. 4282; Dr. p. 906; Oai. vol. 134; p. 786.

888.585; May 26;

2ri; Sp p, 471.3. Dr. p lol3; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 864.

Burry, M. execiitrt.T. (See Buitv J.)

Burson, \N'. W. 1 S«e Burson. V\ . W. and W. W.)
Burson, W W , Chicago, and W \V Burson, Rockford, lU. Machine lor destroying the cotton boll-weevil. No. 888.419; May 19; 8p.

p. 41.H.5; Dr. p. ^«7: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 742.

Burt, J. .s«>e Void and Burt.

'

BusMld F .1 , Le Kov. Ill Pli()tograph-<Hbin. t No. 888.968; May 26: Sp. p. 6328: Dr p 1131: Gaz. vol 134: p. 951.

Busby. H I . Montgomery. Ala. Fraud-det.vtmg devu* for tickets. No. 887,916; Mav 19. Sp. p. :C18; Dr. p. ti77; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 580.

Buschemever, H W . Kalama/oo, Mi(^i. Fish bait or lure. No. 887.765; May 19; Sp. p. 2905; Dr. p. 613; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 528.

Busquet. R . and M. Ramassot, Lyon, France. Incandescent gas-burner. No. 88ti,940; May 5; Sp. p. 1200; Dr. p. 264; Oa*. voL 134;

p. l'.«.

Bussmger, \V. .1.. assignor t<' National Specialty Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Spout for sausage-etuffers. No. 888,305;

Vla\ 1', >i>. p. .«Vi; Dr. p. ,s.tii, daz. vol. i:54: y. 704.

Butler, B V . Bad Axe, Mich Attachment for scale-indicators. No. 887.917; May 19; Sp. p. 3219; Dr. p. 677; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 580.

Biitner, \ .-^
. Highland. Kans drain-cover. .No. hm<.,477. .Mav 5. Sp. p. 273; Dr. p. 57. (^az. vol. 134: p. .50.

Butt. W. D . Kansas Citv, .Mo vivertising device. N" vs" 7tifi: May 19; 8p. p. 2908; Dr. p. 613; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 528.

Buxton. S A ,
.Monte/uniH I lino .\nimai-iatcher. N ->s. ¥*K .May 12; Sp. p. 2300: Dr. p. 483: (iaz. vol. 134: ji. 398.

Bvers, J J , Cameron. Mo . (tssigiior to National MalleitMc Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Brake-lever. No. 887,030; May 5; Sp.

p 137.5; Dr. p. 2V.', (iaz. vol 134. p 2-2S.

Bvnum, S. E.. ft al See Stublileheld, .N. B., assignor.)
Bvrd, B. K . Darh.iin assignor of one-hali to R. L. Strowd, Chapel ElU, N. C. Wlndow-bUnd hinge. No. 889.178; May26; Sp. p. 6767;

Dr. p. 1220; (ill/ \o| 1.(4; p. lirjl.

C. A. Thom.son .MMchine (ompany Se« I'hom.son, C. \ . assignor.)

C. B. Norton .l.'w.'lry Conipany : .-^e*' I'e Long, C. V... assignor.)
C. F. Rojmr A CoinpHnv See Koi>er. C. F.. asslgiior.,

C. O. Sargent > .-^onv ( ori>or.Htioii, .s«ie Sargent. F. (j.. a.ssignor.)

CO» Development ( oinptinv s*-.' ( irroll, J. E.. assignor.)

Cadillai' Cabinet ( oiiiihimv .-^e.' W ;rt-, S. M., assignor.
Cadwell, E. B., Detroit. Mich . a.ssignor of two-thirds to F. Johnston and F. M. Ashley. Vehicle-tire. No. 887.997; May ly; Sp. p. 3372;

Dr. p. 708, Gaz. vol. i:<4, p. »<»..

Caesar, o
,
New York. N. Y. Window-cleaner. No. 887,.585; May 12; 8p. p. 2550; Dr. p. 538; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 440.

CafTrey, P.. ft al S(>e Cooper, <i.. assignor
( ahlU, W. M . Winona. Minn. Animai-.shears. .No. H8^,H67: May 26; 8p. p. 5125; Dr. p. 10M2; Gar. vol. 134; p. 919.

( aln, E. M., Wilmington. Del. Railway-signal. No. S88.969; May 26; Sp. p. 5330; Dr. p. 1131; Gar. vol. 134; p. 951.

( ain, T. F. 1 .Se*" Skinner and ( ain. 1

Cais, F., Clevelaii 1. < >hio Controlling mechanism for gas-burners. No. 886,677; Mav 5; Sp. p. 675; Dr. p 140: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 115.

Caldwell, W. A . Manila. Philippine Islands. Penholder. No. 886,;J46; Mav 5; Sp. p. Iti; Dr. p. 4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 6.

( alhoim, 1. J. r.HiiipH Fbi diirment-<'losing devic-e. No. H87 .'o<6 Mav 12; Sp. p. 2553; Dr. p. .5,38: Gaz. vol. i;J4: d. 440.

Calhoun. L C usiik'h t of one-hajf to (i. P. Hummer, Holland, .Mich Vad for pnotographic-prtnting machines. No. ?"

Sp. p. 4,52-2; Dr. p ''.5;'. f,:ii. vol. 134, p. S2*J.

Call, I. A., BaiK-ndt. 1 lalio \utoniatic railwav-switch. No. 886.941; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1201; Dr. p. 254; Gaz. vol. 136; p. 200.

( alvpt. \ , \l''l 1 riiii.' H.^lstead No VO* 4t'i«.; May 26: Sp p 4:V.: Dr p 90,; Gaz. vol 1,34: p. 787.

Camors, F. B N'-a > 'rleaiis. La. Removing incrustatioBs. .No s,s7.o»,2, .Mav 12 Sp. p. 1442: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 266.

CampNdl. A. .1 . assignor of ont-half to E. Berg, Lovelock. Cal. Kalchet-wrench. No. 888,420; May 19; Sp. p. 4186; Dr. p. 887; Gaz.
vol. 134, p. 742.

( amptiell-Iiosworth Machinerv Ccmipanv. (St^ Wilson. W'., assignor.)
Campb.ll. L L., West Adelaide, South .Australia, Australia. Machine for molding plastic material. No. 887,720; May 12; 8p. p. 2796;

Dr. p. 5^(1; Gaz. vol. i;j4: p. 4K5.

Candy, A. R., frbana. 111. Cuspidor, drainage-bowl, or the like. No. 887,587; May 12: Sp. p. 2555: Dr. p. 539; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 440.

Carlizarefl, D. C, Paris, France. .Automatic ciit-ofl for electric currents. No. 887.9is, May 19; Sp. p. 322t); Dr. p. 677; Gaz. vol. 134;

p .580.

( apitaine, E . Reisholz. near Dusseldorf. Germanv. Maintaining a constant or approximately constant temperature in a gas-pro-

ducer. No. ^88.421; .May 19; Sp. p. 4187: Dr. p. m^: Gaz vol. 134; p. 742.

Car . - ,

Carliorundum Companv. .Se»' Tone. t". J., assignor.'
Card. J. W., Dryden, N*. Y. Topper attachment for lawn-mowers. No. 887,461; May 12; Sp. p. 2300; Dr. p. 483; Gai. vol. 134; p. 398.

Cardell, C. O. L. (.See Dexter an'l Cardell, assignors.'

(ard well, . I, R, Chicago, 111 Car const ruction. No s8>i,7(il: May .5; Sp. p. 882; Dr. p. 182: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 145.

( arlson, C A., Brooklvn, N V Amusement apparatus No vs«i Tic' May 5; Sp. p. 886; Dr. p. 18,3; (iaz vol 134: p. 14,5.

Carlton. W. F., .\dvaiicp. Mo .Vjiparatus ffir treating grain .So 'vs.h,4(>7: May 26; Sp. p. 428»); Dr. p. 907; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 787.

Cannouche. E. \., Shrevoport. La., assignor of one-half t(i M. Krutiger, San Antonio, Tex. Ck)tton cleaner, feeder, and separator ele-

vator. No. 888.422: May 19; Sp. p. 4189; Dr. p. 888: Gaz. vol, 134, p. 742.

Came*, I. P., ft al. (See Haines, L. \., assignor.;
Caron, A , Indian orchard, Mas-s. Trollevdine clamp. No HN»i,942: Mav 5; Sp. p. 1203; Dr. p. 255; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 200.

Carpenter. H. N., New York. S. Y. Fountain-pen flller. No. >(87.yi'.^. iiay 19; Sp. p. 3222; Dr. p. 678; Oaz. vol. 134: p. .580.

Carr. C. H., lyowell, assignor to Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass. lx>om-«huttfe. No. 887.920; May 19; Sp. p. 3223: Dr. p. 678: Gaz.
vol. 134; p. 581.

Carr A Company, M. W. (See Carr, F. M., assignor.)
Carr, F. M., Somerville, assignor to M. W. Carr & Company. West Somerville, Mass. Easel. No. 887.707; May 19; Sp. p. ?:dO; Dr. p.

614; Oaz. vol. 134; p. .529.

Carr, J., rr at See Wilson, 9. T., assignor.)
Carrier- Ixiw Company. jSe*^ Low, J. W., assignor.)
Carroll, J. E., assignor to CO' Development (Jorapany, Philadelphia. Pa. Boat-propelling apparatus. No. 888,686; May 26; Sp. p.

4523; Dr. p. 9(.0. Gaz. vol. 1.H4: p. 829.

Carson. D. (J. (See .\tktss and Carson.)
Carter, M. J. D. London, England. Rotary duplicator. No. 887,063: May 12: Sp. p. 1443: Dr. pp. 30&-7: Gas. vol. 134: p. 266.

Carver, A. F., New York, N. Y. Electric-driven tool. No. 886,678. May 5. Sp. p. 6.7; Dr. p. 140; Oaz. voL 134; p. 115.

ducer. No. ^88.421; .May 19; Sp. p. 4187: Dr. p. iinis: Gaz vol. 134; p, 742.

ippon. T, W,, New York, N. Y. Cementing material and making same. No. 886,579; May 6; Sp. p. 463; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 86.

*r Ventilating ami Heating Companv. (See Porter. E F.. assignor./

'M%^: „ ,^Af>pit?t.,^ Vl . ,^ ^
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^" Device for supplying scale-removal compoiimls to Vvoilers No.

Mo. ( ftnily-piiUinK machine. No. 887,7(58; May 19;

. No. ss7.7dy. May 19; «p. p. 2914; Dr. p. 616; Gas.

Mav 12: Sp p. 2k;J0. r,&i. vol. 1.34. p «4l.

134;

145.

CMT C. P.. assignor of on^alf to J. N. Sc.«m, Syracuse. N. Y. Sa/ety starting device (or explos.v^^nglnes. No. 88H.2il; 'May iv;

C&tj'^^oft^cJje^':^^^^^^^^ Coxnpany. New York. N V. FoUhng un.hr.Ua. No >^,M^: May 26; 8p. p. C«7; Dr. p.

908; Oai. vol 134. p. 7S«. ...
Caaak Pocket UriUTPlla (.ompany. (See Caaale, J., assignor.)

Cascaden T . Jr. (S*-*- Raah, W., assignor

Case G. W.. L«8tershin>, an.i H. C. Kagg.Tty, Binghaniton. N

888,4e«: May 3;. Sp p 4JJ«; Dr. p. *»; Ga*. vol. 1:J4; p. -HS.

rassollft Color Coinpanv SfH- KHlischer. <;. assignor

c!S^y*J L. as8.giior to Loo*-Wiles Cnicktr & Candy Company. Ivansas i ity.

Sn n Jyi' Dr DP. rtl+-lj; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .i2y.
,,

Caven f M. V.si^ior to I. C. Soule. Kank4.s City, Mo. Eleetncal curiing-iroD

C«m'ra'l1-n^st^Conit.anv of New York, trustef. (See Price. E F., assignor.)

Centra Trust (on. .anv of New York, tmst.t. < S*^ Priw and irorry. assignors^

S^ISI I%ila,lelph.. Pa. R--er|ng n^Uel
'[-^[l^-^;^,,^ ?^:'^.^^^«^i:orairioi.i:r: •No;^7.^U^-May 12; 8p.

Cbamberhn C E.. a.isignor of one-sixtn to if. A. tfainmann. Deinieuem, i ». um"*

C&xJi^>;ito."-'s',^Hnd d: Hir;mgt^n''a..,gnors of one^th.rd to .1. C. Connor. Colorado Springs. Colo. Switch. No. 887,«M; May

r>- Sp. p. 1447; Dr. p. 31)7. Gaz. vol. 134. p. :b,

.

Chamberlain, C. S.. 'i il >'-^^ Richards. W. T
,
a.ssignor

KSSi* J- 1 Wi,J,,.'.<,,,,,*S.'c''''S.~.n;ug"r;olil ...r r„,.r, n,l,. No. m.m: M.y .»; Sp. p. 3«0. 1.,. p. 731: O... vol.

ffesn'S^'iSTuKn Te^..^K.';;r.I"'|v&^.;; N;, -- «:;: ;
?r

f, »; K 5 IS; r;:i :S ISJ; ? <»

ChirftVm M^t; ^'svwport, Victoria. Au.traJ.a, a.,signor to Massev Harris Company L.m.te<l. Toronto, Cana<la. Headex-harvester

Clirr<:'^^f'^K^-onVi,J*\Sl:£r:l^;^g^ May 19; 8p. p. ^; Dr. pp. 794-5; Oax. vol. 134; p. 678.

a:"t2rTn^.V 'T ^r:VrS.'ont^o^™:;^J.."L<t,^:^^*^n',.nder. No. 887.4t^; May 12; Sp. p. 2302; Dr. p. 4^.; Ga.. vol. 134; p. 398.

Chemwche Vai>nk Gri^^hfim-Elektron. -
-^ .>vhnitrspahn, K.. as-^iRnor i

Chemische F-a.riK -Inpshi'im Elfctron S«« S<-hult7.e. 11 ,
a.ssignor

Cherrington. E.J., Grtlhpohs. <Jhio. Sa(.'ty<-ap for gHS-kf>s No "^:-,^'''- .^''J •!;J'P;.P/;.^ \^' ^
far.' T^-

iir,'„-«L"„,.r"i:e,r ^";v:;.r <-,:,y;v-u -i^jj^.'-i v""H:?v:itii.La, „ «, ...

,

,„„„>.

Cb^i f-f\J1S.;';- .',';v''s"'i,"TS.p'i,.';t.i-;ul:?: ^N-;: »<,« M,v •,: sp p. «h: l.r, p ...i. .... V.., m: p ».

Chicago Kilmg M-u-hine Company. i.-*ee I'eterwn, i . J., assigiu.r

Chicago Lubricator Companv. (See Edwards. V. W ., a.ssignor.

Chicago Wool J--im.shmg.o,_ *^^^_Sutton. A.,_as^s,gnor^^^_^^^
^.^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^,^ ,^ ^^ • „ ,

ike. No. 886,944; May 5

.rgHii

p. 7S9.

p. 50.

Chicago Woo,l uni.snmg < o. ij^w aum.n. jv., ».^.„^i..J.
«»< ,iK.>i v.iv M So o }4iU Dr i> 7:»1 : Gaz. vol. 134; p. 62li.

Dr.

p. 255; Gaz. vol. 1,^; t>. 201.
" """ ~ MassCb'lW b W. Bo«oi., a«.. .V.n-«ner Vo WT.MI; M»y5; Sp. p IKS; Ur p M2; Oa.. vol. IM: p.228.

Smi°j:;c <'Tv,f1;'.?.rlLr'& ..p t.oi.. lo .Um.^1 l»M..n«. No. 887,770; M.y U; 8p. p. ml: Dr. p. 016; 0... .0..

g:j^ri£^s^,-£Ki;iL^2S;v^|,i:s;S^ ,^. .„ „, ,„. „ ,.
Clapp, O. E., Ooahcn, In.! i onvertible ch»ir. No. S«.»»>^, May -f. rtj) t'.

.u... j

Clark, A. L. f See Porter and Clark.)

Clark K. M. '.<t^ llodge.s, F. \V. assignor.)

c£k- E- B i'::rJ.!:rVo\merS^'sinterinr company, Chicago, III. Preparing ore. for use m the nianufa^-ture of steel. No. 887.379;

<:^'i'&I,^^:^J^r'^l^.nS^^^'^^-^'-^ ^h^«^-^ "^l- ^-- proportional meter. No. 887.772; May 19; 8p. p.

f^N^a^^^l: 3S:lt ^^V-^ar^^r^^,.^'?^Snr^in^-^^^ "•--• -—

^

May 12: Sp. p .•7y7; Dr. pp. 5yl-J; Gaz. vM. 134. p. 4S5.

SI !ArS ^'vSK^t-^r .^^if^sis^. "i.^ JS'^^i^-i 'li. j.^ .. p. -: <^.-. -.. ...

£iE^-^^.£KjH: li. -s;r;:s^rr-;sr.,^:;;r-i^^i.i^u,;?r^ ^^&s%::^^T£^i<. ..

UfC-.^; Gaz. vol. Ui4. p. 99. „ ^ , ^ i „ it. tv,„«.f,.r V,, ^- '<"is M iv I'l -^l" I> i;C4 Dr n 7l)H. Gal. vol. 134. p. Uhi.

as^v ^f
^' ^:tt^rort^.^thiS^t^r rwiu;^^^- V i;:ck:^.:;ri".:v.'r.d.- .vtta..b„icf:t for r.x*ing.ha.rs. no.

C.^;^^ M '( ^ :..s^,^r^^7^w^l[lr^rtot^M!ic\;^sSn'^nd W. E. WillUms. Denver. Colo. Att. h„„..u for r..kmg.ha.rs. No.

88S «»7' Mav i'J, Sp. p 4101. Dr pp v;o <\ G.iz vol 1.V4: p ..«)

S±n;i'rF'Tss^nor to^^-a'tmnirpSno pi^rJompany. Oregon. HI. Not^sheet-fee.1 n.cchani.m for nui.cal i.i.stnuucnts

tS^^n'Ts^^^r^^'^^ Vf:n^L^'^^^. Tenn. Rad.hair. No. SS7,73«, May U. Sp. p. 2^. Dr. p. 5H.,

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 491. wi i- » v, .. ..^.^i-o v.x .uu; 17« Mav i So D 275; Dr. p. 58; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .W.

Cline C U Huntington. I nd. Load-hind«r for ha\ -racks, .No. SWi,4.y, May .). --ly. p. -"o. '• h . ..._.,.. o„.
cK O \V'.. VmX? assignor of on^half.tc J W. kicdeman. Los .Vngel-s. ( al Kar-ti

Cloioge.' J^'b.' 1L. Bordeau.T.' France. Aut<>m.itic control apparatus.

£Ln }\ '

t^ic'lir ni'"F?c°tr>n-gearing. No, S«<,^5; May 1.. Sp. p. 3791; Dr. p. 796; Gaz. vol. 1:«; p. 079.

C^ B^ass Manufacturing Company. ^I^ benjamin. G. II assignor..

trumpet

No W«.961 , May 26. 8p.

''No'"»«,144; May 19;' Sp. p. 3646; Dr.

p. 5333; Dr p. 1132. (Jai. vol. 1.34; i>.
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Coe, M. E. (See Lovett and Coe.)
Coesfeld. W. (S»* Strand. Haugen, Coesfeld. and Fi.schrupp.)
Cohen, H., and W. Epst^m, New York, N, Y. Skirt. No. 887,589: May 12; Sp. p. 2557; Dr. p. 539; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 441.
Cohenclus. A.. New \ ork, N. Y. Salt-shaker. No. RH^.O^iti; May 19; Sp. p. 34M; I)r. p. 732; liaz. vol. 134; p. (>27.

Cohn. S
. Nfw York. N \'

. .Vi)paratus for criniping and ^rathrring the ends of tuDular fabrics. .No. SJS7,9y9; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3377;
Dr. p T()9: (iaz. vol. l;t4; p. ri()7.

V'— V...... v' -L' puzije. No. 887,590. Mav 1_', Sp. p. 2558; Dr. p. S.*; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 441.

.\. Scarbrough. Choocoloct'o, Ala. Railway block-Rignal. No. 886,947; May 5; Bp. p. 1212; Dr. p. 256;

assignor to C Hubert. New York. N. Y. Engine-starter. No. 887.007; May 12; Sp. p. 1456; Dr. p. 310;

No. 888,785; May 2B; 8p. p. 49.51; Dr. p. 1056; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 893.

vol. 134; p. 705.

Ujierating gas-prodiK-ers.
K .\ . a.'*.signor

ChokiT-hook for hauling logs. No. S«.s.,'«X: May 19; Sp. p. .39.51; Dr. p. Kt>: Gaz

May 5; Sp. p. 893;

No.

No. 888,,K»y; May ly; Sp. p. ;fti5.'. Dr. p. S32; Gaz.

p. 235.

Cohr.K, P W.. New York, N. Y
Cokcr. D II . lledniont. and W
Gaz vol. 134; p. 201,

Colftnan, C .1., Rockaway. N.J
Gaz vol. 1;I4; p. 2t>N.

Coleman. K. P.. Buflalo, -N. Y.
( olt'iiiaii, W. U i.S>e (icnifiiy

('^)lfelt, C. an<l R., Shcrwoo*!. On-g
ColfeJt, R. (.S.V Colfolt, C. and R.
Collard, G. L. CS'i' Steinbart. .v., assignor.;
Collett. E.. Notod.icii. N.irway. Makijig a fertilizer. N.. vv» 14.".. May 19; Sp. p. .3»i47; Gaz. vol. 134. p. <..>2.

Collier. C , and J C. Rigg, assignor.< to Howe Manufa<tiiniiK ( ..iiipanv, Hooktown, Ky. Lifllng-iack. No. X8l..7(>(j

Dr. p. 185; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 147

Collin. E. A., Turner. .Nebr. Hoisting apparatus. .So v^s.i.y.,, May 26; Sp. p. 4769; Dr. p. 1015; Guz. vol. 134; p. siij.

Collinet, II T. (See ColUnet. J. I. and if T.
CoUinet. .1. J. and H T. Chicago. III. {alip(>rs. No. 887.068; May 12; Sp. p. 1463; Dr. p. 310; Gaz. vol l.<4; p. 20!t.

Collins. J. W.. assignor of one-thinl to B. Fre<leri<k, Cleveland, Ohio. Safety device for street-ciir;- ai .Irawbridges
May 26; Sp. p. 452C.. Dr. p. y«>0. (iaz vol. i;i4, p. S30.

CoIIiiis. U v.. New York. N Y Poncil-shan^ener .No swj.179; May 2(«; Sp, p. 5768; Dr. p. 1221; (iaz v(,l. I.i4, p. Iii22

Colmus. F. I., assignor of on<»-thir(i to H. Ha.Hchenburger, Haltlmon>, Md. Bottle
vol. 134; p. 7(>i,

Columbia I'o.stnl Supi>ly Companv ,.s.>i. lelfiold, F. C, assignor.)
Combustion rtllitles Company. (.See Doherty. H. L., assignor.)
Commen'ial .Acetylene Company . >»ee UriK'kner, R. E.. assignor.
Compagnie des Bouchages llenn^tiques Simplex. iSee Lalau. F.. assignor.)
Comptograph Company. ( .S«> Wetmore and Niemann, assignors.)
C'onlee, T. .V . i See Knickertuxker. J. B.. assignor.

i

Conn. C <;., Elkhart, Ind. Bra.ss wind instriunent. No. HX7.921; May 19; Sp. p. 3224; Dr. p. 678; Gas. vol. 134; p. 581.
Connecticut Trust A Safe Deposit Company. (See vVhittier, .\, E.. assignor.

i

Connell. VV H , Pittsburg. Pa. Manufa<tun' of railwav-ties. No. .KS(i.:W: Mav 5; Sp.p. 21; Dr. p. 5: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 6.

Conner. J. W., .\lbany, Tex. Cotton-sewl-graiiing ma<hine. .No. HH.s.000; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3;179: Dr. p. 710; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 607
Conner. W. M . Cincinnati, oliio Poultry feeder and exen'iser. No. 886.580; May 5; Sp. p. 464; Dr. p. MV; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 86.
Conniff. .1. F , Truniann, Ark. IIor!».-<oliar. Nu. HK•^.:i>v^. May 19; Sp. p. 4103; Dr. p. S66; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 730.
Connor, I C Se«> Chahilx'rlin and Harrington, assignors
Conovei,< \., Newburgb. N. Y. Dental dam-holder .N.. ^^^ ill); Mav 19; Sp. p. 3953; Dr. p. 832; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 706.
Conra.l. I K . I »orraiKvton. Pa. Sulfur-bum»'r. No KH(^i44^, May 5; Sp. p. 1214; Dr. p. 256; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 202.
Conroy. I .M ,

llttsl.iirg. Pa. Omameiiliiig gia.'^.s Uei.t.sih-.) No. 12,/89; May 5; Sp. p. 1414; Dr. p. 3o0; Gaz. vol. 134
Ca->i\s. C. H, 1 Str Lmd.Hley. J. D., assignor.)
I'un.^tant. C. L . New York, .N. Y. Ore-.sampler. Ni. HSx.471. May 28; Sp. p. 4293; Dr. j). W,J, Ga/. vol. 134, p. 789.
Continental Investment Company. (S<* Harten.«tein, 11. I^., assigiior.)
Convers.'. A D.. Winchendon, Mass. Toy horn. .No, v%h.:<iI; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3954; Dr. p. ^32. (iaz. vol. I.i4: p. 706.
Conver.*'. A, I».. Winchendon, Mass. Drum. No. h^,.J12 May 19'; Sp. p. 3956; Dr. p. n33; Gaz. vol. l.}4: p. 7(16.

Converge. F. B , Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor t(^ Mergenthaler Linotyi)e Companv. Linotvpe-machine. .No. N8S,786; May 26; Sp. p. «.53
Dr. pp l<>.")6-7. Gaz. vol. 134: p. S94.

Converse, M D
,
Newark, N. .1., assigiior. bv mesne as.signments, to Ilowland Metallic Cap Companv, New York, N. Y. Closure foi

jars, bottle-s.and like receptacles. No sss.nyfi Mny 2t,. f.^. n. 4770; Dr. p. 1015; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 8651
C/Ook, C., New Britain. Conn. Clothes-hanger, \... 'sH.v.r,H7 Mav 2ti: Sp. p. 4771: Dr. p. 101.") Gaz. vol. i:i4 p Htw;

Cook, C. B., Hartford. Conn. Stick-flle. No. »8f<,472: May 2f>. Sp. p. 4294; Dr, p. HOW, Gaz. vol. \M; p. 7W.
Cook. ¥.. W. i,See Malik and Co<.>k.(

Cook, F. B. Soe Kaisling, W., assignor.
Cook, F. B., Chicago. 111. Guv-<-lainp. .No. ^.s^,:U3. Mav IW: Sp. p. .J957; Dr. p. S33; (iaz. vol. \H. p. 707.
Cook, J. H .

New S ork. N. Y. Manhole-kx^king device ' No 887,591; May 12; Sp^ p. 2559, Dr. p. ,540; (iaz, vol. 134; p. 441.
Cooke. D. D.. Milwaukee. Wis. Lifting-jack. No. >«<7,1>.»(»: May 12; Sp. p. 1673; Dr. p. 365; Gaz. vol. \M, p. 3117.

Cooke. G. P. (.See Schoenlng. C. J., as.signor.
C^joke. W. B., Jenkintown. assignor to WiUlain Wharton ,Ir. & Company, Incorporated. Philadelphia. Pa. Guard-rail clamp. No,

8KS.314: May 19: Sp. p. 3959; Dr. p. S33; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 707.
Co<j|ey, (',. T . JopUn, Mo. Onv^concentrator. N<.. SX7.922: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3225; Dr. pp. 678-9; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. 581.
Co<iper, E V . Paw Paw, assignor of one-half to O. J. CiKitK-r, Ilillstlale, Mich. Drive and steering gear for automobile vehicles. No

888..589: May Vv. Sp. p. V>27: Dr. pp. 9»iO-2. Gaz. vol. 134: p. ts».
CooixT.c; assignorof twtvthirds to R. (i. Russell and P. ( affrey, Ansonia.C

Dr. p VU, Gaz, vol. 134; p. 707
CxK)per Hewitt Electric Companv. (See Thomas. P. H.. assignor.)
Cooper. J W., Bo.tton. Mass. Uotary engine, .No, hx7 *>;<: May 12; Sp. p. 2303; Dr. p. 484; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 399
Cooper. C). J. (Se«' Cooper, E, P.. as.iignor.)
C<ipland. K. W. (.So»" .Mill and ( 'opland.

>

(;opp<x-k, L. W . assignor to (V>pp<x k Motor Car Company. Marion, Ind. StartO'for combuslionH'ugints.
3796; Dr. p. 797: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 679.

Coppock Motor Car Companv. (S«.«^ Coppock, L. W., assignor.)
Corbett, .\. E. uSee Scott and Corbett.)
Corcoran. T,, Brockton. Mass. Sporting-sh.Te. No. 888,473; May 26; Sp. p. 4296; Dr. p. 909; Gaz. vol. 134
Cordery. J W . ft at. (See Easterbrooks. W. E., assignor.)
Corey, F. B., .Sthen.'«tady. N. Y., as.sign.>r tt> General Kltx-tric Company. Electrically-operated track-switch,

Sp. p. 4105; Dr. p. V)6; (iaz. vol. \i\. p. 7;«.

Corley. B. R. (S*-*' Turner and Corley.
Arkansas City. K.ans. " Envelop. No. SS4,.H50: Mav 5; Sp. p. 22; Dr. p. 5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 7.

<i
,
Seymour, Conn Ball-U'aring .No 'vM.,'.»4!): M'av 5; Sp. p. 1215; Dr. p. 2.5»i. Gaz. vol 134; p. 202.

(i., Seymour. Conn Ball-U-aring. No. HS<i.tt.'ii(, Mav 5; Sp. p. 1216; Dr. p. 257. (iaz. vol. 134; p. 202.
New York. N Y. Li(^uiii-<lispen.sing apparatus. So. «J<..:<12: Mav 12; Sp p. IWl: Dr. j. 41h. Gaz. vol. 1.14;

"onn. Knob attachment. No. 888,315; May 19; Sp. p. 3960;

p. 399.

No. 888,22ti; May 19; Sp. p.

p. 7«*.

No. 88S,.389; May 19;

CortisB. M. A
Comforth. R
Coniforth. R
I'omlsh. H. S
Cornish, T. J.

Corwin, K R
Sp. p 17K2

i(iuiii-<iispen.stng apparatus. .No. «J<7.:<12: May 12; Sp p. IWl: Dr. j. 41h. Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. 350.
i.o!. AiiKeir-i, V m. uydr.icarbou-vapor burner. .No. V\h.423. Mav 19; Sp.j), 41irJ. Dr. [.. H.'v^: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 743.

.
Clvle, assignor to Corwin Telephone Manufacturing Co., Chicago. III. TelephoiK-tmnsmitter. No. 887.231; May 12;

Dr p ,175 r.ti? vol, i:V4. p. :«),
~T> ,

Corwiii, E. R .Clyle, assignor to Monarth Telephone Manufacturing Company, Chicago. HI. Telephone system. No. »<88,870; May
2«>, Sp ji. ,51.10 Dr \, \{)X\ ( iar, vol. i:(4. ii «21

.

^"I*'."l''' H.'.V'^!*,*!'
'"*''.'£"."''-.*^" **""*.".'^ Telephone Manufacturing Company, Chicago. 111. Telephone system. No. 8S8,871; May

Telephone-exchange system. No. 888.872; May 26;

ileph
922.

Telephone-exchange system.

TeJephone^'xcbange system.

.No. 888,873; May 26;

No. 888,874; 'May 26;

26, Sp. p. .11.V.. Dr. p. 1094. Gaz. vol. 134, p
Corwin, E. R,. Cnicago, III., assignor to Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Co.

Sp. p. 5144. Dr. p. lOiM. tiaz. vol. 134. p. «22.
Corwin, E. R., Chicago, III., assignor to Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Co.

Sp. p. 5149. Dr, p. 10*4, Gaz. vol. 134. p. «23.
Corwin. E, R., Chicago. III., a.ssignor to Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Co.

Sp. p. 51.54: Dr. p. 1094, (iaz. vol. 134, p. \irZA.

Corwin Telephone Manufacturing Co (Sty Corwin, E. R., a.ssignor i

Cosdgan, J. F. J. (See Costigan J P. and J F. J. .

Costlgan, I. P and J F I.. New York. N Y Molding-machine. No. 8>>(),951; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1217; Dr. i»p. 257-8; Oar. vol. 134. p. JU2.
Cotter. .1 A., New orieans. La Filter No »»7,0i»: May 12; Sp. p. 1464; Dr. p. Ml; Oac. vol. 134; p. 260.
Cottrill, M, L ,

rial. (See Munahan. L. .1., a.s.signor.

.

(.'oughanour. .K R,, et lU i.S«»' Woods an<i Si;>.'S, assignors,,
(kmghhn, E. J . Pa.ssaic, N. J., assignor to -New York Belting & Packing Company, Limited. Hose. No. .S88,590; May 26; Sp. p. 4537;

Dr. p, 962. Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 831.
-^ • > , j f f .

Coulson. W. A., et al. (,.See Cree<l, F. G., assignor.)
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Co^rsn. A. 9., Worcester. Maas., assignor to Orompton 4 Knowles Loom Works, ticker-check for looms. No. 886,i#52; May 5; 8p.

p 1219. iJr p. J.^^; U&z. vol. 134; p. i03.

Orwani, H. C. Oakland, Cal. Conveyer for hand-truck.'*. No. S88..S91; May 26; Sp. p. 4538, Dr. p. 9«2; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 831.

tox. ('. E . Vl'TrtU. Ureg Srttlon-ppps!* and foundation-setting inei-h>ini.'nn. No ssf,,Stil: May S. 8p. p. 467, Dr. pp. 99-100; Oae. vol.

1.J4. -p. H-V

Cruddix-k, E. S. (.S»v< Boyaj*'an and ('rrt<ldool|.)

Crufts, H. ('. (S<>e Nixoii. ti. K., assignor. i

Crahan. J . .M. .See .Johnston and Crahan. i

Craig. W. y . IhUadelphiA, I'a Pant.-i and diHWHrs supporter. No. 88fi,67»; May 5; Sp. p. 6H0; Dr. p. 140; 0»x. vol. 134; p. 116.

Cranier. F. E , et nL '.See Stratton, <j C. as."igTior.)

C'randall ( \ \ •roaii, N V Cmi-vfot-sol-lrnng machine. No. 886,767; May 5; Sp p SSM. Dr p. 185; Oar. vol. 134; p. 147.

Crsin-laU. E .W., DuigeviUf, Cal. Klwtric heatt^r and o<x>ker. No. .««7,923; May 19; Sp. p. 32»; Dr. p. 879; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 582.

Crane Company. .See Doolittle, W. W.. assignor.)

Crapnell. W. K , Joy. 111. I)evlc<> for dipping <itock. No *«,001; May IM; Sp. p 3W1; Dr. pp. 710-11; Gut. vol. 134; p. 607.

Crawford, G. H.. Denver. Colo. Darning device. No. S«H,.i92; May 2fi Sp. p. 4.>«. Dr. p. 962 Oaz. vol. \M. p. H31.

Crawford. J E . < <ihunhus. Ohio. .Vutoniatio snap (or glassware-finishing. No. Wb,351, Mayo, Sp. p. 23; Dr. p. 6, Oae. vol.134; p. 7.

Crawford. Mctiregor A ( anhv Co. See p:astnian. E. .\ . as.signor.)

Creamery I'ackage Mfg. Company. (Se* Valerius, T. L., as.signor.)

Creaaef S. E , Sanfoni. Me. Game apuaratm No s«7.4«>4; Mav 1-'; >p. p. 2;«»i: Dr p 4H.5: Gaz. vol \M. p '««

Creed. E.G. assignor to himself.W. .K.Coulson, N H snd H T Brown, (;lasgow,.S<.-<.Hand. Telegraphic apparatus. No.*f7.313; May 12;

Sp p Vnrt; Dr pp. ilS^X: Gat. vol. 1.:J4; p .iMi

CV^par. K. W. See Crepar. T. M. and R. W )

Crepar, T. M and K W., Fargo. N D. Mowar No HX7,ar2, Mav 12; So. p. iWiO; Dr.p 540: Gar. vol. 134; p 441.

Cnm, .<. L . .-^cattlf. Wash Wimlow-shade H.xture. .No v«;,<.^.s;i. May -t; Sp. p. 1221; Dr. p. 25k; Gar., vol. l.<4; p. Mi.

Cri.ip, N S S*>e Bnx'k, G. F , assignor.

Crompton A Knowles L<xim Works. See Cowan, .\. S., assignor, i

Crompton <t Knowics Loom Works See Crompton, K., assignor.;

Crompton A Kuowles Lcxim Works. (See Lang, .\.. assignor.)

Crompton A K.uowles Loom Works. .S*>e Kvon. K H , ai^signor.")

Crompton A Knowles Loom Works. See Wyman, U., a.ssiguor.

Crompton, H . VN'orcester. Ma.'s , assignor to Crompton A Rnowlea Loom Works. Killing-cliiinging loom No H87.465; May 12; 8p.

p. '2306; Dr. pp Ixo-'i, Gaz. vol 134; p *«i.

Crosby. C. W, a.^signor to International Stoker Company, Chicago, 111. St<)king fuma*-**. No. 888,7X7; May 26; Sp. p. 4»68; Dr.

pp. l057-«, Gaz. vol. i:i4, p. s«4.

Crosby, C. W., as.signor to International Stoker Company, Chicago, 111. Stoking apparatus. No. 888,875; May 26; Sp. p. 5158; Dr
p. 1095; Gaz vol. IM: p. i«4.

Cross. F L . Myotic, Conn., assignor to Cros* Paper Feeder Company. Boston, Mass Sheet-feeding mathine .No. 887.314; May 12;

Sp. p 2003; Dr p 420; <",az. vol. U4; p. .3ol

Cross Paper Ff»'der Comp>any. (See Cross, F, L., assignor.

Crossman, M. R.. Boston, Mass. Heel. No. fei7,593; May 12; Sp. p. 2.564, Dr. p 540; Gaz. vol. H4: p. 442.

Crotty, J J Se*' Fniin and Crotty I

Crouse. J. W . and W. I. Bamett. Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Hand-stamp. No. 888,.5»3; May 26; Sp. p. 4540, Dr. p. 963; Oar. vol. 134;

p. -aj.

Crowe, J. F . Bumsi le, Kv. Concrete-mixer. No. WwJ.tJSO; May 5; Sp. p. 681; Dr. p. 141; Oat. vol. 134; p. 116.

Crown Cork and Seal Co. of Baltimore City. 'See Whe«ler. W. H . aasignor.i

Crown < ork and Seal Company of Baltimore Citv. ^See Painter. W., assignor.)

Crowson. J. C . Bag<lad, Fla.
' Window-pane Jastener No. S8S.424: MayJ9; Sp p 4193; Dr p ^,]^P»J- J^^ ^^ P-

'^*-''-

Uaz. vol. 134; p. 952.

,474; May '26; Sp. p. 4l.'96; Dr. p. 910: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 790.

i.47r,. .May 2fi, Sp. p. 4299 Dr p. 910: Gaz. vol 134. p. 790.

Cummer Liimt»T Company. See .VinsUe, W L , a.ssignor

Cummer, VV. M, rlevelaiid. Ohio. Mechanical drier. .No. y<8,4

Cummer. \N M. Cleveland, ohio Mei-hamcaJ drier No. ...
Cunningham, U I Philadelj.hrb, P>i Ket'eptai'le-tilling valve. No. -sS^*.!!*. .May Jt'., Sp p. ,'j«il4: Dr. p. lisx; liaz. vol. 134; p.

Cunningham. W. J.. Phila<leli)hia, Pa. Bottl»-washinK machine. No. ><»9.107. May 26; hp p. .Vilb. Dr. p. ll.x'.*; <Jaz. vol. 134; p.

Cunningham, W. H. (See W il)el. McAlonev 4nd Cunningham. ....
Cunmngton. M S . .New York. N V . as.signor of one-half to J. B Tripp, Philadelphia, Pa. Cigar-ash thimble and protector. No.

v«>.3.i2. May .5. Sp. p 2.i, Dr p f>, Gaz. vol. 134. p.
"

906.

Curtis, G. L ,(hicago. Ill Hav-sta/-ker N-i vsK,ii03; May 19; Sp p :»14; Dr. p 711; Oat. vol. l.'M; p. <««

Cusac G. L , Kliidlay, I >hio I'umiung appatHtu.'* for oil-welln No. S8S.316, May 19; Sp p. .iWl; Dr. p. >CV

Custer. E. X.. Philadelphia, Pa .Mold for ca«ing meuu pip»-8 No. S87,070; May 12; Sp p 146>5: Dr. p -^.l'...,'.'*'
^iH:'

^^*' P '^'^
SS8.316, May 19; Sp p. .«»61 ; Dr. p. <M: Gaz. vol 134: p. 707.

r> Incognito, \ . ( tiicaK". 111. Cnnary appamtus. No ss>(,477; May itt; Sp. p. 4:W2; Dr. p. 911, liaz. vol. 134. p. 790.

I >iihl. a.. 't <il .-ice odell, K . a.*slgnor

Dahlund, F ,
Ksmond. N D. F»*4|-«-up for «HP<l-drills. No. >«<8.96.3; May 26; Sp. p. 5337; Dr. p. 1133; Oai. vol. 134; p. 952.

Dam,' I . Otti. 'liwa. Iowa Si.le-deliv^ry rotary rake No. sh«i,t*l, May .S; 8p. p 683; Dr. pp. 141-2; Gar. vol. 134; p. 116.

Dakf-.Vmencan Stfam Turbine Conipaiiy >;}«• Da ke. C. W.. assignor. „ o«^ .»« .. .«
Date, C W . a.^signor to l)ake-.\merican St»^«»n Turtnne Company, Gr»nd Rapids, Mich Elastic-fluid turbine. No. 887,3a); May 12;

Sp p 21.*L Dr pp *.ity 1, <jaz vol l.U; p 172.

Daien. •; , St.xkholm. Sweden Machinery fur propelling ve.ssels. No >0«,3OO, May 19; 8p. p. 4106; Dr. p. 866; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 731.

Damascus Bra kf Beam Co .See Hand igfs, 1» T. assignor
.. .„ ,, „,^, r^ ,,, r,

Daniel. .\ U and K P .
.San .\ntonio, Thx W .rk-nox for s<>wing-machine Ubles. No. 887.594; May 12; 8p.p.2665; Dr p 541; Gar.

vol. 134; p. 442

Daniel. C. /.. ShevUii. Mum. Garment-suptHTler. No. SS9.1i)h, May 26; Sp. p. 5619; Dr. p. 1188; Oar. vol. 134; p. 998.

Daniel Ghhmi Fflt ShcH' t Ompauv See (.^uin, 1 M . assignor

Darnel, J. J., Camina. Wis ( eriifnt water-t»rik. .No. >«*,4»1; May 5; Sp. p. 277; Dr. p. 58; Oar. vol. 134; p. 51.

Daniel, R. P. See Daniel. .K H and H P
Daniels. J. T, Nfwar k. N J assignor to Hanson A Van Winkle Company. Ele<'tropl8tlng apparatus No 888,067; May 19; Sp. p.

3M6; Dr. p. 732. Gaz vol KJ4; p H'27

Daniels, J f . Newark, N l
.
assignor to llaftson A Van Winkle Company. Electroplating apparatus .No. 888,068; May 19; Sp.p.

V+.e^. Dr pp T.C -C Gaz. vol. 1.14, p 'LN

I>ar.iels K 1- *.s.siirf,.ir of one-tenth to G Kettig, Jr., Chicago, 111. Saw-sharpening machine. .No. sw.l.HO; May 26; Sp.p. 5/69; Dr.pp.
1221-3. Gaz. vol l.M; p. I(r22.

I):tmiuarl, I ,
.S-w York, N Y assignor to ^Vutoplano Company. Divided action for pianos. No. 887,773; May 19; Sp. p. 2929; Dr.

pp tjlti 17; «taz vol l.i4; p. .>11

It, Mich
Darling, W F , assignor of one-t

Mr-pimip. Sb. 886,353; May 5; Sp^ p. 26; Dr. p. 6; Oar. vol. 134: p. 8.

third to -S.T Chancellor, Hohart,T a."

Harling. <>. L. Detroi
larluig, W F , assigi;

L)r p rt, (iaz vol 1,34; p "<

larltngton, P J . Pittsburg.

Davidson, F. B .
.Marseilles, III . assignor to Howe and Davidson!

i.smania, .Kustralia. I^vellng-statT No. 886,354: May 5; Sp. p. 27;

Darltiigton, P J , Pittsburg. PiT RoUrv motor. No. 887.596; Mav 12; Sp p 2566; Dr. p. .V41; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 442.

in (luupany. Last orange, N. J. Container. No. SS9,109; May 26; Sp.

p. ,WJO: Dr. p. 119ii: Gaz vol i:J4; p. 9W<.

DavKLson. S. ('
. Belfast, Irelan.l. a.ssignor to Sirocco Knuineenng Company, Jersey City, N. J. Centrifugal fan or pump. (Reissue.)

No. 12.796; Mav 2ti; Sp. p .')7Vi: Dr. pp. r22»» 7: Gaz. vol. 134; p! hr24.

DaVKlson, S. (., Belfast, Ireland, assignor to Hirrnvo Kngineenng Company, Jersey City, N. J. Centrifugal fan or pump. (Reissue.)

No. 12,797: .M:\v 26: Sp. p. .57')! Dr. pp. VI2%9: (iaz. vol. 134. p. I(r25.

Davidsion, S i Belfast, Ireland a.ssignor to Sirot-co Engine«'ring Companv. Jersey City, N. J. Centrifugal fan or pump. (Reissue.)

Vo -<"'- May ifi; Sp. p. .')7y7. Dr. pp. 1224 .<1
.
iTaz. vol. IM. p. Urj-V

l>avi Rutherfonf. N I M.'ans for fcttaching flexible material to rolls .»r dnims No. 886,582; May 5; Sp. p. 460; Dr. p. 100;

Ga. I. p "«>.

Davis \ Naftel. Ala. BootjiU-k .No s.<.(<'24. Mav I't; .Sp p.:G31; Dr p 67',i, Gaz. vol LM. p .5^2

Davis C r Downers (irove, lU A.spanigu»-ciitter No HH/.466. Mav 12; Sp p. 2:<20; Dr p. 486; Gaz. vol, 134; p. «10.

Davis. D, -M.. Washington, D. C. Shock-absorber No. ,'*I7,925; May !'•; Sp. p. 3231; Dr p. 680; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. 5K.'.

Davis, E. W. I See Higgins, Davis, and .Vtkmsou.i

Da\ns, F. ; See Gale and Davis.

Davis. G. E., Dubuque, Iowa. Power-hanmier. No ><88,3B1; May 19; Sp. p. 4107; Dr. p. 867; Qa*. vol. 134; p. 731.
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. p. 4772: Dr. p. 1016; Oar. voL 134; p. 866.

Sp. p. '2569; Dr. p 542; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 44.3.

igging

Davis, G. H.. West Orange. N. J. 8eli-playlng attachment for pianos. No. 887.774; May 19; Sp. p. 2932; Dr. p. bl7; Oar. vol. 134;

p KU.
Davis, J. C, Hartjor Beach, Mich. Se^l No. 887.926; May 19; Sp. p. 3232; Dr. p. 680; Oar. vol. 134; p. 583.

Davis, I F Frwporl Me Shoe No, h«x,476: May 26; Sp. p. 4»1; Dr. p. 911; Oar. voL 134; p. 790.

Davis. I \\ . ft ill >,s.r Barnett, J. B, assignor.)
Davis. J. W ,

Mil ll.ton, l.nn Hwiiig-tullivator. No. 887,596; May 12; 8p. p. 2368; Dr. pp. i)41-2; Oar. vol. 134; p. 442.

Davis, o. \S M.HHi^'iior to Ge^irless Transmission Co., Rochester, N. V. Transmission methaiiism. No. 8ffi,fi©4; May 26; bp. p. -4545;

Dr pi. '^a ^ uaz vol, l.M, ii. tfj.

Davis. T. U assignor to <,e*rles8 Iraiismission Co., Rochester, N. Y. Variable-transmission mechanism. No. 888,876; May 26; Sp.

I>. .'»1M. Dr. p. KiMli, (iaz. vol. 134.
J..

''J4

Davis. «i. W.. ajisignor to (ieartess TransmisBion Co., Rochester, N. Y. Transmission mechanism. No. S«9,1M1: May 26; Bp. p. 5773;

Dr. pp. 122.i 4. Gar. vol. K<4, y. I(rj3

I>avis. K.. \N<Hxlrow, \S . \a. llydrHUlic motor. No. s.s>N.fi9^ Mrt\ _'

Davis. C. (i. Pittsburg. Pa. Niit-makiiig ma* hint .No ^^: VC M.-.' ...
Davis, \ . F.. orange, N. .1. Temperaturt^regulator .S. nv< isj .Mm :>.. bp. p. 5777; Dr. \>. 1224; (iaz. vol. I'M. p. Ur23.

Dawbuni, (i, J,. Ballarat. S i.toria. Aiistralia. a.ssignor. I \ iiie.,>iii. «-,>.i;ii:iie,nta, to Allis-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, « is.

maihiiierv for dres.sing ore. .No SN>,yt)4: May 2t>. 8p. p. 5338, Dr. p. 1133; O&r. vol. 134; p. y-SS.

Dawson. C ' P, r( a^ i ,>*ee .lijijifrHcui, .1 M, assignor, i

Dawson, J, ( . St. l^.uis. Mo,, assignor to Sietter A Trussell Miifg. Co. IxK>se-leaf binder. No. «Kh,7SS; May 28; Sp. jt. 49«.4; Dr. p.

1U69. (iaz. vol. 134, p. W4.
Dawson I \V , Kaiusas ( it v. Mo I iivisible elect ric burglar and fin- alarm. No. 8S6,355; May 5; Sp. p. 29; I>r. p. 7; Oar. vol. 134; p. 8.

Davtoii, I i , Fish.T, \S Va .Mail-bag ratchmg ami .leliNenng apparHtus. .No. 886,955; May 5; Bp. p. 1223; Dr. p. 259; Oar. vol. 134;

P 204
1 ). Bogory. P. P., Larkiii, assignor of one-half to W. C. Ofler. Miami, Fla. Concrete-mixer. No. 886,768; Mm > >p. p. 896; Dr. p. 186;

daz vol \M: p 147 „ , „ ^.
I
).• Frailer. M R . and A K Read, Bellevuc, Pa, Trem!, r , , \ s.n.,'.(.V.: May 5; 8p. p. 1228: Dr. p, 2t.(i. < .h/ vol. 134; p. 204.

De Kk'lst, E , North Jonawanda. .N. Y Expression diMc i. r ] : .amalic musicAl instruments. No. S^T.Lni, May 12; Sp. p. 1689;

Dr p liM; Gaz. vol, 1.14. [> .GO

De la Mar, J . .New York, as.signor of one-half to 8. Henry. Brooklyn, N. Y. Amusement device. No. H.s,s.J4(.. May 19; Sp. p. 3830; Dr.

p HIM, (iaz vol 1,34, p (Vvi.

De la Mar. J., New York, assignor of ori.<-h,ilf to S. Henry, Brooklyn, N. Y. Free-carriage merry-«o-round. No. 888,247; May 19;

Sp p ;<>N.32; Dr pp MH- ,S. (.az vol H4. p (.>t6. .

De Umg, ( E , Shreveport, 1m . assignor to C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, Kansas City, Mo, Electroplating apparatus. No.
KX7 77t.. Ma\ 19, Sp p 29.<7, Dr, p (ds, Gaz vol. 1,34: p .Va.

Df Vetille K H . Handsworth. Biniiingham. a.vsigiior to K .M Howden's Patents Syndicate. Limited, London, England. Oradually-

variablf- s[>.'..il-gcar for cycles and the like No '^kXx-- Mm\ '>; Sp. p. 31; Dr. p. 7; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 8.

De /eng, a L , lUiLadelphia. Pa , assignor t . De /.eng-siai. ;„rd Company. Lens system for measuring the refraction of the eye.

No K«»",,77l), Mav '>. Sp. p. S9^. Dr. p 1h»>. (iaz. vol. 134, I' I V^-

De Zcng, H L ,
a.ssignor to De Zeng-.'^tandard Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Ophthalmoscope. No. 887,032; May 5; Sp. p. 1376; Dr.

p 29-2; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 229.

De Zeng-Standard CoiiipHiiy Se«' De Zeng. H L., assignor.)

Denn Electric Company. iSei- Dean, W . \N . a.ssignor. i

D^-nii Kl«tnc Company. (.S^' Mansoii. R H ,
assignor,)

Dmn, VN , \V,. assignor U) Kellogg Switchboard and Supply C-ompany. Chicago, 111. Telephone system. No. 887,071; May 12; Sp. p.

1467. Dr p. 311, Gaz. vol. 134, p. '270.

Dean. W w. a.ssignor to Dean Kiectric Company, Elyria, Ohio. Call-register for telephone systems. No.8S7,233; May 12; Sp. p. 1784;

Dr. p. 375: (iaz. vol. 134, p. 321.

Deasy T San Kran(i.s<'o, Cal. Duplex test mg-plug. No. 888.146; May 19; Sp. p. .»48- Dr. p. 7l»4; (iaz. vol. 1.34; p (>52.

Decker H R . Houston. Tex. Well-itrilling machinerv. No. 887.775; May 19; Sp. p. 2935; Dr. pp. til7-18; Oar. vol. 134; p. 532.

D«cker, II. It., Houston. Tex. Well-drilling machinerv. No. H89,110: May -26; Sp. p. 5623; Dr. pp. 1190-1; Oar. vol. 134; j). 999.

Degener. IL. Berlin, Genimny. Spac«'r for ivpo-setting and line-casting machines. No. 886,,'>8;<, May 6; Sp. p. 470; Dr. p. 100; Gar.
vol 1.34, p. *..

Dehnel. K. (See Stiegelmann and Dehtjel.)

iH'idrick. H. W . East Liv»TiK>ol. Ohio Diaphragm lor printing and decorating irregular surfaces. No. 887.315; May 12; Sp. p. 2008;

Dr p 421; Gaz vol 134. p. 351

Delhi, S 11,, Altoona. Pa Railwav-tie No SXS.317; May 19; Sp. p. 3963; Dr. p. 8.34; tJaz. vol. \M; p. 70S.

Del .Mar. H , .New York, N. Y,, assignor to Boilers and Engineering Company, Jersey City, N. J. Sectional water-tube st«am-boiler.

.No HJ^N 7H',i, May 26, Sp p 496.S, Dr p KW; Gi«z \ oi i:<4; p. 896.

Deiancv, .M A.. N'ew York. N. Y l>ading devi.s. .No »^7,072; May 12; Sp.p. 1471: Dr. p. 311; Oar. vol. 134; p. 271.

Delaiiy" ' H . Berwyn, 111 , assignor to Electric ( ontroller A Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Electric he^iter and rheosut. No.
.SNti.tihJ: May .'^ Sp. p. 687; Dr. p 142; (iaz. vol 134; p. 117.

Deiaiiiiay-li»ilevillc. L M. G . Pans, assijrnor !• >,,< iet<4 \nonyme des Automobiles L>elaunay-Belleville, St. Denis, Paris, France.
AutomalK larl'iin-U'r for cxplosivi-iiiotor'- No hss <.»..'^ M,i\'26; Sp. p. 5340; Dr. pp. 113:1-4; Oar. vol. 134; p. 955.

DeieHini*, ( ., Bri.lgeport. C oiiii Metal-, intiiig blowpiin N. KS7.467; May 12; Sp. p. •2321; Dr p. 487; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 401.

Deiios,- 1. 11 .assijfnor to .'^o.u le Viionv medes .Manuliu I ura^ i. , ,-.'s et Prodults Chimlijues de Saint ( iobain Chauny et Cirey, Paris,

1- ranee Kl»yt ncal i oiiden.-ier iiiitaM.- for use m wirele.s.. t,i.-tra|i: and other purposes .\.' •vs7..'i!*k. .May 12. Sp. p. 2572; Dr. p .'>43:

Gaz. vol 134; [. 443.

Delloye L H a.ssignor to S >d^t^ Anon yme des Manufactures des 01 ices et ProdultsChlmlquesdeSaint-Oobaln.Chaunyet Cirey. Paris

France Ihir 1-rail insulator. No. H)<s.3ls. .Mav 19; Sp. p. 39t>4; Dr. p. 836; Oar. vol. 138: p. 708.

Demarest, T W , Fort Wavne, Ind. Draft apparatus (or roundhouses and similar structures. No. 887,073; May 12; Sp. p. 1473; Dr.

1> .flJ liaz. vo) l.<4. p. -271
'^ -' '• " M.tallurgical furnace. No. 887.777; May 19; Sp. p. 2938: Dr. p. 618; Oar. vol. 134; p. 533.

.flJ liaz. vo) l.<4

I
leinpxe, W S ,

.New V irk, N Y Sp. p. 2938: Dr. p. 6
. ^

12; 8p. p 215«>; Dr. p. 451; Oar. vol. 134; p. 372.Densniore S , an 1 K H ( ionn, Boston. Mass .Safety-valve. No. 887,381; May 12; Sp.p, 215«>; Dr. p. 451; Oar. vol. 13

Depag*-, V . Bnis^elv BeJgliiin. Surglc*! screw-bolt. No. 887,074; May 12; Sp. p. 1475; Dr. p. 313; Oar. vol. 134; p. 271.

De[,ne...t I It . .VLm.i-sa. Colo Railwuv-tie .No SHH,227: Mav 19: Sp.p. 3797; Dr. p. 797; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 679.

Derhnak, I B Mvsti, , (Unu Warp stop-motion for looms. No. 886,769; May 5: Sp. p. 897; Dr.^. IWi; Oat. vol. 134: p. 148.

Dessau. .M .M . .Merton, England. Substance produced from the gums of certain sapotacese. No. 8*(6,4«2; May 5; Sp. p. 278; Oar.
vol. 134. p. 51.

Dettmann. W . Judson, N. D NaiUes- bor-eshoe. No. 886,957; May 5; Sp. p. 1230; Dr. p. 260; Oar. vol. 134; p. 204.

Develer, T . Lancaster, Pa. Rallway-tra^ k cleaner .No. 887,589; May 12: Sp. p. 2573; Dr. p. 543; Oar. vol. 134; p. 443.

Devme. W P . Boston, Mass., assignor to orient .Manufacturing Company, Portland, Me. Machine lor covering eyeglass-cases. No.
SHM.lll, Mav 26: Sp p .5625; Dr, p, llVl, Gaz vol. 134; p. 999.

Dewey, F P
' Washington. D. C. Cinulati.Mi apparatus. No. 888,967; May 26; Sp. p. 5344; Dr. p. 1134; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 954.

Dewev, F P . Washington. 1) C, emulation. No, 8X8,968; May 26; Sp. p. 5347; Dr. p. 1134: Gar. vol. 134; p. 954.

Dewev. J H , New York, N. Y. Amusement- railway No. 886,968; May 5: Sp. p. 1230; Dr. pp, 260-1: Oar. vol. 134; p. 205.

Dewey R. p , San Fraiici.sco, Cal Kil< hen-cabiiict. No. 888,1)66; May 26; Sp. p. 5;t42; Dr. p. 1134; Oaz vol, i;i4: p. 956.

Dexter, I I , and ( o 1. Cardell. Peari River, N. Y.; said Cardell assignor to said Dexter. Bundiing-pnss. No. 889.112; May 26;

Sp p .1626. Dr pp \l'.n 2. Gaz. vol. 134, p UKU.
Dev. \ .See Dev, J. and .\.i

De'v. I
.
New ^ork. N Y . and .K Dev. (;ia.sgow. Scotland assignors to Dey Time Register Company. Syrai use, N. Y'. .Mean? for de-

t.^ting f'llse rt'gist ration in timf>-recorders No \,s>,.oi,o Ma. 19; Sp. p. 3600; Dr. p. 733; Oar. vol. 134; p. 628.

Dey lime Rt^>ter Comp)anv ( .Seie Dev, J and A , assigL'T-
Dif^ke. H , assignortoJ. E. (ioldschnud. Frankfort-on-the-.Main, Germany. Balling together pulverulent or dusty ores. No. 886,683;

Mav h. Sp p. t)KM; Dr. p. 142; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 117.

Dlckerson, A , assignor of thn-e-flfth.s to H D. Boley and .N. M. Ambrose, American Fork. Utah. Governor. No. 887,778; May 19: Sp.

p. 2y:J9; Dr, p, i.lS; Gaz vol 1.34. p. .5;i3

Dlckerson, E. N , Stovall, N C, .Manulacturin^ combustible gases. No. 888,969; M8y26; Sp. p. .Vi*'. Dr p. 1125; Oar. vol. 134; p, 9.^6.

Dickinson. C. J , ft al. .See ('lemons. M C , assignor.
Dickinson. E. F (S«>e Patterson and DlckliiSim.;

Dickinson. J. H , Cranford, N. J., assignor to Awlian Company, New York, N. Y. Puppet-valve. No. 886,357; May 5; 8p. p. 33; Dr
p, 7. (iaz. vol. 134; p 9.

Dick.s<m, A. (i, Dolph, S D. Wrench No Hhh,3l9: Mav 19: Sp. p. 39<i4: Dr. p. 835; Oaz. vM, 1.38; p. 7(»«.

Dickson, E E,, Mansfield, Ohio. Flushing apparatus No. 887.600: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2.574: Dr. p. .543; Oar. vol. 134; p. 444.

DitTenbaugh, H. (i , Goldfield, Nev. Automatic carrier and dumper. No. 886,959; May .S; .Sp. p. L.32; Dr. p. 261; Oar. voL 134; p. 205.

Dillon, W. M., Sterling, Hi. Fence. No. 886,483, May 5; Sp. p. i*0: Dr. p. SO; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 62.

Dlnsmore, F. A., Fredonla, N. Y'. Clothes washer and drier. No. 886,358; May 6; Sp. p. 34, Dr. p. 7; Gar. vol. 134; p. 9.
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Dion, L., awignor to A-inericiM Electro-Hermetic Company, WLike«-Barre, Pa. Electric furnace. No. S8&,gn: May 26; 8p. p. 6166; Dr.
p. 1096; Gaz. vol. U4: p. if25.

Dipl'-^k. B J ,
W^atminstpr. L<indon, EnglanJ. tfeana for locking nuts and bolts. No. *J7,.5S2; Mhv 12; Sp. p. 2158; Dr. p. 452: Oas.

vol. 134; p. 373.
- k j-

Disaell. VV
. Clevt'lnnd, < ihio. Combine<1 sounrf and ciili{)ers. No. S8K.070; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3S03; Dr. p. 733; (}a.t. vol. 134; p. 628.

Dlttbeoner. H G , Minneapolis, Minn. Lihlnf-skld for aawmill feed mechantam. No. 887.075; May 12; 8p. p. 1476; Dr. p. 313; Onr.
vol. 134; p. i,"?!.

I>!toii. J A . (Vn-pntry. En^hmd. Clutrh or br>iko. No. SX7.779; Mav 19; Sp. p. 2941: Dr p. til9: Gaz vol. 134; p .534.

Lamp

No. SK7,234; May f2: .xp.

No. 8«7,4f*; May 12; Sp. p. 2:}23;

p. 445.

nxon. H. M., East Orange. .V. .J., as.slgnor to Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company. ' }l08e-roupllng.
p. i:S7: Dr. p. :i7.5; Gitz. vol. 134; p. S2\.

Duon, R. .M . Eaat Orange, .N'. .1. a.saignor to Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company.
Ur. p. 4K7, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 401.

Dobrick. C. L . .-isslgnor of one-half to E. Mtmpn. New York, -V. Y. Virometer. No. 887.383; May 12; 8p. p. 215©; Dr. p. 452- Qae.
vol. 134; p 373.

Dobson. J. E . Ypsiianti, W. E. Wiley and f,'. H. Hart, assignors to H. B. Sherman, Battle Creek, Mich. Machine for making
rooting-nails. No. «t..9t«; May .i. Sp. p. 1236; Dr. p. 362; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2a5.

Doctor, W , Zaf«m, Germany. Hectograph composition. No. 886,771; Mav 5; Sp. p. tfOO; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 148.

Dodez. K. W ,
F.rt Wnvne. Iml. Dental (•ro»ii-ht'Ht«^r No.>«H,071: Mav ly, Sp. p. ;i506; Dr p. 7;«; Gaz. vol. IM: p. 629.

Dodge, R , Middletown, Conn. .Apparatus for testing eyes. No. S86,772;' Ma^ 5; Sp. p. 900; Dr. pp. lSfi-7: Gar., vol. 134; p. 14R-

Doherty. H L .
MHiUson. Wis., as.nignor to CooibiistiDn CUlities Company, .New York, N. Y. Heating wmont-kilns hy pro.iiici^r-gas

and apparatu.-* therpfor N'o. SK7.31tj. May li Sp. p. 2009; Dr. p. 421; tiaz. vol. 134; p. 352.

Doherty, I. L.. Denver, Colo. Relief-valve. .Ho. 5«7,033; .May 5; Sp. p. 1377; Dr. p. »2: Gaz. vol. 134; p S2S.
Doidgf, W r

. L<>.li Crtl. Ganlen implement. No. ShH,147. May l'»; .sp. p. 3()50; Dr. p. 7(i4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 652.
Dokkenwadel. F G i >-<h<>fton. Ohio. In!(«'ticlile-{er1ilizcr. No, >««,14^; May 19, Sp. p. 3662; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 653.
l^oniivlly, B. ( .-vf Burn and Donnelly.
Donnelly, J. F. (S«e Kenned}'. C. E., assignor.
DooUttle, J. E.. assignor to Blrdsev-Somers Company, Bridgeport, Conn .\bdominal hc»8e-support«r attachment for corsets. No.

887,ri01, May IJ; Sp. p. 2.174. Dr. p. 544; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 444.

Doolittle. W W. Evanston. assignor toCraneL'oinpanv, Chicago, 111. Molding-machine. No. 888.5M; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4547; Dr. p. 964;
Gaz. vol. 134. p. <i:i.

Doolittle. W W., Evanst<jn. a.'isignor to Crane Company. Chicago, 111, Molding-machine. No 888,596; Mav 26; 8p. p. 4550; Dr. p. 965:
Gaz. vol l.!4: p. <5;!.

- r- r r

Dorev. J.. -Seattle, Wash. Phonograph-record caijinet. No. 887.002; Mav 12; Sp, p. 2577; Dr. p. 544; Oar. vol. 134; p. 444.
Dom. C . i'liiladeiphia. Pa. Lubricator. No, 8.><7.'<)3. May 12; Sp p. 2.579; Dr, p. 544; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 44,5.

Dom. C. Philadelphia, Pa. Glass-tube cutter. .Vo. SH7,(i04; May 12; Sp. p. 2.V*), Dr. p. 544; Gaz. vol. 134,
Dom, M.. St. Loins. M- \entibitor. No. S.H7.7-22: May 12; Sp p, 2799: Dr. p. 592; Gaz. vol. 1.34. p. 486.

Dorsheimer, H. 1'., York, I'a, Bla<'tcsniith s forge, .N'o. •*6,773; May 5; Sp. p, 9(B; Dr, p. 1H7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 14h
Dott.s. C, E . H, i.irtUagher, and W. Rmiunel, .Ulegheny, Pa. Pipe-coupling. No. 889,11.5; May 26, Sp. p. .56.31; Dr. p. 1192; Gaz. vol,

134; p. lOOU
Douglas. H . Gro8«e He. Mich. Method and apparatus for constructing subaqueous tunnels. No, 888,790; May 26; Sp. p. 4B66; Dr. pp.

1060-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p, SSto,

Douglass, .\. \., Jr., and D, F,. assignors of oni-haif to D. H. McGregor. Ruby, and D. 6. Mathcson, Cberaw, 8, C. Double mail-bag
deliverer. No. 888.970; .May 26, Sp, p, .>{51, Dr p, llila; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 9.55

Douglass. D. F. iSee Dougla.-o. \. \.. Jr,, anj D F.

Douglass, R, W , Lynn. Ma.ss , a.s.slgnor to Gen«*al Electric Company. Balancer set. No. 888,392; May 19; Sp. p. 4109; Dr. p. 867; Oaz.
vol. U4; p. 731,

Dow, K . New York, N \ , assignor to Mergerthaler Linot}-pe Company,
pp lOO-l. (iaz. vol. 134. p, >«'..

Dow, A., New York, N. Y . itssignor to MergeBthaler Linot\-pe Company,
pp. 101-2; Gaz, vol, 134; p. v

Dow, \., New York, N. Y , a.^signor to .Mergetthaler Linotype Company
pp. 102-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p <.

Dow, .K., New York, N, Y,, a.Hsignor to Mergetthaler Linotype Conipanv.
pp. 104-5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. H7.

I'ow, .\., New York, .V Y,, assignor to Mergeethaler LinotN-pe ( ompanv,
p. 1380; Dr. p. 293. Gaz. vol, !34; p. '229.

Dow, A., New York. N. Y , assignor to Mergetthaler Linotype Company,
May 5; Sp, p i:«2; Dr p. 294. iiaz, vol, V.U: v. 230.

Dow, W.i-,,, BrauUre*-, Ma.-<,<i Sparking-nrcuit controller for explosion-engines. No. .S88,597; May 26; 8p, p. 45.51; Dr p. 965; Craz.
vol. U4; p <<^\

Downey. W.J. ("
,
South P-rth. Western .VustnUia. Austraha. C.<imblned wind-gage and elevator. No. S87,fla5; .May 12; Sp. p. 2582;

Dr, p, .5.^5, Gaz. vrj, 134; p, 440.

Downs. R,, ft al. .Se<> StubblefieM. .\, H , as,>»ignor

Doxford, C- D , Sunderland, England Turret or srmilar vessel, .Ni). S87,()70, -Mav 12, Sp. p. 1477; Dr, p, 313; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 272.

Doyle. J. S., .Sew York, .V Y. lland-strap. .Mo. 887,235; May 12; .Sp. p. 1788; Dr. p. 376; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 321.
Dozier, L. B. 'See Gau.se. B . a.-sigiior,

Drake. I, F. Jer'^'V City. N J ,. a.^signor of four«fifths to W, L, Bliss, Brooklyn, N, Y
4Qd9; Dr. p. liJ61, Gaz. vol. 134; p. *«.

Drake, J, M . W.'.st Hartford.'Conn, Gnndstoae attachment No, 888,>t71; May 26; Sp. p. 5353; Dr. p. 1136; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 95.5.

Draper Company .Sie Carr, C, H. assignor.
See Draper. G, o,. assignof.)
.S«« (iross, W,. assignor.) i

See Hebert. C. assignor,'!
.see I>eitner, G. H.. assignor,)
See Rhoades, .\. E., assignor.!
.see Stimpson and .\mMer, assignors.)
See Warren, C, H., assignor.

Draper. G o'.. a.«signor to Draper Company. H<ipe<lale. Mass. FUling-replenlshing mechanism for looms,
1234; Dr, p fWn, Gaz, vol. 134; p .583.

Drawbaugh, D. Camp Hill. Pa, Shutt«'r or oli»d operating device No, 888,792; May 26; Sp. p. 4971; Dr,
Drew, G,F., Brunswick, Me, ,\uxihary holding-strip of metal for picture-moldings. No. 888,9(2; May26;

Linotype-machine.

Linotype-machine.

Linotype-machine.

Linotype-machine.

Sp.
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+ Maklttg red

No. SST.OTS: May 12; Sp. p. 14S0; Dr. p. 314; Oat.

39; Oaz. vol.

May 19; Sp.

'ontronmu nwans for alt^TnutinK-curmnt motors No. 887,«12;

Humer-fastening for lamps ami lant«ras.

Ernst O. and C. PretK>ll, asstoiors to Farbwrke, vorm. Meiater. Luclua & BrOnlng, HOchat-on-the-Mata, Germany

aro'rtve'uke No H88 981 ; Mav 2fi; 8p p. $3«7; Gax. vol. 134; p 95R.

Eahrn^ J W.. L.?s Anpeles. Cal. Fisfing-r...l. No. S8«,.)75; May \i: Sp. p. aoU; Dr. p. 734, Gaz vol. 134. p. m.
Espy. F B.. Ostos. OkU. Hg-fwd^T No. 8S6.4S5; M^y .i; Sp. p. 284; Dr. p. 60; Oai:. vol. 134; p. .S2.

Estis. J. F. S*>p K.^te8 and Smith.
Kst^.s. \V M and 1 F , and J. H. Smith. ( ijlman, .\la. Cultivator attaohment.

Ktte. r^G ^asTiU'T to Ktte Investment Company, St. Louis, Mo. Washer. No. N«.9H2; May 26; Sp. p. 5367; Dr. p. 1139; Oaz. vol.

134; p 9o8.

(I 3«tr.'- [)r. pp. 7*- 9; (iaz. vol. IM: p. «?*».

Kan:' W j' ^y^S'lT'^^di^W'r. No ^7,.n: Mav 12: Sp. p. 2^: Dr. p. 547; Ga. voL ,34; p 448.

F.vervst, A. K 1-vnn, Mass., a.sstinior to (.entral Klertric I ompany. ( i

Mav 12; Sp p .'.t9H; Dr p. ,>47; Gai. vol. 1*»; p. 448. v v- w m x-

h verett E ('.and F. Schmdewolf. assignor* to R. K. Dietz (ompany. New > ork, N. 'i .

No, H)«<.1.>); Mhv 1':*; Sp. p. .36oo: Dr. p. 7«5; (iaz. vol. 134; p. (i53.

Kwart W I S«»' Shriemakcr, .V. FI.. assignor.)

Kxcvlsior Wraprier Companv. i S^-e Hav8*'iv. H. assignor
to... _ .

fixlev D G .ia,ram^nt.^ ('al. PVa.sure-lH.»t No <i88.yK.<. May 26; Sp. p. 5309; Dr. p. 1138: 0»a. vol. 134. p.1

Kxtxirt Cork an.l .-^eal (ompany. , See Ko<h, ("r
.
assignor .

,,j. „ vm
K vnon T ( hu-aao. 111. M^llltnK^utter. Na. 887.079; Mav 12; Sp p. 1481; Dr. p. 314; Oaz. vol, 134. p. 272.

F' I A T. Fatvtirica Italiana Automobil<s T'Tino. .See Knrico. G.. assignor.)

l'^^.^ ^ r X^TnXm;^\>iio""%^^^^^^ No.S87,«13; May 12; Sp. p.^;. Dr. p. 548; Ga.^ vol. 134; p,_448,.

Fales E I) . n-singnor to Bro*-n A Bigelow, 3t Paul. Minn. BlU-fil^. No H8(i,4S^: May .V Sp p. 2

Kal^* A Jfnksi M,*chine (.'ompany Sw Fos^r. C. S ,
assignor

Falk I., 't >U See Ruse. <'. I. .
assignor .

FdllMWS, E H .-^ee Sargent. F. W. assiipi.ir .

Fallow."* E H , trustee S^e Gallagher T D .
a.ssignor.>

Fartienfabnken vomi. Fnedr. Bayer A: (<. <ee Meypr. E
.
assignor

^

Farbwerke voriii Meistei , Lucius A Bnininij See Ehrlich ami Bprtheim. assignors.)
•• - - . . - . .._.-....— .;^ Ernst and Prrtrell. a«>»ig]ii>r8.)

See Homolka and Welde. assignors.)

, See Vliiller and otto, assignors
S^r S<hirnia<-her and Brunner, assignors.)

No 887.fil4; Mav 12. Sp p Zmt. Dr p. .i4«; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 449.

. 286; Dr. p. «0; Gar. vol. 134. p. 53.

Farbwerke. v.irni Meister, Lucius A Brvinini:

Farbwerke. vunn Meister, Lucius A- Briininj:

Fart)werkp, vorni Meister. Lueius A Briinin|!

Farbwerke. vi.rm Meister, Lucius A Bruninf
Farbv. H T. Calumet. Mich. Curtain-pole

S'l), H.H6.487. May i. Sp p 2X7, Dr p •)0 Gaz. vol. 134; p. 53.

No. H>«.«501; May ». Sp. p. 4571; Dr. p. 960; Gaz.

Farie's, R , lamesburg. N J Metal railway road-crossing

Fan- L. ( S«-»' llari.s«'n. H, K, assignor.)
j

Fass, H. See Herbst. Fass. and Shank, i

J
Faughnan. E. L. i.-^ee Faiighnan. T ,V. antl E. I-.l

v. ^ , ..v., i^

Faughnan, T. \ an-l E. [ ., Elizabeth, N. J. Dumpinc be-i or body (or vehicles

vol. 134; p. 'tS.i

Faulkner W. E, See Keith and Faulkner ^

. . ., . , „,...,,. ,i lu
fX S K NHwY^^rk, N.V Cleaning and Oolishing composition No. >(86.,s^^ May -x Sp p y'2x. ; .az % 134

F^ll C I Oram Ohio assignor to National tul* Company, Pittsburg. Pa. Apparatus for nflmg pipes or tub^e.

yZr^.Tn'^i!:^:^.-'^:"''^^^'^ alili t^^- no ^.,^. Mav .: Sp. p. 1249 l.r o ..; G.z v,. KM. ^207
F..nn. F D . B,.ise. Idaho Amalgamatinkt apparatus, No^ v<7,31'... Mav 12, Sp p ^'' •^,'*

,
P '^^'^'•„;" J^i^P ^ ^^

F..nnermaKer, \ . ( olton. Cal .Sarapl*- taking machine. No H87.rtl.-,; May 1-'. Sp p *f*'. "•, P •^, '/^ rL v,,P i^"
F..rKuson B F Tishomingo okla. Foldinp poultry^oop No S87.IJW); May 12; Sp p 1482: Dr pp 314 l.S.

"-^^Y mIv
Fer^l^m D assignor to Ge^^rge N, Pierce cUpany, Buffalo, N. Y. Starting means for gas-engines. No. «Ns,794. Ma>

fS, K"l': SnorUMm^lCVcrri. ^ Toy wagon No. 887.385. May .2, Sp, p 2.62; Dr. p 453; Gaz. vol

F.-m's, H 1. ,
assignor V- Hunt. Il.'lin. Ferrtoi and Company. Harvard, 111

Dr pp HWft 7. Gaz. vol, 134: n. 92.'>

K-'tzer I. W Sw Kraft and Fftz»>r

Fiddes. o H and 11 \. Seifke, San Francisto, Cal. Electn.- water-heater

p. (i.>l. ,, . -.

Fiebke. F R . NeillsviUe, Wis. Ironing-boajd No, V«.,.3»;i: Mav ,,. >p

p. 153.

No S88.9M: May 26;

273.

; Sp. p.

F«xl and litter earner. No. .«9i,878; May 26; Sp. p. 5169;

N. s88,15l; May 19; 8p.p.3M«; Dr. p. 785; Om. voL 134 ;

*' Dr p. 8: Oaz. voL 134; p. 10

Bush for valves. No. 887;7JG;' May 19; Sp. p. 2»4fi; Dr. p. 620; Oaz.
Fie«ehen F T . New Cross, and C H.C Main. Brixtnu, England.

Fle.-we C J \ Wash.ntrton. D. C Venal apparatus No. vC.Sil May 14: >p p. 324-); Dr. pp. ^81 2. Gaz. vol. 1*1. p. .w.

F iter A Braiit.H hnische Ma.^hinen-Fabnk Act Gcs. S»-»- <ellen.>»<-heidt, C., assignor.

.

S,!::;^.".vS;..™'''ffiv."'';,'.,f'"'K''..;.,.v..r,.,,, N., ~..«: «..,S. ^P PJ-^,^,
V, ,,p 2.«: «... vC, ,«; p.-iW,

Fis*>her V P P.ttsh.irg, Pa Tran.'^mis.sum deva* N,. s«7.7Sl . May 1'.*. >p p 2<H4J>r pp 'di^ 3» <.a7 vol l.H p...t4.

Fisher F I New York. N. Y. Sa.sh-Ux-k No. .8X7 .321: May 12: Sp p. arjl: Dr p 423: C.az. vol. 134: p 354.

^-'^"'^^•(?N^^'"n ^'''f^:i::::!^l~H'^V:iSl S..^MX: May 12; so p^^.l^r p _54«: );a. vol ,;.4. p 450.

N '

Columt^s.' Kans Ib.ttl.. Mo K87.3'20: May 1^ Sp p mU: Dr. p 422. Tlaz v<.l 134, p M
iV'lff ;:/ln!i"'^nlrF '^tJ^'nofis. trisT^o^JS^. 'r^r S.i:f?;s£? a^siS;;.; U>^^ HS'ncJId* Tra«^spl.ce.

^f: 'J.,^ui;".^a."Nat^:^k""No'U7irMay S. Sp p <«., Dr. p. 193; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 152.

R .See Hit)t ard. M. W . H.'*sigTJor

Fisher, E
Fisher. F
F"ish»>r. J .

Fisher, J..

Mav 26,

Either, R

No. ««U,114;

Fitzgerald... -
_.

„^ -

,,

l^T'^^yoJ^sT)^^ ^,Si^'s. 887.2*): Mav 12. Sp. p K^: Dr pp 3^^; Gaz. vol. .34: p 3^.

F agg F New York, N Y. Metal window^sash No 887.470; May 12: Sp. p »»; Dr pp ?«^^''".;';^, ^-i^P *V
^ii:l•^^:s:;;;^^r::f^ne-K!.T"^^-:^^r ^; i^;i;r^^ ^^^i^'^^-'Xi^.r^ p.-: o...

FleS^h'erT F''V'?,r^steV,'*ias:' 'FUi^s;'2per No. 88H.362; May 5; .Sp. p. 41; Dr. p^H^.Gaz vol .34 p. ...

F f.^Sfwr J H Senl-a Falls, N. Y. W,«.«l^ building. No. 888,aiB; vfay 26; Sp. p. 4.^V,ii' £ ^''^-
S'^' '"L

FUniT, Toronio. Onurio. (^anada. Automatic shut-oft for pneumatic tubes N^ 88^,489: May .>, .sp. p. .92.

Flo'nl:' assignor of on«^hall to WE.Bothenn.<. Chicago, in. Metal-bound box. ^ Reissue . No. 12.800; May 26: .Sp p. 5*>4;

Fci^'te'l' m"^ .Ju'sto^' Mass.^ cSse and 1<« recorde No, 886.788; May5; Sp. p. 930; ^-r PP .9+^: Gi^.^oL 134; p^53.

F^"'.\.; WMhington. D. C. Device for i^ulating and justifying reproduced sound. No.J(88,986, May 28. Sp. p. 5374, urp. u*i.

Fort' T l.^Mki^Sltown. Iowa. Countlng-board. No. 888.^; May 19; 8p. p. 4195 Dr. pp. 88«M»; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 744.

Foraian. j:. Baltimore, Md. Garment-faatjner. No. 888,987; May 36; Sp. p. 5378; Dr. p. lt4l,

134. p. 836.

Pr p. 61; Oaz. vol.
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May 26; Sp

Gaz. vol. 134;

Forrester, J. B. (See Sadtler. M. D., assignor.)
Forstcr, B, Middletown, Conn., assignor to J. K. Lannlng, Boston, Mass. Stop-motion for looms. No. 888.796

p. 4978; Dr. p. 1062; Gaz. vol. 134; p 897.

Forsvth, A, Aurora, III. Machine for grinding locomotive-framee. No. 888,604; May 26; Sp. p. 4576; Dr. pp. 970-1;

p. 836.

Forsvth Manufacturing Companv. (See Stanton. L., aaslgnor.)
Fortner, A ,

St Elmo, 111. V'ehicle-spnng. No. 886,967; May 5; 8p. p. 1263; Dr. p. 265; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 207.

Forton, D. E, S<m> Kohen and Forton. i

Foster, C S , assignor to Fales A Jenks Machine Company, Pawtiicket, R. I. Spindle. No. 88(>,789, May 5; Sp. p. 943; Dr. p. 196;

Gaz. vol. 134. p l.y.

Fowle, C. L., Dowa<ria^-. Mich. Keel for lir^in*: fishing-lines. No. 88ti,690; May 5; S_p. p. 714; Dr. p. 146; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 120.

Fowler, G. L.. .New York, N. Y. .\pparatus for testing wheel-flange pressures. No. 886,691; May 5; Sp. p. 715; Dr. pp. 146-7; Gaz.
vol. 134, p. 121.

Fowler, H. 1. See Thompson and Fowler.")

Fowler, M. B .^vv Hjuiti, G W , a.ssignor, i

Fowler. K B . Worcester, .Mass Automatic piano. No. 888,152; May 19; Sp. p. 3657; Dr. p. 765; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 654.

Fownea. W C..,Ir . mid K. J dardner. assignors to 8. Jarvis Adams Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Pit-car wheel. No. 887,241; May 12; Sp.p.
1798; Dr. p. 378, Gaz vol 134, p. 323.

Fownes. W C.. Jr , and R. J. Gardner, assignors to S. Jar^'is .Vdams Company. Pittsburg, Pa. Mining-car-wheel bearing. No. 888,700;

May 26; Sp. p 477,'>. Dr. p, 1016; Gaz, vol, 134; p. >«>7

Fox. J. C, St^attlf
,
Wiish. Saw-swaging ina<-hine. No. 888.701; May 2»i: Sp. p. 4777; Dr. p. 1017; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 867.

Fox. J. P.. rt III See Shawver. .1. W., Hssignor,
Fox, .1, P, Everett. Wash Rotan," engine. No HH8,323; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3M68; Dr. p. 836; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 709.

Foxworthv. K E. assignor of ont-hHlf to .V I St iifTlpbam. (iftmansviUe, Mo. Spoke-setting machine. No. 888,394; May 19; Sp. p.
4112, Dr" 11 8<>8: Gaz. vol 134, p 7:<-2,

Fnias C
, Philadelphia, .'a StMti.inery-siippi> i:,sh \ vS8,0a5: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3388; Dr p 712: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 609.

Francis. C E,. Cincinnati ohin Veneer-prfs,s' .S n>>7 Tvi, Mav 19; Sp. p. 2947; Dr. p. ti20, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 5;i.5.

Francis. ,1
, Mon-islown, N I. Kaiiwav-rail. .No. HK.^.!^,H.s. Mav 36; Sp. p. 6379; Dr. p. 1141: Gaz. vol, 134: p. 960.

Frank. G B , Toltvio, Ohio, Ear-stopple, No. 88ft,790. .May 5"; Sp. p. 945; Dr. p. 19»i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. I.-.4.

Frank. W I . Wonns. (ieniianv Machine for lifting skinsorhides from lime-pita or tan-pits. No. 887.242; May 12; Sp. p. 1799; Dr.
pp. 378-9: (iaz vol 134: p 324

Franke. .V,, Halensee. near Berlin, as.signor to Slen»ens & llalske, A O., Berlin, Germany. System for selecting one of several receivers
(•onne«te<l ti> :i coiiiinon cduductor No, S88,153, Mnv 19: Sp. p. ;l6e0; Dr. p. 7titj; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. ()54.

Franke, T . Berlin, Gennanv. Wall and ceiling covering N.> 888.006; May 19; Sp. p. 3389: Gaz. vol 134; p. (09.

Frankel, H . New York. .N. V. (iarment-fonn. .No 88»i.4MO: May .5; Sp. p. 294; Dr. p. 61. (iaz. vol. 134; p. M.
Fra.ser. E M . New York. N ^' .Vmu.senieiU device. .No SS7.0X2: May 12; Sp. p. .48t). Dr. p. 315; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 273.

Frawley. W .1 i
.S«> Wilson and Frawley )

Freborg.C. De Kalti. assignor to M. Clark. Chicago, 111. Adjustable support for muslo-rolls for automatic musical instruiuents. No.
S88.;«^: May 19. So p 4114. Dr p srtH; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 732.

Frede. C. F. (See Westlake and Frede.)
Frederick. B. Se»' CoUlns. J. W., assignor.)
F'reeman. J See Werner, E assignor >

FnwniHn. W., rl al See Jimenez, A. l... assignor.'
Fres^, o

. and II RHiicb. Cincinnati. Ohio, (liaplet for oorw. No. 889,115; Mayafi; Sp. p. 6633; Dr. p. 1193; Oaz.voL134; p. 1001.

Frew. H G N.-w mnladelphla. Ohio. Nut-lock. No. 888.797; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4980; Dr. p. 1063; Oaz. voL 134; p. 898.

Frey, S ( .

^' .Ik Vn El«t n.-railwHy system. No. 887,932; May 19; So. p. 3247; Dr. pp. 682-3; Oaz. vol. 134; D. 585.

Frlcke, H C , mfmI G E Turner, assignors to Tiiroer-Fricke Manufacturing Companv. Pittsburg, Pa. Starting mechaiiism for ex-
plivsivp-englnes No KH^,or)7, Mav ly; Sp, p Xi'X). Dr. po. 712-13: Gaz. vnl 134. ]< tW.

Frlcke, W. E., Sumpter, Oreg. Pa/-kage^tie. No. H8f...'i92; May 5; Sp. p. 498. Dr. p. 107; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 89.

Fncker, F. A., S<ranton. Ph Switrh-ojierating menhanism. No. .s88.M)5; May 26; Sp. p. 4.57>>: Dr. p. 9*1; Oaz. voL 134; p. 836.

Fried, Krupp Aktiengesellsohaft, i.-iee Berker. ,.., lissignor.)
.-^(e Gosmann, W, assignor.')
.<ee (Irauhering, O , assignor.)
See Kanonenl>erg, IL, assignor.)
.''^ee LHul>er and KfK'h, assignors.)
See Netto, M da S . ussignor.)
See Schleth. F., assignor, i

See S<'h«eller. G ,\ a>sigiior.)

Se«' Wie.'W'r, K . «ssig!!<r

Frie<l Knipp .\ktienge.8ellsohaft (jermaniawerfl. '

.^«>«' .Mehrtens. C, asaiSDOr.)
FrietlenwHld Companv i See Kinn.se. O E . assignor
Fnend. 11 ,

assignor (if one-half to W. J. Stevens, liexin^rton. Okla. Insulator. No. 88s,l.S4: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3663; Dr. p. 766; Gaz. vol.
134. p fi54,

Fricss. W , I^-ipzig-Lindenaii. and E. Weingartner. i>-iiizig-Plagwltz, Oemianv. Bronzing-machine. No. 888.480; May 36; Sp. p.
4;(17. Dr p '.)13: (ia/. vol. 134: p 7yi.

Fntsch. R., Olieriossnltz. near Dresden, (Jermauv. Liquid-metej-. No. 888,481; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4320: Dr. p. 914; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 792.

Frost, F. 11. , ami W. A R«>se. Richwood. W. Vs GrippiriK-[iiilley. No. HX8.7(t.': May 2«i: Sp p. 477>«; Dr. p. 1017; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 867.

Frost, W. G , Indianapolis. Ind, Renewable-front washln.Mrd No, 888.155; Mav iw. Sj>. p. 3t>65. Dr. p. 766; Gaz. vol. 134, p, u'h.

Fniln, J. L., and J. J, Crotty. New York. N. Y Fresh-air inlet N.' wT :ej. Mhv 12. Sp.p. 2022; Dr. p. 423; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 3.>4.

Frve.ii, V,, and F B. lllnUsori. 1-exington, Ohio, saKl llinksoii a^.sigiior to said Erye. Making butter. No. 888,076; Mav 19; Sp. p.
3i.513. Gaz vol 134: p. 630. ~

No. 888,703; Mav 26; 8p. p. 4779; Dr. p. 1017; Gaz. voL 134; p. 867.

V. Tvi>e-wr1ting mariiine. No. 887.(183: Mmv 12: Sp p. 14Sf.: Dr. pp. 315-16; Oaa. vol.

Friivi Knipp .Vktienge.sellschaft

Frieil. Knipp .\ktiengesells<'haft.

Fried. Knijip Aktiengesellschaft.
F'ried. Knijip Aktiengesell8<^haft.
Fne<l. Knipji .\ktiengesell.scliaft.

Fried. Knipp \ktlenge,sell.schaft.

Fried Krupp ,\ktienge.<iells<'haft

Frieil Krupp .\ktiengesellschaf1

Fitths. .1.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Friction-clutch.
Fiilik'ndorf, A . »n<\ J. Grothe. New York. N

134 p 274
Fuller. \. .,S«' Uiering and Fuller
Fuller. A M
Fullfr. B A .

Mav IH, ^])

Fuller, H, E
Fuller. J. W,
Fuller. L E.

p ti38.

Fuller. K. B.

C S .\riny Fire-cunain. No. <<^(>,'.«.x .May 5, Sp. p. 1254; Dr. p. 2»J5, Gaz. vol. 134: p. 20K,

and M Bateman, assignors to Hen'ules Manufacturing Company, Centerville, Iowa, Concrete-block mold. No. 887,9;13;

p 3252. Dr p t^s3, Gaz vol. 134, p 585
Wlnterset, Iowa. l'e<lallv-<'per«te<i vLse .No. 887,471; May 12; Sp. p. 2331; Dr. p. 488; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 402.

Jr., Catusauqua, Pa Pulverizing or gnndiiig mill. No. 888,077; May 19; Sp. p. 3514; Dr. p. IX'y. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 630.

,
as.signor of one-half to A M. He.ath, Chi.Hgo. 111. Clutoh. No. 888,078; May 19; Sp. p. 3.515; Dr. p. 735, Gaz. vol. 134;

Machine for making basket-covers. No. 888,989; Mav 26; 8p. p. 5:M), Dr. p. 1142; Gaz. voL 134; p. 960.
Machine for making cleats for basket-covers. No. 888',990: May 26; Sp. p. 5385; Dr. pp. 1142-3; Gaz. vol.

Oaz. vol. 134; p. 959

Evaiisvlile, Ind.
FiiUer, R. H.. EvansvUle, Ind.

134; p. 960.

Fulton Cf>nipaiiy. (See F'ulton, W M., assignor.
Fulton, H. M . ( hlco. Cal. Finger-shield. No .SK^,9yl: Mav 26; Sp. p. 5387; Dr. p. 1143; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9(il.

Fulton, .N. H., Franklin, Pa. Filing device. No, 888, S7y, May 2>i; Sp. p. 5172: Dr. pp. 1097-^; Gaz. vol. 134. p. y2tj.

FiJton. W. M , assignor to Fulton Companv, Knoxville, Tenn Flexible corrugate<i wall. No. 887,084. May 12; Sp. p. 1489; Dr. p. 316;
Gaz. vol, 134. p 2/4.

Funcke, F . assignor to Firm of Societv of Chemical Industry in Basle. Basel. Switzerland. Red triphenylmethane dye and making.
No. 887,620; May 12; Sp p. '2608: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 450

Funnan, T. H.. Seward, Alaska. Ti><>l-che8t handle. -No, hh,s 07n May 19: Sn. p. 351^: Dr. p. 735; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 631.
Funias, L. T.. Lima, Ohio. Dress-fonn. .No. 888.992; Mav 3 ,

Sji p. ,t387; Dr. p. 1144; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 9td.

Fvri)erg, A., Honklnton, Mass. Flreann. No. 887,784; May ly. .^i^ p. 2949; Dr. p t,2(.i. (iaz vol. 134. p. .535.

Gaara, H., New York. N. Y. Manufacture of paper. No. 8Ks.4,h:': .May 26; Sp. p. 4321; Dr. p. 914; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 792.

Oabbart. E. E.. assignor of one-half to C. Halle, Klngsland. T< x. Kaiiwav signal svstem. No. 888,483; May 36, Sp. p. 4323, Dr. pp.
914-15; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 792.

Galiel. C. Hawkeye, Iowa. Veterlnarv obstetrical instrument. -So. 886,363: May 5: Sp. p. 42; Dr. p. 9: Gaz. vol. 134: p U.
Gall, T. T. (See Oent, J. F., assignor .'j

• iaines, 0. W.. Omaha, Nebr. Soap-anchor. No. 886,791, May 5; Sp. p. 946: Dr. p 197: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 154.

Gate, W, 1., and F. Davis. Moulton, Iowa. Price-marker and lid-holder for cigar-boxes. No, 886.692, May o, Sp. p. 717, Dr. p. 147;
Oaz. vol. 134. p. 121.

Gallagher, B. (See Dotts, OaUagher, and Rummel.i
Galla^r, J. D., Otenrldge, N. J., aaalgnor to E. H. Fallows, trustee, New Y'ork, N. Y. Brake-ahoe. No. 887,243, May 12, Sp. p. 1800;
Dr. pp. 37»-80; Oaz. vtjl. 134; p. 824.
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275. ,, ., ,_ ^; v.. v., awo iim u.i,- la- Sn r\ lllft- I)r ri MW: (lax. vol. 134: D.

Gall*gtier, J D.. Gtenridge, N. J., aadgnor td E. H. Fanows, trustee, New York. N. Y. Brato-Aoe. No. 887^44: May Vf. Sp.p. MW;

.iiL^k'
'"

U^: a^signofto Standanl Coupler Company, New York, N. V. Draft nnd buffing rigging for railway-cars. No.

ur5rer1r.^D^yr''aLSr^^^^S^r otJTn/ N^w York, N Y. Draft and bufT.ng rigging No. ^,^. May 19; 6p. p.

M n^' M N?>l^HlBa?n.^Pa ^''Draw;« Vo H>« 232 Mav 19: .^P. p. 3805: Dr p. 799: Ga«. vol. 134: p. m.
Galloway V . a^lT B Twelt MilwaS', Wi.. Fa^ohold.r. U^.,^. Ma^y 12: Sp. p. 2164: Dr. p. 453, Ga. vo, 134: p. 374.

Galloway, L V\ Sw Nelson and Galloway,

ilarablt", \. .v., (till. iSee Strain, R., assignor.)

; ;:m!;^ter U c' ComnTo^^'atSoit? AtoeTa^n MiUtigraph Company, Cteveland. Ohio. Ribbon attachment. No. 887,472: May

Glmm'L'c'^^ B''iiTrio*^o'""'com^uimg%^-meaaur^. No. 888.233: May 19: Sp. p. 3806; Dr. p. 7«: Gaz. vol. 134; p. «81.

134; p.

oSner J M New London. Conn. Cotto,»^teaning machine. No. S88.396: May 19: Sp, p. 4116; Dr. p. 868; Oai-.. vol. 134; p. 733.

;:rn!h:ide''F', Soll^'^rin.T w'wL'ttrheide, Rath, near Du«seldorf. Germany. Burial apparatus No .«6,5»3: May 5: Sp. p. 4W;

Gar'raU.'H M
'
KlmL'Mt, 's t'. La.ly s hat-holder. No. ^.mx May 26; 8p. p. 5173; Dr p 1098; (ia*. vol. 1.14: p 926.

Gar"*! D ,s*»> l.itrhfield and Garst. i

oif^v"''..t.— .
Ill sh»» I" "i>""- ^" '"* «»-

-
-I' I'

'"S? ,';: f f,--
;" ;°|- 1^' l fS'

ciJ?t™ R Ii...v.r,lml Sh.»-lm-.- t«»l,-i«T N- •«;'- M.i> ~1' I' '"• Hf I' W,. '••' >"l 1«. P '"

r,„Hr 'Irin.lu.K -Vl^hin*' I'mipaiiv • Sw Wiwl an,! I avlor, a-siiiKnors-^

^ItiKn.y C "AU:;ua'':...;^^r.U,:;t* ,-;^r^'orks ,„o Fa.t point, Ga. Saw-r^nttuig m.-h,.,...,.. Nu. ^,704. May 2..;

Sp p 47Sr I>r p IDls; Gaz. vol. I.i4: p v,^.

GeTieral"Kl«-t'rH- ( ompan'v Sw .\ndr«'w^ .^nd Manger, assignors.)

Creneral Ele.'fnc ( ompanv See Arniatnmr A. H., assignor.)

Genera! Electric < omjiaiiv >»* i urpv, K h assignor, i

C.weral Klet'Tnc * "nipaiiv <•" 1 i.>ui:1h.'*s K W ..assignor.)

(..neral KUrtrlc Companv. >«• K.v.-r.'st. .V U assignor.)

ueneral Klei'tnc r.^nipanv. See Halwv. K. .- a.ssigiior.)

General KLftru (ompHnv. .s*'^ Ia<ks.>ti A M assignor.)

General EW'tni- Conipanv. -^v Ki>-s»T, H .. as.^i^rnor ,

General Klirtric Ciinpanv. ,<.< Kriih. i ) (i. a.ssignivr.)

General Klettne (ompanv. .See Kuhlmano. K.. assignor.)

General EW-tnc< ompanv See l.emp H . a.^sigiior.

General Electric i ompanv .see Macloskie. G
.
assignor.)

General Electric (ompanv See Merrill, W . L.. assignor.;

General El.«ctnc Companv i .s.^' Fott.T. \^^ B.. a.sslgnor.)

General Eltvtric Companv. S.*> Reist. H. G.. asslgnor.-i

General Electric C.nnpanv. See Rushmort. 1) B., assignor.)

Oen-'ral EW-ctric Companv S.* Sargent, S. R ,
assignor .

Creneral Electric < ompanv - .See Schattner, K.. assignor, i

General Electric (ompanv. i See Steinmetz. C. 1'
,
assignor.)

Ger.era! Electric Companv. (.See Troy, M. ( > .
a.ssignor )

General Ei»^tr(r Companv 'See Wagnt-r T V .
assignor, i

General EUxtnc Companv See \V«HH)on. TV .s
,
assignor

General Electric (ompanv < See Westendari), H. •'., assignor.)

General Ki^^jnc-. ompany^.^_
, S«JN^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ BamstaMe. Ma..s. D.-gemilng Indian com and other grain. No.

SX9 ll.i Mav JH. Sp p .V>.i4. Dr p. 119.1, G»z. vol 134; p 1001

Ge<^. E. iCeith Company ^ See Regan, T J^ aasigrior^. *« ««i Mav '^i Sn n 5174 Dr up l(i98-9. (laz vol, 134; p. 936.

'^"^ I ;rX- u; v;oi.n\^:^^;';:KK:?om;:;nv*^^^^ Ma:^ ^.^LJr^ud? no. 886,491: May 5: §p. P 295. Dr p. 62;

t^H^'rle.^' R'.'a.s^i^or to Morgan Con.stru«u>n Company, Wor«ster. Mass Metal-heating fuma.v No >«6,«»2: May 5. Sp. p. Wl

.

Pr p r)2: Gar. vol. 134. p .>.V

G.'orge I. Mas<in Companv. See Mason. <1. L.. assignor.)

ii:^n:; VT. \^::^:^^^. '^J"'^^^ s::^^. May 5: sp p. 299: Dr p ..: (^a. vo, ,:,4. p 55.

Gemhardt, J. A. See Meade, J^K,, »-''«.ff*;L ., ^ ^y^ i,^ ,,p (^^^- r.ar vol 1,34: p. 586

Gibbs. I. A.a.ssignorofone-halftoJ Rofie,R..anoke.\a^ Brak^-^hoe^ No^Im May 5 % P »«* ''^ W '^ ^ f^"*'" ^<^^^*'

Gibbs. W. .v.. NewarkOhlo Ticket sepatating and counting machine .no »«(«,/y.). May .i
. i^ \ .

Glbfo?d Automatic Safety Pin Co. fSee "'^^';-. ^' ^ '
"-iKnor^ ^^^

Gibford, E B , Adrian, Mich. Raror-gnard. .No 889,183, May 26. bp p >' « I'r p. i-:i,

^llh^^^-'^a'signol^oGUrnSfg."^;:^^^^^^^^^ Telephone-r«.iver. .No. 887,473: May 12; Sp. p 2336; Dr. p. 488, Ga. vol

Gil^^^.S*'andH.M.Verplanck.asalgnorStoLanslng>.'heelbarrowCompany,Lansing,Mlch
Wheelbarrow No. 887,.387; May 12:

3p. p. 2166: Dr. p. 453: Oas. vol. 134; p Th.
d.,w»«... ,.* rv/iii.hinff Vo <» 117 Mav 26 Sp. p. 5636; Gai. vol. 134; p. 1001.

fMn'-^t^^^^'^l '^'tl^^%t^iS:Z^or\^rT^^^'^^^^^^^'^ ^^eybo-.Siover ,or typewriters. No.

989 184- May 26; 8p. p." 5780; Dr. P. 12»; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 1023.

oabe'rt. A. iiL, executrix. (See Gilbert, A. L.)
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GOtottB. B. C, ?few Tot*. N. Y. Drv concentrator. No. 888,186: Iby It: 8p. p. 3886; Dr. p. T86; Oftf . vol. 134: p. 855.
OIDette. C. E, Philadelphia. Pa Hydraulic valve. No. 886.594; Itoy J{ l^.p. 501: Dr. p. 107; Gaz. vol 134: p 85).

*)niette. II ,S«* Bean. M , assignor
Gilliard, A.. Lyon. Eram*. Closure for twittlei« and other reeeptadea. No. 888.234; May 19; 8p.p.3807; Dr. p. 799; Gar. Tol. 134; p. 681.
GiUiland, \.. u. rt III. i.<ee .stiarpneck. E. .V, assignor.

)

(iilinan, W E , Haverhill. Mass Shix' No S>t><.994; May J»i: Sp. p. 5390; Dr. p. 1144; Gar. vol. 134; P- 962.
Gilmore. E L , assignor of one-half to I) E ,\nder8on, Youngstown, Ohio. Fish-hook. No. 886|t94; May 5; 8p. p. 963; Dr. p. 199:

<;ai vol 134: p \hh
(Jllmore. W I (See Heckman. J C . assignor.)
Gimson A Cc)mpany I I>eicesteri (.See o'Donnell. T W., aasifnor.)
(fiovannoni, E f

, Sew York N. Y. Electric awning-operator. No. 888,157; May 19; Sp.jp. 3671; Dr. p. 767; Gar. vol. 134;
(iitt, i; N . Hanover, Pa Glove. No. 88S.009: May 19; Sp. p. 3397; Dr. p. 714; Oar. voL l34; p. 610.

; p. 656,

Glass, J. M., PIttjiburg. Pa. Revolving tv^vok -support. No. 888.158; May 19: Rp. p. 3673; Dr. p. 767; Gar. vol. 134; p. 656.
" "

~ - - _ - No. 888,485; May 26;(;ia.ss. P R

(ilvans. B H i .See Chidister. S E. assignor, i

"

. Rp-P-^
{ iJiimcv. assignor, bv m»»sne a.ssignments, to T. O. Plant, Boston, Mass. Tack or nail driving device.

Sp. p. ifJT: Dr pp 91.-» Hi; (Jar vol. 134. p m3
Glas.sc(wk. M .

\V»>hb Citv. Mo Toi>-holder No XSfi.-'V't.'). May h. Sp. p. 503; Dr. p. 108; Gar. vol. 134: p. 90.

(Jlenk. W. N'uremlierg f'ifrmanv. Means for siiprilviiig fuel to stove*. No. 888,324; Mav 19: Sp.p. 3971; Dr.p.836; Gar. vol. 134; p. 710.
Glidden. C E . Sisson. ( al ring-driver No HHf..:<k>4. May 5; 8p. p. 43; Dr. p. 9; Oar. vol. 134; p. 11.

C,lol)e-Wprnlcke Compain .s**- Sengp L assignor
Glock. E. F. (S**' Thomas A . Mssigiior

Glore. J. P., Atlanta, (ia Ty!)e writer atlai hmciit .No. 888,159; May 19; 8p. p. 3674; Dr. p. 767; Gar. vol. 134; p. 656.

Gloaaop. G. R. (See .^cker and (ilossoi

Glow Light Companv. fS»ee White aini Stover, a.'signors.')

(lohbe, E, .Tumet. Belgium Apparatus for the manufacture of plate-glass. No. 887,623: Mav 12; Sp.p.MU; Dr.p.551; Gar. vol.134;
p. 451.

Gfxilev. G F., Pbiladeljihia. Pa. ,I(»iirnal-lMix guard or closure. .No. 887.787; Mav 19; Sp. p. 295,1: Dr. p. G21: Oaz. vol. 1.^4: p. ."W.

iMHlman, E I
,
Ifrsev Citv, N J , assignor to Sterling .Seal Company, New York, 1^. Y. Bottle-sealing cap. No. 88S,99o; May 26; Sp. p.

">:wi. Dr p IK'., Gar vol 1,S4: p ^V2. ,

Ooforth, C. F. and M T., Wichita, Kans. Sewing-ma<-hine shuttle. No. 887,039; May 5; Sp. p. 1392; Dr. p. 296; Gar. vol. 134; p. 231.
(ioforth, C. F and M T , Wichita, Kans. Tension for sewing-machines. No. 889,118; May 26; Sp. p. .ViSS; Dr. p. 1193; Gar. vol. 134;

p. 1001.

Goforth, C F and M T . Wichita, Kans FeeJ mechanism lor sewing-machines. No. 889,119; May 26; Sp. p. 5639; Dr. p. 1194; Gar.
vol. 134. P KXJJ

(ioforth, M T (.See Goforth, C F. and M. T.)
Gohv, J.. Ensival. near \ervierfl. Belgium. Machine for perforating paper tulws. No.888,080; May 19; Sp. p. 3520; Dr. p. 736; Gar.voL

134: p. 631.

Gold, E. U.. Chicago. 111. Art of heating No. S.>«,.9fi9: May 5; Sp. p. 1256; Dr. p. 265; Qar. vol. 134; p. 208.

(iolden. M. K, assi>rtior to Horto Eloctririil Conipan)', Chicago, 111. Vibrator. No. 888,9%; May 26; Sp. p. 5392; Dr. p. 1145; Gar. vol.

,248; May 12; Sp. p. 1807; Gar. vol. 134; p. 325.

134: p. 962
(ioldcr, W H . Detroit, -Mich Coating composition. No.
<toJdschmlilt. I. E '.S«x<> Ilicke. H . assignor.
(iollv, 1... Ka.st ( 'range. N J Vacuum power-hammer. No. 887,388; May 12; Sp. p. 2167; Dr. p. 4.V4; Gar. vol. 134; p. 375.
Gonzalez. <) l Palms. Cal. Wrv^ier and cultivator. No. 886,970; May 5; Sp. p. 1258; Dr. p. 3ii<i; Gar. voL 134; p. 209.

>d. .' R , rt nl ! S** Ilallahan. E I assignor i

(i<><xlfcllow, M .
a.-'signor of one-half to .1 <) I've, Columbus, Ohio. Steering mechanism (or agricultural implements. No. 887,624

May 12. S^» i) iiUs, Dr p .Vi2: 'iaz vol i;)4: p 452
(ioodinan, N i.. assignor to Simplex .S«df Holding Cai

Sp. p 9,%=1: Dr p. !*»: Gaz. vol i.M: p l.Vi.

' iixxlman. N. c. assignor to Simplex S, if Holding Carton Company, St. Louis, Mo. Laundried-fihirt holder. No. 886,796; May 5; 8p
p 957: Dr p 199, Gaz. v.>l, 134; p. I.V..

Goodwin. W B. 'S«>' Thrash, W. H assignor.)
(iordon, F I.. . S'»' Rosing and (iordon •

Gon-r. E H fS«»' Densmop- and Conn' >

Ing Carton Company, St. Louis, Mo. Holder for laundrlod shirts. No. 886,795; May 6;

Gonnan, H I'.. lUzleton. la. Dlsfx-nsiug ii,|uid-holder. No. 886,586; Maj 5; Sp.p..W4; Dr. p. lOS; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 90.

j; Mav 5; Sp. I

(.orrnh. I . Ihiladelphia. I'a Treating solid material. No. 888,608; May 26; 8p. p. 4583: Dr. p. 972; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 837.

'eirmaii. .M S New I^mi^Ioii. Wis ( Jarrni'iit-hook. und hat-holder. No. 886,365: May 5; Sp. p. 44: Dr. p. '.': Gaz. vol. 134; p. 12.

(iormlv. .1 , Phil idi'IpbiH. Pa Vpiiiratus for treiting .solid raHterlal. No. 889,120; May 26: Sp. p. .')641; Dr. p. 1194; Gar. vol. 134;
|1 10(1.'

".osmaiin W. assignor to Fried Knipp .Vktieiigcs<'llsi'haft, Esaen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany, .\luminum alloy. No. 886,507; May 5;
-ip. !>. .'i<»>. (iaz. vol. i:<4, p. ',*),

Gottsj-halk. F . assignor to .vdjustabk' Seal Company, New York, N. Y. Seal impretising or printing machine. No. 888^89; May 26;
Sp p. .">is"i; Dr p WW. (iaz vol \M. p. <>29.

I .ottschallt. F .
assignor to A IJustaM*' .Seal Company, New York, N. Y. Device for impressing seals on papers. No. 888,890; May 26;

Sp p .MMl: Dr p 11(I2. Gaz vol i:{4: ji '.C.l.

Gott.schalk. F . assignor t<> \djustablf .s»»al Company, New York.N. Y. Device for impressing seals on papers. No. 888,997: May 26;
Sp p .'k«t4. Dr p 114,'): Gaz vol i:t4. p ^ttCt

(Joftachall. W i;
. assignor to HMrt. ShafTner \ Marx, Chicago. 111. Machine for shrinking and drying doth. No. 887,788; May 19;

Sji p .'«."rf, hr p i\Sl Gaz vol \M. p 'JT

Gouker. <; I
.
Peona. 111. .Markir for eorii i.laiiters. No. 8S7.474; May 12; Sp. p. 2336; Dr. p. 489; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 403.

Gould Coupler Compain . .Sts' Tiirtiavne, W. .\ . assignor.*
Gould, P I) ,

Hillsboro! N II Attachment for spinning-machines. No. 888,998; May 26; Sp. p. ."iafte; Dr. p. 1145; Oar. vol. 134; p."'.»ti3.

Gould Stora+re Huttery Coiupanv. i .S«»^ Hul>t>ar<f, K. .S., assignor.)
ifoiild Storage Hatter\ ( oriipany .Siy Winship, W. E., a.ssignor.)
ifowlland, C. S. (S«s' Inskucp and iiowUand.)
<;owllan<l. E. (See Ii\sk<'<'p and (Snwlland.)
Graham, (i M , assignor to G. A E Kohler, Chica^fo, 111. Reinforced concrete floor and celling. No. 888,9y9; May 26; Sp. p.lM; Df.
p 114«; (Jaz. vol 1.V4: p. 9(>4

Crraham, G M , assignor to (i. A. E. Kohler, Chicago, 111 Reinlort»d concrete roof . No. 889.000; May 26; Sp. p. 5400; Dr. pp. ]14*-7;
Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 9«>4.

(iraham,.! ^ ,S<>«> .lannev and Graham i

Graham. M M , Butte. Mont Garment-buckle No. 887,n«i; May 12; Sp. p. 1504: Dr. p. 319; Gar. vol. 134; p. 276.
(Iranltz, F. <A*^- Bastian and (Jranitz.

Grant, K. H.. administratrix. See iJrant, .1. R.
(rrant,.I. (S«x> WlUiams and (jrant.
Grant, J R, decreased

: E. H. Grant, administratrix, .Vmethyat, Colo. Fish-screen. No. 886,797; May 5; Sp.p. 958; Dr. p. 200; Gar.
vol. 134. p. l.V>.

Grant. R. P., assignor to Beckwith Box Toe Companv, Boston, Ma.ss. Feed-roll for leather-8ki\ing machines, &c. No. 887,625; May
12; Sp. p 3622: Dr. p ,V)3: (^.sz. vol 134, p 4.I.'.

Graiihering, ()., assignor to Fried Knipp Aktieneesellschaft . E".ssen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany. Oun with screw elevating mechanism and
adjustable sight device. No. H*.,.'>9h: May 5; Sp. p. 506, Dr. p. Ids; Gar. vol. 134; p. 91.

(irav, C. E. (See Rodden and Grav )

Gray. H. J. (.See McCloskey and Clray.)
(ireat American Automatic Nendinp Slachine Companv. CRee Wvatt, A. E., aaaii^ior.)
Green, J. H,, Springfield, 111. Renovator. No. 88!',12l': Mav 26: .Sp p. 6643: Dr. p. 1198: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1002.
i;rMn. W. R., Vernal. CUh. Trap. No. K,««..Ti.i: Mav 19. .*p T' •*^7f: Dr. p 8,37: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 710.

Green, W. T., Norfolk, Va. Swing. No. 886,799: May 5: Sp. p. 9»/), Dr. pp. 2(1(^-1: Gaz. vol. i;h, p. 1,V..

Green. W. W.. assignor to Garden City Fan Companv, Chicago. Ill Fan-wheel and casing. No 889.001: Mav 26: Sp. p. b¥r2: Dr. pp.
1147-8; Gar. vol. 134: p. 964.

'

Greenhlat. I. L.. San Francisco, Cal. Combined envelop and letter-sheet. No. 886,971; Mav 5: 8p. p. 1260; Dr. p. 26«>: Gar. vol. 134;

p. 309.

Greene. C. E.. assignor to E, H. Vavra 4 Co., Chicago, 111. Confectionery-holder. No. 887,789: Mav 19: Sp. p. 2958; Dr. p. 622; GaJ!.
vol. 134; p. .537.

Greenfield, E. T., Klameaha. N. Y. Speed-indicator. No. 888,70): .Mav 26: Sp. p. 4783: Dr. p. 1019: Gaz. vol. YM: p. 868.

Greenfield, E. T., Kiameeha, N. Y. Speed-indicator. No. 888,798. May 26; Sp. p. 4981; Dr. p. 1063; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 898.
Grwnlaw Manufacturing Co. (See Greenlaw, W. A., assignor.

)
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Msl; Device for cleaning Ujiter-tubes. No.Onvilaw W A., Melroae Highlands, afclfmor to OTwnlaw Manufacturing Co.. Boston, Mass

«7.aiV Mav 19; Sp. p. 3258; Dr. p. 6M: Gar. vol. 134: p. 586. ,,.,,,»>,
Oreer. F M, Winona, Minn. Game. So. 888,883; May 28; 3p. p. 5178; Dr. p. 1099; Gar. vol. 134; p. 927

i;re+?ory, K. K , Greens^wro, N. C, assignor of one-baJf to J. H. White, Baltimore. Md. Nut-lock

Dr p. Slrt. Gax. vol. 134; p. 793. ^ , ,. ^ , ,n. ,.>,

Grenier J A ,
Beaver Falls. Pa. Protmctor. No. 886,695, May 5. Sp. p -J.3. Or p 14)*: G«z vol \M. p 1*2.

lireuter, C R , Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Carbureter. No. 888,487; May 2«; Sp. p. 4331. Dr. p 917, <.a7.. vol. 134. p. 7W.

Grey W S Des Moines, Iowa. 3eat-»tipportin« device. No. S88.799; May 2fi; .-^p. p 4!iK2: Dr p Hx*. (.at. vol. 134

No. 888,486: May 36; Sp. p. 4330;

liner, G. L.
Gngg. W. K
( irimsnn, .S

,

Gnner, G. S
Gri.<iwold, H
•^/rmwoM. H

No. 887,475; May 12; 8p.

538.

p. a«.

Grier. F. L.'and G L., Milford, Del. DtentaJ i«ment and manufacturing the same. No. H89,i)»y: .May 26; Sp. p. 54(i4; Gar. vol. 134;

p. !^4^

'^w Yort N. Y. Bluing-strainer. No. 888,081; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3.V23; Dr. p. 73»i: Gm/ vl. 1.34; p. (i32.

Vew Yrtrk. N. Y. Lighted sign. No. H88.082: Mav 19: Sp. p. .i.ei. Dr. pp. .3tv7. .;,,/ v,.| IM. p. 632.

,
Bridgeton, N. J, Bottle-«topper. No. 889,003: May 26; Sp p 54(»5. Dr p 1148. Ga/. w,l \M: P- 9b5.

J K.Sreka fal. Combinad potato-masher and spoon. So, ^7.79<». Mav 19, Sp, p. J«.<): Dr p. h23; Gar. toI. 134; p. 537.

J
' Eureka Cal. Heel-plate. No. 887.791; May 19; Sp,'i>. .n**), Dr p »-,2.J. Gaz, vol, 1.(4, p, Ivs.

Grr*-han. A, K..' Fau Claire, Wis. Pan. No. 888,160. May 19; Sik p. 3»^"V nj- !'^ '•:"„''*;- 7'- '•**, I'' '"''f^
,

. ..„ o<«^ u«v v
Groehn. W C , assignor to Briscoe Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich. Metallic fender and mud-guanl No. 886. 41M, May 5.

Groh.^K^r ^sijI^or'of'f^JtWrds'to'r 'seifert and S H Rwves, St. Louis, Mo, Fire-hose bridge. No. 886,798; May 5; 8p. p. 959;

Drp -><»): Gaz vol. 134; p. 156. ,„ ^ ..... . •

Gross, W, Fall River, assignor to Dnaper Company. Hopedale, Mas-s. Warp-thread -detecting device.

G^os'^W^'lKci'^n^Bfvi'wis. F^il-Joint. No. 887,792; May 19; Sp. p, :<*a: Dr p. 623; Gar. vol. 134; p

Grossman, S , New York,' N. Y. Stair. No. 888,882; May 26; Sp, p, 5176; Dr. p. 1090; Gaz. vo . 34; p.
«J7.

Grossman; S ; New York, N. Y. -Stair No, 888,884: May 26: Sp p 5180; Dr, p. 1100; Gar. vol, 134; p, 927.

gX..Y W^^She'Sndoa? t^a"* ""IttShment for dirt push^ars No S«6,8a), May 5; Sp. p. 964; Dr. pp. 201-2; Oar. vol. 134; p. 156.

Gnift r P , Jr, fSee Flautau, L. 3,. assignor, i

Guarant** Title and Trust Co, trustee. (See Van Horn, C. B, a.'<signor,;
r^ r« r, i , j.. it-)

.;u.-nth«.r, F 1.,, Athens. Ohio, Clothe»-pounder, No, 887,636; May 12. Sp^ p, 2fi24; Hr P M3: QW- vol- '-^^.P, *^-„ .„
(Inflpv. H D , fnionville, Mo, Road drag and harrow. No. 888.»in9: Mav 2t., >p P i:>xy ^rP-f^- <•« \?'- 1^4. p. 838.

(luiUaum-. K Paris, Fram*. Rectifving of alcoholic liquid. No, >«7,7',>.l Mmv '.'. Sp p, •29.v5; Dr p 623. Gar. vol. 134. p. 538.

Gurl.>v.J C, Norfolk, Va, GasolenivUnk. No, 888,488; May 26; Sp,p, 4;OT, r)r p 41 ,<.«7 vol, 1.34. d, 794^ ^ ,-«.
Gustafson, ( . J , K.-ading, Pa assignor, by mesne assignment.^, to Rea*lin»i Standard ( oiiipany, Liibncatmg device. No. 887,WO,

Mav 12; Sp p 1505; Dr p. 319; Gar. rol. 134; p. 276, ..,,..,. w «, v- o«, jo«. ii„„ «•. a„ „
(ii^'.tafsoii.r. f, Reading, Pa. assignor, by mesne assigmnent.'*, to Reading Standard ( ..mpaiiv Muffler. No. 888.489, May 26, 8p. p.

Giuh F ( )^'(-^hicago"ill." Hos^uplieg. No. 888,326: May 19; 8i.. p. 3975: Dr. p. 837; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 710.

H H, Akers Manufacturini: Company. (See Akers, H. H,, assignor )

Haager K. ( See Ris and Haager. i

Haas G W. Los Vngeles, assignor of one-half to M. B, Fowler, Pasadena,

«7,389: May 12; 3p p. 2170; Dr. pp. 454-5; Gar. vol. 134; p. 375.

Haas r, W Los A ngeies. assignor of one-half to M. B, Fowler, Pasadena, C^tl.

Mav y.-. Sp. p. 4.135; Dr. p. 917; Gar. vol. 134: p. 794.

llaA.*;, A. L See Rohlf, H. H.. assignor.

Haase. F Chicago. 111. Combination-lolder No. 886.495; May o. Sp p J02. .. _ .

Habenicht I Hanover Germany. Truss. No. 886.509; May 5; Sp. p. 5l)9; Dr p. 109; Gar. vol. 134: p 91,

Hat»<rlin W R assignor to Amerlcaa Miniature RallwayCompany, Bridgeport, Conn Rail-jomt for toy railway systems.

HfThmin.'^O^. FortVavli?*/ nS.'- ?,^o^refclt^^^ Mav 2.. Sp. p .5195. Dr. o^ ,ia2; Gar vol. 134 p^««.

Hadaway J B Brockton, Mass., assignor to United .Shoe Machinery fnmpany, Paterson, N. J. Stitch-separating machine.

H«be"S'n'.'!f.'ii|n^or^to'^Akr^nM Smp^s^V' Akfon%hio Clutch No. 886,600; May 5; 8p. p. .509; Dr. pp. 109-10: Gar.

1,34: p. 91.

Ha«-hi & CI*-.. V. uSee Helsmann, T.. assignor.

^

, ,,. „ roa
Haeske, C. M., South Bend. Ind. Dumping-wagon. No. 888,794; May 19 Sp p 29<.h; L r. p. '>-'<: G^-JOL 134. P. M8.

Halemnger, E, F., Weehawken. N, J, Friction-sprocket. No 886.601, Mav o, i^p. p, aU. Dr p, 110; Oar. v^. 134. p^ 92.

HatTord^ C . assignor of two-thirds to D W, Harrison and V. A. Haflord, Limofn. Ark. Rail-jowit. No. 886.972; May 5, Sp. p. L»l.

Dr p 266; Gar. vol. 134; p. 209.

Hafloni, V A., efU. (See IlafTord, .DC, assignor.)

S::|etT.:-^-^bst^5'r'c^n^"ea*iS?.'^o. ,887,795; May 19; 8p, p. 2971. Dr. p, 624; Oar. vol. 1^. p 539.

Hager D. S , Toledo, Ohio. Pneumatic-tube cash-carrier. No, S86 496. May 5, Sp, p 303: Dr p ^4; Gar, vol. 134, p. 56.

Ha«e'rty. H, C.^ (See Case and Haggerty.j

Stll!' L T'^hulderphia^Pa." 'sSK^roduclng machine. No. •«8,0^4, May 19: Sp. p. 3.VJ5; ^r. pp. 73K-9: Oar v-l, 1:^4, p^
em

Hai^s L \ .; Moimt Veriion, assignor of three-fourths to W, T. Ap-rter, I. P. Cames, and A. L. \\ hite. Lima, Ubio, Oae-turbine.

Fl.'xible cornvtive liraix' and liraiH'-frame. No.

Hexiblecomx>th-e brace and brace-frame. No. 888,490;

Cal,

Dr p 63: Oar vol 1.34: p fA.

No.

No.

vol.

"n'o. 887"627;'Ma"y 12J Sp. p. 3625: '£)rj)p. 553-4; Oar. vol. 134; p. 4.53.

Hale-KUbum Metal Company. (See Bfudd. E. O., assignor,)
Wooden lamp-stand. No. 887,081; May 12; 8p. p. 150<);

Haley, J. W., Krlanger, assignor of on»-half to J. L. .\danis, Covington, Ky
Dr, p. 319; Gar. vol. 134; p. 277.

Hall-Borchert Dress Form Co. (See Herman. R, L.. assignor.]
v- ov- fi^ i/.^ ^ or, ,^ iw< nr n 9q« fia»

Uall, E. E., assignor of one-third to G. M. Huber, Pittsburg. Pa, Street-sweeper. No. 887,040; May 5; Sp. p. 1393, Dr. p. 296, Oar.

hIuI H^V-. A ^and A. 0. Hostachy. Plainfield. N. J. Protector for gloves No. 888,800; May 26; Sp. p. 4984; Dr. pp. 1063-4; Oar. vol. 134;

hIiIi'l.. assignor of one-half to D p. Munroe, Montreal, Quebec. Canada Weather-strip. No. 887,249; May 12; Sp. p. 1807; Dr.

0.381; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 325.
. . . . ^ ^ „ ,.

Hall. J., Fresno, Cal., assignor to UniHed States Consolidated Seeded Raism ( ompany
8p'. p. 2632; Dr. pp 564-5; Gar. vol. 134; p 464.

Hau. J. -A. , Ooltewah, Tenn.

Hai/'j*l^"ew York, &. Y. Structural slide-rule. No. 887,390; May 12; Sp p 2172; Dr, p. 455; Gar, vol 134; p. .376.

JlSah^'^E' j"^s:S-o^r'^tward^\'o'w.TKe;isler and J, R. Good, Augusta. Ga, Sansi^tufBng machine. No h^,1?2; May

2ri; Sp. p. 5645; Dr. p. 1195; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1008.

Hallam, w. J., assignor of one-half to H. H. Bowman, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,

hSu^H^^"' I^gno'r ?o mtsbureh (}age & Supply Company, Httsburg, Pa. Apparatus for treating waste oils No H86.696: May

5. 3p. p 725; Dr. p. 149: Gar. voL 134; P- 122,

1!& w't^^^d F^.I^Se'S' New Y^ork"'W'- Electric signaling. No. 888,885; May 26, Sp, p, 5182; Dr p. 1100; Oar. vol. 1.4. p. 928.

HaUey.'o. W., Nevada, Iowa. Hog-tPap. No. 888,161; May 19; Sp. p. 3676: Dr. p. 768; Gar. vol. 134; p. f^l.

Ky.'^E^S^ptlSett^FlI','!^^^^^ Lightning-arrester. No. 888.23.5; May 19; Sp. p. 3808; Dr. p. 800;

nliSinn? a!^F. &'.,^amburg, Germany. Caaement or folding window. No. 887,936; May 19; Sp. p. 3260; Dr. p. 684; Oar, vol. 134; p.

H^'bruch. H. F.. Hamburg, Qermany Knife cleaning and polishing machine. No. 886,802; May 5: Sp. p. 514; Dr. p 110; Gar. vol.

HL^lfoifJ. M.. Mertden. Conn. 8oo«Kboard. No. 886,697; May 5; 8p. p. 736; Dr^p. 146: Gar vol. 134: p. 123.

nSon.' R.. BirSSS^in. Ala. CarvderaUef. No. 888.8W; May 36; §p. p. 5196; Dr. pp. noS-3, Oar voT 134. P;flf

Hamm. W. 8. Chl«wo. lU., asMgnor to Adanw and Wertlake Company. Xantem. No. 886.973. May 5; Sp. p. 1282. Dr. p. 267. Gar.

hISJw.'^' J^New York. N. Y. Apparatu. lor meMUilng ll«bt. No. 888-801; May 36; Sp. p. 4086; Dr. p. 1064; Gar. vol. U4; p. 899.

Steaming apparatus No. 887,628: May 12;

'

Machi'neTor'distributing torpedoes on railways from platforms. No. 888,70«); May 26; Sp p 4784; Dr.

(ias-rang.^ No. 887,391; May 12, Sp p. 2177; Dr.

Hammer. W. .T.. New York. N. Y. Meaauring light. No. 88MQ2; May 36; 8p. p. 4989; Dr p, W>4. Gar. vol 134; p. 800.

Hampton, C. G . Hyde, Cal. CtittW h»ran.i guard. No. 888,401: May 26; Sp. p. 4337; Dr p 91s. Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 795.

Ilancliges, P. T., assignor to Da.-nMm»i Brake Beam Co., Clevetaad, Ohio. .Adjustable brake-head. No. 886.603; May 6; Sp. p. 516;

Dr p 111; Gaz vol 134; p. 92. ^ . .

llandlan. A H , Jr, St, Louis, Mo. Lamp-burner. No. 888.162; May 19; Sp. p. 3676; Dr. p. 768; Gar. voL 134; p. 667.

Handlan-Huck Mrtnufactiiring Companv. (.See Rolfes, O. H., assignor.)

Hanon, J., near D.-arborn. Mo Spoke setu-r and guide. No. 88K.010: May 19; Sp. d. 3399; Dr. p. 715; Oar. vol. 134; p. 610.

Hansen, C. C, Ka.ston. Pa , assignor to Ingvrs<'ll-Rand Company, New York, N. Y. Sectional bit or cutter. No. 887,325: May 12;

Sp p, 2026: Dr p 424; Gaz vol ]M. p .XS5. ^ „ , ,„ ,or.

Hansen H , Bremen, (Jeniiany Manufacture of intermediate walls. No. 887.041; May 6; Sp. p. 1395; Dr. p. 296: Oar. vol. 134; p. 232.

Han.sen. II F , Grxrilt.' Ib-lghts, Wis, Envohm-opener, No 8«».0()4; May 26; Sp. p. 5406; Dr. p. 1148; Oar. vol. 134; p. 965.

Hansen! H K . as.signor of one-half to L, C, Farr Logan. Itah. Extension-stovepipe. No. 886.366; May 5; Sp. p. 46; Dr. p. 9; Gar.

vol 1,34. p 12,

Hansen, H W (See Andersen and Hansen i .... ,„ ...... w. v
l!an,Hen, ,1 S ,

Brrx-kton. Mass , assignor to O. A Miller Treeing Machine Company. Portland. Me, bhoe-flmshing machine. No.
S>«.,f)(M: .Mav ,1. Sr. p 517: Dr pp 1;M2, Gaz, vol 1,34, p, 03.

llan.Hon, ( K,, Waterloo, Iowa. Cooking stove or range. No. 888,163; May 19; Sp. p. 3678; Dr. p. 768; Oar. voL 134; p. 657.

Ilan.son A Van Winkle Companv, (S<><' Daniels, J. T,, a.ssignor.) '^^^^
Hanson A Van Win)!).' Companv. fS.*!^ King, W, R, assignor,

Maraiig. E, H, Chicago, HJ. Means for protecting poles, piles, and posts from decay. No. 887.796; May 19; 8p.p.2974; Dr.p.624; Oar.

Harden. O C ,
a,s,slgnor of one-fourth to W. A. Wray, Flthlan. Ill, Mail catching and delivering apparatus. No. 889,123; May 26; Sp.

p yAK, Dr p US'.; Gar. vol. 1,34, p. 1003. „ , , ^
HmpI.ts, H M, a , assignor of on.'-half to G,C, Becherer, Mllwauk«\ Wis. Labeling-machlne. No. 887,797; May 19; Sp.p.29(5; Dr. p.

'i2:< Ii,s7 vol l;}4. p, ,>40,

ILir l::,Mn, P , Wilhuiantic, Conn,, assignor to American Thread Co.npany, Jersey Qty, N. J. Twisting-machine. No. 886,698; May 5;

Sp p 727, Dr pp 149 .V1; (Jar vol 134; p 123,

IIiirds.K« M ottumwa, lowH, I'neiiniatic drill No. 888,164; May 19; Sp. p. 3681; Dr. p. 768; Gar, vol. 134; p. M7.

Hare R W , Pittsburg, Pa \"enic«l folding fire-door. No. 889.005; May 26; Sp. p. 5407; Dr. pp. 1148-9; Gar. vol, 134; p. 905.

llargreHves ,T , Wilkes-Barr.', I'a, Sll-i.-valve, No. 887,798; Mav 19; Sp. p. 2980; Dr, p. 636; Gar. vol. 134; p. 540.

Uarker L A dec«'ase<l Cincinnati, Ohio; S. M Uarker, executrix. Fire-extinguisher. No. 887,302; May 12; Sp. p. 2179; Dr. p. 466;

( '<HT vol 134, p 377

llarker S, M , executrix, ' Se*> Harker, L, A.)

Harlev H M ,>^'<' I.nridgren I assignor
llariow, J S , Mineral. \m Kock-lrill No, S8X.492: Mav, »; Sp. p. 4338; Dr. p. 918; Oar. vol. 134; p. 795.

Harman, F K . Akron, Ohio, Musu-loaf turner Nm h.^: .,2^. May 12; Sp. p. 2635; Dr. p. .556; Gaz. vol. 134: p, 454.

Harmon. E E,. Denver, Colo Cushion sho»>-sole N- >vse..v
i May 5; 8p. p. 965; Dr. p. 202; Gar. vol. 134; p. 157.

Harold, I ,'
,
.Iers.'v Cilv, N, .1,, as.slgnor. by mesne assigiiiuents, to E. A. Bern, Chicago, lU, Metal piling. No. 888,085; May 19; Sp.

p ,3.^37; Dr p 7:ft»: Ga/ vol, 134, p Iki3.

Harrington, D S*"*' ChamUTlin and Harrington, i

Harrington, L W,. Short Hills, N J , and B I>»onard, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for drawing Uqulds. No. 888.493; May 26; Sp. p.

4340; Dr p 919, Gaz vol, 1.34. p 79.5

Harrington, T, H., Wllinot, Ark, Hos.w<.oiipling, No, Hh8,165; May 19; Sp. p. 3689; Dr. p. 769; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 658.

Harris .Automatic I'ress Companv > So- Harris and Smith, assignors.)

Harris, ( G , and W, H, Smith. a-s,signor8 to Harris Automatic Press Company, Nlles, Ohio. Printing-press, No. 886,367; May o;

Sp p 4X; Dr p lO; «;az vol 134; p 12

Harris, (J,, Vermilion, S D, Match-safe, No. H87,937; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3261; Dr. p. 685; Gar. vol. 134: p. 5S7.

Ilarri.s W \ finy-nvllle, S. C. IIo<Ung-ma<-hine. No. 888,327; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3977; Dr. pp. S37-h; Gar. vol. 134: "p. 711.

Harris, W K , Colninbus, assignor to P, J. Shouvlin, Springfield. Ohio. Explosive-engine. No. 886,500; May 5; Sp. p. 316; Dr. p. 65;

Gar. vol 134, p ,5K.

I .S<<e HafTonl, ,T C . as.signor.)

System and apparatus for telephone local toll or pav stations. No. 886,497; May 5; Sp.p. 304; Dr. p. 64;

Svsunn for measured telephone ser\1(e. No. 886,498; Mav .5: Sp. p. 310; Dr. p. 64; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 57.

felpphone toll-box. No. 8N6,499. May 5; Sp. p. 314. Dr. p- 66; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 58.
~ ' '^. Horseshoe attachment. No. 887.739; May 12; Sp. p. 2838; Dr.

Harrison, D. W., et nl

Harrison, J., St. Louis, Mo
Gaz. vol 134: p .V.

Harrison. I . St Louis, Mo
Harrison, J., St. Louis, .Mo ,,.... „„ . — ..

Harrison, .1 E., assignor of one-half to B. D. Wilkins, New York, N. Y.
p. 600: (Jar. vol 1,34. p. 4»r2

Hart, C. R. C. (.S.i' Flegehen and Hart.)

Hart. H C . rnionvtlle. Conn Machine for making washers. No. 887,030; May 12; Sp. p. 2037; Dr. p. 55,5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 454.

Hart, Shaffner A Marx (So*" (iott.schall. W. G., assignor.)

Hart, W H. '.S«>eDobson Wilev, and Hart
Ilartenstein. H L . Constantine.Mich Apparntus for manufacturing rarbld. No. 888.610; May 2f>; Sp. p. 4587; Dr. p. 973; Gaz. vol.

Hartenstein, H L , Constiintine, Mich ,
ii,'<si^:nor by mesne assignmeiit.s, to Continental Investment Company, Duluth, Minn, Manufac-

ture of carbid. .No, 889,124; Mav 2<'., Sp p ,Vi.t(|' (iaz vol 1,34, p lOtM

Hartenstein. H L , Con,st«iitine. Mich , assignor to Ehvtro Cheniical A- Development Co,, Pierre, S. D. Manufacturing iron. No.

HW.12.5. Mav 2ii. .So, n .5<k'>l, Dr pp 119<V7: <;az, vol 134, p 1(I04

Hartford Riif>N'r \N orks Company ! Stv Stokes. M, C,. as.slgnur

Ilartmami, W, C , assignor to Omega Separator Company, Lansing, Mich, Flexible hearing. No. 887,938; May 19; Sp. p. 3262; Dr. p.

t>K5, Ga/ \(>1. 134, \) :>H7. „ „ , „. „
Harvey, A W . RfK-kwall, Te.x Railway-signal No, ,S.S9,127, May 20; Sp. p. 6656; Dr. pp. 1197-8; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1004.

Harvey Friction Spring Company i See Harvev. G, L., a.'ssignor.i

Harvey. G 1. , assignor to Harv-.'-v Friction Spring Company, Chicago. HI. Shock-absorber. No. 886,601; May 5; Sp. p. 319; Dr. p.

fki; ('.az, vol, 1.34: p .59,

Hawhenburger, H f.See Colmus, F .T, assignor,'' .„ „ , .„.
Haseltine, V S , Swi,ssvHle, Pa Automat k safety device for cranes. No. 889,126; May 26; Sp. p. 5053; Dr. p. 1197; Gar. vol. 134; p.

1004
Ha.selwander. F, A,, RasUtt, Germany. Hvdroairbon-englne. No. 887.393: May 12: Sp p. 2181; Dr. pp, 456-7: Gaz. vol. 134: p, 377.

Haskell, L. W,, New York. N Y , W, C. J'ettv, Savannali, Ga,, and E. L. Tessier, Charleston, S. C. Spring-iircssure regulator for

|)umps, No.88S.«l.3: Mav 26, Sp, p, 4W2: Dr,p.lOf.4: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 899.

Haskell, S D iSo' Sharpheck, W .S
, a.ssignor.) •

«
llaslinger, .1 B, Seo Kiser and Haslinger '

Hatcher, W A i S<v Packard and Hatcher.

>

Hathaway M . Muncie, Ind Swing No SW.,974; May 5, Sp, p, 1263; Dr, P, 267; Gaz, vol, 134: p, 210,

Hattii a", assignor to S(X'iete Anonyme Periphote et Photorama, Paris, France. Apparatus fo

88S.234i; Mav 19; Sp p .3811; Dr, p, 8(X); Gaz, vol 134; p r,82.

Ilaugen, J.H', (.Se»^ Strand, Haugen, Coe.sfeld, and Fischrunp.l •

Hauser, M,, assignor to F, Wortsmith, Jr , Toledo, Ohio Fastener for storm-sashes, window-screens, Ac. No. 888,494; May26;

p. 4.343; Dr. p. 919: Gaz, vol, 1.34; p 79fi

Hawkins. E, ,1,, Syracuse, N Y, Match-l.ox. No. 888,.32S; Mav 19; Sp. p, ;i979; Dr. p, 838; Gaz, vol. 1.34; p. 711.

Hawthorne, E A , Springfield, Mass , a.ssignor to Hawthorne A Shehle Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Dlsk-record-filing

cabinet. No. 887,631, .Mav 12; Sp, p, 2iv;t8, Dr, p. 556; Gaz vol. 134, p 4.5,5,

Hawthorne A Sheble .Manufacturing Company, (S** Hawthorne. E. A . assignor.)

Hawthorne 4 Sheble Manufiu-turing Company, 'See Kraemer. T.. assignor,)

Hay, P S , assignor of one-fourth to R, J, -Mvers, Montgomery, Ala, Tooth-powder holder. No. 888.011; May 19; Sp. p. 3400; Dr. p.

715; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 610,

Haves, H J, (See Hirer, W, assignor i

, „ , ,

Hayes, ,7, E. R., Melrose, Mass. Cord-grip for mechanical or other fixture.8 No, 888,893; May 26; Sp. p. 6199; Dr. p. 1103. Oaz. vol

m. p. 9,30.

Haynes. J. T,, and H. B. Webl>. Keens. 111. Road-grader. No. 886,802; May 5, Sp p. 966; Dr. p. 302; Gaz, vol. 134: p. 15/.

Haynes, T. S., Bav Citv. Tex. Threshing-machine. No. 887.6.32: Mav 12; Sp p 2639; Dr pp. 5.5«V7: Gaz vol, 134, p. 455.

Havssen. H,, assignor to Excelsior Wrapper Company, Shebovgan Wis. Apparatus for the manufacture of packing-pads. No. 887J250;

Mav 12: 8p. p. 1808; Dr. pp. 381-4; Gar. vol, 134; p, 326,

Hayward Company. (See .\tklnson, H. S., assignor.) _
Hayward.S. P., East PepperelI,Ma8S. Pnmlng instnunent. No 888,49.5; May 26; Spp, 4.344: Dr. p, 919: Gaz, vol, 1.34: p. 796.

Hazen, M. W., New York, N. Y.. and R. W. LTillg. Rutherford. N J ; said Uhllg assignor to said Hazen. Type-writer. No. 887,192;

May 12; Sp, p. 1675; Dr. p. 356; Oar. vol. 134; p. 307.

"ranee. Apparatus for viewing panoramic pictures. No.

Sp.
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Heald, J. N., usignor to Heald Machine Company, Worceater, Mm*. Feeding mecbaniom for grind ing-machines. No. 888,496; May 26;

3p. p. 434ft; Dr. pp. 919-20; Ga*. voL 134: p. 797.

Heald Madilne Company. (See Heal<|, J. N., awlgnor.) '

Healv. W. 'See M(»s9^rsinlth and Re^ly.)
Healy. W P See Miller. J. J., asalgcor.)

Hearsr)n T .\ . London. England. Oentoring and gaging tnftrument for bars. No. SS7 f»2; May 12; 3p. p. 1508; Dr. p. 319; Gax.
vol. 1,34. p. r:

Heath. A M. i See Fuller, L. E., a«signor.

Hpatnn, J , Hampton Station, N«w Brunswick, Canada. .Vp«>tylen«*-gaa generator. No. 886,609; May 5; 8p. p. 730; Dr. p. ISO; Oat.
vol. 134, p 123

He^«^rt V Miinchester, N. H, aMigHor to Draper Company, Hopetlale, Muss .Vutomatic filling-rfplenishlng loom. No. 886,700;

Mav 5. Sp p. 732; Dr. p. 150; Oa*. Tol. 134; p. 124.

H^x'kHl.J. ,.See Straubel and Heckel.)
Hrt-kman, J. C, .Walon, assignor of one-half to W. J. Glhnor^, llttsburg. I'a. llginf-nt. No. 887.042; May 5; 8p. p. 1396; Oaz. vol.

134, p. 232.

Heckraan. J C . .\valon, aaaignor of dne-half to W. J. Gllmore, Pittsburg, Pa. Hgrat-nt. No 887.043; May 5; 8p. p. 1387, Gar. vol.

1 34 P '3"'

Hedgp, J F . Leir«»ster. Mass. Non-rfftllahle bottle. No. 886.^33, May 5; Sp p 9fiH; Drj. 203; Gai. vol. 134; p. 157.

Hedri( k, H J Independence, Mo. Hail-bag receiving and delivering apparatus .N'o. 887,799; May 19; Spec. p. 29S1; Dr. p. 836; 0«.
vol I.i4, p 541).

HffntT W. n . Richmond. Va. Stov*. No. 887.2.S1; Mav 12, ,=lp p l.m4: Dr p :W4, Gaz vol. 134; p. 32«. •

Hpggpm, .\ O. Coraopolis, assignor to Oil Well Supply (.'ompany. I'lttsbtirg, Pa. Stnfflng-box. No. 888,166; May 19; 8p. p. 3690;

Dr p. 7fi9; (Jaz vol. 134; p tViM.

Heggy I J .a-Hnignor, by mesne assigniUHnts. to La Crosse Steel KiKiftiig .V I ornigating Company, La Crosse, Wis. Machine for seam-
ing "and porrugadng pipes No. >W,97,5; May ,5: Sp. p. 12fi«i; Dr pp. 2»>7-h; (;az vol. 134; p 210

H^itintMittom. F H. Se»< Heginbottom. S. H.. F. H., and W <;

Hf^nbottom. S. H.. F. H.. and W G., Saginaw, Mich. Internal-combustion engine. No. 887,633, May 12, Sp. p. 2643; Dr. p. S67;

Ga/.. vol 134; p 455.

Heginbottom. w . G. CSe* Hefinbottiim. 3. H., F H., and W. O.)

H'-ilinK H , Daldrup. near Diilmen, (Jermany. Miner's cage No. 887,193; May 12; Sp. p. 1678: Dr. p. 356; Oar. vol. 134; p. 308.

Heme .^afetv Boiler Companv. (See $troope, J., assignor
Heinen R . Spnngranch, Nebr. Traak-rail. No. 888,167; Mav 19; Sp. p .VWl; Dr. pp. 769-70; Gat. vol. 134; p. 659.

li^-iners-lorf. G Sew York, N. Y .Sales-check. No. *(86,97»i, Mdv S. Sp. p. 12«»; Dr. p. 268; Oar. vol. 134; p. 211.

Hfmritz f I., an<l f W. Mci'uen, assignors of one-third to R. rf Johns. Baltimore. \(d Tnrandescent vapor-bumer. No. 888,707;

M^v Jt, Sp p 47S3, Dr. p. 1019: Gar., vol. 134; p. *».
H.Mntr. I V , Mmomonie. Wis. Slei«h-knee. No. M88.1fi«: Mav 19; Sp p ««<: Dr ii "o. (;»/ vol 1.34; p. t*W.

H^-inz \ 1. I>A SaUe, 111. Regeneratl^-e ^Imace. No. '<87.194. Mav 12, Sp p 1H7'» l>r tip .I5(i-:. Ga«. vol. 1.34; p.;

flein/.e T (>., I r, Lowell. Mass. Spark-coll. No.888.till: Mav .f., Sp p. 450(i. Dr p «7l. ( iaz. vnj. i:M; p. >0x.

Heisler. C L , St Mar>-9. Ohio. Chum. No. >W7,8nO; May H»; Sp p 29H4. Dr p <V.':, Gaz vol 1.34. p -.41

Heiimann, I
, .Strasshurg. assignor to V. Haehl 4 Cie., StrassbiirK-Riiprechtsau, Msai-e, (iemiaiiv Heating or cooling appMrati]."'.

.N'.>. sw.lrt9; Mav 19; Sp. p -3695; Dr. p. 770; Gaz. vol. 134; p ttty

Helander A H . assignor to Me.ita Mftchlne Company. Pittsburg P** Barometric condenser. No ^x7 (^34; May 12; 8p. p. 2646. Dr.

pp. 557-8; Gar. vol. 134; p. 456

Helblg. D , Rome, Italy Oxidation •f nitrogen by mean.s of electricity No. 887.326; May 12; 8p. p. 3027; Dr. p. 424; Gar. voL 134: p.

Helbig. D . Rome. Italy. .\pparatusXor electric oxidizing of atmospheric nitrogen. No. 887,476; May 12; Sp. p. 2340; Dr. p. 489; Gaz.

vol. 134, p. 403.

Heljteson. i O , Decprah, Iowa. Draft-equalirer. No. 889,006; Mav 26; Sp. p .'>40B: Dr. p. 1149; Gaz. vol 1.34; p.9fiS.

Hellman, H., and L. C. Bayles, Johannesburg, Transvaal. Rock-l rilling machine. No. 887,801; May 19; Sp. p. 2987; Dr. p. 627; Oaz.

vol. 134; p. 541.

Hellman. II , and L. C. Bayles, Johannesburg, Transvaal. Rock-drilling machine or engine. No. 88}<,497, May 26: Sp. p. 4347; Dr. p.

920: <;az, vol. 134; p. 797.

Heilvoigt, K., Trier, Germanv. Sewipg-machine for overedge-slitching. No. 887,477; May 12; Sp. p. 2342; Dr. pp. 490-3; Ga*. vol. 134;

p. 404. '

Helm. Hunt, Ferris A Co. (See Ferri», H. L, assignor.) „ ., „ ^
Helms. R. C. assignor of one-half to H. A. Pearce, Dothan. ,\la. Millstone-dressing machine. No. 886,502; May 5: 8p. p. 321; Dr. p.

fi6: (iaz. vol. 1.34; p. ,59.

Henbert Silk Companv. See Roaeii<tale. R.. assignor.!

Hendershot. D . Cuml.erUnd, Md. B«ling-pre«s. .So .S87.t>i,'); May 12; Sp. p. 2647; Dr. p. 558; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 456.

308.

Henderson, A.. Philadelphia. Pa. Puzzle. So. '«7.636; May 12: Sp. p -264!): Dr. p. 558; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 456.

[enderson, VV, D. Chicago, 111 , assiCTior to Whitehead <fc Hoag Company ,
Newark, S.J. Culinar>- su

Sp. p. 47!<8. Dr p l(r20; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. S69.
Henderson, W, D. Chicago, 111 , assiCTior to Whitehead & Hoag (ompany , Newark, S.J. Culinar>- supply-card. .\o.888,7W: May 36;

.Sp p 47H8 Dr p l(r20; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. S69.

Henderson. W. M.. Steelton, Pa. Adjiwtable connecting-bar for switch-points. No. 887,802; May 19; Sp. p. 2991; Dr. p. 028; Gar. vol.

1006.

134' p >42

Hend'nx I P.. Giencoe, Kv. Mail-bag caU'her. So '«7.,'»4: Mav 12; .Sp. p. 21H7: Dr. p. 457: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 377.

HondryT. W A , Denver, ("olo. Apparatus for treatmg ores. No S89.128; May 26; Sp. p. .56.57: Dr. p. 1198; Gar. vol. 134: p. 1006.

Hendrvx W A , Denver. Colo. Treating ores. So. 889,129: May 2»;; Sp p ,y>59; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1005.

Hendrvx W A , Denver, Colo. Apparatus for treating Uquids. So Kxy, 130: Mav 2<): .Sp, p. 5660; Dr. p. 1198; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1006.

Hendryx, W. A., Denver, Colo. Filt«nng and decanting apparatus. So S89.131; May 28; 8p. p. 5662; Dr. p. 1199; Gar. vol. 134; p.

Artificial limil)er. So HNh..39(t; May 19, Sp. p. 4120; Dr. p. 869; Gar. vol. 134; p. 734.

lers. -So. 88S.498; May 26; 8p. p. 4349; Dr. p. 920: Oar. vol. 134; p. 797.

Henrv, T. L. (See Rrvant, J. M, assignor.)

Henrv, P , Bradfonl, England. Dabktng-bnish. So. 888.804, .May '26; Sp. p. 4995: Dr p. 1065; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 900.

Henry R Worthington. (.See Slckel. F. F.. assignor.)

Henrv S See De la Mar, J., assignor.!

Hentschel, VV., Chicago, 111. Steam-ijoiler furnace. So. S88,(»(6, May 19, Sp p t.S.{8, Dr p. 7:19; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 633.

Henvis M P and D S Clark. Sorfolk, Va. Convertible railwav-car So sss, 4,37; Mav 1<»; .Sp p. 4223; Dr. p. 896; Gaz. vol 134, p. 748.

Henzi. J . Salt Lake Citv, Utah. Amusement apparatus. So S87.«n; .May 19: .sp p 2<.»92, Dr n. 628; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 542.

Ffephum, M , assignor to Martin Firearms Company, New Haven, Conn. Repeatuig (ireami. No.

p SS9: Gaz. vol 1-34; p. 711

Hengerer. K , Stuttgart, Germany Artificial lim

Henke, R , rt <il. (See Lang, F., assignor '

Henrikson, A. F., Troy, S. Y. Calipers and divid

1%888,329; May 19; Sp. p. 3980; Dr,

Heraeus. Firm of W. C. (See Kflch. B.. aaaignor.)

Herbst. J H.. H. Fass, and M Shanle, .Sew York, .S. Y. Pa.ssenger-car No 887,804; May 19; Sp. p. 2993; Dr, p. 629; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 543.

Herbst, W P, Washinrton, D f. Spoon. No. 888,499: May 26: Sp.p.4350; Dr. p. 920; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 798.

Hercules Manufacturii^ Company. (See Fuller and Bateman. assignors, i

Ilerkert I* Jr., St. Louis, Mo. T mak-caster. So. **7„327: Mav 12: Sp. p. 2028; Dr. p. C5; Gar. vol. 134; p. 355.

Herman. R. L., assignor to HaU-Bor«hert Dress Form Co., New York, N. Y. Marking device. No. 886,804; May 5; 8p. p. 969; Dr. p.

203; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 158.

Hersche. J. J., Appenziell, Switzerland. Combined window-rest and escape-ladder. No. S86.fia5; May 5; Sp. p. 522; Dr. p. 112; Oaz.

Hess E B Sew York, and J. M. Stoughton. Yonkers, S. Y., assignors to Royal Tvp.'writfT Company, Hoboken, N.J. W'ritlng-

machtne. No. 888,438; May 19; Sp. p 4225; Dr. p. 896; Gaz. vol 134; p. 749.

Heaaelius. P.. Chicago, lU. Change-speed gear. No. 886,701; May 5; Sp. p. 734; Dr. p, 151; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 124.

Heyden Chemical Work«. (See Seifeft and Meves. aa«gnor».)

Hibbard, M.. Columbus, Ohio, assignor to J. A. Jeflery. Tension device for cable-car hauls. So 888,439: May 19; Sp. p. 4228; Dr.

p. 897; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 749.

Hibbard, M. W., aaaignor to R. Fitraerald, Chicago, 111. Brake-slack adjuster So. 887,637, May 12, Sp. p. 2650; Dr. pp. 558-9; uaz.

Hierlng. 6.. and A. Fuller, aaolgnort to J. E. Margott Company, Newark, N. J. Bag-fastener. No. 887,044; May 5; Sp. p. 1398; Dr. p.

397; dax. vol. 134; p. 232.

Higgins, H. B.. Minneapoili. Minn. Porition-lndicator for grain-distributing devices. No. 887,805; May 19; Sp. p 2995; Dr p. 629;

HlggSis! v., E.'w.DavIs, and F. H. .Atkinson, Chicago, lU. Drafting Instrument. No. 888.709: May 26; Sp p. 47H9; Dr. p. IQGO; Gaz.

HSit<"^r^J- B- Aiken, 8. C. Combined door holder and bumper. No. 886,503; May 6; Sp. p. 323; Dr. p. 66; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 59.

HiU. A,, Philadelphia. Pa. Corset-shield. No. 888,330; May 19; Sp. p. 3982;-Dr. p. 839; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 711.
Hill, A. W. (See Ru-e and Hill.;

t-r.f, ,f
Hiil. R. S., assignor to Ht>ckwith Organ Company. Incorporated. Louisville, Ky. Pedal-actimted stop mechanism for musical instru-
ments. So. 8«S,4Ui, .Mmv 19; Sp. p. 4124; Dr. p. 870; Gar. vol. 134; p. 734.

liilletiraiid, P. ,.se«' .M;lltT, ( . K., assignor.)
Hilliard, J. D., Jr., and C. E. Parsons, Utica, N. Y. Electrical switch. No. 887,723; May 12; Sp. p. 2801; Dr. pp. 5»2-3; Gar. voL 134;

p. 4h6.

Hilton. W. R
,
Atlanta, Ga. Harness. No. 886,504; May 5; Sp. p. 324; Dr. p. 66; Oaz. voL 134; p. 60.

Hinikley.J L.etai. (.Si* Sau'lier, J ., aasifgior.)
llines. .v.. U ast'o. Ore
Hinlisoii, K H
II

g. Draft -equalizer. No. 886.806; May 5; Sp. p. 970; Dr. p. 203; Oar. vol. 134; p. 168.
rrvf and Hiiik.M.)n

i.sinnk, J., a.ssignor to hergmann Klektricitats Werke Aktienge!«etlschaft, Berlin, Germany. Turbine. No. 888,500' Mav 26 So o.
4;i.'i2, Dr. p >/Jl. Gaz. vol i:44, p. 7!lh.

• »-• f

Hitt. J. K. i.S-'e Reid, W. W., assignor,
llitzler, G . .)r., Hot.,,ken. S. J. Lnveli
llizer, \V., assi^rnor o( une-hall to 11. J.

Hodges. C. H. and F W
. LH-iroit, Mich. Lubricator. No. 8»6..368:' May 6; Sp. p. 60; Dr. pp'

>j'. -No. >*(i.9r:, May 6; Sp. p. 1271; I>r. p. 2t)^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 211.
Uayee, Detroit, Mich. Toy. No. S86.506; May 3: Sp. p. 325; Dr.

HiKi r \> . L>eiroii, Mien, Lubricator. No. 886.368: Mav 5: 8d. d. 60: Dr. nn. lO-li:
Hodges. K. W . , See 1 lodges. (. H. and F. W .

)

p. 67; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 60.

Ibxl^jis, F \S
.
astiignor to A. M. CUrk, Kalamazoo, Mich. Loose-leaf book. No. 888,440; May 19; Sp. p. 4230; Dr. p. 897; Gar. vol. 134;

p . 41*.

ll'»-vet, A. T., Sew York, S. >'. Klettric vitirating massage-machine. So. 887,328; Mav 12; Sp. p. 20:»: Dr. j). 425, Gaz. vol. 134 p 3&j
Hotlinan, G. A., a-tslgnor to \N F Ruwell. Philadelphia, Pa. Bottle-labeling machine. No. 888,J<»4; May 26. Sp. p. 5201; Dr dd

\ 1(13-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 931 • j • f f w
Hoffmann, A. R., !St. Louis. Mo .Sali-in.ugh. No. 8»6,1*)6: May 5: Sp. p. 972; Dr. p. 204; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 158.
Hoffmann^K. G., Sew Roilielle, S. Y. Transmission-gearing for automobiles. No. 887,093; May 12; Sp. p. 1510; Dr. p. 320; Oar. vol.

134. \>. 277.

llotlmann, .S,, and F, Miiller, Pittsburg, la. bottle. So. si«i.S07, May 6; Sp. p. 973; Dr. p. 204; Oar. vol. 134- p 158
II. hn, K. and L . Millvale. I'a Car-fender. No. 887,93y; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3263; Dr. p. 685; Gaz. vol l.'<4; D 587
Hohn. L. (S.-.' Hohii. K. and L.'

- *-^
.
k

Ilohnke. L, BroniUTg. Gennany Portable fleld-kitchen. So. 887,940, Mav 19. Sp p 3266, Dr. p. 686; Gaz. vol 134 p 5<s7
llolabird. R. 1)., assignor to Hoiabird-Reyiiolds Electric Companv, Los Angeles, Cal. Connection-box. No. 886.97s; May 5' So D

1272; Dr. p. 26.S: Gaz. vol. VM. p. 211.
. . j .

f. j'.

Holabird-Reynol.lsFlectnc (ompany. (See Holabird, R. D.. assignor.)
Hok'omb, II .-^ .M?" KliuUrg ,\ a.ssignor. i

Holden, G.. M.rrbanivilie, S ,i
,
a.ssignor to Bernstein Manufacturing Companv, Philadelphia, Pa. End rail for bed-sprinirs No

H8ii.007; May 2».. Sp. u. .Vlio, Dr p 1149, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 966.
Holdeniess, W. E . and H. W. Evans, Sew York. S. Y. Gas-i-otk. No. 888,.501, May 2»i: Sp. p. 4353; Dr. p. 921; Gar. voL 134; p. 798.
lloidsworth, 1'. M.. .St. l^)uis. Mo. Locomotive engine and t<;nder coupling. So. 887,806; May 19; Sp. p. 2998; Dr. p. 630; Gaz. vol. 134;

Hollander, F. (See Clifton. W. II. .1., assignor.)
HoUinger. I. K.. (ire..nville. (iLlo Fence-stn^tcher. So. 886, .'V*; Mav U. .Sp. p. 52; Dr. p. 11; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 13.
Hi)ills, VS

. I ., Boston, Ma-^s. Mt^asunng-macliine So. >«9,(X18, May '2»., Sp. p. 5411; Dr. p. 1150; Gaz. vol. 134; p'. 966.
llolniea, K J

,
R.v.ri. .Vla.ss. .Sociiring al)(«oliite r>>gistratlon in printing for omlvossing, scoring, and die-cutting. No 888 895- Mav 26*

.Sp. p. 52U.S, Dr p \\\H. (iaz. vol. 134, ji. ^«l • j .

Holmej., (. A .
.Newton <Viit4'r, Mass Sn«i>-(a»U'i)er So HH,v.4(il Mav 19; Sp p 4125: Dr p. 870; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 734.

Holmes, G. A.. Se»t(m (enter, assignor l<r Cnited States Fastener Companv, Boston, Mass. Snap-fastener.
'

No. 886 808' Mav 6-
So. p. 974: Dr [.. JU4, Gaz vol. \M. y 1,tM. ' ^ '

Holmsien, G., Sorrkoping, Swe.len. Multiple picture and producing the same. No. 886.606; May 5; Sp. p. 523; Dr. p. 112; Gaz. vol.

Holsmaii, 11 K., Chicago, HI. Automoiiiie. So s«6.506: May 5; Sp. p. 326; Dr. pp. 67-8; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 60
Holst«ln, P. W.. Columbus, Oldo, a-s.^lgnor, tiy mesne a.ssignments, to Jeffrey Manufacturing CompAny. Drier. No. 889.009 Mav 26-
Sp. p. .'>414, Dr. p. 1151; Gaz. vol. 134; p.9tit>.

' •« f
j

»,wr, i«»j. _«,

Holt, C. D., assignor to T. McElrath, Murray, Ky. Powder-distributer. No. 886,979; Mav5; Sp. p. 1273; Dr.p 269' Oaz vpl VM- o 211
llolton. A., Millerton, Pa. Railway lie. No. >sfs;,;{9.'>: May 12. Sp. p. 2188; Dr. p. 458; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 377.
liulton, C. J (See Bing, J., assignor •

Holtzer-C^ibot Electric T'omfwny. (See Tonnin, K M.. assignor.)
llomaiis, T. S.. Brooklyn, .S V

,
a-sMignor to M.-rgenlhaJer Linotype Company. Llnotype-machme. No. 888,402; May 19; Sp p 4126-

l>r. pp H70 .'i. Gaz vol. 1.34, p. 7;t4 j •
r r-

Hommel. W
,

!>•.>, England. RoUry fumat^- appUcable for use in roasting ores or the like. No. 888,502; Mav '26; Sp. p. 4354' Dr no
921-2; Gaz. vol. 1;14, p 79s . '

r r Kf
Honiolka, B

,
Krankfori-on-the-Main. and R. Welde, a-sslgnors to Farbwerke vorm. Meister Lucius & BrOning, Hochst-on-the-Main.

iienuanv. .Making iuethylthiophenol-orthiv-iart>oxvlic acid. So. 889,010; May 26; Sp. p. 5415; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9h7
Hood. C. H.. 1 amt.ndge, assignor to H.m„1 .Mimufacturtng ( ompanv, Boston. Mass. Mechanical-doll camaife No 886507' Mav 5-

Sp. p. ;i2«, Dr p. (nS, Uh/.. vol l.;4, p no,
-t> .

, »j «,

\\'""l-,\
•' .l*"«t""- •«*•"'• l."w- III or >..!.• rubU'rovershc*. No. 887,941; May 19, Sp. p. 3267; Dr. p. 686; (faz. vol. 134; p. 588Hood Manufacturing ( onipaii\ s^' ILh,.!. C, H.. assfgrior.)

HikkI. R. W
,
Cart.TviUe, Mo (.niird forcinular saws. So. 888,805; Mav it,. Sp, p. 4996; Dr. p. 1065; Gaz. vol. 134 p 900

Hopkin.s. A., I>.'n\er, ( olo, notary engine. So, ^S8,h06; Mav 26; .Sp. p 4997, Dr. pp. 1065-6; Gaz. vol. 134 p 900
Hopkins, E. L. i .S.-e I'alinro.s and Hopkins
llopkin.s, J. M., a.s-iiguor to q iV 11. Company, Chicago, 111. Hanger for c«r-door rails. No. 889,011; Mav 2(); Sp. p. 5417' Dr o 1151-
Gaz. vol. 134, p. 9».7.

" '^ '^ ' v " >

Hopkins, J. M., assignor to Q. & H. Company, Chicago, Ui. Means tor supporting door-hanger tracks. No. s«9,012; Mav 26' So o
,'>419. Dr. p ll.VJ, Gaz. vol i:?4; ^. 967. < j < v y

Hopkins, o, (.. Mount Sterling, S, C. Truck. So. 887,195; May 12; Sp. p. 1681; Dr. pp. 357-8; Gaz. voL 134' p 308
HopkiiLson. .1

,
an.l R. Kili.urn. assignors to J. Hopkinson A Co., Ltd., HuddersflelcL England. Stop-valve. No. 887 638 Mav 12-

sp p. .ti.'.4: Dr p, .Vi9 lia/ vol, l.<4, p 4.'.7. > •
.f .

Horat, J
,
Ui Kiiyette, Ind Siwriiig devii-e for automobiles. So S>«,508: May 5; Sp, p. 3.31; Dr. p. 68' Gmj; vol 134' p 61

Horner, \\ ., Reed City, Muli Nail So SHt, /.<«(), May h. Sp, p 1.'74, Dr p, 269, Gaz, vol, 134. p. 212.
Horiiung.l.. R.. Sorwood. ( »hio, a.ssignor to Bullock Electric ManuJa<-tunng Companv. Dvnamo-electric machine. No 887 6.39 Mav

12. Sp. ^. .t^Vi, Dr, p ,V«9. Gaz. vol. 134, p. 457.
" "

•
.

Horry, W S (.See Pri<-e and Horry.)
Horsiey, R. L. ;See .\lverson and Uorsley./
llorto Electrical Company, i,.S<v (iolden.M. K., assignor.)
Hostachy, K. (1 i,S.f Hall and Hostachs.)
HotheriwJl, J .VI

.
hro..klyii, assignor to American Can Company, .Sew York, N. Y. Sheet-metal sifter-top can or box. No 886 509'May o. .-^p p, ;«2. Dr, p ^i^, Gaz vol, l.i4, p 61.

r
, ,

p. i^2^

HoVHck, M. ( S<f Weaver, J. W,, assignor.
Hovendick, J. E., l)t<soio township, Washington county, Nebr. Hoist. No. 888 612; May 26; Sp. p. 4601; Dr. p. 973; Gaz. vol. 134,

Howard, A. G., (iowanda, N. Y. Brush-holder. No. >«8,896; May 26; Sp. p. 5207; Dr. p. 1104; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 932.
Howard, C. H. (!?*» Weetlake and Frede, assignors.)
lU)viranl, II., North Woburu, Mas;*. Pnpariiig soluUons of gases. So. 889,132; May 26; Sp. p. 5663; Dr. p. 1199; Gar. vol. 134; pdlOOe.Howe, B. S,, r( al. ^S** Moon?, J . E., as.slgnor.

)

*•*-.«.
•
r-

Howe and David.son Company. (.See Iiavidson, F. B., assignor.)
Howe Manufacturing Company. ^Soe CoUier and Rigg, assigTiors.'i
Howell, E. B Butte, Mont Electric railway signaling system. So. 888,613: May 26; Sp. p. 4592; Dr. p. 974; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 839.
Howell M. D., ( harlesum. Mo. Di,spUy apparatus for rugs and the Uke. No. 888,087; May 19, Sp. p. 3638; Dr. p. 740; Gaz. voL 134;

UoweU, W W. East Liverpool, Ohio. Knife-handle. So. 886,809: May 5: Sp. p. 975, Dr. p. 304; Oar. voL 134; p. 159.
Uowland Metalln Cap Company. cSee Converse, M. D., assignor,;
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Hoxle. G. L., Florence, Ala., assignor to Oibford Automatic Safety Pin Co., Adrian, Mich. Machine for making safety-pins. No.

SST.frW: Mav 12; .-^p. p. .'n57; Dr. pp. 5^\: Gar. vol. 134; n. iSH.

Hoxie K CDulUth, Minn. Fumaoe-wall. .N'o. .»««,.rO; May 5. Sp. p. 54. Dr pp 11-12; Gas. vol. 134; p. 14.

Uubhanl, A. 8., Belleville, N. J . assignar to Gould .Storage Batterv Company System of electrirai distribution No. 886,371. May 6;

Sp. p. 55; Dr. p. IJ, Gaz. vol 134; p 1«.

Hubbard, A. S.. Grvenwich, Conn., assigjior to Gould Storage Battery Companv .

5; Sp. p .58; Dr p 12; Gaz vol. 134, p. 14.

Iluber, G. M. See Hall, F. E ,
aasignoi ;

Huber, T. (See reugeot. Hat>er, and LCstalot.)

Hubert, C. iSee (.olemars, ('. J., assignor.)

Huckins, J. M. (See Dunijan and Hucklns.

Htwoiog, W. T., Chit-ago, III. Form for setting up and holding sectional blocks.

Kl«xnri<-al systenii of dixtril'iition No. 886,372; May

No. 886,373, May 5, Sp p. tiO; Dr. p. 13; Gax. vol.

134; p. 15.

r, R., aa

I. HOI; Gaz. vol, 134; p «82.

7.S, <;ay,. vol. 134; p. H40.

HufT, R., assignor to Packard Motor Cat Company, Detroit, Mich. Motor-vehicle. No. 887,094; Msy 12; 8p. p. 1512; Dr. p. 320; Cm.
vol. 134; p. 278.

Huggins, G. A. (See Buckley and Huggins.) ^ „
Hughes. B. F . and F. A. Pfeifer, SpritiiSfleld, Ohio; said Pfeifer assignor to said Hughes. Door-fa8t«ner. No. 888,614; May 26; 8p. p.

4?>i. i)r.D.'C5; Gaz. vol. 134. p. s39.

Hughes, C , St. I-.iuia, Mo. Mu9ic-leaf turner No. 88S..>«7 Mav 2f.. Sp p. .5309; Dr. p. Iltt5: Gaz. vol. 1.14: p. 932.
, ,

Hughfs, G M , assignor to T C. I'routy Company, Albion. Mich. lfa.«i)-fa.st<'n<T No. s88,012. May 1<<; Sp. p. J402; Dr. p. 715; Oai.

Hughes, J. K .
Miniieapoli.o, Kans. Autunirttic class-call No. S87„si)7, May 19; Sp. p. 2999: Dr p. 6;:0; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 544.

Hughesi R. See Kiirling, I'arker, and Hughes
Huffuet G P Ottaw.'i, Dntario, Canad* Holder for com and the like No. *<6,510, May.). Sp p 334; Dr. p. t«; (,iaz. vol 1.34. p. 61.

Hufett.F. P., assignor of one-daif to A. L. Kanagv, Chicago, 111 Folding box. No. •i»«>,.Hlu, May 5; 8p. p. tf76; Dr. p. 205, Gaz. vol.

134; p. 138.

Hulls, F.B. (See Kasmussen, F, asaigjior >

^ ^ ,«„ ^ , .-..

Human, R. B.. Chickasha, (Jkla. StalEcutting attachment for vehicles. No. 887,641; May 12; 8p. p. 26e2; Dr. p. 562; Gaz. vol. 134;

p 458.

Hume, J. T. (See Snyder and Hume.t
Hummer, G. P. (See Calhoun. J. C, assignor.)

Humphrey. H. S., Kalamazoo. Mich. Valvp for gas-burners. No 888,237; May 19; 8p. p. 3812; Dr.

Humphreys, J. N., Dallas, Tex. Automatic fllling-machine. No. SKS,615: May X. Sp. p. 4,t97. Dr. p.

!

Hunt. n.
' 'See Hutchinson and Hunt.)

Hunt, Helm, Ferris .^ Company. (See Ferris, H. L.. assignor, i

, ., .
, ,,. „»

Hunt K D . I.aporte, Ind. Shoe for nv>tion.transmi!»sion chains Nn •<«7.39«v, Muv 12. Sp. p. 2190, Dr p. 4.>h. uaz. vol. 1J4. p. J78.

Hunter. J. E , Lexington, Ky. Safety attachment for horse-blanket*, Up-rolies, Ac. No. HW.511. May 5; Sp. p. 335; Dr. p. 68; Oa«.

vol. 134; p. fi2

Huntington I. B . Wvoming. Ohio Hook for gamiont."* No >«7,)«)8; Mav 19. Sp. p .^OOl, Dr p «.«); <;az vol 1.14; p 544.

Hunt8h*.ry, H. E., Cleveland, Ohio. (Isni-shell bucket. No. ISK.OV*; Mav 19: Sp. p. .3541: Dr. p. 74ti. (.iaz. vol. 134. p. 834.

Hurd II J Bridgeport, Conn. Cartri4ge-3uing machine. No. H.>7,.'«l«; May 19. Sp p. ;?001 . Dr. pp. i>31-2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 544.

Hurel, .^. M., New York N. V. Steamship. No. ><88,o<i3: May 26; S .. p 43.'i.5, Dr. p. V>2: <iaz. vol. 134. o. 799.

Hurst, .\. A, Maquoketa, Iowa. Metal he.ad for barrels, casks, and the like. No SfHi.QSl.

p. 212.

Hutches, B. F., Jr.. Hidgewood, N. J . assignor to .\utoraultigraph Co.. New \ork, N. \ .

Sp. p. 5003; Dr. pp. 1()»'7 H; Gaz. vol. Ij4. p. 9(11.

Hutches, B F., Jr., Hultrewixwl, .N. .J., assignor to .Kutomultigraph ('o., New York, N. Y.

So. p. .T<nO. Dr. p. l(>tf<: Gaz. vol. \M: p. 901. ,....„.• ,. v v- ..

Hutchinson, I. R , an-l B. Hunt. Fresno, Cal.; said Ilimt assignor to Cnlted States Consolidated .s«><le.l Raisin C ompany. New \ ork,

N. Y. Fniit-'ieeding machine. No <7,72-l; May 12; Sp p. 2M06, Dr p .»;!; Gaz. vol l.W. p. -C*:
»t v ..

Hutchinson, I K . and B. Hunt. Fresn©. Cal: said Hunt assignor to Cnited States Consolidated S«^lcd Raisin Company. New York,

NY Kriiit-seeding machine. No. .s$7,725: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2>«)7. Dr p '.ft.'C Gaz. vol m. [) ^^7

HuU'nison. J. \V., New Matamoras, Ohio. Combined snap-hook and buckle. No. S«t,Ol i, .May 2t), Sp. p. 5420; Dr. p. 1152; Gat. vol.

134' p 9l^ *

Hyde, L. S., Spanish, Mont. Attachment lor wagons. No. HSS„s»^ May 26; 8p. p. 5211; Dr. p. 1105; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9^.
Hvde. T. R.. Jr., assignor to Scoville Manufacturing Corapanv. Waterbury, Conn, Button -fastener. No. 880,1.33; May 26; Sp. p. 6665;

br.'p. ll'«; (iaz. vol. 134; p. ItXIH.

Hygienic Refiner Company. (See Meart, F., assignor.)

I(M5tto NationjU Harvester Companv 'See -^^O'lprson and (^uesneli. assignors.

:

lelfteld FC assignor to Columiiia Postal Supplv Company, Silver Creek. -N. Y. Mail-marking machine. No. 888,809; May 26; bp. p.

May 5; Sp p. 1275. Dr p. Jti©; Gaz. vol. 134;

Type-writer oi)erator. No. 888.807; May 26;

Type-writer ojierator. No. «88.8r)«: May 26;

5016; Dr. pp. l(».9-70; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 901

Igelmann, C. F., Indianapolis. Ind. Cracker and cake box rack.

Tank valve and spout. No. 888^1; May

D_ 3<M4

RetiiD
Dr p Mil: Gaz. vol. 1,34: p. 712.

)phthnlmos<-i>ije, and the like. No.

No. 8X7 .v»; May 12; Sp p 2(i;il; Dr. p. 425; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 356,

Imperial stopfer Company. See Kirk«gaard, G.. assignor. >

Improved F'luipment Company. iSeel.aird. W. G., assignor. >

Indiana Mauufactunug Corapanv. 'Se« .Vnderson, L. M.. a.ssignor

Ingalls, J A . atsignor of two-thirds to O. H. Olmstead and J. .\. \Vee<^l, I'ocateUo, Idaho
I'.i Sp. p Ctvi, Dr. p. ^40: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 712. ^ , ,„^

IngersoU. G \V , St.Kkton, Cal llarvaster. No. 886,703; May 5; Sp. p. 738; Dr. pp. 151-2; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 126.

Ingersoll-Hanil Company (See Hansen, f <^
. assignor.)

Ingersoll-KaH'! Compan'v. (See Thonii»» and Blackwell, assignors, i

Inman, J., I»u!lman, Wash. Work-holding attachment. No. 8S8,;«2: May 19; Sp
Inskeep, C. C . oitumwa. Iowa, and K. and C. S. GowUand, Croydon, England.

886. .".12. Mav S. Sp p .i!7, Dr p. m. Cat vol 134; p t\2.

Internatiotuil Hirvester Company i S*e Sharp, C. S , assignor.')

Interna tinnul Harvester Companv. (S«e Sperry, H. B.. assignor.)

lateniational Steam I'ump Company. See Fleming, W. M., assignor.)

latomattonal .>toker ( Ompanv. (See (!To9by, C. W., assignor.)

Irish. O. II . '' "i "^ee Iipi)erson, J \C ,
a-ssignor.,

•ISMCs, E. (^e N\ iUiiir.is an'l Isajics.

Islsr J. \V , Ctol.l-siH.rn, N C Computing cheese-cutter. No 8«6,f-<<2 Mav 5, S

Ifory, J. W.. Philadelphia. Pa. Anterior matrix-c-lamp. No. '«7,-l7H; May 12; Sp. p. 2;i52, Dr. p. 494; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 404.

J. Hopkln.Hon A Co. i See Hopkinson and Kilbum, a.ssignors.

)

J. A. Fav A Egan Company. See Thosnas, J. R., assignor.

J. B. Tiriif>erlrtKe A Sons. ' See Timiieriake. J. B . assignor.')

J. E. -Mergott Company. See Hieringand Fuller, assignors.)

J. P. Kariis Tiiiin»'ii!ik? Machine C.>. (See Kams. J. P., a.s8ignor.)

Jackson, A. M , S«henectadv. N. Y., aspignor to General Ehectric Company.
2fi«>4; Dr. p. .562: (iaz vol. l.}4; p. 4=W.

Jackson, D. C. (See Jackson. W B . aisignor
Jackson, G. W., ChicaKo, 111. .MeUI shtet-oiling. No. SSS,899; Mav 26; Sp. p

p 127fi: Dr pp 26&-70; Gaz. vol 1.34: p. 212.

VafKjr electric apparatus. No. 887.642; May 12; 8p. p.

.5212: Dr. p. 1105: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 933.

Jackson, G.W'., Chicago, HI. .\.pparati»s for handling loosia materials. No.8S8.9(Xl, May ifV. Sp, p. 5214; Dr. p. 1106; Gaz. vol. 134: p.

93;}

Jackson, I A., Mowt-aqua, 111. Wrenck. No. 887.643: May 12; Sp. p yrt^: Dr. p .Vfl; Gaz. vol. IM. p. 459

Jackson, L. L., Rockwall, Tex. • ComUned disk harrow and land-roUer. No. 887,810; May 19; Sp. p. ;J005, Dr. p. 632, (.az. vol. 134;
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Ja^'kHori. M. B . Hamiota. Manitoba, Canada. Trousers-etretrher No. 889.014; May 26, Sp. p 5421; Dr. p. 11.52, (iaz. vol 1.34, p 968.

J.>iCkson, K. P., W ilkinsburg. Pa., assigtior to Westinghouae Electric 4 Manufacturing Company Fl«-trical apparatus No S88,9()l,

May 26; Sp. p. '«21>«. Dr. p. 1106; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 933.

Jat^koon. W. (See Vskeli, Jack.'ion. an'l Pletda. i

, „ .„ o ,o.« t»
Jaokson. VV. B.. aisignor to himself aad D C. Jackson, .Madi.son, Wis. Controlling system. No. 8X/.252; May 12; 8p. p. 1816; Dr.

pp. .iH4 .'>: Gaz. vol l.i4. p X2*\.

Jack.Hon. W B.. assignor to himself an<J D. C. Jackson, Madison, Wis. Valve-operating mechanism. No 887.253; May 12; Sp. p. 1820;

Dr p IVi, Gaz. vol. 1 i4, p. :Ctl.

Jacob, G 11 ,*n)l J. L. Hagadorn, Detroit, Mich. Electrical connection. No.S86,811; May5; Sp n 977: I)r.p.:05; Gaz. vol.134; D.159.

Jacobs, C. B., Port Chester, assignor ot one-half to H. R. Bishop, New York, N. Y. Making barium oxld. No. 886,607; May 5, 8p. p.

524; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 93. •
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.Jacobs, F. M.. Waynesburg, assignorof one-half to W. G. Theurer, Washington, Pa. Tool for conneatlng up electric fuses. No. 887,644;

May 12; Sp. p. 2667; Dr. p. .56.3; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. i59.

lacoby. J C. .A.shland. Ghlo. Bag-holder. No. 889.134; May 26; 8p. p. 5666; Dr. pp. 1199-1200; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1006.

Mftcon. an<l L J^iissau. Lyon. France. Ventilating-hatband. No. 888,902; May 36; 8p. p. 5219; Dr. p. 1107; Gaz. vol. 134;
Jager, C.
.laillet, J

p. 934
James, C
.lames. 1

No Nh«,9tB,

James, H D
No >«X,9<>4,

James, W. P

I' Control svstem for electric motors.

)''tln>v Manufacturing Companv. (See
l.ru-ks, W P., Warwick. K I. F.'.'.I.t.

.« kolK'rts and James.)
I'lttsburg. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric A .Manufacturing Company.
Mav 2«; !*p. p. 5221; Dr pp. 1107-*; Gaz. vol 1.34; p 9.34

. I'litsliiirv, f'a , a,'*signor to Westinghouse El<>ctric A Manufacturing Company. System of electric-motor control.

May 2«i. Sp p. ,')223; Dr p 1108; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 934.

(.*^ee Thompson, G. A , assignor.) #
.laneway. J. L.. Walnut Hill. Pa Tmii. No. 888.710; May 26; Sp. p. 4791, Dr. p. 1020; Gaz vol. 134; p. 870.

lanin, k. (See Janin. A S . assignor >

Janin. A. 8., assignor of one-third to A. Janin, New York, N. Y Trolley. No. 889,015; May 26; Sp. p. 5422; Dr. p. 1152; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 96H.

Jankelowltz, H.. Gers. Germany. Antiseptic lining of talking and hearing tuljes for telephones. No. 887,045; May 12; Sp. p. 2668; Dr.

p. 56.3; Gaz. vol. \M: p 4.59.

Jannell, L. D . Rumford Falls, Me. Bot>-«led. No. 888.888; Mav 26; Sp. p. 51X8: Dr. p. 1101; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 929.

Jannev. M. F . Wheatland, and J. Graham, Lincoln, Va. Grainnileaning apparatus. No. 887,196; May 12; Sp. p. 1684; Dr. p. 358; Oaz.
vol.'i:i4; p. :«)«.

Jaros, L. A., Chicago, 111. Mechanical music-ladder for teaching notes. No. 887,811; May 19: Sp. p. 3006: Dr. p. 632; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 545.

lolel. A., Ni-w York, N, Y. Pvrofochnicul tov. No. HS8,H10; Mav 26; Sp. p. SfriO; Dr p. 1070; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 902.

Jedllcka, K.,and A.Schedler. a-sslgnors to Society of Chemical In'dustrvln Basle, Base.!, Switzerland. Red tetrazo dye No. 889,016;

May 26; .'^p. p 5424: Gaz vol 1.34. p 968.

Jetlery, J. A. (See Hibbar-l, M., assignor.)
li'tTrev, I .\. (.'^eeOsyor, D N. assignor )

.l.'tln'V HanufacturingCompuny. (See Holstein, P. W.. asrigDOT.)
(See I'almros and HopklllS. Mwgnors.)

No HX8.N11; May 26; Sp. p. 5022; Dr. p. 1070; Oar vol. 134; p. 902.

Jenkins. C. H., ft al. (See Burdon, W. C, assignor.)
Jennings, F S , Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to Boston Machine Works Company, Boston, Mass. Cement-applying folding-machine.
No. W4^,40,4: Mav 19: Sp. p. 4141: Dr. pp. H75-6: Gaz. vol. 1.34 p. 735.

.lensf-n. N I'.. Ephraim, Ctah. Bottle and closure therefor. No. 888,170; Mav 19: Sp. p. 3696; Dr. p. 770: Gaz. vol. 134: p. (>60.

Jerdone, F . Jr , Orange, Va Draft-rigging. No H>«7.3.«i: May 12; Sp. p. 203.'i: Dr. pp 42.5-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .3.56.

J(;rnigan. (i H , Mingo. N C Guano-<iist rit)Uter. .No kxm,ki2: Mav 2(i; Sp p HtlA. Dr p. 1071; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 903

Jersemann.M .New York. N. Y Displav-hoMer for jewein- and the like. No 886,608. May5; Sp. p. 526; Dr.p.ll2; Gaz. vol 134: p. 94.

Je.ssiip, (i. W , Moorestown. N. J. Sulkv-plow. No. HX7.8i5; May 19; Sp. p. 3012: Dr. p. 633; Gaz. vol. 134: p. .546.

Jeszmant. (i I. I'lttston, Pa. Tvpe-wnter attachment. No. 887,646; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2669; Dr. pp. 563-4; Gaz. vol. \M: p. 459.

Jeter. E W . Atlanta, assignor to W. M. .Sc-ott, Fulton ootinty, Oa. Grate attachment. No. 888,013; May 19; 8p. p. 3402; Dr. pp.
715 lt>: Gaz. vol. i;i4. p. till.

Jewel Eltytnc Sign Coiiipany (Seie Nientimp, G. C, assignor.)

Jimenez. A 1- . a.^Mgiior of fortv-ftvc ont-hiirDin'dths to W. Freeman and five one-hundredths to J. L. Jimenez, New York, N. Y.
Wh«'l .No sv«,.Vt4, .May 2ti, Sp p. 43.V1, Dr pp 922-3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 799.

.'imenez, J. L . et nl. (.S-e limcwz. .\ I. . assignor !

Jipperson, J. M .assignor of one-half to C P. Dawson, O. H. Irish, and W. H. Jones, Dallas, Tex. Lathe-chuck. No. 886,812; May 6;

Sp. p. 980; Dr. p 2(».'. Ga7 vol 134; p IMt.

Joerissen, C. A.. Washington, 1>. (.. assignor to Underwood TypewTiter Company, New York, N. Y. Ribbon attachment for type-
writers. No S'S»i,ii09; .Mav .".; Sp. p. .)27, Dr p 113. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 94.

John, .M ,
Milwaukee. Wi.«. Bearing. No. h«7,:ft»7: May 12; Sp. p. 2192; Dr. p. 458; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 378.

Johns, R. II. (.S<ie Hcinritr and Mc<'ueri. assignors.,
Johnson, C. C. (See Buchanan ami .Jobii.-<on.

)

Johnson, C(" , .'^•ranton, as.xigiior of forty-tlve one-hundredths to J. K. Watson, Pittston, Pa. Insulator. No. 888,616; May 2«>; Sp.p.
V**K Dr p 97t). Oaz. vol 134, p ^40

iohn.son, C. E , Kan.iolpli. Masn. .Machine for making and driving tacks in window-sashes. No. 888,50.5; May 26; Sp. p. 4358; Dr. p.
923; Gaz. vol. 134. p 7i»9

J(ihn8on. C. H . Chicago Heights. Ill . a.ssignor, by mesne assignments, to Pittsburg Pneumatic Company, Canton, Ohio. Fluid-pres-

surei-operated tool. .No SJ<7,(i9.'.; .May 1:4 Sp. p' l.'iM; Dr p. .'CI: liaz. vol. 1,34: p. 27H.

John-son, E K., .Merion, I'a.. a.s.-^ignor to Victor Talking Machine ( ompanv. Re«'ord for talking-machines. No. 888,089; May 19; Sp.

p. ,3543: Dr. p. 741; 'Iaz. vol, \M. p. H35.

Johnson, E. W , Portville. N. Y.. a,Hsignor of one-half to D H. Langan, Gaines, Pa. (Jattle-stanchlon. No. 888.014; May 19; 8p. p.

.3404; Dr. p. 716: Gaz. vol, i:i4. p. 611.

Johnson, F., New York, .N. Y. Amuwment .ievice. No. 887,812: Mav 19; Sp. p .VKIS: Dr. p. 632; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 545.

John-son. li. H . Paxton. Mass. Blacking for heated iron. No. ss7,si3: Mav 19, Sp, p. 3a>9; Gaz. vol. 134: p. .546.

Johnson. II. E , Clitherall, Minn. Stamping-mai-hine. No. .KSX,333: May 19: Sp. p. 398.5: Dr. pp. 840-1; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 712.

Johnson, I F , Port D<'iK)sit, M'l Kcni'*' .No '«h,90,5. Mav 2ti; Sp p .'i22.''.. Dr. p 11(18; (iaz. vol. 134; p 935.

John.son, I.. S,, Sioux City, Iowa. Mol<l for hollow concrete blocks \)) H.s7,sl4: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3010; Dr. p. 633: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 546.

Johnson. M R. Axtcll. Nfbr Jeweler's looj) No H>«,t)17: Mav .t, Sp p 4«i01; Dr. p 976; (^az vol. 134; p. H40.

.lohnson, O . Seattle, Wssh. Ele<-tric water-heater No \s7.a,!1 Mav 12: Sp. p. 20;»; Dr. p. 426; <3az. vol. 134; p. 3.56.

Johnson, S I. . assignor to Yorkshire Wool A leather I'o , Lijiiiti»-1 Bradfonl, England, Cutter for sheep-shearing. No. 889,017; May
26, Sp p. 5426; Dr. p. 11.5:1, Gaz. vo!. 134; p. 9t«.

Johnson, W. E , Rwk Island, III. Riding attachment for harrows No. 888,813; May 26; Sp. p. 5025; Dr. pp. 1071-2; Oaz. vol. 134;

p. 9UC
Johnson, W, E, assignor of one-half to S. A. Smith, Porter township, Midland county. Mich. Railway-rail joint. No. 888,441; May 19;

Sp. p. 42.32: Dr. p. H97: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 750.

Johnston, F., (r< rii (.SeeCadw. , E. B., assignor.

.

Johnston, H. K., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Fuel-sprayer for internal-combustion motors. No. 886,513; May 5; .'^p. p. 339; Dr. p. 69;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 62.

Johnston, J. D., Jones, Mich. Shade-bracket and curtain-pole supporter. No. 887,647; May 12; 8p. p. 2672; Dr. p. .564: Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 460.

.lohnston. J. E , and J. M. Crahan. Indianapolis, Ind. Saw-set. No. 887,197; May 12; 8p. p. 1686; Dr. p. 358; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 308.

.lohnston, W. R. (See Hamdt and Johnston.)
Jones, A. W., Atlanta, Ga. Lining for casings of rotary pumps. No. 888,814; May26; Sp.p.5027- Dr.p.l072- Oaz. vol. 134; p. 903.

Jones, C, W., assignor to American Roofing Tile Co., Charlotte, N.C. Brick and block mold. No. 887,398; May 12: Sp. p. 2193; Dr. p.
45M; (iaz. vol. 134: p. .37H.

Jones, D. B., Battleboro, N. C. Collapsible barrel. No. 88.8.334: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3987; Dr. p. 841; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 713.

Jones. D. I.., .Mavton. Miss. Detachaiile pocket No. Hh7,47',<. Mav 12, Sp. p. 2354. Dr. p. 494; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 404.

Jones. D. R., Atchison, Kans. Plastering material. No. 886,813; May 5; Sp. p. 981: Dr. p. 206; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 160.

Jones. E. (.See Dungan and Huckins, assignors.;
Jones, E. .\. (See Mel\1u, M. (1., assignor^
Jones, F. A., etal. (See Larsson. T., assignor.)
Jones, J. J., New Castle, Pa. Furnace No. 88«.815; May -*«; Sp p .Vi;«i; Dr. pp 1072^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 904.

Jones, J. L., Kizer, Tenn. Coherer and decoherer. No. 886,983; May 'k Sp. p, 1278; I>r. p. 270; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 212.

Jones, M. D. assignor of one-fourth to L. H. Smith, Davenport, Iowa. Incandescent electric lamp. No. 887,943; May 19; Sp.p. 3270;

Dr. p. 687; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 588.

Jones, M. J., administratrix. (See Jones, S. B.)
Jones, R. R., .Sprague, Wash. Ladder. No. 886,514; Mav 5; Sp. r 340: Dr p. 70; Oaz. vol. 134; c. 63.

Jones, S. B, deceased, Butler, Ind.; M.J. Jones, administratrix. Pencil-sharpener. No. 889,135; May 26; Sp.p. 5668; Dr. p. 1200; Gaz.
vol. 134, p. 1007.

Jones, T. A., Chicago. 111. Pulley. No. 888,171; Mav 19; 8p. p. 36(i7; Dr. p. 771; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 660.

Jones. W., Helena. Mont. Safety-stlrrap. No. 889.6l8; May 2t); Sp. p 5427; Dr. p. 1153; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 969.

Jones, W. II., etal. (, See Jipperson, J. M., assignor.

)

Jones, W. T. (See West, C. W., assignor.)
Jopling, K. C, Memphis, Tenn. Massaging device. No. 886,984. Mav 5; Sp. p. 1279; Dr. p. 270; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 213.

Jordan, J. B., Nashville, Tenn. Cushlon-tire. No. 888,906; May 26, Sp. p. 5226; Dr. p. 1108; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 936.
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Jord&n, S. D., Dillon, S. C. rape-measure. No. vsh.hh. May 5; Sp. p. dH2. Dr. p. 206; Gaz. vol. 134; p. lt>.

Joaephy, W., aasiKnt'i" of one^half to T. K. A issinger. ( olumtius, Otiio. Fin-spotting ilevic* (or l>owling-altey8. No. 887, ;»0, May 12;

tip. p. ;il%, )>r. p. •ij'j, <jaz. vol. lH. p. .(71*.

Joslin; \. D.. Chicago. 111. fash-obK-k holder and cutU'r. No. 887.816; May 19; 8p. p. 3013; Dr. p. 634; Gax. vol. 134; p. 546.

Joaling, H. W. E.. London. England. Non-reflllaNe Ixntlp. No. "tss.go?; May 26; Sp. p. Xf-S; Dr p. 1109; Oaz. vol. 1.S4, p. 9:«.

Joy, C. H. ."<«* tUrkert, K , assignor, t

Judd, W. iSw Long, K.rught. and Jiidd.'

Judd, W. F.. Litfhxkld 111. Kug-rack. Nu. 8X8,172; May 19; Sp. p. 3699; Dr. p. 771; Gar. vol. 134; p. ti60.

Jude, A., assignor to Helliss & Morrom Limittxl, Binn.nglmin, Eiiglajid. Turbine. No. »H6r515; May 5; Sp. p. 341; Dr p. 70; Oar.
" vol 134. p '-i-

, , , ,

Jtidson. K I, Hoa.«ton, r«'x .Veroplane Ko -WS.rtH; May .¥>; Sp o MiT2, Dr pp y.tv-; Oaz. vol. 134; p. h40.

Julius, 1'.. assignor t> l'.,ilivhe Vnilin a .-kxla Kalmk. LudwIgshafen-on-thf'-Rhine, Gem^&ny. Grwndyeand making same. No.
886,815. Mav .i. Sp [> **4, C/hz. vol. 134. p. Itil.

Junquera, B..' ontHlo, spam. Baromt't^'r No. SSS.OIJ: Mav 19; Sp. p 34(I,t. Dr. p. 71fi; (iaz. vol. 134. p. til2.

JuBt J. \., Svrafu*', N. Y I'nKlucing dri«d milk. No. S«X,016; Mav 19; Sp p. .1407; Dr. p. :ifi; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 612.

Just. J. A. Svrarus.', N V. Condensing rai|k. No S8S,m7: Mav I'l; Sp p. 3411; Dr. p 717. Gkz vol 1.34, p. rtlj

Just. J. A.. Svra<-us«', N. Y. Evaporating apparatus. No. H88,i)l8; May 19; Sp. p. 3414. Dr. p. 717. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 613.

Just Mining and KxtrHitioii Conipanv. .S«» hN.rtPr atid Clark, assignors

Justic*- CM., Amo, Ind. Mit^'r, trv, and l»'Vfl .sipianv No. H«!s.l73; Mav 19: Sp. p. 3700; Dr pp. 771 2: (iaz. voL 134; p. fl«0.

KaWiti, K., Kiga. Kussia. Fe«d-water heat»'r for boilers. No. H>«,..ilf), .May :>. >p. p. 343. Dr pp. 70 1; Gaz. voL 134; p
Kabureck. C./orsev Citv, N. J \>ntilator. No. SM.,r.lO; Mav ,5; Sp p ,V«); Dr. p. 113; Gaz. vol i:<4. p. 94.

Kaeser, K.. Highland, 111' Can-poli.-<hing inft<hinf .So SW.Hln; Miiv Jty. Sp p Wf.'. Dr p. l»7t, Gaz. vol. I.i4; p.

K.aisling, W ., assignor to K B. Co<^k,Chicagci, 111 IlPat-foil urid proteotor unit No >n><*.,374. May .">. ."*p p 13. Dr

p. 15

9U4.

p. 1.3;

t«.

Gaz. vol. 134;

Kalischcr, G., Krankfort-on-the-Main, Gpnoanv, assignor to Cas.sella Color Company, New York, N. Y. K««l trlsazo dye and making
same. No. 88h.9H.5; .\^^y :y. Sp. p. IJSl: C,»z. vol 134; p. 213.

K&mer«r, F. (See Hallett and Kainertr
KSmmerer, V., PhiJadplphiH. Pa. Mi\mg machine. No. 887.2.M. M.iv 12: Sp. p. 1^2y, Dr, p. 386; Oai. vol. 134; p. 32..

Kampfe, O., New York, N V Saf.ty shaving i.'vioe. No. 888.174; May 19; Sp. p. 3701; Dr. p. 772; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 861.

Kanag^-, .V. L. (See Hulett. K, V.. a.ssignof

Kan«>, It J, I See Fiogi-rs and Kane.;
KiinonenU-rg, il, assignor to Ene<l ;:nipp Aktiengesellschaft, Es.sen-on-the-Ruhr, Gennuny, Kecoil-gun with recuperator-spring.

No. S><t>,rin, Mav 5; Sp, p, 532; Dr p. 113; <iaz. vol. 134; p. 94.

Kantrowitz. L , >Jew York. N Y, Sparkinr plug No, S88,711; May 2»>; Sp p 4762; Dr, p, 1020; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 870.

Kapenos. C, nttsl>urg. I'a Valvp .No, S*i.m7. Mav 2t), Sp p o<)i4. Dr p 1(I74; Craz, vol 134. p, 905,

Kam. W. H., .Milo. Ohio, Railwav-gate. No. ,S»i,hlt); Mav .'>; Sp. p asr Dr. pp. .1».-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. Itil.

Kams. J. P., assignor to J. P. Karns Tunneling Ma<>hiue Co . Boulder, Colo. Kotating means for recippx-ating shafts. No. SHM.l.JC;

Mav2«; Sp p .Vit»; Dr, p IJKi; C,az vol l.i4; p 1007

Karrer. J . assignor to .Ma.srhinenfabrlk uedikon, Oeriikon, near Zurich. Switzerland Multiple-stage turbine. No. .889,019; May 2tl;

Sp p, J4.1<. Dr pp llii 4; ijaz vol 114. j> !»»

Karnuann. ! . Indiana^KjIls, Ind, Closure fi>r jars, bottle*, and the like. No. 888,818; May 26; 8p. p, 5(K«; Dr. p. 1074; Oa*. vol. 134;

p. 9a5,

Kastor, A N. w York, N, Y. Razor, No <<8S,Mt9; May 19; Sp. p 3417; Dr. p. 717; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 613.

Kavenauijh
KeU.H. F ,

Keith, J. D
Keith, J. (i,

I>r, p, 404

Keller M K

r S»* Morri.son. L. E., assignor.)
Ht' nxvill.'. N Y Lock. No, $87,H17; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3015; Dr. p. 634; Ga«. vol. 134; p, 547.

Hud W. K, Faulkn«-r, Santa Anna. Tpx ("-linometer. No. »«.238; May 19: Sp. p 3814; Dr, p. 801; Gaz, vol 1.34; p, 682.

,-'p.>k.ine, VS ash.. a.ssignor of oi*-half to .KmericHU Securities Company, Sieve-ailjuster, No. 887,480. .May 12; Sp. p. 2366;

Gh/ vol 1.34, p, 40.^.

,, a.ssiCTior. bv mesne assignments, of one-half to P. Christensen, New York, N. Y. Animal feed-bag.

KellPV, C

R., Cincinnati < )hio

No. SX8.442; May 19;

,Mk.", Mich, Micr6nie|er-gage, No S><«,Hl7; Miiv 5; Sp. p, 986; Dr. p. 207; Gaz. vol. 134; p 161.

14; Mav 19: Sp. p. 4146; Dr. pp
Klet'tnc inlerniiiter and mtermitter. No. hM7,(»9»>. Mav 12; Sp. p. 1519; Dr. p. 321; Oat. vol. 134; p.

Sp. p. 4233; [>r p --vr, <iaz. vol. 1.34; p 7.tC)

»v, C .v.. Spr •;*: I— .ll-,!.. IJ - c, ,, ...
Kelley, C. II., Winthrop. Mass. Vending apparatus. No '48N.404; .May 19; Sp. p. 4146; Dr. pp. X76-7; Gai. vol. 134; p. .35.

683.

Kellev, J.
.'7't

Kellev W J,. Central Falls. R. I. Humidi(ving apparatus. No. s>.7,7.v.. Mav 12, Sp p, >1(); Dr. p. .'>93, (iaz, vol. 134, p. 487.

Kf||,H?g, tl T . Davton, Ohio, Kettle-proteitor, .No. S89,fr2f), May 2tl; Sp, p, .'>431, Dr, p. 1154, Gaz, vol. 134, p. 970,

K-ll.'k;>: .>wit.-hi.<ui,rd ancl Supplv Companv. i See Dean. W. W
,
assignor,)

Ki-llow, M,, Penrhyndendraeth. England. Turbin«Mlriven nx^kHlnll. No, 888,506; May 26; Sp. p. 4360; Dr. pp. 923-6; Gas. vol. 134;

p. 800. «
Kelly. E., Brimiey, Mich, Shoe. No. 888,908, May 26; Sp. p, 5231; Dr. p, 1109; Gaz. vol. 134" p. 936.

Kelly, G. W. i See Blau ancl Kellv,

K.'lly, H.. Houston, Tex. Pneumatic flue-»apHn.Jer. No. 88X.239; May 19; SV-P- 3815; Dr. p. 801; Gaz. vol 1.34; p
Kflly. J, G . Duryea, Pa. Gearing. .No. s«|s,(il9; May 2»5; Sp p 4iKr,; Dr p.977; Gaz. vol 1.14; p. 841.

Kellv, .N.. et III. .See Hrvan. J. H. B., assijSKir.*

Kellv, N. J., ir« 'i/. iSee Brvan, I. H. P., aMignor.i
vr »o, •«- «

Kellv. T. A.. Moundsville. vV, Va.. assignor to Ciute.! State* SUmping Co. Expander for sheet-metal utensils. No. 887,727; May 12;

Sp. p, 2S1J; Dr, p, W4, Gaz. vol, IM. p. 4*.
Kelst-v. E, W . CoUier%iUe. Tenn, liav-prets. No 886,9c<6; May 5; Sp, p, 12X2; Dr pp. 27(> 1, (iaz. vol. 134; p. 21.1.

Keme'ry, P.. Pittsburg, Pa. Alloying tungsten, molyl-denum, Ac, with iron and steel. .No. H87,64h; May 12, .sp. p. 2673; Dr. p. 664;

liaz. vol. i:i4: p. 4rt).

Kemmler. C. (See Reiber, ¥. W , a-ssignor.)

Kamper, A. H . Davton, Ohio. Picturtv-hoak. No. S88.M19; Mav 2<-., Sp. p. .5aW: Dr p 1074; QtLZ. vol. 1.34; p 9(i5.

Kendall. D.. assignor to Alliance Machin*' e^mpany. Alliance, Ohiii Crane mechanism. No. 888,175; May 19: Sp p,,3703; Dr. pp. 772-3;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 661.

Kenned v, B. B. iSee Kennedy, S. F. and H B.) o i ^<,
Kenne<ly, (. K. ^^>Ulrook. assignor to J. F. Donnelly. Brockton. Mass. Knife-handle. No. 887,332: May 12; Sp. p. aMl; Dr. p. 4i6;

Kennedy, I>. S . Bnx)klyn. N Y.. assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Linotype-machine. No, 888,176; May 19; 8p.p.

3705; Dr p 773; Gaz, vol 134; p f)61,
., « ^

Kf>nnedv, D.S., Brooklyn. N. "\
.. assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Linotype-machine. No. 888,1..; May 19; Sp. p.

t7i»>, f>r p. 774; (.az. vol 134: p fiei.

Knrip.edv, 1 . Pittsinirg, Pa. \> heel. No. 7,(i49; May 12, Sp. p. :;f.74. Dr. p. .i65; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 4«iO.

K.niie.lv, I \V , Burke. N Y Throttle, No SS7.944; May 19; Sp p :cr71; IT p, 6H7; Gaz, vol 1,34; p. .SS9.

Ktnn.dy, S F. and B B., Lakeview, Mich. Tax-assessor's percentag»'-tabte. .No. 88K,(r20: May la; Sp. p. 3418; Dr. p. 717; Gar., vol.

134: p. ril3.

p. W7; (iaz. vol 1.S4; p.
.No. 88K,(r20: May la; Sp

Kejnne.5y. W. J., Grand Rapids, Mich. Valve. No. 887.94.J; May 19; .Sp. p. 3273: Dr. pp. iiK7-«: Gax. vol. 134; p. 589.

Kenney, C. A., Trenton. N. 1. Water-gag* No. 888,178; May 19: Sp. p. 3708; Dr. p. 7.4, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 662.

Automatic vending-machine. No K88,44.3. May 19; Sp. p. 4234;

Gaz. voL

Ke-it. E. A. (See Tuttle and Kent.
Kent. L. U., assignor of ono-half to J. D. Putnam. Elmwood, III.

Dr. p. 896; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 7.-.<i.

Kort^r .\. t» ., StiHroii, Pa. (.lot^-holder. No. v«7,r;T0; Mav 12, Sp, p, .67f.; Dr. p, .Wi; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 4«),

Kerf(X)t. A. E.. Blai-k Point, Fla. .Music-holder and ieaf-turirier No S89,(r2I; May '26; Sp, p, 54,32; Dr, p 11.S4; Gaz vol, 134; p, 970.

Keni. .> . .1 . west Mn' .iken. N I. .-^afetv device for elevators. No. «<7,tv.5l; .May 12; Sp. p. 2677, Dr. p. .V'ki; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 461.

kerns, H, F .-vie Kenis, L. M. and H. '¥.'•

Kerns. L. .M and II, F,, Hemple. .Mo. Spring-motor. .No. 887,946; May 19; Sp. p, .3275; Dr. p. 688: Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 588.

Ke.ssler, W. H , 'tiii iSee Hallahan, K. J . assignor
Kestner. P.. LiUe. France. Centrifugal fan or machine for atomizing liquids. No. 888,090; May 19; Sp. p. 3545; Dr. p. 741,

134; p. '>:jv

Kestner. P,. Lille.

Kestner, P,, Lille.

VI. 1. 134: p. UV)

Kestner. P.. Lille.

Gaz. vol. 134. p.

Kevstone Felephone Company. iSoe Sharor. C. W., assignor, •

Kie'hle J M . ( oudersport. Pa. Couibination-tooi .No. 886.987; May 5; Sp. p. 128.=;: Dr. p. 271; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 214.

Kieaer, W.. Berlin, (iemiany, assignor to (i4neral Electric Company. Elastic-fluid turt>ine. .No. 887,728; May 12; Sp. p. 2814: Dr. pp
jH*-6; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 488.

France.
France..

France.
7.M.

Dr. p. 741; Gae. vol. 134; p. 635.

pp- 741-2; Gat.
Apparatus for atomizing liquids. No. S88.091. May 19: Sp. p. 3547: Dr. p. 741; Gae. vol. 1

Distribution of liquids in centrifugal fans or drums. No SS8,()92; May 19; Sp. p. 3548; Dr

Apparatus for Intimately mixing liquid and gaseous fluids. No. 888.444; May 19; Sp. p. 4237; Dr. p. 898;
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Klewicz, J., Hyde Park, Mass. Collapsible oouch-bed. No. 887,198; May 12; 8p. p. 1686; Dr. pp. 358-«; Gae. voL 134; p. 30P.

Kilbum, R. (See Ilopkinson and KiA>urn.)
Kimt*r. (i. \V,, La ( rosse, \^ is. Displa v-crate. No. 887,097; May 12; Sp. p. 1523; Dr. p. 322; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 279,

Kimes. H W , assignttr of two-thirds to J H Vaile, Dayton, Ohio. Troiley-harp- No. 886.517; May 5; Sp, p. 344; Dr. p. 71; Ga*. vol.

1.J4; p, 64.

Kindermann. G, Stettin, Oennanv. CVimbined water-fUter and regulating-tap. No. 888,712; May 26; Sp. p. 47»;j; Dr, p. 1021; (Jaz.

vol, 134; p, 870.

Kindig. I L., .Secor 111 .Self-setting trap. No. 888,820; May 26; 8p. p. 5037; Dr. p. 1074; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 905.

King, D (See St. I'eter, .N , assignor
. _

King. H B . assignor to F J Knox, llartf-.rd. Conn. WeU-driU. No. 886,704; May 6; Sp. p. 744: Dr pp. 152-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 126.

King. I. 11., rt til I .Set" Re«i. V. B.. assignor..

King, T. A., ft III. (See Ret^l, F. B., assignor.
King, W. R.. .Newark. N. L. assignor to llansoii <S. \ an Winkle (\)mpany. Electroplaiiiig appuralus. No. 888,093; May 19; Sp. p.

S.'fc^l. Dr. p. 742. (iaz. vol. 134. p. (CHi.

Kingston. J L . Boston. Ma.vs a.ssigiior of one-half to C. W. Ellis, Brooklyn, N. Y. Stair-carpet fastemer. No. 888,713; May 26; Sp.

p 4794, Dr. p 1021, Gaz vol l.i4. p. 870.

Unsel.J,. Philatielphia. Pa. Syringe. -No. 889,(r22; May 26; Sp. p. 5433; Dr. pp. 1154-5; Oaz, vol 134; ji 970.

'.set' HUck and Kipj.lng.)
London, England. Device for conveying or transporting and affording amusement. No. 887. 6.12;

Kl
Kipping, L
Kiralfv, I., South Kensington.
May' 12: Sp. p. 2679. Dr. pp. .ifi*) 7; (iaz. vol. i:i4. p. 461.

Kirk.R S , assignor to .\llianw Ma«-hine ( oiiipany. Alliance, Ohio. Ingot-stripper. No. 888.(W4; .Miiy iw; Sp p XV^i; Dr. pp. 742-4;

Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. (>3»..

Kirk. R. S , assignor to Allianc.- Machine Company, Alliance, Ohio. Ingot-stripper. No. 888.095; May 19; Sp. p. 3555; Dr. pp. 744-o;

daz vol. 134. p. 637.

Kirk, S . Abilene, Tex. KuhlxT-exl racting ma<'hine. No. 888,714; May 26; Sp. p. 4795; Dr p. Kr21; (iaz vol. 134; p. 871.

Kirkegaanl, (i. New York, N Y, assignor to Imperial Stopper Company. Bottle-stopper. No. 889,137; May 26; Sp. p. 5672; Dr. p.

•i2H)^ (iaz vol. l.<4, p. 1(107.

Kirinse ( i E . assignor to Frwlenwald Company, Baltimore. Md. Folding box. No. 887,729; May 12; Sp. p. 2M6: Dr. p. 655; Gai.
vol. i;J4; p. 4HS.

Kiser. F ( anil.I. B. Haslinger, Fremont, Ohio. Scisrors or shears. No. 887,400; May 12; Sp. p. 2197; Dr. p. 459; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 379.

Kissel. A , Coimcil Bluffs. Iowa. Colander No. 888,620; May 26; 8p. p. 4608; Dr. p. 9.8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 841.

Kitsew. I.. Philadelphia. Pa. Cable telegraphv. No. 888.086; May 19; 8p. p. 3557; Dr. p. 74''.: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 637.

Kitsce, I , Philadelphia. Pa Cigar No Hi<s.ji)S, May 26: 8p. p. 4363; Dr. p. 925; Gaz. vol 134. p. 800

K Usee. I. Philadelphia. Pa Cable teU^raphic svstem. No. 888,509; May 26; Sp. p. 43»i4. Dr p 9'25; (iaz. vol. i;<4; p. 800.

Kits**, I., assignor of one-half to W .1 Latta. Philadelphia, Pa. Telephony. No. 888.507; May 26; Sp. p. 4362; Dr. p. 925; Gaz. vol.

1.34, p X*}
Kitsee. I., assignor of one-half to W.J Latta, Philadelphia, Pa. Telegmphy. No. 888,510; May 26; Sp. p. 4366; Dr. p. 926; Gaz. vol.

1.(4, p. 801. ^
KitmM', I., assignor of one-half to W J. Latta, Philadelphia. Pa. Duplexing telegraph-lines. No. 888,511; May 2C>; Sp. p. 4367; Dr. p.

',r2t), (iaz. vol 134; p. «(il.

KjelLstrom. o., StiHkholm, Sweden. .Manufacture of concrete and like pipes. No. 887.2.'i.''.: May 12; Sp. ji. IKM). Dr. pp. 386-7: Gaz.
vol. I.'i4. p, ,'{27,

Klein, (i, and II, D,, Buttenuit, Wis. Combination cover and strainer. No. 887,096: May 12: Sji, p, 1V24: Dr. p. 322; Gaz. vol. UU;

p. 279.

Klein. H. D. (See Klein. G. and U. D.)
Kleine, J, A,, Chicago. Ill .Sanitary toilet-«eat. No. 888.821; May 26; 8p. p. 5038; Dr. p. 1075; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 905.

Klemogel. T, iSee Lonv. P, F"., assignor.)
Klementis, M . and J .Sel>aslian. Chicago. 111. Grain-heater. No. V<6,518: Mav 6; Sp. p. 345; Dr. pp. 71-2: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 64.

Kline, (i. L.. Warren. Pa. Plant-support. No. HS1M3: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2682; Or. p. ,t67; Gaz. vol. i:i4; i>, 462.

Klotz. E. W ., Toronto. OiiUrio, Canada. Display -stand. No. 887.401; May 12; Sp. p. 2198; Dr. p. 4.'i9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 379.

Knepper. ,1 F" (See Tavlor. F E,, assignor,
Knickerbocker, J , B,, assignor of one-luUT to T. A Conlee, Indianapolis, Ind. Internal-combustion engine. No. 886,519: May 5; 8p. p.

,t4>», Dr p, 72; (iaz. vol 134; p (i4.

Knitlen, L., Chicago III, Loa<ling api>aratus for wagons and the like. No. 886.705; May 5; 8p. p. 746; Dr, pp, \M~4: Gaz, vol, 134; p.

126,

Knight, r. E. (See Long. Knighi and Judd.)
Knips. E,. assignor of one-hall to J. I've, Minneapolis, Minn. Cleaner for sieves. No. 888,445; May 19; Sp. p. 4240; Dr. p, 898; Gaz.

vol, 134. p, 751,

Knittel. G,, Chicago, III. Candle-holder. No. 887,099: Mav 12: Sp. p. 1.^2.=>: Dr. p. .322; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 279.

Knowle.s, (i. S , assignor of forty-nine one-hundre<iths to D. M Hush, Biitfalo. Mo. Telephone cut-off or nuifHer. No. 888,822; May 26;

Sp, p. ram, Dr, p. 1075, (iaz. vol 134; p 905.

Knowles, L. T., Minneapolis, Minn. Jointetl whwl-tread. No. Sh7.1iK); Mav 12; Sp, p, l.'>26: Dr. p. 322: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. '28v).

Knox. A , Alpena, S. 1). Apparatus for eoolmg cylinders of gas-engines. !io. 888,909; May 26; Sp. p. 5232; Dr. p. 11(.I9; Gaz. vol. 134,

p. \a6.

Knox, F. J. (Se«' King. H, B . assignor.

Knox. H. A., Springfield, .Mass Vehicle-tire. No, 888.82:1, May 26; Sp, p, 5040: Dr pp 10754,; Oaz. vol, 134; p, 9(m

"' lans for lubricating rapidly-revolving \ertical .siKniKlsen. 1. P, B. Copenhagen. Denmark. Means; shafts. .No. 888.824; May 26; Sp. p. 5042;

Dr. p. 1076; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 906.

Koch, E., Jersev ( itv Heights, N. J. Mouth-harmonica. No. 887,4')2: Mav 12: 8p. p. 2199; Dr. p. 4.59; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 379.
,. ^ - v— \.--i_ v- vV ._., »_ c- "--'-—-

.Seal C<»mpany. Cap-closure for bottles. No. .S8>»,621; May 26; Sp. p, 4610;

Sp. p. 504.3; Dr. p.

kiK'h, (}., New S'ork, N '\ .. assignor to Export Cork and
Dr p 978, Gaz vol, 134, p, 842,

Koch. N (Set' LauU'r an(f Koch, I

K<¥-hs. B . St Louis. Mo Bottle-packing, No, 886.818; May 5; Sp. p. 988; Dr, p. 207: Ghz. vol. 134; p 161

K(X'k, H. E , Cincinnati, Ohio. Building construction with reference to covering material. No. 888,825; May 26;

1076, (iaz. vol. 134, p. 906.

Koeb, E., Leipsic. Ohio, AuUmiobile. No, 886,520; Mav 5; Sp p. 349; Dr. pp. 72-3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 65.

Korhler. .1
. Nev York N Y Filtering-faucet. .No khi.sI'i, Mrtv5; 8p.p.985»; Dr. p. 207; (iaz vol. 1:<4: o. 161.

KohJer, F, I anton, Ohio. Kmbroidery-hoop. No. xm7 4o;C .May 12: Sp. p. 22tX); Dr. p. 460; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 380.

Kohler, G. A. K. (See (Jraham, (i M., assignor.
Konig. .\.. assignor to Firm of C. Zeiss. Jena, (iennany. Scale and level hand-telescoj*. No. 887,2.06: May 12: Sp. p. 1832; Dr. p. 387;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 328.

Kooken, A. 0., lola, Kans. Valve-gage. No. 888,826: Mav 2t): Sp. p. 5043: Dr. p. 1076: (.az. vol. 134; p. 90«i.

Koon, A. P., Sheridan. Ark. Ne»xlle-threader. No 886.37.">; Mav 5: Sp p 65: Dr. p. 13; Gaz. vol. 134: p 16.

Koons. J. IL. Anderson, Ind. Air-shield. No. 888,097: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3559; Dr. pp. 745-<): Oaz. vol. 134: p. (37.

Kops. D., New York, N. Y. Apparel-corset. No. K87.6.'6; \lay 12: Sp. p 2fi.S>.; Dr. p. ."68: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 4»i2.

Kops, S.. New York. N. Y. Elastic webbing. No. S87,6.'.4: Mav 12: S[> p J*^i: Dr. p. .'.67: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 462.

ti3».

kraenier. T.. assignor to Hawthorne A- Sheble Manufacturing Company. Philadelphia. Pa. 'Sound-lwx "for talking-machines. No.

.': (ill/., vol 134; p.
Sh7,6,07; May 12, .Sp. p. 269(»; Dr. p. .'69: Gaz. vol. \M: p, 463,

Kraft. O. D.. and L. W. Fetzer, Findlay, Ohio, Well-pulling machin-. No. 886.980; May 5; Sp p 1-28X; Dr, pp >71

.'14.

Kramer, C, (See Miiller and Kramer,)
Kramer. L. K.. Monte Vista. Colo. Blasting-tool. No. 888.240: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3818; Dr. p. 801: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 683.

Kranz, F, W., Minneapolis, Minn. Washing-machine. No, .SK7.481: May 12: Sp. p. 2356; Dr. p. 495; Gaz, vol. 1.34: p. 405.

Kregelius. L, M. Cleveland, Ohio, Can for polishing ctimpositions. No. 887.101: May 12: .Sp,p.l527: Dr. p. 32.3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. '280.

Krell. .\, (.See Welin, P,, assignor,)
Krentler-.Vniold Hinge Last (^ompanv (.Sj-e Pvm, C. ¥.. assignor
Kreuzl^rpr, B , Meriden. Conn, Keyless coml'ination-padkxk. No, hss.yiu. May 2(i: Sp, p, .0233; Dr. p. 1109. Gaz, vol, 134; p. 93t>.

Krieger, L,. Paris, Framv. Motor driven and steered fon' carriage for automobiles. No, 886.9ti0: May 5; Sp. p. 1291; Dr. p. 272; Oaz.
vol 134; p 215,

Kristofek, F J., Cosh«-lon. Ohio, Pin. .No. 886.612; Mav 5; Sp. p. .V«; Dr p. 114; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 9.0.

Kroder, J., New York. N. Y. CurUin-pole. No. 886,991. May 5; Sp. p. 1292; Dr. p. 272; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 215.
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So *l»fi,6i;i; May S; 8p. p 534; Dr p 114; Gat. vol. i;t4; p M.
No. >i87A^; May 12; Sp. p. 2«W2; Hr. p. .'i«9; Oftz. vol. 1*4; p. 463.

Rectifier system. No sxT.fl.'W: May 12; Sp. p. 3693; Dr. p. 569;

Krogh, C, .Stavftng*>r, Norway. Means (or clamping joint'ry-work.
Krogh, F., San Franci»c<T, (al. ConstructKin of centrtfuKa) pumps.
Kropp, L. I. S*« Bougtiton, VV. 11., assignor.)
Krue^r, M. S**> Carmouchp, E. \.. aMigaor.
Kmh. O. O.. .Shwiecta. 1 V . N Y.. assignor to <»eneral Electric L'ompan v.

Oai. vol. IM. p *64.

Kruh, O. o . .>^cn«n«;tadv, N. V.. assignor to General Electric Company. Starting device for mercury-vapor apparatua. No. a87,efti;

Mav 12: Sp. p y»5. Dr. p. ."O; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 464.

Krum. C. L.. Chicago. 111. Printin(?-tol.«rt«ph. No. Hii>i.33S: May 19; Sp. p. WiX; Dr. pp. 841-5; Oaz. vol 154; p. 713.

k.rum.«ohei(i, (\ D., et al. ( .S<>e S&nater, J. »;<8Jgnor.)

Krvptolt <'<iinpiiny ,s«" Bor-vh. I L. 1 r , a.-^.-^i^nor

kuba, K.. New York, N Y. Piano-key U)aril. -No. SXS.Kicj; .May 19; Sp. p. 3575, Dr. p. 748; Ga/.. vol. i;V4. p. 63«.

Kuch. K , d.ssijrriDr to Firm of VV, C. Ileraeu.s. Hanaii. (icnuany Vapor electric lamp No. »*i,706; Mav 5; Sp p 752; Ga« vol. 1,'<4;

p 126.

Kiiettner. M. See Strierr And Kuettner. •

Kiwltner. M . Comiort. Tex Poultry fwxler ari'l waten^r. N'l HX7 .Ms. .May ly, Sp. p ;«)1h: l>r p. KM; Gh/.. vol. l;t4. p. .547.

Kugler. F . ussigiior U> Finn of Vctierigp.-wlUchaft. vorniMl.'* F .Martini A Co . Fraiienfelii. Switwrlami Thmad- laying devioe for book-
stiuhaig matliines No sxfi.KJO; May r $;[> j> '(X'.(, Dr p *[#,: Gaz vol 1 U. p Irtl.

Kuhlmann, K . Berlin. Pankow, i;<'nnan\ ,
Hs.signor to (reneral Electric Companv. Protectl\-v device. No. 88H,241; Mav 19; Sp. p.

iH19. Dr p. tri. Gaz. vol 134; p. >>a.

K.uhn. F . Detroit. .Mich. Eltx>tncalJy-he«t«<l sad-iron. No. SS7.947; May 19; Sp. p. 327t'.; Dr p. 688; Gai. vol. 134; p. 590.

Kuhn. F., ai»8ignor to .VmencAn Electrical lleater ( ompany, Detroit, Mich. Electrical heating element. No. 887,333; May 12; Sp. p.
Ji>42: I>r p. t.'7, Gaz. vol 134; p. .<.'i7.

Kummer, C .
Hampshin-. Ill WnU'h-moveiiient (a.xtener No. SK7..S19; May l\t. Sp. p MTA): Dr _p. ti3o; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 547

Kunath. E. F Jers»'v ( itv, N J., assignor to Inderwoinl Tyj>ewriterCfimpany, New York, N. \ . StencQlng-machine. No. 886,992;

Mav S: Sp p. 13*.(' Dr. "p. 272; Gaz. vol. 1.14: p. 2l.j.

Kdpfer. G . Santiago. Chile. JournaJ-U-ariag. No. SXS.IOI: Mav 1«, Sp. p .i,57fi; Dr. p. 748, Gaz. vol. 134; p. ()39.

K.iirz. C. F , ( leveland, Dhio. I)rawer-(.'alM»et No SS.S.ol2: May 2fi, Sp p 436M; Dr. p. 926; Gaz. vol 134: p soi.

Kurz. C F , Cleveland, Dhio Bin-<'abinet. No >^^^,.113: May 26; Sp. p. 4;<7V: Dr. p. 926: Gaz. vol. 134; p rfr2.

K.us«. W Three Rivers. Mass. Hand-vise. No. ><X7.66l: Mav 12; .Sp. p. 2696, Dr. n. i7o; Gaz. vol. KM: p. 464.

Kii.tter. F K .
i edartown, Ga. Paper-box machine. No. *<7.S20; Mav 19: Sp. n 3O30; I>r. np 'K-VH. Car. vol 1.34.

Kazel. .\ . ClevHiHn<l, Ohio. Electric signal for rallwavs. No. ,'«6.1«3: Mav .': Sp. p. 1295; I>r. p. 273; Gaz. vol. 1.34:

aav 19: sp. n ,«rjo; i>r. np n
m. Mav .': Sp. p. 1295: I>r. ii

est^nt lamp. No. 886,831; M

.H8.

216.

ay 5; Sp. p. 991; Dr. p. 208; Oaz. vol.Kuzei, n.. Baden, near Vieima. .Vii.'trU-Hntigarv. Electric incan<les»*nt lamp.
1.34; p. Iti2.

Kyle, J. P.. et 'iL iSee Pavne and Wallace, a.ssignors.

Kyle, N. V\" . CoKa.x. Ill \loiith-spe*-uluin No. s>tfi..i2-2: May '>. Sp. p. 357; Dr. p. 74; Om. vol. 134; p. 66.

La Crosse Steel RiK)flng ii Corrugating Conipanv. Se«' Heg^, J. J., assignor.

i

L» Har, E .\ F.>r>'stville, assignor to .1. B. Fnjith. New Britam.Conn. Spark-plug for explosion-engines. No. 886,523; May 5; Sp. p.
359; Dr p. 74. <;az. vol. l.!4: u. «>.

Lach^ie, E . Dijon, France Wrench. No. .K>4S,.»i, Mav 19; Sp. p. 4a«; Dr. p. h45. Gaz. vol. 134, p. 713.

T,aokev, W S.. Hacldonfield. N T HMdle. No sx7.1(>2; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1.529; Dr. p. :a3; Gaz. vol 1.34: p. 2H().

La<v,'B. F. ! ekui. HI. .Vbdominal-supporler an<l tniss. No. S87.20O; May 12; Sp. p. Irt92. Dr p :«l); <.az vol. 134; p. 310.

l.aflVrtv. n. ('., New Castle, Pa. Dust-giiarl. No. SNH..H22; May 5. Sp. p. 992; Dr. p. H»; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 162.

Laird, W Cr
, a.ssignor to Improved Equipment Company, New York.N. Y. Ga*-retort collar. No.888,622; May 26; Sp. p. 4611; Dr.

pp. 97S-9; <}iii. vol \M. p. >42.

I.aiau, F assignor to (Ompagniedes Bouihagea Herm^tiques Simplex, Pari.'f. France. Closure for receptacles. No 8«>,994; May 5; 8p.
p. 1297: Dr. p. 273: (Jaz. vt>l. I:i4. p. 2Ui.

Lamar, <1. F I . .See Mever and Lamar.
Lamb, A. H . Elhon. Pa. "

Music-le-af turner. No. s«7,334; Mav 12. Sp p. 2043; Dr. p. 427; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 357.

Lambers<^n. D E , llazleton. Pa. Saah-lock. No. sis8,911: Mav 2t.. .Sp. p. .')2,34: Dr. p. 1110: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 937.

Lambie, R C
, .\ustin. Te.i Chum and fretzer. No. SSJ<.623; kay 26; Sp p. 4«;i4: Dr p 979: Gaz. vol. 134: p. !i42.

Lamme, B. G , Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to Westmghouse Electric A Manufacturing Companv .Xrmature-winding for electrical ma-
.hines. No. H>s>..514. May 2t). Sp [i 4;J74 Dr p '.r27 Gaz. vol 134 o. M13

Lanime, B G . Pittsburg, Pa , a.ssignor to \\'estmghou.se Electric A Manufacturing Company Metho.l of operating and sy8t«m of

.•ontroi for elettrual generators .No v«.|»l2: Mav 2«> Sp p. .S23.'): Dr p UUi: Gaz vol 1.34. p 9:17

I.ammer. 1... New York. N. Y Dispensing.<abinet. No. SN6„<r3. Mav 'i: Sp. p. '.»93: Dr. p. 3»9: Craz. vol. 134; p. 162.

LAmmers, G C . Oakland, and S. Bennett, A!ame<ia, Cal. Electrocosmetic face-mask. No sk7,4k2; May 12; Sp. p. 2.358; Dr. p. <95;

Gaz. vol 1.34: p ¥)>i.

Lamont, J .\ , .Montreal, Quel**'. Cana^la, a.ssignor to Simplex Kailwav .Kppliance Company, Chicago, 111. Ix>cking device. No.
vS9,138; May 26, Sp. p. 5«i73; Dr, p. 1201. 'laz. vol. 134; p. lOON.

I.amuth, J., .Vlgona, Iowa B<'lt for Kta-k'Ts. self-feeders, and the like. No. S87.948; May 19; Sp. p. 3277. Dr p. 689; Oar. vol. 134; p.

rfiH).

Landholm. V.. We.stpomt. Nebr Feni<^making .levioe. No. 886.:r76. Mav o; Sp, p. 67: Dr. pp. 1.3-14; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 16.

Landis. .\. K.. .SchwenkvlUe, Pa. Mail-<leliTPr\ apparatus. No. xshA^y. Mav .'i. Sp. p. \ t*) t>T. ti. 274: (Jaz. vol. 1,34; p. 216.

l^ndis, F F . Waynesi)oro. Pa. Threshing-machine. No. 886,707: Mav ": Sp p. 75.!. Dr. p !.'>4. Gaz. vol l:U; p. 127.

Lane. J H , Jackson, Mich. WoodworkingM-lamp. No. S87,ia3; May i2; Sp p. !,>»>; Dr p .32.3. Gaz vol l.i4; p iSl.

Lang, \., West Hoboken, N J , assignor to I'rompton A Knowlea lx>om Works. Swivel-loom. No. »J»8,715, May 'ifi: Sp. p. 4797; Dr.

p. HrZ2. Gaz. vol. IM. p. s71.

Lang. F .
a.s.signor to R Henke, Brooklyn, iind A Vermilyea, New York, N. Y. Hand-tnick. No. 887,821; May 19; Sp. p. 3027; Dr. p.

ri36: Gaz. vij 1.J4. p ,>48.

Langan. D H .See Johnson, E. W., assignor
I^angreder. H. F.Chicago. III. Dump-wagon. No. >*h7,«H. Mav 12: Sp p. -2201; Dr. p. 460: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. .380.

Langsdorf, ( ( . New \ ork, N. Y. .(mus^inent apparatus. N'o. V(6.e.l4: Mayo, Sp. p. .5.35; Dr. p. 114; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 95.

I>angworthy, L. ().. Bradfonl. Pa. Choke-.ioU. No. s>i6,K24; May 5; Sp. p. 995; Dr. p. 509; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 163.

Lanning. J K. See Forster, B , assignor.

Lanpher, I. N See Van Dressen, G. W.. a«(signor.

Ijinsing Wheelbarrow Company. »i>ee tiier and Yerplanck. assignors.)

Lanzit, J I. ' Se»' Marsh and Lanzit.
Lapham, V , Chicago, 111 Sprinkler-head No. 887,201; May 12; Sp. p. 1694; Dr. p. 360; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. MO.
Lare, B. F. i See Barnes, J. C., a.ssignor. i

Larson, .\. F . Chicago. Ill assijrnor to Martjuette Piano Company, Crystal Falls, Mich. Pedal mechanism for musical Instruments.
No. >*86..577: May .">; Sp. p. 70; Dr. p. 14. (Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. 16.

Larsson, T , WoriV-sier, Mass . assignor to hirn.sei;, W E. D Stokes, New York, N, Y , and F. .\ 'ones, Worcester, Mass. Stopping
mechanism for plunger-elevators No. k8S,515; May 26; Sp. p. 4375; Dr. p. 927; Gaz. vol. i;V4: p. Ha3.

l.atta, W J. 1 See Kitsee, I , assignor,

i

Laii, F J and .\ Melzer. Newark. N. J ; saki Ijiu a.ssignor to R. Neumann Hardware Co. Bag-frame lo«k or fastener. No. 886,708;

May r>: Sp. p 757. Dr. p. 15.5. Gaz. vol. ]:H: p. 127.

Laub^ G. M.. a.ssignor of one-half to G H. BUtdworth, New York, N Y Pattern. No. 886,378; May 5; 8p. p. 72; Dr. p. 16; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 16.

Laubenheiiner, <i. E., Chicago, III. Hop-jatk No. 887,202; May 12; Sp. p 16Wi; Dr. n. ;j«0; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 311.

Lauber. O.. and N, K<xh. assignors to Fri^d. Krupp .Vktiengesellschaft, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany. Pneumatic recuperator for

rectnl-gims. No. S86.615; Mav ."i; Sp. p. .iB6, Dr. p. 114; Oaz. vol. IM. p. 95.

Lauber. O . and N. K(xh, assignors to Frie<l. Knipp .Vktiengesells<haft . E.wen-on-the-Ruhr. Germanv. Fluid-brake for recoil-guns.

No. 887.045: Mav 5: 9p. p,1.3^: Dr, p. 297; Gaz. vol, 1,34; p. 2.33.

I^ursen, L. -\.. Cornell, Wis. .Automatic hydraulic pump. No. 8Sr)..Tr9: May 5; Sp. p. 73; Dr p 15; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p 17.

Laverty, J. L , Cambridge, Mass. .Vsh-sifting apparatus. No. S88,<27; May 26: Sp. p. .5044. Dr. p. 1077: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 907

Lavlgne. J. P . as.slgnor to Btomstn)m .Maaufacturing Co., Detroit. Mich. Motor-vehicle-driving mechanism. No. *W,405, May 19;

Sp. p 4149; Dr. p. S77, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 7:*.

Law, H. R.. New York. N. Y Illu.slon appBratus No. S88.021; Mav 19: So. p. .3419; Dr. p. 718; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 614.

Lawrence. F <.) , \n.sorda. Conn. Frictioiwlly-cont rolled feeding device. No. SS8.179. May 19; Sp. p. 3709; Dr. pp. 774-5; Oaz. vol. 134;

p. 062.

L.iwrence H. J , L<ingbeTich. CaJ. Trse-trimmer No. S88.022: Mav 19. Sp. p. 3421. Dr. p. 71H; Oaz. vol, 134; p. 614.

Lawrence, H J. Longbeach, Cal. Wheel-hub. No. 88X.023. Mav 19; Sp. p. 3421; Dr. p. 71.S; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 614.

I.awson R F ,
Eflfingham. HI. Steak-shredder. No. S87,662; Vtay 12; -Sp. p 2»)97; Dr p 570; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 465.

Lawton' E H.. Brighton, England, .advertising device. No. 887,104; May 12; Sp. p. 1532, Dr. p. 324, Oaz. vol. 134; p. 281.

Layne, M. E , Houston, Tex. Pipe-lifter. No. 889,139; May 26; Sp. p. .5675; Dr. p. 1201; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1008.
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y 2f.; .Sp. p. 4615; il

l"»r p :424, (Jaz. vol

LeBrocq. R. F. Etna, N. J, assignor of one-half to J. P. Niemann, Lynbrook.N.Y. Electrical contact. No. 887.822; Mayl9; Sp. p

WsiDr. p. (i36; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 548.

lS!^«fw.H.^d^H.'^t^h,rhlciiS. *ci)in-controU No. 887,303; May 12; 8p.p.ie08; Dr. p. 361; Oaz. vol

Ledwlnka^ J Philadelphia Fa Ele^trically-projHled vehicle. No S87.483; May 12; 8p. p. 2359: Dr. pp. 495-6; ««« vol 1.34: p. Ai)>

Lie, A. D , Bnwkline, Mass. Reverts^ratorv siueItm)£-fiirnHce N. ^^^ >-:i May2f.; .sp. p. 4615; Dr. p. 9,9: Oaz. vol. 134: p. >>4.1.

Lee', A. Y.', Enterprise. .\la. Wtiidow-fninu N" <»7 lii,'i Mhv U -;

Lee, C, Butte, Mont. Chair-leg atta-hni.nt N s.h: irf..-; .V.r. !. -i

Lee, D. C, Detroit, .Ml. h. .\iitoiiuitic printer fr pai-r-rolN N v^,

Lee. J. H, Chicago. 111. Game apparatus. No, ,>iN>,3.<T. M<i> V.i. >i' ;;

Lefferts, J. \., and T. W. Simcox, Eliz^i>eth, N. J. Molding-machine

L«^i- D.. assignor of on»-hali to D. W. Toomey, Stoughton, Ma-ss. Caster. No. 888,426; May 19: Sp. p. 4197; Dr. p. 890; Oaz. vol.

Legget't, J P., Carthage, Mo Frame lor supporting and confining colled springs. No. 887.664; May 12; Sp. p. 2700; Dr. p. 571; Oaz.

I.eTmi)eut'er^ J , and C R Brunnacker, assignors to Claes A Lehnl>euter Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, Mo. Bar-counter box

KW 140 Mav 26, Sp p .5<i77. Dr p 1202; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1008.

Lelsner. G. L'., Stephen, .Minn Ch.rk-punchor. No. 887,666; May 12; Sp. p. 2702; Dr. pp. 571-2; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 46.^.

I/.'ltch E H (.S,». S<hnildt, F G
.
tissigiior. >

..^ .. ^ . ^ -

Leitner, G H , .\ugusta. Ga .
a.s.signor to Draper Company, Hopedale, Mass. Loom. No. 887,484; May 12; Sp.p.2361. Dr. p. 49,

Leltner, G H .
Augusta. Oa . as.slgnor to Drnjier Company, Uopedale. Mass. Tak<?-up mechanism for looms. No. K87,486, May 12;

8p. p.'2.3»iS. i>r y\' 497 s. Gar vol [M. y 4<i7.

Tyemav II S .-^s' \\ bisler. C B. assignor

Lemav' I New Y.rk N Y Gannent nlasp N., Kv; 7u^*; May 5; Sp. p. 761; Dr. p. 155; Oaz. vol. 134; p. U7.

UMup, 11.. Lvnn. .Miis,- ,
,i.s>.igiior. bv me.-ni' ussigiuiienis. to General Electric Company. Means for regiuatlOK the supply of fuel to

iturners! S'o >«^.24;C Mav I'l. Sp' p ;{K24. Dr p siti, Gaz vol.134; p. 684.

l>eonard, A. (i., ( hic^igo. lU. Watenng device. No 087.204, May 12; Sp. p. 1700; Dr. p. 361; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 311.

Leonard, B. (See Harrington and lieonard.)
. „ , ^ , .„.

l^eonard, H. W'., BrouxvilT.', N Y (..nt rolling means for electHo motors. No. 888,447; May 19; Sp. p. 4241; Dr. p. 899; Guz vol. 134;

I>eonard, 8. A., Cleveland. Ohio. Rheostat. No. 888,517: May 26; Sp. p. 4379: Dr.pp. 927-^: Oaz. vol. 1.34. p siW

I ept>erhoff B., Barmen, (Jennanv, assigiKvr to Sutro Bros. Braid Comj)any, New \ ork. N. \ . SwiUh lor piaitiii

chines. No. 886,825: Mav .=.. Sp i>. 997: Dr. p 2Ui. Oaz vol. 134; p. 163.

l>e»chin»ki, F., Philadelphia. Pa. ( oal-chute. No. vsy.ir23. May At; Sp. p. 5434; Dr. p. 1155; Gaz. voL 134; p. 970.

I>>ster. J F . New York. N Y . assignor, by mesne Mssignni.nts. to Electrolytic Filtering and PurifjingCo. Electric water-purifier.

N-,> H>i7X*i,'. May 12; Sp p. 2705; Dr p ,572, (}az vol l.M. p. 466

.M. Dr p :424, (Jaz. vol. KM; p ?S1.

I.. 2<iO», Dr. p. 570; (Jaz. vol. 1,34. p. 465.

lO; May 12; Sp. p. 2>1k; Dr. p. 5.55; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 489.

4004; Dr. p. 846; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 714.

No. 888,242; May 19; Sp. p. 3821; Dr. pp. 802-^; Gaz. vol. 134:

No.

um.

liting and braiding ma-

I>'tZitlg, < ' I

I/eutheMsct Y

I>»uthess«T K
I>'Ulhe-s.T

,
K

I>euthes.ser, F
Leveijue. M T

p. 99H: Dr ]>

lievev, L. A

3279; Dr. p. 689; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 590.
lav 12; Sp p. 2706;
Itostori. Mass Thennostat No. SX7.;»4'.*. .Mav 19; Sp. p. 3Zi

W Chicaeo, 111. Valve for raitiators. No v>i\.913; May 36; Sp. p. 5236; Dr.p.lIlO; Gaz. vol, KM; p. 937.

\V Chicago. Ill Air-valve for ra<llators No. s'is.'JM: May 26; Sp. p. 5238; Dr. p. 1111: Gaz. vol. l.M; p. 937.

W Chicago 111. Valve for radiators. .No >v>ii,ui. May 26; Sp. p. 5679; Dr. p. 1202. Oaz. v<il KM. p. 1009.

W . Chicago, III. Alr-vaJve for radiators. No. V<9,142; May 26; .Sp. p. 5680; Dr. p. 1202; Gaz. vol. KM; p. 1009.

assignor to Hee<-e Button Hole Machine Company. Boston. Mass. Button-sewing machine. So.hs)>.s:2*<. May 5; 8p.

JKi Gaz. vol. KM, p li>.(.

.s.., Newman. .\ M . assignor

I-evln M assuMior of one half to I. Dro.sin. New York. N. Y. Window. No. 887,046; May 5; Sp. p. 14()1
. Dr. p. '297; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2:13.

l-«'vin! M assignor of one-half to L Drosin, New York, N. Y. Siphon-lwttie. No. 887.667; May 12; Sp. p. 2707; Dr. p. 572; Oaz. vol.

134 p 4<^>.

l>ewis, C H, New Haven, assignor to Acme Wire Company, Hampden. Conn. Armature-winding machine. No. 887.10f'; May 12: Sp.

p 1M.5, Dr. p. .324; (Jaz vol. 134, p 281.

L«'wis. r N , Ann Arl>or. Mich, and C. Ste<her, assignors to Automatic Pulverizer Company. Chicago, III. Pulverizer. No. 887,04<;

Mav 5: S^. p l*r2. Dr pp 297-8: Gaz. vol 134; p. Za.

Lewis', M. E i.Se* Balnxx-k, <J.. assignor. >

LIhby. E. 1) , Westbrook. .Me Roll-stand for spinning-machines. No. 888,102; May 19; 8p. p. 3579; Dr. p. 748; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 639.

Lldgerwoinl Manufacturing Companv See >'*-Hn. E. D . assignor )

Lieb I M ( olunibus. Ohiii. Switcb-controliing mechanism. No. S88,915; May 26; Sp. p. .5240; Dr. p. 1111; Oaz. vol. KM; p. 938.

Llebhart I E Tduca. Cal Rotarv plow No h>4,h,1(I.3: May 19. Sp. p. 35S1; Dr. p. 74K: Gaz. vol 134: p. 640.

Liedkp. W.. and o. Ralienhors't . Berlin. Germany Spirit vaporizer and burner. -No. »>%h.(>'24; May 19; Sp. p. 3423: Dr. p. 719; Gaz.

vol i:M p ''15

LUienfeM 1. . Vienna. .Vustria-Hungarv. a.ssignor to G. H Wiiitert>ottom. Norton lloii.se. near Northampton, England. Producing

impressions fast to water on textile fal>rios. No. HNS.51h; Mav 2»<; Sp. p. 437^. <iaz. vol. 134; p. h(.a.

Lifian v Tavira F de, Madri'l. Spain. Clock or other indicator. No. 887.257; .May 12; Sp. p. 1H,'«: Dr. p. :iS7; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. ;128.

Llml i'" H . Caiitoii. Ohio. Phv.sician's cjihinet. No. 8S8,104; May 19; Sp. p. 35K2. Dr. p. 749. (Jaz. vol 134; p. 640.

Lindeni'org. V G . Taunton. Mass . as.siguor to Reed and Barton Corporation. Making searale.ss hollow wan- No. SX7,950; May 19;

Sp p .J2M, D
LlnderbUd. A.

Lindner, F H
Lindner, F H
Llndslev, J. D.
Oaz. vol. KM

Lindstrftm. (

)r p, tisje (Jaz vol 134, p. 591.

See Limdqui.st. C J . assignor,

Bavcmne. N J Turbine. .No. 888,180; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3711: Dr, pp. 775-6. Gaz. vol. 134: p m;2.

Bavonne. N .' Turbine No («8,1S1; Mav 19; .Sp. p. 3713; Dr. pp. 776-7. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 663.

assignor of one-fourth to C. H. Cons, Kansas City, Mo. Horsenletacher. No. (S)4h,ti25; May 2»i; Sp. p. 4618; Dr. p. 980;

p H4.'<,

Vll»>gheiiy, Pa Car-do<:)r-operating meciianism. No. K86,380; May 5; Sp. j) Dr. p. 16; (Jaz, vol. 134; p. 17.

Linn. C , et al i.S«s' Stubt«lefield. .N, B., assignor.)

Linn' C '<) Brnlgeport, Kans. .Manurt^loaiW. No. 888,916; May 26; 8p. p. 5242; Dr. p. 1112; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 93^.

I innev C H Emin.'nce. Kv Chiini construction. No. 887,668: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2708; Dr. p, .573; Gaz. vol. 1,34: y 466.

Llpi)eft' V \ Canton. Ohio. Coin-<'ontrolle.l Itx'k. No. 8S8„><2'«. .Mav 26; i*p. p. .'i04«i: Dr. p. 1077; Gaz. vol. 134; j). 907.

No. ,K88,626; May 26; 8p.

>lpi)ert. - ,

Liptai, L.. New York. N. Y. Bottle. No. ,\s.s.H29; Mav 26; Sp. p. .VMa, Dr. p. 107S; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 907.

Litchfield, E. ('., and D (Jarst. assignors to Litchfield Manufacturing Company. Waterloo. Iowa. \N agon.

p. 4622; Dr. p. 9W; (Jaz. vol. 134. p. S43.

LitchfieM Manufacturing Companv See Litchfield mi ! 'mrvt M"it"! "-

Litt. M . Trvnton. N .1 Bust-form or display-rack for ^turt-w m.m - a;: i -imiiar ganneiils. No. 886.524; May 5; Sp. p. 360; Dr. p. 74;

Gaz vol 134 p. ti(>

Little \ W Colesville N K Animal-trap. No. 886.381; May 5; Sp. p. 80; Dr. p. 16; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 18.

Llvelv, II. P., Portsmouth, Va. Displav-stand. No. kkk.TIC; May 26; Sp. p. 4799; Dr. p. 1022; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 871.

Llvtschak, J , St Petersburg. Russia Sjwed-recorder for lix-oniotives. No. 887,823; May 19; Sp. p 3(r29; Dr. pp. 636-7: Gaz. vol. 134;

p 54H
Lot-h .T., Brooklyn, N. Y. Ele<tric door-<)i)ener No h.s«..K27. Mav 5. Sp p. \itr2: l>r p 210: (Jaz vol. KM: p lt.4

lyochner. L V
, .Vuburn. Ind Automobile-gearing No HK7.S24; .May 19; Sp. p. 303.5; Dr. pp. 637-^: Gaz. vol. KM^p

L<K'ke. F M . \'ictor. N Y Wire-fasteiur for m.sul

L<x-ke. M. S . Svraciise, Ind. N'egetable-cutter Ni

l/ocke, W 11 . jr. '.Sf-e Sindingchristens«'n. F .
assignor

Lockver. E , McKwsport, Pa ' Wrench. No HXh.3.3s. Mav H*. Sp. p. 400«>; Dr. p. 846; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 714.

Loe, ;s., Minneapolis. Minn. La<v-fastener. No Hf^lX'V. Mav 12. Sp. p. 2710; Dr. p. 573; (Jaz vol 1.34: p. 4

lyoedlge. F., Chicago, 111, Valve-packing No KX7. *!.'•, Mav 12; .Sp. p. 2204; Dr. p. 460. (Jaz. vol. KM; p. 380.

Ix)gan, J. E , Kansas Citv, Mo. Mold for forming artificial-stone posts. No. 887,aj6; May 12; Sp. p. 1703; Dr. p. .162; Oaz. vol. 134;

>p. 637-*: (Jaz. vol. t;M; p 54!i.

N Y Wire-fasteiier for iii.suliitors No. HH7.107; May'12; Sp. p. 1.53h; I)r. p. ;f25; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 282.

VS7.205; May 12; Sp. p. 1702; Dr. p. 362; Gaz. vol. KM, p. 312.

846; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 714.

p. 573: (Jaz vol 1.34: p. 467.

312
iC., Zuri<'h. Switzerland
. D T . Omaha. Nebr

lx)mbarl Governor Company. (See Warren. II. E.. assignor.

i

hi\ No. 887,951; Mav 19; Sp p. 3283: Dr. p. 690: Oaz vol. 134: p. 591.

Lohnes. D T . Omaha. Nebr Vehfde-brake No s«<,.,S2s, May 5: Sp. p. KKM; Dr. p. 211: Gaz. vol KM; p. 164.
hie. K., Zuri<'h. Switzerland .Xppnratus for elevating shlj)s

Ix>nergan, D F .
Mornstown. N. J. Device for op«ratiiig window-blinds. No. 887.670; May 12; Sp. p. 2711; Dr. p. 573; Gaz. voL 134;

p 4<>7

Long.J.T.E Knight. and W.Iudd. Eureka: said Long assignor, by mesne assignments, to O. W, Obarr, Humboldt county, Cat In-

dfcator for locating sunken vessels. No. h,<i.024; Mmv 2i.. Sp. p. .54»;: Dr. p. IKV); (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 971.

Long. P. H., Newark. N. J. Making bracelets No SK(..t.li. Mav '>: Sp p 53s, Dr. p 115. Gaz. vol. 134. p, 9».

Long, 8. T., Webb City, Mo. Mall-(Tane. No. 888,717, Mav 2i,, &p. p. 4h00, Dr. pp. 1022-3, Oaz. vol. 134, p. S71.
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Long 3 T., Webb City, Mo. Mail catcber and deilverer. No. 888,718; May 36; Sp. p. 4802; Dr. p. 1023; Gar. vol. 134; p. 87:

Looae-Wllea Cracker i Candy Company. (3m Causey, J. L., asaignor.)

Lorlng, n I.. ChioHK'X 111. Vi)untain-bnish No ><8«^,9W. May a: Sp p 1301. r>r p. 274; Qar. noI. U4, p 217.

Lostalot. U ilP Sw I'eueeot, Huher, and Lottalot

1 ouden. \V., Kairfl^ld, Iowa. Fi.xturp for wagon racks and boxes. No. 8«7.2.58, Mav 12; Sp. p. 1M4; Dr. p. 387, (at. vol. 1,14. p.^.
Loyy P. F

'

a.s.signor of one-balf to T. Kl*Mno(pfl, .Siattlt", Wash. WirMtretcht-r. So. 887,671; May 12; Sp. p. 2712; Dr. p. .573, Gaz.

Love' W '

f,.-!.'i :: Kr.Kland Frictlonal brakp. No S86.997, May 5. Sp. d. 1303. Dr. p. '274; Gar. voL 134;_p. 217.

Love! W., l..'r,.l'i: KniicUnd. Cyiinftfr for printing and other purposes. No. H«»5,SW

LiWio'v K M MHn>dirh, N H. Vphiole shool|-ahs<irhing apparatus No *ii,617; May ,V Sp p .^; Dr^ p ll.i: (iai vol 134. p. W.

Lovenmr K F Kramingham. Mass. .Kutorna tic boiler-feeder. No. 887,406; May 12; Sp. p. 2306: Dr. p. 461; uar. vol. 134, p. 381.* '
-

Birmingham. -\Uk Treadle. No. 887.672; May 12: Sp p. 2714; Dr p. .574; (Jar. vol. 134, p. 4t*.

5: Sp. p 13II8: Dr pp. 275-6: (iar. vol. 134;

Lovett, C E , and M K. ('o« No. 887,672; May 12: 'Sp p.

No. 8K7,48<J: May 12: .^p. p 4t»7.

No. 887,207; May 12; Sp.

Braiding-machine. No. 8X7.259; May 12; Sp. p. 1836;

Bottle or jar closure. No. S86,bltf; May 5; Sp. p. 548;

Lovis W London. Kngland. hropt-Uing .levior for ships. No. 8>«7,4i«j; May i.i: >\). p 2373; Dr. P 4*; .'^a/.. vol 1,34; p i

L^w J W .
a-Hsignor t.. Carner-LoV Company. .Joliet. Ill Paper-l.oard wntalner. No. .886.710. May .., Sp p ,62. f)r pp 1.55-6;

loweW^D D '

flarn.^1 iirsf I'l Pur./.le. N.. tix..4W; May 5: Sp p 1313. Dr p 216: Gar. vol. 134: p 218.

Lubbers, j! H., .'illegheti'. iis.-^ignor to Window i. lass Ma<^hlne Company, Pittsburg. Pa. Apparatus lor drawing hollow glass articles.

No. >«6.61K; Mav .5. Sp p. >4o. Dr p ll.i. GaJ vnl 1.J4. p W.

Lucas F Sldnev, Ohio Friction-clutch. No. sw,2+4. May 19; Sp. p. 3>0(, Dr. p. 803. Oar. vol 134, p. b!i5.

Lucaa. F , SidneC <ih.,,. (iround-anchor. N... vhk.917; May .'«.; Sp. p. .524'): Dr. p. 1112; Gar. vo . 134; p^ «.«.
rw „ iit« n..

Ln»«, J.E .
BP...UHi.l.i.-Mg7i..rof,>ne-halfln II Beamaa. Sidell. Hi. Kake-cleanef. No. 886,711; May .V Sp p. 7«5; Dr. p. 186; Gar.

Lodlr^j .^C.lfr., .San Francisco. Cal. Fee<ler |or wmniworklng-raachines. No. 8W>,025; May »: Sp p .S437; Dr. p. 1156; Oai. vol. 134;

Lumpkin. K. B.. assignor to .Vir Blast Gin Company, Dallas, Tex. Cotton cleaning and feeding mechanism

Lumpkm.V/. I<^ a^sii^lor to Al^r Blast'liln Company, DaUas, Tex. Cotton-gin. No. 887,487; May 12; 9p. p. 2374; Dr. pp. 4«K-9; Ga«.

Lundgren. ^. A.', a.ssignor. bv mesne assignmentis, to National Cash Kegisu>r Company. Dayton, Ohio .Cash-register. No. 887,673; May

12: 5p. p. ^Tl.V Dr p 574;' Cni? vol 1.^: p. M^
,

Lundgren. J ,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to H M Harley, (Jloucestcr City, N. J

Pr p. .e<X. linr vol. IM, p. ?:J9

Liindqiust. C J . assignor of one-half to A. Limlerblad, New Brunswick, N.J.

LinmnskV.^';*'"pitLburg^Pa Wa.shU.ard. No 886..829. Mav 5: '^P; P l*^' ^^ P-21». ^a'J^j,'-^- P- IS*.
Drn 981-

Liivties. n G . Baltimore. Md. Means for removing yea.st from fermenting whisky-maah. No. .888,027, May 26, Sp. p. 46^, Ur.p.WJl,

Lyo" h"' Brock^lon. assignor, bv mesne a.-wigiiments. to Boston M.ichine Works Company, Lynn, Mass Vainp-foldlng maclilne.

No. 888.10.5. Mav 19. Sp. p. 3584; Dr. pp. 749-.il; (.laz vol. 1.34, p <H0.

Lvon, }.. et III. See Bowes, T. F., assignor.)

Lvons, C. D. (.See Baniev. F. P., assignor. | -, -,^ r^ , t^ o ,- i ii^ r. no
Maas. J.. KaUmaroo. Mich. Gas-light Qxture No H«fi,712: May 5: Sp. p .66: Dr pp 15ft-8: Gar. ^oL 134^^p^28.

Maasa, W., assignor to American Autographic Register (o., Cincinnati, Ohio. Autographic register. No.887,20e: Mayl2, sp.p.uiw,

M i^La^ugWin'^"j'?Ou"!:t^a^ (Ontario, (-anada. Putty-applying tool. No. H88.629: May 26; S^ p. 462.5: 1>'-^P-Wil:j;«'i/"'^']^. P;,*^-

M.^cWilliani. I F . llubbardston, Mass. Cover for tire-extinguishmg recept.icles. No. HHto.-l.'?: May 5; Sp. p. ,,4. Dr. p. 1d8. Uar.

.Mlc'into8h,^'T.W., Penshurst. near Sydney, Ne» South Wales, Australia. Sheet-metal lathing. No. 887,674; May 12; 8p.p.2718; Dr.

p. 574: Gar. vol. IM. p. 46%).

M^Lkie. (i^^he'L^tady. N^'^^^assigiior tl General Electric Company. Collector-operating valve. No. 888,339: May 19; Sp. p.

M^^llsk^', .^., ^'he'^n^tady. V \^.. 'a^*slgi">r to ' .^-neral El«-tric Company. Electric bell-ringer. No. SS8.340; May 19; Sp. p. 4009; Dr.

Mil'o't^ber.". R^'chicago^'ui. Tin-tightening apparatus. No. Hks 6-2M; May 26: Sp, p. 4.i25; Dr. p. 9SI
;
Gar^ v;ol 1.34; p. 844.

Ma.lson, N.. Belfl^-ld. N. D. l..iading apparafjs So S.S7 IXIO: May o: .sp. p. 1.04;
J)"-

P
-"^'i-

'"« v"' '^^y^.',,, „ „r«- ci., vol
Maerten. C, .Jr., North Tonawanda. N. V. Mai hanical mualcal Instrument. No. S88,.S30; May 2»., 8p. p. a049, Dr. p. 1078, Oai. voL

Vllialdi'. G^.' Bucclno, near Salem... Italv. Belt for power transmi.-sion. No. S86..525: May 5; Sp p 361; Dr. p. 75; Gar. vol. 134; p. 66.

Magen. E. i See Dobrick, C. I... assienor >

Vlaimusaon, M. L. (See Wangsness. J. .v., assignor.

>

. .. , ,,i r,-.

Magrath G Whitmsville. MiTss. Miter-hox. No. sxS.iriC: May -26; Sp. p. ,5440: Dr. p. ll.Vl; (.ar. vol. 134; p. 9.1
, ,^ « „„

M^wir^: F.A TlavT^. .Vl..nt. Straw^hute ami .Iraft appliance. No. S8»,.r27, May »: Sp. P- 5442; J[>.r. pp. 11,5<V 7; (lar vol. 134; p.OT2.

Vlahout 1. E Pans. Fran.*. Transmission mec-hanism No «<X7(Xil. May .•>. ^p p. 1316: Dr^p, 27.: Gar \ol 134. p. .18^

.Mam. J H Callerv. Pa Machine for outtlng .nd shaping metal. N.. s.v;..3K2: May .5. Sp p «1 .> ^ Pj- .•'«
V^'^^^'

P' ^«-

Mainlan.l, II. I... l»une.lm, New Zealand. Anitnal-trap. No. HM7.675; May 12: ^y. p. ITIS, Dr. p. ....5, (,ar. %oL 1.34. p. 469.

Maitland. L G , Raton. N Mex Ter lack. No s,sj<,24.5; May 19. Sp. p_ 3S29: Dr. p. *4: (.ar voL 134; P^^^
Malik \-., North Bra.ld.x-k. and E. W. Cook, Wilkmsburg. Pa. Combine<l railway-chair and rail-faatener. No.887,488, May 12. Sp. p.

mS, j'. ^•e'r.rrp^s''La.'""('hain conveyer No. 888,918: May 26; .Sp. p. 5246^ Dr p. 1 1 13. Gar. vol 1,34. p^
939

Malloi^ I 1. .
Ev,ii,.ston. Ill Window-ventil«t..r So S86.714. May 5. ^p p. 77h. Dr. p. 1.t9. <.ar. vol. 1, 4. p. 129.

Malone, E. P.. Manchester, Iowa. (.ate. No. .S87.fi76: May 12; Sp. p. ^721. Dr p. ';'•'• ^ar^ ^£^,l.^,'P-f^^.
.,^, ^„,

Mammon. L W . Chicago. Ill Oanng for washing-machines. S... "«/ -^^^.^Mav 19. Sp_^p^
^%i^'„ '^G^br n ^

Maniex, C. A . Bay City, Mich. Safety device for faucets, stop-cwks. &c. No. 887,S2t); May 19. Sp. p. 303., Dr. p. bd8,

Man^O F.. Indianapolis, Ind. Window-frame. No. 887.4fr7: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2206; Dr. p. 461: Gar vol 1.34: p. 3H1.

Manson K. H,, assignor to Dean Electric Companv. Elyna, Ohio. Operator's selective ringmg-key for telephone 8> stems.

Mav 12' Sp. p. 1838: Dr pp.3>»9: Gar. v.. 1. 134: p. 329.

Manson, R. H. assignor to T)ean Electric C.mii.any, Elyria, Ohio. Electrical signaling and switching apparatus.

Mini?: .^'^' h£a.,^: f^.' Comb;id'?ict'ur?and stovepipe holder So 888 182 May 19. Sp. p. 3716 Dr p. 7r7 Gar v^l. U4, p. i«.

Marcks. \.. L^llbrdc^. near CoL^e. Gennanv. Chimney. No. 887,677: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2722; Dr. p. ...5. Gar. vol. 134, p. 4«9.

Mark, W. N., Clover-lale, Ind. farm-gate. Mo. sm.X<i: May 5: Sp. p «. Pr- P- 1,-:
<'*';.

J,"' ,1^' P;,^,^-
.-„, „„, ,^.

.MarkWell. A. F., Dana, In-l. Mail-bag-<lehvery apparatus. No. >S8K,518: May ». Sp. p. 4381; Dr. p. 928; Gar. vol. 1,34,

Martin Firearms Companv. -See Hepburn. M., assignor.'

Marquette. P-no^jo-P-y,;
;/nhorwmdoi fa'S^ No. 888,91«: May 26; Sp. p. .5247; Dr. P^ ni.3^_Gar. vol. 134; p.m

Marr' W L., Jackson, Mich. Carbureter. No. Hh6,.526: May 5; Sp. p. 363: Dr. p. 75. Gar. vo
. 1^: p. 6_^.

Marr' W. L. Jackson. Mich. Carbureter. No. S86,.527: Mav 5: Sp. p. 366^r. p. -6: Gaz vol. 134. p. b..

Marr! W. L., Jack.«on, Mich. Motor- vehicl-. No. 886,.528: May .5; .Sp. p. 368; Dr. p. 76; Gar. vol. 134; p. 68.

Jj^br"" J. L^New"onVMa.T Cnihion attachment for automobile. No. 887,00-2, May 5; St,. P, 1319. Pr.P 277, Oar. voL 1.34: p. 219.

Marsh J H , an.l J, J. Lanrit, assignors to Bprden s Condensed MiUc Company, Chicago, III. t arton. No. 887,679, Maj 1., Sp. p.

.576: Gar. vol. 134; p. 470.

Ja^T^ W^^M'oTgan.'watK,' Iowa: said Morgan assignor to said Marsh. Liner for centrihigal cream-separators.

May 5: Sp. p. 85: Dr, p. 17: Gar. vol. 134: p. 19.

See Tebbing and Marshall.!
, .. ^ . , ,

, a.s,signor of one-half to C. C. MlUer. Toledo, Ohio. Combined pole and shaft for vehicle.8.

,
aisii"of''C'ne^h*alf^to''M. G. Wei.iner, Chattanooga, Tenn. Reamer. No. 886,H30: May 5; Sp. p. 1008: Dr. p. 212; Gaz.

^Sn Francisco. Cal. Flang»-lubticating device. No. «7,6»»; May 12; Sp. p. 2727;^pr. pp. 57^7^ Gar. vol. 134; p. 471.

1.34. p ,5*t.

Gar, vol. 134;

No. 887,280;

No. 887,261; May

p. 804.

27'2«: Dr.p,
Marsh, W. W
Marsh, W. W
No. !»86,384;

Marshall, H.
Martin, \ J

.1424; Dr. p
Martin, C. L.

vol. 134; p. 16

iZZ W^R 'llnrt'eTpa. "Bn'cr-Xve7«t'"*No" ^'.^l; May S'; 's^.' P^".;;Drrpriar9;- bir; v<Jl. 134. P^m
M^Sdale, F. n! C^uve^eur, N. Y. Kettle- No. 888,519; May 26; Sp. p. 4383; Dr. p. 928; Gax. vol. 134; p. ^H.

No. 888,025: May 19: Sp. p.
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No. 889.028: May 26; Sp. p. 5443; Dr. p. 1157; Gar. vol. 134; p. 972.

Electric signaling. No. 887,681; May 12; Sp. p. 2729; Dr. p. 577; Gar. vol.134:

Marvin, N. E., Sprmgfield, Mass. Automatic train-pipe coupling. No. 887,489; May 12; Sp. p. 2378; Dr. pp. 499-500; Gar. vol. 134;

p. 408.

Marxen, J. C, and J. H. Woodward, .\voca. Iowa. Grain-door for railway-cars. No. 886,529; May 5: Sp. p. 370; Dr. p. 77; Gax. vol.
134. p. as.

.Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon. (See Karrer, J., assignor.)
Maschliwnfabnk St. Georgen Bd St. (iallen Commandlt-Gesellschaft Ludwig von Siiaakind. (See Miiller, R., assignor.)
Mason, (i. L.. .Newark, N. J., assignor to George L. Mason Companv, New York, N. Y. Sign. No. 887,408; Mav 12: Sp.p. 2208; Dr.p.

462; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 381.

Ma.son. J W , Walnut Lake. Ark Fcnce-streU'hme appanitiis. No. 888,448; May 19; Sp. p. 4247; Dr. p. 899; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 751.

Mas.)n. M. D., East rrovldence. J{. 1. Portable lire-box partition for furnaces, boilers, ranges, Ac. No. 888.630; May 26; Bp. p. 4627;
Dr p. 981; Oar. voL 134; p 844.

Mason Smokeless Combustion Company. (See Mason, T.C., assignor.)
Mason, T. C, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to Mason Smokeless Combustion Company, Incorporated. Burning oil for generating heat.
No. 887,409: May 12: Sp. p. -2211. Dr pp. 462 3; Gar. vol. 134; p. 382.

Masaey Harris Companv. (.See Charlton, M, W.. assignor.)
Maatin, J. G., Chicago, lU. Chemical flre-pail. No. 886,385: May 5; 8p. p. 86; Dr. p. 17; Gar. vol. 134; p. 19.

Matheson, D. 8., ft at. (See D.mglass, A. \.. Jr.. and D. F., assignors.)
Mathews, W. P., Kemersvdle. N i. Driving; me<hani8m for traction-engine*. No. 887,410; May 12; Sp.p. 2212; Dr. p. 463; Gaz. vol.

1.34' p. 382.

Matwm.'c. I., Chicago, 111. Necktie-h..lder. No. 887,108; May 12; Sp. p. 1539; Dr. p."325; Oar. voL 134; p. 282.

Mattencloit, R. von. (See WQrl and .Matteuclolt.)

Miittnr, P. J., Coswig, C/ermanv Ele4tru signaling apparatus for railways. No. 886,630; May 5; 8p. p. 549; Dr. p. 116; Gaz. voL 134;

p. 97. •
Matteaon, J V., Fniitvale, Cal. Stair. No. 888.920; May 26: Sp. p. 5249; Dr. p. 1113; Gar. vol. 134: p. 939.

Matthews. M.. Bracondale. Ontario, (anada. Elastic-fluid turbine. No. 888,248; May 19; Sp.p. 3834; Dr.p. 805; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 686.

Mattson, A. .M. assignor to Unit«<i States Fastener Company, Boston, Mass. Fastener. No. 887,209: May 12; Sp. p. 1710; Dr.p. 363;
Gar. vol. 134: j) 313.

Mauoer, H. J. (S<-e .\ndr)<ws and Maiiger.)
Mavia, 0. R., Wvmore, Nebr. Railwav cross-tie.

Maxstatlt, F. W! and F. W., Jr., New York, N. Y.
p. 471.

Maxstadt, F. W., Jr. (See Max.Rtadt. F. W. and F. W., Jr.)
Maxw.dl. II. A , Me<lford. Mass Draft-tube. No. 886,386: May 5; Sp. p. 87; Dr. p. 18; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 19.

Mav, J. M. I See Mav. N. W., assignor..
Mav. N. W . LittU- .'Springs, assignor of one-half to J. M. May, Brookhaven, Miss. Spoke-socket. No. 886,715; May 5; 8p. p. 778; Dr.
p 1.59: t,nT vol 1.14. p. l.*i

Mavcr. W , Chuago. 111. Pullev. No. 88t..831 : Mav 5: Sp. p. 1009; Dr. p. 212; Gar. vol. 134; p. 165.

Mayhf-w. PC. (Irand Uapids. Mi.h. vShoe. No. 886,716: May 5; Sp. p. 770; Dr. pp. 159-60; Gar. vol. 134; p. 130.

Mavtag. K L. S+h- Snv.ler ami Hume, assignors i

.McAlon.'v. N. I. 1 ,S<»' WiU'l, Mc.Moncv. and Cunningham.)
M. Ailrtv F P . Grafton. N D. Holding dtvic*- for nibtier shoes. No. 888,252; May 19; Sp.p . 1818; Dr. p. W, Gar. vol. 134; p. 688.

M.Aul.v P F ,
I ambridp', Ohio. Pool-tablt- attachm.nt. No. 888,186; May 19; Sp.p. 7722; Dr. pp. 778-fl; Gar. vol. 134; p. 665.

M( Bean. (i. B . Chicago. 111. i >ullet-box cover. No. 887.496; May 12; 8p. p. 2391; Dr. p. 503; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 411.

M.-Bcrty. F. R. 'See Thompson and McBerty.i
-McBeth", A. E., et iit. .See Moore, J. H., assigiior.)
M.H arlv. F. J., .lec^a.swi; H. .\. McCartv. a.iininistrator. assignor to McCartv Wireless Telephone Co., San Francisco, Cal. Wireless
telephone. No. HS9.11.M: May 26: Sp. ji. .545(1; Dr. p. 1158; Gar. vol. 134; p. 973.

Me< artv, H. .\., administrator. (See McCartv, F. J.i

McCartv. R. T., Kansas Cit v. Mo. ('..mpn'ssdr or blower. No. 887.955; May 19: Sp. p. 3288; Dr. p. 691; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 592.

McCartv. W. \V.. Diamoml. Ind. Lwl.rKat..r No. 888,525; May 26; Sp.p. 4391; Dr. p. 930; Gaz. voL 134; p. 806.

.McCartv Wireless Telepli.)iie Co. 1 r^>e Met arty, F. J., asaignor.')
McClollan, F, J., New ^'..rk, N. Y., assignor to Garvin Machine Company. Speed-change gearing. No. 887,010;

Dr. p. IK\. (iaz. vol 1.34: p. 221.

Mc<Teilan. ("r. M. (See Tayior an.i M(<"lrllan (Reissue.)
McClintcx'k. C. H., Ilartfopl Citv. Ind. Combinefl carbureter and governor for luteniai-coinbustion engines.

.^p. p. 54.52; Dr. pp. 11.58 9; (;az. vol. i;}4: i>. 974.

Mt>rioakPV, J , Boston, Ma.«s Device for filling self-feeding ink-wells. No. 887,215; May 12; Sp.p. 1717; Dr. p. .3(>5; Gar. vol. 134; p. 315
McCloskev. I

. Hii.l II .1. Gray, St. Ixmis, Mo. Svrup-.lispensing apparatus. No. 8St;.720: Mav .5; Sp. p. 7.vS; Dr. p. 161: Gaz. vol. 1.34;

p. 131.

McCoach, I., rl III ' See F{ichards, W T , as.<iignor.)

.Mc<'onn. M I. , Arkaiusas City. Kans Dnvss-tihieM cover. No. 887,687; May 12; Sp. p. 27.3k: Dr. p .579; Gar. vol. i;i4. p. 47:(.

Mc<"ormack, H. S . a.ssiKnor to rnderwoo.i T\-pewnter Companv, New York, N. Y. T\'pe-wnting m.<i<-hine. No. 887,41'.i: Mav 12; Sp.
p. 2231: Dr.p 4t.7: ( ;rt7 vol. i:h. p. .'tv,

Mc<"n^arv, A. T. Fortvfort. Pa. Horseahoe calking and welding apparatus. No, 887,956; May 19; Sp. p, .32(r2; Dr. p. 692; Gaz. vol.
134; p, .503.

McCn-ary, L, A , Rockwoo.!. Tex Feed-r«»gulator for cotton-«in8. No. 887,497; May 12; Sp. p. 2393; Dr. p. 503; Gaz. voL 1.34; p. 411 .

McCiien. J. W. (See Heinntz an.l .McCiien.)

MrCurdv, R. J (.See MiKurdv. W. M. an.l R. J.)

M.-Cur-lv, W. M and R J , Coushatta, La. Machine for catching boll-weevil. No. 886,535: May 5; Sp. p. 379; Dr. p. 79: Gaz. vol. 134:
p. 70.

McIVarmon. J ('.. Houston, Tex. Imitation diamond. No. 888.346; May 19; 8p. p. 4027; Dr. p. 849: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 717.
.MiDerniott. P . Dennott, Ark. Detachable tire. No. 887,341: Mav 12; Sp.p. 2(B6; Dr p 4:<0: (iaz, vol. i;<4; p. 3fi(i.

Mc'Elhinnev, H. A.. Detroit. .Mieh. Concrete fence-post. No. NX7,4'.>8; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2.394: Dr p .504; (in? vol i:j4: p 411.

McElrath, ). P , el <il. 1 .See Stubbleheld, N. B , a.ssignor.)

.McElrath, J. T (See Holt, C. D., assignor.)
M.Fiirlan 1, L . Pittsburg, Pa. Metallic tie an.l rail-fiistener. No. V«i,Ml: Mav 5; .Sp. p. I(r22: Dr. p. 215: (jaz. vol. 1.34: p. 168.
McGaiilev, W. II., Paterson, N. J. M.wms for lubricating sleeve-l)earlng8. No. 886,625; May 5; Sp. p, 559; Dr, p. 117; (Jar. vol, IM;

p. 99,

.McGee, R, M , assignor to McGoe Switch & Signal Company, Dallas, Tex. Electric railway-gate. No. 886,842; May 5; 8p. p. 1023;
Dr, p. 215; Gar. vol. 134; p. 16h.

McGee Switch A Signal Company. (Sec McGee. R. M,, assignor.)
McGhie, T B , assignor of one-half to T. Barton, London, England. Separating salts of cobalt and nickel. No. 888,839; Mav 26;
Sp. p. 5'.175; (iar. vol. 134: p. 911.

McOill, J. H. (See Meyer. A. F. W.. assignor.'
McGregor, D. H., ft al. (See Douzlass, A. .\.. Jr., and D. F., assignors.)
Mclntyre, M. M.. assignor to Perfection Spring Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Vehicle-spring. No. KWs,347

849: Gar. vol. 134; p. 717.

Mclsaac, J. T., East Wevmouth, Mass.. assignor to United Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J.

>«7,957; May 19; Sp. p."3294: Dr.p. 692; Gar, vol, 134; p, 593.

.McKav, C, W, (See Scranton, E. M,, assignor,)
-McKay, J. L,, Minneapolis, Minn, Table-top protector. No. 888,113; May 19; Sp. p. 3SB6; Dr. p. 753, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 64.3.

McKav, W. R. (See Boyd and McKav.

^

McKee, T. A (See Rllev. M., assignor.)
McKeen, D. U., Tama, Iowa Barrel-cover. No. 888,029; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3430: Dr. p. 720: Gar. vol. 1.34. p. 6lh.
McKnlght, L. G., Gardner, Mass. Machine for making chair-seats. No. 886,721; May 5; Sp. p. 790; Dr. p. 162: Gar. vol. 134: p. 132.
McKnlght, T. R., assignor to Western Wheeled Scraper Companv, .\urora, IH. Dump-car. No. 888.187: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3723; Dr. p.

779; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 867.
' -

. »
r

McKnight, T. R., assignor to Western Wheeled Scraper Companv. Aurora. Ill Dump-car. No. 888.188: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3725; Dr. p.
780; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 666.

- »- r k

McKnight. T. R., assignor to Western Wheeled Scraper Companv. Aurora, III. Railwav dump-car. No. 888.526; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4392;
Dr. pp. 930-1; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 806,

- m-^

MoLane, A., Lansford, Pa. Game apparatus. No. 887,342; May 12; Sp. p 2056: Dr. p. 4.30: Gaz. vol i:i4: p. 360.
McLarin. G. C, et ai (See Stubblefleld, N. B., assignor.
McLaughlin, J. C. Jersey City, N. J„ assignor to Lnderwood Tvpewriter Company, New York. N, Y. Tvpe-writing machine. No

889.144; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5686; Dr. p. 1203; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1010,"

McLean, D., North Shields, England. Chimney-cowl. No. 888,728, May 26; 8p. p. 4817; Dr. p. 1027; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 875.

May 5; 8p. p, 1334;

No. 889,032; May 20;

May 19; Sp.p, 4(r28; Dr. p.

Shovaewing machine. No.
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Mc-[^llan, I, K.-

McManiiamy. I

Mi'Manus. 'J. F
VirMilbir. r, M
WiMiiun, ri. r

Wichita. Kans. Mailing a(>v1c<». No. <tS»),<H3: Mav 5; Sp. p. 1027; Dr. p. 21S: Oae. vol. 134; p. 168.

D . Botkins. Ohio A'ljultHhle h»«<llight. No SSS.Ml: Mhv 2f>: Sp. p 4MK; I>r p. 986; Oar. vol. 134; p. 848.

New Vork, N. V. Collar. Nil '%>«»i.>»44; Mhv r,. ^p. p. lCr>; Dr. p. 21»i. tlaz. vol. 134: p. IfiB.

\tlanta. <1h Horvp-i-olUr N' n»7 i^^s; .VIjiv 1.'. Sp p 2739; Dr. p. 579; (iar. vol 1.14; p 47;V

haitimor*-, Md. I>»'tafhi»hle closure for r'V.'ptadt's. No. ««.397: May y Sp p. 111. Dr. p. 21; <Jai. vol. 134; p. 24.

MiAdlUii r. I'lpnv Citv. .V(o l,evft>-protwtor No >*7,4'>»; Mav 12; Sp p 2:»5, I>r \' 'kM >'.h.t. vi>1 1:<4. p 412

SfrMLUin, L. J . In^iianapolls, Ind. Automatic controller for waKon-diimps. No. ssii,.>«i. May .5; Sp. p. .'JM; Dr. p. HO; Gaz. vol. 134;

\(,''.«urphv ('
I. . IhirT^fi.'l.l. r,a Cotton^plantpr No. ««7.5<in; Mav 12: Sp. i/2;«r.: Dr. p. »H: Oaf., vol. 134; p. 412.

MiSrtllv. V T Maudan. N I>. EU><lrini| .Mit-.)ut No SS7,.VM. Mrtv 12: Sp p ZV.r Dr p '-l'.; (iaz. vol. i;v1; p. 412.

MrNrtiiKhton, I
,
London. Ontario, ('aiiH<U Type and nu-an.s for stfunnie Ih.- nain.- No NsT.Jir,. .May 12; Sp. p. 1719; Dr. p. 3tt6; Oae.

Ml N>al. I A . Churubusoo, Ini Dtimpuv niwhHni.«n for harvpsting-machine* No. 887,343; May 12; Sp. p. 2058; Dr. p. 431; Oai.

vol. \M. p .3«)0.
. _

McVeel D W , rharl^ston, III. Chum. Ko. 8S6,62«; May 5; Sp. p. .160: Dr. p. 118; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 99.

McVis-pn \ (
,
Lan^ilon. N. V P(^rtaM trav or truck. No. S«i,537; May 5; Sp. p. 382; Dr. p. Sf); Oar., vol. 134: p. 70.

Mc'phf*. J. II. A. Duncdin, NVw Z^'rtland Toha<^'co ciitt«-r and t>ox. No. >«8.t>42; May 2»i; Sp p *149; Dr. p. 9H«i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 848.

Mcpherson, \. W. i S«>e .stover, S. H . ns-4gnor

M.I'hcrnon. J., aaaignor of one-half to W K Wilhanis and 8. O. Morrow, Carthage, Mo Bed-spring. No. HS7,111; May 12; Sp. p. 1544;

Dr. p. 326; C.az. vol. 134: p 2KV „ .^ w « .,

McV'icker, \V J . assignor to Ahna Manufactun.np Company, Ahiw, Mich. Intemal-comhuation engine. No. 887,502; May 12; 8p. p.

2400: Dr po .t05-6: Gaz. vol \M: p. 41:;

Mpacham. I. K , etal. (Sw Re^ve, S. A , asssjrnor ^Reisine >

Meacham. \V M . ft al. (Sep Reeve. S. A . as.fipnor Reissue.)

Meade. J K -i.t!<ignor to J A. Gemhardt, I'hiLi.lelphia. I'a. Continuous pasteurizing apparatus. No. 887,335; May 12; Bp. p. 2048;

Dt pp 427-S. Craz vol 1114; p. ^S^

Meadows, ¥. D S.* Meadows. \V C. an<l F. D.) ^ . ^
Vfea.lows \V C dn.\ F D . Poors Knol), S. C. Corn-mill No. 888,ti81; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4629; Dr.p 982: Gaz. vol. 134; n. 845.

Merthl. P f.. Bavonne. N J MfX'hanical mii-^ioal in.'^trument. No 889.(129; May 2r.: Sp p .S445. Dr p. 1157; Gax. vol 134; p^ 972.

Meakin, F W . North Carlton. Victoria, Australia .\ppliance for um' in storing fn-sh fniits and oth«'r produce. No. 887.827; May 19;

Sp.p' »>»<>: Dr p fi.P*; Uaz vol i:}4; p i.iti
. , . „

M>'ar» F . Mmn»'apolis. a.ssitrnor to Hvei-niic Ri'flner Company. Prino^ton, Minn Purifying grain from smut or other fungi. No.

>i>o<,lon: Mav I'.i: Sp p .{.\S7; Dr.p. 7.M .
(iaz. vol. 134: p ft40.

,»„ ^ ^ „
M.xlhery ' F* U-i.-fhiiigton, D. C. Devic^ for stropping the blades of safety-razors. N<' '<>»7,'«2; May 12; 8p. p. 2731; Dr, p. 577; Oat.

vol \^4. p 471

Mees, H R S«-<' Tnnle, C, a.^signor I ^„ »^ ., „ ,v„

Mehl, W. H Waltham, Mas-* . a.asignor to K H.iward W.-itch Company, Riverside, N. .). Watch-barrel. No. 886,387; May 5; 8p. p. 90;

Dr. pp lv-19; Gaz. vol. l.)4; p. 20.

M. hnW ( orv4on, Kv. Antirattler for jwingletre.>s No H,ss,l«: May 19; Sp p. 8717; Dr. p. 777; Gaz. vol. 434: p fi«4.

Mehrten.s, o , fciW. a.s.'iiVnor to FritM. Knipp Aktiengewllschaft Germanlawerft, Klel-Oaarden, Germany. Transport veaart. No.

\'*i.fi21.'Mav rr. Sp. p. rv2. Dr. p. Uti; C,»z. vol. 134; p. 97.

Mnier. G .1., Buffalo, N. V. Mail-hag cat.iher and deliverer. No. V«^.<rj; May 5; Sp. p. 1011; Dr. p. 212; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 165.

Mellherg, V. .^»' Rommer. I A., a.s.sigiiof

M.'Uen. C. K . Chicago. III. Clasp for earm*nt-supporters. No. 88>t,l07; May 10; Sp p 3.588; Dr. p. 751: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 641.

M.'lvin. M G . .i.s.signor of ont-half tr K A loncs .S,Tanton. I'a. Combine<l gnge and signal device

Dr. p. 212; Gaz. vol. i:U; p. IrtH.

Melzer, A. .S»»' Laii and Melzer
Mendenhall. C A , a.isignor of one-half to S. J. Mendenhall. Fannland, Ind. Fence-post.

Gaz. vol 1.34; p. 872.

Mendenhall. K. J. ! See Mendenhall. C. A . assignor.;

Merchant, F. D , rt 'il See PpHrs<in, C. dlsipnor.)

-Merdian, W J. .Stv F.llis, B. H., a.saignor

Mergenthaler Lmot\T)e Company. Set^ Converse. F. B ,
a-ssignor.)

Mergenthaler Linotn*' Companv. CS^'e IJow, .V.. assignor.'

Mergenthaler Linotvj)*' Company i See Ilomans, T. S.. assignor.)

Meriianthaler LinotVpe Companv i .S*'*" Kennedy. D. S .
assignor.)

M<sri«oux, KB. (Sf-e Yhertv and M(Srieo|i.\. i

Merrill. K, K. (See Phillips. I.. R.. assitmOr i

Vancouver. British Columtia. Canada.
Vancouver. British Colunitla, Canada

.No 8«6.H.«: May 5: Sp p. 1012;

No. 888.719; May 2»>; Sp p 4804; Dr. p. 1023;

Merrill. N. (

.Merrill, N. (

p. 9H.

Merrill. W 1

Folding N'd
Ri'movahte table-top

No. 88»i,ti22; May 5; Sp. p. .V)4; Dr. pp. 116-17; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 98.

No. 886,623; May 5; 8p. p. 566; Dr. p. 117; Gaz. vol. 134;

Visual signal No K88.341, May 19; Sp p. 4010; Dr. p. 847;

,.i,.,um>. w r .......v., ..>... Pivoted oar. No. 888.520; May 26; Sp p 4,384: Dr. p. 929; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 804.

M.'rritt F C,
, BrfKkport, N V. .Shipping and displav box. No. 886.388; Mav .>: Sp. p. 93. Dr^ p. 1^: J'^jLJl'L'-^i ^i*^ « r^^a

Merntt. H W , a.ssignor to Monarch Ty^wwritcr Company. Syracuse. N. Y. Type-writing machine No. 888,832; May 2».; .Sp. p. 5068;

Dr pp 11)79 -8<1. Gaz. vol 154; p. 9f*

Schenwtady. N". V . a»sign<ir t<i General Klectric Company
Gaz vol 134; p 715.

Merriman. D F , and R I, Apfel, WateriC"'. Iowa

No. *««., 3»<9; May 5; Sp. p. 95; Dr. p. 19; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 21.

a.ssignor >

Cpholsterv No >««,72n; Mav 26; Sp. p. 481W; Dr p. 1023; Gaz. vol 134; p. 872.

alcher and delivprrr No ssy.a^O: May 2»>; Sp p. .5448; Dr. p. 11.58; Gaz. vol. 134;

waz: vol, 1,-44, 11. 1^*

Sp p 2.3K4: Dr. pp 501 2. Gaz vol. \M,
. ,174; Dr p. Ts; Gaz. vol. i:j4; p fif.i.

p M*>.

No.

Merrow. F S Mhxico. Mexico. Fish-tail prof«'Uer.

Merwin .Manufactunng Company (.See Blinlick. C,
Mes.sersmith. B H , ami W. Healy, Yonknrs, N V
Messersrnith. H F. . Huntington. W. Va. Mail-tiag"

p. 973.

Mesta Machine Companv. ( S«<e Helander, \. U . a.«signor i

Mestemacher, W. F , Hawk Point. Mo. ( ollap:«ible box. No. <«*'., .'kJO: May 5. Sp. p. .172, Dr_ p.

Metralf. C W , San Dieeo, Crtl A(vt vlen.»-kras (generator. N'o sxT, Wl
:
Mav 12:

Metterhausen. C, Chicago, 111. Sliding-loor tixtiire. No. H«6,.-);n: May 5: Sp. p.

.Metterhausen. C Chicago, 111 Carix.l.st^r No. 887.210; May 12: Sp. p. 1711: Dr p. 364: Gaz vol. 1.34: p 313.

Meves o \V See Seifert >tnd .Meves.
, ^ . , ,. t

Meyer V F W. Chicago. Ill, as.signor to J H McGill. Valpaniiso, In<l. Shade attachment for electric incandescent lamps.

888 .^21: Mav 2<^; Sp. p. iso: Dr. p. 929; Gaz vol. i:j4. p 80.5 ,„«.-/
Meyer, R , Schneverdingen, Germany .^.pparatus for .irawing [)erspective views. No. 888.249; .May 19; 8p. 383.; Dr p. 80«); Uaz.

Meyer. E '. assignor to Fariienfabriken vor»Ti. Fnedr Bayer & Co , Klherfeld, Gennany. Re<l tetrazo dye. No. 888,522: May 26; Sp. p.

M.'veV h'*h'' "Racine,Viv ore-washine machine No -<H7.490: May 12; Sp p 2380; Dr. pp ."iOO-l ; Gaz vol. 134; p. 409

M.'ver' H. T . an<l C, F C. I.amar. a.ssiini'irs to Duranoid MfVCo . Newark, N J. Press. No 887,109; May 12; 8p. p l.%4«); Dr p..325;

G'az.'vol. i;i4; p 2X2.

Mever, W F. See White and Meyer _ , , , ,,

MichaeK'n C o . Omaha, Nehr. ore-cnwher. No HST.ina .May .5: Sp. p, bC'l Dr. p 2.H: (,az vol. I.i4; p. 219.

Michelin V Pans, France. Pressure controller. No s>Ht..,H.14, Mav 3: .*^p. i> li(14: Dr i> 2\A: Gaz. vol 1.34: p. 166.

Michelson F o Thorshv. Ala Caki^pali. No. HHK.2V); Mav 19; Sp p 38.-ih. Dr. p «»>; Gaz vol 1.14; p 687.

Mieth H . Vallejo, Cal Electric tnsulatoj No SX7,.l;*., Mav 12 Sp p 2l»47. Dr n 42s, Gaz vol. 1.14 p .^5S.

Mikorev H Sohonel)erg. near Berim, Gerrtanv, a.ssignor to Minimax Consolidated Limite<l. London, Kngland. Color and dye sprayer.

No "tSS 449 Mav 19; Sp. p. 4240; Dr. p *»; Gaz vol. 134; p. 7.52

Milburv 3 R . Rkhwav. N J. Wave-motor No. 8X8.721: May 26; Sp. p. 4808; Dr. p. 1024; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 8,3.

Miles f
' F Paris Tex' Smoke and soot arrester for sta<ks. No. HX7.()04: Mav 5: Sp p. i:{22; Dr p. 2-9: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 219.

Miles' W c' JersevCitv, N. J. Table-desk No 8W8.722; Mav 26: Sp p 4S04. Dr p 1024: Gaz vol 134; p 873

Mill \ Cincinnati, (5hio. and A. W. Copland, Detroit. Mich : said Mill assignor to said Copland. Actuating mechanism for oven-car-

ner* No 887 828- Mav 19; Sp. p. .3042. l)r p 'i.19: Gaz vol. 1,14, p. 5o<)

Miller A' Syracuse,' N. V. W hi fifetree-clip. No. 888.632: May '26; .Sp p. 4630: Dr. p. 9K2; Gaz voL 134; p 845^

Mil^r', 'a/c.; Chicago. III. Means for attat-hing pneumatic tires No. fe6,8.35. May 5; Sp. p. 1016; Dr. p. 213; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 166.

Mllleric E .
Sd^rton!a»8ignor oTo^haif to F HUlebrand, Perrysburg, Ohio. Basket. No 887.411; May 12; Sp p. 2213; Dr p. 463;

MiUer' D^Ll^he^Beld. Ala. Blast-fumaoe-chareing apparatus. No. 888.723; May 26; Sp^ 4810; Dr pp. 1024-^; '

Miller; G. A., LouiavUte, Ky. Hame-fasteoer >Jo. 887,110; May 12; Sp. p. 1543; Dr. p. 336; Gaz vol. 134; p. 283.

1024-^; Gaz vol 134; p. 873.
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Mflter, H. C, WaterfoTd, N. Y. BtKchlng fabric. No. SST.flW; May 12- 8p. p. 27S2; Dr. p. 578; Oaz. vol. 184; p.m.
Miller, J. J., St. Joseph, Mich., aaalgnor to W. P. Healy, Chicago, 111. Wire-bound box. No. 887,337; May 12; Sp. p. 2049; Dr. p. 428;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3i». ^ , „. .w-.
Miller. T. W. Ashland. Ohio. PvrogrHj.luc or cautery device. No. 888,833; May 28; Sp. p. 5061; Dr. p. 1080; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 909.

Miller, W D.. Shco, Mont. Stirniji No sh7.(X).5: May 5; Sp. p. 1324; Dr. p. 279; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 220.

MiU.^r, W I S.*. Bariidt and .Miller

Milligan, I II Sail Bernardino (al M-ans for drilling weJls. No. 887,952; May 19; 8p. p. 3284; Dr. p. ()90; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 581.

Mills, H. S S-'. SaiideU, H K . a.ssignor.)

MiUs, J. II , Ki. tiriioiit, iiid Clamp No. ><8xia4: May 26; 8p. p. 5063; Dr. p. 1090; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 909.

Milwaukee Cornigaung Company :.Se«-Brun« F.. aasignor.)

MiD«r, W. n. .'^' o-(Omior. 1. F.. assignor.)

Miner, W H, ii^«iknir to W H .Min.r (ompanv, Chicago, III. Antifriction center-bearing for railway-cars. No. 887.262; May 12; Sp.

p. 1K45: Dr p (.>'.! '•m vol 1;J4: p. ,1.10.

Minimax Consoli(lHtt-<l S<>»' Mikorev. H.. assignor.')

Minton, .1 S , Krarn.v, Net.r i .iiieiit bl(Kk No. 887,211; May 12; Sp. p. 1712; Dr. p. 3(>4; (iaz. vol. IM; p. 314.

Mittinpr, I.
.

.1 r . I.akewood, (.ihio. Washlxiard. No. 887,412; May 12; 8p. p. 2214; Dr. p. 4»i3; (iaz. vol. 134; n. 382.

MofTatt, M. R , and I' S Spira. Providence, R. I. Brown sulfur dye and raalcing same. No. »«V532; May 5; Sp. p. 376; Oaz vol. 134;

p. ffl*.

Mohr, W ,
I iklahoma, okla. Tongue-truck. No. 888,251; May 19' Sp. p. 3839; Dr. pp. 806-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 687.

Moir. r., Bristol. S I>. Churn. No. 886.8.16; May 5: 8p. p. 1017: Iir. p. 213; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 167.

Mola.sh \ . K.rinet«<, S D .'^tirnip-attaching device. No. 887,4<.<2; May 12; 8p. p. 2386; Dr p. 502; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 410.

Mold.'iiiiautT. o A.
ip-attt

WaUTtown. Wis Cow-milker No SS7,212: May 12; Sp.
1.14; p. 167

4; p.
1715: Dr. p. 365; Gaz. vol. 134;

.Mm- 19; 8p. p 4011; Dr p. M7; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. 715
""

- ^ n. 1715: Dr. p. 365;

MetHl-<lrawinp apparatus. No.
314.

,717;

No.

134; p 4

*p. p. f713; Dr. p 5ft4; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 314.

Moler. R. II , Washington. D. C. l.linekiln. No <vs(,>.17 May " -; v 1018; Dr. ji. 214: (iaz. v(tI
'"'

Moline, C. .V., Bancroft, Iowa. .Slidiiignlojir fii'-teiiir No SKX 4

Molitor, C, Soutti Milwaukee, Wi.s. Cuspidor earner and diimpx'r .No. 887,213; May 12; Sp
Moltrup, J. T - ii'.d \\ . assignors to Standurd LauL'e Steel Company, Beaver Kails, Pa

Mav ,V Sp. [. 7>«<i Dr p. KiO; (iaz. vol lo4, p. 130.

M.iltnip, S. ! S*-*" .Moltrup. .1. T.. S . and W.i
Moltmp. W >e.. .Moltnip. I. T . S., and W.)
Molyneux .\uto-.Mailing .MH-hme (ompanv. (See Molvneux, B S a.ssignor.)

Molpieiix. B .-- Buffalo N V . as.signor U) Mol\-neiix Auto-.Mailing Machine Company, Pierre, S. D. Addreasing-niachine.

888,341. Mav 19; Sp. p 4(ilJ; Dr p H4h; <jaz. vol' 1.14; p. 715.

Monalian, I. l assiinior of i wo thinls to .1. D Termaat and M. L. Cottrill, Oahkoah, Wis. Speed and power controlling mechanism.
No. 887,411; May 12: Sp p S2\:^. Dr. p 4»-.4: Gaz vol 134, p '.iSS

Monarch Telephone Manufacturing Co. (See Corwui, K R., assignor.)

Monarch Tvpewriter Companv Se*- Merntt, H. W., as.signor.)

Monan h lyiiewriter Company .-^ee Morey. C. \.. assignor.)

Monan'h ryi)ewriter Company .-^e*' Pool, M. W., assignor.)

Monarch Tv|)ewriter (ompanv .See -^'oung, K. \ . assitriior.

)

MoningholT. \V I
. Philadelplua. Pa. Siphonic dredge. No. 886,390; May 5; Sp. p. 96; Dr. p. 20: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 21.

Monroe, ,1 B , D.'nver, Colo. Adjustable button for boot and Bhoe laata. No. 887,214; May 12; 8p. p. 1716; Dr. p. 365; Gaz. yol. 134;

p. 314
Montgomery, T. F. iS«>e Wade and Montgoinerv. j

Moo<k P K . Sheridan, assienor to Pittsburtrh Gage <t Supply Company, Pittsburg, I'a. Apparatus for treating waste oil. No.
^M,,71s Mav 5; Sp. 1). 7h4. Dr. p. 161. (iaz. vol. i;<4: p. 131.

Moon I. K Cleveland. Ohio. Oven. No. 88S.10S; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3.S89; Dr. p. 751; Gaz vol 134; p. 641.

.Moon, (i R , Cleveland, Ohio. Stove. -No. SKH,1(I9; Mav 19; Sp. p. .1690; Dr. p. 752; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 641.

Mo<,nert. F A . and H K Whitner. Chicago, 111, Card-ra.se No. 887,953; May 19; 8p. p. 3-2X3; Dr. p. 691; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 591.

Moonev I W Lawton, Okla Rotarv engine. .No. sm.,144; Mav 19; Sp. p. 4023; Dr. pp. 848-9; (iaz. p. 134; p. 716.

M.'or.'

Moore
Moore, K
Moore, F
Moore II

Moore, II

Moore. .1.

Moore, .1

4S1

K

i^.t.

4813

1 > Si>e Rag.sdale, W. C , assignor.

. Philadelphia. Pa Carton No «xs.(r26; May 19; Sp. p. 3425; Dr. p. 719; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 015.

H. (.<iv Shari)neck, F. A . assignor >

T., (ievserville, ( al Bndle-blind No 887.338; Mav 12: Sp. p. 2050; Dr. p. 429; (iaz. vol. 134; p. i

(-
. New York. N. Y Wrench. No sx7.(XJ«i, Mav .'. i^y. p. 1325; Dr. p. 2.9: (ia7. vol. 134: p. 220.

. H , Paris. Franc*'. Vehicle-wheel tire. No HX7,(i84; May 12; 8p. p. 2733: Dr. p. ,57K; (iaz. vol. 1.14: p 472.

K . Favette. Iowa. Heating and ventilating sv.stem. No. 886.3B1; May 5; Sp. p. 97. Dr. p. 20; (iaz, vol. VM: p 21.

K., assignor of two-thirds to B S Howe and U. B. Eastman, Boise, Idaho. Trench-pii)e cutter. No. hw.724: .May 26; 8p. p
- ._. Dr pp lOJ.VJi. (iaz vol. 134: p H73.

Moorf, J. H.. assignor to Chattan(x>ga Plow Company, Chattanooga, Tenn. Plow. No. 888.184; May 19; Sp. p. 3719; Dr. p. 778; Gaz
vol. 134; p. (ib4.

Moore, J. 11 . assignor to U. A. Polly and A E. McBeth. Battle Creek, Mich. Horseshoe-pad. No. 888,450; May 19; Sp. p. 4250; Dr. p
900; Oaz. vol. 134; p 752 ^ ^

Moore, O. H., Fort V.dward, .N. Y. Machine for making combination paper-board. No. 887.007; May 5; Sp. p. 1326: Dr. pp. 279-82

r,»/.. vol. 1.14: p. 220.

Moore, R A, Jr., Berlin, assignor to Waterbury Buckle Co., Waterbuty, Conn. 8u8pen<ier-<nd No. 887,414; May 12; Sp. p. 2222

Dr p 464; (iaz. vol. 134; p .1.S3.

Moon-, W A.. ChamUTsburg. Pa. Imbodla. No. 887,493; May 12; 8p. p. 2388; Dr. p jtr2: Gaz. vol. VM; p. 4U)

Moore. W. R , Ka.st Orange. N I
,
assignor to Novelty Bel] Co., New York, N. V. Bell mechanism. No. 888,725, May A>, Sp. p

Dr. p. KnSi; (iaz. vol. 134. p S74.

Moran, T. W., rt <it. i^Sw Bunion. W. C., assignor.)
Morcoin, T.. Graham. N C. Trace-securing means for swingtetrees. No. 887,686; May 12; Sp. p. 273ti: Dr. p 57S; duz. vol. i;i4: p. 472

Morev.C. A.. Mohawk, assignor to Monarch TvjiewnterCompany. ayracuae, N. Y. Type-writing machine. .No. Nst),392. May5, Sp".
99; Dr. p 20: (iaz. vol. 1.14; p 2J.

Morgan. ( , assignor to Arcade Manufacturing Company, Freeport, 111. Making sand molds. No. 887,415; May 12; Sp. p. 2222; Dr. p
4M; Craz. vol 134; p ;ei4.

Morgan. C, assignor to Arcade Manufacturing Company, Freeport, 111. Apparatus for making sand molds. No. 887,416; May 12

Sp p. 2223; Dr. p. 46.5; (iaz. vol. IM: p. 384.

Morgan Construction (ompaiiy. (.>^ee Kdwards, V. F,., assignor.)

Morsran Construction Companv (.Srt. (ieorce. I. R.. assignor.)

Morgan, D. F.. Chicago. 111. Damper-regulator. No. 887,417; Mav 12; Sp }>. 2225; Dr. p. 4(wi; Gaz. vol i:{4; p. 384.

Morgan, G. M., East Spokane. Wa.sh Gannent-supporter. .No. 888.(r27, May 19; Sp. p. 3427, Dr. p. 719; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 616.

Morgan, T, U . (See .Ma

Morgan, T. W , assignor to W
Dr. p. 2f). (ia/. vol. l.-i4; p. 22.

Morgan, T. W., assignor to W W
134. p. H45.

Morgan, T. W., assignor to W. \\ . Marsh, Waterloo, Iowa.
•2("). Sp. p. 4*i3l; Dr. p. 9H.1. (iaz. vol. i:i4; p. H4,5.

F^ast Spokane. Wash
>rgi

Marsh, Waterloo, IowaW Liner for centrifugal cream-separators. No. 886,393; May 5; Sp. p. 102;

.Marsh, Waterloo, Iowa. 8pin<lle-bearing. No. 888,633; May 26; Sp. p. 4631; Dr. p. 982; Gaz. vol.

Driving mechanism for c-eutrifugal cream-separators. No. 8S8,6;14; May
^p. p
m, WMorgan, W. B. Frankston, Tex. Gate. No. HS6,.533; Mav 5; Sp. p. 376; Dr.p. 78; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 69.

Morison, I) B , Hartlepool. England. Steam-condensing plant No. 888,63- : Mnv 2»;: Sp p. 4»i3.5; Dr. p. 9X4; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 846.

Morrell.T^ W. Bloomfield, N. J. Cutting and delivering nie<hHni<in. No. 887,;t-«<; .May 12; Sp p.2051: Dr. p. 4-29; Gaz. vol. 1,14; p. 359.

Morris, K T., Derwent, Ohio Foldingchair. -No sss.72»., .Mav .1 Sp p. 4M4. Dr p. Hrji>: Gaz. vol 134: p. 874.

Morns, (i E . Regina, Saskatchewan. Canada. Beading implement No s.m,.,-«<4; .May 5; Sp. p 103: Dr. p. 21; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 22.

Morris, G. W . Ra^'ine. Wis Water-heater .No sxh.lio. Mav I'l -^j p ..">*'-': Dr p 7.52; Gaz vol. 134. p t.42.

Morris, J. (J., Washington, I) C , assignor to Southern Steninimt: .M«rl:in<' and .Manufacturing Company. Guthrie, Okla. Tobacco-
stemming machine. .No. 888,83,5; Mav 2»i; Sp. p, .5(».<

. Dr I'p io^ii j ',,i. \ol 134; p. 9tl9.

Morris, R I. , Kahoka, Mo. Cultivator-shovel fastening No sxs '..C. Mh\ J: Sp p 46.13; Dr. p. 9h;C Gaz. \o!. 134; p. 84t>.

Morrison, A. M . assignor to Morri-son and Kretschmer ManufartuniiK i":npany, Dubuque. Iowa. Water-closet. No. 888,636; May
Ai; Sp. p. 4634; Dr. p 983; Gaz vol. 134; p. 846.

Morrison, J.. Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Water-closet 8e.at. No. 887.686: May 12; 8p. p. 2737; Dr. p. 578; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 472.

Morrison and Kretschmer Manufacturing Companv. iSee Morrison, A M.. assignor.

Morrison, L. E., Newark. N. J., assignor to J. T. Ksvenaugh, .N. w York. N. Y. Sheet-feeding mechanism. No. 888,028; May 19;

Sp. p. 3428; Dr. p. 720; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 616.

Morrissey, J F., .New York, N. Y. Pleaaure-rallway
Morrow, 8. C, et al. (See McPherson, J., aasignor.)
Morscher, L. N , csotrusteea, et al. (See Moracner, L. N., assignor.)

No. 888,111; May 19, Sp. p. 3594; Dr. p. 762; Gaz. vol 1.14; p. 642.
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No. H«7.«M; May 12; 8p. p. 2389; Ur. pp. 502-3; Gaz- vol. 134; p. 410.

(;i<iok rppfjiting mechani.sni. No. S8»,>««; May 3b; 8p. p. 'lOTO; Pr. p. 1082; Oae. vol.

Mor»ch«r L N* aastjmoT to W. J. EhrsMti iuid L. N. Moracher, cotnisteM, Enterpnse, Kans. Apparatus for electrical sepajuuon of

partK-le.! from a flui.l nream. So. S8S,hM: May ai; Sp. p. 4fi42; Dr. p^as.";: <;ai. vol 1..14; n H47.

Morse. .\. ) . rorriryaon. Conn., assignor tt Cue Brass Manufacturing Company Double blocker. No 88-, 418; M«> 12, 8p. p. Z22,

Dr. pp «wVo; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3H.S.

Mors*^ D \V , StrvMtor, III. rWk-reRist.'n No. »«>.839; May 5; Sp. p. lOW. Dr. p. 214; Oat. iol. 1.34. p !•>,

Morton C B . BiitTalo, N V. I'lp^t^n.lint ma<^hine. No. hSx.TlT. May -V.. .-^p. p. 4K1J; Dr p lO.T: (,az. vol '•<<:?• 874.

Morton. M. .V .
Brownwoo.1. assignor of onf-half to .J. W. Whatlf-y, Brown .'oiinty. Tex. BuiUlinK HtnHturH. No. 887,008; M*y &.

8p. p." 1332: Dr. p. 2S2; iJaz. vol. 134. p. .11
, ^ , ,^^

.Moser J V BemTln.l Tt>nsion-rwl for o»ble» No S«M,fi39; Mav ai; Sp. p. 4fi«; Dr. p. 9KS; dax. vol. 134; p. 84..

MoahOT M C , D'^!» Moinfa, Iowa. Tabulator. No. sn;.<».>»; Mhv 19; Sp. p. .32*; Dr. p. 691; Gai. vol. 134; p. .W2.
... «„

Moskowitz. M N»'W York. N Y . ns.signor to Initf'il 8tat<-s Light Si Iloating ( onipany System of Wwtriral n-gulation. No.aMN;
May .5. Hi> P luf': Dr p 21, Hm vol. 1.34J

n 23. .....
Mom R F Aooker Va PeaiuU-.l,gger. n'o. W<7,.34(>; May 12; Sp. p. 2054: Dr. p. 430; (.az.. vol. l.M: p. 3<»

^

Vf.iyUn A M , in^l S I' Tracy. Ontiiry, Fla. M.-an.i for *'aling .-nvWops an^l attning stamps th.-.rplo. No. »87,«29; May 19; bp. p.

«>44 Dr pp f'..'*^41. Gaz. vol. 134; p. ool.

Mu.-ller Broth.'Pi Art and .Manufacturing Company (
S«^ MueUer, I. assignor

xi^ o««,o*.. w„,. ». a„ „ lo^i.
Mik-Uer. J .

a'«.sigTior to Mu«>U»'r Bmthen .Vrt and Manufaotunng ( ompany. ( hicngo. Ill J- ninu- No. 88W«4(», Ma> y Sp. p. 1021,

Dr p 214: I'lin. vol 1:^4. p. UiT.

Mulcanv. D .-^ee I'earce, L., assignor, i

Mulertz'. G .N ,
Norfolk, Nebr. I'runing-shiears.

Miiller. C , anvl ( Kramer, Stuttgart, Genmany.
134. p- yii».

Mull<»r C " aii.l A Otto, assngliors to Kafbwerke, vorm. Meister, Luciuj* A Briining, Hflchst-on-the-Main, (iemiany. Red &zo dye.

No vW.tfT, Mav .».; Sp p. .V)73; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 910.

Mailer' f .i,s..I^n,.r\oT"rM"iller, .New- York, N V. Kotarv pump No «<^,H.-<.^^. May*; Sp p ,•4)74; Drp UK.': Gaz v,,| \.h. p 910.

Mdll.-r' R irothenburv Svi-t-d.-n, aa.signor ti. Ma»<>hinenfabrik St Gf^>rgen lU-i St Gall.-n ( ommamllt-Gew-llivhaft Lii<lwig von Sii.ia-

kin.i: St. GaU*-n, Switzerland. Ga.s-furnar.> for chaln-Unk welding or the like No. sw,112; May 19. Sp. p. .3.W4, Dr. pp. ,.52-3, 0»«.

Miinn R
'

I^ Toi.ylo, Ohio. Flask-clamp. No. >0«,1«; May 19; Sp. n .3721. Dr. D. 778; Uai. vol. I34;_p. (Wm.

M'lnro. \V T . Ka.st Biairlinn. Camtfmaulti. .'Scotland .Vutomatic fire-alarm No
134; p. 98.

Mun?^: ?' H., d..'tti"t,'^'Lmf\el.r'fn"': \ ..r> Horn .t.lin.ni.sirator Motor-plow No. 8W.143; May 20; Sp. p. 5682; Dr. pp. 1302-3;

VdVmhv'l ntt-buru I'd Car-tnick No H,S8.f>.*). May 2«; Sp. p. 4fi4fi: Dr p. 9»«>; (iai. vol. 134; p. S47

Muri^ J '.Celina. Ohio Whw-l-scrnper for griiii.-driU.s or other vehicles No H8X..S24. May .'H: -"^P P «^J:J'^.^
'.«), Gai. v..IU4; o >*«>.

Marrky.O W . Sumter, S C , and C V Richey. Wa.shington. DC Portable hoisting -kvu*. No. 887,4s,'-.; May 12; 8p. p.2.W; Dr p.

M?^av'" rtica N^Y Rail-spike suppofter and protector. No. 887.830. May 19; Sp p. ilttO; Dr. p. «41; Ciai. vol. 134. p. 461.

Miirrav P Phlladelnhiu Pa Lathe No. v*»>,719: Mav ."): Sp p 7H»'.; Dr p. Ifil. (Jaz vol 1,34, p 131.
. „ ,

Mllr^y', \V' .V and r M. M Babbitt, Sanlonl, FU. fipe-niolding ma.-hine No S88,..r.>l. May 26; Sp. p. SOW; Dr. p. 1114; Oax. vol.

Mu*lo*7l' and W V R..UTts, Van.ouver. British Columbia, Canada. Pneumatic tin-. No 888..34V May 19; 8p. p. 4025; Dr. p. 8«:

MusgVve' )"a .^Ir . a.ssigiior of on.-half to C H I'atte.^on. Norton. Va Sod cutting and rvmoving device. No. fW7,000; May h. Sp.

Muth"^' I "aisignor t*'rnesne a.*sign~ien«s. t.. Muth-Schmidt, M«-«hinenfabrik fiir Gnrtfflrderer iin-1 TransportanUtren r, M B. ».,

Berlin <;ermanv. DuMt-guanl for roUers. N.. V.7.M1. May 19. Sp p ,*IM Dr.o <,41, Gaz vnl. 1.14; p. 551.

•Muth-.S<-hmidt, MWhinenfabrik fur Gurtfor-lerer und Transportanlagen G M. B. II J^'.' Moth. h. J. assignor.-

Mv.rs. J T ,
Hradd.K-k. P«. Doura.-n^-k.^l rail for railwav.. N.. -^^T.^fJ, May U;, Sp p. .«.VC Dr p. h4

.
fiai. voL 134_ l^.^'"^,,. ,.

Myers. I F. . and B I. Tuttle, assignors to,Champion ChemicHl Company, .-^pnngfield, Ohio. Grave-vault lock. No. .88t..,39t), Ma> 5.

>p p lU^.
^',[^,P,j^|^'^''^*,^Y' ,;,„\i?,„;;i tow..l ra<>k and holder. No. 886..V34; May .5; Sp. p. 378; Dr. p. 79; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 70

, w.'.^. II..,- l> <J 41 .^uiiJ-nrii-

• c, Uai. vol. 134; ^,

88«,fi24; May 5; Sp. p. 558; Dr. p. 117; Oai. vol.

(^..-nhagen l)enm'a'^r'i'."^ Pn<.n..trraph-repr.Klii«T. No. 887,83.3; May 19: Sp. p. .1054. Dr p. 642; Oai. vol. 134; p. 552.

nn.'otschap Internationale Fllectnciteit Maat.^hHooii i S«' Stotfels and W.'^-nen, a-ssignors.)

a.ssignor to Nalier Sprinif Company . Chicago, 111

nn/.ot'^^'t^p'lrltern'a7!JnaleFi;^t7u7teit i Sei'St'offels and W.^-nen a-ssignors.)

- '- .-.--. — >- ".. Ill Spring. No. 887.112, May 12. Sp. p. l.>44, Dr. p. 33b: Oa*. vol. 134; p.

II . a.ssignor
^ne Beniis ' i

':l'

Mv.-rs. O K
Mvers. R J.

Myirind. I !".

.Naa:nl(nize \'

Nal*r. M- H
.

2S3.

Naher Spring Company (See Nalier, M
Nail-Less Cushion lleel-.Seat Conip'iiiv *e Beniis G ( assiirniir

., ,. »,

Nanlm C. Paris Fran<-e as.s.gnor to Firm of Ateliers de Const nictions M.Tanimk^s Ci-D«n-aivt Ducorumun Mulhau^.n. Alsace.

Germanv M.'u'hin.. for cutting t.«.th.^l |;earing No W...!«*s, M.iy .V Sp p. 112; 1>^1' -*-': ''*'
^J V?^- P^^4.

Nathan V Charlottenburg. Germanv. S^f^lo.s.ng l.x-k No W.,.>>, May 5; Sp. p. .JX.V Dr pp. 80-1; (ra/.. vol. 1S4: p. 71.

.Natioriiil Bra KM and KUvtnc Company *» Aikman. B .
assignor

National lirak'' \ Kl.i'tnc Companv .«mhj \S aters, \N I. . assiftnor >

National Cash Register Company, i See Landgren. ('. A., assignor.*

National H'liup Car Conipanv. S«'<>tis H., Hssignor.

National Mall.'Hi.le (astings ("ompHny. ',Si>eByers. I lassucnor.i

National Patent Company. See -Selley. E. T., a.s.sjgiior

National Hano Plaver Companv. .See C^»^•elan>l. VV F. .
assignor, i

is'ational S[>ecialtv Manufacturing Companv. i S.<) Bussinger. W . !., assignor,)

National TuU' Companv i .See Fell. C
.
as$ignor i ., , , .. , •

i .-n mi
Na dain I K Sp arrows Point. Md T-tck-puller No HNvMl. M .y .>.: .Sp p .WJ: Dr p ">^*' ';"^„^-"'l- l-^', '/"^.^
Navlokus VG St Louis, Mo Outdoor Watern-loset. No s«^.,i4.C May -ti: Sp. p 4«i5l); Dr p 987; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. h4s.

Neddo P' Barre, Vt. Car-.-oupling. N- Ks9():«. Mav .ti. Sp p .>4.V,: Dr p 11,79; Gaz vol l.U; p 974.

Seebe H O New York. N Y Amn.s«'m.«it devict- No ^ii,rt27. Mayo: Sp. p .V.l, Dr p 118, »'az_ vo

Nedv'E ChlcaK" 111 C,,oler for t»*>r. A.i No. h.sk.*>-.. May 19; Sp. p. 41,M: Dr. pp. x. . -8; Gaz. vol. l.w, ^.. ..-..

NeUon G W Minneapolis. Minn. Buttothole-machine No. 887..-rf)3; May 12: Sp. p 2*r2. Dr p. njm: Gaz vol. 13<.
P^JJ^

Nrfwn' J Cape May. ^T I Automatic s^Mitch for trolley-lines. No. 887,.S(M: May 12: Sp p. 24()ri: Dr p .VfT: Gaz. vol 134, p. 41.t.

Nelaon' N I> N.w'York. N Y Supp.-rt for n.<-ktie.s No S8^,W9. May .5, Sp p 11'.. I>r P /|- ''"^
.'^'"l J"H- ^—

'

Nelson! N. R Beaver Dam. Wis. Cover-rvtaining nux-hanlsm for hopp<Ts of 9ee<lers or Kraln-drills.

Ve^^n' p'^'v 'wvanet. Ili ^' Liking-pulley No. SX7.,!44; May 12: Sp. p 20«i<V. Dr p. 431; Gaz. vol. 134: p. *tl.

Nelson' R C Ueil.ishurg. (^a! i lil-Nurner No SK8.H44. Mhv ,>»> Sp p 4»i.V); Dr p 987; (,h^ vol l.U; p s4h
oo, „«

Nel».->n'. W ri . and L. \V (iallowav, Norwood. Colo. Air-<-ushion for air-compressors for automobiles and other \e.hicles. No. 887,606,

Mav 12: So. p 2407; Dr p. ^17, Gaz. vol i:i4: p 414.

Neralic F MrKeesport, Pa Rail-)oint N.. 8WV134; Mav >».: Sp p .M.V^: Dr p. ll.i«: t.az vol.134; p. 974. .... „
NeUo M da s Paris, Frnn«.. assignor to Fr.ed Knipp .Aktiengesellschaft Essen-on-the-Ruhr. r^-rmany. Sight ing-telescorHv No.

»K#i ft^ Mav i So D .Vi3, Dr P 119: (Vaz vol. 134; p HT).

Ve^in^n H New^Y^rk N. Y,
' Sash-lock No 887.420: May 12; Sp. p. 22X1: Dr p 4t^7: Gaz. vol IM: p ,38^.

Neumaver E.. assigno/to Optische Anstalt C P (J-^-rz Aktienges,.llschaft. Fritnlenan. near Berlin. (,ermanv. lelescope. No. 886.722,

Mav S Sp P 793 Dr p l63: Gaz. vol iM. P 132. ......_..
Neureuther .V. H., Peru. as.signor to West«ra Clock Manufacturing Company, La S&Ue. 111. Mechanical movement.

19; Sp. p 305^: Dr. pp. f.42-3: Gaz. vol. 1$4: p. 552.

New Departure Manuf«-turlng Company. < See Rtx-kwell, A F., assignor.)

^:Z:^'^^rT^^t:^%^^^^ry1l fco;T,S..'^No.lS?S'Mayl2; 8P.P.2409; Dr. p, 507; Qaz. vol. P34; p. 414

v::^L"h^ T 'l?rWo4^*"ind. \^a\"Tto[, for deep weUs. No. *C,««; May 11». Sp. p. »59; Dr. p. M3; Oar vol. 1.34: p. .^-^

\>^ A M , JotlnnSrg. assignor o| on^half to I. A. Levey, Maralsburg. Transvaal. Safety-^rake mechanism for mine cages

"

skins and lifts No 887J264; Mav 12: SA p. 1860; Dr pp. 390-1; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 331.

slw^n K T Gi^iey K^s. W^aahing.nUchine. No*. 886.845; May 5; 8p. p. 102?; Dr^p. 216: Ga«^ vol. 134,^ p. 169^

NeSa W t", Co^ius, Ind. Combii?*tion<ane. No. 8».a35; May 26; Sp.
p^

M57; Dr. a 1 <« «"^ ^"i '^C^^Mav 12 So n
Nice W Jr Ogonti, Pa., assignor to PrBsaed Steel Manufacturing Company, Atco, N. J. Ball-bearing. No. 887,265, May 12, Sp. p.

'
1854; Dr. p. 381; 0*2. vol. 134; p. 332- '

.i. vol. I,>t. \' .i.l.

No. 8X7,834, May 19; 8p. p. 3065;

.No. .887,835; May
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Nichols, A. B.. IListtngs. Minn Cultivator-fender. .No.lMgMI; Mav 19; Sp. p. ••09O; Dr. p. s50; Oar. vol. 134: p. 717.

Nichols, W. O.. Chi« akfc. Ill . H.Hsi);nMr t.. \in.TU an BrakeShos A Foundry Company. Jers.'v City. N. .1. Making articles of manganese
sl.<e| and like niclal Nti v>o».2.y. Mm> 1!'. Sp p. i>»44: Dr. pp. 8()7-S; (Jaz. vol l.<4 v ink.

Nicholson. J .J.. dt(c*<as«><l. 8. A .Nicholson, administratrix. Snake Valley. Victoria, assignor to H. .K. .\daiii.s. Linton, .\ustralia. Docu-
ment (lie aii<l as.s.inb|ing means Ni. S87.U1I. May 5; Sp. p. 1336; Dr. p. 283; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 222.

Nicholson, .s A tidinliilst ratrtx .See Nicholson. .I. J.)

Nickel, F. F . East Orange. .N I assignor to Henry R. Worthington Tulx'-head. No. 887.113; Mav 12; Sp. p. 154i.. Dr p. 327, Gat.
vol. 134; p .'S3.

Nlcol. .\ S . .Vlierdeeii Wash Ci>iiililoed wet and 'lr\- pipe valve No. 88«..ii29; May 5; Sp p. .S65; Dr p
Nicoll. K , Menoilioliie Wi^ Explosu e-engUic N' w. s4ti, .May 5; Sp. p KKK): Dr. p. 217. <1mZ vol. \'M>.

Nl<slerlainler, N. F. assl^rnor to Westinghoiis,. .Vuiomatic .\ir A Steam Coupler Company, St. Louis, Mo.
ling. No. H,88,l,8y. Mas 19. Sp p .17.1., Dr pp. 780-1; Oaz. vol. 134; p. flfitt.

Nlera.ann, F .\. (.See Wetinoreand Niemann i

Niemann, I P. iS«e L<' BnK-ij. R. F .
iis«lj;nor.)^

NlenM'ver. W. IJ.. Los Angeles. Cal. Portable cotton-picking machitke. No. 887,95^. Mav 19, Sp. i>. :{29».;

p. .T»3.

Ntentlnip, O C. narignor to Jewel Ele<>tric Sign Company, Erie. I'a. Electric sign. No 888.14.5 Mav .>ii; 8p. p. 5686: Dr. pp 12i):i~4;

Gaz vol 134; p 1010.
"1900" Washer Co. (See \Miitney, W. D., assignor.)
Nixon, G R assignor of one-half to H. r. Crafts. PltUfleld, Mass. Steam-heater. No. 888.451, May 19; Sp. p 4251: Dr. p. <«(»»;

Oaz. vol I:i4. p 7,S2.

Norjrrave. G. B Msnipnor to IVhIkvIv I^'ather Machinery Companv, Feahody, Mass. Glazing glass or stone. No. 887.507; May 12;

Sp. p. 2411: Dr p .Vlh. Gaz. vol. 1,14; [i. 414.

Norton I II , MuUmviUe K-ins R.il«av-tie No. 888.729; May 26; Sp. p. 4819; Dr. p. 1028. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 87&.

Norwo.Hl I P , Chiciig<i, III Autoinatu railway-signal. No. 886,847; M«y 5; Sp. p. 1033; Dr. pp. 217-18; Oia*. vol. 134; p. 170.

Noveltv Bell Co ,So». Moore, W R.. as.signor.

'

Noyea. E. P \\ iik liester. assijfnor to C F. Brown, tnistee. Heading. Maae. Varial>|e-.^tMiidirtl boiler-feeder. No.888.84<i Miiy ."«; Sp.

119: Oaz. vol. 134: p. IW).

p. 168.

.Automatic train-pipe ooup-

Dr. pp. ma-S; Qaz. vol. 134;

p. 5076; Dr j. KIKt. Gaz vol 134. p. 911.

Noyes, E. P , Winchester, assignor to C F. Brown, trustee. Reading. Mass. Fluid-pressure pegiilator. No. 886,185; May 2ii: 8p. p.
.S7K1; Dr p 122.i. (iaz vol. 134; p. 1024

Numan. 1 \\ ., assignor to 1 iilon Met:il I'oat Companv. Canton, Ohio. Column. No. KS8.114 May 19. Sp. p. :i'>97: Dr. j.. 7,'i3; Gaz.
vol HA. p. 1^

.S\M \ktieliolat:et \ tlas Firm of .-«* Wallin, 0. S., assignor.)
Nystroni, \ i Wheatoi; 111 Mai>-holder No X86.723; May 5; Sp. p. 794; Dr. p. 163; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 132.

O. V Miller Ireeiiig Machine I onipHiiy i S<*- Xansen, J . S., assignor.)
O'Brien, M. W., assiffrior to .American Hardware Manufactiuiog Company, Ottawa, 111. Grip-clutch nnH-haiiisiii .No. 887,114; May

12: Sp, p. 1547; Dr. p. 327, Gaz vol. 134; p .'M.

o'Connell, J. D., Utica, N. Y. Safety attachment for linemen's olimliers. No. 888,254: Mav 19 Sj. p. 3847; Dr. p. 808; Oaz. vol. 134;

p. 688.

O'Connor, J. F, assignor to W 11 Miner. Chicago. 111. Sap-collector. No. 887.012; May .5. Sp p 1338: Dr p. 284 < iaz. v.)l 1.34: p. 222.

O'Connor, J. F., assignor to \\ II. .Miner (oinpaiu, Chicago. III. .\ntifriction side hearing; for railwav-<ar». No. 88^,1 1.'.. Mav 19: Sp.

p. X'HIH: Dr. p. 754; Oaz. vol. 134. [.. iV4.1.

o'Donnell. .1. J., Paducah. Ky. Railwav-tie and rail-fastening device. No. 888,030; .May 19: St). p. 3431; Dr.p.721; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 616.

O'Doniiell I W assijfnor to Gimson A Companv. (Leicester, ) I limited, Leicester, England. Machine for dressing hides, skins. Ac. No.
H,v*.i4«. Mu\ -'I. Sp p .v;ss Dr p. 1204. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1010.

O HeariM'. I F. . Norwalk, » »hio Trimmer No S88,M5: May 2«i: Sp. p. 4652: Dr. n. 987. viaz vol.134, p M9
O'Shaiighnessy. L I.

. Halifax. Nova S<oUh. (anada. Lite-preeer\er. No. 887,115; May 12; Sp. p. 1548; Dr. p.;-l27. Guz. vol. 1,34; p. 2M.
Obarr, o. W Sih' Long Knight and 'udd assn:rior>.

Oberg, O. A . ()Mklan<l. C.il Corner f..r i»-nci|s \o sxh,.H42: May 2b; Sp. p. 50K0; l>r p K)Ki. Gaz vol Ki4; p. 911

OdelT R.. assignor to him.sell. H W . Poelnia. and M. Dahl, Chicago, 111. Carlmreter for hvdrocrarl Kin-engines, No. 88x,l90: May 19;

Sp. p. 3?27. Dr. p. 7S1 Ga/ vol i.i4. p. iiiii.

Odor, G. C. Lima. Ohio Bill-file No ,88«..7J4. May 5; Sp. p. 795; Dr. p. 163: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 133.

Offer, W C (.See De Bogorv, P. P.. assignor
Opden, F. D., Bayonne. N .' Com bine.l cable-support and wire-clip. No.S88,349; May 19; Rp.p.4031: Dr. p. 850: Oar,, vol. 1.34: p. 718.

Oil Well Supiilv ('ompanv. .Se»- Heggem. .\. G., assignor.)
Clin. F. W., East Alt.m. III. Cartrldg.'-priming muchlnc. No. 887.508; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2412; Dr, pp. 508-9. Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 414.

Oliphant, W. A.. Pct.Tshurg. Ind. Post No. >o.:.217; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1721; Dr. p. 366; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 31tl.

Oliver. <;.. l.vnchbiirg. \ a Tai:iping-tool. No. '<x7.218; lilay 12: Sp. p. 1723; Dr p ;«.ii. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 31(..

Oliver. W F Hartford. Conn. Safet\ -.'nvelop. No. 887. .V»; Mav 12; Sp. p. 241,^: Dr. p. ,^09. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 41.S.

Olop, S ii'.sigiior of oin^half to (i. M. Brumbaugh, Washington, D. C. Reel-holder. No 887.iiK9; May 12; Sp. p. 2740; Dr. p. 578; Gaz.
\ol 1 (4. (I 4::i.

Olinsteal G W.rtiil. i .See Inga Us. ,J. .\., assignor.)
Onie^'ii ,s»'parator Company (.see Hartmann. W. C. assignor.

i

Optls<'he Viistalt C P G.»'rz AWtienp'.sell.schaft • Se»' Neuiuaser, E. assignor.)
On-liani. A S Philadelphia. Pu Gallev-l<H'k No sxv.itif.. .May 26; Sp. p. 6458; Dr p 1161). liar,, vol. I.i4: p. 975.

Ordwav \ H Framinghani. .Ma.ss RockiUK-ch.tir. No ss7,9.'»; May 19; Sp. p. 329»<; Dr. p. 693; Gaz. vol. 134; p. fiM.

Orient .Manufacturinc Companv. (S«"«' Devine, W. P.. assignor.)
Orstnim, ( l

, ( ambn lj;e. III
' Storage device for see U-orn. .No. 887.960: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3'299; Dr. p. i»93: Gaz. vol. 134: p. .'>94.

Orton. E M . Miiineai>o|is. Minn Hav irathervr and stacker. No. 88»i.725. Ma'y 5: Sp. p. 79ti. Dr. p. UH: (iaz vol. 1.34; p. 13;i.

Osboni. F C . Detroit. Mich Automatic weiirMinu-s* ale No 88v ChJC Mas .>(,. Sp. p. 46.53: Dr p. 988 Gaz. vol. 134. p. M9.
OslMirne. A F. New York. N ^.. assi^fiior to I'nderv.ixHj A: liulerwooii Arlington, N..J. .S<>hool-r<H>m chart No. 8^'^l'k^(l. .M«> .i;

Sp p ,'xi7 Dr pp 119 .1) Gaz vol i:i4. p IK)

iistH)me. K F , a,Hsignor to Osborne Steam Kn^in<»<-nng Companv, Chicago, 111. Apparatus ffir suj»erheiitinir steam. No. 889,147;

VIav3. Sp p .VHU Dr p l.tll, (iaz vol 134. p loio.

Osl-.rne. II (i, Pittsburg. Pa Hand hole closure. No. 8WN.iVi. May 19; Sp. p. 3848; Dr. p. 80S; Gaz. vol. i;i4: p t>H9.

Osborne Sieaiii Kngine<ring Companv Seeiisbome. K F . assikrnor.)

Oswald. P. E.. Los Angeles. Cal. Electric flat-iron and conductor. .No. 888343; May 26; Sp. p. .S<»S0; Dr p 1084: (iaz. vol. 134: p. Wl.
Osyor, D. N., assignor to .1. A. .Ieffn»v, Columbus, ohio .Miiiinkr-machine. No. 889.148; May 26: Sp. p. .'y«9;<; Dr. pp. 12<ii-6; Qaz.

vol. 134: p. 1011.

Otis, S., Chicago. III. a.ssignor to National Dump Car Companv. Dumping-dcx^ir-ofierating mechanism. No. 887,837; May 19, Sp. p.
:¥**). Dr. p. t>4.'i. Gaz. v.d 134. p .'(.V!.

' itis, S, Chicago. Ill, assignor to National Dump Car Companv, .Vugusi a. .Me Dump-car. No. 888,647; .Mav '26; Sp.p.4655; Dr. p. 988;

Gaz. vol. 1.34; P.H49.
Otto, .\. (Se«' .Nliiller and Otto .

Otto. A. Jr. Sandwich. Ill Hay-loader No. ,S88.,527: Mav .'6; Sp. p 4:<<t4. Dr. p 931; (iaz. vol. ia4. p h<)7.

iitfo H Potsduiii, (ierniaiiv Oulck firint' gini No ss<i,ii:C Ma\ Jt. Sp ]k ^>4m Dr pp lliiOl (iaz vol i;t4. ji. 975.

Overtim. R T . Bayporl. N Y Blacking-brush .No 88<..k48 .May ,S Sp p iu;i7. Dr p 218. (iaz. vol 134. p. 170. *

Owens. F R. Bureau, 111. Runmn;.'-gear for vehicles .No sx.s,lli. Ma\ I'' Sp. (i, .3«i<)(). Dr. p. 7.'.4. Ga/. vol. i;i4; p. (i44.

Packard..! W and W A Hatcher Warren, ohi... assignors, bv mesne assignments, to Packard Motor Car Company. Hydrocarl>on-
englne No H,s7.(»13. Mayo, Sp p i;i4(). Dr p _'S4, Gaz. vol.'l34: p. '223.

Packard .Motor Car Company .S«s' HutT. P... assignor.'
Packartl Motor Car Companv (See Packj; nl and Hatcher, assignors i

Painter. W . a.ssignor to Crown Cork and .Seal Compain of hultii'i >re City, Baltimore, .Md Ma<-hine for making closures for l)Ottles

and the like. No. s.>v7 «h. M.iv 19. Sp p .««! Dr pfi i.4.i 4 ..- vol. 134; p. .V>3.

Palmer E E WiK.»ster, (»hio Shade-roller No. 88»>,40i). ,Mii\.'i -p p. 119; Dr. p. 23: tiaz. vol. 134; p. 25.

Palmer. F. C Springfield Mass Drill No HH7.11h; Ma\ 1.', Sp. p. 1550; Dr. p. 328; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 284.

Palmer. R F 'See Pickett. M B . assignor >

Palmnis, A., i olumbus. (Jhio. and E. L. Hopkins, Erie. Pa, assignors to .leflrev Manufa<turin»; Company , Columbus. Ohio. .Mining-

mm'hine .No KSfj.MH. .May .>.; So \> :*\:iS: Dr. p IJld; (^az. vol. 1.34; p. 1011

Paragon Mfg. Co ( S».«' Blake, \V y a.sit.ssignoc.

Piirfrev. W New 'Sork. N. V. Sh.Kk-ab,s<)rU.r. No. kk7,ii7. May 12; Sp. p. 1.551; Dr. p, :128. Gaz. vol. i:i4. P- 2M._

Taunton. Mass.. assignor to lnite<l Injetitor ("ompany, >few York, N. Y. ' 'Park. W K
Dr p. 21H; tHiz. vol. l;J4, p 170

I'.irker Brothers Se«> Parker, (i S., assignor.'
Parker. <i. .s.. assignor ti> Parker Brothers, Ini

2H4. Giiz. vol \M. p. •S2:\.

Injector. No. 8l»ti,848 May 5; Sp. p. 1038;

iriH.raf^d, Satein, Mass. Oame api^ratus. No 887.(»14: May 5; Sj. p. i;i42; Dr. p.

432 Sp iii
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0. W.. N'.'w York. N Y. r,ar1.«tp-<le«'Parker, O. W., S-w York. N' Y. r.arl.a^^estniotor. No. «C.2t9: Maj 12; 9p- P- »7»: I^. pp. 3»-7: 0«^. vol. 134; P^31«.

ParSr J r . Phlladelphin . I'h Iiinctioti-box f-.r m<'nni-({»'i«THtors Vo KSti.Wl; May 5: 8p. p. 573; Dr. p. lao: <.ar.. vol. 134, p. 101.

Parker. J. W <*f >tev.,trv \\ T . .isi*\fn<*r< „ u-r
Parkpr. 1,. U M..hilf. Via Hrmk.-t hoSi-rwl No •o>t^,ui.> Mhv .'•. .-^p |. .•! I>r. p. IK.I: <.»/.. vol. I.U; p. »7.>.

Parker W V Sw Karlin^; I'urk^r. and IliiUhv.-*

Park^ W. II lortlaml. N 1> .Saf. tv-stimip. N.- vhT.Mo. M«y I.', >p. p -'41,; Or p .<IU. (.ax. v«'l^l-»4. P- *^]

Pantu-nlor .i V ( Mnil.n.U.p<.rt , .Mh«j.. Tnuk-. U-..r.'r No sH^.7.•i<l Mav 3.: Sp. i.. ^Ki^); l»r. p Kris. (.hi. vol. 134; p. X7...

Par... K.. ChlcaK... III. l«.ll..w> N... ^'s^ll^. M«\ IJ. .^^p. p 1.^^3. I>r. p. .CV <ia/.. vol. U4. p. JXv

Parrish. W . H.. KarH. Vh llelt tiifhl*>n«r No s»>..i.tl .Mhv !'•; Sp. p. .«.«; Dr. p. .'21: (.at. vol. 134. p. »17.

Paraona! J. A.. ChicaKo, 111. ShovH-t.x.Ch. No. 88H,2.t«. May 1« Sp p .^«*: Dr p. N08: (.ax. vol. 134; p. <M.

pSSS^. C." H.'^^.s''ijnorio''AnJ™^^^^ I'rism CompHoy PhlUrt.-lphia, Pa. Vaull-llKht. No. 887.119; May 12; 8p. p. 1553; Dr. p.

P^t\,l^'K'!Vrlm.^,^'^nut,u Apparatus for .IryniK in va.-uun, No. «<s.2.57; Mav 1«; ^V-Vf*' j" 1 '""•Jif.'"n7'; '^.^jt?-
P^ller^uii. k: .v., Morgan City, hiM i.. f Dickin.Mon. Mathews. I^i. Suw-han.lle. N... ><KS.2.>N, M.iy :-. -i p. .W.-.!. Or. p. SIW. Oar.

Patters^rl A 'T assiKuor hv me«ne a.s.s»c,.,n«-i.t8. to IJauach i l-omb Optical Comp.itij-, K.x-hester, N. Y. Dl««>lvlr»g attachn.«nt lor

pr(.)e,ti,'.n app-irHius No ss7 <(<< M »v !'< .-^p. |> M*^:>: Ur. p. {i44; (ia«. vol. 134; p. a54.

P^ITT't' ..'^a..^.?*;X'uol!i„uu, i ( :r"fr (hua.o. m. ,;ravity^nvey«-. No. 8«7.421; May 12; 8p. p. 2234: Dr. pp. 4.J7-S:

Pa^utfi'T' H.^'assS-r to E. Uoi.hnHii ,<, . o.npanv. ln.ortK.rate<l. Chuajfo, 111 Filter. No. 888.731: May 26: 8p. p. 4ffll: Dr. p. 102«:

Pa^i^P^"!' 'u*-Ii.b^VK Ohio. Pu.sh-l.utton switch. No. *<7.H4n. May 1<* .si, p. :m: .
Dr p. ft4,1; Car., vol. IM p. .V.4

„, ..^
SnK h" al-TiKnor to F,r.i> of .^al[..'UTsaur-In.liistri.-(;.-*'ll*h^t .. M ^i II.. .;.-l*-nk.nhrn. (..Trnanv. .Vpparatus for prodiK-

liur v o'ltaic hieh-<MirrHiit an-^ No. •^^1:2:20. Mav U; .Sp. p. 17..*7. Dr p. :».7. (iaz. vol. 1;<4. p .!b.
. ,, „ „it..i.

Pa^nK it S"or to Finn of .Salp.t.-r..^ar.-ln<l,i.'<tn.-<;.-*-lls..ha/t O.M. B. II.. <;..l*'nkm-h..n ...TTuany. Concvnt rating nitric

acid. No <K7,.'«.»i. Mav IJ: Sp p. Ki-S; Dr. p :«r.>; (iaz vol. 1.14. p. Xi2
^ .1 . . . ^'k, .. v \\ t\^ri\^ti v.. ii.KT I'HV \Anv {}• .^o T) 1.W4:

i. HM).

yelng-

acid No <K7,.'«.»i. Mav IJ: Sp v. \<>-r. Dr. p :«r.'; ( .az vol. l.»4. p. -mj
_

Paulstm 1 " Sharon. N. D. Coriw't. No. s.s7.1->(). May 12: Sp. p. l.>54. Dr. p. :<-2»: (.a/., vol. 134: p ->s.,

Pauthonier ( Vntfv Kran.r. ApparHC.s for fllte.u>K l.MHi.l.s No ss>.j.W May 1»: S{.. ik 3S.W, Dr^P^^f <;»'•• vol. 134. p. «

Pa"-ne I M I'h.niix an.Pi d Aalla.-*, (.iranl Via., as.i^mors of „n.-thir 1 to E. W. ?;wlft and I. P. kyU-. ('olumbu«, Oa. D

machine No Ns7..iii: Mav IJ. Sp. [. 241'«. l)r p. ,')10. (iaz. vol \M, p 41.V

l".-ah<«lv Uath.T Maohuicrv Companv i S<v NorKTave, <i. B.. a.-isiKnor.)

I'.-aih B F tni.stee. Set' Porter. K. . F. asci^ior.)

ivan>:. (i., I'ltt-b.iof, Pa. Kail. No sj»r..>l2: May 12: Sp p. 2420 Dr p. 510; On. voL 134; p. 416.

Peane j' (i^and'w '|^"^»aLn.l, asHiK". .>f on.--th,rd to T.) P-arce. Berkeley. Cal. Electrical appllam.' lorcontrolling air-hrakoa.

No KSh.r-,4!<. Mav-tl: Si>. p. 4«.V.: Dr ;5..'»KKH i.ar vol l.U: p <M)
o v. . v ww- «Qn u..v 19 «»n .. -rr*'- Dr

Hear.*, I. a.^«it?nor to f). S4uUahy. Freinantle. VVeatern Aii.strah .. Mistraha. Sash-fa.^tener No.s>t,.«JO. Ma> 12. Sp. p. 2742, Dr.

p .Vm) lia/. vol. i:V4: p 474

TVartf. r 1 See Pearce. I. li and W. H .
a.H.^iinior

Poane \V II iSe^ I'.-ar<«'. I . (J. and \V II i

, ... , ,.,. „ ...•

IVaroe W II . Chi.atrn. Ill Stearn-heatmR svsteni No ^^7..-.l.^ May 12: Sp. p. 2421 Dr. \k .11.. (.a«. vol. I.M. n 41b.
itan-r.

_^
ri j ^ _^^ ^ ^ ....'Z.k.,..,.,,,, f..r r..,i,-f ,,r.v ,.iv»« All- No HK7..'il4: Mav 12: 8d. D. 2424: Dr. p.

'K4U

8p. p. 4083; Dr. p. MO;

.an-e \V 11 ChKaiTn 111 Steam-heatiOK svsterii No N>,7..-.l.t Mav 12: Sp. p. 2421. Dr. P. .in. (.a«. vol. I.M. p. 411..

-an^; \V 11: ChM-^o; m. ()i*"Hl.n>rn.-han,sm for radiator-valves. Ac. So. HK7.514: Way 12; 8p. p. 2424: hr. p. .'.II: <ia«. vol.

l'eaMon.^l".V.nier>*t.\Vi8.a.ssiKnorof0n»-hal{to I F Williamson and F. D. Merchant . Minneapolis. Minn. LiKhtnin(?-arr«it«r. No.

IVaMon I^'*4o!nert^t. w!r'\s.slpiorof1;n^haia.i^^^^^ F D Menlwuit. .Mmneapolis Minn Me«,,, f, .r .utoniatlcally

wntrolhng voltage and p<iwer factor.* generators operatint; in multiple No vs, 22-J Mav 12. >p p \.M< IT v '^^ .a/.. \ oi. i.tf.

IVarson. F .s<,mer9Pt. Wis . a-vsignor of on^half to T. F. WiUiamsou an<l F D Merrhant. Mmneapolis. Minn WaiHr-wheel governor.

.No VX7 22:i May 12 Sp p. 17:J5: Dr p. :»ih. (iaz. vol. i;J4: p. 31».

P«*k' P F'^hK^Ko^ni ^*entnfugal separator No. s87..>m: Mav IJ: Sp. p. 3070; Dr. p. »v4.V, (iaz vol. 134: i.. .V.4.

P^nv I K as^^or to Uovden MarlT Ma.•hlner^• Company. N.w York. N. Y. Cut-ofl machine lor marble slabs or the like. No.

•V.S.S :t.' \\i\ 2tK .Si. n 4.V24: Dr r.p !92<»-.«l (iflz vol 134; p .<,».

Peniv \V M .s«. Whe«'i(X'k and f'encfl
. ,,^

lVnd--rK'a..t T, Lancaster. Pa Bung-U.ishing. No skh.o22; May 2«: .Sp. p. ,S2.->2: Dr p '

'

'^'
Jj-'^J.^ii'*!:

P

Perfect. F. M. assignor of one-half to S. M Braden. Mananna. Ark. (Jame apparatus. No. XN8..UI. May 1».

liaz. vol. 1.14: p. 7K.
ivrfpition (.rate Conipanv i S** Kidloti, F U .. .^,ssign<.r i

Perfection Spring Companv , .See Mdntyre. M. VI .
a.ssignor.

)

. . , ,n, n-r
••nr \ W^.tw.Mxi N I IVnh for ft>wis No. W.():«»: Mav 2». Sp p i4*i2: Dr p IHll <;«)-.. vol 1.34; p. 9..,

lvrT.n.s F I andJ W Smith. Wol.urti, Ma.ss. Mai-hine for treating hide«. >.kins. and leather No.HM7.121: Mayl2; 8p. p. 1556: Dr.

l>e%nT^V^V*U';gno^^.W-ftert.urvMfg ( o . Waterhury. Conn Powder-In,., top. No. 886.fi32: May 5: 8p p. ,574: Dr. p. 120; Gax.

P.'rtins"iv^ir.^ assignor to Waterbur,- Mfg. Co.. Waterhury . Conn. Powder-box top No ^ks 7:u May 26: 8p. p. 4«7: Dr. p. 1030:

Perk^. V J .assignor' to Webster and P«rks Tool Company. .Springfield. ( )hio Straight-edge No. H87..'>15; May 12: 8p. p. 2427: Dr. p.

P.-^.n\' w/alsSor^o^W^ Funiitur- No. kxx.734; Mav 2., Sp p 4KZ7: Dr. p. 1080: f!a«.

Pet^n:*wj.' assignor to K-x-kfoM Cabinet Company. Rockfonl. Hi CaMn.t No. W«,73.S: May »: Sp. p. 4K2>: Dr. p. KBO: Oar. vol.

Pertot^V^'. Milan. Italy Pn.puUion ot vessels. No W*i..K.V); Mas .".; Sp. p. 1040: Dr. p. 219; (laE. vol. 134; p. 171.

Perzina. (iebr i
.See (iieae. A .. a.'*signof i

o. .. u >. j^ .^ vmi Tir r, \r»u- Ciar vol ru-
Peters, (i. A.. Hutchinson. Minn. Adjti.stahle partiiion for stock-.-ars No H^^^ s44. Mav 2<.. .sp p ,m\. Dr. p. lOM. (Jaz. vol. i.M.

p 912
Peters H Se* Dnskell W. S. assignor, i , , ,„^

Peters' ( \ Pittsburg. Pa Reversit^-valve No KS.y.7:i., Ma% 2h. Sp p 4«2^; Dr p.KCIl: (,aE vol. I.M: p X/.

Petersen, 11 , Minneai..riis. Minn l,in(*vpe-machuu- No hw.M-.. Mav 2ti, Sp p imv. Dr p 'i>*.; '"*';. ^"l
't*-,.IV '^"^.^,

Petersen. II . Minnoap^^hs, Mmn Lin.«ype-machine No H.^^.(i.S) Mav 2.. >p P 4.*i2^ Dr pp
'^J'

',/;•*'„;'''J ^i,'',^-^',.- .,, ,,,,

Peterson. C. J. assignor to Chicago Fihtig Machine Company. Chi.ago, tU f iling-machiiic No s>vh..m1 May 20. ^p p.*...,. ur pp

Peteri;nT(i'"Bridgeport'conn. Pioture-molding bracket No SKh.'«2 Mav 1V(: .Sp p.,M;«: Dr. n 7-21. <i<iz vol. 134; p. «17.

Peterson 1' A., New V(irk, N Y Salt-oellar No sw<..o2; May 2.i; Sp p *;70: Dr p <M2. (raz vol i.u. p H52.

Petrv. N , St. loseph. Mo. Kenlining-i-hair No. sK7.2h7: May 12; Sp p ls.Vi. Dr p :W2 i.az vol \M. p. .tc.

Pettibone. Mulliken A Co. ' S«e Strom. E. N., assignor.)

Petty, W C .See Haskell. Petty, and Tessier
,- , • » m« out k-io u..v >; .^r, n "ua Dr nn XW- (Jar

Peugeot. A.. T. IDiher. and H. de Lostalot. BlUanroiirt. Fratx* Kxplosion-m«>tor No. «J«,.S» May ,i. Sp. p .«x, ur. pp. »i .. '.ar.

vol. \M. p 71.

iSlffer B (> ^ro^t'iilch^^St'iou transmission mechanism. No.s«7.9«l. May N: Sp. p. ;m.: Dr p rs,H ..a/.vol.m. p VM.

ESeTse'-R (i'^l^nuSlT^Sn.ilheatiii.apparatu.. No s.v.:r23 Mav >.. Sp p .«.S2; Dr p UH. Caz vol
>^i;

P."*>
^, .^.

pSs F aaaignor to Philips Pressed Steel PuTlev Works. Ph.la.lelphia. Pa Sheet-metal pulley c-onst ruction. No. khs,h4.,, May *.

Sp. p! .iOM: Dr p. lOM: Oaz. vol i:U; p <,»12

Philips Pre.sse<l Steel PilUey Works -tee Philips. F .
a.ssignor

, •„. „„i laa- „ )«7
Phillips E S . Basin, Mont Baggage^marlter No ^w..S2K: May Jh. .sp p 4.M,. Dr p *C (.az vol. IM. p. 907.

Ph ps r H . Jr . .lacksnn. MiclTTipe or hose coupling No WX.MH; Mav * Sp p .^IS4. Dr p "» 0« lt^7m lilv 12- «?n
PhiUlpa. L K .CoUbran. Colo, assigno* of one-half to E.E.Mernll. Minneapolis. Minn (ieographical globe. No. W,740. May 12. Sp.

vhl^^\V%^ CMh^n.i'li^^^^^^ No.*7.H42: May 1«: .Sp. p. :«r7fi. Dr pp. .M.-^S: Oaz. vol. i:»4: p. ,VV,.

p!j.kaM -V W.'.Tnrbury1S:sa''^.!^llatirn-Sver. No. «88.1«l; May 1«; Sp. p. .T72«: Dr. p. 7S1: (iaz. vol. 134: p. <m.
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Pickett, M. a.. Maywood. assignor of one-half to R. F. Palmer, cu. -4:0, ill. Cruahing-tongs. No. 886.401; May 5; 8p. p. 120; Dr. p

.

IVn-e"" C '^siolto'^ldaho. Apparatus for defl«.ting fraxU and anchor ice from power-.lreu.u.v No. ms,m. May 36; 8p. p. 5254;

Pien*'\v' z:, Slxter'Tix.' ^Vnm.al-trap. No. 887.843; May 19; 8p. p. 3079; Dr. p. 646; Gax. vol. 134; p. 556.

Pierson, K. S. (See Prater and Pierson.)

pTke't) 's '^^n'^J'^^ilno'u. Ame'rk^ln Pneumatic Service Company. Dover. Dei. Cushion.,* device lor pistons. No. 886,402:

P^V= fUo^, ?I: "lSl-bdi^:i .il^U.^ lio. H8.,H47; May 2«; Sp. p 50«0: Dr. p. 10«i; Oaz. vol. 134: p 913.

tm ''^^ill^'o^'t^^nVlhVIrMachine Com'^'Ukosh. Wis. Machine for coiling and weaving wire. No. 887.224: May 12;

Pi-;^r.''n"l'; ion^^r^iae^Canlla.'' Clarification and marker railway-Ump. No. 887,122: May 12; 8p. p. 1560; Dr. pp. 330-1;

Pin*i,'l> l^'\^h'u!fkers. N C. Peanutijleaner. No. 887.015: May 5; Sp. p. 1344; Dr. p. 286; Gar. vol. 134; p. 223.

Pittsliiirg I'neiiiiuitir i ompanv. (S«e Johnson. C. H., assignfjr.)

Piti-Liiivh (i..»:.' A Supplv Company, (.s.* Ilaller. II E.. aaslgnor.)

l'itt.-.l>urgh (.i4ge \ Supplv Company. (See Mo<x-k, P. K.. assignor.)

HL^S',;i w;.;;;' izsr- :H.i,ttt';;:"r'i,f
,;, ',"X".4 „, »uodi„n !«.,«»». n«. m.^,. «., i>. sp. p. ««: Dr. p. »m a«.

Prumb?W ^l."*assig,ior of one-half to C W. Turner. New York. N. Y. Disinfecting attachment for carpet-sweepers. No. 888.529;

M»y26: Si) p 4:fli7. Dr p '.».i2. (ou vol i:i4: p.wo..

rS"r<-:Erf,m.'''..r,,:r:;;'''c:;n:,r::^f;^^^^^ No.887.01.. May*; Sp.p.1347; Dr.p.285; Gax. vol. 134; p. 224.

PoUy. H. .\.. ^( '1/ .sw Moore J. H. assignor
aBr,a«;i- u»v ;• .?r, n lft4'i Dr no ''1Q--20 Gar. vol. 134; p. 171.

a^'f i ir::;";.'.:;,,;;" ,.„;; w'-k,;;:;-'"',:?.;;;:^'^^." c'„J: 'VSiSsi^«z,s.r-si;'^^ «„ ,. .v p. »»: 6-. p.

iS: i'« ":"N..'."vr.,i"i..«»"' ' M».»r>h Typ,.m,, Cmp.,.,-, 8y-«»«,, N. Y. Ty,. -. r,t,« ™.*m,. .No. mi.m: «« »:

Sp. p. 5255; Dr. p. 111.".; Caz vol i:i4. p *.»41.

r.rn':r.' E.'f .
&^'.'S.or U.^i». Tt:^^. tmst... Lynn. Ma... ElectHc heater. No 88...»*.: May 26; Sp. p. 5463; Dr. p. 1102;

Poil^'r 'f' F'^'Anor to Car Ventilatir* and Heating Company, Boston. Mass. Car heating and ventilating apparatus. No. 889.041

:

P.!;;^r'';^ ?PXr^:;;sJlf;.'fVuA..^NeJvo;k.'N:Y. assignors to Just Miningand Extraction Company. Extracting apparatus

pr;:T7"ffl^?^rlt^::;::l'^;;;'^o'"^:u:;.^x i:sr<^;^^i?rSpLr-ru::^U 26: sp. p. 467.: Dr. p. ^:

Poi?^'r h' N'''N?w1t..'helle. N. Y., a..signor to (i Westinghouae. Pittsburg. Pa Making silicon monoxid. No. msfm. May 5: Sp.

P,?tt^'^H' N New rXE N. Y., assigtior to (J. Westinghouse. Pittsburg. Pa Making silicon dioxid. No. 886,637; May 5; Sp. p.

.-.•^Tte/
W-

r'sl'h;n'e<.tSv. N Y.. assignor to (ieneral Electric Company. Electrically-driven vehicle. No.887.tm: May 12: Sp.p.

P^Sr w: V. 'i:hd;::H;;hla'^pa' ni^d-hoopdie. No^^^ ^p^: g^-^^^^vt i?t^
' '''

|:o±v\^^hlid;&l^•.."M^^^^^^^

Po'Ur.'j: ^Mad'Jt^'u';^''' Mixing valve for internal^mbustio^ No.887.41^2: May 12; Sp. p. 2236: Dr. p. 468, Uaz.vol.134;

P.?w^^- (i M PortUnd. ..re.- Trunlc-h..rn,.s. , :ght..ner No. 8S....(142; May 2>v. Sp_p. .=^i..: Dr w. ll.i2-.3: Gar. vol. 1,34: p. 977.

•;,:*k icll CrHlU.n. Pa Core-oven No >^;<A. Ma. .5, %P '!'^- ';^ I'll^'^^ „;;« Sr Vn' F.az'-vol 134; p. 172.

p 977.

I'n'hn .1. F. (S<-<' Barlh and .Saiiter. assignors.'

l'r;sc;.n- U \. a.vr:L ""'assV-rs'of ..rrnti; ;« R. Smirthwait*. Germantown. Pa. InternaU-ombustion engine. No. S^7.346; May

12, Sp p -Wi; l>r. U 432. (Iaz vol. 134. p. .Kil.

I'rescott I C S,.,. l'res<-ott, 11 A and J. (

IT,..>*s..l St.,.l Mamifactiinng( ompany ^^'^'^^ ^''^'.^^
• 'l-^f^^'.L^,. .. a„ ^ w>- Dr p l'» Gaz. vol. 134; p. 102.

Prest I E .
Melrose. Mass Thread-guide tnechanism. No. 886,638. May 6. ap. P- .vw. i'r p i„. un.^. y

I'.H 'r'F V Nt:g!;a'Fau"''N'' v'.'aHHlgTior. i-v mesne assignments, to Central Trust Ompany of New York, trustee, Ele^tri. funuu^e.

vS:: TTsf:^J. F^dl!: N 'V '::sJ:,;^\oKU:u. MeJnunJcal company. Chicago. 111. Producing lowH.arbon ferro alloys. No.

l.^:^F^ f'''J,i'i N;''^\b^rn!N^:;a l^lls^^^^^^

,;i---;>:-.i77v:!n^^t:;^^F:;;:!.^ ?'^^;So.;ffor^.^Vrii;f'^:..:;^.ri"ng\h:;ime. No.887.123; May.: sp.p.i.i2;

Pri'i^iu'l s'assrg;;or,,f..n..-halft...- H and V. C. Tompkin.. New York. N. Y. Means for transmitting power. No. 88S.6,^: May

pj^torrrdiui.nds'Mirh ^N„;;Ja^rNo H8S.73S; May 2,.: Sp p 4«32. Dr.p bUl: (iaz. vol 134. p. «78.

Prot.-<-ted Rail Bond Companv
^

S.^ Engliind. AH
'^""'/f'"''. -

. on n m Dr on 2.i 4 (ia/ vol i:<4 p, 2i..

Piiiinett. M 15 S.'*' Barnes and I'unnett.^

Putnam .1. D. i .See Kent. 1. C, assignor.)

Kri.J.'/^'iS.'V.r'ir';.... N-— -'
i>:^t^i5&^lJ°giiriS^^ H-««-"-t. No.888.261;

Pvm C F Essex. Ontario. ( anada. assignor to kreiitlMVAnUHO um^ *•" «^iii|»uj,

May 1,* Sp p. .iJvV.. Dr t> .>lo, (ia/ vol.i:i4. ',< >^'*K ,

i.i .V 11 Companv. i.S^ I lopkiiis. .1 M . assignor
'

'

Sl^nf:!!; W. P ^^'^orN V . asst^r't'o A R. Quentell. Stamford. Conn. Calculating-machine. So 888.262: May 19; Sp. p.

.Wi')7 Dr pp. sio 11: (iaz vol. i:^. p. 691.

;j;;:n;";"M:, V^Z'^X::^:^^!^"^^'^ ^eu s,.,. . o„,pany, Dolgevme, N. Y. Shoe. No. 88,.,8,^: May .: Sp. p. 1055. Dr. p. 222;

lia/. vol. l.<4, p I7:c
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(^umii. T, N., Ciiu-miwti, Ohio KHilWHV-switch-throwint? inechaiusm. No. |iW7,22»i; Mhv 12. Sp p. 1774. I>r. p. St; Oas. Tol. 134;

QuiiiVv M 1 ll.'si*TiH. Mirh B.'nn-pull.T No SKS.W7. Mhv .>».: Sp. p .W'lK, Hr p 111.^. i.h/ vol 1.14; p Ml.

ijiiirk. T J.. li.>ston. Mrt.-*»i. KoUry «i»riiie. No. *«.aU: Mhv !«. Sp p W;i7. Dr pp 7.'1 .'. Cai.voI. IM: p.rtl<.

K. Nfiiiiitinn llnnlwaiv I <> S.>«' CUfk, I 1'., a-ssignor

ii. Npiiriirtnn llrtr'lwarp i'k S«* I-HHand Melzer assiffiiors.,

R. Nfmrijtnii Hanlwan^ (d. S*-.' Sal\»iola, C J., assignor.)

R. K. Pif-t/ I oinpaiiv (.Sw lJ«tt8. •' I.., assiffimr i

R. K DiPt/ ( ompany See Kverelt *nil .SohindewoK. asslgnorN.i

R K l>i«>t/. I cimpanv. See Schinilewolf, F., aasignor. J

.. , n .«r !->

Kaat'. W as.iignor to T (astaden, J r„ Waterloo. Iowa Machine for forminir buUding-Mocks No HWi «M May 5; 8p. p. 125: Or. pp.

2*-*'<: lirt/. vol 134: p 2t).

K.tUMihorst. I) .-^t'.' Lu-lki' au«i Itdtifnhnrst

Ra<l(lltTp F .\, Cleveland. Ohio .SMwer-trap. No. »*.4«»5; May .".. Sp p. i;U: Ur p *>. (.a«. vol. I.i4; p. 27.

liademaekers W H.. Newark, N I Bookbinding. No H«(>.72«i. Mayo; Hp p. Tyfi. Dr pp lf.4 ,'>: C'.az. vol. 134; p. lAi.

Rad.T ( \ Kl rasii. Tfx (HrtMiP'tJiT No HXK.^Wi. Mav Vi: ^]> p :<N»il : Dr p MJ; (im vol i:*4. p (I'M.

R(ig*lale. W. C . ii.s.<ignor of otu'-half %<> C K. Moorv. Oklahoma, okla Cotton-Naif tip No. >»«.;t,il
.
May Mt; Sp. p MKki. Dr. p. VSI,

uiuh l"\ .I'hL'Mphia. I'a. Ilirig« No SW..V11; May J»>, .Sp p 4401; Dr p (*«. da/, vol 134; p H(^

KaJoh H II . l'hil,i.l.-lphi.i. 1-a. Siu-uon gas-prodiioing apparatll^ No <«».5;«; Mav if,, .^p v 44»rj. Dr p AU. Oai vol. 134; p. 808.

Ralston. R H ,
Dt-nvt-r. Tolo Voic.-Ktrp.Mi for trananiltU>r-inouthpiece8. No. 887.124. May 12; .Sp p io«>3; Dr. p. .Ml, Oat. vol. 134;

P
>:'

Ratua^.*>t. M ' Spf Ba.Hiiuet and Raaia.«jw)t ,,.,.. ~,o
Rani-u'v K J Butlalo. N 'i' Can-fofming marhinp No •<»7,2tiM. Mav 12; Sp p 1h«2. Dr pp .«< x oa/. vol i;V4; P- -W.

Ranis«'y. 1'. N.. Nfw Vork. .N. Y Di|-'<t-r.'nioving and exhaust d<vuv for autoniobilHS No. 8X7.227 May 12. ,-ip p. In., Dr. p, 373;

Randall.' T A '. i^laintipM. N I. Ganje apparatus No )«b.S»>l. May 5; Sp p. 1057; Dr p. 222: (laz. vol. 134; p. 174. _

Kapr«.n I < lenknitnwii \':i. (•orn^lnation d.-sk impl.Tn.>nt No >0«,H4N; May ^ti. Sp p .WIK: Dr p KIM.; i.nr vol 134; p «13.

Hang \V ('
. Ogdfn, 1 tah Rakp. No V«l.4()»;, May .i. Sp. p 1,»; Dr pp 2«v7. <.a7. vol \:U p 27

i; It. huK . T .s,.*. rornoui.Ht. .I. P'.. assignor

HisiMis^-i. y Huntl.-v. a.tsignor of on.-halt to F B Miills. (Jiinlen I'rairl.". Ill .Slidingiloor fastonor. No V4X.11.. May 19; 8p.

p .J»i02; Dr p 7.>4, Ua/. v<il IM. p l>44 .. , , , ,,,
Raiib, I W . f'hila.lplphia. fa RevPfsiiig-gpar No. «87,.517; May 12, Sp p. 2«(>. Dr p .-.12. ,a7. vol l;^:!- P,/'' ^,^ ,.^ ^^ , .

Raiib. I W. I'hiU.l.'lphia, I'a Controlling mf-chanLsni for rvV(Tsmg-gt'.ar9. No.887.51S. May 12. bp.p 2432; Dr pp. M/-1J; wa*. TOi.

1.M: p. 41.K.

Ranch, H ^'v FP'se an.i Ranch
Kay. J 1. .S<*' TiiigiPV an.l Rav
Read, A K Sep Dp France an.) Read.l
Rpadiiig Standard Companv > .Sw (iti.itafson, C. J., assignor.)

Reading .standard Companv iS«' S<iiae(Tpr, W. O., assignor.) ^ „^ ., ^. „ c„~. r. m*:. r- - ^«i
Ream. 7' K H.nnm.lstnwn. an.l V C Boyd. Uarrisbiirg, Pa. Railway-tie. No. 8»*.92«; May 2fi; Sp. p. SB*; Dr. p. lilt.; Gai. rol.

Reasiin W \I rontia. Mich. Coni-Rctiiate.l mechanism. No KX7.04S; May V. Sp p 1404; Dr p 2W; Ctit. vol i:*4; p 233.

Reck V ii Hpllpriip. Denmark Mmable grate No. 8>«i.727; May-.; Sp p -^rj. Dr p lu".; (iai. vol IM. p l.U.

R«kard, 11 L , N.'w York. N Y I'tjotographv No. SH7..S4.5, .Miy I'.t. Sp p. JOsl. Dr. p i>M\: (Jai. vol. l.M. p. .%.i.

Rp-ldcn. I P. ^S4v Rpd<lcn. VV H aa<l J P
. «., „ , ,,^

K-.i.l.'n. W II and I V.. Norwich, N Y. Hoisting device N-i >«M7.'228, May 12: Sp. p. b78; l>r. p. 374; Oa*. vol, 134; p. .CU.

Rpe** Biiuoii II.>le Machine Company < See l^eveque. B T .
asaignor

Rewp Hiitton-Holc Maihinc C.>mpan\- .Se»' Thayer. M C
.
asslgii'ir

Kee<J and Barton Coryxiration . Sp»' Lindenborg. .\. (i
.
assignor ^„ ,^.. „ ,„ ^ ^ jow iw ,.,» onn i

•

Reed. F B :issignor..f one-halt t.. T \ and I H King. S*.in.Und Kv Mail^Tane. No.»«,452; May P*: .Sp. p. 4252; Dr. pp. 900-1.

.Re^l* IL L., Loms'i^ia, Mo Machine for stnpping leaves from tnt-s No. 887,519; May 12; Sp. p. 2VT7. Dr pp. 513-14; <iax. vol. 134;

R^ier.L. C. Salem, W Va Chwk-l>ook No. .SW.:«2: May 19; Sp p 40;«; Dr. p. K5I; Oar. vol. KM; p 71'..

Rt>es. K S G. Dunsear oken. near Wolverhampton. England Centrifugal pump and turbine No 8Xh.l'.r2. May H, sp p. STM.

Dr p 7S2; (ia«. vol l.M; p i.*i7

Reese. H . Baltimore, Md IK-vmv f.»» killing rats No >«7,12.i. Mav 12, Sp p. l.iM. Dr p. 331; Car. vol 134; p 2X..

Reese. W \ ,<.> Frost aM'l R»'»"s»' ... . , u , »j„ loTai.
Reeve. S .V , New lUvcn. ( onn , assignor to W M and I, K M.-a<liam, Chicago, 111, Manne navigHtion. tK«i»8iie.) No. U,7»l.

Mav' 12; Sp. p ». Dr p. 'i02. (ia/,. v..l IM. p 494

Raeves, S, }l.,(tai See<;roh, R(" , as.signor ., - . i* „ .«. a« „ -itml*.

R«BU1. T J .
assignor of two-thinls W Geo E Keith Company. Br.Kkton Mass Boot and shoe. No. S^. >«4». May 19. sp. p. *W.

Or. p. M7 liar, vol I M. p Vi«.

BflCenoog.'ii I .Se.' Ruud and Rf^etltM>gen. '

, ... ^ , ,~. .,,.

R^ng, I W \lleghenv. Pa InsiiUitor No >«7,.i30; May 12; Sp i. 24.'W; Dr p .lU; Oa*. vol. 134; P 419

ReiberF W S.igar drove, assignor of one-fourth to C Kemmler. Columbus « thio Non-explosiVH oil-tjtnk No SM«.,,«i, May 2H,

Sp. p 4<tl. Dr p lt«l. liaz vol i;i«; p h7h.

Reiohanlt. R . .^t a/. (See Sharpnnrk. F A. assignor

Reichert ti, Cobb. Wis. !roning-gl.*s No s>*l,K.i5; Mav 2t., Sp p *«2: (.ai. vol. 134, p. H53.

Reid, T. P.. San Francis<-o. Cal. Pu/tle-purse No K«»,.J40. May V Sp p :!«»; Dr p. «2; iiar. vol. 134; P- '2.

Reid, W. W.. assignor ..f ..ne-hal( to J F llitt. Winnsboro. Tex Sw^.f-holder n'o MXX.M49, May 2>^: !4p. p. fiO»; Dr. p. IMW. Oar.

ReiUy. w'. ft., Ixvomis. Wash. Bottla-9topp.'r. No 8X7,229, May 12; Sp p. 1779, Dr. p .?74; tJat. vol. 134; p TJi)

Rpinier. T. W. See Rowe and Reim«r
Keinis*-he MeUUwaPTi-un.l Ma.schineafabnk. . Se.- VoUer. K

.
assignor

iw ,. k^- r.«. vol i-u-
Reino.'hi. C W . an.l B 1. W..«ver. S».«p|ton. Pa Railway fmg or cnwsing No HK7.K4.

;
May 19. .•^p p .0x5, Dr p. tt47. Oa«.>ol.l34.

Relswr. Ii .Chicago, III BunK-bu.sh»ng for casks. No WC.WQ; May 1«. Sp p Stu Dr p •**^: ^«- 'oj »;*• P.
*f^,. „. ^„ „ 0439.

Reist, H C. . .S<-henK-tadv. N Y . assifnor to General Klectric Company Dynamo-elect nc machine. No. 88. ,521, May 12, sp. p. .4.W,

Dr p ,il4, (tar. vol. 134; p 419.
, , .,,, ^ _, ,, , ,,.. ^ ^.

Reiningt.Hi. E.. U'imnon, K!ans. Blafksmiths blower. No VS7.4J4. Mav 1.'. Sp p 2241, Orj. «; <ra« vol 1.-V4. p. .Th,.

Remlev ^ I , Crawfordsville Ind Cement-mixer No, sss.llx. May 1'' So p .ur2 Dr p ..-..r '"«'• ^'"l '•'^.P '•«

Rena.id, T . Chauvin. Mich. ClotheiHline rwl. No. 887„i22; May 12, Sp p ^440. Dr p .".14; ua» vol l.VI; p 419.

Renrver, M. Chicago, 111. Bevel-square- No. 8W.»i38; May .V Sp p Vtl. l.r p 122.J.a/ vol. 1,44, pllfi
^ 1 lu r, mo

K.'nnic R I Moo.>rs Forks. N Y Igniter-ro.! for gasolene^-ngui.s N.. sjiS.,>;tV Mas > -p p 44m Dr p *U, ' .az. v.-l 1J4. p. a09.

RepsoM, P . Riga. Russia. Drilling •pparatua. No >m,m2: Mav ,'. Sp p liV.7 Dr p 222. Oai voL xm. p 1.4.

Kepp t.
. New York. N Y Bakt-<i\Tn No sJsS.aW. May 19. Sp p .H.CV Dr pp 722 ., Gaz, v.>l \M. p hlH.

Rettlg. G . Ir '.See Daniels. R F . aaaignor _ -. t„ „ tuft. i», «
Reuchiin. O , Stuttgart, Germanv «>rindstow! for grinding or smoothing lithographic utoiies. No. 8>«),t>40. May o, bp. p. .Via. ur. p.

122; Oaz vol IM. p, KXi.

Reynol.ls. C F .See Fisher and ReVnolils
, ^ , v- uu- c^^ «....io. o„ „ vn- rir ., 'joi

Revnol.ls. W. N , Litchflel<l,Conn. Same-holder for imibrellas or other portal ble articles No.88,,«W2, Mayl2. Sp. p. Z74».. I'r p ,rf«i

Gaz vol 1.34; p 474.

RheinischP Metallwaren un.l Maschintnfabrik. .See \ oiler. K a.sMgiior
, . . „ .-^ ,««. m.« lo- a„ „ -w^- nr n

Rhoadps A F a.s.signorto Dra[>er( -impanv lloj»vialp M.iss W .n^ ^tojv-m..lion lor looms. No.«7.4». May 12. Bp. p. ««. ur. p.

Rh^'des*\ ^E , assizor to Draper ( t>mpany, Hope-lale, Ma.*. Thin-place-<lete<tor-releastiig means for l.«)iii.s No. 887.963; May 19;

Sp p ,t«H; Dr p tW4. Gaz, vol PH, p .iH.'i .^^~^, w . .», j, , a^-ia i>, ,, wrw
Rh..a.le8. A E . assignor to Draper (T.xnpany, Ilope-lale. Ma-ss Twister stop-motion. No W«,.4ii, May 2h .xp p. 4KM, Dr p 1032.

Rh«les!"c I , \N^ak.-flel.l. England pouble-seaniing machine for caiis No s»«.2)M. Mav Pt .Sp p :9Mi2 Dr p MJ '.a/ vol IM

D 69**

Kh.xlp's W K. Crrv Pa r,i bW't -hM.ler N.. V>7 lit, Mmn 12 N' I' 1
>-'- Dr \, U: Gar •,

.
.1 ' <^ P ^^

Rice, .V.(, assignor to Velluinoid Pawr Company, Wo.n-.*sler, Mass. 1 n<atuig-Uuk for pa^r No. .-^Nh.. 41 Ma\ 2i. .-p. p 4,<v,w or pp

1032 3; Gaz. vol. 134, p TV.
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Rice, F. M., Dows. and A W IIUI. Beilmoud. Iowa. Automatic electric raUway swiuhing device. No. 888,929; May 26; Sp. p. 52bl:

rKT v"jr''B;.rd;:nl!;wn''N'**^ a.ss.gnor to A. E. Tower. I'oughkeepsie. and F. E. Tasker. New York, N. Y. nydrocarl>on rook-

uiJ^T ^.T,*U.^:V^^ '1:J:„',::; ':;.,^,i?iev^::^'No^^,^f May 12: Sn^p.2.43: Dr. t. 470 Ga. voP 134: p ^88

Ii hards. F II . Hartford. Conn F.-A for automatic mm-hines No. S86.408; Wy 5; Sp. p, 141; Dr. pp '^ *»•'«'
^^^

>^<- P- ^
Kirtards F H llartf,.r.l Conn. Csrving-machine No HS».,S;i4; May 2t.; Sp. p. 440.V, Dr i.p. 9,M .,. (.az vol. I.H. p si^i

R.chaMs' :.
'

llerkelev. asMgnor to R.chanls Ga.s and Fume C.inden.si.r Companv. < .akland. Cal Apparatus for con.lenmng fumes

andga.s.'.-. No SSH,11'< Mav I't, Sn p .«i04, Dr p T.V., Gaz vol 1,(4. p i.44

Kihar-ls (.a.- alel Fuin.c,,n.1eii,ser Company i .S,h- Richard.s (. C
.
assizor

,.,,-,, r.Mt,l

ii;;:i::;:i:

;
'^r '::s;:gn:,;:!;':n,^h::lM.r^^'s ':}^:^.^':> it niViiir-^:;;^ v^W'o^:\':,io;ado'ci^;: foir w...k^.Don tnpie

.,,U. fora r-brake.s No H>«',.4II-, May ,^, Sj, p U.".. Dr p 25., '.a/ vol 1,,4, ]. 2s
. , ,0.. „ ,«

Kunardson. M. F Kalamazoo. Mich Coupling No. 887.271., Mav 12, >pp
'^t>aVl,^r 'ri,^ Ca, v^"ll4^"914

Ki.hard.son. R I... New York. \ Y Baby-ten.ler, No. 888.^ao; kay a., ^p. p. •'iOft.S. Dr. p 1oh<. uhz. vol. 134. p, 914.

Kichmar' W (•.:"TeSon,s"'D'''' Auxiliary healer No MSS,a-«: May 19; Sp. p. 3440. Dr. p. 72;i; Gar. vx)i. 134; p, 618.

Richmon-i:!-. K..Xl*>rVi"o^l-HX7^ Machine for cutting baled hay. Xo.887,«93; May 12; Sp. p 274^

R.'chtJr t' uirnit't'l.'N: .P. 'Al-ohol-stove. No H8e.047; Mav Iti; Sp p. .S47.'.; Dr. p. IW; Gaz vol. i:^4; p^979.

•h er F T New York. N. Y .Safetv ga»«'.«k. No. ,S,sy 742 Mav .n. Sp. p 4S40. Dr p. l(i:«; Gaz. vol. 134; p^
8,9.

ler J T Oi Citv Pa Moistening ."levu-e for stamps, lalM-ls, and .slickers. No.NSh.m, May 19; Sp p. 37;U; 'Dr.p..82; Gaz, vol 1.54.

> tirt7.

Ri'tifwav T J CarthaKP M-. ( ollar No HN7.427 Mav 12. Sp p 2244, Dr. p. 470: Gaz. vol. i:i4; p. 388.
a„- t*i

lG,lbr„ F W,.asMgnTt.rPerf«-t.o.i Grate Company. Spntigfield. Mass. Airnace-grat* n«'kiiig and l.K'kmg device. No, 887.523,

Mav 12; Sp p 2441. Dr p ,51,i, Ga/ vol l.i4. j) 419

H,.l-naik. Il (i.. Philadelphia. Pa Pump No. 8W5,863; May 5; Sp. p. 1059; Dr. p. 223; Gaz vol. 1.14, p 1.4.

I!;;;;,*
1"^"

l

'

, K x,.:rnn;.nT,'as,signor of ?.Thalf to J , C. Turnips.^, Griffin. Ga, Swingietn« attachment. No, 888,194; May 19; Sp. p.

:CSJ Dr. p TKf; Gaz v(.l i:<4; p. t>ti7. ^, , , ..w .««
Rife. A. H., Dalla.s ( ity. 111 Carbureter, N.. >s,s7,2;jO; May 12; Sp. p. 1780; Dr. p. 374; Gai. vol. 134; p, 320.

\iiHK J.C. (,S<s' ( ..llier ami Rigg . .,., , , ,.,. ,,-m

Kike B 1 Davto' (itiio P.iiMTpail No K,SMm,» Mav 2»'. Sp. p. .S477: Dr. p. 11^'. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 979. ..^r^^ ,

ullev.M assii^nor .( -.n.-balf to T, A McK.h', Washington \kC. .\wnlng. Slo ^Hv 049 May 'iti; .Sp. p. .547H: Dr. pp. 1165^: Gaz. vol.

Ki'let K '\\ an.l II N\ Rov^mg. l...iidon. England Kleotric-are lamp. No. 887.127. Mav 12 Sp [. lr**K Dr. p. 332: Gaz. vol. 134.

P
2x7

lils.'^'(^'*'aii'd F lla^^er.' Dusw'Worf.asmj^H'.rs n)( .lager. Du8»."ldorf-Der«ndorf. Germany. Bhu« disazo dye. No. 888,036; May 19; Sp.

Ki'tes.^F. M." Uhl^a' N.
^y'''

Valve-gear for explosive ami intemaUwnbustion engines. No. 888.(JCi7; May 19: Sp. p. ;H42; Dr. p. 72:<;

\inWT G''"p"*^ChIclio, II! ( ar- oiipUng. No. 886.864: May 5; 8p. p. 1061; Dr. pp. 22:3-4; Gat, vol 134; p. 175.

Ig:::^'*^. w:'l?i„ia^V^^'^" .^.ev';.t^fci'ng saws. No. 887,«94: May 12. Sp. p. 27«; Dr^581;. »iaz. yol^lS-. p^475.

Ob, J E , Uart-.v^ell Ka:,. Hinder attacbnient No, S>C,271 ; May 12; Sp. p. lm\. Dr PP **^»- <'*« V'>!- '34- P; 334.

Robbins, A 1. assign.rt. >,..,, .l.i^kv Koandrv A M.ichiiie (onipanv, .Sandusky, Ohio Pipe-thre.adlng ma.'hine. No.)SK,.,41, May 12.

R,X,ins'*s'L''ch,?U!'.Vll "RoUrv..xpldsiv;.;riguic .So xs«..ti41 May."., .>p l> .W.; Dr f.p 122-3; Gaz. voP 134; p. 103.

K.,UrIs' B o
. l.itll.. lG«k l..v»a Inhslan.l N.. ss.,.vw,, Ma\ ,5. Sp p U»w. Itr^p 224; (.az vo^ Ki4; P .'"^-

„„„«,.. q„ „
IG.berts D an.l c la. lies. <;ranlham. Englan.l IntemaU-omliustlon and other fluid-pn'ssure engines No H8e,m4. May ». »p. p.

K.'.u'rt!'K''Kal\''st^ I'.'.m.s.'l'll Drt'nching-I.it N... Sh7..124: May 12: Sp, I), 2444; Dr p. .il_.i, Gar, vol l;S4; p 420.

Rol!!.rt8. .) T , Hose Mill. HI. llog-scalder and f««l-cooker. No. f»7.9fA. May 19; Sp. p. 'XO, ;
Dr pp. t^..4- ,.; (.az, vol. l,<4, p. .*95.

Rot>ens W .\. (.''•v -Mii.sclov* and RoIhtIs.
,

Rol^rtw.n. D R . U-nver. < oh- Kxlnwliiig metal* .No. HMB,.x66; May 5: Sp. p 106,
;
Gaz. yol_ 134; p. 175.

Robeskv. I
,
nakersflel.l. Cal. Bn-ad-.nak. r s gage. No. 888.930; May 3h: Sp. p. 5264: Dr. p. 1117; Gaz. vol, 134. p. 942.

K.>biTison I oiiipany. > S«"e Robinson F .
assignor.)

, ,» ~, ,, , ,,. „ ->
Robinson, E A . Chicago. Ill Rail No HW..,^41, May ,V Sp p .190: Dr. p, ffij^ i.az voL I.M p^ ,-

_

Robinson E R . Chicago, 111. ( ast-iron axle. No W7.H4h. May \:>. >p. p. 3087; Dr p >A. Oaz. vol 1.14, p, .>..,.

Robinson' F assignor to Robins-.n C.mpanv. Bangor. Me. Claniiv-anchor. No. 8Xh.931; May J., .'p. p .)2tv,x Dr. p 1117 (Jaz. vol. 134:

Roi.h!*on. (i 11 . Siinderian.l assignor to Beldam Packing* Rubber Company, London. Engbiiid. (iland for rods and plunger.-*.

No X.S7 l.'x Mav 12. Sp |. 1,>',< Dr p .vU (.az, vol, 134; p, 2>*,

li::l;;=; 11, :%^:^r:\^.- ^K.pon for pipes, no. 887;r72. Mav 12; sp. p^.^; Dr p, 39. Gaz, vo, 134; p. 334.

{1;:;;;;;^: ;< ':j;^:r'!:^zx::. ,:,'"r r.!^;;.;:::: wak^n^.?: ^i- s.sir^i5^i;.o:^.^; '^As::%. p. ^; L>r. pp. 851-2;

R^hinmm','VN^/ 'west N..v, Vork. N. .1
.
a.ssignor u. WitherU,- Igniter Company. Timer No. H88.19.1; May 19; Sp p. .1734; Dr. p.

R!^hfonl!T.'p.,'valdez'^Uska. M.ni.ig-.JPMl^. No ««,.7j.x. May .^ Sp. p. 804; I^^ .P^^f •
^*'^-

^"p',,J4Vili*-
R.!chfor.l! T P , Seattle. W ash ExcavaP.r N.. sht,,7J<.; May ..; Sp p Mr. Dr. pp. 166-7; Oaz. vol. U4; p. 134.

Rotkford Cabinet Co iipanv S<». Person. W. assignor.

.

aaa wo Uav iti- Sn n 1710-
Ro kwell \ K .issignor G. N.w D.i.art HP Maniifa<-turing Company, Bristol, Conn. Gearing. No. 888,1.W. May 36, 8p, p. S710.

Dr. p. I2l>'.t. Gaz. vol i;44. p 1013. .w, . . .-.. „ '^.

R,rkw<K»l <; G .
Nev» York S V .Shirt. No xs.. 4lo Mav 5; Sp. D. 146; Dr. p. 30; (.a z. voP 1.14. p 29.

,„ „ „ „.^. „, „
R.H^kw.^l, R A , assign.. r of on.-half to C, T. Stewart. Monrovia, Cd. EJectric gaa^ighter. No. 88..9h,5; May 19; 8p. p. 3308. Dr. p.

R':!Jden.^^.'^^ .'Eliz^lJJfh. «n,l C E. Gray. Hanover, lU. CattleH,tanchion. No 888.045; May 26: Sp. p. .^.473; Dr p llM Gaz. vol.

R.'«di7c"^G <-hirago 111 W -IV, and current motor. No 88»»,1.M; May 26; Sp. p. 5714; Dr. p. 1209; Gm. vol 134 p loi;<.

R.rptn, I. A. Plvmontb Mas. . ar-femler. No. N88.»iV.. May 26; Sp n *'«• »' PP- ^^V^LT-L "^^
^v -^ Sn „ 4x4' (iaz v

Rogers. K. E.. h'outh Man-hesier « onn To»»ac«-o pr<)diK:t and inanufa. t iinng th* same. No «88,<4.<, May Jh. .Sp, p 4x42 Oaz, \

nH^n. •ir!*an.l II C Kan.v Phila.lelphia. Pa. Mail-bag catcher an.l cran- No. 887,849; May 19; Sp. p, ;«J«8; Dr pp. M7-8; Oai. voj.

Rohde''F;^''Frie.lenau n-vir Berhn, Germanv Trous.^r»-holder No. ,>«6,642; May 5; 8p. p. 5B2: Dr. p. 123; Gai. vol. 134; p. 103.

Roh«le H ' 'S<*' Rolule. 1. O an<l H '
. . . . ,^ i «„ uau -ir-A- \Iatr

Rohde! 1. (. and 11 I laris Fraii.v Apparatus for elevating grain and other granular or pulverulent matenals. No. 888,3.'>4. May

ly; sp |. 40*1, Dr p X',2. Gaz v.il 1,*4, p 71vi

,»ohen, D ,ind D F Fortoii. Fva' ' . .Mich Val

Rohlf. II II assik'iior of on.-third 10 A I. Haase .New Lomlon. W is \ itomoblle si-

lUMI^'fl'u' !^*lXr:^l^n:^h\'r.U:< S 1. Haase New London. Wis. Traction-wb.s 1 No xxx.h:« May 2... .-^p p. 5272; Dr, p. 1118;

lUihin.'"' h>sl,!;g,*^S;ennany Pr..paral...n .f hid.s (or the manufacture of Imther. No hh6,411; May .=i; Sp. p. 147; Ga*. vol 134;

R^n^'s W an) R N, Sbeidon. Norwalk. Ohio. Bag-fastener. No. 8»,04..; May 2»; Sp.
-f

^ Dr p.
J,l^'\

'/"'„;''\J.'^^
J' .f^.-

.

Rolf.^, G. 11., assignor to Handlan-Bu.k Manufacturing Company. St. Louis. Mo, .xignal-Jant.m. No. Rxx.(UX. May 19, >p, p. 344o.

Rol's.m-"^hmtdt .^"' Fa?rgr!.un,'l assignor, by tnesne assignments, to R. F. Wo<.dwanl. Huntington. S V Me-licaJ appliance. No.

Kx<i I VI Miiv "ti So o .')7lx Dr n 121o Ga/ vol 1.V4. p 1014, ^. ,_ . ,, », ,,. ^ >,»«.

R.^ins ( 11 WaieVtown. assignor of om-half to E. W. Anthony, Brookline, Mass. Wat^r^'losi't. No. !S8,,8.^.<i; May 19; Sp. p. 3089.

|)r p i4M. liaz vol 134; p. .V>7.

ol.

Rohe„:ii audi. F Forton. Fva; " , Mlch'
.
V«lve-lifter_ Nosx-.s.. May_5. 8p^J.^H|.^_^Dr^ ,._22V G^^
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ElrctmmaKn<>t No. 886.869; May 5; Sp. p.

El#ctrorTuiKn«t. No. HW.H70: Mav 5; Sp. p. 1074;

BolBh.B.M.,Dtzoa. lU. DiUhinc-maciine Nfo !WM»; May 12: 8p. p. ISH; Dr. pp. I»-4; 0««. »«*. 134: p. M.
Ro^i. O. L., wSfnor to (i. R xCnnl irniUs Vnsx. on-j; fVniiutHtion-padlook. N- v<7,»iQk MMy 12; Sp. p. 2751; Dr. p. Ml; 0»i.

Roiumpr. I^* A . A.-tsijcnor ot ont^half to V .VleUl»«rg. Newark. N I ll<'lt-<*hiftinK inwrhjtnisin. No. 8N6.730; May 5; Sp. p. HOO; Dr. pp.

Ronth.'tu'."' \* WooniKKki-t, K 1 . anHgnor to tn(l.TW(««l Typewriter Company. New York, N. Y. Type-writinK marhlne. No.

XJOv ^.}4 VU. Jti; .-ip. II. i.>7:t. Dr p{) lllK IW: tiaz. vol. l.U. [). 9+4. ^
Koper. I. h is.^ignor to (" K Kofxr tV 1 otiipany llopedale. Ma-<f< Controlling an«l reversing means. No. x»i.,44; May X; 8p. p.

4^4.^ lir j. ;'!.{:(, <irtZ vol l.*4. p s7''

i{os»' 1 ^>' 'iii'ti" 1 V .
assignor

K"*ni. ri; V Chicago lU. Safety ventalating-stop for windows. No. 888.039; May H»: Sp. p. .3447; Or. p. 724; Oax. vol. 134; p. 610.

U .s».ii,irtle l; Hs.sigiior to Hen(«erl Silk, ( ompativ I'Hterson. N. .1. Smoothing device lor cloth-lieams. No. 887,C»; May 12; 8p. p.

"V' P' i' C" '"1/ \ ol l.i4 p {)^

i; seiithjii. 1. , t rankfort-on-the-.Main. 'Jemiauy. Apparatus for rt-oonling and reproducing sound. No. NK7.42W. M«v 12. .Sp. p. 2247;

l>r. p. 471. I'iaz v.. I i;}4, p. .Kh.
,

Kosenwas.-«r. M . N.-w York. N V U'ggiag No HW.74.V Mav .t,. Sp. p. 4»<45. Pr p lo:t<. (.ar. vol. l.M: p. >iH).
_

Ro8lng. W H. v., ^t Louis. Mo Klue-rattler No. ss7..'7:i: May 12: Sp p. l.H«)(). Dr. np :««M(M): (iai. vol. 134; p 33.>.

Rosing. NV 11. v.. St. I..)uis Mo , ,ii;,i K 1. (ionlon. Chwago. 111. Hrake-shoe. No 887.274, May I-', sp. p. 18W; Ur. p. 4(»; «az. vol.

Ros^'i^'l' Seattle. Wash Hiitter-t-uttrr No. 888.74»i; May 2»4: Sp, p. 4847; Dr. p. 1034; Gaz. vol. 1;14; p. 880. ,.„. ^
RoV, , :,..„s..!. I. A Koss.a.lnunistrHtrix, Cleveland, Ohio llow. No. 886,412; May 5; Sp. p. 148: Dr pp. 30-1; Qa«. vol. U4; p. 20.

Ru»s. 1. A 1 liiiiiiisrratrix, iS«f Kcss.i.
^ ^ , ^ . ^ ^ ., .. i,. m

Ko!tst)n, J. L dssigr.or to R...H.H,.n. Wotlord A Co., Athens, Tex. \ ariabte float-shaft hejirtng lorcotton-awd-llnting maohinea. No.
«(**'. Mi. IJ. Sp p .>7.y. Dr. p .VC'; i.az vol. 134; p 47b.

i; .....i!. \\ ittT'lACo V See Rosso n, I 1, ,
assignor,

'

,,. <™, ,«» w
K .strop, i Hradfori. and T Wornian. Manrh.-st.T. England. Automatic weft-replenishing apparatus for looms. No. 886.542; May

6, Sp. p. .1V<1, Dr p <1. liHZ vol 1,14, |> 72.

Rotelli. R S^" [iiittistoni and Kotelli
j

Roteng Kngin«'nng Corp<iration. . .S«> Hchroeiier. F. W.. a.s.^lguor >

Rot^ng Kiigineering Corp<jration. < .See Tolmau, C. f .
a.s.signor „^ ..,., w r b„

Roth, «. . assignor to Akt,<-n (;.*-llsfhaft fur I.Thnisrho ItHlusiri.-. Zurich, Switwrland. Adding-machme. No. 886..%4.1; May 5, Sp.

p. :5»4; Dr pp KV 4. iiaz vol 1.14. p ^i „ , . .« ^
Rothfiigatt.r "

.
N-w V >rk, N V KiUh.n-rn. k .\.. >M1,413; .May 5; Sp. p. 151; Dr. p. 31; daz. vol. 134; p. 29.

Roth>rni.-l. \V K .S*-.- Flora. K E. a.s|iignor i R.^issur ^ . ^ ,^ ^ , ,,^
Rothweiler, H. N,, Seattle. \S ash. W relu'li No, -osr.-w: Vfav li: Sp. p. 275.5; Dr. p. 582; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 476.

Roiilett I \K.flal. See Stul'l'let'ield S li ,issigiior

Row.' K M and T W R.-uiut Rockforl, 111 Aiurnai-fon-.ps No w*. 414; May 5: Sp. p. 151; Dr. p. 31; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 30.

Rowe, G. W . Hampton. Va. Sifter-t«)t No ss7,V)I, May 19; Sp. p. 30B1; Dr. p. 648; Oaz. vol. 134; p. .'>68.

Rowing. H. VV See Kiley and Rowing.
Rowntree, 11 . a.ssignor to Burdett-Ro»ritn-«> .Manufatturing tympany. Chicago, 111,

1070; Dr. p s::>. i.h/, vol 1.14; p 176

Rowntrwi, as.signor lo Burdett-K<iwntTt»' Manufacturing Companv, ("hloago.

Dr p -"J-i I -a/ vol 1.54; p 17»;.

Roval Tywwnter ( ornpany. .Sk' Hesa and Stoughton, assignors.
, .„„ ^^

KoVre. F II ,
MaiKhester. Eaglan.l Motor road- vehicle So H»>,.V«. May .>».; 8p. p. 4408; Dr. p. 935; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 809.

Ro'vdt'D Mart.lc Machinerv Companv S.><' I'fine. I R. a.s.signor. i

Roziar, C B ,
Empire, (ia Vlanter No <*>«., 41i May .i: Sp, p l.'V3; Dr. p. 31; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 30.

Ruc-ker. E 11 .Se«> Ipnght, C W assignor

Hu-ie Broth.Ts Manufacturing lompanv S.v Kude an.l Smith i..sigTi..rs )

. . „ j v «»?.«.
Rude. .J F , and I W Smith, assignor* to Rii<ie Brothers Manuf lotiinng Company. Liberty, Ind. Manure-spreader, No. 888,747.

Mav .>H. .>{' p 4>-i2 Dr pp Ui:t4 ,S i.»z v<^ \M. p vwO,

Rudolph, \'
. a.ssignor to Finn of i /^-ijs

vol, 134, p M).

Ruehlmann, M. (See Ruehlmann. 1'
,
alsignor '

. .. „ „ ,^. t» .»i» n _
Ruehlnuinn. 1',. assignor to .M Ruehlmann. Philadelphia. Fa, Phyrtdaji'a owe. No. 8W.150: May 26; Sp. p. 5721; Dr. p. 1210; Oae.

vol. 1 J4. p. 1014

Ruland, N.. New York, N V. I'ower-transmission meolianism.

Rummel W. (8«e Dotts, Gallagher, aral Hummel ,j^ ,^ in,.
Rumpel, J., Weaton, Mo. \Vee<r-<utting mi n.ot-deetroymg device. No. 887,275; May 12: Sp. p. 1893: Dr. p. 400; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

336
Ru.s." r I. Milford, a.s.signor of two-thirds to J, Falk. (i R, Cbamheriatn. J. Andrea, and J. Bergman, I'eru. Ind. Concrete raUway-

rail t:.' No. S!*,\.51, May 2t<. Sp p ri^: Dr. p. 1087; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 914.

Un^h. U U .See Knowles. I

; S
,
a.s-sigtior i

. ._ . „, vt oo-r .«« u i«. ia,» - ^aaa.
Rushmore, U, B., Schenei:ta.dy. V V.. *»anmor t.i General Kle«tnc Company. Lightning-arrester. No. 887..52S: M*y U. »p. p. i*^,

1>T. i>. .')15, Gaz. vol. \M. V. 4a), , ,.. ., ^, , ,,. ,--

Rusk. K, W,, Callawav Nef.r Me^t ciiltuik: tnachiie S.i, >^x7,.V.'»., May 12; Sp. p. 24«h; Dr. pp. 515-16; Oaz. vol. 1»4; P- 420.

Rus-sell, J. VV., Boston. Ma.ss Coupling .levice for snow-plows. No, ,SJft,.V«>; May 26; Sp, p. 4410; Dr. pp. 935-«; Oaz. vol. \M: p. 810.

Russelli P. J. (See Backlund, D . asslgaor .

Rtiaaell, R. O., irt <i/ .><ee Ctx>per, (i, a»signore ., ., r.

Ruud E Pittsburg la , and C Regenlw>gen, Mancheater. England, assignors to Westinghoiiae Machine t ompany.

for Internal-combustion engines. No, S88.19H, May 19, Sp p, 37:v.: Dr. p. 783; Gaz. vol. K^; p. ««.

Ruwekl, W. F. (See HotTman. <; ,V ,
a,s»ignor

, ,~- ,-.
Ryan M B, Bridgep<irt, Conn Button-fastener No H«»i,7:U ; .May 5; Sp, p, 814; Dr, p lt>8; Oai. vol. 134; p. 135.

Ryan' W S Viola 111. l^mp N'>. SJC.tMs, Mav l.>: Sp. p. .>7.T»i; Dr. p. 582: Oaz. vol. 1.14: p. 477.

Rs-Qer, G. li., Somerville, Mass Signal apparatus for telophont^swiu-hboards. No. 888.748; May 2fi; Sp. p. 4854; Dr. p. 1036; Uaz.

Ryon, E if Won-ester, Mass., a.s8ignor to frompton A Knowles Loom Works Reversing mechanism for the take-up mechanism

of looms N<i, sS»i,H7i Mays, Sp p »o7», Dr p 22»i Gaz \ol. i;M; p. 177.

8. Jarvis .Viams Company. 'See Fowi*s and (iardner, a.ssignors.)

8. R. Dresser Manufacturing Company .-m* Smith, F .N".. as-signor.)

S. R Smvlh^ ( ompanv . See Smvthe, 11, K., a.ssignor

8abin B C Chicago, 111. Pie-pan. No, H87.>4.i2: Mav 19; Sp. p. .'SW.'; Dr. p. «48; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 668.

.Sabo.'E , R.xshester, N. Y. Caster. No. h»<.()40: May 19; Sp. p. .3449; Dr p. 724; Oaz. vol. 134: p. fl30.

Sachs. K, See Straub, .I. 1... a.ssignor
. ^^ . ,i .

Sachs, K ,
Schweinfurt. Gcrmanv, assignur of one-half to f , 1.. Straub. Lancaster, Pa Retalncnor ball-U-anngs.

Sp p. .W7, Dr, p. S13; Gaz. vol KV4; p W2.
.Saotler, M D , assignor of one-half to J. B Forrester, Baltimore, Md,

2W«, Gaz vol 1;14. p. 234
. ,,_^ ^ , ,_^ _^

.Snettler. E C.. Gid<lings. Tex .-^ewing-tmachine table. .No Wflt.DSO: May 2t); Sp. p. 5482; Dr. p. llfifl; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 980.

.Safety Car Heating A Lighting Compano' i .See Dixon. R. M., assignor.)

Saile.'C Se*- Wall and Saile ( Re.ia»i>e

Saint (lair Motor Co, (See Baird. HH. a.ssignor,

'

.. ^ , ,f,. ^,
Salinger F Des Moines. Iowa, A<idinf-marhlrie, No s8N,7*t: May 2».: Sp p 4K.57: Dr \'\> I lU-. 6; Oaf, vol, 1.34; p. 881.

Salmon.K W., Burlington, Iowa, Goviemor, No, S87,H.>1 Mav 19: .Sp p .««: Dr, p, rt49, Gaz, vol 134: p, .558

Salo J B NVwVork, NY, Sculptor* r«prodiicing-machine No h8K,()41 , May I't, Sji p :i4o(i, Dr p, .24; (.az. vol, 134; p. »U0.

Sali*tersaure-Itidustrie-<;esell8chaft G M,B,H, Finn of -
.4e«» P.uilint H «ssii.'ii..r

^„ ,«•»--. n«. »^
Salter, W V . Cedar Point, Kans Sp.*.l .-hanging an.l reversing .'.anii^.' N- ws t, M,iy 26; 8p. p. 9Sb.i; Dr. pp. 1U.»-.

,
ua«. vol.

134; p. S81',
, , ,

.Salt's Textile Manufacturing Company See .>teiner, R J, assign. ir

Salviola, i , I . New York, N Y,, assignor to R, Neumann Har.lwiire Co rniiik l-sk. No. .H8..4J(). May 12, .Sp. p. 2248, Dr. p, 471,

S^s'' f's,. NewSmVma. Fla, Trolliog-sp<x.n No sKx.9:'.5: May 2..: Sp p ,5277, Dr p 1119; Oar vol, i:<4: p ;>44,

.Samuel, M., Newark. N. J. Packing and wiping waste No. H8S.042: May 19: Sp. p 34.VC Dr p "JS: (.az v-.l U4^. p. 620.

Sandell! H. K . assignor to H. S. .Mills. Chicag... 111. Film-win.ler for m..ving-picnire machines. No, hs,,4U, May 12. Sp. p. 22S2.

Dr. p. 472, Gaz. vol. 134: p. ;«H.

Sanders. E. .V , Oakland, C&i. Sheet-H|etal window construction.

p. 833.

lena! Genuany. Photographic objective. No. 886,416; May 5; 8p. p. 153; Dr. p. 32; G»«.

No. 888J66; May 19; 8p. p. 3864; Dr. p. 813; Oaz. vol. 134; p. WH.

Igniter inis'hanism

No.888,2»i«i; .May 19;

No. 8K7,049: May 5; Sp. p. 140C; Dr. p.

No. sKh,(M7, -May 2«i; 8p. p. 4686; Dr. pp. 99.>^., Gaz. vol. 134;

Sandem, J., Dundee. Tez. Threshing-machine. No. 886.872; May 5: 8p. p. 1079; ©'• P- ?26:
""^t^iH^Ul^ Vnrl^N V In«ten 8nt)T>ort

Sandter J., aaaignor. bv mesne assignments, to ,1 L. Hinckley, Boston, Mass., and C. D. krumat-held. New \ ork.N. Y. In.«tep support

s:;^^'j. ?:c:^^;.^:i:^u.rL' ;:\i^^: ^^^^r.u^y i^^s?. T-^, Dr. pp. 81.-14; oaz. vo.. m, ,. m.

^':^^:!^Vr'^^r^. ^:^:;:::.^u;:^;r'^ma^.^;:;:'^""N^: k^Z^^^'n-, sp. p. 2757; d,. p. 582; oaz. voi. lu. p. 477.

>,iiiilarv BiiriaK asket 1 ompany (,.>^«e Seidel, A > »-signor.)
^ki«i^ ' m« obakli Uav >• Sn n '»3- Dr do 123-4-

-,;,, M VI .lenU-ek near Bnissels, Belgium. Shock-weakening devkse for vehicles. No. 886,643, May 6. sp. p. aua. i^r, pp. i.*»-i.

~.'^^;.'.,
'h

'.','

,rsslg1i..rt... c, SargenfsSonsCorporatlon, Granltevtlle, Mass. Wool-washing machine. No. 889.157; May 2«; 8p.

sJrg^ln' ^'V's^^ull TV:lsl!^.Z'^K. H Fallows. New York. N. Y. Brake-shoe. No. 888,751. May 2fi; Sp. p. 48.^5; Dr.

-^HrJ-nl'
."

'll ,Vlu>hb.g.' .V Y, Car-n-pla^-er, No, m;fM: May 5: 8p. p. 594; Dr, p, 124; Gaz, vol, 134; p^ 104

-Tr%-u]'. II U , S,hene. ta.ly. N, Y , assignor lo (Jeneral Klectric Company. Senes-multiple switcii. No. 88.,.527, May 12. 8p. p.

244S Dr p -Mi' '•"/ \ "1 ''4 p 4J1

I:E t 'rT::^r..r':,.t\:^':^^Jr TX:^uar.l no. 886,645; May^ sp. p^598; Dr. p. 124; Oaz^ol. 134; p. 104.

Seller V P.itsi.arg. Pa ICtarv m..t,.r \.. KS7 7.M1 M;.v 12; 8p. p. 2758; Dr. p. 583; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 477.

8:w^Ii\'ll Mm!!,M V,:si'";:an„en,-s.,ppor,.r attachment. No. 886,732; May 5; Sp- P «15: Dr P,lfi8: Oaz. voL 134: p. 135.

SwvTr' F M Cha l..t H, S ( Mold f..r building- M.hKs, No. 887.432; May 12; Sp p. 225.5; Dr. p^4,2; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 39<J.

sSwveJ' W 11 "meruMi. Ga Fe,ve-p<..t N.. ksi, .4, May 5; Sp. p. 398; Dr. p. 8^ Oaz. vol. U4: pj3.

Say^s H W 'Pel'na 111 Register N.. V0^.:-,-^ May 2- Sp. p. 48M: Dr. p. 1037; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 882.

S"h2:-T?7w ,'G„V..a.r::;:
';•:.' ::in;rr'"bv'm!'s,... assignments, to Reading Standard Company. Motorcycle. No. 887.%6; May 19;

Sch^fh^irf^l^^^^'i''^Jt'."^
;;''< "'l Jnt'd'aopUance. No. 887,528; May 12; Sp. p. 2449; Dr. p. 517, Gaz vol 134. p. 421.

'I^ha?f W H M. ri. r^ai l^ue.iy assignor to toronto Type Foundry Company. Llinlted, Toronto, Canada. Linotype-machine. No.

88»<.Mt.: Mav 5, Sp p ."*«' Dr pp 124-,''., Gaz, vol, 134; p, 104.

SchebUi'r^ (rM';*ln.lianapolls. Ind. Carburt?t«r, No, 886.545: May 5; Sp, p. 399; Dr. pp. 84-5; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 74.

^tlS',- A. E.\';:;t'.ra\':v'uhi'o' "Si^te-mtxer, no. 887.854; May 19; Sp. p^3095; Dr, p 649; Oaz vol, 1.34; p. 558.

S^h^rer O.. Detroit, Mich. Stilt. No. 887.4.U May 12: Sp. p. 22.W: Dr. p. 4^: Gaz. vo . 34; p. 39t.

^^lr^.^r"\l^':^^^^!^^-r^'^^^^^ ^'st^l^it^rL.iii"f i^Js ;!:?„:^o;,^ioi^!^bS.omp..nsat.on apparatus, and tl.

sJSUSiriL A .''shaMxn^a ^Ir^ .^ X^i^^^Uo^^l^ No. 887,967; May 19; 8p. p. 3310; Dr. p. 696; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

S,.hiiferstein \ Bavonne. N C H v.lr.K-flrl>on-engine. No. 887,347; May 12: Sp. p. 2063; Dr. p. 4;ii. (.a/, vol. 134; p. 3ft>.

SnSI!: F,. asXu.rt^'R'K' D.Kz'c.^mpany. New YortN. Y. Spring-fastening. No. 888.121; May 19; Sp. p. 3607; Dr. p. 756;

Schi^mlcher" K^and A. Brunner. asMgn-.rs to Farbwerke vorm. Melster Lucius A Briining, H6chst-on-the-Main. Germany. Brown

Sc^lJra-J {^t:^i^.^l'^:Zr''SJ^'v:':!^^ ^^""-'- No. 887,018; May 5;

Sch^eti;. F''a.^l^nor'^> F^i^d^Krlipp ''v ifntngesellschaft, Essen-on-the-Ruhr. tiermany. Sighting-teles..ope. No. 886.1^7: May 5;

8ch?e/ (Tb
'

No?w'f^ 'ohioy assign..?', .'''uiis-<hahners Company and Bullock El«-tric Manufacturing Company. ControUer. No.

8.S^('*irCn^^(irl:iie!':-J;^mSn,l^^g^ to'k''^^^ Cam^statt. Oennany. Traction-wh^^l for motor-vehicles. No.

8r;St;F^d,'a;:i;,forT>n'U,^; ^Ll^e^ShlX^ Hydrocarbon-burner. No.888,453: May 19; Sp. p. 4253; Dr.p.90l;

Schmidr' J.^^ii'l'^' l'"<i:><. as.signors to Cincinnati Butcher's Supply Company. Cincinnati. Ohio. Ilog-holst. No. 886,417: May 5;

S<^^i^t'M., Ba.lin'-German"' Stllin'hz^ catgut th«Mid. No. 887.130; May 12; Sp. 1^1575; paz^oM:i4^ p.m ^.
*-hmi.lt: I b .

Monchsmal.le: near Bautzen, Germany. Air-f**ding grate for furnaces. No. 88b..54ft. May o, Sp. p. 402, Dr. p. 85.

Kiidi'w: ^.^ilgnor'to W>&'seamans .^ Benedict. Ilion. N. Y. Writing-machine. No.H«6.4ls, May 5; Sp. p. 157: Dr. pp.

ScS w'cr'Kansas Cilv Mo ("rib attachment for l«d8teads. No. 887.529; May 12; Sp. p.^24.51; Dr. p. 517; Gaz. ^'^I- 134, p.^
^^Zi.^ A . Ghmeken' near Bn-.la N.-,herlan,l>, a«rtgnor to P, Thomoaon. East Onuj«. N. ,1. Apparatu. for pro,lncing elaHnc

^^-;^:i'T'':^.r^.::::,^J'i::.^^^^ I^.[::Sktron. Frankfort..n-thc-Main, Germany.

^B^l^^'Z^^^':'.Z::Z. S^^St^.S^l^b^'^^^rV'^^.l^- no. 888.753, May 2. sp. p. 4.. Dr. p.

S<'h'Sde' G w' '!sig^„rt,. Brayman Manufacturing Company. New York. N. Y. Cesspool. No. 8«..()51; May 26; Sp. p. .54s3: Dr.

<Vn\wr !!*\"Mulhtin-.rthe-IMhr ass.gn.^r to Fried. Knijpp Aktiengesellschaft. Esaen^n-the-Ruhr. Oermany. Apparatus for

a.l.istmg elevation ..f guns No SK..,i,4,s, May .V ^p p. 606; Dr p. 1'26; Oaz, vol, 134; p. 105.
m^v 19- Sn r, rTun- Dr n 583-

.Schmming. C. J., a.s.signor of one-thinl to O. P. Cooke, ifonoliilu. Hawaii. Stw-nng-gear. No. 887.<01. Ma> 12. Sp. p. 2760. Ur. p. 583.

>< hrJ^'nJ^ehK C' S ,*WHterbury, Conn, Battery cover and ele.nent support. No. 886.649: Msy 5; Sp. p 607; Dr. p. 126; Oaz. vol. 134;

S li..l*mehl. C B. Waterbury, Conn Hati.rv cover and element support. No. 88^..6.50: May 5; 8p. p. 608; Dr. p. 127; Oaz. vol. 134;

,S.h.«nmehl. C B , Waterbury. Conn Negative element for primary batteries. No. 886.651; May 5; Sp. p. 610; Dr. p. 127; Oaz. vol.

^.h.tn^neW C B Waterburv, C..,.n Kl« tri; ha,ter^•, No, 886..^12; May 5; Sp. p. «". DViJ* o^'8^?^az'' vo/T34^d^'^
s,h.».nmchrc B . Waterburv. Conn, Primary battery. No. 888.407: May 19; &p. p. 41.55; Dr. p. 8,8. Oaz, vol 134, p. 737.

X^::^- F W- ';i;!u^;:m'!'onn': as;!g:;;;r g; ;V::SKngin«.nng.-orporatlon. New York. N Y. Fluid ,.r . a.er Jacket cont^naion.

'

f«;,,ir.:,.fcblor,n«,c.lc..mpoundsoflime No ,S8S.P22: Mav P.C Sp ,. :iM^, (.az_ vol, l.U: p .>45

::;;-"r i;;;„:,;^,s;,;;:"?a,^:„ ^»!;;r5';:n ^(;..^;s..^;^ %X£^<^y i;. "si; i:"iir',.^'^,';.irv.« -,„ ,m. p, .»,

:*;","
A li,,.'Shrill' l'.v„*n,T-^',H„K ,....».,« N„ ™,.«r. M.,-*; %;^p^, '';:,'.'^«'yi"^?'/,lf,„„ voi m

<<>,>n D andC G BlK-kle, San Fnuuisco Ca! Door op«>ner and closer, No.887,iJ(i, May 1., bp. p. 24W, ur. p, .-^i,, war \oi. i.m.



ALPH.VBET1("AL LIST < >F I'ArKN'rKKS.

Scott W. M. iSee Jeter, E. W, Msignof.)

acott, W. R (S«« Biickner. W A A«»irnor ^

Scriinton. F. M ,
sssiirinr of orw-half t.. C W. McKay. Rochestfr, N 'I Pddtty-box and ddiil^r. No. S«,78ft. Umf», Bp. p. 4875.

Dr. p. Iii3>*. 'In' \"1 It-* P *»•

8^i!c.V. and H. o'^J^^^he? SoV.tr&a,' NH-r, (iaim. apparatus. No. fl».a«: lUj »; 8p. p. 4691: Dr. p. 9W; Gar., vol. 134;

g^'r^W. T., Harr.^** iirs I'a PnnfhinK-"ii<hint- N'o..888,87«: May 5: 8p. p. 10»; Dr. pp. 227-8: Ga«. vol. 134; p. 17K

ISTd^ H..non, M— Coinhi,,.,! a* and ..uit. h trav No H9.1,W: May 2fi. Sp p. sm: Dr
. p^ 1212: ««•jol. 134. P '"'S.

sSSei. A. S.. a.ssijfnnr to .^anitarv fMnal (a-lct Coiupanv Kemlin?. I'a Biinal-ca«ket. No. 887.0f9; May S: }<p. p. 13.W. Dr. p. 286.

.Seifert ^B I<* anc'l
"> W Mj-vcs Ra.!.'**-!!!, war [>rps<ieii. Orrnaiiv. uMijrnors. tv •n*-'w a-*«nfTiin»»nt.'«. to Meyden Chwmical Works. New

York. -N Y S.>.liiiin formaMf^hvle v„iroxvlate. No. .S87.050. Miiv 5. Sp. p. 14Uh. 'ia/. vol 1.34. p 234.

Seifert. F. . ^' i' .-v* i iroh, li ' a.^^iKlor

Seiike. H. A S.f Fidile,'* airl Seifke.
, , ,„, „.«

Seiaer G F i-rt Koval. Kv <iatp N.- hxm .\r Mhv 2«; Sp. p 4412; Dr. p. Wfi: Gar. voL 134; p. «10.

Stia 6 New York \ > Kan No «<«« 41'i Mav S. Sp p. Ifi3: I>r p. 34; Gar. vol 1:14; p. 31
.„. „ „ , ,,,

8%. W.N.. Chica^jo ill Ma.hirw (or iiiakiii|{ ami displaying pi. lures No. >«6.rto4; May 5; 8p. p. «14; Dr. pp. l2»-9; Oa*. vol. 134.

8e?kirk'K W.,( hica«o 111 \Vindow-sa»h No. >«7.'*W. May \9: Sp p 3:il3; Dr p. «l«: Gai. vol. 134; p. 886.

S^ShPidt. ( B.H..1. Cerrnanv I..mn*t for filter W^n.ents N- v. 420 May .S; 8p. p I«3. Dr^p ;J4; Gai^vol. 134; p. 31.

<.-\U-nM-h,-i.\t r . H.rlm, Gf-nnanv. Filt«r l.ni.ent No SX7M9: May IJ; Sp p Jf^W; Or p^4,l4; C/at. voL 134 P^,*e^
rn,Wn»v

-^iUischHidt ( Berlin G^mianv, asHigiu.r to Filter A Braiit^^'hnis.-hf Ma.^. tntif n-l-al.nk Aot. (.«., Berlin, Germany. CorkiDgv

S^'ITj.. a,;.;^;f;:; N^H.^al1-a[:-nr!^ntl;:Hr W Yo;\^ n"'y''' rfa.r'mi^slon-g^r. No. 887.27«: May 12; 8p. p. 1*5; Dr. p.

^ ^ ^'i^^C'^'" -:^-r to V:Sve;:^:!\iV.:;[:p^nft.ri::;>^,]"^,Sr ;^liJ^^ ^partition lor vertical tllea.

No ><Ht>.421. May >. Sp [> lt>4. Dr p M <iaz vol 154 p M.
i»nlz, H W ri <U >ee Wilson. S T , BSsigTior

.^roe'k
") 'Madu'l"m, S^ill^dand.

^
pV<>ducin^ aiiiminiiini nitrid). No. <W84>M: Umj.l9; 8pj?. MM; Gaz. vol. 134^ p. 621.

S^-rtier M Kdwardaville 111 (>inpnt-<'fcairniold No v«i xT" May .i; Sp p. 1087; Dr p. 228;

Severln. {'. 8.. Crfwkdton. Mimi I,oa<liif;-nia<-hme No v*«,ii»il. Mav >. Sf
" " Wind-stnn No h«;,s7s. .May ' '" -^

Soda-fou»tam.

_.. „.. ^ Gax. vol i:i4; p ITt

p 4fW4 Dr pp »9M~9: Gaz vol t:t4: p. S-W.

SeweirJrS.^U .'?. Arniv Wind-stnn \o h«;,s7s. May "i Spp nis<. I>r j.p
."s .. ''''

V'',,''*^' '' ,'''.',.. -,.,

aexton. W. A , St. Louis. Mo So.la-Jou«tam. No SJC.9rt.; May 1"; Sr. p MM. Dr pj. 'f*> ,; Ga*. voL U4 V.^J-
SeytHJld. 8. K ,

N.w KfnsinKton. I'u \V~indow -^hadv and .-urUiin t.ra«.'k.d No s.^..{.y.. May l'>; >\). p 404J. Dr p. 8W. Gaz. vol. ISH.

p. 720.'

Sevllert. G. .V. iSw Smith and ."W-vflerl. ,,„ ,, , ,_.. ^ _,,

Seymour B F Ir iH-nvpr, Colo
'

Kefittiding ca,sh-^l.p No s«<.w;*. May 20; 8p. p_-.J>«l . l)r p 120; <.af vol. 134, p. 945.

diMde. C- K ra«oma. Wash Air-l.rak.-.. No. SW.x.Vf; Mav >rt; Sp p. .5(W9; Dr. p. 1087; «.aE. vol. 1.34; p. •l.V

Shank, M S*-*' ilcrt>''t. Fass, iind Shaiik „ . . , », c.^ . .- h « lo. o« .« .iioa- T\r «
,'harer.l- W., as.sign(,r to Keystone Teleptone Company. I'hilad.'lphla. I'a. T-l.-phonr .v^t-m. No.8^^.4-, May 19, Sp. p. 41flft. Dr. p.

SlS^.^c's.) Aubuni^Ni^Y .
as.signor t.i International H«r^Pf.ter Coinpany CiUtivator No. fm.ts:. Mav V Sp. p. IM; Or p :»4

Shlro' L^V'^OmAha Nebr DrawmK-Dr-s» No. ss'.M.Vi, Mav J». .Sp p ,'>719; Dr p 1210; Gaz vol l.U. p HH4

s5tl?: I r : Pirtsm.Mith Ne,,r, a-s^r to Amen.an (an CompHMV. New York N Y Parking .o.nt»>.mon for -.„„.« of cans. No.

^.t^^k^y'x.tZr'^^^^^^^^ Gas^ngln... No. 887,703; May 12; 8p.p.2763; Dr. p, 884; Gaz.

.Hl^CU^k^F^'v . assignor of mm.-ty one,hun.lr.dths to U K.uharlt and L. O. Gllliland. Chicago. Ill Kngine. No. 887.S56; May 19;

Sh?rpLT^v''l-,^asSSnorU,s''?,.Ma.^ 111. Roller-U.anng No ,v...'>^- ^^^.^ '^P P*«- »' P' *= «" vol. 134; p. 75.

"^haw. W M . Camden. Ark. Bed. No «KS,i)4o, May I!*: Sp. p. .i4t;(.; Dr p .i. '.az vol i.i4; p 6-'l

-hauvr. I W a88ign..roftw<^th.rdst«>,) P Fox and M A.Wright, Portian-t. Ind Nut-I.xk No khi,,4.M May.-.. Sp. p. 166, Dr.

Sheard. irH''Fort^\N^.rt^h. Tex. Wa-^hing apparatu.s No -<K7.97n; May 1-.; So p .tU^. Dr p •^•-- '"'
^^^^

>3<; P- •'^•7.

sSMl.xk. A . Jersey C.tv, N. J. Metal wrH>l. S'n. SJ*.12:<. May 19; ,Sp. p :i«W; r. p. .^. .a/ vo
. .4. p ^4h.

-hf-dl.-k A, lertev City. N.J. Metal Wool. No. vw.l.M, May !<•; Sp p k>l(
,
Dr. p. ,jfe. ''.*'/"'•'**•,

Ii*^f- , ^. . ..... _ .^
<h.-<i!.>-k; A ; TerseV City, N. J. Metal Wool and fW^r mixture No. ^W.12.V May !•'; Sp. p .>«11; Dr p ,.*; <.ar vol. U4. p. 646.

SheUvourne W li." (See Brown and Shalboume i«r7_8- Oa* vol ^^l- n 915
Sheldon. F. I. , Tacoma. Wash. .Jacket for spherical mnK tim^s N.> s>v> >..4 Mav 2i>: sp p 5102, Dr pp 1087-8, Uat. \ol. l.M, p. wis.

.>hei Ion, R .N (See Rohn and Sheldon. -- w c ,, k-xi n, r,r, loo,-*) <:», vol I^4 n 107
Sheldon. S B., BirihUo, N Y. Poker m.>rham.Hm (orga.^prr..lu,.ers N.^ v«.,u^, May .. .>>p_p h20,

'^C PP
'^*^„/'f4'"' filT'

P" ""•

Shepherd F G,Ott*wa. Ontario. Canada Mica-trimmer No v*.!'.,. May 1 ., >p p^ t-^.'. l^^ P,.'»<- Gaz^ >ol, U4, p. WW.

-Shepherd. .1 . Chlcaeo. HI. Signaling niteni. No. sw.hTV; Mav .S; Sp p um. Dr. p 229; .az. vol l.t4; p. 179.
.

>heph-rd. ' ChicSo, III Tndley NV '^.mK May 5. ,Sp p UH^.; Dr P -'-'«. "'"'
^J'"

'.•" P '^' ,^ „. _ ooo- o^t vol 134- p
-<hendan. i Franklin. Pa. Means for hundllng paving t.l.icka or hncks No v«.W.2; May 2).. !*P- p Mith. Dr. p. 999, l.az. vol. iM. p.

ShSnan U B*. Battle Crwk, Mich. N»iling-strip. No. h>C..%V2: May IJ, Sp p. J4.=i.V, Dr. p. 518; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 423.

S^fr^.r.'J' l\r Eat^;n:t:"'aS^r'\J^-avrorrraTl St..! Compaq High Bridge. N.J. Tooth for excavating-shovels. No.

^rT^^' f"^ "kXI l^':>!::.£<^ ']^^r\ro:^ l:.^U.-i Cmpany. High Bndge, N. J. Tooth for excavating-shovels. No.

>r::^^, "f.^S;:^u!:^TY'^^;v^vS.l;^h:;^^^^^ May 2.. 8p.p.4*«; Dr. p. 999: Gaz. vol. 1:»4; p. h55.

Shill. H. J.. Ir. See Spencer. G \N
,
as»ignor .„. ^.._.—...... a „ lune- n, r> ^i i- o»» vnl 1.^4

Shinn, W. C. Lincoln. Nebr. Machine for makingcable lightmng-ro<ls No. 887.277; May 12. 8p. p. 1896. Dr. p. 401-2, 0«Z. vol. l.M.

Sh!p^', H F., Hampden, N D Automatic she.-t-mu.'.ic turner an.l holder. No. 886.425; May 5; 8p. p. 167: Dr. p. 36; Gm. voL 134;

Shl\.^rs, c, C. .Savannah. <ia. Folding umbrella No s,v,.41'(l; May .r .Sp^ n. IfiB: ^'^ P- ^S:" Gaz. vol. 134; p 32.

.Shoemaker. A H.. a.s.ignor of twcvthirdp to W 1 Kwari. Seattle, Wash .MTn^wnngi^r No. 8H7,704; May 12, 8p. p. 27ft4. Dr p. .W.

Sh.^^mak.''r'G'\^- .Montrose. Pa. Stov»Mid No sS«,.t57; May !». Sp p *>4.V Dr P
,'!;'^'''„"^^'V.-;"'nl''1; Pj'?v r}., vol 134- n 2»>

Sho..mak.r. 1. H. Sewicklev. Pa. Cour«*.rbalance for hft-brtdg.'s. So. <«..i;{ . May 12- Sp 1,>,., Dr. pp 334-5, Gaz. vol. 134, p. JW*.

Shorn, K T , St Ia^uis. Mo Cortee-ro»ster. No VM.,427. Mav .-,, Sp. p 171, Dr. p. .«., Gaz vol \M P «
Shourek, I . Pittsburg, Pa Duplex airvpump No sM»i,42X; May 5; Sp p 17:!; Dr pp r h; (.ar. vol. 1.14, p. .ti

Shouvlin, P J .Se.- Harris, W R .
as.-^gnor

, - ,. ^.-.- , tiA ^ «»-
Shrope. A.J. . M.vhnnicsville. Iowa. G«te No. SS7,<,*71; May 19; Sp. p. :«1 , ; Dr p. ««. . «^az. %ol. U4, p. .-^.^

^tttoin. L, Philadelphia. Pa. DetachKble c.ifl forcoats No «sH»,75?; Mav 2.i; .'fp P ,4X7.i; Dr p^
"»•** ^ "' '•*^- P ^•'

Stoultz, G. U. Reading. Pa Car-fender. No. 88«,:(5K: May 19; Sp. p. 4047; Dr p >t»
,
<.a/ ^'; '•'^- P '^^.. ,. , . ,,,. ., ^-.^

Shute, C S . Boston. Mas.s L<K-king .Iflvicv for adjustable heels So. ,VC,.r2<); Mav ,,,_ Sp p '^^<^,!»^^„.^^. <'*fJ"^ '-^^V.P 5^ ^.
.Sickles F W , Hartfonl, C«nn .

assi^f* to lnderwoo<l Tvi».writer Company, New 'i ork, S. V I ype-»nting machine. No MW,4a*.

Si^n 'h. tai;s^city''M^ *Ui^r If or!;!^a?f lo , P. Batchelor. Valley Falls, Kan.., and G, BUke. KansasCity. Mo. ChemL-al-

ipraving nozzle. No s«7.,H.56; May 19; Sp p Mmt; Dr p H4W; Gaz. vol. l.!4, p. *y.i.

Sieber'iV Trus.sell Mnfg Co 1 8«e Dawson. J C
. )i,>tslgnor

^

Sjebraaae, E See Voth and Slebraase. i

Siemens.*. Halske, V.(r .
.S«-e Franke. V

.
a.ssignor _ . , .. ,. , ,^,.. ,,, „ toi;. a., vnl l^«• n 4M)

.Sigler, R F.. Upper Sandusky. Ohio. Bollow-shock core. No. >«7.7U.'>; May 12, 8p. p. 27U.. Dr p. 586. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 4W.

Simcox, r VV See LefTerta and »imcox. v ^^ -a« u „ i->- an r, 97fi« l>r n ^^.". (iar vol
Simmaiic'e, J K., and .1, Abady. L<mdn|i. Kiiglan.l. Ga.«-analysis apparatus. No. ><x7.,0«; May 12, 8p. p. 27m, Dr. p. 5S.,, «.az. vol.

134; p. 4N0.

AIJMr\RKTT(AL TJST OF l>ATKNTKlvS. xli

Stauta Railway ApplUnoe Company fSee Lamont. J. A., fo'^'^j^

nSSa Self Holding Carton Company ><•«• "V'""^"'\"-.^w' ;.*".%'^ „ uxs Dr p W7: Om. vol. 134: p. HU
StaSwn R N Chicago. Ill Token-holder No s>s.M., Ma> »;, Sp p. 4415. Ur. ^JK4.»^

cUr vol. 134; p. m. _

§ffi V^:Coi.m.bnf o.,o
/l-iyXn:":'::'r^r^o ^^ ThX.^^^l.'^.nii; TpJI^t^ ^o.H.H,54C,. May 2.; Sp. p. 4417: Dr pp.

Sinclair. W.K. assignor to IIallerM.whine( o.( hu ago. Ill

k« «r «a3- Mav 12-

S&SrJ^^::l^^^"y's'^y^r..^.,..rU,.. H. L,.ke. .ir Brooklyn. N. Y. A ppara, u.. ,or telephoning No. 8K7.533. May
1 .

Sp p 24,V>: Dr. p. :>\^: tiar vol. 134; p. 423.

Sipes,V„W -T.-V-»-l''^:.2:!:^,...,,_, r^.^i^^
^^^^^ ^,^ ^ ^^ ,,„.vol 134: p 91.Sif^o Engineering (on.pany (See Davidson. S C

.
asslgiior

Slaco: P J*Kvanston III ."iafety pa<.king-box
Sirocco tngll"'' I "l#- ' iMUl-nm , . v wvir.- Uu\ 'I, <tl II .119.1 IT P UFV. wn*. > " ••". ,- „,,,

8 S^ p. ,1* Kvauston Ilf ."iafct v pa<.king-Iu.x No «ss>. Max
-^. -J ^^ . .^.

P
^^^ ^,^

^^"i*,^"'
'•*"• P" '*'^-

Skriton. F.. Haiullton. o^taru^ Canada Handle for shovns.^.
Mav 19 Sp p •I4^^, Dr p r.*. Gar. vol. l.<4; p 622.

SWdd C.ke^o^h... Wis Milk cooler and aerator .^'' "^['J^' vTh^ s , ,, 17.. Dr p 'o*. (iar. vol 1,S4: p. :i4.

.^kdmore F R Mihvnukee. Wis Vehicle-spnng N.. ^^'*'^^^,' ?,
'^P,, ^'

p 44.,. Ur. p '.<;*v; «iaz. vol i:vi; p. 8 2.

'Skinrr 11 RosherMlle. Kn^and «ixir^ uiachinery No ssm..M-. Mav^ ..-,^sj^^p^_^
^^^^ trinrming and U-ading wh.sdbarrow-tra,Ingiaiio .Tiij..>i^ ...........

r 1.1, I 0,1

Skinn.r I M ,.ss:g„..r to foledo Wle.lbarrow <, ""il";i.v .
roh.d_., nh,

N >I>vS4_» Mmv 1'. Sp p. 42(r2, Dr PP «<1 2: Oar vol.134 p. .45

Skhiu.T W V !rfo'-rh'and T F Cain, Montgomery City, Mo.

A'yt cfe- V^M^x" Making a medicinal composition No 8s.,75h. May 2,. Sp, p 4s77, Gar. vol i:^, p.
«S4

Malhin- for trimming' and U-ading wh.s'lb«rrow-trayK.

I^^K-omotive draft-regulator. No. 887.278; May 12: Sp. p. 1900; Dr.

p 423.
Sli^'k j'c Clavton. N Mex Making a mo.llcinal composmoiv .>o /vv,^.^^ »». -

.^^^^^^^^^ j,^ j^,y. ^-^^

sKf.; K. PUtsburg, Pa Apparatus for rolling
"^'f

'^i'^P*';,,.^ ',.%"•
.i^?, u P^434; (iar. vol. VM; P .m

'

'^sslU-oB^"^'-'--^^^^ Wa^onortruck. No. 886,7:i4: May 5; Sp. p. 82C

r^. U^U.. Ca, Odometer mounting and ick for v^hicW.. No. 887.279; May 12; 8p.p.l90.; Dr. p. 4,«: Gaz. voL 134;

7.. vol. 134.

134; p 597.

SmirthwaitcR ^^^
l'^'-^-"']: ''^,\,::^y,i^,'Z^yi:r^ N Y. Wagon or truck. No. «86,7;i4: May 5; Sp. p. 820; Dr. p. I*; Ga^

Smith, A ,
a.s8ignorto Bergen Point Iron Works. -New 1 orK, i>. i »*

vol 1.34;

Smith, A.
p. 337.

Smith, C.

Smith. C
Smith, C
Smith, C
Smith, (

134; p 2He

Smith. EC
Smith. EC

134; p. 337

.Smith, E. C
134: p. 338

Smith. E. N
981.

Smith, K. N

H.
H
L ,

O
R.

(Se.^ U'averand >mith
«.- ut* Mhv lu Sr, p .^102; Dr. p. 650: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 5»)0.

Rockford. Ill holding g<w"rt ^" '^-.^^ 'T"' ,; <, ," 47.in Dr. p KMKI; Gar. vol l:<4. p. H.5»,.

Sp<.kHne. Wash Bimaln-HSket No KHH.m^ M . v -<•
,

P P ^.'
«

^.,,1 ,.„, ;j4. „, ^ . „„,

,C;,:Xoi;;o ^;irn:r':^-ra^;;i;^:.^*^-^-^ ^^-- n- -^-^^^ -*^ ^^^ «p- ^- ''""' ^'- '^^ '^^ ''"• ^'''

Pawtucket R 1 Shifting devioe. No. 880,431; May .1; Sp. p. 178. Drp ^'

Stkonk Mass, SUver-e *ning m«>hanism for drawing-frames. No. SK, 2W)

S,*konk, Mass. Silver-Evening mechanism for drawing-frames. No.8S7.2M

and C Walker, IK-witt, Iowa Shock-loading machine. No. 888.054; May J

^ignortoS RD«>ss,.r Manufacturing company. Bn^dford. Pa. Middle nng for pipe.-oupl.ngs. No. «.7>5«; Mav 19;

""'
'

"""

Spp 54>«7; Dr p lHi7. Gar vol 1:14 • "-'

of one-half to F. Mack, Pittsburg, Pa.

liar. vol. 1:44. p M
May 12; .Sp p. 1902; Dr. pp. 403-4: Oaz.voi.

May 12; Sp p. 1906; Dr. pp. 404-^; Gaz. vol.

:,: .Sp. p. 64S9; Dr p. 1167; Gar vol 1:^4; p.

Sp. p. 3104; Drp i..>o Gar vol. 134; p .V.0

Smith, O. A Coun,..l B.u«s lowa.:SnaW.im_.numer_^^ No
^^^^^^^ &a^? PUr;:i,uS. P^^ KilTlr cabinet

p UK.

line.; Dr. p.

. C. Smith. Chartotte, Mich. Kgg-crate-hller machine.

p 4424;

Smith M
Kmith M.
Smith M
Kmilh. S

Smith, S

:«M

No.sw,54;c MAy26; Sp.

l,-^4. p 'f*^.

Hmith H (, il.s-.-as<'<l Pitt "<barg. Pa. ,.-... -

,.,.,. , ,-,u

No «l:282; May 12; Sp p 191.M>r p '•''^ '

'» V-'r,l Ma 1' -P P 2072; Dr. p 4.^4. Oar vol. m. p.. 363.
, ,^ ^ „,

Smith II E.St Louis Mo Mailing-card N-. sx, ,i,.l .Mav '-- P 1 Mhv 19 Si. D 4()4h; Dr. p. H,^; ( iar. vol. 134; p. 721.

Kh.' . F: l>.x,ngton. Ohio Pr-bHvr-ga.sappar«.us No
-^T; p-^- I'r' pp 473-4; .iar. vol. KU; p. 391.

Smitb H II .
Klsinonv Cal Clay-sc'nvn No v>. 4«^ .Ma U^

.J
I --^. M

^,.^^ ^_^^ ^.^^, ,.^^ j, ,^
Smith, 11 K . rnion, S ( Soda-loun a. V v^ ,^M

.

Ma .. 1

,^.^^^ ,.^^ ^.„, y^^ ^ ^^j

^s^liU' iS'^cln;.:;..:^ l ^;-!;v[;r^o;.r^;n^^, "^^.wu m.^ v sp^v ..27, i.r p
1..; oar voi ,,«;

Smith! J. li." iS,s. La Har. K A
.

a.s.s.gnor
., w .- Sr, r.

Sh I" 7:i^;,rr.tCr\a""/''\Manufactun. of hhns for photographic and other purp.>..s No k.,.«M: May 5, 8p. p

8mUh''i%/"'«wtu^et' R 1 R..l-cdamp for ftshlng-rods. No. 887.437; May 12; Sp. p. 22«3; Dr. p. 474; (iar. vol. ,..4; p.

Smith', j'. m'.' C. ( S,s. snulh, L_ J .. a.H.signor.)

Smith, J. W. (S«- Perkins' and .smith.

Smith. J. W. (Soe Rude and Smith.

Smith. L. H. iS,v lon.s. M D ,
assignor.!

Smith L I Eaton Rapids assignor of one-half to J.

"^n.l'c' "T ^'vtV^t V.ama';! iS.,^'- r.n^setting machine. No. 887.973: May 19; Sp. p. 3.m»; Dr p. ««8; Gaz. vol

i '^^::Tm::1 S^r^S^A* %. ^^.m. May 12; sp. p. 1579; Dr. p. 335; (iar. vol. 134; p 290.

A ,S.H. Johnson, W E .
•'"'"Kn'^f

..^^ ^ ,,.. w^^ .j. gp „ i5«0; Dr. p. 335; Gaz. voi. 134, p 2<.0.

sllluh- S ^- ^r >;^:^!;or;iTon;i':'i:;sS;;M;^-,::^rS^>^i^^-Fi^- ^-Vork. N. Y. 8..nci.,ng-machine.

Mav 12- Sp'p 22t.4 Dr p. 474, Gat vol. 1.34, p. 391

lr\t- i n ^v:i::^!^^^'c!:;- t^rr;;i..hanism for air^omp-v^sors. NO. 888.12(i: Mav ,9; Sp p 3..12; Dr p. 757: Gaz. vol. 134:

i:,';::-^^"!! ^.S:g!>!oT"l:/wl:;enV'E,eotnc company, Chicago, lU. Automatic m,.tor-,starter. No. 888.759: May 26; Sp. p. 4878.^

SnVJtr-h^^r^a^s^^o;;'!; wf.st'::n^^^^^
circuit-breaker N-. sx«,7««; May 26: Sp. p. 4881: Dr. pp. 104(^1:

Sn;rth:'H 'f' f^a;r:i;ont assignor to S. H. Smythe Company, Pittsburg, Pa Furna.-f.s^ing apparatus. No. 8«7.53. May 12:

'

^P P ^*'2;,"^PP_/^l-^-*!...:.^.JV!. l;''w^st;t,h.. company, Pittsl>urg, Pa Pok.-hole for gas-pr-liinTS, No. 887.53..; May 12;

No. 887.488;

Smvthe,'ir."K . oaktm.nt. assignor to S. R. Smyth.

•'4»>4 Dr. y .V2f), tiar. vol. I.i4; p. 424.

',
,S.«' Sn.e. W ,

assignor

Snee W assignor to ,1 A Snee. West Ehrj»l»th. Iji

Snow \'w Diiluth, Minn Grading-ma<'hine. N

Snowden, E. P., St. .I(.s..ph, M-. Oa-s-prcHiufH-r N

Sp. p. 24(

Sne»'. J. A Power-motor No H»«.,.^4^, May ,r Sp. p. 40.-.. Dr P «= ««• y^»- ^^- P' '*"

L.^->. Max iti; sp. p. 4701; Dr. pp. 100<)-1 «if ,.;;'', '".^ P" '*^-

H)H7,s«), Mav 19, Sp. p.31(i«i; Dr. p. t.51; •'*'^;.
J."'..'"^^ '',

, m- r. Wl

jrs:;,\."..s/T'S^;. J^x:i'v:^:.:^:s±^t;i^'^^-^'X'^^
"- -« -- '^^^ -^ "

no 1(141 2; (iar. vol. \M. p. HK'i. vj^ ««- iin m«v 1-2 Sn o 1581 Dr. p. 336; Gaz. vol 1,«4 p. 290.

Snvder. IB. Columbus. Ohio Sash-l,K-k for windows, N"^^- ^'•- «*> 'f^^if, '^l^i^,, \Z vol. 134; p. 2«.L

S.K-iote Anonyme IVnphot^ et Photorama, ^^, '»»'«^-
vvp" P^«sWnor ,

^.iM-tf't^ des Micieiis Etablis-senients (iavioli & < le ''^_: ,- "i^ , ,

'

p. 4052: Dr, pp. H64-6; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 721.
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Sp«rk8. 1.. Lh KiiVHtt*-. Ind. Car-coupling. No. 8>«,431; May 19; Sp p t!lit. l»r pp <v.' .^ <iiiz. vol. 134; p. 746.

Sp*rka, W. E.. HHHignor to Sar|rt>nt A CoinpHny, NVw llttvpn. Conn I.ntoh N"

Sorenscn, T. M^ BMOkljn, wsignor to Vidal Typewriter Company. New York, N. Y. Tjrpft-wrtteT. No. 888.856: May 28; 8p. p. 6107;

Dr. p. liiw. (MB. TOl. l.H: p. 916.

Sortelj«Tg. I. RrMsHit. Wash Dirt-derrlrk No. SK»).ti.i7; May .i. Sp. p. 028; Dr p. 131; C.ax. vol. 134; p. lUS.

Soule, I. C S«>^ Cavcn. T M.. anaiKnor, i

^utlierden. r .-^
. Hriid'Hiie, giieen-olanrt .Vii$trHlla. Li ne-»pacer for type-writing machine*. No. 88tt,432: May 5; Sp. p. 183; Dr. p.

M. Gaz. vol 1 u p :i.'i

SoutherdeD. J .-^ HrlNliane, Queensland. .Vnttralia l.ine-xpacfr for t>pe-writing machine*. No. 88fi,433, May 5; Sp. p. 184; Dr. p.
40; Oaz. vol l:J4, p. i6.

Southern Novelty Conipany i See Smith, W. F , assignor

Southern Stemming Machine and Manufacturing Company. (See Morris, .1. O.. a.ssignor.'i

Souvielie. M l'..iri.s. France. Disinfectant. Ko. »C.707, Mav 1.'. Sp p .'771. (iaz vol. i;U. p 4M0.

8p«iWt'nr»>rg, I . i.ilman, Iowa. Halter. Sa 887,««J2; Mav ii»; Sp p ;5113. Dr p fwWl: "laz vol. 134; p. 563.

Spimck. S Lovalhanna. I'a Folding uml)tTll« No >««.»<o; May .S. Sp p 1 lil>« Dr p j:r.', (iaz vol. 1:14: p^ 181.
" " "' "9; Sp [1 t!10. l»r

HXh'.Jf^ M,n IM; Sp.p. .3872; Dr. p. 815; (Jaz. vol. 134;

p. «83.

SpaiiMing. K N -md R E . Siilfield, Conn, .^t<»>l gtnif r-fniin<' for nMnforced-conrntr krirdf-rs No. 887.H«i.3; May 19; 8p. p. 3114; Dr.

p. ti53, <iaz vol. 134; p S'VJ

Sp«alding. H. K S*-*' Spaulding, K N. and K E
Spear, L. Y., Quinrv, Mass*. Torpedo-expulsion tut>e. .No ?«8..)44 Mav J»>. Sp p 444.C Hr pp. 940-1. Gax. vol. i;i4; p. N14.

Speer. B. C., North "\dams, Mich Hav-rack ittandard >'o >0«s.54i4 .Mav .i, Sp p 4(n. Dr ;. •%«> Ga/ vol 134; p. 75.

Spefce, C. v.. Findlav. ohio. Vel(XMpede. N*. H8S.6C6. May X. Sp p. 470N. Dr p 11)01 <ia/. \<i| i.i4. y. H3«.

Spencer, G W., assignor of one-half to H. J. Shill. Jr., .Atlantic Cit v. N ,). Hiishii\g No s«n.O.V.. May 26; 8p. p. .54y.' Dr p. I IRK;

Oaz. vol. l;V4, p. 9K2.

8pent«r Lens Company .S«e Dukelow. P .1 , a.'«.'«ignor

Speni«r, R. C . Jr Kiver Fore.Ht. Ill Shuttef-operator No sM«..ti.V< May 5; Sp. p. fi30; Dr. p. 131; (la*, vol. 134; p lOK.

Sp»-ncer. S. E.. Spnngville. N Y. .\ir-piunp. No. S88.762; .May its Sp p 4W1; Dr. p. 1042; rtax. vol. 134; p. 886.

StH'ru'lfr. ( ( Kew^kford, III., assignor to .Votomatic IVncil S'harpener (ompanv. New York. NY. I'encil-aharpener. No.889,06A;

.Mav J»i. sp. p '>49;); Dr. p. 116K. C.az vol 114. p. 9K2

Sperr'v. E. .\... Hrooklvn, N Y. Pn'paring pure tin compounds. No -SNT ,ViA. Mav 12; Sp p. 24t.7, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 424.

Sperrv. E. I' . i>atc Park, III. Casement-wimlow. No. SW.54.5, May -•«>. Sp p 444fi, Dr p. Ml; Gaz. vol. 134: p. Hi5.

Sp»>rrv. H B., ottumwa. Iowa, assignor to Irtemational Harvester Company. Side-<lelivery hay-rake. No H««,.>4«i May 2«; Sp. p.

4448; Dr. pp. *»l -', Gaz. vol. i;}4: p. !S15.

Splcer, C \V Plaintteld. N J Machine for marking round surfac»'» No. 887.137; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1584; Dr. p. 336; Oat. vol. 134;

p. 291.

Spirn. II S. I.See MotTiitt and Spira.

Spitzli Manufaitunng Companv See Bumn). \V A , a.s-signor. i

Sprague, F II . orange Mass. Child s gannent No S»»).733. May .'>. Sp p. H21. Dr. n UW, (la/, vol. 134. p 13fi.

SprafniB.J II Norwrtlk. i»hio Vehicle canopy-top No v«i.tiVt M.i\ 'i Sp p >Ci2 Dr p 131. i;a/ vol \M. p hki

Sprflngerts, E., assignor to Vereimgte Chininlihnken Zimjuer A Co., (it»st'llschiift nut U'schranlcter llaftiing, Frankfort-oii-the-Main,
liermany. Brnin-valeric-acid menthol ester No S88,.s,57. May .'rt Sp [>

S<plier», H. P., Passrtdumkeag. and E. .\ Bin*. West Enfield. Me Ilingt

p. 622.

St. John, J. C. assignor ot one-half to J. .M. kiordan. Boston, Ma»s. Sharix-ner attachment for i>encils. No. W*,fi«9, May 26; 8p. p.

4714; Dr. p. Um. Gaz. vol. 134; p. H57.

St. Peter, N . a.-<.signor of one-half to D. King. Fairfield, Me. Sand or other spnnkling machine. No. 8«M,0.V*; May 36; 8p. p. 5487; Dr.

p. UeO; Gaz. vol. 1.S4. p, aW.
Stafford. G. J., McGraw. N. Y Concrete-mi^'r No. 888,198. Mav IH. Sp p ,1738; Dr. pp. 784-6; Oax. vol. 134; p. mt.
Startoni, G. J.. Mc(;raw, N. Y. Concrete-mixer. No. 888,199; Mav 19, Sp. p 3744: Dr. p. 786; Oai. vol. 134; p. 006.

Stancliff. (i. W . Houston. Tex Tubular and drive well attachment Nu .V*7.138; May 12; 8p. p. 1585; Dr. p. 396; Uas. vol. IM;
p. 291.

Standanl Coupler Company. iSee Gallagher. K. D , Jr . assignor.)

Standard Gauge Stet-l CoriipMiiy Sw- Moltnip. ) I" . S . and W . assignor*.)

Standard CndergrMind Cattle Company. : Sef Viele, F S , assignor.)

Stanlev Kiii-- ,^ l.^'vel ( ompanv. i .See Steam*. S. II . assignor, i

^r.^r.ton. i. Heaver Kiver, as.signor to himself, and Forsvth Manufacturing Company, BiilTalo, N. Y. Line-wire (aatener. No.
vss.7t>.}. May .Jtl. Sp. p 489:1. Dr p. 1042. Ga«. vol 134, p. 88»)

.-staples, G. T., De<lhrtiii Mass. Packing-lM)x for plungers No n,^: i.W; May 12; Sp.p. K'86; Dr. p. 337; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 291.

.staples <fc Hanford (ompanv. .See Staples, .f. \ . assignor.)

xaples. J \.. assign. >r to Staples A Hanford Company, Newburgti S V Wire sUy. No. >«7.3.'3; May 12; Sp. p. 2074; Dr. p. 435;

Gaz, vol. KM. p MA.
Steams. S. H, assignor to Stanlev Rule A LeveK ompanv, Sew BnUin Conn. Bit-bran handle. No. 887.708; May 12; Sp. p. 7m;

l>r p. .(86. Ga/. vol. l.U. p 48().

Stebler, F..ftai. iSee Strain, R,, assignor i

Stebler, F., et ai. ^^see Urqtihart, J, H., assigaor.)
Stether, C. (See Irf-wls and Stwher
8te<lman. P. H. Newport, R I Dipping-nealle No H87 U' .Mh . 12; Sp.p. 1588; Dr. p. 337; Gaz. voL 134; p. 292.

Steele. E. (J. ' .-^ee Sutton anil Steele, i

lii» '.11/ \"i i
'.( (. W17.

N s\H m4>( .Mil. 1.1 Sp p 34»i9; Dr p Titi; (Iaz. vol. 134;

Steele. F. N., (Jtta«a, hLans. Disk-harrow tKick .No. >9*).0f,7 Mav 26 Sp p, 5496: Dr, p. 1168; (Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. 983.

Steele, H. G., ari.l i J. Willy, Kansas City, Vfo. Gas heating apparatus. No. 888,.S47: May 26; Sp. p. 4449; Dr. p. 942; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. .S15.

Ste»-le. W I.

Stf^-se. .M *

Steintwirt, .V

.<»•»• Sutton an.l Steele i

SteutwiviU*'. I ihi.i H.j9e an.l t>if>e coupling No. shT.nm Vla^ 19, Sp.p. 3116; Dr. p. A.V3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .VK.

Pittsburg, assignor of one-half to G. L. CoUard. (Tairton. Pa Smelting ore. No. .S87,974; May 19: 8p. p. 3323; Dr. pp.

(J98-9; liaz. vol. IM. p. 39'^.

Steiner, C. St. Ludwig (;ermanv. .<e<-unng Jevice for writing-tables. No. 887,141; May 12; Sp. p. LW); Dr. pp. 337^; Oai. vol. 134;

p. ."92.

Steinmetz, C. P.. Schenectadv. N. Y., assiguop to < ieneral Electric Company. Monocyclic systenn of eiectrk; distribution. .No. 888,362;

Mav 19: Sp p. 4.>o4, Dr. p.\i6: Gaz. vol. 1.34, p 722.

Steiner. R. I
. assignor to Salt s Textile Maruifactunng Company Bridgeport. Conn. ICnlt fabric and making same. No. 886,8§6;

May 5; Sp.p. 11U9 Dr p Zf2: Gaz. v.>l 1.14; p IVC

Stephens, ( D., Chu-igo 111 Apparatus for treating gram No ».s»i..s87, .Mav .i. Sp. p 1111; Dr. p. 232; Oaz. vol i:i4; p. 182.

Sterken, G. W an.l H . R.nk Vallev, Iowa. Attachment for see.! planters. No. 888,7R4 Mav 2«; 8p. p. 4896: Dr. p. 1043; Oaz. vol. 134;

p. 88(i.

Sterken, H Se<> Sti'rlven, G W. and H j

Sterling, D 1 , Berea, a.ssignor to Cleveland St<ine( ompanv (leveii.ri.l nhi.. Folding grimlstone-fraine. No. 887.865; May 19; Sp.p.

3117, l>r pp 'Vvi 4, Gaz v.)l. i:i4. p. 'nKi.

Sterling .-v'al i .inipanv i .See Giximan. E. J., as.signor )

Sterling \V heell.arr.iw Co.npanv. (See Baker, C. \ . assignor.)

Sterrett, S K Paterson, N J .Sash-fastener. No. 887, .1V4. Mav 12; flp.A,SOn: Dr. p W>: Gaz. voL IMc p. 184.

Stevens. A. K . llelaiore, ( >hio Machine for flopping beets No S87.9W: My 19; Sp p. itUi; Dr. p. «•; Ou. Tol. 134; p. 539.

Stevens. B D assignor to Berlin Maihine Works, Beloit Wis. Driving mei'hsnlsm for planers. No. 88B,7W; May 2«i; Sp>.
(

Dr. p. 104:1 Gaz. vol. l:i4, p. 887.

Stevens, F. P.. assignor of one-half to I. .\. (ddy, Denver, Colo. Registering mfrhanism. .So. 888,667; May 26; Sp p 4, in l>r p
lOinJ: Gaz. vol l.M, p. H.i«i.

Stevens, G. P i hicago. 111. Movable plating apparatus. No. H87.\i9; Mav U Sp p .'4t>8. Dr p. '^21: (.az. vol. \:U p. Ai..

Stevens, H. L. East Grange. N . > Manufacture of hats No. S88,J i-i Mav l'< Sp p3r4.-.. Dr. p. 78fi; (Jaz vol. l.U p (17.).

Stevens. J., Wasttmgton. l>. (. Automatic v»hicle-brake. No 887.2KC May 1-' Sp l. I'^l.'; Dr p 4.I.V Gar vol. i;M. p. .W.

Stevens, J., Lon-lon EngUnd. Cushion-tire (or roa.l-vehicle wheels. No h?sx .w M«v n <[. (> 3873 Dr pp. 81.% 16; Gas. vol. 134;

P •WC
~fe\Hiis. W. J. (See Frien.l, H., assignor.)
-tevensun. (i. S. Duneilin, New Zealand. Water-wheel. No 887,l-i2, May IJ. Sp p 1".«! 1

ir p. .tW; Gaz. vol. 134; p. »tt.

Stevenson J (> ( >klahoma. okla. Type-wnter attachment. No 887.14.3 Mav IJ; Sp. p I'^r.'. Dr pp .3;w^9; (,az. vol. 134; p. 293.

Stewart. C. R.. Spokane. Wash. Parachute-arrow No >«8.(^iH; Ma\ Jh. Sp p 4712; Dr. p 1(»I3. Gaz vol. 134: p. 887.

Stewart, C.T. See R(X:kwood. R. A, assignor.)

Stewart J H Waterloo. Iowa. Concrete-mixer No 88H.434; Mav .i. Sp p IV), Dr p 40; rtaz. vol 134. p. 35

Stewart. W G Clevebind iihl<i Bath-tub Jiipply-pipe conne<-tion N.- >8(. ^^,^ Mhv ' Sp p Ml'.'; Dr p. 23:1. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 182.

4«9K:
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Stewart, W. T., awignor of oue-liaU to J. W. Parkar, PltUburg. Pa, Heating-lumace. No. 887,866; May 19; Sp. p. 3118; Dr. p. ftM;

Sticlfnev^B^c'. ?:iizaiieth. N. J. Type-writing machine. No. 887,976; May l*. Sp 1' f-% "r. p. t>W; '"/• voL ^'^^P-^-
HtlckneV, B. C , Elizalieth. assignor to L nlon Typewriter Company. Jersey City, N. .1. 3 yjie-writing machine. No. 886.b«), .May 6,

Sttt^e^m^n \'^fand E \'*hne'l, assignors to Badisihe \nilin A Soda Fabrik, Ludwlgshafen-on-the-Rhine. Germany, Decolon-

lation of extracts contHiniiig tannin. No. 888,1159. Mav -"».. Sn p .7499; Gaz. vol. i:M p. 9k;c
aa^>. r,r „r. <m-xji-

Stiles, L. S.and F S. Benson, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y. kno<kJown shipping-case No. ,S88.;^; May 2t., Sp p 44.-.0, Dr pp. 942-3,

Stimpson.'w', i,,''Milf'or.l, and G. B, Ambler, South Frainiiigham, assignors to Dra^jer Company, llopedale. Mass. Automatic OUing-

reoWiishing IcKini No 887 t77' -Mav 19 Sp p, .1329, I ir, pp. 699- 700; (iaz. vol. 134; p. (iX).

Stinson, J. iT. Cooke Mont ' Re'(.eatmg attachment for plionographs. No. .887.978. May 19: 8p. p. 3334; Dr. p. 700; Oaz. vol. 134;

.<t^-ker', F, Highland 111 Washing apparatus No S88,7t.«.; May 26; Sp. p. 4898: Dr. p l()4;i: Gaz. voK 134; p. 887.

St.Kkon 1 H.Miuian. UmsIi .oiiLne.i saw-set and straight-edge. No. 887,709; May 12, Sg. p. 2p: Ih". p. ,>«.; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 481.

Stockwell. J W Philadelphia. Pa. Sprmg-bmder. No 887,979, May 19; Sp. p. 3:i;i6: Dr. p. ,,)!): Gaz. vol. 134: P-6K).

Stoerr M aii.l M kuettner, ( onilort, Tex. Rotarv bmsh No. 887.867; May 19. Sp. p. 3119: Dr. p. tvv.; (.az. vol. 1,^4: p. .163

Stoflel, S ,'west M( Henry, III ,<eitional wheel for pov^er traiismission No. 887,144: May 12: Sj), p. l.>9.., Dr i...i.<9; (.az. vol. 1.14: p.

8tof!els K W G J and J J H W. Weenen. assignors to Naamlooze Vennootschap Internationale Elec-triciteit Maatsc liappij.

Amsterdam, Netherlands. Electrically-controlled switch-operating met^hanism for railways. No 887.^18 i; May 19; Sp p.,U38; Dr.

p. 7ul; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ft.tl.
, ... ,.,. .,„,

Stoiler. M J. Capac. Mich Culvert No H.S7.284 May IJ: Sp. j. 191... Dr p 40h; (.az. vol. IM. \>. A{y_

Stokaa J. T Putnev Engiand Radw.t.r N. vs.. .V.o M»n ,V Sp p 4o7 r)r p ,8,, Gaz V.-.1 134; p ,...

Stokes! M C.. Hartford, ( ..nn HSMgii..r t.. lUrtf..rd Rul.!«-r Works Company. Handle-grip for cycle handle-l.iirs. No. S8i.,889,

Mav 0, Sp p III.'). Dr p Zi.',. Gaz v<.l l.i4 p 183.

Stokes VS K D mil. 1 StH' Larsson. 1 assignor )

'

StOinl.aiigli I \ St M«r\- Dtii.. Inibrella No >vs.,.K90 Mav r, Sj. ;• 111.5. Dr p 2:13. <.az. vol 134; p. 183.

Stone ( Battle Creek, I..wa Folding umbrella No S8h :lKi Mav iy. Sp p.4l.V>; Dr. p. H,t5; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. 722.

Stoner E I. .-^c.itt.lale. Pa. Desulfun/ing coke. No 8^7 i V.. Mav IJ Sp p. 1.'.97. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 294.

Stoner', J.F Starlc roiuity Ohio. ( ombine-i railwav ti.- an.i rail fastener N.> K88,i,7t). May .8.. Sp p. 4714 Dr p. 1003; Gaz. voL

St()rle^(') (). Tacoma. Wash. Klastic-fluid turbine. No. 887,981, Mav l.^ Sp. p :«39: Dr. p. 701; Gaz. vol. 134; y.tM.
_

Storm'. J. H., Jr., assignor of one-half to P. H \ an Haselen. Amersfoort, Netherlands. Apparatus for removing paint No. k8,,,4J;

Mav'l2; Sp. p. 284.V Dr p.(Vil, (iaz vol. i;i4. I. 49:c

Stotz, ('., Bellevue. Ohio Refrigerator-lat.h. No. 888,;t4-.4; May 19 Sp. p. 40,'i9; Dr. p. 8.S.5. (.az. vol. IM. p. .23.

Stoiig'hton, I M Srt' llfs-i an.l Stoughton.i
..„. , , ,n. ^^a

Stover, B. H . l,a t rosse Kaiis. A.ljustaOle hame. No. 887,146; May 12; Sp. p. 1..98; Dr. p. .«9: (.az. vol. 134; p. 294.

Stover! s! b!, assignor .d one half to \. W. McPherson, San Diego, Cal. Mail-bag catcher and deliverer. No. 8H7,3'.5; May 12; Sp. p.

2»7h:' Dr. i>
43fi '.a? vol \M. \> -VA ^ , .

, ,,. ,o«
.Straight RC , DearLorii, Muh ( onvever. No. 88«i,89l; May 5, Sp. p. 1117; Dr. pp. 233-4; (.az. vol 134; p. 183. ^^ ^ „
Strain, R, El M...lena.a.sMgii..r to 1 Stebler and A. A. Gamble, Riverside, Cal. Fmit gradmg or asfjorling machine. No. 888.408; May

Strandl'j^ic! ."l II ^laiige^n w'c'oi^sleid! and tV. Fischrupp, Chicago, lU. Sola-bed. No. 887,982: May 19; Sp. p. 3341: Dr. pp. 701-2;

Strafton! G'.c!,asi'!gnor to K I. Warren and F. E.Cramer, Camden, N. J. TroUey-wheel f.)r electric cars. No. 887.439; May 12; Sp.

p. 2266; Dr. p. 474 (iaz vol. 134 p. ;<92.
, . , .,,

Stratton, J. A , Chi. ago 111 Field-magnet winding. No. 888,050; May 19: Sp. p. 3471; Dr p ,1. (.az vol. 134: p. h22.

Strailb, J.L. (See Sa.-hs. E, assignor.) ,, ^ „ ,, . v ^a- i^
Straiib. I I. .

I.Hn.Hsur I'a assizor of on<-half to E. Sachs, Schweinfurt-on-the-Mam, Germany. Ball-t)earmg. No. 88<..3«>,

Mav 12 Sn i> 2tl79 Dr p 4.«i, (..az vol 134: p :ito. ^ , _ .. ^ ,

StraiiU'l, R .is.signor to Finn of ( . Z<.is8. Jena, (iemiany. Binocular telescope. No. 886, 4;«; May 5; 8p. p. 186; Dr. p. 41; Gaz. vol.

Straiili'l.R , an.l J Herkel, assignors to Firm of C. Zeiss, Jena. Germany. Double telescope. No 88<.,43«i; May 5; Sp. p. 187; Dr. p.

.Strausi^J \c!c"hi.i4P>, 111. Trolley-wire supporting devu* for bascule-bridges. No.887,8(i8: May iw Sp. p .3121: Dr. p. OS.'".; Gaz. vol.

Strauss! M M.. Chicago, III. Comblne<l shlpping-pu. kage ^n I ti«n^.'er f..r gamients. No. S88,201
:
May 19; Sp. p. 3746; Dr. p. 787; Oaz.

.Stwtcr N^R.'. Svracuse, N, Y. Sad-iron. No. 886.736; M.s -p p 823: Dr. p. 169; Gaz. vol. 134; P 13<i.

Stribeck R (imnewald. near Berlin Cernianv I.atten x.ilouMass No. 887.,V40: May 12; Sp. p. 24.0: Gaz. vol. 1.54, p. 4_).

.Strickler! J.C., San Kran.i-.. .. ( al ( an -..i\ ;;i«. t.m. \ ^^- .-)J May 19; Sp p. .3747; Dr. p. 787: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 670.

Stnr^M. k.! Grange vllle"! l.lafio! Extracting butter-fat from fresh milk or . ream. No. 889,060; May 26; Sp. p. f>i*V. Gaz. vol. 134;

.Strom, E N., assignor to PettilK.ne, Mulliken & Co, Chicago, 111 Railway-frog, No, 8X8.20.3; May 19; Sp. p. 3751: Dr. p. 788; Gaz. vol.

Strom.^E N , a.Hsignor to Pettibone. Mulliken <k Co., Chicago, Ul. De\ice for throwing railway-swit< hes. No. 888,409; May 19; 8p. p.

Strom", E*^ >f,rAuMin! ass^tnor t..' lVDil«me, Mulliken & Co., Chicago, 111. Switch-stan.l No, s8h.410; May 19; Sp. p. 41»iO: Dr. pp.

Strong, W^Johannesburg, Transvaal. Chair lor street-raUway and like rails. No, 887,.'.41: May 12, Sp. p. 2471; Dr. p. .'.21: Gaz. vol.

Stroope! J., Lyra, Tex . a.ssignor t<. Heine .Safety Boiler Conipany. St. Louis, Mo. Mu.i-dmin for bojlprs. No. 888,127; May 19; Sp. p.

3615; br.'p '7'.: Ga/ vol 1.34 p t4«.

Slrowd R. I. I
S.-.' Hvr.l H K assignor

.Strunk, A. J. Bimeli, Iowa Wagon-brake N.. svV-'7o May 19; Sp, p. 3877; Dr. p. M(^. (iaz. v(_.l. 134.^ p (^^4.

StubblefleM N B a.s8igiii>r of twelve aiM ..ne >iMlf..iie hui.dre.lthR to (". Linn, five ..ne-hun.lredtbs to R Downs, five one-hun Iredths

to B F •^cbroa.ler live onf^buii.li-»»-lth... t.. i , i Mil.arm nve one-hundredths t<. J P McElrath. t» o ami one-half oiie-hundredths

toJ.D. Roulett, an.l one twentieth t.. - K H\ iiiiiii, Murr.iv
. Ky. WireteM telephone. No.887,3-.7. May 12. Sp. p. 2u>fll

.
Di.pp.4:«>.;

Gaz. vol. 134; p, 36.5.

slukey.T; KJnnn%A''^T>^^^\ofr^v<i^^^^l^nr^ Jaws. (Reissue.) No. 12,794: May 19; Sp. p. 4256; Dr. p. 901: Gaz. vol. 134;

.Stumpf" J Chariottenbiirg G.mianv Surfao-^on.l.nser system. No. 88f..(.fil : Mav 5; Sp. p. (^{8; Dr. p. 132; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 110.

Sturges! li. A., on.uba. N.l.r Wnnch N.. 88t.,4;(7 May 5; Sp. p. 189; Dr p 41 ; Gaz. vol 1,34. p .3(..

SuhrT P., assignor ..f ..ne-half t.> W .s,hmi.it, .Schleswig. Iowa. Corn-harvesting machine No HA8,4n; May 19; Sp. p. 41t.2; Dr. pp.

Sullivan. M*'h , i'.!ughk..ep.sie, N V Compound engine So. 886,438; May h\ .Sp. p. 191, Dr p. 42, (iaz vol. 134; p. 36.

Sulhvan Machinerv I onipany iSeeBall \ .
assignor^ ... v w,- ii<. u„,- .:. c^ r, «». nr

Sulzer. J .
assignor G. i ;.!.ni.l..r Sulz,*.r. WinUTthtir. Swit z^rland. Internal-combustion .Migine. No 88<.,662. May 5, Sp. p. 639, Ur.

Suiulin w"*lV\tlMiita','(.a Pressure devit» lor the strings of pianos. No.88s,;J6.^: May 19: Sp. p. 40til
.
Dr. p. 856: (^az vol 1.34 p. 723.

Siimina. V. M ,
a.-.sign..r to American Car <V Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo. Car-underirame. No. 8S,,.M2; May 12, sp, p. 24,2;

Dr p. ,'122: Gaz vol 1,34. j) 42.S

Susseles. A. N.-W York. N Y. Belt No S8t. 4.39; May ,V .>^p p 192: Dr. p. 42; (^.az. vol. 134. p. 3*..

Suter H. L Hannibal ohi.. String.si musical m.st riini.Til N.. 888,939; May 2(., >p. p ..283: Dr. pp. lUM: .az. vo
. .14, p. V^.^.

!sutherlan.l, M E , W-'stville Nova A. otia. ( anada Kifle-sight No. 888,858: May 26: Sp, p. 5109: Dr. p, ll>89: (iaz, vol. I,i4; p. 91,.

Sutr.. lirov Braid (ompanv .S..,. l^.piMrhoJT, B ,
assignor

. , ,. , w ^. o ->.> , i

.Sutton, \ assignor to Chuag.. W..o<i Vinishing ( o ('hicago. 111. Graining material. No, 888,k'.h: May 2»j; Sp. p. oll2. Gar. vol.

1.34' l> ^17

Sutton F K Dunkirk, ln>l. ( .mibmation-uadUKk No 88M,0».l: May 26; Sp. p. .VtOO. Dr. p. IK'**, (iaz vol. 1.34: p, 983.

Sutton! H, Richmon-l. Va. .<eat or st.K.l. No. S8x,;*f^. May ly .Sp. p. 4062; Dr. p. 8.'i<i: (iaz. vol. 134; p, 723.

Sutton! H. M , an.i W, L. and E. G. Stc-le, Dallas, Tex. Dielectric separator. No. 888,432; May 19; Sp. p. 4211; Dr.p.893;

134; p. 746.

Oac. voL
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!iiUMki,T., Suimmurft, Jiipan. App«xat«3 for brewing soy. No. an>»,:a)4. May 19. Sp. p. .T75.'; Dr. p. 7»W; (}»r. vol. 134; p. 671.
signor tin rj(lg»'rwoo<l Maniifacturinfr (""tiipanv. Nfw ^'ork. N' ^ . l.^>KK'nK'-nifti'hin«". No KS7,<«fl9;Swan, K. D . I"ir«»ti)»Ti. N C, ajml

MiiV i;«. ."^p. p. :nsi Dr. pp. fti-Wi: (fiiz. vol. 134: p. .t«>4.

Swangvr I' Canon.ifmrjf. V* Boiler-fimao' No *>C.+«): M*v 1.': Sp p J-JW; Dr p •I7.'i ".hi v"I 134: p WJ
Swanic L. Vmlfrsim, Inii. Wliv-twi.stiag nnu-hlrw'. N().H«7,441. .Viny I.* Sp p S2>is. Dr pp 47.> »>. lini vol i:u. p .JVJ.

8wanson, \. \lbiiqu«'n|iir. N )l»'x Neflktw-loiot. No. '«N..>K>. .Mav'Jii: Sp [». 44'i.r Dr p. ^»4;i. <ia/ vol l.M p. Mti

Sweeny. K K An.lfrnon. S. C. FlyinK-mat-hine. .No .««U,i1«l'. Mii\ jii. Sp. p .i.Vr.': Dr p ll7!i liar vol. I.M: p. 9M;«.

Sweeny..). K., t'ii»>bln, Colo. Stwiin-pui»p for pumping IkjiikI.s No ••W..441): Miiy .J: Sp p l'.>4 Dr \< 41'; < laz. vol. 134; p. 37.
<v,-i^fX. K H .S«H> ( rallowav an'l SwM>t. I

-iw.vtUni). E J . (ioldfli^M.Npv. Flitfr. No. SH7.285, May 12; Sp p. 1«17; Dr. p. 4<I6; Hal. vol l.M p 3M
Sw>'»'trnrtii, W D . ussignor to I. W'iUianison, C'hicit^o. Ill \'alvi>-nctiiatmg mxchanixni No v»t. uvi, V(rtv .S; Sp. p. 641; Dr. p. 133;

(irtz. vol i:i4. p no.
Swift. E. W., fi al S«»e I'ayne and Waijarf, a«8ig:ior»

Swift. W. L.. Ni^w York. N. V.. aMignorto I'nion Speria) S«'wing Mai-hitif Compunv. Chioago. Ill Folding and taping giii(|«> for scw-
ing-niachines. No. sHH.Ort;!, May*: Sp, p. .SSM; Dr. p. 1170; lia/. vol. i.i4; p. 9H4.

S* .fiM, IV, Kanford, CaJ. Railway-tirt. No. <«7,<K1, .Mav 1<<: .Sp. p i344 I)r p l(r_'; Gat. vol. 134; p. W2.
S* rttigtr. li K . Nfwark. N J. W«ll-t»rackHt. No S«7,358; Mav li; Sp p. i«»i3. Dr. p. 437; (la*, vol. 134;

Sylvan, E W. . S*e Sylvan, (i., J. B., and E. W
Svlvan, ii

, J B , and E W ,
Columhia, ,"} (' ("lo<'k-inovenM"nt.

Sylvan. IB See Sylvan, I'l.. J B., and E W

p. 3«>.

No v>N.^,-'71. May 1«; Sp. p 3s7S. Dr. pp. H16-I7; QacTol. 134; p. iA4.

Svlvpst^rst-n. J H . f)iindpe. lU. flow No '187,147; Mav 12; Sp }>. l.itW; Dr. p. 340; (Ja«. vol. 134; p 294.

Svmonds. H , Ea-^t St I.oiiis, 111 Regist«'r-rlanip .No i<S7„>i;<. Mav 1.'. Sp p 2474. Dr p 522; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. ^ti.

Synck, II . Muna St<»in, Uhlo. Maniirp-m)rH*<l«»r. No ?«7,35«, Mav 12, Sp p Jim. Dr p 437; (iar. vol. i:J4; p. 386.

T ('. Proiity Conipany ' .S«» liiighes. <), M . ansl^nior

Taft, S E, .South Fnimin^ham, Mass., afsi^pior to .Vmerlcan hating Hook Co. Cliitrh nwchanisni for U<'ing-ho<^k-wtting machines.
No ss7,,>44. Mtiv 12; Sp p. 247.i. Dr pp .i22-3, (Jar., vol 134, p 42»i

Tan>ot, H . Mi ldlt*.-»l>oroagh, England. TrPHtlng .lU-^l ingot.x and the like. No. «87.28»i; Mav 12; 8p. p. 1920; <Ia«. vol. 134; p. 341).

TallMitt. T F . IUrn;»town, lU. Folder-cjirt No H8fi,rt«4, Ma\ h ^X' \' i^** Dr p i:«; Gar. v.. I l.t4 p. 111.

Tannewitz. E.. 'irami Kapid.H. Mich. Tuming-lathe No *I7,14X, Mav 12, Sp p iwil, Dr p :t*i lia/ vol i:t4; p. 294.

Tamow. i; E.. I'hii-ago, in HoMer anil fai<lenlng dev-ice for rlM>on Low* and the likt- .No V«7,I4<<, Mav 12, Sp. p. Irtr2, Dr. p. 340;

Oaz. vol 1.14: p 2?M

Ta.iker, F E ,
finl ."^f*' Kkv, 1 \'

, Ir.a.ssi^nor
Tatimi. I. 1- , Norw'MHl, I )hio, aswlgnor t«) .Vlh.H-i'halmeni ('oinpHn\ und Bullock Electric Mannfai-turingConipanv. Controller. No.

SK7.442; May 12; Sp p. 227f): Dr. p 47'i C.az vol. 134; p. :«;i

Taxis, F. C., .St. I.oiiH Mo. Coiuret*" rlofir lon.stnictioii .\o sSh'.ri. .Mhv J»i; Sp. p. 471«i. Dr. p. KKKS. <Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. *»,
Taylor, .V. C.. Charlfston, S. I' ExttTi.sipn »tep-la<idcr No SKfiTC Mh\ .'>. Sp p h24. Dr. p 17(1. Oh/., vol 134; p. 1,T7.

Taylor, C. D., ft 'it S»h' Ru-hitrd.-*. W T . assignor
Tavlor. C. F., Hartford, and (i M. McCl<jllan, East Hartford, Conn . Kaid Mc( l.'llan a.Hsignor. tiy mesne ajisiiainients, to F.C. .Vtkini),

llarrford. Conn rap»'r-niling machin* Rel.s.xiie .No. 12, 7t'. .Mn\ 12, Sp p JK'ii. l>r pp ur2-3, (laz vol. 134; p 492.

Taylor, C L., Allirtiu-e. ( )hio El«-tric Ivmiter No 'W7.K71, Mhv IM Sp p .1131; Dr p i..'i7 (iaz vol 1.^4: p. ,ViA

Taylor. E.. Edwantsville. Kans Covt-nug attachment for se»Ml-pi«nters No SHti.tWo. May i; Sp. p i;4«i: Dr p 1,34. (Jar. vol 1.34; p. Ill,

Tavlor. F. E.. Kirhniond assignor of nnf-half to I F. Kneppt-r Wctister Ind Wltnlow-wrKMi \.' sxm i»v4. Mav 2ti. Sp. p. r^'tt;

Dr. p. 1170: (iar.. vol. I.i4; p. *<4.

Taylor Iron and Steel (Oiupaiiy. See Stierrerd. J M . assignor.)
Taylor Iron & Stw'l Coinpanv i See Thoma*. F J., assignor."
Tavlor, J. D ,

Httshiirg, a.s.signor to Inipn Swit*h and Signal Company, Swisaraie. I'a. Railway switching ap|M»ratus. No. S87,287;

May 12: .Sp p. i<r2l . Dr pp. 4()H-7 (iaa vol, KM; p ;«(>

Taylor. I. D . I'lt tsWiirg, a.s-signor to Cnit'ii Switch and Signal Com pan v, Swissvale, Ha. Control of apparatus governing the pasaagc
of cars or vehicles along a railway N<1. ><«7,2W); May 12; Sp p !'t4,l; Dr. p. 40R-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 341

Tavl'ir I D . Pittsburg, a.s,signor to Cnl<in Switch and ."Signal Compin\, Swis'svale, Pa, Safetv-oontrr)|li'r for ••i«itnc switch-operating
apparatus No SN7,291. May 12; Sp p. 1947; Dr pp 409 lit: (iar. vol 134. tt^342.

Taylor, .(. D . Kdgt'W(w>d f'ark, a.'wignor to Cnion Switch and ."^igii il ( ompany, Swissvaie, I'a .Xpparatu- ^roM^nnrig ihe pus'.a>r>' of

cars or Vehicles along a railway and th# control thereof. -No ks7.>h, Mav 12; Sp. p. 1929. Dr. p 4<i7. (m/. vol i;i4. p (41

Ti4vlor, J D , WUlrinshurg, a.s.signor to ijnion Switch and .Signal < omparn, Swis^ivalc. I'a. .Apparatus for controlling the passage of

trains. .No. '0*7. 2S9; May 12; Sp. p. 193*. Dr. pp. 407 -M; (Jar., vol i;<4; p HI
1 <ivlor. I. M , Minneapolis. Minn. Oannfiit-supporter No SKh,.Vi<i, Mav 2i' Sp p 44.^5: Dr n 944; (iar.. vol. \M. p. Sl«.

Tavlor. W H . Hiiltimorv, Md . a.ssignor tf> I'nitwl Sh<ie .Machinerv ( oiiipanv, I'.itersoii, N .1 Machine for inserting nails. No. SX7,,*<70;

M.iy l^<: Sn p il2x, Dr pp ri.Vi-7, (Jar., vol 1,J4. p. .V>4

laylor. W N .See Wanl and Taylor.
T>'de.schi. V . Milan. Italy TransmissioO-gear casing. N(v s>Mi.7:is Mh\ i Sp p S'2ti. Dr n 17i>, (Jar \ ol l.»4, p. 137.

I'eet/tel, J W , South Bend, Ind WelUl filling machine. No SH«.3i.i, Mnv 19 Sp p :?7.T,»i Dr pp 7H.S n, (Jar vol l;U; p. (.71

rekipi)e W J , New Hampton, Iowa. R«>t*rv engine No v<7,.s72, May 19; Sp p 31.i3; Dr pj) ii-V^, (Jar., vol 134; p.,i«h').

relts»hik K H See Beck and Teltschik.i
rHnii)erlev I .See Teniperlev and .Vlex^nder. i

remp»>rley I R ami J , and W .\lexan4er. London, England Ca hie-tfansporter No. 887,873; May 19; 8p. p. 313,S; Dr pp. AM-AO;
(i,i/ %vl i,{4, p "ywi

1 i-mpler. H I. . Cleveland. Transvaal. Tp^atrng cnislusl ore previous to cyanidnig or the like. No. 8M3K; May 5; 8p. p. 11H>; Dr. p.

.':i4, (Jaz \oi. i;i4. p l.S4

leinpies. W W , Birmingham. .Via. ( nulle. No. •««.()»«; May 2K Sp. p. .Vi(j«; Dr. pp. Il7i^ 1, C.az. vol. 134; p, 9M.
Tener, C E .

Des Moines. Iowa, .Viitf)m»tlc niail-<leliver>- for railwav-cars .No >«7,2?r2: Mav 12; Sp. p 19.')1; Dr. p 410; Oaz. vol. VM:
p. .142

Tcnnaat. I D , ft at .';'**• Monahan, L. i . a.ssignor

Tessier K L, ' St^ Haskell, Petty, and Teaaier. i

Thfiver, M C
, Manchester N H, assignor to Reece Button-Hole V(;ichinBCMB^iiy . Boston, Mass. Apparatus for attat-hing stay-

cords to huttonhole-pieces No. *«8,27'4 Mav 19: Sp p IWMd. Dr p Ml; OM. vol. 134, p ((94.

Thayer. R , Philadelphia, I'a. Dirigible Lallmm. No, .H87.443: May 12; 9p. p. 2273; Dr. p. 477: Oai. vol. 134^ p. 383.

Theiirt-r, \V (J .S.^' Jacobs, F M. assignor
Thom.Hs. .\ , ii.ssignor of one-half to E. F. (Ilock. IXetmit, Mich. Metallic reinforpement of concrete. No. H«7,710; May 12; Sp, p. 2775;

Dr. p, .=>H»i; (Jar. vol. \M: p 4H1,

rhoma.s, A. N . Canton. Ohio. (Jame apparatus. No. KMU.drih: .Mav 2»>: Sp. p. .'kitw, Dr p 1171. (Jar vol. 1,34: p. 9H5.

Thomas. A R . (Jrand Rapids. Mich, \V«>*ther-strip No >(Wi.J<9;3 Mav ,S, Sp p ir2i); Dr p 2:14, (Jar vol. 1.34; p. 184.

rhnnias Vndr''w Manufacturing I'ompariy i S»<e Andnws, T , a,--igiior Keissur

rhoiuii>, F 1
, dreemastle, Ind . assignor to Tavlor Iron iV Steel ( Onipiiis High Bridge, N. .J Tooth for expavating-ahovels. No.

S>C,*i4 Mav 19; Sp p XWx Dr p. 702; (Jar vol. 134; p (URJ

Th'imas, ij I', I'lttstiurg. Pa Tool-ofierating iiia<-hine .No s>«)..Vil
, May .'>. Sp p 4(K, Dr, pp,M7-h (Jar, vol 134: p. 7.V

Thomas, I R , a.ssignor to J .\ Fav A Sgan Company, Cincinnati. Ohio I'lamng-ma^'hine No. W«7,(r21; May h. Sp. p. 1351; Dr. p.

2?<7 iJa/ vol l;<4; p. 2'2.')

Thomas, I. B , Ringgold, La Well-buck.t. No. SKM.ail: Mav 2ti; St> p 445*.; Dr. p. 944. (Jaz. vol. i:V4; p. H17.

Thomas ( ' Bedfortl and (J Bla<'kwell. (Jiithrie. Ind, assignorN to I ngersoll-Rand Company, New 'S ork N Y Ixick-niit. No.
SJ««,(».S1 Mav 19; Sp p :t472. Dr p. 727, iJaz, vol, 134: p, (t,>2,

Thomas. P \\ . East orange, N I,, assignor to Cooper Hewitt Ele< tnc Conipanv, New York, N, Y. Mercurv-vapor apparatus. No.
'0*9.ii«7 Mav 2»): Sp. p .1512; Dr. p. ll^^j (Jaz vol. 134; p. *lo.

Thomas. W Vancouver British Columbia. Canada ( Ja.s-pressun' giigr No sxti.,VV2. .M.i v .->; Sp p 414. Dr p ^>t. ( Jaz. vol. 1,34; p. 7t).

Thomas. W M . Santa Cruz, Cal. Automatic adjiLsUhle arch const niction. No. HWi.(«. .May 5, Sp. p t,47. Dr pp l,»4-,i; (iar vol. 1.34;

p. 112

Thompson. F L. (Jreat Bend. N. D. Do«r for grain-cirs No H»<,4;i;J. Mav 19; Sp p. 421,V Dr p <U. ( Jaz. vol. i:i4; p. 747.

ThompsMn. (J. A, assignor of one-haif to W P. lames, (^lio. Ark Churn No SKX l»; May 19 Sp p .{(iH. Dr. p 758; Oaz. vol. 134;

p '>47

Thompson, C. K.. Newton Highlands, M«.ss.. and F. R. McBertv, KvRnstoii. III. assiirnors to Western i:ie«tric ('•)mpany, Chicago, III.

Conne, tion-switch No sx7.2«i3; Mav IS: Sp p IH47 Dr. p :«0 (Jar vol. i;U. \> :U1.

Thompson, H and H I. Fowler, .Spnng Vailev, Minn (Janwiit attachment No. K««ijs94; May 5; .Sp. p iiji. Dr, p. 234; <3ai. vol.

1.34; p 1S4

Thompson I E . Chattanwiga, Tenn. Uston No. 8SS.273: May 19; Sp. p. 3882; Dr. p. H17; ()a«. vol. 134; p. fiW.

Thompson P S^-e S<hn«ller, .V., aaaignor.)
Thompmm, S. L, Bliieflekl, W. Va. Miner's lamp. No. >««,441, May h. Sp. p. 19H; Dr. p. 42: (Ja/ vol. 134; p, 37.

Thompson, T C , llalev, Tenn. Rein-support. No S88.552; May 2t): Sp. p. 44.57; Dr p ^44, (iar, vol, i:<4, p, 817.
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Thomson. C A., assignor to C. k. Thomson Mat^hine Companv, lielleville, N. J. Machine lor di>1ding plaMic material into charges
No KXS,412; Mav 19: Sp. p, 41tl.^. Dr pp HS2-3; (Jar vol 134;' ii 7;«(

Thoni.son, W
. II . KuiTmIo, \ ^• Wire furniture No Kv; i.Vi M«v 12 Sp. p lti«M: Dr. p. .341; (Jaz. vol. 1,34. p..".!.'.

Thorner. U ., Berlin, (Jennany Device for f<K-using phot.<>graphu ^^Hl^wm&. No. HN6.739; Mav 5; Sp. p. S27: Dr pii. 17(» 1 (Jar. v(d.
134. p. i:i7.

- ^ 1

riionx', M v., Darien, Wis Tank-heater. No. H89,(r*; May 2ti: Sp. p. ,W13: Dr. p. 1172: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 9»i.
Thrash, \\ 11.. assignor of one-half to W, B. (Joo<iwui, Columbus, Ohio. Brake-shoe shell. No. 88fi,.553; Mav 5; Sp. p. 41»>: Dr. p. 89-

• Iar. \ol 1,34; p. 7(1.
. r i i

,

Thulleii. L. H., Kdgewoo<l Park, assignor to Cnion Switch A Signal Companv, Swissvate, Pa. Relav for signal aripanitiis. No.
S>*,74(i .May h. Sp. p. KM). Dr. j.p. 171 2. (Jar. vol 134. p. i:i>»

Thurwanger, C , Boyton, Mass. Svstem of instruction in the pronunciation of foreign words in vixwl nuisii'. .No mx7,1,'>1 Mav 12'
Sp. p. \\*X\. Dr. p. ,341: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. -29.1.

Tin)l*rlake. .1. B.. .lackson, Mich. Susfiended plaque-holiler No. H^7,744, Mav 12; .Sp. p. 2846; Dr. p. (i02. (Jar. vol. 1.34 p. 493
Timlierlake, .I. B, Jackson, Mich. .assignor to.I. B. Timl)erlake A .Sons. Adjustable easel. No, 8«7,1,')2. Mav 12; Sp. i). Ifi07 Dr p 341

(Jar vol. 1.34. p. 29;V

Ungley, EM., and J
.
L. Ray, Pittsburg, Pa. assignors to Wesiinghousc Elactrlc in Manufacturing Companv. L)^^lH^l«v-eltx•tric

ma*'hinc No. HS8,»4(); Muv 2(., Sp. p fOffZ. Dr. p. 1123; (Jar. vol 134. p. 945.
Tinker, E. K... Kent. Ohio. Vlour-lK)lter brush. No ^: .'A^v. .Mav 12; Sp. p. 247X; Dr. p. 523; Gar. vol. \M. p. 427.
Tittle, R. D., Springfield, Ohio. Water-motor. No HS«i,442; May .'): Sp. p. 197; Dr. p, 43; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. ,3K.

Titus, C. E , .Siiringfleld, Ma.ss Pneumatic tire. .No KH9,o«i9. May 2(); .Sp. p 5514, Dr. p. 1172; Gaz. vol 134; p 9sr>.

Toft. (J., CHmilen, .N J., assiarnor of three-fourths to T .MHrnn, Philadelphia, Pa. Automatic train-t-ontroller. No. 88»i,741 Mh\ 5-

Sp, p, ><;{2; Dr p. 172. (Jar. vol. 134; p. 13S.

Toland. J T.. Atwater, Minn, Attachment for sulkies and uang-plows. No.88ft,895; May 5. Sp.p.ll22. Dr. ji. 2:C., (iar. vol, i:n. p. 1R4.
Toledo Wheelbarrow Company (See Skinner, .1 M . assignor
Tolman, C P., assignor, by niesne assignnu'nts. to R<iteng Engimering Corporation, New York. N. Y. .\ir-<omiircs.-^or. No. 888,563
May 2(v, Sp p 44.'ie: Dr, p 945; (Jaz. vol. \M. p si7

Tomking, F. A., Brooklyn. N Y. Door-lK>lt. .No. \><«1.742. Mm\ .V Sji. p. h3.'i. Dr. p. 17-2; (iar. vol. 134. ri. 139.
Tomlinson. C H . .Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to Tomlinsoii Coupler Company, I>enver, Colo. Car-couplmg. No.

p. 417; Dr. p m. (Jaz. vol. 1.34: p. 7b.

Tomlinson Coupler Company. (Se«> Tomlinson, C. II., assignor.)
Tompkins, C it., tt al. i.S<v Prindle, H S.. assignor
Tompkins. V. C, rt al. iStf Prindle. R. .><

. assignor
Tone, F. .1, (See Price and Tone,i
Tone. F J., assignor to Carborunduni Companv. .Niagara Falls. .N Y. Manufacture of abrasive nmteriai.

:«>18; Dr p 7,58: (Jaz. vol. 134: p tKj7.

Tooiney. D. W, (S«>e I>egge, L. B . assigTior
Tf>om«y. J A., Chicago, 111. Attaching means for stakes. No. 8S«..S9<i; Mav 5; Sp, p. 1123; Dr. p, 23.'); Gar. vol. 1.34: p, 184.
Tormin. K, .M., Newton. Mass,, assignor to IloltzerCabot Kle<tn( Companv. Vibrator. No. H>«i,44;i; Miiv .S; So p. '20(1 Dr n 43-

(Jar. vol. 1,34. p, ;iS.
. k t • i •

Tornfiuist. J E
,
assignor to C. T. Raschick. St. Paul, Minn Stamping-clip. .No. 888,367: May 19; Sp. p. 4063; Dr. p. 856; Gaz, vol. 134;

p 723
Toronto Type Foundry Comiianv. (See Scliarf. \\ , H , assignor.:
TotliiU, \\ S,. Chicago, ill. Lawn-swing. No s««.,444. .May .'>, Sp. p. 201; Dr. p. 41, (Jar. vol. 1.34;

Tower, .\. F. ., rt nl. i.See Rice. .1. \ , Jr., assignor.)
Toy. H T . Sidney. Ohio. Street -sera jier No HX7.874; May 19; 8p. p. 3141; Dr. p. ttfiO; Guz. vol. 134; p. ,T«i.

Tr.icy, S. T. (.S** Movlan and Tracy
New Orleans, La Hninje and trace connector. No. 887.875; Mav 19; 8p. p. 3143; Dr. t>. (i<il (Jaz

. Maysvnlle, Ky Hydrant. No. 888,941; May 26; Sp. p, .5294; Dr. p. 1123; Oat. vol. 134; p. 94(..
iS«ie .\nies. Burgess, and Traynor.)

,
Princeton, ln<l. Harness-saddle. No. hs7,444; Mav 12; Sp. p. '2275: Dr. p. 477; Gaz. vol. i;i4 p

Trevino, A.. Rio Gri-nde. Tex. Lantern. No. (<87„54ti; May 12: Sp. p. 2479; Dr. p. .52:3; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 427.
Tripp, J. B ( .See Cunningtoii, H. S.. assignor, i

Trisch, (i. H., Lloydell, Pa. Railway-frog. .No. KMi,>w7. Mav .^). Sp. p. U2(i; Dr. p. ^Sti; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. IKi.
Trlshnian. (i F , Oakland, Cal. .Marine ve8s«'l .No HWn,274 Mav 19; Sp. p, 3»Ci: Dr, pp. 817-18; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. (>95.

Trottier, R. E., Hu.ssein-lh'v. Algeria Apparatus for classifying solid materials. No. 888,7(^7; Mi " ^

Gaz. vol 134; p KX7.

Troy Laundry Machinery Company. i.See Bartholomew, W.. assignor >

Troy, M. o
,
Lynn, .Ma.ss

.
a.ssignor to (Jeneral Ehx'tric Coiiiimnv Electric condenser. ' No. 888.275: Mav \\>\ Sp. ii. :««s5 Dr n 8ls-

(iaz. vol. 1.34: p i-f-.W..

. t- i t •

Tnide. C , a.ssignor of one-half to H. B. Mees, St. Marvs, Kans. Closer for doors, shutters, gates, and the like. No. S88.3(i8; Mav 19
Sp. p. 4()(;5, Dr. p. Hi7, Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 724.

Tnieblood. H. L., Indianapolis, Ind. (^ombined saw jointer, set, swage, and gage. No. 889,070; Mav 2»); So p .Villi Dr. t) 1172 Gaz
vol 134;

J).
98(1.

-
.

i

Tmfant, ^^ . E. Whitman, Mass. .Mwhine for manufacturing lasts. No. 888,ti72; May '26: Sp. p. 4717; Dr. p. HkM; (Jaz. vol. 134 p 858.
Tniltt. S., Guthrie, OkJa. Cotton-chopper. No. 887,N7(i; Mav 19; Sp. ji. 3144, Dr. p^ 661; Gaz, vol. 134; p. .5«i«i.

Mav 12: Sp. p. 24>'(!; Dr. p

886,.554; May 5; 6p.

No. s>iN,129, .May 19; 8p. p.

p. 3K.

Trask, W. C.
Traxel. (J H.
Travnor, E
Trego. G. W ..

134, p. sat.

.393.

May '26; Sp. p. 4899: Dr. pp. 1043-4;

Tniltt. S., (iuthrie, Okla. Cotton-chopper. No. H

Tnimble, C. B., Syracuse, assignor to .T.M. Clieney Cazenovia, N. Y. Trap. No. 7..547 .)23; (Jar. vol. 1.34:

(Jaz. vol. 1.34:Trumbte, C. B, Syracuse, assignor to.L M.Cheney, (arenoxia. N. "i". Hinge. .No. S87,.548; May 12; Sp.p.24M; Dr. j
p, 427.

Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company. (.St* Trumbull, H . a.ssignor. i

Tninibiill, IL. a.s«ignor to Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Companv, Plainville, Conn. Insulator. .No 887,877: .Mav 19 Sp. p. 3145
Dr. p. iKll; (iaz. vol. 134; p. .Vid.

- i i

Tnimp, E N , Syracu.s«>, N Y Lixiviating apparatus. No. 889,1.59: Mav 2(): Sp. p. 5726; Dr. pp. 1212-13; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1015.
Ts<-himi)erle. M.. Victoria. Minn. Engine. No. N87..'>49. May 12; Sp. n. 2483; Dr. p. .524: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 42h.p. 241

Mav

and B. R. Corley, New York. N \ Kngraving-mwhine. No. SS6.898, May .">: Sji. p. 11>; Dr.

Tucrk, F. W , Berlin, Ontario, Canada. Water-ccK>ler .No^ kss,2(>»';. Mav 19; Sp.V). 3759: Dr. p. 789; Gaz. vol. i;i4 p. (172.
Tunne.Hsen, W., Hazleton, Pa Miner's lamp. No. 888,7tV«; May 2(1; Sp "p. 4902; Dr p. 1044: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 88X.
Turbayne, W. A.. I ancaster, N. Y , assignor to (Joul'l Coupler Company. Car-lighting svstem. .No. 8X6,44.1; Mav 5; Sp. p. 203 Dr

p. 44; (Jar. vol. 134: n. 39.
. f y

riimer, C. E. (See Glloert. A. L.. assignor,

i

Tumer, C. W. (See Plumb, W. L , assignor.")
Tumer-Fricke Manufacturing Companv (See Fricke and Turner, assignors. ^

Tumer, (j. E (.See Fricke and Turner. >

*

Tumer, J.. Iluddersfleld, England. IMrect cotton dye. No. 888,942; Mav ^tl; Sp p. ,5296; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 94(1.

Tumer, R.. New Canaan, Conn ' " "

pp. 2.3t> 7; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1N5

Tumer, W. \'
, Edgewood. assignor to Westinghouse Air Brake Companv, Ilttsburg. I'a. Fluid-pressure brake. No. 888.207; Mav 19

Sp. p. ,37(11; Dr. p. 789; CJaz. vol. 1,34; p. 672.
'

Turnipaeed, J. C. (See Rlegel, S. D., aaslgnor.^
Tussaii. L. J (.See Jalilct and Tusaau i

Tuttle, B. L (See Myers and Tuttle

j

Tuttle, (i. II., and E. A. Kent. Atlanta, (Ja. RoUry engine. No. s«7,711; .Mav 12; Sp. p. 2777; Dr. pp. :t>H>1. (Jaz. vol. 134; p
Tuttle, J. B., (Uaremont. Cal. Emit and flower picker No. ss»i.,5,55; May 5, Sp. p. 420; Dr. p. 90; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 77
Tuttle, J. E, Watertown, Mass. Power-transnUttlng mochanlsm No. 887,878: May 19; Sp.p.3146; Dr. pp. 661-2: Gaz. vol 134
Tuttle. W. I., Baltimore, Md. Collapsible box No. 8S8,5.54; Mav 26; Sp p. 4461; Dr p. 945; Ga«. vol. 134; p 81K.
Tuttle, W. I, Baltimore, Md.. assignor to .American Tobacc-o Companv, New York, N. Y. CoUapslble 1k)x. No H88.943 Mav 26-
8p p. 5297; Dr. pp. 1123-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 946.

..«..,
Tyler, IL, Atlanta, (Ja. Ticket issuing and recordine machine. No. K86.743; May 5; 8p. p. 836; Dr. pp. 172-4: Gaz
Tyson, ¥.. Canton, Ohio. Apparatus for heating, cooling, and pa.«teurizing liquids. No. 887,712; Mav 12; So. p. 2780

vol. 134; p. 482.
-i . k »

Ubll, E. (See Ibil, Z. T. and E.'
IU)11, Z. T. and E., Morton. Pa .Sign-displaying device. .No 8S7.X79; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3148: Dr. pp. 662-3: Gaz. vol. 134
Cebblng, J. T.. Cleveland, Ohio, and H. Marshall, New York, N. Y., assignors to Addograpb M&nufacturing Companv
machine. No. 888,.555, May 26; Sp. p. 44«i3; Dr. p. »»4(1; (Jar. vol. 134; p. KIN.

Chlig, R W . (See Har*n and TThlig.)

Clio. L., New York, N. Y'. Car- vestibule. .No. 8S6.744. Mav ,> Sp. p. 844; Dr. p. 175; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 139.
Underwood Typewriter Company, (8«e Joerissen, C. k., assignor.)

4IM.

p. 567.

vol. 134. p
Dr. p. 58/;

139.

Gaz.

p. 5t>7.

Computing-
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Jititammti Typfwrtt*^ r Company
Uadmrood Tvp<"*ntpr CdnipHiiy

UndCTWood TypewriUT Company
Underwood TypewnttT Company.
Underwood Tyj>«'\vrttvr < i>mpan>
I'nderwoofi Tvifwritpr Company

fSee Kiumth. K. F . as»Hfriior.>

I S«" ^(H'ormiick, H S . HsoiKiior )

!** HrLHUKhlin, J. ( .. assignor.)
I See Honchrtti J \.. assijmor.)
S«<»' SHcles, K. \\ . rt.ssijfiior I

i >«* Smith. S. T . Jr . a*sitrm>r.

)

Underwood A rndprwiMxl. St* ostMiniPj A. K., asmjrnor

Union Bii^ ><; Pap»T Company, i S«e Dulio, C. K... asai^or.i

Union Carhide t'ompanv 'S«e Zander. .1 , a.-isi^or

Union Mf'Ul I'oxt C'lmiiany .Sw NiunHa. I \^ . asHlK"'"'

Union Special Sf'winK .Machine Company. (See Swift. W. L , ajmijoior.)

Union Switvh .iinl .<iirnrtl ( ompanv !.-W Taylor. I. I' .
assijftior.)

Union SwiUh A Signal Company i.'Ve TbuQen. L. 11 . a.sjtitmor. i

Union Tvpt'vkr;UT Company (Sw .^tioknty. B. C. AMijmor
Unit«?<l liiji'ctiir < oiiipaiiy -?»<»' Park. W. K . assignor

United .^h<»' Machinery ('ompanv iSw Hadaway. J B . assignor.;

United .-^h'*' M.whincrv Companv .'^e*' Mclsaa*-, .1. T . assignor.!

United Sh'x Mti.hirierv Companv iSw Tavlor. W II . assipi'ir.i

United Stav- •
i .-iolwiateil Seede<l Raism ('<imf)8nv 'S<>e Hall. I assittnor >

United Stat^-s i m.^olulHted Seedwi Raisin Companv. 'See HuU-huuioii aii<l Muni. aMignora.)

United St«tfs Ka.st>'nfr Company (See llolme.i •?. .V.. aasignor.)

Unite<i St.itfs KMriteiier Companv. See Hattson. .\ M.. a.'tsignor.)

Un.tPd Stjit.s Light A llT'ating C^mipany iSee Moskowiti, M.. a.^aignor.

'

United .>tatef. -^taiiipint' Co See Keilv. T A . assignor, i ... ., - o ,.-... i. yy
Upright. C. \V . a.-wignor of one-half to K H. Rucker. Lewistown. Ill Mixing-nuwhine. .So. KW.,w*<. May j; hp p. 1U4; Vr. p. £U:

Urqtihart, 1 H . ii.isignor to F Stebl^r and A A. (Janihle. Riven«i dr. Cal Fruit i«<parating or assorting machine. No. 888.130; May

19 Sn. p :}<>1H. [)r pp. 7.T<*-»; <;ai. vol \BA. p. 'WT ^ . ..,..<,,
Ushor. C F r> Iohiiiin<'iiMirv. Tran.svaal. .-Jlimes tn-atnient No. .S?«-..'.)()0. May 5; Sp. p. 1135; Dr. p. ZiH; <.a«. vol. Hi; p. 185.

vientine, G. v' .Chicago. Ill rn^^trium-iit fir drafting garment-patU'm.-i No. S87.«9(): Mav 19; Sp. p. 3H»; Dr. p. 6M: Oai. vol. 134;

Valerius, T. L.. Fort Atkinson, Wi.s. as-siifnor to Creamery Package Mfg. Company, Chicago, 111

Sn. p. 4903: Dr p 104.5: ilaz.vol. I.'i4: p sxs. ..„<,-,„

Valerius. T. I... Fort Atkinson. Wis.. assi||nor to Cream.ry Packag*" Mfg. Company. ( hicago, HI. C ased-bottle capper. No. 888,770;

Mav >' Sp p. I'.nV,: Dr. pp. liHo- o. (laz. vol 134: p "WK

Vai: i'.r'>ekh<'VHn. I I . Wyr'Tien. near Nyrnegen, Netnerlands Firt'-esi'ape .No. HK7..Vi<):

p. i.S.

Van Dresst-n. '. W . assignor to .1. N. Laiipher. I.ovrville. .N. Y. Box-cover holder. No
vol. 134: p. jWi.

Van Dnwr. V . Loleta. Cal Sash-fa.steMe» N... H,Sh..<iW. .May Itf. Sp. p. 40ii.
:
Dr p

Van Du/.T. \ . Lolnta. Cal Sash-fastenet No >«8.:!T0: .May 1^: Sp. p. 4»i8; Dr. p.

Van Haselon. r H uSee Storm, .J. II ,
.Ir., assignor.

. .^ „ . .,.». w i>

Van lloni C n. Philadelphia, assignor to C.uarante*! Title and Trust (o., trustee, PltUburg, Pa.

p 47JII: I>r p |i"i>4: c,ar. vol. 134: p. S.SS.

Van Morn. J. administrator i Se»' Munr.jf . P. II.)

Van sivk.- W K Kv.-leth. Minn Tvpe-*riter plaU-n No SHM.5.V.; Mav 2rt: .-<p p 44WS Dr p '^. <*"•«••»*:?;_»•»;_,
^ ,

Van Valkfuburii HI,. Pittsbiirg. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Kli-ctric A Vfanufacturing ( orapany. Bystam of deetncM Control.

No. K8N..V)7, ^Hv 2ti; Sp p. 44«7 Dr p !l4fi. C.az. vol. 134; p sl9

Van Vleck, I , N.-w York. N Y Elevator No S87.154. May 12; Sp n 1«>9; Dr p 342; (ta*. vol 134; p. 296.

Van Voorhis. (i. S . Br-Kikline. Mass Msjting bushings No. HJ«,ir7l; May ». Sp. p .5618; Dr p 11..1 (.ax. vol. 134; p. 98«.

VaniltTil»-rg. K :.S..,. H.tts an.l Vandenlierg .... , ,,. ..>,.

Vandert.ilt. H M . SiilTeni. N Y Vohiclf-hrak.'. No S87.,W1: May 12: Sp p. 2488. Dr p .>2o. i.az vol. 134; p. 42«.

Vard.man. C B. ;
*«• Vardeman. H W und ( B

Vard.-man R W and i' H. Marshall. Mo Counter No HH8,944 May 3rt: Sp p .i2W: Dr p 1124: <.az vol 134; p. !^.

Vaughan K S , Mattapoisett. Ma.s.s Hl*-king-hrush No "OC.I.V,. May 12, Sp p lt)12. Dr p .(42

Vaiighan. 11 1. ;i.sHignorof ..n«vhalf to \ Kddle, Kl l'a,so, Tex hi t*r-cleaning machine

CtAi vol i;i4: p. ,i71.

\aiighan. i W and W C Bryan. t.rinH.-. ' 'kla Hurglar-proof safe-jacket. N(

\ .•aring. U^ W Philadelphia. Pa Ball-'Wop for iM.wling-alleys. No. )W6..>i6: May S: Sp p «K; Dr. p_MO;_Oa«. vol. 134; p
\fei-k. R Vlgennvlt liermany Wire le\*r-lock for bottles and glasses .No. 887.293; May I

\.'llijmoi<l Paper Companv , See Rice. V. C
. assignor

\ -naM.' 1 ^'^r . Mahnmet. III. Sf^ring Uxl-bottom. No. sjos..^.. May \\»: Sp p. .18^^. Dr. p. .xlW. <.ax. vol. 1,54. p

I Winnipeg. Manitoba. Canada tongs. No 887..Sa2; May 12; .So n 24W; Dr p SX: 'Ja/.. vol. i:j4. p. 4».
• - • -- - •• • ^< -<-" — -• L . .-i,..;..i...,. r>-»tung 1 .s.». Sprongi-rts. K

Bottle-filler. No. 888, 7«9; May »;

May 13: Sp. p. 24R>>: Dr. p. 525: Gas. vol. 134;

>«7.i.'i3 .May 12: 8p. p. 1608: Dr. p. 341: Oai.

s.i;. (Jar. vol 1.34. p. 724.

\i'. Cm. vol. 134: p. 724.

Wheel. No. 888,«rj; May art; 8p.

lia/ vol

N« ««87,8«1 . May 19.

l.<4, p •29».

Sp p. :<171

.

Dr p. «<;7;

v^^.o,..' May 19; 8p. p. .3473: Dr. pp. r27-8: (Jhi.

1 422; Dr. p MO; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 77.

12; Sp r>
1!».V?: Dr p 4in. flaz vol 1.34; p.

•Mi.

\>ni
assignor.)

\ .Teinigtf Chinfnfahriken Zimmer A Co.. (^s»>ll.schaft mit lieschra

V^rmilvea. \.. >/ lU. ".See Lang. F.. assijjnor

Wrplanck. 11 .M. (See tiier and Verplan<}k

\ ickery. F W.. Hushev. Knglan-I

p 238; liaz. vol. H4; p. 186.

\'i(t<ir \. F Flmira. N Y . as.signi>r to White I.ily Washer CompHiiy. Davenport. Iowa

.Mav i; Sp p. 1.<.t6: Dr p. 288; Oai. vol. 134; p ii.).

VuMf Talking Machine Companv. 'See John.son, E. R . assignor.'

\idal TvpHwrit*'r Companv (.Se«e Sorens^n, C. .M, assignor.) „ , , ... il,^ k^ om «-.. u.-
\ ul^ F 3 assignor to Standard Indergmund Cable Company, Pittsburg. Pa. I onn.>cting-condiictor for cables. No. 88J<,b/4, May

26: Sp p 4722: Dr. p. 1004: (iaE. vol l.'M: p. H.T9

ViemAn. r . Chicago, fll Washing-ma*-hilie. No S86,745; May 5; Sp. p. 846; Dr. p. h5; (.a*, vol. U4; p l«i^

Void L H W.^stviUe N I ,and I Burt Kar^H-rth, a.sslgnorstoWillIani S.'llers A Companv. Incorporate.1 I hlladrlphia, 1 a.

t.x^l r^st. ' No ViT.Q.So: Mav 19: Sp p. :l:«9: Dr. p 7113; Oat., vol i:M. p m2.

\ olktT J N.'w Isenburg. assignor to Firm of P Weil A Co .
Rodelheim.

machin.''. No -«86..->.i7: May .i, -Sp p 42f Dr p "0; <;az vol l.i4. p 7s
,, ^ ,. a

Voller K Dusseldorf assignor to Rhein|sche Metallwaren-imd Masrhinenfal'nk. Diiss»'ldorI-D>r»'nrt.

ratu's for ordnance No 887,(Wi: Mav .^; Sp p 1.360; Dr pp 2S8 K); Ca/ vol l.i4: p 22».
, .

XTiller K... Dosspl.iorf a.ssiimor to RheiniKche Metallwaren-und Maschinenfaltnk. Diisseldorf-D.-n-ndorf. t.ermany.

mechanism , . -. . . ... _ , ., . .

Vollm.-r W S Philadelph.a. Pa Fast^-aing devio'. No .HHfi.'xrj. .May -t: >p p 1
!<

\ OSS, L 1. H . Menasha, Wis. Pror>eller-*-heel No 887,156; May 12. Spp 1613, Dr p
\"oth H P and E. Siebrasse, Featnerstone township. (jtHxIhiie I oiint

ing-machines No 887..W): Mav 12: So. p 2n«>; Dr p 438; (Jax vol 134; p
\ .icassovich. M P . Boston. Mas's Cuff-prott'cUir. No .886,9<Ki. Mav 5. Sp p ll.W. Dr p Si\>. i.ar. vol. 134; p.

W. F Bos.sert Mfg Co (See Bossert. W. F and I.. W., assigmors

W H Miner Companv (See Miner. W. 9., assignor i

W H MinfT Companv. See () Connor, J F.. assignor.
. ,,. . „.

Wa<-kerle E I Jacksonville. III. Fliishitig-Unk No 886.446. Muv .'>: Sp p JU..: Dr p 44; t.al vol 1.(4. pi.'

W*iif B F Palmetto, and T F Montgomerv, assignors to Wa<iH-Montgom.-ry Manufacturing Company, Tampa, !• la. h>e-8na«le.

No '•W8.;*4.i. Mav 36: Sp. p 5.1iB; Dr. p 1124: Ga*. vol. 134; p 947

Wade ( E Ma.sonvUle. N. V. W.ather-strip. No. 888,131; May 19: Sp. p.

/tWitig mechanism for pnntuig. ruling, and like ma<-hines No. 886.'Kil: .May 5: Sp. p. li:«i, Dr

(rearing for washing-machines. No. 887,0!U;

rurri't-

near Frankfort-on-th<--.Main. L.-nuany Tvi>«>-writiiig

)rf. <.frinany. Sighting appa-

Dusseldorf assignor to Rheimiiche S(etallwaren-und Ma-schinenfahnk. Dimseldorf-D.n-ndorf. t.ermany. .\utoniatk' firing

n .No 887,713: Mav 12; Sp p. 2782; Dr. pp. .V87-8; (ia/. vol 134; p 482.
. , .,^ ,«.•• -•

*^
- • ^- •— .— "v.i; Sp p 11.17. Dr p S<'.i: <;a« vol. 1?4: p. 1«6.

Sp p 1613, Dr p .142, 'ia/ vol 1.34: p 297

tv. Minn Attachment to the caps of wind-otackers of threah-

Wrt<

186.

See Wade and Montgomery, assignors

Etching or engraving machine No 887, .>.>{,

:«i21: Dr. p ".W: fiar. vol. 134; p. «48.

Wadt>- Mont gome rv Manufacturing Company
Wadsworth. F I. U , Morgantown. W Va.

l.H. p 43<)

Wadsworth. F L. O . Morgantown. \N Va
vol 134 p mi

W.idsworth. K I, o., Morgantown, W. Va
Wagner, E P , <'hartottenbiirg, Ormanv. a.ssignor to General Elei-tnc Company
Jt87, Dr. p. t{8. iJaz. vol. 134, p. :HH>.

Etching or engraving rnachin*'

Non-r»'fillul.lc bottle No. 88S.i:t.'

No 887..5.54:

May 12, Sp p

May 12: Sp. p

2491, Dr p. S36; Ota. vol.

249<i. Dr pp. 52tt-7: Oa«.

Mas 1':*; Sp p .«i22: Dr p. 7.t»; Cm. vol. 134: p. ii48.

ftlastic-fluid turbine. No. 887 ;W1; .May 12; Sp. p

, O., ReutUiweB, OenilAny. Fe»>ding mechanism. No. 887,987; May 19; Sp. p. 3363; Dr. pp; 703-4; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 603.

', J. F.. Tamaqoa, Pa. Chain. No. 886.904; Mav 5: Sp. p. ll.TO; Dr. p. 239; Gaz vol. 134; p. 187.

WmMT, 8. 8.. I^>di, Ohio. Onion cleaner and sorter No 8X7, 4<j; May 12; Sp. p. 2277, Dr pp. 477 >, (iaz vol. i;i4; p .394.

WiMCner, W. F. Washington. D. C Drawing-board No. 8H9.072; May 36; 8p. p. 5619: Dr p 1173: (iaz. vol. 134; p. a87.

Wahl, J. C, Chicag" 111 K.v-action N.. s.v, 4-17, May .5; Sp p 206; Dr. p. 44; <.a7.vo| l.i4: p. .i9

Wahl.piist, II., Philad.li>hia. Pa. Kl(x-tnc h- abT. N-v Hxs/r:; May 19; Sp. p. 3X87: Dr. p. ?«19: Cut. vol. 134; p.imi.

Wakeficlil. .1. E.. W onest.r. .Mas,-; Wn'iiih No v>*. 44> May 6; Sp p. 210; Dr. p. 4.5. <ia7. vol. i:i4; p. 4U.

Wakli'v. W. R. ("., aii'l U I'ar.sons. London, England 1 lorieer for internal-combustion engine.s. .No. 887,988; May 19; Sp. p. 3355;

Dr pp 704-."), <;az vol 1:14. [) i<*H.

Ualbridg)' M W. New York, N V Inianfiblb. No. 889,073; May 26; 8p.p.5521; Dr. p 1173; (iaz. vol 134; p. 9S7.

Walbrlig.'. I" II . Tol.'do, Ohio Felly. No. 888.558; May 26; 8p. p. 4471; Dr. p. 947; Gas. vol. 134; p. 819.

Walker, C. (.S«>e Smith and Walker.

i

Wall. C. F a! I c >mi1.'. Ihilad<lphiu Pa.; said Saile assignor to said Wall. Machine for grinding toric lenae*. (Reiaauc.) No.
12.791); Mav '. -^p [ 14lii: Dr p :toi; <;»/. vol. 134; p. 235.

Walla. ., K M >t ins.ph M. H.ating .l^vli'e for incubators. No. 888.208; Mav 19; 8p. j) 37ii4; Dr. p. 790; Oae. vol. 1,34: p. 672.

WallM,-.' KM St i..s.'[ih .SL. Brooder. .No, 888.278; May 19; Sp. p. 38«9; Dr. pp. 819-20; Gar., vpl. 134: p. ri9»i.

W allariv <i ^t (See lavncaiid Wallace '

Wallao'. II <. Mcpherson, Kaiis Bundle-st raighttiier for threshing-machines. No. 887,555; May 12; Sp. p. 2503; Dr. pp. 527-8; Qnx..

vol 1.(4, [. 4«l

U all in .\ildre.Hsing .Machine .Mauiifait uring ( i>iiipaii\ >»•«• \N allin. G. E., assignor
Uallin I. K .MHsigiicr ti> Wallin Aldn's.siiig Maohin.' .Miumlactiiniig Company. Kansas City ,

Mo Widt^f<pu(ing attachment for lino-

tvi>e-iiia/hines. No ,S87 (>7s. Ma\ 1-'. Sp p 2724, Dr p, 576; (iaz, vol. 134; p. 47(1.

Wallin <i K. . Pocatcllo. Idaho ussiixnot lu \\ alliii \ddn'sslng Machine Manufacturing Company. Kansas Uity, Mo. Linotypo-shig
trimmer No 8.S.I.074: Mav 3i: Sj. p .5.5.'!: Dr p. 1174 Gaz. vol. 134; p. 987.

Wallin. <i. S .
assigiKpr to Finn of Nya Aktiebolag.t Atlas, .Stockholm. Sweden. Pneumatic hammer. No. 888,279; May 19; 8p. p. 3880;

Dr p ^'2(1. <.az. vol. U4: p i.9»..

\\ alteniever, r i^.flat. i See Wie.st I
. II . assignor !

Walter, F ,
ilarrist.iirg Pa Mirror attachment for table implements. No. 886,746: May5; Sp.p.S47: Dr. p. 176; Gax. vol. i;?4: p. 140.

Wali.T K F . Chicago. Ill Piano No s.vv.2<1lJ Mav IM Sj. p. 3rti5; Dr. p. 790; Oai. vol. 1.34; p. fi73.

Walt.r, 11. E., Wak.'hfltl. Kans 1 1 an<l-piiii(h No >vS!J.ii7-, May 2»i; SpJ). 5522; Dr p 1174. (iaz. vol. 1.34; p 987.

Walther W . Honibiirg. (icnnanv Eli<-t ric-alanii thinnoiiieter. .No. 887.157; May 12; Sj) p. Itil4; ])t y :iA:i. tJae. vol. 134; p. 297.

Wangsness, .1 A , assignor of one-half to M 1. Magnns.soii. U>«d, S. D. Cross-stav for belts. No. 887.158; May 12; 8p. p. 1614; Dr. p.

.t*;*, <;«/. vol i:t4. p 2«*7.

W ard Ki|uipinent Coinjianv (.See Hard I K a>signor.)
Ward. F A.an.lW. N I'aylor. rol..do, i ihi.i assignors to Gear Grin<ilng Machm.- Company, Detroit . Mich. Grindlng-w b.-.-1-t rim-

niing iiux-hanisin for gi'ar-l ruing niachiii'^ No s^8.675: May 26; Sp. p 4724. Dr ji. liiu."i, i.ai. vol. i:i4: p 8.59.

Ward, G. B. (See Roman. G. L.. assignor '

Ward. II. B . (Miba. \la Bundle or package tie No. 886,905; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1141: Dr p. ZfH: Gar. vol 1.34: p 187.

Ward. H C assignor to Imrand A Co Newark. N..J. Cufl-biitton. No. 888.8h0: Mav 26; Sp p..51I2: Dr [> l(i89: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 917.

Ward. H 1. ,
l.ongUaih. Cal St.HTing-projwU.T. .No. 887,986; May 19; Sp. p. ;i;-L52. Dr. p. im. Cnt. vol, i:54: p. (.(O.

Ward. I F a>signor to Ward F<|nipinent Company, New York. N. Y \ entllator for railway-cars. Ac No. »86..Vi8; May 5: Sp. p.
42ti. Dr

J)
'd. (Ja/.. \(>l. 1.(4. p 7^

Wanl. S. .M.. Ir., assignor of on.-fourth to S B Pn'nti.ss, Waahington, D. C.

No 887..3«>2; Mav 12: Sp p. 2089; Dr. pp. 408 9; (iaz. vol. 1.34; p. ;«i7.

No. 887.294; May 12; Sp. p. 19.54; Dr. p 411; Gaz. vol. 134; p.-ilS.

Railway-signal. .No. 8X9.160; May 2fi: Sp p. .57:io: Dr.

|> 1213. Ga? vol 1.34. p inltv

Wartii'ld \ . lOronto, Ontario. Canada Kailw a\ -t nick
WarriiT V ' West Durham. N C M.-alis for drying green bricks.

Wani'u Hrot h I s ( iinipHin .Si'«' \.ih. H W. a^slgnor
Warrnn. C II.. .\tlanta, (ia . assignor to Dra(>er Company. Ilopedale, Ma.s.*. Thln-pla<"e-<iet«cting mechanism for Uwinis. No. 887.446;

Mav 12. Sp p '227^. Dr |) 47s. (iaz vol i:f4, p .AM
Warrnn. G 1> Crlppl.' Creek. (o,o. Ro(k-<inll No Ks7.:i(Kt. Mav 12 Sp p Jim Dr. pp. 4.'«»-40: (iaz. vol. i:s4. p. ;^i7.

Warn-n. II K assignor to Lombard (iovernor ( oiupans . Vshlaud. .Mas> Motion-transmitting uiechaiiism. .No. 887.714; May 12;

Sp. p. 27'sl: Dr p .58h. Gaz vol 134; p. 48:(

Warren, R Lrinl. i .St*' St ration. <; C. assignor.

I

WartenlK-rg, .1., Newburgh, N. Y. Window-chair. No. 888,210: May 19; Sp. p. 37i'.7; Dr. p. 790; Gan. vol. 1.34: p. 673.

WaU'rburv Buckle Co. . .S<>«- .Mo<in-. K .V. I r . assignor.)
Waterburv Mfg Co. i See Perkins. W II.. assignor '

Wat-TS, \l , N<-w Albanv In-l Tfli'phon.' instrument. No. 888,211; May 19; Sp. p. 37(48; Dr. p. 791; (iaz. vol. 134; p. f<73.

Waters. W L , assignor lo National Brake A Electric Company. Milwaukee, Wis. Brush-holder .No. 886.5.59; May 5; Sp. p. 427;

Dr p <^\. liar vol l.U p 78

W aters. W I. . assignor to National Brake A Electric Company. Milwaukee. Wis Centrifugal water-govenior. No. 88t),5er May 5;

Sp p. 42>>. Dr pp '*1 2. Gaz \ ol l.U. p 79

Waters W L assignor to .National Brake A F:iectric ( ompany. Milwaukee. Wis. Coil-support. No. 886.5*il; May 5; Sp. p. 432: Dr.

p it2. <;az vol i:u. p 79.

Waters, W L . assignor to National Brake A Electric Company. .Milwaukee, Wis. Dynamo-electric machine. No. 886.5(>2; May 6;

Sp. p. 4.;:t Dr p. 92 Ga? vol. l:<4: p 79.

Watn»8, I. S . assignor of fifty-on.' one-hundrwllh.« to R. C. Adams, Scranton. Pa. Steam-boiler. No. 887,880; May 19; 8p. p. 3160;

Dr. p. '"..1, Gh/T vol 1.(4, ji. .Vi7.

Watres, I, S assignor of liftv-<me on(>-hundrtHiths to R. C. .\dams, Scranton, Pa. Lubricating device. No. 887,8X1. May 19; Sp. p.

31.51: Dr. p. I.*.;), liaz. vol. l.<4. p. ,V;.x.

Wat.son, .1 .\. (See .lohnson. C. C . assignor.)
Watt. A W. (S«-e Watt. C A and A. W.i
W att I \

, N.'W ^ork, N. V . an.i A. W. Watt. WUkes-Barre, Pa. Extensible pictnn-frain. No. 888,280; May 19; Sp. p. 3890; Dr. p.
vjn (,az vol 134: p >'*>'

Waugh ,1 , Cambridge. Mass, I)ispla\-<'abinet.' No. 887,882; Mav 19. Sp, p. 31.52: Dt , p i.<.4: Gaz. vol 134. p. 568.

W..a.s.r. W II . PittsflHd, Mass Ev.ijlHsses. No. K88.281 ; May 19; 8p. p. .3893: Dr. p. 830; Gai. vol. 134; p. («7.

Weawr. W H.. Pittsfteld. Mass . assignor, bv nu\sne assignments, to D. and M. Woolf, New York, N. Y. Eyoglasse.s No. 887,3(>4; May
12: Sp n -2007; Dr n. 440: Cn? vol 134. p' 3ii7

W.'aviT, B. L. '.SN' Relnoehl and W.-aver.
Weaver. I. W.. a.ssi^nor of one-half to M. Mi.veck. Skidoo, Cal. Automatic dumping device. No. 888,434. May 19. Sp. p. 42l(>; Dr. p.

H«44. Gaz. vol. i;i4. t) 747

Webb, H. B (See Havnesand Webb.1 *

Webb, IP W . assignor to Webb Miinufacturing Companv, Newark, N. .I. MaWng flexible wire shafts. No. 887.159; May 12; 8p. p.

lt.1,5: Dr p :<4.3: <faz. vol. i:^4; p. 297.

Webb, II VV . assignor to Webb ManiifactiiringCompanv, .Newark. N.J. Flexible wire shaft. No.887.BiO: May 12: Sp p. It)l7: Dr. p.

.34;L Cat., vol 1.34: p. 2<»h.

Webb, .1, B <;i»-nri(lge, N I Dynamometer No. H8S,.371: May 19; Sp. p. 4070: Dr, p. 8,58; (iaz. vol. 1.34: p. 724

W.'bb .Manufi.'t uring ('<inipan\ ..S.^^ Webb. II W .assignor.'
Wel*r, C. S New York. N. V. Stnnged musical instrument. No. 888.372: May 19; Sp. p. 4073: Dr. p. >s58; (iaz. vol. 134, p. ?25.

Wet.er F I See Schirra and Welier '

Welier, G I
. Kansas Citv. Mo. Pr-xlucing gas. .No s,v7.9k<i. Mhv 19: Sp. p. 3357: Dr. p. 7a5: Gaz vol. 1.34: p. 604.

Weber, W L., Boston. Mass . assignor to fielding A Franklin Machine Co.. New York, N. Y. DecorticAtor. No. 889.161; May 36;

Sp. p. .5734; Dr. p 1213; Gaz. vol 1.34: p. inui.

Wenster an.l Perks Tool Company. f.Se»> Perks. .\ .1 , assignor
Wedge. I' . .Vnlmon^. Pa C.rain hulling or cleaning machine N'.i 8K7..5.5«i:

Weed, ,1 A., ft al. '.Sf* Ingalls, .1 A . assignor i

Weedon. VV, 8,. 8chenecta.lv, N, Y , assignor to (Jeneral Electric Companv.
Gaz. vol. 134; p. lOlH

Weedon. W S.. Woodhurv-. N. I., assignor to Gfiicral Electric Companv,
n, 1214: (;az. vol 1.34: p^ 1017

We»>ks, F B (,Se(> Richmond, C K. assignor >

Weeks, W. ('., Spokane. Wash. Excavating apparatus. No. 887.990. May 19

Weenen, .1. I. H. W. (See StotTels and Weenen.i

May 12: Sp. p. 2,5m: Dr p. 528: (Jaz. vol. i;<4. p 431

Arc-lamp. No. 889.1ti2: May 2»i; Sp. p. .57.3.5; Dr. p. 1214;

Electrio-arc lamp. No. 889.1(v3; May 26: Sp. p. .5740; Dr.

sp. p. :O60; Dr. pp. 7(VV+.: Gaz. vol. \M. p. tXA.

Weidiiiger. G . Circleville. Ohio Planter attachment. No. 888,676; Mav 26; Sp. p. 47.33; Dr. p. 100(i; G«z. vol. 134; p. N59.

W-idling, W., Magili'burg. Ger,nanv Aiifomoblle-tinv No. 887,29.5; May 12; .Sp. p. l<tt»i; Dr. p. 411; (iaz. vol. 1.34; p. ;m.
W eidner. M G ( See Martin. C L. assignor
W eil A Co., P . Firm of. (See Volker. ,1., assignor.)
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r«<^iJukBr.
W^IIISmT A ^r , SiJ^ '^SSSfSK^P. Emery wd J. C. Hallfrt«y. Benton Ifarhor, Mich. Ch^rry-pitter No S«fi,!KJ«: Mhv S;

Sp p 1142; Dr p 240; Gar. vol. 134; p K7.
\\>lch.r. R. RoMland. Briti«broluinW«.C*n«

p. *47

nadft. Governor tt*chiTU-nt. ^fo. W«.»4»l; UnyHS. Sp p Vim; Dr p lli"). (Jar. \..| \:\4:

WVkh.' E. V . LavrrwMX-. Mm*. Centrlfug*! ptnnp. No. 8W.1«4; May »i; Sp. p. ft7<2; Dr pp. J214- 15; iJaz. vol. l.M; p 1017

WeSr^^C) '^s\o.I^'ci*y*^i^'"combJ»ation buckle and thiU-c»rrler. No. 8«K.M7; May 26; Sp. p. .VMS; Dr p. 112.S; (Ut. s.,1. l.M:

\Vpiln***P Wc>rc*«l«r Maaa.. aaai«nor to 4. KreU. Newcaatle. Ind. DiflerBOtial valv.-.for pwuraatically-oontrolUyl miwieal instru-

mfn'u No «« Itio; May 26; Sp. p. 5744; Dr. p. 1215; Gai. vol. 1.14: p. 101«. .„ w ,,. . *.-. i.

WHlJJwn. H R^de^^aileJr K. VV. tvilUrdj adiitnistrator. JoUet. Ml. ().»ill»ting far.-motor No. »««.4:0; May 1«. Sp. p. tfiat; Dr. p.

\VHls,V".\.'j'r .'now' York, N. Y. .Vpp»r»tua for the reguUtlon of atectric ystema. ( RriswH' )
No 12.79:$: May 12: Sp. p. tn!*i;

\\^'\u\ D {'oDPintah Midi. Door^iamftr. No. 8».076: May 2»: .Sp. p. 5524; Dr p. 1174; Oae. vol l.-M. p WW
VelLh W Kim^S OnUrlojf^«Sr^okiin«-m«;hine. "No. »*.l&; May 1»; ^p. p. :«t.5; Dr

P- J;«*-^«': <;«'- v"! »-^^ »' '>^'«

^Vlahans. T A.. Monteiuma. Ind. Stonrt-top lo7vehid«. No. *«.»48Jblav 26: 8^ P,f«»: « ^ P^ 'l^^- ,"*'• ^"l l*^- »'
***•''

Wen^kle. W V , PwrtH. 111. Corn-grader. No. 8»*7^7; May 12; Sp. o. aW7; br. p p*. <>»« v..l I.l4. p <.\\

Werie k. A.. Nazareth, Fa. Combined (*rria«B robe, cuahion. and attachment for hol.iinjt toilet eaaentials. No >««..•*),, M«> ...

WM^i'r,K**a.iinor^<t?oSSaii1oJ^'Fl^Sn. Ph^ Holder for towrta. .laplcioH. Ar No >«7..>V». Mhv 1.'. Sp. p 2.^^.

Dr. p. 52«; 0*2. vol. 1.34; p. 431
.$44. (iaz vol. l;i4. p -'WS

WvJcoU.C.'i)'. Puyailup.'^aah.' Track-laying machine. No. 887.161: May 12: Sp p. irtlS; ^'^.P *^i ,.j-„„-; ,„ . •
, .«j. ,,r o

Weat. C. H ., Pierre, S. D., aaelgnor to W jT.Tonea, C«d»r Rapid*. Iowa. Manurenipreader No HKX.l.M. May I'J. Sp. p. J6>, Dr p

\VMt.T*C.,''RichraoSdfva. Return-envelop. No. 8«,44B: Mayo. Sp.p 211; Dj-P^^; ''*','"''
•*f,-

E,-**
Wi««t T K SirhnliiAviUe Kv Gate Nk) NH8.373: May 1»; Sp. p. 4075; Dr. p. s5lt-9; (iai vol. Ii4, p. .J-i

VV.«tco«.V.S..r^d^l Mln.P^^^^^^ 8pli^n«aAdtwl.ttngsprndle. No.»C.l«2; May 12. Sp p l-«.: Dr p ;.44, ..ar..

WM^sSirS', H^'O.. 8au«ua,MMe.,aa8iKn<w to General Electric Company. KxplosivM^ngine No ^.IXl. May l». S,, p :«W.4 Dr pp.

WMte^?^; ir'(/.^i:yon**Maiie..aMignor to General Electric Company Kxplo,ive-*nKine. No s»,.;r4. May 19 Sp. p «.7« Dr. ,.p.

Vv'^l^iaSrE.! Thw'l^T^Fan.. Minn. ,ReyolvlngmQltlpte^u«. Wock. No. 887.5a.»; May 12. Sp. p. 251... Dr |, .>21.. (iaz vol. 134;

p 432.

WeirterheJde. W. ( 8ee Garpheide and We^terhelde.

)

W eatem Clo<k Manufactunng Compuiy. ' (9m Neureuther, A. 11 .
aaeignor.)

W e«tem Etectrlc Company. (See McBertt and Thompwm, aa«lgn«>r8.

H t«tem Electric Company. (See Smythfli E. H., Msignor.

)

Western Union Tel««T»ph Company. (Sef Barclay, J. C., awJgnor i

Weetern Wheeled Scraper Company. (Seii McKniriit, T. R.. aaelgnor.j

Weatinghouee .Mr Brake Company. (SaBiTunier. W. V., aae^pior.) ,„,,
WeetinShoase Automatic Air & Steam Coupler Company. (See Niederlander. N

.
l- .. aMit?nor.)

Westlnghouw Electric & Manufacturing qompany. (See Barr. J. M.. aasignor i

WeatlnShouae Electric & Manuiactartng Qampany. (See Jackaon. R. P., a«ignor.)

WestlnSiouae Electric & Manutacturing Qompany. (See Jamea, H D.. aaaignor >

Weatinghouae Electric & Manuiacturtng Oompany. (See Lamme, B a. aaeignor.i

Weatinghouae Electric & Manufacturing dompany (See Tlngley and Ray, asajgnorn t

Westii^houae Electric A Manufacturing Qompany. (See Van Nalkmburg. H L .
a(«igiior »

W^iS|hou":o:, I^mb*L"i^Pa"-.?utS*S'c"c^oupllng^ No. >«7.2««; May .2; Sp. p. 1^7: Dr „ 4U. .... .,.. ,.U p M.

Ka"e:'c"*T"rnS'^R'?^^a.:£ofec*.^ Dum^ar.>peratinK m«..Hni.,a No >o<7,lui: .Mhv ,2;

wttmorl"?" ?'' L^: .V*NteSaA?'a«;feor, to Comptograph Company. Chicago. Ill Rll.lKjn^ont rolling n.«-h«ni«.. for ad.llng-

yJ^^\. ""^ S^L^'uiJ^M^^ S>««:«SclSn^'*No"mSi:Ma5-- 4»M; Dr op m7^; Gaz vol l.M. ,^
wfx ^M^iich; Gerl^^^y. CuriiToV^^^ No.8S8.S61; ilay 26; ^p p SUV. iTr pp !.«»«): Gaz vol U4; p 91,.

Weymouth. C. R. (See Atchiaon and W«*Tn»outh.)

Wh2^;.C.B'';a^o*'ro?o^f\orri^^ Hair-pin. No. ^7.3.v.. May 12. Sp. p. 2.00. Dr. p. 44.); Ga.. v,.l ,.U.

u-^J^r c. K Rr.»oHvn N Y Movin^atairway No. 888,MB: May 26; Sp. p 530K; Dr pp 11»V 7. Gaz vol 134; p 94K.

WhSeJ' G \ B^S^' n" Y MolS!tt^?^ay No. S^WW May 26 Sp. p. .Vil4; Dr pp 1127^*. Gaz. vol 134 p. 'HH.

WhSeri g: a:: bJ^SJS; n; Y. SoviiHapiral atairway. No. 889,080; May 26*^^ Sp. p. h^M. Dr p 117^ (.a/, vol 1.34. p 9H9

wSSri W. n.. i^g£??o CnJi^n'^^iiU Seal Co., Baitlmon,. Md. Apparatua for the raanufa^-ture of U,ttle.U«ure,. No. s«7.>«3;

w¥:5ei^;^FP:^l^ni^.^^rk^H^a^'i-.« ^'^
^d iTter^'-^o^^'i^v ^^Sp%^213 Dr p .V C.r vol 1.34

Wheelock, J. H., and W. B. Pence, Hamilton, Waah. Saw gage and Jointer. So. 886,450. May 5. Sp p. iU. i>r p v^. i.a/.. voi. i.n.

W^Se. C. A., and T. W. F^nch. Elk Rlv»r. Minn. llort»<ollar fastener. No. 887 .3«i, May 12; Sp. p. 2101
;

Dr. p. 44r); (m.. vol 134.

u,^°i«^.r I R *iuniat> Ga Diantav-tack No S8B,748; May 5: Sp. p. 850; Dr. p. 176; Gaz. vol. 134; p 141

W-hi^^; i. H.; N^l^h; Conn"^ jftl-t?;?W^^^ cfevVee. No. »^.2M; May 19. Sp. p. h^. Dr p. ^.'3 (.a. v,.l. ..«,

wfcSSmb.C.M.. PorUand.O«« TroU^v^ ^^^^' ^V"^ tP^i?n'^V "o' ^iTa't'^v"! m 'i^'.?'

'"''

Whitoomb, V. H., Marion. Ind. Pump No. 887,882: May 1»: Sp. p. 3173. Dr. p. «»<. (.at. vol. i.t4. p. .>,..

^S& ^- '^on.^. S.^o' SSSi.ble''.iei'jSC«ir. No. 886..^: May 5: Sp. p. 434: Dr p 9.3; Gaz vol XM. p. ...

l^- C P.. i^p^Ttt^tJSffi't;* i. A. Rive, and A. G. Wil«,n, Gn«naix,ro. N. C Traok-eand.r^ „«,-.u.n.„n. N... HS7.s«4;

WwUE:P^,.fruS?o£Uc*1:.8t"JrlLiw^^^^ •-'"P N- «««•'*: May 5. Sp p.

w1S^,^F.'^.,«^"rt^Wl^i**Whlterompany.Meriden.Conn. Autopneumatlc muMc-playing piano No 886.g(W; Mayo Sp p

wllS?'c''^211iSrrywii?i A '^te Company. Merid« Autopneumatic mu«c-p«aying inatrument. No ««8..%M); May 26;

itiliZ:^^^^^'^^^^««^^& :tii.^^'sl^«^:^Uay 1. sp. p. ^, l>r. p.

W^te^M.^'porti-Sid^oW Tool for iuttlnghlng^eat.. No. 886.7S0: May 5; Sp. p. 852; Dr. p 177. Gat. vol. 134; p. 141

5ffl£j:c'*,'^iH^SS;S>?t«'vfflS^ierrlU Company, Boat^^ Fi«ann. No. 88K,4«0; May 20; Sp. p. 4476; Dr. pp. »4»^9;

Oax. vol. 134; p. 900. '

Whit*. J H. (»w Ongory, R. k. aaaignor. I

^.^.^ P^oSSoS^l^^o. '?^^jio'i^:^:SXrk sp. p. 36il; Dr. p. 5»: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 432.

t; >I.)Whtt»-M«rtfll Gompuy. (See White, J

5g2h2d''E E"'ooS:;..^Sd"' wi;S3S?'.tUber. No. 88W6.: May »; Sp. p. 44«; Dr p. MB; Gaz. vol. ,34, p. «1.

WhifelMad'A Hoac Coinpany. (Sea Hen leraoo, W. D., aaalgDor.)

SSSTy. g: S'.lhX.'m^"^S^. No. «7.«; May ,•; Sp. p. 31«; Dr. p. ««; Oa. vol. 134; p. ^.
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Whitney, W. D., Holly, aaaignor to "1900" WasherCo.. BInghamton.N.Y. Washing-machine. No. 889,166; May26; Sp.p.5747; Dr.

p. 1216; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1018. ^ ^ ». «v, .^-
Whittler. A. E., Bristol, assignor to Connecticut Trust <t Safe Deposit Company. Hartford, Conn. Oven-thermomet«r. No. 887,44,;

Mav 12; Sp. p. 2279; Dr. p. 478; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 394.
, ^ ;

Whittle. J. f .. FUnt, Mich. Spring suspension. No. 887.165: May 12; Sp. p. 1626; Dr. p. 346; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 299.

Wil^l. 8. W., N. J. Mc.Vloney, and W. It. Cunningham, Denver, Colo. Electric lock. No. 888,285; May 19; Sp. p. 3911; Dr. p. 823; Oaz.

vol. 134; p. ees. ^ , ^
Wick.s. K . Esher, England. Spring-wheel for road-vehicles. No. 889.077; May 26; Sp. p. 5524; Dr. pp. 1174-5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 988.

_

Wickstrum, C. M (See Wickstrum, P. M. and C. M.) ^ .„„ ^ . ,,.
Wickstnim. P. M. and C. M., Lincoln, Nebr. Spark-arrester. No. 887,803; May 19; Sp. p. 3175; Dr. p. 668; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 572.

Wiegand. F B. (See Buchanan. J. P.. assignor.)

WIeeenleld. R S . Baltimore. Md. Combined spigot and eecape-valve. No. 888,212; May 19; 8p.p.3769; Dr. p. 791: Gaz. vol. 134; p^ti74.

Wleaer, K.. Ksseii-Uiitt»'ns<hpid assignor to Fried Krupp Aktiengesellschaft. Essen-on-the-Kunr, Germany. Mechanicial tune-fuse.

No. 886,564; May 5. Sp. p. 435. Dr. p. 93; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 80.

Wlest. .1. H., assignor of one-half to C. A. Wolcott and T. 8. Waltemeyer, Boulder, Colo. Fhild-feed side-inlet drill-bit. No. 887,051;

May 5; Sp. p. 1409; Dr. p. 299; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 234.

Wigglesworth. A. W . Chicago. III. Clutch. No. 886,667; Mav 5; Sp. p. (iSO; Dr. pp. 135-6; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 112.

Wight. B. D.. Toronto. Ontario, Canada. I>ace measuring and winding machine. No. 887,449; May 12; Sp p. 2282; Dr. p. 479; Gaz.

vol. 1.34: p. 395.

W igrell. E. E., London. England. Stamp-vending machine. No. 888,562; May 26; 8p. p. 4483; Dr.-p. 949; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 821.

Wilcox <V White Company. (Set^ White, F. C assignor.

i

W il-ler. K S , Monroe. Mich. Feed-cutter. No. 887,894; May 19; Sp. p. 3176; Dr. pp. 668-9; Gar. vol. 134; p. 573.

Wilev. W. E. iSee Dobson. Wllev. and Hart.)
w ilh-lm. H.. New York. N Y F.l.vtric push-button. No. 887.166; May 12; Sp. p. 1627; Dr. p. 346; Gar. vol. 134; p. 300.

\S ilhflin. II K. (See Prater au.l Wilhelm.) ..„ „ , ,„. «^
Wilhitf, M M. Gordon, Nebr. End-gate for wagons. No. 888,286; May 19; Sp. p. 3913; Dr. p. 823; Oar. vol. 134; p. 699.

Wiikerson. r.L.,aaalgnorof one-half to L. Poole, Jr., Cuba, Ala. Package-tie. No.886,751; Iilay5; 8p.p.853; Dr.p.l77; Oai. vol.134;

p 141.

Wilkes, .T W.. B««wmer. AU. Car-door. No. 887,167; May 12; Sp. p 1829; Dr. p. 346; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 300.

Wilkins H. D. (See Harrison, J. E.. aaaignor.) ^ . .„. _.
Wiliciii.s. I F.. Cherokee, Kans. Thread-cutter. No. 888.563; May 26; Sp. p. 4484; Dr. p. 960; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 821.

Wilkinson. A. \.. ft al. (See Easterbrooks, W. E., assignor.)

Wilkinson, S.. Chicago, 111. Bottle-capping machine. No. 888,772; May 26- 8p. p. 4921" Dr. p. 1049: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 889.

Wilkinson. W. Z . Head of Island, La. Log-clamp. No. 888,564; May 26; Sp. p. 4487; Dr. p. 950; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 821.

Wllks, 1'.. Dartmouth. Nova Scotia, Canada. Treating iron. No. 886,668: May 5; Sp. p. 655; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 112.

Will. L.. Syracuse. N. Y Kitchen-cabinet. No. 887.168; May V2; Sp. p. 1631; Dr. p. 347; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 300.

\\ illard, E. W., administrator. (See Wellman, H. R.;

Willard Storage Battery Company. (See W illard, T. A., assignor.' „^„ ,v„ w «« «
\\ illard. T. A . assignr.r to Willanl Storage Battery Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Storage-battery plate. No. 888,951; May 26; Sp. p.

.)31S, Dr. p 112.H, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 949. __
Willet. W.. HufTalo. N. Y. Spring-insole, No. 887,368: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2102: Dr p. 441; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 368.

Wjll.tt. n. F. Woodward, Okla. .Self-lubricating vehicle-axle. No. 887,561; May 12; Sp. p. 2612: Dr. p. 529; Oaz. voL 134; p 432.

William Sellers & Company. (See Void and Burt, aaaignors.)

William Wharton Jr. A Company. (See Cooke, W. B., assignor.) ,,,„,,,„ t^ „„ ^
Williams. H. D., Vermillion, Kans. Party-Une telephone selector and lock-out. No. 886,909; May 5; Sp. p. 1146; Dr. p. 241; Oaz. vol.

134; p. 188.

Williams, II. M . and E. Isaacs. Pittsburg, Pa. Automatic sander. No. 886,910; May 5, Sp. p. 1149; Dr. p. 242; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 188.

Williams, J H., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Soap-shaver. No. 888,287; May 19; Sp. p. 3914; Dr. p. 824; Gac. vol. 134; p. 609.

WiUinm-s. M I... South Bend. Ind. Vehicle-wh.«I. No. 887,562; May 12; Sp. p. 2513; Dr. p. 529; Oar. vol. 134; p. 433.

Williams, W A., et at. (See .McPherson, J., assignor.)

Williams, W. E. ft a/. (See demons, M. C, assignor.)
Willums. W K .and J. Grant, aaalgnors to Auto Machine Works Company, Chicago, lU, Metal wheel. No. 886,565; May 5; Sp. p. 437;

Dr p. it3. (iaz. vol. 134; p. 80.

Wiliinmson, J. (See Sweetman, W. D., assignor.)
\^ illiamson. J. F. </af. (See Pearson. J., assignor.) __ _; ^ ___
Wiliinpr M , N.w York N Y. Scrap-l>ook. Ac. No. 887.448: Mav 12; Sp. p. 90: IhVW.47»^ Oaz. vol. 134; p. 395.

Willot, -M .\., lU.ubaix, France. Surgical bandage. No. 887,886; May 19; Sp.p.8M»; snr.«.«K; Oar. vol. 134; p. M9.
\\ ilNori, T. L.. Ottawa, OuUrio. Canada. Gas-burner. No. 887.297; May 12; Sp. p. 1958; Dr. p. 412: Gaz vol. 134, p. 344.

\\ illwin, T. L., Ottawa, OnUrio, Canada. Party-line telephone system. No. 887,887; May 19; Sp. p. 31(>4; Dr. p n''f<: Gaz. vol. 134;

p 570.

Willv.J.J. fSee Sterie and Willy.)
Wiliiiore. J T., Denver. Colo. Maana for turning and arranging can-caps and other closures. No. 887 .2«h, May 12; Sp. p. 1960; Dr.

11 412; (iaz. vol l.U j. .U4.

Wiimot, J. F . I).troit, Mirh Knockdownca.se. No. 887,269; May 12; Sp. p. 2103; Dr. p. 441: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 368.

Wilson, A. G., ft al. (See White, C. P., assignor.'
Wilson, A .r , Westfteld, N, J., assignor to llall Signal Company. Signal or switch apparatus and signaling system. No. 887,169;

Mav 12. Sp. p 1(>32. Dr. pp. 347-8: Gar. vol. 134: n. 301.

wiis.ni. r E . Vhiladt'lphla, Pa. Electric cable. No. 886,566; May 5: Sp. p. 438; Dr. p. 93; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 81.

Wils'.n, D. T. (.-M* Bovle, J . assignor
U iNi.n, G. E., and W J Frawley, Stillwater, Minn. Intercepting-valve. No.888,375; May 19; Sp. p. 4080; Dr.pp.86&-1; Gaz. vol. 134;

I. :2»).

\\ iiHon. G. II.. lx)uisville, Ky. Artificial ear-drum. No. 887,503; May 12; Sp. p 2515; Dr. p. 530; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 4.13.

\\ il.son, J. G. (See Elliott and Wilson.'
Wil.xon. J. G , I^rchnioiit, N V. RolUng shutter. No. 888362; May 26; Sp. p. 5115; Dr. p. 1090; Gar. vol. 134; p. 918.

Wll.son. J . W., New York, N. Y. Positlve-pre.s.sure blower. No. 888.S65; May 26; Sp. p. 4488; Dr. p. 950-1; Gaz. vol. 134: p. H2-.'.

WilHou. O.. St. Eilward. Nebr. Hpe and rod lifting tor^s. No. 889.078; May 26; Sp. p. 5526: Dr. p lUS: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9«8.

Wilson. S T .
Hssipii.r of two-thirds to J. Carr and H. W. Sentr, Charleston. W. Va. Shaking-scourer No. 8S8,678; May 26; .Sp. p.

»7:57. Dr p lOtHi. Gaz vol. 134. p. H60.

Wilson. W . Mdstnu. Mhs"' iKsi^iior to Campl)ell-Bo8worth Machinery Company, Portland, Me. binding attachment for sewing-

!!i)uhnie,s No. KHii..V,7 .M,<N i Sp p. 439; Dr. p. 94; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 81.

Wilson W
, Boston, Miis> (--iK'nur to Canipbell-Bosworth Machinery Company, Portland, Me. Angle-sewing attachment for sewing-

inii. bines. .No. 88». .Vi^, M.iv-. Sj.. p. 441; Dr p. 94 Gaz. vol. 134; p. 81.

W'.lsfili, W. I, Los -VllKi'les ( ni ' ' :..-^i-
.

j-.: ._ -kT- ooo .>-c. w
Winrtn.H. H E , I'pper Alton. Ill ... . .

Wiiideiiiiiller, ,1. H., Kotterdani. Neth,rland.s. Ball-aii 1 ^'« krt joint for pipe connections. No. 888,2SJ<; May 19; Sp. p. 3915; Dr. p.

K>*, iIh7 vol i;i4, p ivwi.

Window Glass Machine Company. (See Lubbers, J. H.. assignor.)

Win.lsor. 1 A.. Elgin, Okla Cotton-picker's sled. No. 8K(.,451; May 5; Sp. p. 215; Dr. p. 46; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 41.

\\ ingender, .\. W. (Se*> Bt.gk. Leach, and Wingender. i

Winklev. E E. I.vnn, .Mass Sh.^^iwwing machinp N' vv:'*-.!; May 19; Sp, p. 3362; Dr. p. 706; Gar. vol. 134; p. 604.

Winship. W E .N'ew York, N Y , assi^rnor to ( i.nild storMk.-- !'.,: lery Company. Electrical system of distribution. No. 887,052; May 5;

Sp p Uli) Dr p 2W (.M7 vol l:i4 p J.3.',.

\N inslow Bros Coinpanv. :>•'< WltLslow, F. .V. ussipnor
W inslow, F A , as.signor to Winslow Bros. ('onipan\ , t'hiriigo. 111. Means for holding panels or plates of material to frames. No.

sx7,17(i, .Mav I.'; Sp p. 16;te, Dr p. :i4S, daz. vol. 1.34, p. 301.

Extensible chandelier. No. 888,376; May 19; Sp. p. 4082; Dr. p. 8<il; Gaz vol. 13<

Tiirp't-trap No sw ..'i'l Mmv 5; 8p. p. 655; Dr. pp. 136-7; rJaz. vol 1:54; p 113
. 8<il; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 726.

Winslow, H L . Chicago. 111. Heating svstcni. No. 888.773; May 26; Sp. p. 4925; Dr. pp. 1049-50; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 890.

'rinK apparatus. No. 889.079; May 26; Sp. p. 5528; Dr. - '"

Wlnterboftom, <» H. See LiUenfeld, L., assignor.

1

Wlnsor, i' , Weston. Mass. RngisterinK apparatus. No. 889.079; May 26; Sp. p. 5528; Dr. p. 1175: Gar. vol. 134; p. 989.

Winton. A . and II. B Anderson, assignors to Winton Motor Carnage Company. Cleveland, Ohio Carbureter. No. 887,v370, May 12;

Sp. p. JKW, Dr. p. 442; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 36H.

Winton Motor Carriage Company. See Winton and .\nderson. assignors."!

Wlrts. S M.. a.sslgnor to Cadillac Cabinet Comp&nv, Detroit, Mich. Desk-table. No. 886,452; May 5; Sp. p. 216; Dr. p. 46; Gaz. vol.

134; p, 41.

Wise, G. W. (See Wise, H. A. and G. W.)
Wise. H. A., Cleveland, and O. W. Wise. Woost*»r, Ohio. Dispensing spparatiis. .No. 887,171; May 12; Sp. p. 1639; Dr. p. 348; Gaz.

vol. 134; p. 301.
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awlgnor to American Wtdlng Vlachlne Co.. JeflersonvUle. Ind. Fraud-preventing device for vendlng-machlnea. No.

«7 1^- May 12; 8p. p. 1M2; Dr. pp. 34«-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 302.

WlMtnaer. T. K. (See J o*"phy,\S .^assignor.!
„i^^, ^

\V "tner I Hou'lcV^; N. '. SH.ldl^.^ N... s^.rtTO: May 5; Sp. p. WO: Dr. p. 1^7; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 113.

\Voltt«r. W , Uurre88. Nel.r. VanaMe-^i-**! tf^'nr No -^,.111 Mas
';/£iJ';

'l^' ^^f^P'^/J^!;. ,^4^^
'

*^

219: Dr. p. 4" '.ri?. v-l. 134. p. 41.

Wood, F. l... Won-est^r, .Mhss. assignor to Aeolian ( ompany,
ojM i.'•,=;• Mrv t -ii) D ''<) It. p. 47. tra?.. vol. l.M. p. 4-'.

W^ 1-'. W . aV«itrhor to Berry-t\ ood I-Jano Flayer Co., Kansas City, Mo.

95; r.az. v..l. l.U p. si.
, „. • ^ I

Wood, H. .>«* BUinchanl and \N o<id.> i „„v„, Vn sss r:?- Mav 19- Sd d 4084; Dr. p. 861; Gar. vol. 134; p. 727

Wood H L . Toronto, < )ntano. ( ana.U. Oow-i and rivet Barker, ^o. 888.?^^ May i». 3P- P-
"f

'•
^ ^3*^. T" i,^

W^: J C. Portsmouth. Ohio. Tnvf."-Ia.st.n..r No. 888.213; M»yA9:_8p. p.37a._ prp.j$l^^Gar.^%^^^
Nn.8>«.378: Mav

New York, N. Y. Machine (or making perforated muslc-sheeta. No.

Expreesion device. No. 8«6,5(»; May 6; 8p. p. 443; Dr. p

AdapU'V for inrandeacent-lamp »ockeU. No. 888.378; May

, 47-8; Gae. vol. 134; p. 42.

Dr. p. 48; Gar. vol. 134.

No. 888,413; May

ine. No. 888,291;

W^' M M 8cbpn.^tadv. NY., a.s.sigTior to (icneral Electric Company.

W^.^b'^k^or^o H; G.'^St;^-, sVv^fic. N. Y. Collapsible box. No. 888,774; May 26; Sp. p. 4927; Dr. p. 1060; Gar. vol. 134;

p. 890.

^^'ood. S. C. (Se*" Rianchi, J, assignor.) aaa aka- vfor 1 ^n n •>•>•> Dr doW^ W. A., Montreal, Wu«l*o. Canada. Workman's time-recorder. No 88«,4%, May 5, ^'^ P- "•
"J- }^.

Wood! W. L, Spnngfleld, Ohio. Copy-holder (or tj-pe-wnters and the like. No..886,45.. May o. bp. p. -^.

W^ood'w T Na^hvilK T.nn. Vapor-Uimp No. 888.679; May 26; Sp. p. 4738; Dr. p. 1007; Oai. vol. 134; p. 8flO.

W^^ S d:; 1^ V. W ^;;:;':':.:;g!.orrto rW^s and a. H. Cougbanour. ConneU.viUe. Pa. Heat-radiator.

19; Sp. p. 4i7l; Dr. p. JSK."?; Cai. vol. 134. p 739.

Woodward, J. H. (See Marxen and \N .x.dward.)

^'^To'rkVn. l^^T^^'^'it'^'^^^^Xi^ N-O.H88.135; May 19; Sp. p. 3629; Dr. p. 760; Gaz. vol. 134; p.m.

Woolf. D , e'tal. (See WVa.ier W. H ,
a»signor

^^tl4!f. i^ZT^vl %hln-^:;^.ory. No. 887,450; May 12; Sp. p. 2284; Dr. p. 479; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 395.

Worman, T. tSee Kostron and W orman.i
, . . xi« ac- i-»- U«v 1Q- <?n n 1644- Gaz vol.134; p. 302.

IV^^^r:^ rru.rvm^e:'ia.^ToKt!;T,;lSrfor Se^anll'^w^on^Sk!^- fec^^iS-'Ma^ 19; 8?. p. 3167; Dr. p. 666; Gaz.

vol. 134; p. 570 ^, , ^

Wortsmith, F.. Jr. (Sw Hauser, M., a.«ignor.)

S:^' r' .\..iS:."oY™th".u;irK;'.'wy«.Toron»,dnu,i,..C...d.. Hold., .or bro«m.. No.88«,«8: M.,i: Sp.p.SO; Dr.

wS5"'k L'-i:\»S''¥.T:''ci.&"r'i;,l.M.o™p<,™.llngm»-hl„e.. No.»».«0; M.y«: Sp.p..7«; Dr. p. .007; 0«.

Mav 1^ .-P p 3922, Dr pp.H2.><l; Caz. vol. 1.34, p. 700,

WyckotT, .-damans A Henfvlu't See Schmidt, \\ ;^ ""'^O^-l^.. ^_ _ 53,8. ^j pp ii28-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 949.

^V^'pt'r
'^'^

Vlte Eu'enr -VU. IUllway-,at«. No. .88,568; May 26; Sp. p. 4496; Dr. pp. 952^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 823.

xS^J^^..siS>;'^on:hLrtri^E'xander, south Bethlehem, pa. Dlsplay-rack. No..S87,715; May 12; Sp. p. 2787; Dr. p. 5»;

Xander' J . r' a^si^or of on^^half to M. E Xander. South Bethlehem, Pa. Display-rack. No. 887,716; May 12; Sp. p. 2789; Dr. p. 589;

Gaz. vol. 134; p 4H4.

Xander, ME. See Xander. J T as.slgnor v^ asr f^s Uav 12- So o 2517' Dr D 530; Gar. vol. 134; p. 433.

^'A^-: f . V^.^f'a",' an'^d^E. F^-M^n?:,^: Roi-aUet^^aln^.^S^n^' T^^ Hr ?Se^wh'^?s o^ro^ad^^ehlcle,. No. 888^14; May 19; 8p. p.

3772- Dr p. 7'.J2; Oai. vol. i:J4; p. 674.

YearsU'v \V. S , ^( al. \Sce Brown, E ,
assignor.

?osff E ^^kans^Clt" Kans'^^Y'ln co^l^un.i."t-f"s^9,.«2, May 26; Sp. p. ^^ «--<>' IVd.'S-hoti-. No 886 912- May
Young CW Omaha ami J. G RurrSss. I.in«,ln, Nehr. Composition shingle for roofs and gable ends of hotiaee. No. 886.912. May

Y.^ung^' r ^i'^aisi'gn^or'fo M.t^arehi^j^^-rr^r Company. Syracuse. N. Y. Typewriting machine. No. 886.570; May 5; 8p. p. 446;

ifmMjk^^^^^^SB^B^^^^-^.^^ 3P.P.,.; Dr.

Za'n.le;,^ 1 "'.YssSor'^ &n-n Carbide mmpany. Chicago. lU. Can-opener. No. 886,913; May 5; Sp. p. 11^: Dr. p. 243; Gaz. vol. 134;

ZaU* v.. Boston, Mas,. Barber'^ ,1^ apparatus. No. 8«8..«59; May 26; Sp. p. 4498; Dr. p. 953; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 823.

Zeiss. Firm of C. iSee K5nlg. A., as.signor

Zeiss, Firm of C. (Se« Rudolph, P., a»signor.

Zeiss, Firm of C. (See *traul*l, R.. assienor.^

Zeiss, Firm of C. 'See St^au^*l and Ileckei, assignors.

Zeller,!!. i
See Bobl«rt and Zeller.

as* a 14 Mav ; Sn d 1157- Dr. D. 243; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 190.

/ickwolfT F . Siegen, Germanv. Automatic gas-lishter. No 886,914 May a, ^P- P-
"^f

• %^- ^.'^T' "
, ,34. „ s3

lldS^'S^oitf0^^'^K^^r shil^r^i^n^r %!'^:^i-i^y ?2V" leS Si ?! 349; Gaz. vol. 134;

Zl^m:^rman. H.. Fremont. Ohio. Sill^late for '^"tter-faste^rs No^S^^570; May ^. Sp. P^^^. Dr^ P; «»: C.a.^vol. 134; p. 824.

i^Sfc^^E^-aTd C^r-S^^iKelm'^'e^T- ..^t^o^uTdr-IlS^^ap^pa^^^us^^io. 889.168; May 26; Sp.^p. 57.

ZutrbuWer""^ '^Toronto. Ontario, Camda. Apparatus for molding articles from c^mentitlous material. No. 887.565: May 12; Sp. p.

2518; Dr. pp. 530-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 434.

9.168; May 26; Sp. p. 5750; Dr. pp. 1216-17;
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.Vbdominal Mipi.ortpr nw\ truss. B. F. Lacy. No. 887,200; May 12; 8p. p. 1692; Dr. p. 360; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 310.

Abrasivo in..i. nal Munufmtur.' of F..T.Tone. No. 888,129; May 19; 8p. p. 3618: Dr. p. 758; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 647.

.\cid and iimkinj; ttif same Soln' le salts of the anhydro-oxymethylen-diphosphonc. S. Posteniak. No. 886,862; May 5; 8p. p. 1046;

(iat^vol. i:-i4. p. 171.

Acid.l'oncentrHtliigiiilricv II 1 i.uling. No. 887,260; May 12; Sp. p. 1855; Dr. p. 392; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 332.

Veld .Mrtkiiik' methvlthlophenol-ortho-carboxvUc. B. Homolka and R. Welde. No. 889,010; May 26: Sp. p. ,^415; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9b/.

Veld menthol ester, H:oiii-valeric-. E. SprOngerts, No. 888,867; May 26; Sp. p. 5108; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 917.

\(lditiK' rnarhine. G. Roth. No. 8H»i,543: Mav ,^; Sp. p. 394; Dr. pp. 83-4: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 73.

V.Miii«-iii«<hlne. F. Salinger. No. (sX8,74«; Mav .".; Sp. p. 4857; Dr. pp. 1035-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 881.

\ddin>;-inMi hine ril.iion lontrolliTig mwhanism. C. P. Wetmore and F. A. Niemann. No. 886.747; May f-; Sp. p. K49; Dr. p 176; Gaz.

H. S. Molyneux. No. 888,343; May 19; 8p. p. 4012; Dr. p. 848; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 715.

K. 11. l,Mwton. No. 887,104; May 12; 8p. p. 1532; Dr, p._324; Gaz. yol^ 134; PJ281.

J. C. Huniell.
i,343; May 19; 8p. p. 4012; Dr. p. 848; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 715.

No. 888,220; May 19; Sp. p. 3784; Dr p. 794; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 677.

vol. 1.34. p. 14(1.

\i,in";'»nik:-in:i.'hinc

\ Iv. rt i^ln^' >iii'! 'ithcr air-slup

VlMTtiMiiK ''•'•ife. K. 11. I.M\ .... , , , — . -^ -

\.|\.rn-!rit; 1. VKV. W. D Butt No. 887,766; May 19; 8p. p.2908; Dr. p. 613; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 528.

\iiv.:r!~iM^' hat-<lasp. F. T. Sherwin. No. 88S.663; Mav 2l>; Sp. p. 4699; Dr. p. 999; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. S55.

\. ri.l .qparatus. C. J.A.Fiewe. No. 887.931, Mav iv, Sp p. 3240; Dr. pp. 681-2; Gaz vol 134; p. 584.

wi'iMM.' F L.fudson. No. 88^,618; May 2'> Sp t. 4-)J. Dr. pp. 97»>-7; Gaz. vol. 134: p. s4(.i.

Vv'nruHiiral implements. Hiding attachment for. N. II. Bloom. No. 887,305; May 12; Sp. p. 1974; Dr p. 415; Gax. vol. 134; p. 347.

\gri.ultiiral implements. Steering mechanism for. M. Goodfellow. No. 887,624; May 12; Sp. p. 2618; Dr. p. 662; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 452.

Vir-brake. J. H Wright. So. SM.rihiV, .Mav 2t., Sp. p. 44'<(i. Dr. p. 951; Gaz. vol. 134; p, .S22,

Mr-brake. J. H W right. No. .HS>i.,V.7; Mav 2ti. S[). p. 44'.'3; Dr. p. !1BL'; Gaz. vol. 134; p. H23.

Vir-brake. C. K. Shade. No. ksk.SM. .Mav 2f>; Sp. p. o(»i*".»; Dr, p. 1087; Gaz. vol, 134: p. 915.

Air-brakes. El<ictn<al applianfv for .•ontrolling J. G. and W. H. Pearce. No. 88S,t>4X; May 26; Sp. p. 4666; Dr. pp. 988-9; Gaz vol. 134;

p. <<.'*).

Vlr-<-ompr»>ssor F M. Bahbe. No. 887„571: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2.S27; Dr. p. 5,32; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 436.

\ir-c-ompressor. C. 1' Tolman. No. HSK.,'>a3: Mav 26; Sp. p. 4459. Dr. p. 945; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 817.

VIr inlet. Fresh- .1. 1, Fniin and .1.1. Crottv. .<<o 8x7 .;C2; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2022; Dr. p. 423: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 354.

\ir-shi.'l<i I H Koons No SSK.(>')7; Mav H); Sp. p. 3.'kW: Dr. pp. 745-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 637.

\ir -iliip ' I .--anlnk N" >vK.s.Jt.:, MavlV, Sp p :ivA, Dr. pp 81.3-14; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 693.

Mrship I, H'ii,i \o xsv.iol. Mti\ 1". Sp j. :<',i.i'*. I'r p ^2<»; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 703,

Vlann .sVr Hiir^rlitr hiuI (m- aliinii. f-ir»^alarin i iverfiow-aUnn.
\lcoholic liqui.l, H.vtifvin>: of K Guillaum.' No H.s7.7'i3: .May l«: 8p. p. 2963; Dr. p. 623; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 538.

\llov. Aluminiiin. U l -nmim. .No. SS6,.V': Ma\ ' S; p
'*» (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 90.

Mlovs Prodiuiii); low-. ,ir .oi! ferro. E. F. l'r.c«v N. \.st,s.\K .M^y 5: Sp-C. 10.^.3; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 173.

Vlloviiig tungsten, inoMxleiium, Ac. with iron and stet'l P. Kemery. No.W,648; May 12; Spp.2673; Dr.p.564; Gaz. vol 134; p. 460.

\liiTiiin,mn and other met a I?-, Hed\i( inkf. 11. S Blnckmorp. No. 886.757; May 5: Sp. p. 8(i7; Dr. p. 180; <;a7.. vol. 134; p. 143.

Vluminium nitrids. Producing. O. Serpek. No. 8S8.044. May 19; 8p.p.3460; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 621.

Aliiinininm or other metals from their compounds. Winning, .i. S. Blackmore. No. S89,fi9H. May 26; Sp. p. 5583; Dr. p. 1184; Gaz. vol.

134, p VW4.

VniHlgainating Hnpuratus K D Fenn. No. 887.319; May 12: Sp. p. 2017; Dr. p. 422: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 353.inpuratus h L) r
(" H Saiiford. No\malgamator. K H Sauford. No. 887,099; May 12; Sp. p. 27.')7; Dr. p. 582; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 477.

\inalgamator \V. ('. Boiiniette No. 889.099; May 26; Sp. p. b9Xi, Dr. pp. 1184-5; Gaz. vol. 134; n. 995.

Miiusement iipparatus. C ('. l.angsdorf. No. 886.614: May 5: Sp. p. 635: Dr. p. 114. (iaz. vol. l34: p. y5.

Vmu.sement apparatus. C. A. Carls.m. No. S8«,7»)2: Mav 5: Sp. p. 885; Dr. p. 183; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 14.5.

\musement apparatus. .1. Henzi. No. 887.80;}; Mav \\^. Sp. p. 2992: Dr. p. 628; Gaz. vol. 134: p. .542 ^

Vmilttement de\ ice. II. o. Ne«>l*. No. 88«;,ti27 Mav 5; So. p. 561: Dr. p. 118; Gaz. vol. 134: {). 99.

Vmusement devli'P. E. M. Fraser. No. 887,(182: .Mav 12; 8p. p. 1486; Dr. p. 315; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 273.

Vmiisi'iiicnt device. F.Johnson. No H.s7.m2. Mav p.. So p 3oi>« Dr. p. 632; Gaz. vol. 134: ji, 545.

\muH.in.nt .Icvice. .T. Dt- la Mar. No Hs>v,J4«^; .Mav i\< >\i p :tv.io; Dr. p. 804; Gaz. vol. 134; p. tVH.5.

\Mchor (.round- F l.iiras No s.s,s,917, Mav Jt,; ,<;, j, ,j4,-,. pr p. 1112; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p y;W.

\niinal-<atrher. S. A Buxton No s.s: 4(i(i, Mav 12: Sp p j:«X): Dr. p. 4a3; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 39H.

Vmnml-shears W. M Cahill. N.. nsx,>«,7. Max -'•.: .--j p '.i-'."!. Dr. p. 1092: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 919.

ViiiniHl-trap A. W. Little. No. 88«>..<.si: .Mav .5 .'^p. p -si Dr. p. 16; (•At. vol. 134: p. 18.

Vnimal-trMp II. L. .Mainland No 887,t.7,'i; Mav lli. Sp p 2719; Dr. p. 575; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 409.

\nimal trap W. Z Pierce N- sh7,s43, Mav 19: Sii. p. 3079; Dr. p. 646; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ."xV).

Vrch coTistnntion. Automatic adjiistaMe. \< . .M. 'nioniHS. No. 886,666: Mav 5: Sp. p. H47: Dr. p. 134 iraz. vol. 134; p. 112.

Arcs. Apparat us for pro<luring voltaic high-current H. Pauling. No. 887,220: May 12: Sp. p. 1727; Dr. p. .3ti7: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 317.

\rmattir.'-v«indiiig for electrical imuhin.s H ti Lamme. .No 8ks,,514: Mav 'iti; Sp p. 4374; Dr. p. 927; (iaz. vol. 134. p. S03.

Vrmatun-winding machine C. H. lyewis. No 887.1(i«>: May 12: Sp p. l.S;i5: Dr. p. ,324: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 281.

\rs<'noarylglycm P. Khrlich and .\ . Bertheim No. 888.:

Vsh and match trav. Combined. D. J. .Segel. .No 889.1,%S.

Vsparagus-cutter C. F Davis. No. S87,4(i<>: Mav 12: Sp p 2;f2fi: Dr p. 486; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 400.

\ssav fiini,-.i>' I,. Baudendlstle. No. 887,057; Mav 12: Sp. p. 14.15; Dr. pp :«>4-5; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 265.

\Hsenit.ler. .\ ill . miat ic. W. L. Ainslie. No. 887. 731: Mav 12, Sp j) 282u; Dr p .59f.; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 489,

Mito^rraphic register W. Maass .No 8X7.208; Mav 12: Sp. p 17(H(; Dr. p ;i»i3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 313.

Autoniatir iirrier and diim[>er. H, (;. DitTenbaugh. No. 88«i,9.5>* .Mav 5: Sp. p. r2;i2: Dr. p. 261; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 205.

Vutomohile. H. K. Holsmaii. No. 8S«i,,50<i; .May .5: Sp. p. :r2ti. Dr. i)])', (.7 X; (iaz, vol. 1.34; p. (X).

Vutomot'ile. !: Koeb. No. 8x«>,.520: Mav 5: Sj). p. 349: I)r. pp. 7J .1 (iaz. vol. 134; p. 65.

VutomobUe-gearing L. V, Lochner. No. 887,824; Mav 19; Sp. p, 3035: Dr pp. 637-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 549.

Vutoniohile running-gear C. T Pratt. No. 888.737; Mav 2»i; Sp. p 4830; Dr. p. ia31; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 877.

Viitomof.ile sle 1 attachment, n. H Rohlf. No 888.932.' Mav 2»i, Sp. p 52C.7: Dr pp. 1117-18; (iaz. vol. 134, p. 943.

\utonioNile sieerinp device. ,T. Horat. No, 886,.508; Mav 5; Sp. p. 331; Dr p. »>8, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 61.

\.itomof. lie vehicles. Drive and steering gear for. E.P.Cooper. No. 888, 589; May 2f-l: Sp,p, 452/: Dr. pp. 960-2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 830.

Automobiles and other vehicles. Air-cushion and air-compressor for. W. H. Nelson and L. w. Galloway. No. 887,505; May 12; Sp. p.

24<.I7; Dr. p V)7: Gaz. vol. 134: p 414.

Automobiles, c ushion atuchment for. J. F. Marriner. No. 887.002; Mav 5: Sp. p. 1319, Dr. p. 277; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 219.

.Vutomobiles, Dust-removing and exhaust device for. P. N. Ramsev, No. 887,227; May 12: Sp. p. 1777; Dr. p. 373; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 319.

Automobiles, Motor driven and steered fore carnage for. L Krieger. No. 886,990: May 5; Sp. p. 1291: Dr. p. 272: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 213.

Automobiles. Transmission-gearing for E, G. Hoffmann. No 887,093, May 12; Sp. p. 1510; Dr. p. 320; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 277.

2: Sp. P. ;

4374; Dr.
4: Gaz. vc

.321: Mav'l9; Sp. p. 39»>6;' Gaz. vol. 134: p. 709.

'<S. Mav 2(1. Sp, p, *725; Dr. p. 1212, (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1013.
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A uxUUrv heater. W.CRWJman. N<ij. 888,iT3o; May 19; Sp. p. 3440; Dr. p. 723; Oax. vol. 134; p. 618.
Awning M Kilev. No. 88>.049; Mav J*: Sp p .>47H, Dr pp. ll»).>-6; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 979.

Awning-operator, Klpctric. K. U. Giovunnoni. No. 888,l0( ; May 19; Sp. p. 3671; Dr. p. 767; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 656.

Axle. ( aat-lron. K. R. Robinson. No SS7..H48; .Mav 19; 8p. p. 3087; Dr p. 047; Gas. vol. 134; p. 557.

Axle-lubricatinK ileviw. M. H. Klliott. No. S8S,3-J2; May 19; Sp. p. 3967; Dr. p. 836; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 709.

Axle, Self-lubricating vehicle-. B F U'lllett No 887,561; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2512; Dr. p. 529; Oaz. voL 134; p. 432.

Baby-tfn.l.T. R. L RiohaPl.son No ^SS.MO; May 26; Sp. p. 5096; Dr. p. 1086; Oax. vol. 134; p. 914.

Bag: See Ftvi-bag; Traveling- bag.
Bag-fastener. (". Hiering an.i .\. Fuller, No. <W7,044: Mav r>: Sp. p. U^tW; Dr. p. 297; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 232.

Bag-fa.st«>ner. p \V. Rohn and R. .V. .-^beMon. .\o. viy.o4«,, Mav Jh, Sp.p. 547&: Di. p. Iltl5; Oa*. vol 134; p. 979.

Bajf-franie look .>r fastener. F.J. Lau and .\ MeJrer. No. *i«i,7U^i; May .^; Sp. p. 757; Dr. p. 155; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 127.

15ag-hnl ler J C hicohv. No. sa9.U4, .May 2«); Sp. n. 5666; Dr. pp. 1199-1200; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1006.

Bag r pi:rse fa.sterier. I.. B. Prahar. No. <<>»>,>«.), May 5; Sp. p. !(>»: Dr. j). 221; Oaz. vol. 134; p^ 172.

B!WfkrtK»-'!:.irker.

Brt t-h.>i i.T

BaUiioT s» t K v\
, iMiipias.s. .>o. sxji.jyj; Mav 1«; Sp, p 4lii

Bui*-',.' ; \i.' rsuji .Hid R L. Horsley. No. S«9.1t>9; Mhv •»»i; Sp p '57.';i; Dr. p. 1217; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1019.

Bal. t;.' ' Tt ^n- \V. r. Rapsdale. Na. sX8,3ol; May 19; S{> p +:;'. I'r ;. vM; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 719.
Baii'V-prt- ^- Ii ilendershot. No. HS7,f>35, May 12; Sp. p. .'1.47 H.- p •->

• raz. vol. 134; p. 456.

a.sieiier. i.. ii. r ranar. ,>o. vw>,v>.), juav •i; »p. p. n>w: ur. p. £ii: uaz. voi. iJ^; p.
er. E. S. Phillips. No. <#W.,t2S; Mav 26; Sp, p 4396: Dr. p. 932; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 807.

I,. R. Balken. No. '0>6.:i37. Mav 5: Sp. p. .'. I>r. p. 1 : Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3.

K W I>''Mglas.s No. '<X«,392; ifav 19; 9p p ih\r. Dr. p. 867; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 731.

Ball dril--"«k.t joint for pipe eonnectiots. J. H. WindemiilUr No H,^>^,J^^. .Mav 19; 8p. p. 3915; Dr. p. 824; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 699.

Bdliio:: P.njrihle R Thaver No S8t,44.3; May 12. Sp p 2-J7.P Dr p 177; Ghz vol. 134; p. 393.

Rtns SHViiig<»-. II. Seilin. .No. .>«7,5.U; May 12; Sp. p. 2-».i4; Dr. j

:i i,- ,<" C'Utfr-bar.
Udr-onunter box. J. Lehnbeiiter and r. R. Brunnack«r. .No. 889.140; May 26; Sp. p. .S677; Dr. p. 1202; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1008
Barn. [ entenni; and gairiiie instniment |or. T. A Hearson. No. SM7,(WJ: Mav IJ. S[i. p. I.tOS; Dr. p. 319; Oaz. vol. 134;

.jl^. Oaz. vol. l.'M; p. 422.

h. Battistoni and R. Rotelli. .No. '««.aT6: .May 26; Sp. p. 5324; Dr. p. 1130; Oaz. vol. 134; p. MO.
Ho. sN<i,f)<)7: May S: Sp. p. .5.'4: Oar. vol. 134: p. 93.

n. 277.

>1. 134;

leter. B Fimmiera. No. SXM.013: .May 19: Sp. p 3405: Dr. p 716: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 612.
. Collapsible. \i. B. Jones. .No. |o«.;«4: Mav 19: Sp. p. .»«,: Dr. p. 841: Oaz. vol. IM: p 713.

-cover. I), r. M.-Keen. No. sss.(rj»); Mav 19. Sp. p. .UiX). Dr. p. 720: Oaz. vol. 1.14: p. 616.

Barium. Manufacture of oxycarbid of

Barium oxid, Making. C. B. .lacoho

Barometer. B Junijjiera
Barrel
Barrel
Barrpl.^t, casks, and the like. Metal hejid for. A. A. Hurst. No. HS«,.',#<1: May 5: 8p. p. 1275; Dr. p. 268; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 212.

Barrels tor reuse. Preparunc charred whbkv-. K. Bradlev. No. HX7..<7.i: Mav 12; 8p. p. 2139; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 370.

Ba.'ket. C. K. Miller No. *<7,411: Mav IJ: Sp. p. 221;<: f)r. p. 463 (iar.. vol.' 1.34: p. Sw:.

Basket-oover-making machine. R. B. Fuller. No. 888.9K9: Mav 26: Sp. p. 538ti: Dr. p. 1142; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 960.

Basket-covers, Machine for making cleats for. R. B. Fuller. .No. ShS.yWij; May 26; Sp. p. 5385; Dr. pp. 1142-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 960.

Bath-tuii supplv-pije (•onne<tion. \N (;. Stewart. No. «<k»i,>o<,s. Mhv r,: .Sp. p. 1112; Dr. p. 233; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 182.

Bath-tub trap T .->. Chew. No. s.s«i,<t4;t, May .i. Sp. p. l.'m; l>r p. J.>5, Oaz. vol. 134; p. 200.

Batteries, Negative element for primary. C B. Schoenmehi No \s«i,651; May 5; 8p. p. 610; Dr. p. 127; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 106.

Batterv: Sf Kleitric batterv; Primarv batterv: Secondarv batterv.
Battery cover and el^nient support. C. B. Schoenmehi. No »<Js»>.tM9: May 5; Sp. p. 607; Dr. p. 126; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 106.

Batter^' cover .-jnd element support. C. 33. Sohoenmehl. No. s>ji,KT<): May 5; Sp. p. 608; Dr, p. 127; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 106.

Batterv- plate. Storage-. T. .\. Willard. No. 888.9.t1; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5318; Dr. n. 1128; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 949.

BeAdin'g implement, c, E. Morris. No. 886,.3»4; Mav 5: .'^p. p 10,3: Dr. p. 21: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 22.

Bean-puller. M. J. Quinsev. No. ms.'^JI; Mav 26; Sp. p. .52,58: Dr p. 1115: (laz. vol. 134; p. 941.

BeAnng, M. John. No ««7,397: Mav IJ: Sp. p. 21!*'.'; Dr. p. 4.Sx ilaz. vol. U4, p. 37s.

Bearing, Ball-. R. O. Comiorth. No *6,949; Mav 5: Sp. p. 121."), Dr. p. •2.56; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 302.

Bedring, Ball-. R. c,. Comforth. No. *6,aT0: Mav 5: Sp. p. 121t>. Dr. p. 257; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 202.

Bearing Bail-. W. Nice. Jr. No. v<7.2*. Mav 12: .Sji. p. \<A: Dr. p. 391: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 3^2.

Bearing, Ball-. J. 1.. Straub. No. sM7,:**): Mav 12: .sp. p. 2t)?J: I>r p. 4;*'.: Ctaz. vol. i:{4: p. 365.

Bearing. Flexible. \V. C. Hartmann. No. v<7,'93H: Mav 19: Sp, p «2H2: Dr p. 6X.-.. Gaz. vol. 134; p. .^87.

Bearing for driers and screens, End-thnlst. <;. L. Preacher. No S89,043: Mav 2»v Sp. p. 5469; Dr. p. 1163; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 977.

Bearing, .M in ing-car-wheel. W. C. Fowtes, Jr., and R. J. (Janlner No "^^^^ -ui Mav 26; Sp. p. 4775; Dr.p.lOl6; Gaz. vol.134; p. 867.

Bearing, Roller-. \V. S. Sharpneck. No. H8ti..>47: .Mav 5; Sp. p -tiH: Dr. p v, Gn/ ..I 134; p. 75.

Bearing, Spindle-. T. W. Morgan. No. 8X8,fi3;J: May'2«: Sp. p. 4fi;U: Dr. p =<hJ 1 ; i; \ 'i 1.34; p. 845.

Bearings, .vipans for lubricating sleeve-. W. H. McOauley. .No, H.H*,,f>2.'): Mav.'. <p p .'." Dr. p. 117;

Bearings. Ketainer for ('all-. K. Sachs. N(v KS8.266: .Mav 19: Sp, p .3>«'.7: Dr, p ^l i 1

Bed W. M. Shaw. No. ««.04,S: .Mav 1»: Sp. p. 3460: Vt'. n. 7-'.V i.ht: vol 1.34: p. 'VJl

Bed-bottom. J. W. Kfaw. No. S87, 'rJ9; .Mav 19: Sp. p. :f2.'«. I'r ] '.M Gaz. vol 134 d. .583

Bed-bottom, Spring. J. O. VenabW. Sr. No. x8S,27fi: Mav 19. Sp v. :is.v; Dr. p >\'>

Bed, CollapalWe couch-. J, Kiewicz N<i. v<7,19K: Mav 12. Sp. p. l'W6: Dr pp :<•'.'% <

Bod, Folding. N. C. Merrill. No 8M5,nX', .May 5: Sp. p. ,554; Dr. pp. 11C.-17: (ia/ . -. : il p. 98.

B«d Sofa-. J. B. Strand, J. H. Haugen, W. Coesfeld, and Ci. p'ischnipp. No. >>.s: >•

p. fiOt.

Bed, Sofa-. F. Bennett. No. '*8,s6.5: Mav 26; Sp. p. 5119: Dr. p. l'«l: Oaz. vol. 134

^(7.111: kav 12: Sp. p. 1.544: Dr

.ol. 134; p. 8e2.

az. vol. 134: p. 60«i.

iz. vol. 134; p. 309.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 99.

: i(

\i .

.

. 919.

19; Sp. p. 3341; Dr. pp. 701-2; Oat. vol.134;

Bed-spring. I . .McPhers<-vn. No. ><87 p. '.fif't. Gaz. vol I

: p. 9
.14 p 283.

422.

Hell mechanism. \V. R. Moore. No. >«*,72.5: Mav 'e: Sp. p. 4813: Dr. p. 1026; Ga
Bell-nnger, Klectric. G. Macloskie. No. S8K„14(): .Mav 19: Sp. p. **<'.): T)r. p. M7:
Bellows: K. Paro. No. '<S7,lls; Mav 12: Sp. p. Ir^i: Dr. p. 328: i.az. vol 1,34 p.

Bed-spring end rail. O. HoMen. .No. 8|I9,(X)7; Mav 26; Sp. p. .5410: Dr. p. 1149; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 966.

Bedstead. .\. Calvet. No. H88,466: May 26; Sp. p. 4285; Dr. p. aiC: Oaz. vol. i:t4; p. 7m7.

Be<i<teHd crib attachment. \V. G, Schni*. No. H87..529: Mav 12: Sp. il 24.51: Dr. n. 517; Oaz. vol. 134: p.
Heehive-fonning mechanism. P.J. Y\n\. No. H86,4N8: Mav 5; Sp p. -2X8: Dr. p.»,i, Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 53.

H-er Ac. cooler. K. Neelv. No. 8S8,4(lf.: Mav 19: Sp. p. 41.51: Dr pp. S77-8; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 736.

.^X tapping machine. A.' R. Steven.*. .No. 887.97.5: Mav 19: Sp. p .3;«5. Dr. p. 699; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 369.

Hell mechanism. W. R. Moore. No. >«*,725: Mav X: Sp. p. 4813: Dr. j). 1026; Gaz. vol. 134: n. 874.

47: <iaz. vol. i;}4: p. 715,

2H5.

Belt. .\.. Susseles No. 886,4.39: Mav 5; Sp. p. 192: Dr p. 42: C-hz vol, 1.(4: p. m.
Belt, R. B Dwyer No. 886, 7H0: !ifay 3: Sp p. 912: Dr p. 1S9: Gaz. vol 1,34, p. 150.

Belt for power transmission. 0. .Magalli No, 886,525; May 5: Sp p :5fil. Dr. p. 75; Oaz. vol. 1.14; ^W.
iielt for stackers, 3elf-(ee<lers, and the like. J. I.amuth. No. sm7.u4,s: Mav 19: .Sp. p. 3277; Dr. p. M: Oac. vol. 134; p. JW.
Belt nm ai'd clasp. Combined. K.C. Fijher. No. kS7,618; .Mav !2 Sp v. yi»<: Dr. p. 649; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 4fiO.

Belt-shifting mechanism. I. A. Rommer. No. 886.730; Mav 5: Sp p. KO9, Dr pp. 167-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 136.

Belt-tightener W. B. Parrish. No. >#«,()3l, Mav 19; .-^p. p. 34.34. Dr. n. 721. (laz. vol. 134; p. 617.

Belts, Cross-stay for. J. A. Wangsne.ss. .No. 887,158: May 12: Sp. p. 1614: Dr. p. 343; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 297.

Bench: See Piano-bench.
Beveling-machme. K. H. Slick. No. 88T..150: Mav 12: Sp. p. 2070: Dr. p. 434: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 363.

Bib. Infant s. .M. 5V. Walbridge. No. S89.(r73; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5.521: Dr. p. 1173; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 987.

Blilet-loop C, D, Bailv No. H86..575: Mav 5: Sp. p. 457; Dr. p 97. (laz vol 134; p. H4.

Binder atta.'hment. J. K. Rot>b. No. <7,271: Mav 12: Sp. p. KSri Dr. pp 39K- M Gh? vol. 134: p. 3-34.

Binder. I oose-leaf. A. K. Chatterson. No. ><H7,462: Mav 12: Sp. p 23(r2: Dr [. 4.^.'.
' . ,/. vol. 134: p. 398.

Binder, Loose-leaf. J. C. Dawson. .No. ,888,788; Mav 28; Sp. p. 4964; Dr. p. 1059, uaz. vol. 134; p. 894.

Binder, Spring-. J. \\ . Stockwell. No. 887,979; May 19; Sp. p. 3336; Dr. p. 700; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 600.

Bit: See Drenching-bit. Drill-hit: Secti-mal bit.

Rit-brace handle. S. H. Steams. No. *7,708: .Mav 12: Sp. p. 2772. Dr. p. .586: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 480.

Blacking for heated iron. G. H. J.ihn.son. .No. S87,,'il.l: .Mav 19: Sp, p. .3009; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 546.

Blast or exhaust apparatus. O. Elbel. No. 886.590; Mav 5: Sp p 497; Dr. p. 106: Oaz. vol. KM; p. 88.

Hlasting-tool. I., K. Kramer. No. V<8,24<): Mav 19; Sp. p. 3818: I)r. p. 801: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 6«3.

Blind-operating device. Window-. D. h\ I.onergan. No. 887,670; May 12: Sp. p. 2711; Dr. p. 573; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 467.

Block: ^cr ( ement block: Cut-out bloc Ic: Fuae-block: Hitching-blivk.
Blocks, Form for setting up and holding sectional. W. T. Huening No. 886..373; May 5; Sp. p. 60; Dr. p. 13; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 15.

Bli->cker, [)ouhle. .V. J/Morse. No. 88f(41H: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2227: Dr. pp. 46.5-6: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 385.

Blower, BlHcksmith's. E. Remington. No. 887;424; May 12; Sp. p. 2241. Dr p. 469; Oaz. vol. 134: p. .3g7.

Blower, Positive-prBMure. J. W. Wllioo. No. 888,566: May 28; Sp. p. 4488: Dr. pp. 960-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 822.

Blowpipe, Metal-cutting. C. Delcampe. No 887,467; May 12; Sp p 2321, Dr p. 487; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 401.
,

Boari: See Drawing-board: Ironlng-botrd; Score-board; Sign-board; Washboard
Boat, Plea«ure-. D. O. Exley. So. 888,883; May 26; Sp. p. 5369; Dr. p. 1139; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 968.

Bobbin. B. Gauae. No. 887,621; May Ij; Sp. p. 2609; Dr. p. 550; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 451.

Bobbin-splndls. U. Wjmu^ So. 886,416; May 6; Sp. p. 232; Dr. p. 49: Gax. vol. 134; p. 44.
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Bobblnet, Filling up holea in damaged. C. A. Christinger. No. 887,770; May 19; Sp. p. 2917; Dr. p. 616; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 530.

Body loop or hanger. C. Druck. No. 887,606; May 12; Sp. p. 2584; Dr. p. .546; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 44fi.

Boiler: See 8team-i>oUer.
Boiler-fumaoe. P. Swanger. No. 887,440; May 12; Sp. p. 2266; Dr. p. 476; Oaz. vol. 134; p. .392.

Boiler-furnace. 1. U. Boyer. No. 888,062; May 19; Sp. p. 3487; Dr. pp. 730-1; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 026.

Boiler furnace. Steam-. W. Hentachel. No. 888,086; May 19; 8p. p. 3537; Dr. p. 739: Oa? vol 134: >i,3;v

;,;». }i. ,VS6.
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Boiier-tulte-cleaning device. W. A. Greenlaw. No. 887,9^6; May 1^; 8p. p. 3258; Dr. p iv>>4 > ,n/. vol

Boilers, Device for supplying scale-removal compounds to. O. w. Case and H. C. liaggerty. No. b.s*,46y; May 26; Sp.p. 4289;lDr. p.
908; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 788.

Boilers, Mud-drura for. J. Stroope. No. 888,127; May 19; 8p. p. 3615; Dr. p. 767; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 646.

BoU-weevil-catching machine. W. M. and R. J. McCurdy. No. 886,536; May 5; Sp. p. 379; Dr p. 79; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 70.

Boll-weevil, Machine for destroying the cotton. W. W. and W. W. Bursou. No. 888,419; May 19; Sp. p. 4U>5; Dr. p. 887; Gaz. vol.

134; p. 742.

Bolt: See Door-bolt; Surgiciil screw-bolt.
Book, Check-. L. C. Reeder. No. 888,352; Mav 19; Sp. p. 4036; Dr. p. 851; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 719.

Book for manifold writing. W. E. Easterbrooks. No. 886,782; May 5; 8p. p. 914; Dr. p. 190; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 151.1

Book, Loose-leaf. F. W. Hodges. No. 888,440; May 19; 8p. p. 4230; Dr. p. 897; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 749.

Book, <j£C., Scrap-. M. WiUinp'r. No. 887.448; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2280; Dr. pp. 478-9; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p 395.

Book-support, Revolving. J. .M. Glass. No. 888,158; Mav 19: 8p. p. 3673; Dr. p. 767: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 656. "^

Bookbinder's strip-applying machine. C. J. Duggan. No. 886,961; May 5; Sp. p. 1240: Dr. p 263: Oaz. voL 134; p. 206.

Bookbinding. W. 11. Rademaekers. No. 886,726; May 5; 8p. p. 799; Dr. pp. 164-^; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 133.

Boot and shoe. T. J. Regan. No. 887,846; May 19; 8p. p. 3vj84; Dr. p. 647; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 556.

Boot and shoe and innersole therefor. O. C. Bemls. No. 889,093; May 26; 8p. p. 5562, Dr. p. 1182; Oaz. voL 134; p. 993.

Boot and shoe cleaning stand. A. F. Bigford. No. 886,766; May 5; Sp. p. 865; Dr. p. 180; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 143.

Bootjack. A. E. Davis. No. 887,924; May 19; Sp. p. 3231; Dr. p. 679; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 582.

Bottle. N. Hoflmann and K. Midler. No. 886,807; May 5; Sp. p. 973; Dr. p. 204; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 158.

Bottle. F. N. Fisher. No. ss7.(.'0: .Mav 12; Sp. p. 2019; Dr. p. 422; Oaz. vol. 134; p. :iM.

Bottle. F. J. Colmus. No. 8ks.:( i9: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3d62; Dr. p. 832; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 706.

Bottle. L. Liptai. No. 888,82.< .Mav 26; Sp. p. 5v>48; Dr. p. lo78; (iaz. vol. 134, p. 9J7.

Bottle and closure therefor. N. P. Jensen. No. 888,170: May 19; Sp. p. 3696: l>r. p. 770; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 660.

Bottle cap-closure, li ls.<.>ch. No. ^.^*^,621: .Mav 2<): Sji. p. 4610; Dr. p. 978; <iaz. vol. i;M: v. M2.
Bottle cap or closure. B. Adriance. No. 887.897: .Miiv 19 Sp.p. 3181; Dr. p. 670; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 574.

Botlk>-cnp remover. G. .\. Brinn. No. SSK,,-) 0, .M,t'. -'•- ~^p p. 4515; Dr. p. '.t57: Gaz, vol 134: p. S27.

Bottle capper, Cased-. T.L.Valerius. No. >vss,77(), Miv.''. Sp p, 490o: Dr. pp. li)454i, Oaz. vol. 134: p, VHS.

Bottle-capping machine. S.Wilkinson. No ssv,772. M.iv ji. .-p p. 4921; Dr. p. io*': Gaz. vol. 134: p. S89.

Bottle-closures, Apparatus for the manufacture of. \S
. II. \\ iieeler. No. 887,883, .May 19; Sp. p. 3154; Dr. pp. 664-5; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

569
Bottie-flllor. T. L. Valerius. No. SS8,7ti9; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4903; Dr. p. 1045; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 888.

Bottlt^filllng mivchlne. C. L. Ba.stlan. No >v<s.577: May 26; Sp. p. 4512: Dr. p. 956; Oaz, vol, 134; p. 826.

Bottle, Non-redllable. J. F. Hedge. No ss,.>«W: Msy5; Sp. p. y«.X: Dr. p. 2(B; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1.57.

Bottle, Non-reiillalile. F. L. (). N\ adswf.rth. No. 888,132; Mav 19. Sp. p. 3622: Dr. p. 759: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 648.] j

Bottle, .Non-reflllable. O. Hachman. No. 888,891; May 26; Sp. p. 5195; Dr. u, iur2: Oaz. vol. i;i4; p. 9.30.

Bottle. Non-reflllable. H. W. E. Josling. No. 888.907; May 26; 8p. p. 5229; Dr. p. WW; Oaz vol. IM. p. 935.

Bottle or jar closure. C. J. Lundquist. No. 886,619; May 5; Sp. p. 548; Dr. p. IHi: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 97.

Bottle-packing. B Kochs. No. 886,818; Mnv 5; Sp p. 988; Dr. p. 207; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 161.

Bottle, Siphon-. M 1^ vin. No. Rs7.*i<i7. Mhv U, .-p ji. 2707; Dr. p. 572; Oaz. vol. l.>4; p. 466.

Bottle-stopper. W. B. Reiliy. No. 887.22'.i. .M»v )_: -p p 1779; Dr p. 374; Oaz. vol 1.(4: p. .320.

Bottli^stopper. L. 8. Flatau. No. 887,619; Mmv 12, >p ]
.'•^)7, Dr p. ,550; Oaz. vol. 134; p 4.50.

Bottle-stopper. O. S. Oriner. No. 8»t,U0;(: Mav j<
.

.--p p >K)5: Dr. p. 1148; Oaz. vol. I'M. p. wi5.

Bottl.'-siopiHT. G Kirkcgaard No. h,v.',i;{7: May -it); Sp. p. 5672; Dr. p. 1200: Oaz. vol. i;*4: p. 1007.

Bottle-washing marduie W.J.Cunningham. .No. 889,107; May 2«1; Sp. p. 5616; Dr. p. lls<4: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 998.

Bottl.- ,1!, 1 f! .-. • w ;rv Icvtr-liK-k lor. R. Vc<-ck. No. 887,293; .Mav 12; Sp. p. 195:t; Dr p. 410; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 343. •

Bottles an 1 "1 :,.! r.-(vi tacles. ( losiin> for. A. OiUiard. No. 888,2;U; Mav 19; Sp. p. 38.)7; Dr. p. 79".^; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 681.' "•

Bottles and the like. Machine for making closures for. W. Painter. No. 887,838; May 19; Sp. p. 3j60; Dr. pp. 643-4; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

653.

Bowllng-alley ball-stop. W. \V. Vearing. No. 886,556; May 5; Sp. p. 422; Dr. p. 90; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 77.

Bowling-alleys Pin-spotting device for. W. Josephy. So. mi.y^f.'. May 12; Sp. p. 21.«ti. Dr p 46'.t; Oaz. vol. 134; p. .379

Box: See Bar-counter box; Cardboard box; Cash-box; Collapsible box; Fee<l-box; Folding box; Match-box; Metal-bound box: Miter-

box; Packing-box; Paste-box; Shipping and display box; Sifter-box; Stuiting-box; Talking-machine sound-box; Telephone toll-box;

Wire-bound box.
Box-cover holder. O. W. Van Dn's.s.m. No. 887,153; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1608; Dr. p. 341; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2?i6.

Bo.x rack. Cracker and cake C. F. Igelmann. .No 887,329; May 12; Sp. p. '2031, Dr. p. 425: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 356.

Box-spring. J. M. Bowers and W. R. Close. No. 888,3 J3: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3942: Dr. ji. ,83 i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 704.

Box top. Powder-. W. 11. Perkins. No. S86,632: May 5; Sp. p. 574; l)r. p. 120: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 101.

Box top. Powder-. W. H. Perkins. No. 88><.7,3:i; .Mav 26; Sp.p. 4V27; Dr. p. lO.*: Oaz. vol. 134; p. >»76.

Boxes, crates, dtc. Reinforced comer for. H. M. Amos. No. §86,462; May 5; Sp. p. 241; Dr. p. 50; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 45.

Brace: See Trench-brace.
Brace and brace-frame, C<irrectlve flexible. G. W. Haas. No. 887380; May 12; Sp. p. 2170; Dr. pp. 4.54-5; Gar. vol. 134; p. 375.

Brace and brace-frame. Flexible corrective. G. W. Haas. No. 888.490; May 26; Sp. p. 4.X55: Dr. p. 917; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 794.

Bracelet and neck-chain. F. P. Barney. No. 888,067; May 19; Sp. p. 3480; Dr. p. 729; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 624.

Bracelets, Making. P. H. Long. No. 886,616; May 5; 8p. p. 538; Dr. p. 115; Gaz. vol. 134; p 9«i.

Bracket: See Picture-molding bracket; Shade-bracket; Shade and curtain bracket: Wall-lnuket.
Braiding-machine. J. Lundgren. No. 887,250; May 12; Sp. p. 1836: Dr p. 3.S8: (.a?, vol. 134; p. .329.

Brake: Se« .Mr-brake; Car-brake; Fluid-pressure brake; Fnctlonal brake: X'ehicle-brake; Wagon-brake.
Brake. 8. E. Chidister. No. 886.944; May 5; Sp. p. 1206; Dr. p. 25.5; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 201

Brake-head, Adjustable. P. T. Handiges. No. 886,603; May 5; S

Brake-lever. J.J. Byers. No. 887,030; May 5; Sp. p. 1375; Dr. p. 292; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 228
Brake-head, Adjustable. P. T. Handiges. No. 886,603; May 5; Sp. p. 515; Dr. p 111; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 92.

BrakemechanismformiuecAges, skips, and lifts, Safety. A.M.Newman. No.887,264; May 12; Sp. p. 1850; Dr. pp. 390-1; Gaz. voi. 134;

p. 331.

Brake-shoe. I. A. GIbbs. No. 886,094; May 5; Sp. p. 721; Dr. p. 148; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 122.

Brake-shoe. J. D. GaUagher. No 887.243; May 12; Sp. p. 1800; Dr. pp. 379-80; Oaz. \ol. 134: p. 324.

Brake-shoe. J. D. Gallagher. No. 887.244: Mav 12; Sp. p. 1802; Dr. p. .380; Oaz. vol. 134; p 324.

Brake-shoe. W. H. V. Rosing and F. L. Gordon. No. 8B7.274; May 12; Sp. p. 18<C; Dr. p. 400; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 335.

Brake-shoe. F. W. Sargent. No. 888,751; May 26; Sp. p. 4865; Dr. p. lO.r: Gaz. vol, \U: p, 8X2.

Brake-shoe shell. W. 11. Thrash. No. 886.553; May 5; Sp. p. 416; Dr. p. S9; c,az. vol. IM: p. 76.

Brake-slack adjuster. M. W. Ilibbard. No. 887,637; May 12: Sp. p. 21)50; Dr. pp .V),v 9: liaz vol. 1,34. p. 457.

Braking system. Automatic. B. Alkman. .No. 886,460; May 5; Sp. p. 2,^3; Dr. pp 49-50: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 44.

Bread-maker's gage. J. Roi)esky. No. 888,930; May 26; Sp. p. 5264; Dr. p. 1117, Gaz. vol. i:«: p. 942.

Brewing sov, Apparatus for. T. Suzuki. No. 888,204; May 19; 8p. p. 3752; Dr. p. 788; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 671.

Brick and block mold. C. W. Jones. No. 887,398; May 12; Sp.p. 2193; Dr. p. il>s. Gaz vol. 134: p. 378.

Brick-conveyer. W R. Martin. No. 888,831; May 26; 8p. p. 6054; Dr. p. 10.9; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p 90S.

Bricks. Means for drying green. A. J. Warner. No. 887,294; May 12; Sp. p. 1954; Dr. p. 411: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 343.

Bridges, Counterbalance fcr lift-. L. H. Shoemaker. No. 887.131: May 12: Sp. p. 1.576: Dr. pp. 334-5; Gaz. voL 134; p. 289.

Bridle-blind. F. T. Moore. No. 887.338; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2050: Dr.ji 429; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 359.

Bronzing-machlne. W. Friess and E. Welngartner. No. 888.4s<.t. Mav 2i.: Sp p. 4317; Dr. p. 913; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 791.

Bro.xier. K. M. WaUaee. No. 888,278; Mav 19; 8p. p. 388J; Dr. pp, np.i 20: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 696.

Broom t.ol l.T C. J. Wren. Nf). .8k»;.4.58: Mav 5: Sp. p. 230; Dr. p. 49; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 43

Bri-b II .. ki- g-. R. T. Overion. No v,<..s48: Mav 5; 8p. p. 1037; Dr. p. 218; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 170.

Brusii Hlaching-. A. S. Vatig!... • No \s7.1.V.. Mav 12: Sp. p. 1612; Dr. p. 342; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 296.

Brush, Dabbing-. P. Hcnrv, N svv.vm, Mav 2».: ?!p p. 49<i5; Dr. p. 1065; Oaz. vol. IM; p. 900.

Brush. Flour-bolter. K. K"'Ir,K.r No v>.7 54,-. Mav 12: Sp. p. 2478; Dr. p. 523: Gaz. v.d. 134: p. 427.

Brush, Fountain-. 11, 1, l.onng No \^..\f.t<^. Mav ' Sp. p. 1301; Dr. p. 274; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 217.

Brush, Gin-. T. C. Kberhardt. .No. sv7.7S(). Mav 19. Sp. p. 2!»42; Dr. p. 619; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 534.

Brush-handle. R. Baillargeon. No. 8N'.i.0<S: Mav 2i.. Sp p 5.55>i: Dr p 11>*0: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 992.

Brush-holder. W. L. Waters. No. 886,.V59; May 5; Sp. p. 427; Dr. p. 91; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 78.

Brush-holder. A. O. Howard. No. 888,896; May 26; Sp. p. 5207; Dr. p. 1104; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 932,
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f
Bm.h Rourv M ^toerr and M. Kuettn*. S'o. ^7,867; May 19, Sp. p 3119; Dr. p. 6M; Oat. rol. 134; p. M».

sSif rsr- ,« ,,^ fKs, ''^^ii;^ "v.j^.t^s?: I.";,.?',.';:fi7S*s.r'vi';fc* ?.;».

Baml^^t'kel. C L. ^^mith. So. .SS».ri«4; Mav *, ^p. p. OJU: Dr. ;,. l'»i;_i.«;^- vol B4_^p. «»>.

Button rufl II C. Ward. No. *^,^; May >i, Sp. p. .Ml-': Dr. p. K^.; >ia/.. vo . 34; p. 917.

Butt'<^hoU-taw>. A. Bem.«eiu. N\v m«rJ4, May .S. Sp. p. 1175. Dr p. 247; Oaz. voM34. p. 194.

Lapmei, i't»"
. ,

, ^^
w^y 1' So P IfxM Dr i> .J4. , irai. vol 134; p. JMi.

n if fn Dr pp. 6W-flO', Gai. vol. 134; p. 565.

of -

IJ. tiaz. \«j1. ;.i4. p.

C^^t^ F o Mirhel^n. No. ssn,2.70, May U*. ^^P^P- »<<:'. l'^ '' :**''"" ''' '•*^-. P-.*^--

Cahle-transprtrter. J " *"'!!• ^"*''^,P^r'*;l ";;' ^/'.;;J7.-.-; u -(u t. 47-' Dr i. -t

caissuu. -'„'..'—;,,,,•... v-„ .jinj o^^jv Vfvv ui ><n ri .ecM Dr \i MH. i.iiz vol

\iz. vol. 134; p. 859.

791.

acS-m^hS*.""\v ".'wJ^e^^ P --^ Drpp.^lJ^l"^; Uax. vol. l^;p..»l.

^A\Z' \^ K.
['---.ler^'^^^^.^' x/lv'l^'^p'p r4.i"'DV'p.310; \^^^ lU: p. 2*.

£ffir" and divider V. F.'lTnruLn ^N^.s^vil^. May' >.^; .-^p. p 4U.^ Dr.p^9aO: Oa. voL 134; p. 7«7.
calipers ana '^'^'^^^^^ -^ \., ,,,,^v,ps Vo s>s7 S07 Vlav 1^ .-^P p. 2mK Dr. p. 630; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 544.
Call, .\utomat.c '-'''*,**--,..-^ ^^ "Xfs Nt-w^ s42

' Mav \'> Sp p. ;ill70; Dr. pp. 645-6; Gar. vol. 134; p. 555.

Candl^ho.l.F >.
^Cmttel.

,>V> ^f^^V^^i^l^.^^^.^^^V^' ^7/2^! Dr p;"^l!^5;^(5^ vol. 134|p. 529.

?rxL'-cttrtrn-'° W. T.Hs-^wsTm.- M^'^Milt' May .-I.' Sp' p' :a57;' Dr. p*^V Ga.. vol. 134; p. ^5.
tane,

V.^™'^^,?*;'"^;^ v^
'
^.7 -^ yj^v }>,. si. p. jy<);(; Dr pp t.lJ Vi; Oaz. vol. 134; p. .S2X.

C^^b^^ -
nne N,.,s^^^ ^^/l^u' Ni'::'^ %^V^:' Dr p!'Un^f^.^l. 134; p. 145.

^^^^^X:^%.L^j^: ^o K; J,:

«;>-:>^^^t^-: ^f,^-^;^-S;^f^i^.^ii.i34; p. 741.

rar^ouC " i' Hitter No v**i,s»,4: May .5: Sp p. 10»d Dr PP. ->'-^^ «"• ^^
'.J**'

P' ''•"

ra™Dllmj I Sparks. No HW.4;U; viiv !>•; Sp. p 4210. Dr pp sW .i Gar. vo
• 134. p_746.

•aJ^ouE' P N^ldo. No. H«9.i«3: May .-H; Sp. p. Vlo,^. Dr. p u:^: Gaz.joP 134; p 974.
Lar-coupuu»< /^^'^W; ,. M-<.o.ingh„use No 8K7,2<*i Mav 12. Si., p 1957: Dr. p. 411;

.„ _ 8„si|2: May 2»i; Sp. p
Car^oor ""j. W^ Wirkt'S. No. 8.H7.1»i7, May 12; Sp. p. 1629; Dr

p. 7«.

^^^3^^: :;^ti^:: "
'^;^?T\ ^W^> %.':£i.^v/^l^ '^l. ? ^".^P "^'^r V%. p. 17.

Gat. vol. 134; p. aO0.

< ia£. vol. 134; p. ISO.

Lar, uunip-. ",V w t- I^Kt v, «oki>i- vi.iv i<i Sn d ;<7'';< Dr p 77'* (.az. vo \M p "k.

SJ' gr? T H MoSht: No: :^;j::^; m^v J^; s?: j^: ^2^; Dr I :.. ;^.
v.„ 134. t. ooo.

Car-tender. E.
f?'! ^

_Hohn^ No^*^.9», May r^ ^PP^f^]\' ^ ,.,^, ,,, ,.„ :^.

Iay2»i Sp p .7i»H. Dr. p. 1208; Gai. vol. 134; p. 1012.

Carren.ier Mrwi-. "-'*•
VT'vrrxVn'and J' TrWoodward. No HJ*.52<»: Mav ,"., So p. 370; Dr. p. " "• ' ""• "

Car grain-door. Rail_wa7_-. .Aiv^^"t? ^mlL^V \TssS ^: Mav 19: Sp. p 42-2X, t>r. p. ,'<97; "

tlllbSaJS v°.„'«ur™'.p*p"m>.. ""'FTcr.,?." N^: *.«.»... M.r .^^^ Lp, p, .«.«: fir. p. l.«; 0«. vol. l«; p.

(ias. vol. 134; p. 68.
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Car-Uffhtina ST«t«m W. A. Tiirbarne. No. 886,445; May 5; Sp. p. 203; Dr. p. 44; Gat. vol. 134; p. 39. „, ^ , ,,.. ,v>c

Caf-oSewK m^hkniim bum^ Tt. VVe«tUke and t. F. f re^e. No. 88>.163; May 12; 8p. p. 1022; Dr. p. 345. Oar. vol. 134; p. 296.

CaJ Kl^r^ J . 11. lierb.t, J^. Faaa, and M. Sfiank. No. 8«7.«04; May 19; 8p. p. 29^3: Dr. p 0.>9. Gaf^ol. 134; p. 543.

Car. Railway dump-. T. R. McKniftht. No. 888,526; May 2b; 8p. p. 4392; Dr. pp. 930-1. uaz. vol. 134; p. 806.

Car-replaoi-r. G. H. Sargent. No. 886,644; May 5; Sp. p. 594; Dr p. 124; Oai. vol. 134; p 104.

Car-underframe. V. M. Summa. No. 887,542; May 12; Sp. p. 2472; Dr. p. 622; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 425.

Car-vestibule. L. UUo. No. 886.744; May 6; Sp. p. 844; t)r. p. 175; Oai. vol. 134; p 139 ,,,.„,„„
Car Veatibule stock-. W. A. Bucknor. No. 889,176; May 26; Sp. p. 5764: Dr. p. 1220; Gas. vol. 134. p. 1021.

cSJwh^l. Pit- W.C.Fownes. Jr.. and R.J. Gardner. No. 8fi7^^^^ May 12; Sp. p. 1798; Dr.p.378; Oat. vol. 134; p. 323.

CAr.winiinw J W St'ott No 8X!* 052; Mav 26; 8p. p. 5484; Dr. pp. 1166-7; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 981.

ciJi AdluTtable partition for stcTkG. A. Pete™ S'o. 888.844: *iay 26; Sp. p. 5081; Dr. p. 1084: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 912.

SS: ffiric ion^^n e?-Crt^^^^^ radway-. W. H. Miner. No. 8^7.262; Wy 12; Sp. p. 1M5; Dr. p. 3M*; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3^.

Car. Antifriction aide bearing for railway-. J. F. O'Connor. No. 888,115; May 19; Sp. P- W«8. Dr. p. 754; Gar. vol 134; p^.
Cars at drawbridtrea, Safety device for stiWt-. J. W. CoUina. No. 888^; May 26. 8p. p. 4536; Dr. p. 960: Gaz. vok 134; p. 830.

Cam. Attachment for dirt push-. J. W . Grubbs. No. 886.M0; May 5; Sp. p. 964; Dr. pp 201-2; Oai. vo' 134; p. 156^

Cars or vehicles along a railway and the control thereof. Apparatus governing the passage of. J. D. Taylor. No. 887.288, May u,

Ca«"o^r NSh'^s'aLra «^«y°^^ governing the passage of. J. D. Taylor No. 887.290; May 12; 8p. p. 1943; Dr.

CaM.' &^."^*'Ve^'taator for*miwuy-. J. E. Ward. No. 886.558; May 5; Sp. p. 426; Dr. p. ?1; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 78.

5; Sp. p. 123; Dr pp. 23-4;

Carbureter W. L. Marr. "No. 886.526; May 5; Sp. p. 363; Dr. p. 75; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 67.

Carbureter. W. L. Marr. No. S86.627; May 6; Sp. p. 366; Dr p. 76; Oat. vol. 134; p 67.

Carbureter. G. M. ScheWer No. Sfe6.546; ilay 5; Sp. d. 399; Dr. pp. 84-5; Gat. vol. 134, p. <4.

Carbureter. T. E. Pmldington. No. 887.017; May 5; Sp. p. 1348; l^r p. 286; Oat vol. 134; p. 224.

Carbureter A. H. Rife. No. 887.230; May 12; Sp. p. ifsO; Dr. p. 374; Gat. vol. 134; p. 32^1.

Carbureter A. Wlnton and H. B. Anderson. No. 887,370; May 12; Sp. p. 2106; Dr. p. 442; Gat. vol. 134; p. 369.

Carbureter C. A. Rader. No. 888.2ivJ, May 19; Sp. p. 3861; Dr p. 812; Gat. vol. 134: p. Wl.

rarhiirwtpr c R (ireiiter No S.HX.4K7: .Mav 2li; Sp. p. 4331; Dr. p. 917; Gat. vol. 134: p. .a3.

ctrbumwand governor for Imemai-eombus'iion eng&ea, Combln'ed. C. H. McCUntoct. No. 889,032; May 26; Bp. p. 6452; Dr. pp.

CaVbSretJrtorSlSiv^motors, Automatic. L.M. G.Delaunay-BeUevlUe. No. 888,965; May 26; Sp.p.5340; Dr. pp. 1133-4; Oat. vol.

134' D 953
Carbureter for hvdrocarbon-englnes. R. OdeU. No. 888.190; May 19; Sp. p. 3727; Dr p. 781; Oat. vol. 134; p. 666.

Carbunning m^hanism for internal- combustion engines. A. P. ferush ffo. 886.760; j/ay 6; Sp. p. 880; Dr. p. 182; Oat. vol. 134; p. 144.

Card-case F A. Moonerl and H. K. Whitner No. 887.953; May 19; Sp. p. 3285; Dr. p. o91: Gat. vol. 134; p. 591.

Card-record. I. S. Bassett. No. 886,753; May 6; Sp. p. 866; Dr p. 178; Gaz. vol. 1^; p. 142.

Cardboard box or carton. A. Sommer. No. 887.355; May 12; Sp. p. 2073; Dr. p. 435; Oat. vol. 134; p. 364.

Carpenter s tool. T. Buehler. No. 889,104; May 26; Sp p. !>m. Dr. p. 1187; Gat. vo. 134: p. 997.

Carwt fastoncr, Stair-. J . L. Kingston. No. 888,713; May 26; Sp. p. 4794; Dr. p. 1021; Gat. vol. 134. p. 870.

( arTK-t-stretcher T K. Bra.ll.nrv. No. S88,ii89; May 26; Sp. p. 47a2; Dr. pp. lOlO-ll: Gat. vol. 134; p. 863.

aK-s^'^P^".' Dis nVting att^hment for W." L^PlumS. *^No. 888.529; kay 26; Sp. p. 4397; Dr. p. 932; Oat. vol. 134; p. 807.

CaPrui^uslWonlnK device. M. Wolf. No. 887.888; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3166; Dr. p. 666; (5at. vol. 134; p. 570.

r&rrWn Mechanical-doU C H Hood. No. 886.507; l^ay 6; Sp. p. 329; Dr. p. 68; Oat. vol. 134; p. 60.

SS2S ro^. cushto^ and aitl^l^^t for holdiiig toilet es,;enfla[s. Combing. K. A. Werle. N^. 886,907; May 5; Sp. p. 1144; Dr. p.

Ca^rrier?"'/Automafic*carrier; Cash-carrier; Cuspidor-carrier; Elevated carrier; Feed and litt«r carrier; Oyster-carrier; Pencil-car-

rier; Sewinc-ma«;hine bobbin-carrier
.»,- r, ^ , ,-,a o.-

Carrier. C. Chase. No. 887,065; May 12; Sp. p. 1449; Dr. pp. 307-9, Oat. vol. 134^ p. 2t.,.

Cart. Fodder-. T. F
-- -- ^- .~.

Cart, Speeding-. M.

Carton.' E. Mi>ore. NorJftSS.bib'; If^ay 19; Sp. p. 2425: Dr p. 719; tiaV rol. 134; pT 615.

Cartridge-priming machine. F. W. 6lin. No. 887,508; May 12; Sp. p. 2412; Dr. pp. 508-9; Gat. vol 134; p. 414.

Cartridgo-siziiig machine. 11. J. Hurd. No. 887.«09; May 19; Sp. p. 3001; Dr. PP- 631-2; Gat. vol. 134, p. .>44.

Carving-machine. F. H. Richards. No. 888.534: May 26; Sp. p. 4405; Dr. op. 564-5; Oat. vol. 134; p. 809.

Caae: Se< Card-case; Knockdown ease; Physicians case: Shipping-caae; 8tatloneiry-«upply case.

Casement or folding window. A. F. 11. Hamann. No. 887.93..; May 19; Sp. p. 3260; Dr. p. 084; Oat. vol. 134; p. 586.

Cash-box. R. 8. Bums. No. 886.345: May 5; Sp. p. 15; Dr. p. 4; Oat. voL 134. p. 5
, ,o^ „ ,«;

Cash-carrier. Pneumatic-tul)e. D. 8. Hager. No. 886.496; May 5; Sp. p. 303; Dr. p. 64: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 56.

Cash-register. C. A. Lundgren. No. 887,673; May 12; Sp p.2715, I)r. p^574; Oaz. vol 134: P **.

Cash-Bliu Refundini?. B. F. Seymour, Jr. No. S8S,i«»: May 26; 8p.p.5281; Dr. p. 1120: (,az. vol. 134; p. 945.

CaskK h^ind'e^ N. L. Barmore* No. 888,776: May 26; Sp. p. 4930; Dr. pp 1050-1; Oat. vol. 134; p. 890.

Caster E. Sabo. No, 888.040; May 19; Sp. p. 3449; Dr p. 724; Gat. vol. 134; p. 620.

Caster L. B. Legxe. No. 888.426; May 19; Sp. p. 4197; br p^O; Oat. vol. 134: p. ,44^

Caster Trunk-riT Herkert. Jr. No. 887,327; May 12; Sp. p. 2028; Dr. p. 425; Gaz. vol. 134: _

Casting-rcKl. M A. Bwk. No. 8s7,7.'i3; May 19; Sp. p. 2884; Dr p. 607; Oat. vol. 134 p. 624

Catgut thread. Sterilized. H. Schmidt. No. 887.1&; May 12; Sp p. 1575; Oat. vol. 134, p. »t9

Cement block. J. S. Minton. No. 887.211; May 12; 8p. p. 1712; l)r p. 364; Oat. vol. 34. p. 314.

Cement^hair mold. M. Serrier. No. 886,877; kay 5; Sp. p. 108,; Dr. p. 228; Oat vol. 134. p. 1.9^

Cement-kilns by producer-gas and apparatus therefor. Process of heating. H. L. Doherty. No. 88,,316, May 12, Sp. p. 2f)09, Dr. p.

Cement^^xer*' A.^J.^'kemley. No. 888.118; Mav 18; Sp. p. 3602; Dr p. 756; Oat. vi>1^134; p. 644.

Cementing material and making same. T. W. Cappon. .^o. 886 579; kay 6; 8p. p. 4(.3; Oat v^l.
1^^^^^^ «,«. t^^ nr, -afui Car

Cementltious material. Apparatus for molding articles from. A. Zuberbuhler No. 88<.665; May 12; hp. p. 2518, Dr. pp. 530-1, Gaz.

Centri/Sal^ra^hlno. C. Duemer No. 888.320; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3965; Dr. p. 835; Oat. vol. 134: p. 7(».

Centrifugal separator. P. F. Peck. No. 887.841; ifay 19; Sp. p. 3070; Dr. p. 646; Oat. voL 134; p. 554.

Cesspoo* 0. \V. Schodde. No. 8«9,051; May 26; Sp. p. 5483; Dr. p. 1166; Oat. vol. 134: p. 980.

1019.

p. 458: Gaz. vol. 1.^; p. 378.

. Talbotl. No. 886,664; May 5; Sp. p. 644; Dr. p. 133; Gat. vol. 134; p. 111.

E. Smith. No. 887,133; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1579; Dr p. 336; Gat. vol. 134; p. 290.

h and J. J, Lantit. No. 887,679; May 12; Sp. p. 2726; Dr. p. 576; Oat. vol. 134; p. 470.

p. :i55.

Chain. J. F. Wagner No. 886,904; May 5; Sp. p. 1139; Dr p. 239; Oat. vol. 134; p. 18..

Chain. U.S. Atkinson. No. 8»M70; May 26: Sp. p. 57.S2: Dr. p^l217: Gat. vol. 134: p. 1019,

Chains. Shoe for motion-transmission. U. D. Hunt. No. 887,396; May 12; Sp. p 2190: Dr

Chair- S« Convertible chair; Foldingchair; Rail-chair; Railway-chair; ReclininK-chair, R(< klng-chair; \\ indow-chalr

Chair attachment. Recking-. M. C. demons. No. 888,224; May 19; Sp. p. 37yO, Dr. p. 796. Gaz vol. l'^4: p o78.

Chair attachment. Rocking-. M. C. Clomons. No. 888.387; May 19; Sp. p. 4101; Dr. pp 8t.5 6: (.az. vol. 134; p. 730.

Chair-leg attachment. C.Lee. No. 887.u.;<: May 12; Sp. p. 2ti98; Dr. p. 5,0. Gaz vol. 134; p 4<o.

Chalr^Nit-making machine. L. O. Mcknight. N6. 886,721; May 6; Sp. p. 790; Dr p. 162; Gaz vol. 134, p. 132.

Chandelier, Extensible. W. I. Wilson. No. 8.S8.37I.: May 1'..; Sp. p. 40K2: Dr. p. h.,1, l.az. vo
.
KM, p. ,ju.

Chart School-room. A. E. Osborne. No. 886,630: May ,i, Sp. p. 667; Dr pp. lU>-20; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 100.

Check-conlP.i;.,! „,.p,ir..tu». F. Chrysler No. 887,0(-., M.iy !?: Sp p 14.M: Dr p. ;«i9; t.az. vol. 134; p.

,

Check hold.T ,: !^ .'t.T (•A...h-. A. D. Jo.sUn. No. 887,81. .
M,. i- -; ; 3013. Dr. p. -vl4: (,az. vol. 134;

Chrck-mK"'' r D U . .Morse. No. 886.839; May 5; Sp. pUii-.- Dr ]• JM Gaz vol. 134: p. 16,

.

(h.^k, .--.I. - '. ll.-m.T-sdorf. No. 886,976; May 6: Sp. p. l-'n< i'r j
.'uv i-../

\ ol. l,'?4; j. 211.

Cheest-cutur, W.iiu.utuig. J. W. Isler No. 886,982; May 5; .-]>
J

i-'T'
,

1 'r j p Ji.y-,(>, Gaz. vo. 134;

Cherrv-pitter. A. 0. Weinhardt. No. 886.906; May 6; Sp. p. 1142; Dr. p. 24o. (.az. vol. 134, p.
1"''

Chimiev. A. Marcks. No. 887 ...77: May 12; Sp. p. 2722; l)r. p. 575: Oat^ vol. 134; p. 4..9.

Chimney-cowl. D. McLean. No. vs^ TJV Ma. .r Sp. p. 4817; Dr. p. 1027; Gat. vol 134: p. 875.

Choke-coli. L. O. Langworthy. N.. vH.n24 May o, Sp. p. 995; Dr p. 209; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 163.

Chopper Sr*- Cotton-choppi^r. , ^, r^ , ,o. ,en
ChucC Lathe-. J. M. Jipnerson. No. 886.812; May 5: Sp. p. 980; Dr p. 206: Oat. voL 134; p. 160,

Churn D W VlcN«-; N. vm. .,:.. Mav .^; Sp. p. ^60: I^r. p. 118; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 99.

Churn ,1. Moir. N.. sv Ni... M.v .-,. ^p. p. 1017; Dr p. 213; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 167.

Churn. C. L. Heisler Nu. Mr,.-»(Jo'. May ly, Sp. p. 2ys4, Dr. p. 627: Gat. vol. 134; p. 541.

268.

p. 546.

p. 212,
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Chum. G. A. Thomoson NO ^1^; May U.: Sp. P^3616; Dr^_, m^Ga. vol.^lS4: V^^
^

Chum and frwzer. ftC LAmbie. ^^/*^-
-;^4, "^^fiV 'sp p -Tiw, Dr. p :~<7i: Gaz. vol. 114; p. «6.

CiKar-boxet. Pnce-nmrker and U.l-hol,kr for. ^^ >, ^^* "*
,„. ^ :je«, Or. p. 764. t.ai. vol. U4. p. 6M.

afar bundUag-nM...n. ^\'''-}^:''^'"'^^\.
, ,^'^p^'^w.''ljr p. :^S4,^'.az vol 1H4: p_.*»v

^HI^-'^S^ /^bS^^'-"^>^ '^^^>H^;/:;;-«,r^i:;"^/s^ Oa. vo..i34; p. 527.

Sp; iroiiev-inu. darnp^
^:; :-4-;;^^,:'^;:'*"'^,;jo3 Dr. p. 1(W.: ..h.. vol.

Clamp. J. H. .\(iUs -V-. v<^.vi4, Vf a> j/k '"^^ ^; Z^^; ^_,„^ pr. p. 1117;

Clamp-a
Clamping joi

1. 134; p. 909.

Oaz. vol. 134; p. 943.

„.. - . -- - 11- -"'• '™^.~' -- '^ -• j^
I

, >, ,, - sn I) 'i34: Dr. p! 114: 6a«. vol. 134; p. tt.").

my

gSn^^^tJ^plng^S;' fi^-i'-n^^£^ MHV19; Sp.p.3878: Dr. pp^(^17; 0"- yP|: ^il'
"^

C.l(i:k-movem..nt <:; J B •
and K U

^.'"'jj^^^^ s .^7 j.,: May 12; Sp. p. 1S33; Dr,j). 387; Gaz^ol^lM. _p.^X».

CW-k or other md.cator J de L^^*,^ >^ 1 *V^^ ^^-^^^^ v,.„_ ^^,,3,,. May

S;.^^;;:;^ May^::'"; p ^.v^^ i-r. p. u^i^ oa.. voi. m; p.«4:

. , v«- 42V Vlav 1' Sp. p. 2245; Dr. p. 470; 0»E. vol. 134; p. 388

R K')»9nd;ili' N'

:?7 -s,:: M^yT;srp: 29%J^r.^^^ Oa.. vol. 134; p. M7.

.
Vl.\u.der.ou. N_o. nv.,'.i:: M^V^^' .^P-

^;,
""

,015 ^G^" vol. 134; p. 866.

, o„k. N". ?»•*•
.^"^.f;:

.^,P- P-
p

•

-.SI) ifr p.lii; Ga/.. vol. 134T p. 290.

<. Snath.. -No.
-^••i^'» .Xl\'7.-^.^ J M4(. Ur.u. M4: Gar. vol. 1:M; p. 41

Clcx^k repeating me«'hatii-<im

Qod-cnisher. K. V. Hamilt-

Closet; See Water-cl'>.«n.

aoth-bpHms. Smoothing .ieviro tor

aoth-ciittiiig machine. <r. acott.
vv ,'

i ,,tTsfhaU
Cloth shrinking and drying mHchim-^_ V\ >, t.ottsrhaU

Clothes-hanger T
.--—..

Cloth^K > / >">'th No. ^^7d^.^^My^..,>y-•-^y-—,;-;VaK: volVm 419

Clothes-Une reel. T Henaii^L -^'-
-^V ui^v 1 • s'n n^-7'>.V Dr p .SMO; Gaz- vol. 134; p. 4W.

Clolhes-pin. G K Br<Kt. No.
**' lA^-'' ^.'^.l.'" w^P

-f
"

, ,, „w l>r p. i:«: Gar., vol. 134; p. 114.

Clothes-^^under I. H. Bowhng. ^tr
'^';.''t -^.i v 1

'

-^i ^ '"-'4 l)r p. iS.3; (laz. vol. 134; p. 452.

Clo he8-^>und.-r K l- '"iyntb;^, ^i:-,:^:^,^!^^y- >,: 'sp' p 4JM. Dr. P »0b; Gaj. vol. 134. p. 780^

Clothe. pre.s -r cabinet \- "nAnsinorT'N .' ^'i^:'Miy 5: Sp p. M: 1'^. p. 7. Oar vol. 134; p. 8

gi^S: ^:s:v^'^'No^-o^^j^A^>f^C;:^p^.;:^^^ ;;?^piii;^^a^s-i^,^..

riurrh Friction-. S. Branilev-Moore. No^HKS

SuS; p4tion-. J. Kt^h.. N-
^l;;!^..-^*^'^:i:^^- p;;.;4K 'l/r p-eiVrGat. vol. 134: p. M4.

Clutch or brake. J. X Dixon V- *«' •:
'

'•j!?*> ^^^^^ ,V st. p MJ7; G.ai. vol. 134; p. :fi5.

Coating composition. \V.H. Colder^ V R^M^^i'hie s'' ^>J^ -S^ Mav 2b; Sp. p. 5075, Gar vol 134; D. 911.

Cobalt *nd ruckeis..parating salts of. T. B. MH.h... N^
.^ ^^^^ _^.

.

^ j, g.,!. (ja,. vol 134. p. 79H

Cock. Ga8-. W K lj'\';.l*'r"**^''/i"^
l-n U« -42 May ^ sp P ^^*' I'r P ^^'- ^i»*- \«'-

^-^.l
P' '*^^-

Coclc. Safety ga.-- K 1
.
Kichter. No

"*f-'*-^7!'>
r"'^' .,^;y, j.r p. «s: Gas. vol. 134; p. 10.

Cook Water- L. W. Eggleston. No. V^.,{.ri. Mav o^ -"P-.I.^ .^^j/ P
i,s2-3; Gar. vol. 134; p. 'Mi.

(ode :->'ssag.v .\I. Berardua ^''^^'^i' T,''
v^' ^r, ,, ri Dr d 3»i' Oar. vol. i;U; p. 33.

K;^W:roasfer K. T. Shortt. No. h... 42^. «a^wv >p. 1
l- ^ iJ^^^^,^ .^o; Gar. vol 1.34; p. 212.

Coherer and decoherer J. L.
^'^^''^^J'^. ^^- sn i

'

-tr Dr. p. 92; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 79.

Coa-8upp<:>rt. W L. Waters No- ^-.•^;
Ma^ '^?P,,P-

^^'v ,,; s,^. p. 1404; Dr. p 298; Gar voL 1^; p. 233.

Coin-actuated mechanism. W
.

^.l^^^'*'''; ^^ ^^,. ^av X,. Sp. p. 4.V^'.'; Dr. p. '.l^r. Gar. vol. 134. p^4.

(cin-repositon. b. ^ om r-iKen- ?_..
loin-repxisitory B. vom Kigen

Coin-testing machine. M

'
Mav r sp p 24.^ Dr p. 521; Oa£. vol. 134; Jk 424.

iv !«• s"p 'paJ<^. Dr p. -*H; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 685.

kS
^'

si^*v >»v Sp p. 4:1x7. Dr. pp.929 30; (far. vol. 134;

K''];:^Sp. p. 4779.^Dr p. 1017; Gar. vol. 134, p. *.7^

p. 805.

s....7!H. Mayo: .-^p- P- '-^v Dr PP
i^^r^^^^/^J^^^^^^^^ P^o'''-

&tS^ l^^^!^^'^"^' T; J^.^.^i;^^-^-,^^^:pp.7«^»; oaz.voi.134; P.M9
; p. 2»4.

Coin-testing machine. M. i' saauer. .^> r. . p . ^ ' No •s>s«.l.>6; May
Coke and gas, .\pparatus for the

""*"^<»'^f
'V ^'^,1'" sp p l.V.T; Gaz. vol. 134;

Coke, Desulfun.ing \. L-^^i^^^May-fi Jp P ^^^ Lx- P "•^^ ^""- ^'"^
^'*i.P

^l'

S;«ff-'^E.. C^„>'^^' v'V »^;^:h?,^' No l.^'^«.: May 5. Sp. P, H72; Dr. p. 7,
,

Ga.

'^,r^':.^:'M^'l2!%'^:^U Vr. 5^440; oaz. vol. 134; p. 36S.

Oar. vol. 134; p.

,«.! >o. <^.o^>.^y
v"/is.'^.f.". MaV-.' Sp. p. H72; Dr. p. 77; Gar. vol. 134; p. 00.

Collapsible box. W. f^Mf,^,^^"^'*^.^^"^-^^. Mav i. Sp^ 44»Pl;^ p. '.•4.V «^ar. vol. 134; p. 818.

CoUapsible box. \V I Tuttle. ^o. H8H,.x^, m n - . p i

^^ ^^^^. ,,^^ ^,„, 134. p. 800.

CoUapsible box. N B W ood. No s^. M M.^wt
. } P ^^

»^
jj^^ 4. , ;^, ,.„,^ ^4; p. 946.

Collar, Hors.-. G. M. McMdlan^ ^o^*!*'' •-' -^ "- -^ 'V,,-: .>, r. J^ (i«j;. vol. 134; p. 730.

Collar'
' '" '" " ^" "^

Collar sw
Collodion

fSrb°ir™.Jf BV Fuller .no M^J..™>H«^^N,"^,'\
Concrvtt-tUock mold. lioUov^-. 1- ^.-^ """*" w^.. 1 ' So D lt>72 Dr. p. :i.w. t la r. vol. 134, p. 307. ,„ .. „ <^
(onc^te bridge. M. ^'Burnett No.

f'[%,^%\;:^J,, Mhv 2ti. >[, p. .-.^47; Dr. P; H7h;W vol. 134 p. 990.

•onS flooTa^ilo-uIng, Reinforred. G. M '.rahani. ^^.^^^'p^',^,, '^/[uJc .,ar. v^. 134; p. 8.58

oncl^te floorconstruction^ K ( .Taxi.. N.^S«8.fi^ M«> -^, ^1
P^.,

^^ ^^
,„ i,r p. ««. Oar. vol. 134. p. 481.

Concrete, Metallic reinforcrnient or ^JJ^^tT^v V So v Im:. Dr. p. 40, Gar. vol. \M: p. 35.

Concretemixer. J.
i^

.^^ewart. No_«M34 MaJ ,-, Sp. P^
-^^ 1^^^^ ,.^^ ^.^, ,,,, 11^^

Concr«te-mixer. J. F. Crowe. No.
8«^-<*Jl^^> May o; Sp. p. 89b; Dr. p iv,; (iar. vol UM; p._147.

c-oncret^mixer. P. P. ^ ^^^^'^v-o^^'gi' May W; Sp P-W Dr. p. <S^. "a/, vol. I.i4. p ^.
Concr*t*-mixer .V f^^'ij^'^^ V,?^iw' May V.K Sp- P- 3738; Dr. pp T^;. ' '"'

.^^.L'-l^'
i^*^'

a^^Jl^Sl^r: G. ;: slSd. NO. Sp; M^I- l^l S?. I 3744; Dr. p. 786. Gar. vol. 134; p. ^.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVENTIONS. Ivii

Concrete-mixing apparatus. C, B. Dunn, No. 888,975; May 26; Sp. p. 5358; Dr. p. 1137; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 966.

Concrete roof, Reinforced. G.M.Graham. No. 889,000; May 26; 8p. p. 5400; Dr. pp. 114&-7; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 964.

Condenaer. W, M, Fleming. No. 887,081; May 12; 8p. p. 1484; Dr. p. 315; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 273.

Condenser. Barometric. A. H. Helander. No. 887.634; Mav 12; 8p. p. 2646; Dr. pp. 557-8: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 456,

Condenser system. Surface-. J. Stumi>f. No, 886,661; May 5; 8p, p. 638; Dr. p. 132; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 110.

Condensing apparatus. J. Asiroai. No. 886,466; May 5; Sp. p. 246; Dr. p. 51; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 46.

Condsnsiag fumes and gases, .Apparatus for. G. C. Richards. No. 888,119; Mav 1«; Sp. p. 3604; Dr. p. 755; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 644.

Condensing pUnt. Steam-. D B. .Morison. No. 888,6,37; May 28; Sp. p. 4«;'.5; Dr. p. 984; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 846.

Conductor, System for selecting one of several receivers connected to a common. A. Franke. No. 888,153; May 19: Sp. p. 3680; Dr, p.
766; Gar. vol. 134; p. 654.

Confectionerv-holder. C. E. Greene. No. 887.788; May 19; Sp. p. 29.'>8; Dr. p. 622; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .t37.

Connection-box. R. D. Holabtrd. No. 886,978; May 5; Sp. p. 1272; Dr. p. 268; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 211.

Connection-switch. G. K. Thompson and F. R. McBerty. No. 887,263; May 12; Sp. p. 1847; Dr, p, 390; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ,331,

Container. F. B. Davidson. No. 889,109; May 26; Sp. p. 5620; Dr. p. 1190; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 999.

Control apparatus, Automatic. J. B. II. Clologe. No. 888,961; May 26; Sp. p. 533:1; Dr. p. 1132; Oaz. vol. 134; p. ft52.

Controller. G. B. Schlev. No. 886,733; May 5; Sp. p, 816; Dr, pp. l(A-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 136,

Controller. C. O. Barnes. No. 887,180; May 12; Sp. p 1657; Dr. p. 352; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 304.

Controller. L. L. Tatum. No, 887,442; May 12; Sp. p. 2270; Dr. p. 476; Gaz vol. 134; p. 393.

Controlling and reversing means. C. F. Roper. No. 888.744; May 26; Sp. p, 4842; Dr. p. 1033; Gaz, vol. 134; p, 879.

Controlling svstflin. W. B. Jackson. No. 887,252; May 12; Sp, p. 1810; Dr. pp. 384-5; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 336,

C-onvertible chair. G. E. Clapp. No. 888.868; May 26; Sp. p. 512t; Dr. p. 1093; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 920.

Conveyer, R. C. Straight. No. 88<i,891; May 5; Sp. p. 1117; Dr. pp. 233-4; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 183.

Conveyer, Adjustable jicrew. C. Brent. No. 887,762; May 19; Sp. p. 2899; Dr. p. 611; Gar. vol. 134; p. 527.

Conveyer, Chain. J. Mallon. No. 888.918; May 26; Sp. p. ,5246; Dr. p. 1113; Gar. vol. 1,34; p. 939.

Conveyer. Gravitv-. J. T. H Paul. No. 887,421; Mav 12; Sp. p, 2234; Dr. pp. 467-8; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 386.

Conveying or transporting and affording amusement. Device for J. Kiralf}-. No. 887.652; May 12; Sp, p, 2679; Dr. pp. .566-7; Ore.

vol. 134;. p. 461.

Cooker, Steam-. J. E. Prater and R. 8. Pierson. No. 887,844; May 19; Sp. p. 3080; Dr. p. 646; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 555.

Cooler: See Beer, Ac, cooler; Milk-cooler; Water-cooler,
Coop. Folding poultry-, B.F.Ferguson.
Cooperage-hoop. L. A. Brigel, Jr. No. 8 ...
Cord-grip for mechanical or other fixtures. J. E. R. Hayes. \o. 8j<k.893; Slay 1«; Sp. p. 51W: Dr. p. 1103; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 930.

Core, Hollow-shock R. F. Sigler. No. 887,706; May 12; Sp. p. 27<i.S; Dr. p. 585; Gaz. vol. 1,34: p. 4N).

Core-making apparatus. San<l-. W. D. Berrv. No. 887,758; May 19: Sp. p. 2892; Dr, p. tilO: Gaz. vol. 134; p, 5>6.

Core-making apparatus. Tubular sand-. W.D. Berry. No. 887,7.57; Mav 19: Sp. p. 28.^0: Dr. p H09: Gaz. vol. 134; p. .52.5,

Core-making machine. C. H. Blau and G. \V. Kelly. No. 886,927; Mav 5: Sp. p. 1178; Dr. p. 248; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 195.

Core-oven. B. H. Prack. No. 886,864: Mav 5; Sp. p. 1047; Dr. pp. 220-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 172.

Cores, Chaplet for. (J. Frese and H. Ranch. No. 889,115; Mav 26; Sp. p. .5f»;«; Dr. p. 1193; Gaz. vol, 1.34; p, 1001.

Corking-machiiK- C S.'llonscheidt. No. S88„'j;W; Mav 'X: Sp. p. 4414; Dr. pp. 936-7; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 810.

Com and other grain, liegemiing Indian. J. F. (Jk^nt. No. 8«M16; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5634; Dr. p. 1193; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1001.

Com and the like, Holder for. G. P. lluguet. No. 886,510; Mav 5; Sp. p. ,334; Dr. p. 69: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 61.

Com-grader. W. A. Wemkle. No. 887,557; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2307: Dr. p. 528; Gar. vol. 134; p. 431.

Com-mill. W. C. and F. D. Meadows. -No. 888,^11; Mav 2«i: Sp. p. 4ta9; Dr. p. 982; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 845.

Corn, Storage devii-e for seed-. C. J. Ostmm. No, 8S7.si60; Mav 19: Sp. p. 3299: Dr. p. 693: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 594.

Coraet. A.O.Paulson. No. 887,120: Mav 12: <p p l.'i.'>4; Dr. p. 329; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 285.

Comet or the like. T. C. Edwards. No. ss<,.:\. \i, ;.; 8p. p. 916: Dr. pp. 190-1; Gar. vol. 134; p. 151.

Corset. Appart^l-. D. Kops. No. 887,t;.^(i M t\ i:. -,^. p. 2i>88; Dr. p. ,568; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 462.

Corset-shield. A. Hill. No. 888,330: M .v i . .sp. p. 3982; Dr. p. 83-:*: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 711.

Cotton-chopper. 8. Truitt, No. 887. v., M iv 1«: 8p.p. 3144; Dr. p. 6»<1: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 566.

Cotton cleaner, feeder, and separator .levator. E. A. Carmouche. No. 888,422; May 19; 8p. p. 4189: Dr. p. 888; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 742.

('otton cleaning and ftx'dinK mechnmsin R. H Lumpkin. No. 887.207; May 12; 8p. p. 1705; Dr. pp. :j62-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 312.

Cotton-cleaning machine. J. M. (iardner. .N'o. x88,39ti: .Mav 19; 8p. p. 4116; Dr. p. 868: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 733.

Cotton-gin. K. B. Lumpkin. No. ,ss7,487: .Mav 12: Sp. p. 2374: Dr. pp. «t8-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 407.

Cotton-gin fwd-r»'gulafor. L. A. Mci'rfarv". No 887,497; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2.393: Dr. p. 503; Gar. vol. 134; p. 411.

Cotton-picker. H. A. Babbitt. No. 887,178: Mav 12: Sp. p. 1651; Dr. p. 351; Gar. vol 134; p. 303.

Cotton-picker's sled. T. A. W indsor. .No. 880.451; May 5; Sp. p. 215; Dr. p. 46; Gaz. vol. i:m: p. 41.

Cotton-picking machine, Porlalile. W. H. Niemever. No. 887,958: Mav 19: Sp. p. ;f2<,«): Dr pp. 692-;i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 503.
" H. Vardemau. No. 888,944; May 26; Sp. p. 5299; Dr. p. 1124; Gaz. vol. i;«: p. 946.

son! No, 887,080; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1482; Dr, pp. 314-15: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 273.

.'o. 887,185; Mav 12; 8p. p. 16«>7: Dr. p. 354: Gar vol. i:?4: p. 306.

ures. J. E. R. Hayes. No. 8J<K.893; May 16; Sp. p. oiwi; Dr. p. 1103; Gaz. vol. 134; p. '.

r. pp. 889-90: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 744.

No. 888,781;' May 2»: Sp. p. 4940; Dr. p. 105;<; Oaz. vol. i:i4: p. 8!r2.

Counter. R. W. and C
Counting-board. T.S.Ford. No. 888,426; May 19: Sp. p. 4195;

Counting-register. H.C. Bowhis. No. 888,781; May 26: Sp. p. <

.

Coupling: See larK-oupling; Engine and tender coupling; Hose-coupling; Hose and pipe coupling; Pipe-coupling; Pipe or hose coup-
ling; Thill-coupling.

Coupling, M. F. Richardson No. 887,270: May 12; Sp. p. 1884; Dr. p. 398; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 333.

Course and log recorder. T. M. Foote. No. 886,788; May 6; Sp. p. 930; Dr. pp. 194-6; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 153.

Cover and strainer. Combination 'i .md II. D. Klein. No. 887, (CO* : May 12: Sp. p. 1524; Dr. p. 322: Gaz, vol 1.34; p. 279.

Cradle. W. \V. Temples. No sv , i,
, m„v 2t); Sp. p. ."iSOO; Dr. pp 1170 1; Gar. vol. 134: p. 9H4.

Crane mechanism. D Ken.iall No s\s.l7.'> .May 19: Sp. p. 3703; Dr, pp. 772-3: Gaz, vol. 134: p. 661.

Cranes. Automatic safitv d. \uc for N S llaseltlne. No. 889,126: May 26; Sp. p. 5653; Dr. p. 1197; Oaz. vol. \M. p. 1004.

Crate. J. L. Hoisvi n. No v>>7,(irti, Mav 12: Sp p. 1440: Dr. p. 30»>: Gaz. vol. m. p. 266.
I Smith.' No. 888,54.3: May 26: Sp. p. 4424: Dr. pp. 938-40; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 812.

No. 886.68,5: Mflv 5; Sp. p. t»l: Dr. p. 143; Gar. vol. 134; p. 118.
Crate-filler machine. Kgg-
Crate, Laundry-. J Ka-i
Cream-separator. F. 1; I

Cream-separators, DriMiii;
No. HH(,.',i21: May ,j; Sp. p. 1170; Dr. p. 246; (iar. vol. 134; p. 193.

f. W.Mo ^
-- - -

May 5; Sp. p. 85; Dr. p. 17; Oaz
Cream-separators, Liner for i^'ntrifiigal. T. \\ . .Morgan. No, SSe-.TOS; May 6; Sp. p. 102; Dr. p, 20; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 22

iinism for cent nfii^ral

Cream-separators, Liner for o'htnfugal. \V. W
No.S8>s.(i;i4; May 2<'.; Sp.p. 4«»31: Dr. p. 983; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 845

Mar^h and T.W.'Sj organ. No. 88*.,384; May5; 8i ' "
'

"
—"jrgan.

p. 85; Dr. p. 17; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 19.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 22.

No. 887,721; May 12; Sp. p. 2797; Dr. pp. 591-2; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 485.Creasing, scoring, marking, and cutting machine. J. P. Clark
Crusher: See Clod-cnisher; Gre-crusher.
Cuff. D. H. Anderson. No. 886.671; May 5; 8p. p. 661; Dr. p. 137; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 113.

Cuff for coats. Detachable. L. Shulman. No. 888,757; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4876; Dr. p. 10;«; Gar. vol, 134; p. 884.

Cufl-protector. M. P. Vucassovich. No. 886,903; Mav 5: ^p. p. li;«; Dr. p. 239; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 186.

Cullnarv supplv«ard. W, D, Henderson, No. 888,70S; Mav 26; Sp. p, 4788; Dr, p. 1020; Gaz. vol. KM; p. 8«9.

Cultivator. C" 8. Sharp. No. 886,422; Mav 5; 8p. p. 165: Dr. p. 34: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 32.

Cultivator attachment. \V M. and .1. F. festes and J. H. Smith. .No. 887.078; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1480: Dr. p, 314; Oaz, vol. 134; p. 272.

Cultivator-fender. A. B. Nichols. No. 888,348; May 19; Sp. p. 4030: Dr. p. 850; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 717.

Cultivator. HiKjlng-. J. \V. Davis. No, 887,586; Mav 12; 8p. p. 2568; Dr. pp. .541-2; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 442.

Cultivator-shovel fastening. R. L. Morris. No. 888,«i35: May 26; Sp. p. 4«i3;i; Dr. p. 983: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 84<i.

Culvert. M. J. Stofler. No. 887,284; May 12; Sp. p. 1915; Dr. p. 406; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 339.

Cup: See Seedilrlll feed-cup.
Curling iron, Kle.trical. T. M. Caven. No. 887,769; Mav 19; Sp. p. 2914; Dr. p. 615; Oaz. vol. 134;. p. ,530.

CiirliiiK or crimping tongs. \". Wex. .No. 888,861; May 26; Sp. p. .5113; Dr. p. 10«-90: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 917.

Current HoUei'tor, Sliding. A. H. Armstrong. No. 888,382; May 19: 8p. p. 4092; Dr. p. 864; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 728,

Curtam-pole J Knvier. No "vvi.'C.d ; .Mav 5: Sp. p. 1292; Dr. "p. 272: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 215.

Curtai!i-pol».. 11 ,1 Furbv. .No. >vs7.i.l4: iiav 12: Sp. p. 2599: Dr. p. .548; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 449.

Cuspidor carrier and dumix>r. C. Molitor. I^o. 887,213: May 12: Sp. p, 1715; Dr. p. 365; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 314.

Cuspidor, drainage-bowl, or the like .\ . U. Candy. No. 887,587; .May 12; Sp. p. 2555: Dr. p. 539; Gar. voi. 1.34: p. 440.

Ciit-oul Mix k F. Mrui)l«erg .\o s,s(i.47.'i. May 6; Sp. p. 270: Dr. p. 57: Gaz. vol. 1:J4: p 4;i.

Cuttir .V'^ Aspanigiis-cutter; lUitt<r-ciitttr: Feed-cutter: Fruit-<-utter: Glass-tube cutter; Milling-cutter; Pipe-cutter; Shmbl)ery
rutter, Sl'-<t ciiltcr rhD'ad-cutter: Tobaiyo-ciilter: \egetablp-cutt«'r.

Cutlir bar an i guanl C (, Hamilton No s.>sK.4'.U: May 26: Sp. p. 4;i;j7: Dr. p. 918; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 795.

( uttiiig ami dfliMTii.L- np . haiiisin 1 \\ M<.rfll. No. M87..339: Mav 12; Sp. p. 3051; Dr. p. 429: Gar. vol. 134: p. ;i.5«.

( utting-oti tool aiil !ii ill r ( K. ( h.inib.rlii, No. XS7.;U(); May 12; Sp. p. 1988: Dr. p. 417; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ;14».

Cv;uii'lv MaKiiig II S Hlai kiiioR'. Now M;i . j. .Sp. p. 5509; Dr. p. 1183: Gar. vol. 134: p. !H»4,

Cvani'U ..MiiWiiiK' fl S Hlackmore. .No svo.;, M.r. - Sp. p. 5576; Dr. p. 1183; Gar. vol. 1.34: p. 994.

( V( I.' i.Hiidit-iMrs Mali llc-^rnp lor M .

(
'. .^-toke.s. No wc As't. May 5: Sp. p. 1115: Dr. p. 233: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 183.

( VI If M .tor-. U ',. .--.hactler. No. H,s7,9«.»i; May 1','.
.-^c !> .i.«J9; Dr, p, 695; Gar. vol. 134: p. 596.

Dampemiig-machine. D. 11. ISenjamin. No. 8)57,755: May 19; Sp. p, 2886; Dr. p. 608; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 525,
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DamW device G H Crawford^
iX „a Vli; '^ -n p srii oV. P- 1213; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1016.

l)ec-ortlc»tor. VV. L VVeber. No.
**i;.'"'^:^':!>

-';.
^^'i P ^p ,, 244<.; Dr. p. 517: Qaz. vol. 134: p. 421.

. ,^ „ «»u
Dental appllanc*. J. B. Schnmin No. Hh. .jJn. Ma> - .

P v -"
•

j^qoS' May 26; Sp. p. 5404; Oaz. vol. 134; p. WM.

Dental ce^^ent and manufacturing the sanu-^I^^L^
Sj p 350^ DnpTs: oL. ^ol^si; p.,629.

ivntalcrown-heaUT. K \V. Dodez. ^>'\^^^-'^; '' j'^ iV' Si p 3!^^^^ Dr. p H32; Qaz. vol. 134: p. 70fi.

Dental dam-holder. C. .V. Conover. No. s>vv3l(), »«>
,':*j/'j;:,f^ .^.^-^ „ 1^^, rir n. «)2: Uaz. %f>l. 13-l,..nt:i ;iam-hol,ler. C. V. Com.ven Na «^.3lO: May^ ^.^2^ Sp p.' l2^br:T:^'' ^-^ VM. 134; p. 7^.

Dental plugger. .V. Atkis.s and D. C ar.-.on. ,.^'V ^^;V'\,7;\-.
«iD D 5551 Dr. p. 117J; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 991.

Dental swaging app.ratu.s H V A Iwm- N^ --'."-
^M

'

v J.S^p.^p.^. Dr. pp. 412-13: Oa«. vol. 134; p. 346.

Derailer. K. fl. AH r** '^^dj^
• "„ *:^*^ V ^a ", Sp p 62k' Dr p. 131; Gaz. vol. l54: p. lOS.

Derrick. Dirt-. G »ortel>erg. No- N'- "
•

^i" »P,
C^^ siav 2«. Sp. p. &*r2: Dr. p. lOvi, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 913.

De.k implement Combioatlon. J^ ^'•^^-^\ i^ p^in br p. tr. G^az^ol. 134: ?. 41.

Desk-tat.ie. ^ M. \Vlrls. No.SJA^^Mha <»?? -i^
g ,_j^^^ ^.^^ ,.^. ^^3

Kt^tric'S^aior. H. M. Sutton and W. U and E. G. Steele. No. S*.S,432: May 19; 8p. p. 4211; Dr. p. «93; Q«. voL 134; p. 74a

Digger: See Peanut-digger. ,. j^^g. p ;j37. ^ia^. vol. 134; p. 292.

DufnSt' M Souvielle. No *;•
"^J^^ «tl

'- N^s^ kI 'm^v 12: S.^'p. fk^Tor. p. 348; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 301

Disp.'n.sing Kpparatns. II. .\. and l.. W .

\S 1* • -^^.^^^'-vi;, ^^,3^7 ?iay 19: Sp. p. 3538; Dr. p. 740; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 639.

Display aPP'^^t^^f'V^'h'^'vn Li- vw Nil iJ Sp p 31X! Dr. p .164: tiaz. vol 134; p. 5fc8.

Display-cabinet. .1. Waugh. No. w.>^2^ M*> 1^. ap- P- ^'^^ ^.
1^,^ „ 300. oaz. vol. 134; p. 279.

Display-crate. G. W Kimber No vs. '^ •
,M»^

/^- ^P- {^^;;^;^^;^- ^Uy 5 Sp. p. 5L'6: Dr^. 112; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 94. .

Displav-holderlorje«-e,ryandtheHK.- M » '^^.''"'^"^
d H.Tt) Dr p 176. (iaz vol. 134, p HI.

Display-rack. , . T. Xanc er. No. v^. , ,
Mh -, >V- P- -^ I

^^^ ^.^^ ,34. p. 4^,4.

Display-rack J.T.Xander. '^ »• '*^,.; l^ ,
^£> .'

-;
^P'

^ 27S: Dr. p. 08: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 51.

D..^play-stan4 SS Crowther. No. ss.>,4Ni Mav .k P- Pp;]«^^p,P ^r^ oaz. vol. 134: p. 379^

Display-stand h. \V . Klotz. No. ns, * 1
.

M-i^ :- ^P- P ^^^ ^.^^, 134. 371

I>,splay-,tand.__U. P.
K>,,,^"^rs;<i%^^^;;.->^2: p /o^^J; l/r. P; H*. Gaz. vol, ^Aj>-^\n^:«.'- NIa'v'-'i' si). piSoii; Dr. p. UHO; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 992.

n r,^ ^. vs^ b . Mav -•6; Sp. p. S703; Dr. pp^ 1207-8:
<^^^-

^^11^4, p. 1012.

No.^7.ll, .Mav 1', Sp.-p 1.^71: Dr pp a^V.^^'^n m '

^
_.. .. . ^JJ I>. r^ -> (117 vol. l.Ml D. l-W."

Distilling apparatus. „ ,,

Door fa.st.'i.-r. Sliding-. C. .V. Moiuu'. N-v *vvH-. ^^ '"
;. .

%P,,
,;| i,r p. 7S; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 68.

Door n.xt, ire. Sh hag- ( Mvtterhaa^n M. ^--v ^^ •
M-

•

^r r 1 74' Gm- vo . 134; p. 988. ^ , „^ -^_

Do<,r-ha.)ger. N. D. u -iN N. -'^•"';'.,
i
". mI,- .-t N. »«J.J12; Maj2ti; Sp.AW. Dr. p. 1152; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 967.

Door-hanger tracks. M-ar.- r^r -iPi-rt -n, I .,,...^s. ;^'- ^^'^^ ' 5 | ' ^^1,^. p. 66; 5az. vo . 34: p. 59.

Door holder and bumper. .. :uui.e.i H d^^ 1 ^^ >^ _
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ .^^. jk,

p 517. oaz. vol. 134; p. 422.

Door opener and clo8t.r.D>cott.n..> ^.J^.^r.
_^

^ ^^ Gaz. vol. 1^4; p. 164.

Door-opener, KMectnr '
l.-n

,^, ,

^" ;- .,.
\'

' \. Z^;'^;. Mav 19 Sp. p. 3060; Dr. $• ««: «",7'^';.^34; p 553
_

Door-operating mecha;:;-^!.: 1
'w •., 1:.^'- - -' ^ ,.,, ':Jr '

so 887;W7: May 12; Sp. p. 197tt; Dr. p. 415: Oaz. vol. 134 p^34.

Door oPgate opening ai.d>l..>i^K^l.;;^' l
• j^^

Trude No 888 368 May 19; Sp. p. 4065: Dr. p. 857: Gaz. vol. 134; p. .24.

Doors, shutters, gat^s, and th^ like, loser fjr. _L Irude No. ^W^. «ay ^y ^^ ^^^ ^^^, ^
Doublmg-ma< hiT:- • ; A. U ettengel. ^'O, *»^. - . Ma> 26 8^ p. «|% i^r PP ^^ ^^^ ^g^.

c.,-

irrSlfu^^^H.^A ^S^a'S^^o'^^.r^^'a.^v'^I fKt4t£l>-in^%!"888^?l9' MaJ^^^p. P. 4789; Dr. p. 1020; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 809.

Dr^in^^strument. V. Higg.n,, K w l.^vis, and F.
.
Atfanson, ^o.^.TW |*»y*3',»? g^. p. 666; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 571.

Dr^lrl instrument, Oarn...n.-i..t f rn-, G V \ ;^''^^„ 2.V Sp p^T Dr. p. 9^2; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 838.

Dragandharrj^w Koad. I D w-.tl. N., vo,. « .Vla.^2.. Sp^P 45*^. ^^^
P ^.

Drawers., M. GaUand
?r"- ^^J-^'v '^l r< 'u, v .t> Sn n 5519; Dr. p 1173; Oaz. vol.

403-4; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 337.
DraWs. M. GaUand. N-. kvv.VJ. M-X ';• ,^P, P.

t;"':,
"'

'a^ 9 Dr p 1173; Oaz'^^ vol. 134; p. 987,

K?^:S:Ks, ^vi^;;^ng :n.:^.ar:^;r^| c: sU^ No. gJ^O; May 12; Bp. p. 19^; Dr. pp. ^. g-- . 3,,

D«w,il|-trames, Sliver-evetung rue,.narys,n for EC.
^^'^\^%.'^:^\^~^l p.'^-^Dv. p. 806; 5a«. vol. 134; p. 687.

Drawing !-rspeclive v,ews^ Vp^mratu^ ..

^;^J^'J^ ^%:;^. '^^ ; ijio; GaS^ vol. 134; p. 1014.

^^'-rr-^^ 's^^f-^v - j:..'\.i:vs^ ^^.^^r.'?2<^Saz. voi. 134: p. 21.

Drenching-bit. E. Robens No v<,
-J

M <
,

1-. '^P
,]^ -^j;' ^^y y^^. vol. 134; p. 396.

K:rsh';l:i co?er^^S'L. i^cC:un^"N-o.^Ar';v<f',Va/f^- 'sl,.^p!'2738;- Dr. p. 579; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 473.

t;-; r ris^%. -.-;
M- r:i,:^^ ,;-.^4:^/2^i5!^iS*v^i;^s^z^vr 134; p. 352. ^

k;:^;:;! :i^?^aSv^li^'^Ti^--" N--^^^^ ^/i^sp.p.3^; Dr.p.809; 0az.vo1.134; p.«.

Drill: .^"Pneumatic driU: Rock-lri'l. \^^"-''"''- .„. „. „ ~>8- Oaz vol.134: p. 284.

Drill. F. C. Palmer. No. H87,llo: Mav .. ^, p. '^^gP^J'^^-s'p^p/i^ Dr^p. 299; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 234.

Drill-bit. Fluid-feed Side-met. J
1 .

^v* '^
, ^^2, ^-^i. Dr p 413; &az. vol. 134; p. 345.

DriU-support. A. Ball. No. ,S8-.301. .\1- ^- ;P^P-1%-
p ,^7: Dr. p. 222: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 174^^

SSliS|-?n«r%.'F."B!™. No. ::: U. M^y 19;%.'p. 3205; Drl^p. 674; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 577.

Dropper: Se« Planter and fertilizer-dropiw
Ga*. vol. 134; p. 70ft.

Dumping device, Automatic^
r.!^pr "v^ .v-^k ^iv 12 Sp. p 1443; Dr. pp. 306-^; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 266.

Duplicator. Rotary. M- J^ D. Carter N-i
-^"^ "' ^

' '. ^V^'f.r^p. •>,« Oaz'^vol. 134; p. 162.

Dust-gTiard, H < I.aflerty, -^o. ^•'^- „^'"^ -^^^ a'^j n s Spira. No. 886,.532; May 5: Sp. p. 376; Oai. vol. 134. p. «».

Dve and making same. Brown »'»l^r M. li. Motlalt ana ik a op
j^j

DVe and making .same. Green. P. Julius. L^o^.ff-^"/,"*^.^- ^^S^-May 12; Sp. p. 2067; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 362.

Dve a- ; :-i.^-- g ^nme. Mordant azo, k. Bfhnitzspahn^ ^°,«)- UaV 12 So p 2.591 Gaz. vol. 134; p. 447.

Dylan .a.. ..- same. Red halc«en vat-^ I

^-^^y^^.^f^'^ S?U;' May^ll Sp- p. 3608; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 460.

D^and maku.g ...me, ""'y' P^""-^'
"^^fcher S^r ^'98? May 'sTsp P 1281; fiaz'; vol. 134; p. 213.

Dve and inakiukr sau:e. He.] trisa/o • Mihsther^
n-^,:'»7rv7Q St, d. 3441; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 619.P. Keil trisazo. (.. MiUscn^^r. -^"•""'•^V 4"-' "\uT Gaz vol 134- p. 619.

Dye, Bia. 1:^.. r H. and K,_Haa«er, .No^v^O^;^ Ma^l^S^ p. ^1.^-^: ^|^P,^,
,

'^^**"' • '
'• Hi. and K, Haa«er >^'':^^^^^l^°^i;y^'siT^G^ryoi:\3A; p. 915

D'v.. PiP.: M..1. I l'irn.T .>'\"-'^^ !^' ^^^ .-^;; ^P^.P^^oil- M»v 26: 8d. D. 5367

V\>' laK'vi \Uking rixi a/ 1 1 Enist an'li I'n-tzHil^ N 888.981; May 26; 8p. p. M67, Qaz. vol. 134, p. 958.

bv.laK-s VU.mgnMa/.. > > Em.st ai.l i r^^e^
Clav^;lp. P S>73;' Qk« vol. 134; p. 910,

Dy.. K.M a/, C.
'-•^^^.^i'':'-

'^"'' ^ ^^^ U Ma>^ ^P p W (faz'^vol. 134; p, 805

S:; Kr.1 [:urzo; L Sc^a "In^-^^^l No.U.Ui.. May ->6. Sp. p. 5-^4; <iaz. vol. 134. p. 968.
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Dyeing-machine. J. M. Payne and G. O. Wallace. No. 887,511; May 12; Sp p. 2418; Dr. p. 510; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 416.

D^nSlometer. J,. B. ^yebb.,^No. 888,^1; May 19; Spp 4(^0; pr p. 858; Oa, vol 134; p. 724

Eir-d.rum, Artiacial. Q,H,WllBpn. No. 887,563; May 12; 8p. p^515;
g^^^^f,-

««-0»; [?,* P"^'

p. 945; Dr. p. 196; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 154.
, Kar, Instrument for medicating the middlr. '

Kar-stopple. G.B.Frank. No. SJ*,?*!, .M^ \

v GauJt.
'

No'. 888,398'; May 19; Sp. p. 4119; Dr. p. 869; Gat. vol. 134: p. 733.

Nu. 887,152; May 12; Sp.'p. 1607; Dr. p. 341; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 295.

Incaak. No. 886.9.54; Mav .'I: Sp. p. 1222; Dr. p. 2o9: Gaz^ vol. 134; p. 2iM.

S. Kops. No. 887,654; ifay 12; Sp. p. 2683; Dr. p. 567; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 462.

,paraiu8, Vap^r. A. M. Jackson. No. 8^,642; May 12; 8p. p. 2664; Dr. p. 56^; Gaz.

itterv. l\ B^hoenmehl. No. 886,652; May 5; Sp. p. 611; Dr.p. 127; Oaz vol 134; p. 106.

,ble. C. E. Wilsonr No. 886,686; Mav 5; Sp. p. 438; br p. 93; Gaz vol. 134; p. 81

,nden«r.. M. O. Troy, No. 888,275;>ay 19. Sp. P- f«. ^r P^818: Gaz^vof. m;^ p^696

vol. 134;. p. 458.

kar-trumiit. "o. w'. "Cli'ne. No. kk> m M,i> ij. ;-,p. p. 3646; Dr. p. 764; Oaz vol. 134; p. ti52.

Eaik'l. F.M. CaiT. No. 887,7ti7: M«:. 1' -p. p. 21*10; t)r. p. 614; Gaz^vo^l34; p. 5J9

Easel, Adjustable. J. B. Timberlak
Egg-holder. J.tslncsak '^' """

E^atic webbing. S
Electric apparatus, , ^^.^ —• ;;- ^/ o
Electric batterv. C. B. Schoenmehl. No. 886,652; May 5; b^

Electric cable. C. E. WilsonT No. 886,666; May 5; Sp. p. 43i

.

r. »,<. ^ i ,ia. ,. aq

f^ rrTtrAu'^m^atKt-oS^^^'S^ckyzU^.- ^N^7.?/8;Va^^S'^|tS ^'p- e^, Oa.- vol 134 p^ 5^
K ^ r>c dS^ution system? Monocyclic. C P. Ste.nmetz No. 888.3^; May 19; ^Tp^ P. 4.,'54 Dr. p. 855; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 722.

Kl«tric fumac-e L. Dion. No. 888.877; May 26; Sp. p. 5166: Dr. p. 10«;:,-^"„yoL„V^VuP. ?^^.
Klettric heat*r. C. L. Taylor. No. 887.871; May if. Sp. p. 3131:j5r p.

<«J:
Gaz. vol 134 p^565^

Klectnc heater H. Wahlquist. No. 888.277: May 19; §p, P^3«*'. ^'r. P:^^-\'<'^J^^-,\^.-^\,^-
H.', in. lunt.'r E F I'ort.T, No v<y.o40: Mav 26: Sp. p, .'.463: Dr. p. 1162; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 9.6.

K ; r c ..a,.'r and cooker. K. M, iran.lall. No. 887.923: May 19; Sp. P- 3229: Dr. P^.f»• ^^'^
J...

l.«, p 582.

Kl«tn. heater and rheostat. J . 11 , 1 >elany No. 886.682; May 5; Sp. p 68. :
Dr. p 142: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1 1,

.

E;;c !:^^' iT..\U^'!'^..i^.^i:^^'^t^^^^ ^f^v'l^-^S,^.^^ Oaz.vo..l34; p.698.

[ .-.•t M, ',u,. t.r . 1 ' Mamu- L K. llornmig. -So. 8«7,»»39; May 12; Sp. p. 2655; t)r. p. 5,.^: .az vol. U4, p. 45,.

;.: r;;u::utun..,D>nanK>-. .),M Harr, N^o. 8^ 456; May 2.-.. Sp. p^ *fe; Dr. P^.9(K. G^^^^^

Kl... tru- inachiii.-. Dvnanu- E, M. I ingl. y and J. L. Ray^ No. 8HS.940; May 26. Sp. p 5292. Dr P,."f • Ga«;J0^ !•*«- ^*%^^ ^ol
Klectnc s>steni>. Api.aralus for the regulation of. (i. A. V\ ells. Jr. (Reissue.) No. 12,79.1. May 12. Up. p. 2859, Dr. p. WW. uaz. vol.

Kllxln^:w:?e banger. D. S, Beyer__No^887^: Mav ,2: Sp. p. 2536. Dr p. 535:Ktxtric wire Hanger, u. o. neyer. .>«.. 'v'. ...^ mn. ... uj/.^,. ..«.-.. ^- ..,
\,nJ: h~ '„{ ,^a- t. an

Kl.v.n, al appara^^s. R. K Jackson.
_

No_ «-.-i M;
> ^^^^'^)^-^"^ S?"n^'«^^?(^:Mav 5r Sp. p. 977; Dr p. 2<)i; Oaz. vol. 134; p. l.W.

p. 3,r28: Dr. p. ftSJ; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 548.
Klf«tri(al (.innectlon. O. H. Jacob and I, I. Hu^'j

l/i:::;;;^:l Tn^^hyLl: ^*^^n ^;..:r,' ^^^. ; v ^ ^s. ^.7rMap6- sp^p^.7^^ vTi^l^i^:''
''' ^ '*'•

|;l«:!n;:} '^;^^itlc!n JyJf^^'l: S^uS' • l^^^r: £aCt s'^^^r- ^^: - vo : ,| p. 14.

KU^- u»l-),stnhut,..nsvst.m. .\. S. Hubbard. No. 886,^: Mav
.J:

Sp. p. 58; Dr. p. 12: Gaz^ol .M; p. 1^^^ « 5235- Dr D 1110'
El.-rin.al g.ii.nitors, Vf.tliod of operating and sysU-m of control for. B. O. Lamme. No. 888.912. May 26. Sp. p. 6236, Dr p. uio,

Eie';\n<^l-r^guliti.^''s.vste„i, M. Moskowitz. No. 886,»6: May 5; Sp. p. 106: Dr.p^21. «*/ voL 134; ^^. _ 4^42 i)r P 986-
El.<trual «paration of particles from a fluid stream. Apparatus for L. N. Morscher No. 888,t^J», May 20, bp. p. 4642. Dr. p. w»,

Kl'^^Uicai'swlnh' I'd. Milliard. .Ir , and C. E. Parsons. No. 887,723; May 12; Sp. p. 2801; Dr. pp. 592^: Gaz. vol, 134; p. 4S6.

Ewlnc^rsvsl^mof.listnbufon. W. E. Winship. Np.887a52; ^a.V 5; Sp p^l410: Dr. p. 299; 6az. vo^^^

Hwlr.xle for ..le«tnc furnaces and making the same, E. F. Priceand > . J. 1 one. No. S8,,123, Ma> 12, bp.p.l.v... Gat.voi.i*!. p. as,.

Electromagnet. H. Kowntm-. No. 8H6.H69: May 5; Sp. p. 1070; Dr. p. aS; Oaz. vol. 34; p. 1/6.

Flectromagnet, M,K..untn*. No. 886.H70; May 5; Sp. p. 1074; Dr p. 22.5; Oaz. vol. 34. n. 176.

Ete^tropUtin^: apparatus. C. E. De Long. No. 887,77^; May 19; Sp. P- '^7; Dr. p 618; (faz vol 134 p_ a33.

Electroplating' a . .aratus. J. T. Daniels. No. 888,067; May 19: Sp. p. 3496; Dr p. .J2. ;«'^;;o»-
,^4. P- 62..

EU-troplating apUratus. J. T. Daniels. No. 888,068; May 19; 8p. p. 3498; Dr. PP- '32.3: <.az vol. 134 p. 628.

E^ roplatingHP'Hralus. W. R. KinK. No. 888,093; May 19; 8p^3551; Dr P,742: ^«'-, v«l .134^. 6,«5.

EU^in.plating hi-ld.r. W. V. Buck. W 889.103; May 26; Sp. p. 6608; Dr. p. 118.; Ghi. vol. 134. p. 990.

Klevate.1 rarrn-r. W.J. Chance. No. 886.763; May 5; Sp. p. 886; Dr. p. 83; Gaz. vo . 34: p. Mo.

E evated earner. W.J. Chance. No. 886.764; May 5; Sp^p. 888; Dr- p. 184: Gaz vol. 134. p. 146.

Elevator. J, Van Vleck. No. 8^7,1,^4: May 12; Sp. p. 1609; Dr. p. :M2: ( az. voL 134: p. 290

K evat r .,.f.M '..-vv^ W ' Keni. No. 887,661; May 12; Sp. p. '2677; Dr. p. .5o5; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 4(.l.

Kl.
•

.r
.

'

i
,,; .- ::.. i.,u m;,. llunger-. T. Lafsson. No. 888.615;May 26; Sp. p. 4376; Dr p. Of. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 803.

Fini r i.l.r\ n . i . i I k.hlef. No. 887,403; May 12: Sp. p. Z20U: Dr p. 460; Gaz. vol 134; p. 3«a

El-Lat^ Wagon. H M U ilhite. No. 888,286; May 19; ^p. p. 3913; Dr p. 823; Gaz vol. 134; p. 699. u.,„^ „„„(„«. r„
Engine VfM-ompo.Ui l.n^' me; Explosive-engine; Gis-engine; Hydrocarbon-engine: Intenial^ombustion engine; Rotary engine, Ro-

tary explosive-engine. Traction-engine.
. ^ ,, , ,n. 00

Engine F. L. Ea«ir. No. 886,589; May 5; Sp. p. 493; Dr. p. 106; Gaz. vol. 134: p. ffi.

Engine. M. Tsclitaperle. No. 887,.'>49; May h: Sp. p. 2483. Dr. p. .^.24; Gaz. vol 134, p. 428^

K-n^iriA F K Sharoneck No 887 865- Mav 19; Sp. p. 3096; Dr. p. 649; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 559.

Engne and tender SuJ?ing.L^Zo^e. P. U. U^ldsworth. No. 887.8.6; May 19; Sp p. 2998; Dr, p. 630; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 543.

eK Solving mechatSs^ Traction-. W. P. Mathews No. 887 410: May 12jp. P^2212. Dr p. *.-l. Gaz vol. >^- P- ^-
Engine igniter mechanism, Internal-combustion-. E. Ruud and C. Regenbogen. No. 888,196. May 19, Sp. p. 3735, Dr p. /83, oaz

EngL'^e^tyltartmg device. Explosive-. C. P. Cary. No. 888,221; May 19; Sp. p. 3786; Dr. p. 7;94; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 677.

eSm Spark-plug, Explosion-, fe. A. Lallar. No. 886,523; May 5. Sp. P- 359: br. p. 74; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 66.

KnSnMtTrtar C J Coleman No 887,067; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1456; Dr p. 310; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2(W^.

E^SHur^ ; combustion- L.W. Copp^. No.'88^2dg. May 19; ^p. P- 3796 Dr. p. 797; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p^679.

EnSineLsUrtin* means Gas-. D Fergusson. No. 888,794; May 26; Sp. p. 4973; Dr. p. 1062; Gaz. vol. 1.34 p. 89,

Enl nriurtlS in^n» Intenial^onilfustion- G. Enrico No. 88H.of4; May 19; Sp. p^ 3510. Dr. p. 734; Gaz. vol. 134;j. m^
Engine stArtliig mechanism, Explosive-. II. C. Fricke and 0. E. Turner. No.888,00,: May 19; bp.p.339), Dr.pp. ,12 13. Oaz.vol.l34.

fLi^s \DDaratu8 for cooling cylinders of gas-. A. Knox. No. 888.909; May 26; 8p. p. .^2; Dr. p. 1109; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 936.

Sines.' D^i^i^r for intoraflSbustion.^ W. R. C. Wakley and R. Parsons. No. 887.988; May 19; Sp. p. 335o; Dr. pp. 704-5; Gaz.

Engines, igiiiter-rod for gasolene-. R.J. Rennie. No. 888.533; May 2fl;8p.

Engines. Means for oj)erating rever8«*-lever8 of. C
Enjfinoj!, Sparking-circuit controller for explosion-. .. .

i^- m^^^. .^.,. <^^,.,~., — -.. --, -^ ^^oV-v- ^„. *.,„, .u. ,> ia<;

Engraving u'H.Jiine. R. Turner and B. R. Corley. No. 886.898: May 5; Sp. p 1128: Dr pp. 236-7; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 185.

Env.lni, M A Corliss, No. 886.360; May 5: Sp. p. 22: Dr. p. 5; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 7.

En^.l I '. Hitzler. Jr. No. 886,977; May 5: ^p p. 1271, Dr p 268. Gaz vol. 134; p 211.

r-sheet, Combined. I. L. Oreenblat. No. 880.971: May 8; Sp. p. 1200, D ^
H. F. Hansen. No. 889.004; May 26; Sp. p. 5406; Dr p. 1148; Oai:. vol. 134; p. 965.
_ „ ... . », ^., .^. v..- t. d_ _ •sii. pr. p. 45: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 40.

5: Dr. p. .Vj

lennie. No. 888.533; May 2<i; Sp. p. 4404; Dr. p. 933; Oaz. vol 134 p. 809.

. of. C. R. Smith. No. 887.132: May 12: Sp. p. 1576: Dr. p. 335; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 289.

)lo8ion-. W. E. Dow. No. 888,597; Vlay 26; Sp. p. 4551: Dr p. 965; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 833.

''vol.'U4;

EnvHoli ..r '1 lert^V-Vhe^V, Combi"^'." TLr G^^nbfct^No. 88o':97Y:'May 8; Sp.p. 1200; r)r p. 266; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 209
- ••. F. Hansen. No. 889.004; May 26; Sp. p. 5406; Dr p. 1148; O

I'm ,rn-. T. C. West. No. 886,449; May 5; Sp. p. 211; Dr
Envel..
Envelci
Ef."l'i
Ei. :..!.k;

Etching

1.

,-altt\
.109; Gaz. vol. \M: p. 415.

[, tv-. W, F. Oliver. No. 887,609; May 12; Sp. p. 2415: Dr. p. .-iOtf; uaz. voi. i.^4. p. «o.

V.graving machine. F. h. O. Wadsworlh. N^. 887.553: May 12; Sp. p. 24'.'1: Dr. p. 52t^Gaz. vol. 134; p «0.
i,^.in . ii.fk i.inv.i..^; ^ ^ ^_ ,,,_j _»v, xT„ ooTtti Uo»io. Qr. t. >i<»>- Dr nn .1'2»>-7: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 430.

ir .'t kthn iiig machine. f! i" o'. Wadsworth! No! 887;.'>54.- May 12! Sp. !>. l'4'.m.: Dr. pp 5'2tW7;

Just. No. 888,018; May 19; Sp. p. 3414; Dr p. ,1,: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 613.

0»Jt. voi. 134; p. 71.

Explosive-engine. W, R Harris, No. 886.500; May s; sp. p. Ji^; at. p. 00, «ai. >"• w'- F-

"

Explo8iv.^ugine. K. Nicoll, No. 886,846; Mav 6; Sp. p. UW.JDr p. 217; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1(».

Explosivf^n^ine. H. D. Baird. No. 887,749; kay 19; Sp.p. 2876; Drp.606; Gaz. vol. f34; p. 623

Explosiv .- ii^rine. H. O. Westendarp. No. 888.282; May l9; Sp. p.
389f;

Dr. pp. 821-2; Oaz. vol If* P^697

ExploMv.- iwine. H. O. Westendarp. No. 888,374; Mav 19; Sp. p. 4076; Dr.pp. SKM-O: Gaz. vol. U4; p. ,25.

Expression device. F. W. Wood. No. 886,566; May 6; Sp. p. 443; Dr. p. 95; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 81.
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4
': Dr. •. »2: Oaf. vol. 194: p ^„mMMIr **"' »> >r P '>^^- ^»«- '^oi- 134: p. 983.

Extm9ion-nuichin«.8.ConlHmerfor. <. H. H-ajHnm.
^^,'', *\^',. ;» 5n D 5&3 Dr. p. IIL'4: Car., vol. 134; p. 947.

r-,-^^, _,i I L' ».1t Vn ^X7

Ev>>rl(i.s-* :i'

Ev.'t'U^'i :i'

K'. -k;Usst--<

E > 'k;lii-t3«'.

Ky'«la."*.>»t'3.

p. ny^: Dr. p. i.fj; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 57ti.

Sii. p. 31'<7: Dr. p. "70; Ua;

p. 148.

1' t**'\'inf.

r V \dt So SX7 '«») Mav 1«; Sp. p. 31'<7; Dr. p. ".0; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 574.

- -1 L F \.it No sk; *.s MhvU.. .Sp'p. .Uvi. Dr. p. 670: Oaz. vol. KU; p. 574.

.N Wf'aser Nu. vv.,(4,4 .M.-.^ 1-'; Sp. p. M>: :
It p. 441); Oaz. vol. 134, p. 36<.

I K \ t No HHT 'xn M,iv I'r hp. p. 3190; Dr. p. '.71; 'iaz. vol. 134; p. 675.

1 V '\dt No' v^7'«r> Mav 1'.. Pp. p. 3142; Dr. l>. ..71; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 575.

\' F 'vdt' No' »^7 '^u' Mav l'» Sp. p. :il'.'5: Dr. pp. '-.71-2: Gaz. vol. 1^4; p. 575.

K .. .....s VV I'l Wens, r N > >i«.25l
; M av 1'-; Sp. p. As'..3; I .r. p. «»: Gaz. vol ,134; p 097

t;:-tH-:u.:g appHVatu^ V; Do<iK«. No. H.s.,.7T.'. Mav o. >p. P 'M), Dr. pp. l^<
.

..«z. vol. 134,

Fabnc: See KJiit lAbric.
. „ „ o™^* I v^ ita- vui- viav n- '^n o ''164- Dr D. 453; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 374.

L*Sr.r.r«VSS'p?i'.U.?S'4 ii; Ss^Hufii-: 'i! Aii^N.. J,,-.; «., ... sp. p. 33:v. Dr. p. 70.; 0^ ....

Fan or pump, (..ntrif-.^.a . .S. C .iv,..nn. <- '^^"^
*J0-

}2.796. May *. |p. p. ^/so ^ py ^^^ ^^^ ^^,

Fan or pimip, CVntrifugal. S. ( Davi .Hon. H.wsup. No. U.79.. May ^. »p. P 0^1.
^^ i22fr-31; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1026.

Fan or Jum^. Centr.,fu«,.l. S C I>--l,on. {H.M...e.) No 12 7^. Ma^^^^^ ^^

^:=^;l:X-Ak^tT^'H^^'' i^^^ £^&^a;^;^.r^:^ip.-; oaz. vol.l,4: p. 549.

Faucets. st..p-o,Klc.s^ *^-,?* "Hwl No s^\-x M,o- ^i Sp p M.^ 'Or pp li»t-7: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 925.

^-::;l: *'w.'l>".,.nc..s v. -.mi; Mhv >, sp p ^J^:-^-^^'^^;- ^: L' P.'^baz. vol. 134: p. 85.

K.,..i.r .•.l.xero^r. •-.ultry. ^^ '

,;^;
;*\- .^^.-nT^^'^.'J^^.^gpVsolV;' Dr. J ^ Oaz. vol. 134; p.547.

F>^i.r ^nl wat.T.T PoiUtry. M. ^" '

'"J ^
- ^"- ^^> Ip ^^ ^ .y^^y pr. p. 4H1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 381.

K^^-a^-r. AutorriHtic hollar-. .\. V. l-';'' '
' ,"- / :

*:'. \U n HiV Gai vo 134' D 52
F-d.r. Pig- F B E.py.

,
.N-.'-T; •*:•;, 'v' ^:- U Ma l-'S p 1495 nVpp 317-18; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 276. ;^

V^.\er rwilat.r. Hoiler-^^ i.,\S
.

« '«
'''"^.-^i; v' >«.*< H4(V MavV'Sp P 5076 "br. p. 1083; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 911.

Feilv' r li Walbndge. No <MS.V.h. Mav J«. Sp p 4471; I^r. p. ii4,; Oaz vol. IM p. 819.

, vol.
Ml.

f-^?o^l:T-^^M::^^^a.^''Nr;^:irM.^^;;.^pT^
Fe,u.-^tr.n.h.r I K. H''"'"^,:.,,,^-

^^t,, "^i:: v'^l M.' - ' 4^^-' Dr p 949 G^az. vol. 134; p. 821.

Fence stretcher, \\. re-. /- E
.^V*^.'",^'* „ n , vv^ As M ," r m, p 41-4. Dr. p. 899; Gaz. vol. J34; p. 751.

Fenc*>-stret.-hin« apparatus. J. W M:i.»on. ^>« '

,^^^/*^i
^" r

\ v ^t . y

Fend.T; .s>'- Car-fender; Cultivator-f.'nder; .M.-tai!i.- fen^.r

VVrtilizt'r Ins.vticide- F. G. Dokk.-nwad.-l. N.-. vv>,14>. May !!,^. .-p. p. 3652, Gaz. %01. 1J4. p. oo-J.

-;.mU^rr M^Ung a. E. ColMt. No ^s^.l4.V Mav 1. Sp. p. ^^.!^^^:^-'- '^'^ ^^. ^.y ,9; 8p. p. 3944; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 704.

F-rtUU..r.. mt..r,ai. material., and Ihn ^'^'J^'-'U" ' "^^^ ' ^^ ^ "^^^^^^^^ Dr p^'fTGal vol. 1^ P 571.

V ^ K II F 1) FalP9 No. s>-..4^ May.iS Sp. p. -ixfi; Dr. p. «1; <.az. \ol. 1.4 p. .k3.

riilfT, I --v
-,
" ^Y •, .. ^- , - «„,. I' -;t, 11 \')\: it p 4<h. (raz. vdl. 134 p. 339.

^l^- N H^T^I^'N.^;;<^3."'M,^'1^^'VP W.' I- ' r- ^^^ -,.134;p.H75.

Filter and rvfrilating tap. CoinhinHd water, i ..Klnd<;niia',r. >

Kilter element c Sellen^cheidt No. H.s,..i*, Mmv I.. >-p ,- -^><"

Filter element? LiiunK f .r C. Jellen.^.heidt;. No ^v,,4.^^ M v
^

Filter-plate. HM \shhv. No. vs6,4.i4; M»y ..._ -p. l-.
-'44. 1

t p

',HT.. vol. l^t: p..'>iQ.
_ „ . , ,-. _ «_rt

v.v> 712; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4793; Dr. p. 1021; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 870.

li- [. 4:!4- <ia7.. vol. 134; p. 362.

-]. T, ;.a; Dr. p. 34; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 31.

1 . 1 iH/. vi>l. 134; p. 4.')

F.re-ho*- bridge K. /."^^^h. >so.
'^^^^:J^^\-^^X L, ., ^fi; Dr. p. 17; (laz. vol. 134; p. 19.

F.re-pail. ChemK-aL J. ''; M^.^m^
m^vTI^ Sp p >M'.. T^.. 6'20; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .^35.

Firearm. A.V>rberg. >^- ^•^^. •;',:*,;. '^: \; , ', 4^-,,. r>r. pp. 94K 9; Gaz. vol I,f4; p h-o
Firearm. J. C. \vhite. -No. sw..t«i. "•''• -Jl' L • ^ ' ' ^^,. r,r n <W (.a/ vc^ . 34, p. 711.

Firearm. Repeatmg. M. lepbani No^s|,.i-< May '^:„^I^i*.^^'^'^,,
/i.?'

.,„ ', .>-,2.-,. Dr p k'; Gaz vol. 134; p. 43.V

Firvarm.. Automatie shell^,e,tor for \ ^ ''^>.,, ^1 v^"'^ .v 1 > i"; ,,^..(-4 Dr p. .'i', iJar. vol. 134; p. 4fc.

Fi.h-hooic. E I.^ Gdmore
.>''^7-'^^-^^J^^;.^'4%^a^^^^ vol. 134; p. 1.55,

i-'iS^UaT' J.'lL cl^wson. •"No.'S7^23i.X i^.'sp^.p. 1783; A p. 375. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 320.

.\L}'H.\BKT1( .VL LIST UF iNVENTIO^'8. M
Flshlng-Hne-drying rwl. C. L. Fowle. No. 886,890; Mav 5; 8p. p. 714; Dr. p. 146; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 120,

FUhlng-rod. J. \v. Eshnaur. No. 888,07.-i: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3512; Dr. p. 734; Oaz^ vol. 134; p. 630
Sp. p. 22b3; Dr. p. 474: Gal. vol. 134; p. 391.

r: Sp. p. 2727; Dr. pp. 576-

r:: Dr. p. 778; Oar. vol. 134; p. ()6.5.

4.C, Mav 12

Nv r,x(i Mm\ r:. Sp. p. 2727 576-7; r,az. vol
p. 3<tl

.

J. 1.S4; p. 471.
Flahlng-roil re«'i-c'lanip. J.L.Smith. Si -vsT

Flange-lubricating devkv. J. C. Martin Ni

Fla.sk-rlamp. R. E. Mnnn. No. H8X.l^.|. M.hv i . ^t, p , . .

Flat-iron and conductor. Electric I'. K < »sw,iid No Vsx.s43, Mav 26; 8p. p. 5080; Dr. p. 1U84; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 911.

Floor-dressing machine. .\. 1.. Hlo.lgett. No. HW..H2S; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1180: Dr. p. 248; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 195.

Flue-expander, Pneumatic. U. Kelly. No. fvv<,23<*; Mav \b: Sp. p 3815; Dr. p. 801; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 683.

Oaz. vol. 134; p. 854.

Flue-rattler W II V! Rosing. No. 887.273: Mav IJ Sp. p. IWK); Dr. pp. 399-400; Oar. vol. 134; p. 3.35.

Flne-,scrai)er. E. F. Fletcher. No. 886J62; May 5; Sp. p. 41; Dr. p. 8; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 11.

Fluid or water Jacket connection. F. W. Schroeder. No. 888.668; May 26; 8p. p. 4688; Dr. pp. 995-7; Oi

Fluid-prvssure brake. W. V. Turner. No. 888,207; May 19: 8p. p. 3781; Dr. p. .89; Gar., vol. 134; p. 672.

Fluid-pressure n^gulator E P. Noves. No. 889.185; May 26; 8p. p. 5781; Dr. p. 1225; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1024.

Fluids, Apparatus for intiniat^-lv mixing liquid and gaaeoua. P. Kestner. No. 888,444; May 19; 8p. p. 4237; Dr.

p. 751.

Flushing apparatus. E. E. Dickson. No. 887,600; Mav 12: 8p. p. 2574; Dr. p. 543: Oar. vol. 134; p. 4

Flushing-Unk. E. J. Wackerle. No. 886.446; May 5; §p. p. 205: Dr. p. 44; Gaz. vol. 134: p. .39.

Flushing-tank and closet. J. O. Bree. No. 886,470: May .i; Sp. p. iW; Dr. p. 54; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 48.

Flying-machine. F. R. Sweeny. No. 889.062; May 26; Sp. p. 6602; Dr. p. 11/0; Oar. vol. 134; p. 983.

Folding box. F. F. Ilulett. No. 888,810; May 5; Sp. p. 976; Dr. p. 305; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.%.

Folding box. O. E. KIrmse. .No. 887.729; Mhv 12: Sp p 2K16; Dr p. 505; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 48H.

Foldingchair. E.T.Morris. No. 888.72t.. Ma v .>i
. <! ; 4814; Dr. p. 1026; Gar. vol. 134; p. 874

Folding-machine Ccment-applving. F. S 1. nniiiK-- No S.S8,4(I3: May 19; Sp. p. 4141; Dr.

Footwear. A. W. Diddle. No". 888.458; Mav Jt Sp. p 4267; Dr. p. 903; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 78

p. 898; Gar. vol. 134;

Folding-machine Ccment-applving. F. S 1. nniiiK-- No S.S8,4(I3: Mav 19; Sp. p. 4141; Dr. pp. 875-6; Gar. vol. 134; p. 735.--^ ... KV-.j^..^ .. , ... ^ — >T134;p.784;
. 151; Dr. p. 31; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 30.

\Iav 5; Sp. p."903; Dr.'p. 187; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 148.

-. Mav 12; Sp. p. 1660: Dr. p. 352; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 305.

Forceps, Animal-. F. M. Howe and T. W Kemier
Forge, Blacksmith's. H. P. Dorsheirner. .Now
Forging and riveting furnace. \V. N. Hest. No

. .

FormTDress-. L. T. Furna.". No. sss.W2: Mav 26; sp. p. 5387; Dr. p. 1144; Oar. vol. 134; p. 961

Form, Garment-. H. Frankel. No. >s.s», 4>.xi: .Vlav 5; Sp. p. 294; Dr. p. 61; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 54.

Form or displav-rack (or shirt-waists and similar garments, Bust-. M. Litt. No. S86,524; Mayo; Sp. p. 360; Dr. p. 74; Gar. vol. 134;

p. 66.

Formic-aldehyde preparation and making same. H. 8. Blackmore. No. 889,171; May 26; Sp. p. 5753: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1019.

Foundfttlons. Fonning H. Abbott. No. 887,175; May 12; 8p. p. 1645; Dr. p. 3«; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 'Mia.

Fountain; See Scj<la-fountain.

Frame: See Girder-frame; Grindstone-frame; Picture-fram*-; Scat-frame; Window-frame.
Frame. ,1. MueUer. No. 886.840. Mav 5; Sp. p. 1021; Dr. p. 214; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 167.

Friction transmission mechanism. H (i Pfeifler. No. 887.961; May 19; 8p. p. 33(X); Dr. p. 694; Gar. vol. 134; p. SM.
Frictional brake. W. Love. No. H.s- rC Mav 5; Sp. p. 1303: Dr. p. 274; Gar. vol. PU; p. 217.

Fniit and flower picker. J. B. Tuttl. N . >^s. ,
,

, .May 5; Sp. p 420; Dr. p. 90; Oar. voL 134; p. 77.

Frult-cutt<'r. H. All. No. 888.293: M.v i. >[ |
vt27: Dr. p. 826; Gar. vol. 131; p. 702.

Fruit grading or assorting machin. H St ran N H88,4ns; Mav 19; Sp. p. 4156; Dr. p. 878: Gar. vol. 134; p. 737.

Fruit-picker. H. J. Bolinski. No. svs iv Mtv .-i Sp. p. 4JiiX; I^r. p. 904; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 784.

Fruit-swding machine. I. K. lltitchin-oD „ii.l H liunt. No. n,S7,724; May 12; Sp. p. 2^^05; Dr. p. 593; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 487.

Fniit-M-eding machine. 1. K. Ilutehinsoii aiul H Hunt. No. 887,725: Mav 12; 8p. p. 28<17; Dr. p. .Wl: (iaz. vol. 1:14; p. 487.

Fruit separating or a.ssorting machine. .T. H. 1 npihart No. 888.130; May 19; Sp. 3-18; Dr. pp. 758-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 647.

Fruitsandotherpro<Juce, A pplianv for use in storing fn'.sh. F.W.Meakin. No.887,827; May 19; 8p.p.3O40; Dr.p.630; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 550.

Frying-pan. .1. Csinesak. No. H>N8.i«rJ: Mav I'.i: Sp. p. 3384; Dr. p. 711; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 608.

Furnace: .SVr AssHv-fiirnuv: Boiler-funi.io- Ele«-trie furnace; Forging and riveting furn>ice; Gas-fumaoe; Heating-furnace; Metal-

heating hirnate; Metallurgical furn.ui' Heptierative furruif*; Roasting and 8m<iting fiimaoe; Rotary furnace; Smelting-fumace.

Furnace. J. D. F. Andrews. No. hks,.3s(i Mav lit; 8p. p. 4088: Dr. p. 863; Gar. vol. 134; ji. 728.

Furnace. J. .1. Jones. No. 888,815; Mav 2ti: Sp. p. .loao; Dr. pp. 1072-3; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. 904.

FumaceK-harging apparatus, Blast-. t>. I. Miller. No. 888,723; May 26; Sp. p. 4810; Dr. pp. 1024-5: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 873.

Fumacet-feeding ap[>arMtus. II F Smvthe. No. 887.535; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2462: Dr. pp. 51**-20; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 424.

Furnace fuel-feeder. G. W. iiardrier No. 887,085; Mhv 12; Sp. p. 1492; Dr. pp. 316-17; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 274.

Fumac«-grate rocking and locking device. F. W. Ridlbn. No. 887.523; May 12; Sp. p. 2441; Dr. p. 515; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 419.

Fumacc-wall. K. C. lloxie. No. HX(i,:i70; Mav r,; Sp. p. 54; Dr. pp. 11-12; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 14.

Fumacea, Air-feeding grate for. J. <> Schmidt. No. 886,.V46; Mav 5; 8p. p. 402; Dr. p. 8.S; Oar. vol. 134; p. 74.

Furojaoes, boilers, ranges, Ac, PortaMe f^re-ho.x partition lor.

134: p. 844.

M". D. Maaon. No. 888,630; May 26; Sp. p. 4627; Dr. p. 981; Gaz. vol.

A. (ruickshank. No. 8X8,9«2; May
H.S8,7S7: Mav 26: .Sp. p. 49,58; Dr. ppM Mmv L'l.; Sp. p." 4827: Dr. p. 10;»; Oar. vol. 134; p. 876.

26: Sp. p. M^y. Dr. p. li:2; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

p. 10.57-8; Gar. vol. 134; p. 894.

952.Furnaces. Dog-house for op«'n-tiearlh.

Furnaces, Stoking. (\ W ("rosiiv. Ni

Furniture. W. r.rsor. N. Vv'«

Fuae. E.Schattri.r N ' ^>vN.:i.v.. Mh\ 1',», Sp. p.4<>41; Dr. p. 853; Gar. vol. 134; p. 7Ut.

Fuse block, Kevi.lving multiple-. E, \\ e-terilahl. No. 887,569; Mav 12; 8p. p. 2.510; Dr. p. '.29; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 432.

Fuse, Mechanical time- K \\ leser. No ^\i..:^A. Mav 5; 8p. p. 43.'; Dr. p. 93; Gar. vol. 134; p. 80.

Fuses, Tool for eorine<ting up ele<tno. F, M. .Iaoor>s. No. 887.r>44: May 12; Sp. p. 2667; Dr. p. .563; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 459.

Oa^: See Bread-makers gage; (ias-pressure gage Micrometer-gage; Saw-ga«e; Saw-set gage; Valve-gage: Water-gage; Wind-gage.

Gage and signal device. Combmr! M li Melvln. .No. 886.833; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1012; Dr. p. 212; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 106.

Oafiey-lock. \. S. Orchard. N xv (i.v, Mmv 26; Sp. p. 5458; Dr. p. 1160: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 975.

Game. F. M. Greer. .No. ss8,sh.v M.v > Sp p. .5178; Dr. p. 1099: Gaz. vol. i:i4; p. 927.

T. .V. Randall. N' "v*- .><.!. Mav 5; .Sp. p. 1057; Dr, p. 222; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 174.

G. S. Parker. N s^T.oH Mav ,>: Sp. p. 1342; Dr. p. 284; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 223.

A. McLane. No ks:..^.' Mhv 12; Sp. p. 20,56; Dr. p. 430: Oar. vol. 134; p. 3»i(l.

S. E. t'reasey. N- ^^74^. Mav 12; Sp. p. 2;i06: Dr. p. 485; Gar. vol. 1.34: p. 399.

J. H. l>v. No. vvs, i.r. M.iv I't' Sp, p 4IK14: Dr p, 846; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 714.

E. M. Perfect. No H,s,s,.i,-i(i M;,v I't, sj. j. 4<);i:<; Dr. p. 850; Gaz. vol. 134; i(. 718.

C. W. .Se«rs and H. (i H mm li. N vsv -mi Mav 2«; Sp. p. 4691: Dr. p. 998; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 854.

A. N. Thomas. No. ^vi.iHii Miiv Jt- -j ;). ,">.V>i: Dr. p. 1171: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1JK5.

(fame apparatus.
Game apparatus.
Game apoaratua.
Game apparatus.
Oame apparatus.
Oame apparatus.
Oame apparatus.
Game apparatus.
Garbage-destructor
Garden Implement
Garment attachment
Garment, Child's. F, II. sprairi' N
Oarment-clasp. J. Lemav. No ss<'.7ini. Mav
Garment-closing lievue, I.J.talhoun No h,v:.-,h., May 12; 8p. p, 2.553; Dr. p. 538; <;az, vol, 134: p. 440.

Garment-f.'istener. .1. Forman. No. S,S8,;*,s7. Mav 2<i: Sp. p. ,5.378; Dr. p. 1141; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. «.59.

r. G. W. Parker. No >vv7.-M't. May 12. Sp. p. 17-25; Dr. pp. 366-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 316.

. W. C. Doldge. No. vs^.147, .Mmv 19; Sp. p.365(): Dr. p. (64; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. 652.

•nt. H. ThonipsoTi hii.i U, I. Fowler. No. 886.884; May 5; Sp. p. 1121; Dr. p. 234; Gaz. vol.

NV,,73.5: May 5; Sp. p. 821; Dr. p. 169; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 136.

Sp, p. 761; Dr. p, 155; Oar. vol. 134; p. 127.

134; p. 184.

I larmi'tit-ti.Mik L, IJ. Ilutitington,
I iarmeiit-d' "'k aihl hat-holiler M
(;arrne!iI-^:;ii|Mirti r D Ha.kliiiiil

(iarmeiit-^i:p[HirtiT < M. .Morgan

No. s.>v7,S(fr; May I'.t; Sp, p. .3001; Dr. p. 630; tiaz. vol. 134; p. .544.

Gorman No sxii.S'io; May 5; Sp. p. 44; Dr. p. 9; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 12.

No S.V7 02.-,; May 5; 8p. p. 136.5; Dr. p, 290; Gar. vol 134; p, 226.

No ^^^(t.'7; May 19; 8p. p. 3427; Dr. p. 719; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 616.

Oarnient-siipporter. L. H. Brooks. No. s.s,s,iii,3; May 19; Sp. p. .3489; Dr. p. 731; Oaz. vol, 134; j). 626.

Oarment-supp<irter. .1. M. Tavlor. No. H88..5,50: May 26; 8p. p. 44.55; Dr. p. 944; Gaz. vol. VM: p. 816.

(ianneiit supporter. C.J, Daniel No \xi(,l(is, Mav 26; 8p. p. 5619; Dr. p. 1189; Gaz. vol, 134: p. 998.

Carmerit-s ippi.rter attachment \ II Sawu^ll No, 886,732; May 5; Sp. p. 815; Dr. p. K*; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1.35,

• iarmeiit-supporter clasp. S. Kons. No. ss'7.<vV. Mav 12; Sp. p. 2686; Dr. p. 568; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 4(i2.

Garni-'iit-upporter clasp, (i. E. Melien. .No >vs,v,io7:" .Mav 19; Sp. p. 3588; Dr. p. 761; Gaz, vol. 134, p. 641.

;as-anHlysiH apparatus.' J. F. Simraance and J. Abady, 'No.'88f,7d6: May 12: Sp. p.'2766; Dr. p. 5x5'; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 480.

I irt.^ apparat us. rroiluo^r- -
- — .... „ n.H. F. Smith. No, Sv>,:i,5i#. May 19; 8p. p. 4048; Dr. p. 854; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

I, MS burner. T. L. Willson, No, 887,-297; Mav 12: Sp p !a5«: Dr, p. 412; Oaz. vol. 1,34; p, 344,

Gas-burner cleaner, Acetylene-. D. Barnard.' No. ^ks 7"7 May 26; 8p. p. 4931; Dr. p, 1051: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 891.

• ia.s-burner eontroUing nieclianiam. F. Cats No smi.'i77 .Mav 5: Sp. p. 675: Dr. p. 140; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. IIJ.

lifts-bumer. Incandescent. R. Busquet and M. Ramassot S'o. 886,940; Mav 5: Sp. p. 1200; Dr. p 2.54; Gaz. vol

Gas-burners, Valve (or. H. S. Humphrev. No, 888,237; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3812; Dr. p. 801; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 682.

Gas-«ng1ne. H. T. Dunbar. No. 887,237;' May 12; Sp, p, 179i; Dr, pp. 376-7: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 322.

Gaa-engine. F. A. Sharpneck. No. 887,703; May 12; Sp. p. 2763, Dr. p. 584, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 479.

134. p. IW.
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OM-fum.ce for chain-link welding or the like, K M .a. r So. S^'.n-', Ma^;«. 8^-. I^^J>\,1^-^''^-
«"• "°^- '''' ^^ ""'

Oa^generating apparatus .VL^Bla^sy.
^^^ -^^^^l^^^^^ ^^-J^^^^'i^^^.^sf. ^^^^^ Ga«. vol. 134; p. 84.

Dr. p. H8*i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 742.

Gas-producers. Fuel-fpeding mechamirm for

Gaa-producers, Operating. E. P. Coleman.

Gaa-produoers, I'ok^-bole lor. H. E. 8inythe.

Oa»-prodiJcers. Poker iiechanlsm lor. > H

No >w»s rtrj May 5: Sp. p. ««2; Dr. pp. 137-8; Oai. vol. 134; p. 113.

• '

p. 4951: Dr. p. 105«: Oaz. vol. 134; " ""^£:Z%. M^V^-'^P^^^sT: r^^;l^;-Oarvoi.l34;^p.8M
No !«7A%; ilay 12.\Sp. p. .•4«i4; Dr. p. .520; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 424

iWdon No. HS.-..rt.>.5; May 5. Sp. p. friO; Dr. P^:12«-30; Gai. vol. 134; p. 107

,. >e*,,u,. M i* i^. ^y. p. .»-. Dr' p. 365; Ga*^ vol.
If*; P;'**!..

No shT 'Av* May Itt; Sp. p. 33.57; Dr. p. 705; Gas. vol. 134. P;«04.

>n H H kjp^- No^8&.M2: Mav &: 8p^. 440B; Dr. p. J^: Oa«^

No. S**.*;-' M4V26: Sp.p. 4611; t)r. pp. 97&^; ^'^jol }M-l>.Mi
vol. 134; p. 8W.

Sp. p. 4611: Dr. pp. 978-9; Oaz. vol. im; p. 842.

through. A. Schnelter. No. 886^4; May 5; Sp. p 1083: Dr. p. 227; Gax. vol 134;

GM,'Pro.lui-ing. F. Bauke. No. »*7,o-.^ \t '* 12. Sp. p. !*«;. _1

Gaa, Producing G. J. WeU-r
Gaa-producing apparatus. Suction

Gaa-retort coUar. W. G. Laird.

GaM8. ,\pparatus (or producing elec-tnc d -

GaV.^'^kanufaCuring combustible. E.
N,^>to"S9" 1.2^^ M^S* Sp^V^%? p^t^wf'or.. vS.= lS4rp^?io^''^ "

""

Gate: J W . RoMnson. No s*.86:: May
.5.Jp. P^<«". D"" PS,.^^^! ^'^f\M J^m

Gate. E.P Malone. S..><<:^^!^?^-y}^}^i^S{l-Sr:^:;^{S^lyS:St{l^:
p. 4075: Dr. pp. S5h-9: Ga«. vol. 134; p. 725.

Id 4412; Dr. p. 936; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 810.
'

>s*i.7»t; Mav o: Sp D. 826: Dr. p. 170: «»«•/«>• }^- P- 13.-

Mayo: Sp'p. 734: Dr. p. 151^; f''a*:/7i. J34:
p. 124.

Gate.
Gate.
Gate.

K J Shropw. No. fWT.ttTl: May 19: Sp

T E West. No. S88,373; May 19; Sp.

O'. F. Seiser. No. 888.537; May 26; Sp

Gear casing. Transmission-. \. Tedeschi

Gear. Change-ipee 1 P. llesseliiis. No x>..1' lles<ellil« -NO x«i I'i way J- '^y y- '•" '^ ' r- •"•
1 VV^ ixm;

Gear conn..t.on. K, Braun:
.
No:>«^,101: M^y

^;^J|;Pvg«^;^^,f vllJf^^'^.T^biS; &,^. 512-13;.Gar voK,134; p. 418
(learwnTrolUngin^chanisn., Reversing-. J

-J^
;_";»""• / wTjiTealTe"'' No "sSw 35fi May 5: ¥p. p. 31; Dr. p.

Gear. Tran.snu-Hsion-. K.J.Selley. No. 887. "• -•'«'> ^r, r.

Gt-ar-truing machines, Grinding-wheel-trii

p. 1005: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 859.

<Jear. Varlable-spe*"!. W. Wolter. No. !^
Gearing. J. <;. fcelly. N"- S?8.619; May 26;

Gearing. .\. F. RockweU. No. 889.1.52; May
Gearing, Friction-. J. K. Cochran. No. hhm

^^ ^ .. _^_ .
Gar. vol. 134; p. H.

Dr. p. Sliro'ar. vol. 134'; p. 41*7.

a- May 5; Sp. p. 115i; Dr. pp. 242-3; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 189.

\v D. 4606; Dr. p. 977; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 841.
^ 8p. p. 5710; l)r. p. 1209; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1013.

May 19 Sp. p. 3,<tl: Dr. p. 796; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 679.

X^;:A\T^. mZuu^ for rtuting toothed. G. N4rdln. vCak^'^l.^; M^yl^P^p: nsrOr p. 22^0az^ vol. 134: p. 24.

.
-...

- .

Mc<-.elian. ^^^^^J^^^S^'i^^^"^ P-<
(i.-Hnr.^ Spt-ed-cbangu-.g and reversing. \\ .; A. Salter. No. 888.750, May ^, op. p. •»w. ^ yyt;t»(inng S[)»<"l-"hiinKe !' '

i;''nerat.ir: .See <;rt.«-v'»*iierrtt(>r.

(llrl^^r-framo for reiufortrd-comrete girdersi,

134: p. 562. ....
Glass. .A.ppftratiM for the manufacture of nla

Glaas article*. Apparatus for drawing hollov

Glass or stone. Glaring. G. B. Norgrave.

(JIa.ss. nmainenting .I.M.Conroy. (Keiss(

Glai»s-tul>e cutter C. Dom. No. 887.604;

Giassware-rtni.'ihing. Aiitu:iiatir snap lor. J

Globe. Gfojjraphurtl L. R. Phillips. No,

Globe-holder. A.W.Kerber No. ssT.rt.iiV

Glove. G. N. Gilt. No. ^nh.ixw. Mav !'•, -^Ii

E. N. and R. E. SpaiUdlng. No. 887,863; May 19; Sp. p. 3114; Dr. p. <i53; Oaz. vol.

"v. A Ilall'and A. G. liostachy

E. Gobbe. No. H87.623; May 12; Sp p. 2iil4. Dr. P^-^1 • U". vol _134. p^451L

.T II. Lubbers. No. 8N6.618. May 5; Sp. p. .545: Dr P. 115 Gaz. vol. 134, p. .».

HK7,.V17: Mav 12: Sp p. 2411: Dr. p. 508; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 414.

So 12 7S9: Mav ,5: Sp p. 1414: Dr. p. m. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 235.

IV 12: Sp. p. 25K0: lir. p. 544: <,az. vol. 134: p. 445.

fe. (irawford. No. ^.3o\. May 5: 8p. p. -»: Dr. p 5: Om. vol. 134. p. 7.

7 740- May 12: Sp. p. 2838; Dr. p. 600; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 492.

lay 12- Sp. p. 2676: Dr. p. 565; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 460.

p. 3397 •
"" "-- —' '"• " "'"

Dr V 714; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 610. „ , ,, i ttA .^ ana
No 888.8()0: May 26; bp. p. 4984; Dr. pp. 106»-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 899.

vol. 134; p. 733.

(iradingandexcavatm^ machm.v S " f'^J'^"'!^'^;. .^/^^^^'^^il,,,"V% on lofe-r G vol 134; p. 856.
GrAdinir-marhinc A. W.Snow No. 8P8,W*. May 26; hp. p. 4,U1,

VJ^ PP^ ^,U ,T , ,r.^i i^i n i-u^kS ^^;^ <.^;.li.^L -|??lifA^^u^Uell^^tl^ ^^^:^- 1^?-^^: ^1^0. 888.354; May 19; Sp. p. 4040;

,;Si;,-^l.::^ing:ip^;atl;^:
^'

f: rannev B,il .T. Graham. No. 887.1%; May 12; St. ,^ 1684; Dr. p. 358; Gax. vol. 134; p. m.

! a wover ^v'^I. Butner. So. S86.47:. .M^y 5: Sp, P- 273. Dr. P. o7, Gaz, v^. lj»- P «>.
2995; Dr. p. 629; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 543.

<:raln-<UstritH.tingdevlc-es. PosItlon-indi.at<>r for. it B. li^n
.^ MaMg'^D Th^' Dr. p. 751? Gaz. vol. 134; p. 640.

Grain from .m.it or other fungi, Pur^vuig., F
.

Mears^ V, ,^. (>.. ~^*> ^^5''Pi,Pirfi.2 ,?az. vol. 134: p. 64.

Grain-hea.er M lCle,ne,u.. and J ^^''^^^t'K No
>^.^^^, »*> '^:,.^LPp-*?5b4: Dr p Li Gaz. vol. 134; p. 431.

g?ll:;![^r;:;a:'iru,^nrn^;:^.a.^'K:::;,::i.,^^^."x;u>;i^: f^^^^ ^pp-«^ ^'-p--^ «-

gSu I* \V W oicott No ^.,. Ui, M.HV -,; Sj. p. 217: Dr. P- *^/''«- 'f h^:»-
,P *'

cSte atta.-MTient K W leter. So -ishiij >. May 19; .-^p. p. 3402; Dr^pp
• • •

r^Z llal^U, V n R»>«'k So -<H6,r.>:. Mav ,V, Sp p, H(r2. Dr. p, 16.r <"' ' ^

G™nding ^A'Lt.vJrames'Machmefor. A. forsyth. No- ^.60^ Ma^'
^j

r, .1 nff m«,hinv Cutlerv- W I Ua.stiaiian.l !• (.ranitz. No. »«>./,>4 .M

/inndlKa^hm^ W'^ ng m.<hani.in .> A Heald, So SSR,49*i: M_ay_^2„. ,^

GnSn^attachment J. M. Drake, ^'^ "*>'/-'"l ; ^"^ -^,^, ^^ ,^,.f?f '

^^'

Grindstone for gnn.li>ig or smoothing lithographic strmos.o Heurhlin. V
oSSdstone-fra^e. Fol'Smg D |,^t^rUng So^8S7,^^o^Ma>;U^

^^^ ^.,^, ^3^^ ^,
Grtp^ut^h m^vhamsm U W

^j
Bnen^

«k ^i^' Mav ^ 4' D ^4 Dr. p lofl, Gaz. vol 1.34: p 9(fi. ,^ ^,

Sr.^'l^Sl^^/aro?.i^.,^;u^;;ft^a^;c.' r.rS*fro^^^ ^S ^ Oe^sau N'o, .S6,482, May 5; Sp, p. 278. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 51

vol. 134; p. 526.

-!'
I'

vol. 134: p, 836.

n/ vol. 134; p. 611.

u ., 134.

4.,7'I Dr.pp. 970-1; Gaz, vol. 134; p,

V
-,

-^r> p <57: Dr. pp. 17S-9: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 142.

r am:, Vr pp 919-20; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 797.

. : [M '.tz \ 1 134: p. 955.

vv, ..-K' .\1 IV :., Sp p, 585; Dr. p. 122; Gft«. vol. 134; p. 103.

Dr pp '''.i.i-4, Gaz, vol l.U: p. 563,
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Gun. J.Bwker. No. 886,576; May 6; 8p. p. 458; Dr. p. 98; Oaz. voL 134; p. 84.

Gun. Quick-firing. H. Otto. No. 889,0^; *May 26; Sp.p. 5460; Dr. pp. H^H Oaz. vol 134; p. 975.

Gun-Bight. J. 7. BasseU and F. C. Blenkner. No. 886,f52; May 5; §p. p^
855: Dr. p. 177; Gaz. vol. 34 p. 142

Gun wfth r«cuperator-8pring. R.k-oI1-. H. Kanonenberg. No 886.61I, kay 5; Sp. p. 5ffi; DLP^."i,5;f^ o^'" }^^: n'r n 108- Gaz
Gun with screw elevating mechanism and adjustable sight device. O. Grauhenng. No. 886.598; May 6. fap. p. 506. Dr. p. 108. Gaz.

Guns; Api>a™tus for adjusting elevation of. 0. A. Schoeller. No 886X48. May 5. Sp. ?,«»'. Dr. p. 126; Gazjol. 134. t). 105

Guns B^h-closing device for. A. Bobbert and H. ZeUer No 886,929; May 5; Sp. p. 1181. Dr. PP. 248-9 Gaz vol. 1^. p. 195.

Guns. Fluid-brake for r*<-oil-. O. Lauber and N. Koch. >J«- W.045; May 6; Sp. p. 1^9; Dr. p. 297, Gaz. vol !*•• P^.^-

Guns Pneumatic recuperator for recoil-. O. Lauber and N. Koch, No. 886.615; May 5; Sp. p. 536. Dr. p. 114. Gaz. vol. 134.

Gutter. G. W. Schodde. No. 888.753; May 26; Sp. p. 4868; Dr. p. 1037; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 883.

Guy-clamp. F. B. Cook. No. 888.313; May 19; Sp. p. 3957; Dr. p. 833; Oaz. vol. 134; p. <0.._

Hair-pin. C. B. Wheeler. No. 887.365; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2100; Dr p. 440; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 3o^

Hair-pin. G. W, Whitnev. No. 887.885; May 19: Sp.p. 3162; Dr p. 665: Oaz. vol 134, p 569.

Halter T. Spangenberg. ' No. 887,862; May 19; Sp. p. 3113; Dr p. U53- Gaz. vol. 134; p. 562 ^
name. Adjustal.^.. B.li. Stover. No. 887.146; May 12; Sp. p 1»>*: 6r p. 33.^; Gaz vo . 134; p 294_

name and trace connector. W. C. Traak. No. 887,&75; Mayl9; Sp. p. 3143; Dr. p. 661; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 50»..

Harae-fastener. O. A. Miller. No. 887,110; May 12; Sp. p. 1543; Drj). 326; Gaz^vol. 134; p. »«.

Hammer, I'neumatlc. G. S. Wallln. .No. 888.279; May l5; Sp. p. 38*5; Dr^p. S»; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 696.

llaminer, Power-. G. E. Davis No. 888,.391; May 19; Sp. p. 4107; Dr. p. 86^; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 73L

Hanun, r Vac-uiira power-. L. Golly. No. 887,388: May 12; Sp. p. 2167; Dr. p^; Gaz. vol- 134 p^5.
Ha 1 !-h. le closure. K. 0. Osborne. No. 888,255; kay 19; Sp. p. 38^; Dr. p. 808; Gaz. voL 134, p. 689.

llAnii-sirau J S Dovle No 887.235; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1788; Dr. p. 376; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 321. „,..,. „
Handle S« Bit-brac^ I andk.; BrushThandle; eas^ef-handle: Knif.-handle; ShoveL/c handle; Tool^hesthandle^

T«i... ,.r ...rrf

llaSger s""Hble-lmnger; cir-door rail-hunger; Clothes -hanger; Door-hanger; Electric -wire hanger; Pipe-hanger. Iwmeorcord

ll^onlca Mouth-. E. Koch. No. 887,402: May 12: Sp. p. 2199; Dr. p. 459; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 379.

Hamesa. VV. B. Hilton. No. 886.504; May 6; Sp. p. 32< 6r. p. 66; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 60^

TTarrnw L F Whe^-less No 887.164; May 12; Sp. p. 1625; Dr. p, 345; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 299.

Ha^J^w'and Und ro'er C^mWnSl'disk. i/l. JacVon. No. 88^*10; May 19. So^p^^, Dr p. .B2. Ga^^ vol. U^, p. o45.

Harrow riding attachment. W. E. Johnson. No. 88H,S13; May 26;Jp. p. ,502.5, f)r. pp. 10' 1-2. «a^- >.,"'• 134. p. 903.

Harrow truck Disk-. F. N. Steele. No. 889.057; May 26; Sp. p. 5436; Dr P. llto; O", vol. 134 p. 982.

IT .*.,. n w i„,»««.,^ii Vn BfiiiTn.^- Unv f, Sn n 7.18: Dr. no. 151-2: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 125.

134; p. 360.

ilasp-fa.'<tener. G. M. H
Hat-holder, Lady's

.926.
Hat-noiaer, L,aay s. m. n. uarran. i^u. ooo.orw, in-.. ^. ^y. y. .,..^,^.. f. ---' --- -

, :•_ ._„

Hats Manufacture of. H.L.Stevens. No. 888,200; May 19; Sp. p. 374j; Dr p. 781); (.az. vol. 134. p. 670. ,_,. ^ „„.

ftband CuuTlS-. J. Jaillet and L. J. Tussau. No. SSS.9&: May >!; Sp. P- ^19. Dr. p. 11(W; Gaz vol. 134; p. 934.

Hay gatheivr and sticker E. M. Orton. No. 886.725; May 5. Sp. p. 796; Dr. p 1 >4. Oaz vol. 134, p. 133.

Hay-Toader. A. Otto, Jr. No. 888,527; Mav 2*. .=!p. p. 4394; Dr. p !.31; Gaz. vol 134; p 80..

Hav, .Machine for cutting baled. 0. E. R.rhni nl. So. 8S7,«93; May 12; Sp. p. 2.48; Dr. p. 5S1, Gaz, vol. 134. p. 475.

HaV-presa. E. W. Kelsey. No. 886,986; May 5; Sp. p. 1282; Dr. pp. 270^1; Gaz. yoL 134; p. 213.

Hay-press. V Biela. .Vo. 888,140; May 19; Sp. p. 3040; Dr. PP- T^-''; Out vol. 134; p. <v51.

Hav-nick standard. B. C. Spcer. No. 886.549; May 5; Sp. p. 406: Dr. p. 86; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ,.o.

Say-f^ks Load-binder for. C. H. Cline. No. 886,-479; iiay 5: 8p. p. 275. Dr. p. 58, Gaz. vol. 134; p 50.

Hav-rake Slde-deliverv. H. B. Sperry. No. 888,546; May 26; 8p. p. 4448; Dr. pp. 941-2; Gae. vol. 134 p. 815.

H^Utht \dJuVlahle I D McMannamv. .No 888.641; Mav 26: Sp. p. 4f.48; t)r p. 986; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 848
, „. „

H^^y record;r^Kutomatic C^B^ May 12; Sp. p. 19H4: Dr pp. 416-17; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

H^ft, Burning oil lor guneratine. T. C. Mason. No 887,409; May 12; Sp_^ p. 2211; Dr. np. 462-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 382.

Tank-heater; Water-heater. ^ „.„ ,, , ,nj- c-m
Heater. W. H. Burk. No. 887,915; May 19; Sp. p. 3217; Dr. p_677. Gaz. vol. 134^ p. 579.

Heater and drier. H. W. Ash. No. 887,906; kay 19; Sp. p. 3199; Dr. pp. 672^1; (J
az. vol. m p 5<6^

Hejiting and ventiUting system. J.E.Moore. No.88»..301: May 5; Sp. p. 9/; Dr. p. 20: 9,^^
vol- 134, p. 21.

HMttal apparatus El^trlcal. R. G. Pheysey. No. SKS,923; May 26; Sp. p^ 52.52; br p. 1114; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 940.

HeatiM .\rtol. E. H. Gold. No. 886.969: Mav 5; Sp. p. 1256; Dr. p. 266; Gaz. vol 1.34; P-208.

TT^tln? do"e^ Electric VV S. Andrews and fl. J. ilauger. .No. 8!&,381; May 19, Sp^P- 409 ;
Dr p. 8M; Gaz. vol. 134, p. /28.

1 .atm^ .1, m..nt. Kl.rtncal F, Kuhn, No. 887^; May 12; Sp. p. 2042; Dr P. 427; Gaz. vol. 13^ p. 35..

eating-fimme W. 1 Stewart >j 887.866; kVy 19; Sp.p.3llS; Dr p. ^54. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 5& .

H^ g or c.K.ling apparat us J . Hoizmann, No. 888,169; »la>J9; Sp. p. 3695jDr. P- ^'O; <^a'--jol^ IH P ^
Heating svslem. II t.. W inslow. No. 88X.773; May 36; Sp. p. 4B25: Dr. pp. 1049-.50 Gaz. vol. 34 P. «90.

Heating sVstem. Steam-. W H Pearoe. No. 887,513; Mav 12; Sp. D 2C'l: Dr p^ 510; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 41...

Hectograph composition \V. Doctor. No. 886.771; May 5; Sp. p. 1*3: Gaz. vol. 134. p^4s,

Heddle. W. S. l!ackev. No. 887.102; May 12; Sp. p. 1529; Dr p. p; Gaz. vo . 34; p.m
n.«.| M R Crossmah No 887,59:1; May 12; Sp. p. 2564; Dr. p. 540; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 442.

KloTkingclX Adjustable. C.'s.sLtt^. 5so%7.020: M^y 5: Sp^p.1350; Dr p. 286; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ZW.

ir«.i nUt* TI r Griswold No 887 791: Mav 19; Sp. p. 2960; Dr. p. 623; Oaz. vol. 134 p. 538.
. .„. ^

l^!:s^lo^the"minufac^7rlof lea^^.'Pre^^
^^^'^^^'h "^^^o'A^^ £^^2 'Cp f^" D?' pp 32»-30- Gaz.

Hides, skins, and leather. Machine for treating. F. J. Perkins and ,l. W . Smith. No. 887.121. May 12. 8p. p. 1556. i^r pp. jw-ju. oaz.

Hides.^^ins; &!?.'. Machine for dressing, J . W. O'Donnell. No. 889.146; May 26; Sp. p. 5688; Dr p. 1204; Oaz. vol. 134: p. lOia
_

Hinge. C. B. Trumble. No. 887.548; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2481; Dr p. 524; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 427.

link^. II. P. Smiiers and E. A. Buck. \'o. 888.049: May 19; Sp. p^346e; Dr p. 726; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 622.

Hlnle.. J. A.. Ra^h. No. H88.,531:^May 26; _8p. p. 4461. Dr P. 9;«^Gaz. v^oj. ni:^<^-^
,„. ^^ ^ ,„^,^ ^^^^. ^^^ ^^, ^3,. ^ „,.

Hinge' Vfliidow-bllnd B. E. Byrd. No. 889,178; May 26; Sp. p. 5767; Dr. p. 1220; Oaz vol. 134; p 1021

nSng-bS Portable J. B^Bamett. N'o. 887,026; May 5; Sp. p. 1367; Dr. p. 'MO; Gaz. vol. l54. p. 227.

H.^ingMnachine W. A. Harris. No. 888.327; May 19; Sp. p. 3977: Dr. pp. 837-8: Gaz. vo . 134; p. ,11.

Hog-hoist. G, Schmidt and J. F. Pflum. No. 886.417: M^ay 6: Sp. p. 154; Dr p. 32: Gaz^.l. 134. P^ 30-

Ilol-scalder and feed-cooker. J. T. Roberts. No. 887.964; May 19; Sp. p. 3307; Dr^pp. 694-5; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 595.

Hog-trap, r, W. Hallev. No. 888,161; May 19; Sp. p. 3676; Dr p. /_«!: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 6M.

Hofst. J. E. Ilovendick, No. 888.612; May 26; Sp. p. 4591; Dr p. 973: Gaz. vol 134; p. 8.39

Ho sting apparatu.v E. A. CoUln. No. .888,695; fiay 26; 8p. p. 4769; Dr p^l015; ««^''Aa ^
lo^" ?^- n ^

Hoisting .Icvl-^e. W. H. and J. P. H.vi.lcn No. 887.228; May 12; Sp. p. 1778; Dr P. 3,4; Os^vol 134, p. 320

Hoisting device. Portable. G. W Murray and C. V. Richey. No. 887.495; May 19; Sp. p. 2390; Dr p. 503, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 4n.

Holder. Combination-. F. Haase So. 886.495; Mav .5; Sp. p. 302; Dr P. 63; Gaz. J-o';. 13^/, P: ^^ook- Snan-hook
Hoop- Sr^ Cooperage-hoop; Knihroidery-hoop; Fish-hook: Garment-hook;; Lace-hook; Picture-hook. Snap-hook.

Hoot and eye. J. Dugaa. No. 888,973; May &; 8p. p. 5356; Dr. p. 1136; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 956.

Hoop: .Sff Metallic hoop. „ ..^ ,,,/-. 1 iii ^ ji-
Hoop die. Head- W H Potter. No. 887.516; May 12; Sp. p. 2429; Dr. p. 511; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 4L.

Hop-jack. G E, LauU.nheirner. No. 887.202; May 12; Sp. p. 169»n Dr. p. 3W, Gaz. vol. 134 p. 311-

HoV^blankels, lap-rot.es Ac . Safety attachment for. J. t. Hunter. No^886,511; May 5. Sp. p. 335. Dr. p. 69, Gat. voL 134. p. 68.

HorseKletacher. l D, Llndslev. No. V<s,.,25: May 26; Sp. p. 4618; Dr p. 980: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 843.

Horseshoe I G Burns No sHd.a.^^. Mav 5. Sp p. 1199; Dr p. 254; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 199.

llXsh.^ attachment. J, E Harrison So ,^87.739: May 12; Sp. p^3838; Dr. p. 600; Gaz^ vol, 134; p. 492.

Horseshoe-calk. F. B. Gardner. No, 887.246; May 12; Sp. p. 1804; Dr p^ 380; Gaz. vol 134, p_32o.

Horseshf^-calk. J. F. Borgelt. No. SS8.3^5; May 19; Sp. p. 4097; Dr D. 865^ Gaz, vol, 134. p^.-^.

Horseshoe calking and wel<!lng apparatus. A. T. McCrearr. No^,556; Mav 19. Spp, 32^2 Dr^. 692. Oaz. vo.. 134. p. 593.

Horseshoe, NaUlMs. W. Dettmann, No. 886,957; May 6; Sp. p. 1230; Dr. p. 260; Gaz, vol. 134, p. 204.
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Hor«sh«»-^^^^^f^. -<}-; ««.l^., M
V« sws 4.V)- M'iy l'< Su. p eiO; Dr. p. 900; Oar. vol. 134; p. 752.

Dr. p. 653; b»i. vol. 134; p. 5fi2.

..: H^;
^>i,!'^;iP^r:'M7^'Ga.:Voi;i34. p^321.

J. H. lloore.

Hose. E. /. Coujchlln. No.
^ ^^^

Ilo^ottSI.'T'il^rMxon.^Natv J.4^M./ '^J^V^-^--^ ^^0^,.^: Ga.."vol.'l34; p. 568.

Hoa*-couoUnK. T II. HHrrington. N ^»';^
•

^' ' '»• 5S,.P,?rT,' ^ Gar vol. 134; p. 710.

p. 636.

liot..tnpper R S.
.S'"^*i"^i«'%,''?i '^5S,:%r P^ KM: S" vol IW p. MO.

inB^iliT- v. I.Cl«rk ^»: **J^>'t;.fi, 5 . d 03» llr p. 21s 0«i. vol. m. p. ITO.

ISKS; Tc^y'S: ^°:^^:^^SlP '^.i?'.,^]L;'n% V "%. or. p. m-. o„. .d. i«. p. «.

S:^TVi^:3S:l^?«^.|;feH.T.Sffi«. p.«-.

Instpp support or arch. .1. Sandler
..^°J^: l*^'^% ^ijs Dr p. 514; Gas. vol. 134; p. 419.

Oaz. vo..i:V4; P- '-^VV __ KnicKerbo -leer. No. 8*«.519; May 5; gp.p.3«; ^^
P.^^'^Sl^.Tfo.'''^

"*

j.S,a«r ^'^'^«^^«**y*•J?^5.i2k^l''^si P ^l; Ur.p.432; Gar. vol. 134; p. 361.

H. A. and J. C. 'mvott. No-
»<'-3f3- r^*^„ ..V?,^ rt,^ 50.V«- Oar. vol. 134; p. 412.

r„^ riYrdW^'^Gl^e^nbo^^i^' Ifc^^S: Mari2:^S-p. ^043; Dr.p.557; Gar.vo..I34; p. 456.

\^^Tv^^^^r;:''^^-^^-:,'^i-}^\,, ^,26 Mav26 Sp. p. 5651; Dr. pp. 119(^7: G... vol. 134; p. 1004.

lU Manufacturing^^ ILL. Ha|^n^ein^N.««.125^^^^^^^^

iron. TrBHting. » ^ '»'.^,,^^" -^'^ .,,T M«v 5; &p. p. 40; Dr. p. 8;. Gar- vol. 134; p. 10.

lr<ining-board t R «''«"''« .^''™j.w™:L..o_„j»:trt r.a

intemal-combustion enginp.

InlernalK-onibustion engine.

Internal-combustion engine.

Intpmal-coinbu9tion engine.

Inremal combu-mon engine.

Ironlng-gloM. (.. Keichert ^"^'*^', m . y ,m Sr. p 3308: Dr p. 675; Gar. vol. 134; p. 57».

Irngatmg system. C. B^^g^
^^^J'^ :?^-!i;,^>-M'v l5; ^pT^8: ^^ P- "^^ «"• ^°'- '^' P" "^"•

I rrig^itmg system.. J- E- BUh^^p. No^-v*^;-'
,.,„,„:_^ 1.^^*^ .„.

M. D. Converse NO;.«<»<.«*..Ma> -^v,f.Pf.V '
iiW4- Oar. vol. 134; p. 905.;or .M. D. converse No s«<.«»t.;MHy -^^P^l^-

I"rri74; Oar vol. 134; p. 905.

'3v^ay2i,; Sp. p. 4«n: Dr. p.__976. W v^. i^. p. S40.

753.

p. 970.

p. 5»7.

j;r^°™M..t™l.*. Fr„lt.. W..VBo«..cJj -—

'

Journal-bearing. O. Kupfer. No. vvh lo *f»y /<*- TsT May 19 3p. P- 2955; Dr. p. 621; Gar. vol. 134, p. ..3I..

iolS-»>o.x guar.l '>r closure «J-..o.U.-> -No. ^...s^M ,P.Pj„.
vol. 134; p «H^

Kettle, f N Martindale^^
,^'L N sv. (4 Ma^31 Sp. p. .V431; Dr. p. 1154; Oar. vol. 134;

Kettle-protector. II. r. Kellogg. \o.^.<M^. »a> .^>. ^v y

?^:i4ctio'u.^T'rWaW.- No. 886,447, May ^ Sp. p. 20..; Dr. p. 44; Gar. vol. 134; p. 39.

Kiln: See Rotary kiln.

Kiln M II. .Wram. No.SW.

"^^^^-^'o ?^l^e,i;t\^;""No. H^;4ij:'Miv 5:-&p._P, i^: i.r. p,

K:
K:v,

K.U!ie lur n-'fF'"f '.: ,T' ' u \:,^ «>ui «<1)M. MrtV.5 Sn t>. 97.'>: Ur. p. .an. vJBi. >".. •"-• r- --„_
Knife-handle. \X . \\ Howell. V>. '*«:-^«-. fl*Vi^ Sn D 'XMl; Dr p. 426; Gar. vol. 134; P- 357.
^;1e ,or toppmg trees .vnd shrub.^ ^. Dun ^ar. ^'^^;^^^

^a>
^^Vo4^rar. vol. 134: p. 159

Cr.,te-handle. \V.U., Howell N • «^;-^.^/.
*•«>

'^V Sn'n. LW; Dr%. 426; Gar. v ,,^_ ,„

l.at-iag-bo<

Ladder
I.-tid.r

Ladder
[^mp.
Lamp.
Lamp.
Lamp.

"$;"^S;fir^ ?;'-?.'i;,
i^. s.'^^j"'

i'^/,^.

R F Bruckner No ^K^.'i•U May .>^; Sp- P^
^^f*' .i'r. C,

'

, • ill \V i \v4.1on No. s«9,lri.'. May26; .Sp .po-«. I'r

|i&:t.?a^S;^^^/ra.;i-^11^^^ So..:.!.
^r^^,1ia?lJ!-^tv^fV^:i^^P-^^^^-;^^ Q;..voL134; p.m
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Lamp Klectric-arc. V. W. Riley and II. W. Rowing. No. 887,127; May 12: Sp. p. 1566; Dr. p. 332; Gar. vol. 134; p. 287.

LHinp. Klutrtc-arr'. W. ,«! Wt^'don. No. t-M».iai: Mav 2B: Sp. p. 57,0: Dr. p. 1214: Oar. vol. \M: p. 1017.

Lamp. Kle<tnc incandescent. II. Kurei. No. SSfi.S-Jl: Mav 5; 8p.j). 991: Dr. p. 208; Oar. vol. I.i4; p. 162.

Lamp, Irw Hiide>,o«'nt cl.'ctric M. I), .lones. No. «S7,943; May 19; Sp. p. 3270; Dr. p. (W; Oar. vol. 134; p. 588.

Lamp. Mmer s. S. 1. Thompson. No. SW,441: Mav ."i; .Sp. p. 196: I»r. p. 42: Oar. vol. n4: p. 37.

L.itiip. .Mmer s \V Tunne<.wn No .s.'-.v.Tivs; M»i\ 2(i: Sn. p. 4Mr>: Dr. p. 1044: Oar. vol. 134; p. 888.

Liiiiip sb.i ie rtttiichmetil. KItxt ric-incandc.'v enl \. F. " . Mevcr. No. 8K^,521: Mav 2»>; Sp. p. 4:fr5: Dr. p. ir29: Oar. vol. 134: p. ^05.

LaMip -i.v k.ts. Adaptor for incand.-.'Si-ent-. M. .M Wood. No. *«,:L'S; May 19; Sp. p. 40N«: Dr. p. W.2; Oar. vol. 134; p. 727.

Liiiiip -itaMd, Wnu.leri L \V. ILilev No \x7.(iui
: Miiv 12: Sp. p. 1>06; Dr. p. 319: Oaz. vol. IM: p. 277.

Lamp. lulMilar I' L. Ib•tt,^ N<v v^-'.Lfi': Mh\ lH: .'"'p. p. .3639; Dr. p. 7ti2; Gar. vol. 134; p. 650.

Lamp. \ apor- W T Wood. .No s,s.s.fi7',t .Mhv .^. .^p. p. 4738; Dr. p. 1007; Oar. vol. 134; p. 86;).

L.itnfi. X'rtixir e|e<tric R. Kiicli. N<i. HS«..7tX). Mav .0: Sp. p. 7.52: CJar. vol. 134; p. 12(i.

Lamps and lanb-ms. Ibirncr-fastcnlng for. E. (". feverett and F. Schindewolf. No. 888,150; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3655; Dr. p. 765; Oar. vol.

i:{4; p. tx-it.

Lantern. W S Mamm No. SH(i.<»7;L Mav ,">; Sp. p. I'.'«i2; Dr. p. 26V: Oar. vol. 134; p. 209.

Lantern. .\ Trevino. No. sn7, .>*.; Mav L.': Sp. p. 2479: Dr. p. .J23: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 427.

LantiTii l'r..j,<-tion-. ('. F. Diitton, .Ir. No. ss: .{rjH; Mav 19; .^p. p. 3236; Dr. p. t>.SO; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 583.

LMHtern .Siv'Tial-. O. 11. Kolfes. No. Hxs.rtis; Mav 19; Sp. n. 3445: Dr. p. ?23; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 619.

LHrd-co!iipouiidinp u-iictiines Coolin^r device for. H. L. Wright. No. 888.680; May 26; Sp. p. 4740; Dr. p. UK)7: <;ar. vol.134; p. 860.

Lrt.>it-')iTiion'itnitor K A. Ka.^iiniin No. vKs.i*); Miiv i»; Sp. p. 3t)53; Dr. p. 765; (iar. vol. 134; p. *i53.

LiL-it. iliiiifid I K I'vm. No sss.jil, M,hv P.<; Sp. p. 3X5,5; l)r. p. KIO; Oar. vol. 134; p. ti90.

Last timmift.itunun machine. W K. Trufinit No. 888.672: May .6: Sp. p. 4717; Dr. p. 10(14; (^.az. vol. 1.34: p. 858.

Latch W K Spurk-* No ks.'^.-I^. Ma\ 1^, Sp. p. :is72: Dr. p. ><15; Oaz. vol. 134: p. t'ML

Lat.h me«-tniusm. I»o,,r . A K I'ool and W Flliott. No. 886,635: Mav 5: .Sp. p. 579: Dr. p. 121: Oar. vol. 134; p. 102.

Latih Kefrigerator- C Stot? No vsv .<(.4: Mh\ 19; Sp, p. 4059; Dr. p. 855; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 723.

Lathe I' .Murrav. No, nh» 7!' \l t Sp p 7m,: Dr. p. 161; 0*7. vol. 1.'J4: p. 131.

Lathe. Turning- F. Tanuewit/ \.. s->7.14s, .Mav 12; Sp. p. 1601: Dr. p. 340; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. -294.

1-Hlhmg, CompoHile F. Wolf. No. NSi4.l«7: Mav 26; So. p. .5749: Dr. p. 1216: Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1019

Lathing. Sheet inetul. T. W. Ma4intosh No. K.s7.ti74. Mav 12: Sp. p. 27IH; Dr. p. 574: Oar. vol. 134; p. 4«i9.

Latten I veljow liras-* K. Strilxx'k. No. s«7..>4o. Mav 12; Sp. p. 2-70; Oar. vol. 134: p. 42.5.

Leading devKt' M \ Delanev. No SS7.1I72: Ma v 12;' Sp. p. 1471 : Dr. p. 311: Gaz. vol. i;{4: p. 271.

l^-iither skningitMi hine:«, Ac ,Fe««d roll for. K. P. (irant. .No. w<7,'i2.5; May 12: 8p.p.2622; I)r.p.553- Oar. vol. 134; p. 4S2.

l.eirgm^r M Kos»'nwMS)<er No ss.s 74.'.. Mav '26: Sp. p. 4M5: Dr. p. 1(';«: Oaz. vol. IM. p. sXil.

!>-iis iiniidin^; imu hmr T..ric-. C. F. W ;:11 and C. Salle. (Hei.-Mie. i No. 12,790: Mav 5: .Sp. p. 1416: Dr. p. 301: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2.15.

Leiis«'s Miimif.K Miriiii: 'iifo<al. J. L. Hors<h. ir. No. >W7.02X: Mav ,5: Sp. p. 137(1: Dr. p. 291: Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 227.

l^-vc.^ protector I' M(AMIan. No >ts7.4',«»; .May 12; Sp. p. iS'.C): t)r. p. .504; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 412.

I eveluin Mt.-ilT W ^ l>.ir!uig .No, ><sti.;c>4. M,mv 5. Sji. p. 27: Dr. ;>. 6; (iar. vol. 1.34; p.*N.

Life-preser\er 1. L i )'Shaughne>»K\ No \^7,ll.5: May 12: Sp. p. "..>49; Dr. p. 327; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2^4.

Lifter Srr I'ijh- lifter. Xahedifter
Lifting jack ( t oilier and L c. Higv' No sh».,"i^.; Mav 5; Sp. p. S93: Dr. p. 185: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 147.

Lifting-ja<>k. D D. (Vvike No s,x7 1«); Mav 12. Sp. p. 1673; Dr. p. 355: Oar. vol. 134: p. 307.

Lifting jack I. II Ibirkhol der. No wiJM. Mav 12: .Sp. p. 2K29; Dr. p. 598; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 4!>0.

LikTht V" Vault-light.
Lightmiig-arn sur L IN-arson. No. 887,221; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1728; Dr. pp. 367-8; Oar. vol. 134; p. 317.

I ight'iing-arn>tir I). M Ku«hmore. No. 887..52.5; May 12; Sp. p 2444; Dr p. 515; Oar. vol. 134; p. 420"
~>.p..3»>; Dr. p. 8(50;

'

!hinii. 1

iifact lire of rtilnniiMted cornjMiunds of f

Limekiln K (I Mn|er N.. svi,,s.(7 May ... Sp. p. lOlH; Dr. p. 214 Oar. vol. 134; p. 167.

Lightnmg-arre..«ier F. S Halsev. .No. 888.235; Mav 19; Sp. p
No. 887,277; Mav 12; Sp. p.

Lime Maniifartnre of rhlnniiMted r.irniM.unds of H.Sohiiltre. N(. 888.122; Mav 19; Sp. p. .3«0S; (iar. vol. 134; p. 64.5

ightnmg-rod« .MmhiiK- f.r making caMe. W. (' Sfii

Dr. p. 800; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 681.

887,2.-7; May 12; Sp. p. 189«); Dr. pp. 401-2; Oar. vol. 134; p. 336.

Linemen .*<liml-rs Safefv atta-hment f( r .!. "D." OTonnell. "No. X88.254; May 19; Sp. p. 3847; Dr. p. 808; Oar. vol. 134; p. 688.

Liiiotvt*' iiiachiiie .\. I)(fw. No. S8(i.'kS4. Mhv .5; Sp. p. 4?J: Dr. pp. 1(XV-1: Oar. vol. 134; p. 86.

Lin(.tv[>e ma. h lie A. Dow No. >«(>,,5x.5: Mav 5; Sp. p. 476; Dr. pp. 101-2; Oar. vol. 134; p. 87.

Linotvi>e inach'iie A Dow. No. »«;„5Sti. .Mav ,5; Sp. p. 4S(»: Dr. pp. 102-.3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 87.

Linoivi)e-ma.liin. \ how. No. swi.,W": Mav .5; Sp. p. 4H7: Dr. pi». 10* 5; Oar. vol. 134: p. 87.

Llnotvjie niaihine W 11 iN-harf No. Hh»i,C.4<'i, May 5; .Sp. p. ,59<»: Dr. pp. 124-5: Oaz. vol. 134: p. U»4. ft

Linotvpc-ma/tiiiie. D. S. Kenned v. No. 8X8,176; \iav 19; Sp. p. 3705; Dr. p. 773; Oaz. vol. 1.14; p ti61.

Linotv[.e-mm hine D S. KeiiniHlv Sn. HHH 177: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3706; Dr. p. 774; Oaz. vol. 1.14, p. >'*M.

Lmotvpe-mtMhine T S ILmians No. .s,h>. 4ir.\ Mav 19; Sp. p. ll-.-ti; Dr. pp. 870-5; Oar. vol. 134; p. 734.

Linotviw iiiartiHie II IVterHen No. SSX.fn:' Mn\ 26, Sp. p. 4660: Dr. p. 990: (Jar. vol. 134: p. K5(l.

Linot'viH* nmchine. H I'eterwn No. ,ssx.K,Vi: .Mav 26; Sp, p. 4662: Dr. pp. 990-1; (iar. vol. 1.34; p. K50.

LinotviH. miKhine F H Converse, No, s.Vv,7>»(i: Mav 26; Sp. p. 4<. .53; Dr. pp. 10.56 7; Oaz, vol. 1.34: p. WM.
LinotV{)e iiifichine matrx A, Dow, No. S.v7.(..i4, .Mav 5; Sp. n. 13>0: Dr. p. 293; OaZ. vol. l.<4: p. 2".-".L

Linotvp«'-in.i(hine spiicer or jiistifler A, Dow. No S87,(H5: Mav .5; Sp, p. 1.382: Dr. p. 2<H; <;az, vol, l;i4: p. 230.

Linotvix'-nKuliiii- s \S i.|i-spa<ing attachment for. <;. K. Wallin". .No. S87,fi78; Mav 12; Sp. p, 2724; Dr. p. 576; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 470.

Linotvjie slug Inmrrei (J, K, Wallm, No. SS9.',74; .Mav 26: Sp. y. .5521; Dr. p. 1174; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. s<87.

Liquid-atiplvirig instrument .1 A. Hoyajean and E. S Craddock. No. 88»i,9;«; May 5; Sp. p. 1187; Dr. p. 2.50; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 197.

Licpii'l-aiomiring apparatus P Kcsther. No. 8X8,091; Mav 19; Sp. p. .354*; Dr. p. 741; Oaz. vol. 134; p. <A5.

Li<pii.l-.lis[«iising apparatus II S Comish. No. 887,312; Mav 12; 8pp. 1991; Dr. p. 418; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 3.50.

Li.iuid -IrHwing ai>pHrHHis. L. W Marrmgron and B. Leonard. No. 8ffi,49;i; May 26; Sp. p. 4340; Dr. p. 919; Oar. vol. 134; p. 795.

Liipiid heating (oohng, anil pastenn/ing api)aratiis. F. Tvnon. No. 887,712; Mav 12; Sp. p. 27X0; Dr. p. .587; (?az. vol. 134; p 482.

Liipiid-holder Dl^iK-nxing II 1' liorman. No. S86„59»l; Mav 5; Sp. p. 504: Dr. p'. 108; {iar. vol. 134: p. 90.

Li(|Uid iT.eter 1! KmIs)'; No vs,s,4.»1
: .May 26; Sji. p. 4.32;):" Dr. p. 914; (tar. vol. KM: p. 792.

Liipiid treeiinc uppHiiilus w \ HenUrvx. .No. SXH,l3l: Mav 28; Sp. p. 5660; Dr. p. 119X; (iaz. vol. KM: p. 1005.

Lhpiids. ( I'lilrifugMl frtii or ma/ hme for atiimizing. 1'. Ke«tnef. No. 888.090; Mav 19; Sp, p. .3.545; Dr, p, 741; Oaz. vol. 134; p. f>.35.

Li(|iiids in rent rifiigal fans or drums, Distriliiition of 1'. Kestner, No. 888,092; May 19; Spp, .3.548; Dr. pp. 741-2; Oaz. vol. 134; p.O!'

Sfev
6;i5.

LiMviHtmg appjiratiis C F. Arnold, No, XX8.6X.5; .Mav 26; Sp. p. 4746; Dr. p. 1009; (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 862.

Lixiviatiiu: iipiiaratus F N, Trump. No. K89.1.59: Mav 26; Sp. p. .5726: Dr. pp. 1212 13; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1015.

Load raisinj: mi I low. ring apparatus. L. K. .\. Duflon. -No. 88'.6C.H; Mav 12: Sp. p. 2589; Dr. p. 546; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 447.

lyOHiilng .ipp!iratii>! 1' Mis.^en No. .KX6,344; Mav 5; Sp. p 14; Dr. p. 3: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 5.

Jp. p 1314; Dr. p. /Zfi; Oar. vol. 134; p. 218.

l..<>a. ling apparatus for wagons an<l the like L KnifTen. No. 886,7(15: May 5: Sp. p. 746; Dr. pp. 15.3-4; Oar. vol. 134; p. 126.

I.,«a.ting •ippiiral u
1,/oa.ling app.irat
Loa.ling martiiin

N .Madson .No S.y7.n(>0. May 5: Sp. p

No. HKv.fitii Mav 26: Sp. p. 469-; Dr. pp. 998^9; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. 8.55.

lx¥k S" Hag-frame Imk. (oin-cont rolled lock ; ?".i<vtric Iock; Oaliey-look: Nut-lock; Padlot-k; Prmiutation-lock; Sash-lock; Self-

.s .severin

Padlot-k
closing I'xk. Tnink-lock: \;iiilt-liKk. Winilow-l<Kk.

I>¥k II F Keil No s,s7.M7. .Mav I'.i. Sp ji .3015; Dr. p. ft}4; Oar. vol. 134; p. 547.

Look. S Drew No s,sx,47^ Ma\ .ti Sp p iMu'i: Dr. p. 911: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 791.

Ixwk amilatrh F S .Vliam. \ s.s7 ii.r^j Mav IJ; Sp. p. 1423; Dr. p. 302; Gar. vol. 134; p. 263.

L<Hking levuv F A Lamont N.. -vswl^ Mav 26; Sp. p. 5673; Dr. p. 1201: (Jar. vol. 1.34: p. 10( X.

L(K'om..tive . rune \ U and F, 11 Hr..wrung No. 88S,6W); May 26; Sp. p. 4754; Dr. pp. 1011 12; Oaz. vol. KM; ]). S6.3.

L<xomotive .THiie V U and F, II Hr..wniiig, No. 889.174; Mav 26; Sp. p. 57.58; Dr. pp. 1218-19; Oaz. vol. KM: p. 1020.

Lfx'omotiv. dr:irt-n'gul.itor. W. A Skiiiii.r and T F. Cain No. '887,278; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1900; Dr. pp. 402-3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 337.

I-<*-oniotive s|Ms..|-re< order .1 Livtschak No HX7.K2;i, Mav 19; Pp. p. 3029; Dr. pp. Ki6-7; liaz. vol. 134; p. 548.

I. of lamp \\ Z W ilkinson No. .•<KX..Sh4; Mav JfL Sp. p. 4487: Dr. p. 950; Oar. vol. 134: p, 821.

I...g loH.lmg machine I I{ Miicklev an.l (L ,\ llnggins. No. 8SJ>..583; May 26; Sp. p. 4.520; Dr. pp. 958-9; Oar. vol. 134; p. 828.

l^>g-tiinier S D Vrthiir No s,s(..>i|s. Mav .5. Sp p. 116,5; Dr. p. 245: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 191.

Logs Ch<.ker-hook for hauling C and IL Colfelt No. 8XX.:«>X; May 19; Sp. p. .3951; Dr. p. 832; Oar. vol. 134; p. 705.

lA>gging-ma/hine F D Swan .No \s- .sm; Mav 19; Sp p 312:<; Dr. pp. 655-6; (iar. vol. 134; p. 564.

Loom i; 11 Uitner .No ,xx7.4.S4, .Mav 12. Sp, p, 2:J<.I ; Dr. p, 497; Oar. vol. 134; p. 406.

Loom. Automatic niling-rrpleiiishing I HeU-rt No s86,70O: Mav 5; Sp. p. 732; Dr. p. 150: Oar. vol. 1.34: p. 124.

Lo.ini, \ut..matic fUling-replenishing \\ 1 Stimpaon and (L B. Ambler. No. 887,977; Mav 19; Sp. p .'W?.!; Dr. pp. <5»-700; Oar.
vol I i4, p 1**1

Lo,,m. l)ol,(.\- i, .Shwal- .No. XK7,7(r2; Mav 12. 8p. p. 2761; Dr. p. 584; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 47X.

Loom. Filliiig..h,inginir U Crompton No. 8x7.4ti.5: Mav 12: Sp. p 2:«9: Dr. pp. 48.V6; (iar. v(

Loom hlliiig-replenishing mi<chanisni (i o I)rap*'r .No SX7.927; Mav 19; Sp. p. •'f234, I>r, p t>80; Oar', vol. 1.34; p. 583.

Loom picker-check .\ S lowan. No 8X6,9.52; Mav 5; Sp. p. 1219; Dr.' p. 258; Gaz. vol. KM: p. 203.

Loom-nhuttle. C. II. Carr. No. 887,921); May IH; Sp. i>.
.322:<; Dr. p. 678; Oaz. vol. 1,34; p 581.

4:^2 Sp V

vol. 134; p. 47X.

). 48.V6; C,HT.. vol. 1.34; p. 400.
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M,i\ M: S 497g; Dr. p. IC«2: Oaz. vol. 134j p. 887.3p. D. 497g; Drj
4,9i ; Dr. p. lOB:\Ui\ y. -pp. 4^9f; Dr. p. MBS: Oa/-. vol. 134; p. 871.

•*

V<.'>, May 12; Sp. p TMV,: l>r. pp. 497-8; (.az. vol. 134; p. 407

)r. p 4«»; Ca*. vol. i34; p. 3X7.

(.;>00; May 19; Sp p. WW; Dr. pp. SflM>; Oaz. vol. 134;

.506.

Loom stop-motion. B. Forster. No vs>.

Loom. Swivel-. \ I-ansr No sss.71., M

Loom wrtrp -t-nKmotion. .\. K. Hh..;..|.- V' -^^M.x Ma>
^t.-.n, , Cr'sw*

Loomi Automatic stop-motion mwhani-ai fnr pow^r-. F. Blimu-r. No. !«»..

,i;,S'AutomHticweft-..pleni,hingHPP..e...u,f.r , Ko.tron and T. Wonnan. No. «6.542; May 5; 8p. p. »1: Dr. p. 83; Ga.. voL

L^m," Revering m«-h»ui.m U.r th. t.....:.p n.. .„.„.:.. of. E. 11 Ryon. No. m^,m. May 5; 8p. p. 1076; Dr. p. 22«; Oaz. vol. 134;

huhK; rH^ffrU"'":.;;': S. -.:.«: May.5; Sp.p.50 Dr.po.UMl; Gaz. vol. i:M; p. 13.

Mail-hag catcher and crant*. l Kogt-rs ariu ii ' rvaii^

Mail-tiagcftU-her and deli vpirr (i I .Mei^r No-W*. v

Mail-hag catcher and lflivfr»T.

303.

Mail-bag catcher and deliverer.

Mail-I>ag fat<-her itnd deliverer

Mad-l.ag .
ateh.r and d-hverer

1 1

h
'^V^'*'T^°il/vt'on'^No^^"^55''Mav 5' "sT P 'i22:f Dr. p.m (iat. vol.'m; p. 204.

MH.l-t.agcHU.-h.r>g and Jl'vr:]:^! -iPPHr-.t Is.
|, *^ i;^J^^;^"^„^«^.:7;-;f,j.fr*\No.^/^^^^^ 1'..; Sp. p. :i<«6; Dr. p. 822; daz. vol. 134;

ane Nn SK7 H**. Mav 19; Sp. p. JOW; Dr. pp. M7-8; 0»«- vol. 1.34; p. 557.

.)*:«•' VIxv 1 "^D D lUir Dr. p. 212; «tar.. vol. i;<4; p. 165.

,ack.,;^ and f . W-t^ila'! No.'^7.1?6: May 12; 8p. p. ImS; Dr. p. 350; Gaz vol 134;
li.'.Vskelij. \V

S H Stoter. No. SK7. Cm. Mav 12; Sp. p. '2078; Dr. p. 4:«1; Gaz vol. 134. p. 3«a

H H viers. No kh«,414. May IM; Sp p. 41-^; Dr p^ 883; Gaz. yp' «• '•: P '*•„ ^.
. K M.l^r.mith. No. «<9.(V»; May 2».:^ Sp p. .5448. I r p. 1 K^. (.az oL 134 p^^i.

MHil-t.!i« .aU'hing and delivering m ppa n. I l.s

Vi;,i enV^her .u.d d-hverer >. T Long N-
-r;' ^r ''"^'I^^h;:? , 5;

'^''^ ''" P- '"=^ •''''^-''^' '^-P—
Uh 4.-)2; Miy 1>»: Sp p 42.'i2; l>r. pf. !()0-l; Gaz. vol 1.14; p

No SKiT.lil. Mav 26; Sp."p''s648" Dr. p. 11%;" Gaz. vol. 1.34;

1; Gaz. vol i;{4; p. 752.

p. em.

134; p.' 541).

p. UIU3.

.^p p V««); Dr pp 1022 1. <iaz. vol. 134; p. 8/1.

VS...KC,. Mav :-,. Sp p \.m. Dr p. 274; <iaz. vol. 134; p^ 216.

1- Tener No >«7.J •"-'. May 12; Sp. p. 1951: Dr. p. 410; (.az^ voL 1.J4. p. 342.

134; p. 408.

Mad catching nnd dejivrlng HppHrMtus

Mad-cmne K H K.-ed N.. nsh 4.-,2. !

Mad-iTane ,>Tl.<.ng. No h.s,h.:i , ,
Vli^v 2«.

Mail-deli verv apparatU!" A K Laiidi> N"

.,a/ ^"1 l^-
I'

.*;"^,„,,f, V,,, ^K- i-,1 VlHv l> Sp p J<i72; "l)r. p. 434; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 363.

.Manure -"pi^rtaer. "-^..''"V • v,, ^vv H4 Mav !' St. p .-IV-'H. I>r. p 76<); Gaz. vol. 134; p 648.

^^;r;l;r;:;;'.:;,,'^„•''5•\'l;;v;''"'K;;:l; 's,",5""M.Y.r-ip°p.iafr,r:?,s»M^.,^-.rm;p.»4.

S t K f. , n>.rr.s \o '«7'i:!7 M>lv l'« Sp p iJfd; »r p tin.-,. (Jhz vol U4, P- 587.

Jl-:;- j-^^.^d,^.;;;::hi;.e,^.rri>^^^t^^^.
^:^ i^: ^p^^'^l^ :^^f^)r^-- -•• -^ ^•-•

|;:i;;E't:igL^^. ;r-,^:!v..,^:.-;:-:d^u^.^^,^^r- ^'n'^.^^^ ^^^i.^yl^w . .e7; Dr. p. 707; g^z. vo..

Meat.l^nrthe refraction of the eve, l.n. sv.te„> for H L IV Zeng^ No. H8H,770;, May 5 Sp.^. sW: Dr^. .«;; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 148.

MeatK-utrmg niachine K U Kusk No v.7 VM Mav 12; Sp. p. -•44^.. IT PP •»;rlfi- ^^^ ''^^-^i.
P" *^-

Mrvhamal drier W M < uninu r N.. ^ssaU. M.,. jr.; Sp. p 42 »l. l>r p. ><10; C.az. vol. 134 p. -90^

S::.h:':;,.Hl dr"; W M .utnn,..r No V.V 47V M..V 2.-,: .^p p 42^ l>r^ p. 910; Oaz. vol. 34; p. .M^.

Mechanical ninvemei.t. II Brammer No ^.'-^.«^''
;, ^^,,1'^;^\'\^, P. '?"; 1^*%^^ G^ 552.

M.vhanicHl niov..nu.nt \ H S.M,r.utt,cr No ^-v -^.. M ', ' '• ^P A'^''*-;^; '^'vVu) (^i7\-<^rn4 P 1014

Setal cutting and shap.^g nu.ch.ne. ' .« Main N„ -;_-^^ «- -^N'
^'.^J'^J;,, ^rm^t.l^ol Ik

Kt:u;!;rfu?jr^"l K .loW't^J:!r'i^ay^:";j'p':..1^'^r.p.^;'Gaz.'vo..l^; ...5.
p. i:».

Metal. Pr.Muong road. I. F Bun, No. v.? l^^. May 12; S,,. p. Ui71: Dr. p.
f*=*-

'*f; [."V^;,
P,

,f*,, st)

Metai wheel W K W lUian.s ,.nd .1 Grnnt N" v,«.. Kx M'a% ... >p. .!> 4.1. .
I>r. P-^fJ'^^^''^

'•"• P'
^'

Met^ wool V She-lK-k N.. ^^rlZ^ M..y i'-; Sp p .-W... [)r p .-j*;. Ga/.. v"l. l'?4. P^««V

'MeU w.H.l \ Shedl<Mk No H^*.1J4 Mh> 1'.. Sp p : rilu. Dr p ..y;; Gaz. vol. 134 p 64to^

Me ." wool .nd fl..er mixture. .V Sh. .B^nk No_ HSH 12.x Mav p.; >p P,;^VJ'^•':•;^;,, m'- p 8.3

^

Meial-worklug u.ach.ne S Zietar-k, No. h»s6,.-.. ^ Mav ... >p^p ^-^^ "^ R ^^;^ ^;'^.
';^-,P *^„«3. Oax. vo.. 134; p. 173.

MetHl.* Kle<-tnilvti<' pro.-ess of produiii^,'. F. F I'nce «nd \\ .
.« llorr> .No. v<i..t^i

.
.>ia> .). . v. i'-

M^ mu' Kx7racti.ut D K Kn Urt.^on No S.H6.N/. Mav .V .>^p p Wu
.
<ia7, vol m. pj...

Me^ IR- fender a
* mud-guard \N . ( »in.eh:.. No v.^ 4.M ilav .S Sp. p :**): Dr P-fi-' •;'"•>[,'.'«• 134. P- o5.

M.'UllurglCHl furnac... W S Demps.>. N.. V*.....; Ma> 1". .>p. p. 293A, Dr. p. 618. Gi

VlHt>'r sVf 1 lomd-ineUT Pniportumrtl meter. VV iitcr-ineier

MefT.r F Kk n'- sns..-«M. May 2ti. Sj. p. 4a.i4. Dr. pp. ^«i^ ^; Oax. vol. 134; p. 834.

:ti«. vol. 134; p. aXi.
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ol. 134; p. 62D.

M

>e for stamps. lat».l.. and stickers .1. T Rider. No. 888.193; May 19; Sp. p. .1731: Dr. p. -&.'; Gaz. vol. 134. p. W...

Hud bloi-k mold Hunding-t.l.xk .nol<l: («ment-ch Jr mold; ComTete-bl.K-k mold; .'ipe-castmg mold, lost-mold..

I Kvans. No SM7.rtll ; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2-.»4; Dr. p. .'547; Gaz. vol. i34: p. 44^.

,, .Sand- W 1) Berry No 8<<7.75«); Mhv 19; Sp. p. iM*; Dr. n. 609; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 525.

.1 V an.l .1. F. .1. Co'stlgaii No H.sji.ft.'d; May?: Sp. p 1217; Dr. pp. 2,57-8; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 202.

.\. T. Drvsdak". No. 8h8,n(»4; May 19: Sn. p. 33f 7: l)r. p. 712; <iaz. vol. 134: p. 608.

Meter-n-gulator. T. B. Wylte. No. 888.»52: Mav 2..; 8p. p. .5318: Dr pp. 112^9: Oaz. yo . .34^ P^49.
Mica-tnminer. E. G Shepherd. No. 888.1V7: VJay 19: Sp. p 5737; Dr. p. <84; Gaz. voL .•J4. p. 668.

M.cromet«'r-gage C. .\. kelley. No. 8«5.817. May 5; 8p. p. 986; Dr. p. 207: Oaz. vol. 134; p li.l

Milk. Condensing I A Just. No. 888.017; May 19; Sp. p. 3411; Dr. p^ .1.; Oaz. vol. 1.14; p. 612.

Mdk c.H.l.r and acnilor. C. Skidd. No. hhs l^4^ May 19; Sp. p. 34<8; Dr. p. .26; Gaz. vo^. 134; p. 6ffl.

MUk. rr.xlu<-ing dried. .1 .\ Jiwt. No. 8.«0v,iiit.. May 19; Sp. p .^41)-; Dr. p. 716; Gaz. vo . IH; p. 6 2.

Milker. Cow-. f». A Moldenliauer No S87.212. May 12; Sp. p. 1713; Dr. p. 364; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 314.

Mill .SV*" Corn-mill: I'lilven/.uig <>r grin<ling mill: Roller-mi.1.

Mill G A Browne No 888,4»i.S. Mav 2(1: Sp p. 4A4; Dr p. 9f)7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .8«..

Milling-cutter. T. Kvnon. No. Sh7 i7i*. May 12; .Sp. p. 1481; Dr. p. 314. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 272

Mdling-tool B Woh.lerlv No Hs:<rC: May 19, Sp p. .•«64: Dr. p. 706; Gaz. vol. 134yp. 604.

MilUtone-.liTMiug nuo hiiie. R. C Helms No H)s«i..vrj; May 5; Sp. p. .-CI; Dr. p. (*; Oaz vol. 134; p. 59.

Miners caue 11 Meiling. No. 8X7.1 *(. .Mhv 12 Sp. p. 107S; Dr. p. 3j6: Oaz. vol. 134; p. J'*.

Mines, sXm for vcnt^^'lation of. W K h^ll.utt LS .t . O. Wilson. No. 888.0r3; Mav 19: Sp. 0^3508: Dr. p. 734; G.t. v

Mining dredge. T T Rochford. No. sKt.TJS. May 5; Sp. p. 804; Dr. p. 166; Gaz. vol. 134; p 134.

Mning-n.achine D. N.Osvor. No.88!..l4H; May 26; SP P- •'i''«\- ''f- PP- '20»-*ju£**V,^' ^^ x-u o inn
M,:>mt'-.ua^hine. A. I'almros and K L. Hopkins. No. WO. 149; May 26; »P-> 5fit«;I>r.Pl^,'t: ..''»;" ^•«''34.p^

M.rn.r Mitachment for Ut.|e impleinenl.s t. Walter. No 886,746: May 5; Sp. p. 84,; Dr p. 1.6. <.az. vol. l.*4, p. 140.

Mit. r-i...x C Soiemslic No 888,430; Mav 19; Sp. p. 42o; ; Dr. p. .<92; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. .45.

Mit. r-lK>x. G. Magrath. No. »«t.(r>».; May 26; Sp. p. 5440; Dr. p. U.W; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9,1.

Mixer .Srrreineiit-mixer: Concrete-mixer. ™- ^ ^i i-u- r, lar
Mixmg-machine, ( W Cpright. No H86.899; May 5; Sp. p. 11.34: Dr. p. 23,; Gaz. vo . 34. p. 18j.

Mivit.g-mHchine V Kaiimerer. No sK7,j-.4 M.iy 12: Sp. p. 1S2J: Dr. p. 386; Oaz. vol 134; p. 32,.

Mining machiii.-ry. II. Skinner. No. HS8,.%42: M^.y '26: Sp. p. 4423: Dr. p. 938; Gaz. yolj-^: P;^,'-;
,

VI. listening devi(^
M..i.| Sre Bruk
Vt'l'! stripix»r W I. Kvans.

i'li::^ Mpiatratua,
M.^MiMK' niHi-hine.

M,.Mirig-rn,uhine .\. T. Drymlale. No. 888.(104: May 19 :.Sn. p. 3* , . ,. -

W. V^eish Nc. s.Sh.i:«: May 19: Sp p .Vc.i; Dr. pp. 7.»-(iO; Oaz vol 134. p t.^.

I \ I>.|Tert- and T W Simcox No. 888.242; May 19: Sp. p. 3821; Dr pp. H02-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 6K4.

U W I>.K>litll< No s.ss,.V.i.-,, Miiv IH.; Sp. p. 4.'.47; Dr. p. 964; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 83;<.

W W P.M.Iitlh'. No HSS.V.M: Mav-t.; Sp. p. 4.-;oO; Dr. p. 965; (iaz. vol. 1.34; i).8:a.

MiuK's .Vc withmetil.tHsing wooden \ Bevrle.' No. 887.995: May 19; Sp. p. ;«fi9: Dr. p. ,({7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 605.

P wringer. A. 11. SIuh- .uikei No s,S7,7 H; May 12: .Sp, p. 2764: Dr. p. .584; (Jaz. vol. 134. p. 4,s«.

n,,f> irMns;iiittiiigme.hMnis;ii. II K VVan-ei No. 887.ri4; Ma. 12. Sp. p. 2783: Dr. p. .588; Oaz. voL 134. p. 483 ^ .„„„„. ,.

Motor .N,' Kxplosi..ii niof.r F.ni-niotor II > draulic motor; Power-motor; Rotao' motor: Rotarj- reaction-motor, bpring-motor

,

Water-motor W.iv.-motor: \Va\'' and curn-nl motor. ..^ ^ ,, , .... „ n,A
Mot, .r control svstem. KLxthc-. H. D. .lames. No. 888.!«<3: May 2 i; Sp. p. .-KOI; Dr. pp^ 1107-8; <"" ^"^ !•**• P^-'-^-

Motor cont n.l svsiem. !.l..tric-. II D lames. No. 888.^»^; May 21; SpP-5^:
H',

P^ ""'^•.>^'
n'r .Mi-^clt vol 134 o 448

Motor ifmtrolling me^ns, Alteniating-<-urrent-. .\. R. Kverest No. 8i57.6l2; May 12: Sp p. 2.596; Dr. p. .^, Oaz^ vol. 134, p. 448

Motor controlling means, Klectrii- II. W. .^.onard. No. 888.447; May 1^ .Sp p. 4241: l)r p. 899; «Y ru n li/'
VL.tor-.tart.r Automatic. K II. Sinvthe No. 8S8.7.V: May ^.i; 8J. p^S; Dr. pp^ '^ 'f'-

.^^^Jl i '

<?», vol l^ n «2
Motors Fuel si.raver for internal -«omhU8tion II A. lohnston. No. 866,513; May 5: Sp. p. 3^. Dr. p. t<*. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 82.

Mouth-prop. .1 I,', (iehor.sani. No. HH8.484: May 26; .Sp. p. 4.325: Dr. p 91.5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .93

Mower J. M, and R. W. Crejmr. No. 887.-9-2: Mav 12: .Sp. p. 25«); Dr p. 540; Oaz. vol 134: p. 44

M.iw.rs, Topper attachment f*or lawn- I. W. Card. No. 88t.46l: ,4ay 12: Sp. p. tiM Dr p. 483; (.a/., vol. 134, p. 398.

Miilll..r C .1. Giistafson N.. HKs.i-flt. May 2tl; .Sp. p. 4;i:44: Dr. p. . 17; Gaz. vol. i;i4. p. ,94.

Mult, pli> switch Series 11. R. Sarrent No. 887..527: May 12: Sp. p 2448; Dr. p. .516; Gaz. vol. 134; p. «1.

Musk -hoi, t.r aiwi l,.„(-t un.cr A K K.rfoot. No. 88v^ (r21 ; May 5»1: Sp. n^ 5432; Dr. p. 11.54: <.az. vo' 1.J4 p. 9,0

Mum. -l.Ml.ler f..r tea. hing note.s. .Mechanical. L. A. Jaros. No. 887,811: May 19; Sp. p 3(K».: Dr p. i^2; Oaz. voL 134. p. 54o.

Mu-i. leaf turner .\. II l^:nb. No. 887.3.34: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2043; Dr p. 427; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3.i,.

Mum. leaf turner F. K. IL'.rt.ian. No. 887.629: !»lay 12: .Sp. p. 263V Dr. p. 5.5.5; Oaz vo l.M: p. 454.

M i-ii. -I.af tirii.r C lluKhes No. 888.*t7: Mav ^ti; Sp. p. .5'209: Dr. p. J 10.5; iiaz. vol. l.M; p. 9.32.

Musi. ,,lH> ers".Means f.Ir controlling the evpt^alon of ititomatic. G.*P. Hran.!. No. 887,374: May 12; Sp. p. 2140; Dr. pp. 44^9; Gaz.

MusK-plavmg Instruiiient, .Vutopneumatio. F. C. White. No. &tS,...W; \Uy 26; Sp- P- 4474; Dr p 947; Gaz vol. 134; p 820.

Musi.-n.ll-nmrkingdevicv I' \Viiest . .Ir No. 888.290; May 19; .Sp. p. 3920: Dr. p. 825: (.4Z. vol. 134. p 700.

Vlusi. -sheet" Ma.Tnne for making i».rfor«ted. F. L. Wood. No. 8H6.4.55; May 5; Sp. p. -d: Dr. p. 4,: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 42

Music. System .>f instruct!. >n in the pmniinciatlon of fon-ign words Iq vocal. ( . Ihurwangcr.

p. 341:(!az. vol. 134 p. 29.5

Musif turner ami hoMer. .Automatic sheet- 11. F. Shipley

Miiig-niHchine.
liliug-michine

VloMiug-iiwu-hiii.
MoMiiig-machiiic
M.
M.
M.

.No. 887,151; May 12;' Sp. p. 1605; Dr.

No. 8! 6.42.5; May 5; Sp. p. 167: Dr. p. ."VS: Gaz. vol. 134: p. .12.

4114; Dr. p. 868;

MlScannst'runieniv Bal n,.-e,l -well for. S. W. Clark. No. 888,307: May 19; Sp. p^.3948^ Dr. P„«31; Oaz.^^vol. 1,34- P,^70.5^

Musical insiru'iients. DitlenMitial valve for pneum'itic.illy-<.'ontrf)lle 1. I'

vol. 134: p. lOlH .., , .

Musical instruments, Hxpreasion devlw for pneumatic. K. De K. eUt.

Musical inatnimeata, Note-aheet-feed mechanism lor. W E. Oveland.
p. 829.

Musical instnim.nt.s. Feilal-actiiated stop mechanism for. R.8. IliU.

P "34

.Musical iii>.tninients, I'e.lal iiie.hMnism for .\ F. ...arson.

Musiial kev instruments I'laving attachment for. A.T.Chester
Nail. \V Il..rner N.. HM:.\miy. Mav 5: .Sp. p. 1274: Dr. p. 269; Ga; .

vol. 134: p. 212.

Nail-iiis.'ttiiiif ma.hine W II Tavlor. No. 887,870: May. 19; Sp. p. 3128: Dr. pp. t>5»H-, ; (.az. vol 134; p. 5<>4.
„ o.->. /-„,

Nails M«,hmef.'r making roofing-. J. E. Dobson. W. t. Wiley, and W. H. itart. No. 8W. '«(): May 5; Sp. p. 12.-<..; Dr. p. 2«,2; Oaz.

Nailing-stri'i.' 11. B. Sherman. No. 887.5.32; May 12; Sp. p. 2455: Dr. p. .518; Gaz. vol. 1:14: p 42:4. -

N.( kti.-ti..M.'r C I. Matson. No 887.108: Mav 12; .Sp. p. 1.5.39; D.'. p. 32.5; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2S2.

N.'.ktie-kn.it V Sv.aiison. No 88.v..'>4«. Mtv.'f.; Sp p 44.53: Dr. n. 943: Gaz. vol i;i4: p. H16.

\p<.i(tie-support N |) Nelson. No s,s(. ..«<(.. May.'.. -Sp p. 116; Dr p.22: Gaz. vol. 1.'.4: p. 2.>.

SH^,ll,.-sep«r..tor. Detachable F F Witkus No v»7.sy,5; Mav 19; 8p. p. 3179: Dr. p. tW Oaz. vol. 134; p. o73.

Ne.'.lle Threater A I' K...in N.. sst^.A"'. May .V. Sp p t;5: Dr. p. 13: Gaz. vol. IM; p. 16. _

Nee.lle-lhn...ler S C K-irlv No vs>.>r7 Mav .'.., Sp p a3<i2: Dr. p. 1137; (.az^ v-oL 134; P 9.i,

Ni.k.l from sili.Mous or-'s R.vovering A (halas. N.. H87.735. .May 12; ^V-P-^}^"*^ ''"
o"i' Pr.^iiO Dr n 4»«- Caz vol 134-

Nitn.e. n. Ai.paralus for .l.-ctric oxidir.iiig of atmosph.'ric. D. llelMg. No. 887.476; May 12; .Sp. p. 2340. Dr. p. 480, Oaz. voL 134,

P 4fi;<

Welin. No. 880.1ti5: May'^(i; Sp. p. 5744; Dr. p. 1215; Ghz.^

No. 887,199: May 12; Sp. p. 1689; Dr. p. 359: Gaz. vol. 134;

No. 888.587; May 36; 8p. p. 4525; Dr. p. 9«0: Gaz. vol. 134;

No. 888,400: May 19: Sp. p. 4124; Dr. p. 870; Ga«. vol. 134;

No. 8}*fi,377; Mav 5: Sp. p. 70; Dr. p. 14: Oaz. vol. i:i4; p. 16.

lester. No. 886,348; Mav 5; Sp. p. 19; Dr. p. 5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 6.

1; Ga
; Sp
"iley.

Nitroiren l.v means of electricity. Oxidation of D lldhig. No. 887,.326: May 12. Sp. p. 2027: Dr. p. 424.

N..se-guar.i. \.liust«li|e 1. f! Adt. No >^:'.»^A. Mn> 1<' Sp p. 3197; Dr. p. 6,2; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 5, .5.

N,.77|.. Spraving- MA Barnes. No )<?n7 :« 2 Mav U >p p 19f.!i; Dr. p. 413: (.az. vol 1.54: p 34«i.

Nut, Check-' C II Chapman. No hjssj.'.H: Mav.'.., Sp j, 4767: Dr. p. 1014: Gaz. vol. 134: p. w>...

Niit-Wnk I W. Shawver No. HHC.4J4 Mav V Sp p ]'^.: Dr. p :«; Gaz vol. l.<4: p. .«.

Nut lock H II Fisher. No SN,.-s7 M iv '.; Sp p .)2.>» Dr. p. 1«:': Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1.52.

Nul-!o,k K K .^.harz No HS7 4:«: May 12; Sp p .'J.57 Dr. p. 472; Gaz. voL 134; p. 390.

Nut-lo.k I I Barr N.i 887.574, M:iv 12. Sp p 2M\ !'r p 533: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 436.

Nut-l<^k R K Gregorv No v.'vs,4m.. Mtv .'».. Sp p 4.V<.' Dr. p. 916; Oaz. vol. 134: p^, 93.

Nu1-I.« k II G Frew N.. SXS 7^7. M .v Jh; Sp p ¥.iHi. Dr p. 1063: Oaz^vol. 134; pJW.
Nut. I..Kk- <• Th.-mas an.l (i Bla.kwell No. SK8.0.51: May 19; Sp. p. 34,2; Dr. p. ,27: '-Hf^v"'- Ip*- P-

Nut-making machine, l. G. Davis. No. 887.J97, May 12; .Sp. p. 2560; Dr. p. 542; Gaz. vol. I.i4, p. 443.

Oaz. vol. 134: p. 355.

622.
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(>az. vol. 134; p. a>4.

_ __ 702.

M. .M St :ss. No. 888^1; Mii>;,19; Sp. p. 37«; Dr. p. 787; Gaz. vol. 134;

Nuts and bolts. Means for locking. B. J. Dlplock. No. 887J82: May 12; 8p. p. 21SB; Dr. p. 452: Oa«. vol. 134; p. 373.

NuUracker F E. Pnx-tor. No. 888.738; U av 26; 8p. p. 4832: Dr. p. 1031: (laz. vol. 1.34: p. H7S.

Oar Pivoted I). K. Mprriman and R 1. .\ iffl No. 88K..^aO: May 2f>: Sn p. 43K4: Dr. p. 929: liaz. vol. 134: p. 804.

Oil-burner R.C.Nelson. No »«.t)44 .Ma'/ Jti; .Sn. p. «\H): Dr p. VtC: <.ar. vol. 134; p. H4«.

Oil-humlnK plants, System of regulaik.n foft J R. Atchison and C R. We>Tnouth. No. 886,466; May 5: «p. p. 248; Dr p^. 51-3; Oa«.

Oil-*tank \on-Pxplosive. F. W Rell^r. Niv SN8.739: Mav 26; Sp. p. 4833: Dr. p. 1031; OaK. vol. 134; p. 878.

oiHreatW apparatus, \V»»Te-. 1'. E. Moofk. No. "WH.TIK May 5 Sp. p. 784; Dr. p. Kil; (5az. vol. \H: p. r'>).

Oils Vpparatus for treating wa.»te. H. E. llHller. No. m\,tm: May 5; Sp. p. 7?.5; Dr. p. 149; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1J2.

OilinK (levlc*. Valve-. B. .Xikroan. No. S»-lt61: May .i: Sp. p. 2«); Dr. p. ,10: eiaz. vol. i:i4: p. 4.V

onion L-U«aa.-r and sorU-r. 8. S. Wagro-r. .No. 887.445: May 12; Sp. p. 22^7; Dr. op. 477-8: «az. vol

Ophthalmos<ope. 11. L. De Zeng. No. W.flC: Mar .-i: Sp p liCO Dr. p. 2»2: Oaz. vol. \M. p. 229.

Ordnanfe-sighting apparatus. K. Voller No. HS7,02:i: May .J; Sp. p. 13«iO: Dr. pp. -28^-90: (.az. vol. IM, p. 226.

Ore-<-on«ntrator. 0. T Cooley. No. 887.912: May 19: Sp. p. 3225. Dr. PP.,«^78-9: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 581.

Ore-crusfaer. C. O. Michaelsen. No. 887.no:?] May 5: Sp. p. 1.121: Dr p. 278r Oaz. voL 134; p. 219.

Ore J iirelnirinachinerv for dressing. C. .1 (lawt.ani. No. H88.964, May 26: Sp. p. 5338: Dr. p. 1133: daz. vol. 134; p. 9o3.

OreprP^ous tT->Sng or^e lile. Mean^ for t renting crushed. II. L. Tempter. No. 886,8B2: May 5; 8p. p. 1119; Dr. p. 234: Oaz.

Ore^mpier C L. Constant. No. 888,471; .Slav .'t.. .<p p 42i«: Dr. p. 909: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 789.

Ore-treating apparatus. W .V. Hendryx. N'o HH<t.l.N; May 2«i: Sp. p. 5657: Dr. n. 1198: Oaz. vol. 134; p 1005.

Ore^wMfalnl machine U H Mtner. No. 487 4V0; Miiv 12: Sp. p. 2ftl0: Dr. pp. siM-l; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 41)9.

Ores BainSf together of pulverulent or duslv II DIcke. No. 88(i.6S3; May h: 8p. p. «W8: Dr. p. I<2: (iaz. vo«. 134; p. U..

ores, Treating. W. .\. Hendrvx. No sxg.ll.-) Ma v .>6: Sp. p. 56ofi: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1005.

Oscillation-receiver. O. W PlVkard. No Hts^lU: May 19: Sp. tv 3728; Dr. p. 781: (raz. vol. 134; p. 666.

Outlet-box cover. (5. B. M. I?.m N - hx7 4i<«. Mav 12; .Sp. p. 2391; Dr p. Mi: (faz. vol. 134: p. 411.

Oven O R Moon. No s.v«.li)>v .Ma\ I'l iy p J.>V; Dr. p. 751: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 641.

Oven Baite- O. Repp. No. S8^.(>:54; Mav fi: Sf p .U:flt. Dr. pp. 722-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 618. _ ,. , .„,

Oven^rriers. .\ctuatlng mechani.srn for A Mill in-l V W. Copland. No. 887,828: Vlay 19; Sp. p. 3042: Dr. p. 639; Oaz. vol. 134;

Overalls. J.L.Cheshire. No. V«7 ,iKH. Ma\i 12: Sp. p. ^aV; Dr p. ."139: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 440.

Overflow-alarm. .V. W. An.ler;>en hilI II H Hansen No. k^. :{;«.; May .5: Sp. p. 1; Dr. p. 1; Oaz. vol. l.M: p. .3.

Overflow-gate. II. W Blai'»<i.'ll N" v^: m Mav !J. <[. [. .-JV.; Dr. p. 480: (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 396.

Oystsr-carTler. R. C. B«'nd*'r. No. SKh.Jt.s. May 1!*; .Sp. p. ,msj Dr p. 828; Gaz. vol. 134; p. "

Pael^R and hanger for garments, Coml'iroli shipping-.

Pwjkage-tie. W. E. Fricke. No 886.,i9-2 VCav -. Sp p O^ Dr. p. 107: Gaz vol. i;M: p. 89.

l'acka«e-tie. V. L. Wilkerson. No. 88*. :'i; .Mav -. Si. p Wi; Dr. p. 177; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 141.

PacWiiw and wiping waste. M. .Samuel. Nr ^x^ i)4J; May 19; Sp. p. 3458; Dr. p. 725; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 620.

Paiking-1-ux S-ifetv I". I Sisco Nf.NS,s,$.V, M.iv .><>. Sp. p. oiai; Dr. p. 1088; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 916.

l'ai-king-<'a.*> wail.
"

(i. F. Bishopric. N.> vV, ;r.>i, S( ,. •, .Sp. p. ll."7: Dr. p. 247; Gaz. vol. IM: p. W>-

Packing )nurrial-l*Aring. A R Scott Nf <>v> '.: M .y -26; Sp^ p. ,5280: Dr. p. 1120; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. '.Mo.

Packlng-Uble 1. Abraham No vs> ..n1 Miv-' -p ;. 4741; Dr p. 1007: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 861.

Packing, Valve- F Ln.><lige Nm ^s? 4^. , M,i> 1.' -r p 2204: Dr p. 4m; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 380.

P^s ^\pS*r'^us ^^''^thc mi.nu'fartiir'."-^ H Havs^-n. No. S87.2.iO; May 12: Sp. p. 1,S08: Dr. pp. 381-4; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 325.

Padlock, Combination-. E E. .Siitl-.n Nn ss;«.i)«.l. Mav 2>,. Sp. p .S.500: Dr. p llt»: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 983.

Padlock K-n less comtnnation-. B. Krvurliprgpr Nc vkh wlit; May -26; Sp. p. 523;»: Dr. p. 1109; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 936.

Padlock ivrniiitation-. O L. Roman. N(». S8T t-w.". Mav IJ. Sp. p. 2751; Dr.p. .S81; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 475.

i'aint-uiathine V Arangureii v Bu.stinza. N" v.vv "U May -26; Sn. p. 4765; Dr. p. 1014: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 864. ,

Palnl-r»-moving apparatus J H Storm. .Ik". -S vv :4.i May 12; Sp. p. 2846; Dr. p. fiOl; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 493.

Pan: 5«« Cake-pan; Frying-pan; Pi.'-pan. ^ ^„ „ . .„„
Pan. A E Onx-hau. No. ,S88.1ti0; May 19i Sp. p. 3675; Dr. p. 767; Oaz. vol. 134; P_^666^

Panels or plates of material to frames. Me4n
134: p. Ml.

Pants and
Paper-boar
Paper-board,
Paper-box machine. F. E. KusKt No sHT V3): May 19. Sp. f

Pawr-feed raechimlsm. F. I.. Wood. No. h8(;..|.->4; May ,v, .Sp. p. 219: Dr. p. 47: Oaz. vol. KM: p. 41.

PaiH- M i. hin.' for sMrfacf-f\nishing. C W] Oav. No 887,ti22; May 12: Sp. p 2611; Dr. pp. 550-1: Gai.vol. 134; p. 451.

Pai>er M i:- iftrfiirv of. II. (iaara. No s.>4 482; May ^i;; Sp. p. 43J1: Dr. p. 914; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 792.

PaixT'ii' ii I Kike No •«<9.it48; Ma\ J'l Sp. p. .>477; Dr. p. lUo: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 979.

Pa >.'r ^-r-. ;• c r distributing <lfvic»- M Flhrhch. No. .S88.072: May 19, Sp. p. 3307; Dr. p. 734; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 629.

Pat^'r-trHatir.k: tank A C.Rice. No. H8M.t41; M.iv .tl; Sp p. 483»v. Dr pp. 1032-3; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 878.

Pai).'r-t!it--i»rforuting machine. I. Oohv. No S88(»8«i; .Mav 19: Sp. p. 3520; Dr. p. 736; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 631.

Papering machiii.-. Wall-. O. M. ( harron. No s.>sh .'-.'•J: .Mav 19. Sp. p. 3789: Dr. pp. 794-,5: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 678.

Parachute-arrow C.R.Stewart No. SH.s,i-.s Mi\ -•' Sp p. 471-; Dr. p. lOttJ; Gaz. vol. l:i4: p. 8.i7.

Paste-hox and daut-er. E. M. Scranton. No s«,h T.V,; May Jt.; Sp. p. 4875; Dr. p. 1038: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 884.

PastcuriTing apparatus. Continuous. .J. F. M.a.l.' No N87.;i;i>, May 12: Sp. p. 2046: Dr. pp. 427-S; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3a8.

Patterr. .; vlbauK No S8«i..T7H: May .'J Sp p. 72; Dr. p. l.i: Gaz vol. 1^4; p. 16.
,n t» o. ,n

Pattern-plates, vibrator-frames, gated pattern- and cope-(lasks. Adjustable guide-plate for. L. H. Blau and o.

887 i> Mav 12; Sp. p. 2292; Dr. p. 481; Ga/. \ol. 131, p. .'W7.

Pavemeiit an.l making the same. W. .^ Iliughton. .No. HSH.nst\: .May JK; Sp. p. .M84: Dr. p. IKX); Oaz. vol. 134; P- 92S

Pavement or roadwav and making same. M . S. Iloughto;:. No. s'«,.S87; May 26; Sp. p. .M86: Dr. p. 1101; (.az. vol. 1.14; P-^928.

Pavinjt M<x'ks or bricks. Means for handlinjr .1 .Sheridan. No. .<*^.t<.2; May 26: Sp. p. 4696; Dr. p. 999: Gaz. vol. 134; p. So,).

No S87,.<40; Mav 12; Sp p. '2054; Dr p. *«); Oaz. vol. 1.34j p. .m

ins for holding K \ Winslow. No. 887.170; May 12; Sp. p. 1638; Dr. p. 348; Oaz. vol.

1 drawers supporter. W. F. Crairf. No. ,886,679: May .i; Sp. p. 680; Dr. p. 140; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 116.

ird container J. W. Ix>w. No. ,4«..710; .May .'.: Sp. p. 7h2; Dr. pp. l,'>.5-6: Oaz. vol. IM. p. 1».

ird, Machine for makingcoinhination O. II. Moore. No.h87.007: May5; Sp. p. 1326; Dr. pp. 27*^82; (,az. vol. l.M;

z machine F E Kuster No SHT V3): Mav 19. Sp. p. 3(20: Dr. pp. 63.V-6; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 548.

p. 220.

W. Kelly. No.

Peaniit-ligger
ea

Pen tiller Koiuitain

R. F. Moss.
Peamit-tfleaner II. L. Pippen. No 8«7,0Ili; .Mav,-i: Sp. p. i;i44: Dr p. 28,-,; (Jaz. vol. 1.34: p. 223.

UN Carpenter N(V HH7'9I9; May 19; Sp. p^3222: Dr p. 678; (Jaz. vol.m p. 580

Pen, Fountain-. W. F Barrett. No. S88,*>.-.: May 2t.: .Sp. p. iJ22; Dr I

Penholder W. \. Caldwell. No. SX6„'M6; Mav .">; Sp. p. 16: Dr p. 4; (Jt

Pencil-car-ier (J. \. (Jl*rg. No S»<,s42; Jklav .>».; .Sp. p. .0(180: Dr p. 10

Mav 2t.: .Sp. p. iJ22; Dr p. 1129; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9B0.
"

Jaz. vol. 134; p. 6.

1083: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 911.

Pencil-sharpener C. C. .Spengler No vwiiiiii. Mav 26;' Sp. p. .".49;i;' Dr. p 1168; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 982.

IVnril-sh,.rpeiier S. B. Jones. No. 8S<t.l.'4, Mav ii; Sp. p. ,Vi68; Dr p. 12(X); Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1007.

poncil-shar{»i;er R. V. Collins. No. vs>. rt. Mnv 26; Sp. p. .•.7(i8, Dr p. 1221; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1022.

Pencil-shrtr:«ner attachment. J. C. St. lotin No HS8.(i«i9: Mav Si; .Sp. p 4714; Dr p. 1003; Oaz. vol. 134,

Pera-nNuiat .r V. Baiir. No. 886.922: Mat ,i; Sp. p 1172; Dr. p. 2 W. (Jaz. vol. i:M; p. 193.
. , ..,

Perrentrt«.-talil.'. Tax-assessors. S. F. aial B. B. Kennp«lv. No. ,s88.020: May 19; Sp. p. 3418; Dr p. 717; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 613.

Perth F'wi- \ Peris. No. 8.S9,U39; Muvpi; Sp p. )4t.2; Dr. p. 1161: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 970.

p.>nnntation-l>Kk D Churchill No. 887.171; Mav 19; Sp. p. -2918; Dr. p. 615: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 530.

honograph-r'von: cafinet I Dorev. Nfi. 'S87.r(r>; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2.577; Dr p. .'>44; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 444.

p 857.

hoiioifra'ph r'[»'ating atla< hni.tit. J. II. Htin.son. No. 887.978; Mav 19: .Sp. p. xa*. Dr. p. 7(10; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. fiOO

" ' find. ?io. H87.<i3;

'ho.ni.eraph^, krraphophones. ari'l the like, Kpparatus for nianufacturingcyl
l'hon..graph-fpri«iui><'r I T .Mvgind. ?io. H87.<i3; May 19; Sp. p. 3054:

Sp p. :j:h4; i^r. p. .iw; waz.

Dr. p. 642: Gaz. vol. 134: p.
rlindrical r»Tords and tilanKs

552.

is for. T. Ames. S. Burgwis, .ind

K FraMior So. sxN.ivS.'; Mav -ti. Sp p 474.i; Dr. p. 1008: Gaz. vol. r34;' p. 861.

Photoeraph-caMnet F .) Bu.saM No sf8.'..Vs. May 26; Sp. p. .V328; Dr p. 11.^ Gaz. vol. 134; p. 951
..„,,,..„

I 'hot ographK- and other purposes. Manuf^Ktu re of films for J.H.Smith. No. 886,883: May 5: Sp. p. 1106; Dr. p. 231; Oaz. vol. 134. p.

['holographic developing apparatus K W !', i-nes and M. B. Punnett. No. 887,055; May 12; Sp. p. 14?9; Dr p. 302; Gaz. vol. 134;

Photographic film for davlight loading 'J ii,,i/i. lu No KSfi.ftTS: May 5; Sp. p. 665; Dr. p. 138; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 114.

Photographic oh)e<tive P. Rudolph N'k ss«i,41t). .Mav .S Sp p 133; Dr. p. 32; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 30.

Photographic pnnt apparatu.s W K Smfiair No ssn..-.4(I; May .Jfi; 8p. p. 4417; Dr pp. 937-8; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 81JL
•^

- ^ lC.(aIho.in No S8x..-J<.i; May 26: .Sp. p. 4522; Dr p. g."*: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 829.Ph'ito^raphic-prnitmp-nuwhini' pad
Photographic rav-tilter I' I Dukelow
Photography H I. Reckard. No. H>sT s4C

Phototelegraph, Automatic. .\. Korn. .Ni

No S8x..-J<.i; May 36: .Sp. p.

so sMh.r>K4. .Mav S Sp. p 689; Dr. p. 143; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 117.

Mav \9. Sp p Mm. Dr p. 646; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 556.

SSX'OPJN Mav 19. Sp. p. 3560; Dr. pp. 746-7; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 637.
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Phyaician's cade. P. Ruehlmaan. No. 880,156; May 26; Sp. p. t

PUno. E. E. Walter. No. 888.209; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3765; Dr. p. 790; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 673.

Piano action. Upright-. M. Beckwith. No. 886,341; May 5; Sp. p II: Dr p 2; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 4.

Piano, Automatic. R. B. Fowlerler. No. 888.152; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3657; Dr. p. 765; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 654.

laving F. C. White.' No. 886.908; Mav 5; Sp. p. 114.5: Dr. p. 241; Gaz. vol. 13Piano, .\utopneumatic music-playing
No.

,
C. C. Chicken ng.' S'o. 888.066; kav 19; Sp. p. 3492: Dr. p.

Piano-hammers. M.ans for repairing the felted heads of. R. R. Bfx^l*. No. 888.141: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3642: Dr.p. 763: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 651.

Piano-Iiench. 11. L. Schuft
Piano-frames. Capcwtastc) bar for.

N88.7.54; May 26; Sp. p. 4870; Dr p. 1038; (Jaz. vol. 134. p. 883.

p. p. 114.5: Ur. p.
(Jaz. vol. 134; p.

av 19; Sp. p. 3492: Dr.

134; p. 188.

731; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 026.,

No. 88<.431; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2252; Dt. p. 472; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .388.

J: Sp. p. 3436; Dr. p. 71:1; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 617.

)rew. No. 888,972; May 26: Sp. p. 53.54; Dr. p. 1136; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9.55.

PUno-keylK)ard. F. KuUi. No. 888.100; May 19: Sp. p. 3575; Dr. p. 748; Gaz. vol. 134"; p. 038.

Piano or organ players. Governing ineohanis.ii for pneumatic. J. II. Cha.se. No. 886.347; Mav 5: Sp. p. 18: Dr. p. 4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 6.
Pianos, Dlvldtxl aitlon lor. T. Danquard. No. 887.773; Mav 19; Hp. p. 2»29; Dr. pp. 616^17;' Oaz. vol. 134; p. 531.

Pianos, Presaure device for the strings of. W. D. Suralln. S'o. 888.366; May 19; Sp. p. 4061; Dr. p. 856; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 723.

Pianos. 8«>lf-playing attachment for. (J. H Davis. No. 887,774, May 19; Sp. p. 2932: Dr.p. 617: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 532.

Picker; S«^ Cotton-picker; Fniit-picker; Fruit and 11 >wer picker; Vegetabfr and fruit picker.

Picture and producing the same. Multiple O. Holmsten. .No. 886,606: May 5; Sp. p. 523; Dr. p. 112; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 93.

Picture and stovepijw holder Combined. A. Mantenfel. No. 88S.I82: May 19: Sp. p. .3716; Dr p. 777; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 663.

Picture apparatus. Life-motion-. J. Bianchi. No. 886.674; May 5; Sp. p. 667; Dr. p. 139; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 114.

Picture-frame. Extensible. J. A. and A. W . Watt. No. ,888,280; Mav 19: Sp. p. 3890: Dr. p. 820: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 697.

Picture-hook. A. H. Kemper No. 888.819: May 3ii; Sp. p. .5036: Drj). 1074; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 9U5.

Picture machines, Film-winder for moving-. 11. K. Sandell,
Picture-molding bracket. J. (J. Peterson. No. 8.S8.032; May 19:

Picture-moldings, .\uxiliarv holding-strip of metal for. G. F. Drew.
IVture-supporter. E. F. Bradt. No. 886.935; May 5: Sp. p. 1191; Dr p. 251; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 198.

Pictures, Apparatus lor viewing panoramic. .\. Ilattu. No. 888,^.36; May 19; Sp. p. 3811; Dr. p. 800; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 682.

Mcturea. Machine lor making and displaying. W. N. Selig. No. 886,654; Mav 5; 8p. p. 614; Dr pp. 128-9; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 107.

Pie-pan. B. C. .Sabin. No. RS7,852; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3092: Dr. p. 64S: Oaz. vol'. 1.34; p. .VjS.

Pigment. J. C. Heckman. No. 887.042;Mav 5; Sp. p. 1,396; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 232.

Pigment. J. C. lleckman. No, 887,043: May 5; Sp. p. 1397: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 232.

Piling. Metal. J. 1. Harold. No. 88S,(J8.5; Mav 19: Sp. p. 3537: Dr p. 739; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 633.

Piling, Metal sheet-. R. B. Woodworth. No. 888,135; May 19; Sp. p. 3629; Dr p. 760; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 649.

PUing, Metal sheet-. <J. W. Jackson. No. 888,899; May 26; Sp. p. .5212; Dr p. 1105; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 933.

Pin: See Belt-pin; Clothes-pin; Hair-pin.
Pin. F. J. Kristofek No. 886,612. Mav 5: Sp. p. 533: Dr. p. 114: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 95.

Pin. A. E. Baker. No. 887,573; May liZ; Sp. p. 25:10; Dr p. 533; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 436.

IMpe: See Tobacco-pipe.
Pipe-I#nding machine. C. B. Morton. No. 888,727; Mav 36; Sp. ji. 4815; Dr. p. 1027; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 874.

Pipe-casting mold. Metal-. E. A. Custer. No. 887,070; May 12; Sp. p. 1465; Dr. p. 311; Gaz. vol. 134; P- an.
Pil)e cleaner, Shioking-. W. H. Boughton. No. 888,(i88; May 26; Sp. p. 4751: Dr p. 1010; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 863.

Pipe-closure. A. Andrews. No. 888,683; Mav 26; Sp p. 4744; Dr p. 1008; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 861.

Pipe-coupling. C. F. Dotts, B. (Jallagher. and W. Rummel. No. 889,113; Mav 36; Sp. p. 5631; Dr p. 1192; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1000.

Plpecoupling. Automatic train-. N E Marvin. No. 887.489; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2378; Dr. pp. 499-600: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 408.

Pipe coiiphng. Automatic train-. N. F. NIederlander. No. 8.S8,18'.i: Mav 19; Sp. p. .3726; Dr. pp. 780-1: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 666.

Pipe coupling. Train-. E. B. Witte. No. H.SK.'JX9: May 19; Sp. p. :«17; Dr. pp. 824-5: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 700.

Pip«Hcoupliugs, Middle ring for. F. N. Smith. So. 887,859, Mav 19: Sn. p. 3104: Dr p. 650; (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 560.

Pipe cutter, Trench-. J. E. Mwre. .No. 888,724: May 26; Sp. p. 4si2: Dr pp. 1025-(i: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 873.

Plpe-elt)ows. Making corrugated sheet-metal. F. Brune. No. 880.173: Mav 26; Sp. p. 5757; Dr. p. 1218: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1020.

Pipe hanger. Train- I F. Drake. No. 888.791: Mav 2(i; Sp. p. 49*i9: Dr p. 1061; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 896.

Pipo-liftcr M. E Luvne .No. 889,1.39; Mav 26; Sp.j). 5675; Dr. p. 1201; (Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1008.

Plpe-mol.ling machine. W. A .Murrav and E. M. M. Babbitt. No. .888,921; May 26; Sp. p. 5250; Dr p. 1114; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 940.
Pipe nipple-liolder J. Yule. No. s>«),571: Mav.5; Sp. p. 44{»: Dr. p. 96: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 82.

I1p«< or hos«. coupling. J. H. Phillips. Jr. No. 888^(46; May 26; Sp. p. 50K4: Dr. p 1085; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 912.

Ptpo-threading machine A. L. Bobbins. No. 887,741; May 12; 8p. p. 2841; Dr pp. 600-1: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 492.

Pipes or tnlies. Apparatus for rifling. C. Fell. No. 888,984: Mav M; Sp. p. 5370; l)r. pp. 11,39-40; Oaz. vol 134: p. 958.

Pipes, Wall-8upp)rt for. H.J. Robinson. No. 887,272; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1888; Dr. p. 399; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 334.

Piston. J. E. Tlionipson. No. 88X,27J: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3882: Dr. p. 817; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 695.

Pistons. Cushioning device for. O. S. Pike. No. 886,402; May 5: Sp. p. 122: Dr. p. 23: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 26.

Plaiting and braiding miuhines, Switch for. B. LepperhoH. No. 886.825; Mav 5: Sp. p. 997; Dr. p. 210: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 163.

Planer driving niw-hnnism. B. D. Stevens. No. 888,765; Mav 20; .Sp. p. 4896; Dr p. 1043; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 887.

Planing-Tna/hii>e. J. K. Thomas. No. 8.87.021; Mav 5: Sp. p. 1351; Dr.p. 287: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 225.

llant-sup|M)rt. (J. L. Kline. No. 887,(V53; May 12; Sp. p. 2682; Dr. p. ,567; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 462.

I'lant«'r. C. B. Roziar
Planter and fertilizer-<l

Planter attachment. O. Meidinger. No. 888.676: May 26; Sp. p. 47:«; Dr. p. 1006: Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 859
Planter attachment, .S««>d-

Planter, Cotton-. C. L. McMurphv. No. 887„500; Mav 12; Sp. p. J:i96; Dr. p. '504; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 412.

Planter marker. Com-. G. J. Gouker. No. 887,474; Mav 12; Sp. p. 33:16; Dr p. 489; (Jaz. vol. 1,34; p. 403.

Planters. Covering attathment for seed-. E. 'lavlor .No. 886.665. Mav 5: Sp. p. 646; Dr. p. 134: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 111.

Plaque-holder Suspended. J. B. Timlierlake. No. 887,744; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2846; Dr. p. 602; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 493.

Pla.stertng material. D. R. Jones. .No. 886,813: Mav 5: Sp. p. 981: Dr. p. 206: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 160.

ir. No 886,415: Mav 5; Sp. p. 152; Dr. p. 31; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 30.

wlropper. H. H. (Jeiger. No. 887,247; Mav 12; Sp.jp. ISOti; Dr p. 381; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 325.

O. Weidinger. No. 888.676: Mav 26; Sp. p. 4733; Dr. p. 1006: Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 859
(J. \V. and II. Sterken. S'o. 888.704; -Mav 26; Sp. p. 4885; Dr. p, 1043; (]raz. vol. 134; p. 886.

Plastic material into charges. Machine lor dividing
p. 739.

1'la.stic material, Machine for molding. J. L. Campbell

A. Thomson. No. 888,412; May 19: Sp. p. 4165; Dr. pp. 882-3; Oaz. vol. 134;

No. 887,720; May 12; Sp. p. 2796; Dr p. 591; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 485.

Plating' aiiparatus. Movable. O. P. Stevens. No. 887,5,39; May 12; Sp. p. 24<i8; I)r. p. 521; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 425
Pliers. E. A. (}emeny. No. 888,(i0(>: May 26; Sp. p. 4581; Dr. p. 971; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 837.

Plow. G. Ross. No. 886,412; Mnv 5: Sp. p. 148: Dr pp. 30-1: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 29.

Plow. J. H. SylverterMn. No. 887.147; May 12; Sp. p. 1599; Dr. p. 340; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 294.

Plow. J. H. Moore. No. 888,184: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3719: Dr. p. 778: «Jaz. vol. 134: p. 664.

Plow, Motor-. P. H. Munroe. No. 889,143: Mav 26; Sp. p. .Vi82; Dr pp. 1202-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1009.

Plow-point. C. G. Uertz. No. 888.607: May 20: Sp. p. 4582; Dr. p. 972; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 837.

Plow, Rotary. J. E. Liebhart. No. 88M,lo3: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3.581; Dr. p. 748; Oaz. vol. 1,34; p. 64a
Plow. .Sulkv-. O. W. Jesaup. No. 8.88,815: Mav '19: Sp. p. .3012; Dr. p. 633; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 546.

Plug-driver C. E (Jlldden. No. 886,364: May'S: Sp. p. 43: Dr p. 9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 11.

Plug. Duplex testing-. T. Deasv. No. 888,146: May 19; Sp. p. 3648; Dr p. 764: (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 6.52.

Plungers, Packing-l)ox for. G. Y. Staples. No. 887,139; May 12; Sp. p. 158t); Dr. p. .337; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 291.

Pneumatic drill. M. Hard8t)Cg. No. 888.164: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3681: Dr. p. 768: Gaz. vol. 134: p. *i,57.

Pocket. Detachable. 1). L. Jones. No. 887,479; May 12' Sp. p. 23.54; Dr. p. 494; Gaz. vol 134; p 4(M.

Pixkel safetv attachment. II Erickson. .No. SS6,964: Mav .5; Sp. p. 1248: Dr. p. 264: Oaz. vol. KM: p. 200.

Pole and shaft for vehicles, Coml-ined. A. J. Martin. No. 8S8.(r^5: Mav 19; Sp. p. 3424; Dr. p. 719; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 615.
Pole. Tent . C. A. Bateman. .No. 888.137; Mav 19: Sp. p. 3634; Dr. p. 761; Okz. vol. 134; p. 650.

Poles, piles, and posts from decay, Means for protecting. E. B. liarang. No. 887,796; May 19; Sp p. 2974; Dr. p. 624; Gaz. vol. 134;

Pollahlng-compoKition can. L. M. Kn^elius. No. 887,101; May 12; Sp. p. 1527; Dr. p. 323; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 280.

Polishing, Pr(x>ess of A. (Jlese. No. 889.117: May 26; Sp. p. 5636; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1001.

Pool-Ul'le atta. hmeiit P K McAuley. No. 888,186; May 19; Sp. p. 3722; Dr. pp. 778-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 66.5.

Post: Srr Concrete ferici.-post; Fenf <.-i)Ost.

Post. W. A. Oliphant No 8X7,217: Mav 12; .Sp. p. 1721; Dr. p. »«6; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 316.

Post-mold. H. BallingiT No >s,vi,ii^ii .Mav 2t.. Sp. p. .5559: Dr. p. 1181; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 902.
PoUttvniasher mid spoon, (oiul.iiieii II . .1 . Oriswold. No. 887.75-0: May 19; Sp. p. 2960; Dr. p. 623; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 537.

Powder I ail or box. Sifter-top T .M Hothersall. No. 88<i.7(rJ: Mayo: Sp. p. 736; Dr. p. 151; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 12.5.

Powder-lLslributer ( 1). Holt .No h>s».,(*7<»: Mav 5; Sp. p. 1273; Dr. p. 269; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 211.
Powder holder. Tooth-. P. S. Ha v. No. ksn.oiI: .Mav 19; Sp. p. 3400: Dr. p. 715; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 610.

Power-motor. W. Sm.«<. No. 'vs<i,.548; Mav ,5; Sji p 4a5; Dr. p. 86; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 75.

Power transmission mechanism. .N. Ruland. No. 888.265: Mav 19: Sp. p. 3864: Dr. p. 813; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 692.

Power tran.smi88ion. Sectional wh«>el for. S. Stoffel. No. 887,i44; May 12; Sp.p. 1586; Dr. p. 339; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 293.
I'-wer-transraittIng means. R. S. Prindle. No. 888,654; May 26; Sp. p. 4673; Dr. pp. 993-4; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 852.

low.r-transmitting mechanism. R. U. Dunlap. No. 886,778; Mav 5: Sp. p. 910; Dr. p. 180; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 150.
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T F "Piittt

No. Wft.dKl : May 2«: 8p. p.

nsTOittinp niwhanisni T F 'Piittle Vf HXT.S7R: May 1<3; Sp. p. 314fi; Dr. pp. fl61-2; Om. Tol. 134; p. 567.

8ef BHliriK-pri's.s Hiii:iilirig-pr»'s.s! ('liithfs-pr^'.s-i. I>ni winjf-pn'ss; HHVprf8!<: I'nnting-pMM; Section-prens; Ven»*r-pr*B«.

Ptm*. H. T. MfvcrHrKl ' K C Lamnr. N" vsT.lW, May !2; Sp. p. lr,M>: ()r p. .C5: r.at. vol. 134: p. 2K2.

Presa for Ih*- niHiiufia'turf i»f urtif It"; fftii irriii;iil;ir "r fii'nms mrtti-rirtl K \\ (irl HmJ R von Mattenclolt.

.M37: Dr. pp. 1177-8: liaz \ nl \.U ;, '-i#i

I'res8ure-<ont roller. \ .MkIi.Iii; \. ^*(,>.i^ Mav .">. Sp. p. 1014: Dr p. 2i:!: <;««. vol. 134; p. !«>ft.

Primary batt«r>' *" '* ><h(»Tiirphl N«' ^^^ -wC. Mhv N; Sp. p. l.'io: I)r p. H7S; Oai. vol. 134: p. 737.

Prtnt«>r'forp«p««r-r<)|i.«. .Viitorrnitu- I> i' !.•. N" "OiT.raO; May 12; f>p. p. 2818; Dr. p. 565; Gar., vol. 134; p. 489.

Printing and (Woratiii|? irregular surfac»>' DiaphniKni for H. \S'. Deulnck. No. 887,315; May 12; 8p. p. 3008; Dr. p. 421; Out. vol.

1,34: p. 361.

Printing and other piirpos4'9. Cylinder for \V Love. No. «8fi.9W; May 5; Sp. p. 1308; Dr. pp. 275-«; (J»t. rd. 134; p. 217.

Printing for fnifm— ir*; -< . ring ant! tif-Hiittiiig. .><«x-iiring absolu^ registration In. F. J. Hoimes. No. SaS.HB.'i; May 2rt; Sp. p. 5206;

Dr. p. 1104: <;h/ v 1 : U (i 'H\

Printing-machine .-; Hrown. No. sx7,7$;i. .Mav H .<p. p 2<»11
: Dr pp. fill -12; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 527.

Printing mac^hiiif. Bag- ( K Dtjlin N" OA.1J74. Mav Jt,: Sp. p. .t.'«7: Dr. p. Il3fi; (iai. vol. i;»4; p. 950.

I'nnting niachiiu- Tw..-color- T Bn«lc .No vsi,, '.»:«,, Mav .V Sp p Il»:i; Dr. pp 251-3; (Jar. vol. 1,34; p 198.

Printini; maihinerv fi.r siriuiltaneous niHltu-olor-pniitinK kotary wel.-. F. von Kiitenfeld. No. »«.2:<1; May 19; Sp. p. 3S02; Dr. pp.

T**-J: <ia/.. vii|. 134; \< »W<i

Printing-press. C. O Harn.-iaivi W 11 .^inith Nh ».<M.:ai7: Ma\ ,'.; Sp. p. AS; Dr. p. 10; (Jan. vol. 134; p. 12

Printing prt»88, .\utoniatic card- W \ Billnian N.. sx7,7:i3. iiav 12; Sp. p. 2827; Dr. p. 598; Oa«. vol. 134, p. 490.

Printing preaa. Multicolor H K B.<h:i.!in N.i o<.>*.,}M: Mav 19: Sp. p. im. Dr. p. 864; (Jai. vol. 134. p. 729.

Printing, ruling, and liltf machines. Keeling iii.c hanisru >>l V W V ickery. No. «8fi,90l; May 5; Sp p. 113H; Dr. p. 238; Oai. vol. 134;

p. ISfi.

Projection apparatus. Dissolving attafhi«eiit for W I. I'rtrrersor. No. 887,839; May 19; Sp. p. 3065; Dr. p. 644; Om. vol. 134; p. 554.

Propeller. Fish-tail F. 8. Merrow No. «<.(;>;« Mas V Sp p -i^ Dr p. 19; Gar. Vol. 1,34; p 21.

Propeller, Steering-. H. L. Ward. No. p<:.'iH\. Mav ; .* Sp p UV Dr p. 708; Gaz. vol. 134; p. fl03.

PropeUer-whe«-l L. I H. Voss. No HSt.\r*K Mav 12. Sp p IM ; I>r p .342: Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 297.

Propelling apparatus.. Boat-. J E ('art>>ll No HW.Vm. M.i\ J. <p p 4.'i23; Dr. p. 9»iO; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 83B.

Propelling apparatus. Vessel-. .V. .Xhlbriwht. No. sks. i.-.;V Mav M Sp. p. 3475; Dr. p. 728; Gar. vol. 134; p. «23.

Pfopj'Uing litvioe for ships \V. Lovis. No >W7.4Sf.: Mav IJ Sp. p 2373; Dr. p. 408; Gar. vol. 134; p. 407.

Propelling machinerv. \esael-. G. DaK^n. No ssk .?c«): S{a\ |y. Sf> p. 4r «: Dr. p. 8fl6; Gar. vol. 134; p. 731.

Proportional meter. K. K. (lark. No ».'<7 77J. Mav 1 j; Sp. p. .V.'. . I>r. p. 6l«; Gar. vol. 134; p. ,W1.

I'ropuUion of vf.s.-ifls «", iVrtot No ti.V)<i. .Mav .'>. .Sp. p. U>4<l. Dr. p. 219; <"rar. vol 1.34; p. 171.

Protective device K. Kiihlniann. No. i«o;.241: Mav 19: Sp. p. 38l!»; Dr. p. Wri; Gar. vol. 134: p. 883.

I'rotractor .) .V. (irenier No. vs«.ti«J."i: Ma\ .'. Sp p 7'2.3: Dr p H>»: Gar. vol. 1,34; p. 122.

Pruning instniment. S I' llavward N" sh^h 4^'' Mav 31; Sp p 4;{44: Dr. p. 919; («ar. vol 1.34; p. 79fi.

Pruning-shears. G N. Mulertz No Hi<i.i^t4. Mav 12: Sp. p. 2389; Dr. pp. 502-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 410.

Puller: Sri- Bean-puller; Stump-puller: "^ack-puil-r

Pulley W Maver .No )c>t»).H.31 : Mav.i.JSp p liX)", I'r p. 212: Gnz. vol. 134; p. 166. .

Pulley. T. .\. Jones. No. K88.171: Mav IB: Sp. p. :}fi97. Dr p. 771; Gm. vol. 134; p. 880.

PuUey construction. Sheet-metal. F. PHilips. No >o«.>*4'.: .May :«; 8p. p. 5083: Dr. p. 1086: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 912.

PulteT Gripping-. F. H Frost and W A Hee(M>. No '«*.7(t;: M v 26; Sp. p. 4778; Dr. p. 1017: (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. «»>7.

Pulley 1-ocking- l'. .V Nelson. No S8T,.344: Mav 12: Sp p Jf^Kt f''" P *31; Gar. vol 134: p. 361.

Pullev, Shng-. J. .M. Bovd. No ssh sw;; Mav 2*^ Sp p .)l_'l: Dr p lOW: (lar. vol. 134; p. 919.

Pulp-flow-box shower device. G H IMa^ichard No s>c^ ,«,»; Ma^ 19: Sp i>. :V4X5; Dr. p. 730: Gar. vol. 134. p. 825.

Pulverizer I N. l>ewris and (' Stcihcr No sx7.(M7 .Mav S: Sp. ].. 14<ri. Dr pp. 297-.H; Gaz. vol. 1,34: p. 2:0.

Pulverizing or grinding mill. ./. W Fiilltr Jr. No. h«S.o77 Vlay H: Sp. p. 3514; Dr. p. 735; Gar. vol. 134; p. 830.

Piunp. H. G Rie^>enack. No. v«i..Mi;i. Mav .i; Sp. p. UUV.*: Dr. p. 223; Gar. vol. 134; p. 174.

Pump I W Anderson. No ><S6.91»i; Mav ."i; -Sp p. llfil; Dr. p. 244: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 191.

Pump. F. FI. Whitfomh. No. 887.8.-«; Mav 19: Sp p. 3173: Dr. p *»<: <iar. vol. 134; p. ST2.

Pump. P Vver. No. H87.993: Mav 19: ip. p ^W' Pr p. 7n7; Gs'.. vol. 134; p. 635.

Pump. I. W. Bagbv. No. S88,.')74: May 2»i: »p p 4.'it»i; Dr. p. 95.'.: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. SM.

Pump. .\ir-. O. J. Dariing. No. SK6.:tv?j Mav o; Sp. p 2»i: Dr. p. t>; Gar. vol. 1,34; p. h

Pump. .\ir-. S. K. Si)encer. No. 88>«,7ti2j May W: Sp. p. 4891; Dr. p. 1042; Gar. vol. 134; p. SNfi.

Pumj:
Pump.
Pump.
Pump, Duplex air- I Shourek No.
IMimp for pumping liquids. Steam- '

l^jmp. Kotarv K Berrent>eri; No
Pump, Kolary. J. MiilUsr. NO v<s.<>,.

Pompa, Construction <

Pumps, Lining for cas
Pumps. Spring pressure regulate

Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 899.

I'liinpini; apparatus, oil-well. G. L. (^i*ii

Pumping apparatus. \Vave-ix)wer. F. R B.

I'umping-jack .\. B Bailev. No «>c7,.^2, Mav 12: Sp p J.-.29; Dr p. 5.13; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 43B.

Punch. Hand- H. K. Walter. No >*<t.^7.'i: Mav .ti. Sp p ..l>2; Dr. p. 1174; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 9K7.

Puncher (heck-. G L I>ei»ner No '<i7.'i«o. Mav 12: .Sp p 2702: Dr pp. 571-2; (Jar. vol. 134. p. 4»i.S.

Punching and spacing machine M M llfaslev. No. HX7,91i): Mav M; Sp.p..32')7: Dr. pp. 674 5; <faz. Vf

Punching-niachine W T. .•^ear- No +ti.>c7ii; Mav h: Sp p 10S(1. Dr pp. tSJ-K Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 17K.

Pur«.-pu77-le T r. Keid No k**,^*) Mav .i: Sp. p. ;«9: Dr. p. S2; Gaz. vol. \M. p. 72.

Push-lMitton. Electric 11. Wilh.'lni So. >«><7.1t-ti; May 12; .Sp. p. I(;27; Dr. p. 34<i: (Jar.

Push-hiitton switch, P. .\. I'aul. No. 'is7.M': Mav 19; Sp p. ;j'.)6;: Dr. p. 645; (Jar. vol. i;n; p. .'WM.

Puttv applying tool. T. J. Macl.aiighlif No. *«.f^>9. Mav 2>>: So. p. 4fi2.i: Dr. p. 981; (Jar. vol. \M: p. S44.

l-uzrle D." D. Ixvwerv. No. HNrt.?»9: Miv ,'>: .Sp. p. 1313 Dr p. 27tl; Gar. vol. 134: p. 21K.

Puzzle P. W. Cohrs.' No. 887.,^90; Mavf 12; Sp. p 25.V<; Dr p. 53i>; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 441.

Puzzle .\ Henderson. No 8X7.^3«.; M«\ 12: Sp p. 2»;49: Dr p. 5.58; Gar. vol, 1.34; p. 456.

Pvrographir or cauterv devi.-e. T W \|il|er No x»<.k;«; Mav I't. .Sp. p. ."iOHl: Dr. p. IflHO; Gas. vol. 134; p. WB.

Rack: Sff Box rack, Dl'plav rack Kitdheii-ra^k Hug-rack. Towel-rack.

Rack. .1. Bovle. No ns»,.ii;« Mhv .V Sft p llvs Pr p .'.V). Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 197.

Radiator IT Stokes N>i s.v, .V>o Mjiv '.. Sp p 407 Dr p <7: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 75.

Ra.liator atfa<hment I M Dimtran Kok'v,,777 Mav ,-.. Sp p 909; Dr. p. 1s8; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. I.tO.

Radiator. Heat- S I). Wo<>.lr( and V. \l Sipes. So s>sh.4i;i. Mav 19; Sp. p. 4171; Dr. p. 883; Gaz. vi>.

Rail E R Rot.in-ion No vsf,,541: Mti\- '). Spn :!<«): Dr p -C: Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 72.

Rail G Tcarccv No HM7..il2; Mav 12, Fp p 24i(i: Dr p .^10: Gpz vol. 1.34; p. 41t>.

Rail-hending device. \' Pilui \.. skhK,47 Mav .'»;. Sp. p .VWO: Dr. p. lOW; Gar. vol. 134; p. 91.3.

Kail-Uind V H Knglund. N • vkv "m) Mhv :i'.. Sp p %.«o Dr p 11.38; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. 9.S7.

Rail-chair W H I Clifton No s.s7 -^. Mav 12 Sp p Js.rj; Dr p .t99: (Jar. %-ol. 1,34; p. 491.

Hail ilaiiip. liuari W B ( <>oke No v«vs.;!i 4 Mhv I'.i. Sp p ;«*-'.9 Dr p. H33: Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 707.

Rail-joint. .1. r. tlafford No ».>*».. 'i 7.' Mh-, " <p p k.'t.l. Dr p. J**.. Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 209.

Rail-joint. W. H Grosse. No >v.»7.7vr.' Ma-, i:' Sp p J<.»ti2: Drf- •'-•'': (Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. .538.

Hail-]o!nt K Neralic No <0<<i iKM Mi^\ .i., Sp. p. .>4."'. Dr p. I'M*. *;az. vol 134: p. 974.

Hail-spiice Miipjxirter and prote.tor i Murray. No. ^>v7. •%.•«». Mav 19. Sp. p. ;»(50: Dr. p. t>41; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .Ml.

Rail Tratk- H Heinen No sx.<«,!>,7 Mav 10; .Sp p MM]. Dr pp 7»i«t 70: <ia7. vol 134: p. U59.

Railway Mnu.sement- I II l>e».'\ N'o nvi,.'..> .Mh\ V Sp p. 12.«i; Dr pp 2ti»> 1: < iaz. vol. 134: p. 20.1.

Rjilwav and like rails. Chair for ^tr.'cT- W Stnu-.g No s.s7..>41. Mav 12: Sp. p 2471: Dr p ,521: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 42.S.

Hailwav t.lo.k-sigiial (> il Coker hiiJ U \ .s,ar'T>>iigh No '^•x,.947 Mav .1: Sp p. 1212: Dr p. 2.5«>: Gar. vol. 134; p. 201.

HhiIwhv rattle-guard I Brown and W II Shell.ourtie No >vs»;.":i7. Mav ,'>: Sp p. 1 IWl: Dr. p. 2.^3: »iar. vol. 134: p. 198.

HHilw.iv-chairaiid rail-fa.xten.T, Conit.mtd \ M.ilik and E W CiKik. No.>«7,4«<; May 12; Sp.p.237f.: Dr p. 499: Gar. vol. 134; p, 408.

KaiiwMV . ros-; tie G R Mavi.* NoHt';r,x M.i v J>; Sp. p. .544.'< Dr. p. 11.17: (Jar. vol. 1,34: p. 972.

Uailwav-frog i, H Tnsch No sv,,s9: Mav .V Sp p. H2t.. Dr p. 2;i(i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1H5.

Hailwav-frokT F N Strom No vvv, :():(, Mav I'.': Sp p. :t7.11 : Dr p. Ts.**; Gaz. vol. 134; p. WO.

Railway froi: T ros.-mg C W Remoeihl and B l. Weaver No v<7.M7 May 19. Sp p. 30N5; Dr. p. 647; Oar. vol. 134: p. .VW?.

Railwav-gate W II. Karn. No nv,,M«, May ,V Sp. p. 9>v1. Dr. pp. 2(». 7. ''.ur. vol. 1.34. p. Ud.

p and turbine. Centrifugal. E. S. gI Rees. No. 888.192; May \i: Sp. p. 3729; Dr. p. 782; Gar. vol. 134; p.

p. .Vutomatic hvdnkulic. L. .V Laiirsen. .No )0*,.379; May 5; 8p. p. 73; Dr. p l.i; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p 17.

p Centrifugal. E. F. Welch. No 189.164; Mav 2t>; Sp. p. 574-!; Dr. pp. 1214-15; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. 1017.

667.

.428; Mav 5; Sp. p. 173; Dr pp .37 -K; Gar vol 134; p. ,33.

No. «8«i, " '" "Sweenv ,440: Mav 5: Sp. p. 194; Dr p. 42; <Jar. vol. 1.34; p. .37.

|l.77"* May 2»;: Sp. p 4W.i. Dr. pp. l(Wl-2; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. H91.

_ „ Mav 2«i. Sp. p. .y)74: Dr. ". 1(182; (7az. vol. 134: p. 910.

•onstruction of centrifugal F W.Krogh. No K87.tVlH. Mav 12; Sp. p. 2682; Dr. p. 569; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 463.

.ining for casings of rotarv. .\1 W lone.s. No s>.8,h14: Mav X>: Sp. p. 50r27; Dr. p. 1072; Gar. vol. 134; p. 903.

Ipring-pressure reguUtor for. I U H .skoll W C. Pettv, and F. I.. Tessler. No. 888.803; May 26; Sp. p. 4992; Di p. Uri;

S.S.S.

rth

iic Mav !'.»: Sp p. 3961; Dr. p. 834; Oar. vol. 134; p. 707.

No W, !i.!i Mav 5; Sp. p. 1185; Dr pp. 24»-,y): Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 196

vol 1.34; p .300.

134; p. 719.
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Railway-gate. A. Wvper. No. 888,.Vi8; May 36; Sp.p. 4«6; Dr. PP- »52-3; G*«- yo>- »»<; P;
«f3.

Hailway-gttte, Electric R. M. McGe*. No. 886,845: kay 5; Sp. P-..1923; J>r. p.,215:^Oar. vol. 134,^p. 168.

Railway, I'leasure-. .1

Railway, IMeusiire

Railway-rail, J. F
Railway-rail joint

Railway rail tie, Concrete.

-. ,1, F. Morriaaey. No. 888,111; May 19; Sp. p. ;«»4: Dr. p. 752; Oar. vol. 134 p, 642.

.-, K. G. (^n». No. 888,881: May 45; 8p. p. 5174; Dr. pp.
109f-9.

/-hz. vol. 1.34; p. 926.

Francis. No. 888,988; May 2»i: 8p. p. 5379. l5r. p 1141 ;
Gar^ol 134; p 9W^

Railway-rails Manufacture of, W 11. Connell. No. sw.Jw; May o; op. p.^i. i/i. i- •'• '

Ri wS^ roadlc^osslng. Metal. U, Faries No. 886,487;W ^^SP^P^'^^P/' ?„,%«** '^^^ '**

Rallw»y-«ign»l. S, Bavas. No 887.57C; May 12; Sp. p. 253fl; Dr p, 534 «ar ^ol. 134 p. 43._

Ra way-silnal E. M Cain. No. 888,9.59; May 26; Sp.p, 5330; Di. P. 1131; Gar^ vol. 134. n. ittl.

Ua waV^fena \ W. Harvey. No. K89,127; May 2(i; Sp. p. S«56; f>r. pp. 119* -8; Gar, vol. 134; p. 1004

R^h^y-SSa ; S. M. Ward, Jr, No. 889,1(«: May 26; (p. p. 5730; Dr. p^ 12
"-•'.-._ ... .!„ 1 v> Vr.m./>^ri Kr> KWi 1U7: Mav 5: So. P. 103.

1213; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 1016.

Kii::^::£^} 4L:;r/^>.Nor;^r-N^>s;:^-iSay^sp.v,,;^r^^ p-iro.
.

rS wavis Inal Flec-tric \ Kiirel. No. 886,993; May 5; 8p. p. 1295; Dr. p. 273; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. 2U..

R5^Z'?.sw^U•h.^V Bilek, No,887,,183; May 12. S^. p^l««2;
Jj P ,^;/;?^ J<^|J34._

p, So5,

No. 887.980; May 19;ii^Iiiwiy-swltch, A^tcSSc. Tr'(^.So.J^^ "Mavl; ^p^l^i 'f:v^^ vol. 134; ^. 2U1^

Railway switch-operating mechanism. Electrlcally-controUed. K. "VN . (•• '. Stoffels and .1. .1. II. « .
weenen,

Ra'^w^V-^Uh-th'^rowi'ng'lwvi,^'- E^^N^'st'^im. No. 888.409; May 19; Sp. p. 415.; Dr^ pp. 87^80^ Gaz. vol. 134 p. 737.

Rai wa -sw.toh-thn.wit^g incK-hanism. J. N. Qnlnn. No. 887,226; May 12; So p. 1774; Drp, 373. Gaz n^I. 134; P^ 319.

B:t^ X:S:^T^'Z.^^^^:&. ^: ff-^^S^ ^: ^:^'i.^'.Z^^^^^^-Sr. p. 1116; oar. vol.

Railway-tie. a! Holtcm, No
^^^-i^f^^AV ^^.•/L.P, '

^'^ P *^' ^**- ^"'
-^-^-^J -P" ^'-',:-

Raiiway-tie
Railway-tie
Railway-tie
Railway-ti*'
Railway-tic

A. Holtcm, .NO. »x,..w.'>; Mav iz. r»p. p. .410^, •'« j' ^- ""• '"* / '.V.*'- V^U
.1 \. Swope. No. 887.9N3; M^ay 19; Sp. p. 3344; Dr. p. 702; Gar. vol. 134; p. 602.

.1 B, DeprieM. No. 8K.,227; Siay 19; Sp. p, 3797: Dr. p. 79c: Gar xo\ 134; p. 679.

S H. Delhi No. 888,317: May 19: Sp. p. 3963; Dr. p. 834; Gar vol. 134; p. 708.

I H Norton No 888,?29- Mav 26; Sp. p. 4819; Dr. p. 1028; (.az. vol. 134; p. 875.

P K Ream ancl P C ^^d. No. 888,92S; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5259; Dr. p. 1116; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 942.

Id fast..tVTfors«^uring the rails thereto. Metallic. ^.Kl. Powell. No. 888,936; May 26; fep. p.
Railwav-tie and fastetier for securing

vol. 134; p. 941.

5257; Dr. p. 1115; Oaz.

n-ilLa^iie a^d rail-faslc-nc-r Combined. J. F. Stoner. No. 888,670; May 26; 8p. p. 4714; Dr. p. 1003; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 857.

S: :: Ille tUd r'l-Srui^^levi'c;."Jj. J.^CVDonnell ^No. 888,030 May
19;

J. P^
f^»-,Dr/• 721^^=a- vol. 134; p. 616.

KKS^ftS.^:?::^JttirrSLl s^^^^^ n. 'iuZ^"'sJ'l^:^^'r^^V^^*^r. pj39: oar. vol. 134; p. 115.

VmZIII: Dm.hrn«kecTrril fT J. \. Myers. No. 887.832; May 19; 8p. p. 3053: Dr. p. 641: Oar. vol. 134; p. .552.

Rake: S« llav-rake: Rotary rake. ^. ^ .. , ,ia ^ 'tt

Rake. W, C, Yiarig. No, H«>,406; May 5; 8p, p. 135; Dr. PP^.26-7; Gar voL 134; p^
27.

Rake. B, H. Ellis No, 886,«89; May 5; Sp. p. 712; Dr p. 146; Gar vol. 134; p^
120,

Rake C 1 J Barker. No. 887,054; May 12; Sp, p. 1427; Dr, p. .302; (.ar. vol. 134 p, 263
Rake. C. 1 J. Barker, no. w.,i»t; May i.-, op, u. '""•••"•»' '"-•^ A '1 .'..i^ ;ri.>fi
Rake-cteaner J E.Lucas.* No. 886,711; Mav 5; Sp. p. 765; Dr. p, 156; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 128.

RaS^1"t W. J. HaUam. No. 8S7,.391; iiay 12; So. p. 2177. 5r. p. 4M; Oaz. vol ij*. P^^^C,

Rat-killing device H, R.-ese, No, 887 125; May 12; Sp p. 1564; Dr, p. 331; Gaz. vol. l.<4 p^ 287,

-ttchet-wrtmc^h A, J. Campl«ll. No. 888,420; Mav 19; Sp, p, 4186; Dr. p 888; Oar. vol. 134: D.

^helwre^h, Sii-ket. w'^A. Bumop. No 886. /76; May ,<^ Sp. p. 272; Dr^P^s;. Gaz.

iror. M. Schiitre. No. S8(i.s7.'i; May 5; Sp. p. 108.^; Dr. p. 227; (.ar. vol. 134; p, 178.

»tor \ Kastor. No. 88s,((l9; Mav 19; Sp, p. 3417; Dr. p. 7D; (.ar. vol. 134; p. 613^.

i^^blade-stropping d.;vK.. ^^ty. .i.^&od^.ry. jio^^^><^. M-X ^^^ P^^m;

H, Keese, r*o. ^9*1 .vsa; May i,£. o|>. ji. ij»>i. tji. v.--i, ..»^. ..... --t., r- _

Uatnhot wrnnch A J Camoliell No 888,420; May 19; Sp, p, 4186; Dr. p. 888; Oar. vol. 134; p. c42.

R^ffi'-^^^^h, S^kit.'*w''A. Bumop'^^^o •886./76;^Ma^- .? Sp. p. 272;V P^57. Gar. vol. 134: p. .V).

Razor. M. Schiitre. No. S8(i.s7.'i; May 5; Sp. p. 1(18.^; Dr. p. 227; (,ar. vol. 134; p, IW.

'^^..^:^^^^4l^ i>-^«^^ <^- vol.134; p. 471.

^Z;^^l^u ^t.^S-8«^r^i:?5^.?^i^:^l^:S^;?ii?t;>(^t34^?^^ ^;^- , , ,3, „ .,
He^p-r and binder Platform. M, W, Chariton. No. 887.378; May 12; Sp. p. 2147; ]>\VP**^f. f^'**- ^"'^ "4: P- •«!•

RcWptaclc^losure. F. Lalau No, 886,994; May 5; Sp p. P»7; Dr. p. "2^3. Oar vol. 134, p. 216

R«>ept.icle^losure, Detachable H. P. McMillan. No, 8»..,397; Mav 5; Sp p, 11 1. Dr p. 21; Gar. vol 134, p, 24.

R^Jtacle, Collapsible, H.J. Potter, No »<8.(i53; May 26. Sp. p. 4671 ;
Dr. p. W^.C.^^^ v_ol 134; p. 852.

Rcvlfning-chair ^ ivtry. No, 887,267; May 12; Sp. p. 1856; ^r. p, 392; Oar vol 134; p^3.32.

Recorc^er: Srf Course and log r«-order; Headway-recorder; I^-omotive speed-recorder; Time-m-order.

Rectifier system. (). O. Kruh. No. 887,659; Mav 12; Sp. p. -2693; Dr. p. sfo; Oaz vol. 134; p, 464.

Reel- S?r Cable U'nsion-reel; Clothes-line re«»l; FUhing-rine drying-reel; Hose-reel.

Ill^^r c^e;^rt^ks"(^,^;^c^fc^ ^^^^^r^^.^'ll^'^; ]^%. V- -• J^^^ "ar. vol. 134; p. 149.

R,^.^rHtive fu^^ace. N 1. Heinz. No. 8S7.B.4; May 12; Sp p. 1679; Dr. pp. 356-7; *« voi-l-^^. P- •«»•

R.-gisU'r: Sff Viitographic n-gisu-r; CHSh-n"gist4>r; Check-register; Countmg-repster; Wall-register,

Register, H. W, Savles, No 888.752; May '26; Sp. p. 4886; Dr, p. 1037; (.ar, vol. 134; p. 882.

R^isw^lamp. H.Symonds. No. 887„',43; May 12; Sp_ P„2474; Dr. p^522; Gar, vol, l-l". P-f^;^
R*Sst«rine apparatus P. Winsor. No. 889,(r7?»; Mav 26: 8p. p. 5528; Dr. p. 1 175; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 989.

KSs^ffi Kani^m F P Stevens. No! 888,667;- May 2ft; %. p. 4710; T)r. p. KXC: (Jaz. vol. 1^4: p. 856.

T^i^u!^^^uZ^'T-T^ii^loT, F.x.der-r.ifUlator; Fluid-pressure regulator; Meter-n-gulator. Temperatur,-regulator.

nJn^iiTMvirt T C Thompson No 888 .5.52 Mav 26; Sp. p. 44,57; Dr. p. <*44; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 81..

Ku"Z%al7ng^pvirrtr" 1.. IP T^^^ N'o. ,s8»j40%-y .1; Sp%. 8.3..; Dr pp, 171-| Gar. vol. 134; p. 138.

ll';?i^r^.^.pl,Vh.:rr;:oWoS; aTdliV,r f: S^'l^.^: tJ^ l-l; O-o^wU^^'d.'^^No^. S12: May 5; 8p. p. 337; Dr. p. 68; Oar. vol.

l^E£ih^.!^^"?rV. a^^;: "^^i^^^f^vfV^^^^B^rsl^^^ Dr p 3.- G. vol 134-
Ril)lK>n bows and the Uke, Holder and fastening device lor. G. E. Tamow. No. 887,149; May 12. Sp. p. 1602. Dr. p, 340. '•«». vol. 134,

R&Mlght M E. Sutherland. No. 888 858; May 26; Sp. p. 5109; Dr. p. lOTO; Oaz^yol. 134; p 917

Road Md makiuK same. B. N. Beard. No.888,k64; May 26; Sp.p. 5118; Dr.p. 1091; Gaz. vol. 134;

hZTt^ fn^l'kraemlSTmac^. .T. J. Brown. Jr. No. ««;.W2: May 26^P^P.^«l;Vol^?4*p ^3^"' ''''' '^'' ^'^
RockHlnll, O. D. Warn-n No 887„S63; May 12; Sp. p. 209,3; Dr. PP- *»:«; ^«/ Jf^ ^34^ P. ,36c.

Rock-drill .l.S. Hariow. No. X88,492; May 26; Sp. p. 4:j;«; Dr. p. 918; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 795

R«k-dri Hydrocarbon .1, V. Rice. ,Ir. Ko. 88«i:4oV; May 5; Sp p, 1.38; Dr. n, •.^: Oar. vol. 134; p^27.

Rock^lrill Turtiine-driven, M. Kellow. No. 888,506; May 36: Sp. p. 4360; Dr pp. 9^^; Gaz. vol 134; p. 800.

Rock-dri iiK machine H Hellman and L. C. Bavles, So. 887,801; May 19; Sp. p. 2987: Dr. p. 627; Gar. vol. 134; p. 641.

Rwk-drilling mal h!nc or 'n^nl H Hellmnn and' L. C. Bayles. No. 88S.497: &»y 2r.; Sp. p. 4347; Dr. p. 920: Oar. vol. 134; p. 7«7.

Rocking-chair A H . ' )rdway No. S87.959; May 19; 8p. p. 3298; Dr. p. (393; (Jar. vol, 134; p. 594.

ESs fnd?fr.!S.rr;VlancffoT'G'H. Robinson. No. 887.128; May 12; 8p. p. 1569; Dr. p. 333; Gar. vol. 134; p. 288.

Roller: Sfe Shade-.'oller. ^ , .» <»—
Roller-mill, E Brown. No. SSS.-Wl; May 26; Sp. p. 4517; Dr p. 957: (Jar. vol. 134: p^ 827.

Rollers, Dust-guard for. E .1 Muth, No. 8«7,831; May 19: Sp. p. 3051; Dr p. 641. Gar. vol. 134. p. 551.

RoUing Hangefshapes. Apparitus for. E, E, Slick. N'o. 887 ..'5^4; Mav 12; Sp p. -'•60; Dr. p. 519; ^.az_ v
"„"..,''....!..», .'„ / \c II-.,. ..„,< I i>«at Kr» B«7 .<aw- M«v 12: Sn n 2.543: Dr. PP. 5.36-.

p. 918.

vol. 134; p. 423.
RoUing Hanged shapes. Apparttus for. K, K, Slick. .No. S»...i<4; Mav i^; pp p. ..iw. it, p. oiw. wa/-^ .".. .--• »-• r--

Ro" ng-rmll f.-d m-Vhani'sm. C W Brav and J. Peat. No, 887.582: May 12; Jp, p 2543; ^r. pp. 536^; "f^^oL ,'34- P ««• ... ^ g.
..-" ^- - ^ Meau^ for altachnig flexible material to. T. H. Davies. No. 886,.582; May 5; Sp. p. 469; Dr. p, 100, Gar. vol. 134, p. 80.
Rolls or drum
Rotary engine,
Rotarv engine.

Rotary tiigine.

Rotarv engine.

Rotarv einrlne.

W I Chance No «vSti,7H.-i; May 5; Sp. p. 889: Dr. pp. 184-5; Oaz. vol. 1,34; p. 146.

T \shley No KscaiW: Mav .'>; Sp. p. 1166; Dr. p. 245; Oar. vol. 134; p 1^2.

.1 W. Coof.. r. No s.s7.46i; May 12; So. p. 23a3; Dr.p. 484; Oaz. vol, 1,14.^ p. 399

G. H. Tiittl. an.l E \ K.-nt. No. 887.711; May 12; Sp. p. 2777; Dr pp. 586-7; Gar vol. 134. p. 481.

W. J. Tekippe. No. s>87.s72; May 19: 8p. p. 3133; Dr. pp. 657-8; Oar. vol. 134; p. 565.
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T J Ou.rk. Nu N-.-t»: %.•> ..; Sp. p 343T; I'^PP,^j'^. Ga'
v«J.

134; p. »17.

J. W. iiixmey. So. >sS^..U4. Mav l.>, ^p t^. *-
,,/ L 1()»k.^«. Ca/.. vol. 134; p. WO-

A. Hopkins. No. x^^ ^». Ml.v j „ -j p *^<. I>;^ PP «^- •

j^.,

Rotary engine-
KoUr>- engiw.
Kotary engine.

Rotary engtne.

Rotar\- engine

1,415. M..VJ9. Sp. p, <l.5. U P »«
,'
J" "3,7

"^

Rotarv motor.
Kotarv motor. .\. .S*u»t.

->,"v*^'
•'""•

""i^'^j,
»,^tlk- TAke <*i(le-cleliverv J. Dam. No. S*.w<i

Rubber ov.n.hoeLow^ut or «.U^ ^/,; " *"\,, ;;s^5J Mav !•; Sp. p. 3«43; Ur. p. S07; Oaz. vol. 134; p. «88.

Kub»«r-8h<K-hol(ling devioe. F. P. Mc.\uitt.N, .>.. -w..o.. _ k, k _, ,.,^ „ ««„

Kiig-mck.
Rulo. StriKti

•rshoe Low^utor«>U^ ^^^^^''\,;':^^\i;ri,, s'p- P- 3«43; Ur. p. S07; Oaz. vol. 134;

'^t'^^.S^'^o.^ar^'^ri^it s;,^P :^. Dr^ ;T1^
{;rp^&'';^;r^:i34; p.37«.

Dr. pp. tWB-3; Oai. vol. 134;

p. fl23.

Sait-<vllar 1'. A. I'eterson. No. Vs- u,J. M>> A-. ^V-^.^^':
//; f ;:„. ,;h,. vol. 134; p. «27.

Salt-shaker. \. Cohencj.is. ^"^f^ ''•';.^'l> '^A T'^^ p ^fo' Ir. p. -64; Caz. vol. 134; p. 158.

Salt-trough. A. R Hoffmann.
..^<'^^'*:^'"'1,^.?V -So P i'- ; Dr P '* <-"'^- ^ol- 134; P- V.V

Sample-hol.ler. I I. Kornik. No H«,..yi. ^a> •' ^P P *
" •

,.,. ^ o*',*: Dr. p. MS; G«x. vol. 134. p. 440.

Sam?Uakin^c marbinr. A. K.nstermHk.r. No. v^, .<• • .
M* .. ^P- P- ^^

V
^.^. ^,^^ ^.^^ j,^. p 3^

Saml-mol.l-mHkmK appanitus. i MorKun. ^'^
^^;,

•«' ' "">
^i-.VrDV. p. 41.4; .;«/.. vol. 134; p. 3H4.

Sand molds, Maknvg. /Mortal.. •^"^"^\;*' :-^^^'^> Nolv.^9in Mav .V. Sp. p. 1149; Dr. p. IMJ; Gar., vol. 134; p. 1!«

Sander. Automatic. H. M. \\ '"'*"'•' «".',.•;: \^'1' % ^V, p 1 i-^ "^ P- 2^^; (iaz. vol. i;J4; P- {^2

. Neumann. No. «h7.41'0. Mai 2; Sp P- f«• .^ f *„'
^o'. ;^. vol. 1.34; p. 937.

K. Lamr>er9on. No. k>^.911;JMhv >. "^P-, P .^';*
. m 'ur P 33»V Uar. vol. 134; p. 290.

J. B. Snyder. No. HS.f.,^
^'',- v'-<n ^o ^;«' Dr pp .-rf-H; Gaz. vol. 134; p. :ta.

I kS no; :7:4!:;; «:> k ^l: I: ^: [>" S- ^r'^^
<^-. vo.. .34; p. *«.

Sash-fa-stener.
Sftsh-fastener.
Sash-fa-sti-ntT.

Sftah-faatpner
gaah-lock. F
SMh-lock. H
SMh-look.
Sash-lock. Window
Sash. Metal window-
Sash, Metal win<iow 402.

iiahes. Ma.hine for making and dnving ta^Us m window-. 'onn»«

Si^ window-.r.ns. .c. F.f.n. .rf^ - ^-;^^. -^/-S^i^-^;«8a?:
^^^^.f

^ /-;
^

S^wXsslng d..^. T Ny H-^^,^,^'-,^ , "1, \';; ,.;- sf;;.%.-:v«;; Ma?. -S Sp " -v Mr n. «: (Jaz. vol. 134. p. 40.

Saw gaw and jomter. J. H. \N he« <K-k an i
^ ^^^.. ^^ ,,^.^;i^

Saw guard. nn-ular-_R._'VV.Jloo-L^ ^"nttms.„> S<. -w^.-'a*; May 1»; ^p.^^*

4K1.

^Jand str-.Kbt..dK.. Comlur^d^ .^H^^o^ N^
p. ^:.

;JSmi.hin:" : . ^?ov ' •^: q::nl-A.;\
f.

sp. p. tJ^-^--P: |S|^: ^%;^ ^;.;Cp. 313; Gaz. vC. 134;

•'"'""„:["
w;S;;|: V C. osboni"^ N.f.^ iV. M«v .., 's/. p 4...;. I.r p. «ss: r.ar,jol. 134. p. H49,

p. 271.

s.-si-na,.. F.- A.
'••'•'r -i^;„i;„a"if : T^;;,.zr :?o"U'i«?'' .s.1li^';*'

> I'K:

V

.3*. p.«>.

Saw-set J E lohnstonand I. M. ( ralmn. ^"-
'*''*'':,fw ''•

jL-.-c-z vol \M p. 827.

Ijw-wt W. .1 Bovnton. No. H««.o79 M4v 3.. Sp. ^ 4.S14, Dr. P *^'-.> Sp n 2773 ^r. p. .W; (^.-z. vol. 134: p

i!wJ^t and str-.Kbt-lK... Combined. I. ^t'^l^on- No. h«.,.(19. Ma> 1-. !>p. P-
. ., P.

ftaw-«et
8*w-«w
Sawmill !"-.« i.i> <.."•—•" ,'- u«r,H 1 N:r> (o<tmi:{ Mhv iv); .sp. p .«ii. iM.p. "<". ^"-

V'i'nJ'. ^ ujq
Scale, .\utomatu- weighing-. <

L. »«^^J ^"i. "^^J^' ^,, M\iV V, Si p MV>:\. Dr p. 9«S; Ga/ vol. 134. p. H49.

Scale, Automatic weighing-. F. ( *'»^"."i..\;\f^' l','
T^h,' It p iv<: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 149.

Scale, Computing-. I. l. T)uffie. No. >^..-_.. Mhv^. ^^^.P-
"\,^,; ,^^ sp p. :t.'19; Dr. p. fi77, (Jaz. vol. -W. P- 5H«.

^ale-.ndicHtor.. .\ttachment for. B ^.
llu

- . ^'l^^'^^ ^J^\u\:2i\ 4- P ^-- "f- P- ^'^^ "*'- '''•'•

/^u-^ „?=«»
Scahng-marhine. A L, Burn and B. (^ ' - ^^^;, '^^o'^x?.*.,;- May 12; l^. p. 2}^. Dr P. 4.*; <.-r.. vol. 134. p. 379.

So .ssors or shears. F. ( h-»»'r »»">
' JV.'i w"v -. Sn n 7-2fi Di p. 140; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 123.

Scor«-lHMrd. J. M. Haratlr»n.
^''^^^'i^-..-^'''^;.',.

^^: L p 47Tr:^)r. p. 1<X»: Gaz. vol. 134: p. NIH).

Scourer. Shaking-. S. T^. ^ Us-n^ N''^ ^-^^^ ^ay .^,
Sp. P^*'

^^ ^.^^ ^„, ^^. p 5^.

^^.V£:^S^'SI^''h^^^^ L , .., r..r. vol. 134; p. ^.,.^,
Il.!;.w-<lnver. Automatic. W M Tn .

,No .v .4^ ,^,"> j^;,'l^:
Psp"?^'.

I'^JP '*' ''^^ ^"«'- '^- P' ""^•

Sculptors repro<i,K-.n^-machjne. '
B.

>.J
^'-.^ 4'

' *^,^, (;«,S.^,. ,34; p.^.
Seal. C. Bart.ien. No "^j ••'"

"f>
;^' T,' ^ TV- ,,r p *X0: G ir.. vol. 134: p. 583.

1^1- cir^' ^^i^-a^"^.-^:.^"4 ?^ ^. " '".^'U^ ;iS^^'sih.^l^ nr. p. UOl; Gaz. vol. 134: p. «.
^Sl impressi ig or printing m-i. hin. f (..-Us. h.. .^ ^'^^'^-i^tl'af^ ^Sp^p M91 Dr p. lira; Gaz vol. 134: p.m
8^8 orrpap^Ts I>. vi... for mipr.-s...r.L: f Cottwha W. No. WS.sm. May 2b. . P- P- ^ H

j^^. ,,^^ ^.„, ,3^. y

1^ Z Ki:^^. I-u. for imi^siu^. .il,.:;--;^
:^'-.S:!:i»:'- £^^ Sp!',^ir!:rDr^ p!;247^ <^.. vol. 134; p. 1«4.

Sealmg i-ap. Botile-

Sealing cap. Bi>Ttle- ..

Sealing envelops uii.l .ifTixni^' -t-iiiii.- ih.n t

iC^*-41: <'>a7.. vol 1.54. p Vil

9('>3.

K , .Mm;;;:- N^i-«'^,«^fiv'^^j:^^ V."^^^^ -•y >»^ «p- p- ^' ^- p^-

Sealing envelop'* iiiiii nin^^'f. --•i-

..:::^i';na;^i-;"'K!;^:i<^;.'''T K bow.. N....... M«V 2.. S^ P^42:^^ D. P^ «>4: ru. v^

.^S..^>d -rnigatinrpu-e. MH..h.neU ^ . ' ^r*;'^- ^^^"- ^^fi'^: ?p%"38«^: ^Dr. p. H12: (Vaz. vol. 134; p. .«J.

iiikT mat III If I'M ' nn--. •••.- ••
, * .

S>, Tullet-seat: Vehwl.^seat_. ^\'"/f-•''/rVr"",
Irame. K. G. Budd. -No ,v«,.-H4. »<Hy 1

Sj ,.

p. AM-

Seat .SV/ luuei-seai
V;"'';;.-'':"'.-,,: .I'-^J. ,.,,,. '^r, ,. .;-, pr p K7B: Gaz. vol. 134; p. iVTO.

S:;';;iS"S;^:
"'" ,"„;;jp j^

.,.,,.: „..^:W. ^^^j^^ i,:?v';^f ri..p>f 5%?-'«»^ -.- vo.. .«: p.

-;iriT" !::^^;";r'r Mpz:'^^ ;-\. i^^i. j;^^
--- -, -j--^

s„i,ir,ii t.-i.:.,: K |i>-w;;;"i
,

\' **;;., "y„-V.?»ii^ a",- lo: sp p xm. I.r p TI..; .",»> vol.. l». p. «0T.

S.v.l-i:rH.liiik; iiiH'-lun.'
. , , „ ,

See^l-lintuig niachincs. \ iinrtl.le n<«t-

1.34: p. 47ti.

<h.i ft l.carmg f,,r iMton- '.1 I.. Hosson. No. sn, .(.".ii.;

da/, vol. 134; p. fi07.

May 12; Sp. p. 27.S3; Dr. p. .VO; Gaz. vol.
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Seeder* or grain-drills. Cover-retaining mechanism for hoppers of. N. K. Nelson. No. 887.834; May 19; Sp. p. b055; Dr. p. 6«; Gaz. voL

134' p .VB
Self-<^l08ing lock. A. Nathan. No. 8W,.«8: May 5; Sp. p. 383; Dr. pp. 80-1: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 71

Self-setting trap. I L Kindlg. No. 888,820; Jiiay 26; Sp. p. 3037; Dr. p. 1074; Gaz. vol. 134; p. Wto-

S.'parator-iVr Centrifugal separator: Cream-separator; Dielectric separator: Grain-separator; Needle-separator.

Sewer trap. F. A Ka-Uliffe. No. S8»i,4<).5: May 5; Sp. p. 133; Dr. p. ^6. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 2..
,.„. „„• it*. „ ki

Sewing-mL-hine ani:!.' sewing attachment. W. Wilson. No. 886 ,V»; May o: Sp. p. 441; r>r. p. 94: Oaz voK 134. p. 81.

Sewing-machine lnn.li.g ittHchment. W. Wils^m. No. 886..W7: May .1; Sp. p. 439. Dr. p. 94: (.az. vol. 134. p. 81

.sewing-machine lK.lil.in<-arrier 1" Anschutz. No. 888.684; May 26; 8p^. 4745; Dr P 1009; <•»« jol. 134 p. 8td.

Sewing nucbine. Button-. B. T I.eveque. No. 886,82«: May 5; Sp- P- «»«• ^^jp. 210; <'«V"n i^oi ra, vni vu n umb
S.vMng-niH- tune f.-.sl ni.yhani.sin C F and M T. (Joforth. No. ffe.llO; May »; Sp. P^.V.i ; Dr. p_ 194, "azvoK 134, p^

1002.

M«,ng-nuM lune f.,l,|,ng an,l taping guide W 1. Swift No. Sfe.Offi; May 2(.; Sp. p^jS04; Dr^p. !;'»:,/'«,^:^ ;
'• |,.P^**^

Sewing-nui. lune for .n ere.ig.-MU. hing. K. Hellvoigt No. 8S7,477: May 12. Sp. p. 2.342; Dr. PP .^^9<^'. J;**^
^"1 ^^*- P «"^-

Sewuig ...a. bine. Shoe- ,1 T .V1> Isaacs. No. S>,7,9.5?: May 19: Sp. p. .'>»4: Dr. p. |^«2; Gaz. vo . 1^4: p. a«.

,S,.wing ina< hine Sti K K Winklev. No. ^^7.9«d: May 19: .Sp. p. 3.162: Dr. p. .O-.: (.az. vol. U4; p. (.04

sl-wmg-nmelune sl,,ntle . . K. ami M.' T. Goforth. No. W,(J39: May 5; Sp. p. 1392: Dr p -J.*: (Jar. vol. 134: p. 2.11.

Sewmg-niaihine st..(,pmg-geHr .1 Beattie. No. S88.9.'>7; May 20; Sp^p. w5(.; Dr^ p. 1130; <'az- vol. 134 p. 9.-^.

SewiiiK-niarhine tal..' Kt .-^aettler .No. 889.U.V); May 2ti; Sp. p S482; Dr. p. IK*; Gaz. vol. U4; p. 980.

^wlng-n,a.l;iru. tal 'l. s. W ork-l.o.x for A. II. and R. 1' Dani.V. No^ NS7..594: May 12; Sp^ p. 2.^^.5; f)r p. .=>41: Gaz. vol. l.W; p. 442.

.s..wu,g iiuuln...' take-up. W. M. .Mnmerman. No. 8Mi.574: May.'.; Sf^p.**: Dr p. I,: (..a7 vol l.M: P- «3

.sewing-.nm hin,. tension. C. F an-l M T. (ioforth. No. 889,118; May 2»i; Sp. p. 56:{^; Dr. p 119. .
Gaz. vol 134 p 1001.

Sha.le and . ..rtaln l.rmket. Window S. R. Seybold. No. >*8..i56: May 19; Sp. p. 4042; Dr. p. ^W; t-'.^; ^ol. 134. p 730

Sha.l.-I.ra< ket and curtain-pole supiH.rter. ,1 D. Johnston. No. 8.s7.(i47. May l2; Sp. p. 2 '72. Dr. v^MA. <.az. ^ol. IM. p. 4(i<l.

St.Hde (ixture. Window-. A 1.. Crim. No. HN,.9,53: May 5: Sp. p. 1221; Dr. p. 258: (.az. vol. 134: p.. 203.

lihM.t.. niller K F Palmer No 88«,4(X) Mav .'>: Sp. p. 119; Dr. j). 23; Gaz. vol. I.i4: p. 2ti.

Shaft an.l ,K.le. Comblin xUicle T Acier an.l ( i R . Glossop. \-o. S88,:,7...: May 19: Sp. p. 40S7: Dr p. «2: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 728.

Shaft-I*nding machine. I'. P. Dvke. No. SW.IIW: May :,: Sp. p. .30; Dr. p. x; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 10.

Shaft Vehicle- SGCav No '<S7.78«: Mav 19: Sp. p. 2954; Dr p. (521; Gaz. vol. i;i4: p 5.*..

.Shafts. Means for lubricating rapidly-revolving vertfcal. I. V. B. K^nudsen. No. 888.824; May 2ti; Sp. p. .t042; Dr. p. 1076; Gaz. vol. 134;

Shaft? Rotating means for m.pr.K-ating .1 1' Kams. No. »«,I3(;; May 2f.; Sp^p. 5689; Dr. p. 1300; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1007.

SharTM-ner. |)nll-st.H .1 .Sopp. No >WH.;«il: May 19: Sn p. 4052; Dr. pp. 854^5: Gaz vo . 1.J4; 0.721.

Shar Miung nimhine. Knife-. 1' li^-hrens No. 887.754; May 19; Sp. p. 28Hi: Dr. p fOi-.U^r vol. 134; p_ ffiS.

SharlMMUng mwhine. Saw- R F. Daniels. No. 889.180. May 20: .Sp. p. o-h9; Dr. pp. 1221^; Gaz. vol. U4, p. 1022.

Shaving device, .Safetv. O Ivampfe .No S8X.174; Mayl., -^
.*., „ ..,„ ^ -

, ,.,. n^,
Sh.«ring. (utter for .sheep- S. L Johnson. No. 889,017; May io; Sp. p. 54*.; Dr. p. 1153; Gaz. vol. U4; p 9t.0.

Shears Sff .Vnimal-shears. ^ ^ ^ , ,„^ „.,

Sheet-feeding mmhiiie. F. L. Cross. No. 887.314: May 12;_ Sp. p. 2003; Drjp.m. Q&r. \ol. 134^,P; A^l_

Sheet
She
Shi
Shingle for nxits and gai

8hVp-e"le%"ating apFwratus K Li.hl.' No H87.951: May 19; Sn. p. :!283; Dr. p. ti«). Ga,.. vol. 1.34: p. 391L
• .....:.. >;„ i^^^fjn- May 5: 8p. p. 93: Dr. p. 19; Gaz. vol^l.}4; p. 20.

: Mav 19; Sp. p. »«•»>; ur. p («•*: (.az. voi. i.s*: p. .t

fj, Mav 20: .Sp. p. 57t)9; Dr. pp. 1221-3; Gaz. vol. 13

^^ 19; lip. p.;»*01: Dr. p. 772; Gaz. vol. 134; p.Wl.
17; May 26; Sp. p. 5436; Dr. p. 1153; Gaz. vol. 134;

y 12; Sp. p. 2003; Dr. p. 420; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. ."JSl.

i!^i-f.'^VlVngm.^hanisni.' iT. e! Morri.scm. No. 888.028; May 19. Sp. p. :M28; Dij P- 720; Gaz vol. 134; p. 616

leet-n.etal utrnsiN. Kxpander for. T. A. Kelly No. S«7.727: May 12: Sp. p. 2812: Dr p. ,.94: (.az. vol. 134; p. 488.

lift mif device F C Smith. No. w<6.4;il; Mav 5; Sp. p. 17H: Dr. p. .39: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 34.

'IS for ro<Tfs ami gsNe en.is of houses. Composition"^ C. W. Young and J. G. Burruss. No. 886,912; May 5: Sp. p. 1155; Dr. p. 243;

az. vol. 134; p. 816..

Sh<K:-k-abs<.rl)er

.Shock-at>sor»>er

.Shock-loading ma<'hine
,,

W. i'arfrev;' No. 8^7.117; Mav 12: Sp. p. 1.S.S1: Dr. p. .32S: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 2>s4.

D. M. Davis. No. h87.925: May 19: Sp p. :-a:iV. Dr _p. (i>;0: Gaz. vol- 1-34; P 5^2. _

Sho«
Shoe
Shoe
Shoe
Shoe.
Sh<M-
Shoe-fastfijing

889.054; May 2t'; Sp. p. 5489; Dr. p. 1167; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 981.

ssii 7iVi; May .1: Sp p 779: Dr pp. 159 60: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 130.
F, N Smith and C Walker

(I Mavbew N ... ..
. .«..

I M (Juin No HHi..s»ii Mav 5; Sp. p. lO.W: Dr. p. '222: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1.3.

F \ Ileal S.> v>^7 4.V.: Mav 12: Sp. p. 2290: Dr. p. 481; Gaz. vol VM: p. .397.

I F Davis v.. Kxs <:. Ma"v2(>: .Sp. p. 4:101; Dr. p. 911; Caz. vol 134; p. 790.

F Kell\ S. -.s» "ix M i\ 2i.. Sp p. .5231; Dr. p. 1109; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 93»l.

W F i.ilinan N' ".'^^ 'M Mav 2»>; Sp p. 5:»0; Dr. p. 1144; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 962.
" May 5; Sp p. 911; Dr. p. 189: Gaz. vol. 134: p. l.V)

Shovel-to..th J. .\. I'arsons. No sw j.v M.,-. 19: Sp. p. 3849; Dr. p. fOs; (^az. vol. 1.14; D t«t.

.Sh(.v.-I luoth. Kxcavatlng-. F J.Tb-i:...- V >*7.9M; May 19; Si), p. .TMS: Dr. p. ,02; (Iaz. vol 1.'4. p. (.02

.Shovel t.H.th. F.xcavating- J M Sh.rnM .\o. 888.046: May 19: 5p. p..34«l: Dr. p. 726: (.az. vo . U4; p.oJl.

Shovel to..th FxcHvating- .' M Sh. rr-ri No. 8}«,047: May 19: Sp. p. 3465: Dr. p. <26; (.az. vol. 134; p. 621.

ShniM.irv-.-. liter i BerK No v^s.'s.V Mav 19: Sp. p. ;Hs2: Dr. p. 729; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 624.

.Shuti.r-dsir, rrv ( ai< h-Lra. ket for 11 /.n'lnemian. No. SK7.174: May 12: Sp. p. 1645; Dr. p. .349: C.az^ vol. 134: p. 3

>^hiitier-fasteiiers Sill-plat.' f..r II Zirnnieniian. No. 888,570; May 26; Sp. 4499; Dr. p. 9.'vS; (.az. vol. 1.54; p. 824.

<liiittet ..iHTati-r U . Si.en.vi Ir N-. HN6.a\s Mav 5; Sp. p. 6.30; Dr. p. l31;»Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 109.

shiilt.T or hliml ..i«Tating .tev.ce 1» Drawl.augh No. 888.792; May 26; Sp. p. 4971; Dr. p. lfl<il; (.a7.. vol. 134; p. 8B«..

Hhiilt. r Boiling. J. G. Wilson. No. 8Ks.sh'2: M;.v 26; Sp. p. 5116; Dr. p. 1090; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 918.
Hhiilt. r. Boiling. - - - . . - ,

, ..,.

Siev.-ii.ljiister J (.. K.'ith. No. >o«7.4.si. Mav 11.' Sp. p. 2355; Dr. p. 494: (.az. vol. l.M: p. ««.

Sieve-cleaner K knir.s No. 8^8.445: Mav 19: Sn p. 4240; Dr. p. S98; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 751.

Sifter Ash- (i. W. ( liild. No. 8X7.1.31: Mav .V, Sp. p. 1375: Dr. p. 292; Gaz. vol. KM; p. •22S.

Sifter-l.oz (i W Kow, NO..KK7.H.1I: Mav 10: Sp p.;-,091: Dr. p. 648; Gaz. vol. i:i4: p .S.5>.

Sifter top can or lw>x. Stieetn.etal. J M Hotliersall. No. 886.509; Mav 5; Sp. p. 3;12. Dr. p. 6h, (Iaz. vol 134; p. 61.

Sfting api>aratiis. .\sh-. J L. l-averty No hhs.k:7: May 26; Sp p. 5044; Dr. p. 1077, U&r.. vol. U4; p. 907^

Sight-fe«>d lubricator. F. W. F.<lwar<is. No. S^7,l».36;

I, Ma.son. No. .Sf<7.4(».o. Mav 12. Sp p 22ns;

ir. p. 9.VJ;

vol. 1.34:

Mgn
Sign
Sign-I'nar'l

Mav jn; np p. .tus^. i/r. ^>. ki.i, v.a/.. » ui- loi, i>-
"'

.

Mav .-.; Sp. p. 138">: Dr. pp. 294-5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 230.

; Dr p. 4(fe: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. .3X1.

Sisrn api.aratii.s. BarU-r's. I'. Zan Ua No ksK.ViO. May •26; Sp. p 44!i8; Dr. p. 9.53; Gar vol. 134; p. 823

No. sx7.4ti9; May 12; Sp p 2:r27; Dr. p. 4*^7: (Jaz. vol. 1.34: p. 401I. Fisher
e.

Ni.'ntinip
sor

ugna

Sign-^lisiilaving device. '/. T. and K. Ibil. No hK7,s79; May 19; Sp. p, 3148, Dr. pp. 6(2-3, Gaz. vol 134; p. .V.7.
'^ - "^ - w .^, o_ _ i^^.

I")!, pp. 1203-4; (Jaz. vol. 1.14: p. 1010.
i; C N.i SWt.l4.S: May 26, Sp. p. 5686;

(Inmson. S.'o. sx.'«.i»<2 Muv 19;" Sn. p. .1S24; Dr. pp. 736^7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 632.

Hailvia\ I.I.K-k signal: visual signal.

.-ign. F.|. ct rlc

Sign. l,ighte>l

slgnal-l.'u.'leiuls'^,"' \r F"anVri;''W Boss"rrt""No. W»7T:«16: "^ay 12; Sp. p. 1976: Dr. p. 415; Gaz. vol. 134; p^347.

Silfiial or .suitcb apparatus an.l signalinir svst.-nr A J. Wil.son. No. H.s7,Ui9: May 12: Sp. p. Bi-f ;
.Dr. pp. 347-f :

(.az_. vol- '34;^^. .»L

Signaling anil sw itching apparatus. F.lectrical1 R. ii Man.sixi. No. H87.261; May" 12: Sp. p 1^42: Dr p. :}«J; Gar. vol. 134: p. 330.

Silicon in(.n<>xiil. .Making. II. N. Potter.

Skins or hides from lime-pits or tan-j.its. Machin
1.-V4: p. :c.M

No. Hjsn.n,i6: Mav.'.; Sp. p. .180: Gar. vol. i:M: p. 102. .^ „ .n. t

r. Frank. No. K87.242: May 12; fip. p. 1799; Dr. pp. .378-9; Oaz. vol.for lifting. \N

5.39: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 441.Skirt B. Cohen and W. Epstein. No. S87.5K0; Mav 12: Sp. p. 35.^-7; Dr. p. 5.39: Gaz. vol. 1.34

Skirt. W. and S. Kjistein. No. S87.610: May 12; 8p. p. 2592: Dr. p. .547; Oaz. vol. KM: p. 447

Sled. Bol>-. L. D. Jannell
Sleet cutter and scraper

No. 888.888; May 26; Sp. p. 5188; Dr. p. 1101; Gaz. vol. 134; p 929.

F. I,. Dye. No. 887,077; May 12: Sp. p. 1478; Dr. p. 314: Gaz. vol. \M: p. 272.
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11 V >; r>p. i>- v«, I'l . y- "". ^•<'-- • >";
-, St> p W^'y. Hr. p. .38; Gar. vol. 134; p. 185.

mv.m! Mtiv .t). S]v p 4fil5; Dr p. 1C9: Car., vol. 1S4; p. fw.

II .t.j;i Dr pp r«H »; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 599

r „„.. >,, v.r.D'M:' .Mav.-> Sp p. 1322: Dr. p. '279; Oai

(,,».. Mhv ,. Si. p. s>U: I'r p. .'iHt. (Jaz. vol. i:J4. p. 159

K.*«, Mhv 1-), k^P*}^.V[.^-.^-::'': \:i^ ''?; Pn'n5

S:r;^^o,,r\.;;::";t^-a:kr/'t^Mtlts' N,^^ Vav'^ Sp p.1322: Drp.279,.Oa«.vol.i:M; p. 2,9.

t^:i-^r^ n-r-^r'^sov^"|r 4.
.
;-

-. t,-.-?.^:'.!^.^ -•...

Sol*, rush..., sh,^- K ^ "''""""„, ^"j T '
iv <n\^^ r^ ' Mav .Jf^i'sp p .5..41. Dr p ll'M; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1002.

l^^t::::^:^':^;::::in.i:::^'^^^ f::;,^^;'^^^-: mA k .. . :^r'.. Dr. p. lu. .a. voi. .^.. ,. ^.
p. 38X.

383.

OT'u.Ki. I- n T- --: . , ,, .„,,fi,„i v,, s,s: 41'* Miiv 1
' .-^p. p. ..'-'47 Dr. p. 471; (Jar. vol. 134;

Sound m-nlmt'.iiM rvpowiuciiK apPHrnfiK. I-J''--"^!^^ „
iq-^p P mv r pp TTW (.; Ca/. vol. 134; p. 633.

S..un.l-n"pr...!u.-m« nia.hin.- L Ha.Us No s>«S.^4 Mhj 19. sp p ^^ . H
^ ^ , ^^ ,.^_j

SpHrW-arrvst.-r ''
M u...

. « ,,^^
-,^^ P''ii

.,^;'
• ^p^'^-^^ '^r P ''T^^^^^ .I;.' vol. Vu; p. S38.

Spark-plu^r K "ni.!.!!
^:

,

,"^^ ^^^ ^^'-\
J"^ s,,.'

'»
, sp p U: Dr. p. loa); (iaz. voV 134; p. g70.

Sparking pl'iK 1- ^^^'"
"^^"^J''- v ^i'- . u "s <n > t17 Dr p 74; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 65. ,.,^

8p«vuKun. .Mouth- N \V Kvl.. N.. vsi.,... «' -^
.

P ''.;," ^'; \^\ ^av IJ; Sp. p. Zilo; Dr. p. 4M; n«f.. vol. 134; p8^ an,l power .•ontrohn^ "'^;h.u..l" '^^-\'',"'- •'

;
, ^,? Tu , ,^%l^. vol. 134; p. 449.

Sp^l-uMuator. .1. (.. i;iHl. .V.
'^\.''1*^^M,'^> V.^ [^' ^' - 4;<,.' Or. p. 1019; Oar., vol. l.-«4; p. S68.

Spv.l-mdK-ator, E. T .'r*-''"- ' ^
; ^:^ ^^ 'l'.

^P ^
J^h, ,r. ^ ,063; Oar vol. 1.34; p. H98.

Sp.H..l-in.lK-ator F T <
.nrnli. M N" *^' '^,

"^"^ --^ 'f,,,^ uT <,, .> K&J- Dr. p. 021; Oa/. vol 134; p. M«.
Si«v.l nu««haiusn.. \*nal.l»"-. K. (.. *•"?», ^' v?: ;^^ s.%4 Vi; 't i^P p 5102 f)r pp ic^i v '.az- vol. 134; p. 915.

Sph-n.Hl >IPH tun- Ia.k.t for F I-^^M'J""
, vVV,^C^'^^.w '

.7 Uav 19- 8d p 3709 Dr. p. 791. Om. vol. 134: p. 674.

r:r':;ata:i:fV:^"l':::ih..!^df ^'^''^ntu^ rrw: J'-^l^^^Sur 'so.-«.7.3^4; May 12: 8p. p. 2l3^ Dr. p. 448; O...
Spike-pxtrn

vol. !34. p. 370.

Sp.ndle Sc" BobMn-spincile.

-Spindle (S Foster No ><,'rfl..<«J: May 5; Sp. p. 943: Dr p VM\: Oaz. \_ol l.<4; p. 1.53.

S^;n;:;n..udt..t,.,p;ud.. V,-U.U.nand<...VU..^^:^^^
sf;;nnin^-ma:h.n..Kt,..h,n.-n, r DO.ul.r;No^
SpiruunK-ma/hines H-il-tan.! for K

' • > ^" ^ ^— ,,,. ,'>r.'p Vl5; Gaz. vol. U4; p. 610. __
Spo.e -tt- .uM .u.de

. ';*-- ^,-^,;'^^""";!; •

^,:V4V mHv 'r,; sp'. p 4l'^2; dV. p. S.*. Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 732.

Sf>..K»--settin»;;na.h.n.- K \ '^

"''J*"" w
. v ".

-^l- V 77- Dr p IV.'. Gaz vol. KM. I). i:iO.

SpoW.-.k.t N M-^.., -^^ ^7 M J
> . <P p' 4:1--;. Dr p.W Ga.. vol. n4; p. f.« ..„

•":! '

, ^
,

,
'

,[ \V 1 ^Tlcorvv I, V.S.4*;. Mhv 19; Sp. p. 4249; Dr. p. ««. <iaz. vol. -J* P -'f

s[;;^:w 'i.t/u ' h.->,;,.Hl U .."*..„
^

N-o vh7.s.>; way 19; sp. p. .m^. Dr. p. .«; (.az. vol. 13< p. ..M..

8pnnK S.. Me,r-pr,nu'.
"''''^^i'^/'^w'.tr''" s!:Tl-->44 Dr. p. ni>: Gaz. vol. 134; u. 2KJ.

SpnnK-f'iHte..u.« b
^;'V'l','*" k" w.n^ ^> -^Lv ^4?,- Mav g'^Strp.'.^Si^Dr. p. 688; Gaz. vol. 1.14: p. 5«>.

....-' -V ,-
, ,K , V kt ivtiT No sw.av* MHv'jft; Sp p. 5497; Dr. p. 1160; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 982.

Spnnkl,nK!"a^-hme.>andoroth.T N f«t^ .^r^ N'^v^-^U.-^. M
1 ^'

(Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. 92.

Spro.k.-t Knrtion- K ^ ''"/"'^
^'i, .^ . ^- KKxirn Mav l'> m, p :i.VW Dr. p. 733; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 628.

s'iuar.. a.i.l ral.p.Ts. Com an.-.! U D.*oll ^^-'Z^''^^- «^\^!'.
^i|.

Pj,vSp p 3;V7-. Dr p 11«): Gaz. vol. 134; p. •.50.

Square, H..v,.l- M Ke.in.-r N;. va..u*^ M,. v .. -^P^^.J Mav 19 Sv t 37i)0 Dr pp 771 -'; Gaz. vol. i:M; p. 0«).

S.lua.e «;'-•
'7;' f'M,-;;' ^^/'U^X' Ms l^^ P :5->4 Dr.p^7{l; oak. V0I.T34, p. 608.

stair. S. (Jro8«man. No. hsk.v*4. .m.is -^'- ,^P, P '".^,'- / ' * ,' ,,,•... ,;^, ..,,. 1 14 ^ '•:«•

^r. .1. V. MatU...on. N''
-^V'"" n r.s:.4.!' ^Ma'v vV s^ 'p «« Dr pp 1 26 7^ (iaz. vol. 134; p. M8.

Stairway. Moving. ( . A-
\J
h'^Ur Vk h^.^4; . Ma >. --P- P- »<•«. r pp

^.^^ ^^^ j^. ^

^t.-am ^iil^Th.-HtiiipapparMtus K !• .
Ii>l"rn.', No. S89 14.

* otrtry r

SlearniiKi apparatus I. H.ill

.^t.-ani.xhip V M llur<-l N

7,52.

%av 2f:- Jv- P^l ; i>r7 V^i^O^t- vol. 134; p. lOlO^

No. s>

s,ss,.'i(a tp p 4:U5; Dr p. '/-*•-'; <",az. vol. i:<4; p. .99.

•

(i Nichols. NO.H88.2.53;

No. »<7.:f<6; Mav 12; St;, p. 1920. Gaz.
^ fxn> Mav 12 t'.

.

199.

i..-«iu.-....f - - , , •,. ,. s;i,.h,;u No N88 2.53 Mav"l9; Sp.p. 3844; Dr. pp. 8ff7-«;«a8. vol.154; p.CJW.

N.. x-s., *>; Mav .-,; Sp. p. 1197; Dr ck 2.54; /-a^ vol. 134. iv 1

,,vr \, *- 71)1 M.^v P sp. p. 27rt); Dr. p. 583; Gaz. vol. f34: p. 4^-
"^ N' ^ "1 M-:^^^-. V

Jp p ,29:^; Dr p. 2r>;j;ar.. vol. 134; p. 21.V

.stt*! iiiitofs .-11. '1 th.- Mktv Tr»-;.:mL:

,>tt*l. Prvpanr^k! -n's f'-r u.-«' m tht

SttM-nnjf-K'-ar ^ '' Brush
.->twrni«-<»*iir • ' .Shi»*iuii.

,«:tt>n<-llinK-tii.ichiii.' K K Kuiiatii

.^t*r«.tvv>r -plateH. ( "-t'^K';?^-;'^;'' "4„ ^h^'mt^ MaM2 Sp p. 21-^: Dr. pp'^44«V^; Gal. vol. 134; p. 370

^r"'o^'^rr" No. ^7:434"Ma;' Ij: Sp! ^^2^ Drp. 473;^;^z. vol. 134; p. 390.

ilinK-m-ichi...' K K Ku.mth \' ^^:'^-\'^>- ?' "*•^^ A" ->>4 Dr p 474 az. vol. m^ ,, ,

.,hu»j m.^. h.n.-. S T Snutl., )r Nn ^s, 4.s
J '7, ^j- ^PJ' -^7; ^V;?^. m^,. jo; Sp. p. 210<i; Dr.pp. 442-5; (iaz. vol. 134: p.:

otvp^-pUle... Apparatus for c-astH^ ...rve, \^< A*^"^.
^aN^ ' Sp p 2KQ llr. pp. .597-8; (la " -" ""

otvU-plate..(a.sta,Ko curved K
( ^,^'1^!^'' V,^^^2* So P.ll^: r)rV4^^^ Oaz. vol. 134; p.
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Htnt O Si-herpr No 887 435 May 12; Sp. p. 2258; Dr. p. 473; Oaz. vol. 134; P 390

S mp fv^^D MuK 'solSV.St^Mav i! .^p. P •^'^, p'. V-TT^] <ia- v- }^ P- ^f

stoves. M.a,;s for ''"PP^J^^''": ';;,,,,
^

l.^ f':,^,
^'

^JTv
;

'Sp. p. 4f ; I?r. p. 9; (iaz. vol. 1:»4: p. 12.

St I. *r R B !!>n.« N" >» »• M.y IB: 4 I'
»30M>r, ^ K7. C)»i, vol. 1J4 p_^?l».

^;i:t:;;;':;rr'sl.r - v^'s w;i, ton""^:''s^??"-May .]! Sp, p. ^^s^^-p '''\ '(^ r'L!^^ '
'^•

K,"h T.l.'r \V W Held. No. WW.H49: Mav 2..; .-^p. p. 5093; Dr. p. 1086; Gaz vol. 1.14 p. 914.

iw.n^ r Gn-n No. HH,i.799: May 5: Sp p. -HK); P^ PP- »ii^J:/''^'-;„V' .l^^' P
.,

V*

Switrh-coiit rolling' in.^-hamsm. .l^M. I.j. I.. N" '^'^"•; 7">^^: ,f, Wn i^U (iaz vol 1.34 p 354
Suit, h in.ohan.s.n ( K. (iay. No. ,w87,324. May 12. Sp. p. 2024. Dr _pp. <^v.;L"^,'''^„7i.,P sp p 1947; Dr pp. 409-10; Oaz. vol.

8»it<h-op.raiinK apparatus. Safety-controller for elrctric. J. D. Taylor. No. JN-.JVi, May i.. ^p. p. i-^i, i v

- '*' '' '^'
, I u i<w.h Nn »«7 42<i Mav 12- 8d p 2243; Pr. p. 470. Gaz vol. VM: p. 3>»8.

Swit<h-..[..ratuig .l.'Vi.r I W ,"" *^,. .^":,**';?f'-o^ gp U 4.57S Dr. p. "71; Gaz. xol 134; p. 836.

793.

Table: X.. l>«sk-tal.le: Prnkm^taM-: ^''r'^'-^;^''"'<,^^^'%^'\^''^;- ' WrVr. u'l^l iU.i ^o

Ta h^. d r W F Khodes .No. h^7,12.., Mav 12; Sp. p. 1.565; Dr. p. 332; (iaz. %-r>l. i;<4, p. 2S..

T: k-;;un"' " K\au,iuir, Ko. r-^t^'in^'^-^S'^ v^'p'%^:'l >
'«'<=«- voi. ^m. p.m

THlk.u>:-;.ia.lune atLichnient \\ .A. ( ''"P^.'**"- ^^.'*^'r*;„"^', p'r^ Dr p 741 Gaz. vol. 134: p. 6;«.
Talku.v' .narh.ue re,-on

.
K. «_ '"^l""-;';,^ No^H^V Mav P Sp^P 260(. Dr' p 5,**: (iaz. vol. 134;^p. 463.

T:;:;;;i^Kzr*G ' u;i'!;!r'' N.7Ki^'^;^"'^ay^2: :!^;:*^;i;SM?.'p.^ oa. ..i: ?34. p 3,6.

Tm k "v/ Flush...*: tank Gas,,|..„e-tank. Oil-tank. Vapef-treatinR tank; \N ater-tHiik
.

Ta^f Uai 11 K Wii.ans. No >is.,....J9. Mav .x Sp. p. (wV.; Dr. pp. l-*(^7; (.az vol. 134 p \U.

:|;;i;:s;:i:i; i:;;;;;;;r . i=' N^^iiSf^iti.?v^%''^WK™ --"''-•'' -^ ^^
™

., ,'*-'^" .. ' .. t.', \...„™otl„ I «' R«rel«v Sio. 88«i.;t»: Mav 5: Sp. 1

r.l.k'raph, iTiiitiiiK- •' *' liari lay

tie. J. C. Barclay. S'o. 8«i.;t»; May 5: Sp. p. ^. >"^T '^^ ««',
\'.i.

"^
-^S.

nv-d No 887.313; May 12; Sp. p. 1995; Dr PP 41«-2«
:

'*' ,7';, 't^il,'*-^
lit see No. SXS..509; Mav 26: Sp. p. 43(.4; Dr. p. 925; (iaz. vol. 134. p. 800.

..'.KC Mav >,: Sp p. 43«i.; Dr. p. 92i; Gaz. vol 1.34; p. X)\ •

i::;::^;:;;;; ,V,;;;sni;uer.'AuVo;;,;;ji;:: J: C. Barclay- Ko:k«(i»; May^: sp. p. K,y^rrp.J:U.^. ^.^M:

r.'l.->:raph..- Mpparatus. F. G <".r»v»d.
v-coii'-

IVIeLTMohli '*\ stcni. ("at>le. 1. Kit

b^si;;;; J, !;?" „;s:^ i!^ ,^s,^;„sj,^/s.a'io?^;«;^x,^^ 'i; ~i: ..m^. no. ^.«.: «.v ..: bp. p. ««.

K Corwin. No. hss.h;2: May 20; 8p. p. 5144: Dr. p. WM: <.az. vo .4: p. 9?2.

H Corwin. No. v«H.s73; Mav 26; 8p. p. .5149; Dr. p. lfr.'4 (.az vo .4: p. 9^.

H Corwin No. SKS.H74; Mav 26; Sp. p. 51.54; Dr. p. W4: '...z. vol _ .14: p. 923.

|V,e[,h,.„e „s,r,..nen, M Walers No HKS.-.>11. M.v 19; Sp. p. f«• D^J'- '^'^ 4^"' Mav V Vp p :«M. Dr. p. 64; Oaz. vol. 134;
Telephone |.--mI loll or |.hv .Mat.ons. System and apparatus for. J. Harrison. No. »«>.49,

.

May .->. »p. p. •««. 1 r ji. w,.

P

'lelcphone . iit-o|T o! miitfler

reli'phoiie-exchMllv'e ^\ stem
I Hlet.hoiie-<'Xihail*.'e >\ stem,
lel.'phoiie-t'Xi tiMiiK'- ^\ stem.

Telept',",e-M-.^.N.r \S . Gil.9<»n. No. 887.473; May 12; Sp. p. 2336; Dr-jP.488; Oaz.\;ol.l34. p.4ra

e e ,ho„e seUvtor and l.H-k-ont. I'«rtv-Il..e H D WiHiam.s. No 886^509;_ May .,; Sp P^ 1M...
.^.%fJ*\.J'^.^.'2^-^{*-

^ ''^

<vstem for me.asiire.! I Harrison. No SH«i.49.S: Mav ,.; Sp. p. .JIO Dr. p. «.4. (jaz. ^ol. i.m. p .-''•

.ard ".M.a apparatus. <.. 11. Uyder. No. HXM.,48; rfay 2..; sp. p. 48.51. ')r. p_ 03.5. (.az. sn\. 134. p. 8KI.

W \V Dean No.ss7,071; May 12; Sp.p.l467. l>r. P- 311
;

< ?'- ^f"-
'•^,, P^^i^.

( . W. >U.U'r. No. Wsh.427: May 19; i^. p. 419 : Dr. p. S*'- <«''- ^"l '• 1,,P„''^,

F. U Corwin. No. K8m,S70; Mav 2rt; Sp. p. M3»; Dr. p. 1093: (iaz. vo
. 34. p 921.

F H C .rwin. No. .sHs.sri; Mav 2:i; Sp. p. SIS'.; Dr. p. 1(W4; (iaz. vol 1.14: p «22-

reielilloue svMern P ,.v-l,ne. T. I.. WillH<,n. No.-887.S87; May 19; Sp. p. 3164: VJ^^P /T'V'^V V-iz^ol'^lS D 321 -
V e ,hone «vste...s. ( a ll-reK.8ter f<.r. W W, Dean. No. ««7 233 . May 12; 8p. p._17M; n^^.P- 3^5

f'«f^.^"'-„V^p
P"^. q^. ^^1. 134;

releph<mei.V(iten.«, operators (Elective ringinp-key for. R.H.MHnson. No.88..2M May 12. Sp. p in». ur. pp. *»-».

n. :V2«.

! flephoue *T\ ic<>,

I (>lepholl»-swlt.-h'

Telephone s\ stem
lelepholie system.
1 elephoiie system.
| elephoiie -^v ste:r.

Telephone s\ stern
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Ttlephoae toll-box. J. Uarrison. No. ^> 4^" ^ ,

Tetephone-tranamitter. K. R. Torwln N
^ ^^r- '

-'

Tekiiihone W irfless. S H StuM>lefiel<l. .S(v >^...i-t. .

ALPH.VBETICAT. TJST OF IXVKNTIONS.

-
Sp. p. 2081: Dr. pp. 48S-7; (Jaz. vol. \M: p. 366.

p. >460: Ur. p. UV; Ga*. vol. 134; p. »T3. ^

T:!:rh"ne."v^i;^pt.cVm.nron;iim^a^ fl. JankelowiU. No. 887.645: May .2; Sp. p. »«: Dr.p.«8: 0«. vol

T^tob^" AC, .VpparatuMor. F. S.,ulmprhri.t.n«en. No. S87..533: May 12; 8p. p. 245«; Dr.p.MS; Gat. vol.134; p. 423.

J^SS^«S* I k'itJ* \o SW.T07 Mav .t.. Si) p 0.2. Or. p. W.i. Gaz. vol. 134. p. Wl).

?22;^' E N^u^aver .N^1U. 722; Mhv :' $p ,. 7«3: I»r p. 16.3. Gar. vori:»4; p. 132^

Tek«cop«, 8c*te.»nd level h*"*!-—^^'^'V'f ^^,|.,
%;;>, "."^

'"
-,, f,/ ,,"19; ffaz. vol. IM: p. loo.

'rlTr r,^n-h. So.;«7,.n^ M.v|.^p p^.r^ in Pi;^^;V^,-f ,;« ^

'j^. ^.^^ oa«. vol. 134; p. 2»7.

Themiomet.>r.
,'';'***''"^"l'*rw.^ttlr S^' v,7 447 Mav 1 J .^p p. J-571 Dr. p. 47K;" Jax. vol. 134; p. m.

Thermometer, (.vpii-. V^K.
^.\'j''i^t:'^^, /^^ "^' ,7'^^,^*\^':;;, *,/ ., ,^,,, (.^.^ vol. KM: p. 590.

Thrpshin»f-ma.-hine. A. ». Anderson Hn.ny'r.nrii •
- 1 r

(j^^ voL 134; p. 4&5. ^
TI;^:l:;n^:maS;;i:. It^S?;^?r .;> t^: :;::^ .l!;:^.l;..^.^r"^ l-^'.^h^ K. S^l>raa«. ^. ^K:^: May 12; sp. p.^^ Dr.

T^l;;n;:n^lnrB^;lt,tra.ghtenerfor. Il <'. W^^- N- ^I;^^ «^3; '2^P^ IV^; ^r. PP- 527-8; Ga.. vol. 134; p. 430.

Ih^ttle."^ I. W. Kenr^ly. N^^V/'-"- ^-^V
'\-r,^&g-.; ' Vll^ ^l" tp p^»i Or p.'^^V^Gaz. vol. 134; p. 957.

Thiimt. or anger attachment. >• '';'f*'^r»'^V\.u^ N^^^ 7f i vT. V T>^^ Dr. PP- 172 4; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 13B.

Ticket isauing an<l re*-ording 'n*'*^'"*'- ,•' J>'"i-i"hM No SSifV^- SlkV 5 .>^p. p. MS; I)r. pp. 197 9; Gax. vol. l34; p. 154.

Ticket separatini: and counting m«/h" *• \-^ •
<•'

N^f; ««7^jir Mav' 19 Sp p kIh; I)r. p. fi^f. Gar. vol. 134; p. 5H0.

Ti^'^^^rrt'^^ari^'r;;^^^^^^^^
RaUway^croa^tle: Railway-rall tie; Wa.l-t.e; « .re-

T^older^ I,. K. Sor.. No. «^3e^May ;^Jp..P^*^; l^l^P^^i^ S.^J^i.^a^T p. 371.

Tie-plate - nver. ^• " . »^»- ^«-
^f^-

'
May . p p V ^. ^.^^ ^.^^ ^3^. .^,

Time-indioat.n^devu-e. C. ^^^l"-^" r^'''''^V,,:\[^, ^: kpi:"- Ur p^'i?:'^' Gar; vo\.'\34: p. 42
Time-recorder. v\ arkman «._^V\..y._\\ u._Hl._^^W^;^^^^^ - - r...

ar. vol. 134: p. 121.
"

; (iar. vol. 134. u. -u..

May 19; 8p. p. ;fcoO; Dr. p. 733; Gar. vol. 134;

Tir;i^Jdrrs.VeanT for det;;^ing fai.- reu.ttat.on u.. .I.' and .\. I.e.

Ti?n^- W. W. Robinaon. No. «»U^: MavUn ^-P^^"^^ ^^'^^;^.'^,^-^-iM- p. «24.

l^: S^S:..' S: Mfi :^±- ^7i^"t^'>V^^ Mlri^ '1^^ ^ ^^S S: iS'^8«- Gar. vo.. 134; p. m.
, ,^

T^.."^^^>..umat.c. H. Mn^olow and V^^J^'^^l^^
>J-
^^^ ^^V^^:?-.f^r^.^^:^^.^"-

^^^ ^""^ "^
"'•

Tirp li....iinatir i

^'

J 'Vr,^^"\^'T'^ vlf-rt
' \ , V y7i Ma v 19 Sp p. 3330; Dr. p «8«; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 588.

Tir..-s..tf,n»r "''»'^^'^'"-
^,'f,-"'"^'^V 1 V.-X" '

S.? ^v«^I^^^ ^^iV Dr. p. 9Kl:n}ar. vol. 134; p. M4.
Tirv-t.Kht^miig 'Pt''''-*^'

,\^.
.','

'l-,^ss->^7 M.v <» sp p :«72; Dr. p 7W; (Jar. vol 134; p. fl06.

vz- VKir-ri iLSkfz. ji::..r4 ,. sp ,. r^,;"^ ^v'j-.'isu!^;,-^ ?,i, „„. «„,. ,34: p. «.
Tirv* Means* (or attaching pneumatic. A.(

f'''''^^. ,

.^'
•

^*^''
,7., ™f.-\ '

' "ii Hi r. t(=ii

Tongs. J. \/"no. No. »<'-;-«»>
^.; ^ l,|- Mav .V .s,, p. 1.11; Dr. p. 2:i: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 26.

Tool.Coml.ination-. .1 ^.^'^ '»'«•
J^''^^-,-. Maviiv Sn n 4977 Dr p. IW.': Gar. vol. 134; p. W7.

Tos horn. .4. L>.
V";",*', , ^^^iii ^l.r iv w ^u iTwvi l>r v 'Cu, <;».. vmI i'», p. SCO.

Track-^'Wrvr >. \ l-arT,.,.nter V kv^^
. «^ M,

-;^'
' P P ^y „ ,/ p^ p M^: Gar. vol. 134. u. 29«.

Track-Uving marhinc ( < .

\Se«-<.tt ^"Of'^'l ,,^" Vi'v 1' <!- I J-iS^V f.r pp .UV*-; Ga/.. vol \M: p 44.".

Track-laving ma.hme C K^ Drumn,.. d.
^"^^'^i^^'^' ^j^^^ ,.^Sj p HU^; 'dV P^

'-^'1; Gar. vol. i:i4: p. .VW.

Track-sanding m.vhanii>ni. I
1 ^ ^''*

,, Y^.^-^' ^, ."^^^ -^ <(av H*; Sp. p. 4105; Dr. p. <*<.. <.^i. ^.,1 VM. v
Track-Switch. Kl.vtruHl v-n»'7t'^l ^ '^ 'JS'^ «'

, P sr,' n wV Dr p 414. Gar, vol i.M i.
<-1k

Tract.on^ngn.e J, H.
»'*j;^,^'"'i''f1^ ,^''

vf.-"" ^p\ "v^ Dr P IIH. flar. vol, i:{4, p ^4.^
_ ,^

Gar. vol. 134, p. 307.

:U5
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Train-controller, Automatic. G. Toft. No. 8»,741; May 5: Sp. p. 832; Dr. p. 172: Oar. vol. 134: p. 138.

Trains. ApparatiiR (or w.ntrollmg the paasageof. J.D.taylor. No 887.2H9: May 12; Sp p. 103.S; Dr. pp. 407-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 341:

Transmission devii*. A. P. FisclW'r. No. 887,781; May 19; Sp. p. 2J44; Dr. pp. «l9-20; Gar. vol. 134; p. .VM.

Transmiiwion meohanlsm. L. K. Mahout. No. 887.(X)1: May .5; Sp. p. 131('.; Dr. p. 277: Gar. vol. 134: p. '.'IS.

Transmiasion irovhinism O. W Davis. No. S88..t!»4: May 2«; Sp. p. 454.V Dr pp. 9fi:i-4: Hkz. vol 134; p. S32.

Tran.iraisslon luwhaiUsm. O. W, DavU. No. sw.lKl; May 26; Sp. p. 5773: Dr. pp. 122.V4: (Jar. vol. i:*4: P- 102>.

Transmission mwhanlsm. Variable. O. W, Davis. No »«.87t;: Mnv 2«; Sp. p. SIM: Dr. p. 109«: (.ar. vol 134: P- 92f^
•

Tran.>.mitler-mouthpMH*s. Voice-screen (or, R. II. Ralston. No. 8.s7,124; May 12; 8p, p. l-VB: Dr. p. 331; Gar. vol. 134; p. is,.

Transporting syst^'m. II. (;, Brown, No. HS(i,472: May .'.: Sp. p. Jti?: Dr. pp. S.S<>: Gar. vol. i;i4; p. IS.

Trap: 5rr Animal-trap: Bath-tub trap; Kish-trap: Hog-trap; Self setting trap: Sewer-trap; Target-trap.

Trap. ('. B. Tnunble. No. »s7.547. Mav 12: Sp. p, 24.»4); Dr. p. .'.23; (Jar vol. IM. p. 427.

Trap. F. Ayres. No. SK7,.'>70: Mav 12; Sp. p. i'>2t>: Dr. p. .WJ; Gar. vol. 134; p. 43C..

Trap. W. R. Green. No. 888.325; Mav 19; Sp. p. 3974; Dr. p. 837; Gar. vol. 134; p. 710.

Traveling-bag. M. 8. Ellis. No. 8«7,'2^; Mav 12; Sp p. 1794: Dr. p. 377; Gar. vol. i:i4; p. 323.

Trav or truck, Portable. A. C. McNiven. No. SS6,.W7; May 5; Sp. p. 382: Dr. p. 80; Gar. vol. 134: p. 70.

Treadle C E: Lovelt ;ird M E. Coe, No. HX7. r^Ti: May 12: Sp. p. 2714; Dr. p. .')74: Gar. vol, lU: p. 4«iK.

Tree-trimmer. 11. J. LHwrmi'c. No. 888.022; May 19; Sn. p. 3^1; Dr. p. 718; Gar. voj^ 1.14; P- «14.

No.
~

Trees, Machine for stnpping le^ivef from. H.L. Re^xl. No. 887..'! 19: May 12; Sp. p. 2437; Dr. pp. 51.3-14; (Jar. vol. 1.34: p. 418.

Trench-brace. M. R. De Knuu-e and A. K. Read, No. 8S«;,'.>.V); Mnv 5; Sp. p. 1228; Dr. p. 20O; Gar. vol. 134; p. 204.

I're.stle M, White No WC.ViO; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2511; Dr. p, .529;-Gar. vd. 134; p. 432.

T
T
I're.stle M.White No S87..'i<iO; May 12; Sp. p
rrtmmer Set Linotvj>e-sliig trimmer. Mica-tnmmer; Tree-trimmer,

Trimmer. .1 F. o ll^arne No X.SMV45; May 2(i; Sp, p. 4fi.'i2; Dr, p. 987; Gar. vol 134: p. 849.

Trolley. I. Sbciiti.nl. No. SW.HHO, May 5; Sp. p. lOftl; Dr. p. 229; (Jar. vol. 134; p. ISO.

C. M \\ hitcomb. N«ijwx,ii77; Mav 2fi; Sp. p. 4735; Dr. p. 1006; Gar. vol. 134: p. 860.

A. S. Janln, No. SHB.nTS: .Mav 26; Sp. p. 5422: Dr, p. ll.'>2; (Jar. vol, 134; p. 968
Trolley
Trollev
Trolley-catcher. W. C. Burdon, No, 8.88,418;' M'ay 19; Sp. p' 418:<; Dr. p. 88»i; Oar. vol. 134; p. 741

Trolley-guard. J. K. Saucier. No. 886,645; May 6; Sp. p. .W; Dr. p. 124; Oar. vol. 134: p. 104.

Trollev-harp. H. W. Kimet*. No. 886,517: Mav 5; .Sp. p. 344; Dr. p. 71; Gar. vol. \M: p. t>4.

Trollev-line clamp. A. Caron. .No 886,942: May 5; Sp. p. Ii03: Dr. p. 2.W; Gar. vol. 1.14; p. 2fK).

Trollev-lines Automatic switch for, .1. Nelson. No, 8S7,.'i04; Mav 12; Sp. p. 2406; Dr. p. -W: Gar, vol, 1.34: p
y-tK)le. G. W, Chatmond. No, 888.223; May 19; Sp. p. 3790; Dr. p. 795; Gar. vol. 134; p. 078.

v-wheel F M (ia.ss No, HSX.iHO; May 36: Sp. p. .5389; Dr \>. 1144; Gjir. vol. 134: p. 961.

\ whwl forelwtric i-ars. G C Stratton. No. K87,43'.t; Mav 12: Spj. 2266; Dr, p, 474: Gar. vol. 134; p. .392.

v-ttir.-Hupporting device for basciil.'-bridges. J. B. Strauss. No. 887,868; May 19; Sp. p. 3121; Dr. p. 6.55; Gar. vol. 134; p.

fig-spoon. F S Sams. No »<s,'.)3o; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5277; Dr. p. 1119; Gar. vol. 134; p, 944.

564.

_
p, 413.

Troiiey-jiole"' (i'/w,7hatmond. ' .No, 888.^; May 19; Sp^p. 3^"; Dr. p. 795; Gar. voL" 134;^. 078.

Trolle'

Troll
Trolling-
Trough: See Salt-trough.
Trouaera-holder. K. Rob 1e No S.s»;,M2: Mav 5; Sp. p. .592; Dr. p. 123: Gar. vol. 134: p. 103.

Troiiaera-atretcher M H la.kson, .No. 889.014; Mav 2«); Sp. p. .5421; Dr. p. 1152; Gar, vol. 134; p. 968.

TrouMrs streuhtng au.l pr. ssing dcviw. C, A, Beal." No. 887.<51; May 19; Sp. p. 2880; Dr. p. 607; Gar. vol. 134; p. 524.

Truck O. C. Hopkins. No xtC.Wr. May 12; Sp. p 1681: Dr. pp. :i.57-8: (Jar. vol, 134; p. .308.

Truck, Cut-. J. Murphy. No. SNft.ii4(i; Mav 26; Sp. p. 4646; Dr. p. 9S6; Gar. vol. 134; p n47.

Truck, Uand-. F Lang. No 887. S21; May 19; Sp. p. 3027; Dr. p. (.36; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. .548.

Truck, Log-. J. W. (iermany. No. 886,4(«; .Mav .5; Sp, p. 299; Dr. p. «2: Gar. vol. 134; p. .V..

Tnick Railway-. A. Warfield No. .SS7.362: Mav 12; Sp. p. 20^9; Dr. pp. 438-0; Gar. vol. 1.34: p. 3«)7

True " ""- " ' "- - ^"" ^- — '-^ '• '^
' "'• " ""

True
Trun
Tnin ,. . .

Trunk I. .<k r .1 SaLviola. No «^7,4;»: Mav 12; Sp, p. 2248: Dr. n, 471; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 389.

Tru.Hs. .1. Hal^nicht. No, 8s»i,.599: Mav 5; S'p. p. .509: Dr, p. 109; Gar. vol. 134; p. 91.

Tub*- .sv<- Draft-iulu': Torpcdo-expulsfon tulK>.

riit.e-<lcHncr T Anrin^ws. ( Rci.ssuc.i No. 12.799; Mav 26; Sp. p. 5«)2: Dr. p. 1231; 0«r. vol. 134; p. 1036.

Tulie-head F. K Nukel No. s-HTlia: Mnv IJ Sp. p. 1.546; Dr. p. :«7; (Jar. vol. 134: p. 283.

Tiilie-mills and similar grinding and iPishiiiK machines. Honeycomb lining for. H. P. Barry. No. 887,575; May 12; 8p. p. 2532;

Dr pp. .5.U 4, <;ar. vol, 134; p. 4;t7.

Tul>es, Automatic shut-off (or pn.unmtic. E. Flint. No. 886,<N9; May 5; Sp. p. 292; Dr. p. 61; Gar. vol. 134: p. 54.

Tunncl.H. Mtth(Kl and apparatus for constructing subaqueous. B. Douglas. No. 888,790: May 2«>; Sp. p 49<l6; Dr. pp. 1060-1; Gar.

vol, 1.34. p. ><<<•..

Turbine. A. Juilc No v«i.515; Mav 5: Sp. p. :i41; Dr. p, 70; Gar, vol. 1.34; p. 63.

Turbine. F. H. Lindner. No. 888,180; Mav 19; Sp. p. .3711; Dr. pp. 775-(J; Gar. vol. \M: p. 662.

Turbine F II Lindner. No. SHS.lsi; Mav 19; Sp. p. :5713; Dr. pp. 776-7; Gar. vol. 134; p. ti63.

Turbinr 1 IIl^>;lnk No. HX,s„V)o: Mm v 2<i: Sp, p. 4.3,52; Dr, p, 921; Gar. vol. 134; p. 798.

lurbin.' KUsti<-tliii<l. K P Wagner. No. 8S7.361: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2087; Dr. p. 4.38; Gar. vol. 134: p. 366.

Turbine Kla'^tu-fluid. ( W I'nke. No. 8«7.:wn: May 12: Sp. p. 215.3: Dr. pp. 4.50-1; Gar, vol, KM: p. .372.

Turbine, KlasiK- Ibiid. W Ki.s,.r .No. SS7,728: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2814; Dr. pp. .594-5; Gi^r. vol. 134; p. 488.

Turbine Klu.stu-lbiid. <». <». Storlc. No. 8X7,981; May 19; Sp. p. .3.3;«; Dr. p. 701: Gar. vol. 134; p. 601.

Turbine KU.stu-lliild. M Matthews. No. 888,248; Mav 19; Sp, p. :1834; Dr. p. 805: Gar. vol. 134: p. (»>.

Turbine, (ia.-^ L, A. Ilaiws No. w<7,627: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2625: Dr. pp. 55;J-4; Gar. vol. 134: p. 4.5.3,

Turbine, Multiple-sliige I Karrer No. HS9.0i9; Mav 26; Sp. p. .V2<); Dr. pp. 11.53-^; (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. W.K

Twine or I onl b'lnger II. Allers No. s«,,ill,5; Mav .5; Sp, p. 11.59; Dr, p. 244; (Jar. vol. 1,34. p. 190.

Twistiug-nia« bine. 1'. Hardman. No. KSti.ti'.lK: Mav 5; Sp. p. 727; Dr. pp. 14<»-.5fl: Gar. vol. 1:14: p. 123.

Type an.i niejins for wn iiriiig the same. .1 McNaughton, No. 887.216; May 12: Sp. p, 1719; Dr. p. MiTK (Jar. vol. 134; p. 315.

Typ.-settmg iiiKl liiie-(.i^tin^' inei<hines. Simeer for II. Degpncr. .No. KS6,.5«;i: Mav 5; Sp. p. 470; Dr. p. i^): Gar. vol. 134; p. 86.

rvi»' writer M W lla/.en and K. W Ihlig No. »H7,192; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1675; Dr. p. .3.56; Gar. vol. 134; p, ;«»7.

No. ^,S.^.<i6. Mav 26; Sp. p. 5107; Dr. p. lOKS; Gar. vol. 1.34; p 916.

No S87,143; Mav 12; Sp. p. 1.592; Dr pp. ;t<K-9; Gar. vol. 134; p. »3.
N . S87,t>4ii: Mav 12; Sp. p. 2669; Dr, pp. 563-4; (Jar. vol. 1.34: p. 459

•vNs 159; Mav 19;" Sp. p. 3074; Dr. p, 767; (Jar. vol. 134; p. tVJC

.». Alexander. No. 8S7.745; Mav 19; Sp. p. ^XtJ: Dr. p. 604; Gar. vol. 134; p. 521.

No. 8KS.S()7: .Mav 26; Sp. p. .5003; Dr. pp. 10(.7-h; Gar. vol. KM: p. 901.

No. s«f«.S(ih; Mav '26; Sp. p. 5010, Dr. pp. lOiW-y; (Jar. vol. KM; p. 901.

I\pr-writer t' .M Sorenseii

I yiievvriter lit taclilliellt .1. '>. .Sti-Veiwoo

Type » Titer at tat hiiient. <i .L .lesznia;!

Typ<'-« riter attachment. ,1. 1', (Jlon' N
TyjM'-wnter key and typ<'-bar mechanism,
Type-wntiT oiierat<ir H F Hutches. ,lr,

Type-w Titer operator I! K Hutches, Jr
Type-writer plalei: W K \an Slvko. No. S«S..55»i; Mav 2«i; Sp. p 44t«i: Dr. p. 946; Gar. vol. 1:M; p. 819.

Typ.-wnter nbbon iiH.ichment (\ A. .loenssen. No. NH6,(i09; Mav 5; .Sp. p. 527; Dr. p. 113: (Jar. vol. 1,34; p. SM.

T'vi).-writ<Ts and the like, (opv-holder for, W.L. Woo<i. No. J»W.,4.57: Mav .5; Sp.p. 228: Dr, p. 4h; (Jar, vol. 134; p. 43V .5; Sp.p. 228: Dr, p. 4h; (Jar, vol. 134;

T"yi«-wTit. Ts. Ke\l.oard-<over for. A. L. (Jilbert. No. 88!t.lM; M;iy 26; Sp. p. .57NO: Dr. p. 1225; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 1023

rv].e-wnting nia.hiiie (" A .Morev. No. HS».,:«<.> Mav 5; Sp. p. Wt; Dr, p, 20; Gar, vol KM: p. 22.

.1 Volker, .No HS«i..').'7. Mav ,5: .Sp,p. 424; Dr. p. 90; (Jar. vol. KM: p. 78.

F A. Young. .No >ix<...'i7ii: Mav ,5; Sp. p. <46; Dr. p, 95; <Jar. vol I.M: p, 82,

H (' Sticknev No sMi.t^iii. Mav 5: Sp. p 634: Dr, pp, 131-2: Gar. vol. 134; p. 109.

.\ T Itrown No svi,7,5't; Mtu Vi, Sp p. 872; Dr. pp, 181-2; (Jaz vol. KM; p. 144

Type-» Tit ing iua< bine
Type-writing iiiaehiiie.

Type-writing Iliaehilie

Tyi>e-w riling iiiacbiiie

T"yi)e- writing iiiachme.
Tyjw-writing maitiine.
Type-writing niaehine.
Ty{»'-writiiig machine
Typt'-writing machine
TyiH'-writing tuachint

\. Fuhlendorf and I. Grothe. No, H87.08.3; MaV 12; Sp. p. I486; Dr, pp. 31,5-16; Gar. vol. 134; p. 274.

H. S .Mi< Orniai k No. kkt.^hi; Mav 12; Sp. p. 22.31: Dr p. 467: Ga/.. vol. KM; p ,385.

.\. T. Brown. No. s.v7,.v<4; .VLiv 12; Sp. p. 2.547; Dr. pp. ,5.37-8; (iaz. vol. KM: p. 439.

H ( Sticknev N.. s.s7 'O Mav 19; Sp. p. 3326; Dr. p. liJW; Gar. vol. 134; p. .5f«».

F \V Sickles No \sh 4^>> .Mav 19; Sp. p. 4201; Dr p. 891; (!ar. vol. KM; p 745
( . A Ueimett No v^^ 4,'.: Mav 26; Sp. p <e(i.3; Dr pp. 902-;i; Gar. vol, KM; p. 7H4.

No. ^,>v^,^;t.• .Mav 26; Sp. p. .505^; Dr pp. 1079-80: (Jar. vol KM. p. 908.rvpe-wntmg machine. H. W .Merritt

Pool >

Hoiuhctt
Brown and A I Hrigg-* No S8»t.l02; Mftv2«): Sp. p. ,5.5«W: Dr. p. IWi: (Jar. vol. 134; p. ilOO.

T'viM'-wnting machine. M W Pool No >vV(.<f.>.5. Mav L'6: Sp. p. ,52.5.5; Dr. p 11K5; (Jar. vol I'M: p. !M1

lype-vvriting iiiHchiiie .1 \ Hoiuhctti No vvs.m.;^ .May 2t>; .Sp p. 5273: Dr. pp. lllv-I!»; (iaz vol 1.34; p. !»44

I'vpe-writing niHchiiir

Type-writing niachinr I C Mi Laughlin No \s<,(.]44. Mnv '26: Sp. p. 56«6; Dr. p. 1203; (iaz vfil. KM: p. 1010.

Ty]>e-writing-inachine biie-sjmcer I S Southerder, No, s.S6,4;<2; .May ,5; Sp p 18.3: Dr p. ;«•; Gar. vol. 134; p. 35.

Tvpe-writmg-inachine Ime-spacrr 1 S Southerden No. 886,4.'i3: Mav 5; Sp p. 184; l>r p. 40: Gar. vol. l.'M; p. 3.V

l.'mbrella 1 A Stombaugh No vh(,,s1«»: Mav .5. Sp. p. lll.'>: Dr p. Zii: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 183.

Umbrella. W A Moore No 887.493; Mav 12:' Sp p, 2.388: Dr, p. .'.02: Gar. vol. KM; p. 410.

Umbrella, Folding. «i. (. Slavers. .No. ,S8«\426, Mayo; Sp. p, Itift; Dr. ji. ;i5; (Jar. vol. 1.34. p. 32.
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\:

p 2R.

IM: p. .WW.

I)r |p 13*-', <in7 vol. 134: p. IiXW-

Pr p\i J.VV».; Car. vol. i:V4; p. 201.

|S(i:(. I>r p :{»); Cajfrvol. 134; p. 324.

vol I.U p. *»').
, , ,„.

><s«6.ti3T, May 19: Sp. p 34<J; Dr. p. 723; Gii*. vol. 134;

134: p <i4(>

p. ;<72.

rniversal joint. C )
Brr-wer

-^V « H .nn.tt S. s.^; 4,^ Mav^ Sp p 2.-,4. I>r p :..!. (laz. vol. 134. p.

Valve. ChtK-k- .V Ki^nrvi.h No ^^. -> " >
l--^

' P > ;

• ^
l>r p. MC. (in*, vol. 134; p. 714.

Valve. Coll**tor-<.p.rat.ng. ( . Mac!.-- , .• N ^^KJA^^ ';, ' 1^* ^ .^.^..
{,r. i,9: (iaz vol. ik p. 100.

VaJvc. Comhimd w-t nn,! .lr>- pipv A, ^ >•"'' ^ \
C, <i. u %l Or Iv iirx'r. <1ax v..l. i;M: p. 7sn.

Valve, Knpn.- J \N
(
henoweth N"

'^^v-
^

inl Ltis \o <;;^ *•'. \l . Sp p h:. Dr p. ?.»: (Ja*. vol. 133:

Valve f..r air-l.rake.-.. Wuuk-«rt,on t npl. \\ I I i-

^"[l ;_.^"v;7^s^' ^ -V Vt. . i], ^ P .'-'•«•: Pr p. 4<1«: 0*«. vol.

^::l^: !;:; ?:)^^ :.'' ^"T;:::^.J:-u ^''^ti. U"^^ sp. p;^ nr p. ....: .a. voi. n^ ,. ^^
X- I rrf^ rs \r- F\V ! euth^sro-r. So. V<<).14.'. M.i v.t.: Sp, p. >««>.

•: orr n!^;" ..rs^ SaMy- K >
Har^. N" :-;^'^. .^f ^^C^.^ sf p

NaK>4"r)^f"r .xpl,,Mve and int..mHlHoml,ust.on MnKine,. t M Kit.> No

vl^v^'" Hv.lraulu T K. .i,llm.; So ^^-^ Mav
.^

Sp
p^

..U^ l-r i^,);;" ,;;'^7»J^: ^,*\,j, ««,.,; .Jar. vol. 134; p. 736.

Valve, Inten^ptlnB-. C K
,

^
'

J-""^ '

'

«'"' ^^
'

, ^m, Jl' Mav "/ ^i. P l"'- >r P A^: <iax vol. 1.34: p. 17(i.

ValvMifttr 1> Hoh.'nan.l D K horton ^o vM.^..^. Maw. . . P^ >•
•

J,

P
,^.^,^ „,. p. 75;; ,Jar. vol.

Valv nu^-hani.Hi.. (or a.r-.-on.pr,-<sors_ II .«,m h N- ^.1-" .,»^> ' ,^,„ '

„r p .m, bar., vol. i:J4: p.

Valve-operat,„« tu^han>.m U M Ia.k*.ft
^^^^^^^a, ,^ Sn 1, ^-IT Hr p. .V«) (iaz. vol. 134; p. 433.

Valve. lV.!.Mrv-rvjf,ilHtin>: s ^ '"<"'* ^^^ J.^^^,^,^
• ^4' ," n ^I r p f' < ia/, vol i;u. p «

Valv., I'uppet- I 11 l)i.Wn;s..n No ^^'-^
,,^f

>w ' ^^^^l'^'. / - ,i Ur. p IHu: (!a/.. vol. 1.34: p. 937.

Valve. RadUtor- K \S L|-uth».s.*-r No *s«.Ml. NLn -•-.
' P .^' '-»; ' ,^14. „r p iiw; (,»z. vol. 134; p. «R.

Valve Ke.*rtH.U-m!n,e \ ' [.''""'[^'^^.l^^'^' tp p ^^^ it' 1.%^^^^ .;a7. vol.'Ki4, p 2-J«

Valve, Kelipf- '
I-l>"hertv ^^'.>^-

J^\^%:'..^^^ L' ^n-n, /)r p U^l 1 la/,, vol. i:»4; p. hTT.

Valve, Kever.ii.*: / A Peters. >'! *^;^ : ^^-
,
"^ «^1 Mav 12 Sp p .'I.V., Dr p 4.M . Haf. vol. 1.54:

Valve. Safetv-
,

>,,"-"^"'"""
"":'

f" Ji -V; 'mhs P -tT; p m" l> p r,'j.' ..a/ vol i.U: p .S40.

VaUv. Slid.'- I llar^r.Mv.-s ^
"t' M?r« Nr s.s- h;i Vlav 1' -!r)pJ«w-.4 l>r p VVi, (iaz vol. 134; p. 4.->-.

Valve. Stop- I llopkin.sot, an.| K >^""^,^»,. V,',^ No kss 4' VIhv 1- >P P .'^*.. Or p 'il-O, Car., vol. 134; P- 535.

Valve,. Bt.sh for K T Fw-K-h-T. and K. Hart V ks^^H.. VIh^
|. _ 1

,

. .,._,. „^ .„, ^.^^ ,.„, j.^. p. 4,6.

Valves. <V.o,>-ratin>r me. hani.siiif..r ruduitr \N II
' 7^' \.^^ '1,^ 'p,, 74., .-,, ,.«/. vol KM. p. t>4(»

, ^ ,^ ^^
Vamp-foldiuK m.-.rh.n.. 11 l.von No s^,^.la•,. Ma !«. >p P .^fy 7,^ /'';,„; ,., sp p ->»<•.>. Dr p.^TO: Oaz. vol. IM, p^M.
Vap.>r apparatus Start ni»r .levKe for men-- ry > ' l..^']'^ No sx" « 4 Mav -' Sp 'p. 1<<T2. Dr p 414; Cat. vol. 134: p. 34, -

\ a|::.r-l.nn...r )
n.and.-s.vn, A ^l»'»';;;'j^,^';

Ij-j
j' ^^'";;:V ,,.^;" N^-'^ls,- C' Mav i-^: 'sp. P 47H.-.. Dr p. l..l«: Car., vol. 1.34: p. >«,.

No. SXH.M. May l>t. sp p 4111. Dr P/*'^- ''"^ '"''!;"',•, '',
f:.,, ,,r i. 71fl- G»«. vol. 134; p. 615.

W L...1IC.. alKl u KaU-nhorst No^^,24, Ma> m. .^P P .«.J. Dr p. 71«. U»«. >oi .p

V.«.'taM.-i--itt.r M S U.K-ke No '**';;^'*„'* >. '", " ^ ^'.': *,,.., ^n Ca/ vol l.M p U.4

V.hu'le-brake 1> T I-<'hnes No. ns.,.sJ>: May^ >P P
,

1
M. _Dr^ P- -1^

•^\;^^ ,.„, Vm. p 429

V ..huL-hrak,- 11 M Vandorla It No. >tMvd_Ma> 1 > - P.-*^. ^ ^ P ^--j^ . ,_^^ ^.,, ',34. p 33X.

V..hl.l.'-i.rak.v .\utomatu- )
Meven.s^

'^i. T'u u . v V So T- ..r r P 131 'Jar. vol. i:i4. p UR'

Vehicle ranopv-top I 11 Spra^nie. No «*»..tv.<^, Ma> ... '^
|

,.'.^\. '^.'J* 4' „ 4,49 pr p STT. (ia/. vol. 134; p. 73«..

^ ..hicU'.lr.v.W nu...hanH,n Motor-
.J/

, -^•'^.'l;,^^;:,'^N'^^ .^'d Ma'^ il S;. P- V.tV. Dr. p 9.*.: «U.^ voV. 134: p. >CV..

Vehuledumpnik? '^d or 'M.d\
,
T S .ml h

^^f -J^"' , 'w„;. ,., >;„ p r-^, i,r p ,V4). Ca/ vol 134: p. 4,4.

Vehule-^ut . K Harndt and .>^ .1 Mdl4r.
•'«';:^^1'.V m'

:.
',,; '^p* ., ;uiO Dr. i-

<*»: 'iar. vol. 134; p. Ml,.

Vehu-L-^'ar \uxil.ar.- U A. .Schennerht-rn No. **«'-• ^^".i'wj;, I "'
p -r^' i,r n il.S: Caz. vol. 134: p.

\>h..le shor.-a...orMn^ apparatus K M- ':";:J''> ^'^^^V^'^p
p WV l r Vp^^^ * ''*'' ^•'^'- '^- P" '»*•

Ven. 1. ,h,Hk.*eai..iunK devu*. H. ,^"'
, .'^VaT'-^Sp p

'

17 ,

'

)r.^p > Car. vol 134. p. M.
Venule-prm.v K- K .SkMn.orv ^^'^"^^

J.-^^.
^">

; ;\\;j.^
'

Z^. p\^lv -ia/. vol i:W.

VehR-le-.priiis; .V l-ort.ier No vv,.v4.^Ma\ - ^^f, l'^^^^"^
^^.^ i,r. p H49 (iar.Nol 134: p. 717.

VehioU-sprintf M M Mclniyr.^ ^'\"^'*^:
,,2^'''v,'^,; :^f 4 .

'
-,fc», I)r p. Hi",: Car., v.d. KM: p. tt4><.

VehK-le storn. lo„ T A \NWshans >".. Sx>.u+^^
^.'Vn p 'JsH Drp rJ- <->^f- vol 1:14. p 4;«.

V.'hu-l.-wh.'..l M 1. Williams N'> '^'^;

-'<V- ^^i '-' ^P,i' w^J;* , ^,\ ., )-jo Drp.VU C a/, vol. 134: p. 434. _
Veh. •l.-*h.vl KUo^iM.. m.lallK- C Aubetlui. N.v HK7 .*, , Ma l._ >l> p^-.^^

i r
1 ^..^. ^.^^ ^.^^, ,3^. ^^

™_
N>h.cl.,s from dust, Apparut... for sh..dd..lK ( .

P. Barh>
^.,^';,,"^A^ '^^,.^

•>,'%'
p Ux Dr. p V);i, Cat. voM34. p. 337.

VehRles...dom.l..rM.ount.n>fandWK-k or A .MP h
^;^. ^ "^ "

.,^,, „/ ,!p 1174.-.. Car. vol. 134: p. 9«H.

Vehicles, Spnnu' wheel for load K U 1. k*
,

-^ ,,**'" V^'^; ,^,
^

v^,,, iJ Sp p 2».»i2, Dr p. 5iCJ. car., vol. 134. p. 4ah.

Vehicles Stalk-.uttU,K^tU.chm.nt for l« I '''\"> " ^^'',,7' "^
/..p'V,;, vr.V 1.(4 p H.'*^.

Vel.MM,>e.le . K Speue N." "^^^ •*""

^^Xs iu V V> % V i\ i>' >r pp h7s 7 Car .
vol. 134: p. 735.

VendinKapp..nUu. « .1' .»^'^lp
n JfV Ma ' 1> Sp p i'^2^2 Dr. ,.p S-J.V6: Car,, vol. i:»4, p 7C(.

Vending-ma.'hm.' A KWyatt
.^'V,"^/*'

^"> '

' ,.; Vav l"s., .> 42;i4 Dr p. WW, <;«/. v(.l i:<4. p. .50. ^ ,.,..„ .«,,

VendinS-mach.n.-. Automatic 1- ' K-m No >^V44.V Ma^v 1^^. p^.
«^.vi;^ ^P

^,^ „^^. j,^ jgi- aa..vol, 134. p.3ll.

Ven.linK-ma.-hui.-. Coni-oonlroll.Hl W
V/ v 1.. v • u v "tl S , i) 44^;$ Dr p. m«*: <:ar. vol 1.14. p. K21.

%>ndinK machine St.imp- K ^ ^^ '«'••
^,^ ^; -^i- I W," sine No^VTr.' Ma'v 12, Sp p 1M2, Dr PP 34K-9; Oaf. vol. 134.

^::;::i?';;;:;:'^'r%/^';:;r'^'Nr;<^-vr M::y ^H^T^^i »r p '^'- <^- ^oi ku. p
535

Ventilator >^'
^J'',''''''*

-;'''"^'''''-';'',
, ,,, M-v 5 8p P .V«0 Dr. p ll.t; Car. vol. 134; p. 94.

Ventilator C ka!.ur-.k
-TL' -l^^t'-X, t^ Sp p '7".<^ l)r p ^2. Car vol i:U: p 4»i.

V.-ntllator M Donv No _"^' '--; ""^ «- -tP ^gv: , vt Vav 1m -t) V 347h. Dr p 7-2S, Car. vol. l.M. p.

V..,«.| Douhl.-wall.-d ^^^*'^^'^^':^'''':;X.,.^"^:'\^\r^^^^^ PP ^7 1k car vol. 134; p. «9;V

\..ssel, Mann.- C F 1 n.shman No s>*.'.4. »•»> ' '- P J^^:*^,' ^p ,W,h:,. Dr. v. WA: <iai. vol. 134;

Ve««elorthehk.. Dout.le-«alle.1 H ".nye.
;;;/.;^;;\,^:^, "',

.r.
^ . 'u6 Car. vol. 134. p 97.

\esael . Pransi-.rt < > Mehrten.s No >v^... 1 .Ma>
_..^ . PI - - 1

i'r,.^,';;[;:.'.;:rTr'".-„U",„V;;;,r". i^.'.'.."'!:' k "K.;,.',i, j.j u

\ i^Mir-liurner. liuaMdesi-ent.

\ap<)nz.-r E 1. Dunning
\ ap<)rtz«'r and tmrner Spirit

Vaiilt-liRht f 11 I'asthall

\aillt l.ick. i.ro^e- I

%.

p. 3U2.

\,romet.-r . 1. Dobruk N o. '*' •«>^^
_^

\,*- Hand- W K.USS. No sx. ..*.!. Ma
Sav'l' Sp' P-'T-Mf. Dr'. p 4i2: Car, vol 134

*2. Sp. p. 2iw. Dr p ro. Cnr. vol. i:J4. P

p. 8U3.

,.,,![ ^n!!'k>:J;^4^ Mal'^l'sfp. 543.. Dr. p. 1155; Gar.

4' Dr p 9: GaJt. vol. 134; p. H-

Dr p l.fti <'.az. vol. 134: p K*.

v.d i:m. P 201.

vol \M. p. •>

I.U p 9»iL2.

p .r73.
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Vl». PecUUy-operatwd. H. E. Fultor. No. 887.<71; May 12: 8d. dl -iSSl: Ur. p. 4N8: <««• vol. 134. p. 402.

V sTialMenal ^ L. Merrill No 8J»,341; Mav 19; Sp p. 40l6; T>r. p. 847; T.ar. vol. 134: p. 715.

VcXia^.! power fi^cior of g..nerators o,;.rating In multiple. Means for automalically coDtrolllng. J
.
I'e^raon. No. 887.222. M«> 12.

V^^.''lJ'uL;&'^D:'<^i''s::m,m: Mav26: 8pp 4.122: Dr. p. 9^; (iar vol. 134 p. .4;.

Wa^on atuohment, I.. S. Hyde. No. KW.W*: May 26; 8p. p,55ll: l^r- P- H ^"1; ('«^-
^"'.'^^X

''•'^•

Wagon-brake A J. Strunk No 888.270; May 19; 8p. P;*;7; Dr. p. 81fi; (Jat,
J^

• j3<: P,^*^:,
Wagon, Dump-, C .\. Po.st No. 887,225. May 12; Sp. p. 1771; Dr. pn 3,2-.3. (.az. vol. 1.14 p. 31.x

Walon Dump- H K. Langnxter. No. 8K7,404: May 12: ,Sp. p. 2201: Dr. n. «»; Car. vol 134. p. .W).

W^onldirp'^ Aulomat.c c^.ntroUer for. L. .1 M^MUlm. No. 8M. 536. ilay 5. Bp, p- »; •
^r. p «K Car. vol. 134. p. 70.

Walon. Dumping-. C M. llaeske. No. 887,794; May 19; Sp. p. 25k*; I>r. p. 024, Caz. vol„ '34. p^.**.

W^ , Dun.puig-. J. I. K niev. No. 888.79;^: May .'«: Sp. p. *>T2: Dr p ,1062: T.-i^-
vol. 34; p. 89«..

Wa^n or truck \ Smith. No. 880,734: May 5: Sp. p. 820; Dr. p. 169: Ca«. vol. 134: p. 13b.

W^n rlu^sand t.oxe^ Fixture for W Lot^den \V 887 258: iiay 12; 8p P. 1834^ I)r. P 387 /.a. x^K 134; ^3^.
Wagons, Devliv for loading and unloading racks from ninnlng-gears of. J. H. Abrama. No. 88. ,3.1. May i-. »p. p. ^lu.

.

irr. p. *m.

Wa"t 8kel!.ton^ W* W. B.>w8lc. No 888.0.%; May 19; Sp. p. 348--; Dr. p. 729: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 626.

Wall and ciling covering. T Franke. No 888.006; May 19; Sp. p 3389: <;»«• vol. 134; p. «».

W,tll-l.rack.-t C F Swortfig-'r No 8N7..358: May 12: Sp p. 2083: Dr. p. 437; Gar. vol. 134: p. 301..

V F xl -le corn.gat,-,! W M Fulton. No. SS7 0S4. May 12; SlM' 1*«; Dr p. 310; Gar vol_ l.<4; p '74.

Wall Portable partition- M. Hokor No. 887.912: May 19; 8|.. p. 32j0; Dr. p. fifS; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 5,S.

Wall-re+cister. (I \ndrae No. ^sti,4<vJ: May 5; 8p. p. 242; Dr. p... .>(H; (uii. vol. 134: p. 4.1.

\V,"m-thn«d^l.t,M tmg d.vi.v W (^.roHS. No. 887.476; May 12; Sp. p. -2338: Dr. p. 4.M9; Gar. vol. 134; p. 403.

Waaber: Sff Clothes- wa.sher. ..„ , ,,. „-„
Washer r. liFtt.. No >«s,9K2: May -26; Sp. p. 5;i67; Dr. p. IIJ9: Car. vol. 134; p. *>«.

Wash.r-making machin.v 11 C Hart. No. 887.f;-«n; May 12: Sp. p, 2ta7,_^ Dr. p. .i55; <.ar. vol
_

134. p. 4o4.

wtlnn J apparatus H 11 Sh..»rd. No. 8X7.97.); May 19; 8p. p^:«l.S; f'r. ,^6W;
,^'*'- V"','-

f = P-^'
Wash iig a . mi-tus. F. St.aker, No. K^.:>o.. May -..; Sp. p. 4rt»8; Dr p. lo43. (.ar. ^ol. 134. p. 88..

Washing ri'arhme. C. Vieman. No. HN..74.-., May ."., Sp. p. H4b; Dr p. 1,.); Gar. vol. 134. p.m
W ashmC' HI ,. hme. A T NeuTnan No ns.,.sV; May 5: .Sp.

P;^l<»-^V.?^.P;o^A'';.l?^..yi i^i u'^^k.-^

lOlS.

826.

Washlioard
WaslilMiaril
\\ a.shlxiard

H l.iitfimski

Mittlnir>'r Ir

Knii'w atil.' front

No SM, S.H.: Mav 5; Sp p. 1006: Dr p. 211; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 165.

No sx7 412: Mav 12: Sp. p, '2214: Dr. p. 4«;j; Grz. vol. 134; p. 382.

\V (; Frost. No, 888,1,V.: Mav 19: Sp. p. ;Vin5; Dr. p. 7M>; Gar. vol. 1.J4; p. ..»,

Watch i.arrvl W H M.'hI. No >«<.,:W7: May 6; Sp. p. 9(»; Dr pp, lH-19: Gar, vol, 1.34; p, 2<i.
,

.... ™
WatMl-nrov, Ml. „t fa.st. n-r C Kumtn-r No 887.819; May 19; .4p. p. StrjO; Dr. p. .A5. (iar. vol. 134; p. 64,.

Wat.r<los..t ( II Kollin- No NX7.h.V.. Mav 19; Sp. p. 3089; Dr. p, 64N; (.M, vol I.U; p. .5.5..

Wa .-r gaif r. i S<-ott and A. K Corh.tt. No. ssh.-C,!.: May ai: Sp. p. 4600; Dr. p. 997: Car. vol. 34: p. 8o4

Water gmernor, ( entrifugal W 1- Waters No. 8>«>.:..4): May 5: 8p. p. 428; Dr. PP 91 2: <.ar. vol. \M, p. TV.

W at.r l..-at. r C W Morns No >sHx.llo, May 19; Sp. p. W/.r^: Dr. p. 752; Gar vol 134, P |>j2.

Water h.-atrr KUxtrir <> lohns.m No sx7.:cn ; May 12: Sp. p. 2U39; Dr. p. 42t); Gar. vol. l.M. p. 3.t6.

Wa ^M t.r FLvtric .) H Fidd..8 and H A .S,Mfk. No. 88«.l.d; May 19; Sp. p. »>56: Dr. p 7«5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. W3.

Va ler- . t.r F i . Mogk. .1.1. l^-arh. and A. W. Wmgendcr. No. 88,^,218: May 19; Sp. p. 378U; Dr. p. 793; Caz. vol. 134. pp. 676.

1U13.

Wave-motor S K. Milhurv. No. h8n,721 Mav 2'. >p p; 4806; 'Dr. p. 1024; Gaz. vol. 134: p. H7:i,

Weather-stnp. AS Aiman. No. X8»,..i7:<: May,", Sp p 4.M; Dr. p. 97; Gaz. vol. 134; p. W
W.>«ther-strip. A. H Ihomas. No. 88(i,H93: Mav .

.-f p. n2i>; Dr. p. 234; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 184.

Wnaih.r-stnp. 1 1. Hall No. SX7.249: Mav 12. .sp p 1807: Dr. p. :i81: Gaz. vol. 134: p. :<2...

WCath.r-strIp C. K.Wa<l.'. No. >oov,i:tl : -Mav 11', -p. ]>. 3621: Dr. p. 759; Gaz. vol, i:U: p, »>48.

wl^i rutting and root -dest roving device .1 l<..mpel. 'no. 887.275; May 12; Sp, p, 1893; Dr. p, 400; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 336.

We..d..r an I .ultivaior • 1 I Con/ale/ No v>m, '.70; May 5; Sp. p. 12.>i, Dr. p. 2«io; Gaz. vol- !•«: F 209.

W.Mghiiig api.aratus M M Kvram No. skh„"2: May 26: Sp. p, 4.S02; Dr. p. 954; Gaz. vol. I.U; p. 824.
, ,,^ „ .«,

Well atta.-hmMntTui.ulMr. 1,1 dnve C. W . .stanclifT. No. A87,i:i8; May 12; Sp. p. l.«,5: Dr. p. ;m; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 291.

W.'ll .Inll II li King No xs<.,7it4. .Mav .5: Sp. p. 744: Dr. pp. l.'.L'^: Gaz. vol. I.U; p. 12(..

Woll-dnlhng m.a.-hin.- I U T...d'.'l. N'o. SKX.aii'i: May 19: .Sp. p. 37.55; Dr. pp. 78H 9; Gaz. vol. 134. p. h, 1

W.'ll-dnlhiit'ma.hmerv. H. R D.-cker. No. 8S7,77,-,; May 1.^; Sp. p. 293.^: Dr. pp. 617-18: <.•"*• vo. I.U; p. .j.C.

W.-ll dnihng ma<hinerv 11 H D.'cker. No. ,S89,110: May 26: .Sp. p. 562;i: Dr. pp. 119(M. Car vol. I.U; p. 999.

W,-li-dnllirig m.-ans J H. Mllligan. No, Rs7,9.'^2; May 19; Sp. p. ;v284; Dr. p. •i90; Gaz. vol. I.U; P- ••«1-

Well t-ullmg ma.-hine <> D. Kraft and 1,. W. Fetrer. .No. K8«i.989; May 5; Sp. p. 1288; Dr. pp. 2,1-2; Car. vol I.U: p. 214.

Wells Wat.-r-stop for de.-p. 11 .1 N.'whoii.se. No. .ss7.8:f6: May I'l; Sp. p. :«l.-.9: Dr. p. 643; Car vol. i.U: p ...>•!.

Wheri .s>M ar-w-h.>el Fan wh.sl Metal wh.-el. l'ro[>PllHr-wh«'l; Traction-wheel; Trolley-whe«"l ; \ ehule-wheel: V> ater-wheel.

Wheel I KhiulmIv No s.s7 '•41'. Ma\ 12. Sp p 2t.74 Dr p. .Vo: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 40O.

Wh.-el \ 1, limfti.>r N. Vvs '.<14 Mav .ti: Sp p 4.1.J6: Dr. pp. 922 -;J: Gaz. vol. i;U; p. 799

Wh.-«l I H Van lloni No s.'vs .17 ( .Ma\ 2t> Sji p. 4720: Dr. p. 1004; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 858.

Whwl (laiigH prnssun-s VpiiaTHtus (or testing c L Fowler. No. 886.091; May 5; Sp. p. 715; Dr. pp^46-,; Gae. vol. 1.U; p.

Wh«-l-tnMl lomted IT Ki.owles N,, s.y7,lU0: May 12: Sp. p. 1.S26; Dr. p. ;122; (.az. vol. 134; p.m
Whe«lharrow M SCieruiidll M \erplaii.k No. 8X7.:187: Mav 12; Sp. P. 21«); Dr. p. 453; <Jaz. vol. 134; p. 375.

Wh.sll.arrow. C. A. Baker. No. viK.-j|(i \1.,\ 1- <p. p. .3777; Dr. p. 792; Oar vol. 134; p. 67a.

Wh-s-ilarrow-cllp. C. A.Baker. No. 8N.MI.V M, v 19; Sp. p. S477; Dr. p. 728; Oaz. vol 134; p. 624.
«., o r . „„i nj.

Wh.s.p.arrow trays. Machine for trimming and l..a.llrig. J. M. Skinner. No. 88\429; May 19; .sp.p.4202: Dr. pp. 891-2. 0»r. vol. 134.

wVi;i'll.-tre,Mlip \ Miller No '4V«.h;t>: Ma V 2t.: Sp p. 4630: Dr. p. 982; Gaz. voi. 134: p. 84.5.
, ,,. „ j«

W ind-ifage and elevator. Conibin.-l W ,1 C Downev No. 887 .(Kli; May 12; Sp. p. 2.V<2; Dr. p. ..4o: Caz. vol. 134, p. 446.

W ind instnimeiit. Brass. C C. c.nn. No. 887,921. Mav 19: Sf). p. 3224: Dr. p. 678; Gar. vol. i:U; p. ••>«1.

W ind-shield < F Iturndt and W K Johnston. No 887.179: Mav 12; .Sp. p. IM*); Dr. p. ;i'i2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 304.

Wind-stnp 1 S .--ewell No NS(,.s7s. Mav 5; Sp. p. 1(189; Dr. pp 228^9; (iaz. vol. l:U: p. 179. ,,.. ^ ,»,
W in.lingma.hines. Maiiufactur>.ofp«i».rcone(.forvani-. W.F.Smtth. No.886.8.s4; May5; Sp.p.llO,; Dr. p. 232; Gai. vol. 134. p. 181.

Window M 1.4'viii No >o>7 11.11. .vlav.V Sp p H(M ; Dr. p. 297: (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 2:«.

W iiidow ( aseinent- K 1' Six-rrv No knh .-,4.=. Mav 36: .Sp. p. 4446; Dr. p. 941 :
(Jaz. vol. KU: p. 815.

W indovk-.-hair I Wart.iiherp No Hxsjin May 19; Sp. p. 3,67; Dr. j). 790; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 673.

Window-cleaner i» Caesar No ss7 '.K-, .Vlav IJ Sp. p. 2.V)0; Dr. p. J>38; Gat. vol. 134: p. 440.

W iTidow ,-..iist ruction. Sheet tii.'tal F A. Sanders No. 888,(V57; Way 26; Sp. p. 4686; Dr. pp. 99.5-6: Gaz. vol. .34; p. 863.

Window fastener. Show-, (i. C. Marr, No. hmx.919: Mav2«: Sp^ p. .i247: Dr. p. 1113; Gaz. vol. i:U: p. 9:49.

W iiidow frame A V l.ee. No H87,10.">: Mav 12: Sp p. 1.'>;U: Dr. p. ;<24: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 281.

Window frame, o F Mann N, s>«7 40: Mav 12; 8p. p. 2206; Dr. p. 461; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ;181.
|
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~T r ,, , I u u I
, ... L \o 888^15 May 19; Sp. p. 3775: Dr. p. 792; Om. vol. 134; p. 675.

Window. HorlrontaUy-plvoted. G. 1'. «n
1

(-
1 .''-' "'

^ „^^.*'p7*^^7tlar vof 134: p. 171.

WindowWk. W K r<.ul»on. No^ vv; v,.; Mh ^>P P ^'^ '

,>';p^pio42: Dr. pp. 219-20: Gar. vol.^,134: p. 171.

Window-operati.DJ me.httm9m. t I' I ">;
^^^'..^'C^^', iV."-,;,

'

,,/4l'.:t. Dr. p. 8«$: Ggz. vol. 134: p. 743

Window-pane fastener. J
.

r
. <-7.;^* "„„ ^'- ^^^ V^vl-hn N, >.;.,..<«; May 5: 8p. p. 522: Dr^p. 112: /ia^- vol !.«; P »^

Window-rest and e9c«p«^-ladder < «["^\'"
J,

.
'

'

s, sss i
.!" Mav !«•; Sp. p. 3447; Dr. p. 724: Gai. vol. 134; p. 619.

Windowsa/ety ventlUtlng-8top. A. K. •-^t-r^ N''J^^
V^l^ f'r p 117iV: Ga7. v..t. 1:$4: p. 984.

W,ndow-«cr«-n. F. E. Taylor N". ^....M V H^ '..-,. I' "^^L ^
/ ,.^. .j^, ,.„,. i;^^; p. ,29.

W.ndow-ventlUtor J I-MalloO; ^^'!^^V,'\. .^'."-.p ,?',;, i,r j, r.'H. <;«/.. vol IM. p. .m
Wir*-bound lH>x. J. .1 MilUT No. ^:

-^t^

f'"> ';;; S*-'-.; m.v l.' Sp p i:41 Dr pp. ;«»-r2: G»z. vol. 134: p. JIK

Wire coiling and weaving m».h,ne.
..^^ig r Vfav f Sp p ^ ,: i)r > l.-JO Uhz. vof 134; p. 1(H1.

Wir*M:utting device. C. Buriuk Vv ssyjT.. Ma> -»; • P, I

, '^j., „, ' ,04.. r.az. vol. 1.^; p. 886.

Wire fastener. Line-. L. Stnnt.m. ^.'•^^;.7- ^, ^ f , V^
'

i,^^ pr ., :ui . < iar. vol. 134; p. 216.

Wire fumitur. W H rhmnson. No -^. .M> M'
^ >_V f^ -

1,, ^p. V. XilH; Lr. p W8; Oaz. voL 134: p. 597.

Wire pot-lid ra. k t wnll-p-xket >. 11. >'"»"
^, u.T > <„ i 1. r )r P :m- (iaz vol. 134; p. 298.

wIrekSaft FU.x>Me il W XWhh No W,H-.
^^V^ VI s'l.- sp P H.^.-.. Dr p. :m;<; (i»r.. ^1. 134; p. 297.

Wire shaft. M,.kmgtle.x,M^ ' 'J • M vM " <^ P >'»74 'r l-
llv <-.«/ vol. 134; p. :«i4.

W,r^ stay. J. .\. Staples^ No.
'^^^'^J^'>^-^-J -^ ^.,' \] uJ. Dr. p 24«i; Gar vol. i:i4; p. 192.

W,n-.tretcher. C C. .Ulcins<.n, No_ "f ''-^',^^^,'',> V./ .U,V f.r p .'::<; r.ar.. vol. KM; p. 4<i7.

Wire-,nret€her Pl-.I.o.r. No vs, . 1
Ma 1-. ^P [ -•

Ah,, vol. i:M; p. 1*».

Win^tie. 11 .V I>rew V> --
,

» Vl>. . _ ^P ,
*'.

J

^ '

j,^ ^.^,.,. ,j^^. ..^i. i;m. p. JM.

Wir^twistmK machine. 1- •-,^^^'''^
v v^- ,,> vr,

'

1

'
<. [ l'.-'' IT p. ;i2;<. Gaz. vol. i:i4; p. 281.

W,Kviaork>n^-rUmp 1 1- V"';T,„„^%^^|i^i^-4^''\, v l-'^ > / Jh<;4. Dr. pp. 604-5; Gar. vol. i;t4; p. 521.

Wo..,iworkinc-marhin..
^V

^^ V , I n I rV- N U ir-.".' Ma^ .H^ Sp. p 5437: Dr. p. 115«; *'«-.\'?'- »^i,P-
'"*-

\Vo<>lworlc.r.i; rn.irh.nr f,-' Ut i«
';'"'^^.f

'

',,
, -- w '

;, <p ,, ,-,7.M Dr. pp. 1211-12; Gar. vol. l.M; p. 1014

Wool-wa^h,nirni:i.'h,n. h '; >HWUt .^^^t'
''

\l ,t 1'^ ^,
P.

' ....,.>.„ ^Xn- n-. . " "

Work-hol.liiiK.-.ttH.hm.-i'.t llnniaii N... -.sv !.>. M.-.v m i

Wrapper for '>rHi 1 .mi! iiiiil;-tr rtft c-li'-* ' 'I'
\ , s>\v 'W. M>

pp. 1L-- —

.

«.M. Dr. p. MO: Gar. vol. 134; p. . 12

.» Sp. p. 4750; Dr. p. 1010; Oar. vol. 134; p. 8«2.

.sv^ Katihi't-wn-nch
11 \ StiirKPs .No sxt.,(:!7. May.
I K Wakefjel-l No S.si,,44>. Mn\

II
( Moor^ No s^7(M., Mas ;

I \ I irkson No vs:.<.4.'. M_M\ 1

H \ Kothwfiler No >iK7 -W, Mii\ 1.

\ C. Dickson. No ss.x.:U9. Ma.\- 1" -1

k I^wh^re. No x,Hs.,t»i. May I'.t; >p p

E. Lockver. No. s.v>..i.4.h M^iv !>•: -p I

Wringer See Mop-"w ringer

Writlng-mac-hine W A Sthiiii It

W ff^nih

W renih
W renc-h

W rench.
Wrench
U !>•:;,[;

Wrench.
Wrenrfi.
Wrench.

Sp p IS!' Dr p 11 '

-p p Jill Dr p l'>

[. p \.:.-- IT \> J7'< '

^•ji p JIJ.O lir p 'Cj

Sp p J7.V-, Dr p

p S»>4. Dr p. ^.i-

u vol. 134: p. •%.

iar vol. l.M; p. 40.

,/ vol. 134: p. 22(>.

, , / vol. VM. p. 4.T9.

>_ I iai vol. 134; p. 47«.

I, ,/ vol. VM: p. 708.

4(X):l. Dr. p. H4V 'la/, vol. 134: P- 713

4(X)«c Dr p >vi ''HZ. vol. 134; p. VM.

p. 844.
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TO WiioM

PATENTS WKKK ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1908.

[Abbreviations: "8p."=Monthly Volume of Specif^c-atlona; " Dr."=Monthly Volume of Drawings; "Oa«."=OfriciMl Oarette.]

V. (MmI Maniifactnriii^' t ompaiiy. (8«ie McMorrow, P. J., assignor.)
\ Mt-rU'Cd 1 .Soc Kudgcar, V . a.tdignor.)
\ H Dick ( oinpaiiy Sc*' Dick. A B.. assignor.) ,
\ S ircrni.i;,

: S«»' Werner. K ,
a.s.^lgnor.)

Aaril I i; \ ..l.lfii, Norway Apparaiiis for tris«ction of angles. No. 890,322; June 9; Sp. p 22<.»7: Dr. p. Mt; 0*z. vol. 134; p. 1452.
\MH>ti I II . Phila-lclpliia. I'a Dcntaltool. .No. 8W1.651; .1 une 2:}; 8p. p. 50Bf5; Dr. p. loH2; ( iaz. vol. 134; p. 1951.
M ' tt I n\mcr May N Y I'hoi.^'raphic developing apparatus. No. 891 ,.•»!; June 2;<: Sp p. 447»>; Dr. pp. 974-^5; Gar. vol 1.(4,

p !>%..".

\Ur\ K k , Ki rt \SH\n« Inl .Mctal-pnnch No S91,616; June 23; Sp. p. 4733; Dr p. 1IC4: (iaz. \ii| 1.(4: p. 190f>.

\ liingiloii I tmrii ( i, .-vi- 1 >m\ is and ( ojiclanil, as.iignors.

)

M'raiiKs, W. i'.Sk' licn>(>n nwl XljraiU'^

\ch. (i. von. Newark N ' \pparatii> f.T joliuiru-it^'ring oxvgen or the like. No. S<lO,4J*4; June'.*: Sp. p. 25H.1; L'r pp. 571-2; Qaa.
vol. IM: p. 15i»l

\cker, ('. K.. Nuik'.'i rn Hall-- ifi-i^nor I s niesiie as.si^riirneiu ». to M. Stlne, New York. .N. ^'. Ma king carl on tet raclilorid. No. 891,896;
(une:«): Sp. p ,vc:;. l>r ]>. ir.i:*. ira/ \o| i.M. p .'o<.4.

\ckenimnn, I 15 i nui'l Hapl.,ls. .Slich Sweeping at taiimient for floor-scrapers. No. W!',4'.>i.. hinej Sp.p.6l8; Dr. p. 144; Oaz. voL
\M. p. II.V),

.\>tanis anil Kt ting i 'onipan\ .>e«- Do^s«'lniHn aiel .M"tt>r .i~-:t." r--

liiin.". K. W . S.'lni,c Iowh Xntoma! r train-c.Kk (< r ,,ir-: rak« .^ .No. «yi.S08; June 30: Sp. p. 53.0;!; Dr. p. ll.'iS*: Gar. vol. i;i4: p. 3035.
\<laiii.-(. J Q . We-t I'liii n Iowa Mail cat.- h lug and lelivering apparatus. No. 800,391; June 9; 8p. p. 2417; Dr. p. 633; Gar. vol. 134;

p 147J.

Vdams, J. H,.. West i m.; 1 ,«,, i; t.ir\ eu^rnie N ^ ,, j .. June 9; 8p. p. 2419; Dr. p. 5;U; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1473.

\. lams. S. H.. Kulfor! ne.ir York Kngl.int -pr . Miif iio//i, .N'o. 889.424; June 2; Sp. p. 4<^5; Dr. p. ill: (Jar. vol. 134; p. 1133.
\.l'hngton, W W . lii.lej.ii ien< e K.in- KaiU a\ -sw iich. No. SlCSga; June 9; Sp. p. 2420; Dr. p. 5i4; Gar. vol. I.'i4; p. 1473.
A.Miton. K . Klowery Hr.ui. h '. i KoMing safe No S89.741; June 2; 8p. p. 1082; Dr. p. 2.50; Gaz. vol. i:i4; p. 12;«.

\'lolf Itleichcrt A CoinpMti). ' ."^i- .schui/,. k as.signor i

V'Ireon, K K . ahsignor to" Westinghonr* .\nton;atir Air & Steam Coupter Company, St. I^ouih. Mo \utomatic train-pipe coupling.
No H'to vil Inn.' li., Sp. p. XfU, Dr p 7:40, i,a/, vol.134; p. 165].

VeojiHii I oiiii.in'. ."vc Kelh . (i H assignor
\gncoia. H A ir VilantM.Ga Iw o-col.ir-orinting press. No. 881.382; June 23; Sp. p. 44M; Dr. p. y7.''>; Gar. vol. 134; p. 18(16.

xiirens. li Halle-<iii-the-Saale. iH-rniai \ Aijustm^; appiiratus for instruments of precision. No. 8".)().3V»4; June 9; 8p. p. 2422; Dr.
p. .'»(.'). lia/ Vol l.<4, p 147:1

\ni>«ori!i I ."^ee CiinnitT aii'i .Vinsworth
\kre II

1 U alliiigfiinl. Iowa. \\ .-at h.r-stnp. No. 8«l,t)52, June 23; Sp. p. 5027; Dr. p. 1US2; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1951.

V ktielxilaget ,S.'parator 1
,>»' I,jiitiK«t roiii, B., assignor.

)

\li.re«ht '. . CittslMirg. I'h Cigan-tte i.oxandc&ae. No. 889,5«i^. June 2; Sp. p. 7S0; Dr. p. 172: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1178.
\lbrxht. 11 S

,
St l.oiijs, Mo Ciiiicn'tt' composition for building fuaterial. No.889.6»iC; lime J: Sp. p. 752; Dr. p. 173; Gae. vd. 134,

p 117s

Xltrighl < i W , 1 lamsliiirg.
Ml. right. ' K . West Newton
P 171 ,

\Mei ( A >t«.|t,,t! I'a ronpiie-swit,l; No. 890..'?23; June 9; Sp. p. 2296; Dr. p. 507; Ga? vol. i:i4. p. 1462.

Mexan.ler kat/. K . ( harlott»<niiiirK an. I \ karfiinkel. Berlin. Germany. Plate for cooling apparatus. No. 892,109; June .30; Sp. p.
Vf.'.s. Dr p. r/7s. (iaz vol 1(4 p -'1,(J

\if..pl. y. G., Issaquah. a.ssignor of ouo-lmll Ui i'. M. Williams, Seattle, Wash. Kail-fastener. No. h'io,116; June 9; Sp. p. 1842; Dr.
p 4«ifi; (Jar. vol l.!4, p i.i,s4

\llan. .\. r . Chicago 111 (lovernor. No. 890,748; June 16; 8p. p. 3170; Dr. p. tjy4; i.a? vol i:<4: ji. ii,_'.i

\llen K ChicaK". Ill \.l iusi,, Me •<!ie| \ in«. No. 881,968; June 30; 8p. p. rf8*; Dr p l.V-l < -az. vol. ).t4: p. 2088.

\llc-n, y .
Lowell .Mass Klou -. out r.illing deWce for flnshlng-tanks. No. 888,4»; .Dine -' Sp p 4<i7; Dr. p. Ill; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 1133.

Vllcii, K .
\\ .lit hiMii assi^Mior t. . 1 >ra)»r ( .'inpanv 11 . .jx-'iale Mass Filling-oxhaustion-uiilicat ihg rnechai.isin for looms. No. 890,749;

liinell.; ."-1. p ,ti:;. I>| p o'.M. loi/ \ol 1,(4, p i'.J.i

Mien II 1, l,,,s \ngeles. ( al Diinipm« ajiparatus No ,H91,,517; June 23; Sp. p. 47.Vi: Dr. p. \(r2:>: (iaz. vol. 1,34: p. 190(i.

\ll.ii 1. 1. ,
iliislmc. r.'x \'ehi( le-top sup[Kirt .No Kyi.:{21: June 23; 8p. p. 4;C7; Dr. p y44. <;az. vol. i;i4; p. 1842.

Mien. M 1; l>'wis|.iirg Tenn ( .ittle-guanl. No 89<W24; June «.«; Sp. p. 2299; Dr. p. 507; «iaz. vol. 134; p. 1452.

Mien, l','('i/ .-vi' Shinn and 1 >ciitoii. assignors. 1

Mien W K U.iss, Mich Mail-poueh catcher No. 881,518; June 23; Sp. p. 4730; Dr. p. 1025; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 1907.

Mlis-< lialnu rs I oinpans ' r .n' .-v^. ( heiiev H \\ ., assignor.

)

Mli,s-<'hahners I CinpanN rial . >ii- KrankeutU'.ld, B., assignor.)
Mils I h.ii-n-r-. I oiiipan\- ' / ill >»f (iilruore, T., Jr., assignor.)
Mils I halniers ( oinpan\ rt al 1 >>•*' Mattman. E.. assignor.)
Mlis-Chalmers Toinpany. (8ee Richards. W I assign, r

Mils-* h.ilniers Conipany ft ill. (."^ee .'^ohley. (; H . assignor.)
Mlis-< haimers Coinpaiu ri iil ,s.<. Williamson, K H assi^:n. '

Mlison, I
,
Dravoshtirg. .issigiior to I'lttshnrgh Kqinpnu iit i o-;,;..,ny, Pittsburg, Pa. Car-i-oNter. Nq. m,497; .fune 2; 8p. p. 020;

I )r [I 14.'). (la/ \ ol !,(4 p 1 l.V).

Mlisoti K I, . Hiickai.MV I", x Huggv-top re! aiiier \ s-c .s.>: June 23; Sp. p. 48»kV I'r p 1 1)48; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 1926.
Mlspa«, I .M . assignor ..f oii.-half t.i W 1.. Brown. Mitchell Ind. Sterili/.mg-caMnet No S91,7.Y>v; Tune 2:?. Sp. p .,2'.^4: Dr. pp.

: I ii 2 I. a/ Vol i;u: p r<H(>

ir\ closet No. H9().K.H-.'. Mine Hi; Sp. p. 3336; Dr. p. 7:11; i.az. vol. 134; p. 1651.

K.xtension-dashboar 1 tr vehicles. No. 891,027; June It.; Sp. p. :{741; Dr. p. 816; Oar. vol. 134;

Ml".nl.iir^', I. \ oil ..s.«. .\h».nliiirg, \ and 1, von.
We;

.'.4, p l,t.",l

Ml».nliiirg \' and St IL.I.oken, N I. Skin-jirisi'T-. ;ng int: No. 891,(i.^'<; ,Dine z^: Sp p MCs Dr. p. 1083; Gar. vol.

,\lpliin. i> K, .Mount olive, N (.' Cotnl'ined Pultivut,or and fert ilii'er-listril. liter. No. s'MtA<): June '.>: Sp. p. 2.W., Dr pp. 572-3;
i.az v.. I 1,'.4, p l,'><rj.

Msta.vltcn, \ . llanil.iirg. ir>.rmany Ciirlmg-tongs. No huI 7v,c '.me j:t, >y p. r.TJU; Dr. p. ll.'52; (iaz. vol, i:i4. p ;

)s7

Mtmcver, 1 , Ka*t Sjwikaiie, W ,ist; Keiii hoi. ier and tightener for veliules No sh«.*,742; June 2; Hp. ]!, U»v.i. Dr. p ./.'n. <ia/. voi. I.v4,

p. 12'«.

Mvey. J. U.. «/ of. fSee I.inton, \ K assignor.

>

Mwe's, 11., Kureka Spnngs. Ark Iterrv-I.ox No. 888,651; June2; ^. p. 81b Dr. p. 20b: (Jhz. vyl. l.H: p. 1306.

Mw-es, 11.. Eureka Spnngs. Ark Berry-lx.x No. 890,.3»5: June*; 80. |>. 9^; Dr. p. 635; (itir. vol i;(4; p. 1474.

.\inlHim, G., .New^'ork. assli.'M<ir to I II Willi,mis \- To Hn>okIvn \ Y. r^ain ()ii>e-w n'lich No s>.»j 1 1 ] : ,Itine .'lO:

p. 127.S; Gar. vol 1.(4: p. Jl !J

43:^ Sp i

sp. p rax): Dr



AUniABKTICAL LIST OF PATKNTKKS.

ChAin plpe-wwnch. No. (*rJ.112; June 30; Sp. p. am. Vt.

ChiiiM p.i^^wrench. No. SW.lia; June 30; 8p. p. fl834; Dr.

1,^4- p. 1266.

Y. ' RiKl-packinK No. »1,61»; June

Ambom. G.. New Yorl.. awignor to I. H. Williams A Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

p. 1278; Oar. vol. l.M; p. .!l.«
\«,iii,ims \ l " lJrw)yyn. N. V.

Ambom. O.. New York. HMignor to J. 11. Williams .w . ,

.>r
., .

p I'JTS; G*r vol. I.i4. p. -M:"-
. , , .

Mwnc-n lar A Foun.Iry .1
mnpa u

^;:f|.Vrf/,"^v assignor.)

.vmertrau Die Casting Companv '^Kaon an .

; -^
j ^^

.Vmeman Diesel K°«^.'n\S'?;"P*">,,e\'^nS^v ^'seabn.-k, H R.. a-ignor.)

American Klectne ]>''"Ph«"^ ^ *'
' ^^^weS^ C aas^^or

Amencan Heating I ompany ^^^^.^^.^f' *-.'
"ssiKTior -

NO. «» «. ;,™JL*"-!? "Xiini" nil «»,;".l.i. So^*-". 1

vm'^S: a: f ...W^or to r 3 Wlad «*« 4 Tump . ..n,p.m

»,.,. .^.j v»l l.iv p IW^
,„„riormictonif»r. No. «»..-»; I""' 1"

tS;i25: U. "rsii'SKr,.'.^.. vn<l"'.n> „ ^ „ ,„„ ,„^,.„„,. , ,s„. «».a>7; Jm»»; Bf-V.^: Dr. p. 447. n«.

^^',1T^.,
^.

UU.^,^^^^^^^
^^,^^,^ ^, ,„,^,,, ^ , ,. ,„,,en, rrafton. Ta. Valve for .tand-pipe-. *e. No. «90.550. June .. p.

A... erson.
. ^ ^_^^. ^^^ ldf*So >«' 114 Mine :«• Sp. p. 5836; Dr. p. 1279: Om. vol. 134;.P-.2\33-^

hlu?oS''MU.''^;ta^'^•in/^.r'^^^^^
N- «2.i06; June :«; .Sp. p. mS<. Dr. p. 1318. Q«. vol.

Minneapolis, and .<. 0. W«Jg., Detroit. Minn. I^lys work-box.

p ifvin: Dr. P:.»»iJ?^.\'>'._l^*: " '^^
; I line '•; S
Urttavlii ,1 ^v^ ur/lmTli.- ^NrwSb; June 2! §p. p. m; Or. pp.

; Sp. p. 2817; Dr. p. «21; Om- vol. 134; p. !«»•

p .Tl.i; Dr
.Vii'lerson. G.

An(ler"Kin. G.

p. Jlri.'i.

Aii'lerson. li

Ar..lers4)U, J

.Vn'ierson, '

Andersoa. J

.Anderson. J

Aii'lerHci'. .
M

m. p. I
'«>•''

Anderson , V
MH. Dr. pp

.Xnderson. U.

W .
iU,>on,in.ton. H. WaU-aaf. ^^^^;^^^ f^^^^^'^lk^^^^'^^'S^^^^

liatton N. D. Kad-la.Htener. No **)..!*. J une .< ^p P -*- • k
, ,.^ , j v,.

('
-^Warhlngton, D ( , Hottle. No. ^.^^. une .;, >p O Dr p 14...

^,^^ ^.^ ^

C. Washington. D.(_. ottl«. N" ^f**: ^^^ - P
' ,^5 ur p 14.^; «..i/ vol l.M p ll.Vi.

'

..d M .n^.gden^ Stanl^f
^^^^ ^'^^ ^'"^ "'-

"
^' '"^'

20N9.

Cre«Lin-«eparalor

.

Dr. p. 312: Oa». vol.

No. 8H9350; June 2: 8p p.

No. X9<l..TftT; Jan.- If.; Sp. p.

Ariington,aa8.gnortoNaaonalDairyMa.hine(oinpany,Newark.N.J.
71-' Gaz vol 134; p. IK*.

, . „ v > *iii iir> June 9' 3p. P- !«31: l^*" P ***• '^"- ^'''•,'-**- P; ^VT:

,'^;;.„: ^^^iVTl-lr™^%.i"^-™r r.'S;i-,i'^. -C «/..W u,pJ ,?: .P. p. 3«.: n. p, ... ..... vo, ,«,

P- 1^*^-
r n I B'^.it-oiriiHf^r N'o <W1 21!.i; June 21; Sp. p 41.t>; Dr p^

«Ofi. (la/.. ^"''
•

.'...P
,,^, y,,i i;}^; „ \,\r,\.

Vr^t rySi^^'^!' .0 ,n,.rp.Uo„., H.r,»«r <v.„p„,. St.rUn« r,cc..,.i™ .»- .--"*1»'.. N- - " •

\^Sinetla F, A (S€* Monce, I'.. a.^ifnoT..

SD D '2821; Dr. p. 621; Gaz. vol. 134: 9 l-'™-

\rtiir I II iSee Carey. R. F.. assignor.

)

^^ Dr. p. l»l»; Om. vol m; p.

^l. .... rarentu,n^..^RaiMaste?er^^^^^ ^i.tr^c'^^>.npany. %^ ci ^ir^^nU.n.

Armstrong. A. H.. Scnenectaoy. ^. I . «• 6

vSr™^ W, -V iS« .VsW, F. M.. assignor.)

'-^"^'^}1•
f, V- I^Tan^rPr mm^to' H8«.^; June 2: Sp p. l-^- ,I^-,P„f«|,l '^J^^l^ '^^9. G«. vo,. 134: p 213^

\T^>Tc y.' I'See Treadwell and Astrom.)

ALPH.\BETI(\\L LIST OF PATEXTKES. Ill

-Means for mounting and preserving biological specimens. No. 881,971; June 30; Sp.

Astrom. C. P.. Orange. N. J. Trendi-braoe. No. 891397; June »; 8p. p. 5825; Dr. p. IISS; Oai. vol. 134; p. 2064.

Astrom, C. I'., Orange, N.J. .H.<^sl^^u>r to M. 11 Trea'lwell Company. Duniping-c-ar. No.SMt.Mx, liinc:J: 8p.p.l314: Dr. p. 301: da*
vol. 134. p. 1274.

Atkinw)!!, L. .S. I>08 Angeiea. Cal. IUiIwhv '4«ii<li l(Kk. N'o. «!K).()13: Jimefl; Sp. p. Ha2: Dr. p. MA. Car., vol. 1.14: p. l.<49.

Atterburv, J. M.. Neva^, Mo. Haltei or head suU for breachy stock, Ac. No. 890,H34; June 16; Sp. p. 3338; Dr. p. 731; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 1651.

Atwoo<i, C. B., assignor to National Sewing: Machine Company, Belvidere, 111. Bobbin-holder for sewiug-inachines. No. 891.028; June
16; Sp. p. 3742; Dr. pp. 816-17; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 1715.

Aulsoa J. W., Lynn, Mass. Hid&-working machine. No. 890.750: June 16; 8p. p. 3177; Dr. pp. 61H-.^: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 1624.

Austin, F. F., Chi^o, III. Tobacoo-pipe. No. HW.751; June 16; Sp. p. 3181; Dr. p. 695: Gaz. vol. 134; p. l(iJ4.

Austin, , I. T., asignor to Austin Organ ( •inipaiiv. Hartford. Conn. Centrifugal blower. No. X9(),li:. hine 9; Sp. p. 1843; Dr pp.
¥*> 7: t;a«. vol. i:t4. p. 13H4

\ustin Organ Company. (See .\U8tin. J. T.. assignor.)
Automatic Heel Trimming and Huniishing Machine Company. (See Evans and Taylor, assignors.)

Autopiaiio ( Oinpanv. i.S4«. Daiujiiard, T., assignor.)
Avrtiit. 1^. \V.. \t:t.«-.sii I.x Apiiiiriitus for ixt nwting honev. No. 890, .197: June 9: .•<[>. p. -'42.''). Dr p. SX>: Gaz. vol. 1.S4. p. 1474.

Avery. W. O., l'«in^«vilU', Ohio. H(^i. No vsy.427: June 2: dp. p. 470; Dr. p. 112; Oai. vol. 1.34: p. 1134.

Avis, II. \V., Mlr^rh.tiv. I'a. NoU'-t.uok and cops holder. No. 889.743; June 2; Sp. p. lilM, Dr. p. 251; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1234.

Ayers, K. D, 1 ones .•station, i'a. Tatw-liner. No. v<tt,.S70: June 2; Sp. p. 752; Dr. p. 173; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1178.

B. F. Goo<lnch ( ornpaiiy. \,See Kepler. I. K. assignor.)
B. F. Sturt4'VMiit I iMiipHnv. iS«'<. .-iiiow W K H.ssigiior.i

Baber, E. II., Henrietta. N. C. Fiv sliuttle motion. No, 890,833; Jane 1«; Sp. p. 3340; Dr. p. 732; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1652.

Bathe-Wilg, ('., (ilt-ns KhUs. N. Y. Bark-reinovirig ina< hliie. No. 889.292: June 2; Sp. p. 196; Dr. p. 50; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1089.

Bat-hler, C. F.. Philadelphia. Pa. Steam or hot -water boil-r. No. 890,487; June 9: .Sp. p. 2588; Dr. pp. 57.V4: Car,, vol. 134: p. 1502.

Hachner, II. L. (.S«-<' llovte, G. U.. assignor."
Uacklund, D.. a.HsiKiior of on.'-half to I' .1. Russell, Bemidji, Minn. Tying appliance. No. 891,790; June 23; Sp. p. 5295; Dr. p. 1146:

Gar. vol. 134: p I'l"*^

Bat^us, C. G . n>-. .:!i r to ZiRker \ l.evett A l.oeb Co.. New York. N. Y. Plating apparatus. No. 889,744: June 2; Sp. p. U«7;
Dr. pp. 251 :.i. (.a/.M.l. 134; p liU

Hade. K; , Mnd A. Ko'vastcii. N<w 1Crk, N. Y
P .".»;sH Dr p y>-^:<. lin/.. \oi i.M, p 2UHy

Hnd. !i. r , Hackensiuk, N. J. (rank m.-^hanLsm. No. 891,686; June 23; Sp. p. 4872; Dr. pp. 1049-50; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1927.

BadiHche .\nilin .V .Soda Fahrik. > S»h. Lahhardt. H., assignor.)
IWi-rifn, A. 11.. laiii.'Nicwn. N. D liraiii-s.n-.iniig iiin< (,,!.. No. 891,664; June 23; .''p. p. 5(rjft; Dr. p. 1083; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1951.

liuk^'aley, A., (. hicano, Hi. \eiililator. No '^xv.lv.. lun, J. 8p p. 1; Dr.p.i; Gar. vol. 134. p.l(»o<.

Hiiitin.-. o. Moiilreai. QiielM-r. CansdH Kdlmf.' !.ed. No. 892,348; June 30; Sp. p. ti391; Dr pp 1379-HC: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2211.

litiiliv.c H, assignor to. I. jllnki'lman. I .M H .iser.and D. C. Faliey, Whi-eling, W. Va. t lothes-liiir reel. No. 892,349; June:«); Sp.

[1 (.:«a, |)r p !.?«»: (iaz vol \M. \< SJ\:
lUinton. H . New York, N. Y Piiiiimatu x^iiv. «- ti .n. No. 890,488; June 9; Sp. p. 2590: Dr. p. 574: Gar. vol. 134: p. I.=i03.

liaird. C. \V.. l).'.'p River Iowa Hay rak.' h:i 1 ;..«d.r. No. 890,309; Jime 9: Sp. p. 2032: Dr. p. 447: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1415.

Halrd Com HiiMki'r C(v .s.r jitiirl. \N ..- J^^,>.i^^nor. 1

Baird, R., St. Thomas. N. D. Buckle. No. .sUl.226; June 23; 8p. p. 4138; Dr. p. 906; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1811.

Hsird. W. S , {'hicHgo, HI., assignor, hv mesne assignments, to Baird Com llusker Co. Corn-husking machine. No. 892,208; June 30;

.Sp p. MXi. Dr pp 1.1I<«^J1: (iaz v.il 134: p. 'iltVi

Haker. D., fhila<ielphia. Pa. Furnace-charging meclianism. No. 889.671; June 2; Sp. p. 763; Dr. pp. 173-4; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1179.

Ilakir, J. W. (.St>e I'arker. li. H .. assignor.)
Baker, T. A.. Renick. Mo. \ ehicU-whe*-!. No. 891,656; June 23; Sp. p. 5080; Dr. p. 1083; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1962>

Baker. W. J.. Newport. Ky. W indow-screen. No. 890,398; June 9: Sp. p. 2427; Dr. pp. 53t>-7: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1474.

Ilaker-Vawter Company. (See Shoemaker, G. .\.. as«ugnor.)
lUll.ach. C. E.. Omaha, Nebr. Clothes-line-reeling de^ce. No. 889.888; June 9: Sp. p. 1380; Dr. p. 313; Gar. voL 134: p. 13«i.

Baldwin, E. F., San Francisco, Cal. Excavating and loa<ling device. No. 890,954; Jium16; 8p.p.3605; Dr. n. 784; Gar. vol. 134: p. 1890.

Baldwin, F. S., Brooklyn, N. Y. Calculating and recording machine. No. 890.888; June 16; Sp. p. 34;C; Dr. pp. 7,52-4; liaz. vol. 133;

p. 1668.

Baldwin, n. 8. (See Lerop and Baldwin.)
Kail, A, W., Ix)ndon, England. Preparing hemosUtic dressing. No. 892,022; June 30; Sp, p 5769; Dr. pp. 1281-2; Gar. vol. 134.

p. 2104.

Ball, O. W. Jr., Iowa City, Iowa, ("amivstove. No. 889,187; June 2; Sp. p. 2; Dr. p. 2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1057.

Ballard, G. L.. assignor to \\ lid man Mamifsptiiring lompany, Norristown, Pa. .Cam-adjusting raecnauiam for knitting-machines.
No. 891,809; June .30; Sp, p .UV.. I)r, p ll.W; r.az. vol, 134; p. 203.-..

Ballard, M. H., Lynn, MasK as-^ignor to Tripp Fniit Wrapping Machine Co., San Francisco, Cal. Wrapping-machine. No. 889,867;

June 2; Sp. p. 1317: I)r \< Mr^. r,H7 \<<\. i.u. p i.'74,

Hallen>:er, l!,,<-f(i/ ' Se*- HallengBr. D, assignor, 1

liHileiikfer. D., I arthat,'e. assignor to It Hallenger. Lamar, and J. N. Bums, W. 8. Morrow, and W. P. Bums, Golden City, Mo. Tire-
st'tlfi No. »90,7.5l'. June IR. ,-~|. i', ,UsJ. Dr, p M:>. (iaz, vol. 134; p. 1624.

ItiiHir.dt . J. S. (See Dove. Bauirili and Iiidahl.'

llaiun.ft, J, S.. and M. C, liidahl. iissignors to I>an.ston Monotvpe Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa. T.vpe-niachine. (Reissue.)

N.. i: ^l', hini Zi. Sp p .S.«",i. Dr [.p, ll,i» t.; Gaz, vol, 134;" p. 2006.

I'.ii.KiT.- \liinn- I'roti^tioi; ( iinipain .
.-^i-c .1 ,ii-olis<>n, (>.. assignor.)

lUnUi I. D iisM>fii..i of (ine half to H. s. lUiiinenttial and F. V. Niool, Detroit, Mich. Foroe-fee-i lubricator. No. 891,i;i2; June 16;

S(j. p. ,i',d'i, i>r p v'.7, '.az, vol. I,i4: p 174<i.

Bantlev. hi; I,,l.«i,i>n. M<.. Ciiltivator-hi*', No. 890.551: June 9: Sp. p. 2716: Dr, p. «)(). Gaz. vol. l.'}4: p. 1524.

Banwtll. .1
,
assignor (d on. -half to 1 K Hrciiiian, Cleveland, Ohio. Brick-carrying device. No. >s»l,972: June 30; Sp. p. .5«i90; Dr. p.

IJJ.',. (iii^, vol \M. p _1>.»(i

liarlxT .Vsphalt I'a\ iiiK ' onipanv 1
.<i e Sinilli, F, B,, assignor.)

Harbour, A,. Swans Island. Mr, ' Muffler or e.xhaust device for marine motors. No. 990,014; June 9; Sp. p. KM; Dr. p. 3B5; Gar. vol.

\M: p l.i4<t

BarlnMir, G, H, (See Stoddard and Hartioiii'

Hard, (i. M.. Chiiago. Ill, Rotarv fiigirie, N(j ^viss June2: Sp. p. 3; Dr. p. 2; (Jaz. vol. 134: p. iai7.

Barker. J, i.,. U.icn;e, Wis M>iiuin--spn')»^ier, Nu, ^91 ,.V<7: June 23; Sp. p. 48^3; Dr. pp. 1050-1; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 192K.

Barker, W, ,),, fi -iI >>* I'^sijii I K . assignor, f

B.irkl.y. H,. assi^im.r I.. I. 1" \U-<-k. Irattville. Ala. Diiuier-pail. No. 891,588; June 28; Sp. p. 4879; Dr. p. 1051; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1928.

Barnard. W II ,. .Vientiant \ ille, SI Viil.iiiiir.er. No. 892.209; June 30; Sp. p. 6137; Dr. p. 1322; Gar. vol. 134; p. 21W..

BariiiT, ,1. S, I
.S<.4. Hi!U'.>i and Bartier,

Barnes. F, S,, Siitlern. .\. Y .Son-renilal)lt'-b<dtl»' stopjH'r, No, SiH),399: June 9: Sp. p. 24.«1: Dr. p. .V?7: Gaz. vol. ]M: p. 1475.

Barnes, '. S.. a.ssipior to W, F, A Uihti Banies Company, Rockford, III. Gearing. No. S8!t.«<>S: June 2: Sp, p. 1.T21 : Dr. p,,1(r.': Car.

, a.ssigiior of two tliinls to K. W. Trogdon and Forest Funiiturt (.'ompany. North Wilkesboro .N. C. Wooii»(trkiii^:-ma-Barue,- I

ehmc. .No. {s«*,42N. June.', .-^ij.p 471. Dr. pp. 112-13; Gaz vol.134: p. 1134.

Barnes. W. C., Latrobe. Pa \V rem h No •<y2,210. lime 30; Sp, p t>13y: Dr. p. 1322; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2166.

BHrnelt.C. R. (See I'atten and Uaniitt,
Barney. \.,fttti. ^S<e Uaniev. D. assignor
B.irnev. D.. Golden, Mont s'tac ker No sy.'.di'.i; ,lnne 30; Sp. p. 5770; Dr. p. 1282; Gaz. vol, i;»4; p, 2104.

Bit me V. I),, assijrnor oi tuo-thirds to .\ liariiev, «. olden, ana C. E. Christopherson, Joliet, Mont, ISeet-loader. No. 891,973; J une 30:

Sp p, .'.itf.': Dr p[i, 12-r. (<. Cm/, vol l:<4: p, MUl
Barnev, 1", K,, assignor to .Monarch Ty[)ewriter Company, Syraous*', N. Y. Type-writing machine. No. 891.453; June 23; Sp. p. 4591;

Dr, j>. WH; Gaz vol, i:{4; i) 1S.V'>,

Barney. K. H.. Snringtield. Mass. Course marker. No. 889.293: June 2; 8p.p.201, Dr. p. 50; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1090.

Bjiron. F. i .-^ee Joiirdanel . Billet, and Baron,
Ban , S, v.. New York. N, Y, Window. No, «91,i:i3: June 16; Sp, p, .3919; Dr. p. s.>S; Caz, vol, i;<4: p. 1747.

Barrett, II, G. Wilmette. assipior to I H I.e^. Oak I'ark, 111. Billiard and other ^aine table No.H8i<.s43: June2; Sp. p. 1266; Dr p
*rj. (iaz. vol i;44 \< l-'t.*.

B,irrett. I. K , ax.sn{iior ..f two thirds to II. ,1, Ferrell and J. H. Cf^nor, Detroit, Mich, Power-transmission device. No. 888,889:

lime 9, Sp, p. 1.{S|, Dr, p, M.i: 'la/, vol. i:i4. p. IMn,.

Biirrott. W , De Be.pie. Colo Bagga^ri -n)|M'r No s'.il,',)74, June 30; Sp. p. .'i095; Dr. p. 1226; Car. vol. 134; p. '2090.

Banows. D, S,. assignor to Inslev Iron Works. lndianai>o|i8, Ind. Dumping-liucket, N'o, 890,594: ,Iiine 16; .'^p. p, 282.'!: Dr. p, r.22;

Gaz. vol. 1.34; p 1570.



IV \LPH.VBET1CAL LIST OF PArKN'rKKS-

t
Barry HV L V^.^.^rLo.,i:^:^y.u^^^^^. M.ax,, f.r duxnping or discharging materlnl. from bucl^eU. No. »1.«6: Ju« 33;

b£^^^., -^^^r^- •'^^-i'-- ^^'^^^' ^ ^ •

''"^''^"- '" ^'^''^ '""^ ''^ ''• " "^^ """ ' '^'' """ "' '""^

V',. ucM) iri> iiin««- Sn D 2*W Dr. p. 637; Oax. vol. 134; p. 1475.
ator lor \t*nuMe8. No. 890.4U). Junew, °P; i; f*"' '^,' /!.. „ .-js
No. 8i»,7M: June 16; Sp. p. 31K4; Dr. p. ««?; Oa». vol. 134. p. 1«25.

M^rth^iovator Com Will V S."*' DiUon, 1. .•Msigiior

Ktrtholi Tf.^> r ^.^tVnvUlo . -hlo. Lubricator for v.huMes.

Httrtran D. W., ( ar-K'n, l.a rfhouJ.ler-pa<l.

u>i.nich S (Srt" IX'sHHuer and Banicn.

Bite Cijeinteal Works. Finn of. \^ ^'^^^ ,^- ^"^l., umc^ <v V l.»:< Dr. p. :n4. Ca*. vol. 1.14; p. 1307.

»f^ ^Muid^or'=. "H.IV.r^Sier ior .w.ng-n.ach.ne .huttte.. No. «..«,1; June 2; 8p. p. ^. Dr. p. 14.; Oar., vol.

,U?^ 's ^^n'' Portlaiid. .Vie. Hat-fa.,t.nor No. *..>.i^..: iune 30; ..p. p. ^; Dr. p. 1380; 0«. vol. 134; p. 2212.

'^^^i.r:^^''^'yor^^''^^^^u^ pr...o..n.etalsfrom theiror^. No. 8«.110: June 30; 8p.p. 592«; Oa.. vol.

BH^tir^ r^B a..,.^or to .overt Manufa.tar.n« .ompan,, Wnter. Uet. N. V. Br«..t-8trap »ap-hook. No. «0.»5o; June ,«; 8p. p.

tfiiK- l)r p 'Vi (la/., vol. I'M. p. 1690.
.^ ., n

^'u: I- Van,rT •^r^'^.oVt^^i'h^-Knoc.down^cu^t^ S^^^ " ^
B^ch H I..(o8h.xton, Ohio. .Sl.«et-met«l she f. ^''-

'^t^'^'"/
f

'' iri^h H I.., Coshofton, Ohio. Display apparatus. No « .OlN n^ h,

K: . L. Co.hrK>ton. Ohio. . D.-.play aSParatu^. ^: „.«,' l-^^;,

':'"'«i
'•

Inn« 2 Sp. p. 10«; Dr. p. 252; Qnx. vol. 134; p. 1234.

1 >t,M f)r. p. JM; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p.
;,, 1.

^p p-

, „ . \>m.

(744
' dV "p.'h17; d»*. vol. 134, p. 1716.

,{923- Dr. p. X59; Gai. vol. 134; p. 1747.

vol. l.H (I I 1-)' •

No >«»u,ll.s. June9; 8p. p. lM4fi;

Dt d'. 407: Oar., vol. 134; p. 138.S. ... ..„ ,^, ,^-

B^ttv Z T.. .\Uen. Mich. Sbding-door fa«tener. No.»«l,l3».

B^iiUen, R. K., asmgnor of oni-half to J. Bum.., Chicago. Ill

Bl°ver*l' ic "wmnirton. l'.i. Valve. No. Jeif'^. June 31.; S

li^hfilar'. H. v.. assignor to Duplex PrtatlOg Pt«8« I ompan

Dr p i.>J. Oaz. vol. 134. p. liio.

ll^^^e^"
/• l..:'^tS'")&o."A?^Ut for adding-machin.^

1U.U' 16; Sp. p. 3824; Dr. p. ^5«; Oat. vol. 1^- P- 17«-

R„far>' motor. No. !W2,3.51; lune 30; >p. p. fi^iS. Dr. p. 13HO-1; Oar..

I >;p n Vi9«. I'r p l-'Jfi: Oai. vol. 134, p.

V ftattle Creek, Mich. Web-feeding rolU.

JWI
No.'***."*^. Junp2; Sp. p. 10»1:

No. 992.116; June 30; Sp. p. 5040; Dr. p. 127*»; OaE. vol. 134. p.

'134

Becket. F. M
Becket. F. M
June 30

B«>ket F

N-Sa'^r'^aZ' N^Y:'a.signor to Electro MeUlU.rgioal Company

^-li^a'FYiis' N. 'y*: iLSS.r to Kle.-tro Metallur^i.-al Company.

Be^^et F M H^.^al^^i^ V^.I^s^ljo^^^o K.ectro Metallurgical Company

B^oM: iV .l^y%r'F^iJi'lSckb<.rd and writ.ag-de.k

IT:

Sp. P 'il4(J,

icke

Making low-<Hrtion metals or alloys. No. 9R1 ««;

Producing low-carbon alloys. No. »«2.211; June 30;

Klectric-hiroace method. No.i«2,2r2; June30; Sp

No.f»l,>«99; June 30; Sp. p. .w29; Dr. p 1193; Oa*. vol. 134; p.

2065.

Beech-Nut Packing C ompany etal bee U<'ren7 \\

lieech-Nut Packing Comoany et <U. 'See Memlt, J

Beetlle. F. P ,
Keene, N II. Rake.

.v., assignor.)
assignor.)

2167.

,,_._ . .._ -_-^ '<^^'2'3:Jun;^:«rsp.p.6m:Drj.l3^^^^^^

B^re W.o;;WeUington, .NewZeaUnd. Drawing instrument. No. 880,25, .June 9. hj>. P -i _P _,-,

B^kefl. V. L
Belknap, K

,
Cleveland, Ohio. .Vrmor (o» rut)b»"r tires.

r p 1323; r,a/.. vol i;m; p.

... .,_ _ -to-iA. i\, r>r^ >;•>>_; (in.r vol. 134 r> lo<0.

1,747: June 2: Sp. p. \m. r>r. p. 2.^^. 'a'-, vol. 1.34. p. l23o.
l.,lo. U^^'-K^r.u:^^ 'So^^i^l Jime 16; f^-^-^^^-^^/f^^ iJ^u^" »r't^.l4^?0a.. vol. .34; p.ll57.

rel^p: tV,!. Kkst<.ran^NJ.._^l«-tivepnntingmccha^^^^^ So^:^X^.Ume..^.V^V._ _, ,J1,^ ,,^^^

No.
BeU O' L. Klk' Vallev, Tenn. Railway-frog.

^"o'«8i^-9rj'S;e"2 ''sp'T
*

Dr"
p'' ^^\U^^i^V^O^-

Si!e'^B^'assl^ci1o"^JenWinnK New York, N. Y. Dev,« for ma.ng wire hat-frames. No. «.1,227; Tune 23; Sp. p. 413«;

B^;i> r'k,;hmJnd '^ ^/Sting and ventilating sy.stem. No. S91.«X); June 30; Sp. p. 5530; Dr. p. 1193; Oa. vol. 1.34; p. 2....

^^T^^h^T'h^JS^-^^^^ 3p. p. 473; Dr.p. 113; Oa. vol 134; p. IK.

K£ ^R^ ?^rnS W-riehoXut^B<Cr).'nto"nio*rrVpark-ar^ster. No. «0,015; June9; Sp. p. 1.34, Dr. p. m: Oa. vol. 134; p.

B^son C v..ass.gnorofon.thirdto,.Kuss.l.. Ange.es, Cal Mechanism for displaying advertisements. No. «r2.a^: June 30;

So D .5772; Dr. p. 1282; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2U>4.

Benisch J K.,etdl. (See Cunt z. H. F. assignor.)
o.,) >w i,,np «) <d h iim it. o. io-j <•' -

S,".^B '•JfSr':vircci^i'SS.«rt.?l'd™l«S'ui' iT^';,.,^ i,™.. sp, p' ,«., V, pp. ..-.:

„ir,."E S,:?1.%"S5^°'b.!S'»'e'S..<.
n,..-.r.pp.,o..1..»r«™m..K.W.„..ot..H,.™™,- N» »«.«.. '•„.,: Sp.

pJ3»«
Ur D 314- Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1.307. ^, ^.. , .y,. gp p 44^7. Dr. pp. 97fi-7. ; Oa/.. vol. K(4; p. 1SB7.

B.!n^n, 1 H Roc-kford, A. Intcnial-combust.on
«'^"*"^^".*',Vi^^;.-'i'^'^p^i74 l^rT 113: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 113.=

Benson L. and W. .\bram8. Newark. N. J. Pump^ ^.^^/^^nnjr^o d '*51' Dr pp 5;C S; Oaz. vol. VM: p. 1475.
.

IllStWl. J,T.,Ahoskie. N. C. ^^e^ut^---„r.roZvr52ch1^e?^oSanV I^^^^ l^a. lading or slugging devi...

No.;*92...4, l^^^Jtl,^t:l^^-^\l^:^l^^^^ p.

Bi>rens, S

J, \\ aaningxon, i-». >.., aspiKuui vv7i>»..o,.... -.--.---., r_

.3; June9; Sp. p. l>«^;,^';^R;i'i^J„''^-^ .^tj^/^Pd f^J Hiselman, Chicago, Ul R.^^ulating device for graphophonc .»ound-

La Orarure, assignor of one-half to W . ,). soper anu c
. j .

'''- -^

^*.!iA*-J^ tTT^ia. iiT, r, 7l« nr. D. 696: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 162o.
, ,.,_ ,„„ A^^i^ No. W«,«»4: JuneLa Orange, assignor 01 ont^u»u n. " '-^kT^-

-— ,
-

. ^ ,^.,.

*>oxes. No. ^.iIiune_16,^Sp_p.^Jl«;^Dr^.p_^696.^^^^^ Clamping device,7&4; June lo; op. p- J'*'. •-" y -.^., — •- -;^
•

Berentsen, U. G.. Pittsburg. Pa, assignor to VJestinghouse Electm

BeV^K ^J ^^ic^'o,^lU.^*C^"endt.'"^>ioPsK4; June 2; Sp. p. 633; Dr p. 147; Gaz. vol. 134; p. U.V<.

Pjet"T VnT^pTn^s- 'Fr^i."Te:;^s for regulating the temperature in vehicles. No. 892.117: June 30; Sp. p. 5^1; Dr
p.

12«0;

B|U?t^f^i^Sp.Fridened,Swe<len, Orawing instrument or attachment for such instruments. No.«91,.10; June30; Sp. p.535«;

Dr u il59' Oa*. vol. 134; p. 203o.

r«"E%SA:^|ip".».^rp-

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PATENTERS.

Betta, A. O., Troy. N. Y. Treating anode slime from the electrolTtic refining of lead. No. 891.396; June 23; Sp. p. 4492; Gaz. vol. 134;

B.Hv!ui!A. F.. FreeiH.rt. N. Y. Car-rttewe. No. 89'2,215; June 30; Sp p. 61*5; Dr p 1324; Oaz. vnU. IM; p. 21tW

Bibb, C. E.. aliatoior of thres^fifths to D. H. Rice, Colorado Springs, Colo. Furnace-grate. No. 890,552. June 9, Sp. p. 2717. Dr. pp.

bK O*VS^R.' ^: T^er, Tex. MetaUic cross-tie. No. 881.031; June 16; Spjp. 3746; D'-PP- 817-18; Oaz. vol. 134; p^l716.

BlckU-l: R. M .assignor to Hcyl and Patterson. Pittsburg. Pa. Coal-tipple. No. 861.760; June fe; Sp. p. 5226; Dr. p. 1132; Gaz. vol. 134.

p. 1W7.

Ill^erley,' h'. I.. pSsnimUh! an.lV'f Pr,ri..st. i-hUlicothe, Ohio. Repeating explosive mechanism.
'
No. 892.118; June 30; Sp. p. 5943;

Bip.rt. f*C.X: assigL^ to Umu'd Kugin«*ring & Foundrj- Company. Pittsburg, Pa. RoUlng-miU. No. 891.032; June 16; Sp. p. 3748;

lU^gs^K^' W^^New ll?ih\on' N. Y Machine for mashing cheese. No.889.572; June 2; Bp. p. 756; Dr.p. 174; Gaz. vol. 134: p.ll7».

Billet, P (.'^ee Joiirdanet
.
Billet anil Baron.)

, „ , j ». , • v _- vr« oni mt- T.irvoin. a^^ r. vtv\-
mu-U'T. O. C., assignor to Ch.'inical W,.rlcs, formerly Sandoz. Basel, Switzeriand. Making camphene. No. 891.033; June 16, Sp, p. 3750,

BinKwiheinmr '.s' k' MliwaukHe W is Fish-hook. No. SSg.SOi; June 2; 8p. p. 635; Dr. p. 148; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1158:

BInKev I. A (See Wright, t assi^aior.i

B,rk;./Hnd.'K' "\.^ ^^A'l^nl'n^nl^^^^^^^ Christ.ania. Norway. Furnace for metallurgical and smelting purposes. No.

-vs-,* 4.(1 Jiinf J. >p. p. 47y: l>r. p 114. Oaz. vol. IM: p. 113.1.

Biniiiugham Small ."iniT* Company. (
S.-.' Driver and Norman, assignors.)

„ om. r^=. ^^i ir«- « i7i«
BHhoiri. N . Davt-.n Kv 1 ,,irm.nt-shatvr No. H91,13«; June 1 6; Sp. p. 2926: Dr. p. 860; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1748.

Hn!«'lCarpel .-wi<'i>er ( .iiiiimiiv .-^.v .Mas<ui and .<h«nahan, assignors.) „„ ^ ,„, ^ , ,0. ie«
B s*n ! .'.Sta^'Will- lo«a Loading apparatus. No. »90,55.3: June 9; 8p. p. 2719; Dr. p. 601

:

Oaz. vo
. 34; p. 15».

B.H*n P Starvv.ll.. Iowa Loading appanitus. No.8B2,119; June30; Sp.p..5945; Dr.j.. 1280. (, a/, vol 1,J4, p. 213...

BxN^^^ 1 K .ind> A. Peters, L<.wel1, Mh.s.s. Hot-water heater. No. 892,352; June 30; !^p. p^'>39,, L»-;PP-,138i-2^az vol.

I,;. ;.,„ M r-v,. ....... Ill u....,,., f,,r ,,rr,„.r,«ntmir ,,i,.tHr».-frftmpK and furniture. No. 891.9<t): June 30; hp. p. 5698, Dr. p.
Bixt'V L K atid> .\. Peters, Lowell, Mn.s.s. Hot-water neater, •'^o. w,i,».:; Juue ou. .->. j.M«t., . l.. ^.j. i*,.-^^»^.v... 134; p

Bj,Vrn.Jn. H, Vhi.,igo. Ill Mean- f.T nrnamentmg pi.turf-frames and ftimiture. No. 891.976: June 30; Sp. p. 5698; Dr. p. 1226. Oaz.

BUck 11' \'>
. \\ limmgton Del Shuttei UkK No. SX9.749. June 2; Sp. p. 1095: Dr. p. 2:>:i. Oaz. vol. 134: /> 1235-

Bliukailar, 7 S . Whitiiuiii a.'*?<ign<ir of one-half to .\ ( Folsom and C. O. Er
limei'i "^ti t> 4.')'t4 Dr P '"'' 'r;i/ vol l.'U. p. is^.'). „ , ,_. ,,_,.

-- -

It VeriM.ii N Y Making carlx.n chloride. &c. No. 889.573; June 2; Sp. p. 757; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1179.

• • " — ' " -'-- - -"^O: Dr. pp. 001-2; Gaz. vol. 134;
- *^ - ^ 1452.

, JUtK). I'l. [I -.)>, \'tn-. vui. lUT. y. »,.»..

raerson. Br(KkU)n, Mass. lieinforced leather. No. 891.454;

BlHckmore.'H'S . Mount \eri,on N v'.' M^mg c^rlx.n chloride. &c. No. 889.573; June2: 8p- P- 757: Gaz vol. 134: p. 1179

lack«t..ue S E. Pittsfield, N. H. ('..llapsiMe wardrot*. No. f<90..'i54; June 9; Sp. p. 2720: Dr. po. 001-2 Gaz. vol. l54; p. LW.-;

Blackw<.<,d J P .\thens, Ohio Swit.h-operating mechanism. No. 890.326; June 9; Sp. p. 2.«)1; \>t. p. 50h: Oh?., vol. \M: p. 14!

ItlHir R Chicago. 111. l'olHtoHli>;ger N.. s^y.tKvi; .1 ime 2: Sp. p. W*^; Dr. pp. 207-8; (.az. vo 134; p. LAX).

Blair. R . Chicago 111 Potato-planter No .SW.u'>4; ,1 une 2; Sp. p. 900; Dr_pp.
^'CftJIv^?,^ ''-'',' v^.

^
' ^V,

Blair R S New Rochelle, \ Y I^-vel N,. ><M2,;VkI: June 30; Sp. p. 63W; Dr. p. 1382; (.az. vol, 134. p. 2213.
v- x- ^

Blake I 1

'

KanHHsi it\ M - Hs,s,^rnor. 1,\ m.M.e as.siKiuiients, to Geneva Funiiture Manufacturing (drnpany, (.eneva, N. Y . Com-

ni:d^:Ti^'-^':x.r^n. ^:;:^i .i.-r.ii;;,;:i:p^;„'?;;eei::nLr^ '^^s^'i^^^^f sp. p. 594.,: in p. 1^; o.z. «>.. 1^4; p.2136.

Blake-lee D U Vanlmren, Ir.d. ( Hl-vsell-pumpm^' nie.haniani. No. 892.3.54; June 30; .Sp. p. tW2; Dr p. 1382. Oaz. %ol. 134. P- ^3.
Hlanehard. .\ D Kl Reno, okla. .Single-trigger attachment for double-barreled g<ms. No. S9L6.5X: June 23; Sp p. 5044; Dr. p. lUW,

BlHuehard, '.V l'^ c'hU^go. HI . ash-fan^ticket holder and .utter No. S92.121; June ;«^ So. p. .5947. Dr. p. 1281; 0«z. y^ 134: y.
213r..

Blaiichard, F. C, and P. O. Darling, assignors to Consolidated Safety Valve Company. Bridgeport, Conn. Valve. No.889,80,>; June 9.

BUuk ' \'"^>'. San^-rl!nci!;-o' CHl'' 'pnit an'Tlike packing press. No. 890.956; June 16; Sp. p. 3608; Dr. p 785; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1691.

Bh.nw', ii W . Wilkui.sl.urg Pa. LuLncator No s«9,"4, June 2; Sp. p. 762: Dr. PP. i:4-.5. <jaV°«i 1^-^'t I„ !«• «r, t. 9S30- nr
Blauhach. P., Br.-men, (Wniiany. IVvice for fllling apparatus for making patU'ms in linoleum. No. S90,59<.; June 16, bp. p. 2830. Dr.

Bl/.K^y 'lL'HH.s;gno?to'.!^'H. Levy, New York, N. Y. Fluid-pressure brake mechanism. No. 892,122; June 30; Sp.p. 5953; Dr. pp.

Ble'^' j". I'r 'Br.'«.kl'yi;. ass"igtior to .V . B Levy, New York, N. Y. Fluid-pressure brake mechanism. No. 892,123; J une 30; Sp. p. 59G1

;

Blwlslng.' J.t;.! New' Bntain.'co'nn.. assignor to .\mervcan Cutlery Company. Chicago, HI. Cutler}--gl&zing machine. No. 890.957; June

Bheil.^r S ,*'aV.d J*'lPD"tt^'. London K!J^lai,d**'lntemalKK>rabustlon engine. No. 891.901; June 30; Sp. p. 5532; Dr. p. 1194; Oaz.

BlUs W^ l!'. New York. N Y Automatic elwtric regulator. No. 891.589; June 23; Sp. p. 4880; Dr. p. 1051; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1928.

BM-h! L. ai^i'^or of^.iIell3r.\.' Bloch. Cincinnati, Ohio. Semivest and trousers. No. 891,977; June 30; .Sp. p. 5699; Dr. p. 1227;

Blos.sfeW K
'

San Franci.sco. I al. S.>lf-frt'ding sewing-awl. No. 891.201; June 16; Sp. p. 4064; Dr^p. »91; G^az- ^"113^' P' ^'.^,'
t,-

Blum .i I «^i*;nor to \rmst roiig-Blum M* ufaeturing Company, Chicago, lU. .'^park-plug. N^. K89,432: June 2; Sp. p. 481> Dr. p.

Bluni, P^New York.'N.' Y^' Han.l pipe cutter, threader, and wrench. No. 890,327; June9; Sp. p. 2305; Dr. p. .509; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1453.

Bliimenthal. H. S , c/ 'i/. i S«*' Banta, O. D.. assignor.^ ,„, ^ , .... o.^-
Blmner I New York. N. V Box-lid holder .n".. H9-2,r24: June 30; Sp^ p. 5966; Dr. p. 1282; Oaz vol. 134, p, 213,.

Blvthe.'l K . Boonville. Miss Brush No h^I.^^Th; lune:«; .Sp. p. 5700, Dr. p. 1227; Oaz. vol. 134; P^^l^
a-u,- i,^ n- Rt. rv ifinn-

luik, R.. I'rague-Smiehow, .\ustria-Hungary. Continuously-operating drying and carbomzing kiln. No. 891.456. June 23, 8p, p. 4600.

Boda.'T, assignor to' Independent Harvester Company, Piano. HI. Manure-spreader. No. 890.597; June 16; Sp. p. 2832; Dr. pp.

B-^k^'c.'n . Is,l.ii!orVo'Metal SUimping Company. Jackson, Mich. Relrigerator. No. 891.659; Jimo 23; Sp. p. 504.5; Dr. pp. 1087-8;

B.Hvk. C^n'^aHsignor to Metal Stamping Company. Jackson. Mich. ProMsion-nick. No. 891.660; June 23: Sp. p. 5048; Dr. p. 1088; Gaz.

Bogasch^ l-^. L*',1-hicago. 111. Registering device for printing-presses. No. 891.034; June 16; Sp. p. 3751; Dr. pp. 818-19; Gaz. vol. 134;

Bolnle^R J . Pan.s. Tex. Stalk-puller, s.-«vler, an.l pulverizer. No. 891.661; June 23; Sp. p. .VWl; Dr. PP- IfWf^jV Oaz. vol 134; M'J54.

Bo^ue' R J , Paris, Te.x. .-^talk-puller. s.vder. and nulven7.er. No. X91,791; June 23; Sp. p. .529tl, Dr. p. 114<: Oaz_. vol. 134: p. 1<»99.

Boirault L Paris, France. Draw-l'sr of ear-eouplings. No. 889,748; June 2; Sp. p. 1094: Dr p. 2.53: <.az. vol. 134; p. 1235.

Bold. F.. Los Augel.'s. Cal. Magnifyuig-gla.Hs No >«9.;i.52. June 2; Sp. p.m. Dr. n. 7:^: Oaz voL 134, p. 11»>.

Bolen.s, H. W.. Port Wa-shington, Wis, Chair-iron. No Wl,222. June 16; Sp, p. 4113. Dr, p. 901; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1,77.

lliilum W "von ('harlott^-nburg, assigno7t*f>^'siemens A Halske .\ktiengesell8chaft, Berlin. Germany. Manufacturing the filaments

of olwtricincandew-ent lamps.' No. «tl,'223; June 16; Sp. p. 4114; Dr. p. 902; Gaz, voL 134; p. 1777.

Bonar, L. J.. Indianapolis, liid. .Spool attachment. No. 889,7.50; June 2. Sp. p. 1096; Dr. p. 254; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1236.

Bonar! W. E. i See McOinley and Bonar.)
vi won i-x*. i„„«o- Ht^ r, law- nr n

Bond, C J., assijri.or to Monarch TypewriterCompany. Syracuse. N.Y. Type-writing machine. No. 890,120. J une 9. Bp. p. 1852. Ur.p.

Bond' ('*L ^L.>-'\up les. Cal Bag-holder No. HX9.7.51; June 2; Sp. p. 1097; Dr. p 2.54: (iiiz vol. 1.34: p. 12;«VBond ( L. L"- \nples. Cal Bag-holder No. W9.7.51 ; .lune •.'; »p. p. Itw/; J.>r. p .:.•>-!. ..a/ vo. i.«. j.. i.:.^^
^„ ^, „,>•, i,,,...

Bond W. .\ . Lvmifleld, Mass.. assignor to Cnited Shw Machinery Company, Palerson. N J (.nnding-machine. No. 891,902, Juue

.«!. ,SM.p ,-WKi5, Dr p 1194, t;az vol. 1:J4; p. ^O.*.. •

Bouneli, R V . Chicago. Ill Kxiavs ting-tool. No..>o 889,192; June 2; Sp. p. 9; Dr. p. 3; Oaz vol. i;i4; p. 105S.
. , . ,j j

Bonvillain. P., Paris, Franc, a.ssignor to K. H. Mumford Company, Philadelphia^ Pa. Mjichine for manipulatmg foundry-molds and

the likt

Bonzano
Booker II

in. I ., I {ins, rraiRT, »."*:*i^iii>i n' r. . ii. .Tmiiii''i,i . ..n.},.... . , . .......- .j^.^.«. - ...

I Reissue ) No 12,H11; I line 16; Sp. p. 4117, Dr pp 902 3; (Jaz. vol. \M: ]>. 177S.

, .v., Philadelphia, Pa. .\nticreei>er for rails. No s<*i.:r2S; June 9; Sp. p. 2307: Dr.
II . o.... IKIw. .....1 II. ...L-.... .

p. ,509; Oaz, vol. IM; p. 1453.

Booker II '.S«<e lllia and Booker i ... .... v„ oni W}- liii^u IK.
Borh.'k. K M , Ridley Park, assignor of one-half to E. L. Fox, Philadelphia, Pa. Hook or paniient fa.stener. No. 891.^0C2, Jime lb,

Sii 11 4<Ki'i. i)r II *>tl: Oa/ vol 1.34, p. 17tW , ,_. ^ i ,oj. _ icnn
Bomianii, J O. L Chariot ten t.urg. Oenuany. Oas-generator. No. 890,489; June 9; Sp. p. 2,591; Dr. p. .5-4: Oaz. vol. 134. p. LWi.

Boniemaii. 1... iKMilson, Tex. Boiler sUy-l>olt No syi,i:i9, June 16; .Sp. ji. ,«28; Dr p. M60; Oaz. vol. 134; p. I -48.

Bosco, F. W. (.StH-Canl. Bosco, an-1 Olasslirook. i
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c U..eial. (S.'o Swain, H. J., assignor.)

fStS^V VI InifalH ' »Ic1h ilHt." So st-'O^.. lunc .«: Sp. p .i, .4 Dr i». 1283; Gai. vol. 134; p. n06.

B^hard A S St I.o„
" Mo MotHllu- railwav-ti." .S- Ul 6rii' Jim.- il 8p p. :^: Dr. p. M*; Oar.. toI. 1.^: v^VX'A

n^*h*rd.' A.' S., St. !.o„i.. Mo an.l I. A Wilkin^.n N.-w York. N Y .
^..! Wilki'nsonHwignor to SHid Bomhanl. M.'tnlUc nulw»y-U«.

Vn »01 fifi3- lime 23 Sr d .i*>;VJ l)r in>. IDWVJI). daz. vol 1.14; p l^.Vi.
, ^ ,

Bourdfrpanx (i r. -ssiKnor U. M W ^Lf^vXr. and J. Bniirdpn-aux lv.,na 111 Cas-explo-ion engln.- No. K«..U«; .lui«2; Sp. p. 11;

Bou'ri.^Hx%'T\/a"^siKm^^^^^ M W S^,:.n7,, l-.-oha. Ill TroU^-y-wheel. No Hi^2..^^S; June 30; 8p. p. «403: Dr. p. 1382; G««. vol.

Bo^pl.^r^ux, (. C. as.Hijrnor to M W s^tartz and I Bourdf r.^aux. Peoria, lU. PatUrn for cylind^ni. No. 8B2.3S44; June 3U; 8p. p.

64<>.. IT p. i:»3. <iaz vol. KM. p 22r.'

Bourd»T»-aiix, I . ^f 'i/ S.-f Bourdfn'anx, <i «
' ,

a.s.ii^ior.)

Bnnrn;. F S ITovid.'iKe K 1 Siiit-<-H.<»p No sir.'.lii; Jiine 30. 8p. p. SOB?; Dr. p. 1388; (lai. vol. 134; D. 2138.

ISu^il. J . San rrLnci^o, Cal MovaM.- platform and elevating nAns therefor. N'o. 801.467; June 23; Sp. p. 4«tt; Dr. p. 1000: (Ja«.

Bovi^.'H.' ?• '!fr.,t.M,,,r .font-hall to WM.llardi!K.n and.). SSettk., Jr., Denver, Colo. Wrench. No. 889,194; Jun.'2; 8p.p.l4; Dr. p.

4; Gaz. vol
;
M ;>

.a.*
,„_..,, v.. v-„ wr.i «w i,,^„ >-i aT^ r. .iijo nr n mw- da* vol \M n 1812.

BoW"n"j.7.'. Mawa;iK.V.' \Vi« Clnthes-har No. st.l.22x. June 23. 3p. p. 4142; Dr. p^906; Oax. vol. 134; p. 1812

'. (Ivf iiiiihanisn *' -->>"-" !•".

Bowman, r. .\. S«' I rH\>rs. W K . a.ssipior
Bowes, (i. S.. M nis>

Sp. p. 4142; Dr. p. 906; Uax. vd. 134; p. i»iz.

.' X), Sp. p. 5702; Dr. p. 1227; Gar. vol. 134; p. 3092.

Bo^ra^'c M I>'han'o'n i 'a ,Sh."*s'laV-e "fastening No. sy(j,«*i. lane ',*; Sp p. 259;!; Dr. p. 575; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1504.

Bo^IS: JI.W . and J. \\ . Mill.,. BarLoiirviU... Ky < nUan atta. hnient. No WJOJi-i; June 16; 8p. p. 3187; Dr. p. .».; (Ja«. vol. 134;

p. 1625.'

BoWman, R. H . Canon Citv. Colo Hall ipr.n kei chain and wh.vl No. 889,196; June 2; Sp. p- 1»; Dr. p. 4; Gaz. vo . 34. p. HTO.

BoZSt\ Fort Wayne, lad D.str.hutkig ^vst.-ni for liquida. No. 889..i75: h.n.' .'; Sp n. fH4;_br. p. 175; G«^ vol. 134; p. UNO.

Boyrw J ReginaTSaskat.h.-wan. (an* la B.K-kle No. 890.9^8; June lei; Sp p «U3. f)r p :««. ;^« vol. 134: p l.«l

Boyer a' P.. Goshen. Ind. Swing No *«..i7tl; Itine 2. -Sp p. 7«.; Dr. pp. 17.W.. <.h/ vol. 134; p. 1180.

&;'o* m''5c.c'^P"iv M'rall^^^^^^^ nul-fa.tener No m.^A: Tun. .'., Sp. r. 5aM. Dr. p. 1090: Gnz. vol. 134; p. 1-..V,.

BoyUrJ.C.,...U,.rv. Alberta. Canada -^aMv-ra/or No s^2.'U.. Innei..: Sp p ''' ^'\.'^^ P
i-^*:. V*% \"' '"^l, ''J'';^ i*u l.r ..

Bo^. O. R.. assignor of one-hnlf to H I,. Ha^hner. ChioHgo, 111. Lock for pnnter- galleys. No. WI1.J9,, June 23: Sp. p. 441.4. Dr. p.

BScy^F'l^^^vJinani'NV^k, assignor to K H Wnght. Durham N C Ma.hm,- for intr.xl.icing pa<-ket8 int.. paper or other like

puM.irH^.- .S'.. *«l *r' Iiui.-'t Sp p 2A:U. l)r pp -W*- 't. ''tar. vol [M p 147t).

Bracy. K 1. .la.i W C. \Voll>..rn .Manila, lhihppin.> I.iUn.Js Manila-h.Tni)-fll>er-8tripping machine. No. 890.491; June 9; 8p. p.

2,V.H; l»r. pp. .i75-fi. (raz. vol. IM. p 1J<>I _ „ ^ ..w.„ , .r. i .-.^ _ io««
Bradford M Noc-ona Tex Win l-whe,l. No hWI 4.>. Jime 23: Sp. p. 4«03; Dr. pp. 1000-1; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 1887.

fll^y; C C.. S?i^^He. N Y Thill-oupimg No. 891.035; Jtme 16; 8p. p. 375^ Dr. p. 819; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 1718.

Brady.Vw''. Engle^o<S.' n'^'j'^ I-- leMl^'l'system for IntemaKoombustion engines. No. 891.903; June 30; 8p. p. 5537; Dr pp 1194-6;

B^inerM-'^". Athena. Pa. R.v .Ivu.^- i v5,.-.at.in.^t No HWt.srr,; June 9: Sp. p. 1392; »' PPjil^^'*; G»V**i- '^' .C""*!^, « ,•«-
U^mUv-M.^rv. 8 .London. K- ..-Inn 1 \(-. l.HP.sm tor operating variable ratl.^geanng. No.8».897; June 9; 8p. p. 1>»4; Dr. p. 316;

B™nd.'B';Bm.la. Roumama. roUar-hulton. So^ni.^rhm,'2.r.SiKp^il43DT.p^9ffr.Q^^^^^^

Brandt (' M Inter-Jon. N I. Hot or cfat.- for t.<ittles lars .^nd the like. No. 8*2.126; June 30. Sp. p. 5W9, Dr. p. 1«3, <•««. vol,

Brandt K ''T W^itertown. Wi^ . dcilatiug-tnarhm.- No >^..iS3; June 2; 8p. p. 310; Dr. m>. 7^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 11«-

r^sson \ C San Franost.M m. ' , a,s-flene rating apparatus. No. 891.666: jW 23: Sp. p. S&6: Dr. PP- 1«0-1: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 965.

Brauer R B Kichniond. Va lirii.H o;irolle.! el* tn<- switch. No. H90.403; June 9: 8p. p. 2438: Dr. PP- -MO;*: '1",
J"'

'^4 P 1476.

uJ^mirU, Omaha, NeY-r. Adju.^taM.. ^ >nduv*->hade fixture. No. 889,294; June 2; Sp. p. 202; Dr. p. 51; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1090.

llrn'^n: P. IL. S^ao^uTN.'S-
• rX^^^^

Brenner, P., Du-iseldorfandO HoiTmann. Kr.iburg, li.nnany. Automatic valve for pumps. No. 890,121. June 9, Sp. p. 1865, ur. p.

Breuell',"^ r'shawnel'^T.icU (Irva^tp. No *l.:^9^. June 2:!; Sp. p 44«>: Dr. p. 978;
"";.;^«',,l^\Pni'^- n 16.-2

Kreu-er V I Clevtlanii Ohio M ultiil.-t •" 1 h.)l 1. r No S1«).<!X; lime h; Sp p. 3344: Dr. p. ..«: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1662.

Bwwer! W. J-.. Tr^-nton N .} U.rifn, '. i, « h.,.l-U.anng No svi.J-O: June ifif Sp. p. 4066. Dr. p. H«l: Gaz. voL134; p. 1770.

Brtsws. D., Cleveland. Ohio. Feed v* at. r heater So *1 .W. June ^S,P,P,*«« D'-^P-
I'^^^i,^''}: \^,.PraTvol IM- o 21-«

Brewster. ( W . Sierra Madre ( h1 Fni»t-pi. k.r s n.eptade No. 892,127; June .10; 8p. p. 5970 Dr. p 1»«, '"»' ;"','^; P,^,'^-
U-wsU-r W. A .

K.lmonton. AlUna. < an. la > .rHUi-s.pHrator. No. 889,433; June 2; Spj). «4:,Dr. P- ' 5. <.«,^ vol- 134. p. 1136.

Bri.lg.^9. il. J., F.irTii.n*:Ton. Mo. M.H»-.-.|t r.r No X9-.'.1>. hme :«; Sp. p .W71: Dr. PPJ2W-4; Gar vol. 134. n. 2139.

Briires C K Vshtatnil,. i 'hio jl.^.idi. -trani.' No sw. uS.->; June 2: Sp. p. 903: Dr. p. 209; Gaz^ vol 134; p. 12tr7.

Brtmsi T, i:^icester. Kngland. assignor to IniU^d Sh-v Machinery Company. Paterson. N. J. Machine for Inserting fastenings. No.

f89,7i2; June 2: Sp p lo*; Dr np .^+-fl. 'iar vol 1,(4. p \Z^'

BSlh:n:'K't'penti^:;er.asS;ioM!'';^illLrt-.:;w"^^^ Bug^xtermhuitlng machine. No. 892.357: June

30: Sp. p. rt407. Dr. pp l:i*3-4 i.n/ vol. 134. p A! J
„ T^ ,^ n, 1 .... „ I1U

Brim, J. L., New Virginia. Iowa Stacker So v*<. ^.»
, June 2; 8p. p. 63J); Dr. p. 148; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1158.

Bri.scw, B. i-Se.' Schultz, (i J., assignor
)

BPHtaan; H K'^IsSo7of*onXhHl^t*^^'.'Vl Jones, Sioux City, Iowa. Safety gas^x-k. No. 890,404; June 9; 8p. p. 2441; Dr. p. 540;

Br.'.deruk' l'.*^F^' Sew Britain, assignor to Sargent & Company, New Haven. Conn. Machine for ecouring and acrttlch-l.ru.slilug

knohs ml other metal articles No ^2\l^: JuneSO; 8p. p. 5873; Dr. p. 1284; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2139.

BriMierick. U. J. (See Vize and Broderict.)

BnvlRa.x. n. J. (See Brown, J. J., assi^r.)

BrCn^nkanV.t ^ZT^!^^^|u^X^. No. »1,5«0; June 23; 8p. p. 48«: Dr. p. 1052; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1929.

SSo.'^C.^Mndi^nAtrohK^ rom't.ifSi"^h.K>l de.sk and seat. No. 889,577: June 2: Sp. p. 768; Dr. p. 176; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1181.

Brooke, J. C, ( incmnafi. >hio Asseiubl^v-hair So s.s.. .,7.'<; June 2; Sp. p. 771; Ijir. pp. 1,6-,; Gaz. voL ]i*-P- "sL
Brooke, J. C . Cincinnati. Ohio .School dfsk and seat So S89..570; June 2: Sp. p. ,,3: Dr. p. ITl: Gaz. vol. 134: p. US..

Brookfield tilass I oriipanv ^See BnviKlicId, H .M assignor.
, , ^ „,

Brookfleid. H M Sew York. S Y . assignor to BrookfieJd Glass Company Feeding molten giasa for making glass InsulaK.rb or

sriiiiar artii l.'s N.' ss>»..<o4. )ui;e.' >p p Uo. Dr. p. 75; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1109.

Br.H>ks F M S.w York. N Y < ia.s-rejulator. No. §00.122; June 9: Sp. p. 1856: Dr. p. 409; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1^.
.>.......» I 1. ,u „„. v V i.iMf,,r .ih,».« .V,. S.. s<il Hil lune.^); So. n .V«9: Dr.p.llt*); Gaz. vol. 1S4; p. 2096.

. 134; p. 106U.

BrtH^ks F M S.w ^ ork. N ^ < .as-regulator. .>o. sMu.izi; .lune w: f»p. p. iwo. it. p. luir, ««.»"..<", f"™-
Brooks I r M'.anv S Y Kve for sh^ips .v,> Sos<il.Hil; lune .«); Sp. p .VW9; Dr. p. llHO; Gar vol. 1S4; p. 2036.

Brothen. A A Mountain Home. Idaho Surveying iiistruiiient So. 889,19<i: June 2: Sp. p. 17; Dr. p. 4; Gaz. vol.

Broussar'l. ; '? J.' i See. Dufour. C. assignor
„. . ._ .r. i %ia ^ iino

Hrr.wn V B lD«wich S I) Trao-nest. .So ^><^^..^<^^. juiie'.i. Sp p. 1 :«».'>: Dr pp. .316-1, ; Gaz. vol. l.M. p. !.«».

Brown.' .V .M . alsi^i. r of ''..^-half to G. *. Stancli.T, Houaton. tAx.' Well-strainer. No. S90.598; J,me 16: Sp.p.2X37; Dr.p.fa4: Gaz.

Brown.'^B. A ,' thurthville, N. Y. Fuse 'no «i,;?2.3; June 23: Pp p. 43;J1; Dr. p. 944; Oaz vrt 134: a 1842.

Brown B F l.itchfteld. Ill Trap So. -flU .'.«.»., lune 2;i, Sp p '-tX; Dr. p. IWl; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p 19«>.

Brown! B: w!, HolVdavsburg. Pa Ic-^-iiam n,oM So vyi.sW; lune 9; Sp. p. 1398; Dr. p. 317; ftaz. vol. 134; p. 1310.

Brown, C. J. (S«'e .Scott. King, mid Br"v«i!

Brown, D L. (Set- Sorris and Brown

B^::^^^H anfF^irTorLnVVlog 'l-:i..a.or So v.l.lin. Inne p.. Sp. p :»r2... Dr. p. W«»; Gaz. vol^l34; JK 1749.

Bro^' G. W. n.ncti'm I'.t v. Kai.s. llan.ess ,.ttaclune„t. So S.M..-.91: June 2.V. 8p. p. 4884: Dr. p H«2: O.t. vol. 134; p. 1«».

Brown.' H W , W,itertHir> ,
i .,nii. l.e^ei. SoSM2.'1: J une JI. Sp p liMD: Dr. p. I32.'i; Gaz. vol. 1.14. p. -IW.

Brown. J. I 'ti.ltro^: ^iiuotTl^U^toH.J. Brodnax, Monroe. La. Nut-lock. No. 889,755: June2; 8p. p 1111, I)r.p.268, Gaz.

oL 134; p. 1337.
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Brown. J M., asalgnor to Boston Bottle Wiring A labeling Company. Boston, Mass. Lal«l-afBxing machine. No. 889,763; June 2;

BSfw.^]'M assiS.'.ofu> Boston" Bot'ueN^irf^ A Lal.luig Company, Boston, Maas. Lal.l-affixing machine. No.8«..754; June 2;

Br'^wi-^j'Tsoufh virn'outrMi- 'M.'at-preas. No. 890,329; June 9; Sp. p. 2307; Dr. p. 510; Gaz. voL 134: p. 1464.

llr:::": I:. S.: ^^V:^" n:>.^^?::':cr.. and forming machh^a. No. 892,130; June 30; Sp. p. .W4; Dr. p. 1284; Gaz. vol. 134;

iJown'o. A., Wichita. Kans. Ticke, pnnter and r^,ster. No. »1,521 Jum 23 8^. ^^^^l.^ }^^'''- ^«'- '^- P" ^**-

Brown P. A., Denver, C^lo. Therm<.st«t N'' fft-'^^*^- J^^^ 2; Sp. pjl.. !>'• P^ -'•
^^^^^ ^^-. pr. pp. 978-9;

Brown P A Denver. Colo. KWx-tnc heater and means for controlling the same. No. S9l.4«i. June _.». .p. p m. /

.

i yy

B;;wn'K s'';.s^sigrrto New Britain Machine ron„>any New Britain. Conn. File clamp and guide. No. 891.807; June 23; 8p. p.

^i ^W.t. 1^i^:i:^.Jy^^ir^^::^^^^^^' ^%%^.^^^%^^^.« .-. oaz. vo.. .4:

Brow'n & Sharpe Manufiuturing loiiipuny. (See Spalding. F
,
assignor.)

iiri!:':;r'R.K..ffnirr:Vir''<'.i'".,,k s„.«».7»: ju.»..; sp.p-si*; d,.p.««. o.^ «....«; p..™.

Brunhouse F V . rt nl i See Foss. \<i . t) .
a.s8ignor.)

i;;;;n!:',rK 'k ^ .u'io. ,r ';'.::;unt\:;st^*'^o^889A«0; June 9; sp. p. 1396; Dr. pp. 317-18; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1310.

Bruiiswick-Balkf'-<'o|l,iiidfr l'onip,iii\ .-^ee Hogall. E. B.. asalgnor.) ,,.. „ iu«t.

rsh V 1 etroit Mul Kii>Hnu So SS.1 ,401 ; June 23; Sp. p. 4500; Dr. p. 979; Gaz. vol. 134 p. IS*.

ii;iS ri ^S;:>,l'^.^n^':;rf,^'.v;"-•^"«,SSiK;rp'".^^

JZ.ii: fS.':ffi,°lf.lv :::».. M,;,;i.',iVJS, Be«olvl.«m™U»l ...«»«.«. licm.^. J»»..6; Sp.p.**?; Dr.p.*..;

Gaz. vol. 134: p 1770.

f^^'^rF:. f. B., vl-IS^tby* E^rnd' "safet^-p^tector for anglers' Ivalt, hooka, lures, or the like. No. 890,017; June 9; Sp. p. 16*..; Dr.

B^:!;!." *;"E;;eU**;nPdi'^V.,Ch..l.se«.Mass. C.eanK>ut appliance. No.890,33l; June9; Sp.p.2310; Dr.p.610; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1464.

I!'!!!:!:
] '\\aK w"'si'.ven"n..'MUe.lvme. Iowa. Tongue^upport for disk harrows. No. 890,959; June 16; Sp. p. 3614; Dr.

;. >. ,,,/ vol. 134: p 1692.

^i:n'::'T::i^u.rT'!S-S^r/u^'t^^ PhUadelphla, Pa Metallic foot for seats and the like. No. 889,197; June 2;

bSoi'i'p'h V^ .^;;cag.rMr\'ar't.^rNo. 891.402; June -23: Sp. p. 4503 Dr. p.^ Gaz vol U4: p. l^.

B km4k S KiversKle, AU ( iishion. No. 889,756; June 2; Sp.p. 1112; Dr. p. 26H. Gaz. vol. 134 P- Jf]- , „. g .y^^^.

BulllTrd F P:.lr n.si^r^or to Bullard Machine Tool Company, firfdgeport. Conn. inction-<;lutch. No. 890;210, June9. Sp. p. 2034.

l>r p 4» t'.az v 1 1 .4, p MLS
BiiUar.l. K K.etaJ. ,«»* Morningstur, L. E.. assignor.)

Bullard Ma. hine Tool Company S.'c Bollard, E. P., Jr.. aaaignor.)

UuUard, K. H . eial. .-^ee Mornmgstar L. h. assignor, i

ll;;!!::^;}-^H i:M;nor,o fr::^i::';.rMXn:Toi.Cpf^y:-^ridgeport,Com,. Machine-tool-uperatuigmecham^m. No.890.211; June

y. Sp p -HJ.f. l>r. pp +4h ;.. '.«/ \ol, 1.S4, p. 1415.

Bull.Kk Klwtric Manufa.-tunnK I ,,mpaiiy et ni <
.Se.. Cheney. TP W

._^
assignor.

)_

iiirrUak Kiectri.' Manufacturing ( Oiniianv el <U S«e Krank'endeki B.. assignor.)

Bull.K-k Kle<-tn. MaiuifacturmgCoiiipanN .S.*- Oerr> , t. M, assignor.)

Hulli«k Fle<inc M.^mufMitunngt otttpanv ff ui .s.»' (jUmore, P.. Jr., aMlgnor.)

BuU.» k Kl.vin. Manufm tiinng ( ompany .St» l^ord and Pow^ aartgnora.)

Bull'Hk KLHiru M.iiiiifact uriug i ompany «<ai. (See Mattman, E.. aaaignor.)

Bull.H k Kl.< in. Manufattunng (ompany. (See McHugh. A. L.. aaatoor.)

Bull.x'k Fl.Mtn. Maiiufaituruig Cmpanv n -;/ >•- >c hiev, G. B., aaaljgnor.)

Bull.sk Fl.s tru Maiiufa.'tunng ( oinoMiiv >.-. .--tiil! r W aaal|mor.)

Bullock Fl.«tn. Maiiiifattunng i .)nipany. .s.- \ ai; \ aikenburg. H. L.. aaittgnor.)

BuU.Kk Fl.stn. Manufmturingt ompany rt n, ^- W ilUamson. R. B.. assignor.)

Bull.Kk, II E. f( .lo .s.« .s. h.rluiK 1< * .
ii>-ignor.]

Bullock, J., «/ (W. i.-vv KideKour, ( I) ussi^ri.or.)

1237.

Burchard. \ !I .-^s- Mver- and Bun'hard ,».. .^n?

Uin.' p. Sp, p .if.lT: Dr pp. :>^' 7, low -"'1 i.M, 1' l''V.

E.. lloUiken, N J i .".ling devuv S. s<ni.:i.i2.H,,rh.,rT> KlfoU.ken N J i ....liiiK d.-vi.v N. s<M.:i.i.', June 9; 8p. p. 2312; Dr. p. 611; ' iaz. vol. 134; p. 14.^o.

Blirg! ss .h Canton, 111. Drafl.^l'i.n.r. No. K91,403. June 23; Sp. p. 4506; Dr. p. 980; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 18t*.

Ilur^:: V \Whlng[,m"lM "l:;:::;gnor, bv":Une assignments, to American SlgnalCompany .
Kansas City, Mo. Elect rie-rHil>vay slg-

Bu;»^^^:;"sigti;c;?'^;!^ha;;7::^:^^nyc^^\^ufll^ ^-2; Sp.p.lll4; Dr.p.m oaz.

BuJ^anl, J T.: U-wisvUle, , ..uo U a.slun^-machine. No. WO.^
"^'ji,^^:

'.'"; ^iWV 2 <M ^r^^U: p. 1207.

i;;;^;:rf x" ^ew'Vo^k"s^'r' s.::^ :!?;^i*\^"Si6^TS,-'Dr: r vi. [-a^v.^ i3?^p'\7^.'

liurns; :1 K "TJ^dHSm^ ' Si^.U. for electrical cond.«.tors. No. 892,220: June 30; Sp. p. 6164; Dr. p. 1325; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 2Ui9.

Bums, .1 N , r/ (1/ (.s,-, Ball.'iiger, 1). a.s8ignor. I .. .>,,,

Burns. W li . Nai^-rMlle, 111 V.Ht ric i-..s.de. No. 892,360; JuneS); Sp.p. 6417: Dr. p. 1380. Gaz. ^o\. 134. p. ^15.

Burns. \\ . P, <•' >i' i Se*- Ballenger. D. assignor.) .... . , v, ««> ot»- i,ir.AORn n 21.%- Dr. D. 409:
Burri.s. w S . assignor of ..n«-haif to 1. E llarris, Richanlson, Tex. Combmation-tool. No. 890.i6«, June 9, Sp. p. iisi, ui. p. ««,

(ia/. vol. l:»4. p 14;«).

Burroughs Adiliiig Ma<-bine Company. (See Burd, K. L., assignor.)

Burn.ughs A.liliiiK .Machine Company. t.See Vincent, J. G., assignor.)
,

Burrough.-. <) li . a ai. ^Soe Metihlc, W., assignor.;
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BonwWL J H Mrignor Ot OB»*alf to L t. Carteld. Brockton. M»m. Machln© for making nut-locking keys. No. W0,«3: Jane 9;

Sp. ».•; DrVpTKi; Oi». Tol VM. p i.W
i>.ULnn Vntt-Hmr rnrnminT ^S«> \i<crpl. I'- K.. H»slen"r . ._.Burw>n KnltttngfompanT. '^Sw' v..(;p1. r. K.. H»siKm..r

Baft, A. W ,
KosHle ParW. N ' I)ose-sloi>iJ«>r^ N" s'Mi.i , hiiu'* Sp !

^41) Dr. p. 367; i;a«. vol. 134; p. 1350

Rn»t ! KlOro Mpxion FilttT K.M.Hsiit" N.i I-'.niit, )iin»>w .-i' p ><»• I'r p. «1«; Oar., vol. 134; p. l.S»H.

ton, n."C." Tenniiml for pneumatic-tul)e9yti»m8. No.H9l,144;

niu-'l s'tAU-l ITieiiinatlc rompany . Wrt^^hlngton, D. C. Terminal for pneiuuattc-tubr Byst^ms. No. 891.834;

l-pdMtHl-extenslon-UW* lock. No. S92 1.11; Juw 30; 8p. p. -Wf.;

Car stop and spwd signal. No. 891.792;

-oix^m-r No. H)<9,901; .Junf9: Sp. p 1-W« I>r p. 318; <'»* .'^"'J^_P_li'<^;

No. S91.S23;

June 30; 8p. p. 5544;

Burton. (". H., assipiKT U< riiite«1 States Pnnniiatic ( ompany
,

w a.^tiinjrt

rune 16; .Sp. p. 393*1; Pr. d s«jl; fiaz. vol. 1.^4; p. 17.5<).

Burton r H., assigiKir tn Unitt-"! Sta^•s ITieumatlc Cor "

June 23; Sp. p. 433-'. Dr, p Mo; Uaz. voL 3.M. p 1M.5

Burton, C. 8., Oak INrk 111 . a.ssi^nr t.> E. Tyden. Ha.stinjri. Mich

Bush 'j F.. Schen^'M '.V is^ij^oVof thirty-flvp on»>-hundrpdths to G. L. Cooper, Troy. N. Y

Juneis- Sp. P- 5iW*, It p 1147. (iaz. vol. l.'M; p 1999

Sll^SoiS^'/f'nir;!. i:^;^n:;oo^:;;.::^raf';^:j;i^r^Upi^ ^l^>^n^:-^^'-r;^^r^U^..er or..oo^h«.t holder.

Bi;;oS''^Vr^^ ^ ';^an:L^:1:i;.:ru:r'm^i.>?. '^Pany. Kala^axoo. Mich. Temporary binder or looae^heet holder.

No. .>«o'.iri6; Juiie9; ;^p. p. KVtS; Dr p iV.r. i.a/ vol 1.34. p. l.'i-.l

R,V,fji.nnhv J New York N Y Corn-h(.l<J.r. No S»«.434; Jun.' 2; .Sp p 4K7; Dr. p. 116; Qae. vol. 134. p. 1136.

Bu'Kr J
' Vew York .N. Y. FountHin-f^-n. No s»9.4;«. .June 2: Sp p 4MH. Dr p. 116; Oat. vol. 13^ p^ 1137.

Hn^llnobv' J New York N Y Fa-sfner. No. S«..43»>; Junr 2; Sp p *^K Dr p. J16; Qa*. vol. 134. p. 1137

But^art P b^Tth, .Miii.i HHilw,iv.ar No S91,;G.5; Jun.- 2:i Sp p VXV. Dr p 94.5; <'" vol. 134; p. 1H43.

B tier C \ BartWv.ll., okla KxpHn....»n-hit No <«.493 Iiim.'. .-p ;• :'-.. "^P; ^^= ""u7h '^ f?^ L.t
Butter. F. C.. wul E. Cook. shLI HntU-r ,i.s.-4Ki'"r to Cook s Stnn Imp! 1 "-i *\„..p^nv Kalamazoo. Mich. Uftlng-jatk.

.June' 23; Sp. p. 474C; Dr. p lir>. "Itiz \ oi. \M. p. 1^)m

Butler, M.J. (See rnu.lf . u.il Butl»>r

l!;;t^%' ^-"K'^^an^d^M^ i •' Line?; ,n>ata;Neb'^.'"l"i;i^^"'5'o- ^^-^-^^ J-e 1. Sn. p. 3^7; Dr. pp. 73^4 Oa.. vol. 134: p. 1053.

Bv-num [> S mth. ona M'- rta fan,wia Klan^. No.fW.TSe; June 2; Sp^ 1115; br. p. 258; Oat. vol 134^ p_ 1238.

Byro"'n K., .San Kr>ia.is.o. Cal ( arhurHter %o. 8gO,4M; June 9; 8p. p. 2603; Dr. p. 67^; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 150d.

(' G Sartfenfi .Sons. S'v Kurbush, K I, , ns.signor.)

C. P. Klmt'rtll .<; To .s.,. liralT. <) ( '.. ,i.<sipior
'

C W [I mt I .Tp.ii'.v .<< Kin;;. (' ('
. avignor.)

c;.S'.^'S''i"TeaUyd. aTd dT kIhp'^^^^^^^^ Boiter-feed regulator. No.««,«Kl. JuneSO; Sp. p. 57ff7; Dr. p. r.^28; (.a«.

f-^i^i-^R*^" r ,- Ohio Treiichiiie-toi.l No Sir' ()27 .June :«): Sp p. .5776; Dr. p. 1283: Oat. vol. 134; p. 2105.

SK-ott W \ I h.nrW.ar^^^r^^^^^^^ No. kIi.4.59: June '23; Sp. p. 4»»4; Dr. p. 1001; Oar. vol

Caldwell
'(^ D Paris, Tex. \rtifldal bait. No. m.OSr. June 16; 9p. p. 3756; Dr. pp. S19-20: G»«. vol. 134: p. im.

r13:-S'
)• ^ M.^.S"''n I VhS[ Stoker N„ ..l.^M; D.ne 30; Sp. n. i540; Dr. p. 1195; Gar., vol 134; p »67.

CHldweir. J. D , ^;;nle Wa.h Pnntmp mnchine. No. >«0,96I; June 16; 8p. p. te»; Dr. pp. TK7-8; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1693.

(HKiweU. T. \\ , ft III. S** York, K. J., aJ^iRUor.)

V-;kv?".iWn'*'"<'"i^ll"K"™^'»^ Flr,Mloor,.<,n.tn,-.lon. No. «K.22.; ,1 „...»:

, 2-''r'f .';'.',:,.',":: R-;: 't,l!i^,!^'.w-.... s.. ^.i..'.:, .,.,,,«. 8j. p.^ d, p. «» o^. v^l. m: p. hh.

fsSn'^S i,i-.i:,.,;;-';3s .i;\^^s'-.^ a^s.^ift^' .5«:s;,X: -^'^.s^^.
Dr. p. 11%; Gaz. vol. 134: p A*<>^.

S. J"F!•,*V?sh>n^n,'a";'.gior^o^•:^^ .. -o , .Vleta.uora, 111. Portable grain^levator. No. 890.021; June 9: Sp. p. 1649;

Camper .f:, WashTnUn; T.slS^r to ( aiap Bros. & Co., Metamora, 111. Graln-diunp. No. >«).022; June 9: 8p. p. 1663; Dr. p. 368;

r,az vol. 134; p. 13.52.

Cam^^B; a: M.. iS .V^F^'Got^lU'^H^ISt! Tasmania. ..urtralia. Variable^pee<l pulley. No. »«.902; June 9; Sp. p. 13^; Dr. p.

(•anu>/«^l?c'"°E *Chic^ago,''l'll. Skirt-inHrksr No ^91,2.^n; lun.' 23, Sn p 4144: Or P- «r7; Gaz^vol. 134; P,l«12-

Camfh^U I. h" assizor of on^half to A. \. l.m,l-ey, tn.Mee. I'onian.i. ore^r. Slwring-wheel gear for road-vehlctee. No. HB1.206.

vS^ f'l^; t:^^Z,:^^'u-ZVunL^:"n..^^. P.^nund, Oreg. K.,uaUzed o«Ul*ttog g«ir for road-vehicle.. No.

cSiS^' V'j N^ ^'^S'at^V^S^mS^U^^^^ No.889.438; June 2; 8p.p.«2; Dr. p. 117; Oat. vol.

l^'JilSL'f
"^'"^.^:^^ '.r^l^n':^':^.^':"^ machmes. NO. 890.213; June 9; Sp. p.

< Hlm,i.a'
\^' T' illi^^ior'lo'i^l.ifplWl '^ AiuotuHtlc Safety Ga,. BumerCo.. PortUnd. Oreg. .Xutomatlc cut-off for Uquid and gaw-ous

tue hur^^rs No -<tfl,7hl; Jun.> 2:P Sp p "v-^-y: Dr p li:«; G«7. vol. 134; p. 1987.
i„n..2a^ Hn n 4«I9- Dr D

CHtnpt.'ll, \V . '
. aii'i <; ^V. lle.lrlck. Dayfr.n, \ a. ( oiut.ln.d front and apron for vehlctes. No. 891,460, June 23, 8p. p. 4M«, ur. p.

CamiuArV" R ^^Uttl.'Y^rk. Ill Four-hone evener. No. 891,524; June 23; 8p. p. 4749; Dr. p. 1029; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1909.

Crtmpt--U -i \i:toiiuit.k S,»f.tv Lh.m Buni.rro ;.s.«. CHinptp^'lI. V. K., asMgnor.)

cS;. w:'K':aisl^no V.n: Vy^'Minuf^umJ^-o: Ch.cago Heights. 111. Vise. No. 890,841; June 16; Sp. p. 3350; Dr. p. 734;

Canfleld,' A.\v, anfB.' E Van .\uken. Chkago. 111. Kadiator return-trap. No. 890,556; June 9; 8p. p. 2721; Dr. p. 602; Oat. vol. 134;

[ {"[Jffj: T..W .ut".s"lVr"r.^a;.^,,.rHt>,« mechamsm. No. 889.««; June 9 So. p. l^- .^r. P- 319; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1311.

•aniv S , New .Vlbany In.l. Railway-frog No. 889.199; J.me 2; Sp. p. 22; Dr. p. 5; <5at. vol 134; p. 106K
„ 5545. pr p IVXi

Canl 1 F.. a.swijoi'r to Sheffield Car C^impany, Thr-e Hiver^-. Mich. .Xrmaturen-ore. No. 891,906, Jime 30, Sp. p. 5645. l»r. p. iiw>.

CaM'%v"'l.!;'V.'\v""'Bo8c-o, Denver, Colo, an<l ( . I. Glaanbrook, San Francisco, Cal. Sizing olH.s.if^er. No. 890,602: June 16; 8p. p.

iSjiO' Dr I). filS*: 'iaz. vol. IM: p, 1-574.
, „, ..... _ ,u~n

. ,m?" 1 N^H.shuH. Iowa .N.Kk-yok. .tta. hn>,-nt No S9l,4(M: .Dme '23; .Sp. p 4.V1K; Dr p '^'^
'
''' J^'^jly^-K 30- 8d n 6157-

( arvy, R. K . a.s.^ixiior to I. 11 Art-T, l.onOoi,. En»clan.| M-vhauMni for opening and closini.- !
- r-. No. 892.222, JimeSO. 8p. p. «1S/,

Cart^to^ <'^V .s,Mn.rv;'lle"L?gT;or"of o^e-half to ^. Robart. Cambridge, Ma.,.,. Detachable harness-support. No. 890,123. June 9;

c/r^so^n. K'an!;V^N*^.ka=ra. Muh"^ exterminator No. H90,4ft5; Jnne9: 8p. p. 2606; Dr,pp.577^: Oat. vol. 134; p. 1506.

larlsTonSl ' n:Vv'nr''lll " Roller-.....,. No .V. .Vs., iun. 2. .Sp. D. 775. Dr. p. 177; (j-". voL 134; p. llffi

^n*nu>'r ; R K.»- ne Wis. .iu^ml for lish-h.v.k. No ^.>XVy. .lune 2: Sp. p. 319; Dr. p. 75; Gar., v, . 134; p. 1110.

JnZ']u.r K. \: •: ro.t, Mu h . u .•„ N.. <rj.MA: 1 une .«•: Sp p .,418: Dr. p. 13W; Gaz. vol. .U; p. '/.M^.

rriT'iiter R B Man.hester. N II 1 loUlbnik-iron No Hyi,.*,h, June 2."! .sp. p. aOf. . Dr. p l(i92, Gaz. %ol <^; P '**'

Arn-I C F naml.T Ohio Ktul-gat* for wagon... No s«..2<.5, hme 2; Sp p 2<H; Dr p 51. (.az. vol. 1.34. P I'""

Car^o F .
' Pain.'.ville Ohio Stamp-pnnting devuv No sj«357, June 2; Sp p .32.., Y)r. p 76; OVJ". . ? L vol' 134- n 1888

Ca^o U. S., and J . C. Zander, Elma, ^ish. l.ogging^r stake. No. S91.461 , /une 23; Sp. p. 40ll; Dr. p. 10ir2, (,at. vol. 134, p. 1888.
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ct^S' C- W ffltyn^r^f ?^o-?{jffio E. V. White and F. F. Harl. St. Joseph. Mo. Cutting apparalu.. for harvcsten,. No. 8«2.a»;

June 30; .'^p'p STTh: Dr i>p l28»-4; Oat. vol. 1.34; p. 2106.

a^r'o. il "l.^sl^;:::' 7\:::lZiL to T, Comns, Richmond Hill, N. Y. Rotary engine. No. 889.430; June 2; Sp. p. 493; Dr. pp.

117-18; Ga/. v.,1 \U. \^ ll.vv ......
Carter <V Holm..-. s... Heni'THon, M. M., assignor.)

Carter, J..\. 1 >>«• ( artiT. L and I ,\

iTMid r.)iinianv. i
.S**" llawley ,

11, a

HI. Erick "oklft, ( oiton-s««-d h

T. B.. Karininktoii, IIP i Cttoii-, li-jip.

't""no. 8S»,Stf.; June 2; Sp. p. 1325; Dr. pp. 302^: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1275_

R ,
Chicago, 111. Floor-sweeping (

and A. P. Dike, Chicago, ill

No. 880,ai0; June 9; Sp. p. 2141; Dr. pp 4H9-.0; «.az. voL134; p. 1431.

iind. No. 891,525; June 23; 8p. p. 4751; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1909. _

.vliiomatic folding clothes-hanger. \o. 890,023; June 9; ^p. p. HM>. Dr. p. 368. Gat. vol.

,H. ro.sae-8tick. No. 891.813; June 30j^ Sp. p. 6362; Dr. p. 1161; Oat; vul. 134; p. 2037.

D; Ost. vol. 134;

>P P
Ca.sh. .1

("Hswns. c,

Crt.seiis.

CHS«'n.«,

( ii-tl<' 1

Cath.'V
Catltlt,
Cave, C.

Cazier, M H .

KM: p 13.53.

( iH.l I) ('Hiiirhnawata Ouebeo ( ftnadJi i.n. i>-...ot-c.... ~ -• --

>nterfr^7> f-e"rH^^O-".p'^ -- 1 la^ enstrite, D. J., assignor.) (Relwue.)

lenlralTnist Con.panv of nU Y -rk truMee. (See Price and fieoket, aasignora.)

( h..fe.' .Manufaituringi (ui.pHjiv .><ee Kieidnmnn, J., assignor.) .^. . ^„ ««qu. i,ine9- So n a040- Dr. p..
I Imloii.r IT NewVorkNV. .Snfetv device for stopping r&llway-traln«. No. 890,214, J une 9, ap. p. ««*. i^- p-

vol. 134; p. 1208.
, , „

1:[::;;;;:;s"g" V, V^-lTt^lrSn^^j!-' nSn^ to' PoUard-Amng Manufacturing Co., New York, N. Y. Cleaning device for

C^:::ZT^'Tc^^m:J:^ tUm^^nhJ^cT^Xy, sVyirS., N. Y. Sh«t-metal pocket tobacco-box. No. «8i.,904;

c£J:uf'A.'.'NWou^r''li^nish(^ianlbl?C^ni^; Combined saw set and gage. No.890(«4; June9; Sp. p. 1658; Dr. p. 369; Gaz.

vol i:t4. p i:<.5.3
_

[;|;^;;:i:'7; ^•^ii?::[;^,:,;::Kmn '"^^S^:Sii«Jine"'r"8^.21^ June 9; sp. p. 2c^2; Dr. p. 4^.; r... voi. 134= p. un.

Chandelier A \ rt Bra... W.rks S.*. Rupe ^^>^^^rx\. j,,_^5,. gp p i^- Dr. pp. 405^10; Gaz. vol. i;<4: r- 1 i^*'

\'}::;::Z^ ,'"^:i;und:and; v'rZ^^f.''^^J^.^'^i^^^^ Amusement device. No. «.1.793,

Iin,e2;i .-p p V<ol Dr I'P 1
H" ^'^ '

"'-
,^ "', l-^*; P- \^;^. v-<, «o, qop- June 30 Sn P 5.5.53 Dr. p. 1197; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2n»«.

?asu 'a,'.!i M's\;iple^.l':^gno•;y,oVX"*'rh.pirMac^^
\-ariab,e-«peed mechanism. No.

. ::i"% \r:::,;n^ny^'>!^s.j:u!:^{JL^
Variabl^peed mechanism. No.

Chatem. J. E.. Lo.- \ngeles. ( al \\ Hll-l-^<i N- ->«'
•^*. ^,''"^,J!P. Pum 16- Si. D .33.51 Dr p. TM- (iaz. vol. 134; p. lfi.54.

?552rddet^P^ A '^^'&r . ^l^^rFi'l^ir^M-. ^Se^for i''^r^&n!':.Zr^rl- 'soW^. - une 23; Sp. p. 433.-.; Dr. p. 945;

ChemicarWorks^'fonnerlv Sando/,. i Se.^ Billeler, O. C, assignor.)

Chemical Work.M f.niierly .Sand-z S.- -^"•"'/-
*'t'^"''J..i^„, x

Chenils-'he Kabrik lirlesheim Kle<tron x-e iMefTen^.o-h O.. assignor.)

Cheimsche Fdi'Tik i.neshenn KW-i'troii >.-. !>,i..i- ' .s.slgnor.>

Chenil'W.^he Kabnk i ,ne.sheiiii-F.le<t ron. St^e i.i.^t. i... asMgnor.)

( heiiery M I- .Sw Di>Idt and Chenery

Ch^l^lv'Vr W s":.":'.'r ^.?:^' X'norTMIihalmers Company and Bullock Eleotnc Manufacturing Company. Protective

;^,-^•^.He<W...:.^ N;;v.-..^^ U^uid rheo^at.

(i:^sn;^''f"pauNr.^:.^ .1' ':::>,!::rLTl'^-^:itT^^^s powder C^ompanv. WiIn,in„on. Del. Ma. hi.ie for making pap^T

HhX \n W:*.;-: June:*.. Sp p M20; Dr p 138.*; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 2216.

\^:^^' ^^':!mT'u 'l!^n^:S:sT ^ij^^l^^-r^:^: June 23: sp. p. 4^13; Dr. p. 1002: oat. vol. 134; p. 1889.

iS:^^c?t^Es:'J£B^^o^^:::sx^^^^^-^i^:^ -vt ^^^i^; «.. ««. v.. 134;

( h^t^'nden. ^^•. R,. a.mgnor <.f one-half to G. H. Martin, Jer«y City. N. J. Egg-beating machine. No. 880,604; June 16; 8p.p.2866:

Dr. p. «29; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1.57.5.

\^^^^ '

bId, 'Sr";:.""" I "'''-inl/ir'No. 892.363; Jutie 3..; Sp. p. 6421; Dr. p. 13«i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2216.

Choraloelo Manufacturing Company. (See Severy and Sinclair, assignors.)

l-S^riXv'^^^ r:;.:SoVr;;Th^^^^^^^^^
Gearing for washing-machines. No. 891,794; June 23;

V^.&:^n:^V: Deuo',;:* MU-h.
'

Bolli.in ",' iding attachment for sewing-ma^.^nes. N... 890.«k5; .lune 16; Sp. p. 2867; Dr. p. 629;

ChSVnsorK'*^ ^''^ia. Mo. GIa..l-l..-k and swah^ ^"
,f'•oi^kSlf'' nS V^^ ll^J'a*] "sp ';^:;^4:' llr p'^l^'oat. voL 134;

Christian. \N B, Dnirv township, Rixk Island county, 111. Disk truck. r«io. 8jr.,«>4, -luiie jo. op. (.. i«^i. y

Chri.^opher, c. F., Ashev.lle, N. C, Railway-switch. No. 889.441; June 2; 8p. p. «B; Dr. pp. 118-19; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1138.

Chn-t"pb.Tson, C K ' S.-c Bani.v, D . a.^.-ignor.)

ChriMv Fire (lav Co. . S... MiIl.T, R 11 .assignor.)

;SI;^i. c.-. I'
.'^1:;?:" aSn^. Vo ^?:;!S'c<!n!p:^-Uon. Ma.-. Cl««lfler or ^parator. No. «M»; June 10; 8p. p. ^;

\i:^''ii^rKill,l^ no. »«..216; June 9; 8p. p. 2045: Dr. p. 450; Gaz. yoL 134; p. 1417.

S' 11 O (tveland: <»hlo l'"n}vi,| rubier. No. 890.217; June 9: 8p. p. 3)51; Gat. vol. 134, p. 1417.
.

Uncinuati Milling Machine Company. iSee De lyeeuw. A. L., assignor.)
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r2rt^. A.

iaMtgno^ to General Electric Company. Rallway-signai. No. fMJ.oor, June lb; tip. p. AiU; Dr.
, aofceiMictadj'. N. Y.

Hartf'Tl I 'inn
'

Switch-l'Ut|on. No. vfi.rrtO: dinft .'; Sp p llHi Hr p. 259. (Uz. vol. 134; p. 12;».

(lark (• \ HartfoPl, ( oiin. Swiu-h-button No V«„s71. June J, Sp. p. ISJs. Dr p «».; i.n/ vol. i:m: p. l-'Th.

ClHrk" E H ChicaK", 111 .tindC. U. Fettel. Hubbard, Ohio, aasupors to .\mencan Sirit#ruiK I'oriip.in.v » hKuKo, 111.

tus' No svil .{-: Iinie23, Sp. p. 4337; Dr. p. y4«, <Jaz. vol. 134, p. 1843.
, , , ..,-.^> ,.

(lark, F. B a.^MKii-r ( ..m-tiklf U> I A Wp.ston, Stamfor-l. t'onn l<e-(UttiuK aptwrutiis N- s'.r.', .'.':! )uii. .io, >p. p. t.lo9; Dr. pp.

(Harlc.i'j. \r' \lhtnn. assipior to Itu a Kr^eziriR Machine Company, Boston. Mh>^ .-ti...-rtni,lii(iK j* k. No. tm,T2*. lime 30; 8p. p.

Clark'j C.r\tlanu!Via.' "vaWr-condeiiMr. No. 8t«.2<n; June 2; Sp. p. .'4; Dr. pp. 5-6; Uaz. vol. Ui4; p. lObl.

CUrk! M., Chicago, lU I'erfumted note-slieet for automatic nui8U>-playln« instruments. No. 8J«t,905, lune y, Sp. p. l*>.>. Dr. p. 31«;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. LIU.
. \pparatu«(or r^ttning rubier. No. «).«<:. Jui« 9, 8p. p. iCOft; Dr. p. .57H; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. ISUti.

VpparatiH for cleansing rubt*r. No. >«).««». Junes. Sp. p 2610, Dr. p 579; «Jaz. vol. 134; p. IXti.

I leHnmg-nuw'hiriP No >si*}.4l)5, June 'J: Sp p .'44;i; Dr^ p ,S4l): (iaz V(.l 134, p. 14^^
Vpparatu.s for stet-ring gteamships and other ve,sH«l!i No. W1./95; June 23; 8p. p. 53U7; Dr. p. 11«; 0»r.

Sintering appara-

1,

h's,s for the pnjiiihtiori ot rn.-irtllii dark (oatiiigs upon metals. No. *1,9K2; June 31);

Clark. M. C. Provirlem*. K
Clark, M. C. Provulfiu-e. K.

(lark, K. C.. Tacoina Wa.sh.

( larke. J S.. Cleveland. Ohio
vol. 134; p. 2UIX).

<lasaen. A.. .Vachen, (.Jermany. KItit ri>|yt|. pf
Sn, p. 5710; Gar., vol. liK, p. Jtl9;i ., , ,,. ,.t.-

CUU8 P 8 Detroit. Muh ( ia.s-engirie N.> ^Wi..«.i, Juney; Sp p .'319. Dr p r,i:. i.az v.l l.M. p. 145o.

Clauaen, H. 1'.. assignor to .Vmencan Klecfne Telephone Company. Chicago, 111. Telephone system. No. HW,5S2; June 2; 8p. p. 777.

Dr D.' 178; Gaz. vol. i:i4, p. lliSS. , ^ , , ,„„ ,,.,,

CUwson C C Flagtown. .N J Reeordinf-pen No. 890,261: Juw 9. Sp. p. 2143; Dr p 470; Uaz. \o\. 1.J4; p. 1431.

Clay. P . Msignor of on«vhalf to E. Wright, Gibson. La. Nut-lock. No. 8«1,145; June 16; Sp. p. 3838; Dr p. *2; Ga«. vol. 134; p.

Cla'ypoote. W Philadelphia. I'a Inloading apparatus. No. 889.'.«*j. June 9; Sp. p. 1407. Dr. p. 320; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1312.

Cleveland Cartridge and Target Co. See Elaughawout, J. W., assignor
,-„ « , ,,.. „ ,,o-,

CleveUnd F K New York N Y. Kotarv engine. No. SS9.583; June 2; Sp, p. 78:^, Dr. p. 178; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1183._ , , . ^
CUfl, I. S.! assignor to De Long Hook and Eye Company, FhUadelphia, Pa. Separable garment-la.stener. No. «0,hO8; June lb; 8p.

p.'28»iO; Dr p. 'i.*!; Ga/. vol. 134: p.

Clifrord, C. W.. Trenton, N '

(.TilTord, W.. Dulmti Mini)
I

(Tift.

134: p. l.iTti.
,

Electrical <»ntact terminal. No. SMI,03»; lime P.; Sp. p :i7.>: Dr. p ^M (.az. vol. 134; p, 1<1».

and \V Kerns, Milwaiik.*'. said Kerns assignor to Hucyrus ( ..miiany. South .Milwaukee, W m. Dumpuig

raechanism for 1;] i^r Ire.l^ces. No. ><«>i'n2: lune 2: Sp. p. 2.i. Dr pp. t^T. Gaz. vol. l.M.j.. 10(52.

ton I V DrMT.k'etiurg. S C. Medicin^-dropjier. No. 8«t,2lW. lune J. Sp. p. 28, Dr. p. .; Uaz. vol. 134; p.

Cline. 11.. Idaville. la. fiuup No. Hy(),9(4; June 16, Sp. p. 3t>24; Dr. p. 78«; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1663.

(Tohe,"«.-*v Ml'. .See Sager. M. L, assigmr.'
. „ , ,.,.

(Tough.E. S., .Seattle Wa.sh. .\nchor-proKti»«<. No m.m. June 9; Sp p. 2«13. Dr^- 57»; /"** ''°'
^^'jl-

Clouae, J. \V.. Wa,'*hington. D. C. Note-slieet for autopneumatic piancnplayers. No. 88B.»)4; June 2; sp. p. a.

Cr^'tj^n f; H Worcester Mass Klexible ihaft. No. S9«l.336; June 9; Sp. p 2320; Dr. p. 512; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1456.

C^S W. v.", Pro^de^' K 1. No^pulv lor eyeglasses and sp.*tack-s. No. KW.Oi!, June 9; Sp. p, l.i59; Dr. p. 3<»; Gaz. vol. 134;

1062.

15<r7.

Dr. p. 8; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 1353.

Cobb, M K. Johnson, trustee, Fitchburg. Mass. Salety-razor. No. 890,406; June 9; 8p. p. 2444; Dr. p. 540; Gaa.

Chute. No. 890,218; June 9; Sp. p. 2053; Dr. p. 461; Oa«. voL 134; p. 1417

• .St-arle. K , as.'iignor

Spike-t'xtnu tor and jack No 8<»2,:«>6; Jiu»e 30; Sp. p.

Hunning-b<i*rd for automobiles. N(3. 890,963: June 16

I>ever-l(X-kinf means. .No. ><90,964; J ime 16, Sp. p. Jli26;

«>426; Dr. p. 1387; Oax. vol. l**: p. 2217.

Sp. p. 3625; Dr. p. 788; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

Dr. p. 7»; Oft*, vol. 134; p. 1694.

1693.

assignor.)

Iowa. Cultivator. No. 860,843; June 16; 8p. p. 3353; Dr. p. 735;

sp p
I iaz vol.

p '111: Dr. tij).

Nui-I<x'k. No

Dr p 1286; Gax. vol. 134; p. 2141.

134, p. 1576.

211 12; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1208.

889,584; June 2; Sp. p. 7K7; Gaz. vol.

Manufacturing

L. 11.. assignor to

vol. 134; p. UTT:
Cochran. K. J . Sterling. 111.

Coes W n-iii h ( ornpanv >
.S*-.

Coffev. 1 M .
Pav.-tte. Idaho

Coffin. H. E.. Detroit, Mich.

Coffin. II. E. Detroit. .Mich.

Cokefair K \\ . "t nl. ..See Keed, F. M. ,
ns.signor i

Colbuni Ma< hine Ti>ol I'ompany. (See Willis, G K
Cole, D . et III See Smith, W C . a.ssignor

Cole, M. R., assignor of ont^half to E. R. Fergu.son. Shenandoah,

Gaz. vol. 134. p. l'>.>4.

Coleman, B K and W. J. .\.ml«.s. Chicago, 111 Lid-holder No vc'.LM; June ;iii,

Coleman, J. D., (.lenwcwl. 111. Valve. Nr. '^i.tm. June Id; Sp. p. 2861, Dr. p. t.30,

Colenso W. E., Gallup N Met. Kein-hiOching device. No. s>«).(i«<); lune J; S[>.

Colkitt, J. IL, Lindsey, assignor of one-thlr<l to J. H. Fink, PunxsuUwney. Pa.

CoI^s.^G.'b!*' Ilarnman. Tenn. Invalid-t.«.l. No. 890,407; June '»: Sp. p. 2445; Dr p. Ml, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1478

Tollipr O a Kairburv Nebr S«?tional ».ox No 890,262; June 9; Sp. p 2145; Dr. p. 4/0; Gaz. vol. 134; P 1431.

cSim; C.'. Sari Era nc'iV^^^^^^^^ ^SrcK^f liildingconstructi<m. No. 892:225. Junesd; Sp. p. 6163; Dr p l^: (Jax. voL 134; p. 2171.

CoSin.': 1 W , PawtliXt'. R. V." Bo'&nd whirl No 801,814: lune 30; Sp. p. 5.165; Dr. p. 1161; Gaz. vol. 134; p, -2037.

(•otrJ^J^ea%.l'l"^'*a?aslgSoM .o.s Steam-trap. So.8aL,-i26; June23; Sp.p.4753; Dr.p.

(•oKu^*1l.^'Bemn.^;em?any, assignor t;.. W K, Warren New York, NY an.l «-.j^
^•^K*'^*^ '';.'"'.'"'"•

lif'*^"''
cement from blast-frmiai* slag Reissu.. > No. 12.801; June 2; Sp. p. I.i53: Dr. p. .«9; Gaz. vol. 134, ^p. 1280.

^K; T.>^.^ri^w!d*TVal;ltoba; Canada. Wa-shbaain. No. 892.:«W; June 30; Sp. p. 6*»; Dr. p. 1387;'Gft*. voL 134: p. 2417.

Colt « Vatoiit Fuf .\nns Manufacturing Company. (See Peard, J. J., assignor.)

Colt s Pat.'nt Fire .Vrms Manufacturing »Jomf)any. iSee Tnnsley. G H., assignor.)

Colmubus Ib-rtting \ V.-ntilating Company i •S.'.' Kbmger, D. .V.. as.signor

Comec, .1 K, Koseburg. Oreg. Packing. No S9(),40W, Tune 9; Sp.

Comiitoirrai'h ( onii)Hnv iSee Kelt and Wetmore, assignors.

»

^ r. , a^ ,^ i i-jj h
Compton 1 Chicago ill Combined ventilated r^c^ntacle and stool. No. s«^.W: June 2: Sp. p. 639; Dr. p. 148: Gax. vol. 134; p. 11

Concentric Ent'ine and Manufacturing Company, i See Lechner. F. .M.. asaignor.)

Con^r <;'T'liM'c'*'lVan*.'a8ti^{irrs^.i Eltvpic Manufuctunng ( ompany, .New York. N. Y. Cut-out mechanism for elw-tncally-

Ofjerated machines. No -sJ^..^^: lune 2; Sp. p. .r2.i: Dr p 76: Ga/. vol. 134; p. 1110.

ConmTiV^H prtt'"sV.uS.'pa 'Manufa<-Uirv of comf>ound ingots No. 890..xr; June 9; Sp.n. 2321_; Dr. p. 512; (Jaz. vol KM; p. 14S«i.

Connet' F N Providence, K. I. Rec-ordiog-manonieter. N... syo,.H44. lune !»., Sp. p. 335.i; Dr. p. ,3o; Oaz. voL 134; p. li.o4.

Connoliy. P , HnH.klyn. N Y. Valve. Nc ;fl»1.207, June 16; Sp. p. 4075; Dr. p. >«5, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1771.

Connor W T '.I'nd < .^le.ss. as.signors'ti> Steefel. Strauss, and Connor Rocheater. N. Y. Coat. No. 8»,761; June 2; 8p. p. 1118; Dr.

Co^nriS: <J'^V "Edi'ewood'iiml W J. FiltHll. Pittsburg, la Baggage-check. No. Wl JB3; June 23; Sp. p. 4886; Dr. pp. 1052-3; Qa.-

Conrad P (Tiicago 111 Stopj>er orclositP' for bottles and the hke. No. 889.872; June 2:

Conroe.'c. A , Topeka. Kans Resilient \Thl<le-wheel No s^Cl.Vi; June:«); Sp. p. 5982;

ConsolidatP-1 Lighting Co i .See l^ewis. M. W assignor

Consolidat.*'d .Safetv Valve Companv. .Sue Blanchard and Darling, assignors.)

Contin IS (;ia.ss Pr»'ss Company ,.<<.• .-ihunian \ .
assignor

Convert- V D .
Wimhen.ion. Mass Drum. No 889,762. lune 2: .So. p. 1119; Dr. p 2.<i, (.az. vol U4 p. \m.

Cor verse \ D Winchendon, Ma.ss. 1 >rnin No. ><9l .1*.. I line P.; Sp. p. ,3939; Dr. p. 8h2; (.az. vol. 134; p. 1.5 .

I onv.rs,.' F B.,' Ir.. Clevelan.l, Ohio, assifnor, bv mesne Hssignments. to Mergi-nlhaVr Linotype Company. Linot>'peHnachliJe.

s'Kp t^i lime'V Si) 11 214*1 i'r. 11. 471. Oaz Mil. i:i4, p I4.r2. ^ „ ^,, _. , .

. onN. rs. I- It ir .(•l.-velan.l. < hi... a.ss.gaor. bv mesne assignments, to M-rp-nthaU-r Linotype Company. Typoxiistributing m.ichine.

N.,, sidi "(.4 Itine'l Si) 11 2l,'ill: Dr. pp 172 '>, G,i/ vol. 1.J4. p 14.r2

Convert" F H Ir.'i leveland. Ohio, asstKnor. Iiy mesne a.ssignments. f. Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Distributmg-n.mdui^.

Vi, KUi 11.', Miiu- 9- So D 2167; Dr. ni) 47.> 8; Gaz. vol l:i4; p. 14;t2. ... ,,

(\,nv.-r*FBIr' "New Haven Conn . assignor, bv mesne a.ssigmn.-nts. to M-rgenthaler Linotvp.' Company. Matnx assembling

and distributing machine. No. 890.Jt>6; June 9, Sp, p. 2i:s. Dr. p, 479, Gaz. vol. i,«, p 14;«.

il^iior.

2448; Dr p. 541; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1478.

Dr. p. 303; Gaz. vol. 1.34;

p. 1286; Gaz. vol 134; p. 2141.
Sp. p. 13"29; p. 1276.

No.
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cook C. P.. Plymouth, Conn. Automirtlc atop for phonographs. No. 890,338; June 9; Sp. p. 2323; Dr. p. 513; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1466.

Cook, E. (See Butler and Cook, aaalgnora.)

;'.':^i[' f S-' f.^rU:,1^a''\uirw^^'%^•«^tS" No. 889.305; June 2; Sp. p. 31; Dr. pp. 8-9; Gaz vol 134; p. 1063.

\^, F. k: cKo, .1^, ,..b,..-,ermfSu. -No^ 442; June 2 ^p. P.^^j/- P'^^'^jHr .. '^h^il^.ol. 134; p. 188«.

[•^^f •^•F;^t^rld:"wap.
'.[: '"^^T^^^^^^

c:^k L O' Dein t ^ich Iln^-ase No, 888..SS5: June 2; 9p. p. 788; \)T. p. 1TB; Gaz. vol, 1.34; p^ 1
s4

Cook's standard Tool Company '^«^ »»^'«"' »nd Cook. a«Hgnor8)_
Oa/.. vol. VM. p. 1957.

C<S,-^'f aaaignor to American Mica Company, Newton, Maae. Machine lor folding sheets of mica. No. 890.S00; June 9; Sp. p.

3616; Dr. pTSo^ Oai. vol. 134; p 1,W7. .

' "^
V, 890,339; June 9: Sp. p. 2324; Dr, p. 513; Gaz vol, 134; p. 1457^

,11 for the weaving of tufted fabrics. No. 891,147; June 16; hp. p. 3940, Dr. pp. 862-4, Oa*.

w . stinghouse Electric A Manufacturing Company. System of electrio-motor control,

u! stinghoai^Klwrtric & Manufacturing Company. Regenerative system of control.

No.

No.

Cooper, Q. L. (See Bush. J F assipn

Cooper, J. W., Host .11 Mas- N t I « k

Cooper, T., KlddenuiiKster. ihu-lnn i I,

vol. 134; p. IT.il.

Cooper, W., Pittsburg. Pa .
nssi^;:;Mr i.

1^,907; .lun.'.t, Sp p. 1409; D: ;
iJ'

Cooper. W., Pittsburg, Pa., ussi^;!. r c „
HBfi<VV(' Iniiett Sii n UIP Dr pp. .Cit 1: i.a? vol. 134, p. laid. ,.

^V' fH^r...JP ^;„:i;^:|^ri^'ci>^S.^S;n!'L^"^^a;;^Sp^"N^:^l^I. -«^- Sp.p.5»6;

^^r^B:^''::r£^ "i^k w. p. 3*44; Dr. p. 864; ghz. vol 134: p. 1751.

Coimfand, B. -See I'l^vjs aiid ^"H;^^;;^^,„ „ ^„. ^,^,, ,,.„, ,; Sp. o. 790. Dr. p. 179; Gaz. v..l. 134; p 1185.

?2n,' y K '"rl" Fr.,,,,-. Kml.r.,...,,., .,.tk. No. m.lM. J....6 H; 8d. p, ,^. P, , W... «... vol. IM. p. IM

Ccfr^ibtl'L."}!", 'st''joh;r.New Brun^swdX Canada. Non-r^fUlable bottle. No. 890,610; June 16; 8p.p.2862; Dr. p. 630; Gaz. vol.

134; p. 1577.

!::Srri^.''..&'ook".n4:.^'S°mC,mp«>-, PlU.bu,g, p.. R»U..y.tl,. No.«iO,»7-, J.m.9: Sp. p. 2T«; D,.p.«X.; 0„.

co^._i^.rM;;s^,.uu.w-^^^,„/j.».^^^^^^^^

p, 11.39

Cot«, N. J.. Montreal. Quebec, Canada, t ommnauon rumiture, i^o. '^•"^;;^"," "^•.-''^""7 hU-fiTm 119-20 Gaz. vol. 134;
CottlUon. A.. AsnlAre^i, Franoe. Photographic-printing apparatus. No. 88B.443. June 2. Sp. p. 5(M. ur. pp. n'^ai, uaz.

CoUreUH Newark N.J. Tov film-burster. No. 89L407; Jiine 23; Sp. p. 4512, Dr, p. 981: (iaz vol. 134: p 1870

'^-•'TT.' T_ •' »« .T_ _ cccf. .».' ^.^ iiriT w- na» vrvl I'll' n '¥170
"No, 89L012: June .TO; Sp. n. 5.557; Dr pp. 1197-8; Gaz. vol. 13<;,P; 2070.

South Bend. Ind.Cover. H 8.. South Bend. Ind. Eye^^'iard, (Reissue.) No". 12.816; June 16; Sp. p. 41.T2; Dr. p. -^M: Gaz. vol. 134; p. IWO.

^. 'V ^ '':^:rt l^^r^^lS^^nri^^Z^;:^^^^^-^^ ^r^^iny^^^pt.r^^8^^" )unc 23; Sp. p.

C^'^^rt I'lM- WH^rford.'N.'-'Y. ''sil.sh-l<x:k. No. 891.818; June 30; Sp. p. 5380; Dr. p^ll64:^ Gaz. yoL 134; p. 2038.

Covert I W Rarinin lU. Husklng-mitt«.n. No. 889,0(53; June 2; Sp. p. 916; Dr. p. 212; (.az. vol 134; p. 1209.

Covert Manufaetu ring Company, (see Baxter, J. B„ assignor.)

(^"i °"n'''Ll'!ii,«r ol'?«-h.lf to W. K,!!!.. Bu«.lo. N. V. D.r.lling.a»1Kh. No. m.iX: Juoe X: 8p. p. 8885; Dr. p. 1»; U.«

Sr \ 1
'

anil U 1 ' 1 ". Iwin. S, ratfonl. okla. Plow-anvil. No. 889,206; June 2; Sp. p, 34; Dr. p. 9; (iaz. vol. 134, p. HM.

Sl^arSior't ,,,t:;:d"t;'j'T"t!Sh'lin.i:uke.Md. Signal for railways. No.891.763; June 23; Sp. p. 5233; Dr.

Co^*0.'^'.'. Fltzwuten^^ V. a-signor to G. S. Cox and Brother, Philadelphia. Pa. Haircloth fabric. No. 890.611; June 16; Sp

Cox^'t?. .s'^.'Fitzwatertown.^asaignor to O. 8. Cox and Brother, Philadelphia, Pa

CSox'^'J's Fitz'watertowri. asaignijr to O, 8. Cox and Brother, Philadelphia, Pa

Cof lT^La,V^lfaS?env^r^t^ Nr89^-.^^ ^X P- 3a«; I>r. PP- l^^^ «^<- vol.. VM: p 165..

cSx R 1 Mavl^urv.W.Va. rh,xk- fastening device. No. 891.149; June K^ - " *"' '>' " ^- •"' vol. l.«.

Cox' W y'rovo, Ctah. .\ntiriitller thill couplinff and support. No.891.4ti.

Coxi W."u., Ei-cles, England. Press for the molding of bicycle and othertl^e^

p.'l478.

P-

•P

nairtlolh-loom. No. 890,612; June 16; 8p. p.

1134;

2864;

2866;

Drying and finishing machine lor textile fabrics.

N.O

?fM'> Dr p, 86.'i; (iH7. vol. 134; p. H-W.
'.( Sp p. 4618; Dr.p Kxci; G.iz. vol. 134; p. 1890.

v,m,4ii'.c 'une9; 8p.p.24..(i. Dr.p. 541; Gaz. vol.134;

1930.

Craig, D'.. Mein- M..-^ Fluid-motor. No. 891,208; June 16; Sp. p. 4077; Dr. pp. 895-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

cSg' J (' Kii^noiinu'onVHtHi.a'^'^ioVof two-thirds to J Kenyon, Lindsay, and J. T. Laking, Uallburton, Canada.

No.'8W>,9(ki, June 9; Sp p. 14P.. Dr p. 321; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1313.

JS'^.W..H:;^e;hTMa': ^.::n;'SUitlgvea«a. No.8H9.509; Jum.2; SIM.. 640; l>r,Pj^«. ^;!-voL134; p. 1159.

•mm' A V . Vr^entm. . Kans litnmn No. .889,7(3; June 2: 8p. n. 1121; Dr. p. 2(^5; ^a* vo
. U4; p.

12:«*.

CrK,npton S 11 New York \ Y Ci.ble-<lip. No. 890,125; June?): Sp. p. IW^JT P- *'"
'i»'-

'«'• '

Crandall, 11. F.. .MilwHUke.-. Wis Fishmg-reel. No. 892,i;J7; June 30; Sp. p. ""

Crane, E F .
Ne\vari< nssipnor of one-hulf to H. A. Crane, Jeraey (ity, N. J.

Inne 2:v St> n 41'il Dr p. yo".*: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1834.

Crane E T pliiladelpliia. W- Cigan-tte-hol.k.r. No. 889.207; June 2; 8p. p. 33; Dr. p. 10; Gaz. vol, 134; p, KMsl.

cSne'lV .M NerYX'N*' Y^iaSoMo Western Electric Company, Chicago. Ill EliMtromapnetic signal-controlling devit*. No.

C^:;:^! !''Tin;-,n^m\'M)?!:;.*'c.{;.iwL;b^;tS;cab.^^ No.891,819; June;^ Sp. p. 5382; I>r p.

Ciiine' r"t V'hicAKo^lll Vaive No 891.672; June 23; Sp. p. .')067: Dr. p. Um. Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1957.

Crai^r, F., Parsilnlf Kans. Mechamcal movement. No. 8^1,597; June 23; Sp. p. 4890; Dr. p. 1054; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1981.
^

Buggy-top.

1.34; p. 1387.

«:.., .'.. yy .-c^^.. ••."'. VOl. 134; D. 214i!.

Reinforcing-ljar lor c<rnicntitiou8 bodies. No. 891,234;
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t
M»chiii« (or nmniifa<-tunng expanded melHl So s«),l/:. Juiiey, Sp.p.lft»i5; Dr.pp.4ia-13; tJ»«.

.•ihof. No. HWJ.IXW; Jiinp Irt. Sp. p. :i*)2S. Dr p. TW. (iai. vol. 134; p. l^Mft

Vutomatio regulation of rectifiers and rotary converters No WH,747, Juiie 23; 8p. p. 5310; l>r \>\>.

Oawdon, 11. r , Vlpban«», N ('. Davenport. No 881,915; Jiirw :«; Sp. p. MJM; Dt
Cnw. W. \.. Sali.Hi'iirv, Md ('«ment-block mold. No SJfi.l.'W. June :»; -^PJ*- *
Crtttall F H Hraintree, England. Manufanuring expanded metal. No. *<90,126

1387.

Crittall, F H. Braintree, England
vol. IM: p. l.J>C.

C'nt7.. F A.. Ir U •!« P'lint, Miso. .><h<>»>. No
Crocker, F B N>w Vnrk. N Y

lHy-.iO; '111/. V..1 m. p 2001.

rro»ktT-\N hifltr < orni>HUV .See Wheeler. .<. S., ajwignor i

Croikett. II. i' . Battlf ( rwk. assignor to A M Keeney. Augnsta, Mah
June 16; Sp. p. iVrj. Dr p. ri«7; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. WJ*>.

Crofts, 8. T. (Se*- Kankin. C C , awignor.

)

Croratev, C. D. (See Chapman and Cromley )

Crompton A Knowlas L<x)ni Works. (See Holiingsworth, E .

("rompt<">n A Knowli-.-* Loom \Vork.H • S»v l.'n<'kf.t and Kyon,

Crone, S. A., N>'\v ^'.>rk N Y. Railwa>-c-Hr Irnki-sho"- .N"

Crone. 8. A., N-w 'ifrk. .N V Kailway-car lirakf-f»ho«' .\'>

Crone, S. A.. Nhw Ynrk. S Y Railway-t-ar tymke-shoe. .\o

1. 1199; Gar vol 1.14; p. 2071.

I)r p \J>C. (iH7 vol l,U p. ilC
June 9. Sp p IS*!!'. Dr pp.41(Vll; ti»«. vol. 134; p.

Mai'bine (or drying, f«'<>(iriug, and cleiiiuiitK' K'rain. No. 400,768;

as8ignor.i
Assignors.^
vw,.Slti. June 2; Sp. p. 042; Dr
S)*..ill. JuwJ Sp p M.<: Dr

. *1 JOM, )\nw !'• -I.

p. Mi; Om. vol. 134; p. IKiU.

p 14i; Ou. Tol. 1.14; p. UtiO.

i tiMii Dr p. 800; Gas. vol. IM: p. 1772.

[ I. iai. Dr p 73H; fl»*. vol. 134; p. lfc5._

Molding-niacnine.
June It*. I, Dr p 73h; uax. vol. 134; p. inao.

No. H01.042; June 16; Sp. p. 37(0; Dr. pp. 821-2;
Cronk, C. H., rurti.s. Nehr Tran.ip<>rting-r*>'pta(le. .So. «*0..'*4«

Crosby, J. W, assignor o(.>tie-hrtl( to K K (aid well. Bradford, Fa.

Gaz. vol. 1*4; p 1720.

Croixh A Fitzgerald, i See liilmore, J. W .
assignor, i

Crowley, .\1. K. Shari.sville. I'a. Attachment for pnnting-stamp.s

Crozier. T. T. BflUirf, Ohio. S^p^irating Hv»t»'m So v«.ii<>4. Iiuif J. Sp p ><lt>, Dr f

Crosier, T. VV. assignor of one-hiilf to (i W. Mitchell and W Wall. Christiaiist.urg. \ a

Dr. p. iffl: Gaz vol !:M. p 1.'40
. , ,.., ,,^,

Crump, F. W . Los Angeles. Cal. L<x.s»-leaf binder So. )«1.(H3; June 16; .Sp. p. ,176«; Dr. p. S,-. i.ar vol 134; p. 1;2<A

Cruver C L. Chu-ago, HI r>evice for removing Ujttle^aps. No. .>eo,027, June 9. Sp. p. ItfcS. Dr. p. 3.0; Gai. vol. 134; p^
UVl.

Cruyt, W. J., Brussj'is. liKtgiiim Apparatus Jor the prodiK-tion of hot fluids und.T preiwiire. No. H81.820; June.Kt; Sp. p. .53X4; Dr. p.

Cudworth^D^"shelhume, Mass. Fine-fuel (uma<«. No. «90,02«: June 9: Sp. p. Iri64; Dr pp. 37(^-1; Oar. vol. i;»4: p 13.V4

CirfT. J

No. Wl.l.iO; June 16; .Sp. p. 3Me; Dr. p. 866; (Jaz. vo*. 134; p. 1752.

.>i;<. (iaz. vol 134; p. 1200.

Nut-lock .No. NW.7M: June 2; Sp. p. 1122;

Jdworth. D. Shelhume, Mass. Fine-fuel (uma<«. So. ««,ir,»<: .June 9: »p. p. ikh; nr pp. .».\^-i; wai. voi. i.vi. p i*^.

irfT J. M. lersey <itv Heights, assignor of two-thinis to M. Hams and M. K. I^vy, Jersey City. N. J. Stnkmg device (or door locks

an<i iat< h.'s S.. Klio.nl.l. lane l»i; Sp p >*)y. Dr p ti31. Gaz vol l,M {>. 1.578.

iilver 1 I. Sew 'I ork S. Y Sursing-walst. So >««),fil4. June Iti; t^y p. 2S71; Dr. p. 632; <.az. vol. 134; p. 1578.

Culver' k West Ionian, rtah Bottle. So >«).41(); June 9; Sp p. -'^VV Dr. p. 542; l.az vol. KM; p. 1479.

Curamings. H. U.. Sewton, assignor to Inii^i L.Kk Stitch Company. Boston, Mass. Automatic pre8i»er-(oot-lifting mechanism. No.

891,210; June 16: .Sp. p. *Ki. Dr. pp. SH6-7. Gaz. vol 131. p. 177J ,.,,., , , i k; uua .irw i..~.».
CunnifT J. V . and f. .Vin.«w<>rth. Fall River, assignor^ to Dra^x-r Company, Hopedale, Ma.ss Loom-temple. No. S»J.20M, June i,

Sp. p.'36; Dr. p. 10: Gaz vol. U4. p Kltio
v.._. v.„.. v^ v a^-^„i„„-„«„i,*„.. v«.Scrpenlng-machine. No.

_. Sp p. 1123; Dr. p 2i»; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1240.

Dr. p. 1329; Gaz. voL 134, p. 2172.

Sp. p. 36: Dr. p. lu: iiaz voi. i^t. p nn>o
,. v v

Cunningham. R. P . llolvoke. .Ma.ss.. assignor to InU-rnational St.ani Humptompany. New ^ ork. N. Y.

«! .>C1 June .30; Sp p' .'i;?x7. Dr. p tlti."). Gaz vol. 134; p. '2040.
. „„ wv -„, ^ i

Cuntz. H. F., assignor to A Standt and I V.Benisth, Sew York. N Y. Door. No. »«,910; June 9; Sp. p. 1418; Dr. p. 321; Gaz. vol.

134: 'p 1314.

Currier. L.. CnderwcMxl, N. D. Thennal .'l.o-tnc alanii So s,sy.7fa; June

Curry. F. A . .Vrlington, Mass. Veil-pin So Wi.J-/:, )une:«i. Sp. p. 6169;

CuJ^ wP'lL';::rviile.'Kv:.'in!rv'^rH^^^^^ latchen^aWnet. No. 880.766; June 2; 8p. p. 1124; Dr.p.2«l: Gaz.

vol. 1.34: p 1.'40

Curtis Dry Placer Machine Company. (Sw Ourtis, H I', assignor.) ^, ^ . . „ ao, *»-?.— '«•«»«« iKii-
Curtis. II. IV, assignor to Curtis Dry Placer Machine Company, Denver, Colo. Dry concentrator. No. 801.409, June 23. 8p. p. 4614,

Dr. p. 9K2; tiaz. vol. i:J4; p. 1^1.
Cutler-Hammer .Mfg. Co. '.See Henderson, (*. T assigm

Cutter. G .\.. Boston. Ma.s.s . assignor to Sia'uuni IT"*

l)ac«y, e! J.. Pr^'^cottville, Pa IroUey for electric cars and the like. No.891.410; June23; 8p. p. 4618; Dr.p.982; Gaz. vol. 134;

Dahl, C. G. I.S.V \ alentinc an i Dahl .,...„ ,ntiA
Dahlingrr, P. I

.
laterson, S. J Sleev»^pro|.Ttor So h«(,jio; June 2; 8p. p. 41; Dr. p. 11; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 10b4.

DalrvTream .^•p.irator Co .Se«' He<lderich. E F assignor _ ,,..„.»««
Dalev D F .Menominee. Mich. WiKxleu struct ur.' So Hyi.^s:). 1 une 30; S>p p. a- 10; Dr. p. 1229; (.az. vol. 134. p. .MO.

Dalv" 'j M., ChK ago, 11! Clutch driving defue S.v v<H.J97, June 2: Sp. p. 20^; Dr. p. ,52; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ll»i-

lulv K: J San Francisco. Cal. Boat-relea«ng device. No. H91..i98. )une23:Sp p 4K91. Dr p 1U54; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 19.11.

lupany. Drying apparatus. No. KH9,209; June 2; 8p. p. 37; Dr. p. 10;

p. 1871.

)ttmeron, W. "p ".^pnngfield. Mo. Amu.sem«nt'device. No. «!)0.y)^.' June 9; Sp. P-^J'^]^ ''c P(' '^03-*: ^»*- ^o'- ^'^*- P- '•''^

Damon F. .M , .Se.Mttle, W^sh Wrench. So XV2/S2S: June :<0

Damon. R. H. I>'ominster. Mass. Hair-rolL No. s,><9..s7:{, Jime
. .

Dampman. D E ,
Reading. Pa Englne-hou-**' door-caUh .So v<*).ti»i.')

Sp p H17I1; Dr
» ^ Sp. p. l.Hl

). p. 2729: Dr pp. 603-4; Gai
p l;f29; Gh/. vol l.<4: p 2172.

l)r p. .«M; tiaz vol l.i4; p.

Iune2, Sp p 'ds Dr p. 21.<: Gaz. vol l:U: p

Daniel H. J . Kendall. Mont. ExterTsion stcTvepipe length. No. W0.12S. June 9; So. p ISW. Dr p. 413. Gaz. vol

Ati'hison. Kans.. a.ssignor to Metitl Sectional Fumitun- Company, Portland. .Me Buidcr-lcKk

p. 1276.
'^ - -' l:U: p. 1211).

i;i4. p. i:«.s.s.

No. Sf2.ir29; Juiic;«i; Sp. p.

A.,

Davey, J.,

I line 16.

Davey, J.

Davev. J

vol. \M.
Davev. .M.

Daviiison. F.

chine. No
liftvidson, F.

lune 9; Sp.
|)i»vid.son. F.

Sp. p .57^1,

Daviiison. J

Da\-1d.son, W
Davies. C. W
I)»ivies, J. H.
Davis. A. G..

(iaz. vol.

Davis. C. A
p. 1931.

Davis, C. G
Davis. C. R
^134, p. 196(4.

No. 800,968;

Daniels. C , ,

.')779; Dr p I24;{. Gaz vol. 134; p 2106.
, ,-.. .^ nj „ i<wi

Danischeviskl. I . St Pet^rshurg. Russia Pressurfvregulator. No H91,.S99. Iune2:<, sp. p^4«>./2. Dr. p lik>4; ^az 134 p 1931

Danuuard. T nsmgnor to A utopiano Company. Sew York, N. Y. MfKliilating :ittachment for automatic pianon. No. 889,444. June 2.

Sp p 'tU*. Dr p 120. Gaz vol. l.«4. p. ll.»l.
, , , ^ v« »>u.i ..^t. i..,,^ o.

iHinquar 1. T . Sew York. N Y , rt.ssignor to Autopiano Company Pneumatic action for musical instruments. No. 889.445. June 2,

So p .iO'< Dr pp 120 I; Gaz. vol. l.M. p 1140.

Dapping, W. ()., Auhum, N. Y. Baseball-fame apparatus. No. «0,SW», June 16: Sp. p. 3442: Dr. pp. 7,'v4-6: (.az. vol. 1.14. P- 1«»«8.

Darling V . I>u>.lui. Ontario, a.ssignor o( on^half to E. J. Litt. Stratford. ( ana.ia. .Snow-plow. No. "O0.I.211: June 2, Sp p. 42; Dr.

p. 11, Gaz. vol \M: p. 10ri4. t

L)arting, P G i Se« Blanchard ami Darlingj) „ ^ , ... ... .,., , ii_ * ..

Darlington. F Pittshurg, Pa , assignor to Westinghou.se Elect nc A Manufacturing Company. Syrtem of distribution lor direct cur-

rent Nci S,s<.t'Hr June9 Sp p 1420. Dr p. .322. Gaz vol 134; p. i:U4.

Darnell. J. H.. and M F. Kimble, Hanford.Oal. Automatic fishing device. No. «ei,044; June 16; 8p. p. .3767; Dr. pp. 822-3; Oaz. vol

134. p. 1720.

Drtvev, J. , See Davev. J. .v.. C. and .M. I.
,_ ,. . w . . ,

M. L..andJ. A., Kent, i)hio. Trtating and dres.sing a bruise or wound in the trunk or live branch of a tree.

Sp. p' 3631: Dr. p. 790; (iaz. vol 1.34. p. 1606.

.\. (See Davey, J . M. L., and .1. A
J., and M. !>., Ker
1605.

iSe«' Davev. J. A., J. and M. L.) r- ^ r, »j i

B and W Gorges, Marseilles. Ill, assignors to Howe and Davidson Company, Kast orangB, N. J

-^1.221, June 9: Sp. p. 2057: Dr. pp. 461-3; Gaz. vol. 134, p 141.><.

B.. Marseilles, 111 , assignor t<> Howe and Davidson tomoanv. East

p. 20»>'). Dr. p. V>1: Gaz. vol. l.M: p. 1419

B , Marseilles. 111., a.ssignor to Howe and Davidson Co
Dr pp. 1243 4, Gaz. vol. \M. 9. 210tl.

(.See Haskell and Davidson
H Boston. Mass. .Sutmeg-(frater So. SM».t.6«i. lune 2. Sp. p. 919, Dr

T.'Ncw York, NY Retaiiww-mH ktie. No. 'flW,!:!**: June ,30; Sp p. .iW2

! .S.-«' Blie<len and Davies. 1

. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to lieneral Electnc (^)mpany. Automobile.

;m. p. i.">7'.^

,
Pasadena. C^il Means for attaching crowns to rcK>ts of teeth. No. 891,600

I . M. L, and I. A '

. „ , -_._ ., _., „
Kent. Ohio. Means for tying tree branches together. No. 890,967; June 16; 8p. p. 3820; Dr. p. 790; Oaz.

Company, East ') range

impiiiy. East I'raiig"', N.J

N. J

Paper-coating ma-

raper-board box. No. 890,222;

Ptiixr tray. No. 8112,030; June 30;

p 21.1. Gaz vol l;«4: p. 1210.

Dr p. 12KH. (iaz vol 134; p. 2142.

.No. SOO^I.t; June 16; 8p. p. 2872; Dr. pp. 633-4;

Jiineil, Sp p 4fW4. Dr p. 10.54; Gaz. vol. 134;

Maniste«> Mich Stovc-l.« .SVi s^<.t.2<*H. lune 2: Sp p. JOK: Dr p .i2: Gaz. vol 1.14

assignor to Oliver Chille<l I'low Works, South Bend. hid. Plow No X91.(i.3: June
; p. 1091.

2:!; Sp p .Vrrf», Dr p 1094: Gaz. vol.
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Liihncator. No. S90.tdii: June W. 8p. p. 2877; Dr. p.
Davla F. M., asrignorto lUris Mannfactunng Company, Milwaukee, VN is.

p i:^ii' Dr !> M3 Gttz. vol. 134: p. 14.«7.

i:::vi:';",r ':;:::\rc.,.u:^'::i^n^u^.'k chum. no. 891.764; june 23; sp. p. 5235; Dr. pp.

pivlt 'j m" V^orla' r';x'"Tut-o(T for tanks and the like. No. 889,912; June9: 8p. p. 1422; Dr. p. 322; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1314.

Davis M P rial. .S.s> Donovan, J. D. assignor.

)

R::;:.^'e'' n:';::^,; 'nXn, l^S^-^"^- fcn^^'-its to bolts or studs, no. 892,229; June MK sp. p. 6172; Dr. p. 1329;

DavTs t"' V ''Vil;. Ih! V 111 ironing-boanl. No. S>«.».767; June 2; 8p. p. 1127; Dr. p. 261; Gaz. vol. i:i4. p. 1241.

K:::'^tr\'T "^Lu:::^T2:\'\ 'H^^..ftf^:w^-in-Fumess. asslgnors^lckers Sons A Maxim Limited, Westminster, England.

nJr; rTi^:'Si^M'^ •;[;ir-^,r^;r^\^•^^;l:aS^u.r^^^•^o'^:6ir.u;^ i^^jJ: r^. Dr. pp. i^; oaz. .m.

I :rH'rv''r
?" tVuT'^'^^'^^JS^^^^^ ^ork, N. Y. Advertising device. No. 889.212; June 2; 8p. p. 43;

lJ;vf:,Vw''l''Fon'wi;'^e,'\t!^'M..ssage instrument. NojJ9..,(B9; June 9: Sp. p. 1.^.; ^:2i,^]-^^L:'°}^'^'^-^'^r p 1096-

DeCaml-; W S .VhillKothe, Ohio Pneumatic adjuster (or angl^ocks on train-pipes. No. 801,675. June 23, 8p. p. 507B, Dr. p. iiw»,

1 .: CHiiu'w's , ChiU^othe. . .hio Means (or controUing pneumatic signal-pipes on railwHy-trains. No. 891,676; June 23; 8p. p. 5079;

Dr p UWi. <iaz vol 1.(4. p 19.t».

l::: 'K;";t.K''No';:r lm,awi;dTV.'V.^'''^l-r.gula (or automatic musics instruments. No. ««9.4fl«; June 2; Sp. p. 566; Dr.

,

,.'.'

Kleist .' E , s;' rt'h^ onii'lnda. N. Y. Expression deW* (or pneumatic musical Instruments. No. 889,467; June 2; 8p. p. o.»; Dr.

„.'.'i'„'m '.I'ue c 'll'IbL'/elphia. Pa., assignor to International Speed Register Co., New York. N. Y. Punch-shifting mechanism.

De'l'^.^'/w''; i:'"Tl!.md^:mP a*Snor"t!:-.'^ci^VMuS Ll^Wne Company. Cincinnati. Ohio. Ix^klng mechanism (or machln..

,.,"i;':,.^\ r'u.u:Z::::^:.^:j:u:Kn^^^^ Too.-(...„ngm«.h„nism. NO. 892.387; Juncao;

-,[,
J,

<,4i.\ Dr p l.ii'.'i. Gh/ vol. 1.14, p 222:1.

\:A^::^:rrt!&;.:nT::L 'm^^^s^'-'^'x::^; .^^ne^-, ^^.^.4^-. d. p. 1056; Gaz.voi.134; p.i9«2.

I;: ireme;^t' r.aisl^oVidVmrtlslMo'rT".!^^^ Houma. La. Woodworking-machine. No. H«0.58;i- June «• 8p. p. 278r.: Dr.

D^ worth' W T'. B^r,l^nlo^n, N. J. Ho«M-lamp. No. 890.414; June 9; 8p. p. 2460; Dr. p. 544; G... vol. IM; p. 1480.

gSSn- J- C^.^;
' ar ni ^'m^'^'iI No. kc,,341; June 9; Sp. p. 2328; Dr. p. 5,3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1458.

iS ''f
''p ^^la,H'oh,o'**"BlacU.oard-ersser. No S90..342: Jmie 9: Sp. p. 23.30: Dr^. .M4, Gaz. vol. 134: jk 1458.

Dmil; H S .' L<'ndon E,i]{land Gamient. No. 891.527; June 23; Sp. p. ^54; Dr. p. 102§; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1910.

ll::ierick
'p K"\n.anv s" VBaling-press. No. 891.329; June 23; Sp. p. 4344; Dr. p^947; Gaz voL 134; P- 1844.

Mn, s M M I n.' anap< lis. I nd. < ira.f.>r. No 891.916; June .30; Sp. p. 5565; Dr p 1 199: (iaz vol 134; p. 2071.

D^me P run. iermanv Pump kettle. No. S.A412: June 9; Sp. p. 24.57; Dr v "l "«' '^«'
\'*:Jl*^;^,

DeVn^F \ Chicago, 111 Making expanded sheet metaL No. 891.822; June 3(). .Sp p SS**; Drp^ 1166; Gaz. voL 134^^
Drii!."J;«r«.rV.l.:Ts8ig>iort..Uur.!«.r Paint Co., Chicago, 111. Coin-«ortirig nu^hamsm. No.892.3««. June 30, Sp. p. 6429, Dr. p. 1388.

(irtz vol 134; p. 2218.

Denton, F. L. (SeeShlnnand Denton.)

D^nlon! WD and r' W ''weLl' v.'^mLs. Emulating rare, precious, and other stones. No. 889.845; June 2; 8p. p. 1270; Dr. p. 292;

l>:;K,U,er"'c"l; Mw Yor.. assignor to Dubois Watch Case Co., Brooklyn. N. Y. Bow (or watches. No. «10,343; June 9; Sp. p.

|>^"^li.V:<^' L''N;:S^rk,':^si^il:!^ Dm^ls watch Case Company. Brooklyn. S Y Chatelaine brooch-watch. No. 890,501;

lune'* Sp p 2ti20 Dr p .">.>>
I .

< .m7 vol. 1.34. p. 1.508.

l',^H
• m" N-'enn^^vVis^na^Drngir^'asLgnor to Stanley El«.tric Manufacturing Company. Altemating^urrent motor. No. 890,617;

lune 111 Sp. p. -^SHI: Dr. p. t>;i4: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1579.

I::1:^;'"k" l^n^'^^anir !ian^;!mg':pr:::V:?;H''No ..,267: June 9: S. ;^^: '^P -Sp"'^^- 'i^ ^ liS^' Gaz voL 134;
Despradelle. D., Boston, Mass. Device for spinning and twisting yam. No. 890,618, June 16, Sp. p. 2884. Dr. p. 6J4. uaz. yoi. i»».

DKssL'i^r, M . and S BariKh. New York. N Y. S«al and protector (or knots. No. 891.603; June 23; Sp. p 4,s99. Dr p. IftV.: Gaz. vol.

i:i4. p 19:12

l),.tri.li B .^e«- .M\ers and llurchanl, assignors.)

irrv'^F'H ll^at'lT^rnr^yJon.Xss. Fo.mdation-fastener for honey-s^-tions of beehlvea No. 890,619: June 16; Sp. p. 2.86: Dr.

.J'd;;^'tT'll'"'leV;lHnd,\?hir(orner-stavforcar-hodies No. 891,466: June 23; .Sp. p 4619: ^^^If^^^^J^:'''^
P^'

Dexter' T (Pearl River N Y Paper-cutting machine. No. 889.213; June 2; Sp. p. 4^; Dr. pp. 12-1.3; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1066.

i:;:;:;:;:;;l 'rT^uS!:^':::::^^'^r{^^ru:^ ;./,!ufSScompany, pi.tsburg. p,. G.nt for wmdow and door

D^n'^^'^l.ak^VS'ail^.^tr'l.'B.l^llJki-onSr^^^ apparatus. No. 890,759; June 16; Sp. p.

.1194: i)r. p. ti«8. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1627.

Dii Irinsoii. I II I Se»' Miller and Dickinson
it,,,.. •Vl- Sn n .V1H9- Dr D 1166" 0»Z.

D.ckin.-on. R J.. Fur^'ka. Ill Apparatus formixing materials in canning factories. No.8»l,K£l, Jum 30, Sp.p.W89. ur. p. iioo. uaz.

vol 1.14. p 204(1

Dickson W. E., St. I.ouis, Mo., assignor to I mon Special Machine Company,

aluminates. No. 891,677; June 23; Sp. p. 50K1; Dr. p. 1097; (Jaz. vol. 1.14; P- l*«i
,

Diehl Shebovgan Wis Hinge. !5o. S91.236: June 2:1: Sp p 4i:,2: Dr. p. 909: (.az. vol. 134; P-]""^^-.^,

d1;.1 V H Stc^k^oil. Ca!l Vehifu-. No S91,467; ...me -2:1, Sp. p. 4t.21, Dr. pp. IIWI A; Gaz. vol. 1.14; j.. i**0.

K'^r Munich, G^^any'^ Proc!^:;^^ a^rJ^us ^:i mj^tio^ of hqu.d fuels into intemal.ombust.on engines. No. 890..^; J unc

vILL^/y^'v^^. Nrw^a^'spnngVh^-. No. 890;i23; June «: Sp. p. 206.; Dr. p. 454; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1419.

Dike, A. P. (See Cazier and Dike.) '

:G;nneU. Kans. Siding gsge - marker^^ Na
J«0.847.

Ju^I^ %^Tlu%U^': ^•^:6(g*J^'^Sp. p. 4902;
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Na

No.

mkcnuui. Ff. B. (8wi NTrix an<l r)iki»nian.>

Hilliaf). II (". Ktt.Ht H.irii:'''-, l'i«. <h.w> UnniK '' u I N" v»v.:,frj; ^mc 'I: S|i. p Jti-,'!, |)r |> .^M ;
ii:i/ \<'\ 111; ]> Ihiv

I>iUon, A. H.. Kansas! It V, Mo. (issignor. Iiy iihkik' jijisijfniii<iit«. of oiie-hjtli to E. K. <iatP8, KaiwjiS City, K.au». Uoiler-Uuc Mower.
So.S>V:J»J. Iun.>.'. Sp p JUJ; Dr p ,VJ. Chz vol KM; p HWI,

Dillon. I
. »i.>«.>iiKnor m Kurth Kl<'\ Htur ( otnp*ny, .Milwaiik.f. Wis. KU'ctrit-iiiotor c-oiitrolkr. No. )«l,23h; .lune 2:1; 8p. p. 4154; Dr. p.

910: tinz. V..1, i:>4. p. IM-t.

Dtn^rman. F . assignor of one-haM to .\. K DonAldson. Baltimore, Mil. Hhmiv for sealiiiK NottlcB. No. 8J«,»74; Jutie 2; 8p. p. 1332;

Dr. p. MA. liaz vol. 134, p 1277.

Dirkps. H A .Ww York .N Y. Wlndovr-v^ntilator. .No S91..S-J4; iuno30: Sp.p. .5901; Dr p. Ufifi; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3040.

Di9«, \. B.. NVwrtrk. N I . a-ssignor to I niviTsal CasK^r & Foim-lry Company. Caster for furniture. No. S91.045; Junf 16; 8p. p.

3769: Dr. p ^Si. '•m.. vol. \M: p. 17'.'1.

Diss, A. B., \.>wark. N. J., assignor to Inlvirsal Ca.'ter 4 Foundry Company. Caster for tnl>ular legs. No. 801,046; June 16; 8p. p.

;{770; Dr. p. ^-'ii, (iuz. vol. 134; p. 1721.

Ditihfipl-I. ( M -ntrPMl, Quf\^\ Cdna<iH Dumo-car No slo,>.'4 Iimi' (» .Sp p. 3060: Dr. p. 4.>4; <}ar. vol. [M. p. 1419.

Dixon. J. O.. and K. .S Mummprt. a.ssignors to Munimtrt, Woli A Dixon ( o.. Hanover. Fa. Screw-threading machine. No. 800.848;

June 16; 8p. p. S^il. Dr. pp. 736-7. Oai. vol. 134; p. !»«•>.

Dixon, W . L.. as.^ignor to Mt^-c Folding Mafhine lonipany. Boxtnn. Mass. Fee^iing meohanism for machines for folding ("oilars and
the like. .No h v.^y.i. lune't Sp p .M22. I)r p >! .

im/. vil \M: p. 15»«.

Doane, J. C. Hartford, Conn., assignor to Umierwood Typewriter Co., New York. N. Y. Type-writing machine. No. 891.047; June

16; 8p. p. 3771, Dr. pp. fSi-o: Gae. vol. 134} p. 17-n.

Dodd, C. E, a.'«signor to M .-^ Di>ddand<i h Kr Iman. WiUiamsport, I'a. Cuff-holder. .No s 0,.1a9: June '.«; Sp. p. 2rJ2 Dr. p. 0(4;

r.tit. vol. 134: p. 1.5>7

Dodd, M. S., rf a^ .-See Dodd, ( K., assignor i

Dodds, E. I., assignor to Pullman Company, Chicago, 111. Car No. 886,588; June 2; 8p. p. 7«1; Dr. pp. 17»-80; 0»*. vol. 134; p. 1185.

Do<l^" CohI .-^torag*' Companv vSt* \Mlliai»8. A. C., a.s«gnor

Dodge .Vlftalliv Cap Company. (See Dotige, W. H.. assignor

Do<lgc, W H , Verona, as.signor to Do<ige Metallic Cap Company. Montilair, N.J. Metallic cap for n'<.fpttu.le.s and making llu' .same.

No ,\sy.2U. June J: Sp p. 56; Dr. p. 13; <iM. vol, 134: p. 1(J66.

Ik^LU'ling A ) , I'Uii.if I>x Varmtile-sfi»ed m.><hiinism N'> vxi. m hine !>: 9p. p. 23;{2: Dr. p. 514: (Jaz. vol. 134: p liVi.

Dolan, I
. Dayton Ohio. Klectric-railwav l»in<l No -1.0. asc. lurr-vi; Sp p. lt>67; Dr. p. 371: (Jar., vol \M. y i;i.V>.

iHildt, J. E., and H. L. Chenerv. said H. L. Cht-nery assignor of his right to L. Y. Cheinery, Portland, Me. Loclc-niortiser.

S91.«)b; June Zi, Sp. p. 49<W; Dr. p. l(k")7; (1«7,. vol. \M. p. ltf.'«.

Doll, H., assignor to .Societv IVignages <t Fi|Mtur»>8 l>- Bourn' \h> Soie, Paris, France. Spinning, twisting, and like apparatus.

801.917; June;«>; Sp p. .5.W; Dr p. 1199; linr vol i:!4, p .t)7'.'

Donaldson, A. E. (See Dingman, F, assignor
Donati. U E., Cavucos Cal. Sh.'ll-»'xtr>ictor No <«.'.iW; lurie Hi Sp p .17.'. Dr p 1.120; Car. vol. 134; p.21(3.

Donell, .\. C. Carionsburg, Pa. Tin-transfefnng machine No VWj^, liiii.J; Sp. p. 7y;i; Dr. p. 181; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1185.

Doner. (I M. Tol.-.lo Ohio Filing-nvept.-u*' No<<w2.l41; Iuiif3ii; Sp. p. .'iMW4. Dr.p. !-'««; 'in/ vol.134; p.2143.

Donitz, E. tSee K.6nig and D6mtz.)
Donoho. K. D. < oliiiiiiius. Miss. Tvp»'-wnt«r attaohnifnt. No *f wis; lune :«); .Sp p .'Vji.7. It

Donovan, J. D.. assignor of two-thirds to W F and M. 1'. Davis, Kansas City, Mo. CluU-h m-

tive whe»'ls. .No, HW).7h<); Jime 16: Sp, p. .'{105; Dr, p. fiOh: <"iAZ. vol. \M. p lt./7.

Donovan, P, J,. GrHs.s ValK-v. Cal. FilUT No •fl^l,l^^, Jan.' Hi. Sp p rs;3; Dr pp. S25-6. < . ' '•<
i' 17-J-J.

DortT. C. J. Chicago, 111 EWtnc-win- spliwr No HOC'C.'i. Iiiiie U). Sii p .Vfl*:!. Dr. p. llti*', '.1/
- ! 1 H, p 21)41.

Dorff. C. J., assignor to F Greer. Chicago, til Insulator-pin. No M«i,s>d, Inne If.; Sji p .{4-44 It p. 754. (Jaz. vol. 134;

Dor^eloh. G. U.. Schemvtady. N, Y.. a.swgntir to General Kl»'«tnc t ompany, rinnit-»>ontroiliiiK leMce. No. 890,621; June

2801; Dr. p. 635; Ga«, vol. 134. p l.iwi

Domfeld, J F.. Chi.tgo, 111 Maltuu-kdn No si«',a<i Inne 0: Sp. p. IWh; Dr. pp. 371-2: Oaz. vol. l.«4: p \V>s.

Doront, F., Paterson. N. I. Shock-ahsorU-l No, ><yi,ii<r. imie SA Sp ;. 4>»<H; Dr. p. 1067; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p I'l.U

Dorothy, R., ConeonuUy, Wash. Tension d«vice lor <ihoe4a<'es N >, -v^V* 770: lane 2; Sp. p. 1132; Dr. p .'•..C '01/

Dosch, P.. Bridgeport, Conn. Floor-scraper. No, s<.<0.«4<.«. June 16, Sp, p, 33**7; Dr. p. 738; Oaz. vol. 1.14. p !(..«>.

Dosseltiiun. G and I S Motter, a.ssiiniors to AlMm-" and Kltinir 1 o ;ipiny. Chicago. Ill One-aoat surfac»-;iinsh.

Dos'taV. J. v.. as^s^gnor of two-thirds to W, J. Barker and C, W, Humphreys. D.nv.-r. Colo. Crossing-protector for high-tension UnM.
No sijl,o4<.i: Gme i6; Sp, p. :r7,S5; Dr. p. "CM. Gaz. vol. 1.^4; p. 17-1'

Doud K B Sheffield. AU Twver-stock rxp. No yjl.ird. Jun»' 16; Sp p :^'.H^: Dr. p. S(i5: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1752.

Dougan K Minneapolis. Minn. ' Wheat-steiimer, No, S01.46M; June 2:5: Sp p MiS^: Dr, p. lOCW; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1800.

Douglas. P. H a.ssigiior to Wellman-.SeavervMorgan Company. Cle. eland ohi-. Machine for quenching coke. No, *>2,032; June .W;

Sp p .i7V., Dr iip 124+.'.. Ga/, vol i:i4, |.. 21i)7
,. . v ^. .e.i

Douglas. VV H . Belleville. N, J., assignor tt> Healev i ( o.. New York, N. Y. Dri\ing nHxhanism for motor-vehicles. No. HHl.IU;

June 16: Sp. p, .S»4«; Dr, pp 'sho-^'y. itaz. v*l. l.»4; p, 1752.

Douglass L. F.. -San Rafael. Cal. Fi.<hing-rt<-l No ^0(|.<0•J, I-ine 16; .^p, p, .3446, Dr, p, 7.=i5; Gaz vol, 1.34: p, 1660.

Douglass I,. F . Philadelphia. Pa. a.ssignor to Victor Talking .Ma< hine Company Stand and record-cabinet for talking-machines.

No. !«2,aTl, Iiin.'.K); Sp p. .57s;j, Dr 1. 1244. ila/ vol \M. p 2107

Dove, .1 M Wa.shiiigton. D. C , J. S, Bancnoft, and M ( Indahl. issignors to l^nston Monotype Machine ( ompany, 1 hiladelphia.

Pa." Tvr»--coini)<>sing machine No %sy.yM: liine'», Sp \< 142:!, I>r pp :J22-3, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1315.

Doweli I It Springfield, 111 .Mail-t.ag-handling apparatus No ^y^),41.'., Jane 0; 8p. p. 2462: Dr. p. .>15; Gaz vol. 1.34; p. 14«l,

Dowie'E Montn^al WH'''**-. Canada In-aJtmenl of^ wool-corn I hts effluents. No. 882. .37(1; lune.3f); Sp. p. 6432; Gaz. vol, 1,34; p 22ls.

Downey J H Gainesville. Ga. Operating and fracture tal.fc-. No '<yi,678; June 23; Sp, p, VKi; I >r p, 1097; Gaz. vol. 134; p. lOWl.

Downey' I H GainesMlle. Ga, op,.rating-taMe, No S91.'.7v<; hine 2:i. Sp. p. .5086; Dr, pp, 1(W7 h. (,az. vol. 1.34; p. 1060.

Downing, W F. . Ovett, Miss. Saw-log mgjjer. No s.><y.44«i. June 2; Sp, p 512; Dr. p. l2l: Gaz. vol, 134; p. ll«>

Dowse. A. ( a.s.slgnor of one-half to H. l^ones. Taylor. Pa. Link connection. No. W1.153; Jun<' 16; .sp. p. .3a51; Dr. p. 8<i7; Oaz.

vol. 1.34. [>, 17,%:5,

12)11): Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3072,

• nil sin for railway-car and looomo-

16(V».

; Sp. p.

'.ol. 134; p. 1242.

No. SilCWM; Junes;

Draemel, J N, Fremont. Nebr Railway-stike No s>«,G67; June 2; 8p. p. 020; Dr. p. 214; Gaz. vol 134; jp. 1210.
•

Drap>»"r, C H . a.ssignor to Drap«'r Company. Hop»vlale. Mass. Loom for weaving tubular fabrics. No. W)0,(6l; Jime 10; Sp. p. .3i»h;

Dr. pp, 61**- 'I; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1627.

Drajw^r Companv
Drafier Company
Dni^wr Company
Draj'ier Coinpuny
I » raster Companv
iTajier (sinifxiiu

I>nii»'r < ompany
Drajier ( OiiipanN

Winding and rewinding mechanism for perforated mu;

.v»»> Allen, F. assignor
.See Ciuuiifl and .\inswiirth, assignors..)

.s«'«> Draper. C H . a.s.signor 1

S»'e M(wre. F W , assijjnor,)

See Rhoades, A, E.. a.s.iignor.)

.Se«' Smith. C A,, assignor
' s.»' Stimpson. E, S . asiignor '

' S»v Webber. I P,, assignor

l)rH[>er, F W ..-issigiior to Ferraml Organ (ompany, Detro.t. Mich.

No vsy.'.tU, liine«: Sp p 14.«), Dr p .\Zi. i.az. vol 134, p, l.U.'.. ,..,.,
'I>raper F W assignor to Farraml Organ (Jompany Detroit. Mi( h \iitomatic pressure-regulator for pneumatic ai'tlons of musical

instruments No >«f2 itU, liine.td; Sp j> :<7< . Hr p 1245. (fwz. vol. bM; p, 210/,

Draper \V F and F \V Strohm. Wavne, til. Ensilage-dist nbiiter. No..H01,60«; June23; 8p.p.4»«7; Dr. p, 1(158; Gaz. vol. 134; p. IWM.

Draws,' \. Houghton, Mich, Saw-swage, No, -w, 771 June 2. Sp p 113.3; Dr. p. 363: Gaz. vol i:i4. p 1242.
,- . .

Dnver V 11 .M.. anil G .Norman, a.ssignorsto Binninghani Small A rm.s Company. U mi t«><l. Small 1 leath. n.-ar Binmngh.iiii. KiigUnU.

.Mr-gun. No syi.211: June 16; Sp, p, 4<»C; Dr p Wi7: Gaz, vol, 134, p, 1773,

Driver T J lloliialoa. Hawaii, Running-lwitch and giii !.• No s'.iUVI, luiie 16; Sp. p. .30.52: Dr. p, >«..
.
Gaz. vol. 1.34. p. I7.>3.

Droiiv^. G, F.. Bridgeport. Conn Skylight. No siCMKU; lmie:f(i. Sp, p ST'MK Dr, pp 124.5-^1; (iaz. vol, 134; p,21U8.

Droz, C. A., Sr. S.V Droz, K. I
. C. .V. Sr . and C H,

Droz. C. H, .S»>e Droz. K I
.
C. A, Sr , anil I H ,..,,,,

Dro/ F I
< V Sr and C. H. Ambridge, Pa, Heater, No, •«l.iw<): I line 2.3; Sp, p. .i<»«: Dr. p. KWS; i.az. vol. 1.34; p.

Drinuniond' D R , Arl*la, Mo Chum. Nf. H00.3V,. hme i<: Sp p 23;l3 Dr pp .il4-l.i; Gaz \ol i:i4; p 14,.»

Drvden S ( nsCieM Mi Refrigerator shipping t^ox for crabs No '-^\*'t]: liiiie'<. Sp p I4.f2, Dr p 3-4, (uiz

Da' Brui \ a.ssignor to Miller. Du Brul and Peters Manufacturing Company, (iiwiiinati. Ohio Cigar-wrapi>.-r-< iittiiig iiuuhiue. NO.

SS.V 772 lune 2. Sp. p. 1134; Dr. pp. 2«>3-4. Gaz vol. 1:54; p. 1242.

!>1 birul N Cincinnati, Ohio. Cigar-mold No sh«,773. Tune 2 Sp. p. ll.W: Dr. p. 264: Gaz. vo .

Du Brul' N.i Cincinnati, (Jhio. Cigar-mold. No. ss«,774; June 2; Sp. p. IbW; Dr, p 2»V4. Gaz. vol.

Dubhs. J, A, Pittsburg. Pa Treating oil No 'fl»t),7ti2: lun.' It., Sp, p, :f21>l
,
Dr, p i.'" '.a/.

DuIn.is" Watch Ca.se Co. 1 .See Depoll ier. C I, . assignor

Diifaiilt, J. U.. SpciJitT, Ma.ss. AdjusUble puittern for gurmeiits. No s!«i.««.y; June 11., .-p

..I

IMl.

134; n. 1315.

vol

1.34: p. 1242.

1.34. p. 124.3.

134. p. 16_'>.

p VM. Dr pp 7yi»-l; Uax. vol. 134; p.
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DtifTy, F.

Dufly, P.

Dufly, T.

P •'>7n;

Dufour.i
J line 2A

Diigan. I

1872.
Chicago, lU. 8witoh-o,N.rating ap!lMi«llfc No. W^l; J-M^a^ P- 452(^ Dr. p 083.^

New York N. Y. Kev-boftoin forp^anos, ofgami, A*. No. m,««; June LM; sp p 4«.2«., Dr p. ""**• ';'«^,^^.^-{*-
»i-.iv^"j;,,

1 assizor to Voigtmann \ (ompany, Chicago. Il'l. Shoet-raetal dcn.r and analogous structure. No. «I,»N4. June A). 8p.

^'a^sfgn.'i'f^d t w.';-t\u'rds U. i''. .L Ou^.llet and .1 . Brousaard, Cambridge. Mass. Apparatus for washing sbeepakins. No. 891.765;

Sn I. '.2:v. Dr p, IbC, Gaz. vol. 134. p, 198X. ,. ,. 1 ,ia. „ i-joa

Ln,e.r Kans, Threshing-machine. No sW.120: June 9; Sp. p. 1870: Dr pp 41.t-14; <,a7 vol 1,34, P. 1388.

D
11

)n
Dull*

an. B, E.. lellunde.Colo, Slime-saving device for ore-concentrators. No.8S»,3Uti; .lun.

D^iiey. J. W., On*nwo,xl, Miss. Knockdown re<*ptacte. No. 891,609, June Zl; Sp p. 4008; Dr. pp. Ui5H-9; Gaz. vol
*^ W PhUa.lelphia Pa l-egging. No. 800,346; June 9; Sp, p. 2334; Dr. p. 51.';: G

Diiniuir<^ V , s.s' M..oneii and Dumaire,)
June 9; Sp, p. 2334; Dr. p

Advertising apparatus

Sp. p. 210: Dr. p. 53;

. pp. UXV
az. vol. I.I4; p. 1459.

Gaz

134;

vol. 134; p.

p. 1934.

No. 880,500; June 2; 8p. p. 704; Dr. p. 181;
Dun Lany. W P , assignor to J. A. Lannert. Cleveland, Ohio.

Duncan.' W.'M.'kl'tot lU. Mcvhanism for controlling the gates of coal-washer jigs. No. 801,610; J une 23; 8p. p. 4810; Dr. p. 1050; Gaz.

vol i:^'4, p. 193.5.

i;;;;;i^r(.^(!kr,iir:.^!:Ln':'' "1^'^''-^^--'^" n"-««i.'^^^ Dr p 738-

Dii<5. C . Bthiios Ayr.-s, Argentina IVlephonic protector against el.* troinagnetlo effects. No. 890.880, June 16. Sp. p. 3370, Dr. p, /».

(laz. vol. 1,34; pJ'^i. _ , , device to hang and unhang pictures. No. 880,215; June2; 8p.p.60: Dr. p. 13; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1066.

A^,^r!?,'",lTr";:Vln.. Nr^^42. June 30; 8p. p. .5905^ Dr. ,.,£«, Oaz. vol. m. p.,2143.

M..fdintrlKr>:e articles No 892.14.3; .hme 30; Sp. p.flaH; •^- ' """ "'

No. 8B2,144M
ng large articles

il'lliig bath-tubs an
No 892.143;

other large articles.

Dujiein". E. J.. New Orleans, La.

Duplex Printing Press Company
Dupont. P , l.<' ( ateaii. France.

Dupont, P . Le.Cateau, Franc«>

Dupont. P . l^' Cateaii Fraiu-e

Dupuis, F 'pawtiicket. F. E. Page, Providence, and G, H. Page, Pawtucket

Sp. p li;J«. Dr. p '265, Gaz vol. 134: p. 1243.
,

, . vr o.». wki
Diirfee C (i Ro.hester, N Y Elwtric meter aii.i service box. No. 800.S51.

Durham I L S/uu-o.-IVx. Millstone. No. S91.(l.=i(i. June 16; 8p. p. 3788; Dr.

Durr F. Karlsruhe. Germany. Carbuivting apparatus for explosive-engines,

Durst 'w \', (l.'artiild. Pa Hlng.-gHg.v No, ><M1.;«0: June 23: Sp. p. 4345; Dr. p, ij4

Duirieiix, A, 1-.. (Jiiesnov, Framv .Shi.ok-al.sorl»'r. No. 801 ,.529; J une 23; S

Diitton F F S<hen.^ta"dv. N Y., assign*. r to (Jeneral Electric Company.

Dr p, 1290; (>az. vol. 134; p. 2143.

June 30; Sp. p. 6006; Dr. pp. 1'290-1; Ga«.

R 1 Water-heating apparatus. No. 889,776; June 2;

June 16; Sp p 3372; Dr P. 739; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ir«67.

p. 827; Gaz, \ol. 134; p. 1.22.

No. 800.970; June 16; 8p. p. 36.37; Dr. p. 791 ;
Gaz. vol.

(Jaz.

No. 801 ..529; J une 23; 8p. p. 47,57; Dr p
" Svsteni of motor control.

vol, i:^4: p. 1845.

Ui:«l; (,az. vol. 134; p. 1011.

No. 890.622; lune 16: 8p. p.

'V3.5;28H4; Dr. p
Duval. 1. W
Duvall. R M ''

Dyer, H G .assign

T vol. i;u: p. I.5N1.

ette«a\ and Duval
.1

W

(ia?
I

See Patten
r ol one-half t<

l tton-gin No KOI, 708: June 23; Sp. p. 5314; Dr.

Combined faiic«'t and overtlow. No. 880,623; June
.Se«' Mehl. W B,, assignor.;

, assignor.)
,. assignor.) (Reisaue.)

(See Chesney, J., assignor.)

rs powder (ompany. (See Holmea, F. B., assignor.)

.s.'.. (iilmartin. M. W., assignor.)

No. 880,776; June 2; Sp. p. 1142; Dr. p.

2001.
. pp. llSO-l; Gaz. vol. 1;M; p __
IR; 8p.p.280«; Dr.p.6.T6; Ga*. voL 1.34; p. 1.582.

^
, assignor.)

1 Van Meter. Gloucester City. N, J. Trolley-wire splu^r.

Jl..'., Gar vol Jm. p 124.<

Dyer. 1, II,, \S ashington, D i

Dyer. T I.. Ciiu innati, ohio
K. Howard Watch Company
E. A. Pflueger Company, i See Pttueger. K. A.

E. H. Muinforl Companv. >
>«s' Honvillaiii. P

E. I. <lu Pont de Nemours Powder Coiiipany.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours P

E. W. Hli.ss Company. -- . ^

Eagle (ienerator Coni|)an,N ! .Sef Kinstein, A. C, assignor.)

Eagl.' Manufacturing (oini>any i Ss' Williams, B. C, assignor.)

Eagle, K K 1. S»>e Hampton and F.agle

Farle K .1 \ rt nl. (Se* ("oUoseus. H. assignor.) (Relssne.)

Karle H s Detroit Mich Hoe. No K.n.112: June 23; Sp. p. 4524; Dr. p. 088; Oaz. voL 134; p. 1872.

Ea.:lfck' K S'^'aTsS" Mo'^.oo.l^ VehlHe-tl.^. No. 800..i24; June 16; 8p.p.2807; Dr. p. 6.^;

(iaz. vol, 1.34, p, 1582.

K^slZod'^.A.'tV.'rSi. r^)hI^.''pTwtdeveTKapparatus. No. 880,350; June2; Sp. p. 326; Dr. p. 77: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1111.

El:Sanll' HE all^"*E''G"'N:w'a "l!: N T'^assipiors. I?.- mesne assignments, to Miu-hme Sales Company, New York.N.Y. Crsnk-

olaner No 80191!' June 30. Sp p ,V>7,i; Dr p IJU. i.az vol l.U; p. 20(2.
^

K&e, R K, Hoai^oke. Ind .Muiu-leaf turner No s-.-U*!, Juneis. ^P, P-
"i^- PV^n«r\^r889^Q16 'fun'i- J^^^^^^ P 14.34 Dr p

Ebinger. I) A , assignor to Columbus Heating A Ventilating ("ompany. Columbus. Ohio 1 rinal. No. 889,916, June 9, Sp, p. I4.i4, i. r. p.

Fbutge'r" D \" a,s,s\gnor'to (oluiiibus Heating & Ventilating Company. Columbus, Ohio Latrine^^loset
.

No. 889,917: June «: Sp. p.

134; p. 1.582.

Fdmund, C. G.. </ -W (See Taylor, A., Jr.. assizor.)
Kilwurd Katyiiun-r Company. (.s«« Wollgien. E.. assignor.) , ,, , ,.,^

Kdwarls o M SvracX, ^' Y. Window No. ^<9n.626; June 16; Sp. p. 2001; Dr. pp. 6.37-8; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p.

Fdwin H Stimi.son CoinpHin i .See Stimpson. E B assignor,) _ ,
.-^^

K^est n E ^olnmbus^ - d.i,-. Wind-lrfven pump No^ 800,803; Jun.. 16; Sp. p^ 3449; Dr. PP- '^^':
,Z ,>?U ^'

Fhmann I I Irvington. N.J Work-holder. No. 8X0,778; June 2; 8p.p.ll45: Dr. p. '266 (.az.vol. b^. \':]j**-
,

-_,

Kh^i r W 11 Vr IG W l.onard. Lancaster, Pa. Blt^xtender. No.^.894.
^^l"'^''-

^P ]^^'^: [''.i'^'sn n M^3- Dr '^ S'
K'.hl.er^, F . lUHin. Germany, assignor to General Electric Company. Motor control. No. 890.62.. June 16. Sp. p. 2013, Dr. p. (v».

EichmuTler,'j',N^uS>erg, .^rmany. Interchangeable compas^polnt. No. 889,447: June 2; Sp. p. 513; Dr. p. 121; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

Ki!'*nuller R assignor of one-half to I F McGrath and W. E, Derlgon, Waterbury. Conn. Non-refillable bottle. No. 890.416; June

K^iani'
(^" r'wi^^l^.f^'^ielr'Dr^sdet^'tie^n'^y. Machine for smoothing boards. No, sc^.2:U; June 3<,; Sp. p. .d73; Dr p 1330; Gaz.

yBt^^tfr'Zsli^l^tol^^ Acetylen^as-generating apparatus. No. 800,5.i0; JuneO: Sp.

Kf:emaiin' E .'N::^Y.^rk, ;^' Y'Va^^ii^-machine. No. 890,505; June 9; Sp, ,^ 2628; Dr pp, ^'; J''^-
,y-'

Kkehorn, S A , Sodertelge, assignor to Svenska Centrifug Aktiebolaget. Stockholm. >we*ien. Rotary ehuni.

Kb/er'^k^K,, and 1'. < I. Po^rLvTi'n. Mas.s^ assignors to National Bung Manufacturing Company, Portland, Me.

No,'>W9..-.i3; Uine2, Sn. p, t>4'7; Dr, pp. 1.'.0 1
,
'.az.vol. 134; p. 1161.

Kl(M'trelle Companv .'^•e Smith. I li ,
assignor

l^l;:rc'\^"^'S-'Jn'lSlf t::'^s"7L"aldw':!lb ul^^Fla. Tro..ey^r. No. 802.371; June 30; 8p. p. 6434; Dr. p. 1388; Gaz.

Klifl:r^";^b-l'-i-'*"n.iany Carriage for ropeways. No. «S^.
J-^

''\^U^^^^'rf^ '^'^'<^ "^i 'i^'^
Klliiig.-r. J o

, New York, N Y Cnit-bar for concrete con^oudon. No. m>.(\.f2: June 9: Kp. p UuO. Dr. p. 372, <.az. vol. 1.14, p.

Kllbi^r. J. O.. New York, N. Y. Reiniorwment for concrete construction. No. 890,(m; June 9; Sp. p. 1..74: Dr. p. 372; fiaz. vol. 134.

p. 1354>'.

1583.

1.34; p. 1.509.

No. 801,470; June 23:

Plug-cutting macliine.
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Unit-Sranie for concrete c<insr ructioD. No. SS«i,ui4; June 9; Sp. p. 1«77

Ilf"infof(>»mpnt for foncrelP const ruction

Keinfo|f«'rticiit for concrete cnstriHt im;.

I>r. p. 373; Uaz. vol. OH;

No. SiHVW); Juno 9; Sp p 1»>7W, Dr. pp. 37*-4; Oar., vol.

No. 8>ji),03<j; J uiic 'J; Sp p. 1682; Dr. p. 374; Gax. voi. 134;

I{<itary tngui.v No. 892, 232; June ,10;

No. 891,413: June 23;

1935.

EUinger. J. O., New York, .N. Y
p. 1356.

KUrag«r, J. O., Np* Vork. N V.
134; p. I.IVI.

KUiiiger, J. ()., .Nf« \<<r^. N V
n rr.7.

Kllis, K., Iowa Falls, Iowa. Shoe-fastenar. No. H«y,.»l, June 2; Sp. p. 211; Dr. p. 53; Ctuz. vol. 134; p. 1092.
KUi.s. U. K.. Meniphi.^. Teiin. Pincushion. .No. >«(),H28; June Iti; Sp. p. 2«Iti; Dr. p. fSH, Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1.W3
Kill.-*, W L.. rttid K W. .Meyupen. Smith* C'reelc, afl.sipiiirs to 1' K l>iirugan, DpToU. Mich
Sp. p. til74, Dr p. l.W(J; Gaz. vol 134; a. 217.1.

Kllsworth, K. K. (See McGowan and Eliiworth.)
Klmore, S. See Trescott, C. B., aaslmor.;
Kl.<»a!isi9che Maschinenbau-Creaellacfaart. (See Wenning and G^Kauff, assignors.)
Kltypic Manufacturing Company. (See Oonger and Pearce, assignors.)
Elv. M. J., assignor of one-half to L. Haclte, Oxnard, Cal. .\.utomatic closing mechanism for dumping-wagons.

.Sp p. 4.52,'; Dr. p. (JW; Gar., vol. 134; p. 1872.

Knierson, .\. S.. London, England. Ironing-machine. No. 891, tJU; June 23; Sp. p. 4yl4; Dr. p. lOCi); Oaz. vol. 134; p
Kmerson, C O., ft ni. (See Blackadar, Z. S.. assignor.)
Emmert, C S , Chicago 111. Dauher. No. >»2.036: June .K); Sp. p. ,i792; Dr. p. 1246; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 21(18.

Emory, S. W , \>r-iaille8. Mo Self-c-losujg ink-w»'ll .V.i Wl.S2t.; June :«), Sp. p 5.W4; Dr. p 1 IWi; (iaz vol. 134; p. ifMl.
Empire .Motor A: Mar-hinr Company. (.Set Marshall. C. E . a.ssigTior

Kmrick. F C
, St. Louis. Mo. Machine far forming articles from pulp-fiher. No.<»91.3;Jl; June 23; Sp.p.4347; Dr.pp.»47-y Gaz. vol.

\ 'A. ;>. 1S4.'>.

P-kT' 1
ii

. Pitt.-iKiirg. I'a. .Viitomohile corstnirtion. .No. h9I.(X')1, June Hi; Sp. p. Hl%>, Dr. p. S27; (iaz. vol. 134; p. I7i}.
;. uriro. <'•

.
assignor, by mesne assignments, to SociPta Fabbrica Italiana .XutonwbUi Di Torino, Turin. Italy. Frictiori-clulch. No.

s9l.;'^ Jane J:t. Sp. p. 5317; Dr. p. 1151; Gaz. vol. i:}4: p. iOOl.

Enriit), (i assignor, by mesne assignments, to Societa Fabbrica It iliana .\iitomobili Di Torino. Turin
isni for Vfhicips. No. '<«l.*)(l: June 23; Sp. p. riiis. Dr. p. ll.il. (iaz. vol l.<4; p. LiKr.'

Ensign, E. S.. Newtonville. assignor to Ensign Manufacturing ( onipany, Boston, Mass. I'alculating-macbine. No
Sp. p. '.m. Dr. pp. 214^ 18. tiaz. vol. i;J4; p. 1210.

Ensign.Manufacturing Company. (.See Ensign, E. S., assignor.)
Epton. W M. i See Vaughan and Epton.)
Kr'lman, (i V . et ai. i See Dodd, C. E., aieignor.

)

Erfrnan. H F . Sr.. Miamisburg, Ohio. .Non-ppflllable l>ottle. No H91,052; June 15; 8p. p. .t:91; Dr. p. 827; Gaz. vol
Kriclisoii E. <> 11 . Duliith. Minn. Matcll-safe. Si>XUf2:2:i.i. June «i. Sp. p. 6170; Dr. p. i;i.iii; (inz vol. 134; p. .'174

Ericksoi!. H , Bridger, Wyo. Implement for forming trenches and rolling soil. No. »9(),2i^. June 9; 8p. p. 2187; Dr.
l.M. p U.«.

Kncksoii. L. \.. ( hiC4igo. 111. Combined thair and couch. .No. 8^1. .«12: June 2.t; Sp. p. 43«'«1; Dr. p. 950; Oaz. vol. 134; p. Is4«..

P - ckson, O. H., Minne.'ipoli.s. Minn. Spewl-rvgulator for dynamos. .No. H90,y7l; June 16; Sp. p. 3«'i38; Dr. pp. 7V1-3; Giiz. vol. 134; p

Italy. Ch'inge-gejir mechan-

8}«,6tt«; June 2;

134; p. 1723.

p 4Kn: Ghz. voL

2174.

p. 4627; Dr. p.

Encs«in. G. Iie<l Wing. Minn Hame-faajener. No >«I2.234; Junes); Sp p t'>17S; Dr [i i;t:il. (in/ \',1 \M. p. '.'174.

Ericflon, P. v., New York. N, Y. Hook-book. No. 891.612; June 2:1; Sp. p. 491.1; Dr p. U»*K Hnr.. vol l.M; p. 1935.

Erilison, 1. , Maiden, Ma.ss. Illiuninate*! show-caae. No. 8<r2.235; June :«); Sp p (il7^: Dr p Ltil. Gaz vol i;{4. p
Km.st. C. .\.. 3chene<tadv, N. Y. assignor to General Electric Com; >anv Thermal cut-out. No 891,414; June 23 Sp
984; Gaz. vol 1.14; p. 1S73.

Erwin, J B . MiIwhiiV-pc, Wis. Egg-lieat«r. -No. 890,629; June 16; .Sp. p. '2916; Dr. p. 638; Oar. \ ol 1,<4. p 1,583.

Esmeralda (.'opper Pr»'cipitHting Company. (See Wilcox. 11. M.. a.ssignor (Reissue.)
Ksijeli!!, El. .Springfield, Mo. Rule-hol>ler. No. Sl^LWO; June .«); Sp. p. .5574; Dr. p. 1201; Oaz. vol. L'M; p. 2073.
Espig. K F . I'ltr.sfleM. Mrt.ss. Shadc-rollpr and ourtam-pole support. No WLaMl; .hine l>i; Sp p 37W2: I)r p. 828; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p.•piK.
17^.

Pipe and poet puller. No. 8<r2,23(i;

.No. MtMi.6311; JunelA;

Pulveriser. No.

lavlor. Lvnn. .Mass , .(ssignors to .\utomatic il.sl rrimming and
No Hyi,212; June 16, Sp. p. 40fN; Dr. p. 897; (iaz vol. 134; p. 1773.

liiimishing Machin<>

Etherington, J. 15. See Kenyon, D. M., assignor.:
Eubank. S F ,

as.signor of two-thirds t<i (J B Smith, J (iarnett and C. 8. Harris, Columbia, Ky
June:*!; Sp.p. 6H1; Dr p i;ai; Gaz. vol IM; p. 2175.

Euker, G. W ., PittsfieM. M.hss., assignor to Stanlev-ii I F^lK-tnc Manufacturing Company. Driving mechanism
Sp. p. 2918; Dr p. 'jy. (.az vol 134, p loh4.

Evans, E. .\... and D. Tillev. Columbus, oliio. assignors, by mesne h -signment.s, to Jeffrey Manufacturing Company
891.471; June -23: Sp. p. 4628: Dr p. 1(X».5: (iaz. vol. l.M; p 18W2.

Evans, J. W. (See Murry and Evans.)
Evans. W. C. Ex-tcr, N 11, and E If

Company. Exeter. .N H Rotary cutler.

Evelyn, H. C Se** Knieger and Evelyn.

i

Evens, J. W .. Birmingham. .\la. Swab for piston-rods. No. HSS.fiCfl; fun
Everhard, C J, Cleveland, ohio. Railway-tie and fastening. N'l s"!! .'.(7

Evershed A \ignoles. See Kllroy, W. I)., a.ssignor.)

Evertz. () , Kcvt.-s\Tlle. Mo Harness att«*hnjent. .No. 890.972; lime 16; 8p. p. ."Km

Ewart. W 1 >< Shi>eriiHker and Jferrill, a.n.signors.,

Ewing. T \ .v>e Falrall and Ewing.
Eyde. S. ^.--w Hirkelandand Eyde.)
Eyermann, W H Wilmersdorf, near BerBn. (iermany. Surface condenser. No. 890,417; June 9: 8p. p. 2465; Dr. p. 54C; Oaz. vol, 134;

p. 1481.

F. C. .\ustiii I'rainage E xcavator Conipanj.'. (Se«' lacobs. C C . as.signor.)

F. C .Newell Miitograph Corporation. (S*e Newell. F. C . assignor >

F. II. .Vyer Manufaciiinng t'oinpany ,S.», Caned y. W E .assignor.)
Fahev. I) C rtl^t. iSee Bailev. C. H.. assignor
Fahl.'c. D . I'hiladeluhta, Pa. Trousers-<T«aser No. 8x^.216; June 2: Sp. p. 61; Dr. p. 13: Gaz. vol. 134; p.40flft.

6,54. I)r. p. 151; (.iaz. vol. 134; p. 1161.

2: Sp. p.
June 23;

94H;
Sp.

Dr. p. 218; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 1211.

p 4160; Dr. p. 911: Craz. vol. IM, p. 1814.

Dr p :%l. (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1697.

8X<.^.')14. June 2; Sj). p
No 8id.:i33. June -23;

Newport .News. \a. (ieartng. So
Denver. Coci Game apparatus.
K ."^e*" Fairall and Ewing.
L and 11 K.. ami T. .V. Ewinf. Highland, Cal

p. p. 4362; Dr. p. »50; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1846.

Cake-turner. No. 892,237; June ;»; 8p. p. 8182; Dr. p. 1332; Gaz. vol. i;i4;

No 891,827; June 30; Sp. p. 5,'»6

Veterinary parturition instniment. No. 889.670; June 2; 8p. p. 949; Dr. p. 218; Gaz. vol. 1,34: p. 1211.

Dr. p. lie:

Dr.

No. 8U0,,347

June 23; Sp. p. 47.58; Dr. p.

<laz. vol. i:M; p. 2041.

4: p. 121

June 9; Sp. p. 2:W>; Dr. p.

1030: Gaz. vol. i:J4; p. Pill.

Fair, J
Fair, J. (

Fairall. H.
Falrall. H

p. .'17')

Fairiianks Morse A. Co. (.See Stokes. .V (J., assignor.)

Fdir^rother 'i L. Mystic. Conn. Rotary explosive-engine
Fairchild. R .

( )nawa. Iowa
Kales, L. F . U alpole. Mass. Shuttle-act liating nwhanism for lock-stitch sewing-machines.

51.5; (iaz. vol 1:,4. p. 14.59.

K.ilkovskv, T. -t ppter»*>iirg, Riissii) .Vutoniath -'xtniguisher V" S!)1..530

Karbenfabriken vonii Friedr Bayer dk Co. .See Heldenreich. C., assignor.)

Kar^ienfabnkpn vonn. Frie<ir Bayer A Co. .See .Meyer. E , a.ssignor. i

K.iriienfabriken vonn. Fnedr. Bayer A Co. i .<ee Weiler M . a.sslgnor.)

Farbwerkp vonn. Meister. Lucius A Briiaing. See .^ichrnidt. .V . assizor.)
KirNwerke. \oriii .Meister. Lucliis A Briining See .s<hwprin. M ,

assignor.)

Funs, J. .M et ai. i<ee CampMl. Faris 4nd Seigh i

Farley, W 1 . Newton. Ma.ss. Railway-rfcil. No 8".*1.41'i. iiine Jl. Sp. p. 4.5-28: Dr. p.

Farmer. A. I . Detroit Mich. Copyiruf-cloth for ly •
>

•--
•

v„

Fitmer. F I,, assignor of one-half to J J. Murray,
vol. \M. p. l.VIH.

K.irTisworth. F H. (See Higgms, S. \N .. assignor.)

K,Hrran<l Company (See Publow. W J . assignor

Farran<l C)rgan Company (See Draper, t W assignor •

Firnll. B II I >.'a<iwo<>d, S D, as.slgnor |o Farn-ll ( abinet A System Company. Walter's cabinet

Dr. pp. Vi7 H, (iaz vol. 134; p. 1753.

Fjirn>ll Cabinet A System Company. (Se«« Farn-U. B H , assignor i

Fanen R. Cleveland. (.>hio. Wat«r-heat«r No 89»i.l.«i: Iune4: Sp p ISTI. Dr. p. 414; Gaz. vol. \M: p. 138K.

Earns H D and \ C lex, Wetaskiwin. .Vltx-rta. Canada, lihist !ii^-i.ow ler. No. ssil.tM. lime 23. Sp. p. 4365; Oaz vol. 134; p. 1846

Fay, K, T . W oo<lhull. III. .\uU)matic gate. No. 8H»,.5H1. June.'. Sp. p. 7'J»i, Dr. p. 1X2, (iaz. vol. \M. p. 1186.

F«y O. P Vtbena, Pa. Article-holder No. 892,2:«; June:*); Sp p 61.83; Dr. p. 1332; (iaz. vol. \M, p. 2175.

. .fltkOACTOl. 1:14: p. 1.873.

N'o. 8«,918; JuM*; f^Jkl«7; Dr p. .«5; Ga,z. vol. 134; J).
1316.

•.attle. Wash. Bottle-stopper. No. SOn.-W.; June 9; Sp. p. 2»S30; Dr. p. 5H2; Oaz.

No. 891. LW; Jane 1«; Sp. p.
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p M.'W: Dr. p .•

No KSM.44H: .Tin

Feaser. J. M., ft of. (8e»> Bailey, C H.. assignor )

Yif R E . Marion. Tnd Flv paper holder. No. 889.919: June 9: Sp

PbpIpv. I F . Bigtimtier. Mont Third-rail electric-railway ""ystem.

Feinenburw. I . Solingen. (iennniiv <ci«sors No. 8Fil.23'<: lune 2.3: Sp. ^,. -.
,.^

FeU>el. I
. New York. .N Y . assignor to Inion Typewriter Company, Jersey City, N. J

Sp p ltiS7. Dr p .575: (iaz vol i:<4: p. 13,57.
v, , «, <

Feldkamp F A Newark, assignor of one-half to II Berg. ( >r«ngp \ alley, N. J. Sparklni
, ..,, .,_ .. r-.,.. i>_ .. i.)j- I : .. , ....I yiA T\ 'lou

M.'W: Dr. p .32.5: Gaz. vol. 1,'V4: p 1,317

KSM.44H: .1une2: Sp p. -51.5: Dr. p 122. (iar vol. 1.34

p. 4ltSl; Dr. p. 911: (Iaz. vol i;*4: p. 1814

Tvpe-writing machine. .No. 890,037

king igniter for explosive-gHS engines.

J). 1141.

J vine 9;

No. .892,037:

liine:«); .>^p p .5794: Dr p 1247: (isz vol 1:14: p 2109

Feldkamp. F A . Newark. a.<
•System for the ignition of the gaseous mixtures In

VM. p 2109.

le \* Sp p 2:W8: Dr. p. AKi: (Jaz. vol 1.34: p. 14.59.

8«).7fM June 2: Sp. p. 114<i: Dr. p. 2t><i: (iaz. vol. 134:

line 2. Sp. p :«1. f>r. pp. 77*. Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1111.

p. 1244.

Fenyii, A (i

Fcrgu.son, F,

Ferrando. (i

Fcrrell. H. J.

Ferres. .1 1'

Bundle furrier and dropjjer for Iiarve8ting-machine« No. «S9.(;72: June 2: Sp. p 9,5.5:

i.sslgtior of one-half to 11 Berg (irmiKP Valley. N J

explosiV^gas engines No. 8«»2.0,-«: June ,30; Sp p .57il9: I>r pp l-'47-K; (iaz vol

Felix. 1), (ilasgow. .Si'otland Shaving-brush No M<*).:M^ .luiie '.<

Fellows C F. West Chelmsford. .Mass. Lamp and Ixirner. N'
,, ^ — v <'

^'' '^'^^';
.'3^tc|;b|;,^liPr:nal|:3;t;;:^ sp. p. 4520: D. p. ^.. oaz. vo, ,34: p 1873.

, Genoa^Ttalv
'

"sprmg''wheer'^ No. 8!tl.f»M2: June 23; Sp. p. .5092; Dr. p. 1099; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1961.

KSstU>r'^> ^w'^'i^fton M^'Curing ( on„>aTiy. Anderson. Ind. Building constnxtion No. 892,146; June 30; 8p. p.

6012; Dr. p r291. Cfaz vol. 1,34: p 2144

Ferris. H . ami II E. Dikeman. Xrdoch, N I).

Dr. p, 22(1; (iar. vol. 134. p. 1211.

Ferns. W (See ClifTord and Ferris, i
. .. _ ,, , ,,. ,,-,,

F^'rv C Paris Frantv Pvrometer No 890,89,5; June 16; Sp. p. 3461; Dr. pp ..it^,
:
(.az. v<^l. 134: p. U..(i

j,„. ,.„ v'^i9i>rw
Feller M \ Berkeley, a.ssignor of forty-five onc^hundrwlths to D. C. Gray, tulare county, Cal. Gi5-bunier. (Reissue.) No. 12,802.

Inne2. Sp. p. 13.5.5: Dr. p ;«)9: Gaz. vol. \M. y. 1>I
, „ . v

Fe.Hsler, M ,
Pforzheim, (iennany Apparatus for soldenng chain-links. No.

I(v57

Fcssler. M .
Pforzheim, (iennany Soldering chain-links.

Fettel. C H. (See Clark and Fettel ) ^ ,,„„ ,, , ,„^ _..„

Fetter R S . frenton. N J Toy No 891.X28: June .30: Sp. p. 5399: Dr. p. 1167. (.az vol 34; p -»)42.

Field, S. D., St.Hkbndge. Mh.ss. Telegraph system No ^^,».t>- June 2; 8p. p. .'.^n: "J^.P- V^^- *"',';?' ri,J-
E Hnni P Paris Franc Ship sprop,-! er No 8(«).y73; J une 16; Sp. p. 3642: Dr p 793. (.az. vol I.i4: p. KiM,

, „ ^ ,^_
fSz R and .V Lake. Kingston. Ontano Canada Automatic stop-motion for knitting-machines. No. 890,038; Jane 9; 8p. p. 1696;

Finch.''^-.'E,,'a(^\p.oMo'\V i-'. smniH«.n Company. Detn.it, Mich. Poise-lock for scale* No. 8«9.217: June 2: Sp. p. 63; Dr. p. 14;

(iaz. voi. i;V4. p \{**>

finfav H. J .'^w York' N V "(THmc'Hp,.»ratus. No s«1.613; June 23; 8p. p. 4917. Dr. p. !(*(.. Gaz. vol 134^P^im

F *'her C K (irand Forks N D Sht* holder No 890.131; June 9; Sp. p. 1872: Dr pp. 414-5; Gaz vol. 134; Pj;^- . „ „.^^,„„
Fl^herH F (orona N V and M II Dette. Wo<Kl.lltT N J .assignors to P. Pryabil ,«t4.te. New ^ ork. N. 'i .

Ic^utting machine.

No 8S*2 a.3M Jiine:«l: Sp p .580.5. Dr pp 1248 «; Gaz vol 134; p. 2110.

Fish, .r South Bend, 'm.^ 'concn.te-niUer No 8.^ 2:5^-: J.me ,30; 8p. p. 6184, Dr VVj^^^-'-^^^^^^-^' P f ^^ ^^^
Fish, J. S , South Bend. In-l. Machine for molding concrete or cement bnck. No. 8W.(i.W: June 9. Sp. p. LOO, Dr. pp. 377-«, uaz.

vol 1.34; p. 13,5h

Fisher an<iCompHny. J M. (See (iammelgaard. O. L., assignor.)
, .^ , „ .i c, r. lo-? Hr » 9Q.3 Ca? vol 134 v 1'6^

Fisher F. Des Moines. Iowa. Hot-air smoke-cinsumin^' fumace. %• '<^".'^4..: .luue 2, Sp. t. 12'?. Dr. p. 2ft^^. < az. ^ol.l34. j.. l.*^.

Esh..r II II . .San FrHncis^.o. Cal I1,...iitting niHchu.c No s»il 1 - Mm Hv -^^ P W5, ^
f r. p »^; Gaz. o^^^

Fisher. J C . New York. N V Dental articulator. No. !<if2.040: June ,«i; Sp. p .5N08: Dr p 12**, (.az vol. 1.54. p. 2111. ^
Fisher, W (i i ,'^s- Robson hihI l-lshcr

nng chain-links. .No. 890,853; June 16; Sp. p. 3374; Dr. p. 740; Gaz. voi. 134; p.

No 8W>,896; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3454; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1670.

134; p.

p. 546;

Fitzgerald I R . Springfield. Ohio Sign-board No 8H0.ti.3l: Jiuie 16; Sp. P_2W0: \)t. p. *m. «»? ^ol 134:
p_J584.

Kiusinmions. I C-.n. II V Chown ( "akUnd. Cal Building niaU-rial >/<.. 890.974; J (me 16; Sp. p. .V>43; Dr. p. 794, Qaz. vol.

Fiveash. Z. E.andC. B. I^nard, Rawles Springs. Miss Woo<l-dl8tilllng apparatus. No. 880.418; June 9: Sp. p. 2467: Dr.

Gaz vol 1.34; p 14.81

Elandirs^ IL \ ,'asslgi'm'r'b "RaiulalrEaicliney ( on.pany. Boston. Mass. Suture and ligature container. No. 889,361: June 2; Sp. p.

.3.34 |)r 11. 7'«; (is?, vol \M p. 1112. __ ^ „, ,, , ,-^ ^ ..j—,

Flatterv-. W Philadelphia Pa Hand-rest. No. 890,132; June 9; Sp. p. 1876; Dr. p. 416: (.az. vol. l**; P;j'^*-
„, „^^ .,. ^^y ^.

V\tcli. il . W (i llalcLne (.oi.ien and E I. White, Denver, Colo. Extracting uranium and vanadium from ores. No. «90,.584,

Iune9 Sr p. 278!<; (ia? vol \M: p 1.5;16
, ,„^ ,,^.

Kleis,.hmanVj.C.. l.ititz. Ph. Nnt'l(x-k. No. 8M..,VU June 2: Sp.p 801; T'^-
P<,»<^J;?^., ^ ; '=^/.^'., '^'>.,,. „. „ ««. ^;„ vol

Fleming. R . Lynn. Mass Hs.signor to (ien.-ral Elect ri- ( ompany. Arc-lamp. No ««(),, M. June Ih, Sp.p. ,T2(r2. Dr. p.(iB9, U«z.\oi.

Ftanim'iiJ ""r Jr New i (rle^iiis l^. Cheese-cutter. No. 889,449: June 2: Sp. p. 516: Dr p. 122: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1141.

FWcher^- (i ami I l. Register O'Brien Fla Vehiole^spring. No. 892.&41: June 30. ^ p. 5809; Dr. p. 1249; Gaz. vol.134: p. 2111.

Elinsi'h A ( o i .See lla«ili and Minizert, assignors

Flint A Wallin*: Mtinufacturiiig Coinpaiiv . See Mhcomlier. II. IL, assignor.) (Reissue.*

Flintkote MMmifacturin^( onipHin - S.".-

(

iv-rbiirv F. C. assignor. >

.nan- <-a. vr.l l^-nlOll
Kl.MKl W J Chiciuio lU Dnss-paturn package No. K91.5;il; June 23: Sp. p. 475»; Dr. p. 1030; (.az. \oI. 134, p. 19"-

,,-. „
Flo^EE/asIV^^'^^of one-half to WE R^othenVb Chicago. 111. Box N.^ >&,I46: June:*.; Sp. p 6014: Dr. p. 1§92: Gaz. vol. 134: p.

Flore,' E E .ami R J Zorge. ( hicago. 111 . assignors to Zorge Safety Railway Ecpiipment Company Alarm-signal mechanism.

No 800 34«- liineS* Sn ii :i.C»<; Dr pp. 51(.-I7: (iaz. vol 1.34. p !4(i<i oon .m. i. „«» o c.
Flo^y T.Twa^iington N .1.. assig.ior to American .Sanitnrv \\Orks, New York, N. Y. w Hter clos..t se«t. No. 889.218: June 2, bp.

Flow*!^rs. W ^'.^Ti'f'ton.Via, "wrl-'nch
'

No. 891.68,3: June 2:5: Sp p 3093: Df- P^IOW. Gaz. v<>l- 134, P 1*^

KliK^gplman. I . V.w York, N Y Hcket ejecting ami ngistering device No. 890,632: Jimel6: Sp p. 2922. Dr. p. (.40, Gaz. vol. 134, p.

FlliTKelman I New York \ > ColUpsiLle portable box-ofli,,.. No 890,(i33: June l.i; Sp p 292»i; Dr pp 64(v-L (iar vol 134; p. 1»5.H «g. iman.
'p- ^ ^^ ^,^^ Drafting in stn.'ment. No. «90.040: June 9: Sp. p. 1705; Dr. P- 378; Gaz. 7', 134: p U59.

i'hda.lelphiM. Ph I d.icational devic*. No s.xy,.5i.5 June 2; Sp. p. 666; Dr. p. 152; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1162.

St" ('•lond'"«ssignor" t'V ines^n."'aMSmnent8, to Maplelmy Manufacturing Company. Oookston. Minn. Screen for grain-

No 8M1.2:(9. Iiim'2.i .-|i p 4162. Dr. p. 911. Gaz vol. 134; p. 181.5.

B (.See Ix.veiov, .X \S . assignor.) , , ._. ,,„,
New York N Y l(.«d.4-.rtn No. 890,(34; Jime 16; Sp. p. 2928; Dr. p tAl. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 158.V

Foot«\C. F .'s«lid.i.Colo Clcit No vi(i,v54 Tunel6; Spjp.3375: Dr.p.740. Grtz volKM: p 16.58.

Forder. M., Thl.f River Falls Minn
*'

' '' ~*

Foley, I A
Folsoni ,\ (

Folts H I

9c|>arHtors

Fontaine, .\.

Foote. A. F.

FoTtler. M., Thl.f River Falls Minn ( ..npliug "No: S9L:535. June23: §p^p. 4760: Dr p '•«'•[;«'„.
^^j^ n^'sf7 dVd 122- Oaz vol

Foreman. W. D.. Chicago, III. Timing devu* for Jtmip-spark ignition systems. N... 8K9,4..0, June 2. Sp. p. 51., Dr. p. 1,42, Ufcz. vol.

1.34. n 1141.
'See Bamee. J. S. assignor.

I

Bnlle I'll N'^ '*»' 4.': 'une 9: Sp. p. 2469: Dr p. .'.4.
; Ua/.. vol. 1.14; p. 1482

n.- 1(1 Si
"' "' ""• ~ ""'

Inn
s.x' ly^ 'line 9

\ [ » « ri t T ( om fMi

FoPBSt Furniture Company ft <U.

Forrest H \\ . .Memphis. leiin

Forri'st, K , I'hllnd.'li.hiM Pa (inm. -l.onr.i No sMi>,s<r

Forrpster P (". ra<-oma Wash ShihI t.nck iiiachine V

Fortln. B P W.,ons(«-ket R I . ussignor to \ nderw m-i I

June 23; Sn y SSV^: Dr pp n:(,'>-(,. (iaz vol. 1.34: i). 19k».

Foss, C. T., Biibb, Mont (inn sight No 89'2.240: -liine :10:

Foas. W. ().. assignor of r >iir tlfths to (, I ink F. (
'. Bninhouse. _

mechanism No. sx^.-V..' lime.' Sp i> :a5. Dr. p 78 (Iaz. vol. 134: p. 1112.

Foster \ W (iorvvillplll larclosiire No 801.921 ; Jtme 9); Sp p. N576: Dr p. 1201 ;
(.hz vol 1.+4, p. 207...

Foster Engiii.sTing ( o >.,• K richbrnmi. U F, a.ssignor. i (Rei.ssue.'

Foumie, l... KHMsas( itv. Mo T«i:-hoMer No 8S«...5"4 June 2: .Sp. p 802: Dr p. 1X.L '"*' vol 34: P^W'^-
,

,.
Fonmler.E.St llvacintbe gueU, (ana-la Loose-l.-af bimb-r. No. 891.240: JuneZL ^P P.

f'^<
",'•, PP *'

"^.^*V,?'^^'
P' '"'*•

Foust. G B MHsontown. Pa ( okeext rnctor No 8M2.042, Jime 30: Sp. p. .5810; Dr. pp. 1249 50; Gaz. NOl. 134. p. 2111.

p p. 34,55; Dr p 7,57: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1670.

Sp. p. 1441: Dr. p. 325: Gaz vol m p
iny. New York. N. Y. St^mciling-nuicl

Sp p (iHtc Dr p 1333; Gaz vol. 134: p 2176.

P. G. lAng. and R. E. Bninhouse Philadelphis. Pa

, 1317.

chine. No. «>1.7fl«;

Sp«vi -changing

433 Sp- -11



XVUl ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PATKNTKKS.

Tujiiifl-

Afljuatahl«« roller jwrtul.le st«n<l No. M01,M29:

No. 800.586; June V: Sp. p. 2799; Dr. pp.

Fowler, (i. v.. GtMirgPt.iwn. nj*sign<ir of thff»*«-fourth8 to E J Wilcox. I>'nvt>r. and F. V. Uoete, Clmr I'rw* county, Colo. Valve fc r

DjHTHtliyf f'Ok-'irnis N'o <«1.47-J. Juri»'2:<. Sp p *i;«); Dr pp. KULVtl. Unz. vol. KM. p ISK.

FowUt I'-. K i;.><ir>t<'town. a.ssignor of thr*<»»-fourths to K .J Wilcox, Denver, and F. V. (Joeti. Cl.'rtr ( nvk county, Colo.

drlv'.n^ inaihin.' No S91,47.1. June Si t^p p *i37: Dr. pp. 1006-7; Qaz. vol. 134. p. 1X92.

Kowler. .M U. .S«* HajiK. <'• W , »8«iKm)r '

Fowler. W R . lUltiinorv M.l. .-^afetv -razor No SM) .i-V). huie i). Sp p jrWfi: Dr p 518; Qaz. vol. i;*4; p. 14«0.

Fox, (..W"iuy. Ma««.,a.««iiKnor.hy mesne ii(wiKnni«"nt(<. to (ieneral Kle«tric ( ompany Kl*«tk>-fluld turbine. .No. 8B0,fi35; Jiui« 16: 8p.
p.'jy2y, Dr pp »141 .' i;az vol.'l;<4. p tV«i

Fox, K. I. See Horhek, F. H.. assignor ^

Fox, I H., New V.irk. N V Inje«-tor-CHfti.iiiator No sXH,.'>lr). June.'; t^p. p. tV57; Dr. pp. 15J 3, Om. vol. \M; p. 11*52.

Fox Tvpewnter i ompanN i See Fox and I.tind anniifiiors i

Fox. W. B.. lireckenn Ik.'e. .VCich. Beet-harvester No >«i)..V<.5: (une \»: .Sp. p. 2791; Dr. pp. rtl.VlB; Oar., vol. l.Vl: p. 1537.

Fox. W K. and M. Lund. a.Hsipiors to Fo» ry[)ewnter Company i rancl Rapids, Mich.

June 30, Sp. p '>.W. Dr d liri7: (iaz vol 1.^4 p J«M2.

Francis, ('. (See Frantis, W H and ( j

Francis. W. H.. ("herrvvsde. and ( Fmiirl.'* Iiidei>eudeni«. Kan.s Hnck-handlin^; niarfiitie

616-17; Oaz. vol. IM. p. I.i37.

Frank, E. K., Topeka. kans Butter-inoH. .No. «O.Xil: June 9. .Sp p. 2347; Dr. p. 51«; Oat. vol. 134; p 1460.

Frank Rldlon Toinpanv S.-.. ShieM.s I{ , ,isHiKnor

Franke. F.. Clark county, Ind FdhnK iu»ttre».sef< No ^LtX), June 30 Sp p '.401. Dr p. lltiN; liaz vol. 134. p. AHI
Frankenfleld B. NfirwfWvl ( »hio .^s.siKiior I o \lli.'4-«halnjers Company and Bull<K-k Klt«<-lric Manufa^-turtng Company. Methodofund

mejiii-s for starting ilvni4mo-»'l'Vtric macfcine.s No H91.241. June 23. Sp p 41'i.i. Dr p^TJ liar vol. 134. p. 1S15.

Franklin K \ Mistiii IVx Churn daslier N.. sw^trji; June'* Sp p !44.' Dr p fj». "inr. vol. \M: p i;<17

Fni:i^:ir: 'A > .s.»' S«'Vlfrt . S S a.s.mgBor

Frank.iian i N MHri.f)eru Swwlen Mjulime for cutting otT the topm of l>eet«» and the like roots. Ko. >«l,t)64, June 16; 8p. p. 37ih;

Dr, p. '^2'^ 'iHZ voi ;.i4 p 1724

Fran/ F t ;r<.> i 1 .h i ' t .-scr>»'a N) ^\*.»:.i. June 2; Sp. p '«.i7. Dr p 221; (}a«. vol. 134; p. 1212.

Fras.T W K-M,iniM, Mi.". Vlv.-rti^iii^' device .No. 889,674; June J. So p 9.V<. Dr p 221 . (}a7 vol i:i4; p. 1212.

Frederu ». I <t i-o.idshiirg, I'a I'neiunatK hammer. \o. Wl.^Sl lune.lii Sp p •'401. Dr p UtiM. (iaz vol. 134; p. 2043.

Fredrick. 1. M. I'erlca.sie. 1'^ f'.iiltrv and animal feeding 'levice. No. ,«0.:ti2. June*4; Sp. i> 2Mm; Dr p .Sl.W; Oas. vol. l.'V4;^p. 1461.

Freeman, F. P., Dominion. Yukon, Canada Driving-hea<l So. <<91.157; June 16: Sp p M'hs Dr. p. N«.^. (;az. vol. 134; p. 17.V4.

Freisc, H., Bo<'hiim. Uerinanv Klwtncajlv detecting dangerous gaftes and apparatii.s therefor. No. «>2,241; JluieSO; 8p. p. 61W; Dr.

p. 1333; Gas. vol. 134, p J176,

Fn-nch. B. J, assignor of one-half to F, ,\ Kromlev Brighton Colo

Sp. p. 5242; Dr p 11.1«>; 'ia/. voj i,{4, p l**i

Freund, J. Crvstil C.tv Mo R.. >ting-tii« No -<»«,,-,«,=); IiiiieJ -^p p
Frey, J, D.. Continental. ' (hio. Nut and tolt |.^-k. No, *)«),4;.'(i i>i:ie

Fricks, W. D , .\tlanta. i.a Kev hx-k for t vfij^wntert No ><<rj..'4.'

I'ower ilevio' for moving automobile*.

1. 734. p. 11K7

No. 891.767; June 23;

<IL1 1)1

', >f' I'

line «i.

is.* ' ol7.

.'4,<''

^^> p ' r^O, Dr p. 1334; Ont. vol 134: p. 2176,r34

Fride, L F . Philadelphia. \'n !ns.-cticii|e No SilO.twtt. lane 16. Sp. p. 2»33; (far. vol. 134: p. 1586.

Fneul Knipp Vktientresells<haft -See (ifsuhering >>
. assignor i

Fned Knipp Vktienge.tells<'haft .-^e* llermsilorl', M assignor

Kn.><llein. il , K.alk near Cologne, lierniaaiv. I'icket printing ,iiid n-gistering apparatus. No. 891,614; June 23; 8p. p. 4919; Dr. pp.
.OKI

1 Gaz. vol. 134. n 1*'V).
j

!- r'..-<lr:uiiui. M. S**- Schiep*' .\ .is.signoi. I

Friend, H Uxmgton. okla Bn.lge ctmitruction. No «91 417. June 23; Sp p. 4531: Dr. p. 9H6; Oai. vol. 134: p. l«7a

Friend. H.. a.ssit'Ti.ir ..f one-half to \N I f^tevens. I>exington. <>kla. Wire-clutch, No. 890,561: June 9; 8p. p. 27:i5; Dr. p. 605; Oa*.

vol, i:i4: p, l.;.N

Fnts, M. r . Loriine. 111. Coop .No ssy,W«.; June 2: Sp. p. siii. Dr. p. IXi: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 11H7.

Kntwhe. I
. Philadelphia, Pa, Vendingmachine, No, H92..'4C hine M). Sp p 6192; Dr pp. 1334--"); Oaz. vol. 134, p. 2177.

Fritz.. L assignor to C E. Troemner Philadelphia Pa Beam-s.,ile No vtti 7tiM: June il; Sp. p. 5244; Dr. p. 1136; Oaz. vol. 134: p.

19W.
Froehlich. f.. New V'>rk. N Y. a.s.sii:nor fQ MerKeiithaier Linotype Company. Sorting mechaniam for linotype-machines. No. 8IJ0.2t»;

June 9: Sp. p. J1V<. Dr. pp. 4«(> 1: C,a/ Tol 1.(4, p 14.5.4. .

Frondel, \ Omaha Net. r Kitchen-nintf.' No s'Ml :i.9; luneiJ, Sn p. .i24«>; Dr p. 1137, Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1990.

Frost. H I . (deimdge, N 1. FishennanN tly and t.ait l>ook. No sid ,05.1: June 16, .Sp. p. 3797; Dr. pp. 828-9: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1724.

Frvmire, C. .V. i .s*-*' .Vlartin \.. assignor.
Fuller H B.. .St. Paul. Minn Sh.vt met»l irticle No sui 242. June 23: 8p. p. 4167; Dr. p. 912: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1815.

Fulton. > I See Rii* and Fulton.)
Fimk.C c.enev^ Switzerland Ring-haj»l for watch-movements No. 892,147, June 30; Spp. «01o; Dr. p. 128B; Oaz. vol. l.'M; g 214...

Kurtiush. K 1, assignor to ( ti SargentB Sons. Westford, Mass Wa.shlng or iw-ouring ma<-hine. .No 891.922; Jane 30; Sp. p. .'>6<7; Dr.

p 1201. (;.*/, vol 134. p .1173

Frfe. I c
. a.ssignor to Multiscope A Film Company. Burlington. Wis Photographic-printing frame. No. 891,158; June 16; 8p. p.

WW). Dr p V)> i.az vol. 134; p 17>.i

Fvrlierg. N J v ,
Hopkinton. Mass Hiage-pm for hreech-loading gima. -No. 881.832; June :«; .Sp. p. M04: Dr. p. 1168; Oaa. vol. 134; p.

'2046.

O. W. Parsons Company. (See Parsons, <. W .assignor.)

Oabel, (\, liawkeye. Iowa Pulley No •<9-J.J44. Jime 31): Sp p '197. Dr p. 1335; Oaz. vol. 134; PjUTT.
Gabriel, I E , .S.'ittle, W.^sh Railw iv-! «r cho<k-t>rake No H>«,M7 June 2; Sp. p. 1274: Dr. p. VS; Oar. vol. 134. p. 1367.

OabrieLion. C
,
Svracu.se. N Y . and W H, Steams. Won'cster. Mass , assignors to L. C .Smith A Bros. Typewriter Company, Syracuse,

.N, Y Type-bar (ushion No ssrj.iH;!. lime :«) St) p ">M14 Dr p 1251; Oaz. vol. 134. p 2111

Oaelclce, F.'W.. Ottawa, 111 .M iwr N> ssy.-tui. lune .'. Sp p ,H7: Dr. pp. 7*-9; (taz. vol i:(4. p lllJ

Oa^, O. W.. Sr Kppint,'. .N, H. Mail tia|; catcher .No. '««)..i.-..3. June 9; 8p. p. 2350: Dr pp .11^ 1^. Ua/, vol, 134; p. 1461.

Oairhagen. L. I... Newt.m Iowa. Governor No. «i0.1.!;i lune 'i Sp p. 1876: Dr. p. 41.V iia/. vol, \.U. p. i:l»«.

'.aiUa*, K, G , ,njne8porl Me. Portable are-es«a{»'. No. >«»,shm. lune 16: Spp, 34.57 Dr p, 7.57: (iaz vol,134: p, 1671.

GaiUarl. V S.. rormurton. Conn Vlaria cliK.'k .No, Hlxi.m. June'*: Sp. p. 1S78; Dr. n. 416; Gaz. vol. IM. p. 13W).

Gairtng. .\.. J.CleveUnil. Ohio. Device ope rate<l l.y c )nt roller revers^^-lever (or autoniatically o[>e rating safety appli»nc«'s.

June 2; Sp. p i>4 Dr p 14. Gaz vol 114, p lint

(}aie. F V s>v Hawlev, C. G . assignor.
Oallagher. 1 , Rio. Wis ' Mower. .No s»l.t.M. June 23. Sp p. .joy.'.. Dr p. lim, Gaz vol. IM. p, 1962.

Gallagher, .M ! New Park, England Alarm <li«k No <<f>2 24'. lune 30 Sp v t.l'i.s, Dr p l:i:»;

Oftllozzi , K . . .N ew Y o rk , N . Y

.

•iaz. vol. 134; p. l.V*..

No. 889.219;

Crar. vol.lJ4:p. 2178.

Gaily, R. .V

p. 1962

Gaily. R- V

3Xr2.

C,att, r, .M

Ganiber, J

p. IXMS. Gaz

BrfKjklyn

Brooklyn.

.Maiden, Mass

N

N

Pnntingor stamping at ta»hment for pa^H>r-lloldlng stands .No, swi.6.r; JuimM; Sp.p.29Q3; Dr. p. t>42:

Y. Mu.sicAl-iiivi<v wind-inducing apparatus. .No. H^^1.6^5. June 23; Sp p 5096. Dr. p 1100; Oaz. vol. 134;

\ M u.sicHl-ievice pneumatic apparatus .NO Hyi.soi, June 23; Sp. p. 5320; Dr j) U.'.l, (iaz. vol. 134: p.

Pulp or CMipar machine No 89I.9S,-.: June :»: Sp p. .')71.".: Dr. p. 1229; Oaz \ol 134. p -"OtM

B., assignor to Keystone I)ev«loping Company. Washington. Pa Po<^ket toilet-caw. No. 892,24<., J one 30; Sp. p. u2U0. Dr.

vol 1.34: p, 21 7H

iren. .N II . a.>.sig\iorGainewell Fire VUriii Telegraph Companv uSe«-Sui ... . .. , „.. .

Oamraelgiiarl, o L. assignor to J, .M. Fi*eran<i Comf)Hnv. .VttletKiro, Mass. Clasp. Nc.,*0.l>41, June 9; Sp. p. 1707; Dr. p 378; Oaz.

vol. 1.34: p. i:i.V*. .,„.,.
Gannon, T. J . Sh.iw nee. Okla, Einergentv-I".lt for Iraft-tiint-rs d raiUa.v freight-cars. No. 889..i97, June 2; Sp. p. 806; Dr. p. 184;

Gaz. vol 134. p U>*7

Garchev, 1.. .\., Paris. France. Elastic laeans No, SSW.8W: June 16. Sp, p, 3458.

Gardiner, W, J., East Toronto. Outario. (anada Watchcas*', .No SN9..{t.4 lune

GarflWd. J, D. Springfleld, Mass F<*-nl-|)lane shutter. No, wiTTIt; Inn. j:*, Sp
GarfieM, L. F. i See Burniw.s. I, H, as.mjnor ,

I larford Compaiis S»s' lleHsJct, I G . itssignor

Gamett. J . ft 'U (.See Eubank. S F,, a.'vignor )

Dr. p, 7,V*. r.az, vol. 134: p. 1671.

.-.p p
,'.J4.s

MS. Dr p. 79; C,az. vol. 1,34; p.

Dr pp li:<7-.s: (iaz. vol 1,^: p

1112.

1991

Garretson. I"

I'.arrett. ' E
KM; p, 131S

< .arson. I. H
Garton. I. I'.

1816,

B , Oskaiooaa. Iowa Adjustable still No s.*i.92.i .luiie.MJ. Sp
New (JIaagow, Nova .Sooti*. Canad;i. Machine for making rugs. No

V.7H; Dr. p, 120.'. <iiiZ, Vol. 134. p. 2073.

snt.\rS2, lune •• Sp. p. 1444; Ur. p. IW.; (iaz. vol.

New York, N. Y. Veudin|;-niachine, No ^2,247: June.«); Sp p. 6J01 . Dr, pp btWl 7. Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 217^.

Toronto, Ontario. Canada-, Change-making machine. N<»- 8"1 .2-*;<, .Dine 23; .>p. p. 4H.7; Dr pp. 91 2-13; Oui. vol.134; p.
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M. Woods. Newton. Iowa. Oag^lfter (or eom-pianters. No. «i0,226; June 9; 8p. p. 2073; Dr. p. 456;

A.n.)inatK. wagon-brake.^_No v*.,^l.^.une2. SJ.J, f}«: ^^^J,^/^'--, ^1^. l^'ilfe'^*'-No. 8«2,24h, June;W; Sp. p. 6204. Dr
i

Uin.irowingaltjMhment. No. !»1,244: June '23; .Sp p
MetMliic roonng.

4i(«: Dr p 913. (iaz vol 134: p l8l(j.

Qmryt, A. C. SMifnor to w
Qmz. vol. \M: p. 1420.

Oarrw. C . Fort Wavne. Ind
Oarvln. W M . Blackville S (

(latcnnan. W .Maiiitow(H \S i

oii!w,R E 8.. New V, rk. N Y (.redging apparatus No. 890.764: June 16; Sp, p, ,3-204: Dr. p .(Mr. ..az vol, 1,34. p. 164*..

Oebr. Kftrting .<kiienp'sell.s<hrtft .See l.unng \\ u.ssiguor.

)

i;(!»."'U'T, C. H, (See Weiniin»; III"! li'ViiUtT. I

.c-. ._i r- „„..
Gehrkens. E. F. S< lien.-< tady N > Hssignor to Crtneral Electric Compan>

Sp p 2«<4: Dr p.tntr (iaz vol 134. p. LSSe.

(ieigi'r D K and.I I Barlow. N D Wrench
(reigi'r, J J .S«»' G.'lg»r D I- and I J

(iell. J,, Ixmdon. Kngl.md Automatic telegra]

GeUz \" Vr Mlia.uv an.l I. 1- Mosack, Youngstoun, Ohio, assignors to ( . H. McLean, tn.stee. Pittsburg. Pa.

- r' >'X-';i'lila!i.g i--"No'tU:o^*^une9; sp. p. 1711: Dr. p. 379; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 13«)

\ Hriable-voltage translormer.

No. 891,615; June 23; 8p. p. 4925; Dr p 1061; Oaz vol. 134: p.

lie transnussion .nstniment. No. 890.042; June 9: 8p. p. 1708:

No X92.I4M June :«l, S|

Genack. I M . Spruiglield

(ieneral Electric ( ompaiiv
General Elect nc (ompany
General Kltstric (Ompany
General !, Un'tric (Ompany
General Kle<tn< (Ompany
(ieneral Kle< trie ( oinpan>
(ieneral Kl.stric (ompany
(ieneral Kltstrii Coinpan>
i.iiiend Kl'S-trtc (Oinparn
I Ieneral rie«lnc (ompany
G.Tieral Kl.strK I ompHiiy
ifcneral Kleitric (ompany
i.eneral Kloctric CoiupHii^

'.••neral El^tric (ompany
I reii.Ttil El.St nc ( ompany.
i.enernl Kits trie (ompany.
'.enersl Electric (ompany.
' .enerai Electric Company.
' ,ener:il Kl«<-tnr ( onipaiu
General El'strirl oiiipMiU

I feneral Eleictric ( ompanv
'.enerai Electric I ompatn .

i..>neral Elx'tDc CoinjMiU)
I .enerai Electric ( omjiani
'.••ii'thI El<«trtc ( ompHriv
I renerai Ele<tric Compaiu
I.enerai Elertrl<' Companv
I .enerai Electric Comj.any
1 ieneral Ele< trie Company
(f«neral Eleictric Company

No. 8M0.638: June 16;

1937.

Dr. p. 378; 0»x. vol.

.\ir-brake apparatus.

General Ele<tnc ComjMiiiv
I peiierai Incande.s<-ent ,\rc . .

I, .-11. -rill .Mil hiiiery CompHiiy S«s- Pierce. -1

(.enevn Kiirnitiin-" .Manufa/'1 iiring Company

Set- \pt li assignor
>.s«-c Annstrong. A II.. aj^signor.)

1 .Se*- ( allan . J ( . .
assignor i

See (lark. .\ G .
assignor :

, Sw Davis. A G ., assignor i

.<.s' li.irgeloll G H .
assignor.)

i.s.... 1 Kit I on. y. K ,
assignor.)

S.-e I iclil.er>j K .•ihsi>aior.>

Ss' Ernst, C \ issi^uor. >

( Sts' Fleming. R assignor.)

See Fox, C , assignor
See (tehrkens, K V .. assignor.)

Sis' llirt F , assignor '

iS»»' lunggren, i"
.
assignor.^

GSe.' Kanmaclier. S H . assignor »

(.S.'e I.emp and Baldwin, assignors.)

(.Se»' Manger, S, W., assignor.)

(See Merriani. E, B , assignor.)

S.S. M-rnll NN L. assignor )

."^.s• Moss, .-- V ,
assignor

.Sw NOeggenttb 1 E assignor.)

See Parker. R H .
assignor.)

S4S. I'otter, VN B ,
.isslglior.).

Sw Ridden, I, assignor.

I

,S»s' Sjiiiiiielson K assignor.)
,-** ,schuli7 c B M.ssignor.)

See Smith, A,, nssignor. i

.se*" steinmetz, C. P., assignor)

S"!*" Thomson. E.. a.sslgnor.)

.See I'rov. .M, <>.. assignor.

,Se«' Weston and I>e Reamer, assignors.)

ight ( ompanv .See Wellman, H. K., asaigncM-.)

II assignor. 1

,s«e Blake. J. L., assizor.)

II

,1

e Sparks. W.. Assignor.)

Machine for making wire-glass. No. 891.924: June 30; Sp. p. 5.579:

Apparatus (or manufacturing wire-glass. No. 892,044; June :«;

'Apparatas* (or changing shuttles in l<«uns No. N89.4.W, June 2; Sp. p. 521; Dr. p. 123; Gaz. vol.

Dr. p. (>43: (iM. vol. 134, p. 1587.

1162.

(ieo. V Cressont.. . .See Stacks. II R., assignor

(ieoghegan, \ F S See McG.s-. I J assignor

(.eorge A M<K«-1 .V Companv ,S«e Sparks. \N .. Assignor.)

George (ulver Ltd , .See Siilelitle, J . H , assignor, i

George, J \v :h' \ 1 .i sno ( M Shortle, Bernhards Bay, N. Y.

Dr p. l-tr.' G.1/ vol 1.14 p -"074.

Geoive. J . \^ lU^'N. Pa.. ;ind ( , M Shortle. Bernhards Bay, N. Y.

Sp, p. .>!.>: Dr, p. 12.51: (Iaz, vol 134: p. 2111.

Geppert. O . Dresden. (Germany

oippJiV 'j^Chicago. Ill Movable car-step No. )«).tK»; June 16; Sp. p. 2935; Dr. p. (i43: Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1587.

^!:rken
"•

D NW .o'rk' N "y "
Riftan- d.splav^tand No, 8«9.517: Jtme 2; Sp. p. 660: Dr p.l.'.C (iaz vol. 134 n.

Tl^^n I f Dehnar Del Musi, -leaf turner. No. 891,056; June 16; Sp. p. 37fe; Dr. p. 829; Oaz. vol. 134; p. \77l

'^!^^:yZ:J:;.'^'IZ:^^ to (nrMmer Hanover. Pa. Rotary engine. No. 889,875; June 2; 8p. p. 1.334; Dr. p. 304; Oar.

dei^'y'"!-' .fi 'N<'.rwoo.i. Ohio a.ssigtior to Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Oil-ewitch.

oZ^n^'j "^w ll^n Con^' '[..^top No ss^.ira: June 2. Sp n 526: Dr p 123: (Jaz. vol, 134: p, 1143.

Oerwlg' E'..as.signor ofonMoiirth to J. flearn. Pittsburg. Pa. Car-fender and attachment.

830. (iaz. vol, 134: P 172.^

Sp p, 114S Dr I) '2<i(i: Cmz vol 134: p, 1245.

Jlll:::^;;:
; E^r;.;?::!i:S-o;::''chi;:ken-fee<ier. no,89i.534: ^^^^^f^:^.^:^^^-i:z^^,^;:t^^v'^^^ d.^.^. oa.

Oiddings, F M (iaL'sburg. 111. Apparatus (or securing comj>r.'ssed bales with wire, .No. HW,84«, June a fsp. j,. i,c<o, x^i. v

.1 134: p 12<i7

No. 891.833: Jime 30; Sp. p. 5405;

: p, 114;h.

.No. 891.0.57; June 16; 8p. p. 3801; Dr. p.

vol 134

Oi'ldings. (J W^. llios (
I r. assignor.)

Oiecer^F C . n 'tl i.See Niel.son I , assignor.)

C.ieTe, \\ , S ! ."^e McCarty aivl <.ielp i

Oies, E. .\. I.See Liitter and (iies.

OlfBn, J, E, .luniata, assignor o( two-thirds to C. .A.

16; Sp p, :fi»d: Dr, p, sfW; Gaz. vol. 1.34. p, 1756.

Gill*rt, I, S. assignor of one-(oiirth to M. N, Miinly. Portland. Oi-eg

vol. 1:14: p, l(i97, , , V. V- „t V V
(Silbreth. F. B., assignor to Corrugate.! Concrete Pile Company of America. New 1 orK. Nl

,<«) 7(1.5 lune 1(.; Sp i. :f2».lH: Dr. p. 700: (iaz. vol. 134, p. 1629.

(iiles. W F , Chesti-r, Pii . assignor of one-half to F, C, Norris, D«-tn>it, Mien

(iiVl.

(Kil: (iaz vol 134: p ll(i3
, , , vm- u

lan.l E B assigiiorto I'niversal Railway Equipment ( ompany, Jackson, Mich

Hull and C. E. Remaley, .Utoona, Pa. Adjustable chimney-cap. No. 891. l."-*: June

Breast-pump. No. 890,975: June 16; Sp.p.3644; Dr. p. 794; Oaz.

Apparstiis for sinking concrete piles. No.

Binder for compressing fn.1. No, S89..M.S: June 2; .Sp.

Car-<loor. No 8no..Vl2; Jiine9; Sp.p.2737: Dr.

(iiCan-Pir B':'lJiiJn/.;(!(';LhaI(to D Bolickand J. .V. Roaen, Topeka, Kans. Orain-door. No.891,926. June.30; Sp. p. 55S2: Dr.p

12<R. Gaz vol, l.';4: p. '2074
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iinelti; 8p. p. 945V; Or.

(Jfxidard, >N M ' rpston, lowa r oi'iing trai*. .>.o. 'wi.-f... nnir yij. r^i> i>
.xkv). i-i. y. i»i^. w.^. .... i^,

Crodtey G K fhilrt-leli.hia Vn I.iihric-Ht3r>r No. K91,rf-2X. June io Sp y .S.i«7. Dr p. 1204. (J»z. vol. 134; p.

('.oerdfs F W Sfwurk N I rin-joint .\" HHi.fW,; lim.::f, -^p p Vtw Dr n llt«), (ia/. vol \M. p. !%
Goeriz O San Kraiici^'o lal f>ntnfnK<J P<imp N<i sHO.tVi, iine^i, .•^p p 2;V^4, Dr pp .SI* 2i). <.ar. vol

iriiiiialul L. '. Vail W .'rt. »>hio. Card No. ago, 135; June 9. Sp. p USSl. Dr p 41h. (,az. vol 134, p. 139().

liiUnior 11 G . Hath. M.- Kail-johit .Vi> ^>*)A:A: .Iiino.': Sp p 527. Dr p \S\. G,i/ vol \M: y 1143

Oilmartin, M W.. T S Navy. as.-Jlgiior to E.W Bliss Compaii.v, Ur<M>kiyn, N \ K »pl( mi sf .shell. No sail.VWO; J

(mnionv l' \\ . New York N\ Y . aiwijfnor to Crouch A FitRgeraM Knoeptatle and riaJitor for clothing. No. 8«0,l;«i; Jime9; 8p. p.

ISNli: Dr pp 41t^ 17, Gaa. vol l.>4; p l-^)
, , . ,. .. i,

Gilmore T Jr Vorw (K>d. ( >hi<i. aMignor to .Mlis-<halmorB ( oiniMiny and HuUi«k KI*Htru Mainifarturing ( ompaiiy. ( ontroller-

or«rating meAns No. *l.«;i4 .lune 30: $p. p. .>W7: Dr p. 11««. (.a/, vol l.M p. .<M4. v „.„,,,.. i
Gil.Hon 1 E a^.signor to (iUson MannJactiring Companv I'ort WajthmKt""^^ i" ( ontmller for Ka.«olfni'-*n»Rtn«'». No WO.ZTO, June

fl; Sp
J)

.*nto, Dr p 4K.', Gaz vol I.'?4; ». 14:14.

Gil.Hon ManufaitunnK '"onipany .<»>« Gil* )ii. J K a.ssignor.i

OilatTAV. T. J. ft (U S«e Linton, A E, mwlgnor
Olroud F New York. N Y ra.kaglnK-imw-hirK'. No. !«0.97H; )une IH; Sp. p. 3545; Dr. pp. m-«; G»», vol. 134; p. lflS7.

Olslnsky. C. Von and W. Mc<lur»>. Sohpnfy»t*dy, N. Y. EW'trlc mllway. So. smj71: June^; Sp. p. HiS; Dr. pp. 46-i, Qax. vol. 134;

ObM, p! R ,
Quincv. Mass KycU't. No |WM,4.>5. Junf J. Sp. p. .S.«), Dr p. 1.'4. G»z. vol. 134: p. 1143.

Gla.sshrook ( I iSw Card, Homc<'. and (Ha.sshrook s

^,. , ,. , ,.,. ,o,o
Okizfii D K (•nt«T LisI*-, N Y. Cuit«"r-l>ar for mow.T8, 4c. No. iSM«,ti7fl, Jum- ;i; Sp. p. 9«0; Dr.pp. iil i; (.a/., vol. 134; p. 1212.

Olu<ho'w<ki G .M Haltmion'. Md. Cuff-ftHtener. No. •<9().977: June Ifi; Sp. p. .IfiRl; Dr. p. 797; Gaz. vol. 134; p. Itvgfi

'Oo-r'^y T K Waldo Kla System irngalion and .iprinkler No «MI i>44. lime 9; Sp p 1.12; Dr p. 37tt; (ra«. vol. 134. p. l.Wll.

Goddani, (• H .<.«.' Kol^rts and G(Mldarri .. . ,. „^ ,. , ,•.. ., .mw:
(}o<idard W H irpsion, Iowa Folding trate. No. >«l,>ri7; lune.W. ^p p joX.). Dr. p. 1204; Gaz. vol 134; p. Jtnh.

- . — .
—

. . ...
.;[, p .>,i«7. Dr 11. 1204. (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 207j.

- .
'

. ,^.^

>1. 134; p. 14I>1.

Goetz. F. \'
.
f 'i! S»». Fowl.'r G \ .

asHjicn'""
, ,,. . , .,. ,.^

Oofl. L. D..aud U <> Spadr, Viik.shiir^. Mich. Sc*le or meter. No >o«.jWs. .Jmu- .'. Sp. p sot,; Dr p. 184: Gaz. vol. 134; p. il«.

Ooff, L. 9. S."." Huimioii. U M and K .
alKlgiiors. ,^^ ^ . . „ , ,„^ ,,qo

Oofl 8 B (amden N.J. Cesspool, drain, and dl8trihiit«'r. No. «»„Ttf9; June 2; 8p. p. 808; Dr. p. 1»4; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1188.

Gold' K li Chicago. 111. CimilHting devire No >ftX).137; Itine9: Sp p l.KM; Dr pp 417 IK; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1381.

Gol.l K. II .Churtgo, III Heating system. No HWil.tX. hine 5*: Sp p IWh, Dr pp 4I.S. 19; i'.n/. vol l.U; p l.Wl.

(lOlden C. K Si •• Viiderson K \'
.
a.ssigtor

Golden M K , San Kraniiwo, Cal F-W'tncal vd.rator. No. 892,-'49; June M): Sp. i). 620fi. Dr. p. 133., (.az. vol. 134: p. 217».

Qoldle W.. Wllkinsi.urg I'a M.tallirti.. No swMV: June 2 Sp, p 531J Dr P 1.^4. <•*«• vol. 134. p. 1143^

Ooldle. W.. \Vilkin.st.urg I'a. Metallic tie. N'i «<«».4.57: June .'; Sp. p. ,Vi3: Dr. pp 124-5: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1144.

Golding. A F See CampU'll and C.ol. ling .,,,.. ,-..r

Ooldtrap. W, H, CotuU. Tex. Flow No. H91.1.i<): June in; Sp p .WJ; Dr p. V.M. • -az. v..l. 134; p. 1.56
, ^. ^ ^^ ,.

Gollstein. K Cologne, (,.'rin;t!i. Hottl.- tap or closure for Lotties, jars, or oth.-r recepla. Itw. No KUl..i.«; June Z3; bp. p. fJtH: UT.

Good, J.Lll'asalgnor to Sum'pson ( .imputing Scale Company, Detroit. Mich. Platform-supporting hanger for scfeJfs. No. »«,221;

Goo^R , assfc'i'r of^..ne-half^'!^J' Jones,J:.len Vale, Cal. Apricot-cutter. No. »M(,4.58; June 2; Sp. p. 536; Dr. p. 125; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

GwM*wm r II SanDiegoial AutomaUc a.ijustable gem-hoMer. No. 891.161; June 16; Sp. p. 3985; Dr. p. 8«e; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1756.

Ooodwin, \V. B., Columbus i>hi.. .Safetystirrup. No. 889.222: June 2; Sp p. »»; Dr p. 15; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1068.

(Joodwin. W. r (S*-*' Co.t and Goolwin.
Goodyear Tire .<; RubtjerCompunv. .-.^ep fWvvlypjir Tire A Rubf^r Company, a.-wignor.)

, ,. , , ,,. ,„,o
Goodyear. W K , Newark. N J Chang.-»i,.«>d gearing. No h91 .136: June 23: .><p. p. 4757: Dr. p 1032: <•>!»• vol. 134; p. 1912.

Goos L.. Ir . Atlantic City. N J Locomotive. No. 888.676. Jun.'2: Sp p. 961: Dr. p. 222; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1215.

Gorges. W .See Davi.lson and Gorge.s .<« ,. n _ i n^- .

Gonn. F 1' Chicago 111 attachment for t vvH-writing machine. No. !«0.5O7; June 9; 8p. p. 3631. Dr. pp. 582-3. Gaz. vol. U4. p.

Goniian. J N Kiohmond Va Tnink-stPHp No. H91,H35; June 30; Sp. p. 5410: Dr p. 1189; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2044.

Goaa, W F M La Fayette. assign.>r to taite.! States r)istillatlon Company Indianapolis. Ind App*rati» for treatmg liquid*. No.

S80.227, Jiinei*. Sp p -'<»T4: Dr p 4.V., (Jar. vol 134, p 1420. ,^„^ , ,~. .,,.,

Gould. V. K , Gran.l Kapi.ls Mich ( ,arii*nt-supiM.rter. No xvrj, 149: June «) Sp p WI\. Dr o 1293: Gaz^ vol. 134. p. .M43.

Gould. M.. a.ssignor to C MHloskev A Corapanv, Helfast. Ireland Hem.stitch-machine No Kirj iT2 June .10; bp.p.6435 Dr pp. 138K-9:

c,az' vol IM. P;221*«. ,

Graf* .'v.. Nei^iry* as8igno^of*^oi»^half id J- Joyce. .\ndov«r. Ma.sa. Hydrornotor. No. 891.214; June 16; 8p. p. 4091. Dr. pj. «<t*i 9;

i;ra?^.L<'; ,
a.ssig^nor'to(;raf-MorslviichCompftny, Cincinnati. Ohio. Riding-saddte. No.89l;213; June 16; 8p. p. 4089; Dr. p. Hy>,, <,,ir..

vol. 134; p. 177:i.

'>!af-Morsba4h c.impanv. fSee (iraf. J
. (J . assignor i ,,«o. n-. „«i lu-

Graff. < I c
.
assignor to C P. Kimball A Co., Chicairo. Ill Wind shiel-l No m.^: June 23: 8p. p. 4770; Dr. p. 1032; Oax. vol. 134.

Gr'ahaiii; C. W , assignor to I tica Industrial Company. Rome N Y Wartime for making cans. No. 890,901; June Ifi; Sp. p. 34(il;

Dr. pp. 75f*-*j<); Gaz. vol. 134: p. Ui7'J. oor. .,», i .„ .•>. „ .. <».

Graham. G M assignor to G A E Kohlfr, Chicago, ill lU'lnforcing-frame forcon. reb- stnicture*. No. 889,223; Jun* 2, 8p. p. 09,

t;rahani.\^' Vr^ssinor^toV.' a! H Kohlw. Chicago. Ill Keinfoic^I concrete structure No. Wl.tf-Jy; June 30: Sp. p. 5588; Dr. p. 1204;

Gran'ro^ C F.' , Philadelphia. Pa Boat No smi.tMo. !iine',». Sp p 1714, Dr. p. 379; Gaz. vol. 134; p i;WO.

Grant I'ullev and Hardware Company (i,.,. McQueen. CO a.ssignor.> ^ n.^ „„, xia ,. miia
Grast-ergBr B A Richmond. Va C..rtt-I»anger. No *fl.271. June 9; 8p p. 2197; Dr. p. 482, «»«. vol. \U, p. 1434.

Gratama. W I) . Rijswiik Netherlands. Vulcanir.er No SM1.W7. June 23; Sp. p. .5100; Dr. p. 1101; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1963.

Grauhermg o* KW^n-Hutteu^^lwid. aasigjior to Fne.1 hLrupp AktietigBa«lls»-liaft, Kssen-on-the-Kuhr, Oemuuiy. Sighting apparatus

for guns No. S9i,s:i6. Jun«.«); Sp p ViJ 1 . Dr po. 1169 70. Ga/ vol I.i4. p 2044. „^ .,^ , « a «<« i^. „ i^a- t-L..

Graumiller L. H Rosenl->rger. and R. B. Smith. iVtroit, Mich Knockdown table. No. 889.600; June 3; 8p. p. 809; Dr. p. 184, Oaz.

Gray- A. j'^'st I'aiil. Minn. Do6r or gaM support and cl.>.*"r No. <«9.365; June 2; 8p. p. 340; Dr. p. 79; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1113.

Gray! D. C S«* Fesler, M, A , a.ssignor r Reissu*'.

Gray M K R.K-hefrter, N. Y. Reinforcement for pails, buckets, .Vc N.. S90...40; June It.; Sp. p. 293, ; Dr. p. »^; Gaz. vol 134. p. 1.W/.

Oruy. W . Linc.'ln. Nebr. Fee.1 for grain ore. and universal separators No -id.t^SH, Iune23. Sp. p. .>1(W: Dr. p. 1101: Gaz. vol. 134,

gJ^I^C {. Bangor .Me Vuto.aati. lOail-leliveri.ig apparatus. No. S9'2,J.iO: June .TO: 8p. p. 6207. Dr. pp. 1337-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

Green' F W Dan burv. Conn Nee.ll.-v.<iding iiiai-hin.' No sHi..o44., lune y, Sp. p 171.-), Dr. pp. .17'» sii. Gai. vol. 134. p. i:J61.

Oreenawalt. D F., York. Pa, Displav-i-«.l.inet .No. *«».519: Jiin..2; Su p tW.'. Dr. p 153; Gaz. vol. 134, p llo3.

Grw-ne. B II . sehnng Dhio iMe "^o *f.',j.il . June .«). Sp |> fVJlO. l)r p ';'-*•"' *^*'-,V"''-
';7,;, I',:y

-^ ,,,.,.,
Greene.
Greenes.

Gre^man! 'l' p! Wori'ester Mass' liooj. .No! «iA3<i: Mine 2.3, Sp [. 4773: Dr p HKW; Gaz w>l. l.«; p 1913.

Greer, K. (See Dorfl. (J., assignor.)

Greer. G.. '< 'li .S«v Williams, D, a.«9igTMir ... i i«j „ ittc
Greer; W., (irsat River, N Y. ( arnati.>iv.sui.|...tter. N... h91,u.^-'i, June Hi; Sp. p. .3N<M, Dr p. s.Ut. i.az. voL 134, p. 1726.

Greer, W. N. see c.)vey and lireer.^

Greil, C. (See llir?«ch anil Greil i ,.,,,, ,,,,
OrelS J. Wiesbaden. Gefmanv Furnace, No ,•«),.«*^ lun..2. S|. p .}43, Dr p so, Ou/.. vol. 1,14 p 1113.

Orwslv.G K . Heaver, Pa. <"ia.H-wa.sher No SHl.47i. luiie.';}, Sp. p lii'-i Dr p. luC. <.az vol l.v«. p. 1883.
i..,^ u- «,.

OrKh. J (• W assignor to Wm B Siaifc .V .s.uis ( ompaiiv I'lltsburg. i'a W ater-piinfyuig api-arat iw. No. 890.047. June 9. 8p.

ti 171» Dr p «*». Ga/. vol. 134; p 13«)1.

Greve. H I. }n.oklvu, N Y. .Mailing-wTanper No «»1.41«. lane 23; Sp. p. 4.-sJ6. Dr. p '^
, '-f',

.^ '''"•
.^r. "l'^^,

GHbl«l, J \\ yncote: Pa. Prepayment mechanism. No. W1.771; June 23. Sp. p. o251; Dr. p. 1138, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1991.

B II . sebnng Dhio Die N^. tfJJ.M. June.«). Sp p r,210. Dr p I.Cls. (.az v..l. I.M^p. 21.9.

fW Chilhcothe Mo M.>ld f.>r Biakmg dental i)lates No H91.6.S9 1 .jne ij; Sp p. .KM, Dr p. 1 101 .
Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1961.

S Poughkis-psi... N Y Ganneiit No SW.VT, , June 2, Sp p. 1.J38, Dr. p :«i5. liaz. vol 134 p. 1-,S.

an, I.. P Wonester. Ma.ss. Ho..| N... S!il,-.1M, lune23 Sp p. 4771, Dr p bl3.3, <.a/ vo
, 3», p. .13.
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Marsh, Waterloo, lowa Cream-exit for centrifugnl cream-separator*. No.

»». (.«7 vol. l.<4; p. 1318.

OlteVS, T., an.l J. Morrissev Perth Amhov. N. J .=ltop f»r«MiBM. No. 8W.459: June 2; 8p. p. 537; Dr. p. 128; Oa«. TOl. 134; p. 1144.

OrMMi. L. H S.Mttl.'. Wnsh llvdrHulic.-onv.ver No. B^B*; June 9; Sp p \xfr2: Dr p 419; Gaz. vol. 134; p 1.W2

Griffith. W. J . Kbnl Mn h i ;,is-.-iii.'ui. No «90,272, Jime*; Sp. p. 2198; Dr. pp. 4>cj ;. C;./.. v.il. 1.34; p. 14;t4.

Grissinger, J. F. ^ee st rik.r and Gnssinger. i

Gris.som. H H. Hal i.e.
. Dvl Post No wd 24«i: June 23; Sp. p. 4172; Dr. p. 914; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1817.

Gri.swol.l, K A . DiMi.l.s., Ill Wagon bn.k.v No. Sid,*!?; „iine23; Sp. p. 4173; Dr. p. 914; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1817.

Grittner, ,1. II. ,.s«> Ropinson and Gnttner.;
x- c«, .«« i .>.

Orob, A , rtssign.ir to Finn ..f Basle Chemii^al Works, Basel. Switzerland. Red vat dye an i makm^ th. -anw No. 891,690; June 23;

Sp p .MH'i, Gaz vol l.i4. p. 1".»64, ^. ^ , „ „ ,_^,
Groce, J M , Parkersburg. W Va \ pparatus for holding and dispensing air-tight canned gotxi.*. \< No >«»0.048; June9; Sp.p. 1.20;

Dr p M. <;az vol i:<4: p i:^fil

Orodawe, A. B Arthur, N. D. Grader No SW9,7h1; June 2; Sp p. 1150: Dr. p. 267; (iaz vol 134; p 1245

OTWie, C L Providence. R 1 Stop for spniikler-heads. No. 89(),;i.'j6; June 9; Sp.p 23,SK, Dr p .i2<i. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1462.

Grohman. C , CBrter»>t, N J. Packmg-Io'.l. N.. H«o,.'iOi; June 9; Sp. p. 2»i37; Dr. p. av3, Cat. vol. 134: p. 1610.

GrSnvald, A., assignor t.. J .1 /.iinin.'nimnn Milwaukee, Wis. Boiler-flue cleaner. No. H* 3ir2: lune 2: Sp. p. 212; Dr. p. 53; Gaz. vol.

OrOn'wail, E. A. A., Ludvika. Swe<ien Sniellinj;-turna<e. No. 891.248: June 23: Sp. p. 417,''.; Dr. p. 914; Gaz vol 134: p. 1817.

Gross, J. H., Norwalk, Ohio. Trolley-wheel support. No. 890,421; June 9; Sp. p. 2471; Dr. p. 547; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1482.

Orosvenor, W. (See Paine, (i P., assignor, i

Grote. H. (See Vlsser and (Sn.t*. >

Gnindmann, P., ostnin. i;ennanv Machine for distributing artificial manure, lime, or the like. No.8Bl,fl91; June 23; .sp. p. 5107; Dr.

p IKK; Gar- vol \M: p 19M
Griiswiidorf G llaii..v..r, G.'nnaiiv Pump No. 892,150; June 30, Sp, p, 6082; Dr. p. 1294, (Jaz. vol. 1.34; p. 214.5.

Gueiither II L , llwa.... Wash Can capping and compressing machine. No. 891.1f>2: .hine 16; Sp. p .39fi»i; Dr. pp. 809-71; <iaz- vol.

Guenther. H L . Ilwaco, Wash Can capping and compressing machine. No. 891,163: June 16; Sp p .fl»72; Dr. pp. 871-4; Gaz. vol.

Ouernspy.'c. C.. IVrry. N H.. assignor of one-half to O. A. Porter and O Proctor, Boston. Mass. Non-reflllable bottle. No. 8»2,2.S2;

Jun.' .V);'S]) p'ti212:'Dr p 13.38; (iaz. vol. 134. p 2180.

Oulbrans.n A G . assignor to Gulbrans.'n, Di. kmson Company, Chicago, 111. Pneumatic for mj'chanical musical instruments. No.

8B1.9;«i, Jun.- :«>; Sp p ,S.'i90: Dr p l?^^: Gaz \ o] i:s4: p JO?*'..

Gulbransen. Dickinson Conipaiiv .S.». (;ul!irans<.n AH assignor

Giinn J II.. Cortlan.l. S Y l-'l.vtrlc signal f..r railways. No. 890,049; June 9, Sp. p 1721; Dr y .<M; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1362.

Guth.'s., Washington III Wagon-dump No ssij.;i03; June 2; Sp. p. 213; Dr. p. .54: <iaz. vol. 134. p 1093.

Guthell, F. J., Port Huron. Mi. h WHll-.l.soraimg machine. No. 889.520; June 2; Sp. p. 664; Dr. [. 1.54; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1163.

Guthrie, E., Wash'ngt..n. D < ^..if plMying-inano magazine. No. 801.802; June 23; 8p. p .'..Ti-J: Dr p 11.'.2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2002.

H. B. Smith Ma<-hine Conipan\ ^h perry J L.^ assignor, i

H. H Frankhn .Manufacturing < ompanv s.s- VS ilklnson. J., assignor.)

Ilaack, 1'
. an.l II Mun/jrt. Berlin .»s-.i^:uors t Flinsch A Co.. Fra nlrfort-on-the-Main. Crermany. Carbureter. No. 8ijO,273; June 9;

Sp p 2199; Dr. p. 483. Gaz. vol 1,(4 p UC
Haas. F. W. (See Myers. Haas an.t Mv. r-

Haas. (J. W.. assignor of one-half (o M li Fo» ler, lyos Angeles, Cal. Curvature-gage. .No. 889.224: June 2; Sp. p.70; Dr. p. 16; Ga*.

vol. 1.34: p. 1069. „_ , , ,„ ^
Haas, <J W , assignor nf one half to M B. Fowler. Ix>8 .\ngetes. Cal. Linear contour measure. No. 889.225; June 2; hp. p. 72: Dr. p.

16. Gaz. vol. 1.(4 p li»*'<

Haas. J. X.. et nl. s»s" Kelli'r Hans an.i Keller.)

Ha.he. L. (See F.lv. M ' ;isMgii..r

llackett, C. H.. ami I' V\ .Morgan, assignors to W. W
890,0.'V0: June 9; Sp. p 172:<; Dr p .is] . (iaz. vol. i;j4, p. 1362.

Hackett, J K , New York, N \ ILnr-pin No. 889,923; June 9; Sp. p. 1447 Dr p .3;:

Ila.btWHV KIwtnc He^illng A Kiigmeering Co. (See Ha.laway, W . A., Jr., a.ssign,>r >

HhiIhwhv \\ S.. Jr.. Fast orange N J., assignor to Ha.laway Electric He^iting A Kngmeeringi o. Culinary apparatus. No. 890,856;

Mine p.. Sp. p :«77: Dr. p, 740; <iiiz. vol. 134; p. K -V*.

ILi.laway, V, .4.. Ir . Ka.st Orange. N J., ass gn.>r to Ha.Jaway Flectn. Heating A Kiigirjeering Co. Electric heating device. No.
s.«i.s.S(.' June K.; Sp. j.. 3;r9, Dr p. 741. Gaz. vol. 134; p. Ii..i8

Ha.laway, W. S.. .Ir.. Fast oningiv N .1, a.ssignor t" Ha.iawHV Electric Heating A Kngineenng Comi>any. Culinary api'Miaiuv. No.
M>.«iv.7' June p. Sp p iO.! Dr p. 741, (iaz. v.>l, \M. p luSX,

Hii!,.«,.\ \\ . S , Ir I'nM I'nintre N. J. assignor t.> Hadaway Klectri. Heating A Engineering Comi)any. Electric lw«tiiig devi.-e.

N., si«i>.>; June lt> Sp p XVfJ: Dr. p. 741: (iaz. vol \M: p "it ,59

llagstn.m A \N , Cliino. ( al N..n refiUall.. N.ttle No 8Sil .772; .Mine 23;

Hail... 1.. 1 Jhila.lclphiM, I'a 1 alking-inachm.- No »«l2m.'.. J ui e :«l,
. . .

Hains. P. C., 8r.. U ashnigl.>n. D ( ( .mcrvtemixing apparatus No. 890.1.41; .'line lii; Sp. p. M^: Dr. p. (.44: (Jaz. vol. 134: p. l.'>87.

Ilakins, G. B.. .N..rw.><Hl. N 'i' Igniting mi-chaiiisin (..r . xpL.siv. -. ngim-s. No 892.2.5.3; Dine M). Sp. p. (1214; Dt. pp. i;ir«-9; (iaz. vol.

134, p 2180
llal.lan.'. W. G. (See Fleck, HaLiane. and White.)
Hale A 1, Mar..ngo 111 Flexible shaft. No. 889,521; June 2; Sp. p. 867; Dr. p. l,->4: (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. 1164.

Hale-Kllbiirn Metal ( ..rnpanv f<ee Biidd. E. O., assignor.)

Hall. A .Chu-ago. 111. assignor to Ainencan .Sales Company. San Francisco, Cal. Pen. .No.8«U,274; Juno9; Sp.p. 2200; Dr.p.4N^ Gaz.

\oi 134. I. 11X5.

Hall A. I.. U.Khcst.r N H Packing-machiniv No. 892,046; June 30; Sp.p. 5820; Dr. p. 1252; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2112.

Hall, G. L. a>sigri..rt.. Natl. .rial Hallway Materials Company. New York, N. Y. Three-lie stejMip rail-joint. No. 890.^2; June 9; 8p.

p 247:^: Dr p .'Ah. (itiz vol 134 p 148;».

II. ,11 II -outh rh.inuiston. M.. \x-helvp. No. 890,509; June 9; 8p. p. 2639; Dr. p. 683; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1510.

Hall. C A F. See Mrtcaulay and Hall) ^ _„, ^ .„„ ^
Hall. I R . lndiariapf>li», Ind. Corn-husking and fodder-shredding machine. No. 890,275; June 9; Sp. p. 2201; Dr. p. 483; Oaz. vol.

134, p 14;}.5

Hall, S. N. (S(>e Lavne and Hall.) ^
Hall W . Cavwood.N Y. Corn-harvester. No. 889.226; June 2; Sp. p. 72; Dr. p. 16: Gaz. voL 134; p. 1089.

II allW A Sew York N Y assignor to American Mahogany Company. Vulcanizing and coloring wood No. 891,987; June 30; Sp. p.

".71s. (iaz \i>l. i;i4; p 2(M4

Halt.rnian. \C , BiicVhann..n W Va Hospital-Nvl sh«n. No. 892,047; June .30; Sp. p. .5821; Dr. p. 12.52: Gaz. vol. 134; n. 2112.

Ilainilton. W. S . an-l I K W illiainv Houst'.ii, Tex Washing-machine. No. 889,924; June 9; Sp. p. 1448; Dr. p. 327: Gaz. vol. 134;

p l.tlh.

llarnin. W. S., I.iikesi.|e 111

lliiinniW. S . Lakesi.ie, 111 , _..... _. ,^ ,

llamiiier W.J New ^'..rk N Y Making ph..sphores<i.n1 .'olors. (Reissu..| .No. 12.812; June p.; >p. i>. 4119: (.az. vol. 134; p. 1778.

llaininett. s D.. Arlingt..n. S C -Spinning-frame r..|ler No. 891,0».0: .lune Ki; Sp. p. .3805; Dr. p. 831: Gaz. vol. i;i4: p. 1726.

llaninionl J B.. New ^ork N 'N' \ariable-spacing mwlianlsm for type-writers. No HSQ.227; June 2; Sp. p. 73; Dr. p. l«; <taz. vol.

]» p. I0»«l

llaniptcm, J.T., an.l K E L Eagle. England \rk Shadtv-roUer bracket. No. 889.925. lun..9; Sp.p. 1449: Dr.p.327: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p.

1 :( 1

9

llainru I B , an.i D C. Chitwood. Colllnrville. Ala. Device for oven-otning .lea.i-center.- No. 8K'i.:*)4 Jnne 2: Sp. p. 217; Dr. p. .M;

(.a/, v.. I i:(4; p. l(»9;(.

Ilan.llan-Buck .Manufact uring Companv (S*"*- Rolfes. C. H, assignor

Haiilon. J H . S.micrville. .Mass Sander N... H92.I51 June 30; Sp. p. 6024: Dr p. 1294: (iaz. vol i:i4. p. 214(i.

Hanti. (\ K . Columbus. Ohio Mail-box No. 890 766; June 16: Sp. p. ;<209; Dr. p. 701; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1629.

Ilaiire.ldv J 1 Se«. Mcrtens, J (', assignor /

Hans Kraut Manufactiinng Comjiany i S».e Hnebner. J .
assignor '

Hans lieisert Coniparu .S<s. Ri.isert. H assignor
Hansen. C. E . Cincinnati Ohio Tongs No 891,061; June 16; Sp. p .3806; Dr p. KM; (iaz vol 1.34; ].. 1726.

Hans»>n. E. .1 . Kvira. Iowm Pot-cover. No >i^9.:t(;7. June 2; Sj. p. :*4.".. Dr. |i. Ml. Gaz. vol. i;44. p. 1114.

Hansen, n A . lissignor to Firm of E Mogensen. Coi)enhagen, I>enmark. Gate-valve. No. 891,062; June 16: ,Sp. p. .3808; Dr. p. 831;

Gaz vol i;f4. p 17-'6

anson. E , KatH'. la Milking-machine No 892.2.54. June .10; Sp p. 6216: Dr. p 13,'W; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 2181.

ans..n, H, J.. Racine, Wis. Animal-releasing devi(v. No. 8«t.878; June 2; Sji. p. 1,3;i9; Dr. p. .306; (iaz. vol. VM: p 1278.

23; Sp p. .5253; Dr. p li;<S: Gaz. vol. 134; p. B
Sp p ..817; Dr p 1251; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 2112

). 19*12.

Lamp and lantern No S!tl.240: June 23: Sp. p. 4l7fi: Dr. p, 915; Gaz. vol. \M. p. 1818.

Lamp and lantern N.> S91 2.V1. lune 23; Sp, p. 4177. Dr p. 915: Gaz. vol. 1:«: p. 1818.

N Y Making phospliorewi-nt I'olors. (Reissu..| .No. 12.812; Jur>e p.; Sp. i>. 4119: (iaz. vol. 134;

Harhers. F . Peona. III. Fl.>or-san<ipaienng iiia. bine. No. 891.2.51; June 23; Sp p. 417p: Dr. pp. 915 16: (iaz. vol. 134^ p. 1818.

Har.len. \\ 1 F , \\ ashington, D C Kailway-tie No.
Hardison, W. .M., et "I. i^w Bovee, H. Y., as.signi.r.;

891.164 June 16; Sp. p .3982: Dr. p. 874: (iaz. voj i:<4; p. 17.57.
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tideHardsocK M , Ottumwa, Iowa. Pneum»tJd drlD. No. 880.978; June 1«: 9p. p. »«: Dr p. ,tf. .»/.. v^-li-M, P- it**,

ntn;^- I follpt 111 Liftin«-j«ck. Na. W1,»<K: Juw*); 8p. p .^719: T>r p. VZM)-. ()«z. v..| i.M; p .nm.

ilirlc'ins. T. B.. Hnstol, I'a Chapk-t-anchoeinK d.'vi«. for r.-iindry-tUsks. No ><ai,tf«». hin.- .K); Sp. p. .>72i>. l»r p \IM): (iat v..l. KM, p.

ntftom I W l)avenp<irt,«»nUrio.ftss.Km.r to 1'ami.lH K..un<Jry(onM«ny, I.imite.1. Toronto. CanndH. (<ml-spate '" I'fomotive-

teadertanks.' So. «1.33.-., June 23; Sp. p. 43H6. I>r. p. <tiO: Oar., vol. 134. p. \>m.

ilArl F F nul. .S«» Carson. *' W ., assifnor
,

„ ^
arroan. W A . White F»«. .Vlaaka. FooH?uar,i. No. «« l,^2, !,..>.«. -S' V -t-'..

'i,
P,12SK; ^«- vol. 134 p. 21«rt.

Harmon M BkM.nm>Kton. lU. Potatol.iiJ|ginK tnaohin.- No S9.MX51 .
lun.-^ .-p v l..'.V I>r p .WS. (.ar vol I.J4. p. 13«2.

lll^^. H I New SrK^'^'."*sS*S;ust.nK bottle^lo,..™. No. ^,.-.: ..urn 1«: Hp p. ..^: Lr p. 742: «« vol. KM; p. 1«60.

;[:^:u; W. \.. a^'argno^rToV: J.Yur^"r&lelph>a. Pa. <o.nl..n..l c.-..po..l an.l ra.n-.p..u. .-onn^fon. No. 890.276; June »; 8p.

p. Zaca. Dr p 4K4; (ia/.. vol. 134; p 143H.

ii:^ngton'V "'^Ma^lTw^^^rr^or to^Serican , ar <. Foundry Company .--t lx>ui,. Mo. C«r-door fa«t.n..r No. m^MU June

uirn^on'r ^7 "iliS-w^. -'^^r^to '^^..-ncan Car * Foundry Company. St. I..u.s. Mo. Door^per-tinK m,.han..rn. No.

nSSon^N T\'^&^>VU.lS^pS^er(^n^f!ln^:^n«^^^ MUh. ..a. purifying app-ratu. No. 8^.2.8; Jun* 2; 8p. p. 76;

]>' p. 17. liaz vol 134. p. 1070.

il:;:;ir^r^d^ 'sTrL^^r^rn-^t \Zfmt^:^'^\-<>un>.u.. S^U.. Ohlo. .ruu.ng-pr.^. No. «1.U... June 16;

Sp p. 39KS. Dr. p. HT5, (Jftz. vol. 134; p. 1X57.

Harris. C. S. ft a;. See Eubank, S. F. aa4fnor
Harris, D. B.. Stockton. Cal. (iun-sight No. >«l,0ft3; June Ifi; Sp. p. 38W: Om. vol. 134. p. 17».

Hams, H .\ See Wilson and Harris

lurriS: II 'h arfrH"r'^a«"gnors*'}'!.^hi to !.. F nnd T S Harn.s, c uwpll, M.. W, re-stretcher. No.W.KT^; June-. 8p. p 1342;

nims^ h"h.' and H .'

.'

^'^s^giSr, of on.^»mlf to L. F. and T. 8. Harris. Cowglll. Mo. Wlr^fenoe cUmp. No. 8»,880; June 2; Sp. p.

KWa Dr p. 307, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1279.

Uarns. J. E. See Burns, W. S., as-tignor 1

Harris, I.. F., et (U. (See Harris, H H. and H. C.. assignors.)

hS;': H f'„v«r?3liv'.°;i^or:?&^l to II U Kl,.„.'..-hfl.U.a.hu,g,V.. P..HHt tor «>wmlll , .-wort.. So.M.BTT. J.a.

^IV-iMil^i!^£^^^^'^'y^A'-'^'' ''^^nK<s-j-^°'i;;-4i.;ij:.u™,»: «p.p.3»,: Dr.pp.

741-'2; Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 1669.

K^:or;:.f ;l4.or^^Sur,!.^toFr';['w:iorX;^ iU .Radiator. No .«1..V4.., ...ne.i, Sp p 477.. Dr. p 10H3; G... vol.

ni^^isSn^ (''^M and K ( . .Vrnold, Monro*^ (ia. Washing apparatus. No. 890.642; June 16; 8p. p. »41. Dr. p. 644; Om. vol. 134; p.

nij^i'son, J. K , New York. N. Y. Muffler or protector. No. W1.186; June 16; 8p. p. ;«f7; Dr. p. 875; Om. vol. 134; p. 1758.

Harnson, W Y (See Worth and Harrisoa i

[|:;^;::^^^^';^FVan^ntrPa''toSC:;^n'a.ra^^^^ No.892.255. June30; 8p.p.«2.7; Dr. p. 1339; O... vol. .34; p.

Hamuaii, N W , Toledo. .)h.o SamUry vault No S9(;.42:). Jane 9; Sp^p. 2475. ^MP- 5«; (|a«_voL 134; p^l483^

Hartman! N W . Toledo. Ohio .Safety-cr^nk for internal-oomt-ualion engine*. No. 892,049; June 30. 8p. p. •«». Dr. p. i£.\y urns. voi.

H^sh,''B"'F*, assignor of one-half to S. E. Harsh, Wahash, Ind. Hij^strap li«^holder. No. 891,167; June 16; 8p. p. 3988; Dr. p. «76;

c,az vol. l.U. p. 17SX

H^'hbanSr V^^l "fie'tJlenV HI '^^onit^iidarl. No H91..M.S, Ju.« 1«, Sp p 4(^V Dr.p.W; Oaz vol. 134; p.. 1774.

HarrH.T Madison wTrwcMiycte No. mft^r June 16; .Sp p. .'94;^: Dr pp -m .. -.a/ vo, 1.34 p.

1588
Hartford Rubber Works Company, i See Hopkinson and Mulgley assignors.)

Harvey Hubbell, lnt<orporate«l. (See Hutibeil, H., assignor^ i

v.. aonnAA. i„™i i« Qn i. iuifi Dr i, (U:, Oai vol
Harvey. W. L.. and W.^weedale, Chicago, 111 Vpparatus for bleaching gram. No. 890.644; June 16, 9p. p 2946, Dr. p. (vu. uar. voi.

H^f^^ m" 1 OvmUm,!. Ohio. Bowhn« .*^.rf-tH,ard No^j.loJ; lune .«.; Sp p_«rt27 Dr ^lSir..ii^t vol 134. p. 2147.

»i."^'i^^^k!'k. ;^^:^:ir!!^;d^n ':^u^. ?:i'\:^z^ix^.^Xi^.v^' ^:%^i^^Li ^%. . -: i>r.

Hl.^er'V> H'£^ioli''s\- .V.*tvl«i|^g». generator No *1,616; June 23 8p p 4»-2ti, Dr. p 10.^2; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 1937.

WtZ^ 'rT aSf/to h^in*ravV,i\ .m;prrWor^.ter, Mass. Pavement and making the same. No. 890.902; June 16; 8p.

hL«Y g5- ^M^Keei^ri:' aU^o? to*iiitt.,bu,gh Steel Foundry. P.ttsbur^. Pa I.adle for molten nie.al No «l..->42; J.me2:i;

H^fbn'ng' /! N^w'vfVrk:". y' '^a«tU'r'1or photograph-frames with plush backs. No. 890.367; June 9; 8p. p. 23«.. Dr. p. Kl;

Gai. vol. i:J4; p. 14(J2.

\\T^c\ ''a^ignc^U^lStXlli Mo^it>ffr'ompany. Cortland. N Y Shock-aU.orUr f-r .if-prop. ,.,, vhicl.-.. No. 8«.,678;

Ha^i: CVS^or^-li^eW MouSV^HeVompany. .-ortUnd. N.Y. Seif-propeUed ..hici.. No ««.,t>79; June 2; 8p. p. 967;

Dr. p. 223, Cttii. vol. 134; p. 1214

Hatfleld Motor Vehicle Company. t.S.e llatfi.lil. C B .
assignor.

., - .
, , ,. , ,^a--

atmaker J R Pari*. FrahT*. Mo<l.fie.l drv milk No *1 ..«»>. lunej:?; Sp p 4.V,, '.h^ vol 1.J4. p IM,

»tS,n T F IndianaDolis Ind HeatiiK-stove. No. '«2.373, .ixmeM). .Sp p. '4;e< Dr p KWB: <.»/- noI l.M. p 2219.

U^t^wout E Y cX ka^^^^^ tool No. S91,.vC. J-meiC Sp ,. 477'. Dr o '""^^ ''"^
tI'L: trJ.n No HX9 ^'..

HalS^wout J W Fort Dodge. Iowa, ansignor to Cleveland Cartndp" and Target ( o . ( levntand, Ohio Tarpl-trnp. No. HX9.9'....

ilS.'- 1^.''^t^^uS,'-^o'*-^:*tir^U^en'^^^^ No«H«0.67; Jane 16^ Sp . «11; ^r. P. ^1; Oa. vo.. ,3,. p. ,.39.

W^S^^ 1' ^^.:rlN-ri,si;i.?^;rmeira^^ll^r t.!^re^ntrri'.^"brl^ ..-n,a... ap...tus

awes C • IshtlbiS; Ohio PoU.,hin|:-ma.-hine. No *».««); .Aine 2; Sp D m,. Dr pp -^ *• <•»' -
'. . V^f/ vol 1 34 P 1^3

WtZl\ M L Sew York N. Y. Knife atid sc.88<in sharpener No. 890,0.52. .lune :>. >p p l.-t., Dr v. .•«2, Uhi_ no!
'•. ^

P,^^'^^
.

liawS'.^ I^i
. a^^or U, F, \. Gale. Chicago. 111. Noruiu-suria.v transl.-r-tabl- No ^..'^. .lune ^. >p p t4h. Dr p M. .,a. vol.

Iliwtey. C.'g.. assignor to F. A. Gale. Chitago, lU. Nonnal-surfac. transfer- Uble. N.. HXi^m: June 2, Sp p ,ioO, Dr p. S2. Gar., vol.

HiwVy.ct..a«ignortoF.A.Gaie.Ch«ag...IU. Normai-surfa.^ tum-Uble. No. 889.170; June 2; Sp p 354; Dr p ^.3; Ga, vol

IUwie?;CG., assignor to FA. Gale, Chicago. lU. Normal-urla«, tum-UbU-. No «<9.ri, June 2; 9p. p. 368; Dr. pp. 83-4; Oat. vol.

U^wie?; C.'g., awignor to F. A. Gale. Chi|:a«o. 111. Normal.surtace tum-Ubie. .^No. 889,172; June 2; Sp. p. 363; Dr. pp. H4-6; Ga.. vol.

U4; p! 1116.
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llawley, H., New York. NY., aaeignor to Castle Braid Company. Ornamental holder and producing the same. No. 890,903; June 16;

Sp p. '.3472; Dr p 7rt() Gar. vol. 134: p. 1672

Hawthorne A Sheble .MHiuifmturinp Company (8oe Kraemer, T., aMignor.)

Ilay, P.. (now by marriag.- P. UA^i>^.^ Mineral WVUs. Tex. Milk-cooler. No. 889.681; June 2; 8p. p. 970; Dr. p. 224, Gar., vol. 1.34,

ni'v'lvn* K . Bost<.n. .Mas- „xs,p„„r to Haydon Machinery Company. Portland, M-- * Kin»r-vpinninp ami t«i«tlTig apparatus. No.

swi.SMi: lun<- J. Sp p i:(44. Dr p .M17, <;a/. vol KU; p 127^.

HrtV'liii MiK-himrv Conii>ain .
i S.-.' llavilen. E .

assignor, i .... i ,....„ ,,„ -

HV.len PC Keokuk, Iowa M.iltipl.-niling devir* No. 801,H92; J.uw 23; 8p. p. M{(^; Dr p. 11.^', (.az. vol. 1. 4: p. P«v.

"vnr." 1. .^ Kv.iisvill.. 1,1,1 BottU-,Mk.uulatt^.hmejitthendor. No.Satf^efc; .lune J; Sp j. y^: Dr. p 2-J4; Gaz. vol. 1.^4, p. 1215.

l!,,v«o.„l I W . liaUlwiMvMll., N Y Dimu^wagoi; N, . ><s.^wH; .1 une 2; Sp. p. 813. Dr p. IHo; Ga!r_^ vo l.f4; p 190.

Ihi//ard, W, l.orain. Ohio Hn->ii! lunl vp*rPtable slii*r. No. Srf0,645; June 16; Sp. p. 2948; Dr. p. 645; Gar. vol. 134, p. 1689.

HfnievACo. i .-^e*- Douglas. V\ 1 1 ,i.«si),'!i' 'T

it^s'let' J. G^^i;tro;c .Mirh^'as^si'pior to Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio. Clutch. No. 891.475; June 23; 8p. p. 4651; Dr. p. 1008;

Ib-alh.'E.' H^cflicliS!, 111. Patt.n^ device for warp knitting machines. No. 89U16; June 16; Sp. p. 4096; Dr. p. 899: Gar vol. 134;

lloat'lu E. H., Chicago. III. Attachment for «an'-knitting machines. No. 891,217; June 16; 8p. p. 4099: Dr p. 900; Gaz. vol. 134: p

H^MhcK k. \.. and I. Kimh, Jackson, Tenn. Engine-governor No. 891.064; June 16; Sp p 3810; Dr P-^iO."„;^- '^^ P „^^,.
Ibdherg P. L., assieiior to Chicago Metal Weather Strip Company, Chicago, III. Weather-strip. No. 800,904, June 16, Sp. p. 3473.

1

1

'.Meri/h" e!'f' FlorH!*lNJ|gno?to Dairy Crvam Separator Co.. Lel*non. Ind. Machln^frarae. No. 889.683; June 2; 8p. p. 974; Dr pp.

IImU 'r"v"MilI VHl'ley"'cHl H«.t rii-.witch-operating machine. No. 891,617; June 23; 8p. p. 4931; Dr p. 10(52; Cm vol. i;<4;

lielrick.'i W ' .'-ipe Campbell anil He«lnik >
, _ ,,,„

lb. \ Hal.lwin«ville N. Y Whiol.-spnng. No. 891,168; June l(i; Sp. p. 3989: Dr. p. 87t); Oa/.. vol. 134, p. 1«M.

;i:;„ r C M Butler I'a. Dee,>-wel) packer No. 8»1,055; June 16; Sp. D. 3812; Dr, p H.32; Gar, vol. 1.34. p 1727.

lleirlaud 1 Minneapoh.r Minn Ibilter No 891,2.V3; June 23; 8p. p. 4185; Dr. p (Uh, <.ar vol l,i4. p IS 9.
„, .„.„h^»

Hefdenreich, ( ., Vohw.nk.l, near ElUrfeld, assignor to Farl.enfabi4ken vorm. Friwtr. Bayer A Co., hlln-rfeld, Germany. Blue awdye.

No 891 93i Jiine:«> Sp p Viirj. (iar. vol i:<4. p 2076. ,
, .„. ,,,,

IbMntr 1 Elkton S D letter-holder No M9!).511; June 9; 9p. p. 2642; Dr. p. 584; Gar vol. 1.34; p, 1511. .

."re loir Ix.w.ll, Mass H-versmK t inier and diRlribut*>r. No. 880.306; Jun. J; Sp. p. 21-..; Dr. P 55; Gaz^ol. 134; p. 10S41.

ri*. G Fischer Store Tex Serving trav No. 890.ti46: June 16; 8p. p. 2949; Dr- PP- ^^45-6; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1580.

.*v \' IMlewoot. la. D.K.r arrangement for glass-leers. No. N91,(J93: June&: 8p. p. .-iKK). Dr p. 11(52; Gat. vol. 134 p. 19.^.

lleirrlerK Denver (oio Telen, o,.. for supn evmg instruments. No. 891.773; Jime 23; Sp. p. .52.54; Dr. pp. 1138-9; Gaz. vol. I.i4. p.

llei'J'ztuan I <. anlo B 1-ort Ma-lison Iowa Filter. No. 891.337; June 23; 8p. p. 4367; Dr. p. 951; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1847.

ll:l:n";''^•^Ura,.:^^v::'"vXnn:lV^""'.;h-fiU No.8««.,462:June2:8n.p.651;Drp.l30;G«.^oL134^p^46^

ll.-buo,';! W F llartfonl. Conn .
acsfgnor to Underwood Typewriter tompany. New York, N. \. type-wn ting- machine. No.

S9li.:i>. .h.n..«^,Sp p ZM;V. Dr p ^1 • <;«.^. voP 134 ,.14^
Hemslev I \ Iremoii. N J Tire bolt luj: machine. No. XH.im. June 23; Sp. p. 4380: Dr. p^9..1; G"- vol. KM. p. IM,

. d. rson. C 1, T5ra.sh..ar. Mo FliaMhimble. No. 890.140; June 9; Sp. p. 1893; Dr. p. «»: O*^
^^L, f*; K^fL^ru Inne Ifi So

llen.ien.on, C T assignor to Cutler- Hammer Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wfs. Multiple-sene8 relay-controller. No. 890,979, June 16, Sp.

ll'w^oii'il''\'''V.vnn'M'ris'"^llnU''^^ No H90,512; June 9; Sp. p. 2642; Dr. p, .^*4. »^a«- vol. 134. p. 1611.

llelnleS M M. assignor to ( arter A Holmes rhieago. 111. -Wal-tcoat. No.891,tf:C; June 30; Sp. p. 5593; Dr. p. 1205; Oax.^ol.134.

Hendricks G W , Little R«k, .\rk Mu8io-Uaf turner. No. 890,768; J.uie 16; 8p^p 3212; Dr p. "02. Gaz vol. 1^: P- IfO-

llendnck^m, F Thn* Forks, British Columbia, Canada. Oun-«ight. No. 890,«0, June U.; Sp. p. 3659; Dr. p. 79,; Gaz. voL 134, p.

iSv, W M . Bradlev, .Ma Stirrup-leather. No. 889.604; June 2; So. p. 816; Dr. D. 186; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 1190.

enne.R F. Manmrol,..k. N Y. Troll, y-wheel. No. 889.463; June 5; 3p. P. .VM; C^p^ 130 Oa^^^^
383- Oar vol

llenriks..n, L C , l^>s Angeles. Cal. El.t trual instanUneous water-heat#r. No. 890,053; June 9. Sp. p 1.2,. Dr. p. dJW. uat. voi.

iti^rv^K^^ and J M Powers Minneapolis. Minn. Nut-lock. No. 891.990; June:*); Sp. p. .5721. Dr. p. r2;i0; Gaz vol KM; p. mv
llen^-' H K

•

Chlcig^ 1 11 7/^ign. "irffi^ood Tv^^writer Company. New York, N. Y. Tabulating attachment for typ«^w-riting

maclune*. No. H»2.a5<). June :«i. Sp. p. .5826; Dr pp IS'''- 4. Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 211.1.

Henrv Holtr.man A SonsCompunv (See Holt r.man 1- 1' Mssignor.)
.-^r^, vr^l i^U- n I'M)

Henry R S Cbattan....ga. lenn 1 arg-t sp- ti. r \> s^*, ^47 Jime 16: Sp. p 2950; Dr. p. (>*., t.az^ vol. 134. p. 1.589.

.. rv W L l"lla" T.x Cigar^-as.. N,/Hy(..4lM ' kw • .-p p. 2477; Dr. p. 548; Gaz. vol. 134; p^
1484.

lr»>Prt I W Is ..atos Cal Un.lle-hit No VM 41- 'lo. S.V. Sp. p. 4537; Dr p. 9X7; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1«.4.

r.^a^vR, CriftTm.'Va SuU"-.'^ramef,,raut..in....,i.s No U.981: JuneJ Sp^p. 3661 Dr n^^^
Ibnnaiisen, A., Copenha^'..Il I>enni:irk Connruction of regenerstors. No. 801.991; June 30. Sp. p. 6722. Dr. p. l.ai. uaz. >oi. im,

lll-nns*"!. rf \i Hs.,»:„or 'o Frie-l Krupp .\ktiemfe*llschaft, Es««n-on-th^Ruhr, Oermanv Safety-.leviee for (r,m-elosure«. No.

v.l N hi;,.- i(i >i p. .5412; Dr. p. 1170, Gaz. vol. KM; p. 2044.

IbTriu^- II:, ii .Vl«r\in .>afe ( onipany. (See Marr, .\. W.. assignor.;

11;;;^, ll.. SVhV,;".'"'" Foklilt^c-onically shaped ends upon roller, and other objects. No. sn.992, .U.ne :*); Sp. p. .5724; Dr. p. 1231;

Hl!SrH.?Vawa'la"' Flexible piston connection. No. 801.993. Jum 30: Sp. p. 5725; m.p^r231:Oa^^^^^

Hettrich! I assign.. r of ,,n. -half to i; Van.-tkike, Grand IsUnd. Nebr. Crate. No. 889.849, June 2, Bp. p. UiV, ui. p. .w*. uar.. voi.

HeuM'^ll'*LMilgnor to ( u liaymond Co.. Dayton. Ohio. Brick^tting machine. No. 8«.,«84: June 2; Sp. p. 976; Dr. pp. 22.5^:

,^::::n:^ T. ^.^^::,,.., «„., Bn.lg.:, -..ructlcm^ J^««.769^_
jut.

,;.^
S^^ Dr. ^^^^^^^'^-^^ P^|;^,^^

Hewitt \ ^^'
. B.>g.>ta. N I Hssigii.'r tlTcnderwood fvpewriier Coiupany. New" York. N, Y. Type-writing

- 1190
,061; June 30: 8p. p. .5831; Dr. p. 1254; Gaz. vol. KM; p. 2114.

890,513; June »;

lune.'. Sp p Ml,. Dr pp. l>*y 7 . Gaz. v.)l 1 M. j). 1190.

Hewitt. E. R . New York. .N. Y \ ehiele. No sfrj

Ib'Witt. H H. iS<H> Sill. S J. assignor
,

.. ,^q.
Mews H P la.kson Me Potato-ligger No. 891.476; Jime 23; Sp. p. 4b;>3: Dr. p Kits, Gaz. \ol. 134 p^ 1W4.

H.r.ln'h. A B a-^ignor of tw.MhiP^to D D. Shiriey and O lYeydrich. AUerton, Iowa. ( arp«.t-fa8tener. No.

.Sp p 2f>44; Dr p .5^4, Gaz. vol KM. i) 1512

Ib'v.lnrh, t)
. rl at ^f Hey. Inch.. .V B . assignor.)

Ilfvl an.l Patterson .-iw Hi. kl(.y K M .
assignor.)

Hi.'vl A PattiTSon. i .S«.e Patterson, W .1 . assignor.)
,

,._

,M„.tt \ 1 Pikevillr Tenn Divi-lerv No K91,oe6; June 16: Sp. p. 3814; Dr p W: ..az. vol- 1-^ P^ l;f
lllbbsW assignor to li..lerH.n.l.nt Harvester Company, Piano. 111. Com-gatlienng machine. No. ^90,t>*'. "me 16. Sp.p.2951. Dr.

llfek'^'' ll'^'ssign.-'r*?.! .me'h.!!! t.. T 1. Riley. New York. N. Y. Pole-supporter. No. s*.373; June 2; 8p. p. :«-.; Dr p. Ky Gaz. vol

llu.k.s,'.', "i" Anlslev. N. Y. Blending-machine. No. 880.606; June 2; Sp. p. (^ ^,Llo.%'T\i^^ m^n%A'*'..az vol 134 p 1314
Ihggins 1 1, Montn.Hl, gueU*. Cana.la Antomobile-tire casinf .

No. 889.927^ .Time 9. ^P P
'f'^^- j,7^,

P^?^^^
No s^ •]« une 2-

Ihg^uis. K . ,is.siguor t.. Amem-an .Siu-tL.ti (ra.s Pn..lu<«r Company. Lansing, Mich. (.as-punf>ing apparatus. No. 8M9.229. ,)une 2.

H;^ins'A'w'^n.'^'fone-h!:lfl^'rH Famsworth Detr..,t, Mich. Spring-wheel. No. hxm.7si;, .U.ne 2: 8p. p. MM; Dr p. 267;

iS'^; •j:gH^'l^T;^'S^ No;g9S: J:^eb:^^?p^^Dr.p.876, Gaz. vol.

1,34. p 17.5X

Hill Ele.t mill .MMnnfaeti'rtng Company. (.See Hill, 11. M, assignor.)
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HiU H E Uav«rtuil oMtgnoT to Haece Buttou llote itiicfaine Coinpauy, Bo«Von, MiiM. S)ewm*{-uutituri» i..r tim^dmK •ntt.inhole-

nii<«i, &i. So. S8Q.,KfflrTun« 2; vSp. p. 134«J Dr. pp. ;«7^; Oft/., vol. i:t4: p. 1279. ...,-.,,,.
Hill II M HH.mgTKir ti. Hill Elei-tnt'Bl Manii4»ctiinnK< <>mp.tny St 1,.mi..v .Wo hl«t nrnl walfr .i»';it»>r Sns<)i..,4, imie^i >pp.

41'«i- Dr p yi^ <;az vol 134: p. IHlt*

Hill \V I (lark.-it.urg. W Va. Roll «ni[»"r No syi'HM; Jtine 2?; Sp. p. 5110; Dr p IIUJ; (iaz vol 134. n^ liMw

rnor of on«-hiiil to J. K Moo»r Hy<l«' {'nrk. Mas*. Trap-T«^t No. 'W).ft4l»: I.mo Ki; Sp p 2952; Dr. p. «>46. <.ai. vol.
Hill, W. S.

,
ii«8ijfnor

l.M. j>. 15»<J

Kfith and Hills111119 U. t?**" ivtMiii and iiiiif.

HiUyer. J. 8., rroftor. Minn Kotar>- enipM. No sw2.,i7V June .<> Sp p M4<i l>r pp. i;e«^«<): <.iix. v,.l l.i4. p 2:.'H-

Hinds. W. E., .\.iibum, .\la. Cultivator /i)r destroying cotton boll wpfvils. No. >^1M*. June Id, ^p. p 411.'i, l>r. p. WE, <.««. vol. 134;

nPnes, '}'.
M.. anil J S Barner, .VllMiny. N. Y. .Slark-adjuster. No 8ilO,/77, June 9, 8p. p. 2204, Dr. p. 484; 0*r. vol. 134; p. 1436.

Hinicelinan. l
, « a^ S«e Bailey, C H., assignor )

Hintor. <i \S .-*»* Myers and Hinton. ,

Hiuton, J. K. ( aalunere. Wash. Pimilive dfvico. No. HWi.WlO: June Iti; Sp. p. 3475; Dr. p. ,til; U««, vol. 1*». p I«73.

Hiorth K \ r Chn.-ttiania, Norway KlPttno induction funiaoc No Hm.XTJ: hiw 2; Bp. p. «$70; Dr. p. l.-A. Oat. vol. 1.14; p. 1164.

i.r««nvill.. (iH Railwav-awitcH. No. «*1. 170. J line li. Sp. p. .HWl, Dr. p. «76; (ia*. vol. 134. p. 1758.

ax.
Hipp. ; M., i.rw-nville, Ga. 'RaUway-swiiclJ. No. >«i.ir(). June li. Sp. p. .mi. Dr. p. l<76. (ia*. vol. 134. p. 1758.

Hinn-h. M.. .indr <ir>*l, Reid. Vustria-Iliinfary U'tarhaMf [>ol. for v.-hirl. ^* No, K90.27». June 9; i-p p. 2207: Dr pp. iM-&; O

.nipaiiN Railway-signal. No mi,3aO: Jun« 23; Sp. p. 4370; Dr. p. tfftl;
vol. 134, p 143

Hirt. F Berlin, iH>nuHnv .issijfuor to i.er»«ral Klctn
Gaz. vol l.M. p IM?

Hisehuan. P I. «t.i/ St* Berens, S.. a^ugtior .

,.,.,. ^m, ,^ . „i ,u ^ i-,«
Uissink. ;., Berlin «o-nnanv Rotary ftel.l tiiagnel. Nr. SM(iV4>C 1 une 1., .-.p. p. .Iw... l>r p_ 7»*. (.a/., vol. LM p. 1700.

HlU-hcoek. .\. -•*
. FrHiitclin, Va. Comhinfd vrardrol.. and di!«mfwtinK-<Ht>inet. No. 8«>,»i50; June lb; sp. p. 2954; Dr p. M.; QftZ. TOl.

Hjenuslad, M M , K. nyon. .Mmn. Mat-hme for parafTining rPcepUiflM. No. 8W).98;i; Juw 16; 8p. p. 3666; Dr. p. 7Wt; (iaz. vol. 134;

Hoan-^i B.Ha.-t, New Aaland .KpparatiiK for cuttin*; the .-dgea of lawns and the like. No. 890.279; Junp 9; 8p. p. ^iOB; Dr. p. 486;

liouts.^K K . Buhl. I'lHho, Ground-anchor for post.s or p<.le>. No Ktfl.171. Jum- iK Sp i>'^\p^^P-f'^-^^^-'-'^^-}^- R" 'J^-

,

Hochgesand, J. N., Parts, Krani«. Lubricator with suppleinentar> deliveries. No -trj.j.,*. liiiie,«; Sp. p. 6219. Dr. p. 1340, (tar. vol.

HochnSii' a' New York. N. Y. Player-pialio. No. .SW.W4.5; June 2: Sp [. Cs, Dr. p. 22»). (ia/. vol. i;i4; p. 1216.
^

Hochreuiener. H. W««t HolKiken, N. J. SHuttle-iimchine einbn>i<lery-fninie. No. SHU.783; lune 2. Sp. p. 1153; Dr. p. 26.; «a7.. vol.

'
1 t4 n 1 ' •iti

Hock, li.W assignortoYoungstown Sheet an'l rulfeiorupany. Y'>iuiK?<town, Ohio. Head-block and teuslon-bar. No. fflJI.KW. June

H*ker ^'v*^'^^^n^' M Smith'*Monr<*. hif ' I.a»n-niower .Hhari)^ner No S91,»»5; June 23; Sp. p. 5112; Dr. p. 1103; Om. vol. 134; p.

HocuuArt, K. L . 1 ans. Krauce. tyrle-wheel gear with means for operating the brake by b»ck-pe.laliiiK No. 862,154; June 30; 8p. p.

fiOaS; r)r p. 1295, Ga/.. vol 134; p' 2147

Hodges, F. W. Detroit. Mich. Carbureter. No. >«r2,1.^5. June «i So p «);«); l>r p 1296; Gae. vol^ 134; p. 2147.

HodSon. \.. Uncolu. lU. Sa/etv device for elevators. No, SKi.hN,. lune .-, .-.p. j. i«si(. Dr pp .^2t.
.

(.a^^ voK 134; P; 1216-

Hoegreii, .\. <r . assignor to Davis Glove Company, Chicago. Ill F^istener No S91.IIH. Inn. 1-. -p p ,Wlt), Dr. p. 8.0; (.at. vol. 134.

K.^rr W B Chicago. 111. CUpping-inachirje No. '<90.»4. June lb, Sp. p. .!«»; Dr. p. 7W, (.az. vol. 134; p. 1701.

Hoflraan. 1. W., and C. G. Munson, Chicago, 111. .Soap-distnbuter for toilet use. No. X*.,**. June 2; Sp. p. 223; Dr. pp. .^>-t>. Gas.

Hoffman.' iV, CleveUnd. < »hio Means for pfotecting gratt-bar'" in iKjilers. No. 891.068, Jum; 10. Sp. p. 3817; Dr. p. 833; (iat, vol. 134;

Hoffman 1' W .Ul.anv N. Y. (lastv N.«. v«J.2:«); Uine J; Sp. p Ts: Dr p. 17; Oax. vol. l.'M; p. 107tt

Hoiliimnn, <>. See Bremier and Holimann.
Hofstetter, K , Geneseo. lU. Rotao' «igine. N'> «2.1^ June .«, Sp p (tttl. Dr^p. 1296; ^",>o^:J^ P- 21«-

ilogan. E. H Chicago. 111., assignor to Bniiwwuk-BHlke-Collen<ler Company. New Vork, N. Y. Beer-coder. No. 889.607. June 2, Sp.

L). 4;4, Dr. p. ISS, Gaz. \^A. 1.14, p. 1191.
. . ,,, ,~^

Hogan, G., Chicago. Ill Time-alarm. No 889.928, June 9, Sp p 1463, Dr p X»; (.ar. vol. 134. p. 1320.

ll!^g!Nv^'L', Po'^Und.'M»..''^signorof oiuvhalf to I Brown, Montreal. ( anada. Oven-shelf. No. 890.861; June 16; gp. p. 3388; Dr.

Holbwurns,"*! G?, aud' I?. -K. Longhurst, asolgnors to Linotvpe and Machinery Limited. London. England. Linotype-machine. No.

88S231 lune 2;' Sp. p. 79; I»r. pp. 17 l.S, Gtiz. vol 134. p. 1071 ^, ..^ , » a
'>mt)e. W. R.. I ri. Army, assignor of one^half to J. S. Jones, lefleraon Barnu^ks. Mo. I.rtmp-hAnger. No. 8W.608; June 2; 8p. p.

J.U, Dr. p. ISS, Gaz. voL 134, p. 1191.

lolcombe, V,.3.,etal. (See Walls, C P ,
assignor.

: frame No «(t.(i54; June 9; 8p. p. 1728; Dr. p. 383; Gaz. vol 1.34; p. IM<3.

Holcomt)e. W. R., C ri. Army, assign

SL>6; Dr. p. ISS, Gaz. voL 134, p. 1191

Holcombe, W. 3., <rtai. (3m Walls, C ., -w-.p ,,,.-, u , ^ .„,n^ v^ aai«Ya- ii.n<i9-4n
Holden, C. L.. assignor of one-h*ii to K.mgJiit & JiUson Company, lndianaf-.li«, Ind. Hu.^hirig vaive guLte. No. 88B.<n9, June 2. Sp.

p. 827"; Dr. p. 189; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1192.

Holden. S H. See H(X)kh*m and Holden )

ll,>ld3worth. VV .Halifax, England (iill-bo* and gill-drawmg frame No. <«i.(k>4; June 9; Sp.
-..ao. -„, r. oi7 Ch, v,.1 "1^l n

Holen, ')
, Ir Britton, S. D Valve and v»lv»>-gear for stoam-engines No. H91.255: June 23; Sp. p 41SS. Dr. p. 917, (.az \

oi i.M, p.

Holland. D. S*.** Rounds and Holland.
HoUilay F M , Gla<le Mills, Pa. Adiust^Ke stop-eock. No. S8B.523; June 2; Sp. p. 671; Dr. p. 15o; Oaz. vol. 1,14, p, 1164.

llomiigiorth E Dobcroas. England, assignor to Crorapton 4 Knowles Loom Works Stop-motion and rtwersing mechanism ol

looms No'x91,til<«; Jvme 2,?: Sp. p 4934. pr p 106.3; Gaz vol 1:M; p 193.S.

H olloway, G T. London, England. Treatttient of slag from tin-««ieJting furnaces. No «yi, 4- .; June 23, Sp. p. 4653. Gaz. vol. 134. p.

Holm! d., Chicago, 111. Photographic redector. No 890,651, June Iti; Sp. p. 2955. Dr. p. 647; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1591.

IioiSm.'f B , \\^^buW! V J., Msi^or, l>v mesne assignments, to E I du Pont de Nemours Powder Company, Wilmington, Del

Stable explosive. No. ,^1.420; June 23; Sr P- *539; Gaz. vol. i;i4, p 1><75.
^ v „«. ,>n- i..„... a,. „

llolmea, G.; assignor to Robert Holmes & Brothers, Danville, lU Cager and autoniiitic sump-guard. No. SW.30,, June 2. Sp. p.

HoUiiei^G^.'a^i^o't^o" Robert Holmes <^ Brothers, Danville, 111. Mechanism for handhng cars. No. ^l.au, June .«»; Sp. p. ,M94;

Dr. pp 12a5-»>; Oaz- vol. 134; p. 3077 ,^ ,^ .,^ ,, , ,. . ,,^..
, .

*^^ ., V-... »-.-.- vT v» «!.• rt-..,i,,„™ .i.,...-_. v„ <iiM\,v.\ iiir...ii Jin I. i?;«i- Dr n 383; Gai. vol. 134, p. 1,*»>4.

;m<); Gaz. vol.

Holton^H.: .New York. N. Y Pvrographidal device. No «(1.47h; June 23; Sp p 4«>74 Dr. PJ"*. ^^^ \"' '•"; P '*^-.^.. nr «
Holtznian, F. P . assignor to Henry Holt zman & Sons Company, Columbus. Ohio Stool. No HB2,a>4, June ,«). Sp. p. .,X3»,. Dr. p.

ilol^pf'^*V'j'',^lfVntdlle, Pa. Smeitmg-fumace No. ^91,2.t6; June 23; Sp p 41H9, Dr p >4i:;
' «'

J"'^':*''- .1' ''^';'.- . _ ^ „._.
Humans, T S., Brooklyn. N Y . assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Company Linotype-m*hine. No ««i0.42.i. i ime 9, Sp. p. 247»,

llol^ertn '(
. "r ."Rutledge, Iowa. Pick. No >M).426, June 9; Sp. p. 2481, Dr p H4H; Gaz vol 1.(4. p. 1484.

Honiss. W. U.. etal. (3«e Loranr, W. A., nsmgnor.)

Ko^«heS- W- iS.ri.'s. Y^L^i!fon^/.-V. No. ««,610; June 2; Sp p S29; Lr p L*. Gaz. v..l. 134 P. Ui.2.

Hf>^kS^ (land S H. Holden, Birramghiim, England. Eleitrolytic meter No s».,92y. lune 9; Sp. p. l64, Dr pp. .f2»-9, Oaz.

H^wnimer'Tl L . Shlrlev. W. Va. WelWrilllng nu»chine. No. «0,2H), June (.. Sp p 2209 Dr pp 4»5-<.. Oaz vol i:j4; p 1437.

ll^Sr^B £ Y^i/ngtown,- Ohio. Curb, «raiu.a:rd conduit. N'?- »«v524^ June 2.^Sp. p «;1J'- J^^'- .^'-; vol 134.^p. MM

Holmes <r 11 New York. N. Y. Water f1»shmg device. No )*)0.i)5o. June 9. .Sp p 17:W; Dr p ,WO; .az. vol. 134. p. I

Holmes, J. R . SanU Monica, Cal. CUsstflar. No. 890,906; June 16; Sp. p ,J477, t)r, PP 7fil-2; Oaz voL 134; p 1673

HolQUist. W . Wilcox. Pa. Railwav-switolv No. >««,05;i; June :«l; Sp p va3: Dr^. l2.Vi; (.az. voL 1 «. p 2114_

Holt C D assignor to B. F. Schroader, Merrav, Ky Powder-<listnbuter No '*92.25,
,
June .10; Sp. p t,221. Dr p 1

Hooper W. H. Sw&mpecott. assignor, by mesne assignments, to T. 0. P ant. Boston. Mass. Cham

«winif or fastening mkohinesTNo. 889.376, June 2; Sp. p. 370; Dr. p. 86; Oar. vol. 134; d. 111.

.

H*^S H Jr^est^ester, Pa. System of electric traction. N\). S91,f519; June 23; .4p. p. 4938; Dr

nel-moi sterling device for sole

p. 1064; Oaz. vol. 134; p 19:«9
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'

(•oim Whoi-Wrim No syi,172. June 16; Sp. p. 3996; Dr. p. 877. Gaz. vol \M. p, 1'5«.

U4; p. 1674.

llou^-k J 11 Salisburv N < KailwHV-tie No. ,S«9,687; June 2. Sp. p. 9>vV Dr p. 22, ..a/ vol. 1.34. p. 121,.

\\Ztr:\\'' U' n'Ti^Z^^^^^^
Draft^jear for railway-

HSwa^. O . as,signor of on.-half to C. Deacon. Colorado Springs, Colo. Shoelace fastener. No. 891,069; June 16; Sp. p. 3818; Dr. p.

833; Gaz. vol 134; p. ir2S. ^ ,,

Howe and Davidson ( ompHiiy. (8ee Davidson. F. B., assignor.)

Howe and Davidson (ompHiiv. (See Davidson and Oorgt^s, assignors.

>

owe F K N.-dhan., .Ma.ss' Drum-stand. No. 891,479; JuneiS; Sp.jK4b66. Dr. p^ 10U9. waz ol 134. p. 1894.

Howe' F C GloU "m IVr « ountcr No. 891.173; June 16; Sp. p. 3997; Dr. p. 877; Oaz. vol. 134, p. DSe.

ll:;:li;;:l' V v .;;?,is;" n
t" tt^Mi^rs^support. no. m,2^, j.me 30; sp p .223; Dr. p. 1341; o.e. vm. m-, p. 2.82.

!l;;v;?:.^v';V.^:;;t;a,«:i;:.M:nn\Ug,r!^fo;^halftoP.J.noyer.t^nt^^^^^^ Stovepl^^-lockingdevi.*. No..91.480;June23;

.Sp p 4(s> Dr p. H«I9. Ghz vol i:i4, p ism.

Hover, P. J uSeie Hover, A. W ,
a.ssignor.)

Ilo^l A (>vcUnr^^;'''''':''v;r,.."nnnUan 8t«.l A Win. Company, Cblcago, HI. W.re-draw.ug apparatus. No. 891.070;

HuM-il H''a.s,signor to Harvev Hubl.^. Incorporated. Bridgeport. Conn. Electric socket-s»1tch. No. X9-2.375; June 30: 8p. p. 6441;

i!';i:rn"'^£i:rMHr.^^^^ 's.^^^S'.^i:^^V'^ ^r. p. 134.

mlcMlcr'. \la,.u::on;K'l,:d'.ass.gn;Tto'Han. Kraut Manufacturing Company. Chicago, 111. Wa,.b,ng-machine. So.^.^K June

„aiT'F.,^K '^^'u'huj; JSj"rCarier'Uimo;e Md Tyi^-mold. No. 891.620; June 23; Sp. p. 4942; Dr. p. 1064; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

Hus'^'k . assignor to Pa^kanl Motor Car Company, l>etro,t, Mich. Motor-vehicle. No. 890.654; June 16; 8p. p. 2960; Dr. p. 648; Oaz.

H.Ut' u'^'a-isiiT^fr to Imkard Motor (ar Company, Detroit, Mich, Valve-operating mechanism for hydrcn^arbon-engme.. No.891.340;

HulV'V' Jigl:o;'l;rpi:'kJ;i'^otoM^a;Compa;;^^ Radiator-fan for ...otor-vehicles No. 891.697; June23; 8p.p.5117;

Hurt \i ':s^g;,or%:;ia:.kani Motorcar Comi>H..y, I..lroit. Mid 1 ransnu.ssion-g»..r for motor-vebi..lev No.H91,934; June 30; Sp.p.

HuflLn.'j^Mnab:' Ne;;' la stl^nrngdevic for wagon end-gates and the like. No.889,688; June2; Sp.p. 984; Dr.p.227; Oaz.voi.

H'iJlnn.M,''F' K /..anlale. kan* W indo« shade and curtain flxtui*. No. 891.421; June 23; 8p. p. 4.S40. Dr. p. 987; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

llliL'S^M 'h "^rUegbenv.^Pa."aL..pK!; of^^ne^half to U H. wsbon.e. Kichinoud borough, New York, N. Y. Proceas and compound

for treating mantles No hxu.:H»-. June 2; Sp p. 2:j<t, Ga/.. vol. 134; p. 1095.

Hmntllfnvs C H.. Torquay, and V. J. Scantlebury, Residing, England. ControHing m.^^hanism for motor-vehicles. No. 891,072;

lune II.
," Sp p. 3821. Dr. p. 834, Oaz. vol. i;<4. p. 1729.

WZ^l. J ^. V^'aling?^^^' Uot^tlf^?:;,; for railway-trains. No s9..25^, June 23. Sp. p. 4193. Dr. p. 918. Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 1S21

Himnjfutl, (i F uStvChappelearaud Himnicutt.
oawj-) in.,^ '^ So i> 4-.42 Dr i. '«S7 Gaz vol. i;i4; p. 1875.

HuiLsaker \ W. Pomona, Cal Vertical-shaft c«ntnfuK'al pump. No. 891,422 Uii e -3 ^p p. 4^4^ ur ^^ .

.

'a/^_ y ..;' ,/, '

,tew Ne« York N Y. Filling apparatus for conveyers. No.891.698; June 23; M'. p. o U-^ Dr p 1104 i.sz.xo M4. p. 19t-.

in 'CW- Ne" York N Y. Clam-shlll bucket No H^i.im- June23; 8p. p 51-20, Lrpp. n04-> .-az vol 1^1, p. !»...

int' D 1, vstoria S D Horse-^ietacher. No. Hirj.157; June 30; Sp. P- «033; Dr. p. l-N, Ga/^. vol l.«. P -'Us

t F New York N Y Dernck. No. K<«),6,55, Juiie 1«; 8p. p. 2961; Dr. p. 649; Oaz. vo 1.14 ^ LW
„ „ 4.,-,. nr n ««>•

ilm.!; G. W , ami J K innev, P.h atello, Idah- Mean* for aut^matlc*lly stopping trains. No *:.,141 June 2,. ^p p. 43.3, Dr. p. »52.

ulnn. rD.'.'Younislown, Oluo. Trolley. No. >«..u%«. lune 9; Sp^ p. 1737; Dr PPj^^- ^;HJ."' ^^^Vol \^ d 1674
IJunter. W. R , Kankakee, III. Telephon^lir«-lory. No 8«..908; June 16; ,^P,.j;V^*^',";., P.^f •.

.''fi',.;"'
'^*' ^^ '^'*-

H!:i^s'^'.'M**Kaw![nJ' W^i,.' ta:iwa;'sw{;c};^.d sig,ial tra- . tnp. No. S90.3t^. June 9, Sp. p. ZI64. Dr pp 521-2; Oaz. vol ,,.4.

Hus,1.^"t . Hollvwoo<l, Cal Oold-savu.g machine No «««).059, Juiie9, Sp p 17:i^ ^ ^''^''^\^;^.
lf*i_ '^J**;^. ,, ,^93

iisr^-v^^-S^-Ko^-'t^v:^ 1^-:^ the nii^^

ul:u-Uu^^nV^.^Ir^Ti ''c^:,ette'''^'^Mi.-., - nne 9; Sp. p. 1740; Dr. p. 386, ' --^—1 134 p. i:«-.

h e,'" w!: Tyrone Xi' Haivestfng-knife. No. ^l.*>l^/^f f % ^s.f"^^S ^ir'T 8;li'o:; vofVS- M729
Ihnken W Hobokeh, N.J. Barrel-fllUng machine. No. 891,0-4, June 16, Sp. p. .5826, Dr. p. 835, «.az. >ol. l.M, p, w-«.

Her Rock Drill .Manufacturing Company. (See Waugh, D. S. assignor.^
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lUiUdis MAUeaMe Iron Company. iS«e N«lson, J., awlgnor.

Illinois Piiputniitic Tr«n«mfMlon Co. (A«# Wol»iv«r. K. H., iinsitfimrt

IiiH-riiil ;to(,|).T ( MHipany iS<v kirkPiKaaM. <1 atsiKiior

InaAhi, M. < Se^ Utuuroft and Indahl. fReiasiM'.

In-lrthl M ' Stf Dovf, Biiuoroft. an<i Iii'lahl •

Independent lUrv^stftr C^mpuny. 'See Bo<ta. I
,
aiwiKnor

Indefjendent llnrvester Company. I'S** Hil>l)«. W . assignor.

Ind. itniitiM.' PhoiiugraphU' Kt-conl ('onipdOv !S»v I'hllpot and Matthews;

higeUs, I.. Muskegon. MU-h. Mat-hine for fotwilng conorfte hlocks. No. -Wl ^Zl

lnger».)U-Kau<l i ompan.v. See Ambro»e, R, L., assignor.

IntfiTsoii-Kdiid ( omptinv S«-»> I'rHllwitz. W ,
assignor

Ingriun H London. Ktigland .\ulomatic magio-lantern No. »WI.17.5: June 16. .•^. ,

Ingram. K. H .
W Ukinslmrg, I'a.. assignor to Wcsunghouso Kltrtrir A: MAiiutrtitiiniitf

:)»; Sp. p. J7\>. I)r p lifJ; <iai. vol l*i. p ."Oafi.

In-iley Iron \\ ork."< Se*i Barrows. D. S., assignor

International lUrvfstcr Company < Stv .\ii.lrew W K . assignor *

lnt»Tnational .<i1v.t i o uSee Kintz. K K aMignor
International .>peed Register Co. > See I)« L* Monte. C, H., assignor.'

lnt.niational .>t.am I'uinp Companv. .See runmngham. R I'., a.s.signor.')

Interstatv Shirt .md Collar Conipany See Wil.wn, I \ assignor

Ivery. 1 \\ .. ninsburg, I'a., and C. rf. Linthi«um. Siidbrook Park. Md. Waterproofing niaferml for artificial fuel.

- Bp-.p. <ft): '-a/..voi: i;J4; p ll^i.
^_._.._, ^.,,._^ ^_^ „., ,,„„._, ,„„, v-.. ^ „,, ,„,.^ ,. sn.

nnTzi: Sp. p. «.>«: Dr p. WR; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1"<7,\

,><p p. «»)1; Dr p. s7X; lia*. vol. l;<4; p. 1760

Mipiinv Kl«vlrolyllt wU. No..s9I,i«5; liiiw

No •vjwt.ii; .June 2;

IvCTy.^J. w':. I)dUburg,'Fa.,''ar'i'M'. M. Linthknim, Sudbrook Park. Md .\rtifti-ial fuel No. s«w.(U.', June 2: Sp. p. 831; Ow.. vol. 134;

Ivea, H. A., and I> W Jeflery, Colchesu>r. Kngland .-iaf.-ty livit-e for brooches and the like. .No. h91.<>W>; June 30; 8p. p. 5729; IH. p.

1232; Gain', vol. IM, p nm.
Ivev. H. T. (See lackson, VV. H., assignor.

, ... ..... .^.j.

Iwanami. T , Washington, I) C Flexible r^-epta<le. No. ««,771. June 16; Sp. p. xa). Dr. p. ,0.1. Uaz. vol. l.M. p. RMl.

J. 4 C Fi.st-her See Maver. J T ,
assignor.,

J. H. William^ .V I o See Ambom, (J , a.Hsn^or

J W. Sefton Maniifacturing Companv i See Kfrres. I T .
a.s.sigiior > ^^ , o^. « -^ i .».• ^ i-qa

Jkctaon, AC. New Market. Iowa. Cloth-taeasuruwf machine. No. H91.07,5; J.me lt»; Sp. P .ecT. I.r pp 83MJ: Qai. vo . 134; p 1/30.

Jackson. G. W ., ( hicago. 111. Machine for excavating tunnels. No. ^m. June 2: Sp. p. r>M. I>r. pp. 1.10 1: Om. vol. 134. p. U46

.Ia^k<wm. G W . ChicaSo. Ill K.xravating-nlachine and th.^ liWo No -C o.v lury Wi; Sp. p '^«; • >^ p I2j"; « a«. vol .M. p 2m
Jackson W IL, assignor of one-half to H. T. Ivev, Ante, Va. Plou No.s«U,.t.l. luneJ:!, Sp p 42no. Dr. i.. M19; (.az. vol 134, i. 1S22

J^obTc. C , alssignor to F C Austin Drainage fexcavator Company. Chicago 111 Dredge No k'MI.-«(M; fune 16, Sp p .14M2. |)r pp

jSsJh; w'" T^pe^ka.^'Kans. Track-<ar and tooHinving machine. No. *1,700; June 23, Sp. p. 5121; Dr. pp. 1105-6; C.az. vol. 134

J.Sob«)n. O . a.H8ignor to Banker* Alann-Pn.t^-ction Company, Chicago. Ill R.lav for t.unrlar-alsnn systems. No. S92.15N; June 30

Sp p ta'M. Dr pp 1297 s; Oaz. vol. 134; fx 214M

Ja^r C H.. New York, N. Y. Railway-c«r. No >«9,fil3: June 2, Sp. p. <«; Dr f

Ja»g>r. ( I! . !.«ip/.ig-Undenau. Germany Rotor for .>'ntrifugal pumps No vr2.2t

p .'IM

JageiUierg, K., Dusseidorf, (ienuany. Machine for spiuuing paper strips.

Ja^ines F Mitchell. S. D. Desk attachment for chairs. No. H«»..i:j6: lune 2; 8p. p. 874; Dr p 1.S5: Gae. vol. 134; p.

Jame«; F.'. Mitchell. S. D Shock-gatherer. No. «<'.t,.-,27, June 2; Sp. i. '"6, Dr^ p 1=*. ""*' vol. l.VJ p 11R5.

Jameson C " »!..«.«^i,i iiv,.« vi.>vir.<T unutai-Tirrw^f vi-orxl-nnlt) or nite hoards and the iiroilur..* ttiereol. ."so. w

1X9; Ga/.. vo
!. lUtl"' .«!

IM. p. 1193.

p p ti24<i; Dr p i;i42; GaE. vol. 134;

No. <9l,54.-., I line 23; Sp. p. 47M»i; Dr. p. 1035; Gar.. voL 134;

1105.

H. Mansfield, o'hio' "^akTng w-ateVrmi'''*"'^^^^ J"**' ^"^^rds and the produit.-* thereof. No. SH9.2:4,i; June 2; 8p.

•ackage for icecream and the like. No H92.\r^ lun-- .W; 8p. p. ti«36; Dr. p. ri<.»l; Gas.

Oven for ranges No. »«,23«; June 2; 8p.

p. 87; Dr. p. 20; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1072

G. J. L . and J J l-anrit, Chicago, IIL

No. SJ«,5'28; June 2; 8p. p. 679; Dr. pp. \^ 7; Out. vol.

Janes,
vol. l;$4. p 2149 ,. ,

, ^. ,. . V- V-
Janes. H. K , assignor, by mesne assignments, to Janes A kirtUiid. New \ ork, N. Y

p. )«*; Dr p -ti I'raz vol. 1:14; p. 1072.

Janes <;t Kirtlani SeeJanes, FT. E., assignor. • ...

Jannev F (. >alt Lake Citv, Itah. Ore^ncentrator No s9'2.o,-,7, Jun...«.. Sp p >-4.i: 1-r p 12.^.. '•ht.v.A l.M. p ;ilo.

Jarbo^-, J. K . Red Cloud, Nebr. Loader. So. -WO.fmi luneM: Sp p 1741. Dr p[. .Vy> .,. 'az vol 1.14 p. l.«V.

Jarmolowskv. .V.. New York. N Y (las-valve No S91.076; Mine 16; Sp P,:«». I'r P v*; .a/, v'^'.l;'''. P ; «,

larvis 1) I' HHS..11. Wash Ilvdraulic pu'to N<, K92.IU); lun.t). Sp v ->',. Dr pp UN> ^
'l"*^ J"'

'•*'• I',-*^ ,^.
Javey A . New York. N Y. Cold-storage con.nmction. No. H90.427. June<4: ^p. p.24.'<2; Dr pp. ,V» ,,0; Gar. vol. I.i4: p. 14k.

Jeflerv. D W .-V*' lv>!< iind Jerlery.

Jeffery, T. B , Kenosha, W Is. .«<peeri-oontro|ling mechanism for automobiles.

1.14.' p. U6.V
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company. (See Evans and Tilley, a-s-signors.)

Jeffrey Manufacturing Coiupanv 'See Smith. W L .
assignor

i^nc-kes'^r B"Z^?f ll'Ty^^n" w'o^r'Vai, Tss.i^lorrtlfrrompton .. Knowles L,K>m W.,rks Take-up meCianism of . loom.

JenkJ^'k,'wrs^inSo^:aV^^i^ with a brush. No. S9l,2t,2; June 23; Sp.p.420,; Dr. p. »!«;

^^'\ K%'*1la'^ot^;!:(d.'"<?^Io''scnibb,ng-mach,ne No k«. ,««: June2; Sn p 23(|. Dr p. 5«: Ga^ voL 134; p. 1095.

Jennings D ) Cleyeland, Ohio. Paper r«*pta.de. So. H'MVOiS. Dine 16. Sp R •f'";^
/'r p .'N. (.a/ vol. 1.14, p. DOl

Jennings, K I. , Philadelphia, Pa, assignor of one-half to C. T. Wrtght, Camden, S. J. Stami>-atlixer.

lemiings' "f '-L'^Phaadelphia,- iTa.ssignor ..f on^half to <
. r Wright, Camden, N. J .

Stamp-athxer and envelop-sealer. No. .k91 ,7(e;

s^::::^: rK 'c;:l^:,,!'\^ i^^^^^^ n.. -^.u: mne^: sp.p ...i. ..r p '^- ;.--;' r-^^ ^^-^^r^

^=.>.''K.{l?p;:^gV;^n^^v;:l;;:K^^

Jer^'ms""T V"^St I'.uil. Minn r.msstwirie No K9I u;l.V lune:?': Sp p .>¥*<. IT _P IJ««Ji. Gaz vol M4^
''. fl^u n 'IH.

lerrem.s T W st Paul. Minn. - irass-twine mvhine No sirjiKV. Mne ;«.; Sp
;> *<-••' "rp I-;; '""/ V^ '•*?j/„-i^': oa« vol

lessup, R W assignor of on^half to F.HWheelan, Oakland, Cal. .Separator. No.'<91,424, JuneiJ, .Sp. p. 454.S, Dr.p.9W«. Gm. vol.

1.14; p. l"*7»..

lew^U H D >' lU .-^e*" Stoneman. o A . itssign<ir.

ir^mim' J ir"^!;:*To.ns; Mo" Dnveatta^nent for veh,cl^wh«..s No v^,:l.n June2: Bp, p ^2; Dr p.57; 0«.v„|M34; p. um.

J *r en 1 T St Loum Mo Rail loint and hrai*. No, h^1.,%*.: iune2:i. Sp p 47h.
.
Dr pp. ua>-t.. < .az \ ol. 134. p. 191.).

Johann,:.s.'n. S E.^^P^^^^^^^^ Pa , Uignor to Westinghouse K.U.tric A Manufa.t inng Company Kle.trical transformer. No.

«9 "1,31 June ' Si) p. 14.'>7. Dr. t). .3.'{0; I'ruz vol 1,34. p 1.530

Jornin.P Sai.ou^.vi^,oh. Art ni^Uework. No H89,6/4; June2; p n
'^l^ ''J-

P„ \«i/'*J/'>';i^.^ ^J'^t^^, ,3,.
Johnsonn. (C

. Ke.ldii.g, Cal Furnaoe-tapping sjmut. No («2,2tvl; /une .30. ^p. p. »U41 Dr p 1342. Oat. vol. 134.

John.son. E I M.dr.LlowH Wind-oper. ted dynamo No hh9 ' s;t une 2. m> p '•'^^•-
' 'L, '•^„ •".;/ ':^,,'-

1'

lohnson F .tnd II s nlth Uitneld. Mo. r»i.*->nn'H'tini? de .-ve for tetephoie-lines N,. -ftMWili. lune«t >p v

No. '<91 .701 . J une 23; .Sp. p 5123;

p 21H4.

p 12>«l

.>47 Dr. p, 12.'5K:

(iiz vol 134

John*)n, F. (

Johnson. H. V

Portland, Me. \Vindow-fa.<ener. No. W.062: Jur.e^; Sp p 174.i; Dr p. .W; Gaz. vol 1.34 p. IW
\nsonia.Conu. Door-a.vurer No '«9.2:«». June .>; Sp Pj»l. Dr p Jl. <.az vol l,i4, p HI,

3

Johnson. H. V , \nsonia. Conn. Door-a.vurer No swj.iW; June ., >P P •' "' ' -,' ""i^.V ,,', V. «* ;.»7 vol m- n 1S<»2rion I N , Tipton. In.l Table atta<-hment for chairs, Ac, No. *«.636, June Ih, ^>. P,/*^
; ';^.

P «*^ ^^. \[ LVsLrGar.
Johnson. J, o.. >an Francl-w, Cal. Coratined .-arpet-beater an.i dust-pump. No. 860^14, June9, 8p. p. JK-i. ur. pp. .w-.-.. uaz.

vol 134. p 1'>12

John-son, ' R . Hot;>mestea<l. N. D Pawl-and-ratrhet gearing

Johnson, M. K , tnisW. ( .s«e Cobb, L. H.. assignor

John.s«iii. o ft 'il .S«- Tavlor. A . Jr.. a.Hslgnor
. .^^ , .

Johnson. P. B . Chicago, III., assignor of one-half to J. K. Craig. Thayer, Ind

Gaz. vol. 134; p 1«6«).

No. »91,077, June 16; Sp. p. :«25); Dr p K.Y.. Gm7 vol l.M; p. I7:«i

Valve. No. 890.8M2; June 16; 8p. p. :i.3x<>; Dr p 743;
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JOIU'S. J

Jones. J (i

Jones, J. 11

J ones, J

Forming ingots. No. H90,23.i: June 9: Sp. p.

Treating copfwr ores. No. i<90,.')fi3; June '.);

()re-re<lucing furnace. No. 891,549; June 23;

Treating ore No ><i' 1.704; J une 23; Sp. p.

Treating ores No svil,705: June23; 8p. p.

Johnson, R.. llou.s.on D x L,. k No ^My. l^^^^^JJ|^'y^^,'\^\t[J:UZ *l,547; Jane 23; 8p. p. 4790;

Johnson T ,
Trempealeau, a.sMgnor of ..ne-half to V. MMOO, ««M«¥Uie, wic

jrsi:n'w'l"roi:i'VoS;,':-;i>.>rtol, 1, nppUt^ordan.N Y^C^Tnl^»tions,,.p-.iold.rHnd..sh,.nchwithironing-.K>«^

«tuc"un.ut No >«y,H50, June 2; Sp p. 1-281. Dr. p. 294; Gat. vol. 134; p. li«8.

Johnson W M i.SwOinond, .V \\ ,
assignor eon Rt^- inntHi Sn d '2965 Dr I) 649: Gal. vol. 134; p. 1863.

iSf ;.;;.;;:;; v..s.\v.fr.rtvsv;r,;\K S^^^

1 ones' (i H .ft lU : S.-.' .loiie.«, W .
A., assignor

Jones. HP. (,Se.> Dowse AC . a.s.mgnor.)

'"'""•'
K*''"yVa7;il.'N T'T.'.t-w„rmcratt«chinentforradiators. No. 889.t*«9; .lune2; 8p.p.«i5; Dr.p.237: G.t.vol.l34; p.l217.

So- Charters and Jows.

ji.iAco .. .^ , See Brockman, H. E, assignor.)

is J T I "^n M;:untai;; Mlch^, a^lgll.To; one-half to «. A. St. CUir. Duluth. Minn. .
.re-n-ducing furnace. No. 890.229; June 9;

loli^'^jTlnm ^mm't^ln'M .?'h 'assU^^ of on^half to O.A.St. CUlr. Duluth. Minn. Dephosphorizing ores. No. «0.230; June

lo'nef i 'T^ron UnUin:'Mich."a.ssrgtJ:r l.t'one-half to 0. A. St. Oair, Dttluth, Minn. Tr^ting ore. No, 890,231; June 9; 8p. p.

Jo^^j'^T ^r^m Ml^ntTm, MKlf'; ItHgt^or of on^half to O. A. St. Clair. Duluth. Minn. Or^smeltlng furnace. No. 890.232; June 9;

Jon'^s^VTllin tfouSn.'Mi"i:"'asslin^'r ofon^^half to O. A. 8t. CUlr, Duluth, Minn. Dephosphorizing and reducing iron ore.

Jc^:^sTf"irL!:Ain^ii;-.^b'assSor^f^
Treating iron ores. No 890.234; June 9;

J<^s^T.roniic^t:;,rM^:^.,'^si^>o^fono-haIftoO.A.St.aalr.Duh.^
- "• ^" "

Jonei'j^'V ^'inm M.'^mLt,'M^c^\'.,'.tsignor o< one-half to O. A. 8t.Cl.ir, Duluth. Minn.

jJJils^j'^Ir:^ ^^a^'^i'^>^&^^>^ on^half to O. A. St. Clair, Duluth, Minn.

J.l^s^'j T-ln;n ii.i:?^;am^t.ich': i^ig^ol^J^on^half to O. A. 8t. CUir. Duluth, Minn.

Jc^^ j' T ,^ln.n^^uni:m.^Micl;^' a^i^^^o; of one-half to G. A. St. CUir. Duluth, Minn

lotl^i^ /'^''c'imi.nd^: ^:ssSior"toTm,.n.an (ircular Loom <-ompany. Chels^.a. Mass. Machine for braiding tubular fai.n.
.

No.

\:^^'^ i^'";a;i^^r 'aiMV'B.'lln^nt: Lu^oln' Vbr" Lo^..arrier and stak- ,h..r>.for. No. 889,616; June2; Sp.p.837; Dr.p. 190;

Jon^s Tc"U climl^riand. W. Va. F«<1 for wel.-dri.lltig apparatus. No. «i0..236; June 9; Sp. p. -2.^: Dr. p. 459; Gaz. vol. .34; p.

i£^ ^. !:-f^-':^vrthiK-;]T'io.^*^aK" D ^<^",r^unK^.^UtiS^r.^ll^i^^r^^nittr^I^:y^

No S89.7S.5. June 2; .Sp. p. 1159; Dri' -••>«. ''"V^L'At'/ 1Ifne «) So n 6241 Dr p 1343; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 2186.

.1 ordan. B. F., Valparai-so, 1 nd. ^^hade-Axtur...
^"^^^'^^J^'^,^-

^Pj^'
T^Lner or shade-brackets. n'o, 890,281; June 9; Sp. p.

Joseph. C., Bayonne, assignor of one-half to Y. .1. Kioes. .lersey iij
.

.-«. j-

2211; Dr. p. 486; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1438.
wji u'l., 1 one «) So v 5599 Dr. p 12(17; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 207s

inrs Li„i,';'S^l^x:, i::;?^;:z. .i.J™rs ^.sSeis^'- .i,ir..r<«.,...,u»„... .n„. »..,«, .,„„,

ii Sp p. i324; Dr. p. 1152; Gaz vol. 1.34; p. axB.

.'Xn^Dc've'^iia'^an.rrr.'.udson. Monterey, Pa. Car « heel and axle. No. K9-2,2«; JuneSO; Sp p. 6242; Dr. p. ,343; Gaz vo,.

'iS/.T. Sc^iialdy! N.' v"; Xnor't^ General Electric Company. Ooveming mechanism for turbines. No. 891,342; June 23;

Sp p «74. Dr pp. »52-.3; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1848 ^. ,. ^,^, ,.^ ^ 17;^,,

]>!lr^^issi^!rr^S^^•o^S=^ K."E^^a^d^tn.^al ^ No. 889,3.2; June 2; Sp. p 238; Dr, p. 58;

!^S^ 'i^T.Se^ln?nr"'^Srya£y^^^ ^-rreis. Jars, and other r^ptac.es. No. 890.515; June9;

rip. p. 3647; Dr. u. .5K'i; Gaz. vol. VM, p. 1512.

i^::re;fyr<fcas^.^to'r^.mr£;rl^^Washingion, D C Metabo.izer, No.891,176; June 16; Sp. p. 4.«2; Dr.pp.87*.9;

KakmX's^.t'.;'.^L.«-tady,N Y.assignortoGeneralElectric^^^ Limit-switch device No 891.42.-.. June 23. .Sp p ..47;

Ka^'nsk^, rT'.'New' Yo^,' N^
^""^

Protec-tlve setting for mcUllic bodies in concr^t.. No 889,240; June 2; Sp. p. 93; Dr. p, 21; 0«. vol.

1.34; p. 1073. ,. ^ . - , w ,

STap't assi^lTr to^J^KaTpe^A Br^s^CMc^o.-'lU. Upholsterj-ma^^hlne. No. 890..564; June 9, Sp. p. 2741. Dr. p, 606; Gaz. vol.

S'e^'tS t T'l^nL^"^. t::::^^^ XSIm^sm. NO. 891,427; June 23; Sp. p. 4550; Dr. p. 989; Gat. vol. 134: p. 1877.

kS.? irii ""LL^er^'vL
^

Kn!f!;'i.^,i!.mi.g or sharpening machine. No. 890,658; June 16; Sp. p. 2967; Dr. p. 650; Gaz. vol. 134;

KeU'^ft and.; Hills Dowagia. , Mich. PoUto picker and loader. No, a«,282; June9; Sp.p.2212; Dr.p. 486; Gaz. vol. 154; p. 1438.

ke l^r, k\ Mela iwe kXd MiTlTlionsfabrik, Firm of
<

See li''''''^"'^,^,/,,!^"'!^'*!
J143 June 23 8p p 4380; Dr. p. 953; Gaz. vol.

Keller!( A .Paris, France. Flexible electrical connection device and the like. No. 891.343. June i3, »p. p. *»". ^ V

134. p 1849
.

,. „ ^
Keller, H B 1 S^' KelWr, Haas, and Keller

Keller, J. li. (S*-*' Keller. Haas and Keller.

1

Keller T 11 1 S«'<' Keller, Haas, and Keller >

,, . ,,1111 u-.>iu.r 1 nit» P« B««iirnors of eight-twentieths toT. H.

^i^J^k'^^^.^^^u:.'T\^^.^^
^oM,ng.mi...h.ne. NO.

kZ^TI^ tTlIrl^l^^r^-N^I.^Sor^t^^^ad^-ll^Vli^*^
Typewriting machine. No.«..,:..;

ydl^'s f: ^oT^uIh/N.'?: ^k*iIi,Xxiph.'iir889.313; June 2. Sp. p. 238; Dr. p. .58; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .0.J7.
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^
k.'llfv. W. F. (>»ee I'lirsons and KeUey.)
K.HIn.T A K . Omaha. N>hr Tampinx-m»Jhirw No. «!*),(««; .June W; Ap. p. 2870: Dr jp. Ml; 0*s. Tol. 1*4; p. 1583.

kWlovk M IVnrhyti.lpmlraeth KnxUii't U.-k-lnll No. H'.Ki.ii6.5; Jtine't; 8p. p. 17411; Dr. p. 387; a*«. vol. n4. p. i;«7.

Kelly.', li l*'-ii >r .Vlii.-iM . rtHNiKnor i.< \««>liHii ro,ii[>any. New York. N V MechanlcHl musical InrtrunnBt. No. Wt ^VM); JuiM 2S;

Sp p 47'*i hr [1 HIT <;»/. vol l.M. p 1917

Kellv.ii B . Ho.'Jioii. Maa.i

K.eiirM>pyhl. H \ Kittimoiul. lii<l v> aier»ne«cpr .>« "Wiii*., mitwv; r'p p. .ww>, L>r. p. «w. wai. voi. i.n, p i«
kf-uny. I H . (i.'iu'va. N Y I..'Hil-i.^n(il So ><«y.!«.': Jiiii.^ ), S\< j' lt.')M. Dr p. 330: Qar.. vol. 1.34: p. \.m

Ki^nii \ > Kfin.'<a-* I'ltv, Kan.n. ' iatP-Utch .So >««),cjfiO. .Jun*- lr>. Sp. p. .".C. Dr. p. 6M; 0»« vol. LW; p. i.HH.

kentori. (' I' f*.iiifrior to KpiUoii Fifg'iUtor t ompany, .Vnderaon. Irnl. ( !rt.*-rejrul«tor. No. W<0.238: June 9; 8p.

lM» . a.isi(pior to .\nollan Company, Nnw York. N. ^ Kw<l iiieobaoiamforaetf-pUyfnginatnunants. No.Wl^l;
Umf 23: .So p W*il . Dr p \tX»: Gaz. vijl 134; i> KMT

Kelly I . I'pv leiice K I Vir eooliii^f and hiimufifvini; >ipparatus No. >««),.S1«; JuMt; 8p. p. SMi; Dr. p. 884; Oas. vol. U4; p. 1513.

k.'llv W H .-»<» LiKlteiilpuch. II.. Asalgniir

Kenion I
, Sew York N Y Kire-tnK'lc signal So <«H.ri«). .Inn* i: Sp. p. (M6: Dr. p. 238; fiai. vol. 1.'14: p. 1217

Kemieilv ( > L . North Kaaton, Mass. l»iiMle. No. XNS..U4, lune 2: Hp. p. 23B: Dr. p. 38; (iaz vol i:u, p UW
Kennedv D .-^ Hrooklyn, N Y. aasiRnor to Merjrnthal^r Linotype Company. Linotype-nimhiii* So >mm.617. June 2: 8p. p. 8S8;

Dr p. 1«1; liaz vol. 1.34; p. lUH.
Kennedy. D S Hn>oklvn. S Y !i.*(iign>r to .MerKeiithaler Linotype Cx>mpany. Llnotyp^-nuiChine. No. 890,283, June 9; 8p. p. 2J14;

Dr p 4K7, i.iif vol. M4; p 14.%.

Kennedy, M K . Dan.MviUe, aasignor to Nataonal .straw I'lilp Company, New York, N. Y. DigMting-dUinteKrator. No. 880^241; June
2. Sp. p. 9o. I>r p i!, Ouz. vol l.M. p l(J74.

Keniiedv. « >; Chi.'Htfo. I!! (Hii-lifter Soxw.'.Ui'J lune«i ,Sp. p. «»42; Dr. p. l'.**!); (ia/.. vol. 134; p. 2130.

Kenn<>pohl. B \ Kitlimond. liid Waler-beatpr So HWi 2:C nine <»: Sp p. 309fi: Dr. p^ 4»; (Jai. vol. I.U; p 1424.

k*-
" '

j,;^

Kenton. (' I' ^h.1 lienor to Kenton RejfiiUiir t ompany, .Vnder«on. Ind.' ( !rt.*-rejrulator. No. W<0.238: June 9; 8p. p. 208*7; Dr. p. 4>0;

r.m vol. 1.J4. p 1424.

Kenton He^iUat'T CoinpHiiv .see Kenton, i 1' . ii.-.«iKiior

Kenyon, D M . aMijfnor ot one-half to J 9. Ktherin^on, Bradford, Pa. Apparatus for coupling pipes. No. 889,315; June 2; Sp. p.

241; Dr. p. 5y; liaz vol. I.i4. p 1(J«7

Kenvon. 5 J . ft nl i Se* Cr«4r, ) C a.H-^ianor.)

Kepler. I K . n.^.signor to B K Goo-lrkh (l)mpany. Akron, Ohio. Hollow rubber article having seams. No. 880,370; June 2; 8p. p.

i74. Dr p Sti. liii/ vol l.M. p. H17.
Kern, <;. Peru. a'<si>fiior to \Ve!«tem Clo.k MMniilaituringCompany, Iji Salle, III. Alarm-clock. No.*>0.0fi6; June 9; 8p. p. 1748; Dr. p.

.188; (.;*/. vol i:i4. p i.<«7.

Kerr. K M . Louisville, Ky Mean.t for tlf«inK and ••eallng mailable papers. No. 889.529; June 2; 8p. p. a83: Dr. p. 157: llai. vol. 134;

p llri«>,

kes.sler. C 11 , i>de.H(*a, Mo i ranie-choker So sw.iWl Jane 2; Sp. p. M88; Dr. p. 228; Oax. vol. 134: p, 1218.

kett«rer. E Sen Lanime and Kettetwr
kt-viti>ne Developing (iirnpanv Seeiinrnl^r I H i-i'tijrnor. i

Kharas, T , oniaha. Nehr .Vdvertlsin^ dmu-e No "OW.fiH June 2; Sp. p. 840: Dr. p. 191; (iai. vol. 134: p 11<»4.

Kidd K C
. ll,irt'Ae|! Nt-hr Knd-^'ite .Vo ><vj i<\:\ lune fl); .Sp p tiO*! Dr. p. I.KX); (rat. vol 114; p Jl.'in.

Kie'^erling K . Vlton^. liennanv. Cement paving So *-2.»77: .Inne30: 8p p. tV«48: Dr. p. I."WI; (oir. vol 1.14: p. 2330.

Kil^ore. F o
, Mmneap<ilM. Minn .H,«8i«Tiorto Kil^ore Mamifaitiirin>t Company. Oldtown, Me. Cushioning device. No.889,619; J IBM 2;

Sp p Ml. Dr. p. 1H2; Cat vol KM; p. ll|»o

Kilgore MaiuifiKtiirin^ Company .See Kilgore, F. O., assifnior.)

KilUm C. T , Mnd M ONeill. Kverett. Mai.'* KotHrv enjrine No *-! <»; Jijne.V: .Sp. p. .V4ir.: Dr p. 1171; Oas. vol. 114. p 2«14.1

Kilroy.VV. D . llaU-h End, assijfnor to him»e.lf. .•indEvershed it \ i^noles Limited, Chiswick, EngUnd Mean* for automat it-ally imli-

ratingr-ertain reUtivepouitionaofjOJn-'ot the like toeach other So v*>.H.S2; June2; .Sp. p 1283, Dr pp. 294-5; Oai. vol. l.H, p. IJtW.

KimMe. C K VUksiiiirv. Mich oil fe^d r>r.hHr>.T lehx eriri^' levi.-e. No «<»2.J«7. .Inne:j(): Sp. ji fi244; Dr. pp. 134.V4; Uar.. vol. 1.-J4;

p. .'lH.i

KimMe \\ F s<^ r»Hmeil and Kimhie
Kiudei, .\. W., Denver, Colo. .Sowie for [«ieoiiialu ckaniiig apparatus. No. 8W).y«7; June 16; .Sp. p. 3673; Dr. p. 800: Ga«. vol. 134;

Kinealv J IT . a-ssienor. l.y mesne a.tsignnifiit*. to A. (•, Paul, Boston, Mass. Valve device lor heating systems. No. 890,239; June 9;

Sp ; -f"> It pp 4WV1, Cn/.. vf>l i;i4; f 14'.'4

Kii'.g 1 ~**»' Ki' e -ind Kmjf
King, I . H . .1"!^-!:^ r to Northern Motor I 4r Comf>any Detroit, Mich. CTuBgl Hiwrl and reversing gear No. 80M66; June 9; Bp. p.

2744: Dr p >''. I.H7. vol l;i4; p l.iJt

King, C B . M.'^si^uor to Northern Manulacturing Comiwny. Detroit. Mich. Igniter. No. «»1,562; June 23; 8p. p. 4803: Dr. p. 1088;

Gaz. vol. I.i4 p iyi7

King. C. C, as-iiifn(,r to C \V Hunt Conipanv. New York, S Y. Clam-shell Viirket No. 991.708; June 23: Sp p 113:1: Dr. pp. llOK-fl;

Gaz. vol. 1.^4. p ly^
King, C. Cf. Y . Chicago. HI Funnw-e-door. So s()().i)»i7, lune \t: Sp. p. 17**. Dr. p. :«88; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1 <*W

King, G. W., aa-signor to Marion Steam Shovel Companv. Marion. Ohio. Dredge. No. 1^90.773: June 1«: 8p p f-'-'J Dr. pp. 704-5: Oa«.

vol. l:i4; P WA2
King I . Troy. NY Skate No h«j,im; Juii'- :«). Sp p 'W'44, Dr. p. 1.100; Gat. vol. IM; p. 21.M.

King, J L ' Aee S<'ott. King, and Brown
King. Kice and iltinev .See Kice and Kiiif . .i-'.iigiior'*

Kingsbury H I' Ke«»ne. N H Toy diimjM'art No ««'.)i,iw7 lunr> .30: 8p. p. .WSl; Dr pp 1282-3; Gb«. vol. 134; p. 2097.

Kingshurv, U. T . Kwiie S 11 D'l.^lI>lng•<•^rt So sirj.-tvs: I ime :«) Sp. p ti24«»; Dr p 1.V44: Oas. vol. 1.T4; p. 21%.

Kinnard.L. II . a.H.signor of ope-hiilf to k: ti. Chanit«rlin. liHrri.^l.nrg I'a. Tire-prot«-ting device. No. 890,.?82; June ft; 8p. p. 2M8;

Dr. p. 522: Gaz v<il M4; p Hti4.

Kinnev. 1. (See Hunt and Kinney.)
, , , ^.^ .,

Kintz; K. R. a-wgnor to International .Silver Co Meriden. Conn n<d tie-holder. No M<xi -^M: Jime<): Sp p .'Jlh. I»r p 4K,: Gar.

vol. 134: p. UW
Klpps, H. R (See Harris. M. assignor _ , _ -„t,
Kirby, J B , as-Hignor to L Sand.s. CleselaB<l Ohio Vibrator for rnovement-cure purposes So XBI,- 1«: June Br Sp. p. ."iiw: Dr p.

1139; Ga«. vol i:i4. p 19«C
, . .

, ,,^
Kirch. C. J . Keokuk. lowu Slop jar or p>»il So s-^i.^.^ lui.e' s,, p .•h.,1. Dr p .>r., i.a/. vol l.-?4: p. l.il.l

Kirkegaarrt. (i . Sew York. S Y assignt* to lni[)erial Stopper (unpanv Bottle-stopper No. KW.Ml; lune<»; Sp p IWM. |tr p.

420; Gar. vol H4; p \:i<C
,

Kirkegaard. O Sew York. S Y.. a.^signor to Im[>enal Stopper Company Hottle-r.topj».r So. sMomo, lune Ih. sp p. .HM: Dr. p.

7f>4. Daz. vol LM.'p. Irt7'>

Kitsee, I , I'hiUdelphia. I'a Telegraphy. INo. 889,7>»; June 2; Sp p lift."!: Dr. p. 270: Oae. vol 134: p. 1248.

Kit.see, L, I'hiladelphia. I'a Telegmphv No. Sj«.7qO; June 2: Sp p !lr>7 Dr p 270; r.mr vol.134; p 1248.

Kit-w* 1.. I'hiladelphia. I'a Wireless telejjraphv No SXM.7»<1. lune 2 Sp n \lt¥): Dr p 270: (.az. vol I.t4; p. 1248.

Kitsee. I . I'hiladelphia. I'a relegrat>hv So '«t<.7V2; lune J: Sp p 1170: Dr p -271. i.a/. vol \M: p 12414

kit^e^. I., Philadelphia. I'a Pnnting teleXraphv No. HMO.'tll . lune 1-.: Sp n. :MH-.. Dr p 7«r ' .a/ \ ol. I it [. P.,...

kit.nee, I I'hibidelphia. Pa Kle<-tnc coil ajid pr.Mluoing same So >fl«)'(w. lune U., Sp p :«i7» Dr |.p smu '.ir vol IM; p^Ln2.

kit.see. I . a.-*.-iignor of one-hnlf to W I I^ta. Philadelphia. I'a Cleans for prodiK-mg telegraphic t rans.nitting-tai.'s So. >«9,/N7:

lune 2. Sp p llri2. Dr p 2fV.<; Car. vol IM p 1247 v __ - , . ^ ,, .

kitse*'. I a.s.signor of one-half to W I Latla. PhiUdelphia. Pa Kl ctric transmission of intelligenf-e So >«*.,«>< .Iune2 Sp p IIM:

T>lcgrHi>hv So >«*).ti«l Jime 1«: Sp. p 2<i7R Dr p ti62: Gar. vol.
Dr p JtW. loi/ vol. l.M. p. 124S.

kitsee. I , assignor of one-half lo \V. .1. I^lta Philadelphia Pa

Kleidiua'in. I
. a-ssignor to Chafee ManufBi-tiinng Companv SenYork N > Chain d.v.r-.he.k No. W0.51M; June <t; Sp p ifi-'CJ;

Dr p .iat>; Ca/. vol U4. p l.5l.i _ , . ,. , ,,. ,.«.
Kletn, \.. Pittsburg. Pa Hf>ok-and-eve fn.nener No XM),.;*V.; lune'c Sp p S.n. I'r p -.Z. <.i/ \

oi 14; p U«4

Klein. C ) .a.ssignorto R .V .S<-hoent*rg. K^w York. N Y Ele«-tr,cal apparatus So syl 2.;( luiie2;C >p p 42ir2. Dr p 920: Gal.

Klein, H '

f'itts'Turg. I'a (iarment-suppoft So VW.ti2ii. lune 2: Sp. p. 844. Dr. p. 192; Oaz. vol. 134; p ni*.1.

Klepler S Indianapolis, Ind .U«ount-ref;ister So *Jl.:i44. lun-^C Sp p llSl Dr p W <.«z vol n4 p 1H49.

Klewe iV Cm See Kuzzer. E . assignor
klingetisniith. '' K .See .Stark and Kllng^nsmlth
Kloes, K I .Se«' Joseph. C . a-ssignor

, , ,t. ,, ^

klotwnitzer V . Herman, Pa. Metallic tie and rail-fastener No *«J.-V21 lune 2 Sp p h4.', Dr p l^-J <.,t7 v<.l 134; p 11%.

knapp. I> K .See ( ade and Knapp
, , . , . . ,,. .,,_

Kuapp, E. 11 . iKxldard. Kv. .Steam-engine. No. «».ti22; .lune 2; .Sp. p. •**., Dt j.p. I'.r2 .1. waz. vol 1..4. p iiw..

.\LPIIAHETI( AI. T.isr OF J'ATENTEES. XXIX

kiiapp, T 1... Wo.Kl8t<xk, 111. Vehicle brak^aboe. No. 800,774: June 16: 8p. p. »27; Dr. p. 706; Oftt. vol. 134. p. Ih32.

kne ht I'Uuer Coiiipanv. (Hee De I^hmjw, A. L.. aaalgnof.) ^ ucr. r. ^ mj. <-„. »-«! iii n nan
kiH, ht S I'etosk..; , Mich. Atta. hn.ent for Ice-Dlows. No. 889,^; J»^ 2; Sp. p. 850; ^T.p 194 htiz ^oL 134. p. 1196.

knik'ht K M Shi. Vrancis,-o. Cal. Filter No. 8J»,««: June 16: 8p. p. 3678; Dr. pp. 801-2: Oa«. vol. 134, p. 1702.

knight, E. \V iSee Kiught, O. E. and E. W.i „ ^ , u . „ m„ out (vmi. Ioiw. 'ar Ki. n
knight, (i. W. assignor to Pittsburgh Filter Manufaturing Co , Pittsburg, Pa. Concrete manifold .system. No. 891.998, JimeJO. b|.. p

.

.S7.Ti, Dr p :'2.'U. (iaz vol 1.14 p 2irjr _ ^_ _ ^_^^ ^
Knlglit, J 11 . Wef.ttown. Pa Coin-card '

"" ' ' '

"

knlffht A Iillson ( oinpanv s.s' lloldm i 1. assignor.)

knight, »>. E and K W .
Burn>vllle \V

No v«,:r7. June 2; 8p. p. 375; Dr. p. 87; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1117.

urn>viiie » X a W indow-aaah. No. SeS.JTO: June 2; 8p. p. SH: Dr. p. 87: Oaz^ vol. 1»4: P 11»8.

l>eM.>ef,,rn.epuntlc«tiouofin«taU. No. 8914»4: luneffl; Sp p 4206; !>'• P «»: Gai:^ vof. 134; p. 1822.

<;ermany.

.890.883; June Ift;

No.

No.

knlDO C T CrbaiUl. Ill l >e\ liy lor i ne puriiicMnou m mM»Mi». i-»v». iw«,^»r». .... •». -i- r —~~'
'i ZZV ^~,u~>

k pp! C T C bam 111 lunhcaiiou of'mCaN So 881,266; June 23; 8p. p tWh. I>r P^«»- »" 7\- "*' P, '^•
kniilev. S.. Phillipsburg. Kana. Concrete-mixer %.. W1.345: JuneSSi 8p. p. 4383; Dr. p. 9f.4; Gar^ vol 134. p. 1849.

kn.Hl.r W K I- IV S.\ Card-holder .\o s., s4" I uil • :jo; Sp. p. .V419: Dr p 11.1; <.az vol 1.44. p JMu

Kn.H'v..nagel K .' Ileidd',. rv an.l H. Lebai'h. asHigiiors to Firm of Knoll and-C-ompany. Ludwigshafen-,-.n the- Rhine

Cellulose dcrlvaiivc N- v': .'l.s. June Ifi; Sp p t!i«t: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1775.

Knoll and I oiiipanv. Kirniof. (.See Knoevenac-l ai,^i I>ebach, assignors.)

KnowUon. D Washington, 1). C. Jar^l<MHin N V«.068; June 9; So. p. 17K; !>/, P ;**•
''Y h" v L l^.c ,„™.q. s„ „ n^-

KoehUr M 1 1 ohenlohchutte. Germany Fni< tore apparatus for stretching parts of the human body No SMi.tfti*, June9, Sp. p. 17&4,

Koen J K, HuiUlo" S Y ''Knockdown chair No. 891,266; June 23; 8p. p. 4210: Dr p 92(» Gaz. vol i;i4. p. 1823.

K *mer, K . Ph.Udclphi: Pa. Abdominal suprx^rter. No. 889.624: June 5: .Sj. y H,^2: Dr p P..4; Ga/ vol 1«; p. 1197.

Kfihler \ and I U-hmann assignors tn Firm of C. Zeiss, Jena. Germany. I tilinng Lippmami photographs. \o.

<p [. i.i<i lir p 74.C Ca/ \'i<\ III p l"'"".

klihli'nan'ii k \,. I^r ^''dn"' 1 i.u,,'' vC'^'Titomobile-wh^^l. No. 891.841: June 50: Sp n 5420; Dr p 1172: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2040.

Kllnlg, 'Vrsiil^r tl:'^".;: oJ'c.'ze;.:. J^,l^i?^"*'sStiS^.^u!i^t. So.m,m: i.^-^. sp p. 4^. Dr. p. 10,*: <;az. vol.

K.^i^.'^a'.'*^""! »•- '>..altz, assignors to Finn of C. Zeiss, Jena. (Jennany Telemeter. No. 889.625; Jime 2: Sp. p. 85:1: Dr. p. 196; Gar.

Ko'rhcmenTk
'

m' Detroit, Mich. Rotary engine. No. ,>«l,34«i; June 23: Sp. p. 4385; Dr. p. 964: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1850.

k!;"""'^' I

" N.fV^Jk""' Y •".Aiuto^Uc «s-«upply cutoff. No. 890.070; June 9; 8p. v. 1756: Dr p. m,: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1389.

Kolln^M u r„iu.i.l.us. assijjnor U. Ohio fianuf^tiring Company. Upper Sanduskj-, 6hio Toiigue-truck lor disk harrows. No.

nsv ii-C luiif'. Sp p 146(1. Dr p. .130: t;az. vol. l.'<4; p i;i21.

k'rXier'T^i»«t^.or''p"HawU?,^^^^^^ Manufacturing Company, I'hiladelphia, Pa. 8ound-lK,x for talking-machines.

v«l 142 luiif'i Sii I' IvC, Dr p 421); tiaz. vol 1.14: p. l.'WO. . ^ ,,. i.,

Kracnier, T assiKi.or t- llawtliornc A shel.le Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Sound-box for talking-machines.

wd.iC'.i, lull, p , .-(, p As;i,(. Dr p K17. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1731.

Krahn F ' ( '' "' ><«• llilgcr. It a.ssiguor. i ,^ _ , , , ,„j. „ ,„,,
Krahnstover. K MiUauk.* WV Kabru -MrvUher No W.O.240: June 9: Sp. p. '2104: Dr. p. ,'«'l. '»'/,''' ^*' P- »*».

Kramer. .\ A ,
Kansas (iiv. M.. lank So hh<*.7w I une 2: 8p. p. 1172; Dr p. 271: Gaz. vol. 1.J4; p. 1249

Krant/ H . Se.. Y.tw S \ ( ondmt^'over S.. h'.4).Jk^: June 9: 8p p. 2217; Dr. p^: Gaz. vol. U4: p^
1«9.

Kratf.er. H \ ( l.-nrti.l 1 I'a Paving-bl.Kk So. HW*,,»r2; June 2; 8p. p. 988; Dr. p. 2»; Gaz. vol.
^^-P-^^^^f- ^ ,„^

Krvhtiel J l-.troit Muh .Safct v-.lo,,r f.-r .'lH%HW,rs So. W«0,071: Jime 9; Sp. p. D58: Dr^. iW: Gaz^ ^ ol 134, p. U69.

Kretzer. I \ Mound (Itv, Mo Rail-splice So Hyi,7u7: June 23: Sp. p. 5136: Dr. p. 1109; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1970

KrT hbHuni. U K assignor to Kostcr Kilgiius.ring < o . S. wark, N J. Relief-valve. (Reissue.) No. 12,81.i; Jmie 16; 8p. p. 41il, Dr. p.

Kniler'j'. Sew Y..'rk. n"y. (Mirtain-flxture. No. 8<n.622; June 23; Spj). 4946; Dr. p. 1065; Gaz yoL i;i4; p IMO
..^_. ^w r.,>

Kr.^i. R . assignar to Eastman Kodak Company, Rocheater, N. V. Enlarglng^amera No. 8«.1..'<4.: June 2J: 8p. p. 4.18,. Dr. pp.

\tM 5; Gaz vol \M. p PsJti

Kph's. ticll Brothcr-i Co:u(>an\ .s.-e .S<-nwarlz, E. 11, a.ssignor.

)

Kr.*{h < H Lincoln S.t>r Bench-dog. No. 891,080; June It,; Sp. p. 3835; Dr. p 838; Gaz. vol. U4. pL.lL
Kruegcr, C. R., and 11. ( Evelyn. S.w Vork.N. Y. Lettering apparatus. No. SSO.KJt.: June 2; Sp. p. 856, Dr. p. 196; Ga«. vol. 134,

p IU'7.

Kruifcr .\. S<»c Konckow and Krugcr. _ ^, _,., ,_, , .wi. a„ „ una. r»- n
Kru^ . A 1 as..ign,.r t.. \iiuriran .Steel Pa kage Company. Defiance, Ohio B.x-fast.n.r No. 891.061; June 30: 8p. p. 5848, Dr. p.

kri'i^'. a"'!- 'a'..isigii.>r''to \ni-ri an Steel I'a kage Company, Defianc-e. Ohio. Sheet-ni.tal packingn-ase. No. 801,0«2: Jtme 30: Sp. p.

in4'C Dr t« 12,V«. Gaz v.)l i:t4: p 2117

kuhnle. S Bra.id.«k I'a kail-'oint No. 891.081; June Ifi; 8p. p. .TSSfi; Dr. p. 8:18: (jaz vol U*. p. 1,32.

Kuntze, H , Gl.iwit7, liemiany Deviw for calking boller-tubes. No. ~" ""•
' ' "^^ " " ""

^

Kurz, A. W . Clevelaii.l. iihi.. Log-loading appar ' ""
'

""'• '

Kurr, C F, Cleveland. Ohio S.xia-fountuin.

Kuss. .1 ..S<>c Bengitou. ( \ a ign ir

Kuzzer K ^\'?t.sde;tc,)^ruui;'"' asligrl'l"' K^ A Co , Incorf..rated. New Haven, Comi. Brush lur cleaning artificial sets of teeth.

No siKt.U!; June!<; sp p IH'^i: Dr. p 420; Gaz. vol. 1.'14: p. l-WT.

L C Siiutii A Bros ry()ewriiiT Co;npaay (See GabrieUson an.l^Stearns. a^iignors.^)^

1.081: June Ifi; 8p. D. .1836; Dr. p. 8:tS: Gaz vol Vi*. p. 1,32.
, . ,^.

Iking boiler-tubes. No. 889.242: Juno 2; Sp p '.t7; Dr p -22: Ghz vol. 134: P- 1074.

paratus. No 889,<134: Jime9: Sp. p. 1461: Dr. pp. 3.11 2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.121,

No 890.912; June 16; Sp. p. 3489: Dr. p. 765; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1675.

Bros I vDewril.T ( o;npaav (r>ep •faiinel.wn an.l Stearns, a ^iiguors. i

• j i:

Mannheim, assignor to Ba.lische Anilin A Soda Fabrik, Ludwigshafen-on-the-Rhme, Germany. Producing indoxjllo

Comix>un<ls. No H'd.7ilh, Iuiie2;t. Sp p 5i:«: (iaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1970.
-, , n a -j-tu. iw «^ w7_imi-

Nut-machine. .So sK<.(,,i7H: June 2: Sp. p. ;i78; Dr. pp. 87-90:

Dr. pp. '228- :i0: Gaz vol. \M. p. 1218.

No. 891,177;

Labhardt. H
Cl'inlX'UnilS. .1" rti'i.f-n, ,.1.1. _.. . y p ..>.-.. ..».,. , -

Lackncr, K . a.ssignor to Sislv Sut A Bolt Company. Pittsburg, Pa

Laf^lle.'w' H .^B.'Ju^i. Mass Power-shii-ping me, hanism. No. 891,367; June -23; Sp p 4212:_Dr p. !J21: Gaz. vol. 134; p. IKB.

Lager, C . BaldwinsMllc. S Y Multistage centrifugal pump. No. 890,682; June 16; Sp p 297.: Dr pp. tv)2-,<: (.az. vol. U4, p. 1504

Lake, A (See Kilt/ and Lake t

Lake. S . Bndg.port, i oiin Air-ship So SXV.lKC lime 2; .Sp. p.

l',ally!''l 1 . w'ilimnglon. I KM
*'

p. i tl."..n(i holder lor cheiiiwal-engines. No. 8W),28<i: June V: Sp p 2218; Dr. p. 488; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

Lami). J. F .
a.ssignorto Landers Krarv and Clark Sew Britain. Conn. Knif(»-holdcr for grinding and glazing machines

June p.; Hp p 4l«».'>, Dr p s7«, Gaz \ ol l.<4, v 17i.l

Lamb M M. ftagleville. Tenn Farm-gHte N.. H«.i.:<4N; June •2:1: Sp. p. 4:1X9; Dr p <>.-..S; (.az. vol. 134: p. 185 .

Lamt^^rt A , Newark, N L Fall-r..i)e .arricr So. y,().()72, JiitieU: Sp. p. 17tKi. Dr p :<H!': ilaz. vo
.
\.H: p. l.iWt.

Lamt^rt, A , Newark. N J. Fall-r..!-' carrier No hfxi.Ooi, June 9; Sp. p. 1762. Dr. p .IMi, (iaz vol l-M p ..^.0

LamlH-rt. \. Newark, N.J. Kall-roiK- earner No SOll.(i««: June If.: Sp p -SMi: Dr p tw>3; Gaz. vi.l 1,<4: p^ 1.595.

L.iml>ert. T. E.. Butte. Mont Sniok.-purittcr and fume-arnsi.-r So KK<(.(*»4. lime 2; Sp p. WS; Dr. p 2,«i_ (.az. vol. LM; p. 121.1.

Lamme, E B . and E. Kett^rer, Bozeinan. Mont. Stone-gath. ring ma« hine So Sfll TtfO; June 2:i; Sp T'
>'>1-^.

:
Dr pp llOfHO: t.az.

vol 1.14: p. PJ70.
, . _ . „

Lam in D Denver. Colo. Iinprovlnjf thf piyU -al properties of metah an I their alloys. S

134* p '*1S(»

Lani'..rt M .Paris, France. Filter or 8<Teening-m»chine. No. 890.864; Jim« Ki; Sp. p ;Wd; Dr. pp 74:< 4; (iaz. vol. i:i4 p 1m.

lamp I \ MrKeesport. Pa Folding box or crate No. 891,082: June IC: Sp p .iSrC: Dr p. 8.18; Gaz. vol 1.(4: p l.-W.

lamping C St .los.ph Micti CHriiieut-hol.ler So. Hei,(l8;<: June K.; Sp p (Kis. Dr p Xftt: (iaz, vol. l.U. p. 1,.<2.

Irfiinp»oii. K K L . lamesiown. I al. BatU>ry .scntm-frame for quartz-mdis No, XH<<.:frin: lune 2; Sp. p. .H\

l.aiica.st.r. ti W . Ki. nui .11 I Va Deviie for automatically stopping I rains. No. 892.27n liiii-' :«>: Si

\ol i:i4 p 2is>.

LaiK-aster G W Kichmoii'l \ a Kletrical device for automatically stopping trams No h92,2.1; lun

(iaz. vol. i:(4. p 2is7

Landau, D San Fran<ns<'o. ( al Siphon No 891,179; June 16; 8p. p. 4010; Dr. p. 8S(i

I.aixler.s. Frary an.l (lark. (See Lamb, J. F., assignor.)

Ht»2,2t>iJ. I une 30; 8p. p. f>2.'yt: (^aE. voL

1.

P ..2.'. I ,

M'

Dr p. !(fi; (oiz. \<)l.

Dr pp l.'t4.'y»., (iaz.

p I.J.V.. Dr. p. i;«4«;

iaz vol. 1.(4; p. 1761.
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Kirvann.

iB iVB:^.^. '-^^""^1. -^'^r^^!'- S'^»s^ ;^"^i^',s: iJ'?i:i'-^^u?um
Laiit" M 1 •>(» Butler 411(1 Lan«'.

K.'lon. B K , rtir-a. a..siKnor to Shvak,. \nn-. » ompaiiv. h r^nklort. N

(;az vol 1«4. p H'"* ,. ^ ,,
. ^, V au, riiu iiini> l(i Sd d Jtt81 l>r p »>S3; Om. vol. 134, p 1585

^E ,?i'l^s^i^;TC^JJj^r ^'i^!:s^ "'-"IS ., .,.p..«.^ ...«....». .o,o,»u, N„.

vn IKi lane j:<; Sp p mi. l>r p IDH): <''a7.. v„l. IM; p l«i.5.
.

N.. NV<.;-t.t, June 2; Sp p '.ts. Dr pp. Xi-a;

X. vol. 134. p 1585.

No. 891.482, -I line 23; Sp p ¥^K I'r y

No. (fte.UK.. Juia-JW, Sp. p. ti04», Ua«.

.•rf«i; (luz vnl. l.<4; p I5H

H \f..m!eman 1 l.veland. Ohio. Trolley (ftiard and Ruidc. No.

Vrth.' tn«-hHnism for «,iter-*lev«tor«. No. 8W.7W; June 2; Sp.

,:«-. Jane 2: f^P_P,;«3: D"- PP «>"»'
"'t'.^r' '"'f^?

.inne 10: Sp p .W2; Dr. p. 6M; Oaz. vol. 134. p. l3»5.No ««»,:«.• . Jane 2: t^p

No. <«0.il«i5

1119.

L*'t*-h. C , a...s ifuor ..f t-relve t ^.-nt y-fl tft. to C V M'"' ''^ "" ' '

«>2 2. Ian->.i<): Hp p ri2oT. I>r T 134« ,*/. vol 134 P^^'*-

I atU J I. *.s«iKnor to I^tt* A Martin I'liinp ( <>
.
llirkory. N (

n u'::! l>r pp. 271-2. i/ar vol l.i4. p 1249

I.Htta A Martin I'amp Co. (See LAtta. 1,1.. a.--.iKD"r.)

[t^^ W ;. N^ Vorts rXplvir* ^nrfa.. pa,.r to oorn.KHted paclnng-Wnl.. No. »!.«»: June 23; Sp. p. 4S52; Ur p.
.,...

/''.''''
"m'-^-.'S N V ,.,.,Knor„.Ma^.Sl.aton Pattern Company. UarnK-nt-pattem. No. »1.9»; June30: Sp. p. 5«10; Ur. p.

, ,::;ii:.r;nu'h"l l'' l^l^lfJax 1-. W..P-10 . So *.. .7C J.ine :«.; Sp. p. .a5H; Dr. p. 1347; «a.. vol 134; p. 2.«8.

V^San/h^ K'*rsli;nor\o W.?n:'K;. ,n, Co.np.nv C.l,.aK., M, Mounting for el^.^rUal apparatu. No. ««,lt^, J.me»; 8p. p.

rtkn*) l>r p IWU. iJaz vol l;i4; p 21.t2.

Lawler i I Mount \>mon. N V Heating system

I H*ren<-e K M Portland. Me. Makmg inol<l.«

I'lrr. "and ^ '

waiL'elL En*»" Burner for o.l-lamp.. So. m:^: June 23; 8p. p. 4213; Dr. p. m, «... vol. 134; p
1S24.

l'*'*r„" ,
.,\:r: cltTs 'l

"
als^or to rmon Sw.Uh A S-^nal Company, SwU-vale. Pa. Signaling .y.tem for railway. No

«fl'.4rtt l,m.'2 .-^p p'574. Ur. p. 134; <Jaz vol 1«. P "*«
, v , s;

- — . .-^

LavfieW.' J Vancouver, British ^oJuml-ta. Canada U.x^flng-l.rHoket. N

P I"* ,, _ vv~r,„h \;n xxo >44 June 2 So p H»l . l>r p 23; Gaz. vol. 134; p
I.a^Tie M.K.&ndS. S Hall. Houston, Tex ^J.rench. ->^" ^^--TI

,^ ' s,, p ur2 Dr pp 2:v 4. (la/ vol 1,'«4

ly^ M. K.. and S. N. Hall. Houston, Tex VJ
r«nch. No. ^J45. June .. > p. - 1 ^.^ ^.^^, ,,„

Layne M. E . and S S. Hall, Houston. Tex ^."""^ih
,,,^°,- ^--,1^ ^T *»4:' ^r p Kt^-V

'
ia/. vol !:<4; p KMl).

Lel.arh. H i S<* Knoevenagvl and Let>a«h
,, „ „ ,, ^alk near Cologne, C-ermanv Ticket printing and re+jislenng apparatus.

Lel^is M ,
assignor to KBgina Ma.sohinenfat-nk. U M B H ,*^*l\'

"f^'
"" K" • -

l^.».is. », i^
_ "T. ... ,,^ -.,.., ...I i-u r, l44f)

Damper for thr upiH-r ti.irn.on..,, of

Rotary engine. No >«9,247. June 2;

No W..ftM.V June 2, Sp p. 1000: Dr. p. 231: Cat. vol. 134;

U7t>; Dr ^ m. Oat. vol. 134;

1075.

. p. 1075.

. 1075.

t.|.arh. H i Se<> Knoevenagvi ana i.eoa*n
,, w o ir Kalk near Cologne, C.ermanv

Bl^-is M ,
assignor to KBgina Ma.sohinenfat-nk. U M B H ,*^*l\'

"f^'
"" ^"

Iteniatinkf el.- trie .urrents No^ **'£ ^ 'JTnd M<^^,fLturt^^ Companv, ColumhuH. Ohio, 1

-hiier, KM. a^umor to ( om-entric Kngine and Manuiatiunng > umvo^i) .

Let
alt

l.er

.^p, p. Hio. Dr jip
^ " \V., Weuona

Caz vol i:i4 p. li)7H

111. Wheel-rejamer and attachment-support
Lechner, K

l5i',\"m trustee. (See Ppa.*e. K -^^ *»•"«""^ \^ ^, ,„_ ., ^,, p i„r2 Dr p 231 (iaz vol 134: p. 1219.

I^ H N Edghaston. Birmingham, assignor of on.-half to 11 Lawrence, mnmn«nai

L^^^ t^,l^^^ !::«.? 'l^^.^^jfn^^te,^c^^o H.1.4.4, June 23: Sp. p. 4««2; Dr p. 1010; da. vol. 134; p 1896.

l.eirer L 'i Coiogne-I.indenthal. Cremimiy
t'2fi(). Dr p i:»47. ila/.. vol 1.14, VJ^^-^>-!?iSK.E '^:?v w^^s;,^;j,,««.. - p,,-: VS.S! ir^'^.-' -.

No syi.iMt). luiie.M* Sp. p .Vil2 Dr p 1210: dat. vol. 134: p. 2079.
It IZIU. Vint. » v*»- »w-". K' "^

. 1 *

.Ta M:m.fac;urr^a.mp;:nV:incor^.rate.l, HicU.ond. Va Stationary e,ertor-ventd»tor.

I Keiasue

It ( ,)|ogn<»-l.in<ienumi. 'r^iuw.' "•""i ,j w ^„

l>..+cer. \ <) .
assignor of one-half to I M. Collins. Springfield. Ma.ss

H»i7. daz. vol \M. p I'Ml ami mi Iiine<f So o 2B5«* I>r p 5h7. liar, vol 1.?4: p 1514.

l^hinan, B N., Salt Lake City. UUh V, renrh No, *«>"••J 'i",t,V^,P„T\^ p 07 Dr. p 2h. "iax vol i:J4: p. ur7t,

I'elllll^n S. .v.; Fort Wayne. Ind
•-'«''«:-f''JF,^'' ^^.'"pJ^.Tn? «^^^^ N° «fM..5i;^h}^2:;: S^. p 4H(r7. Dr. p lo:**, -ar, vol. l.M. p.

Uhmaan. E P. Brandennurg-on-lhe-Uavel. (.ennanv t acKing <«..^.

1918.

I^hmarm, J (Se^ Kohler and l^ehmanp

lehmann, L \ Corona. S V DimiHng-hucket

l>»it<h V ' assignor to \ irgima Blow*»r A Manu

;lh^^pS;i:..tLJi,^i^^fo';l^Ll•?ro^^l^.rDet.nn.^^

j;^h^^ ^nng'n^id.^iJ'as^^^ a.^s,S'.r to Metal Pr.^s Companv. New York, N. V Apparatus for .rating t.n-<.rap.

J^ne ^C Srl p. 4«>4. Dr u 1011. *'--,-•', "i^^ '**,hinerv ( ompanv, Boston. Ma.« Protec-t.ve slug. No. «*.3«3: June 2: Sp. p.

Leland - D VVini heater, assignor to I nited Shoe Ma* ninerx » ompauj ,

,^.> 'II ^nd .l""B^'i-.. l>-r Mass assignors to denera, Elo,.,n.. Company

No\H.\.-t. lunel... sp p J'«4; Dr |. uS4. d../ vol l.U: p 1

vm,

LeoDMfU C It Sw Kiveush and l>'oll»ird.

Lsonard', O W .Se*- Ehrhart md l>'<iiiard

n^mnrd! 11 W . Uron^ville. S V Vatoinat,. ,iilv

1,14. p l-'.'t

l^eonard M

So r2,S(B. June 2; Sp. p. 1;15h;

No. «91,48B;

Brake m«-hani«m for iie»f-proi>ellf.i vehiclea.

•tors. No. 890.144; June 9; 8p. P- »«»7; Dr. p. 421; G«. vol.

Wlllutui" and l>»<Miard

Len'h si", Canton Ohio Uake Srx'<«l<l74

(iiitr^llmg eloinc iiH

lune'.; Sp p V.M. Dr p :«»>; da* vol. \M\ p n70.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PATENTEES. XXXI

H. M., Marikuppam, India. .Vutoniatic fUtering-machlne. No. 892.275: June 30: Sp.p.fi361; Dr.pp.l347^: daz vol 1;<4: p.21W(.

LaotbMMr. F. W., Chicago, 111., asuignor to Monash-Younker Company, .\ir-valve for raalatora. No. H91,mi: June IH; Sp. p. 4011:

Dr p »«): daz. vol. 134; p. 17ti2.

Uveque. K. J , I^ead, 8. D. Amalgara-preiw No. S90.913; June 16; 8p. p. ;i491; Dr. p. 765; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1076.
" Highland Park. III. Stylus for Bound-reproducing machines. No. S90,777; June 16: Sp. p. 3233; Dr p. 707: Oaz. vol. 1.'54: p.IjBViU

i6;u.

l^evy. A
Ijevy. K
Levy,

D

Levy,

L

4214; Dr. pp. i«21 2; tJaz m-I 1.34; p. 1824.

(Jar. vol. 134: p. r2Wi.

Relrigerating apparatus. No. 889.627: June 2;

win, W. Philadelphia, I 'a

Sp p ¥*^. Dr pp 101 Ll;'

U'wls^ W . Philadelphia. Pa
Sp p 4ti72: Dr pp 1012 13

1.S4: p. 1X96.

No S91.488; June 23;

No. H91,4«(; June 23;

.'1,S9.

No, 886,854; June 2: Sp.p. 1289;

B. (See Blftoo, .1. IL. asuignor i

K., Uak Lane, Pa. AuUmiatic railwav-swiU'h. No. Wd.JWt; June 23; Sp. p
New Haven. Conn. Indicator. No. !<8<».h63: June 2: .Sp p, 12K7; Dr. p. 296

Chicago, 111., assignor to S^hwarzschild A ."^ulzlerper (O., New York! N'. Y
Sp'. p. S57. Dr. pp. 195 6; daz. vol 134: p 1197.

Levy, M. K.ftal iSe« CutI, J M, assignor, i

1^'wis, D , rt at > .See Osterhoudt. K D . assignor, i

I-ewis, F. S. (See Prouty. C. W.. assignor >

Lewis, J. F., Kansas City. Kans Railway-rail chair. No. 890.914; June 16; 8p. p. 3493: Dr. p. 765; (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 1876.

I>ew1s A Kitchen .'^e Smith. K P . assignor

Lewis, M. W . Cleveland. Ohio, assignor, l.v mesne as.sigiinienls.to Consolidated Lighting Co., Philadelphia, Pa Time lamp-lighting

mechanism. So. .HlU.lW: June :«): Sp. p. 5734. Dr. pp. 1233-4, Oaz, vol, 134; p, 2097.

1,4'wls, \V (.See I'nhor anil Lewis
L«'wis, W., Philadelphia, I'a Metal-sawing machine No.H91,4>7: June 23; Sp. p 4(>fi7: Dr p. 1011; Oaz vol

assigrx-r to Tal-or Manufacturing Com]»«ny, Camden. S J Jarring-niachine.

(iar vol l.H, p 1W7
a.ssignor to lai.or Manufacturing Comj>any. Camden. N. J Molding-machine,
dar vol \M. p 1KH7

l.ewthwaile, J , Chiddinglev, England. Turbine. No syj.-'Tti June Mi So i). 626.5, Dr. p. 1348, Oaz. vol. 134. \

Lil.ak, P , and A and P W'lnden. Madelia, Minn Milkiiig-stool So s'.iO.O^S: June 9: Sp. p 1764; Dr p. .JV^d, daz vol. 134; p. 1370.

Lihhy, H L Hoslon. Mass Car-fender So MWl..'7(l, lun.'.':{. Sp p 421^. Dr. p. »22: (Jaz. vol. l;i4; p 1K24.

Lie!),' J. A,, New York. N. Y.. assignor to American Telegraplione ( ompany. Magnet for telegraphones. No. KW.317: June 2; Sp. p.

244: Dr. p. fiO; liai. vol. l.<4. p. 1098.

Lielmram, A , Deep River. Conn New»imv>er holder and spreader No. N91.844: June 30: Sp. p. 5423: Dr p 1172 (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 2046.

Lindeman. F. J , Pittsburg, Pa. Music-leaf turner No X91.0W.: June 16; .Sp p. ,3M1: Dr. p, 840; Oaz. vol. i;?4 p. 17.^3.

Lindner, F., Chicago. 111. Devicse for holding watclies No. H<^(M4.^; June 9: Sp p. 19U3: Dr. p. 421; (iaz. vol. 134: p. \»Xi.

Lindquist, D L , Yonkers, N. Y Electromagnet So H<r.>. (»..•. lune :«), Sp. p .Vi-W: Dr. p. 1250; daz. vol. i:i4. p. 211H.

LindsHV. J . Haiku. Hawaii Ilneapplo-con'r No *t| ::^^ hm. j;( Sj. p 4MM Dr p. 10.'W. (iaz. vol. i;44. p 191R.

I.indsey, A A., trustee. (See Campliell, L. H., assignor.

Llnglev. J Peckliam, England Weather-screen for jnotor-vehicles. No. 890.667; June 16; 8p. p. 298(.: Dr pp. 654-5; Gaz. voL 134; p.

159JV'

Link, (L, rl ai. (See Foss, W', ()., assignor.!

Linotype and Machinerj- Limited. (See Holboums and I.ongliurst, assignors,)

Llnthiciun. C. M. (See Iverv and Linthicum.)
Linton. A. E., assignor of two-thirds to T. J. dilstrap and J.R, Alvey, St. Paul, Ark. Chum-motor
Dr. p. 296: (iaz. vol 1.34; p. 12(.9.

Linz»*, J. W..Jr., Boston, Mass Heinforced (wncrete const niction. No, 890,428; June 9; 8p,p,2484; Dr.p.550; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1485.

Llppold, J. W"., Milwaukee. Wis. Temporarv hinder for sh(H'-upr)ers No «<1,490: June 2:1. Sp, p. 467.5. Dr p lOPt: Oaz vol IM. p
189S.

Lip8t<omb. W. C. CrtH-kett, Tex Loading apparatus. No Wff'.dW: .hine 2: Sp. p, 1006: Dr. p. 232: (iar, vol. 134: p. 122(i.

list, (i. OfTenbach-on-tho-Main, assienor loCnemische Fabnk dnesheim-Klectron, Frankfort-on-the-Main (iermany. Brown sulfur

dye and making same. No. 8«9,'a6, June 9; Sp. p. 14'.7; Oaz vol. 134: p. 1322.

Lister, C. H. (See Mathews and Lister.

Lister, E.T. (See Tarplev and Lister i

Litchfield. E. C. (See Litchfield, H L and E C
Litchfield, H. L. and E C, assignors to Litchfield Manufacturing Company, Waterloo, Iowa. Draft-equalizer. No. 881,087; June 10;

Sp. p. :»43: Dr. p. IMU: Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 17:«

Lltchneld Manufacturing Company (See Litchfield, II. L. and E, C, assignors,)

LItt, J. (See Darling, X., aasignor.)
Little, C. H , Ilqua, Ohio Indergannent So 892,277: June 30: So p. ()266; Dr p 1348: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2180.

Little, d. M., Pittsburg. Pa., assignor to Weslinghouse Electric A Manufacturing Company. Electrode for arc-lamps. No. 8W,9;fr;

June 9: Sp. p. 1468: Dr. p. ;{33; daz vol. 134: p. 1322.

Little, R A , BulTiilo. N \ N-m-n-nUible h:.ttle No ><9I 4yi ; .lunei:*: Sp p 4(i7ii: Dr. p 1013: daz. vol \M. p ;S,S>

Little. R. H., Chicago, III, Slicing mechanism. No. 8W».9;iH: June '». Sp. p 1470: Dr. p. 333; daz, vol, 134; p. 1323.

Lix-engood, W S.. assignor to Smith A Sons Mfg. Co.. Kan.sas Citv, Mo. Road-grader. No. 890,778; June 16: Sp. p ;{2.'<4: Dr. p. 7U7;

Craz vol. 134; p. 1633.

Lix'ingston, J . h., Casey, III. Clasp. No. 890,241; June 9, Sp. p. 2106: Dr. p. 461: daz. vol. 134

Ljungstrftm, B asslgnorto .Vktiebolnget .S^'fmrator, Stockhf Im Sw<>den. Centrifugal nuichiue
\rj:i: (iaz. vol. \M. p. 1K2.S

Ljungstrfim, B., a.ssignor to Aktiebolaget Separator, Stockholm, Sweden Centrifngal machine.
1173; Oaz. vol. 1.34: p. 2047.

Lloyd. J r , NorwiKxl, Ohio ( Oik enlrator for soliitnii* N^ >>"i 4>.ij iiuii'2;!. Sp. p 4677. Dr p 10i:(, (iaz vol i:(4. p. 1«98

Ix)bdell, B S,, Chicago, III Writing or drawing pa/-ket N,, v«i.,i7> June 9. Sp.p. 1765; Dr. p. 390; daz. vol. 134: p. 1371.

I^ockwood, B. D., Indianapi>li8, Ind. lllot for locomotivt^s and the like No. S9U,d77; June 9: 8p. p. 1766; Dr. p, 391; daz. vol, 134: p.

1.371,

Loder, .1. S ,
assignor to Lod'-r Smelter and Kermer < <• K. tio. Sex r-m.-lting-furuiire So. «»I.;149. June i'(; Sp. p 4:591: Di pp

ttiS (T. (iaz vol. 134. t) 18.51

Loder Smeller and Refiner Co i S«'«' L<><ier. J S
,
a.ssigiii>r

Iw)dge A Shipley Machine Tool (ompany. (See Chard and Shipley. a.ssig(ior^. i

I^ie, 8 , Minneapolis, Minn Indepemlent-vote inwhanisni for voting-machines. .So. 89i,941, June 30; Sp. p. o61o. Dr. pp. 121{.^-ll, <iaz.

vol. 134; p. "2080.

Lo»"we. ( C , Berlin, dermanv Route-guide map So S91 .272: June 23; Sp p 4221: Dr p ir24: (iaz. vol 1.34: p. 1826.

Lombardo, M., Mason City, Iowa Banana-crate. So «««i.ti(W; June 16; Sp. p. 2988; Dr. p. 656; daz. vol. 1.34; p. 1596.

Londlck, J. H., Alma, Mich. Calipers. No. X9(),242; lune 9: Sp. p. 2107; Dr. p, 461; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1425.

Londlck, J. H., Alma. Mich. Calipers. No. 890,287: June \>: Sp p. ?220; Dr. p. 488: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1439.

Uing, J. R., Akron, Ohio. Wrench. No. 8VI0.146: JuneH, Sp. p. 19(H: Dr. p. 421: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1394.

Longanecker, S., Anderson, Ind. W rench No. 891.088: June 16, Sp p. 3844; Dr p. 840: Oaz. vol. 134; p
Longhurst, FI. .V. (See Holboums and I.onghursl.i
lAKmey. R. T., Hancock, Mich. Dumping push-car. So 891.<*42. June 30. Sp. p 5620: Dr pp. 1211 12: (iaz. \-oL 134: p. 208ti.

Lorain Steel Company. (.See McFeaters, (i. H., assignor.)
Lord. C. E , an<l W H. I 'o well. Norwooil, i ihio. assignors to Bullock Kl>'ftne Ma nufju-turing Company. Clamping means foreort'-|>lates

of dvnamo-eltflric machines. No H«l.-27,(, Junej:t: Sp p 422;(: I'r p v*J4. (iaz. vol. 134: p. 1825.
'

Lorenz, W. .\., ei al (S»<e Merritt, J., assignor.
Loronz, W. A,, Hartford, Coiui., assignor of one-haUtoBee<h-Sut Pa< king (ompany, Canajoharie.N.Y,, and one-fourth to W H, Honias.
Hartford, Corm. Hermetic closure for n>fei)ta.<le8. So. hW',.5:!1 : ,hine 2 .Sp.p.ti86: Dr. p. 157; (iaz. vol. 1.34: p.lKit.

Loss. H. V, Philadelphia as.-.ignor toC. T. Sch( fii. M'>vlnii !'ii MiehiiK' for sheanngmetal So. 891.626. J line 23: Sp. |>. 49.5>n: Dr pp.
10t>7 9: Oaz vol. l.<4; p 1941

Lott. Y. D. (See Smith and l.,ott

Louden. R B and W . Falrfleld. Iowa overtiejid switch So s,m,49:<: June il. Sp p 4«.7h, Dr. p. 1014, (.az vol. KM: p. IKiw.

Louden, W i.S«»" Lou<len, K B anii W
Louden, W., Fairfield, Iowa Door-hangur track. No. 890,243: June 9: Sp. p. 2108: Dr. p. 462; Oaz. vol, 134; p. 142ti.

Ixiughborough, L, R., Rochester, S Y. Shoe-polishing kit. No s89.,'>.32: June 2: Sp. p. »W8; Dr. p. 1.58: (iaz. vol. 1:44; p
Lovejov, \ W , Oklahoma, Okla . assignor to \ B Fontaine. FoMing combination fxiultry and merx^handise cratr.

June'SU; Sp. p (i(l.52: Dr p l:«il. liaz. vol IM. p 21.5.'

Lovelev, 1 N, l>etroit, Mich. Keiufoniiig tmr So «CH"t..'4!i lune 2. Sp p 1(W: Dr. p. A., (iaz. vol i:t4: p l()7i.

Iy<ively. C
. as.signorto V D. Papineaii, Webster. Mass Wall-plug So <<,><<i.7(l(l: June 2: .Sp. p. I()ri8 Dr p 2:t;. <

Loverldge, F. if., assignor to Western Elt<'tric Companv, ( hicago, 111. Magnet- winding machine. So. >>yo,244:

Dr. pp. 46-2-4; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1426,

lyovett. J. 8. H.. Trenton, assignor of two-thirds to T. P. I'a\ ii« .
Si wark. S. J. and \N W. Near, Toronto, ( anada

chine. No. 888.939; June 9; 8p. p. 1472; Dr.pp. 333 4: daz. vol. 134. p, 1323.

1425.

891,271.No 891,271. .lune 23; Sp.p. 4219; Dr. p.

No. 891.84.5: June :«i: Sp. p. 5425; Dr. p.

1734,

. 1167.

So ,H!r2,l«8;

az \ol IM. p 12-JU.

'line 9; 8p. p 2110;

Hose-making ma-
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"
7. L^.t^T pPfcvM Newark N. J., mnd W. W . N^r, Toronto. Can»d». Feeding im^hanism

for tioSH-nmkine m*rhiiw»» ^" l****^ v '^i ,^ ?une U. Sp P .-«* I'r p. 'vV.. ' «/ vol IM; p. 159^

1:^- ^ ^ '4:rv'.7. X V l."X^n.«.'d.;^:^t.r 'r;.l;.n.^ a'dv^ni^ no ««..,47; Jun. 9; 8p. p. 1906. Dr. pp. 121-2.

, <l*^^^v'"v^ian;?^.,Ma^Uob.,<•an«U V.iv. S,. ^9MU June9: 8p. p. 1477; Dr. p. 335; Oax. voL 134: p. 1324.

to:;;^^'^ ^!3;u,, .^g.il;:l" ^.^f^^^ -nu,.tu,. o, .opp^r. ro. .op,.Hn. U.n^.. ... no. «...«.: ...... ... Sp
p.

rt().V4 I)r DV !«>-':!. <'>iz vol. 1*4: p .»1W. „ , ....

!:£^. 'Hj;rIrr^T:a^^o;'cJlr^":;^.;.i a. Kyemasa^,. No. «,.779: ,,a„e !•; 8p. p. ^; Dr. p. 70«; U^. vol. .34.

LowresOptiCHlCo u*^ JiO'^re?' ^- ^
-f**'P"L,', -04 , .^, ^ n 4.W1: I'r p inM. (..i/ vol l.M, (.

IHWH.
-«a7M- I,in#» 2-
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1 uokpv I ' .*a8.(morof ont-thinl toK Kt^a.MfXHi n,iv I. f

I'XJ^on TV^1.1^U^. MIC. .Va.cl.n.nttor.,n.n. No SS..702: .n,„.2; Sp. p. lOU
.

.>r p.2:«; O.. vo, ... p...

I'lind M .-^ee Fox and Lund. ^ ..^ umx -n< innn ' >^i> i) HH.' Dr pp 2XV-4: Oae. vol. 134; p. l^i.

in ;, 4,^1 I.r pp U.U 1.5: -laz vol 1.54, P 1***
^ , ^ ..^ ^ ,j... ,,._ ,^. gp p 3238; Dr, p. 708; Oft*, vol. 134: p l;«4.

t*,^ J r^Z^'^r c,......o.r ,0, .„.o»..,c .r.,„...op.. .So, «>,070: Ju,» .«: Sp, p, ^O: Dr. p, m: «.. vC. .«: p,

til^K;:^r^i.^.vr••^:/s^•^-.?;:^:^^^fp,v.rvS',^'?«^.r'--'••'

si- J^'i^»^r^.o 1^.^^Jn;i;^^ No.^.533; .an.2; 8p.p.««: Dr.p.l«; 0..^o.. 134; p.

S:!?^;w.U K ^ ^;^;;;,;^^;r":^S^;ri.ur., funnel.and mt.r. No. 892,000: ,,u.. :«. .p. P- ^737: Dr p. .23.: ..ax. vol. .3.: p.

• '%'^^''-'^ ' "*
•

, ,,„ „. ^ p,„„,n Tonopah N.v .harge-.uppUIn, m.an»tor .n..rn.^^omi>u.Uon.n-

^-'^-^^S^-^v''^^rn^^?''p"i^^^rp.'^:^^^^^^^^^^^ ,,,,, ,. VUm, de^-^oe. No*l,«27:....n..23;Bp.p.

MrtrlC.'nri.' 'i V\ . Ben .Won. a^si^or to Hiitl.T Manuiariiiniiic t

, . v, , m„

,SeaS<hn<*n»u-h. n. A . assiKPor.)
, ,3^ p. no.'. __

:ehv^'iShhi^:. «.,,:.,... ™.P....K- ,... -—^rzr:
''rp'^'p T:»>-; l.r p tlfi^ ^iaz. vol LM. p U>»

^ ^.^ ^, c ,„np*nv. New VorW. N V Ku-1-pump for ,nt.mal^x«n-

itnbufltion engines.

VC^Xl^-T" !>:. .;^ig.u:r to A.nerran f>..^l ^-.g.- f<'nrpans. N-w ^or.. >. r. ...... .

t)r p v><i: r,^i vol i:h: p 14H.S
«<«, -wi luiu- 1>; -ip v vj*i; l>r p :i»<: '«' vol

1
i4: p IMV

Mam K K ( olun.N... Ohio, U ritn.*c-nuuh,n«. N" >*V.',«»>. Ime_^«^ 1

|^ i,^ .-^.k. ^inz vol I.M. p U«

1 iiix.
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Marazzani, S .\., Palermo. lUly. Ring of removable mail-cover for pneumatic tires. No. 891.567; June 23; Sp. p. 4814; Dr. p. 1030;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1919.

M»rble, W. L., Gladstone, Mich. Compound tool. No. S90,150; June 9; Sp. p. 1916; Dr. p. 423; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1395.

Mardorf A. E.. Denver. Colo. Bnttle-stopoer. No. S90.52:?: June S: Sp. p. 2fi«): Dr. p. .5S7; 0%t.. vol. 134; p. 1514.

Margolls, H.. Chicago. III. Check-operated feeder for vending-maohlnea and the like. No. 889,82?!: June 2; Sp. p. 859; Dr. p. W6; Oat.
vol. lU; p. 11<»<.

Marion Steam Shovel Companv. (See King, G. W., assignor.")

MarJenhofI, A. J. R., Charleston. S. C. Rail cleaning and scraping device. No. 892,172; June 30; Sp. p. 60G3; Dr p. 1304; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 2164.

Markey. VV. A.. Moundsvllle. W. Va. Hinge. No. f89.79S; June 2; Sp. p. 1181: Dr. p. 273; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1251.

Markh-»m, W D, assignor of one-half to J. J. Slack, Friar I'oint. Miss. Tire-shrinker. No. 890,587; June 9; Sp p. 2801; Dr.p.617; Gar.
vol. 134; p. 1537. _

Markley. J. H., Peoria, III. Signal-tower. No. 890.916; June 16; Sp. p. 3496; Dr. pp. 766-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1677.

Markoe. J. A.. White Hear. Minn. Knvelo;>-senling mschine. No. s91,277; June 23; Sp. p. 4233; Dr. p. 927; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1827.

Marquette Piano Company, (i^ee Larson and Ostergren, assignors.)

Marr, A., InvercargiU, New Zealand. Curtain-pole. No. 889,473; June 2: Sp. p. 579; Dr. p. 135; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1149.

Marr, A. W., Hamilton, Ohio, assignor to Hemng-ilall-Mars'in Safe Company, .New York, N. Y. Safe, vault, Ac. No. 891,275; June
23; .Sp. p. 4228: Dr. pp. 92.'>-0; Oai. vol. 134; p. 1«2«.

_ ,^ , ^, , ^
Marr. A. w .. Hamilton. Ohio, assignor to Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Company. New York, N. Y. Safe, vault, Ac. No. 891,2rB; June

23; Sp. p. 4229; Dr. pp. 92H-7; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p 182r..

Marr, C. H., Los Angeles, Cal. Newspaper-vending machine. No. 886.384; June 2; Sp. p. 387; Dr. p. 91; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1119.

Mars, T. H., Chicago, 111. Orop-trolley. No. 892,279; June 30; Sp. p. 02i.9: Dr. pp. 1349-50; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2190.

Marsh, H. S. (See OBrvan, F. L., assignor.)
Marsh, W. F., Malaga, N'. J. Ho«i. No. 890,991; June 16; Sp. p. 3681; Dr. p. 802; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1703.

Marsh. W. W. n^f II irWett iind Morgin, a.ssignors.)

Marsh, W. W. (.S*^ Morictn. T, U',. Hsxitruor, >

Marshall, C. E., l>-stershln>, N. Y. Power mechanism. No. ,889,318; June 2; Sp. p. 246; Dr. p. 6f); Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1098.

Marshall, C. E , l.estersl.lre, as.slgnor to Empire Motor & Machine Company, Balnbridge, N. Y. Rotary fluid-motor. No. 891346;

June 30: 8p. p. .>(2>.: Dr. p. 117,3: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 2047.

Marshall Etoctric Manufacturing ( ompany. (See Raicbe, A., assignor.)

Marshall, F. J. (See Weaver, I. .\.. assignor.)
Marshal, G , Fremont, Nel.r Mi'hlne for lo:idin« shocks into wagons. No. 890,151; June 9; Sp.p. 1917; Dr. p. 423: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1395.

Marshiill. W. J ., assignor to himself, I. M. Bird. New York.and F. E. Rowland. Brooklyn, N. Y. Perfumed starch and making the same.
No. 890,.'>24; June 9; So. p. 2661: Gaz t-ol. 1,34: p. 1515.

Martin. A., assignor to C. A. Frymlre, Lancaster, Nebr. Stopper for washliowls. No. 891,804; June 23; Sp. p. 5326; Dr. p. 1153; Gaz.

vol. 134: p. 2003.

Martin, E. B., Tekamah, Nebr. Nut-lock. No. 889,319; June 2; Sp. p. 248; Dr. p. 60; Gae. vol. 134; p. 1098.

Martin, G. H. (See Chittenden, W. R., assignor.)
Martin, H. H,, Man-ville. .Mo .Stop-cook. No. «'»0,S.11: Jime9: Sp p. 2489: Dr. p. .551; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1486.

Martin, H. W , llloh, N Y. Collapsible joint. No. 891,278; June Zi: Sp p. 423»i; Dr. p. 927; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1827.

Martin. 11. W. Ctiea, N. Y. Fire-plug and collapsit'le joint. No. K91,27fl: .lune23; Sp. p. 4238; Dr. p. 928: Gaz. vol.

Sounding device.

134; p. 1828.

No. 889,385; June 2; Sp. p. 389; Dr. pp. 91-2; Oae.Martin. J. V., assignor of one-half to C. Ellet. Seattle, Wash.
vol. 134: p. 1120.

Martin, R. L., Ocala. Fla. Current-motor. No. 890.676; June 16; Sp. p. 3002; Dr. p. 650; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1509.

Martin, V., HopkinsvlUe. Kv. Running-gear for vehicles. No. 8WI.251; June 2; Sp. p. Ill; Dr. p. 26: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1074.

Martin, W.. Perr\-, Okla. I'lizzle. No. 890,677; Juno 16; Sp. p. 300.S: Dr. p. 660; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1599.

Martini, D.. Ix)nion, F'.ngland. Treating cold crude petroleum or distillate thereof to obtain an explosive mlxttire for internal-com-

bustion engines. No. 892,378; June 30; Sp. p. 1449; Dr. p. 1391; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2221,

Mary, F. L., t'hehalis. Wa-sh. Cr.ite. .No. s00..i2.i: June 9: Sp. p, 2(<i2: Dr. pp. 587-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1515.

Mascord. O. W. London, England. Generation and transmission of motive power. No. 891.350; June 23: Sp. p. 4392; Dr. p. 956; Gaz.

vol. 134; p. 1851.

Maskrey, A. J., Chester, W. Va. Catcher for metal plates. No. 88!t,629; June 2; Sp. p. 860: Dr. pp. 19&-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1198.

Ma.son, A. J., et'il. (.Sw McKee, A. <'•.. assiirior i

Mason, F. C, and J. W.Shanahan, assignors to BissellCarpet Pweerer Company, Grand Rapid8,Mich. Ball-baaring. No.891,»43; June
30; 8p. p. i623; Dr. p. 1212; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2080.

Mason, (i. M., I'errv, Iowa. Tool for constmcting and repairing wire-fences. No. 890,152; June 9; Sp. p, 1919; Dr.p. 424; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. i:«tt.

Mason. H. M., Oakland. Cal. Bridle-bit. No. 891,089; June 16; Sp. p. 3846; Dr. p. 841; Gas. vol. 134; p. 1734.

Mason. T. (.-^iee-Iohnson, T.. assignor.*

Maaaey, C. F., Chicago. III. Batterv-well. No. 891.944: June 30; Sp. p. 6( 24; Dr. p. 1212; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2081.

Masson.J.R., Wanlong,\'lctoria, .\iistralia. Wet process of recovering antimony in a pure state from ores, concent rate.s. tailings, and
slimes containing it. No. 8»0.4,<2; June 9; Sp. p. 2491: Gae. vol. 134; p. 1486.

Mastlck. 8. C. (See Ashley. R. W., assignor.)
Mastin, J. G., Chicagi, lU Fire-extinguisher. No. S90.1.53; June 9; Sp. p. 1921; Dr. p. 424; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1396.

Mastin. J. G., Chicago. 111. Fire-extinguisher. No. ,S9«,1.'>4: June 9: Sp. p. 1922; Dr. p. 424: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. l."«H).

Mastin. J. G. Ch*c<g I. 111. Fire-ettlneuisher. No. SOO.I.V.: Ju'ie 9: So o 10->4: Dr. p 424; Giz. vol KM: p 1.197.

Masurel-Leclerrq. G.. Roubaix, France. Sizing-machine. No. 890,782; June 16; Sp. p, 3241; Dr. pp. 708-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1634.

Mathews Gravltv Carrier Company. (See Mathews snd Lister, assignors.)

Mathews, R. P. ."and C. H. Lister, assignors to Mathews Gravity Carrier Company. St. Paul. Minn. Gravity-carrier. No. 890.917;

Jime 16; Sp. p. 3501; Dr. p. 767; Cfaz. vol. 134; n. 1677.

Mathis, J. M.. and K. M. Staggs, .Sterilng City. Tex. Lock-nut. No. 889,705; Juue 2; Sp. p. 1016; Dr. p. 235; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1222.

Mathy, J. (.See Waters. J. .\.. assignor.) ^
Matthews, F. I., assignor to OakUnd Stamp MiU Co., Oakland, Cal. Stamp-miU. No. 881,497; June 23; Sp. p. 4687; Dr. p. 1015; Gaz.

vol, 1,14; p. 1900.

Matthews, F. W. (See Phllpot and Matthews.)
Matthews, J. H. (See Mues and Matthews.)
Matthias. W. C, assignor to o .M v\ em J, Reading, Pa. Sewage-disposal apparatus. No. 890,413; June 9; Sp. p. 2491; Dr. pp. 561-2;

Giz. vol, 134: n. 14*1.

Mattman, K . Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers Company and Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Dynamo- electric

machine. No. .S91.H47: .l.me.30: Sp. p. ,'>428: Dr. p. 1173: Gaz. vol. i.34; p. 2047.

Mauger, 8. W., Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to G«neral Klectrc Company. Switching clictnc currents. No. 800,783; June 16; 8p.

p. 3243; Dr. pp. 709-10; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1635.

Mauldin, J. II , Falkner. Mis.s. Fender. No. 892.280: June 30; Sp. p. 6273; Dr. p. 1350; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 2190.

Maurer, E.. New York, NY FoK-p<>netrating light. No. s91..'i.Vi; June 23: Sp. p. 4.S15: Dr. p. 10.W; Gar. vol. 134: p. 1919.

Maurer, J. E., assignorof two-thirds to J. A.Craig, Johnsonhurg, Pa. Packing-box for parer-Leaters. No.891,84S; June30:Sp. p. 5429;

Dr. p. 1174: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 2048.

Maxwell, L. H.. New Britain, Conn, Boot-calk. No. 892.173; June 30; Sp. p. (3064; Dr. p. 1304; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2154.

May Manton Pattern Company. (See Laub, G. M., assignor.)
Mayherry, U O.. assignor of one-fourth to J. Jenkins. Lexington, Okla. Rotary engine. No. 890,918; June 16; Sp. p. 3503; Dr. p.

767; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1677.

Maver, A. T.. St. Lo lis. Mo. Davenport-»>e<i. No. 891,.1S1: June '23: Sp. p. 4.39:<: Dr. pp. 9.V.-7: Car. vol. 134: p. 18.51.

Mayer, C. G., Hazleton, Pa. Rotary motor. No. 889.944: June 9; So. p. 1484; Dr. pp. .3,36-7 Ga^. vol. 1,34; p. 132.5.

Mayer, J. T.. as^l^nor to J. A C. Fischer. New York, N. Y. Operating connection for podal-hiding panels. No. 890 678; Juno 16; Sp.
p'. ;«»6; Dr p. litiO: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1599.

Mayer, M.. New York. N Y. Card-holder. No. 892,174; June 30; Sp. p. WS; Dr. p. 1304; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 21.54,

Mavo, B. F., Salem, Mass., assiirnor to United Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J. Top lift. No. 890,434; June 9; 8p p. 2495;

Dr. p. .V.2; Gaz. vol, 134: p. 14.S7.

Mrtvtii^j, F. L. (Se*" Snvder. H. F., assignor.)
.M'-MltUer. G. R.. Rorh-'-^ter. N Y. SMsaors. No. 890,687; June 16; 8p. p. 3022; Dr. p. 663; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1602.

Mc\lllst*'r. F. R. (Sec Turner. T , assizor.)
McArthur. F., Montre^il, Quel e<- C.mHda. Feeding-trough. No. 892,071; June .30; Sp. p. .««i2; Dr. p. 1262: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2120.

McBride. S., Louisyil|.>. Kv. Spool-hold.r. No. 890,688; June 16; Sp. p. 3024; Dr. p. 6«'>4: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1603.

McCabe. J., Mlnnearvilis, Minn. LoHiin? apparatus. No. 891.183; .June K^: Sp p 4011: Dr. p 881; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1763.

MoCabe, W. L., Seattle, Wash, rmivevor. No. 890,f^: June 16; Sp. p. 302."); Dr, j>p iif>4 .'<: Gaz vol. 134; P. ]»n3.

McCallum, O. L., Newerf, Pa. Sliding-<loor fastener. No, 890,690; Tune 16; 8p. p 3031: Dr. pp. 665-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1^03.
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«»> 711; Jiinp 2; Sp. p. 1025: Dr. p. 237: Oa«. vol. 134: p. 1223.
* ' "^ — No. Sfc.OOl; JuneSO; 8p. p. 6740; Dr.

McCann, C. E. S.. JohannesbiirK. ami R. Cd^mn, Belfa«t. Transvaal. Means for testing wires or wire ropes. No 880,085; June 9; Sp. p

.

1778; Dr. p. 393: (la/, vol l.H; p 157"..

McCarthv. .» . I'lalnfleM. N ./ LHthf-.ine; No.
, .. .

Ml t arty. U.. I.elanon, Pa., us.sijimr to St* fvtr Foundry & jfanut.icturing ("onipany. Chuck.

McCarty. K . i.ebanon, and > . S. OipIp. Nfynfttown. Pa . a.viicnoni to Stoever Foundry A Manufacturing Tompany. Tool-rtand. No.

«02,(KrJ: .June.V): .Sn. p ,i742: Dr. P. i:.:7.'i; (;»i7 vol KM: p. 2IW. _„ ^ . ^ , ,,, ,.....,

Mi-(au2hpv. I. B. PawtK-kot R I D iir,ror-r'>s'il ttor No. 890.2*4; June 9; Sp. p. 223fi; Dr. p. 491; Oai. vol. 134; P. H4?

Metaiiffv. K . Minneapolis. Mmn. as.s,K:inri.f o.i.- iHif to W. T. .Mc.' luley, Osgoode. Canada. Flax-pulUng machine. No. M«l,.»».i; lune

23; Sp.p. 441H; Dr. pp. 9iil-2; r,a/.. vol. ll4. p. lh5o.

Mci'atiUv. W. T -J*"* Mrtniilfv K flssififior. 1 „^ „.^ , ,„ ^ t^,,,

MiCUin. F I. . assignor to Amerif-an PadjA Textile Company. Onenfield, Ohio. nor!«e-pad hook. No. 892.072; June 30; Sp. p. 5N««.

I)r. P. 1212: tla^. vol. l.'M; p. 2120.

Mc(lav»-Hrool{.«i Company. S*v McTlavpJ W. a.^.slgnor. * „^ „ , „ o ,«». r»
.Mi-< lavf, VV . assignor t'> McClavi-HnKii.* Company. Scranton. P.i. Pre««ur*^govemor. No. 888,712; June 2; Sp. p. 1027; ur. pp.

M.Vlavp.w'.. assignor to Mc<"lav.-Hrook9(om!Minv .v.ranton, p,i niow.T. No. 889.713; June 2; Sp.p. 1031; Dr. p. 238; Oai. vol. 134;

.Mf('-Iln'tock, C r* . Clovplan-l, Ohio, oilirif Ipvhp No syo.i.'*!; June 16; Sp. p. 3033: Dr. p. Gfi«: Oa*. vol. 134; p. 1604.

MiCloskiv \. ( oiiipanv. C iSop (ioiild. .M.. a.sMgiior

MK'lufp. W. .•^«' (;izln')ky and McClunvi
.Mi<'lii«ti(v. I .S«H> Stpw.'t'rt. MiHlii.strrv. and Ktid.i

Mrt Oi.Tiuin i \ ,( urTisvillf Mich Nos.j-l.tfi; No 891.716: June -23: Sp. p. 5149; Dr. p. 1112; Oat. vol_J34; p. 1972.

.M((<.lium. J II K .
Toronto. Ontario. Canada .Vtitomatic car-li.-altp. No. 891.M7; Jun« 30; Sp. p. 5633; Dr. p. 1214; Oa*. vol. 134;

McCombs. H W , Worresier. M>i*<* Cvlii»lpr-rrlipf valve. No. <«t>.f.92: June 16; Sp. p. 3035; Dr. p. 66«; Om. vol. 134; p. 1»;04.

McConnell. O. B. Houston. Pa. < nit»h No. SX9..S4!; iww 2: Sp. p. 700; Dr. p. 161; Oar., vol. 134; p. 1108.

McCord, J.B. (Sp.- M(< ord. R L and i B

McCord! r' L.. Lakpiitv. Iowa, an.l I H Mci'ord Durt.nn Nntal Combined cot and bath-tub. No. 888,324; June 2; Sp. p. 255; Dr.

p. «2: Oar. vol. 134; p. lUX). _ ^ „ . ,„.. ,,„..
McConnIck, C. M., La Junta, Colo iJcpt-UarvpstPr No S9i.is4. lime 1«: Sp. p. 4021; Dr. p. S81; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1764.

McCov \. o Vprsaillps, 111. Rarrpl-shrlf. No **<t,»w:i; liinpl'i. St), p .«V4<i, l)r p ii»',7; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1604.

McCov,' E, Oi'troit, Miph. Liit.rcator So. >«<),-s7, lunc P; Sp. r . 32.')1; Dr. p 711; Oaz. vol. 134; p. Ift3«. .^ ^ , ,«.
McCov, E. assignor to Ppnberthv InjPCtorCo., Dptroit Mich. Lubricator. No. 890,295; June 9; Sp. p. 2238; Dr. p. 482; Gas. vol. 134;

p. 1443.

McCrearv. J. .A. (S«« Mitchpll and MpCr.-ary.t ^ ^ , ,,^
McPonaid. I IV. Na.shvillp. T.-nn. Butt.*) or badge. No. 889.714. June 2; Sp. p. 1034; Dr. p. 230; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1225.

MrDowplI H PhilH.lelphia Pa. Bobbin-framp No. S8!,lS.'i; Jnnr 16; Sp. p. 4023; Dr. p. 881; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1-61.

.M(Kp:itprs, i; H , Johnstown. Pa . assignor to Lorain Steel Com;>any. Contact-box for electric railways. No. «90,»«i».; June 16;

Sp. p. JJT.. Dr j)p. 744- -i; Cat., vol. I.i4. p. IMU.

Mcii.Hhan V L , St Louis, Mo Snuitiiig ores No. «91.ti3f); June -.3; Sn. p. 4a6»t: Dr. pp- 1071-2: Gax. vol. 1,34; p. 194.1

McGee. J. J., assignor of ont-half to \ P S Geoghegan, New York, N. Y. Piston-packing for steam-enginea. No. 831,220; June

Ifi; Sp. p. 41()»;; Dr. p.9<)l: Gaz. vol. \.H p. !77t).

McGehet'. C J . '-f ai .Spp Mciihip. W .
asfigiior

, „ „. v .. . vt ^, -i- i „„
Mccihle, W . assignor of two-thirds to ( 1 McGehe.'. Live Oak, and O. B. Burroughs. Monticello, Fla. Nut-loc-k. No. 881. <1.; June

23: Sp' p .M.V): l)r p 1 Ibt; Gaz vol i;«. p 1!C-'
, ^, ^ , ,^. ,»w

Mc<;ill G \V . Rivprdalp. N. V Button vv\ button-fastining No. «9?.003: June 30; Sp. p. 5744; Dr. p. 1275; Gat. vol. 134; p. 2099

McGinley, D. J., and W. E. Bonar, Gvpau»i, Colo Barrel tap and faucet. No. 889.9.52; June 9; Sp. p. 1499; Dr. p. 340; Gar. vol. 134;

p. 1327.

M<<'.inn. F. P. i.'U*' f)Bnpn. .V .
as.sjgnor.

.,, ., , .... .......

Miibn-nev S T Columbus. Ind Pool-i-all rack. No xy2.2*»i 'uiu' .id; Sp p i>2J<. ; Dr. p. 13.Vt; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2193.

MiGowan. H F, , aii.l K K Kllsworlh. Nnw York. N V. Coml)in -d .Jectric servk-e cut-out and meter-board. .No. 891.561; June 23;

8p. p. 4.mH, Dr pp 1040-1: Gaz. vol \M\ p 1920

McGranahan, >.. H lU. See Paar, IL, a-sslgnor.

McGrath, J. K .
r/ fj/. . .See Eichmuller. R., assignor '

, . ... ,,„-
McGuir^. K. VV . Richmond, Ind. Lawn-mower. No. 890,998: June 16; Sp. p. 3680; Dr. p. S04; Oar. voL 134; p. l.Cto.

McHardy, R II, London, England. Pnjumatic for keyboarl masical Instnunenta. No. 880,084; June 16; 8p. p. 3041; Dr. p. 00/

,

M' Hugh. A L . Cinciniuiti, Ohio, a.s.sigiiorio Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Speed-llmltlng device. No. 891.282; June 23;

Sp. p. 4244: Dr p 'f-N. ir.-iz. vol i:t4; p 1.VJ9 .„...., ^ a ^..cu
McHugh. .1 J , Calgarv, Alt»>rta Canada, anrl A. Wadnian. I.pw. -, Kngland. Temporary cattlp-«taU. No.892.3Nl; Jime30; 8p.p.64.W;

Dr. p 1392; Gaz vol \M. p. 2222 _ . . ^ , ,„. ..««
Mclntire. J. E., Columbus, Ohio. .Kcetvl*e-gas generator No. ,xy«i.439; June 9; Sp. p. 2.VK; Dr. p. 554; Gax. vo!. 134; P- 1 488.

Mcintosh, J. D. .Vl.^tand^a. Ontario, Catada. Ball-f>earing vehicle-axle. No. 891,092; June 16; 8p. p. 3851; Dr. p. 842; Oa*. vol.

M In'tvre.'u D Bucklin, Kans. O'tcillaCing win.i-motor. No. *«iu,440: June 9; 8p. p. 2506; Dr. p. .S54; QAt. vol. 134: p. 1488.

Melntyre, J., Jersey City. N. J. RuhmkortT coil. ' Reissue). No I2,«0o: June 2; Sp. p. 1366; Dr. p. 310; Gai. vol. 134; p. 1282.

Mihuvw, J., assignor to J. E. Melntyre. 'Boston. Ma.ss V.hiclp-wheel. No. .S92.291; June 30; 8p. p. ti290; Dr. p. 1354; Gat. vol. 134;

p, 2\94.

Mrlntvre. J.E .See Melntyre. J. assignor.^ ^^ „ „ , ,„. o.<v,
McKaii; E T , Chicaga III Powpr-tran.srnitter No W2.i)7;v June 30; Sp. p. 5864; Dr. pp. 1262-3; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2120.

McKav T r Vtlanta, Ga. Tnink. No >*9,253; Junp 2. Sp p. 11,1; Dr. p. 27; Oat. vol. 134: p. 1074.

.McKeiiii. '
( Ivanhoe. okia. Fniit-jar tlosure. No '«»i.it,4: .Iiine'i; Sp. n. 1946; Dr. p. 419; C,ar. vol. 134^ p. im

MiKLee, V < Ipvpian i. Ohio, assignor of one-half to K K. Hoover and .\. J. Maaon, Chicago, lU. Charging device for blast-funiacea.

'«jo,7ss. June IH; Sp p si^; Dr p. 711; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1637.
No. S9I) VW: lu:ip 4: Sp. p 27.S3: Ur p H(jM: Gaz. vol. 1,!4. p l.'>31

MriCenrui, C K ,
New York, N Y. Retort. No. '«J0,7ss. June IH; Sp p Xir,3: Dr p. 711; Gar. vol. 134; p. IftJ..

„-r, n
McKinnev.J. P., a.ssignor to McKinney Manufai-tunng (. ompany, Pittsi'iirg, Pa. Shelf-bracket. No. 890,369; June 9; 8p. p. 2377; Ur

p. 524; Gaz. vol 1:14; p. I4ti6.

McKianev Manufacturing Company. Se4 McKinney, J. P.. a-ssignor.

.McKinzip, J E., Winterset. Iowa. PoultP\--roost. No. siri.iKM. I iiiip .K): Sp p. 5746; Dr. p. 1276; Oai. vol. 134; p. 3099.

.Ml Klssick, A i .etal. (See McKi.ssirk. 3^. R ,
as.signor < ..-.,._. ^ r^ o .. , n^ i.

McKlssick, E R , Adei. assignor of thnM-fotirths to W L McKis.slck, w MitcheU. and A. J. Mckladck. Do Soto, Iowa. Brick-

kiln No. s91,94«'.; June 30; Sp. p. .V,32; Dr. pp. 121,V14. Gaz vol i;M. p 2ie^\.

McKi-ssick, W L.. rt al. (See McM.'urick. E R. assignor
McK.night. J. M See Beatty. O. assignor.) ^ ^,^ ^ ^,^ ^, , ,,^
McKoy E. A , New Orleans. La. Sap-re«eiving receptacle. (Reissue.) No. 12.S10; June 9; 8p. p. 2815; Dr. p. 630; Gar. vol. 134;

MoLaiighlin C. F.. Npamp. La. Recorder for measuring lunilvr No «i92.292 June .10: Sp p 6291: Dr. p. l.lVi. Gar. vol. 134; p. 2194.

McLaughlin, J C. Jersey City, N J., assignor to Cnderwfxid Typ-wntcr Company. New York. N. Y. Tyi).'-wnting machine. No.

HW'J.So.i, June 2; Sp. p. 12<)0; Dr p. 296; Caz. vol. 1,34; p. 1270. w vr
McLaughlin. I. C, Jersev City, N J., assignor to Underwoo<l Typewriter Company New York. N. Y. i vj«-wnting machine. No.

'^90.370; Junes, Sp. p. 2378; Dr. pp. .124-1; (iar. vol. 134; p. 14rt"). . v, m
MeLaugWin, I. C , lersev Citv, N J a,ssbnor to Underwoo<l Typewriter Company, New ^ ork. N i I yp«>-wnting marhme. No.

•!»0,S67; June 16. Sp. p." 3398:" Dr. p. 74.5; Gaz. vol !34; p. 16t)2.

McLaughlin. P. .\, rtai. (See Ridenour. C D., assignor.* _ ^ ^ /. i

McLaurin, R. A., MiUikenpark Scotland. Gummed paper and making the same. No. 890..570; June9: Sp p. 2756; Dr. p. »/W; (-ar vol.

134; p. 1531.

McLean. C. B.. trustee. 'See Geltr and Uosack, assignors.)

McLemum, M., Monroe, Wash. Brake m#chanism. No. 889.953; June 9; Sp. p. irar. Dr. p. 340; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1327.

McMillan, T. B , Sherry, Tex. Coupling No. f«l,7l.H, June Zi. Sp p. 51.i2. Dr p Ul.J, (Jar. vol 134. p. 19"3.
, „ o ,,,

McMorrow. P. J., aaaignor to \. Oelsel Manufacturing Company. St. Louis, Mo Knockdown stove. No. 88e4i54; June 2; Bp. p. 116,

Dr. pp. 77-S: Oar. vol. 134; p. 1078

McMvler, J., assignor to McMyler Ma
Sp.p. 4971; Dr. p. 1072; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1943

McMyW MaJaufactuiing Company. (See McMyler, J., assignor )

assigrTor to McMyler Manufacittirlng Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Hoisting and conveying apparatus No. -ei.till; June 23;
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McNallv. T. Cork. Ohio. Pumn attachment. No. 889.326; June 2; Sp. p. 267; Dr. p. 63; Gar, vol. 134; p. 1100.
„, ^

McNi 11.' A. 11., Iligbams Park, England. Electric fire-alarm and thermo-lndlcator. No. 891,948; June 30; Sp. p. 5639; Dr. p. 1214; Oat.

McOsker,' D. J ., Providenoe, R. I. Traveling advertising apparatus. No. 889,."?*)0; June 2; 8p. p. 406; Dr. pp. 95-6; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1122.

Mf Pberson. W. D , ChlcMgo. m. Door-U-k. No. )wl..5<i2: June si; Sp. p. 4.SJ0: Dr. p. 1041; Gar. vol. 1,34; p. 1920.
. , ^r o^ ^«r

McQuarrie, J. L., Oak Park, assignor to Western Electric Company, Chicago, 111. Combined signal and spring-jack. No. 890,695;

June 16; Sp. p. 3042; Dr. p 667; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1605.

McQueen, F. W. (See Ellis and McQuivn.i
, _, », oo,> „„ t »

McQueen. U. G.. New Rochrlle. assignor to Grant Pulley and Hardware Company. New York. N. Y. Window. No. 888.255; June i;

Sp. p. 117; Dr. p. 28; Oar. vol. K'4; p. 1078.

McReynolds, L., Edgar, Nebr. Refrigerator. No. 890,868: June 16; Sp. p. 3400; Dr. p. 745; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1662.

Mead, G. A., and C. R. Sturdevant. assignors to Ohio Brass Company, Mansfield, Ohio. RaU-bond. No. 880.367; June 9; 8p. p. 2378;

Dr. p. 524; Gat. vol. 134; p. 141.5.

Meagher, il. 3.,etal. (See Shinn and Denton, assignors.)

Meagher, T. P., et al. (See Shlnn and Denton, a-sslgnors.)

Medley. H. L.. Cosmopolis. Wash. Cork-cxtra<tor. No. 8>«,474; June 2; Sp, p. 580; Dr. p. 135; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1149.

Megtaner. C. E., and W. C. Hamed, Bridgeport. Nebr. Wagon-box fastener. No. 889.320; Jime 2; Sp. p. 249; Dr. p. 61; Gat. vol. 134;

p 4098
Mehl. W.' B.. Waltham. Mass., assignor to E. Howard Watch Company. Riverside, N. J. Staff-Uthe. No. 889.386; June 2; Sp. p. 392;

Dr. pp. 92-3; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1120. , .^, oo„ ,„,
Meigs, J. F.. and R. 1'. Stout, assignors to Bethlehem Steel Company. South Bethlehem. Pa. Chain rammer for guns. No. 889,321;

June 2; Sp.p. 250; Dr. p. 61; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1099. „ „ ^ ,,^, ^
Meikle. J.. Wllkinsburg. Pa. Bolt-operating and automatic locking m«>chani8m. No. 889,630; June 2; Sp. p. 863; Dr. p. 197; Gaz. vol.

134; p. 1198.

Melms A Pfcnninger. O. M. B. H. (See Pfenninger. C. a.ssignor.~i

Menus, A. W., Maiden, Mass. Carbureter. No. 891.219: June 16; Sp. p. 4102; Dr. p. 900; Oa*. voL 134; p. 1775.

Mergenthsler Linoty[>e Company. (See Converse. F. B , Jr . assignor.)

Mergenthaler Linotype Company. (See Froellch, J., assignor.)

Mergenthaler Linotype Company. (See Romans, T. S.. assignor.)

Mergenthaler Linot}T)e Company. (See Kennedy, D. 8., assignor.)
Mergenthaler Linotype Company. (See Rogers, J. R., assignor.)

Mem 11. 1) B , Coi>bl skill .S. Y Kprtiliz"r-'iistributpr. N >. S91.628; June 23; Sp. p. 496.3; Dr. p. 1070; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1942.

Merriam, E. B., Schem-ctadv, N. Y., assignor to <ieneral Electric Company. Lightning-arrester. No. 890,679; June 16; Sp. p. 3009;

Dr. p. tW); Gaz. vol 134: p. 1600. ^ , ,_^
Merriam, II. P., New York. N. Y. Oxygen-cutting apparatus. No. 890,289; June 9; Sp. p. 2223; Dr. p. 488; Oax. vol. 134; p. 1440.

Merrill. A. P. (St«e Shoem iker and Merrill.)

Merrill. W. L.. Schenwtady, N. Y.. assignor to General Electric Company. Towing system. No. 891.352; June 23; 8p. p. 4394; Dr. p.

957: Gar. vcl. XM. p. 18.52".
, ^ „ ,,„,

Merritt. II. W.. assignor to Monarch Typewriter Companv. Syracuse. N. Y. Type-writing machine. No. 891,849; June 30; 8p. p. 5431;

Dr. pp. 1174-5; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2048. „ ,, „ ^ • v. xt v
Merritt, J., assignor to W. A. Lon-nr and W. H. Honiss, Hartford. Conn., and Beech-Nut Packing Company. Canajohane, N. Y.

Hermetlc-seaKng apparatus. No 889.475: June 2; 8p. p. .Wl; Dr. p. V6: Gaz. vol. l.'?4; p. 1149.

Mert<>n8, J. C, assignor of one-half to J. Hanreddy, Chicago. III. Hopper michanism. No. 889.706; June 2; Sp. p. 101.; Dr. p.

235; Gar. vol. i: 4; p. 1222.

Mertens. L.. Lmd m, Engl.^nd. Non-PBCoiling firearm. No. 8:>1.77S; June 23; Sp. p. .52(3; Dr. p. 1140; Giz. vol. 1.34; p. 1994.

Messiter. W. F.. New York, N. Y. Heater for fire-engines. No. 88st.476; June 2; Sp. p. 584; Dr. p. 136; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1149.

Met il Pr.iress Company. (See Leitch. .M . assignor.) •

Metal Proc«'8s Company. (See Leitch, M.. assignor.) (Reissue.)

Metal Sectional Furniture Company. (S»'<> Danl< Is. C. assignor.)
Met. il Stamping Conip in v. (.See B.Kvk. C. H., assignor.)
Metcalf. L. D. (.S«' Mill< r and Metcalf.)
Mett. H. A.. Maples. N. Y. Halter-rope. No. 889.707; June 2; Sp. p. 1020; Dr. p. 236; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1222.

Metter. G. E.. S«>a.sidp. Ong. Hn'-ps<ape. No. 892,281: June :«); Sp. p. 6274; Dr. pp. 1.3.V^-I; (Jaz. vol. 1,S4; p. 2191.

Meves, G. N.. assignor to Benlww-Brammer Manufacturing Company. St. Louis, Mo. Mechanical movement. No. 890,156; June 9;

8p. p. 1925; Dr. p. 425; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1397.

Me\-er Bndgos Comp in>' (S«>p St xker. L. assignor.

)

Meyer. E.. assignor to "Farhenfabriken, vorm. Friedr. Bayer <It Co., Elberfeld. Germany. Yellow dye. No. 890,588; June 9; Sp. p.

2803; Gar. vol. i:<4; p I.%:w

Mevir. <i. S., Npwburgh. N Y Removable wire calk. No. 9^2,2J'2: Jtme 30; Sp. p. 6275; Dr. p. 1351; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2191.

Me'.er. R E.. Detroit. Mich Metallic sealing-cap. No. ,S91.:*,>i: June 23: Sp. p. 439t.; Dr. p 9.'>7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1S52.

Mlchelin. A., Paris. Frinte. Pneiiin itic tin> for wheels of vehicles. No. 881,498; June 23; Sp. p. 4ij»9; Dr. p. 1015; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1900.

Michigan Lubricator Co. (Sec Bryant, W. E., a.s»ignor.)

Miilgley, T. ( see Hop<lnson an I Mi Iglev.) . „ ,

Mierach, W.. N.edenn dlitz. near Dresden". Germany. Approximate separation of reaction products resulting from the sulfonation of

aromatic IkkHj s. No h89.7v.9; June 2; Sp. p. 1182; Dr. p. 273; Gar. v( 1. r4;_p. 1251.

Mignen-y. U. O., Julian, N( br. Hog-tank.
MiUer, .v. E.. Chenev. Wash. Motor niechi . .. ..
Miller. A. K.. H.ndp'rson. Tnin. Colbipsibl- box or crate. No. Sr2:2:-:<; Jim .30; Sp. p. .-277; Dr. p. 1,351; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2191.

MiUer. - -
- - -— - - •

M
M --..---,.- --. . .....
Miller. C.J. , Minneapolis, Minn. Store-»pr\ice apparatus. No. 8S9.538; JiJne2; Sp.p. 697; Dr. p. UX); Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1169.

Miller, C. J., and J. F. Canney. Minneapolis. Minn. Package-carrier. No. 889.537; June 2; Sp. p. 606; Dr. pp. 15'.*-60; Gar. vol. 134; p.

1168.

Miller. D. E . West Alexandria. Ohio. Breeding stock. No. 889.945; June 9; Sp. p. 1485; Dr. p. 337; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1326.

Miller, Du Brul. ami 1' ter-. Maniifncturing Companv. (See Du Briil. \.. assignor.)
Miller. G. D.. assignor to Hugh Muir Company, Chicago. Ul. Friction-clutch. No. 892,175; June 30; Sp. p. 6066; Dr. p. 1305; Gar. vol.

134; p. 2155.

Miller, 0. W. (See Gerrich, J. K., assignor.)
Miller, H. B., a.ssign ir of one-half to J . .v. Bell. Staunton, Va. Electricallv-govemed automatically-operable train-controlling system.

No. 891.779; June il; Sp. p. 52t.<i; Dr. pp. U40-1: Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 1994.

Miller. H. B.. assignor of one-hidf to J. A. Bell. Staunton. Va. .Vlr-brake apparatus. No. 891.780; June 23; Sp. p. SZH; Dr. p. 1141;

till. v.l. 134; p. 19-:<.V __
Miller. H. C. Waterford. N. Y. Die for forming collars. (Reissue.) No. 12.809; June 9; Sp. p. 2813; Dr. p. ('.20; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1638.

Miller. H. H.. Lvndon. Vt. Seed-pUntlng machine. No. 889.947; June 9; Sp. p. 14^8; Dr. p. 338; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1325.

Miller, J. C, Chicago. 111. Skate. No. 889,946; June 9; 8p. p. 1486; Dr. p. 338; Oat. vol. 134; p. 132,5.

Miller. I. S. Am II. K 'is G.is and oiner engine No. s»l .'M; ; .1 ine i'3; Sp p 4.\V ; Dr p Wl; G iz vrl 1.34: p. 1878.

Miller, M. G , Denver. Colo. Att.ichinent for cuspidors. No. 890.99'2; June 16; Sp.p. 368?: Dr. p 80.'; Giz. vol. 134; p. 1703.

Miller, R. II., assignor lo Christy Fire Clay Co., St. Louis, Mo. Glass-furnace. No. 892,379; June 30; Sp. p. 6453; Dr. p. 1391; Gaz.

vol. 134; p. 2221.

Miller. R. R., Pueblo, Colo. Operating device for automatic switches. No. 890,784; June 16; 8p. p. 3246; Dr. p. 710; Gar. vol. 134;

jp. Itafi.

killer, r. S., South (Jrangp, N. I Marine cablewav. No. 889,387; June 2; Sp. p. 398; Dr. p. 94; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1121.

MiUer. T. 8., South Orange, and J. H. Dickinson, Mbntclalr, N. J. Apparatus for loading curs. No. 890,157; June 9; Sp. p. 1929; Dr. pp.
426-0; Oat. yoI. 134; p. 1396.

Miller. T. 8.. South Orange, and J. H. Dickinson. Montclair. N. J. Portable derrick. No. 890,158; June 9; Sp. p. 1931; Dr. p. 426;

Gaz. vol. 134; p 13 *S.

M)llpr, T S.. South Orange, and J. H. Dickinson. Montclair, N. J. Portable derrick. No. 890,159; June 9; Sp.p. 1935; Dr pp. 426-7;

t)az. vol 134; p 13*i.

Millies. H. C . Him-iiond, Ind , assignor to Simplex Railway Appliance Company, Chicago. 111. Bulldorer. No. 890,4.35; June 9; 6p.
p. 2497; Dr. pp. Vj2-3; Gar. vol 134, p. 1487.

Mllliken.J K. (S<s' Smith aiicl Millil-pn.)

Mills, II. S. (.See Saiidell, H. K.. assignor.)
Mills, J. W. (.See Bowman and Mills.) /

Mills, M H., Foley, .Minn Rat.chPt -wrench. No. 891,.559: Jtme 23; Sp. p. 4816; Dr. p. 1040: Oar. vol. 134; p. 1919.

Minur R. I. (Seu Snyder and Miner.;

p. 1182; ur. p.

No. 889,708; Jure 2; Sp. p. 1021; Dr. p. 2^6; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1223.

Mitier, \. E., Chenev. Wash. .Motor mechanism. No. 889.477; June 2; Sp. p. 5^5; Dr. pp. l.',6-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. IISO.

iller. A. F.. H.ndp'rson. Tnin. Colbipsibl- box or crate. No. 8 (2, >-.•<; Jim .30; Sp. p. .-277; Dr. p. 1,351; Gaz. vol. 134;

iUer. A. 0.. Muskegon, Mich. Hook and eye. No. 890.080; June 9; Sp. p. 1771; Dr. p. 392; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1372.

liter, C. E.. and L. D. Metcalf, Whatcom (ountv. Wash. Saw-set. No. 88 ".478; June 2; Sp. p. 588; Dr. p. 137; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1150.

llUer. C. J.. Minneapolis. Minn. PackagtMarrie'r. No. t'8e.5:6; June 2; Sp. p. 694; Dr. p. 15!<; Gar, vol. 14; p. 1168.
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IBner. W T{

p. 067: Gmz
Mfruwv. F FI

Kinkier. F
Mitrh*'!!. G
Mitrh«'ll, J.

MitcVll. .;,

MitrheU. V
Mltoh«'ll. T

*aMignor tn W. H. Mlnerpompany. Chicago. 111. Running-board sarldle for cam. No. tttlJUi: June 23; 8p.
V(l. ,:i4: p. K,:
Berfif Id. Bridp* of W.-irl Scotlnnd

«9«: Dr.

1325.r.olf-ball. N'o. S89,709: Juw >; Sp. p. 1023; Dr. p. 23B; Oai. vol. 134,
R.. Fresno, CaJ. .-^p irb-Mrn-sr.r N ). 8t0.9;i3, Jiin*' Kj; 8p. p. 3h83. l)r p. 803; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1703.

. W.rt"/. (S^ CrozH'T. I \% Jissignor.i

F. (Sw Mitf^fH-il. W an) I. V
F., Tope-ii. K m . Shoo-<o » .^ft lohment. No. S01,090; June 16; Sp. p. 3H4X. I)r p. 841; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1734.

.. Rock Iflind, III. Inflitt'f tmndagr. No. Si>I.18i; i ine 10; Sp. p. «14; Dr. p. 880; Gai. vol. 134; p. I.ca.
J., and J. .\. McC'nv-ir,-. Lnluntown. \'a. .Vpn.ratus t rcoke-oven^t. No. 8Bl.:to5: June 23: 8p. p. 43'<»9: Dr. p ».W: Gaz. vol.

U4: p. JV3.
Mitchell. T. J., and J. A. Mcrr»«r>-. Ur iontown. Pa. Coke-oven .apparatus. No. 801.8fi0; June 30; 8p. p. M36; Dr. pp. U76-€; Ga«.

vol. 134; p. 2049.

Mitchell. W.. ft nl. (See McKis-'ick. K. R.. anoignor.^
Mitchell. W. and J. F.. MilHraukjv. Wis Carrier. No. 830,6S0; Juie 16; Sp. p. 3010; Dr. pp. WiO-I: Gaz. vol. 134; p. I«00.
Mobley. E. 11.. Hillside. I'a. Tiim-t I I > f r prmm iphum- n ichine-. No. >*l,35»i; .hme Z^. Hp. p. 4401; Or p. 958: (}iir.. v< I. 134; p. 18S3.
M >che. C . iinl K \ IN-ttrrsson. N.tro, lini?. Sweden. Boili-r and < ther fumsce. No. 8U1.7R1: .June 23: Sp. p. 527:<: Dr. p. 1141; Gaz. vr,|.

1.34; p. 1<».V

Moe, 8.. Chicapo 111 Belt or apron adji<iting or shifting mwhanisin. No.889.948; June9; 8p.p.l491; Dr. p. 339; Gaz. vol. 134; p.
Mopchel .t LowthtT F.ni;!ii.'»'nii>r ( n •j.-.- l.dwtht-r. B . assiinior.i

Moff. H. R., Salpm. Dhio Hand-tnick. No. 890.290; June 9: Sp. p. 2226; Dr. p. 489; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1441.
Moffltt, A. A.. ProvicifiUH K 1 Lmtijvritvptacle. No 88«1.322; June 2; Sp. p. Z52; Dr. p. 61; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 1099.
Mojiensen. F. fSe*' Hansen. H. .\.. assignor.'
Mohan, F. \ . a'i,<<tjr7ii>r to Packard Motjr Car Company, Detroit, Mich. Motor-vehicle.
Gaz. vol. \M. p 1V>3.

Moller. II. M.. Bedfoni. Ohio. .Mol l-rrmkinK machine. No. 890.91<): June 16; Sp. p. 3S04\ Dr. pp. 767-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1678.
Moles, S P.. ft nl. (See Stoneman. i> i . sssignor.i
Moles, 8. .S., fl al. (See .Stoneuian, o V H.^.xignor.

)

Molnar. A.. Pittsburg, Pa. Tnllrv N'v ><<(i 71.': .June 23: Sp. p. 5142; Dr. n. 1111; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1971.
Moltane. C. .\., Kl Paso, T'x I'olish-tK'ttie and a combined stopper and dauber therefor. No. 892.284: June 30; 8p. p. «278; Dr.

13.-.2; Gaz. vol. i:j4; p. 2191.

Moralierg, C. Chicago. Ill Matched flfHiring. No. 890,43«; June 9; Sp. p. 2500; Dr. p. 563; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1488.
Mommert. E. .S. i '^•«' Dixon ;;n'l Mojiiniert.'
Mommert. Wolf A I»ixor ("o .^i'*' I)ix«in ond Momm^-rt, assignor*.)

l.-Wl.

No. 881,357; June 23; Sp. p. 4402; Dr. p. 96ft:

ii

( *•< Fi«>nd. (' I

i
>••« NCi-rrir:. H
<<-e Ni.d.<»«Ti, S.

HSSIkT'l'T )

K. H.t.sijcnor.;

. aasipior.)
\v . ii--.;ijmor.)

a.Hsignor. i

a.tsiKii"''.

)

No. 891.713: June 23; 8p.p.5143; Dr.p.llll;

pp. 490-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1442.

Mona .MHrnifrtrtunnK Co. ( .s«<«> LMnzenilcirfcr
Monareh TyjH'w riter < ompany. .<ee Hianiev
Monarc-h T\p»'wntc'r Company
Monarrh Tvt»'writ>r Company
Monarch Tv[x>wnter Company
Monarch I'". [>writer Company
Vff^nash-Voiuilit'r I'l'mpany See Colin 1 n.^sijcnor. i

MiiiiHsh-yoimk'r ('iinpniiy ><<• I>MifJns>»T V. W.. as.signor.)
-M'lnd. I,.. London. Krijjland. ChMrpinir device for furnaces, receiving vesaela, or the like

'la/., vol. \M. ji. r»71

Monette, J. B.. Providence. R I Bflt Conveyer system. No. 890.292; June 9; 8p. p. 2230; Dr,
.Monitor .MuniifjictMnntj Cunipdny •! Hjtjtiinori' City. (See O'Brien. W. C. assignor.

)

Mono Service \'e.ss«>ls. .S^-e Taylor. V. X. , as.<ignor.)
Monroe, M. i.St-.' Burke. ,( . I .. a.ssijrnor.

MontagTie, D. I' >»«• Owen.s and Lvl.-, nssit'iiors.! •

Montgomery, S l,i.,,^.)otee, Ind ComVincd gate hinge and latch No. 890,368; Jane 9; Sp. p. 2376; Dr. p. 524; Gaz. vol.
Mooar, J. F. >••' il li. W S.. Hssigrnor.

Moonen. K., and A Dumaire. Pans, Kr*ncc. Sparking plug. No. 892,285; June 30; 8p. p. 6279; Dr. p. 1352; Oar. vol. 134
Moore, A. B.. .Middleslxiro. Kv lVnho|der. No. 891,>4ol; June 30; Sp. n. 5441; Dr. p. 1176- Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2049.
Moore. D. P.. Washington. 1) C nndginp apparatus No. .890.2 W5; June 9; Sp. p. 2116: Dr. p. 4fi4; Gaz vol. 1.34; p. 1427.
Moore, F. VV.. .Vlill'-urv Ms.siifiior to lirhr»''"< •inpfiriv. lloficdiile. Mass. Bolibin-strippt'r for weft -rHplcni.shmg looms. No. 800,865;
Tune 16; Sp. p 5.3'):i Dr. p 7-H, (ii/ ».>! |,-14. p iMil.

Moore, G. n.. Wiint'ster. Mass I'riit"'!!!!!^ dfviif for tires.

Moore, G. W . Parsons. Kan.s Inriil.HUr No hijii.ohi; June 9; Sp. p. 1772; Drjp. 392;" Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1372.
Moore, J.S.and IIC Ivvk. Roodhou«e, iissi^nors to W B. Parker, kane, R, P. Wolfe, Roodhouse, III., and said Drck

lence-nost. No. Wi (»,<^; lune :Ki; Sti. p. .VvV.t; Dr p. \H,\\ Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2119.
.Moort". M. I .s»«e Shtrrurtii. G C . iis»i>{n(>r

Moore, M., Marlle K.«k, low-i B.d-p»n No -<<«i t.H|; June 16; Sp. p. 3012; Dr. p. (16!: Gaz. vol. 134: p. IfiOO.

Moore, M ,
.Melliourne. and J Murrav. (leelonK WVst. Victoria, .\ustralla. Rotarv pump. No. 889,949; June 9; 8p. p. 1495; Dr. p. XVi

Gaz. vol. i.j4. p \.{ix\.

Moors, W. C, < »wi'n«l>orn. Ky W agouti. mkc N
Moran, W. W>'st .Mmneajxilis. Minn ll>liini-l!iie

I>imda.s, onlano, lanada I.<'>:-[»'»'linK machine. No. 892.176; June' 30; Sp. p. »i06t;' Dr. p. 1305; Gaz. vol
New York. .N. V. lluw N> >vh!i .VW. liiri. J; Sp. p. 698; Dr, p. 160; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1U)9.
B (S*"*' Nt'woomf>, K A , HHslpnor
[)., ft nl .s**' Shinn an i Denton, .is.sigiiors.

)

H . Didsbury England. Dastn'ollfct or for motor-vehicles. No.8»l,714; June23; Sp. p. .5144: Dr.p. 1112; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1971

134; p. 1466.

; p. 2192.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1686.

Indestructible

Moravec, J.

Morg, R.J.
Morj;an. .V.

Mirvin. I)

-M'livan, K.

sy-J.-'W; June 30; Sp. p. »2280; Dr. p. 13.12; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2192.
• Hler No. 889.388; June 2; Sp. p. 401: Dr. pp. 94 5; Gaz. vol. 134;pp.VM

H7; Dr
p. 1121.

134; p. 2156.

Monran l'ngir;t'«Ting (

10 \,

to L.

M'TLMTl. <

.Nl'ir^.tn. I

y.i^) Giiz.

M^>rff.in. 1.

iji/ vol
Murgm, r.

M 'nran. T.

l.!4: p. 1.373

.M orgiin, r. W
p. IM'H.

M'^rifrtn \V. S.. .Vntigo. Wis. Miviiit'

Moru'e. p, .Neutral Bay, North Sv hit

.Vustnilia. .Vpparatus for utilizing tfje force of the waves of the sea.

Ii«r. C. l... as>^ip7ior.1

No. Sh9.r)2: June 2; Sp. p. 112; Dr. pp. 26-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1074.
C. Liickenbach, San Antonio, Tex. Sewing-awl. No. 891,358; June 23: Sp. p. 4404; Dr. p.

nipany .>»•' 1 »y
Salem, \ !i .Matih-iio.t

M.s.orKTior '>f one-half t

v.. I 1.34, n l.<<.'>4.

a,ssignor of one-half to J. J.jWarnock, Manchester, Okla
134. p. 1.372.

.S*"*' Ilackett and VIortr»n
assignor to \V \V Marsh. Waterloo, Iowa. Ratchet-coupling

Whiffletree-hook. No. 890,082; June 9; 8p. p. 1774; Dr. p. 392;

W
W

assignor to \\ W .M.^rsti. Waterloo, Iowa. Friction-clutch.

No. 890.083; June 9; Sp. p. 1775; Dr. p.

No. 891,280: June 23; Sp. p. 4240: Dr. p. 928;

392; Gaz.

Gaz. vol

vol.

134;

p. !7(H.

M'Tl-v. C O
Momingstar,

lune 23. Sp.
.M.irn-ll. T,

Inire No. 889,323; June 2: Sp. p. 2.54: Dr. p. 62; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1099.
V, New South Wales, assignor of one-half to F. A. .Xngelinetta, Darling Point,

Sp. p. 3W«.: Dr. p. 8ii;i:No. 890,994; June Iti;

near Sydney,
Gaz. vol. 134;

t^-

Sn p 1024: Dr p 2:i7. r,ar vol i.u: p 122
, ICiil.ird.Jr "'--- — '• '

'

F U Victoria, British(olunih|a. Canada. Production of Hluminlum oxid. No. 890,084; June 9; 8p. p. 1776; Gaz. vol

,
Brooklyn, N V Wnmeh No sxfJ.TK): hm-

:

L. ^^, assignor nf one-half il R. U.K. R.amlR
p. vm). Dr, p. li)l>., <.rt/. vol. 1,34,

t>
l'.*<'«i-

Bloomfl»'ld. N. J. .Mrtihijie for prrvliM'ing fames
Mnrns "

U73.
Morns. <>

.M'>rn.s.'y.

Morri.soii,

.Morrison.
Morrison.

vol. 1.34:
^

Morrow. W
Morse, H. C
Morse, J. C.

p. 2192.

Morse, W. F , assignor to S. R. Parrv, Rochester, N. Y
*TtMiO: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1S'>4.

Morton, C. P., assignor of one-half to Rfihhun Last Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dr. p. 1141. Gaz. voL 134: p. 1995.

Mcsher, F. W„ Omah*. Nebr. Noto-bo^k holder. No. 892,288; June 30; Sp. p. tSJ83; Dr. p

Whe«'ling, W. Va. Matrix and fonning same, No.891,499;

No SN9.479: lune 2; Sp. p. .WO; Dr. pp. 137-8; Gaz. vol. 134;pp.
9;

p. 1150.

134; p.

W
I

F
I

VV

.P

-vBlve. No 890, fJC: June It.; Sp. p .301.3: Dr, pp. 661-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. IflOl.

Dr p 340; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1326.

Gaz. vol. 134; p 176.3.

No. 890,160; June 9; Sp

, RiUMne. Wis. Thrf>ttl<
.S.^.' lirieve ,v .Mornsev

\ Philadelphia. Pa Yiekft-holder No 8S9.ftV1: June 9: Sp p 1497
i'lttshiirg. Pa. Plumb rul# an.! U'\-el, No. 891.1*2: June irt: Sp, p. 4<il7: Dr p. 881

,
fvs Moines, Iowa. KcnuA ing gold, silver, copp*T, and platinum from lead alloys

1399.

^.. ft al. (.See BallengiT D.. assignor 1

Penn Van. N. Y. Canopv. No 890.683: June Ifi; Sp p, ,301.5: Dr. p. ti«>2; Gaz. vol, 1.34. p H/il.

North Baltimore, Ohio. Rlng-e.xpander for piston-heads. No, 'S«2,2>s7; Jime 30; Sp. p. tOC; Dr pp.

Machine for cutting box-forms. No. 891,359: June 23:

Last -la the center. No. 801,782;

1363; Gaz. vol. 134; p

p. 19.37; Gaz.

1352-3; Gaz, vol, i;i4,

Sp. p. 440»i; Dr. pp.

June 23: 8p. p. 5274;

. 2193.

alphab?:ttc^al list of patentees. XXXTIl

Horn for talking-machines. No. 889 480; June 2; Sp. p.592; Dr.p.

Governing mechanism for oil or gas engines. No. 891.3<i0; June 23;

Sp. p. 2228; Dr. pp. 480-90; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1441.

Apparatus for heating, cooling, nnd pasteurizing liquids. No.

1734.

Moss, S., asalgnortofllMlpft Vinanrgrift, Inc., PhQadelpbla, Pa.

138; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 11.51.

Moss, 8. A., Lvnn, Mass., assignor to General Electric Company.

Mou, 8. A., Lynn, Mass., assignor to General Electric Company. Combustion-chamber. No. 801,715; >une 23; 8p. p. 5148; Dr. p. 1112

Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1972,

Mossop, C. S., Sesville, N. J. Railway-crossing. No. 800,291; June 9;

Mott, J. L. (See .Anderson, D. W., assignor. 1

Mottcr, J . S. (See Do8ai>lman and Motter, assignors,)

Moul, J. F., Osnabiirg, assignor of one-half to F. Tyson. Canton, Ohio.

890,684; June 10; Sp. p. 301K; Dr. pp. fi(;2-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1002.

Mouldin, J. T. (See Ram.ige, J T., as.signor.)

Moulton. A., et al. (See SandUn, W. C, assignor.) „„ .^ ^. ^ . ,,.. ,-^a
Moulton. \. H., Chicago, lU. Punch. No. So,995; June 16; 8p. p. 3687; Dr. p. 804; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1704.

Mouthuy, C, Pittsl.uix, Kans. Woo Iworker's clamp. No. 891,091; June 16; Sp. p. 3850; Dr. p. 841; (.az. vol. 134; p
Miicklow, W. (See Thomson, E. B.. assignor.)

Mueller, C. A., r/o/. (See Latsch. C assignor.!

Mueller, L. A., Kankakee, 111. Bass-dnim Iwater. No. 890.161; June 9; Sp. p. 1941; Dr. p. 42.S; Gaz.. vol. 134; p. 1.199.
, . ,. ,

Miles J .and I II Matthews. Northcote. near Melbourne, Victoria, assignors to New Australian Rifle Company, Proprietary LmiiU'd,

Mellwume, Australia. Magazim' for rifles. No. 889.540; June 2; Sp. p. h99; Dr. p. 161; Gaz. vol. 134: p. llt.9.

Mulr, J.. B<Mth. S<-«tland. Shoik-shifU'r hub No. 889,»51; Jm»e 9; tip p. 1498; Dr. p. 3«; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1327

Muirhead. J. F.. Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. Canada. Fastener for sUding doors. No. 891.862; June 30; Sp. p. 5442, Dr. p. 1176, Oat.

Munen. B. ?.'. Lee'tonla. Ohio. Gas-washer No. 890,996; June 10; Sp. p. 3688; Dr. p. 804; Gaz. vol. 134; p 1704.

Mullen. II. J.. Burlington, Vt. F.lwtric illuminator. No. 892.177; June 30; Sp. p, «)70; Dr. p. 130«); (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 2155.

MUller. F., Paderborn. Germ-inv. Chuck. No. 890.7Wi: June Hi; Sp. p. 3250; Dr. p. 711: C.a7. vol. KM; p. 163<i.
or., t^

MUller. F. E.. Dresden, assignor to B. Kossmann, Cologne, Germany. Refrigerating apparatus emplopngcarbomc acid. No. 801,560;

June 23; Sp. p. 4S17: Dr p. 1040; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1920.

Muller, \V. B. (S«>* Mah(XMl.C. P.. assignor.

t

_ , „ ,-, , ,,. ,000
Mullin. T. W.. Lowell. Mass. Metal-flnishinif machine. No. 891.281; June 23; Sp. p. 4241: Dr. pp. 928-9; Gaz. voL 1.34; p. 1828.

Multiscope A Film Company. (S(v Fyfe. J. C. assignor, i

^, ,^ ™, , ^ c ...,- ,^ ,000 n 1 ^1A.
Mumford? K. R.. Diunbarton. Scotland. Aerodrome or flying-machine. No. 892.380; Jime 30; Sp. p. (>45o; Dr. p. 1392, Gaz. vol. 134,

Munford'. M. W., Hawkinsvllle. Ga. Sectional umbrella-stick. No. 891.629; Jime 23; Sp. p. 4966; Dr. p. 1070; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1943.

Mtinlv M N. (Se«' Gilliert. J. S.. assignor.

»

„,^
Munz'.'c. W.. lH>troit. Mich Maohin*' for graining wood. No. 890,162; June 9; Sp. p. 1942; Dr. p. 428; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1399.

Mimzert, II. (S«'e llaiu k and Munz^rt.i ^. „ , ,,. ,..r,

Mumane, D. J.. Klrkwood. Mo. (.asting articles. No. 890,293; June 9; Sp. p. 2233; Dr. p. 401; Gaz voL 134; p^l442.

Murphv, D. H.. New Castle, Pa. .Means for electroplating rods, pipes, Ac No. 891,361; June 23; Sp. p. 4414; Dr. pp. 960-1; Gaz. vol

134: p. 1855

M

Murray C F ." C hicago. Tli!, "assizor to"\mericaVstwlTomidrie87New Y'ork7N. V. 'Column-guide for car-triK-ks. No.'890,437; June

9; Sp. p. 2,501; Dr. pp. 553-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1488.

Murray, J. (S<v Moon- and Murray.) ^ , ,^ ,,^
Murray, J.. Loni-rock, Iowa. Hinge. No. 880,631; June 2; Sp. p. 865; Dr. p. 198; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1199.

Murray, J.J. (Se«' Famer, F. J., assignor.)
, „ , „ „ -„- r. nr

Murray, J. W.. assignor to W. G. WeiTand L. W. Petersen, Chicago, 111. Vending-machine. No. a89,389; June 2; Sp. p. 403; Dr. p. 95;

MuntiVT R. W.', ftendviUe, Ohio. Valve for mine-pumps. No. 890,997; June 16; Sp, p, 3689: Dr. p. 804; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1705

Murray. W. E., Los Angeles, Cal. Steady-floating structure. No. 889.801; June 2; Sp. p. 1186; Dr. pp. 274-5;

Murrv, H. A., and J. W". Evans. Dawson, Tex. Fertilizer-distributer. No. 880,800; June 2; Sp. p. 11H4; Dr.

Mutter C. J.. Chicago, III. Milling-machine. No. 891.945; June 30; Sp.p. 5629; Dr. p. 1213; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2081.

Miitzenl)erg. C. G,. Frankfort. Ky Line-indicator. No. 890,438; June 9; Sp. p. 2503; Dr. p. 554; Gaz, vol.

Myer Bridges Company. (S*>«' SKKker. L., assignor.)

Myers. ."V. .K. S<»> Mvers. Hans, and Mvers. j

Myers. C, and \ 11 'Bun hard, lloust oh. Tex. assignors to B. Detrich, Kansas City, Kans.

No. 890.24«l: lun^'t— I. P -IIH, Dr p, 4«>.5: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1427.
^ . ,

, , .• v ,^ oa- j .,^^ a-
Myers. C. A. K \N H.i 1- ir md V. A. Mytrs,Chicago,Ill: Igiutingmochamsm fonntemalHombustionenginos. No. 890,24*, June 9,

So p, 2120: Dr p 4u", ilaz \ol 134: p, 1427.
, „. „.„„

Mvers J H Kilauea, Hawaii Ter, Cane-loading device. No. 892J289; June 30; Sp.p. 6286; Dr. pp. 1353-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2193.

Mv'Ts W L In lu-frv. 111. Gun-wud. No. 890.686; June 16; Sp. p. 3021; Dr. p. 663; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1602.

Mvrrs W M ir ! <! W Hintnn. St Joseph. Mo : said HInton assignor to said Myers. Load-n-ceiver for hoisting and conveying

u)(Hhaiiis:ii- N- v«»,lt.;i, ,iimf 9. Sp p, 1944, Dr. p. 429; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1399.

Naamlooz.e Venno, Is, !.;,p tot Kxploitatie der Verf lleuslet. (See Ouden. J. F. den, assignor.)

Nagel F L Norwil^ ii:a.. ILuse-bUnket. No. HS9.391; June 2; Sp. p. 408: Dr. p. 96; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1122.

Nash.'L. S,, Detroit. Mich Valv>-. No. ssy.s<r2; June 2; Sp. p. 1189: Dr. p. 275; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1252.

National Biiiik.' Maiiiif nturintr Company. < S(v> Elder and Pool, assignors.)

National Caniiy C.inp.iiiv s.'i' Paris H C, assignor.)

National t'arbon I i>::ni.ui\ ~-< liiniih , I', M.. assignor.)

National Dairv Maehinr I'.'nipanv >., \ n do rson, O.. assignor.)

N.itK'Si.il NoN-eltv \'1\. nismc C..nip,in\ ,Sc,' Roy, K. H., assignor.)

Nati mal No\-i'ltv Corporation. (S*^' Smith. C. A., assignor.)

National Baihvav .Vlutcnal.-' «'onipauy. t.S.v Hall, (i. L., assignor.i

National Rapid transit Company (See Valentine. W. D.. as-'lgnor.)

National Sewing .Machine (.'o. ..^•<' I'rti.v ,1 ,(),. assignor.i

N.ltional Sevvnig Machine Conip.tiiv >.< Vtwood. C. B.. assignor.)

National Sp«'cialty .MHniifHetunug Company 1 Sw Thompson. W. O., a«signor.)

Nation il Straw Pulu 1 "lup my. See Kennedy. M H.. assignor.

)

lurphy. F. W,. Buffalo. N. Y. Amusement device. No. 892.070; June 30; Sp. p. 5860; Dr. pp. 1261-2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2119.

lurphv. I.. North l>.'ominster. Mass. Locking device for nuts. No. 890.685; June 16; Sp. p ,«i2f); Dr. p. 663; Gaz. vol. 134; p. U<02.

lurphv, T. J.. New Bedford. Mass. Grindstone attachment. No. 889,481: June 2: Sp. p. .'.95; Dr. p. 1.3*): Gaz. voL 1^; P^l^'L

Gaz. vol. 134: p. 12.52.

p. 274: Gaz. vol. 134; p.

1.34; p. 1488.

Electro-automatic advertising-machine.

N
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Swinjf-saw.

Ifi78.

889,256: Jnn« 2, 8p. i».

No. 891,719: June 23: Sp. p. 5154; Dr. p. lli:i;

No. 891.949; Juno

New Australian Rifle Company, Propriptan,'. Limited. (.Sf.» Muesand Matthews, ascignors.)
Sew Uritain .Vlac^ine Co.iipany. (See Urown. R S, assignor.)
.Nt'w llivri (IcxK- Co. (S<>' Forter, W >... iisignor. 1

.New Jer*'/ i'dtent Co npanv. (See PiHrjiian. .\ N a.'^signor.)

N .AiM)! !. ) i'.. C.ipt' M.iy. .V. J. Returrj- ..ill No. h90, O). June 16; Sp. p. 3507; Dr. p. 768; Oar. vol. 134; p. K
Sewcomo. K. V.. h-ansHS I ity.'Mo., lissiinorof oue-haK to .V. B. Morgan. Rosedale. Kans. Oa»-fumaoe. No.

118; Or. pp. 28-9: tiaz. vol. \M: p. li)7><.

Newell, C L , Dunn, assignor o( one-half to L. H. Brown, Daisy, Wash.
Gaz. vol. U4: p. Isj;;!.

Nfwell, K. C \N Ultinsburg. I'a. assignor" to ¥. C. NeweU Mutograph Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. Mutograph
30: ^i) p. 5ti4l: Dr. pp. l:.n5-i;: Cn/ vol l.U. p. 2»;k2.

Sewmau, A.. vvel)sierCily, Iowa i al. jiatiiig-.naihine. Nn. *I0,1(>8; June 9; Sp. p. 1950; Dr. p. 4:«); Gaz. vol. 1-34; p. 1401.
Newman, A. .V , Cnicago, ill. M irki:u' hvicc for watcnmens clocks. No. 8«9,*3: June 2: Sp. p. 411: Dr. p. 97: Oaz. vol. 134: p. IV2X
Newman, E.. assignor to Self Lighting j^tn-^'t Lamp Company. Cincinnati, Ohio. Automatic light. No. JW2.293; June 30; Sp. p. 0292;

Dr. p. 1355: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 21tf4.

Newm.tn. G.San Fran. i*o, Cil. A'ljustHNe fastener for suspendpra and the lilce. No. 890.909; June 16; Sp. p. 3G01; Dr. p. 806; Oaz. vol.
134; p. 1705.

*^ *^ y '

Newman, O. H., Los Angeles, Cal Musical in.'^truraent. No. SOO.IW; June 9; Sp. p. 2239; Dr. p. 492; Oas. vol. 1.34; p. 1443.
Newjian, O. U., Los .\ngeles, Cal. Mmi^al instrument. No. 890.297; June 9; Sp. p. 2241; Dr. p. 492; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1444.
Newman T.. Los An^flos. Cal. I'oi9ori-vtarmn„' iKHilc No. >18i»,3J4; Jui)e2: Sp. p. 412; Dr. p. 97; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1123.
Niagara. Loc^port and Ontario l'.),v.>r Company. (St^ Paine, F. B. H., assignor.)
Nicholls, E. O. (See Vaugrtan and N'i hiils.'

Nichols. R. J.. Stillwater. Okla. »HnJpi4i No. S90.rt9«V. June 16: Sp. p. 3043: Dr. p. 668; Oaz. vol. 134; p. Ifi05.

Nidlolson. J., Boston. Mass. \>hicl^wh|»fL No. S«2.294; June 30: Sp. p. 6295; Dr. p. 1355: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2194.
Nicuoison, T. C, Mcnptiis. Penn UoorHfa.xtonpr. No SfJ0,441; June 9; Sp. p. 2508; Dr. p. 555, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1489.
NiC.%iau3. J. G. (See Barry. v\ . M., assij^iior. >

Nicol, F. v., et. al. (See B.^nta, G. I) , aiisignor.)
NiPlsen, I., New Rochelle. N. V., asslgnoHto K. vV. Iloyt, Norwalk, Conn., and F. C. Oeigcr. East Orange, N. J. Safety-pin attachment.
No 9K),442; June 9; Sp. p. 2509; Dr. p. *55; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1489.

Nulsen. S.. New VorK. assignor to Monaich Typewriter Company. Syracuse, N. Y. Type-writing machine. No. 880,954; June 9; Sp.
p. 1501; Dr p. 341; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 132*.

j r -«
,

, , f

Nielsen, S.. New York, assignor to Monatrh Typewriter Company. Syracuse, N. Y. Type-writing machine. No. 880,056; June 9; Sp.
p. 15J7; Dr. p. :i41; Gaz. vol. !..<; p 1 •_•$.

' .'i- -»
. . , k

Nikonow, J v.. Piitsl.u.T?. I'a. In^nlatf^r. No. 880.956; June 9; Sp. p. 1513; Dr. p. 343; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1328.
Nlles-Bement-I'on 1 ( ompany. (.S«H' S«'rt»s. W. T.. assignor.)
"IJOO" .Vaahjr i.o;npany. (St* .> mans T. J., assignor.)
Noack, A. O. (See .Soack, W. H. and A (i.

Noack, W. H. and A. G. Cleveland, Dhio^ Buttor-cutter. No. 800.169; June 9; Sp. p. 1953; Dr. p. 430; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1401.
Noeggerith, J. E.. Scaent'Otady. N. V.. ai^ignor to Creneral Electric Companv. Protecth-e device for unipolar machines. No. 800.697;
June 16; Sp. p. 3044. Dr. p. t>«iS: Gaz. vijl. 134. p. I'iOo.

Norcross, L. *V ., tort Worth, I>x I'la^Mastv No. 800,443; June 9; Sp. p. 2510; Dr. p. 555; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1490.
Norcross. L. VV., Fort ^\ orth, Itx Mis|, -rest for pianos. No. 890.444; June 9; Sp. p. 2511; Dr. p. 556; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1400.
Nordlander, C, Norw.iy, Mich. Siee-stiPrup. .So. 891,363; June 23; Sp. p. 4420; Dr. p. 962; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1856.
Norm.in, G. (S«' Driver an I .N'orrii.in.

Norris. D. L.. and >V. B. Brown, »Vf8tmifa»ter, S. C. Hand-thpea<ling luom-ahuttle. No. 889,327; June 2: 8p. p. 259; Dr. d. 64; Gaz.
vol. 134: p. IIUO.

I

f y y .

Norris, F, C. (See Giles. W. F., assignor])
Norris. J. H.. South Whitley. Ind. Fenci-post. No. 800.248; June 9; Sp. p. 2121; Dr. p. 466; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1428.
North A Judd .Manufacturing Company. (S«<e S-ni'h i" K assignor.)
Northern Manuf.icturing Co upany. (Sea liing. i i; i--i.' lor.)

Nortnem Motor Car Co.npany. (See iviiu. C. ii i"ip-i: m
NorthoJ, H. N. Cohnnou^, Oalo. Co;: I , 1 .ri^le-oar nut-lock and base-plate for rail-jolnta. No. 880,856; June 2; 8p. p. 1294; Dr

p. 2Jo: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1271 y y
> -

Noser, J. J, No9t>r .vlill. Mo. _Coop. No. |f>sj.j.-)7; .jane 2: Sp. p. 121: Dr. p. 29: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1079.
Noyes, L. W., Chica.<o. lU. Tower. N.>.Js-^,,<9.5; June 2: Sp. p. 414: Dr pp. 97-8: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1123.
Nuaian. I. \\\. assignor to Union Metal Post Company, Canton. Ohio. Corrugating-machine. No.
bSa, Gaz. vol. 1-54; p. 1515

800,526; Jane 9; Sp. p. 2665; Dr. p.

Nutter. E. 11.. Telluiide. Colo. Screening apparatus. No. 800.527; June 9; Sp. p 2fi60; Dr pp. 588-9; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1516
Niltz, G. VV., Brooiilyn, N. Y. Rotary eigine. No. 892.295; Jum- 30; Sp. p. b297: Dr. pp. \i&-f, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2195.
O'Brien, A., assignor of one-half to F. P. McGinn. Chicago. 111. Tire. No. 882.075: June 30: Sp. p. 58C8; Dr. p. i;

2121.
' y y ' y

O'Brien. T. H., Fond du Lac. Wis. Rib

p. 1263; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

n-roll clasp or guard. No. 800..'r71; June 9; Sp. p. 2383; Dr. pp. 525-6; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 14«lti.

O Brien, W. C, assignor to Monitor M:ifaul.icturing Conpiny of Baltimore City, Baltimore, Md. Motor-controlling device. No.
891, n»: June 23: Sp. p. 51 w; Dr p. 1114} Gir. vol. 134; p. 197.1

O'Brien, W. C . assignor to Monitor Maiu/.icturing Co.npany of Baltimore City, Baltimore, Md. Starter for electric motors. No.
891,721; June 23: Sp. p. jltil; Dr. pp. lll»-l), Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1974.

O'Brien, W. C, assignor to Monitor Maduf icturing Co npj.nv of Baltimore City, Baltimore, Md. Starter for electric motors. No.
891, ('22: June '23; Sp. p. 51U1: Dr. p. IIISJ Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1974.

O'riryan. F. L., So.itn rrarainj:nam. iissiinor of one-half to H. S. Marsh. Cambridge, Mass. Electric signaling system. No. 889 482:
Junt»2; Sp. p. .5iH): Dr ^p 1,W~40: (iaz.Voi. 134: p. 1151.

O'Connor. G. E., Stark. .N. H.. a.ssignor t^ ShetllelJ Car Companv, Three Rivers, Mich. Velocipede. No. 800.790; June 16; Sp. p. 3255:
Dr. p. 712; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1«7. :

*^ -
• y y >

O'Connor. J., New York, N. Y. HoU9e-t;^nk cleiner. No. 891,433; June 23; Sp. p. 4,556: Dr. p. 991; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1878.
O'Nell, P. 8., Colo, Iowa. BriJle-oit. Ni. S«i,3%: Jime 2: Sp. p. 415; Dr. p. 98; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1123.
O'Neill, F., Jr., Paris, Ky. Herap-brako'. No. 889,258; June 2; Sp. p. 122; Dr. pp. 29-31: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1079.
O'Neill, M. (SeeKUlamandONrlU.)
O'Rourke, D. J., assignor to Sullivan Mai-hlnery Company. Claremont, N. H.

892.297: June 30; Sp. p. CoOl; Dr. p. 1357| Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2196.
,

O'Shaughneasy, J. t ., New Vork, N. Y. Cotton-gat

'

Tappet valve-motion lor direct-acting engines. No.

O'Shaughnessy, J. F., New York. N. Y.
p. 133IJ.

otton-gathering machine. No. 880,957; June 9; Sp. p. 1515; Dr. p. 342; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1.329.
' pparatus for gathering cotton. No. 880,959; June 9; Sp. p. 1521; Dr. p. 343; Gaz. vol. 134;

az. vol. 13-1. p. 2Vj:x

iT[y. H II . Wil nin?ton. Del Brick tihjck or wagon. No. 891,364; June 23; Sp. p. 4421; Dr. pp. 962-3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1856
ci, A., A ilkcs-Barnv I'a. Making mofcture-proof containers. No. 892,074: June 30: Sp. p. 5N.7; Dr. p. 12t3; Gaz. vol. 134; p
apiu^h. C H . Rochester, N Y S i-^i-balance. No. xjl.723: June 23; Sp. p. 5166; Dr. p. 1115; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1975.

O Shaughnessy, J. F.. New ^ ork. N. Y ., a,*ignorto N. O'Shaughnessy, Vieima, Austria-Hungary. Machine for gathering cotton. No.
880,958; June 9; Sp. p. I.^IH; Dr. pp. 342-B; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.329.

e. «
O'Shaughnessy, .N'. (.See (I'Shaiignnessy.jJ. F.. assignor.)
O'Shaughnesay, N., Berlin, Germany. l")eyice for use In playing golf or similar games. No. 880,397; June 2; Sp.p.416: Dr. p. 98: Gaz.
vol 134: p. 1124

'

O.iklin 1 .-it I np Mill Co. (See Mitthews. JF. I., assignor.)
Ol>erhansli K K. sswil. Switzerland. Vaporizer for internal-combustion motors. No. 802,306; June 30; Sp. p. 6299; Dr. pp 1356-7-
Gaz. vol. 13-1. p. .'l'J.5.

y y yy ,

Oberly, H II . Wil nir

Obici, A., \V tikes-Barnv la. Making molhture-prool containers. No. 892,074: June 30: Sp. p. 58<.7; Dr. p. 12t3; Gaz. vol. 134; p 2121.
Ocu up lu^h. C H. Rochester, N Y. S is^-balance. No. «'J1.723: Ju ~" " " " " ""
Oddur Manufacturing ( ompanv. , .-^ee si^urlsson, (). \'.. assignor.)
Otiutt M. W rhiladflphi.i In. AppliMiio for ga.s-malns. No. 891,854; June 30; Sp. p. 5448; Dr. p. 1178; Gaz. voL 134; p. 2050.
Oglen. M K S«>e An lers in ,ii;d ' "K ""'>

I

Ohio Hr:is< ( ii.ijj .nv .-^ee Mr- 1 1 .in 1 -Stiirlevant, assigfnors.)
Ohio .Miiri.if nt irriK C .iripiny. .See K'Hiiis. M. VV. assignor.)
Ohmer Farv Register (''Hiipiiny. (See ohtiier. J F , assignor.)
Ohnier i-.'ire l<»'gister (,'nni[>.tny .See Ohtner and Seel)ers, as.signors I

Ohmer, I K II ivt'T, iihi >, iss,Knor t lOlimer Fare RegisterCompany, Rocheater, N. Y. Ticket issuing and recording machine. No.
800,17" I inej. .Sp p l<C.j, Dr i. i,il: Oaz. vol, 134; p. 1402.

Ohi:!.r ' K . D..iyton. Ohio, and K Seehe s. Portland. Oreg , a.s.signors to Ohmer Fare Register Company. Dayton, Ohio. Fare-regis-
ter N ' s>)0.17i; June 9: Sp p, 19 0: Dtj. pp. 432-3: Gaz. vol. iM.p. 1402.

OUiKtor, A. C, Chicigo. Ill Box!) 1 ho| |«r No S91,434; June 23; Sp. p. 4557; Dr. p. 991; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1879.
Oklt Gm Power Company. (See Harrington, N. T., aaaignocj

Olds, R. E., and H. T. Thomas, assignors to R«o Motor Car Company, Lansing, Mich. OaH-engme. No. 890,571; June 9; 8p. p. 2756,

Dr'. p. 609; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1531.

Oliver Chilled Plow Works. (See Davis, C. R., assignor.^

OUoi', I.', Bdlfnghi'm.^Walh. ^Load-binder. No. 892.076; June 30; Sp. p. 6870; Dr. p. 1263: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2121.

Olson, N. J . ^'Z^. (See Anderson. A, assignor. I

,,,. „ ,«««
Olson O.. Bancroft. Iowa. Trace-carrier. No. 890,698; June 16, Rp. p. 304.5; Dr. p. bh8; Gaz. voM34 p^ 1606.

Olson, P., Stoughton. Wis. Rotarv mixer fir concrete. No. 890.0s«>; June 9; 8p. p. 781; Dr^ p. •»••.<« ^"l,134. P '374.

Omond AW assignor of on.-half to W. M. Johnson. Bendlgo, Victoria. Australia. Siphon device for withdrawing Uquids from

veaaels. No.' 892.382; June 30; Sp. p. 6459: Dr. p. 1393; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2222. ^ „,„, /> i ,o^ i-rrv

Om^wSe: O A., Cromer, Ohio. DTtc^ing-machlne. No. 891.000; June 16; Sp. p. 3683; Dr p 805; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1700.

134; p. 1944.

Omwake. O. A., Cromer, Ohio, uiicning-macnine. .>o. sni.mw, juin-iu, c-ii. >». «^, i^. .
^z^^., ..„....-...-.,

Oppltz, R.. Koblenz. Germany. Piano-.action. No. 890,087; June 9: Sp. p. 1783; Dr. p^394: Gaz. vol 134; p. 13

oJvr iteln ('and H I Derbv Topeka, Katis. Valve. No. 891.633; June 23; Sp. p 4978; Dr. p 10<3: (.az. vol. x^ y. .,r^.

8?^ R J : assignor to I- nderw.A^'^J^wr.t^r Company, New York, N. Y. Type-wnt..« machine No. 890,372; June 9; Sp. p. 238.5

Orr'^ll' 8**All4henv. Pa." "^Pole.
'

No. 890.373: June 9; Sp. p. 2387: Dr. p. 526; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1467.

Osborne, VV. II. (See HuUngs, M. H., assignor.)

oSl^?^oudt*^F.' D.,^Rrnt^n"wM{l'* awKTonwo-thlrds to D. I>ewls and O. H. Williams. Spool-holder. No. 892,077; Juno 30; Sp. p.

5871: Dr. p. i2<i4; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 2121.

8«o.''irT':':«:srgi;S?roolSrM''^Xt,'frin^g\^^^^^^^ Jer-eyClty.N. J. Electromedical battery. No. 880,542; June 2; 8p.p.701;

Dr.p.ltil: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1170.

8ucteh"F'"iirH!^uSu" ass&^^ E xploltatle der Verf Ueusiet, Amsterdam. Netherlands. Manu-

facture of "an antifouling paint. No. 891,724; June 23; 8p. p. 5167; Oaz. voL 134; p. 1975.

S^rbury" f" C "New'^Yo^k^'N.'V^, '.^s&to Fllntkote Manufacturing Company, Rutherford, N. J. Machine for cutting shlngle-

OveSfu^'^F ?"N''el'^or'k"'N.''Y.'Lflgr ^ufFU^ntlo^ SanuStirt^'coSpany, Rutherford. N. J. Rooflng-strlp. No. 891,501;

oie"^4>''c^o--^^ J-23; Sp. p. 42^: Dr. p.m Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1^
Overslnner. J. M.. Chicago. lU. CufT-protector No. 890,088; June 9; 8p. p. 1784; Dr. p. 395; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 13<4.

Owen. I. (See Chden and Owen.)

Owens, C., f-hattanooga. Tenn. Feed-controlling mechanism for magazines and the Uke. No. 890,080; June 9; Sp. p. 1785; Dr. p. 39.5;

Owe"s,'c ,', a^' \. Lyt: said Lyle assignor to D. P. Montague, Chattanooga, Tonn. Addreaalng-maehine. No. 889,328; June 2; Sp. p.

nir^r^.r'^l^'^Nnrth llmddock Pa Lock No 889.543; June 2; 8p. p. 702; Dr. p. 162; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1170.

pi^~lf.: Canton ^Kioas^Kiior of oITe-half torMF<iranahan. Mcago, III., knd ± E. Mack. Canton. Ohio. ThlU^oupling. No.

89L186: June 16: Sp. p. 4024; Dr. p. 882; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1764.

ra< Ward Motor Car Company. (See Ilufl, R.. assignor.)

I'a.kard Motor Car Company. (See Joy, H. B., assignor.)

Packard Motor C^r Company. (See Mohan, F. J., assignor.)

Page, F. E. (See Dupuls and Page.)

P^e *F
"

ll^nlflX''N°Y TaSimor to Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Company . Support for electrical conductors. No.

Pa"^^^", v'^li^^^lSr S otSJ^f ?o"vV-"or^'^'enPor'asselton, N. D. Railway signaling kit. No. 890.445; June 9; Sp. p. 2512;

Dr. p. 5.56; (iaz. vv,l. 134; p. M90.
_^_^ _ ^ ^_ ^^ ^_ ^^. ^_^^^ .^^ ^^ ^ ^^^_ ^^^ ^ j^^^. ^^^ ^^, ^^^. ^ j^,.
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I'lUiner. I, E... Miailieiown, vuilu. nuiuiiii^i-iscoi iwi ,r,ii..^icCT. ..... .,~....~.. ..„...- a, tsp. p. '•'£;J' ' ' ( I • • '.—.L. . •

PaAmVr V K V Brooklyn, N. Y. Power-press. No. 801.435: June 23; Sp. p. 4558; Dr. p. 992: Gaz. vol. 34. p. 18m

pSr' V K V Brook yn N. Y. Power-press. No. 891,436: June 23: Sp. p. 4561: Dr. pp. 992-3: Gaz. vol. 134, p 1879. .

pSoth. p:, as'signor to Russell & Erwln fianufacturing Ccmipaoy , New BnUin, Conn. Door-lock. No. 890.lV2: J une 9; Sp. p. 1964;

Dr. p 433; Oaz. vol. 134; p 1403.

PaSStL.!'. J.'.aS*A^°K'f'lchon.*Sva. Switzerland. Decoloring tobacco-leaves. No. 891.001; June 16; 8p. p. 3694; Oaz. vol.

134; p. 1706.

vl^s^n\'Sl£e^^B,mnt !iVgTio*r1!fSfational Candy Company, St. Louis, Mo. Paper box. No. 891.437: June 23: Sp. p. 4563;

Pa^rke?" f^8 ''Movlan.'pa.^ Sbag deliverer and caU;her. No. 891,563: June 23: Sp. p 4822: Dr. p. 1041: Gaz voL 134; p IWl.

pSK (J. ii:, Arlington. N. J., assignor to J. VV. Baker. Stamford, conn. Window-swinging device. No. 889,483; June2; Sp.p.600;

Pa^rke?" (^)**'H^"Arlln^oi^"?J!j". wsignor to J. W. Baker, Stamford. Conn. Stop device for sliding sashes. No. 889,484; June 2; Sp. p.

P^'er j:?'".^Phllft"iphin.'pa.^8t^^^^ No. 890.090; June 9; Sp. d. 1786: Dr. pp. 39.5-H: ("'-^ol.'^^Pj;''"';,^^
... .„ _

Parker R H Schenecudv. N. Y.. assignor to General Electric Cx)mpany. Operating induction-motors. No. 890.699. J»nel6. bp. p

3D4S: Dr. p. 669; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1606.

FSJw^'Jl W-
• E "cro'^Pm^t'lnd" ']lf>!ie?-ffiaste\,or. No. 891.783: June 23; 8p. p. 5275: Dr. p. 1142; Oaz. vol. 134^p 1996.

ParaSr". O. L. . assignor to Racine I'api-r Goods Company, Racine, Wis. Clgar-case. No. 892,179; June 30; 8p. p. 60^5; Dr. p. 1306;

Pamete? vl^.'*VV^'. Eld^iwl. Pa. Drill-rope coupling. No. 800.091; June 9; 8p. p. 1790; Dr. p. 3W.; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1375.
•

K?2nf ?"8 'and^V^F.' Kellev-.Tci^Eim, Wis. Propller. No: 891,093; June 16; Sp. p. 3853; Dr. p. 842: Gaz. vol. 134: p. im.

pl^ll' O W awignor to G. W. Parsons Company, I^ewton, Iowa. Trench-excavator. No. 890,7§1: June 16; Sp. p. 32&; Dr. pp.

712-14; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1638.

pStTV"j''-oil^S" ""bo";'' No''«^'299; June 30; 8p. p. 6305; Dr. p. 1368; Gaz. voL 134; p. 2197.

Pa&T, Baltimore and C.R.^B^^^^ Park, M^d.^ Drili:blt. 'no. 802.180; June 30; §p. p. 6078; Dr. p. 1307: Gaz. voL 134;

Patt«n!^. 8., assignor to R. M. Du vail and M. Schaeffer, Baltimore, Md. Waate-aupport for journal-boxes. No. 800,572; June 9;

8p. p'. 27.57;' Dr. pn. (iOO-10; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1532.

pSJte^^n. W.^j".;±Sr™o%yl^KtT?s?nTncoUrHted. Pittsburg. Pa. Car-handUng apparatus. No. 890,700: June 16; Sp. p.

3048; Dr. p. («?•: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1606.

Paul! J^.O., M.drami'."(Tntario,"canadr"Fied-roll for woodworking-machines. No. 891,287. June 23: Pp. p. 42.52: Dr. p. 930: Gaz. vol.

Pauti*. W., Klttanning, Pa. Type-writer. No. 880,632; June 2; Sp. p. 866; Dr. p. 198; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1199.

Paui;,"A.\.,^Y?uSKr()hio.''^.\pparatu8 for forming artificial bullding-blo<ks. No. Hsv,^: June 2; 8p. p. 868; Dr. p. 198; Gaz.

pJwcilowilS," J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Fish-plate. No. 891.2S8: June 23: Sp p. 42.S2. I>r p. 931: (Ja/.. vol. 134. p. 1831

Pawolowski. J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Lm.-anchor. No, 891,365: June 23: Sp. p. 4423: Dr, p, 9<k3: (.az. vol. 134, p. 1856.

Pftwsat, H.. Shel>ovgan. Wis. Door-stop. No. 890.701; June 16; Sp. p. 3050; Dr. p. «'^'. <'»/• '^"'' '>** P ^^"^V ,,., „ ,,^
Payne, I.E., Ro<'kefeller. 111. Device for delivering mail. No. 889,(34: June 2; 8p.p.8(i9: Dr.p.lW; (.az. vol. 134, p. 1200.

PaySI; W.,'ph,ladelpS P^^'xhrefd-iL^toS' device for looping-machines. No. 892,007; June 30; 8p. p. 5750; Dr. p. 1277; Gaz.

vol. 134: p. 2100.
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Blue-print wa«iiingand drying machine.

Dr. p. 746.

Peabody Leather Mac hi nerv- Cdrnpany. (StH- TppI, F. U. assiKnor.)
Peak, U. U.. Parsons. K.ms. i; ui. No. s'JO.TOJ; June 16; Sp. p. 3051; Dr. p. 670; Oai. vol 134 d 1607
Pearre, C. (See ( on.'er and IVanc
Pearoe, W. U., Chicago, 111. Iifrtt-<Jmtnbuting •ygtem. No. 8B1.855; June 30; 8p. p. 5448: Dr. p. 1178; Gaz. vol 134 p 2050

June 23 S
^'''^'^

Dr^'"' 9M ''()'*'"'f5"'''
^""' Manufacturing Company. Hartford. Conn. Indicator for firearms. Xo. 891,438;

Pearson, .\.. Palmer, Maas. Wire-drHwib,' machine. No. 889.330; June 2; Sp.p.2«7; Dr. p. 17; Gax vol 134 p 1101

^^f^'S. La Chicago. lU.. a8Sigii.ir of .,n,>half to v> illiam.s. Brown A Earle, Philadelphia. Pa. Blue-print waahing and'd
Xo. 891.289; June 23; Sp. p. 42.1.3. I>r. p. ti3l; (inz. vol. 1.34; p. 1,S31.

f "e

Pease. J (J New York. N. V. Coatioiir n turner. No. Wl.MK; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3«95; Dr. p. 805; Oae. vol. 134; p 1706P^se. R. 8.. .Vllegheny. assignor to A. M. Le«. trustee. I'ittsl.urg. I'a. Drawing gUsw. Xo. 890.809; June 16 So d 3402-
Oax. vol. 134; p. 1662.

r- r-
•

Peck, J. \., et al. (See Swain, H. J., assitnor.)
Pedersen. 11C, New York. X. Y.' Cigah-tte-case. Xo. 890.703; June 16; Sp. p. 3058; Dr. p. 670; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1607
Peek, J. S., kerrville, Tex. Car-mover. IXo. 891.866: June 30; Sp. p. 5453; Dr. p. 1179; Oa*. vol. 134 p 2061

' Peerless 11 ijskertoniptny. (.See Sells. WH. astgnor.i
7

Peerstone. K. D., ChicaJTO, 111. Trolley. No. 889,715; June 2; 8p.p.l035; Dr. pp. 239-40; Ga*. vol 134 p 1225
Peine, \. (i.. Chloago, III. Trousers. Nf 890.75(2; June 16; Sp. p. 3262: Dr. p. 714; Gax. vol. 134; p 1638

'

Peirce, I. Tazewell \ a. Carbid-f.^der ffcr acetylene-generators. No. SJd.OM; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3(854; Dr. p. 842; Gax. vol 134- d 1735Pejchar. J, t inrmnati. Ohio. CutT-butt(ii. No. 890,872; June 16; 3p. p. 3405; Dr. p. 746; Gax. vol. 134; p 1663
Penberthy Injtctor Co. (See McCoy. K..jBS8lgnor.i • »-

•

Pence. I. W., et nl. (St>e KoNni'on "and ((rittner. assignors.^
Pennsylvani.i Gas Globe Light Co.np.inv.] i.Seie Sliniek, V. H.. assignor.)
**^^«'*',\ ^ •

Balham, London. Kngland. i Winch or the Uke for use with cords or ropes subject to tension. No. 889.961; June 9; 8p. p.
1525; Ur. pp. 344-5; Gax. vol. 134; p. 13.'f).

• f f

^>Sl'720 "une \r''s"'"''^5169''(^^^^^^
Incorporated, Houston, Tex. Wood-preserving compound. Xo.

Perclyal VV'ood- Preserving Company, (ti^ fvrcival, II. E., assignor.)
Perkins. K. .\ Brownwood. Tex. "UmbieUa-holder. No. 81<0,921; June 16; Sp. p. .'ioOK; Dr. p. 768; Oax vol 134- n 1678Permutation Lock and Novelty Companf (See Quaintance, E. E.. assignor )

•
•
f- '"•"•

Pernng M E.. MareeUus. Mich. Tractioh-wh.-el. No. 890.446; June 9; Sp. p. 2513; Dr. p. 556; Gax. vol 134 p 1490

okI' ^ • ^^^n^-
Mass assignor to United Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson. S. J. Fastening. .No. 880.447; June 9; Sp. p.Joio; Jjr. p. x*>', Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1491.

=. .
, r f.

^fl'P'' •^Ji:.' *ff'*^"^^4I ^\- " '"^""'h Mai-hine Company. Smithville, X. J. Drum for sandpapering-machines. No. 891,857; June 30-
op. p. o4o4; Ur. p. 1179; Gaz. vol. 134: ji 2051.

Perry, r. L assignor to H. B Smith .Vlacjhine Company. SmIthviUe. N. J. Sandpapering-machine. No. 891.950; June 30; Sp. p. 5652:UT. pp. ijii-is; uaz. vol. 134; p. 2083. j
r r t

Perry. N.. Saratoga Springs. N. Y'. Iron^ng-l^oard. Xo. 890,448; June 9; Sp. p. 2517; Dr. p. 557; Gax. vol 134- p 1491

i>!IIk. r.*^ o»
^"'"'^^ *"• " I-, \V,iri>-4t...>-m .lion mechanism. No. 8SJ0 033; June 9; Sp. p. 1793; Dr. p 397; G^x. vol 134- p 1376

Peschel. G. Stettin. Crermany Baker's l^neading-t rough. No. 889.962; June 9; Sp. p. 1527; Dr. p. Mb, (5ax. vol. 134; p. 1331
Peters, 8. k. (t>ee Bixbv and Peters, i

r .- r
, y

Petersen. L. W., et al. iSee Murray. J. VV.. assignor.
Peterson. A. W.. Ironwood Mich. Door *r window securer. Xo. 891.727; June 23; Sp. pt 5169: Dr. p. 1116; Oax. vol. 134" p 1975

SM^okx vol" U?'^"%S^
one-half to I)|. E. Seashore, West Duluth, Minn. Railway-tie. Xo. §W,300: June 30; 8p. p. 6306; Dr. p.

Peterson. E W.. Keno.sha. Wis. Photojt*aph-albiun. No. S90,7<M; June 16: Sp. p. .tta: Dr. p. 715; Gax. vol 134- p 1630
Peterson. U. W .. ( hicago. 111. Gas-purifier. No. ^90.7f^; J^ne 16; Sp. p^3060; br p. 671; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1607.
Peterson. S., St. Paul. Minn
Petersson
Petsche
June 23: Sp.

]

Petsche. O. B.,

n. S., St. I aul. Minn. Christmas-tree holder. No. 89.'.181; June 30; Sp. p. 6081; Dr. p. 1307; Oax. vol 134- p 2157
on, .V^ J., .Vltiy. .-^wedf-n. Rleitrie fiirn iee. No. .SN!t.,<)7; June 2; Sp. p. l.'-.io: Dr. p. 297; <}ax. vol. 134' p 127l'G B.. assisrn'y to sniithwark Foundry and Machine Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Blowing engine or pump .\
}3: Sp. p. 42.'>.); Dr. p. i»31 (iaz. vol, 134: p. 1«3I.

-r, •r> y y-

'^n,^o ' *'^i??"lj°
Southw <trk Foi»ndr>- and Machine Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Blowing-engine orcompressor.

30; Sp. p. aAat^. Dr. pp. 117* xo; Gttz. vol. 134; p. 2051.
-» « y

son. k. .\. i^f Mfwht und l'ett>'m»on.)

0. 891.290;

No. 891,858;June
Pettersson. a.. .\. {^f Mtwht uml I'ett.'wson.)

PpJS^*t''.V" - •

f"'* ^, "v \"'"*'i
'^"'''- *»" J-'TlfintlTM-scraper. No. 890.449; June 9; Sp. p. 2518; Dr. p. 557; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1491.

.JJ^^r, 7- *^P ','.'.'
National j^^wiiig: Machin.' Co., Belvidere, 111. Sewing-machine cabinet. Xo. 890,298; June 9; Sp. p. 224.'; Dr.

pp. ^3^-^, irHZ. VOL \aA\ p. 1444.
PetUbone. (\ K. (S*-*- lvttitx)n«'. I. ('.. a-t^ipnor )

'' Xo.'^T859;'j'i;»;' S^pl^p.^H^T I'^'p.^l^.-MIli '^T^,?^''S.^
''°"^"^' '^'" ^°'^- ^^ ^^ Charging device forga^p«>ducers.

^788**oTx "'vo^'l3r*^^67ir
^ ^" ''''"'^'^''' '^""O'"'*- ^'oi"»- NaiK-lipper and cigar-cutter. Xo. 890.922; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3509; Dr. p.

Pettis. C D Chicago. Ill, Brake-shoe. ko. S92.07H; June 30; Sp. p. 5872; Dr. p. 12»14; Gax. vol. 134; p. 2122

^i«I; iV '''''",^H"'7- ''v*-
* ^J't-P'^l^T >•" >«2182; Jime 30; Sp. p. 6081; t)r. p. 1308: Gax. vol. 134; p. 2157.

$^ I R n\.
' loliimfnis. Ohio. Rotary engine. No. sW).7ai: Jime 16; Sp. p. ;064; Dr. pp. 714-15; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1638.

"^

lit." N^o^'i;^:S'june"9;''s;; i'. ^-l.'Z ^^^^l to^^^ ^33? '
''"^°- ^^^"""^ *^^""'^ "''^^^ '°' "•**•"' ^^ ^^ ^'

Pfenning-r, C. Munich
Jiint

Pflvge
Ffluege

vol. 1J4. p.

riunaer, E. I... Hartford, Conn. a.->^imi<>i »o > IIu^r»^.l«^ i vuewntert omodnv >i>w ynrir >! v rvno-wHtinomo^Kino Kr„ >m qj^.

Ice. No, 889,963; June9; .>^[. j. i-,js. lir, p, 345; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 1331.
' .-.-»,:. »..« ,^r,

Z.T'sp:p^:4"?irr'lfUM,^ -a'lTtf 'mT" 1^1'' ^ " " '
^'^'*^'^-"'"<^^'^"- ('•^rmany. Elastic-fluid turbine. Xo. 892,079;

vger, H M, (See Hnw.ird, F'tl,:pr ii I \\ •>tlike'.)

oM34^'p ^li^r^'^'"^
*" ^ "^ I'll"!.-.:, r

>
i.j.nny, Akron, Ohio. Artificial bait. No. 889,804; June 2; 8p. p. 1192: Dr. p. 276; Oax.

Phillips. C. H., assignor of one-third to G
134; p. 1532.

Phlll.'Ss' (v*""^ ^Tse^ PhiM"p.'''?\nd' W ^"''-^'^"^'•'- ^«- ^•^''^' J""*^ »: ^P- P- \^\ Dr. pp. 433-4; Oax. vol. 134; p. 1403.

''iJ&g'Li;: 'iirSfj^iiJ-; Sp.fe:*^V.1^Tj9°^SJvr,'l'3rT2r97^°
mdestructlble Phonographic R«.ord Company.

Philpott. F G , 1,111 Id ^':..*~-- . .^- .. ..... . .
• y .

Oaz. vol, 134. p. li)7't

Phipps, < 1> , fmiton. Mich, Ladder
Pichon. .V, P, I S«H' I'arant and Pichon.)

^^I^d-, llmH':;;;'^sp'p''^«5:* Dr,'r^"fcz';;:i
' ;T ^ ,^"°^^ company. Bay Qty. Mich, Intemal-combusUon engine. No.

Pierce. W, S, assignor to I'nion Powder Cdmpany, Seattle, Wash,

Giddings, Boston, Mass. Chuck. No. 890,574; June 9; Sp. p. 2760; Dr. p. 610; Oax. voL

I.in l.tiow. Victoria. AiistjraUa. Wa.sht>oard or attju-hment thereto. Xo. 800,923; June 18; 8p. p. 3510; Dr. p. 769;

NJ>. 891,729: June 23; Sp, p 5172; Dr, p. 1116; Gaa. voL 134; p. lire.

nifn
i: Sp p. 4425: Dr, p, 9(3; (mz. vol891.31*; lunn

i.i „.,„ , V V- 1 v- T."--^—
.'.,.—.., Explosive. No. 892.302: tune 30; Sp. p. «a09; Oax. vol. 1.34; p 2197.

P to :'

iVr p "*'7';f.^; '*v,*>^?r '^
-WTjer^y PaUnt Company. U est Orange. N. i. Sound-rtprodu^r. No. 891,367; June ilfsp!

G.-iz, vol. XM. p IH.57

.•^.- \sk,.!i and Pietila
,''^'""*^*^'^^*' harrow. No. 889.259; June 2; Sp. p. 127; Dr. p. 31; Gat. voL 134; p. 1079.

.>« Wilhaiiw. W. S. a(i8i|^or

Pietila. F
Pifer. C. W . ft III

II

Pili

Pinel

Pishtk. J near y,,n .M.-tr... .•^ D Trap-.i.>.r uttachment. No. 892.080; June 30; Sp. p. 5874; Dr. p. 1264; Gax. voL 134- o 2122Pit' h.r, H I
,
M . inr II .a^aut, [own. K.< l-t;oi.Uiig -levice. No. ^91.7^0; June 23; .^p p. 5173; Dr. p. ni7; Gax vol 134" p 1976

asvLsjnor • f •

;
• ^- . V, I

',.,";' '"Sf 'V^i"' >" ^»' ••^: Jnne?3: Pp. p. 4824: Dr, p. 1042; Gax. vol. 134; p, 1921.
la \ .. and II lioukor. ( alifornia. Pi, folding chair. No. H90.7a'): June 16; Sp. p. 3061; Dr. p. 67r Gax vol
lel, J, Montnyiil-^ous-M,,!.,, France. .Ma^'hinn for casting and setting printing-type. Xo. 890.706; June 16-
< l-o; Gaz. vol. 114 p iiiOS.

134; p. 1608.

Sp. p. 3063; Dr. pp

Pittman. K, >.<*• .MiicKaskie. P. M.
Pitts C. .V Callahan, (al. Railway sikrtui ,ipparatii.s. No. S90,0?)4; June 9; Sp. p. 179C; Dr. p. 397; Oax. voL 134- p 1376.
Pittsburgh Equipment Company , ,Se*) AUisoii J., assignor,.,

f
•

, y. *« w.
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p. 2520,

Sp. p. 704;

p, 17-18. __
3p. p. 5875; Dr

Dr. p
Dr, o

Gax. vol,

P-

hbl; Gax. vol. 1.34; p. 1401.

Wl: Gax. vol. 134; p. 1170.

\M. p. 1101.

1265: Oax. vol. 134; p. 2123,

Pittsburgh Filter Manufacturing Co. (See Knight, O. W assignor.)

Pittsburgh Stet'l Foundr>-. (See Hassel, O. A., assignor.)

Plant, T. 0. (See Hooper. W. H^. assignor ^

v„ ann 4.v»- Tune 9- So
Planlinga, P.. Clevelana, Ohio. Oas-scrubblng apparatus. No. 89MM. June 9 Sp

PIhss \V F New York, N.Y. Sash-operating mechanism. No 889,544, June 2. b

PaU v.; J r!, Toledo, Ohio. SnanMlniS. No- S^jPl^ J"°« 2; 8p^. 2^8; Dr p

Plummer. J. P. and R. L.. Rochester, III. Ammal-dump. No. 892,081, June 30.

Plummer, R. L. (See Plummer, J. P. and R. L.)

pCilrstk ¥ E ,
^'^t''N;'rKnghto;i."N.' ".'and II. J. Podle^k. Chicago 111. ,Fuel-feeding device for InternaKombustion hydr..

^rl^^^'motor's. No .v ..^ June 2; Sp^ p 1»; Dr pp. 31^. Gax. voL 134; p. 10-9.

PoUard-AlUng Manufui i;i.-i:it; To. (See Chambers, G. A., assignor.)

Porter, O. A., et al. (See Guernsey, C. C, assignor.)

llT/r W "k STgni^J^t'^o ^elSll^veWo^k Co.. New Haven, Conn. Movement-plate for watches. clocl». and the like. No.891.007;

Po'r!w.r^SoV?oVewTlkrciSkS:]§ewUaven.Con^^ .Uarm^lock. No. 891.CM; JuneI6; Sp. p. 3862; Dr.p.844; Oax. vol.

Po^: ^ .'

m!: Wilkinsburg borough. Pa. Device for securing bond-wires to a rail-Joint. Xo. 891.8f*; June 30; Sp. p. 5462: Dr. p. 1180:

Po^tSc'r \v B ^'s^hStady N. Y., assignor to General El«>tric Company. Means for preventing reversing of an explosiv^ngine.

Powell, T., Los Angeles Cal. Therapeutic apparatus. No. 889,964; June 9;

PoweU! T., Santa Rosa, Cal. Gate. No. 890.924; June 16; Sp. p. .3011; Dr. p
Powell W. II. (See Lord and Powell.)

Power and Mining Machiner>' Company. (See Pettibone, H., assignor.)

Powers. J. M. (See Henry and Powers.) ,.,._, , ™
Powers! L. J., assignor to Powers Manufacturing Company, Waterioo, Iowa.

Dr. p.' 676; Gax. vol. 134: p. l'M>. ^ . x

Powers Manufacturing Company. (See Powers, L. J., assignor-)
^

Pratt A Whitnev Coinpanv. (See Valentine and Dahl, assignors.)

P^lM W. A,, 1-^ill Hiver. Hass. Cu.shion for shoes N»- ^"l-^'S^; J^n^ 23. Sp. p. 4980.

Prellwiti W. Easton. Pa., assignor to Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, X. Y

Sp. p. 5876; Dr, p. 1265; Oax. vol. 134; p. 2123.
^ ^ , ^ , x

pi.°f,rrf: Erffin.^".^':?»iii",:s>5&.«ii'»K'A^^^^ p— N. ^ N.."-

V^Tv. I'^.^Si, .1°«'4r/ntoSi"cK: irl^^-^^U': foV,:,. Ju»e . sp. p. ,038: D,. p. .«

viiSTi- ,'in/r.'M:''B«krt, NlXJU. F.U.. N. Y,. «-«»or., by m,.«jf .««pu»e«..,. t» Ca,tr1 Tru.t romp«n,v ol .No. Yo,k, tm.u.

p£.r,'"f.,"Nri?„-ri!,^S. v':'°l?,V^P,;.T 1So%M^5i"a™s'p.'J'^3&l"gr. p. »«: O... ,.,. «. p. ...

Sp. p. 1530; Dr. pp. 345-6; Gax. vol. 134; p
. 769; Oax. vol. 134; p. 1079.

1332.

Making horse-collars. No. 890,707: June 16; 8p. p. 3090;

Dr. p. 1073; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1944.

Rock-drilling machine. No. 892.082; June 30;

Xo. 889,545; June 2: S
t.

p. 706; Dr. p. 163; Gax. vol. 134: p. 1171.

No. 890,575; June 9; Sp. p. 2762; Dr. p. 610; Oax. vol. 134; p. 1533.

Reversible steam-turbine. No. 892,304; June 30; Sp. p. 6311; Dr. pp. UW-60; Gax. vol. 134;

Philadelphia. Pa. Oamet-machine. No. 889.546; June 2; Sp. p. 707;

Priestly. F. C. (See Seabrook and lrie!<t

Pringle, 1, H., Whistler, Ala. Mail-crane.

Pringle, J. L., New Britain, Conn. Plane.

Probst, W. F (See Bierley and Probst.)

Procner, J., Pabianioe, near Lodx, Russia.

P- 2198. ^ „
Proctor, O., el ai. (See Oiienisey, C. C, assignor.)

Proctor J. K , assignor to Smith 6i Furbush Machine Company

PrmU?, ^%':"ssSor''of 'on"Lf to F. 8. Lewis. MlnneapoUs, Minn. Window-sash fastener. No. 889,261; June 2: 8p. p. 132; Dr.

vfo& t"c "" Aur^rit.^ili"*TroUey-track. No. 891.369; June 23; Sp. p. 4430; Dr. p. 964; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1857.

Providence Gas Motor Company. (See Wattles. C. B., assignor.

>

pSnSon''x''NV ("v.S.d.'f.hilv^ignor to R. Rennie, Toronto, Canada. Smoke-p,.venting furnace. Xo. 891,.«5: Jime 23; 8p

P&h.*il: H'.foX. Kans^^'pouVoVla'lfter, Xo, 891,370. June ^ So. p. 4433 Dr^ V^:*-^f-^ ^'?^.'S*ax^vl>f^34- p 1639
Putsch F W Sahna. Kans. Boiler tube or flue cutter. Xo. 890.795; June lb; Sp. p. 320,

.
Dr. p. /16, Oax. vol. 134. p. IMI.

SffinLi- E E , isVor"ifl^/.^''uuToffik and Xovelty Company. Denver, Colo. Permutation-lock. Xo. 891,439; June 23; Sp. p.

4567; Dr. 'pp. 993 4; Gax. vol. 134; p. 1880.

R-W Speed Variator Co, (See Reenstlerna, O. L., assignor.)

Rabli^rL., Brooklvn. N. Y. Head-gear. Xo. 890.095; June 9: Sp, p. 1-99; Dr. p

Rablnovldtsch. L. a:. Vl.nna. Austria-Hungary. Scoring or counting apparatus.

ulcine Pawir Goods Company. (See Parmenter. "•>• w»*°or-)_
. ,_ v v

Rader,
g' Montcluir. N, J ,!a.8.signor of one-half to A. A. Edelman, Brooklyn. X. \ .

•23: Sp. p. 4.">7(t: Dr. p. 994; Gaz. vol 134: p. 1881. _^
Rahn J C W rticaX. Y. Garment. NV 890.708: June 16; 8p. p. 3077; Dr. p 676, Gaz

Rakhe \ guincv, assignor to Marshall Electric Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass

.30 Sp, p, t^iM; br. p. i;«i0; Gax. vol. 134; p. 2198.

Rail Joint Company. (See Wolhaupter, B., asalpor.) „.,_„,,

g^S/5'T'"Ao':;i?"a;'?i^^^^ Loui-me, Kv. Rallway-switch^perating mi-chanism

398; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1377.

Xo. 891,732; June 23; Sp. p. 5175; Dr. p. 111<; Gax.

Plaster or composition board. No. 891,440; Juno

vol. 134: p. 1609.

Screw-driving device. No. 892.305; June

No.

800.576; JuneU
Ramsey
Rand.

J

Rand, J

Rand, J

Rand. I

Randwll
Randall

Sp. p.

So, p, 2764;
14: p, 1200,

, vol, 134;

Dr, p. t.ll: Gaz. vol, i:'4; p, l.V«. _ ^ , ,„^

R L Ennis'Tex Fly-tr.ip No. 889,6.35; June 2; Sp. p. 872; Dr. p^ 199; Oaz^vol. 134;

H N^worvliie.Mass.^ Index-guide. No, 889.3J2: June 2. »? ^- ^•^i\\^i.^rf,^'''}^^^ p ,679.
H.. Newionv.ll.., Mass Adjustable indicator No. 890,925: /une 16 ^P P- 3^13. Dr. Pv-t* Gax v^. 1^' P^.^^'«^

2157.
H Ne«t..ii Mass Tool for setting piinctunMlosiires No- «»2,183, Jui» 30, Sp. p. 0082. ur. p. iJW. um. voi. lo,.

Tl Nekton Mass. Pui.rt un^-losTr, No. 8U2 3tK.; June 30; Sp. p. 6316; Dr. p. 1361; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 2198.

:l;^'':?'':;;,| v''V'Sp)S*'.''"^:;;^U.".Ki; "rSl^rholdlng sheets of abrading and poUshlng material. No. 889.717; June2:

1041. l>r l>. -Ml, Gaz. vol i .^
\

Ka^'uin! C.- J.?'aJ^Sr ff^n^thinl to S. T. Crofts. Louisville. Ky. Plow. No. 891.101; June 16; Sp. p. 3867; Dr. p. 845; Gax. vol. 134;

Rapo^rt, A, M.. New York, N. Y. Letter-box. Xo. 891,003; June 16; 8p. p. 3697: Dr, pp. 80iv*: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1706.
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Raamii.Hsen. A. 0.,Stoughton, Wis. Device for inwrtinf? fats, Ac, Into meats. No. 880,966; Jane 9; 8p. p. 1.'534: Dr. p. 346; Gar. vol.

Hau-aii. A. C. E., I'aris, Franw, as.slgiK^r to ftat.aii St*>ani Hpgfnerator Company, Chicago, 111. Exhaust-pp«pnerator system No
^'Ji,.J71: Junp23: Sp, p. «34; Or p Wm, «i,iz. vol 134, p 1h.>

r- j -o « j .
w.

Hat»'aii .Steam Kfg. ncrator Company .•*••• Hat. •an. .V. C. E., a.sslgnnr. '

Rathiwne. FT . 1{«-I nak. Iowa .Hw[n»? Na <V(0..3r5; hinp n; .Sp. p. ZfJ*); Dr. p. .^27: (iaz. vol. 134. p 14«W.
Rauh. A.C.anfl L. < ilt^n.a.'tsijfnon! to Atirrican IMe Ca-stinK Company, Indianapolis, Ind. Dle-ca.stinK apparatus. No. 889,547 Jaiw

2; Sp. p. 709; Dr. pp UvJ ,j. (iaz. vol. 134. p. 1171 •»-.- uwf

Rausrh. C. W.. and h.J. S<hwarz. Jr , Hnclesbiirg. I'a I'ivot-screw for shears. No. 8HB,9tl6: June9; 8p. p. 1635; Dr. p. 346; Oa«. vol.

Rawl. W. M., Lykesland. .'? C Mail-poiHti .1. livon-r So. W1.73.'?: June 23: 8p. p. .S177: Dr. p. 1118; Oaz. vol. 134; p 1977.
Comt.inf.l tru.k and supporlinK-sland. No. S92;083; June .*); 8p. p. 5878; Dr. p. 12^5; Oas. vol. 134;

Combined perfwtuai rautnlHr and automatic datfr-indlcator. No. 880.926; June 16; 8p. p. 3515;

Rawiinaon, C, it. Louis. Mo
p. 21-23.

Raymond. .\. G., Pretoria. Transvaal.
Dr. pp. 7ti«-70; r,nT.. vol. 1.34: p. IfiN),

Raynor, W. .M Nfw York. N' Y. l>mn.»rar>- ti'n ler .Vo «>2.(iK4; June ;«); Sp. p. ,SK79; Dr»p. 12»i6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2123.
Raroux. T \\ lir<».klyn. N' Y. Attarhnun't for motor-cvoUs. No. H91 102: June lli: Sp. p. 3868; Dr. p. 845; Gaz. vol. 134' p 1738
Read. (I !'

;

--v N Y Horse-tail holder .No sSJl.si.i luiit':i(i -Sp p r,4ti\- Dr. p. 1180; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 205.3.
(i W.. assignorReading; : 1,1 r 1.1 ,1 re Company .>%«"« \V right

,

Ream. J.. Osceola, Iowa. Convt-ymp apparatus. No ^91.tt>4; June 16; 8p. p. 3700; Dr. pp. 806-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1707.
K<'t«hon Last Company. (See .M^rinn. ( I' . assiininr

No.

No.

ipany. (soe .Marion. ( r . assign
Redding, A . Bolingbroke. (ia. Implenit- nt for choppiug or thinning out cotton. No. 890,096; June 9; 8p. p. 1800; Dr. p. 39S; Oaz. voK

134: p. 1377.

R?>dpr, Leo. Kss.-n-on-th.'-Riihr, Cennany. Window-curtain rod No. 881.006: June 16; Sp. p. 3703: Dr. p. 807; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1707.
K.'dpath. K. C. ulathr, K.an^. Koad-gra.lmg rnathiiic. N.. s^^i 7»r. lune 16; Sp. p. 3389; Dr. p. 716; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1639.
Kt»-i+' Mitt'iu Hiile .Vlmhiiie Coinpan) . .-Ine llili. II K. assignor.
R^'.rc Kojiling Machine ( ompanv .<« IMxni). W L , as.signor.l •

Reetv i-ilding Machine Company .-^ee Ufece. 'i . a.xsignor.
Keece. 'l

.
Wnllaston, .Mass

.
a.ssignor to \iv<f Folding Machine Company. Portland, Me. FoldilM4MMilii» for collars, &c. No.

.lune.'; .Sp p. 1J<<a: Dr. pp. .^C ^, i.az f<A. 1.J4. p. 1.71
Reed, C. A.. St I'aiU. .Miiui Kailwav-ti. Nn smx)."). lum .'3: .-^p p. .>327; Dr. pp 11.t3-4; Car vol. 1.34: p. 2004.
Reed. C. J.. Philadelphia. I'a. Bevel-gear .No. S9O..S70. June 1*;: Sp. p. 3403: Dr. p. 74>i: (raz. vol. 134: p. 1662.
Kf>ed. E.. Denver. C(j1o. Key-l>olt. No s>)..><71. June Id: Sp. p. .34m. Dr p. 7*.. Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1663.
Ree<J. K M

.
a.<signor of two-third.'* to c. K Schofield and R H Cokelair. Indianapolis. Ind. Smote-consuming apparatus.

SW*.^**.. lune.'. Sp p. 1195. Dr pp. -"7i. 7 ,./ v.] 134: p. 12.'>3.

Raed. J W Berwind. Colo Autom.ttu !ini![.u:g-< nr. .No s«i,».71'<: June 2; Sp. p. 1042; Dr. p. 241; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1228.
Ri>»d. li. ' .S«' Luckev. ,1. .1 . ns.>ignor
Keeiistierna. (.. I,

. Kdgewater. N J assignor to R-W Spe«'d Vrtrtator Co. Variable-speed power-transmission mechanism.
NHt(..i33: June 2: Sp. p. 270; Dr. pp. >)>>-7. liaz. vol. 134: p. 1102.

R.'.s. \V. ().. assignor of one-half to K. C. Cosley. Denver, Colo. Signal-ret-onler. No. 880,.V2a; June 9; Sp. p. 3671; Dr. p. 589; tiaz.
vol. 1.34: p. 1.516.

R. gina Ma.schinenfabrik. i; M H H .>« l-t l"'is, M . a.sslgnor.)
Register. I. L. i .See Fletcher and Registef
Reichhelm. K. V Bayonne. N. 1 Duplex rotarv blower. No. 891. .372: June 23; Sp. p. 44.39; Dr. pp. 96»-«: Gab. voL 134; p. 1858.
Reid, ('., DuMin, IrelaiKl. Kitle-target. S" >«*l..Vi»i: June 23; Sp. p. 4«27; Dr. p. 1042; Gaz. vol. 134- p. lOl.
Reid, H. G. I See Stewart. McClii.skey. and Rei 1

Reinfon-wi ConcH'te Cifx' ( ornpanv Sc«' I'helan. I. S\ . a.ssignor.
Reinhold, A. H., Detroit, Mich Fnvcloti-rpener or piip.-r-inittor No. 880,300: June 9; 8p. p. 2246: Dr. p. 494: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1445.
Reiniche. A.. Reading. Mich, Fruit-gathePer. No. sc»l.373: June 2:!; Sp. p. 4441; Dr. p. 966; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 18.i9.
R.-isert. II,. Cologne, (iermaiiy. assignor to Hans Reisert Companv. ApparHtus for purifying water. .No. 890.301- June9- So n 2247-

Dr. pp 4«M^'; (iaz vol \M. p 144.t.
" '

• k k .

Remaiey, C. E., et a/. See GiiTin, J. E., assignor
Remark, F. E.. .Vkron. Dhio. Armor for tires No •o<<^,:j;M: June 2; Sp. p. 275: Dr. p. 67: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1102.
Remine, J Q A ( -rwnville. Tenn Truss. .No s<.«p,4.'.'; June 9: Sp p. •2,-,23: Dr. p. ^M; Gaz. vol. 134: p 1492.
Uenner. F VV

.
O'lghton. a.o.signor of one half to L. S. Brisker, .New Kensington, Pa. Mail catching and deli vering device. No. 891,006;

June li>: Sp. p. .>7U.i. Dr. pp. y)7 ,h, (iaz. »ol. KM. p 1707.

Renner, P., Cincinnati. (>hio. CoiTtv-pot .No >«1.441: June 23; Sp. p. 4"i71: Dr. pp. 994-.i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1881.
Reunie. R. ( St** I'uildington. .\. W , a.i.sigtior,

Reo Car Co. See Thomas. II. T . .issignop
Reo Motor Car Company. > See Olds and fhoniHs, assignors.)
RepfH-ll. L i; Khi,s.hs City, .Mi> Kev-fastener No. 889,967; June 9: Sp. p l.lXi; Dr. p. 347 Gaz. vol. IM; p. Utt.
Ke.se. I. H.. U ashington, D C. Ar>paratu|i for making bottle caps or stoppers. No. Sw.OW: June SO; 8^ p. IW; Dr. p. 1266; Gac

Rese, J. H.. Washington. D C. Bottle cap or stopper. No. 892,086; June 30; Sp. p. 5883; Dr. p. 1266; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2124.
Resler. .\. D. s«^ Brumlierg and Resler. i

Rey. J. A.. Pans France Retlettor f..r s,«rch-lights No. 882.087; June .30; Sp. p. 5884; Dr. p. 1267; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2124.
Reynolds, C and .\ I .seaman. Boston. HPsiirnors to themselves and D. W. Howiand. Brookline. Mass. --

in package-handles. No. v.U.7:!4: lune.':!; .-sp p ,-,177; Dr pp. 1118-19; Gaz. vol, i:i4. p. \si".
Reynolds. C 11 . Ro<hester N Y Piicking .No s.siixc. lune'.': Sp. p. 1197; Dr p .»77, (i.iz. vol. 134. p 1254.
Reynolds, C. J.. .Melrose, Mass. Seal. No. S91..-W)2: lune 23; Sp. p. 4696; Dr. p. 1017; Gaz. vol. \M; p. 1901.
Reynolds. J. I.. Clel.urne, Tex. Raihvay-sn lt( h .No >vy(,4.s.'', June 2: Sp. p (i()4: Dr p 141: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1152.
Reynold.^, R. V. R Salt Lake City. Itah De\icefor attaching (>ngineermg instruments to their supp<jrts. No. 881,962; June 30;
Sp p. .Vo7; Dr p 121^. liaz vol IM, p. yiH4.

Rhedin. Goldkuhl \ Co See Nei^ri I
, aisignor

Rhoades. .\ E
,
assignor to Draper ( ompany, IIof)edale. Mass. Warp stop-motion for looms. No. 889.808; June 2; Sp. p. 1198; Dr.

p .'77 (iaz. vol i:-!4. p rj.>4.

Rhodes. F t .. New York. N Y Chetk-lx^.k No ,h.S«,719: June 2: Sp. p. 1045; Dr. p. 241; 0»E. vol. 134; p. 1226.
Rhoult. r. .V,. assignor of on»>-half to H. W fipaul'ting, Ilavprhill. Ma.ss. Sewing «ho«^-soles to uppers. No ><91 2^1-

Dr. p. Xf2: liaz. vol. 1,34; p. KC
Rice. D. H. .-«"« Bi!'ii. C E . assignor
Rice, G. B., Sewickley, Pa. Elevator safety device. .No. MX). 7^7. Miriep;. Sp
Rice.J. T.andC. Kmg, West Hohoken. assirnors to King. Ruv and (

.No. aC0,4.S3: J line 9; Sp. p r.J4. Dr v V.f (iaz vol 1,34. p 14<.f.'

Rice. J. \V., and J. Fulton, King (it V. Mo Antitwistit
p 1218; Gaz \oI. 1.34; p. 20H4

Riih. W
.
New York. .N. Y Marine fir(^in<Jicating system and extinguisher. .No. 892.088; Jime 30; Sp. p. 5885; Dr. p. 1267; Ga*. vol.

1.34; p 21J4. .

Richards. J. C. N. (8e»' Lu(>e and Richardti
Richards. W. F.. Bussev, |owh Wire-st ntcher No >W),174: June 9; 8p. p. 1960; Dr. p. 4M; Gai. vol. 134; p 1404
Ku hards, VV. J

.
Norwoo.!, r)hio assi>;nor to AUis-ihaimers Company. \entilate<l laminated core for dynamo-elect nc machines. No.

N!«),.i77: June 9: Sp p 27fi7, Dr. p >'M . (ijz. vol i:i4, p. l.-,34.

Richardson. H , Waltham. Mass ( art.iireter No vWi.iW: June<»: .Sp. p. 1N03: Dr. p. 399; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1378.
Ricnardson. H assignor to .M R .Mangm. Chicagi.. Ill Bed-I>ottom fabric No. 889.335; June 2; Sp. p. TTi: Dr. p. 67; Oar. vol. 134;

p. llir.V
' f f y

Richw(xxl, C. H . Boston, Mass. Li(juid-a<Jtuate<l vibrator. .No. S9<l,7mi: Jime Ifi; Sp. p. 3079; Dr. p. 677; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1609.
Ricketts. R R , Springfield. Mo Sale-cabieet No. «l,>«i2: June .30; Sp. p ,i*o; Dr j) ll.sl; Caz. vol. 134; p .1»53.

Rii-key. W E . R'xky. ( )kla Cotton-h^irvtster No. s.sit,9»'.H: June 9: Sp p l,i37: Dr p :147. c,az. vol. i:}4, p i:{.'J3

Ridd, .\. . Waipuku. .New Zealand Milking»-rnachine No "<M0.37ti. lune!); Sp. p 2391: Dr p .i27: (iaz. vol. 134: p 14«'.h

RiddoIJ, J...Schenectady, .N. Y .assignor to(}enera) Electric Compan v. Balancing-machine. No. 890,710; June pi; Sp. p. 3080; Dr. p. 077-
(iaz. vol. 134; p. I'.io.

Ridenour. C. D assignor of two-thirds to P. A McLaughlin and J Bulkxk. Shawn**, Ohio. Adjustable shade-support. No. 889 399.
'line 2: Sp p 41s. I)r p 99: Gaz vol 134; p 1!.'4

Riehl. F. Alameda Cal. Dirigible kite No >«<2.i)0<t; )une3(i; Sp p 5752; Dr. p. 1278; Oaz. vol. 134. p .'li»).

Ries. H , Munich, (iermany Door for hiniaivs an.i the like .No st)i).175: June 9; Sp. p. 1970; Dr. pp. 43+5; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p 1404
Rletveld. J D .C Dieleman. and W. D RIetveld, Hella, Iowa Manure-loader No. 889,336; June 2: Sp p 277 Dr pp 67-M- (iaz

vol. 134. p. nu3.

Machine for inserting wires

June 23: .Sp. p. 4258;

ne p;. Sp p 3273, Dr p. 717; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1640.
ir;mev,\\ eeHd'A ken. .N.J. Apparatus for alining conduit-sections.

ing draft niciins for harrows and the like. No. 891,953; June 30; 8p. p. 5659; Dr.
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No. 880,176; June9; 8p. p. 1972; Dr. p. 435; Oaz. vol.

Rletveld, J. D., C Dieleman, and W. D. RletvBld, PeUa, Iowa. Manure-scraper.

l:)4. V. 1404.
, ^ „_ , .

^

Rletveld. W. D. (See Rletveld, Dieleman, and Rietveld.)

llirl^' "l^^Ho. ?^i^!i^!i^!;!,:!:;!;;e; ;.;;:::Mn.^^SiW; June 2-. sp. p. 279; D. p. 68= oaz. vol. 134; p. 1103.

!^l!;'.^hart,^B. ftiliS' N. J?ffi J^ W. Owen, Philadelphia, Pa. Shoe-tree. No. 880,711; June 16; Sp. p. 3084; Pr. p. 677; Oaz. vol.

RiMey.\'.'Brookvllle, Pa. Clothe.-fastener. No 889,M8 June 2 Sp p. 717. Dr p. 1«. Oa.. ^x,^ 134; p. 1172.

Rltter E W . Chicago, 111. Chute. No. 889.809; June 2; 8p. p. 1200; Dr. p. 277, Gar. vol. 134. p. l.^.

Rues. E. \ .rt at. (See W^hite, C. P., assignor.)

Robr^iVV ^l^tirl^rvV'' ir&'l.ather. No. 891.864; June 30; 8p. p. 5467; Oar. vol. 134; p. 2054.

Ro;:^s"g" W wll^l^^on, ^Dd. "Mall an<i ex^pal=kage handling device. No. 890.927; June 16; Sp. p. 3520; Dr. pp. 770-1; Gar.

Robert''s'l/'p:'^ssigT.,r to C. H. Ooddard. Boston, Ma«,. Bottle^losure. No. 889,636; June 2; Sp. p. 873; Dr. p. 200; Gar. vol. 134;

itS^ "^^^d^F'Hv.KrS^dgeJ^rK^ii^SvJ^S^ Sp.p.3706; Dr.

R^ge^n: C^ o'-^^aiu^or^of on^t^ali to E. Maerky, Philadelphia, Pa. Engine. No. 889,859; June 2; Sp. p. 1301; Dr. p. 298; Oar. vol.

rSJtSo^D. N.; Lynn, Mass.
.

Skiving-machin. N... 89(^: J-V'(>^]?rT1i4?^(i^?- V^'v^t
^''*' "'

''^''

Roblno T Hazleton. Pa. Vehicle-brake. No SX9.,20; June 2, Sp. p. 1041), Ur. p. ,i4-, uaz. ^"».i,»-'.,^t' _\._,

Robinson, A. W., Sierra Blanea, Tox. Hasp-fa.stencr.
No. SS9.72U; June 2; Sp. p. 104t), i.^.. >,. .~, -•».. "•_:,-'^»- — ; ,

No. 890,Sra; June 16; Sp. p. 3406; Dr. p. 74-; Gar. vol 134. p. 1663.

Houinsoii, .\. »i ., oiciia ui»'" a. ' -^ -^ ....... .- -
~it„'„i- "''la^^'^MjQ a'irv*'iii'ni»'2- ftn n ^12b4' Dr. D. 278; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1255.

Robinson H Waco, Tex. Medicating and massaging appliance. No. ^9.811^ June^. hd p. i^aw. L^r- i. <* _,,y

Robing"; J .V? Denver. Colo. Holder for fountain-in^us. No. 891,187: Junejb; 8v._^, ^O^- Dr- P: *^',GfZ-^r^

Robinson! j'. ».', Gaflney, 8. c". Combined coat, hat, and umbrella hanger,

p. l.'-'7.

K p. 4025; UT. p. »?«; uaz. voi. 134: p. 1764.

No. 889.721; June 2; Sp. p. 1048; Dr. p- 242; Gaz. vol. 134;

Ro^bi^rl^^n, M. V., and J. 8. 8eyhert, Chlcora. Pa. Gas^nglne. No.
J»L735. ^;- V^Pe^n^'^ievH^d! V.'hio^" MJat^?o'; ll^J^ing

Robin«)n, R. F.. and J. IL (inttner,
.^'"f;"^"

«'^^:^^''?„^
{l'.K 3^7 I r ,. 7 k' G^^. vo! U4; p. 1041.

rKsoW 'rS^Torr-SS^f'?^"?- A^'aSS ir^o-rV^sP-^^rNecktle-tastener. No. 890,800; June 16; 8p. p. 3278; Dr.

RSb[^'n,^E"i.:ta^?^e%'fR«lin,ng-<hair N- ^^O^^^^.-
«;
IP^P" ^S74'^^D?p^

Zpl^iTTS.^:\n^:u:::lt:;2L, ?^;^^h;^i;^i;a£^^^ia:-^e 5^^Sp:'l>. 3769rDr. pp. 80^10; oar. vo..

Rocker^wlng Company. (See Chapman and Cromlej-^aasignora)

R(K'kstroh, M . Klein-Sedlitz. near I'lrna. (rennany

R^u'p'r w'F..^Srn^.>"?Min^^^ No. >S90,098: June 9; Sp. p. 1802; Dr. p. 399; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1378.

Ro '.rs, .\., et ni'. (See Rbbin.soii an i drittner, assignors.)

UoL'.r'^' K J. (See White and K'>r> rs ^ , ,, » r>

R .i;. r- I R . Brooklyn. N. Y .
assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Company

li-- 11 "Mi Gaz- vo1-'1:M, p. 11-4.
, , , , .. ^ „

RoK'ers. .1 K ,
Brooklyn. N"^ Y assignor to Mergenthaler Linotype Company

"lSuple?*l°tking-gear for pUten printing and ffir die presses. No 890,455; June 9;

N
l)r, pp 4:i.'i-(., (raz \ ol I i4, ;

Roi,'i-rs 1 K Hro.iklyn, N "i"

Dr iji Ui< : '.../ \ ol. 1,»4: I

Rog.Tv ,1 K ,
Nr.\ ^ork. N Y
Dr i)p 4<.t.>.s. (

1 41 i-t ^
,iss ^'ii.r to Mergenthaler Linotype Company.

,i-.,k':! or to Mergenthaler Linotype Company,
iz vol 134: p 144.1.

No. 899,400; June 2; 8p. p. 419;

No. 890,177; June 9; Sp. p. 1974;

No. ,S90,178; June 9; Sp. p. 1977;

Distributer for linotj-pe-machines. No. 890,303; June

Lamp-burner. No. 890.179; June 9; Sp. p. 1980;

Linotype-machine.

Linot j-pe-maohine

.

Linotype-machine.

Roif.s (, 11 assigiK.r to Handlan-Buck Miiiiufacturing Company, 8t. Louis. M.

Rolier^ N^'st' 'loJs' Mo'^ ^h^ri^aist prot«rtor. No. 890.456; June 9; 8p. p. 2528; Dr. p. 559; Gaz vol. 134; p. 1493.

Root, T. (See Chegwidden and Root.

'

id K H a.-ignor^^
v. 1,304: June 9; 8p. p. 2260; Dr. p. 498; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1446.

Kosenberger Hilt Smith.

1

N , ss<i 4H< line 2; Sp. p. 606; Dr. p. 141; Ga«^olJ32; p. 11*3.

f .r 1

RofM'D. J. A., et al. (See GlllrhilH

Rosenberg, A., Chicago. Ill Condi::i. nt-hoMer

Ro»enl)erger, L. H. (See Graumilb ,

Rosa, B.. New .Mbany, Ind Colter

Ross, 1. 8., Woodward, Okla Devu

134; p. 1517.

Ross. G.. and 8. F Deal. Kansas ( ity. Mo
3084

Ross, J., Philadelphia, Pa. Rigger struck

Ross, J., Philadelphia, Pa. Rigger struck

Ro.'snck''i.' H 'tZ f,''nhuVst"'N'Y': assignor to Rossuck Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111

l.VW Dr 1' 347, (.az. vol 1,34: p. KWS.
. , „ . v

Rossuck Manufacturing Company. (.See Rossuck, L. H., assignor.)

Rotiierinel. W E. ( Se<' Flora. K E .
assignor.^

Roths<-hild .k Company. (See Roths<hild. M. J., assignor.) „
Rothschild. M. J . assignor to Rothschild & Company, New York, IN. Y.

D 429 Dr. p. 10".'; <iaz vol l.>4, p lli.i. „ ,, .-, J .. V
Rounds', W. &., and D. Holland, Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Conduit-box.

p. 11583.

^iif\ \B!iTl"SJ:^£^.^>. NO, 890,.«l; Jac ,: 8p, p, ,^: Dr, „p ^<:-K 0... vol, 13t p, .«.,

lSal,s,'R','\vv;«.,.i.S'™:';r;:i;..iminV'^^^^ ^,,.m»^. „.„.:>: s^.p.^*.-. D,.p.im: G^.,0.,2,:

SUddick: ll" D»1las, cmt; sep.r.'.r No MB.Sll; I\mf2. Sp, p, 1206; 6r, p- 278; <,.»«. vol. 1,14, P. 12»,

iiifMi.^' garments and headwear. No. 890,5,30: June '.<: Sp. p. 2676; Dr. p. 590; Oar. vol.

Tandem tamping-machine. No. 891.954; June 30; Sp.p.5660; Dr. p. 1219; Gar. vol. 134; p.

No. W.713: June 16; Sp. p. 3091; Dr. pp. 67S-9; Gaz. vol 1.34; p 1611.

No. 891,442; June 23; Sp. p. 4574; Dr. p. 995; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1882.

Clasp. No. 889,969; June 9; 8p. p.

Carriage and automobile body. No. 889.402; June 2; Sp.

No. 890,915; June 16; Sp. p> 3K0; Dr. p. 774; Gar. vol. 134;

•2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1681.

Gar. vol. 134; d. 1300.

KSS:y?^S^.TSh'^i;S^^ Manur^spreader. No. 892,308; June

30; 8p. p. 6320; Dr. p. 1361; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2199.
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iiotT, Sixncvr. W \ a. Valve-operating mechanism. No. 881,568; June 23; 8p.

>r. p. 1120: r.az.

Rudirear. .\.. assiimor to .\ Merle Co.. San Ffland.sco, Cal. Manufarture of small steel Inffot^ No W0.934. Tune 1«: Sp p 3547; Dr.

rSm'Ti *ir irn'i.'rn.-l.? M.' Safety dtia.'hmpiit for whiffletr«-s. No i489,722; June 2; Sp. p. 10«; Dr. p. 242; Oat. vol 134; p. 1227.

Rue<ly H I' Tul.-.),, < >bu> S«-Hle.l w(m..1.ti BH.kapv .\"'> syl.iMW, Juik- Ki; Sp p. 3712: Or p 810. (7az. vol. 134; p 17119

RafI
j' F NewUrrv. FU ( an-.n»'ti.'r So. s.m W; .Imu- iS; .-^p p 4.->:s; Dr p. W.'i; r,ar.. vol. 134, p. 1h«2.

Rutlinan. A. A. an.l I> D WHthen.i, Kaii.s Ka.shuin-mrtchine No Hy<i.:i4. hinr Irt; Sp. p. 3(»4; Dr. p. 67tf; Oaz. vol. 134; p loll.

Rullman. C. F. >••' I >tinit in ami Rullman.)

Rumm*"r.^.H{ntt^;i'rT '^^' m"any:^ (>m|!<'!undVor .•ombatmK tuug.ul ,1;*^,* . of plants. No. 881,567; June 23; Sp. p. 4829; Oat. yol.

134; p. 1922.

Runnion, E. (Af Hutinion, W IJ and K

Runnion. W. n. and K... a.'jiiiKnors of one-half to I

Rimyon,' E. E^ l'a>adma'; (Tl Enveloprfa.Mttner No SKa..i38; June 2; Sp. p. 875; Dr. PP- 200-1. «•« '"l- ^*^, P- ^*
Rupe, J. R., assignor to Chan<l.li. r A \n Hra>9 Works. Richmond. Ind LaSder. No. &1.73«; June 23; Sp. p. >1M; Di

vol.' 134; p. 1978.

Rii«*h L r9€^ IlfAthcock tinfi Ktish >

Riishmore, S. W.. F'lainael<l. N. J. (ia9-pr.Kli»cer. No. 881.292; June Zi; Sp. p. 4259; Dr. P- «C. <^»^vo'. 134. p^
1832.

Russ F \. Oreeuwlch. and J. B Rm.«. Shelton. Conn ()ne-pier.> hiitkle for webbing. No. 889.403; June 2; Sp. p. 431. Dr. p. 108;

Gai. vol. 134, p. 1126.

Ra^i ^J..^ N>v*"Yor'k.''N:\-'""iilltrple s.<ket for el«-tric lamps No. 889,812; June 2; 8p. p. 1308; Dr. p. 279; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 12M.

Russell"* Erwin Manufaitiirmj,' Coiupariv fctv ('al.>> (' J., as-signor.)

Ru!<Sell Si Er.M:: M iri'it.u tiin-iK ( ..[iipanv Ff^' I'ap.'nfoth, I'., as.signor.)

Ruaseil A Erwiii M.in.iimtLiruit< Coiniuiiiy H»h> V.-i^jSit. H G.. assignor.)
,,j. „ o.oo

ROMCU. L., CarthaK'.v HI Iow.I.t s st«kir.>;-T...,l .-?-, <r:.m; June 30; 8p.p.6321; Dr. p. 1301; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 2198.

rI!^"'. T..^UsI-;7.Vi'i^''''!^"ainl. aud'hm^^^^ .(iUuig ma, tun.. No, s«.97p: June 9. Sp. p. 1541; Dr p 34«. Ga«. volJ34; p. 1M4.

R iszitszka F W.-ls assignor to Firm of A K.ll-r M.t ilUv.Tke und Munitionsfabrik. Enft-sfnld. N, Ost. F^niiesfeld. Au«tri»-Hun-

gary Cartndg.-f.^'din^ d.^vuv f„r nuuhm.vKMi.s nr tn. \U>'. No. 801.374; June 23; Sp. p. 4442; Dr. pp. 9ti«-7; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1858.

Ryan Car Company, »« liyau. W. .M as-Myn -

_ir3.

Dr. p. 968; Oat. vol. 134;

Ryan Car company, »-«K>aii. >^ , .w as.'-nMo; ,o. ^ loj i

Rvan. J, C. Ciricinnati. Ohio N.x-ktif-holder No Ksy ,V-), I-me 2: Sp. p. 719; Dr, p. 165; Om. vol, 1-34 p. 1

Ryan, W. M., assignor to Kyan (ar( ompany, ChUHgo, 111 Kulw tv-car. No. 881,373; June 23; Sp. p. 444a, 1

Rytir^C. O,. Brockton, Mass. Het-l-buildii^ machin.". No. 8Bl,i03; June 23; Sp. p. 4687; Dr. p. 1017; Qmz. voL 134; p. 1902,

Ryon, E. H (See Jenckes and Hyon.i

8. K.aroen \ Bros, i Se»" Kan"". ' i>--<i*fnoni

Lt^l^'lZT^S^orll twt^tl^Vds'to r's-'-N^iaT-orBoiton. Ma.,. Bottle. No. 890.874; June 16; 8p. p. 3407; Dr. p. 747; 0«.

S^hae'^' ^Lo^Angeles. Cal Gold-savitig apparatti.- No SW9.813; June 2; Sp, p, 1210; Dr, p. 279; Oar, vol. 134; p. 1256.

sI^rML^ assignor of on.>-half to .M P ( !«)l...sMy Bra.ld.ck. Pa. Metallic tk- and rail-fastener. No. S91.010; June Irt; 8p p. 3714;

Dr. p. «ll:'Ga2. vol. 134; p, iTiw
' "lufls, foWilSaguin, J., CouncU Bluffs. f..wa. Earth-syrieg,-. No. syi.:?:.,; lune 23; Sp. p. 440; Dr p^ 9«*; <.az %ol. 1-^4. plS-*

Sahlin M Chicago. Ill C.)r»*i-gore-adjustiag .leMce, N.. xyi.NU.; June 30, Sp, p, .34«.'J; Dr, p^USl, Oaz. vol, 134 P_/»4.

sX?<i C 1) S^i Franoi..*-o. (a! limMiii.' ...nst nKtion No 8t.'.31(); J.me io; So. p. 63^; Dr. p. 1.1o2; Oar vol, 134; p^e 30; Sp. p. ttiO; Ur. p. 1.302; Gaz. vol 134; p 2200.

Saii'sbuV L E IToviriente. R I Uarn.-Hr^ti..tion .levii-e for l.wi.is. .No. *«.971; June 9; 8p. p. lo44; Dr.p,34ti; Oa*. vol. 1.34; p. 1334.

Iw^uelii.S.Pai.'ley. Scotland. Aw.ung aod du..t-sctWD for vehicles. No. X90.875; June 1«: Sp. p. 3408; Dr. p. 747; Gft«. vol. 134;

SMnuelson, F., Rugby, F.u^'l i.ii issiKiir to .,,nerai Ki.>. trie Company. System of forced lubrication. No. 891,377; June 23; 8p. p.

S«!^eU.^H,^K.^l«Tior'io h"s 'm'iIu! rh,ca4J... Ill ,M..vmg'pictui« machine. No. 880.936; June 16; Sp. p. 3551; Dr. pp. 77^; Gat.

vol. 134; p. I(i84. „ ,™,. p . ..w „ lois.
Sandeii'T' Canton. (Jhio, Power lrHn.wii,.*«,,n intvhanistn. No. «1.636; June 23; Sp. p. 4Wii: Dr. p. 075; "ar vol. 134; p. 1«45.

Odors' F 'b Ne.vington Juiu'tion, C.iin fpn-iK- lip No HS)0..-^11; June !»; Sp, p, 5»i7t; Dr p, MO. <•«« vol 134; p, 151.,

.Sanders', VV , F .
Trenton. Muh. Postal folder No, vs) 4<k June -'; Sp, p. 43;<; Dr. p. 103; Gaz. vol. 134; P- "^

Saiullin. W C Ktilr.ws N C , a.nsignor .f t\*.v-thirds to \ Moulton and C, W, Savage. In.sulator. No. 881,955; June 30, 8p. p.

5»<)_'. i>r p, 1-1'; Gaz vol, l.i4. p MKy
Sands, L. >t^ Kirliv, I, B,. assignor.*

Sanitary Knvdoj).' Si'aler < ompany ,
>. StM-^art. 1.. o., assignor.)

,>argent\t ('.)inpanv, u^^h' IJro.i.nck. 1> K .i.-isi>inor.)

Sargent A Company, (See Shaw, I 11 . a--«si)»nor

Sargent & Company, rS.v .>parks, i). F .
as.slgiii.r ^ .

Sattler, C, .^t.'glitz", near B.rliii. G.-nnany Mat'hmf for nailing th.> uppers of shoes to soleaol woo<l, *c
.•,7-.4; (iaz, vol, 134; p, -Mill ,- ,. „ ^

SAuerstott-und Stkk.noff-lndu.stne Hansmaon & Co. (See I nruh, M. C. von, assignor.)

Saunders D K Col'.imbiis. Mis.s, Handle f/«- t.a.^kets or the like. So. 880..-»5: Jime 9; Sp. p. 22»d : Dr

No. 892,010; June 30; Sp.p.

49X. Gaz. vol, I.i4. p. 144«>.
>; Sp. p. 22»d: Ur. p. 49X. (Jaz. vol, i.H.

5186; I)r. p. 1120, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1978
8aus'ser,"J."M.. <>sna*iurg, Ohio DoorDrxTating devii-e. .So. 891,737; June 23; Sp.p.

Savage Arms Company, See l.anjjdon. B I* a.nsignor,)

ISwj^r', w'j.: wfnble^' Fn%an,l,'' .v'lverul^ag'at.paratus. No. SS9..M4. June ', Sp^ p 1210; DrDp^279^;
««-J«'-^; ?:

^^56.

Saxe .V. C,, Wm-.ted, Conn .assignor to Win. L, Gilhert Clock Company. Alarm-switch. No. 89(J..'{77: June 9: Sp. p. 2394.T>r, p. 528,

Scaiife' \v' l!.'\llegi*ny. Pa Coal and on' WHsh-r or concentrator No.890,«76; June 16; Sp.p. 3412; IT p 748; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1664.

SrantU'burv \',J, >» Humphreys and Scajitlebury, i ,o una i..^^ n- at^

S^haefVr \, v., assignor .f o./e half to W. P^ Chrysler, Oelwem, Iowa, Packing for piston-rods. (Reissue.) No. 12..'«6; June 2, Sp.

p. IM:. r>r. p 311, i<ai yol. l.M. p l.*KJ.

S^h^v^M M^. nuNi'irPa''"nV.MeMoMutdii'-'-ta<kl.' No, 891.103: June Iri; Sp, p, 3870; Dr, p, «46. Gaz, vol. 1.34; p. 1738.

Steh^M F V -re-sde,, - .ennanN .Sight Ur f.n-«rn..s. So, W.,V,I : June 2; Sp. p. fe; Dr. n, life; Gaz. vo . 134. p. 11?3.

Schart'w. H , M..iitreal, Wuet'ec, assignor t,. Toronto Type Foundry t ompany, Limited. Toronto, Canada. Linotype-machme. No.

SchTtC*!' ^vv".*'.l' >*'lndi.' 'n. v"^: as'mlf*^or to"£aatt A Morfjan Cutler>- Company. TltusvlUe, Pa Piercing-tool. No. 890,457: June 9;

Sp p, 2'i2<. Pr J.
' o G.iir. vol. \M: p. U'tf,

Shelllr 'Ki'sl'^Mlt/',' ii.'arS'^^^^^^^^^
resonance curves. No, ,'«2.3I1, June 30; Sp. p. 6324; Dr, p, 1362;

Sc'h,*Mer!'o ,'s*t,4'lit'A"near B.rlin. Cn^rmany.' System for receiving undampixl dectric oscillations. No, «92.312; June 30; Sp. p. 6326;

SchenJc. lf',"ass4iVor'of .'.m-half''t."' H Gerhardt. Chandler Ind Ter, Desk attachment. No, ,«>1,188, Iiin-' It^: Sp, p, 4027; Dr p kx2;

Sch-T^Hng,' K,'^C,,'a.<Hl^or to H. K and ,J. K. UullcK-k, Chu-.igo, 111. Cotton-picking machine. No. 881,444; June 23; Sp. p. 4.579. Dr, p.

.Scht^be'r^A'' W,!"jer*;y ntv. S, J,, asmgn.^r to Finn of S. Zinu, New York. N V. Kazor-stropping machine. No. 892,011: June 30;

Sclne^VA'^as^s\gm.rV.'Al,'V^rv^ima\m, ?hIr|ottenburg, Gennany, Type-casting machine. So, '<91,t537; June 23; Sp. p. 4987; Dr. pp.

Sclnff^L "^Baltu'i ore, \U\ "ButLMihole-prot^c-tor No ^JMV>: June 2: Sp, p. 4;i4: Dr, p, UU; Gaz vol KU: jk 1126.

^ii'>\h P II ,
KilPviok. o:uo, Kail-iotnt Sx s'^ijvj: I,me9. Sp. p. 1*4; Dr, p, 4:i> G_ar,. y..l. '-i^ p, !*••.

^^.""'Jnr J'u'^ei^enr^sii^o?:T^!"mlyn^a^gr;.;;^.t;:^o'A^ Machine company, Pittsburg. Pa, Taking-down

S<;t^;n"'^;£^-^lltS,ci:^m::;;r^^^ ^o't^,815;June2: Sp,p.l214; Dr. pp,

280-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1256.
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Schmidt. A., IndUampolU, Ind. Distrlbutlng-nozzle. No. 889.972: June 9: Sp, p. 1.-^47, Dr p, .H49; Gaz, vol l,'?^: p l'<-'«-

»,„^,^
Scheldt, A. asslgnoTto l^arbwerke vonn \lV.i«T. r I.nrtus & BrQnlng, Hftchst-on-the-Maln, Germany. Dehydrating sodium hydro-

sulflte.' 1^0. 892'.1HH: Jan.' Vi -;
i

ohk-^ '.a/ \ .1 :u p,21.'.>N,

: June 2;

SchmidV. C. 0,'a , Jr New V.rk N ^ Dnv. rham N > W! 1K9: June 16: Sp, p, 4028; Dr. p. 882; Gaz. yol. 134; P '"GS-

*hSldt J, .\,. Buffalo, N V Attachment for h:. !-.u e- N ^*l.S01; June 16; Sp, p. 3280. Dr. p, 71S; Gar vol, [34; p. 1641.

Schmidt. P., Dortiiiun.l ' .eniianv ( ar-oouplm*:, N. , s-'.'.M'-.. ' une 2; Sp. p. 1218; Or. pp. 281-2. uaz. vol. l.M: p. 1-5..

Schmidt, W. C, Richmond. \ » In.li.atiiiK-U.ttle, No. 891,966; June aJ; Ap. p. .i6«a: Dr. P^ 1£19; ',<" "''',' '^*' ,P,2^"
Schmltz J., San Franci.-*,.. i «1 « .l.j.vt-meiver. No. .S90.307; June 9: Sp. p. ?2(.4: Dr pp. 499 .iO(: Gaz. vol l.«,

p^
1«7.

Bohmocker. A, P,. l>enyer. Colo Kxprosiv.-engine. No. 890.632: June9: Sp. p. 2678; Dr pp_ .^M: Gaz vol. 1.34. n. 1518.

aSmucker A, P,. Denver, Colo .^.H-ed-reL-ulating de\1ce. No. 890,.5.Ti; June 9: Sp. p 2JW2: Dr. pp 591-2: Gaz vof. 134 p. 1518.

Schnebbe, D, W,. Richmond Hill N"* V F".unt»ni-,H.n No. 889,973; June 9: Sp p. 1.548: Dr. p. 49: Gaz. vol. l.M, p, ^^
Schnebte, J.C, assignor <if one-half to T c, .Schneble, Dayton. Ohio, Carbureter for intemal-c-ombustion engines, No.889.4h..

Sp. p. 607: Dr. p. 142: <ia? vol, i:«: [> 1
1'>3.

Schm^lbach, H A "crafton. Pa , assignor to Macbeth-Kvans Glass Company. Glass-molding machine. No. 892,089; June 30; Sp. p.

>.h^'^i.,^V^'I'^an^m-The-siKt;er^^any (innding t.mgs for spiral drills. No. 891,738; June 23; Sp.p.5188; Dr.p.U21; Gae.vol.m:

P UC'i

<rh(ven. C, T 'See Loss. H \'.. assignor '

S^ h!!.'nwr^(.,, Nnn^ni't^rg, Germany '''T>rawnik;-iHn No, 891,104; June 16; Sp, p. 3871; Dr. p. 846; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 1738.

Sih..|iei,i ii k. fl III ' .S«"e Kt»*.l. F. M . assit'lior,

)

, .
'

. ., q„, 0,0 . o«.
Scholes. A G . Ilfor.l, an<l <; (iibs<m, \V.\«t minster, England, Water-lnjector for internal-combustion engmes. No. 891.638; June a,

Scholz^lliassign.'.'r to B, <lrat7,'B.-riin, Germany, Preparing india-rubber for vnlcanirntion. No. 891,866; June 30; Sp.p. 5471; Ga«.

vol, i.l4: p M\'<.

Schombiirg. U F. (See Ben.ler and Schomburg.) ,..,,. , ,,. o.v„,
.Schramm 1. P T<i|e.io. Ohio Rail sp|ic«^ No. 892.313: Jtine 30; Sp. p. 632S; Dr, p 1.V.2: (.a/ vol, 134: p, ZXX .

Schreidt F,. Mansfield Ohio Fishmg n-.l. No. 888.974: June 9; Sp. p. IS-W: Dr. pp .V« -.^i Oiiz, vol, |,<4: p LU-i.

Schriefer. K <; , Cincinnati, Ohio Kxt.nsible case. No. 882,187: June 30; Sp. p. 60KS, Ur, p, 1309; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 2158.

S^hn'der 11", Sew Vnrk,'s Y rh"rri,'Kt«ph-horn. No. S80,.1;J4: June 9: Sp. p. '2686; Dr. n. 592: Oaz.voL 1.34: p 1519.

Schro-ler M Sew York S Y Feci m.^hanlsm for phonographs. No. 891,378: June 23; Sp. p. 4449; Dr. p. 969; Oat. vol. 184, p. 1880.

SchiiUrt " ,'

I harlott.tiliurj:. «,. nnany t owl. No, 891,».'i7; June 30; .Sp. p. .5664; Dr. p. 1220; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2085.

S<-hiilllieiss, H I See SornerMlle G. W .. assignor.

)

, , _ ... „
Schiilt/ t H \e>;..^mk, n- ar Hnm.ii ...rrnany, assignor, by mesne assignments, to General Klectnc t ompany. T>-pe-writing

mmhitie Si. vi* 7 1
;', tuii. 1', -^p t dW ; Dr, p, 679; Gaz, vol, 134; p, 1611.

8chuli7 F( Bianl .Mn Ma, hi:.. I r .1 wing standing timber. So. l<92,314: June 3D: Sp. p. 6329: Dr p. 1363; Gaz. vol 134: p. 2201

.

Sltz, G. J:. New York, assignor to B. Brist^, Tarry town, N. ^ . Igniter. No. 88J,33§: June 2; Sp. p. 280; Dr. p. 6K; <.az. vol. 134:

p. 1103.

Schulz, R.. B.rli

891.639;

Schulz, R.. Berlin, Gerinanv St. am-turbine (Reissue) No, 12..S14; June 16; 8p, p 4127: Dr, p, 9(0; <!az. vol 134; P- 1779

.Schulz R Berlui Geriiianv i ..nipotind stcim-turbine. No. 891.293; June 23; Sp. p. 4261; Dr, p, 932: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1833.

Schiin/rl \ G rittshiirg I a Cultivntor, So. M9(U78: June9: Sp. p. 2385: Dr. p. .'.2X; Gaz. vol i:i4: p. 14«i9.

.Schusmnaiin L(, Sh.l.ovgan, \S 1- A.ljustublechair, No, 892,311; June 30: .Sp. p. 6331: Dr pp. 1363-4: Gar vo. 134: p. 2201

Schulz, R . I.eipziK Futntzs.)! assignor to Adolf Bleichert A Company, l.eipzlg-Gohlls, Germany. Rope and cable grip. No.

June 23: So. p 4^i'M. Dr p 107'. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1W7.

Scliu"r!/ K II assignor to KnM'sclH'll Brothers (ompany, Chicago. lU. Cruel ble-fnmaoe. No. 892,012; June 30; Sp. p. 5756; Dr. p.

Schwartz.' H.VantlB.iislvanovics, Philadelphia, Pa. Safety com-knlfe. No. 892,316; Jun«' 30: Sp. p. 6333: Dr. p. 1304; Gaz. vol. 134;

p, 2201,

Schwarz, F ,1,. Jr, (.See Raiisch »ii<l Sthwarz.)
.•^hwarz. I, Ci . ."f a/. ( See Shaplev, K K. assignor.)

Schwar/, M.. ChamUrsbiiri;. Pa Son nfillabfe- bottle. No, 891,105; June 16; Sp, p, 3872; Dr. p. S46; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 173S.

.Schwarzler, K, (S..e l.ankes and Schwiirrler,)

8cliwarzs<'hil<l * SiiUterirer « <. ( See Levy. L.. assignor.)
^ . ^^ , ,„j *,„ xj«

8chwei/,.r. C .
Maplewo.Hl as.«i.i,'nor to American Heating Company. Boston. Mass. Apparatus for thawing frozen ground, &c. No.

RHit47V luneH. Sp p IV.i Dr p, 3.">0; tJaz. vol. 134: p. 1.3V>.

Schwei/er C , Mai.l.w.x. 1, issigTior to .Vmerioan Heating Company . Boston. Mass. Furnace. No. 889.976: June 9: Sp. p. 1563: Ur p.

Schw. rl'n' b'
'

FrHiik/orl-on t he Main, assignor to Farhwerke vonn. Meister I.urius A Briining. Tlix-h.'st-on-the-Maln. Germany, Sepa-

ratlngan.l simultan-.Mislv extracting waUr from mineral, vegetable, and animal substances, So,sy2,lSK; June 30; sp.p. 6093; Ur. p.

l.iiW. Gaz vol 1.14: p, 21,'>9,

BCuWOtzer, >>, >> , no.ini-i.i. 1 a, .-Kiri-Buuuonrr. i-iu. cwi..oi>, jiiurio. .--i.. |<. ...no, t^>. y. •.-^. ^^- --. f

Scod*. F. J. O. (.See stniU.r. o. ,'issignor.) ^ „ , .„^ ,„„,
Scoggln^ J C , Wichita, Kans. Bicvcle-support. No. 891,44.'>: June 23: Sp. p. 4.581: Dr p. 996; Gar vol. 134; p. 1883.

Scoih.rn \V 11 H , \shville, Ohio. ' Fence-post. No. 890,308: June 9; Sp. p. 2266; Dr p. 500; Gar vol. 134; p. 144/.

Scott Klivtrical Fquipnieiit Company. (See Scott, R., assignor) „ ^ v onoo,- t on .a tiiiA- n,- „ i«ri-
Scott, F., Ort.isonia. a.ssignor of one-half to J. B. Shlvely, Shippensburg, Pa. Door. No, 892.317; June 30; Sp. p. 6334, Dr p. 1364.

.Sc.'tT F K Centeryille, Ind, Coint.ination-ladder. No. 891.379; June 23: Sp. p. 44.11
:
Dr, p, WW; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1861.

Scott! P, Fine S Y Fxcavatinp-to.ll. No. S92,090: June 30; Sp. p, .5889: Dr, p, 12»i8. Gaz, vol. 134; p. 2121, ,^ ..,„ ,

Scott, R., Sew Brunswick. S ,1,. assignor to Scott Electrical Equipment Company. Magnetic circuit-breaker No. 890,18.1: June 9:

Sp, p, 19Sti. Dr p 4i^. Ga7.. vol, ri4: p, 140H.
, ^ . ,„. ,««.

Scott. R, P., Ca.il/. Ohio, Pneumatic tire for vehicle-wheels. No. 883,263; June 2; Sp, p. 13.=); Dr, p, 34: Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1081.

Scott W \ J I King an.lC ,I, Brown, Consul. Ala- Lifting-jack. No. 890.4.VI; ,1iiiir9: Sp. p 2,1X4: Dr. p, .)«0: Gaz, vol. 1.3-<- p. 1494.

Scougale. M,! Fort Worth, Tex IntenneshinK win' fabric. No. 890.R7S: June 1».; Sp p, 341H; Dr, p, 74h; '&Z-Y01-J34; p. 1665.

Scriven, B, F.and W C Smith. Stretfird, Fn^rland, Mechanical variable-transmission mechanism. No. 890.879; June 16; 8p. p.

341S I) r, pp 749^.10: Ga? vol 134: p ]<<>•'>
, _, , ,^,_ ., , ,

Styihrook, BR., and F C. Priestly, assignors to American Dlfferrntial Railway Axle Company, Los Angeles, Cal. Dlflcrontlal axle

devio^. No 891. 9.1^: June SI: Sp' ji :,!*>'•: Dr, p. 1220; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 2085.

Seaman. \. J (Se»" HeynoMs an.l Sejiinan,

Stiamlesk Steel Bath Till. Coinpiinv 1 S.m' Slornan, E. II.. assignor.! ..,,«„..„«, ^ „ n^. r^ ,o.a n -
.Searle, F . assignor to C.xs Wr.tuh Company, Worcester Mass. Wrench-handle. No. 892,189; June 30; Sp. p. 0094; Dr, p. 1310; Gaz

vol, 134. p, 2119
Searls, A
Searls, A
Searls. L, ,\,, exe<ui rix ,-*» .-.eai i>, .\ . », . ,^ , . ,_ , •,,.

.Sears W, T . Philadelphia. la . assignor to Niles-Bement-Pond Company, Jersey City, N. J. Driving-wheel lathe
- Dr p l-ti«: C.AT vol KM: p. 212ti

" G . ass gnor

, assignor to ( oes w r.'nch ( ompany, v> orceswr, Mass. »> n-ucn-imiiuw. i-«u. nui.ioo, juuc ou, .^y. \>. i».[r^, .... y. . .,,.«, ..„^.

d^Ws.-.! Newark. N, J.; L. A. .Searls, exwitrix. Jack. No. 881.919; June .W: Sp. p..5C«7; Dr p. 1220: Gsz. vol. 134; p. 2W5.
'. .le«eaH.>d, Newark, N, J,; L. A, Searis. executrix. Jack. No. 891,9«iO; June .«): Sp. p. 5668; Dr. p. 1-221; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2086.

A, exe<utrix ,See .Searls, A ) __,_ _ . .. . „ , ,__ .. . ,._._.. .„,,.. v. xr„ ^« ,w., . i,.^No. 892.091; Juntf

.«): Sp p 5«)0:

.Seashf.re. D F i.See Peters.in. (

leckford.C.
June 2; Sp. p. 7-»6. Dr. pp. Ifi7

. '.nd, Ohio
See, II, J,, Deedsvilte. Ind

S»ck"fot^d!c' F,'.Cinrinnati, Ohio Me<'hanis:!. for use in the pn-pan-tion of picture-inoMrngs. pict^jre-frames. and the like. No. 889553;

June 2; Sp. p. 7-'6. Dr. pp. Ifi7 M, Ga/ vol 134: p 1174,

.Secr«.<it, H, o . Cleveland, Ohio Lawn-mower. No *1.867; June .«: Sp, p, 5471: Dr p IHl: Ga/. vol i:(4: p, 2055.

1.34, p KiX.

..awn-niower .>o rsti.nnt, .luiir.iu, ou, f>,
.nil, I'l J. ii-.!. ••ai. • ,. i.-i, y '

,,„ _„ Road-<1rag, So, XCd.,VV,i: lunc 23: Sp. i.. 4,S33; Dr, i>p, 1(M2 3; Gaz. vol. 1,«: p. 1922.

Seeijergnr! C, D,, Yonkers, N, Y, Klevator, No, M9i),H(.r2; June Iti: Sp, p. 3282: Ur. p. 719: Gaz. vol, 134: p. lf.42.

Seebers. E, (See Ohmer an<l St-eb^-rs, 1 - /> 1

.Seeger. J A , St, Paul, Minn ( onibined refrigerator and heater. No. 8ftl.2ft4; June 23: Sp, p. 4264: Dr, p, 933: Gaz. vol,

8egr«ll. E J.. Newark. S I, Petticoat So HSU M/vs; June :*); Sp, p, .1473: Ur, p, 11*2. C,hz, vol, 134; p. -'055.

Seib, G. A., assignor to Monarch Typewriter Company, Syracuse. .N. Y, Type-writing machine. No. 891. SOh; June ^V. .>>p, p. bSO).

Dr. p, 11.54: Oar vol 134; p. 2004,
"

Seigh, F,. <•< n/, (See Campbell, Fans, and .Seigh,) ^ ^ , , ,„^ ,^_
Seltner, S,. Jr., Roann. Ind. Harrow atta<'hment for plows. No. 890,184; Juno 9; Sp. p. 1988; Dr p. 4.«i; Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 1407.
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No.

SelMir. E. M., ft al

Splzer. F. C, et ai.

8«>lzer, J. V.-.et ai

Seker. J. R.. Morm
Dr p. 883; Qaz v

Senrvnhauiih,

K. C. and J. K. SeUer. DrtnJting-founUin. No. 891,190; June 1ft; 8p. p. 4030;

So. 888.406: June 2; Sp. p. 435; Dr. p. 103. Oaz. vol. >»<: P- .llf,^
-in. p. 3421; Dr. p. 750; Oar. vol. 134; p. Ifi66.

- t; Sp. p. 3873; Dr. p. 847; Ofu. vol. 134; p. 1738.

Bito^P Cologne >.pr.,aav Hla^trng-oartrui^e No. SS9A19; June 2; Sp. p. 877; Dr. p. 201; Qax. vol. 134; p. 1201.

^^T |ffio'-1.X';'r'r n,..nn.^Srnt/" t^ Ha.,..r Company. FnKlonU. N. Y. Com-huaklng machine

aw 185; Jtm«>9; Sp i- iyy«i; l>r p m U«z \n.1 IM. p l-Ki,.
'

SfH- S<>Upr. I K . rtSN'Knori'.

<p». s<'lrfr. (. K . a.ssuriior >

<«> S«>l7pr. J. K . ussiKnor^
!^ -.iin. '.(iwa. a.-isiKiiiT til K M

i
; U p. IT'x.T.

\i;rura 111. I)rHpm>;-niacfcuie

^an "y "Titg Unrhor Ctv. S I <;ratP for stc-ves. No. SW).>«<» 'nne

S^.*timn J I' K^.n.sr.;rnv,.. on-jj. Ma!.ir-lp,if turner. N... v.!..-

.

^v^i/ irV 1: ...n/ ,
...r:,::"^^p;L,^tun:f;im;ing oA smaH quant^es of molten glaa- from gi^turu^. No. ««.013; Juo.

;«; Sp. p. 5'75M. l>r p l-'Tv (.a/ vol 1.44, p JIOJ.
,, , j3^_ 2055.

8e%-erJn.\). W.. Mnt.ank. T.x ^l:';''^Pf::.„,^/ *'l*^vi,"'^s*' *Jl 4^ Spp^ 4.^83; Dr. p. 99«;'^Oax. vol. 134; p. 1883

^^v:;r°^k'L^\^uSo;^1^;'4M: .n\^'r' B"*"l!;"r'*NV;"'hrop, '«:.,!' ;^ignors to ClforSloelo Man.xfacturin« Company. Method of

s;=^|^^S^i^.^Xi.^' ^^:^i!^.:^,r^:^i'^.^.^; Dr.p.l^; Oa. vol.134; p. 21..

l^yierVi I a.s^n!^'olX"^"l^"::\^ Franklin. South Bethl.hem, Pa. Slngte-pha* commutator-motor. No.891.784; June 23;

i§ii-r'Kl^n^;^.n'7n;S:u^J,.^;\ny;;p[;.p.. N^
^^4. p. 1833.

IhiilK'nUgpr. ( S , St l...uis, M,. ."' -"^'Oj.; f. rears. No. »1.»5. Juneg. 8p p.^- PP^
^^^ ^^, j^. ^^^

:;::n:'r'*M 'BKhl.f^.lr^^Jrinic'^n::;;?: cr,..-ti. and connection for rail, on tie.. No. 889.725; June 2; 8p. p. 1053; Dr. p. 243;

(.'luz v.l i:t4: p. !->•.>

si'p;.,^:.i;'..;>-'s..n..,N^,/:i^-vs.i^i„?°,^

p. 1834.

^^il^lc ^HlS,S^«ior^l^ato?;^^^!;a£^^ ^l^d'^i.^S^nl^a^.^^:;;;^; ?.. Ca^t^t^^her.

siiL*i!\^' ,Kti;.un,.^'N^^ i^;i|;;^;^^;:^r;;i (-In^omjany. New York. N. Y. Can-body-making machine. No. 801.380;

"jum^a; Sp.p.-H.i4. !>>• p^jTO; «ii/- vol 1.14: P 1'«>1-
aao 407- June 2" So p 436; Dr. p. 104; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 1127.

t'^Z- j"
h"- iSS^.o^r'^o 's"a^^'"^^^/:;^^an^''1:.V';K^ L'y:»^ June ?; sp. p. 1555; Dr. p. 3^1; Oa. vol. 134; p.

si"^ J. P.. decea«d, -Aberdeen. M.ss.; K K Houston, a.lmm..trator. Combination-tool. No. 8«1.107; June W; Sp. p. 3876; Dr. p.

, 7; Gax.vol. IM; P- 1;39.
i,m«> v^ so D 44.%; Dr p. 970; Oar vol. 134; p. 18«2.

ffiiJ W
•
^:V\Zt:;"n'n'l"'sc.UoM^^:'^u. "i-.'i.ty'."^raf i.; 'sp^ p. 3287; Dr^ p. 720; Oa«. vol. 13^ P- 1642.

«x-k •

v'^l^r^fnty^'s''" '.....Ignor of oto-half to J. A. IIud.,on. New York. N. Y. Speed indicator and recorder. No. 880.100;

June9;'3p.' p. 1804; Dr. pp 3'.« 4<»; Caz. vol l'<4: p. 137S.

ShemeUl Car Company. '
.s.-- rnlvfrt. T K *-s ^:nor.)

Shplield Car Company. '
.-^ far.l. I I- ,*--*^.r>"'r

^^
>l,emel<l Car Company. Sp.- ' > ( onnor <, h . assignor.^

IKKS".'^.' r". .a^ir ^. oS!i'.l<r'i;'i'.'f .i.*CH.X';'r,^: i!e"u.Tt'Siog... NO. tow: Jun, ^fsp. p. m.: l.r. p. «i: o,„.

vol. 1.^4: p. 1257
, V. u II i..,„r, vr, ^>«-'. T-n.. •> So D 1055; Dr. p. 243: Oar. vol. 134: p. 1228.

8herr«Hn. lY B , B.ittU- Cr.>.>lc Mich 'lo^-lftrnp.
^.^^: ^^ -

, v,riv.-juM 16 Sp a SsS*; Dr. p. 776; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1685.

Sherman, J.. Grass Vall.n
.
<al. .as sr^nibt^r

'
"''

^''^'f'^^^'^ ,, , 2 "^0 878' Dr.TaOl; ««• vol- 134; p. 1202.

Sherman. T. 11.. Tra«-rst> ^'tv. «'< ''
.

^-'',^-,'''; ''
"'

, ^, ^ „^';^ s s>i, x^i ^hme 9: Sp. p. 2397: Dr. pp. 528^ Gat. vol. 134; p. 14«.

Sherrick. A.. Lima, Ohio. 'hotogrMph f '"'"^.^I"".!;^ "7',',
, ^., .^ •..;„ Ur p. 52^; Car. vol. 134 p. 1470.

aherrtck. A., LirnH. Ohio. l)ov,4oning.t,ink V.
^^

.H. i

,^^. ^ ^^^ ;**',' 1 T3(Krbr. p. 299, Gar. vol. 134: p. 1272.

gherwin. 1 S., I'ill^burg, Pa W fn.iow-iha.l* hoi . r N • n^^^- '

_^

'.i. - , p. i^. P
^.^^ ^.^j ^^ j,(j^

Sherwood. E L.. Ridgewo...!, N 1. (
'',r''-^''9P""'">^, ''^ ,;„,;^ ^^^'

t^- U Vui^^ Sp p 4277- Dr p. 9a.5: Gar. v-l. 134.

Sh.M..Tm..in, S I. D- Moi...... low.
-""•,'":l'7,^'•"''''^J"";^,•*,"^^, ^^ tune • Sp P 437:Vr. p^ 104: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1V27.

as^if-^
•s ii::it.i;^.:ig;;::;;':Vra,!k^

E. C. cook, indiamipnl,;'. Ind > o ton-pucker.
>"l^^9'' 91„ '^":: ' • y 7

;- ' ,^ uar. vol. 134; p. Uir2.

IE;;:;;: ^: S-A-^^^^J:^: ;.;:::^ilS joi^nal^.;^ fo^l^w^yil^ri!- I^i.^!,...;^: June 16; sp. p. 3281^ Dr. p. 720; Oa«. vol. 134; p.

iSli;lov- it R "t^SjS m' Sk^o„sun..r No. ^Mi. J ane 2. Sp. p. «80. Dr. pp. 201-2; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1202.

Shlh^y D V ".el ni .<.*• ilPV.ln.h, A 15 .
ajsignor.)

Sker". ,ra^^''." P.M^ifl!'-.gnor.toW I.Fwart. Seattle. Wa.h. No^bag. No. 890.W7; June 16; 8p.p.3557; Dr. p. 776;

Sh:"na';:-'rT f J'u'oago. 111., a.s.gnor to Baker-Va^Oer Co,„pHnv 1-ortland, .Me. Binder-lock. No. 892.014; June 30; Sp. p. 5760;

Sik'c "^^
Chlc;^'; llL- ^^utstand No. 891.504: June ^<: Sp p. 4700; Dr. p. 1018: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1902.

^:^-^^.'ZS^^-^^^^- Karly. l>eter,burg, Ky Fenc^lamp. No. 880.819; June2; Sp. p. 1222; Dr. p. 282; Gax. vol.

£rif"'V-^:^?^';^^ V^^"'"--^^^^ ^^^^ &ryi;.^%r.pp.52^; oar. vol.134;

f^£>v'-^^^^.lu^u,::'\^^^gn.^t!;r^;ju^-.us^aar,^

S I' -'"n.s A H.iNW.- \ <i iSw Pf.-il. R. assignor

^:^^:J:^'^r ^:::^r;'^!^S^:Z£!^^^u:i^^ N v. Typecasting machine. NO. 889.820; Jane2; Sp. p.

ilr^ J^i:L;^r ', .;n:^A.:iy t.' Ii: l\ n^m, Buiralo. N V Machine for removing rubl,er ho,e from ,nandreU. No. 890.578; June 9;

Sm^t^ if - ll^.'i^lc;rK 1 tLl^ '' i^^l. caMe-punip ^^^^f^^^^^:^^^^'^ r^^'^^-l.^.]!- J'^-

Sii;^,^v1: 'Ro^nl,.^'';/ ^^i>^^hors..e^ner No^,S91,447: June 23: Sp. p 4;^, Dr. p 99.,, Gaz. vo, 134. p. 1883.

i};;!Son"n'*L- a^sfert^oST^^p^o?^^^^^
^-^'''- ^-"^' ^p ^'^^^'- ^^-^

4(10: Gar vol \M. p. 1379.
.

Simpson. I. L. vSee .Simpson. A. L.. awipdr.;

Sincdair, O. B. iSee Severy and Smclau-.)
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Slner. J. M.. awdgnor to Venus Manufacturing Co., New York. N. Y. Oasp for gannent-etipporter.. No. 8gOH«2; Jane »; 8p. p. MOS;

Sl^^jfLS^v^J^! C;a^ Shdl-retalner for breakdown guns. No. 800.186: June 9; Sp. p, 1994: Dr. p. 439; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1407.

Sippei. W. H.. Pittsburg. Pa. Curtain-pole. No. S91,741: June 23: Sp. p. 5191; Dr p. 1121; <Jaj^ vol 1.34: p- 1979.

SkaW. P. D.. Syracuse, N. Y. Sh«?l-metal handle. No. 890.102; June 9; Sp. p. 1812; Dr. p. 400: Gar. vol. 134 p. 1379.

Skinner. W. A., assignor of one^half to R. A. McCord. Macon. Ga. Apparatus or tool lor rpduclng the ends of lioiUer-flues. No. 889.728.

June 2; Sp. p laSN: Dr p 244; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1229.

Slack. J.J. s.-.' Murkhain, \\ . D.. aaslgnor.)
, „.. ^ , ,„. ..>«»

Slater. T. F . th.st- r, ( onn Revolving toy. No. 889.729; June 2; Sp. p. 1061; Dr. p. 244; Gar. vol. 134; P- If^.
SUyton, F. T., St. Joseph, a.ssignor to Bender Car Door Company, Kanw. City, Mo. Oraln-door. No. 8«0,a(, June le, sp. p. Juw,

Dr. p. 680; Gar. vol. 134: p 1612.

Stenker. C. E. adiiunistrHtnx (
.Se* Slenker. F. J.) .... vt„ unoniw. i..n^ -vi'

Stenker! F. J . .l«^-ea«e-i: ( E. Slenker, administratrix. Beaver Falls. Pa. Metallic railway tie and fastening. No. 892.094, Jime 30,

So. 0.5804: Dr i '.-'" ii«/- vol.134: p. 2126. „ , ..., ^. , ,.>, ~wv.
SlicV.i:. E., Pitt^' :rc I u I.oul.le-end dumping-oar No. 892.318: Jime 30; Sp. p. 6336: Dr. p. 1365;

^'^S^-
1^-^}^' .'P-^^^,^

„ ,„,,,.

Sllnack. V. II ,->;:> r i 1
• nnsylvanU Gas Olol* Light Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Photometer. No. 889.730; June 2; Sp. p. 1062.

SlSL.n^E^.^ll . .i'sUKiior'tu .;l.aSil^8teei Bath Tub Company, Detroit, Mich. Bath-tub. No. 888.979; June 9; *.'p. 1559; Dr. p. 352;

Snu^,' C.'c' Nevrton. Ma«s., aaalirnor, by meane assignments, to United Shoe Machinery Company. Heel-nailing machine. No. 891,192;

Jane 16; Sp. p. 4034; Dr. pp. 8M^; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1766. ^^
Small. U. M. Melrose, Mass. Lock. No. 802,383; June 30: Sp. p. 6460; Dr. p. l-'SS; Oar vol. 134; p. 2ZB.

Smalley. J A., Des Molnos. assignor o( one-half to J. M. Trufin, Panora, Iowa. Artlflclal-rtone machine. No. 890,187; June 9. Sp. p.

SinUh'. A.*! ^^len^Uuiy, N* y". assign'or to General Electric Company. Circuit-breaker. No. 890,718; June 16; Sp. p. 3100; Dr. p. 680;

8™!"'. a". Schenectady. N. V., assignor to General Electric Company. Motor-.starting panel. No. 890,719; June 16; Sp. p. 3103; Dr. p,

p. l()

K S Merceriring. No. 889.801: June 2; Sp. p. 1304; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1272.

MinneapoUs. Miiui. Barrei-replacer. No. 890.460; June 9; Sp. p. 2536; Dr. p. 561; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1494.
and J K Milllken, Dlghton. Masa.Smith. A. E.,

Smith. .\. M.
Smith. B M. (St-e llcx-kerand Smith, i

Smith, c! A.'."assignor" to Draper Compa^ylllopedale. Mass. Rotatalfle spindle and bobbin. No. 890,881; June 16; Sp. p. 3422; Dr. p.

Smith. C^A^^Bratt'leboro. Vt., assignor to National Novelty Con>oration, New York. N. Y. Vehicle. No. 891.872; June 30; Sp. p.

Smith', C.'^A^'.^BninW.iIro* Vf^.'asaignor to National Novelty Corporation, New York. N. Y. Vehicle. No. 85*2,384; June 30; Sp. p.

6461; Dr p. l.'«i3: (ia/. vol. i;i4: p. 2222.
,^ ...„,, , ,... .-,-,.

Smith, C. E . Inneville. Oi^g. S<raper. No. 891,871; June .10; Sp. d 5478; Dr p. 1183; Gar vo . l.M; p. 20.*

Smith, C. E »s..iv:i r \o N rrf, A Indd Manufacturing Company. New Britain, Conn. Belt attachment. No. 890,383, Jum'9, »p. p.

2406;' oir. p ''*\ w,i/ \. 1 ; .( p I47u.

Smith A Coiinnrw (. K S.'. .--luith. Ci. R.. assignor.)

Smith. K H s.- I ,rniiiiulliT. K"sciilx"rg<'r, and Smith.i __ .^ ,, ^^ , ,„^ „,^
Smith. E. Y n.ssi^nor lo I .\ii.stice. KcK-l.ester. N. Y. Slicer No. 892,192; June 30; Sp. p. 6097: Dr pp. 1310-11; Oar. vol. 134; p. 2160.

Smith, E 11. H .<<-. Smith. 11. \'.. a.ssignor.) „ „.. „ , ,«.. .«../,

Smith. E. N . Red ' .,ik. loWH PhotogrMpher's appliance. No. 889.731; June 2; Sp. p. 1063; Dr. p. 245; Oai. voL 134: p. IfflO.

Smith. F. B.. awignor to Bartier .\sphalt Paving Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Portoble asphalt plant. No. 8B2.320. June 30, Sp. p.

Smith'. K^V,' assignor \o^Bari«r Asphalt Pa\1ng Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Mixer-opening device. No. 802,321; June 30; Sp. p.

6,340: Dr p. 1366; Oar. vol. 134; p. 2»3. • ^ . „ , ,n^ ,^
Smith. F l-:^. WehstprCltv, Iowa Index. No. 891.505; June 23; Sp. p. 4701: Dr p. 1018: Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 190.:.

Smith. F !
. Kansjis ( itv! Kans. assignor of one-hall to Lex»i9& kitchen, KansasClty. Mo. System of sewage disposal. No.891,/42,

June if. Sp p .Mill I>r p !!--- Ch/.. vol. 1,34: p. 1979.

Smith A Furliush Maclune r,,i,;i.nny. (See Proctor. J. K., assignor.)

Smith, G. B., */ ')/ .s,..- Kui.Hi.k. S. F, assignor ) „„„«,., , » a u^. i^, tin-
smith, (J. B, assignor to Smith Bedding Co., Minneapolis, Minn. \Mre-coillng machine. No.889.2l>5; June2, Sp.p.l44. Dr. p. 38,

Smith, g"
L., .ultTdeen, Scotland. Fire and tempt-rature alarm or indicator. No. 891,743; June 23; 8p. p. 5193; Dr. p. 1122; Oar. vol.

Smith, O. R.! assignor to G. R. Smith & Company, Shelby>ille, Ky. Stretcher for trouaera. No. 888,821; June 2; Sp. p. 1228; Dr. p.

Smith, 0.'w.?Henrv!'Mo. Power-transmitting mechanism. No. 891,108; June 16; 8p. p. .3877; Dr. p. 848; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1739.

Smith, H. (See Johnson and Smith.)

Smith. \l. y.. awjgnor ol*one-ha'll to E. H. H. Smith, Bridgeport, Conn. PUting-rack. No. 890.882; June 16; Sp. p. 3424; Dr. p. 750;

(iar. vol. 134: p 1666

Smith. 11 \S .s,,. Smith, 8. B. and II. W ^ ^ ,, , , „ . xt„ o«, ,m. t..„„
Smith, I. M ,

Mssignorto Electrelle Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Friction-«hoe lor stlf-playing musical instruments. No. 890,188, June

9: Sp. p. I'T It p 440; Gar. vol. 1,34: p". 1408. •
^ , ,. . w.„ ^ , ,oj

Smith! j: B., and V. D. Lott. Jackson. Miss. Electric-light cut-off. No. 892.095; June 30; 8p. p. 5895; Dr p. 1260; Qar. vol. 134; p.

Smith. J. H., Allegheny, Pa. Reproducing objects. No. 891,013; June 16; 8p. p. 3718; Dr. pp. 811-12: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1710.

Smith, J. M., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Worcester Railway Supply Company. \\ onvst.r. Mass. Car-lender. No. 888,862,

June 2; Sp. p. 1305; Dr p 299: Gar. vol 134; p. 1272.

Smith, I \\ . (See Rude and Smith.) . . „ „ ,^_, ,-. ,...« , ^
Smith, M. \V.. assignor to J. A. Parsons. Troy. Pa. Oiling system for engines. No. 801.785; June 23; Sp. p. 5282; Drpp. 1143-4; Gar.

SinUh, O.'
^' and P. Lanliam, Wasliinglon. D. C. Manometer. No. 881,193: June 16; Sp. p. 4045; Drjp. ffl6: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1766.

Smith. P. S , Philadelphia. Pa Blank-gumming machine. No. 890.309; June 9; Sp. p. 22«?7: Dr. p. .SOO; Gar. vol. 134; p. 144,

Smith. S B and H W . llaiuilton, Ontario. Canada. Pneiunatic straw-stacker No. 8U1.'299; June -23; Sp. p. 42,9: Dr. p. 935: Gai.

Sinrth S vT Boise. Idaho Stump and tree puller. No. 889,488; June 2; Sp. p. 608; Dr. p. 142: (Jar. vol. 1.34; p. ll.'.S.

Smith, S. T.. Jr.. Stamford, Conn , assignor to Underwood Typewriter Company, New York, N. Y. StencUing-machine.

June 16: Sp. p. 328y: Dr. p. TJt). Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1643.

Smith, S. T . If.. Stamford, Conn., assignor to Underwood Typewriter Company, New 1 ork, N. i .

June Iti, Sp p. 32^2: I>r. p. 721: <iaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1645.

Smith A Sons .Mfg. <'o. i Se«> I.ivengoo.!, W. S., assignor.)

Smith, W. C. (See Scriven and Smith, i „ „ , ,„. „,™
Smith, W. C, Morns Citv, III Animal-trap No. 802.015; June 30; Sp. p. 5761: I »r p 1279; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2102.

Smith. \V. (\. as.signor of two-thirds to J. .\. Pardoe and D. Cole. Omaha. Nebr I, h k-M',nn for metal pUk^s. No. 891.O.0; June 23;

Sp p. 48:14. Dr p 1043; (.ii7 v- 1. 134; p. 1923.

Smith. W.H. (See Harris and Smith.,
, „ ^^^ ^ , , ,.^, ,_^

Smith. W H . Reed City, Mich Temporary bed-rail. No. 800.461: June 9; Sp. p. 253t.: Dr. p. .'i<)l. i.az. vol. Ki4. p. H94.

Smith, W. L., (\iluml)us, Ohio, assignor, tiv mesne assignments, to Jeffrey Manufacturing Company. Hod-packing for rock-drills.

No. H90.s»<:'june 16: Sj). p. .3.>iH; Or. pp. :21-2; Oar. vol. 134: p. 1643.
,„ . . v ooi a-i- i.,™^

Smith, W. R , lackson. Mich ,
assignor Ki Neniilated Cushion & Spring Company, Chicago, III. .^i)nng structure. No. 8»1.8r3, June

;#): Sp. p. .>4«i: Dr p 11^4. Gaz vol i:<4: p. 2o:itK _. ^ ^ ,.„.,*„.
Smlthson, (i. W., Madelia, Minn. Hiukle No MiO,462; June 9; Sp. p. 2537; Dr p. 561; Gar. vol. 134; p. 149o.

Smyth. W. H . Herkelev. C,d On-roasiing furn.ue. No. 891,300: June •£<: So p 42H2. Dr p. Wio; Gar. vol 1.34: P^l <«•>

Smythe. E 11 , assignor to Western Electric Company, Chicago, III. Coin-collector -No, 892.322: June 30; hp. p. 6341; L»r pp. ldO/-«.

Sn^eke^ c' V., and" j'. D Ware. Savannah, Ga. Turn-table lor incubators. No. 890,536: June 9: Sp. p. 26S7; Dr. pp. 592-3; Gar. vol.

134 p 1519
Snedi'ker, WE., New York, N, Y. Shock-absorber lor vehicle-wheels. No. 889,480; June 2; Sp. p. 610; Dr. pp. 142-3; Oar. vol. 134; p.

1153

Snider, O. J.. Fredericktown, Mo Fence-post base. No. 891,448; June 23; Sp. p 4&V., I>r p. 986: Oar. vol. 134; p. 1884.

Stenciling-machine.

No. 890,808;

No. 890,807;
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IlumhiT 5. and tinner s portable ^^rnace. No. 800,189: June 9; 8p. p. 1999; Dr. p.Snow, A. E. (See Snow. P. E., a.ssign..r

Snow, P. E., assignor to A. E. Snow, Denver, < "

SnTw wV%^ .^arrassignor to B. F. Startevar.t Company. Boston. Mass. Turbln*. No. 891.874; June 30; 8p. p. M83; Dr. p.

.rl^^r^: ^.L^, Quebec. Canada. ^aVPt-r^N. ^9«.;^ne 9. Sp. p^iseo; Dr^P^»2.^0a.. voL 154; p. 1337.

H^^ C^

•

i£run?;'^a. •^a%'^a*;j:r.n:i r.,;"t'r::i.:y^Ts a*ad^t&e^.^'NS.'»^3l!)l June 9; Sp. p. 2272^. p. 501; Oa«. vol. 134;

^i ^- S;;S^t^n.S^^I^^^c^{^^'^uSJe£t«: ?/o«4.!^J^t ^^^^^.P... 0«....ia4;

^V-S^?:iSJ'^o.;i^^%r\^^.'^^^^^^riS 6r^?^; Oa«. vol. 134; p. 1«).

K"' I-^^tlhricH ItHliana AuCiu muH D. lunu.. S«> ^'irio.. <>.. assignor ,

t:^^n
'"^"^'^ "^^^"^is^^Hr^r^'^n'n.rr^^tl^: '^K^J.-post- No. *2.319; June 30; 8p. p. 6338; Dr. p. 13«; Ga«.

Sr§^^^Se.ISS^^"":.nr^::r!,:r
SM9 343- June 2: Sp.p. 291; Dr p f^. <'>«z vol i:U. p lli«.

Soper. U. J.. «tai. (See Berens, &., asaignor ;

oon 4fi3- June 9 So p 2539; Dr. pp. 561-2; Gai. vol. 134; p. 1495.

WsS No 890 720- June 16; Sp. p 3104: Dr p. 681; Gu. vol. 134; p. 1613.

Ki;:^?;^n''r"B'^^Kr?ial^^!:u' S';x"U-i^'^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ «p- p- ^^= «'• pp- '^'- «« ^"•- '^^ ''^
^*^-

Si.n?;?.,ai^oV^V^^^
Automatic center-punch. No. 889.409; June 2;

Sp.p. 439; Dr. p. 10P4; Ga/.vi li-l. p :i>
»» joa June'^- 3p P 1231; Dr p. Stt: Oar. vol. 134; p. 1259.

^E^'6ViS-i^S^UrS^';.:-!;:! v:!' Id:-;:;;; cSn^'^pir fo/,^L no. *.^49; June 23; Sp. p. 45«6; Dr. p. 997;

Sp'^a^ks'
W '^^oTio CH«rge .K. M,K-1 v > ompany. Limited. Jack«>n. Mich. BalM^aring wheel. No. 890.721: June 16; 8p. p.

"
3107; Dr. p. 681; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1«H

Spaulding. H. W. (See Rhoiilt. .1. A .
.i^sikrn r

Spear. W. ¥.. and E.

"
June' 16;' Sp. p. 3426: Dr. p. 7.>l: 'a' vnim p l^irtfi.

uao -•«• Iiinp2- So d 1064- Dr p.24«;: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1330.

IPn'it i^' r l^^^Xrff- ..^^ppra^:Stu^PPo^.ng\"o.S^&ti^^^^^^^ ^une 2; Sp, p. 1.'.; Dr. p. .; Gar.

vol. 134; P.J0H2. ^ , .„,_„r. bvlmesne assignments, to L. \. Roy, Chk»go. lU. Refrigerating apparatus. No. 890.809;

Gaz. vol. 134: n. 1«H

^^^SLn.a:'A;r' (otton-p}ck.r No »1.9^: June ^ Sp^ 56^ Dr ^^2:^; G«. vol. 134; p. 2087.

tty. Nev. I?nttl^st..pi^r No. >«1.K»: J^
f-

8P-. Pg_^^-,£'^-^r p 'Sh 'oal vo« IS?:" p T(k>.
hway , N J . _

Kour.-y< le nu«or NOJW.2^^^
^fnJirijia. Bi^nfrlnipple pncker and cleanser. No. 890.1

SoraJTue. A R., Sacramento. Cal.. a.-wignor, b^ mesne ass

Jiu»e 16- Sp. p. ii-.-JH; Dr. p. 7>-'; <ia/. v..! \M. p. 1M4.

Sprague, W.V. Monmouth. Me^ t'y*-'"'"'''}< "Jf^^ine

p. 722;

8tSronI°D''^hea\on; 111. Dumpvwagon. ^o. 891.9«: June 30: Sp. p. 5676; Dr. p. 1222; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2087.

rt:gr\^a^igTlS*to''w5iram T^^Bro., Sew V,.. N. Y. Back for upright pianos. No. 890.811; June 16; 8p. p. ^; Dr. p. 772;

Stal"n^O m"^ lEau aaire. Wis. Rope-^.rark.t. No. 891.640; June 23; Sp. p. 4895; Dr. p. 1076; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1947.

Stamba'i^h, S. F. (See Hope and StHml>augH.

i^a E '^w ^-^k'. n:r"wh^l No. >.r>.323; June 30; 8p. p. 6344; Dr. p. 1368; Oar. vol. 134; p.
"2203.

Stancliff G. W. (See Brown. A. M, assignor, i „ . ,

SUndard Music Roll Company. (See Dav.s. C, U, assignor.)

Standard Steel Tie Company. (See C6f. (. U .
a.^s.gnor.)

Standt V ftal (^See Cuntz. H. t .
as.sigiiop

., ,

Stan ev Etectric M«riufacturmg Co.npanv. . i^ee I>^r., «•• assignor.)

Itanlev-r. 1 EWtM.- NUn.ifai'tiinmr <ompHnv. , See Kuker. f). W aaslgnor.)

Stanlev Motor Carriage Company <

See W hifney. *'.,^' • ^''''JfJ^T'. „. o„ „
'>fi90- Dr p .'593; Oar. vol. 134: p. 1520.

Sti'rk R P and C. R. K.ingensmith. C^ighjon. Pa. Trolley-wheel. No. 802.0,6; June 30; Sp. p. 5762; Dr. p. 127.; Oar. vol. 134; p.

Sta.'^trt LO a.,,ignor to Sanitary EnveloL Sealer Company. Portland. Greg. Envelop^sealer. No. 800,812; June 16; 8p. p :««;

stJud? ?G*'Min;reai^Us.ViJlf. Oluing a^l folding machine for flexible lK,xes. No. 890.464; June9; 8p.p.2541; Dr. pp. 562-3; Gaz.

Stluy^rVt'. Molalla.Dreg. IVtachab.i handle for cooking utensils. No. 892..324: June 30; 8p. p. ^349; Dr. p. 1368; Oar. vol. 134;

^J^^ J.. Homestead, and D. Anderson, jittsburg. Pa. Curtain-stretcher. No. 891.194; June 16; Sp. p. 4047; Dr. p. 887: Oar. vol.

Stead 'h '^'' assignor to Stead Lens Companf . Kan.sas City. Mo. Making bifocal lenses. No. .^.813; June 16; 8p. p. 330.
;

Dr. p. 723;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 164.:i.
, ,, , .x

Stead I>ens Companv. (See Stead. H' .i-.|gnor.)

i;:ri-'i';,'nr/,s;lir.°£-c'.npp:r".iuf't^^^^^^^^
no.««,s«; ,^2. sp.,.i^: v,-p.«,: q...'o>.

n 4t-<j; (iaz vol \M: p 1 >

i:'ri^ .n^i'lj'SC'.^i^' "^ "i»-'-P-^ and reversing mechanism. No. 892.325; June 30; Sp. p. 6350; Dr. pp. 13^70

St^^nmetz l^^i'
'
s^h^n.vt.dv. N Y . a.,..igT^r to (general El«.tric Company. Regulation of dynamo-electric machines. No. 890.722

.t'rJtzr^'^.nl^^J^v'^. Y*.^-in^^ Elastic-fluid turbine. No. 891.383; June23: Sp. p. 4459;

•t' ph^nfV 'i-^H^I-amho^n 'England M.an.. ior automatically weighing powdery «.bstances. No. 800,190; June 9; Sp. p. 2002

Stiphe'ns^'V W "walth!:in.Va^. Cigar-t.p perforator. No. ^,:.^; June 2; Sp. p. 733; Dr. p. 160; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1174.
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BUntOM, O. J., New Orieuu. La. Plle-eaae. No. 891,110; June 16; 8p. p. 3882; Dr. p. 8«; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1740.

8t«vaia. R. K., Sidney. Iowa. Neck-yoke attachment. No. 890,723; June 16; 8p. p. 3111; Dr. p. 682; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1614.

Sterens, W. J. (See Friend, H.. assignor.)
Stevenson. E. W. (See Buckley and Stevenson.)
Stevenson, G. M. (S«i' .Nelson, E. .V.. assignor.)
Stewart, A., J. .McCluskev. and H. G. Reid, North Bay, Ontario, Canada. Starting-valve. No. 892,194; June 30; Sp. p. 6105; Dr.

p. 1312; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2161.

Stewart, D., Scltenectady, assignor to Stewart Wrench and Manufacturing Company, Albany, N. Y. Nut and pipe wrench. No.
892.326: June :«0: Sp. p. 6362; Dr. p. 1370: Gar. vol. 134; p. 2204.

.-^tewart, D , Soheiie<'ta<lv. a.ssipiior to Stewart Wrench and Manufactiuing Company, Albany, N. Y. Nut and pipe wrench. No.
s'.^'J..T-'7: .Iune:«j; Si>. j>. atVi; Dr. p. I:t71; Gar. vol. 134; p. 22(>5

Stewart Wroncii iiiiif .MHiiiifMrtunnj: I (i:rp)iriy

Stickni'v, H C . Eli7.Hl>eth. N. .1

.

(See Stewart. 1).. assignor.)
Tvpe-writing machine. No. 889,344; June 2; Sp. p. 293; Dr. p. 70; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1106.

Stieler, C, ChicaKo, 111 Mil for tupi niig-.hinmey con.struction. No. 800,406: JuneO: Sp.p. 2546; Dr.pp.663-^: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1406.

StUlvell. C. H , .la- ks^nv :;!• Ha Kiivelop. No >«0.53!S; June 9; Sp. p. 2tm. Dr. p. 503; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1.5U).

Stlmj.^on Computing' .s. ali- i " iSt^ (looil. J. L.. assignor.)
Stimpsoii, r B . UT-oolklx 11, N. Y , assignor to I'niten States Envelope Company, Worcester, Mass. Envelop-fastener. No. 880,260;

June 2. ^p. p. l.'.i. Dr p Mj, Gaz. voL 134; p. 1(J83.

Stinips.in. E H , New York, N. Y., assignor to Edwin B. Stirapson Company. Antisklddlng device. No. 890,101; June 9; Sp. p. 2003;

Dr. p 441. Out.. \ o! 134; p. 1409.

Stiiupson, K. S
, atisignor tt) Draper Companv, Hopedale, Mass. FiUlng-fork for looma. No. 889,825; June 2; Sp. p. 1236; Dr. p. 285;

G-,r.. vol. 134: p 1260.

Stiii.jision, E S it.s.'dgnor to Drnpor Company, IIope<lale, Mass. Thread-cutting temple for looms. No. 890,884; June 16; Sp. p. 3427;

Dr p. T'l; linz vol. VM: p. 166A.

Stine, M. (See .Vcicer, C. E.. assignor.)
.Stith, O. W Ada. Ohio, llandl.-lathe head. No. 891,111; June 16; Sp. p. 38R3; Dr. pp. S.J9-50; Gar. vol. 134; p. 17*0

Stooker, L. Kmux illi , Tenn, aaaignorto Myer BridgesCompany. lyoulsvllle, Ky. Macnine for making mops and bruahea. No.891,671;
June 23: Sp. \> 4S.C.; Dr pp. 104$-4; Gar. vol. 134; p. \9f^i.

Stockor. I. H.Hsiirii.ir to .Mver Bridges Companv, Louisville. Kv. Machine for making mop«. No. 891,572; Jime 23; Sp. p. 4843; Dr. p.
1(4.'., i,»r •',

1 i4, ). ]'.)Zi.

stcHker I. aitMKaor to Mj-er Bridges Company, Louisville, Ky. Making mops. No. 891,744; June 23; Sp. p. 5197; Dr. p. 1123; Gar.
VOL i:i4. p. I'JNl.

st/x kn,iiu w (i . Piqiui. Ohio. Portable anap-bench. No. 890,311; June 9; Sp. p. 2273; Dr. p. 501; Gar vol. 134; p. 1448.
^' - k r^ V M East Orange, N. J. Collapsible strainer for fruit, Ac. No. 890,724; June 16; Sp. p. 3112; Dr. p. 682; Gar. vol. 134; p.

ic: I

-I i| l-ml, T. (J. and G. H. Barbour, assignors to .Vmerican Postal Machines Company, Boston. Mass. Mail-marking machine. No.
v.d 1,).-,; June 1«: Sp. p. 4049: Dr. pp. 8S7-8: Gaz. vol. IM; p. 1767.

Stocn, J. G., Lac qui Parle, Minn. Whivlwrlght-machine. No. 891.74.1; June 23; Sp. p. 5199; Dr. pp. 1123-4; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1981.

Stoever Foundry A Manufacturing Company. (See Mc 'arty, H., assignor.)
Stoever Fuiimlrv <V Manufacturing Companv. (See Mciarty and Giele, assignors.)
Stokes, A. C... Beloit, Wis., assignor to Fairbanka, Morae A Co., Chicago, 111. Multiple-expanaion engine. No. 892,017; June 30; Sp.

p. .^764; Dr. p. 12«0: (Jar. vol. 134; p. 21(13.

Stoll, J. F , Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio. Surfacing-marhine. No. 890,312; June 9; Sp. p. 2274; Dr. pp. 501-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. iflS.

Stonibaugh, G. W, Cambridge Citv.lnd. Folding rocking-chair. No. 890.192; June 9; Sp.p. 2004: Dr. pp. 441-2; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1410.

Stone, E., Fort RUev, Kans. Water-tank attachment for wagons. No. 889,270: June 2; Sp. p. 153; Dr. p. 37; Gar. vol. 134; p. 108S.

Stone.- G. C., N.'W Yorlc N Y Jig. No SPO.M.'fll: .Iiine Ifi; Sp p. xm; Dr. p. 777; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 16*yi.

Stonebridge, C. H . New York. N. Y. Folding lantern. No. 890,193: June 9: Sp. o. 2005; Dr. p. 442; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1410

Stoneman, O. A., I'luladelphia, Pa., assignor of three-fourths to 8. D. and S. S. Sloles and il. D. Jewell, Corona, Cal. Trunk-strap
fastener. No. N'<9,4UI: June J; Sji. p. 441; Dr. p. 105; Gar. vol. 1.34; p. 1128.

Stonemetr, J. U., (irand Haven. Mich. I'nnting-press. No. 890,4«7; June 9; Sp. p. 2548; Dr p. r^A. Gaz. %ol. 134; p. 1496.

Storm, C. E., Trowbridge, 111. Corn-husking machine. No. 889.983; June 9: Sp. p 1503; Dr. p. 353; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1338.

Storm, C. E., Trowbridge. 111. Stalk-stripping mechanism for com-hanesters. No. 890,579; June 9; Sp. p. 2771; Dr. p. 612; Gar. vol.

134: p. 1.1.34.

Stout, K. !'. (.^»- .M. J. ,1, i Stout.)
Stover, P., \ i(*mIih, t .n h.inwav-rail joint. No. 802.328; June 30; Sp. p. 6359; Dr. p. 1371: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2205.

Strang, E. A.. Cleveland. Ohio. RubU^r f.K)thold. No. 891,384; June 23; 8p. p. 44<iO; Dr. p. 971; Gar. vol. 134; p. 18»a.

Strange. .\. .\. (.sfv Andfrson \\' assignor.'
Strange. T. A. L.. Thrash, r .Mk.s !,ogging-cart. No. 801.385: June 23; Sp. p. 44«>2: Dr. pp. 971-2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 18«3.

Strauss, F., New York, N. \ . Whi.stle. No. 889,345: June 2: Sp. j.. 297: Dr. p. 7i); Gar. vol. 134: p. IKJH.

Stn^ter, A. L.. Chicago, 111. Railway-brake. No. 889.984; June 9: Sp. p. IMV Dr. pp. 353-4; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1339.

Streich. F. Chicago, ussigtior, by mesne assignmenta. to Champion Machinery Company, JoUet, 111. Dough-divider. No. 891,507; June
33: Sp. p. 47lH>: Dr. p. 1019; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1903.

Striker, W. E., and J. F. Grisslnger, i

"
Scio, Ohio. Rail^astener and antiereeper. No. 801,746; June 23; Sp.p. 5201; Dr. p. 1124; Gax. vol.

134; p. 1062.

Strotam, F. W. (Set^ Draper and Strohm.)
Strong, M. H ., aasignor of one-half to 8. E. Bronaon, Orark, Mo. Insulator. No. 880,884; June 2; Sp. p. 1351; Dr. p. 308; Oar. vol. 134;

p. iSo.
Strong, W. H., Sardinia, assignor, by mesne aasigmnenta, to l>. S. Standard Voting Machine Co., Rochester, N. Y. Voting-machine.
No. 8W.98,'.; June 9; Sp. p. 15**: Dr p. 3.';4; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1339.

Strong, W II . assignor to V. S Staiidanl Voting Machine Companv, Rochester, N. Y. Voting-machine. No. 890,814; June 16; Sp. p.
33a^: Dr. pp 72;;-4. Gaz. vol. IM. p. KH-S.

Strong, W. W., Chicago, 111. RecepUcle. No. 800,194; June 9; Sp. p. 2006; Dr. p. 442; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1410.

Stroud, C. M., Hastings, Minn. Reversing device for explosive.engines. No. 89U,815; June 16; Sp. p. 3309; Dr. p. 724; Gar. vol. 1.34; p.
1646.

stniller. < ) , assignor of one-half to F. J. O. Scoda, New York, N. Y. Automatic self-igniting gas-burner. No 890,313; June 9; 8p. p.
.'-'77, Dr p. MG. Gar. vol. 134; p. 1449.

.StijHrt. C. it.. .Newark. N. Y. Spark-plug protector. No. JW1.112; Juno 16; 8p. p. ;«84: Dr. p. 850; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1740.

Stuart. E. L.. and S. .\. Conine, .New Harafiurg, N. Y. Device for turning nursing-nipi^es. No. 8?t0,885; June 16; 8p. p. 3428; Dr. p.
751; Gar. vol IM; p. 1667.

Stuart. H. R., Wheeling, W Va. Telegraphone. No. 890,195; June 9; Sp. p. 2010; Dr. p. 443; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1410.

Studer, R., San Jose. Cal. Hoop. No. 891,386; June 23; Sp. p. 4464; Dr. p. 972; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1864.

8tudt, F. \<. (See Rotj«^rta and Studt.t
Sttill, E. W"., Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company. Field-coll support. No. 890,539; June 9; Sp. p.

3602; Dr. p. 503; Gas. toI. 134; p. 1520.

Sturdevant. C. R. (See Mead and Sturdevant.)
Sullivan. J. T., St. Louis, Mo. Register or manifold ingmaoblne. No. 891,387; June 23; Sp. p. 44ft.-.; Dr. p. 972; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1864.

Sullivan, M. H., I'oiighkeep.sie, N. Y. Lock for pi.iton-rings. No. 890,103; June 9; Sp. p. IM3: Dr. p. 401; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1380
Sullivan .Vlaohiiierv ( mripanv. (See O'Roorke, D. J., aaeignor.)
Sulwr, K. K . I'hilad.'lphia, Pa. Safety ripper and thread-drawer. No. 801,573; June23; Sp. p. 4851; Dr. p. 1045; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1924.
Siinia, (i 1'., Chicago. 111. IVmil shii rpener. No. 891,015; June 16; Sp. p. 3722; Dr. p. 812; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1711.
Sundnian, F. (See Switzer and Sundman.)
SiirtniK. ' W VlMitri.'iir. N. J. Tobaoco-package. No. 800,196; June 0; 8p. p. 2012; Dr. p. 443; Gar. vo! 134: p 1411.

Siiren, V. H.. lllghlamh ille, Maas., aasignor to Oamewell Fire Alarm Telegrai» Company, New York, N. Y. Telephone system. No.
s-JiT-si.; June 23; Sp. p. 5285; Dr. p. 1144; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1997.

Siitfli«e, J. H., assignor to G. Culver Ltd., London, England. Ophthalmometer. No. 890,580; Jime 9; Sp. p. 2773; Dr. p. 613; Oar.
vol i;i4; p. 1,13.',.

Suth.Tland. \ M . Orange. N. J. Gas apparatu.s. No. 800,940; June 16; Sp. p. 3562; Dr. p. 777; Oar. vol. 1.34; p. 1686.

Sutlierland, A. \\
, I.viin, Mas.s Shoe last or form. No. 8«9,411; Jime 2: Sp. p. 442: Dr. p. lai: Oar. vol. 134; p. 1129.

Sdiherland. U.. Plattin, Mo. Fenf-r ron«tn)ction. No. 800,468: June 9: Sp. p. 25,vi: Dr. p. 566; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1406.

button, K. M., U ellslurk'. W \ h Hup holder. No. 889,5.57: June 2; Sp. p. t34: Dr. p. ItiO; Gar. vol. 134: p. 1175.

SvenskaCentnfu^' .\litifl>.,lu^', t ><•. KUtiiom, 8. A., assignor.)
Svenaon. J A I'lttsburK, la Mixcii: nachine. No. 891.876: JuneW; Sp. p. 5489; Dr p. 1186; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2058.
Swain. II. J ,

.--y itiihani. near Svdiu v, N. u h ah Wales, aasignor to H. Bostock and J. A. Peck, Sydney, Australia. Lock-nut. No.
S91,,574; June 23: Sp. p. 48.01; Dr p UH... (.mz vol. 134; p. 1K4.

Swartz, M U , i
See Boiirdereau\. <;. (. ., aNSignor i

Swartz, M. W., et al (See Bourdereavii, G. C, aasignor.)
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Svreenev, S. Y.. Roanoke, Va. Aerial railway. No. 8S9,642: June 2; 8p. p. 881; Dr. p. 202; Om. vol. IM: P- 1M2.

.^wer-wn V. A.. MuskMTon, Mioh. Hinge. No. S9(),««: Jane 9; Sp. p. i'ol; Dr. p. 565; Gaz. vnl. 134; p. 1«7.

<-*;-n*,m. H. A . VrovyWrw. H 1. \ u.-T-i.iMv.r .No. v.i.,,;j.-,. Junf 10. Sn. p. .ill'.'. Dr. p. fl*2; 0«z. vol. 134; P- 1615-

.-wpn»..n, I .-;
. i-T^m-n. Iowa. Hor-»e-t...wfr cjip^tan. No. >«9;271: June 2; 8p. p. 154; Dr. p. 71; 0»e. vol. 134; p. lOW.

.-;w!ft an.l Coiiiuany. , S«v Wal.'ih. 1 ,
as.slgiior ™„ ^ ,.,.,, ^ i ,oa i.wi

Swi/t O U ., Jr., HonlentowTi, N. J. CellH-ase machine. No. mi/^i: June 2; Sp. p. 8«2; Dr. pp. 202 3: Oaz. vol. 134; r- laW.

Swmtek .M . Dhs .Vl.unes. Iowa, .-^au-l piirni'ing plant. No. ^>.:f*>: J'iii« M: Sp. p. 6;«M); Dr. pp. U.\ o; O"- vol. l.M; p. 2206.

iwitzer ( and K Sun.tinan. Dot" Run Mo. '.iiarl-rail clamp. No. S\«) AM; June 9; 8p. p. 24t),. Dr. pp. .>3&-l; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1470.

>w..rU'\v'. I.. Carlton. Colo. Hea.J-Kate. No. s.x9.J7J; June J; «ii. p. I.V., I >r. p. 72; Gaz. vol, 134, p. 1(K».

Swortfl«r, u, K., Newark, N. J. Guv, sttetrher, and clamp. No. «wvj,4'.K). June 2; 8p. p. 612: Dr. p. 143; Gar. vol. 34;_p. 1K-.4.

Synnestvs.lt. 1' I'ltt.sbunj. I'a., assign..! t.. Wt'^uv.iciinr,^ Air brake (..;ni..iny Load-brake apparatus. No. 892,l!to; Jiuie .»; 8p.
'

p. tilOU, Kr pp. 1.}12-1.<; <;az. V..1. l.U, !. Jlf.l.

SMinen-v, G, New York. N. Y. Attachnjent for pms. No. ss^.OM: June 2; Sp. p. 8«; Dr. p 203; Oaz. vol 134. p. im
Srlubis.F., Berlin. Germany. l.abelmp-i»ia. hine. No. 8<.tl.747; June 23; tip. p. 5302; Dr. pp. 112^; Oaz, vol. 134; p. 1»«2-

Tator, r. D , lorscy ( ity. assignor to lai.tr Sa.sh ( oinpany. Newark, .V. J. Window. No. 8«0,726; June 18; 8p. p. 3114; Dr. pp. SO-*;

Tabor H Elizabeth.' N. J., and N\ U wu-, Ihilad.lphia. la., assi^aiors to Tabor .Manufacturing Company, Camden, N. J. Molding-

machine.' No. <'l,.i<»»; June ::. >[• y. -iVo^. l>r, p UUU; (.a/., vol, 134, p. 1904,

Tabor Manufacturing Company ; s»f l/.',^!-!, \V.. n^.sijpor, •

Tabor Mauufactunng Comi>any, >* I'i»Uir an.l U'wis, a.ssignors.)

Taft. n."s,! .New^York n" Y., and U Thompson, Jr., Honolulu, Hawaii. Ter. Dredging apparatus. No. 890,470; June 9; 8p, p. 2563;

Dr, pp, .Vi.5-7; Gaz. vol. 134. p. I4V7.

Taggart. D.. Indianapoli-s. Ind. lioiler-fiimace.

TaSiifeiTo, .v. t' , New 'lork, N. Y, Kx'tension-tal ->., ........_ —
, -. -, , . , „„ „ ,„^- _ ,,_. _,

Tambour, J. Nanterre. near I'aris. KrHn.ie. Safety lo< king de\ic-e for nnall-arms. No. 891,(48; June 23; Sp. p. 5207; Dr.p.ll26; Gas.

Tamier D ^
N" Iiuwlo Mi-*s Bliw k.smi :i u, ! :ii!icl;ini-<t ton^'^ No, 891.509; June 23; »V. p. 4710: Dr, p. 1030; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1904.

Tanslev ti 'h' assignor to Colt s latent J ;r. .V mis Maniifadunng Company, Hartford. Conn. Flring-ptn-loeklng device for firearms.

No, s9'l.5io; JuRe23. Sp, (), 4711, Dr [. KrJO; Gaz. vol, 134. p 1"(>4.
„ „o,„ t. ^r /-, i.,.. ia^

Tnrpley. J. W., and E, 1 Lister, McKniKllt, Okla. Animal-poke. No. 890,817; June 16; 8p. p. 3312; Dr. p. 725; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1648.

: ,i.'ra:it, T. IL ' See Tarrant, W, ,\, an 1 T, 11'
^ ^ ., , ,^ »# »# . i k„i, u.. «n sia-

Idrraiit, \V, A, Duenweg. and T H Tarrant, I'rosperity, aaalgnors of one-third to M. Lovn, Duenweg, Mo. Metal brake. No. 890316.

June Iti; Sp, p, 3310; Dr. p, 72.1; Gaz. voj, 134; p. 1646.

Tavel, K. W, i See Sfjear an.l I'avel,'

Tavis', J, J^.' al.^or.if' ..ne-haiTto"'K.''.4. Tavis, Glen UUin, N. D. Hag-fastener. No. 882,330; June 30; 8p. p. 6362; Dr. p. 1372;

Taylor^ V Jr' assignor of two-thinls to A. W. Turner, O. Johnson, and C. G. Edmund, Minneapolis, Minn. Derrick. No. 888,836;

June 2; Sp. p. 123^ Dr, p. 2S..; Gaz, vol] 134; p. 12fi0.
. ... „. . ,_ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^, ^^^ ^_ ^. y^_ ^^

No. 891.641; June 23; Sp. p. 4996: Dr, p. 1077; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1947,

taMe, -No, 890,.540: June »; Sp. p. 2693; Dr. p. .'J94; Gaz vol. 134; p. 1521.

^1^ .M("Tavlor, C. L., assignor to Morgan EnKinefring Company, Alliance Ohio. Hydraulic valve.

1223; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 2t»S7

Taylor, E. H, (See Evans and Taylor, i

, . , .... w .u » i

Tayl.r, E. Z., assignor to Mon.> Service \V,s..*ls. Limited, I^ondon, England. Milk-receptacle

3o4; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1.339

No. 889,986; June 9; 8p. p. 1580; Dr. p.

vol. 134; p. 1497.

Teel V H.' assignor to PealxvJv U-ath. r Machinerv Company, Peabody. Mass. Machine for treaUng hides, skins, and leather. >o.

881,787; Jime J3. Sp, p, 5-2S7. br. pp. 1 ! H o, Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1997.

tWlerson, H. A., Oakland, ( al. OiUan, No. .S«9,491; June 2; Sp p 613: Dr. p. 143; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1154.

Ten Mr..iU II \\ . Milwaiiktf W - . a', me. I fender and brake. No, »t9,9Kt; June 9; 8p. p. 1582; Dr. pp. 354-5: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1340.

Tennev, W .'

F,, Port .A.lleganv. la .U/l ij-strip. No. 8W,412; June 2; Sp. p. 444; Dr. p. 106; Gai. vol. IM; p. 1128.

Terry," U ,, I'e.irl City. Ill, Game ap)_.ur.itas. No. 890,'04: June 9; 8p. p. 1814; Dr. p. 401; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1380.

lerrv W,, iv^rl ( itv. Ill Horse-collar ftistener. No, W2.;«l; June 30; 8p. p. 6363; Dr. p. 13T2; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2206.

Teufel. W J., Stuttgart, Germany. Ela.'itic woven l>»ndap. -N'o. X89.827: June 2: Sp. p. l^: Dr.^. »6; Oaz. vol. l.'Mj^p. 1280.

Thatcher, H, D., Poi*iam, .S. Y. Bottle or i

-----
-

Thatcher, H D.. Potsdam, N. Y. Paper receptt

rhat< her, II D, 1'ots.lam, .N. Y. Bottia or container.

container. .Vo. 891.«77: June 30; Sp. p. 5490; Dr. p. 1186: Oaz. vol. 134; P- 'JO."*.

:«ptacle. No. «91.,s7H: June 30; Sp. p. o4«2; Dr. p, 1187; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2058.

N'o. 881.879; June 30; Sp. p. 5493; Dr. p. 1187: Oai. vol. 134; p. 3059.

Thjstle kaniifactMnng Company. (See Ciinsicns»n, A. B., asslgjnor.)

ThoniAS, A. W ., H.)me, N, V, Boring-jijl No, »e<9,273; June 2; So. p. 157: Dr, p, 3«; Gsz. vol. 134Mp. W
rhomas, C. L,, Ogden, Iowa Attachment for ladders, .No. 8ei,90.i; June 30; Sp. p, .VWO; Dr, p, 1223; 0«

10R3.

az. vol. 1.34; p.

ee Mi !, Ill Thomas.) i
. . ..„ ^ , .,. ,,,,

a.s.sikiii. ri. U.ntarCo., llanaing, Mich. Carbureter. No. 889,568; June2; Sp. p. .35; Dr.p.l.O; Gar. vol. 134; p. 11.5.

, Davt.in, . >hio, Eye-raaiiet. No. "W^.-'Vih; June 2; Sp. p. 298; Dr. p. 70; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1107.

r , .i.lministratri.\. (Se»' Thomp.son.- W. O.l „„ „ , .-. ,o,.«

i; \lir.aea[...|is. Minn. Killering apparatus. No. 889i«(8; June 9; 8p. p. 1584; Dr. p. 356; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1340.

L \V,it. r- iirv. Conn. Aiinea hug-furnace. No. 890.250; June 9; 8p. p. 2125; Dr. p. 466; Oaz. vol, 134; p. 14».

Wdterhury, Conn. Abmialmg-furnace. No. 890,251; June 9; 8p. p. 2127; Dr. p. 4<i6; Oaz, vol, 134; p. 1428.

W ateji.ury. Conn. Alnealing-fiu-nat*, No. 890.252; June 9: Sp. p. 2129; Dr. p. 4t.7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1<29,

W Hterburv, Conn. Ainealing-furnai-e. No. 890,314; June 9; Sp. p. 2279; Dr. pp. 502-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1449.

No. 889,492; June 2; 8p. p. 614; Dr. p. 143; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1154.

Thomas. H T
Thomas, H. T,
Thomassen, H
Thompson, !>

Thompson. C, K
Thompson, H L
Thompson, 11, L
Thunipson, 11, 1.,

Thompson. H. L,

Thompson, T. J., Lakesi.Je, Nebr. Gate-fastener.

No.Thomps.in. U, Jr. ,-^>* T.ift and Thomiison,) ^ __ , , . _

Thompson. \\ , II., \% dkinsburg. Pa., as^gnor to Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company. Transformer-regulator.

889,989: June 9: Sp,
i>,

!>,'.; I)r !>, 355; (|az. vol, 134; p. 1340.

Thompson W O .Wea.st'd U P, Thompson, admimstratrix, assignor to National Specialty MMniifactiiring Company, 1 hiladelphla .

Pa. Sausiijf.'-stufler. No, syi.74V J :r» SA. Sp. p. 5209; Dr. p. 1127; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1983.

Thompsfin. V\ W See Ca'sev an.l Th-rapsoii, v. w^. o. . . ... ^ vju.
Thomson, E ,

Swampscott, Man-s . assignor to General Electric Company. Elastic-fluid turbine. So. 880,819; June 16; Sp. p. 3314.

Thomsoti.'E
,

'sw.iiVi'ps<'ott,'M><'s^' ass,^",,,: t n. ral Electric Company. Vapor-generating apparatus. No.892,0B7; Jime30; Sp. p.

Thomson, E, Swamps.oit. Mas.s as^'krivr to General Electric Company, Steam-generating apparatus. No.892,196; June30; Sp. p.

6U)9; Dr, pp 131.J 14. G.iz, vol l,i4, p il'.2.

Thom.son, E B , .Miami, assignor of one-fcalf to W, .Mucklow, Jacksonville, Fla. Eye-ahade.

726; Oaz. vol. 134; p, lt>47,

Thornton, J . Jr , .ind J Sr , Duquoin, lU .\ir-. ompressor,
Thornton, J , Sr i .See Thornton, J ,. J r,, ami J ,. Sri
Thos. H, Dalletl ( .., ,•^ee \ an Sickei. u', H .

as,signor,)
, .,, ^ *,m

Thowless ') M NewKrk, V J, Ele.tri.tii incanles.+'nt btmo. No, S02,332; June3<J. Sp, p, oihA. Dr, p, U72; Oai. vol. 134; p. 2207.

Thull, F.J. , MmneajKilis, Minn. GrMin-.Jner. No, <vHy,5.MJ, June 2. Sp. p. 73s; Dr, n. 170; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 11.6. « «« t^i
Thullen, L, II , Edgewo.>d, assignor t.. Cni.m Swiuh & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Signal system for railways. Wo. »W,M>i,

No. 890,820; June 16; 8p. p. 3316; Dr. p.

No. y^2,(m. June 30; Sp p. 5900; Dr. p. 1'270; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 2128.

June 2, Sp. p T:!9, Dr, p. ITl, Gaz. vol. 1 ;4, p, 117'..

Edgewoo. I
1'Thullen, L. H

June 9

ark, a-tsigiiorto I nion Switch & Signal Company, Sw issvale. Pa. Signal system for railways. No. 890,197;

4-i;5, Gaz. v.. I, 1,(4; ].>. 1411.

Thiil"en, L.^ H,. Kdgew.wx], assignor t.> iWion .Awitc'h A Signal Company, Swi.ssvale, Pa. Electric railway. No. 890,196; June 9; Sp. p.

2015; Dr, p, 444; Gaz, vol, 134; p, 1411. j ,„..„.,, m..
Thullen. L, H,. Edgewood Park, assi^ni'^r to Union Switch A Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Signaling 8ystt>m for railways. No.

S91.3(J3; June-23; Sp, p. 4287; Dr, p, y.i7: Gaz. vol, 134, p, l.t36.
. ^ „. .. , ,-,.

Thurman. V\ ,, Plym..uth, Wis, FeedHiitler, N syci 3.so; June 9; Sp. p. 24<J9; Dr, p. 531; Oaz. vol, 134, p. 14. 1.
,,,. ^

Tietzmann, C, .New York, N, Y. Maiiuce for making paper cups. No. 881,642; June 23; Sp. p. 4998; Dr. pp. 1077-9; Gaz. vol. 134, p,

1Q4S

Tileaton, H. M., Chicago, III. Eye-guard No. "©CJCl, June 16; Sp. p. 3317; Dr. p. 726; Oaz, vol, 1*4; p. 164..

TifKm, W. ^^Plal^Usw! Tex.^^f ying njechamsm for harvesters. No. 890,106; June 9; 8p. p. 1815; Dr. p. 401; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 13»0.
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Timby, T. F., Alma, Mich. Animal-trap. No. 891,880; June 30; 8p. p. 5«5: Dr. p. 1187; Oaz. vol 134; p. 2059.

Tippett H P., Columbus, Ohio. Mechanical stoker. No. 889,990; fune 9; Sp. p. 1586; Dr. pp. 365-7; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1341.

Tippitt. II. H. (See Johnson, W. H., assignor.)
Todd, R. A., Massena. N, Y. Circular-saw jointer and side-filer. No. 890,727; June 16; 8p. p. 3125; Dr. p. 684; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1615.

Tomllnaon, J. N., Vineland, N. J. Protector for third rail of railway systems. No. 889,559; June2; Sp.p.737; Dr. p. 170; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 1175.

Tompkins, H., deceased, Fairfield, 111.; O. P. Patterson administrator. Grader. No. 890,728; June 16; Sp. p. 3127; Dr. p. 685; Oaz.
VOL 134; p. 1616.

Tone, F., Tokyo, Japan, Apparatus for manufacturing cigarettes with mouthpieces. No.892,099; June 30; Sp.p.6901; Dr. pp. 1271-4;

Gaz. vol, 134; p. 2128.

Topp, M. J,, New York, N. Y. Collar-support. No. 891.113; June 16; Sp. p. 3885; Dr. p. 850: Oar. vol. 134; p, 1741.

Toronto Type Foundrj- C^mpanv, Limited. (See Scharf. VV. II., assignor.)

Tourtel, J. M., and G, L. Uogan, London, England. Therapeutic vibratory apparatus. No. 880,822; June 16; Sp.p.3319; Dr. pp. 726-7;

Oax. vol. 134; p. 1648.

fowle. A. F., Colorado Springs. Colo, Engine, No, 889,991; June 9; Sp. d. 1592; Dr. p. 357; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1341.

Towne, H. R., New York, N. Y., assignor to Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, Stamford, Ck)nn. Lock. No. 889,734; June 2;

Sp. p, 1066; Dr, p. 24(); Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1231.

Toy, J. O.. Edenl-urg, Pa. Interiocking tie-pUte. No. 891.750: June 23; Sp. p. 5211; Dr. p. 1127; Gar. vol 134: p. 1983.

Trabold, F. VV'., Johnstown. Pa. Chain wrench. No. 891.016; June 16; 8p. p. 3723; Dr. p. 813; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1711.

Transom Draft Gear Company, (See Howard, Pflager, and Westlake. assizors.)
Transue, O. F,, Alliance, Ohio, Bearing forcar-triK-ks. .No, 890.729; June 16; Sp.p. 3128; Dr. n. 685; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1616.

Traub, C. J., Cincinnati, Ohio. Joint-fastener. .No, 892.333; June 30; Sp, p, 0366; Dr. p. 1373; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2207.

Travers, J. A., Hoople, N. D. Envelop. .No. 891,114: Junel6; Sp. p. 3886; Dr. pp. 850-1; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1741.

Travers, W, E., Oakland, assignor of one-fourth to C. A. Bowman. San Francisco, Cal. Acetylene-gas generator. No. 891,575; June
23; Sp. p. 4852; Dr, p, 1046: Gaz. vol. 134: p. I!r24.

rravis. L. E.. Newark. .N, J. .assignor to Artell Company. Soap-holdex. No. 890.199; lune y; Sp. p. 2017; Dr, p, 444; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1412.

Traynor, E., and S, Burve.ss, Leytonstone, and J. Ames, Leyton, England. Mechanism for the manufacture of cylindrical blanks and
records for phonographs, graphophones. and the like. No. 891,196; June 16; Sp. p. 40,>4; Dr. p. 888; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1768.

TreadweU, M, H,, .New York. N, Y. Ladle, No. 890.941; June 16; Sp. p. .3564: Dr, p. 777; Gar. vol. 134; p. 168<i.

Treadwell, M. H,, New York, N, Y., and C. P. Astrom, Orange, .V. J., assignors to M. H, TreadweU Company. Dumping-car. No.
892 385; June »); Sp, p, 6463; Dr p. 1394; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 2223.

Tregoning Electric .vianufactiu-ing (Onipunv, (.Sec Tn^goning. \V. C, assignor.)
Tregoning, VV. C, as.signor to Tregoning Electric Manufacturing « ompany, Cleveland, Ohio. Electric cut-out. No. 890,200; June 9;

Sp. p. 2018; Dr. p. 444; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1412.

Trescott, C. B., San Francisco, Cal., assignor to 8. Elmore, .\8toria, Oreg. Device for curing edible matter. No. 888,828; June 2; Sp.

p. 1239; Dr. p. 286; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1261.

Tretbewey, W. C, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Vestibule-hood for cars. No. 892,018; June 30; 8p. p. 5765; Dr. p. 1280; Oar. vol. 134;

. p. 2103.

Trigger, C. VV., St. Thomas, OnUrio, Canada. Combined hay and stock rack. No. 891,881; June 30; 8p. p. 5497; Dr. pp. 1187-8; Oaz.
vol, 134; p, 2059.

Tripp Fruit Wrapping Machine Co. (See Ballard, M. II., assignor.)
Trot^mner. C. E. (See Fritz. L.. assignor.)
Trogdon. E. VV., et ai. (See Barnes, J. 8., assignor.)
Tromanhauser, J. H., Minneapolis, Minn. Concrete sea-wall. No. 891.966: June 30; Sp. p. 6681; Dr. p. 1223; Gaz. vol. 134; p. aOffiw

Trout, J., Philadelphia, Pa. Trollev-rephicer. No. 890.201: June 9; Sp. p. 2020; Dr. p. 445; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1412.

Trow, M. A., and F. J. Brummer, .vVoca. Minn. Ga.«-<'ngine, No. 891.643; Jime 23; Sp. p. 5011; Dr. pp. 1079-80; Gaz. vol. 134: p, 1948.

Troy. M. O., Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company. Variable-voltage transformer. No. 890,730; Jime 16; 8p. p.

3130; Dr. p. 685; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1616.

Troy, M. O., Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company. Starting mercury-vapor apparatus. No. 890,731; June 16;

Sp. p. .3131; I>r p i<M\: Gaz, vol, 1.34; o. 1617.

Trufant, VV. E . W hitman, Mass. Machine for drawUig tacks. .No. 888,274; June 2; Sp. p. 158; Dr. pp. 38-9; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1084.

Truhan. M , Philadelphia. Pa. Adjustable pattern for coaU. No. 890.472; June 9; Sp. p. 2502; Dr. p. 5H8; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1498.

Tnilin, J. M. (."^ee Sinalley, J. .\.. assignor.)
Trussed Concrete Steel Ctiinpany. (See Kahn, J., assignor.)

Tschantz, D 1, , Canton, onio. Roller-U'sring, No. 890,106: June 9: Sp. p. 1818; Dr. p. 402; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1.3S0.

Tucker, H - t-signor t.> W, J, Luna, Hereford. Tex. VVindmill. No. 889.413; June 2; Sp. p. 445; Dr. p. 106; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1129.

Tudor. J il 1.. v.ngton. Ky. Mail-bag caUher. No. 891.751; Juno 23; Sp. p. 6212; Dr. pp. 1127-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1984.

Tufts, J. L., ii..-i..n Mass Producing sulfur dioxld of commercially uniform temperature and concentration. No. 891,115; June 16:

Sp. p. 3KHS; Dr p V.l ( ,az. vol. 1.34; p, 1741.

Tufts. J, L,. Boston, .Ma>s Apparatus for treating gases containing sulfur dioxid. No. 891,116; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3889; Dr. p. 851; Gar.
vol. 134; p, 1741.

Turcotte. J. H. 1449..Springfield, Mass. Brooder or inculmtor. No. 891.644: June 23; 8p. p. 5015; Dr. p. 1080; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 144

Turko. T, J,, and P, J. Holman. Cam^e. Pa. Wrench. No. 891,752: Jime 23; Sp. p. 5215; Dr. p. 1128; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1984.

Turner. \ Ch,, hi,-.. HI I'lcture-frame. No. S90.2(.2; June 9; Sp. p. 2021; Dr. p. 445; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1412.

Turner, \ 'A ''
. --.• Tavlor, ,\,, J r,, assignor.)

Turner," ' lUawau.a Ivans, Cutt«ir-bar for liarvesting-machines. No. 889.646; June 2" 8p. p. 888; Dr. p. 204; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1203.

Turner, O, N,, Templeton. assignor to Bav State Metal Wheel Company, East Templeton. Mass. Folding carriage. No. 890;253: June
9: 8p p, 2131: Dr, p, 467; Gaz, vol. 134; p, 1429,

Turner. T . assignor of one-third to F. R. McAJllster, Elyria, Ohio. Pump-piston. No. 889^275; June 2; 8p. p. 162; Dr. p. 40; Gar.
vol, 1.34; p, l(»t

Turner, W IT I,f*v1«. England. Electric switch-throwing mechanism. No. 890,942; June 16; Sp. p. 3565; Dr. p. 778; Gar. vcrf. 134; p.

16K.
Turner, W \ , WUkinsburg, assignor to Westinghouse .\ir Brake Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Triple valve for graduating release. No.
880323; June K.; Sp. p, 3320; Dr. p. 727; Gaz. vol, 1.34; p. 1648,

Turner, W. V,, Wilkinslnirg. assignor to Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Graduating triple valve. No. 890,824;

June 16; Sp. p, ;ti2-', Dr p, 727. Gaz, vol. 1.34; p. 1648.

Turnstrom, A .Sec VSirqiiist mi.l Piinistrom.)
Twc«'dale, W .S»*. Harvey and IWi^eilale.)

Tylen. F. i Set- Burton. C S , assignor )

Tvden. E , Ha..iiii.>rs. Mich Kxtension-table lock. No. 890,732; June 16; Sp.p. 3132; Dr. p. 686; Oaz. ToL IM; p. 1617,

Tyer. S . Grap.'lai; 1. 1 .x, Win-stn t< her. No. 890.826; June 16; Sp. p. 3324; Dr. p. 727; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1MB.
Tyler. E, R.Vn'tn .nt, <)hi.>. Stock and sales register. No. 839,414; June 2; So. p. 447; Dr. p. 10t>; Oaz, vol. 134; p. 1130.

Tyndall, J. C, St. I.oiiis. Mo. Kindengarten-loom. No. 890,733; June 16; Sp. p. 3137; Dr. p. 687; Oaz. vol, 134; p. 1618.

Tvnes, M, E . Gl..st.r. Miss. Toy. No. 891,117; June 16; Sp. p. 3891; Dr. p. 851; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1742.

T'vstm, F, iS>f Moul. I F,. assignor,*
Tzibi.les. J, N,. Boston, .Mass. Machine for applving cork tips to cigarettes. No, 890,734; June 16; Sp. p. 3137;

vol, l.'i4. p, 1618,

Tzachachmann. o , Forst. Lausitz. Germany. Stand for holding manuscripts or writing or drawing patterns.

3p. p l.«>H, Dr p. :«)(); (iaz, vol, i:i4, p, 127:i.

U. 8. sum.lard Voting .Machine Company. (See Strong, W. U., assignor.)

U. 8. Wiml Engine A- I'linip Company. (See Anderson, A. J., assignor.)
Uhden, C, an 1 1 ow. ii, Spokane, Wash. Mattress attachment. No. 892.334: June 30; Sp, o, iiUM . Dr p, 1373: Oar. vol. 134; p. 2207.

UUman. M,, New York, N. Y. Foldable Uble. No. 890.943; June 16; Sp. p. ."iaK.; Dr. p. 77h; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1687.

L'Irichs, E . Ella-rfeM, assignor to Willflng, Dahl & Co., .Vctienges«!llshaft, Barmen, (iermanv. Making lakes. .No. 890,254; June 9;

8p, p, 2i;}4, <.a/ vol, i:\A. p H2<t,

Ulsh. J. E,, Altoona, Pa. Ic»M:rc*per, No. 890,826; June 16; 8p. p. 3325; Dr. p. 728; Oar. vol, 134; p. 1649,

Umplebv, H C , an.l M J Butler, Angeli. a. N, Y, Ho.se-rlamp. No. 882,197; June 30; Sp, p 6113; Dr, p, 1314; Gaz. vol. 134: p, 2162.

Underhill. W, M , Oconto, Wis, Stall for animals. No. 888.735; June 2; Sp. p. 1068; Dr, p. 247; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 12:n.

Underwood Tyj)fwriter Company. iStH" Doane, J. C, assignor.)
Si.«' Kortin, B. P., assignor.)
See Gibbs. C, assignor.)
S<.e llelnioii.i, U {-..assignor.)

(See Henry, li. K,, assignor.)
(See Hewitt. A. \\ ',, assignor.)
(See Hutchinson, J., assignor.)
vSee Keiley, C. £., assignor.)

Dr. pp. 687-9; Gar.

No. 889,863; June 2,

Cn.lerwoo.l Tyixw nter < 'impaiiy,
Underwoo'l Typewriter Company
I nlerwooii !

-. pewnter Conipau)
Underwood 1 ypewriter Company.
Underwood Typewriter C-cmpany.
Underwood Typewriter Company.
Underwood Typewriter Company.



m ALPHABWirAT. LIST OF PAIKNTKKS.

( Xfi-Iaag0,«*™<K.^ Tn.jr;<.r coj-p^y. (Sj n;J 'feiSor"'''^"'

Uiuon Sp.^.*! >-^'.n»J
«*'

f '"' .^""^
*^' i.^v •'. 11., assignor.)

Union S.vit. h i M*ma ."!!^ '^"; -^ Th^illfft L. {!.. iMignor.)
Union SwiR'h .<^ ^i^^^

."•"^*n^
"*

\\ ,U
l^' H. A . assignor.)

Union Svru^h A si»fruil C oinpan,_^ ^-v.

J
' "•7;„;t„„r

Union rvf-'writHr ' ,"'?"">„.
r^,,.,.,,,

' J.. Hik-K rt K C Jr.. assignor.)

United Enpn.fring A hoar.<lrvi_oini>an>. ..-^ til*.*? r .

S«f Asht.iin,

. . _. Bon'l. VV

. S«« i'oiir»dii

S«f I^liinci. >

A., assiiirnor.)

I, \ .
.jsi^nor )

I, ; .
assignor.)

1 >
.
ns^Jivrnor.

1 ,

,-- ^-;;"r.)

Unitea t.nKi"i'»'""i^ '• ' ,' „;
United She*' M.^^hmery * oiipans

.

United Shoe Marhinery (.onipiiny.

United Shcx- Miwhin.Tv Compaav

Unite.1 Shoe Vla^hinery ( omp«ny
United Shoe Ma. lunery ( ompaiiy

United Shoe Miuhin.-ry lompauy.

United Sh'*- Ma. ^ln•'ry i .i-up»ny

Unitp.i >»— • M «. '';npr\ ( .'n-.pnnv

Unit.<l Sh<v Ma<^hin.r> (nmpany.

United Shoe Marhiw ry fonipany.

Unit»xi Sho" Marhincrv C onipmiy.

UniUHl Shoe MiKhm^-ry loriH>anv.

Unite<1 <'.i'^- I'-t ll.t,..n' on-.pMiiv

United >taU>s Knv.'lo{)H Cn;upuny.

UnitM Stat.'.* iV.r'Huatic ( ompany. ^^J^y--; \
UmUrial Cast..r ,v Faumirj- Company. (8ee I>.«. A

Universal Ka)Ua. .|--'»'''}'"i:'"' ^""L^'""\« KTinor c: J. O.. asmgnor.)

-;.v iT^ton. \.V: as,^iCTior.) (Rel^pie.')

S«v SnuilL ('. I.'.. a.ssignor.i

>.v Whiting, C. l.., assiL'nor.)

S.-*. Winkley. E. K.. .i-^^nnnr.)

So" Stimpson, K i! assignor.)

(See Button.* H .
.issigiiMr.-*

- — H , assignor.^

L. i; . assitmor.)

- i.»i^atir.n nf m.thanc. No. vi41,,..3^iin» *». "p. ^'• "•"•
,.-a.h flrv-klgary-

^K; Oat. vol. U4; p. 1'*:.
. I ... . ,..„-•«. .Qn n .S7.*: Dr. P.1280; Om. vo1._134: p. 21M.

,^ ^ „^

V,li.i,.,.tt^ I aii'l 11.^ OULnungV iln.l^- •
i«l.rv.. '

,„,.„l«

h.»';'»io'^Sa^?-S,frsp'"p.'»^!^rp.'.s;3!"o;f:;? 134; p. n07.

•slicing machines

1.S21.

.i:i34: p. 13X1.

Ih. 11. Dallettro.
No.*)0,108; JuneO: Sp.p. 1823; Dr. p. 403;

;.',1'>' ..;»<»,.,m,„....^o,«>.».«.El„.«c..„u.^turt=,Co»p.„.. B,..„0U..„.c.. So.«„,»,.;a..

i.'l Dr. pp. •'.•57-><; Oaz. vol. lU. p. 1h.-?7.
, j^ ^ i.=ij^. pr. p. 357; Oai. js

'• .. 'f- .,. V V v,...,n.K i.otrlf -nvi (a->in»-' >> x-^ij. r..
.

'""•^..,> ^_ jn«^a. no» vol.134; p. 1130.

Gax. vol. 134; p. 1925.

'no.'890.203; Jane ft; Bp. p. 2022; Dr. p.

\' \n \'an>-n, B
Van BerWel. W
and the like.

\ jn Bur-n, *."

\ *n l>f-ar. H.,

Van Dorvn, C.

Van Haider, ¥
Van Meter. W.
V 'n Sickel. U

Hf#;"'i^",-\^p-'S?i'!°3"'™i"a"" '~:"^:.^...^ .„„;,: sp p...™-. D,,p.357. o„. .»....«. p. .»«.

En^tan.i^
«s'''wT .'^ks' y"'^Tk o^K.choU.! Lisbon. OhV Cover for oook.ng ves«eU.

v^a^edru:i^.M^"^in^-'-' '- ^

^' R.,as«ignor.,

WnSM^if^rtunngC^o .S«.Suu.r. CM -'^'-

T

, „,^.„. , p. 37:^,; Dr. p. 814; Oa.^ vol. 134; p. im
Wma 1 Bhilii-Mphia. I'a. Dryiug-r... u V; ^ ''.'*.. /'J -^,. 4„*^o rtll4: Dr. pp. 1314-15; (Jaz. vol. 134 p. 21b,i^

I'Kki^S -onV,l M«rir. -..• h»«-....i ..n.l il...-k!:,.iii, «s,<.t^i"r..l

?Sri ^i 'Ci^:.r^-;5"™:.,:..^ .isk™..- c..p.„y. ...-o... m^c. .u.,..-..c.,„. n.. «.«. .-« ... »p. p.
as,.;

;iR^«r^s:H;si9t?u^^^ —
•

------
V oign

1 _^__ j^_ ^ it-j. r.ii7 vol. l,J4; ^
'. I. as.siinior.') ,£ n„ r, i-{i- llr o 814- Gaz. vol.' 134; p. 1713.

„ .^,>,.rur„« Vo. H91.020; June lb; Sp. p- 3,,Ji, y^i>-jm' >fff' ^„, i^..'^"^ ujw.
1311.

liaz. vol.

Battery. No. 8»0,827; J ime 10; Sp. p. 3327; Dr. p. 728; Oaz.

44.5; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1413.

Stooklng finisliing and

ALTMIABKTKAL LIST OF PATFATKES. liii

Vyue, L.. North W UkMboro, N.C. Device for lormiiigbelt-iMinga. No.881,884; JuneSO; 8p.p.6602; Dr.p.U8»: Ga«. vol.134; p. 3060

\v. F. 61 John Bamea Company. (See Barnes, J. 8., assignor.)

w. F. Stimpson Company. (See Finch. W. E., assignor.)

W. U. Miner Company. (See Miner. VN . il., assignor.)

W. P. Taylor Company. (See Qibnev, J. W., assignor.)

W. R. Ustrander \ Co. (Bee Bohl, N., assignor.)
, ,„, ,^„„

WaddeU. M., New York. N. Y. Lifting bridge. No. 890,947; June 16; Sp. o. 3581; Dr. pp. 780-1; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1688.

\S ado C E North Wales, assignor to Keasbey & Mattison Company, Ambler, Pa. Moans for attaching asbestos sheathing to stnif

tural fram'oworlc No '<.S9,831; June 2; 8p. p. 1246; Dr.p. 287; Gar vol. 134; p. 12ea.

, \. i- . ,anni nl-holding device. No. 891,SS5; Juno 30; Sp. p 5502: Dr. p. 1189; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2060.

,,r ,[ , i.-ii,!Pi to }' P. Porter, Boston, Mass. Concentrator or washer for precious metals. No. 8893C4; Juiie 2

.ii«i. (,,,/ \..| i s-i. [' 1273.

Mi'lliii;!! and N\ (i.;:iian.)

a.^^,^;:

Ur I
.

>."

.\. S.

134J.

iiiver Fail's! Wis!' Combined washboard and clothes-pounder. No. 880,904; June 9; 8p. p. 1697; Dr. p. 358; Oa«.

as.°ignor to Window Glass Machine Company, Pittsburg. Pa. Method of and apparatus for drawing glass.

Sp p .U4h; Dr. p. 288; Gar. vol. 134;p. 1262. ^^ ^ . . , ,> ^ xi
.-Mt'iior to Window Glass Machine Company, Pittsburg, Pa. Take-down apparatus for gla-ss cylinders. No.

I, .->-': dr. pp. 503-4; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 1450.

a'.-i^'ii..r to Window Glass Machine Company. Pittsburg, Pa. Take-down apparatus for glass cylinders. No.

Wadf, H. B
Wade, U. H
Sp. p. 130W

Wadman, \
Wad.sworlh,

vol. l;i4; p
Wsdsworth, F. L. O
No. 889,832, Juiiel'

Wadsworth, F. L. '

'

890,31b; June 9; .-[

Wadsworth, F. L. <>
. ,

800J317; Jun«'9; .Sp. p. .'•iH''. 1 >r. p. 504; Oae. vol. 134; p. 1450.
v, ... i. vt .1,. ^,

Wadsworth. F. I. '>
. .M rkaiii wn W. Va., assignor to Pressed Prism Plate Glass Company, New York, N. 1. Glass box or case.

No. 8Bl.tt;i, liiii. 1'., .--p V >-' i'' pM4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1713.
.., „ . . • .

Wft<l8wortti K 1. '. M.ri..:,!. V... W.\ a., assignor to Pressed I'rism Plate Glass Company, New York, N.Y. Apparatus for grinding

aii.l p'.h.sli.riv; i-'i .-- N vi ; C i uik' 10; Sp. p. 4055; Dr. pp. 888-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 17ii8.

WaiiNwurth K 1 " \|. r^ ,1 t.w 11 \V. Va.. assignor to Pressed Prism Plate Glass Company, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for pol-

ishing aii.l gnij.luiK t-'ia.s..- s . vU iy»; JuneK.; Sj). p. 4068; Dr. p. 889; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1768.
c«aooot ,« a« «

Waggner, B. w., ILi.aiii ipi.h. : .. i oin-, i,iitrolled apparatus for prepayment gas-meters and the like. No. 890,828; June 16, 8p. p.

;«2i»; l>r. p. 728; Ga/.. \ oi. lo4, p. UkV).
, ^

Wagner C B, Jr., Burlington, \N is .Sose-ring. No. 889.736; June 2; Sp. p. 10r2; Dr. p. 247; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1231.

Wagner' J H. Biuvnis, < 'tiio. S.'.-s^iw. No. 889,562; June 2: 8p. p. 744; Dr. p. 171; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1177.

Wagner! M., W i. si.a<leri, i.enuanv. Journal-bearing liner. No. 89a736; June 16; Sp. p. 3149; Dr. p. 689; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1619.

Wanie V D.tv.iiport Iowa. M.^-hamcai movement. No. 892,338; June 30; Sp. p. 6374; Dr. pp. 1374-6; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2209.

Waite' L. 1., Nicholsuu, la. Trellis. No. 890.948; June 16; Bp. p. 3583; Dr. p. "81; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1088.

Walbtirn, G. L., Pen; Kans. irate. No. 892,020; June 30; "Sp. p. 5766; Dr. p. 1280; Gar, vol. 134; p. 21U8.

Ualch, K.H. (Se«' Harrison, A., assignor.)
, „ „ , .,„ ,»

Wal.len F. K, assignor lu WaKlen Manufacturing Company, Worcester, Mass. Wrench. No. 890.111; June 9; Sp.p. 1829; Dr. p. 404;

(Jaz. v(.i. Vii. p l.is2.

W aldea Manufacturing Company. (See Walden, F. E., assignor.)

Waklor, H., Melien, Bwitrertand. Speed-recorder. No. 890,949; June 16; Sp. p. 3585; Dr. p. 781; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1688.

Walker, A. V., Leominster, Mass. Abrading-machine. No. 890,542; Jtme 9; Bp. p. 2696; Dr. pp. 504-6; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1521

Walker \ W., Boston. .Mass. Spring arch-support for shoes. No 892,386; June 80; Bp. p. 6466; Dr. p. 1394; Gaz. vol. 134;
_'

.
• ... '.. . .

*^ .r .. _. -111. x-_ uunivnc. 1 n. 0~ ^ 1 cnu. if. », Vtw. flo. TT.^1 11.*. T^ } tAl
Walk«r, J. B. l'uii\siitii\vu. y I'a. Kotary engine

1521.

p. 2223.

No. 889.995; June 9; Sp. p. 1508; D"r. p. 358; Gar.'vol. 134; p. 1343.

\\ Jl'krr' I , I'l.asaiit iliil, < >h u t a n"t-8tretc"her. No. 891,645; June 23; Sp. p. 5017; Dr. p. 1080; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1449.

W all K.. l>'troii Ml. h ( arriag. -i uriain. No. 891,118; June 16; Sp. p. 3892; Dr. p. 852; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1742.

Wall, T.J. ISuflai. i. N ^ H :>ti. r !i>tender. No. 891,886; June 30; Sp. p. 5ot^; Dr. pp. 1189-90; Gaz vol. 134; p. 2061.

Wall, W., e< oZ. v~>'''' * ro/, r. 1 \\ .-^ignor.)
, _ ^ -~,

WaUaoe, H .K.. New VofK N V as-ik;; r to Union Switch & Signal Company, Swlssvale, Pa. Variable-resistance coU. No. 890,/37;

June 16; Sp. p. 31.51; Dr. p t.vo . ,,i/ n.i i.S4; p. 1619.

W ailace J. h. Woburii, Mass. i.uUli loi ;i;. vablo lids. No. 891,887; June 30; Sp. p. 5606; Dr. p. 1190; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2061.

Wallaci', W. li., Indianapolis, Ind. JoeKjream cooler and soda-fountain. No. 891,577; June 23; Sp. p. 4855; Dr. p. 1046; Gaz. vol. VM;

Wallace, W. W., Knoxville, Tenn. niiinping-car. No. 889,865; June 2; Sp. p. 1310; Dr. pp. 300-1; Gar. voL 134; p. 1273.

Wallin Addressing Maehine Manulaetunng Company. (See Wallin, 0. K., assignor.)
. „ ^ . ,. vt

Walim, G. t.. PocaUiUo, Idaho, assignor to Wallm .^.ddressing Machine Manufacturing Company, Kansas City, Mo. Copy-holder. No.

890,474; June 9; Sp. p. 2564; Dr. p. 568; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1498.

W alUugford, D. K., IndianapoUs, Ind. Safety attachment for elevators. No. 889,833; June 2; Sp. p. 1250; Dr. p. 288; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

1*62

Walls! C. P., Mitchell, assignor to H. H. Wails and W. 8. Holcombe, Bedford, Ind. Trap-nest. No. 892,339; June 30; Sp. p. 6377; Dr.

p. 1375, Gii/. vol. 134; p. 2209.

Walls II. 11. ?/'!/. (See Walls. C. P., assignor.) ,...,.,„
Walsh 11. 11.. Little Ferry, N. J. Dumping-wagon. No. 890,318; June 9; Sp. p. 2290; Dr. p. 504; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1450.

W alsh J. M., Beaumont. Tex. Street-pavoment. No. 890,110; June 9; Sp. p. 1828; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1382.

W alsh, T., assignor to Swift and Company, Chicago, lU. Meat-hanger. No. 891,307; June 23; Sp. p. 4293; Dr. p. 938; Gar vol. 134; p.

1837.

Ward, C. B. (8w W hitsell and Ward.)
Ward, G. IL, Loraiue, 111. Fencv-post.

Ware, J. D. (See Snedeker and \N are. i

Ware, J. R., Osawatomle, Kans. I'uinping-iack. No. 880,278; June 2; 8p. p. 167; Dr. p. 41; Uat. vol. 134;

. No. 889,548; June 2; Sp. p. 891; Dr. p. 205; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1204

No. 889,647; June 2; Sp. p. 889; Dr. pp. 204-^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1204.

167; Dr.p. 41; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1085.

Warg, K , Milwauk(y, Wis. Steam-trap.
W ark, W.J. (See Bell, 8. W., assignor..

W arnant, J., Liege, Belgium. Pistol. No. 889.279; June 2; Sp. p. 169; Dr. p. 42; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1085

^Va^l(xk, J. J. (See Morgan. L., assignor )

Wiirreu, W. K., rt al. i'.S»>m'..11(.m'us, 11 . assignor.) (Reissue.)

Washburn, K C , Minneap. h- Mmn Trij.le valve. No. 892.101; June 30; Sp.p. 5913; Dr.p. 1275; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2129

Washhum, K. K. >h llange
riiiie v

r for siiding doors. No. 890,950; Jime ; Sp. p. 35S»'.; Dr. p. 781; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1G89.

...... .,„. ^.,»,^,,^., - jne 23; Sp. p. 5018; Gaz. vol 134;

ton, Mass. Dish-wanner. No. 891,754; June 23; Sp. p. 5217; Dr. p. 1129; Gaz.
111. Cleaning composiiion. No. S«l,(>46; June 23; Sp. p. 5018; Gaz. p, 1449.Hi; p, 14

t. vol. 134; p. 1985.

iK'nver, (

\\ ashingtou, J . F, t IncaiJo

AN asliingtt.n. H I.., iC

Waterburv Cl.sk C... vxv Larkin. W. J., assignor.)

WaU-rburv Cl.<k Co ^S.^.• Lux, P., assignor.) „ . ^ „ , ,_. .. , ^ ,

Watorhoiise, K. 1'., Worcester, .Ma-ss.. assignor of one-half to Worcester Envelope Company. Envelop-machine. No. 890,829; .'une

16; Sp. p. 3;i30; Dr. pp. 728-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1650,

W atennaii, F M S»h' Crthell, W . M.. assignor.

Waters. J. .\.. \\ iishington. D C . assign. .r ol one-half to J. Mathy, Hot Springs, Ark. Lock-hinge. No. 889,834; June 2; Sp. p. 1251;

l)r. p. iss, Gaz. vol. 134. p. l^H.
W aterstraut, M., Burr Oak, Muh Gannent-supporter. No. 889,280; June 2; Sp. p. 173; Dr. p. 43; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1086.

- • ' V. Fire-shield. N" ks<i7;"7; June 2; Sp. p. 1072; Dr. pp. 247-8; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1232.Watson. D

Wattles, C. B

I aliastola, N
^Vats(.n W. J., Lucania, N I . Cultivator. No syj.,(i' . June 30; Sp. p. 637S; Dr.p. 1375; Gar. vol. 134; p. 2209

Gas-i

Dr. pp. lOH '.., Ga/.. vol. 134; p. 1131.

assignor to I'Toviilem*. (ias Motor Lon.paiiy, Providence, R. I. -motor engine. No. 889,417; June 2; Sp. p. 453;

Watts, "W. IL, Philadelphia, Pa. Built-in clos.'t. No. 891,389; June 23; Sp. p. 4469; Dr. p. 973; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1865.

W aiigh, D. S., Denver, Colo assiffTior to ller Hock Drill Manufacturing Company. Spraying attachment for percussive tools. No.
Ksy„s:(."i. lime J; Sj.. t.. IJ.'.J. Dr. p M^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 12ta.

Wayrvn.n, U I. . D.ilph, - D. lgnit.r. No. «d,647; June 23; Sp. p. 5019; Dr. pp. 1080-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1449.

Weand, U. .M. i.-^'.' .Matlhia-. W. C, assignor.

Weand.T, \. G., Si..ux Citv Iowa >.<.'(1 tvster cup. No. 891,4,50; .Tune 23; Sp. p. 4.5.'.7: Dr. p. 997; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 18.S4.

Weaver. I. A., a.ssign.T ,.f one-half to F. J. M.arshall. Springtleld, 111. .\ulomalic driii-driXt. No. 891,022; June 16; Sp, p. 3733; Dr. p.

815; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 17i;i. ^
Wel.b, L <; . Fort .\tkinson. Wis Cow-tail holder. No. 889,^36; June 2; Sp. p, 1254; Dr. p. 289; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1263.

Webb, U. D., Mil. 1. 11. I. a A it. ;i:atic\veighinganddunipinginachine. No.888,281; June2; Sp.p. 175; Dr. p. 43; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1086.

Webber. J. P., Lawr.n.v. assignor to Draper Company, UoptMlale, Mass. Detector lor warp slop-motions. No. 8^0,738; June 16; Sp.

p. 3151; Dr. p. 690, Gaz. vol. 134, p. Itil9.

Wel^T, .\. K.. Ilainmond. lii.i. .Medieiii^'-nieasure. No. 889,738; June 2; Sp. p. 1074; Dr. p. 248; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1232.

Wetier, G. J., Kansas Citv, Mo. Producing gas and power. No. 890,475; June 9; Sp. p. 25fv5; Dr. p. 5»i9; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1499.
" — ""

in.' '.>; Sp p. 2509; Dr. p. 5ti9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1499.

ice for operating transoms and shutters. No, s.sy,282; June 2; Sp. p. 177; Dr. p. 44, Gaz, voU

134; p. 1086.

WeU-r, G. J., Kansas City, Mo, .\pparalus for gunerating gas. No. 890,476;

Webster, K. P,, Bridgeport, Conn. Devi.
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WUUr E P Brld-port.CQnn. Wood-'tnrjming mBchlne. No. 891.308: June 23; Sp. p. 4296: Dr. p. 939; Oa.- vol. 134; p. 1837.

^Sr: i. i\?iSu; P'::. 'i^^^^i^:^for explo-ive^ngme.. No. 8«.199; June 30; 8p. p. 6U5; Dr. p. 1315; Ga.. vol. 134;

i^i:'^'r^^or.}lT. '^^:ZAi^^l^ of iron oxM for u« In .U.st-furn.css

^•EvSo/t^F^^t^nY^^^^^^ Bayer & Co., Elberfeld, Germany. Diphenylnaphthylmethanedye. No. 8»1

wS' M'
''^fen^to'^^blSal.n i.Jn ^'l^nu. friedr. Bayer & Co.. ElberfeW. Germany. Diphenylnaphthylmethane dye. No.m^.

june'3of3p. ^, ^io^i7oim.^v-^.2^ ^ ^^ j 2 s
V'f;^^: &

^= ^" ^°' -^ '^^
''^

No. S^J.-'Vll; June 30; 8p. P-<i381; Dr. p. 137h. u
"' New York, N. Y,

No. 8«,563; June 2; Sp. p. 746; Gax. vol. 134;

Dr. p. 586; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1521.

No. 88».W6: June 9; Sp. p. IM»; Dr. p. i»,

V.^e'^D.X ^cH«nr^ Md " Shwhist . . ,llr^-Jor and conveyer 137ii; Gas. vol.

Bookbinder.
134; p. 2210.

No. 892,200; June 30;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1742.

306; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1204.

fune 23; Sp. p. 4714; Dr. pp. loaO-3; Oae. vol

No. 889,283; June 2; Sp. p. 180; Dr. p. 45; Qai. vol. 134; p. 1087.

134;

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1471.

Dr. p. 109; Gaz. vol. 134;

Weisbroa, J., -New 1 or*., tt».-.'is"<" V. • >

w^rt.'.*^.. Color.do sprtnp. C«lo. Clg.™t«i.ll.. No. laiao; Jo~ 2: sp. p. 1»;

Welbom.W.C. (See BfiM;y anti *^**l''^™ '
,

, ,„v.i.., Wn «m.1«i- JuimS- So. p 2411; Dr. pp. 531-2;

^^^^^0. .v. Winchester. Mh.s. Sus^^nd^r-MuWl. No
,^..«^J>J- ^=

^f |«S^'nr''t''«i2?'o^."voi:l3l?'p.V4L''-^ ^ ^^. ^^

rv±aifrK"&!:*Iu"-p-^^
!,rivin. mechanism. No «0,739; June 1«. 8p.

u^.iSSi^v'^-M^an^r.Utv''^'-^ ^ H.. assignor.)

*aS:Sl^vfr-Mo^an ComUnV-^, -^ ^\r.Uu sv Q *«. R--;^, j,^ ,^ ^p. p. 1603: Dr. p. 369; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1343.

Wella A K Southlngton, Conn. Floor anl.vilin^; pUite
•^''..^f.-^'- i^^ "^^n i ion- Gaz. vol. 134;

W^' g; T.' WichitTKans. I«tty devu.. N.. >-M >'.. Inn*-
^^^^^'j.^^j^S^'jPVp p' ^91 Dr. p. ioS; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1451

Wells L E Little Hocking, Ohio. UlLr run^ .m -- wnt. No 890.319. June »,ap.p. -«« •
^<^ 431^ q^^. vol. 134; p. 2U.3.

wluh. A. W.'^and W. Al^A.VM.Myl... Vu K
Vi ;':";X.es^%f^'isJTuS"2;*^p^P IHl: Dr.%. 46; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 10K7.

S11''^o^SIS::;i;;.: ^.'r;:;;^.n:nr'^£r'^o.^,S^linp:p^«S: Dr.pp.1..: oaz.voi.134; p.im

Wenneman, J. H.. <?«a/. (See l.alsch. ( .. as.-iJK'nor.)
b«j iik lim«2- Sn d 301- Dr. p. 71; Gaz. vol. 134; p. HOT.

^-^' f
••

rr^ottr^ '8"GaSl;:'i^hS.lph.a^ ,:/-V%S fnd iraling-board.' No. 892,103; June 30; Sp. p. 5917. Dr. p. 1275.

w'Jr^er^i'c'' B^^afn^.. N>l^r. r,.untert..h.r. ing devW for pump. No- «0.477 June 9;^, V^^J^r^ ^i^"'
-'• ^^^= ^^

'^•

Hl-^^eii£s?':>.^n:i:H:/s^^.-^n.i^.i^^^
--p----^—'•-= ^•^-•

W^UmCli^k Manufacturing rornpa,>y. ^$... Kern^.; assignor.)

Weatem Electrtc Company. >^ e r""*" " « • »''-;'«f"«'^
.

western Electric Company. ( See
-^^'.''ll'rjf ''k 1 assSr )

Western EUrtric Company. ^?«* L..\en.lg«^ t
. ''v*^;*^'-'

Westeni KUvtric Companv. v-^^ee Liischka. A- H a»«'^;^-j
,

NVettem Kleotnc Company. ^8ee Mc<^uarn,, J >- »»«^«'-)

Wedtern Klectric Company. (See Smythe. B. H., aasignor.j

\V^xM\ D.f. «/ai. (SeeWeatfall. T, M.4a.«ignor.'

\vl4t uighouse Machine Cunu.Hny . - .<« W4st inglu>,,.* G .. assignor.)

\V..;tlakr.C. T. (.^-- llowiirl. I'l.ig. r. an.l \\.^<tUkp.) innpM- «?ti d 5218- Dr pp. 1129-30; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1986.

Weston, K. U.. Jr., and 1-
.
C

.
I>« He^iner

Juney; Sp. P- -'1^5, Dr. p. *1^. '-az v..l

Weston T \ (See Clark, F. H.. assignor.;

Weston! W. S., Chicago. 111. Casting ancaratus.

Westphal, 6., Leipzig-Kleinzschocher, Gertnan> .

p. IrtJU. . ,.. .

W.'tiTiorf. C. V. ..~V>e Felt and \\.>tn!' '

Schenectady. N.Y .Msigno'rs todeneral Electric Company.

ii4, p. I4:j0.

.. ..^, ^. 1950.

Inclosed fuse. No. 880,2.S6;

No. 891,891: June30;.Sp.
R-.^l^;, P^;. P/?:^!^^^""i m p

Movahle-picture device. >»o. 890,-40; June lb, Sp. p. JIM, i^r. p

20tiJ.

eOl; Gaz. vol. 134;

Binlm'g attachment for sewing-machines. No.891.310; June 23; Sp. p. 4311; Dr. pp.940-l;aaz. vol.134;

Wever. F.'. Stuttgart, Germany

\N Eeelan'. F. H. (See Jessup, R. W
Wheeler, H. G ,

Canandaigua. N_. i

VShe<'lfr. H <i. >.•. IWan. \ . E ii>~

Wheeler < S., BernanlsviUe, a.ssiirn.T

Dr. p.'>ft»0, tirt/. vnl. \M: p. 1"'W

WhtH^ler W A . Workington, tngi.ini

Whoerxk, K. O., Chicago. Ill Nut-i-. k

Whu^rt-, .i. I.. CantoA. Ohio. Concrvte *,nf..n-ement. ><"• ^^'jO^
^''f'*'- ^rV Dr. p. 5Wi: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1622.

Whitcona., A W ,
^Von.ster M.ss. '' ^^-; -^^,,,\^^\v1boi?Or^ntlU, N (i. CoSibined pipe support and clamp.

Whit^*. V. p., as.signor of one-half to K^
Vrii ru i -la)

;une 30 Sp. p. o'dtA): Dr. {'. l^'': Gaz. v(}l. 134. p. -IM.

White. E. B. (See "-iA.
^'V?-

'^'^
^"^^^^t^ ,

W^hlte, E. L. (See Fleck, Ualdane, and Nfhlte.;

• T.nnnor. No. 891.57^; June 23; Sp. p. 4856: Dr. p. 1047; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1926.

-

;:v,.oker- Wheeler Company. Ami^re. N. J. Boring-mill. No. 891,199; June 16; 8p. p. 4069;

HUst-heating apparatus for furnaces. No. 891.452; June 2,T. Sp. p. 4690; Dr. p. 998; Gaz. vol.

w No. 891.512; June 23; Sp p. 4m Dr.
^.^'^f-J^Z^'^^i^l L^Vp- 404-5; Ga.. vol. 134;

rv i« and prwaslng apparatus. No. 800,112. June y. bp. p. !»»«, ^i if

2130.

I.

No. 892.105:
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White, B. V.,elal. (See Carson, C. W., awlgnor.)
Sn n 5221- Dr pp 11»-1: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1985.

^ftg-lTnirj'Kc!^rs,^kaS?'rVaHf;fof^^^ N^o- ««'^^^ ^"-^^ '^^'''*'

wS?e,W:. ^^laSz^'^^V^ch^^V^^^ J^'^^sS^ jir30^=S?V^" D?7i3^:= 5^%^otl^^:^ l^^:

^ii^''i^^.s^:^X)jJ&K^mSS «^J?P^^^S!^N"r H^il^-^-S: L%3: June 23; Sp. p.

wS!r'«'KT^.?"-Ion/M^^^^^ '^^or. by mesne a«.ignments, to SUnley Motor Carriage Company. Liquid-gage. No. 890,742;

June 16; 8p. p. 3158; Dr. p. 892; Gaz. vol. 134: p. Ib20.
n 458- Dr p 109 Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1132.

S-Hir.^-^^^'liSd'cT'Ward f^iCl'''strto''r..JL?To:X^^^^ P- '^^

SITr;; S:.^tSd?Mlh^^ria:p^^^^
^J.

p. 852; Gaz -14; j;^l-43. ^
^.'fc'ii^ai.dTTa^^n/N'l^^Ta'l'w^-wl^

^-^^'- «- -1. 134: p. 14..1.

W ilcox! Crittenden and Company. (See Hurlburt, A. R., aaalgnor.)

Wilcox. E. J. rt al. (Sr? Fowler. G. A., assignor.) ^^ ^ j ^j^ 4743

^^i!^;;- fi
5- Snrto"Hs^m..;x^;='^^^^^^^^^

-pp^^ '-™ '- «"-• ^^^'--'^•^

wSol^-l^l^ Stlfriatpn^l^iS-."^' • ^'6Sf.?"d7uiS*st^MSrings. No. 889.999: June9: Sp. p. 160^; Dr. p. 359; Ga. vol. 134: p.

Wikl^x W G Cloverlv.wyo. Sealing device for alr-tlKht vessels. No. 892,344; June 30; Sp.p.0384: Dr. p. 1377; Gaz. vol. 134; p. •2210.

WildrdinManufacturi-ug Companv. (See Ballard, G. L.assjnor.) —Wildman Manufacturing Company (bee Hallara u. ^•'
«f«i§{'^/. , ... gp p 4061- Dr. pp. 890-1; Gaz. voL 134

Wllhelm, A., St. Johns. Greg. Kailway signa "yfjem. ^. 891^. June ^^^P^^'^\^l^%^_ ^ol. 134; p. 1264.

Wk'eS'G": Sew^rors: Y.%rum.''N^;;'^^1;^

p. 1769.

wSkl?'^ ? aevKd'oWo
""

Sewe^^^^^^^ No. 891.580; June 23; Sp. p. 4860; Dr. p. 1047; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1926.

p. 1268: Dr. pp. 25o-l: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1264.

WUU^M 'b^ Bttt^'r^'^F^^ne?.'^ nT^1.024: June 16; Sp. p. 3737; Dr. p. 816: Oax vol. 134; p. 1714.

wufe^i' ?E ;'M«Uden!'MasI Cl"ch. No. 890.206; June 9; 8p. p. 2027; Dr. p. 446; Oaz. voL 134; p. 1414.

willmms''rc*PhTlade\^la,'pi:,''a;^^^ Coal Storage Company, Naugatuck, Conn. Storage apparatus. No. 891.124;

wi^'^B.^'c.^S.iJ'to^ESeMa^t^uTal.t^^^^^^ J-^- No. 891,579; June 23; Sp. p. 4867; Dr.p.l047; Gaz.

vol. 134; p. 1925.

.^ir^ S-^rW^' olJa°' ^^tjS^^Tp^; '^I'SiZ, 5u^r3b;%.V?Si "Dr.- l^r^^F; ol vol. 134; p. 2131.

wiSms' n D
•

^nd-M.^ l!^^lS^'eS^moi;-i^'nT"sIi^l Leo.^ni asslgt^or to said WUllams. Electric ^fety and alarm system for

^ilXs No! Sfi)001; June9; 8p. p. 1610; Dr. p. 360; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1346.

^S& P \., a"S''°^°-iSjn^o. 889,285; June 2; Sp. p. 1S2; Dr. p. 45; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1087.

willlaSr W ^- a^Snronwo-tW "stT^Hastings and C. W. Pifer. Clinton. 111. Grain-door for cars. No. 890,002; June 9; 8p. p.

w'lS^L'^'n^'^B' .'N^r^Sd^'cihro.'^stlgnor to Allis-^^halmers Company and BuUc^k Electric Manufacturing Company. Dynamo.

i^^c machine.' No. 891,316; June 23; Sp. p. 4319; Dr^p. W^; Ga^^ol. 134, p. im ^
wniu O M Chicaeo 111. Clrcut<ontroing mechanism. No. 891.8H3, June.w. °P- P- ^^'''' ^'^;>'t^- "1V.-- i.ino •»!• <«n n '&22- Drwt O k" F^^hn.I'a.. assignor to Colbum .Machine Tool Company. Change-speed gear. No. SS^-'.IO., June 30, Sp. p. 5ff22, Dr.

W^k%rlUz! G^i^'iy.- Arrang..^ent for tightening piston-rings. No. 891,317; June 23; 8p. p. 4321; Dr. p. 943; Gaz. vol. 134;

U^uiSf'FR Tr Worthington,Ohio.assignor,bymesneas8igmnents,toJelIreyManuIacturingCompany. Steam-tipple. No.S»0,321;

June 9: Sp. p. 2JM; Dr. p. 306; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1461.

Wilson. A. G.. et al. ( S*-,- White, C. P.. assignor.)

^^||3^S "o"X7hila'd"lp;a,:!T.l"tet»n?'^a^^ 890.546; June 9; Sp. p. 2704; Dr. p. 596; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 16.2.

W&'j^^sSS;\"o^Wi£;-HoyrdompZ^^^^^ Hills. N. J. Qreenhousc-bench. No. 889,349; June 2; Sp. p. 302; Dr. p. 71; Gaz.

WU*i;n.'j'.&.!'Sneca.Nebr. Counterbalancing attachment forp^unps. No. 890.389;. June 9; Sp. p. 2416; Dr. p. 533; Oaz. voL 134: p.

WU^'n ) M Montclair.N. J., and n. A. Harris. Loi^ Island City, assignors to WUson Company, New York. N.Y. Paint and varnish

W^^rr V ^":s,^So'ur.lSu'& l^'rfand%lI?ymi,a''ny\Troy. N. Y. Shirt. No. 890.003; Jtine 9; Sp. p. 1614; Dr. p. 361; Gaz. voL

StI-S^^W^^JS^^ ki^lSSl^'{^:^:^.une23; Sp.p.5289; Dr.p.

Slr^l^t^SrS^nd^Sen^^^
1620.

Winden. A. (See Libak and W inden.)

Wlnden, P. (See Libak and Winden.) ^ , t, .i^^, n

Window Glass Miichme Company. (See Schmertz. L. R.. assignor.) ^ »
Window Glass M.ifhine Company. (See W adsworth, i. L. O., assignor.)

Wine F I. f .<»'.•:. rt u right. W. J., a.ssignor.)
, ,_..„ ,no,

Wi"-'j F Mr v^ I 11! ( ar-door s^al. .No SM9.is.,; June2; Sp. p. 183; Dr.p 46; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 1087.

ilii.^•Vh^n;^l::^:a.^^^lu/^^S's^.

^^^nq,\;s^.^^^ll:il. ?^sUom:^i;:^iJ^r!a^ To^lk for horseshoes. No. 891,025; June 16; Sp.p.3738; Dr. p. 815; Oaz. vol. 134;

wVnilow, K M., Iowa Falls, Iowa. Jongr^e-plate. No. 890 481
:
June 9; Sp^ ^

2^^^ ?Voa'z.'Vol: S!p. 1H41.

Wnit-rs W (ir.uul Island. Nil. r. Non-reflllable bottle. No. 891.319. June 23. 8p. p. *a4, JJr. p. s^. u^^^^

Wnlon,' A.. Cleveland, Ohio. Circuit closer and breaker No^feo 482; June9; ^P; P^2^ ,

D^-^P-^^O Oaz, vo^ 134
p^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^,^|_

Wirsching, A. Brooklyn. N V. Device for attaching index-fingers to ari-ors. No. sy-.ir.i, June *>, op. p. o'«>, a" v

w'l's^o^ '^k. assignor, by mo«no as.slgnments, to M. C. Schwab, Chicago, lU. Spiral conveyer. No. 891,514; June 23; Sp. p. 4729;

Dr. pp. 1023-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1905.

. 692; Gaz. voL 134; p.
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Wiszcewsty, S. von. New "^ort >i. \. * '^'^,^'^"'v"; ,,VnP>* So D iTi)^ Ur p ".I^n. O^i- vol. I.i4; p. l..^-
. ,^ _ „.

S!5^^W''B:^:r'iri!'^H^..'i^;?^r.^^iri^;.^^
no. *.,,..,. ..ne. Sp p ..... Vr. pp. ^-H,

Wrn'o'^aii^'/soafcompany. (See Greth ,r. C. W., assignor.)

J^^^r^!i'?r'v^':"';;:J^o.>^=^,f'u\Ablyl3"'' No. ^.^; J- .^ 8p. p. 3«.; Dr. pp. 751-2; Oa.. .ol. 134; p. 1<«7.

waTr^pt^.1ow^. ^t^^lt^e^'^uJtl^a^Vv^taMe elevator. No. ^.548; Ju.e 9; .p. p. .:... Or pp. 5^.; Oa. .d.

W^(^l' say.^f!l H.'lkT. vS.»- ITPstoii, L» K.. asSi^iwr.)

wff^s'-KoiirtS-^T.^"^-^^^^
ColiBBryti^^e-lndicator. No.««.4..:

Iiiiw 2- St) d *)1; Dt. p. 110; Gaz. vol. i;h. p Hi- 4„„;^ vn soi iM- June 16- 8d d.3900; Dr.p.854; Gat. vol. 134; p 1744.

VV^ll^n\t;^inci^ti%io Saleanuu^^

Wolhaupter, B.. assigijorto HaiiJomli"mp.i.i> > -%* 1 >.,'
,,^v,. n,

VV^SrE^^^C^-to Edwara Katzin«. r r„.pany. Chicago, 111. Swalvatlck attactunent. No. 890.744; June 16; 9p. p. 1162. Dr.

^^1 l-lv' ^=';^.^oro:^ U^rT^nillle"' 1:i'l'i;l^;Vari; l'p%"*6^:'l>r. pp: 1^:^; Ga. vo.. 134; p. ^U.

W^'M H''SgJo??o?f-"w^r"roVt.iJn« Ventilator for hora^blaakets and other coverings. No. 890.581; June «;

^•^r^?'^- S^a'w 1 Kst J.TrwK%^o:'''Nut-.^^."'^o*'•S^^ sp. p. ^n-. Ur. p. 13.6; Gaz. vol. .34; p. ?.04.

5^5;aMi- J'*aaSSL^-!rs.g.r^^^^^^^
Sew.ng-mach.ne. No. ««.582; June

wU^wa^rd^G^'Wa^^tlf.^;il^n^o?^to^'^i!n|n'^
Con^pany. Chicago. lU. Se.-lng and ruffling nu.ch.ne. No.

^B^'f-f^ilh o'^nt'^aV^o I'.Tt^Tc^^^^, Fa. Bearing. No. 891.64.; Ju« 2.; 8p. p. 5(r22; Dr. p. 1081; Qaz. vol.

W^^?thST-and W. F. Harrison, assignors t^ J. S. and W. P. Worth. CoateavlDe, Pa. Tub^zlng mOL No. 8.1.650; June 23; 8p. p.

5024 'Dr. pp. 1081-2; Ga*. voL 134; p. 1960.
j

Worth W. P. (See Worth. J. S.. assignor.) I

Worth' W P.. et ai. v^ee Worth. J S., aa««dor.)

Worth! W., f.etal. <.S.>e Worth and llarrlsob, asMgnowO j,^ ^^ ^^j. ,34. p. -joej.

^:ShT°C..^as&norTr"orhate . .^I'^tn'i^ef So'u^k^'r^slS fa. "^a^nd-saw .h..^ner. No. 88W.-28.; J une 2; .p. p. 1«. Dr. p. 48.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1088. J

Wright. C.T. (SeeJennlngs.F.L.. assignor.)
, „^ „ ,««

•;ri n ifiiv I>r p. M'.i: Gaz. vol. l.U, p. I.i4«l
_ innnM- Sn n 4470- Dr. DO. 973-4; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1S65.

s&^.:,-s^^;!. ^ssiJ^^Jf«-^-n^^^^^™^^^^
YdV.v Townt" Manufacturing company. ^•'••.' '.V^'Vi'^

'^ ^"^'^"^..^0,
^ „ „

?::^i:? 1.^r a^,rgn!^r^Tf.^ua"!rJ'L..^alufrtrnn"g Soin^^lT'^lc^e^r, N. Y. I^tter-fUe. No. 890.008; June 9; Sp. p.

vk^E^'j^aslfgnor^ofl^l.'u^^^^^^^
.;,... Houston, and T. W. CaldweU. Duke. Tex. Catth^rd. No. 891.12:; June 16;

Y^'^'raS^lgEoSf on^:^ll I''k' u't .t, Yor.. Pa. Induction^U. No. 891.320; June 23; 8p. p. 4325; Dr. p. «4; Qar. vol.

134, p. l.'*4i.

V..»t F. R. (^^ Vost, V. U. assignor. I

Yost. W. J. (J3*e Woods and 'iost.i ^g^. ,, jjj^. q^, vol. 134; p. 2064.

^•S- f\^-.^Kr^h- ?a.^ st:;S.^;!^r^^'^v:^-i^^^
• You^stovvn Sh^n an.. Tui* Voiu^nuv ^> H.k-k. 11 \; "/'f"",^-' ^ ,^. j^^ ig. gp. p. 3165; Dr. p. MB; Oaa. vol. 134; p. Ifi22.

Younkniaii. ... W., IKnver, Colo. Vito,,, u|o irv^hi •^^'' h'i"'f'"- /No. »W.
j^^ ^ »'(j^ .,^1. 134; p. 2164.

/H W M. W. Ch.oi>c" III. Si»jnHl.:'^ .v*,«.a fur nuhvH,,.
^^- ^j;^: June 3o' IppttP^ Dr. p. 1317; Gar. vol. VM: p 21M.

/.!.,^r Fir-'i of I .-*« Kohl^r and l-.-tiniant». A.-<signor8.;

/..•lis. Finn ..f C >^'e K.oni^c. \.. assignor. -

^^i^r^^lgstot^^rl^l^-prnp. NO. 891.026; June 16; 8p. p. 3739; Dr. p. 816; Gaa. vol. 134; p. 1715.

^"^ o7 ^erry T.^^^uiV. tJ. -^.^^ J une .; Sp p. .417; Dr. p. 533; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1472.

i^^t^y K^w^y EQuT^r^e^nTcompan>^ , S« Flora and Zorge, a^.gnors.)

/sivanovus B. (.See Soft wartz and ZsivanOMCS.,

'2rr,.^J.tra.KS'lr .V-.^. "KS.« .;«.'"* n;:W..«; J.^ ». sp. p. «^: u,. p^.77^0^^^™|J«^P^^^

ALPIIABETIC.VL LIST OF IWI-.XTIO.XS

rOR WHICH

PATENTS WERE ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1908.

(Abbreviation.: "8p "=Monthly Volume of Speciflcatlon.; " Dr.'-sMoutMy Volume ol Drawin^si •'aaz."=Offlcial Gazette.)

e9; 8p. p. 2«*i; Dr. pp. 504-5; Gai. vol. 134; p. 1521. ^

Sp. p. 4381; Dr. p. 953; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1849.

r:. Brunson. .no. ssh.wu; Jiuie 9; gp. p. Vm, Dr. pp. ;n7-18; (>az. vol. 134; p. 1310.

I art.id-ftneder for. I. Peirce. No. 891.094; June lb; Spj). 3854; Dr. p. 842; Gaz vol. 134. p. 1735.

i Vincent. No. 89U.945; June 10; Sp. p. 3571; Dr. pn.'TTS-SO; Oar vol 134; p 1«7.

1 ; rii. C. L. Becker. No. &I2.116; June 30; Sp. p.5^40: Dr. p 12,9; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 2134.
,,' -_ .-J T. I U..-J v'.„ aiM\tM;t\- iiino Ift- Rr> n .IlllT: T>r. nn. 7H6-7: Gaz. vol. 134 D.

p. 241. Gaz. vol. 1:J4. p. lAt".

Abradiug-machine. A.V.Walker. No. 890,542; J une 9; 8p.

Aocount-n^isttr. S. Ktejpfer. No. 801.344; June 23;
" '

Account sv-'tf'tic K K. Brunson. No. 889.900; June

Acetylent -i; > i

Add.ng-in:i. Sum
Addinu-iu 1' ii.ir

AddlKtr-ni.i. tniii

Add""' N>inK; iiim

Adjust, I'll' !i >'

Adjustati.t' in li

Adju.^lal)le ta

.V !wrt.N..i;i>'; t~

.\ : ..TI,-.-:',,!!!

III. C. L. Becker. No. S«.Ub; June*j; np. p. o«*i. ui. u. i*.^ v,»*. v^... .u^ y. ^.^.

X u. .lly^penited. U. L. Burd. No. 890,9(10; June 16; Sp. p. .1617; Dr. op. 78&-7; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1692.

C. OwenTand A. Lyle. No. 889.328; June 2; Sp. p. 2«>1; Dr. pp. 64-6; Qaz vol 134; p. 1101.

G. Schussmann. No. 892.315; June 30; Sp. p. 6331; Dr. pp. 1363-1; Ga*. vol. .0.4; p. 2201.

J. U. Hand. No. 890,925; June 16; Sp. p. 3513; Dr. p. 709; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1679.

hi-
.lile.

L

M..nanl?«ldevi,* for displaying. .^ M Low.^,No_890.147_; Jmie9; _Sp.p.j;J06;^_Dr^pp.^^^^^

M.., lianism lor displaying. C. A. Bengtson. No. 892,ai4;' June 30; Sp.'p. 5772; Dr. p. 1242; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2im.

K . .'iu>u:>: ;,P(.:. r.n .IS. W. p: DuJi Lany. No:'88S.,50U; June 2; Sp. p. 794; Dr. p. 181. 6az. vol. 134. p. 1186.

vi .rtsuK . ..nratis. W.J.Sawyer. W 889,814; June 2. Sp. p. 1210; Dr. pp. 27«»-«; Gaz. vol. 134; p. U^
A '.. -u-Kapparaius. TraveUng. D. J.McOaker. No^8W.39d: June 2; 8i>- P- *«; 1>^- PP; »^: «»^.,^«'- ^3*. P- "22.

\ . r i^ :: I i'-vla". A.J. De Dairy. No. 8H94J12; June 2; Sp. p. 43; Dr. pp. 11-12; Gaz vol. U4 p. 1065
^ ,-. <T- ou. C1W. >....» o. Ur. T^ uMi- T>r n l<ll line vol 1.14: n. 1104.\ ... r i^ :: 1. h-vla«. A.J. Ue Barry. ?io. tm^ii; jiuie*, op. h- » "'-yy- ',' "•

, ,o.i tC Yiq.«^"
XI., . t .^;: K ...vice. T. Kharas. No. 889.618; June 2; Sp. p. 84(t; Dr. p. 19 ; Gat. vo . 34. p. 1194.

K .
• siiitf fi.viop W Fraaer No 889.674; June 2; Sp. p. 968; Dr. p. 221; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1212.

llllr.lntnil^^i'^^^^^ No. 8..W.246; June 9; Sp. p. 2118; Dr.

Aii-odSme or flying machine. E. R. Mumford. No. 892.380; June a): Sp. p. 6455; Dr. p. 1»K2; Gaz. yoL 134; p. 2221

Air-brake appaAtua. 11. B. Miller. No. 891.780; June 23; Sp. p. 5271; Dr. p. 1141; Gar. vol. 134. p. 1995.

. f ul"r_ ri-t^_.:... A IT n^if. ar,.i I I Wn.«/.v \-ft Ri2.l48:June30: Sd. D. OOlo; Dr. DP. liJ

p. 466; Gas. vol. 134;

.11. »u^ X. ^ ^w.— . No."8i2,1l48; June ajf Sp.'p. 0016; Dr. pp. 1-2^2^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2145.

U. Rowntree. No. 890,931; June 16; Sp. p. 3535; Dr. p. 773; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1682.

Sp. p. 5749; Dr. p. 1236;

Air-brake apparatus. A. U. Geltz and L. L. Hosack.
Ali^brakt^ontrol mechanism. U. Rowntree. No. 8Vu,~.. -^"^ >", .;-*'• f "—~> --• *- ;—• ---

_ -- -.- ^ _
A r-brake equipment for cars. If. Kowntrei>. No. 890.932; June 10; Sp. p. 354^.; Dr. p. ' <3; Gaz. vd. 134. p. 1682.

Alr-hrake svstem HRowntree. No. 890,930; June 16; Sp. p. 3529; Dr. p. 773; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 16M.

i SJ^Ss! A^na c drJn^k for. F. W. Adams. No. ^1.808; June 30. S^. d, 5353: Dr. p 1159; G.U. vol 134; p. 2035.

A r-wmp™«sor. J.. Jr., and J. Thornton. 8r. No. 8.«,09S; June 30; Sp. p. «««; Jf- P; ^^"LV-^fia'^^U?* xS" ^t.'^mi
Air^lfng and huiiid.fying apparatus. J. Kelly. No. 8W.516; June «; Sp p. 264it; Dr p. 586; Gar. vol. 1-14, p. lol3.

Alr-ahlp. 8. Lake. No. 8®.093; June 2; Sp. p 989; Dr. pp. 228-30; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1218.

AUtto: Sm Electric alarm: Fire-alarm; Tnne-alann.
,o^. „ ,qao

Alarm device G W MaiKenrte. No. 891.027; June 23; Sp. p. 4961; Dr. p. 10,0; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1942.

AUmifg^m^hanism E. E. Floraand R. J. Zorge.' N^. 890.;<45.; June 9; Sp p. 2339; Dr pp. 51(K17; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1460.

Alam,-8witch. A. C. Saxe. No. 890,.177; June 9: Sp. p. 2:W4; Dr. p. 528. C.az. vol. 134; p. 146h

Album. Photograph-. E. W. Peterson. No. 890.794; June 10; Sp. p. 3265; Dr^. /15; Qaz. yoM34 p. 639

Alcohol from liquor casks and barrels, Apparatus lor recovermg waste. F. H. Naughton. No. 892.00b, June 30, hi

AlroholTroiiuiqSofSiks and barreU. Recovering waste. T. U. Naughton. No. 802,005; June 30; Sp. p. 5747; Dr. p. 1236; Gai. vol. 134;

A^o^Producinir low-carbon F. M. Becket. No. 892,211; June 30; So. p. 6140; Dr. p. 1323; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2106.

Al3;«te^Ma^.f^t;^ of O DiSflenbach. No. 891,077; Juik. 23: gp. p. XSl. Dr. p. 10»7; Car. vol 134; p. 1960.

Alumimum ox.d, Production of. F. W. Morris. No. 8'.«,084: June «.^ ^p. p 1776; Gaz. voK 134; p 13.3.

AnuOgam-preas. A. J. Leveque. No. 890.913; June 16; 8p. p._3491; Dr p. 766; Gax. vol 134; p 16<b.

AmaHaraator. K. C. Ziegter. No. 800.010; Jime 9; Sp. p. Ift27; Dr. p. .^4; Oaz_ vol 1J4; p. 1348.

Ammonium chlorid. Producing. E. Naumann. No. &2,178; June 30: Sp. p «,3: Gaz. yo . 134: p 215b.

\mus.'m.nt Hp,wiratU8. A. Mklsln. No. 889.472; June 2: 8p p. 578. Dr p. 135; Oar vol. 134; p. 148.
..'..',™ vx- P i»,>,T,«r«n vn ««i .v^K' 1 uuc 9; Sp. p. /ri!*: Dr. DD. bO<-4: Oaz. vol. 134; p

1 .388; J une 2!

ey. No. 891.

r »» suit"!,, i.v.. .,,..,v-.". "-ne 30: Sp. p. — ,-.-• -
Anchor. Line-. J.'Pawolowski. Ko. «91,3«;5; June Zi. Sp. p. 44i3; Dr. p. 9«^<; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1856.

Andiron A. A. Low. No. 890,669; June 16; Sp. p. 2989; Dr. p. 05*i; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1596.

Angles, AppiLratus for trisection of. R. Aarflot. No. 8S«;<22; June 9; Sp. p. 2297; Ur. p. 506; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1452.

\nlnifll-c«rrl.>r S. L. Cook. No. 880,686; June 2; Sp. p. 788; Dr. p. 179; Oar. vol. 134: p. 1184.

An n n n.l..u.su.K device. H. J. Hanson. No. 889.87§; June 2; Sn. p. 13^; Dr. p. »)6. Gar. yol 134; p. 1278.

\nnnal-trap <T. A. Delung. No. 8S0.413; June 9; Sp. p. 2458; Dr. p. 544; Gaz. vol. lU. p. 147(i.

Aniiuai-I rap. T. F. Ttmbv. No. 891.880; June 30: Sp. p. .541»5: Dr. p. 1187; Gaz. vol. IM. p 20cV...

. , .. '
\ir r' a^ttf, M,^ i»o ni <; Tuna '«)' fin n .'ITiil • Dr. n. 12.38: Gaz. vol. l.M. l>. 2102.

134; p. 19Ml

Aniiual-lrap. T. f. Iimov. .''•o. s.n,aau. juuoju. op. y. .»t.~, j^.. y. »•-, -— .
•".• .•• .- - - ••

Anirr.al-1 r,.p. W. C. Smith. No. 802.015; June 30; Sp. p. 5.01: Dr. p.,1238: Gaz vol l.M p '102.

\nnii,il-lnip. 0. Davis. No. 8;r2.368; June 30: Sp. p. 6428; Dr. p. 1387: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2217.^
. ... . 1 T T rtA.Mv.i.^11 r u ITorlu ur,H 1.^ >4Alcrh Vo A 134; p. 1137.

recovering. J. R. Maaaon. No.

\nn.al.n>?-furtuu-e. 11. L. Thompson. No. 8l«.252; June 9; Sp. p. 2129; Dr. p. 467; Gaz^ vol. i:.4; p. 142<|

\un.-..;inK' furnace. H. L. Thompson. No. 890,314; June 9; Sp. p. 2279; Dr. pp. 502-3; Gaz. vol. 1-34: p. 1440

\iiimi.>riv w. n piiro «lHte from '^ws, concentrates, tailings, and slimes conUmmg it, Wet process of recove

wm 4.! • Im... w -p I. .4.1 (.-./ vol. 1.34; p. 1486.
, ^^

Anti.ski.lliiigd.Mcr K B .-tin !.>on. No. 890.191; June 9; 8p. p. 2003; Dr. p. 441; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1409.

\nMl PLm*. A. L.Coxan.l \\ I Goodwin. No. 889.206; June 2; Sp. p. 34; Dr. p. 9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1063.

\pru<.t-i!itu>r U Good. N.I ^.v• 4..^: June 2; Sp. p. 536; Dr. p. 125; Qaz. vol. 134; p. 1144.

M.ron .l.ii Lv..ii- .s. .^v. 4 u j une 2; Sp. p. 576; Dr. p. 134; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1148. „ o,n..

U...,rs r)evi.»f..r,.ttarr.m.',nl.v-nni^n.to .\. Wirsching. No. 892,021: June 30; Sp p. 5708: Dr. p. 1240; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2104.

Armat.inv.-<ire. J.FCar.l \,. vu «». T,me 30; Sp. p. 5645; Dr. p. 1196; Gaz vol. KM. p 20»«. ,,.. ^ ,™
Ar«'nicfro:n li(nii.l»a.MU'H.*s i;, ;. ,.w,l of. O. Jonas. .No. 891.703: June 23; Sp. p. ol29; Ouz. vo . .34. P- 969.

\rsr-nic from liqiii !.>• ..ulI r.i.s.-. K..:iu.\ mI ..f O. Jonas. No. 891.775; June 23; Sp. p. 5258; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1993.

Article-holder. G. 1' Kay. No KC.2^s. J urn- ;W; Sp. p. 0183: Dr. p. 1332; Gaz. vol. 134; P. 2175.

Artificial tree. G Sprwn. No. ffM.'M], Jun<- Zi; Sp. p. 42S0; Dr. p. 930; Oar. vol 134; p. 1836.
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Asphalt plant, PorUhle. F. B. Smith. No. vt l

A»»erablv-<hair. J.C.Brooke. No. 889,578; .la -.• J

Assorting-table and riu-k, Combined. H. H. Stjul'-

Atomlzer. J. Coopertder. No. S91.911: Jimt- .J*) -'

Automatic gnte. F. T. Fay. No. SW.oOl; Jut *

Automatic fight. E. NVwman. So. >^2:M\. j\.

Automobile. G. A. Weidely. No. SSJMtft ' >

Automobile. A.Q.Davis. No. 890,615; Jr.. 1.

-n-

Asustos sheathing to structural framework, Meuna for attaching. C. E. Wade. No. 886^1. June 2; 8p. p. 1246; Dr. p. 287; Qaz. vol.

134, p. 1J»52. ^ ,. „_,_ vT_ c. ,

, «; Sp. p. 6339; Dr. p. 1366: Ga«. vol. 134; p. 2202.

; 771; Dr. pp. 176-7; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1181.

^10,^81; Jmie y; Sp. p. 2401; Dr. pp. 529-30; Gae. vol. 134; p. 1470.

V...; Dr. p. 1197; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2070.

Kl; Dr. p. 182; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1186.

I. e,2y2; Dr. p. 1365: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2194.

;

. " Or. p. :vW; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1343.

__ _ __ >'- IT. I p. 632-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1579.

Automobileconstruction. G. Engel. No. vji.OOl. June 16; .-p. p. C89; Dr. p 827; Gaz. vol 134; p^l723.

Automohile-ra.liator. .M. St«infr. No. 891. .i^C; .him- 23; Sp p -C^.. Dr. p^ 93«.; Gaz vol. 134, p i^.
Automobile rumiing-board. II. E. Coffin. N-a ^'J».^:i: Jun,- 1-,; Sp p. 3625; Dr. p. ^89; Oaz. vol. 34. P. leM.

Automobile speed-c-ont rolling m.x-han.sm. T. li J..iT.rv N- SJ«,.^; June 2; Sp p. 679; Dr- pp. 56-7 Oa^-vol. 134. p. 1165.

Automobile suspension-frame. R. Herman. No. -,^.. isl; June 16; 8p. p. 3661; Dr^. 798, Oaz. vol 134, p. W9.

Automol.Ue-wh.Vl. K. Kohlmann and G. Andf- -S- ^iMl, Junesd; Sp. p. 542(J; ^r. n 11,2 Oaz. %ol. IM. P ^f-
AutomoMler I'owor device for moving. U. J. J-niu h. No. 891 76<: June -.5: V P; 52C; t)r. p. 1136. Oa7 vol. 134. p. 1990.

Awl Self-fwding st>wing-. E. BlossfeTd. No. |91.2i)l; June 16; Sp. p. 4064; Dr. p. 891; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1769.

tw : Sowing? 1. W. iTorgan. No. 891.358; Juv.' -':< ^p p. 4404; Dr. p. 959; (laz. vo . 34; p. 1854.

AwAing-flxture. J. WilkiLon. No. SDO.tWO; J.;.- -, -P !- 1608; Dr. p. C60; Oat. vol^ 134; p. 1344.

Ax-helve. II. Hall. No. 800..509; June9; Sp. ,.. .-.>< I'r ;,. .W; Gaz vol. 134: p lolO.

Axle. H^l-bouriug. F. L. Brjant. No. v,».m)1.|
) . ..

. ,^,
, '^*'

J

'f- P->^- .V"' ^ii ^5^1^,1;^ Vu- r, ir«
Axle Ball-bearing vehicle-. J.D.Mcintosh. No Kyl,(K.. i ui. lb; Sp p 3851; Dr. p.842; Oax. vol. 134. p. 1736.

Axl^hox E J VVood and G rarson. N s,>4i 4J2; Jiiw J; Sp. p. 463; Dr. p. 110; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1133.

j^A?^.. IMfferl^hU B K Srook .^.1 1 L . I'rieally. Sio. 891,958; Jdne 30; Sp. p. 5665; Dr. p. 1220; Oaz. voL 134; p. 2084.

Bal^losure. T. Manahan. No. 890,366; Jumb: Sp. p. 2374: Dr. p. 5i;i: O"- vol. 134: p. 1466^

Bai-fastener. J. J. Tavis. No. 892.330; J km »> "^P P
»?*''-

v^'"" P,';^-;/'**- "i^V^i**!?^^
B4-holder. E. M. Sutton. No. 880.557; : i - Sp. p^,.J4: Dr. p 1W»: Gaz. vol 134 p. U7ft.

Bag-holder. C.L.Bond. No.88(>,751; lui:.' J -P P !<» ^
pf- P- ->»; .V"' ''^'Jw^a ?{. Ui ii^-r^oi^

Bag-holding mi«hanism. V. Rudd. N- v.rj iv,, June 30; Sp. p. UM, Dr^pp 130>^9; Gaz. vol 134. p. 2158.

Baigage-roper. W. Barmtt. No. 891,974; i'.iHv :«); Sp. p. 5695; Dr p. 1:^6, Gaz. vol 134. p. 2090

Ba^Artiflcial. E. A. I'll.ie^r. No. 889..siH, June 2; Sp. p. llri; Dr. p. 276; Gaz. yo}. 134; p. 1253.

Bai» .Vrtificial. A. G. /wUu.T. No. 890..S49: Ji»io 9: Sp. p. -Tl-'; l>r. p. 399: Oaz^J^oL 134; p. 1.^24.

R,iif ArtifiriAl C D ( aWwtll No. 891.037; June 16; Sp. p. 3755; Dr. pp. 819-20; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1718. „ ^ ^r, n .

Bait bo"S lui^aro? the Ukts Safety-rrot^U* for HngW-r,'^ K. J. li. liSckle, No. 800.017; June 9; Sp. p. 1639; Dr. p. 366; Gaz. vol

siktr-sto^' G. F. Zlnn. No. 890.390: June ?.[ Sp. p. 2417; Dr^p. '33; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1472

Baking-pan. M. L. Leahv. No. 891.085: June W. Sp. p. :»40; Dr. p 839; Gaz. vol. 134; P.- 1733.

Baling-preas. P. K I>p.iprifk. No. m.iJM. Jone 23: Sp. p. 4.J44: Dr. p. 947; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1844.

Ball: See Golf-ball; Hetum-hrtll. r^ oo, o i , ,.. i, n
B&ll-bearins wheel W Sparks. No. 890,721; Juno If,; Sp. p. 3107; Dr. p. 681; Gaz. vol. l.{4. p. 1>.14.

BTnd^ Ktirwoven V J. Teufel. No «.,s27: J^re I Sp. p vm: Dr^p. ^,. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1260.

Bandaie Inflatable. P. Mitchell. No. syi.lsl, June 10; Sp. p. *M4; Dr. p. S80; Gaz. vo . U4; p. ITfe.

Bandeau. K. J. Nichols. No. S9ti,ri9».; June I'l: >p. p. 3043; Dr. p •<>, Oaz. vol._U4;_p. lU)o.

Bar: Sef Car^'oupling draw-bar: (loth...-!.,,r. Ihirve.,t,r.g-.n;ichme cutter-Uir; Reiaforcing-bar; 8pllee-^r.

Bark-removing mkchine. C. Ba. he-Wug N-j. vv..--.J: J une 2. Sp p, 1 *^; Dr^p »• p"-
^-"i.

34. P-1089.

Bar«-l-tming Sachine. W. Ihnken. No. syl„r4; June lb; Sp p. 3S2o. Dr. p. 835; G"- vol. 134j?. 1729.

Barrel-n-pllS^r. A. M. Smith. No. x«*.,4.-.: Itine 9. Sp. P-^2.>»'. I"- ^ ;^-»' '"**•
T ^»i.

•

^Iwl*
Barrel-shell. A. O. McCoy. No. v,«i,..9:{: Jutm I',; Sp. p. .304i.: Dr. p. «*; .

Gaz. vol. 134 p. 160t

R>irivl Steel F E YouiiK N" ^'Ji ^'Jo: J'iia.SO; Sp. p. .>^:'2; Dr p. 1192; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 2064.

Barre s r^hing I. H^ Zumier. No ^:.m. June 30; Sp. p. -Jib, Dr. p. 1277; Gaz. voL 134; p. 2131

Basms orYhe"fke, H^dle for. D. K. Saun.i«r.. No. m^M^: June 9: Sp. p. 2261. Dr. p 498; Oaz. vol. 134: p. I

Bath-tub. K. II. Sloman. So. K,'<9,97y: .lune»; Sp. p. l.Sa9; Dr. p. 352: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1337.

Batterv: See Electromedical battery.
; ^^ ,-,,.. ^i .n^. „ iajd

Batterj-. A. T. Vigneron. No. 890.X27; June |r,; Sp. p. 3327; Dr. p. T28: Gaz vol. 134, P- 1MB-

Bitterv-well C F Vlas*^v. No. Hyi.y44; IiiHe 30; Sp. p. 5624; Dr. p. 1212; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2081

Beanng J S. Worth. No. 891,-.49, luu- .-:< t^p. p. M, Dr. p. lOsl; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 19.5*5^

Bearini. .\nt.friction ^>^'l-. ^V .J ..'^^:^'!: ..\"- ^'*^.^J^^ }tl^.^df^'-^^: gr
Bearing. Ball- J'.

C. Mason and J. W. n'-Hnail^in. Na 89UM3. Jmie 30 Sp. d 5623
„,. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1770.

p. 1212; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2080.

l.WO.Siiriiii for~8haft"ing, Self-alining. VV. B^Maij. No. ^J,704; June 2; Sp. p. }014; Dr. P- .^.j^Oaz.^^l. 134; p. 1221

Dr. p. 1270; .— --. ^

No. s9«i,.T«)7; June 9: Sp. p. 2748: Dr. p. WW; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1530.

»..., No ssJo.Kti; l"tme9; Sp. p. 181>: Dr. p. 402; Gaz. vol. \M: p.

No. 892,096, June :«); Sp._ p. 5^96; Dr.j). 1270^ Gaz^ vol. 134; p. 2127

\o SSg.W): June 9: Sp. p. UJ07; Dr. p. .359: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1344.

Bearing, Roller-. D. L. Tschantz
Bearing. Roller-. J. Taylor. No
Bearings, Cone-look for ball-. J. J. Luckey
Bearings, Gage for adjusting shaft-. S. S. \\ il<o\. ...... •^^.^.•.,. •'>'"''• --i-- y •—

• •
-•• •'•

,~r.i.r"i,ri'
Bed and coi*^, Combined. J. L. Blake. No.Hs!',351; June 2, t^P- P- 306; DrP- '2= Gaz voL 134. p 1108

Bed-bottom fabric. H. Richardson. No HX»im: June 2: Sp. p. 276, Dr. p. 6,; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 1102.

Bed Davenport- A. T. Mayer. -No.
891,351;Tj une 23; Sp. p. 4393: Dr. pp. 9»>-7; Gaz vol. 134, p. 1851.

bT^' Folding O. Baigne. So. 892.34»; Jun..$ti: Sp. p. 6391; Dr. pp. 137i^^: Gaz vol. 134; p 2211.

Bed,' Inva"f- G. B. folles. No. 890,407; Jut.- 9: gp. p. 2445: Dr. p Ml; Oaz. vol. 1.34. p. 1^78.

Bed-pan. M. Moore. No. SOO.tiSl; June U.; sj. p. ;i6l2: Dr p. t*l. Gaz. vol. 134; p 1600^

Hed rail Temoorarv W H. .Smith. No. s9<)T4«il; June 9: Sp. p. 2.s16; Dr. p. 561: Gaz. vol. 1.34 P- 1494.

K-^t.S?^rtiWe. T.F.Harr,... No ,s9it.»: Jud« '•>• «P J>- «8<.
V^
^^ '^^1^.%^ ''voi 1^^

Bed sheei. Hospital-. A. C. Ilalterraan. No.; 89-2 .047; June 30; ^p p. a82 : l5r. n. 1262; Oa)^ vol. 134. p. 2112.

Bed. Wall-. J. E. Chatera. No. '«.)O..VV-; .Iun.^9 Sp. p. •>72h. 1 r. p.WG Gaz. ^o'-J'^- P- 1536^

tSlS.. rUilfiS,™;^°.oriSf«S(S.':S: '-^H: ,';^.|:..'"?-o.«Ji:S|- J5S.«-. p. ^. Dr. pp. <»». a«. ,... m;

Bwrl^ttr. E. B. Hogul. No. SW,ii07; JiiM2: Sp. p. -aj; Dr. p. ISB. Oi... vol. 13J: P- I'M-

s::;;'si^.i?.j'=M&„^'<siu;;»sr,,';.prr '^';rS',;,S'NS'iW;?Si...; sp.p.3™: d,.p.»>; o„.«..

ll.'li'»,S iu.'v (or Mine. E. W. Van.l.l»in. So. m.m. .luno u; ^p p. «M; Dr. p I0»; Oji. vol. 134: p. 1K5.

M DooT: N. B li F.vr.. .No. 889.316; Jane 2; Sp. p. 2U; Dr. p. W; Qj.. vol. IM. P^IOK.

H-ti:L,.<t. 'is'-^"«s^svv''p.%rtr''p^^^
Bench: S^^ GrpenhouseHh*>n(h; S[ia[)-bench.

Bench-dou ( il Krogh No. >«»1.(M); Jiinell6; Sp. p. 3835; Dr. p. 838. Gaz. \ol. 134 p. 1<31.

Ki^-^x. I. Alwes.So. S89,.01; June 2: ip. p. 89§: Dr. p. 206. Gaz. vol 134; p^ia^.

Be?rV-box 11 \lwe-,. No s90..».V June9; Ip. p. 2422. Dr. P- «>«. Gaz. vo11.J4: p. U,4.

|icTk^ R .lu.>er So^^^, ..^ne^O: 4 ^-^%%:^ X:^£^'^^. 134; p. 1883.

BUnaM^^nTCLergame'^g^ II.O^B'aV^^ ^PP-^i^- Dr. P. 292; O^z vol. 134; p. 1266.

B a^d-bridge K^ A N^son. No. 890.7*; June U>- Sp. p. 3235; Drj). fl2; Gaz. vof. 1.14; p. 1637.

H n tr W F Dickson No. 891.605; June 4; Sp. p. 4902; Dr. p. lOSf; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1933^

S ni f. foH;>^Jleaf Ck, C. G Vain Burel* N^, ^^. .-,41: Tune . Sp
p^ JJ^M^ Dr. I^,5«,^^"'"-

7fS'-
""= ^^ '*^'-

B nder-lock. G. .V. Shoemaker. No. 802.014; June Mr. ^P-l>o.>^y-
.'^Ir^raf v .1 m ,' "Iti.^"

Binder-lock. C. Daniels. No. 892.029. June 3D; Sp. p. 5. .9; Dr. p. 1243, Gaz. %ol. 1,34. p. ..106.

AT.rn.vRKTirAT. tjst of tnvkntioxs. lix

r. H. Cnnnp. No. 891.043: June 16; 8p. p. 3766; Dr. p. KO; Om. vol. 134 P 1720

_ _ „ _- E. Foumler. No. 891,240; June 23; Sp. p. 4163: Dr. pp. 911-12; Oaz. vol. l34.p 1816.

Bndr.r'p71^8e-7heet holder. Temporary. II. F. Bushong. S'o. 890,019; \uno 9: Sp. p. 642. Dr. p. .16,
.

Gaz. vo
. 34. p. 35 .

Binder, Looae-le&f
Binder, Loose-leaf

KKi-^r'S-'W- '^X.h^S 1 Si?i' I 3il €r« ; .ane 30; Sp. p. »«; Dr. p. 122a;

Blolog^ specimens. Means for mounting and preserving. E. Bade and A. Kowasicn. rto. svi.vii, juuir ou, i- t-

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2089.

SV-teS.'«.'tta!»V.'Tl^^iJfflr.° No'«».»l; JUBeie; Sp.P.32»>; Dr.p.™ a^. vol. mp_ 1041.

Blo^ir" TmcCI,™. No. «».713; ,luoe 2; 8p. p. 1031; Dr. p i« Ofi- vol. 1";J 1,^*„, ,3,. „ . ,3^

Board-smoothing machine. C. A. Kidam. No. 892.231; J.me 30: Sp. d. 61/3 Dr_ p^ l\.V\ Gaz. ^ol. 134, p. .1-3.

Boat C E Granrose. No. 890.045; June 9; Sp. p. 1714: Dr. p. 379; Gaz. vol. 1.14, p. 13b(.

Boatlnileaa^nir device K. J. Daly. No. 891.598; June 2;i; Sp. p. 4891: Dr. p. 1054: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1931

BobbhrS?^ whTrl. J. W. Collins^ No. 891,814; June 30; Sp^ 5;»5; Dr p. 1161; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 203,.

Bohbin-fram. 11 McDowell. No. 891.185; June 16; Sp. p. *E3; Dr. p. 881; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1...4.

Ilolll? an'd^olV.e;'?:;^;a^'."'c.'k^^rd'K"*.rP^^^^^^^^^ no. 89..781: June 23: Sp p ^^3; Dr. p. 1141: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1995.

Boiler-flue blower. A . S. DiUon. No. 889,299; J une 2: Sn. p. 209; Dr. p. 52: Oaz. vol 134; p^ 1091.

o leJ-fl^ cTiner A. Gronvald. No. 889,302; June 2: Sp. p. 212; Dr. p. 63; Gaz voL 134; p. 1092

Boner-Su"^fSe;?e'r. W. E. Parkinsor,. No. ^1.783: June 23; ^PV^^^;^ ^ft^'-^u^e^ SpV?«8; Dr. p. 244; Gaz. vol. 134;
Boiler-flues, Apparatus or tool for reducing the ends of. W . A. Skinner, .^o. bbh./JP. June -. .-p. p. "k», ^ v

Boiler^ftimac* W. Casaens. No. 890,231 ; June 16; Sp. p. 4145; Dr. PP- WJ-S; Oaz. vol 134; p 1812.

Bo er-mm^ D. TaWMt. No. 891,641: June 23; Sp. p. 4996; Dr. p 1077; Oaz. vol. 134; P- 1947.

Bo er sfn-b^lt. L^meman. No. 891,i:»; June Ic; Sp. p. ;,928; Dr. p. 8(0; Gaz vol.
f;^*;

P. I'f •„„.

Bo er-tuli-calkinE devi« 11. Kuntze. No. 889,242; June 2; Sp. p. 97; Dr. p. 22; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 10,4.

V fM^^Z -holder, Note- U. W. Avis. No. «89,743; June 2; Sp. p OM: Dr. p, 251: Oaz ^ol. 134, p. 1234.

B .. . '
. k- F C Rhode. No. 8«),719: June 2; Sp. p. 1045; Dr. p. 241; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 122*.

B : ;r Note- F W Mosher. No. 892.2x8; June 3(J; Sp. p^ 6*3; Dr. p. 1353; G.uz. vol. 134; p. 2193.

Book Ilo^k- P V. Erlc.<.on. No. 891,612: June 23: Sp. n. 491.^: br. p. 1060; 6a7 vol. 134; d.193o.

B^k oo^leaf F. von Sohlegell. No. 890.877; June 1(.; Sp. p. 3415; Dr. p. 48; Gaz vol. 1. 4. p. ltjo4.

Kirshis,^iAnXopi^aS3^^?^boK.^a Sp.p.^; Br.pp.86.7; Oaz. v..

bSs or shts. Machine for o,>erating upon the toe portions of. O. Ashton. No. 891,131; June 16; Sp. p. 3913r Dr. p. 857; Gaz. vol. 134;

B?riSSie \ W. Thomas. No. 889.273; June 2; Sp. p. 157; Dr. p. 38^.az. vol. 1.34: p. 1083

BoriMil. S. S Wheeler. No. 891.199; June 16; ^p. p. 40.^9; Dr. p. 800; Gaz vol. l,lj p. 1,69.

B^ttl? J C. Anderson. No. 889.498; J une 2; Sp. p. 621; Dr. p. 145; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1156.

Bottle. J. C. Anderson. No. 889,499: .June 2; Sp. p. 623; Dr. p. 45: Oaz. vo . 34. p. 56.

Bottle J C. Anderson. No. 889,500; June 2; Sp.p. b25; Dr. p. 145: Gaz. \ol. 134, p. I15«.

Boltte." k. Ciilver. No. K90.410: ^June 9; Sp. p. ^4^; Dr. p 5^; G«z. vol. 134; P- !<;«•

Bottle. L. G. Sabbag. No. a»,874; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3«^; Dr. P_74'; Gaz^^ol. 134 y*^- q ^^^^
Bottle and a combined stopper and dauber therefor, Polish-. C. A. Moitane. no. tuf^,^*. juuk »<, oi>. y.v^ic, ^^ y

.SisHBalfrS,-,..^; U'o"r SKr rSpSr t-So'i,?^.^- '^^'^^^S^i^il '^f. mu 0..V0,. 134;

.. e-clo8ure II p. Rol*rt8. No. 889,636: June 2; Sp.p. 873; Dr. p. 200; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1200.

tl e^lotu?^ Se f-adi listing. Tl. C. Harness. No. 8«f,*5[); June 16; Sp. p. 1386; Dr. p. '4^. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1660.

Bo Ik^oldT' R R kintz*^ No. 890.284; June 9; Sp. p. 2216; Dr. p. 487; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1439

Bott^ Indicatine W C. Schmidt. No. 891,1^.; June :iO; .Sp. p. 5662; Dr. p. 1219: Gaz vol. 1.14: p. 208...

Boitelnw-k and «^tachmentThervfor. D. 8. Hayiies. No. 889.682: June 2; Sp. P 971, Dr. p. 224: Gaz^vol. 134: p. 1215.

Bou^ I^n-refillable R. F.iehmullcr. No. 8(W.il6; June 9; Sp. p. 2464; Dr. p. 545. Ga/. vol. 1. 4. p. 148r
BottK., iNon renn

j^ „ cortright. No.890,610: Jtine 16; Sp. p.2862: Dr p. 630; Ga/. vol. 134. p 15,

,

H . F. Erfman, Sr. No. 891,052; June 16; Sp. p. 3791; Dr. p. ffi7: (Jaz. vol. 134:_p. 1?23.

M. Schwarr.. No. 891,105; June 16; Sp. p. 3872; Dr. p 846; Oaz. 71-134: p. 1<38.

W. Winters. No. 891.319: June 23; Sp. p. 4324; Dr. p. 943; Gaz. vol 134: p. 1841.

No„-retilla..le. R . A . Little. No. 891,491 : June 23; 8p p. 4676; Dr^ p 1013; Gaz. voL 134: p. 1898.

N.u-refllUMe. A. W. Ragstrom. No.891.772; June23: Sp. p. 5253: Dr. p. 11^; Oaz. •vol. 1.34. P- 19S2

No -n-ft liable. C. C Gue?nsev. No. 892.252; Jime 30; Sp. p. 6212: Dr. p 338; Gaz. >"jl- 13/; P-,^^1^'-

II. D. Thatcher! No. 891.877; June ;io: 8P- P- fl*':
Dr. p. llSf.; Oaz. vol. 134 p. 2.68.

H. D. Thatcher. No. 891.879; June 30; Sp. p. Sm: Dr. p. 118,; Gaz vol. 134 p^ 200!).

Bottle, Non-refillable.

H.ittle, Non-refillable.

H"ttle, Non-refillable.
Hot tie, Non-reflllable.

It.ittle. Non-refillable

Buttle
Bottle
Bottle or container
Ilottle or ciintniner

Bottlt
Bott !.• r
li'itii.

H.ittl.-

H-ltle
II I',.

H '!!!.

H

'I

,n. No. 888.394; June 2;'sp. p.'4l2; Dr. p. 97; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 11^.

Mo. 891.892; June 3(1; Sp. p. 5.M6; Dr. p. 1191; Gaz vol. 134: p. 2063.

0. 890.141: June 9: Sp. p. 1994; Dr. p. 420: Oaz. vol. 134; P- 1392.

st')pj>er.

-t-pper.
M P(K.r.

.p[>.-r

-^iilng. T. Newinan.
B C. Wtckes. Nf

G. KIrkegaard. No. twi.m, juur », o^- f-^P"''- "' K'T^a """
i' ,";/"A' i^no"

F. J. Farner. No. 890.506; June 9; Sp. p. 2630; Dr p. 582: Gaz. vol. 134 P. 1509.

\. E. Manftrf. No. 890.523; June 9; Sp. p. 2660; Dr. p. 587; Gaz. vol. 34; p. 15 4.

G. Kirkegaard. No. 890.910; June 16; Sp. p. 3484; Dr. p. 764 ;
Gaz. vol. 134; p, 6,5.

E. 11. 8F«oe. No. 891,109; June 16; Sp. p. §881; Dr. p. §49; Oaz. vol 134; P^^l.^^*-

J. J. wiiite. No. 8<r2.:l43: June 30; Sn p^ 6384; Dr. p. 1377- Gaz. vol. 134; P. 2210

Non-wfUlable-. F. S. Barnes. No. 896.399: June 9; Sp. p. 2430; Dr. p. 537; Oaz. vol 134. p. 14,.S.

i;rtheiike,Stor,p,.r or closure lor. P.Conrad. No. H8».872;'jane 2; Sp.p/l^^:'Dr P 303: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1276.
'""^1 " -» ' " So. 892,153; June 30; 8p. p. 6027: Dr. p. 1295; Oaz. vol. 134;

,. .. on-bAart.-^rf'.T.lIarv^ood: 'No. S92,153; June 30; 8p. p. 6027: Dr. p. 1295; Oazj-ol 13^; P; 21<7-^
, ^ oill-box;

shipping-box; .Sectionai box; Stufling-l.ox; Talking-machine sound-box;
^J

aKon-l^^'j^' >VorK-box.

Box. E. E. Flora. No. 892,146; June 30: Sp. p. 6014; Dr. p. 1292. Gaz. vol 134: p^2 44.

Box. W.J. Paton. No. 892,299; June 30; Sp. p. 6.305; Dr. p. 13.58; Gaz^vol. 134, Py!l9'-

Box-fastener K T Kruse. No. 892,061; June 30; Sp. p. 5848; Dr. p. 1258; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 211..

Hox-fornw uttiti LcmL W. F. Morse. No. 891 3S9/juDe 23; Sp. p. 4406; Dr. PP,959-6J: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 18^.

Box-lid holder. A. C. Olander. No. 891.434; June23; 8p. p. 4567; Dr. p. 991: Oaz. vol. 1.34, p. 1879.
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Boi-lid holder. J. Blamer. No. *2.124; June M; dp. p. a«Ob; Dr. p. 1-tta. Ua*. vol. U4

Box office Collapsible portable. I. Fluegeiman. .No. »«,633, Jtin<» b; Sp. p. 29-J6 Dr.

Box or cVaW fur'.ottle.l;. jars, and the hfee. C. if. Bran.lt. .No. VJAA,. June .«); Sp. p.

K. Ij. StaU'lf.

134; p. 2137.

pp. 640- 1; Cfii. vol. 134: p. 1585.

Sp. D. 5(*iy, Dr. p. 12X1; Cm vol. 134; p. 21.'

No.' W,4f4. June y.'sp. p. JMi, L)r. pp. 5tU 3, Gaz
Boxes. Giiiing dU'l foidiuij iinu-hine for ilfxibie

Hrar«- See rrfnt-n-fTiitti, Trunk-lid brjwt'.
, ,>^ ,. . , .

u^^of ;-,,.T' -^(.rHl'kVt IColuiir-bnukef Sh»d.-- roller bracket; Shcli-brsu-ket.

u S-, (i; h^kP ( ^r ib Rk^^^^^^ ^ , ^ UHdwHy-hrake; Vehlcte*r»l»; Wagon-bnjto.

l^ll^e4l:e,r:t:^^^^^^^
^"-^. ^^P P^'O^. Dr. pp. 1313-13: Oa.. vol"^: p. 21«.

Br^k^nKn in . .VI. M.UnLn. No. SH»...W. J.r... 'i. Sp. p. 13X1; f.r. p.
.jf

;
ua^. vo . 34. p. 1^.

B^ke nl^h^lllsm; J-la.-l-pr^s.un.. J. li. Ble.-, .No. «*J.123. June 3..; ^p^-^'^l. Dr. p...rJ82; Oa.. vol l.H; p -IS

Brake met;hAiii.sr:; f-r cars. elevalurs.tTaiie*. aiid Other purpost-ji, Klec'tric. M. K. N

Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1^4.
^.^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^.,_,. ^^ p j^^. ^3^^ ^^, ^3^. ^ 2122.

< \ Crone No. '^vJ..jlU, .luiie .': .^p. p. trtJ; Dr. p. 14^; Uai. vol. iM. p lltiO.

ri V iroue N >. <<vi,,-,il. .lune J. Sp. p. t4.;. Dr. p. 14'.t; Oax. vol. 134. p. Uifl.

V \'
( n.ne Nm vjL -VJ. June 1«: hp. p. 4<K); Dr. p. 896; Gae. vol. 134; p. 17T2

p. il«5.

)1. ur. p. IJS.4; vjras. vui i.>'i, j' -!>
>,e«nau. No. !«1,(532; June J3, Sp p 4^73; Dr. pp. 1072-3;

r -• \ I rune. .> ' ^Jl.-Vf.'. j;uie in. c>[;. (j. ti»-^, 1^1 . ^/. •-.wy/, u_~. .w.. — .. f. ..

—

l..'Kiwpp. No,sy<J,7T4: June 16, so. p. Il.-.T; Dr. p. 706; Uai. vol 134; p. 1632.

\'i'- \1 \ 111. fill! i . -vsy..«J, liirieJ. Sp. p. >!3; Dr. p. 19; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 107

Vl'lLr No sM9.i4.-i. J;i!.t J. Sp. p. U«<5; Dr. p. ;137; C.SLt. vol. 134; p. 1325.

J Banweil. No. syi,V7J. JuaeJiJ, Sp. p. x.'.K); Dr. p. 1225; GdZ. vol. 134; p. 2090.

11. Heus.s. No. ^tt.vM, June J. Sp p. <*7<>. Dr. pp -'J-V-o; (Juz. v-.l. 134, p. 121.i^

K O Jones N.. -tl '.-tl )iiiiei.!, Sp. p. 1791; Dr. o. UKU'K Oaz. vol, 134; p. 1»16.

Brake-«h.5e. C. D. Tettis

Brake-shoe. Railwuy- ;ir

Brake-.-du-"', Kail'-*M..^ ,vr.

Brake-shoe. KHiiJ.v.i\ cir
Brake-shoe. Vet.u ..

Bread-i'HKi: K ::i.i' !
.' •'

Bre.-.!i;.x-sr^« K D i'-

Bnck-carr>-ing device.

ij!^![-!;iSbi^r^^^1?'^K.^;.:t^^r:'*N,:'^:^o.lX?;p^^
Ir dgeTiiti^cUon

" W. S^ Hewett. No. ^17^. June If.; Sp. p. 3216. Dr. pp. 7(r..-3. [-- v"",'«. P- ^^^

Brid«oonrtruction. H. Friend. No. «91.417; June 23: .^p. p. 4.^31.;Dr p u^. .nv vol. «• P 'S-'L.

Bnd«.^^iflg M. Waddell. No. 390,-.M7; Juqe 16; Sp. p. 3>1; Dr. pp. .^ ."If ,
;.</.•

'"**• l*' l**"

Bridfe-bit. F S. U'Neil. No s«*.39«l; June 2; $p. p 41.
.
Dr. p. >»^; c az ^ol. I-*-*. P. '••^

Bn.Ue-b I B. W. Forrest. No. S90.419; June .,; Sp. p. 2*.V; Dr. p .>4,. U^r.. vo . 34 p. 4«.

Brldte^bit. H. M. Mason. No. m.m: June ir,| ..p p. iMfij. Dr. p. Ml_; (.az. vol. 134, p 1734^

ir^^itSeKS^ty^vi^f^^ ^:iie^krldl;:'W.']Lol:r^'>^;^y,^;"^eJJ^Sp.p.5729; Dr. p. 123.; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

Brt^r Chicken-. F Mahler. No. 8ai,l«; Jutie 9; Sp. p. 1914. Dr. p. 423, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1395.

B?X^ P V?i ««•" H J. Brok-rtrk. .No, *i,2.M; Jur.. 9; Sp. p. MiJ: Dr p. «• OJ". vol. IM; p. UI3.

hkJ.^^^SJ^^ K.»k-Li^.S,"^ i^:J.f: .|e , %"J; ftfli;^, »,: «-. vc. U.. p. »,.

Brush Shaving-. D. Felix. No. 890.348; June*; Sp. p. 2:138; Dr. p. 516; <'ft^-,^;"'; ^'*- P l^f ,,^. ^ ,^..

I'A. CUm-fhell. C. W..Uunt. ,N0j«l^;^une^; Sp^p^M^K^Dr^PpMJb^^
^

4- June 16; 8p. p. 2.S23; Dr. p. 622; viaz. vol. 134; p. 1570.

0; June 30; Sp. p. .Vi}2; Dr. p. 1210; O*z_^vol. 134; ^. 207V».
hi: June jo op. p. wij. ui. i>-

i-iu, wi**. .w.. »i.i, y. -«...

Krials from. II .\. K B-.rr.v No syi,L>5..; June :3; Sp. p. 6033; Dr. pp. lOM-5: Oftt.

4l!<^; Dr. p. 90i.; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ISll.

Russ. No. 889.40:}; June 2; Sp. p. 431; Dr. p. 103: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1136.

.1. ,j„ ^ i-.lT. ftr .1 fAA- fiar vnl KU' I>. 1 l.W.June 2; Sp. p. 617; Dr. p. 144; Gaz. vol. 134; j). 1155.
' "2,357: 7une 30; 3p. p. 6407; Dr. pp. I38i-t; Gaz. toI. 134; p. 2214.

Ip. p. 141ti; Dr. p. 3-^1; Gaz. vol. 134; jj. 1313.
_ ^ ^^

(No. 802,.

Bucket! Clam-shell. C. C King. No. 8ei,7nt>:

Bucket, Dumping-. D. S. Barrows. No. 890

Bucket, Dumping-. L. A. Lehmaim. No. 881,!

Bucket.s. Means tor dimiping or discharging lai

B^le^'G^W^^mithson. No. 890.4fl2: June 9 J Sp. p. 2»7; Dr. p. 5*1: Oa* voK i:M: P^H95

Buckte W. J. Boyd No. 890.958; June 16; Sp|. p. 3613; Dr. 5. 786; Gar. yol.^ 134; p. 1691.

Bu<-kle. K. Baird. No. 891.2-2»i: Juno 23. So.p
Buckle {or webbing. One-pie*^*. F. .\. and J. B
Buckle. Suspender-. G. .V. Weld. N". .SS9.495;

Bug-exterminating machine. E. L. Brillhart

Bi^gy-lop. J.C.Craig. No 889,90y; June 9

Buggv-top (a.xtener. G. J. Wenzlick. No. h91.

BuggA-top retainer. R. L. Allison. No. )<91..5

Biiudlng-bl xk D. O. Loy
Building-bl(<'ks, Apparat _ ^^ ,u^ , ^n. ..^

Bu It u .Wt W. H. W.^tts. No. svl,3«9: J.jne 23. .Sp p. 44.»9: D/, P y-': •^•«*-,v''l.l-«. P„l**-

Bunier See Gas-burner; Hydrocarbon-bumerJ I'amp-burner; oil-bumer

il Juno 23. Sp. p. 45H9; Dr. p. 997; Oa». vol. 134; p. 1886.

. h. Allison. .NO. wi..-y«:: June 23; Sp. p 4.Mi3; Dr. p. 1048; P«- vol. 134; p. 192W.

Lov No. S91.495; Juneici; Sp. p. 4«A2; Dr p. 1014; Gar. vol. 134; p. 18W.

t^fs for forming artlflciil. A*: .V Pauly 4,««:^'»- -'"^ 2. SPP- 8^8. Dr. p. 198; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1199.

J. T. Fen^s. No. 892,lk5; June 30; S^. p. ..012; Dr. p. 129
i, 0"/2'^ ^*!^.P„^L^«

^ .^ ...in.ij V--, a.y>liin- I.,no in- 5r> r> iMVXl- Dr n. ma: Oaz. vol. 134 D. 23(10

Bu^-n^;ie':::^ci^r"a:^.l'ci^^V"srSpi{i;,:] -f^:890.883; June 16;
fP-

^ 3436; I^. p.^yJiu^v^l^: ^ 1«»

Burners, .tito.natic cut-oil for Uquid nnd «H.s«i.us fuel \ . fc. Campb^-lT. ^o. 891. ,ul, June 23. sp. p. a229, Dr p. 1133; Gat. vol. 134;

Butter-mold. E. K. Frank. No. 89t),;$5l; Jun^9; Sp p SM,, Dr. u. 518, Oaz. vol. 134, P- l«o.

s^ji£^rix"^^or'iiii;r\&^:i^.^^^^^^^ v.. ... p. »«.

Button Collar- B Brand. No. .« .229; Jun«2:j; ^p. p 414.1. Dr p. «). .'''^^ " i;,*^- P,i?.i-

Button C^- J Pe Char No. 890,872; June l6; Sp. p. 3405; Dr. p. 746; <iaz. vol. 134; p 663

CabKD S II Crampion. No. *.i0.l25; Jui* •; Sp. p l.H<U: Dr. p. 410; daz. vol. 134 p. I384.

rabteiw?tch E H Prvor. No 390,.374; Jun^^; So p ils,H; Dr. p o26; Oaz. vol. m p. 146^
; ^rl^i^in-i s- H V-fvik No ««44->- liuje 2 .^p. p. .501; Dr. p. 119: Oaz. vol. \M. p. ll.«.

r^sL^i^l^t^-;-,
"

<^Iiller N> '^^7 Ju.u. 2- ip p :tH; iW. p. 94: Gaz. vol. \M: p, 1121.
Cablewav. M i.m.' l - "'il^.r^^ '^

,1 „;:;J.;,: v.> w.v.:4r Innc 2; Sp. p. 'T£i: Dr. p. .56; Gaz. vol. 134- p.
-guard. (1. Uolme«. No. H.v,»,:i07; June

".ni llT'?^raUa^;d'T"x E:^:^'-^o:^::^rJ^^^S^v'6l^: Dr. p. 1332 di TOLJLM: p^JHTS.

or ini n^-i ine t*t. pjiwm. 1.n. .*»,>«8; June 16; Sp.p.3432; Dr. pp.j5^4: Gaz
'"""^""

No «...,>... -'ine2;Sp.p..ip: Dr.pp..;.^; Gax^v</13^^^

p. IflM.

p. 1332. OU.T0L L_. ,

752-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1668.

Cager an^l >tutoia.it;r

Cake-turner H. L
Calculating und rec- . .-.^

Calcul.itni-,u.ichuie. K.I Bnindt. >;'^;';;^- ;;;;;; T.' s^ T ^a' m' f^^: ir4^i8r Oaz! VoLliU! p. 1210.

;i3H;;'aiJ.,kSi,iaE'^s ^:^^&i^^ sr^i^n^^sp.p.... n.pp.,.,0. 0...

a:i;s'fll^:»S S;S:a?;]S2i;f;5:5S; t;;:|;S;gS:vlilU;lS
Camera. Knianfing-. i; Kroe,l-^l No *l..H7; ,fune 2:4: .;^j> i; 4.^^.. br oii '«.>» .=.: r,>\T. vol. 134 p. lH.sn.

Can^ra. Knian^ing-. K Kroe,l-^l
-^-'J^V;^^ C^ r*v June' S^ p 5«.r Dr. pp. iV h Gai^i vol. 134; p. 1160.

Sbene^Maki!;^^ ^T^i'^t^u^r. 's^:^^^^e.rt^:^. ^f Gaz^vo^l. U4'; p. 1^.

ALPlLUiETlCAL LIST OF LNVEXTIONS. Ixi

Camphene, Making. O. C. BiUeter. No. 891,033; June 16; Sp. p. 3750; Oai. vol. 134; p. 1717.

Can; See (Ml-can; Powder-can. „ „_ x- »-« ^ t iim ^ laac
( an attachment, uil- 11. W Bowman and J. W. MiUs. No. 890,755; June 16; Sp. p.318/; Dr. p. ^; Gaz vol. 134, p. W».
( •in-b(viv-inHkiiu' m»hin.' 1. ( -Sh.iri) No. kyi ,.{s((; June-23: Sp. p. 44.M; Dr. p. 970; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. IMbl.

"^ c^p.n^^!*.o.npn'ssInK ma. bn...
' H . L. Guenther. No. 8»u4 June 16; &p. p. 3966; Dr. pp. 8^1. «". vol 134; p 1756.

( an (HP .in>; and r.mipressink.' n.a. bin- II L. Guenther. No. 891,163; June 16; Sp.p.3972; Dr. pp. 871-4; Gaz. vol. U*, p. 175/.

(an-hfter. VV. «; Kenne.lv. No s«f2,l-,2 lune 30; Sp. p. 6042; Dr. p. 1299; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2160.

( an-niakinp mHchine. C \V (.rHliain. No. 8W ,901; June 16; Sp.p.3461; Dr. pp. <58-60; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1672.

Can-opener M Mush No hsi,'«i1, J une 1; Sp. p. 1399; Dr. p. :fl8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1310.

Can-opener A G Snowdon No h,S'.i.'«sj; J une 9; 8p. p. 1560; Dr. p. 352; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1337.

( an-oi-ener J F UutT N syl.44:c June 23: Sp. p. 457K; Dr. p. 99.5; Gaz. vol. 134: i>
INVJ.

Can-spout I K. Sexton. No. K!(2,i)!fJ. June 30: Sp. p. .5891; Dr. p. 1268; Gaz. vol. 1:14 p 2126. ,~^ ,^ .,^, ,-

Cann^l goods, ic, Apparatu.- for holding and dispensing air-tight. J. M. Groee. No. .v*j 048; June y; sp. p. D20; Dr. p. .181. Oaz.

Calirning^'waori^s. Apparatus for mixing materials in. R. J. Dickinson. No. 89r,823; Juqp 30; 8p. p. 5389; Dr. p. 1166; Oft*, vol. 134;

p. 204(1

(MI

I (ir

r.iK. \iit .IIIUK J H. K. McCollum. No. 891,947; June 30: Sp. p. ftm. Dr. p. 1214: Gaz. vol. 134; P- 2082.

i<« k-intke, K.illwHV-. .1. K. (iabriel. No. 889,M7; June 2; 8p. p. 1274; Dr. p. 293; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 12b/. •

Huiluii: 1' S.hmidt. No S.VI.S16: June 2; Sp. p. 1218; Dr. pp. ai-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 125<

.

Oaz. vol. 134:

p. 2223.

I ,ir-f.'ii Irr I! 1, i.

Car-fHinlcr nil ! .lit ,,c l.ir'<.nt ,.. „. ., _ ^

-

Car irrain-loor U .- \\ lli.iins. No. 890.002; June 9; Sp. p. 1613; i^i. h- ••^~', ""•'"•*•"•»' '•'?—
. .o^,

Car-b«n<llini: appitrhtus. W.J. Patterson. No. 890,700; June 16; Sp. p.3048: Dr.p.«»; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1606.

Car-hHndlln^'Hpp«n.tuR. Drier- ' "' *-' "~ '^''"- ••—'«• "- - qia^- n, « «n- r.«. vol t.'U: n.

K.Ti'prwi'gr'No. 8^l7«7V June'l6;"Sp.p.3801: Dr. p. 830; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1725.
-. " , „. . ,.„.r. 5^ p.rtflo; (faz. vol. 134; p. 1:145.

Car-b«n<llini: appitrhtus. W.J. Patterson. No. 890,700; June 16; Sp. p.3048: Dr.p.«»; Oaz. vol. 134; P-Joi*'- ^„^
Car-hHndlln^'HI.p«n.tuR. Drier-. J. Wvszvnski. No. 890,745; Jime 16; 8p. p. 3164; Dr. n 663: Oaz. vol. 134: P- lbf2-

Car-loading' nppHratus. T. S. Miller and J. 11. Dickinson. No. 890.157; June 9; Sp. p. 1<>29: Dr. pp. 425-6; Oaz. vol. U4; p. 1.198.

Car-movei l S Peek. No. w.il.H5<); June 30: 8p. p. 5453; Dr. p. 1179; Oaz. vol. 134: p 2051.

Car Railwrtv-. C tl Jaeger No. 889,613; June 2; Sp. p. 832; Dr. o. 188; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1193.
-' I, .1... : 1. o... 1, :,. k.-^ uai •j-m- I,T^a•>•l 4r, v> Iftl- l»r n a4.!l- (1a». vol iAA: D. i>*4;i.

-i^wl I. F. Bush. No. S'jl.792; June 2:1: Sp. p. biVh: Dr. p. 1147: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1999.

s .shMll.nlH>r(r.T. No. K91.29.'); June -23; Sp. p 42(i7; Dr. pp 9.'i;C4: Giiz. vol 1.34; p. 1K33.

S Shall.nl#rger. No. S91.296; June 23; Sp. p. 4269; Dr. p. 934; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1834.
^. ^v, .M...,>.^..™«. xi,r. aoi 007- Iiin/i'>'«. Kr. T\ tfTfO- I>r rin itU^Ji: Cnz. vol. 134: D. 1834.

3. 1587.
...» .

f
...... • ..,-,... ^ .,.-.- .,-._,--,.__-.-, _-. ^ .

Car sl-l> ;n; 1

Car-un.ttTfr.'irn''

Car-iin lertraniH is Shalltni#rger. ."no. wi,J!<6; June sa, »p. p. •jm; ur. p. -mi. vr«z.. >..i. i-j^. k loo^.

Car-underfraine C s SballenUTger. No. 891,297; June-23; Sp. p. 4272; Dr. pp. 934^5; Gaz. vol. l.>4; p. 1834.

Car vestit.ule-boo.l. W. G. Iivthewev. No. 892,018; June :«); Sp. )). ,5765; Dr. p. 1239: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2103.

Car-«h".-l W D Dowrv. No. wn.494: June 23; Sp. p. 4681; Dr p. 1014; Oaz. vol. i:<4: p. 18f»!t.
_

Car wheel and axle. 1). P. and II. C. Judson. No. s!J2.2«5 June .%; Sp. p. 6242; Dr. p. i;m; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 21»o.

Cars and the like. S.indin? appiratn- for trolley- (\ Snyder. No. wVl.SlO; June 9; .-Ip p 2272; Dr. p. 501; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1448

Cars, Emergency-bolt for .Iraft tirnU>r- of railway fn-ight-. T.J.Gannon. No. 889,,W7: June 2; Sp. p. Sfti; Dr. p. 184; Oaz. vol. 134,

Oars M.'>chanism for han.Uing. G liolni«.s. No. v.il.<t3;i; Jun^ .»; Sp. p. &.'i94; Dr. pp. 1205-6; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 2077.

Cars', Pressed-steel journal box for railway-. W. 11 . Shinn. .no. ««).S05; June 16: Sp. p. 32f«; Dr. p. ,20; Gaz. v(3L
ars Presse'l-steei lotirnai-oox lor raiiwiiv-. «.M.Mninn. .-iio. n!«i.n(». jiuir n... c).;. i/. o.tcw, i^..^..^^,, v.»-. . -.. ..-.

'a rs Kiiiiiiing-board saddle for W II .Miner. No. 8!n.:V54; June 2;j; Sp. p. 43!*i; Dr. p. 9.57; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1852.

Jars Switch throwing .levic^e for •*( re..t-railwav. W. A. Jones. No. 889,785; June 2; Sp. p. 11.59; Dr. p. 2ti8; Oaz. vol.

3ar9 Third rail attaHiment for. levtric. O. rf. Sohn. No. 8H9.266: June 2; Sp. p. 148: Dr. p. 35; Oaz. vol. 1.14; p. 1082.

3«rl>'on arti- lev Pr.pinn*; I' M jiennie. No. 8S9.8<n: June <»; Sp p. i:i84; Dr. p. 314; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1.10<.

I... ui.,-. 1. J... Mrtking H. S. Blarkmore. No. 889,.573: June 2; Sp. p. 757; Oaz. vol. 134; p 1179.

akmg. C. E. .\ckftr. No. 891,896; June .30; Sp. p.. .5523; Dr. p. 1193; Oaz. vol. 1.14: p. 2064

J. H. Fox. No. 889..T16; June 2; 3p. p. 6.57: Dr. pp. 152-3; (iaz. vol. 1.14; p. 1162.

.mas. No. 88B,.'i58; June 2; Sp. p. 7;i.'i; Dr. p 170: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1175.

Cars, Kiiiiiiing-board saddle for

Cars, .'

Cars
Carbon arii'ie-i ir<'pirin>: ' >i in'im.e. r%ti. nn-.'.nr.'i, .miir,:,. 1^1,.^/. i>c,-t, •#.. »f. .,.-., v».»«.. .....

Carbon chlori Is. Ac . Making H. S. Blarkmore. No. 889,.573: June 2; Sp. p. 7.57; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1179

Garl.onterrH.-hlond, Making. C - ^^ ""' -- '-- "' "" - "•"• ^' " "°'- '^-" -•"' '^

Carbonator, Injector-. ' " "
r«rbiireter. H V. Th
Carbureter H Kuhardson No. h'X).099; June 9; Sp. p

I Mtmyj-rt. No. 890,273; .Tu„, .. ^^t- r^- --
1 1 K Bvron. No. .>«.i«».4\t4: June 9; Sp. p. 2603; Dr. p, .>77: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1505.

\ W Menus No. s;(i.2l'i: .liine 16; Sp. !>. 4102; Dr. p.9a); Gaz. vol. 134; ji. 1775.

\ loiirdaiiet, P. Billet, aii'l F. Baron. No. 991,936; June 30: Sp. p. SUf.r Dr. p. 1207

134; p. 1642.

134; p. 1247.

Carbureter.
Carbureter.
Carbureter
Carbureter
Carbureter
C

. . Sp. -., ^..
. ,

No H'X).099; June 9; Sp.p. 1803; Dr. p. 399; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1378.

i' llaacK and II Muny^rt. No. 890,273; .Tune 9; Sp. p. 2199; Dr. p. 4.S3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1435.

Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2078.arf>ureter \ loaru.inei, r. uuiet. aii<i r. Dariiii. .-nu. .!wi,3ini. jixikj ju. >Jir. >> .«^'.' .-i j>. .^..

arbureter F W . Ho lg«9. No. 8B2,1&5; June 30; 8p. p. 6030; Dr. p. 1296; Oaz. vol, 1.14; p. 2147.

Carbureter for .xplosivt-engines P. IT. Brennan. No, WL.-CS; June 23; 8p, p. 4;<2'.»: Dr. p. 044: Ga^. w. x»^, h- •':~- ^,^^

Cart.urvter for int.enial-con{tuistion engines. J. C. Sohnehle. No. 8».487; .Tune 2: Sp.pt.07: Dr. p. 142; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 115.3.

Carburetim; aiparatus for explosive-engines. F. Durr. No. 890,970: June 16: Sp. ii. ;<K'i7: Dr. p. 791; Gaz. vol. 134; p. lliMl...

Car-1 L G Gdldand No. S".»i),i:«: June 9; 8p. p. 1881; Dr. p. 416; Gaz. vol. 134: p. i:«t0.

Canl-hohier. W. K. Knoder No W1.k40; June 30; Sp. p. 5419; Dr. p. 1171: Gaz. vol, 1.H4; p. 3045.

vol. 134; p. 1512

Carpet-stretcher K R Shaplev. No. h'*1,740: .'utie 2.'i; Sp. p, 5190: Dr p. 1121 ; Gaz vol. i:>4; p I'J,'

Carpet sweeper and cleaner. J. M. Spangler. No. .889.823; June 2; Sp. p. 1231; Dr. p. ^S".; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1259.

Carriage an-i automobile bodv. M. J Rothschild. No. 889J02; June 2; Sp. p. 42-./: Dr. p. Iir2: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 112o.

Carriat.'P-curtain. R. Wall. 'No. S-^tl.lls: June 16; Sp.p. 3892; Dr. p. 852; Oaz. vol, W4: p. 1742.

Carnage, Folding. O. N. Turner. .No. S90,-2.')3; JoneO: 8p. p. 2131: Dr. p. 467; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1429.

Carnage-shift and platen-rotator. <J. A. Luce and J. C. N. Kichardfl. No. 891,274; June 21; Sp p. -

p. lS-26

Sp p. 4224; Dr. pp. 924-5; Oaz. vol. 134;

p. IS'26

Carnage-top. C. W. Coops. No. 891.816; June 30; 8p. p. 5366; Dr. p. 1161; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 20:«.

Carrier: .")><? Animal-carrfer; Elevated carrier; flrsvity-carrier; Log-carrier; Mail-carrier; Packsckage-carrler: Rope-<arrier: Trar-e-osr-

W. and J. F. Mitchell. No. S90.t«0; June 16; Sp.p. 3010: Dr. j'p. WO 1: Gaz. vol. 134; p. UiOO.

Carrying and pressing apparatus, C. S. Wheelwright. No. 890,112; June 9: Sp. p. 1H30; Dr. pp. 4(K-,5: d

Cart," Dumping-. II. T. Kingsbury. No. 882,268, June 30: Sp. p. 6249; Dr. p. 1344. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 21i>b.

az. vol. 134; p. 1383.
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C.^'ae- s.eCigar-c^. Cigarett,M-a«: Clock^«e: Exten«ibte case; Flk««e: P«klng^.«e; Pl.ncM*«; Show^*-e: 8ult^«u«. Tire-

Catt e-guard. M. R. ^^/,"^^«\.-^^24 j\i"e" Sp p SSwTDr. p. 507; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1452.
Cattle-guard. M. R >lle"-

4^° ^i'^^'jX i"., Sp p 3^04 Dr. p. 855; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1745.

Cattle-piard. fc. J. ^ork. ^o- *!'•'-'• •*""„
!, uiL T„n7^3- So d 5338; Dr. p. 1155; Gar. vol. 134; p. 3004.

Cattle^iard. E. -^ Manny^ ( Re.s8t.e,) ^<'^:-'*;,'^ij,J^\%p^-^PcP5rpp. 203-3 Ga«. vol. 134; p. li02.

Cell-ca.-ie machine. O. )V .Swift, J'- -^o.*^-7^ ; «,.h No <W1 -Mv June 16- Sp. p. 4100; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1775.

r«.lliilow derivative. E. Knocvenapel and H. L(bacn. >o. wi.-iv June lo,^. ij- .

Ce'meTor eoacte etch-basin an 1 sewer-pipe. Reicforcd. J. M. Pbelan. No. 890...73; Jun.»; 8p. p. 2759; Dr. p. 610; Gas. vol. 134;

c/menTp.^-ing. R. Kie-rling. No^^^^-^: Ju .^ 30: Sp. o^ 64«; Dr ^. 1»1; Ga^^v^^^ ^^
CentnfuKal machine. B. L).ing«trc.rn. No. «»1, ^1. J"^ -^; ^ ^ ^^ ^l p. 1173; Ghz. vol. 134; p. 2047.

, ,^ ,-•
Centrifugal mtchrne. B. Lj'ing;tr6m. No^«l. ^^.

^'^fj^^
=P-

Pv^sbo^^.l" June 9; Sp. p. 3203; Dr. p. 484; Oa«. vol. 134; p. l«l.

C«8spoorand rain-spout connection, Comhmed w^v^iarnett .^o. wo
.

ig4.*baz. vol. 134; p. 1188.

Cess^l. drain, an.rdistnhuter. S./. «.ofr No./»^^^- J'^^f
J- ^Vdt p. 4c; Ga«: vol. 134; p. 17^

Chain, Drive-. <V'i.\>^*i™'^^V Vn **^Vl 'inne > Sn P 449 Dr. pp. 10^>»; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1130.

Rocking-chair. , . ,- , j„ eoi x-»- inn* » .Sn d 4361- Dr. p. it50: Oaz. vol. 134; p. l»4b.

Chair anIcoiKh. Combined. L. .\^Er.ckson,
\l'. ^I'^^^l'l^E; pPa^m; Dr. p. sm: <^.ar. vol. 1.T4; p. 1749.

Chair and table, (ombmed. J;!'^Brvan. No LM.ULJune 1^- «P- P/«*
-^ ^^^ ^^i. y,^, ^, u65.

Chair desk attachment, F. J*™^ No- m^\
.

J ""« -•
^^^fj-Vr p. <>01 ; Gar. vol. 134 p. 1771

Chair-iron. H. W . Bolens. No. W1.Z2, June 1 bp. P- *"^/J;P^^ ,,^-. p^^ p., .^..i^. ,;»,. vol 11

Check-faatenmguevice. k •'\°^-^"^liXTu:^J^l ^U n ^'ifi- Dr. p. 122; GaT...vol. 1

(Tjee«Mnitter. R. Flemming. Jf^«- ^;^-,. I,Tune -^/p. P 756; D^r. p 174; Gaz. vc
Cheese-mashing machine^ K. R'^ffi_^°-^'^ T'lVD fune 16 Sp. p 3961; Dr. p. 860: G
Chimney-cap, Vljmtabte J E. Oiffin No « l.K«, -une i p y

^s^fi;

Chuck
Chock.
Chuck.
Chuck.
Chum.
Chum.
Churn

p. 300; Gax. vol. 134;

ChSir-iron. H. W. Bolens. Sc WU^;
^^i^f ^ ^- .f^: P;*^Vsp^p. 4 67 Dr. pp! ^T^-lS: 'Gaz. vol 134; p. 1816.

Chang^i.iHk.ng machine. J
.

T. parto"; >'l »
^jf*^

V
'^(f^-j I une ZV Sp. p *wtt; Dr. pp. 1053^ 3; Gaz. vol. 1S4: p. M».

ChBCk, IJaggage-. G. W- Conrad and \\ . J^F.t^ alj.No^«H^.^>. ^u"^
-^^^^ ,}*;,. vol. 1^: p. 17K.

Check-fastentog device. R. J.
r°^„2'*L^i;^.*1f.,^-f- L T .Mfi: Dr. p. 1»; Gaz. .vol. 1.^1: p. IMl.

- " z. vol 134; p. 1179.

Sp. p. 3901; ur. p. vai\ Gaz. vol. 134; p. 17M.

Chunney connru.t.on.^MoldfoV tapering-: C i.leler. No. «...^f June9; Sp p. 3546; Dr. pp.^^ Gaz. vol. 134; p. ^^.

Chopper: S"? Cotton-* hopper.
<»» ii i imie ^- Sn n 60gl- Dr. p. 1307; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2157.

D. R. Drummond. N'o-^9^^*^v'T. -r^P-.Lt^ in ^i^i Dr pp m-I^S; Ca^. vol. 134; p. 1988.

Chum-motor. A. 1 l.inton. ^.^^^\^-'''^%r4^j^:,^^^^^^^ P- "03;

S;.;;""i,5,n;, '5?°
>^'^^'fs^,!i^;~S &,''^:«,*. «... ,o.. .«. p. .mCig8r-<-a«e. W. L. Il-iiry.

Cigar-case. O.I, l';trLnHiit»>r N' — . .

^^:^::!r.^^.^'^o.^:f^f^^^^^ Dr.pp 687.; Gaz.v<.1.134; n.l6lS

i:£-^;:: i;irS.?K^rK^l^lK .iin:^aIS;^^ /"r3S.'1i^Vo^. ?uSe 30; sp. p. 5«>l; D. pp. mi-4; 6.^ vol.

r^^I^^^r. A. smith. NO.
«f0.718

JnJ 16; S^.^ 31«l; ^r. ^680: «--fJJJ; ^oS; p. 1406.

(ircuit-hn.V..r, M-ignetic. R. Scott. ^^^^^^^fWo^T.-^^aP-^p p 2580; Sr. p 570; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 150 •

Circuit clo^r .in 1 brr-^iker. A. W'"ton. No ^O-*^' ^l'"^ '• /f^: Psp-'T f,r. p. B35; Gaz. vol. \U: p. 1381.

Circuit-contrnll.ne device. G. H Dorgeloh
^Q;^'^f^4:'']™J*i).''L^p'^,H; Dr. pp. 1191-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. aOb3.

(,iS^n:7''S""*S^"-^.S42;.Jnne2;>,..P :>v 1 'r. p. »}: Oax. vol. 134; p. 120..

Clnrnp. H. Wichers
tl imping l*">'ic«' "

So. vtl.l-.M: June Ifi;

(1 Bcn'rit.*'!!. N'

i',
ivi !ir. p. S52; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1743.

1 1..,,^ ^ So. o. 1389: Dr. p. 315; Gaz. vol
>«9^{m!' lutit.

«;' 'sp!'pT389"Dr.'p!'315r 6az. vol. 134; p. 1308.

li.lSp'""i>«'< rirrn-nt-siipp<.ri.T ci.t.«p; Ftibbon4roll ol.isp

-r l.r. p. 17; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1070.

Dr. p. 347; Oaz. vol. 134; p. IXH

,. 1707; Dr. p. 378; Gaz. vol. 134; p.- F.. ^ ._ -...1 10J. p J42,Jf. 1.. ;"""• B'»'''^.„^,l,*,'y, "„„',",' L'S iU Dr. p ki. a«.. »oi. i3<: p Ivy

( U-ip. 1'. W. HofTraan. No. SX9,^«); lunc 2;

Clasp L n Rcssiuk N.t SX9,^; June -», Pp

C\t^. O. L. G.imrn.lgiard. No. 890.041
.

J mu' 'J;

Cla«p.
Claaslfler.

CleaniPk; p..rru...s.ti.i„ i ? U a.^huigtoi, NT "^j' l-^*-, '^ y*" -
Q.^^^^ ^^y, p. 240: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 122.V

Clean.ng-ma.luiu.. 1> K. n".to.r No^ v^ ._n June -p- I .P^^*^
j,',

i^. q^^_ ^^l. 134; p. 1477.

ri^r'?-TSe."Nl..^S4. ^,;>;^:i'^,;.';'"«:^:^r^>:740; Gaz^ol. 134; p. 1657.

Clipping-maohme. w.is. iMerr. >i>. ->.-nj, i
SDnriK-.-lip. Thn^H l-cimias; clip.

'\V H H.«rr. N». «0,5»M; lane 16;

Sil'lK:; 'i: f'Z^.'1^^^^^^^i^ r,':,^D7p:vii o..-Voi.-,3,. p. .3.0.

le 16 Sr p. 36»»: Dr. p. 799: Oa?.. vol. 134; p. 1701.

Clo^^I^""^^ i^-:- N^mo^: /u^i Sp;p.i74.; ^^^
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Clocks, ilarklng device for watchmen's. A. A. Newman. No. ssh.m6, June z, ap. j*. -m, ^ f

Clothes-bar. J. B. Bowen. No. 891.22S; June 23: Sp. p. 4142. l^^P;,^?^:.
^^^/"^/tsiV 1172

SS^^lS^rT P, ^on.,. N. ««."".'""
»,i„^§,f ,£=^^„S; .^ sfp. Vto C •. pp: «.^S O... vol. m; p. I3«.

p. la&i.

Clutch, Fnction-
Clutcb. Friction-,

Clutch, Friction-.

Clutch, Friction-.

Clutch, Friction-.

Clutch, Friction-.

Clut<h mechanism.
Clutch, Wire-. II

E p'ouUiTrd/jr. No. 890,210; June 9; 8p. p. 2034; Dr p. 448; Gaz. vol.
\^*\J>-\*\%,.

E. D. Maddntosh. No. 890.672; June 16: Si;. 5. 2994: Dr p. 637; *J«'^- ^'l-
»3fjP.

1*7

U R 8t«^ No. 890.810; June 16; 8d. p. 529^: Dr. p. 7£; Gaz. vo . 34 p. 104.

T W mStSh. No 891,280: June 23; ^p. P. 4240; Dr p. «».«»«• ^^^^l*±,^^-
G Fnrtco No. 891,799; June 23: Sp. p. 5317: Dr. p. 1151; Ga«. vol. 134, p. 2001-

( DSiUcr. No 802.176: June 30; Sp. p. «»'.; Dr. P- 130.i. t>|«- voj. 1^; P^2155.

LA. Ca-Hgrain. No. 891.907; June 30; Sp^p. 5.546. Dr. p. Hf•„^"- ^?^1^' P" 20<*-

Friend. nT.. 890,561; June 9; 8p. p. 27:J5; Dr. p. 605; Gaz. vol. 134, p, 15288p. p.

:

IfS. NI. .No. 890,876;*^ J une 16; 6p. p. 34L2; Dr. p. 748; Gaz. vol 134.

No. 890.«a5; June 16; Sp. p. 2S99; Dr. pp. 636^7; «"• vol. 134.j^. 1582.

tes of W. M. l)uncan. No. §91,610; June 23; Sp. p 4910: Dr.

1664.

p. 1059; Gaz. vol. 134;
OiaTand ore washer or concentrator. W. L, Seal

Coal-grinding apparatus. T.A.Edison. _

Coal-washer Jigs. Mechanism for controlling the gates

C^t^*^ T. Connor and ( . Hess. No. 888.761; June 2; Sp. p. n,18: Dr.
P:J?;^^;

«'". v^l 134: p. 12*.

^k ^oJ?*Tn Martfn Nr890,431; Jui^e9; Sp.p.2489; Dr^jv 551: Gaz. yoL 134; p^l48b.

cS urn ta^^r C^t-. J. Ol'ease. No. K91,002; June 16; Sp. p. 3. ,96: Dr. p. W)5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.06.

C^ H^mm, urt M. J. Topp. No. 881.113; Jun^ 16: Sp. p. 3885: Dr. n 850: Gaz. vol. 1J4;
p^

1-41.

ffirsinS the like. Feeding mechanism for machines for folding. W. L. Dixon. No. 8&0

Couis'^v'c^ F?!lding.machlne for. G. Reece. No. 889.868; June 2; Sp^p. 1298: Dr Pp. »7-8: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1271.

^n:: i;"„».° No »S),m3; jup. <,-. sp, p. mb^ d,. p. »i^ «».

Collll'ii! !1K

Col.'-'M l:it

Cone, Mr.il

Coucnt'
Concrt'i

Icftlo.

„ a. hin" H. J. Burtis. No. «»,«)0;' June 16; Sp. p. .^f.
Dr. rK CaS; Gaz. vol 134. p. 157

hrv II P Curtis No. 891,409; June 23; Sp. p. 4514; Dr. p. 9&?: Gaz. vol. 134: p. Ih. .

"
f r L.lu -in... ,1 I : Lloyd No.' 801.492: June*^: So. p. 4677: Dr. p. 1013. Gat. vc^. 134; p.

- K 1 \V White No 891 313; June 23: Sp. p. 4316; Dr. p. 942; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1839.

: f.nuinK mac'l^ne'^'j. ll^ells. No. SU.Sz^ June 23; Sp^ p.
f^' ^'J;.?•««! ^f'.a^.^VflsJ'-

''

Concrete chuuney-bliA. / ^ ^^hite. No. «9i,312 June 23: Sp p^l^^^

Concrete composition f.r biUlding nmlerl.il 11. ^ -^1'^'^*'^^
';i^:

*^/*A\
-"s^^^^ 550- Gaz. vol. 134; p. 148.5

Concretecon..ruc,ion.Reinf.,..^^_J.^J^.Llnz«,^^^^^^^^

•

i" .'Th r J O. E linger No. 890,032; .(une 9; Sp. p. 1670; Dr. p. 372; Gaz. vol. 34; p. li.V

r nit-frame for J. O. EUinger. No. 890,034; June 9; 8p. p. Iti77: Dr. p. 3.3; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1356.

1178.

Concrete con.siniction,

Concrete const met Ion,

Coneret*'
CoiHTf'te
Concrete
Concrete
CoMTfle
Com ret.

Coiicri'te

Concrete
Coni
Com
Coni
Con.
Com
CoiK

construction,
Ciii)>I r-ict ion.

CoIi~t v
!UHI..f'

mixer.
mixer.
-m. \'-r.

-:i.: \er,

il.i vstem G W. Knight. So.'m.'m. June 311: Sp.p. 5732: Dr. p. 1233; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2097.

_ 891,345; J

G. I'. White. No. 891,75«">; June 23: 3p.
S. Knislev No.' 89i;345rjune 23; 8p. p. 4383; Dr p.X'4; Gaz. %;oi: 134: P- 1849^

: Sp. p. 5221: Dr. pp. 1130-1; Gaz. vol. 134, p^ 1985.

No. 8»2;239VJune 30: Sp. p.'61§4:'Dr; pp. f332-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2175

" Olson. No. 890,080; June 9; Sp. p. l.M; Dr

[iiies.

ret.

n'I>

n t.

n't«

n-t.

_ Pt.
Concrete sea u ;t

Concrete s«»wer (

i.i.MiiK' apparatus. P. C.

r (••' iieiit i.ni k molding machine.
No. 890.641; June 16; Sp .

No. 890,019; June 9;

p. 394;

p. 2938;

8p

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1374.

Dr. p. 644; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1587.

p. 1700: Dr. pp. 377-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 13.58.

1620.

J. Fish.
Uotrtrv P.

Hains, Sr.

XppHratu. for .in"kine. F. B.'^oflbSh: No.' ^JbS:' J'^^J^I^^P-'Py':"";. D^?-,""^^^ ^^' P"

re 1 pp. u f .

\\- u\T^. No. i«l,023; Jun. 16; Sp. p. 3735; Dr. p. 815; Gaz. vol. 134. p^l,14^

! I Troniiitihaascr. No. 891.966; June 30: Sp. p. 5681,_Dr p. 1^: Gaz. vol. 1.^, p. 20^.

„..r„t:^i, U l.utti.r. No. 888.796; June 2. Sp. p. 1177; Dr. p. 272; Gaz. vol. 134, p. U..().

Concrete slab. He; nfrie.i \ \

Concrete struct ^ire. li.iuforced

Concrete st met u res

Concrete stnu tures
Condenser, S irface

Cond nser. \iiiior-.

Coiidnneiit-hokler
Conduit-box \V. S

Conduit-cover H

\ lerMiii NorsaO.Oll; June 9; §p^p"V63(); Dr' |) Mk,; Gaz. vol. 134;" p. 134S.

U M. Ur^JHam No! 891.929; June 30; 8p. p. .Ws; Dr. p. 1^; Gaz. voL 134^ 20,o.

. , re for. J. Vaughan. No. 891,883: June30; Sp. p. fcoi: Dr. p H*^'^.
Q»f ''i*'-, J^ViV ^' 134- d 1068

K.infotTlng-fnim? for. 0. M. Graham. No. 889,223; June 2, ^r-. p ««: Dr^ P- 1^. Gaz. ^o\. 134. p. 1068.

\VH Ehrmann. No. 890,417; June 9; Sp. p. 2465; Dr. p. .*.; ...^ vol m; p. 1481.

J.C Cl.rk. No. 889.201; June 2; Sp. p. 34; Dr. pp. 5-6; Gaz. vol. 1^ p. 100 •

K Rosenoerg. No HW.;io4; June 9. 8p. p. ZttiO; l)r. p. 498: Gaz. voL 134. p. 1446.

HoSTnTD Holland No. 890.936: /une i^; Sp. p^ 3550; Dr. p. 774; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1683.

Krantz. No. 89U.2S-, .lune 9; Sp. p. 2217; Dr. p. 488; Gaz. vol. 131. p 14.31*

Conduit-sections, .Apparatus for alining. J

Control system, Regenerative. W. Cooper.
T. Ric^ aSid C. King." So.m^iSi^ June 9,' Sp. p. ^24. Dr- p. 658; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 14tf2.

No. 889,908; June 9; 8p. p. 1411; Dr. pp 32<j 1, Ouz. vol. 134, p. 1313.
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CoDt roller-operating mcAns. T. Gilmore, Jr. No. S91.834. June 30; ^p. p. J4<J7. Dr. p. 1168; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2044.

Conveyr. A'. L. McCabp. No. *<).ris9. Juir 1«: Sp. p. 3025: Dr. pp. fiti4-5; Ga/.. vol. 134; p 1603.

Convever. Hydraulic. L. II. Orimth No «0.i;»; June 9; .Sp p. l>«r.': I>r p 419. Gar., vol. 134; p. 1.W2.

Conveypr Spiral. G. 1'. Wisdom. No. «Jl .'>l4: Tune 23 ; Sp. p 47J"* F»r i.;. i i-.'.t-l: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 190fi.

Convever sytteia, Belt. J. H. .Vtonette. No, .syCVJ; June 9. Sp ;• .'J .h i': i>p 490-1; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1442.

Conveyers. Filling apparatus for. V. W. llufit. No. H91.09M; June -.'3; ;*p. p. iIIh Dr. p. 1104: Ga*. vol. 134: p. 196«>.

CoDVpying apparatu.i. J. K- am. No MM (XM. June 16; Sp. p. :i700: Dr. t>p. ^V-T; Gaz. vol. i;V4. p. 1707.

Cooklng-atensil ha:: I'.. D-tach.il.le. C. L. staudlnpr. No. 8J.'.3-.'4: tune 30: Sp. p. ia49: Dr. p. 1368; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2204.

Cooking utensil ~ .1 niltr rvceptaoles, Li.l lor. H. L. White ami K. J. Ko^ngrs. No. 8WJ«?; June 9; Sp. p. 2414; Dr. p. 533; Gaz.

vol. 1.34; p ; r.
Cook:inK-'>>'-s»-i . \.r !: \ lughan and E. Q. Nirholls. No M90.aW: June <>: Sp. p. 20C22: Dr. p. 445; Oft/., vol. 134; p. 1413.

Cooking ves.* 1, Duim-.stic. .\. W. Cram. St *«,J0»; June 2; Sp. p. 040; Dr. p. 14»; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 11».

CixU-r .SV'' B«ier-cooler; Ice-cream cooler; Milk-^wiler.

Cooling apparatus. G. T. \'(Xirhe.«, No ««|l.(Tjn; Juiw Ifi: Sp. p. 3731; Dr. D. 814; Gat. voL 134: p. 1713.

Coohng-apparatii.s pUte. K .Vlexander KtiB/ and A Kurfunkel. No. Wi,109: June30: 8p. p. 5928; Dr. p. 1278; Qax. voL 134; p. 2132.

Cooling d^-vit-e. K Burhom. .No. M>t..ti-'. Jlinf'i; >t> p i;i.'; Dr. p. 511; («az. vol. U4; p. 145.^.

C«x)p. J. J. Noser. No. ><*.2.'j7: June 2; Spjp. IJl; l>r. p. 29: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1079.

C«K)p. M. C. Frits. .No. s.>«,5tt»,, June 2: .Spjp. sicj. Dr. p. 1.S3: (lai. vol. 1.34: p. 1187.

Copper from copwr-lj»'anng solutions, Roo*. rn^ L. .\m<>n4har No. >«).S87; Jun>« 16; Sp. p. 3430: Dr p. 752; Oa«. vol. KM; p. IU67.

CoptH-r from its ores. K.covnng. H M. UlU "v i KIhsu.) No 12,xl.S; June 16; Sp. p. 412t»; Dr. p. 904; Ga*. vol. 134; p. 1779.

Copper or««. Treating J T. Jones N • v»l V.i. (irK-g. Sp p 27/!9, Dr p ur.; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1529.

Copy-holder. G. E. VValUn. No *«i 474. J :. '», sp p 2.V.4; Dr. p .Vv^. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 14B8.

Cord-clamping device. J. B. Lee. No ^n 4+4 June 2.1 Sp p 4rtc> Dr. p 1010: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1»5.

Cord-holler. M. Mayer. No. 892,174. liirr- lo Sp. p .0.., I)r i> l.TM I'.az. vol. 134. p. 21.V1.

Corer, I'lneapple-. J.Lind.nay. .No. syiVVi ) uii." 23 Sp p 4.'<''J: IT. p. 1038: Gaz vol. 134: p. 1»1«.

Cork-extractor. 1! 1- M-'lloy. No. s,*** »:4 Iihi.'2; Sp p. .V-^ii Dr. p. i;«; Oaz. vol. l.{4; p. 1149.

Corkscrew, "r. 11 lliitrhinson. No. *) 2<i<i 'iine 23 ."^'p. p. 41'J9; Dr.'p. 919; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1831.
"

2951: Dr. p. 046; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1

I'om-
W

inohv.
Hilil'S No ^o.iMi.o, Jun- It.. Si>. p. ,_

.No SW.4.J4; iaii.' 2. St) p. 4h7: Dr. p. Ho: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 113««.
Corn-gathering nia<'hine.

_i-nolder. J. Bu.stanohv. .No >o«.4;i4; i9ii.'2. Sp p. ,. __. — — ^- „ , . ^,
Com-husklng and lo<lder-'»hre.Jding ma<hiiie. J K lUII. No •*)0.27.i; Jime9; Sp. p. 22U1; Dr. p. 48:1; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. ICS.

Corn-husking ma<hiiiH i' K Stiriii

Com-huskmg machine. W. II .Seiu

Coru-hu.tkmg machine. W. S Bninl

Corrugatiiig-'iiii*'hine. I. W Nu:uhii N'

Corset-gorv-aliustlng dev:.'.-, .\1 Suhlir..

S,. >4c»iist, )iin.|»; Sp p \'A<.i, Dr. p. :?5.t, Gaz. vol. i:i4; p. i:«H.

%'•>. Hili.lH.'., liiiieO. Sp p. r>.>i>; Dr p. «»; Gaz. vol. tU; p 1407.

No S|»2.2l«H luni' .30: Sp. p. <AX\. Dr. pp. 1319 21 ; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 21»>5.
- • ' p. 1364:

"

«i,.'i2»>, June.t; .sp. p 2t«^j. Dr p. 58M, Gaz. vol. I.t4; p. 1515.

'.4<a: Dr. p. USl: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3064.

Corii-knife SHfrty. iV. .Schwart-i an 1 1$ /nit/inovios. No. <«-2..1Ui liini< 3i): 'ii'p. p. 6533: Dr. p. 1364: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 2301.

Coraets*^ .Vbdu'minHl supp.rtmg Htta<'hin.rii |..r G Lan/nndorfer' No s9i,4S3: June 23; Sp. p. 4661: Dr.'p. 1010: Gaz. vol. 134; p
V<i, s'vil.»«vT, lunc 3<i Sp p

C<jt and ii.ith-tuii, ComLiiiol H. 1

Cotton-ihi>pp»T. T. B. (HtL'tt. N
Cotton-chouf>»'r E. <J. Wilhajns. N

ip.d 1 |! Mc(
s>tii 2<'': hm . . ^.. r- - , ,

.

lopfH-r E. G. Williams. >". v.«2.1^.: Jun^-Su. Sp. p. 5tJ21; Dr. pp. 1270-7: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2131.

Cotton-krath.rirm apparHtu.s. J. F «> S'^iiigtuie-ssv No S89.9.W; June 9; Sp p. 1521, Dr. p. 3«1; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 1330

•( '.nl .No. s.su.;j24, June 2; Sp, p. 'iS.!: Dr. p. t>2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1100.

.-• , ..iii.'t; Sp. p. 2141; Dr. pp. 4(*f 70; Gaz. vol. I'M; p. 1411.

v.«2.li».: Junt-Su. Sp. p.5tJ21;

^„_.,.. ^„ ^ ^,., ...... ...... .... . ... -^ sv No »«.9.W; J _. ....
Cotton-gat h.nng ma. lune. J F. O'ShauKhrlessv. No. SH0.9o7; June 9; Sp. p. 1515; Dr. p. 342; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. !*»
Cotton-gatheruiK lUivhine. J F. OShrttighrj.-ssy. No. 8>«.9.tS, Jane 9. Sp. p. 1518; Dr. pp. 342-3; Qi^. vol. 134; p. 1329.

Cotton-gin I. II l>.>r No W1.79K Im;. .•:<; .Sp. p. .irjM: Dr pp. 1I.t»V1: Gaz vol. 134, p. 3001

Cotton Implement for chopping or thinniiufout. .K. Redding No. )«(i,(K>.; June9; 8p. p. 1800; Dr. p. 3SW; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p, 1377.

Cotton-piclc'T. t ii. Shinn and F L. iHnt.n No. 191. 191: Jun' UV. Sp. v. 4(i.f2. Dr. p. 8S3; (iaz. vol. 1;H: p. 17tji>.

Cot ton-pic leer W. F. Sp«'ar and E. W T;iv4l. No. >«l.*.2; June.1:t: Sp. p .')«i75: Dr. p. 1222: Gaz. vol. 134: p. -2087.

Cotton-pi. KiiiK iiiK hnif U C. .Si herlinj: h" s91 444. Jiiiie2:i: Sp p 4.i79. Dr p. 99.'.. Gaz. vol 134, j). 1W2.

Cotton-squar.-< \{.i.-hinc for <Hth. ring K f> Umitirig No SS9.7."; June 2: Sp. p. 1113; Dr. p. 25K; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1237.

Counter. F. C. iLwe No, v.d 17:<: Tune U ; sp. i.. *f.*7; Dr. p >C7; Gaz. vol. \M. p. 17.'>9,

Coupling; *>« Car-coupling, Dnll-ror«- .oiii.jin^f, I'ipe-i-oujiling: Uatchet-ci.upling; Thlll-coupllng.

Coupling. M. Fordt-r No. ,h91..->:52; June Xi. .sp. p. 47>«i>; Dr p HKU; (Jaz. vol. 134: p. 1912.

Coupling T B McMilLin No. »«1.7H: Juii»'j:i: Sp. p. :il,:2; Dr p. 1113; G.iz. vol. i;i4: p. 1973,

Coiirs^^-niarker E H. Barnev. No. .1x9..W; Jinie 2: Sp. p. 3)1; Dr. p. 50: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1000.

Cow-tall holder. L. (• Wehb. No. v«.s;{r.: June 2: Sp. p. 1254: Dr. p. 2!«; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 12U3.

Cowl. O. Schubert, No. 891,957: June 30: Sti. p. .Vif;4; Dr. p. 122ii: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2085.

Crank mechanism T. Baden. No. S91. .*(.; June 5!; Sp p 4S72; Dr. pp liM't 5(»: <iaz. vol. 134; p. 1927.

Crate. J. Ilettrich. No. s>«,>i4'J; June 2: Sj*. p. \>:'.*. Dr p 294: Gaz. vol. 134: p 1267.

Crate. F L Marv No <<9«)..'.2.1: Jime9; SjH p. 2ti«V2. Dr pp jh7 h; Gaz. v. I l.;4. p. 151.5.

Crate. G. L. Walbum. No. S92.iT>i); June M: Sp. p. 5766: Dr. p. 1240; Gar. vol. 134: p. 2103.

Crate, Banana- .\1. I.onibardo. .No. H(ki f>t>|; June lt>: ^p. p. Jikv, i)r p. >.>.. <'.,>/ vol. 1:m; y. Ism.

Crate, Folding. W. H. (;.>ldar<l .No. ><91,9-J7; June .30: Sp. p. .5.'i8.'>: Dr. p. 12<>4. Gaz vol. 1.34: p. 3075.

Crate! Folding combination poult r>' iind mejrhatidise. .V, W. Lovejoy. N^i. S92.I»>1; June30: Sp. p. 6052:

p ' 15

'

Crate, .Self-i l.'aning kn<K-kdown poultry and jjnerchandise shipping. S. W. Bell. No. 888,191; June 2; 8p. p. 7; Dr. p. 3; Oar. vol. 134;

Cream-*eparator o. .\nder90n. No. S.SP.;i.D; June 2 .«p. p. :<04; Dr, pp. 71-2: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1108.
««, ,r. «». ^

Cream-9eparAt..r^,Creain-»-xit for ^trnirifiigaU ( . H lla^k.ti and T.W.Morgan. No. 890,050; June9; Sp. p. 1723; Dr. p.381; Oaz. vol.

'^ ' - - •" •
No. »il (131: June 16; Sp, p. 374«; Dr. pp. 817-18; Oaz. vol. 134: p 1716.

Dr. p. 1301; Oaz. vol. 134;

Cros.sing-prot«tor for hi>.'h-ten-.ion lines, j] F. Dostal. No. >*»1.(M9: June 16; Sp, p. 37H.5: Dr. p. 826; Oaz, vol, 134; p, 1722.

Cnicible-fumace, E. H. .•=!chwartz. No. >«2.pl2: June .30; Sp. p. .57.'.6: Dr. pp. 1237-8: Gd

Crutch, C,. B. Mc-<onntll. No, S89.541; Juni 2; Sp, p, 700: Dr, p, 161: Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1169.

Jaz, vol. 134; p, 2101.

CutT-fa.otcner G. .M. (Jluchowski. No, 890.'IF7: June l-i; Sp. p. :}6.^f: Dr. p. 797: c.az. vol, 134; p. IflOS.

Cuff-holder. C. E. DiKld. No 890. .Vt**; June 9: Sp. p. 27:i2; Dr p '04; Gaz. vol. i;i4; p. 1.527.

CufT-protector, J. M. Overshiner. No >i»).<h^; June 9; Sp. p. 17s4. Dr p :«»5: Gaz. vol l.{4; p. 1374.

Culinary- ar.paratus. W. S. Hiidaw.^v, !r K" X9n,\.v,: June 16; Sp. p :«77: Dr. p. 7V): (iaz, vol. 1.34; p. 1658.

Oilinarv apparatus, W S. ILidawav .) r No. hIki.VC: June U'.; Sp, p. XSS\. Dr. t>. 741; (iaz, vol 134; p>. 16.58.

Ctiltivator A <. S<-hunzel N'.. •<.»>.~^. Ijne<»: Sp. p iW.'), Dr p. .^28, Gaz. vol. i:i4: p 14««.

CultivHt..r M K I ole No s>«iM.?. iiiiietK.; -pf. :{:iV<; Dr tK 7:1.>: Ga7. vol. 134; p. b^-Vt

Cultivator. \V ; Wdtson No. S92,340; Ju»e 3o; Sp. r>. i-T^*; Dr. p. 1.175: Gaz. vol. 134, p 2-2i«.

CuUiV!it.>r rill 1 fertilizer- li^trihuter. Comhinfd. G E .\)phin. No. »<9«),4R5; lune 9; Sp. p. 2.W,; Dr. pp. 572-^3; Oaz. vol. 134; jk 1MB.

Cultiv,itor for Irst roving cotton-boll wwvil.-i W. E. Hinds. No. «i91,224: -lune iti; Sp. p. 411.5, Dr. p. 902; Oaz. vol. 134. p, 1777.

Culvert I -> Haver N. -flui 2.V.. Iune<), $p p. 21.%; Dr. p. 468; Gaz vol 1.14; p Uar
Culvert, Kno<kdown F S. and F. H. lieacU. No. 88t4,745; Jime 2: Sp. p. 1089; Dr. p, 252: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1234.

Cup. .^'''' iir»'ilst^'Up. .^»'d-te-iter cup
Curb, drain, an. i conduit. R. T. Hooper. Mo v*.i,524: June 2; 8p.p,671; Dr. p. 155; Oaz. vol, 134; p, 1UV4,

CurUnK-tongs \ Mt^tMedten. .No. >m1 T'.(^; I une 23: Sp. p. ..22<>. Dr. p li:V2; t)az vol. i;t4. p. 19S,.

Curn"n»-motor l{ L. M.imn. .No. "ftjo.r;:'., hine Irt; .<p. p. 3002; Dr. p. fW; Ghz. vol. 134; p. 1599.

CurpTit motor. Vlternatmc- M. Den. No. s<<o.c,i:: .iime 16; .Sp p. 2SSI : Dr. p. 6.34: Gar vol. 134; p. 1579.

Current, Svttem ..f di>tnbution for dinv-t J Darlington. No. SSti.911; June 9; Sp. p 1420; Dr p. .322; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1314.

Curtain-ftxture C I, HipktnK No >«J,'4'; June 2; Sj* p 672: Dr, p, bVi; Gaz. vol i:U: p, ll«4.

Curt.iin-rixt'ir'- 1 K.r "ler .So six .,_-.'; iHT)e2;i; Sji p 4i*4.); Dr p UX»j, Gaz. vol, i:t4; p, 1<»4()

Curtain-poie. \. Marr. No. 'W«*,473. June 2; Sp. p. 579; Dr. p. 1.35. Gaz. vol. 134: p, 1140,

Curt-(in-i)Mle \V H Slpi).'! No, ><H174I; lurn' 2;<; Sp p '.1 »1
; Dr p 1121: Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 1979.

Curtain rod. Window- I. KMer. No S9l.l>>5: June p.; Sp p ii:n\: Dr p. 807; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1707,
"

Curt.tm-stretchcr. J. StawHrtz and D Vn ^r~on. No S91,I94: lune p.; Sp p 4(M7: Dr. p. ,S87; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1.67,

Cur\ ature-gage, G.W.Haas. No, 889,224, June 2; Sp. p. 7(», Dr p. 16; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1060,

Cushion; S«? Tvpt^bar cushion.

Cushion r.SMukaek. No. '«>,756; Jnne 2; Sp p. 1112; Dr. p 2.S8. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 123<

.

Cushioning dev ire K. 1 >. Kilgore. .No '"^'.l^ June 2; Sp.p.Ml, Dr p. 192: Gaz, vol, 1.34. p. 1195.

Cuspi ior -itta. hnient. .M G Miller No *<i.'Wj; June Ih. «<p p :U\S-2: Dr p. Sirj; Gj,/ vol. l.U: p. 17n:-f.

Cut-off, Vutomat:c, J, H. Stanton. No, saa.lM: I in- .30; Sp p. 61'r2; Dr. p 1.312, G*/ vol. 134, p, 2161

Cut-off for tanks iLnd the like, J M, Davis No. sva.oU; T,jne 9, Sp. p. 1422; Dr. p ,f22. Ga/, v..l ra; p U14

Cut-oat mechanism for electrically-operated machines. G. S. Conger and C, Peane, No, H.S9358: June 2; Sp, p. 325: Dr, p. 7b; Gaz.

vol, 134, p. lliO.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVENTIONS. Ixr

Cut-out, Thermal. C. A. Ernst. No. 891,414. June 23: Sp. p. 4527: Dr. p. 984; Gaz. voK134 p^
18,3.

Cuttery-glazing nuichlne. J. O. Blessing. No, 890.957; June 16; 8p, p, 3611: Dr. pp. .8,5-6; Gaz vol. 134. P- ™^^- ^. „.,^,. v(mi„«.
cut^.7^>/vpricot cutter; Boiler tul*or flue cutter; Butter-cutter; Cheese-cutter; Cigar-cutter; Feed-cutter, Meat-cutter. MilUng-

c;^^^[tJ^/.:;:n;"M'^t^'*t;T^zoux. no. 89,, ,02: June 16; 8p.p. 3868^^ Dr, p. 845: ,G^z^voM34: p. 1738.

Cvcle motor Four- \ G..sp«ncer. No. 889,267; June 2; Sp.p. 148: Dr. p. 36; (.az. vol. 134: P- KftC

(^U-w&^r Xith means iT.r operating the brake by bS*£-pedaling, E. L, liocquart. S'o. 892,154; June 30: Sp. p. 6028, Dr. p.

(ylmder-pattern.'"^G. C. BoVirdereaux. No. m.^rnV. .Tune 30; Sp. p. 6406: Dr. p. 1.383: Gaz. vol 134: p
J214.

Dam )er-f4ulator. J. B. McCaughev. No, «*. 294, J. me 9; Sp. p. 2236; Dr. p. 491; Gaz. vol 1, 4; p 1+42

DasXarTvehKle ...tension-. 1. i-^ Albnght. No H9i,027; June 16; Sp. p. 3741. Dr. p. 816; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1715.

DauUr C S Emni.Tt No ms.im. lune;<o Sp p ,^:9J. Dr. p. 1246: 0»t- vol. 134; p. 210h

l;::;;'i^t^rs.'l.^vi^^fo;':;^erc^n;^:"^.-i^: H^H^ L^:tcii^:S^:''^o:id^^^U sp. p. 217: D. p. 54; oaz. vo,. 134;

D,«k-pfate \. K Hurlbiirt. Nu. H9I,174: June 16; Sp. p. 4000; Dr. p. 878; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1760.

Dehvclrating sodi.mi hy.lro.sulfite. A. S hmidt. No. 892 K86; June 30. Sp. p ««8; Oaz. yo, 134, p, 2 58.

Dental
Dental

>«itH artK ulator. .i i . risner .-^o. w^.i«u. juhc ow, ^-^^ j,. u^y^. ,^.. »., •-^. .....,,.. --••- ---

)enUl .hair F E ( a«- No, 891.762; June 23; Sp, p, 52:«; Dr p. 1134; Oaz. vol 134. P 9f
•

>ental plates, Mold for making. J. W. Greene. nV K9l,w«: J»in^23; Sp. P- M04; Dr, p, 1101; Gar v^c

)ental tool E Y liaughawout No. a91..543: June -23; Sp^p. 4779; Dr p. 034; Gaz vol. 134 p. 1914

)ent«l t.K.l J H Abbott No. 891,^51: JuueZJ: Sp. p ,5620; Dr p. 1082; Gaz vol, 134; p 19ol.

, _.,,.._ i. ,v, I II I-.,,..,,- V,. w<« \ti. lime tfe ,Sri n ."WttS: Dr. ri. 128«i; (.az vol l.'i4, V- 2141.

ol. 134; p. 19ti4.

DerailinR-.switih J H Covev Sp p, .5985: Dr. p.

2:17; Dr. p. 286; Gl_- ,

Dr. p. 649; (Jaz. vol. 134: p, l.>92.

N<. W1.796; June 23; Sp p .'KWiy. Dr p, 1149. <.mz vol 134: p. 2001,

No, S9(i,1.58; June 9; Sj) p, 19U; Dr p 42(.; Gaz, vol, 134; p, I'WS-,^

Nm s,«.i.59; June 9; Sp p l'.«5: Dr. pp, 426-7: Gaz, vol. 1.14; p. 1398.— June 2: Sp.p. 768; Dr. p, 176; Gaz vol. 134; p. 1181,

.-].. p. 773: Dr. p. 177: Gaz. vol. 134; p. USl.lint

"i., Sp p .Wit.; Dr, pp. 8.55-^1; (uiz. vol. 134; p. 1745

H. .Schenk. No S9l iss. ,hin.' !'., ,-p p. *r:: . Dr, p. 882; Oaz. vol. 134; P-lTt^'J

No,'n92'.l.36: June ;«); .<p p. .5985: Dr. p. 128«i: Gaz vol l.-i4, p. 2141.

Derri.k ."T'Ta'vlor, ir. No. «»,826; June 2; Sp. p. 12:17; Dr. p. 286; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1260.

Derrick F. Hunt. .No, 890.1.5.5. June 16; ,Sp. p. 2««il: p
Derrick aiel '"xcaVHling-niM.bine, Sttiel C Coojx-r "'

Derrick Portable T S Miller and , I II Dickinson

Dernck. I'orUble T S Miller and J H Dickinson

Desk and seat, ( ombine<l wbool J C Brooke Ni

Desk and seat. School. J.C.Brooke No. v<9,o7''

I>.^^k and wat. S.h<x>l. J. E. Aiiwi.t N" S9!.12>,

l>esk attachment H, .Schenk. No S91 iss. ,hine!i.. .y y. ,.....,. y. ^^, •^^... "••"• »--„„

Developing-Uink A Shernck, No. 890,;i8U; June 9. Sp. p. 2400; Dr. p. 529; Oai, vol. U4, p. 1470.

Die: S/^ CVillar-forming die.
, .„^ „,,.,

Dw H II Gr...n. N.. 8J2,251; June 30: Sp. p. 6210; Dr, p. 1338: (.az. vol. 134; p. 21,9

D^l^torv,' M::I:hone-**W H. Hunter. No 890.908; June 16; Sp. p. 3481; Dr. p. 762; Gar vol. l^^. P^^1'>T4.

DiHh-wanner K L Waahmgton No syiT.'el: J une 2:c Sp, p. 5217; Dr p. 1129: «;oi''. vol. l.<4, Vj^^'
Disintegrator. DiKestin^'- M. U Kenne-ly, No. 889,241; June 2; Sp. p. 95: Dr. p 22. Gaz, vol. 134. ^1074^
I)isplaTand .-..ver atta, hment f..r barn-ls.-jars, and other reL*pt4»cles, Sanitar>-. L. F. Kallwasser. ><o. 890,515,

r>r 13 .585; Gaz, v., I 1 i4. p l.'d2, ^, , ,„, ,,,.

DispUv apparatus. H L. Ue«.h, No s9l,.W; June 16; Sp. p. 3744; Dr. p. 81.; Gaz. vo . 34; p. ,16.

Displav apKaratus H I., Bea-b No hv.1,135; June 16: Sp. p. 3923; Dr. p. 8.W. Oaz. vol. 134 p. 1,4,.

Dlsplav-caf.inet D. K (.roenawalt. No, 889,519; June 2: Sp, p. WS: Dr. p. 1.53:_Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1163

DlsplaV-ra.k C . Jr . and II, Koiish. No. S90.929: June 16; Sp. p. 3526: Dr. p. ,.2: Gaz. vol. l34, p. Wl,

D sp -ra k for . lotbing K Bru.nberg and A D Resler. N'^,'<ir2.2l8, June :*.: Sp_, P, M.M: '>[ I' ,'^^^;,*^,'^^°»- ^^*- P" 2'^'

D SDlav-sUnd F W h^i 1 (J W Woelz. No 890.886; Jum' 16; Sp. p. 3430; Dr. pp. ,.'i1-2: Gaz. vol. 134 p. 1667.

DStay-^tln.l". Rotar>- (
. 1. Gerken. No. 889,517: June 2: 8p. p. 660: Dr, p. 153: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1162.

; June 9; Bp. p 2647;

„ ,_„ „ No. 889.517: .Tune 2: Sp.p. 660: Dr, p. 151. ...,_. ^,-..
DUpUvlng dew,-... Safe«nian .s sanit-le- B. Wol/son^ No «'l.'2.>v.{»nC>'!';..'^P„.r.

'^^'^'' '".P-^'^' '""'tJ^l- '?^-P.' .'^

Distillfng apparatus. Wood- . .. - . j v. o.^ >.c
, Sp. { , _- .

Z "e Fiveiishand C. B I^'onard. No. 890.418: .Tune 9; Sp p 2467; Dr, p .546: Gaz, vol. 134; p. 14Si.
- -; Pr pp, 4.5 S; Gaz, vol, 1,(4: p 14)2,

Distnbiiting^narhine F li ( ..nver!*e. Jr, No 8«i0.26.V June9; Sp.p. 2^7: Dr pp, 4.5 S; Gaz, vol, 1,(4: p. ^kv'i . » • r i' - " • - — —
- - _ . ^

No H<«i .5h;1 iiin.' ]f<: Sp'p:2S22: I>r. p. 622; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 15,0

N V'1.2'.2; ,1 U!i.- 2:i; Sp (, 41H4: Dr n. 91(,; (iaz vol,

A, (unwake. No. S91.u<i(i; ,!nn. 1' , -p p 3'«<: Dr, p, 80.''.: Gaz. vc>l. 134; p. 1706,
J r, Han-

Distribution Mvstein. .\ H Armstrong
Ditching, digging and loading nva.hin.

Ditching-mjiTtiin.' G A.oiiiwake, .\. .,...--. , ,
-- ^

Divi.lers, A I llibU-tt No K91.0»,4i; JuncH'. Sp j. .{-MV Dr p "vL^ GaZ.^ol.J.M

Dividers an<l calii^rs. Spring ' " " '" - • ' ' " -
"'' ^

VM; p. 1819.

dividers and calij^rs. Soring. A. F, Voss No s8<t,4H. June 2; S;i., p. 452; Dr. p. m Gaz. vol. 134; p. U30.

)oor H F Cuntz N>'. 889.910: .lnneg, Sp p !41k. Dr. p. .321; Oaz. vol. I.i4; p. 1.114.

).H.r K ,S ott N- vr2,3i:, Jun. v., S|i p .,:i,H Dr [. 1.364; Gaz, vol 134; p 2201,
,o.to. nor v-ot ^^d t, onat

Door «n<l analojfous st ruture. Sh.>.-t-metHl T. I, Duffy, No K*.l ,9«4: June :itK Sp p^ .5, 11
.
Dr. p^ 1229; ^.H^;-Jol 134. p. 209.3.

Door-catch, Engine-house. D. E. Dampman, No. 889.t*5; June 2; Sp. p._91S: Dr. p. 213, Gaf •
vol. 134; p. 1210.

Door-che.k D W Anderson No ^90.207: June 9: Sp p 2029: Dr. p 44,: '.az. vol. 134. p 1414.

Door-.^h«k,Chiiin J Kle.dmann No s.<).51h; June'.; Sp p 26,52; l)r, p, .W,. Gaz. vol 1.14; P^lfl^.

Door-fastener. T C N'.ch.Usf.n No H'.«1.441: Jui.ec S]., p, 2508; Dr^p, .-.•v5; (.az. vol. 1..4: p^
148t ,

Door fastener. Sbdinv- J W Mabin, No W '.41 ' i''' *»: ^P P !<>«; I>f P- "'"•; ''"^ > "^; ^''^^ P l*-.^' ,,^,.

D<K>r faste.H-r. Sliding-. G, I. McCallum, No H..«i,..9<i. ,lune 16; Sp. p. .3a3I; l)r. pp. M.5-4,; Gaz. vob 134 p. lb(U.

Door fastener, Sli-ling-, Z. T Beattv. No. 891,131., June it,; Sp. p. 3924; Dr. p. Ka9; Gaz vol. 1.34 p. 1,4,8,

Door fastener, Sh.imif-, J F Muirh-ad No S',H„H52; lun,- :«): .Sp p, ,'•^42: Dr, p, 1 *;. ''^'^ ^.'1, 134; p. 2049.

Door, Grain-. F. T. Slavton No h90,71:; .Ume 16; Sp, p .3099; Dr, p, 680; Gaz. vol. 134; P- .1612.

Door. Gram- K BtiillVlanI >' <^1 '-•'. I n,e .(<.: Sp p \\s2, Dr p. 12(i3; i.az, v.>l 134; p, 20,^
^

Door hanger, Sliding- K, E Wa.shbtirn, No 89n,iC.*i; June p., Sp, p, 3o8<.; Dr, p. 781; Gaz. vol. 134, p, 1689.

Door-hanger tnuk W Louden N,> s<*),24.i. Mine',*, ,-!> p 21iW; Dr, p^462; (.ar vol H4:p 14-6.

Door-lock. V I'apenfoth No s'.(M72. June 9: Sp, p, l',f>4, Dr p 4.33; Oaz, vol, 1,14; p, ICCC

I).«.r-l<K-k W D McPhers,.n N- S91„5.V2; June 23; Sp p 4,hJ(1; Dr, p, 1041; Gaz^ v-.jl, l.M; P l^*^*.
,

Door opening and closing Tmnhanism, R F Carev n',. s9-2,>22; ,lune 30; Sp. P, 615,: Dr, pp, .«6-,. Gaz. vol. 134, p. 2170.

D.«>r-..i)eratingd..vic.- J M .Sausser No <i\.7X. June if; Sp. p. 5186; Dr. M 120; Gar vol U4; p 19,8

)oor-o wratii* me hainsm <' G Harrin^Mon. No W.Ms I,K.e ,J<V, Sp. p^5822. Dr. p. 12..2. (.az, vnl 1.14 p^
2113.

Door or gate support and closer. A J . Grav. No. 88<f.;Vs5; June 2: 8p. p. 340; Dr. p. .9; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 11I3_

D,.or or window U-urer A W Pet.Tson No. H91 .727; J line 2:1: Sp p .51ti9: Dr p lilt.: (jaz. vol, U4: p. 19,5.

Door-securer H. A. Johnson, No, 889,239; June 2; Sp,P,91; Dr, p,21: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1073.

Door-fltop. J.(;erson. No, H8^).4.V1: June 2; Sp,p.,i26: r>r. p, 12:1 Gaz. vol, 1.34; p. 1143^_

Door-stop H Pawsut No h9(i,701; lune 16; Sp p ;«l.-.0, Dr. p. 6<.9; i^.az, vol 134; p. 160,

,

Dose-stopi»T A W Burt N., 89(».(tlh: June 9; -s'p, p 164«i; Dr p, •v;7; Gaz, vol, l.)4, p. l.iSO.

Dough anl .ranker ban Ihng ma bin.. A W Copland No <M,sl7; June 3<., Sp p, .v^,3: Dr^p, llfl3-4, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 2038.

DouKhHlivi.ier F Streicb No S91J-J17. June2:C Sp p 47fN,: Dr i', 1"19; < .az vol. 1.34. p 1903,

Draft-equalizer. H. L. and E. C Litchfield. No h91,087; June 10, .Sp, p, 3843; Dr. p. 840: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1,33.

Draft-evener J D Burg.-ss No K91,4u;C Jun.'2.(. Sp p 4.^,<«i: Dr ]< mr. ( iaz. vol i;j4, Pj^f
Drafting mstrjmient. F, C. Flynt, No, Wi0.040: June?>; Sp p 170.,; Dr. p .1,8; .az. vol. I'^.p. 13.59.

Drafting in.strument W Langstroth No 891.777. Jun.-2;C Sp p -..'.J ;
Dr p ll.«.^ (,az. v.)L 134, p 1994,

Drag, Roa,l- H, J. .See, No. 891,.V»; June 23: Sp, p, 4K33; Dr, i^. 1042-3: Gaz. vol 34, p. 1922.

Drains. Animal-stop for. A, J, Shepard. No. 891,012: June P,; <ip, p. 371, ; Dr. p. 811; Gaz. vol. 134 p^ 1,10.

Draping-machine. S. S Sentvnbaupb, No 889.406: June 2; Sp [. 4:^x Dr, p, 1(«: (.az, vol 134; P^ Hf'-

Drawlmt instrument W.o Bei>re No. 890.257; June 9; Sp p.21,(,: Dr, p, 4t.h: Gaz vol, 134; p 14.W,

DraS instrument or atta. hinent for such instruments k .1 B.'rglind. No, ,891,810; Jime 30; Sp, p 53.58; Dr. p. 115«; Oaz. Tol. 134.

Dredge.^ G. W. King. No. 890,773; June 16; Sp. p. 3222: Dr pp. 704-5; Oaz. vol. 134; P- 1632.

Dredge. C. C. Jacobs. No. 830,909; June 16; Sp. p. .3482. Dr. p 763; Gaz, vol, 134: p, 10,4.

Dredges. Dumpine mechanism for dipper-, W ( lifforjl and W. Ferris,
^
No 889.202

: J urie 2
;
^Sp, p 25|^

IlrBHirnff annaratns D P. Moore V,, ''»" '-- ' ^- - ,111,. ^, .^

Dr. pp. 6-7; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1082.

8',K).245: June 9: t>p p 2116: Dr p, 464: Gaz. vol, 134: ,, ..-._
^

lii^dgiM apparatus H. S. taft and V Thompson. Jr So. 890,470: June 9; Sp p. 255(: Dr, pp^ 5f.5 ,

.

(.az. vol. 134. p. Itn

.

Dredging apparatus. R, E. S. Oeare. No. 890,764; June 16; Bp. p. 3204; Dr, p, 700; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1628.

Drier; Sfe Grain-<lner. _„, ^ , ,„^ ,_,
Dry closet, /G, W, Albright, No 890.832: June 16; Sp. p, 3.\36; Dr. p, ,31: (.az. vol. 134; p. 1661.

Dry-kiln. A. J. Uphus. No, 890,944; June 16; Sp. p. 3.5^; Dr. pp 77^9. Gaz. vol, 134; g. 168v.
<w, ,nno. tm vol llU- o

DrVlng and carbonizing kiln. Contbiuously^peratlng. R. Bock. No. 891,456; June 23; §p. p. 4600: Dr. pp. 9«f-1000. Gaz. vol. 184, p.

18S6
Drying apparatus 0, A. Cutter, No. 889.309; June 2; 8p. p. 37; Dr. p. 10; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 1064.
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. H Palnipr. No. Sdl'-JW; June »); Sp. p 6304, Dr. p^ li5S. Gai;. voL 134; p.^2196.

L. VernH. No. 591,019; Juim- i&. Sp. p. 3730; Dr. p. SH; Uaz. vol. 134, p. 1-13.

.ND p. :j»i74; Dr. pp '«^>- i; >ia/.. vui i.^i. p. ..-_.

S^ LebUnc. No. »90,77t.. J une Itl, rip. p. 3230; Dr. p. 70D; Om. vol.

Drvtng-iciln.
Drying-room. i.. vemH. .^t>. !>»i,ui>'.

Dnl!^ u" ?'T*n\ai"^' ir'ni^'it S- s.^> 1..V .Tune 30; Sp. p. 6078: Dr. p 1,W7 Gaz. vol. 134; p. 215ft.

DrivS^ 1 K P. Frveiuan. No. H«l,1.57. iane Ui; rip. p. ;i*«; l«r. n^ *«; Oa/- vo .
U4 P- !-»

Sui'ppiatus.' ^ri. AUen.'^No 8^^^ Jime .'3;' Sp. p. 4 r,^ I^r, p. 10r25; «*.. vol. 134; p. .906.

D 4 t^d n^S same. KM vat. .^ Grob. Ko mm; June 23; Sp. p. 5105: Gaz vol 134; p. 1964.

D?e Bbu' a^. r H.i.l.-nr.M> h. N^. sMl.y;U: I'm- M). .-p. p. .V^J; '.az. vo l.U. p J07b

ye: D ph.nvlnai.hthvln,...nHn.v M. W.-H-r N.. <U.<vs, l„n.- ^V Sp p. ,-U>., y_az. vol >^.. P; ^^
Dve D.Ph.nvh.4'hrhyln....r..an- M \S .-.l.r No. ««.Ls>v. I.m,.^«

^l'. I;
-YrTiH

"

^^

n™ VpIIow F VlPVPr N ' HOO^-ivS, J une J; .>p. p. 2Jjai; <>iiz \til.U4, p Ik^H.

D^n o TTn i t'^rate.: K I J,.hn.*.n. So -W.vC*: lune 2. Sp p. IMS* Dr. p^VlH; -a*, vol. 134. p. 1^-
ll^lhTan 'l"« machine. <>. 1. NP.sler. N.J. SH9..fJ6; .June J: Sp. ,.. J,^:. Dr I-V R-^ 4; ••az. vol- 134. p. 1100.

Et*l-(ra e ^ ^tentU N- SK-...!*<2; Juv: Sp p. l.V^i'; Dr p .to.'; Gh/ v-l 1- 4. p. 1.«^^

Ka*Jtro'uKh.' w\-..-«na N.. S9i.4av fur»> J:<: Sp p. 4.^>9. Dr. p. *<1; ;../ vo
.

i4; p. 8,0.

K^vesItrnuKh '1 ( adspns No xyl.40.i: luae .':(. St. p. 4.MU: Dr. p >*>I: ( >a/.. vol. .,M. P-^^^._ ^ ,^,

fiil^t'o^y^-ie r^/'T^Koi;^: 'N./^vIi'IJ^-'^une^: :^''P-^'^1'^P ^^^
'^f m" J^^'

'^'"

^E^?^K;^-au;^:rv^^^^T.J?.:.r^^f:^

Kle,.tn.--irrint pr..te.t,ve levue I

>^ ^j*";.^ i^U lune 6 Sn p 3^^4 Dr pp^XV 1
; r.a/.. vol 134; p. 1702.

Klectrlc coil and producing same.. 1. Kit,«e«>. No. S90,*«, i une lo, >p. p. -j^-i. i r. jj^ .-_ .
_ _ _

Electric current-^, Damper for the upper han»ioniC8 of alteruatinK.

Eil^-tn^cu'frenus, SwU.h.ng. S. W. MauR-r No ^^.'^^ '

--.';;V-^^iP'^"^^ G^.^^voM^'^ pT^''
""^ '^

'"^

Ele.-trurut-..ut W C TreKonu.*: N'-. vl-V' ' ""-;- .^^'^^'vi^- i,rn%7 Ga^ vol 134 p 1271
Kle«tnc fumaoe .\. T. Petersson. No. xSM.f.,, June J, ^P PJj^' ^v.i^>«f ioo June 23 Bp p iW; Dr. pp. »7fM»; 0»x. vol. 134; p.

Electric heater and means for controlling th« same. P. A. Brown. No. >t91,4UJ. June m, tsp. p. *w'. '^^ vv

V.l^n. Illuminator. H J. .Mullen No *«^I77, June .Vn Sp p. >fo. Dr P^^*;-
'[f './l^'^j'^' P.fl'^. p nM

^:Ks? re:: 1;;=;:: ;;-^ ;; ar.,„^;3S' -.»f:f„^i «« fr o¥fr,«°f^p'^r
"«

fi:::;s,rt;:,":, '?"";;;;:„> 'J.^j;;™"..*-^,,^;::?^ ?T„'4S".sr..S: v,;i n-p.^.'""""-. pp. -m: ..... vo,. m.

E&i"m^bl„„,CL.m,.lng„»».(oro.„^H.....,<.ly".n,<» C. K l.^Und w H Pow^. No. S...J73: Ja™23: 8p. p. aO. Dr. p.

FS*m„h.'»;i"i.5,,!S'.,f .u,.l m»«. ,", ...rtlng dj-n^o 11 Kr^l.aft.id No, »U4.; Jum 23: 8p. p. ««: Dr. p. .12; 0».

€!;fHE: ?:s;sr£;;o:s- .'io;'.?=^%^»K?s.'"s;.'?i&fir.Pi/p^^^
.-

Fl^vtr^^^-tPr .'
'. ^ rv-e hox. C. G. Durf*.. No. 890.851; June Irt; St.. p. 3372; Dr. p. 7^. Gaz. vol. 134. p 16W^

^ ^^'^.^^i'^.Z.I^^^rni:^'^ i-^:l^^. 'kr- l£l.r;C'stAi Ke «; 8p. p. .1. Dr.

Fre?tr^2t^k;;"wUcL"ti.'HubMl. No ^.,C.-.; June 30; Sp.p.044.; Drp^l...^; Gaz voL i:M; p.2220.

^K^^?>^te ,^ .V. A. Wohlauer. S. ^^3.ne2^^.
^^;:^J^, >;; .^ D;"p^^;^.'^az. vol. 134; p. 1476.

Kle<.tru' .wit.h. 1 ,,i,e^ontrol e<i. KB lirfcuer
,^

'

Jg!''*^*^^.,",^^; '^^l^' pr. p. \^U. Gar vol. VU: p 1939,

Electric traction «vstem, .-. H "'""P*'*' Jy;^''\:^^^%^'."j,:ne .'^^ '
i rt4 Dr p -W- lia/ vol. 134; p. 1248.

^^1:^1^;^-^^^=?^;;' 'rTZ..^.^'\r:^^^'^'^. p. if^^i?-^ ;. ^. ;=- -i^; p. ...t.

R^tric-w^SDU^ r T DortT. No swi.tV): June,*): Sp.p .mT Dr. p. 11.*. C"?' ^"' '•^•/^^„
F:l:^tricarLppaC:.. C.J. Klein. No. s«i;36..; ..une 2.3; ^^ P-^'-li' ^^ ^^ ^^^ .0*0 «^)

'

r 'p ,* ; Qa. vol. 134; p.2152.
Klec-triCHi apparatu-. VtountinK' for W.

f;
.^^'""^. ^'^"^^ ^^ V,"^;'."'

„ ''' '
( lii-^W

'

r.-^r, ' .'a^.. vol. 134; p. 1253.
Klectrtcal-oon-luctor support. I-

.

B .1. ^ »'"«• ^'' **^-^"'
' V"^*!

"
,, PJV W tA'A Dr p KfJ.V Ghz. vol. i;V4; p. iltiO.

KlectncHl oonduciors. iTinction-oox or. I. ^ Burns .\.k *-J.2-2«i_ hine ,«)
='/^^

P„^-^^ ' ' Imin. p. 953; Gaz. vol. 134; p. IM».

?K^is;^i'^n!:rrr^i^o^f^^-^..i^:!:..^sp.T|^

£bkb!?.r^-,?/Kn,^.r^^H^f:(:;^^

Kl^rr^m^rca'l hatterv K ^. ntul. >-
H^J-^r J'J^Vv '^v:^'^? W/'j^Anl'^a Sp" ^'^U^'D^r. pp'9«V^.^ Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1S66.

fKj^f^a'i^ot^'^- I^B^'^^.l''' N0^;9i'4.fJ^I;rrV.%T.'«l4;7.'?%-';uir^; ^Ga,. vol. .34%. .H89.

i^va^^^er"^ Tsnyder. No. sei,S7,S June .V; Sp. n. .Hs.V Dr. np. Ik.^. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 205.

i H E^J^^:^ ^:S:^- ^l?s/r^;%.^.^^D^^^G^rvoCViM^-
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Embroidery-frame, Shuttlivnuiehlns. H. Hoehiwitener. No. 8»,788: Jtme 2: 8p. p. USSf Dr. p. M7; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1246.

Embrolderv work R Comely. No. »l,fi»4; June 23; Sp. p. 4^8: JDr. d. 1053; Oaz. v_ol^.34; p. 1930.

End-^to. EC. Kidd No 892,163; June 30; 8p. p. 6043; Dr. p. 1300; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2150

r.uu-«.«, .«.^..^.. ... -nd J. A. Carter. No. m:m; June 2; §p. p. 205; Dr. p. 61; Gaz vol. iJ4. p. iwi.

End^ate, Wagon. ('. K, Carroll . No. 889.295; June 2; 8p. P- 203; Dr. p. 51; Gaz. vol. U4; p. 1000.

End^ate; and tne like, KastenniK devif* tor wagon. J. nuftman. No. 889,688: June 2; Sp. p. 9S4; Dr. p. 227; Om. vol. 134: p. 121

,

Engine Sr.r Blowing-engine. Expansion-engine; Ezplosion-engine; Explosive-engine; Gas-<;nKine: Gaa and other «igtne|tias-*jc-

ilosionenguie. (lls-motor enguie; I nternaJ-combustion engine; Multipfo-ezpansion engine; Uotary engine; Rotary explosM-^^nglne,

St*!am-engine. \V«ter-powcr engine.# *'-
• - "

J. 540; Dr. pp. 126^: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1144^Engine. M. 1.. Harns. No. mi.*H). June 2; Sp. p. 540; Dr. pp. 126^: Gaz. vol. .34; p. 1144.

Engine (' o. Hol^rtson. No. s.sw.V.w, June 2; Sp. p. 1301; Dr. p. 298; Gaz. vol. .34: p. 12,2.

Engine A V Towle No s.si.'i<<l, Jimc<.i; Sp. p 15.2; Dr. p. 3.^7; Gaz. vol. l.M: p. 1 Ul

16; ^p. p. 389.3; Dr. p. 852; Gaz. vol.
•*' '"

II. 6. Jo "" ' ~" '

1742.

2163.

Engine A K Towle No s.si.'<<<l, .limc<.i; Sp. P 15.2; iir.p. *)(; uaz. voi. j.*4: p.

Engine. J. Weisen.>orn. No 891.1 .'.<; June 16; gjp. p. 389.3; Dr. p. 852; Gaz. vol. 134; p. „ ooni
Engine ba.He and crank^a*. Ilydnxarbon- II. 6. Joy. .No. 891,803; June 23; Sp. p. ^24; Dr. pp .152-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2003.

Kngme controller. i.MsoJene- I KGilson No. 8*0.2,-0; June H; Sp. p. 2.9.r. Dr. p. 4S2: (.az. vol U4.p^ 14.14.

Kngu>e Igniting mKh.u.ism Explomve-. G. B. Hakins. .No. 892,253; June 30; Sp. p. 6214, Dr pp. 1338-9; Q*^;,jol. ^^^ P- 21*^

F.nKine i^iiiinK me, Iihulsiu. IntHmaU-ombu.slion- C. A. Myers, K. W. Haas, Jr., and A. A. Myers. No. 890,24,. June 9. 8p. p. 2L».

Engine, Mean'slor p^r^ventlng reversing of an exploalve-. W. B. Potter. No. 891,368; June 23; 8p. p. 4429; Dr. p. 964; Oaz. vol. .34;

KiV'^'hm. rving 1..V1..V Kxi.losive-. C. M. Stroud. No. 890.816; Juno 16; Sp. d. 3300; Dr. p. 724; Gaz. vol. 134, p. lf>46.

Engine s.if. tv 1. vur. Int. rnal^ombustion-. J. D. Macpherson. No. 890.674; Jiine 10; Sp. p. 2999: Dr. p. t)58; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1598.

Engin«w8tarter C B l.azenoy No. 891,623; June 23; Sp. p. «»47; Dr. p. 1065; Gaz. vol. 134; p 1940.

Eiigine stHrtuig meHn.s. Explosive-. W. R. Webster. No. 892.199; June 30; Sp. p. 6115; Dr. p 1315; Oaz. vol. 134 p. 2

EnKin.- NtHrtuu' in.-, haniMii. <;as W. K. Andrew. No. WW.SSti; June 9: Sp^ p. 1.372; Dr p 3.2; l.az. vol 134; p. I3a5.

Enginf-st,.p T <.neve and J. Mornssev. No. 889,459; June 2; Sp. p. .'>37; TDr. p. 125; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1144.

En«ine.s B..tll.'Hn! h,.l.|er for.hemical-. J T. Lally. No. 890,286 June 9: Sp. d. 221S, Dr. p. 4SS; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1439.

En^Mne.s. ( har^e Mipplv,n>: m.-nns for inlemal-conibuation. P. M. MacKaalde. Is'o. 890,.522; June 9: Sp. p. 2f,58; l5r. p. 687; Oaz. vol.

Knitnes, EWtncal automatic stop for gasoteos-. C. Echard and R. 8. Paul. No. 882,035: June 30; Sp. p. 5791; Dr. p. 1246; Gaz. vol.

Kngmes.^FiI^l-fe^l nystein for internal-combustion. F. W. Brady. No. 861,903; June 30; Sp. p. 6537; Dr. pp. 1194-5; Oar. vol. 134;

Engii^s, Eiiel-pump for internal-combustion. J. D. Macpherson. No. 890,673; June 16; Sp. p. 2994; Dr. pp. 657-«; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

Kiiifines. Proc<'88 and apparatus for injection of liquid fuels Into internal-combustion. R. Diesel. No. 890.620; June 16; Sp. p. 2889;

Dr. p. tiSo. Gaz. vol 134. p. 15K1.

Engines, Safety-orank for intemMl-conibustir

Engines, Sparking igniter for e.\plf..-«i e-gas.

Engines, System fi.r the ignition of tie gaseous i

KuKuies \VaU>r-inJertnr f.ir'lntemal-ionibustion. A. O. Scholes and O. Olbson. No. 891,638; June 23; Sp. p. 4992; Dr. p. 1076; Gaz.

Kngiiieermginstniments to their supports, Device for attaching. R. V. R. Reynolds. No. 891,952; June 30; Sp. p. 5657; Dr. p. 1218;

ifm. vol. 134, p 2IM.
r^ ^, r. . .,.

Engraver^ ( hiinp < M. Jones. No. 890,063: June 9: Sp. p. 1744; Dr. p. 386: Oaz. vol. 1.34:.

EnsUageMlistributer. W. E. Draper and F. W. Strohm. . .

FnvHl,.!. < M stiihvell. No. H'<i,.'-as, lune t-: .'^p. p. 2<W1 : Dr. p. .V»3: Gaz, vol. 134: p. 1520.

Env.1,,1. I V Tr.i\. rs. No. 891.114; June 16; .Sn. p. 388*^; Dr. pp. 850-1; Oaz. vol. 134; p
'

Envel.t. w .\l,u Lnnll. No. 891.711; June 23; Sp. p. 5141 ; Dr. pp. UIO-U; Gaz. vol. i:(4;

F- >.l. I. tUis>- Vi - -^tipl.-igh. No. 891.011; June 16; Sp. p. 3/15; Dr. p. 811; Gaz. vol i.>i p i
.
iw

HnvW.,!. frt^tener. I li M nnpson. No. 889,269; June 2; Sp. p. 151; Dr. p. 36; (iaz.. vol. 134: p. iux3.

Knvel.-i.-fK.^tener. K. K. Kunvon. No. 889.638; June 2; Sp. p. 875; Dr. pp. 200-1; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1201.

Fnv>|.,p-iu.i- hitio. E P Wrtti'rhouse. .No. 890.829; June 16; Sp. p. 3330; Dr. pp. 728 9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1660.

tion. NW. Hartman. No. 892,049; June30; Sp p, 5825; Dr. p. 1253; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2113.

s. F. A. Feldkamp. No. 892,037; June 30; Sp. ;> 5794; Dr. p. 1247; Gaz. v»l. 134; p. 2109.

leous mixtures in explosive-gas. F. A. Feldkamp. No. 892,038; June 30; Sp. p. 5799; Dr. pp.

. p. 1744; ur. p. 3S6; uaz. voi. iM;j>. 1367.

No. 891,608; June 23; Sp. p. 4907; Dr. p. 1058; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1934.

p. 1970.

: Dr. pp. 728 «;

Sp. p. M4h; Dr.Fn^eloi. ..i»ner or pap»'r <utier A. H. Reinhold. No. K9O,300; June 9; Sp. p. 2i24h; Dr. p. 4V4: Ch? vol. 134; p. 144o

Kra-r, Bl,i<kl...Mrl K P D.-nn No s (>,<42: June 9; 8p. p. 2.330: Dr. p ••..4: Gaz. \;<>r. 1.34:
p^ J

4.>s.

Evener Four-h,.r'»'. W. H Campt'ell. No. 891,524; June 23; Sp. p. 4749; Dr. p. 1029; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1909.

E verier' lhr«^horse A L Simon. No. 89. ,447; June 23; Sp. p. 4684; Dr. p. 996; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .88.1

ExcHNHfiiig HH'! |,.;idmg device.

r,

E F. Baldwin. No. 890,964; Jii

(J, W. Jacks.
W. Jackson. No. 889,464: June 2; Sp. p. 554; Dr

ExcHvating-niHchiiie «nd the like. (J, W. Jackson. No. 892,066; June 30; 8p. p. 5838; Dr. n. 12,56; Oaz. vol. .34; p. 2116.

..889,464: June 2; Sp. p. 554; Dr. pp. 130^1;

\. Bonnell. No. .889,192; June 2; Sp. p. 9; Dr. p. 3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1068.

ne 16; Sp. p. 3606; Dr. p. 784; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1690.—
' ~>r. p. 12,56; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 211

. 130^ 1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1146.
F.X(H\ atinp niaitiine, Tunnel-.
Kxravating-tool K. \. Bonnf.i. ..>^. .....,.»*, ^.^..^ .....

,

Kxca\atinK-t..ol 1 .V,)tt No WI2,090; June 30; Sp. p. 5889; Dr. p. 1268; Oaz. vol. .34; p. 2125.

Kx, avator Tniu h- G W Parsons. No. 890.791: June 16; Sp. p. 3258- Dr. pp. 7. 2;. 4; (,af. vol. 1,34; p. 1638,

Fxhaust-r>-genenil..r >vst.em. A. C. E. Rateau. No. 801.371; June 23; Sp. p. 4434; Dr. p. 965; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1858.

Fxi.Mii<i..i. 'it t \ BiitlHr No. 8un.4'<3; June9: Sp p. 2601; Dr. p. 577; Gaz. vol. 134: p IVI5.

Fx[)Hri-i .n- MK'ine E. Belknap. No. 890..W5; June 16; Sp. p. 2824; Dr. pp. 622-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. .570.

Ex plusH.ri-. ngui" H. Junkers. No 89..078; June .6; Sp. p. 3830; Dr. p. 837; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1730.

Expl.>sive \V S Pierr*. No 8S12, 302; June 30; Sp. p. 6309: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 2197.

Ex .loMw-iiKiu. A. P. Sthmiuker. No. S90,.'J32; June 8: Sp. p. 2678: Dr. pp. 590-1: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1518. .^ „ „ ,,,..
Kxplusive-env-ine. Rock-driUing. A. B. Wlttmann and O. L. Rork. No. 890,546; June 9; Sp. p. 2705; Dr. pp. 5»7-«; Gaz. vol. 134.

FxU'^vp mechanism, Repeating. H. A. BlerJey and W. F. Probst. No. 892,118; June 30; 8p.p.5943; Dr. p. 1280; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2135.

Fxplosive shell. M. W. Giimartin. No. 890.900; June 16; Sp. p. .34.W; Dr,p. 758; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1671.

Kxpl.sive .-^tal.ie. F B. H.lmes No. 891.420; June 23; Sp. p. 4639; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1875.

Fxtensil.le.a--' E <'r .Sf briefer No. 892,187; June 30; 8p. p. 6088; Dr. p. 1309: Qaz. vol. 134; p. 2158.

Ex'en-i. .11 table \ P la>fliiif.-rri. No S <1..V40; June 9; Sp. p. 2093; Dr. p. 5 '4: Gaz . vol. .34; p. ..52..

Extinguisher. Aiitornatir. T FaUovsky. No. 891.5.30; June 23; Sp. p. 4758; Dr. p. 1030; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1911.

Extract, .r Si-f t ..ke-i-xt r«rt..r; (..rk -extractor: Shell-extractor; Spilce-extrai-tor.

Eve for sh.*-; Ac J P Brooke N.. si'l.Mli: June 30; Sp p. 53.59: Dr. p. 1160; Oaz. v,>l 134; p. 2036.

Fve-«iiar.i H, M. Tih^ston. No S90.H21 , June 16; Sp. p. 3317; Dr. p. 726; Gar. vol. .34; p. .64/.

F\. '-guard n S. Cover. ( Kemsu.'/) No. 12.SUI; June .6; Sp. p. 4132; Dr. p. 904; Gaz. vol. .34; p. .780.

Fv.-giiard H. S. Cover. (KeissiHv . No. 12,817; June 16; Sp. p. 4133; Dr. p. 904; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. .780.

Kve wtiH.le E. B. Thomson. No. v,)0,H20; June 16: 8p. p. 3316; lU. p. 726: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1647.

Kvetcla.H.sea. G. J. lx)wms. No. SM(i. 779: June 16; 8p. p. 3236; Dr. p. 708; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1633.

I >P«Usses aii.l spectacle-s, Nose-pie<e for. W. A. Coates. No. 880,025; June 9: Sp. p. 1659; Dr. p 3«9; Oaz. vol. 134; p 1353.

F.yelet P. K. Glass. No. ss*»,45.5, Jiitie 2; Sp. p. 530: Dr. p. 124; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1143.

Fai.rir- .sv,' Bed-N.tt,.m fabno; llHirclotti far.Hc; Wire faoric.

Fat.rio-eleamng apparatus. H. Maine. No 890,.5<-.S; June 9; 8p. p. 2740; Dr. p. 608; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1530.

Fat.rir .Irving' an.! tiiiishitur niartiine Textile G S Co\ No 8'91.914: June 30; Sp. p 5.560; Dr. p 1198; Oaz. vol. \M: p. 2071.

Fat.ru' .Machine for I.raiding tubular 1,. A. Jones. No. 889,311: June 2; Sp. V. 233; Dr. pp. .57 8, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1096.

Fal.ri.-stret^'her. E Krahnstover No 890,24o; .!une«; Sp. p. 2104; Dr. p. 4t..; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1425.

Face protector F. K. Wilcox. No. s<Jl,r>2: June 16; 8p. p. 3896: Dr. p. 853; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1,43.

Fan Power-. G.W. Weiss, No. HH9,i.49; June 2; Sp, p. 892; Dr. p. 206; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1204.

Fan-r^ister J. F Ohmer an.l E Seet>er8. No. 890,171; June 9; Sp. p. I960: Dr. pp. 432-3, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1402.

Fann-gate M M Laint. N.. S«Jl,.348; June 23; Sp. p. 4389; Dr. p. 965; Gaz. vol \M: p 1851.

Kast<»ner. J. BiistanoLv. N,. >o<<i,4;«.: June 2; 8p. p. 490; Dr. p. 116; Gaz. vol. 134: i>.
1.37.

Fastener. M. D. Willard. N... x9l irJ4. June 16; Sp. p. 3737: Dr. p. 815; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1714.

Fastener. A. (i. Ht<epren. No 8yi.0(i7: June 16; 8p. p. 3816; Dr. p, 833; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1727.

Fasteners. Machine f,.r driving A F Preston. (RelMue.) No. 12,820; June 23; Sp. p 5.i44; Dr. pp. 116/-8; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2006.

Fastening. F. H. Perrv. .No. 890,447; Jime9; Sp. p. 2516; Dr. p. 556; Oaz. vol 134; p. 1491.
, ,. ,«o^

Fastenings, Maihine for inserting T. Briggs. .No. 8X9,752; June 2; Sp. p. I(i99: Dr. pp. 2.54-5; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1236.

Faucet. A. N. Rose. No. WO, 712. June 16; Sp, n. 308^: Dr. o. 67S; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1610.

Faucet. J. W. .Netherv No S91.2H4: June '23; Sp p 4247: Dr p 9.«1: Gaz vol. 134: p. 1S;«

Faucet. J W. Netherv No 8<il.285, June 23; Sp. p 4249; Dr p 930; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1830.

Faucet and overflow, Combined. T. J. Dver. No. 890,623: June 16: Sp. p. 2896; Dr. p. 636; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1582.
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Keed^utter. W. Thurm^- No. «<. ^5; June {.^p. p. ^^^^^^-^ ^^^ I^''^'^^^^: I^'p. 1228; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 20«2.

Fee*! refHJlator. Ho.ler- H K (^e and n. «; ^;"*PP. ^ ^V i,r p. yrs; Gar., vol. 134, p. 1868.

F^l-w^t^T heater. D^_ Brews.
^'l,^'\^f'!\,^'Zr:^\.{:^^^\**i:i^2 Dr p. 1031: 'iar.. vol. 134; p. 1912

K«e,ler, Chicken- O K (H .son. ^'^ ,"^^^„*-*;^.'J"l"l-'' s^'U ri' June 9; Sp. P. a4X. Dr. p. .MH: Ga*. vol 134; p. 1461.

Fee.iin«-.lev,ce, P.vdtry an.! animaL ,^-^,^ 'Tf '' h,. ;>'\,-lvT,nr. p. mi (1.'^. vol 134. p 2VX.
FBwline-tr.iUKh. F Mc.\rthur. No. 892.071, J jne .«i. >p p. w>-. i t" . .j^ n. liv*.

l^Z^llmv \V. B. .hot.ell. N",.-^^,.^'^' "^'^;--^,^/'^- ^^^ ^sf,' .tisl^'' i)r p. :i;T; "^iaz. vol. 134; p. 1270.

Kenc* cUmp, Wire-. H. I. ami H. . lUrn. No. -vs ,sso. Juoe . _^^i .^ ^_^,
^>^^ ^.^^, ,3^^ ^^ ,^

K.nc^post. 'i. n. \SaM. ^.'^-
'l^;'',^- •'/.^^^-V -^'p V 'l^'l Dr. P *^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 142S.

Feno*>-post. ,1. H. Norms. No.
'^'•<:.'»*'i:'"V'j^e y- <P P -'->* r)r. p >W; Gar. vol. 134; p. 144/. •

M^r 'fn*MSn. N- «^,>": i»- 30; .p. P^S-'^.^-.P^S-^" J^l-^^^Dr.'p? 354-.5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1340.

fen. le ..n.l >^ralc.. . ombine-l. H. W. Ton Bnx-k^ No. HH9.i^ ^ne 9^ Sp- ^.1 - t j-P
.,.^, ,,^^ ^^,_ jg^. ^ j^^.

FPrti!.zer-d>»tn>niter. H. A. ^^I^"
»"'l

•^Vi^*^'^,,^^?- ^TmrDr. p.S'Cn. '.^^. vol. 134; p. 1942.

^;?^l{!^rS;r^. -Fi^ -^'"£l::^?l HS^or::'N:'.^,i^l%une«; Sp.p.2^. Dr.pp.57^; Ga. vo.

Fiber-stnpping machine, Manila-hemp-. K. U Bra<:> ,in.l n>
. »

Fil^a^.'"^ J. Steven. N.. *U10; ^une 1<^ Sp. ,. 3^; Dr. p.^:_ ••--<;\^^;,Pi>I^; ,34; p. 2004.

File clamp an.l KuUle. K. S. Bn.wn. >«'-;"••*-
,

" * -^ n?.M Dr p. :>>3; .iaz. vo). 134; p. 1347.

f;is!!S-s^" - -r?" 1 r^;^ '^eS' i-;Ji sE%J;! s^'p si.'^i^'t f.: o.. v. .. g»«.
Fire-alam and thenno-indK^ator, Kl«. trie ,.\ " .„\'' ^•^"^,•,f h.., Vli^. j„ne Z'.. >p. p. 51^i. Dr. D. 1122. Ga/. vol. 134. p. 1980.

Flr^ and twnperature alann or indicator -
J.-;-^"

,^,^,; ^^'^^'1;^^^: Dr p 13'^-.;'Ga/. vol uA. p^2170.

Flre^ngine heater W. F V(eH.siter. N- "v^
.<•,;;. ^ "^,-;j.,^f |\r pp '^-,1 i; .Jaz. vol. l.M; p. il'.d.

Firt^sfape. G F Matter. ^ T ' v ^ i<k Mine Irt '^P V^': I>r P "•"^'^ <^"''- ^'"l '^4; p. 1671.

Fi?parm-«ight F .^.

'j. PeaM:' So.891.43S; June^; %P.*^-^.^,^-^ \^rG^tvo)'n

rirT-.»..u-,.B'"
, , . , p TT T„n,iPv NO ««»i ,iw J luie i,<; ."ip. P. 471 T, 1 'r. p. 1020; Gaz. voK 134; p. 1904.

Flmarm8,.?lrlng-pln-locklng d_evlce for.^^^G \Tan^|«i,..
"^.^^^^ij; ."p P tiltU; f.r 134; p. 2171.

il.v.; luneJ; ?<p. p. ji'.<. i" I'J-'. '°,-,V. " ui,
. '; -Ji) D 42.52- Dr. p. 931; Gaz. vol. 1.54, p. 1»31.

No. s9^:^^>^June Uk Sp. p. 3797, Dr. pj.- '^^t.i'Vy/^'^ ^^J." o^"
\V. F. kiraMe. No. 891,lH4; June 16- ^P, P- 3.^.

.
Dr. pp. S22-3. CM. vol. 134; p. 1730.

130.

r,.o»»..." -r^ .—
J- ,. ,. .iii,,^ V,. sir' "'i- JuneSO- .-^p. p 61«Ki; f)r. p. l-0<: iinT-y"

Firepnx.fbuildinecon.nruct.on. <^.'
''^^'f.^,,^

'

^!^.^'^•p'"''®i^• Ur p 14h, Ghz. v,.|. 134. p n.>.

Fi.h.nS-reel H F. <-rHr.d«J^ ^V '^'\-
.^i' mi- Tune uf .^P p. 3^70; Dr. p. S46; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1738.

^St'V^^^'s^:^^P^/%^^^^^ ^. V- -^ &!fGaz vol. .34; p. 1«^.

Flue-thimhle. C. L. Hen-lerson. No. *W,14«. J|'"V'jA^ nr T «,Vfi- Gaz vol.134; p. 1772.

Flushing-tank. L. G I.efler No '^-. "» V '^ 9 sn d 143B- Dr. p 325; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 131 /

.

'piy,sirjS'S- s.t.Ki, s;.s?!Vif V £5.|.i:
S5,%Tp"",.'r.'Ji,^«!V .»..

F yiiil-m»chine. 8. von Wlszcewsky ^°, *^'*«?,' ^"^f.'^^^P;
^tflf Dr p WW; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1919.

E&ST,ir H^T.-S:,. 'N,.1k^/Cf.3:%.^P,11?>.5i/;;..H^.-- vo.^ m. P- .««•

ti; Sp. p. 3(

No HO-^.IV-'; .)une30. .'^p p R<T.T); Dr p

1732.

Hlia and H Broker , Nc^.7aV June k S^ p. 306^ Dr. p. o-l; Ga*-,^^';
J^^-

l''
'«*

Foldable table. M.
Fnldine box or crate.

Foldijchair. V.Fllia and H.Booker NC.j«u.a«;.une^.^.^.^^
^ ,^

?^phltprtntin« frame: Pi£t'^*"^V^iSirNo 990 74b- Jane 16; Sp.p 3165; Dr P-
0»3-./'?f- ^^U^^'

P'
'«2•^•

F^lgtt mechamsm, Automatic. O. ^V \ ounkman^
9^^ j^ le' Spl>. XCS; Dr. p. 785; Ga.. vol. 134, p. 1661.

Fruit and like packi^ preaa- '^^^J.^.^j^-^-i^W^ btpW Qm. veil. 134: p. 18».
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Fruit-picker K Petzer. No. 892,1S2; Jtme 30; 8p. p. «081; Dr p. 1308; 0*a. vol. 134; P-
216J; ^

Fmit picker s n.epiacle ( . W Hrewster. No. 892,127; Jj^^,^',^P_'P-.^^S'J^l;,f'.-
^*3. 0»«- vol- "^_ P- 2138-

Fuel, .Vrtiflcial. J : W Tve;y aiid VVMrLlntl^.Ji^ «9,612;^' ^93

449; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1416.
^

'""""'.. "^.*^.,'^ .. ., . .._ .M...., f,,- 1 .~^«L,iii^in»fnmftr«- Orp.-roa«tinij furnace; Por

UK. W
Fuel-igniting devR«. F. 6. Caluse.

Fuel, Wrtterp routing material i

F.el Binder lor conip.^.n,.
.

W. K^%;§^,Zf'^^^^i^^iiMZ^'^'^^ ^I^-
. ^ , , ,,, „^

t?"„rmciHl J N\ IveVv and C. M. LlntWcum. No. S89,.ill; J\ine 2; Sn. p. R30; Oaz vol, 134^ p. 1192.

.^^nioke-c.iiisuiiunKfurnm-.'; .Smoke-preventing funince.

Furnace. J Greis. No. wy.3»K.. 'uue 'J; Sp. p. M.i. Dr p HO; Gar vol. 134. P- 113.

F ma.*, r. Schwe.»r. No ««9,97b; June 9; Sp. p. l.va, Dr. d. 350; ^f^-^^?!; l"^*; P- 1^. p,^^ ^^j .3.. „ ,53,

Funia.e-. hargmg device, Blast-. A. G. McK«!. So. .yJO,.^«; June 9; SP-
P-
f«, Dr p W». Gaz vol 134 p 1631.

F mmv..h,ir^u^Muevhamsm D. Baker., .V. K...571; J^'™^- ^> P,
^^J.!^.'"^

PP;
','|,V D^^^^^

^

i^;;r:::i^r o,bli'^io!^r.^L;^^w;:^°^i:: ^S;&!M- L:^'2^-^'i^^rc^-v.L 134; p. 1452.

K rn^^ netho.i FWtric- F M Betkct. So. S'.r2,212; June 30; 8p. p. 6141; Dr. p. l.C.< Gaz. vol 134, p 216..

os^;is;.:'''r?&,™x*.'^i«"ti^.'*-5p'p''"sr'grp. 2i?;"3s.i:o,.fep°fs-

SI apparatus J C Fair. No. ,><«1 333; June -'3; -Sp. p. 4.3(i2; Dr. p. 950; Gaz vol. 1. 4. p. 1846

O^eappaau': H. J. VTnlav. No. «J1,613; June 23; .-^p. p. 4917; ^r 1?. lW.G<iz vo^M.p m.
G^e apparatus, Baseball-. W. O. Dapping, V,. mi^MK J "'^^ 1«. Sp- P^ 3442; lj>r. PP- ..;^5. Gaz. voL 134. p. 1668.

Gam^board. R. Forrest. No 890.«9r; June 16; Sp. p. iW,. Dr. p. 757 Gaz. ^o
/^f-

P- 1%0-

f>a>ne^hoker CH Kessler. N... 'W.ti'd ; J une 2, Sp. p, 9WS; Dr. p. 228; Uaz vol. 1.14. p. 21S.

^^Tdevice E.Shum. No. 8W.71..; Junel..; Sp. p. 3097; Dr. p. 680; Gaz. vol. 134, P..H.12.

(^SJ^r W. A. Callanan. So. h90,->.W; June 9; Sp. P- 2140; Dr. p. 469; Gaz vol. 1. 4, p. 1431.

r.arm^nt S (irwiies. So. >^,s77: June 2. Sp. p. 133»; Dr. p. 305; Gaz. vol. 134; P^ 1-7^ ,,_
a^enl: .K C W Hahn. No.^^«J0.7.W; June 16; Sp. p. 3<i77; Dr. p. 676;, Gaz. yoL 134, ^1609.

ianneni H 8. Dean. No. 891,527; June 23; Sp. p. 4754; Dr. p. 10-29; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 910.

a^entattachment. C. II. Burkhara. No. 891,5i^2; June 23; Sp. p. 4^; Dr. p. \0^ Gaz. vol 134. p 1929

a™t-?astener. Separable. 1. S. CHIT. No. Hm.,.K«; June
^'[Jp-P-^i^'.-^'f^, «,^f: ;°Vr'2

' ^

Garment-hanger. A. E. Larson. No .s,s9,9;i.i: June 9; Sp. p. 140b; Dr. p 332, baz. ^pl. 134, P- l-^;2.

Ga^"l-hoX. C. Lamping. No. s91,oh3; .lane 16; Sp. p^38a* ^r. p^839. Gaz. ^x.l, ^- P-.j-^"-^. ^
(iurrnpnt-holdiiuz de\-1(« 11 U Wade, N >) S,t .SSo; J une dO Sp. p. 6502, Dr, p, UH'.t, daz, \ oi J J^, p. .Awu.

Garment-iattera r? M auh. No, 891.9;fi.; June .«; Sp. p. 5^10; Dr. p. 1210; Gaz. vol. 34; p 2079.

("Rnnent-shapor L .S Bi.Hhop. No, 891,138; June Id .Sp. p. 39»>, Dr. p. 800. *.az, vol. 134, p. Kis.

gSS^-s prort. V Klein, 'no, 889,..20; Jime2; Sp. p. 844; Dr. p. 192. Gaz. voL 134; p 1195

Gannent-supporter. M, \Vat«rslrHUt, So 889,2«0; June 2; Sp,p, 173. Dr. p. 43; Oaz. vo
, 34; p. lOM.

a"ment-^np^.rter. A. E, Gould. No. 89-2.149; June M. Sp. p. &21; Dr. n. 12^»3; (.az vol. 134. p. 2145

an^en -supporter clHso. J.M.Siner. No >^'-3«-^ JH"'' «•. SP- ^24aS; l5r. p,
^^^^^^^

p. 14-0.
,

Garnet-machine. J. K. Procter. No. 889,.>J6; June 2; Sp, p, <07; I)r. p. 163; Gaz, vol, 134, p. 11.

1

Garknd other engine. J, S. Miller. No. 891.432; June 23; Sp, p. 456.i: Dr. p. 991; Oaz. vo
. 134; P- 18-8-

Gas and ^v^r Trmlucing- G, J. Weber. No. ^JO.475; June 9; 8p, p. 256^; Dr. p.^^i); Gaz vol. 134; p, 1499.

ofJ ap amu?8 l ll. Sutherlan.l, No. 890.940; June 16; Sp. p.-3562. Di. p. 777; Gaz vol. 134; p, UM>.

rsSu^lr: ..utomaU^'^'lf-'gn'm^'' O. sT^fer. So. 8..: 313 Y-^,^-^^l,^f^^-^'}^J^%^^
Ga«-bun.er., AuU.maUccut-<,.Mor_H, H.. ooke^^

Gas-engine,
Gas-engine.
Gas-engine,
Gas-enftine.
Gas-engine.
Gas-engine.
Oaa-en^ne.

gSnXio'.."".*!". ^7-V&'d.™u.:-\Na'»i:i«r:iu;e5:8p7-p.-ll;15r,-p.3;0». vol,i:«^

rf;::"!:;; i ;;i."'7';!-„c.,^;',riro. ^^. ?5.?.X p".'Af/.v.'r»j*' r.\V S; p. ,.*

rM^nerator Uvtven^ W. K T ravers. N<VS91,.575: June-23; Sp. P.48K. Dr p. 1046, Gaz. vol, 134; p, 19-24

iE;rp^..r>'M'^v.v.,;;.['*s;*,^..s?j^!i^^^^

ri:::S^;.l/;.;'.K'3.o^?rZi'^PPrJi f„%^„^;irl%^v^S: 'V^JS s^ -.: 9p, p. ^. D,. ,. ™;

Gi^nloior e^in^e ''c^B Watlle-s No, 8«9,417; June 2; 8p. p. 453: Dr. pp. ia»-9; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 1131.

OitpurifyinS apparatus. E. Higgins. So. 889,229; Mine 2, Sp. n. if, fir. p 17. Uaz. vol, U4 p, 1070.

Gas-regulator, Th Brooks. So. 890,122; June 9; Sp. p, W56; Dr. p. 4TO; Gaz. vol, 134, p. hj^>.

Ga^^ulator CI' Kenton, So .890.23.H; June 9; Sp. p. 2097; Dr. p. 460; Gaz. vol. 1.14; p. 1424

CarSfli^r and washer. J. Shennan. No. 890.938. ^une 16. SP- P- 35M. Dr^p^77.. baz^ vol. 1, 4; p^l^^
Gaa-scnibbing apparatus. F, I'lantinga. So 890.V.0; June 9; Sp P 2520: Dr, P *". Gaz vo 134 P, 1491.

G^rvice pipes. Antillu-timtor for. W, M. Wood So, ,8.89,4^1. fune 2. Sp^ p_ 404; Dr
P,,1V\.h V4 n^«/'

Gaslsupply cut^^fl. Automatic. J, Koumeas, S-, 890,070: June 9; Sp p, l,;v5; Dr p. 389; Gaz vol lo4, p, l.««.

Gas trap Sewer-. W. J. Wilker. So. *1,580; June -1; Sp, p, 4«60; Dr, p. 1047; Gaf- vol-
^If •

P- l^-''^-

Gaa-waaher. B. J. Mullen. No. 890.99t.; June 16; Sp. p. 3t.Jvs; Dr. p H>4. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.04

Gaa^waaher U. E. Qt^mIv. No. 801.474; June 23; Sp. p. 4«160. Dr. p. 1(0.. Gaz. vo . 134, p. lJ«.i.
^. a„ „ ms& nr n ia«-Q^^d app^ratua ther^or, Method of electrically detecting dangerous. H. Freise. s'o. 892,241; June 30; bp. p. 6188. Dr. p. 1833,

Gax. voL 134; p. 2176.

F"M''^ThW\"' So'HK\).sJ<7;'June9:'sp."p. 1374; Dr. pp. 312-13"; (Iaz. vol. 134; P- 1306.

W J. (IrilTUh. So, 890.272; June 9: Sp. p. 2198, Dr. pp. 482-3; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1434,

I' ^ ri.um N(i xyo •{i.^ June'* Sp p. .'319; Dr. p. 512; Gaz. vol. I.i4; p 14w.

... H F (/As Rud I T ThWnas^ V.- 4<. 571: June 9; Sp. p. 2750; Dr. p. 609; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1531.

e' M K Vn.w i^d F l' Br^nmer. .No v.H,M3. June-23:^s5. p. 5011; dV pp. 107i^80-, Gaz. yo 134; p^l948.

« M V HoMn^n and J .-Tsevl^rt. So 891,7.35: June 23; Sp. p. 5182; Dr. p. 1119; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1977. •

e' Kotary F II \n .sl.urver. -So. 890,-.>..n. June 9; Sp. p. 2030; tr. p. 447, daz. vol 134, p. 14 4

c' T rl ine. V, G, Apple^'o, *r2.2.m; June 30; Sp. p. (J129; Dr. pp. 1318-19; Gaz. voL 134, p^ 216.5.

' -

, ,, ,, ,.''._j K„ Muci ia-i itir.aO. H^. p. 11; Dr, n 3r Gaz. vol, 1.14: D. 1069.
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J. L. Tuft8. No. 891,116; Jane 16; 8p. p. 3888; Dr. p. 861; 0*i. vol. 134. p. 1741.

Guea containing sulfur dioxid, Apparatus for treating.

Oftta Sfe ^.utoinatic gale; End-gate; Farm-fatp; Head-gate.

Lrear-*.iiM.uiai.u.. 11- , ..iiiia Vn xQ" iHT' IiineS) So P .Sf—: Or. p. 127i Oax. vol l.M. p JlJl.
Oar, ( hang^r-pec' '' H. SN lU^. ^^'^ '<^-''«'-

-^^"^i^; ^^ ^^^,0^4 sp p 27« Dr. p (i<J7. (iaz vol. 134; P. 1529.

G^-nK / Fair No >«9.514: I une 2; Sp [^ r.>., Ur p. lol; Gaz vol U4; p 161.

ol;i!rin2 Pawl-an.l-ratchet. J R. Johnson. So. S91,fC7; June 16; Sp. p. ,»29: Dr. p 836; 0|";-Yol„»»^iJ'' *^

CJenerator; See uas-gpnermor: Steaiii-generator

gSS^ frp.''rS:;'f;r"f,5ai...r.n8 .1,^ I. r.^r^ .». C M^ Shortk,, No. «2.»«; June 30; 9p. p. 5815; Dr. p. m.; 0.«. vol. .«;

£"!£ri™.'.!::u„J.',i-r.r™».^%,,:v,,,^^^ Tw^Hiu.s."^^S: f^k ». p. ..... »-. . ..*

fllUJ.-yUO.lfr,, r.k-..wnapp.r.iual..r I ^ V, ijS™„^h \ , "i"r T I ™ »: Sp p^»; Dr p S«: Ou. v>... i:M. p .t5».

8K, w!S. K. i^ .V.-. ^"-
*:r,-'yrwt-,!j;,Fth'*'NoU'^r.'' .,;"• '5^ '^i&^^r p -M; C... vol. 134; p. .262.

8isr?„?"m'.°f,r«u'. m»sr;,r.u.^,;,^"ri,ci;:'r^^^^ =':ur",v i"'i»-ooM .•^o ^..L: 3u„. 2. sp. p. ^i. ,>, p. 751

8'i»:!'™- |.i!i^;l':for,SS^SS JS.S;r«'Si5i„VS>r- 'i?'i^^£.^'o «,.i3; lu. 30: sp, p, ... D„ p.

0SfS3i,;2'i„=r^,f,.-S .PP.r.,u, . 1 ^o^ w.„.w„..,. .s.».l,: 3a»^6; Sp. p. ««; P. pp,,8»;.; O.^vol. 134; p. ,T58.

'r,!:;rp,;tn'r:r.^,".n;. sri^o-^?., i;;.r-ir,.ru:„^,- 1 E--.SiZ„\iJv.vr,;«',i?.- ^s„ *«..*,; iu„o ,«; sp. p.

~. ?l.Cjr^...^^^^.^:S'^.^Hl.|*5'3a^ ,.,0; U,.,..: 0„. vol. 134; p. 1.24.

Governor L. L. (Jvighiigcn. N- «9<J.i:«; Jimp y. Sp p. ls,i.. Dr p 41o. i.ar.. \ -L l.M p 1J*».

lii^;- ^„^;^:.^s^.!^ri:;^'- So^".^f.f' ?.,:»;;;„ p ».
;

•

f
r^^«2; o... .o,. 134; p. ,,..

JtradeT A^'.r..,Ww N , >i*.7si; Jiine.'. Sp. p u:-*K Dr. P ^^ '-i^- vol l.;4. p. lJ4o

134; p 1346.

G^Xr H Tomplcin.' No: '^.T^:' im^ i^^: So. {). 31J7; Dr. p. '^X 'i^t. vol. i:«. P- 1'-'^,

(,rad«: Nl \1 T>-tr.vs No. S-U.'.16;_J,in^ :«.. ,sV. p ,>5.^.S, Dr p 11'^. Car vol 1,14. P. -1), 1

ad. So. V.M1.77S; J une 16; Sj

8S;-lhS ? r' Vhu;! N.. »».'-,';!;;•: -X E j;'-;^;';,,^ ',;
; ;;;':m:'',™ -.l: ip p ai^; Dr, p, (»7: O... .ol. 134; p. IM.

p .It _. . . -

^

;;ramo;hoar:„i.:hm..s; Tum^taUMor.^ E.tl:-52^;M.v No 4,.^. lun. ::V Sp p^ 4401; Dr p. 9i<; Ga.. vol. 134; p. 1S53.

:-Sc:";:^r;^J^^^tt!^d^.l^^^' 'rB.^;r^:f^.^^^ or. p. «.. oa.. v.. 134; p. 1..

.ir-iU" / !>»» So.K^xm. riuu'J: .-p. p. KXI;): Dr. p. iJ-': Oaz. vol. l,!4, P- l/J'

.:;2:^p, ., K B,r.tt..L So^:^^^.^Un.^. ^^P^IV «9o.,^lM;^P^^,
;
^^ ^o . 1^^ ^. \^.

VViNon No s.s».,m, Mn.-' Sp. r.. .W; Dr p. .1; •;'*f;;'"l- ^^V
P- ll*"

So san.ny. lunfy; .-p p -iV'4. 5r. p. 451. rjar. vol .34. p i«8-

achim's, Kiuf.-hol.isr lor. I. F. Lam>.. No. S91.1. . ; Juno 16; Sp

I
^ fy^> fl holt Ji"^

*

. rtJlron. J V -...« N.. s»,..l» I un.. »;.-,. p ;'" "'„,P; «' "« ;i''
l"™,';,,,' sj p 4avS. D r, p, 879; Q... vol. 134; p. 1761

.

Eil ?^ ? l^'s^i^P^^il^^B^^i^fl^iS''.... VO,, ,34; p. 20.4.

SiS:Si: KSl^S^^SSae^ir p ..; ..,vo,,,34; p.,..

ALPHABETir.VL LIST OF lN^^•:NTTONS. hcxi

1N19.

^ _^^^ . _ , 8p. p, 3338; Dr. p. 731; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1681.
'

j^Si" p" irai;" i>r. J).
J3t';' Gaz. voi. 134; p. 12*22.

ine 30 Sp p, (.17,^; Dr p. 1331; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 2174.

S3! Juneai; Sp p ."-401: Dr p lifts; Gaz. vol, 134:

Guns or the Hire to cvuh other, Means for automatically Indicating certain relative podtloiM ol. W. D. Kllroy. No. 889.852; June 2;

Gu^,^h^r,.;:i,irf,:n:^l^ow;;"'' J'sn^oV^N... ^^m J une ^ So. P^1)«^,^P- *^ ««^ P Si-^D^' 1087- Ga. vol 134-
Guns! Singl.-tnggvr attathm^nt for doul.le-l>arrPled. A. D. Blanchard. No. 861,668; June 23, bp. p. 504*. Dr. p. uxi, uat. voi. im,

.)uv,^sfr»tcher, and clamp. G. F Swortfig^-r. No ^.m. June 2; Sp. p. 612; Dr p. Kl, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1164.

lUirn -rirai^r. .\ Wilcox. No. >ixy,56.-i; June 2; Sp p. 74.., Dr. p. ip; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1 .,_

Hair-^lrvlnv apparatus E. De*lot. No S90.267. 5une 9; Sp^ p. 21^0'- P- ^' ^l^ ''L]^' P' ^^^^

Hair-pin. J k Hackett. No. Xiti,923: June 9; Sp. p. 1447; Dr. p. 326; Gar. vo . 34. p. 318.

llHir-roU. K li. l>amon No S«*.m73; June 2, Sp. p. 1;«1; Dr. p :«>4; Gaz. vol. ^i*- V^}^'\,..
llairx-loth fabric. <J. 8. Cox No. 890.611; June 16; §p. p '^>^J>^ ? ^^^

"*.t-\^ ih^q'
^'

llalfr. J. H.rland. No. >«1.2M. Jun.^ 23; Sp. p. 41 v.; \n p. 916; ^^- ^"1, 1;^-
P; l^^^'

HalU'r or head-staU f(.r hn«irhy stock, Ac. J. M. Att^rbury No. 890,834, June IB,

lIalt.T-rui..'. H.A.Mctt. No. 889,707, June 2 """ "" - "'
'

'"• ""'

Haaie-fastener G Ericson. .No 892,234; June^, ,.t, j.. ....
,

... j,-..—.. ----^ ;,-,,, ,.,.. ^ t^.
Hammer, I'neumatK'. J. Fre.Jeri<k. No, 891.K3!; June!lO: Sp p --Wl. l>r P

V*^.ii^^'rl^-
^^ ^

Han.l-rest, W. Flattorv. No, 8a0.1.'52; June 9; St) p. 1K75; l)r p. fl5; Gaz v-l 134, p, 1389.

HHniilp- s>r ('ookinir-utensil hamlle. Shwt-metal nandle; Wrench-handle.

ilang!>r ^>/(S.^^a^I^''r t ..at-hanpT. Cat. hat. and un.bn-Ua hunger; Door-hanger; Eavee-trongh hanger; Oannept-hanger;

HiVT^rnga%Hra'lu*'''T^-Ma.hlet. No, 890,148; June 9: Sp. p 1910; Dr, pp. 42-2-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1394.

arne^ attachment O Evertz. No. 890,972; June 16; Sp. {). ;«>41
;
Dr. d. 795; Gaz. vol. VM, P- l**"-

^^

Ur^f-«a tlhm*n . G W.'urown, No. *l.a91. Jam- i.f ^p p. 4kx4. 5r, p. UKV2. r„i7..j^^ljM. p WM_
{iamesa-suppon, Deta^-hable, U. M. Carlet.^n. No 890,1^, June ij; .Sp_ p. 1n5,; Dr p. 409; Oaz. vol 134, p. 1386.

'i^ZSS^^u^^on^b^:'^: Bic^ci^Ta^l ^'V'S^.^:^.: ^'"8^,9^?^r irs^: ;;."^14; D. p. 786= Gar. vol. 1^4;

llim-«Vr^tm>hm.'nt, Con,-. I.. Carter. No, 801,6.»: June 23; Sp. p. ««2, Dr. p. 109-2; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1966.

Urvester Beet-. W U. Fox. No. 8»0.o85; June 9; Sp p. 2791; Dr. pp. 6l^lb; (iaz. v<.l. 134; p. lJs3,

HaJ^^ter IkM,t-. C, M. McConnlck. No. >«1,184; June 1^6; So. p. 4021; Dr, ?•«*/,• "«'•;,«'• 1^4; p. 1-64.

llarve^t..r.Com-. W. Hall. No S.«,2-2.,; Jum.2: Sp. p. 7-2. ^^^ P,. 'J^^'"V ^'i'" r.;/vol 134- n rm
Harvester Cotton-. W. E. Hlrkcy. No. 889,yti8: June 9; Sp. p IW.; Dr. p. 34,, Gaz. \"1- 134, p. l-«3-

arve'ter cutting apparatu.s. C. V Car.on. No H5«,(r2.S: !lunr 31); Sp. p. ^ps. Dr. p. 1243; Gaz._vol.^l34; p 2106.

.
"^ '^. ^»- II 'I'll ..._. X',, tjtm ui^,-

Dr. p. 1218; Gaz. vol.

;{:^:=tvinK'^.s^^r w H tS r N^.«^;:^i;;^-jtr9:'s;'^;.^;«r5; Drp.'4.n-Gar:-v;;i i34- p:k^:"^
, ^^^

Harv.«t,ng-kn,f. _
A^.^. T.;,!.. No. *U*^ Jur.e 23^^. 4.;^, Dr^p «^^'- ^oL U4,^ 1^

p, 1534,

llarviwtlng-ma/tilni' cutter-bar. o. C. Turner. No. HS9 i>4< June 2; Sp. p. .sk>^: Dr. p. 2IM; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1203.

H;:n;*{i;;^:;n;uh;n::;:T»ut;.ni";arh'er an;^ ir ^- l-l'^^rnan'. No.889,072; June2; Sp.p.965: Dr. p. 220; Oar.

lUs'i^fastener."' A W. Robinson. No. 880,873; June 16; Sp. p 3406; Dr. p 747; Gaz
,

vol. 134; p. 1663.

Hat J J. Snvder. No. N««,9K1; June 9; .Sn. p. 15«.l ; Dr p 352; Gar. vol_ 134; p. 13.i8._ _
_-,

'
,.' \i- IJ. .»,..- V*-v w<i') I'Ji- Tuna "tt I 'sTi Tt ttl*No. X92,3.'S0; June 3<., Sp i) t^ftt4, Dr p 13.>«; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p 2212.

- ' - . „„,„, vjj, p iJt^Q. fjg^^ yqI j,„ „ IJUO.

iiat-fmm;;,'i)^vuv for mak.n^ire. B. B."lle, No *l,2:r7: June 23; Sp. p, 41«, in. p. 906; Gaz. vor 134: p.lSU.

Hat-fastener S W Bates
Hat-fastener, Lady s. I. B. Malmstead

tlav !:;tr:ro<'k^';aek 'c^mbm^ "r W TnZr No ..^^^ : J ^1..^.^. ^^^7; Dr.^priiSV^:; Gaz,Voi *13;; p! 2059.

'ay.X' 'Spa^ams fc"hrilin?' C w"^."! No <M.,^Sl: Ju.>e -23; ^P- ^l^^- VP']!^'-^^ '^•«- ^°'- 1^4; P- IW*.

Hav-loa.l.T 11 M. Neuhau.. .N.'. H«y,;W2, June J Sp. i. 410: Dr. p, 9;i; Gaz vol. 134; p. 1123.

HaV-rakp J. H. Cope. No. 891.148; June 16; Sp. P. :«44: Dr p. s<.4. Gaz, vol. 134; p, I'M-

I v rake and loader C. W. Baird. No. 8^0,209, .fune 9. Sj.. p. 20;iJ; Dr. p, 44,, Gaz vol, 134. p. 1415.

H^d4,r,l-k and ten.s.on-bar. H. W Ho.-k. No ^n.Kis. June 30; Sp. p. 5415; Drj. H70. Gar. vol. 134; p. 204.n.

Mejv.i-eate W I Swor.ls. .No h,h».272: June 2: Sp p l,"-.; I>r p. 37; Gar. vol. 134; p l(l^3.

Head-«:»'«r LKablner. No. 890.095, June 9, S). p. 179y; Dr, p. 3»8; Gar. vol 134; p. 13, ,

.

ii:|i';;s^^j^-§..,^u^.i|M.P.Su:'',S'.^"^wSf,^.^;; s.''^ '^;.'^^. >^ ^; sp^ p. ^^

}ll^^U'r^'s\TKU^-XTw'h!'-HU'T: F-^d-water heater; Fire-^-ngine heater; II ot-wat»'r heater: Water-heater,

Vu^VJr V 1 C A ^r and C H Droz No, K91..A0; June 23, Sp. p, .W9; I«r. p. 1098; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1961.

^CgandUt,UtmgU-"^'n. V B^lvrn'^^. s.1..,^^^

Heating device Electric, W, S. Hadaway, Jr, No. 890,,8o«.; June 16, Sp. p. 3.i79; Dr. p. ,41, Gaz, vo
. I.i4, p. 1658.

^S Ivc*' Ete^t"c. W. S. Ha.lawav Jr. No. K90,K58; J.me 16; Sp. p. .%%S2; Dr. p 741; O&z.yol 134, p. 1659.

^S^vstTm I J. I.awler. No. s^. .is2: June 2; Sp. p. S83; D^ I^^ ^l:' if/-- vol. U4.p 1119

HmtlriJ svstem. E H (iold. No K-^l.Ki^ June y; Sp. p. 1888; Dr. pp_^41fv-19: Gaz_ vol. 134 p. 1391.

Herldle frame. C. F. Briggs. No. 8X9,.v^r June 2; S_p p. 903; Dr p. 209. ..az, vol. 34;jk 120,.

Hwl C 1, Whiting. No, *<1„M3; June 23; Sp. p. 47-27; Dr. p. Ur2.<; <.az, %ol. 134, p, im-..

h^ Ibuil.ing n aehL. C. O. Hvt.erg. No. 89!,.'^: June 23, Sp. p. ***7; Dr. p 1017; Gaz, vol. 34; p. 19«2.

« -nailing machme. C. C. Small. No. .891,19-2; June 16; Sp. p. 4o;i4; Dr. pp. 884-6; Gaz. vo 1.^4; p. 1,W..

^0Mat^.l^s.,mg. I'repann^ A W Ball No s-,rj.0-2: J-u,e :^i: Sp^ P .>.W. 1 r P^ 1 24 .
Ga^- vol. 134, p. 2104.

ll:-^!;:^^...^;nri^''.]oui>'N^';^37?^.^^ ^p'7- '^^P irS^H^D^i/lS^; 1..4

l};;!--^^i»^!:Xr:'M^hr?::rtr,i^tr-^.s/.^'-l''^ n^: ^^pfi ^r ^^^^ ¥»Hi^/^-^"i^^^ ' ^"^-

II gh-potential svstemx, I'rotwtive device for. li. Apt. No. 89t),5y2; June 1.,; ^P- P^2821; Dr. p. 621; Gaz. vol. 134. p. l.S,0.

Hinge K I Mors No. sxfjj^i'.!. June 2; Sj,, p, 698; l)r. p. UO; <iaz. vol. 134; p. 1169.

llinle; J. Murray. No, HX9,tJl; June 2; .Sp. p. ntiS; Dr, p. 19s: Gaz, vol. 134; P- ll'-«-

Hinie. W. A. Markev. No. H,sy,79K; June 2; fiv. p. HM; I'r. p. 2,.<. <.az. vol. 134, p. 1251.

Hinge. A, A. Swens.m, No. 89(i.4»«; June 9; Sp. p. 25.M ; Dr. p. 5<.5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1497.

Hinge F Witnian, Jr, No. s9<i,547: June 9; Sp, p. 2708; Dr. p. 59h; (.az. vol. 134; p. 1523.

Hin^'' r Diehl N., 8yi,2;C.; June 23; Sp, p. 41.W; Dr. p. 9t»; Gaz. vol. i;«; p. 1M3.

S^eami latc-h. Combined gale. S. Montgome,^-. No. 890,368; June 9; Sn^p. '^76; Drp. 524; Gar vol. 134, p. 14f6.

U X. Detachable scr.vn-dW)r. J. C. Taylor. N'o. 890,471; June 9: 8p p. 2560; 1 r. n, 5(.,
;
Gar. vol. 134; p. 149,.

Hii^age. W. A Durst. No. 8'J1.3;io; June Zi: Sp. p. 4;HV, Dr. j.. 94g Gar. vol. 1.^4; p. 184'".

Hin^lT^k-. J. A. Waters. No. 88<.,s34: June 2; Sp. p. 1251, Dr. p. 2X8; Gaz vol. 1.14; p. 12.>J.

HoS ran line-holder B F. Harsh. No. 8^*1,167; June 16; 8p. p. 3988; Dr. p. 876; Gaz. vol. l.VJ; p. 1,,5S.

IJi^wKvK Hein-. W. F. ( olenso. N... '889,.*0: ..une 2; Sp p. 911; Dr pp. 211-12; (iar. vol. 134; p. 1208.

Hod. W. (,. Averv. No. 8WJ,427: June 2; i^y. p. 470: Dr. p. Hi': <jhz. vol. 134. p. 1134

Hoe. W. F. Marsh. No. 890,991; June 16; ^p. p. 3<W1 ; Dr. p. 8(J2. (.az. vol M4; P 1'03.

H.*. H. S. Earlc. No, 891,412; June 23; Sp. p, 4;.24; Dr, p. 9X3^ Gaz. vol. I.i4; p. 1872.

Hr>e Cultivator-. O. G. Bantlev. No, 8«W,551; June 9; Sp. p. 2716; Dr. p. OX); Oar vol, 134; p. 1524.

Hoir-tank C (i Mienerev No, Hs'.»,70«: ,)une 2; .Sp. p. 1021; Dr. p. 2;««.; (.az, vol. 134; p. 1223.

iSrJs;;:?li="u',™. L?.^sai^,;b;T''i. rrfi„^<.''r,'nu';™- 'S^^li^Ai^:.^: .,. p, ^.

Honev-^xtntcting ai^aratus. L. W, Avant. No. 890,397; June 9; Sp
IJ^

2425; Dr, p, o36; Gar. vol. 134, p. 14/4.

Hook' Sfe Kish-hook; Horse-pad hook: Lacing-hook; Snaivhook: W hiffletn>»-hook.

Hook. B. D. Havens, No, 8&0,510; June 9; 8p.p. -2641; Dr.p. 583; Gar. vol. 134; P- 1511.

Hook. L. r. Gr.*nman. No. 891„%38; June 23; Sp. p. 4771; Dr, p, 1(K«; (laz, vo , 34; p. 913.

Hook. L. 1', Greenraan. No. 891,539; June 23; Sp, p. 4773; Dr, p, 1033; Gar, vol, 34; p. 191.1

Hook and eye. A, G. MUler. No. 890,080; June 9; Sp, p. 1771, Dr^P,392; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1372,

Hooked-eye fastener. A, Klein. No. 890.363; June 9; 8p. p. -2370; Dr. P;^^; 0"-^o'- ]^' Pj,*^^. „ ,,«,
Hook or garment-fastener. E, M. Borhek. No. 881,202; June 16; 8p. p. 4065; Dr. p. 891; Gar. vol. 134. p. 1769.
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HookB andeye. «.d apparatus therefor, Art of ^tlng. W.M.Corthell. 'no. 889.6«1: Jux« 2; 8p. p. 912; Dr. p. 212; Oax. .ol. 134;

Uorne-pml hook h I. M.H Um. ^o^'f-''-''. ""^^^^ p^i,t); r.^i. vol. UM: p. 20f<5.

Ho«Mnak;ng mach.n.v J. ^. U. Lovvtt. N-
.
^M-'!^. J/"^* «• fP' 'so >i« y^j

^
un.^ «; Sp. p. U75. Dr. p. 334. Cat. vol. 134, p. 1323.

no*-rack. H.J M
''^•V'-'wh.tneT vVXl^' hu,.^r7p. p. 4.>^ F.r. p.'uM, Ca/. vul. l.S^4. p U.-H.

IcMnam cooler^ ,.1.- .^unt.,n, »^iy'
.J.^^ .s^'

p" ;«, ' ,."
P »': UV >"!. l..<; p": 1310.

..^j- , , , ^, , a u,_^ >.,; v,\M\ \M)- IiJiic'* .'^D. V -t"."!',. Dr. p. n»y. Oaz vol. 134, p 151.

Ifl«ntifvliur devio' daniM'nt and headwear • » '^"'"'', ^" '"^'•*
'

, VjV , n,i:<laeniiijLLns urvii^
. »

sxt» X3^ June '

-^ik p X' Dr. p. t>, < .h7. vol. I.M. p. lliu.

,g.tK>n ,vst.ms T-u^de.^ or Jy-l-i'-';- >,«.!;,• .Vr'T"^" ."*;. v.''.'.34.^". 1.1
./,Incubator. ' '

IJ.- \r- _^ •v^!^;;J, in,;., .. .4,,. p^-J. iW. p .WJ; tWiz. vol. i.j4. p 13.^ ._ „ _ .

l™s:;^^„™-u,,c: V v'n^'i."" "^^•-'^"-':S*^"r^^Incubator. \V. Mo.ii>'.

ISS^^^^AiiuiS i^ie^:"4^i^rfe^"0t^"- ^^

T-^e-lndloator.
^

Indicator. D. Uvy V' v<y ^'•^- ''|"*; |. ^!'
f.

'-;.•
'^^^ ^^"^ ;,„ . ^i; sp, p .s/rj.;, Ua^. vol. 134; p. WO.

In^ttK'P'f I F. fride. .So. woilfi: June Li: Sp p »;wi: <.»/, v'.i l-<-».
I^.'-f*^

l^:^J:^Ki:ctr,c. W. H. Bum. N-^^^,^. '%^r^^-;:^::^',l ;'^:*Dr^p'l!^; ^.S' vol. 134; p. 2118.

InsU.i>-.upport or.a-h-prnp^ I.^I. J^Lu^^^ J'/;

p-^.i^^. .i;.. vol XM.V 12«.

Int.^rual-<'oinr.ustion onpno. H. II. B«>nson. So. .«.L394^ '

s > -lii Wl lime SV StK p. ,WJ; Dr p 11J4; Gar. vol. 134; pjtm.

lS^^:o;^l:;::^:::n:n|;n::T^o??rr ^^ Dr.pp..>44.. .a..vo,.134; P..&.

Iron: 5.M_hair-iron,
"''"^.''J^Ji-'f""-

, ^, .y^, ,,,^09 Sp p 3JW: Dr. p 4SS. r,„/.. vol. 134; p 142--'.

Iron or^s. Tn-aunK J,
^

;
,""-^-„ -^t^: '1 ,;, S Sp. P h":: Dr. p. 2.n .

r,a,.. vol. VM; p 1^41.

![S^S'::pn::icirr,^S^- T^ K*:]c;;n;;;N;;^^^^>4^. "^n. .; S?. p. .:..; Dr. p. 3W; Oax. vol. 134; p. im

Jar S^? Slop-jar.
»cmi «!•-> innoQ- So d 22.V2 Dr. p. 495; Oar. vol. l.H, p. U-tJ

Jar and botOe c-losur*. r^ L- Roed.g«r^ No |9().^- June 9, ^p p r^f-^.^^ P„,
j,-„. 1;^.^.

Jar<-losure. D Knowlton. No. ^»),Oi.H. j^"*^^.' P,
P_

';^-f,
.

i^^. p. 1201; Gar. vol. 134; p. J«i:3.

J,i-<-!osur^. .\. W. tost^r No. «1.921, ^fl" *' f;'P^P
'^^^'d 1«^^^ Dr p. 4a»: <iaz. vol. i:i4; p. 1400.

4*0 I'^ton?. No. SW.ycW; June 16; Sp. p.:Jo.-); Dr. p f,.; Gaz vol. U4, p. 16*..

J^3^nt:-'s«CollHps,He joint l\n-Jomt; Kad-,^nU |-l-^-'jJ-";
,3;3. o... vol. 134; p. .>2n7. ^

i;;i;Srr^^n r.^T^Va^r^J^^ Oa. vo. 134; p. 12..

.roumal-hox cover, Duat-proof 9.^MockinK. 4. J)^-' June 9' Sp p 2757; Ur pp.609 10; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1882.

jpurnal-box wasl^su^port^ J. .. Patten^^
^^^^^^^ >'!^%

. ,^«
i^^Ji: Th. fp,^.

N-o ««,967; ^^;^^^;^^.^,^^%;.t l^'v^^ Ga.. vol. 1.34; p. 1.S04.

^'^^^S^^-^^^^,^^k^ ^. .=a.. vol. 134; p. !«.. ,^^
Cinematograph and like apparatus.

,^^ »**"*«, .^o
^';,**^i «? fane 23; Sp p 4.V.V Dr pp '.*9(V-1: Gat. vol. 134; p. 1878.

^SSlSS'i^lS^SSffSS.™S- £r'„u Sd"";.-:!^ 'no'. »o.o«; job. 91 sp. p. .«! Dr. pp. J7M1 a„. .... .«.

p. 1368.
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Last. .Vdju>table

Last, HiiUP'd. H
I.a.^t lathe (•enter

l.H.st i>r (nnn, "-li

kKo.'^,;,:!,"!.:,';'
'.;* k" kI* no ^i.^. ju»a sp. p.

^;^-^'J'^S «".^- If'sp". p"Sii D,. p. m: Q«. vol. m: p. .18*.

i!rH J, i:S:^.^:Jszs-^i^^ £^£,^s^^^ <i^i.M3^n. so. »»,™i .»» . sp. p. »,: r.. p.

l^iH|^';T^H,l.^lFlE=^^^

s^„i,';»r,"o"frKS„»^".w a;.,:',"'",,;:. '-i^vx p"'X4S'o.i^ foi-s p. >»»,

L::r!;;;s^.:,-'\.^":."ri'.:':u ;sr:\:r.,. Tr^^^^^^^^
,,.,,,1,. Kl~.,r„..l

»-1"*-j;;i. "s," ,i!";?T ^, '--;'^'6^Dl'.-p^l3J..1Si. v'l.''i:»: P^=l«.

'1.:;;; .I'.^ol;,.,
*«" ,!'T.".Ep...

^^^;:;:.,'''',Jo'»« '5^»»''ip"'p. ^™; r t'p'- &'-';.' o... vo,. .«. p. ^.

iiEi;nB:E::ri^SJ:,"::i i;£sH^.;^%ioh,^ BP.P...U1 o,.p.«,: o„..o,.

i:<4. p 17.7
, , ,. .11 v,^ ttMo Sl^ Iiine2 So D 1308: Dr. p. 279; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1256.

I„.,„p. MnK.pl. H-W.t r.r..;.-.tn. V
J. ^''^^^^''.^-''^j **/,^2.

June 2^sp^
j,^

l.^ntem, .\utoniatu in»K'.. H
'"'K'^"'^'

..N"^'
'IJ/^j

J^^a
Sd D 2005 Dr p 442; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1410.

Lantern, Kol,l,n.
| ^ -- -'^^, i^.^S'lune'^Sp'. p"4&^r. ?. ifiMiaz ^oLlM^Vl^-
A lenderton No. 8W^12; June 9; 8p. p. 2M2; Dr. p. 584 Gaz^ vol 13^, p. l^Ml^.

i::!;';",n;'-'."';,s".r,.,v n,. ^"^^'^s^i^sii^TJ^yS; t,:'S^^£. vS-.«. p. 2m.

Klrr-hoMer' ... ....'ntL No «K,,5.1; Jj>ne^J^,^^%^^^^. "^ill '^\\. i«6; Ga.. vol. 134; p. 1197.

t:i::;""f^ -Tic^n ' si ^i^r June ^. sp"^ & d;:|^- oa" ^^ ?^ P^^f«-
\Ts^\ S B Hir, Nc. KLT^.isi: June ,J0; Sp p. 6398; Dr. p fKJ: Gaz. vol 134. P 2213.

\az-ci ;> ^,'r;;l:K'"•N^i.~» :i.tnfrip.'p"™: i£.5:»i u-v-.-.^, p.»«.

UgM^i, Aulo,„..,c lichi l.mM.;t--«^^^^

'•'*• '' ''''••
J. r.. nolboun.. an 1 11. A. Lon^hurst. No »«.231: June2; So. r^ 79. Dr. pp. 17-18; Ga.. vol. 134; p. 1071.

I H Refers No. «<,s<t,4U0; June 2; Sp. p. 419; Dr. p. 99; Gaz. vol. L34, p. 1U4.

VV H^hlrf . .N... >«^.^^2: J une 2; Sp. p. 722; Dr. pp. 1W^7, Gaz. vol. 134. p. L3.

1. «; K^imMv. No. v.^.»,617; June 2; fep. p. 83^; Dr. p. 191. <]a7 vol. '34. P^ IH'l

K Rogers N". W),177; June 9; Sp. p. 1974; Dr. pp. 435^: Gaz. vo
.

,M *H.

Unotype-niHChine. D. ^. ,l^Pnnedy. ^ O- ^^'^^ • j-!X „ spV''47«^ m^^^ vol. 134; p' 14M.
LlnotviH-machine. . >. .lorimns. ^o- ^:<^J"°* *•

So'mt Inn. 9 ^i. v 2iW Dr. pp. d'>^. Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 144.5.

UnotVpe-marhines. Distributer or. J^
^,"T?;oehHoh \^ i^ '^H* I'une 9 Sp p 21V^; Dr. pp. 4x(V 1; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 14;i3.

Llnotyn*-ma.-hine.. Sortu>g
^'^'^J'^^^^.^^'.^lJ^'^^^^^ )Ll>: Sp. r.. .^4v I)r. p 129; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1145.

Linter V«ls. M,..h.ne for mak nt'.
1^ \\ . '.'""hi '.. I.''

, ,,„« fln n ijM Dr P A<«: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1449.

Liquid-a^tator. J. and M. \ ahuuetto >-;'/^': ^-.^Tie V Ip P iCI' Dr P 7.V r.„/, vol, VM. p'^llHO.
Li,,n,.l-d^tni.ntn;p sv.tem.__ > J^- r:,,,.^,,^- V '^'T^kTi^; vVl: Gaz. vol. 134; p. in20. ^

Linotype-intu'hinc
Linot'yi>e>-nui<hir.e.

Linot>i>e-inBclune.
I,lnotyi>»'-init('hine.

Llnoty[K'-Tiiachine.
Linotype-inathine.

i:uiu.d-gage. v.. v.. Whitr,ey. n;^..,742; J^ne
jj;;

's?-^"^ ^i:^ ^i^:..?":.^-.
-'^^ ^^

"'"•

Liquid heating, cooling, and pasteurizing apparatt^ J. 1". Moul
r. D.ow.. 'jaz. vol. tot. i>- i"iAj.

, ,„, , n^
No8»0t>84 inneHi; .-^p. p. 301S; Dr. pp. f.«-.2-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. lo02.

•
, -u V u"?^oZ*'°N°o'»0 2?7" J^iTi- 8p p. 2074:' Dr. p. *^.x Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1420.

Llq.n.l-treatlngai^ara U8_ ^^ ^ ^^^.GossN 0^890.227 Jm^
^^^ ^.;_, ^.^^ ^ _,,^^

Loader. J. «• Jarboe No. 890^1
.

June 9;
^J^- /;

'
.^l,

J*^ i!':
'^,

^;v D^r23-' Ga'^^ vol! 134^ 1220.
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t:
Locfe- See Binder-lock; Door-lock; Gland-lock; N*ut-look; Nut and bolt lock; Permutation-lock; Pliton-rtng lock; Railway-switch

lock: Saah-loctt; Shutter-l<x;k; Switch-lock; Table-lock; T7pe-writ«r-key lock; Whip-look.

T <)/."r'i/v Nn. •\.yj,.',4!, June J. Sp. i>.
7if-l. I'r. [<. \''C. i.az. vol. IM, i>. 117u.

R. lohns.in. No. sxy.fil.S; June .'; Sp. p. Ki'i. Dr. p. lyi); 'iaz. vol. i:J4, p. 11*5.

H R. Towiif. .\o s>«,:;}4; June .'. Sp. p imi»i; I>r. p. -'40. Gar. vol. 1^, p. 1231.

J. H. Shiw. No. 888.977; June 9; Sp. p. 1556; Dr. p. 351; Oaz. vol. l.M; p. 1 {.«i.

H F Keil No. *r2,.ti»i; June 30: Sp. p.<J24;i; Dr. p. 1*43: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 2185.

H M SniiiU No *j2,.W3: June 30: Sp. f. ti4to(); Dr. p. 1**3. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 2£I2.

Lock and laU'h. H. G Voighl. No. SH2 33»i. J(ine3i.): Sp. p. 6370, Dr. p. 1374; Gaz. vol. 134; p. ^208.

I>ock-t>olt G. W. Wright. No. *<2,347; June 3<; Sp. p. &».»): Dr p. 13?.*: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2211.

I ock faf^pUU'. (). F. Sparks. No. >*91,449; Jnn«^ 23: Sp. p. VS»«i; Dr. p. <J97: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1884.

lAxk for levers, Ac. W. HoiUHcheid. No. v<<),iil(>: lune 2; ^p. i». S2«t: l>r p. isK. (ia/. vol. IM. v. 1192.

Lock-morti»T. J. K. Doldt and H. 1, Chvm-rv. No. Wl,b(X.; Jum- 23. .-^p. p. 4'.»U3. Dr. p. UVo
;
Guz. vol. 134; p. 1933.

Locks and latches. Striking devic* for door. j'. M. Ciuf. No. !W0,bl3; J une 10; Si), p. 28»>9, Dr. p. 631; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1678.

Lock.
Lock.
Lock.
Lock.
Lock.
Lock.

>;7i. Jane .'. .-^p. p. tfcl. Dr. p. 222: Gii^z. vol. I.i4, p.

V in. J. \\ tiarkom. No. *.»l..}i"). June 23: Sp. p

1213.Locomotive. L. Go.i8 Ir .So. hk'J.'i'; ...
Locoraotivp-tfn.l.T tHtik.'*. Coal-'nmov in. J. \V tiarkom. No. *.»l..}i^. June 23: Sp. p. 43«i; Dr p. 950; Gaz. vol. 134; p. IH4«>.

Locomotives and the like. I'llot for. B. D. Lcxikwood. No. .>«0,077: June 9. Sp p. 17t)«j, Dr. ^. 391, Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1371.

Log-earner and -.take therefor. N M. lonea anil I.. H. Mrvant. No. '<s9,»iin, June J: Sp. p. %.(,, Dr. p I'A). Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1194.

Log^oading apparatus. \. W. Kurz. No. SX9.e.i4. lune J. Sp. p. 14«U. Dr. pp. .til 2, Gaz. y<A. 1.54 p. l.m.

Log-peeimg ma.nme J. Moravec. .No >«92,i:6: June 30: Sp p. 0O».7. Dr. p. 13U'). '.az. vol. 134. p 21.S5.

Loeeine-car .stak-' <> S t arroll and J. f. /an-l.-r. No. ^91,4t)l: June 23; Sp. p. 4«U1: Dr. p :ur2, Gaz vol 134. p. 1^.
- ** - ...-.- ,r ..- - V- —^,-g,. jiinairt; Sp.p.319J<, Dr. pp.t)M8-9: Gaz. vol. 134; p. It

June 16. Sp. p. 3940; Dr. pp. 8«i2-4; Gaz. vol. IM, p. 1751.

'.. vol. 134;

Loom for weaving tut.. liar fahrics. r. U. Draper. No. «*<J.761: J une 16; Sp. p. 319J<, Dr. pp. 6M8-9: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1827.
"

). Syi,147. June 16. Sp. p. 3940; Dr. pp. 8«i2-<

89<i.6r2: June 16; Sp. p. 28«i»i; Dr. p. <J,^\; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1577.
<1 farirics. r Giioper. So. syi,147

No. ^N9.971: June 9: Sp. p. 1544; Dr. p. 348. Gaz. vol. l.'U, p. 1334.

No !«i«).rJ.1; June 16; Sp. p 3137; I)r. p. 687; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1618.

Loom ftir wt-aving .\tu
Loom, Hairclotn- G .^, t ot. Ni

Loom hameas-niotion device. L. K. Salisburj-

Loom, Kindergan.ii-. J. C. Tyndall. . . ,,-.., . , ,. ,,.,
Loom \armw-war»'. .\. and S. WIdmer. No. «M«).320; June 9, sp. p. 229.1. Dr. p. atb. Gaz. vol. IM: p. 1451.

Loom-shuttle, w. I.andrv. No. <i\M..lsi . Iwiie 2; .Si., p. 3X2. Dr. p. '"i, Gaz. vol. l.M, p. Ul<<.

I.oom-shuttle Haiid-thre..idiiiK. D. I.. Norri.i »n.l W . li. Brown. No. S.sy,:f27, June 2: Sp. ]>. 259: Dr. 0.64: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1100.

Loom-shuttles, .Apparatus for ihanguig. G. (i^ppert. No. hjw.^L; June 2. Sp. p. .521: Dr. p. 123; <.az. vol. 134: p. 1142.

Loom stop mechaaism \. \ V\>.ndt. No. sxy 'vV); June J: .Sp. p. S94. Dr. pp. 20.5-6. Gar. vol l.U: p. 1205.

Loom stop-niotjon and r>'versmg m.x-hanism. fc- lioilingworth. No. xyi.fils; Jun.- 23: Sp. p. 4934, Dr. p. IM^; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1938.

Loom take-ui) mechanisni. 1.. B. Jer.tkes and «. 11. Rvon. No. s»<».237, June 2. Sj>. p. S9. Dr. pp. 20-1. Gaz. vol 134. p. 1072.

Loom take-t

Loom-tempi

, _._ -_.jgmt , , _ . .
,

-up mechanism. 1.. B. Jerckes and «. II. Rvon. No. w».237, June 2. Sj>. p. S9. Dr. pp. 20-1. Gaz. vol

!-up mecharii.^in. .V. \. W e.ndt. No. v<y .Vv4. June 2; Sp. p. 746. Dr. I). 1.1. (iaz. vol. 134. u. 1177.

^^^^, pie J \ I uiuuiT and J ..Vinsworth. No. v<<),.'»JK: hine .: Sp. p. A.: Dr p. 10: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 106.3.

Loom thrfad-i'Uttmg tfmpl^. K. S. Stmipson. No. 890,884; lune P.; Sp. p. .3427; Dr. p. 751; Gaz, vol. i;J4; p. 16«fi.

Loom warti stot^-inotion. .\ K. Uhoade«. No. Ksv.Njh, June 2; Sp p. 119^; Dr. p. 277; Gaz. vol. i,t4, p. U-54.

Looms, Boht.m-stnpper for weft-replenishing. F. W. Moore. No. 89«J.8»k5; June 16; Sp. p. Xm. Dr. p. 744; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1««>1.

Looms FiUing-ethauxtion-indicatingrnechanisit for F. .Vllen. No. 890,749; June 16, Sp. p.3l73, Dr. p. 6«4; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1623.

Looms! Filhnti-fork for. K. S. Stimpson. No. |,V.',s2.'-; June 2. Sp. p. 12;J»k Dr. p. 2.V.. Gaz. v..j. 134, p. 12tt)

Loopmg-machine.s. Thread-slaikening leva* for W. Havne. No «r2,007: June 30, Sp p 5,.-,<j: Dr. p. 1236; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2100.

Lu'>ncaling apparatus K. Sharler. No. SK9.:i*: lune 2: Sp. p. 282, Dr. p 6h, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1104.

Lubricating devk'e. C.J. Van Doren. No. 890,7:i.-); June 16; Sp. p 3148; Dr. p tijft*, Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1618.

Lubricating m.'<hani.Mm. J. HuU-hings. No '<<11.774: Junv 23: Sp. p. .iiVi; Dr. p. 11J9, Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1993.

Lobncation svst.-m, Forc..<l- F. Samu.-Lson. Ko. syi,377: June 23, Sp. p. 4447; Dr. p. 9«t; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1880.

Lubricator: See Forc>-fee«i lubricator: Vehicle-lubricator.
ir W. Blank, -So. v<9,574: line 2: .->p. p. 7tL'; Dr. pp. 174-.'^: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1179.

K. Mc<.oy. No. .890.295; June 9. Sj.. p. 22:V<. Dr. p. 492; Gaz. vol. VM: p. 1443.

F \i. Dans. No. 890,616; June 16; Sp. p. 2877; Dr. p. 633; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1579.

E. M.K ov. No. 89<J,7h7, June 16; Sp. p, ;f2.51; Dr p. 711; (iaz. vol, 134; p. lt>36.

Lutmcator.
Lubricator.
I,u^>ricator
Lubricator
Lubncator H C, W.xxlbridg*', No. 890.952; lunv 16; Sp. p. 3,589; Dr. p 782; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 16».

LubrK-ator. G F uodley. No 891.92W: JunH.Jir, Sp v .i587: Dr. p. 1204: Gaz. vol l.t4: p. 2075.

Lutiricator draui-pas^aK^s. Automatic oil-ch.-ik for. W. E. Bryant. .No. !«K),757; June 16; Sp. p. 3190; Dr. p. 687; Oat vol. 134; p. 1626.

I, ut. neater for main ..aniigs of c>"ntnftigai br,*kers. \S . Langnnhfim. No. 891. 4H2: June h.'^p p VW, Dr. p. 1009; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 1H«0.

Lubri'
Machir

*r2.2.Vr. June 30: Sp p, 6219; Dr. p. 1340; Gaz vol. 134. p. 2181.icator with supplementary deliveries. J. S- Hochgesand, N<' *r2.2.Vr. June 30: Sp p, 6219; Dr. p.

„»cuine-frame. K V. Hedderich. No. SS9.ti8:<: June 2: Sp. p. 974, Dr. pp. 224-5, Gaz. vol. i:i4: p. 1215.

Magazines and the like. Feed-controlling mechanism for. C. Owens. No. 8»tJ,i.»«>; June 9: sp. p. 1.8o, Dr. p. 386: <iaz. vol. 134. p. l.i.l

Magnet Fvp- 11. Thoma.ssen. No. v«*,.14«i: hiiie 2; Si), p. M^: Dr. p. 70; Gaz. vol 134, p. 110,.

lv\2.

M..ignet for telegraphoues. J. .V. Lieb. No H,*e»..il7: June 2: Sp. p. 244: Dr, p. >i): G.az. vol. 134, p. 1(J9S.

Magnet Rotar^• field- J Hi.ssink No H90.982] I une 16; Sp, p. 3»y-): Dr. p. ,98, Gaz. vol. 1,14; p. 170a

Magnet-wlnding machine. F. U. Loveridge. .No. S90.244. June 9: Sp. p. 2110: Dr. op. 462-4. Gaz. voL 134; p. 1438.

Maicnifving-gla.NS. F, B.)ld. No. v« .io2: June 2; Sp. p. M<I9, Dr. p 7:i: Gaz. vol. I.i4, p. lUiH.

Mali and express package han.lling .l.viw. G W, RoU-rts. No. 8(^,927; lune 16; Sp. p. 3520; Dr. pp. , ,0-1; Gat. voL 134; p. 1880.

Mail-bag catchpr. G W. (iage, Sr. No, S90,:i^>.i; June 9. Sp. p. 2:i.V). Dr. pp. 51V19: Gaz. vol. 1.J4, ju. 1461.

Mail-bag eatclier. I', B. Southworth No «<91.8S2: June 23, Sp, p 44.": Dr. pp. 970-1; Gaz. vol. 1.34, p 1

Mail-bag catcher. J H. Tudor. No v.l TM : June 2:^: Sp, p ,5212; Dr. pp, 1127 s; liaz. vol, 134; p. Iis4

MaU-bag<leliverer, I.. B. Gox. No s<«i M.'., i ine 16; Sp p, .SV*; Dr. pp. 735-'); uaz. vol. U4; p, low

Mail-oag deiiven'r an,i catcher, A. > Park-r No s<n,V>.{: June 2:i: Sp. p 4Ka: Dr, p,_104l: Gaz vol. 134; p. 1*«1-

Mail-delivering apparatus, .\utomatic C ' < Jre.'lev No. >cj-2,2.V) June 30. Sp, p. 62«l,
,
Dr. pp l.{3,-8: Gaz, vol. 134: p. 2179.

Mall-bag-rlellver^ apparatus. W. C. -ietschow N.> Hitl.i).>, lune 16, Sp. p. :»02: Dr. p s;iO: Gaz. vol 134, p. 1.2o.

Mtil-bag ejector and recfivpr. .Xutomatic (J. W .-^oriierville. No. v«..t43: June 2: Sp. p. 291, Dr, p. 6U. Uaz. vol. 134: p. 1106.

Maii-t-ag-handlmg ^^ppar.itus. J, D, Dowell, So. v'», 4:'. lune >). Sp. p 24»-.2; Dr. p .>V.. (iaz. vol. 134. p. 1480.

Mail-box I \. .->iegine.l. No. v<y.7l'7: June J; Sp. p lU./i: Dr, p. 244; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1229.

Mail-box, C. K, llann. No. X90.7t.r,: lune It.. $p. p, .i2ti9: Dr. p. Tol: Gaz. vol. 134; P- U'29.

Mail-carr.er. ( . B Crahtre.". No s!i(.).026: Jun«9. >p. p. UW: Dr. pp. :i6^t- 70: (iaz. voL 134: p. 1X3.

Mau .^Itching and deliveniig apparatus. J. U Adams No. Kyo,:'t>jl. June 9; Sp p. 241,; Dr. p. .533: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1473.

M.^ii catching and d.livering devicf. F. W. Reoner. No. 891,UOt.; lune 16, Sp. p. iCiB; Dr. pp. 80.-8; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1.07.

Mail cau-hmg and delivenng means, o. FWttv. No. sno.l ix; June 9: Sp. p. 1H46: Dr.p.4o,. (,az. vol. 134; p

.Mail-chutt'. K w .\shlev N.). y'l,.'.20: June 23: Sp p. 473'.i: Dr p. loati; Gaz. vol. 134: p l90.

.

M .111 -crane. I H. I'nngle. No. s,s!»..545; June 2: Sp. p. 706; Dr p. 163: Gaz. vol. \M; p. 1171.

1.3S5.

Maii-lelivering device 1. K. Pavne. No. v«.6$4; June 2: Sp. n. ««»; Dr. p. 199, Gaz. vol. l.M: p^l200.

So
No sid.'.H: June 23: Sp, p

so, S91.1*'); June 1<'.: Sp p. 4<.)49; Dr. pp.
47:*t.: Dr p. \ir2:i: Ga7 vol i:U: p. 190*.

. 887-8; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1767.

Ills; Gaz, vol, i:i4; p. 1977.

Mail-inarkmg machine. T. G. Stixldanl and li II. Barbour
Mail-pouch catcher \V. K. .Mien . _

M^il-pouchdeliver-T. W. M Rawl. No, h<j1,7:<J: June -23: Sp. p. 5177: Dr, |i

Mail-wrapper. L. Vecchio. No. v<9..i47: June J: Sp, ;.. .W: Dr pp, 7a I: (..az. vol. 1.J4; p. 1

Mailai.le pawrs. Means for closing and sealing. R. M. Kerr. No. V«..i2y: lune 2: .^p. p. »>«.(: Dr. p. 157; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 1160.

Mailing-wrapper H L, Gr-'V- No. s<.)1,41h, June 23, .-^p p 4.53«.: Dr. p. 9Nh, (iaz. vol. 134: p. 1h,4

kaltmg-kiln. I K. I)orTifeld, No. ><<ii),(Vil. June 9: Sp p, !<Ah: Dr pp. 371-2: Gaz. vol. IM: v

Manometer, o
Manometer, Ren'

Mantles. I'rocess and eonif

i;v.,i.

r Smith and 1' Lanham. No. 891.19.3; June 16; Sp. p. 404.5; Dr. p 886; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1766.

;v)rding- F, N, Connet. No. s40,h44, ,I unt" l'.; Sp. p .315.5; Dr. p. ,:i5; (iaz. vol. 1:14; p. Uv.4.

IS and eom[«)un.i for treating. M. H. Hulmgs No s«9„«)n; June 2: Sp. p. 2;jO; Gaz. vol. I.i4; p. 1095.

Manur.'.'lfme'orthe like, .Machine for distributitig artificial 1' Grundmann. No,'<91,691: June -23; Sp. p, ,5lo7; Dr. p. 1102; Oax. vol.

Ma^url'-lo^er. J. D. Rietveld. C. Dielem.m. aod W D. Rietveld. No. 8«9.3;«; June 2. Sp. p. 277. Dr pp. 67-8; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 1103.

Manure-scrat.er I D Rietveld. C Dieleman. and U. D. RietvH.l No.><90,176: June 9; .^p. p. 1972; Dr. p. 43.5; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1404.

Manun^sprvader. J. Boda. No. 890..597, June 16, Sp. p. 2»;J2: Dr. pn. 62:t-4; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 15.2.

J L Barker. No. <<91,.>7 lun.' 23: Sp p 4X73: Dr, pp, 105*V I: (^az, vol, 134; p, li<28.

I F Ru'le an.l I W Smith. No S92,:'«IS: June .50. Sp. p i>.32)>: Dr p 13»il, Gaz vol. 134; p. 2199.

C C I.o.-we. No. ><9l,272: June Zi: Sp. p. 4221. Dr. p. 924: (iaz. vol. \M. p. l.'C5.

V W.'intraud. .No. ><92.34l. lun.' 30; Sp p, tvtsi. Dr, r. I:r6. Gaz. vol 1:?4, n 2-210,

No. 8111.029; June 9: Sp. p 16»'>5; l)r. p. 371; (iaz. vol. 134, p. 13.54.

MatctT'bo.x"
"

Gr'wyMorgan. No. ,>«9;252; June 2; Sp. p. 112; Dr. pp. -26-7; Oaz vol. 134: p. 1077.

MaU'h-.safe K 'i II Krickson, So 892.2:«; Ume 30; Sp p 6176; Dr. p. 1.J31): (.az. vol. 134, p 21,4.

Match-stand. C. W. Shcmk. No. H91..504: June23; Sp. p. 4700; Dr. p. lOlM; Gaz^ vol. 134; p. 190a.

Matrix and forming same. L. E. MomingsUr No. 891,499; June 23; Sp. p. 4ti«0; Dr. p. l6l6; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1900. j

M anu H'-sp rva. le r

.

M.iiiiire-sprea'li-r

Map. Rout.'-guid.'.
M'lssage applianci'

Massage instniment.
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Matnx assembling and distributing machine. F. B. Converse, Jr. No. 890,2«>6; June 9; Sp. p. 2178; Dr. p. 479; Oaz. vol. 134- p. 1431
Mattrpss attachment, C. I hden and I. (.iwen. No S92.,334, June 30; Sp. p. 6367; Dr. p. 1373: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2207.
-Mattn-sses, Filling. K Franke. .No S91,N10, Jimi- .Ml. Sp, p. .5401; Dr. p. 1168: (iaz. vol. 1;J4: p. 2042.
.M.'Bsiire. funnel, nnd filter. ( onibmed. F. M. .MacKaskie .No. 892,000; June 30; Sp. p. .5737. Dr. p 1234; Oai. vol. 134- p 209H
Measure, Linear c<intour. (i. W. il.uis. N.). S«y.225; June 2, 8p. p. 72; Dr, p. 16; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 10<»9.
Measiinng instniment. T. .M. Westfall. No. 890,206; June 9; Sp. p. 2024; Dr. p. 446: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1413.
M.Nisunng hinib.r. Recorder for. ( , F. .McLaughlin. No. 892,292; June 30; Sp. p. ii291. Dr. p. 13.V,. (iaz. vol. 134- p. 21M.
Measuring iiiachme, (loth-. \. C. Ja^-kson. No, 891,075; June 16; Sp. p. 3827; Dr. pp. S35-(.; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1730
.M...t-- iii.r II 1 Hn.lg.s No s'rj. ijs. I uri.. 3fj; 8p. p. 5971; Dr. pp. 1283-4; Oaz. vol i:<4: p, 2139
.M.'at tiang.'r. T Walsh. No v.i|.:i<i7. Jun.- 2.i Sp p. 4293; Dr. p, 938; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1H37.
MHHt-press. I.F Bn.wn NO -om .i.~i luii.o -p p 2307; Dr. p. 510; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1454.
.Meats, Device f.ir inserting lat.v, >vc., into. .\. i i K.iSinussen. No. 889,806; June 9; Sp. p. 1534; Dr. p. 346; Gaz. vol. 134- p 13.3-'
Me< hanical movement. (,. .s

. Mevee. .No. .y.<o,ia<,. June 9; Sp. p. 1926; Dr. p. 425; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 13'.*:.

.M.vtinui. ul movement. F. (rater. .No. 891,5t<7; June 2;H; 8p. p. 4890; Dr. p. 1064; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1931.

.Vl.'.liMiii. «1 iiiov.-iu. Ill A Wahle. No. 892,338; June 30; Sp. p. 6374; Dr. pp. 1374^; Gaz. vol i:i4 p. 22(W

.M.MhaniCMl rnovnient. B, llu!)er. No. 892.376; June 30; Sp. p. 6444; Dr. pp. 1390-1; Ga7. vol. 134 p 2220
Me.iicntingan.l massaging anpliance. H. Robinson. No. 880,810; June 2; 8p. p. 1204: Dr. p. 278; Gaz. voL 134" p 1255
Mediciue-dn.pjier. I. \. Clifton. No. 880.203; June.2; Sp. p. 28; Dr. p. 7; Oaz. vol. IM: p. 1062.
.Me.licme- measure. \ H. Wel^-r. No HWt.:;^; .lune 2; Sp. p. 1074; Dr. p. 248; Oaz. vol i:i4 p 12.12
.Meroerif-ing .\. K. Smith and J. K. Milliken. No. 889,861; June 2; 8p. p. 1304; Oaz. vol. 1.14; p. 1272.
Memiry-vaiK.r apparatus, Starting .M < » Irov No. 890,731; June 16; Sp. p. 3131; Dr. p. t*6; iiaz. vol. 134; p. 1617.
.Metabohzer. .1

.
v..n der Kanuner. NoH'.ii.i:.

1 uji. 16; Sp. p, 4002; Dr. pp. 878-9; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1760.
.Metal brake W. A and T. H. larrant. No syo.dlo. June 16; Sp. p. 3310; Dr. p. 725; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1646.
Metai. Kxpande.i. J. Kahn. No, H><9,:il.': ,lune J; 8p. p. 238; Dr. p. 58; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1096.
.M.-tal-finishmg niaihine D \V. .MuUin .No s'..I,281; June 23; Sp. p. 4241; Dr. pp. <.r2S-9; (iaz. vol. 13-'; p 1828
Metal, Machine for manufactiiniige.\pMiiile.l. F. H.Crittall. No. 8flO,127; June 9; Sp. p. IN6.5: Dr. pp. '412-13- Gaz vol 134- p 1387
Metal. Manufactuniigexpande.1. F. li. Critlall. No. 890,126; June 9; 8p. p. 1862; Dr. pp. 410 II: (iaz. vol 134- p 1387
Metal-plate catcher. .\ .1 Maskrey. -No. 889.629; June 2; Sp. p. 8tiO; Dr. pp. 196-7; Oa/. vol. i;i4: p. 1198.
Metal-polish. F. V. Voris and I'. II. Carroll. No. 890.946; June 16; 8p. p. i5S0: Gaz. vol. VM: p. 1688
MeUl-sawing inaihine. W. l^wis. No. 891,487; June 23; Sp. p. 4667; Dr. p. 1011; Gaz. vol. 134; p 1H96
Melal-sheanng mmhine
Metal* Mini th.ir siloys. Improving th

Jl. V. Loss. No. 891,636; June 23; Sp. p. 4958; Dr. pp. 1067-9; Gaz. vol". 134; p. IHl.
• lephvsical properties of. D. Lamon. No.892,A)9,

Metals. Device for the punfication or. C, T. Knipp. .No. 891, 'J64; June 23; Sp. p. 4206; Dr. p. 920; (iaz. vol. i;{4; p. 1822.

,_'»)9, .1 une ;J0; Sp, p, 6-2.'>0, (,az vol 134; p. 2186.

M.tdls Kb-, trolyticpnx-ess for the production ofmetallic dark coatings upon. A. Classen." No. 891,982; June 30' Sp P 5710- Gaz vol
l,i4, p 2itfA r r •

M.'tMJs or mUovs Making low-carbon K M H'.lv-.T No 891.898; June .30: Sp. p. .5.526; Oaz. vol. 1.34 p 20ti.5
Metals rundcation of ( . T, Knipp N v-; jt,v lune 23; Sp. p. 4208; Dr, p. 920; Gaz. vol. 134; p 1823
Mptallicoxids, Re.lucing F F fri.v mil K M iietket. No. 891.565; June 23; Sp. p. 4825; Oaz. vol. 134 p 1921
Metallic tie. W Goldie. No ss<.. 4.v,. ii,;,,. . .^j, p. 531; Dr. p. 124; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 114;i.
M.'taib. tie \V (ioldie N -

'
-- - - - - "

Metallu tie mid niii-fHstener
Metallic tie and rail-fa.stener
Metjilhc lie HM-l rail fast«-ner <). M BovIhii. No. 891,664; June23;"Sp. p. 50:,4; Dr. p. 1090; (iaz. vol. 134; p 1955
Meter: See Klectric meter; Klectrolvtic meter; Gas-meter; Ignition-meter; I'ower-ineter
Methane. (KM.latiou .i( M, C von T'nruh. No. 891,753; June 23; Sp. p. 5216; Gaz vl l.>4 p 1984

H^s',1 4,::. Jun.' J. Sp. p. 533; Dr. pp. 124-5; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1144.
1- Klousnitrer. No. 889,621; June 2; Sp. p. 845: Dr. p. 192: Gaz. vol. VM: p. 1195.
M L Sager. No. 891,010; June 16; Sp. p. 3714; Dr. p. 811; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1709.

Mica shwts, MHcbine f,>r folding, K. < ooi*r. No. 890,500: June 9: Sj). p. 2615; Dr, p .5ni (iaz. vol. 134- p 1507
Micrometer, lnt»>nor. \. L. Ajider.son. No. «90.590; June 16; Sp. p. 2817; Dr. p. 621, Gaz. vol. 134- '""" '- " "- "- "'-'•

' le 2: Sp. p. 970; Dr. p. 224; Gaz. '

9.9M.; June 9; Sp. p. 1580; Dr. p,
^6; lune 9; Sp. p. 2394; Dr. p. 527; Gaz. vol. 134; p. r468.
2,2.54, June 30; Sp. p. 6216; Dr. p.

•"

. . . p. 2817; r
No, 880,1^1; .lune 2: Sp. p. 970; Dr. p. 224; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1214.

I.9M.; June 9; Sp. p. 1580; Dr. p, 3.54: (iaz. vol. 134: p. 1339.

az. vol. 134: p. HfM.
.876; I line .#»: Sp. p. 5489; Dr. p. HS«; Gaz. vol. 134. p. mXoK.
bici N.. S92.0/4; June 30; Sp. p 5867; Dr. p. 1263; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2121.
Id; Cigar-mold; Ice-cream mold; T^-pe-mold.

p i^yn
MilkK'o<.|er r Hay. No. 880,i>hl; .lune ' -- - "-' "- - '"" * "•"-:"-'""-•:

Milk-receptacle K.Z.Tsvlor. No. 88y,t«,; jiine«; sp. p, i«ho; JJr. p, 3.54:
Milking iiiai'hine. .\. Ridi^. No, ,W9»i.376; lune 9; Sp. p. 2394; Dr. p. 527; (is
MilkiiiK-nia.hine K HHn...on .No 892,2.54, June 30; Sp. p. 6216; Dr. p. i.tW; (iaz. vol I.'l4p2181
Milking ina. hine. Cow-. W. W Sj)rague. No. 891,506; June 23; Sp. p. 47a3; Dr. p. 1018; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1903
M.lk. Modihe.! dry. J R llatmaker. No. 891.336; June 23; Sp.p. 4367; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1847.
Mill .sv^- Bonng-mill; Rolling-mill Stamp-mill; Tul)e-«izing mill; Windmill.
Milling-cutler, .\ L. \ alentme an.l C. (i, Dahl. No. 889,829; June 2; Sp.p. 1241; Dr. p. 287; Gaz. vol. 134' p 1261
Milluie-machlne

(
I .Mother. No. 891,945; June :«; Sp p. 5629; Dr. p. 1213; Gnz vol i:<4 p 2081

Millstone J. L Durham No. 891.060; June 16; 8p. p. 3788: Dr. p. 827; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1722
Mine-, age safety .levicv c Shewan. No. 889,408; June 2; Sp. p. 437; Dr. p. 104; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1127.
Mine e|e\Ht..r. W

. Channon. No. 890,124; June 9; Sp.p. 1859; Dr. pp. 409-10; Gaz. vol. 1.34 p 1386
Mines, t r..«s hea.l for shaft-. C. A. Magnuron. No. 890,365; June 9: Sp. p. 2373; Dr. p. 523. Gaz. vol 134; p. 1465.
Mixer .^Vr I iiricn-fe-nii\er

Mix.r-oiH.nitigd..Mce F R Smith. No 892.,321; June 30; Sp. p. 6;i40; Dr. p. 1366; Oaz. vol 134" p 2203
Mixing ,)evi.p W S M.)rk:aii No. 889,.323: June 2; Sp. p. 254; Dr. p. 62; 0« " "

Mixing-niMchine 1 \ Sv.-ii^on No. 891.,s7ii '
" ~ "

Moisture-proof containers Makliip \. (tbi

Mold Sff Butter-rnol.l ( .:iient-bl,K-k mold; Cigar-mold; Ice-cream mold- T^-pe-mr
Mold-making machine II M Molder. No. 890,919; June 16; Sp. p. S-VH; Dr. "pp. 767-8: Oaz vol. 134' p. 1678
Molds. Making h M Lawrence No. 890,665: June 16; Sp. p. 2982; Dr. p. 653; Gaz. vol. 134 p 1.59,5
Mol.liiig Mppaniiu.. 1' Diip..iit N'. 892,142; June 30; Sp. p. 5995; Dr. p. 1289; (iaz. vol. 134 n 2143
Moj.ling bath-tul- and otb.rlarg.' articles, F. Dupont. No. 892,144; J ime 30; Sp. p. 6006; Dr. pp. 1290-1; Oaz. vol. 134' p 2144Mol.iing birg. srli. I.f. I' Dupont .No. 892,143; June '^- " ««-... t^-_ .^.^•'..r^ ,

^.. *.«

.Molding-maihine. T. H. Keller, J. A. Haas. H. B.and.
Moldirig-macnine I W Crosby
Mol'ling-niachiiie \\ I>>wis No
Molding-niachine 11. labor and W

, i^ewis. .>o. »»i,oub; juneaj; Hp. p. 4708; Dr. p. 1019; Oaz vol 1.34 p 1904.
Molding-machine G Diinkel. N... 891,528; June 23; Sp. p. 4766; Dr. pp. 1029-30; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p 1910.

'

»23.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1923.
„ -

^«"k«''' ^" wi.,44; June2:j; Sp. p. 5197; Dr. p. 1123; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1981.
Mortising-mmhine, GO Westlun.i No. 891,755; June 23; Sp. p. 5218; Dr. pp. 112^-.30; Gaz vol 134 p 1985

""^mVno
"'*''' '"^""'-'"o^"''- <"<^nimuUtor-motor; Current-motor; Cycle-motor; Fluid-motor; Rotary motor; Water-motor; Wind-

Motor contml F. Elchl)erB No 890.627; June 16; Sp. p. 2913; Dr. p. 638; Oaz. vol 134 p 1.583
Motor-i->.ntrol system, (i. B. S<liley No, 890,468; June 9; Sp. p. 2.54); Dr. p. 560: Gaz. vol 134 p 1493
Motor-control sv..tem E F. Diitton. No. 890,622; June 16; Sp. p. 2894; Dr. p. 636; Gaz vol 134 p 1581Motor contn.l system. Klectric- ^v

. Cooper. No. 889.907; June 9; Sp.p. 1409; Dr. p. 32ti (iaz v.'il 134- n 1312
M..tor controller. Elertric- J Dill.m. No. 891.236; June 23; Sp. p. 4154; Dr. p. 910; Ga7 ' vol 1.34- p I.SI4

'

Motor-r'ontn)lling.lev.ce. Wc (t Brien. No. 891,720; June23; Sp. p. 6155; Dr. p. 1114 Gaz vol 1.34 p'l973Motor mechanism. A. F.Miller. No 8ai,477; June 2; Sp.p. 585; Dr. pp. 136-7: Oaz vol 134 p ll.5(i

'

-Motor starter. Elwtnc-. W,C,(» Brien, No. 891,721; .June 23; Sp. p. ^61; Dr. pp 1114 15 Gaz vof r<4- p lfC4
Motor starter. Klectric- W C oBnen No. 891,722; June 23; Sp. p. 5163; Dr. p. 1115 Gaz vol ]M v '1974

"
'

Motor-starting panel. A Smith. No 890.719; June 16; Sp. p. 3103; Dr. p. 681; Gaz vol 134 p 1611
' ^ ' '

M.itorr AutoiiiHlicHllv-^.ntrollingeU-ctric. H. W. Ix-onard. No. 8W),144; Jime9; Sp. p. 1«<97; Dr. p. 421; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1393
'^!?,'""'' ,'''•''

'TV'.'*'''*''
''*''•' '"^*'™*'-''''"^"*^'"^''*'y'^''<^*''bon-. T. E.andH.J.Podlesak. No. 889,200; June2; Sp.p.l28; Dr noM .»: i.az. vol. 1.14: p, 10,9,

'
. •- r . i-*.'

No 892,143; June 30; Sp. p. 6001; Dr. p. 1290; (iaz. vol. Vm'v. 2143
'•c. No. 889,465; June2: Sp.p. 558: Dr. pp. 131-2; Oaz. vol.134- d.1146No 891,042: June 16; 8p. p. 3762; Dr. pp. 821-2; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1720

v"i.i*t, p.ii«.

o sttLiy*; June 23; Sp. p. 4672; Dr. pp. 1012-13; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1897W I^wis. No. 891,508; June 23; Sp. p. 4708; Dr. p. 1019; Oaz. V(.l 1.34;

Monorailw.n ^vst..tii W D \ Hl.ntme. No. 891X82: June 30; Sp. p. 5499; Dr. p. 1188- (iaz vol i:i4 n ',

Mop-makmg machine 1. St.- ker No. 891,572; June 23; Sp. p. 4843; Dr. p. 1045; Gaz. vol 1,14- p 'p»23
.Mops an.l brushes. Ma<hine f.,r making L. Stocker. No. 891,671; June 23; Sp. p. 4835; Dr pp 1043 4Mops Making L Stocker No 8'j1.744; June2:j; Sp. p. 6197; Dr. p. 1123; Gaz. vol 134- p 1981

Motors. Muffler or exhaust devuv for manne. A. Barbour. No. 8P0.014; June 9; 8p. p. It.-O: Dr. p. 36.5; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1349.Motors, (Jjierating indiK'lion- R, H Farker, No. 890,699: June 16; 8p. p. 3046; Dr. p 669; (iaz. vol 134- p 1606 .Motors. Viiponz^-r for intermil-combusfion F OI*rhansli. No. 892,296; June ;«)• .Sp p 6299- Dr nMower. F. W.iiaefcke. No. 8«*.36;i, June 2: Sp. p. 337; Dr. pp. 78-9; Oaz, vol 1.34 p 1112 '

Mower. 1. Gallagher. No. 891.684: June 23: Sp p. 6095; Dr. p. 1100: Gaz. vol. 134 p 19«)2

'

.Mower. Lawn-. E W. Mctiuire. No 890,998; June 16; 8p. p. 3690; Dr. p. 804; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p 1705.
Mower. l.Hwn-
.Mowers
•Mud-^uns, Mounting for. A. J. Bryant. No. 892,219; June 30; 8p,'p.'6153; Dr. p.'l325'; baz'."vol'."'l34""p. 2109.
Mu/T.er, Ear-. T.U.Sherman. No. 889,640; June 2; Sp. p. 878; Dr. p, 201; Oaz. vol, 134; p. 1202.

l.Hwn-. H. O. .s,«.rvst. No. .891..8«;7: June 30; Sp. p. 5471; Dr. p. 1181; Oaz. vol. VM p 20.55
.^(•^ Cutter-bar for. I). R (ilezen.^ No K8-.i.t.7.i: .Tune 2; Sp. p. 9«i0: Dr. pp. 221-2. (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1212.



Muffler or protector. J. E. Harrison. No. 891 Jti6; June 16; 3p. p. 3««7; Dr. p. 875; Om. vol. 134; p. 1758.
- ~ - So, S92.017; Jun«>»3n: Sp. p. 57r,4; Dr. p. 1239; Oa^. vol. 134; p. 2103.M'lltiple-^xpHn.Hion englnp. A. G. Stokps

M i^ii-lea/ turner
M'lsic-ledf turner
.M u-iic-leal turner
.SI isic-k'af tunuT
M L-ii(;-ie*if turner

Sp. p. 57r>4; Dr. p.

W Hen.lncks. N\). «*),Jfi«; June Iti; Sp p. 3212; Dr p. 702; Gaz. vol. l.M; p lii30.

I. T. 'rtsrman. No. HV1,0.t«.. June If.; rfp. p. ,Tf»(. Dr. p. S2y; tiax. vol lU. p 1*24.

F J. Luuleman. No. syi.UMli, June 16; Sp. p. 3^41. Dr. p. H40. Gaz. v«il. \M. p. 17:J3.

J. P. S*»H,*jman. No. !«1,10«; June 16; Sp. p. 3873; Dr. p. '<47; Oaz. vol. \M: p. 173».

R. K. Etjersole. No. xUl.rtHl, June 23; Sp. p. 5()M0; Dr. p. 1098; Gaz. vol. 1.14. p lytil.

M .^K-p;iVln»{ instruments, I'erforateil note-sh»et for automatic. M.Clark. No. v<W,'.J06, Juney; Sp p. 14(Jt'); Dr. p. 319; Ofti. vol. 134;

p 1312.'

Music-sheets. Winding »nd rewjnduigmecharua«i for i)erforated. F. W. Draper. No. SSC,914; Jui»e9; Sp. p. 1430; Dr. p. 323; O&z. vol.

:.>», p. 131.S.

Muiicai-device pneumatic apparatus. K. .\. G«llj-. No. 8ei,J*)l; June 23; Sp. p. 5320; Dr. p. 1151; Oai. vol. 134; p. 3082.

Muiicai-device wind-induc-lng apparatus. H. .V. Gaily. .So. "«1,(>8.'>; June 23; Sp. p. 5096; Dr. p. IKJO. Gaz. vol. 134, p. I9»i2.

M jsiial mstrurrif'nt ". U Nowmnn. No. sjMJ^*^. June *; Sp. p. 2239; l>r. p. 492. Gaz. vol. \U: p 144.3.

MusK-al instrnnriit. OH. Newman N». h<«j;j?j; lune'J. Sp. p. 2241 l>r. p 492. Ga/. vol. l.U. p 1444.

Mu.-iical in.stru:nei;t, Met-hanical. G. B. Kelly No. S91,.«(); June 2:*, Sp. p. 4795. Dr p. 1(«7, Gaz. vol, i;}4. p 1917.

.V( i.iR-al instrument. Revolving. F. L. Brzin.<ik» and J. K. Ihi Gette. No. 881,204; June 16; Sp. p. 4067; Dr. p. 892; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1770.

.\1 i.smU .[istrument.s, .Automatic pr>'ssure-r»*gulil<)r for pneurnatie aftions of. F -W. Draper. .No. H92,ik6, June 30; Sp. p. 57m7, Dr
u iJ4o, Gaz. vol i:J4, p 2107.

Miisital mstrumeutu, Kxpression devire forpnettjnatic. K.DeKleiat. No.N89,467; June2, Sp.p.5«J9; Dr. p. 133; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1147.

Mu.sitai in.^tnmi'^nts. KrRTiop-^'hoe for 3elf-pla%lng I. h. Smith. No. <«).lsh: June 9; Sp. p. 1997. Dr p. 44(». (iaz. vol. 134, p 14«ik.

Misii-ai instruments. Pneumatic ai'tion for." T. Dannuard. .No. H8'^445; June 2; Sp.p.509, Dr. pp I2<V-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1140

M isK-al in.strunient?(. Pneumatic fur kevboanl. R. H. Mcllardy. .So. >J90,tj»4; June 16; Sp. p. 3041, (ia*. vol. 134, p UWo.

Musical instruments, Pneumatic for nWhanic*!. .\. G. GuJl>fanseii. No. 891,930; June 30; Sp. p. 5fiM0; Dr. p. 12o5; Gaz. vol. 134;

o. 2076.

Musical instruments, .*i>ee<l-rppilator for automntic. ^:.DeKlei^t. No s«9.4»>6; June2; Sp.p.,5«i«i. Dr. p 132; Gaz.Mil.lJ4, p 1H7.

Mii.Hual instruments, fracker-hoard (or. (' M«erten, Jr. No. syo.JS^; June 9; Sp. p. 2221, Dr. p. 4>«9. itiiz, vol, 134; p. 144<J,

Matoi^raph. F. i'. Newfli, .So. »91.'J49; June >); Sp. p StAl. Dr. i>p.
121i> 17. Gaz. vol. 134, p 20K2.

NdiJ-clipptT and cigar-cutter. J. C. Pettibone. No. '^.9r£i: June 16; Sp. p. ,3509,; Dr p. :>*, Gaz. vol. 134; p. l«57fl.

Nailing-maiQine. A. F 'r<\«ton. , Reissue. .So. I2.W1, June 30; Sp p. tr«72; Dr pp. 1395-6; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2224.

Necktie-fasteuer. W. T Robinson. .So. 'fiXXH'li; June 16; Sp. p. 327H; Dr. p. 71S; Gaz. vol. 134. p 1641.

NecktKvholder. J.C. Rvan. .So, '««»,.S50; hin82; Sp. p. 71>(; Dr. p 165. liaz.vol 134: p. 1173.

Necktiik. Ifeuiiner- C. U'. T. Davies. -So. >92 '.39, Junc;{it; Sp p. .)992, Dr. p. 12.^.s, Gaz. vol. 1.34. p 2142.

Necktie-support. \V. H. Wilson. No. ><9<».113; June 9: Sp. p. \<iS: Dr. p 406: Gaz. vol. 1,34; p 11S3.

Nee<Jlework, .\.rt. P. Johnsen. .So, SH9,6M. June 2; Sp. p. ,.{(33; Dr p. \<M. Gaz vol. 134, p. 1193.

N»"St, rrap- .V B Brown No ^'9,NyK. June 9; Sp. p. 1395; Dr. po. 316-17, Gaz, vol. \M. n. 130!*.

NVst. Trap-. W. S. Hill. -So. «0.649; June 16; Sp. p. 2952; Dr. p. >M; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1590.

N-st, Trap-. C. P. Walls. .So. !J»2.339; Juiieli, Sp, p ti377. Dr. p 1375; Gaz. vol. 1,34: p 22(19

Newspaper holder and spreader. .V. Lieberam. .No. S91,H44; June 30; Sp p. 5423, Dr. p. 1172, (.az. vol IM: p
Noso-Oag. \. H. Shwmaktr and A. P. MerrUl. No ><9i),937; June 16; Sp. p. :?567; Dr. p. 776; (iaz. vol. 134, p. 1684.

Nosenbag. J V SI •r'.le;iian. No. S91.716: June2:J, Sp p. 5149; Dr. p. 1112, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1972.

Nose-ring. ( . P. w ^^^ler. fr. No '«9,7:J6: June 2; Sp. p. 1(T72: Dr p. 247. liaz. vol. 134; p. 1231

\ .<ihmidt. No. v<9.972: June.); Sp o. 1547: Dr. p :j49: Gaz. vol. 134: p 133,5.

II \ Urns. .So. '«9,424: Tune 2. Sp n. 44i.i: L>r. p.lU: Gaz vol. 134, p ll:j.i,

> f>rt iming, K. L. Stu4rt and S. .\. Conine. No. H90,8!s5; June 16; Sp. p. 3428; Dr. p. 751; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1667.

I> l-PHv. So, '<'.»0,42li: Junew; Sp, p, 2470; Dr. p 547; <iaz. vol. 134, p. 14.S2.

I) Stew-irt. No. '<92,.?2t>. .Iune3<i: Sp. p. tvt.32; Dr. p. 1370; (Jar. vol. 134; p. 2204.

D. Stewiirt. .No. x9J..f27: June 3o; Sp. p. 6.'^.V.. Dr. p. 1371, Oar., vol. 134. p 2205.

>;. B. .Slartin. No s.S't.U'l Tune 2, ^ip. p, 24S; Dr, p, 60. ( iaz. vol. 134: p !0(«H.

J.H.Cnikilt. .So. vvt -,s4 I'ln.' J. Fp. p. 7S7; Dr. p. 17j«; ( iaz. vol. 134, p. 11S4.

J. C. Fleisthniann. No '•^y.MfA. lute 2, Sp, p. 801; Dr p. 1S2: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1187.

Nut-lock. J.J.Brown. .So. 8N9,7.5o: June 2; dip, p llll: Dr, p, 2.>s; tiaz. vol. 134: p. 1237.

Nut-lock. T. W. Crozier. No. S89,7»i4. June 2: Sp. p. 11-22; Dr p. 260; (iaz. vol. I.i4: p. 1240.

J. SV. Cooper. No. h90,339: June <i; Sp p. 2:r24. Dr. p. 513; Gaz. vol. \M: p 1V)7.

Nozile, Distritiiiti

Nozzle, Spravinji
Nursing-nipplc-.. Ii-v:

Nut and txilt :.t, k i

Nut and pipf' wr>^M h.

Nut and D'pe wrfTii. ii.

Nut-lock."
Nut-lock.
Nut-lock.

Nut -lock.

Nut lo«

Nut-lock,
Nut-lock.
Nut-lock
NuT.-lo<.'k

Niit-lo<"k

Nut-lo'.-k.

k. J.J. Luckey. No. seO.Vi*.: June 9. f>\). p 27^7. Dr n. 6<iv Ga/. vol, 1.34: p 1.^30.

k. P. Clav. No. H91.145; Jime 16; Sp O 3<».^S: Dr. n. sfc'; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1750.

E. O. \S'heelock. No. ><91,512; June2:5; Sp p. 4.'26; Dr. p l<r23: Gaz. vol. 134, p 1905.

W. MciiWe. No. ><91,717: June 23, jp. p. ^AiA). Dr p. 1113; liaz. vol. 1,34, p. l'J72.

Sp. p, .57.'i, Dr p 1230; (iaz. vol. 134; p.

E. R. Hurd'. No '<92.055: June 30. Fp. p. 58.37. Dr, p, IJ.5.5: (ia/. vol i34. p. 211.5.

F M ll-nr^- and ! S{ Powers. N.J Kyl.'^MI; liine,3(

, R. Hurd'. No '<92.055: June 30. Fp. p. 58.37. Dr, {

J. D, Wo.Mlsiinl W,»l, '('ost. So .^«J,.'(r.': Iinic30, Sp p, t>r21 Dr p, 1316, (iaz. vol. 134; p. 2164.

Nut. Lock-. H 1. Swain No. S91..574: June 23: Sp p. 4S.51; Dr. p. 1045, (rar. vol. 134; p, 1924.

Nut. Lock- I. SI Mathis ancl F. M. StaKgs No ->.V.».7o.-,. lune J; Sp p. 1016: Dr. p. SVi. (raz. vol. 134; p. 1222.

Niit-k)cking deviw. I. Murphv. No. >ft»().6K5, lune 16; Sp p :»r2o; Dr. p. 6»i;}; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 1602.

Nut-roachine. F. Lackner. .s'o. s,S9..t79; Jun-'::, .-p p ;7s, Dr pp s7 90; (iaz. vol, 134. p, 1118.

Nuts to iH^jits or studs, M-ans for kxkiiiK. K. K Dtvi., N,., Hy-.'^-.N; June 30. Sp. p. 6172: Dr p. 1329; Gaz. vol. 1*4; p. 2173.

Object -rweiver. J. .Schmitz. No. 8W),307; Jun« 9: f^y. p 22t«4; Dr. pp. 49*-500; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1447.

Oil-burner. M. S. F.sler. (Reissue. .No. \2.iir2: June 2; Sp, p, i:;5.0; Dr. p. 300; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1281.

Oil-can H V J.-Ilcrson. No. SM9.491: Jime 2. Sp. p. i.l3: Dr [. H3; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1154.

Oil-disintegrating .apparatus. Fuel-, II. LuckejilwM-h No ssyTol, June 2: Sp. p. 1010; Dr. p. 233; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1221.

No >>V2.2t7; June ;»0: Sp. p. 6244; Dr. pp. 1343-4; Oaz. vol. 1

, June .', Sp p, 107, Dr. p, 2.5; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1076.

Oil-making niachme. iHive-. P. F. .Sl.iggini. No. •>^)(!.('79: Inin- '*; >p. p. 1760; Dr p. 391^ Gaz. voL 134; p. 1371.

f'll feed or charK'' Iclivering device. J. E Kinitle
Oil fe*>der. Lui'ricrtting-. S. A. l>'hiuan No $,S9.24K, June .', Sp p, 107, Df. p, 2.5; Gaz. vof. 1,34. p. 1076

p. 218.S.

-.4(1.1 Dr pp. lUiM-9: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2043.

"hoi. ..{Of), June 23. Sp.
rr^-. No. "(91 Sl'i; Time *) Sp p
H I. Van Valkenl'urg. K"o HOi..{(>ri June 23. Sp. p. 4291; Dr pp. 937-S, Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1837.

;; l.tkjr No HMO.T.Vi; June Ify. <\> p Ush, Dr, p, 696; (iaz, vol. 1.34; p. 1«2«>.

]> i-A.-^ Nil si*). 762; luiKi li.; Sp p T2ol; Dr, p. iW; (iaz, vol. 1,M, p, 1()28.

,Slc( l.iit.H k No, V«9,691: June lu; Sp. p. .«i33; Dr. p. (.(>''; Gaz vol. l:<4; p. 1604.

Od-switch K Sf

Oil-swttch, Rotarv
Oil-tank. R K F(-

Oil, Treating I \

Oiling device. (' I'

Oiling svstem for ."n^i Ties S( W Smith No ><9i,7V), Juneii; Sp p. .i2S2: Dr. jip 1143-4. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 19»).

Operating an 1 fru' ire LvU> i 11 Downev No S91.67s. June ii; Sp. p .50«: Dr. p. 1097; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1960.

O^ierating-tai.ie i il D.Anev No ^9l.|'.79: June 2.3, Sp d VW^. Dr, pp l(l97-s. Gaz. vol, 134. p. 1960. «
Ophthalmometer, J il SufclitTe. Sr>.\^\.\^^i I'lnci Sp.r.'2773 Dr. p 613: Gaz vol l.-M; p 1.535.

Ordnance, Device for sighting and trainii.g quick-tinng .V. T. Dawson and O. T. Buckham. No, 891,001; June 23; Sp. p. 4895; Dr.

D. 1055; Gaz. vol 134, p isrrj

Ordnance. ProUctmg-shield for light. F. Chanron. No. 890.603; June 16; Sp. p. 2854; Dr. p. 628; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1576.

Ordnaiu-e, Range-mduator for. A. l'. Dawson.and J. Home. No. «<),411; June 9; Sp p 2V)1: Dr pp. 542-4; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 147V.

(ir»-.onL-entratmg apparatus E.Wurdack ?lo. •«0.ij07: June9; Sp. p. 1621; Dr. p. 3fi3. Gar. vm| 134. p. 1347.

Orv-ioncentrator V G. Jannev .So sir.>,0.57: l!l.^e3(): Sp p -W*': Dr p 12.56; (.az. vol. 134, p. 2115

Opu-i-oncentrat Ts. Slime-savmg device for H. K Dugg;i;i No s,s.t..<ii<); .Tune 2: Stv p 210, Dr p .>!. (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1092.

Ore Dephosphorizing and re-tucmg iron. J. T. Jones .No. saci.XB June 9; Sp. p. 20NS; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1422.

(jre produc-t.s. Freating cnishe<l SV. A. Caldeontt. No. 891,459; lune 2:t. Sp p. 4604; Dr. p. 1001; 'iaz. vol. 134; p. 1887.

Or,wre.iucing funiac*' ' 1" Iohp.s No. ^m.^JJ; Iiine9: Sp. o. J1N2 Dr p 4.Vi. 1 iaz. vol. '.34; p 1421

( )r*^re< I ucing furnace. J.T.Jones. No H91.54*; lune 23; Sp." p. 4794. Dr. p. ia37; (iaz. vol. 134. p 1916. ,

Ore-roasting furnace SV H. Snnth No hhi,:«10; June iJ, Sp p. 4282. Dr p 9:}6. (iaz. vol. 1.34. p. 1.835.

Orv-wM-reen. F Franz .No. 889.(S73: June 2; Sp p. 9.57; Dr. p. 221; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1212.

Ore, Treating. J. T. Jones. No, .S90,231; June 9: Sp. p. 2085: Dr. p 457: Guz. vol. 134: p. 1421.

(>re Treating. J.T.Jones. No. 891,704: lune 23. Sp. p 51.30, Dr. pp 1107-8; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 19f«,

Ore Treating. J.T.Jones. No 891,7a-,; June 2:^. Sp p 5131, Dr. p. 1108; Gaz. vol. 134. p 1969.

Ores Dephosphori/.ing J. T, Jones No, si^t.fc*); lune'..: Sp. p. 21'M: Dr p. 4i57: (iuz. vol i:{4: p. 1421.

Ores, Extractmtr uranium and vana<lium from. H. Fleck, W. G. Haldane, and E. L White. No S90..584; JuneO; Sp. p. 2788; Gaz. vol.

134. p. 1536

Oven E S. Carpenter No. •<92,361; June 30; Sp p 641S; Dr. p. 1,385; (iaz. vol. 134, p. 221.5.

Oven-feeding device. A. SV. Copland. .No. -^rHHi; June :«, Sp. p. cM»: Dr. p. 1162; (.az. vol. 134; p. 203.8.

Oven-ahelf. W. L. H.»gg. No. W0,861; June U; Sp. p. 3388; Dr p. 743; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1660.

OvBrliead switch. R. B. and W. Louden. No. 891.493, June 23; Sp. p. 4678; Dr. p. 1014; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1808.

Overshoe-fastentjr. J. Uopaon. No. 889.374; June 2; Sp. p. 368; Dr. p. 85; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1116.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF IN\"ENTIONS. bacvii

Sp. p. 2434; Dr. pp. 538-9;

Oxids, ReduclnK metallic. K. F. Price and F. M. Becket. No. 891,566; June 23; Sp. p. 4825; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1921.
Oxygen-cutting appftrstus. H. P. Merriara. No. 890,289; June 9; Sp. p. 2223; Dr. p. 489; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1440.
Oxygen or the like, Apparatus for administering. G. von Ach. No. 890,484; June 9; Sp. p. ^583, Dr. pp. 571-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1501.
Packag»^'.arrier. C. f. Miller. No. s,><9,.5;u.. Jime2; Sp. p. 694; Dr. p. 159; Gar. vol. 134: p. 11(.8.

Pa<"kage-carrier. C. J. Miller and J. F. Caimev. .No. 889.537; June 2; Sp. p. 696; Dr pi^. 1.59^), (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1168.
Package-carrier. J. D. Lane. .No 891,710: Jiine 23; 8p. p. 5139; Dr. p. 1110; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1970.
I'ackage-handles, Machine for inserting wires In. C. Reynolds and A. J. Seaman. No. 891,734; June 23; Sp. p. 5177; Dr. pp. 1118-19;

tiaz. vol 134, p. 1977.

Package, Stvaled wooden. H. U. Rucdv. No. 891,009; June 16; Sp. p. 3712; Dr. p. 810; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1709.
Packaging-machine. F. Oiroud. No. ,^90,976; June 16; Sp. p. 3645: Dr. pp. 794-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. imi.
Packets into paper or other like cups or cases, Machine for introdiiring. E. L. Bracv. No. 890,402; June 9;

(iaz. vol. 134, p. 1476.

Pa«klng C. 11 Revnolds. No. 889,807, June 2; Sp. p. 1197; Dr. p. 277; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1254.
Packing. J

.
F ( omec-. No. 800,408; June 9; Sp. p. 2448; Dr. p. ,541; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1478.

Packing-i)OX. E P. Lehniann. No. 891,554; June 23, Sp. p. «07; Dr. p. 1038; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1918.
Packing-case, Sheet-metal. A. T. Kni.se. -No. 8M2,0(.2: June 30; Sp. p. 5849; Dr p. I2.5^; (inz. vol. 134; p. 2117.
Packing for rock-drills. Rod-. SV. L. Smith. No. 890.808; June 16; Sp. p. 3294; Dr. pp. 721-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1643.
F'acking for steam-engines. Viston-. J. J. McCrtie. No. 801,220; June 16; Sp. p. 41(h.; Dr. p. 901; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1776.
I'acking-rnachine. A. I. Hall No. S92.(»4«i, June 30; Sp. p. 6820; Dr. p. 1252; (iaz. vol. 134, p. 2112.
Packing, Plston-ro<l. .S. C. .S<haefer. i.Reisaue.j No. 12,806; June 2; Sp. p. 13(,7; Dr p. 311; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1282.
Packing, Rfxl-. J.l' l^andcr No. 890..520; JuneO; 8p. p. 2655; Dr. p. 586; Gaz. vol 1,34: p. 1514.
Packing, Rod-. R. L. Ajiibrose No. 891.519; June 23; Sp. p. 4738, Dr. p. 1025; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1907.
Packing-tool. C Grohinan No. 890,508; June 9; Sp. p. 3637; Dr. p. 583; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1510.
Pad: See Knee-pad Shoulder-pad.
Pail. Dinner-. 11 Barklev. No. 891,588; June 23; Sp. p. 4879; Dr. p. 1061; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1928.
Pail, Garbage-. 1. H. Taylor. No. 890.818; June 16; Sp. p. 3313; Dr. p. 725; Oaz. vol. 134; p. Ii>47.

Pail holder Milk-. A. A (iiiird. Nv. n(<0.354, June 9; .Sp. p. 2353; Dr. p. 519; Oaz. vol. U>4, p. 1461.
Pails, buckets, ic, Reinforwinent for. M. K. Grav. No. 800,640; June 16; Sp. p. 2937; Dr. p. 043; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1586.
"

' ' id 11 A. Harris. No. 890.479; June 9; Sp. p. 2576; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1^
den Ouden. No. 891.724; June 23; Sp. p. 6167, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1975.

500.Paint and varnish remover. .1 M. SS ilson and 11

Paint. Manufacture of an antifouling. J. F
Pan See Baking-pan; Bed-pan.
PapK'r and niakiug the sanic, (iuium.-.l. R. A. McLaurin. No. 890..570; Jime 9; Sp. p. 2755; Dr. p ()09: ("iaz. vol. 134; p. 1531.
l'aiHT-t)aK forming and making macJiine. A. Day. No. 891.674; June 23; Sp. p. 5069; Dr. pp. KI94-6: Gaz. voL 134; p. 1958.
I'ap. r Niter parking-bo.x. J. E Maurer. No. 891. H4H; June 30; Sp. p. 5429; Dr. p. 1174, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 2048.
!'ii[>.T-l.oHrd I'ox. I- B Davidson. .No S'.10.222; June 9, Sp. p. 20(i5; Dr. p. 4.5.3; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1419.
l'a;H'r lox. H. C. Paris. No. 891.437; lun.' 23; Sp. p. 4563; Dr. p. 993: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1880.
Pai>er-c(>atiiig machine. F. B Davidson au'l W. Gorges. No. isa0.22\: June 9, Sp. p. 2057: Dr. pp. 451-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1418.
Paix-r cups. .Machine for makluK. C. Ti.'tzmann. No. 891.642; June 23; Sp p. 4996; Dr. pp. 1077-9; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1948.
PiilMr-ciitting machine. T ( Dexter. .So s><9.213; June 2; Sp. p. 48; Dr. pp. 12 13; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1065.
Pai»r niilk-ii Utle. J. J Burke. .No 889, 7.5s, June 2; Sp.p. 1114; Dr. p. 2.59. Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1238.
Pai>.T r«c«'pta<-le. L). J. Jennings. No. 890.98.5; June 16; Sp. p. 3670; Dr. p. 799; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1701.
I'apw'r n'<vptacle. H. D. Thatcher. No. S91.s7h, .lune ,30; Sp. p. 5.i92; Dr. p. 11.S7; Gaz. vol. 134. p 2058.
I'aper-shell making machine. .1 Chesnev. No. H92.362; Junes): Sp. p. 6420; Dr. p. 13,s<p, Gaz. vol 134: p. 2216.
Paper to corrugate packing-boards. Applying surface. W. H. Latus. No. 891.428; June 23; Sp. j). 4552; Dr. p. 989; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 1877.

l'ai>er tray F B. D»i\ids..n .No H(i2,ii;i(V, June:«>; Sp.p. 5781; Dr. pp, 1243-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 210»'>.

I'afxT-triiniiiing machine i, H Davis, No, ,s9<).:i40: June 9; Sp. p. 2326; Dr. p. 513; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1457.
ParalTlnin^ n<-«'pta<-|e8, Miu-hine for. .\(. M, Il.'ermstad No. 890,983; June 16; Sp. p. 3«i66; Dr. p. 799; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1700.
Paring-knifc. F. B (ilbford. No ssi.itio. ,liine.3(), Sp p ,5581; Dr. p. 1203; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2074.
Putt<'ni .s?<- Coat-patteni; ( > linder-pattern, 1 .aniient [Mittem.
Patt<'m ptackage. Dn'ss-. SV.'j. Flo.xl. N, .syi .'kii. June 23; Sp. p. 4760; Dr. p. 1030; Gaz. voL 134; p. 1912.
Pavement and making the game. SV. E Hassaiu. No. 890,902; June 16; Sp. p. 3471; Dr. p. 760; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1672.
Pavement. St n^it- J .M SS ulsti No s(« 1.1 10; June 9; Sp. p. 1828; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1382.
Pavlng-i)l.>ck 11 A. Kratz.-r. No \«<y.ti«2. June 2: Sp. p. 988; Dr. p. 228; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1218.
Pea-separator SV. S Pope. No. 8^(l,Oi6. June 16: Sp. p. 3869; Dr. pp. 843 4; Gaz. vol. KM; p. 1736.
Peanut-stiinmer .1. T. B^uithall. No. K'.«j.401, June 9; Sp. p. 2432. Dr. po. 537-8; (iaz. vol. \:i4. v. 1475.
Pe<lal-hidlng panels, operating connection for. J. T. Mayer. No. 890,678; June 16; Sp. p. M)&, Dr. p. WK);
Pen. S. Half No. H9().274, June 9. Sp p 2200; Dr. p. 483; Gaz. v<.l. 134; p 14.^5.

Pen, Drawing-. G. Schi>enner. No H'd.im, June 16; 8p. p. 3871; Dr. p. 846; (iaz. vol. 1.34; p. 17,38.

Pen. Fountain- ' Bustani>l'.v No hw»,4:{5. 1 uiie 2; Sp. p. 488; Dr. p. lb.; (iaz. vol. i:i4; p. 1137.
Pen, Fountain-. D SV

.
."^chnebUv N.. >o<9,973; June 9; Sp.p. 154s: Dr. p :i49. Gaz. vol 134; p 1335.

Pen, Fountain-. A. F. Zahin. No sno,747. June 16: Sp. p. 3168; Dr. p. 693; (iaz. vol. i;i4; p. 1622.
Pen hoMer, Fountain-. J A. Robinson No. 891,187; June 16; Sp p 4025; Dr. p. 882; (Jaz" vol. 1,34; p, 1764
Pen. Ke<'..rding-. C C. Clawson No. 890.261; JuneO; Sp.p. 2143, Dr p. 470; Gaz. vol 134 p. 1431
Pen-support H Prieater. No. S-.U.uag; June 16; Sp. p. 3864, Dr. p. 844; (iaz. vol. i:i4, p

Gar. vol. 134; p. 15W9.

(4; p
1737.

Penholder. A. B Mo,,r»'. No si(l.,s51; June 30; Sp. p. 5441; Dr. p 1176; Gaz. vol. 134, p 2049.
Penholder, Vut.)matic ejeruing R. II. Wilson. No. 890,830; June 16; Sp. p. :«;«; Dr. p. 730; Gaz vol. 1,34; p. 1&50.
Penholder, .^If-ejectin^. E .- Browning .So. 891,036; June 16; Sp. p. 37.54; Dr. p. 819; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1718.""

' ' '
•• "•- - -

^; Dr. p. :oO. (ia? vol. 134; p 1321.

3722: Dr p S12: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1711

Pencil, l..>iid- I B kennv. N<1 sx'J aT2. lime 9; S
P.- g.

)r. p. 819; Gas
, 1459; Dr. p. :J30. (ia? vol. 134; p 1321

Pencil-sharpener. G P. Suriia No. s-.tLolo. June 16; Sp. p. 3722: Dr p S12: Gaz. vol. 134; p.
Pencil-shanx'ner T Van Aller. .No. ^92..'«5. .Inn.' ,30; Sp. p. f.3t>9: Dr. p. 1.373; (Iaz. vol 134 p. '22(17

Permutatlondo.;k. E. E. Quaintance. No. m«i.4.39; June 23; Sp. ;.. 4667; Dr. pp. 993-4, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1880.
Petroleimi or .listlllate then>of to obtain an e.xp|o8lve mixture for hitemal-combustion engines. Treating cold crude. D. Martini.
No. 892.378: June:*)

Petticoat. E. J. Segn'il
^p p 6449; Dr. p i;i91

.). .v>gn'ii. No Hyi.si*, June 30: sp. p. 54.3, Dr. p. ll8;j; uar. vol. 134; n.
Phonogram. B F Philpot and F. W. .Matthews. No. 892,301; June 30; Sp. p. 6306; Dr. p. 1359: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2197.

(ia/ vol. 134; p. 2221.
lune 30: Sp. p. 5473, Dr. p. 1182; Gar. vol. 134; 2<i55.

Phonograph f(*^l mtvhniiism H Schroder No. 891.378; June 23; Sp. p. 444^; Dr. p. 969;' Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1860.*^

Phoiiograpli-honi II .Sc-hnkler No sf)<j„-,:(4. lune 9, .Sp. p. 2686; Dr. p. 592; (Jaz. vol. 134 p. 1519
I'honoKraphs, Automatic stop for. C. I' ( o,,k. No. 890.;«.s; June 9; .Sp. p. 2323; Dr. p. 51.3. (Jaz. vol. 134; p 1456.
Phonogra|ihs. graphophones, ami the hke. .Mechanism for the manufacture of cvlindrical blanks and records of. E. Traynor, S. Bur-
gess, and I Ames .So 8<^il,196, ,tunelfi; Sp.p 4aV», Dr p 8ss, (iaz. vol. 134". p. 1768.

Photograph-frames with plush bucks Fastener for .1 Has.s.lbring. No. 890,3.57. June 9. Sp. p 23(i<). Dr. p. 521; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1462.
Photographs, Ltilizing Lippmann. A. Kohler and J U-hmann .So. 890,86.3; June K.; Sp. p. Xis'r. L>r. p 743, Gaz. vol 134' p. 1660
Photographers appliance E N Smith. .No s>«»731; June 2; Sp. p. 1063; Dr. p 245: Gaz. vol. i;<4; p. 12:50.
I'hoto^'raphic appiratus D. D Routh No HWt,.>t,2; lime .>; Sp. p. 134; Dr. p. :«; (iaz. vol. 134. p lOJO
Photographic apparatus, Elect ricall.N -operated. W. A- Chamberliin. No. »t9.(K59. June 2; Sp. p. 909; Dr. p. 211; Gaz. vol. 134;
p 1 J( >^

I'liotographic developing apparatus.
Photographic developing apparatus P. .\hl

l(fe

rrick. No 890.379; Jime 9; Sp. p. 2397: Dr pp. .528-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1466.
>ott. No. K9i,;wi. June 23: Sp, p. 4476; Dr. pp. 974-5; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1865.
No. 891.304. June 2.3; Sp. p. 4289: Dr. p. 9.37; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1836.

.\. She rrick

Photographic-plate hoUfer.' 'C. von I'nruh. .ao. jwi.j*;^. .mneii; >p. p. 4:?<y Dr p w,3

I'hotographic-prlnting apparatus .V Cottlllon. No. 889,443; Juiiel'; Sp.p. ,504, Dr i)p. 119-20, (Jaz. vr.l. 134; p. 1139.

;. v(

Jl. ]

' ^'

Piano back. Upright-' \. Stahl^. No^S90.811; June i6; Sp. p* .Y2<Vi; Dr p"722:"(l'az7v(3l. 134; p. 1644,

Photographic-printing frame J. C. Fyfe .So. 8(1.158; June 16; Sp. p. xm
p. .104

[f. Dr.
Photographic reflector S. Holm. No. 890,651; June 16; Sp. p. 29,55; Dr. p. 647 Gaz vtd 134- p ISCU
Photorneu-r. V H SUna<k No, S8H,7;«); June 2; Sp. p. 1(>)2: Dr. pp. 244 5 (

J

" ^
'"'""" " " '>—-- No S90,087; June9; Sp.p. 1783, Dr. p.

3-
• 'Plano-action R. Oppitz

Piano. .Sutomatlc playing

p. 8(.W; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1755.
' ••" p. K""

li30.

Planrwa.st I. SV Norcross. .No. 800.443; J une 9
Piano magazine. Self-playing-. E. (iuthrie. No. 891

A. F. Larson ^tA K. O. (Jstergren.
' 16; S

Sp p
I1.H02;

az. vol. 134: p.
394; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1374.

891,938: June .30; Sp, p. 5«i00; Dr. pp. 1207-0; Gaz. vol. 134; p.aU7&

Piano. Player-. G. Ifochman
Piano-players. Note-sheet for autop)n6uniatic.
Pianos, Mixiulatlng attachment for automatic

. 2.510:

June
No 88P,ti85; June J. Sp. p ii78

. J. W.C-lnuse N.

Dr.p ,V>.5, (ifiz. vol. 1,34; p. 1490.
2:1 Sp p. 5;<22: Dr. p. 11515; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2002.
Dr p. 226. Gaz. vol. 1.34, p. 121(.

H89.204; June 2, Sp p. 29, Dr. p. 8; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1062.*

_, .,.-., „, ..
'' '>«'iriuard No. >«y,444; June 2, Sp. p. ,506; Dr p. 120: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1130.

Pianos. MuMc-rest for L. SN . Norcross. No. 890,444; Junen. Sp.p, 2511; Dr. p. 556; Gaz vol 134 p 1490
Planoa, organs. Ac, Key-l>ottom for. P. DufTy. No. 891,469, .lune 23; Sp. p. 4626; Dr. p. 1004, (iaz vol. 134 p 1891.
Pianos, Pneumatic acUon lor automatic. W. J. Publow. No. 891.951; June 30; So. p. 5&6; Dr. p. 1218, Gaz. vol. 134, p. 2083.
Pick. J. Hommerln, Jr. No. 800,426j JuneO; Sp. p. 2481; Dr. p. 549; Oaz. voL 13^- p 1484.
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Ki;ES.»,iL^^f;r ,.:^ Mi-r^i-s Sets &^pi;;fi ;i*i^i's^:s -^n^.^. ..„ . .,.

.

'-

. .. ^-v. .. V ..„! .5- i,,„„ a Qr. r. OAoa Dr r> SfiO: Oaz. vol. 134 P. H92Pictures.
Piercing-tool. J. W. SrhHtt

Pin; S** Gun hingt>-piii. Hi
Pin-joint. F W r.oerdes N

Pincu-Hhion. R R. Ellis. N <«

N.i VK) 457: Juno 9: Sp p. 2A28. Dr p. 560; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1«3.

[.IB Iti'<iiiat(ir-pm; Safety-pin; VeU-pln.
1 -vv June 233 Sp- P bim: Dr. p. 1100; Oat vol 134; Pj,9b3.

' ne 16: |p. p 2916; Dr. p. 638; Gas. vol. 134; p. 1583.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1066.

h

_P,p«M;oupfmgapi.a:iT,... ,.
M ^r"^ ", i.^,„,

*
s.!; ,„,'.!„ lune i6; 8d. P. 3535; Dr " "- '--

Pipe coupling. \nx
Pipe cutter. thrtM ;rr

Pipe-cutting :ii ! :.:>

Pipe support ai.-l . l,ii

Plpe-wreneh. i ha:ii.

Plpe-wrt-nch ( httiii.

Ptpe-wrcnch ( hiiln.

Piston. J Wnnmnt

k

.. .„.. ._., p. 1«7.

8p. p 3335; Dr. p. 730; Ga«. vol. i:*4; p. 1R61.

,n,lwnn>l^ na-i>! V BHiiii \. . --o .f.'T; June 9; Sp. p. 2305; Dr. p. 509; Ga«. vol. 134; p. 1453.

. 11 K her No. m.m: June 16; Sp. p. 3957; Dr. p. 868. Gaz. vol 134; p. 175C

nV r.'n.h n.^i. C. P. VVhit.i No. S92.105; June 30; Sp- P;5a»; I>r. P ^70; Gat vol. 134. p. 2130.

/, \y',' ..m. No. ^2.\U. lune 30; Sp. p. 5930; Dr. p. 1278; Gaz. vol 34. p. 21X2.

, I ora. N.x «f-M12. June .30; Sp. p. 5932; Dr. p. 1278; Gaz. vo . 34; p. 2 ffl

O; Ambom. No. ^92,113; June 30; Sp. p. 5934; Dr P- If
^^ Gat vol. 134. p. 2133.

No. 889.279; June 2: Sp. n 169; Dr. p. 42; Gaz vol. 134; p. lOM.*

ni R. I. Miner. No. mjk- ^^^ -' «P- P- »**3; Dr. p. 24^; Gaz^vol.
>3f

• P .If^;,^
i. June 30; Sp. p. 5725; Dr. p. 131; Gaz vol. 134 p. 2096.

o S92 287 June 30; Sp. p. KSC; Dr. pp. 1352-3; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2192.Plstonc. ! :..< '! ;. FS \iMe. U. Hess. No. 891

Pi8t.':-.-i.fa.l> K.: K"\l ''''•'' fi>i". J.C.Morse.

Pist..r-n :.:.-. M H -allivan. No^ 890.1^; JuneV%V. 1813; Dr. p. «1; Gat^ v^o^^^

Plston-rin^s. ..rrun«..m,nt f„r tightening. K. \J^lUner Ko.^l,J17; June 23 Sp. p 4ffil. Vr^.^^943'; Gat. ydl. 134; p. 1840.

...^ .. ^t,. u. 2762;' Dr. p. 610; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1533.

No 890.519TJune 9; Sp. p. 2654; Dr. p. 586; Gat. vol. 134; P..1514.

Pitman, o. .\. » ram. No. -s^y.Tfi;!: June 2; Sp.

Plane. J. L. Pringle. No "flio..^::). June 9; Sp.

;

Planer- OK \ W Whit^omb. No. 890.544; Jule 9; Sp. p. 2701, Dr. p^96; Gaz voU34. p. 15^

pCtIr altachn.ent. See.l-. C. O. Palla.. No. *9.329; June 2: Sp. p. 266. Dr. p. 60
<-'J«-

'" I**, p. HOI.

P^Ur Potlt^ R Bla.r. No. 889,654; June 1. Sp. p. ^.m: Dr VV -W 9; Gaz. vol. 34. P- 1206^^.

pSSl^r' PoUt^ B. H. Pugh. No. 891.370. Ju»ie 23; Sp p. 443^ t)r P;.?^- O"; Y"
.J^^.

P- If'

Plants Compound for comtaimg fung<.i.l 'li':**'*'^ '?
< '^''°'"'\„^?i7-'n ,Vr n 90?'nai voll34- D 1881.

Piaster or coStHKslUon board. < ;. Rad-r Ny
f ' *^, "^^l -No^-^l «^' j\^e^23^p. p 4f^2 ; Drp^lK Oat. vol. 134; p. 1887.

Platform and 'levftting m.'iiiis th.'n'for .MoNHil.v J. Bou.scal.
/^S^- ,^*-*tV -At •? rf, Vr.i ru n im

fStlng apparatus <
' - j^-^us^^^o^_ v,«,:44 ^^U.^. 2, >p. p. ^^'-^-Pf,^'^^^: ^l^^'

^^ ^^^

Plow
Plow
Plow.
Plow.
Plow.
Plow
Plow

Sriiith. No. H90.SN2; Jun.- Ifi; Sp. p. 3424. Dr. p. 7.tO; Gaz. vol. 134. p. \m<.

affo.

p'i'tHS. l/r. p.'4.38; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1407.

{Htj,: Dr p H4.S; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1(

p. 1

1737.

r>ti-W H V Srsii'h. .No. Hyi),s«_'; .Mini- ip. pp p 0^1. i-"- t'- '-^'. v.—
.

.«• .»-. r- •
,

-

.^^jj,

V L Cov.-v and W N. .;r««r No. W.My; .hine 1..; Sp. p. ;i442; Dr. p. 7o4; ( az
.

vol, 131. p. 16b8.

CC Rank-in No «..i.l(il, Jun- U.. Sp.i.. :<H.i7; Dr. p. Mo; Gaz vol. 134- p. 1.3,_

W n, Jaclcson. No, s«l 2t,l. June 23, ,-p ;>
42(J.;

I''-,P,8.1«-.,«,",VY" i,}:^: V^'
C R. Uavi.s. No. S91...7;{, .innvZi; Sp jk o- t.^: Dr, p. 1094 Oa/.. %ol, U4 P- l^**-

. .3..

T B Chapp^U-ar and G. F Hunr.i.utt No sm m>Q luro ,« ; >p p v.><, T)r. p. 1197. Gaz. ^o\. 134. p.

\ L. Cov^v No, syi.yu, .lune.io, Sj., .^>.'.< It ;- 11'*. Ga/.. vol._ l.H, p.

piow harrow attat-hment. S .S.-itner, Jr. No fiW.lM lur..;.

Plow-Stan larl . lanip f <'. Rankin No syiUii.
1
un.^ 1- -! ; "":• '

'l^.^' ,7;-'„ l^^n'o iFl "br'n 312- Gat. vol. 134; p. 1306.

Plow.. V,.lduig d,.v,.v for .^..k M A"1--" "^',
M
^ ,

'^-''.,1', ,^'.?,,r:y p'"^f 'i,r%pP;/S-,'; Gaz^ vol. 13? P- n«l.

ffi^V^M^X^K's.n.Uie';;^:;.^;,^--:-- ' \nJ:'irs'r.::^-S<J.,- H, .sp. p. Jf ;
..r. p. 7.«; Gat. vol. .34; p. .631.

Pi
^' Wall ( l.ovelv N,, v,y7.M1, June 2, Nf- r U*^. I>r P 2;i2: .,az. vol. I.i4. p 12-2().

Pneumatic transmission tut-ecartnd>fe. ,^, '

,

^^ ' '"^^ "^i^^^. •^''
, /J-^f,

'"" ,.^ i,r p m,\ (iar,. vol, l.M; p 17,10,

rcrssi' ;r,;^s;-,. Ks-ri ',;:;

;

','. K. i;.; -:.vp. i ..s.;s'^^.|,s '..^p. «i, u.., v,.. ,«.
'i. >«.

Pol^supporter. R Hfckev No v.9..<7:t; June'2: S... p -W,
J*^ P^^^ I,'"''

,^'''
\^, f^ 1^\m*<

Pfi r V.Vhirle- (' W Nt-edlt"* No Hyu.lOl; Jut*' ", Sp p 1^48. Dr, p. 42",t. <.h/.. \o
. ,

4. p, ««i

Po Veh^cel \V N vd .., No s^xm .
,!»».• '<: Sp p, m<'. Dr p «.i, Ga/ vol, U4. p HO

-o shi^d^vice D.S Porter. No. 892.303; June 30; Sp. p. a310; Dr. p. ^-^O- /"j'" ;"^.;, "^^ P' f'^V,^

PoIshmi-machlne C I. Hawe.s, No, W.fWO; June 2; .<}., p, ^; I>r pp 2^^} 4. .At. m>. 134 p. 1-14.

?^S^;^'" .T, Mc(iovney, No. ^.290; Jtjne^^O; ^;^P,:;f;;;,I'^- P;^' ^-'l;^'- ;r-j^4i!''iaz, vol, .34; p, 140.,

Post: 5« Binding- post; Fenct^post; TuU-post
Post, a U Gn..som_ N,v .91.2*;, l,m.. .3. .^^ P *-•.'

-P' ? Av 1^4 P w/ Dr p •<77, Ga., vol. 134; p. 1759.

\^nX^' '^T'Sr ''no l^^^HZ.Xt^- ^nV^^M. voi: .34: I 1126.

|::;l-c;;v^''f:7^.nsen no, >^y,;..7. June ^ S^.
p^

345; Dr^ ^;«^^- -'j.^^ P \L;^, ,„ pp. 59^,; Oaz. vol. 134. p 1523.

PntHto-biunnmf rnach ne. M Hannon No *tl,u.->l , June y. ."^p p i.-o, yi, t^-
-i^ » 1

Pot^t^K R Blair. No v<9A-.?; June 2: ^^p. p <9S; Dr pp. 207 k; (,az, vol, n4, p 1206,

SEan^l^adrR ^^t;^'^^^^^^!^.^: s!:. ^.^^^n^;'^'
:B^: '^^

>- P >-

i:-^;k^.i^t^.^-^. ^i:V;^?^V'€vl>B..^pV^ p. nu.

Power-transmi.s,.ior merhani,.m B \ an D^-ar ..„^'" ,"^^^1, ''VJ .'%^'^^/VP4iS j r p^?07*: Gat, vol, 134; p 1945.

K:;;:l;^=o[:SS.I;^=vIr.X^s;::e4'G ^P.P.270; Dr.pp «.7: Gaz. vol. 134: F

P<!i^r-transxnitter. E. T. McKaig ^o.^ p; ^.une 30; Sp. p. 5*64; Dr. pp^^^^ ^^^^

Power-transmitting mechanism. «.^A^ Smith. N" '«1;»'»*'
/^""L^^jj^P-jrinf2- Sp. p 1309. Dr. p. 300; Gat. vol, 1.34; p 1273,

Kir.^a.'rS'T^o^rL^'Elt'S^'- /^L^^'JeA^z^r-NrS^:!!^. June 30; 8p, J. »»; Oa. vol. 134; p. 2132.
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Precision, Adjusting apparatus for instruments of. H. Abrens. No. 890,.394; June 9; 8p. p. 2422; Dr. p. 636; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1473.
Prepayment mechanism J Gribhel. No. 891,771; June 23; 8p, p. 5251; Dr. p. 1138; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1981.
ress: S<-< Amulgani-prcss, Baling-pres.s; Kilter-press; Fruit ana like packing prejis; Meat-press; Power-press; Printing-press.
resser-foot-lifting m.vhanism. Automatic. H. H. Cummlngs. No. 891.210; June 16; 8p. p, 4083; Dr, pp. 896-7; Oat. vol. 1,34; p.I'resser-ioov-niung mcnanism. Automatic. H. H. Cummlngs. No. 891.210; June 16; 8p. p, 4083; Dr. pp. 896-7; Oat. vol. 1,34; p, 1772.

Mc< lave. "

Pressure-regulator. J Dhiii«. h.v«ki No s9i„599; Jime"23; Sp. p. 4892;' br. p. 1054; Gar vol. IM; p. 1931.
Printer and n-gister. Tick, t i, v lir.u)i No. 891,521; June 23; Sp. p. 4742; Dr. p. 1027: Gaz. vol. 134! p. 1908.
I'rtnt4'r's gug.' i; M Kfiisifv N. >>'«',vC, Jime 16; 8p. p, 3.343; Dr. p. 732; Gaz, vol, l.<4, p lti.12

Irintf T!.' KHll.'vs, IxHk for G R Hoytc No. 891..397; June 23; Sp. p. 4494; Dr. p, 97«>; Ga/ vol i:<4 ii isis
Printers' overlays and underlays, Prej)aring. E. Lankeaand K. Schwartler. No.892.166; June3Ci; Sp. p, t)Ct4S; Gat, vol. 134; p.2161.
Pnntiiig and for die pres.ses, Duplex inking-gear lor platen. M. Rockstroh. No. 890,455; June «; 8p. p. 2526; Dr. p. SSu; (rat. vol. 134;

Iruiting and registering appsratus. Ticket. H. Friedlein. No. 891,614; June 23; Sp. p. 4919; Dr. pp. 1060-1; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1936.
Printing and registering apparaf us. Ticket. N Leheis. No. 861.624; June 23; Sp.n 4950; Dr. pp. 1066-7; Gat vol. 134; p. IMO.
I'rintlng-chuin rl.'jiMMg device. O. A. Chamlwrs. No. 889,507; June 2; Sp. p. 637; Dr. p. 148; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1160.
Irlntiug leviie Strtrii|, F C. Carroll. No. 88P.357; June 2; Sp. p. 320; Dr. p. 76; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1110.
rrtntin^'-uia^hiii. i I' (nldwcll No. »i<)0,!i»ii: June 16; Sp. p. 3«r20; Dr. pp. 7S7 »: Ga/ vol i;j4; p 1093
Printing-machine. S. Brown. No syi,9,S0; June 30; Sp. p. 6704; Dr. p. 1228; Gat. vol. i;j4: p, 2092.
I'rinting-maohine paper-fi'ediug device, S. Brown. No. 892.358; June 30; Sp. p. 6413; Dr. p. 13S4; Gat. vol. 134; p. 2214.
Printing methaiilsrn for listing-machines. Total-. D. E. Felt and C. P. Wetmore. No. »«9,«71; June 2; Sp. p. 951; Dr. pp. 219-20; Uai.

vol. i:!4: p 1211
< f y ty

Printing mechanism, SfJoctive, E, D. Belknap. .No. 889,503; June 2; Sp. p. 631; Dr. pp. 14&-7; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1157.
I'rtnting or stamping attiMhment for (>«i>.r-holding stands. E. GuUotzl. No. 890,637; June Hi; Sp. p. 2933; Dr. p. 642; Gat. vol. 134;
P \r<si..

Printing-press. J. H. Stonemetz. No. 890.467; June 9; 8p. p. 2648; Dr. p. 664; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1496.
Printing-press, L. W Sonthpate No S90.720: June 16; Sp. p 3104; Dr. p. 681; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1C13.
Printing-press C G. Hi.rn- and W. li Smith. No. 891.165; June 16; 8p. p. 3883: Dr. p. 875; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1757.
Irintiiig-pn-ss n-glst.ring l.v e. E. L, Bogasrh, No, 891.034; Jime 16; Sp, p, 3751; Dr, pp, 81H-19; ('rat. vol. 134; p. 1717.
Irmting iins> Iv* ..-, ..lor- i. A. .Vpricola. Jr. No. HOI, 392; June 23: Sp. p. 4481; Dr. p. 975; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1866.
Irojei tile, Anch..r- K S ' lugh No S90,499; June 9; Sp.p. 2613; Dr. p. 5?-. ; Oaz. vol, 134; p. 1807,
Proji^ting-apparatuv scree- A 1. Simpson No. 890.101: June 9; 8p. p. 1811; Dr. p. 400; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1379.
1 r.iixll.r F S lHr-...n> .lilt W p K.llev. No. 891.093: Jime Hi; .Sp. p. 3K53; Dr. p. H42: Gaz, vol. 1.34; p. 1735.
ProiH-Uer \ I I'hillips No sMi 7>» I line 23; Sp.p. 5170; Dr. p, 1116; Gaz. vol. 134; I) 197.S,
l'r..|».|l..r, Ship •< ( Ftllppi N.. '<<ii),!)7;i; June 16; Sp. p, 3«>42: Dr. p. 793; Gat. vol. 134, p. uy97.
Pr.i\iMnn-rM( k ( II B.ks k No .yt| ..«.<): June 23; .sp, p. 5048; Dr. p. 1088; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1964.
PuU.r .s>r Pipe and post puller: "itdk-pullHr; Stump and tree puller.
Pulley ( GaU'l. No. ,K92,244; Juno ,30: Sp. p. 6197; Dr. p. 1335; Gat. vol. 134; p. 2177.
luUey. \Hnahle-si).*d A .M (Mmpliell and A. F, Golding No. 889.902: June 9; Sp. p. 1.399; Dr. p. 318: Gat. vol. 134; p. 1310.
I'lilp ni.t.f Machin.' for forming iirtirl.s from F, C. Emrick. No. 891,331; June 2;); Sp. p. 4347; Dr. pp. 947-9; Gat. vol. 134- p 1K4.5
Pulp or jute Loanls and the pnxluct then'of. .Making waterproof wood-. C.B. Jameson. No. 889.235: Jun82: Sp.p. 87; Dr. p. 20. Gat.
vol 1.(4, p 1072

Pulp or pap.'r machine. 0. M. Gait. No. 891.985; June 30; Sp. p. 6715; Dr. p. 1229; Gat. vol. 134; p. 2094.
lulvHri/er, K, V Kvans and D I illey N.. MJ1.471; June 23; 8p. p. 4628; Dr. p. 1006; Gaz. %ol. 134; p. 1892.
'urnp. L, Benson aii'l W Ahrams No, H)S9 '"' ' " °- - — '- '^- - "" -" - '

•-'

•limp II I'lin.' .No ><>«i.tt»i2: Junr It.: Sn i

1

lump. L, BeiKxon and W Ahrams No H89,4;<<): June 2; 8p. p. 474; Dr. p. 113; Oat. vol. 134; p. 1135.
Pump II Clin.. N.i ss»i,<m\'2; June It.; Sp p ,<i.24; Dr. p. 788; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1W3.
Pump. G. (inissendorf. No. 802.150; June 30; Sp. p. 6022; Dr. p. 1294: Oat. vol. 134; p. 2145.
Pump attachment T. McN'ally, No, >«9..i2.'i: .Iune2: Sp. p, 257; Dr. p, 63; Gaz. vol. 1.(4 p 1100
l^iimp. Breast- J S (iill^rt. No. 890,975; June 16; Sp. p. 3644: Dr. p. 794: Gaz. vol. IM: p. Iti97.
lump. Centrifugal n (;(».rit. No, 8?>0.,155: ,Iiine9; 8p. p, 2354; Dr. pp. 519-20; Gaz. vol, i;j4; p, 1461.
Pump counterhalancing attachment, J , M Wilson. No. 890..<89; June 9; Sp. p. 2415; Dr. p r,a; (iay. vol 134;
Pumpcoiinterhalancing .levice, G C. Werner No. 81-0,477; June 9; Sp. p, 257?; Dr p ,t6''; (iaz, v..l. 1.(4; p. 1.!

1

p .
, _

.
"~

,
" ,;::.. :.. so; Sp. p. 5893; Dr. p. 1209; Gaz. vol. 134; pPump, Hydraulic. D. J. Jarvis. No. 892, pyi; June 30; Sp.p. 6037; Dr. pp. 129)v9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 21

Pump-kettle p Dehne No H'lO •112; .Uine"; Sp, p, 2457; Dr, p, 544: Gaz. vol I;i4; p 147',i

C Lager. .No. 890,662; June 16; 8p p. 2977: Dr

p. 1472.

1500.

149.

,, - w . .. -- — -, . -r r _., pp, <i.'>2-;*: Gaz. vol, KM; p, 1.t94
I umiv-piston 1 Jiirner. No, KNy,27."i. June 2: Sp,p. 162: Dr. p. sO; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1084.

Pump, Multistage centrifugal.
Pum[v-piston T I iirner. .N

_ ^ ^
Pump, Rt.tjiry M Moore and J, .Murr.iv .No. H.S't,949; June9;"Spyp, 1495- Dr" p .W; (iaz, vol. 1:14; p. 1.336.
Pump rotor. Centrifugal-. ( . H. Jaeger. No. s92,262; June 30; Sp. p. 6240; Dr. p. 1342; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2184.
Pump, Vacuum- J, Zeitlin, No Htii,(r2ti: tune p.; Sp, p, 3739; Dr, p. 816; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p, 1715.
Piinnwalve, Automatic P, Bn-nner and <"> Hoffmann. No. 890,121; June 9; Sp. p 18.'"^. Dr. p, 40S: (Jaz. vol. 1.34; p 1.386.
Pump valve. Mine-, R, W, Murray, No. >«9(),997; June 16; 8p. p. 3689; Dr. p. 804; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1705.
Pump, \ertical-shHft centrifugal A, W llunsak.r. No. 891,4?2; .lime 23; Sp. p, 4542; Dr, p, 987. (.i.z, vol, 134; p, 1K76.
Pump. W ater-balHnce.i. H, M, SplnoUa, No, 889, 7:«: June 2; Sp. p. 1064: Dr. p. 246; (Jaz. vol. l.'^4; p. 12:40.
Pump. Wind-driven. E Eggleston No, K90,«9;i: June 16; Sp. p. 3449: Dr, pp. 7,V>-(>: Oa/ vol. 1,(4; p h*».
I'umping-jack, .1. R Ware. No nh;i.'27>.: June 2; Sp.p. 167; Dr, n, 41; (iaz. vol 1.(4; p, IUH.S
Pumping mwhanism. Oil-well. D. R. Blakeslee. No. 892.120; Jime 30; Sp. p. .S94<.; Dr. p. 12K); Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2136.

^. ._
134: p. 2213.
220»,.

No, K90,«9;(: June 16; Sp. p. 3449: Dr, pp. 7,V>-(>: Oa/ v
27>>: June 2; Sp,p. 167; Dr, n, 41; (iaz. vol 1.(4; p, IUH.S

. . Blakeslee. No. 892.120; Jime 30; Sp. p. .S94<.; Dr. p. 12X
.

Pumping mechanism. Oil-well. D. R. Blakesltv. No. 892.354; June 30; Sp. p. (>4(>2; Dr. p. 13K,>: Gft?.vol.l34
Pumning plant. Sand-. .M. Swintek. No. S-92,.329; June 30; Sp. p. 6360; Dr. pp. i;(71-2; (iaz. vol. I,'i4; p. 220<
Punch, A, H, Moiilton, No )«<0,99,-.: June It.; Sp. p. 3687: Dr. p. 804: Oaz, vol 134: p, 1704
Punch, \iitomatic center-, F
Punch. .Metal- K K .Mktv-

Spalding No. 8^,409: June 2: Sp. p. 439; Dr. p. U)4;'Ghz, vol. 134: p. 1128.
No V)i„-,i(,: June23:_ Sp, p. 47;«; Dr. p. 1024; Ga/ -.ol. 1.-J4: p. 190ti.

Pimch-shifting nwhani.sm. C. 11 De La Monte. No. 801,178: June 16: 8i>. p. 4007: Dr. p S79: Ga/. vol. 134; p. 1761.
Punctun--cloHer. J. H. Ran.i. No. 892, :«»»;; June 30; Sp. p. 6316; Dr. p. l3«.l; Ga/.. vol. 134- p. 219K.
Punctiire-cloNun's, Tool for s«'tting. J. H. Rand. No. 892.183; June 30; Sp. p. UIS2: Dr. p. 130S; Ga/. vol. 134- p 2167
Punitive device. J R. Hinton. No. 890,90';; June 16; Sp. p. 3475; Dr. p. 7(^1: (Iaz. vol. i:i4 p. 1673,
Puzzle. C, S, L Kennedy No h)<9,.(14; June 2: Sp j.. ic.i Dr, p. 56; Ga/. vol i;i4: p. 1097. ,
Puttie. W. .Martin, .No 890.ii77: June 16: Sp, p, .'^iKil: I)r p. 660: Gaz. vol. \M- p, 1599,
Pyrographical levic.. H llolton. No «<il,47K; Jun. 2;(: Sp. p 4^.'>4: Dr. p lOUH; C.h/.\o1 134- p 1,S94
Pyrometer C, F<^ry, No, >«10,k9.V June 16; Sp, p, 34.M : Dr, pp. 756-7; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1670.
Quartz-mills. Battery screen-frame for, R, E, L Lampson, No, 880,380: June 2: Sp. p. .3K1: Dr. p. 90: Gaz. vol 1,'^4- p 1118
Rack: Ser Displav-rack; Hay and stock rack; Hose-rack: Plating-rack; Pool-ball rack; Provision-rack; Supporting-rack' Towel-

ra<k; W ire-.scn'en-cliith rack.
Radiator, i. Harrison, .No SS)1,540; June 23; Sp. p. 477.'^.; Dr, p. 1033; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 1913
Radiator return-trap, A. L, Canfleld and B E Van Auken. No. 890,655; June 9; Spp 2721; Dr
Radiators, Foot-wanner attachment for. • '- -• — - - -

-

Rail-bond (i A Mea.
Rail clamp, (fuard-, C
Rail cleaning and scraping ilevice.

p 602; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1526.
er attachment for. J, E, ,lones No, >«9.68»; June 2: Sp p, 9K5: Dr, p. 227: (ia/, vol, 134; p. 1217.
.1 and ( R Sturdevant No K'.n.,U)7: June 9; Sp.p, 2;i7.'.; Dr. i). .S24; Gaz. vol. 1,(4; p 1465
Swit/erand F Sundman, No h<K).^,h4: June 9; Sp, p, 2407; Dr pp .5(0-1: (iaz, vol i:<4- p 147o

Rail cleaning and scraping device. A. J. R. Marjenhofl. No. 892.172; June 30; Sp. p. ti063; Dr. p. 1304; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 2164.
Rail-fastener, 1-

,
G Alf.ird No H'.iO.llf.; June 9; Sp. p. 1842; Dr. p. 406; (iaz. vol. 1.(4: p i:M

"^
'
^

.5201; Dr. p. 1124; G&t. vol. 134; p. 1982.

iaz. vol. 134: p, 2052.

Rail-joint. 8 KiihnJe, No, 891,081; June 16; Sp. p. ,(k(«.; Dr. p. 838; Oat. vol. 1,S4- p'l732'
Rail-joint S Shuller No >W,19I; June :«); Sp p. nf,t>, Dr p K'dO; (ia/ v.. I 134 p ''iHi
Rati joint and brace. L. T. Joerden. No. 891,646; June 2:1: Sp, p, 4787: Dr, pp. ia35-<l: Gat. vol. 134; p. 1916.
Rail-!(>int. Device for ,se,-uring bond-wires to a W M l'..-T N.. H9I s<i<): rune .30 Sp p ,>4»k2 Dr p 11x0 Gt
Rall-ioint, Insulated. B, Wolhaupter, No, 889,288: June 2. Sp p kh; Dr pp 47-H- Gaz vol 134 p 10x8

'

Rail-joint, Thre»^tie step-up 0, L Hall, No 89rj 422: Jui,.-'.: Sp p 247:{; Dr p 648 Gaz vol 1,(4 p 1483
Rail-Joints^Combined angle-bar nut-lock and base-plate for, U. N. Northofl. No. 889,856; June 2;' Sp. p. 1294; Dr p, -296: Gaz, vol.

1«>4| p. 1^71

.

Ratl-aplloe. J. A. Kretter. No. 891,707; June 23; Sp. p. 5135; Dr. p. 1110; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1970
Rail-splice. L. P, .sichramm. No. 892,313: June 30; Sp. p. tt128. Dr p. i;*i2; (iaz vol 134; p 2200
Rail tie uid (a«teoer. T. JohMon. No. 881,547; June 23; Sp. p. 4790; Dr. p. 1036; Oat. voL 134; p. 1916w
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}UiU. Knl.rT^vei for A. Bonz*no. No. m.^»: June ft; 8p p. 2307; Drp. MO; Q"- ol. 134 p^ 1463.

Ka «-*v. Aen^r S Y. Sweeney. No. mW2; June 2: Sp. p. 881; Dr. p. 202; Oax. toI. 134; p^
1202

Ra wav N.r.l. Elec-trio- J. DoUn. No sMMio; June -; Sp p^lWT; ()r. pjll: Q^t. vol lU. p ^K.

Q^.Lu,. r,r«tt. V I Strt»>t*-r .N'o .-sgH 9M Iln*- 9; Sp. p. 1.5ti6; In. pp. 35.^-4; Om. vol. 134, p. 1339.

SallrHVcross'tie and^ ui. MetaUir'^ M. ShaneV"^ No. 889.725; June 2. Sp. p. 1053; Dr. p. 243; Gt. vol. 134; p.

Klil^HVH:ros«ng. C. S. Mossop No. 8'J....N1, fun^ «; Sp p. >>»; Dr. pp. 4S9-90; fla*. vol. 134. P- H41;^

Kailwav-crosso* r d. W Wrixhtson. No. S'.n.J^K Jun.' 23. Sp. p. u:^>. Dr. pp. «-3-4. Gaz. vol. 134 p. l**^.

Ka »av E?^nr C. von ...n.tkv and W MoOlun-. No. »«.J?r. June 2, Sp p l.io. Dr. pp 40-1. Oaz. vol. 134. p. 1085.

Krtilwav Fl«'ino L. H. Thull.'ii. No. SM«),li<S; }uw9: Sp. p. 2015. Dr. p. 444. Gaz. vol. lU. p. 1411.

Railwav'-froK S. Canty. No s«>.l#..: June 2; i^. p 22; Dr. p 5; ';az ;,'' 1-^^; V:^^'}-

Kh wav-Jroe G L Bell. No S«y,:47, luneJ; Ap t. li«:i: Dr. [. J.>!. (..i/. vol. 13^; p 12.XV

KaUwav-rall W. T. Farlev. No. mA\:->. Jun*- 23. Sp. P. 452^; br. d. »«. Gaz vol. 134.
p^

18.3.

Railway-rail c-hair J F i:ewi9. No. syo.iJM: June 1..: 5p. p. Am. Dr. p^ .u->. (,az vol. .i4; p. \fut

Ra way- ail-fa.temng device. G. Ma.kay. No. 889,471. June 2; Sp. p. $7,, Dr. p. U4. .az vo . 134, p. 1148.

Rallwav-rall joint. 1' Stover. No. >«2..C>. Jiuv MK Sp P '^tw. I>r p. 13,1: ..az. vol !4. P --JtU

RaUway-Lgnil. .<. G. CUrk. No. «W.«)7; Jun« 16; Sp. r.. ^SM; Dr^p. 630; Gar vol. 134; pjD,^.

HAilwav-«toml F Hlrt. No. m 33«; June 23 Sp. p. 4370. Dr. p. 951: Gaz. vol. 134; p. IM..

Ra wav^ffl' G D Cox No. syl 703. Jun-tS. S . p 5233; Dr. p. 1134. Caz. vol. lU: p. 19SS

RaUwa -IK apparatus C.'a. IMts. No. S9«,iH*l.Si\ne 9; Sp P l.;*'. Dr.
P:,;ff"v,^-*-.:;i>',

'^•, P"
•i^'^^-

Hrtnwav-<.il-uil KU'nc J. H.<:iinn. No s-nmi+.i. Inn.- 9. Sp p 1.21, Dr. p. 3.S1; Gaz. vol. 134. p. ia.2.

Ra wa • sS svstein E. F fook. No. ««..-03. lune 2; Sp. p. ,51 ; Dr. pp. J^-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. lOtB.

Ra wayS 8v»t^ L I . Thullen. No. ^Ml. June 2: S^.. p. 739; br. p. 171. Gaz, vol. 1^4; p^
117t>

Rh wav
*
Kna' Vvsfni. L. H. ThulVn. No. sc4,l97, Jan.. 9; ^p. p 2013; Dr. p 44.^; Gaz. vol. l54 p. 1411

Ra way s gnal sv.t.m. A. Wilhelm. No. 891.20.., lune 1«, Sp p 4().,1; Dr. pp. H90-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 17t*.

K* Utv .i^ialmtj apparatus. M. W. ZaU-l N.. h^CJim. J.hih.U' Sp p -.124 Dr. p 131. i^'^-'^J:^*' V-

lU *a .i^nalinK kit- C. i'. I'a.m'. No. S90.446; June 9, Sp p. 2.-,l_2 Dr. p. 55.,; Guz. vol- 134 p. «0.

ailwav ,.Knalin|«v»tem. C II. Lav. No. hW^.; June 2; Sp. p. ."4. Dr.
p_

l.M; '^*'"
i^'.-i^'j!,/m d 183»i

Railway ^-liug ..ysten. L
^,[:

i;^;,'!'--
s-^i.^V^f P .r^.'^s.^p ^M^?' D^r 'p'l.i'^V Ga"' JS" m'. I 2^:

: ::v:;^:: n^: t ,

K^-A^''tnu^;..t'^^^-J^\!JA^KW p.. .384 5; Gaz^oi.i34; p. 22.5.

Ka wa -sS*'^ ^ N' L'raen.el. No. V*,ii67. Julie 2; Sp. p. <fX: Dr. o. 214; Of ^. vo
,
l.U.

p^
1210

"^ "> '^
.jpr No. S«i.44L; June2.Sp. p. 499; f)r. pp. lis 19, Oaz. vol. 1,«,

21M.

Kail'*'iy-switfh.

Kf.' way-switch
k. ' *-ay-9wit/'h.

Kailway-switrh.
Hailwav-switi h

1 K (hnst..pher No. S«t.44L; June 2. Sp. p. 499; in. pp. lis ly, oaz. voi. i,-«, p. 1138.

I I. Uevnnlds. No. SK».4».i. Ittiie2; Sp. p. iXM: Dr p. 141; (ij/.^ vol. 134; p. l.^.

W W AMin^ton. No. ^).m. June 9; Sp p. 2420; Dr. p. o34; Uaz. vol. 134. p. 1473.

I M Hipp No. 01,170; June U<: Sp p. .mi: Dr. d. S7h; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1758.

k»llwaV-.»wit. h W Holipu-t No S9-J,(i:>.5. Ji»ir;«»; Sp p ..St). l>r p. 12.V); '"*:^:/"' '3'»- P- 2U<;

rIi wav swit^^h and si^na track trip. f. M Hcrst. No W0.3W); June 9. Sp p. Zi»A: r. pp 521-2 Gar. ^ o 1. IM, p. 141.^

Rai wav-sw tch \utoinatlc \. R. Levy. No. s91.-2tW; June 23; Sp. D. 4214; Dr pp. y21-2. Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1824.

G M r6't^ No. '«0„So7, .lune 9; Sp. p. 272j»: Dr. p. 'm, (.a«. vol. 134; p. 1527.

K Covin*rton. No S91.04I; June 16; Sp. p. .3761: Dr p. S21. <;az. vol. 134 p l'l9-

W. I F Harden. No. *1,164; JUne 16; Sp. p. 3982. Dr. p «74; t.az vol l.}4 p_l.o7.

H I' Whit.v No. S91.311. Jum 23. Sp. p. 4313; Dr. p. ^41. i.az vol. 134 p ls3«.

Railway-tie
Rrt'lway-rie.

Kailway-tie.
Kailway-tie.
Kallwav-tlP

2126.

G&x.

Kailwav-tlP H ^^ >>niti\ .>o. wi..}ii. .)iiiit»,j. ^y. i..
loio. l,,. i..

^-... -•. •--
• « .1,^^.

lUilwav tie.onstPi.tl.in K D H-nnett So. «<92.02.';; Junp :jii; >p. p .->. .3. f*'^ I'^-V-'
. ?4J „ i^'J

l£<%^'.'ks;-s,r.'n!rir™, •j.'.i:„rrrr. ^".urs';;n;,T s.s;! To! Six '^^^^^ p°'.^.^.- e-'
*'-.

vol. 134; t). 1.14.5.

RakI: *.V S.'*Burckhalter No S®.a5f.; June J; Sg. p. 904; Dr^p. 2«»; Gaz v^j. '^^ P- 12"7-

Rake S. P. UTT-h. Nc. !«>.).074; June y; Sp. p. lSi.1 Dr. p. .390: Gaz. vol. 134 p. [3.1

Rake F P »e.^.lle No. x»2.213; June 30. Sp p. nUl; Dr p i:523; Gaz. vol. i;J4; P^216,_

Rakeat achment. Hav-. -S. H. Severson. No. ^1.446: Jnne ;23, Sp. p. 4583, Drj. m,. G*^?^^" ^'

Kan>!*., Kitohen-. A. Frondel. No. S91.7W; Jiine 23; Sp. P- 524*.; f>r. p. 113...Gaz. ol. 134. p. 1990.

Rar^-oven H K Janes. No. H89.23«: June 2: Sn. p. S«: Dr. p 20; Gaz. vol. l.M, p. 10.2.

RSn^ouplinK T. W. Morgan. No. HWO.OKi j',ine9; -^^P-
P, i'"^; ^^'^P-^f.^'^^tJla 'p ?919

Ratchet-wrench M. H. Mills. No. «91.559. June '23; Sp. p. 481..; Dr p. 1040, Gaz. ^ '.'l- 3'«- P- l^«-

Razor S^f^v- W. R. Fowler. No. 890.3aJ: .rune S); Sp. p. 2:546; Dr. ^JlK .,az. voL 134. p^J_4«).

Razo?' .S^ety-. L. IT. Coht,. No. *0.406; hinr 9; Sp. p. 2444; Dr. p. S40; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 14.

.

r^Dtl^l^ WW .strong. No. **).194; Junn9; .Sp. p. 2008; Dr p. 442: Gaz. vol. 134, p_
1410.

K^?^ e and stool, omhine-l ventilated. I. ionipton. No. s*,.V»,: June 2; Sp. P-.^W- !>/ P,/f/,*^*^i,I2'-
'^- P" ''*•

^Sp :^le-<;lo«un,. Hermetic. W. A. Ix.rPnz. No. «*,>il;June 2 Sp. n. .»*; Dr. p. lo.
•
0«^- ^ 1'k>3'^'

Receptacle, Flexible T Iwanami. N- **•»
''^"t,^']: J^^nk^in? n! 89^1 '^^ Junell Sp p.'^^2.^ Dr. p. 919: G.z. vol. 134; p. 1«22.

Re«.pt.c|efor -t..naUto U^apj,l...l wima^....h. .^.
^,,J-^--,

J-.-^^'^lt ;r.05K^9;'GL vol. 134. 'p. 1934.

p. 1492,Receptacle. Kmx-Wdowu j »> .
imhiih.v ;< "•"""',""• ,n:'.- V,i ,."?.

-.ij- 'i\.i^ 'vol 1 U
Reclining-fhair. E. J. Knl.is-ui. No. H90.4.S4. June y; Sp. p. 252.i. Dr. p. 5.*, '.az. vol. 1.54.

Recorder 5f' Sitfnal-rtv or.i<r; Speed -recorder.
«<« „>= i,me-in Sd n fil2S Dr p 131h Gaz. vol. i;54; p. 2165.

R«>order<. or repro,l>i.-ers. Diaphragm for G J Vnder.->n No H'.r2.2»V> June.lO, L^P P_"'f;-J';.P^r*' ' J{q. ^j ^t, il4B-«); Om.
R^tlfiers and rnUr% converters. Automatic regulation of. F. B trwker. No. S91,,97, June -5. .Sp. p. MIO, ur, pp. iiw-«i. ««

vol. 134. p. 2001.

K^^r; •r.^i:,'r,„.„^r 'rx™^°„n^.'«T.ir. Ji-^i-.i;,"; .fe^?*p' ,s-:'S'...-vi,, .«. p. »..

RAfflater Sri' vcrount-reKister: Fare-register; Stock and scales register.

Re?;Jr^^?SS^«fo\^£S^""Si^^^^ NO. «..7I2; JtUH, 2; Sp. p. 1083: Dr. p. 261; Oax. voi. KU; p. im
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RelnforcinK-bar. J. N. Loveley. No. 889,249; June 2; 8p. p. 109. Dr. p. ^'2.^^^ }^-2\^°'\^
Reinlorring-har. G. N. WUson. No. 890.545, June 9; ^p. p. 2704; Or p. 59b; Gaz. vol. IH P- 15^.

Reinfon ing-l.«r for r.-inentltiou.s b..dles E F. Crane. N... 891.234. June ^; bP- MlSl^ ^'t&tT;., vol IM- n 'l?99
Rclay^-ont roller. Multmle-s..ries. C. T. Henderson. No. 890,979; June 16; Sp. p 365.; Dr. p. 7&7. Gaz. voL 134, p. 1699.

Reproducing ohjixts. 5. H. Smith. No. syi.013. Jun«'.16: 8P- P- ^IS^
^,Y--,''°n,^' fSn Aar vol 134- d 1619

Re.si8tan<-e (Oil. Variable . H. A. Wallace. No. «0,7.37; June 16; Sp. p. 31ol. Dr. p. «^. ^a^- vol- 1»*. P; ^°^;-
, ,,4. „ 2200

Kes'.nan.-.. , urv.... Vpparatus for (-lotting • > S^heller No^892.311; Jiitie 30; .Sp. p. t>32*. Dr. p. 13b2. Gaz. vol. 134. p. 2200.

Retort. C V M.Kenna. No. .8<)0,788; June 16; Sp. p. 3253; Dr. p. 711; Gaz. vol. 134, P 1^-
Return-ball. J. I' N. ^vl.old. No 890,9-20; June 16; .Sp. p. iV).; t>r. p. .68; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 1OT8.

Return-flue U.iler. W. M..ran. No 889.388; June 2; Sy. PjUl;,^'-. PP ft*:^; Gaz vol. 134, p. 1121.

Reversing timer and distnbuter. J. G. Heinze, Jr. N^^o. 889.305: June 2. Sp. P^219; Dr. P- f • Oa«- 7'. ^34, p. 1093.

Rheosta* Li.,uid. H W Cheney N..Ny 1.232; June;a. Sp p 414, ; I'^^X.^^*!,- t^"' 4?^!34, p. 1813.

Ribbon-roll clasp or guard T, H OBrten. No. 890.371; June 9; Sp. p. 2^. ^r pp^ 525^. Gaz. voL 1.34^ p^
l4to«^

Rifles. Magazine for. J. Mues and J. H. Matthews. No. 889.540; June 2; Sp. p. 699; Dr. p. 16i. Oaz. vol. 134. p. Utw.

KSr^aD't"h'^^a%rawer, S,.fetv. E. E. Sulzer. No. 891,573; June 23; Sp p^4861; Dr. p. 1045; Gar. voL 134; p. 1924.

Riveter H. Cordell. No. S9n.9»i5; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3627. Dr. p. ,89; Gaz. voL 134; P-169?-

R veter Pneumatic W. H. Van Sickel. No. 890,108; June 9; Sp. p. 1823; Dr. p^ 403; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1381.

890.0<VS; June9; Sp. p. 1746; Dr. p. 387; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 136.

R.xk^rill, Percussion. R. H Anderson. No. 890,012; June 9; Sp. p. 1631; Dr. p. 365; Gaz. vol. 134^ p. 1348Rock-drill. M. Kellow. Nc

R.i^i-.lriiis.-Valve"for operating. C A. Fowler No 891.472; June g. Sp. p. ^^JO^,!^^^ PP' Of^l.^^o^ZS
^'

RakHlrillmg machine W. I'reDwitz No. 892,082; June 30. Sp.p. 58.6: ^^^P l^-^^}"- ,\°'p^34. P- 21^.

Rocking-chair. Folding G. W. Stombaugh. No. 890,192; June 9; 8p. p. 2004; Dr. pp. 441-2, Gaz. noI. 134, p. 1410.

Rod' iSc* Curtain-rod; Gun-cleaning rod. „ ^ , ,r,. unc
RoU and making same. F. Shunian'' No. 8S0..341; June 2; 8p. p.^; Dr. p.

f-^^f.'-^/^^J^^,}^'^
Roll-changing device. H. C. Shaw. No. 889.407; June 2; Sp. p. 436; Dr. p. 104; Gaz. vol 134, p. 1127.

Roller: See Shade-roller; Spinning-frame roller
,r u =. v^ iwi «»• Tiin« Vi- Sn n &724- Dr. D. 1231. Ga*. voL

Rollers and other objects. Forming conically-shaped ends upon. U. Hess. No. 891,992, June 30, Bp. p. b/M, ui. p. i^soi. v«-

Ro'mng-inill.' E.G. Biggert. Jr. No. 85)1.0.32; June 16: Sp p. 3748: Dr. p. 818; Oat vol 134; p. 1717.

RoZi-mill table. J.^ Worth. No. 891.126; June 16; .4p. p,3901. Dr. pp. 854-5; ««J^^ \^: P^^**"

Roofing bracket. J. Layfleld. No. 889,795; June 2; Sp. p. 1176; Dr^ p.2^i; Gaz.voK 134, p. 1250.

R.K>ftng Metallie. W. M. Garvin. No 892.248; June 3o; Sp. p. 6204; Dr. p. 133.. Gaz. vol. 134, P-217V.

Rooflr^H,trip. F. C. Overbury. No. 891..W1; June 23; Sp. p. 4(i95; Dr. p. 1017; Gaz. vol. 34; p. 1901.

Roost I'oultrv-. J. E. MrKinzlo. No. 892,004: June ;50; Sp p. ,S746; Dr. p. 1235 Gaz. ^ol. 13^, P- ^•
Rope and cable grip. R. SchQtz. No. 891.(539; June 2:5; Sp. p 4994: Dr. nM07 >; Gaz^voL 134, D 1947.

Robe-bracket. O.'m. .Stalson No 891,.>40; June '23; Sp. p. 499.1: Dr^p. fO..K Gaz. vol. 134 p^l947^

RopTcarrier, Fall-. A. Lamln-rt. No. 890,072; June 9; Sp. p. 17W. Dr. p. .W, Gaz. vo . 34 p. 1369.

Robe carrier Fall-. A. Lambert. No. 890,073; June 9; Sp. p 1762; Dr. p 390, Gaz. vol 134^ p^
1370

RoUoarner. Fall-. A I^ml-ert. No. 8$»0,663; June 16; Sp. P. -X^); Dr. P. 65.3; ''^V?^ f)?"^^- Gaz vol 134; p 1342.
Ro x-testing mwhine. J. A. Vaughan and W. M. Epton. No. ,S,8r..«i5: J-une 9, &p. p. 1596^.0„'- P",?^' °*'- ^°'- "** P" "**•

Ro ».wav-carriage W. Ellingen. No. S90.852; June 16; Sp. p. :5:574. Dr. p. 740: Gaz vol. 134, P- ISS,.

Rotan cXr %. C. Evans and E. H. Taylor. No. 891,212; June 16; Sp. p. 4088; Dr. p^7; Oar. voL 134. p. 1773.

Rotarv engine. G. M. Bard. No. 889.188; June 2; Sp. p. 3; Dr. p^2; Gaz vol. 134; p. 1067.

F. M. I^hner. No. 889,247: June 2: Sp. p. 106: Dr. pp. 24-5; Gaz. vol. 1^; p. 107«.

G. H. Carter. No. 889,439: June 2; Sp. p. 493; Dr. pp. 117-18; Gaz. vol 134; P- 1138. ^
F. A. Cleveland. No. 889.583; June 2: Sp. p. 782: Dr. p. 178; Gaz. vol 134; P- 1183.

J. K. Gerrich. No. 889.87.S; June 2; Sp. p. l.'5.34; Dr. p. 304; Gaz. vol. 134; P- 12^-

J. B. Walker. No. H89.995; June 9; Sp. p. l.')98; Dr. p. .35.8; Gaz. vol. 134; P- 13«.

Rotary engine
Rotary eng.ie.
Rotary engine.
Rotary engine.
Rotary engine.

Rotary engine.
Rotary- engine.
Rotary engine.

Rotary engine.
Rotarv engine.
Rotary engine.
Rotary engine.

Rotary engine.
Rotary engine.
Rotary engine.
Rotary engine.
Rotary* engine

J. B. waiter. .>o. jww.wh.-). juuew. c^t'. y. lj^-^, •"• w •~'.. >'--• "•-"-' »^
, 7_o

J. Q. Adams. No. 890..39'2; June 9; Sp. p. 2419; Dr p. 534; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1473

K A. E. .Vndreas. No. 8y0,.591; Jime 16; Sp. p. 2818; Dr. p. 621; Gaz. vol. 134; I

J. C. Pfeifler.

,,, -^..j.., Sp. p. 2.S18; Dr. p. o-.ii; uaz. voi. im, p. 1569.

No. 8«iO,7y3: June 16; Sp. p. 3264; Dr. pp. 714-15; Gaz. vol. 134; P- 1^-
U.'0.'Mavl»errv. No. 890.91S; Jimo 16; 5p. p. .^W. Dr. p. 767: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1677.

K. H. Korhonen No HQl :546: June Zi: Ap p. 4:5s.S: Dr p. '.i>4; Gaz. vol 134; p. 1850.

O. T. Killam and M. O'Neill. No. !«1,839; June 30; Sp. p^l6; Dr. p 1171; Oar. vol 134, p. 2045.

R. Hofstetter. No. 892.154-.; June ,3f); Sp. p. W51 ; Dr. p. !»«; Gaz. vol. 1*1; Vj^f- ,163
A. W. Welsh and W. Sh*^k. No. 892,201; June ;50: Sp. p. 6118; Dr. P:^l316; C^- vol. 134 P^2ira.

W. L. Ellis and F. W. McOue.>n. No. S92.2.'52; June .30: Sp p. 6174; "Dr p. 1330; Gaz. voL 134, p. 21,3.

G. W. Niitz. No. 892.295: June 30: Sp. p. 6297: Dr. pp. 13,^^-6: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2195.

G. W. Wood. No 8y2,.346: June .30: Sp. p <k387; Dr. pp. 1.378-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. Hll.

J S ITillver. No. 892..374; June 30: Sp p. M40: Dr. pp. 1389-90; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2219.

Rotlrv explosive^ngine. G. L. Fairbrother. No 891.8^: June 30: ^p. P- 5395: Dr. p. 1167; Gaz vol. 134, p. 2041.

RotarV motor. A.T.. Arons. No. 889,426; June 2; Sp. p. 469; Dr. pp. 111-12: Gaz. vo . 134. p. im.
Rotary motor. C. G. Maver. No. 889.944; June 9; Sp. p. 1484; Dr pp. 336-7; Gaz. vol. 134. P- 1325-

Rotarv motor. R. E. Beaubien. No. 892.:W1: June 30: Sp p. fVW.; t>r. PP, 138CM: ^ar. voL 134, p. Z2.2.

Rotat^ble spindle and l.obbin. C A. Smith. No. 890.881; June 16; Sp. p. 3422; Dj, P- ^50. Gaz. voL 134 p 16«S.

Rubber article having seams. Hollow. I. F. Kepler. No^S89.376, June 2; Sp p. 3-4; Dr p. 86 Gaz vol. 1^, p. 1117.

Rubf)er-cleansing apparatus. M. C. Clark. No. tSO.498; June 9; Sp. p. 2610; Dr p. 579 Gaz. voL 134, p. 150b,

RuhlK-rfoothobJ. k. \ Strang No 891..3,84; June j;5: Sp p. 44<i0: Dr^ p 971; <"*«• v"l_134: P^ IS^-

Rubber for vulcanization. Preparing India-. H. Scholz. No 891^56, June 30; Sp^p. 5471, Gaz. TP'- 134' P- »««•

Rubi>er hose from mandrels, vfachine for removing. S. J. Sill. No. ,89(J,5,8; June 9. bp. P- 2-69, Dr^ p. OU, Gaz. vol. w*. p. iaJ».

Rubier. Purifving. H. O. Chute. No. 890.216; June 9; Sp. p. 204.'); Dr. p. 450; Gaz. vol- 134; p. 141..

Rubf)er. Purifving. H. O. Chute. No. 890.217; June 9; Sp. p 2051; Gaz. vob 1.34; P, 1417.

Rubber-refining apparatus. M. C Clark. No. 890.497; June 9; Sp. p. 2609; Dr. p. 5-8; Oaz. vol 134, p. 1506.

Rubber shoe. C. E. Mapes. No. 892.171: June .30: Sp p. 6062: Dr. p. m3: Gaz. vol 134; p 2153.

Rug-making machine. T. E. Garrett. No. 889.922; .fune 9; Sp p 1444; Dr. p. 326; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1318.

Rule and level. Plumb. J. Morrison. No. 891,182: June 16; Sp. p 4017; Dr. p. 881; Oa«- vol. 134 p. 1.63.

Rule, Foldable, C. L. Bnish. No. 890.599: June 16: Sp. p. 2K59: Dr. p 6'25; Gaz. vol. 134; P- 1^73.

Rule-holder. E. J. Espelin. No. 891,920; June 30; Sp. p. ,5574; Dr. p. 1201; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2OT3.

Ruling device. Multiple-. P. C. Hayden. No. 891.tJ92; June 2.3; .Sn. p. 51(w. Dr. p. 1102: Gaz. vol. 134, p. IM^-).

Running-switch and guide. T. J. Driver. No. 891.154; June 16; f^p. p. 39.52; Dr. p 86,, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1753.

Saddle^iding-. J. G. Graf. No. 891.213; June 16: Sp. p. 4089: Dr. p. 898: Gaz. vol. 1.34; P- 1773.

Safe, Folding. F. Additon. No. 889.741; June 2: Sp. p. 1082; Dr. p. 250; Gaz. vol. 134; P- 1233-

Safe, vault. Ac. A. W. Marr. No. 891.275; June 2:5; Sp. p. 4228; Dr. pp. 92,^-6: Gaz. vo . 134; p. IS*.

Safe vnult, &c. A. W. Marr. No. 891.276: June 2:5: Sp p. 422Q; Dr pp. 926-7; Gaz. vol 134: Pj«2b.

Safe, Wall-. 0. W. AndeTson. No. 891.969; June 30: Sp. p. fSS.^: Dr. p. 1224; Gaz. vol. 134; p.^
Safetv appliances. Device operated bv controller reverse-lever for automatically operating. A. J

.
uainng.

64; "Dr. p. 14; Gaz. ^ol. 134; p. 1067. ^ ,,„^ ,„.
Safetv-pln. A. G. Kaufman. No. 891.426: June 23; Sp. p. 4.549; Dr p 989: Gaz. vol. 1.^4: p 1876.

Safety-pin attachment. L Nielsen. No. 890,442; June 9; Sp. p. ;2-Vt9: Dr p. 555; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 148».

Sander J. H. Hanlon. No. 892,151; June 30; Sp. p. 6024; Dr. p 1294; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2146.

Sanding device. T. T. Vest. No. 892.198; June 30: Sp. p. 6114; Dr. pp. 1314-15; Gaz. vol. 134; P- 216:fc

Sanding-machtne. F. L. Lane. No. 889,468; June 2; Sp. p. 571: Dr. pp. 133-4; Gaz vol. 134; P- 1148^

Sandpapering-machine. J. P. Simmons. No. 889..554: .June 2: Sp. p. 730: Dr. p. 168; Gaz. vol. 134. P-H'^
Sandpapering-machlne. E. A. Soules. No. 890.463; June 9; Sp. p. ^.W; Dr. pp. .S61-.2. Gaz. vol- 134, piW^
Sandpapering-machine. J. L. Perry. No. 891.950; June 30; Sp. p. .56.52: Dr. PP- 1217-18: Gaz. jol- 134. P-^fl~^
Sandpap^^ring-machine drum. J . L. Perry. No. 891,857; Jime .36; Sp. p. 545{, Dr p. 1179; Gar. voL 134 p. 2051.

Sandpapering ma<'hine. Floor-. F. Harl^rs. No. 891.2.M: June 23; Sp. p. 4179;
,,^f,

PP- 91S-^.*^^^/°'„/Y3'4: ^ 15^^
Sap-iWeiving receptacle. E. A. McKov. (Reissue ) No. 12.810; June 9; Sp. p 2815; Dr- P- 620. Gaz_vol. 134, p. 1540.

Sash-balince. C. H. Ocumpaugh. No. 891.723; June 23; Sp p. 51(X5; Dr. p. 1115: Gaz. vol. 1*4: P.
l^'^-

Sash fastener. Window-. C. VT. Proutv. No. 889,261; June 2; Sp. p. 132; Dr. p. 33; Gaz. voL 134; p. l««.

Sash-lock. W. Zander. No. 890.009; June 9; Sp. p. 1026; Dr. p. 364; Gaz. vol. 134; P;,1348.

Sash-lock. H. W. Covert. No. 891,818; June 30; Sp. p. 5380: Dr. p. 1164: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 3038.

Sash-operating mechanism. W. F. Plass. No. 889.544: June 2: Sp. pi 704; Dr. p. 1«2; Oar. voL 134. p. u/o.

Sash. Window-. O. E. and E. W. Knight. No. 889.378: June 2; Sp. p. 377; Dr. p. 87; Qaz. vol. 134 p. 1118.

Saahas, Stop device for sliding. G. H. Parker. No. 889,484; June 2; Sp. p. 603; Dr. p. 141; CHi. voL 134, p. iiM.

433 Sp vi
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naiMMt It-"-- W (^ Thompson. No S9l)r«: Jane 23; 8p. p. saW; Dr. p. 1137; 0»«. t^. »4: p. IMS.

SavtM-fcoxes. collwting-boxes, and the liltp. Means for preventing the unauthorized abstraction oi the contents ol.

VoWl 994: lunfiiO: Sp. p. 572t); Dr. p. 123}; Gax. vol. 134^. 2096. „, ^ .„. ^ , ,,. ^ ,«,.
Saw omw an.l sMe-flWr C^rr-ular-. R .\. Todd. No. SOO.T^f. June 16: 8n. p. 3125: Dr p. 6M; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1615.

Saw- oe nik'Ker: W. K Downing. No. s«9,44B: June 2; Sp. p. 512: Dr. p. 121; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1140.

liwi^l o^^Htm,< uuH nani-m. J. N. Brownlee., So^»W.J«9; J.me 16; 8pp. »45: Df^- 7^: ?*,*m'-n^i,^-
'"*"•

Sawmill set-works l>awl-lift (or M. Hams. No. »«,677; June 2: Sp. p. 9^. Dr. p. ^. Gar vol >34. P^1^13-

Saw-»et. C. K .Min»>r and I. D. Metcalf. N». aw.478: June 2; Sp. p. o*; Dr. pip; Oat. vol. 134 P- IIW-

Saw "t an.l wTh^'h r,.ni! ,n.-.l .\ Champeau. No >*.n,u24; June h: Sp. p. 1668: Dr. p. ?-
.

a*, vol. 134; p. 1353.

Saw-suage \ I-niws. No. 889.771: June 2; Sp. p. 1133; Dr. p. 283; Qa*. vol. 134; p. 1242.

sSw ^wluK- (I N>wHl No. Wl.719; Jimc23: Sp. p. 5154; Dr. p. 1113; Oar. vof 134; p. 1973_^

Swing sa'-ndmg t,ml>er, Machine for. F C, Schultr'^ S'o. 882 314;W 30; SP; P «»; Dr p 136.3. Oar^ vol. m p

SawSfst coilec-tor and conveyer. J. .\. Weimer. No. 889,re7. June 2; Sp. p. IM: Drj. 289; Oar. vol. \M. p. 12«.V

ScatToltJ-clamp - ^V . Shears. No. S90.S04; Jupe 16; Sp. p. 3287; Dr. p. 7»; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1642.

8^" ^m^^ L. Fritz. .No. >«1,7.*. June^: Sp, /52';i; Dr. p. 1136; Oar^vyl. 134. p^
(m).

S^e ormeter L U. Gofl and H. O. Spade. No. fe9,598: June 2; Sp. p. S06: Dr. p. l.M; Oar. vol. 134; P- 1188-

is Lputform-^pportmg hanger for^ JJ.. Good. No. 889^221 ,Jime 2; Sp. n. il; Dr. p^ 15. Oar. vof 134; p. 1068.

Scales. Po,.*-Ux^k for W. 1. Finch. No. 881.217; June 2; Sp. p 63; I>r^P- !<: O"-
^S} i^.'J^;

^**-

Scissors. G R. Mc Mlaster. No. 880,687; JuBe 16; Sp. p. 30&; Dr. p. 663; Oar. vol 134: p. IflOB.

Scis.sors. J. Fpinenburg. No. !»1.23S; Junefo; Sp. p. 4161; Dr. p. 911; Gar. vol. 134; p 1814.

Scoring or roanting apparatus. L. .V. Rablwwltsch. No. 861.752: June 23; Sp p. 5lf5: Dr p. 1117; Oar. vol. 134, p. IffTb.

F. Hottmann.

22J)1.

23; .Sp. p. 5

I. vol. 134;

1378.

en; h^ojeiting-apparatu.ii stTeen. W indow-screiai.

> L Tarter No. •«>2.132; June 30; Sp. p. 5979; Dr. p. 1285; Oar. vol. 134; p. 2140.

)..'.27 luneM. .Sp p 2ttiW: Dr pip. 5«»-W; Gar., vol. ll4. p. 1.5U<.

891,.S21; June 30; Sp. p. 5387; Dr. p. 1166; Gar. vol. 134; p 2»>40.

ScrapeT. C. E Smith.' No. 891,871: June 30; Sp. p. 5478; Dr. p. 1183i Oar vof. l34; p. 2056

Scraper. L. M. Illldreth. No. 892,062; June 30; Sp. p 5832; I^r. p^ 1254; Oar vol. 134: p -'l^

Scrai»>r. Ro.id- C H. Snyder. No. «©.82--'; June 2: Sp. p. 1229; Dr. p. 284. (,ar. volJ.'i4. p^259.

Scraper Roll- W. I. Hill No. 881,694; JunP 23; Sp. p. ^10; Dr. p. 1103; Oax. vol 134; p. 1966.

*™Sr Hoot an.l .hoe. G. and M. J. Roeskrn. No. H90.0M7: June v; .Sp p IHOl: Dr. p 399: <.ar. vol. 134; p

Scr<H>n:'s.'« Gram-9»'parator scrwn: On-scraen; h^ojeiting-apparatu.. stTeen^
a
^

^^^^ro'^,
Scnvn frame. .Vdjiistahle door or window. L farter ^'- ^-^ "~^-

Screening sppH rat U.S. EM. Nutter. .No. <<iC..'i27: lune . ,- , ^ ,oi „
Scr^ning-machine. R. P. Cunningham. N(v 891„S21; June ,30; Sp. p. 5387; t»r. p 1166; Gar. vol. 134, p
S^rew and formmg n.Hchin.vs. Box-tool for. \. S. Brown. No. ^fc.l30: June 30; Sp. p 5974; Dr p. 12^; Gar. vol. 134. p. 2139,

Scr^w^inver W K ( oz„d No. 892..367; Jjnf .30; Sp^ P »*«"; Dr. p 1387; Gar. vol. 134; Pj21'
Srr^w-dnvinK d.nu>> \ Raiche. No. 892,3«6: June 5o; Sp. p. 6314; Dr. p. i;i60; Gar. vol. 134; p^ 2198.

i^;li;^K machine. J. O. Dixon anr^. S. Mumme,^. No. 890,i^8; June 16. Sp. P^3Ml:Wpp^ 736-7; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1«»5«

Scrubbing-m^ichine. Rotar^^ T, R. Jonklns. Jr. No. 889^; June 2; Sp. p. «0, Dr. p^56; Oar. vol. 134. p. 1086.

Seal C J Rnvnolds No. 891..t02: June 23; Sp. p. 4096: Dr. p. 1017: Oar. vol. 134; p. 1901.

sSand prouX for knots k. DessauerW ^ Baruch. ^o. 881.60.3: June 23; Sp. p. 4«9; Dr. p. 1056; 0*£. vol. 134; p

Seal Car.Hloor. J. F. Wing N... 889.J86; Jittie2: Sp. p. 183; Drjp. 46; GaZ;_V(.l 134; p. 108'

S^ler, Envelop-. L. O. Stassart. No. 890,812; June \h Sp. p. 33«fo; Dr. p. T23: Oar^vol. 134; ri. 1645.

Seair.g:.pparatu,s. Hermetic-. J. Merritt. No 889,475; June 2; Sp^p Mi: Drj.. 136; O",^^il 134,p 1149

Sealmi^^ip, MetaUic. R. E. Meynr. No. 89l.:»3; June 23; Sp^ p. 6?^; Dr. p. 9^ Oat. vol 134. p^l8fc._

Sealing devic... Bottle-. F Dlngman. No. f«.874: June 2; 5p. p. 1,332; Dr p. 304; Oar vol. 34^ p. 127,.

ffini device for air-tight vp«s?l.s W. G Wilcox. No. 892..344; June 30; Sp. p «84, Dr. p. 1377. Oar. vol. 134^ p 2210.

i^aimg rnV'^ne. Bottl*^. A. L. Weissenthaftner. No. «1.M1; June 23; fV^V<^^*. ^^ ^P- }Oa^Z Q^^ vol_134; p. 1906.

Sellinl maihine Envelop-. J. A. Markoe. No. 981.277; June 23; Sp. p. 4233: Dr. p. 927: Oar. vol. 134. p. 1827.

i^^^orm, til pip^s. L^k-. W. C. Smith. No. 881,570; June 23; 3p. p. 4834, Dr. p. 1043; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1923.

Seat: See Be<l-8eat; Water-closet seat.

au-at* and the like. Metallic foot for. E. O. Budd

1932.

S«-ed-hopp»>r

loeo.

1038; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1917.

No. 889,197: June 2; Sp. p. 18; Dr. p. 4; Oar. vol. 134; p.

ier No ^o:jw: .iline><; Sp. p. 2145; Dr p. 470; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1431

rson. No. 891 ..8W; Jane 30; Sp. p 5475; Dr. p. 1182; Oar. vol. W4; p. »65.

see.1 niuipr, .oiiuu-. .i. L. Cathey. No. 8!«.869; June 2; Sp. p. 1.3-25. tir. PP,3«T2-3; Oar voM34^. 1276.

Seed -teste roup. A. O. Weander. No. 881,410; June 23; Sp. p. 4687. Dr. p. 9^,; Gar. yol^l34; p. 1884.

Seesaw. J. H Wagner No. S89.562: June 2; Sp. p. 744: Dr. p. 171: Gar. vol. 134, p. 11,..

Self-playing inatruHients, Reed mechanism f©r. O. B. Kelly. No. 881 561; June :a; Sp. p. JSOL ^^-^
8emK»st and trousers. J. BIfx^h No. 891,9r7: June 30; Sp. p. 5699; Dr p 227; (,ar. vo >3<- P ,»^»

Separating svstem. T. T. Crozler. N''^ ««-6«: J«n* ^ ^P; P-
^'Z'

^' P, 2\3. .Oar vol. m^^^^
No 888 798- June 2-

Separation of reaction pnxliKts resulting from the sulfonatlon of aromatic Undies, Approximate. Vn
.
Mlersch. No. 8W,7W, June /,

Sp. p. 1182: Dr. p. 273; Oar. vol. 134; p. l-2il.

Separator: Sre Cr»>Am-«eparator; Oraln-«ep«rator; Pea-separator; 3t«»aro-<»eparator.

Separator. H. Ruddick No. 889.811: June 2: Sp. p. 1206; Dr. p. 278. Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1255_

Separator. R. W. Jessup. No. 881,424; June 23; Sp. p. 4546; Dr. p. 988; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1876-

S>pIratora. F^ for grain, ore, and mineral. W. dray. No. 881.688; June 23: Sp. p. 5103; Dr. p. 1101

W. C. Matthiai. No. 890,433: Jime M; Sp. p
Dr. p

pp ,551 2: Gar
1122

vol

F.P.Smith. No," 891,742; June 23; Sp.p."519l: ^,..^,. ..— ,
..__...,..

.

'^^.,°Vi.'V .^ _. V-- »n, -». June '23: Sp. p. 5291; Dr. pp. U46-6; Gar. vol. 134, p
Gar. vol. 1.34, p. 19f9

p. 1,535

Gar. vol. 134: p.

\M. p 1486.

1963.

199K.

iaz. vol. 134; p. 1575.

.«4e\»'ag»*-'!i»posal upparatus.
Sewage disposal, system of. .... — - —

.

Sewmgandruffiing machine. R. O. Woodward. No. 881.788: . _--. , ^,.,.. ,-; ^.„i ,u
!<e»nnK-machine. R. O. Woodward. No. 890,582; June 9; SPLP 277^: R^^PP. '*'*^''',-

w' . iuL
SewinK-machine H. N. Lee. No. 891 843; June 30; Sp. p. 5te; Dr. p. 1172; Gar vol 134; P^f>46.

S^wmK-ml^hne binding attachment. F. Wtver. No 8§l,310; June 23: Sp. p. 4311; Dr PP^94(M; Oar. vol 134: p. h3K.

l^wng-mf^hnebTbrZ-holder. C. B. Atwowd. No. 891,028; June 16; Sp^pJ742; r>'',^P^„^>«;^^,^.";,^«'- '^. P/'
>-^-

Sewing-machine bobbin-holding attachmentv A. W. rhristanaen. No-^aw^flftr J"?« «• ?^P \^^^^'l f^"
^'

.^:-lirct^: for'n^^sJg'^ut?oX..;i:;r^= K.^kll '^%^^^-^:^. 'r.. fp'^^ oar. vor ^; p. .279.

Selrt.y'or fastening machines, Channel-moistening device for sole. W.H.Hooper. No.Ra9..37.5; June2: Sp.p370: Dr.p.86; Oar.voJ.

Sew^M shoe^oles to uppers J. A. Rhoult. No. 891.291: June 23; .Sp. p. 4258; Dr. p. 932: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1832.

KfaS^rtamflxtS?^ Window. F. E. Buggms. No. 881,421, June 23; Sp^p. ^40: Dr. p. 987: i^r. vol. 134: p. 1875.

Shade-bracket fastener, C. Jo*ph. No, *C.281: Juw 9; Sp. p. ail; Dr. p. 480, <.az vol l^i4
p_^

14.18.

Shade-Bxtur«. R. F Jordan. So. 892,264; June 30; Sp p^ &41; Dr. p. 1343; Oar. vol. 134. p 2185

Shade flxtur«. Adjustable window^ H. Br*lzer. No. 889,294; June^Sp^p. aK: Dr
p^ ^io^m- „ i^l'

^

Shade holder Window-. I. S. Sherwtn. N.l. 889.860: June 2: Sp^^ p. 1.3(»; "Dr. p. 299-^ar. vol 1^ p^l27-2.

Sh^de-rolter and curtain-pole support. R. p. Espig. No. 891.&3: June 16; Sp. p. 37«: Dr^p.
f«:

^az^ vol 134 p. 17a_

Sh«d«^roller bracket. J. T^ Hamlpton and R E. L. Eagle No. S89,M5: June'*: Sp. p. 1449 Dr. p TOl^ ''*',„"."' >•**• P' '•*'^-

ShAdX^UDDort Vdjustable. C. D. Rldenou*. No. 889,399; June 2; Sp. p. 418; Dr p. 99; Gar vol. 34 o 1124

Sb^'^Z^n. AS^We. T. C. Rowland No 892,259; June 30; 8t.j,. «2ffl; Dr. P- >341: Gaz. vol. 13^ p. 2182.

Shaft, Flexible. A. L. Hale. No. 888,521; June 2; Sp p 667^r. d. l^' G";,'^* J'*, p. 1164.

Shaft Flexible. G. H. Coates. No. 890,336} June 9: .Sp. p. M»: Dr. P- "2; Gar. vol. l34, p. 466.

SHaftlholder. J.H.Jensen. No. 892,068; Jnne 30; ^p. p. 5842; Dr^P 12*; ?"• T?'" ^^;,P;.i\'*„ n^n
Shank-stifTener. F. W. Leesberg. No. SS^fc^; June 30: Sp. p. »S2; »'^P-J2»: O"; '«^l-W. P^HS.

Bharoener B*nd-saw. C. Wright. No. 888^288; Jane 2; Sp. p. 193; Dr. p. 48; Gaa. vol. 134, n. lOW.

T. P.1

Sh7Rfs >ivot-8crew for C W." Rausch an4 F, J. Schwarz, Jr. No. 889,966; June i: "Sp. p 153*j JP'"

Sheav-^h'ii^der*' O .inderU. No. 892.114; June 30; Sn. Pj»36; Dr. p^ ^^'^^^Al^'^-.f^.^'J^.f^^
Sheet-metal article. H. B. fMller. No. sei^j^ Jane &: Sp. p. 41«; Dr. p. 912, O^i. vol. 1»4. p. 1815.

Sh«et-metal han.Jte. P. D. Skahsn. N'?- ?*.1<B. J'^?-„3p P l^'^: ^r. p. 400; Oai vol, 1»4; j>. 1379

F. A. Delano. No. 891323; June 30; Sp. p.

No. 880,3(»»: June 9; Sp. p. 2377; Dr. p. 524:

P

She^'t miui, Makiig expanded. F. A. Del^o No 891323; June 30; 8P- P. ««• ^J.
^
,V« *

Shelf-brarket. J. P^ Mc^inney. No. 880.3(i»: June 9; Sp. p. 2377; Dr. p. .-^4^ <»"• ^"l,
,^.^„T±

SheJf Sheet-metal H L Beach. No. 889,844; June 2; Bp. p. ia«; Dr. p. 282; Gar. v<^. 134, P •»•
IheLxt^t^f D. E. Do^ Na 882,230; Jane 30; Sj^ p^lTS; Dr. p. 13». ChLt. voL 134; p^217»^

She Vf^.Tdjustable. E. AUen. No. 891,9«; Jane 30; Su. p. iflM; Dr. p. ia4; Oar. vo^. M: p. »»
ShingteTMetallllc. 0. C. Sherman. No. 888*18; Jane3; Sp. p. I™- »'. Pj». 0**; l'^^*-

^ l"^'

Shinglelrtrip.. &c.. Machine foroutting. f^^C. Ovwbojrr. No^»\^; ™J?' n'^
Shirt. J. vTwilaon. No. 800^; Jon* 9; »p. p. 1614; Dr. p. 361; Om. toL 134. p. 1346.

vol. 134; p. 2040.

p. 1357.

Dr. p. 1016; 0*1. voL 134; p. 1901.
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Shirt-waist protector. N Holler. No. S9().4.V.: June 9: Sp. p, 2528; Dr. P„M9; Gar M'',
"3<- P- 1*^3.

K:ttr^.^<i;:ran?w^:^,ii?"^ L%«;'>^^vh p^- i-V «^o o.^ ^-^oi^i^ 1395

ih^«tLln„ent ' r W.lcox. No' 89<..38S: Ju|e .: Hpp.;241.^: J>^^
fi !"J-.^"\'(^'

^ ''^
.

ShoeHfasU^ner E Ellis No. 889,301; June 2; Sp. p. 211; Dr. p. 53; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1092. t

Ihr-ffni^hn,^ jack G. H. Clark! No. 892,2-i4; Wne :«: Sp^P^fl'-l: 1>; P 13»./az voL 134: r 21,1.

Sho^hoMer. C\ A. Ki^cher. No. 890,i;n: June 9. Sp. p. l-^^- !';• PP/'*^'^ «.«,';:
'r^ir vol^l34 p 1360

ii^Si^K k!;^"^ R i^^4^ '^i^^^^^^Xv.^: ^^ ?^^^^v^''V^^\?^6lo
IhS^?^ T 1 H.nehart anf J. W.^fwen. No. 890.711; June 16; (p. P. 3084: br. P-

6'J:
«»* ^o

• \^: ^3}^'^ i^

& Chmn ^ r ^' V Pi^ble. No. 881,634; June '23: Sp. p. 49W: Dr. p. l073. Gar. vol. 134; p^
1944.

8 K- uHcllme G. Mamii^l-Leclercq. No. 890,7S2. June 16: Sn. P. 3-241; lr_^pp. 70K-9; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1634.

Skate ,1, c. Miller. No. 889,946; June 9: Sp p 148t: Dr.
p^

,33^; Oar. vol 134, p 1325.

^ lilll^"*^ .l^a;K;r^ ^^^^^u^: ^yl t^^^r^i- ^' Oaz.^vc;,'^34; p. 1182.

^^l:s.'^;!^ro^^:^r%:Wen^^;_N.889,3f;jun^^.p^.^D^.n^^
Sp. p. 442(1; Dr. p. 962; (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1H5(..

8kin-Dr.-*erVinK covering V. and L. von Alpenburs. No. 891,653; June 23: Sp. p. .502*: Dr. p. 1083; Oar voL 134;

ISS..^ API- Htus fofvl^shin^ sh«>jv. C. DuTour. ^'o, 891, 7e>'>. June 23; Sp. P,5^^36; Dr. p. 1135: Oar. vol. 134. p.

8k rt-tuHrL-r C. K. Campl*ll. No. 891.230: June 23; Sp. p. 4144; Dr p^9(5.; Gaz vol. 134. P- 1»1-

Sk n "m,tH,rt4"r W W Schwotrer. No. 891,739; June 23: Sp. p, 5189; Dr. p. 1121; Gar. vof. 134 p. 19.9.

Sted-i.r..,«-l|.r D I Shultr No. ,S91,87(>: June .30: Sp p ,5477; Dr. p. 118.5, Uar. ^ol. 134 P^20*^
^ve-Dr(.t«-tor r I Dahhngfr. .No. 889,210; June 2; Sp. p. 41; Dr. p. U; Oar. vori34; p. 1064.

fflffX^BNte Slake fo^W^-. Roettger. No, 890,0»K: June 9: Sp, p. I*r2: I^- P^399; Gar. vol. 134:

^1^^ K Smith No W2.19-2: Junel); Sp p K«*7. Dr pp 131.^11: (Jar^ vol. 134: p. 2U<K

S 1« : Brvad and vegetable. W. Harrard^ Jo. 890,645: June !«• »? P-
"'^^..^^f- ^^^ S^Jvsi '

Sllciiii.' mechamsm R. H. Little. No. 889.9.38: June 9; t>p. p 14.0: Dr p. .«.<, Gar. vol. 134, p. IJIJ.

SSTh o PHil^-. ... Kirch. No. 890,517: June 9: Sp. p, L-evM^ Dr p. 586: Oar^ vol 1 34
: p^ 1513^

Mui, Irot.^tive. S. D. Leland. No. 889,»3; June 2; Sp. p^.3H6. Dr p^ 91; i-*^^^4.1.3<A P'JW^A..
Sinl l-aniis Safetv locking device for. J. Tambour. No. 891,. 48; June 23; Sp. p. .520,, Vt. p. Ii/b,K mK- um^ i^^ri. OrOnwaU. No. 891.248; June 23; Sp. p. 417.5; Dr. p._914. Gar. vol 134;

^r.itmg-funl!!^: W._J..HolrJipfel. No. 891.266; June 23: Sp. p. 4189; Dr. p. §17; Gar. vol. 134; p.

StarriTn m.'k;:: M'pariYus for ^t^po^Sng-n^UeT-V-C.' A.-Spooner. "No;m-i6^:iuV:2::8p: p:iW;'Dr. p. 36; Gaz vol. 134; p. 1062.

Skw-stirriip. ('. Nordlander. No._891,3tB; June 23;
p. 1951.

1988.

p. 1378.

p. 1589.

Smelt ing-furnace
Smelt itiK funia«'.
Smelting on'-s. K

Smoke-consumer

ip. p.
4^91;J S. Ix.der. No. 891.349; June 23: Sp. p. 4a9l; Dr.

ore- J. T. Jones. No. 890.232: June 9; Sp. p. 20H6;

1, McGahan. No. 891.ti30; Juno 23: Sp. p. 4966; Dr

R R Shiplev. No. 889,641; June 2; Sp. p. 88(); Dr. pp

Oar. vol.

p. 1817.

1820.

pp. 955-6: Gar. vol. 134; p.' 1851.

Dr. pp. 4.57-8; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1422.

. pp. 1071-2: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1943.

134; p. 1983.

8mok.^onsuming a^-parstus".
~

i\ M. Reed! No. 889.806; June 2; Sp. p.' 1195: Dr. pp. 27(W7; Gar. vol. 134;

-2; Gar. vol. 134; p.

. 201-2; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1202.

r. pp. 276-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1253.

'«imok;^onHunun5 f.ifmice. Hot-air. F. Fisher. No. 889.846; June 2: "Sp. p. 1273; Dr. p.^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. I|i6.

Smoking-pil»' il' Maas. No. 889.534; June 2; Sp. p, 69i: Dr, p, l.'>8;"Gar, vol, 134; p. 11,67

'• •••- ^••-rtlmm. No, 890,311:^iiHi-t*m'h' I'ortable, W. G. .'JtfckhHm. No, 890,311: .'une y;' Sp, p. 227:i: Dr. p. Sdl: Gaz. vol. 134; P- l^^S.

^pazr i^„ivjr„"„,, ^*.rai'5,'To.«A^,fe,-: .r™,,v,' sp%"t:4".ri i.^ s;^.. .3.: p. .3:,.

Soda-fountain C V. Kurz. No. 890.91?. June 16: Sp p. ;+489: Dr, p. 76.5; <.a7., vol. 134, P. 16,5.

IS Ac A;paratu.s for treating night-. E. T. Welcome, ^ No s89 418:, Juno 2; Sp, p, 45, ;
Dr. p. 109; Oar. vol.

8old..nnK'.fm,n-link8. M. FosstT No, «0,8e6, June 16; Sp p .U.54:
'*%r^ \^/r>^ n 740 Gaz vol 134- n

Sold.-rmKcha.n-hnks, Apparatus for. M. Fesslcr, No H90,H5.3: June It.: .sp p. 3374 Dr, p. 7«'- Oaz^vol_1.54, p.

Solo HttThm.. t Sh.H^,' J, F, Mitchell. No. 891,090; Juno 16: Sp, p. .384><. Dr, p. 841: Gar vol 1^. P^l'34.

S."lLl"v.^in^ machine, E. E. Wioklev. No. 889,287; June 2; Sp. P^ 184; D^ ?,*>;»" • I^l'
13<; P^ 1088.

Sound-mvmling apparatus. C. h. Chlsholm. No 891.:^; June » Pp^P
*J^J^'-^^ ??.• ^^^-J^i^j^*'

^^ ^^^^•

Sound-nproducer. A. N. Pierman. No. 881.367; June 28, Spg. 4426, Dr
P;,^^'i^'-.^,^'!, Tcr^Gar vol 134- P 1633

S..und-r.pr..ducmg machines. Stylus for. S. Levin, No. «90.77'r: Jun- 16. Sp. p, 3233. Dr p. 70 ,
Gar. vol. IM. p. uvm.

.bounding dovio... I, V. Martin. No. 889.385; June 2: Sp. p. 389: Dr.pp. 91-2; Gar. vol. 34. p. U^-

134; p. 1131.

1657.

Bp. p
No.Mwrk-arrester. R. \. Render and W. F. Schomburg. ^•o. »i0,015: ,Iune 9. >p p. If^; Dr.

.-^ !^rk-arn Htor. K R, M.nkler, No. 890.993; Juno ifi; Sp, p Mm Vrp. <«• "^J^/^"', 3^:

Spark-plug. G. J. Blum. No. 889.4S2; June 2; Sp. p. 481
;

br p. US: Oar^
'L''*.i?,*rL \,^i

Spark-plug pn>t^tor, C. H. Stuart. No. 881.11:^ June 16: Sp. p^ .«M; Dr. p 850 Gaz %ol

Sparking i.lug E. Moonon and A. Dumaire. .No. 892.285; Juno 3<t;, Sp p. 6*79: Dr. p. 1352,

36<>; Oaz. vol.

1703.

134; p. 1348.

Spe«xl and reversing mechanism, Variable-.

p. 2204.

Speed-changing mechanism.
Spe*d Indicator and recorder
Spet-d-limiting device. A. L
Speed mechanism, Variabl*-.

Speed mechanism. Variable-,

W J. and E. M. Steinle. ' No. 892,"325; June 30

W. 0. Foss. No. 889.362; June 2: Sp. p. 335: Dr. p. 78; Gar. vol. 134: p. 1112

134; p. 1740.

,

Gaz. vol. 134. p. 2192.

Sp. p. 63S0; Dr. pp. 1369-70; Gar vol. 134;

A. Shedlock. No. 880.100: Jnne 9:' Sp. p. 1«04; Dr. pp. 399-400; Gar." vol. 134;
p. T^., ^

„ „ ^^. , . Drjp. 399-400; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1378.

McHuch No 881282; June 23; Sp. p. 4244; Dr p. 929; Gar. vol. 134; p. 1829.

N D^ciiard a^d M^Shlpley. No. ^,333; June 9; Sp. p. ai3; Dr. p. 51; 0"„7»-
^^f:

P- 1*«-

n! d! Chard and M. Shipley. No. 880.334; Jane 9; 8p. p. 2316; Dr. pp. 611-12; Oar. voL 134. p. 1456.
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1458.Speed mechAniKn, Variable-. A. X Doebbeling. No. 880.3+4; June 9; 3p. p. 2332; Dr. p. 514; Oas. vol 134; p.
Speed-rvcordtT. H. Walder. No. 8W.940: June 16; 8p. p. 3586; Dr. p. 781; Uaz. vol. 134; p. Iti8>i.

Speed-regTilatlng device. A. P. Sclimucker. No. 890,533; June 9; Sp. p. 2682; Dr. pp. 501-2; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1518.
SpUie-e.vtractor and jacJc. 1. M. Coffey. No. 88B,366; June 30; Sp. p. 6425; Dr. p. 1387; liaz. vol. 134; p. 2217.
Spindle. See RotataOl*' ipindle.

Spinning and twisUng apparatog, Ring-. E. Htyden. No. 889,881; June 2; Sp. p. 1344; Dr. p. 307; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1279.
Spinning and twisting device. Yam. D. Despr^delle. No. 8U0.tl^^; June It), sp. p. 2J*4; Dr. p. 634; Gaz. vol. 134; p. loaO.
Spinning-frame roller. S. D. Hammett. No. SUl.ObO; June Iri; Sp. p. .3s05; Dr. p. H.^1; Oaz. vol. 134. p. 1726.
Spinning paper strtpa. Machine for. E. Jagenb«rg. No. 891,545; June 23; Sp. p. 47S»i; Dr. p. 1035; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1915.
Spinning, twisting, and like apparatus. H. Doll. .No. 891,;*17; June 30; Sp. p. xM. Dr. p. liay; Gaz. vol 134- p. 2072
Splioe-bar. D. .Ambrose. No. 889^40; June 2; 8p. p. 1262; Dr. p. 291; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 12ti5.

Spoke. Vehicle-wheel. J. C. Wise. No. 8W,0O4; June 9; Sp. p. 1616; Dr. p. .161; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1346.
Spool attachment. L. J. bonar. No. 889,750; June 2; Sp. p. 1096; Dr. p. 254; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1235.
Spool-holder. 8. McBnde. No. 8B0 688; June 1»; Sp. p. o024; Dr. p. 664. Ga/. vol. 134. p. 1603,
Spool-holder. F. D. U8terh'>udt. .No. 892,077; iuneSO; Sp. p. 5871; Dr. p. 1264; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2121.
Spraying attachment for percuaajye tools. D. 3. Waugh. No. 889,835; June 2; Sp. p. 1252; Dr. p. 289; Gae. vol. 134: p. 1263.
Spring: See Cai-spnng; V ehicl«-«pring.
Spnng-cllp. K. B. Sander. No. 880.531; June P; Sp. p. 2677; Dr. p. 590; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1517.
Spring structure. W. It. Smith. .No. 881,873; J\ine 30; Sp. p. .>181: Dr. p. 1184; Gaz. vol. 134 p. 2056.
Spring-wheel. S. W. Hlggins. No. 888,782; June 2; Sp p. 1151; Dr. p. 267; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1245.
Spring-wheel. B. F. Ditfenbaugh. No. 880,223; June 9; Sp. p. 2068; Dr. p. 454; Gaz. vol. i;t4. p. 1419.
Spnng-wheel. S. S. and W. Chuds, Jr. No. 891,462; June 23; Sp. p. 4613; Dr. p. 1002; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1880.
Spring-wheel. G. Ferrando. No. 891,682; June 23; Sp. p. 5092; Dr. p. 1009; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1961.
SpnriKler-head stop. C. L. Orode. No. 890.356; June 9; Sp. p. 2358, Dr. p. 520; 0>tz. vol. 134: p. 14«i2.

Spnnlders. Emergency-stopper for automatic. J. P. Casey and W. W. Thompson. No. i«l,038, June 16; 8p. p. 3757; Dr. p. 820 Oaz.
vol. 134; p. 1718.

f t- . y

Sprocket chain and wheel. Ball. R. H. Bowroatl. No. 889,195; June 2; Sp. p. 15: Dr p 4: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1059.
Spur-ct>nter. J. E. De Marey. No. 891,602; June 23; Sp. p. 4898; Dr. p. 1056. Gaz. vol. 1.^4; p. 1932.
Square and drawing-board, t-. E. Werner. .No. 892,103; June 30;. Sp. p. 5917; Dr. p. 1275; Gaz. vol. 1.34 p. 2130.
Squaring gage. Subject-. V. Royle. No. 890,181; June 9; Sp. p. 1982; Dr. pp. 437-J<; Oaz. vol. 134, p. 1406.
Stacker. J. L. Brim. No. 889,506; June 2; Sp. ^.636; Dr. p. 148; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 11.S8.

Stacker. D. Barney. .No. 892,023; June 30; Sp. p. 5770; Dt. p. 1241; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2104.
Stacker, Pneumatic straw-. S. B. and H. W. smith. No. 891,299: June 23; Sp. p. 4279; Dr. p. 935; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 183R.
Stalk-puller, seeder, and pulverizer. R. J. BogU-. * -No. 891,661; June 23; Sp. p. .SU50: Dr. pp. 1088-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1954.
sulk-puller, seeder, and pulverizer. R. J. Bogue. No. 891,791, June 23; Sp. p. 5296; Dr. p. 1147; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1999.
Stall, Animal-. W. M. Lnderhill. No. 888,735, June 2. Sp. p. 1068: Dr. p. 247. (Jaz. vol. 131: p. 1231.
Stall, Temporary cattle-. J. J. McHugb and A Wadman. No. 892.381: June 30: Sp. p. 6458: Dr. p. 1392; Gaz. vol. 134' p. 2222
Stamp-affixer. Z. T. Brown. No. 890,330: Jun« 9: Sp. p. ZaOH: Dr. d. .ilO. Gaz. vol. IM: p. 14.S4.

Stamp-affixer. F. L. Jennings. No. 881,701; June 23; Sp. p. 5123; Dr. p. 1106; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1968.
Stamp-afflier and envelop-sealer. F. L. Jenninfs. No. 891,702; June 23: Sp. p. 5126; Dr. p. 1107; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1968.
Stamp attachment. Printing-. M. E. Crowley. No. 891.150. June 16; Sp. p. ai>46: Dr. p. 865. Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1752.
Stamp. Hand-. T. J. Robison. No. 890.529; JuBe 9; Sp. p. ::674; Dr. p. 580; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.M7.
Stamp-mill. F. I. Mattbews. No. 891,497; Junt 23; Sp. p. 4687; Dr. p. 1015; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1900.
Stand: S«< Display-stand; Dnmi-stand; MatclMtand; Portable stand; Trxil-stand.
Stand for holding manuscripts or writing or drawing patterns. O. Tzschaohmaun. No. K89.863; June 2; 8p. p. 1306: Dr. D.300- Gax.

vol. 134; p. 1273.

Starch and making the same. Perfumed. W. J. Marshall. No. 890.524: June 9: Sp. p. 2661; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1515.
Steam-engine. E H. Knapp. No 889,622; Jun« 2; Sp.p.846; Dr. pp. 192 3: Gaz. vol. 134, p 1196.
Steam-engine. H. E. Lunugren. No. 889,703; June 2; Sp.p. 1012; Dr. pp. 233-4. Gaz. vol. 1.V4; p. 1221.
Steam-generating apparatus. E. Thomson. No. X92,196; June 30; Sp. p. 6109; Dr. pp. 1313 14; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2162.
Steam-ttenerator. J. C. Parker. No. 890.080; Jane 9; Sp. p. 17S6; Dr. pp. :idb-6: Oaz. vol. 1.^; p. 1375.
Steam-generators, Mud-collector for. H. Poron, .No. 891,731; June 23; .-^p. p. 5174; Dr. p. 1117; Gaz. vol. 134; p.
Steam or hot-water boiler. C. F. Bachler. .No, 890.487; June 9: Sp. p 2.5«8: Dr pp. 573-4: Gaz. vol 134; p 15<K
Steam-separator. VV. E. Stanley. No. 890,537; June 9; Sp. p. 2090: Dr. p. 593; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1520.
Steam-trap. R. Warg. No. 889.648; June 2; Sp. p. S91; Dr. p. 2iJ5: Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1204.
Steam-trap. J. Collis. No. 891,526; June 23; Spu p. 4753: Dr. p. Iir29; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1910.
Steamer, Wheat-. K. Dougan. No. 891,468; Jutie 23: Sp. p. 4623; Dr. p. 1004; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1890.
Steel ingots, Manufacture of small. A. RudgeaP. No. seo.934: June 16. Sp. p. Va: . Dr. p 774; Oaz. vol. 134;
Steering steamships and other vessels, Apparatus for. J.S.Clarke. No. 891.-96; June 23; Sp.p. 5307; Dr.p.ll
Stenci ling-machine. C. GIbbs. No. 888,876, June2; Sp. p. 1336; Dr. p. 305. Gaz. vol. l.'*4. p. 1277.
Stenciling-machine. S. T. Smith, Jr. No. 880.806: June 16; Sp. p. 3288; Dr. pp. 7'20-l. (Jar. vol. 134;
Stenciling-machine, S. T. Smith, Jr. No. 880,807; June 16. Sp. p. 3292. Dr. p. 721. Ga/. vol. 134; p.
Stenciling-machine. B. P. Fortin. No. 891,766; June 23; Sp. p. 5239; Dr. pp. 113.'.-6: Gaz. vol. 134
Sterilizing-cablnet. J. M. Allspaw. No. 881,758j June 23; Sp. p. 5224; Dr. pp. 1131-2; Gaz. vol. 134:

1976.

1083.

; Ou. vol. 134: p. aooo.

p. 1643.

If*'?,

p. l'.#».

p. 1986.
Stilt, Adjustable T. B. Oarretson. No. 881,92^; June 30; Sp."p. 5.S7S; Dr.'p. 1202: Gaz vol i;{4: p. ^3.
Stirrup-leather. W. M. Henley. No. 889.604; Jqne 2; Sp. p. 815: Dr. p. 186; Gaz'. vol. \:n: p. 1 190.

Stirrup, Safety-. W. B. Goodwin. No. 889,222; June 2; Sp. p. 68: Dr. p. 15: Gaz. vol. 134. p. lOtiS.

Stock and sales register. E. R. Tyler. No. 889,414: June 2; Sp.p. 447; Dr. p. loti; daj. vol. 134; p. 1130.
Stocking flnishing and stripping machine. P. F, Vogel. No. 892.100; June .10: Sp. p .W12; Dr. p. 1274; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2129.
Stocking-tuming machine. W. J. Anderson. So. 890.833; June 16; Sp. p. ;1337; Dr. p. 731; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1651.
Stoker, Mechanical. H. P. Tlppett. No. 889,99a June 9. Sp. p. 1.586; Dr. pp. 335-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.341.

Stoker. Mechanical. J. A. Caldwell. No. 891,904; June 30; Sp. p. .»40; Dr. p. 1195: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p 2067.
Stone-gathering machine. E. B. Lamme and E. Ketterer. No. 891,709; June 23; Sp p. 5137: Dr. pp. IIO^IO: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1970.
Stone machine, Artificial-. J. A. SmaJlev. No. 890.187; June 9; Sp. p. 1996. Dr. pp. 439-40: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1408.
Stones, Simulating rare, precious, and other. W. D.nnd R. W. Denton. No »89,."i45: Juno 2: Sp. p. 1270; Dr. p. 292; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1266.
Stool. W. F. Rowell. .No. 889,637; June 2; Sp. p. 874; Dr. p. 200; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 120t)

Stool. C. A. Bums. No. 891,143; June 16; Sp. a 3036; Dr. p. 861; Gaz. vol. 134. p. K.iO
Stool. F. P. Holtzman. No. 882,064; June 30; 3p. p. 5836; Dr. p. 1255; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 2114.
Stool, Milking-. P. Llbak and A. and P. W'lndet. No. 890,075; June 9; 8p. p. 1764; Dr. p. 390; Oa*. vol. 134; p. 1370.
Stopper: See Bottle-stopper; Dose-stopper; Waahbowl-stopper.
Stoppers for stoppering bottles, Ac, Machine for the manuiacture of. J. Lowman. No. 802,169; June 30; Sp. p. flOM; Dr. pp. 1303-3:
Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2153.

Storage apparatus. A. C. Williams. No. 881,124; June Ifi; Sp. p. 3898; Dr. p. S53; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 174.1
Store-service apparatus. C. J. Miller. No. 889,B8; June 2; Sp p. 097; Dr. p. 160; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 11*.
Stove, Camp-. G. W. Ball, Jr. No. 889,187; Juno 2; Sp. p. 2; Dr. p. 2; Gaz. vol. 134: p 1057.
Stove-crate. E. Senn. No. 880^*80; June 16; Six p. 3421; Dr. p. 750, Gaz. vol. 134. p. 166.5.

Stove, Heating-. T. F. Hatton No. 892,373; June 30; Sp. p. 6438; Dr. p. 1389; Gaz. vol. 134; p ^219.
Stove, Knockdown. P.J. McMorrow. No. 888^54; June 2; Sp. p. 115; Dr. pp. 27-8; Gaz. vol. 134. p. 1078.
Stove-leg. C. O. Davis. No. 888,298- June 2; Stx p. 208: Dr. p. 52; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1001.
Stovepipe length, Extension. H. J. Daniel. Na. .'(90,128: June 9; Sp. p. isifi9; Dr. p. 41.3; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1.388.

Stovepipe-locking device. A. W. Hoyer. No. 891.480; June 23; Sp. p. 46.58; Dr. p. 1009; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1894.
Strainer for fruit, Ac, Collapsible. \. U. Stockljig. No. ,890,724; June 16; Sp. p 3112; Dr p. 682: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1614.
Strainer, Well-. A. M. Brown. No. 880,598; June 16; Sp. p. 2837; Dr. p. 624, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1573.
Strap: See Trunk-strap.
Street-sweeper. R. 1. Madden. No. 888,797; Ju«e 2; Sp.p. 1180; Dr. p. 273: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1251.
Street sweeper and cleaner. Combined. H. A. Huber. No. 892,360; June 30: Sp. p. 6224: Dr. p. 1,341; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2182.
Strip-feeding machine. L. C. Wing. No. 880.H4C June 9: Sp. p. 1837; Dr. pp. 405-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1383.

Stuffing-box. J. C. Young. No. 889,740; June 2; Sp. p. 1081; Dr. p. 250; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1233.
Stump and brash cutting machine. T. Rustad. No. 889,970; June 9; Sp. p. 1,541: Dr p, .348; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1334.
Stump and tree puller. 8. M. Smith. No. 889,488: June 2; Sp. p. 608: Dr. p. 142: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1153.
Suit-case. F. N. Bourne. No. 802,125; June 30; Sp. p. 5967; Dr. p. 1283; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2138.
Sulfur dioxid of commercially uniform temperature and concentration. Producing. J. L Tufts. No. 891,115; June 16; Sp.p. 3888; Dr.
p 851; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1741.

Sulfur-spraying apparatus. D. E. Roeaaoo. No. 892,307; June 30? Sp. p. 6318; Dr. p. 1361; Gaz. vol
Supporting-rack. J. 3. Bunnell. No. 881,142; Jane 16; 8p. p. 39&4: Dr. p. 861; uaz. vol. 134; p. i;

Simaoo-Onlaii, One-coat. O. Doeaalman and J. t. Motter. No. 800^; June 0; Sp. p. 2627; Oaz.

134; p. 2198.

vol. 134; p. 1500.
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Surfaclng-machlne. J. F. StoU. No. 890,312; June 9; Sp. p. 2274: Dr. pp. 501-2; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1448.

Surgicallnstrument. C.N. Coulter. No. 888,662; June 2; Sp. p. 914; Dr. p. 212; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1209.

Surveying Instrument. A. A. Brothen. No. 889,196; June 2; Sp. p. 17; Dr. p. 4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1060.

Suspenders and the like, Adjustable fastener for. O. Newman. No. 890.999; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3601; Dr. p. 805; Oaz. vol. 134; p. i705.

Suture and Ugature container. H. A. Flanders. No. 889.361; June 2; Sp.p. 334; Dr. p. .8; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1112.

Swab-stick attachment. E. Woll^len. No. 890,744; June 16; Sp. p. 3162; Dr. p. 692: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1621.

Sweeping compound. Floor-. C. R. Cave. No. 891,525; June 23; Sp. p. 4751; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1909.

Swing. A. P. Boyer. No. 889,576; June 2; Sp. p. 766; Dr, pp. 175-6; Gaz. vol, 134: p, USO.

Swing. F. P. Rathbone. No. 890,375; June 9; Sp. p. 2390: Dr. p ,527: Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1468.

Switch: S« Alarm-switch; Cable^switch; Derailing-switch; Electric switch; Electric socket-switch; Oil-switch; Overhead switch;

Railway-switch; Running switch; Tongue-switch.
Switch-button. C. A. Clark. No. 889,760; June 2; Sp. p. 1116; Dr. p. 259: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1238.

Switch-button. C. A. CUrk. No. 889,871; June 2; Sp. p. 1328; Dr. p. 303: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1276.

Switch device, Limit-. S. H. Kanmacher. No. 891,425; June 23; .Sp. p. 4547: Dr. p. 989; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1876.

Switch-lock. W. Anderson. No. 891,129; June 16; Sp.p. 3908; Dr. p. 856; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1745.

Switch-owrating apparatus. F. Duffy. No. 891,411; June 23; Sp. p. 4520; Dr. p. 983; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1872.

Switch operating device. Automatic-. R. R. MiUer. No. 890.784: June 16; Sp. p. 3246; Dr. p. 710; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1635.

8wltch-op«'ratlng machine. Electric-. L. A. Hedger.* No. 891,617; June 23; Sp. p. 4931; Dr. p. 1062; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1938.

Switch-operating mechanism. J. P. Blackwood. No. 890.326; June 9: Sp. p. 2301; Dr. p. .508, Gaz. vol. 134; p. 14.52.

az. vol. 134; p. 1686.
Switch-operating mechanism. J. W. Keating. No. 891,427; June 23; Sp. p. 4550; Dr. p. 989; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 18'

Switch-throwing mechanism, Electric. W. H. Turner. No. 890,942; June 16: Sp. p. 3,565; Dr. p. 778;

Svringe. A. tfMacdonald. No. 890.990; June 16; Sp. p. 3680: Dr. p. 8(r2; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 1702.

Svringe, Earth-. J. Saguln. No. 891,376; June 23; Sp. p. 4446: Dr. p. 968; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1859.

Table: 5?f Adjustable Uble; Assorting-table; Billiard and .-ther game table: Extension-table; Foldab le table; Incubator turn-table;

Knockdown table- Operating-table; Operating and fracture la iHe; Rolling-mill table; Transfer-table; Turn-table.

Table attachment for chairs, Ac. I. N. Johnson. No. 890,656, June 16; Sp. p. 2963; Dr. p. 649; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1592.

Table-leg holder. E. Werner. .No. 892,102; June 30: Sp. p. 5916; Dr. p. 1275; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2129.

Table lock, Extension-. E. Tyden. No. 890,732; June 16; Sp. p. 3132; Dr. p. 686; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1617.

Table lock, Pedestal-extension-. C 8. Burton. No. 892,131; June 30; Sp. p. 5976; Dr. p. 1285; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2139.

Tables, Metal extension-slide for. G. H. Welterlln. No. 889,284: June 2; Sp. p. 181; Dr. p. 45; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1087.

Tack-driving machine. W. E. Trufant. No. 889,274; June 2; Sp. p. 1.58; Dr. pp. 38-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1084.

Tag-holder. L, Koumie, No. 889.594: June 2; Sp. p. 802; Dr. p. 183: Gar. vol. 134; p. 1187.

Talking-machine. L. T. Halle. No. 892,045; June 30; Sp. p. 5817; Dr. p. 1251; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2112.

Talking-machine horn. S. Moss. No. 889.480: June 2: Sp. p. 592; Dr. p. 138. Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1151.

Talking-machine sound-box. T. Kraemer. No. 890,142; June 9: Sn. p, 189,5; Dr. p. 420; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1393.

Talking-machine sound-box. T. Kraemer. No. 891,079; June 16: Sp. p. 3833: Dr. p. 837; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1731.

Talking-machine stand and record-cabinet. L. F. Douglass. No. 892,031; June 30; Sp. p. 5783; Dr. p. 1244; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2107.

Tamping-machine. A. F. Kellner. No. 890,659; June 16; Sp. p. 2970: Dr. p. 651: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.'.93,

Tamping-machlne, Tandem. O. Ross and 8. F. Deal. No. 891,954; June 30: Sp. p. 5660; Dr. p. 1219; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2084.

Tank: See Developing-tank; Flush-tank; Flushing-tank; Hog-tank; Oil-tank.

Tank A. A Kramer. No. 888.793: June 2; Sp, p. 1172: Dr. p 271; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1249.

Tank cleaner, llous*^. J. O'Connor. No. 861.4.33; June 2.3, Sp. p, 45.56; Dr. p. 991; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1878.

Tanks. Klow-cont rolling device for flushing-. F. Alien. .No. HN9.425; June 2; Sp.p. 467; Dr. p. Ill; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1133.

Tap and faucet. Barrel. D. J. McGinlev and W. E. Bonar No. 889,952; June 9: Sp p. 1499; Dr. p. ,340; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1327.

Tape-hne. E. D. Ayers. No. 889..570; June 2; Sp. p, 752: Dr. p. 173; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1178

Target, G K, Houck. No. 890.228; June 9; Sp. p. 3080, Dr, pp. 455-6; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1420.

Target. Rifte-. ( . Reid. .No. 891.566; June 23; Sp. p. 4827. Dr p. 1042; Gaz. vol. i:i4; p. 1921.

Target-spotter. R. S. Henry. No. 890,647; June 16; Sp. p. 2950: Dr. p. 646; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 1589.

Target-trap. J, W. Haughawout. .No. 889,926; June 9: Sp. p, 1450. Dr. pp. 327-8: Gaz. vol, 134; p, 1319.

Twth. Means for attaching crowns to roots of. C. A, Davis, .No, 891.6<Xi; June 23: Sp. p. 4894; Dr. p. 1054; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1931.

Telegraph svstem. S. D/Fleld. No. 889,582; June 2; Sp. p, 798: Dr. p. 182; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1186.

Telegraph svstem. C. K. Jones. No. 889,784; June 2; Sp. p. 1154; Dr. p. 268; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 1'24*).

Telegraphictransmission Instrument, Automatic. J Gell. No. 890,042: June 9; Sp p. 1708: Dr. p. 378; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 13.59.

Telegraphic transmittlng-tapes, Means for producing. 1. Kltsee, No, 889,787; June 2; Sp. p. 1162; Dr. p. 269; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1247.

Telegraphone H R. Stuart. No. 890,195; June 9; Sp, p, '2010; Dr, p, 443; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1410.

Telegraphv. 1 Kltsee. .No. 889,789; June 2; Sp. p. 1U>5. Dr, p, 270: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1248.

Telegraphv. 1, Kltsee. No. 880,790: June 2; Sp. p. 1167; Dr, p 270. Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1'248.

Telegraphy, 1, Kltsee. No. 889.792; June 2; Sp. p. 1170: Dr, p, 271; Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1249.

Telegraphy. I. Kltsee. No. 890,661: June 16; Sp. p. 2976; Dr. p. 652: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1594.

Telegraphy, Printing. I. Kltsee. No. 890JJH: June 16; Sp. p. 3485. Dr. p. 764; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1675.

Telegraphy, Wireless. 1. Kltsee. No. 889,791; June 2; Sp. p. 1169; Dr. p, ^TO; Gaz, vol. 134: p. 1248.

Telemeter. A. KOnlg and E. DOnltz. No. 889,625: June 2; Sp. p. H53; Dr. p. 195, Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1197

Telephone-controlling device. N. SUverson. No. 891,961; June 30: Sp. p. .5672; Dr. p. 1221; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2086.

Telephone-lines, DlKonnectlng device for. F. Johnson and H. Smith. No. 802,060; June 30; Sp p. 5847; Dr. p. 1258; Gaz. vol. 134;

p. 2116.

Telephone system. H. P. Clausen. No. 888,582; June 2; Sp. p. 777: Dr. p. 178; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1183.

Telephone system. .N. H. Suren. No. 891.786; June 23, Sp. p. 5285; Dr. p. 1144; Gaz. vol. IM; p. 1997.

Telescope for 8ur\pying instruments. F. H'.iitzler. No. 891,773: June 23; Sp, p, 52.54; Dr. pp. 1138-9; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1992.

Thawing frozen ground, Ac, Apparatus for. C. Schweizer. No. 889,975^ une 9; Sp. p. 15.53; Dr. p .V)0: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1336.

1530: Dr, pp, 345-6: Gaz, vol. 134; p, 1332.
" " 1109.

T. Pow-ell No. 889,964; June 9; Sp. p
irown. No. 889.355; June 2; Sp. p. 317. Dr. p. 75; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1

N M, Bell, No. 888,190: June 2; Sp.p, 6; Dr. i) 2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1058

; June 2; Sp. p. 790; Dr. p. 179; Gaz. vol. 1

Therapeutic apparatus.
Thermostat P, A Bro
Thlll-coupllng. N M, Be.., .,.,..^^..^. ^ - ^ ^
ThiU-coupllng. D. W. Copeland. No. 889.587; June 1 Sp. p. f90; Dr. p. 179; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1185.

Thill-coupllng. C C. Bradlev. No. 891,036; June 16; Sp. p. 3753; Dr. p. 819; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1718.

Thill-coupling. II. Paar. N'o. 881,186; Jum 16; 8p. p,4024; Dr. p. 882: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1764.

Thill coupling and support, Antirattler. W. Cox. .No. 891.465: June 23; Sp. p. 4618; Dr. p. 1(K13: Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1890.

Thlll-support. A. H. Chamberlain. No. 881,908; June 30: Sp. p. 5552; Dr. p. 1196; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2069.

Thread-cutting clip. H. R. Benda. No. S89,420: June 2; Sp. p. 473, Dr. p. 113; Gaz. vol. 134; p. li;«.

Threshing-machine. T. Dugan. No. 800.129; June 9; Sp. p. 1870. Dr, pp, 413-14: Gaz, vol, 134; p, 1.3.S^,

Threshing-machine. O. O. Berguam. No. 891,ir: June 16; Sp. p. 3925; Dr. p. 859; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 174*:.

Ticket ejecting and registering device. I. Fluewelman. No. 890,ra2; June 16; Sp. p. 2922: Dr. p. t>40; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1585.

Ticket-holder. F. A. Morrison. No. .888,060; June 9; Sp. p. 1497: Dr. p. 340; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1326.

Ticket holder and cutter, Cash-fare-. A. I. Blanchard. No. 882,121; June 30; Sp. p. 5947: Dr. p. 1281; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2136.

Ticket issuing and recording machine. J. F. Ohmer. No. 800,170; June 9; Sp. p. 1055; Dr. p. 431; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1402.

Tie: See CrosiHtie; Metallk: tie; Rail-tie; Railway-tie; Railway cross-tie.

Tie-plate. Interiocking. J. G. Tov. No. 891,750; June 23; Sp. p. 5211; Dr. p. 1127; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1983.

Tightening devk>e. P. Schwtekart. No. 888,817; June 2; Sp.p. 1219; Dr. p. 282; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1257.

Tile, Roofing-. J. Freund. No. 880,586; June 2; 8p. p. 803; Dr. p. 183; Oaz. vol 134; p. 1187.

Time-alarm. O. Hogan. No. 880,928; June 0; Sp. p. 1453: Dr. p. 328; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1320.

Timenindlcator. Culinary. S. 8. 'Wolfe. No. 880,421; June 2; Sp. p. 461; Dr. p. 110; Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 11.32.

Tin from cnide tin or tin alloys electrolytlcally, Obtaining pure. 0. Stelner. No. 890.249; June 9; Sp. p. 2122; Dr. p. 466; Gaz. vo

p. 1428.

Tin, Machine for polishing, cleansing, and rolling sheets or plates of. D. Williams. No. 802,345; June 30; Sp. p. 6385; Dr. p.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2211.

Tin-scrap. Detlnnlng. M. Leltch. (Reissue.) No. 12,803; June 2; Sp. p. 1368: Dr. pp. 300-10; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 12S1.

Tin-scrap-treating apparatus. M. Leitch. No. 801,486; June 23; Sp, p. 4664; Dr. p 1011; Gaz. vol. KM; p 1896.

Tln-transforring machine. A. C. Donell. No. 888,580; June 2; Sp. p. 703; Dr. p. 181; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1185.
-

" '- ~ Dr. p. 1130; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1987.

506; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1461.

134; p. 2121.

Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1102.

Tir^armor. H. O. Wheeler. No. 801,578; June 23; Sp.p. 4856; Dr:p. 1M7; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1925.

Tire armor. Rubber-. V. L. B^kefl. No. 801,030; June 16; Sp. p. y?45: Dr. p. 817; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1716.

Tire-bolting machine. J. A. Hemsley. No. 801,338; June 23; Sp. p. 4369; Dr. p. 951; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1847.

Tlre-caae. L. 0. Cook. No. 880,586; Jane 2; Sp. p. 788; Dr. p. 170; Oaz. voL 134; p. 1184.

Tire casing. Automobile-. C. 1.. Hlirins. No. a»,027; June 0; Sp. p. 1452; Dr. p. a»; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1319.

Tire tor TiSilcie-irbaoU. Pseamatks. B. P. Soott. No. 888,283; Jone 2; Sp. p. 136; Dr. p. 34; Oax. fol. 134; p. 1061.

Tipple. Coal-. R. M. Bickley. No. 891.780; June 23; 8p. p. 6226.

Tipple, Steam-. F. R. Wllleon, Jr. No. 880,321; June 0; Sp. p. 2204; Dr. p.
Tire. A. O'Brien. No. 802,075: June 30; 8p. p. 6868; Dr. p. 1263: Oaz. vol.

Tlre-arraor. F. E. Remark. No. 880,334; June 2; Sp. p. 775; Dr. p. 67; Oai
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No. WO. 409; June 9; Sp. p. 24.V): Dr. p. Ml; Oai.vol. 134: p. 1478.

No. 891,557; June 23; Sp. p. 4814: Dr. p. 1U39; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

Tire for Tehlcl«>-wheej9, PnwnnfttJo. A. Mioh«in. No. S91.40S; June 23; Sp. p. 4689: Dr. p. 1015; Cm. vol. 134; p. igoa

Tlre-protoctinff device. I,. H. Klnnard. No. s<4),362: Juno 9: So. p. 23fiS; Dr. p. 522; Oar. vol. 134; p. 1464

Tirf>-prot«;tiiig ievicc <; H .Vloorp No ^jii.TsJ: .)iin<-lii: Sp. p. 324S; Dr p. 710; Ga«. vol. l*i: p
f>lr^-s,-tU>r U. Buli'-ng. r No S90,:.U; .Iiin<i \u. Sp. p. 31&2; Dr. p. 695; Gaz. vA. 1.34; p. Iti24.

Tlr?-8hnnk-er. W. D. .Markham. No. svk).5>7: June 9; Sp p. 2801; Dr. p. 617; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.W7.

Tlrt' Spring-. B HiigMr. No. H»l.li,9. luiit'l'.; .Sp. p. 3990; Dr. p. >i7ti; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1758.

Tirf. \.>hiclt>- K L EasUck. No. '<y().'.24: .hmn 16; Sp. p. 2897: Dr. p. (>3b: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1582.

Tires, Press for the moliJing of bicycle and otlier. VV. H. fox
Tires, Ring of removable niail-co\ t-rs for jiui-Uniatic. S. .\.. Marazzani.

1919.

Tobacco-box. .'^heet-meUl pocket- W. J. ("huml-ers. No. 8S9,904: June 9; So. p. 1403; Dr. p. 319; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1311.

Tol>acco-leavps. Dwoioring. I. L. J. Parant and A. V. Hchon. No. .><M1.U01: .Mine lt»; Sp. p. »m: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1706.

Tobaccopackaire. J. W. Surbnig. No. !«)(),IW: June 0; .>p. p. ->()12: Dr. p. 443: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1411.

Tobacco-pi t)»' K V. .\iistin .No. SW,7.)l; Jiltic l'.: Sp. p 31K1: Dr. p. u9o; Gaz. vol. 134; p. \<t>i.

Toilet-case Pf>cket. J. H. (.aniber. No, S92;.'4«: June 30; Sp. p. 6300; Dr. p. 1338; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2178.

Tongs ( E ll.ui'i''n No vi|,ii«'l. Jun.' m: Sp p .iHiXi; Dr. p. S31; Gaz. vol. i:M: p. 172t>.

Tongs Black-ttTiith and riuichioist D N ra>iii-r. No. S<J1,509: June 2:1; Sp. p. 4710: Dr. p. 1020: Gai, vol. 134; p. 1904.

Tongue-plate. E. M. Wlnslow. No. *i().4M: .Mine '1; Sp, p. 2579: Dr. p. ,570; Gaz, vol. 134: p. ijOl,

Tonrif-switi-h. C. \. .\lden. .No. Wl,;{23; Jtiie 9: Sp. p. 2398; Dr, p, 507; Gaz, vol. 134: p, 1452.

Toof lomt.uiatiou-. W. S. Burris. No. *0,?.5.>^: June 9. Sp. p, 2139: Dr. p. 460; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 14;«.

Too ( . •. ma!iou-. J. P. Shaw No s'U.iot; Inn.' UJ: Sp. p. 3X76; Dr. p. 847: Gar. vol. 134: p. 1739.

To. 1 1 orr.!>ound. W. I., Marble. No. syo,i.-0: June 9: Sp. p. 1916: Dr. p. 42:J: Gaz. vol. 134: p, 1395.

T ".|-fe^.!ir.>; nuxhanism. A, 1.. De I.eeuw. No. sn2,3X7: June 31): Sp, p. 6468; Dr. p. 1395; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 2223.

'
. r.oi i.r M iitipli- F J Br>'W.T. No s>),s;4s, I unt> 1<.. Sp p 3.m; Dr. p. 733: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1652.

iool-loi-king:ii«'hanism, Machine-. A. L. Dq IvJ-eiiw No *«,7tiN: June 2: Sp. p. 1128; Dr, p. 262: Gar vol ru, p. 1241.

Tool-operdtuu; :;i.m hani.sui. M.iohine-. S. H. Bullard. No. <c*).21l: June '.»: So. p 2iU1; Dr. pp. 44s ' '. i/ vol, 134; p. 1415,

Tool-stand, ll- Mi-<'artv an.! W. S. (iiele. No. HyjcTO: June 30; Sp. p. 5742: Dr. p. 1235: Gaz. vol. 134; i< Xm.
Top lift. B. E .Mavo. Nil. ^^,)().4;^: June >», ^p. p. -MW: Dr. p, 552; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 1487.

ToweJ-rack 1' \ .Vlli'-r-. .No s'.U .«»,'>. J ui!.' JSf. >p !> 4.'"^i Dr. p. WfT; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1S;«,

Towel-rack. J, K. I.ane. No. Siil.M2: June J»: Sp. p. .S421: Dr. p, 1172; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 2046.

Tower L. W. Noyes. No. SS9.395; June .'; $p p. 414. Dr. pp 9^-8; Gaz. vol. i:J4; p. 1123. •

Towing svstem, v\ . L. Merrill. No. 891,;V)2, luin' 2.1; Sp p. -i.m. Dr. p. 'J57: (Jaz. vol. 134; p, 1852.

Toy. M.'E. T>-nes. No. S91.117: June Hi; Sp. p .is91: Dr. p. S51: Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1742,

Tov R S Fetter. No. "SMl.fJs; June 30: Sp, p .'i^'W; Dr. p. 1167: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2042,

Toy dump-i-art. 11. T. Klngsburv. No. ^9l.W7; June 30: Sp. p. .1731: Dr. pp. 1232 3; Gaz, vol, 134; p, 2097.

Tov ftlm-burst.T. H CoTtrcll. ."so. x;>1.4o7. .lunc';;. Sp p IMJ: r>r, p 'tsi
:
liaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1S70.

Toy, Revolving T. F. .Slater. No. 8X9.729 June 2: Sp. p. li>il; Dr. p. 244; (iaz. vol. 134: p. 1229.

TrH«'e-carTli'r. i> i>ls"in. No. sit<),H«K; .luiu' !': Sp, p MH.'). Dr. p. tit'is. ticiz. vol. i:}4; p. HtM'i.

Traction-whivl. M. E. i'frnng. No v.)(i.44f); lune M: Sp. p. ZM-i: Dr p, 556; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 14<W.

Tr.iiti-controlhng •^v^t^ln. Ehxt ncally-govennxl automatically-operable. U. 15. Miller. No. 8U1,779; Juno 23; Sp. p. 5266; Dr, pp. 1140-1;

I, a/., vol. I.U: p I'f.M.
^ ^ . „ .-,.,

Train-Lighting sv!t.;ii. J 1. Woodl'ridgH Ko. ,891.221: June 10: Sp. p. 4110; Dr. p. 901; Gaz, vol. 134; p, l.<6.

Train-pip^s. Eneumatic adjuster for angle-e<cka on, W. S, De Canip. No, 891,675; Jon© 23; 3p. p. 5076; Dr, p. 1096; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

lyoy
Tram^top, Airtomatic. J. H. Lvnch. No >f)l. 5.^; June 2.3; Sp, p. 4810; Dr, p. 1039; Gaz. vol, I.M; p. 1919.

Train-stops. arcult-cloH.-r for autoniHtic, J.i H. Lvnch. -No. 890.670; Juiw 16: Sp. p, 2990: Dr. p. tV56; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1M7,

Trains I)evlce for automaticallv ^topping W I.anca.'^ter. .No. 892.270; June 30: Sp. p. 6251; Dr. pp. 1345-6; Oaz, vol. 134: p. 2186,

Trams! Electrical dcvire for dutomatically stop.'ing. G. W. LancasKr. No. 892,271; June 30; Sp. p. 625.5; Dr. p, 1346; Gaz. vol 134;

D '''1.H7

Tr'Hin.'i. Means for automatically stopping, (j. W. Hunt and J. Kinney. No. 891.341; Juno 23; Sp, p, 4.373; Dr. p. 952; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

l"«4f<

Transfer-table, Normal-surface. C. G. Ilav^lfv No. 889.368; June 2; Sp. p. 346; Dr, p. 81; Oaz, vol, 134; p. 1114.

Transfer-table, Normal-surface. C. G llawltv No. 889,.3»»; June 2; Sp. p. .350; Dr. p. 82; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1115.

Trainfonner, Eh<tnc 1,. Manhe. N-v v«i.7si; Jime Id: Sp. p. 3240: l»r. p. 7nK: Gaz. vol. 134: p. Hi34.

Transformer Electrical. S, E. Johannos«>n. No. 889.MI: June 9; Sp. p. 1457; Dr, p .3;«; Otz. vol. 134: p. 1330.

TransforiTi.r El.'«tncal, A. K l.u-.< hka Nii yil.4'.«i: Uin<> 23: Sp. p. 46>v3: Dr. pp. 1014-15; Gar., vol. 134: p. 1899.

Transformer-regulator, W, H. Thompson. ,No. 8*,9H9: June 9; Sp. p. 1,S85; Dr, p. .355; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 1340.

Tran-ifor-ii.r. Variable-voltage. E. F. (rt-hrli-ns. No. .»«<).ti;»: June Ui; Sp. p, 2934; Dr. p. 643; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 158«.

Transforii^r, Variable-voltage. M. '). Trov.i No. 890.730; June 16; .Sp, p. 3i;»; Dr. p. «85: Oaz, vol. 134; p. 1616,

TransuuHvioti mechanism, Mechani. al s irialAe-, B, E. Scri\ln and W. C, Smith. N'o, 890,879; June 16; Sp, p, 3418; Dr, pp, 749-50;

Tran.-to'n ^.wi -hutter operating <levice. E. ^. Webster. No. 889,282: June 2; Sp. p, 177; Dr, p. 44; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1086.
-^ ' ^ - • - - •- - '•-- -ol. 131;
ng de

11 C p. ltl.55.rranspornng-n-o-pt-u-le. C If Cronk. No.K90.84'.: Junelti: Sp, p. :i;irj«; Dr. p. 73«i; Gaz, vol

Trap- Si-r \n.mal-trap: Elv-tnii). ila'i-trap; Radiator return-trap; Steam-trap; Tanret-trap.

Trap B F Bmun No Vu tK^i. Jun.' _>:( $p p. .WVi Dr. p, 1091; Gaz. vol, 1.34; p. 1966,

Trat>-door atta. iiiuent. I. I'lsbt-k. No, sir:,(W); June 30; Sp, p, 5874; Dr, p. 1264; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 2122.

Tray. .s,rving- i> II.i>i«\ No '>««i.'V4<.; ImH b>; Sp. p, 2949; Dr. pp, 645-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1589,

Tree: .^f .^rtifkial tn'»'. Shix'-t rfe. ,,«.,_ .one
Tree branches tog.. thcr. Means for tvink' ' .'i '

. and .M. I, Davey. No. !W0,9«7; Jime 16; Sp. p. 3629; Dr, p.TWl; Oaz. voM34; p^ieBS,

Tree. Tn'ating and dressing a brui^•> or « i i;i»: ui the tmnk or live branch of a Uve. J,, M, L.. and J, A. Davejr.

Sp' p. 3631: Dr. p. 790: Gaz. vol. 134. p. li'.f.

Tn-ILis. L. 1. VVaite. No kmO.'MK; lune I'".; ip. p. 3583: Dr. p. 781: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 168«

No. 800.968; June 16;

Trench-brace. C. V. Astrom. N'>. SMI,,vj7 Piine iXi: Sp. p. ,1.V25: Dr. p. 1193; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2064.

Tn-nehes and rolUng soil. Im[ilement for iomtiing. H. Erickson. No, 890,268; June 9; Sp. p, 2187; Dr. p. 480; Gaz, vol, 1.34; p. 1433.

Tren.hing-tool. E, B, I'ahoon. No. Sirj.(rj7 June .«); Sp. p. .•)776: Dr. p, 1243; Cut. vol, 134; p. 2105.

Trestle LoUapsible. P. F. Van Haider No. 88i*.4V»4: June 2; Sp. p. Klb; Dr. p.- 144; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1155.

TroUey E, D, Peerstone. No. .'«4<»,7!.i, Juii« 2; Sp p. W.Cy. Dr pp 239-40; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1225,

Trolley. S. D, Hunt, .No. 8ii0,058; June 4, ^[. p. 17,37; Dr pp. .iM-':" Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1365.

Trollev J. C, Wiikiu". No nwl.lj:?. June I'K Sp, p t^C; l>r p s.'M: Gaz. vol. 1,34; p. 1743,

Trolley. A, Molnar. No. Hin.712; J'uie 2;i ip. p .M42; Dr. p. 1111; Gar. vol. 1.34: p. 1971.

Trolley catcher and retriever. R. Shields >o. ss9,J64: June 2: Sp. p. 1.37; Dr. p. 34; (Jaz. vol. I'M; p. 1081.

Trolley Droi>- T. H. Mars. .No. s^i2.27v»; June .3f); Sp. p fi_t5H; Dr. pp. 1349 ."yj; <;az. vol. 134; p, 2190.

Trolley^r. C.W.Eliot. No, '*W..371; .luin 30; Sp. p. f.4;34; Dr. p. i;W8; Gaz. vol, 134; p. 2218.

Trolley for electric cars and the lik- E J Da.-.v. No. wu.410; .June 23: Sp. p. 4518; Dr. p. 982; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1871.

Trolley gual-d and guide, <'. Latsch. No. ».(»2,272; June mk Sp. p. <i257; Dr. p. 1346; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2187.

Trolley-pole. J. C. Gav. No. <sy,22ii; hiup I. Sp. p. &>. Dr p. 14: ("taz, vol. 1.34: p. 1068.

Trolley-replacer. J. Trout. No. suo.jOI: Jute '»; .-^p. p. '2(12(1; Dr. p. 44.",: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1412.
-

T.C. Proutv. No «flil :?«.'•. ftine j;i; .<p \\ 44.^1; Dr. p 'if)4: Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1857.

R. F. Ilenne. No s.HVt.4«i.v )iine2. Sp p .Vi!, Dr. p. 1 «i; Gaz. vol. 1.34: p. 1146.
Trolley-track,
Trolley-wheel.
TroUev-wheel T Laiigen. No. ><!Kt,"<4, luije Pi; Su. p -".*sl: Dr p. u'.,l; i;az. vol. 1,34: p. 1,595.

TroUev-wheel, R. P. Stark and l . K. KhPK4n-nuth. So. sfl-j.OlH; June .31); Sp. p. 57(i2: Dr. p. 1239; Gaz, vol. 134; p, 2102.

Trolle'v-wh..*'!. G. C. Bourder^au x. No. s'rXi.V>: June Mi; Sp. p. i4(«: Dr. p, 1.3K2; Gaz. vol, 134; P- 2213.

Trullev-wteel support I. II '.ros. No vjin-i; Mine y, Sp, p. -.MTl; Dr. p. .•»47: (.az. vol, 134; P- 1««-

TroUey-wi re splicer. H G Dver No "tKM.TTr-, lune 2: Sp p. 1142; Dr. p, 2t)o; Gaz. vol. 134; p. l.i«.

Trough: S" Eav.-H-tnuigh; E«s'ding-t rough; k'lieadii.g-trouKb.

Trousers. A G. Peine. No. ««>.7ti2: June 1^; Sp. p :'.2i"2: Dr. n. 714: Gaz, vol, 134; p. 1638.

Trou*ars-creH.'>er. C. D Fahl. No ^^9..'l'., June 2; Sp. p. ril; Dr. p. 13;

Tr.users-stretclier. d. K. Smith, No "^M-.t.-tl: June 2; Sp p. MSh. Dr. - -.

Truck and supporting-stand. Combined. ( . Ra*lin«on. No. ^9•-•.()!^3; June .«); Sp. p. 58,8; Dr. p. 1266, Gaz. vol. 134, p. .123.

Truck Bogie-. J M. Keiderling. No. h(«..i44; .iuney; -^p. p. 1745: Dr. \<\>. .X-7: Gaz. vol. l.U; p. IJd..

Track tar-. E. H. Haver. No. -WU.W)--'; June 2: .Sp. p Sl2: Dr. p. 1x5; f-az. vol. l.'M: p. DW-.
.

Tnick. Tar-. H. C Btihoup, No. '«I.4(/.'; June 23: .^r p. 4.Ta3. Dr p. 'M): (Jaz vol. 1.34; p l'*'*^^

Truck Disk W. B. Ihri.stian, No. 8»2,3«>4; June ,30; Sp. p. 6424; Dr. p. rix*.; (^laz. vol. 134; p. 2216.

Ti^ck, Hand-. H. R. Moff. No, 890.290; Jttne 9: Sp. p. 222»i: Dr. p. 489; (.az vol. KM; p. 1441.

Truck or wagon Bnck, H. H. Oberly, Noi 891.364; June 23; Sp. p. 4421; Dr. pp. 9h-.>-3; (./az. vol. 134, p. 18a6.
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Truck. Rigger's. J, Ross, No, 890,713; June 16; Sp. p. 3091; Dr, PP- 678-9; Gaz, vol, 134; P- 1611-

4, r' rT:^^-.- r ,, v„ u<o 4j,> i,,r.„o'j. Ci^ r> i^iTi' iit r> 995; Gaz, vol, 134, p. 1S82,

P

Truck, Kiggers. j, koss, x>o, oau.no, juuo lu, s^y. i>. ^'.•^•^, y'- fy-^-" '•
1 ,o. .: 1.

Truck Rigger's, J. Ross. No. Wn,442; June 23; Sp, p. 4574; Dr, p. 995, Gaz, vol, 134 P- l/-
Tnu-lcs Bearimr fo-- car- O F Transue. No, 890,729; June 10; Sp, p. 3r28; Dr, p. W»: Gaz. vol. 134, p. 1616,

irll^ks: ?X^,Ki"le for cilr- (
. E .Murray. No. 890,437; June 5; Sp. p, 2501; f>r. pp. .553^; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1488.

Trunk. T.J. McKay
Trunk. W. (1. U inans.

Tnink-lid hmce. O. Rangnow
Tnink-strap. J.N.Gorman.
Tnuik-strap fastener. O. A. Stoneinan

No. Ksy,25.3: June 2; Sp. p. 113; Dr. p. 27; Oaz. vol. 134: p. 10...

No, 8au,480. June 9; Sp, p, 2578; Dr, p. 570; Gaz. \;ol, 134: p. 1500

.""No." 892",r84;' JiJne'30: Sp. p. G083; Dr. p, 1308; Gaz, vol, 134; P- 2157.

No. 891,836; June 30; Sp, p. 5410; Dr, p,llti9; Gaz. vol. 134; p, 2044.

inmk-strap lasiener. u. .'k. =.onB.u«u. No. 889.410: June 2: Sp, p. 441; Dr. p. 105; Oaz. voL 134; p, 1128.

Trus.s, ,1. Q. A. Remine, No, 890,452; June 9; Sp, p. 2523; Dr. p. 558; Gaz. vol, 134, p. 1492.

Tu(
Till post A.G. Fenv6. No, 891.416; June 23; Sp, p, 4529; Dr. p, 985; Gaz. vol. 134; p 1873.

Tu!.^-slzmg mill. J. S.' Worth an.i W. F, Harrison, No, 801,650; June 23; Sp p. 6(«4; Dr pp. 1081-2 (.az^vol 134 p 1950.

Tning Method of. M. L. .Severv and G. B. Sinclair. No. 890,803; June 16; Sp. p. 328o; Dr p. 719 Gaz. vo
• 134. p, 1642.

Tunne!:dnv'ngn.aehine. .; N EovMer No. «91,473; J.me ;^; Sp^p 46^; Dr pp oot.-. ^

Turbine \N (J w nijKt N. sixi («k.; .lune 9; Sp, p. 1()20; Dr, P. 3 i'; Ga«, vol. 134, p, 134(.,

Tur me! w! J.CaA wngh. No. stn.M2: .Mine :lo; "^p. p. 5360;W p, IRiO; Gaz vol, 134: p, 2036.

Turbine W. E. .Snow. No s!tl.v4; June 30; Sp. p. .-.485; Dr, p. 1185; Gaz. vol. 1,<4: p JO,;i,

Turbine: J. l^.wthwaite. So. ^V-2 2:,.-. }u,..- MK H^-l^ tiX5; Br p. lM^*^&l.yo\ \M^^

Turbine, ComiH>und steam-, K .-- b )i/ N ^ '' -".'3. -'"n^ 23^p. p, 4261; Dr p ..32. Gaz sol, 134^, 1833.

lurblne Ela.stic-fluid. C. Fox. No s-i....-, -^
''

V'^ ^^P/P^^^: ^r. pp. 641-2: Gaz. voM^^^

Turbine Elastic-fluid. E. Thomson No v« so.; June 16; Sp. p, 3314; Dr. p. ,2t). Gaz vol. 134, p. l''*'-^

T r ue' E lastic-tU Id. C P Steiumet/ No vu .«3; June 23; Sp. p. 4459. iJr. P- Wp; C.az. vol 134; p. 1803.

T b e! Ela,stic-f1u.d. C. Pfenninger. No. s.,2,o:9; Jime 30; Sp, p 5^3; Dr, p 12t>4: Gaz. vol, 34 p. 2122

Turbine govenung m-.-hanism. < >. Junggren. No ». 1,342; June 53; bo p ''3'^- ^, PPj^^-^l'^^'^J^.'^L!^' ^i^'
Turbine Reversible steam-. J . Procner. No, 892,304; June 30; Sp. p. 6311; Dr. pp. 13o9-i«, Gaz. vol, I34_jp. .iws.

T ? Ine' atearn- R. .schulz. < Reissued No. 12,814; June 16; Sp, p. 4127: Dr p. 90;i: Gaz, vol 1,4: p^l775.

Tn table Nr„mls-irf»<v i (J Hav^lev. No. 88»,;<70; Jime 2; 8p. p. 354; Dr. p, 83; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 1115-

Tunlubl:, N^rn't-su^::..: C G. Hawley, No. 88...371: June 2; Sp. p, 358; Dr. pp. »^4; Gaz. vol. 1^4; p. 1115.

Turn-table, Ni

Turf
Twine (iras.n 1. \\ . Jerreins .no. wji.;wo; juueju. oy. i>.

Mm, i... j., i^^j^, v...... .^•. .--. r- — -

Iwineinacb.ne. Grass-. T W. Jernnis. No, 892.059; June 30; Sp, d 5843; Dr, p. 125,; (.az vol 134; p. 2116.

Twyer-sto<k cap. R. B. Doud. No. 8<M.151: June l(i; 8p. p. 3948; Dr. p. »^ Gaz. "^ol. K« P^l 52.

TvlM arplianc.' D B,a<klund. No. .S01.7W, Jime 23: Sp. p, .5295, Dr. p. 1140; Gaz, vol. 134, p. im
,,., „ oin

?S^^t a ' c rs ...n. ( -uibru"son and W. H. Stearns. N^>, 892.043; June^30; Sp. p, 58U. Dr p. 12ol; Gaz vol. 134, p. 2111.

TX.abinef Revolvu.g (. E. lirauierd. No, 889,896; June 9; Sp. p. 1392; ''r- I4>- -^^^l' •<"''•
^'iVrr'^,'^!' i,^. n UML

Tvi^eTmold { Hull E B White, and J. T, Carter. No. 891,620; Jime 23; Sp p 49^2; Dr, p, 1064, Gaz. vol, 134. p,

T\U««nier I W Paul. No. KS9.632: June 2; 8p. p. 866; Dr, p. 198; Gaz^ vol, 134; p. 119!t,

[ni-tahle Norma sunace. « . ii, iiaw ip^ . ,mj. oo»,.jh<. jiuic_, ui-. jy. w«^, •-••»'•-"•--—;
, -..f. „ ,,,,

n -ta e, Nor m.^l-surfa.*. C G, Hawley, No. 88....371: June 2; Sp. p, 358; Dr. pp, »^4; e.fu. vol. ^4 p. 5.

n -tab e Norinal-surfai* C G. Hawlev. No. 889,.372: June 2: Sp, p, 363; Dr. pp. 84-5; (.az. vol, I.M, p, 1116.

r;. ftme'-.s:.;:^ '-. S. ,V„o«a> and !.. U Duval. No. 8^,449; -•"r.^,V^i',P-^,^J«i
.V-'"-

/^g' ''"• '''*'• '""^ ^^ "^

viU.^rass. iw.J.-m. No.s.l.935.June30;Sp^p^^^

itributing ma. hine. F. B. Converse, Jr. No. 890,264; June 9; Sp. p, 2160; Dr, pp. 472-6: Gaz. \o\.\M:v.\i^.

^him< J S Baneroft an<l M. C. In.Ul. (Reissue.) No, 12.819.W 23: Sp, P- 5339; Dr. pp, "55-6; Gaz^ vol 134

, vTw-mold (• Hull. E B White, and J. T, Carter. No. 891,620; Jime 23: SP- P- «/2; Dr p, 1064; Gaz. vol, 134. p, 1939,

T\p.« «rner I W Paul. No KS«.«3'2: June 2; 8p.p.866; Dr, p 198;
<^«f,;

^'"l- 134; P. UW,
Tn —writer attachment. R. D. Donoho. No, 89\.918; June 30; Sp^ a 556, ; Dr, p. i:fc0; Gaz. ^l 134 p 2072.

Tn *-wnterkev-l,Kk. W. D. Ericks. No. 892,242; June 30; Sp. p, 6ll>0; Dr, p, 1334; Gaz, vol, 134. p. 2D6.

T K.-wr e platens, Copying-clotb for. A.J. Fanner No. *9,918, June 9. Sp p. 1437; Dn
P-,f5-

Oaz. voE 134.

„. ' ', , 1.. .'.•.,...., .>,.i,„r,i-... f/^r I R nammona. No. 889.227: Juue 2; bn. p. (3, Dr. p. lb. tiaz.

_.; p. 1316.

16; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1069.

T\ pe-wnting machine
Tv|>e-uTiting macbine.
T\ ("^writing inaeh.ne,

T\[»^ writing mac'tune
Tv!i«'-wrUuig macbir.e.
Tvjie-writ iiig MUK'liine.

T\ i.i«-\vr!tuig ma<bine.
T\ [<'-« rit uig imuJuiie.

T\ ;'e. writ uig niaihuie.

1 vp»'-writtng machine.
T\I.e wntiiik' iMMclnne

Tvpe writing machine.

Tyi*" writUig mai bine.

3 ype-writing maihiiie
Tvpe-wnting inMchiiie.

Tytx'-writing ina< bine.

TVj)»'-writing mai bine,

Tvpp-wntnig machine

N.elsen. No. 8^9.955; June 9; Sp. p, 150,; Dr, p. 341; Gaz. vol, 134. P- 1*»

J. Eelt*-1. No. 890.037; June 9; Sp. p, 1687; Dr, p, 375; Gaz,- vol. 134; p. 13^"

•

C. J. Bond. No. 890,120; .lune 9; Sp. p, 1852; Dr, p. 408; C'"- v^»- 134: p. 1385

W, F. Helmond. No. 890,3.% '""-<» «" " "^i • !>'• "- ^^- Gaz, vol. 134; p, 1462

r, E. Kelley
R, J, Orr

Imond. No. 890,3.%; June 9; .Sp. p. 2361; Dr. p. 521; Gaz, vol. 134; p. 1

ley. No, 890,361; June 9; Sp. p, A*.; Dr. p, 522; Gaz, vol, 134; P- 14(>3.

K, .), urr. No, 890.372; June 9; Sp, p, 2385; Dr, p. 62t.; Gaz. vol, 134; P- I*"-

C. B. Schultz. No. 890.715; June 16; Sp, p. 3066; Dr, p, 679; Gaz. vol. 134- p. 1611.

J. V. Mcl.augblin No, 889.K'-,5; June 2; Sp, p. lUW; Dr, p, '296; Gaz. vol 1.34, p, 12.a

J. C. McLaughlin, No, 890,867; June 16; Sp. p, 3398; Drjp, 745; Gaz. vol. 134; p^l(*2.

J. C. Doane No. 891,047: June 16; Sp. p. 3771; Dr. pp, 82:i-5: Gaz. v(>l. 134; P Pojl.

J. Hutchinson. No, 891.073; June 16; Sp. p, 3824; Dr. p, fiVr, Gaz. vol, 134; p. 1729.

under. No. 891.09,5; June 16; Sp. p. :«56; Dr. p. 843; Gaz. vol. 1.34:

._ v'„ of.1 it.n. T,>T>o'>3. ar> r> i^ioi Dr n (WK: Gaz. VOL 134: t
E L Pfi p. 1736.

E E. Baniev No. 891,453: June -23; Sp. p. 4591; Dr. p, 998; Gaz, vol, 134: P- 1^5.

G. A. Seib. No, 891,806; Jime '23: Sp, p, 5:129; Dr. p. 1154; Oaz. vol, 134; p. -^ ^

H W, Merritt. No. 891.849; June 30; Sn. D. 5431; Dr. pp. 11.4-5; Gaz. vol. 134; P -—

•

Tvr^-wniinl'-nm.h.neattarhment. E. 1'. Gorin. No. 890.507: •'•"'« 9-J*P-P-,- ^1 :!>'•• PP- 58^^. V,^-„I"'-.Avi.Poi,^ Vl 134- n 2113
Tv^-wnting machuv. Tabulating attachment. H. K. Henry. No. ®2.05(n June 30; Sp. P, 5826; Dr, pp, 1253-4. Gaz. vol, 134, p.2113.

r mbrella hoi ler K A Perkins No 890.921: June 10: Bp. p, 3.-i08; Dr. P-768; Gaz. vol 134: !? lf>'\
• ,^."",,.1, <..^,,,,„ui M \v Mnnforrl No. 891.629r Jime 23; Sp. D, 4966: Dr, p, 1070: Gaz. vol. 1,

p. laoB.

rrinal
Valve
Valve.
Valve.
Valve.
Valve.
\'alve.
Valve.
Naive,
Valve

Sp, p. , r

I') A Ebinger No \s<. iir, Tune 9; Sp. p. 14.34; Dr, p. 324; Oaz. vol. 134; p, 1316.

L S Nash. No Ns.,^r.' 1 w. j: Sp. p. 1189; Dr. p. 275; Gaz. voP 134; p, 1252.
, ,,. ^ ,~«

F ( Blanchard and P. *.. Darling. No. 8SP.89.V ,fune 9; Sp. p. 1.390: Dr, p. 315: Gaz, v(j1. 1.34, p. 1308.

T W l.owe. No. S89.941: June9: Sp. p. 1477; Dr. p. 335; Gaz. vol. 134; p, lo24,

J. D Coleman. No. «90.(iOft: June 16; 8p. p, 2861: Dr, p. 630; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 15,b.

P B lohnson. No. «ho.h»,2: June 16; Sp, p. 3389; Dr. p. 743: Gaz, vol, 134; p. li«0.

P. ConnoUv. No. 891,207; June 10; Sp. p. 4075; Dr. p. 895; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 17-1-

C Orenste'm and HI Derbv. No, iAl.to; June 23; Sp. p. 4978; Dr, p. UO: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1944.

R T (nine No Hfil.(,72; June 23; Sp, p. 50t>7; Dr, p, 11)93; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 195.,

, .- n ><o. S91,975: Juno 30; Sp, p. 5696; Dr. p. 1?26; Gaz. vol, 134; p, 2091,
I, K. Beaver.Valve. I. K. Beaver, .no. W1,54,,*): nine jo; ap, p. oowi, ui. y. li-v, vj»*. .•.. •"• i'- •~'--

. ,„.. „ ,^^
Valve-action, Pneumatic, H , BainU-n, No, 890,488; June 9; Sp, p iJijO,: Dr. p. 5. 4; Gaz- vol. 134. P_1503.
..":.'„

. .', .- , o o Holen, Jr. No, 891.2.^5; June 23: Sp, p, 4188; Dr, p. 91.. Ga
No .>«<».5.Vi; June 2; Sp. p, 69;P. Dr, p. 159: (iaz. vol, 134; p. 1168,
(> Holen, Jr. No, 891.2.^5; June 23; Sp, p, 4188; Dr, p. 917: Gaz. vol 134: p. 1830.

«.».5.Vi: June 2; Sp. p. 69;P. Dr. p. 159: (iaz. vol. 134; p. . .., .

\ W. Hartte. No, 892.25.S; Jime 30; Sp, p. 6217; Dr. p. 1340; f-az. vol 134 p. 2181,

phrev. No. 890.(i"; June 9; .Sp. p. 1734: Dr. p >4; Gaz, vol. 34; P- 1365^

W, A, ftoberts and F. W. Studt. No. 891,007, June P.; Sp. p. 3.06; Dr. pp. 808-9. Gaz.

Valve anil valve-gear for steam-<ii>nnes

Valve. Automatic c\ Under J .Maiitoi

Valve, aimbination air and gas mixing \. > . iianjw. i-iw, r.7.4.*.A.. .. .u.^. »", ...i- k-.""V,,' ," •ivi".'^^, VoA ^^«• n 'iw.-;

Valve! Combination gasand water 11 S. Humpbre>^ No. 890 (iVj; June 9; Sp. n 1.34;
Jj.l- P-.^-^/./.-iJ^'- .l^^'.PhV*^;

Valve-controlling mechanism. Motor-truck. V% , A, Roberts and * . « . Hiuat. ao.

vJlve.'i^-lln.ler"''relief H W McCombs. No. 890.692: June 16; Sp. p. 3035; DI^p. 066: Gaz^l. l?^. P; \«>^,

.^, p. 2713: Dr. pp.

Valve, (ia.s-. A.' Jkrmolowskv. No. 891,070; June ir,; Sp. ,^. :i828; Dr. p. 836; Oaz, vol 134; p. 17:1.1.

N-alve, C.as-engine relief-. J. W. Hasbutx- No. syl.,^41. June 23: Sp. p, 4776; Dr p, ia33. <.az. vol. 134. p. 1914.

Valve, Gate- II A Hans,.,i No V,.l.U(>2; June Ui, i^y.
f.

;«08; Dr. p. J^^l; (^«- vol. 1^4. p, i.J>.

Valve! Graduating triple W \ Pi.mer. No. myKii; ,f;me 16; Sp^- 3.322; Dr^. 72,; •'«« vol. I.i4 p. U.4^,

Valve guide, Flushmg-, C. L, Holden. No 8H9..WM. June 2, Sp. p, 827; Dr.^18^: '^•''^•, \"',.''^*-. f'^J^^-

Valve,llvdraulic. C. L, Tavlor. No. 891.9(i4; June 3o; Sp, p. 667^; Dr. p. 1223; Gaz. vol 134 p 2US,.

Valve mechanism. G, S, Bowes. No. 891.979; June :J0; Sp. p. 5702; Dr. p. 1227; (.,az. vol. \.H; p. 2U9-.
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Valv« mechAniam for water-elev»tori.

Valr»-motion tor direct-acting enpn

-. urCei^p ind H. S.'BaldWta.' No.»d,066VJime ie; 8p. p. 2»M; Dr. p. 664; Oax. vol. 134; p.

C. H. Humphreys and V. J. Scantlebury. No. 891.072; June 16; 8p. p. 3821; Dr. p. 834; Oat.

. H. Douelaa. No. 861,152; June 16; 3p. p. »4B; Dr. pp. 865-6

J. Campbell and O. W. Hedrtet No. 891.460; June 23; Sp. p.

Oae. vol. 134; p. 1752.

4600; Dr. p. 1002; Qat. vol. 134;

J L, L«tt&. No. 888.7M: JtuwS; 8p. p. 1173; Dr. pp. 271-2; Oaa. vol. 134; p. 1246.

„. tII^Td. J O'^t^itoL N?. 81*: June 3D; 8p. p- MOV: Dr. p. 1357. Oa.. vol. 134; p. 2166.

V^^' fh^tUe-. iV \\- Morris. No. 860,682; June 16; Sp. p. 3013; Dr. PP- «ei-2; Oaz. vo^ 134 p^
lAl.

VaKt flSSnr N^^V- Hartman. No. 890,423: June 9: Sp. p. 3475; Dr. d. M8; O"- ol. 134; p. 1483.

:E l!H^N^:^^jri^s|;^^b?v^2rvr^
HES J•^tSi^r.^^^I^f^?lh5:i:1^'b?:?^^J°^4^^
\>&!cK™ke: ok Lee. No. «2.063; June 30; Sp. p. 5851; Dr. p.. 12»: Oaz. vol. l34;. p. 2117

Vehicle brake mechanism. Self-propelled

lo9b. ^, ^
Vehicle controlling mechanism, siotor-.

vol. U4; p. 1729.

Vehicle driving mechanism. Motor-, w
Vehicle front and apron. Combined. W,

Vehiclee, Du-.t-collector for motor-. E. H. MoKan >«o„»i;[l*' J^" ^^.P-jg^e 1^' Sp p 4071 Drpp 803-5; (5a« vol, 134; p. 1771.

Vehicles. Eq.mlized oscillating gear for road-. T. V?^?^ "r«^ V^'892Tf7 Jm^S)" Sp p »£! Dr. p. 1280, Gar. vol. 134; p.
Vehicles, Meun.H for r«guJatmg the temperature m. T. C. X. A. Berget. No. a«,ii, ,

June ju. op. p. aru, .i- . t-

V^i'^les. Radiator-fan for motor-. R. HufT KoJOl 6^: ^^^•^r f;^^. ^l'^^, ?>V n^^'^J^^ ^oi^vo.

^•S^r ^^^•ra';^°^^'.^'n%SnoVo°r*'^-J. ti^^TS^^U.^?'; ^^^e^^ i,'^-. ^^ Pi ^^^^ «"" -'• ^^- ^

Ve^mn F \ Curry. No. 89'2,227; June 30. 3p. P- 6166; Dr. p. 1329: <^"- '^ol. 134. p. 2172.

;::3;si.sr.s.isr.wi., <^-iA:^;^.uii^'^r.'Ti^J..'%<.''i^i£:>'^^. ^p. p. &: Dr. p. >». o„. ,oi, .«; p

iiw
Ventilator: S« Ejector-ventilator; Wlndow-vfntilator.

„, ,,i. „ ia»;7

Urnna^T",',,.. .A. l^Sal.^ .Vo. ""'•^^ .'"»« f ^ ^p^. 'JS, ?Vp 'p"L^ Dr p°'il8"-& "oi. 13.; p. 12...

v.uinn.«rv pan.int.on iTistrummt R. f'liJ.IU';
JJ"- g"''2'; si< in™ Si- an d jm- Dr o. .024; a«i. vol. 13<; p. 1906.

Vibrator. V.l«tru.al M. K. Ool.len. No »2.|«. June »; 8p^ <fiM^tfr.
y^^^^Sj^br^p. U39? oi^Vol. 134;

Vibrator for movement^urepurt)o«». J^ ^J^^ion^.T^neV^ d'»^ dTp 6T7- Q^t. vol. 134; p. 1609.

vP^^^V E rane<ly No. 890,841; June 16; 3f. p. 3350; Dr.
P-
J34; Gai. vol. 134; P- IMf

Vehicle-wheel.
Vehicle-wheel.
Vehicle-wheel.
Vehicle-wheel..
Vehicle-wheel.
Vehicle-wheel.

134; p
1596.

1770.

5616; l?r. pp.

Oajs. vol. 134; p. 109«.
'Sct^ « : w: H. elmard. No. W2.200: JuW 30. Sp. P- 8137; Dn P^^B- Oa. voj^l34. ^^^166.

Wagon-box. H.J. Hookins. .No. 890,056. June 9: SP-P- ^^^' ^^P^-^vJ^z gp D a*' Dr p. 61

WM.,n.lamp 3 Uutb. No ««.303. J.^L^,\Sj?-^Vm- Dr p. IM; oi.' voTm; p. 11».

W.„«o.t. M. «. H''^«j:jfi.,'>^s?. m!«MMl.2ar^:?«5! lS..p. .OM; »». yol. uJi p. 1030

p. 1993.

726-7; Oa*. vol. 134;

1210-11: Oa*. vol. 134; p. 2080.

. vol. 134; p. 1872.

wiiii^-™u^...^..»„:?,A ji^;^'»^^«^{-^ " ^- '» 9"^ '°'-^^ ' "«•Wall const r\M;t ton. S. C. Coyner
WaU-decomling ;

Wall, Reinforced
Walls of buildlna
Wardrobe and dlsinfec

A. Z. Chlodo. _

Walls of building-blocks, Api»T»tu»tor l»T»g«-
' ' itlng-cablnet, Combmea.

C. M. Mftddox
. 8. mt<d>oook.

308; Oai. vol. 134; p. 1276

No. 8fB.MS: Juim 9; Sp. p'A _
"No. tabfiSbr, Jona U'SV-

fifflfDr. p. 336: 0»«. vol. 134; p. 1326.

p. 2864; Dr. p. hc; Q»». vol. IM; p. 1660.
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Wardrobe, Collapsible. S. E. Blackstone. No. 890..W4: Jane 9; Sp.

Warp-stop-motion detector. J. P. Webber. No. 890,738; June lb;

Wari>-9top-motlon mechanism. W. r. Perrv. No. H90,0<43: June 9: s;i. p
Warp-wlndlng-raachlne guide. R. O. <ampl«ell. .No. 89<(,213; .lune \*; 8p.

Washbasin. T. C. (olton. No. H»2.36f.: June 30; Sp. p. t>42ii: Dr. p. 13X"

2720: Dr. pp. 601-2; Gat. vol. 134: p. 1525.

p 3151; !)>. p. 690, Gaz. vol. l.'?4; p. 1019.

Washboard and clothes-pounder, Combined. A. S. W adsworth.
WaHhlxtiird or ttttachiaeiit thcrf-to K li Hillpurt. .Nn wxi i.'.T

Washbowl-stopper. .\. Martin. No. «91.h»)4. June 23; Sp. p. 5326;

Wiisher: S^^ <'<i;U nml on- wa,.shcr. Uii.«-wiisher.

Washing apparatus C .M HarriM'ti and K i'. Arnold. No. 890,642; June 16;^ Sp. p. 2941:

1793: Dr. p. 397; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1376.

p. 2039; Dr. p. 449; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1416.

(iaz. vol. 134: p. 2217.

No. .S,S9,994; June 9; St.; Sp. p. 1597; Dr. p. 358; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1342.

b; Sp. p. 3610; Dr p 7t>9; <"ih7.. vol. 134; p. 1679.

. 1153; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2003.
June lb; Sp. p. 3510
Dr. p

Washing-machine.
Washi ng-mac h 1 ne

.

Washing-machine.
Washing-machine.
Washing-machine.
Washi!ig-in;icnlne
Washing-machine.
Waahing-machine.

M
J

W

N.M H'lrniv

T. Murkhnr
.^. Hamilton and .1

.

s.><9.j:i.S. June 2; Sp. p
N" vvt.iK")?; .lune 2; Sj)

H. Williams.

84; Dr. p. 19; Gaz. vol. 134

p. 90.S: Dr. p. 210; Gnz. v<>l

No. 889,924; June 9: Sp. p. 144«;

J. Huebner. .No, SS9,9;«); Jime9; .'^p. ;>. 14.'i6; Dr. p. 329: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1.320.

Dr p. ()44; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1688.

1071.

p. 1207.

Dr. p. 327; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1318.

p. 1
l;i4;

Kiaemann. .No. xsiOJiX')

.\ mid D D KiiUm/iii

Woerner. No syi,7.iT;

J. Winans. .No. 891.7s^

Washing-machine gearing. K. B. Christen.'^en.

Washing-machines, Miichanical raovcmrnt for.

Washing or scouring maclune. F. L. Kurbush.

K
-\

R.
T.

ICll.

p. 200(1.

Gaz. vol.

; p. 2073.

134; p. 2208.

p. 1506.

2145.

.844; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1736.

No. 892,188; June

1363.

; p. 1243.

June 9; Sp. p. 2628: Dr. pp. 581-2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1,509.

No. HH()T14; June Id; Sp. p. :«>94; Dr j. 1179. G«z. vol. 134; ]

June 2.3; Sp. p. 5223; Dr. p. 1131; Gaz. vol. 1.S4; p. 19S6.

.lane if Sp. p .52S9; Dr. p. 1145; (Jaz. vol. 134; p. 1998.

No H',^i.7i*4, June2;<; Sp. p. .S^Vi; Dr. p. 114H; (Jaz. vol. 134;

W H.\(>S8. No. 892.337; Jun<' 30: Sp. p. tv?72; Dr. p. 1374;

No. >«1.922; June 30; Sp. p. .V.77; Dr. p. 1201; Gaz. vol. 134

Watoh-bow. C. L. "DepoUier. No. 890,343; June 9; Sp. p. 2XM: Dr. p. 514; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1458.

Wat.ch Chatelaine brooch-. C. L. DepoUier. No. 890.501; June 9; Sp. p. 2H20; Dr. p. 5M; Gaz. vol. 1.34

Watch-holding device. F. Lindner. No. S90.14.1; June 9; Sp. p. 1903; Dr. p. 421; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1393.

Watch-movem.'nts. Ring-bund for. C Funk. No. 892,147: Jan.- M): Sp. p. mv<; Dr. p. 1292: Gaz. vol. 134; p
Watches, docks, and the likf. .Movemfiit-phnc for W. K, I'orKT, No. s«l,U97; Jane U>; .-'p. p. 3>«J2; Dr. p
Wtttchcase. W, J, Giirdintr No, H>ft»..3fi4; June 2; Sp. p. 33S; Dr. p. 79; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1112.

Wuter-closct sf'jit, T.J. Flort-v. No. HS9.21N; .hineJ: Sp. p. t>4; Dr. p. 14; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1067. _ „ . .

Water from mineral, vegr'tabl.'. and animal substances, S<<parallnp and simulUneously extracting. B. Schwerin.

30: Sp. p. 6093; Dr. p. 1309: (iuz. vol. 134; p. 21.i9.

Water-heater. R. Farren, No 890,1.30; June 9; .Sp. p. 1871; Dr. p. 414; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1388.

Water-heAter. B. A, Kennepohl. No 890.237; June 9; Sp. p. 2096; Dr. p. 459; Oaz. vol. Ki4; p. 1424.

Water-heater, Elnctrical. II. M Hill. No. 89l,2.V4; June 23; Sp.p. 4186; Dr. p. 917; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1819.

Water-heater, Kleclncal instantaneous. L. C. Ilenriksen. No. 890.053; June 9; Sp.p. 1727; Dr. p. 383; Oaz. vol. 134; p.

Wuter-heAtlng appanitu.-*. F. Dupuis. F. E. and G. H. Page. No. 889.775; June 2: Sp. p. 1139: Dr. p. 2(>5; Gaz. vol. 134

Water-motor, Current. R. E. Coon. No. 891.671; June 23; 8p. p. 5065; Dr. p. 1093; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1957.

Water-power enjjlne .M HaiiK'hev. No. S90.7ii7; June lb; Sp, p, 3'JIl; Dr. p. 701; Gaz. vd 1.34. p U.-jg.

Water-purifying apparatus. J. C. W. Oreth. No. 890.047; June 9; Sp. p. 1718; Dr. p. .380: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1361.

Water-purifving apparatus. H. Reisort. No. 890,301; June 9; Sp. p. 2247; Dr. pp. 494-5; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1445.

Waves of the sea. .\pparutus for utilizing the fnrce of the. P. Morlce. No. 890,994; June 16; Sp. p
1704.

We«ther-strip. P. L. Hpdt)org. No. .'ftiO.yCM: June lb; Sp. p. 3473; Dr. p. 700; Gaz. vol. 134; p. Iti73

Weather-strip. F. Overfleld. No. 891,286; June 23: Sp. p. 42.tO; Dr. p. 930; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1830.

Weather-strip. O. T. Akre. No. 891,652; June 23; Sp. p. 5027; Dr. p. 1082; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1951

Web-f,*^llng rolls H. F. Bochman. No. 8.89, 74«.; June 2; Sp. p. 1091; Dr. p. 253; Gaz. vol. 134; p
Weighing iind diimiiing rnAchine. Automatic. R. D. Webb. No. 889,281: June 2; S

Weighing powdery substances, MeAUS for automatically. A. F.H. Stephens. No. 890,190; June 9; Sp.p

Weil-driihng apparatus. Feed for. R.C.Jones. No. 890,236; June 9; Sp. p. 2092; Dr. p. 459; Oaz. vol. 134; p
Well-driUing machine. H. L. Hoopengamer. No. 890.280: June 9; Sp. p. 2209; Dr. pp. 485-6; Gaz. vol. 134; p
WcU packer. Deep-. C, M lb-."t4T Np, 891.065: Jane lb: Sp. p. 3812: Dr p, 832: Gaz. v.l i:<4;

j;
1727.
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Wheie] Sec Automobilt^wheej; Hall-U-rtring wheel; Car-wheel; Spring-wheel; Traction-wheel; Trolley-wheel; \ ehicle-wheel;Wind-wneel

W'hftel. E. Stancllff. No, 892.323; June 30; .<p. p. 6344; Dr. p. 1368; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2203.

Whwl attachment. Vehicle-, ((Phelps. No. 889.905; June 2: Sp. p. 1193: Dr. n. 270; (7az. vol. 134; p. 1263.

Whe.'l-rr-tai ner .md attachment-support. F. W. Lechner. No. 889.665: June 2; Sp. p. 1000; Dr. p. 231; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1219.

Whe..l-rim K. Hopkln^on »ti: 1 1 .Midglev. No. 891.172; June 16; Sp. p. 399.5; Dr. p. 877; Gaz. vol. i:*4; p. 1759.

Wheel shix-k-ftb.sorU'r, Vehicle- W. E. Snedlker. No. 880.489; June 2; Sp. p. 610; Dr. pp. 142-3: Gaz. vol. 134; p. IIM.

Wheels, Drive atta< hment for vehicle-. J. H. Joaquin. No. 888.310; June 2; Sp. p. 232: Dr. p. 57; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1096.

Wh««lbarTow. A. O. Hubbard. No. 890,359; June 9; Sp. p. 2364; Dr. p. 521; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1463.

Wheelwright-machine. J. G. Stoen No. 891,7 V.; June 23; Sp. p. 5199; Dr. pp. 1123-4; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1981.

L. Morgan. No, 890,082; June 9; Sp. p. 1774; Dr. p. 392; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1372.
-- - Dr. p. 242; Ga7. vol. 134; p. 1227.

Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2188.

3n86; Dr. p. 803; Gaz. vol. 134; p.

voi:i34; p. 1236.

. p. \:^: Dr. p. 43; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1086.

),190; June 9; Sp. p. 2002; Dr. p. 441; Gar. vol. 134;

1423.

1437.

Whiffletreie-hook.

No. 889,961; June 9; Sp.p. 1525; Dr. pp. 344-5; O&z.YtA.

1489.

P
Whiffletree safetv attachment. II. L. Rued. No. 88y.722; June 2; Sii. p. lo49

Whip-lock. H. C. Laudermllch. .No. 892.273; June 30; Sp. p. 62.'>.8; Dr. p. 134;

W'histle. F. Strauss. No. 889 ;iV); June 2; Sp. p, 297; Dr, p. 7i); iJa/. vol, 1.34; p. 11'^'.

Winch or the like for use with cords or ropes subject to tension. B. Percival

134; p. 1330. „ , ,„^
Wind-motor, Oscillating. D. D. Mclntvre. No. 890.440; June 9; Sp. p. 2606; Dr. p. 564; Gaz. vol. 134; p
Wind-shield. O. C. Graff. No. 891,.S37;"June 23: Sp. p. 4770; Dr. p. 1(B2; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1912.

Wind-wheel. M. Bradford. No. Sg^i-iS; June 23. Sp. p, 4603; Dr. pp. 1000-1; Oaz. vol, 134: p. 1887.

Windmill. A. J. Anderson. No. .88y.29(): Jane J: Sp. p. I'J.i: Dr. pp. 48-9: Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1088.

Windmill. H. O. Tucker. No. 889.413; June 2. Sp. p. 445; Dr. n, UXi; Oaz. vol. 1.34; p. 1129.

Windmill. H. H. Macomber. (Reissue.) No. 12.804; June 2; Sp p. 1302; Dr. p. 310; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1281.

Winding-machine. J. 0. Callun. No. 890,ti01; June lb; Sp. p. 2843: Dr. pp. 625-7; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1574.

Window. U. 0. McQueen. No. 889.2.^5; June 2; Sp. p. 117; Dr. p. 28; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1078.

Window. O. M. Edwards. .No. syo.tiLti; June lb. Sp. p 2\i01; Dr. pp. (i37-8: Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1583.

Window. C. D. Tabor. .No. ,890.72»i; Junelti; Sp p.3114: Dr pp. ii83-4; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1(M5.

Window. S. V. Barr. No. 891.i;{.3. June 10; Sp. p. .3919; Dr p. 858; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1747

Window and balance, Sash. J. Ner^n, No. 891,8,53; June 30; Sp. p. .^443; Dr. p. 1177; Gaz, vol. 134; p, 2050.

Window and door screens, &c.. Joint for. J. H. Diamond. No. 891,604; June 23; Sp. p. 4900; Dr. pp. 1056-<; Gat. vol. 134; p. 1933

Window-fastener. F. C. Johnson. No. 890.01.2; June 9; Sp. p. 1743; Dr. p. 386; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1366.

Window-screen. W. J. Baker. No. 890,398: June 9; Sp. p. 2427; Dr. pp. 536-7; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1474.

Window-swinging device. G. H. Parker. .No 889.48:5: Jane.'; Sp p. UOO; Dr. p. 14(i; Gaz. voF. i;i4; p. 1152.

Window-ventilator. H. A. Dirkes. No. 891,824; June 30; Sp. p. .5391; Dr. p. 1166; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 2040.

Window-weight. G. W. Simmons. No. 890,535; June 9; Sp. p. 2666; Dr. p. 592; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1519.

Windows, Antlrattler for. A. O. Leger. No. 891,62.5; June 23; Sp p. 4956; Dr. p. 1067; Oaz. vol. i:}4; p. 1941.

WIndrowing attachment. W. Oaterrnan. .No. 891,244; June Xi. Sp p 4109; Dr. p. 913; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1810.

Wire calk. Removable. G. S. Meyer. No. 892,282; June 30; >p. P b27.S; Dr. p. 13:d; Gaz, vol, 134; p. 2191.

WIre-clamp. N. V Hosack. No. 892,258; June 30; Sp. p. 0222; Dr. p. 1340; (^az. vol. 134; p, 2182.

Wlre-coUing machine. G. B. Smith. .No. 889,265; June 2: Sp. p. 144 Dr. p. .^5; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1081.

Wire-drawing apparatus. G. A. Hon. No. 891.070. June 10. Sp p :i>>19. Dr. pp. <i3-4; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p
Wire-drawing machine. A. Pearson No. 889,330; June 2; Sp. p, 2».7: Dr, p. 65; Gaz. vol. 134: p. 1101.

Wire fabric, Intermeshlng .M S<>ougale. No. 890,878; Jime 10. Sp p 341h: Dr. p. 748; Gaz. vd. 1:34; p. 1665.

Wire fabrics. Machine for finishing and jielvaging. O. Schmid. No 8,89.81,5; June 2; Sp. p. 1214: Dr. pp 280-1; Gaz. vol. 134; p
Wire or rope tightening clamp. C. L. Larrabee. No. 889..V3(i: lune 2: Sp. p. 0.84. Dr. p. 1.57: Gaz. vol. i:i4: p. 1106.

Wlre-8creen-cloth rack. C. E. Bennet. .No. 892.214; June 30; Sp p. 0144; Dr. p. 1323: Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2107.

Wire straightening and coiling nmchlnc. R. L. Horsley. No, hM(n*)7; June lb; Sp p. 3479: Dr. p, TbJ: (iaz. vol. 134; p. 1674.

Wire-stretcher. H. H. and ff. C. Harris. No. 889,879: June 2; Sp. p. 1.342: Dr. p. .307: Oaz. vol. 134: p. 1278.

Wire-stretcher. W. F. Richards. No. 890,174; June 9; 8p. p. 1969; Dr. p. 434; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 1404.

Wlre-«tretcher. S. Tver. .No, 8e0.825; June 10; Sj>. p 3.3^4; Dr p 71'7; ua./. vol, 1.34: p. IMv^

Wires or wire ropes. Means for testing. C. E. 8. ilcCann and R. Colson. No. 890.085; June 9; Sp. p. 177S: Dr. p. 393

p. 1373.

Wood-graining-machine. C. W. Munz. No. 890,162; June 9; Sp. p. 1942; Dr. p. 428; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1399.

Wood-ppeservTng compound. H. E. Percival. .No. S91,720; June SI; Sp. p. 5l66; Gaz. vol. 1.34; p. 19(0.

Wood-trimming machine. E. P. Webster. No. 891,308; June 23; Sp. p. 4295; Dr. p. 939; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 1837.

Wood, Vulcanizing and coloring. W. A. Hall. No. 891,987; Juno 30; .Sp. p. .5718; Gaz. vol. 134; p. 2094.

Wooden structure. D. F. Daley. No. 891,983; June 30; Sp. p. 5710; Dr. p. 1229; Oaz. vol. 134; p. 2093.
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Oaz. vol. 134;
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W'-.l* rTc.r-.rlHmp C. MmrthxiT. No Wl.flU: Junt- 1.,; Sp. p. 3«0. Dr. p ^^\' ^^'^ ,;•''}
l^f

f'^^^^\,^
" '* '* i^' I

tiu,^^. w, >t>* A-'N hine'i 8d d 471; Dr PP- U* 13. '/at. vol. 1J4. p ii4*.

T .^W I^R;. jmj, J Uiicr ff, »J^-

No. xyfc.TW, June if*; 8p 6.

1 C, Paiil So *l.28T. .Ju:
w;;;;:i;or2in^-n**-h>^. Kee^l-roU f<^ 10 l^aui:' No: *1.28T: .fun. 23. 8p,>. 4252. Ur p. MO. .Jat. voi 134. p. i>in

Work->«)X. Lndy < A.

WorK-hnlltT I i Khi

Wor..v ManufAt'tiirp of

Khrrmnn. So. SHiJ

No. '>«).48rt. J urn- «. Sp p. 2567; Dr. p. .1.3. (tar.

SHiJ.TTH; I'lee 2. Sp. p. Uii; l>r. p. 266, lia/.. vol. U44.
Vudernon No. >>«).48rt. Jum- «. Sp p. 2567; UT. p. .1.3. (tar. vol. 134, p 1.5u2

). SHiJ.TTH; I'lee 2. Sp. p. Uii; 1>

So fOl.i-Vl. Iune23; Sp. p 4^'

' So. S«W.*j7; June 2; t>p. p. 1 ^--r —

.

svr rhaiT. An-iiih; Nut «ndDip^ wrench; Fipe-wrench; Ratchet-wrencb

V Lapp No »<91,i.>1. Iune23; sp. p *~., - ,'
, ,,, ,.y-.

M H. Ballard. So. S«W.»57; June 2; Sp. p. 1317; Dr. p :«2. Cax. vol 134. p. 1/74.

:n;

ap. p. 14: Dr. p. 4, Gar. vol. 134. P 1069.

No »«,244; June 2. 8p. p. 101. Dr p. » vol.

\L

134, p
4M04; Gar. vol 1.^4, p 191.S

\\ rHppuiK-mactune.
\V rvfch Sf- ("haiT" '

"^oh- S K L^vn. and .V N.Hall. N'^- '«-^' J'»5f ^^fP' P•/^^PJ, PJ^ '^*V,\V'^^
A ^nOh E < Carpenter No. S8e..V*l. June S; Sp. p. 776. Dr. p^l77 (-ar, ^" 1^ f fi**^

IZnch . '

)

Vlnriev No. HS«.7U). June 2; jp. p. 1024; Dr. p. 237, Gar. vol 13V p^ 1/^^

U>nrh F E W,iMen. No. 390.111; June 9; §p. P. 1«2». Dr. p. 404; «"
.^•'?1J34;

M*-!-
V^^n-h J K Long. No. 890,l*i; June 9; Sp. d. 1904; Dr. p. 421; Gar^voi. 134 p_ 13«4.

V^^ B N IAan. No. 890.521; June 5^ Sp. p. 2666; 6r. p. «7; Gar. vol, l54. p. 1514.

S Z^' f F Lansing N<. ««),77,r June 1.^ Sp p 3'229; Dr. p. 70b uar. v.4 l-*<.- P
Z-*^.

V^a b W. V Flowers. No 891.683; June '28; Sp. g. SOfo. Dr p. lOW. )ar. vol l-^I^P '«f ^_^,

•r^.^h T. I rurko and F J Holman No. 891.7.55 June 23; >? P,.^^^^ 'n/ii o 21d^'
H "nVh \v ( Hnmr-s No •<y2.J10: June 30". Sp. p, 6139; Dr, p. 1322, ( az. vo . 34, p. 2 *.

K R v.( I ^, on So s«'> '>s June3t>C Sp, p. 6170; Dr. p. 1329; Gar. vol. 134 p. 2173.

^r^^^'^^^YJ^-^-^hM: d:Sf: ii;j^: Sll^l l^' f ;^;i:

vol; :i^l;s;S; Jii;. ". i»T n": »i"«riu=. 23. sp. p.u d,. p. «<i, o„. v,i. u,. ,. ««

p. 19M.




